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Bigger Budget Set By Paramount for '3 1 , Says Zukor

IKO, K1N0GRAMS ENTERING INDUSTRIALS
Columbia Features and Shorts Booked
5 00 of Circuit's Houses
1
for 1930-3
Sign Produ
ct
Columbia has closed contracts for
he showing of its 1930-31 features
md shorts in more than 500 Publix
heaters. The product includes Coumbia's 20 features and Its seven seies of shorts. Agreement provides
or the playing of these pictures in
louses acquired later by Publix, provided it does not conflict with prior
:ontracts.

"IDEAL" IN 4 T
RKO's "Beau Ideal" will be the
first talker adapted to foreign versions under the Dunning Process of
superimposing the characterizations
Irequired by the respective countries.
Carroll Dunning sails Sunday for
Berlin to make arrangements for the
conversion of "Beau Ideal" into
German, Spanish, French and Swedish. Dodge Dunning, his son and
inventor of the process, will go to
Berlin in February to supervise the
work.

"All Quiet" and Cartoons
On "Nation's" Honor Roll
"All Quiet on the Western Front"
and the creators of animated cartoons, particularly as exemplified in
the Mickey Mouse and Silly Symphony series, are mentioned on "The
Nation's" Honor Roll for 1930 under
the drama heading.

German Statistics
Berlin (By Cable) — A
"Lichtbildbuehne",
checkup
German byfilm
trade weekly,
shows 5,087 cinemas throughout Germany with an aggregate of nearly 2,000,000 seat,
Of this number, 2,184 cine
mas with a total of 1,140,85'/
seats give daily performances

Europe's
Ten Best
Cable) — In a contest conducted in

Berlin (By
39 countries by
"Der Deutsche" to determine the 10 best pictures of 1930, the following were selected in the order named: "Under the Roofs of
Paris", "All Quiet on the Western Front", "Blue Angel", "Westfront 1918", "Anna Christie", "Two Hearts in Waltz Time", "With
Byrd at the South Pole", "Fire in Opera", "Big House", "Mickey
Mouse".

by Publix

Production of Commercials
Planned by Two More
Companies
Two more producers of theatrical
films are entering the industrial and
sponsored pictures field. Both RKO
and Kinograms are understood planning production of this type in the
City.
near future. Producing in both
cases will be centered in New York

Portable Recording System
BIG-NANE INDUSTRIALS
Launched By Whitman Corp. PLAN OF WARNER BROS.
A new recording system, the invention of Stewart C. Whitman, is
being introduced by the Whitman
Sound Corp. Several short test reels
already have been produced and additional tests are being made for several leading producers interested in
the process.
Sound recording under this system
is on photo-sensitized motion picture
film, and among the features claimed
is that it eliminates all ground and
surface noises and covers a full band
of musical frequencies. The frequency range of recording light source is
as high as 14,000 cycles.
The device can be built portable so
that it would be no trouble for one
(Continued on Page 2)

SAYS "CLOSED MARKET"
FORCES PATHE-RKO DEAL

A trend toward the use of big
names in industrials and sponsored

picturesforis afurther
substa-..*;'ated
by
plans
celebrity
series being
made by Warner Bros. Industrial
Films, Inc., subsidiary of Warner
A "closed market" has forced Bros. Under supervision of A. Pam
Pathe into its merger deal with Blumenthal, vice-president and general (Continued
manager, oneon subject,
starring
RKO, was the comment made by
Page 11)
Lewis Innerarity, Pathe office, Wednesday, in discussing the two suits
filed in an effort to prevent the con- Legislative Moratorium
solidation. He said that the stockRecommended by Hays
holders' meeting called to ratify the West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
deal will be held at 10:30 o'clock
Hollywood — State Legislature?
Monday morning, on the 10th floor
can aid business by declaring a moraof the building at 45 West 45th St.
torium for the next four months on
all measures which would add specific or general burdens on industry,
said Will H. Hays on his arrival
here for his midwinter visit.

More For Films, Advertising,
Zukor 's 1931 Success Formula

116 SOUND SET FIRMS
PUT OUT OF BUSINESS

Paramount's program for 1931 calls
for an increased appropriation for
production and more money for advertising the pictures, says Adolph
Zukor in his New Year statement.
The Paramount president declares
this is no time for penny squeezing.
At least 116 manufacturers of "We believe that the American peocheap sound equipment have gone
ple have plenty of money," he states,
out of business trying to market a "and will spend that money if this industry, as well as other industries, ofbout
ser.;
AT. Bum
sales manfers them greater value for their dollar. It is not enough to give them
ager of ctrical Re arch Products. Bunn says,■i on that
of the same class of product as last
Page in2) view
(Continued on Page

11)

Short-Term Writers
Policy of giving writers
long-term contracts is gradually mount
being New
ended
the ParaYork atstudio.
The
new plan is to engage them
picture by picture). Under
this system the overhead is
considerably slashed, it is figured, and the studio is within easy reach of established
fictionists and playwrights
who are available for individual assignments.
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DERR URGES KEEPING PAGE NEW RECORDING SYSTEM
BY WHITMAN
WITH IMPROVING TASTES
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"Birth of a Nation" Stopped
St. Paul— Showing of "The Birth
of a Nation", synchronized version,
was stopped by the city council here
after a delegation of Negroes protested against it.

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STIllwell 7940

]. E. Brulatour, Inc*

Meeting of board of directors. Allied States Ass'n, Stevens Hotel
Chicago,
10:30 A.M.
Jan. 5 Meeting of Pathe stockholders to
ratify
RKO. sale of Pathe interests to

man to carry the recording unit. The
results of recording with this system,
using a separate source of electrical
energy, is jet black and half tones.
Me Again,"
No mechanical means is used for re- Jan. 7 "Kiss
production,
opens atFirst
the National
Warner,
New
York.
cording on film, but a special optical system is employed. A combina- Jan. 17 Dinner and Dance (17th Anniversary) of M. P: Machine Op.
tion of double peaked variable area
erators' Union, Hotel Astor, New
York.
and variable density are the results.
Only recording the impulses makes Jan. 22 M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania will hold annual election
it impossible for the film to be over
meeting in Philadelphia.
developed, there being no exposure Jan. 19-24 Fox Anniversary Week.
only when there are impulses. The Jan. 22-24 Annual conference of National
Board of Review, Hotel Pennsyldevice does not have to be mounted
vania, New York.
on springs or cushions and rough Jan. 28-30 National Conference on Screen
York.
Advertising, Hotel Roosevelt, New
handling will not interfere with recording the sound on the film.
opens atChaplin's
the George
M. Lights"
Cohan.
"City
The system uses a light source Feb. 1 Charlie
that is declared ideal for photographNew
York.
of the Society
ic reproduction. There is no lag 01 May 25-28of Spring
Motion meeting
Picture Engineers
to be
smudging of the film due to this light
held in Hollywood.
source in recording. The power used
in this device is very low and the
No Terriss Features for Futter
life of the recording light source is West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILV
Hollywood — Walter Futter states
unusually long. Equipment is now
being made for sound trucks to oper- no arrangements have been made for
ate in the metropolitan area undei the making of two feature travethe Whitman Process. Studio chanlogues by Tom Terriss, "vagabond
nels under the same process are al- director," for Wafilms.
so being manufactured.

Hollywood — A booklet containing the extensive vocabulary of the new standards in sound reproduction, there is no prospect of
sound motion pictures has been issued by the technical bureau of the lower prices for Western Electric
Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences. system in 1931. C. J. Ross of RCA
It is called "A Selected Glossary for Photophone also has announced
the Motion Picture Technician" and that equipment prices will not materially change this year.
its chief purpose is to help the sound
engineers, cameramen, laboratory
workers and theater projectionists to Harry Fields Appointed
understand each other, also for the
'IP Manager in Portland
guidance of directors and others in
Portland, Ore. — Harry Fields, who
related crafts.
started in the film business as a
salesman in 1920 with Harry Crandall of Washington, D. C, and has
ERPI Sales Changes
J. M. Ridge, formerly of the Dallas since been associated with various
territory, has been appointed Western companies in the east and west, is
Division sales manager of Electrical now managing the local Universal
Fields recently married.
Research Products with headquarters exchange.
in Hollywood. He succeeds J. R.
Dick Sears Recovering
West, promoted to special representative to handle assignments directly
Boston — Richard W. (Dick). Sears,
from the New York office.
chief of Pathe News in New England, is recovering satisfactorily from
his attack of pneumonia.
Soldiers Protest "All Quiet" Ban
Berlin — Placards protesting the
ban on Universal's "All Quiet on the
BROADWAY & 47th ST., N. Y.
Western Front" are being posted
throughout the city by the Union of
War Wounded Soldiers at the Front
WILLIAM MORRIS ft
a
and Those Left Behind by Dead Sol- r i
diers. Citizens are urged to advoft
cate the showing of the film so that !■
<
>1— c
"the youth of Germany will learn
tu
o
the way to peaceful understanding."
Call-Board
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In arranging the 1931 schedule,
Derr states, Pathe production resources will be concentrated on following up the company's highly successful "Holiday," "Her Man," "Big
Money" and "Sin Takes a Holiday."
Five features and as many two-reel
comedies are to be in work by Jan.
10. The features include Constance
Bennett in "Lost Love," Ann Harding in "Rebound," Helen Twelvetrees
in "The House of Glass," and "Lonely Wives." "The Painted Desert"
and "Beyond Victory," both starring
Bill Boyd, have already been completed for 1931. The story department is now reading scripts for Eddie Quillan.

(Continued from Pane

Technical Vocabulary
Issued by M. P. Academy 116 Sound Set Firms
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Put Out of Business
(Continued from Page 1)
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Producers who keep a step in advance of the graduallv improving
public tastes are the ones who will
benefit most in 1931, says E. B. Derr,
in his outlook statement for the year.
The Pathe president declares the
new year will see a still further development of the motion picture as
an essential form of entertainment
for the cognoscenti as well as the
masses.

Low Daily or Weekly Rates

Powers Clnephone Equipment Corporation
i

723-7TH AVE., N. Y.

bryant eorr
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Palace Theater, London
r
4 weeks commencing Jan. 5th
LOS

ANGELES,

CAL.
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COMING

& GOING

MAJOR ALBERT WARNER expects Xa
leave for the coast, via the Panama Canal,
in about two weeks.
CARROLL DUNNING, accompanied by
his wife and daughter, sails on the Bremen
this week-end to arrange for foreign ver
sions of "Beau Ideal" to be made in Ber
lin with the Dunning
Process.
B. B. BUCHANAN of Publix, F. A.
MAJOR of Major Equipment Co.. and BOB
KROESCHELL
of Carrier Engineering
Corp. sails on the Bremen for Europe.
Buchanan
is
to
remain
abroad three or four
months.

ALTZMANS
Louis H. Saltzman
that master
of music,
presents
Smith
Ballew and his
Orchestra who play captivating dance music

RESTAURANT
Charge. )
during Dinner daily and
Sunday. (No Cover
Know the enjoyment of
dining in the dimly
lighted private booths.
Famous Saltzman Club
Dinner ($2.00). The
Beefsteak Dungeon is
available for private

parties.
60E.42NDSt.

NY

Millions, indeed, have been inspired
by Tennyson's classic lines which immortalized The Charge of the Light
Brigade"! Millions, whose imaginations
have been stirred by the chronicle of the
world's most heroic episode, will be ripe
box-office prospects for this trenchant
drama, brought to startling realism in
Jaws of Hell . Millions will thrill to
the surging action, the epic sweep of
the memorable struggle and the warm
love theme which permeates the plot. It
is the season's

most spectacular

Starring

film.

Cyril WITH
MACLAGLEN
A CAST OF 5000
CHARGE

W

OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE
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Broadway Premiere at Shubert's Central

January 3rd
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Goldwyn Develops
A British Complex
T SHOULDN'T be at all sur1 prised to learn that Samuel
Goldwyn is nourishing a secret
ambition to be elevated to the
peerage in Great Britain — that
he is hoping that King George
will summon him almost any day
now and make him a Knight
Commander of the Bath, at the
Mr. Goldwyn is cervery least.
tainly doing the right thing by
his British constituents. He has
given employment to hordes of
English actors, English authors,
English supervisors. He has
l.aclv Maureen Stanley on his
pay roll to see to it that all
lorgnettes are held at just the
right angle. In his production of
"Raffles," he even went so far
.is to put on a county cricket
match which was the ultimate in
authenticity. In his new offering. "The Devil to Pay," by
Frederick Lonsdale, he gives us
London clubs. London taxis,
Waterloo Station, breakfast at
Lord Kneeland's and Derby Day
at Epsom Downs. And he gives
us also fine performances by
three talented Britons: Ronald
Colman. Fred Kerr, and a wirehaired fox terrier named George.
Both Mr. Kerr and George are
so superlatively good that they
might easily have stolen the picture away from Mr. Colman; but
Mr. Colman is one star who is
competent to frustrate any attempts at grand larceny by members of his supporting cast....
By wav of holding his franchise
in the United States, Mr. Goldwyn has engaged two beautiful
American girls, Loretta Young
and Myrna Loy, to appear with
the English gentlemen in "The
Devil to Pay."
— Robert E. Sherwood,
Bell Syndicate

TEN YEARS INAGO TO-DAY
:THE
im MWSKHL
01 HIM DOM

Famous
Players to release
Bait,"
Tourneur-made,
with
Hampton.
*
*
*
Famous Players planning one
stock company and series of
specials.
*
*
*
Milton
Hoffman
resigns
Famous Players.

"The
Hope

• • • FILM CALENDAR for the month of January.
and
Jan. 2, Georgia ratified the U. S. Constitution, 1788....
in 1879 D. W. Griffith was born, and immediately ratified the
this also is the day that Frank WilBirth of A Nation
stach is supposed to send out his 10th annual Dictionary of
Similes, but we haven't seen our copy yet
Jan. 3, Washington defeated the British at Princeton, N. J., 1777
and Jan. 3, 1930, a lotta exhibs found themselves licked without
wired houses
wired houses, and a lotta other exhibs WITH
found themselves licked with cheap sound systems
Jan.
5, Richmond, Va., was burned by the British, 1781
and
on this day a year ago Carl Laemmle got square with the British by having himself made a fellow of the Royal Society of
Arts of Lunnon
Jan. 8, Washington reported his troops
at Morristown, N. J., were "almost perishing with want," 1780
and Jan. 8. 1930, the independent producers reported
they HAD perished, for the same reason
Jan. 11, Alexander Hamilton, statesman, was born 1757
and several
years later on that date Chester Conklin, screen comedian, was
born
but he's made more dough as a screen comic than
Alexander
made
as a statesman
Jan. 15, is the usual
quarterly dividend date of the American T. & T., which will
be paid as usual
it is also the usual quarterly dividend
date of the Bank of the U. S., which will not be paid
as
usual
Jan. 16, the 18th Amendment to the U. S. Constitution went into effect, 1920
and it will still be in effect
this Jan. 16, but not very effectual
Jan. 24, gold was
first discovered in California, 1848
and on this date some
girls and boys will still be discovering it in Hollywood,
and
some will NOT
Jan. 31, about 17,000 B.C., Adam staged
the Apple Scene with Eve, which has given Hollywood a lotta
ideas for these sexy pix
and if Adam
and Eve hadn't
staged that act, there wouldn't be any movies, or film biz, or
ANYTHING
fact, you and I wouldn't
be here to
discuss
the whole sillyin affair
*
*
*
*
•

•

• GORDON WHITE, of Educational, is the only publicity and advertising chief on record who has developed a pergonal fan following
he just received two gorgeous silklined neckties from "An Admirer"
now all that is worrying Gordon is whether the unknown worshipper is male or female Leo Reisman,
whose
band is passing out that
seductive music at the Paramount,
is sending out attractive
folios containing some of his hit records
James A. FitzPatrick's traveltalk, "Siam to Korea", had the distinction of
being the only short subject on the opening bill with the new
Douglas Fairbanks picture. "Reaching for the Moon", at the
Criterion
*
*
*
*

• • • FRED RYLE. chief makeup man at the Fox eastern
studio, is basking in the honor conferred on him by Doug Fairbanks Doug thinks Fred is the best in his line in the
biz, and goes around telling everybody so
Harley Clarke
personally selected Fred for the part of Mr. Fear in that prosperity propaganda film, "Mr. Courage
and Mr. Fear"
Joseph Holton, assistant casting director at the Fox Eastern
stude. is always going around
closing windows
when
his fellow-workers protested, Joe explained as follows
when he was overseas in France during the war in the American Air Service, he was quartered with an old Frenchman, who
would always come into his bedroom and close the window on
the hottp«=t nights
"Mon Dieu!" the Frenchie would exclaim, "You will catch ze terrible cold."
*
*
*
*

Clocks Give
Show Time
Norva Theater,
Norfolk,
■JyfANAGER
Ballone,
of Va.
the
in exploiting "Hell's Angels,"
arranged a tie-up with Western
Union, using all electric clocks
with signs in the lower part of
the clock reading — " 'Hell's Angels,' at the Norva Theater starts
at 11 A.M.; 1 P.M.; 3 P.M.; 5
P.M.; 7 P.M. and 9 P.M. Western Union Time." Also a tie-up
was effected with the Yellow
Taxi Co., by displaying a sign
over the cover of the spare tire
stating: "Take this cab to the
Norva to see 'Hell's Angels,'
cheapest rates, —best
service."
United
Artists
*

*

*

Novel Shadow Box
Exploits "Derelict"
^ANAGER
Jonasson
of had
the
Mayfair, Asbury
Park,
a large shadow box display
built, which he used one week
in advance of the showing of
"Derelict." The shadow box enclosed a 36"x38" transparency
showing a sinking ship. The
lighting was arranged so that
by means of a flasher system,
the S.O.S. of the distressed vessel flashed through the transparency. Connected with the
flasher was a buzzer producing
— Paramount
the sound of a wireless.

MANY
HAPPY
RfTIJRNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by ThE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

January
1-2
William Fox

large
super

• • • THE TOP record still stands at this writing that
was hung up by the litfht-fingered artist who played one performance at the Paramount theater
and collected 11,000
>macker>
and modest
about it, too
unlike most

from

actors, he wouldn't even reveal his identity
but mebby
under influence of the New Year's conviviality, the sap will
have bragged
about
his achievement
they usually do

D. W. Griffith
Walter Futter

William
Charles

W.

«

«

«

»

»

»

Haines
Bickford

Ray Johnston

A

STATEMENT

MOTION
INDUSTRY

TO

THE

PICTURE
BY

ADOLPH
ZUKOR

Ihe year just ended has been one of unprecedented stress to business throughout the
world. Our economic system has been put
to its severest test, values have suffered severe
declines, unemployment and financial losses
have brought hardship to millions of people.
JJad as the business depression has been,
however, it has had a certain saving value in
the lessons it has taught. Some of them apply
to all businesses; others are peculiarly applicable to the motion picture industry.
Ihe chief benefit to be derived from the
events of the last year is the destruction of
the illusion that prosperity, personal or national, can come from any source save hard
work, constant application to one's own
business, and the giving of increasingly greater
value to the public. Stock market speculation
and all other kindred devices for getting rich
quick come to grief when they run up against
this homely, fundamental truth.
1 o us in the motion picture business, one
of the outstanding lessons which 1930 has
driven home repeatedly is that the public,
no matter what general conditions may be,
will patronize good pictures.
Cjood pictures! Nothing in this business
can take their place, nothing is so absolutely
necessary to the continued prosperity of all
phases of the industry.
Week after week, when other businesses
have been languishing, when poor pictures
have been starving, we have seen good pictures

draw thousands of people to box-offices.
The record has been so plain that the wonder is anybody ever could have been deluded
with the idea that there was a substitute for

the best directors and the most popular players
— all these have been brought into our studios under a policy we adopted to help the
industry meet the days ahead.

good pictures.
JLhe year 1930 is behind us. We have
given it this farewell glance only for the
lessons it taught.
A he command

is forward to 1931! Our

duty is before us — and so is our opportunity.
Vve in Paramount Publix Corporation
face the new year with confidence and courage. We believe that the American people
have plenty of money. We believe they will
spend that money if this industry, as well as
other industries, offers them greater values
for their dollar. It is not enough to give
them the same class of product offered them
last year, or even last month. Producers must
give them greater and ever greater values.
JTaramount Publix Corporation wants to
make it plain to everybody in this industry
that it accepts the complete responsibility of
leadership, and that for 1931 and succeeding
years it will pursue a policy which will insure
stability and reasonable prosperity to the theatres and the personnel of this great industry.
JPor the last six months we have made an
intensive survey of production resources. We
have quietly mobilized our forces for the
production of the greatest program of pictures in the history of this business. The finest
plays and novels, the most brilliant writers,

.Last year we spent $25,000,000 on the
production of Paramount Pictures. This year
we shall spend many millions more. While
sensible economy must be practised at all
times, this is no time for petty trimming of
budgets, no time for squeezing of pennies.
The problem is here and it is our duty to
face it with courage and solve it with skill
and brains. Greater pictures must be made.
These pictures must contain more showmanship, more novelty. This costs money, and
Paramount purposes to invest this money,
secure in the knowledge that the public will
reward its efforts.
1 have personally
of the production
associates. I have
each of our studios
York. Never have

gone over every detail
plans drawn up by my
spent several weeks in
in Hollywood and New
I been so confident of a

production program. To theatre owners
throughout the world I wish to impart some
of the confidence I feel. I want them to know
that Paramount has a complete knowledge
of their problem and, more than ever before,
will stand by them and support them.
JL he second article in our business faith is
that good product must be intelligently
and adequately advertised. In 1931 and in
succeeding years it will be our purpose to
support every one of our pictures with

increased advertising. From the beginning of
its existence this company has pursued the
policy that the producer's responsibility for
the success of a picture did not cease with
the booking of the picture. By extensive
national advertising in magazines, newspapers and radio broadcasting,we have helped
exhibitors sell our pictures to their patrons.
1 his year and in succeeding years we purpose to enlarge upon this policy. Greater advertising effort than ever before will be put
behind our pictures. It is an insurance that
Paramount gives to exhibitors with its product.
Ihe third article in our creed is one that
we commend to everybody in this and every
other business. It is good, old-fashioned hard
work. For the workers, for the thinkers, and
for those who apply themselves to the tasks of
this business with thought and energy, the
rewards of 1931 will be as great, if not
greater than ever before.
We of Paramount Publix purpose to get
our share of those rewards. We purpose to
see to it that our customers get their share.
And, finally, we purpose to see that the vast
public that patronizes Paramount Pictures
gets its share in better entertainment than
it has ever purchased before.
1 herefore, to the motion picture industry,
and particularly to the loyal men and women
of the Paramount Publix organization
throughout the world, I send my greetings
for the New Year, confident that our plans
and efforts will bring success and prosperity.

PRESIDENT. PARAMOUNT
JAN. I. 1931

PUBLIX CORPORATION
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By

RALPH

WILK

HOLLYWOOD
1-JOOT GIBSON, who will initiate
■^ a personal appearance tour at
the New York Palace on Jan. 7, expects to return in ample time to
itage the "Hoot Gibson Golden State
Rodeo" at his ranch near Newhall,
in the early spring. Gibson recently
bought the Baker Ranch, ahead}
famous for its annual gathering ofthe world's leading riders, ropers and
general handy men of the old West.
*
*
*

"Broadminded."
will direct.

The latest Educational TerryToon has had title changed from
'Dancing Man" to "Club Sandwich."
*
*
*

More For Films, Advertising,
Zukor's 1931 Success Formula

Clarence

Badger

Barbara Stanwick has been signed for the title role in Warners'
"Night Nurse."

Our Passing Show: David Butler, Monta Bell, J. Farrell MacDonald, Sol Solinger, A. Stern and Leo
Houck at the North Dakota— L. A.
Wade Boteler, who appears in the Firemen's football game; Edith
Fitzgerald participating in the
cast of "The Painted Desert," star- Southern California Mid- Winter tenring Bill Boyd, made his talking
nis tournament; Al Lewis motoring
picture debut with Bill in "The to the Fox studios.
Leatherneck" which, coincidentally,
was directed by Howard Higgin,
who is also the director of the current picture. Boteler is well known
Rolfe Sedan, who has played in
as a writer as well as an actor. As- comic opera and dramatic stock,
sociated with Douglas McLean for
played the leading comedy role of
three years, he appeared in every
picture with that star and adapted Hans Wagner in "The Prince oj
Pilsen" at Santa Monica. The comic
most of them to the screen.
opera was presented by the Santa
*
*
*
Monica Music association. Sedan
Harry Joe Brown will direct has appeared in numerous pictures,
"Ihe Registered Woman" for Ra- including "The Iron Mask", in
dio. It goes into production shortly.
which he played "Louis XIII".
*
*
*

Ben Turpin has been added to
(Continued from Page 1)
the cast of Radio's "Assorted Nuts," year, or even last month. Producers
featur.ng Beit Wheeler and Robert Woolsey. Freeman Woods has must give them greater and ever
greater values.
been signed *
for "Kept
*
* Husbands."
"Last year we spent $25,000,000 on
production. This year we will spend
lola D'Avril has the title role many millions more. While sensible
in the new Mack Sennett comedy, economy must be practiced at all
"The
Clyde. College Vamp," starring Andy times, this is no time for petty trimming of budgets. Greater pictures
*
*
*
must be made. These pictures must
Radio Pictures is bringing out a contain more showmanship, more
This costs money.
new comedy team in Hugh Her- novelty.
hert and Edna May Oliver. Greg"Good product must be intelligentorv La Cava will direct the first of
ly and adequately advertised. In
1931 and in succeeding years it will
them.
for
planned
* series being
*
*
*
be our purpose to support every one
of our pictures with increased adver^JtThe latest Educational-Mermaid tising.
domedy is titled "Windy Riley Goes
mHollyivood," with a cast including
fWalter Merrill, Louise Brooks,
\ Johnny Shaw,
Jack Shutta, Dell
Henderson,
William Davidson and
Wilbur Mack.
*
*
*
Ona Munson will appear opposite
Joe E. Brown
in First National's

Laughs for 1931
More funny pictures, and
fewer gangster and underworld films, is the order of
the day, according to William
Beaudine, who is turning out
two-reelers at the Mack Sennett studios.

Jerseyville, 111. — The Orpheum,
Chippewa Falls, Wis. — W. L.
owned by the Dickerson circuit, will Crouse and G. E. Miner have opened
the
Rivoli.
have local competition from S. E.
Pirtle, who plans to build a house.
Tekamah, la. — Harry Day has pur
Corvallis, Ore. — E. E. Marsh is chased the Lyric.
now managing the Fox Whiteside
Minneapolis — The Early Opera
and Majestic, replacing Cal. S. Edwards, who has been transferred to House
reopened. Elmer Rosenhauer ishas
manager.
Vancouver, Wash.
Irvington, N. J.— Mrs. Sam Gold
Indianapolis — The Ohio, a Skouras- stein
has installed sound and is now
Publix house, will open hereafter at operating the Liberty.
8:45 A. M. Children's tickets in
both the Indiana and Circle will be
Cleveland — Charles P. Carroll, exreduced from 25 to 15 cents.
ploitationCity,
director ofN.Warner's
ley in Jersey
J., came Stanhere
Toronto — Jerry Shea has resumed
on a two weeks' assignment to exploit the reopening of the Lake.
the management of Shea's Hippodrome and has changed the title of
the house to Shea's Theater. Clair
Freehold, N. J.— The Liberty, forAppel, former manager, has been
merly the Embassy, has been taken
promoted to the head office of Fa- over from Walter Reade by Max
mouse Players Canadian Corp. as Snider.
advertising supervisor.
Ithaca, N. Y. — Clair E. Hollander
Andover, O. — Kenneth A. Rood is now managing the State, owned
has taken over from A. W. Gibbs oy Cornell Theaters. Hollander was
the Gibbs of this City and the Gibbs formerly manager of the Regent and
Majestic, Elmira.
at Kinsman.

Big-Name Industrials
Plan of Warner Bros.
{Continued from Page

1)

Clark & McCullough, has been completed for Chesterfield cigarettes and
will be released immediately.
In addition to headquarters at 220
West 42nd St., branches have been
opened by the Warner subsidiary in
Los Angeles and Chicago. Other
offices
March 1.will be inaugurated after
W. E. Expands in India
A. T. Johnson, formerly assistant
superintendent in charge of service of
the British Northern Division of
Western Electric, has been appointed operating manager in India. He
will have two more engineers added
to his staff. There are now 21 W. E,
systems in stallations
India,
pending.with 12 more in-

Ilion, N. Y. — Sidney G. Mattison,
manager, announces that vaudeville
will soon be added to the program of
the Fox Capitol. Over $200 worth
of clothing has been taken in at
Welfare Matinees for the Ilion Welfare Ass'n.
Detroit — The
Loyal
has
transferred to Lee Carrow.

been

Huntingdon, Pa. — The Grand,
closed for months following a fire,
will be reopened about Feb. 1 by the
Patriotic Order Sons of America,
cently.
with Western Electric equipment.
The Clifton was destroyed by fire reKansas City — Fox; has reopened
the Waldo at 75th and Washington
its. The house was closed for several months, during which time the
seating capacity was increased from
50 to 1,250. Other improvements
brought the total expenditure on the
house up to around $150,000.

"To us in the motion picture business, one of the outstanding lessons
which 1930 has driven home repeatedly is that the public, no matter
what general conditions may be, will
Total W. E. systems throughout
New Incorporations
patronize good pictures. The record the world have reached 7,446, of
has been so plain the wonder is that which 4,834 are in the U. S.
anybody ever could have been dePemberton Productions Group Two, the
16th For Warners on Coast
luded with the idea that there was a
San Francisco — Opening of the atrical; United States Corp. Co., 150 Broadsubstitute for good pictures. Our
300 shares common.
way, New York.
duty is before us — and so is our op- Embassy here, following $50,000
Radio Transporations, talking pictures;
worth of improvements, gives War- Miller & Millet, 25 West 44th St., New
ner Bros. 16 houses on the coast. York.
100 shares common.
portunity."
The Embassy formerly was operated
Mackay Sound-on-Film, Inc., New York
photographiOrganist Dies on Job
by William B. Wagnon, who still has City, manufacture devices for Incorporating
cally recording sound ; Delaware
the Davies.
1,000 shares common.
Trenton, N. J. — Stanley Rhoades,
Co., Dover, Del.
City, operate theNew York E.
40, organist at the Lincoln, R-K-O
Yadkin, Inc.,
Seider Gets Bay Shore House
W. Maynard,
aters, amusement places;
house, died of heart disease on the
will
common.
Shore
shares
Bay
100
at
Shore
, Del.
Bay
The
Wilmington
stage of the theater as he was about
Dissolutions
be taken over Saturday by Prudento give his performance.
Films, Manhattan.
tial Theaters, headed by Joe Seider.
Foreign American

The treacherous

beauty

of the trackless desert

*

luring adventurers

to

deadly dangers —
Burning thirst, gnawing
hunger and thundering
destruction, faced
fought by men
and women
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sound trite to say again that peop
le are
shopping more carefully for their enter
tainment. But
it is true! And in these days of fight
ing for business, we must
faee faets. 5 Fact No. 2: Short Feat
ures mean more to your patrons
than they have ever meant befor
e. They are watching for their favorite
s
There is more box-offi
p
u
i
t
l
n
S
h
l
e hort Features. 5 It is more impor
ce
tant to
you, therefore, that you play the best in Sh
ort Features. Whatever your feature
contracts may be, you can build bett
er programs by playing better Short Featu
res
-and sell more tickets by explo
t
iting hem. 5 There is just one name that stand for
s
the best ,„ Short Feature
s. It has stood for the best for more than a decade It stan
.
ds
farther in advance of the field at the sta
rt of 1931
than i, ever has before. It's
•ll. *
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No Pathe Transfer to RKO Till After Court Hearing

ADA
"CANScreen
S INWide
LOOMHave
UTS. DeLEGIS
ANTIAll Warner
Luxe LATIO
HousesN Now
20 of Circuit's Theaters
Already Equipped for
Larger Pictures
Bros, theaters,
of the circuit's de
all now
ing are
represent
equipped with
houses,
luxe
wide screens. Installations are being
made as fast as theaters of this class
are acquired.
Twenty

Warner

110 Chicago Schools Using Films
Chicago — During the past two years 60 public schools have
been equipped with 15mm. motion picture projectors and in 50
ethers projectors using standard size film are installed. Nearly
every school is equipped with lantern projectors and in one year
not less than half a million slides were used.

Screen Advertisers Plan
Code of Business Ethics
SUES FOR $44,250 FEE
IN WARNER THEATER DEAL

Adoption of a code of business
ethics governing the production, distribution and exhibition of advertisPittsburgh — Mark and Marine
is planned at the noning
pictures
heatrical films conference to be held
Browar, former owners of the New
a
Kenyon, are named defendants in
Jan. 28 to 30 at the Hotel Roosevelt
suit for $44,250 and interest from under the auspices of the Screen AdJune 19, filed in U. S. Court by Harry
vertisers' Ass'n. General topics to be
Gold of New York. The money is discussed are:
claimed as commission for sale of
"Why {Continued
the Advertiser
Should
Be
on Page 2)
the theater to Warner Bros. Gold
avers he was engaged by the defendants early in June to get a purchaser for the theater, on a verbal
agreement to receive a 10 per cent
commission.

Glen Dickinson Circuit
Invading Illinois Field
Beardstown, 111. — Glen W. Dickinson Theaters, at present operating
some two-score houses in Kansas,
will invade the Illinois territory with
the construction of a 1,000-seat theater here. Construction is to start
early in the spring.

the Palace. Loss is approximately
$100,000, partly covered by insurance.

Orchestra of 125
As a first step in bringing
back better times, Roxy has
added 31 musicians to the
Roxy Symphony orchestra,
bring'ng the total up to 125,
thereby making it the largest
permanent theater symphony
orchestra in the world. The
augmented musical organization gave its first performance
Friday under the direction of
Errio Rapee.

Columbia salesmen have been
awarded a week's vacation with pay
as a Christmas present. All employes who have been with the company a year were given a half week's
pay as bonus.

Toronto — Total of 650 of Canada's
1108 licensed theaters are now wired.
Nearl;< half of the sound houses are
controlled by 31 circuits of three or
more theaters. These circuits are
'ocated in the following six territories, in which Canada is divided for
distribution purposes; Ontario, 11;
Quebec, 5; Maritimes, 4; Winnipeg,
5; Calgary, 5; British Columbia, 1.

Pathe Court Hearing Put Off;
Deal Consummation Held Up
Although practically the full requirement of 633,000 proxies needed
to assure ratification of the PatheRKO merger had been received up
to Saturday morning, and an o.k. on
the deal is expected by both Pathe
officials, actual consumarid RKO
(Continued

on

Page

9)

Ottawa — Passage of legislation adverse to American pictures is likely
to occur as a crystallization of the
anti-U. S. films sentiment which is
fast fermenting in Canada. American domination of the Canadian industry is now being examined by a
commission under the Combines Investigation Act. A definite decision
as to steps to be taken will be made
upon completion of its report.

CEN. ELECTRIC USES COLOR
IN FIRST OF 12 SUBJECTS
West Coast Bureau. THE

650 Canadian Theaters Equipped;
31 Circuits Control Nearly Half

Palace, M'Alester, Burns
Loss is Set at $100,000 One Week Off with Pay
M'Alester, Okla. — Fire of undeFor Columbia Salesmen
termined origin on Dec. 28 destroyed

Measures Affecting U. S.
Films Expected
in Ottawa

Opening of Elkhart House
Gives Warner Circuit 812
Elkhart, Ind. — Opening of the new
Warner house here, on the site of
the former Lerner, brings the total
number of theaters in the Warner
Bros, circuit up to 812.

FILM

DAILY

— "Stepping Ahead,"
first of d a series of 12 industrial
theHollywoo
subjects to be put out by General
Electric, has been completed here.
the production was made in Multicolor.

Thomas H. Brown Named
N. C. District Manager
Bristol, Conn.— Thomas H. Brown,
formerly connected with various
theaters in New England, most recently at the Cameo, here, has been
manager for Warappointed
ner Bros,district
in North Carolina with
headquarters at the Broadway in
Charlotte.

800 Camera Angles
Berlin — In "Her Majesty.
Love," which Joe May is now
cutting, more than 800 camera
angles were used. The principle of a fully expanded
camera was employed for the
time by May in this profirst
duction.

-. MM.

Bell & Howell Issues
Screen Advertisers Plan
1931 Filmo Catalogue
Code of Business Ethics
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STOCK
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Net
High
Low
Close
Chg.
Con. Fm. Ind.
.. 10* 9* 10* + 1*
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 16 15* 16
+
*
....151* 144*4 151'/* + *'A
Kodak
East.
Fox Fm. "A" .... 27/, 25* 27*
.....
Gen. Thea. Equ...
6*
6* 6* +
*
Loew's, Inc
48^ 45* 48* + 2
86—4
86
do pfd. ww (6*) 86
— 1
do pfd. xw (6*). 83 83 83
3954 36^ 3954 + 1*
Para. F-L
Pathe
1* 1*
\% ~
X
do "A" Exch
4
3*4
3*
RK-O
"A"
17 15* 17
+ 1
Warner Bros
14* 13 14* + 1
MARKET
CURB
YORK
NEW
Fox Thea. "A"...
4* 4* 4* +
*
.....
2
2
2
T.oew, Inc., war..
Technicolor
7* 7* 7* +
*
MARKET
BOND
YORK
NEW
53* + 2*
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 53* 51
*
6s 41ww...l00* 10054 10054 —
Loew
do 6s 41 x-war... 96*4 9654 9654 +
*
Paramount
6s 47. 92?* 92* 92*
+
*
.....
Par. By. 5*s51.. 10154 101* 10154
Par. 5*s50
85* 85 85
+
*
.....
51 50* 50 «
7s37
Pathe
Warners 6s39 .... 67* 67* 67* —
*

Todd Ferguson Recovering
Oklahoma City— Todd Ferguson
of the Warner Bros, staff has nearly recovered from an attack of pneumonia. He was stricken at the Warner office last week.
ill H H WIIPPCTPPPWIW
New York
1540 Broadway
BRYint
4712

Bell & Howell has just issued its
1931 Filmo Catalogue, which could
be termed a text book for the amateur photographer both in the industry and out. The new text book,
which is sent free on request, contains technical and semi-technical
articles on various phases of photography and lighting and also carries
chapters by authorities on indoor
movies, titling, editing and screening. New accessories for 16 mm.
cameras and projectors and a portable talkie reproducer are also
listed. The catalogue is filled with
interesting and instructive information and a number of full page cuts
that should prove interesting to
amateur movie makers.

(Continued from Page

Interested in Motion Pictures as an

"What's Ahead in the Equipment
Advertising."
"How

Screen Advertising."
"What the Agency Wants to Know
Line?"
About Screen Advertising."
"How the Circulation of Screen
Advertising Can Be Accurately
"The Attitude of the Motion PicChecked."
ture Industry Toward Screen Adver-

Advertising."
"The Government's Nation-wide
Survey of Screen Advertising."
"The 16mm Market as an Outlet
for Screen Advertising."
"The Woman Consumer's Attitude
Toward Screen Advertising."
"Distinctive Advantages of Screen
Advertising."

"Quiet"
ia Split on the
Austr
Vienna
— Although
Christian
Social Governor of Upper_ Austria
Town's Only House Burns
has issued a decree prohibiting: the
Chicotah, Okla. — The only movie
house here was destroyed by flames showing of "All Quiet on the Western Front", the Socialist municipalon Dec. 28.
Loss is estimated
at
ity of Vienna intends to permit the
showing of the picture. One the$6,000.
ater where it will play has already
been sold out three weeks ahead.
Cuba Bans "East is West"
Havana — The Cuban Department
of the Interior, meeting here, has
Carpentier in Vaude.
barred the Spanish version of UniGeorges Carpentier has left the
versal's "East is West" after protests
by the Chinese consulate. The film screen for a tour of R-K-O vaudeville to start Jan. 17 in Union City,
opened at the Rialto after being
passed by the Cuban censors, but N. J. He is now preparing a muwas closed after the first showing
sical comedy satire titled "Pugs and
Kisses" in which he will be supon the ground that "it gives a wrong
ported by Margie May Martin.
impression
of the Chinese
people."
Richmond Operator Killed
$40,000 Fire in Marblehead
Richmond, Va. — Edward H. VarMarblehead, Mass. — Damage estinier, operator at the Bluebird, was
mated at $40,000 was done to the
accidentally shot and killed by a Warwick by fire of undetermined
policeman during the attempted rob- origin. Thomas A. McNulty is manbery of a store.
ager.

Hollywood
Chicago
6700 Santa Monica
1727
Indiana
Ave.
Blvd.
CALumet
2691
HOLlywood 4121

Wtj^j^.^j^j".^.**.**.**.**.**.**.**.**.**.**.**.**.*****.**.**.**?*

Jan. 22

M. P. T. O. of Eastern Penn
sylvania will hold annual electioi
meeting in Philadelphia.
19-24 Fox Anniversary Week.
22-24 Annual conference of Nationa
Board of Review, Hotel Pennayl
May
vania, New York.
Jan. 28-30 National Conference on Screei
Advertising, Hotel Roosevelt, Nev
Jan.
York.
Feb.
1
Charlie
"CityM. Lights'
opens atChaplin's
the George
Cohan
Jan.
New York.

Jan.

25-28
Jan.

Spring meeting
of the Societ
of Motion Picture Engineers to b
held in Hollywood.

COMING

& GOING

EDW. DMYTRYK, who came east to e],
wood. Royal Family", has returned to Holly
"The
plans to leav

PHILLIPS HOLMES, who has bee
working at the Paramount New York stf
dios, returns to the coast next week.
WALTER E. GREEN, vice-president c
General Theaters Equipment, returns to Net
York on Monday from a business trip.
BEATRICE LILLIE will sail from South
ampton for this country next week.
BERT
WHEELER
ROBER'
WOOLSEY
will arrive fromand
the coast
Sun
day morning on the Advance Century.
REG
REUBENSON
sails
aboard
Lafayette
on Jan.
9 for France
after
five weeks'
stay in New
York, where
h
made
several contracts
with producers
fc
shorts.
are

JACK WHITE and PAULINE STARK
in New
York from the Coast.

"Heavenly Night" Opens Jan. IS
Samuel Goldwyn's "One Heavenl
Night",
with
Evelyn
Laye,
Joh
Boles, Leon Errol and Lilyan Tash
man, opens Jan. 15 at the Rialto.

"
NGLD THATC
♦ NANYT
CA
BEHISO
THE FILM INDUSTRY
CAN BE SOLD BY AD

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
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PICTURE

INSURANCE
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Jan.

Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Speciah'stsin

MOTION

J. E. Brulatour, Inc

17
Jan.

ti
t<

"Kiss Me Again,"
First Nationa
production, opens at the Warner
New York.
"One Heavenly Night", Samue
Goldwyn picture, opens at th
York.
Rialto, New
Dinner and Dance (17th Ann!
versary) of M. P; Machine Op
erators' Union, Hotel Astor, Nev
York.

JOSEPH P. KENNEDY
for Florida next week.

Let Us Solve Your Problems!

I Eastman Films

15

Theater Audiences React to

iwwwwmiWj

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STIllwell 7940

Meeting
of Pathe stockholders
ratify
RKO. sale of Pathe Interests

Advertising Medium."
"How Recent Technical Improvements in Motion Picture Production
Enhance the Effectiveness of Screen

Fairbanks, Jr., Extends Vacation
"Untouched Possibilities in the
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., who is Non-Theatrical Market for Screen
vacationing in New York with his tising."
wife, Joan Crawford, has been
"The Value of a Recognized Mark
granted leave from First National to Advertising."
extend his stay another two weeks. -if Authority and Reliability in Screen
Warner Music Building Opened
Warner Bros, have opened the
new 10-story building on 54th to 55th
Sts., between 11th and 12th Aves.,
where the music affiliates of the
company are now housed. Two
floors are utilized by the Brunswick
Radio department. One floor also
is given over to Continental Accessories, while another section is
occupied
by the foreign film department.
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How Charlie Farrell
Reacts to Janet Gaynor
WHY
do I like to play oppoposite Janet Gaynor? Because she understands me. She
seems to know at times exactly
what I am thinking about, and
has a reply ready almost before
I put a question in words. In
playing opposite Janet there is
always a responsive note. It is
the "give-and-take" of acting.
Keeping us both on mental tiptoe. Alert. Working together
for the best possible effects before the cameras and the microphone. Janet and I are friends —
real friends. As such, we work
as a team. One does not try to
"steal" a scene from the other.
We work in accord to put it over.
Why shouldn't I like to work opposite her? When we play together we rehearse our scenes
over and over again. We do not
always agree — Janet and 1 — in
our study and our work, but one
of her priceless qualities is her
ability to see the other fellow's
point of view. She grants her fellow player the privilege of having
his own opinion. So you can see
it is a real pleasure to work with
her! One of the biggest tactors
in her success is her perseverance. When one is working with
stimuJanet she unconsciously
lates one to greater endeavor.
Janet always aims at the highest
attainment. A person cannot be
in her company and not catch
some of that spirit of keeping
everlastingly at it. And she does
it so quietly— so easily. But all
the time you know she is reaching out for greater development
and before you know it you are
right in step with her, eager to
put over your best efforts, too.
— Charles Farrell

Out of approximately 10,000
unwired theaters still remaining in the U. S.. at least 5,000
will install sound, while about
3,000 more are expected to replace unsatisfactory apparatus
with standard devices, says
Charles J. Ross of RCA Photophone.

• • • THE MONTH
of January has been set aside in all
RKO theaters for the observance of the second anniversary of
the newly constituted organization
it is but fitting that
they should celebrate with a lot of heigh-ho and cheerio
and it would be entirely fitting if the entire amusement industry
celebrated
with them
for there are few organizations
which have contributed so fully to the development of the Arts
of Amusement in the last two years
with their resources,
artists and varied knowledge and experience of show business,
they have been a potent factor in the New Era into which the
amusement world was swept by the advent of the talkie
it meant a tremendous upset and form reversal for the major
vaudeville
organization
vaude
was on the skids as the
young giant of the motion picture kept sapping its vitality
then came sound
and the picture producers corraled vaude
headliners right and left
it looked like the demise of the
chief exponents of the outworn vaudeville form of entertainment
and it probably would have died, but for the calibre of
the men
at the helm
they quickly
adapted
themselves
to the new order
Radio Pictures was formed
and
started from scratch
without sound stages or equipm--.;'
with practically
no organization
or personnel
yet in two short years Arkayo has established Radio Pictures
in the foremost rank of producing organizations
an outstanding factor to be reckoned with every minute of the film
year
Arkayo has done yeoman service in supplying vaudeville talent to the talkies at that critical period when the vaude
artist was the only one who could successfully meet the demands
of the talkie, calling for an unusual
combination
of oral and
pantomimic ability
so to these men who so magnificently
have met one of the greatest crises that the ent're amusement
industry has ever been called upon to face, we salute you
Hiram Brown, Benjamin Kahane, Joseph I. Schnitzer, Lee Marcus,
William
Le
Baron,
Hy
Daab,
Joe Plunkett,
Major
L. E.
Thompson,
Nate Blumberg, Mark Luescher
and to this
Honor Roll many more
limited space only forbids mention
they have done big things in a Big Way
and may this second anniversary be but the forerunner of many
more as equally successful
with a clientele of 60,000,000
patrons and hundreds of theaters in every principal city, they
have something to be jubilant about

• • JEANETTE LOFF, appearing in Tiffany's "Fighting Thru," is in town and will appear as guest artist for Nick
Kenny's "Daily Mirror" program over WOR on Sunday eve
Paramount Publix executive staff will welcome a distinguished addition shortly in the person of George Akerson,
former newspaperman and for several years secittary to President Hoover

e

Local Clubs Help
Children's Matinee
TN AN effort to build up good
will and to overcome local
opposition of a prejudicial nature, Manager Joe Klein of the
Strand Theater, Shenandoah,
Penn. has enlisted the co-operation and support of the local
Kiwanis and Rotary Clubs on a
special children's matinee at
which the admission price will
be a toy, broken or otherwise.
These toys, through the aid of
Boy Scouts, will be repaired and
ublix
distributed to the poor —P
children
of Shenandoah by the Kiwanis
and Rotary
Clubs.
*

*

*

Juvenile Editions
Of Covered Wagons
staged a unique
parade that
]y[ANAGER
J. F. Thames,
Jr.,
gave
"The
Big
Trail"
at
the
l'ublix-Saenger, Vicksburg, Miss.,
lots of publicity. The waggns
used ranged from two-wheel
carts of various descriptions to
four-wheel . wagons of the toj
— Fox
variety. Every entry had his
or
her wagon to resemble the covered wagons of the early days.
Each wagon was pulled by the
entrant— girls and toys under
the age of 12.

•

• • • THE EMPEY Salesmen's New Year ball at the
Plaza almost passed without a proper observance of the fatal hour
everybody forgot it was midnight
so busy trying
to sell the other fellow or dame something
in the usual
manner of film salesmen
until Phil Meyer tried to sell
Herman Timberg a watch
then everybody noted it wa;
just 12 o'clock
the emcey mistook a salesman's wife for
Ruth Roy, and tried to get her to sing
but Ruth rushed
down from the end of the hall in time to save the day
or night
then came
the Main
Event
the lights
went out
a spot was thrown on the main entrance
in trooped a file of waiters each bearing aloft a large piece of
ice frozen into the form of an ice bucket with little Japanese
ice-cream men with tiny parasols sitting in conference atop the
ice
at a flurry of trumpets, the parade of waiters started
down the hall
then Frank Drum thought he saw a dime
on
the floor
dashed out,
upsetting
wa'te-s and
scattering
three dorenh" Japanese
figures
all over three
the floor
a lotta Merry Confusion
salesmen's party

«

«

just what you'd expect at a film

«

»

»

»

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations arc
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

January

3-4

Marion Davies
Eddie Gribbon
Anna May Wong
Dorothy Arzner
Herbert Brenon
Paul Benjamin

Sam Dembow
George B. Seitz
Isaac Blumenthal

THE

2£S

HOLLYWOOD
CURRENT

HAPPENINGS

FIVE IN WORK AT RKO
ESTABLISHING HIGH MARK
A bigta mark in production at the
RKo studios was established over
the holiday.-, just passed, the activity including live pictures in work
and two others in preparation. In
production arc "Assorted Nuts," Ben
Wheeler-Robert Woolsey comedv
directed by Edward Clinc; "Ladies
for Hire," with Bettj Compson, directed by George Archainbaud;
"Kept Husbands," with Dorothy
Maikaill. Xed Sparks and Clara
Kimball Young, directed by Lloyd
Bacon; "Private Secretary," with
Mary Astor, Catherine Dale Owen.
Robert Anus and Ricardo Cortez,
directed by Melville Brown; and the
last <«!' the "Broadway Headliner"
serie> produced by Lou Brock, with
Roscoe
Ates and Hugh
Herbert.
"Madame Julie," to be directed by
Victor Schertzingcr and "Bachelor
Apartment," featuring Lowell Sherman and Irene Dunne, with Sherman also directing, are now being
prepared. J. Walter Ruben is writing the continuity for "Bachelor
Apartment" and I toward Lstabrook
is at work on "Madame Julie."
Ralph Spence and Tim Whelan
also are busy on new stories.

Warners-First National
Plan 35 Features Each
Warner Bros, and First National
will each have ,55 features on theii
1931-32 programs, according to present plans. This is the same number
productions as announced for
1930-31 release.

"Over the H 11" in Sound
the
of "Over
version
talker
A
Hill"
is being
considered
by
Fox
LoftUS is exClSSj
for next Season.
role.
pected to play the mother
Story for Billie Dove
Edwin
Justus
Mayer
has
been
ned bv Howard
Hughes to write
a story for Billie Dove.
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ACTIVITIES

FLASHED

BY WIRE

FROM
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RALPH

"pYE
UNSELL,
veteran
screen
writer,
wrote the
scenario
for
"Unfaithful." based on John van
Druten's story. '"Unfaithful" stars
Ruth Chatterton and is being directed by John Cromwell.
*
*
*

WILK

lowing an appendicitis op. ration.
Charles Farrell will appear opposite
Miss Gaynor *in "Merely
;(: * Mary Ann."

William A. Seiter, who will
next direct Loretta Young in
"Big Business Girl" for First
National, holds the record of
having directed 17 pictures in
two years.

Activity among the units operating for Educational release have not
let down during the current holiday
season, contrary to general practice.
Both the Educational and Metropolitan studios are working on all cylinders.

Roy J. Pomeroy
was one of the
pioneers in so nd rec rding. tie is
the inventor of several so nd reIn various stages of production
Our Passing Show: Jack C:nway,
cording and reproduction devices.
Harry Beaumont, Eddie Manniy, Mary Pick ford, Clara Bow, Norma now are six new comedies, in hiding
a Gayety, as yet untitled, starring
James WfLttaker, Lew Lipton, Lou Shearer, Vilma Ba, ky d char a U
Heiftez at the Notre Dame All-Stard- and Wallace Beery rec 'ived fh ir F"ord Sterling; a new Lloyd Hamil
ton, which William Goodrich is diSouth-West game; Lto.'.ard Spi^el- jirst voice tests from Pomeroy.
recting, with Addie McPhail, Ambe;
*
*
*
gass motoring to the Fox studio.
Norman, Stanley Blystone and
*
*
#
Antboiiv Bushed won the tennis
Mitchell Lewis in the cast; "Lett
After wo. kin..; for a produce; for tournament sponsored by William
Repeat," a new Ideal, featur.ng
several years, a publicity woman is LeBaron, defeating
Pandro
Berman, and
the well-known vaudeville team
"Bud"
Harrison and Peenie Elmo,
now
studying
English
usage at the 6-2, 6-4.
*
*
*
Hollywood
night school.
*
*
*
also billed as "Seben 'n' Leven'; a
Edivard Woods, who worked in new Vanity, titled "A Shotgun WedSimile — As busy as an assistant
ding," featuring John and Bustei
'Mother's Cry," will play in "The
director assembling the product ion
West, and directed by Williarr
Public
Enemy,"'
which
will
be
staff and < xtras.
made by Warner Bros. Woods at- Watson; a Mermaid, written by Ker
*
*
*
tracted much attention when he Kling of "Windy Riley" fame, anc
Ben Silvey. assistant director, who
featuring the beautiful Louise Brook;
has worked on the Eastern and appeared i)i "Madame X," in sup- and Jack Shutta; and a Yan ty, starport of Pauline Frederick.
ring Glenn Tryon.
Western coasts, is assistant to John
*
*
*
Adolfi, who is directing George ArHarold Shumate, "Saturday Two Added to Connie Bennett Cas
ils-, in "The *Ruling
Passion."
*
*
Evening Post" author and formerly
supervisor for Sam Sax and Gotham
Paul Cavanaugh and Fre er cl
Jack Hays, whose play, "Mr. Prods., as well as an independent Kerr have been added to the cas
Ijcmon of Orange," is being made producer on his own, has completed
of Constance Bennett's next Pathi
by Fo.,-, with FA Bren '<■' starred, "Texas Man" for early prorluc.ion.
picture, temporarily titled "Los
has writte i "Riverside Drive," It is an original story.
which will he prod iced by the
Shuberts, and "Hercules," which
will also be produced on Broadtcay.
*
*
*
Janet Gaynor will return to Hollywood in January to begin work on
her forthcoming Fox picture,
"Merely Mary Ann." according to
a cablegram received by VVinfield
Sheehan from the star, who is convalescing ina Honolulu hospital fo!-

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
Love."

Hollywood's most convenient
hotel.. . for your it inter stay in
Southern California

Grant Withers on Tour
Grant
Withers
is due
to leave
.shortly for the East to open a PubHx tour, starting Jan. 26 in Detroit.

ONEhotels.
of California's
winter
Right in themost
heart popular
of movieland
...next door to famous theatres, studios,
cafes, and shops. ..near golf courses, bridle
paths, and other amusement places.
The Plaza offers you luxurious appointments,
excellent service, homelike hospitality, and
the company cf interesting and famous

Gloria Swanson's Next
"Obey That Impulse" is announced
Eleanor Boardman in "Flood"
by United Artists as the next vehiEleanor Boardman has been signcle for Gloria Swanson, with Ben
ed for the feminine lead in ColumLyon as her leading man. It will
bia's "The Flood." Monte
is be a non-musical with story by
featured, with James Tinling Blue
direct- DeSylva, Brown and
ing
Henderson.
Leo McCarey is directing.

Setter's Record

COAST

NO HOLIDAY LETDOWN !
AT EDUCATIONAL STUDIOS

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By

THE

Del Lord Directing Conklin
Del Lord, veteran comedy director and producer, has been engaged
by Phil L. Ryan to direct the fifth
Chester Conklin comedy in the series being made for Paramount. In
Conklin's supporting cast are Ethel
Sykes, Vernon Dent, Bud Jameson
and Stanley Blystone.

Write for beautiful illustrated folder showing
things to do while in
Southern California.

Europecn plan. Special Winter Rates Now;
people.
$3.50,single. $5.00, double. $6 TO, twin beds.
Ask for weekly and monthly ra.es.

Remember tie Pl<i>za . . . for an unforgettctJe
winter in Holl/wood.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

HOTEL

... HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.
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PARAMOUNT STUDIO STAFF Short Shots from Eastern Studios
ON SINGLE JJCTURE BASIS THE leading role in "An Ameri- A record in music composing
\By HARRY

A picture-to-picture contract basis
is rapidly being applied not only to
s and diwriters but also composerPara
mount
rectors attached to the
New York studio staff.
With the completion of long term
contracts now in force, it is understood that no renewals will be made
except on a picture-to-picture basis,
barring one or two individual cases.
Players now working on a pictureto-picture basis, with Paramount
es
holding an option on their servic
are Miriam Hopkins, Ilka Chase,
Charles Starrett and Henrietta
Crossman.
Writers whose contracts recently
expired and were not renewed include Austin Parker and Paul GanglinT Directors who were not reengaged include Howard Bretherton
ar\d Paul Ganglin. The music staff
has also been curtailed, with E. Y.
Harburg, Sammy Fain and Irving
Kahal among those affected.

N. BLAIR,

has
can Tragedy," considered one of been accomplished by Jay Gorney of
the prize acting plums of the year,
has been assigned to Phillips Holmes, Paramount's composing staff. Gorney succeeded in writing the music
based on his work in "Stolen
for
five
songs, the words of which
Heaven,"
opposite Nancy
Carroll.
were sent to him from the West
The Earl of Gosford, ranking as Coast, within four days after their
one
England's
leading and
peers,social
and arrival. The songs will be sung by
well ofknown
in business
circles here, has become associated Roberto Ray in Paramount's "Arriba El Telon," a Spanish feature,
with Visugraphic Pictures, in addition to his other interests.
now in production.

Alf Goulding, Vitaphone comedy
director, has a reputation of handling
most of the leading comedy stars of
the films. Just a few of the luminaries who have worked under
Goulding are Harold Lloyd, Lloyd
Hamilton, Karl Dane, George
K. Arthur, and Harry Langdon.
Goulding is now getting most of
the Joe Penner assignments on the
Vitaphone lot, as well as several of
the "Naggers" series.
Tom Hogan and a Pathe camera
crew took possession of Harlem one
New Measuring Device
last week to photograph the
Invented by Cameraman night
Cotton Club floor show in action.
A follow focus device, said to in- Nicholas Caviliere, Frank Perugini
sure perfect accuracy, has been de- and George Peters officiated at the
veloped by Edward Hyland, assis- cameras, with Albert Schuster in
tant to Jos. Ruttenberg, Paramount charge of recording.
cameraman.
Nancy Carroll is planning to fly
This device, which is attached to
the camera truck for moving shots, to the Coast for a hurry-up trip immediately upon completing a radio
works on the same principle as a
speedometer, allowing the camera- engagement on Jan. 16. She will
man to tell exactly how far away then return to Paramount's New
the camera is from the object being York studio for her next picture, as
yet unannounced.
photographed.
Arthur Hurley, Vitaphone director, is the biggest booster of all
Mack
Staging Gaieties
Roy Mack, who directs most of these "mail early" and "wrap sethe Vitaphone musical shorts made
curely" campaigns. Reason: Arthur's
here, has been chosen to stage the brother, William Hurley, is postmaster
of
Boston
and trains the direc1931 Warner Club Gaieties, to be
tor
to
be
a
big
help to the boys in
presented in February.
gray. In reciprocation, Arthur has
the postmaster tell all his Boston
friends about Vitaphone
comedies.
"New York Lady" Set
"New York Lady," an original by
William Gaxton, musical comedy
Donald Ogden Stewart, starring
Tallulah Bankhead, is definitely star, who makes his talking picture
scheduled to start production at debut in Warner Bros.' "Fifty Million Frenchmen," has completed his
Paramount's studio here, on Jan. 19.
Clive Brook will appear opposite, first Vitaphone short, "Partners,"
at the Warner studios in Brooklyn.
with George Cukor directing.
Arthur Hurley directed.
More Screen Memoirs
Tommy Madden, familiar character
N. BREWSTER MORSE
at the Paramount New York studio
Originals, Adaptations, Dialogue,
Continuity
as general utility man and keeper of
silence, is preparing his autobiograFor Henry King
phy which will be published during
the coming season. Madden was once
"Hell Harbor" and "Eyes of the World"
527 5th Avenue,
New York
middleweight boxing champion of
Murray Hill 2600
Canada.

S'tough on a stuttering comedian
to label his pictures with titles
starting with the letter "S." Five
of the six already completed by
Penner come under this heading,
these being "Seing Off Service,"
"Stuttering Romance," "Stepping
Out," "Service Stripes" and "Sax
Appeal." The latter, his latest, was
directed by Alf Goulding and is said
to have no connection with Rudy
Vallee.

YORK

STUDIOS

ANOTHER SERIES ADDED
TO VITAPHONE PROGRAM
Vitaphone officials here are pursuing a policy of signing up stage
players for a whole series in cases
where they have definitely registered
in their screen work in various Vitaphone shorts.
The latest to be signed for a series is Joe Penner, musical comedy
comedian, who has appeared in the
"Greenwich Village Follies" the
"Vanderbilt Revue" and other Broadway shows. Screen patrons are already familiar with his style of comedy through the six shorts he has
made for Vitaphone.
The Penner contract brings the
number of Vitaphone series to five.
Others already under contract are
Bobby Jones, Robert L. Ripley and
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth while
the S. S. Van Dine mystery series
completes the group. Additional
names are being sought for new series now in preparation.

ROMANCE

R omance

is the lifeblood of the

theatre. It flows throughkevery movement on stage or screen.
And

romance requires its proper set-

ting and atmosphere — elements that
can only thrive with the aid of Living

Music.
THE AMERICAN

FEDERATION

OF MUSICIANS

(Comprising 140,000 professional musicians in the I 'nited Slates and Canada)
JOSEPH N. WEBER, President
1440 Broadway, New York. N. Y.
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Strong Remote Volume Control
Solves Another Sound Problem

NEW

THEATERS

Monroe, Wis. — Plans for the erection of
ahave$100,000
theater here by Chester J. Goetz
been announced.

METAL SEAMLESS SCREEN
PUT OUT BY COAST FIRM

Long Beach, Cal. — Mercury Light
Danville, 111. — It is reported that War-beets, telephone calls and
ner Bros, have secured an option on the Sound Screen Co., which was reAnother troublesome problem in other cue
methods
heretofore
employed
control
the
lease
of
a
site
here
on
which
it
is
underund.
conn
cently established here, is manufacstood the company
is to build a theater.
turing an all-metal, seamless, fireoi volume and quality of talking pic- in trying to direct the sound recepDavenport, la. — The Bechtel interests are
backers
of
the
hotel
and
theater
building
to
tion
from
downstairs
may
be
disresisting sound screen. The screen
ture lion at tiie point of debe
erected
here
at
an
estimated
cost
of
new
a
pensed with when the new system about $2,000,000.
livery, has been solved by
has been thoroughly tested* and
device known as the Strong Remote is installed. The manager directly
111. — Plans are in progress for many are being installed in the East
controls the sound of his program theDecatur,
Control.
erection
of aInc.theater here by the De- and South. The metallic construccatur Theaters,
with the new device, which does
Election of the screen eliminates dampay
Kssann
the
of
Strong
not interfere with the work of the
L. D.
Hollywood — Construction on the $1,000,ening or muffling of tone, thereby
tric Manufacturing Co., Chicago, is
000 Pilgrimage theater here has been started.
The house is to have a seating capacity of sion.
projectionist.
the patentee and hi- company is now
permitting
perfect sound transmisInstallations are now being made
busy turning out the device for all
1,471.
Southampton, N. Y. — Construction has
K'i \ Photophone installations, the in RCA equipped theaters and, ac- been started on the Glynne theater to be
to Strong, within a very erected in this city at an approximate cost
Michigan's Second Smallest Wired
Ki \ company having been the first short timecordingthe
devices will be ready of $250,000.
Morenci, Mich. — Western Electric
to give the device unqualified ap- for adaptation to all other makes of
Spokane — Work has been started on the
sound equipment has been installed
proval and sanction.
s 1,000.000 Fox West Coast theater here.
Springfield, 111. — 'Negotiations have been in the Gem here owned by E. FurExhibitors have long wondered sound equipment amplifiers.
completed by the Fox West Coast theaters
why some inventive mind had not
with George N. Kreider of this city for a man. This town is the second smallest in the state reported to be using
site on which to erect a $1,000,000 theater.
devised a means of regulating the
Western Electric equipment, Saugauvolume remotely from a downstairs
New Distributor for Kooler-Aire
point, but after all that is the only
tuct taking first honors in this reAppointment of the Berlanger Fan of 526. spect. Saugautuct has a population
section of the theater from which
A new shutter in which the blades
cc Blower Co. of Detroit as distribusound reception can be safely
are adjustable in the matter of width,
tors for Kooler-Aire, complete air
judged. Certainly the operator in
Convertible Reel
and
designed
for
use
on
the
Superconditioning
systems, and Arctic Nudeterthe projection room cannot
The new day reel, constructed of
mine if and when more or less vol- Simplex or Simplex models equipped Air cooling and ventilating systems
ume of sound is needed to pli
with the rear shutter, is the latest has been announced by the Kooler- balanced aluminum and said to reEngineering Corp. of New
duce wear, tear and trouble, is being
the patron- His monitor horn only development of the International Aire
York.
tells him that there is sound emanput
out
by the Lincoln Electric &
Manufacturing Co. of Boonville, Ind.
ating from the screen. The quality Projector Corp. of New York.
film.
Color
Equipment
The reel is convertible to any width
of the reception is not within the
The device is "said to consist of a
Natural colored glass hoods that
power of determination.
narrow vane which may be rotated
to 500 watt lamps for inBut with remote control from within the limits of a slot containing will fit 10teriors
and exteriors and color
downstair- points, the manager or set screws located in each end of the screens in circular, square or obsome attendant delegated to do. so
long shapes to fit all standard units
blades. The effect of this movement,
may not only regulate accurately
are being offered by the Reynolds
it
is
claimed,
will
widen
each
of
the
the quantity of sound volume but
Electric Co. of Chicago, manufacturers of theater color lighting
the quality as well, actuall) "play- two blades in equal proportion, or
"Universal" Surwith the
make them both narrow, depending
Bag. A sure shot.
prise
ing
the
picture,"
giving
it
the
proper
equipment.
touch and tone for every set or upon which way the vane is moved.
Repeat business guaranscene, just as the producer intended
Designed primarily for use in place
teed. Extremely lowthe exhibition should be made.
GOLD SEAL TICKET REGISTER
of the regular stock Simplex rear
priced.
Send for samples.
-butter,
it
may
also
be
substituted
While several remote stations may
Protection — Speed — Efficiency
be installed, located at as many for an in-front-of-the-lens Simplex
GENERAL REGISTER CORP.
points in the house as desired, one -butter, by having the hole in the
Paramount
Building
station i- usually sufficient, this lo- bub bushed to fit the smaller shaft
cated at the rear of the seats in and constructing some sort of protecChirkering 4065
New York
tive i?uard to prevent coming into
the auditorium. An inconspicuous
J. C. Ensi.rn, Gen. Sales Mgr.
2329 Third Avenue,
New
York City.
accidental contact with the shutter
double toggle switch with "ui)" and wings when it is in operation, it is
"down" position- marked enables claimed.
in-tantly regulate the volume, step by Step, up or down ared. And further, the device does
not in any manner interfere with
the work of the projectionist who
still retains his same mean- of Conmean so much to good lighting
trol and operation.
I HIS Stamp of Approval
THE
manyfor important
little things
required
proper illumination
of
It is pointed out that buzzer sig-

International Develops
New Adjustable Shutter

Bring Back the Kiddies

UNIVERSAL
TOY & NOVELTY
MFG. CO.

LITTLE THINGS

in advertisements

equipment

STAGE

EQUIPMENT

Console - Orchestra Elevators
Magnescopic-Grandeur Screen

BRUCKNER-MITCHELL,
532 West
New

22nd Street
York

INC.

and

supplies

That the NATIONAL

of

means:

GUARANTEE

of highest quality is coupled with
thrt of a manufacturer.

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY
COMPANY

Branches in till Principal Cities

that

the stage are here in abundance — parts
and supplies of every description ; carbons for arc lamps, cable and connectors, gelatine and glass color mediums,
color wheels and color frames, resistances, enclosed pedestal switches, terminal lugs, etc. — also spot-lights and
other
stage
lamps
of various
kinds.

KLIEGL BROS
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Ccinc
^ 321 West 50thStreet New York, NY.
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EQUIPMENT
BOOTH

Flexible Sound Screen Unit
Perfected by Armstrong Studios
The new Artone sound screen unit,
which enables the projectionist in the
booth, by pressing a button, to obtain any size screen desired instantly
by iris movement and without any
manual operation, has been perfected
and is now being distributed by the
Armstrong Studios, Inc., of Los Angeles.
Complete control by either projectionist or stage electrician, or both, is
claimed with its use, and standard to
Movietone, Magnascope or Grandeur,
or vice-versa in any order desired,
may be obtained.
The entire unit, which is all-steel
constructed, can be counterweighted
and handled the same as an ordinarv
curtain.

before it is machined, so that the finished trap will be accurate in every
respect. An even distribution of
metal is secured by means of a carefully designed rib. As a result of
these features of design and construction, the company claims it has succeeded in producing a film trap which
will not warp even under the severest
use.

The device is available in four distinct types, as follows: Regular type,
similar to the Simplex E-16; with
proportional apertures, one for soundon-film, the other for sound-on-disc,
requiring two pairs of lenses in order
to project images identical in size and
shape; with proportional apertures,
requiring only a single pair of lenses
to produce identical images, whether
used with sound-on-film or sounddisc-film; and with side trap aperture precisely machined for use in
with magnascope, soundconnection
Chicago Cinema Equipment Co. of
or special
Chicago, manufacturers of projection on-film, sound-disc-film,
this trap milled to allow
apertures,
apparatus, stage lighting and orches- quick change of apertures.
tra equipment, announces a new film
trap adapted to any regular Simplex
head. It is constructed of a steel
alloy more ideally suited to intense
heat than any material of which film
THE LIVING VOICE
traps have been constructed heretofore, it is claimed.
when you install
Besides using an alloy of special
composition, each unit is heat treated

Latest Model Film Trap
Greatest Heat Resister

ALTERATIONS
San Francisco — Redecorating and the installation of a new facade is in progress at
the Embassy of this city.
Algona, la. — Purchase of an adjacent
building has been made by the management
of the theater in this city and remodeling
it into a theater
is planned.
Seguin, Tex. — New upholstered chairs and
a large electric sign are to be installed in
the Texas,
owned
by A. P. Muller.
Syracuse — The Fox-Eckle is being remodeled inside and out. A modern cooling system also is to be installed.
Scranton, Pa. — The former burlesque
house acquired by Warner Bros, is being
converted
into a talkie theater.
Springfield, Mo. — Alterations are being
made at the Electric here at a cost of about
Charlotte, N. C— About $30,000 will be
$8,000.
spent by Warner Bros, to remodel the
Broadway.

THEATERS ALWAYS CLEAN
WITH SPENCER SYSTEM

e>

The Spencer central cleaning system, said to enable one or two operators to thoroughly clean an entire
theater in the course of a few hours,
is being marketed by the Spencer
Turbine Co. of Hartford, Conn.
With the use of this system it is
claimed that a dirtless, dustless,
scrupulously clean house may be had
each day from
lobby
to balconies.

AUTOMATIC SHUTTER CONTROL

Detroit — The Stratford is being remodeled
at a cost of approximately $25,000.

Continental to Equip Houses
Contracts calling for the complete
equipment of new theaters in Milwaukee, Perth Amboy, Hackensack,
Torrington and Nashville have been
awarded to the Continental Theater
Accessories of New York.

for A.C.,
any voltage and frequency.
3-wire circuit foot

have it

Draperies
Acoustics]
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LATEST NEWS FROM LONDON. PARIS. BERLIN.
AND
SYDNEY. MELBOURNE
CENTERS
POREIGN
OTHER

By

$500,000 CONTRACT JOINS
LEADING PLAYS TO SCREEN
London— The leading plays of the
English stage produced by Leslie
Eienson and Firth Shephard will be
made into serein productions as a
result of a $500,000 contract signed
l.\ the theatrical manager.-, and C.
M. Woolf and Michael Balcon representing Gainsborough Pictures,
Ltd., and the Gaumont-Britisb Corp.
Advance deposits of $150,000 were
made. It is >aid to be the biggest
contract ever made in British him
production.

Warwick Ward Wins
"Dubbed" Voice Suit
London — A settlement of a "substantial sum" was made Warwick
Ward, actor, by Charles Whittaker
iductions, Ltd., and Warner Bros.
Pictures, Ltd., in the suit brought by
Ward to recover damages claiming
that the voice supplied in the talkie
of "The Woman He Scorned"
version
was not his, although his name was
used as playing the part of Louis.
Ward appeared in the silent version,
to which voices were "dubbed."
Ufatone Bi-lingual in Work
Berlin — "Her Highness Commands" is the tentative title of a
new Ufatone feature now in production at Neubabelsberg in German
and French versions. Kathe von
Nagy, Willy Fritsch, Paul Heidemann, Reinhold Schunzel and Paul
1 1 -rhiger are cast in the German
release, and Lilian Harvey,
Henry
.it. Bill Bocetl and Jean Mercanton in the French. Both versions
are being made under the supervision of Max Pfeiffer and the direction of Hanns Schwarz.

Markets

Foreign
Paramount

GEORGE

Names

REDDY

Literary Committee

Joinville, France— Executives of the Paramount studios have
appointed a literary committee to study the possibilities of French
talkies and to advise on production improvements. The members
selected are Sacha Guitry, actor-manager; Pierre Benoit, novelist;
Paul Morand, novelist; Saint-Granier, comedian, and Marcel PagRobert T. Kane presided at the firstjneeting.
nol playwright.

President of P. D. C.
Ufa Acquires Houses
Predicts Record Year
At Leipzig and Breslau
London — A dinner at the Connaught Rooms and a showing of
"Sm Takes a Holiday" concluded the
sales conference held by P. D. C.
with Reginald Smith, president, presiding. Smith, in his speech to the
salesmen toasted Pathe, the American parent company, and predicted
a record year. J. J. Kennedy, replying, toasted E. B. Derr as one
of America's leading producers.
Prizes for sales drive records were
awarded.

Vienna Tax Reduction
Aids Smaller Houses

Berlin — Two motion picture
houses, the Gloria Palast at Leipzig, and the Deli, Breslau, have been
acquired by Ufa Theaters circuit.
Both houses have seating capacities
of more than 1,200, and are said to
be of most modern construction.
Preparing New Pittaluga Film
Rome — Gennaro Righelli, director
of the Pittaluga production, "Love's
Song," is preparing another feature
for that company to be produced at
the Cines Studios here. Title and
cast of the film have not as yet been
announced.

Vienna — To aid the smaller houses
laboring under expense of sound
equipment, the authorities have
mreed to reduce the entertainment
tax from 28 to 5 per cent.

i
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REDUCED RENTALSPLANNED
FOR SMALL BRITISH HOUSES
London- — At the monthly meeting
of the K.R.S. last week it was decided to consider the matter of granting special assistance to small independent houses by granting reduced
booking terms. A joint committee
of the C.E.A. and K.R.S. will pass
on a list of small houses for which
the desired relief is being sought.

British Wide Film Device
Applied at Small Cost

London — A British concern, Fulvue-Film, Ltd., is demonstrating an
invention of a wide film which phoo.uraphs on 35 mm. stock, with the
cost to the exhibitor for projecting
pparatus not to exceed $125.
New Birmingham Cinema
New Birmingham — Over the opposition of the owners of the Warwick and Tivoli, who claimed that
the district is adequately cared for,

Ufa Foreign Sales Active
approval of the erecBerlin — The foreign department the provisional
tion of a 1,458 seat theater in Yardley
of Ufa recently concluded sales neAcock's Green has been segotiations with Kinemas Films, Ltd., Road, cured
by W. E. Salt, representing a
important distributing and theater private syndicate.
firm in the South African Union,
30 Wired in Manchester
for three Ufatones, "The Blue AnChange Birmingham Managers
Manchester — With the opening of
gel," "Love Waltz," "The TempoBirmingham — J. F. Frewin, formerthe West End, Western Electric
rary Widow" and six Ufatone Eduly manager of the Futurist, and now
completed their 30th sound installa- cationals. A deal was also effected at the Finsbury Park Astoria, has
whereby
Ufa
sold
its
entire
lineup
in this city. in
Western
Electric's
total tioninstallations
the British
Isles of sound film productions for the been succeeded at the Futurist by A.
Dutch Indies.
is now 1,164.
P. Fitzpatrick, formerly of the Paramount, Manchester.

Executive Changes at Ufa
New Cinema in St. Andrews
Berlin — With the return of general
St. Andrews, Scotland — With a production manager Ernst Hugo
seating capacity of 1,000 and West- Correll to the Ufa Neubabelsberg
ern Electric equipment, the new
Picture House has opened with First plant following a several months' illness, changes have been announced
National's "No! No! Xanettc." Three in the studio executive personnel.
Trocadero Pays 6% Dividend
performances
are
given
daily.
Liverpool — At the ninth annual
Director Meydam has been appointmeeting of Trocadero Super Cinema,
ed member of the board of directors,
with
supervision over German disLtd.. the organization's dividend was
Manchester's "Charity Sunday"
increased to 6 per cent. Profits of
tribution and the foreign departManchester
—
Believing
that
$250,s53,36S were announced for the year.
ment. Kurt Hubert, head of foreign
<M)0 a year can be realized by motion activities, has resigned
and is sucpicture houses keeping open on
ceeded by Director von Theobald.
"Hospital Sunday" and donating
Sunday Referendum
their net ca>h receipts to the C.E.A.
London — British exhibitors,
Benevolent Fund, W. Stephenson,
Extra Equipment for "Angels"
at a series of conferences held
president of the association, will lay
London — For the adequate showrecently, outlined plans for a
the proposal before the C.E.A. board
ing of "Hell's Angels" at the Pavilat their January meeting.
nation-wide campaign to enlist
lian, additional sound equipment had
public sympathy in the bringto be installed by Western Electric.
ing about of a referendum on
Four projectors are being used, two
London Legits Buck Talkers
the Sunday theater opening
London — A move to compete with to project the picture and two to
question. Motion picture houses
houses
showing talking pictures has project the sound track, setting a
in the London district will
Keen launched here by two legiti- precedent for sound picture projecsoon screen propaganda on the
tion in the British Isles. In addimate houses, the Winter Garden and
subject, and later, houses over
tion
to the large magnascopic screen,
Piccadilly. Matinee admissions have
the whole of Great Britain will
i
:ight
extra
amplifiers, six extra horns
been
lowered
at
both
show
places
be asked to aid in the camand a reduction of 30 per cent is in and 29 extra amplifier valves are inpaign.
cluded in the equipment.
effect at night.

Farewell Dinner to J. W. Roberts
London — A complimentary dinner
was tendered at the Cafe Royal by 50
Westernites to J. W. Roberts, director and financial manager of Western
Electric, previous to his return to
America last week.
No Charge for Sunday Shows
Birmingham — Permission for Sunday movies at the Picture House for
the Birmingham Film Society, provided that admission shall not be
charged, has been obtained from the
High Court in London. Application
for a picture entertainment at the
for the Local British Legion
Gaiety
refused.
was

Drastic on Safety
The northle, ofEng.
Newcast
ern branch
the— C.E.A.
has
the closing
proteste
moor ofbya theaterdat Spenny
the
becauseonthetwobuildin
ticeates
did
hours'g nomagistr
not conform with exit and fire
regulations.
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Pat he Court Hearing Put Off;
Deal Consummation Held Up
(Continued

from

Page

with RKO_until the_ hearing by the
court Jan. 9. The plaintiffs are permitted by the court to file amendments or supplemental pleadings to
the present bill of complaint.
In commenting on the outcome of
the meeting of the Pathe stockholders which takes place on Monday,
Mr. Innerarity said: "I am confident
that not less than two-thirds of the
Pathe stockholders will agree to the
sale of Pathe to RKO.
Proxies,
continually reaching our offices
throughout the day leave no question in my mind as to the outcome."

Mayberry and Weil To Build
Louisiana, Mo. — Cecil E. Mayberry
of Chicago and Jack Weil of St.
Louis plan a 750-seat house here on
the site of the former Star, which
was destroyed by fire Thanksgiving
Day.

Akdar Reopens on Part Time
Tulsa,
Okla.— Ralph
Talbot
has
reopened the Akdar with a policy of
films and vaudeville, operating three
days a week.

$100,000 House for Monroe, Wis.
Monroe, Wis. — Chester J. Goetz of
the Monroe
announces
plans for a
fa 00,000 theater to seat 880.
Work
s to get under way shortly with the
idea of completing the house before
summer.

Fuld Exploiting "Jaws of Hell"
Mike Simmons has engaged Jack
Fuld to handle theater exploitation
work on "Jaws of Hell," Sono ArtWorld Wide production now at the
Central.
Science Theater Opens
Following an address by Joseph
W. Roe, professor of Industrial Engineering, the Theater of Science and
Industry at 220 East 42nd St. was
opened to the public yesterday. Industrial and scientific pictures will
be shown free of charge daily, except Sunday, from noon to 2 p.m.

David Whyte in Holyoke
Holyoke, Mass. — David Whyte,
formerly manager of the Rialto in
New York, has assumed management of the Victory here, succeeding
Harry Feldmen.
Smalley at Strand, Lowell
Lowell, Mass. — Theodore L. Smalley of Boston has been named assistant manager of the Strand.
James Dempsey is manager.
New

Warner

Releases

"Other Men's Women," with
Grant Withers and Mary Astor, and
"Captain Applejack," with Mary
Brian, John Halliday and Louise
Closser Hale, have been added to the
Warner Bros, release list for January. They will follow "Viennese
Nights."
Finkelstein To Improve

Houses

Carroll, la.— About $15,000 will be
spent on improving the Earle and
Royal, recently acquired by Finkelstein Theaters. E. N. Neu will assist E. J. Smith in the management
of the theaters.
Tolkins Succeeds

Silverberg

Pittsburgh — A. M. Tolkins has
succeeded Walter Silverberg as district manager for General Talking
Pictures with offices in the Plaza
Building here.

New Incorporations

William Shartan Promoted

The International Playhouse, Inc., Newark, motion picture proprietors; Lintott, Kahr
&
mon.Young, Newark, N. J. 100 shares com-

Minneapolis — William Shartan
has been promoted from southern
Minnesota salesman to head of the
Twin City and key town selling staff
of Warner-First National.

Gorlen Productions, theatricals; J. P.
Bickerton, Jr., 220 West 42nd Street, New
York City.
1,000 shares common.
Scarsdale Amusement Co., Eastchester,
N. Y., theatrical; L. Kunen, 217 Broadway,
New York.
200 shares common.
Automatic Phonograph Corp., New York
City, sound recording devices; Prentice Hall,
Inc., of Delaware.
30,000 shares common.
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mation of the deal cannot take place,
of the suit
until after the hearing
brought by the A.B.C. Development
Corp., representing certain bondholders, which hearing has been postponed until next Friday.
U. S. District Judge John M.
Woolsey issued the postponement
order on the stipulation, signed bv
Lawrence Berenson for the plaintiff
and by Lewis Innerarity for the defendants, that Pathe will not transfer, assign or dispose of any of its
assets nor enter into any contract

Bigelow
Leaves
Yamins
Fall River, Mass.— Walter L.
Bigelow has resigned as manager of
the Empire and has been succeeded
by Charles Feinberg, formerly of the
Strand, which is now being handled
iv James Knight.

ir ret

Mike Simon Joins Universal
Pittsburgh — Mike Simon, formerly
with Paramount, has joined the Universal sales staff and will cover the
territory formerly handled by Harry
Young, who has been transferred to
Cincinnati.

Many splendid, efficient men and women are out of employment in the
motion picture industry. With conditions picking up many jobs should
soon be open. To help along a worthy cause FILM DAILY will print
WITHOUT COST your udrertiseiHent in classified form under "Help
Wanted' or "Situation Wanted." Each advertisement limited to 25
words. Simply address your letter to Advt. Mgr., Film Daily, 1650
Broadway, New York City.

SITUATIONS

WANTED

THEATRE MANAGER— 14 years'
experience in large and small circuit
houses in the West, good advertiserpersonality and executive ability.
Buying — booking — films — vaudeville
and stap,e attractions. Chas. H.
Ernest, 1723 Craig St., Pueblo, Colo.
ASSISTANT MANAGER desires a
position in Chicago or vicinity. Specializes in all forms of theater, advertising. Julius Koschoreck, 3657 So.
111.
St., Chicago,
Lincoln
SECRETARY-STENOGRAPHER,
office routine experience, conscientious and industrious, knowledge
bookkeeping. Box 570, FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

HELP

WANTED

EXPERIENCED
theater supply
salesman, capable of selling big units.
Outside territory. Car necessary.
State age, married or single, acquaintance, experience, other qualifications. Box 553, Film Daily, 1650
Broadway, N. Y. C.
WANTED FILM SALESMAN. We
can offer the right man a very attractive proposition to cover the following territories; Indiana, western
half of Penn., Northern Ohio and
Michigan, southern Ohio, W. Va.,
and Kentucky. Must be familiar
with territory and a go-getter. In
reply state past connections, whether
or not employed at present, must
have car and be able to start at once.
Box 545, FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway, New York City.

OPERATOR desires position. Two
years' experience with RCA sound
ADVERTISING SALESMAN— agGo anywhere. Like the South. Con- gressive, with knowledge of advertising and marketing principles. Access
sider anything. Bet of refe e-.ces
Non-union. Irving Sanbo-n, 59 to large national advertisers and
Washington St., Islington, Mass.
agencies for whole or part time service on commission basis. Work is
A thoroughly experienced and capa- selling motion picture advertising on
ble film man, one who has managed national or sectional basis with nabranch film exchanges for numbered
tional coverage of 18 million people.
years with proven results. Refer- Openings in major cities of the counences. Wm. G. Smith, c-o S. Becktry. Detail experience. Address,
er, 1496 Amsterdam Ave., N. Y. C.
Manager, National Screen Advertising, 4-238 General Motors Budding,
MAN wants position a- Detroit, Mich.
YOUNG
theater manager or as:istant manager. Knows all typ» of advertising SALESMEN: Salesmen who have
and exploitation, film bookings. Hon- experience and acquaintance with
est and a go-getter. Accept any- motion picture exhibitors in New
thing. Write Hubert Neale, 803
York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania.
Kokomo
St., Plainview, Texas.
Our proposition is a recognized high
grade advertising service. Only successful and experienced men should
YOUNG MAN, 19, capable of ad- York City.
vertising work, experienced, desires apply — apply by letter. Box 561,
position with newspaper of motion FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New
picture concern. Leo Stern, 950
Tiffany
St., Bronx, N. Y.
LEADING exponential horn speaker
YOUNG
MAN, 25, having two
and microphone manufacturer desires representation on a strictly 10
years' experience theatre statistics
and four years' clerical, desires con- per cent commission. Opportunity
nection with film company. Unques- to
N. secure
Y. C. representation for the new
tionable references. Sergius Poleroy
year. Write now. Box 537, THE
100 Ridgewood Place, Brighton Hts., FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
S. I., N. Y.
SALESMEN, who are thoroughly
acquainted with theatre exhibitors in
the following territories: Long Island, New Jersey, So. N. Y. State
and So. Conn, to handle our merchandise as a sideline. It is sold to
every exhibitor and is backed by a
YOUNG MAN, 22. seeking connec- high financial and responsible ortion in the advertising or publicity
ganization. This is not a canvassing
department of a motion picture con- or cosmetic proposition. Write in decern. Have had experience in writtail about yourself and be assured
ing copy and editorial work for a that it will be considered confidenN. Y. newspaper. T. Spitzer, 1750
tial. Box 556, THE FILM DAILY,
Montgomery
Ave., Bronx, N. Y.
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

radio p-oyears onof experienc
MAN,inspecti
YOUNG and
e,
duction
desires connection with firm manufacturing, in:tal'ing, etc, of mo 'if
sound devices. Harry Granbard, 850
East 175th St., Bronx, N. Y.
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Richard Barthelmess in

"Man to Man"

With Grant Mitchell and
Phillips Holmes
Warner
Time, 1 hr., 8 mins.
EXCELLENT DRAMA WITH
PLENTY
OF COMEDY
TO
LIGHTEN THE HEAVY SITUATIONS. FINE CAST.
This is a good audience picture
that should hold the interest of all.
Grant Mitchell's characterization ot
the man who comes back from prison to the forgiving populace of a
small town is convincing as is Phillips Holmes' portrayal of the nervous and emotional son who cannot forget that his father is an exconvict. Money is stolen from the
local bank and b<4th father and son
confess the theft to save the other.
Everything ends well and the boy
wins as his life mate, the charming
and beautiful Lucile Powers who
president's
the part ofAsthethebank
plays
stenographer.
town banker,
George Marion turns out a fine piece
of work.
It's a pleasing picture.

Cast: Phillips Holmes, Grant Mitchell,
Lucile Powers, Barbara Weeks, Charles Sellon, Dwight Frye, Russell Simpson, Paul
Nicholson, Robert Emmett O'Connor, George
Marion, Otis Harlan, James Hall, Johnny
Larkins.
Director, Alan Dwan; Author, Ben Ames
Williams; Adaptor, Joseph Jackson; Dialoguer, same ; Editor, George Marks ; Cameraman, Ira Morgan.
Direction, Very Good. Photography, Fine.

Douglas Fairbanks in

"Reaching
for Daniels
the Moon"
with Bebe
United Artists Time, 1 hr., 30 mins.
UNITED ARTISTS' SMART
AND
SOPHISTICATED ROLLICKING
COMEDY. FAIRBANKS GRAND. ADULT STUFF.
It's a suave, 1930 model Doug
Fairbanks who frolics through this
clever piece of entertainment, set
against a lavish background of Wall
St., Park Ave. and a modernistic
ocean liner. Doug plays a wicard of
finance who generally ignores the
ladies. A pip, Bebe Daniels, makes
him fall and he pursues her abroad,
letting his business interests go to
smash. After getting the impression
that the femme has bfeen kidding him
along, he finds out differently. The
dialogue is swift and sophisticated.
With one exception, a chase sequence, there's but little of typical
Fairbanks action. There's only one
dash of music and this is oke. Edward Everest Horton is swell as
Doug's valet and Bebe and the other
players are thoroughly competent.
Cast : Douglas Fairbanks, Bebe Daniels,
Edward Everett Horton, Jack Mulhall,
Claude Allister, June MacCloy, Walter Walker and Helen Jerome Eddy.
Director, Edmund Goulding ; Authors,
Irving Berlin, Edmund Goulding; Adaptor,
Edmund Goulding ; Dialoguers, Edmund
Goulding, Elsie Janis ; Editors, Lloyd Nosier,
Hal C. Kern ; Cameramen, Ray June, Robert
Planck; Recording Engineer, Oscar Laegcrstrom.
Direction, good.
Photography, okay.

with

Mary

"The Lash"

Astor, Marian Nixon,
James Rennie
First Nat'l
Time, 1 hr., 15 mins.
FAIR STORY OF WESTERN
TYPE. GOOD WORK BY STAR
AND SUPPORTING CAST UNABLE TO OVERCOME WEAK
MATERIAL,
As a glorified western, this is an
acceptable program offering, but as
a vehicle for the talents of Richard
Barthelmess and his excellent supporting players it falls down rather
badly. Story concerns the early days
of California. Dick, after four years
in Mexico City, returns to his California home and finds the "gringos"
treating his people badly. So he becomes abandit, pulls off several big
jobs", does some killing, saves the
deed to his uncle's ranch and then decides to beat it back to Mexico when
he learns his sister (Marian Nixon)
has fallen in love with the sheriff
(James Rennie) who is out to get
him. A romance between Dick and
Mary Astor also is worked in, and
there is the happy finale. Fred Kohler, as the menace, gives his usual
robust performance, and there is good
work
by Robert
Edeson,
Arthur
Stone and others.
Cast: Richard Barthelmess, Mary Astor,
Fred Kohler, Marian Nixon, James Rennie,
Robert Edeson, Arthur Stone, Barbara Bedford, Mathilde Comfort, Erville Alderson.
Director, Frank Lloyd ; Authors, Lanier
Bartlett, Virginia Stivers Bartlett; Adaptor,
Bradley King; Dialoguer, same; Editor, Harold Young ; Cameraman, Ernest Haller.
Direction, slow.
Photography, fair.

"Caught Cheating"

with Charlie Murray, George Sidney
Tiffany
Time, 1 hr., 5 mins.
BROAD FARCE
COMEDY
CARRIES PLENTY OF LAUGHS
IN SOPHISTICATED STORY
THAT RUNS PRETTY RISQUE.
NOT FOR THE KIDDIES.
The team of Charlie Murray and
George Sidney do about their best
work so far in this one. The story
has a plot that is a natural for laughs.
But it is for very sophisticated audiences, and for the kids it is absolutely
taboo. Several scenes and some dialogue will probably be cut plenty by
the censors. Sidney as a respectable
business man gets mixed up with the
wife of a gangster through no fault
of his own, and the gangster is out
with his crowd to get him at a
masque ball. Murray as a wealthy
contractor and a client of Sidney's
takes him out with two girls to the
ball. One of the\<girls is the wife of
the gangster, but the two cronies
do not know that. Meanwhile the
gangster and his men dressed as policemen are at the ball looking for
Sidney. This situation builds into a
series of laughs that keep the fun
popping.
has been Itvery
wellhave
directed andItmounted.
would
been just as funny without off-color
lines that occasionally creep in.

Cast: Charlie Murray, George Sidney, Nita
Martan, Robert Ellis, Dorothy Christy, Bertha Mann, Fred Malatesta, George Regas.
Director, Frank Strayer ; Author, W. Scott
Darling ; Adaptor, the same ; Dialoguers, W.
Scott Darling, Frances Hyland ; Editor, Edgar D. Adams ; Cameraman, Max Dupont.
Direction, very good.
Photography, okay.
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"ThewithCriminal
Code"
Walter Huston
Columbia Time, 1 hr., 37 mins.
INTENSE PRISON DRAMA
WITH STRONG SITUATIONS
AND A GRIPPING ROMANCE.
HUSTON IS POWERFUL.
With a punch that is a knockout,
this talkie version of the stage success is a heart gripper of the first
class. The director has presented a
thoroughly fine piece of dramatic
work and the characterizations ol
Huston and Phillips Holmes are
powerful and sturdy. As the district
attorney who sends Holmes to prison
only to later find himself warden and
faced by Holmes and thousands of
other convicts whom he has prosecuted, Huston handles his part with
all the strength of his talents. The
prison scenes are realistic and thrilling and the romance between Holmes
and the warden's daughter is beautifully done. It's a picture for strong
men and women who don't mind
crying a bit.
Cast: Walter Huston, Phillips Holmes,
Constance Cummings, Mary Doran, DeWitt
Jennings, John Sheehan, Boris Karloff, Otto
Hoffman, Clark Marshall, Arthur Hoyt, Ethel
Wales, Nicolas Soussanin, Paul Porcasi,
James Guilfoyle, Lee Phelps, Hugh Walker,

Jack
Vance. Howard Hawks ; Author, Martin
Director,
Flavin ; Adaptor, Fred Niblo, Jr. ; Dialoguer,
same ; Editor, Edward Curtis ; Cameraman,
James Howe ; Recording Engineer, Glenn
Rominger.
Direction, masterful. Photography excellent.

Joan Crawford in

Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell in

"Night Birds"
British International
"The Man Who Came
Time, 1 hr., 16 mins.
ENTERTAINING MURDER
Fox
Time, 1 hr., 14 mins. MYSTERY HOLDS TENSION
GOOD MELODRAMA
AL- TO THE CLIMAX WITH SOME
THOUGH JANET GAYNOR IS SURPRISE TWISTS AND GOOD
MISCAST IN Back"
PART OF RE- DIRECTION.
GENERATED COKE FIEND.
This British production handles a
Based on the stage play, and formerly done as a silent, this talker clever murder mystery with a lot of
version is not exactly a happy veh- class in direction and acting. The
icle for the reunion of the old team story particularly is commendable,
of Janet Gaynor and Charlie Far- for it is full of surprise twists and a
rell. Aside from the fact that many lot of baffling clues to mislead and
of the situations appear outdated, the keep the interest as to the eventual
spectacle of Janet Gaynor in a low outcome always on edge. It is impossible to suspect the real criminal,
dive in Shanghai smoking opium and
trying to act degenerate may be a and the manner in which he is finally
shock to most of her admirers, the uncovered at the end brings a distinct shock. The story takes place
majority of whom want to see her
as a sweet girl. However, there are mostly in a fashionable London night
some very charming romantic scenes club, where the various characters
between Janet and Charlie, although gather nightly. The detective is on
they somehow fail to establish that the trail of a clever criminal who has
close sympathetic'bond they created a tricky of killing his victims by
throwing a knife. In one scene it
in such pictures as "Seventh Heaven" goes verymeller, with the detective
and "Street Angel." Janet's voice
sounds rather husky, and Farrell hot after one of the gang after a theater robbery and chasing him through
moves through many dramatic scenes
in a rather mechanical manner. May- the flies backstage and out on the
be they picked the wrong director, roof in a very hokey manner. Outfor this team of all others requires class. side of this lapse, it is done with
delicate handling.
Cast: Janet Gaynor, Charles Farrell, Ken<
neth MacKenna, William Holden, Mary
Forbes, Ulrich Haupt, William Worthington, Peter Gawthorne,
Leslie Fenton.
Director, Raoul Walsh ; Authors, Jules
Eckert Goodman, John Fleming Wilson ;
Adaptor, Edwin J. Burke; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, Harold Schuster ; Cameraman, Arthur
Edeson.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.

Cast: Jameson Thomas, Jack Raine, Muriel Angelus, Eve Gray, Frank Perfitt, Garry
Marsh, D. Hay Petrie, Harry Terry, Cyril
Butcher.
Director, Richard Eichberg; Author, Victor Kendall ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, Miles
Malleson ; Editors, S. Simmonds, Emile DeRuelle ; Cameraman, Henry Gartner ; Recording Engineer, Alec Murray.
Direction, Good. Photography,
Okay.

"Paid"

M-G-M
Time, 1 hr., 20 mins.
BOX-OFFICE LULU. JOAN
CRAWFORD GREAT IN SUREFIRE CROOK DRAMA THAT
WILL GO ANYWHERE.
Based

on

the Bayard

Veiller

stagemade
success,
the Law",
and
as a "Within
silent several
years
ago.
Onetheof season.
the best This
audience
lures of
one pichas
about everything along the entertainment line, including excellent
love interest, drama and comedy, and
all these expertly enacted and directed. Story is that of a girl store
clerk who, innocent, is convicted of
grand larceny and sent to prison.
L'he store proprietor refuses to intercede for her and she swears revenge. When her term is finished
she becomes a "within the law"
crook and eventually lands the merchant's son as her husband. A series
of fast-moving episodes which include a murder completed the yarn.
The star turns in a splendid, believablemirable
performance
and receives adsupport.
Cast: Joan Crawford, Robert Armstrong,
Marie Prevost, Kent Douglas, John Miljan,
Purnell B. Pratt, Hale Hamilton, Polly Moran, vis,
Robert
Emmet O'Connor,
TyrrellGwen
DaWilliam Bakewell,
George Cooper,
Lee,Director,
Isabel Sam
Withers.Wood ; Author, Bayard
Veiller ; Adaptors, Lucien Hubbard, Charles
MacArthur ; Dialoguer, Charles MacArthur ;
Editor, Hugh Wynn; Cameraman, Charles
Rosher; Recording Engineer, Douglas
Shearer.

ors"
"Next Door Neighb
Time, 22 mins.

Pathe .
First-Class Comedy
This is the best short comedy that
has come from the Pathe factory in
months. Franklin Pangborn, Arthur
Houseman and Edgar Kennedy are
featured. One is the lyric composer
intrying to finish a song with many
terruptions from his wife in her
household duties. His neighbor is a
night bebroker recovering from the head.
The
fore and nursing an awful
phone,
composer uses the neighbor's
and one disturbance is added to another, both families getting madder
and madder and also meaner in their
revenge on the household furniture.
But the best part of the gagging
comes from Franklin Pangborn, the
innocent bystander. As the landlord
of both houses he is building a fence
on the pathway between, and the
scrapping families keep treading on it
and busting it as they travel back
and forth to carry on their neighborly
feud. It is done with a fine comedy
sense, and keeps building to a wow
Rates first-class.
climax.

"Servicewith Stripes"
Joe Penner, Joan Carter Waddell
Time, 11 mins.
Vitaphone 1124
Amusing CorMdy Skit
Burlesque bits, doughboy comedy
are inand a sprinkling ofJoedance
Penner skit,
cluded in the latest
enterwhich is generally satisfactory
tainment. Penner again features his
fairvocal impediment specialty with some
ly good results. There are
flirting bits with a pip, Joan Carter
Waddell, who later does an attractive
dance at the soldiers' show.

t and Narrow"

"Straigh
Time, 8 mins.
Tiffany
Good Playlet
Ed Robbins and Allen Jenkins are
featured in this dramatic sketch dealing with an "Ex-Convict's Club." A
member of the organization is shown
telling the assemblage how a certain
and
"perfect crime" was committed
the manner in which the criminal was
found out. Carries suspense very
nicely.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth in

Naggers Go Rooting"

"The
Time, 8 mins.
Vitaphone 1154
Good Comedy
The Norworths continue their pace
as deft comedians in this sketch with
a football game background. Most
familof the action is devoted to the
iar hokum of the husband trying to
explain the game to his uninitiated
wife, who asks silly questions and
then comes back with sillier remarks.
The arrival of the couple at the
stadium, where they find themselves
in a sea of autos, and their departure
after the game, when a panhandler
Jack doesn't
their car
upsets
are good for some
alsobecause
come across,
laughs.

"Looney Tunes

■^ Lynn Overman in

"Nine Nights in a Barroom"

Tiffany
Time, 21 mins.
Chimp Laugh Riot
This is the best of the Chimp Comedies thus far, and it's a wow. These
chimps are getting better and better
as the director develops the technique
with his simian actors. The scenes
take place principally in an oldfashioned barroom, with the Old
Souse out to wreck the joint after
the owner who also is his landlord
has dispossessed his family. The gags
are indescribably funny. It's one of
those things that must be seen to be
"Siam to Korea"
The different voices
Time, 8 mins. appreciated.
FitzPatrick
used for the different monk charAverage Travelogue
acters make the film a sure-fire laugh
Average travelogue entertainment hit. Especially the barkeeper, who
which
is furnished by this short,
talks with a typical stage comedy
deals with famous sightseeing objec- German accent. A laugh riot in any
showman's theater.
tives and the customs of the inhabitants of Siam and Korea. The usual
descriptive talk accompanies the pic"Angles of Angling"
ture.
Pathe
Time, 8 mins.
Good Sportlight
A very entertaining Sportlight,
"01' King Cotton"
Washington
showing some unusual angles in the
with George Dewey
Time, 10 mins. angling sport in various sections of
Paramount
the country. Opens with fly angling
Okay Song Sketch
George Dewey Washington, the in Colorado, with a girl making fancy
colored vocalist who has appeared on flies while you wait. An unusual shot
the stage with excellent success, does is angling for tuna fish with a kite at
some of his good singing in this skit Catalina. The kite is sent up from
with a southern atmosphere. Open- the boat, keeping the bait skimming
ing with the title song, down on the along the top of the water till the
plantation, he later is seen up north tuna is hooked. The finish shows a
telling about his former days in the new sport of fishing from an aquacotton fields. This is followed by
plane. The aquaplane flies over the
another song, with a flashback to the ocean, the pilot sights the fish, and
first setting. Vocal numbers are fine drops a floating buoy to mark the
and the idea as a whole is agreeably spot. Then they descend and fish
handled.
from the plane.

("Ain't Nature Grand")
Vitaphone 4626
Time, 6 mins.
Pip Song Cartoon
This number, the seventh in the
series of these song cartoons, is one
of the swellest shorts of the kind to
come along. It depicts various antics
out in the woods among the birds,
bees, flowers, trees, little fish, etc.,
and contains a load of humorous
ingenuity. A little subject full of big
laughs.

"The King of Bugs"

Time, 9 mins.
pathe
Snappy Cartoon
Good atmospheric stuff is injected
the citiinto this Aesop Fable, with
zens of Bugville in the days of the
arms engaging in a tourknights in
nament of arms. The spider wins
the main running event from the hero
Bug, and winds up by socking the
his lovely daughKing and stealing
ter!. But the hero comes to the
escue and vanquishes the spider in a
. Nicely handled, with comedy
duel
sound effects.

Laugh Back"

"The
Time, 21 mins.
Universal
College Comedy
A Red Star comedy with the colhat
iegiate atmosphere that is somew
behind the times. Monte Collins is
featured as the dumb comedian who
gets on the football team although
he doesn't know a thing about it.
And of course, by a fluke play, he
wins the game. But this time he
The
wins it for the opposing team.
hole affair is an awful travesty on
a football game, and will make the
college clientele and those who know
ll laugh the
anything
way.about footba
wrong

"Horseshoes"

Vitaphone 1120
Time, 8 mins.
Fair Comedy Sketch
In the role of a constantly soused
newspaper reporter, who is nicknamed "Horseshoes" because he carries one of them around for luck,
Lynn Overman puts over a fine performance in a fairly amusing sketch.
Having been sent to cover a murder
trial, he goes to a speakeasy instead, after arranging with a fellowreporter to tip him off by signal as
soon as the verdict is brought in.
Through a hitch he gets the wrong
signal and the souse phones his
paper
verdict
of "acquittal"
whereas thea jury
pronounced
the prisoner
"guilty." By fast work, the verdict
is appealed and reversed, thereby givthe stewed reporter another
lucky ingbreak.

"Strange As It Seems"

Universal
Time, 11 mins.
Below Average

The fifth in the series of unusual
and novel clips in colors. It falls
below the average of its predecessors.
which all have been exceptionally
^ood. They didn't have the proper
novelty shots to build this one up
fo the peak of the others. Opens
with a shot of a church in California built entirely from a Redwood tree. Then they show a midget
hull, a cross between a buffalo and an
ox. prville Stamm. the freak strong
hoy is exhibited holding up a piano
on his shoulders and knees while
=omeone plavs it. A shot of ocean
surf is thrown in here, a scenic that
"Twixt Love and Duty"
no noveltv and certainly does no'
Time, 11 mins has
Vitaphone 4168
belong in this series. An old Chin1Western Burlesque
:s seen putterine around his handPlenty laughable burlesque on the •nade dwelling. Finishes with a stun'
western melodrama of years ago, man dropping from an airplane onto
ably acted bv a cast including Esther 1 havstack, which doesn't seem parHoward, Eddie Graham and Walter
ticularly dangerous or thrilling.
Percival. As the tent-drama hero,
Percival knocks out a load of laughs.
Pathe Audio Review No. 51
Miss Howard is the charming heroine and Graham plays the old-time
Onens with some gorgeous
shotmenace with monstrous mustache. -if the Canadian
Rockies with th •
Ought to prove highly amusing to •louds hanging low over the peak*
general audiences, though the kids Edgar Guest, the popular poet, i
are likely to mistake it as a straight
«een at work in his home, turnin-'
performance instead of a travesty.
out his daily syndicate verse.
Guec*
reads his poem after he knocks it off
"In Old Mazuma"
the tvpewriter.
Then comes
Time, 21 mins. on
Universal
mechanical
tov sequence
which
i
Burlesque Miscues
very cleverly handled.
It is a littl
George Sidney and Charlie Murray nursery idea, with the doll heroin
ire featured in a burlesque of "In 'ost in the wilderness with the wild
Old Arizona." The travesty follows •inimals surrounding her. Winds u«
but
the plot of the feature closely,
misses a mile in getting with aerial views of New York skvsomehow
>ver the kidding atmosphere. The and
with the airplane
crapers,
the cameraman
strapped stuntin
on tlv
fault is not alone with the actors, but
shots upside down an I
takingdiving
with the director and story writer, outside
while nose
at a dizzv rate
who all missed out unanimously _ in
spirit Liable to make some women
di/7catching the proper burlesqued to
be
n which this was suppose
photographgreat
but
it.
watching
The incidental music
done. So it rates below average as iust the same.
is class, as usual in the Audio.
a laugh-getter.
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New Rochelle, N. Y. — Kathryn
Nf at r< in has transferred the Hudson
to Fagin and Rosenbaum.
Orange,
a<l<U-<l tin

N. J. --MmKreidell has
Palace and Colonial t<> his

i in nit.

Caldwell, N. J.— The Park is now
operated bj the Drafalk Amusement
i orp.
Newark, N. J.— Schwartz and
Lehrer have turned the American
and Cameo back to the former owners, Stern and Gottesman.
Syracuse- Morton Shenkman has
succeeded James .1. Moore as manager of the Fox-Eckel
Moore has
taken over the Central and Maxine
theaters in Buffalo.
Elmira, N. Y.— Keeney's, a Warner house, has dropped vaudeville for
the first half of the week for an allpicture program. The las! half will
be both vaudeville and pictures.

* NEW

YORK

CITY *

Jacobson
brothers
have
acquired
Ihe York.
They
recently took over
the Chelsea and the Village which i
now being demolished.
Sam Wormser is now operating the
Rose. Sound equipment has been installed.

The Major is being wired and will
reopen with Edward Sogall as man
ager.
the

A

H. Crandall

Xew

B.

Ideal,

is now

Brooklvn.

operating

Frank has taken over the Normandy in Brooklyn from David Man

heimer.

:THE
Of IIIMCOM

Congratulates:
FREDRIC

MARCH

whose
deft, agile and highly
humorous characterization in
Paramount's
"The
Royal
Family of Broadway" is
one of the choice performances of the
season.

No. 1 of 1931

"Good Deeds"
Series

CENTRAL

Sheboygan, Wis. —

advertising accessory manager in the
Universal branch office here.

*

The Van de

Y'aart ha'- been released by the B-JM Amusement Co. and reopened.
The house had been dark since 1929
when it was closed by the N. J.
Blumberg Theatrical Enterprises. Oficers of the new comany, capitalized
it $5,000, are Timothy Johnson,
^resident; Nick Mailers, vice-president, and John Berles, secretarytreasurer.
Hancock,
Mich. —
The Orpheum
has been leased by R. Rosenblatt and
' M. Lloyd.
Cleveland — Walter Brandt, former
local branch manager for First National, is now in charge here for
Warner Bros, in the theater expansion department, succeeding Morris
Levinson, who has gone to Chicago
Chilton, Wis.— John Steenport is
erecting a theater here to replace his
Auditorium burned several months
ago. _ The new house will seat 500
and is expected to be completed by

April 1.
Kansas City — C. C. Knipe has reurned to his old posit on as national

C

Windom, Minn. — The Wonderland
has reopened with Western Electric
sound.
Cleveland — Standard Film Service
has moved into its new office on the
Bldg.
fifth floor of the Film Exchange

Peshtigo, Wis. — The Lyric, damaged by fire seven months ago, reopened New Year's Day.
Tuscola, 111. — Control of the Lvric
here has been taken over by Kennett Kinkle. W. H. Rector was the
former operator.
Golden City, Mo. — Laverne Woody
has purchased the Palace from H.
B. Wilson.
Duluth — The
Blackmore
have opened the Granada.

JACK

brothers

Cleveland — Business at local firstrun downtown houses during the
week before Christmas was better
this year than last year, according to
W. A. Finney.
Detroit — Theater
changes
in this
territory include the sale of the Star-

Presentations
By

Sunday, January 4, 1931

C

HARROWER

VAL & ERNIE
ANOTHER DANCE SPECTACLE
STAR ON PARAMOUNT BILL PRESENTED AT THE ROXY
Val and Ernie Stanton, versatile
veterans of the vaudeville stage, are
the stars of the current stage bill at
In Xew York Paramount. The presntatioii. a Marry (iourfain production, is titled •'Miniatu
and also
features Julia Curtis.res"
The Three
lacks. Blanche and Elliott and the
Bobbi San ford Ensemble. Frank
Jenk- again does honors as master of
ceremonies, with the Paramount
Stage Hand providing a snappy musical background for the varied activate- on the boards. In the pit, Leo
Reisman conducts the big orchestra
n three enjoyable selections, "My
Baby Just (are- for Me. "Dark
Eyes" and I'll Be Blue Thinking of
^ on." There i- a pleasing vocal
■>y Helen Gilligan, while Jesse Crawford's organ concert includes "Personally ILove You." "Home-made
Sunshine" and "Cheerful Little Ear-

The screen attraction. "The Right
•o Love." starring Ruth Chatterton.
was reviewed in THE
FILM
21.
on Dec
DAILY
ful."

lin at Stackbridge to S. F. Flint of
Battle Creek and purchase of the
Rae at Ann Arbor by Harry Smith.
Cedarvale, Kan. — After installation
of sound equipment, the Mystic has
been reopened by Manager W. W.
Leonard.
Lanesboro, Minn. — The local theater management has been taken over
by H.

S. Hoff.

Cincinnati — Mark Goldman, manager of the local Tiffany exchange,
was married last week to Ruth
Mylott of Cleveland.
St. Louis — The Cameo and Mountain Grove, and the Van Buren, Van
Buren, reopened recently, while the
Star at Louisiana
has closed.
Mahnomen, Minn. — Charles C.
Vondra and Joseph A. Lovchik, formerly operators of the Rainbow,
have dissolved partnership.
Cleveland — Warner's Lake will
oresent a weekly change policy starting on Thursday of each week,
ihursday was selected to have tlv?
iump on the State, which opens Friday. Another innovation will be the
simultaneous first-run shows of pictures at three Warner houses, namely
the Lake downtown, the Uptown on
the east side, and the variety, west
side.

*

SOUTH

+

Panama City, Fla. — The Panama
plans to spend around $8,000 for new
equipment,
a Western Electric sound including
system.

Huntsville, Ala. — The Lyric, destroyed by fire Christmas Day, will
The second edition of "Rhythm"
is at the Roxy this week as the stage be replaced with a better theater, acattraction. If anything it is even
cording to Manager Charles A.
more elaborate and charming than Crute.
the first dance revue that Roxy offered. Opens with an exotic Indian
scene, with John Gurney as the prinIN
:the
ipal, and the Roxycttes in some fine
routine work. The ballet corps appears in an old English interpretative number, supporting several prinnKNtwMffa
cipals. The liavotte is a beautifully
of niMroj*
costumed bit in the days of the
-owdered wigs and crinolines. The
Polka is done by Patricia Bowman
Hiram Abrams returns from Euand Leonide Massiue with charm and
rope. Says American pictures of
grace. Then comes the Tango, feabookings
turing Caperton and Biddle. with a quality will always secure
rroup of Spanish senoritas and their in England. *
*
*
"its in brilliantly colored cosHuues in the background. It finishes
Playwrights and producers'
operative. new
• ith Jazz Rhythm, with four clever film contract * becomes
*
*
colored boys stepping, and the balWalter Greene forms Walgreene
'et corps, and the Roxyettes on for
Distributing Corp. Will release 12
the flash finale. All the numbers
elaborately staged, and the costuma year.
ing throughout is magnificent.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

New

Light

Exceeds

. . . Sun's Brilliancy
M
XT

I ODERN

projection calls for a light source equaling

and in some cases exceeding the brilliancy of the sun itself.
Sound, color, and wide films, with long throws on porous
screens now demanded

by the modern

theatre, have called

for a most intense and active program
development

of research and

to keep National Projector Carbons ahead of

the requirements of modern

projection.

The concentration of large quantities of electrical energy
in slender carbons, while keeping the light confined to a
point source, represents a most

remarkable

advance in

lighting practice.
The results of this development program have been the
production of National Projector Carbons of the highest
quality with economies which make carbon costs extremely
low in comparison with other important items needed for
the successfvil operation of the theatre.

CTOR

CARBONS

National

Carbon

the producer,
projectionist

on

Sales

Offices:

any problem

CARBON
Sales Division

Unit of Union
Branch

will gladly cooperate with

exhibitor, machine

NATIONAL
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Company

Carbide
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manufacturer
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Philly Censors Banning Films When Ads Mislead

radioTadvertisers^ter SHORTCTIE-UP
German Industry Asks Government Aid Against Tobis
The Mirror
a column of comment

Royalties Being Charged
by Sound Firm Called
Too Burdensome

By KARL WOLFFSOHN
Editor, Lichtbildbuehne
announces
Berlin — After a series of negotiaZUKOR
ADOLPH
tions with Tobis, representatives of the
that Paramount -drill increase its German film industry have approached
the government in an effort to obtain
production and advertising approParamount thus relief from the heavy burdens brought
priation.* this year
will put into practice the one sure about by the talkers and the sound
(.Continued on Page 2)
formula for making prosperity hit on
all cylinders. More money to insure
better product, then more money to
promote the sale of that product in
the widest possible market. It's a
winning svstem, propounded and endorsed by all wide-awake business
brains. But most of them merely
advocate it and stop there. Paramount
Jefferson City, Mo. — Senator Caris going to step out and put it into
practice.
ter M. Buford of Ellington announces that he will introduce a bill
General Assembly, which
the
in
four
lasting
RIUM
A MORATO
months on tax and other burdensome meets today, asking for state cenby Will H.
sorship of motion pictures. The
legislation is suggested
It is a plan that would Senator says he has been asked to
Mays
do a lot toward quickening the return present such a measure by a group
In- of ministers.
of greater activity in all lines.
dustries and corporations, so long as
thev are in fear of additional loads
being imposed upon them, most certainly will limit their projects and exAlbert Lewis, arriving today from
ent, p"
limitsinemploym
pansion. Thistrade
duction and
general, am
ihe Fox studios on the Coast, will
luni reduces
the revenue
collect; D
ipend two weeks here lining up new
Thus the nttij
by the government.
...iv material for next season's
taxation or legislation, usualb
productions. Lewis, who will make
nut
s.
.
exchecp.
state
the
bolster
to
ed
his headquarters at 1776 Broadway,
only defeat their own purpose, but do expects to close several important congrave harm all around.
tracts with playwrights and authors.
•

Schenck on Board
Hollywood — Joseph M.
Schenck has been added to the
board of directors of the
Hughes - Franklin Theaters.
This means there will be close
co-operation between United
Artists Theaters and the new
Howard Hughes-H. B. Franklin circuit. Neil McCarthy and
Noah Dietrich also have been
added as directors.

National Concerns Plan
Use of Established
One-Reelers
National radio advertisers are angling for the use of established short
subjects to carry their ad campaigns
to the screens of the country, the
FILM
DAILY
learns.
National
(Continued on Page 6)

FREIHOFER THEATERS

STATE CEWllLL
NEW ILLINOIS CIRCUIT
1 ARE SOUGHT BY PUBLIX
COMING UP IN MISSOURI MAKING RAPID PROGRESS

Al Lewis Here to Line Up
Material for Fox Films

CIIU .ICO
has around
110 public
schools using motion pictures in class
work
.Besides
being
quite
a
tribute to the movies as a medium
of education, this means that many
thousands of youngsters are being
Bade "movie conscious" and developed
into the best type of audiences. With
practically all school houses in the
country soon equipped to use motion
pictures in their educational endeavors, itwill not be long before the
average intelligence of picture theater
audiences is given a healthy boost. It
is not too early for producers to give
a thought to this development and
make plans to meet it.

Publix is considering purchase of
the Freihofer circuit comprising
about seven houses in Philadelphia.
With one exception, the Tower, a
St. Louis — Harry Rivers & Co., local de luxer, the theaters are neighborhoods. Sam Dembow and George
organization which is building up a
circuit of picture houses in Southern Schaefer inspected the circuit a few
Illinois, has just leased the Miners in days ago.
Dovvell and the Lyric in Elkville, both
of which will be wired. These deals
follow the recent acquisition of a
house in Royalton. The company also
has other theaters in the district west
of Duquoin.

Fox 'Screen Mirror"
Discontinued in East
Publication of the eastern edition of
"The Screen Mirror," Fox fan paper,
has been discontinued. The Press
Ass'n of Los Angeles, publishers of
the western edition, will continue to
(Continued on Pane 6)

Curb on 'Hot9 Advertising
Under Way in Philadelphia
"Middle Watch" Is Fourth
B.I.P. Film for Columbia
"The Middle Watch," which recently played the Poxy, has been selected
as the fourth of the seby Columbia
ries of British International Pictures
productions for national distribution
in this country. Jacqueline Logan has
the feminine lead in the picture, which
was adapted from the stage play.

Philadelphia — The local censorship board, whose jurisdiction does
not cover advertising, has hit upon
a plan to partly, at least, suppress
hot advertising. Provided suggestive
scenes are used in stills and other
photos hallyhooing a production,
but are not embraced in the released
picture, the board can reject the
(Continued on Page 2)

warner-mTresume
full tim^production
West

Coast

Bureau,

Ttia

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Full-time production
will be resumed by Warner Bros,
and First National today with the
following six productions slated to
(Continucd
Page 6) new picgo in work:
Georgeon Arliss'

Ken Maynard and Horse
Booked for Publix Tour
Publix lias hooked Ken Maynard, Tiffany western star, and his horse.
Tar/an, for a personal appearance
tour through the southwest in con(Continued
on Pagt Thru." first
junction with "Fighting

Participation in Music
Not Dampened by Sound
St, Louis— Active

music

has

increased

participation

in

1,720

out

in

of

1. ooo representative U. S. cities in the
last five years despite radio and
pictures it
was reported
(Continued
on Page by2) the Com-
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ALONE among the openings scheduled for this week in the Broadway run houses
is "Kiss Me Again," the First National version of Victor Herbert's "Mile.
Modiste." It replaces "Viennese Nights" at the Warner. On Thursday of next
week the Samuel Goldwyn production, "One Heavenly Night," will succeed "Blue
"The Lash,"
Angel" at the Rialto. In addition to "Reaching for the Moon" and picture,
which
Art-World Wide
"Jaws of Hell." Sono list
last week's openings includedCentral.
follows:
The current
started on Saturday at the
DISTRIBUTOR
PICTURE
Warner Bros. . . .
"Viennese Nights". .
Paramount
"Blue Angel"
.United
Artists. . . .
"Devil To Pay"
"The Royal Family
Paramount
M-G-M
way"'
of Broad
"New
Moon"
"Reaching for the
United Artists.
Moon"
"The Lash"
First National.
.Sono Art
"Jaws of Hell"

Published daily except Saturdays and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
by Wid's Films and
and copyright (1931)
Film Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President,
M. Mersereau,
Donald
Editor and Publisher;
urer and General Manager;
Arthur W. Eddy. Associate Editor; Don
Gillette, Managing Editor. EnI as second class matter. May 21, 1918,
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., undet
the a.i oi March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage
tree) United Stars outside of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
should remit with order. Address all communicartona to THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone Circle
7-4739. Cable ad7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738,
dress: Kilmday. New York. Hollywood
California — Ralph VVilk, 6425 Hollywoo
lllvd. Phone Granite 6607. London— Ernest
(Continued
from Page 1)
Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
W
Wardour St.. \V. I. Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn,
l.ichtbildbuehne, Kriedrichstrasse, 225. Paris patents "monopoly." Apart from Ufa,
—P. A. lUile, La Cinematographic Fran- which has a separate agreement with
caise, Kue de la Cour-des-Noues, 19.

THEATER
.Warner
. Rialto
.Gaiety
, Rivoli
. Astor
Criterion

i

.Winter Garden
. Central

OPENING DATE
Nov. 26
Dec. 5
Dec. 18
Dec. 22
Dec. 23
Dec. 29
Dec. 30
Jan.
3

Philly Censors Banning
German Industry Asks
Films When Ads Mislead
(Continued
from Page 1)
Gov't Aid Over Tobis

Fin
NEW

ancia

YORK

(QUOTATIONS

STOCK
MARKET
AS OF SATURDAY)
High

Con.

East,
Fox
Gen.

Fm.
Ind.. . . HH
Km. Iml. pfd. 17

Kodak

Fm.
"A"
Thea. Equ.

Loew's,

klangfilm, all German producers depend on Tobis, which is charged with
taking advantage of its patents to
claim a number of unbearable license
fees and royalties from the industry.
Since the theaters have arrived at the

Low

WA

16

Net
Chg.

Close

\VA +

17+1

iSi'A \sva \5i'A + 2
..

Inc

Para.
I
Pathe I'Exch
do "A"
R-K-0
"A"
....
Warner Bros
NEW
YORK
Colombia Pets, vtc.
Fox Thea.
I.oew
do deb"A" rts....

28'A 2714 28
7
6'A
7

49H 47K
41J4 39H
lft
4
18
15ft
CURB
\7'A
4ft
11

+
+

X
'A
a

49 + ft
40ft + 1ft

1ft
1ft
4
4 + ft
17J4 17ft + ft
14J4 15ft + 1ft
MARKET
V'A
W'A +
ft
4ft
4ft
10
11+1

Loew,
Inc., war..
2%
2
2ft +
ft
Technicolor
8ft
7ft
8ft + 1ft
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 56
54
56 + 2V%
Loew
6s 4lww... 101ft 101^8 101ft + ft
do 6s 41 it-war... 96ft
96ft 96ft + ft
5fts50.. 85
84ft 84ft — 'A
Pathe 7s37
51
51 51 + ft
Warners 6s39
69
68ft 69 + 1ft

King Baggott's Sister Dies
Louis — Harriet D. Baggott, sislir of K ini; Baggott, died last week
at her home here.

B
B

New York
1540 Broadway
BRYsnt
4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STIIlwell 7940

| Eastman Films
J. E. Brulatour, Inc.
Hollywood
Chicago
6700 Santa Monica ,-,
1727
Indiana
Ave.
Blvd.
K
CALumet
2691 HOLlywood 4121 5
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end of their capacity due to the falling off trade and unemployment, while
the producers have to shoulder the
sound expenses and are not in a position to lower rental fees, the appeal
to the government was deemed advisable. The Federal Ministry of Economy takes the view that the evolution of any monopolistic conditions in
a realm as important as that of the
motion picture requires official influence and therefore the Ministry has
invited representatives of Tobis,
Klangfilm, producers and exhibitors
for a mutual discussion.

Public Relations Post
For Akerson With Para.
George Akerson, who

has resign-

ed as President Hoover's secretary
to join Paramount, will do public
relations work for the company at
a reported annual salary of $30,000.
Adolph Zukor, in announcing the engagement of Akerson, said:
"With the consent of the President we have invited George Akerson to join the executive staff of this
company and he has accepted.
"I have known Mr. Akerson for a
number of years and feej that his
coming to our company adds a
splendid example of man power to
the motion picture industry."
Phone

Stillwell

7932

and
Positive
Prints
Made
on stsndard or 16 mm. stock

INTER-CONTINENTAL
Laboratories
St. Long

O'Brien in "Front Page"
Pat O'Brien, Broadway stage actor, has been signed for the male
lead in "The Front Page," which
Howard Hughes will produce for
United Artists. He left New York
Sunday for the Coast.

& GOING

MAX MILDER of Warner Bros, leaves
today for the Mid-West.
G. L. SEARS and A. W. SMITH, JR.,
of First National will leave late this week
for trips through the East and South.
J. S. HUMMEL, who is making a survey of Warner-F. N. exchanges, leaves New
York this week to continue his study.
SUZY VERNON, Parisian player, is on
her way back to France after appearing in
three French
versions for Warner
Bros
ROSE HOBART left New York Sunday
for Universal City to begin work under her
new contract.
E. PERKINS of Publix is accompanviiiR
B. B. BUCHANAN, who sailed for Europe
yesterday on the Bremen.
BLANCHE BILBAL, French actress, arrived Saturday from ttie other side.
fromPAUL
Europe.ROBESON returned Saturday

Today:

Meeting of Pathe stockholders to
ratify
RKO. sale of Pathe interests to

Jan. 7

"Kiss Me Again," First National
production, opens at the Warner,
New York.

Jan. 15

"One Heavenly Night", Samuel
Goldwyn picture, opens at the
Rialto, New
York.

Jan. 17

Dinner
and
Dance
(17th
Anni- ,|
versary) of M. P. Machine Operators' Union, Hotel Astor, New
York.

Jan. 22
Jan.

M. P. T.sylvaniaO.
of annual
Eastern election
Pennwill hold
meeting in Philadelphia.
19-24 Fox Anniversary
Week.

Ken Maynard and Horse
Booked for Publix Tour
(Continued

from

Page

1)

production
under The
Maynard's
new Tiffany contract.
tour opens
Jan.
10 at the Orpheum, Phoenix, Ariz.,
and bookings already include Tucson,
El Paso, Amarillo, Wichita Falls,
Abilene, Fort Worth, Austin and
Waco.

Participation in Music
Not Dampened by Sound
(Continued

mittee

on

from

Page

Community

1)

Music

at

the

convention
of the Music
Teachers'
National
Ass'n
held here last week.]
Joseph
N. Weber
of the American !
Federation of Musicians was among
the speakers.
Faybelle Streimer Elopes
Faybelle Streimer, daughter of
Moe Streimer of U. A., eloped Friday
with Emanuel Reisler, son of Nathan
Reisler, who built the Daly in the
Manhattan Playhouse circuit and
.the Mosholu, Fox house in the
Bronx. They are now at Atlantic] :
City, and will go to the Coast on
their honeymoon.

♦ ANYTHING
CAN

THAT

BE SOLD

TO

THE FILM INDUSTRY,
CAN BE SOLD BY ADVERTISING IN THE FILJ
DAILY AND

THE FILJ

DAILY YEAR BOOK

tor

NEGATIVES DEVELOPED

Film
74 Sherman

film on the ground that fraud is being exercised.
Censorship of all picture advertising has also been established by local newspapers through William
Shugard, who handles all such copy.
He has the power to reject any advertising which, in his opinion, is
objectionable. The plan, it is understood, has been approved by the
Hays office and Warner and Fox
theater representatives.

COMING
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Inc.
Island

City

Studio
and
Location
Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly
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Powers Cinephone Equipment Corporation
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Timely Topics

EXPLOITETTES

A Digest of
Current Opinion

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

— ©—

C
What Is the Popular
Type of Picture?
Warner, one
JORtheAlbert
A/fAof
Warner brothers,
recently made an acid test of motion picture theater receipts (or
lack of same) and the results of
his laboratory experiments are
quoting. "Motion picture
worth ces
of today like good
audien
stories," says Major Warner;
which would seem to indicate
that audiences of yesterday didn't
like good stories." He then goes
on to explain what kind of good
stories the audiences like best:
"Action and punch are the most
necessary ingredients, with youth,
love and sentiment entering into
the whole." I doubt very much
that any one will arise to dispute
the truth of Major Warner's pronouncements. Itis a virtual certainty that, if there were more of
action, punch, youth, love and
sentiment on the screen there
would be vastly fewer empty
seats out front. There is hardly
a man or woman alive today who
doesn't nourish a secret fondness
for action, punch, youth, love and
sentiment. However — it is one
se the public's
to diagno
thing correc
tly and quite another
taste
thing to find ways and means to
satisfy it. In which connection,
it is significant that Major Warner doesn't tell us just where he
and his brothers are going to
look for the supplies of action,
punch, youth, love and sentiment
that they intend to use in their
pictures. Perhaps he doesn't
want to tip off his competitors.
Or perhaps he doesn't know. . . .
WarI earnestly pray that Major
ner will immediately provide us
with a lot of pictures that possess action, punch, etc., and that
his colleagues in Hollywood will
do likewise. But I'm positive that
dethey won't accomplish that time
sired end by wasting their
previous box office figting
subjecures
to the old acid test.
— Robert E. Sherwood,
Bell Syndicate

A
FILM
FACT
A
DAY
Argentina has about 400
theaters in large cities that are
adaptable to installing sound
equipment.

• • • THE NEWSREELS are starting to enter the field
of controversy with discussion of vital social problems that affect practically everybody
lately Pathe News featured a
discussion
by Judge
Lindsey
on his companionate
marriage
theories
now Fox Movietone at the News Reel theater
runs a discussion by a celebrated English divorce court barrister on the family relations between man and wife
and
his well considered opinion after 40 years at the British bar
handling divorce
cases is that "women
are less faithful than
men"
boy, won't
that start women
everywhere into a
hot discussion
it took courage to let this Britisher shoot
that pronouncement from the newsreel screen to audiences filled
with women everywhere
now if Fox will come back with
a statement from some leading feminine authority on social problems from the woman's viewpoint, we will be launched on a nice
little discussion that will interest practically every adult, male
and female
after all, folks get tired of looking at views
of launching
a battleship
an air pilot landing
after a
continental hop
Hindus in a ceremonial parade
pictures are nice, but some gent spouting on a Vital Subject
like Judge Lindsey or this British barrister, sends people out
doing a lot of discussion on their own account
and that's
great word-of -mouth advertising for any newsreel
all the
great newspaper
writers, novelists
and playwrights
are great
because the things they write about are controversial
and human nature loves frank discussion
so it looks as
if the Newsreels
are coming
into their logical domain
as a
Forum for
heard
more
anything in
want Ideas
so why not

Discussion of Live Topics
personally we've
comments
on Judge
Lindsey's
remarks
than on
newsreels since they started
people seem to
in their Newsreels along with mere pictures
let 'em have it?

• • • JOSEPH SCHNITZER, prexy of Radio Pictures,
picked up his phone the other day out at the Hollywood stude
it was 7 a.m
he said "Hello" to W. Scott, manager of Arkayo interests in Sydney,
Australia
where it
was 10 a.m. tomorrow!
and with half a world between
'em they held "a li'l 30-minute conversation
twentieth
century
magic
of radio-telephony
of the film exec's daily routine
heigh ho
does move, even though a lotta gents
think it's
*
*
*
*

just a bit of
now
a part
the world
standing
still.

• • • WARNERS
HAVE launched Clark & McCullough
on a series of industrial sponsored shorts plugging Chesterfields
and Paramount already has shown an industrial sponsored by this cigarette concern
now if Heinz pickles will
divide up their 57 varieties, there'll be enough for all the producers to get out a series of pickled shorts. ....... Phil Engel,
assistant manager at the Rivoli, aided the cops in locating those
college students
who
recently
busted
into the show
without
buying tickets
they simply picked out every youth who
could not show a check stub
so this is a warning to you
ALWAYS keep your stubs

• • •
JOHN
DACEY,
Pathe's
vet film salesman,
claims
the motion
picture rights to over 100 short stories by famous
authors
of today
in the present
state of shortage
of
screen

material, John may be a li'l fairy godfather in disguise
Society Note: In the Roxy lounge the other day a gent
poured his coffee in his saucer, and taking a sandwich from his
pocket, proceeded to enjoy himself in the grand manner
And speaking
mission of popular generals, lei's not forget General Ad-

Tie-Ups Feature
"Du Barry" Showing
ion,RY
Woman
"£)Pass
" at— the
U BAR
Unitedof
Artists in Chicago, 111., had as
part of its campaign, a tie-up
with the B. & O. lines. Cards
were placed in the stations within a radius of two miles, with
special copy reading — "Ride the
B. & O. lines to ChicagoUnited Artists Theater," followed by the theater announcement. Five jewelry stores were
tied up with a display of Du
Barry pearls and photos, of Talmadpe in Du Barry costume.
Du Barry powder display were
taken in the Loop section of the
city. From 3,000 to 5,000 boxes
Barry. distributed at the theater
were
by a young lady dressed as Du
— United Artists
*

Midget Gob

«

«

»

»

»

*

Ballyhoos "Sea Legs"
QNE
of the high lights of
Manager Roy Felker's campaign for "Sea Legs" when it
played the State, Omaha, was a
four foot man, dressed as a sailor, and used on the street to
ballyhoo the picture. The miniature sailor was the center of attraction as he marched down
the street with his pant legs
flopping in the breeze. Those
whom he approached on the
street were sufficiently curious to
turn around and take another
peak at him over their shoulders,
and then they saw the oil cloth
sign on his back, advertising
the
— Paramount
Jack Oakie picture at the State.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulation! a/e
extended by ThE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their
birthdays:

January 5
David Lee
Edward

«

*
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EAST

*

Bath, Me.— Frank Coburn, former
manager at Biddeford, has succeeded
James O'Donnell in charge of the
1 houses. O'Donnell lias been
transferred to Waterville as manager of the Haines.
Worcester, Mass. — Joseph Josack.
Jr., is new manager of the Olympia,
succeeding Joseph Stilofsky, who
has been placed as manager of the
Capitol in Lynn.
Philadelphia— The Elite at U
and
in Sharon,
Luna
Pa., the Nu
the Opera
House,
Ambler, have reopened.
Beaver Falls, Pa. — The new Granada opened recently, with Lathe's
"Sin Take- a Holiday" as the initial
attraction.

*

WES7

*

Omaha — J. A. Schlank has been
engaged as salesman by Sono Art
to work out of the local office, and
Ernest Hill will fill a similar capacity at the Minneapolis
branch.
Eureka, S. D. — The Eureka here
will be remodeled along modern
lines by its new owners, Lee and
Shaw.
Marshalltown, la. — Publix Strand,
closed since last October, when Publix split with the operators' union
on >alary terms, has been leased to
Cecil Braun of Ottumwa.
Oklahoma City — Griffith Amusement Co., in partnership with Ed
Bewer, former First National exchange manager, have opened the
Reno on Reno St.

*

CENTRAL

•

Windom, Minn. — Sunday pictures
-how^ are being held here for the
first time as a result of the recent
election.
Lanesboro,
Minn.
—
Temn
management
of the local theater has
taken over by H. S. Loff.
Long Prairie, Minn. — After being
dark a year, the Rex here has reopened.

Poet Turns P. A.
"Jaws of Hell," the Sono
Art film founded on Tennyson's "Charge of the Light
Brigade," uses the poet's famous poem in the heralds as a
plug. Well, if Tennyson can't
put over his own picture, who
can?

Halstad,
Minn. — Sunday
movies
received
a kayo blow when a vote
7 to 79 was turned
in against
them at the village election.
Hinckley, Minn. — The Liberty has
been reopened and is operating seven
nights a week.
Little Falls, Minn.— Roy V. Hansen has resigned as manager of the
Lyric, and is now
in Minneapolis.

Monday,

Detroit — C. A. Curtis and Lloyd
Lighthall have acquired the Little
from Louis Miller. It is believed
the new management will continue
ductions.
the policy of showing foreign proSt. Paul — Jack Bruce is now managing the R-K-O President, succeeding F. C. Crosson. Bruce was assistant manager of the Arthur Casey
Players for four years.

National Radio Advertisers
After Short Subject Tie-Up
(.Continued

from

Pane

1)

Broadcasting Company has already requested the attitude of RKO regardthe tie-up of certain NBC clients
with RKO films and theaters, according to J. H. Turner, assistant to Hirani S. Brown. Advertisers are willing to pay the entire cost of production which averages about $7,500 per
short and. in addition, pay to the circuits one-half cent per seat actually
occupied in each house where the subnets are played.
Tn large circuits of approximately
200 theaters, with an estimated weekly patronage of about 7.000,000. each
short subject will cost the advertiser
$35,000 weekly in addition to the original negative cost. The new departure
is looked upon as a merchandising
proposition with advertisers placing
their contracts with the circuits that
can not only guarantee the largest
seated circulation but with circuits
that have houses in cities and towns
where the actual population and outof-town "draw" is the greatest. RKO
claims 43,000.000 as the population of
cities in which its theaters are established, with an additional 20,000,000
suburban
"draw."
Sport and
athletic series are regarded as ideally suitable for national
sporting goods advertisers, travelogues
for steamship and tourist agencies and
animated cartoons for almost any merchandise house desiring screen recognition.

Fox "Screen Mirror"
Discontinued in East
(Continued

from Pafie 1)

put out the weekly for west coast circulation. An estimated circulation of
??0.000 will be cut to half the figure
through the move. Undue soliciting
of sales by theater ushers is given as
the main reason for the discontinuance.

"Ouiet" Breaks Belgian Records
Brussels (By Cabled— "All Quiet
on the Western Front." opening
Friday at the Marivaux. broke all
records for a motion picture premiere in Belgium. Prince Charles,
second son of King Albert, was incognito in the crowd, unable to obtain a seat at the first performance,
and
show. waited his turn for the second

Warner-F. N. Resume
Full-Time
Production
(Continued
from
Page
1)
ture, Frank Fay in "The Devil Was
Sick," John Barrymore in "Svengali," Loretta Young in "Big Business Girl," Dorothy Mackaill in
"Party Girl," and the next Richard
Barthelmess
picture.

Home Talkie Combination
Invented by Chas. Capehart

A combination home set that can be
used for recording of voice and sound
in making of home talkies, reproduce
the synchronized pictures, play phonograph records and tune in on broadcasting stations has been invented by
Charles Capehart, of the Glee-Heart
Record Co. It will soon be placed
on the market to sell for about $300.

3 Comerford Houses
Pass to New Hands
Scranton, Pa. — Comerford Theaters has disposed of the Mayfield in
Mavfield and the People's in Jermyn
to Mrs. P. F. Walker, and the Liberty in Hazleton to Steven
Korpa.

•

January 5, 1931

SOUTH

•

Iowa City, Tex. — Lester Myers oi
Burkburnett has repurchased the
Pickwick here from G. W. Belcher.
Nicholasville, Ky. — A fire that
started in the projection room oi
the Savoy recently, caused property,
damage of approximately $12,000.
No one was hurt.
Newport
News,
Va. — Because
of
changes in construction plans, work
on the $350,000 house, to be erected:
on the site of the old Academy
of
Music
by Newport
News
Theater;
Corp.,
a Paramount-Publix
affilia-;
tion, will not be launched until the,
latter part of this month.

High
Point,
N. C— Due
to the
alleged failure of Charles Theater ]
Co. to fulfill terms of posting a
$5,000 cash bond, the city councij
here recently authorized immediate
execution of a contract for lease of
the

American

to Publix-Saenger.

Marietta, Ga. — Plans are being
drafted by the Manning and Wink
circuit for a house which will be
erected directly opposite the M. &
W. Strand.
Albemarle, N. C — A modern picture house, the Stanly, with a seating capacity of 661, has been opened
here by the Stanly Amusement Co.,
of which G. A. Hughes is general
manager, opening of the new house
marked the closing of the Columbia,
operated
since 1921.

Clarksville, Tenn. — With the reopening of the Lillian, Mose Klein
closed the Majestic. Klein will deMrs. Si Field Dies from Accident
time to the operation of the
Mrs. Si Field, whose husband is former vote hishouse.
connected with the Covne Engraving
Co.. died Friday night in the New
Rochelle Hospital. New Rochelle, N.
Clovis, N. M. — H. S. Leon, owner
V., where the couple were taken fol- of the Rule, Rule, Texas, is placing
lowing an automobile accident New a 300-seat house in Clovis.
Year's morning. Field is still in the
hospital, where his condition is reported serious.

Warners' Hollywood May Go Legit
Indications are that Warners'
Hollywood at 51st St. and Broadway will soon be turned into a musical comedy house with Earl Carroll's "Sketch Book" as the attraction. Negotiations have been under
way for sometime with Carroll.
Sahlosky to Build
Philadelphia — Abe Sahlosky

cir-

cuit is goine
for constr
withMidwa
uctionahead
its' y
plans
of the
in
northeast Philadelphia. Intention to
build the house, which will seat between 2,500 and 3.000, was announced about a year ago.

1

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Loew's, Inc., has 17 state theaters under way. Chain now totals
*
*
*
104.
Mildred Harris Chaplin to produce
independently.
*
*
*
Number
Broadway

of special films slated for
runs waiting for theaters.
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FLASHES

HOLLYWOOD
,By

RALPH

WILK

JOHNNY ARTHUR, who makes!
J his first Pathe appearance in the \
two-reel comedy, "Parading Pajamas," is a comedian of over 23 years'
experience. He recently appeared
in the screen version of "The Bad
Man" and also in the stage presenRobert Warwick and Franklyn
tation of "Parlor, Bedroom and Farnum have prominent roles in
Bath" at the El Capitan in Holly- Fox's "3 Rough Diamonds," directwood.
ed by Benjamin Stoloff.
*
*
*
Georgette Rhoades has been added to the cast of Pathe's "Lonely
l Mack.
Wives," direct
* ed * by Russel
*
has been signed for
which
um,"Tiffany.
"Platinfor
inproduce
*
*
Frederick Kerr has been assigned
to a role in Constance Bennett's new
"Lost Love,"
picture,
for
Steinis unof Paul wh'ch
der direction
Pathe.
*
*
*
Lloyd Hughes
lead
juvenile
the
will
Cruze *
lames

g of the Technicians'
meetin
At the of
the Academy of M. P.
Branch
Arts and Sciences, on Jan. 7 at the
Warner Bros, studio, ground noise
reduction in variable area recording
will be discussed by Ralph H.
Townsend, L. E. Clark and Hugh
McDowell, Jr., while directional recording devices will be discussed by
will
J. T. Reed
F. Olson.
Harry
be chairman.
*
*
*
Henry Kolker has been signed
for a role in Fox's "More Than a
Kiss."

Philly Exhibs Protest
Zoning Plan Violations

UNANIMOUS!

Universal *
has *bought
'* the screen
rights to Robert E. Sherwood's stage
play, "Waterloo Bridge," which will
be produced as a special on the new
season's schedule.
*
*
*
Here and There: Frank Dolan,
Rolloy Lloyd and Henry Johnson
greeting Howard Higgin at Pathe,
following his return from a long
siege of illness; Ralph Block and
Harlan Thompson, graduates of the
Kansas City "Star," conferring at
Fox.
*
*
*
Franklin Pangborn has started
"What a Time," the third subject
in his Pathe comedy series. The
story, written by Mauri Grashin under the title of "Big Business," was
adapted for the screen by Arch
Heath and Harry Frazer. Heath is
directing. Lucille Williams has the
leading feminine role. Dot Farley,
Oscar Apfel and Mary Foy complete the cast.
*
*
*
Katya Sorina, Russian actress,
has been added to RKO's "Private
*
*
Secretary." *

Over 100 names of
Film Executives from
every division will

This is a series of endorsements ofthe Film
Year Book by prominent Picture People.

Phil

appear

in this

series.

Reisman
(Universal)

"I feel that this is not only the greatest volume of interesting reading matter
I have ever had my hands on, but like all previous editions,
it is a necessary
part of my
business
tools."

Harry

D. Wilson
(Inspiration

Pictures)

"You may rest assured that this latest book is the finest Film Daily has yet
produced and please accept my sincere congratulations."

J. P. Kenned

y

"It is so definitely the Dunn & Bradstreet of the industry that I feel right
at home in looking it over."

G.

K.

RUD

ULPH

(RCA Photophone, Inc.)

Tiffany has completed "De Woilds
Champeen" and "Ex-Bartender," the "As a compendium of valuable information for all persons identified with
first two comedies starring Paul
or interested in motion pictures, it stands alone."
Philadelphia — Alleging that some Hurst, who is scheduled to appear
exchange managers are not observing
the new zoning plan in certain cases, in a series of six. In "De Woild's
the board of managers of the M. P. Champeen," Hurst is supported by
an important cast including Nita
T. O. here has formally protested. Action is based on complaints made by a Martan, Don Terry and Aggie Hernumber of its members.
ring; while"Ex-Bartender" also possesses an exceptionally fine support{Paramount-Publix)
B. I. P. Film for Globe
ing cast headed by Robert Ellis,
'It is a splendid piece of work and a tribute to the industry."
Franklyn Farnum and George Ovey.
Through arrangements with Har- Frank Strayer directed both. Plans
old Auten of B. I. P., and Jules
are now under way for the third of
Levy, RKO's general manager, "The
Man from Chicago," Elstree produc- the popular group, "The Tale of a
tion, has been booked for a limited
*
*
*
engagement at the Globe. Bernard
Seymour Felix practiea."
FlDirector
Nedell, American stage actor, appears in the picture.
cally cornered the juvenile and ingenue market in Hollywood when
Gerrit Lloyd
RKO
Scenario
Head he was casting for the Fox picWest
Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
ture, "Girls Demand Excitement."
Hollywood — Gerrit J. Lloyd has Virginia Cherrill, Marguerite
been appointed scenario editor at Churchill, Marion Byron and Addie
RKO.
McPhail are the ingenues. John
Wayne, William Janney, Terrence
Ray, and Eddie Nugent are the
the cast.
juveniles
outstanding *
*
* in
Rose Hobart, the Broadway
Published by the FILM DAILY
Hector V. Sarno, screen veteran,
stage ingenue who made a hit
who has acted in more than 2,000
in her first picture, has straight13th EDITION
pictures, lias been added to the cast
ened out her differences with
of "The Secret Six," which George
Universal and signed a new
Hill is directing. Sarno played in
five-year contract with the
the first pictures ever made, in New
company.
York, and came to California with
the first to be established here.

Walter F. Wanger

Rose

Hob art Signs
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A soul piercing scream fraught with horror!
A shot in the dark!
Then

silence, broken

by the low moans
woman

only

of a

Detroit— C. A. Curtis and Lloyd
Lighthall have acquired the Little
from Louis Miller. It is believed
will continue
the pew management

in terror.

i=.

Just one of many tense moments
in

E. Phillips Oppenheim's

famous underworld

mystery drama
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$125, 000 Ad Campaign Planned for "Cimarron ' '

PATHESALE OKAYEDHMINORITY WJLLFIGHT

$1,400,000 Hisher Offer Than RKO Made for Pathe
Deal Ratifie
Jacob
Conn Submits Price
of $6,000,000
Company for

The Yokel

— and other things
-By JACK

AL1COATE-

How dumb is
The Parade your audience? Or
Moves On more politely, how
intelligent? We
hear very little these days of
the average mentality of the
picture patron being that of a
school boy. The day of the
yokel in America is past. The
youth of Ypsilanti and the
young lady of Youngstown are
every bit as smart mentally,

sartorially and regarding screen-fare
as their brothers and sisters of
Broadway and Michigan Boulevard.
Exhibitors who make the mistake of
under-estimating the intelligence of
the modern picture patron in their
advertising, contacts, or on their
screen are flirting with that old fellow who hangs up the bankruptcy
sign.
*
*
*
Now that busiFilm Hamlet
ness shows a tendency toward
Soliloquizes
picking up, we
will soon be faced with the old problem— "To merge or
merge."
Old Hamlet Filmdom not
has tobeen
thus
soliloquizing for years. No company, no matter how large or small,
but has flirted with a cinema marriage. No executive, but at one time
or another has thought and talked
merger. Just now, with the curtain
going up on 1931 A.D., the merger
market is rather bare of merchandise. Most companies will spend the
immediate future, at least, putting
their respective houses in order. As
far as the merger market is concerned, the future is mildly bearish.
*
*
*

Music Is
Coming

Back

It

the

looks

like

fellow

who

toots
the
horn
and
does
didos
with the violin has finally won out
{Continued on Page 2)

Offer to purchase Pathe for $6,000,000, or nearly $1,400,000 more
than RKO is to pay under terms
of its deal, was made by Jacob Conn,
Providence exhibitor, at yesterday's
special meeting held by Pathe stockholders. Conn declined to say who
was associated with him in the proposition but let it be known that a
man prominent in the film industry
was back of the proposal. The ofand proas a bombshell
fer came(Continued
on Page 3)

Pathe Was for Sale

Pathe was offered for sale
to Howard Hughes, United
Artists and Paramount, said
Joseph P. Kennedy at the
Pathe stockholders meeting, in
declaring that; the company
has been on the open market.
None of these organizations
was interested, he asserted.
Kennedy made the statement
in replying to charges that the
Pathe-RKO deal was put
through quietly.

d at Stormy
Session — Kennedy
Is Grilled

Efforts of minority stockholders
failed to prevent ratification by Pathe
of the deal in which the company is
acquired by RKO. At the conclusion
of a stormy, all-day session yesterday in New York, the agreement was
approved by a vote of 668,545 to
9,021.
Minority stockholders, late in the
afternoon, left the special meeting
and, convening
in an
adjoining room,
(Continued
on Page 3)

PITTALUGA PRODUCTIONS J. P. KENNEDYSAYS DEAL
$8,000,OOOTORSTORIES WILL BE SHOWN IN U. S.
OPERATIVEJ 20 DAYS
SET BY F0)LFOR 4 YEARS produci
Cines Pittaluga of Rome, largest
The
Pathe-RKO
deal
becomes
ng company
in Italy and the
only studio in that country licensed operative within 20 days, said Joseph
appropriation of to record by RCA Photophone sys- P. Kennedy
in an interview last
for the next four
tem, will place its productions on the night.
Most
of the
liquidation
will
(Continued
on Page
3)
of $8,000,000, has U. S. market through J. V. Crefor story material, monini, New York importer, who
on Page 6)
has formed the Cremonim Corp. of
America
with offices at 236 West
(Continued
on Page 6)

West Coast Bureau. THE

Hollywood — An
2,000,000 yearly
years, or a total
been made by Fox
(Continued

FILM

DAILY

NAT'L SClNlYS INTO
FAMOUS ARTISTS OF AIR

Truman Talley Planning
More Newsreel Theaters

Plans for the opening of newsreel Zanft Handling Theaters
theaters in South America and Asia,
National Screen Service has acFor Trans-Lux Circuit
as well as additional houses under
quired ahalf-interest in Famous ArMajor John Zanft, formerly of
this policy in North America and
tists of the "Air and will release its
Europe, are now being worked out Fox theaters, is in charge of theater electrical
transcription programs for
(Continued
on Page 3)
operations
for
Trans-Lux,
THE
by Truman H. Talley, general manager of Fox Movietone News. Fox FILM DAILY learned yesterday.
newsreel houses are now operating Jack Connelly, who was with Fox as
in New York, 'London, Berlin and foreign newsreel representative, is in
10 Best Deadline
Oslo.
charge of production.
This week marks the deadline for voting by motion picture critics on the Ten Best
Pictures of the past year, a
feature of the 1931 FILM
YEAR BOOK, due off the
press at the end of the month.
With the number of ballots
As a result of the tremendous sucreceived so far well over 300,
Adjourn Meeting
cess of the "Amos 'n' Andy" publica new record poll is assured.
The special Pathe stockity campaign in which over $72,000
Results of the vote promise
holders' meeting held yesterwas spent on advertising, RKO will
several
surprises.
p'ace
day was adjourned until Wedallot approximately $125,000 to pubwill probably
be a First
walkaway,
nesday, Jan. 21, when matters
but a close race is being run
licizing "Cimarron", scheduled for resubsequent to the RKO deal
lease Feb. 15.
According
to Hy
on the other positions.
will be acted upon.

Another Titan Ad Campaign
Set by RKO for "Cimarron"

(Continued

on

Page

6)

-. &m
DAILY

The Yokel

STHE
UB NIKMiUfb
Of HIM DOM

—and

Consolidated Film Net
Up in Last Quarter

other things

Net earnings of Consolidated Film
Industries for the final quarter of 1930
was $555,464, after all charges,
against $489,722 in the preceding
quarter. Net for the full year was

(Continued from Page 1)
VoUVNb. 4
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Cantor Breaks Palace Records
In his first week at the R-K-O
Palace, Eddie Cantor broke ?M previous attendance records at this
vaudeville theater. Gross receipts
for the week were $45,625.
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over the reproducing needle or
sound beam, for we find 1931 being
seated to the tune of unadulterated
music direct from the orchestra pits. $2,306,543.
Stage presentations, too, have come
back with a bang. After all, stage Sunday Concerts at Roxy
For Unemployed Benefit
door Johnnies can't make dates with
Sunday morning concerts by an
screen chorus girls, and sentimental
janes find it hard to romance even orchestra of 200 will be given at the
mentally with celluloid saxophone Roxy starting Jan. 11 for the benefit
players. A judicious mixture of of unemployed musicians, under arrangements made by S. L. Rothafel,
screen and living personalities seems
to be the accepted formula for the on behalf of the Roxy, with the
American Federation of Musicians.
coming
season.
The nucleus of the performing orchestra will be supplied by the Roxy
Micheaux Film Corp.
Symphony Orchestra of 125 and the
75 will be from the ranks
To Make Negro Feature remaining
of unemployed musicians. Erno
The Metropolitan Studios at Fort Rapee will direct and the concert is
Lee, N. J. have been leased by the to be broadcast.
reorganized Micheaux Film Corp.
for the purpose of making an allnegro picture "The Exile." Several
COMING & GOING
all-negro short subjects will also be
produced and a complete negro program prepared for Broadway showALBERT LEWIS, chief of the Fox
ing. The officers of the newly re- writing staff on the coast, arrives in New
organized company are, Oscar York next Monday, instead of Monday of
this week as previously reported, to close
Micheaux, president, Frank Schiff- contracts
for material.
man, vice president and secretary and
MAJOR C. COURT TREATT, F. R.
Leo Brecher, treasurer.
Newark House Robbed of $2,300
Newark, N. J.— The Tivoli was
held up by bandits Sunday night and
$2,300 taken from the safe. Henry
Lowry, manager and Matthew Mutnick, assistant, were bound and
gagged.
The robbers escaped.
In Brooklyn, the Stadium was
robbed of $35 by a lone thief who
fice.
held up a clerk in the manager's ofVallee to Record Screen Song
Rudy Vallee will record another
screen song for Paramount. Ine
number is "Betty Co-Ed," of which
he is co-author. Vallee previously
made "The Stein Song."
$20,642 for "Devil to Pay"
Surpassing its Christmas week
business, Samuel Goldwyn's "The
Devil to Pay," starring Ronald Colman, grossed $20,642 last week at
the Gaiety.

G. S., noted English big-game hunter and
who has been connected with several film
productions, arrived yesterday on the Carmania. After a short stay in New York
he will proceed to Hollywood.
BOBBY CLARK and PAUL McCUL
LOUGH
have sailed for Europe.
JOHN STONE, who has been in Paris
arranging for production of French and
Italian talkers by Fox, is due back at
Movietone City this month to report results
to Winfield Sheehan.
NATHAN BURKAN has returned from
a 10-day vacation in Florida.
MAURICE
CHEVALIER sails from
Harve tomorrow on the Paris for New York.
TALLULAH BANKHEAD sails tomorrow from England on the Aquitania.
SYLVIA SIDNEY is en route to the
coast to work for Paramount.
JESSE LASKY will leave for the coast
at the end of the week.
HARRY ARTHUR is expected to arrive
from the coast today.
N. BREWSTER MORSE, screen writer,
leaves tomorrow for Hollywood after an extended visit in New
York.
LARRY
headhasofreturned
Paramount's
short
subjectKENT,
production,
from
a trip to Chicago.
MAX HAYES, Paramount dialogue director, returns Friday after six weeks at the
Joinville
studio directing foreign language
shorts.
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Are you sure you

are INSURED

?

Let us look over your POLICIES — It may prevent a
heavy loss!
INSURANCE of every description

Motion Picture Insurance

JOHN

a Specialty

J. KEMP

Established since 1910
551 Fifth Avenue
New York City
Phones: Murray Hill 7838-&

THEdate
INDUSTRY'S
ccor\
Jan. 7

"Kiss Me Again," First Nationa
production,
New York. opens at the Warner

Jan. 15

"One Heavenly Night", Samue
Goldwyn picture, opens at thi
Rialto, New
York.
Dinner and Dance (17th Anni
versary) of M. P. Machine Op
erators'
Union, Hotel Astor, New
York.

Jan. 17

Jan. 22

M. P. T. O. of Eastern Penn
sylvania will hold annual election
meeting in Philadelphia.
Jan. 19-24 Fox Anniversary
Week.
Jan. 22-24 Annual conference of National
Board of Review, Hotel Pennsylvania, New York.
Jan. 28-30 National Conference on Screen
York.
Advertising, Hotel Roosevelt, New
Feb. 1

Charlie
"City
opens atChaplin's
the George
M. Light*"
Cohan,
New York.
May 25-28 Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers to be
held in Hollywood.

Jannings Joining Warners
Emil Jannings is understood to be
joining Warner Bros, for a series of
talkers. He is expected to arrive in
New York from Germany in about
one month.
Jannings'
American
picture debut was
under the
Paramount
banner.
Art Acord Dead
Mexico City — Art Acord, former
Western player, is dead from swallowing poison, according to dispatches from Chihuahua. He had
been working lately as a miner.
Quinn Martin Joins Fox Jan. 20
Quinn Martin, who resigned recently from the motion picture de<
partment
of the
York "World"
to join the
FoxNewscenario
staff in
Hollywood, will end his newspaper
connection nqxt Saturday and report
at Movietone
City on Jan. 20.

For

Scripts and
Go to Scribes
Viola Irene Cooper

5543
9 E. 59th St.
New York
Volunteer
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50,000 Under Clarke Banner

OFFERED FOR PATHE
(Continued

from

Page

1)

oked much, excitable discussion,
attorney Joseph B. Kaufman, one
f the leaders of the minority stockolders, urged that the meeting reess for three months and later reuced the proposed recess period but
ne matter never reached the voting
tage. The chairman declined to
ut the subject to vote.
Conn said he and his associates
'ould buy Pathe on the same basis
s the RKO deal and offered to put
p $25,000 to bind the agreement.
Je said a Pathe official would head
he new organization provided the
lie was made.
i Sometime ago Harley L. Clarke
lade an offer to take over the Pathe
Tewsreel, but it is understood he
'■as not otherwise interested in
'athe.
,

at'IFamous
Screen Artists
Buys Into
of Air
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Dmmercial spot broadcasting. Edie Dowling remains as president of
famous Artists of the Air, which is
iso making programs for exploit
ictures. A series of six 15-minute
Dmmercial programs, using such
:ars as Eddie Cantor and Helen
jlane, is being made.

More than 50,000 persons are employed under the banner of
Harley L. Clarke, this figure taking in the Fox companies, General
Theaters Equipment Corp., and the various foreign and domestic
offices and affiliations.

J.P. KENNEDY SAYS DEAL
OPERATIVE IN 20 DAYS
(Continued

from

Page

1)

be accomplished in between four and
six months, he stated.
Kennedy expects that RKO will
form a separate corporation to handle
assets acquired from Pathe. In connection with the deal, he said, Pathe
(Continued from Page 1)
is now making four features with
made preliminary plans for obtain- whose whereabouts had been the sub- RKO
money. Pathe has so far made
ject of considerable questioning,
ing an injunction to prevent conentered
the
session
and
agreed
to
11,
in
addition to these four, on its
summation ofthe merger. Papers in
the action will be served sometime answer questions concerning the deal, current program.
Announcement was made of the
this week.
He verified statements that the
followin
g vote, in detail, on the deal:
Pathe
properties
are
to
go
to
RKO
The main session was generally
hectic and frequently out of control. for $4,630,789. In reply to a query for, 6,613, preferred; 132,761, Class
The initial skirmish occurred when he said that he estimated the value A; 662,232, common; against: 19
the gathering, which was attended of the Du Pont property at between preferred; 1,210, Class A; 2,062, comby about 250, took up the matter of $4,0001000 and $5,000,000 and that mon.
selecting a chairman. Criticism of the deal gave Constance Bennett,
the deal and its sponsors was thrown Ann Harding and Helen Twelve"something was being put over."
into the subsequent discussion and trees to RKO.
One questioner asked Kennedy if
eventually
Lewis
Innerarity
took
the
In
explaining
the
decline
of
Pathe
chair.
it were true that he made $18,000,News as a revenue-producer, Ken- 000 on the deal in which FBO was
The manner in which the Pathe
nedy declared that Fox spent be- absorbed by RKO. Kennedy denied
tween $4,000,000 and $6,000,000 in
management is alleged to have secured proxies next drew fire. Charges converting its reel from silent to the statement. Kennedy was then
were made that because some of the sound. Only $40,000 was spent on asked if he was going to make any
proxies weref obtained on Sunday the Pathe Newsreel conversion, he money, directly or indirectly, from the
Pathe-RKO merger, and he
they were invalid. Attorney Joseph said, owing to lack of available proposed
B. Kaufman asked for a list of Pathe funds. The Pathe reel, .which former- also denied this.
stockholders and their holdings and
ly grossed between $45,000 and $48,At the minority stockholders' meetthis precipitated more commotion. 000, is now grossing under $30,000,
ing the following committee was apasserted
Kennedy.
Next, the discussion swung to the
pointed to handle the matter of taking action to stop carrying out of the
Jacob Conn, Providence exhibitor,
matter of selecting inspectors to
examine the lists and again there put the value of Pathe at $50,000,000 deal: Attorney Joseph B. Kaufman,
was plenty of sharp comments pro- and generally assailed the deal. Var- Attorney Robert B. Levine, Jacob
vided.
ious speakers, joining in the excite- Conn and Attorney Joseph W. Ress
Eventually
Joseph
P. Kennedy,
ment, alleged, in substance,
that of Providence.

Pathe-RKO Deal Is Ratified;
Minority Will Fight Merger
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HOLLYWOOD
,By

WfARNER

BROS,

have

RALPH

secured

the manuscript of "I Spy," by
Baroness Carla Jensen of the British Intelligence Service.
*
*
*
Universal has completed its fourth
and last serial of the season,
"Heroes of the Flames," featuring
Col. Tim McCoy and Marion Shockley, under the direction of Robert
F. Hill. In the supporting cast are
Edmund Cobb, Gayne Whitman,
Monte Montague, Joe Bonomo, William Gould, Charles LeMoyne and
Bud Osborne.
*
*
*
Douglas Fairbanks will use a
Tanar Portable Recorder while making exteriors on his tour of the Far
East. The Tanar machine is manufactured by the Tanar Corp. Wafilms, Inc., is world-wide representative for the Tanar
organization.
*
*
*
Tom Douglas, stage leading man.
has been cast by Warners in John
Barrymore's
nex tpicture, "Sven"
*
*
*
.
i
l
ga
Joseph Santley, who has rejected
stage offers to remain in pictures, is
preparing to direct Helen Twelvetrees in "This
* Marriage
*
* Business."
Paramount has awarded
tracts to Eugene Pallette
ette Compton, principal
Lothar Mendes, director,
ginia Kellogg, writer.

FLASHES
WILK

William Cowen, who is said to be
one of the most prolific linguists in
the film industry, will hereafter
specialize in directing foreign versions. In collaboration with his wife,
Lenore Coffee, scenarist, Cowen recently wrote and presented a stage
play called "Women Without Men,"
which immediately brought the duo
several tempting offers from screen
and stage producers.
*
*
*
For their Fox directorial debuts,
Kenneth MacKenna and William
Cameron Menzies will direct Elissa
Landi as the leading woman in
"Always Goodbye." The story is
by Kate McLaurin. John Considine
will act as associate producer.
*
*
*
William Bakewell, who recently
completed work in "Dance, Fools,
Dance," with Joan Crawford, has
been assigned the juvenile lead in
"Daybreak," which Jacques Fej'der
will direct. Jean Hersholt will have
the featured character assignment.
*
*
*
Spencer Tracy and Warren Hymer will be teamed again by Fox in
"The Fatal Wedding." Benjamin
Stoloff will direct. Basil Woon and
James
story. Hanley are writing the screen
*
*
*

new conand Juliplayers;
and Vir-

Donald Dillaway, former stage
actor,
Fox. has been given a contract by

$8,000,000 for Stories
Set by Fox for 4 Years

Pittaluga Productions
Will be Shown in U. S.

(Continued

from

Page

1)

it is announced by Winfield Sheehan.
Vehicles for the 1931-32 program
already have been set and Al Lewis,
head of the story department, leaves
this week for New York to negotiate
for additional material. Production
on the 1931-32 program is now scheduled to start in February, and it is
planned to have about 10 of the new
group ready by May 1. Only eight
remain to be finished on the 1930-31
list and these are expected to be completed by March 1.
Schoenstadt Books "Atlantic"
Chicago — Following its run at the
Woods, "Atlantic," the B.I.P. production being released nationally by
Columbia, has been booked by the
Schoenstadt and Sons circuit.

Will Direct Bobby
George E. Marshall has been
selected by Warner Bros, to
direct Bobby Jones, the golf
king, in the series of 12 onereel Vitaphone shorts. Marshall will go to Atanta next
week to confer with the niblick
star and prepare the script
with him. The series will be
filmed in and around the Lakeside Country Club, Burbank.

(Continued

from

Page

1)

55th St. The first two productions
to be offered are "Napoli che Canta"
and "La Canzone deH'Amore," also
several shorts. Italian, German and
French versions will be available,
and possibly English. A gala preview of the two features will be held
Jan. 16 in the Pythian Auditorium,
70th St. and Broadway, under the
sponsorship of prominent ItalianAmericans.

$125,000 Ad Campaign
Planned
(Continued for
front "Cimarron"
Page 1)
Dabb, the efforts of 500 theater managers and the advertising departments of several other companies will
be harnessed in putting over the
trade advertising. Ad campaigns on
"Beau Ideal" and "Millie" will run
simultaneously
with "Cimarron".
Want Spanish Talkers
Mexico City — A campaign will be
launched by the Ibero-American
Congress against talking pictures
presented in English in Latin American countries. An effort will be
made to have import taxes on American talkies raised to a higher rate
in order to discourage importation of
English pictures and encourage
Spanish productions.

Millions of people
will soon know
all about The Ten
Best Pictures o
1930 through the
newspapers
and periodicals
represented by

400 of America's
foremost critics,
editors and reviewers who are
now sending in
their ballots to
The Film Daily*
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NEWS of the DAY
Columbus — The Knickerbocker has
)een taken over by Wm. A. Panake.
Princeton, W. Va— The Royal has
>een taken over by F. F. Van Court.
Orrville, O. — John Dike has assumed the management of the
jrand following an agreement with
Z. P. Mott of Wooster for a subease of the houses for a three-year
>eriod.
Gilmore City, la. — The Metro was
lestroyed by fire Jan. 1. Loss is
stimated at $7,500.
Des Moines — Mayer Lou Elewitz,
lanager of the Strand, and Marie
Clein of Omaha, were married Jan.
in Omaha.
Atlanta — Lionel Keene has been
lected president of the Atlanta Maonic Club.
Garner, la. — The Garner, being
reeled here, is to be completed by
larch 1. It will have a capacity of
!)0. Charles Marks, formerly opera)r of the Tuxedo in St. Paul, Minn.,
as been selected as manager.
Denver — The Cedaredge at CedarIge, Colo., and the Saratoga, Sara>ga, Wyo., have installed sound.
Portland, Ore. — Charles E. Couche,
distant to J. J. Parker, president of
ox Portland Theaters, has been asgned to the Paramount. He will
art a new stage policy of Fanchon
id Marco units on New Year's Eve.
Kansas City — Bill Levy, who was
rmerly in the film business here, is
j>w vice-president of the Federal
an and Storage Co.
Milwaukee — This city is now the
routing center for Fanchon & Marunits and Harry Singer is manager
the district.
He will be assisted
■ Miss Flo Kelly, costume designer
d supervisor.

EN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN
=5
THE
NnsMrat
| RIM DOM

■•>
TS All Till TIMI
■JWO"^^

Murray Garson plans monster stu> near Jacksonville,
*
*
*Fla.
Treasury Dep't decides to tax state
;ht buyers as exhibitors.
*
•
*
B. S. Moss Theater Corp. formed.
pital, $1,500,000.
*
*
*
City of Chicago bans all films in
kich criminals and their activities
ipear.

•

• • WE HAVE been waiting years and years for someone to explain Charlie Chaplin's remarkable popularity that goes
on perennially
he is the only screen star in the history
of the biz who has been able to stay off the screen for several
years' running, and come back stronger than ever
his
forthcoming "City Lights" has bookings running into the millions THAT'S Popularity, gents
also Mystery
how does he do it?
admitting that he's the greatest
comedian the films have produced
also the outstanding
master of the pantomimic form, which is the underlying and
basic principle of pictures-in-motion
and ALWAYS will
be, talkies or no talkies
still all this does not fully account for Charlie's phenomenal perennial popularity
not
to keep you longer in suspense, we're going to let you in on
the Big Secret
Mister Chaplin is the original Greta Garbo
of the screen
Mysterious
Elusive
and he's
been pulling this Greta Garbo stuff for about two decades, but
nobody ever gave him credit for it
he proves it in his
latest decision
he has positively declined to go on the
radio
although he can command a higher price for an
international radio broadcast than any single individual in America
which decision proves that Charlie is endowed with
perspicacity, business judgment and horse sense
"familiarity
breeds
contempt"
is
an
old
wheeze
that
still
wheezes
load of Truth
which screen stars overlook when theya
go on the air
there is something psychological in the
sound of the Human
Voice that dissipates Romance,
Charm,
Mystery,
Elusiveness
is Greta Garbo
as elusive and
mysterious now that her Voice can be heard?
and why
have so many screen idols with good voices crashed since they
started to talk in the talkies?
so Charlie, the Wisest of
'em All, preserves his Mystery and Elusiveness in "City Lights"
by not using his Voice
for Charlie knows better than
anybody that his great comedy talent alone would not keep him
perennially popular *
*
*
*
• • • IT PAINS
us considerably
to give United Artists
so much free publicity
our Scotch instinct rebels
but our journalistic instinct must be stronger
so we have
blurbed about Charlie Chaplin
and now a blurb for Dong
Fairbanks, pere
because they rate a blurb any time they
do anything
tbey are individuals who never ape anybody like Napoleon,
they ARE
Ancestors
they
set the standards for generations of Imitators
just lookit
what this Fairbanks person has gone and done
he deserts
his customary role of a romantic character, and in "Reaching
for the Moon" plays a straight American business man
and
than about
ever United who
was stars
that growing
"wise"
gent goes
who over
made bigger
the crack
Artists
ancient and decayed?
he should wish t'gawd to decay
like Fairbanks and Chaplin
*
*
*
*
• • • BERNICE CLAIRE is slated to make a personal
appearance at the premiere of "Kiss Me Again" at the Warner
theater tomorrow eve
playing the leading role of "Mile.
Modiste," recalls that ancient day in 1905 when Fritzie Scheff
created the role originally in Victor Herbert's immortal romance
and it is quite possible that Fritzie will be there at the
premiere to extend a welcome hand across two decades to Bernice in the modern screen version
We ran across the
trail of a Big Mystery
every Tuesday a secretive bunch
are meeting behind locked doors for luncheon
they include A. M. Botsford, Oscar Doob, L. R. Prager, Joel Swenson,
Mark
Luescher,
L. L. Edwards,
Gabe York
we tried
last Tuesday
to sneak in as a waiter, but the whole gang
up and yelled: "Throw that bum Phil out!"
and they did
today we try again
if successful, stand by for a
Terrific Disclosure
*
*
*
*
•

•

•

MARK
LUESCHER
outside his ossif window
modern pigeon coop with steam
licity copy is sometimes spotty,
wrong file

«

«

«

is a friend of the li'l pigeons
at Arkayo he has provided a
heat
so if Mark's pubhe probably placed it in the

»

»

»

"SPIRIT
76TH STREET"
is the
title of OF
a recently
completed satire
which Arthur Hurley directed for
Vitaphone. In this, Helen Broderick
plays a worldly-wise manicurist, who
always gets her man. Helen Eby Rock
and Lester Crawford are in the supporting cast.
Emily Newman of the Paramount
studio publicity department is taking alantic
mid-winter
City, N. J. vacation at AtPhillips Holmes, having completed
his role in "Stolen Heaven" at
Paramount's New York studio,
leaves for Hollywood on Jan. 6. He
will next appear opposite Mary Brian
in "Confessions of a Debutante."
John Phipps, who is attached to
the loading room at Paramount's
New York studio, had extensive experience as a stage actor, having
started
14
ago in "City Life,"
under the years
management of Wm. A.
Brady,
House. at the old Manhattan Opera

Edward F. Stevenson, president of
Visugraphic Pictures is giving a
series of lectures on motion pictures
as a selling force. Mr. Stevenson
will address the students of Syracuse
University today and the Elmira
Rotary Club tomorrow.

Investigation shows that many of
the Paramount production staff
have unsuspected talent in various
lines. For instance, Bill Steiner,
besides being a cracker-jack cameraman can also tickle the ivories,
the same accomplishment also belonging to Chick Kirk, art director.
Willie Hopkins, Special Effects
wizard, is also a sculptor and J.
Franklin Whitman, beside designing artistic sets, is also a portrait
painter.
Louis

Calhern, recruited from
Broadway to play the "other man"
in "Stolen Heaven" under George
Abbott's direction, is returni
to
the stage to star in a new ngplay,
"Conquest," now in rehearsal.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulation! a/e
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

January 6

Fred Niblo
Tom
LorettaMixYoung
Ludwig Berger
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Publix Invading Ohio in Big Way — 5 Already Set

PATHE^TRANS - LUX MERGER IS RKfT PLAN
National Confab Called on Allied -M.P.T.O. A. Merger
The Mirror
— a column of comment
ALLIED STATES
rectors have rejected
to merge with the M.
as premature. ...

ASS'N dithe proposal
P. T. O. A
In the first

place, insert in your mind the fact
that the Allied statement, although
it calls the deal off, intimates thai
eventually the merger may be
brought about providing various situations are corrected. It's impossible
to discount the optimism of this
note. Apart from this, much of importance has already been achieved
through the preliminary conversations held in New York on the proposed merger. Probably for the first
time leaders of both exhib organizations have gone into a huddle — without verbal bricks filling the ozone.
They've learned that the other fellows are not so bad, as previously
suspected. And they've learned, no
doubt, that their interests are pretty
much alike. The industry owes
plenty of thanks to the industry
leaders who, by participating in those
confabs, helped promote a greater
spirit of amity.
•
PASSAGE of legislations adverse to
the American industry is likely in
Canada. .. .The situation there should
not be dismissed lightly. It guarantees considerable trouble for U.
S. distributors and theater operators.
Conditions there require a great deal
of sympathetic study.
ADOPTION of a code of ethics
governing non-theatricals is scheduled
for the forthcoming confab
on that
kind of pictures
The plan augurs
well for the future of this new industry development. Starting with
this sort of a policy — and sticking
to it— should insure industrials producers of needed customer confidence.

Affiliation Deal Is Still
Warm Despite Action
of Directors
With announcement by Abram F.
Myers of plans for a national convention of independent exhibitors in
Chicago Feb. 10 and 11, indications
are that the Allied-M. P. T. O. A.
merger project is still warm, despite
action of the Allied directors in rejecting
the plan aton their
Chi(Continued
Page recent
8)

19,894 Wired

Wash. Bureau of THE FILM

DAILY

Washington — Sound installations in theaters throughout
the world now total 19,894,
according to a survey announced yesterday by the M.
P. Division of the Dept. of
Commerce. The U. S. figure
is given as 12,500, while
Europe has 5,401.

Courtland
Smith
Slated
To Head Proposed
Subsidiary
RKO is understood planning to
merge its Pathe assets with TransLux in a new subsidiary which will
be headed by Courtland Smith. This
company will produce shorts under
the Pathe trademark, while all features will be released under the RKO
(Continued

on

Page

8)

Pathe Minority Stockholders
For Proxies
Night
w
Tomorro
Meet
GET BEHINDJU.A. WEEK
COLUMBIA RELEASING 10
BETWEEN NOW AND FEB. 1

FILM INDUSTRYCHIEFS

A meeting of Pathe minority stockholders will be held in New York
This year's benefit drive for the
X. V. A. Club, formerly a benevoltomorrow
at 8 o'clock for the
ent organization for vaudeville ar- purpose of night
obtaining proxies in their
tists and recently put on its feet
campaign to prevent sale of Pathe
again through the efforts of film in- to RKO.
dustry heads, will have the backPapers in the minority stocking of an executive
committee
of
holders'
injunction onaction
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued
Page will
8) be filed

200 "Best Sellers"
at Roxy
Kept Off the Screen "Resurrection"
For Pre-Release Run

Nearly 200 'best sellers'
Boston
have
been— kept off the screen as a
result of the care exercised by the
industry to avoid the objectionable
in productions, said Carl E. Milliken of the Hays Office in an address
before a Ford Hall Folks gathering.

Universal's "Resurrection", with
John Boles and Lupe Velez, has
been booked into the Roxy for its
"Midare "Atlantic,"
which "Young
among Watch,"
Woodley" and
New York pre-release run starting three dleothers.
Ian. 23. National release is set for
Feb. 2.

Five Theaters Already Set
In Publix Invasion of Ohio
New Television System
Demonstrated in London

Columbia is speeding up its release
schedule between now and Feb. 1,
with 10 pictures slated to be put out
in that period. The group includes
"Ten Cents A Dance," "Dirigible,"
"The Last Parade," "Desert Vengeance" and six B. I. P. productions,

Invasion of Ohio

by Publix is
under way, with five houses definitely planned. Theaters will be
new sys- constructed at Mansfield, MiddleLondon (By Cable)— A ted
a
on
tem of television, presen
ville.
town, Elyria, Fremont and Steubentwo-foot ordinary screen and transfully
success
was
mitted over wires,
Ohio at present is open territory.
demonstrated here yesterday by the
is understood to be interPublix
can
Gramophone Co. Wireless link
two houses, one in Middleested
in
also be used, it is stated, but al- town and the other at Hamilton.
the
ng
promisi
are
though the results
Publix also has 10 other new
developed for
apparatus is not yet
(Continued on Page 8)
application.
commercial

Third Trans-Lux House
Will Be on Madison Ave.

Another Trans-Lux turnstile theater Ave.
will be
opened 58th
shortly
son
between
and on
59thMadiSts.
This makes the third by Trans-Lux
in the Metropolitan district.

Hugo Riesenfeld Signed
By Famous Artists of Air

Hugo Riesenfeld has been signed
by Famous Artists of the Air to
handle all musical activities of the
organization, engaged in electrical
transcription broadcasting and specializing in exploitation for film
companies.
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Film Industry Chiefs
Vitacolor Process Sold
N. V. A. Week
To British Producers Get Behind
(Continued from Page 1)

=THE
nKNEKMra
Ot f IIMI'OJH

Georges Musaphia, now on his
way to the coast, has disposed of the
English rights to Vitacolor to the
Vol. LV No. 5 Wednesday, Jan. 7. 1931
Price 5 Cents Bromhead interests. Musaphia controls all foreign rights to the procJOHN W. ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher
ess, which is controlled by Consolidated Film Industries in the U. S.
Laboratories
for Vitacolor developPublished daily except Saturdays and holidays
»t 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
will be built imprinting
ing and
mediately with British International
and
by Wid's Films
and copyright (1931)
film Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President, Pictures as the first to contract for
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, the color process in England.
Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager ;
Arthur W. Eddy, Associate Editor; Don
Carle Gillette. Managing Editor. Entered as second class matter. May 21, 1918,
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage
free) United States outside of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
should remit with order. Address all communications to THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone Circle
Cable ad7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. Hollywood
dress: Filmday, New York.
California — Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywoo
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607. London — Ernest
W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn,
Lichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
— P. A. Harle, La Cinematographic Fran
caise, Rue de la Cour-des-Noues, 19.
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motion picture chiefs headed by
Sam Katz, who is now president of
the Club. Will H. Hays, Harley L.
Clarke, H. M. Warner and Hiram
S. Brown also are on the executive
committee, while the national campaign committee includes Major L.
E. Thompson, A. M. Botsford,
Louis R. Brager, Oscar A. Doob, L.
L. Edwards, Mark A. Luescher,
Joel Swensen, A. P. Waxman, Frank
Whitbeck and G. S. Yorke.
April 4-11 has been set for the
Screen Training School
drive, which will be known as Players' and Patrons' Jubilee Week, and
Started by Warner Bros. collections
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
will be conducted at all
Hollywood — A training academy performances. Special midnight
for young actors and actresses has benefit shows will be held only in
been started by Warner Bros, at New York, Hollywood and a few
their studios here, with Ivan Simp- other places.
son as director. Tests for candidates are now under way. ProducStephen Spear Dies
tion executives will supervise the
New Rochelle, N. Y. — Stephen
course of training with a view to as- Spear, manager of the Mainstreet,
signing parts to the most capable.
died following
ation on Sunday.an appendicitis operBuy Warner's Atlantic City
Atlantic City ■— Complete title to
"Criminal Code" Holding Over
Warner's here, together with stores
and apartments fronting on the
Columbia's "The Criminal Code"
boardwalk, has been purchased by will be held for a second week at
Warner Bros. The entire parcel the Mayfair.
was sold for approximately $3,500,000.
"Heavenly
Night"
Opening
Jan. 9
"Illicit" for Winter
Garden
n's
Samuel at Goldwy
of Night"
ng ly
Openi
the RialHeaven
"Illicit," with Barbara
Stanwyck, "One
to has been changed from Jan. 15
is slated to follow "The Lash" at to Jan. 19.
the Winter
Garden.
No date has
been set for the opening.
Warner 'Frisco House Opening
San Francisco — Opening of the
new Warner is set for Friday night
COMING & GOING
with "Illicit" as the feature attraction. A contingent of Warner and
celebrities are expectNational
First
L. M. ASH, treasurer of the Saengef
ed to come up from Hollywood for
circuit and now theater relations manager for
Theater Service Corp., arrived in New York the dedication, which has been aryesterday from the south.
ranged under the supervision of J.
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK is en route east L. Warner and Moe Silver.

Warner Earns 50 Cents in Quarter
Xet earnings of Warner Bros, for
the quarter ended Nov. 30 amounted
to approximately $2,000,000 or 50
cents a share on the common, it was
estimated
yesterday.

from the coast.
CARMEL MYERS left New York yesterday for Hollywood to report at Warner Bros.
JOHN McCORMACK and GERTRUDE
LAWRENCE arrived yesterday from Europe.
TED CURTIS of Eastman Kodak leaves
for the Coast Sunday.
SALLY EILERS yesterday left New York
for the Coast to work in a Fox production
opposite Spencer
Tracy.
PAT GARYN of National Screen Service
aarrives
trip. back in New York tomorrow from

JOSEPH I. SCHNITZER is due from
Pittsburgh
todav.
LEE MARCUS arrives today from the
coast.
Advance
Century.
PHIL HODES, assistant to Charles
Rosenzweig, returned from the West Indies
yesterday.

Lasker Joins Keystone Engraving
Myles F. Lasker has joined the
Corp. Photo-Engraving
of Keystone
sales force

New
York
1 540 Broadway
BRYant
4712

Long
Island City
154 Crescent
St.
STIllwell
7940

ASE—seats
LEthousand
two

FOR of
Theatre
in a town of over 175,000 near
New
York.Box 177B
c-o Film Daily
1650 Broadway
N. Y. C.

Let Us Solve Your Problems!

§ Eastman Films 1
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8 T. E. Brulatour, Inc. \\
h
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Chicago
♦,t 1727 Indiana Ave.
H
CALumet
2691

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywood
4121

INCORPORATED

a

W

1540 B'WAY

N.Y.C.

Today:
Jan. 9

"Kiss Me Again," First National
production, opens at the Warner,
New York.
"One Heavenly Night", Samuel
Goldwyn picture, opens at the
Rialto, New
York.

Jan. 17

Dinner and Dance (17th Anniversary) of M. P. Machine Operators' Union, Hotel Astor, New
York.
Jan. 22 M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pemv
sylvania "will hold annual election
meeting in Philadelphia.
Jan. 19-24 Fox Anniversary Week.
Jan. 22-24 Annual
conference
of
National
Board of Review, Hotel Pennsyk
vania. New York.
Jan. 28-30 National Conference on Screen
Advertising, Hotel Roosevelt, New
York.
Feb. 1

Charlie
"City
opens atChaplin's
the George
M. Lights"
Cohan,
New York.
Feb. 10-11 National pendent
convention'
of indeexhibitors called
by
in
Chicago.
Allied
States Ass'n to be held

April 4-11 Players*
and benefit
Patrons'
Week, national
for Jubilee
N. V.
A.
Club.
May 25-28
Spring meeting
of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers to be |
held in Hollywood.

'
Bans "Quiet
ViennaAustri
(Bya Cable)
— Universale
(
"All Quiet on the Western Front" j
will be prohibited here by the Aus- '
trian Government, according to lat- •
est advices. The reason for the Gov-i
ernment's action is said to be based t
on its fear of riots and clashes rather 1
than any objection to the film.
2-1-4-1— WISCONSIN
is the number of
THE
STONE
FILM
LIBRARY
220 West 42nd Street
New York City

Phone

Stillwell

NEGATIVES

^•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*
♦*♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦******************* ♦>
::
♦♦
}*♦
Jfj

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
DOOr

TELEPHONE

BRYANT

3040

7932

fo.

DEVELOPED

and
Positive
Prints
on standard or 16 mm

Made
stork

INTER-CONTINENTAL
Film
74 Sherman

Laboratories
St. Long

♦ ANYTHING

Inc
Island

City

THAT

CAN BE SOLD TO
THE FILM INDUSTRY,
CAN BE SOLD BY ADVERTISING IN THE FILM
DAILY AND THE FILM
DAILY YEAR BOOK ♦

J he defied ike
MORAL CODE

A GREAT PIAY
ROBERT

LITTE

Here is the First play of the season with teeth in it!
MES:

J. BR

So earnest so forthright, so grim and unrelenting —
so well informed and so sparingly elaborated that
you are quite swept off your feet by the forces it
sets in motion.
E HERALD-TRIBUNE:
■ he Criminal Code

is an agitating ana reasonaoie

outcry against the abuses and injustices suffered by
those of us who offend the rules of law and order.

Profoundly

moving

and

tremendously

stirring to

sympathies that go deeper than melodrama
Genuine and superbly effective.

So moving that one sits almost stunned.
BURNS

MANTLE

IN THE DAILY

NEWS:

There is no moment of this play that is not intensely
dramatic.

•%i-

J

EPIC ^ PASSION a dynamic DRAMA
of modern moralsing or name
flowing

with

Surprising and

ana nre — wver-

Heart

Interest — A

Beautiful Romance

— a Picture that Everyone will Enjoy
and, above all, REMEMBER.

Throughout this Thrilling, Gripping,
Different Picture runs a very Human,
Emotional Story of Men and Women
Pouring out their Hate and Rage and
Love — A story that Keeps them on
Edge to the very end.

RIMINAL
one o\

^SUPERIOR

MS-

30

-w J/e defied 'i
CODE

<£/ct
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Short Shots from
New York Studios

FOREIGN
Dispatches
Received
From
Abroad
through the M. P. Division of the
Department
of Commerce.

Haik Capital Increased
At an extraordinary general meeting, Establissements Jacques Haik
ipproved a capital increase from
' to 15 million francs. The Haik
studio in Courbevoie, near Paris, has
been reconstructed following a fire
some months ago and shooting is resuming.
French
Firms
Merge
Omega Films, Elite Films and Les
Films Celebres have united under one
cooperative banner. The group is
financed by M. Martinage.
Germans

Seek New

Regulations

The Catholic party of the German Reichstag has introduced two
amendments which, if carried, will
have serious effects both on production and exhibition of pictures.
The first one embodies a number of
regulations regarding censorship of
films and posters and also demands
decentralization of censorship. The
other amendment asks for stricter
protection
of juveniles.
Correll Back on Job
Director H. Correll, after long absence due to illness has returned to
Berlin and resumed his activities as
head of Ufa production. Herr Hubert is leaving the Ufa directorate
at his own "wish at the end of the
year. Director Wilhelm Meydam
has become a member of the Ufa's
managing board and will take charge
both of foreign and home distribution. Mevdam also has been appointed film distribution expert at
the Berlin Chamber of Commerce
and Industrv.
Hungarian Sound Device Shown
The Hungarian telephone manufacturing company has demonstrated
in Budapest its new sound film apparatus. Parts of various sound
films originating from many countries were shown and excellent reproduction was attained, it is claimed.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

First National to show "Big 5"
group of pictures in Chicago. High
exhibition values placed on them.
*
*
*
Associated
Producers
directors
hold important meeting in Los Angeles.
*
*
*
Censorship for New
looms up again.

York

State

_^

• • • THAT POPULAR pastime of making Similes gets
its annual impetus with the release by Frank J. Wilstach of the
current crop
they are as varied as the ideas at a joint
meeting
of producers and exhibitors
we have culled a
few for your delight and delectation, to wit
Plain statement of facts, like a yell from a dentist's office. — Arthur "Bugs"
Baer
They
swarm
about
every star waving
autograph
books
like beggars
in Egypt
shouting
for baksheesh. — Louis
Bromfield
Useless as a wastebasket in Scotland. — Harry
Beresford
He gabbed like he was vaccinated with a Victrola needle. — Charles
Francis
Coe
The
runner was as
safe as a quart of grape juice at a college prom. — Parke Cummings
As careless as a girl who didn't know whether
her lips were chapped or calloused. — William Cunningham
Free verse is like free love; it is a contradiction in terms. — G. K.
Chesterton
Like an interesting woman — good and bad. —
Jane S. Davis
They drew away from each other like a
pair of lovers in a movie theater when the lights went on. —
I. Elinson
She fell into my lap like a ripe peach. — Ferdinand Pinney Earle
Overworked as a parlor sofa before
rumble seats were invented. — William Fawcett
He sunk
so low he struck oil. — Ambrose M. Feeley
My account
with my broker looked like a blood transfusion. — Texas Guinan
Absurd as a grasshopper's honeymoon. — Ben Hecht
Alien to our present speech as Walter Winchell's professional
vocabulary is to the farmers of Iowa. — Harry Hansen
As busy as a lipstick at a college dance. — Barrett C. Kiesling
About as shy as Sophie Tucker. — Amy Leslie
Her legs were like a wishbone. — Leonard Merrick
Humorous as the embryonic acrobat trying to sing love ballads on
amateur night. — Jack Alicoate
Busy as a flagpole sitter
with St. Vitus dance. — Roy
L. McCardell
which
latter
we doped out one morn to fill this kolyum
proving that
Great Minds run in the same Simile channel
or that we
read Roy's
choice

stuff
*

or Roy
*

reads
*

ours
*

take

your

• • • MAJOR C. COURT TREATT, the veteran British
explorer of Egypt, the Soudan and points east, is in our midst
in a suite of rooms in a hotel on the 38th floor where
he can look over our bally hamlet
and the first time he
went to the window
he looked
down
on a Fog
which
made him feel right at home in his dear ole Lunnon
the Major
is a broadminded
Englishman
who admits
he can
learn a Lot about picture production from Hollywood
which
makes
him Positively
Unique
as an Englishman
he's planning to go back to the African wilds and stage
a mob scene with 20,000 extras
the tribal chiefs are his
pals, and will arrange this li'l thing for him
and NOT
at $7.50 per day per extra, either
the Major
plans to
take sound equipment into the wilds of Africa for the first time,
and he is going to Hollywood to get the lowdown on recording
and technical methods
*
*
*
*
• • •
GET
SET for that Terrific Disclosure we promised
you yestiddy
we crashed the gate at that luncheon of
the Mysterious
Gents
and got the lowdown
for you
they have been working on plans for the Players' and
Patrons'
Jubilee Week
which
is the N. V. A. Week
with a different name
to be launched the week of April
4-11
all the theater publicity chiefs are working hand in
hand to put this benevolent cause over bigger than ever
Walter Winchell will be at the Palace for a week, starting Saturday
*
*
*
*
• • •
AL SELIG celebrates his silver wedding anniversary
today
my word, Al!
25 years
with the same
wife
and in the picture biz, too
unbelievable
some gents will call up to congratulate you
and others
may call up the wife to offer condolences
you know how
some of these pals are
they are gonna give you a surprise party at Ben Riley's Arrowhead
Inn
we thought
we'd tell you so you wouldn't make any other engagement

«C

«

»

»

»

By HARRY

N. BLAIR

»^

"Twenty-four
Hours," best
has seller,
been
j^OUIS
BROMFIELD'S
bought by Paramount for production
in the east. George Abbott will direct.
*
*
*
Vitaphone has signed Walter
O'Keefe, master of ceremonies of
Barney Gallant's night club, and
Gloria Grafton, of the El Patio
Club, for short
* subjects.
*
*

"The Smiling Lieutenant" is the
title of the next vehicle for Maurice
Chevalier, who arrives Jan. 15 and
starts work next month at the Paramount New York studio. Claudette
Colbert and Miriam Hopkins will be
leading woman and Ernst Lubitsch
is to direct. The picture will have
music by Oscar Straus.
*
*
*

H. D'Abbadie D'Arrast also arrives Jan. 15 to begin preliminary
work on "Week End," in which
Claudette Colbert appears. D'Arrast
later will direct a picture for Howard Hughes
and then return to
Paramo
unt here.
*
*
*
Instead of "Up Pops the Devil,"
Nancy Carroll's next New
made Paramount starring picture York
will
be an original story tentatively titled
"Between Two Worlds" by Edmund
Goulding, who will also direct. "Up
Pops the Devil" has been transferred
to the West Coast studios of Paramount for production there in the
near future.
*
*
*
Max Kohn, for ten years with A.
H. Woods and more recently a Paramount "scout" has opened offices at
156 W. Uth St., for the purpose of
reviewing manuscripts and scenarios.
*
*
*
Harry Baldwin, who is attached to
the staff of James Cowan, Paramount
studio executive, is reveling in a
re-decorated office, the new color
scheme being salmon pink and
fishy.
green. Harry says it sounds kinda

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Beit wishes and congratulations are
extended by ThE FILM DAILY
to the following membera of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

January 7
Adolph Zukor
Kenneth Thomson
Ernest L. Robbing

THE
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ling.

Mickey Bennett will play the office
Hodkinson
and Mel Hul
San Francisco — Theodore New- Kenneth
boy in "Big Business Girl," in which
for several years vice-president
Leretta Young is to star for First of the man,Golden
State Theater Circuit,
National. William A. Seiter is di- has resigned to give his time to his
recting.
Denver — Floyd Fitzsimmons, pub
Theater Drapery and Supply House. licity representative of the Denver
*
*
*
assoA.
U.
a
Roland West, now
Jack Hunter, who has been house has been transferred to the PubH:
ciate producer, will not direct
manager for one of the Oakland staff in New York.
Returning
to
Hollywood
after
an
al,
sair
"Cor
Chester Morris in
houses,
succeeds Newman as viceabsence
of
more
than
two
years,
re.
pictu
produce the
though he will
*
*
*
Louise Brooks will have her first president of Golden State.
Cleveland — Phil Gleichman, mana
talking film part in that length of
ger of Warner theaters In this dis
Lamoni, la. — The Coliseum open- trict, who has been very ill in j,
Tiffany has completed "The Single time as a member of Paramount' s
rdy."
Sin" and "Dru
"Have You Got It?".
ed New Year's Eve with sound Pittsburgh hospital for the past sfa
* ms • of Jeopa
*
weeks, came home for Christmas.
equipment.
Arthur Edmund has joined WarWilliam Wellman has been asOnawa, la. — J. C. Roush and son,
San Francisco — The three loca
ners' "The Devil Was Sick," resigned by Warner Bros, to direct L. C. Roush, have purchased the Publix theaters, Paramount, Caliplacing Sidney Blackmer, who has
been borrowed by another company. "Night Nurse," in which Barbara theater at Audubon, la.
fornia and St. Francis, are beinj'
*
*
*
Stanwyck is to play the title role
managed as a unit temporarily bj|j
with
Ben
Lyon
as leading man.
San Francisco — G. C. Blumenthal Dick Spear until new policy is de-i
"My Past" is the title selected
has been elected president of the cided bv Fox West Coast.
tress,"
for "Ex-Mis
Film Board of Trade with D. J.
Bros,Daniels
WarnerBebe
.
by which
appears
in
Clara Bow and Gary Cooper will McNarny as vice pres., Wm. Wolf, Needy.
*
*
*
Bunceton, Mo. — Brent Peters ha:
be co-starred by Paramount in an secretary treasurer and Rovena sold the Princess here to Harr>
given
underworld drama directed by Foley, executive secretary. The
Juliette Compton has been
Board
of Governors
also includes
a role in First National's "Party Rouben Mamoulian.
MacDorothy
starring
d,"
Husban
East St. Louis, 111. — Willian*
kaill.
*
*
*
Goodman has purchased the Lincolr
house from Charles Vollmer and H
Herscheusen.
Virginia Sale will appear with
Winnie Lightner and Olsen and
(Continued from Page 1)
in "Red Hot Sinners" for
Detroit — George
Blandell is the
Johnson Bros.
Warner
*
*
*
veloped situation. Allied delegates new proprietor of the Quo Vadis.
cago meeting behind closed doors.
Armand Kaliz has been added to
The Myers' statement, issued yes- will report back as to the exact
Detroit — A young bandit robbed I
terday and in which he formally de- attitude of their directors to the proFrank Fay's new Warner picture,
the
Wilson box-office yesterday of]
du
being
Sick,"
Was
scribes the merger proposal as "pre"The Devil
Myers, in announcing the results
mature," says that "the need for co- posal.
rected by Michael Curtiz. Laura La
ordination of thought and action on of his directors', meeting, said:
feminine
has the leading
Plante
role.
"The negotiations looking to the
Boston — Motion pictures in Win*
the
part
of
the independent exhibi*
*
*
tors on certain problems which have amalgamation of the two associa- Chester were voted down for th<
tions were outlined and expressions $100.
fourth year at a town meeting. At
Allan Dwan has been assigned by not been considered nationally"
another town meeting in Brookline,
of
opinion
were
asked.
The
preprompted
the
forthcoming
convens,"
ferred. on permitting movies was deponderance of thought was that the action
tion. This is construed as an intimaFirst National to direct "Chance
the next vehicle for Douglas Fairtion
that
the
merger
proposition,
was premature. The speakbanks, Jr., who is due back from the which was originally mapped out proposal
ers, some of whom had canvassed
east in about a fortnight.
with only several Allied chieftains their membership following the an*
*
*
Toledo — Jack O'Connell, in addisitting in, will now be explained and
nouncement in the trade press, retion to managing the Vita-Temple,
flected
the
view
that
until
certain
submitted
to
Allied
members
in
a
MalWarners have bought "The
together
with Roy Sherman has
tese Falcon," Dashiel HammetVs general open session.
industry reforms, including thes*: purchased the Sylvan theater. They
novel, for Bebe Daniels. Maude
It is likely that despite the action agreed to at the 5-5-5 Conference, also own the Ohio.
Fulton and Browne Holmes are of the Allied directors, representa- had been put into effect, the indetives of their organization, the M.
pendent exhibitors should not disenit under the title of "Bad
adapting
Portland, Ore. — Harry Fields is now
Women." Hale Hamilton and Otto P. T. O. A. and affiliated theaters
able
themselves
to protect their in- local Universal branch manager, sucselected
been
Matieson already have
will meet in New York late this
terests by dissolving the Allied States
ceeding I. Schlank, who has asfor the cast, and Roy Del Ruth will month
to discuss
the newly
desumed his duties as United Artists
direct.
branch manager at Seattle.

has been
SHILLING
MARION
contract
m
-ter
long
a
awarded
by Pathe.
*
*
*

National Confab is Called
On Allied-M.P.T.O.A Merger

RKO Plans to Merge
Pathe Minority Holders
Meet to Collect Proxies
Pathe
With Trans-Lux Assn."
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

:THE
niC NWSIMld
Of HLMtOM

Congratulates :
UNITED~ARTISTS

for a most striking, attractive
and effective piece of theater-sign showmanship in
connection with "Reaching for the Moon" at
the Criterion on B'way.

No. 2 of 1931
"Good Deeds"

Series

banner. The new concern will also
handle the one-hour screen show
circuit being organized by TransLux throughout the country. As
indicated by THE FILM DAILY
yesterday, Jack Connelly and John
Zanft will be associated with Smith
in the new project.

Five Houses Already Set
In (Continued
Publix-Ohio
Invasion
from Page 1)

Port Clinton, O.— Fred Reichert,
owner of the Madrid, and one of
the best known exhibitors in the
state, died last week after a lingering illness. Mrs. Reichert continues to operate the house.

today or tomorrow in an effort to
stop the deal, which was ratified by
a majority of the stockholders at a
meeting held Monday. Attorney
Joseph B. Kaufman, who is repreSalem, Ore. — The Elsinore and
senting the minority stockholders in Capitol have been taken over by
Warners.
the action, yesterdav told THE
FILM 30,000
DAILY
that "he
expects he
to
have
proxies.
Personally,
said, he holds 2,400.

Harry Gibbs Promoted
New Haven, Conn. — Harry Gibbs
houses scheduled. They are at Bristol,
Tenn., Ashland, Ky., Newport News, has been promoted from manager
Va., Helena, Ark., Plainfield, N. J. of the local Pathe branch to the
Long Beach, N. J., Glens Falls, N same post in Cleveland, succeeding
E. Reilley, resigned. Nat Furst
Y., Plattsburg, N. Y., Newburgh, N. J.
succeeds Gibbs here.
Y., and Charlotteville, Va.

Ask Specific Info
London (By Cable) — Meeting in protest against the Censor's edict against "sordid
films," British producers will
demand that the Censor
specify exact scenes that are
considered undesirable.
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Talent for Warner Being Trained by St. Louis Stock

GOV'flURVEYING JBUSINESS FILMHELD
The Critics
— have their say
^-^By

JACK

Sales

Expanding

Sono Art
AL1COATE—

From
a
memo back in
°ictures of 1930 1922 to a national news
ivent of 1931. That's THE
?ILM DAILY'S
critical
America annual
on thepollTenof
•Best Pictures of the year. The
present poll is far and away the
most enthusiastic ever held by
The Ten Best

ihis publication. Practically every
mportant critic on newspapers,
nagazines, fan and trade publicaions has already sent in his or her
elections for tabulation. The high
vater mark of last year's poll has
Uready been passed. Over 325 balots have already been cast. Here
s an annual reflection of opinion
fhat is truly representative of criti:al America. During the past few
/ears this FILM DAILY "Ten
3est" idea has grown into a national
.nstitution.'
*
*
The event

A Natural
From the Start

Seven Productions Being
Launched in Strong
Winter Drive
Sono Art-World Wide is expanding its sales staff in a winter drive
launched by Budd Rogers, director
of sales for playdates on seven productions. Harry Bachman already
has been added to the Washington
office, Harry Goldberg to the Chicago branch and M. Klein to the
Cleveland office, while other assignments are pending.
Rogers
leaves

Staff in Playdate
Holdover Epidemic

Washington

lumbia pictures, "Charley's
Aunt," for its third week at
the -Globe, and "Criminal
Code" at the Mayfair. Others
are Fox's "Man Who Came
Back" at the Roxy and Paramount's
"The Right to Love"
at the Paramount.

Washington — An extensive survey
to determine the many uses to which
motion pictures are being put in
business, and the value attending
their employment, has been started
by the M. P. Division of the Department of Commerce.
Question(Continued
on Page
16)

—

on

Pane

Page

2)

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

13)

Columbus — With a public hearing
set for Jan. 14 on the resolution of
Business of Fox West Coast The- the city council to levy a tax on all
aters for the week ending Jan. 3 amusement tickets to raise funds for
city's charitable institutions, the
was the biggest in the circuit's his- the
tory, it was announced by Fox The- M. P. T. O. of Ohio held a meeting
aters yesterday after a telephone
to discuss
on means
Page
13)of blockcommunication with the Los Angeles yesterday(Continued
office. Admissions for week numbered more than 2,750,000 and receipts
were $1,211,726, it was stated. Reports of friction between Fox West
Coast Theaters and other coast comas untrue.
panies were branded

SCREEN ADVERTISERS
BEING REORGANIZED

Preliminary plans for reorganizthe Screen atAdvertisers'
were ingdiscussed
a luncheon Ass'n
held
at the Hotel Montclair yesterday
with about 30 representatives of producers
of industrials
and 13)
allied con(Continued
on Page

St. Louis Stock Company
Training Talent for Warner

on

Study oftures Business
PicBeing Made by
Commerce Dept.

Four main stem grinds will
hold over their current attractions. Included are two Co-

Relief Tax on Theater Tickets
BIGGEST WEEK IN HISTORY,
Fought by M. P. T. 0. of Ohio
FOX WEST COAST REPORTS
(Continued

caught the popular fancy of
Canadian Film Business
motion picture
l;ritics from the start. Each year it
Up 5 Per Cent in 1930
jias grown in popularity until now
Ottawa — Film business was apihere is hardly a reviewer of note
proximately five per cent greater in
[n the country who does not partici- the calendar year 1930 than during
bate. The result of the poll is an- the previous
year, according
to a
(Continued
on Pane
13)
nounced simultaneously all over the
;:ountry and the feature carries unjsual reader interest, and with it,
nundreds of columns of comment,
ft is only through the splendid and
enthusiastic co-operation of writers
|;rom all over these United States
I'hat this unusual news event is made
87 Per Cent for U. S.
possible.
*
*
*
Sydney— Of the 823 features
The
final
shown in Australia during last
Votes Now
check - up
with
were
year, 713, or 87 per cent
Being Counted the result of the
made in the United States.
balloting
will
Sixty-one were produced in
)e ready in about three weeks.
In
the United Kingdom and 49
ill. about 400 writers, the cream of
in other countries.
(Continued

Drive

St. Louis — Taking cognizance of
the screen's need of established personalities, Warner Bros, is developing talent through the stock company which it has established at the
Grand Central, operated by Skouras
Bros. Players have been signed in
N. Y. and sent here for training calculated to equip them for picture work.

SIGN NEW REEL CONTRACT
Universal and Kinograms are understood to have ironed out their
newsreel differences, with the result
that the (Contiuued
latter organization
will conon Page
13)

Warners Reported After
Fuller Circuit, Australia
Sydney— rWarner Bros, are reported negotiating for an interest in Fuller Theaters, Ltd., one of the principal circuits of Australia and forshows. merly devoted largely to legitimate

of

"Kiss Me Again''

First National's talker adaptation
the charming Victor Herbert

operetta. "Mile. Modiste", presented
last night at the Warner, is about
the most attractive, most delightfully
melodious and most evenly entertaining musical turned out by this company so far. It has a light but appealing romance, a splendid singing
and acting cast, good dancers, a nice
sprinkling of comedy, gorgeous settings, loads of glittering gowns and
all the advantages of Technicolor photography. The that
musical
retain the charm
has numbers
made them
famous.
William
direction is smooth
and A.theSeiter's
photography
and recording
are above
average.
GILLETTE

— ^5^S
The Critics

:THE

— have their say

■ ■ M»M"UIL
Of HUM DOM

(Continued from Page 1)
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Anti-Yankee Circuit
Planned in Canada
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DEPT. OF JUSTICE AGENT
CONFERS ONPATHE SALE

critical America, will have registered
The Department of Justice will
their choice. They represent over
25 millions of readers. All in all, act toward preventing consummation
Pathe-RKO merger onh' prothis "Ten Best" poll is a nation- of the vided
it finds sufficient grounds to
wide news event second to none, in
point of interest, in motion pictures. charge violation of the anti-trust
laws, John H. Aniens, special attorney of the department, told The
Publix Florida Houses
Film Daily yesterday, following a
Signed by Warner-F. N. conference with Jacob Conn of Providence. Conn, one of the minority
Ned E. Depinet of Warner Bros,
has closed negotiations with Sam stockholders of Pathe, is seeking to
prevent transfer of Pathe assets to
Dembow,
of Publix'
for the
show- RKO under the deal just ratified by
ing of the Jr.,
Warner
and First
National
of stockholders.
product in Publix's Florida theaters. a majority
Conn previously had interviewed
Initial booking will be "Illicit," openJohn Lord O'Brien, assistant to the
ing Jan. 15 in Miami.
attorney-general, in Washington, on
the matter. Injunction papers are
International Projector
expected to be filed tomorrow by a
representing minority
Investigating Home Set committee
stockholders.
International Projector Corp. is
examining a new 16 mm. home talkie
reproducer made by Universal Sound Pathe Loss $1,043,267
System, associated with Sentry SafeIn 40 Weeks of 1930
ty Control. The apparatus, which
Pathe reports, for the 40 weeks
involves sound on disc, plugs into
ending Oct. 4, net loss of $1,043,267.amplifiers on regular radio sets.
05. This includes profit and loss
redits in the amount of $154,451.13
New Haven Film Board Elects
New Haven — The Film Board of representing income on pictures
Trade elected the following officers which were previously the subject
at its annual meeting: president, of charges to surplus and/or special
Arthur Horn, United Artists; vice- reserve because of excessive booh
president, B. A. Simon, Fox; secre- values as of April 21, 1928. The net
tary, H. D. Noble, Educational. loss for these 40 weeks compares
Miss K. T. Sullivan continues as ex- with a net profit of $554,231.01 in
the 40 weeks ending Oct. 5, 1929, in
ecutive secretary and treasurer.
which period there was charged
Josephine Dunn Marrying
against surplus and/or special reWest
Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
serve $964,313.11 in excessive book
Hollywood — Josephine Dunn will 1928.
value of pictures as of April 21,
be married next week to Clyde E.
Greathouse,
oil company
official.
Net loss for the third quarter was
'386,236.67,
compared with net profit
State Seeks $6,200,000 by Tax
Atlanta— About $6,200,000 to pay of $29,894.36 in the corresponding
the state debt is sought through a period of 1929.
tax on amusement tickets, according
"No Limit" at Paramount Jan. 16
to a bill now being rewritten by the
House Ways and Means Committee.
is
in "No
Limit"
Bow
Clara
The tax would net $1,000,000 weekly. booked to play the New York Paramount starting Jan. 16.

COMING

& GOING

HARRY ARTHUR of Fox Theaters returns to New York on Monday from the
Coast.
JESSE L. LASKY leaves this week fot
Hollywood.
GEORGE W. WEEKS of Sono ArtWorld
Wide is in town.
HARLEY
York
today. L. CLARKE is due in New
8
::
DOUGLAS ROTHACKER
arrived in
New
York
Long
Island City
if town yesterday.
*.*
:.:
154
Crescent
St.
if
1540 Broadway
$.:
STIllwell
7940
D. A. DORAN, JR., chief of Paramount's
BRYant
4712
:.:
Newif York editorial staff, leaves for the
::
:.:
:.:
coast
this week for story conferences
i.t
if studios TWELVETREES,
:.:
HELEN
Pathe playi.t
er, is in town for a visit.
JAMES R. GRAINGER, VICTOR M.
SHAPIRO and ROGER FERRI are among
the Fox executives who arrive on Monday
from the west. Shapiro and Ferri will remain until May.
BTJDD ROGERS of Sono Art-World
Wide is leaving today for Canada.
NORMAN
E. WILDING, president of
Hollywood K Wilding Picture Productions, division <rf
6700
Santa
Monica
K
Metropolitan
Sound Studios, Hollywood,
Chicago
K1727 Indiana
♦.*
Ave.
Blvd
leaves New York today for his headquarters
in Detroit.
g
CALumet
2691
HOLlywood
4121 j-j
C. J. NORTH of the M. P. Division, De
partment of Commerce, is in New York.

Hamilton, Ont. — Capitalizing on
the anti-American spirit, W. B.
Smith is planning a circuit with
headquarters
in this city.
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THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
ECOr
Jan. 9
Jan.

"One
Heavenly
Night",
Samue
Goldwyn
picture, opens
at thi
Rialto, New
York.
Monthly
Luncheon of Allied The
aters of Mass., Hotel Bradford
Boston.

13

Jan. 17

Dinner and Dance (17th Annl
versary) of M. P. Machine Op
erators' Union, Hotel Astor, New
York.
Jan. 22 M. P. T. O. of Eastern Penn
sylvania will hold annual electioi
meeting in Philadelphia.
Jan. 19-24 Fox Anniversary Week.
Jan. 22-24 Annual conference of Nationa
Board of Review, Hotel Pennsylvania, New York.
Jan. 28-30 National Conference on Screen
York.
Advertising, Hotel Roosevelt, New
Feb.

1

Charlie
"City
opens atChaplin's
the George
M. Lightt"
Cohan,
New York.

THEATRES

In towns of 5,000 to 10,000 population
New Jersey & Eastern Pennsylvania
Information desired by an independent theatre operator with resources
for expansion. All replies will be
treated confidentially.
Please give following information :
Condition of Theatre.
Seating Capacity.
Population.or not house is equipped with
Whether
sound apparatus and what kind.
Whether owned or leased and terms.

Apply Box No. 182B
Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N.Y.C.

FOR

OI-1CE

THE

CROWD

AGREES

Betty: "I'm going
to nominate Saltzman
for the Nobel Peace

Warners Presenting Play
Warner Bros, will star Basil Rathbone in "Heat Wave," a legitimate
play by Roland Pertwee, scheduled
to open in Washington on Feb. 9
It plays the following week in Pittsburg and the New York engagemenl
will follow.
BROADWAY

WANTED

"Well, Bob used to
war for "Why?"
good food;
Edith:
Jack for peppy music; and Fred for his
poclcetboolc. Nowthey
—
in unison
say
all and
go into
a huddle

& 47th ST., N. Y.fj

Prize."

WILLIAM

MORRIS

Call-Board
Watch
JOAN BLONDELL
First National

Club Dinner with Dancing $2.00 per person
— 6 to 9:30 — Weekdays
and Sundays. No
— SALTZMAN'S!'
Cover Charge. Club Luncheon Complete
$1.25. A la carte of course. Dancing Saturday Luncheon . . . Open Sundays at Noon.
VAnderbilt 3-7057.

RE STAU
&OEAST

L O g

ANGELES,

C A L.

RANT

SALTZMAN'S
LINCOLN

BUILDING

42 nd STREET

Opposite Grand Central Terminal

HAIL
First Lady
of the Screen
in her latest and

greatest dramatic hit

WTHE RIGHT

D

TO LOVE'9!

kID an average week's business in first four tumultuous
days at Paramount, New York.
Held second week to

accommodate thousands who clamored in vain for admission !
Smashed

all records in San Francisco and Los Angeles.

Playing second S. R. O. week in week-stand theatres there.
"No such thing as hard times when you play 'THE RIGHT
TO LOVE'," wires Geo. Zeppos, Rex Theatre, Wheeling,
W. Va. "Did 100% more business than even 'ANYBODY'S
WOMAN.'

Amazing debut of Netv Western Electric System of Noiseless Recording.
Audiences delighted by the difference!
O
With Paul Lukas.
From Susan Glaspell's emotion - torn novel, "Brook
Evans." Directed by Richard Wallace.

Star, cast, production, audience comments

marvelous."

\AIL

PARAMOUNT

these New Paramount Triumphs!

wRANGO"
1931's Most Sensational Novelty.

"
VANS
CARA
TING
^FIGH
Gary Cooper, Lily Damita, Ernest Torrence,
■■

Fred Kohlei, Tully Marshall

>n;\\s in mmss:

Critical reviewers vt.
>

motion picture. ... It is a tight and
screen drama and it is most certainly one
to be seen."
Quinn Martin
in N. Y. World

"splendid
//

"Powerful, relentless and continuously gripping
picture. ... It really ought to be seen. . . . Mounts

*vivid

steadily toward a powerfully (vivid) conclusion."
Thornton Delehanty
in N. Y. Evening Post

\N

hiqfixpowem

W. Ward Marsh
tyrecommended."
in Cleveland Plain Dealer
"One of the most(poignant)ofFerings seen for some
tim^^-^-r-WaTter Huston turns in another performance that is immensely human and exceptionally sincere." Helen Harris
in Detroit Daily

"poignant
knockout

"Packs a(high-powered) melodramatic wallop. . . .

n

"Intense prison drama with strong situations and
a gripping romance. Huston is powerful. With
a punch that is ajknockoutjthis talkie version of
fagesuccess is a heart gripper of the first class."

The Film Daily

Superior
v\

stunning "

"Is a (guperior) production — a film that at once
fmmands attention and holds your breathless
interest every second during the unfolding of its
gripping story. ... A vital and impressive production. Don't dream of missing it."
Helen Eager
in Boston Traveler
^tunning/ drama. . . . Has gained, rather than
lost, in its transition to the screen. . . . Moves
always at a rapid pace. . . . Suspense is well built
and well sustained. . . . Columbia has cast its picture superbly. . . . The direction of Howard
Hawks is all silk and steel — smooth yet powerful."
Regina Crewe
in N. Y. American

r

qA

«-,«■»■

COL

■■«■■-»■

m

EXTENDED

ote this advertisement
"Skilfully told and is unusually (gripping} . . .
There's never a dull moment."
George Gerhard
in N. Y. Evening World
"A better motion picture than it was a play.
Grim, taut and(yigorously effectiv^melodrama."
Richard Watts Jr.
in N. Y. Herald Tribune
"It is splendidly acted, shrewdly directed and
(impressive?) . . Mr. Huston delivers one of his
powerfuTportr
Brooklyn Standard Union

gripping
*_

•

effective
vigorously'

impress ire

"One of the outstanding pictures of the year. v .
texcelleni)dramatic entertainment. . . . Suspense is
at all times arresriugly uuOairigcL^. . Is decidedly
worth seeing."
Rose Pelswick
in N. Y. Evening Journal
"Possesses rare merit in providing adult entertainment. ... A vigorous, graphic,(jhrilling^fine
moving* screen transcription. . . . Better than
Huston gives a brilliant performance."
original
William Boehnel
in N. Y. Telegram

"Rich and rare combination of acting and directorial genius. . . . An outstanding photoplay and
(superb) entertainment. . . . We urge every fan to
.
see 'The Criminal <Jode'.u
Harleigh Schultz
in Boston Evening American

"One of the really worthwhile contributions of
Deserves due consideration
the talking screen
from those who are thinking of making cinematic
awards in the near future. ... Is one of the
(outstanding /pict]
Al Sherman
in N. Y. Morning Telegraph

with

WALTER

HUSTON

FROM

Phillips
Constance
THE
PLAY

Holmes
Cummings
MARTIN
FLAVIN

BY

thexrciellllienntg"
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superb
by

"outstanding"
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Get Ready For These Big Star Hits!

EDWARD

G. ROBINSON

in "LITTLEwith CAESAR"
DOUG.

FAIRBANKS, Jr.

It's better than "Doorway

to Hell"

MARILYN

MILLER

LORETTA

YOUNG

in

in "SUNNY" with
Joe Donahue and
Lawrence
Gray

"RIGHT OF WAY"
with CONRAD NAGEL
and
FRED
KOHLER

Topping"Sally" recorde everywhere

famous Parker's
story
From Sir Gilbert
world-

JOE

A vi Wr
JH
E.
BROWN

ON "GOING
A
in
with WILD"
MUN S O N
funnieat hit!

Barthelmess returns to
N. Y. Winter Garden

to

top the top he established
with "The Dawn

I

I

Patrol/'

i

I

I

Gives them ACTION

with
•*'•>•

WITH

OR
MARIAN NIXON
JAMES RENNIE
FRED KOHLER
■

\^tf*>

greatest stars
on earth .
"Vitophone"

is the registered trode mark of

the Vitophone Corp. designating its produc

THE
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EXPLOITETTES

Timely Topics

A Clearing House tor
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion

— ©—
Recording Development
Makes Small Sounds Audible
rISS Ruth Chatterton will
sob. Then, reaching a climax in the new play, she will
draw a small sigh. And the sigh
will be audible. This will happen because after years of research and the spending of a
fortune a device has been perfected to record realistically the
hitherto indistinguishable nuances
of sighs and a lot of other sounds
that to audiences are inconsiderable in volume, but vital in effect.
. . . What the engineers have
succeeded in doing they say is to
remove from the talkies that underlying buzzing: similar to the
phonograph's. With the buzzing
gone, and utter film silence except when sound is intended,
tonal intricacies never before discernible are made possible. They
are made possible by "Western
Electric new process recording,"
announced today by Electrical
Research Products, a subsidiary
of the Western Electric Co. It

M1

eliminates "ground noise." Faint
sounds that in past pictures have
been masked or obliterated by
the extraneous hissing and
scratching now can be recorded
and reproduced effectively. The
talkies — say the engineers —
achieve new realism and new
subtlety. . . . The problem in recording was solved by a new regulation of the light used to
sensitize the sound track in the
talkie film. The problem in reproduction was solved by refining
the reproduction mechanism. The
ground noise coming from the
screen in present pictures is not
often annoying. Nevertheless
whispers and other low level
sounds on the film have to be
raised artificially to a relatively
high volume if they are not to
be drowned or distorted by the
continuous low buzz.
— William Engle,
N. Y. "Telegram"

In 1930 British exhibitors
paid $10,000,000 in rentals of
domestic-made
films.
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• IF THE publicity boys in the producing organizations in this biz would only get together for some concerted
action, they might be able to reap harvests of newspaper publicity
from a source hitherto untouched
something that would
benefit them personally, their companies, and the film biz in
general
this is not something theoretical we are about
to expound
the system is being employed now by a live
empey
editor on a big upstate daily
it furnishes him
with interesting copy that the movie fans go for
because
it gives them a slant on the "inside" of the picture biz
the kind of stuff that does not come from Hollywood, with
the usual blurbs
the sort of material that does not emanate
from the publicity department, which most newspaper editors
have learned to survey with suspicion
because some of
the boys at times have tried to slip something over
and
the idea is so very simple
and so obvious
that the
wonder is other film editors on the big dailies haven't tumbled
to it, too
this wise editor has a trick of building up a
feature story for his department by quoting at length from articles appearing in the film trade papers
he is impartial
he gives all the trade papers a break
and full
credit
and then he intersperses these quotes with trenchant
comments of his own
and winds up with a pip feature
story
such as no other newspaper carries
and as
we remarked, his fan readers go for it in a big way
because it's Different
and now to return to the publicity
boys of this biz
where do they fit in on all this?
why, the trade paper quotations
mention their product, their
companies
and get over stuff that they often cannot
sell a newspaper editor
so if they will study how Chester
Bahn, empey ed of the Syracuse "Herald" works the system
and then get together for concerted action to sell the
idea to newspaper editors on all the big dailies
we'll All
get a Break
and be doing something Real Constructive
for the biz that supports
us in waffles and boloney
most of us in boloney
and now will someone kindly page
that A.M. P. A. gang
and stand by to see if they can
click together on this
or continue to cluck "All for One
and One for Himself," in the time-honored traditional mannet
of ALL press agents?
*
*
*
*
• • • MARY PICKFORD is a Mickey Mouse fan, and has
asked its creator, Walt Disney, why he doesn't make more pictures and Mickey
Mouse
might ask the same question
of Mary
and what would
Mary
answer?
N. D.
Golden of the M. P. Division of the, Dep't of Commerce has
issued a series of charts covering picture houses throughout the
world showing graphically the relative strength of the various
countries in picture theaters
.a pippo
Today's Bedtime Story: A writer for a fan rag walked up to Joseph Santley
on the Pathe lot and cooed: "You look just like your dear father
whom
I saw in 'Stop, Look and Listen' about 1917."
and Joe coyly blushed and sez: "No, ma'am, it was ME."
• • •PATHE
WEEK
will be celebrated at the A.M.P.A.
luncheon at the Dixie Hotel today, with Basil Rathbone, Bob
Carney, Si Wills and the Audio
Review
Quartet
this
should be logically followed by an Arkayo Week to keep the
thing in character
Sir Harry. Armstrong, British ConsulGeneral in our hamlet, will attend "Jaws of Hell" on Friday
eve with a small group of 60 members of the British diplomatic
service
pshaw,
there are 600 diplomats in the Charge
of the Light Brigade in the picture
And there was the
Scotch exhib on his honeymoon
who
resolved NOT
to be
Scotch, so he took his bride on a swell ride on a trolley car,
and bought her a nickel bag of peppermint lozenges
but
at the last moment he '.iad to go Scotch
by saving half
the lozenges for the children

«

«

«

»

»

»

€

Columbia Contest
Gets Big Play
CIX
winners
for essay
Columbia's
"Tol'able
David"
contest were selected by the judges,
from several thousand entrants.
The contest open to all highschool students in the five boroughs, amount
was greeted
with anRules
unusual
of interest.
of the contest required that essays of not more than 250 words
should contain answers to the
following
queries:
Why "Tol'able David"
impressed
you?
What thrilled you most among
all of David's great adventures?
Why interesting,
you think
life
was
and David's
what great
factor most influenced his career and tender romance and
what
do you and
think his
aboutvillainous
David's
sweetheart
enemies?
— Columbia

Family Party
Gets Newspaper Break
pEORIA,
the home
town
of Amos 111.,
andis Andy,
so when
"Check and Double Check"
played at the Palace, Manager
Leonard Worley looked up the
family of Charles F. Correll
and invited them to the showing
as guests of the theater. When
Worley asked Mr. Correll how
many there would be in the family, he was amazed to learn that
the number was 42, but not to
be outdone, the offer was allowed to go through. The Peoria
"Star" editor was approached on
the idea of a photo of the family as they were entering the
theater, and the paper did make
a photo of the Correll family
and used it in —their
Radiocolumns.
Pictures

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Beit wishes and congratulations ve
extended by ThE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating theii

January 8

Larry
Darmour
Alexander
Gray
Matt Moore
Joe

Weil

mi'lj'JM

MIGHTY
PICTURES

CIMARRON

//

TITAN'S
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H
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D FLINGS SCREEN
E DAWNING YEAR

Dl X
RICHARD
Irene Dunne
Estelle Taylor
Wm. Collier, Jr.
>

7

And a Grand Assemblage
of Superlative Artists
Directed by

WESLEY

RUGGLES
Adaptation

HOWARD

ESTABROOK

STORY COMES THROUGH

of the Ages Dwarfed as Seething, Roaring, "Cimarron"
Pours Itself in Tumultuous Pageant Across the Screen!
sE

CAMPAIGN
MIRACLE SMASH!

-■ .4f

All America One Huge Audience for Biggest Day
and Date Exhibition Sweep Show Business Has
Ever Known. ..Topping Clearly and Conclusively
the Amos

'n' Andy Drive for Diversity of Showmanship and High-Pressure Exploitation!

World's Greatest Newspapers • . . Trade Press
. . . Fan Magazines • . • and Radio Networks
Harnessed in One Overwhelming Onslaught
Against Old Davil Depression!
All Accessories

Available

Three Weeks

Before Release Date . . . Special Flash
Advertising Geared to Blow Your Hats Off!

COMING

TITAN CLICkIrI

BEAU

IDEAL
Charles Rogers'

MILLIE
with Helen Twelvetrees
From Donald

Henderson

Clarke's Best Seller

t

*
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1ELIEF TAX ON TICKETS
FOUGHT BY OHIO M.P.T.O.
(Continued

from

Page

1)

ng the proposed levy. In calling
:he meeting, P. J. Wood, business
manager of the exhibitor body, assailed the tax as unfair and unjust,
is well as possibly illegal, in that it
singles out one industry on which
to impose the burden.
Although the rate has not been
definitely specified, it is understood
that the tax would amount to 5 and
10 cents on various tickets. Many
theater men contend that this would
force them out of business. Everett
Watson of the Broad and Edward J.
Melniker of the Ohio are among the
managers who declare the additional
charge would keep many persons
away from theaters, at a time when
the industry needs the patronage as
much as the public needs cheering
entertainment.

Sono Art Expands Staff
In Winter Playdate Drive
(Continued

from

Page

Canadian Film Business
Up 5 Per Cent in 1930
from

Page

Figures showing that current business of Kooler-Aire
Engineering Corp. in installing
refrigerating systems is 70 per
cent better than during the
comparative three - month
period of last year indicates
that exhibitors are now inclined
to make their installations
during winter, according to
George Dembow, vice-president of the company.

Screen Advertisers
Being Reorganized
(Continued

from

Page

1)

cerns present. William Johnson presided. Suggestions for increasing the
scope of the organization were made
by various speakers, including Douglas Rothacker, William Black, De
Loss Walker, Van Dyke Hill, P. L.
Thompson,
D. C. Ellis and C. F
Ivins.
President Johnson was authorized
to appoint a committee which will
develop the reorganization plans. It
will meet next week.

1)

today for Canada to confer with the
Dominion branch managers on arrangements for merchandising-cooperation with exhibitors and quick play
dates on the company's pictures
which are immediately available for
release.
The pictures are "Swanee River",
the first of the Thrill-O-Dramas, just
completed; "Jaws of Hell", which
this week had its Broadway premiere
at the Central; "Costello Case";
"Damaged Love", which will have
its premiere simultaneously at Uni, vereal's Rialto, Washington, and the
Woods, Chicago; "Symphony in Two
Flats", adaptation of the play which
ran on Broadway last fall; "Air Police", the second of the program of
Ten Thrill-O-Dramas.

(Continued

Spurt in Cooling

Universal, Kinograms
Sign New Reel Contract
(Continued

from

Page

1)

tinue to produce the Universal reel.
The Laemmle organization had
planned to get out its own newsreel. With a new deal made, however, LTniversal is now releasing cameramen engaged for the reel.

Shumiatsky Appointed
Head of Russian Industry
Boris Z. Shumiatsky, formerly ambassador of Soviet Russia to Persia has been appointed head of
Soyuzkino, the Combined Motion
Picture Industries of Soviet Russia,
it is announced by Amkino Corp.,
epresentative of Soyuzkino in this
country.

1)

survey just made in Canada. General business conditions are substantially better than they are in the
United States, with the section west
of Winnipeg being the principal depression area. Lack of market fot
the wheat crop is the reason there.

Getting the Dope
Detroit — An intensive survey
of the motion picture situation
in this territory is being made
by Harold Hefferman, film
critic of the "News," with the
co-operation of H. M. Richey.
About 160 theater operators
have been questionnaired on
the likes and dislikes of their
patrons, most popular stars,
types of pictures that did the
best business, attitude on
silents, etc., and suggestions
for betterment of conditions
are asked.

Discuss 14 Petitions
For Brookline Permits
Brookline, Mass. — Fourteen petitions for permits to build motion picture theaters here were discussed in
a meeting of the Board of Selectmen
yesterday. John H. Sherburne appeared in behalf of a site for Warpetiner Bros., and among other
tioners were George W. Wightman
for Publix, W. Stuart Young, John
D Murphy, City Lease & Building
Corp., Edward H. Hill, Hugh W.
Ogden, Frank Donovan, William J.
Miskell. Rawson Construction Co.
unacMany of the petitions were
companied by complete plans, and
no decision is to be made without
further hearings.
"Bat Whispers"
For Rivoli
United Artists' "The Bat Whisg Chester Morris, opens
pers",
at
the starrin
Rivoli on Jan. 22.

13

1931 Film Daily
Year Book is
now going to press
and will be larger
in size, more
handy for refer*
ence, more practi*
cal in make-up
and carrying more
advertising than
any of the twelve
Annual Year
Books preceding
it— A great book
covering a great
industry : : : :
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A LIST
Accurate and
Complete
of

Every Theater
in the
United States
both

Sound and Silent
checked against
every reliable record

as of Jan. 1st, 1931
will be
an important feature
of
the coming

1931 FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK

Tom Meighan Featured
In Fox's "Anabelle"
Thomas Meighan and Jeanette
MacDonald have been assigned featured parts in Clare Rummer's comGracious,by Anabelle"
which edy
will"Good
be produced
Fox.
Beaudine
Finishes Second
William Beaudine has completed
his second two-reel Educational
comedy this season for Mack Sennett. It is titled "One Yard to Go"
and the cast includes Marjorie
Beebe, Cyril Chadwick, Dot Farley,
non.
Frankie Eastman and Bobby Ver-
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A Little

"Lots"
RALPH
m WILK
fro

By

yiCTOR VARCONI, who is playin "Doctors'ing aWives"
at Fox,doctor
has been
signgrotesque
ed to enact the role of the Indian
chief in "The Squaw Man." He
portrayed a handsome Mexican banditnerinBros.
"Captain Thunder" for War*
*
*
Harold Tarshis wrote the story
and dialogue for the seventh subject in "Humanettes," which is being directed by Leigh Jason. The
subject, as yet untitled, stars Nat
Carr.
*
*
*

Stars for RKO Broadcast
Helen JTwelvetrees, Pathe player
now in New York, will appear with
Harry Richman, Irene Boidoni,
Walter Winchell, Ken Murray and
other stars in a special broadcast
Richard Arlen, lately working on
by the RKO Theater of the Air
over WEAF and the NBC network the Paramount lot in "Stampede,"
tomorrow night in celebration of tentative title for this western picture, is now en route for a short
RKO's second anniversary.
vacation in Honolulu with his wife,
Christie Casting
Jobyna
Ralston.
*
*
*
Casting of a new EducationalWalter Catlett will pla y one of
Vanity Comedy, as yet untitled, has
been finished by Al Christie. Busthe Howard
leading Hughes
roles in before
"Frontstarting
Page"
ter and John West will be starred, for
supported by Vera Marsh, William his second comedy under his Pathe
Lawrence, Charles McMurphy, Stel- contract. Catlett has just comla Adams, Georgia
O'Dell Watson
and Alyceis
McCormiclc
William
pleted
the featured role in Pathe's
"Stage vided
Struck,"
director.
the story. for which he pro*
*
*
Ethel Grey Terry Dead
Through Charles Beyer, Murray
Ethel Grey Terry, stage and screen
actress, is dead at her home
here Kinnell, who scored a hit in "The
Infinite Shoeblack," has been signed
after a year's illness.
for a role in *
"The * Secret
* Six."
Eleanor Boardman Cast
Our Passing Show: Harry Beaumont, Leo Diegel and Bert Metzger
The leading feminine role in Columbia's "The Flood" has been and Ted Twomey, Notre Dame footawarded Eleanor Boardman. Monte
ball stars, posing for publicity stills;
Blue will be featured and the pro- Charles Brown visiting Universal on
duction directed by James
Tinling. business.
*
*
*
Foster, Durling On Vacation
Harry D. Wilson, publicity man
de luxe, was recently mistaken for
Lew
Foster,
director
of
the
Fazenda series for RKO and E. V.
Mae byMurray's
Durling, scenario editor for Larry Prince M'dvani,
band. Harry, who
the way,hus-is
Darmour productions have left on Edwin Carewe's Boswell, now has
vacations. Foster is in San Fran- his office in the Wilson building, on
cisco and Durling in Auga Caliente. Wilshire Blvd. Harry does not own
the building — as yet.
*
*
*
Cruze Starts "Platinum"
James Cruze has started producIvan Lebedeff is a popular leading man at Radio Pictures. While
tion
on
Tiffany's
"Platinum".
Walter Lang is directing and the cast
still
working
in rehearsing
"Ladies to for
Hire,"
includes Lloyd Hughes, Leo Carillo he had
to start
his
and Lola Lane.
role in "Bachelor Apartment."
Lajos Zilahy Returns
Lajos Zilahy, writer, has returned
Father and Son
to Hollywood
with his bride, the
former Piroska Barczy, daughter of
In the cast of "The Seas
Beneath," Fox picture being
an ex-mayor of Budapest.
directed by John Ford, is Kurt
Furberg and his son, Hans.
Re-names "Fires of Youth"
Universal
has renamed
"Fires of
They play the parts of a German servant and U-boat ofYouth",
in which
Lew
Ayres
is
ficer, respectively.
starred.
The new title is "Up for
Murder."
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Albany— The Rialto in Waddingion, St. Lawrence county, has been
:aken over by L. La Porte from J.
\V. Carr.
New Haven — Samuel Rosen, son
sf Abe Rosen of the Rosen Film
Delivery, has joined the Warner office here. Samuel Weber replaces
:he younger Rosen as manager for
the film delivery concern.

*

WEST

Onawa,

*

la. — The Whiting has reopened with sound equipment.

Portland, Ore.— B. R. Kellar, formerly First National salesman has
replaced Ed Kennedy at Universal.
San Francisco — George W. Leech
is now managing the Paso Robles
for T. and D. Jr.
Seattle — The Orpheum has
switched to Friday as its opening
day.
Audubon, la. — J. W. Spoon has
sold the Audubon to Roush and
Roush.
L. C. Rouse will manage.
Seattle — ■ Dave Himelhoch, president of the Seattle Censorship Board
and formerly manager of the Coliseum, is now managing the Follies.
He succeeds George Appleby, resigned.
Ida Grove, la. — Robert Bernau
has sold the King after operating the
house for five years.
San Francisco — A. Blanco has resumed ownership of the Mountain
View.
Spokane — Frank Saunders, formerly assistant to Harry Culbert at the
Liberty, succeeds Roy Mitchell as
manager of the Grenada, a Grombacher house.
Missouri Valley, la. — C. E. Carpenter is managing the Publix Valley which opened Christmas day.
Seattle — Johnny Northern is now
publicity man at the Follies having
succeeded
Sammy
Siegel.

Picked for Stardom
West Coast Bur. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood —
The first
potential star to be signed by
Warner Bros, under the new
system of developing talent at
the company's training
academy is Mary Blackford,
16-year-old Beverly Hills High
School girl. Miss Blackford
has enrolled for the academy
dramatic course under the direction of Ivan
Simpson.

15

San Francisco — W. C. Wheeler is
Stephenson, Mich.— The Tivoli
covering
Warners. Sacremento Valley sales for has re-opened with sound equipment.
Bellevue,
la.— The
opened with sound.

Cozy

has

re-

Seattle — At its annual meeting the
American Projectionists' Society,
Chapter 17, elected the following officers: Richard Crist, president,
Charles Crickmore, vice pres., George
Kalushe, sect'y, Ernie A. Clark,
treasurer, Fred Jiencke, sergeant-atarms and J. A. Schlumb and H. B
Hobbs, directors.

*

CENTRAL

*

St. Louis — Mr. and Mrs. Louis C.
Hehl celebrated their fiftieth wedding anniversary on Jan. 4. Mr.
Hehl is secretary-treasurer of the
MPTO of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois and also
a member of the Missouri General
Assembly.
Benson, Minn. — Geo. Benson has
renamed
the Joy. the Community. It is now
Indianapolis — Bob Wood, formerly manager of Warner's Metropolitan, Baltimore has taken over the
management of a Universal house
here.

Continental, O.— G. E. Adair,
owner of the Palace, is now operating the house.
Toledo — The White Eagle, operated by W. L. Grudzinski, is closed
as a result of a recent fire.
Comfrey, Minn.— L. L. Blackmun
Comfrey.
and
Robert King have purchased the

Elyria, O— Warner Bros, officially took over the Capitol from John
Pekras on Jan. 1. Pekras is rebuilding the Dreamland, recently damaged by fire, and is also operating
the Rivoli.
Kilbourn, Wis. — The Mission has
been leased by Joseph Winninger
from B. Olson for two years.
Conneaut, O. — M. Shea has remonths. opened the State, closed for several
Pine River, Minn.— C. W. Rothgarn has sold the Memorial to Daniel Frey who
has installed sound.
Cleveland — Sam Fine last week
purchased the Almira from the West
105th Investment
Co.

SHORT

SHOTS

"The
has bought
T ary,"
MOUN
PARA
an original
Secret
Social
screen story by Charles Brackett, for
production at the New York studio. Brackett is now at work on the
screen treatment and dialogue. Last
year he wrote "Pointed Heels." used
as a vehicle for Fav Wray and William Powell.
Vitaphone has signed the Collette
Sisters, popular singing and dancing team, lately appearing in Earl
Carroll's "Vanities," for anolhel
short number. They made their first
Vitaphone appearance a few weeks
ago in the two reel musical comedy,
"With Pleasure," in which Billy
Wayne and Dolly Gilbert are featured.
Four veteran associates of Ernst
Lubitsch arrived in Manhattan thi ^
week from Hollywood to aid in the
production of "The Smiling Lieutenant." Paramount's next vehicle
for Maurice Chevalier. Thev are
Eric Locke, business manager: Hans
Dreier,
art director;
George
Hip-

M.

BLAIR',

pard. assistant director,
White, film editor.

and

Bellefontaine, O.— The New Holland, rearing completion, will be operated by the Schine Enterprises.
RCA
Photophone is being installed.
Racine, Wis.— Robert F. Clark
has been appointed assistant to Lon
B. Ramsdell, managing director of
Warner's Venetian.
Minatare, Minn. — Ernest Holcomb
Neb.
has purchased the Grand. Holcomb
also operates the Muse at Gering,

PeshtigQ,
Wis. — The
Lyric, damped by fire last spring has re-openscreen
has been
installed.ed. A wide
Twin Valley, Minn.— V. E. Smith
has reopened the Cozy. Sound has
been installed.

*

SOUTH

•

Ninety
here.
ered

Six, S. C— Fire of unknown origin destroyed
the Ideal
W. B. Jeter, manager,
estimated the loss at $4,500, partly cov.
by insurance.

Shenandoah, Md. — H. A. Fix has
acquired the Pastime from P. B.
Pritchard and has equipped the house
with sound.
Front Royal, Md.— John L. Miller
is managing the New York, which
had its formal opening last month.

On Eastern Studio Activities
ifl.v HARRY

"Doc" Miller.
Madison, Wis.— The Parkway has
re-opened under the management of

Merrill

Philip Scheib, musical director at
Audio Cinema studios, has written
over 500 compositions including
both classical and popular music.
At present his spdre time is devoted to finishing a musical comedy.
What is perhaps the most elaborate and modern equipped make-up
room in any New York studio is
presided over by Ed Scanlon at Audio Cinema.
Charles Glett, supervisor at the
Audio Cinema studios, advocates
showing the cast of characters at
the end as well as the beginning of
every picture. He believes that a
player's name registers more firmly after his performance has been
witnessed.
Frank Zukor is in charge of
photography in connection with
making of "Such is Life." Greek
feature in production at R. L. A.
studio.
James
Vincent
is directing.

Baltimore — J. Louis Rome, gentrip.
eral manager of the Associated Theaters Co., is leaving for a European
Washington— Charles Tyson, salesman in Virginia territory ioi Western Electric was killed in an automobile accident while on his way to
holidays.
rejoin his wife and children for the
Baltimore — Harry Bachman has
resigned as assistant manager of
Warner's Metropolitan to join the
Educational sales force here.
Washington — Following the resignation of Corbin Shcild as manager
of the RKO Keith house, C. Harry
Schreiber, formerly assistant, was
made manager. Leonard Shackelford
is now assistant manager and "Mannie" Stutz is handling publicity.

Hollywood is all excited over
a new assistant director who
has
yet to and
say "yes."
stutters,
furthest
"The guyhe
lentthe "5

Si

can

get is "Y-y-ye-yeh-".
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GOVERNMENT SURVEYING
BUSINESS FILM EIELD
(Continued

from

Page

1)

naires have been sent out to a long
list of concerns which have used motion picture advertising in the form
of so-called industrial, commercial or
and the entire activisponsored films, advert
ising will be
ties of such
studied.
More than 2,000 companies in the
U. S. already have made use of mo-to
tion picture advertising, according
data compiled, and these concerns
will be embraced in the survey.
The Commerce Department _ is
seeking to determine how extensively the films are being employed
for various purposes and how efficient in point of results they are
found to be. With regard to the
in parpublic use of business movies
ticular, the Department wants to
know from each firm the number of
people viewing its films in the course
of a year in schools, theaters, trade
meetings, etc., how difficult it is to
arrange for showings, and the places
in which the showings are found
to be most profitable.
The planning and control of motion picture campaigns for business
cal problems of propurposes, techni
duction and distribution, and
methods of measuring the efficiency
of the use of films in the different
branches of business are also dealt
in the Commerce Department's
with
questionnaire.
What the Department finds out is
expected to shed much light on the
use and value of motion pictures in
business, and help formulate plans
for the most effective use of films.
The experience record of past users
of films in business will be of assistance, it is believed, not only in suggesting successful methods of procedure in securing best results with
new productions, but also in helping
to obtain a more extensive and productive use of films which may be
d experialready in use. A combine
ence record in this field will also
offer a standard by which the success of "motion picture activities in
general may be gauged.

Harpo Wows Britons

London — Harpo Marx has
scored something of an
achievement by getting the
dignified London Times to admit that an American comedian can be funny. The Times
sez that his "extreme facial
expressiveness makes a most
direct assault on our gaiety."

New Theater Company
Files Charter in Ohio
Columbus, O. — Special Features,
Inc., of Cleveland has filed incorporation papers with the secretary of
state. The company is to engage
in buying, leasing and operating theaters. Principals are Sol J- Krohn,
Frank W. EmslTe and Sarah Hedrick.

R-K-0

Managerial

Shifts

Lawrence Greib has been appointed manager of the Globe succeeding G. A. Dunning. Other
R-K-O changes in managers are
Lawrence Shedd, who has been appointed manager of the Embroyd at
Ft. Wayne, Texas, W. D. Waldron has
been transferred from the Rivoli,
Rutherford, N. J. to the Capitol,
Union City, N. J., John Alderson
is now manager of the Rivoli having
been transferred from the Rex, Irvington, N. J., George Livingston is
now managing the Rex. George F.
McPeek has been appointed manager
of the Tilyou, Brooklyn, replacing
Duke Mills.
A. S. Rittenberg has been appointed acting division manager of the
N Y. State division with headquarters at RKO Proctor's, Albany, N.
Y. B. D. Cockrill is now City Manager at Ft. Wayne, Texas with
headquarters at the Emboyd. G. P.
Josephson is district manager of the
RKO houses in Irvington, N. J.,
Kearney, N. J., Lindhurst, N. J.,
Rahway, N. J., Rutherford, N. J.
and Union City, N. J., with headquarters at the latter house.

ir ycu
JOB

NEED
A JCC-IE
YCU
fiAVE
CPEN-ADVEETITE
IT f I EE
IN THE
EILM
DAILY

A

Many splendid, efficient men and women are out of employment in the
motion picture industry. With conditions picking up many jobs should
soon be open. To help along a worthy cause FILM DAILY will print
WITHOUT COST your advertisement in classified form under "Help
Wanted' or "Situation Wanted." Each advertisement limited to 25
words. Simply
address
your letter to Advt. Mgr., Film Daily, 1650
Broadway, New York City.

SITUATIONS

WANTED

YOUNG MAN, 19, anxious to learn
the fundamentals of still or motion
picture photography in theory and
practice under a studio photographer.
Exchange for remuneration or service. Box 572, FILM DAILY: 1650
Broadway, N, Y. C.

THE

MAN YOU WANT! Exhibitor, owner
and manager,
years'
buying,
booking
films and12 vodvil.
Advertising, publicity, exploitation,
Sound RCA, Western Electric, Deforest. Married. Age 33. Open
tot immediate offer anywhere. Wire.
Victor J. Hayes, 20 Suydam Place,
Babylon, N. Y.

TRAVELING AUDITOR, booker,
cashier.
Young man, 31, thoroughwants
IONIST
SOUND PROJECT
ly familiar with every phase of exposition. I have had several months
change detail. Over 10 years' expeboth sound-on-film
e with
experienc
rience. Will appreciate interview.
Can give reference. J.
disc.
and
William
E. Porter, 4110 Parkside
City, Welch,
Mont. 403 Pleasant St., Miles Ave. Philadelphia,
W.
Pa.
SECRETARY thoroughly experienced in motion picture work, four
years' secretary to film executive,
university education — highest references as to ability and industry. Box
573, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway,
N. Y. C
PUBLICITY— Exploiteer— Manager
— Recent arrival from West Coast;
ten years' experience Film, Vaudeville, Productions. Seeks connection
with independent circuit of individual owner. Last assignment as personal representative for film star on
vaudeville tour. Box 574, THE
FILM
N.
Y. C. DAILY, 1650 Broadway,

FEMALE — Twenty years dramatic
arid screen experience, also box office and clerical, member of Equity.
Miss A. Clifford, 952 8th Ave., Apt.
72, N. Y. C

HELP

WANTED

SALESMEN,
acquainted
withConn.,
theatre exhibitors in
N. Y. State,
Penna., and Mass. States, to carry
as a side line novelties for exploitations, on a commission basis. Box
575, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway, N. Y. C.

SALESMEN, who are thoroughly
acquainted with theatre exhibitors in
the following territories: Long IsNATURAL COLOR Film Chemist
land, New Jersey, So. N. Y. State
with practical experience in machine and So. Conn, to handle our merchandise as a sideline. It is sold to
processing of double coated stock is
seeking a position with a reliable every exhibitor and is backed by a
concern. Will go out of town. Box high financial and responsible or576, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
ganization. This is not a canvassing
Broadway, N. Y. C.
or cosmetic proposition. Write in detail about yourself and be assured
OPERATOR, wishes job, fully ex- that it will be considered confidenperienced;
thirty
years;
married;
Fox Theater Assignments
Box 556, THE FILM DAILY,
will consider anything. Box 577, 1650 tial.
Broadway. N. Y. C
M. Varnelli, formerly manager of
THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadthe Parkside, Brooklyn, is now managSALESMEN: Salesmen who have
way, N. Y. C.
ing the Terminal. Irving Feinman
experience
and acquaintance with
management
the
to
assigned
has been
TRAVELING AUDITOR, Booker, motion picture exhibitors in New
New Vagabond
Film Arrives
of the Park. S. B. Lowenthal leaves
Van Beuren is in receipt of 23,Cashier. Young man, 31, thorough- York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania.
000 feet of film recently taken in the Roebling for the management
ly experienced with every phase of Our proposition is a recognized high
Porto Rico, Ceylon and the South of the Alba. Robert Wernick has redetail. Over ten years' grade advertising service. Only sueplaced Harry Lewis as manager of exchange
Seas by three camera expeditions
experience. Will appreciate inter- cessful and experienced men should
formerwas
Werner
view.
Box 578, THE
FILM
Alhambra.
the
photographing for the 1931 Vagaapply — DAILY,
apply by1650
letter.
Box New
561.
ly at the Rivera, Brooklyn. Lewis DAILY,
1650 Broadway,
N. Y. C. FILM
bond Adventure Series, released by
Broadway,
York City.
Pathe
is now managing the Beverly. Morris Hatoff of the main office adver- YOUNG MAN, who had charge of
tising staff has been promoted to sound in studio which suspended op- WANTED FILM SALESMAN. We
assistant manager of the State, Jereration, seeks sound or camera work. can offer the right man a very atBallyhoo Stuff
sey City.
tractive proposition to cover the folNo equipment. XC, 164-12 110th
Edward G. Robinson will
lowing territories; Indiana, western
Road, Jamaica, N. Y. Box 579, THE
ballyhoo for himself during
Will Speak at Boston Allied Meet FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. half of Penn., Northern Ohio and
the showing of his picture
Y. C.
Michigan, southern Ohio, W. Va.,
Boston — James J. McGuinness, ex"Little Caesar," which opens
and Kentucky. Must be familiar
ecutive secretary of Allied Theaters
tomorrow at the New York
YOUNG MAN, 23 years old, desires with territory and a go-getter. In
Strand. His barking will be
of Mass., has arranged for Bill Cun- any kind of work. I have three
reply state past connections, whether
ningham, sports writer for the
done through a "Speak-oor not employed at present, must
years'
experience
as
shipping
clerk
"Post" and just returned from Hollyphone" record, made in the
have car and be able to start at once.
in
one
of
the
leading
producing
orStrand studio by Robinson,
wood, to speak at the monthly getganizations. Jack Herman, 699 Bed- Box 545, FILM DAILY, 1650
together luncheon of the organizaand placed in the front lobby.
ford
Ave.,
Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Broadway, New York City.
tion Jan. 13 at the Hotel Bradford.
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Pathe Minority Stockholders Set To Fight Deal

LAMB^CLUB STARS TOR 26 PATHEJHORTS
Less Shifting of House Managers by Publix in Future
The Mirror
— a column of comment
TWO

MAJOR producing companies have made plans for developing future screen personalities
. . . This trend is an echo of the
words spoken by Sidney Kent at
the M. P. T. O. A. get-together
in Philly when he stressed the
urgent need of big bulb names.
Ever since the industry was a pup
its clientele has been chiefly composed of idol-worshippers — the folks
who follow their favorite stars. But
when sound came galloping into the
picture like a bull in a china shop
it upset the star system considerably. The old, reliable brand of
electric light tags was pretty much
wiped out. And no doubt this situation reacted at the nation's box-offices. The producers now are setting out to correct this condition.
You can bet your last American dollar that the proposed new personality era will kick up b. o. t kes.

EIGHTY-SEVEN per cent of the
features shown in Australia are
American-made . . . . Approximitely the
same percentage of U. S. A. pictures
are shown in other countries outside
of our domestic market. In other
words, it means that despite the
chaos and perplexities which American producers are encountering as
they service the foreign field, Hollywood and New York product still
|definitely heads the list.

FIVE BROADWAY
grind houses
are holding their features over for a
second week. . . .Many a picture moon
has waxed and waned since this has
happened. It's an encouraging inaugural for the new year.

Katz on Tour Assuring
Employes of Theater Circuit
With purpose of assuring Publix
employees that their jobs are safe
and that there will be less shifting of
managers in the future, Sam Katz is
now holding a series of meetings
with district managers.
After openiContinued

on

Page

4)

Kid Censors
From 60 to 100 high school
boys and girls between the
ages of 16 and 18 will be included in the National Board
of Review's
committees
this picture-viewing
year. By getting the reactions of youngsters, the Board will be able
to pass on pictures appealing
to youth. Heretofore it has
selected only for audiences of
upper High School age and up.

Series Planned by Films
of Commerce,
SubsidiaryPathe
Negotiations are under way between Films of Commerce Inc., a
subsidiary of Pathe, and the Lambs
Club, N. Y., for the production of
26 Lambs Gambols snorts for national release. Under its contract
with Pathe,
Film? of Commerce Inc.
(Continued on Pact 3)

$839,627 PAID IN 1930
TO EASTERN CAMERAMEN PLANS NEW ENGLAND MEET 25JELEASES SCHEDULED
TO FIGHHATHE DEAL BY WARNER-FIRST NAT'L

Producing companies working in
the East paid cameramen identified
with Local 644 an aggregate of $839,627.98 during 1930, it is indicated by
the annual report of Francis E.
Ziesse, business
Prin(Continuedrepresentative.
on Page 8)

Program of All- Ad Films
Shown by Visugraphic

Plans for a meeting of New England exhibitors at Boston Tuesday
to map out a legal campaign to prevent consummation of the PatheRKO deal were announced by Jacob
Conn, Providence exhibitor, at last

A program consisting entirely of night's meeting of Pathe minority
advertising and industrial pictures stockholders at the Hotel New
will be shown by Visugraphic this
afternoon in the theater on the 50th Yorker. Allied States Ass'n members will attend the session, which
floor of the Chanin Building. The
subjects, running from one, to four will be held at the organization's
reels, includes shorts made for Radio office, he said.
Corn, of America, U. S. Rubber Co.,
Conn also declared thai he personally intends to file sun in the
Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, Girl
Scouts, Crowell Publishing Co., U. S. Court at Providence charging
Procter & Gamble, United Press, Pathe officers with malfeasanci
(Continued on Paqe 8)
and TAT-Maddux Airlines.

Name Protective Committee
In War Against Pathe Deal
Still Rioting
Vienna — In protest against
the first local showing of "All
Front,"a
the Westernstaged
Quiet onnationalists
10,000
rowdy demonstration in front
of the jammed theater. It was
necessary to call out 2,000
police to quiet the mob.

Pathe

minority

the committee,

(Continued

Daniels in "My Past," "50 M
Frenchmen," "Father's Son," "Kiss
Me Again,'
"Men of
Doro(Continued
on the
Paoe Sky,'
i)

-'5 Per Cent License Tax
Proposed in N. Carolina
Raleigh,
.> per cent

\". ("
\ 1
on gro

\- ol
of the-

.Commission
iters is proposed
h-... introduced
ate
I'.ix
in a inc..
the
state
legislature.
Present

in

method
of determining
license fee
is bysystem
die tOWn'a
The
new
would population.
exact four times
as much t.i\ a- is now being paid lis
I lie theaters.

itockholi

night pledged sufficient funds to
i .it i legal actiom towai *i - preventing consummation of thi deal with
RKO.
Pledges amounting to $1,000
ad an exet utive comminorlt} mittee was Formed to protect the
Comprising

Warner Bros, and First National
plan to release 25 features between
now and May 30, the group including
18 productions which are expected
to be their best bets of the season,
according to Sam E. Morris.. The
18 are "Little Caesar" with Kdward
G. Robinson, "Illicit" with Barbara
Stanwyck, "Woman Hungry" with
Lila Lee, "Sit Ti«ht" with Joe E.
Brown and Winnie Lightner, Bebe

on

Page

i)

which

Mickey

in Lights

Mickey
Mouse
is probably
the latest so.
to break
into the big bulb class,
name is now adorning clectrie
lights on marquees
throughout the country.
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Probe Acord Ransom Demand
West

of THE

Bureau

Coast
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DAILY

Los Angeles— The Government is
investigating a demand of $2,000
ransom for the return of the body
of Art Acord from Chihuahua City,
Mexico.
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Santa
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HOLlywood

Chicago — Broadcast of a synchronized sight-sound motion picture has
been made at station W9XAP under
the direction of Chief Engineer W.
N. Parker of the Western Television
Corp. "The Maker of Dreams" was
sent through the ether and received
in an adjoining receiving studio by
a score of invited guests including
Irene Wicker, Vinton Haworth and
stars of the producDouglastion.Hope,
Although the broadcast was
not without defects, visiting engineers predicted perfection of the apparatus in the near future.
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Berlin — Approximately 1,000 theaters with an aggregate seating capacity of 660,000 are now equipped
with sound apparatus, a survey
shows. This includes only houses
with equipment of recognized make.
There are in all 5,087 theaters
throughout Germany, but only 2,184
give daily performances.

W. E. Noiseless Recording
Spurs Production Quality

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
iccr
Today:

"One Heavenly Night",
Goldwyn picture, opens
Rialto,
New
York.

Samuel
at the

m

Jan. 13

Monthly Luncheon of Allied Theaters of Mass., Hotel Bradford,
Boston.

x

Jan. 15
Jan. 16

"The

Bat
Whispers"
United
tists production
opens
at Arthe
Rivoli, New
York.
Luncheon given by Paramount in
honor of George Akerson, who is

resigning
President
Hoover's
secretary toas join
Paramount.
Dinner and Dance (17th Anniversary) of M. P. Machine Operators' Union, Hotel Astor, New
York.
Jan. 22
M.
P. T. O. of Eastern
Pennsylvania will hold annual election
meeting in Philadelphia.
24 Fox Anniversary Week.

m

Jan. 17

Further improvement in quality of
producing and processing is being
made as a result of the new standToo Much Advertising
24 Annual
conference
of
National tIK
Board of Review, Hotel Pennsylards
set
by
the
"noiseless
recording"
On Radio, Says DeForest recently introduced, says H. B. Sanvania, New York.
Claiming radio listeners are given tee, director of commercial engineer30 National
Conference
on
Screen
York.
Advertising, Hotel Roosevelt, New
ing for Electrical Research Proda daily over-dose of advertising bal10
ucts, just back from a survey of the Jan.
lyhoo, Dr. Lee DeForest, retiring
1
Feb.
president, in his farewell message to Hollywood studios where the new
Charlie
"City M. Lights"
opens atChaplin's
the George
Cohan,
the Institute of Radio Engineers, Western Electric development is be- Jan.
New
York.
Feb
ing used. Practically all of the pro- Jan.
11 National
convention
of
inde- e:
predicted a radio-listeners' strike and
pendent exhibitors called
by
19ducing plants have installed this
a subsequent falling off in radio adin
Chicago.
Allied
States
Ass'n
to be held
vertisers unless a stop is made im- latest system, which Santee says has
mediately and high-class programs, spurred technicians to greater care in Mar. 227
Annual midnight theater party by
free from all advertising, put on the the work of recording.
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
air for several hours daily. DeForest
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
28stated that sales talks now interrupt
April 4-11 Players'
and
Patrons' for Jubilee
Week, national
benefit
N. V.
70 per cent of the entertainment pro- U. A. Circuit Acquires
A.
Club.
grams.
Sacramento Theater

Paramount Signs Jannings

Emil Jannings has been signed by
Paramount and is due from abroad
shortly to appear in a talker version
of "The Man I Killed", from a play
by Maurice Rostand, to be directed
by
the company's
NewErnst
YorkLubitsch
studio. atPhillips
Holmes
also will be in the cast.
Akerson Delays Film Debut
George Akerson, secretary to
President Hoover, who was scheduled to take a position with Paramount Jan. 15, has decided to stay
in Washington, till Feb. 15 to enable
the President to select his successor.
Meanwhile Paramount has arranged
a reception in his honor to be held
on Jan. 16.

Sacramento, Cal. — United Artists
Theaters, through Sol Lesser has acquired the Alhambra,
Sacramento's
distinctive
Spanish type
theater,
from George W. Peltier, vice-president of the Bank of America and
builder of the noted theater. The
deal involves more than $1,000,000.
It will be taken over Jan. 15 with
Arthur Nyberg remaining as manager, and Cy Graves as assistant.
Peltier will continue to represent the
Sacramento stockholders in the affairs of the theater.

San Francisco Paramount
Closed for Improvements

San Francisco — Fox West Coast
Theaters, which recently acquired
the three Publix houses here, will
"Bat Whispers"
Opens Sooner
close the Paramount, largest of the
Opening
"The Bat Whispers",
Roland
Westof production
for United trio, this week for alteration, redecArtists, originaly scheduled for Jan. oration, reseating and complete new
22 at the Rivoli, has been moved up
projection equipment. About $150,to Jan. 15. Chester Morris has the 000 will be expended and when it
leading role, and the picture will be re-opens it will specialize in longrun features.
shown on the big screen.
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JOSEPH K. PLUNKETT
left yesterday
for a theater inspection tour of the middle
west.
LOU RYDELL sails tonight on the Kungsholm for a West Indies cruise.
JAMES A. FITZPATRICK sails tomorrow on the Franconia for another long trip
to collect traveltalk
material.
E. J. SPARKS, Florida circuit head, is
in New
York.
SAM KATZ, who is touring the Publix
circuit, returns to New
York late next week.
IVAN A. RACZ, of Paramount foreign
department, sails on the S. S. Europa on
Jan. 12 to assume new duties for Paramount
in Berlin.

"Little

Caesar"

Holds

in

Philly

Philadelphia
National's
"Little
Caesar" —is First
being held
for a
second week at the Stanley. It
brokeing day.
the house record on its open-

Studio and Location
Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Rates

Powers Cinephone Equipment
Corporation
BRYANT
6067
723-7TH

AVE., N. Y.

May

25-28

Spring
meeting
of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers to be
held in Hollywood.

New

Incorporations

Motion Picture Lighting Co.; The company, Long Island
City, L. I.
$20,000.
Atlantic and Pacific Television Co., sight,
sound reproductions; J. A. Shay, 25 West
43rd
Street, New
York
City. $5,000.
Van Zo, photoplays; McLean & Ferris, 350
Madison Ave., New York City. 200 shares
common.
49

Wo Hop Theatrical Co.; L. S. Lockhart,
Chambers
St., New
York City. $30,000.

100

Runnem<de Theater Corp., Camden, operate theaters; Carl Kisselman, Camden, N. J.
shares common.

Designations
Metropolitan Studios, New Jersey, talking
pictures,
100 shares,
no par.

Name

Changes

B. S. Moss Colony Corp., Manhattan
B. S. Moss Broadway Theater.

♦ ANYTHING
CAN

to

THAT

BE SOLDTO

THE FILM INDUSTRY,
CAN BE SOLD BY ADVERTISING IN THE FILM
DAILY AND

THE FILM

DAILY YEAR BOOK

♦
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PSREEL CAMERAMEN
: WILL PRESENT DEMANDS
Demands of Local 644, cameraf'-nen's union, for its first written contract with newsreel producers will
be presented by Francis E. Ziesse,
business representative, at a conference Tuesday with Pat Casey, chairman of the producers' committee.
The union is asking a minimum of
$150 per week for sound cameramen
and $125 for silent cameramen. This
compares with the present scale, under verbal agreement, whereby
sound men receive a minimum of
$125 a week and silent cameramen
get a minimum of $75.

Pathe Plans 26 Shorts
With
Lambs'
Club1) Stars
(Continued
from Page
may function as an individual corporation provided Pathe is purchased
by RKO. Films of Commerce is
now producing
industrial films.
Should the deal go through, picture fans will be permitted to see
many of the stars of stage and
screen in minor and "spear-carrying"
parts exactly as played by them in
the Gambols which for years have
been for members and their friends
only.

re

Doug. Jr., on Anti-Success
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., has sold an article, entitled "How Not
To Succeed in Motion Pictures," to the New York "World" for
publication in Sunday's issue. This is supposed to establish a
precedent, since the usual custom is for successes to tell how,
instead of how not.

Name Protective Committee
In War Against Pathe Deal
(Continued from

discussed methods of procedure following the meeting, are: James Fowler, Harry Wagner, Herman Steinlauf, A. E. Freeman, R. E. Weiss,
Theodore Jaffee and Charles Sicken.
The committee will first concern itself with the task of enlisting the
support of other stockholders who
did not attend the session, which was
held at the Hotel New Yorker.
Attorney William F. Walsh presided at the gathering. Jacob Conn
of Providence, who has been conferring with the Dept. of Justice with
object of bringing about their interference in the Pathe-RKO deal, reiterated his offer, made at the stockholders' meeting last Monday, that
he and his recent associates are ready
to buy Pathe paying $1,000,000 more
than RKO is under the deal which

Page

1)

has been ratified by a majority of
the stockholders.
Attorney Joseph B. Kaufman, a
leader in the minority's cause,
charged that Pathe officials obtained proxies through suppression of
facts. The company is worth more
than stockholders have been given
to believe, he declared, and said in
proceeding against the merger, it
will be necessary to have access to
the firm's books and examine its
real financial conditions.
The 75 stockholders who attended
the meeting represented 20,000
shares, according to Attorney Robert L. Levine. Conn said that providing his proposition to take over
the company goes through there will
be a junior issue pro rated to present stockholders.

IF

does not become the
most popular motion picture
star of 1931, we lose our bet.'
—Hollywood

Reporter

371 CONTRACTS SIGNED
BY PH0T0PH0NE IN DEC.
Contracts for the installation of
371 complete units of sound equipment were made by RCA Photophone during December, according
to Sydney E. Abel, general sales
manager. Of the total, 283 were for
U. S. Navy installations, which comprise 38 of the small theater type and
246 portable units. Contracts for
theaters, U. S. Army Posts and nontheatrical institutions numbered
87.

25 Releases Scheduled
ued from Page 1)
By(Contin
Warner-First
Nat'l

thy Mackaill in "Party Husband,"
George Arliss in "The Ruling Passion," Loretta Young in "Big Business Girl," John Barrymore
"Svengali," Barbara Stanwyck in
in
"Night Nurse," "Chances" with
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Bebe Daniels
in
"All Woman," "Red Hot Sinners,"
titled.
and
a Barthelmess feature as yet un-

New Hall & Connolly Catalog
Hall & Connolly of New York,
manufacturers of high intensity projection lamps, have just issued a new
catalog. Every type of lamp and
pot and their accessories is fully described by text and illustrations,
.vhile new developments and models
are explained with relation to previous designs of the same product.

THE

'<&£*

DAILY

GETTING GOOD BREAK
As a result of more people going
to Florida instead of to Europe this
winter, southland exhibitors are doing a bigger business than they have
enjoyed for some time, according to
E. J. Sparks, head of the Sparks Circuit, who is now in New York.
Sparks predicts a season of great
prosperity for the industry.

Gov. Rolph Inaugurated
With Three-Day Festival

She Did
A p.a. told his stenog to send
out
marked newspapers.
"exclusive"
to a10story
different
And the dumb egg obediently
wrote at the top of each copy :
"Exclusive to 10 different
newspapers."

LESS MANAGER-SHIFTING
BY PUBL1X IN FUTURE

Friday, January 9, 1931.

ie yen need x jcc-ie
JCB

Many splendid, efficient men and women are out of employment in the
motion picture industry. With conditions picking up many jobs should
soon be open. To help along a worthy cause FILM DAILY will print
WITHOUT COST your advertisement in classified form under "Help
Wanted' or "Situation Wanted." Each advertisement limited to 25
words. .Simply
address
your letter to Advt. Mgr., Film Daily, 1650
Broadivay, New York City.

SITUATIONS

WANTED

FILM SALESMAN, 32, fifteen
years' experience, desires opportunity
ing his tour in Boston the Publix where ability, intelligence and honest effort are appreciated. Also exSacramento, Cal. — A three-day head is in Chicago today and will
perienced on equipment. Will go
celebration marked the inaugural of later talk shop to his employees in
anywhere.
Best of references. Box
Dallas,
New
Orleans
and
Atlanta.
Governor James Rolph, Jr., who was
Mayor of San Francisco for 18 Katz returns to New York late next 600, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway, New York City.
years before being elected Governor. week.
The new state executive is particu112 Wired
in Hungary
FRENCH YOUNG LADY— expert
larly friendly to the amusement inHungarian
cinemas
wired for the interpreter and translator in both
dustry, fully appreciating what it has
done toward bringing California, es- reproduction of sound films is re- languages, knowledge German, exported to have numbered 112 as of
perienced in advertising, journalispecially the Hollywood section, to
its present prosperity. He has a Nov. 15. Of these, 56 are in Buda- City.tic, foreign film publicity fields, seeks
pest, 16 in the Budapest suburbs connection. Box 601, THE FILM
host of friends in the picture field,
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York
and any legislation detrimental to and 40 in the provinces.
the industry will have tough sledding
to obtain his support.
Flader 'U' Eastern Manager
Washington — Fred Flader has re- YOUNG MAN, 25, excellent apThomas D. Van Osten, secretarypearance willing to do anything, can
manager of the Allied Amusement
turned to Washington as manager of
Industries of _ California, is here in Universal's eastern division with drive, good references. Box 602,
accordance with his annual custom headquarters at the Rialto. He will THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York City.
to watch developments during the be assisted by Rodney Collier. Flasession of the legislature.
der succeeds Jimmy Carrier.
YOUNG PLAYWRIGHT — associate member dramatist guild. Seeks
connection menial capacity to start
— in scenario department. Good dialogue, will submit own work as
evidence of ability. Box 603, THE
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N.
Y. C.
{Continued from Page 1)

N-E-W-S OF T-H-E D-A-Y

Chilton, Wis. — John Steenport
plans to have his new 500 seat theater ready for opening about April.
Sheboygan, Wis. — John Berles,
Timothy Johnson and Jacob Federer, representing the B-J-M Amusement Company have leased the Vander art and have re-opened the
house.
, J'/j
Selma, N. C— The Whiteway, being remodeled by Dr. C. P. Harper,
will be reopened under new management.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN
:the
Of MIMDOM

Associated Producers' directors
hold important meeting in Los Angeles.
*
*
*

Washington — Harry Lohmeyer
and Stephen Eilbacher have again
^witched positions. Lohmeyer is at
the Earle and Eilbacher at the Tivoli.
Harold T. Pease, organist is now at
the Metropolitan.

Fayetteville, N. C— The Carolina
has reduced its admission prices from
50 to 40 cents at night and from 35
to 30 cents for matinees.

Baltimore — William K. Saxton.
local manager for Loew has received the Samuel Goldwyn prize in the
nation-wide contest for the best
"Whoopee" publicity campaign.
Boston— The Screen Guild of Boston has taken full control of the
Repertory Theater, and that no one
connected with the former Jewett
group now remains in the new unit.
George Kraska has been named manager of the building and of the theater.

yew have a.

CDEN-ADVEDTIXE
IT FKEE
IN THE
EILA4
DAILY

YOUNG

MAN, willing to do anything. A-l references. Box 604,
THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York
City.
YOUNG
MAN, experienced as
Assist. Director, continuity, scenario,
etc. Speaks fluent German, desires
position with film company. Victor
Newburghe, 355 East 187th Street,
Bronx, New York.
A THOROUGH SHOWMAN, with
many years experience as theatre
manager, film buyer and booker.
Exploitation and ad writing. Possess
all qualities that make an alert showman and go-getter. Box 605, THE
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
New York City.
EXPLOITATION, ADVERTISING and PUBLICITY MAN, well
known in the industry served four
years with one of the foremost circuits in the mid-west as advertising
manager. Also past experience good,
references excellent. Box 606, THE
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
New York City.

First move for Sunday closing in
Minnesota killed.
Washington— Ace Berrv, RKO's
*
*
division manager, has been confined MANAGER or PRESS AGENT—
D. W. Griffith to fight ban on to his home for the past week as a Former manager, wants position
"Way Down East" in the Province result of injuries received in an au- with a capable theatre, can also do
tomobile accident when the cab in press agent work. Edward J. Canof Quebec.
ter, c-o Josephson, 1548 Minford
which he was riding with Mrs. BerPlace, Bronx, N. Y.
ry collided with another car.

COSTUME DESIGNER and fashion authority, author of daily fashion feature
America's
highest
class released
syndicate,bywith
entree
to all coutouriers both in New York
and in Paris, wishes connection with
motion picture producer. Apply
Mile.Y. Dare,
N.
C. Room 310, 9 E. 59th St.,
Thoroughly seasoned writer desires
whole or part time publicity work.
Also highly competent in advertis37th ingSt.,
layoutN.andY. copy.
Lange 15 West
C.
AUTHOR of popular radio series
(starring two males) over WEAF,
New York, would also like engagement as dialogue writer or to furnish originals to motion picture producer, have had many stories pubN. Y. C.
lished in Sat. Eve. Post. Apply
Clark, c-o Page, 310 Riverside Drive,

HELP

WANTED

SALESMEN, acquainted with theatre exhibitors in N. Y. State, Conn.,
Penna., and Mass. States, to carry
as a side line novelties for exploitations, on a commission basis. Box
575, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway, N. Y. C.

SALESMEN, who are thoroughly
acquainted with theatre exhibitors in
the following territories: Long Island, New Jersey, So. N. Y. State
and So. Conn, to handle our merchandise as a sideline. It is sold to
every exhibitor and is backed by a
high financial and responsible organization. This is not a canvassing
or cosmetic proposition. Write in detail about yourself and be assured
that it will be considered confidenBox 556, THE FILM DAILY.
1«<Jft tial.
PrnaHwav
N

V

C

SALESMEN: Salesmen who have
experience and acquaintance with
motion picture exhibitors in New
York. New Jersey and Pennsylvania.
Our proposition is a recognized high
grade advertising service. Only successful and experienced men should
applv — apply by letter. Box 561,
FILM City.
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New
York

WANTED FILM SALESMAN. We
can offer the right man a very attractive proposition to cover the following territories: Indiana, western
half of Penn.. Northern Ohio and
Michigan, southern Ohio. W. Va..
and Kentucky. Must be familiar
with territory and a go-getter. In
reply state past connections, whether
or not employed at present, must
have car and be able to start at once.
Box 545, FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway, New York City.
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EXPLOITETTES

Timely Topics

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion

Janet Gay nor Talks
About Charlie Farrell
TF

you had grown up in pictures with a boy who under-

stands a girl, wouldn't you like
to play opposite him in Movietone productions. It has never
occurred to me to analyze why
I like to play with Charlie Farrell. Probably it has seemed
the most natural thing to do —
ever since "Seventh Heaven."
I have really never given it serious thought until now. Charlie
and I are very good friends and
we speak the same language,
you might say. In fact, we speak
the same language whether you
say it or not. When we are
playing together in a picture we
spend hours on end in discussions of the scenes. Charlie is
considerate, patient and tolerant.
It is a pleasure to work with
him for this reason alone. He
never is satisfied with his own
delineations and his insatiable
desire for perfection keeps me
keyed up, too. And I like that.
He gives the very best performance of his career, I believe, in
"The Man Who Came Back."
It was a difficult work, probably
because some of the scenes in
which he appears are so entirely
foreign to Charlie himself, who,
as everyone knows, is a cleancut, thoroughgoing young man.
I am happy we played together
in the picture. He has told me
often that he feels he can do
better when I am opposite him,
and such an admission, naturally, is nattering. Aside from
that, is there any girl in pictures, or out of them, who would
not like to play with Charles
Farrell on the screen?
— Janet Gaynor

Buenos Aires in Argentina
has 504 theaters out of a total
of 1,366 in that country.

•

•

•

THRIFT
WEEK
starts Jan.
versary of Benjamin
Franklin's
birthday
his pennies and started the Satevepost

17

the anniBenny
saved
and lookit the rag

today
time

but ideas on Thrift have changed since Benny's
f'rinstance, there's that other well known Franklin
known as "H. B." in the film biz
he will celebrate Thrift Week by launching a theater-buying campaign for
the Hughes-Franklin Theaters
so that has started all the
other circuits into a hectic buying campaign to keep Harold out
the result is that theater prices are booming in certain
spots
and the owners of these houses sure do appreciate
this Thrift Week idea
which all goes to prove that you
should be thrifty and save your li'l penny arcades
hang
onto 'em
some day a buying orgy like this is sure to
start
and your penny arcades will blossom into million-dollar cinemas
mebbe

• • • HARRY STORIN, the Rhode Island manager for
Arkayo, suddenly found himself back in the atmosphere of the
old dance-hall days when gents had to check their guns at the
door
a gink walked into the Albee at Providence
he pulled out a .38 Colt and casually asked the doorman
to
check it
the doorman happened to be a former Navy gob
so in his best Arkayo
manner
he politely asked
the
gent to remove the bullets
which the yegg did
with a branch of the Capone gang in that town working a
racket, the customer probably thought the theater was giving
Chicago service
we hate to spoil this story by mentioning that "Criminal Code" was playing at the time
Jack Fuld is exploiting "Jaws of Hell" by mailing large cardboard heralds with "Meet me at the 'Jaws of Hell' " written
on the reverse side in heavy crayon
the gag is that they
are too big to fit in mail box, so stand on top for all to read
till the postman collects
*
*
*
*
• • •
CHARLIE CHAPLIN'S "City Lights" is announced
proudly as representing "$1,400,000 on the reel"
but the
time to brag is when they get it off
Mister Chaplin was
the whole works on this pix
he authored, directed, produced, scenarized, acted, edited and musicalized it
row
we unnerstan' why they call him a "United Artist"
and
when you see "City Lights," it will probably be disclosed that
even the lampposts are Charlie
all lit up in his best comedy manner
Famous Players Canadian Corp. is extending free admission to all blind people
what a swell bre#ik
for the chisellers to close their eyes and tap their way in with
a cane
• • • A PRESS sheet for a tin-pan publisher states: "It is
a proven rule that the more hits on the market, the more general interest in music,"
so, judging by the present lack
of hits, the tin-pan ailey boys must be positively indifferent to
their profesh
and this press sheet modestly
mentions a
number, "The Letter That Made Me Cry," as "the punch ballad
we just
correct as 'ell
with a wallop in every line."
got the letter this morn
from
our broker, calling for more
margin
*
*
*
*
• • • BILL SHIRLEY, Schenectady exhib, entertains the
picture salesmen on the minnie golf course in the lobby of his
State theater
Bill sez they might as well use it as nobody
else does now
When you call Joe Kennedy on the phone,
you first must be announced to his sec before you can be anDick Fox, upstate distrib for Hollywood
nounced to Joe
Pix, is summering in New York after being snowbound in BufA lotta trade paper gents who were recently fierce
falo
With
competitors, are now all nice li'l Kewpies together
"All Quiet On the Western Front" banned from all German
theaters, they can now advertise it there as just "Quiet"

«

«

«

»

»

»

Tie-Ups Put

€)

Over "Whoopee"
AT

Shea's Century in Buffalo,

N. Y., "Whoopee" was exploited in the following manner.
5,000 berets with copy about the
picture were worn by students
attending high-school football
games for two successive weeks.
Arrangements were made with
Liggetts' stores to serve a
"Whoopee" Sundae and special
"Whoopee" Sundae banners
were pasted on outside windows
and behind soda fountains. Fifteen windows of the Frigidaire
Co. had displays with special
cards and the slogan reading
" 'Whoopee' Is Red-Hot— Frigidaire Is Ice-Cold." A tie-up
was affected with the Lang
Baking Co., the largest baking
establishment in Buffalo, wherein they made up a special cake
called "Whoopee" Cake, and
with cards tacked on both sides
of each of the 114 trucks they
operate. The Liberty four star
review was displayed in the lob— United Artists
by of the theater.

Essay Contest
For "Big Money"
'THE

RKO theater in Los Angeles found a "How to spend
a Million" contest an excellent
promotion stunt in behalf of
"Big Money," Eddie Quillan's
Pathe vehicle. The contest was
— Pawith
the
conducted in cooperation
the Illustrated Daily News, letters being mailed to the contest
editor of the publication.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Beit wishes and congratulation! *re
extended by ThE FILM DAILY
to the following member* of the inbirthdaya: dustry, who are celebrating their

January
Vilma

9

Banky

Harry M. Goetz
Barbara Leonard

THE
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We know of no

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
,By HARRY

better way

of

keeping up with
what's going on in
this great motion
picture industry
than by reading
The Film Daily
every day of the
year — Film Daily
prestige and influence in motion
pictures is international : : :

N. BLAIR,

JUNIOR
DURKIN, who scored a Hazzard, Broadway star, is featured
J marked success in "Tom Sawyer," with Masson and Sands, adagio team;
made his first screen appearance in Bob Dupont, juggler, and a chorus
"Playtime,"
a novelty
film made of female impersonators in the surhere several years ago by Visugrarounding cast. "Hot Stuff" is based
phic Pictures.
Junior's sister, Grace, on a script by Stanley Rauh.
*
*
*
has just completed a picture for Visu*
*
*
graphic.
Alf Goulding, the Vitaphone director, is establishing some sort of
Ann Codee and Frank Orth, popular Vitaphone comedy team, are a record by having four of his Vitaphone comedies playing on Broadstarring in "Dumb Luck," now in
way simultaneously during the
production at the Brooklyn Vitaphone Studio under the direction of week ending Jan. 10. "The Naggers
Alf Goulding. Frank Orth, Jr., ap- Go Rooting" and "Service Stripes"
pears ivith his parents for the first at the Winter Garden, "The Painter" at the Strand and "Sleepy
time in this film. Herman Ruby
and A. D. Otvos are credited with Head" at the Warner Theater make
the story for this short.
up Alf's prize quartet.
Nancy Carroll is rejoicing in the
opportunity to again work under the
direction of Edmund Goulding, who
first brought her great dramatic ability to the surface in "Devil's Holi*
*
*
Robert L. Ripley, star cartoonist,
featured in the Vitaphone "Believe
It or Not" series, is now working
in the ninth of this group. Most of
theday."
action takes place outdoors, a
continuation of the npw policv for
the Riplev shorts. An innovation is
the introduction of Henry Scott, the
musician who plays the piano expertly while wearing a pair of thick
woolen mittens. Arthur Hurley directed this Vitaphone film.

Jay Gorney, musical advisor at
Paramount's New York studio, believes that incidental music is essential in relieving dialogue and for setting the mood of various scenes, as
illustrated by "Laughter" and "The
Royal Family." Gorney even goes so
far as to advocate shooting a portion of every feature silent and add
the music and sound effects later.
Once again Vitaphone has paved
the way for a stage star to hit
screen success. Pat O'Brien who
has been one of the stock players in
the Brooklyn Studio's dramatic
shorts has just signed a contract to
be featured in the screen version
of "The Front
* Page."
*
*

Ginger Rogers, who alternates her
Roy Mack, Vitaphone musical di- appearances in "Girl Crazy," the
rector, will direct the Warner Club Broadway musical success, with
"Gaieties," which starts rehearsals featured roles in Paramount pictures
next week. Principals and chorus made here, has had to turn down
several attractive offers from various
will be selected from the office staff's
with Sidney Richetnik, Al Zimbalist night clubs in preference to losing
and Sanford Abrahams as assistants her daily eight hours of sleep.
to the head-man. They'll make
Marcella Edwards and Christine
whoopee about the middle of Feb.
*
*
*
Maple, two California beauties
The annual theater party of the brought to New York by Ziegfeld
to appear in his latest production,
Kaplan Projection Society, for the "Smiles,"
have been kept busy apbenefit of the sick fund, will be held
pearing
in numerous shorts made
at the New York Hippodrome at here by Vitaphone.
midnight, Saturday, March 7.
*
*
*
Murray Roth and Roy Mack are
planning another lavish musical,
titled "Night Club Revels," which
will feature a number of the Broadway stars recentlv signed by Vitaphone. Rehearsals are now under
way with Mack directing.
*
*
*
The story of sugar is told graphically in the Visugraphic picture,
"Energy Crystals of Health," recently completed for the American
Sugar Refining Co.
*
*
*

"Hot Stuff," a musical comedy
burlesque on amateur shows, has
been completed by Rov Mack at the
Brooklyn
Vitaphone
Studios.
Jack

Signing Dancers
Two dancing organizations
have been signed up by the
Vitaphone Corporation to appear in forthcoming Vitaphone
short subjects. The Joan Abbott dancers now appearing on
the New York stage with Joe
Cook in "Fine and Dandy", in
which they have won great
popularity, will soon make
their film appearance with Vitaphone. The Le Gails, sensational adagio team, at present rehearsing with Ted
HeaVs "The Gang's All
Here", are scheduled to make
a "short" at an early date.
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LATEST HOLLYWOOD

HAPPENINGS

©

= Coast Wire Service
►//
William Wyler Awarded
Term Contract From *U'
William Wyler, recently returned

Wesley Ruggles Credited
With Seven Screen Finds

A LITTLE from "LOTS

from Europe, has been given a long
By RALPH
term contract by Carl Laemmle, Jr.
He will shortly be assigned to direct
an important Universal Special. He JULIAN
veteran
JOHNSON,
has directed several successes for the J member of the Paramount orcompany.
ganization, acted as production editor on "Rango." He has been conoutstanding
nected with several
"Big Business Girl" Ready to Start Paramount
pictures.
*
*
*
Rehearsals on Loretta Young's
Through Leo Morrison, Maude
next First National picture, "Big
Business Girl," have come along so Eburne has been signed for "Obey
well that actual shooting may be
That Impulse," the Brown, DeSylva
started several days ahead of sched- and Henderson production; Mae
ule. Those appearing with Miss
Young in supporting roles include Clarke for '"Front Page"; Paul
Frank Albertson, Ricardo Cortez, Porcasi for "Svengali"; Bramwell
Passion."
Fletcher
Joan Blondell, Frank Darien, Mic- Rose
Hobartforhas"Ruling
been, signed for
key Bennett, Bobby Gordon, Nancy "Seed."
*
*
*
Dover and Phillip Smalley. "Big
Alfred
Santell,
who
is a collector
Business Girl" was published as a
serial in College Humor. It was of first editions, is also a collector
adapted for the screen by Robert
of salt and pepper shakers. For
Lord and is being directed by Wil- Christmas, the director received 20
liam A. Seiter.
new sets of shakers from his studio
crew. At his home at Malibu Beach,
Santell has a collection of more than
Neilan to Direct "Ex-Sweeties"
Marshall Neilan has been selected 200 sets.
*
*
*
by Mack Sennett to direct "ExLester Cowan relates the story
Sweeties," with Harry Gribbon,
Wade Boteler and Marjorie Beebe of a racketeer who wanted to buy
in featured parts.
a small college so as to ovm its
football privileges.
*
*
*
Geoffrey Kerr With Radio
Geoffrey Kerr has been signed to
Following renewal of his contract,
a long term contract by Radio, and
is directing "Bachewill leave for Hollywood the end of Lowell Sherman
his fourth actingt,"
Apartmen
lor
February.
Picdirecting vehicle for Radio
tures. In his dual capacity he has
George Irving With Radio
made "The Pay-Off," "Lawful LarGeorge Irving has been signed to
*
*
* Bed."
Royal
ceny" and "The
play a character role in "Private SecHoward Hughes, Howard Hawks,
retary," aRadio feature.
Gene Ruggierio and John Mescal!
Rosco Ates Signed
were among the participants in the
Rosco Ates has had his contract Santa Monica amateur-professional
renewed by Radio for another year, golf tournament.
*
*
*
based on his successsful work as a
stammering comic.
We doubt very much that Al
Capone will be grajited a memberDorothy Revier Gets Lead
ship in the Academy of M. P. Arts
Dorothy Revier has been selected
and Sciences, in the event that he
by Columbia for the femme lead in makes
a picture.
*
*
*
"Phantom
Hoofs,"
a
Buck
Jones
western.

Youthful Linguist
Leon Janney, who shares
with Lewis Stone the stellar
honors in the talking version
of Booth Tarkington's story,
"Old Fathers and Young
Sons," which has been renamed
"Father's Son" by First National, is already an exceptionally fine linguist, although he
has only just passed his 30th
birthday. He has attained a
proficiency in French, Latin
and Spanish that would do
credit to a college graduate.

=

Dave Bader tossed a New Year's
Eve party, but his pal, John Drinkwater, was unable to be present.
*
*
*
Through Maurice Revnes, Ltd.,
Dorothy Sebastian has been signed
for two Columbia pictures, Hilda
Vaughn for "It's a Wise Child,"
starring Marion Davies, Lu.'ina Walters for "The Shyster," the play
starring Harry
Green.
*
*
*

Radio claims that Wesley Ruggles
made seven screen finds in casting

WILK

water. They look as large as small
islands — and *this* is no
* fish story:
Clark Gable, who played an important role in "Dance, Fool, Dance,"
has joined the cast of "The Secret
Six." He is losing little time between pictures and was a stage favosigned
for the
screen.rite before being
*
*
*
Our Passing Show: Horace Liveright watching Tom Flahiff and
Fred Smith playing tennis at Firs«
National; Frank Reicher and James
Gleason chatting at Pathe; Albert
Cohen visiting Fox on business.
*
*
*
Having been a gangster, the father
of a gangster, and various relatives:
of gangsters since he became a talking picture actor, Paul Porcasi varies
a doctor in "Doc-;
by being
his roles
tors'
Wives,"
* Fox * production.
*
Although

Spencer Charters, who

The
discoveries
Dolores
for "Cimarron."
roles include
the principal
Brown, Nancy Dover, Douglas Scott,
Donald Dilloway, Lillian Lane, Robert MacKenzie, and Irene Dunne.
Noah Beery In Arliss Film
Noah Beery has been assigned a
heavy rolepicture,
in George
Arliss' titled
new
Warner
tentaively
"The Ruling Passion," which John
Adolfi will direct.

Complete
Castbeen
for completed
"Svengali" for
The
cast has
Warners "Svengali," starring John
Barrymore, including Marian Marsh,
Tom Douglas, Carmel Myers, Lumsden Hare, Donald Crisp, Louis Alberni,
Porcasi,May
Adrienne
d'Ambricourt.Paul Archie
will direct.
Lois Wilson
Wilson has
Signed
"Seed"
Lois
been for
added
to the
cast of Universal's "Seed," featuring
John
Boles
and Genevieve
Tobin.
lohn M. Stahl will direct.

"Loney Wives'^
seen incomedy,
next be
will
a Pathe
feature
did not
seriously consider a film career?
Start William
Powell's Next
until he was brought West to play)
Production has started at Parathe same role in the screen version
mount on William Powell's new vehof "Whoopee" that he had created direction
icle, "Cavalier
of the Wallace.
Streets," under
of Richard
in the stage presentation, this was
by no means the screen debut of the
Ben Hendricks, Jr. Joins Pathe
veteran character comedian. That
was made 35 years ago, when he,
Ben
Hendricks, Jr. has been selected to play a featured
role in
was a youthful member of a stock
short
company in Harrisburg, Pa. He ap' "Parading Pajamas," a Pathe
being directed by Wallace Fox.
peared in a 200-ft. film, "The Masher," made by*Lubin.
*
*
600 Roles for Charters
Here and There: Walter Fabian
During the thirty-nine years that
being mistaken for Sam. W. B. he has been an outstanding figure
Cohn; Bramwell Fletcher playing in the American theatrical world,
tennis with William Hawks; Delmar Spencer Charters who will shortly
Daves motoring to Culver City.
be seen in "Lonely Wives," a Pathe
*
*
*
production directed by Russell
Mack,ent has
479 differshows.appeared
Since hein doubled
in
A press agent
MacDonald
is declares
perhaps "J.
theFarrell
only
some
of
his
earlier
stock
company
Irishman
in the world
who
parts
his

name

in the

*

middle.

*

*

/'h illips Holmes is an authority
on studios. Although under contract to Paramount, he found time
to work at Pathe, Fox and Warner
Brothers. Stardom is said to be
imminent for Holmes, who will play
the

leading

role in "An
*
*
*

American

extremes
in
stature
"
agedy.two
TrThe
among Hollywood directors are
mi view
at Fox
Movietone
City.
They are Seymour
Felix, less than
Nathan, Hahn & Fairbanks, pro-^ five feet in height, weighing 114
It Seems," pounds, and David Butler, sui
"Strang
duringsucceed
ed e inAsphotographing three inches in height, weighing 240
have
the deadly "Giant Ray" fishes off pounds. Felix is making "Girls Dethe coast of Mexico. These monmand Exci'ement" and Butler "A
sters leap into the air, flap their
the
into
back
drop
wings and then
Yankee."
Connecticut

engagements,
the that
veteran
character
comedian figures
he has
played
some
600
roles
in
the
course
of his
career.

Re-Discovered
Lowell Sherman and his
wife were having tea with Mae
Murray, and Lowell was all
puzzled
wondering
who lead
to select for
the femme
in
Radio's "Bachelor Apartments." After naming and discarding all the stars in Hollywood, the director sez: "Why,
Mae,
you're
type I"
Mae has been just
out the
of pictures
so long he almost overlooked
her.
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62 Penna. Houses Closed Last Month — 31 Dismantled
tt

Partly Off14 Openings
set Shutdowns in
December
Closing of 62 Pennsylvania theaters, 31 of them to be dismantled,
is shown in the December reports of
the Pittsburgh and Philadelphia
Film Boards of Trade. The closed
and dismantled
houses are:
Casino, Mountainhome; Royal,
Nazareth; I.O.O.F. Hall, Langhorne;
Family, Avonmore; Family, Braddock; Majestic, Liberty, Bentleyville; W. M. B. U., Blythesdale;
Byrnedale, Byrnedale; L ib e r t y,
Clearfield; Victory, Derry; Merlin,
Duquesne, Duquesne; Grandview,
Duquesne Heights; Eldred, Eldred;
State, Erie; Milfred, Frederickstown;
Clifton, Huntingdon; Hillcoke, HilLcoke; Palace, Elite, Homestead; Capitol, Star, Lyric, Johnstown; Kersey,
Kersey; Bluebird. Millhall; Breeze,
Moshannon; Star, Mercersburg;
Copeland, N. Braddock; Grand,
Nanty Glo; Center Square, Elmore,
Morris, Pittsburgh; Colonial,
Rochester; Central, Rural Valley;
Grand, Springdale; Tyler, Tyler;
State, Twin Rocks; Dixie, Uniontown; Grand, Wilmerding; Liberty,
West Elizabeth.
Other closings include: Astor,
Annville; Lincoln, Bellevue; Grand,
Blairsville; Boyer, Boyer; Palmer,
Black Lick; Verdi, Belle Vernon;
Liberty, Clymer; Opera House, Dawson; Beverly, Erie; Liberty, Irvona;
Nixon, Leechburg; Palace, Lyndora;
Elite, Manor; Gem, Mahaffey; State,
Natrona; Lincoln, Pittsburgh; Liberty, Reynoldsville; NuLuna, Sharon; Long, Summerhill; Grand,
Titusville; Keystone, Turtle Creek;
Liberty, Pittsburgh.
Fourteen theaters opened in the
same month. These were: Opera
House, Ambler; Safety, Bentleyyille;
Dreamland, Claridge; Beverly, Erie^
Bell, Fayette City; Photoplay, Grassflat; Fulton, McConnellsburg; Orpheum, McKees Rocks; Mifflin, Mifflin; Elite, Manor; State, Natrona;
Perry, Perryopolis; Liberty, Robertsdale; NuLuna, Sharon.

d-Date for "Kismet
Triple
Cleveland Day-an
— Warners "Kismet" is playing three local houses,

PLANS NEW ENGLAND. MEH
TO TIGHT PATHE DEAL

Scientific Acoustical Survey
Essential to Insure Good Sound

misfeasance in connection with the
deal. Either New England exhibitors at their meeting Tuesday or he
himself may start another action, asserted Conn, charging RKO with
conspiracy
and, through the merger
dustry.
deal, lessening competition in the in-

simultaneously. It has day-and-date booking at the Uptown,
Lake and Variety. This is claimed to be a record for the whole
state of Ohio.

(Continued from Page 1)

By CHARLES

Gen'l Mgr., A.A.A.

Ask any authority on nerves and
the nervous system and he will tell
you that the inability of proper
hearing not only will cause dissatisfaction, but creat restlessness, a
feeling of apprehension, even fear,
increased bloodpressure, rapid pulse
and the increased activity of the
voluntary muscles and the lessened
activity of the involuntary muscles —
in fact all the nerve system is thrown
out of line, thereby making it impossible for a person to enjoy the
show. Most of the audience do not
know why, but they do not enjoy the
performance and that's what you
are trying to sell — Enjoyable Entertainment. If you havn't got it, better quit and give someone else a
chance.
Only a few days ago we were
requested to make a survey,, and
after it was made we advised the
exhibitor what to do, with the result that we received the answer:
"You guys are crazy. I am not going
to spend several hundred dollars to
put those acoustics in. I know with
a good picture I will have good business and nothing else will bring the

crowds." Now, this man will either
be out of business or at least will
do not more than just eke out a
bare living, and the funny thing is
he spent over $30,000 for the house
and will not spend a few hundred
dollars to make his performance and
the merchandise he sells attractive
Cincy Film Board Elections
or even acceptable to his clientele.
Cincinnati — Cincinnati Film Board
Before installing sound the exof Trade has elected Louis Klar of
hibitor should consult a reliable conEducational as president, and Stancern and find out what has to be
ley Jacques of Pathe as vice-president.
done to have Satisfactory sound —
not satisfactory to you b_ut to the
nerves of your Money-Bringing PaVeryof the
"Phony"
Proof
fact that the
trons— and you, should have good
sound under all conditions. You perOffice of Local 644, camerahaps know yourself that the acousmen's union, is a mighty busy
tics may be fairly good with a full
spot is found in the annual rehouse, but very bad with a small
port of Business Rep. Francis
audience, so the happy average must
E. Ziesse, which tells you that
be found and the room accordingly
more than 30,000 'phone calls
corrected.
were handled during 1930.
It is an old trick already to tell

A. KUEHLE
Studio, Cincinnati

the exhibitor that his house is all I
right to reduce the sales resistance, $839,627 Paid in 1930
To (Continued
EasternfromCameramen
because everyone knows that when
Page 1)
sound is installed the exhibitor is
to the falling off of inblessed with full houses for the first cipally due dependent
production in New York
few days or even weeks and the and vicinity, the total is approximately 18 per
sound will be fairly good with a few
vious year.cent smaller than the preCameramen regularly employed in
exceptions. Many things are overlooked for the first few days, but the studios received $161,980 and $26,overtime work. Paraafter the novelty wears off the pa- 543.12 for
mount newsreel cameramen were
trons will draw comparisons and
paid $512,872. In addition to permafind faults and then comes the bignent jobs 1,857 assignment cards
gest drawback which all exhibitors were given out, representing $138,have to reckon with. A big special 232.86 in wage?. Cost of operating
the union, exclusive of taxes to the
has been booked for an extended run, International Alliance and other misadvertised to the limit and you open
cellaneous overhead costs, was approximately $48 per member or 7.5
with a special matinee. But the
of the total business transweather is not made to order; snow, per cent
acted throughout the year.
sleet and rain interferes and, instead
a filled house of some 750 people
New
House
for Bronx
only about 50 of the faithful brave
Plans have been filed for erection
the storm and they are treated to of a $200,000 theater, store and office building at Maran PI. and White
one of the most disagreeable sound- Plains Ave., Bronx. St. Claud Construction Co. will do the work. H.
performance on account of the absense of about 3,000 absorbing: units. I. Feldman is architect.
It is simple to consider the result.
Testimonial for Gen. Foote
Those who are your standbys, your
Boston — A testimonial dinner is to
boosters, your best friends and ad- be tendered Jan. 21 to Gen. Alfred
vertisers will be disgusted and will E. Foote, Commissioner of Public
spread the news that the picture is Safety, who has supervision over all
okay but only half of it can be heard films shown in the State on Sundays.
or understood, which eventually may
cause the closing of a theater and inof the oldtimers, some claimstitution with the most wonderful of some
ed that wires stretched would aid the
possibilities, killed by the short- acoustics, while any child now knows
sightedness of the theater operator, that metal is a perfect sound reflector, thus making that system void of
and that goes for the big ones and
any benefit.
small ones alike.
Demand from the installation company, or those intrusted with your
acoustical correction, a reasonable
guarantee with facts and figures that
good reproduction and sound will be
yours under all conditions. There
are instances where the exhibitor will
be able to make his own correction
and treat the house properly, but a
scientific survey should be made —
what to use, where and how much — >
for unless you can calculate properly
the speed, reverberation and location
of clash and lag of the sound, you
will ten-to-one make a mess of it.
Just to show you the mistaken idea

Another
discussion of sound problems
by
Charles A. Kuehle
will appear in an early

Legitimate

The New York police department has put its official okay
on the kidnapping of Lita Grey
Chaplin as she emerged from
a Bronx theater the other
night. Sheof was
robbed
in her
limousine
$16,000
in jewels.
Georges Carpentier, the exheavyweight champ, was with
her, but could do nothing
against four armed yeggs.
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in its

comprehensiveness as a
reference book of industry activities and facts.
Published in January.
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Just a Few of the High Spots
in the Coming < ► Complete < ►
1931 FILM
DAILY
YEAR
BOOk!
1. A Complete List of Sound Houses in the U. S. A.
2. Complete List of Silent Houses in the U. S. A.

3. A Showman's Manual and Exploitation Digest.
4. The Foreign Situation thoroughly surveyed.
5. A complete list of Theater Chains.
6. The use of Color, Wide-Film and Television.

7. What motion picture stocks did during 1930.
8. The Complete Personnel of all studios.

9. A Technical Text Book covering the industry.
10. A Complete List of over 12,000 titles.

I

11. The Ten Best Pictures of 1930.
12. Complete and accurate production charts.

13. The work of Directors, Stars, Writers, etc.
14. Views of leaders of the Industry.
15. A complete buying and accessory guide.
16. Activities of all prominent organizations.
17. Personnel of all industry organizations.
18. Financial statements of all companies.
19. Short Subjects and Players and Directors.
20. Activities of Hays organization.

21. Comprehensive lists of all exchanges.
22. Activities of Academy

of M. P. A. & S.

23. Covering of all home office personnel.
24. Re-equipment section by John Eberson.

—and

1001

OTHEK

things
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British Wired Houses Will Total 3,000 by Feb'y

RADK^CITY

PROJECT HELD UP

Mannon Signed To Make Four New Series for Tiffany
Each Group Will Contain
From 13 to 26
Shorts
Alfred T. Mannon has been signed
by Tiffany to produce four new series
of short subjects for Tiffany release,
each series to contain from 13 to
26 complete short reels, it is announced by Grant L. Cook.
The tentative titles by which each
of the series shall be known are

9 Legits. Fold, While 6 Fix Hold
While six Broadway first-run houses are holding over their
pictures, nine legitimate shows are folding up this week-end. The
film holdovers, an unprecedented number on the Main Stem, include "The Man Who Came Back" at the Roxy, "Criminal Code"
at the Mayfair, "Right to Love" at the Paramount, "Charley's
Aunt" at the Globe, "Jaws of Hell" at the Central, and "Paid" at
the Capitol.

Rockefeller Interests
Await Decision of
Opera Officials

Breaking of ground for Radio
City, the $250,000,000 Fifth Ave.
amusement center backed by John
D. Rockefeller, Jr., has been postponed indefinitely. The indecision
of Metropolitan Opera officials as to
whether they will include a new auditorium in the project is said to be
(Continued on Page 12)

Pathe Minority Stockholders
literaryIgest reel
BUDDY ROGERSFAVORITE, Will Charge Misrepresentation

"Sport

Folio,"
(Civtinued

"Screen
on Page

12)Book

of

DETROIT MRVEY SHOWS WARNER BROS. OR RKO,
WHERE DOESCONNIE GO?

Detroit — Charles (Buddy) Rogers
is the most popular male player
with picture fans in this territory,
declare exhibitors participating in a
survey made by The "Detroit News"
under direction of Harold Heffernan, motion picture editor. William
Haines, Robert Montgomery and
Charles Farrell were next in the
order named in the check-up, which
contacted 185 theaters.
Joan Crawford and Norma Shearer are tied for first place, in exhib
opinion.
Runners-ug
were
Marie
(Cintinued

on

Page

12)

Westchester County, N. Y.
Has Its Own Newsreel
First issue of a Westchester
County newsreel, with a descriptive
voice dubbed in, makes its appearance today under auspices of Westchester Newsreel, Inc., headed by
Latham Ovens and F. Gordon Miller. The reel opens with about
10
(Cintinued

on

Page

12)

1,000,000 Weekly
Detroit — More than 1,000,000 admissions are paid into
Detroit picture houses each
week, according to information
furnished the "Detroit News".
Houses covered in the survey
range from 300-seaters to
those with 4,500 capacities.

Whether Constance Bennett will
next be a Warner Bros, or an RKO
star furnished a topic for speculation
Friday.
Warners said she had been
(Continued on Page

12)

Preliminary to applying for a teminjunction
to prevent
fer of porary
Pathe
assets
to RKO,transthe
Pathetee minority
commitwill meet stockholders'
Monday night
at 8
o'clock at the office of Attorney
Kaufman, 1350 Broadway. A report
will be submitted concerning efforts
>f the body to line up stockholders
to support the action.
In seeking
the on
injunction
(Continued
Page 12) the mi-

Screen Advertisers Launching
Membership Drive — Defer Confab
Preparations for a membership
campaign are being made by Screen
Advertisers Ass'n, President W.
Johnson announced Friday. Owing
to various impending developments
in the commercial pictures field, the
(Continued on Page

12)

Loyalty Club is Formed
By Paramount Employes

James A. FitzPatrick's next series
of 13 TravelTalks will probably be
distributed nationally by one of the
major companies. FitzPatrick is now
aboard the Franconia on a roundthe-world cruise to Rather new material for the series. He will be
gone five months.

The Literary Digest newsreel,
which may be released by Educational, isexpected to be ready to go
about Jan. 28 with Lowell Thomas
doing the announcing. Thomas is
now commenting on news events for
the magazine, having some time ago
replaced
Floyd Gibbons.
Earl" W.
Hammons,
Educational
president,
on Friday
said nothing
definite had been agreed upon. At the
Literary (Continued
Digest office
statement
was
on Page
2)

C. H. Buckley Planning
3,000-Seater in Albany

Albany — Plans for a new theater
seating 3,000 to 4,000 and including
a modern convention hall on the
Albany — A charter has been issued
to the Distribution Department Club, upper floor, are announced by C. H.
Inc., an organization of employes of Buckley; head of the C. H. Buckley
Theatrical Enterprises, Inc. The
(Continued on Page 12)
building will be erected on South
Pearl St., where the Leland. control led by Buckley, now stands.

70% of Theaters in England
Will Be Wired by February
Next FitzPatrick Series
For Major Distributor

ready tojtart jan. 28

London — Approximately 3,000 theaters, or about 70 per cent of the
total in Great Britain, will be wired
by February, it is shown in a survev made by "The Daily Film Renter." This includes all makes of
hunin several
and takes
equipment
dred contracts
recently
placed and
expected to be installed within the
next month or so.

$132,000 for Roxy
Almost creeping up on the
all-time record made by the
"Cock-Eyed World" back in
1928, another Fox picture,
"The Man Who Came Back,"
with Charles Farrell and Janet
Gaynor, grossed approximatein its first week
ly $132,000
at
the
Roxy. It is being held
over.
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JOHN W. ALICOATE

as its
selections for the 10 best pictures of 1930, the productions being
listed alphabetically rather than in preferential order: "All Quiet
on the Western Front," "Holiday," "Laughter," "The Man from
Blankley's," "Men Without Women," "Morocco," "Outward
Bound," "Romance," "Street of Chance," "Tol'able David." The
five best foreign pictures of 1930, as voted by the Review Board,
are: "High Treason," "Old and New," "Soil," "Storm Over Asia"
and "Zwei Herzen im 34 Takt." "In making the selections," says
Wilton A. Barrett, executive secretary of the Board, "we had primarily in mind the value of each as a true motion picture. It is felt
that basically the list is representative of that tendency in technique
which subordinates sound to its proper place and seeks to 'say it
with pictures,' a tendency which most critics agree is in the direction of the new and true motion picture art
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RELIEF TAX DENOUNCED LITERARY DIGEST REEL
AS CLASS LEGISLATION READY TO START JAN. 28
Columbus — A resolution has been
■idopted by the M. P. T. O. of Ohio
denouncing the proposed local relief
tax as class legislation in that it
pplies only to theaters. At a meeting presided over by Max Stearn oi
Olentangy Park and P. J. Wood,
business manager of the exhibitors'
organization, the concensus of opin;on was that no theater or other
amusement enterprise can afford td
absorb an admission tax of any nature at such a time, and that any attempt to pass such a tax on to the
public would induce people to stay
away from theaters and other amusements. It was suggested that if general relief measures are necessary,
'hey should embrace all lines of inalone. dustry and not the show business

+ 2'54
+ 54
+ 1
+
54
—354
+ 154

Among the amusement men present at the meeting were:
A. Fox and J. O. Kramer, Lawrence Burns, Jessie Hedges, Leo
Haenlein and Max Stearn, . George
Pekras, Wm. J. Russell, C. A. MacDonald, F. W. Rowland, W. C.
Chesbrough, E. Kraus, lone Wright,
C. S. Strayer, Wm. M. James, President; G. W. Cook, F. J. Ferguson,
1. Adorno, Ervine Mabery, Burns
O'Sullivan, Jos. F. Carr, B. F.
Moore, E. J. Melniker, J. E. Watson.
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Jan. 15

"The Bat
Whispers"
United
tists production
opens
at Arthe
Rivoli, New York.

Jan. 16

Luncheon given by Paramount at
the Ritz, New York, in honor
of George Akerson, who is reHoover's
President
Paramount.
to as join
secretary signing

Jan. 17

Dinner and Dance (17th Anniversary) of M. P. Machine OpYork.
erators' Union, Hotel Astor, New

of the Literary Digest newsreel was
made in The Film Daily of last
Aug. 14.

New Educational Program
Will be Mapped Out in Feb.
Educational's 1931-32 program
will be mapped out by President
Earle W. Hammons late in February when he goes to the Coast. He
will confer with Mack Sennett
among
other producers.

COMING

Oppose Midnight Shows
Sioux City, la. — Midnight shows
are being opposed by the local Ministerial Ass'n. The group also has
conferred with the city council regarding bedroom scenes in pictures.

INDECENT
Productions

10*0 Las Palmas

Co.,
Hollywood,

Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY

N.Y.C.

Charlie
"City
opens atChaplin's
the George
M. Lights"
Cohan,
New
York.

Pathe Has No Connection
With Films of Commerce
Publication of the story that Films
of Commerce, bought from Pathe by
D. C. Ellis some time ago, is planning to make a series of shorts
using Lambs' Club stars has elicited
the statement from Vice-President
Lewis Innerarity of Pathe that his
company will not be connected with
propose
the of
d underta
king. Pathe's
sale
the Films
of Commerc
e stock
to Ellis was with the stipulation that
the name "Pathe" would not be used
in any way by this unit.

FOR RENT
First class office in heart of film
industry, with finest projection room,
daylight and steam heated; latest type
Western Electric Equipment, for immediate occupation. Telephone:
BRYant 9-9890.

FOR of two
LEASE—
Theatre
thousand seats
in a town of over 175,000 near
New
York.
Box 177B
c-o Film Daily
1650 Broadway

N. Y. C.

Ltd.
Cal.

♦ ANYTHING

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
MOTION

//

A Feature Production Now in Preparation by

Liberty

Feb. 1

& GOING

MARY PICKFORD arrives in New York
on Tuesday
from the coast.
ARTHUR LEE, foreign representative for
Tiffany, sails on the Majestic today for a
visit to Paris, London, Berlin and other
European points. He will spend most of
his time with Gaumont Co., Ltd., in London.
VIVIENNE SEGAL has left for Washington to make personal appearances with
her Warner
picture, "Viennese
Nights."
JACK WISE has returned to the coast
to resume
picture work.

//

M. P. " T.sylvaniaO.
of Eastern
Pennannual election
will hold
meeting in Philadelphia.
Jan. 19-24 Fox Anniversary Week.
Jan. 22-24 Annual conference of National
Board of Review, Hotel Pennsylvania, New York.

1)

made that a general announcement
of
publication's
will soon
be the
made.
Exclusiveplans
announcement
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New
York
1540 Broadway
BRYant
4712

Monthly Luncheon of Allied Theaters of Mass., Hotel Bradford,
Boston.

Jan. 22

Sono Art Picture Holds Over
"Jaws of Hell," Sono Art-World
Wide release, is being held for another week at the Central on Broadway.
t.i

Jan. 13

TELEPHONE

BRYANT

3040

CAN

BE SOLD

THAT
TO

THE FILM INDUSTRY,
CAN BE SOLD BY ADVERTISING IN THE FILM
DAILY AND THE FILM
DAILY YEAR BOOK ♦
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EXPLOITETTES

Timely Topics

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion

—€)—
Griffith's
Still
Sets Epic
Standard
T ET me make it plain from the
start that though it bears
many of the earmarks of time,
David Wark Griffith's "Birth of
a Nation," which has been revived again, this time with sound
effects and a synchronized musical score, remains, with all its
shortcomings, after sixteen years
(it was produced in 1914) one of
the cinema's outstanding achievements. At the George M. Cohan
Theater, where it is now being
shown, it stands a tribute to the
genius of its maker, possessing
moments that have not been surpassed even today and which indicate just how far ahead of his
time in the production of motion
pictures Griffith actually was
away back in 1914. Indeed, today the outstanding Russian directors, namely Eisenstein and
Pudowkin, who are considered
supreme in their knowledge of
pure cinematics acknowledge that
in principle their system of quick
cutting, "montage," dates back to
the methods Griffith first employed in "Birth of a Nation." To
be sure, they have improved upon
it, as have some of the American
directors, but the principle is
Griffith's. At the time Griffith
himself hardly understood this
principle, as he admitted recently,
and was certainly unaware of the
effects it would have on the production of future pictures. But
he had an idea of the way he
wanted to present his story and
of the way he wanted to heighten
the emotion, and he experimented with it. Just how successful
and farseeing he was is evidenced
in the fact that today the Russians use it to brilliant advantage
and that its use is applicable to
talking pictures as well as silent
films.
William Boehnel,
N. Y. "Telegram"

Europe has 28,454 motion
picture theaters, with 5,401
wired for sound.

• • • IN THIS prosaic film biz with everybody scrambling
for dollars
and a lot of us lucky if we come up clutching a doughnut
it is sweet and pleasant to encounter a
sentimental note
it is wafted to us from far-off Oklahoma
City
where
Sam
Benjamin,
manager
of Radio's local
branch, was wont to foster and encourage the Spirit of poetry,
nature and kindred sentiment
for on warm summer days,
he would adjourn to the front lawn
and entertain visiting exhibitors from Film Row under the cool branches of a
large shade tree
and after discussing the Oklahoma
drought, the new burlesque show at the Opry House and the
pip on the front row left, and similar interesting topics
Sam would diplomatically switch the conversation to the company's product
and pull out the contract forms
and sometimes the boys would sign
and sometimes they
wouldn't
and when they did sign, sometime later Sam
would find himself holding a slew of deuces
and then
again he would have a nice fat hand
but he never allowed
biz to interfere with nature, poetry and sentiment under the
shade of the shade tree
but alas, all this beautiful atmosphere has been wiped out
for the city father's decided
the shade tree was a public nuisance
and had it hewn
down
and Sam this summer will rig up in its place a
striped umbrella bought at a discount from a defunct minnie
golf course
figuring that under this canvas top he can
preserve the atmosphere
meanwhile
thei departed tree
has become a tradition among local exhibs
already the
halo of romance and folk lore is beginning to surround its memory
based on the recollection of certain pix Sam sold 'em
under that tree, exhibs are divided as to its particular specie
many are sure it was a lemon tree
while others
maintain it was a pure quince
one stoutly claims it was
a weeping
willow
another declares it was just an old
chestnut
but to Sam it will always fondly remain as a
combination cocoanut and chestnut tree
for it supplied
him daily with his milk and sugar
ohmiyes
plenty
of sugar
*
*
*
*
• • • A BANQUET in the form of a testimonial dinner
will be given to Hizzoner Jimmie Walker at the Commodore
Hotel on Apr. 12 by the Jewish Theatrical Guild
of
which James
is an honorary
member
which makes a
swell item for Ripley's believe it or not dep't
For some
mysterious reason we haven't yet fanthomed, the local Film Row
is all agog with the query: "How old is Pat Garyn?"
as soon as we get the lowdown, we will let you know
G. Sharpe Minor, organist, starts an indefinite engagement at
the Beacon theater next Friday
and we always thought
minors weren't allowed to work in theaters
• • • THE EDITOR of "McCall's" magazine sends us an
advance page containing an article by Heywood
Broun titled
"Mocking the Movie Magnates"
discussing the theatrical
world's simmering hatred of Hollywood
the majority of
whom,
Heywood
states, have found it a menace
threatening
their livelihood
and now their protest has been organized
for the first time
and right there the article breaks over
with a continued slug, "Turn to page 130"
and as ye ed
did not send us page 130, we will be all hopped up with tremors
wondering what this new Menace to the biz might be
till the forthcoming issue is on the newsstands
meanwhile,
the industry can struggle along till this new Crash puts it out of
the running for the n'teenth
*
*time in
*history
*
• • • WITH ONE producer claiming "more stars than
there arc in heaven," and another claiming "the greatest stars on
earth," there is a swell chance for some producer to jump in between heaven and earth and claim all the falling stars
of which there are PLENTY

«

«

«

»

»

»
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Anniversary Campaign
For "Whoopee" Showing
"WHOOP
" Minn.
at the
Rivier
a
in St.EE,
Paul,
, was
the
feature run during the third anniversary ofthe theater. As part
of its exploitation campaign, several tie-ups were made with music stores selling Brunswick and
Victor records of the song hits
of the picture. The mayor was
host to crippled kiddies from the
Masonic Home at which function, alarge birthday cake was
cut. Drug store tie-ups were
effected with stills of Ethel
Shutta and Milk of Magnesia
displayed in windows. A Stetson Hat store tie-up Was secured in which tickets to the
showing were presented to purchasers of hats— durin
run.
Unitegd the
Artis
ts
*

*

*

Cut-Out Letters
For Amos W Andy

still used aJ. stunt
thatTunreJyfANAGER
Clayton
acted very favorably at the box
office for Amos 'n' Andy in
'Check and Double Check"
the Publix-Lyric, Brownwood,at
Tex. Two-foot cut-out letters
painted) in red and spelling out
Amos 'n' Andy were stretched
across the street on a piece of
wire. Everyone driving or walking down the street could not
miss seeing the spelled-out letA large head of Amos 'n'
Andy ters.
was placed
at each end of
the cut-out letters. Inasmuch as
this was the first time in the
history of the city that a stunt
of his kind had been used, it
aroused more than
usual Pictures
interest.
— Radio

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Beit wishes and congratulations are
extended by ThE
FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

January

10-11

Douglas MacLean
Francis X. Bushman
Pauline Starke
Chester
Conklin
Monte
Blue
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PATHE FINISHES THREE,
STARTS TWO MORE SHORTS
Following recent completion of
three two-reelers, the Pathe comedy
production department is launching
work on two more. The group just
finished includes "Over the Radio,"'
Franklin Pangborn's third for Pathe,
written and directed by Fred Guiol,
with Vivian Oakland, Gertrude Astor
and George Towne Hall; "Parading
Pajamas," with Johnny Arthur,
Eleanor Hunt, Ben Hendricks, Jr.,
Margaret Clark and Charles Baron,
and "Stage Struck," the first Walter
Catlett vehicle, with Vivian Oakland,
John T. Murray,, Edgar Kennedy,
Heinie Conklin and Otto Fries.
"What A Time," with Arch Heath
directing, and "Open House," directed by Fred Guiol, are the new
shorts that have just gone in work.
Pathe Borrows Joel McCrea
Joel McCrea has been borrowed
from RKO by Pathe to play the lead
opposite Constance Bennett in her
next picture tentatively titled "Lost
Love." McCrea has recently completed a role in "Kept Husbands"
with Dorothy Mackaill. Other additions to the cast are Anthony Bushell and Louise Closser Hale. Previously cast are Paul Cavanaugh and
Frederick Kerr. Paul L. Stein is
in charge of her new vehicle. The
story was especially written by
Ernst Pascal.
Minna Gombell Changes Name
Minna Gombell, former stage star,
who appears in "Doctors'
Wives",
Fox picture, has changed her name
to Nancy Gardner.
Next for Charles Rogers
Paramount has selected "Manhattan Musketeers" as a vehicle for
Charles Rogers together with Skeets
Gallagher and Stuart Erwin. Edward Sutherland will direct.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By

RALPH

QEORGE
completedARCHAINBAUD
the direction of has
his
latest assignment for RKO, called
"Ladies for Hire." Under Archainbaud's
the picture
to
be
cut supervision
and assembled
in timeis for
Vice-President William LeBaron to
see it before his departure for New
York.
*
*
*

Entire production activities of Fox
will be centered in Movietone City
immediately following the company's
sales convention in May, it is announced by Winfield Sheehan. At
present 75 per cent of the production
is being carried on there.
Paramount Sets "Up Pops Devil"
"Up Pops the Devil", comedy
now being presented on the New
York and Los Angeles stages, has
been assigned by Paramount as a
co-featuring vehicle for Carole Lombard and Norman Foster. Worthington Minor, director of the New
York production, is coming west to
direct the dialogue for the talker
version.
Launching Fourth for RKO
Following renewal of his contract,
Lowell Sherman is preparing to
launch "Bachelor Apartments", his
fourth acting-directing vehicle for
Radio Pictures. Irene Dunne will
play the leading feminine role opposite Sherman.
Godfrey
Directing
Dialogue
Samuel Godfrey, stage director recently signed by Fox, is directing
dialogue
on "Doctors'
atheFrank
Borzage
production. Wives",

PLAZA

"Women of all Nations", to be directed by Raoul Walsh for Fox, is
set to start on Jan. 21. Edmund
Lowe, Victor McLaglen, El Brendel and Greta Nissen will be featured.

Hollywood's

most

convenient

hotel. . . for your ivinter stay
Southern California

Mickey Mouse Says:

A
NGshow
A Road
ELPhot
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and don't,
overlook

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Walt

Liberty Productions Co., Ltd.
1040 Las Palmas

from Vice-Presi
of praise
noteLeBaron
sonal dent
Loaned to
of RKO.
this organization by the Warner organization, to whom he is under contract, Bacon has just completed
said to be a fit
"Kept Husbands,"
successor to *"Office
Wife."
*
*
Richard Wallace has started
actual filming of "Cavalier of the
Streets," in which William Powell
enacts the starring role. "Seven
Days Leave" and "The Right to
Love," both directed by Wallace for
Paramount, have been acclaimed by
critics throughout the country as
among the best
* pictures
*
* of 1930.

HOLLYWOOD

"WICKED
in Production

WILK

Gavin Gordon's literary inclinations have been given quite a boost.
For the Christmas offering, friends
of the prominent actor presented
him with ancient and modern books,
starting with Voltaire and ending
with La Vie Parisienne. Incidentally, Gordon is said to possess one
of the most complete libraries in
Sonya Levien, who wrote the
filmland.
*
*
*
adaptations for "Lightnin' ", "So
This Is London" and "They Had to
Lloyd Bacon's ability to make See Paris," starring Will Rogers,
box-office attractions within the is working on an untitled musical
scheduled time and under the allotted production, for which George and
money
estimate has elicited a per- Ira Gershwin have written the book,
lyrics and music.
4>
*
*
Steele Starts "Ridin' Fool"
Tiffanv has started production on
Frank Milford, who spent the past
"The Ridin' Fool," Bob Steele's year on the Coast, has returned
latest western vehicle. J. P. McCar- to New York.
thy, director of the previous five of
*
*
*
the Bob Steele series for Tiffany reLeon Janney, talented juvenile acease, will wield the megaphone.
tor and linguist, just passed his 1,'rth
birthday — not his 30th, as stated in
Radio Buys Story
slip yesterday.
"It Would All Depend", a story a typographical
by Daisy Wolff and Albert Payson
Terhune, has been purchased by Radio Pictures, according to an announcement by William LeBaron.
Plans call for early filming.
"Women of Nations" Starts Jan. 21

"Insure a Prosperous 1931
by booking as many of
my comedies as you can

Now

ENTIRE FOX PRODUCTION
SOON AT MOVIETONE CITY
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of California's
winter
Right in the most
heart popular
of movieland
...next door to famous theatres, studios,
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paths, and other amusement places.
The Plaza offers you luxurious appointments,
excellent service, homelike hospitality, and
the company of interesting and famous
Write for beautiful illustrated folder showing
things to do while in
Southern California.
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PARA. OFFICIALS SEE
RETURN OF MUSICALS
In anticipation of the return of
musical features, the Paramount
New York" studio is going forward
with plans for the first big musical
of the year, tentatively titled "The
nant." Maurice CheSmiling Lieute
valier will be starred in this modern
version of "The Waltz Dream," by
Oscar Strauss, who will compose
various new tunes for the picture,
with lyrics by Clifford Grey, who
scored with "The Love Parade."
Like the latter, this new musical will
be directed by Ernst Lubitsch with
musical direction under the supervision of Frank Tours.
The Paramount New York studio
now has what is considered the
largest music staff of any studio in
the country, 16 musicians at present
being engaged. A great portion of
the work consists in synchronizing
foreign versions and adding musical
accompaniment and sound effects to
various features and shorts. Commercial pictures are also an important factor.
Witness of the growing trend
back to films with music is illustrated
in "Stolen Heaven," just completed
here by George Abbott, in which
an original song is reprised, in addition to other accompanying music.
The Edmund Goulding picture, now
in preparation, will also incorporate
considerable incidental music.
Should musical films return to
general favor, it is expected that the
majority will be made at the New
York studio.

Vitaphone Planning
Extensive Schedule
With more than 200 short subjects completed at the Warner Vitaphone studios last vear, a slightly
increased schedule has been planned
for 1931.
Personalities developed and signed
for series already include Robert L.
Ripley, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth, Edgar Bergen, Frank Orth
and Ann
Codee and Joe Penner.
Directors under contract are Arthur Hurley, Casey Robinson, Alf
Goulding and Roy Mack. Writers
include S. S. Van Dine, Stanley
Rauh, Burnet Hershey and A. D.
Otvos.
For

Scripts and
Scribes
Go to
Viola Irene Cooper
9 E. 59th St.
New
Volunteer 5543

York

WHAT'S

WHAT

IN THE EAST
IN GREATER

NEW

YORK

NEW RECORD PROGRAM
AT L. I.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
,By HARRY

UD

DuPAR, chief cameraman at
the Warner Vitaphone studio,
who was recently operated on for appendicitis and later contracted pleurisy, is staging a rapid recovery in
St. Mary's
Hospital,
Brooklyn.
Gertrude Turchin will check dialogue and Helen Sheehan will hold
script for "New York Lady," featuring Tallulah Bankhead and which
George Cukor will direct, assisted
by Richard Blaydon. Rehearsals
start next iveek.
Vitaphone is still searching for a
character actor to play the detective
role in the S. S. Van Dine series,
now in preparation. He is an entirely different type from the already popularized Philo Vance, being an old, bookish professor, with a
bent for deduction.

The humorous side of a visit to
the dentist is the basis of the latest
Vitaphone comedy completed by
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth. It
has not yet been named.

Sally Phipps, former Fox ingenue
and now appearing on Broadwav in
"Once in a Lifetime," her first stage
vehicle, is spending her spare time
in
tute.study at the Dramatic Art InstiHugh O'Connell, who rated critical raves by a splendid performance
in "Week End" and is now appearing in "Once in a Lifetime," has
become a regular at the Vitaphone
studio, being in demand for the
slightly goofy roles in which he
specializes.

A specially drilled fire brigade has
the Pararecently been organized at compri
nt;
mount New York studio,
and
Gruber
e
Georg
,
Jack Muller
William Maguire. It is the function
of these men to keep the equipment
in perfect condition and available
for instant action, if required.

Alf Goulding, Vitaphone director,
is a cousin of Edmund Gouldmg.
who recently came East to direct,
for Paramount. Both men formerly
worked together at various studios
here. The latter's most recent picfor the Moon,"
ture is "Reaching
Douglas Fairbanks.
starring

N. BLAIR

STUDIOS

,

grand ballroom of the Hotel Plaza
last Friday. Ginger's latest picture,
"Sex in Business," is rapidly nearing
completion at the Paramount New
York studio.

With the most active year in the

history
of completed,
Paramount's
Neware York
studio just
plans
now
under way to exceed ajl previous
iecords with extensive production of
both features and short subjects.
"Looney Tunes," produced by
During the past year, 13 feature
Vitaphone, are now shown all over pictures were completed, comprising
the world, their humor being of
a wide variety. These were: "The
universal appeal. Eight of the se- Big Pond," "Young Man of Manries have already been completed,
hattan," "Dangerous Nan McGrew,"
with numerous more in preparation.
"Sap From' Syracuse*" "Queen
High," "Animal Crackers," "Heads
Up," "Laughter," "Fast and Loose,"
of the globe are repre- "The Royal Family," Follow the
All parts
sented in the featured numbers of
Leader," "Stolen Heaven" and "Sex
the "Sex in Business" cast, now in Business." Various personalities
being made at the Paramount stu' were developed such as Ginger Rogdios. Dorothy Arzner, director, was
ers, Miriam Hopkins and Charles
born in California, as was Charles StarretU Fredric March and Claudette Colbert emerged from featured
Ruggles, Claudette Colbert first saw
the light of day in Paris, while roles to stardom, while Ed Wynn
Fredric March comes from Wiscon- and Ina Claire both staged sensasin. Texas produced Ginger Rogers,
tional come-backs after la ling to
ley.
click
in
their initial screen ventures.
OwsMonroe
claims
Georgia
while
The shorts department, headed by
Larry Kent, also showed great activity, producing 80 one-reelers and
Building battleships, ballrooms,
barber shops or bars is all part of 20 two-reelers during the year. Such
as Burns & Allen, Smith &
the day's work with Frank Namczy, players
Dale, Lulu McConnell and Tom
VitaWarner
the
at
director
art
Howard all registered to such an
phone studio, where as many as a extent that they have been signed
dozen different sets are required for the coming season. Schedules
each and every week.
are now being prepared, with actual
production of shorts now set for
the latter part of March. While the
The musical end of "One Heavenexact number has not yet been dely Night," now playing on Broadcided upon, it is known to exceed
way, was directed by Frank Tours,
head of Paramount's music depart- last
year,
thetwo
most
being in the
reeldecided
subjects.increasement here.

s is the latest ParaFrench
"Sex"
Postponed
Emil Janning
mount star to be assigned to work
list
The French version of "Sex in
at the New York studio, the
now includes Maurice Chevalier, Business," originally scheduled to be
made simultaneously with the EngMarch, ClauNancy Carroll, Fredric
version at
Xew
dette Colbert, Phillips Holmes, Clive York lish
studio,
hasParamount's
been indefinitely
Brook and Charles Ruggles. There
is also a strong possibility of Ruth postponed.
Chatterton coming here to make a
Film
Spectacle
Finished
picture.
"Corianthan." a spectacle picture
Edgar Bergen, who claims to be based on Mormonism, will be comthe only ventriloquist appearing in
pleted on Monday at the Metropolitan studios, where it has been in
d "Hocus Po- production for the past six weeks
pictures, has complete
CUS," his third recent short for War- under the direction of Wilfred
ner Vitaphone, assisted by "Charlie North.
McCarthy,"
his dummy.
"Hot Stuff," musical comedy burlesquing amateur shows, has been
completed by Vitaphone under the
direction of Roy Mack, -lack ll« :zard is featured, with Masson and
Sands, adagio team: /.'.>'> Dupont,

W.
John
and
Rogers
Ginger
of juggler,
the guests
among
were
Green
a
and
Arts impersonators.
Theater.
at the annual
honor
Rauh.
Stanley
held in the
luncheon,
Letters
I and

chorus

The

of

script

female

is

by

N. BREWSTER
MORSE
Originals, Adaptations,
Continuity Dialogue,
For Henry King
"Hell Harbor" and "Eyei of the World"
P. O. Box 1212. Hollywood.
Calif.
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Simply-Designed Panel Box
Locates Trouble Instantly
A unique panel box of unusual
instantsimplicity that will register le
that
ly the location of any troub
ction
proje
the
r
eithe
in
op
may devel
or sound apparatus has been designed by J. S. Winick, director of
projection at. the Paramount Long
Island studio
This new device embodies, in the
box proper, a series of pilot light
sockets, which are wired into the
various circuits of the projection and
sound equipment. The hinged lid of
eye domes
the box contains bull'sin different colors consisting of
white, white clear, red, green, blue
and amber, which light up when
power to their respective circuits
are turned on.
As most of the apparatus in the.
booth is worked out with a system
of pilot lights, but in many cases
the lights are so placed that it is
difficult for the operator to see them
Erom the position from which he
must watch his machine while it is
running, the trouble panel box concentrates all the pilot lights from
the various circuits in one box,
placed on the wall of the booth in
such a position that it is readily seen
from any part of the room.
While testing or while running
during a show, if any accident happens anywhere in any circuit the
pilot light goes out and the operator
knows instantly where the trouble
lies and loses no time in making the
necessary replacement. Most of the
pilot lights in the panel box, it is
said, are fed in parallel from the
existing circuits, thus making the
assembly and wiring extremely easy.
The first of these boxes to be put
to used proved such a saver in the
studio projection room that plans
are now bein^- considered for their
manufacture and distribution to theater~.

Light Handy Test Meter
Serves Many Purposes
t volt-ohmA light,
ng line
nieter
for handy
checkicompac
voltages,
tube and rectifier voltages, horn circuits and at the many other points
where reliable knowledge of voltages or resistances is necessary to
the efficient operation of sound apparatus, is being marketed by the
Weston Electrical Instrument Corp.,
Newark, N. J.
This model No. 564, which weighs
"C" batpoundsof including
only 2.3
tery, consists
a Weston Model
301 3K"'nch diameter meter with
ranges of 600, 300, 30 and 3 volts (all
1,000 ohms per volt) and two resistance ranges or 0-10,000/0-100,000
ohms. Two toggle switches connect
the various ranges of the meter in
circuit. Any change in its voltage
can be readily compensated, its manufacturers claim, by simply short
circuiting the binding posts and adjusting the meter pointer to the
zero ohm position by turning the
voltage adjuster. A pair of 30-inch
cables with long test prods is provided with each Model
564.

I HIS Stamp of Approval
in advertisements
equipment

EQUIPMENT

Console - Orchestra
Elevators
Magnescopic-Grandeur Screen

BRUCKNER-MITCHELL,

532 West 22nd Street
New York

INC.

Monroe, Wis. — Plans for the erection of
a $100,000 theater here have been announced
by Chester J. Goetz.
Nebraska City, la. — A 1.000-seat theater,
to be ready in April, is being constructed
here by Wesley
and Robert
Booth.
Minneapolis — A permit has been taken
out by Joe Charon for the construction of
a $13,000 theater here.
Chilton, Wis.- — John Steenport, whose auditorium theater was destroyed by fire about
a mouth ago, is erecting a 500-seat house
in its place.
San Mateo, Cal. — W. S. Leadly, bu lder,
announces that plans for the erection of a
$150,000
theater here are in progress.
Jerseyville, 111. — S. E. Pirtle, operator of
the Orpheum, has disclosed his plans for
the erection of another theater by next
summer.
Nashville — Construction
has been
started
on the 14-story Warner
Bros, office building
will house
2,400-seat theater. Marr
&whichHolman
are the a architects.
Hebron, N. D. — After being wittout moving pictures for nearly a year, this town
again is to have a film theater. John J.
Tekach, of Glen Ullin, N. D., has leased the
city auditorium with the intention of converting it into a movie house.

A new super high intensity projection lamp, known as Model A-800
and said to contain many advantageous features in its construction,
has been put on the market by the
Brenkert Light Projection Co. of
Detroit. The lamp is an addition
to the Brenkert line of lamps and
effect machines, and is said to be
equally suitable for the projection of
either standard or wide film. Among
the special advantages claimed for
it are the fact that the entire mechanism is fully enclosed, it has easy
accessibility, lubricating provisions,
more accurate operation, etc.
Theaters where the new high intensity lamp has already been installed and is reported meeting with
great success are: McVicker's and
the Oriental, Chicago; the Paramount and Michigan, Detroit, and
the Strand, New York.

PROJECTION BOOTHS
IRWIN D. RATHSTONE
152

Designer and Builder
Sound
Installed
West 42nd St.
N.Y.C.
Tel. Wisconsin
7-0842-7274

Raven Plant and Office Now One
30%
Raven Screen Corp., makers of
the "Transtone" and "Halftone," STOP
THROWING
silent screens, respectiveLow Cost Air Conditioning soundly, willandshortly
merge its plant and GOOD
MONEY
For Big and Small Houses offices at one location, 151 East 24th
the Waste
Can!
St., New York, where considerable in
A new scientific system of air con- additional floor space will be turned
ditioning, the cost of which, in inThe new GoldE
itial outlay and operating expense over to the company's laboratory
and
screen
experimental
unit.
30% Carbon
Saver
makes
every carbon
is said to be within reach of small
Save
good
down
to
the
as well as large theaters, has been
on every
last inch. No drilperfected by the Tiltz Air Condiling. ence.
No inconveniBring Back
the Kiddies
Just insert
tioning Corp., Ltd., of New York
burned stub and
with the "Universal" Surprise Bag.
carbon
and Hollywood.
A sure shot. Repeat business guaruse. For
9 m-msupply
Hider from
anteed. Extremely low-priced. Send
Greater flexibility of control of
Intensity only. Orfor samples.
dealers.
temperature and humidity, simplicity
UNIVERSAL TOY
&
you use!
of operation, in addition to the reNOVELTY MFG. CO.
duced costs, are among the features
GOLDE
MFG.
COMPANY
2329 Third Avenue,
New
York
City
claimed for the system.
2015 LeMoyne St.
Chicago

Appointed Distributor
Cleveland — E. E. Oliver of the
Oliver Moving Picture Supply Co.
of this city has been appointed official northern Ohio distributor of the
Vocalite beaded screen and the Fox
sound equipment.

STAGE

Erie, Pa. — Work has been started on the
Warner Bros, theater that is being built
here by the Fuller Construction
Co.

NEW HIGH INTENSITY LAMP
MARKETED BY BRENKERT

and

supplies

That the NATIONAL

of

means:

GUARANTEE

of highest quality is coupled with
that of a manufacturer.

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY
COMPANY

Branches in all Principal Cities

!™5E EFFECTS
Realistic and fantastic, scenic and sound effects, and illusionary devices of every description; furnished for stage shows, prologues, feature pictures, etc. — also color wheels, spotlights,
connectors, and other stage lighting specialties
and supplies.

KLIECL

BROS

Universal

Lighting

321 West

Electric
50th

Stage

Street

-

New

Co., Inc.

York. N.Y.

a/N^>
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K00LER-A1RE TO INSTALL
SYSTEMS IN 15 HOUSES

672 Color Combos

Fifteen installations are to be
made in the recently acquired Publix houses by the Kooler-Aire Engineering Corp. of New York, .manufacturers of cooling and air conditioning equipment. In the group
receiving this new treatment are
houses in Bristol, Tenn., Ashland,
Ky., Newport News, Va., Helena,
Ark., Plainfield N. J., Long Beach,
N. ]., Glens Falls, N. Y., Pittsburgh N. Y., Newburgh, N. Y.,
Charlotteville, Va., and Mansfield,
Middletown, Elyria, Fremont and
Steubenville,
O.

International Projector
Adds to Property Holdings
More than two-thirds of the
block bounded by Gold, Ferry,
Jacob and Frankford Sts., has been
assembled by the International Projector Corp. The combined holdings, located just soutb of the Brooklyn Bridge, from 162.2 feet on Gold
Street, 205.2 feet on Ferry Street
and 215.10 feet on Jacob Street. Title
was taken through the corporation's
holding concern, the Cinema Building Company. The company now
occupies the two buildings at Gold
and Ferry Sts. It is stated by a
representative of the company that
no building operation is contemplated
for any part of the property at the
present time.

London — Representing a
step in the advancement of
color-lighting, the new Sheen
has in use a system of such
comprehensiveness that during
the musical interludes it is
possible to exhibit any of 672
combinations of color, ranging
from deep night in blues and
greens to the warmth
sunlight.

of fu'.l

10 Panama Army Posts
Wired by Photophone

STEREOSCOPIC EFFECT
DEVISED BY INVENTOR

ALTERATIONS
Lake Park, la. — The Gollinghorst Garage
Building is in process of remodeling into
a motion picture theater.
;

West

Auburn House Wired
Auburn, 111. — The American, has
been wired for sound by Western
Electric.

THE

"Stage

EETEC

Equipment

544 West 30th Street

with

a Reputation"

CEAET\

INC.

New York, N. Y.

TOYS
FOR $7.50

AJAX

SOUVENIR

246 5th Ave., N.Y.C.

CO.

ASBESTOS
we

have

it

BLUE SEAL ASBESTOS CORP.
264 Wyckoff
St., near Nevins
Brooklyn. New York Triangle 0290
Distributors for Johnj-Manville Corp.

Flowers,
Baskets, etc.

Orchestra Pits,
Lobbies

WCCLD

Our resolution this year is exactly what it has been for
many years and that is: —
To maintain the same high class stage equipment organization
that has offered consistent quality products and satisfactory
performance, enabling the guarantee against defects of manufacture that has stood the test for over a quarter of a century, and to anticipate the needs of the Theatre of Tomorrow.

DAILY

Check or money order must accomantee. pany all orders. Money back guar-

Hanging

OWNERS

THROUGHOUT

MATINEE
1000 PIECES

Trees,

Export Dept.: 15 Laight St., N. Y. City
f» Cable Addre'8:
Arlab New York

THEATRE

FILM

DECORATIVE PLANTS

LIVING
VOICE
when you install

sound
on film reproduction
theatres
everywhere
are now
using
SYNCROFILM
for results.
WEBER
MACHINE
CORP.
59 Rutter St., Rochester, N. Y.

TC

Coast Bureau of THE

Hollywood — Elwin L. Peterson, an
Mt. Morris, Mich. — The Dixie of this inventor, has devised a new method
city is being remodeled and wired for sound.
of making motion pictures look realistic by using the principle of the
Belle Plaine, la. — Redecorating and the
installation of a new facade are under way old-fashioned stereoscope, which had
at the Strand here.
a picture for each eye of the observer with the two pictures mergLake Park. Minn. — Joe Becker of Sioux
ing into one and resulting in a three
Falls, S. D., has leased the theater in this dimensional depth.
city and will remodel the building and
install sound equipment.
To obtain this effect, Peterson
uses two reflectors with a single
Melrose, Minn. — The Olympic, now under lens, and talkies, as well as stills, may
side.
new management, is to be redecorated inbe shown this way, it is claimed.

Ten theaters operated by the
Panama Canal Department Motion
Picture Service under the managePhiladelphia — Revamping and the installament of Captain W. A. Cunningham
tion of W. E. sound equipment is being
of the 14th Infantry, United States made at the Ambassador.
Army, were equipped with RCA
Photophone sound apparatus in
Philly Allen Goes Sound
1930, and a new theater, to be built
Philadelphia — The Allen has gone
at Albrook Field at a cost of $25,000,
will be equipped as soon as it is talkie with the installation of Western Electric apparatus.
completed. These theaters, which
have a total seating capacity of 10,220, are located at Fort Amador,
SIMPLEX TICKET REGISTERS
Fort Clayton, Post of Corozal, Fort
Davis, Fort De Lesseps^ France
Protection — Speed— Eflicienry
Field, Gatun, Fort Randolph and
the Post of Quarry Heights. The
GENERAL REGISTER CORP.
Paramount Building
theater at Fort Davis, which is the
largest in the Canal Zone, has a
Chickering 4065
New York
seating capacity of 3.000. The ten
J. C. Ensi.f.n, Gen. Sales Mgr.
theaters operate daily.
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SWEDISH FILM COMPANY
MAY PRODUCE IN PARIS
Stockholm — Because of difficulties
between Tobis-Western Electric and
the Svensk Film Co., the latter may
transfer its activities to Paris. RCA
Photophone recording would likely
be used by the Svensk in France.
The Swedish eight-hour law is also
said to be a drawback to domestic
production
by Svensk.

Silvermount Films
Starts Work at Joinville

m?k

Foreign

DAILY

Markets

French Exhibs to Tour U. S.
Paris — A pleasure sight-seeing trip to the U. S. is being organized by the Syndicat Francais des Directeurs de Theatres Cinematographiques. The excursion will leave about April 1 and will
visit New York, Philadelphia, Washington, Pittsburgh, Dayton,
Chicago, Detroit, Buffalo, Niagara Falls and Hollywood.

Selecting New Films Act Board
Is Subject of Special Interest

supporter long before the Quota.
The unanimous nomination of
trade representatives on the Advis- Woolf on the part of British proParis — With offices here and stuory Committee under the Films Act,
ducers (which would certainly be
dios at Joinville, Silvermount Films,
to
take
the place of those retiring endorsed by the President of the
a new producing, synchronizing and
B.O.T.) would be a graceful tribute
distributing firm, has started opera- in rotation (but who are eligible for to a man who did niuch to keep
tions. P. H. Monteynard is director- re-election), is this year creating an
a British studio open when producamount
of interest.
general; A. de Saint Andre, secre- exceptional
tion in this country was regarded
tary general; Burton George, studio
In several important trade quartas
a
hopeless business proposition.
ers
there
is
a
feeling
that
a
special
manager; G. Yablonsky, chief engiIt would also have the advantage
neer, and Paul Mangenat,, publicity effort ought to be made to ensure
chief. Recording will be made with that the Committee shall be fully of adding to a Committee, of which
representative, in the coming year, John Maxwell is already a member,
the Silvertone-Carpentier process.
of all the trade interests affected by the best possible representative of
the company which is most usually
the Act.
Legit Turns Talkie
linked with B.I. P. as representative
This
end
would
be
advanced,
it
Paris — Les Folies Wagram, legitiof the British industry.
is
suggested,
if
C.
M.
Woolf
could
mate house on the Champs Elysees,
H. Bruce Woolfe, the retiring prois to be converted to a talkie thea- be persuaded to allow his name to
ducer member of the Committee, is
ter by M. Bader, owner. Bader is be nut forward as a representative
associated with British Instructional
proprietor of the Galleries Lafayette of the producers.
and shareholder in the Pathe-Natan
Mr. Woolf, as joint managing di- Films, between whom and Wardour
rector of the Gaumont-British Corp. Films, the associate company of B.
group.
and chairman of Gainsborough Pic- LP., there are now close business
tures, has a peculiar right to repre- relations. To a certain extent, there1,000-Seater Most Popular
fore, he represents the same interests
sent
British production, of which
London — Theaters with 500 to
and successful as Maxwell.
1,000 seats are the most popular in he was a powerful
the British Isles, according to
Marly Leaves Universal
Western Electric's latest reports. Of Five More Theaters
the 1,152 W. E. -equipped theaters,
To Handle Own Circuit
Okayed for Birmingham
531 have between 500 and 1,000
seats; 354 between 1,000 and 1,500;
Birmingham — The Public EnterParis — M. resentative
Marly,
Ury'versal's
here, has
resignedrepto
tainment Committee has approved
139 between 1,500 and 2,000; 57 bemanage
his
own
string
of
theaters.
of
the
erection
of
another
five
theatween 2,000 and 2,500; 18 between
ters with a total seating capacity of
2,500 and 3,000; and 8 with over
3,000 seats. There are 43 W. E. 9,660. There are now 90 places of
New India Film Co.
installations in houses seating less entertainment here licensed to show
Lahore, India — The Taj Pictures
than 500.
pictures.
Corp., with B. Puri as director, has
been formed here for the production
G. F. Mayo Now Kemp Mgr.
M. Haase, Trade Vet, Dies
of motion pictures.
London
—
George
Frederick
Mayo,
Paris — M. Haase, veteran exhibitor and theater valuation expert, recently manager of Councillor W.
Metropole Nets $77,500
is dead at the age of 71. The Haase Bonwick's Gosport, has been appointed sales manager for the Clifbusiness will be carried on by his
London — Net profits of the Metroford Kemp Film Service, Ltd.
pole Victoria for the past nine
partner, M. Devarennes.
months have been announced as
$77,500 by the Metropolitan InvestParis Record for "Cain"
ment Co., owners. Installation of
Plan Industrials
Paris — All records at the Olymsound
and necessary building alterapia have been broken by Leon PoiEdinburgh — British Internations have reduced the profits of the
rier's
"Cain."
First
week's
receipts
tional Pictures plans early enwere $31,830.
Biograph, owned by the Winton
try into the field of industrial
Cinema,
25 per ■ cent.
picture production. NegotiaHaik Gets "End of the World"
tions have been completed beTwo Super-Cinemas Open
Paris — The world distribution
tween John Maxwell, B. I. P.
London — The Trocadero, Elephant
rights for the Abel Gance producchairman, and the Scottish
tion, "La Fin Du Monde" ("The and Castle's new 5,500-seater, has
Travel Ass'n for filming of a
series of publicity films for
End of the World") have been ac- opened with Gaumont's "Bed and
Scotland.
Breakfast." Another opening was
tions. quired by the Jacques Haik Producthe Dominion at Walthamstow.
London — The

selection of new
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HAPPENINGS
IN OTHER
LANDS
OF
INTEREST
TO
PRODUCERS,
DISTRIBUTORS
AND
OTHERS
IN THE
U. S.

FOUR SUES FOR SUPERS
HEED BY STOEL CIRCUIT
London — Four valuable theater
sites, especially suitable for the
erection of houses of the super type,
are now held by Stoll Theaters
Corp., with views toward future expansion. The sites are located at
Liverpool, Chiswick, Chatham and
Leicester.

London
and WalNew— Henry
Names Kendall
in "Fool"
lace Geoffrey, who will play the
hero and heavy, respectively, in
"The Flying Fooi," which is being
directed by Walter Summers for
British International, are considered
to be real screen "finds." This is
their first picture. Both actors have
considerable stage experience. Ursula
Jeans also is in the cast.
Gerald Sanger to Visit U. S.
London — Gerald Sanger, editor of
British Movietone News, will leave
for New York soon to study the
Fox Movietone organization in
America. Leslie Landau will substitute for Sanger under the supervision of Keith Ayling, Fox Continental representative.
B. & D. Reports Loss
London — A loss of approximately
$906,740 over a period of 17 months
from June 1, 1929, is reported by
British & Dominions in its balance
sheet recently issued.
Stoll Profits Low
London — For the year ending
Sept. 20 last, the Stoll Theaters
Corp. showed a drop of more than
50 per cent in profits. The total
revenue was $229,045 as against
$507,330 year.
earned in 1925, its first
working
Donald
Calthrop
Cast
London ■ — Donald Calthrop has
been cast as the defense lawyer in
British International's production of
"Potiphar's Wife." Henry Vibart
and Ben Webster will also appear
in the film.

Peace Film Delayed
Paris — The prize for the
best peace film scenario will
not be awarded until May, 1931,
according to the selection committee of the League of Nations. Scenarios received up
to the end of 1930 have not
reached the high standard set
by the committee. The winning story will be produced
and released throughout the
world.
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Applying Showmanship to the Lobby of the Theater
By

GABE

YORKE

Edition
from Eastern
(Reprinted
of Fox's "The Last Word")

Lobby is Show Window

rHE first essential of a lobby is
cleanliness. Your doorman and
■shier should be constantly on the
ookout for cigarette stubs, candy
ind chewing gum wrappings, leaves,
ticket stubs, ;newspapefrs and any
)ther kind of dirt that may fall un- should have a panel or two on the
loticed on the lobby floor. Your house front containing your comrames should be dusted. The glass
plete program. It's surprising how
>n them polished.
many people come into the house
just to see a pet short of theirs. And
Your lobby should be spick and
be sure it's lettered neatly and
legibly.
span. You can't expect theto women,
attend
for dirt,
ilways watchful
The top of your marquee is an
theater or send their children
where dust exists. And that goes ideal spot for 24-sheet cutouts, it
for the sidewalk under the marquee, they are good. They sell to the
too.
people who whiz by in automobiles
or street cars. And those on the
Give It a Holiday Atmosphere
other side of the street.
The next thing to consider is the
It is a good jdea to keep some
atmosphere of the lobby. Like cer- tricks up your sleeve for special occasions. Such as a banner from the
tain homes you like to visit, your
weland
homey
a
have
top of the theater down to the marlobby should
come feeling of which people are
quee. And a sign that hangs from
conscious immediately. More than the marquee. Or banners along the
edge.
that. It should breathe entertain- marquee
ment. A holiday spirit. Every day
In decorating for Christmas, harshould seem like a special occasion.
vest time, or unusual pictures, it is
And it should be busy, colorful, and seldom wise to use a lot of doo-dads
stir the imagination.
hanging from 'the bottom of the
But displays of washing machines, marquee. They obstruct the light.
fixom
electric refrigerators, bathro
And the spot underneath the martures, etc., do a lot to kill that holiquee should be the brightest spot in
women
reminds
town.
It
re.
day atmosphe
j0f housework and the kitchen. Just
Try Arresting Catchline
'what they have come to the theater
Doing the unusual in good taste
offertie-ups
have
you
If
jto avoid.
'ing these home furnishings as is always good showmanship. As a
prizes, announce them on an easel stunt, we strongly recommend a 30
with the address of the store whose by <*0 easel witlj an arresting catchIshow window displays the prize ar- line . . . tied up with your picture.
ticle. The merchant will appreciate
If you saw a sign, "YOU'RE A
it for it sends people to his place of LIAR
. . ." in big type on a sign,
s.
busines
And it kicks the dull care
you'd stop to find out why. You
out of your own show window.
don't have to call people liars, but
you should have some curiosityon
Attracti
Current
Plug Your
awakening lines tied up with the
Many managers try to sell too picture.
many attractions in their lobby. Just
BUT keep everything small but
as they try to sell too much in their that eye-catching line, on the easel
newspaper ads. Reserve the front
copy. Otherwise your secret's out.
house for the current attrac- Work this gag consistently, and you
of
tion.your
find thattopeople
form the
On your marquee give the name wil'l
of stopping
read what
new habit
gag
of the picture. With the star or important players, if they mean
>\ enough. Often the supporting cast
doesn't mean much. And you have
a great opportunity to include a
selling line in the lights. Do that as
often as possible. The ad trailer
copy should help you out. Of course,
a selling short or special newsreel
item sometimes rates the lights.
Advertise

Complete

Program

Besides lobby cards and stills, you

Dress Well
If you are as particular
about how your lobby is
dressed as you are about your
own personal appearance, your
theater will attract new patrons daily.

ture.

Your lobby presents a tremendous selling opportunity. Consider
the lowly retail store with its attractive show window. Not much
space but with care and money wisely spent, thousands of passersby can tell at a glance the quality of the merchandise for sale.
You have more space and greater opportunities. Your lobby is
your show window.

line you have. Which means
read your selling copy, too.

they

Keep Copy Short in Wall Frames
In the inside of your lobby, do
not advertise pictures more than a
week in advance, except in unusual
cases. You can do this in wall
frames. Or on easels. But your
best spot is just over the doors,
leading into the theater proper. And
the set of doors leading to the street.
The title and stars, with the dates,
should be all the copy needed.
Examine your wall frames. These
are usually made of painted compo
board with cut-out spaces for stills
and the picture title. In many cases
there is a space for stills at the very
top of the panel, where nobody can
possibly examine them closely. Don't
put the stills in there. Instead ina
with
card
sert a hand-lettered

short piece of copy
or seven words.

. . . maybe

ican Legion if you

have a war pic-

Lobby material can also be promoted from the earlier-run houses,
often at no cost. Even if you pay
a nominal fee, you are much the
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Change Your Stock Frames Often
Incidentally, change these stock
frames as often as possible. If you
have a house artist, all it costs you
is the compo board and some poster
color. Frequent change keeps the
house looking alive. And change the

And it is wise to have a store room
gainer.
for your pennants, hangers, paintings, etc., to keep them fresh and
bright looking. Don't store everything. But keep the things you
know you'll need from time to time.
Value of Color in Lobbies

The value of color in lobbies cannot be overestimated. However, it
is necessary to use care in your
color combinations. Women, especially, are sensitive to and are atshapes
of
the
cut-outs,
too.
Don't
stick to squares and rectangles all
tracted or drawn to colors they like.
the time. Try an oval, a triangle, a
But
keeping contrasts, aim
diamond. After you have a half for onein dominating
color feeling
dozen sets of these compo frames
your display. In sumyou have a stock that will last you a throughout
mer, this should be one of the cool
long time. As long as the colors
colors: blue, green, violet. In winstay fresh-looking. But whatever
ter, for warmth: yellows, oranges,
your lobby in preference to any reds. But not in such violent
pictures you use, make sure that you amounts that they kill your other
do not use any thumb tacks or nails displays. Not only your frames, but
in displaying them. If a picture is your decorations and your lights
worth space in your lobby it is should harmonize with your color
worth being displayed properly. scheme. Not the lights under the
Use a regulation picture frame, or
marquee, though. Keep them as
if this is not available, cut out brilliant
as possible.
spaces on compo board and put your
Ir your hand-lettered art cards
stills in these spaces.
and displays, the wording should
always be in the bright color. FolBaby Spots Are Effective
lowing are some suggestions:
Much can be done with cut-out Against a black card: gold, white,
photo enlargements or art work for light blue or silver letters. Against
special occasions. It is a good idea
to have one or two baby spots in light blue: dark blue. Against dark
blue: light blue, white, orange or
the house for just such occasions.
gold. Against light brown: green,
Unless you are featuring a spe- gray, dark brown or silver. Against
cial price policy, it is usually wise light gray: dark blue, gold, or red
to place your price scale in a small lettering. Against dark red: darkframe in the box-office. Black let- green, white, or gold letters. Against
ters on a gold background make a wdiite: Emerald green, navy blue,
good combination. And use small crimson red.
letters. By the time people get that
close to the pay box, it is not easy
Use Atmosphere in Lobbies
to back away.
Another point of utmost importance is atmosphere in lobbies. In
Floodlight House Front
other words, catching the spirit of
A splendid gag for your house
front, if you can afford it, is to the picture.
tions workingGet
in people's
advance.imaginaMake
throw floodlights against the front them anxious to go into the house
wall on any speo'al occasion. Just and live the strange adventure- that
by the lobby.
you can rent them de- are Suggested
how cheaply
pend- entirely upon local conditions.
You
do
not
need a large lobby.
But for demanding attention this
What
you
do
with
the .-pace is what
has no equal. The lights, of course,
counts. In fact, in a large lobby it
are placed on top of the marquee.
is often much more difficult to get
When you have food matinees, or
in similar instances, it will pay you that intimate atmosphere.
It is interesting to note that in
to construct a compo board booth.
Make it large enough so that what practically
every case where a
lobby.
you are collecting or distributing house record is broken, the theater
, in be contained in it. The double had a well-conceived atmospheric
result is gained of keeping your
lobby looking orderly and of having
an easily-seen center for collection.
side
Promote
Local
Displays

Out

Watch

the newspaper- and beep
of local organiin the good
zation', so thatgraces
you Know the sources
of lobby material. For example, it
is possible to promote a lot of gun-.
pistols, cannon, etc., from the Amer-

People determine
how the
inside In
of your theater looks
by the condition in which you
keep your
lobby.
clean inviting lobby
is a Amagnet.

■
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"Kiss Me Again"
National Time, 1 hr., 17

First
mins.
PLEASING OPERETTA- WITH
VICTOR HERBERT MUSIC AS
ITS HIGHLIGHT. MOST ATTRACTIVELY STAGED WITH
ALL-TECHNICOLOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
Based on the Victor Herbert operetta, "Mile. Modiste", the principal appeal of this production will be
to the music loving fans. From a
production standpoint, it is as beautiful a picture of its kind as First
National has turned out in Technicolor. The background is handsome
without being burdensomely ornate
and there is a continual parade of
lovely gowns to delight the feminine
eye. A simple plot, concerning the
love of a little modiste, Bernice
Claire, for a handsonje soldier, Walter Pidgeon, supplies the romance.
The lad's father objects, because of
her lowly station, so she sets out
and becomes a famous opera star,
winding up with the approved ending. Edward Everett Horton as the
hero's pal, Claude Gillingwater as
the gruff parent, and Frank McHugh
as the hubby of the modiste shop
owner, supp.ly a fair amount of comedy. Judith Voselli;, Albert Gran
and June Collyer also are good.
Cast: Bernice Claire, Walter Pidgeon,
June Collyer, Edward Everett Horton, Judith
Yosselli, Albert Gran, Claude Gillingwater,
Frank McHugh.
Director : William A. Seiter ; Author,
Henry Blossom ; Adaptors, Julian JosephSon,
Paul Perez ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor, Peter
Fritch ; Cameramen,
Al Gilks, Lee Garmes.
Direction,
Smooth.
Photography,
Good.

"Al Yemen"

"The Second
Honeymoon"
Continental
Pictures

"Almost a Honeymoon"
British International

Time, 1 hr., 16 mins.
ENTERTAINING
LITTLE
PROGRAMMER
IN FARCE
COMEDY VEIN IS GOOD FAMILY PICTURE WITH CLEAN
HUMOR.

Time, 1 hr., 25 mins.
LIGHT FARCE
COMEDY
WITH A BEDROOM ATMOSPHERE THAT DEVELOPS
CLIFFORD MOLLISON AS A
FINE SCREEN
COMEDIAN.
CARRIES GOOD QUOTA OF
LAUGHS.

This is adapted from the novel by
Ruby M. Ayres, which is a guarantee that it is a safe show for the
family trade, for nothing has been
injected that the author herseff
would not have written. The cast
is weak, especially Josephine Dunn,
who lacks the light comedy touch
that her part requires. But the story
itself is entertaining, and the director handled it intelligently, and got
the light comedy touches over. After five years of married life, the
young wife pines for romance which
her husband absorbed in business
fails to give her. His pal, a former
suitor of the wife, returns from
righting abroad as a Major, and the
wife falls romantically in love with
him all over again. So hubby and
the Major frame the wife in order
to cure her of her romantic tendencies. Works out into a good series
of comedy
situations.

This product of the Elstree studios is chiefly notable for presenting
(. lifford Mollison as a screen comedian to be reckoned with.
He has
an individual style, and gets his comedy touches over with smoothness
ml ease.
Monty Banks did a nice
directorial job, and all in all it shapes
up as a light but intelligently handled
bit of fun that should please the
oetter types of audiences
who can
.ppreciate English
comedy
among
nice people."
Clifford has rented
lis quarters to a young lady about
-o be married, but he staggers home
after a party and goes to bed, not
ealizing that the young lady is aleady asleep in the adjoining
bed.
i he complications that arise in the
norning
are highly amusing.
She
scheduled
to marry
a dub that
.norning,
but
Clifford
maneuvers
.natters so that he becomes the bridegroom.

Cast: Josephine Dunn, Edward Earle,
Ernest Hilliard, Bernice Elliott, Fern Emmett, Harry Allen, Henry Roquemore.
Director, Phil Rosen; Author, Ruby M.
Ayres; Adaptor, Harry O. Hoyt; Editor,
Charles Hunt; Sound Recorders, Neil Jack,
C. S. Franklin;
Cameraman,
Kirk Patrick.
Direction,
Good.
Photography,
Fair.

Cast: Clifford Mollison, Donald Calthrop, Dorothy Watts, Lamont Dickson, C.
M. Hallard, Edward Thane, Pamela Carme,
Winifred Hall.
Director, Monty Banks; Author, Walter
Elhs ; Adaptors, Monty Banks, Walter Mycroft ; Dialoguer, J. Valentine ; Editor, A.
C. Hammond;
Cameraman,
Jack Cox.
Direction,
Smooth.
Photography,
good.

"Jaws of Hell"

"Beau Ideal"

Amkino
Time, 1 hr., 16 mins.
SOVIET FILM OF EXPEDITION INTO ARABIAN COUNTRY IS IN THE TRAVELOGUE
CLASS, BUT NOVEL AND INTERESTING.

Sono Art
Time, 1 hr., 12 mins.
FAIR BRITISH PICTURE
BASED ON
FAMOUS
WAR
POEM, HAMPERED BY UNINSPIRED DIRECTION AND
WEAK
STORY.

This is the pictorial account of a
Soviet expedition conducted by Vladimir Shneiderov into a little known
section of Arabia. The civilization
is one of the most ancient, and the
natives in many respects are living
according to the customs and traditions of their forefathers in Biblical times. Then again in the capital of Yemen, which is the name of
the country, the business life is concluded in modern Asiatic style. The
pictorial work is well handled and
diversified, and as a straight travel
picture is very interesting. But it
holds little interest for the average
American motion picture audience.
The Soviet tendency of pushing over
propaganda is quite obvious, showing the contrasts in living conditions
between the rich sheik rulers and
the poor peasants. It is a remarkably fertile country, and the variety
of products of the country are
shown, and the method of handling
and marketing.
In the city are

A British film made by Gainsborough Productions. It is based on
the historical incidents surrounding
tne famous "Charge of the Light
Brigade", which Tennyson immortalized in his poem of that name.
The actual charge forms the climax
to the picture. A story is built up
around it concerning a young lieutenant of the 93rd Highlanders unjustly accused of murdering a fellow-officer, discharged from service,
and who re-enlists under an assumed
name in another regiment. He
takes part in the historic charge, and
after the battle the dying murderer
confesses his crime, absolves the
hero, who finds happiness with his
lady love. The main sequence is
the famous charge, and that is poorly handled, without inspiration. Just
a bunch of mounted troopers riding
across a field in a smoke screen.
The battle scenes are blurred, and
the big scene fails to click.

found dozen ot gorgeous mosques ot ancient
and beautiful architecture, all widely different. The ancient methods of tilling the soil
and manufacturm gnative implements and
weaving carpets is all highly novel, and this
part of the world has never been seen on the
screen before.
Only credits go to Expedition leader, Vladimir Sheniderov, who directed, and Cameraman, Ilya Toltcham.

RKO
Time, 1 hr., 15 mins.
STUPENDOUS
FOREIGN
LEGION PRODUCTION WITH
STOUT DIRECTION AND EXCELLENT PHOTOGRAPHY
STORY.
WEAK
BUT
Although hampered by an unconvincing story, Herbert Brenon has
turned out a feature that is strong
m the direction of battle scenes and
mob rushes. Added to this is photography of the first class. The
story brings out the unbelievable
situations of John Geste joining the
Foreign Legion in an attempt to
restore his pal to civil life for the
girl whom they both love. Geste
even forces his way into the penal
service and finally into the dreaded
,iain pit — all for his pal. The male
cast is excellent, especially Paul McAllister. Loretta Young appears
only during the start of the story
but carries her emotional sequences
with force and feeling.

Cast: Cyril MacLaglen, Benita Hume,
Alf Goddard, Miles Mander, Robert Holmes,
Betty Bolton, Wal Patch, Harold Huth,
J. Fisher White, Clifford Mollinson, H. St.
Barbe
West.

Cast: Lester Vail, Ralph Forbes, Don
Alvarado, Otto Matieson, Loretta Young,
Irene Rich, Paul McAllister; George Rigas,
Leni Stengel, Hale Hamilton.

Directors, Maurice) Elvey, Milton Rosmer ; Author, Boyd Cable ; Dialoguers, Milton Rosmer, Angus McPahail ; Adaptor,
Robert Stevenson ; Cameramen, James Wilson, Percy Strong.
Direction,
Weak.
Photography,
Spotty.

Director, Herbert Brenon ; Author, Percival B. Wren; Adaptor, Elizabeth Meehan;
Dialoguer, not credited ; Editor, Marie Halvey ; Cameraman, Roy Hunt ; Recording Engineer, John Triddy.
Direction, Strong. Photography,
Excellent.

Sunday, January 11, 1931 is
Charles Rogers in

"Along Came Youth"

Paramount
Time, 1 hr., 12 mins.
SWELL
COMEDY
WITH
ROGERS IN HIS BEST VEIN
AND STRONGLY SUPPORTED
BY A HILARIOUS CHARACWIN.
TERIZATION BY STUART ER-

Charles (Buddy) Rogers comes
into his own again in this sure-fire
yarn about a couple of Yankee lads
who makeis good
England. Stranded
Buddy's
sidekick
Stuartin Erwin.
among the Britons because their
horse failed to win the race they
hire out as domestics on an English
estate. One of them poses as a chef
and the other as his helper. Meanwhile they have struck up a romance
apiece, Buddy with Frances Dee and
Stuart with Betty Boyd. Luck on
the race track finally comes their
way and the rainbow finish is accomplished. Buddy's role is in the
comedy vein and he makes the most
of it. Erwin, affecting near-sighted- ?!
ness, builds the laughter up to the
near the riot point. The amusing
and breezy nature of the story makes
it ideal for all types of audiences.
Frances Dee, Betty Boyd and Mathilde Comont handle the feminine
support in fine style.
Cast: Charles Rogers, Frances Dee,
Stuart Erwin, William Austin, Evelyn Hall,
Leo White,
Mathilde
Comont,
Betty Boyd.

Directors, Lloyd Corrigan, Norman McLeod; Author, Maurice Bedell; Adaptors,
Marion Dix, George Marion, Jr. ; Dialoguer,
George Marion, Jr. ; Editor, Jane Loring ;
Cameraman,
Henry
Gerald.
Direction,
Lively.
Photography,
Fine.

"Der Tanz Geht Weiter"

(Those
Warner Bros.

Who Dance)
Time, 1 hr., 25 mins

GERMAN

DIALOGUE PRODUCTION MADE IN HOLLYWOOD WITH FOREIGN CAST.
TELLS AMERICAN GANGSTER
STORY
ENTERTAININGLY.
GOOD FOR
BORHOODS.

GERMAN

NEIGH-

This German version was adopted
from the story of the Chicago underworld by George Kibbe Turner,
originally made with an American
cast. It is strictly for German audiences, with a German cast and dialogue. The picture is good of its
kind, but cannot rate with the better type of underworld screen story
that usually comes from Hollywood.
A gang chieftain kills a young policeman, and his older brother, also
a cop, starts out to pin it on the
head of the gang. To do so he enters his home and poses as another
tough gangster from San Francisco.
Works out into some tense situations well acted and ably directed.
Wilhelm Dieterle plays the lead, as
well as directs, and does a good job
at both.
Cast: Wilhelm Dieterle, Lissi Arna, Anton Pointner, Carla Bartheel, Werner Klingler, Lothar Mayring, John Reinhardt, Paul
Panzer, Adolph
Miller.
Director, Wilhelm Dieterle; Author,
George Kibbe Turner ; Adaptor, H. Fraemkel ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor, Edward
Schroeder ; Cameraman,
Sidney
Hickox
Direction,
Good.
Photography,
Okay.
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Giovanni Martinelh

Smith

and Dale in

"Marriage Rows"

Educational
Time, 19 mins.
Time, 8 mins.
"Anything ButTime,
Ham"
ifitaphone
Neat Comedy
Paramount
11 mins.
Class Singing
Amusing Comedy
Here is a nifty Lloyd Hamilton
In his latest appearance for VitaAnother
laugh fest, though not as
Metropolitan
Dhone, the noted
strong as some of the previous skits comedy handled expertly and getting the laughs without straining at
Dpera star delivers a brace of semi- by this team, is provided by Joe
popular numbers. One is "Love's Smith and Charles Dale. One is a them. An old sweetheart of HamilGarden of Roses," and the other butcher and the other conies along
ton's wife (Addie McPhail) visits
^Because." Martinelli's resonant as a solicitor of accounts for a bank. them, and the hero hubby decided
selections
the
over
tenor voice puts
The butcher hands over a wad of he better stay home from business
in an impressive way, more to the
developments. Hamiltaste of real music lovers than from dough to open an account, then his and tonwatch
arranges with the other man (Al
wife
gets
a
suspicion
that
the
soliAn
the angle of popular song fans.
citor might have been a phony. St. John) to make violent love to
attractive background and several in- There follows the business of get- his wife, so he can find out who
genious camera angles add interest
ting the money back and other back she really loves. Wifie overhears
to the offering.
the conspiracy, and acts up to the
and forth comedy with a punch fin- part. The comedy is handled deftly,
ish. Gertrude Mudge and Betty
Marion Harris in
and none of the gags are overplayed.
Blythe
are in tlie supporting cast.
The comedian is in fine form in this
"Two's Company"
one. and his host of fans will like it.
mins.
9
Time,
t
Paramoun
"The Love Bargain"
Good Song Number
Educational
Time, 20 mins.
Has the Pep
Two songs by Marion Harris, who
knows how to put over a popular
"A Toytown Tale"
A mixup between a young marInumber for the full count, are the
Time, 8 mins.
ried couple and an unmarried pair, Pathe
Good Kid Stuff
highlights of this skit. The songs centering around the penchant of
are "I'm Yours" and "If I Could Be the married dame for continually
An Aesop Fable with a different
With You." In the background is searching for bargains, furnishes a slant, gotten out evidently for the
a
with
dealing
plot
a
of
something
fair supply of mirth in this one. Christmas trade. Shows the old toyjealous sweetie, but this incidental There is also an irate father trying maker leaving his shop, and then
feature is not on a par with the vocal to protect his young daughter who the various toys come to life, and
work of Miss Harris.
doesn't want to be protected. Fea- go through a little love drama, with
turing Alberta Vaughn, Tyler comedy highlights. Little Boy Blue
Brooks,
Bobby Agnew and Mar- is the hero, rescuing the girl from
e"
Femal
ed—
Want
"Help
Time, 18 mins.
garet Clarke. It is peppy and well the gorilla when the brave captain
Pathe
Flat Comedy
directed.
A Mermaid
comedy.
falls down on the job. Will interest
Daphne Pollard is featured in a
the kids, although the holiday atmosphere isnot so timely now.
very flat comedy. She goes to a
"The Lady Killer"
Time, 21 mins.
doctor's office to get a job as a cook, Universal
but two yeggs have preceded her
Another "Leather Pusher"
and imprisoned the doctor. They
This series of the Leather Pushers
"Popcorn"
pretend to be the doctor and his as- ;s suffering from poor material. The Educational
Time, 7 mins.
sistant when Daphne enters, and
irst two or three held up, but now
Nice
Cartoon
the comedy .is supposed to arise the boys seem to be running out of
from the amusing incidents — but it ideas. So they keep repeating the
A Paul Terry-Toon with the cartoon animals making merry at the
doesn't. The list of title credits is ame old situations with slight variavery imposing, and you naturally extions. The situations in many in- fair grounds. The heroine gets herself in difficulties but the hero is
pect something to compare with it.
stances border on the ridiculous, with
Daphne works hard, but they just a girl of a fine family cutting up always on hand to help her out. The
didn't give her the material to be with a tough pug to get her sweetie, cartoon work is clever and gagged
funny.
the millionaire fighter, jealous. It all originally, with the incidental music
builds up to the usual fight scene, helping a lot. One of the best of
which is pretty amateurish. As usual, this series.
the hero is almost knocked out, but
rallies when his girl appears at the
Frank Orth in
ringside to encourage him, and
IN
scores a knockout over his rival.
"The Painter"

11

"Dance Hall Marge"
Educational
Time, 21 mins.
Classy Comedy
A Mack Sennett comedy, with
Harry Gribbon and Marjorie Beebe
supplying the main hilarity. This
is one of Marjorie's best, and she
proves herself a comedienne with a
real flair for getting the laughs.
Marge is a taxi dancer, and Harry
her sweetie, whom she thinks a rich
gent because he's always giving her
presents. Margie later meets a rich
youth and joins his family on their
yacht, posing as .a blueblood herself.
But Harry proves to be the butler
on board, and then the fireworks
commence when he sees her making
love to his rival and boss. Some
unique trick photography in ocean
chase sequences, with a taxi riding
on the waves and on the ocean bottom give this an additional kick.
Well directed, and plenty of merriment.

Pathe Audio Review No. 52
A

series of views of high buildings, starting with one of the pyramids built by King Cheops, and
then getting down to the modern
variety with shots of Washington
Monument, the Woolworth Building,
the Chrysler structure, and finally
the tallest of them all, the new Empire State. The next sequence is
in the Mojave Desert, with views
of the Yucca Palm, known as Joshua
trees, which are peculiar to this region. The final offering presents
Mine. Schumann-Heink, who gives
a talk about her class of aspiring
young singers that she is training
for operatic singing. Her best pupil sings, and then Schumann-Heink
herself contributes Brahms' "Wiegenlied." The great singer's voice
is not what it used to be, but her
many admirers will no doubt be
glad to hear her interesting and
characteristic
talk.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
:the
IM MfrSUKk
Of IllMIOM

"Run-away Boys"

Vitaphone
Fair Gag Time, 7 mins.

Paramount
Time, 10 mins.
This is the old insane asylum gag
Scenic With Moral
of the visitor obeying the directions
This Robert Bruce scenic is unReports from Coast of possible
a patient who appears to be sane.
usual in that it carries a neat little of
merger between Associated ProducOrth as the visitor listens to how the
tions and United Artists continue to moral for boys who want to run
was railroaded into the asyreach New York.
away from home. Two brothers, patient
*
*
*
lum by jealous relatives who hid the
a
into
run
act,
skip
the
planning
fortune in the mountains.
Al Lichtman resigns as general stranger, who relates his own adven- family
Orth heads the expedition which,
manager of distribution for Famous
wanThe
deserter.
tures as a home
after five months of climbing and
Players.
Sidney R. Kent
succeeds
derings are depicted in the accom- dirt, returns without the m
him.
panying scenes, with the stranger Orth tells the nut that he has carried
«
*
*
stressing his hardships, loneliness out th
instructions and the
Federal Trade Commission in- and other disadvantages of being far
patient
suggests
that they change
vestigating Eskay Harris version of from home and friends. The brothOrth.
although
a good comfor
"Black Beauty."
ers thereupon give up their plans
edian, isn't given
much
opportunity
kids
the
interest
Will
t
stuff.
leaving home.
parents.
with
hit
big
a
and make

Congratulates:
ADOLPH

ZUKOR

for the constructive leadership
displayed
message

in his New
Year
to the industry.
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Pathe Minority Stockholders
WARNER BROS. OR RKO,
RADIO CITY PROJECT
INDEFINITELY HELD UP Will Charge Misrepresentation WHERE DOES CONNIE GO?
BUDDY ROGERS FAVORITE,
DETROIT SURVEY SHOWS
(Continued

(Continued from Page 1)

the reason for the temporary halt.
The quick progress of radio and
television are also listed as reasons
for delaying the plans, the officials
in charge believing that the final
construction ideas should not be decided upon until both radio and television have reached a point where
their progress will be less active.
A meeting of executives of the
Rockefeller interests will be held the
middle of February, when it is exacted that Metropolitan Opera officials will sign their intentions
with regard to entering the project.
The basic architectural make-up of
Radio City is dependent upon the
action of the opera house people.
S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel, who is
slated as director of Radio City, hasstill 15 months to go on his Fox contract.

Mannon Signed to Make
Four Series for Tiffany
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Knowledge," "Romance of the Old
and New World," and "Screen
Novelties."
Production will start on this new
group the latter part of February,
with the release date set for April 1.
Mannon is co-producer with Lou
Lewyn of the "Voice of Hollywood"
series.
Auto Show Picture To Tour
Sound pictures, recorded by the
Metropolitan Motion Picture Co. of
Detroit with RCA Photophone
equipment, are being employed by
the Chrysler Automobile Co. at the
.--ales offices of the company in the
Chrysler Building as an added feature in connection with New York
City's annual automobile show.
Photophone portable reproducing
equipment, installed in a room
which was converted into a miniature theater with a seating capacity
to accommodate about 100 persons,
projects a subject which shows the
building of a Chrysler car. Because of the interest manifested in
the picture, the Chrysler company
may route it to all of its branches.
Maurice Caplan, President of the
Metropolitan Motion Picture Co.
personally directed and assembled
the picture.

On Guard
Moved by the recent $9,000
holdup at the Paramount,
Broadway houses are now taking exceptional precautions
to protect their receipts. Not
only are employes being cautioned to observe protective
measures, but in some theaters
anti-burglar devices are being
installed.

from

Page

1)

lority stockholders will allege misrepresentation byPathe officials in
obtaining proxies and also charge
mismanagement.
In connection with
he last charge, according to Attorney Robert L. Levine, they will
■dare that the offer made by Jacob
(Continued from Page 1)
Conn, in which
he agreed to pav
Dressier,
Ruth Chatterton and Janet
1 ,000,000 more for Pathe than RKO
s paying under the ratified agree- Gaynor.
ment, should have been considered.
reply
the question:
"What
wasIn the
mostto profitable
picture
you
played during 1930?", a majority of
Loyalty Club is Formed
named "The Big House."
By Paramount Employes exhibs
Next came "Caught Short," with
(Continued from Page 1)
"All Quiet on the Western Front"
'he distribution division of Para- occupying third place.
Showmen were at odds concerning
mount Publix, formed to "serve its
members and their welfare in stimu- juvenile entertainment. Some went
lating loyalty to Paramount." Di- on record as declaring that the suprectors are Sidney R. Kent,, Emanuel
ply of features of this type is insufficient. Others figured that the numStern, George J. Schaefer, Gilbert
ber of westerns, melodramas and
P. Frawley and John D. Clark. The
organization will aid and assist mem- comedies now being produced is
bers and their families as well as ample to satisfy kiddie trade.
Ninety per cent of the voting exnon-members connected with Parahibs asserted that their patrons are
mount. It will also encourage and
oromote educational advancement satisfied with talkers and that silents
of coming back. Carand the development of such activi- have notoonschance
were voted the most popular
ties among members.
type of shorts. Newsreels ran a
good second place and slapstick
38 Latin- Amer. Houses
comedies received a healthy share
of
votes. Musicals were unanimousEquipped by Photophone
A total of 38 theaters in Latin
ly opposed.
America have been equipped with
RCA Photophone sound equipment, Indiana Indorsers Plan
it is announced by H. W. Leasim, in
State Confab April 23
charge of the company's business in
that territory, and who is just back
Indianapolis — State convention
of
he Indiana branch of the Indorsers
from a six months' trip through that
section. Up to six months ago, there
f Photoplays will be held April 23were only eight RCA installations in M at the Claypool Hotel here.
This
the same territory.
■eek the indorsers will give a tea for
Ruth Roland
and Winnie
Lightner,
houses.
Einstein Visits Laemmle;
■vhn
will be appearing
in local

Condemns "All Quiet"
Ban
FILM DAILY

West Coast Bureau of THE

(Continued from Page 1)

signed, to a long-term contract and
her first story will be a modern so:iety drama written by Harriet
Henry. Pathe, through Lewis Inlerarity, asserted that she is under
ontract to its company and no deal
with Warners has been made. RKO,
which is supposed to get Miss Bennett through acquisition of Pathe assets, had no knowledge of any deal
.vhereby she instead goes to Wariers. And that's that.

Westchester County, N. Y.
Has(Continued
Its Own
Newsreel
from Page 1)
theaters booked, including RKO
houses in the county. James Francis
Clemenger is doing a Graham McNamee on the dialogue, recorded at
the United studio in the Film Cen- ■
ter Bldg., New York City. Contents of the newsreel are exclusively
confined to Westchester subjects and
personalities. Headquarters are at
1 North Ave., New Rochelle.

Screen Advertisers Will
Launch(Continued
Membership
Drive
from Page 1)
conference
scheduled
for the Hotel
Roosevelt
Jan. 28, 29 and 30 has
been deferred, the new date to be
announced
later.

Sm alley and Rembusch
Book Columbia Product
Columbia's lineup of features and
shorts has been booked by the Smalley Circuit in upper New York state
and the Rembusch Circuit in Indiana.
Towns in the Smalley group that
will play the Columbia product include: Fort Plain, Delhi, Stanford,
Walton, Hamilton, Johnston,
Cooperstown,
Norwich
and Sydney.
Among the theaters in the Rembusch circuit covered by the new
deal are: Grace, Martinsville, Crump,
Columbus, Riley, Greenfield and
Artcraft, Franklin Indiana.

Fox Theater Assignments
Hollywood — Dr. Albert Einstein,
famed German scientist, visited Carl
Irving Feinman is now managing
Laemmle at Universal City and. af- *he Roeblinp. Brooklyn. He was
ter viewing "All Quiet on the West- formerly at the Park. Robert Werern Front", issued a statement in •n'ck has been transferred from the
which he condemned the banning of Rivera. Brooklyn, to the Alhamibis picture in Germany.
hra as manager. Mitchell Smith is New Fox Bakersfield Goes W. E.
iow at the Rivera having come from
Bakersfield,
Cal. — Western
Elec'he Congress, Brooklyn. Harry
tric Sound equipment has gone into
No Change in "Times" Ad Rates
Contrary to recent reports in con- Lewis, formerly manager of the Al- the New Fox of this city-.
nection with reductions being ob- hambra is now managing the Beverly. Brooklyn. I. Grossman, fortained in newspaper rates for amusemerly assistant manager of the Terment advertising, the Sunday
minal. Brooklyn, is now manager of
"Times" scale remains the same as the Parkside. M. Varnella, former
ar"
Much Over
excitement
attended
"Caes
Riot
before. The paper notified adver- manager of the Parkside has been
tisers that its Sunday theatrical rates
the
premiere
of First
transferred as manager of the Ter"Little
Caesar"
at National's
the New
minal, Brooklyn.
already is on a par with its run-ofYork Strand on Thursday
the-paper tariff.
night, came
when
an eager mobthatbe-a
so uncontrollable
San Antonio House Goes W. E.
Vaude for Warner-Memphis House
police riot call had to be sent
San Antonio — The Venus, of this
Memphis — Plans for introduction
out. In response to an S.O.S.
installation of
of vaudeville at the Warner theater city has completed
from
Arnold Van Leer, assisWestern
Electric
sound
equipment.
here are understood to be under way.
tant Metropolitan
general manager
of War-a
The acts are expected to come here
ner
Theaters,
Lake Park State Opened
>fter plaving the Paramount in St.
troup of mounted cops rode up
Louis. Harold Smith local manager
Lake
Park,
la. — The new
State
to the scene and right onto
■ r Warners, has declined to com- opened New Year's eve, with J. A.
the
sidewalk, eventually getment on the report, but an official Bradley of Sioux Falls, S. Dak., as
ting command of the situation.
manager.
announcement is expected shortly.

producers prefer these new,
more beautiful tinted films
XN

THE

newsreel, the animated cartoon, or

other short. . .wherever the original lighting or
the dominant mood is to be expressed . . . Sonochrome Films play an ever more important
role. They, alone of all tinted films, transmit
sound with complete fidelity . They offer a wide
choice of over-all colors more charming than
those used in the silent-screen era. And they
cost no more than ordinary black-and-white
positive. Producers who want greater beauty in
their tinted pictures... at no extra cost... specify
Eastman Sonochrome. Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, New

York (J. E. Brulatour, Inc.,

Distributors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood).

Eastman Sonochrome
Tinted Positive Films

week
at
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Theaters ' Fate Up To House Managers — Lichtman

SHUBERT-ERUNGERG^ETTING TOGETHER?
100 "Ten Best"
Film Daily's
On Top
Whole Contests,
Nation Is Steamed With
Hostess Clicks
Legit. Circuits With Many
The Mirror

— a column of comment

Up Over Selection of
Outstanding Films

When

The

Film Daily started its

LESS SHIFTING of house managers annual "Ten Best Pictures" poll nine
years ago, it started something. Towill be made by Publix hereafter unday the whole country is caught in
der a new policy being instituted by the grip of the fascinating problem of
Sam Kat.z . . . This should not only
"Ten Best" selecting and the latest
improve morale among the theater
"Ten
nearly on100Pagescattered
shows
count
(Continued
12)
employes, but also increase the efficiency of house operation and in turn
show better results at the box-office.
Whatever advantages there may be in
moving a man around and giving him
the benefit of experience in varied
situations, there is also much to be
said for the values that accrue to a
theater through the special local
knowledge, influence, acquaintance
Approximately 135 companies are
and personal following that can be
d in producing long length
engage
built up by its manager over a long
s pictures, it is indicated by
busines
period of service in that one spot.
AdverAmong the surest ways for a theater a survey madeAss'n.by the Screen
Fourteen organizatisers'
to establish and hold steady patronage
tions are making short length busiis for its manager to make himself a
ness films, including two which are
part
He can't
do also concerned with producing long
that of
if the
he community.
receives transfer
orders
length pictures of this type.
every time folks start getting to know
him by his first name.

Des Moines — Manager Rob
Gary of the Des Moines, Publix house, has all the club women and femme social organizations rooting for his
house since he installed an Official Hostess, who arranges
reserved seats in the mezzanine for theater parties followties. ing their outside luncheon par-

PUBLIX FILM BOOKINGS
LONG BUSINESS PICTURES LOCALIZED STARTING FEB. 1

CHILDREN between the ages of 16
and 18 are to be included hereafter
in the National Board of Review's
picture-reviewing committees. . . . Giving the kids a voice in the kind of
pictures they consider suitable for
their crowd, is another constructive
step toward building up more kid
patronage. The youngsters know
their own tastes better than adults
do. And when it comes to being
keenly observant and critical judges,
'In juveniles are likely to hand their
elders quite a few surprises.

•
TAXATION of Columbus theaters to
provide funds for municipal relief is
being strenuously opposed by the M.I'.
T.O. of Ohio. . . . There is no reason
why the amusement industry should
1»' singled out as a source of emergency revenue. Theaters, always
among the first to co-operate during
calamities, have become the objects of
undue imposition. Additional taxation
at this time would he a fatal burden
to most of them.

J. R. West Is Promoted
to Erpi Home Office Post

T. R. West, Western sales manager
for Electrical Research Products
headquartering in Los Angeles, has
rred to the company's
transfe
been office
under a promotion order.
home
He is succeeded by .1. M. Ridge, who
lias been the at Erpi district sales representative 1 (alias.

Windsor, Ont.— Fred W. Martin,
of the new DeCanadian promoter tunnel,
announces that
troit-Windsor
obtained on
been
has
lease
a 10-year
picture stun
motio
a
for
here
site
a
dio in which British Gaumont will
be interested. It is planned to start
res will
production in April. inPictu
England.
be released here and

Preliminary plans are understood to
Bte under way for a working agreement, if not an actual combination,
by thecuitsShubcrt
and theaters,
the Erlanger
of legitimate
many cirot
which have
been
wired
for
sound
pic(Continncd on Page 12)

COURT RULES EXHIBITORS
MAY RUN OWN MACHINES
two months ot
n — After
Youngstow
battling
between
the motion picture

operators and the Regent. Lincoln.
RialtO and Victory, the exhibitors won
an injunction in common phase court
restraining the union employes
from
interfering with the operation of the
theaters when the owners themselves
are handling the projection machines
Stencil bombs and other attacks ha. I
between dis- been made on the houses involved
contact
closer
promote
trict hookers
in the
field and exchange
branches and district managers.

Publix's new arrangement whereby
all bookings will be scheduled from
district hooking offices instead of from
New York will go into effect on Feb. 1,
the various distribution companies are
being notified. The plan, recently announced by Sam Dembow, Jr., is to

$1,000,000 Project
Planned in Pawtucket
Pawtucket, R. I.— Plans for a new
buildtheater
anddrawn
hotel
$1,000,000
ing here are
being
by John
F. O'Malley, architect, for Harry A.
Warhurton.

House Managers Hold Fate
Of Theaters, Says Lichtman
New Canadian Studio
Rumored in Windsor

Wired Houses Expected
To Combine Soon

plan for theater
\ profit-sharing
their immanagers as recognition of of
giving
portance and as a means
them added incentive to plug for the
success of their houses is advo
bj \1 1 ichtman, sales head of I lilted
;
enl outlining Ins
Artists, ni 'a s statem
company's new policj ol marcatering
closely to theater
more

"House managers of circuit theaters
{Continued <'«

LASKY URGES FLEXIBILITY

Declaring that the first six months
ol 1931 will he the most important
period in history for exhibitoi
far as pictures are concerned, Jessi
L. La.-ky,
before
leasing
for the
Coast on bis annual mid-winter trip.
issued a statement advocating greatprogram flexibility
in erorder
to in
keepproduction
in step with the
demands
of the box-office
mount
has changed
its prod.,
plans several times in the last few
weeks
in order to meet
these demands, Lasky said.

M. A. Lichtman Circuit
Now 100With Perthe ('on!
Sound
Memphis
wiring "i tl"
Mystic ,ii. m's
in
COllhl

I't
circuilSmith.
is now\ik.all M•
not

stand

iters which
wirii

\
he
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JOHN W. ALICOATE

:

this week.
ONLY two premieres on the program for the Broadway run houses
"The Bat Whispers," a Roland West production for United Artists, with
"
Chester Morris in the leading role, opens Thursday at the Rivoli, and "Illicit
for the
Warner production opens Friday at the Winter Garden. No openings
following week have been announced thus far. An unusual number of Broadway
week-stand houses are holding over their attractions. Among them is "Charles's
at the Paramount,
Aunt" playing its third week at the Globe; "Right to Love" at
the Roxy, and
Came Back"
"Criminal Code" at the Mayfair, "Man Who run
follows:
list
Broadway
current
The
"Paid" at the Capitol.
OPENING DATE
DISTRIBUTOR
THEATER
PICTURE
. Gaiety
Dec. 18
United Artists
"Devil To Pay"...
"The Royal Family
Rivoli
'
Dec. 22
of Broadway"i
Paramount
, Astor
Dec. 23
"New
Moon"
.
.M-G-M.
"Reaching for the
Dec. 29
Criterion
.United Artists
Moon"
Dec. 30
Winter Garden
"The
Lash"
, .First National
Art
Central
Jan.
3
"Jaws of Hell"... .. .Sono
.First National
Warner
Jan. 7
Rialto
Me Again'*
"Kiss
One Heaveiuy Night" United Artists.
.Jan. 9

Price 5 Cents
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THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
D€Or

W. E. Buys 16 MM. Rights
A. C. Oranges Invents
for B.I.F. Educationals
Home Talkie System

Jan. 13

Monthly Luncheon of Allied Theaters of Mass., Hotel Bradford,
Boston.

Jan. 15

"The Bat Whispers" United Artists production opens at the
Rivoli, New York.
Luncheon given by Paramount at
the Ritz, New
York, in honor
of George
Akerson,
who is re-

Jan. 16

Jan. 17

President
Hoover's
secretary signingto as join
Paramount.
"Illicit," Warner
production
with
Barbara
Stanwyck,
opens at the
Winter Garden, New York.
Dinner and Dance (17th Anniversary) of M. P. Machine Operators' Union, Hotel Astor, New
York.

of Eastern PennM. P. T.sylvaniaO.
will hold
annual election
meeting in Philadelphia.
Jan. 19-24 Fox Anniversary
Week.
Jan. 22-24 Annual conference of National
Board of Review, Hotel Pennsylvania, New York.
Jan. 22

"City
opens atChaplin's
the George
M. Lights"
Cohan,
London— H. Bruce Woolfe, manag- Feb. 1 Charlie
New York.
ing director of British Instructional, Feb. 10-11 National
convention'
of
in
announces that Western Electric of
pendent
exhibitors
called
America has acquired the 16 mm.
in
Chicago.
Allied
States Ass'n to be h
rights in B.I.F. educational short sub- Mar. 7 Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the "Secrets of
which include
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
Nature"jects,series,
for a period of 10
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
America.
of
years for the Continent
and benefit
Patrons'
Week, national
for Jubilee
N. V.
The contract, which was signed by April 4-11 Players'
A. Club.
Western
for
J. E. Otterson, provides
of Photoplays,
Claypool
State Convention
of Indiana
InElectric to take twenty-four subjects April 23-24 dorsers
NEW
YORK
STOCK MARKET
Hotel, Indianapolis.
thirty
thereafter
and
1931,
Y)
during
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDA
May 25-28 Spring meeting of the Society
subjects a year.
Net
of Motion Picture Engineers to be
held in Hollywood.
B.I.F. has already sold the 35 mm.
High
Low
Close
Chg.
Ann Harding's Father
Dies
PicCon. Fm. Ind. pfd. 17J4 17# 17*4 —
Vi
Hollywood
to
in America
San Francisco — Colonel George C. rights tures, Inc. The deal with W.E. was Publix Nebraska Houses
East. Kodak
158 155J4 158 + l'A
Vox Fm. "A"
27*6 27 27*4
died
Gatley, father of Ann Harding,
negotiated by Capt. Harold Auten,
Gen. Thea. Equ...
7'A
7%
7lA ••••;
in New
Loew's, Inc
48*4 47*6 48/2 +
% last Friday after a lingering illness the B.I.F. representative
Trying Out Vaudeville;
General Hospital. York.
pfd. xw (6/2). S9Vi $9% S9'A ..... at the Letterman
do
Para. F-L
42
40*4 42 +
1
Under the recently instituted Publix
Pathe Exch
1*4
1*4
1*4
policy oi local and regional stage
Sande in Vitaphone
do "Am
m
in •■•■■
Austria Bans "All Quiet"
shows, Publix houses in Nebraska
R-K-O "A"
17*i 17 17*4 +
Yt
Vienna — Culminating a hot politiJockey Earl Sande will soon start towns of 10,000 to 20,000 population
Warner
Bros
16*4
16 16*4 +
'/>
cal discussion, Minister of the Inte- work for Vitaphone in a short to be are now trying out vaudeville in conNEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
rior Winkler has forbidden all show- produced in the East. Murray Roth,
Columbia Pets. ... 18
18
18
+ VA
junction with pictures: The units, of
story.
in chief, and Casey Robin- a band show nature, will be assembled
director
Fox Thea. "A"...
4Ji
4*4 4*4 —
tf
of
Western
the
on
"Quiet
"All
ings
Nat. Scr. Ser
20*4 20
20
—
*4 Front" in Austria. This followed
son, scenarist, are conferring on the in Omaha by Division Manager Evert
Technicolor
8*4
8
8
—
*i the action of Herr Seitz, Socialist
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 65*4
64*4 64*4 — 1*4
Cummings and George Woods. The
mayor of Vienna, in refusing to proNEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
plan is to route the shows so that
"Illicit"
Miami
at
$5
hibit its showing. Nationalistic cirLoew 6s 41ww
103 103
103
each house will have vaudeville one
cles in Budapest have opened a camdo 6s 41 x-war....
98 97*4 97*4 —
V*
or two days every other week.
Premiere
of Barbara
"Illicit," Stanwyck,
Warner proPara. 6s 47
95
95 95
—
1
paign against "All Quiet," calling on
duction with
at
Nine cities in the southwest also
Par. By. 5*4s51. .. 103*4 103 103*4 +
U the film censor to forbid the showthe
Fairfax
in
Miami
on
Jan.
16
will
Pathe 7s37
56*6
56
56
—
1
start playing Publix state shows this
ing inlHungary as damaging to the
Warners
6s39 .... 74
73*4 74
+
*4 nationa
honor.
be at $5 top. The picture opens at week and the shows are expected tc
Par. 5*4s50
»7%
87*4 87*4 —
?4
the start of the big social festivities be booked into smaller stands aftei
of the season there.
if
these cities.
Flu Gets Harry Cohn
"Illicit" also opens at the Winter playing
COMING
&
GOING
Garden, New York, and the Chicago,
Harry Cohn of Columbia is conin Chicago, on Jan. 16.
fined to his rooms at the Ambassador, suffering from a severe attacfc
GRETA NISSEN, Fox player, left for the
of influenza.
coast on Saturday.

Fin ancia

A. C. Oranges, New York inventor
and recording engineer, has developed
a new combination home set that can
be used for recording of voice and
sound in making home talkies, reproduce the synchronized pictures, play
phonograph records as well as tune in
broadcasting stations. According to
Chas. Capehart, of the Glee-Hart
Record Co., who is handling the
project, the set will sell for about
cturing
$300 and plans for manufa
same are now in progress.

♦ ANYTHING

JACK CONNELLY, Trans-Lux production chief, returned from a New England
trip, Saturday.
ALBERT LEWIS, head of the Fox story
New York Long Island City tf department, arrives today from the coast to
1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. » line up material.
BRYant
4712
STIUweU
7940
*.* SAMUEL GOLDWYN returns to New York
from Europe late this month.
J. R.
WEST
Electrical
Research
ucts has
arrivedof in
New York
from ProdLos
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First class office in heart of film
industry, with finest projection room,
daylight and steam heated; latest type
Western Electric Equipment, for immediate occupation. Telephone :
BRYant 9-9890.
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The hit of the hour!
THANKS

directed by
Mir* jn Le Ku>

TO

FIRST HATIOriNghtAnoLw!
You can have it

v^omedy brains and talent unheard (

S
I
?M

before under one banner . . . directors lori

recognized for their ability to turn o*
money-making pictures . . . the pick of tl
humorous writers ... a big and growir
list of box-office star names . . . that's wl

Educational 's comedy casts offer literally dozens of
names that have shown from marquee lights all over
the country . . . names that will add brilliance to your
own lights . . . more real names than any one company
ever offered you before in short feature comedies.
Andy Clyde (1) . . . Lloyd Hamilton (2) . . . Charlotte
Greenwood (i) . . . Bert Roach (,) . . . Johnny Hines (5)
Marjorie Beebe (6) . . . Harry Gribbon (7) . . . Buster
West(8> . . . John West (9) . . . Patsy O'Leary(10> . . . Frank
Eastman (11) . . . Dot Farley . . . Tom Patricola <12> . . . Joe
Phillips. . . Daphne Pollard <•*>. . . Al St. John . . . Yola
D'Avril(,,) . . . Alberta Vaughn (l5) . . . Clyde Cook(16)
Florence Roberts . . . John T. Murray <l7) . . . Vivien
Oakland <'">... Nick Stuart <i9> . . . Natalie Moorhead (20)
Vernon Dent(21). .. Ford Sterling (22). . . Ann Christy (2,)
Marian Shockley (2,) . . . Pert Kelton (2>) . . . Tyler
Brooke . . . Jerry Drew . . . Addie McPhail(26). . . Betty
Boyd<27> . . . Hank Mann(2,!) . . . Eleanor Hunt(29) . . . Pat
o'malley . . . estelle bradley . . . bernard granville
Monty Collins . . . Glenn Tryon . . . Margie "Babe" Kane
Margaret Clarke . . . Eddie Baker . . . Albert Conti
Ann Roth . . . Marcia Manning . . . Lee Moran . . . Lincoln
Stedman . . . Dorothy Christy . . . Eddie Tamblyn (W)
Bobby Agnew . . . Ronnie Rondell . . . Edward Nugent
Iris Adrian . . . Leota Lane . . . Charles Irwin . . . Rita
Flynn . . . Cyril Chadwick . . . Phyllis Crane.
What other company ever gave you such a boxoffice line-up as this? What company but Educational
. . . the only big specialists in the short subject field . . .
can yon count on for the best in comedies always?

'ducationaVs Comedies this season are
>eyond question the finest brand of short
feature laugh makers that ever made exlibitors' patrons howl for more. They are
jetter comedies because better people are
naking them . . . and

playing in them.

ESS*****

11

Men famous for years of success in making boxoffice comedy in both feature and short feature lengths
are producing and directing EducalionaVs Comedies.
Mack Sennett . . . Al Christie . . . William Beaudine
William Goodrich . . . Leslie Pearce . . .William Watson
Eddie Cline . . . Harold Beaudine . . . Arvid E. Gillstrom
Stephen Roberts . . . Nat Ross . . . Del Lord
25
E. H. Allen . . . Paul Terry . . . Frank Moser

Many of the best comedy pens of Hollywood and
lie rest of the country have contributed the stories
nd the dialogue for EducalionaVs Comedies* for the
unny tales and the crackling chatter have come from
uch well known writers as
I'lorence Ryerson . . . Colin Clements . . . Al Boasberg
ames Gleason . . . John A. Waldron . . . Earle Rodney
ack Jevne . . . Walter Weems . . . Dick Weil . . . Ernest
'agano . . . Paul Girard Smith . . . Ken Kling . . . Katherine
cola . . . Sherman L. Lowe . . . Jack Townley . . . Hale
Iamilton . . .Walter DeLeon . . . Neal Burins
imiviy Stark . . . Harry McCoy . . . Bert Levy.

EDUCATIONAL

FILM

EXCHANGES.

Inc.. E. uv hammoxs,
Mrmli.r,

Million 1'irlnrr

Pr*9ld*mt
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Hundreds of re-£&>*A
quests from all
over the world
for the coming
1931 Film Daily
Year Book are

m "LOTS"
TLE fro
LIT
HOLLYWOOD
dramatic art, Pangborn obtained
By

RALPH

WILLIAM "Billy" BAKEWELL,
who made his first cinema hit
as one of the young German soldiers
in "All Quiet on the Western
Front," is to have another militaristic Teutonic role as Otto, a
young

Mary Nolan is being mentioned
for the starring role in "Waterloo
Bridge," the Robert Sherwood story
bought by Cari Laemmle, Jr., as a
forthcoming
Universal
special.
*
*
*
Marjorie White has been borrowed from the Fox studios by First
National to play the ingenue role

universal recognition accorded this
annual volume
by the motion
picture industry
of the entire world.

a
job as messenger boy to help defray
the cost of his tuition.
*
*
*
Under a new contract just signed,
Joe E. Brown will be featured by
Warner Bros, for the next five

Austrian officer, in "Daybreak," *
starring Ramon
*
* Novarro.

Virginia Kellogg, recently signed
by Paramount, was formerly associated with Fred Niblo. She now
has a long-term contract with the
Adolph Zukor organization.
*
*
*

being received*
A rather vital
reflection of the

WILK

opposite Joe
Brown isinto "Broad
Minded."
Ona E.Munson
be the
leading woman in the picture. Bert
Kalmar and Harry Ruby wrote the
story and Mervyn Leroy is to direct.
*
*
*
Dorothy Lee, Radio player, ha.c
gone to Palm Springs to rest for a
couple of weeks. Her doctor advised the vacation in the hope that
it will avoid the necessity of an appendicitis operation.
*
*
*
Bert Roach and Slim Summerville will supply the main comedy in
"Gambling Daughters," a Universal
production. Conrad Nagel, Bettr
Davis and Sidney Fox have the
leading roles and, Hobart
Henley
will direct.
*
*
*
Three English actors, Reginald
Sharland, Halliwell Hobbes and Bert
Morehouse, have been signed bv
RKO to appear in Betty Compson's
new picture, as yet untitled.
*
*
*
Barbara Weeks is getting ready
to appear with Dorothy Mackaill in
"Party Husband" for Warner Bros
*
*
*
When Captain W. H. Fawcett.
millionaire publisher of a string of
magazines, sailed for the Antipodes
to hunt marsupials, he was presented
by Walt Disney, Mickey's Daddy
with
mammoth
doll toa serve
as his "Mickey
mascot. Mouse"
*
*
*
Franklin Pangborn, who appears
hi the Pathe comedies, "Next Door
Neighbors," and "Over the Radio,"
studied architecture as a boy^ but
his bent for the stage, which he
evidently inherited from his grandmother, a well known actress, asserted itself before he graduated.
Pangborn made his footlight bow
with an amateur stock company in
Newark, N. J., as Horatio in "Hamlet." On being advised
to study

Edmund Breese and "Vivi" have
years.
been added to the cast of Columbia's
"The
Last Parade."
Our Passing Show: Fred LeRoy
Granville, now of England but formerly of Hollywood, holding reunions with friends at Universal; J.
L. Warner, Leon Schlesinger, Irving
Thalberg, Bert Kalmar, Harry Ruby,
Mauri Grashin at the opening of
"Outward Bound."
*
*
*
Paul Lukas, Stanley Fields, Juliette Compton and Guy Kibbee have
just been cast for leading roles in
the underworld drama in which Clara
Bow and Gary Cooper will appear
for Paramount. The picture will be
directed by Rouben
Mamoulian.
*
*
*
Gertrude Astor is
dition to the cast
"Platinum," being
James Cruze.
*
*

the latest adof Tiffany's
produced by
*

Jack
Hays, whostarring
wrote El
"Mr.Brendel,
Lemon of Orange,"
is now being represented by Alberi
*
*
*
J. Cohen.
John S. Robertson is planning a
jaunt to the Orient. He is negotiating with one of the major companies to take a company of actors
and cameramen to China. Spain,
Cuba and England have been visited by Robertson in his capacity
as director.
Josephine Lovett sold her first
four out of five scenarios. This was
back in the Biograph days. She has
been writing originals and adaptations ever since, recently finishing
"The Squaw Man," for Cecil B.
De Mille. She is now writing a
story for Chester Morris, which
will be directed by Roland West.

Journeys in Color
Brown - Nagel

Productions

has started work on "Honeymoon Land," the first of a series of "Romantic Journeys,"
which will be released by Educational. The subjects will
embrace sound, music and dialogue and will be photographed in Multicolor. A unit is
now on location in Panama,
Mexico and South America.
Claude Flemming, traveler, actor and raconteur, will be featured in the series.
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"NEVER SINCE
PARAMOUNT
SEEN SUCH

JOINING
HAVE I

A LINE-UP OF

GREAT

PICTURES

ONES

COMING

AS THE
NOW."
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1 he present public will spend big
money on real hits. The high grosses
rolled up by MOROCCO and TOM
SAWYER during December, traditionally abad month, are fresh evidence of this.
I believe these two successes mark
the beginning of a period during which
exhibitors of PARAMOUNT pictures
will do continuously fine business, week
after week.

plus the finest actor of them all, Emil Jannings, in his first English
talking picture. Plus the masterly direction of Von Sternberg, who

made MOROCCO.

THE

ROYAL

If -TV \J J\ XJ W

FAMILY

OF

/\. 1 . Still playing to standing room after

three big weeks at the Rivoli, New York, where it got the finest
reviews I ever read. An intensely human story that every class of
audience will enjoy; quality showmanship production; magnificent
acting by Fredric March, Ina Claire, Mary Brian and Henrietta
Crosman

SGANDAL

Si

KH1

. In my opinion this is

the best George Bancroft picture PARAMOUNT

has made since

"Underworld." It is a powerfully dramatic story of a ruthless

I don't base this belief on hope or
hokum. I base it on 12 coming PARAMOUNT pictures finished and previewed by us, all released before
March 15th:

newspaper editor, his beautiful wife and his wife's polished male
friend, acted up to the hilt by Bancroft, Clive Brook and Kay
Francis — three stars.

FIGHTING

CARAVANS.

More time,

money and talent were spent upon this mighty production than on
any other made in our studios this season. The results justify it!
A real story, which the sweeping backgrounds of prairies, mountains

THE

RIGHT

TO LOVE.

Ruth chiton

and floods enrich but don't swallow. An all-star cast — Gary Cooper,
Lily Damita, Ernest Torrence, Fred Kohler and Tully Marshall.

is the greatest female dramatic box office bet on the screen today.
This is her finest picture to date. Everywhere it has opened, it has
beaten the figures of "Sarah and Son" and "Anybody's Woman,"
the last two Chatterton hits, in several cases by 100%. At the

THF

GANG

BLISTER.

Coast previews hailed

did a

this as the best picture Jack Oakie has made since becoming a star.
An actual screening of it proves it. Oakie, given a fine supporting

normal week's business in four days and is being held a second week.

cast in William Boyd, Jean Arthur and others, and a clever story

Paramount Theatre, New York, THE

RIGHT

TO LOVE

with pknty of action, lives up to his reputation.
THE

BLUE

ANGEL.

Marlene Dietrich has

become one of those phenomena you hear about but seldom see —
a star overnight! After MOROCCO they're yelling for her in a
second show quick. In THE BLUE ANGEL you give her to them,

"NO

LIMIT"

"LADIES'

MAN"

LADIES'
MAN.
Mr. Zukor came back from
Hollywood very enthusiastic about this production which he saw
in previews.

It's Rupert Hughes' famous Cosmopolitan serial star-

"FIGHTING
'THE GANG

BUSTER"

CARAVAN

ring William Powell. He hasn't appeared on the screen since "For
the Defense." They're ripe for him. Powell is backed by a superfine cast headed by Kay Francis and Carole Lombard.

1AI V-J .L/11V1

'TOM

SAWYER"

I . When we screened this show in our pro-

jection room last week, we said; "Where has THIS Clara Bow been
all our lives?" It's a new, electrifying Bow in a strong dramatic
story far removed from the light stuff this star has been making.
The support given her by Stuart Erwin, Norman Foster (of "Young
Man of Manhattan" fame) and others, is great.

S I AM
DE.
ranks it with FIGHTING

"MOROCCO"

Mr. Zukor saw this on the Coast and
CARAVANS as one of the two best out-

door hits PARAMOUNT has ever made. Richard Aden, Fay
Wray and Claude Gillingwater head the cast.

STOLEN
HEAVEN.
I got this picture over
in rough form from our Long Island studio and spent one of the

'THE RIGHT

TO LOVE"

most entertaining hours of my life screening it. Nancy Carroll tops
"Laughter," "Devil's Holiday" and anything else she has ever done.
Phillips Holmes, hero of "My Man" and "Devil's Holiday," proves
his star calibre again.
"THE

BLUE

ANGEL"

DISHONORED.
Messrs. Zukor and Lasky
screened this drama, starring Victor McLaglen and Marlene Dietrich,
with Warner Oland, Barry Norton and Lew Cody, and guarantee
to me that it is even better than MOROCCO or THE BLUE
ANGEL.

Von Sternberg is again Dietrich's director.

H A.rN(jl

).

If I had to pick one of these 12 releases that

was a surefire sensation, I'd pick RANGO. Our own theatre men
since the preview at the Gaiety Theatre, New York, have talked
about nothing but RANGO since. They've given it cream extended
run bookings. The entire Paramount-Publix organization is getting
behind it with a giant exploitation campaign to make RANGO a

cmamount

national buy-word.

means duauwsjl

"SCANDAL

SHEET"

"ROYAL

FAMILY

of Broadway"

AHIS isn't a full season's product of
hits that I've described, though any
company would be proud to own them

STAMPEDE"

as such. They're simply twelve
powerful guaranteed-in-advance
PARAMOUNT
aces that you'll get
during January, February and March,
week after week.
The exhibitor who plays this Golden
Dozen, one after the other, can prove
by his bankroll that such a thing as
depression simply has ceased to exist!

STOLEN

HEAVEN"

C%&<L~J^
DISHONORED"

EXPLOITETTES

Timely Topics

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion

c

€

Taking a Rap at
The Wide Screen
"POUR of the larger movie producing corporations have lately attempted to revive the public's flagging interest with spectacular pictures, printed on
broad-gauge film and projected
on a screen double the width
of the old one. As this is written, it would seem that none of
these experiments has been
greeted with any great degree
of enthusiasm; indeed, it is probable that the engineers' plan to
broaden the screen will meet
with no more success than did
Will Hays's efforts to elevate it.
...Certainly the wide film is tremendously desirable at certain
times, particularly in the photography of the great open spaces
(some of the views of "The Big
Trail" are magnificent beyond
words), or in such displays of
Oriental opulence as are visible
in "Kismet." But the fact remains that "The Big Trail," for
all its size, is not nearly so impressive as was "The Covered
Wagon," and "Kismet" is not
to be compared, in point of spectacular effect, with "The Thief
of Bagdad." It may be said,
with perfect truth, that the movie
producers have no legitimate excuse for spreading their wares
over a big screen while they
still lack enough material with
which to fill a small one. Perhaps, when they have progressed a considerable distance artistically, they will be justified in
demanding more elbow room.
Under the present circumstances,
they are succeeding only in magnifying their mistakes.
— Robert Sherwood in
McCall's Magazine

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN
STHE

• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning
Till Now: That a few drops of Five Fruits spilled in your refrigerator tank makes darling colored ice-cubes for your highballs that according to modern dictionaries "none" means
"not any" in addition to the singular form, "not one," all language purists to the contrary notwithstanding
that models
who pose in the nude are forbidden by artists to sit on canebottom chairs
that doctors who charge five berries for
violet ray treatments have a mad on with barber shops who
give you exactly the same treatment for one smacker
that Frank Wilstach, unlike most kolyumists, including this one,
never usurps credit if you give him a gag or a simile for his
annual collection
that most Scotch jokes originate with
the natives like ourself, and we don't get sore like some natives
of other countries when jokes are pulled on 'em, for the Scotch
have a genooine sense of oomer
that you can use the
word "that" five consecutive times in a sentence — and still make
sense — as for instance: "The lawyer said that that "that" that
that witness included in his statement was correct"
that
preserved peaches in creme de menthe gives you all the reactions you can get from your bootlegger's stuff, and for a darn
sight less jack
that to wear a tie under a long beard is
the height of extravagance
that the good old days had
their advantages, for the parlor sofa never ran into a tree
that this time next year some producers will issue their annual
statement that their forthcoming product will be bigger and better than ever
and the fans will live in hopes that it will,
as usual
• • • RADIO PICTURES has developed a new stunt for
marquee advertising at the Mayfair
they run the whole
scenario of the current attraction, by golly
glim this one
on "CriminaJ Code": "A few drinks
two burning eyes
and red lying lips turn a clean boy into a numbered outcast
years of hate broke him
love cured overnight."
and the other night a group from the Scottish Clans out for
their theater party, read the scenario
and having enjoyed
it, didn't think it necessary to pay to see the pix
oops.
• • • OVER AT the Roxy they have a Gum Squad
at 3 a. m. every morn six ginks get down on their knees on
that big rug in the rotunda
and go to work with cans
of gasoline and knives, scraping the chewing gum off
they average two big buckets of gum a nite
turning the
gum back to Wrigleys, you can imagine that the annual revenue
from this side line alone is enormous
Eddie Dowling goes
to Providence on Jan. 16 to appear at a Junior League affair
Bill Evarts of Consolidated Film Industries sez that
pretty soon the elevators in the Bond building will have to be
enlarged to accommodate
the actors' fur coats
Tanya
Selzer, of the music department of RCA Photophone, drops in
at the Educational projection room showings
the gag is
that Tanya has a very musical laugh, which even starts Epes
Sargent laughing at the comedies
which is an Achievement
and makes Gordon White and Bob Doidge very,
very happy
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Famous
Players "mortgage
Island studio for $650,000.

Long

D. W. Griffith to be an exhibitor.
Buys site for theater in Philadelphia
and plans house in New York.
Al Lichtman with Felix Feist may
handle Paramount re-issues.

• • • HAM BEALL, publicity director for Mickey Mouse,
sez the only reason he doesn't become a director is because puttees always stop the circulation in his legs
which suggests the thought that on these pix with punk direction the
director must have used his puttees for a head bandage
A screen star had a spat with his wife and she sobbed that she
was going back to mother
now what makes this old
wheeze different is that she actually WENT
Pathe Licks
Arkayo!
but it was only a basketball game, gents, 22 to
17 last Friday, leaving the Rooster Boys still undefeated at the
pastime

«
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Oxen Team
For "Big Trail"
will to obtain the things he
J^ MANAGER'S determined
wants to put over a picture is
vividly brought to life through
the efforts of Manager G. E.
Hoffman in securing a pair of
oxen which he used to exploit
"The Big Trail" at the PublixRitz, Anniston, Ala. The street
ballyhoo consisted of the pair
of oxen with an old wooden
yoke pulling a big covered wagon and driven by an old —manF
who walked alongside. Bothox
sides of the covered wagon was
covered with copy: "This is how
our forefathers traveled 100
years ago in pioneer wagons —
See 'The Big Trail' at the Ritz
*

*

*

Unusual
Throwaways
today."
Exploit Pathe Picture
A/TANAGER W. W. Dailand
of the R-K-O St. Louis theater put over unusual exploitation program for Pathe's "Sin
Takes a Holiday." He fmd
four page newspaper-sized circulars printed with stories and cuts
from the press sheet carrying the
sensationalMarries
headline:
"Young
Millionaire
Secretary
as
Protection Against Other Women." Several neighborhood
stores took ad space in the circular tying up with the picture.
Ross Robot, the Mechanical
Man, created a furore —byPathe
distributing the throwaways in the
vicinity of the theater.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Beit wishes and congratulation! a/e
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following membera of the Inbirthdaya: dustry, who are celebrating their

January

12

Nicholas Grinde
Marvin Schenck

THE
12

Monday,

100 'TEN BEST' CONTESTS,
WITH FILM DAILY'S ON TOP
(.Continued
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Providence — Talker equipment is
Best" contests being waged at present
L'nder the plan, the operators
being installed in the Carlton and tures.
in this country.
would discontinue opposition in the
the house is soon to open with picHalf a thousand motion picture
various cities where they have comtures. Edward M. Fay is owner.
critics and other writers on newspetitive playhouses. In some situapapers and magazines, from the New
tions this would mean the closing of
Denver — J. B. Melton, manager of one or two theaters to legitimate, atYork "Times" to the Hen's Foot
San Francisco — Local No. 6, Musi- the Colorado and Victory, has taken
tractions, with the resulting likelihood
Corners "Bugle" ; national organizations, from the Board of Review to
cians' Union, has agreed to accept out bankruptcy papers and the first of their being turned over to pictures.
the League for the Suppression of the offer of the theaters limiting the hearing will be on Jan. 28.
Since the death of A. L. Erlanger,
Bedroom Scenes; schools, colleges, number of musicians to 133 in 11
leading
power in the legitimate theater
clubs, radio speakers, pedagogues, fans downtown picture houses, with the
Allendale, N. C. — The Pastime, field, opposition between the Erlanger
Allendale, formerlv operated by interests and the Shuberts has died
— all are giving in to the burning urge proviso that theaters going completely sound may discharge their Hugh W. All and Dr. F. N. Boyd, down considerably, and some sort of
to tell the world what they consider
orchestras after notice of six weeks.
the best flickers of the season.
was reopened as the Imperial under a combination of the two companies
agreement
expires
Sept. 1.
Quite a number of newspaper m. p. The
the managership of S. E. Ulmer, M: has been regarded for some time as
critics have gone so far as to conduct
inevitable. Gradual dwindling of
E. Word, and Hugh W. All.
local "Ten Best" contests in which
legitimate theater patronage, necestheir readers are asked to participate,
Luray, Va. — Page Theaters, Inc.,
sitating co-operative action in this
Denver — The newly instituted
and in some instances the critics sub- has been chartered with authorized
mit these winners as their selections maximum capital of $25,000 to op- kennel of Yellow Dogs elected the field, is another factor behind the impending get-together.
erate moving picture shows. W. P. following officers: Chief Mongrel, J.
for The Film Daily poll.
R. Beale; keeper of the fleas, S. N.
Hershberger
is
president;
W.
H.
Thus The Film Daily's "Ten Best"
Denver
Film
Board
Elects
Feinstein, and keeper of the bones,
vote becomes not merely a list of ten Human, vice president, and Denver
Denver
—
The
Denver
Film
Board
H. B. Loveless.
best, but actually THE "Ten Best" of F. Aleshire, secretary-treasurer.
of Trade at its semi-annual meeting
all the "ten bests." In other words,
elected the following: president, J.
it remains the one and only "Ten
R. Beale, U. A.; vice president, R.
Best" — the most widely representative,
J. Morrison, Fox; secretary, S. N.
most fairly selected, and most authoritative.
Feinstein, RKO; executive secretary and treasurer, H. W. Dunbar;
Final compilation of The Film
directors, Beale, Morrison, Feinstein,
Daily's "Ten Best" votes is now in
J. S. Hommel, M-G-M, and C. J.
progress. There is some close run(Continued from Page 1)
Feldman,
Universal.
ning for several positions, and it looks
now as though two or three of the hold the fate of the industry in their
tures are in town, and unless circuit
candidates who appeared to be "in" a hands, they're so many local Roxys house managers are encouraged to go
George
Weiss —at-George
Warner,Weiss,
'Frisco
San Francisco
forweek ago are likely to be nosed out and Graumans and not mere book- out and battle for the attention of the
merly manager of the Warner in
by "the subsequent spurts of others.
watching expenses, they're public we'll continue to have merely
The whole story will appear in the showmen keepers
who should have both auth- routine presentations of films that do Los Angeles, has been transferred
here to manage the local Warner,
new Film Year Book, out next month.
ority and responsibility, and as far as so much business and would do that
formerly the Embassy, which rewe're concerned United Artists is go- much business if there wasn't anything
ing to do everything possible to help but a sign in front of the theater.
opened Jan. 9 with "Illicit." About
house.
"I have instructed every employe $50,000 was spent in remodeling the
them. We're going to treat each circuit house manager as though lie were of United Artists to go out of his
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY an independent exhibitor owning that way to serve the managers of circuit
FitzPatrick Completes 2 Holidays
Hollywood — Getting under way with particular theater, because, for all houses, since 65% of the business
a heavy production schedule, Universal
done is this country today is done
Two new holiday shorts, "George
purposes and effects, that's with circuits and done on a percentage
will have four companies at work be- practical
Washington"
and "Abraham Linjust
what
he
is.
fore the end of the month with the
coln," each 300 feet long, have been
"The circuits themselves have come basis so that the local manager of a
possibility of a fifth getting under to the realization that theaters must circuit house is an important factor completed by James A. FitzPatrick.
way. Tod Browning has started di- have personality and that the person- both to the exhibiting circuit and to The subjects have musical accompaniment and dialogue.
rection on "Iron Man," starring Lew
ality of a theater is no more and no the producer of the picture. Because
Ayres ; Hobart Henley is at work on
less than a reflection of the person- of the manager's direct contact with
Reconsider Banned Film
ality of the man who manages it, the public he is a big factor in in"Gambling Daughters" ; John M. Stahl
gets under way Jan. 15 on "Seed" whether that man owns it or merely
London — After banning Warners'
fluencing public reaction to pictures." "Outward
featuring John Boles and Genevieve works for a salary paid by a large
Bound," the English film
censor
has
agreed to have it resubUniversal
Boosts
Xoppelman
Tobin, the
and end
"Apron
start corporation. 1 know, from having
before
of theStrings"
month. will
If Erich
mitted to him following its return
talked with these men, that a picture
Cleveland — Moe Koppelman, forto Hollywood
for certain revisions.
von Stroheim can finish his "Blind in which a house manager himself bemerly local Cleveland office manHusbands" script in time, it will be
lieves
will
go
over
far
better
than
a
ager, has been transferred to Chithe fifth on the list.
Gibbs at Pathe Cleveland
cago to head the newly organized
picture of even greater merit in which
he does not have faith himself. You central Universal booking office, covCleveland — Harry Gibbs has been
Talkers on Canadian Pacific Liner
ering eight Universal, branches. appointed local Pathe branch mancan't make personality out of charts
ager, succeeding James Reilly, reTalking equipment has been in- and rules and regulations, you can't "Bing" Miller of the Cleveland ofsigned. Gibbs was formerly manstalled by Northern Electric, West- concoct human enthusiasm out of man. fice, went to Chicago with Koppelager for Pathe in New Haven.
ern Electric unit in Canada, on the canned formulas and graphs, you've
Empress of Britain, new liner of the got to stick to the flesh-and-blood
Canadian Pacific fleet.
humanity of showmanship which is Luncheon
for Helen
Twelvetrees
sheer personality and always has been
Pathe will give a luncheon in
since the days of Barnum and Oscar
The Jewish Theatrical Guild
Hammerstein. Individual initiative honor of Helen Twelvetrees today
in the Sky Salon of the St. Moritz
has purchased a balcony seat
should
be
encouraged
instead
of
Installations by Western
hotel for the newspaper and trade
for the benefit at the Majestic
squelched, the manager should be a
Electric throughout the world
representatives.
next Sunday for Bertha Kalich
sovereign
instead
of
a
servant,
he
now total 7,489, of which 4,862
for 500 smackers. A record
should be told to cut loose and spread
are in the U. S. and 2,627 in
seat sale. Well, after those
"Doorway to Hell" Passed in Chi.
his stuff in putting a picture over.
the foreign field. This figure
actors
have seen all the BroadWhat this industry needs is more of
Chicago — "The Doorway to Hell"
includes 57 contracts comway shows free for years, they
has been passed by the local censor
the
good
old-fashioned
whoop-it-up
can afford it.
pleted just recently.
exploitation that breaks down public board and goes into McVicker's,
Publix house, for a run.
lethargy and lets the people know picDenver— "Hell's Angels," which
broke the house record at the Paramount with near $22,000, was taken
to the Rialto for a run.

House Managers Hold Fate
Of Theaters, Says Lichtman

Five New "U" Pictures
Start Work This Month

Back Pay

7,489 for W. E.
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Equipment

EXHIBS]PAN "DOLLAR SIGN" PUBLICITY

Supreme Court Upholds New York State Franchise T ax
Suit by Educational to
'Hot'— has
Adve
rt going
got tois
■By JACK

ALICOATE-

The other day
we had a long
discussion with
a prom i n e n t
downtown banker on the mo;
tion picture industry, its past,
present and future. Among several naive slants, he asked if
we thought that so-called dirty
pictures were holding the industry back. We asked him to
name the pictures he referred to
The Danger
of Sexy Copy

and his answer was that he knew
of none, but that his wife was constantly afraid of letting her daughter go to the local picture house because she just knew from the advertising that the picture could not
be for clean-minded folks. That's
the extreme danger of "hot" advertising. Compared to modern literature, the stage, modern art and
progressive thought as practiced by
the younger generation, the screen
is well able to hold its head high
and let its record and presentations
be the answer. It's smut in advertising that is building a wall of needless resentment and the sooner it
is permanently killed the better.

Getting Back To
Fundamentals

J'™"&\
from
hither

and yon, the
little fellow in the little town with
his little picture house is doing pretty well, thank you. The past year
of hard times has taught him that he
must merchandise his pictures as
well as project them, with the result
that we have a crop of showmen
blooming where we had but exhibitors before. Company selling cooperation, too, is becoming more
understanding of the problems of
(Continued

on

Page 2)

Schoolboy Manager

Restrain Collection
is Dismissed

Washington Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Al/2 per cent
franchise tax imposed by New York
State on film companies today was
held constitutional by the U. S.
Supreme Court in affirming the action of the lower courts in dismissing
the suit brought by Educational to

Millville, Fla. — Carl Gray,
young high school student,
has opened the Alco. He
claims the distinction of being
the youngest exhib in the
state and perhaps anywhere.

Urge

Soft-Pedaling Farfetched
Figures
volving
MoneyIn-

Letters pouring into the offices
of national distributors and the Hays
organization from exhibitors are urging that (Continued
the industry
soft-pedal
exon Page
7)

424 Producing Firms in Germany;
solons ileni view Only ~32~Active During Last Year
ST. LOUIS EXHIBS EIGHT
MERITS OF PICTURE SHOWS
(Continued

on

Page

7)

Berlin — For the first time a year's
record of the German industry shows
no increase in either the number of
cinemas or their seating capacity.
Denver — Invitations to acquaint
The number of producing firms is
themselves with the type of enterbut only 32 of them produced
tainment being provided in Colorado 424,
pictures last year.
picture theaters are being made by
There are now 5,087 halls holding
both independent and circuit exhibi1,981,074 seats in Germany, as comtors in this state in sending "passes"
pared with 5,078 halls with 1,946,513
to public officials. The invitation in
seats at the end of 1929. In Berlin
practica
follows: lly all cases reads in part as there are 385 halls.
In 25 Berlin first-run houses, 298
"This
invitation
(Continued
on Page 7)
is extended
with
(Continued
on Page 7)

5 PER CENT CITY TAX
St. Louis — Local amusement forces
have lined up against a bill introduced a few days ago and approved
by the Board of Estimate and Apportionment providing for a 5 per
cent tax on picture theaters and other
amusements, the money to be collected daily, for the benefit of hospital and sanitarium facilities.

Four Covington Houses
Arthur Sorenson Joins
Digest-Kinograms Reel
End 15 Months' Dispute Fox Plans to Roadshow
Arthur Sorenson, formerly general
Covington, Ky. — A strike of 15
Two Special Productions
manager of P. & A. Photo Service months ended Jan. 9, when L. B.
until that company was acquired by
Acme, has joined the Literary DigestKinograms newsreel project. He will
have charge of window still advertisements plugging the reel.

Wilson, manager of the Liberty,
Broadway, Strand and Wilson, reached an agreement with the operators
union. The strike followed a wage
scale disagreement.

Sound Device Manufacturers
Increased By 46 Last Year
Ban Christian Films
Shanghai
— "Noah's
been
banned
here Ark"
on has
the
ground that it exploits religious superstition. This is
the same reason advanced for
the previous refusal to permit
"King of Kings."

Although 116 sound device manufacturers have come and gone, according to a recent statement by C.
W. Bunn of Electrical Research
Products, a survey just completed for
niK FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
indicates that as 1931 gets under
way, there are still more makers of
inducing devices than there were a
(Continued

on

Page

7)

Fox has under consideration the.
road-showing of "East Lynne" and
Will Rogers in "A Connecticut Yankee" in advance of their regular release. James R. Craingcr, after viewing these productions, announced
that, despite the company's recently
instituted policy of no road-shows.
lie wa> studying advisability of making an exception in these cases.

Circus Day!
Indianapolis — For the first
week of the new stage policy
at the Indiana, with Winnie
Lightner as the headliner, the
Indianapolis & Southeastern
Railway and the Indiana Railway System announced reduced round-trip fares to outof-towners.
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Max Hayes Recovering
Max Hayes, dialogue director connected with Paramount's short subject department, who recently returned from Europe after directing a series of shorts at the Joinville studio,
is recovering from an attack of pneumonia contracted while aboard ship.
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"Little Caesar" Smash
Turns Strand Into Run

— has got to go

Tuesday, Jai. 13, 1931

DAILY

As a result of the smash registered by "Little Caesar" at the New
(.Continued from Paae 1)
York Strand, Warner Bros, will depart from the usual policy of this
the little fellow. Sometimes,
from
bad times, comes sunshine after all. nouse and hold the picture there for
an indefinite run. In addition, the
*
*
*
First National production opens
Last year saw Thursday at the Brooklyn Strand.
Advertising the downfall
of Receipts over the week-end at the
Broadway house were close to $50,and the
film ing
On the Screen widedwindl
of JuO, breaking all previous records,
according
to Harry L. Charnas.
color. Nineteen-thirty-one will be
the testing ground for paid advertis- Gottesman and Stearn
ing on the screen, obvious or not,
and regardless of what the producer
Back in Theater Field
or exhibitor chooses to call it. PracGottesman and Stearn have retically every large outfit is not only
turned to the field of theater operaflirting with, but actually engaged
tion, with two of their former houses,
in, the production of industrials. Of the Cameo and American in Newark,
late we have seen several. Some have
been fair, a few clever, several crude again under their management.
and uninteresting. "Sponsored" pictures as a name don't sound so bad,
COMING & GOING
but will the dear old public take 'em.
That's the question, and 1931 should
definitely answer it.

Term of Equity Officers
Extended to Three Years
Term of office for executive officers of Actors' Equity Ass'n has been
extended from one year to three
years, as a result of actions at the
general meeting held yesterday. This
ncludes Frank Gillmore, president;
Paul Dullzell, executive secretary and
treasurer; Arthur Byron, Florence
Reed, George Fawcett and Harley
Sadler, vice-presidents, and Charles
Dow Clark, recording secretary. The
tssociation also adopted a resolution
.axing alien actors 5 per cent of their
ialaries, with a minimum of $10
weekly, instead of the regular $18
annual dues paid heretofore.
Indicted for Sunday Shows
Louisville — The Daviess County
Grand Jury returned an indictment
against the Strand in Louisville and
30 of its employees for operating two
theaters in Owensboro on Sunday.
The theaters are under the management of the Strand.
1,817 Houses in Czechoslovakia
Prague — Statistics compiled by the
Association of Theater Managers
show that Czechoslovakia has 1,817
motion picture houses with a total
seating capacity of 538,450. In Prague
seats.
there are 114" theaters with 59,842

MAURICE CHEVALIER arrives today
on the Aquitania after an extensive visit
abroad. He begins rehearsals at once for
"The York
Smiling
Lieutenant" at Paramount's
New
studio.
TALLULAH
BANKHEAD
recently
signed by Paramount, will arrive today on
the Paris to start work on "New York
i^ady" at the New
York studio.
CLIVE BROOK is en route from Hollywood to appear in "New York Lady" at
Paramount's New York studio. He is expected to arrive on Friday.
JAMES
SHAPIRO
yesterday.

R. GRAINGER, HARRY ARTHUR, ROGER FEKK1 and VICTOR
of Fox arrived from the coast

JOSEPH K. PLUNKETT is back from
a trip to R-K-O
theaters in Ohio.
DUDLEY DIGGES is leaving for the
coast to appear in a Warner
production.
I. W. RODGERS, sales manager for
terday.
Fox in China, arrived in New York yesMAUREEN
O'SULLIVAN leaves Hollywood late this month for a trip to her
home
in Ireland.
GEORGE E. MARSHALL, who is to
direct Bobby Jones in 12 Vitaphone shorts,
left Hollywood yesterday foi Atlanta to confer with the golf champion.
LOUIS COHEN left for the coast on
Sunday to assume his new duties as head
of the real estate dep't for Fox West Coast
Theaters. He will make his permanent residence in Los Angeles.
PAUL GANGLIN, screen writer, who has
been attached to the Paramount New York
studio, leaves today for the Coast.
ART
JACOBSEN,
who
came
East
to
act as assistant
director
on "The
Royal
Family"
and
"Sex
In
Business,"
leaves
Sunday
for the Paramount
studios in Holly
wood.

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
DCCr
Today:

Monthly
Luncheon of Allied Theaters of Mass., Hotel Bradford,
Boston.

Jan. IS

"The
Bat Whispers"
United Artists production opens
at
the
Rivoli, New
York.
Luncheon given by Paramount
at
the Ritz, New
York, in honor
of George
Akerson,
who is rePresident
Hoover's
secretary signingto as join
Paramount.
"Illicit,"
Warner
production
with
Barbara
Stanwyck,
opens at the
Winter Garden, New York.

Jan. 16

Pathe Minority Holders
Add $1,000 to Fund
Another $1,000 was pledged by
Pathe minority stockholders at a
meeting last night. This increased
to $2,000 the fund which they are
building in a campaign to prevent
transfer of Pathe as'sets to RKO.
The minority stockholders
will next
meet on Jan. 22.
Eddie Dowling To Start Next
Eddie Dowling will leave for the
coast next week to make his third
talking picture. With George W.
Weeks of Sono Art supervising the
production, Dowling's recent stage
success, "Honeymoon Lane", will be
made
for Paramount release.
Warners Sign Dudley Digges
Dudley Digges of the New York
Theater Guild has been signed by
Warner Bros, for a role in "All Woman." He previouslv appeared in
"Outward Bound."

"Damaged Love" for Central
"Damaged Love," a Sono Art reease featuring June Collyer, Charles
Starrett and Betty Garde, will open
.t the Central on Saturday, following "Jaws of Hell."
76th for 'IT Newsreel Tieup
Lincoln, Neb. — The "Nebraska
State-Journal" has become affiliated
with the Universal Talking Newsreel, bringing the total of paper allied
with the reel up to 76.
Linet with Beacon Press
Hank Linet, formerly advertising
manager for Columbia and General
Talking Pictures, is now sales maniger for Beacon Press.
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EXPLOITETTES

Timely Topics

A Clearing House tor
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion

—

t)^

"
Birth
"TheIndef
Why on
initely
Goes
'HE Birth of a Nation"
summoned
up everything best
Ti
in the moving picture of its time;
it was decisive in creating the
moving picture of the next few
years ; it created a new moving
picture audience and gave the old
one a new standard. What is instantly seen in this film is that it
transcended its material. It is even
better than its own rather grandiose idea. Griffith and the camera,
forming together the cinematics
of the "Birth of a Nation," created the new standards and the
new spectators. Griffith made
"The Birth" with the camera, not
with fiction, not with stage acting, not with scenes made according to "the laws of pictorial composition," not as sculpture or
music. All these things occur in
snatches, sometimes to the detriment of the picture, but except
for the musical correspondence,
none is important. The most significant things are internal and of
these the paramount one is that
the "Birth of a Nation" is a single
picture, a unit, just as a symphony
is a unit, the parts growing out of
each other, growing greater because of their relation to each
other ... it has structure, proportion, coherence and integrity.
It can be separated into a dozen
different themes or stories, but it
obstinately remains one film, into
which all the parts are woven.
This is a rarity in films even today.
— Gilbert Seldes

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

First National officials in Chicago
to show "Big* 5" *pictures.
*
Mary Pickford quoted in Los Angeles as saying Big Four Associated
Producers combine is imminent.
*
*
*
Fox to build theater in Philadelphia.

0
•

• • IN THE current issue of Literary Digest the publication advises industrial leaders to hitch their wagon to a Constant
Star
in the old days, film producers used to hitch their
wagon to a star, and what happened?
at the end of the
season, the star flickered, or some other producer unhitched the
star and attached him or her to his wagon
this situation,
in either event, was very embarrassing to the unfortunate producer he found
himself
standing
in a perfectly
good
wagon yelling "Giddap"
but no star to pull him anywhere
that taught the producers a lesson
they got together and talked it over
one bright boy suggested: "Why
not hitch the stars to our wagons, and pull them for a change?"
the idea worked perfectly
now the wagon is the
important thing
and not the star
if the stars fizzle
and
dragstars
too much,which
they isjust
cut 'em
off and
up a bunch
of new
sound
business
and hitch
economics
for after all is said and done, the load of financial apples is in the
wagon
and not in any one individual
and the film
wagons must keep going perennially
for every one in this
biz is riding in 'em
so thanking
the Literary
Digest
for their friendly advice which we won't accept, we turn to page
12 and freely adapt a lotta stuff from the "Topics In Brief": A
talking picture containing only women characters is to be filmed
in Hollywood.
It should be a "natural."
"There is as
much capital in the country as ever," says Vice-President Curris,
"but it is not working."
It is probably following the example
set by the capitalists
It is a weight off the mind of the
bridegroom, says a household columnist, when he finds out
that his bride can cook.
Merely transferring the load to another
spot
Experts say that women's feet are two sizes larger
than they were 20 years ago. Nature's adjustment to counterbalance the swelling
at the other end
George
Bernard
Shaw says the modern women lack sex appeal. And when we're
83 like George,
we'll probably
agree with him
Money
goes further than it did, experts claim.
Sure, it goes so far
that it never comes back again
"I don't believe," says
Peggy Joyce, "I shall ever marry again."
And we always
thought that every one of her marriages was a gain
financially speaking
A radio speaker has informed us that
Detroit is connected with Canada by a tunnel. Merely an underground speakeasy

• • •
THE
STRAND
on Broadway
has' broken
all its
b.o. records with "Little Caesar"
even that hung up by
Chaplin's
"Gold
Rush"
manager
Zeb Epstin was compelled to put on an extra Saturday nite show
which closed
at 4:30 Sunday
morn
and
Monday's
additional
show
closed
at 3:30
which
tops all Broadway
records
for
"dawn" showings
Zeb is sleeping in one of the backstage
dressing
rooms
these hectic nights
and he's only been
married a few months, too
but the show must go on
Pathe unlimbered a party for Helen Twelvetrees that reminded
a buffet luncheon
the newspaper boys of the good old days
was served in the sky salon of the St. Moritz
quite appropriate for such a winsome star as Helen
Charley Giegerich, Gar O'Neill, Joe O'Sullivan and Rutgers Nielson acted as
hostesses
everybody got a photo and a smile from Mile.
Twelvetrees

•

• • EARLE HAMMONS
emerged a victor at the N. Y.
he won the HighAthletic Club trap shooting Sunday
Over-All Cup, breaking 98 out of a possible 100 targets
they say Mister Hammons learned his accurate marksmanship
spotting some high and fancy flights in the film biz against a
is also the
who
Pierson,
Carolyn
lotta sharpshooters
frau of Chester Beecroft, p.a. of the St. Moritz hostelry, designed
the attractive cover for the current issue of "College Humor". . . .

«

«

«

»

»

»

Marriage Certificate
For "Lottery Bride"
TN

exploiting "The Lottery
Bride," Loew's Allen, of
Cleveland, Ohio, made a tie-up
with the McDiarmid's Stores,
for which a special box of Jeanette MacDonald candy kisses
were gotten up. Throwaways,
advertising these candies and
the picture were distributed
from important points of the
town. An attractive throwaway
in the form of a certificate of
marriage was also prepared. The
outside of the throwaway bore
the lettering and the seal of a
regular certificate. The inside
was given over to copy carrying out the license idea and teaser catchlines, calculated to stimulate interest in the picture.
Mention was made of the Judge
B. Lindsey — Bishop Wm. T.
Manning dispute concerning
companionate
marriage.
— United Artists

Tied Up With
Syndicated Articles
ONE

of the best stunts in

Manager F. LaBar's camon Will Rogers
in "Lightnin' " paignplaying
at the
PublixImperial, Asheville, N. C, was
the insertion of the theater ad
under the Rogers' syndicated
articles. These small ads ran
for a week in advance of playox
date — and on the front page,—Ftoo.
The theater ad read: "P. S —
I'll be on the Imperial Screen
Next Mon., Tues., Wed. in
'Lightnin' '—Yours, Will Rog-

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
ers."
Beit wiitiei and congratulation! a/a
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following membera of the Inbirthdaya: dustry, who are celebrating their

January
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Looks like the turn
in business has
arrived for box*
offices all along
the line report
bigger and better
b usiness* Th
advertiser of
to-day will reap
the rewards of
to-morrow — You
can reach the buying power of this
industry every day
thru the columns
of The Film Daily
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HOLLYWOOD

FLASHES

ed

[By

RALPH

£)ON
MARQUIS tohaswrite
beenthesign.
by Paramount
di
logue for "Skippy," which will have
Jackie
Cooper of "Our Gang" in the
title role.
Raoul Walsh will start production the end of the month on "Women of All Nations" for Fox, featuring Victor MacLaglen, Edmund
Lowe and El Brendel, with Beta
Lugosi as the heavy.
Arthur Stone has been added to
the cast of Paramount's "Stampede,"
Wray.
featuring- Richard Arlen and Fav
El Brendel is
ico with Mrs.
pleting his dual
of Orange" for

on vacation in MexBrendel after comrole in "Mr. Lemon
Fox.

Frank McHugh

plays a straight

comedy part in First National's
"Men of the Sky," a Jerome Kern
and Otto Harbach
production.
James Fay-ley has been assigned a
feature role in the murder mystery,
"Charlie Chan Carries On," the fox
production.
Leota Lane, Rita Flynn and
Phyllis Crane have the title roles
in Educational's "Three Hollywood
Harry Cort, son of John Cort,
theatrical manager, signed by ParaGirls." mount as a writer-director, has reported for duty.

WILK

William M. Conselman is writing
the adaptation and dialogue for "SixCylinder Love," which will be made
*
*
♦
by Fox.
Our Passing Show: John M. Stahl,
Mervyn LeRoy, Norman Taurog,
Henry Blanke, Edna Murphy, John
Daumery, Irving Asher, Leo Tover,
Joe Aller, Alice White, Sid Bartlett, Bob McGowan at "Porgy";
George Franks and Scott R. Dunlap visiting Columbia
on business.
Barbara Stanwyck and Frank
Fay arc now conferring with an
architect for a new house to replace the one that was razed in the
conflagration several iveeks ago at
Malibu Beach. They plan several innovations that will give their home
a note of modern art both in debign and /• i*niture.
*
*
Here nnd There: Ivan Lebedeff
and Gerrit Lloyd chatting at Radio
Pictures; Lew Shreiber dodging rain
in Burbank; Norman Phillips and
son motoring
to Culver City.
The "G" Sisters, who were imported from Germany to appear in
"The King of Jazz," are working in
"The Devil Was Sick." They also
appeared
"Recaptured Love" and
"Kiss Me inAgain."
*
*
*
While Iter husband, John Bartymore, is plunged in the study of
his role
of screen
"Svengali"
in the War-of
ner Bros,
transcription

George Du Maurier's novel, "Trilby" Dolores Costello is eagerly engaged over a number of scripts
from the scenario department of
Frank Sheridan and William V. the same concern. One of them she
Monsr have been added to the cast will select for her picture, which
marks her re-appearance on the
of Columbia's "The Flood," with screen
after her retirement
two
James Tinling directing.
years ago following her marriage.
%
*
$
Constance Bennett's picture for
A few days ago it was announced
Warners will be an adaptation of
"Jack Daiv's Strut," a best seller. that Mary Blackford, 16-year-old
high school girl, had been signed
Walter Merrill has been signed by Warner Bros, for enrollment in
their new training academy for
for Educational's comedy, "Windy actors and actresses, with a view to
featured roles on the screen later
Riley Goes Hollywood."
on.
Now comes news of the signSally Eilers has been signed by
ing of the
second "discovery."
Fox forwritten
"Skyl'ne,"
the and
mvsiea1 is Mae
Madison.
Miss MadisonSheis
romance
by George
Ira
Gershwin.
only IS, and she, too, is still a high
school student. Like Mary Blackford, she will complete the present
Tiffany has signed Ralph Ince for
high school term before devoting
a role in "Platinum," a James Cruze
herself exclusively to preparations
production.
for a screen career.
Edward Peil, Sr., and Otto Hoffman have been signed by Columbia
for
"Phantom
Hoofs," a Buck Jones
western.
Norman Tauro.g and David Burton have been assigned bv Paramount to co-direct "Skippy."
Times are so tongh in Hollywood that some of our stars do not
know where their next $100,000 is
coming from.

Made in 1 7 Days
Director William K. Howard required only 17 days to
fin:sh his ninth Fox production, "More Than A Kiss",
featuring Edmund Lowe and
Jeanette MacDonald. The picture was como'eted four days
ahead of schedule.

THE
DAILY
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BROOKLYN OPERATORS 424 German Producers;
Only 32 Active Last
WIN PICKETING APPEAL
United

A decision handed down by Judge
Byrne of the Supreme Court and
sustained by the Appellate Division
in favor of the Empire State M. P.
Operators Union, Inc. of Brooklyn,
restrains Local 306 of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees and M. P. Machine Operators from interfering with reprepresentatives of the Empire State
Union who are picketing theater^
where International Union men arc
employed. The Empire State Union
claimed in the court action that the)
had entered into contracts with the
theater owners for the employment of
their members from Sept. 1, 1930.
and that, instead, International Union
men were continued at the theaters,
and in houses where Empire men had
been employed, they had subsequently been discharged. The theater
owners ckrmed fraud and misrepresentation insecuring of the contracts
by the Empire State Union. The
Appellate Division judges voted
unanimously for the Empire State
Union.

Solons Invited to View
Merits of Picture Shows
(Continued

from

Pane

1)

the hope that you will familiarize
of manageyourself with the policies
ment and character of entertainment
to be found in our theaters. Criticism
and comment will enable US to render a more satisfactory entertainment
service in accord with the best taste
of the community."

Islin Auster Appointed
Columbia Scenario Editor
Islin Auster, who has been a
ber of the writing staff at the
mount New York studio, has
Columbia as scenario editor,
quartering inNew York.

memParajoined
head-

Fox "Dynamo" in East
Beginning with the next issue and
continuing until June, "The Dynamo," Fox house organ, will be published from the New York offices
instead of on the coast. Roger Ferri, supervising editor of the publication, is now in New York, together
with Victor M. Shapiro, director of
publicity at the Fox studios, who is
changing places with Glendon Allvine of the home office until June.

Across the Line
Vienna — Although the picture was barred by the Austrian Government, thousands
of Austrians are seeing Universal^ "All Quiet on the
Western Front" at two houses
in Pressburg, Czechoslovakia,
which is only one hour from
here. Every means of transportation is being utlized by
the thousands who want to
see the much discussed film.

from

new
pictures
were
September
1, 1929,
1930.

Pane

1)

shown
between
and August
31,

"DOLLAR SIGN" PUBLICITY
Year
PANNED ^EXHIBITORS
Upholds

Supreme Court
N. Y. (Continued
State Franchise
Tax
from Page 1)

restrain collection of the tax. A
dissenting opinion, in which it was
contended that the tax was unconstitutional, was submitted by three
jualified by at least two years' stage justices. Six members of the court,
mployment, applied daily for studio however, joined in the majority opin/ork, but only about 30 a day could
ion. The suit involved the question
.md engagements.
The tariff pay is of whether the tax in question was
Z marks (shillings) a day, and this in fact a franchise tax or a tax upon
,ite is seldom exceeded.
income, and the majority opinion
held that it was the former.

In the casting agency
connected
with
the
Berlin
Municipal
Labor
Exchange, between 300 and 400 aciors and
actresses,
who
were
all

Geo. Weeks to Supervise
Production in Canada Fox Latin Managers
Negotiations are under way beComing for Confab

tween George W. Weeks of Sono
Art and Fred W. Alartin, Canadian
promoter, for Weeks to supervise
productions made at the proposed
VVindsor. Ont., stMio and released in
the U. S. by Sono Art. The production plans of British Gaumont
and British Gaumont of Canada have
been approved and the final signing
of the contracts with Sono Art rests
entirely on the outcome of financial
conferences to be held during the
next fortnight, according to Weeks.

Operators Will Confer
Honorary Memberships
Lieut. Gov. Herbert H. Lehman,
Fire Commissioner, John J. Dormai^
Sidney R. Kent of Paramount-Publix, Major Albert Warner, and
Joseph J. Vogel will be inducted into
honorary membership of Local 306,
M. P. Machine Operators, at their
17 anniversary dinner to be held at
the Astor, Jan. 17. Gov. Roosevelt
has informally accepted an invitation
to administer the oath of allegiance.
William F. Canavan will be toastmaster. S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel will
broadcast an entertainment following
the banquet.
Serkowitz Inspecting RKO Houses
lien Serkowitz, who recently joined RKO theaters as an assistant to
Joe Plunkett, is devoting his time
principally to inspecting various
houses and diagnosing their ailments in operation. Serkowitz, who
formerly
edited
"Publix
Publix house
organ,
is nowOpinion,"
in Los
Angeles. He returns to New York
in one month.
Opens Casting Office
Bertha Carp, identified with the
Edward Small Co. for the past eight
years, is opening a motion picture
casting agencj at 723 Seventh Aye.
She has also been associated with
and
the William
dramatic
agency.

Elinor O'Reilly

Change at Rialto, Atlanta
Atlanta— The Rialto undergoes a
change of policy this week when
Fred F. Creswcll gives up the manigerial reins and I. T. Allen, of the
Alamo No. 1, takes charge. Stage
hows will be added.

Fox managers from all LatinAmerican countries will arrive in
New York next week for a series of
conferences with Clayton P. Sheehan, Fox foreign manager. Victor
Cochet, general representative for
Fox in South America; Arthur
Rusica, Chile manager, and the managers from Cuba, Porto Rico, Mexico and Panama will confer with
Sheehan on the 1931 sales policy of
Spanish-American
Fox
productions.

Harry H. Milstein Heads
Pittsburgh Film Board
Pittsburgh — Harry H. Milstein,
Universal branch manager, has been
named president of the local film
Board of Trade, succeeding Harold
Dunn of Warner Bros., who has
been transferred.

Kunsky's Name Dropped
By Publix in Detroit

Detroit — Publix-Kunsky Theaters,
local unit of Publix, will hereafter
be known as Puhlix-Michigan Theaters.
Burlesque for Seven Houses
Switch to a burlesque policy has
been made within the last eight
weeks at the Oxford, Brooklyn;
American, 149th St. and Third Ave.;
People's, Bowery; Gotham, Manhattan, and Werbi's Flatbush, Brooklyn. The Fulton, Brooklyn, will
adopt a similar policy shortly.

(Continued

from

Pai/e

1)

aggerated statements by irresponsible people. "Cut out the dollar
sign publicity" is the consensus of
the appeals, which point out the
damage to the industry this "big
dough" talk may induce in view of
the fact that by the end of this
month,
session. 41 state legislatures will be in

Dollar sign publicity referred to
covers extravagant and exaggerated
statements of costs, salaries, offers
to players to enter pictures and boxoffice reports, all of which are giving legislators the impression that
is "rolling
industry
theAdmissi
on tax
bills are innowwealth."
pending in 19 states and other measures
to be introduced will bring the total
to 38. If one-fifth of these bills
are passed the industry will be saddled with an additional taxation
overheadd. of at least $100,000,000, it is
estimate

Sound Manufacturers
Increased 46 in 1930
(Continued

ear ago.
ompanies
iared with
n increase
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Total of 135 reproducer
are now operating, com89 in January, 1930, or
of 46.

Memphis Houses Continue
Sunday Relief Benefits
Memphis— At a meeting held in
city hall attended by the managers
of the Warner, State, Palace, Orpheum and Malco theaters, arrangements were perfected for continuing
the Sunday performances being given
tor the benefit of the unemployed.
The four uptown theaters will be
used in rotation for the next four
weeks, while the Malco houses will
be open from 7 to 1 1 on all Sunday
nights.

W. W. Anderson Handling
Columbia Atlanta Office
Atlanta— W. W. Anderson, lormerly manager of the Pathc branch
and for the past year Southeastern
manager for ER1T, has become local
manager for Columbia.

Evelyn Laye Returning for Second
London — Evelyn Laye has withdrawn from the London cast of "BitPittsburgh Exhib Meeting
tersweet" in order to return to the
Pittsburgh — Next general
meeting
U. S. for her second picture to be
made by Samuel Goldwyn. She is oi the M. P. T. O. is announced for
to confer with Goldwyn here on Jan. 20 at the Hotel Henry.
Thursday and may leave for New
York late this month.
Long Branch Paramount Opening
Long Branch, N. J.— Special ceremonies are being arranged for the
opening of the new Paramount here
the evening of Jan. 16.
Stage Shows Back at Warfield
San Francisco — Stage shows are
being resumed at the Warfield with
Rube Wolf as musical director and
Fanchon

& Marco's "Sunkist Beau-

"Clay's" 15th Week

"Common Clay" is being
held over at the Catalunia,
Barcelona, for the 15th week,
according to a cable from S.
S. Horen, Fox managing director in Spain, to Clayton P.
Sheehan. This breaks all
records for Spanish pictures
in Spain, according to Sheehan.
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Amended Copyright Bill Passes House by 165 to 26

PLAN NAT! LEGAL BUREAU ON CONTRACTS
Fox

Will Continue Foreign

The Mirror
-a column of comment
SPONSORS

OF

admission tax

bills introduced in too-many state
legislatures and aimed at the film
industry classify motion pictures
as a luxury . . . No less an authority than a chap called Webster
is on the record as alleg'ng that
"luxury" has to do with "anything
expensive" and "costly." Any way
you look at the word, it certainly
doesn't apply to pictures, which are
the most inexpensive of national entertainments. According to our
modest slant on the matter,_ you can
classify such items a Chippendale
furniture and fur coats as luxuries,
and jewelry as well. But don't libel
motion picture shows, which come
within the pocketbook reach of the
most lowly in financial status. _Imposition of admission taxes, which
automatically boost admission prices
paid by the public, incidentally won't
make the average citizen and voter
cheer for the legislators who support
the measures,
nohow.
REPORTS indicate that loudspeakers
used in some theater lobbies to ballyhoo the show inside are annoying
patrons. .. .Something exhibs who use
'em ought to check up. Disgruntled
customers will exit from theaters
which talk too loudly outside and
therefore interfere with their patrons'
enjoyment of the screen program.
COLORADO exhibitors are inviting
legislators to attend their shows in
order to acquaint themselves -with the
type of fare being served. .. .A fairenough proposition which also
amounts to smart showmanship.
Solons who keep in touch with motion pictures will certainly have a
more accurate perspective in dealing
with bills affecting them.

Not Enough Wired Houses
Abroad to Warrant
Activity There
Because of the small number of
wired houses on the continent, Fox
for the present will not produce
foreign lrnguage talkies in the countries for which the) are intended,
according
to Clayton
P. Sheehan,

Production

in Hollywood

End Merger Talk
Conversations toward a
merger deal involving Tiffany
and interests identified with
Sono Art-World Wide are
understood to have been definitely dropped.

Film Boards Will Figure
in System to Aid
Enforcement
Establishment of a national legal
bureau system with object of more
completely enforcing film contracts
is planned by distributors through
the Hays organization. The plan,
it is understood, will be operated via

BASIL DEAN APPOINTED
UNION THEATERTcLOSES EUROPEAN HEAD FOR RKO PARA. SHORTS ACTIVSTY
RESUMING ABOUT APRIL 6
N. I, LONDON OFFICES
(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 8)

Due to the high rate of exchange
out of Australia, the New York
and London offices of Union Theaters, Ltd., which also embraces Australasian Films, are being closed
immediately. Millard Johnson, New
York representative, has been
(Continued on Page 8)

Basil Dean, theatrical producer of
London, has been engaged by Hiram
S. Brown as general European representative for RKO.
Dean will
supervise the operation of RKO and
its affiliated companies in Europe
with the exception of the sale and
distribution of Radio pictures, which
are under the jurisdiction of Sol
Newman. Dean will also continue
in charge of production of Associated Radio Pictures, Ltd., the
RKO
British subsidiary.

Irving Lesser Appointed
Frank Woods Resigns
Disney's
New
York
Agent
From M. P. Academy
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Irving Lesser has
been appointed New York representative for Walt Disney and the
"Mickey House" cartoon shorts.

West

Coast

Bureau.

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Frank
Woods,
secretary of the Academy of M. P. Arts
and Sciences, has resigned.

House Passes Copyright Bill;
Measure Now Up to the Senate
Oh, Yeah?
Universal City, Calif., Jan. 12, 1931.
Film Daily, 1650 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.
Previewed "Millie" at Belmont Theatre here last night and it went over
tremendously. Big executives from
leading studios who attended preview
stated that "Millie" had more audience entertainment than "Common
Clay," "Divorcee" or "Paid" and
senprove Knew
exploited
properly sational
cleanup.
box officeshou'd
this.
be happy to hear
you
KindestwouM
regards.
CHARLES
R. ROGERS.

— You wouldn't give us a bum
steer, would you, Charlie?

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — By a vote of 185 to
34 the Vestal Copyright bill passed
the House of Representatives, which
efused to send it back to committee
by a vote of 165 to 26. The measuii, now going to the Senate for acamendments
tion, provides various
o the existing laws, including:
The term of copyright will be the
life of the author and 50 years intend of present period of 28 years
with a renewal of 28 years.
It will make copyright automatic
ipon creation.
It will make .copyright divisible.
(Continued

on

Page

8)

Actual short subject production at
the Paramount New York studio is
set to resume about April 6 under
supervision of Larry Kent. A staff
will be organized to replace the one
disbanded late last year when the
ilant suspended short production operations owing to completion of its
1930-31 schedule.

60 Firms, 121 Theaters
Already Probed in Canada
Toronto — Examination of the
records of 60 companies and 121
theaters already has been made by
Peter
White,
ap(Continued commissioner
on Page 8)

Keenly Interested !
Participation
in this
year's
"Ten
Best Pictures"
votes,
including the original and nation-wide FILM DAILY poll
and the numerous local contests, is 'way ahead of other
years. This indicates the keen
interest existing, both in the
trade
out, over
the "Ten
Best".andChester
B. Bahn,
m.
p. ed. of the "Syracuse Herald", even held two contests,
one for Syracuse fans and the
other for Central New York,
in addition to picking his own
list. Results
of
FILM
DAILY'S universally authoritative "Ten Best" vote will be
out within a fortnight.

THE

DAILY
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Sanger Here to Learn
Screen Cooling System
Fox Movietone Workings
Being Tried Out by Fox

:tne
HKNnBMrtt

or nu4txm

A combination frost screen and
cooling system has been set up in
one of the projection rooms on the
V* LT Hi. 11 Wedmsiiy, Ja«. 14, 1931 Price 5 Cents s^xth floor of the Fox building on
56th Street, as an experiment while
JOHN W. ALICOATE
:
Editor and PaMisber officials consider its practicability
against the installation cost. The
Published daily except Saturdays and holiday* screen is made of sheet metal. Imat 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y..
mediately behind it is a one-and-oneWid'a Filmi and half-ton refrigerating plant which
and copyright (1931)W.by Alicoate,
President
Film Folk, Inc. J.
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau. causes the metal to become entirely
Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager ; covered with white frost. The visArthur W. Eddy, Associate Editor; Don
ual effect is said to be an improveCarle Gillette, Managing Editor. En
ment over the frosted glass screen
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
ind in addition, with fans blowing
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., undo
he cool air from the screen toward
the act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage
free) United States outside of Greater New
the
audience, the dual purpose is acYork $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00;
omplished.
months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
should remit with order. Address all com
munications to THE FILM DAILY, 165t
Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone Circle
7-4738, 7-4739. Cable ad7-4736, 7-4737,
dress: Filmday, New York. Hollywood
California — Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywoo
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607. London — Ernest
W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-9
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Karl Wolftsohn,
Lichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225. Pans
—P. A. Harle, La Cinematographic Fran
caise, Rue de la Cour-des-Nouea, 19.
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Warners Reopening Hornell House
Hornell, N. Y. — The Shattuck.
closed since last May, will be reopened in February under an agreement reached between the owner,
Mrs. Harriet Coughlin, and Wayne
Ingram, representing Warner Bros.,
who have leased the theater.

Bud Pollard Editing
"Voice of the Jungle"
Bud Pollard, now making his

headquarters at 723 Seventh Ave., is

editing the African animal film, "The
Voice of the Jungle" which will be
Bondy Distributing G. E. Shorts
ready for release about Feb. 1. A
Al O. Bondy has been appointed duction.
new company will release the prodistribution head of all industrial
subjects put out by General Electric
Emerson Yorke 111
Co. Bondy has opened an office in
H.
Emerson
Yorke, formerly castthe Film Center Bldg. General Elecing director at the Paramount New
tric subjects are being produced at
the company's studio at Schenectady York studio, is ill in the Mt. Vernon
under supervision of John Klenke.
Hospital.

*

MARKET

Gerald Sanger, editor of the
Movietone newsreel made up in London, arrived in New Yoik yesterday in line with the policy inaugurated by Winfield Sheehan to allow
executives working in different parts
of the world to familiarize themselves with home office methods and
policies from a production viewpoint
Sanger will actively assist E. L.
Harvey, managing editor of Movietone, while here.

COMING

Keeping

& GOING

Up With Movements

CHARLIE CHAPLIN is due from the
coast about the end of next week.
SAMMY FAIN, former Paramount com
poser, who has been abroad with the Yacht
Club
Boys,
returns
on Monday.
EDWIN CAREWE is en route to New
York via Phoenix and Dallas. He is expected to arrive here Tuesday.
GEORGE R. BENTEL arrives in New
York tomorrow
for story conferences.
MR. and MRS. MALCOLM ST. CLAIR
returned
yesterday
from abroad.
PRINCE ALEXIS Z. MDIVANI arrived yesterday from Europe.
BENITO DEL VILLAR of Santiago,
Chile, manager for Paramount in Chile, Peru
and Bolivia, is in New York with Mrs. Vil
lar.

*

of Film Folk

OTTO ROHDE, manager of the Warner
Vitagraph exchange in Oklahoma City, is
in town for a visit to the home office.
CLAUDE ROBINSON, Clarksburg, W.
Va., exhibitor, is in town.
AL KAUFMAN, manager of Fay's,
Rochester,
N. Y., is visting New
York.
WILLIAM LE BARON arrives from the
coast next Wednesday.
Friday.
LEE MARCUS leaves for the coast on
JOSEPH I. SCHNITZER leaves for the
coast on Sunday. He will be accompanied
by Harry Takoff.
CHARLES WILCOX sails Saturday for
England
on the Aquitania.
H. B. FRANKLIN leaves Saturday for
the coast.
AMBROSE DOWLING, RKO foreign
manager,
sails on the Aquitania for England on Saturday.
MARTIN J. QUIGLEY
cago on Saturday.

H. D'ABBADIE D'ARRAST returned
from Europe
yesterday on the Paris.
DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS, JR., and
JOAN CRAWFORD will leave tomorrow
for the coast.
NORMAN
H. MORAY, general sales
manager of Vitaphone, is back from a trip
through the southeast.
R. A. GRIFFITH, Oklahoma theater man.
is in town for a visit.
GERALD SANGER, editor of the British
Movietone newsreel, arrived in New York
yesterday on the Aquitania.

leaves for Chi-

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
icer

Jan. 15

"The Bat Whispers" United Artists production opens at the
Rivoli, New
York.
Jan. 16
Luncheon given by Paramount at
the Ritz, New
York, in honor
of George
Akerson,
who is rePresident
Hoover's
secretary signingto as join
Paramount.
"Illicit,"
Warner
production
with
Barbara
Stanwyck,
opens at the
Winter Garden. New York.
Jan. 17 Dinner and Dance (17th Anniversary) of M. P. Machine Operators' Union, Hotel Astor, New
York.
Jan. 20 General meeting of M. P. T. O.,
Hotel Henry,
Pittsburgh.
Jan. 22 M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania will hold annual election
meeting in Philadelphia.
Jan. 19-24 Fox Anniversary Week.
Jan. 22-24 Annual conference of National
Board of Review, Hotel Pennsylvania, New York.
Jan. 30 World Premiere of Charlie Chaplin's "City Lights" at the new
Los Angeles
in Los Angeles.
Feb. 6
Charlie
"City
opens atChaplin's
the George
M. Lights"
Cohan,
New York.
Feb. 9
Thirty-second
annual
dinner
by
the Society of the Genesee
in
honor of George
Eastman,
HoFeb. 10-11 National convention of independent exhibitor! called by
Allied
States Ass'n to be held
in
Chicago.
Mar. 7
Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome,
New York.
April 4-11 Players'
and benefit
Patrons'
Week, national
for Jubilee
N. V.
A.
Club.
April 23-24 dorsers
State Convention
of Indiana
Inof Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.
May 25-28 Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers to be
held in Hollywood.

Shaw Talker Flops
London — First talker of George
Bernard Shaw's plays, a three-reeler based on "How He Lied to Her
Husband," has been declared a disappointment on its premiere here.
The author picked the cast and
supervised the production.
"Al-Yemen"
will "Albe held
over at
Cameo
Holds
Yemen"
the RKO Cameo for a second week
beginning Friday.

2-1-4-1— WISCONSIN
is the number of
THE
STONE
FILM
LIBRARY
220 West 42nd Street
New York City
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Timely Topics

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House tor
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion

— o—
Theater Manager Wields
Big Community Influence
HpHE management of a theater
provides one spot where genius, however great or small, cannot safelv go into solitary retirement. Public support always
follows public confidence and the
only way you can gain this prerequisite isto make such favorable contacts with your theater
patrons as to instill into them
generally the idea that you mean
to give them the best there is
in the show line and also help
the community. In this relation
I agree heartily with Al Lichtman of United Artists. This is
in exact line with the public
service program of the Motion
Picture Theater Owners of
America which we have carried
on for many years. A theater
is a community institution, the
screen a medium of expression,
and the theater manager the personal contact with the public.
He should be as much identified
with all community programs
as possible and do all he reasonably can through the theater and
the screen to help every laudable project. This definite identification with the theater-going
public fosters good will and a
finer appreciation of our business purposes. When we do
these things and become of real
service to the community we
can reasonably ask for reciprocal
advantages from legislatures and
other public bodies. Of course
some managers may find this a
new line of work and it will require a little thought and care
to make their activities in this
relation entirely practical.
—M. J. O'Toole, Secretary,
M.P.T.O.A.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

• • • THEY ARE trying to bring back the filmusicals out
Hollywood
way
which
up to the present writing have
produced more squawks than harmony
and as far as the
dear public goes, have been received with an indifference that
has puzzled all the experts
and sent most
of the Tin
Pan Alley boys back to the alley
, .when they were all set
to ride down the boulevard in limousines
and the poor
producers are still shaking their heads and trying to figure it
all out
knowing that Americans are a music-loving people
and that every hit-song soon has the entire nation
humming
and a real dance
number sends the populace
tripping merrily to the ole b. o
and while they have been
trying to dope out the mystery
along comes a li'l unknown German producing
organizashe
and solves the
problem
with "Two
cracked all records for long
and now in its 14th
and still playing to

Americans like ourself who can't sprechen zie Deutsch or unnerstand it
but who
can and do appreciate
the haunting
melodies of that Viennese waltz and songs
plus a charming love story that needs no language to interpret it to all and
sundry
and has caused us to see it three times
which no other pix, foreign or domestic, has ever been able to
get us That Way
because we were trying to figure out
how a modest li'l pix that cost about 10 grand to produce
can get us cuckoo
but after comparing
it with some
Hollywood holocausts and hallucinations facetiously called "musicals" we understand perfectly
it's the only filmusical whose harmonies haunt us
and keep singing in what
we facetiously call our heart and brain
and we keep saying to ourself: "Why, b'gosh,. here is Real Melody!"
and, b'gosh, it IS
„ plus a Real love story, done simply,
sincerely,
humanly
and if any
producer
con emplates
starting on filmusicals again
he's a sucker if he doesn't
give this one the o. o
for it contains
the Secret for
making a Successful Musical

• • • LEW AYRES, the young "U" star, is worrying the
company
officials for fear he becomes
what
they term "that
most dreaded
of all things cinematic — a type."
so they
are trying to pick pix for him that will show him as a versatile
actor
meanwhile a lotta "type" players continue to struggle
along
because
producers
to show
'em
in varied roles
offhand haven't
we can been
recallcareful
Chaplin,
Colman,
Bancroft,
Baxter,
Beer)-, Brendel,
Clive Brook,
Gary
Cooper,
Powell, Menjou, Jack Oakie
and Mickey
Mouse
in fact, come to think of it, practically all the big feature players and stars who
LAST
have been "ruined"
bv making
'em
"types"
we are overjoyed
to see that some producer
is
gonna
do something
about
this depressing
situation
Maurice Chevalier and his wife, Yvonne Yallce. who arrived
from abroad yesterday, are putting up at the Hotel St. Moritz ..

•
Famous Players to release 49 pictures between March 1 and Aug. 31.
*
*
*
"Vic" Smith no longer studio manager or Famous Players in the East.
Bob Kane his successor.
*
*
*
Famous Players-Canadian Corp.
secures s'.tes in Calgary, Regina,
Moose Jaw, Brandon and Swift Current.

Hearts in Waltz Time" which has
runs at arty houses in these U. S.
week at the 55th Street Playhouse
turnaway biz
including a lotta

•

WHAT A Big Surprise for you today, girls and boys!
we are about to entertain you with a Fairy Story from
real life
one of those really truly stories that has Actually Happened
for Phil Meyer, the New York exchange
manager for Columbia, received a check for $1,100 as first prize
money in the sales contest his branch won
and instead
of dividing
the loot among
himself
and salesmen,
Phil gave
everybody
in the ossif a cut-in
even the porters who
clean up, and the sales goofs who didn't clean up
and it
happened in the film biz
and from a sales manager
of all things!

€)

Funny Face
Contest Gets Biz
^

angle
onHUMOROUS
a serious picture
now even
and
then spells good showmanship.
Furthermore, when it is a draw-

ing contest, it intrigues the kiddies. When "All Quiet" played
at the New American, Evansville, Ind., Morris Davis, the
manager, tied up the "JournalCourier" for daily space on a
funny face contest. Each day a
cartoon head of a different character in "All Quiet" was published. Contestants had to draw
in features and make them as
funny as possible. All it cost
— Universal
was some theater tickets.

Cut-Outs Build
Lobby Scene
JV/fANAGER
John Hesse
of
the Publix-York,
Athol,
Mass., used a very unique lobby display to sell tickets for
"Tom Sawyer." For one week
in advance, the rotunda fover
had on display a 24-sheet cutout of Jackie Coogan and dog
with Huck Finn standing in
front of broken-down fence bearing the copy
"Tom Sawyer."
Cut-outs
wereof trimmed
partly
with clothing that gave a very
striking appearance to the lobby
display. Back of the fence were
colored lights to add to the effectivenes of the —display.
Paramount
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Advertising is not
a hit-or-miss game
nor is it mysteri
ous* It is simply
following the solid
and established
rule of placing
your message
before those who
can buy your
product in the
medium that they
read and believe
in— Such a publication isThe Film
Daily
♦
♦

♦
♦

♦
♦

♦
♦

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
N. BLAIR,

"New York Lady," featuring Tallah Bankhead and CKve Brooks, is
scheduled
to begin production
the
latter part of next week, with George
Cukor directing.
Various hair - raising daredevil
stunts are featured in "What a
Day," a Vitaphone comedy authored
by Stanley Rauh, which has just
been completed here under the direction of Alf Goulding.

Husband and wife combinations
seem to be the current vogue at
the Paramount New York studio.
Jack Kirkland, husband of Nancy
Carroll, is helping to adapt her own
picture; Miriam Hopkins, wife of
Paramount' s quest for realism
Austin Parker, will be featured in ivas responsible for hiring a real
"Week End," written by the latter M. D. to play the role of an inNorman Foster recently appeared
terne for a scene in "Sex in Busiopposite Claudette Colbert in
ness." His name is Dr. Nathan Ro"Young Man of Manhattan" and zofsky and he has never before apFlorence Eldridge, wife of Fredric
peared in motion pictures.
March, is now being considered for
a prominent role in a picture to be
Over 100 extras were used in Joe
made here.
Penner's latest Vitaphone comedy
which has a musical background.
"Damaged Love," photographed
by Tom Molloy at the DeForest
Audry Dale, now appearing in
studios in New York, will be next
the
Arthur Hopkins production.
week's attraction at tb,e Central
Charles Starrett and Betty Garde, "This is New York," has been
both of whom have appeared to ad- signed by Vitaphone for a new short
vantage in Paramount features made in which she will be supported by
here, have featured roles in support Hobart Cavanaugh and Roger
Gray. Miss Dale did another short
of June Collyer, who is starred.
for Vitaphone recently, "The Old
The entire front entrance to the Flame," and Cavanaugh was lately
Paramount studio has been recon- seen in "The Headache Man."
structed to represent the entrance
Stanley Smith, Paramount juveto a court house for use in exteriorscenes for "Sex in Business," now
nile, is featured in "You Said It,"
rapidly nearing completion under a musical fevue set to open on
the direction of Dorothy Arzner.
Broadway
next week.
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Swedish Houses Opened
The Aktiebolaget Svensk Fiimindustri of Stockholm, foremost producer and exhibitor in Sweden, has
opened two new theaters, one in
Stockholm and one in Jonkopmg.
The introduction of the sound forced
the company to change its policy
considerably. Production of Swedish
pictures has been increased and the
activities of the company have been
concentrated on producing Swedish
talkers. Tlle company has equipped
about 60 of its theaters with sound.
British Censorship Figures
Report of the British Board of
Film Censors indicates that during
the month ended Nov. 30 there were
148 films submitted and passed by
(he board. Of this number 59 were
new feature films (3,000 ft. or over),
40 of which were sound synchronized while 13 were silent. Included
in this number are also 89 short
films, 25 of which were silent and
64 synchronized.

Division

of the

Department

REDD Ymmmmmi^iH —

of Commerce.
—

—

Czechs Restrict Foreign Films
The Association of Czechoslovak
Exhibitors recently created a committee to work in connection with
the distribution of imported sound
films. to
It will
be thethese
committee's
task
examine
sound
films to determine whether or not
they are objectionable from a political standpoint and to regulate the
exhibition of foreign dialogue films
in Prague. The committee has decided that the maximum number of
German films to be first-run simultaneously in Prague should not exceed three or four.
Argentine Tariff Asked
A delegation representing Argentine film producing interests recently petitioned President Uriburu for
tariff or other protection for the national film industry. Argentina produced last year five moving pictures.
Releases from all sources amounted
to 800, most of which came from
the United States, Germany, France,
Spain, Italy and England contributed
some films.
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First National Starts
Three New Productions
Three First National pictures have
been placed in production. The new
Richard Barthelmess vehicle was the
first to go into actual work. Fay
Wray has the leading feminine role.
The next picture to start was "Big
Business Girl," whh Loretta Young
starred in the title role and a supporting cast which includes Ricardo
Cortez, Frank Albertson, Joan Blondell, Frank Darien, Mickey Bennett, Bobby Gordon, Nancy Dover
and Phillip Smalley. William A.
Seiter is directing it. The third production is "Party Husband," Dorothy Mackaill's new starring picture,
the list of supporting principals consisting of James Rennie, Dorothy
Peterson, Paul Porcasi, Joe Donahue, Helen Ware and Don Cooke.
The director is Clarence Badger.
Marjorie White in F. N. Picture
Marjorie White has been signed
by First National for "Broad-Minded," with Joe E. Brown and Ona
Munson. Thelma Todd also is in
the cast.
Butterworth
Due Soon
Charles Butterworth will close his
tour in Arthur Hammerstein's
"Sweet Adeline" a week from Saturday and immediately start for Hollywood to carry out his contract with
Warner Bros.
Una Merkel in "All Woman"
Una Merkel is the latest addition
to the cast being assembled by Warners for "All Woman," in which
Bebe Daniels will be starred. Others
are Ricardo Cortez, Dudley Digges,
Thelma Todd, Otto Matiesqn, Oscar
Apfel, Walter Long and Dvvight
Frye.
Dolores Costello in "We Three"
Dolores Costello will signalize hereturn to the screen in "We Three",
an unproduced play bv Edith Fitzgerald and Robert Riskin, which will
be produced by First National.
Kay Francis Marrying MacKenna
Kay Francis and Kenneth MacKenna have filed marriage intentions. They made the application
under their legal names, Katherine
Gibbs and Leo Mielziner, Jr.

Staub Honored
Ralph B. Staub, who made
the first interior scenes of
Alaska in the Mt. McKinley
section about 10 years ago,
when he was about the youngest cameraman in the business,
has received word from friends
in Alaska that a river up there
has been named in his honor.
It is called Ralph River.

—

o

Warner's "Public Enemy"
Has 42 Speaking Parts

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By

RALPH

A/TARK

SANDRICH, veteran comedy director, is directing the
first subject in the new series ol
"Broadway Headliners," being produced by Lou Brock for Radio Pictures. The subject is as yet untitled.
*
*
«
The first efforts of Jerome Kern,
noted composer, and Otto Harbach,
well-known playwright, in writing
directly for tne screen, have resulted, according to First National executives who have seen "Men oi
the Sky," in a picture that will prove
of keen interest. An unusual feature of the film is the weaving of
the music into the plot of the story,
which deals with the activities of
two spies during the war. The music serves as a code between Irene
Delroy and Jack Whiting who play
the leading roles.
Alfred E. Green
directed.
*
*
*
David Mendoza, although a resident of California for several
months, occasionally becomes homesick for New York and its orchestras. He was the conductor of the
Capitol
theater orchestra for nine
*
*
*
years.
James Seymour is writing the
screen play and dialogue for "The
House direct
of Glass,"
which
Al Green
will
for Pathe.
*
*
*
For once in his screen career,
Ivan Lebedeff, usually the sleek
and sophisticated villain, gets the
girl. It happens in "Bachelor
Apartment," in which he plays the
role of a "hoofer," who falls in
love with his dancing partner, and
Nat Carr Starts New Pathe Comedy
"Campus Champs," a Pathe Campus Comedy featuring Nat Carr, has
gone into production under the direction of Fred Guiol. This is an orig"Chuck" Calby Charles
inallahan
story
and Nat
Carr. Harry Frazer
did the adaptation. Ray Cooke,
Kane Richmond and Ed Dearing
have featured roles.
Para. Buys "Stepdaughters of War"
"Stepdaughters of War" has been
purchased by Paramount. The stage
version was produced in New York
this season by Chester Erskine. It
was dramatized by Kenyon Nicholson from the story by Helen Zenna
Smith. The screen play is to be

prepared by Zoe Akins.

Arthur Hoyt, Ethel Wales Signed
Arthur Hoyt and Ethel Wales
have been signed for "The Flood,"
Columbia drama of life in the Mississippi River country.

W1LK

wins her away from a designing
show manager. It will be his eleventh Radio film appearance.
*
*
*
Eiissa Landi is superstitious about
mirrors and when she had to break
a mirror
in "Squadrons,'
Director
Alfred
Santell
made five others
on
the set break mirrors as moral support for the feminine star.
*
*
*

There are 42 speaking parts in
"The Public Enemy," which is now
being cast at the Warner Bros.
studjos. Edward Woods and James
Cagney will play the two leading
roles, with Beryl Mercer, Louise
Brooks, Mae Clark, Joan Blondell,
Leslie Fenton, Don Cook, Billy
House, Arnold Lucy and Mia Marvin also in the cast.

Bradley King on Honeymoon
Bradley King, married some time
ago to George Boyd, who is associated with an engineering concern,
Benny Rubin, who on his present has left with her husband on a betour has topped the personal appearlated honeymoon trip. Thev will
ance records of every star in the
tour Mexico, then sail for Snain and
last five years, is due here Feb. 11.
He broke the house records at the other interesting points. The popular feminine scenarist expects to reR-K-O theater in Paterson, N. J.,
sume work in six weeks or so.
the Mastbaum and Earle theaters in
Philadelphia.
He
also played
five
weeks
at the * Palace,
York.
Josephine Park Dies
*
*New
Josephine Park, sta^e and screen
actress and former wife of Conway
C. Edgar Schoenbaum is photo- Tearle. is dead in Glens Falls. X
graphing
"Platinum,"
a James
Cruze Prod.,
which
Walter
Lang Y„ according to word just received
here. She had been living with her
is directing. He also did the camera work on "The Command Per- parents in Hudson Falls, N. Y.,
since she left professional
life.
formance," which was also directed
by Lang.
*
*
*
Boh Steele Cast Comdeted
Do you remember when Rowland
^ Trem Carr, producer of the Bob
V. Lee played "Tony Lumpkin" in Steele westerns for Tiffanv release,
"She Stoops to Conquer" at the De- announces that the cast for "The
Witt Clinton high school, New Ridin' Fool," next Steele production,
York, and Arthur Hornblow, Jr., has been completed. Frances MorJames Seymour and Donald Lee
ris will play the leading feminine
were also in the cast? When Bill role. The supporting cast will include such well known players as
Koenig managed theaters in MinneTed
Adams,
Eddie Featherston.
*
*
*
apolis?
Josephine Velez, Fern Emmett.
While on her trip East, Betty
Florence Turner, Jack Henderson
and Gordon Demain. J. P. McRoberts,
head
of
Radio
Pictures'
story department, saw 32 plays and
Carthy will direct.
read 48 publishers' manuscripts,
some of which were purchased for
Stewart Story, "Finn and Hattie"
early production.
Donald Ogden Stewart's hilarious
story of Mr. and Mrs. Haddock and
June MacCloy in "Musketeers"
their trip to Paris will be titled "Finn
June MacCloy, contralto, who ap- and Hattie" when it reaches the
screen. The picture is now in work.
pears in "Reaching For the Moon"
with Douglas Fairbanks and Belr.' Leon Errol, Mitzi Green, ZaSu Pitts,
Daniels, will appear opposite Charles
(ackie Sear! and l.ilyan Tashman are
Rogers, Skeets Gallagher and Stuart featured.
Erwin
which

in
"Manhattan
Paramount
willMusketeers."
film as a

companion
to "Close
Harmony."
Edward Sutherland
will direct.
The
story is an original story by Son
iik. Marion Due is preparing
the scenario.

"Platinum" Becomes "Hell Bound"
"Platinum," tentative title for
lames Craze's latest Tiffany special,
has been changed
In "Hell
Bound."
The story is bv Edward Dean Sullivan, and Adee Commandini. Production has starti d under the direction of Walter Lang, with a ca9l
headed by Lola Lane. Leo t'arrillo
and Lloyd Hughes.

Louise Closser Hale Cast
Louise Closser Hale has been cast
by Pathe
Constance
new
starringinvehicle,
which Bennett's
Paul L
Stein will direct. Joel McCrea and
Paul Cavanaugh also are in the cast.

3,7
1 8 'Lynne' Extras
Extras got a good break in
Fox's "East Lynne". Director
Frank Lloyd used a total of
3,718 in the production, which
features Ann Harding, Clive
Brook, Conrad Nagel, Cecilia
Loftus, O. P. Heggie. David
Torrence and Beryl Mercer.
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BOTH EAST AND WEST
Although Warner Bros, will make
a few of its 1931-32 shorts at the
Coast, the company will definitely
continue to operate its Flatbush
Vitaphone studio, where a great
majority of its shorts are turned out.
The Coast schedule is understood to
include the S. S. Van Dine detective stories. Accessibility of trained
stage talent is a. principal reason for
continuance of work in the East.

60 Firms, 121 Theaters
Already
Probed
in Canada
(Continued
from Page 1)
pointed by the Canadian Government to inquire into the motion picture business in Canada to see
whether it violates the Combines
Act. All persons familiar with the
business in Canada will be invited
to participate in submitting evidence
in the probe.

Business in the South
Improving, Says Moray

Norman H. Moray, general sales
manager of Vitaphone, just back
from a trip through the southeastern
territory, reports that business in
that section is on the upgrade. Exhibitors for the most part are becoming increasingly optimistic,
Moray says.
R. A. Griffith of the Griffith circuit in Oklahoma, in a visit to the
Warner offices yesterday, declared
that improvement is also being
shown in the southwest.

89 Features Produced
In England Last Year
London — Domestic features produced in Great Britain during the
year 1930 reached a total of 8°, according to a recent trade report. In
addition, 27 feature films are now in
work.
Swedish Wirings 600 By Spring
Stockholm — Wired houses in
Sweden now number 400, with the
600 mark expected to be rea'ched in
the Spring. Of the present total,
60 are equipped with Tobis Klangfilm sets, 14 with U. S. apparatus,
and a large number are wired with
native-made
smaller devices.
Belgian War Film To Be Shown
Official motion' pictures of Belgium's war activities will be shown
Friday evening by the Second Division, Post 860, American Legion, at
the Level Club on West 73rd St.

$10 Chaplin Opening
Opening of Charlie Chaplin's
"City
Lights"
at the6 will
George
M. Cohan
on Feb.
be
at $10 top. Mezzanine seats
will be $5 and the balcony $2.
Chaplin will be present at the
premiere.
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Big Event

On April 17, 1919, Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, Douglas
Fairbanks and D. W. Griffith organized United Artists, and on
April 17 of this year each of these celebrities will have a production
on Broadway. Miss Pickford will be playing in "Kiki," Chaplin in
"City Lights," and Fairbanks in "Reaching for the Moon," while
Griffith's "Abraham Lincoln" is scheduled for its popular-priced
showing.

LEGAL BUREAU VESTAL COPYRIGHT BILL
ON CONTRACTS NOW UP TOTHE SENATE

FOX PLANS TO CONTINUE
FOREIGN PRODUCTION HERE
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Fox foreign manager. The policy
of producing in Hollywood with
foreign talent imported for French,
German, Spanish and Italian versions, will be continued, according
to Sheehan.

Union Theaters Closes
N. Y., London Offices
(Continued

from

Page

1)

ordered back to Australia. He leaves
{Continued
from Page 1)
It
will
limit
the
use
of
copyright
next month by way of Vancouver.
the Film Boards of Trade, whose
The New York office had been open
functions have been reduced by the injunctions in cases where the use of
uch injunction interferes with the for 18 years, with Johnson doing the
Court decisions on arbitra- jublic's right, as, for example, in talent,
Supreme
buying etc.
of films, equipment, stage
tion and the old credit system.
he
publication
of
news.
Method of operation is likely to be
It will release from responsibility
modeled after that of the system
or
infringement those who could not Gov. Roosevelt Urges
successfully being conducted in the
-ossibly have knowledge of the inNew
York
territory.
Let-up on Legislation
.ringement, as, for example, job
winters, engravers and newspapers
Albany — In connection with annual message of Gov. Roosevelt to
the case of advertising material.
Best'res n ihe
's S.14 Pictu
Londo
Hays
Office represented
the the Legislature, which has just con4 U.
InclundesCritic
vened, a newsreel sequence has
London — Four American pictures film industry in urging the passage been made
in which His Excellency,
.i
the
measure.
Practically
all
pubare included in "14 best" pictures of ishers, theatrical managers, authors in conversation with John Lynch,
the past year as selected by C. A.
and other organizations
have been chairman of the state tax commisLejeune, critic of the "Sunday
sion, urges that no more taxation
working for the bill.
Observer." They are "All Quiet on
bills be enacted against the various
the Western Front," "The Love Bert Muller to Handle
industries. Newsreels, it is underParade," "Hallelujah" and "The
stood, will carry the sequence.
King of Jazz." The two best, acFamous
Artists'
Sales
Bert Aiuller has been appointed
cording to Lejeune, are "Sous les
Talker Service in Texas Church
Toits de Paris" and "Earth." Others director of sales for Famous Artists
Houston — Woodland Heights
on his list include: "Turksib," "The of the Air, makers of electrical transEnd of St. Petersburg," "The Pas- scriptions tor use as radio trailers.
^resbyterian Church, first of the local churches to use talking pictures
sion of Jeanne d'Arc," "The Italian
'' and
"Dracula
Straw Hat," "The White Hell of "Resurre
on been
trailershave
Radio ction"
d
or the presentation of services, has
complete
nade a successful test of this policy.
Pitz Palu," "The Blue Angel," for Universal by Famous Artists
"Murder" and "The Dawn Patrol "
The plan, if popular, will be adopted
under the supervision of Eddit
Dowling and Monte Brice.
>yut other
churches here and throughthe country.
Shift R-K-O House Managers
Al Arnstein has been assigned the
A. H. Woods to Show Movie-of-U
management of the FKO Regent
Paris Cinema Receipts Up
A. H. Woods, the theatrical proreplacing Lawrence Greib who is
ducer,
will
hold
a
private
showing
Paris — Receipts of local houses,
now managing the Globe. Charles this afternoon, at 1663 Broadway, ol
which have consistently increased
K. Eagle, formerly at the Dycker,
his Movie-of-U, automatic motion from year to year, are expected this
Brooklyn, has replaced Raymond
novelty wherein a person is
Elder as manager of the Royal. T J. picture
enabled to see himself as he would year to exceed all previous records.
Popularity that talker productions
Freitag is now at the Dycker. Harhave enjoyed and expansion in the
vey Watkins is now managing the appear on the screen.
theater field are given as reason?
Hippodrome
and the Jefferson.
Fox-Hearst Fashion Show
for this optimistic condition.
Fox-Hearst will hold a Spring
Jewish
Talker
Released
fashion show for fashion writers on
Frenchman Invents Metal Film
"Shulamith," Jewish talker by the afternoon of Jan. 15, at the 54th
Paris — Metal film, claimed to be
Abraham Goldfaden, has been re- St.
studio. Sound film for Movietone more
durable and resistant than the
leased by Judea Films Inc. The
News will be made during the show, present celluloid preparation, and to
silent film was produced in Paleswhich is being arranged in co-opera- be of equal lightness and efficiency,
here. tine and music and singing added
tion with Airs. June Hamilton is reported to have been invented
Rhodes
ion editor.and Vyvyan Donner, fash- by Louis Lumiere, French scientist.
Annual Eastman Dinner Feb. 9
The Society of the Genesee
will
178 Italian Houses Wired
<Tive its 32nd annual dinner in honor
Connie's Status
Officially clearing up. the
of George
Eastman
at the Hotel
Rome — One hundred and seventyCommodore on Feb. 9.
eight Italian houses were equipped
question of where Constance
Bennett stands in the matter
with sound-film reproduction apparatus up to November. 19 of the
RCA's Latin Installations
of contract, Vice-President
facturer.
RCA
Photophone
installations equipments
Lewis Innerarity of Pathe yesare of American manuthroughout Latin America now total
terday issued a statement to
nearly 200, with 38 of this number
the effect that she is under exin Central America.
Daughter Born to Blumenthals
clusive contract to this comA daughter, christened Barbara
pany
until
the borBronx
House
Sold at Auction
Ann, was born at the Lenox Hill
rowing of1934,
Miss and
Bennett
by
Thomas A. Poole has bought the Hospital on Monday to Mr. and Mrs.
Warner Bros, or other comtheater and store building at 269 A. Pam Blumenthal. The father is
tract. panies will not affect that conBurnside Ave., Bronx, from Joseph connected with Warner Bros, in
P. Day at auction for $149,250.
charge of commercial films.
(.Continued

from

Page
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Jewish Talker Units Slated for Erlanger Circuit

U. A. CIRCUIT STICK1NGT0 WEST— SCHENCK
Gen. Elec. Goes Commercial — Asks Rental for Shorts
Mr. Franklin

12

— talks about theaters
^-^By

JACK

ALICOATE-^-

We like to
New Views on lunch with
an Old Subject Harold
Franklin.
First because of his congenial
companionship and second because of his sane, sound and
sensible views on the constantly changing complexion and
problems of modern theater operation. In case you are not
entirely familiar with the background of this young man, let
us suggest that Mr. Franklin, many
years ago, gained his apprenticeship
with Shea in Buffalo, took the entire
course and was graduated from the
Paramount School of Theaters with
highest honors, and as professor of
showmanship, theater economics and
box-office magic, built West Coast
Theaters from an idea to probably
the most successful localized circuit
in the country. He is now president
and general manager of the recently
organized Hughes-Franklin Theaters.
When he talks about theaters he
usually says something.
*
*
*

Subjects Offered
RKO as Regular
Theatricals

to

A series of 12 short subjects produced by General Electric and titled
"The House of Magic" have been
offered to RKO by John Klenke, G.
E.'s motion picture manager, to be
sold to exhibitors under the same
(Continued on Page

12)

WARNER-KENTUCKY DEAL

18 From U. A.
United Artists will have 18
features on its 1931-32 schedule, said Joseph M. Schenck
yesterday. Total of IS will
be made for the current year
releasing program.

E. R. P. I.

SENNEn COMPLETESPLANS
F0REIGNJXECUTIVE8 FOR NINE NEW COMEDIES

Fred Niblo is Elected
M. P. Academy Secretary
Coast

Bureau.

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Fred Niblo has been
elected secretary of the Academy of
M. P. Arts and Sciences to succeed
Frank Woods, resigned. The secretaryship has been changed to a nonsalaried post. Woods has been
a life membership in the
. n
,,
For instance,
in awarded
Academy.
A Problem
a nut-shell, Mr.
in Economics Franklin thinks the
present producerexhibitor set-up is considerably
damp. He believes that a circuit
that is completely independent and
without producer dominance is more
flexible and economically sound than
the present-day string of producerowned houses. He thinks that a big
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
organization having as high as 85
Hollywood — Negotiations
per cent of its assets in theaters and
$1,000,000 insurance on the
for
real estate should give that same
of Mitzi Green, Paralife
proportion of its collective brains,
mount's 10-year-old star, have
analysis, determination and time to
been completed by her father,
the protection of those theaters and
Green. The premium will
Joe
not reverse
the order
by making
be $15,000 annually.

Francis Ziesse Resigns
From
Cameramen's Union
Francis E. Ziesse, business representative of Local 644, cameramen's
union, has resigned after occupying
the post for the past four years.
(Continued

on Page

12)

Erlanger Theaters To Play
Jewish Talking Picture Units
$1,000,000 on Mitzi

(.Continued

on

Page

2)

Theater circuit expansion planned
by United Artists will be concentrated on territory west of the MisJoseph M.
Schenck The
told
The Filmsissippi,
Daily
yesterday.
company's(Continued
schedule,
which12) provides
on Page

Under Electrical Research Products' two-year plan, a number of
foreign executives are being brought
Negotiations Ly Warner Bros, for back to the home office preliminary
acquisition of the Strand Theater to assigning them to other posts.
Corp. of Kentucky are near the point Supplementing this reason is the fact
of being closed, it was stated at the that in view of the limitations of the
Warner offices yesterday. Theaters present foreign sound market, a great
involved are the Empress, Opera portion of all installations possible
House and Bleich Opera House in at the moment has been completed.
Owensboro; Savoy, Princeton;
R. M. Hatfield, Australian manager, is back in New York. J. W.
Princess, Dixie and Lincoln, MayRoberts,
financial accountant sta(Continued on Pane 12')
tioned in London has also returned.
William Bach, Continental sales
manager, returns from London late
this month.
West

Expansion Program Will
Not ofbeMississippi
Carried East

Under a deal now being negotiated, Jewish talking picture units
produced by Judea Films will play
Erlanger houses throughout the
country The talkers, being made
.ii the R. [,. A. studio in Xew York,
are being turned out at the rate of
a unit a month. Each unit comprises
(Continued

on

Page

12)

West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Mack Sennett has
completed production plans for nine
new comedies on his season's schedule for release by Educational. Marshall Neilan has been signed by Sennett to direct one of the first to be
made in the new crop, a comedy
takeoff on the "Ex-Wife" and "ExMistress" themes. The comedy will
(Continued on Page

12)

"Cimarron" Opens Jan. 26
For $1.50 Run at Globe
open •"Cimarron"
for
itsRKO
world will
premiere
Jan. 26 at the
Globe (in Broadway, where the picture will be presented as a roadshow attraction of two hours' running time at $1.50 top. The house
will be closed Jan. 21 for redecoration and sound improvements before
the special run opens.

William Fox Again
Dopesters working Times
Square have it figured out
that William Fox is the
money

man back of the proposition made by Jake Conn,
Providence exhibitor, to buy
Pathe for a million bucks more
than the RKO deal furnishes.
Conn yesterday, in replying to
a wire from THE
FILM
DAILY, again declined to reveal the identity of his backer.
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Mr* Franklin
— talks about theaters
(Continued

from

Page

1)

production and distribution its chief
problem. Divorcing the problems of
production and exhibition, according
to Mr. Franklin, is one big answer
to the present box-office question.
*
*
*
„ „ Circ
„.
.. Franklin
The
Hughesa-t
uit
circuit
in the Making is now in the
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Jacksonville Tax Bill
Rejected by Commission
Jacksonville, Fla. — The city commission rejected a two-cent theater
and gasoline tax to provide funds
for unemployment relief here.

Arthur Greenblatt Heads
Motion Picture Salesmen

ancia

4*

Today:
Jan. 16

Arthur Greenblatt has been elected
head of the Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc. He succeeds Joe Felder.

Rabell With Gen. Talking
In Sales Manager Post

making.
Accord-ot
ing to Mr. Franklin,
the mark
50 acquired houses has already been
W. H. Rabell, formerly with Sono
passed. On Sept. 1, the start of the
new fall season, it is planned that Art-World Wide, is now sales manager of General Talking Pictures,
the H-F circuit will consist of at succeeding Irving Lesser, who
has
least 300 houses. Headquarters will
become New York representative
remain permanently in Los Angeles, for
Walt Disney.
with the opening of a New York
office some time later in the Spring.
We have not always agreed with German Censor May Pass
either Mr. Hughes or Mr. Franklin,
but we have admired both as being
Quiet"
ted "All
BerlinRe-edi
— A re-edit
ed versio
n of
men of direct action rather than
Universal's "All Quiet on the Westtheory. As time goes on you'll hear
ern Front" is reported in preparaplenty
tion, and it is believed likely that
Theaters. more of Hughes-Franklin
the German censor will approve the
new version.
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Tiffany Closes Circuit Bookings
Tiffany has closed a deal with the
—
Fox West Coast and Fox Midwest
—4-circuits, whereby they will play the
entire Tiffany Talking Chimp series,
71J4 —
and a group of the company's features. Contracts have also been
Fox Theaters Seeking
Warners in PhiladelBurlington, la., Site closed phia,with
New
Jersey,
Pittsburgh and
Burlington, la. — Fox theater scouts New
England
territor
ies
for a group
are reported inspecting local sites
shorts and features.
for a proposed theater. Officials of of comedy
the company were scheduled to visit
here this week.
%
1M
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IS

COMING

& GOING

if
if
V rLtL'
ART, Ieave
and his
GLORIA
on Saturday
for wife,
the coast.
if JACOBSON
JOHN EBERSON left yesterday for a
in brief
trip to Cincinnati.
8

Eastman Films I
§

visiting
New
York.
■ T-0M in
• S?tRY*
Boston
Pi<*ure
man,
is
SAMUEL GOLDWYN, now abroad, sails
for New
York on Jan. 22.
if
WILLIAM LE BARON arrived from the
if coast yesterday.
PHILLIPS HOLMES has left for the
if
Hollywood M
Chicago 6700 Santa Monic« K Paramount studios in Hollywood after com1727 Indiana Ave.
pleting his role in "Stolen Heaven "
Blvd
K
y
GORDON NEW of Paramount sound deHOLlywood
4131
'•}
i:
:.: CALumet 2691
partment sails Jan. 22 on the Bremen to
work
at the Paramount
studios,
Jomville,

J. E. Brulatour, Inc. $
g

1
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Incorporations

Conn Goinsr to Washington
Boston
—•4 Jacob Conn, the ProvV*
■4
idence exhibitor
who is leading the
Malevins
minority interests' fight against the U™d"brien,
& Driscoll, New
•
.?*.■ .C'ky Productions,
theatrical;
York
Pathe sale to RKO, is going to City. 600 shares common.
Washington at the end of this week
Classic Productions, motion pictures • P
with his attorney, William A. Need- Freema".
'482
Broadway,
New
York
City!
ham.

Premiere
of Charlie Chaplin's "City Lights" at the new
Los Angeles
in Los Angeles.
6
Charlie
"City M. Lights"
opens atChaplin's
the George
Cohan,
New
York.
10
19Thirty-second
annual
dinner by
9
22the Society of the Genesee in
honor of George
Eastman.
-1 1 National
convention
of independent exhibitors called
by
Allied
States Ass'n to be held
in
Chicago.

30
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.

'4

Dix Shooting in New York
$2 for
"Caesar"
on Coast
West Coast
Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
34
Richard Dix, is in New York makHollywood — "Little Caesar," the
exteriors
"Big Brother," his
Warner gangland
picture which is first ing
34
directo
rialforeffort
for RKO. He
going big all around the country, also.
may
make interiors in New "Vork
will open at the Hollywood at $2
top.
It
follows
"Outward
Bound,"
which opened last week at $2 top and
is being held over.

Jan. 20
17

Mar.

"The
Whispers"opensUnited
Artists Bat
production
at the
Rivoli, New York.
Luncheon given by Paramount at
the Ritz. New
York, in honor
of George
Akerson,
who is rePresident
Hoover's
secretary signingto as join
Paramount.
"Illicit," Warner
production with
Barbara
Stanwyck,
opens at the
Winter Garden. New York.
Dinner
and
Dance
(17th
Anniversary) of M. P. Machine Operators' Union, Hotel Astor, New
York.
General meeting of M. P. T. O.,
Hotel Henry,
Pittsburgh.
M.
P. T. sylvaniaO.will hold
ot annual
Eastern election
Pennmeeting in Philadelphia.
24 Fox Anniversary
Week.
24 Annual
conference
of
National
Board of Review, Hotel Pennsylway. vania, New York.
"Cimarron",
RKO
production,
opens at the Globe on BroadWorld

7

Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome,
New York.
April 4-11 Players'
and
Patrons' for Jubilee
Week, national
benefit
N. V.
A. Club.

ANOTHER
OF

NOTb
OPTIMISM

Drama Picture Distributors, motion picture
supplies; Fitelson, Lerman & Mayers, 70
common
.
West 40th
St., New York City. 200 shares

Micheaux Film Corp., motion picture films;
{; ». rinkelstein, 2 Lafayette St., New
lork City.
200 shares common.
Soudan Amusement Corp., motion picturesSuchman & Samuels, 545 Fifth Ave., New
York C«y.
100 shares common.
Blue Seal Sound Devices, recording apRobinson, 43 Cedar St., New
York City.paratus; H. L.
$10,000.
Manny Theater Corp.; Keenan, Brink &
Hariisoa,
Binghamton.
N .Y.
$100 000

Capitol Increases

'» common,
15-000 ^ares
nnn
!aterr?uffal°
Buffalo,$100 $3,000,1 5U.U00
each;
noTheatcrs,
par.preferred,

■| BROADWAY

& 47th ST.. N. Y.

WILLIAM

MORRIS

M

Call-Board

The Girl from the West :
"How is New York standHer ingbear-raided
Escort:
the depression?"
"Famously, since Saltzman's
opened.
WeWedinedance
on better food.
to
peppier music — wait till
and when Tom Byrne sends
;\ you hear Smith Ballew —
the bad news, we look it
squarely in the face without worrying over to-morrow's breakfast."
Club Dinner with Dancing $2.00 per person
— 6 to 9:30 — Weekdays and Sundays. No
Cover Charge. Club Luncheon Complete
$1.25. A la carte of course. Dancing Saturday Luncheon. Open Sundays at noon . • <
VANderbilt 7057.

Huguette Duflos
METRO
Foreign

LOS

RE STAU

Versions

ANGELES.

60 EAST

CAL.

RANT

SALTZMAN'S
LINCOLN

BUILDING

42 nd STREET

Opposite Grand Central Terminal

BROADWAY^ ASKS
PAY '6.60
•

WHY

At the big Capitol
Theatre, N. Y.
right now is Joan
Crawford
which is in'Paid
taking
plenty of business
away from the

PROGRESS CAN
BE PUT OFF
FOR A WHILE-

$6.60 shows. It's
jusLas great entertainment and a lot

M-G-M HAS a flock
of equally BIG
shows ready!

cheaper to see !

It's very pleasant when you can
announce to your patrons —

but eventually
You've got to move
forward or move out!
^i-Xr*

,,,

The Screaming

sarin modern lov

'"d
"Dance
in"PalCl
vl , 7°°'
Tools,
Groce
MOORE
Groce
Tools •t*eS2~
,n"Pald
one'S even better.
himinB')
JOAN «■*£

JUST
AHOTHik
TALKIE

This?

,n

or

This?

Talkies have been through a long enough
period of trial for the public to learn which
company produces most of the best ones —

"JUST ANOTHER

screen wotia.

S2B*
22
,.Divorcee.

TALKIE"

doesn't fill seats any more. You've got to give
them Big Entertainments. Exhibitors of
Metro-Qoldivyn'Mayer pictures are making
money because they are able to present attractions on their screens that are compar>
able to Broadway shows.

—and more
on the way1

THE PICTURE INDUSTRY
IS leading the
country back to
PROSPERITY!
— and just when
the folks get
their pockets
filled again,
ready to

spend — WHO'S
LOOK
LEADING
The
Picture Parade-*-

This is one of the new Giant Sound Stages.
Acres of humming activity
make the M-G-M Culver City Studios the Metropolis of the Motion Picture.

LEO of

T(^T

MOO**
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EXPLOITETTES

Timely Topics

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion

—€)—

Primitive People
In the Movies

AFRICA has served so frequently of late as a happy
hunting ground for expeditions
armed with motion picture
cameras that slow-motion views
of galloping giraffes and closeups of gaping pygmies have become gjmost too familiar to
thrill. Variety is in sight, however, for the expedition which
will travel over the Marco Polo
route from Europe to Peking
will carry equipment for making
talking motion pictures, and two
cameramen accompanied an
American party which journeyed
by motor truck over 1,600 miles
of northwest Australia, known as
the "Never Never Land." The
latter expedition was led by
Stanley D. Porteus, professor of
racial psychology at the University of Hawaii. Its object
was to make a psychological
study of the Australian blacks.
These natives are regarded as
the most backward in the world,
the simplest mental judgment
being beyond them; yet recent
experiments by an Australian
professor showed that they are
extremely sensitive to music. At
one stage the Porteus expedition
got off the track, which is QOt
surprising since they had to
make shift with such directions
as: "Go around the paddock and
due north until you come to the
gate in the boundary fence.
This is the last gate for 300
miles. From there follow the main
Katherine road for about nineteen miles, then take a fire-plow
track to the right — plowed in
1927, not very plain now." A
fire-plow track is made by hitching a heavy log to a bullock
team and dragging it over the
sandy soil. The strayed travelers, according to Dr. Paul
Withington, the physician who
accompanied them, were put
right by a group of three blacks,
carrying spears and boomerangs.
" — New York "Sun"

• • • WITH EVERYBODY complaining of colds and
grippe these days, and when every bone in your body aches,
And> speakyou should be thankful you're not a herring
ing of bones, reminds us that Donald Henderson Clarke's novel
"The Impatient Virgin," has caused the screen rights to become
a bone of contention with seven companies dickering for it
this means a delay before the gal in question can do her stuff
on the screen, which is enough to make any virgin impatient
Many inquiries have been received by United Artists as
to the ingredients in that cocktail called "Angel's Breath" that
Douglas Fairbanks drinks in "Reaching for the Moon"
it makes Doug bounce off the walls, and a lotta fans would
like
to get
the and
same has
reaction
the the
publicity
dep'tconsists
wired
to the
studio
been advised sothat
cocktail
merely of Los Angeles drinking water
which now explains why a lot of Broadway actors going to Hollywood have
bounced right back to New York again
5|£

3fC

2f?

»f*

• • • AL SELIG, one of our more conscientious publicity
chiefs, has gone to some trouble to prove that Blanche Mehaffey
appearing in Tiffany's "Sunrise Trail," is a genooine
Ziegfeld
gal
because the public has become
somewhat
skeptical
about alleged former Ziegfeld girls now in Hollywood pix
seeing that if all of these were laid end to end they would form
a complete
belt around the world
and Ziegfeld hisself
would have got very tired lookin' 'em over
so Al has
complete
documentary
data on file certifying that Blanche
is
the genooine article
and has gone from one Follies into
another
*
*
*
*
• • • THOSE BANK of the U. S. rubber checks that the
hawkers are peddling are not selling so well, for most everybody along Broadway has one already
and speaking of
things that bounce, some of these film gents who get bounced
from one job to another, should take out fire insurance
*
*
*
*
• • • REMEMBER
WHEN
producers
used to cater to
independent exhibs in the good old days
the time that
First Nash threw a party at the Ritz-Carlton for Norma Talmadge's "Smilin' Thru' " with Roxy directing his orchestra, with
buffet lunch and a dance after
and "U" gave an invitation showing at the Broadway theater of "To Hell With the
Kaiser,"
with Paul Gulick acting as hostess over the buffet lunch
........and
of course the trade paper gents horned in on both
affairs
and how many are there who can remember that
famous day and year when Hi Abrams took the boys on a trip
to see the Portland baseball team in action up in Maine
and on the train trip one of the trade paper highbinders worked
a 20-spot up to 600 smackers with the galloping ivories
while a certain w.k. exhib lost 1200 iron men
yeah, them
were the daze
*
*
*
*

'THE management of the Palace
in Huntington, W. Va., used
an idea in an effective manner
in its newspaper exploitation of
"The Lash." The space taken
was two columns wide and running the depth of a page. A
head of Barthelmess topped the
ad and this same head was repeated five times, each cut having a line of solid type under it.
The cuts stood out so prominently and there was so little
type matter to detract from
them, that the ads easily caught
the eye and commanded attention.
— First National

*

*

*

Miniature Parachutes
On "Hell's Angels"
^/[ANAGER
went in Harry
strong H.forWeiss
airplane stunts to exploit "Hell's
Angels" at the Publix-Florida,
Jacksonville, Fla. A well-known
local pilot encircled the city on
different days in the airplane —
with title of picture painted
under the wing. From this same
plane, paper minature parachutes were dropped over the
business section of the city. The
parachutes bore copy about pic— Paramount
ture.

•

• • B- J- CARNEY, manager of purchasing and distribution for Educational, has got all the home ossif wondering how
he does it
in the past few weeks accidents, sickness, and
everything but a cyclone has hit his domestic menage, but B J
continues his work serene and smiling
Clifford Brooke is
directing Alice Brady in "Zero Hour," which James Elliott and
Lyman Brown are producing for the Broadway stage
Jack Fuld crashed a quick build-up without advance exploitashe

Light
Brigade
theme of the
?"
J*Z*
°! ,?e!!"
he pix,
got read
the P°em'
the
by the "Charge
pupils in ofseven
schools within a half-mile radius of Times Square
.
and
the kids flocked to see the showing
Bert Moeller has gone
"/,'"
wor!d.
he is now directing sales for Famous
Artists thf
of the
Air
*
*
*
*
There is only one picture
theater in Arabia which has a
population of 5,000,000.

0
New Slant on
Newspaper Ad

Goulding
r Tr * and
T^H?
A- M'TPn-A'
J- P- MuIler.
Jeanette
Loff at wil1
the displa>'
Dixie luncheon
today Edmund
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MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Beit wishes and congratulation! a/e
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

January 15
William Beaudine
Charles King
Karl Freund

America's Crack
Showmen Poised
for Promotion Upheaval -- - Grand-
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FERBER GENIUS IN BURST
OF GLORY ON THE SCREEN
Critics Splash Wildest
Praise Across Pages of
Nation's Daily Press...
By Jimmy Starr, knock-emclown, drag-em-out reviewer Los Angeles Express:

EDNA
FERBER
Whose

p«n

recreated

a

glamorous age in all ill
tumultuous splendor for the
biggest story of the decade!

//

the word 'Cimarron' means 'wild,
untamed'. The motion picture Cimarron means probably your greatest
cinema thrill of 1931. Each year there
is always one outstanding production.

WESLEY
RUGGLES

Genius of Wesley Rugglei
results in supreme

di-

rectorial achievement of

Last year it was
Western Front7.
RICHARD
DIX
IRENE DUNNE
ESTELLE
TAYLOR
AND ASSEMBLAGE OF
SUPERLATIVE ARTISTS
DIRECTION

WESLEY

RUGGLES

ADAPTATION

HOWARD

ESTABROOK

PHOTOGRAPHY

EDDIE

CRONJAGER

'All Quiet on the

My prediction is that 'Cimarron' will
take the honor for the New Year.
It is in the class of the never-to-beforgotten productions ... a standard
in super-talkie production by which
//
others will be judged.

THE CAMPAIGN
WORLD'S MIGHTIEST
FORCES
LINKED
IN

IS ON!
SHOW
DRIVE

THE
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HOLLYWOOD
\By

RALPH

T-TARLAN THOMPSON, who has
been writing for Fox, will also
direct "Good Gracious, Anabelle,"
in which Tom Meighan and Jeanette
MacDonald will be featured. Thompson formerly was a writer of Broadway musical shows.

Walter Morosco, at one time production executive for First National, United Artists and his gwn organization, has been signed by Columbia as supervisor.
Ulrich Haupt has been signed by
Fox to play character roles.

i^3

FLASHES
WILK\

Production on the new

George

Arliss picture, tentatively titled "The
Ruling Passion," is scheduled to
start the latter part of next week at
the Warner Bros, studios. David
Manners, Evalyn Knapp, Noah
Beery, Ivan Simpson and Florence
cast.
Arliss, the star's wife, are in the
"The Finger Points" is the title
of the new Richard Barthelmess
production, ivhich goes in work
about four weeks from now. John
Francis Dillon will direct.

A small theater is being built on
the Warner lot in Hollywood for the
Edgar Kennedy has completed his new training academy established by
third assignment in Pathe two-reel- Warner Bros, for the development of
ers within a month. He was with
young actors and actresses. Ivan
Daphne Pollard in "Help Wanted, Simpson, the well known English
Female," with Franklin Pangborn in actor, will be in charge of the
"Next Door Neighbors," and now academy.
in "Stage Struck" with
appears
Walter Catlett.
Al Boasberg has written the act
Grant Withers will use on his perJames Hartley has written a spesonal appearance tour of Publix
cial number for Fifi Dorsay to sing theaters. Withers will open his tour
in the El Brendel picture, "Mr. in Detroit.
Lemon of Orange," the Fox producBen Holmes, former Fox and
tion in which Brendel plays two
Universal
star, who has been directroles. The song is called "My
ing Shubert productions in the East,
Racket is You."
is here from New York.
Lenore Coffee, who just recently
"Tish," by Mary Roberts Rinefinished her assignment with M-G-M
is now associated with C. Graham hart, has been sold by Geo. R. BenBaker's forces at the First National tel as a vehicle for Marie Dressier.
studios. For the last six week?
Gerrit Lloyd has been signed to
Miss Coffee has been writing the
do scenarios for RKO.
adaptation for "The Squaw Man,"
the big stage success being brought
Ninety per cent of "The Painted
to the screen by Cecil B. DeMille.
Desert," Bill Boyd's next Pathe
special in tvhich he shares honors
Fox has changed th» title of "3 with Helen Twelvetrees, was produced on the very locale of the story
Rough Diamonds" to "Not Exactly
Gentlemen." Victor McLaglen, Lew in the desertland of Arizona and on
Cody and Eddie Gribbon are the the Indian Reservation. Much of
principal players in the cast.
the romance, the thrills and action
of the piece takes place in remote
Oscar Apfel, upon completion of Dinosaur Canyon, tvhich had never
his present comedy, "What a Time," even been seen by a white man until
being directed by Arch Heath for 1929.
Pathe, will play a part in Cecil B.
Three screen players, old in exDeMille's production of "The Squaw
perience but yaung in years, enact
Man."
featured roles in First National's
Thelma Todd, who recently fin- screen version of Booth Tarkington's
ished work in Pathe' s "Beyond Vic story, "Old Fathers and Young
tory," has become an accomplished Sons," to be released at an early
singer, with a delightful mezzo- date under the title of "Father's
soprano voice ivhich she has trained Son."
They are Leon Janney, 13,
over a period of years. She is under Mickey Bennett, still in bis early
contract to the Victor Talking Ma- teens, and Robert Dandridge, the
little darkv.
chine Co. to make records.

Heap Whoopee
Twenty-one Indian chiefs,
representing as many tribes,
are announced as having been
assembled by Paramount
among the group of 50 selected to appear in "Stampede."
Hollywood Indians now have
their own casting agency,
known as the War Paint Club.

Will Rogers' loyalty to the littlr
town of Clarcmore, Oklahoma, becomes more pronounced with succeeding pictures he makes for Fox.
In "They Had To See Paris," Rogers chose to make his home in Claremore. In "So This Is London" he
worked in complimentary references
to Claremore. Now, in ft'"s latest
picture, "A Connecticut Yankee"
he named Frank Albertson Sir
Rof/er de. Clarcmore in a scene
showing
Albertson
bc-ing knighted.

DAILY

Go into the office
of any executive
of the motion
picture industry
anywhere in the
world and we'll
bet you a little
shiny dime you'll
find a copy of
The Film Daily
Year Book — For
many years the
recognized reference book of the
industry* Out
next month
bigger than ever*
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PATHE SENDS WARNING
TO CONN W WARNERS

Thursday, January 15, 1931

Short Shots from
New York Studios
By HARRY

Warning both Warner Bros, and
Many splendid, efficient men and women are out of employment m the
motion picture industry. With conditions picking up many jobs should Constance Bennett that Pathe will
insist on Miss Bennett complying
soon be open. To help along a worthy cause FILM DAILY will print
WITHOUT COST your advertisement in classified form under Help with the terms of her contract, which
Wanted' or "Situation Wanted." Each advertisement limited to 25
Mgr., Film Daily,' 1650 specifically states that during her 10
Advt. City.
your letter
address Broadway,
words. Simply
New to York
weeks' yearly vacation she is not
NEWSPAPERWOMAN,
24, five to appear in any production made
HELP WANTED
years experience Connecticut and by any producing company, organNew York newspapers, also publithewith
ization or individual, registered letSALESMEN, acquainted
city and advertising experience exters were dispatched yesterday by
atre exhibitors in N. Y. State, Conn.,
cellent references. Box 614, THE
Penna., and Mass. States, to carry FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, Lewis Innerarity, vice-president of
taas a side line novelties for exploi
Pathe to Warners and Miss Bennett,
tions on a commission basis. Box New York City.
who is on the coast. Any violation
Y, 1650 FILM SALESMAN, 32, fifteen or attempted violation of the con575,
way, N.FILM
Broad'THE
Y. C. DAIL
years' experience, desires opportunity
tract will be met with "all steps
where ability, intelligence and hon- necessary to keep Miss Bennett to
have
who
men
Sales
SALESMEN:
est effort are appreciated. Also ex- her contract," states the letter. The
perienced on equipment. Will go Pathe-Bennett contract made April
experience and acquaintance with
motion picture exhibitors in New anywhere. Best of references. Box 5, 1929, gives Pathe the option on
York. New Jersey and Pennsylvania. 600, THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Miss Bennett's services until April,
Our proposition is a recognized high Broadway, New York City.
1934, and "emphatically states thai
e. Only sucshe shall at no time work for any
grade advertising servic
cessful and experienced men should FRENCH YOUNG LADY— expert nerarity.
ann'v— apnly by letter. Box 561 interpreter and translator in both other company," according to InFTLM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New languages, knowledge German, exYork City.
perienced in advertising, journalistic, foreign film publicity fields, seeks Cleveland is Launching
connection. Box 601, THE FILM
SITUATIONS WANTED
City.
City-Operated Pictures
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York
Cleveland — City-operated motion
PRODUCERS! LADY, 33, highly NATURAL COLOR CHEMIST pictures will open here Feb. 6 when
"Abraham Lincoln" starts a run in
talented in writing super-modern
experienced
in
developing
and
procthe
Public Hall, which has contractand
novels
plots, etc. Have 6 great
essing machines; can produce the
ed for installation of talker equipstories (unpublished) in synopsis. finest lifelike colors on double
ment at a cost of $10,500. City ManSeeks connection as staffwriter or
coated stock. Seeking a position in
ager Daniel E. Morgan says the citv
107-25
Brandes,
Gert
sim'lar capacity.
N. Y. or out of town. Box 613, THE
129th St., Richmond Hill, New York. FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New will confine itself to the showing of
epic pictures not regularly shown in
York City.
the movie houses.
ASand
TRAVELING AUDITOR
SISTANT SALES MANAGER,
YOUNG PLAYWRIGHT — assoyoung man thoroughly experienced
ciate member dramatist guild. Seeks
Fox Theater Assignments
with every phase of home office and connection menial capacity to start
Maury Foldare has been appointed
exchange detail. Fifteen years ex- — in scenario deoartment. Good diaperience. Will appreciate interview.
manager
of Fox's Tuxedo, Bronx
logue, wi'l submit own work a'
Box 607, FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad- evidence of ability. Box 603, THE with I. Shapiro as assistant. Eugene
way, New York City.
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N Karlin is now managing the Victoria
Ossining. N. Y. George Connor ic
Y. C.
at the Blenheim, Bronx, as assistCASHIER-BOOKER-CONTRACT
ant manager. Arnold Hamel har
MAN experienced with all details of A THOROUGH SHOWMAN, with
home office and exchange. Ten years many years experience as theatre been promoted from assistant manager of the Olympic, Watertown, N
experience, can furnish excellent ref- manager, film buyer and booker.
erences. Wi'l appreciate interview. Exploitation and ad writing. Possess Y., to management of the Libert^
in Watertown. G. E. Oliver, formBox 608, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
all qualities that make an alert showerly assistant manager of the Fox in
Broadway, N. Y. C.
man and eo-^etter. Box 605, THE
Corning. N. Y., has been made manFILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway
aeer of the State in Corning
WRITER, 25, doing editorials and New York City.
Mitchell Smith, formerly manager of
features past four years with national
magazine, desires theatrical or film EXPLOITATION. ADVERTIS- the
Rivera,
Brooklyn
is now N.manageof the
Corona,
at Corona,
Y. W
connection; publicity experience.
ING and PUBLICITY MAN. well
Arnold Kaplan, 2397 Grand Ave., known in the industry served four Wachlil replaces Smith at th»
Rivera. Joseph Woods has beer
New York.
vears with one of the foremost cir- ^opointed
manager of the Crescent
cuits in the mid-west as advertising'
Forest
Hills,
L. I. He was formerbFORMERLY
CONTACT MAN
manaerer. Also nast exoerience good
assistant man'a?er of the Corona
also Assistant Production Manager •-eferences excellent. Box 606, THE
De Vellier replaces Wood?
several years prominent studio. Later FILM DATLY, 1650 Broadway. William
at the Corona.
Npw
York
City.
organized company producing industrials. Desires position, any capacity,
Chevalier in French at President
affiliated with cinema industry. Box VOTTNG MAN, wide exnerience in
612, THE FILM DAILY, 1650 motion picture and theatrical publicMaurice Chevalier in "Le Petit
Broadway, N. Y. C.
ity and exploitation, theatre manage- Cafe,'. French version of "Plavbov of
ment and newspaper work. Wants Paris," opens Jan. 20 for an indefinite run at the President. West 48th
YOUNG MAN, 25, excellent ap- either fu'1 or part time publicitv popearance willing to do anything, can
rtion. College gradtiate, ambitions. St. house devoted to foreign dialogue
drive, good references. Box 602, Requests interview. Box 540. THE showings. Chevalier's wife, Yvonne
THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad- Y.
FILM
C. DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Vallee, appears with him in this
way, New York City.
picture.

N. BLAIR

A/TARK HELLINGER, newspaper
columnist who recently made a
Vitaphone
here,of isa co-author,
with Charlesshort
Beahan,
new play,
"Night Court," to be produced by
Edward Blatt. The play, which is
now in rehearsal, is a satire on criminal court procedure.
*
*
*
Elizabeth North, during the lull
in Paramount's short subject production, has been working on a
novel which is now rapidly nearing
*
*
completion. *
Gloria Lee, who has doubled for
more stars than any other player in
the business, leaves for Hollywood
on Saturday, accompanied by her
husband, Art Jacobson, who assisted
with the direction of "The Royal
Family" and "Sex In Business."
This was Gloria's first visit to the
metropolis
and she wasn't at all sold
on the place.
*
*
*
Paramount seems bent on glorifying the American stock broker.
Frank Morgan played a Wall St.
operator
March is inalso"Laughter"
a big stockandandFredric
bond
man in "Sex *In Business."
*
*
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth, having become Vitaphone regulars, have
deserted the Times Square sector for
a Brooklyn apartment, where they
will be nearer to Warner Bros,
studio.

Mary Pickford on Stage
Is Still a Possibility
Although Mary Pickford, now in
New York, has no present intention
of going on the Broadway stage,
there is a possibility of her doing so
after she catches tip with her picture schedule, the United Artists office announces. Miss Pickford, together with Joseph M. Schenck, Al
Lichtman and other U. A. officials,
motored up to Yonkers on Tuerdav
night
to seeto a return
previewwest
of her
She plans
in 10"Kiki."
davs.

iTHE

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN
NtWSfUIR
Of niMDOJM

J. C. Wainwright buys Special Pictures output*for abroad.
*
*
Lichtman deal with Famous Players falls through.
*
*
*
"The Kid" to be released as part
*
*
*
of contracted series of eight pictures.
Louise Lovely's contract with Fox
expires.

*
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COHENS

JANUARY

7"

cTcv

Cohens' $16,000 Big
Los Angeles, Jan. 6.
R-K-O — "Cohens and Kellys in
Africa" (U) (2,950; 30-65). Big at
$16,000, considering no extra shows;
any Cohen and Kelly combination
always goes locally.

o1

*?£&

fc.

AND KELLYS
IN AFRICA
Knocks the Coast for a Row
of Records — — — A
Laugh Riot Everywhere!!
GEORGE SIDNEY
CHARLIE MURRAY
VERA

GORDON
Directed by VIN MOORE

Pffitniid by C«rl L««mmU

UNIVERSAL

WINS

Kate Price
Produced by Ctrl UcmmU,

It.

3 FIRST PLACES IN MOTION
PICTURE ACADEMY

AWARDS

DAILY

G. E. GOES COMMERCIAL;
ASKS RENTAL FOR SHORTS
(.Continued

from

Page

1)

terms as regular theatrical shorts.
According to Klenke, the subjects
have been made so that they will
classify with the non-advertising
shorts of other producers.

Sennett Completes Plans
For Nine New Comedies
(Continued

from

Page

1)

be called "Ex-Sweeties,"
and will
have
a cast
including
Marjorie
BoetWade
Gribbon,
Harry
Beebe,
ler, and Betty Boyd.
Harry Gribbon and Andy Clyde
will appear together in "Just A
Bear," with Patsy O'Leary.
An unusual comedy, from standpoint of cast, is one which, for the
first time in many years, shows
Mack Sennett himself in the camera's
eye. A galaxy of celebrities, including George Olsen and his band,
many prominent people visiting
Olsen's Cafe in Los Angeles, and a
number of world famous swimmers
and divers play important
parts.
Shooting is scheduled to start soon
on the studio and local scenes for
the Transcontinental air flight picture for which Sennett brought his
staff east some weeks ago. This
comedy is being done entirely in
Sennett's own color process.
In preparation also is a sequel
to "A Hollywood Theme Song."
This will deal with the trials and
tribulations of a silent actor suddenly encountered with the problems
of the talking pictures. Another,
unusual two-reeler is also promised
by the comedy producer.
Two Brevities are now in production, and another which will offer
striking contrast in scenic backgrounds, in addition to a comedy
story, is now being planned. The
three subjects will be done entirely
in color.
Completed and ready for early release are three new Sennetts, "One
Yard To Go," featuring Marjorie
Beebe, Dot Farley, Cyril Chadwick
and Frank Eastman; ''The College
Vamp," featuring Andy Clyde and
Yola D'Avril; and "The Dog Doctor," featuring Andy Clyde, Will
Stanton, Patsy O'Leary, and Dot
Farley.
Sunday Shows in Winfield, la.
Winfield, la.— G. E. Pratt's theater held its first Sunday movies on
January 11.

R-K-O Plums
Several responsible supervisory positions with R-K-O
are being held open by Joseph
K. Plunkett until the end of
R-K-O's Anniversary month.
The plums will be handed out
as rewards to managers showing the greatest enterprise
(and box office results) during
present month.

Thursday, January 15, 1931

Newsreel Called Peace Envoy
diplomacy
of international
as a medium
Newsreels
Geneva
as a
officials
Nations
of
League
by
praise
high
for
in
come
have
speech
recent
's
Mussolini
Premier
of
result of favorable outcome
declaring that Italy would never take the initiative in any war. In
the present irritated situation between France and Italy, it would
have been diplomatically impossible for a representative of either
country to transmit formally to the other a message such as Mussolini daringly conveyed in the French language to the French people. Through the talking screen, however, this proved feasible
without any discourtesy or loss of dignity to any official, the speech
having been made in the mere course of news registration.

JEWISH TALKING PICTURES
U.A.
TO WESUAYS SCHENGK TO PLAY ERLANGER HOUSES
(Continuea

(Continued from Page 1)

for building in nearly every instance,
so far provides for 27 theaters, most
of which will be located in California, said the United Artists president. Two houses will be constructed in Kansas and the program
also goes into Missouri.
Two theaters have already been
added to the circuit. One is at Glendale, Cal. and seats 800 and the
other, seating 1,800, is at Sacramento. Houses planned will have
capacities of between 900 and 1,200
seats, Schenck
stated.
Seven Oklahoma Closings
Oklahoma City — Seven theater
closings in this state reported recently include the Star, Texola;
Royal, Mountain View; Liberty,
Lonewolf; Princess, Davenport; Joy,
Mountain Park; Meuse, Binger, and
Liberty, Trvon.

from

Page

1)

one feature, two double reelers and
one single reel.
European distribution deals are
being worked out by Morris Goldman, associate of Joe Seiden. Goldman is now in Paris after visting
London. He returns to New York
in about six weeks.

Tollett, Tex.— D. C.
bought the Criterion.

has been

Crights

has

Pittsburgh — The Avenue has
started talkies with DeForest Phonofilm equipment. It is owned by
the Western Pennsylvania Amusement Co. The Idle Hour is the
onlv silent house left in the city.
Missouri Valley, la. — The Valley,
new showhouse, has been opened.
Lima, O. — Dean Metzger, who has
been manager of the State in Napoleon for the past six months has
been named manager of the Faurot
Opera House here, in addition to
motion pictures presents vaudeville
acts. The Napoleon house will be
managed by Harry Durbin.
Collinsville, Ala.— The Cricket Theater has closed indefinitely.
Denver — J. T. Sheffield, owner of
the Sheffield Film Exchanges,
left

Chicago — Nine local neighborhood
houses went under the Warner Bros.
banner in the past month. The theaters and their former owners are:
Frolic, Frolic Theater Co.; Hamilton, Chicago Paxton Theater Co.;
Harvard, Harvard Theater Co.; Julian, Belmont Theater Co.; Lexington, Fecher & Nortman; Metropolitan, Metropolitan Theater Co.; Oakland Square, Oakland Square Theater Co.; Owl, Chicago Theater Co.,
anjd Shakespeare, Shakespeare
Amusement Co.

A. H. Woods' Movie-of-U
Ready for House Lobbies

Alovie-of-U, the latest thing in
side-revenue attractions for theater
lobbies, store shows, etc., was given
its first public demonstration yesterday by Al H. Woods, the theatrical
producer, who is putting it on the
market. Woods has been working on
the device for the last two years and
Francis Ziesse Resigns
is now ready to make installations.
The invention is a mechanical
From \fJontinued
Cameramen's
Union
photographer
and developer whereby
from Page 1)
persons
may
photograph themselves
W. A. Long, secretary of the local,
is temporarily acting as business on a print which, when placed in a
cardboard frame and manipurepresentative pending the appoint- small lated
by a simple finger movement,
ment of a successor by the union's produces Ihe effect of a motion picexecutive board. Ziesse has enture. In addition to showing several
gineered many important deals in
connection with Eastern producers movements and expressions of a single person, the photo may be taken
and under his administration, the
to include three different persons,
union's membership grew from 40 to each of whom can be made to ap250.
After a trip to the Coast Ziesse
pear
by a simple movement ofseparately
the frame.
will announce a new affiliation.
Only three minutes is required to
finish the pictures. Price is a
quarter. The apparatus is enclosed
in an attractive cabinet which can
be located in any desirable spot.

N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y
Ackley, la. — The Ackley
taken over by F. Bredow.

E
PASS TO WARNER FOLD

on a business visit to his exchanges
in <Salt Lake City, Portland and
Seattle, and to open a new office in
Butte, Mont.
Charlotte, N. C— The Ideal, owned by A.
stroyed by B.
fire. Jetter, has been deSeattle — Bill Bloom is covering
this territory for P. C. Hurst Co.
serials.
He is selling Mascot. Pictures' new
Toronto — The Maple Leaf has
been bought by the Mt. Dennis
branch, Canadian Legion, British
Empire Service League, for $14,000.
Portland, Ore. — Oliver Wallace,
formerly organist of the Fox Broadway, is now at the Portland, formerly the Paramount. He replaces
Con Maffie.
Portland, Ore. — E. B. Carrington
has been appointed manager of the
Hollywood by J. J. Parker, president of Fox Theaters
here.

Warner-Kentucky Deal
Nearing
Consummation
(Continued from Page 1)
field, and Grand and Orpheum, Fulton.
The negotiations are being carried on by Warner Bros, through
Colonel Fred Levy and Leo Keiler,
representing the majority stockholders of the Strand Corp. Involved
in the Owensboro deal is a parcel
of lots which the Warners may use
for a new theater. Warners also are
Danville, toKy.acquire the Kentucky,
aiming

Arties Booming
Up to the end of its fourth
week at the Little Carnegie
Playhouse, Rene
Clair's
French talker, "Sous Les Toits
de Paris," had played to 52,623 paid admissions, a record
for this 400-seater. At the
55th St. Playhouse, another
artie in the same neighborhood, the German musical,
"Zwei Herzen im ^ Takt"
goes into its 15th week tomorrow.
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Commercial Film Trend Hits Europe — Ufa Active

NEW SCREEN FIRST MOVE IN ERPI EXPANSION
Review Board Will Discuss Community M. P. Support
The Mirror
— a column of comment

Griffith, Wanger, Lubitsch
Among Speakers for
Annual Meet

"Community Plan of Motion Picture Support and Interest" will be
TREND
IN expansion programs the
subject
of this
year's
of the
National
Board
of conference
Review of
of major circuits is to build rather Motion Pictures, opening next
than buy. . . . This is not to be Thursday and continuing until Saturday at the Hotel Pennsylvania
interpreted as asserting that the
here.
big exhibiting companies will pass
Secretary of Labor William N.
up a theater which conforms with
Doak,
D. W.
Griffith, Ernst
Lub(Continued
on Page 7)
all their requirements simply because it's
already
But it does
mean
that theconstructed.
keen execs

15 Warner

Scouts

A scouting staff of about 15
men is being used by Warner
Bros, in connection with their
plans for building in various
territories throughout the
country.

More Extensive Activity
in Equipment Field
by W. E. Subsid.
Further entrance of Electrical Research Products, Western Electric
subsidiary, into the motion picture
equipment field, beyond the distribution of sound apparatus is planned.
The first product to be handled is a
new type(Continued
screen known
on Page as4) the Or-

C. L. NILES ELECTED
HEAD Of IOWA ALLIED LICHTMAN CREATES WORK
SELLINC COUPON BOOKS
C.J.ROSSOFPiiotOPHONE
DIES OF STROKE ON COAST
Des Moines — C. L. Niles of Anamosa has been elected president of
the Allied Theater Owners of Iowa,
in convention here. E. O. Ellsworth

are convinced that in a large percentage of cases, it's superior business to acquire houses specifically
tailored to fit their needs than to
of Iowa Falls is the new vice-president, and Lester Martin of Nevada
buy ready-made theaters. In these
re-elected secretary-treasurer.
highly-competitive exhibition days, IV est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY was
Tom Arthur of Mason City, former
when matters such as location, conLos Angeles — Charles J. Ross, ex- president, becomes a member of the
struction of a house and its status
ecutive vice-president of RCA Photo- board
of directors.
with ticket-buyers count more than
phone,
died at 5 o'clock yesterday
a few years ago, this policy seems
morning at the Tall Cedars of Lesanely sound. Another sidelight on
banon Hospital here
following
a $100,000 Corporation
(Continued
on Page 4)
the idea is that a theater's staff is
Formed by Kinograms
likely to tackle the job of operation
Dover,
Del. — A Delaware charter
more enthusiastically in a new house Conn. MPTOA
Will Meet
has been granted to Kinograms, Inc.,
than an old and perhaps comTo Discuss Legislation of New York, with a stated capitaliparatively obsolete one.
zation of $100,000, to engage in the
New Haven — A meeting of the
M. P. T. O. A. of Connecticut will motion picture and motion picture
be held before Feb. 1 in the office machine business. It has been reSI!' ITCHING of titles on some prodported that Kinograms is to underof
the association's counsel, Edward
uct is causing some cxhibs bewildertake extensive activity in the indusG.
Levy,
to
consider
pending
legisment, reports indicate. .. .Admittedly,
lation which effects the industry.
trial picture field.
title-selecting is not the easiest task
in the picture world and it's importance to the production to which
it is attached should not he minimized. From this spot in the industry it seems that it would be better
to ponder long and seriously on
Berlin — Ufa has established a comtitles before publicizing 'em. And
then stick to 'em to avoid confusion
mercial film department, which is
'Caesar's' 1 1- A-Day
in both the exhib and public minds.
extremely active. The company now
Eleven complete shows daily
lias 131 theaters, in addition to other
is the new Broadway record
houses which come under their
established by "Little Caesar,"
GENERAL ELECTRIC is endeavorcurrent at the Strand. Consupervision.
Ten more stars and players have
ing to market 12 of its own shorts
tinuous programs, without inon a rental basis.... A new twist in
been
added to the Ufa roster. They
termissions, are given from
arc: Elsa Elster, Betty Bird, Willy
9 a. m. to 2:30 a. m. daily
handling pictures which carry an eleForst, Hans Brausewetter, Henry
ment of advertising. Exhibitor reacexcept on Saturday and Suntion to the plan will serve to more
Garat, Dolly Haas, Renate Miller.
day, when the house closes at
Laurence Olivier, Lion Dyers and
clearly define the status of indus4 a. m.
(Continued
on Pane 4)
trials in theatrical houses.

Production of Commercials
Launched by Ufa in Germany

Memphis — Malco Theaters, the
M. A. Lightman circuit, in addition
to putting on Sunday performances
for the last several weeks for the
benefit of the unemployed, will put
a number of women to work selling
coupon books containing $2.50 and
$5 worth of admission tickets at reduced prices. The tickets are transferable and may be used at any
house in the Malco circuit.

Four Stage Productions
Planned by Jack White
Jack White, who formerly produced for Educational release, intends to stage four plays which he
eventually plans to talkerize. The
first one, "The Devil is a Lady,"
starring Olive Borden, will not reach
Broadway,
out
of town. having closed recently

''The Bat Whispers"
A highly amusing crook mystery
has been turned out by Roland West
for United Artists in this intriguing
concoction presented yesterday at the
Rivoli. It contains a big load of
puzzling events, spooky doings and
intermittent comedy, plus a tense performance by Chester Morris and some
exceptionally interesting photography.
The creepy stuff may be a bit worn
out, but the comedy is strong and
should prove sure-fire. The Rivoli
showing was on wide screen (Magnifilm), which enhances theGILLETTE.
effect.

figg^

14 IN FOREIGN DIALOGUE
IN RED CROSS CAMPAIGN COMPLETED BY WARNERS

Price SiCents
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Hollywood — Edgar Adams, veteran
film editor, is dead here. He edited
"All Quiet on the Western Front,"
"Humoresque"
and other big pictures.
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26 Theater Projects
Launched in December
Theater construction contracts
awarded during December in 37
eastern states involved 26 projects
and a total coast of $1,727,500, according to the monthly report of the
r. W. Dodge Corp.

Vs
*4

Edgar Adams Dead
Bureau

Favored in Post Measure

Contention that film rentals are
between 25 and 30 per cent too high
will be made by a committee repreNet
Chg.
senting the Theaterwhich
Owners'
Chamber of Commerce,
will take
up
*4
the matter with Will H. Hays when
6
he arrives from the Coast early next
*4 week. Comprising the committee
5* are: Charles O'Reilly, Lee Ochs, Leo
Brecher
and Ben Sherman.
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154
154
154 —
Technicolor
7Vt
7**
7**
.
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
2*4
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 64^
63
63*4
..
Ke.th A-O 6s46 ..76
76
76
—
54
Paramount
6s47
.96
95**
96
+
Par.
By. 5*4s51..103
103
103
Par.
5*4s50
87*4
87*4
87*4 —
Pathe
7s37
53
53
53
—
Warners
6s39
... 71*4
71
71
—

Coast

Fourteen foreign language talkers
Responding to a request from
John Barton Payne, head of the have been produced so far by Warner
American Red Cross, asking motion Bros., whose multi-lingual production program is indefinite and is
picture theaters to ajd local Red
Cross chapters in the $10,000,000 contingent upon the character o£
product talkerized in English. The
drought fund drive, National Secrecomprise four in Spantary M. J. O'Toole of the M.P.T.O. 14 pictures
ish, four in French and six in GerA. yesterday transmitted to the theman. No multi-lingual shorts are
ater owners the message of M. A.
Lightman. national president, urging being produced.
that theaters give full co-operation
to the Red Cross workers in this
Dancing Acts on Sunday
emergency
work.
Albany — A bill permitting dancing
acts in theaters on Sunday has been
filed <n the legislature by Assemblyman Langdon W. Post. Post stated
that dance exhibitions on stages
should have the same consideration
as Sunday movies and that he intended to remove the alleged discrimination.

Lab. Patent Suit Hearing
Rentals 25% Too High,
Independents Contend Coming up in Wilmington

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 17 yi
17 J*
17 yi —
East. Kodak
150*4 145J4
14554 —
Fox
Fm.
"A"
. . 28
2654
27J4 —
Gen. Th. Eq. (new)
9*S
8*4
8*4 —
Loew's,
Inc
47*4
46^
46Yi —
Paramount
41 H
40*4
4I
~
Pathe
Exch
IH
15*
15*
•
do
"A"
3*4
3*4
3*4 —
RKO
"A"
17/8
165*
165* —
Warner
Bros
165*
15*4
15*4 —
NEW
YORK
CURB MARKET

West
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Van Beuren Shorts for Warners
Warners have signed with Robert
Mochrie, Pathe Philadelphia branch
manager, for 1350 reels of Van
Beuren product to be played between
Jan. 12 and March 31, involving
playing time of 2740 days.
Radio Corp. Gets $6,800,000 Site
Radio Corp. of America has acquired property at Broad, Beaver, and
News Streets and Exchange Place
assessed at $6,800,000. The property
was acquired for possible future expansion of radio communication.

COMING

& GOING

B. B. KAHANE, RKO vice president and
general counsel, sails for Europe today on
the Aquitania.
PAUL L. HOEFLER, explorer is back
in New York after a tour of personal appearances with Columbia's
"Africa
Speaks".
GLENDON
ALLVINE
and QUTNN
MARTIN leave tomorrow on the S. S. Virginia for Movietone City by way of the
Panama
Canal.
LYNN FARNOL
left New York yesterday for Detroit in connection with the opening of "The Devil to Pay" at the United
Artists there on Jan. 27.

ARTHUR
LEE, en route to England on
Hollywood
|a the Majestic, will arrange various foreign
distribution deals. Among other firms he
Chicago
6700
Santa
Blvd. Monica J-J handles Tiffany product abroad.
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet
2691
EDW. G. ROBINSON, under contract to
HOLlywood 4111
First National, leaves on Tuesday for the
#.♦♦>♦>♦.♦♦,♦♦«♦♦.*♦.••**♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦,♦♦.♦♦.♦♦,♦♦>♦.♦♦.♦♦: ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦As coast.

&*•*'♦♦*♦»♦♦#♦♦♦#*♦♦***♦**#»#*♦*#*•♦'**•♦*'.*****#*'**'♦**#*»

Wilmington, Del. — Hearing is
scheduled for today in the Federal
Court here on an application by Craft
Film Laboratories for taking of depositions from Leon Gaumont,
French scientist now living in Paris,
in connection with the suit brought
by Cinema Patents Co., against
Craft for alleged infringement of the
Gaumont patent for fixing, toning
and treating photographic films ana

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
DCCr
Today:

Jan.

Luncheon
given by Paramount
at
the Ritz,
New
York,
in honor
of George
Akerson,
who
is rePresident
Hoover's
secretary signing
to as join
Paramount.
"Illicit,"
Warner
production
with
Barbara
Stanwyck,
opens
at the
Winter Garden.
New York.
17

Dinner

and

Dance
(17th
Anniversary) of M. P. Machine
Operators' Union, Hotel Astor, New

York.
General meeting of M. P. T. O.,
Hotel
Henry,
Pittsburgh.
Jan. 22 M. P. T. O. ot Eastern Pennsylvania will hold annual election
meeting
in Philadelphia.
Jan. 19-24 Fox
Anniversary
Week.
Jan. 22-24 Annual conference of National
Board
Review, Hotel Pennsylway. of
vania, New York.
Jan. 26 "Cimarron", RKO
production,
opens at the Globe on BroadJan. 20

Jan. 30

World
Los

Premiere of Charlie Chaplin's "City Lights" at the new
Angeles
in Los
Angeles.

Feb. 6

Charlie
"City
opens atChaplin's
the George
M. Lights"
Cohan,
New
York.
Feb. 7
First Annual Dinner and Dance
by Columbia Pictures employees,
Hotel
Plaza,
New
York.
Feb. 9
Thirty-second
annual
dinner
by
the Society of the Genesee in
honor
of George
Eastman.
Feb. 10-11 National convention of independent exhibitors called by
Allied
States Ass'n to be held
in
Chicago.
Mar. 7

Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
April 4-11 Players'
and Patrons'
Week, national
benefit for Jubilee
N. V.
A.
Club.

May

25-28

Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers to be
held in Hollywood.

April 23-24 dorsers
State Convention
of Indiana
Inof Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel,
Indianapolis.

prints.
Caroline Gentry Handling Rights
The plaintiff, Cinema Patents, opCaroline Gentry, who assembled
poses the taking of the Gaumont depositions on the ground that the in- and edited the Theodore Roosevelt
terrogations planned are irrelevant. pictures, is now handling the screen
The suit was filed in April of last and stage rights to the works of
year and hearing has been set for Henry Sydnor Harrison, including
"Queed," "Angela's Business," "V.
Jan. 26 in Wilmington.
V.'s Eyes," "Mr. Bride of Paris," and
other stories by the late American
Three Injured in Theater Fire
novelist. Miss Gentry, who is makA fire in the projection booth of
ing her headquarters at the Hotel
the Hy-Grade at 1770 Third Ave. re- Irving, already has sold one story,
sulted in injuries to two operators while others are under consideration.
and the manager. Audience of 700
reached the street safely.
Johnny
"Firstleave
Million"
Johnny Walker
Walker in will
New
York in two weeks for the Coast to
Yugoslavia Bans "All Quiet"
produce "His First Million."
Belgrade — Military authorities' opposition to "All Quiet On the Western Front" has resulted in the film
Stage and Screen Rights to
being banned by the censor throughout Yugoslavia.
"V. V.'s Eyes" "Queed"
"Angela's
Business"
Basketballers to Battle
Industry basketball enthusiasts
will gather at the U. S. S. Illinois
tonight to watch the undefeated Fox
and Pathe teams battle for first place
in the motion picture league. Anattraction will be the RKOM-G-M othercontest.
Atlanta Capitol Robbed
Atlanta— -Two young bandits held
up and robbed the Negro box-offic^
of the Capitol, escaping with $273.25,
according to Manager John Thomas.

"Mr. Bride of Paris"
and ALL
BEST
short stories
Henry

Sydnor

"The Good Hope"
SELLERS
and
of the late
Harrison

Miss
Caroline
Gentry:
Agent
Hotel
Irving
26 Gramercy
Park
GRamercy
5-6264

Studio
and
Location
Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Rates

Powers Cinephone Equipment
Corporation
BRYANT
6067

723-7TH

AVE., N. V.

MAKE ITA BANNER Yfc\R

The comedy cat's
meow in 13 talking
cartoons, each with
nine lives of laugh-

ter in one reel!
Produced

by

WINKLER

riDCIISI
CY^
COH Ml IV has the best SHORTS -AIL MfUM
IS

CURIOSITIES
Strangefrealcsof
human
nature
supercharged
with human interest.

SILLY
SYMPHONIES
Everything
swings to music,
the
including
box-office cash
register.

SPECIALTIES
Buzzell
Eddie
telling short,
short stories
that get the long,
long laughs.

RAMBLING
SCREEN
REPORTER
SNAPSHOTS KRAZY KAT
Roves the world The talking fan Continues his
with an eye for magazine, show- charmed life as
beauty, an ear ing the screen stars the laugh panic (or
for music, a nose at home, at work all children from
for news.
;,,K' :,t pl">
*'* to sixty.

MICKEY
MOUSE
Darling of two
continents. Lindy,
Prince of Wales and
Don Juan rolled into one.

.
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The whole nation
awaits the result of
THE FILM DAILY
ANNUAL POLL for
THE TEN BEST
PICTURES OF THE
YEAR, Hundreds of
critics representing
the cream of the
nation's newspapers
with circulation
amounting to millions
have cast their votes
and now await the
final count. This
final tabulation will
be ready for publication in the very near
future and every critic
who has voted will have
complete information
for publication : : :

New Screen Is First Move
I
In Expansion by E. R. P. I.
(.Continued

from

pane

1)

tho-Krome, invented by Albert Hurley, New York
physicist.
The new screen has a processed
surface which is said to eliminate
glare, brings the most minute details
of an image into clear relief without
eye strain and offers the same
amount of light to every patron regardless of the angle or elevation
of the seat they are occupying in its
relation to the screen. Other claims
made for the screen are that it has a
longer life than screens now in use
and can be operated at a lower cost
for electric current.

COMMERCIAL FILM TREND
HITS THEEUROPEAN FIELD
(Continued

from

page

1)

Brigitte Horney. New directors are:
Robert Sidomak, Karl Harte, Anatol
Litwak, Eric Schmidt and Hans
Steifhoff.

C. J. Ross of Photophone
Dies(Continued
of Stroke
on Coast
from page 1)

heart attack. Mrs. Ross was at his
bedside when the end came.
Ross, who was on a business visit
to the coast, had been with the
Radio Corporation since its formation in 1919, joining the company as
comptroller and retaining that office
until November, 1929, when he was
elected executive vice-president of
RCA Photophone. Before his RCA
association he was identified with the
Marconi Wirelejss Telegraph Co. for
several years.
Last year Ross attended the sound
patents conferences in Paris and was
one pi the group instrumental in
bringing about the international
agreement.
Photophone Gets Big Job
"Heretofore," Hurley said, "the
Cleveland— Contract for the instalsurface
material of screens has been
provided."
lation of sound equipment in the
selected from those giving the lowest
$10,00
public auditorium here
0,000
ratio of brightness to some one in
the center of the theater and the has been awarded to RCA Photophone. This is one of the most imhighest to some one on the sides.
The ratio was about ten to one on a made sinceportant non-theatrical installations
the coming of sound, acsilver screen and about four to one
cording to Sydney E. Abel, general
on a beaded screen and there was no sales manager of Photo
phone.
way of adjusting this inequality because the screens were made from a
Einstein a Chaplin Fan
practical standpoint without adequate
Professor Albert Einstein, noted
consideration for the optical characteristics ofthe material used.
scientist, and Mrs. Einstein were the
"The Ortho-Krome screen is guests of Charlie Chaplin
at his home
based upon the principle that the Wednesday night. Einstein has been
material must be optically suitable a Chaplin fan since
seeing the comebefore any other consideration enters
dian in pictures abroad, and he told
into it. We experimented minutely, friends he would like to meet the
our experiments involving the de- film star. Chaplin also had exsigning and manufacture of instrupressed adesire to meet the scienments to measure light.
tist.
"We finally found a way, by using
a pigment, by which harmful rays
Hedda Koppe for Talkies
could be minimized by emphasizing
Montreal — Hedda Koppe, popular
other rays. The result is a screen
which, while it reflects less light Swiss actress, now starring at the
than the old time screen is still Theater Des Arts here, will soon
apparently brighter, gives every one leave for the states, where she plans
in the theater the same amount of to enter pictures.
light and produces a better quality
of picture projection. We have accomplished this by regulating the
ampvjnt, intensity and quality of light
New Incorporations
transmitted and reflected to the eye
so as to relieve eye fatigue and nerve
H. G. Knox, Erpi vice-president,
yesterday said that his company had
taken over exclusive, distribution
rights on the screen following nine
months of tests at laboratories in
New York and at the Lyric theater,
Hoboken. In part he said "We have
demonstrated that it lessens eye
strain, reduces arc light power from
25 to 30 per cent and is more near-:
ly_ immune to chemical reactions that
might impair its effectiveness in
comparison
with the old screen.
"Starting about Feb. 1 we will
have this screen available for all exhibitors. In cases where contracts
for equipment include a screen the
new Ortho-Krome screen will be

Milton
to Talk
on "Outward
Bound"
Robert
Milton
will address
the
strain."
New School of Social Research on
Jan. 22 on "Outward Bound," which
he staged a.s a play and for the
screen.

Films and Sound, motion picture apparatus; Strasbourger & Schallek, 11 Broadway,
New York.
$10,000.
American
School;
M. E. Motion
Levine, 2 Picture
West 42nd Operators'
St., New
York.
30 shares common.
Kinograms, Inc., New York, publish motion pictures, motion picture machines. United
States Corp. Co., Dover, Del.
$100,000.
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Timely Topics

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion

— €)—
Talkies Have Changed
The Status of Actors
VOUNG

actors are inclined to

be too easily discouraged at
their failure to capture fame and
fortune at the first grasp. . . .
The meteoric and spectacular
ascent of many men and women
to stardom in pictures has given
the impression that this goal can
be reached by other means than
by hard work and effort. In
former times it was considered
remarkable if an actor attained
any fame whatever before he
had spent 20 or 25 years at his
profession; but the pictures with
their peculiar and distorted values, have given a false impression of what it means to attain
eminence as an actor. The new
status of pictures brought about
by the introduction of sound is
giving a different aspect to the
actor's profession, and the instances of miraculous elevation
to huge salaries and exaggerated
publicity will become more rare,
I venture to predict. The true
actor (and he is the type that
will be more and more in demand as the screen develops)
is not the product of public fancy. He is the result of a special
talent fully and painstakingly
developed by years of devotion
to his art. The person who engages in the profession should
do so with the knowledge that
virtually all of the really great
actors attained greatness only
after they had spent years in
mastering
their trade.
— George Archainbaud

A
« FILM
^FACT
A
DAY
Aggregate seating capacity
of Canadian theaters, slightly
more than 1,100 in number,
is approxima tely 585,000.

• • • THERE
ARE
so many contradictory stories about
Mary Pickf ord now current, that it has got us all flustered
she plans to stop in New York for a few days
she is
going back to Hollywood to immediately prepare her next pix
she will use an original story
she yearns to do
some big classic
she also yearns to go on the stage and
emulate the success of her pal, Lil Gish, in "Uncle Vanya"
she is going to take a vacashe with hubby Doug in Europe
now
if Mary
will only make
up her mind what
she wants to do, this biz and your favorite (?) kolyumist can
settle down to work again
*
*
*
*
• • • LOOKS AS if this Radio screenario "Cimarron" may
revive the lingo, vernacular and argot of the old land rush days
with
boomers,
tenderfeet
and
bull whackers
mixing
hectically in a bulger town
and sooners and bush whackers keeping the boom town stirred up
with an occasional
necktie party to lend excitement
ending in a trip to the
boot hill
while these colorful personalities mixing in the
panorama of diggins, hogwallows, dust holes and gushers, created
what was known as "citnarron" — an atmosphere of lawlessness,
excitement and all-round deviltry
and if all of the foregoing sounds a li'l bit hazy to you
then we feel happy that
we have preserved the general atmosphere of this kolyum
*
*
*
*
• • • SYDNEY COHEN, now concentrating a lot of effort
on the department store biz, sez that it's great to be in a field
where you can buy "uncontrolled"
merchandise
Syd is
applying
empey
exploitashe
methods
to his new
line
Celeste Levy, Warren Nolan's sec, up and got married t'other
day to Sidney
Fox, a non-pro
wize gel
Eileen
Brenon is piloting Helen Twelvetrees around town in the interests of Pathe, and *not the* Lumbermen's
*
* Association
• • •
A FIELD DAY for United Artists was staged at the
A. M. P. A. luncheon at the Dixie hotel yesterday
Ed
Finney made his maiden speech, which was sympathetically received in the virgin hearts of the p.a's assembled
he introduced J.P. Muller, the advertising gent with an aviation complex, who flew all over the world in a rhetorical flight that covered everything from
sentiment
to statistics
then Mike
Simmons
introduced
Warren
Nolan,
who
is rumored
to be
connected
with U. A.'s publicity dep't
but from all we
could gather from his oration, he was either a p.a. for the American Dog Kennel Association, or advertising manager of Macy's,
the dep't store
Mister Nolan had some general plan for
a new window display for that store on Saturday high noon when
the crowds are the greatest
but he failed to explain the
original window
display
but passed
gracefully
into an
introduction of Edmund
Goulding,
the director who
needs no
introduction
and Monsieur
Goulding
proved
a Pleasant
Surprise
for he could talk interestingly
and informatively in our own language
Which is English which we have almost forgotten
after years in the
film biz around
Broadway
and as his limpid words kept
falling like purest pearls direct from Oxford and Cambridge....
....we
marvelled
how
he could have preserved
Pure
Speech
after years in the film biz in Hollywood
and he's a born
epigrammist
spilling 'em so fast that they run together
but we managed to spear several choice ones for you
to wit: the hardest thing about directing is getting the job
picture making is just one distress after another
Heinz has it on the Hollywood canning industry, for the food
canner knows when he puts a bean in the can it will look just
the same when
the can is opened
the Era of the Ear
(sound
pix) allows you to hear how
phoney
pictures were —
and are
and to our way of thinking, Edmund
Goulding
in Person is as charming, witty, scintillating, analytical and sane
as his pix
which is about the highest compliment we can
pay him
and Lonnie D'Orsay, his assistant, yessed us on
everything we've said about his boss

«

«

«

»

»

»
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Poem Sells Kids
In School Campaign
A

LETTER with enclosed data
on "Jaws of Hell" was sent
to all the principals of the public schools in Greater New York.
The data was for display on the
bulletin boards of the schools,
and among other things contained the complete poem of
Tennyson's "Charge of the
Light Brigade." A special canvass of a dozen schools within the
radius of a mile of the Central
Theater where the picture was
being shown, resulted in some
cases of having the class recite
the poem, each child taking one
paragraph, the next one reciting
the paragraph following. The
poem is complete on the herald
throwaway. Each child was
given a herald to read from.
Free tickets were given the
children reading or reciting
— Sono their
Art
paragraphs
the best.

Footprints Plug
Harold Lloyd Film
stencilled the
sidewalks
MANAGER
Clayton
Tunstillto
exploit Harold Lloyd in "Feet
First" playing at the PublixLyric, Brownwood, Tex.
All
downtown sidewalks were stencilled (right where one steps on
curb) with "Harold Lloyd says
Feci first.'" In front of theater were large outlines of
shoes, drawn in water color
Each footprint lead to the theater with a slogan printed in
each footprint relative
— Parato
mounthe
t
picture.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Beit wishes and congratulations v«
extended by ThE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

January

16

Harry Carey
Lawford Davidson
Katherine
Stewart
Reg Reubenson
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Ruth Chatterton to Make
Three a Year for Warner

Batch of Contracts

Three pictures a year will be made
by Ruth Chatterton for Warner Bros,
under the term of a contract which
the producing company announces
was signed yesterday. Miss Chatterton will begin work on the new lot
next fall upon expiration of her
present contract with Paramount,
and the first three pictures will be
on the Warner 1931-32 release schedule.

Neil Hamilton is now under contract to M-G-M for a long-term
period. New contracts have been
awarded Dorothy Jordan, John Mack
Brown, Anita Page and William,
Bakewell, prominent on the M-G-M
stock player roster, also C. Aubrey
Smith and Lester Vail, who came
recently
to the studio from the New
York stage.

A LITTLEBy RALPHfrom
WILK "LOTS

ston Branch, Polly Ann Young, Lew
(^ARLOS BORCOSQUE is di- Derby.
Schreiber
dining
at the
Brown
recting the all-Spanish "Cheri*
*
*
Bibi," starring Ernesto Vilches, who
plays a dual role. This is the first
Norval Richardson, who wrote the
time that a foreign version has preceded the original for the home mar- books, "Mother of Kings" and "The
ket. The story was originally Cave Woman" and who is a contributor to the Saturday Evening Post
bought for Lon Cheney.
*
*
*
and Colliers, is in Hollywood. He
has been in the diplomatic service
Joseph Walker, who photographed
4 Paramount Pictures
for
several years and has been mak"Dirigible" and other Columbia
ing his home in Switzerland. He is
Slated to Go in Work specials, is doing the camera work represented
by Charles Smith.
on "The Subway Express," ivhich
Among the features slated to go Fred
Newmeyer is directing.
Frank Goodwin of the Paramount
*
*
*
in work soon, under Paramount's
sound department has completed
plan to launch 28 productions in the
Frank O'Neill, son of the late recording the musical score for
next four months, are the following:
Jockey O'Neill, who is said to have "Fighting
Caravans."
"City Streets," co-starring Clara ridden in 5,000 races, is employed at
Bow and Gary Cooper, "Dude Fox Movietone City as a juvenile
Eugene Merritt is becoming an
Ranch," with Jack Oakie, Stuart in French versions of Fox pictures. authority on pictures appealing to
Erwi.n, Skeets Gallagher, Harry
Young O'Neill spent his youth in children. He handled the sound on
Green and Eugene Pallette, "Half Paris and speaks the language like "Finn and Hattie" and will be in
Angel," from Mary Roberts Rine- a native.
*
* on "Skippy."
charge of the*recording
*
*
*
hart's story "Lost Ecstasy," and a
Spanish musical production, with
James Gleason and Marie PreSylvia Sidney is to play opposite
Roberto Rey, Ramon Pereda and
vost have important parts in Marion
Rosita Moreno.
Phillips Holmes in "An American Davies's new M-G-M starring film,
*
*
*
"It's a Wise Child." Robert Z. LeonTragedy."
ard is directing, and the cast inEddie Rubin, brother of Benny, is
cludes Polly Moran,
Lester Vail,
Paramount Signs Vilches
Kent
Douglass
and
Johnny
Arthur.
opening
an
office
as
an
artists'
repreFor Three Spanish Talkers
sentative. He was formerly with
*
*
*
Contracts have been signtti by Lichtig and Englander and the
Leading ladies in clusters of three
Harrv Weber agency. He will also
Paramount with Ernesto Vilches, be
are
to be found in a trio of forthCoast representative for Jack
coming Fox productions. Marguerite
the Spanish stage star, for the dis- Curtis, the New York agent.
Churchill, Virginia Cheirill and
tribution of three of his own pro*
*
*
Marion Byron are three types of
ductions of Spanish talkies to be
made in Hollywood. Production of
LeRoy Stone, who edited "Sunny," co-ed beauty in "Girls Demand Exstarring Marilyn Miller, is now cutthe first picture will begin shortly.
citement." Loretta Young, Joyce
Compton and Joan Marsh are three
ting
"The
Mob,"
starring
Richard
Barthelmess.
examples of feminine attraction in
*
*
*
the business, world in "3 Girls Lost."
Melville Brown Finishes "Sec'y"
Our. Passing Show: Carl Laemmle, Fay Wray, Joyce Compton and
Melville Brown has completed the Constance Bennett, Henry de la Louise Huntington are the fair
direction of "Private Secretary" for Falaise, Andrew Hervey. James Hal- charmers in the story of the advenRKO. The story is an original by
turous West, "Not Exactly GentleAlan Brener Schultz and the cast lat the preview of "Millie"; Carl
Laemmle,
Jr.,
Hobart
Henley,
Houincludes Mary Astor, Robert Ames,
Ricardo Cortez, Catherine Dale
RKO
Buys Abdullah Play
Charley Chase Making "Rough Seas"
Owen, Kitty Kelly, Noel Francis,
Charley Chase is making a sequel
"The Passionate Prince," a play
William Morris, Robert Gale, Charles by Achmed Abdullah has been purto thethewarsame
comedy,
Sellon, Katya Sorina and George
chased by Radio Pictures. John using
cast. "High
In the C'S,"
new
men."
Irving.
Howard Lawson has been assigned comedy, "Rough Seas," Thelma
to prepare the new story for early Todd will continue her part as the
Brown was handed a new contract filming.
French girl. Carlton Griffith will
by William LeBaron before the latter left for New York several days
again portray the part of the superago.
ior officer, and The Ranch Boys and
Boleslavsky to Do "High River"
Richard Boleslavsky, Russian di- Charley Chase still make up the
rector recently signed by Radio, will quartet around which the first
do
"High
River," a satire on the comedy revolved. James Parrott will
Problem Play
foibles and follies of Americans. direct.
Wallace Beery was enacting
Charles Logue, well known screen
writer and supervisor will write the
his role of "Scorpio" in "The
Judels in Fox Picture
dialogue.
Secret Six" when a visitor at
Charles Judels has been signed by
the M-G-M studios inquired
Laurel and Hardy in Another
of him the nature of the story.
Fox for the role of Turk in "Women
Laurel
and Hardy are working on of All Nations." Also in the cast
"Oh," he replied, "it's a problem play. Problems in photog"Chickens Come Home" at the Hal of this Flagg-Quirt film, directed by
Roach Studios. Mae Busch and Raoul Walsh, are Victor McLaglen,
raphy— problems in sound apThelma Todd are the feminine leads. Edmund Lowe, El Brendel, Greta
paratus."
Nissen and Bela Lugosi.
James W. Home is directing.

Handed Out by M-G-M

Among

other contracts just announced by M-G-M is that with
Dudley Murphy, short story writer,
who will prepare a scenario based
on an original idea submitted by
him. Arthur Gregor, director, has
been placed under contract for directorial and editorial work for a
period that will extend beyond the
completion of the Spanish language
version
Emile ofde"Min
RecatandhasBill."
been engaged
to handle the translation of "The
Big House" from English to Spanish and to supervise various technical details of the production.
Adela Rogers St. John will do a
treatment
of the
"Copy Stuart
Cat."
for M-G-M
andstory,
Malcolm
Boylan will write dialogue for an
adaptation of the story, "Shipmates."

New Connie Bennett Film
Rehearsing on Pathe Lot
Constance Bennett's next Pathe
vehicle, temporarily titled "Lost
Love," has been placed in rehearsal
under the direction of Paul L. Stein.
This is the special vehicle written
for the star by Ernst Pascal. Joel
McCrea has been borrowed from
RKO to play opposite Miss Bennett. Others in the cast include
Anthony Bushell, Louise Closser
Hale,
Kerr. Paul Cavanagh and Frederick
First National Signs Robinson
Edward G. Robinson, who has the
principal role in the current hit,
'Little Caesar," has been signed to
a long-term contract by First National. His next picture will be "The
Tdol." for Warner Bros. Martin
Brown is the author.

Evolution
Three
Seiter,
Moore,

yeais ago, William A.
while directing "Happiness Ahead." with Colleen
became annoyed with

one of the mob players. "Fire
that noisy
extra off Today
the stage!"
Seiter
shouted.
the
same player is working at
First National as the leading
man to Loretta Young, in "Big
Business Girl," which the
same William A. Seiter is directing. The extra was Frank
Albertson.
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Review Board To Discuss
Community M. P. Support
(Continued

from

page

1)

itsch, Peter J. Brady, the New York
banker, and Walter Wanger of
Paramount will be among the speakers at the 16th Annual Luncheon
Conference of the Board at the Hotel
Pennsylvania, on Saturday, Jan. 24.
Other speakers will be Russell Owen,
New York "Times" correspondent
with the Byrd Antarctic Expedition,
Bernt Balchen, Admiral Byrd s Chief
Pilot in the Antarctic, and Chief
Buffalo Child Long Lance, author
and lecturer who played the lead in
the Indian film "The Silent Enemy."
The luncheon will be preceded by
two days of conference sessions participated in by delegates from various communities over the country
in which the work of the National
Board is actively carried on. Among
the motion picture celebrities who
will attend the luncheon will be
Dorothy Arzner, Edmund Goulding
Maurice Chevaljer, Tallulah Bankhead, Claudette Colbert, Fredric
March, and Charles Ruggles.
Thursday morning one of the
Board's review groups will illustrate
that organization's reviewing procedure in the new Fox Private Theater for the benefit of the visiting
delegates. The whole subject of the
Conference will be sub-divided into
the sub-topics: "The Community and
the Motion Picture in the Theater;"
"Cultural Uses of the Unusual Film
by the Community"; "The Community and the Motion Picture For
Children"; and "The Community
and the Motion Picture in Visual
Education."
Speakers presenting various phases
of the subject will be Albert Howson,
scenario editor of Warner Bros,.;
Arthur E. Krows, director, Electrical Research Products, and author of
"The Talkies"; Mrs. Alonzo Richardson, secretary of Atlanta, Ga.
Better Films Committee; Montague

So Appropriate
Marilyn Miller will aid Hizzoner Jimmy Walker to launch
the Farmers' Prosperity Campaign at City Hall today.
After that we can expect a
drive among unemployed orchestra musicians to aid a
Sound Recorders'
Campaign.

Prosperity

speaker. Friday night the Conference delegates will be guests of the
American Museum of Natural History, when there will be a showing
of special fiims in the Museum
auditorium.

Imperial Will Release
Two Expedition Pictures
Two outdoor expedition features
are to be released by Imperial Distributing Corp. "Fojund", produced
by the Porteous expedition, is a
story of the Neanderthal man told
against the Australian bush background. It is now being edited.
"Jango," African picture, vyas made
by the Davenport-Quigley expedition.

Two More Houses Adopt
Burlesque-Film Policy

Two more houses in the New
York metropolitan area are going
over to a policy of burlesque with
pictures. They are the Century,
formerly the Shubert-Teller, and the
Odeon, both in Brooklyn. The burlesque presentation runs for 40
minutes.
Releasing "Desert Vengeance"
Columbia's second January release
will be "Desert Vengeance," starring Buck Jones. In the cast with
Jones are Barbara Bedford, Al
Smith, Bob Fleming, Douglas Gilmore, Ed Brady, 'Buck' Connor,
'Peewee' Holmes, 'Slim' Whitaker,
Barney Beasby, and Joe Ferrard.
Louis King directed.

ie yet need a jce-ie you HAVE
JCB CPEN -ADVERTISE IT PCCE
IN THE
EILA4 DAILY

Many splendid, efficient men and women are out of employment in the
motion picture industry. With conditions picking up many jobs should
soon be open. To help along a worthy cause FILM DAILY will print
WITHOUT COST your advertisement in classified form under "Help
Wanted' or "Situation Wanted." Each advertisement limited to 25
words. Simply address your tetter to Advt. Mgr., Film Daily, 1650
Broadway, New York City.

HEL1»

WANTED

SALESMEN, acquainted with theatre exhibitors in N. Y. State, Conn.,
Penna., and Mass. States, to carry
as a side line novelties for exploitations, on a commission basis. Box
575, THE
FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway, N. Y. C.
SALESMEN: Salesmen who have
experience and acquaintance with
motion picture exhibitors in New
York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania.
Our proposition is a recognized high
grade advertising service. Only successful and experienced men should
apply — apply by letter. Box 561
FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New
York City.

SITUATIONS

WANTED

PRODUCERS! LADY, 33, highly
talented in writing super-modern
plots, etc. Have 6 great novels and
stories (unpublished) in synopsis.
Seeks connection as staffwriter or
similar capacity. Gert Brandes, 107-25
129th St., Richmond Hill, New York.
AUDITOR and ASSISTANT SALES MANAGER,
young man thoroughly experienced
with every phase of home office and
exchange detail. Fifteen years experience. Will appreciate interview.
Box 607, FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York City.

NEWSPAPERWOMAN,
24, five
years experience Connecticut and
New York newspapers, also publicity and advertising experience excellent references. Box 614, THE
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
New York City.
FILM SALESMAN, 32^ fifteen
years' experience, desires opportunity
where ability, intelligence and honest effort are appreciated. Also experienced on equipment. Will go
anywhere. Best of references. Box
600, THE
FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway, New York City.
FRENCH YOUNG LADY— expert
interpreter and translator in both
languages, knowledge German, experienced in advertising, journalisCity.
tic, foreign film publicity fields, seeks
connection. Box 601, THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York
NATURAL
COLOR
CHEMIST
experienced in developing and processing machines; can produce the
finest lifelike colors on double
coated stock. Seeking a position in
N. Y. or out of town. Box 613, THE
York
FILM City.
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New

TRAVELING

CASHIER-BOOKER-CONTRACT
Salmon, managing director, Fox's
MAN experienced with all details of
State, Jersey City, N. J.; Ashley
home office and exchange. Ten years
Miller, Director Children's Theater,
Heckscher Foundation; Dr. William
experience, can furnish excellent references. Will appreciate interview.
Martin Richards, Better Vision InBox 608, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
stitute; A. G. Balcom, Director of
Broadway, N. Y. C.
Visual Education, Newark, N. J.
Hoefler Completes Tour
schools.
Paul L. Hoefler, African explorer WRITER, 25, doing editorials and
Two evening events will feature
the Conference. One will be a show- has completed a tour of key cities features past four years with national
ing on Thursday night, in the Chanin in the U. S., making personal ap- magazine, desires theatrical or film
pearances with Columbia's. "Africa connection; publicity experience.
Little
TheaterBuilding,
'on the of50th
of
the Chanin
the floor
picture
Speaks." After leaving San Francis- Arnold Kaplan, 2397 Grand Ave.,
co, Hoefler traveled by plane to New York.
feango" made in Sumatra by Ernest
Schoedsack. Miss Iris Barry, noted many cities for the purpose of lecCONTACT
MAN,
turing before local organizations in FORMERLY
English critic and author of "Let's
also
Assistant
Production
Manager
Go to the Movies,"
will be guest addition to appearing with the pjc- several years prominent studio. Later
ture. Radio broadcasts of the exorganized company producing indusplorer's talks were also sent out by
trials. Desires position, any capacity,
200 stations.
affiliated with cinema industry. Box
Paul Terry and Frank
612, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
$275,302 Film Imports from Canada
Broadway, N. Y. C.
Moser yesterday signed a new
contract to make 26 more
Toronto — Figures issued by the
American Consulate lure show the REWRITE and ADVERTISING
Terry-Toons for Educational.
declared exports to the United MAN, seven years' experience with
The animators have delivered
States from the Toronto consular large trade paper. Excellent referthe last release on the original
ences. Will travel if necessary. Box
district for the quarter ending Dec.
contract for 26, made April,
31 included films to the value of 620, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
1930.
Broadway, New York City.
$275,302.

Terry-Tooned Up

A.

YOUNG PLAYWRIGHT
— associate member dramatist guild. Seeks
connection menial capacity to start
— in scenario department. Good dialogue, will submit own work as
evidence of ability. Box 603, THE
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N.
Y. C.

A THOROUGH
SHOWMAN, with
many years experience as theatre
manager, _ film buyer and booker.
Exploitation and ad writing. Possess
all qualities that make an alert showman and go-getter. Box 605, THE
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
New York City.

EXPLOITATION,
ADVERTISING and PUBLICITY MAN, well
known in the industry served four
years with one of the foremost circuits in the mid-west as advert
manager. Also past experience ising
references excellent. Box 606, good
THE
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
New
York
City.

YOUNG MAN, wide experience in
motion picture and theatrical publicity and exploitation, theatre management and newspaper work. Wants
either full or part time publicity position. College graduate, ambitious
Requests interview. Box 540 THE
FILM
DAILY,
1650 Broadway, N.

THE
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Pittsburgh — After being dark for
two years, Warners' Davis will reand picopen Jan 17 with vaudeville has
been
tures. Sound equipment
installed. The Davis will play pictures day-and-date with the Enright.

was closed
business.

•<££!
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OF THE DAY
January

1 due

to poor

Comfrey, Minn. — The new Comfrey has been sold to Robert King
and L. I. Blackmun.

©

equipped
opening.

with

sound

for

an

early

Winston Salem, N. C— Ray PeterToledo, O.— Hal Cuffel, formerly
son has succeeded Joe Blank as
publicity manager for Publix in manager of the State. Blank is
North Dakota, has taken a similar managing a Burlington house.
position with RKO. He will make
headquarters here.
Hawkinsville,
Ga. — E. L. Rhodes
is now managing the Community.
Denver
—
Abel
Davis,
former
ownWesting
Turtle Creek, Pa.— The
er of the Del Rio theater at Las
Bellevue, Mich. — M. T. Cassly has
house Theater Co., Inc., has been
taken over the Bell.
Cruces,
N.
M.,
is
now
a
salesman
Fort Smith, Ark. — Jimmie King,
LitElmer E.
organized here with
tle as treasurer. Incorporators are for United Artists.
formerly at Plainview, is now manHinckley, Minn. — Jack Gruesner
aging the Publix house here.
D. J. Selznick, Pittsburgh, 500
and
H. J. Luscher of Minneapolis
Lehigh,
la.
—
C.
Hales
has
opened
500
gh,
Pittsbur
shares; S. J. Topley,
a new theater here.
have re-opened the Liberty with
shares; C. E. MUler, Pittsburgh, 500
sound installed. The house seats
shares.
Wilbur, Wash. — Peter Falborg has 287. The owners will also operate
closed the Liberty.
New Haven — Arthur Horn of temporarily
houses in Gary, Cloquet and BrainParis — Louis Mercanton has starterd, Minn.
United Artists, recently elected
ed production of the musical comPortland, Ore. — D. C. Millward,
president of the New Haven Film
edy, "Her Wedding Night," at the
Saginaw, Mich. — George Marz has Paramount studios. Saint-Grenier
Board of Trade, will address the formerly with the American Film
closed the Washington.
Exchange,
Seattle,
has
joined
with
Film Club of Saybrook, Conn., on
and Alice Cocea will be starred. DiH. G. Mapes of the Star Film ExJan. 19.
change.
Racine, Wis. — Lon B. Ramsdell mitri Buchowetzki is filming "Requistore"
at the
Chantal
and same
Elmirestudios.
VautierMarare
has succeeed Franz Westfall as man- celle
Pittsburgh — Tax refunds have
ager
of
the
Venetian.
Westfall
has
Elk
Horn,
la.
—
O.
C.
Johnson,
featured.
been awarded by the U. S. Treasco-operation of local mer- been promoted by Warners to the
ury Department to Olympic Amuse- with the chants,
has opened a new theater district management of all their thement Co., with a return of $1,934,
London — , Upon his arrival from
aters west of Milwaukee.
and the Harris Amusement Co. of here.
the States, Arthur Dent stated that
while in New York he had placed
Mich., with $16,837. Both are PittsHancock, Mich. — John Burke of 13 B. P. I. pictures for American
Lewiston, Ida. — Eddie Rivers of
burgh firms.
the Tri-State circuit announces the Menominee has been appointed man- distribution.
Boston
—
E. H. Feldman
has temporary closing of the Rex.
ager of Lloyd's, which was recently
Paris — Pathe-Natan
is to produce
taken over by R. Rosenblatt.
bought the Chelsea at Chelsea, Mass.
Kendrick, Ida. — H. A. Zell has
the opera "Fra Diavolo" as a talkie.
Pittsburgh — M. S. Landow, now closed he Audian. His son, H. J.
Madison, Wis. — "Doc" Miller is
Universal district manager, has Zell, has also closed his house in managing the Parkway, which reMelbourne — Payment of the halfcently reopened.
Genessee,
Ida.
charge of the Pittsburgh, Philadel"B*1
per cent
preference
stock onhas8 been
deferred
phia and Washington branches.
yearly dividend
Salem, Ore.— Art B. Holt is slated
Toledo — E. F. Albright has suc- by Hoyt's
Theaters,
Ltd.
ceeded R. E. Bishop as representaLatrobe, Pa. — John George has to manage Warners' Capitol and
tive for Independent Pictures, Inc.,
been appointed manager of the John Stille will hereafter handle
Dresden — Arnold Fank's "Storm
here. Bishop is now operating the ously.
Over Mont Blanc" had its premiere
Grand by the Indiana County The- the Elsinore.
Virginia, Carrollton, O.
ater Corp,
here and in Frankfort, simultaneSeattle — E- L. Vaughn is now a
selling agent for the B. F. Shearer
Carbondale, 111. — At a special elecWilmerding, Pa. — The Grand, re- Co.
London — First National - Pathe
tion held Jan. 6, the people of this
cently reported closed, remains open.
town decided against Sunday movies. have secured exclusive rights to the
Portland, Ore.— J. B. Hanford has Opposed to the step were 1_,465 and Grand National at Aintree. The race
been transferred to the Shearer Se- 693 voted in favor of the pictures. will be photographed under the di->
rection of H. Sanders, editor of the
attle territory after one year In this
district as salesman.
Gazette.
Port Austin, Mich. — The Broadway Pathe Super Sound
has been closed for the winter.
Olathe, Kan. — A. C. Andrews' new
1,000-seater has been opened. It has
Paris — David La Tourette Brown,
RCA equipment.
Kansas City — The Pantages is formerly at Vienna, has been appointed Western Electric manager
now operating with burlesque, havPrineville, Ore. — C. E. Small has
here, replacing F. R. Marion.
ing dropped vaudeville.
purchased the theater here from C.
Detroit — C. A. Curtis and Lloyd
Lightball, managers of the Little,
E. Wicks, Jr.
Detroit — Jack Stebbins, manager
London — Universal has booked
have discontinued stage shows and
of
the Regent, has started two-a-day three West Ends premieres. The
Charter Oak, la.— The New Royal will play only films of foreign origin. stage shows. A Bert Smith tab reMovie-Phone
has been installed.
features are "East Is West," which
view is now playing the house.
will open at the Alhambra Jan. 26;

"Pat"
— F. A.
ence, nKan.circuit
Independ
Regan,
Dickinso
publicity
chief, is temporarily managing the
Booth, replacing Ralph Ravenscroft, resigned.

*

*

WEST

FOREIGN

*

*

•

Detouring

Glendon Allvine, director of
advertising and publicity for
Fox Film, and Quinn Martin,
the New York "World" m.p.
ciitic recently signed for the
Fox scenario department, who
depart tomorrow for California, will make the trip by way
of the Panama Canal. It appears they want to avoid Kansas City, where both began
newspaper work as reporters
for the Kansas City "Star."

CENTRAL

•

Kansas City — Bob Waterman, formerly assistant Fox booker, has
been transferred to the Oklahoma
branch as head booker. Tom Cole,
shipper, succeeds Waterman and C.
Decker
becomes
shipper.
Belle Plaine, Minn. — George W.
Ryan of Minneapolis has rented the
State from Joe Widner.
Stevens Point, Wis. — Under the
management of Myron A. Neumann,
the Fox Lyric has reopened with
sound.

Kansas City— J. H. Birlinger, formerly of the Plaza, has replaced H.
hill.
L. Gollidav as manager of the Rock-

"See America Thirst" and
Boudoir Diplomat."

"The

Coincidence

*

SOUTH

•

Graceville, Fla— The Novelty has
been re-christened the Graceville and
reopened with sound. Pat Johnson
is operating the house.
Morgan City, La. — Sam Johnson
is having the Electric remodeled and

The social organizashe of
Columbia Pictures will hold
its first formal dinner dance
in a Hotel Plaza ballroom,
decorated to resemble a dirigible. This, of course, has no
possible connection with the
company's picture, called "Di-
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MANY
A SLIP
a*wi LEW

Slim Summerville
Roscoe Kairns

UNIVERSAL

Virjjinia Sale
Ben Alexander

Directed
by VIN
MOORE
Presented by Carl Lacmmle
Produced by Carl Lacmmle, Jr.

cIhe Picture They're all waiting for
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Published Once A Year

Covers Everything!
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Ad Film Producers Plan to Avoid Radio Pitfall

BASIC^OUND IDEA UNPATENTED, KCHARGE
Attack on Circuit Percentage Slated for Philly Meet
Distribs to be Criticized for
Alleged Lower Charges
in Own Houses

New Strand Record With 'Caesar'— $74,821
Establishing a new single week record for Broadway's oldest
de luxe house, "Little Caesar" got $74,821 in its first week at the
Strand, it was stated at Warner Bros. Friday night.

Philadelphia — Criticism of distributors for alleged charging of lower
percentage to their own theaters
than to independent houses will be
made at the "M. P. T. O. annual
meeting Thursday. A resolution protesting in the matter has been passed
Oscar Hanson, assistant general
unit's board of managers.
the
by
Claim is made that the practice is manager of Tiffany, is understood to
(Continued on Page 9)
be resigning shortly. The date his
resignation
takes effect is expected

HANSON LEAVING TIFFANY
l to be decided today (Saturday),
Reached at his home late Friday
night, Hanson said he had no stateI ment
to make at the time.

PHILLY ZOlGDECISION
EXPECTED ATANNUAL MEET Signing Stars Just Daily Routine, ™

Geo. Akerson's Services
At Industry's Disposal
George Akerson, who has resigned
as secretary to President Hoover to
join Paramount Publix in an executive capacity, was guest of honor
(Continued on Page

9)

30,000,000
Voting in this year's FILM
DAILY poll for the "Ten Best
Pictures'' was done by newspaper and trade and fan publication critics representing an
aggregate circulation of 30,000,000. This is the record
representation to date. The
present poll also contains another amazing record. You'll
know about it very soon.

of six or eight picture starring Hoot
Gibson
Pollak denied that "Pop" Korsen,
president
of the Masterpiece
Ex(Continued on Pane 9)

Minimum Commercial Touch
Planned for Ad Pictures
Massce Obtains Warehouse
For Import Film Storage
William Massce, of Massce Si Co.,
forwarding and insuring company,
has arranged with the Collector of
the 9)Appraiser's
tu designate
Customs (Continued
on Pane

FILM

DAILY

Washington— In a suit brought in
the Supreme Court by Charles K.
Cregier, chief electrical inspector for
the City of Chicago, to compel the
issuance of letters patent on a "talk(Continued
Page 9)
ing moving
pictureonmachine"
alleged

PATHE INJUNCTION SUIT
PUT 0FF_AN0THER WEEK

Denying "War"

Hollywood Exchange Releasing
26 to 28 in 1931-32 Season

Between 26 and 28 features will
be handled by Hollywood Exchange
during the 1931 -.12 season, Adolph
Pollak told THE FILM DAILY
Friday.
Product will include a series

Washington Bureau of THE

Hearing on the action of A. B. C.
Development Co. seeking to obtain
an injunction preventing transfer of
Pathe assets to RKO, scheduled for
was again postponed for one
Declaring that the signing of Friday,
week. Lewis Innerarity of Pathe
Ruth Chatterton, William Powell
yesterday said that it is likely that
and other star material was just a the
other injunction action, brought
part of the company's daily routine, by Sol Karp and Rogers Silverware,
and expressing surprise at the sen- will not be heard for about two year?.
sational twist given to these incidents In event preference in trying the case
in some quarters, Harry M. Warner is granted by the court, it may be
on Friday issued a formal denial that heard within 12 or 14 months, he
(Continued on Pane 9)
said.

H. M.
Says
Fox
Division
Mgrs.Warner,
Meet Here Tuesday

Philadelphia — Definite word as to
when the local zoning plan will be
completely put into operation is
hoped for by members of the M. P.
T. O. at their annual meeting
A meeting of Fox Theater division
scheduled for Thursday. The exhib managers, representing territories
unit has okayed a protection plan east of (he Mississippi, will be held
but as yet no word has been received Tuesday at the New York Athletic
from Gabriel Hess, Hays office coun- Club. Harry Arthur will preside.
30 managers are expected.
sel, as to whether or not distrib- \bout
utors have approved the arrangement. The system had been intended to start functioning Dec. 1.

Supreme Court Suit Based
on Alleged Invention
in 1907

Taking the cue from Dr. Lee De
Forest's recent statement, before the
meeting of the Institute of Radio
Engineers, that an overdose of advertising on the air had caused a big
falling off in radio sales and radio
(Continued oncompanies
Page 9)
interest, producing
inter-

5,500 Shares Pathe Pfd.
Held by Joseph P. Kennedy
Out of approximately 8,000 shares
of the Pathe 8 per cent preferred
stock outstanding, 5,500 shares are
owned by Joseph P. Kennedy, THE
FILM
DAILY is informed.

"Cimarron"

It's great! A smashing story of
the building of the southwest, rich in
romance, thrilling action and heartgripping human appeal, clutching the
interest and sympathy of an audience with a mighty grip. Wesley
Ruggles' direction, Richard Dix's perHoward Estabrook's
adaptation and formance,
dialogue,
and Eddie Cronjager's
photography
out. and
Entiro nroduction
is onalla stand
big scale
it Should bring big stacks of coin
to the box-offices all over the land.
Exhibs can look forward to this RKO
super with high expectancy, and they
won't
be disappointed. GILLETTE.
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Clara Bow Loses Role
M. P. Machine Operators
Hold 17th Annual Fest Due To Court Attendance
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Lita Chaplin, Irene Franklin for W.B.
Lita Grey Chaplin and Irene
Franklin have been signed by the
Artists' Bureau of Warner Bros, for
personal appearances in Warner
houses.

§ Eastman Films |
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Chicago
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With a turnout of 1,500 expected,
the 17th anniversary dinner of the
M. P Machine Operators' Union
Local 306 will take place at midnight tonight (Saturday) at the
Hotel Astor. Among the celebrities
expected are Benny Rubin, George
Jessel, Rudy Vallee, Nancy Carroll,
Ethel Merman, Claudette Colbert,
Charlie Ruggles, Stanley Smith, JackPearl, John W. Green, Roxy and his
Gang, and others. Lieut. Gov. Lehman, Sidney Kent, Jack Warner and
others will be made high privates
in the ranks of organized labor.

Hollywood
— Due
to Clara
Bow'sin
presence
being
required
in court
connection with the suit brought by
her ex-secretary, Daisy Devoe, Paramount has substituted Sylvia Sidney
for Miss Bow opposite Gary Cooper
in "City Streets". The substitution
was made, Paramount officials say,
solely because the picture was scheduled to go in work and the schedule
had to be maintained. It will have
no effect on Miss Bow's contract.

Witwer's Widow to Share
In Lloyd Film Earnings

West

Jan. 20
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

General meeting of M. P. T. O.,
Hotel Henry,
Pittsburgh.
22 M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania will hold annual election
meeting in Philadelphia.
19-24 Fox Anniversary Week.
22-24 Annual conference of National
Board of Review, Hotel Pennsylway. vania, New York.
26 "Cimarron", RKO
production,
opens at the Globe on Broad-

Jan. 30

"East Lynne" Premiere
Set for Feb. 3 in L. A.
Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

World
Los

Feb. 6
Feb. 7

Premiere of Charlie Chaplin's "City Lights" at the new
Angeles
in Los Angeles.

Charlie
"City
opens atChaplin's
the George
M. Lights"
Cohan,
New York.
First Annual Dinner and Dance
by Columbia Pictures employees.
Hotel
Plaza,
New
York.

Hollywood — Premiere of Fox's
"East Lynne" is set for Feb. 3 at
Los Angeles — Federal Judge the Carthay Circle, with seats sellFeb. 9
Thirty-second annual dinner by
George Casgrove has awarded Mrs.
the Society of the Genesee in
ing at $5. Winfield Sheehan and
Sadie Witwer, widow of H. C. J. R. Grainger expect this to be the
honor of George
Eastman.
Feb. 10-11 National convention of indeWitwer, a share of the profits of
pendent
exhibitors
called by
company's biggest picture of the
Harold Lloyd's "The Freshman." year. Cast includes Ann Harding,
Allied
States Ass'n to be held
in
Chicago.
Accounting is to be made from Conrad Nagel, Clive Brook, Cecilia
midnight theater party by
April 11, 1926 which is three years Loftus, O. P. Heggie, David Tor- Mar. 7 Annual
the Kaplan Projection Society for
prior to the time the suit was filed. rence, Bervl Mercer and others.
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
It was charged by the Witwer atApril 4-11 Players'
and Patrons'
Jubilee
torneys that the Lloyd Corp. plag- Portable RCA Units
Week,
national
benefit
for
N. V.
A. Club.
iarized "The Emancipation of RodFor Pathe Sportlights May 25-28of Spring
meeting of the Society
the film.
ney" a Witwer novel, in producing
Motion Picture Engineers to be
Portable RCA sound recorders
held in Hollywood.
have been purchased by the Van April 23-24 dorsers
State Convention
of Indiana
Inof Photoplays,
Claypool
Philly Censor Board
Beuren Corp. for the use of their
Hotel, Indianapolis.
Sportlight units on location. The
Will Undergo Changes recorders
have been sent to the
Philadelphia — Changes in the perPathe-Sportlight
unit now in FlorGottlieb Handling Para. Publicitysonnel of the local censor board will
Alex Gottlieb is handling publicfor trial under various conditions
be effected soon after Gifford Pin- and idaangles.
the Paramount,
succeeding
chot takes office as governor on
Eddieity forHitchcock.
Tuesday. Pinchot, during a previou=
Peskay Rejoins Skouras-Warner
term as Chief Executive of the state,
Walter Henry Morgan Dead
St. Louis — Ed Peskav has rejoined
Toronto — Walter Henry Morgan,
proved himself interested in pic- the Skouras-Warner circuit here aftures, but clean ones.
manager of the Variety, Toronto,
ter two years in Philadelphia as head 76,
is dead after a brief illness. He was
booker
of
the
Warner-Stanlev
born in New York.
R. R. Station Theater
houses. He is succeeded by Bill WilBoston — A movie theater seating
son, formerly Stanley-Warner zone
about 800 will be built in the rear manager
at Philadelphia.
wintj of the remodeled South Station.
TERRITORY OPEN
Vallee on Publix Tour
Rudy Vallee opens in Boston on
WITH TALK!
Monday
for a six weeks' tour of the
COMING & GOTNG
Publix houses.
West Coast Bureau of THE

SIDNEY
Florida.
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leaves today for

Motion Picture Executive leaving
for Hollywood Sunday, January 18th
in a private automobile will accept desirable companion as company. Transportation entirely free.

MONROE OWSLEY left last night for
the Coast to appear with Gloria Swanson in
"Ohey
That Impulse."
(LIVE BROOK is due in New York on
Monday
from the Coast.
COLIN CLIVE is en route to Ensrland
on the Aquitania. GILBERT MILLER is
on the same boat.

'Phone

Bryant
9-1750
Endicott 2-9872
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A Stage Star's
Impression of Hollywood
HPHE actor who has devoted
most of his career to the
stage, gets some interesting impressions when he first comes
to Hollywood to work in pictures. The actor who is accustomed to the more leisurely
manner in which preparations
for stage productions are conducted, finds some difficulty to
get in step with the pace that
is set in the studios. The remarkable efficiency with which
work iS carried on from the
time a picture is begun until it
is completed makes one rather
dizzy at first. Less time for
learning lines and for studying
characterization requires an aptitude that would baffle many
actors. That the results are so
satisfactory is a tribute to the
economy of time which the industry seems to have mastered.
There is a splendid spirit of cooperation among the people engaged in making pictures that
is refreshing to the newcomer,
also. Something in the atmosphere of the studio seems to
produce a friendliness and a
charitable attitude toward those
with whom one is associated
that cannot be found in all lines
of work. All in all it is not
strange that the actor finds a
happier and more stimulating
atmosphere in Hollywood than
it is possible for him to encounter in many of the other environments in which his profession places him.
— Robert
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Warwick

The American film industry
shows an increase of over $46,000,000 in production costs
from 1927 to 1929.

•

• • AMERICAN EXPLOITATION methods are finding favor after all these years with British cinema managers
they have discovered at last that ballyhoo means bigger
b.o
even in far-off Australia they have caught the fever
take for instance the experience of George Nacked running his York theater in Adelaide
George rigged up an
immense roulette wheel standing on end
he strapped a
masked girl on the wheel
every so often by an electrical
attachment the wheel would revolve
and the assembled
Adelaidians
stared with mouths
wide
open
they were
going strong for this American exploitashe racket, and liked it
immensely
but suddenly the wheel got jammed
it had stopped at the psychological moment when the gal's legs
were up in the air and she was gazing at life upside down, and
found it very lowdown, with her head near the lobby floor
eager hands tried to rescue her, but with British thoroughness
George had strapped her on very tight
the gal had started
to yowl and scream, and all her blood was rushing to her 'ead
after this had continued for about 20 minutes, a little
tyke spoke up with a suggestion
"Why not try putting the
bally wheel flat on the floor?"
he asked
nobody
had ever thought of that
altogether the American exploitashe stunt was a grand success
but George is looking for a new girl to strap on the roulette wheel

• •
• GEORGE
HARVEY, running his own advertising-art
service has added A. A. Wallgren, better known as "Wally," to
his artist staff
Wally was the official cartoonist for the
A.E.F.
in France
he accomplished
in cartoons
for the
American doughboy what Bruce Bairnsfather did for the British
Tommy
he has illustrated the current best seller "Songs
My
Mother
Never
Taught
Me," a smart
wow with a flavor
slightly more
barroom
than drawing-room
you oughter
get a copy

• • • A SNAPPY li'l bulletin called "Playgoer" is being
issued by the Public Service Theater Ticket Office, and the current issue contains this item:
New York can boast of
more
different kinds of entertainment than any other city in
the world
two theaters showing German talkies, the 55th
Street and the President
the Little Carnegie
showing
French talkies
with Jewish pix being shown in houses
in Bronx, Brooklyn and the East Side
Hungarian shows
every Sunday eve
in Harlem on Lenox
Ave. a house
showing Spanish films
in the Sepia Belt a slew of colored
shows
on the Bowery
the Chink
theater, and several
Italian shows
and over in Greenwich
Village— of all
places! — an Irish theater
to this we can add the Swedish
pix at the Fifth Avenoo Playhouse, the Russian glooms at the
Eighth St. Cinema, and a Scotch show about to open in a vacant
store on a side street if the backers can induce the landlord
to let 'em operate till he rents it

*

*

*

*

• • •
NED
DEPINET'S
ossif was the scene of a unique
argument
the other day
Messrs.
Smith and Sears, two
of the Warner sales boys, were about to start on long railroad
journeys
they got discussing who had the longest railroad ticket
after unwinding
'em and cluttering
up his
ossif, Ned suggested they let 'em hang outside the sixth story
window
they did, and Sears' ticket touched the sidewalk
he won easily, on his trip to Vancouver and back
• • •
ARTHUR LEE on board the Majestic talked to Oscar
Hanson half way over, just to tell him all was calm
and
Doug Fairbanks aboard the Belgenland, four days out of
Honolulu, talked to Mary Pickford in her New York hotel, a.
li'l matter of 7,400 miles
the longest radio-wire in shipto-shore ever used
and Doug got a great kick out of it,
for when Mary talked too much, he just hung up on her

«

«

«

»

»

»
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A-Boards Used to
Sell Tickets
in receipts
sharp decline
a AGERS
noticed
who have
^/[AN
after 9 o'clock at night, should
try out the idea originated by
Manager George D. Bickford,
Garden, Davenport, Iowa. Bickford reports a very successful
ticket-selling scheme, as far as
his operation is concerned. At
9 o'clock each evening he places
a two-sided A-Wjard on the sidewalk in front of his theater.
This A-board reminds people they
can still see a complete feature
show, and remains on the
sidewalk during the showing of
the short program, right up until the time when the feature
— Paramount
hits the screen.

Feather Gag
Used at Fair
advantage of the last night
Jy[ANAGER
Matt Fair
Pressto took
of the Industrial
use
one of his planned stunts in exploiting "Whoopee" at the Publix-Saenger, Hattiesburg, Miss.
Press had 500 feathers to distribute; each one in various
colors and containing funny
sayings in addition to title of
picture. Just before the prizes
were awarded at the Fair, the
man in charge made the announcementbe
that the
"Whoopee"
feathers would
given
to those
— United Artists
shouting "Whoopee."

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Beit wishes and congratulation! a/e
extended by ThE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

January 17-18
Carl Laemmle
Patsy Ruth Miller
Grant
Withers
Noah Beery
Nils

Asther

Bruce Guerin
Oliver Hardy
Michael C. Levee
Frank Hading

Sunday, January
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ACTIVITIES

HOLLYWOOD
CURRENT

HAPPENINGS

DAVIES, SHEARER, NOVARRO
START NEWPRODUCTIONS

FLASHED

RALPH

WfALLACE FOX has completed
Three new productions have start"Parading Pajamas, ' his eighth
ed at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer stu- Pathe two red comedy for the curdios— starring vehicles for Marion
rent season. Margaret Echard wrote
Davies, Norma Shearer and Ramon the original story, which Fox adaptNovarro. The new pictures are
ed tor the screen. Johnny Arthur,
"It's a Wise Child," starring Marion Eieanor Hunt, Ben Hendricks, Jr.,
Davies, with Robert Z. Leonard di- iviargaret Clark and Charles Baron
recting; "Strangers May Kiss," star- are in the cast.
*
*
*
ring Norma Shearer; and "DayNovarro starRamon
with
break,"
Leo Carillo will be seen soon in
red.
Warner Bros, -productions, if negotiations now under way materialize.
Janet Gaynor Due Back Jan. 23
*
*
*
Janet Gaynor is due back from
Honolulu on Jan. 23, the Fox studio
Bert Wheeler is to play the leadannounces.
role inthe"Too
taKen ingfrom
FrankMany
CravenCooks,"
stage
nit
of
the
same,
according
to
reports
Humphrey Bogart, Emma Dunn Cast at RKO. This means Wheeler will
Universal has assigned Humphrey
appear in a production apart from
Bogarf and Emma Dunn to "Gambl- nis side-kick, Robert Woolsey, who
ing Daughters," which Hobart Henley is directing. Conrad Nagel and probably also will be starred in a
picture alone.
Sidney Fox head the cast.
*
*
*

THE COAST

FROM

BY WIRE

EDITING IS COMPLETED
ON 2 TIFFANY SPECIALS

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By

•
18, 1931

WILK

histrionic career, he attended a
Editing of Tiffany's two specials,
dramatic school at night and "The
Single Sin" and "Drums
of
secured a job as an errand boy for
has been completed and
an insurance company to pay for Jeopardy,"
prints have been despatched to New
his tuition.
York for screening before home of*
*
*
fice executives. Phil Goldstone, chief
executive,
also is in New
Mae Murray, who will be featured stud'o
York
at present.
In the cast of
with Lowell Sherman in RKO's "Single Sin" are Kay Johnson, Bert
"Bachelor Apartment," will have
among her co-players Norman Lytell, Paul Hurst, Holmes Herbert
"Drums of JeopKerry, Kitty Kelly, Ivan Lebendeff, and Mathew Betz.
Purnell Pratt, Arthur Houseman, ardy"
has
Warner
Oland,
Hale
Charles Coleman, Irene Dunne, Noel Hamilton, Lloyd Hughes, June CollLake.
Francis and Claudia Dell. J. Walter yer and Florence
Ruben is writing the screen adapta"Last Parade" Cast Completed
tion and dialogue.
Columbia has completed the cast
for "The Last Parade" with the
SaintTomandMoore,
ClarClark Gable, playing one of the signing
ence of
Muse. Ed
JackLeHolt,
reporters in "The Secret Six" for
M-G-M, put in four hours learning
to operate a typewriter, by the two
fingered method, for his scenes. He
got so interested in it that he
bought the typewriter.

I

I
,
i

i
!
I

Constance Cummings, Gaylord Pendleton, Edmund Breese, Erie D.
Bunn, Jesse De Vorska and Sam
Nelson also are in it, with Erie C.
Kenton directing.

Julann Johnston, blonde blender
of light and fantastic ballroom
John Miljan
Miljanin has
"Ironjoined
Man"the cast
steps, who temporarily closed her
Edgar Kennedy, well known in of "The Iron Man," prizefight story
W. R. Burnet's novel in which
engagement at George Olsen's Mack Sennett and Hal Roach come- from
dies, moved over to the Pathe lot to Universal will star Lew Ayres.
Night Club in Culver City, is to return to that popular night resort,
Burgess and Robert Armplay a burglar in Daphne Pollard's Dorothy strong
according to reports, on Jan. 16. two-reel
already have been cast for t
comedy, "Help Wanted,
Reginald Owen With Warners
Julann, a favorite with the film Female.'' Komedian Kennedy has this production, which Ted BrownReginald Owen, popular Broadway
ing will direct from the script by
appearing with an exceed- been appearing in recent "Our
stage player, has been engaged
by colony,inglyisclever
Francis
Edwards
Faragoh.
partner, Roy Bradley.
Gang" comedies as the cop.
Warner Bros, and is due here next
*
*
*
month.
Norman Foster will have a featured part in Edgar Selwyn's proRoland Pertwee Signed by Warners
duction of "Among the Married."
Roland Pertwee, prominent Eng- now under
way at the M-G-M stulish novelist and playwright, has
dio. The cast includes Leila Hvams,
been signed by Warner Bros, to Mary Duncan and Hedda Hopper.
write originals. He sails for the
*
*
*
U. S. on March 21.
When Franklin Pangborn, featured player in the Pathe comedy,
Elliott Nugent in "Apron Strings"
Elliott Nugent has been signed by "Uproar," first decided to pursue a
Hollywood's most convenient
Carl Laemmle, Jr., for the leading
hotel. . . for your tvinter stay in
role in Universal's "Apron Strings,"
Southern California
from the Broadway
stage success.
Paramount
Signs Weitzenkorn
Louis Weitzenkorn, author of the
current New
York stage hit, "Five
Star
Final,"
has
been
signed
by
Paramount.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

Added
to "Phantom
Hoofs"
Sidney Bracey and Edward Hearn
have
been
added
to Columbia's
"Phantom
Hoofs,"
sixth
Buck Jones
western.
Byron Morgan With Warners
Byron Morgan has joined Warner
Bros, to write an original screen
storv for one of the company's lead<ing stars.
Pathe Comedy Starts
Pathe has started production on
"Hot Wires," being directed by
Harry Sweet, with Daphne Pollard
and Franklin Pangborn heading the
cast.

MICKEY MOUSE

ONEhotels.
of California's
winter
Right in themost
heart popular
of movieland
...next door to famous theatres, studios,
cafes, and shops. ..near golf courses, bridle
paths, and other amusement places.
The Plaza offers you luxurious appointments,
excellent service, homelike hospitality, and
the company of interesting and famous

sez:

"/ may be small but let
me and Walt Disney give
your patrons bigger and better laughs
for 1931."

Write for beautiful illustrated folder showing
things to do while in
Southern California.

European plan. Special Winter Rates Now;
people.
$3.50,single. $5.00, double. $6.00, twin beds.
Ask for weekly and monthly rates.
Remember the Plaza... for an unforgettable
winter in Hollywood.
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FIND DEMAND TOR SPACE
Independent studios in the Metropolitan district expect to be kept
busy renting space to producers desiring to make pictures in New York
without the trouble and expense of
operating their own
plants.
Paramount's success in producing
features here has led many of the
other large companies to look tc
New York as a producing centre to
augment the Hollywood output. It
has been found that pictures made
here have a different slant, providing needed variety on a crowded
schedule.
Mack Sennett recently made a picture in New York and Richard Dix
is the latest arrival, having come
here to make both interiors and exteriors for his latest RKO production.

"Poodles" Hanneford
Signed by Vitaphone
"Poodles," Hanneford, famous circus and vaudeville rider, is the latest
"name" to be signed by Warner
Bros, for Vitaphone shorts. His picture, "The Riding Master," is being
made on a lavish scale boasting a
cast of 120 extras.

WHAT'S

WHAT

Photocolor Moves
Photocolor Corp. producers of
color shorts, has discontinued its
New York office and is concentrating its entire organization at the laboratory buildings in Irvington, N.
Y.

,By HARRY
J^I CHARD KANE, who not so
long ago appeared in various features made here, as well as on the
New York stage, has a prominent
role in "The Midnight Special," an
independent production now playing
in New
York.
Wesley Stark, besides acting as
"stand-in" for Fredric March,
whom he greatly resembles, also
pinch hits for the several directors
assigned
the "Sex studio.
in Business"
set at the toParamount
Jesse Lasky, Jr., is rapidly winning a name for himself around the
Para.nount Xew York studio as a
man of ideas. An example is a recent request from the Hollywood
studios for music to fit five lyrics
in Spanish, for use in a foreign version picture. Jay Gorney, who composed the music, would ordinarily
have gone to Hollywood to see that
it was played properly. Instead, at
young Lasky's
it film
was
recorded
on sound suegestion,
track and the
sent to Hollywood, to be used as a
guide.

Pat O'Brien, signed for the leading role in Howard Hughes' "The
Front Page," joins the growing list
of Hollywood featured players who
began their screen careers at the
Vitaphone studio. In addition to
O'Brien, the list now includes Evalyn Knapp, Sidney Fox, Humphrey
Bogart, Svlvia Sidney, Joe Frisco
and Ona
Munson.
The Warner Vitaphone studio,
with five writers on its staff, have
found it unnecessary to buy any
outside stories in the past five
months, despite a record production
schedule.

Dedicated to W anger
Ben

Hecht, noted playwright and author, has dedicated his latest book to Walter Wanger, Paramount production official.

IN GREATER

NEW

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

"The Love Kiss," featuring Olive
Charlie Ruggles Busy
Shea, recently completed at the
Charlie Ruggles, having com- RCA Gramercy studio, contains an
pleted his role in "Sex in Business," important role, that of the college
leaves for Hollywood to play in
dean, played expertly by an unmen"Vice Squad," in which Paul Lukas tioned actress. The actress happens
and Kay Francis will also be fea- to be the youthful mother of Olive,
tured. Ruggles will afterward reivho took over the part on an hour's
turn East for "Week End," based on notice
when the player hired for the
the Austin Parker stage play, which
role rvas suddenly taken ill.
will have dialogue by Donald Ogden
Stewart.
Fred Allen to M.C.
Fred Allen will act as master of
ceremonies at the 17th Annual Dinner of Local No. 306 to be held in
the Hotel Astor tonight. Larry Kent
secured the comedian as well as all
other
talent.

IN THE EAST

Vitaphone Vitamins: Murray
Roth is taking a well deserved restnear Lake Placid. . . .Numerous extras rejoicing in pictures requiring
large casts. . . .Casey Robinson and
Alf
Goulding
receiving
congrats

N. BLAIR,
from the Warner bosses on "The
Naggers
Go and
Rooting,"
which
Robinson wrote
Goulding
directed.
Despite the confining atmosphere
of studio work, the various production crews working in the East
seemed to be much less affected by
the epidemic of grippe than their
fellow workers in the offices.
A lavishly staged scene depicting
a baccahanalian orgy was the final
shot taken for "Corianthan," a historical film made at the Metropolitan studios. The scene was staged
by "Bunny" Weldon and required
trie use of practically every available
night club entertainer in New York.
The picture is expected to be released in about another month.
Meanwhile, added scenes are being
taken of the famous Mormon Temple choir in Salt Lake City, which
will he worked
into the action.
Sidney Toler of "It's a Wise
Child," Janet Reade of "Ballyhoo,"
and Patsy Kelly, comedienne with
various Earl Carroll shows, are the
latest players to be recruited from
Broadway for zise in Warner Vitaphone productions.
"New York Lady," boasting Donald Ogden Stewart dialogue and a
brilliant cast headed by Tallulah
Bankhead and Clive Brook, gets under way this week at the Paramount
New York studios under the direction of George Cukor. director of
"The
Roval
Family."

YORK

STUDIOS

150 EXTRA PEOPLE WEEKLY
USED IN EAST LAST YEAR
were isOversued to15,000
bit players by
and checks
extra pay
New York studios in the past year.
Both Warner and Paramount averaged around 150 extra parts each
week, with considerable work also
forthcoming from various independent studios.

Appearances in Shorts
Helpful to Opera Stars

Screen appearances of opera and
concert stars are having a decided
and beneficial, effect upon their operatic and concert work. Opera patrons are asking to hear them in
the roles in which they have heard
them on the screen. Concert patrons
are asking for the songs they have
heard them sing on the screen, particularly as encores, and the concert
attendance has shown an upward
trend. Such at least is the conclusion reached W Giovanni Martinelli,
tenor of the Metropolitan Opera,
who has frequently been heard in
Vitaphone shorts in the last three
Recently Martinelli has gone a
step further to please the .fans by
years.
doing a short entirely in English.
It was titled "The Ship's Concert."
His songs in that number were
"The Song of Songs" and "Homing." Then he made a new short
in which he sings "Love's Garden
of
Roses" and "Because," both in
English.

Martinelli has discovered that his
screen work has had an appreciable
effect in stimulating attendance at
his concerts and that he is associated in the minds of concert-goers
with the songs which he has sung
in his Vitaphone shorts. These
Larry Kent is busily engaged in songs are more popular and in
greater demand as encores.
lining up Paramount's short subThe opera situation is similar to
ject production schedule, a full announcement of which will shortly that of the concerts. Opera-goers
ask to hear him in person in the
be forthcoming.
roles they rjave seen him portray
in his short subjects on the screea.
Monroe Owsley, having completed
Earle Sande Picture Set
a featured role in "Sex in Business,"
Casey Robinson, director of the
at Paramount's New York studio,
will shortly leave for the Coast to Vitaphone Varieties "Masqu
erade,"
appear opposite Gloria Swanson in about to be released, is completing
her next production, tentatively the preparation of "Handy Guy," a
two-reel comedy featuring Earle
Sande, famous jockey.
titled "Obey
That
Impulse"
Elaborate preparations are now
underway at the Paramount studio
for "The Smiling Lieutenant," starring Maurice Chevalier, under
Ernst Lubitsch's direction. The
story is held in the colorful atmosphere of post-war Vienna and carries a tuneful score by Oscar
Strauss.

N. BREWSTER
MORSE
Originals, Adapta
Continuity
tions, Dialogue,

For Henry King
"Hell Harbor" and "Eyes of the World"
P. O. Box 1212. Hollywood, Calif.
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30 Per Cent Carbon Saving
Claimed With New Device
A timely de%'elopment is an economical new carbon saver being offered by the Golde Manufacturing
Co. of Chicago, projection engineers
and manufacturers of projection
room equipment.
The new carbon saver, it is said,
allows the use of the 9 mm. stubs
heretofore discarded. The 20-inch,
9 mm. carbon used in high intensity
reflector arcs, now burned for about
seven reels' running time, costs approximately five cents per reel. The
waste, about 35 per cent in the form
of a stub impossible to burn in that
lamp, may with this new cartype of
bon saver be used for two more
reels, making a saving of M) per
cent.
This saving, the < ompany states,
is accomplished with very little effort on the part of the projectionist.
Using two carbon saver>, one lamp
may
be
continually
burned
fo
months
with
the stubs
previoush
wasted.
There
is no drilling
or
messy handling, no cutting of carbons, no shaving or filing.
The burnt end of the carbon is
inserted in the Golde carbon saver,
twisted in to a special threaded taper
hole and rolled on a flat surface to
secure perfect alignment. For added
safety a special screw is provided
which draws up stub into saver.
Thus the carbon saver and carbon
become one straight integral length
which is inserted in the same manner as regular carbons.
There is nothing on the carbon
saver to wear away, if care is taken
to see that it does not burn away.
That is merely a matter of setting
the running time for the average
length carbon stub, the company
claims.

STOP

Electrotone Recorder
Has Unique Features
Electrotone portable sound-onfilm recording unit, said to embody
some new and unique features, is a
product of the Electrotone Corp. of
Detroit, manufacturers of sound recording systems and electrical synchronization.
In this unit, mechanical light
valves and glow lamps have been
eliminated, while recording is possible with either variable density or
area, as desired, through a simple
mask change. In conjunction with
this unit a patented electrical synchronizer is used. Through the
use of this electrical synchronizer it
is possible to have two independent
shafts revolve at identically the
same speed and maintain that speed
for as long as desired. This means
that a motor in Detroit can be regulated to the speed of a motor running in New York, or at any given
distance, without any variation whatever, through radio control.
As recording of sound is done independent of the camera, through
the medium of this electrical synchronizer, perfect synchronization is
assured at all times, as for this particular application the synchronizer
has been adjusted to exercise a
complete and absolutely dependable
check 12 times on every foot of film
running
through, the company
states.

PROJECTION BOOTHS
IRWIN D. RATHSTONE
152

Designer and Builder
Sound
Installed
West
42nd St.
N.Y.C.
Tel. Wisconsin
7-0842-7274

NEW

NEW HEAD AMPLIFIER

THEATERS

Burlington, Ont. — Plans are in progress
for the erection of a $25,000 theater here by
Rex Hume. Geo. T. Evans of Hamilton, Ont.,
is the architect.
Brainerd, Minn. — Work has been started
on the theater being erected here at a cost
of $30,000. The house, which will seat 600,
will
be operated by Jack Gruesner and H. J.
Luscher.
Lake Park, la. — Joe Becker of Sioux
Falls, S. D.. lias purchased from Harry
Galinghorst the lease on the theater being
built here.
Anaconda, Mont. — The Washoe Amusement Co. is erecting a theater here at a
cost of approximately
$175,000.
Ashland. Ky. — The theater being erected
here by Paramount Publix is expected to be
completed within the next 30 days.
Michigan City, Ind. — Plans for the erection of a $300,000 theater here by Warner
Bros, are in progress. The house, which
will have a seating capacity of 1,500, is
expected to he completed
by Sept. 1.
Phoenix, Ariz. — Contracts have been
awarded for the erection of a theater here
by Fox West Coast Theaters. The house
will have a seating capacity of 2,500.
Watseka. 111. — Al Dahlquist of Milford.
111., has been awarded the contract for the
erection of a theater here.

PUT OUT BY G-M LAB
This amplifier, it is said, is adaptable to all makes of sound equipment and, due to its small size and
the simplicity of installation, can be
ment.
used with either new or old equip-

The complete
unit is mounted
in
a steel service case, permitting
the
wiring through rigid or flexible con- I
duit.
Other features are said to include
ariable cell voltage control, which
permits adjustment of the photo-elec- I
trie cell output for best qualitv and
minimum background noise and ad;ustable inter-stage gain control.

1,000 Novelties
One thousand pieces of assorted
novelties, consisting of wrist watches,
pipes, puzzles, beads, necklaces, aero
fliers, etc., for use in emptying a
house when the juvenile overstays
he show, as well as for attracting
juvenile trade, are being, offered by
the Ajax Souvenir Co. of New York.

THE

BRING BACK
THE KIDDIES

2329

Third

Ave.

LIVING

VOICE

when you install

syivcr;ofilm

Our Special Surprise Gift Bag will
attract attendance and insure repeat
business for your Saturday kiddie
matinees. Biggest producers and
theatre chains are using our seat
selling stunts.
Write for details.

UNIVERSAL
NOVELTY

sound on film reproduction
theatres everywhere are now
using SYNCR0FILM for results
WEBER MACHINE CORP.

TOY
&
MFG. CO.
N.

Y.

PLUG

the IWaste^Can!

The new GoldE
30% Carbon Saver
makes every carbon
good down to the
last inch. No drilling. No inconvenience. Just insert
burned stub and
use. For 9 m-m HiIntensity only. Order from supply
dealers.

Save
3
0%
on every
carbon
you use
GOLDE
20 IS LeMoyne

MFG.
St.

COMPANY
Chicago

I HIS Stamp of Approval
in advertisements of
equipment and supplies means:
That the NATIONAL GUARANTEE
of highest qualit/ is coupled with
that of a manufacturer.

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY
COMPANY

59 Rutter St., Rochester, N. Y.
Export Dipt.: 15 Laight St., N. Y. City
Cable Address: .Arlab New York

C.

Brunches in all Principal Cities

CONNECTORS
T ONG lasting and most serviceable — Kliegl pin*-* plug connectors and portable plugging boxes, the
best and most economical to use for quickly and conveniently connecting stage lamps and other electrical
appliances. Any size or arrangement desired, for 5 to
100 ampere circuits. Also other stage lighting specialties, spotlights, scenic effects, supplies, etc.

KLIEGL BROS
Universal
321

West

P.

An improved preliminaty (head)
amplifier for use with sound-on-film
equipment has been announced by
the G-M Laboratories, Inc., of Long
Uland City, N. Y.

THROWING

Gjoo d si:m;o]n Efir

in

ByM.

Electric Stace Lichtinc
SOth

Street
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Co.. Inc.
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Baird Making Rapid Progress
In Television For Theaters
London — The results achieved by
the newly developed Baird television
process, recently demonstrated here,
have definitely brought television
much nearer as a method of entertainment, itis announced.
The new process, including a
newly developed screen, it is claimed,
makes it possible to:
Projei.L pictures onto an ordinary, full-sized cinema
screen.
Televise people and objects illuminated only by arc lighting or
daylight instead of an intensive
"exploring
beam."
Show an unlimited amount of
detail in the picture.
The operation of the new principle is said to consist of dividing
the picture to be televised into
"zones" and televising each zone
from a separate amplifier through
its own lane' line, receiving the signal from each line into a separate
amplifier, which illuminates its own
section of the screen.
A special method is used to convey the light from the receiver to
the screen, consisting of a rotating
drum of mirrors, an invention which
is said to have been used among
the earliest cinematograph apparatus.
Pictures of considerable brilliancy
can be obtained, because the source
of light used at the screen
end is
SIMPLEX TICKET REGISTERS
Protection — Speed— Efficiency

GENERAL

REGISTER CORP.

Paramount
Building
Chickering 4065
New York
J. C. Ensi.en, Gen. Sales Mgr.

an arc light, modified in intensity by
the signal, the beam of which is projected directly onto the screen.
A full-sized apparatus for theater
use is now under construction, and
for this the screen will be divided
into seven or eight zones. Any
number of zones could be used, except that each necessitates a separate transmitting amplifier and receiving set.
Power Plant Booklet Issued
A complete line of electric service
plants is described and illustrated in
an 11 -page folder, identified as MK1284, recently published by the
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.
These electrical plants are made
in several sizes and adaptable for
the supplying of power for motion
picture theaters, or as an emergency
unit in case of power failure.

AUTOMATIC

SHUTTER

CONTROL

with 3-wire circuit foot switch
The Standard Changeover
Fits Motiograph Model
B, Simplex and SuperSimplex
SureFit. With and
or without
Rear Shutter Mounts.

Rear Shutter
Mounts require
Model D type.
Your Model A
Changeover replaced with
Model D type.
Liberal Allowance for Model
A.

Simple for mounting
and replacements ;
every part machine
tooled and precision
assembled. Special
wound coils for D.
C, any voltage, and
for A.C., any voltage and frequency.
3-wire circuit foot
switch allows synchronization of all
projectors
with
effect machine.

ALTERATIONS
Lindsay. Ont. — Contracts have been
awarded for improvements to the Academy
l.ere at an estimated cost of $40,000.
Aberdeen. S. D. — The Lyric is being redecorated and the installation of Western
lilectric sound equipment being made. Upon
completion of the work, it will be reopened
under the management of J. T. Stroud.
Cobourg, Ont. — The provincial government
lias approved plans for extensive remodeling
of the Cobourg Capitol. Bids for the work
arc being called for.
Oklahoma City — The Orphuen i> being
closed for remodeling
and redecorating.
Chippewa Falls. Wis. — Approximately
$10,000 is being spent by Crouse & Miner
in remodeling
and redecorating
the Rex.
Saranac Lake, N. Y. — The Pontiac, Fox
house, is to be completely remodeled and
redecorated.
Waterford, Wis. — W. L. Uglow has leased
the Strand and it will be remodeled and
equipped with sound.

Camera Exchange Moves
The entire second floor at 727
Seventh Ave., New York, has beer
taken over by the Ruby Camera Exheaded by "Ruby"
Rubinstein.change,
The portable
sound projector
factory at Long Island City has
ters.
also been moved to the new quar-

DEFOREST RADIO DEVELOPS
2 PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELLS
Development of two photo-electric
cells, numbers 602 and 668, has been
announced by the DeForest Radio
Co. of Passaic, N. J.
The DeForest photo-electric cell
Xo. 602 is said to be of the potassium hydride type. The active surface is deposited upon the inside
wall of the bulb as a cathode, while
aan wire
ring in the center serves as
anode.
Cell No. 668 is of the caesium
argon type. The active surface is
deposited upon a half cylindrical silver-plated cathode, while a straight
wire at the axis of the cathode
serves as an anode, it is claimed.
Distributor for Motiograph
Dallas — Fred R. Hansen, now state
distributor for Motiograph Sound
Projector, is handling projectors and
sound-on-film and disc built as single
unit.

STAGE

ASBESTOS
we

have

it

BLUE SEAL ASBESTOS C rp.
264 Wyckoff
St., near Nevins
Brooklyn,
New York Triangle 0290
Distributors for Johns-Manville Corp.

Orchestra
Organ

Pit

Console

INC.

Baskets, etc.

Orchestra Pits,
Lobbies

and

for

Foyers

Write for Catalogue
No. 3 of Artificial
Flowers, Plants, etc.,
MAILED FREE.

Lifts
Lifts

FRANK

NETSCHERT,

61 BARCLAY

"Stage Equipment with a Reputation"

INC.

Stage Equipment Specialists for Over 25 Years
544 West 30th St.
New

West 22nd Street
New York

Hanging

691 Lincoln Place
Brooklyn,
New
York

Stage Lifts
Movable Stage Band Cars
Talkie Horn Towers
Contour Curtains
Mechanical Stage Effects
Revolving Stages

CLARK,

532

Trees, Flowers,

DOWSER
MFG. CORP.

Information on any of these products will be gladly furnished upon request.

PETER

BRUCKNER-MITCHELL,

DECORATIVE PLANTS

End Your Back Stage Worries by Installing
the Nationwide
Endorsed
Stage Equipment
Automatic
Screen Adjuster
Stage Rigging and Hardware
Counterweight Systems
Asbestos Curtains
Steel Curtains
Soundproof Curtains
Hand
and Electric Curtain Hoist
Draw Curtain Tracks
Electric Draw
Curtain Control

EQUIPMENT

Console - Orchestra Elevators
Magnescopic-Grandeur Screen

ST., N. Y.

Phone: Barclay 0166

York City
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NEWS FROM LONDON. PARIS, BERLIN,
•YDNET, MELBOURNE AND
OTHER
FOREIGN
CENTERS

Foreign
By

FRENCH RENTING EIRN
WILL EXPAND ACTIVITIES
Paris — As a result of the large
volume of renting business handled
by Victoria Films, distributors o<
British product in France, Belgium,
Switzerland, Luxembourg and the
French colonies, it has been decided
by this organization that further
financial expansion is necessary. An
entirely new company will be formed
to take over the activities of Victoria, and new capital is being
brought in. Board of directors of
the reorganized concern will include
Viscount de Haurois, chairman; Col
onel Raynal, M. Arkless, vice president of the Chambre de Commerce
de Marseilles; Graham Maingot,
founder of Victoria Films, administrator and general manager, and
member of the London Chamber of
Commerce. Headquarters are to be
at 9, Rue Buffault.

16 Buenos Aires Houses
Added to List of Wired
Buenos Aires— Sixteen theaters in
this territory have installed sound
in the past seven weeks. They are
the Broadway, Mundial and Solis
Rialto in Buenos Aires, the Maitre
in Jujuy, the Moderno in Tacuman,
the Plaza in San Francisco, the
Paris in Olavarria, the Tortoni in
Tres Arroyes, the Italia Una in
Moron, the Cereceto in Coronel
Pringles, the Colon in Dolores, the
Grand Splendid in Rosario, the Verdi in Peramino, the Dore in Sante
Fe and the Hollywood City in Mendoza.
Atlas Film Chief Visits Rome
Rome — Erik Morawsky of the Atlas Film Co., Berlin, for whom
Cines Studios are producing the German version of "Mother Earth," was
a recent visitor to the plant here to
witness
projection of "rushes" of the
film.

Markets
GEORGE

RBDDY

British S.M.P.E. Plans Progressing
London — With the draft of its new constitution already completed, the British branch of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers will hold a general meeting in the near future, to form a
new Independent British Society and to elect officers. It is reported that no request on the part of the American parent body,
that the new British organization continue as a section will be considered.

Distribs
and N. inZ.Tax
Gov'tWar French Firms Will Boycott
Call Truce
Contract-Breaking Artists

Paris — Motion picture players who
break contracts with French producers in order to appear in foreign
pictures will be barred by all the
leading native producers, according
to an announcement by the Chambrought about by the Government's
bre Syndicale. This regulation will
proposed tax of 25 per cent on overseas' remittances. A new clause in be enforced through the co-operation
sales contracts gives exhibitors the of Pathe-Natan, Gaumont-Francoright to cancel contracts if the in- Aubert, Braunberger-Richebe and
quiry should prove it is impossible Jacques Haik.
to operate the Dominion at a profit.
Lectures for French Operators
The investigation will be handled by
Paris — The Chambre Syndicale
a representative of the Government
des Theatres Cinematographic have
and one for the distributors.
completed arrangements with the
French Technical School of Photography and Cinematography, whereby
Sam Eckman May Head
the latter will conduct a series of 12
Kinema Renting Society lectures for operators, covering evLondon — Sam Eckman, Jr., it is
ery phase of the projection of talkgenerally believed in trade circles
ing pictures.
here, wih be elected to the presidenG-B Remodeling Super
cy of the Kinema Renting Society,
London
— Gaumont-British Theawhen this body convenes in specia'
meeting, the latter part of the month.
ters Corp. has applied to the L.C.C.
Other officers for the 1931 period for a cinematograph license for the
will also be elected, with Arthur Super Cinema, Charing Cross Road,
Dent seen as a likely candidate for W. C. The house is closed at present for remodeling.
vice president.
Wellington, N. Z. — A truce is reported to have been reached in the
tax war between film distributors
and the New Zealand Government,
pending an inquiry into the situation

Poland, 30,000,000 Population,
Has Only 600 Picture Theaters

Poland, with a population of nearly 30,000,000, has but slightly more
than 600 picture houses, or an average of only one theater for every
50,000
inhabitants, according to a
Sascha Talker Scores in Vienna
survey made by George R. Canty,
Vienna — "Money On the Street," U. S. Trade Commissioner in Paris.
first Sascha-Fellner talker producA conservative estimate of the
tion, scored a success on being number of these cinemas that are
shown here. Cast of the film includes prominent Viennese artists, wired for sound is 55 to 60, of which
33 are equipped with American apand Herr Jacoby directed.
paratus, 13 German and the remainder miscellaneous. Approximately
two-thirds of the Polish houses are
Market in Syria
of the small type, with little possiLondon — Talking pictures
bility of their being wired with anyhaving gained considerable fathing but low-priced devices.
vor in Syria during the past
There has been only one soundfilm recording installation purchased
year, ing
this
"territo
is now film
beinry British
regarded
in that country. It is of Klangfilm
circles as a potential market
manufacture and is being installed
for English talking product.
at the Kaden Studio in Warsaw.
This organization
also operates
a

film laboratory, and the Casiono
Cinema
in Warsaw.
Production of talking pictures is
considerably restricted in Poland
due to the limited number of theaters, and only films of an extraordinary nature emanating from foreign
markets, with production costs limited
about $20,000,
be presented ^toprofitably.
It iscanbelieved
that
"dubbed" films may find their place
on the Polish screen, if difficulties
because of the peculiarities of this
tongue are overcome.
Leading film men in Poland are
of the opinion that, with the completion of a new sound studio under
construction in Warsaw, they will
be enabled to produce a dozen or
more Polish dialogue films a year.
It is believed that the Polish film situation will make slow progress, unated. les a- sound picture demand is cre-
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HAPPENINGS
IN OTHER
LANDS OF INTEREST TO
PRODUCERS, DISTRIBUTORS
AND
OTHERS
IN THE
U. ».

MORE THEATER BUYING
PLANNED BY B. I.P. FIRM
London — British International Pictures, through its subsidiary, Associated British Cinemas, Ltd., is planning acquisition of more theaters
throughout Great Britain, according
to an announcement by John Maxwell, executive of the company.

Madans Buy Stille Rights;
New Firm Handling Device

London — Rights to the Stille process of sound recording have been
acquired for India by the Madan
Co., important film and theater organization inthat territory. A new
firm, known as British Blattnerphone, has been formed as a subsidiary of Stille Inventions, Ltd., with
a capital of $150,000, to exclusively
exploit the Stille recording apparatus. Officers of the company are reported to be J. Nuttall, S. Fitton,
Alderman Dawson, J. Hobson and
Louis Blattner.
Anny Ondra Bi-Lingual in Prague
Prague — Anny Ondra, German actress, is now at work at the Prague
Studio A-B on her talker production,
"He and His Sister," an adaptation
of a comedy by Buchbinder. The
picture will be filmed in Czech and
German versions, with Mac Fric
and Karel Lamac directing, respectively. Valasta Burian will play opposite Miss Ondra in both versions.
Terra Shareholders Face Loss
Berlin — Shareholders of Terra
Corp. are faced with a loss of approximately half a million marks.
The company's balance sheet, drawn
up after an exhaustive survey by the
Swiss Scotoni group, new majority
owners of Terra, also revealed a loss
in the previous year.
Dublin Houses Re-open
Dublin — The Sanford Kinema,
Rathmines, and the Regal, formerly
the Rinn, Ringsend, both closed for
some time, have been re-opened following complete reconstruction.
The Masterpiece on Talbot St.,
which has been operating with minnie golf, has closed and will re-open
in the near future as a talker house
under new management.

Talker Referendum
Paris — A referendum, to
test the public's reactions on
audible pictures, is to be sponsored by Super Film, a new
enterprise headed by Roger
Weill. Prizes will be offered
to create interest in the vote.
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ATTACK ON PERCENTAGE Minimum Commercial Touch
SIGNING STARS ROUTINE,
Manned for Ad Pictures
SLATED TOR PHILLY MEET
BASIC SOUND PRINCIPLE SAYS WARNER-DENIES' WAR'
NOT PATENTED, IS CHARGE
(Continued

from

pane

1)

^sted in turning out advertising pic(Continued from
Page
1)
tures, industrials and sponsored
contradictory
to a legal interpreta- shorts of various kinds are planning
tion of a recent
decision
banded
io take special precautions to avoid
down against the distributors.
ihis pitfall in their product. This
Protest will also be made against
a centralized accounting system, H>oint • is expected to be one of the
iiost important subjects up for dissuch as the Federal accounting sercussion when the Screeu Advertisers'
vice. The exhibitors fear that
Ass'n
holds
its proposed confab in
through such a system, financial in- -\ ew York.
formation concerning their houses
Meanwhile a survey of individual
might
become
disseminated.
Production activities shows that the
New members of the board of .natter already is having attention,
governors are: William Goldman of ivith the different companies almost
Warners, Abe Sablosky, Joe Forte unanimously committed to a policy
and Allen Benn.
ot holding the commercial touch in
these shorts to a minimum.
In many
nstances the advertising will be confined to a bnet credit line lor company sponsoring the picture. (Jther
oUorts will flash a trademark, show
(Continued from Pane
1)
at a luncheon tendered by Para- a 24-sheet or have a line of dialogue,
mount at the Ritz yesterday and at- out in almost no cases taking up
tended by a large delegation of the more than a traction of a minute.
leading figures in the industry.
Among those present were Adolph
Zukor, Sidney R. Kent, Harley L.
:Clarke, Sam Katz, Ralph A. Kohn,
West
Coast Bureau of I HE FILM
DAILY
Joseph M. Schenck, R. H. Cochrane,
Emanual Cohen, J. E. Otterson, Sam
Hollywood — Bebe Daniels, recently signed by Warner Bros., has just
Dembow, J. Robert Rubin, David
Bernstein, Harry Arthur, Russell entered into a new five-year agreement whereby she will be starred by
Holman, E. W. Wingart, Pat Casey,
rirst
National in four pictures a
HamW.
Earle
Joseph Seidelman,
moris, Jules Brulatour, C. E. Mil- j ear. She has just finished "My
liken, Saul E. Rogers, Al Lichtman, Past" and has one more picture to;
make
for Warners.
Elek J. Ludvigh, Norman' Collyer,
John Clark, Leon Bamberger, Nicholas M. Schenck, Sam E. Morris,
Harry Goetz, Emil E. Shauer, C. C.
McCarthy, Stanley Waite, A. M.
Botsford, William H. English and
"Rio's Road to Hell," made by
a long list of others.
Orplid in Germany with Susie VerSidney Kent, in introducing Zukor,
non playing the lead, will be rewho in turn introduced Akerson, said
leased through the independent state
that the services of the new execuit is announced by "Bud"
tive would not be confined to Para- market,
Pollard, of the "Bud" Pollard Productions, who has just completed
mount's interests, but would be at
the command of the entire industry re-cutting editing and sounding the
in anything that he could do.
picture.
Zukor spoke of his long acquaintance with Akerson, and a telegram
was read from President Hoover
eulogizing his secretary. Akerson,
A memorial concert for the late
in a short speech, said he had elected
to join the motion picture industr> Josiah Zuro, who was accidentall)
because he considered it the most killed while head of the music department at the Pathe studios, will
constructive force in the world.
be held on Jan. 25 in Temple
Emanu-El with Hugo Riesenfeld
conducting. William Morris and
other intimate friends ol Zuro will

Geo. Akerson's Services
at Industry's Disposal

Bebe Daniels to F. N.
Under Mew Contract

"Rio's Road to Hell"
For Independent Market

Riesenfeld Will Conduct
Memorial for Josiah Zuro

Hollywood Releasing
26 to from28 Pane
in 1931-32
(Continued
1)

change in Philadelphia, has acquired
an interest in the company's productions on the Coast. He said that the
matter had been discussed but
dropped.

100 Per Cent Fans
Upon learning that Rudy
Vallee was slated to leave the
Brooklyn Paramount for a
Publix tour, three feminine patrons notified the house manager that if Rudy were taken
away they would never enter
the theater again.

speak.
Movies for Smith College
Northampton, Mass. — Sage Hall,
in Smith College, will be equipped
with a new projection machine and
booth for the showing of educational
films and illustrated lectures. Professor W. A. Orton, of the department of economics is in charge.
Creelman Writing Huston's Next
James Ashmorc Creelman is writing the adaptation and dialogue for
"The Honor of the Family," from
the Otis Skinner stage play, which
First National will use as a vehicle
for Walter Huston.

(Continued

(Continued

from

page

1)

to have been invented and perfected
>n 1907, it is asserted that no patent
has been granted to anyone by the
Patent Office covering the basic
principle of synchronizing sound
with projected moving pictures,
which it is claimed forms the basis

from

Page

1J

Warner Bros, are engaged in a "stargrabbing"
campaign.
"Rumors of a so-called 'war' between Warner Bros, and any other
motion picture company are entirely

without foundation," said the Warner Bros, president. "Considerable
public interest has been aroused by
our signing of Ruth Chatterton, William Powell and Constance Bennett.
But our securing these very talented
of the plaintiff's invention.
players certainly has nothing to do
The bill of complaint, which names
with any 'war.' Powell's contract
the Commissioner of Patents, Thom- with us becomes effective upon the
as E. Robertson, as det^ndant, al- expiration of his present connections.
leges that in February, 1907, the Miss Chatterton will not make picplaintiff applied for a patent upon
tures for Warner Bros, until her
a talking moving picture machine present obligations are fulfilled. Miss
which he had perfected. Later, the Bennett will make two pictures a
bill recites, he filed another appli- year for this company under the
cation as a continuation of the prior long-term agreement signed with
her. This contract includes options
application and in 1917 buiit a "life- for a long period
of time. These
size model" machine which he demonstrated in Washington before the newest acquisitions to our already
examining corps of the Patent Office long list of distinguished stars inand various other officials. These
cluding George Arliss, John Barrydemonstrations, it is claimed proved more, Richard Barthelmess, Marilyn
that the plaintiff had perfected a Miller simply strengthens Warner
Bros, already eminent position in the
practical embodying
and useful the
talking
p'cture
machine
principle
of industry. Such transactions are a
synchronizing sound with projected daily part of our business procedure.
We bear no hostility toward any
moving pictures.
The plaintiff asserts that because
other
company."
Officia
l announcement of the signhe was misinformed by the attorney
ing
of
am Powell was made by
employed by him to prosecute his Warner Willi
Bros, on Friday.
He will be
claim before the Patent Office he
did not learn until 1929 that certain starred under a long term contract.
claims contained in the applications Before starting work under the new
had at one time been allowed. He banner, Powell plans to leave at once
requests the court to decree that for a two months' vacation.
George Bancroft is another Parahis failure to respond to the examin-,
mount star who has been reported
er's action in allowing certain of the in negotiation
with Warner Bros.
claims was unavoidable and that,
therefore, the second application for
a patent, which is claimed to have
Macri Releasing "Maciste in Hell"
been abandoned, is now properly a
"Maciste in Hell," based
on
pending application before the Pat- Dante s "Inferno" and built around
ent Office. The bill of complaint
Maciste, the giant who was an outalso seeks to have the court authorize
character in "Cabiria," will
the Commissioner of Patents to issue be re easedstanding
in the U. S. and Canada
a patent to the plaintiff embodying by the Olymp
ia Macri Excelsior
Pictures Corp., of
the claims allowed by the examiner.
New Haven, Conn
It was produced by the PittalugaUnes Studios of Rome. The Macri
company, which has obtained fiveyear exclusive distribution rights in
(Continued
from
Pane
1)
Store at 201 Varick Ct. as a ware- 'In- U. S. and Canada, is now adding
house in which imported film may sound effects and musical synchronization to the picture.
now be stored without payment of
duty. This warehouse will take the

Massce Obtains Warehouse
For Import Film Storage

place of Lloyd's Film Storage Warehouse, closed sometime ago.

Frances Taylor Patterson
To Teach Photoplay Work
Frances Taylor Patterson, author
of various volumes on motion picture craftsmanship and formerly connected with the reading staff of
Warner Bros, and with other picture
organizations, will conduct classes in
photoplay composition to be held at
Columbia University from Feb. 4
to May 23. The courses will have
afternoon and evening classes.

Framed!

Confirmation of the idea that
Clara Bow's newspaper publicity oyer her recent alleged
gambling incident was the result of p. a. headwork if found
in
her
re, Norm
"No an
LimitFoste
." In
a scenepictu
with
r
she says that once she gambled
and then was told that the
chips she had been using were
not wort
instea
d. h SO cents, but $100
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Bat Whisp
"The
with Chester Morris
United Artists
Time, 1 hr., 22 mins.
CORKING MYSTERY DRAMA,
FULL OF THE WEIRD AND
SPOOKY STUFF AND A LOT
OF LAUGHS.
Roland West has turned out a
most creditable talker version of the
, "The Bat", alfamous stage success
ready filmed as a silent. The affair
revolves around a daring crook
whose identity remains hidden until
the end. A lot of fast and mysterious
action takes place, over a secret room
in a spooky mansion where a half
million in stolen bank funds is supposed to be concealed. Chester Morris, as the central figure, gives a forceful performance. Charles Dow
Clark and Maude Eburne stir up a
load of laughs in their roles of frightened house servants, and it is Maude
Eburne who fina'ly catches the bat
with a bear trap set in the garden.
More comedy is supplied by a hick
detective. Una Merkle and William Bakewell provide the romantic
interest, and Gustav von Seyffertitz
is effective as a villainous doctor.
Cast, Chester Morris, Una Merkel, Chance
Ward, Richard Tucker, Wilson Benge, DeWitt Jennings, Sidney D'A'.brook, S. E. Jennings, Grayce Hampton, Maude Eburne,
Spencer Charters, William Bakewell, Gustav
Von Seyffertitz, Hugh Huntley, Charles Dow
Clark,
Ben
Bard.
Director, Roland West ; Authors, Mary
Roberts Rhinehart, Avery Hopwood; Adaptor, Roland West ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor,
James Smith ; Cameramen, Ray June, Robert H. Planck.
Direction, Effective. Photography, Exceptional.

Clara Bow
Paramount

in

"No Limit"

Time, 1 hr., 13 mins.

JUST FAIR COMEDY-DRAMA
IN WHICH AN EXCELLENT
CAST IS WASTED. TRITE AND
OBVIOUS STORY.
This one may be okay for dyed inwool Bow fans but won't cause much
commotion elsewhere. It starts off
to be an entertaining somewhat
sprightly comedy, then goes sluggish
and finally ends up as drama. Clara
competently does an usherette in a
de luxe house in New York's Lincoln Square section, no less. A
goofy boy friend, portrayed in grand
style by Stuart Irwin, lends her his
Park Ave. apartment which turns out
to be a gambling house. She meets
and falls in Ic^e with a tuxedoed
stick-up artist. He pulls a robbery,
she gets pinch and he finally gives
himself up. If the story had continued along comedy lines it might have
had a future. But it didn't. Norman
Foster and Harry Green are both
fine but they labor hopelessly against
the story handicap.
Cast: Clara Bow, Dixie Lee, Stuart Erwin, Norman Foster, Harry Green, Thelma
Todd, Kenneth Duncan, Maurice Black,
William Davidson, C. Pat Collins, Paul
Nicholson,
Frank
Bagney.
Director, Frank Tuttle; Author, George
Marion, Jr. ; Adaptors, Viola Brothers Shore
and Salisbury Field; Dialoguer, not credited;
Editor, Tay Malarkey ; Cameraman, Victor
Milner ; Recording Engineer, not credited.
Direction, Okay. Photography,
Good.

"Illicit"
Barbara Stamvyck

with
Warner Bros. Time, 1 hr., 21 mins.
BOX-OFFICE STUFF. SNAPPILY PRESENTED STORY OF
MODERN LOVE WITH BARBARA "STANWYCK SCORING
BIG.
A first-rate box-office attraction
has been turned out from the Edith
Fitzgerald and Robert Riskin play
g a maid with very modconcernin
ern ideas about love and marriage.
Barbara Stanwyck, as the girl who
wants to enjoy the benefits of wedlock without the benefit of clergy,
comes through with a swell performance that places her several notches
higher in her upward progress on
the screen. James Rennie, playing
opposite, seems a little miscast, but
it isn't serious. Ricardo Cortez, the
comic Charles Butterworth, Joan
Blondell and Natalie Moorhead are
all capital as the chief supporting
players. Story is of the unconventional type. Miss Stanwyck wants
Rennie but feels that marriage will
spoil their love. His social position,
however, makes the wedding a necessity. A split follows, with each becoming interested in other directions, then drifting back to each
other
finish. "illicitly", and so to the happy
Cast: Barbara. Stanwyck, James Renme,
Ricardo Cortez, Natalie Moorhead, Charles
Joan Blondell, Claude GillingButterworth,
water.
Director, Archie Mayo; Authors, Edith
Fitzgerald, Robert Riskin; Adaptor, Harvey
Thew ; Dialoguer, Harvey Thew ; Editor, Bill
Holmes;
Cameraman,
Robert
Kurrle.
Direction, Fine. Photography,
Excellent.

"Cimarron"

with Richard Dix, Irene Dunne
RKO
Time, Not set.
SMASHING ROMANCE
OF
FRONTIER
DAYS THAT
SHOULD PROVE BOX-OFFICE
SENSATION
OF BIG PROPORTIONS.
Director Wesley Ruggles, Richard
Dix, and the whole RKO personnel
involved, appear to have put everything they had into this production,

with the result that it turns out to be a
stupendous entertainment. Though its story
is historical, dealing with the building up
of the great southwest from lawless prairies
to fields of oil-demcks and streets of skyscrapers, the action is largely romantic and
packs a powerful human-interest wallop. Dix,
in the role of a pioneering editor-lawyerfighter-and-general-adventurer, dominates the
picture with a great performance. Outstanding work also is done by Irene Dunne, who
plays opposhe Dix, and Estelle Taylor, Roscoe Ates Edna May Oliver and George E.
Stone. Howard Estabrook exercised keen
intelligence in the adaptation and dialogue,
ment.
I J as a whole is an rchieveand the production
Cast: Richard Dix, Irene Dunne, Estel'.e
Taylor,
Collier,
Jr.,
Roscoe Nance
Ates, O'Neil,
George William
E. Stone,
Stanley
Fields, Robert McWade, Edna Mae Oliver,
Frank Darien, Eugene Jackson, Dolores
Brown, Gloria Vonic, Otto Hoffman, William Orlamond, Frank Beat, Nancy Dover,
He'.en Parrish, Donald Dilloway, Junior
Johnson, Douglas Scott, Reginald Streeter,
Lois Jane Campbell, Ann Lee, Tyrone Brereton, Lillian Lane, Henry Roquemore, Nell
Craig, Robert McKenzie.
Director, Wesley Ruggles; Author, Edna
Ferber ; Adaptor, Howard Estabrook ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor, not credited ; Cameraman, Eddie Cronjager ; Recording Engineer,
Clem Portman.
ing.
Direction, Notable. Photography, Outstand-

Bill Boyd in

"Once A Sinner"

with Dorothy Mackaill
Time, 1 hr., 16 mins.
Fox
ARTIFICIAL STORY FAILS
TO IMPRESS, WITH DOROTHY
MACKAILL MISCAST IN VERY
SOPHISTICATED ROLE.
This is from a story by George
Middleton, and the entire production is very theatrical and artificial.
No real sympathy is created for Dorothy Mackaill in a role that was evidently designed for sympathy, and
she is very much miscast in a part
that doesn't fit her personality. It
is a very sophisticated story and
won't fit into the family trade. Miss
Mackaill has the part of a girl with
a past who gives up her admirer and
supporter to marry a poor youth in
the country. Later, events so shape
themselves so that her hubby's invention is being financed by her former admirer, j but the husband
doesn't know he is the man in his
wife's past. For no logical reason
she leaves hubby, goes to Paris without him knowing why or wherefore,
and later he joins her there in time
to prevent her taking another misstep with a roue. Flat, unconvincing and leaves an unpleasant taste.
Cast: Dorothy Mackaill, Joel McCrea,
John Ha'.liday, C. Henry Gordon, Ilka Chase,
Clara Blandick, Myra Hampton, George
Brent, Sally Blane, Ninette Faro, Theodore
Lodi.
Director, Guthrie McClintic ; Author,
George Middlcon; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same ; Editor, Ralph Dietrich ; Cameraman, Arthur L. Todd ; Recording Engineer,
Al Von Kirbach.
Direction, Ordinary.
Photography,
Good,
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Marie

Dressier,

Polly

"Reducing"

M-G-M

Moran

in

Time, 1 hr., 17 mins.

SURE-FIRE LAUGH
NUMBER, WITH MARIE DRESSLER
CARRYING THE
PICTURE,
AND WITH SOME GOOD HUMAN INTEREST TOUCHES.
Marie Dressier does one of her
popular characterizations in the part
of a mother of a family in modest
circumstances, and the theme is so
contrived as to hit close home to the
average American household arid get
the laughs as well as some very human and appealing touches. The
comedienne carries the picture easily, for every time she shows she is
good for laughs with her inimitable
style. She and Polly Moran play
the part of married sisters, with the
usual squabbles between them produced by the fact that their respective daughters are in love with the
same rich young man. Developments show that the youth has compromised Polly's daughter, but Marie
Dressier steps in and forces the
young man to marry the girl, and
the two families are happily reunited.
Sure to go over with all of the
Dressier and Moran fans everywhere.
Cast: Marie Dressier, Polly Moran, Anita
Page,
Buster William
Collier, Jr.
; Lucien Billy
Litt'.efield,
Sally Eilers,
Bakewell,
Naylor, Jay Ward.
Director, Charles Fv Riesner; Authors,
Willard Mack, Beatrice Banyard ; Adaptors,
same ; Dialoguers, Wi'.lard Mack, Beatrice
Banyard, Robert E. Hopkins, Zelda Sears;
Editor, William Levanway ; Cameraman,
Leonard Smith ; Recording Engineer, Douglas Shearer.
Direction, good. Photography,
Okay.

"The Command

"The Painted Desert"

ivith Helen Twelvetrees and
William Farnum
Pathe
Time, 1 hr., 20 mins.
FAIR OLD-TIME WESTERN
MELODRAMA HELPED
BY
SNAPPY
DIRECTION AND
FINE PHOTOGRAPHY.
This production marks the return
of William Farnum to westerns and

with Neil Hamilton, Una Merkel
Perfor
man1ce"
Tiffany
Time,
hr., 20 mins.
SMART ROMANTIC COMEDY
OF ROYALTY WITH MODERN
SETTING
CLASSILY PRODUCED. STRONG FEMME APPEAL IN LOVE STORY.
Adapted from the stage play, Walter Lang did a fine directorial job
he
clings to
the has
"old a school"
of acting,
which
tendencystyle
to and turned out a smart and breezy
slow up the story. Bill Boyd lacks comedy with dramatic highlights. An
the fire he usually shows in portray- exceptionally good cast and fine settings help a lot. For probably the
als of this nature. The story concerns a feud between Farnum and first time, the screen presents a
J. Farrell MacDonald, two western "Graustark'' type of mythical kingdom story in a very modern versicuv
pioneers, over the guardianship of
Boyd, whom they found when he with some fine kidding atmosphere
was a baby. Farnum takes the boy, well handled so that it does not
only to lose him later in life when weaken the serious side of the theme.,
Boyd enters a business deal with Neil Hamilton does sylendid work in
MacDonald. Boyd tries to bring the the dual role of the Prince and his
two feudists together in a friendly impersonator. The story: Fedor,
way. This he accomplishes, but not an actor in the mythical principality,
without the usual difficulties. The is commissioned by the queen to imkick in the picture comes when sevpersonate her son, the prince, and
eral blasts are set off which destroy betroth himself to the princess of a
the whole side of a mountain. Helen neighboring kingdom. He falls in
Twelvetrees, as MacDonald's daugh- love with the princess, tells her who
ter, seems a bit out of her element.
he reallv is, and prepares to step
Cast: Bill Boyd, Helen Twelvetrees, Wil- out of the picture in favor of the
liam Farnum, J. Farrell MacDonald, Clark
Gable, Charles Sellon, Will Walling, Guy real prince. The way the plot works
Edward Hearn, Wade Bottler, William Le- out is full of surprises and suspense.
Maire, Cy Clegg, James Donlon, Richard
Cramer, George Burton, James Mason,
Brady Kline, Jerry Drew, Hugh Allen
Adams.
Director, Howard Higgin ; Authors,
Howard Higgin, Tom Buckingham; Adaptors, same ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor, not
credited ; Cameraman, Ed Snyder ; Recording Engineer, Earl Wolcott.
Direction, Good. Photography,
Excellent.

Cast: Neil Hamilton, Una Merkel, Helen
Ware. Albert Gran, Lawrence Grart, Thelma Todd, Vera Lewis, Mischa Auer, Burr
Mcintosh, William von Brincken, Murdock
MacQuarrie.
Director, Walter Lang; Author, C. Stafford Dickens; Adaptors, Maude Fulton, Gordon Rigby ; Dialoguers, the same ; Editor,
notDirection,
'.isted ; Cameraman,
Schoenbaum.
Excellent. Charles
Photography,
Fine.
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"The Man from Chicago" "How

Columbia

Time, 1 hr., 14 mins.

BRITISH UNDERWEAK
WORLD STORY. LENGTHY
IN TREATAND BORESOME
MENT AND OVER-ACTED.

n
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British
MILD

He

Lied

To

Her

International

Husband"
Time,

36

Mins.

COMEDY
BY
BERNARD SHAW THAT
LACKS

ACTION. STORY
POINTING.

IS

DISAP-

This British International-Elstree
production suffers considerably by
comparison with other gangland picThis is the first talkie production
tures turned out recently. The story
written
by George Bernard Shaw. It
is about a bad-man from Chicago who
entirely
lacks motion picture techheads a gang of London gunmen.
nique. The theme and dialogue are
Bernard Nedell, as the Chicago gang- more fitted for theatricals than movies.
ster, robs a bank, kills a policeman
With the exception of the last few
and a Scotland Yard inspector and
hundred feet the dialogue is carried
only
le
hero,
knocks out the juveni
on
between a woman and her lover,
to be run over and killed by his
on the best method of lying to her
"moll" who loves him but whom he
husband who has learned of her inhas continually scorned. Before he
fidelity. Some spots in the dialogue
died Nedell clears everyone suspect- are clever and put over especially
ed of his crimes and makes peace
well by Vera Lennox in the part of
with his sweetheart. The story the/ wife. The husband arrives and
drags throughout and contains many
obvious technical errors. The cast completely confuses the lover. During this sequence the best material
too anxious to "put it oyer."
seems
Cast: Bernard Nedell, Joyce Kennedy, O. of the picture is brought out. All
B. Clarence, Billy Milton, Dodo Watts, Aus- parts are well played but the actors
tin Trevor, A'.bert Whelan, Dennis Hoey,
Leonard Dainton, Matthew Boulton, Mor- are unable to take it out of its class.

Q

Presentations
By

JACK

It's a vaudeville show that occupies the Paramount stage currently
from the customers'
and, judging
reaction,
it's entertaining.
Frank
Cambria produced it under the title
of "Three of Kind." Principal performers are Hal Neiman, Grace
Bowman, Fred Sylvester and Co. and
the Fred Evans Girls. Ted Mack
also continues with the stage band.
The show starts off like a kiddiesappeal program. An excellent ballet
number opens the proceedings and a
balancing act with a midget and a
full-sized chap follows. To delight
the youngsters along comes Georgv
Prize and his Punch and Judy show
There's vocalizing, more ballet work,
a chap who sings songs which are
slightly suggestive and the usual attractive tableau windup.
Leo Reisman and his orchestra,
before the main bout, effectively play
several numbers, and Jesse Crajvford
does his stuff at the organ.
(SILENT)

Matteson 1929-1930"~
denTime, 1 hr., 12 mins.
"Swe

Time, 55 mins.

FARCE
AMUSING
FAIRLY
COMEDY BORDERING ON THE
RISQUE. OLD JOKES, GAGS
AND SLAP-STICK SITUATIONS.
Charles Hickman, who played the
lead in this Elstree production, has
resorted to all the old tricks of the
profession in an effort to put the
piece across. In the majority, from
an American viewpoint, the situations and dialogue fail to score. The
story is about a young girl who insists that her sweetheart compromise
her, by entering her bedroom at night
in order to force the consent of her
parents to their marriage. A girl
friend arrives unexpectedly and, as
the guest room is in the hands of
painters, the girl's parents insist the
friend sleep in their daughter's room
for the night. Hickman enters the
room and compromises the wrong
girl. The supporting parts are adebut Hickman isn't
handledmeans
as funny quately
as he
to be.
Cast: Jean Colin, Phyllis Konstam, C. M.
Ha'.lard, Viola Compton, Charles Hickman,
Leo Sheffield, Frank Terfitt, Margot Grahame.
Director, Thomas Bentley ; Author, Val
Valentine; Adaptor. Val Valentine; Dialoguer, same; Editor, Leslie Norman; Cameraman, Claude Friese-Green; Recording Enginer, A. V. Tapp.
Direction, Fair. Photography,
Good.

"The Living Corpse"
(Silent)
Foreign Film Exchange
Time, 1 hr., 17 mins.
GLOOMY RUSSIAN PRODUCTION OF TOLSTOY'S PLAY
HOLDS NOTHING FOR AMERICAN AUDIENCES. POOR PRODUCTION.
Produced by Meschrabpon-Film in
Moscow. This screen adaptation of
Tolstoy's famous posthumous play
is a very gloomy and shabby production throughout. It has been handled in the best, or worst, traditional
morbid manner of the Russian technique at its morbidest. Gloom and
tragedy flicker from every frame of
the film. Here is a play that is essentially a study of the mental and
spiritual reactions of three people in
a triangle situation where the husband, Fedja, apparently commits suicide so his wife and friend can marry
and be happy. The drama is all in
Tolstoy's descriptive phrases, and the
conversation. There is no dramatic
pictured action to carry it. And
the mass of titles necessary to explain the developments make 'it very
heavy and tedious. Out for American
trade, for the gloom and tragedy
alone would condemn it even if it
was
a good
production,
which
it
Cast: W. Pudovkin, Maria Jacobini, Viola
isn't.

Garden, Julie Serda, Nataschal Watschrasse,
Gustav Diess'., W. Maretzkaja, D. Wedenski. S. Wralski.
Director, Fedor Ozep ; Author, Leo Tolstoy ;Adaptor, Fedor Ozep ; Titler, not credited ; Editor, not credited ; Cameraman, A.
Colownja and P. Jutzi.
Direction, Poor. Photography,
Poor.

NARROWER

STAGE SHOW AT CAPITOL
VAUDEVILLE FLAVOR
IN PARAMOUNT SHOW SHOWS CRINOLINE DAYS

ris Harvey, Ben Welden, Syd Crossley, Fred
Cast: Vera Lennox, Robert Harris, EdLloyd.
mund Gwenn.
RegDirector, Walter Summers; Author,
Director, Cefcil Lewis; Author, George
inald Simpson; Adaptors, Walter Summers
and Walter Myrcroft ; Dialoguer, not credited ; Bernard Shaw ; Adaptor, Frank Launder ;
Editor, Leslie Norman; Cameramen, James Dialoguer, G. B. Shaw; Editor, S. Sim; Recording En- monds ; Cameraman,
Wilson and Waler Harveys.
John J. Cox.
gineer, G. W. Adam
.
Direction, Fair. Photography,
Fair.
Ernest
Direction, Fair. Photography,
Fair.

"Compromised"
, British International

f)

JUST A CONTINUOUS NEWSREEL
AND
SCENIC
OF
EVENTS AND VIEWS OF SWEDEN. ITS INTEREST IS NOT
LIKELY TO EXTEND
VERY
FAR
BEYOND
SWEDISH
AUDIENCES.
This looks like a compilation of
a lot of scenic shots and newsreel
clips put together in an attempt to
interest travel to Sweden, or just
for the entertainment of nationals of
that country. It probably will prove
of little interest to American audiences, and certainly does not enter
into the classification of regular picture house fare. The scenic shots
are interesting enough for those who
care for that sort of thing. A trip
by steamer and rail is made from
Stockholm to points of interest
throughout the country. The rest
of the film is a jumble of newsreel
shots covering all the important
events in Sweden in the past two
years. The Swedish king is shown
on his birthday, together with all *he
erala events staged in Stockholm on
that occasion. The most interesting
bit are the calesthenic exhibitions
with thousands of men and women
participating in the various Swedish
gymnastic exercises and athletic
events. Will exercises drawing power
only in Swedish neighborhoods o~
art houses. The nature of the film
makes it old stuff, in showing events
that happened, many of them, in
1929. As a newsreel, which it really
is. it is poor, for the editing is amateurish and the different clips run
too long.

The

Capitol stage this week

has

a setup called "Crinolines" that carries out the atmosphere of the old
days it suggests. Most of the specialties are strictly modern, and fail
to hold the title atmosphere of the
piece. Opens with a dance routine
by the Chester Hale girls in crinoline. Each number thereafter is announced by lowering two girls on a
-.wing from the flies, who announce
in rhyme the next number. The specialties consisted of toe dancers in
a routine, a girl and boy tap dancer
who were fast and snappy, an operatic femme who did two short solos
with the aid of the girls for atmos)here, and a gent who extracted some
aughs with a variety of funny trick
stringed instruments. A comedy adagio threesome supplied most i ot the
tun with one of the men dressed as
i ballet dancer burlesquing the usual
adagio stuff. The finale had the
Chester Hale girls on in nice costumes, and the stage band played the
popular waltz melody by Richard
Stoltz from the German film, "Two
Hearts In Waltz Time," which was
about the best part of the show.

VARIETY BILL AT ROXY
HAS POUR GOOD NUMBERS
The Roxy stage show consists of
four distinct numbers, opening with
"Ballet Venitien," handsomely staged
with a Venice atmosphere showing
a gondola
in the
Patricia Bowman
and background.
Leonide Massine
do the feature dancing. There is a
dance contest between Massine and
Daks for the girl's love, followed by
a duel. The finale has the ballet
corps forming a grouping around
the gondola as it goes off stage with
the lovers, the girls \va_ving costumes
creating the effect of waves. A ^ ery
unique and artistic effect. The
"Quartet Plastique" has three men
and a girl in adagio poses and classy
acrobatics of the tableau variety.
"Minnie Mouse" is a novelty offering, with the stage set showing an
enormous cheese, with the Roxyeftes
dressed as mice coming out from
the rear and executing some novelty
routines. The appearance of a gigantic cat at the close sends them
"La Havana
Cubanola'"
has
ascampering
stage set off.
of the
harbor,
with various specialty acts featuring
Spanish numbers and .music. The
finale has the Roxyettes and the ballet in a dancing routine that has a
lot of charm.
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REVIEWS OF SOUND
with its traffic problem — where there
are 25 bicycles to one auto to add
to street congestion. The great
cheese industry and finally a glimpse
of the colorful Air.stel River, This
is number 19 in the series and stands
out as one of the best.

"Step On It"
Commercial Ad
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SHORTS

frantic exploring underground. Toby
runs into a gang of gnomes, who
handle him rather roughly. Finally
he makes his escape. A very satisfactory cartoon creation.

"Penthouse

Blues"

with D'Or and Hoyt
(Publix
Film)
Paramount
Time, 9 mins.
Paramount
Time, 7 mins.
Swell Cartoon
Satisfactory Musical
With a girl background, the team j
Except for one spoken line, "Why
don't you give me the right oil?"
of D'Or and Hoyt presents a brief i
"Chesterfield Celebrities"
routine of singing and dancing that \
followed by a 24-sheet display of a
Warners
Time, 22 mins. makes
Texaco (Texas Oil Co.) sign, this
for satisfactory musical enLaugh Number
cartoon short, made by Fletcher
tertainment. Action takes place in
"Chinese Flower Garden"
The first of a series of industrial a penthouse atmosphere and there is
studios, has no earmarks of anything Tiffany
Time, 10 mins.
sponsored films for Chesterfield a bit of a musical comedy
Charming Musical
plot to
but a slick little, piece of entertainThis is a beautiful little number, cigarettes. The only advertising hold things together.
ment. It shows thf fire department
The number
reference is in the title of the series,
being called out on a job. The chief's somewhat out of the ordinary, de- a short title at the opening, and a is attractively staged and neatly percar has a hard time trying to make
picting a Chinese love triangle in
formed. Will fill the bill very niceits way along the streets. Finally which a Mandarin and a pirate are closing title showing the cigarette
ly where a musical
short of the
it breaks down completely, at the after the same girl, a flower boat en- packet. Clark & McCullough are vaudeville type is desired.
tertainer. The romantic story is featured in one of their typical comsame time gasping out that it's the
edy skits. Seated on a park bench
fault of the poor oil put in at the tancifullv presented in a musical
"Box Car Blues"
The subject is photographed as a couple of hobos, they are con"Junkey Motor Oil Station." After vein.
tinually interrupted by a cop, but
the car has been fed with the Tex- in Technicolor.
("Looney
Tune")
Time, 6 mins.
always manage to sneak back to the Vitaphone 4368
aco stuff it becomes rejuvenated and
Swell Cartoon
park bench again. A lady charity
dances merrily to the scene of the
"Toby the Miner"
fire, getting there just in time to RKO
Another swell job by Hugh HarTime, 6 mins. worker tries to help them, and the
conversational banter with her de- man and Rudolf Ising, who are
Good Cartoon
ride up the side of the building and
velops the comedy. They sing their turning out this series of song carsave the pretty heroine, then continA Toby-the-Pup number, and eastoons. Idea, art work, music and
typical
song which works in all the
uing up to the moon. A very diily one of the best so far in this seaction
are
right up to the high level
old
pep
melodies.
Rates
the
laughs
verting subject any way you look
ries. Toby appears as a miner and,
at it.
with the dialogue snappy and up-to- set by previous numbers from these
with his horse, is trapped by an ac- date.
artists. Will prove a welcome decidental explosion. After a lot of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth in
light on any bill.

"The Naggers' Day of Rest"

Vitaphone 1139
Time, 10 mins.
Amusing Domestic Comedy
In this latest of "The Naggers"
series Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth
follow pretty much the same type
of routine as in the past. It's another one of those man-and-wife
squabbles and cross-fire affairs, taking place this time in the home,
largely in the bathroom. A fairly
satisfactory skit of its kind, with just
enough laughs to put it over.
Eugene

and

Willie

Howard

in

"Simply Killing"
Para

mount
Time, 7 mins.
Good Military Travesty
Russian military travesty with
plenty of comedy. Eugene Howard
appears as a spv sentenced to be
shot at sunrise. Willie is the officer
in charge of the firing squad. After
marching the doomed man to the
wall, the commander starts putting
his squad through a series of comic
drills, with singing, crap-shooting
and other grotesque business interspersed. When the prisoner begs
to be shot and put out of suspense,
thev hand him a gun and tell him to
shoot himself. He tries it and
misses. Then a rescue party, headed
by a swell dame, comes a'ong and
saves the spy. Unusual and richly
entertaining.

"Zuyder Zee"

Pathe
Time, 8 mins.
Fine Travelogue
This Van Beuren Vagabond Adventure isabout Holland, its canals,
meadows, cathedrals, narrow bridges
and city life. Tom Terriss puts over
an interesting description — humorous
at times — of the quaint fashions and
customs of the natives.
Amsterdam

Robert L. Ripley in

"Believe It or Not, No. 4"

Vitaphone 1067
Time, 10 mins.
Engrossing
Chicago — Max Asher has closed
the Punch and Judy after a two-day
trial of second-run pictures. He will
reopen soon with foreign films.
Joplin, Mo. — The Sun, formerly
the_ New, is giving two shows daily
of vaudeville ant talkies under the
management of H. J. Allard.
Chicago — Tom Reidy of the Windside. sor Park has taken over the ParkHolden, Mo. — J. W. Davis, managing the Lyric, has equipped the
house
ment. with RCA Photophone equipArcadia, La. — J. M. Harris has replaced Len T. Langston as manager
of the Dixie, which is operated by
the Kelly Amusement
Co.
Kansas City — The new offices and
printing
are now plant
locatedof at"The
4704Reel
EastJournal"
9th St.
Panama City, Fla.— The Panama
has reopened with Western Electric
sound. It is under the direction of
J. E. Churchwell of the Commercial
Bank.
Plattsburg, Mo. — The Waemore.
recently damaged by fire will reopen
in two weeks under the management
of Billy Wears and Ralph Stoutimore.

Lowell, Mass. — John F. Daley,
formerly of Keith's, is now managing the Opera House:
Fernandina, Fla.— The Amusu has
been sold to A. R. Marks and John
T. Abernathy and renamed the Little
Theater. Sound has been installed.
L. A. Andrews formerly managed the
house.

Robert material
L. Ripley's
last offering
unusual
is about
the sameof
as his previous collections, though
perhaps a little more interesting than
the last one. It's the kind of stuff
that proves engrossing to many, fascinates some and is more or less interesting to almost everybody.
Solly Ward in

"Discovered"

Paramount
Time, 10 mins.
Fair Comedy
High Point, N. C— Roy Smart is
now managing the Paramount. T.
This comedy skit elicits a fair
R. King has been transferred from amount of laughs, mainly through
the Carolina, Burlington, to the
of the English lanRialto there. A. W. Barber, now the manhandling
guage by a German character, Sollv
manager of the Rialto, is being Ward. William K. Wells is credtransferred to the Broadhurst.
ited with writing the sketch, one of
those domestic squabbles in which
Audubon, la. — J. C. Roush of Fort the husband and wife clash over the
Dodge and L. C. Roush of Onama old man's inclinations to go kissing
in other directions. After several
have purchased the Audubon.
rounds of amazing commotion, it is
discovered that the missus did some
Chippewa
Falls, Wis. — W. L rather free kissing herself at one
Crouse has reopened the Rivoli.
time, so accounts are squared. Ought
Attleboro, Mass. — It is reported
that the E. M. Loew interests have
made an offer for a lease on property
on North Main St., owned by Dr.
Battershall, for the erection of a
theater.
Cleveland — The Standard Film
Service is now located on the fifth
floor of the Film Exchange Building. Nat Lefton is general manager.
Brooklyn- - Louis Dreiling,
is now operating the Lee.

owner,

to prove agreeably acceptable to
audiences generally.

"Big Man(Looney
From Tune)
the North"

Vitaphone
Time, 7 mins.
Good Cartoon
Another Looney Tune filled with
merriment and some good gags.
Plenty of snow, ice and much sliding. The animal antics keep a
steady
pace throughout. Animation
tion.
is fine with very good synchroniza-

Millions of people will soon
know all about The Ten Best

Pictures of 1930 through the
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and
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36 Features, 26 Shorts Set by RKO for 1931-32

BLOCKJJOOKING a major topic for meet
Eight New

Exchanges Under Construction for Fox

The Mirror
—a column of comment
PRODUCERS of sponsored advertising shorts, taking a tip from the adverse effects felt by the radio as a
result of an overdose of advertising
injected in programs, plan to hold
the commercial touch in their product
down to the very minimum. . . .Provided this wise policy is followed, the
field of screen advertising seems to
offer vast possibilities. The point that
must always be borne in mind by producers and theater operators is that
audiences come into a theater solely
and exclusively to be entertained. If
the foisting of advertising matter on
their attention should ever reach the
point where it becomes too apparent
and interrupts the flow of entertainment, it will almost certainly evoke a
resentment among the more discriminating clientele that will be seriously
felt at the box-office.

Local Interests Financing Erection of
Branches
Eight new buildings in which Fox
Film Corp. exchanges will be housed
are being constructed in different parts
of the country. In each city the
buildings are being financed by local
interests with long terms leases already signed by Fox.
New buildings in San Francisco,
Portland,
Ore., Dallas, Kansas
City,
(.Continued on Page 6)

35 FORElil«IES

All exhibitors, whether affiliated with Allied States
Ass'n or not, are invited to
attend the Chicago get-together
Feb. 10 and 11, stated H. M.
Richey Saturday. The entire
attendance will be privileged
to vote, he said.

Under its present foreign policy,
RCA Photophone now has about 35
foreign distributors handling its product, said Van Ness Philip, foreign
manager, Saturday. The company
formerly operated its own offices
abroad but now has only two concerns, one in England and the other
in Australia. Octavius Ceasar Co. in
Nicaragua and Bradilla Co. in Columbia are the latest additions to its
distributor roster.

Oscar Hanson Winds Up
Duties With Tiffany

area, only 58 are affiliated with circuits, while 421 are independents, it
is shown in the annual report of
Secretary D. W. Dunbar of the Film
Board. There are 278 wired houses
in the territory and 201 silent. Of
(Contiyiued on Page 6)

Cleveland Exhibs Oppose
City-Operated Pictures

Cleveland — A committee has been
appointed by the Cleveland M. P
Exhibitors' Ass'n with power to stop,
if
possible, inthethe
showing
"Abraham
Lincoln"
Publicof Auditorium
for a run starting Feb. 7. The showing is declared
com(Continued toon be
Page unfair
6)

RKO's Program for 1931-32
Includes 1 6 Big Specials
Open-SpacePremiere

Phoenix, Ariz. — To obtain a
true reaction from a representative American audience, Unithe world's preversal
miere held
of its latest super,
"Resurrection," at the Publix
Orpheum here for a three-day
run at $1.50 top. Results reported satisfactory.

Allied Confab in Chicago
To Be Conducted on
Group Plan
Block booking will provide one of
the major topics to be considered at
the business meeting sponsored by
Allied States Ass'n to be held in Chicago, Feb.
10 and on11, Page
H. M.
(Continued
6) Richey

Only 58 Affiliated Houses
Out of 479 in Denver Area
Denver — Out of 479 theaters in
the Denver Film Board of Trade

CITY-OPERATED motion picture
shows will start next month at the
Public Hall in Cleveland. . . .Under
its announced policy of showing only
the, so-called "epic" pictures which
usually do not fare overly well in
regular theaters, but for which a speOscar Hanson on Saturday concial audience exists, the venture is
cluded his duties as assistant general
wortli encouraging. It adds another manager at Tiffany.
pillar of prestige to the civic appreciation of the screen's value.
NEWSREELS have tvon recognition
from no less than the League of Nations for being peace envoys and a
medium of international diplomacy. . .
New and more vital uses and services
of the screen arc being discovered
almost daily, and in the past year or
so the newsreel has figured frequently
in these discoveries. From the looks
of tilings, still further developments
are in store. Only a few days ago
'"urge Akcrson, President Hoover's
secretary, who is shortly to join Paramount, declared that the screen is the
most constructive
force in the world.

Allied Invites All

RKO will make 36 features and 26
shorts for l(),31-32 release, according
to William LeBaron. Of the features 16 will he big special productions. A new generation of prospective stars will he developed,
The increased number of short
productions will he produced by
Louis Brock, according to LeBaron,
Irr and Woolsey w ill make four
comedy features and Richard Dix
will be used for super-specials only.

3 BILLS TO AID INDUSTRY
SPONSOREDJYO HIO MPTO
Columbus— The M.P.T.O.

of Ohio

is sponsoring three bills for alleviating the burdens of the theater owners of the state. One would legalize
local option in the matter of Sunday
shows. Next is a bill to abolish censorship of newsreeis, and which will
be preliminary to a bill to abolish
all film censorship. The third is a
bill classifying stench bomb throwing as a felony rather than a misdemeanor as at present. As a felony
it would he punishable by a penetentiarv sentence.

All- Around Man
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., has
signed an unusual new contract
with Warner Bros, whereby he
will be not only an actor but
also a writer, production director, art director and costume
designer. In spare time he may
be called upon to act as advisory director and interpreter on
foreign language pictures.
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DISTRIBUTOR

Parade

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BUCK

OPENING

THEATER
Gaiety

Dec.

Rivoli
Astor

i

DATE
18

Dec. 22
Dec. 23

Criterion
Winter Garden
Central
Warner
Rialto
Rivoli
Winter Garden

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

29
30
3
7
9
15
16

General meeting of M. P. T. O.,
Pittsburgh.
Henry,
Hotel

Jan. 22

M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania will hold annual election
meeting in Philadelphia.

Jan.

19-24 Fox

Anniversary

Week.

Jan. 22-24 Annual conference of National
Board
way. of
vania, Review,
New York. Hotel Pennsyl-

International Recording
State Tax Bill in Ohio
Would Close Small Houses
Leases Cinephone Space
Columbus — Following close upon
defeat of the bill proposing a 5-cent
seat tax here for relief funds, a bill
to impose a 10 per cent gross receipts tax on all theaters in the state
is being prepared with the approval
of the Ohio Chamber of Commerce.
This state measure, if passed, would
close more than 50 per cent of the
small houses, accordirig to P. J.
Wood,
M.P.T.O.business manager of the Ohio

Jan. 20

International Recording Service,
Inc., of which John P. Corbett is
president, has leased space at the
Powers Cinephone studio on Long
Island to make radio programs on
discs. A system which eliminates
surface noises will be used, Corbett
said Saturday. He further stated that
85 radio stations throughout the

Jan. 26

"Cimarron", RKO
production,
opens at the Globe on Broad-

Jan. 30

World lin's
Premiere
of Charlie Chap"City Lights"
at the new
Los
Angeles
in Los
Angeles.

Feb. 6

Charlie
"City
opens atChaplin's
the George
M. Lights"
Cohan,
New
York.

Feb. 7

First Annual Dinner and Dance
by Columbia Pictures employees.
Hotel
Plaza,
New
York.

Feb. 9

Thirty-second annual dinner by
the Society of the Genesee in
Eastman.
of George
honor
Feb. 10-11 National convention of independent exhibitors called by
Allied
States Ass'n to be held
in
Chicago.

country are using his firm's programs.

Tiffany Product for Midland Circuit
Kansas City — Edward Olsmith,
Ross Funeral Wednesday
Ray Hall Leaves Pathe
manager
Tiffany's local branch,
Services for C. J. Ross, executive has closed ofa deal
Ray Hall, veteran newsreel editor,
with the Fox Midland Circuit, whereby it will play
resigned from Pathe News, Saturday. vice-president of RCA Photophone
For the past 15 years Hall has been who died on the coast, will be held the entire series of Ken Maynard
associated with news and magazine here at Campbell's funeral parlors on westerns and the Tiffany Talking
NEW
YORK
STOCK
MARKET
reel productions. His future plans Wednesday at 2 o'clock. Interment Chimp
{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
series.
comedy
Net
will be announced about Feb. 1, he will be in Woodlawn Cemetery.
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showings. In the cast are Otis Harlan, James Ford, Ruth Channing,
Charles
Barney Gilmore
and FrankO'Malley,
Rice.
West

Coast
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Hollywood — "Working Girl" has
been scheduled by Paramount as
Clara Bow's next picture. It will
start in about a month after the star
returns frorn a rest.

Kirk McGee Married
Kirk McGee, assistant manager of
the Roxy, and Truly Jones, one of Arthur Jones Made Bank Director
the Roxyettes, were married Friday
Arthur A. Jones, comptroller and
at the Little Church Around the assistant treasurer of the Roxy, has
Corner. Thev are now at Atlantic been appointed director of the BryCity.
ant Park Bank.
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Publix Seeks Wilmington Site
Wilmington,
Del. — Publix
is reported investigating two sites here
for the purpose of building.
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CLYDE
E. ELLIOTT, director, and
HARRY
SMITH, chief cameraman, have
returned from Florida, where they worked
with Johnny Farrell, the golfer, on his Pathe
shorts.
JEROME
BEATTY
sailed Saturday
the Caronia for Havana.
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Timely Topics

EXPLOITETTES

A Digest of
Current Opinion

—€)
Importance of a
Proper Adaptation
CO many factors bear on the
success of a film production
the wonder is there are so many
that can be given a high rating.
It is a great tribute to the methods now employed in screen
production that the quality of
pictures is growing more satisfactory despite a more critical
attitude on the part of the public. An excellent play, a sterling
cast, a clever adaptation and
smart direction ought to insure
a first-rate picture, but unfortunately it does not do so. Too
many errors can be made between the inception of a production and its completion to guarantee that any kind of a set-up
will turn out well. Of most importance, Ibelieve, after a story
of unquestioned merit has been
obtained, is its adaptation and
dialogue. It would be impossible for any cast of actors or the
most astute director to make a
presentable screen drama out of
a poorly adapted story. Actors
must feel comfortable and natural in any role they play, and
if the dialogue is inane or inept,
or the situations badly devised,
the actor's work must suffer.
Even the best efforts of a superb cast of actors cannot pull
an inferior scenario out of its
mediocrity. We often hear of
a picture, that its cast is excellent, but that does not put it
over. The audience is unimpressed by the story which lacks
in vitality, for actors cannot give
it that attribute. Again the germ
of a great draira may be visible
to the spectaior, but he is often
aware that it is not to'd convincingly; that something is
lacking in motive, or that unimportant phases are overstressed.
— Bradley King

A. Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

• • •
Till Now

THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning
that the Prince of Wales envies newspaper reporters, saying that "going out after a story must be one of the
finest jobs in the world"
but a lotta reporters who have
gone out AFTER bringing in a story don't think the racket so
hot
that Fox has an "ice screen" in one of the projection
rooms at the home ossif, with a metal screen frozen over every
morn and re-frozen every nite
which would be a great
stunt for cooling "hot" pix when showing 'em to the censors
that John Klenke of General Electric has made the first
night color shots of Broadway in an industrial film
that
Schenectady, where Jawn works, gives the post office authorities more trouble than any other town in the Youessay through
misspelling on letters, the latest prize specimen being spelled
"Skinnecktiddie"
that when a gal feels she's fainting and
can't take a long breath, she should take two short ones
that in 1914 Robert Woolsey was a song-and-dance man with
an American troupe in Australia that got stranded
that
until a husband can obtain alimony by crossing his legs and
exhibiting his garters to the judge, this "equal rights" thing is
a lotta applesauce
that several of the ace cameramen
with Fox Movietone started as shipping clerks
that "acCLI-mated" is the correct way to pronounce it, and not "ACCli-mated"
and that "R A Y-dee-oo" is the one and only
correct way to pronounce it, Mister Al Smith's "RAH-dee-oh"
still being wrong
that Lowell Sherman played the title
part in "Charlie's Aunt" in the Albee stock company in Providence, R. I., in 1911
that Mme. Ellen Dalossy, the opera
singer, is the first femme to defy the film moguls by saying that
if they want her for the pix they'll have to take her fat and
plump,
or not at all
that the word
"disease"
can be
used in a phone conversation both as question and answer, to
wit: Question: "Who disease?" Answer: "Disease Abie, you
*
*
*
*
gonif"
• • • ARTIE STEBBINS of Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
negotiating that record policy for a juve star when they wrote
up Mitzi Green
for a million
smackers
Director
Mel
Brown, at the Radio stude, and Mary Astor, have worked out
a "soundless" bridge game with a set of signals that eliminates
conversation
a great boon when playing on the set, but
it won't go so hot with the ladies at the regular bridge parties.
Rosemary
Mariella, recently of Ziegfeld's
"Smiles,"
is
working in "Sex in Business," which
Paramount is making at
the Long
Isle stude
Morris
Mogelever,
identified with
Eddie Dowling Business Enterprises, is plugging his typewriter on a story called
* "Deportation
*
* Special"
*
•

•

•

EDDIE

QUILLAN

sez that even a slight change in

a pix that a star has worked on "might have a great deal to do
with his later emotions"
yeah, after the film returned
from the cutting room, some stars have been known to swoon
with emotion
Leatrice Joy is scheduled for the Palace
bill week of Feb. 7 in a singing act, and Beatrice
Lillie will
warble there the following week
since they can't make
musicals for the screen, they are adapting them to the vaude
stage
Joan Blondell, with Radio pix, is known as the
smartest
"dumb-bell"
on the screen, which
rep she obtained
after much profound thought, the p.a. tells us
but why
give it so much thought, Joan, when so many others can be
dumb without trying?
*
*
*
*
• • • TODAY'S OPTIMISTIC THOUGHT:
About 12
years ago Jesse Lasky was sailing to Europe, and a new reporter on a trade paper was sent to the pier to cover the story
but something highly important kept Jesse from sailing the last moment
so the reporter
came
back and

Total cost of production by
American companies in 1930 is
estimated at over $180,000,000.

t
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merely reported that Jesse hadn't sailed
while other papers
followed
up Jesse and got a Real story
the embryo
reporter is now a real Big Shot as an exec in Hollywood, having
decided reporting was not his forte
so this teaches
u^.
children, not to be downhearted

«

«

«

»

»

»

e

Distribute Samples
For "Du Barry"
'TTO exploit "Du Barry — Woman
of Passion", at Loew's, in
Boston, Mass., Manager Joe
Brenan, distributed 5,000 samples
of Du Barry powder at several
matinees before opening of picture. Abuilt
special
booth was
inside"peep-hole"
of which
was displayed a model of Norma
Talmadge.
— United Artists
*
*
*

Lobby Tieup
Gets Ad Space
WHEN

the R-K-O

theater in

Los Angeles played "East Is
West" they made a tie-up with
the distributors qJ Ben Hur Tea
to serve free tea in the lobby.
The tea company also took a
large ad in the Los Angeles papers using a still from the production and mentioning the
R-K-O theater's engagement
— Universal
of
the picture.

Novelty Booklet
OnTN"Illicit"
announcing

"Illicit" for the
opening of the New Warner
theater in San Francisco, Harry
Maizlish designed an eight-page
booklet which for attractiveness
is in a class by itself. The cover,
a study in black and white, showed a hollow question mark filled
with female figures. In the hollow of the circle under the interrogation sign was the admonition, "You Musn't." The
inside pages were devoted to
fine screen illustrations
of Bar— War
ners
bara Stanwyck and .James Rennie and type matter.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Beit wishes and congratulation! are
extended by ThE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdaya: dustry, who are celebrating their

January

19

Hal Roach
B. P. Schulberg
Lou
Metzger
Virginia Valli
Bradley Barker

RALPH

FORB

Fighting Gestes Return In Slashing
Sequel to One of Industry's Greatest
Gross-getters • . • The Spirit of Beau
Geste Flames Anew in

HERBERT
BRENON'S
PAGEANT OF ARENIC THRILLS

By Percival Wren, author of "Beau Geste" and "Beau Sabreur

Greatest Line of Flash Paper and
General Accessories the Titan Has
Ever Turned Out.
Now Available!
WORLD
PREMIERE
RKO MAYFAIR. N.Y.

NOW

THE

fr* 58 Affiliated Houses I
^aaOnly
Out of 479 in Denver Area
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the silents, 88 are still operating
Only 16 wired houses are closed.
The Denver Film Board area extends over Colorado and into Wyoming, New Mexico, Western Nebraska,
and
small parts of Texas and South
Dakota.

Block Booking Among
Allied Confab Topics
(Continued

from

Page

1)

said Saturday in New York. He has
been conferring with Glenn Cross,
Sidney Samuelson and Abram F.
Myers concerning the conference, an
Eight New Exchanges
important subject of which will be
Being
Built
for
Fox
the proposed merger between Allied
(Continued
from Page 1)
and the M. P. T. O. A.
St. Louis, Butte, Minneapolis and
The meeting will be conducted on
Atlanta have been started. The ex- the group plan, Richey stated. Each
change in Atlanta is nearing comple- exhib unit will be invited to name 15
tion and a $50,000 building in Min- members to attend conferences on
neapolis is to be constructed im various important issues, such as promediately for occupancy May 1. The
tection, the Federal Checking system,
buildings mostly will be two stories music tax and score charges. A genhigh and will be equipped according
eral meeting will be held on the first
to Fox specifications.
day, Tuesday, and afterwards the
group plan will be effected. On the
Cleveland Exhibs Oppose
closing day, Wednesday, a second
general session will be conducted and
City-Operated
Pictures in the evening a banquet will be given.
(Continued
from Page 1)
Among matters to be acted upon will
petition. It was announced last be an annual report concerning Allied
week that the city had contracted for
probably submitted by Presiinstallation of RCA Photophone in activities,
dent Myers. Chairmen of each group
the auditorium with a view to showwill be appointed prior to the conference.
tures.ing "educational and industrial" picExpectations are that five groups
will meet daily, each occupying itself
Successor to C. J. Ross
with a major problem. At least 24
Will Be Named in Feb. territories will be presented at the
A successor to C. J. Ross, RCA meeting, said Richey. Plans for correcting various situations will be forPhotophone executive vice-president mulated.
who died last week on the coast,
Pathe Takes Fox
will heof elected
company'sto
board
directors byat the
its meeting
Pathe's Roosters defeated the Fox
be held the middle of February.
basketball team to the tune of 30

First Pittaluga Program
Given Gala Presentation

to 18 in a fast game on the S.S. Illinois courts on Friday evening,
thereby becoming motion picture
First showing of a full program of league champions for the first period
1931 season. The Pathe quinItalian sound and talking pictures pro- of the tette
which has a dozen straight
duced by the Cines-Pittaluga studios
games
to
its credit and a clean recin Rome was given Friday night unord of "No defeats" is composed of:
der the direction of J. V. Cremonim
Harry Hart, "Stretch" Wenning,
at the Pythian Hall. The perform- Ted
Joe Katzoff, Leo Gold,
ance, sponsored by The Friends of ErnieMurray,
Tobin,
Lou Boyer, Jimmie
Italy National Committee, was a gala
Boyle and Patsy Orlando. Harry
affair attended by a host of New Storin
is manager.
York Italians who are prominent in
business, diplomatic and social life.
Publix Leases Bradford House
The bill consisted of two features,
Bradford, Pa. — Publix has leased
"Naples of Songs," "Song of Love," the theater auditorium in the Hookerand one short number, "Moses' Fulton building now under construcPrayer." The program brought a
tion here.
favorable reaction and many requests
for further presentations along the
same lines.
E. J. Stutz Wins $10,000 Suit
Richmond, Va. — Emanuel J. Stutz
of Washington, promoter of theatrical enterprises, has won his fight
in the Supreme Court of Appeals
of Virginia, which has affirmed the
judgment of a Roanoke court against
the Enterprise Theater Corp. of that
city awarding him $10,000 for breach
of contract in connection with the
construction of a new playhouse.
Officers of the company, are Sol
Rosenberg, Lake Rosenberg and
James
P. Hart.

O. K. for Kids:

In the Feb. issue of Parents
Magazine, a new department,
recommending films for children, is inaugurated. Films
mentioned in the current issue
are Sono-Art's "Once a Gentleman," "Dude Wrangler" and
"What a Man," and Paramount's "Grumpy," "The Silent Enemy," "Tom Sawyer"
and "With Byrd at the South

I
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LATEST HOLLYWOOD

HAPPENINGS

©

- Coast Wire Service
►//
Warners Ready to Start
Three New Productions
The production schedule at Warner Bros, studio calls for the filming of "The Public Enemy," "All
"
Woman" and "Red Hot Sinners
limmediately on the completion of
[the pictures now being filmed. The
ilatter consists of the new Arliss feature with story by Earl Derr Bigigers and dialogue by Booth Tark; "The Devil Was Sick,"
lington
which has Frank Fay in its lead,
and "Svengali," in which Barrymore
has the name role.
Preparations for shooting the new
pictures have been under way for
isome time. "The Public Enemy" is
!to be a big production. It contains
42 speaking parts and the story is
one of underworld life in Chicago.
"All Woman" is the temporary title
of the adaptation of the novel, "The
Maltese Falcon," and will star Bebe
Daniels. "Red Hot Sinners" is a
comedy having Winnie Lightner and
Olsen and Johnson in its cast. The
dialogue was written by Arthur
Caesar.

=

Universal to Talkerize

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By

HPOM

RALPH

REED

is one of the busiest
of the scenario writers at present at the Universal studio. With
Edwin H. Knopf . he has just completed "Gambling Daughters," which
will soon go into production with
Conrad Nagel, Sidney Fox, Bette
Davis and Slim Summerville in the
leading roles. Hobart Henley will
direct. Reed is responsible for the

WILK

studios, where the Richard Barthelmess unit is engaged jn filming
"The Finger Points/' For a time
even the name of this new Barthelmess production was taboo, but it
was recently made public, together
with the fact that the story deals
with gangs and gangsters from a
hitherto unexploited angle. Fay
Wray plays the leading feminine
role. Other players include Regis
Toomey, Robert Elliott, Clark Gable
and Oscar Apfel. John Francis Dillon is directing. The story was written especially for Barthelmess by
John Monk Saunders and W. R.

Don Clarke's "Virgin"

Universal has secured the screen
rights to Donald Henderson Clarke's
novel, will
"The
Impatientshortly
Virgin,"
which
be published
by
the Vanguard Press.
other to Clarke's list
achievements, the two
"Born Reckless" and
eral companies were

This adds anof novel-screen
previous being
"Millie." Sevbidding for the

screen rights to "The Impatient Virgin," which Universal is scheduling
as a special for next season..

Elliott Replaces Hale Hamilton
Robert Elliott will play the role
previousy assigned to Hale Hamilton in "All Women," Bebe Daniels'
next starring picture for Warner
Bros. This production will start
Although she formerly resided in Burnett, who wrote "Little Caesar." shooting early in February, with Roy
the film capital, Lucille Williams,
Del Ruth directing. Ricardo Cortez will have the leading male part,
pretty Pathe contract player now
appearing in two reel comedies, did
Donald Ogden Stewart's story of and the list of principals also includes Dudley Digges, Una Merkel,
not enter pictures until she moved Mr. and Mrs. Haddock and their
to New York, where the Pathe or- trip to Paris will be definitely titled and Otto Matiesen.
ganization originally placed her un- "Finn and Hattie" when it reaches
der contract.
the screen. The title announcement
George Chandler in Paramount Film
*
*
*
has just been made at the ParaGeorge Chandler has been signed
mount
studios
in
Hollywood,
where
Frank Fay Picture Retitled
"Body and Soul" is the new title the picture is in production. Leon by Paramount for "Gentlemen of the
Warner Bros, production of the of the Fox Film production which
Eroll, Mitzi Green, ZaSu Pitts
Streets," new William Powell picFrench play by Jane Hinton, which will introduce Elissa Landi to Amer- Jackie Searl and Lilyan Tashman lace.
ture being directed by Richard Walbeen
has
It
Was
audiences.
Devil
"The
as
ican
picture
known
been
has
are featured, with Errol and Miss
Sick," is to have the permanent title known as "Squadrons," "Wine, Wo- Pitts playing
the title roles.
m "God's Gift to Women." Laura
and_ Sin."
men and Sin" *and *"Woman
Margaret Livingston Cast
*
ILa Plante plays opposite Fay and
Margaret
Livingston has been
others in the picture are Joan BlonJoseph Girard, Bud Jamison and
Marjorie Beebe, who, like Gloria
added to the cast of "God's Gift to
|dell, Sidney Blackmer and Charles
Swanson, Phyllis Haver, Marie Ed Deering, all of who essay prom- Women," in which Frank Fay will
Winninger,
the comedian.
inent roles in Daphne Pollard's new be starred by Warner Bros. She
Prevost, etc., is a Mack Sennett disng on Broadway
appeari
is
Pathe
comedy, "Seein' Injuns," also replaces Fern Andra.
covery,
i "Party Husband"
Cast Completed
this week in two comedies produced appeared w.'th the diminutive comeMary Doran has been assigned by
dienne in her recent Pathe fun-film, Noel Madison in Barthelmess Film
First National
to replace Rita Le- by the comedy king. At the May- "Breakfast
in Bed."
to
Yard
"One
in
Noel Madison, seen recently in
iRoy in Dorothy Mackaill's starring fair she is seen Central
in "Dance
vehicle, "Party Husband," now in Go," and at the
"The ners'
Doorway
Hell" and "Sinproduction. This completes the cast Hall Marge."*
*
*
Holiday," to
has
given an
His outstanding work in "So important supporting been
of featured
players, which
includes
role by First
This Is College," "In Gay Madrid" National in the Richard Barthelmess
James Rennie, who portrays the
Production on Tiffany's forthcom- and other recent pictures, has won
leading male role; Dorothy Peter" Oscar Rudolph the role of a boy production, "The Finger Points."
"Hellhas Bound,
r epic,Cruze,
son, Joe Donahue, Helen Ware, Don producing
passed
by James
ed gangste
gangster
in M-G-M's
"The
Secret
Cook,
Paul
Porcasi,
and
Barbara
way mark under the directhe" half
*
*
*
tion of Walter Lang, who hopes to
'Weeks. Clarence Badger is directing "Party Husband," which has complete the filming of this special
Six months ago Conchita Montebeen adapted for the screen by the latter part of next week. The
negro arrived in California from
Charles Kenyon from the novel by cast includes Lola Lane, Lloyd
Spain, unable to speak a word of
Geoffrey
Barnes.
Hughes, Leo Carrillo, Gertrude Astor, Frank Hagney, Richard Tucker: English, and last week she was asLuke Cosgrove, Babe Lawrence,
Six."signed by M-G-M to play the feminine lead in the English dialogue proRalph Ince, Murdock McQuarrie
duction of "Never the Twain Shall
THOMAS JACKSON
Bound" is
Believe it or not, 30 cameras
and Harry Strang. ' "Hell
an original by Edward Dean Sulliand a camera crew of 80 men
whose detective portrayals, the
"Rattl.ing tht Cup,"
of ndini
van, authorComma
and Adele
latest example of which
is
were required to shoot "Cimar"Little Caesar," are about
*
*
*
ron," swears Edward CronArthur Hoyt, Ethel Wales in 'Flood'
jager, who has been camerathe
most
intelligent
Arthur Hoyt and Ethel Wales,
Meet."
man for Richard Dix for the
characterizations
o f
Before embarking on a histrionic
prominent
film
personalities,
have
this
kind
on
the
past 10 years. Cronjager also
career, John T. Murray, well known
screen.
comedian now appearing in the been signed for important roles in
states that 2,000,000 feet of Du"The Flood," Columbia's drama of
pont negative was shot, 250,000
went
"
Struck,
Pathe short, "Stage
ing.
of which was consumed durto Switzerland to study watchmak- life in the Mississippi river country. Tinling is directing. The proing the land rush scenes. Cron*
*
*
duction features Monte Blue, with
jager utilized the old army sysEleanor
Boardman, Frank Sheridan
tem of field telephones during
hovers
still
An air of secrecy
the rough work.
around the doors leading to Stage and William V. Mong in his supOne at the First National
Number
on "The Boudoir Diplomat"
scripts
and
"East Is West," while Knopf
recently collaborated on the scenario
of "Free Love."
*
*
*

Congratulates:

Plenty Cameras

No. 4 of 1931
"Good Deeds"
Series

port.

V

The aristocrat
of virile drama

p Ade

luxe dramatization

of glamorous

action and artistic grandeur in the wonderland of America.
The

frenzied runaway

stricken 20-mule

race of terror

teams on the brink of

an appalling chasm

• the plunge to de-

struction ofore-laden wagon trains • the
thundering stampede of thirst-maddened
cattle • Shouting, shooting plainsmen
riding at breakneck

speed to head off

the wild, bellowing herd.

BILL BOYD* HELEN
TWELVETREES^

Stalwart friendships • bitter hatreds •
and whole-souled romance • the law of
love in a lawless land.

PAINTED DESERT
* it h
Directed

WILLIAM
by

FARNUM

HOWARD

• J.

FARRELL

HIGGIN

MAC

DONALD
Produced

• CLARK
by

E. B.
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DERR
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Consummation of Pathe-RKO Deal Set for Jan. 28

PARAMOUNT-RCA TELEVISION WARJXHMS
95 Per Cent of Ohio Zone Theaters Independently Owned
Looking On

the passing parade
-By

JACK

ALICOATE—

Seeking the light
we have asked several important
film
folk the reason for
the return of picture patronage and
prosperity during the past few
weeks, and always the answer has
been vague and elusive. Like most
argumentative matters, right or
wrong, we have our own modest
idea on the thought in question and
it is based somewhat on the view of
Grover Cleveland on Fact vs.
Theory. About nine months ago
there was an explosion somewhere
along the line and the picture business awoke to find itself dangerously
Going Back
To Work

near the rocks. That's Fact No. 1.
After years of making money, at
times too much money, and in many
instances, in spite of itself, the industry suddenly awoke to the realization that its joy-ride was at or
about the beginning of the end. Fact
No. 2. Then what happened? Like
a sensible and intelligent industry it
rolled up its sleeves and WENT
BACK
TO WORK.
Fact No 3.
That was several months ago. The
results are manifest. Better pictures. Intelligent, aggressive and
modernized exploitation. Sensible,
efficient and economical management, and less attention to the stock
ticker. After all, it's not easy to
find anything to take the place of
hard work to cure business ailments
in either individual, company or industry.

jr,

,

unter
Mr.

Akerson

The

outstanding

note ()f tne sjgnj.

ficant luncheon tendered George Akerson by the Paramount outfit signalizing his entrance into the industry was the statement that his services will be available to the entire
industry.
As secretary to President
(.Continued on Page 2)

1,886 Unaffiliated Houses
Against 87 Controlled
by Circuits

Columbus — Out of 1,973 theaters
in the two Ohio zones, one with
headquarters in Cleveland and the
other centering in Cincinnati and
taking in some Kentucky territory,
1,886 are independently owned,
against 87 affiliated with circuits,

t
401
Denials were made yesterday tii<n,
Warner Bros, will discontinue playing Publix stage units in four of
their de luxe houses. The impression
back of the circulated reports was
that interruption of the schedule was
due
to the fact that Warner
Bros.
(Continued on Page 10)

Rumor

Spiked

Grant L. Cook, executive
vice-president of
Tiffany,
issued a statement yesterday
absolutely denying the rumor
that L. A. Young is to withdraw as president of the com-

more days a week are Fox's Tower,
Paradise, Oriental, Garfield, Modjes(Continued on Page 10)

Biggest Day -and -Date Opening
Planned by RKO for "Cimarron"
25 NEWSREEL TRAVESTIES
BEING MADE BY R. MAYER

RKO is planning an extensive dayand-date opening of "Cimarron" that
will surpass the record of "Check
and Double Check," for which something like 300 prints were issued, according to Joseph I. Schnitzer. General release date has not yet been
definitely set, but will be around
Feb. 8. "Cimarron" also is to be
advertised and merchandised on a
bigger scale than "Check," the Radio
Pictures
president
states.
Before the world premiere at the
Globe
on
Broadway
next
Monday,
(Continued on Page 10)

Hollywood — Signing of Kay Francis for a long term has been confirmed by Warner Bros. She will
be starred in Warner and First National productions upon completion
of her present contract.

Pathe-RKO Consummation
'
Definitely Set for Jan. 28
Stylish

Paris — Samuel Goldwyn announces that he has signed
Mme. Gabrielle Chanel to go
to Hollywood in February to
create film fashions, which will
be six months ahead of current styles.

Preliminary moves are being made
in a television broadcasting battle
involving Paramount and RCA. Although
television onandPage broadcasting
(Continued
5)

pany.

Vaudeville on Increase
Kay Francis Will Star
In Wisconsin Territory
Warner-First
Coast Bureau
of THE FILM Nat'l
DAILY
Milwaukee — Use of vaudeville in West For
conjunction with oictures is on the
increase throughout Wisconsin.
Among houses using acts for one or

Akerson Expected to Aid
Paramount Position
in Television

Consummation
of
the
sale
of
Pathe to RKO
is definite!}
sel for
Jan. 28. Lewis Inncrarity, vice president and general counsel for Pathe.
who was to sail for Europe tomorrow postponed his departure so as
to make the necessary last minute
arrangements, Inncrarity will remain as head of the Pathe holding
(Continued on Page 10)

A series of 25 Cartune Newsreels,
kidding the newsreels and the celebs
who figure in them, is planned by
Rudolf Mayer, who is now in New
York arranging
The
(Continued distribution.
on Page 10)

Len S. Brown Managing
R-K-0 Southern Houses
Fort Wayne, Ind. — Len S. Brown
has been promoted from manager of
the R-K-0 Emboyd here to general
manager of the circuit's houses in
abama.
Texas, Arkansas, Georgia and Al-

World's Series
Dozens of newspapers, magazines, organizations and privileged individuals all over the
country already have picked
and announced their own 1930
"Ten Best Pictures" lists, each
representing a particular locality, class or purpose. THE
FILM

DAILY'S poll, participated
byparts
'wayof over
300
critics in inall
the land,
is the "World's Series" of the
"Ten
Best" field. The champs
in this series will be made
known
in a few days.
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Hoover the experience, background
and broad contacts of Mr. Akerson
should splendidly dove-tail into his
public relationship activities on behalf of motion pictures. His coming
adds an additional outstanding and
personable figure to the rapidly
growing young and aggressive manpower of the industry.

March
to help
Cantor's
next picture
for write
UnitedEddie
Artists.
He
also expects to make four more
shorts for Vitaphone in the East
prior to leaving.

Paragon Pictures in New Studio
Paragon Pictures, of Jamaica, N.
V., has moved into its new studio,
where a program of features and
shorts with Negro casts is under
way. The studio is owned and operated entirely by colored interests.

EDDIE CANTOR has gone to Florida
for a vacation.
SIDNEY R. KENT returns from Florida
in one week.
MAURICE MacKENZIE of the Hays
forceCoast.
arrived in New York yesterday from
the
day.
NANCY CARROLL left for Havana, SunCLIVE
yesterday.
LEWIS
Feb. 2.

Hollywood
Santa Monica 8
Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121 55

6700

M ♦.♦ ♦.♦ ♦.♦♦.*♦>♦.♦♦.♦*',.♦♦.*£•*

arrived from the coast

INNERARITY

sails for Europe

H. B. ROBB, of the Robb and Rowley
Circuit, Dallas, arrived here yesterday.
SOL GORDON and J. C. CLEMONS, of
the Texas Amusement Co. arrived from Beaumont yesterday.
MYER SCHINE of Gloversville, N. Y.,
arrived yesterday.
RICHARD DIX will leave for Washington
to attend the Congressional preview of
"Cimarron"
Friday night. at the R-K-0 Keith Theater.
EDWARD G. ROBINSON left yesterdav
fortional.
the coast to resume work for First Na-

1it
Eastman Films jf
$
Chicago
J 1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet
2691

BROOK

ANDY HERVEY, publicity man for
Chas. R. Rogers, arrived from the coast
yesterday.
WESLEY RUGGLES arrives from the
coast
Wednesday.
WILL H. HAYS returns from the coast
this week.
BANJAMIN MIGGINS, European director of Fox-Hearst Corp. and EARL F. ALLVINE, . of Movietone, arrive on the Bremen
today

8

Sip

SIX PUBLIX OPENINGS
SCHEDULED BY APRIL 16

Arrangements have been made by
the Greater Buffalo Advertising
Club, through Herbert T. Silverberg,
attorney specializing in motion picture work, whereby Paramount will
produce a short trailer on stimulating employment and promoting
prosperity. Through prominent
speakers, with an introduction by
Gov. Roosevelt, the reel will urge
buying, building, repairing, cleaning
and other activity. Silverberg was
in New York last week to consult
Emanuel Cohen of the Paramount
Newsreel on the production, which
is to be made this week. It will be
shown in Buffalo theaters.

appalling chasm • th
etion of ore-laden w<
ndering stampede of
le

• Shouting,

shoe

' —a
h»-^~'
at Censoring
ng Cuba
Films
Havana — As a result of conditions
growing out of the recent uprisings,
President Machado has appointed a
group oi five to be members of the
National Film Censor Commission,
which will begin immediately to censor allleasedpictures
in Cuba. before they are reHicks Managing Newman, K. C.
Kansas City- — Robert E. Hicks has
succeeded Ralph H. Ayer as manager of the Newman. Newman is
now at the Metropolitan in Houston.

^re you sure you are INSURED
Picture

JOHN

Insurance

General meeting of M. P. T. O.,
Hotel Henry,
Pittsburgh.
M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania will hold annual election
meeting in Philadelphia.

Jan. 22

Jan. 19-24 Fox Anniversary Week.
Jan. 22-24 Annual conference of National
Board of Review, Hotel Pennsylway. vania, New York.
Jan. 26 "Cimarron", RKO
production,
opens at the Globe on BroadJan. 30

World
Los

Feb. 6

Premiere of Charlie Chaplin's "City Lights" at the new
Angeles
in Los Angeles.

Charlie
"City
opens atChaplin's
the George
M. Lights"
Cohan,
New York.
First Annual Dinner and Dance
by Columbia Pictures employees,
Hotel
Plaza,
New
York.
Thirty-second annual dinner by
the Society of the Genesee in
honor of George
Eastman.

Feb. 7
Feb. 9

Feb. 10-11 National

convention1 of independent exhibitors called by
Allied
States Ass'n to be held
in
Chicago.

Mar. 7

Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
May 25-28 Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers to be
held in Hollywood.
April 4-11 Players'
and Patrons'
Week, national
benefit for Jubilee
N. V.
A.
Club.
April 23-24 dorsers
State Convention
of Indiana
Inof Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.

Adele Comandini Injured
Adele Comandini, screen writer
and playwright, is laid up at her
home in New York as a result of
injuries in a taxi accident. Upon
her recovery she will resume work
on her new play, "When the Bough
Breaks."

For

Scripts and
Go to Scribes
Viola Irene Cooper
9 E. 59th St.
New York
Volunteer 5543

TERRITORY
WITH

OPEN

TALK.'

?

Let us look over your POLICIES— It may prevent a
heavy loss!
INSURANCE of every description

Motion

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
EGCr
Today:

Publix is opening six houses before April 16. They are all known
as the Paramount and are located
as follows: Hamilton, O., Feb. 15;
Middletown, O., Mar. 1; Cincinnati
and Kankakee, 111., Mar. 15; Ashland, Ky., April 1; Aurora, 111., April
15. The Paramount at Long Branch,
N. J., has been reopened.

Jessel to Help Write
Cantor's Next for U. A. Buffalo Ad Men Sponsor
George Jessel goes to the Coast in
Trailer on Prosperity

New
York
ILong Island City ♦.♦
1540 Broadway
%i 154 Crescent
St. ♦.♦
BRYant
4712
STIllwell
7940 *.♦

1 1. E. Bralatour, Inc. >j
8
i'f
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a Specialty

J. KEMP

Established since 1910
551 Fifth Avenue
New York City
Phones: Murray Hill 7838-9,

Based on League of Nation's Exposure of
WHITE
SLAVE TRAFFIC

CAPITOL FILM
EXCHANGE
630-9th AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

44
few good seats left
on thea> chandelier
for

ILLICIT

J*

OPENED TO STANDOUT BIZ. AT N. Y. WINTER
GARDEN;NOT AN EMPTY SEAT OVER WEEKEND

BARBARA

STANWYCK

scores;

Critics pressed for superlatives; another
sure-fire seat filler from the dependable

WARNER.
PLAY IT DAY AND DATE

BROS/

WITH THE RECORD

BREAKING

B'WAY

RUN!
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Timely Topics

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion

— ©—
Original Treatment
Makes Old Plots New
TTHE expression, "There's nothing new under the sun," has
a special significance when applied to the drama. Criticism of
screen entertainment on the
ground that a picture makes use
of an old plot, is not profound
criticism, because it lias been
>everal hundred years at least
since a genuinely new situation
has been devised by dramatists.
Where the author fails ajl too
frequently is in not giving to
the old theme a new or original
treatment. After all, the various relationships in which human beings find themselves with
reference to each other are limited, and as the basis for drama
they were long exhausted by
poets and dramatists. What gives
a picture the merit of originality
is not a r.ew plot but a new
treatment or twist to an old one.
Critics are correct in finding
fault with stupid imitations and
slavish adherence to worn out
methods, but to expect strict
originality in plot is unreasonable. Novelty and originality
can be imparted to a production
by the director or the actor, even
if the author has failed to strike
a new chord in his work. Often
the director can save a mediocre
bit of writing by original treatment and the actor can lift a
scene to great heights by his individual genius. That is why I
ha\e such faith in the future of
motion pictures. It is because
the industry is attracting more
and more people to it who have
the genius to make great pictures by putting the impress of
their talents upon the output of
the studios.
— George

Archainbaud

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

=THE
IKNUSMfCb
0* HIM DOM

Theater
Commerce
six reels in

Owners Chamber of
against films more than
length.
*
*
*

Northwest
exhibitors launch new
first-runs to *
combat
Corp.
* Exhibitor
*
Federated buys two Fred Stone
features.

•

•

• THE LOCAL empey projectionists staged their annual dinner and dance at the Astor Hotel last Saturday
eve
Publicity Representative
Eltonhead
acted as reception
committee to the newspaper boys in such a satisfactory manner
that they began calling up the editors of their respective rags
and tried to reserve the front page of the Sunday editions for
the shindig
need we say more?
yeah, it was a
grand party
Larry Kent assembled a corking group of
talent for the stage show
but as far as we were concerned, the best show was backstage
here Fred Allen
officiated as extemporaneous emcey after doing the honors at
the main event
talent included Wi'lie and Eugene Howard, Ethel Merman,
Rudy
Vallee, Stanley Smith, Jack Pearl
and also "N.T.G." with his Hollywood restaurant gals
Lester Hammel of the William Morris organizashe was
responsible for lining up much of the talent
yezzir, the
backstage show patronized by the newspaper boys was the berries none of the projectionists present at the main event
could tell us anything about it when we questioned 'em
in fact they couldn't tell us about anything
so you can
see it was a glorious party all around
*
*
*
• • • EDDIE CRONJAGER, head cameraman for Richard
Dix, is in this hamlet making exteriors
Eddie started the
new year right by signing Murrell Finley, Ziegfeld's "Gulden
Girl,"
on
the
dotted
matrimonial
line
appropriately
enough,
he is making
exteriors for "Kept
Husbands"
and
"Bachelor
Apartments"
so you can figure that one out
any way you like
The longest director's name
in the
history of the film biz is O. Proebrashenskaja,
who
made
the
Russ pix, "Village of Sin"
Bert Gross, known
to the
fillum world in these parts as a genial host, is publicizing the
Greenwich Village Inn, which is becoming a pop nocturnal spot
with Those Who Know
• • • BARBARA
STANWYCK
in "Illicit" gets over a
nice plug for the General
Electric vacuum
cleaner
we
are wondering
if this makes
it an industrial sponsored
film
Harry Buxbaum of the Fox local exchange was given
a birthday dinner party at his home in Lawrence, L. I., Saturday nite
they presented
Harry
with an electric clock,
whether for office or boudoir use we could not learn
Jack Livingston has secured Dorothea Konritz as the editor for
his International Casting Directory, and she's done a swell layout job
we aren't sure that her name is Dorothea, but it
starts with D, and we hope she likes it
• • • SAM SERWER, who handles publicity for Warners'
music companies, has gone and got hisself engaged to Mildred
Jacobs
we always knew these love ballads would wreck
him sooner or later
De Sylva, Brown & Henderson have
a new number,
"We
Can Live On Love," written by Jack
Golden, Smith
Ballew and Ed Polla
the publishers of
the song should take 'em at their word, and pay 'em just that
way
the gol durned
liyeers
The Harms
Co. is
publishing a collection of jingles by H. W. Hanemann,
called
"Soft Boiled Ballads"
they are adaptable
to quartettes
who sing with a half-pint
*
*
*
• • • THIS
TIME
exactly ten years ago Hiram Abrams
stated positively that United Artists "will never combine with
any
other
organization"
does
that
still make
Hi a
prophet?
and ten years ago Warners
announced
with
great pride that they would produce as many as six — count 'em —
features for the season
now the Warner boys plan six
pix over the weekend, and dismiss the matter as a mere trifle
And there was the Scotchman who suffered an unusual
death when he went to a seven-ring circus and broke his neck
""
oops

«

«

«

»

»

»
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Ballroom Tie-up
Helps Showing

AS part of its campaign to exploit "The Lottery Bride,"
Loew's State, St. Louis, affected
a tie-up with the Arcadia Ballroom in which specially priced
ticket; were issued for a "Lottery Bride" night. "A Lottery
Bride" dance was one of the
features of the occasion. A silver loving cup donated by
Loew's State was presented the
young woman most closely resembling Jeanette MacDonald.
— United Artists

Novelty Contest
Aids "War Nurse"

A/f. A. MALANEY, manager
of Loew's Stillman, Cleveland, included a novel and interesting contest in campaign.
Malaney arranged with the
"Plain Dealer" to run a contest
which appealed to war nurses,
and offered two guest tickets to
the first 50 who sent in letters
of 300 words to the photoplayeditor of the newspaper telling
of their most thrilling experience in France. Three cash
prizes were given for the first
three best letters received, and
Malaney also extended an invitation to all members of the
Cleveland chapter of the Women's Overseas League,
to-Mbe
—M-G
guests of the theater on opening
night.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Beit wishes and congratulations a/e
extended by ThE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

January 20
Joseph
Wheeler Adam
Jennings
Hugo

Mayer

THE

J^S
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Closer Supervision by Fox Division Theater Managers
Greater Responsibility is
"Cimarron" on the Record
TELEVISION WAR LOOMS
Being Placed on House
Executives
BETWEEN PARA. AND RCA
Washington

More intense supervision of houses
bv division managers will go into
effect immediately under a new
ipolicy decided upon by Fox Theaters! Under this system the division executives will be required to
spend considerably more time with
'house managers in discussing all of
their problems. All contact between
theater managers and department
heads will clear through the division
managers, who are to relieve the
.main office executives of as much
responsibility as they can.
De luxe theater managers will be
the same category as division
managers, reporting directly to the
general manager.
The only matter on which managers will deal directly with the
home office will be the daily cash
receipts and bank accounts. A system of regular check-ups also is being instituted, these to be carried on
by representatives of certain home
office departments.
Division managers hereafter will
determine what matters are of sufficient importance to ■ be handled
■fithout assistance from the home office, and to decide on what matters
to the attention
should, be brought

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — RKO's "Cimarron" has won the distinction of
being written into the Congressional Record. It came up for
mention in the House on Saturday following the invitation to President Hoover and other members of official Washington to attend
the showing of the picture at Keith's on Friday night. Some important House business, scheduled for that night, had to be put off
in order to allow the legislators to see the RKO production.

Bigger Foreign Version Program
Being Mapped Out By Universal
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE
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DAILY

one German feature, six Spanish
Hollywood — Having completed its
two-reel
comedies, and a series of
version
foreign
of
current schedule
talkers, Universal is preparing a new "Strange As It Seems'' subjects in
multi-lingual subjects program that Spanish among its many synchronized versions.
will be the most extensive attempted
Principal
among the Spanish picProducdate.
to
company
the
by tion on the new list will begin in a
tures are "Resurrecion" with Lupe
according to Carl Laem- Velez and Gilbert Roland; "Dracula"
few months,
mle,
Jr.
with Carlos Villarias and Lupita
Universal's 1930 schedule numbers Tovar; Lupe Velez in "Oriente y
six Spanish all-dialogue productions,
Occidente"; "Don Juan Diplomatico" with an all-star Latin cast; and
of main office departments. The idea "La Voluntad del Muerto." the
is to make the individual houses and Spanish edition of "The Cat Creeps."
divisions more self-sufficient than in "Liefe auf Befehl" has been completed in German with Johannes
the past.
The new plan will be discussed at Riemann, Olga Tschechova, Tala
Birell,
and
Hans
Junkermann,
all
the Fox managers' meeting today.

(Continued

from

Page

1)

experts figure that commercial television is several years away, both
National Broadcasting Co. and Columbia Broadcasting System, giants
of the radio industry, have obtained
licenses from the Federal Radio
Commission which permit them to
experiment. National Broadcasting
Co. is owned by RCA and Paramount has a 50 per cent interest in
Columbia.
According to one report, association of George Akerson, President
Hoover's secretary, with Paramount
will indirectly aid that company in
its television future. Estimate is
trymade that at present, there are approximately 25,000 television receiving sets in use throughout the counbrought to Universal City from
Europe
expressly
for the picture.
Slim Summerville. is fe?*ured in
the six Spanish all-dialogue comedies
and the "Strange As It Seems"
Spanish series has been filmed wi'b
Eduardo Arozamena, well known
er.
Mexican actor, in the role of lectur-

BROADWAY (Central) Has It This Week.
UNIVERSALE RIALTO (Wash., D. C.,) Janl
WOOD'S (Chicago)

Adapted by

Frederic and Fanny Hat ton
From

Stage Success
hurst's by
Thomas Broad
Directed

IRVIN WILLAT

St.

■?<€£

BOX-OFFICE
TITLE

BOX-OFFICE
STORY

BOX-OFFICE
STAR
ts
'

/

WILL MAKE

BOX-OFFICE
HISTORY
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LATEST HOLLYWOOD

H. J. Brown to Direct
"The Registered Woman"
assigned

Harry J. Brown has been
the direction of "The Registered
Woman" for Charles R. Rogers. The
story which is from the play by John
Farrow will be made en the Universal lot for Radio Pictures release.

MacLean Supervising
Three for Radio Pictures
Three stories are in course of preparation at Radio studios under production supervision of Douglas MacLean. "Room and Board," an original by MacLean, will co-feature Edna
May Oliver and Hugh Herbert.
"Turned Loose In College," Dorothy
Lee's first starring picture, is being
adapted by Al Boasberg and Ralph
Spence. "Too Many Cooks," a play
by Frank Craven, is being made
ready for an early production.
Swanson Vehicle in Work
Initial scenes for Gloria Swanson's "Obey That Impulse," a DeSylva, Brown and Henderson production for United Artists, have been
filmed by director Leo McCarey.
Radio Buys Pearson Story
"Traveling Husbands," a comedydrama written by Humphrey Pearson, has been purchased by Radio.
Pearson will personally adapt and
write the dialogue for his story.
2 More for "Big Business Girl"
First National has given Virginia
Sale an important role in support of
Loretta Young in "Big Business
Girl,'' now being filmed at Burbank.
J. C. Nugent has also been added to
the cast.
Cyril Gardner
"U" Director
Cyril Gardner has been signed by
Carl Laemmle, Jr., to direct at Universal City. Gardner will join the
"U" directorial staff in March, at
which time his present contract with
Paramount
expires.
F. N. Making "You and I"
Lewis Stone, Evalyn Knapp and
Charles Butterworth will head the
cast of the First National production "You and I," adapted from the
Harvard prize play by Philip Barry.
Alfred E. Green will direct.

2,000 Pathe Extras
Approximately 2,000 extras
will be employed in Pathe'n
feature starring Constance
Bennett, as yet untitled, tho
story centering around Armis..ce Day in London, departure of troops and an aerial attack, but no battlefield shots.
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Goes Into
Production
Universale
"Seed"

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By

RALPH

TRENE DELROY, Warner Bros,
comedienne, who is spending her
vacation in New York, is reported
.apidly recovering from a severe cold
which confined her to her room for
several days. She expects to leave
i or California at an early date to
resume work at the Warner studios.

W1LK

as an orphan child in "Daddy Long
Legs" with Miss Pickford. Since
then she has played principal parts
in many productions. In "3 Girls
Lost'' she shares honors with Joyce
Compton, Loretta Young and John
Wayne. Sidney Lanfield is the director.
*
*
*

Production has started on Universal^ "Seed," with John Boles and
Genevieve Tobin in the leading roles,
with the cast completed almost with
the addition of Richard Tucker and
Jed Prouty. Other players will be
engaged in a few days when later
sequences
are reached.
Paramount Signs Two More Writers
S. J. Perelman and Will B. Johnstone, New York humorists, have
been signed by Paramount and arcnow at wood
work
the company's
Hollystudiosat preparing
an original
screen story.

Lloyd Bacon who recently comTwo regiments of United States
Cavalry, 900 Indians and laborers,
pleted the direction of "Kept Husbands." an R-K-O product:on for
more than 1,000 head of cattle and.
which
he
was loaned, has returned to
horses and scores of principals, bit
the Warner Brothers fold. Bacon i
players and extras, participated in
"Swanee River" Completed
the Dakota land rush scenes in "Not now selecting the cast for "Red Ho'
Sinners," his first for Warner thic
Exactly Gentlemen." This is Vic- year.
Production of "Swanee River,"
*
*
*
tor McLaglen's latest Fox Moviefirst of Sono Art-World Wide's protone picture. Lew Cody, Fay Wray
gram of Thrill-O-Dramas, has been
completed, with editing and cutting
and Eddie Gribbon have prominent
William Bakewell's first, assign- now taking place. A print of the
roles and Benjamin Stoloff directed.
ment under a new contract w;th MG-M is the featured juvenile role picture, which features Grant Withers and Thelma Todd, will arrive
in "Daybreak." Ramon Novarro's directed.
Captain Eugene Hager will act as starring
vehicle which Jacques East in a few days. Ray Cannon
technical advisor on "The Registered Feyder is directing. Jean Hersholt
Woman," according to an announce- has the featured character role in
ment by Charles R. Rogers, who will this production.
"Squaw Man" to Start
produce the story for Radio Pictures.
Production will be launched soon
*
*
*
by Cecil B. DeMille on the sound
Victor McLaglen has a disting- version of "The Squaw Man" for
uished visitor who is as tall as he is M-G-M. The film produced by DeKay Francis and Kenneth Mackenna, film players, outguessed and hears ciuite a resemblance to
Mille as a silent in 1914, is an adapfriends who had planned to witness the McLaglen phystoenomv. The
tation of the stage play by Edwin
their weddi?ig and were reported en guest is his brother. Clifford, a well Milton Royle. Cast includes Warner
route to Enrenada, Mexico, on Mac- known actor on European screens, Baxter, borrowed from Fox. Lupc
kenna's yacht today with an unused and now an aspirant to a career in Velez, Eleanor Boardman. Charle :
marriage license.
American pictures. In the efficient Bickford, Mitchell Lewis. J. Farrell
*
*
*
charge of Victor. Clifford is seeing
MacDonald,
RaymondYoung,
Hat'ton.Victor
Paul
Cavanagh, Roland
Roy Del Ruth will direct the first Hollywood from the inside out.
Potel, tulia Faye, G Aubrey Smith
and Frank Rich.
production of Warner Brothers' program for 1931. Rebe Daniels, Maude
Fulton, Browne Holmes, Hale HamGil Pratt of the Hal Roach writilton, Otto Mattieson are cast for
ing staff is working on a new story
Bickford Stays With M-G-M
this picture, based on "The Maltese for the Boy Friends unit, which is
Charles Bickford will continue to
Falcon," by Dashiel Hammett.
now making "Air Tight" under the be featured in M-G-M productions,
direction of George Stevens.
as a result of negotiations recentlv
completed between the actor and the
Joan Marsh, blonde menace of "3
Culver City studios. His next work
Girls Lost," Fox production, was
Fairbanks, Jr., ready to be- under the new agreement will be in
personally acquainted with most of einDoug
work on "Chances," his next for
the important movie stars long be- First National, was made happy by Cecil B. DeMille's "The Squaw
fore she became a screen player her- receiving: word that a collection of
self: Her father is Charles Rosher. his poems will be published in June
cameraman for Mary Pickford and by the John Day Co. The book will
Glenn Tryon in Novarro Vehicle
other celebrities since Joan was an
contain 50 poems and 13 illustraGlenn Tryon has been added to
infant. Joan began her screen work
tions drawn by himself.
the
cast Ramon
of M-G-M's
"Daybreak,"
in
which
Novarro
is to he
Man." The story is an adaptation
starred.
Florence Roberts Featured
O'Brien and Ford on Vacation
of the novel by Arthur Schnitzler,
George O'Brien, Fox star, accomRadio has assigned Florence RobFeyder will direct.
panied by John Ford, who directed
erts, character actress, to a featured and Jacques
him in "Seas Beneath," is aboard a
"Bachelor
Apartment,''
along
freighter bound for the Philippines role
with inMae
Murray,
Irene Dunne.
where he will spend a long vacation. Norman
"Sf. Elmo" for Fox
Kerrv and C'aud'a Bell.
Radio Re-signs Em Westmore
Em
Westmore,
chief of Radio's
makeup department has been signed
to a new contract by William
LeBaron.

Warner Richmond in "Skyline"
Warner
Richmond
has been assigned an important
part in "Skyline." Fox production
featuring
Spencer Tracey and Sally Eilers.

from
novel
and
Fox the
will famous
screen "St.
E'mo,"
stage play by Augusta Evans.
Warner Baxter will nlay the
title role.
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95 P. C. OF OHIO HOUSES
OWNED BY INDEPENDENTS
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1,357 theaters, of which 575 are
Equipped with sound and 782 are
silent. Of the sound theaters, 29
are closed, against 247 of the silents
closed. Affiliated control extends to
32 of the theaters while 1,325 are independently owned.
In the Cleveland zone there are
1 616 houses, with 442 wired and 174
silent. Of the sound theaters 28 arc
closed, against 95 of the silent. Affiliated control extends to 55 houses,
while 561 are independent.

Para. Cutting "Angel"
For Pennsy Censors
Pittsburgh — Deletions are being
made by Paramount on UFA's "The
Blue Angel" for re-screening before
the Pennsylvania State Board of
Censors. The picture was to open
this week at the Fulton and Sheridan
but was ordered
cut by the board.
Stiff Tax Proposed in Panama
Panama City — Aiming at American talkers a tax which is considered prohibitive, Rep. Jeronimo
Ahnillategui has introduced into the
National Assembly a bill which
would impose a special tax of $10
for each time a picture is exhibited.

W
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A Pal's Advice
Eddie Cantor and George Jessel have a common weakn:ss in
that game known as casino. In one of their recent bouts, the
former extracted $200 from his pal and severest crlti;. Consequently
the following wire to George from Eddie, who is now in Florida:
"Do not play casino while I'm away.
patronize your friends."

Wait

until I return and

58 Players, 23 Directors,
14 Writers on Fox Contract
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Fox has under contract at present a total of 58 players,
including four engaged for Spanish
versions only; 19 directors, 14 writers, seven composers, four foreign
ers.
directors and live associate producAdditions to the list will continue,
Fox officials state.
Chevalier
at French
Premiere
Maurice Chevalier will appear in
person tomorrow night at the open
ing of sion
"Le
PetitParamount
Cafe," French
verof his
picture.
"Playboy of Paris," when it is presented on Broadway for the first
time in his native tongue at the
President, on 48th St. A large invitation audience will attend the
fir>t showing. The opening for the
general public takes place Wednesdav.

IF I SHOULD

DIE

628 INDIE THEATERS
IN PHILADELPHIA AREA
Philadelphia — Independent theater
owners are growing in number in
the Philadelphia territory, it is shown
in a survey just completed. There
are now 628 indie houses as compared with 585 six months ago. Producer-owned theaters total 207 as
compared with 240 six months back.
Seven hundred of the 835 theaters
379.
in the district are wired as follows:
disc, 182; film, 139; disc and film,

New Texas Exhib Unit
Adds Four Directors Lloyd's Film Storage
Adds to Domestic Space
Dallas— E. H. Patton of Kerrville,

W. A. Stuckert of Brenham, L. C.
Tidball of Ft. Worth and J. A.
Lemke of Waco have been elected
to complete the board of directors
of the Theater Owners' Protective
Ass'n. Roy L. Walker of Lampasas
is president of the recently formed
independent organization, the chief
purpose of which is to counteract
tion.
censorship or other harmful legisla-

Rebuilding Mansfield House
Mansfield, O. — Skirboll Bros, have
been awarded the contract for the
theatre to be built to replace the
Madison, destroyed by fire several
years ago.

BEFORE

Through the discontinuance of its
vault formerly devoted to import
film, Lloyd's Film Storage has added
this space to its storage capacity for
domestic negative and positive film.
The company'
plant is
being utilized sforentire
this purpose. now
Dyott Shows Animal Films
Commander G. M. Dyott, F. R.
G. S.. gave private showing yesterday afternoon at the American Art
Association-Anderson Galleries, Inc..
of some unusual camera studies taken by him during his manv exploration trips in different pan- of the
world. Motion pictures of tigers
in their
wild state
and' shown.
other pictures of jungle
life were

I WAKE

Snug in your bed, YOU don't really think there's a chance you won't
greet the morning sun . . . But not Ali . . . Ali, asleep under the misty
jungle moon, with a log for a pillow ... A roaring fire at his head, gun by
his side . . . Ali, with the threat of a battle for his life at any moment
. . . Eyes closed but nerves taut for the slightest sinister note in the jungle's black music . . . "If I should die," to Ali, is about a 50-50 chance
. . . Ali, brave he-man hero of "RANGO" . . . Paramount's strange and
savage saga . . . Produced by Ernest B. Schoedsack.
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BIGGEST DAY-AND DATE
PLANNED FOR "CIMARRON"

l
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40 Executive Promotions
Made By Fox West Coast
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE
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Vaudeville on Increase
In Wisconsin Territory
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PUBLIX'S STAGE SHOWS

{Continued
from Paqe 1)
Hollywood — Forty executive promotions in the ranks of Fox West
mount stars.
have
acquired
two
big name
Para"Cimarron" will be presented at the Coast Theaters officials and dist.ict
{Continued
from Page 1
Presiwhere
Keith in Washington,
representatives were made in the
At Publix statement was made
dent Hoover and a host of disting- last weeks of 1930, it is shown in ka and Uptown; Warners' Granada
uished Washington officials have
that
nothing has been heard conhere, and the same circuit's Venetian
cerning the report. From Warner
been invited to the first showing next the report of Oscar S. Oldknow, ex- in Racine, and Kenosha in Kenosha;
ecutive vice-president.
R-K-O's Orpheum and the East- Bros, came the statement that their
Friday night. A second performance
Figuring in the year end personnel
wood in Madison, and the Capitol in -tage show contract with Publix run<
will be given the same night for changes in California are: Marvin Manitowoc.
for eight more months. The Warner
about 200 newspaper representatives. Park, Beverly Hills; Lew Clark,
houses mentioned in the story are
openthe
attend
will
Richard Dix
in Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Jersey
25
Newsreel
Travesties
Santa
Monica^
District;
Robert
Cuing and the Oklahoma Congressional
City and Newark.
zan, Whittierj Charles Jones, GlenDelegation has proposed to proclaim dale;
Being{Continued
MadefrombyPageR. 1)Mayer
Jack Rantz, Los Angeles; Larry
Friday as Oklahoma Day in Wash- Goux, Los Angeles; Francis Bates,
ington.
Los Angeles, A. \V. Schnitzer, Los first issue has been completed and Pathe-RKO Consummation
Angeles; Richard Daist, Wilming- synchronized with RCA Photophone
British Film Guild
Set for January 28
ton; P. G. Bishop, Ontario; William equipment. The subjects, in single
{Continued from Page 1)
cartoon
reels,
are
being
made
at
the
Is Formed in Canada Hamon, Huntington Park; Kenneth Coast.
Toronto — The British Film Guild Bushey, Los Angeles; Joe Abercomcompany
to protect
interests and
liquidate stockholders'
saleable asBob Green, Los Ansets.
According
to Innerarity the
has been formed with a member- bie, Hollywood;
geles;
J.
E.
Graham,
San
Diego;
ship of 150 picture-goers to promote Richard Spear, San Francisco; Allen Wunder Will Supervise
Pathe Bound Brook, N. J., laborainterest in productions made in Eng- Warshauer, San Francisco; Harry
tories, which are not included in the
M.
P.
Academy
Operation
land. The organization will preview
deal, will be continued as a comWest
Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
Eagels,
San
Francisco;
Al
Rackin,
mercial film printing plant.
and report on the British pictures.
Ocean Park; Walter Cofeldt, RiverHollywood — Following the resignation of Frank Woods as secretary
side; Hal Niedes, Los Angeles; Jack
Managerial Shifts Made
Retlaw, Bell, Huntington ParJ< and of the Academy of M. P. Arts and
By Warners in Wisconsin Walnut Park; E. J. Feder, Los An- Sciences, the board of directors ap- "The
Releasing
Lastgangland
Parade" and
Last "The
Parade,"
pointed Clinton Wunder, executive
Milwaukee — Charles Secord, formOther position advancements made manager, to take charge of the secre- racketeer story, is Columbia's third
erly connected with Warner Bros. geles.
in Oregon, those of S. G.
Kenton
ditary's duties relating to the active January rectedrelease.
in Sheboygan, has been named man- included,
it with a Erie
cast G.that
includes
Mendenhall, Medford; Archie Holt, operation of the Academy machinery.
ager of the circuit's Downer here, Medford. In Kansas Harley Fr>er,
Lester Cowan will continue as as- Jack Holt and Tom Moore in the feasucceeding Frank Dau, who has been
tured roles, Constance Cummings, new
sistant secretary. Fred Niblo is t
named manager of the Sheboygan Atchinson; C. M. Morehead, ChaColumbia
leading lady, Gaylord Pentheater. Fred Reeths is the new man- nute; Ray McLain, Newton. In Illi- finish Woods'
unexpired
term.
dleton, Edmund Breese, Robert Ellis,
nois, H. M. Gerguson of Centralia;
ager of the Granada here.
"Vivi," Erie D. Bunn, Jesse De Vorka,
Benny Katz, formerly publicity James J. Long, Benton; Max Tsch- Lefkowich-Greenberger Add House Robert Graham, Ed Le Saint, and
Cleveland — The Lefkowich-Green- Clarence Muse.
director for R-K-O theaters in Day- auder, Jacksonville; Edwin D. Clark,
berger Circuit has closed the Gaiety
ton, O., has been named publicity Salem; Paul D. Stpnum, Taylorville.
director for Warner theaters in In Colorado, Dave Davis, Denver; East Ninth St., and acquired the
Wisconsin,
with headquarters
here. M. E. Berheiner, Durango. In Mis- Roxy, also on East Ninth, formerly
Bushel of Wheat Admits One
souri, J. H. Berlanger, Herbert operated by H. M. Bremner. Th;
Lethbridge, Alta. — Charles Hanson
Goldberg, H. L. Goladay, Leon Gaiety will be dismantled. Th?
Billy James Officiates
n trying to aid in alleviating the
Cleveland — William M. James, Robertson, Kansas City; Earl Hit- Roxy was recently rebuilt and dec- wheat problem, has promised admispresident of the M.P.T.O. of Ohio, ton, Nevada; J. P. Martin, Cape
orated at an expense of approximatesion to his theater to all farmers who
and Jacksonville.
conducted the ceremony of installing Girardeau
leave one bushel of wheat per person
the officers of the Cleveland M. P.
ly $10,000.
at the box office.
Exhibitors' Ass'n. J. J. Harwood
was inducted into office for the fifth
Son for Hornblows
consecutive year. In appreciation
of his past work he was presented
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hornblow
with an elaborately fitted Gladstone
,By HARRY N. BLAIR ,
Jr., became parents of a boy on Sunbag. Others inducted were George
day morning. Mrs. Hornblow is the
Palda, vice-president; John Urbanformer
Julia Crosby of the stage.
been
has
Walter
Y inWILLI
starred, and with
supported
by a O'Keefe
cast of She retired from the theater when
placed
charge AMS
of camera work completed,
sky, treasurer, and George W. Erd- J^ARR
niann, secretary.
Arthur Hornblow went to Hollywood
on "New York Lady," featuring Broadway favorites.
Tallulah Bankhead and Clive Brook,
as
production executive for Samuel
Wm. Laidlaw, Jr., recently of the Goldw) n.
now in rehearsal at Paramount's Paramount writing staff, has reNew York studio.
New Incorporations
turned from the midwest, where
he
underwent
a minor surgical opBetty Morrissey, who has appeareration, and is preparing to resume
ed in pictures with Charlie Chaplin,
Home Pictures Equipment, inventions, etc. ;
4 V. A.'S on B'woy
his writing career.
Hitsh, Newman, Reass & Becker, 100 Broad- Norma Shearer and Reginald DenFour United Artists producly, New York.
200 shares common.
ny, on the West Coast, has a role in
tions, nearly 25 per cent of the
"Politics," starring George Jessel,
Norma Amuse. Corp., theatrical ; Hovell,
McChesney & Clarkson, 152 W. 42nd St., "Sex in Business," recently comcompany's
total releases for
has been chosen by "Photoplay
pleted here by Paramount.
Xew
York.
$25,000.
the season, are currently playMagazine"
as
one
of
the
best
dozen
Producers Film Sales Corp., motion pictures; H. G. Kosch, 383 Madison Ave., New
ing Broadway. "Reaching for
short subjects released during DeYork.
200 shares common.
the Moon" is at the Criterion,
cember. Burnet Hershey authored
Vitaphone
is
getting
very
"horsey"
these days having signed up Earl this one for Warner Vitaphone.
I.eha Theater, N. Burkan, 1451 Broadway.
"Devil to Pay" at the Gaierv
New
York.
1.950 shares common.
"The Bat Whispers" a< the
Sande,
famous
jockey
and
"Poodles"
Advertisers
Motion Picture Co.; L J. Ro
Hanneford, best kncrwn of all circus
Tom Hogan, director of the
Rivoli, and "One Heavenly
sett, 130 W. 42nd St., New York.
500 shares riders.
common.
Pathe Audio Review, was guest of
Night" at the Rialto. Four
Continental Amuse. Co., Wilmington, Del.,
other U. A. films, including
honor
at a dinner given at the
realty; Corporation Trust Co. of Delaware;
Herman Ruby is preparing the Pathe Long Island studio upon his
Dover, Del.
$500,000.
two repeats, are due on Broadscript for a new Joe Penner vehicle return from a vacation in Florida.
Capitol Increases
way next month. They are
Buffalo Amuse. Corp., Buffalo, 100 to 1,Among
those
who
attended
were
for Vitaphone
titled "Gayjgway."
C00 shares, no par.
"City Lights," "Kiki," "Hell's
Beverly Jones, Nick Cavaliere, WalName Changes
Angels" and "Abraham Linter
Strenge,
Frank
Perugini,
Sam
"Night
Club Revels," a two-reel
Literary Digest Films Enterprises, ManVitaphone musical comedy, has been Klein and Harry Ford.
hattan to News Topics.
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios

A NEWS

EVENT
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The Result of
The National Poll
of Critics

on

THE
TEN
REST
PICTURES OF 1930
Will be Released This Week
Through The Film Daily
and 500 Newspapers and
Magazines Everywhere to
Millions of Their Readers.
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of critical

America

and

is now

a national

institution.

Acclaimed by seasoned newspaper reviewers —
from coast to coast — as an outstanding dramatic screen triumph
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CODE ' is smashing box office records at first
run showings everywhere.
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New Color Process Co. Plans N. Y. -Holly wood Labs

RKO-PATHE SALES FORCES BEING JJERGED
Warners Book Minstrel Show in Public Response Test
The Mirror
— a column of comment
HOLLYWOOD is "spoiling the
morals of the black men of Africa
tribes," claim
savagemissionaries
and
Frenchother
overseas
... .
If you know your Africa you know
that the local inhabitants are unmoral and therefore motion pictures can't be justly blamed for

impairing their morals. Additionally,
if the export records are on the up
and up, few American films get
playdates in the heart of wildest
Africa. The statement is one of
those deplorable slams aimed at the

film industry. From one angle there's
considerable satisfaction to be derived from these stories published by
newspapers outside of the business.
If millions of people the world over
were not intensely interested in
American-made pictures, such statements wouldn't be news. A backhanded compliment, we might observe.

Blackface Troupe Routed
for Dates With Street
Parade and All
Under the company's policy of experimenting with different kinds of
programs to find out which one gets
the best public support in various
communities, Warner Bros., has
booked the John R. Van Arnam
Minstrels, a blackface aggregation of
long
established
reputation,
for a

Tut! Tut!
George Weeks, in the comfort of his Sono Art office,
yesterday denied that he is personally interested in a deal
with Tiffany and then made
the astounding announcement
that he is considering buying
Paramount.

Re-organization and amalgamation
of the Pathe-RKO sales forces will
start about Feb. 1. and adjustments
made before the new selling season
and RKO spring convention takes
(Continued

on

Paoe
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THEATER BUSINESS BETTER, SAN RORK RETURNING
TO PRODUCTION FIELD
PARA. GETTING 6 STAGES SAYS KATZ AFTER SURVEY
READY FOR MULTi UNGUALS
(Continued on Page 8)

Production of foreign language
talkers by Paramount, which already
has turned out more than 100 pictures in 14 tongues between its
Hollywood and Paris studios, will
be resumed shortly, with six stages
now being made ready for this work.

"Theater business is a little better," declared Sam Katz in an exclusive interview with The Film
Daily yesterday. Katz also described the situation as "more comfortable," basing his observations on
his recent trip to various Publix
houses with object of instilling confidence into employes in connection
with the permanency of their jobs.

Geo. Akerson Will Start

Six Boston First Runs
Go Warner Next Week
Under Sidney Kent's Wing

George Akerson, President Hoover's secretary, who is to join Paramount in an executive capacity, will
first undergo training under the supervision of Sidney R. Kent, Adolph
day.
Zukor told The Film Daily yester-

STENCH bomb throwing would be a
felony under a bill introduced in the
Ohio Legislature under sponsorship of
Zukor declined to comment on the
\the M. P. T. O. of that state.,.. An
association with cold gray bars would situation resulting from Warner
Bros, signing of three Paramount
be promised alleged gentlemen who stars.
toss such offensive objects about.
The measure ought to pass and similar treatment given to twin sister
bills in other states.

Boston — Warner-First National
product will play six local first run
nouses simultaneously for the week
starting Saturday. The bookings,
closed by Tom Spry, Warner manager here, include: "Little Caesar,"
Keith's; "Kiss Me
Again,''
Keith's Boston, "Illicit," Olympia
and Uptown; "Other Men's Women", Beacon and Modern.

United Film Industries, Inc.,
Introducing New Color Process

THE forthcoming Allied meeting at
Chicago will be open to all independent
exhibs who will also be permitted to
vote as well as talk . . . .An open forum
for indies at which they may voice
their grievances and help form plans
for their correction. The place to
squawk is Chicago — and not afterwards, when the session's over.

Consolidation of Personnel
Expected to Start
Feb. 1

Directors Next?
West Coast Bur. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Having fortified
themselves with a batch of
new stars, Warner Bros, will
probably comb the directorial
field next. Josef von Sternberg
already has been mentioned.

A

new process of color photography, invented in Germany and
said to be covered by basic patents,
is about to be placed on the market
by United Film Industries, Inc., of
New York. The company will establish its first American plant in
New York in February, with a lab
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Sam Rork, former First National
producer, who has been ill for the
past two years, will return to the
production field. Rork, who has been
at the Coast, is now in New York
looking over the product and distributing situations.

Roech Slated to Succeed
Ross as Photophone Head
Alexander' E. Roech, vice president in charge of engineering for
RCA Photophone, will be named a
successor (Continued
to Charles
J. Ross,
execuon Page
8)

Fox Portland Division
Being Discontinued
Portland, Ore. — Fox West Coast
Theaters is discontinuing its Portland
division by combining the local administrative offices with the Seattle
(Continued on Page 8)

Out Tomorrow!
Full story of THE FILM
DAILY'S nation-wide poll on
the '"Ten Best Pictures of
1930", as selected by nearly 350
newspaper, magazine, trade paper and syndicate critics representing some 750 publications
with an aggregate of 30,000,000
readers, will be released tomorrow in THE FILM DAILY
and in the several hundred publications participating in the
contest.

THE
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capable of taking care of a yearly
capacity of 200 million feet of film.
plan* will be conA Hollywood
structed late in the spring.
The methods of operation are the
standard black ana white manufacturing methods, with the exception
of the "sensitizing" operation of the
unexposed negative or positive stock,
and the passing of the developed and
fixed negative or positive film
through three chemicals and dye
baths. In connection with the use
of the sound track the process operates in the same manner as the
standard black and white film.
Standard ■"orthochromatic" negative
stock and standard positive stock
are used. The methods of photography are the same as in standard
black and white, and standard black
and white cameras are used, with
out any addition thereto.
The operations, to produce a motion picture negative film, require
only 30 minutes more time than the
usual black and white involves. The
extra time, handling and chemicals
required add approximately one-half
per cent per foot to the cost of production, over and above the cost of
producing black and white negatives.

The president of United Film Industries is Hans von Fraunhofer,
42^ + 1
and Dr. Joseph S. Friedman, photo1H
chemist formerly with Technicolor,
3M +
Ya
is
in charge of the technical depart17'A +
y4 ment.
16*4 +
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place, The Film Daily learns.
Lee Marcus is expected from the
Coast early next month, when he
will immediately assume his duties in
charge of the Pathe selling force.
The consolidation of sales personnel
will be made gradually and the
strength of the two outfits combined.
Upon his return from Florida, this
month, E. J. O'Leary, general sales
manager, is expected to switch to an
executive post with Pathe-Dupont.

Estelle Taylor as Guest
At A.M.P.A. Luncheon
Estelle Taylor (Mrs. Jack
sey) will be guest of honor
morrow's luncheon of the A.
A. in the Hotel Dixie. Other
inent guests will be Albertina
and Dmitri Tiomkin.

Dempat toM. P.
promRasch

Warners' $2 B'way House
Changing to Grind Policy
Starting Saturday the Warner,
Broadway house heretofore devoted
to $2 runs, will go on a continuous
policy at popular prices. "Kiss Me
Again", current attraction, closes tonight, and Joe E. Brown in "Going
Wild" will open the new policy.

Fox Division Managers
Protest Salacious Ads

A protest against salacious advertising was the main topic discussed
by 20 Fox Theater managers, representing the territory east of the Mississippi, at their regular monthly
H
Judge — AOkays
"Birth"
%
Baltimore
decision
in favor of meeting held yesterday at the New
York Athletic Club. Harry Arthur
the producers of the film "Birth" has
been handed down by Judge Ullman, presided.
%
against the state censor board, which
54 had ordered 92 eliminations in the
production.
COMING & GOING
y2

Ya,

4—
54
—
H
+ 2

Reeves Espey a Papa
St. Louis — Reeves
Espey,
righthand man to Charles Skouras, is the
father of a boy, who has been named
Reeves, Jr.

See Defeat for St. Louis Tax Bill
St. Louis — Defeat of the proposed
5 per cent tax on amusement tickets,
to provide funds for the city's charitable institutions, is predicted following an informal check of members
of the aldermanic board.

Jan. 22

M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania will hold annual election
meeting in Philadelphia.

Jan. 23

Meeting of S. M. P. E., Westinghouse Lighting Institute, Grand
Central Palace, New York, 8:15

Jan. 19-24 Fox Anniversary Week.
Jan. 22-24 Annual
conference of National
p. m.
Board of Review, Hotel Pennsylvania, New York.
way.
Jan. 26
"Cimarron",
RKO
production,
opens at the Globe on BroadJan. 30

Los

ix

8
8

New
York
1540 Broadway
BRYant
4712

Long
Island City
1 54 Crescent
St.
STIllwell
7940

Charlie
"City
opens atChaplin's
the George
M. Lights"
Cohan,
New York.

Feb. 7

First Annual Dinner and Dance
by Columbia Pictures employees.
Hotel
Plaza, New
York.

Feb. 9

Thirty-second annual dinner by
the Society of the Genesee in
honor of George
Eastman.
'
Feb. 10-11 National convention of independent exhibitors called by
in
Chicago.
Allied
States Ass'n to be held

Mar. 7

Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
May 25-28
Spring meeting
of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers to be
held in Hollywood.
April 4-11

Players'
and
Patrons'
Week, national
benefit for Jubilee
N. V.
A.
Club.
April 23-24 dorsers
State Convention
of Indiana
Inof Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.

"Waltz Dream"

DARMOTJR

leaves for the coast

MARK LUESCHER left for Washington
yestf.rday.
JACOB WILK, Warner Bros, story editor, is on his way to the coast to confer
with studio executives on new material.
HELEN TWELVETREES, Pathe star,
left yesterday
for the coast.

plaintiff, has been settled and discontinued.
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BREWSTER COLOR
FILM CORPORATION

is the number of
THE STONE FILM
LIBRARY
220 West 42nd Street
New York City

Let Us Solve Your Problems!

p J. E. Brulatour, Inc.
Hollywood
Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywood
4121

PRINTS

Color sound cameras available for
short subjects, or advertising films.
Color prints from Bi-pack negatives.

2-1-4-1— WISCONSIN

Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists'm

fl
it
Chicago
i'X
Indiana 2691
Ave.
it 1727
CALumet

Suit Settled

Litigation pending in the Supreme
Court of New York County relative
to the motion picture rights to the
Viennese operetta, "The Waltz
Dream," in which Ufa and M-G-M
were named as defendants and David Koss as the alleged owner of the
film rights to this property was

COLOR
Friday.
LARRY

I Eastman Films
I

it

Premiere of Charlie Chaplin's "City Lights" at the new
Angeles
in Los Angeles.
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Greatest Moment the Screen Has
Ever Known. Fifty Thousand
Stampeded Humans Sweep in a
Boiling, Brawling Mass Across the
Line . . . Crazed Men . . . Frenzied
Women . . . Wild-eyed Children . . .
Sprawling Under Murderous Hoofs
. - . Careening On . .. On Into a Wilderness that by Sundown Became
the Maddest Empire Ever Known!
A SCENE UNMATCHED THROUGH
THE SWEEP OF ALL SHOW AGES!
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Linked in PRESS AND RADIO campaign to
Smash "Cimarron" into Minds of Millions
the World.
1
MIGHTIEST BROADCAST
OF MODERN TIMES AS
OFFICIAL WASHINGTON
LAUDS

"CIMARRO

"

Most Dramatic Event in Washington Since the Inauguration of
the President . . . Friday Night,
Jan, 23, RKO-RADIO PICTURES
"CIMARRON" Broadcast-NBC
Blue Network Under Auspices of
the Oklahoma Congressional
Delegation, Floyd GibbonS/Great
Stars of "Cimarron"
as World Cocks an

FULL
PRESS

On the Air
Eager Ear.
DIX
IRENE DUNNE
ESTELLE
TAYLOR

POWER OF NATION'S
ARRAYED
FOR
DRIVE

AND ASSEMBLAGE OF
SUPERLATIVE ARTISTS

Titan Ad Campaign on Grand-scale Lines.
Framed to Blow The Lid Off America! Biggest Merchandising Stroke in Show History!
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ADAPTATION

HOWARD
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NEWS of the DAY

HOLLYWOOD FLASHES
\By

RALPH

WILKi

CPENCER TRACY has signed a
new five-year contract with Fox.
He has been assigned principal parts
in "Six Cylinder Love" and "Skyline," and also may be teamed again
with Warren Hymer.
Helene Chadwick has been added
to "Hell Bound," which James Cruze
is producing for Tiffany.
Constance Bennett's new Pathe
vehicle, tentatively titled "Lost
Love," has been placed in production with Paul L. Stein directing.
Supporting cast includes Joel McCrea, Paul Cavanagh, Anthony
Bushell, Frederick Kerr and Louise
Closser Hale.
Trem Carr has completed "The
Ridin' Fool," sixth of the series of
Bob Steele westerns for Tiffany. J.
P. McCarthy directed and in the
cast are Josephine Velez, Frances
Morris. Florence Turner, Ted
Adams, Eddie Featherston, Jack
Henderson, Al Bridges, Gordon
Demain and Fern Emmett.
Gloria Swanson is having a
private theater added to her residence on Crescent Drive, Beverly
Hills. California and has contracted
for the installation of RCA Photophone
in the projection
booth.
Josephine Lovett is adapting
"Corsair" for the screen. "Corsair"
is a serial, which ran in "Liberty"
and it is considered one of the best
stories of the past vear. It will be
produced by Roland West.
Our nominations for the "ten
best, picture stealers of 1930" include Stuart Erwin, El Brendel.
Benny Rubin, Lilyan Tashman, Leon
Errol, Joseph Cawthorne, Rosco
Ates, Cliff Edwards, Joan Blondell
and Dorothy Christy.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Sam
place.

Sax and Claude Ezell promoted by Selznick. Sax in Roger's
*
*
*

Standard Film and Independent
Film of St. Louis combine.
*
*
*
Marshall Neilan to produce in the
East.
*
*
*
D. W. Griffith expects to gross
$4,000,000 on "Way Down East."

• • • CLYDE ELLIOTT, who directed the Knute Rockne
football series for Pathe, has established somewhat of a record
the shorts represented
a few thousand
in production
costs, and grossed over 150 grand
which
ain't so bad,
when you stop to think about it
Clyde is back at the
home ossif after shooting
several shorts with Johnny
Farrell
at St. Augustine, Fla
he claims a course record, having
lost 12 balls in 18 holes
he also met Jawn D. Rockefeller
at Coronado, and managed to get hisself introduced three times
thus collecting
three shiny new
dimes
another
racket that only a film guy would have thought out
Clyde
claims he and the caddy were the only ones to witness Johnny
Farrell miss a follow-thru for the first time in that champ's
career
a rattlesnake
sniped at Johnny just as he was
about to swing, so Johnny swung at the rattler instead, and
gooled him
*
*
*
*
•

• • LAMP THIS new racket, the latest Hollywood product
according to the Syracuse "Herald," a chap named
A. W. Hazelton, a numismatist, once staked a Russian general,
playing as an extra, to his first square meal in weeks, and the
general gave him a gold medal from the Czar
a director
needed a medal
like that for a decoration in a war pix, and
rented it from Hazelton at a fancy price
and Hazey, not
being so dumb, got an idea
today he controls the medalrenting industry, with a prize collection of over 2,000 assorted
medals and war decorations
these he rents to producers
at prices ranging from $5 to $75 a week
Radio paid 300
berries a week for medals worn by Lowell Sherman in "The
Royal
Bed"
a racket, wot?
*
*
*
*
•

•

• CARL LAEMMLE
celebrated his birthday last Saturday
but he was slightly indisposed, and the doctor called
and wrote out a prescription
when the doc handed it to
him, Uncle Carl jumped up and grabbed his hat
"Where
are you going?" asked the doc
Mister Laemmle looked
confused, and then explained that when he landed in this country as a li'l boy, he got his first job on his birthday as an errand
boy in a Bowery drug store
and the sight of the prescription blank had shot him back in memory to those early days,
and made him think he was still an errand boy in the drug
store
and mebbe sometimes he wishes he was

• • •
HAVE
YOU
seen the rejuvenated
house
organ
of
Columbia,
called "Showman"?
the current
issue is a
darb, with two-color cover in vivid yellow and purple, and a
fancy makeup that would do credit to a national mag
ye ed, Herb Berg, and the art director, Fra'nk Spicker, should
prosper with Columbia
if they keep up this pace
Miss
Hughes, who handles the empey section of the Portland (Me.)
"Herald," also runs the women's page, and is one of the busiest
li'l newspaper gals we know
her greatest kick in life is
when some film exec visits Portland and takes her away from
the desk grind for supper
and they always do, when they
visit that New England burg
Lee De Forest is making
his permanent headquarters on the Coast, doing research work...
*
*
*
*
• • • FOR THE first time since the Roxy opened, the
Roxyettes went on Monday
nite with 31 gals instead of the
usual 32
we counted
'em ourself, and so did the gent
with us
yey, ONLY 31
mebbe the fact that Kirk
McGee,
assistant
manager,
took one of the Roxyettes,
Truly
Jones, on a honeymoon to Atlantic City, explains it
With
Lewis Ayres appearing in "U's" "Fires of Youth" and Warners'
"Doorway to Hell," ain't that enough to burn him up?
Islin Auster,with
whothe recently
joined
afterina the
twoscenario
years'
association
Paramount
NewColumbia
York studio
department, will collaborate with Harry Cohn in picking stage
and literary material

«

«

«

»

»
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Boston — The following contemplate erection of theaters in Brookline: W. Stuart Young, 18 Webster
St., cost $55,000; George Baker
Long, 11 Beacon St., $50,000; William J. Mishel, 14 Rawson F^?4,
$50,000; John D. Murphy, 19 Clark
Road, $50,000, and Edward H. Hill,
310 Boylston St., $30,000.
St. Louis — Hollywood ^Studios,
Inc., has been formed here to deal
in pictures, equipment, accessories,
etc. Incorporators are Harry Greenman, Clarence D. Loewe, Louis
Chickering, Kenneth Fightmaster
and Clarence
D. Hill.
Carthage, Mo. — Model Theater
Corp., has been incorporated with
$2,000 capital. Signers are Glenn
E. Dyson, Norman E Dyson and
7elma
W. Davis.
Milwaukee — The new Warner will
be turned over to Warner Bros, on
March 1, on which date the contractors have given notice that the theater will be completed.
San Francisco — The renovated
Paramount on Market St. will be reopened by Fox on Jan. 29.
Minneapolis — Charles J. Brewster
has succeeded J. William Deubach
as superintendent of maintenance,
equipment and purchases for the
Fox-Midwesco houses. The appointment was made by Harold J. Fitzcuit.
gerald, general manager of the cirKansas City— Edward S. Olsmith,
manager of the local Tiffany, reports bookings for the playing of
the Tiffany Chimp Comedies in forty-nine houses in his territory during the next three weeks. This will
include a great majority of first run
dates.
Aberdeen, S. D.— H. L. Walker,
veteran northwest showman and
recently.
owner of a number of theaters, died

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Beit wiahes and congratulation! a/a
extended by ThE FILM DAILY
to the following membera of the industry, who are celebrating their
birthdays?

January 21
James
Arthur Marcus
S. Dickinson
H. W. Fitelson
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Chinese Interior Gets First Movies —Slapstick Wows

Province of 60,000,000
Being Modernized by
Film Influence

Peking — Motion pictures are making their first appearance far into
the interior of Szechuen province
and their advent is bringing about a
gradual modernization of the Chinese
hinterland, according to reports
reaching here. The coming of movies to these remote towns is forcing
the introduction of electric lights and
other improvements heretofore unknown in the back country.
Szechuen is the largest of Chinese
provinces. It is three times as big
as Texas, and it has a population of
60,000,000.
One result of this condition is to
make news reels popular with the
movie fans. Some of the small
houses show only that kind of picture. Age is no barrier and films of
events dating before the World War
can still be seen.
The sight of two men pelting each
other with custard pies puts a Chinese audience into hysterics.
Dramatic thrills, especially when
they savor of the mysterious or supernatural, pack 'em in, and the old
American serials have large followings. Comedy reels, however, are
a. dead loss unless of the slap-stick
variety.

Rentals Confab With Hays
Awaits Additional Data
Although Will H. Hays has arrived in New York from the Coast,
the committee representing the T.
O. C. C. on the matter of lower film
rentals will not interview him until
data on (he subject has been comMembers
by Charles O'Reilly.
of thepiled association
are now sending
in information.
Coston Books Tiffany Product
Chicago — Joe Merrick, midwest
district manager, and Elmer Grace,
Chicago exchange manager, have
completed a deal with the Coston
Booking Circuit whereby it will play
the entire feature output on the Tiffany program.
Publicity Men Instructed
Publicity and advertising directors
have received from the Hays office
a communication in which is stressed
"the absolute necessity of cutting out
dollar sign publicity."

Pass the Cake
Providence — "Just the Cake"
exclaimed Harry Storin, RKO
Rhode Island head, as the Pilgrim Bakers presented him
with an enormous hunk of
pastry on the occasion of the
company's second anniversary
celebration. Today Albee customers will receive free pieces
— as long as the cake survives.

a

Caesar" Draws Notables

Zeb Epstein and his assistants made a list of the notables who
entered the Strand, to see "Little Caesar," during the 24 hours
ending Monday midnight. Here they are: Mae West, Eddie Leonard, Texas Guinan, Bill Tilden, Pauline Starke, George Bancroft,
Irving Berlin, Grant Withers, Tammany Young, Primo Camera
and "Shipwreck" Kelly, who tried to crash the gate with his wife
and whole family.

Industrials in Big Demand
For Educational Purposes
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Warners Book Minstrels
In Public Response Test

'Em

LOKAN CIRCUIT OF CHINA
BUYS 16 RCA PH0T0PHONES
A campaign to install sound equipment throughout the Lokan circuit
embracing the principal cities of
China has been started with the purchase of 16 RCA Photophone units
by the Theater Equipment Co., Ltd.,
of Shanghai, controlled by Lokan.
Ten of the machines are now on the
way to China.

Fox Portland Division
Being fromDiscontinued
(Continued
Page 1)

Washington — Demand for industrial
motion pictures for use in educational
work has become so great that even
the Bureau of Mines, Department of
Commerce, which has perhaps the
world's largest collection of industrial
educational films, is unable to fill all
requests, it is stated by M. F. Leopold
of the Bureau's Moving Picture Production Section.
More than 2,500,000 persons saw
these educational pictures last year at
about 11,000 separate showings, it is
estimated by Leopold. The Bureau
now has more than 700 sets of films,
covering nearly 60 subjects and totaling approximately 2,100,000 feet in
length. They represent an investment
of about $1,000,000, all of which has
been paid by co-operating industrial
concerns.

unit. The combined district will be
known as the Northwest Division
(Continued from Pane 1)
and will handle all houses in Oregon
tour starting this week in the cir- and Vancouver, Wash. Robert Bender is supervisor of the new district,
cuit's Shenandoah Valley houses.
The minstrel unit will give a 45-min- with headquarters in Seattle. J. J.
ute show and also provide the time- Parker continues as chief of the Porthonored street parade in each town.
land group and Floyd Maxwell gets
Warners have bought the show out- the berth at the Portland Paramount,
right and each house playing the at- with supervisory right over the Rialtraction will be required to handle to in that city.
the date at its own expense.
Additional attractions booked for Roech Slated to Succeed
the Warner circuit in connection
Ross as Photophone Head
with this public response test include
(Continued
from Page 1)
the Dave Harris unit, Davey Lee, the
tive
vice
president
who died on the
Our Gang Kids and others. The
houses will get these shows every coast last Thursday, The Film Daily
other week. At practically all of learns.
the stands included in these booktion. ings, Warners are without opposi- S.M.P.E. To Discuss

Improved Microphone
Developed by Photophone

One result of this policy is expect"Teaching Films" will be the subed to be the wiping out of cheap
ject for discussion at the meeting of
musical tabloid shows and other in- the New
York Section of the Society
ferior stage attractions by educating
of
Motion
Picture Engineers, to be
the public to the better quality of
talent.
held Friday night at the Westinghouse Lighting Institute, Grand Central Palace. K. R. Edwards of Eastman Teaching Films will deliver an
Oscar Hanson Attending
and demonstration of TeachAllied Meet in Chicago address
ing Films.
Oscar Hanson, sponsor of the pro(.t
posal to merge the M. P. T. O. A. Chicago Exhibs, Union
and Allied States Ass'n, will attend
the Allied meeting scheduled for Feb.
Seek Early Settlement
10 and 11 in Chicago.
Chicago — A series of meetings is
being ent
held
by the
Illinoisheaded
IndependTheater
Owners,
by
Sally Chayes Sells Novel
Aaron Saperstein, and the opera"The Way of Some Flesh", a novtors' union with a view to an early
el by Sally Chayes, of the Paramount settlement of the wage controversy.
Publix editorial department, has been Most of the exhibitors declare they
accepted by Horace Liveright and would be unable to operate profitably
will be published next month.
_
if obliged to pay an average of $100
weekly to two operators.
Auction Baltimore Theater
Baltimore — The Circuit Court has
Hoot's Split Policy
decreed that the Hippodrome be offered for sale at public auction in a
Hoot Gibson will split his
receiver suit, on Fe,b. 16.
time between vaude. and pictures during 1931-32. He will
Silverberg on Arbitration Board
play
six then
weeks
R-K-O
vaudeville,
makeof two
proBuffalo— Herbert T. Silverberg,
ductions for M. H. Hoffman,
local attorney who deals chiefly in
after which he returns to Rtheatrical and motion picture cases,
K-O for six weeks, then back
has been appointed to the panel of
to pictures, and so on.
the American Arbitration Ass'n.

Perfection of the"Ribbon Microphone", in process of development
for several months and already operated in studios using RCA Photophone recording system, is announced by Lowell V. Calvert, manager of recording operations. The
new device, said to be a revolutionary
step in transference of sound to film,
was developed by Dr. Harry F. Olson, research engineer. It is described as simple in construction and
much easier to maintain than the
so-called condenser transmitter type
now in vjse.

R-K-0 Managerial Changes
Following the resignation of David Beehler, R-K-O theater division
manager for Brooklyn and Long Island, and until his successor is
named, Charles McDonald, in charge
of the New York City division will
supervise Beehler's territory. A. M.
Roy has replaced B. D. Hooten as
manager of the R-K-O Palace, South
Bend, Ind. J. W. Duebach has replaced Howard P. Kingsmore as city
manager of Milwaukee. Robert Cotton, has replaced Jack Bruce as manager of the R-K-O President, St.
Paul. Cotton formerly managed the
R-K-O 7th St., Minneapolis, which
is now managed by Dick Gaston.

Films for Teaching
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Wm. Fox Property Holdings Block Radio City Project

THE TEN BEST PICTURES OF 1930
31 Holdovers in Four Broadway De Luxers Last Year
Roxy and Strand Top List
with Nine Each Held
More Than Week
Thirty-one features were held over
by the four Broadway de luxe weekly-change houses during 1930, a
checkup by The Film Daily indicates. The Roxy and Strand each
played nine pictures more than a
week, topping the list. With four
continuous weeks at the Roxy "Common Clay" held the individual picture holdover record. Holdover pictures are(.Continued
as follows:
on Roxy,
Page 3)"Hot for

THE

TEN BEST

Picture

Votes

All Quiet on the Western Front
Abraham .Lincoln
Holiday

271
1 67
166

Jon mey's End
Anna Christie
The Big House
With Byrd at the South Pole
The Divorcee

151
141
141
121
94

Hell's Angels
Old English

M. L FINKELSTEIN DIES
IN SUAUL, AT 62 65% of Pictures Shown Abroad
St. Paul— M. L. Finkelstein, 62, of
Finkelstein & Ruben died last night.
He had been in the picture business
for 20 years, associated with I. H.
Ruben, building up the F. & R. Circuit to one of the most important
independent circuits in the country.
His son, Leonard Finkelstein, is on
his way from New York by plane.
The funeral will be held Friday.

More Poster Advertising
Advocated by Lee Balsly
More liberal use of poster advertising is advocated by Lee D. Balsly,
Fox ad accessory manager, just back
from a tour embracing Charlotte,
Washington, Atlanta, Memphis, St.
Louis, Cincinnati and Pittsburgh.
The public today are outdoor fiends,
he says, and the most effective advertising campaigns are those bal(Continued

on

Page

2)

for "Lights"
Top
United Artists is getting
record top money for Charlie
Chaplin's "City Lights." Deals
are understood to be made on
a SO per cent and percentage
basis.

91
87

Supplied by American Producers
Washington Bureau, of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Despite upsetting of
the foreign market by the talking
pictures, American-made films represent approximately 65 per cent of
all pictures shown abroad. In the
silent days American productions
occupied about 80 per cent of the
world playdates.
Decline in U. S. films is principally
in the European field. In Latin
America the decrease is figured at
5 per cent.
American producers are
(Continued

on

Page

3)

AFFILIATE WITH ALLIED
Nebraska

Theater Owners' Cooperative Ass'n has been formed
under sponsorship of Lester Martin.
The unit is affiliated with Allied
States Ass'n. Election of officers
and a board of directors will take
place

soon.

Refusal of Fox To Sell Site
Delays Radio City Project
GRANT L. COOK SOCKS
THE BIG RUMOR MARKET
Asked point-blank yesterday by
The Film Daily for the honest-togoodness man-to-man lowdown on
all these Tiffany rumors being ped(Continued

on

Page

5)

Failure to get-together with William Fox on terms for property he
owns bordering on Sixth Ave., between 48th and 49th Sts., New York,
is understood to be the principal
reason for delay in further projecting plans for Radio City. This
parcel is included in the site announced by RCA for its massive
structure which is to include theaters, legitimate and picture, and
radio broadcasting
studios.

Opinions
the Shown
Nation's
Leading ofCritics
in Film Daily Poll
Taking first place with the un
precedented vote of 271, a margin
of 104 over the next on the lis
and representing the highest fig
ure ever scored in this series o
annual contests, "All Quiet on the
Western Front" heads the par ad
of winners in the poll for the "Te
Best Pictures of 1930" conducte
by The Film Daily as a featura
of The Film Year Book, which
comes off the press next month.

'

This year's vote was
the largest!
to date, reflecting the greatly
in-\
creased interest that has been built!
up
the poll.
Further
of '.\
the byenthusiasm
aroused evidence
over
the
selection of the year's ten best pic- \
tures is shown in the fact that nearly 100 newspapers,
magazines, educational organizations and
various
public bodies, both in this country
and abroad,
conducted
"Ten
Best"
contests
of their
own.
Motion picture critics on some of
the daily papers put it up to their
readers
to pick the
"Tenin Best,"
and
these selections
were
turn subchoices

mitted
critics'
foras theThe respective
Film
Daily
(Continued on Pane 8)

Stimulating!
Newspaper, magazine and
other publicity resulting from
the annual selection of the
"Ten Best" has grown to the
point where it is one of the
greatest stimulators of interest
and builders of prestige in
the service of motion pictures. About 2,000 clippings
dealingcounted
with the
were
last "Ten
year. Best"
Indications point to an even greater number this year.
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Pittsburgh — James Balmer, division manager for Warner Bros., has
been elected president of the Variety Club of Pittsburgh, an organization comprising theatrical and motion picture men. The recent annual
banquet was attended by the sponsor of the club, Johnny Harris,
George Schaefer, George Feinberg,
George Dembow, Al Lichtman, Eddie Containe, Phil Reisman, Harry
Goldstone, Herman Robbins, Pat
Garyn and other picture people. Another guest was Katherine Variety
Sheridan, aged 2, a foundling adopted
by the club. She was given Variety
as a second name owing to the fact
that the club has adopted her and
her third name is also that of the
theater in which she was found.
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Brilliant Returning to Universal
Arthur Brilliant returns on Monday to Universal, succeeding Bob
Chandler, who has joined Columbia.
Brilliant was recently with Warner
Bros.

from

Page

Net earnings of the Roxy are
again expected to provide a topic
for discussion at the annual meeting
of the stockholders of the Roxy
Theaters Corp. scheduled for Feb. 2
at the Hotel Manger. Officers and
a new board of 12 directors will be
elected.
Sunday Showdown
Philadelphia, O. — A showdown on Sunday performances looms
here following action against two
houses which recently started Sabbath shows. A similar test case is
coming up in Dennison.
New

Regular Warner Preferred Dividend
Regular quarterly dividend of 96J4
cents on the preferred stock has been
declared by Warner Bros., payable
March 1 to stock of record Feb. 9.
Left $183,652

West Coast Bureau of THE
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J. E. Brulatour, Inc.
Chicago
5 1727 Indiana Ave.
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Roxy Profits to be Topic
At Annual Meeting Feb. 2

Fred Thompson
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Los Angeles — Fred C. Thompson,
western actor who died last year,
left an estate of $183,652, to his fiveyear-old son and his mother, an accounting in Superior Court shows.
Frances Marion Thompson, scenario
writer, was left out of the will at
her own request.
"All Quiet" in Ninth Paris Week
Paris — "All Quiet on the Western
Front", now in its ninth week at the
Ermitage, is still chalking up new
records. Sunday's business was the
best single day of the run. "All
Quiet" also is breaking records in
the provinces.

M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania will hold annual election
meeting in Philadelphia.
Meeting of S. M. P. E., Westinghouse Lighting Institute, Grand
Central Palace, New York, 8:15

Jan. 19-24 Fox Anniversary
Week.
Jan. 22-24 Annual
of National
p.
m. ofconference
Board
Review, Hotel Pennsylvania, New York.
way.
Jan. 26 "Cimarron", RKO
production,
opens at the Globe on BroadJan. 30
Feb. 6

World Premiere of Charlie Chaplin's "City Lights" at the new
Los Angeles
in Los Angeles.
Charlie
"City
opens atChaplin's
the George
M. Lights"
Cohan,
New
York.

Alma Rubens Dies
Hollywood,
Cal. — Alma
Rubens
died last night of pneumonia.

COMING

More Poster Advertising
Advocated by Lee Balsly
anced with newspaper space, outdoor
display, theater lobby, direct mail
and local merchant tie-ups.
Balsly said business is on the upgrade and exhibitors are using more
advertising this season than in any
previous year.
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& GOING

MARY
PICKFORD
wood on Sunday.

returns to Holly-

artists'
is DAVE
in New EPSTEIN,
York from the
coast. representr.tlve,
MILTON COHEN has arrived in New
York after a business trip to the Continent
and England.
DAN FISH, representing writers and
players, is in New
York from London.
SCHUYLER GREY, who has arrived
from the Coast, goes to Washington Sunday
for a brief stay. He has worked on an
undersea picture for Fox.
TOM HOGAN, director for Pathe Audio
Review, is back from a two weeks' vacation
in Florida.
SAM SERWER, director of music puband exploitation
Warners'
music
affiliateslicityand
in charge for
of musical
programs
in Warner theaters, is making a tour of the
middle western
states.
JAMES R. GRAINGER has left town on
a business trip, returning Monday.
DUDLEY DIGGES left yesterday for the
coast
Bros. to appear in "All Woman" for Warner
LEE D. BALSLY, Fox ad accessory manager, is back from a trip to the central
and southern region.
HARDIE ALBRIGHT, New York stage
juvenile signed by Fox, leaves Sunday for
the coast.
CHARLES BUTTERWORTH is on his
way
HollywoodBros.
to appear in "You and
I" forto Warner
ROBERT WOOLSEY leaves for the coast
today on the Twentieth
Century.
Tuesday.
BERT WHEELER leaves for the coast
PHILLIPS HOLMES leaves today for
Hollywood
appear in "Confessions of a
Co-Ed. " for toParamount.
ARTHUR ELLIS has returned to New
York
after one
year heat was
Paramount's
ville studio,
where
in chargeJoinof
editing all foreign versions.
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31 HOLDOVERS LAST YEAR
IN FOUR B'WAY DELUXERS
{Continued
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Fox Movietone's ^Diplomatic Sensation

The full story of how Fox Movietone, with its Mussolini
peace speech, gained recognition from the League of Nations for
its service in the field of international diplomacy is being related
first-hand by Benjamin Miggins, Movietone's European director,
now visiting New York. Miggins directed the work of filming and
handling the negative, also submitting the developed film to Mussolini for his approval before public hearing. Ward Price, editor
of British Movietone News, made the preliminary arrangements for
the interview. The speech was delivered in English, French and
Italian, and the substance of it was that Italy would never take
the initiative in any war. Miggins, a veteran Foxite, was Truman
H. Talley's
tone News right-hand
in Europe. man while the latter was reorganizing Movie-

Paris," "Such Men are Dangerous,'
•Captain of the Guards," "High Society Blues," "King of Jazz," "So
This is London," "Common Clay,"
"All Quiet on the Western Front"
and "The Big Trail."
Strand: "Show of Shows," "So
1 Long, Letty," "Son of the Gods,"
"General Crack," "Hold Everything,"
"Disraeli," "Sweethearts and Wives,"
"Matrimonial Bed" and "Doorway to U. S. District Court Bans
Hell."
State Tax on Radio Sets
Capitol — "Anna Christie," "Divorce," "Caught Short," "Let Us
Columbia, S. C — In the first test
Be Gay," "Blushing Brides," "Ro- case brought at the instance of the
mance," "Big House" and "Min and
Radio Manufacturers' Ass'n, a deBill.'
cision prohibiting state taxation of
Paramount — "Honey," "Anybody's radio receiving set owners, as proWoman," "Playboy of Paris," "Right
posed by a South Carolina law, has
to Love" and "Tom Sawyer."
been handed down in the U. S. DisButterfield Buys Pathe Shorts
trict Co'urt here. Station WBT,
Detroit — Seventy-seven houses of plaintiff in the action, contended that
the Butterfield Circuit will play it is engaged in interstate commerce
Pathe short subjects through a deal and that the receiving sets are absolutely essential instrumentalities of
just negotiated by R. S. Ballantyne,
the
commerce
in which it is engaged.
midwestern division manager, and
H. A. Silverberg, Detroit branch
Mix Wins in Libel Suit
manager of Pathe.
Natchez, Miss. — Libel suit brought
by Col. Zack T. Miller of the 101
"Cimarron" and "Millie" Releases
RKO has set Feb. 9 for the release Ranch Show against Tom Mix has
of "Cimarron" and Feb. 8 for "Mil- been dismissed by Chancellor R. W.
Cutrer.
lie."

Pathe Stockholders' Meet
Adjourned for Two Weeks
The meeting of the Pathe stockholders scheduled to take place yesterday was adjourned for two weeks.

U. S. PRODUCERS SUPPLY
65% OF PICTURES ABROAD
(.Continued

from

Page

1)

holding their own in the Far East,
according to reports to the M. P.
Division of the Dept. of Commerce.
American representation in the Australian and New Zealand market
amounts to 80 per cent.
John Grail Promoted
John Grail, formerly manager of
Fox Rialto, Jersey City, has been
placed in charge of press book advertising under Vic Shapiro at the
home office. Walter Dickinson replaces Grail at the Rialto.

Paramount Stage Show Changes
Highlighting changes in the ParaFox Athletic Club Ball
mount stage show setups in New
York
and
Brooklyn is the departure
Maurice Goodman, chairman of the
ticket committee for the Foxfilm of Rudy Vallee from the latter house
after being on its payroll approxiAthletic Club's fifth annual dinner
mately one year and a half. Vallee
and ball which takes place on the
opens a tour at the Metropolitan,
evening of Feb. 28, at the Commo- Boston, tomorrow. Duke Ellington
dore Hotel, is preparing to accom- comes into the Brooklyn Strand with
modate 2,000 guests. According to
Goodman, the ticket sale exceeds his band for two weeks and then
will be followed by Charles Davis
previous years'
en- and his musicians.
tertainment willdemands.
follow the An
dinner.
At the New York Paramount toThe Foxfilm A. C. Souvenir Journal
morrow Ted Lewis succeeds Leo
is being prepared for the occasion
Reisman. Lewis is booked for a
by
man.Harry Reinhardt and Abe Good- single week.
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HOLLYWOOD
\By

RALPH

Short Shots from
New York Studios

FLASHES
WILK~.

■DOSE HOBART has been signed
by First National for the feminine lead opposite Douglas Fairbanks,
Others in the
Jr.,
cast in are"Chances,
David
Manners, Mary
Austin, Holmes
Forbes,
William
Herbert, Anthony Bushell, Edward
Allan
Morgan
and May Madison.
Dawn will direct.
Jeanne MacPearson, author, is
now busy in her new connection at
the Fox studios.
Jean Harlow has been engaged by
Carl Laemmle, Jr., for the leading
feminine role in "The Iron Man,"
starring Lew Ayres. She replace
Dorothy Burgess. Mike Donlin and
Eddie Dillon also have been added.
Tod Browning is directing.
Hardie Albright, New York stage
juvenile, has been signed by Fox.
"The Reckless Hour" will be
Dorothy Mackaill's next vehicle following "Party Husband," now in
work.
Walter Percival and Paul Fix
have been added to "Phantom
Hoofs,"
lumbia. Buck Jones western for CoPathe is casting "Rebound," starring Ann Harding, and the next
Helen Twelvetrees vehicle. "Lonelv
Wives" has been completed and previewed, and Constance Bennett's
next production is in work.
Mariska Nedgyzsi has been added
to the membership of the acting
academy at Warner Bros, studios
She will be known on the screen
as Mae Madison.
Robert Woolsey and Bert Wheeler
will be separated in their next Radio
Pictures. Woolsey arrives here
Monday to start work on a starring
vehicle and Wheeler reaches Hollvwood a week later to begin his own
picture.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN
:the
Of HIM DOM

Fine Arts Pictures, Inc., formed
with capital of $6,500,000.
*
*
*
Argonaut Distributing Corp. plans
standard film courses for use in public schools.
*
*
*
Local exhibitors get equal representation on F.I.L.M. Club grievance committee.

^^

•

•

•

AT

FOX

Movietone City one of the smart boys in

he went around and asked
the pub dep't got a bright idea
very earliest recollectheir
was
what
players
screen
the various
tion at that time in early childhood when the human brain is
supposed
to record impressions
and the results were
mighty intriguing, we assure you
they prove in a startling
manner how bad habits contracted in childhood exert their balehere are some of them,
ful influence through the years
with appropriate (?) kolumist komment to point the morale to
all you other children
Janet Gaynor: Burning my hand
on a hot stove when a mere babe
and Janet got burned
a short while ago when she got — er — temperamental, and this
burn cost her a few thou
Edmund Lowe: Watching ths
antics of monkeys in a cage at my first circus
and out in
the Hollerword studes he has been watching the antics of various monkeys ever since
Victor
McLaglen:
Playir.g
soldier with one of my brothers
soldier ever since, the big kid !

and he's been playing
Will Rogers : Watching

that's
a group of Indians in a trick riding exhibition
where Will got the idea of watching the Indians in Congress
doing a lotta trick stuff, and making dirty cracks about their
poor exhibition
Fifi Dorsay: Sitting for my first photograph, and crying when the "little bird" the photographer told
me to look for, failed to appear
now Fifi is stiil sitting
in front of the camera, and still waiting for the "li'l bird" to appear El Brendel: Surveying myself in a velvet suit with
a lace collar and long curls which my mother put in curl paper
No wonder the guy went nertz
Warren Hymer:
Beer at fiveDavid
cents Rollins:
a glass The daymy, mywotmother
a long took
memory
got
me tohe'sa

By HARRY

N. BLAIR

^^

lending themselve!
subjectstreatment
C^NLY
to pictorial
are being i
chosen by Robert L. Ripley from
his extensive library of unusual
facts for the "Believe It or Not" series which Vitaphone is now produc- (
ing. Eight one-reelers featuring
Ripley have already been completed
and others are planned.
Clive Brook is the latest Paramount player to join the New Yorh
group, recently augmented by Tallulah Bankhead and Maurice Chevalier. Emil Jannings is the next
arrival scheduled. He is expected tc
report here in about another month
Edgar Bergen, ventriloquist, whe
is making a comedy series for Warner Vitaphone between vaudeville
engagements, is a master of Swedish
dialect comedy. He spent severa
years in Scandinavia.

Stanley Smith, Paramount juvenile, is appearing on Broadway ir
"You Said It," a new musical com- '
edy in which Lew Hearn and Mary
Lawlor
are also featured.
Smith
who played
in numerous
musica '
comedies
before going movie, hai
role.
made a personal hit in a prominent ,

Following the completion of "Th< \
Smiling Lieutenant," which goes
into rehearsals shortly at Paramount's
studio,
way.
Chevalier New
will York
probably
make Mauric*
a filrr (

kindergarten to begin my education
wonder when he expects to graduate
Ruth Warren: Attempting to pick the
flowers off the wall paper next to my crib
we know exactly how you feel, Ruth, for we did the same thing New Year's
Eve, but not from a crib
Robert Burns: Being stung by
a bee
then he got the bee to act, and it's still stinging
him
Joyce Compton: Retrieving my old baby buggy from
the dump heap
wot, the same vehicle you recently appeared in on the screen, Joyce?
Elizabeth Keating: Coasting on the hills near my home in New Hampshire
and
several merry toboggans since, eh, Elizabeth?
Lee Tracy:
Riding on an Ox drawn sled with my grandfather
and
Lee has been in a few "slow-motion" pictures since, but why
remind him?
J. M. Kerrigan: Feeding a pair of rabbits
my mother
bought for me
since then he's fed a few
chicken, but not in pairs
Yvonne Pelletier: When I was
between two and three years old, being awakened by the bugle
call of Boy Scouts
now once in a while a Boy Scout in
Hollywood sounds the bugle for her, but Yvonne, wise gel,
makes believe she's asleep

Nancy Carroll has arrived h
Havana for a brief vacation after
completing her latest starring rol>
in "Stolen Heaven." Following het
holiday Miss Carroll will return U
the Paramount New York studio h

• • • HARRY TARIFF, assistant to Joseph Schnitzer,
was presented with a traveling bag by the Arkayo boys, as he
leaves for the Coast tomorrow with his boss
Dave Epstein breezed in from the Coast yesterday to tell the metropoliEstabrook's exceptional
tan newspaper boys all about Howard
work on the picture version and dialogue of "Cimarron"
Mel Brown shoots us a wire that his Arkayo pix, "Private Secretary," has wowed 'em at a preview in Losang
Primo
Camera
opens Saturday
nite at the Hipp
and Mark
Luescher has extended one of his usual courteous invitations
to Maurice
Chevalier and Georges
Carpentier
to put
on the
mitts with Primo
and
Maurice
and Georges
just as
courteously declined
and who can blame
They
are touting Marlene Dietrich as a newcomer, 'em
but she did her
Loves."
sexy stuff in 1929 on this town's screens in "Three

Beit wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their
birthdays:

«

«

«

»

»

»

version of "Meet My Sister," a mu
sical comedy now current on Broad

appear
"Between
a new in
original
storyTwo
by Worlds'
Edmtint
Goulding, to be directed by him.

MANY
NAPPY
RETURNS

January 22
D. W. Griffith
Robert Castle
James Wilkinson

THE
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Popularity Rating

ANNOUNCED 8Y MYERS
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — President Abram F.
dyers of Allied yesterday announced
he following program for the naional gathering planned for the
Congress Hotel, Chicago, Feb. 10
nd 11:
Tuesday
9 A.M., Registration of all delegates in foyer of Florentine Room.
2 A.M.,
luncheon
in Louis
XVI
£oom. Welcome address by Mayor
William Hale Thompson. 1 P.M.,
>usiness meeting in Florentine
loom. 2 P.M., ladies tour — seeing
Chicago. Evening, theater parties.
Wednesday
10 A.M., tour for ladies to Union
tockyards. 10 A.M., business meetng in Florentine Room. 1 P.M.,
nen's buffet lunch in Louis XVI
loom. 1 P.M., ladies luncheon in
Balloon Room. 2 P.M., business
neeting in Florentine Room. Ladies
/isit to Adler Planetarium, Field's
Museum, Shedd Aquarium. 6.30 P.
M,. banquet in Gold Room. 11 P.M.,
lance and reception in Gold Room
[courtesy of Illinois Unit).
The soecial convention committee
:onsifts of the following: Aaron
Saperstein, Chairman, H. M. Richey,
Director. Fred Guilford, Saul Melt'.er, Nathan Wolfe, Fred S. Meyer,
Joe Desberger,
R. E. Myers,
Her-

Lew Ayres is leading in the popularity poll for male stars being conducted by the "Daily News," with a total of 17,374 votes.
Charlie Farrell is only 62 votes behind. Runners-up are Buddy
Rogers and Robert Montgomery. Janet Gaynor leads the femme
division with 17,948, with Joan Crawford only a few hundred behind.

British S. M. P. E.
Holds First Meeting
London — -The British Society o
M. P. Engineers, formed to supersede the London branch of the
American body, has held its first
meeting and discussed general plans
A constitution has been drawn up
and the organization plans extension1both in its activities and in scope
Relations with the American S. M.
P. E. will continue to be friendly.
The provision committee which
prepared the constitution includes S
Rowson, A. S. Newman, Paul Kimberley, Leslie Eveleigh
and others.
man A. Blum, Sidney Samuelson
and Charles R. Metzger.
Reservations, transportation and
information are being handled by
Saperstein at 1018 South Wabash
Ave., Chicago.
The theater owners will be welcomed on the first day by Mayor
Thompson of Chicago. It is expected that Senator-Elect James
Hamilton Lewis, of Illinois, and
Senator-Elect (now Governor) W. J.
Bulow, of South Dakota, will speak
at the banquet.

TO THE MOST

We

BLASE

MAN

defy you to see "RANGO"

GRANT L COOK SOCKS
THE BIG RUMOR MARKET
{Continued

$300 Holdup in Little Neck
Margaret Graham, cashier of the
Little Neck on Northern Boulevard,
Little Neck, was held up Tuesday
night by a bandit, who relieved her

ling!

RIGHT!

I)

of $300,
Shaw

the day's receipts.
Picture

Holding

Over

George Bernard Shaw's first talker, "How He Lied to Her Husband,"
is being held over by B.I. P. at the
George M. Cohan in conjunction
with the new feature, "Children of
Chance,"
starring Elissa Landi.

AND

WOMAN

and NOT

FEEL

"The Girl from the Reeperbahn,"
a German talking and singing picture
made by Sonor Film Co. of Prague
and Berlin, opens Jan. 30 at the Central on Broadway for a two-a-day
run at $1 top. Talking Picture Epics
is handling the production. Story
is
by Benno Vigny, author of "Molicity.
rocco," and the cast features Olga
Tschekova and Trudv Berliner.
Henry Kaufmann is doing the pub-

IN THE WORLD:

. . . your pulse race

profoundly . . . your nerves tingle electrically. SEE "RANGO"
WE'RE

Pane

German Musical Picture
For 2-a-day at Central

madly . . . your laughter stirred uproariously . . . your heart touched

KNOW

from

died along the street, Executive
Vice-President Grant L. Cook unPolish Theater Owners
burdened himself thusly.
Demand Lower Rentals
"I don't know where such fabrioriginate. They have no
Warsaw — Threatening to boycott foundationcations
in fact. To set all such
American pictures unless their re- yarns at rest, I hereby emphatically
quest is granted, the Ass'n of Polish state, once and for all —
Cinema Owners have started agita"First, that L. A. Young is not
tion for a reduction in rentals. It is withdrawing from Tiffany.
"Second, that George W. Weeks
proposed that distributors accept 35 fany.
per cent of the gross, less taxes. Ef- is not to be general manager of Tifforts also are being made to bring
"Third, that Emil Jensen will not
down the taxes with a view to lowbecome an executive of Tiffany."
—And
that's that!
ering admissions and increasing attendance.

AND

Stranger than fiction, ten times more thru1-

Produced by Ernest B. Schoedsack.

A PARAMOUNT

Picture.

GO

THE

BRIGHTENING

A UNITED ARTISTS PICTURES I

That the movie public are rooting
for a Doug

in a modern

role is

clearly shown by the tremendous
business at $2. "Reaching for, the
Moon" has been doing in New
York City. Edmund Goulding who
made "The Trespasser" directed
this greatest Fairbanks picture.

Another smashing hit from tha'
superb showman-producer Samue
Goldwyn. "The best Colman yet.'
"Marvelous entertainment." "Col
man marvelous" say critics anc
public alike. From screen play b)
Frederick Lonsdale, directed by
George Fitzmaurice.
\

UERS

WHERE

THEY

ARE

>w Putting New Life into Broadway

\i/

Samuel Goldwyn's latest discovery
makes big hit not only in New York

ROLAND

but also in Chicago, Memphis,

ing them scream." — News. "Full
of suspense. Screen thriller. Morris

Kansas

City, Rochester, Portland,

Washington,

Hartford, St. Louis,

WEST'S

sensational thrill-

er, the talk of New

York, "is mak-

at his best." — American.

"Highly

exciting" — Mirror. Excitement well
Baltimore. "Miss Laye a revelation." "Good news

to the picture

business." "Marvelous"

say critics.

sustained." — Post. "Tricky and exciting."— Journal. Great Cast —
Great Picture! Great Money!

II

THE
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Best Pictures of 1930 Selected in Nation -Wide
Participation in Annual
Event Reflects Growing Interest
(Continued

from Page

1)

The 1930No. ofRoil of Honor
Picture

Votes

Dawn Patrol
Sarah and Son
Common
Clay
Outward Bound
Love Parade
Whoopee
Big Trail
Laughter
LeT Us Be Gay
Min and Bill
Street of Chance
Tom
Sawyer
Rogue Song
Sunny
Side Up
General
Crack
Vagabond
King
Monte
Carlo
Animal Crackers
Romance
Green Goddess

78
77
73
73
68
59
55
54
52
43
43
42
39
38
37
36
35
31
31
28

Thus the results announced in
poll.
the
represents
contest
this national
last analysis and final essence of all
selections — the best of all ten bests.
A special factor operating in favor
of "All Quiet on the Western Front,"
was the great amount of controversy
aroused by this picture in Europe.
This kept "All Quiet" in the newspaper headlines almost consistently.
"All Quiet on the Western Front"
was produced by Universal from the
best-seller by Erich Maria Remarque. Lewis Milestone directed it.
Louis Wolheim, Lew Ayres and
John Wray are the featured players
and others in the cast include Raymond Griffith, "Slim" Summerville,
Russell Gleason, William Bakewell,
Scott Kolk, Beryl Mercer, Walter
Seven Days' Leave
25
Young Man of Manhattan. 25
Browne Rogers, Ben Alexander,
Owen Davis, Jr., Edwin Maxwell,
Harold Goodwin, Marion Clayton,
cameraman was Norbert Brodine;
Richard Alexander, Pat Collins, Yola
recording engineers, D. A. Cutler
D'Avrfl, Arnold Lucy, Bill Irving,
Dan ManJoan Marsh. Edmund Breese, Heinie and Harold Stine; editor,
Conklin and Bertha Mann. The del; art director, Carroll Clark; assistant director, Paul Jones; cosadaptation was by Maxwell Anderson, screen story by George Abbott,
tumes, Gwen Wakeling. In the star's
support are ' Mary Astor, Edward
dialogue by Anderson and Abbott,
Hedcontinuity by Del Andrews, and Everett Horton, Robert Ames,
da Hopper, Monroe Owsley, Wilmusical score and synchronization
liam Holden, Elizabeth Forrester,
by David Broekman. Arthur Edeson
Mabel Forrest, Creighton Hale, Halwas cameraman, C. Roy Hunter re- lam
Cooley and Mary Elizabeth
cording engineer, and Nate Watt as- Forbes.
sistant director. Art direction was
"Journey's End," Tiffany produchandled by Charles D. Hall and W.
tion, comes fourth. This was diR. Schmitt.
rected by James Whale, who won
Second place on the "Ten Best"
among The Film Daily's
a place
list goes to "Abraham Lincoln," pro- "Ten
Best Directors of 1929-30" on
duced and directed by David Wark
the strength of his work in this
Griffith for United Artists release
production, his first screen effort.
Walter Huston played the title role, Colin
Give, who also appeared in
with Una Merkel opposite him. The
story, scenario and dialogue were the stage version, was starred in th":
picture. R. C. Sheriff authored it
supplied bv Stephen Vincent Benet
Joseph Moncure March did the scenand Gerrit Lloyd. Karl Strus
ario and dialogue, Benjamin Kline
handled the camera work, Harold handled
the camera work. Bud
Witt was recording engineer, Tame
Myers was sound engineer, Hervey
Smith and Hal Kern did the editing
Libbert was art director, and Claude
art direction was in the hands of
William Cameron Menzies, and Wal- Berkely edited. Supporting cast includes Ian MacLaren. David Manter Israel had charge of costumes.
ners. Anthony Bushell, Billy Bevan.
Supporting cast included Kay HamCharles Gerrard, Robert A'Dair.
mond, Jason Robards, Ian Ke'th, Thomas Whitely, Tack Pitcairn and
Otto Hoffman, Hobart Bosworth,
Warner Klinger.
Henrv B. Walthall, Helen Freeman.
Fifth and sixth places are held bv
W. L- Thome, Lucille La Verne,
"Anna Christie" and "The Big
Edgar Deering and E. Allyn WarHouse," M-G-M productions, each
ren.
getting the same number of votes
Pathe's "Holiday," starring Ann "Anna Christie" was directed by
Harding, is third. Edward H. Clarence Brown, another member of
Griffith directed, from the play by
the "Ten Best Directors" of last
Philip Barry, with scenario and dia- season.
Greta Garbo starred in the
The picture, which is from the play bv
Jackson.
logue by Horace

M-G-M Again Leads
M-G-M, which had four pictures in the 1929 "Ten Best"
list, again walks off w;th th?
biggest number of 1930 winners. It has three this year.

Eugene O'Neill. Frances Marion did
the adaptation: the cameraman wa<William Daniels; recording engineer.
Douglas Shearer: art director.
Cedric Gibhons: editor, Hugh Wynn
In the supporting cast are Charles
Bickford, George F. Marion, Marie
Dressier, James T. Mack and Lee
Phelps.
George

Hill

directed

"The

Big

No. of

Picture
Votes

Tol'ahle
David
Manslaughter
White Hell of Pitz Palu..
Men Without Women
Devil's Holiday
King
of Jazz
Up the River
Sin Takes a Holiday

24
23
22
22
20
20
20
19

Song
O' My
Heart
Lady
Surrenders
Lummox
Doorway to Hell
Unholy
Three
Ladies of Leisure
Moby
Dick
So This Is London
Case of Sergeant Grischa..
Grumpy
Man from Blankley's
Africa Speaks
Condemned
Just Imagine

19
17
17
17
16
14
14
14
13
13
13
12
11
10

House," written by Frances Marion,
who also did the dialogue with additions by Joe Franham and Martin
Flavin. Harold Wenstrom handled
the camera work, Douglas Shearer
was sound engineer; Blanche Sewell,
editor; Cedric Gibbons, art director.
Principal players include Wallace
Beery, Chester Morris, Robert Montgomery, Karl Dane, Leila Hyams
Lewis Stone, George F. Marion, J
C. Nugent, Dewitt Jennings, Mathew
Betz, Claire McDowell, Robert Emmet O'Connor, Tom Kennedy, Tom
Wilson, Eddie Foyer, Roscoe Ates
and Fletcher Norton.
"With
at the South Pole,"
released byByrd
Paramount,
is seventh on
the list. It was made bv the RearAdmiral Richard E. Byrd expedition. The cameramen were Joseph
Rucker and Willard Vanderveer.
Emanuel Cohen edited the film,
which was supplied with a synchronized narrative by Floyd Gibbons. Silent titles were by Julian
Johnson.
"The Divorce." M-G-M production starring Norma Shearer and
directed by Robert Z. Leonard,
comes eighth. Continuity and dialogue were supplied by John Meehan. who wrote the scenario from
the story by Ursula Parrott, with
treatment by Nick Grinde and Zelda
Sears. Norbert Brodin was the
cameraman; Douglas Shearer, recording engineer: Hugh Wynn, film
editor: Cedric Gibbons, art director;
Adrian, costumes. Supporting play
ers include Chester Morris, Conrad
Nagel, Robert Montgomery, Florae Eldridge. Helene Millard, Robert Elliott. Mary Doran, Tyler
Brooke. Zelda Sears, George Irving
and Helen
Johnson.
Ninth place goes to "Hell's Aneels," produced and directed bv
Howard Hughes for United Artist*
release. Jean Harlow. Ben Lvon
and James Hall are featured in th^
cast. Story is by Marshall Neilan
and
Joseph
Moncure
March,
w:th

Poll

dialogue by March and scenario by
Harry Behn and Howard Estabrook.
The cameraman was Tony Gaudio;
sound engineer, Lodge Cunningham;
art directors, J. Boone Fleming and
Carroll Clarke; editors, Douglas
Biggs, Perry Holligsworth and
Frank Lawrence; assistant directors,
Reginald Callow, William J. Scully
and Fred A. Fleck; supporting cast,
Jane Winton, Lucien Prival, John
Darrovv, Frank Clarke, Ray Wilson,
Douglas Gilmore, Wyndham Standing, Carl Van Haartman, F. Schumann-Heink, Pat Somerset and
William
Von
Brinken.
GeorgeBros,
Arliss
in "Old
Warner
picture,
windsEnglish,"
up the
list. This was directed by Alfred
E. Green, one of the "Ten Best Directors" of 1929-30 and whose "Disraeli," starring Arliss, headed the
1929 "Ten Best" poll — Green being
the only director to repeat from last
year. "Old English" is from the
John Galsworthy play, adapted by
Walter Anthony and Maude Howell.
The cameraman was James Van
Trees; editor, Owen Marks, costumes, Earl Luick; supporting players, Leon Janney, Doris Lloyd,
Betty Lawford, Ivan Simpson, Harrington Reynolds, Reginald Sheffield.
Murray Kinnell, Ethel Griffies and
Henrietta
Goodwin.
OTHER

NOTABLE

PICTURES

About a dozen other outstanding releases of 1930 suffered a handicap in thy? voting due to either having been released so late in the season that their distribution had not
been effected over a majority of the
country, or having been released so
early
that was
the dimmed
critics'
memoryin ofthe
the year
pictures
by later events.
In this category are "Tom Sawyer," "Outward Bound," "Sunnv
Side Up," "The Love Parade,"
"Sarah and Son," "Lummox," "Sin
Takes a Holiday," and others. Ernst
Lubitsch, director of "Love Parade,"
and Herbert Brenon, director of
"Lummox," both won places among
the "Ten Best Directors" of the
past season as a result of their work
on these productions.
Failure of "Common Clay" to
come in with the first ten was somewhat of a surprise inasmuch as this
big box-office attraction from Fox
played such an important part in
jacking up attendance last summer
and fall when theater business was
at its lowest.

Para. Heads Honors
Paramount has repeated its
performance in number of picon the
headingturesthe
list "Honor
with 13. Roll,"
Fox
follows with 8, then Warners
with 6, M-G-M with 5, Columbia, United Artists and Universal with 3 each, and RKO,
First National and Pathe with
one each.
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Critics
Aggregate

for

Readers
30,000,000
How the Film Daily

of 779 Publications Represented
in 1930 Poll

A total of 333 motion picture
critics, representing 293 individual
daily newspapers, three syndicates
serving about 450 additional papers,
and 36 fan and trade publications,
with an aggregate of more than 30,000,000 readers, participated in
selecting the "Ten Best Pictures of
1930.'' The voters, classified by state,
city, publication and its circulation,
were as follows:
ALABAMA
Birmingham
— New s -Age - Herald
(130,000)
Petterson Marzoni.
Montgomery — Advertiser
(27,480)
George L. Davis.
CALIFORNIA
Alhambra — Post-Advocate
(9,000)
Clayton I. Ward.
Bakersfield —
Californian
(13,000)
Ross C. Miller.
Burbank— News-Press (14,000) Helen
Eugene
Steele.
Eureka— Humbolt
Standard
(7,000)
Don O'Kane.
Glendale— News-Press
(19,000) Don
Ashbaugh.
Long
Beach — Press-Telegram
(46,000) Verne Wickham.
Los
Angeles — Express
(140,000)
Monroe Lathrop.
Los Angeles —
Hollywood
News
(23,000) Edwin M. Martin.
Los Angeles— Record
(70,000) Ted
L. Benthon.
Oakland— Tribune
(85,000)
Wood
Soanes.
Pasadena— Star-News
(22,000) Alice
Haines Baskin.
Sacramento— Bee
(51,000)
Roy
V.
Bailey.
San Diego — Sun (25,000) Charles
Beyrer.
San Diego— Tribune
(30,000)
Don
H. Short.
San Francisco — Chronicle — George
C. Warren.

Picked

Voted

JACK ALICOATE— All Quiet on the Western Front, Holiday, With Byrd at the South Pole, The Big House, Abraham Lincoln, Journey's End, Outward Bound, Anna Christie, Old English,
Whoopee.
DON M. MERSEREAU— Abraham Lincoln, All Quiet on the
Western Front, Big House, Hell's Angels, Holiday, Journey's
End, Love Parade, Outward Bound, Whoopee, With Byrd at the
South Pole.
DON CARLE GILLETTE— All Quiet on the Western Front,
Abraham Lincoln, With Byrd at the South Pole, Journey's End,
The Divorcee, Common Clay, Tom Sawyer, Holiday, Outward
Bound, Anna Christie.
ARTHUR
W. EDDY— All Quiet on the Western Front,
Abraham Lincoln, Divorcee, Anna Christie, Big House, Hell's Angels, Journey's End, Outward Bound, Lummox, Holiday.
JACK HARROWER— All Quiet on the Western Front, Journey's End, Holiday, Anna Christie, The Divorcee, Outward Bound,
Dawn Patrol, Abraham Lincoln, Street of Chance, Old English.
DON HANCOCK— Journey's End, Abraham Lincoln, Holiday, Dawn Patrol, Tol'able David, Sarah and Son, Common Clay,
Doorway to Hell, Street of Chance, Green Goddess.

"Ten

Topeka—
Daily
D. Keilmann

Capital
(Ki)

Best"
(50,000)

E.

Topeka— State Journal— T. G. Wear.
Wichita—
Clintock.Beacon (50,000) R. L. McKENTUCKY
Louisville— Courier-Journal

(160,241)

Boyd
Martin.
Louisville —
Times
(100,000)
Dan
Thompson.
Winchester— Sun
(5,000)
William
Caywood. LOUISIANA
Alexandria— Daily Town
Talk
(10,126) Hunter Jarreau.
Shreveport— Journal
(23,000)
Dolph
G. Frantz.
MAINE
Bangor— Daily News
do H. Bennett.
Lewiston— Daily Sun
Verna
Effenberger.
Lewiston — Evening

(35,000)

Wal-

(19,000)

Mrs.

Journal — E.

Whitney.
Portland—
Perdita
Portland—
Dorothy
Portland
Edwith

B.

■
Evening
Express
(27,000)
Huston.
Evening
News
(21,000)
F. Whipple.
—
Press-Herald
(39,700)
W. Haines.
MARYLAND
Baltimore—
American
(200,000)
Carroll Dulaney.

Rock Island— Argus j( 12,000) E. F.
Claybaugh.
Rockford— Morning Star (25,000) C.
Hjalmar Nelson.
Rockford — Register-Republic
(35,000) R. C. Trank.
Springfield — Illinois State Journal
(41,000) W. F. Dagon.
Browning.-^- Post (100,000)
Baltimore
George
Waukegan—
News-Sun (15,000) E. J.
Macklin.
Clark.
Baltimore—
News
(162,000)
Norman
Kirkley.
INDIANA
Baltimore — Sun (145,000)
Donald
Elkhart—
(14,500)
Dqn
Albrecht. Truth
Baltimore— Sunday Sun (195,181) J.
St. Petersburg — Independent (15,000)
M. Shellman.
Fort
Wayne — Journal-Gazette
(46,A. R. Dunlap.
000) Robert
Baral.
Hagerstown— Daily Mail (11,000) J.
Tampa — Daily Times — Sara Keller Fort Wayne— News-Sentinel (50,000)
Green.
Elvin E. McCray.
MASSACHUSETTS
Tampa— Morning Tribune (50,278) E. Indianapolis— News (138,441) Miriam
Attelboro—
Daily Sun
(6,400) C. S.
D. Lambright.
Richard
Reynolds Bell.
Sherman. Rauth.'
West
Palm
Beach — Palm
Beach Indianapolis— Star (125,000)
Robert
Schultz.—
Boston
American
—
Harleigh
Times
(8,000) Vernon L. Smith.
G. Tucker.
Indianapolis— Times (74,232) Walter
GEORGIA
Boston — Christian
Science
Monitor
D. Hickman.
Atlanta — Georgian- American — James
B. Nevin, Jr.
(140,000)
Ernest
L.
Sherburne.
Marion—
(10,000) W. W. Boston
Durbin. Chronicle
—
Daily
Record
(232,000)
Atlanta — Journal — Frank
Daniel.
Gordon Hillman.
Marion— Chronicle-Tribune
(19,000)
Macon—
(30,000)
Edwin
Boston — Evening Transcript
Tribble.Telegraph
Keith L. John.
(39,San Jose — Mercury-Herald (21,991)
000) Edwin F. Melvin.
Josephine Hughston.
Waycross — Journal-Herald
(5,000)
Boston — Globe — Marjory Adams.
Walter
E. Campbell.
IOWA
San Jose— News (14,000) Jim ChesBoston
E. Greenough. — Herald — William
nutt.
IDAHO
Council
Bluffs— Nonpareil
(20,000)
Genevieve Powlison Mauck.
San Pedro— News-Pilot
(11,000)
J. Boise— Capital-News
Chelsea
(15,000)
HuEvening Record
(5,000)
Frank —Leary.
R. Evans.
bert Cathers.
Davenport— Democrat
(18,000) John
COLORADO
E. O'Donnell.
Lawrence — Eagle-Tribune (25,000)
Boise
dle. — Dailv Statesman — A. F. RidDenver— Post (313,594) Betty Craig.
Dubuque — Catholic Daily Tribune
Timothy
F. O'Hearn.
Denver — Rocky
Mountain
News Lewiston —
Lynn—
Tribune
(5,600) T. J.
Evening
(20,000) Lucy Meuer.
Item (17,500)
HaroldDaily
D. Valpe
y.
(60,000) Kaspar Monahan.
Campbell.
Dubuque
—
Telegraph
Herald
&
CONNECTICUT
ILLINOIS
Times-Journal
(34,500)
Edward Northampton— Daily Hampshire GaNew
Britain— Record
G. Fairfield.
(12,000) Ger- Belleville— News-Democrat
(11,000)
zette (8,000) Joseph M. Lyman.
ald E. McCourt.
Mrs. Robert L. Kern.
Fort Dodge — Messenger
& Chroni- Quin
cy — Low.
Patriot-Ledger
(11,650)
Prescott
New Haven— Register
(60,000) Carl Chicago — Daily
cle (15,000) W. L. Hamilton, Jr.
News
(443,721)
F. Bissell.
Clark Rodenbach.
Ottumwa—
(15.395) Salem — News
(22t000) P. G. InKenneth Daily
Murphy. Courier
South
goldsby.
Norwalk— Sentinel
(10.500) Chicago
— Evening
Post — Genevieve
Harris.
Humphrey Doulens.
Vinton — Cedar
Valley
Daily Times Springfield
—
Republican
(70.381)
Louise Mace.
(5,500) Nina M. Hughey.
Chicago—
(1,080,000)
Mae
Tinee. Tribune
{Continued
on Page 11)
Waterloo— Daily Courier (30,000) L.
E. Wood.
Evanston— News-Index (9,000) Maurice
E.
Collins.
KANSAS
The game of picking the
Freeport—
Journal-Standard
(12,000)
"Ten Best" pictures of the
Grace Leone Barnett.
Dodge
year, started nine years ago
Baugh. City— Globe (6,500) Jay B.
Four of the "Ten Best PicMoline—
Dispatch
(15,500)
Clarence
by THE FILM DAILY, has
tures, of 1930" were based on
L. Lucas.
Kansas City— Kansan (24,000) Wilnow
become international.
legitimate stage successes.
liam
W.
Wylie.
Peoria—
Evening
Star
(3,000)
J. K.
Polls have been inaugurated in
Lawrence — Journal-World (5,000) E.
These
"Journey's
England, European countries
"Anna are
Christie,"
"Old End,"
EngQuinn.
A.
Edwards
.
Peoria—
Journal
(31,000)
and various other lands.
Max
V.
Bosler.
lish"
and
"Holiday."
Parsons— Sun (7,000).
Torrington— Register
(6,500)
John
H. Thompson.
FLORIDA
Fort Myers— Tropical News
(5,000)
Gladys Hanton.
Times-Union
Jacksonville — Florida
(65,000) Jean Henderson.
Jacksonville— Floridian
(1,000)
H.
W. Schaefer.
Orlando— Reporter-Star
(8,000)
R.
B. Brassier.
Pensacola—
Journal
(10,000)
Bill
Pinney.
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Springfield— Union (72,665) A. L. S.
Wood.
Taunton— Daily Gazette
(9,500) W.
H. Reid.
Worcester — Evening Gazette
(60,000) Clarence
L. Moody.
Worcester— Telegram
(110,000)
C.
W. Erickson.
MICHIGAN
Adrian — Daily Telegram (110,000)
Wallace R. Katz.
Battle Creek — Moon-Journal (12,000)
Walter S. Browne.
Detroit — Free
Press — Mrs.
Ella H.
McCormick.
Detroit —
News
(375,000)
Harold
Heffernan.
Flint— Journal
(55,000)
Ralph
N.
Grand Rapids— (40,000) W. B. McClaran.
Kalamazoo— Gazette
(30,000) James
W. Foard.
Lansing— Capitol News (20,000) Levon E. Horton.
Lansing— State Journal
(44,000) H.
R. Palmer.
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis — Journal (176,000) Merle Potter.
Minneapolis — Star (80,000) C. R.
Christopherson.
St. Paul— Dispatch
(54,000)
Roger
L. Simons.
MISSISSIPPI
Jackson —
Clarion-Ledger
(18,000)
Purser Hewitt.
MISSOURI
St. Joseph— Gazette
(25,000)
Dean
Wilde.
St. Louis— Globe-Democrat (300,000)
Herbert L. Monk.
St. Louis — Post
Dispatch — H.
H.
Niemeyer.
Sedalia— Capital
(2,200) Jack Taylor.
NEBRASKA
Grand Island — Daily Independent
(11,000) A. F. Buechler.
Norfolk— Daily
News
(9,600).
Omaha — Bee-News — J. Rachman.
NEVADA
Reno — Nevada State Journal
(5,500)
J. G. Newlands.
NEW
HAMPSHIRE
Manchester — Union
& Leader
(38,000) J. F. O'Neil.
NEW JERSEY
Atlantic
City— Press-Union
(41,000)
Howard
P. Dimon.
Burlington — Daily Enterprise (7,000)
Robert
"Mort"
Jobes.
Camden— Courier-Post
(70,000)
Ida
Hermann.
Jersey City — Jersey Journal (45,000)
Arthur D. Mackie.
Newark— Sunday Call (95,000) Robert C. Ring.
Orange — North Jersey Courier
(10,000_) Florence L. Pfalzgraf.
Passaic— Daily News
(14^300) Harold W. Gras.
Trenton — Sunday
Times-Advertiser
(35,000) Albert H. Thompson.
Union City— Hudson Dispatch
(30,000) Ben Ostrow.
NEW
YORK
Albany —
Knickerbocker
Press
&
Evening
News
(100,000)
William
H. Haskell.
Auburn — Advertiser-Journal — Victor
J. Callanan.
Bronx— Home News (150,000) Chris
Graham
(P. W. Tell).
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Brooklyn—
Citizen
Price.

(45,000)

from

Edgar

Brooklyn
—
Daily
Eagle — Martin
Dickstein.
Brooklyn — Daily Times
(115,550)
Charles
Edward
Hastings.
Brooklyn — Standard-Union— Edwin
C. Stein.
Buffalo — Courier-Express
(195,000)
W. E. J. Martin.
Buffalo — Evening News
(190,000)
Wallace D. Soderholm.
Flushing — Evening
Journal
(12,000)
Haynes Trebor.
Geneva— Daily
Times
(6,500)
A.
Glenn Rogers.
Ithaca— Journal-News
(9,000)
William J. Waters.
Queens
—
Evening
News
(17,000)
Gerald _Do"yle.
Jamestown
— Evening Journal (11,000) J. A. Hall.
Kingston
—
Daily
Leader
(3,600)
Thomas J. Comerford.
Long Island City — Dailv Star (35,000) Albert
E. Parks.
Mount
Vernon — Daily
Argus
(11,500) Margaret
Coogan.
New
York
City — -American — Regina
Crewe.
New York City— Daily News (1,690,000) Irene Thirer.
New York City — Evening GraphicJulia Shawell.
New York City — Evening Journal
New(629,154)
York "Rose
City —Pelswick.
Evening World
(300,0007 George
Gerhard.
New
York
City — Herald-Tribune —
Richard "Watts, Jr.
NewCohen,
York Jr. City —
Sun — John
S.
New York City — Morning Telegraph
(50,000) Al Sherman.
Newburgh — Beacon-News
(17,000)
Calvin D. Myers.
Olean— Herald
(7,000)
Charles
A.
Freeman.
Oswego — Palladium-Times
(10,500)
John M. Hurley.
Rochester — Democrat
&
Chronicle
(86,549) George
L. David.
Rochester — Journal-American
(62,000) David E. Kessler.
Rochester — Times-Union
(81,000)
Arthur D. Goodman.
Schenectady — Union-Star
(20,364)
William J. Marlette.
Syracuse — Herald — Chester B. Bahn.
Syracuse — Post-Standard
(70,000)
Helen M. Tait.
Syracuse — Journal
(65,000) Franklin
H. Chase.
NORTH CAROLINA
Asheville
Naves. — Citizen — Glenn William
Charlotte— Observer
(48,617)
Mary
Brooks Parham.
High
Point —
Enterprise
(8,500)
John
Mebane.
Raleigh— Times
(16,000)
Wade
H
Winston-Salem
—
Journal
(20,000)
Gowan
H. Caldwell.
NORTH
DAKOTA
Fargo
—
Forum
(40,000)
Roy
P.
Johnson.
OHIO
Ashland
—
Times-Gazette
(6,100)
Marceil
Houstin.

VOTED
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Inquirer — Harry

L.

Philadelphia — Evening Ledger (200>
000) Henry T. Murdock.
Philadelphia — Public
Ledger — Laura
Laedlein.

9) i

Canton — Repository (51,500) Dick
Harter.
Cincinnati— Enquirer
(200,000)
Car!
B. Adams.
Aston.
Cincinnati
— Post (188,076)
Frank

Philadelphia — Evening Bulletin (563,901) William F. Gleason.
Pittsburgh — Post-Gazette (247,000)
Harold
W. Cohen.
Krug.
Pittsburgh— Press (250,000) Karl B.

Cleveland — Plain Dealer
(289,594)
W. Ward Marsh.
Dayton—
Muir. Daily News (55,000) James

Pottsville — Journal
(10,000)
Herrwood E. Hobbs.
Pottsville — Morning
Paper
& Daily
Republican (18,000) B. G. Dunlop.
Reading
—
Eagle
(45,000)
T. R.
Hughes.
Reading — Times (44,500) W. Erie
Homan.
Scranton — Sun — Mary Frances Duffy.
Shamokin— Dispatch
(4,800)
Clyde
F. Ketner.

Dayton— Evening

Herald

(125,000)

Joe Keller.
Dayton
— Journal — A. S. Kany.
A
T f»ifpr
Hamilton — Journal
(14,500) Clayton
Mansfield
—
News
(16,000)
Hipp
Wenning.
New Philadelphia — Daily Times
216) J. E. Hurst.
Sandusky — Register
(9,500)
Wabrath.
Motry.
Sandusky—
Star-Journal (9,000)

Irene
(10,E. F.
Paul

Springfield — News-Sun
(23,500) Anna Marie Tennant.
Steubenville — Herald-Star
(23,000)
Mary Berger.
Toledo
—
Blade
(134,000)
V. K.
Richards.
Toledo — News-Bee
(95,000) Allen
Saunders.
Toledo
—
Times
(70,000)
Mitchell
Woodbury.
Youngstown
— Telegram
Charles A. Leedy.
Youngstown — Vindicator
William L. Rock.
Xenia— Gazette
(5,200) R.

(35,736)
(36,245)
A.

Hig-

OKLAHOMA
gins.
Muskogee — Daily
Phoenix
(15,000)
Mrs. J. B. Benedict.
Muskogee — Times-Democrat (15,000)
W. T. Huff.
Oklahoma City — Daily Oklahoman
(104,333) Jack Stinnett.
Oklahoma
City — Oklahoma
News
(60,000) Noel Houston.
Oklahoma City — Sunday Oklahoman
(124,000) R. G. Miller.
Tulsa— Daily World
(82,619)
Faith
Hieronymus.
Tulsa— Tribune (68,346) August Zellner.
OREGON
Eugene
—
Register-Guard
(14,000)
Roy Craft.
Portland— Oregon
Journal
(129,966)
Harold Hunt.
Portland
—
News
(60,000)
Myrtle
Forbes Couche.
Portland—
Collins. Telegram

(60,000)

Dean

PENNSYLVANIA
Bradford— Morning
Era (6,000)
W. Dodson.
Butler—
Eagle
(14,000)
Wilbur
Baldinger.
Chester— Times
F. Glenney.
Gettysburg
—
Wolff.

(21,700)
Times

James

(5,000)

C.

William "H.

Voltz.

York— Dispatch (21,500) Wilbert L.
Haare. RHODE ISLAND
Sullivan, Jr.
Providence
—
News-Tribune— J. J.
Providence — Sunday
Journal — Paul
B. Howland.
SOUTH
CAROLINA
Greenville— Piedmont
(11,500) A. J.
McCain.
Spartanburg— Herald
(10,000)
Fanning Hearon.
SOUTH
DAKOTA
Aberdeen — American-News
(18,000)
Francis C. Patten.
Sioux
Falls— Argus-Leader
(35,000)
Roger S. Brown.
TENNESSEE
Chattanooga—
E. Wyche. News (42,000) Murray
Knoxville — News-Sentinel (43,000)
Jack Bryan.
Memphis — Commercial Appeal (145,000) Frank Richard
Ahlgreen.
Memphis—
Press-Scimitar
(102,000)
A. R. Capley.
TEXAS
Beaumont—
(19,000) Martha
Frasher. Journal
field, Jr.
ael.
Dallas—
News (110,000) John RosenEl Paso— Post (25,000) H. A. MichFort
Worth— Star-Telegram
(112,000) Robert Randal.
Houston— Chronicle
(110,000)
Mrs.
Lecta Rider.
Houston
—
Post-Dispatch —
Mrs.
Bess Whitehead Scott.
Houston^Press — Grace
C. Calvin.
Broiles.Daily
Mexia—
News
(3,000) B. H.

M.
Port

H.
A
R.

Harrisburg
—
Telegraph
(55,000)
Paul Walker.
Homestead — Messenger (5,100) John
Sullivan.
Meadville — Tribune-Republican
(9,300) Walter Irving Batis.
Philadelphia
—
Gazette - Democrat
(51,890)

Sharon— Herald
(40,000) Rell Hoskins.
Stroudsburg— Record
(7,100) Colley
S. Baker.
Wiliiamsport—
Sun
(22,000)
J. M.
Good.

Arthur— News
(12,110) Theodore Hutchison.
San Antonio— Light (49,000) Samuel
E. Woolford.
San Antonio — EveningNews
(42,320) Mary Louise Walliser.
UTAH
Salt Lake City— Deseret News (40,000) J. R. Kennard.
Salt Lake City— Salt Lake
Tribune
(90,000) Waide
Moore
Condon.
VERMONT

Burlington— Daily
E. Whitemarsh.
(Continued
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"TEN BEST"
FOR LAST EIGHT YEARS
Winners of The Film Daily's
"Ten Best Pictures" polls for the
last eight years, as picked by newspaper, trade paper and fan magazine
critics, are as follows:
1929— "Disraeli," "Broadway Melody," "Madame X," "Rio Rita,"
"Gold Diggers of Broadway," "Bulldog Drummond," "In Old Arizona,"
"Cock-Eyed World," "The Last of
"Hallelujah."
Mrs Cheyney,"
1928— "The Patriot," "Sorrell and
Son," "The Last Command," "Four
Sons," "Street Angel," "The Circus,"
"Sunrise," "The Crowd," "King of
Kings," "Sadie Thompson."
1927— "Beau Geste," "Big Parade,"
"What Price Glory," "Way of All
Flesh," "Ben Hur," "Seventh Heaven," "Chang," "Underworld," "Resurrection," "Flesh and the Devil."
1926— "Variety," "Ben Hur," "The
Big Parade," "The Black Pirate,"
"Beau Geste," "Stella Dallas," "The
Volga Boatman," "What Price
Glory," "The Sea Beast," "La
Boheme."
1925— "The Gold Rush," "The Unholy Three," "Don Q," "The Merry
Widow," "The Last Laugh," "The
Freshman," "The Phantom of the
Opera," "The Lost World," "The
Big Parade," "Kiss Me Again."
1924— "The Thief of Bagdad,"
"The Sea Hawk," "Monsieur Beaucaire," "Beau Brummel," "Secrets,"
"The Marriage Circle," "The Ten
Commandments," "Girl Shy," "Abraham Lincoln," "America."
1923 — "Covered Wagon," "Merry
Go-Round," "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame," "Robin Hood," "Green
Goddess," "Scaramouche," "Safety
Last," "Rosita," "Down to Sea in
Ships," "Little Old New
York."
1922 — "Orphans of the Storm,"
"Grandma's Boy," "Blood and Sand,"
"Prisoner of Zenda," "When Knighthood Was in Flower," "Nanook of
the North," "Smilin' Through,"
"Tol'able David," "Robin Hood,"
"Oliver Twist."
Honoring a picture in two polls
occurred occasionally in the early
stages of the Film Daily poll owing to variance in dates of showing
throughout the country. Under the
system at present, however, reviewers are furnished a list of pictures actually released during the
yearly period.

"Lincoln" Repeats
Being elected to a seat
among the 1930 "Ten Best"
makes it twice that an "Abraham Lincoln" picture has been
so honored. A silent produo
tion, made by Al and Ray
Rockett for First National release, was on the "Ten Best"
roster for 1924. Philip Rosen
directed that picture from a
story and scenario by Frances
Marion, with George Billings
in the title role.

The Consistent Marions
George F. Marion, actor, and Frances Marion, writer, have
the distinction of figuring in two of this year's "Ten Best Pictures."
and "The Big House," both
are "Anna
productions
The
M-G-M.
Coincidentally,
bothChristie"
of these pictures received the same
number of votes. Robert Montgomery also figured in two M-G-M
productions, "The Big House" and "The Divorcee." Cedric Gibbons, art director, was connected with all three of the M-G-M
winners, while Hugh Wynn, editor, worked on "The Divorcee"
and "Anna Christie."
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VIRGINIA
Danville— Register
& Bee (16,700)
H. B. Trundle.
Lynchburg— Advance (10,000) David
Wayne
Wright.
Norfolk
— Virginian-Pilot
(48,000)
Ralph K. T. Larson.
Portsmouth— Star (15,000) W. T. A.
Haynes, Jr.
Richmond— Times-Dispatch
(70,000)
Clarence Boykin.
Winchester—
Star (5,500) R. S. Fansler.
WASHINGTON
Spokane — Daily Chronicle (47,000)
Ray Budwin.
Spokane — Spokesman-Review (60,000) Margaret Bean.
Tacoma — Ledger
(32,000) L. L.
Clemans.
Tacoma
—
News-Tribune
(40,000)
J. H. Green.
Walla
Bulletin— Iris
Little. Walla— Daily
WEST VIRGINIA
Beckley— Post-Herald
(4,500)
Ted
McDowell.
Clarksburg — Exponent (14,000) Russell Bauer.
Wheeling
—
Intelligencer
(16,500)
Charles L. Long .
Wheeling
(25,000) Morris
Berman. — News

Preceding

VOTED
Paye)m

New Yorker, N. Y. C. — John Chapin
Mosher.
New
Movie
Magazine,
N. Y. C. —
Frederick James Smith.
Picture Play Magazine,
N. Y. C. —
Norbert
Lusk.
Screen Book Magazine, N. Y. C. —
H. Frederick Gardener.
Screen
Romances,
N. Y. C. — May
Ninomiya.
Screenland
Magazine,
N. Y. C. —
Delight Evans.
Sound
Waves,
Hollywood,
Cal. —
Paul de Gaston.
Vanity Fair, N. Y. C. — Margaret
Case Morgan.
Voice of the Screen, Hollywood, Cal.
— E. M. Friedman.

TRADE

PAPERS

9-YEAR HIGH PERCENTAGE
GOES TO UNITED ARTISTS
Highest percentage of "Ten Best
winners by companies, based oi
number of annual releases by these
producers, is held by United Artists
with a total of 17 "Ten Best" pictures in the nine national polls sc
far conducted by The Film Daily
This gives U. A. an average ol
about two "Ten Bests" a year oui
of an average of about a dozen productions released annually over thai
In actual count M-G-M leads the
period.with 19, against a much bigger
field
number of releases. Paramount is
next with 14, followed by Fox with
eight, First National, seven; Warner
Bros., seven; Pathe, six, and Universal, five.

Vidor and Walsh Lead
King Vidor and Raoul Walsh .each
figure in six "Ten Best" produc
tions in the last nine years. Vidoi
had one in 1925, two in 1926, anc
one each in the following three

Associated Publications, Kansas
City — Al Steen.
Billboard,
Strauss. N. Y. C. — H. David

years. Walsh's pictures were ir
1924, 1926, 1927, 1928, and two ir
1929, one of the latter being directed
with Irving Cummings.
Emanuel-Goodwin Publications, PhilOther directors with two or more
adelphia— Herbert M. Miller.
"Ten Bests" to their credit include
Exhibitors' Forum, Pittsburgh — Rob- Ernst Lubitsch, four; Fred New
ert F. Klingen smith.
meyer, four (three in associatior
Film Daily, N. Y. C. — Jack Alicoate, with
Sam Taylor); D. W. Griffith
Don M. Mersereau, Don Carle Gil- Sidney
Olcott, Fred Niblo, San
lette, Arthur W. Eddy, Jack HarTaylor,
Frank
Borzage and Cecil B
rower, Don Hancock.
De Mille, three each; Rex Ingram
Film Spectator, Hollywood, Cal. — Rupert Julian, Frank Lloyd, Allar
Welford
Beaton.
Wheeling — Register (15,200) EdDwan, Henry King, Victor Sea
Film Trade Topics, San Francisco —
win C. Cornwell.
Warren
Stokes.
strom,
Joseph von Sternberg, ClarWISCONSIN
ence Brown, Alfred E. Green
Beloit— Daily News
(11,000)
Lau- Harrison's
Harrison. Reports, N. Y. C— P. S. Charlie Chaplin, Harry Beaumom
rence A. Raymer.
Inside Facts of Stage and Screen, and Sidney Franklin, two each.
Green
Bay— Press-Gazette
(20,000)
John Gilbert Heads Stars
Los Angeles — Ted Price.
R. A. Kennedy.
Film Review, Detroit —
La Crosse— Tribune
(20,000) R. K. Michigan
John Gilbert was the star of the
William F. Dorn.
Brayton.
Motion
Picture
Daily,
N.
Y.
C—
greatest
"Tenheld
Best"
Madison
— Capital-Times
(28,000)
tures innumber
the nine ofpolls
so picfar
Maurice Kann
Ethel Max.
a total Renee
of six producMilwaukee—
Journal (237,000) Nancy Motion Picture Digest, Chicago — He figured
Lee.
tions, all in
silent.
Adore<
Joseph
Klein.
O'Dea.
played
opposite
him
in
three
of
them
Milwaukee— Sentinel (175,045) Dawn Motion Picture Projectionist, N. Y. Emil Jannings comes next witl
C. — James J. Finn.
five, while Douglas Fairbanks ane
Motion Picture Record, Seattle — Harold
ShPope.
Lloyd have four each.
eboygan— Press (18,000) Mona J.
Melvin G. Winstock.
George
Arliss, Ronald Colman
England Film News, Boston— Lewis Stone
and Bessie Love an
Wausau— Daily Record-Herald
(10,- New
G.
Lester
Southwell.
175) John Loomis.
among the stars of the silent day;
Loeb.
Ohio Showman, Cleveland — Elsie tions.
who have repeated in talker produc
FAN PAPERS
Cinema,
Hamilton.N. Y. C. — James Shelley
Extra, Hollywood, Cal.— Sam Black.
Hollywood Magazine, Hollywood,
Cal. — Jack Grant.
Japanese Movie Magazine, Hollywood, Cal. — Yukio Aoyama.
Modern Screen Magazine, N. Y. C—
Ernest V. Heyn.
Motion Picture Magazine & M. P.
Classic,
bie,
Jr. N. Y. C— Duncan A. Do-

Pacific Coast Independent ExhibitorBulletin, San Francisco — Thomas
D. Van Osten.
Zit's Theatrical Weekly, N. Y. C—
Epes W. Sargent.

SYNDICATES
N. E. A. Service, Inc. — Gene Cohn
(Gilbert Swan).
Central Press Syndicate, N. Y. C—
Radie Harris.
NewLouis York
A.

News
Fink.

Bureau

Ass'i

All in Year Book
All data appearing in this
issue, as well as additional information about the "Ten
Best Pictures of 1930" and
those of other years, will appear in a special section of the
1931 FILM YEAR BOOK,
which comes out next month.
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Paramount Plans To Establish Newsreels in Europe

zonin
g~pla
ns
awai
Tgov
ernmenTo Circuit
Publix and Warners
in Bid for Philadelphia kay
Two Companies Negotiating for Freihoffer
Theaters

The Racket
— and the Rooster
-By JACK

Agents and
Indians

ALICOATE-

We
lieve

at't
thdon

are
agents
the scalping

Philadelphia — With Paramount
product not playing Warner houses
in this territory owing to a booking disagreement, Publix, through
all negotiations for the Freihoffer circuit, is now launching an invasion
likbe e- of the district, which is classified as
Warner territory. Warner is also
dickering
for the circuit. The PhilaWild
delphia territory is predominated by

dians of the
old
good
West insofar as the only goodInones are the dead ones. We do
believe, however, that one of
the major irritating ailments of
the present production set-up
is the unscrupulous agent. We

(Continued

on

Page

6)

Harry Goldberg Heads
Fox Houses in Jersey

is

not

without

Good Bye
Old Bird

a

sentjmentai sjgh 0f regrct that we contemplate the passing of
the old Pathe Rooster, that friendly old bird that crowed so majestically, at times, over the cinema
(Continued

on Page

2)

Another merger rumor furnished a gossip subject for Wall
St. and environs yesterday.
This time the yarn, flashed on
the financial district tickers,
was that Paramount and Warners were "getting together."
Checking the story, FILM
DAILY received emphatic denials from both companies. Incidentally, H. M. Warner, who
has been ill, goes to Hollywood, Fla., next week to recuperate.

Dept. of Justice Approval
Being Sought
tection on
SystemsProOperation of new zoning plans,
adopted in some zones throughout
the country after conferences between exhibitors and distributors,
will not begin until the systems in
general form have been okayed by
the Department of Justice. This
was indicated yesterday when Gabriel
Hess, Hays office counsel, in a letter
read to members of the M. P. T. O.
in Philadelphia, said that the Hays
(Continued

on

Page

6)

OKLA. PR0P08K %% TAX Earlier Release Dates Demanded
IN AID OF PENSION FUND
By MPTO of W. Pa. and W. Va.

Oklahoma City — A levy of 8 per
know considerable regarding what cent
on admissions to theaters and
we opine, for we have seen several other places of amusement is specified
of these gentlemen in action and in in a bill introduced in the legislature to raise money for old age pensome instances, at least, their methsions. Sign boards would be taxed
ods would put the average racketeer
of other lines back in the racket 10 per cent under the act. The proposed tax also extends to privately
kindergarten. This industry needs owned amusements, tobacco, highagency regulation and supervision priced autos, and various other commodities.
>uch as practiced by Equity. An
agent who knows his business and
is on the up-and-up with all parties
(and we know many splendid, honHarry Goldberg, Buffalo district
est and upright agents) is a valuable head
for Fox, on Monday assumes
and necessary contact point within charge of the Fox houses in New
the industry and should be looked Jersey totalling 19. Marshall Taylor, in charge of the Albany division
upon as such. The racketeer agent
for Fox, will also handle Buffalo
has simply muscled in, does not be- temporarily.
long, and should be eliminated
speedily
and permanently.

It

Latest Merger Yarn

Pittsburgh — A committee to consult with the Allied States Ass'n, at
its Chicago meeting next month, on
the subject of earlier release of pictures to independent theaters in this
(Continued

on

Page

6)

NAT J. BLUMBERG MADE SHOWING INDECENT' FILMS
AIDE TO JOE PLUNKETT
Helene, Mont. — Penalties for selling and exhibition "of lewd, vulgar,

suggestive and indecent films" are
provided in a censorship bill which

Nat J. Blumberg, who has had
charge of all R-K-O houses west of
Detroit, is now assistant to Joe
Plunkett, on theater operations matters. He is making a survey of
R-K-O
houses in the East.

Emanuel Cohen Going Abroad
On Newsreel Expansion Survey
Jackie Coogan Will Make
Series for Paramount
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Paramount has placed
Jackie Coogan under contract for a
series of pictures.

WOULD PENALIZE SELLING,

Rep. Willard of Missoula has introduced in the State Legislature. The
measure, which would set up a state
board of censorship, also provides
for the creation and compensation
for local boards in cities, towns and
"
counties.

Baltimore Newspapers
Censoring Film Ad Copy

Surveying the European situation
Baltimore
with purpose of determining advisability of establishing newsreels is copy is now
cials of the
the object of a trip to be made by
Emanuel Cohen, editor of the Para- with a view
mount Newsreel. Fox is established
in this territory, having reels in or art work
(Continued

on

Page

6)

proper.

—

All film advertising

being inspected by offiBaltimore Newspapers
to eliminating any text
that is considered im-
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barnyard, for Oh so many years.
We understand that the physical
merging of Pathe and RKO is now
only a matter of time. We hope it
will not mean the passing of the
Pathe trademark to the place where
ail good roosters go when called to
the great chicken beyond. Old Pathe
Rooster, you are the victim of the
march of progress. We'll miss you,
old bird, and so will this industry.
Don't forget that.

Marilyn Miller Signed
For 3 W. B. Films a Year
Warner Bros, have signed Marilyn
Miller on a new exclusive contract
whereby she will be starred in three
pictures a year. This is expected to
mean her retirement from the stage.
Miss Miller, now in New York, sails
Jan. 31 on the Europa for a vacation,
and is due at the studio April 1.
Warners also are reported seeking
to sign Wallace Beery, and rumor
persists that a deal with Marlene
Dietrich
has been negotiated in Germany.

Colo. Censorship Bill
Not Expected to Pass

1

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet
2691

*.♦♦.*♦.♦♦.*♦. v.* ♦.♦♦.♦♦.*♦.♦♦.•♦.♦♦.*♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦..♦•>«'>♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ J2

of
Commerce,
at the
unit's
annual
meetingannounced
yesterday,
is partly
due to the chamber's interest in the
daylight saving situation and the referendum it is conducting on the
issue.
Officers elected for the ensuing
year are: president, Lewen Pizor;
vice-presidents, Mortimer Lewis, Atlantic City, and Floyd Hopkins, Harrisburgh; treasurer, Mike Lessy;
secretary, George P. Aarons. Comprising the new board of governors
are: William Golden; Abe Sablosk>
and Allan Benn.
A discussion of the matter of advertising accessories provided one oi
ihe interesting topics. The members
adopted a resolution asking distributors to share in the cost of accessories, assuming a percentage equivalent to five per cent of the cost of
the picture's rental.

Jan. 19-24 Fox Anniversary Week.
Jan. 22-24 Annual conference of National
Board
way. of Review, Hotel Pennsylvania. New York.
Jan. 26 "Cimarron",
RKO
production,
at the Globe on Broadp. opens
m.

Pathe News Makes
3 Editorial Changes

Paramount Pep Club Ball Feb. 6
Paramount Pep Club will hold a
Motion Picture Ball on Feb. 6 at the
Hotel Astor. Eddie Brown is chairman of the entertainment committee
Harold Stern and his Ambassador
Orchestra
will provide the music.

Earlier "Resurrection" Release
Universal has moved up the release date for "Resurrection" from
February to January. The special
opens today at the Roxy, New York,
and goes immediately into all the
key cities.

& GOING

g Eastman Films |
Hollywood
6700 Santa
Monica t-J
Blvd.
K
HOLlywood
4121 8

Today:

Denver — A bill providing for a
state board of censorship for motion
pictures has again been introduced
m the Colorado legislature. Theater
men feel sure it will not pass.

WILLIAM LeBARON, who has been looking over shows in New York, leaves for the
Coast on Wednesday, following premiere of
"Cimarron."
E. B. HATRICK, head of William Randolph Hearst's picture interests, returned
yesterday from a vacation at Miami
Beach.
"Beau Ideal" Holding
Over
fig
PHIL GOLDSTONE, Tiffany production
RKO's "Beau Ideal" is being con- chief, returned to the coast yesterday.
tinued for another week's run at the
SAMUEL GOLDWYN sailed from the
May fair.
other side yesterday for New
York.
FREDRIC MARCH and FLORENCE
♦ ♦•♦♦♦♦♦♦>♦♦« ♦♦ ♦* *'9♦*♦\ ELDRIDGE leave today for a vacation trip
to the West Indies.
New
York
H. M. WARNER leaves next week for
Long
Island City
*.♦ Florida.
1 54 Crescent
St. V
1540 Broadway
BRYant
4712
STIllwell
7940
*.♦
♦.♦
JOE PINCUS has returned from Hollywood after several months at Movietone City
and will remain in New York to scout plays
and talent for Fox.

i J. E. Brulatour, Inc. $
8
&

Philadelphia — Joining of the M.
P. T. O. with the State Chamber

Gene Cour, Pathe News editorial
representative in Chicago, has been
replaced by James Darst. Marvin
Mclntyre, veteran news man in
Washington, has resigned and Merle
LaYoy, editorial representative in
Los Angeles has been replaced by
A. G. Holland.

COMING

COLOR

PRINTS

Color sound cameras available for
short subjects, or advertising films.
Color prints from Bi-pack negatives.

BREWSTEK CoLOR
FILM CORPORATION

58

First

Street.
Newa'k,
Humboldt 2-4228

N.

J.

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BOCr

Jan. 30
Feb. 6

Meeting of S. M. P. E., Westinghouse Lighting Institute, Grand
Central Palace, New York, 8: IS

World lin's
Premiere
of Charlie
"City Lights"
at theChapnew
Los Angeles
in Los Angeles.
Charlie
"City
opens atChaplin's
the George
M. Lights"
Cohan,

New
York.Pep Club Ball, Hotel
Paramount
Astor, New
York.
Feb. 7
First Annual Dinner and Dance
by Columbia Pictures employees,
Hotel
Plaza,
New
York.
Feb. 9
Thirty-second
annual
dinner
by
the Society of the Genesee
in
honor of George
Eastman.
Feb. 10-11 National convention of independent exhibitors called by
Y.
Allied
States Ass'n to be held
in
Chicago.
Feb. 6

Feb. 28 Foxfilm Athletic Club fifth annual
ball at the Commodore Hotel, N.
Mar. 7

Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
May 25-28 Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers to be
held in Hollywood.
April 4-11 Players'
and Patrons'
Week, national
benefit for Jubilee
N. V.
A. Club.
April 23-24 dorsers
State Convention
of Indiana
Inof Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel,
Indianapolis.

ANOTHER
OF

Byrnes Leaves Van Beuren
George
Byrnes
has resigned
as
circuit and foreign sales manager of
Van Beuren, to take effect Jan. 31.
Byrnes joined the company in 1920.

TERRITORY
WITH

OPEN

TALK!

Based on League of Nation's Exposure of
FIC
WHITE SLAVE TRAF-

CAPITOL FILM
EXCHANGE
630-9th AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

NOTE
OPTIMISM . . . .

The Girl from the West:
"How is New York stand*
Her
bear-raided
Escort:
ing the
depression?"
^

"Famously,
Saltzman's
opened.
Wesince
on better food.
Wedinedance
to

peppier music — wait till
h'V* YolJ
near Tom
SmithByrne
Ballew—
and when
sends
the bad news, we look it
squarely in the face without worrying over to-morrow's breakfast."
Club Dinner with Dancing $2.00 per person
— 6 to 9:30 — Weekdays and Sundays. No
Cover Charge. Club Luncheon Complete
$1.25. A la carte of course. Dancing Saturday Luncheon. Open Sundays at noon . . <
VANderbilt 7057.

RE STAU

RANT

SALTZMAN'S
LINCOLN

BUILDING

60 EAST«4-2nd

STREET

Opposite Grand Central Terminal

LAST YEAR'S SCORE: M-G-M: 4 Nearest Competitors 2, 2, 1. 1
THIS YEAR'S SCORE: M-G-M: 3 Nearest Competitors 2, 1, 1, 1, 1 , 1
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M-G-M Again Leads
M-G-M, which had four pic*
tures in the 1929 "Ten Best"
list, again walks off with the
biggest number of 1930 winners. It has three this year.
Reprinted from yesterday's Film Daily and reaching 30,000,000
readers of 400 leading nation-wide newspapers. That's publicity1.

THE THREE WINNERS
of Film Daily's Annual
Nationwide Vote on 1930's
Year's Ten Best Pictures!

"^ rt>ttvv^
•tffc

Greta Garbo

ANNA

CHRISTIE

Robert Montgomery
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'■o. West Haven, Conn.; Strand, Wilimantic, Conn.; State or Strand, Waterbury, Conn.; ^%|
ilid, La.; Ashton, New Orleans, La.; Opera House, Crawley, La.; Strand, Ruston, La.; Gaiety, Ni
f»Orleans, La.; Lido, Bklyn., N. Y. ; Globe, Bklyn., N. Y. ; City Line, Bklyn., N. Y. ; Murian, Bklyn.
:; Bklyn., N. Y. ; New Bdway., Bklyn., N. Y. ; Winthrop, Bklyn., N. Y. ; Eden, Bklyn., N. Y. ; Nostran
rtklyn., N. Y. ; Alhambra, Bklyn., N. Y. ; New Gates, Bklyn., N. Y. ; Subway, Bklyn., N. Y.: Sunset,1
si.rk, N. Y.; Empire, New York, N. Y. ; Art, New York, N. Y. ; Benneson, New York, N. Y.; Star, Ne^v
nYork, N. Y.; Majestic, New York, N. Y. ; Claremont, New York, N. Y. ; Cannon Movies, New YorWP
HI, New York, N. Y.; Thirty-fourth St., New York, N. Y. ; Arcadia. New York, N. Y. ; Regent, Np^
ar. New York. N. Y. ; Arcadia, New York, N. Y.; Village, New York, N. Y. ; Windsor,
New Yo^
Wew York, N. Y.; Savoy, New York, N. Y. ; Gramercy, New York, N. Y. ; Universal, New York, r^
• Garden, New York. N. Y. ; Wallacks, New York. N. Y.; Orient, New
York, N. Y. ; Franklin,
jM
nuburg, N. J.; Rialto, West N. Y., N. J.; Bdway.. Woodcliff, N. J.; Park, Highland Pk., N. J.; TrM
M or Bishop, Hoboken, N. J.; Playhouse,
Dover, N. J.; Rcselyn,
Roselle, N. J.; Summit,
Uni^flj
AN. J.; Playhouse, Cedarhurst, N. Y. ; Bunny, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. ; Lyric, Oyster Bay, L. L
, Strand, White Plains, N. Y.; Malbce, South Jamaica, L. I.; Manhattan Playhouses, Inc., J
orta. Okla.; Palace, Hobart, Okla. ; Rex, San Jacinto, Tex.; Phillips, Phillips, Tex.; New, «
Orees, Wilson, Okla.; Temple, Fort Smith, Ark.; Midwest, Bartlesville, Okla.: Strand.^^J
a; Empress, Malvern, la.; Bennett, Auburn, Nebr. ; Moon, Omaha, Nebr. ; Winn, O
m or Avenue, Omaha, Nebr.; Maryland, Omaha, Nebr.; Benson, Omaha, Nebr.; RH
P: Neutral, Simpson, Pa. ; Star, Phila., Pa.: Liberty, Atlantic City, N. J. : Aldine, aAj
F; Phila.. Pa.; Strand. Phila., Pa.; Grand, Scranton, Pa.; Strand, Burwick, Pa.; P^
P'an, Erie, Pa.; Alhambra, New Kensington, Pa. ; Majestic,
Grove City, Pa.;
]u; Monte, Irwin, Pa.; Opera House, Windsor, Pa.; Ritz, Freeport,
Pa.; Dome,
]
:u>Utah; Lyric, Richfield, Utah, Bainville, Bainville, Mont.;
Lyric, Price, Utah; '.
]ara, Alturas, Cal.; Vox, Klamath Falls, Cal.; Woodland, Woodland,
Cal.; Rialto,
AHonolulu, T. H.; New Mission, San Francisco, Cal.; New Filmore, San Franci

SWANEE
RIVE

h arrott. Seattle, Wash.;
Circle, Seatt^ ^^i^^^ft^^o^fc,
Seat«^^/ash. ; Rex, ,
Win, Longview, Wash.; Palace, Junea^P?«
^kh^fl
^^Isis, Midf<
k Strand or
Kit. Louis^Mo. ; Gentry, Cabool. Mo.;Jfl
Mft. Louis, RL
lis. Mo. ; W
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PUBL1X AND WARNERS
AFTER PHILLY CIRCUIT
{Continued

from

Page

1)

Warners owing to their ownership
of the Stanley circuit. Pubhx'l-s
nearest strongholds are the Pennsy
vania towns in which are located
houses comprising its part of the
Comerford group.

MPTO of W. Pa., W. Va.
Earlier Releases
Seek
(Continued
from Page 1)
section, was appointed at the meeting of the M. P. T. O. of Western
folPenn. and W. Va. The action and
lowed a discussion of zoning
t exprotection, with the independen
hibitors charging that it is sometimes impossible for them to obtain
pictures until from four weeks to
four months after they have played
affiliated houses. Similar allegations
have been made by the Eastern Pa.
independents, in Philadelphia.

570 Warner Houses
Houses owned by Warner Bros, now approximate 570, according
to the latest count. With the exception of the Philadelphia territory
they are generally scattered. Practically all theaters in this district
were acquired through the Stanley deal.

T
ZONING PLANS AWAITING
L
NEWSREEES IN EUROPE
GOVERNMENT'S
(Continued

from

Page

Great Britain, France and Germany.
Cohen
sails within
two
weeks.
Establishment
of a Paramount
reel
in Great Britain is certain.

Judge Calls Censor Board
"Arbitrary, Capricious"
Baltimore — Characterizing the

State Board of Censors as "arbitrary
and capricious," Judge Joseph N
Ulman of the City Court has handed
down a lengthy decision in favor of
Culture Films, Inc., producers of
the film "Birth," from which the
Georgia 10 Per Cent Tax
censors had ordered 92 eliminations.
Still Alive in Assembly Judge Ulman stressed the point that
Atlanta — Although a revision of the censor board has not the official
general tax law elim- power to judge films for their enthe proposed
inates the recommended 10 per cent
tertainment value but concurred with
tax on admissions, it is understood the Assistant Attorney General that
that an effort to re-insert this and the film should only be presented to
other items will be made in com- adults.
mittee. The House bill is sponsored
Rep. W. H. Key of Jasper, vice- Iowa Allied States Unit
by
chairman of the House ways and
means
committee.

Takes Out Final Papers

Dix to Continue Acting
Despite some impressions to the
contrary, Richard Dix is not retiring from the screen owing to his
entrance into directorial work. He
intends to act in and direct his own
pictures for RKO, including "Big
Brothers,'' exteriors on which he is
making in the East.
Added to RKO Stock Company
RKO has signed two more players
for its stock company. Geoffrey
Kerr, stage player, leaves for the
Coast Jan. 29. Ruth Western, who
has appeared in amateur theatricals,
departs for Hollywood about the
same time.
"Reducing"
Stays at Capitol
M-G-M's
"Reducing,"
with Marie
Dressier and Polly Moran, is being
held over at the Capitol.

2 For James What?
James Whale, Tiffany director, not only handled Tiffany's "Journey's End," one
of the "Ten Best Pictures of
1930," but also figured in another "Ten Best" winner.
"Hell's Angels." Whale directed the dialogue and assisted generally on "Angels."
This gives him a special distinction in that these two pictures represent his first screen
efforts.

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Allied Theaters of
Iowa has taken out final papers and
is now an official member of the
Allied States Ass'n, Abram F. Myers
announces.
R-K-O Theater Manager Shifts
Joe Cooper, formerly manager of
the R-K-O Orpheum, Seattle, ha<been promoted to the post of divisional exploitation manager. Richard
Zeller replaces Cooper at the Oroheum. Zeller formerly managed the
R-K-O Los Angeles. A. H. Talbot
is now manager of the Ritz, Birmingham, replacing Vernon
Reaver.

Clarence S. Darrow, championing
the cause of motion pictures untrammeled by censorship, won a debate from John S. Sumner, Blue law
advocate, at White Plains, Wednesday night.
"This talk about movies glorifying
or making heroes of crooks is just

sillymovies,
piffle,"seehe lots
declared.
"I Igohaveto
the
of them.
never
seen
a
picture
in
my
life, and
organization legal committee will
I do not believe one has ever been
submit the setups to the Govern- made in which the crook or the
ment body for approval.
wrong-doer is not both caught and
The M. P. T. O. adopted a resolu- adequately punished. Right always
tion asking Philadelphia exchanges
to restore the old protection plan. triumphs over wrong in the movies
that is more than we can say
Claim was made that protection is and
about real life.
not being enforced uniformly. Another resolution passed censured the
Philadelphia film board of trade for National Review Board
its part in the reported situation.
Opens Seventh Confab
Seventh annual motion picture
Sunday Amusement Bill
conference of the National Board of
Introduced in London Review got under way yesterday at
London — A measure calling for the Hotel Pennsylvania. There was
private projection at the Fox home
amendments, to the British law pro- aoffice
in the morning, followed in
hibiting Sunday amusements was introduced yesterday in the House of
the
afternoon and
by athe
discussion
''The
Commons.
Community
Motion onPicture
Theater", with Wilton A. Barrett
presiding. Other speakers included
N. Y. Censorship Repeal
Albert Howson, Arthur E. Krows,
Asked in New Post Bill Mrs. Alonzo Richardson and Montague Salmon. In the evening there
Albany — Repeal of the motion picture censorship law is asked in a was a session at the Chanin The- :
bill introduced in the Assembly by
ater, the topic being "Cultural Uses
Langdon W. Post of New York of the Unusual Film by the ComThe act, which was referred to the
munity", with Col. Clarence A. Perry presiding and Iris Barry among
Ways and Means Committee, would
take effect July 1.
the speakers. A showing of "Rango" followed. Sessions will continue
today and tomorrow, winding up
3,800-Seater for Kansas
City
with the 16th annual luncheon.
Kansas City — A 15-storv hotel and
3,800-seat theater will be built at
M-G-M
Signs Radio Artist
Linwood Blvd. and Main St., acCharles Knox Robinpon, the
cording to Harry F. Johns of the
Johns Building Co. Victor J. De Foe Herald-Tribune's radio "Observer,"
is the architect. Work begins May 1. has been signed by M-G-M as a
featured actor. Robinson had sevtoday.eral years' stock company experience
Van Beuren Signs Tennis Champ
is a graduate of the University
Vincent Richards, tennis champion, and
of Vienna. He leaves for the coast
has been signed by Van Beuren for
two exclusive Pathe-Grantland Rice
Sportlight pictures.
Astor Hotel Wired by W. E.
New York's first hotel to install
sound apparatus is the Astor, just
tem.
equipped with Western Electric sys(Continued

1)

DARROW WINS DEBATE
IN DEFENSE OE FILMS
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Only 1% of Films Shown in Schools
Come Under Head of Entertainment
Washington Bureau of

Washington — Showing of motion
pictures in schools, which has scored
a large gain in the last few years, includes only a little more than 2 per
cent of subjects coming under the
head of entertainment, it is revealed
in a survey made by the Industrial
and Educational section of the M. P.
Division, Department of Commerce.
All other screenings are along instructional lines. The respective percentages follow: Physical Education,
7.22; Society Sciences, 40.56; Natural
Sciences, 26.18; English, 4.13; Mathematics, .52; Commercial, 3.89; Manual

Chevalier Signs Radio Contract
Maurice Chevalier has signed 2
THE FILM DAILY
fat contract for a series of 26 broadcasts on the Chase & Sanborn proArts, 4.87 ; Home Economics, 4.52 ;
Professional, .63 ; General, 2.30 ; Agri- WEAF.gram every Sunday night over NBCculture, 1.72; Entertainment, 2.15;
Safety, .02 ; News Reels, .25 ; Clubs,
.08; Thrift, .00; Language, .16.

Pennsy Plans Tax

Special
for "Quiet"
Batavia, Night
Java — Train
So great
is the demand to see "All Quiet on the Western Front" at the Deca, here in the
capitol of Java, that the Government
is operating a special theater train
every night from Buitenzorg, residential suburb. This is the only
night train operated in Java in years.

Pennsylvania is joining the
list of states in which current
legislators
consider Such
amuse- a
ment tax will
measures.
bill will be introduced to the
assembly,
said
at the M. Mike
P. T.O'Toole
O. meeting
yesterday.
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Kansas City — Robbers entered the
Bijou,
dug a safe containing $150
it
away.
from
its concrete base, and carried

■WESLEY RUGGLES will direct
™ Bert Wheeler in his first staring picture for RKO.
William R. Nigh has been signed
)y Columbia to direct "Danger
ihead."

David Manners and Mary Forbes
lave been cast in the Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., picture, "Chances."
Alan Mowbray, stage player,
nakes his first screen appearance
n Warners' "God's Gift to Women."

is again first cameraI John Mescall nce
Bennett on new
nan for Consta
?athe vehicle now in production.
Radio has signed James Gleason
Husbands," tvhich
for
will direct.
Sloan ling
Paul "Trave
Pathe has re-signed Harry Sweet
to direct Daphne Pollard's next comedy, "Hot Wires."
Holmes Herbert and Thelma Todd
have been assigned to the cast of
"Broadminded,"
National's
\First
\starring
Joe E. Brown.
David Newell and Violet Barlowe
have been signed by Columbia for
"The Flood," which James Tinling
will direct.
Edward Dean Sullivan has completed the script for Tiffany's "X
Spot," xvhich James
the direct.
Marks
Whale will
Radio Pictures has bought an original, "All Scarlet," from Damon
Runyon, the sports writer.
Ernest Pagano and Jack Townley
have been added to the Educational writing staff.
Glenn Tryon will support Ramon
Novarro in "Daybreak," which Jacques Feyder will direct at M-G-M.
This picture will mark Tryon's initia'
appearance on the Metro-GoldwynMayer lot.
Ray
June,
who
photographed
["Reaching for the Moon" and "The
Bat Whispers," is doing the camera
work
on "Obey
That
Impulse,"
starring Gloria Swanson.

Argentina has 366 motion
picture theaters in 23 different
cities.

• OFFICIAL WASHINGTON will be given a preview of Radio's "Cimarron" tonite at the Arkayo Keith theater
today is "Oklahoma Day," and as the theme
in the capital
Congressional
of the pix centers in that state, the Oklahoma
the result is that j>rohably
delegation is whooping it up
the most distinguished patronage ever assembled for a premiere
Viceof a Hollywood product will grace the occasion
nine
six cabinet officers
Prexy Curtis and party
ambassadors,
12 ministers
40 senators and more than
250 members
of the House
President Hoover at noon
will receive Richard
Dix, Estelle Taylor, William
LeBaron,
Wesley Ruggles, Joseph Plunkett and Floyd Gibbons ........
and then they will be tendered a lunch in the private dining
room of the speaker of the House
and in the evening,
Richard Dix and Estelle will sup with the board of governors
and if that isn't putting "Cimarof the National Press Club
ron" over with a splash, what does the doggone word mean?
*
*
*
*
• • • THE A. M. P. A. luncheon at the Dixie yestiddy
uncovered (purely in a manner of speaking) Wesley Ruggles,
Estelle Taylor, Eddie Cronjager, Albertina Rasch and Dmitri
Tiomkin
each in turn bobbed up, took a bow, and bobbed down again
but prexy Michaelovitch
Simmonsky
was, as usual, equal to the occasion
he spoke for ALL of
them
if the Ampa's
ever entertain the Roxy orchestra,
Mike will be fully capable of blowing for all of them, and double
in brass, too
On Wednesday they unloaded a shindig at
the Arkayo offices as a sort of coming-out party for the "Cimarron" principals
Richard
Dix, Wesley
Ruggles,
Estelle
Taylor and William
Le Baron received a flock of newspaper
gents
while Bert Wheeler,
Robert
Woolsey,
Geoffrey
Kerr, Olive Tell and Ruth Western added to the heh-heh and
here's-how of the merry occasion
*
*
*
*

•

•

• • • TODAY'S FAIRY STORY
A gent named Willis
Kent made a li'l heart-throb pix out on the Coast
aLer
tremendous expenditure of time, money and energy, the pix
had a grand premiere at an Eighth Avenoo theater on a double
bill the other day
and Willis came out in print with this
statement to his exhib friends
"Almost every man has a
secret ambish
a longing to do something worth while
something to which he can look back with pride all
his life
for years I have had a longing to produce a truly
great pix
one that will rate with the truly great masterpieces and NOW
I have it
the Perfect Picture"
such optimism
such faith
such — aw, Willis,
we saw the masterpiece
now wotin'ell was the name of
the
epic? be moredoggone
hasn't toslipped
memorynote of
we must
careful ifinit future
make our
a mental

Baltimore — Thirty seats in the
Rivoli, managed by Frank Price,
Jr., are being equipped with Western Electric headphones for the
hard of hearings.
Cleveland — Sanitary Automatic
Candy Corp. has closed its local office, managed by B. Z. Levine.
Baltimore — R. H. Cherry, is the
father of a baby girl. Joe Oulahan,
Paramount salesman, also became a
father recently.
New Haven, Conn. — John Pavone, formerly of the Warner sales
department, has joined Pathe.
Yonkers, N. Y.— The Park Hill
and the Broadway are now showing
double-feature bills with three
changes a week.
New Haven, Conn. — Arthur Horn
of United Artists and J. Robert
Smith, M-G-M, are at home, ill.
Everett, Mass. — A motion for the
repeal ol the Sunday movie license
was voted down by the city council.
Seattle — Mickey Carney has resigned as manager of the Winter
Garden, a Sterling Circuit house.
Boston — Terminal Theater Co.
been formed to manage theaters
places of amusement. President
treasurer is Sewell Webber,
Boylston St.

has
and
and
194

Hackensack, N. J.— Charles Mann,
formerly of the Tivoli, Newark, is
managing the Oritani.
Cambridge,
Mass. — The Inman
opened Jan. 21.
Portland, Me. — The Empire has
installed headphones in 30 seats in
the house.

the names of these "truly
great
*
* masterpieces."
*
*
• • • ONCE UPON a time, dear children
25 years
ago, to be exact
they used to call the pix "anima-photography"
and we can well remember
our old grandpop
running a projection machine in a Nickelodeon on Third Avenoo
and the ole goof was worried sick because no standard
speed had been developed for running hi-0 machine
wrlicb
caused some mighty queer effects on the screen
sometimes in the middle of a hot clinch, hero and heroine would back
apart, then rush into each other's arms again
a sedate
banker would suddenly start tearing down the avenoo
the wheels on the royal carriage would turn backwards,
or
stand still altogether while the kink rolled along
but with
it all, grandpop was philosophical
and he would remark
to us: "Well, sonny, these effects may not be strictly in accord
with natural laws
but ain't they NOVEL?"
and
today, children, they show the same effects in Hollywood comedies and call 'em trick shots
and "novelty" effects showing
just how marvelously
this industry has
progressed in a quarter century

«

«

«

»

»

»

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Beit wishes and congratulations aj«
extended by ThE FILM DAILY
to the following members of tbe in
dustry, who are celebrating theii
birthdays:

January 23
Ralph Graves
Franklin
Pangborn
Ben Bard
Lafe McKee

One of the notables of/930

mmm
11 nil
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The WorlcTs Greatest
Love Story — for the
World's Greatest
Theatre !

Watch Its RecordMaking
Career,
Starting
Friday, January 23,
when it opens at the
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eehnicolor meets
every service demand
of the industry • • •

Recent technical developments and major plant expansion
enable Technicolor to offer the motion picture industry for 1931 an
even finer quality of product, and service facilities ample to accommodate any demands.
CLEARER

IMI

IMIIOV.

A basic improvement has been made

by the development of a new Technicolor camera lens which gives pictures a notably sharper definition on the screen.
RETTER
SOCXII. A special method of processing the sound
track is still another development which gives Technicolor pictures an
unusually fine sound reproduction.

PROMPT

IftELIVERIES

AM>

UNIFORM

PRINT*.

Technicolor's tremendous expansion campaign is complete. Its printing capacity is now 700% more than a year ago. The new laboratory
in Hollywood, the enlarged plant in Boston, fully equipped with highspeed machinery, the photographic plant with fifty Technicolor cameras
manned by trained crews, insure during 1931 prompt service under
the most urgent demands, and a consistent uniformity of color prints
of a new standard of excellence.

PRESIDENT,

TECHNICOLOR

.MOTION

PICTl'RK

CORP.

Technicolor
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Texas Bill Limits Exhibs to 26 Adult Films Yearly
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Mannon Sees Big Year Ahead (or Independent Producers
Head of Tec-Art Studio
Optimistic Over 1931
Outlook
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Production of talkers
by independents in 1931 promises to
set a new record at the Tec-Art Studio, according to Alfred T. Mannon,
president of the plant. Two features
are just going in work and several
producers are getting stories in shape
to start shooting at an early date.
Charles Hutchison began shooting
(Continued

on

Pane

9)

PHILLY COUlfMOVES
FOR SUNDAYLAW CHANGE
Philadelphia —

The City Council
jlhas recommended to the state legislature that the old blue laws be
modified so as to permit movie
Ishows and other amusements on
(Sunday after 2 P. M. In consequence
of this action the Legislature will
!be asked to revise the Sabbath laws
which now keep the theaters closed.

Fox Mgrs. Warned Against
Utilizing Bow Publicity
Managers of Fox theaters are being instructed to use utmost care
in advertising and exploiting of any
film in which Clara Bow appears.
Orders from the Fox home office are
that, under no circumstances is a
theater to capitalize on Miss Bow's
legal difficulties.

Daily
"Big Deal"
Report emanating from the

Coast to the effect that William Fox will acquire Columbia Pictures was generally denied and discredited in New
York Friday. According to
one version, the story was
projected by a man who is alleged to be working under an
arrangement which gives him
a commission on any sale of
the company.

History Repeats
Georovesti, Rumania — At the first showing of motion pictures
here, nearly a thousand peasants, none of whom had ever seen a
movie before, got frightened and stampeded when the screen suddenly flashed a locomotive roaring straight down the track toward
the audience.
Twelve persons were trampled in the rush for exits.

FOX ARRANGES TO RENEW
$55,000,000 FINANCING
Arrangements for meeting the oneyear $55,000,000 Fox Film gold notes,
due April 15, have been practically
completed and renewal of the financing will be "taken care of" on the
date of expiration of the present notes,
The Film Daily learned Friday. The

matter will probably be handled
again through a banking group headed by Halsey, Stuart & Co. and
Bancamerica - Blair, with Chase
Securities also expected to participate. Several plans have been under
consideration to provide financing for
another period of a year.

"Cimarron" To Open
Dark Houses
In responses to requests from sevGetting Even

Cecilia Loftus always signs
when an autograph hound approaches her, and then pulls
out her own autograph book
and makes the goof sign, too,
murmuring: "Who knows but
that you may be a famous
murderer some day."

(Continued

on

Page

9)

Strained
relations
With
His which
Dep'thave existed for some time between the
Warners and Spyros Skouras, in
charge of the Warner Bros, theater
operations, culminated Friday in the
resignation of Skouras, followed by
similar action on the part of his
brother and assistant, George
Skouras.
Bad feeling
between the Warners
(Continued on Page 9)

CALIF. BILLlMED AT
CRIME SCENES IN FILMS
Sacramento — A bill making it unlawful to exhibit a motion picture depicting the commission of a crime or
taking of a human life has been introduced in the Legislature by Assemblyman Dempster. Any owner,
manager or lessee of a theater in

(Continued on Page 2)
eral exchange centers, RKO will
probably arrange to bring about the
reopening of a number of dark 90% Independent Houses
houses for the special purpose of
In Portland, Ore., Field
showing "Cimarron." The big spePortland, Ore.— Out of 176 thecial is slated to get a more extenaters served by the Portland Film
sive day-and-date premiere over the
Board of Trade, 159 or about 90 per
country
than that
given the
Amosplans
'n' cent are independents, against 17
Andy picture,
according
to the
of RKO officials.
affiliated. There are 156 wired houses
and 20 silents in this territory. Five
of the silents and seven wired houses
are closed at present.

26 Adult Films Yearly Limit
Under Proposed Texas Bill
Austin — Texas exhibitors would
not be allowed to play more than 26
so-called "adult pictures" during the
calendar year under a censorship bill
introduced in the State House of
Representatives by Rev. Forbes of
Weatherford. Under the proposed
plan, films for adults only would be
designated by pink tickets and persons under 18 years old would not
be permitted to attend these performances unless accompanied by parents.

Theater Operations Head
Balks at Interference

Repeal of Sunday Law
Sought in Tenn. Bill
Memphis — Repeal of the Sunday
blue law, in so far as it pertains to
theaters in Shelby County, of which
Memphis is the county seat, is asked
in a bill introduced in State
Legislature in Nashville by Senator
John Brown. The measure would
allow the city commission here to
determine the Sunday question.

All for Kids

Exhibs who have been
squawking for pictures with
kid appeal will be interested in
the words of Arthur E. Krow,
of W. E., speaking at the National Board of Review confab. He sez the pix of today,
because they try to please persons of all ages and classes at
the same time, succeed in
amusing only those with 13year-old mentality.
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Juveniles Reactions To Talkers
Same as Silent, Review Body Told
Reaction of juveniles to talking Calif. Bill Aimed at
pictures is practically the same as to
Scenes in Films
Crime
silents, said Mrs. Piercy Chestny,
{Continued from Page 1)
Macon (Ga.) Betpresident of thettee
in her address which such sequences are shown in
ter Films Commi
violation of the act would be guilty
on Friday before the annual confer- of a misdemeanor and punishable by
ence of the National Board of Refine of not less than $100 for each
view. Kids show a universal ob- aoffense.
to
object
and
jection to love scenes
A measure to regulate certain
maudlin scenes of sadness, but alconditions in projection
working
ways react as they should to true pictures of a sympathetic nature, she booths has been introduced by Assemblyman Quigley. Violation of
declared. The juvenile matinee
law would make the
proposed
the
has
sponsored by her organization
liable for a fine of not less
grown from 12 children to more than offender
than $25.
3,000, Mrs. Chestny said.
Ashley Miller, director of the
Oklahoma City — A license tax on
Hecksher Theater in New York, also
theaters will be presented to the
spoke on motion pictures for child- State Legislature by Rep. Otto
ren. Mrs. James A. Craig of the Strickland of Bontotqc County. It
Jacksonville Better Films Council will provide a fee to be levied on a
presided over the session.
graduated scale, based on the seating
The conference closes this after- capacity of the theater. It would be
noon (Saturday) with the annual collected annually and license would
luncheon of the Board at the Hotel
3/8
be issued from the State Auditor's
Pennsylvania.
Speakers will include office.
Secretary of Labor W. N. Doak,
Walter Wanger, Chief Child Long
Lincoln — The House judiciary
Lance, author and hero of "The committee has under consideration a
Silent Enemy"; Peter Brady, presi- 10 per cent admission tax applying
dent of the Federation Bank; Dr. to all amusements.
Frederick C. Howe, Russell Owen,
correspondent with the Byrd Antarc- Pathe Injunction Suit
tic expedition; Bernt Balchen, pilot
of the Byrd flight over the South)
Again Adjourned a Week
Pole. Many stage and motion picThe injunction suit brought in
ture celebrities will also be guests the District Court by the A. B. C.
of honor, including Ernst Lubitsch, Development Corp. against Pathe
Edmund Goulding, Dorothy Arzner, designed to prevent the sale of
Ernest G. Schoedsack, Eugene A. Pathe to RKO, was again adjourned
Lauste, Tallulah Bankhead, Maurice Friday
for one
week.
Lawrence
Chevalier,
Charlie
Ruggles
andRerenson is attorney for the plain
others.
tiffs and Lewis Innerarity is representing Pathe.
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COMING

Portland Bans "Blue Angel"
Portland, Ore.— "The Blue Angel,"
with
Emil Jannings
and
Marlene
Dietrich, has been banned
by the
censor board.

& GOING

WALLACE SMITH, RKO writer, arrives
Monday from Hollywood, accompanied by his
wife. While in New York he will confer
with publishers on his latest novel.
J. I. CRABTREE, president of the S.
M.P.E., has returned to Rochester after a
visit to New
York.

Jacob S. White Named
Fox Agent in Indiana
Indianapolis — Fox Film has filed
papers with the secretary of state,
designating Jacob S. White as Indiana agent, with headquarters here.
Glenda Farrell in Person

STRY'S
INDUECCR
THEIDATE
Jan. I 26
"Cimarron",
RKO
production,
HI**""!
way.
opens at the Globe on BroadJan. 30
Feb. 3
Feb. 5
Feb. 6

World lin's
Premiere
of Charlie
"City Lights"
at theChapnew
Los Angeles
in Los Angeles.
"Trader Horn-" M-G-M production, opens at the Astor, New
York.
Testimonial luncheon to Arthur
Greenblatt
at the Hotel Astor,
Charlie
"City
opens atChaplin's
the George
M. Lights"
Cohan,
New
York.

Film Men's Names Used
In Ticket-Selling Racket
A number of motion picture people in the last few days have been
victimized by persons claiming to be
representatives of film executives and
selling tickets for a forthcoming
benefit show. Using the names of
Major Edward Bowes, Arthur Loew
and others, the racketeers say they
have been instructed by the picture
executives
to sale
solicit
latter'*
friends in the
of the
tickets
thai
have been bought in blocks by the
film execs. The gag is to ask for
check, which is immediately callec
for by a messenger, and the amoum
of the check must be $25.
U. A. to Show French Version
"Le Roi S'Ennuie," French dia
logue version of Robert E. Sher
wood's play, "The Queen's Hus
band," directed in Hollywood b}
Henri de la Falaise et de la Coudrayi
and scheduled for release in Franc
through the United Artists subsidi
ary, will have its world premier*
Tuesday night in the theater atoj
the Chanin Building. Pauline Garoi
is in the cast.
Luncheon to Arthur Greenblatt
Arthur Greenblatt will be tenderet
a testimonial luncheon at the Hote
Astor on Feb. 5.
Services for Alma
Rubens
Los Angeles — Funeral service
for Alma Rubens, who died Wed
nesday, were held today (Saturday
in the Little Church of the Flower
in Forest Lawn Cemetery. Th
body will be taken to Fresno an
placed in a mausoleum.

"Trader Horn' Opens Feb. 3
Glenda Farrell, heroine of "Little
M-G-M's "Trader Horn" will hav
Caesar," will make a personal appearance Tuesday, night at the New its premiere Feb. 3 at the Astor fc
York Strand, where the Warner picture is in its third week.
aat special
run.closes
"New
noi
the Astor,
Feb.Moon,"
1.
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Acting Art Is
Product of Experience
W/A.TCHING actors do their
scenes on a set is similar to
observing an artisan at work on
a building. Each have their special tools for the craft, and they
use them with more or less proficiency according to their experience. The veteran and skillful actor uses his smoothly and
adeptly, while the less experienced need more guidance and
instruction. The apprentice
brick mason requires years before he can handle the trowel
gracefully and effectively, and
actors do not become proficient
in the subtleties of their profession until years of experience
have taught them. The tools of
the actor are his voice, his carriage, his gestures and his poise.
He uses them smartly and instinctively, according to his experience. The comparatively
simple act of tearing up a letter
is often a significant piece of
business. The veteran will do it
smartly and effectively. The
younger men or women often
have to go through the movements a dozen times before they
can acquire the correct technique and force. Here is where
the director's work becomes arduous, and unless he is patient
he will not readily get the results he wants. All of our actors cannot come to us with ten
or twenty years of experience,
and it takes that to make one a
thorough
master of his tools.
— George Archainbaud

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

4111 HI WW
All HIE IIHE

Walter Wanger reported out of
(Famous Players as production manager.
*
*
*
Charles Chaplin plans features
|only, after completing First National
contract.
*
*
*
H. G. Ballance, sales manager for
Famous Players, succeeding S. R.
Kent.

• • • NOW THAT the ossif staff has got that Ten Best
Pictures for 1930 off their chests, and started the rest of the film
world heaving their chests with mixed emotions at the results
we can settle down to putting the final licks on the 13th
edition of the Year Book
the "we" is used in an editorial
sense, for we personally have little to do with it
there are
enough headaches in knocking out this daily kolyum
trying to avoid talking about the items the other kolyumists mention
and spear new stuff
meaning presenting old stuff
in a new dress so that the other kolyumists can't recognize their
junk
and that's foolin' 'em, kid
and the last time
we were accused of lifting material was six months ago
so our System must be a Success
but to return to the topic
of that stupendous and impressive undertaking known as the
FILM DAILY
Year Book
which will soon dazzle and
amaze a palpitating world
here is a li'l human interest
side-light
on the tremendous labor involved in its production from the viewpoint of the press
when a
linotyper finished setting his job of 200 galleys in 6-point
and any lino lad will assure you that THAT
is some Tough
assignment
and as he finished the last galley
and
was about to expire
his trembling hands knocked
out
this added line on the keys "This is the End — Thank Gawd."
yea, bo, that was straight from the heart
so when
you sit back comfortably in your swivel chair
and peruse
delightedly your copy of the Year Book
soon to be delivered pause a moment in silent tribute to the lino guy
and all the raft of other unsung heroes backstage
who are yearning for the moment when they can chorus: "This
is the End — thankgawd."
while you, lucky devil, get the
Year Book gratis with your subscription
and might not
fully Appreciate it if we hadn't spilled this sob-sister story
• • • JESSE LASKY's missus has established herself as
a poetess and painteress in a luxurious studio on Fifth Avenoo
in an interview she sez: "It seems to me that I could paint
better, write better poetry, if I had to struggle to do it, but when
I talk like that to my husband, he pinches my cheek and says,
'Don't kid yourself, little girl.'"
and who should know
better than Jesse that you can't make pictures without plenty
of dough?
And now the Daily Mirror has started a ballot contest among the fans to determine whether
Clara Bow
should or should not be barred from the movies
if these
tabs keep on guiding the destiny of the film biz, there will soon
be nothing for the Hollywood execs to worry about
•

•

• H. EMERSON YORKE is recuperating from an illness at his home in Mt. Vernon, after having been discharged
from a hospital
Teddy Pitts of the Capitol managerial
staff is back on the job with a fractured finger reposing in a
bandage
he busted it clocking the laughs on Marie Dressler's "Reducing"
Three stage producers are after Jearjette Loff to play the lead in various Broadway plays, after her
recent showing in Tiffany pix
Morton
Downey's
Club
Delmonico is getting the play from celebs, we having lamped Joan
Crawford. Doug Fairbanks, Jr., Irving Berlin, Jeanette Loff,
Lenore Ulric and Stuart Webb there the other eve

• • • JAMES A. FITZPATRICK cables his office that he
has reached Gibraltar, the first port of call on his round-the-world
trip to produce TravelTalks
He goes next to Monaco and
Nice
It is worth while visiting the Empey Club if for
nothing else than to catch one of those charming smiles from
Peggy at the switchboard
this is run for an anonymous
film gentleman who is too bashful to tell Peggy himself
A gent in a Scotch restaurant complained to the waiter that his
plate was damp, and the waiter said it ain't damp, you sap, that's
your soup

«

«

«

»

»

»

€
Magazine Tie-Up
Helps "Billy the Kid"
Jt^ NOVEL
interesting
up with aand
magazine
was tieincluded by Fred S. Meyer, manager of the Alhambra, Milwaukee, in the campaign he used
on "Billy the Kid." Meyer arranged with a magazine "Ace
High," which the publishers are
trying to put over in Milwaukee for a tie-up in connection
with "Billy the Kid." Meyer
was given 8,500 copies of this
magazine to distribute in any
way he wanted, so he had special stickers printed and pasted
on the front covers. They were
then distributed to the patrons
leaving the theater, and also at
various manufacturing plants in
Milwaukee. The stunt was a
huge success inasmuch as the
magazines were distributed in
—M -M
very little time, with no-Gleftovers.
*

*

*

Pagoda Makes A
Novel
Lobby Display
at the
Spreckels,
J70R
the run
of "EastSanIs Diego,
West"
Mike Newman set up a huge
pagoda in his lobby, the center
of which contained a revolving
whe.el on which production stills
were placed. In the windows
on either side of the wheel were
enlarged portraits of Lupe Velez
and Lew Ayres. Vari-colored
spotlights played on the cut-out,
the
shifting colors adding
— Univer
to sal
its
effectiveness.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Beit wiihes and congratulations aje
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of tbe induitry, who are celebrating (heir
birthdays:

January
Paul Fejos 24-25
RobertHoxie
Milton
Jack
M.
J. Edwards
Humphrey
Rogers
Victor Shapiro
Edna Gregory
Harold Newins
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SEVEN PRODUCTIONS
Seven stories are now in preparaion at Paramount. They include
"Dude Ranch," starring Jack Oakie,
with Mitzi Green, Eugene Pallette
and Skeets Gallagher; "Confessions
of a Co-Ed," with Phillips Holmes
and Sylvia Sidney; "Manhattan
Musketeers," with Charles Rogers.
Stuart Erwin, Skeets Gallagher and
June MacCloy, "No One Man," by
Rupert Hughes; "Up Pops the
Devil," with Norman Foster and
Carole Lombard; an untitled story
by Michael Arlen and an untitled
western to be directed by Edward
Sloman.
Marguerite Churchill in "Skyline"
Marguerite Churchill has been assigned by Fox to "Skyline" with
Spencer Tracy and Sally Eilers.
Rowland Brown will direct.

NEW GAYNOR-FARRELL FILM
AMONG NEXT AT FOX STUDIO

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By

ATERVYN

LeROY

RALPH

is all smiles

these days. His picture, "Little Caesar," is breaking house
records in the East and will be given
a $2 premiere at the Warner Bros.
Hollywood theater on Jan. 29. He
recently directed "A Gentleman's
Fate," starring John Gilbert, and
will soon start work on "BroadBrown.
Minded,"
which
will star Joe
E.
*
*
*
Our Passing Show: Edward
Laemmle, Paul Kohner, Sigmund
Moos, Karl Freund, Allen Erwin attending aGerman play at the Wilshire-Ebell theater; Lewis R. Fosvard. ter motoring on Hollywood boule*
*
*
Arthur Carew, who supported
Frank Fay in "The Matrimonial
Bed," is working in "The Devil
Was Sick," which also stars Fay.
Michael Curtiz, who directed "The
Matrimonial Bed," is also directing
the new Fay vehicle.
*
*
*

W1LK

recenters" pictures
include
and "Men on
Call.""The
She Dancmade
her screen debut in "Big Time," having been recruited
*
* from* the stage.
The ambition op every author —
to see his name in electric lights
on Broadway, is to be realized by
Lenore J. Coffee, First National
scenarist, and her husband William
Cowen, director of foreign productions for M-G-M. "Women Without
Men," a one-act playlet written by
this duo and presented recently at
the Writers' Club with great success, is to be lengthened into a
three-act
play and produced in New
York.
*
*
*
Al Boasberg observes: "Puppy
love may be the beginning of a dog's
*
*
*

Winninger in Universal Film
Charles Winninger has been signed
by Universal for "Gambling Daughters," Booth Tarkington story being
directed by Hobart Henley. Conrad
Nagel and Sidney Fox head the cast.

Phillips Holmes ivill be co-starred
with Sylvia Sydney in "Confessions
of a Debutante." Following completion of this role, he will work in
"Anlife."
American Tragedy."
*
*
*
Mae Clarke is playing "Mollv" in
"Front Page," for Caddo Prods. Her
More Passing Show Don Marquis
Gloria Swanson Picture Renamed
and Tom J. Geraghty holding a reunion; Ralph Farnum, back from
"Indiscretion" is the new title of
Death Valley, lunching with Edgar
Gloria^ Swanson's next United Art- Allan Woolf and Ben Thau at
ists picture, formerlv called "Obey M-G-M.
That Impulse." It is being made at
the U. A. studio with Leo McCarey
directing, and the suoporting cast
includes Ben Lyon. Barbara Kent,
Arthur
Lake and Monroe
Owsley.

Cast of "The Public Enemy"
Ben Hendricks, Jr., has been added
to the cast of "The Public Enemy,"
making the 42nd player in this Warner picture. William Wellman will
direct.

Two
New
Educational
Mysteries
"An Anonvmous Letter" and "A
Bank Swindle" are two new subjects
in the Educational-William T. Burns
Detective Mysteries, scheduled for
early release.

Lucien Littlefield Cast
Lucien Littlefield has been cast by
Paramount in "It Pays to Advertise," directed by Frank Tuttle. Norman Foster has the chief role, with
Carole Lombard opposite. Skeets
Gallagher also is in it.

RKO Signs Ames
Robert Ames has signed a long
term contract with RKO. He will
appear next in "Waiting at the
Church," with Mary Astor and Jack
Mulhall also in the cast. The story
is by Alfred Jackson and Ernie
Sarecky.

Estabrook Takes Bows
Howard Estabrook is being
called upon to take plenty of
bows for his great "solo" job
on the screen version and dialogue of "Cimarron," the RKO
triumph which opens Monday
at the Globe in New York.
Several critics have called it
"the perfect script"

William Holden; "Skyline," featurTracy.
ing Spencer Tracy, Sally Eilers, Johr
Wray and Stanley Fields, and "Six
Cylinder Love," featuring Spence

Fazenda In "Broadminded"
Louise Fazenda will be in "Broad
minded," the next Joe E. Browi
picture, which is to go into produc
tion at the First National studio
next week.
M-G-M
Buys Elmer Harris Play
"Stepping
Out," Broadway
stag
play by Elmer Harris, has been ac
quired by M-G-M.
Maureen
O'Sullivan
Leaving
Maureen
O'Sullivan,
Fox playe
leaves Saturday night for a visit t|
her home in Ireland. She sails fror
New York next week on the Europ;

PLAZA

Hollytvood's most convenient
hotel. . . for your winter stay in
Southern California
ONEhotels.
of California's
winter
Right in the most
heart popular
of movieland
...next door to famous theatres, studios,
cafes, and shops. ..near golf courses, bridle
paths, and other amusement places.
The Plaza offers you luxurious appointments,
excellent service, homelike hospitality, and
the company of interesting and famous

AiWn Prinede in "Subway Exoress"
Aileen Prinerle will plav the feminine lead in Columbia's "Subwav Express," with Fred Newmever directing. Tack Holt has the featured
role.
Fred Kelsev also is in it.

Doris Kenyon Back at F. N.
Doris Kenvon is to return to the
First National studios. She will be
seen in "You and I." Thelma Todd
and Nella Walker also have been
added to the cast.

prepared at Fox include "Women of
All Nations," featuring Edmund
Lowe, Victor McLaglen and Ei
Brendel; "Young Sinners," featuring
Tom Meighan, Dorothy Jordan anc.

HOLLYWOOD

Marion Marsh with Robinson
Marion Marsh has been selected
bv Warners for the leading feminine
mle in "The Idol," opposite Edward
G. Robinson.

Charles Knox Robinson with M-G-M
M-G-M has slurried Charles Knox
Robinson.
New
York
actor-playwright, for his screen debut.

Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell in "Merely Mary Ann" will be
among the next to go into production at Fox. Miss Gaynor is just
back from Honolulu, recovered from
her appendicitis operation, and read>
to start work. Other pictures being

Write fortrated
beautiful
illus(older showing
things to do while in
Southern California.

European plan. Special Winter Rates Now;
$3.50, single. $5.00, double. $6.00, twin beds.
people.
Ask for weekly and monthly rates.
Remember the Plaza... for an unforgettable
winter in Hollywood.
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DECLINE OF B'WAY STAGE Short Shots From Eastern Studios
BENEFITS FILMS- AL LEWIS
,By HARRY

The decline of Broadway as a play
producing center is the best thing
that has ever happened to the motion picture industry, in the opinion
of Al Lewis, Fox West Coast story
editor.
With Hollywood unable to fall
back on Broadway for plays on which
to base talkie productions, producers
will be forced to call upon their own
resources, with a much better product as the result.

Paramount, which recently exerA/TAX HAVES, Paramount's short
subject dialogue director, is
cised its option on the Marx Brothers, plans to make next vehicle for
rapidly recovering from an attack
of pneumonia, contracted while this quartette in Hollywood. Production will be started within two
aboard ship returning from the Joinville studios, where he directed a semonths,from
upon
the Marx
return
London,
where Brothers'
they are
ries of foreign language shorts.
now appearing in musical
comedy.

Eddie Cronjager, who has been
in New York for the past month
photographing exteriors for three
RKO pictures, is honeymooning at
'ideal
way the Roosevelt Hotel. His bride is
to Lewis
plan abelieves
picture that
is to the
have
writers,
director, cameramen and players in the former Murrell Finley, Follies
beauty, who returned from London
close touch during the period of prep- to be married.
aration. Only in this way will the
various elements be properly coHundreds of pies were thrown
ordinated, he says.
An overdose of musical pictures during the making of "Good Pie
with choruses has created an antip- Forever," a Vitaphone comedy featuring Billy Wayne and Thelma
athy toward this type of picture,
on the part of the public, that it will White. Roy Mack directed with the
take years to overcome. At the same intention of making it a "Custard
time, he believes that music, when Pie comedy to end all custard pie
used properly, is decidedly helpful
comedies."
in advancing the plot.
Hollywood, Lewis says, is groping
George Cukor, director of "The
about for a new means of expression. Royal
Family" and noxv in the
New writers must be developed, midst of starting "New York
trained especially in talking picture Lady," is suffering front kleig
technique. Picture to picture con- eyes for the first time since becomtracts will be the rule from now on.
ing a movie director.
Any good writer, he claims, can
count on selling at least four stories
"Hitting the High Cs" is the title
a year to producers. When Lewis
of a musical comedy short featuring
first went to Movietone City six Frank and Milt Britton and band.
months ago, there were 21 writers
under contract in contrast to a total A replica of the deck and rigging
of a battleship, covering an entire
force of 11 writers, at present, an stage at the Vitaphone studio, was
indication of the present tendency.
by Frank Xamczy, espeFox has no present intention of sub- constructed
ciallv for this short.
sidizing promising young writers and
acting talent, preferring to wait and
Al Wilkie, publicity director at
see the outcome of this plan, as put
into practice by other producers.
Paramount's New York studio, is
author of a short story, with studio background, which was recently accepted by one of the leading
Seventh "Naggers"
fan magazines.
"The Naggers at the Dentist,"
seventh of the Vitaphone series starEstelle Taylor is being considered
ring Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth,
has been completed under the direc- for an important role in "New York
tion of Arthur Hurley. Christine Lady," now in production at Paramount's New York studio, with TalMaple, Valli Roberts, Joe Allenton lulah Bankhead
and Clive Brook
and Paul Claire are in the support- featured. Estelle came here for the
ing cast.
opening of "Cimarron," and was
preparing to return next week, when
the offer came along.
BRING BACK THE KIDDIES
Our Special Surprise Gift Bag will
attract attendance and insure repeat
business for your Saturday kiddie
matinees. Biggest producers and
theatre chains are using our seat
selling stunts. Write for details.
Universal Toy & Novelty Mfg. Co.
2329 Third Ave.
N. Y. C.

N. BLAIR,

"Hocus Pocus" is the title of the
third of Edgar Bergen's Vitaphone
comedies. As usual, he is assisted
by "Charley McCarthy," his faithful dummy. A. D. Otvos helped prepare the story with Arthur Hurley
directing.

Olive Shea is a leading contender
for the Erin O'Brien Moore role in
the screen version of "Street
Scene," which United Artists are
preparing to film.
Elaborate preparations are under
way at the Paramount studio here
for "The Smiling Lieutenant," Maurice Chevalier's next starring picture. Meanwhile. Chevalier is getting set to double in a series of radio
performances, for which he is to receive a fabulous
sum.
Billy Wayne, musical comedy and
vaudeville headliner, broke a long
standing rule when he consented to
do a female impersonation in "Taking Chances," latest of the comedy
series which he and Thelma White
are making for Warner Vitaphone.
Now he seems set as the logical
successor to Julian Eltinge, much
against his will. Alf Goulding directed from a script by Stanley
Rauh.
"Honor Among Lovers" is the
final title of the picture formerly
known as "Sex in Business," which
was recently completed at the Paramount New York studio under the
direction of Dorothy Arzner.

All Paramount Shorts
Will be Made in East
Despite reports that Paramount
will make some of its 1931-32 short
product at the Coast it is understood
that all short production work will
be done in the East. One report,
which has been denied, had it that
James Ryan would produce shorts
for Paramount
at the Coast.
"Next York Lady"
Cast Completed
With the assignment of Charlie
Ruggles to an important role and
the choice of Katherine Leslie and
Melvin Douglas for the remaining
parts, the cast of "New York Lady"
is now complete. Tallulah Bankhead, will be co-starred in "New
York Lady," which will go into rehearsal at Paramount's New York
studio next week.

YORK

STUDIOS

PARAMOUNT WILL MAKE
SERIES OF KID SHORTS
Paramount is planning to include
a series of juvenile shorts in its current program, according to a statement made by Larry Kent, head of
the short subject department.
Two kiddie shorts, with an alljuvenile cast, will first be made as
a trial, and additional numbers will
be
turned out provided the response
warrants.
Paramount last year made two kiddie shorts using child actors from
Miss Abbott's school in Chicago.
According to present plans, the same
group of children will be used in the
new series.

Universal Producing
Detective Series Here
Universal Pictures has joined the
rapidly growing list of large producing companies now making pictures in New York.
The first of a series of detective
shorts has already been completed
at the Audio Cinema studios here,
with additional activity contemplated.

Modern Settings Need
More Lighting Skill
The growing tendency toward modern settings has caused a considerable problem in the best manner of
lighting, according1, to J. Franklin
Whitman. Jr., art director at Paramount's New York studio.
Attempts to warm simple planes
that have been flooded with light, by
surface decoration, only makes a confusing background to play against,
he says. The real problem is not
the simple surface, but the lighting.
The truly modern set is made of
light and simple planes. Decoration
must be placed in the composition yi
choice spots and not in broad areas.
The lighting alone determines the
warmth of simple walj surfaces. A
cameraman can make or break any
set, regardless of its merits as decoration, he further asserts.
Names for Shorts
Lillian Roth, Ethel Merman and
Ben Blue are the latest names to
be signed for Paramount short subjects to be made here during the
coming season.
N. BREWSTER
MORSE
Originals, Adaptations,
Continuity Dialogue,
For Henry King
"Hell Harbor" and "Eyes of the World"
P. O. Box 1212,
Hollywood,
C«U1
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NEW

THEATERS

HIGH INTENSITY ARC
IS DEVELOPED ABROAD

ByM.P.

Aluminum Sign Letters
Luminous and Changeable

A new luminous non-shadow cast
aluminum letter that lies directly
and flat on glass, giving a sharp,
Beardstown, 111. — A 1,000-seat theater, to
clear and distinct letter day or night,
be named the Dickinson, is to be erected here
Theaters, Inc.,
Dickinson
W.
London
—
A
new
high
intensity
Glen
the
by
has been placed on the market by
r
theate
in
rch
Resea
kee.
of Kansas
City.
Chicago —
arc lamp, the principle of which is the Metal Products, Inc., of Milwauacoustics with a view of bettering
Hackensack, N. J.— Work on the new
of the stationary positive-negative
sound reproduction is to be one of
3,000-seat Fox theater is expected to start type, working with condensers and
Inr
Mohai
the
early
in
February.
of
tasks
The new letters, said to be indethe early
not a mirror, thus avoiding the lat- structable, are made in two sizes, 9stitute, which has just been estabLincoln,
Neb.
—
Plans
for
the
erection
of
rter's high cost of replacements and inch letters, height 11H inches over
lished in Chicago under the directo
a $300,000 theater having a seating capacity
and 12-inch letters, height 15}4
ship of A. C. Gage, editor of the of 2,000 are said to be in progress. The the enormous gate heat engendered, all,
inches over all.
has been designed by Howard
ationproject
is
being
backed
by
local
interests.
intern
and
al"
Journ
a
Angor
Cricks and is being perfected by
ally known mohair authority.
Nebraska City, la. — The erection of a don.
WilProf.
by
1,000-seat theater is being made here by Carbon Specialists, Ltd., of LonRecent tests made
Film Cabinets Added to Line
Wesley and Robert Booth. It is expected
liam R. Barse, of the Massachusetts
Film
cabinets of four, five and six
Known
as
the
C.
S.
L.,
the
arc
Institute of Technology, showed to be completed early in April.
capacity
compartments to accommoto
plush
mohair
of
that the ability
Urbana,
111. — Alger
Bros., operators
of is said to be of simple and substandate rolls of 1,000 and 2,000 feet,
tial construction, the mechanism bein Champaign
and the Princess
withstand severe service with good the Park
here, has secured site for the erection of a
ing totally enclosed. It is supplied and featuring a snap catch locking
d with its supe- theater in this city.
appearance, couple
either
to suit existing lamphouses handle for maximum safety, greater
rior sound-absorbing quality, is said
or perfectly complete with lamp strength, rigidity and compactness,
Merced. Cal.— The T. & IJ. Enterprises
it an especially suited comto make bination
house,
the latter being heavily built, have been added to the line of the
for theater use.
plan atthean erection
2,000-seat
here
estimated ofcosta of
$300,000. theater with double walls, and adequately
Chicago Cinema Equipment Co. of
ventilated.
Chicago, manufacturers of booth,
Lemon, S. D. — Plans have been completed
stage and orchestra
equipment.
for the erection of a 600-seat theater here
Prices for this lamp, it is underby W. E. Dickinson. Work is expected
stood,
will
be
less
than
half
those
to start late in March.
London — An appreciable increase
of foreign-made lamps of correspondGOLD SEAL TICKET REGISTER
is reported in the demand for the
Longmont, Col. — The erection of a 900seat
theater
at
an
estimated
cost
of
$250,000
ing
power.
was
which
flooring
rubber
sponge
Protection — Speed — Efficiency
is being planned here by the Fox West
Bowen Makes Connection on Coast
introduced some 12 years ago in an Coast
Theaters.
GENERAL REGISTER CORP.
Los Angeles — Frank H. Bowen,
experimental state, and has since
Paramount
Building
Louisiana, Mo. — The John O'Brien build- formerly associated with the Heybeen perfected by the Sorbo Co.
ing
has
been
secured
as
a
site
for
the
erecChiokering 4065
New York
This floor covering has especially
tion of a 750-seat theater by Cecil E. Ma- wood-W'akefield Theater Supply Co.
of New York, has become affiliated
proved its utility for cinemas. Its berry and Jack Weil.
J. C. Ensi.f.n, Gen. Sales Mgr.
city.
with the theater supply and seating
Construction makes it specially suitNew Castle, Pa. — Plans are reported un- department of Barker Bros, of this
able for this trade; its qualities are
der way for the erection of a theater here

Sponge Rubber Flooring
Becoming More Popular

durability, silence, comfort and hygiene. In addition, its labor-saving
qualities are a distinct asset, it beuifr possible, by a wipe over with a
damp swab, to ensure constant cleanliness with minimum
effort.
The construction of Sorbo flooring
Consists of a thick layer of sponge
rubber covered with a solid sheet of
rubber, which can be supplied in
practically ai(y color and to any
pattern. The complete prc.duct furnishes a resilient and durable carpet,
with the advantage of being absolutely germ-proof.
... On the point of durability, it is
claimed that sponge rubber flooring
will outlast even the most expensive
and durable carpeting in a ratio of
at least 3 to 1. Experience shows
that Sorbo flooring has revealed
practically no signs of wear after
a period of 12 months, where, heretofore, an equivalent strip of carpeting had to be replaced by fresh material every three months.
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Console - Orchestra

Elevators

Magnescopic -Grandeur Screen

BRUCKNER-MITCHELL,
532

West
New

22nd Street
York

INC.

by Publix.

Amplifier Co. Changes Hands
The National Audiphone Co., of
which H. S. Stanbury was president
and R. A. Wescott, secretary-treasurer, has been reorganized under the
name of Amplified Systems, Inc.
Both Stanbury and Westcott have relinquished their rights and all business relationship with the company.
The new officers are L. E. Dunmire, president; O. W. Parker, vice
president,
and J. E. Dunmire, treasurer.
Plans are in progress for enlarging the factory and means for a national distribution of their products
are being made.

Novel Rubber Mats
Rubber mats and runners made
to measure in very attractive combinations of colors and designs, with
name of theater worked in, if desired,
are being marketed bv the Boston
Rubber
Mat
Co. of Boston.
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SYNCROFILM
sound on film reproduction
theatres everywhere are now
using SYNCR0FILM for results
WEBER MACHINE CORP.
59 Rutter St., Rochester, N. Y.
Export Depl.: 15 I aipht St.. IV. Y. City
Cable Address:
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That the NATIONAL

intensity lighting units, properly deHIGH
signed, give excellent service — spotlights,
floodlights, strip lights, sciopticons, or any other
form of lighting apparatus used on the stage — also
color frames,
lighting
supplies.connectors, and miscellaneous stage

means:

GUARANTEE

of highest quality is coupled with
that of a manufacturer.

KLIEGL BROS

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY
COMPANY

Universal

Electric

Stace

321 West 50th Street

Branches in nil Principal Cities

Ost

Lighting

Co., Inc.
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BOOTH

NEW SOUND REPRODUCER,
PUT OUT BY DALLAS FIRM

ALTERATIONS
Dallas — Plans for the rebuilding of the
Ronile have been announced by C. A. Rehm,
owner and operator of the house.

Dallas — A new sound-on-film reproducing equipment, known as the
"International," designed for easy
attachment on Powers projectors, is
being distributed by J. G. Tomlin,
owner of the Square Deal Exchange
of this city.
The new device is said to consist of three tubular endless round
belts, which drive the sound head
direct from motor, thus eliminating
the shock, usually found in starting
with a direct connected motor. The
projector is driven with a silent
chain from
sound head.

t
to 25
limited
Each in advert
undef^"Help
ied form
classifisemen
ynent
Mgr., Film Daily, 1650
er to Advt.
Sew York City.

HIGH SPEED OPERATION
FEATURES VALEN CURTAIN I
A curtain control said to have ansr

Paris, Ky. — Phoenix Amusement Co. plans
the repairing of the Bourbon, which was
badly damaged
by fire.

WOMAN, talented and experienced in all phases of motion
picture advertising and publicity.
Modest salary. Box 562, FILM
City.
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York
YOUNG

operating speed of 145 feet per min-nute, with a smoothness
and quiet-' n
Cape Charles, Va. — Remodeling and in- ness of operation without undue wearnr
stalling sound-on-film reproducing system are
INTELLIGENT YOUNG LADY,
part of the improvements planned for the on the equipment or danger to the a
t educational and cultured
excellen
el
Radium
of this city.
curtain, is being offered by the Val-h"
full-time,
part
nd, seeks
5? backgrou
ncedor secretary
Experie
connection.
Sioux Falls, S. D. — Contract for the re- len Electric Co. of Akron, O.
construction of the Coliseum here has been
literary assistant, publet and work is expected to be started the
With the
use of arethis always
control, under
it is * correspondent,
claimed
curtains
first week in February.
licity writer and play reader. Z., 307
full control of the operator and may
West Ave., 43, Los Angeles, Cal.
Belvidere, 111.— Edward Z. Dorn. Pontiac,
instantly
started,
stopped,
re- a
111., has taken a ten-year lease on the Apollo be
GIRL, experienced W
here and plans the installation of sound versed or continued in their original*1^ YOUNG
work — knowledge of German,
equipment
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will
take
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and
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all directions, it is claimed, making the house after extensive alterations have ing a single button.
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York
consists of a worm and gear timingthem easy to focus for maximum been made.
mechanism,
directly conceived to the
light. An extra lamp mount commotor shaft.
It is adjustable to any
Stockton,
Cal.
—
Installation
of
new
ampliplete with lamp is furnished with
fier equipment, together with a new Beaded
FORMER LAB. SUPT. wants posieach sound head so that it may be sound screen and the rebuilding _of all pro- size
curtain
and
assures
positive"~
stopping
of
motor
and
curtains
at^G
tion with capable concern. Exceljection equipment, is being made at the
prefocused and quickly replaced if
lent references, 20 years experience
a predetermined
position, the com-rith
a lamp should burn out while the Royal here.
in film industry. Box 616, THE
pany claims.
fer- FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
projector
is running.
Cedaryille, Cal. — Complete remodeling and
New York City.
The entire design has all the ad- installation of new seats is in progress at
Tntr
the Cedarville, operated by M. Hawkins.
vantages of the Simplex sound at650 FILM GIRL, 21 years of age, seekLynchburg,
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is said to be
tachment, and insures smooth, even
motion and quiet running, it is considering the improvement of the Isis.
ing position. Two years experience
claimed.
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End Your Back Stage Worries by Installing
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Automatic
Screen Adjuster
Stage Rigjging and Hardware
Counterweight Systems
Asbestos Curtains
Steel Curtains
Soundproof Curtains
Hand
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Draw Curtain Tracks
Electric Draw
Curtain Control
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Movable Stage Band Cars
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Mechanical Stage Effects
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ACOUSTICAL RESEARCH
PLANNED BY INSTITUTE
Chicago — Research in theater
acoustics with a view of bettering
sound reproduction is to be one of
the early tasks of the Mohair Institute, which has just been established in Chicago under the directorship of A. C. Gage, editor of the
"Angora Journal" and internationally known mohair authority.
Recent tests made by Prof. William R. Barse, of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, showed
that the ability of mohair plush to
withstand severe service with good
appearance, coupled with its superior sound-absorbing quality, is said
to make it an especially suited combination for theater use.

Sponge Rubber Flooring
Becoming More Popular

Markets
GEORGE

Perth — A law, doubling the present tax on entertainment, has
been railroaded through by the Australian Parliament. As the new
legislation involves the lower admission scales, strong protest has
been evoked from all branches of the industry. Alternatives are
being submitted to the Prime Minister suggesting the burden of
the tax increase should fall on the higher priced tickets only.

Baird Television Sues
Gramophone for Patents

Noted Cameraman on Hakim Film
Berlin — Gunther Kramf, German
cameraman responsible for unusual
London — Baird Television, Ltd.,
photography in the recent Ufa prohas started suit against Gramophone
duction, "The Last Company" and
infringe- such other films as "The Student of
(H.M.V.) Co., Ltd., alleging
ment of Baird patents. The plaintiff
"Pandora's Box" and "Cinclaims patents were issued to John Prague," derella"
has been signed by Eric Hainapparatus
that
and
1925
in
Baird
kim
to
shoot
"The Outsider," first of
in
used
are
fringing on the patents
a series of independent features he
alBaird
product.
will produce.
the Gramophone
so claims sole ownership of the word
"Television," which the defendants
Pola Negri on London Stage
are alleged to have used in connection with their product.
London — Pola Negri, film star,
will open at the Coliseum here on
Feb. 2, in a new dramatic sketch
written
by a noted French author,
Supers in Race
around a plot created by the star
herself.
London — A construction race
is on between P. C. T., who
have the site of the old AnW. A. Bach Returning to U. S.
drew's Picture House at PlyLondon — W. A. Bach, assistant
mouth, and the Regent Cinema
European manager of Electrical ReLtd. in Plymouth, which has
search Products, is aboard the Leviathe site of the old Rialto ready
than bound for the United States,
for the builders. The former
where he will take up new duties at
house will seat 4,000 and the
the New York headquarters of the
latter 3,360.
company.

B. I. P. PROGRAM OF SIX
FOR U. S. DISTRIBUTION

London — British International Pic-]
tures' next big play for greater Amer-j
ican distribution will be made through
a program of six feature productions now being lined up. Several
of the pictures on this new schedule,
including the George Bernard Shaw
talker, "How He Lied to Her Husband," and "Cape Forlorn" have already been completed, with "Happy
Husbands," "The Skin Game" and
Toronto — Tiffany Productions of "Conflict" expected to be finjshed in
Canada, Ltd., has contracted with April, at which time, it is reported,
Arthur Dent, B.I.P chief will sail
Gaumont-British and allied compa- for
the United States.
nies for the distribution of 11 features in Canada during 1931. The
.
films concerned are "Alf's Button," Norman File Appointed
"The Great Game," "Symphony in
U. A. Shorts Dept. Head
Two Flats," "Balaclava," "BraceLondon — Norman File,' prominent
lets," "Bed and Breakfast," "Thread
o' Scarlet," "Down River," "A Warm British film man, has been appointed head of the newly created United
Corner,"
"A Night
in announced
Montmartre,"
and
two others
to be
Artists short product department,
which will handle bottj. Columbia
short subjects and United/Artists feaBritish Films Acquired
turettes. General sales njpnager Ed- i
For Latin-American Field ward
T. C/arr, who made the appointLondon — Distribution rights to the
ment, is directly responsible for the
picture output of George King and organization of this new activity.
Patrick K. Heale Productions have
New Third Dimension Process
been acquired by Pattern Films for
Paris — A further claim to have
Central and South American territories, according to Douglas Sargeant solved the problem of stereoscopy
of the latter company.
has now been made by Continsouza,
nuvei
.rcuDDer Mats
the French projector manufacturer,
Rubber mats and runners made
now part of the Gaumont concern.
' measure in very attractive cornContinsouza claims that it will be
nations of colors and designs, with
able
to put the perfect three dimenime of theater worked in, if desired.
sional projector on the market in
the near future.
•e being marketed bv the Boston
ubber Mat Co. of Boston
Munich Has New Sound Device
Munich — The Regulapjion G.m.b.H.
has brought on the market a new
sound-on-disc apparatus, the advanIRWIN D. RATHSTONE
tage of which is reported to be a
new correcting procejfc by which
T\ — :
synchronization is obtained without
changing the number of rotations
Czech Interests Get Together
Brunn, Czechoslovakia — A Film either of the projector or the disc1
Club has been instituted here coni- support.
prising all branches of the Czechoslovak film industry — producers, disEquity —Releasing
"Civilization"
London
Equity British
tributors, exhibitors, scenario writers,
Films has
secured
for
release,
thet
sound version
correspondents of film papers, camof the Thos. H. Ince production
eramen, operators, etc.
It is also the intention of Czecho- "Civilization."
slovak exhibitors to create a special
sound film group, with a view to
S. M. P. E. Awards
protecting the interests of wired
theater owners, and to obtain the
London— The British S. M.
most favorable conditions for the
P.
E., following the completion
purchase of sound film reproduction
of it9 new constitution, will
equipment.
propose that the society make
yearly awards to individual
Fox's Rio Office Moves
members for any particular
Rio de Janeiro — The Fox branch
meritorious work.
here is now established in its new
quarters at Caixa, Postal 989.

B. I.F. TO MAKE 6 YEARLY TIFFANY PROD. OF CANADA
E0RB.I.P. DISTRIBUTION HANDLING 11 G-B RELEASES

London — An appreciable increase
is reported in the demand for the
sponge rubber flooring which was
introduced some 12 years ago in an
Fox May Buy Interest
experimental state, and has since
In Fuller-Hayward Group
been perfected by the Sorbo Co.
This floor covering has especially
Wellington, N. Z. — Stanley S.
proved its utility for cinemas. Its
Crick, Fox manager, stated in a reConstruction makes it specially suitcent interview that he would discuss
able for this trade; its qualities are
with exhibitors important proposals
durability, silence, comfort and hyregarding relationships between distributing end exhibiting interests.
giene. In addition, its labor-saving
qualities are a distinct asset, it beCrick's statement has circulated ruing possible, by a wipe over with a
mor that there is a strong possibildamp swab, to ensure constant clean- w,
ity of Fox obtaining a holding in
liness with minimum
effort.
a the Fuller-Hayward group.
iThe construction oi <i^i-K« a

HAPPENINGS
IN OTHER
LANDS
OF
INTEREST
TO
PRODUCERS.
DISTRIBUTORS
AND
OTHERS
IN THE
U
S

REDDY

Tax Doubled in Australia

London — Under the new arrangements between British International
Pictures and British Instructional
Films, whereby John Maxwell replaces M. Bundy, B. I. P. will not
only distribute B. I. F. product
throughout the world, but will place
orders with B. I. F. for at least six
feature pictures each year. Guaranteed recoupment of production
costs and a substantial share of the
profits are granted by B. I. P.
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MANNON SEES BIG YEAR SKOURAS QUITS WARNERS
FOR INDEPTNIODUCERS
OWING TO 'INTERFERENCE'
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Men
Marry"
with Sally
Natalie
Scott.
indolph
Harlan in
H5fend Kenneth
[sired roles. The scenario was,
prepnred by Mell Delay who is act" it ?48'! chief assistant to Director
'ti.s6n. Leon Shamroy is behind
"Women Men Marry"
itfera.
_ Penological drama of society

'•"Kaf^Eevthe started production toPictures' serial,
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Walter Milwith
Wild,"
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H Norah Lane in the leading
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rotes.
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ith Leon Shamroy in charge
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Mickey
Brothers'
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' cartoons are going ahead at
Elmer Clifton is directing
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Mitchell is preparing to
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s are arQ3IDe. Reed Production
ranging to start shortly on a series
"AlifKwNlctive short length featurettes
' $&$tQ$&eMd b>' Clift Peed.
ujbM»i expresses himself as hightic over the future of in'.Loptimis
ent talkie features, adding that
.rent year will see the greatest
Bin elaborate feature producer the independent field since
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Clara Bow Big in Portland
Portland, Ore. — Clara Bow's "No
liLifBi^'
together with stage show,
'gro"s«W| $5,000 in first two days at
proNumerous
'.he FOx Portland.
file made to the censor board
ie showing of the film, but
tii« Ktekrd" declined to interfere.
ihiw bn

nslated Menu*
i tra
because an English Mixed

Grill (with pork portions) was
served at a previous division
luncheon of Fox managers.
several protests were registered
^ttb. Harry Arthur, who fixed
things up by having the menu
(, printedn in Yiddish for the
luncheo at the N. Y. Athletic
jSfflb. Translated, the main
l was chicken.

(Continued from Page 1 )

and Skouras, it is said, has been
brewing for quite a while, and it is
known that the other night they held
a heated confab at which the
Skouras boys threatened to walk out
unless what they termed "needless
and unwarranted interference" from
was
other parts
called
off. of the organization
The Skouras brothers plan to go
in business for themselves again, with
the theaters they still control in the
St. Louis field as a nucleus for their
new organization. Most of the
houses in their original circuit, which
they started from one house and built
into one of the most important independent groups in the country.
were taken over by Warner Bros, a
few years ago.

onr Skoura
In comme
drawal, H.nting
M. Warne
said: >' with"We regret exceedingly Mr.
Skouras's resignation. His relations
with all in our organization have always been of the most cordial
nature. I am unaware at present of
his plans for the future, but he is
assured of Warner Bros.' friendship
at all times. Our entire organization consists of his friends and
wishes him good luck in his future
undertakings. We are certain that
we do not voice our sentiments
alone, but those of the entire industry, which admires and respects

Would Limit Texas Exhibs
him."
To 26 Adult Films Yearly
(Continued

from

Paqe

1)

The measure aims to create a
board of seven members, each to
serve two years and to be appointed
by the Governor. Makeup of the
board is specified as follows: two
members of Allied Exhibitors Ass'n,
"two from producers' association of
Texas," two ministers and one layman citizen. Reproducing equipment would be furnished by the
state Board of Control. Prints of
both sound on film and disc pictures would be submitted to the censor body, which would charge $2
per reel. A novel method of compensation provides that members
each receive one-seventh of all revenue received after reimbursing the
control board for equipment. Pictures approved elsewhere may be approved in Texas without reviewing
but distributors must pay the regular
fee for the board's stamp of approval. It is understood Will Horwitz
is interested in this bill.
Third 'Frisco Week for "Illicit"
San Francisco — "Illicit" has been
held for a third week at the new
Warner.

ir yet need x jce-ie you HAVE
JCB ©PEN-ADVERTIXE IT FREE
IN THE
EILM
DAILY

A

Many splendid, efficient men and women are out of employment in the
motion picture industry. With conditions picking up many jobs should
soon be open. To help along a worthy cause FILM DAILY will print
under "Help
WITHOUT COST your advertisement in classified form
Wanted' or "Situation Wanted." Each advertisement limited to 25
words. Simply address your letter to Advt. Mgr., Film Daily, 1650
Broadway, New York City.

HELP

WANTED

YOUNG WOMAN, talented and experienced in all phases of motion
City.
picture
advertising and publicity.
MANAESS
BUSIN
WANTED
GER and PUBLICITY MAN for Modest salary. Box , 562, FILM
on
for stage and screen, DAILY, 1650 Broadway New York
an attracti
must be acquainted with personnel
and routing of vaudeville and screen INTELLIGENT YOUNG LADY,
nt-a excellent educational and cultured
investme
ng offices.
produci
for
a lifetime
nity of Small
and opportu
seeks part or full-time
live-wire go-getter. State fully quali- background,
fications. Box 627, THE FILM connection. Experienced secretary,
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C. correspondent, literary assistant, pubDAILY,
licity writer and play reader. Z., 307
West
Ave., 43, Los Angeles, Cal.
EXPERIENCED Theatre Contact
Men to obtain screen rights for a YOUNG GIRL, experienced w
syndicated slide service or theatre clerical work — knowledge of German,
owners should communicate direct translation of titles and short subto Box 618, THE FILM DAILY. City.
jects. Box___
615, THE FILM
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York

SITUATIONS

WANTED

REWRITE and ADVERTISING
MAN, seven years' experience with
large trade
ences. Willpaper.
travel ifExcellent
necessary. referBox
620, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway. New York City.

FORMER LAB. SUPT. wants posicapable concern. Exceltion with
lent
references, 20 years experience
in film industry. Box 616, THE
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
New York City.

FILM GIRL, 21 years of age, seekyears experience
ing position.
as booker
and Two
examiner in a i6mm
FILM EDITOR, with line motior film exchange, also has experience
in German translation — good typist.
five years'
Havingversions
picture
e on silent
_ and Willing to start with concern where
experiencstudio.
also assisted leadiner film editors there is an opportunity to advance.
THE FILM DAILY, Hollywood. Box 617, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway, N. Y. C.
Cal.
EXPERITHOROUGHLY
SECRETARY- Stenogranher — Five A
ENCED SHOWMAN: 18 years exyears' experience knowledge of forperience as theatre manager, road
languages.
c-o 5 show advance
agent and company
C.
St., N.C.Y.Leuba,
122nd
West eign
manager, film salesman and camera
man hustler and live wire producer
STENOGRAPHER— Office experi- desires
N. Y. C.position as theatre manager,
ence, also knowledge of bookkeeping
anywhere, Box 619, The i
will
refer- FILMgo DAILY,
1650 Broadway,
Salary immateri
ence*. Box al.
609. Excellen
THE t FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
FILM
EDITOR,
34 years of ag< |
experi- 15 years experience
14 years'
MANAGE
for Univers;
ence inR,
moviewith
house"!,
good house and
Fox, desires position with fih I
ma" film buver and hooking, handle
Conscientious worker, A
publicity and exploitation Wide- company.
Box 621, THE
FILI
awake and a hustler. Lew Goldreyer. references.
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
?494 Morris Awe., Bronx, N. Y.
YOUNG MAN. 12, college student.
Will do anything. Box 610. THE
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway
N. Y. C

A SHOWMAN
WITH YEARSi
OF EXPERIENCE — Efficiency
and theatre manager publicty. On|
firm 15 years. Best of references.
Will go anywhere. At your service.
Box 622, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway, N. Y. C.

FEMALE- SPANISH
CORRESPONDENT and TRANSLATOR
who is intelligent enough to handle EX-EXHIBITOR, experience man
Seek Usher With $1,000
own correspondence and take charge ager, booker, licensed operator, Ajj
on Western E'ectric
Perth Amboy, N. J.— A search is of department. Nominal salary to mechanic
RCA. Al reference. Desires .
being made for William Kosminin- start with but position is permanent
saci, head usher of the Strand, who and future assured. Box 611. THE sition where service is rcognv^d
disappeared Thursday with $1,000 in FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway
DAILY, 165'
N. Y. C.
Broadway,
N. Y.FILM
C.
Box 623, THE
theater receipts.
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"Resurrection"

"Millie"

Twelvetrees,
Robert
wj't/i John Boles, Lupe Velez
Ames
Universal Time, 1 hr., 21 mins RKO
Time, 1 hr., 25 mins.
TENSELY
DRAMATIC, HUWEAK
PRESENTATION OF
MAN AND ULTRA-MODERN
STORY CARRIES POPULAR
TOLSTOY'S FAMOUS NOVEL
LACKS DRAMATIC AND HU- APPEAL AND WILL GET THE
WOMEN.
MAN APPEAL OF ORIGINAL.
Director John Francis Dillon did a
In its talker form Tolstoy's famous showman's job on Donald Henderson
work is not the vital, human and Clarke's story and built it up humanly and to a very tense climax. The
dramatic story that one expects. The
direction is uninspired, and in many cast is exceptionally well picked, and
spots moves along mechanically. It above all the characterization is kept
seems that more attention was given very human throughout so that the
to extracting idyllic photographic atmosphere of realism gets you. It
shots than in catching the real pulse is a highly sophisticated theme, and
and searching and poignant drama not for the kiddies, telling as it does
a girl's many love affairs after she
that the Russian novelist's work of
teems with. The result is just a pass- leaves her husband for his unfaithably entertaining screen offering that
fulness. B*ut the sex stuff has been
builds to no great climax. Lupe delicately handled, with nothing risque or offensive. Helen Twelvetrees
Velez does remarkably well in g, very
difficult emotional role, which got as the disillusioned girl trying to protect her young daughter from the
beyond her in several situations. John
Boles as the aristocratic lover of man who had played an intimate part
in her own life is made for the part,
the poor peasant girl merely suc- and has charm and a natural acting
ceeds in being personable, but fails
to convey the psychological reactions sense. It is entertainment all the
of the part. The ending, with the way, especially for the women.
Cast: Helen Twelvetrees, Lilyan Tashgirl sent to Siberia, is depressing, but man,
Robert Ames, Joan Blondell, John
of course they could not tamper Halliday, James Hall, Anita Louise, Edmund Breese, Frank McHugh, Franklin
with such a world-famous story.
Parker, Charlotte Walker, Harry Stubbs,
Cast: John Boles, Lupe Ve'.ez, William
Keighley, Nance O'Neill, Rose Tapley,
Michael Mark, Sylvia Nadina, Edward Cecil.
Director, Edwin Carewe; Author, Leo
Tolstoy ; Adaptor, Finis Fox ; Diaioguer,
same ; Editors, Edward L. Kahn, Maurice
Pivar ; Cameramen, Robert B. Kurrle, Al
Green ; Recording Engineer, C. Roy Hunter.
Direction, weak.
Photography, good.

Elissa

Landi

in

"Children of Chance"

British

International
Time, 1 hr., 8 mins.
WEAK
DRAMA
FILLED
WITH
IMPOSSIBLE SITUATIONS. POOR ACTING AND
DIRECTION.

Elstree has sent over a picture,
so weak in plot and with such inferior acting that American audiences
will not be very apt to take it seriously. Elissa Landi, to whom better parts should be given, plays a
dual role and fails to be in any way
convincing
as an adventuress.
As
her "double," a sweet, innocent character, Miss Landi seems to be at
home.
The plot concerns an artist's
nodel who is also an adventuress atempting
to secure an engagement
vith the city's "leading producer."
\. young chorus girl, who looks exctly like the model, is chosen for
ihe part, the producer and his angel
(believingthe girl to be the model
Some crook stuff is introduced, but
it falls flat. Impossible situations
and poor dialogue hold the picture to
a low level.
Cast: Elissa Landi. Mabel Poulton, Dorothy Minto. John Stuart, John Longden, Gus
Sharland. Gus McNaughton, Wallace Lupino,
John Deverell, Eric Donaldson, Charles Dormer, Kay Hammond, Aileen Despard, Jack
,F.irquhar.

Director, Alexander Esway ; Author, not
credited; Adaptors, Frank Lauder, Miles
Malleson; Dialoguers, same; Editor, E Jarvis; Cameramen, H. E. Palmer, L. RogersRecording Engineer, Cecil Z. Thornton.
Direction, poor.
Photography,
poor.

with

Helen

"Trader Horn"

Neil

with Harry Carey, Duncan Renaldo
and Edwina Booth
M-G-M
Time, not set.
DISTINCTIVE DRAMA
OF
AFRICA REPLETE
WITH
THRILLS. A DIFFERENT
TYPE OF PICTURE WHICH
OUGHT TO BRING IN THE
CUSTOMERS.

ment.
It's a swell, suspense-full entertainCast: Harry Carey, Edwina Booth, Duncan Renaldo, Olive Golden, Muti Omoolu.
Director, W. S. Van Dyke; Author,
Trader Horn; Adaptors, Dale Van Every,
John Thomas Neville ; Diaioguer, Cyril
Hume ; Editor, Ben Lewis ; Cameraman,
Clyde De Vinna.
Direction, A-I.
Photography,
great.

"Westward
with Bound"

"The Primrose Path"

Buddy Roosevelt,
Buffalo Bill, Jr.
Syndicate Pictures
Time, 1 hr., 5 mins.

With Helen Foster
Hollywood Pictures
Time, 1 hr., 11 mins.

SLOW MOVING WESTERN
FAILS TO GET GOING TILL
LAST REEL, AND THE STORY
IS FLAT AND UNINTERESTING.

OUTDATED STORY ABOUT
THE MISGUIDED GIRL FROM
THE COUNTRY.
LACKS
PUNCH,
REALISM
AND
PLAUSIBILITY.

Cast: Buffalo Bill. Jr., Allene Ray. Buddy
Roosevelt. Ben Corbett, Fern Emmett,
Yakima Canutt. Robert Walker, Tom Lon-lon, Pete Morrison.
Director, Harry Webb; Author, Carl
Krusada. Adaptor, same; Diaioguer, same;
Editor Fred Bain : Cameraman, William
Nobles ; Recording Engineer, Ralph M. Like.
Direction, poor.
Photography,
good.

and
in

Man'a^^H

"Ex-Flame"

with Norman Kerry ajQl
Judith Barrie
Tiffany-LibertyTime, 1 hr,,
FAIR

PROGRAM

BASED
ON OLD BUT
MELOlM.
" \
LACKS PUNCH
HAS FINE
CAST
AND
BEAUTIFU
TINGS.
Much of this picture was filmed
This Liberty production
in Africa under the direction of W.
S. Van Dyke, who earns plenty of due to the poor adaptation^ ,
play "East
Lynne" and
its tr.
bouquets for his splendid work. It is old
formation
to modern
setting*
based on one of the greatest bestsellers in publishing history, which cause
of the
beautiful
settigg^
dialogue.
Women
will'likf
it
indicates one of its numerous exthe display of fashionable gow^ij
ploitation angles. In this b. o. number Harry Carey returns to the
Marian
whose out
fine of
acting"
to
boost Nixon,
the picture
the '
screen and delivers a swellegant per- gram
class.
The
story
concerns
a
formance. Duncan Renaldo and Edwina Booth, who provide the love young married couple in England
of a misunderinterest, are always believable and who separate
standingbecause
that is broughJ||ufjf|fc||
their work is plenty fine. The yarn
through the entrance
of the hut
shows Carey, Renaldo and Muti "ex-flame."
Unconvincing
^H^^V
Omoolu, a native, penetrating wild- occur and in the end thejB
est Africa to find Miss Booth, the
white queen of a cannibal tribe. too hurriedly brought back 1tr%ac
other by either poor story, wf
They are captured by the natives or direction. Norman KerrW £ft
and eventually, after sequences
which discharge thrill after thrill, thoroughly fine reading ofl
get back to civilization with the girl. paratively short part.

Harvey Clark, Charles Delaney, Carmelita
Geraghty, Geneva Mitchell, Otis Harlan,
Marie Astaire, Aggie Herring.
Director, John Francis Dillon ; Author,
Donald Henderson Clarke ; Adaptor, Charles
Kenyon ; Dialoguers, Charles Kenyon, Ralph
Murphy ; Editor, not listed ; Cameraman, Ernest Haller.
Direction, expert. Photography, very good.

Just another western turned out
from the old formula. It has a western setting, but fails to develop any
real western atmosphere till almost
the last reel. Buffalo Bill, Jr., as the
hero is sent west by his dad after
an escapade, along with his chauffeur. He is suspected of being a
cattle rustler, but in the last reel
manages to clear himself and convince the girl he met back East that
he is an honest boy. The story is
very draggy, and poorly directed
and indifferently acted. Only in the
last reel does it develop any fast action, and that is too late to save it.
Allene Ray makes a very attractive
heroine, above the average for the
westerns, and Buffalo Bill, Jr., is a
personable youngster with strong
appeal. But they need a better vehicle than this to do them justice.

Hamilton

Cast:
Neil Hamilton, Marian NUcOM
man
Kerry,
Judith
Barrie,
RohBubrbfew,
Joan Standing,
Snub
Pollard. May .j^pftty,
Lorimer
Johnson,
Jose
Bohr, _/c3
Keefe,
Joseph
North,
Charles ll C+Wfi
Little Billie Haggerty, Louis Arrr^ttdufe- and
His Jazz Band.
Director, Victor Halperin ; A
Adaptor, George Draney ; DialoguH^^H
Farjeon ; Editor, not credited; Camntaman,
Ernie Miller.
,
Direction, fair.
Photography,
eSp?

June Collyer in„

"Damaged Love/*

Sono Art
Time, 1 hr., i%ft
WEAK
OFFERING
LACKS
APPEAL
IN OUTWORtfiiMH»
FROM
OLD
STAGE
PI; AY
MECHANICALLY
DIRBCTED
AND ACTED.

This one from
rates the
pretty
adaptation
oldlow7^^11^"
sta^fe^lay"
by Thomas
W. Broadhu
itten
preachments
were
quite
the^^^^H
Evidently built for exploitation in in the days when plays with',(ifti
the neighborhood houses, with the The nature of the theme
for June Collyer,^WP usual message that "every mother sympathy
and father should know" about the takes the role of a girl tfyir?£ I
pitfalls and temptations that their steal another woman's husbatftf.* TV
daughter is liable to encounter in wife, to whom
all the sympathy _v
the wicked city. But the film is should be directed, plays a mil
very weak, unconvincing, and poorly role, so that the whole
set-up
acted. And that goes double for wrong from the audience standpoint.
the direction. Helen Foster is the And Charles A. Starrett in tj)& huswayward girl, and the most wayward band_ role is weak and unimpressive,
mechanically
through
his
thing she does is to go out on a few moving
The story tells of thej.y<?ung
parties with a rich boy friend. She part.
is expelled from school, leaves home hubby's infatuation for the rich ijirJ
in disgrace, and her father, the cop, and he is out sporting around wit1
Hfi
is shot by her boy friend when dis- her the night his baby die^
wife
turns
against
him,
and
ifce
r:rh
turbed parking in his car with anto bump
her^jfy 0R
other dame. Then the business of girl prepares
the young motorcycle cop hero when the hero refuses to maffy '
for there is a baby in th^
tracking down the culprit and tak- Then
he hotfoots it back
ing the heroine in his arms.
and is forgiven.
Cast: Helen Foster, John Darrow. Dorothy Granger, Lane Chandler, DeWitt Jennings, Mary Car-, Virginia Pearson, Julia
Swayne
Gordon.

Cast: June Collyer, Charles R.'
bridge.
Eloise Taylor, Betty Garde, CharT

Director, William O'Connor: Author,
not credited ; Adaptor, not credited ; Diaioguer, not credited ; Editor, not credited ;
Cameramen,
Henry Cronjager, Ernest
Laszio.

Director,
Irvin
Willat;
Author.rtrpjon
\V.
Broadhurst ; Adaptors,
Fredsriol
Fanny
Hatton ; Diaioguer,
Tli<jni«%_
Rroadhurst ; Editor,
not listed; CameTa

Direction,

poor.

Photography,

poor.

not listed.
Direction, weak.
Photography,

naiD
Mr."
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Jack

Oakie

in

Gang Buster"
ount Time, 1 hr., 14
ParamThe

"La Canzone DelPAmore"
("The Love Song")

mins.

FAST-MOVING CROOK-COMEDY WITH JACK OAKIE IN
FINE FORM. LAUGHABLE SITUATIONS MINGLED WITH
MYSTERY.
Audiences will howl with glee at
this one. Jack Oakie utilizes all his
usual tricks and many more to help
the clever and mysterious plot. He
plays the part of a young man who
attempts to foil the plans of rival
gangsters to steal valuable records
from the father of Oakie's sweetheart, Jean Arthur, who is held captive by one of the gangs. Oakie des' headfiantly enters the gangster
quarters and becomes the, center of a
machine ^gun warfare between the
, rival factions. The picture ends with
a great «ht between Oakie and a
gang-leadej-— and a big laugh for thea
did
Sutherland
director
finish.
fine job. ,
Cast: Jack Oakie, Jean Arthur, William
Morris, FranBoyd Wynne Gibson, William Tom
Kennedy,
cis McDonald, Albert Conti,
Harry Stubbs, Ernie Adams, Constantin
, Pat Harmon, Joseph Girard, EdRomanoff
die Dunn.
Director. A. Edward Sutherland; Author,
Percy Heatlfc Dialoguer, Joseph L. Mankie"Loring ; Cameraman,
wicz; Editot, Jane
Fischbeck ; Recording Engineer, HarHarry
McNiff.
old
Direction,- Excellent. Photogaphy, Excellent.

"The Girl From the
Reeperbahn"
Maedel von der Reeperbahn)

(Das
Talking Picture Epics
Time, 1 hr., 27 mins.
GERMAN
AGREEABLE
TALKINQ AND SINGING PRODUCTION MADE ABROAD.
CLEAR STORY AND SONGS
APPEAL.
IT FAIR
GIVE

J. V. Cremonim Time, 1 hr., 10 mins.
INTERESTING ITALIAN
DRAMA FROM CINES-PITTALUGA STUDIO. SUITED FOR
FOREIGN CENTERS OR SPECIAL AUDIENCES.
This is one of the first Americanshown talking and sound productions made by the Cines-Pittaluga Oi
Rome, the dominating company in
the Italian picture field. Recording
is by RCA Photophone. Story wa^
Luigi Pirandello's "Siadapted lence"from
and concerns a dramatic love
triangle in which two girls are fighting for the love of a young musician.
His flirtation with one of them
causes the other to withdraw ana
devote herself to the care of a baby
brother, lationborn
her mother's
reto an from
unknown
man. The
mother dies, and then the father
turns up years later, rich and desirous of claiming his son, the sister falls into despair and attempts
suicide, but is saved by her former
sweetheart, who returns and effects
a reconciliation. The production is
of excellent quality, and a preview
audience of leading Italians and some
Americans gave it a hearty reception.
Cast: Dria Paola, Isa Pola, Merceded
Brignone, Olga Capri, Emilia Vidali, Nello
Rocchi, Elio Steiner, Camillo Pilotto.
Director, G. Righelli ; Author, Luigi
Pirandello ; Adaptors, Montuori and Gattone
Madin ; Cameramen, Ubaldo Arata, Massimo
Terzano ; Recording Engineers, Pietro Cavazzutti, Yittorio Trentino, Giovanni
Pais.
Direction, good.
Photography,
fine.

"Napoli Che Canta"
("Naples Time,
of Song")
1 hr., 15

■J. V. Cremonim

mins.

COLORFUL SINGING AND
TALKING PRODUCTION BY
CINES-PITTALUGA. SHOULD
CLICK NICELY WITH ITALIAN OR ARTY
FANS.

Because of its singing sequences
and the fact that the action goes all
the way from Italy to the U. S., this
Cines-Pittaluga production has points
Produce«*in German dialogue by of interest for special audiences of
Sonor Film of Prague and Berlin, the art theater type as well as for
the Italian trade. It's about a young
from a story by Benno Vigny, au- Italian who comes to America as a
thor of "Morocco," presents a plot small child and on maturity is sent
the old country by his patriangle lines re- back to
along the.'leternal
rents to serve in the Italian army.
volving atound a lighthouse keeper,
his wife an>i a shipwrecked girl who Before leaving New York he becomes engaged to an American girl,
almost ups«ts the happiness of her
benefactors: Action of the picture who follows him to Naples. There
centers along the seacoast near he falls in love with a native girl,
Hamburg and the Reeperbahn while his fiancee enters into an affair with a handsome Neapolitan,
(Hamburg's Great White Way).
The story holds the interest and but the original love comes back to
should register with German-speak- both of them and they finally return
ing audiences. Trude Berliner gives to the U. S. again together. The
a commendable performance in the production, synchronized with a
title role, and gets across some pleas- short dialogue and some agreeable
ing vocal numbers. Hans Schlettow songs, has been neatly handled, with
and Olga Tschekova give smooth the beauty of Naples standing out
characterizations in support. Dia- in the photography. The preview
logue and music sequences are well- showing was greatly enjoyed by an
recorded on Tobis Klangfilm sys- audience of Italians and Americans.
tem.
Cast: Anna Mari, Lyllian Lill, Malcom
Cast: Trude Berliner, Hans Adalbert von
Schlettow, O'.ga Tschekova, Josef Rowensky.
Director. Karl Anton ; Author, Benno
Vigny ; M^Bic by Willy Engel-Berger.
Direction, average.
Photography,
fair.

Todd, Giorgio Curti, Carlo Tedesco.
Director, Mario Almirante ; Musical Score,
Tagliaferri and Sassoli ; Cameramen, Ubaldo
Arata and Massimo
Terzano.
Direction, smooth.
Photography, attractive.

Maurice Chevalier in

"Le Petit Cafe"

ii

Presentations

Paramount Time, 1 hr., 23 mins.
GOOD
FRENCH VERSION
—
By JACK H ARROW £ft i— .
WITH NATIVE CAST. CHEVALIER'S WORK IS MAIN EN- Arabian
Nights Spectacle
JOYMENT.
Unfolde
d
on Roxy Stage
Except for Maurice Chevalier, the
The initial stage number at the
cast in the French version of "Playboy of Paris" is entirely different. Roxy is the entire Roxy Chorus in
It includes Yvonne Vallee (Mrs. a song selection, with Viola Philo and
Chevalier) and a capable supporting Harold Van Duzee as soloists. The
crew of French artists. Chevalier big presentation is one of the most
himself, however, continues to be spectacular offerings the Roxy has
the outstanding personality in the seen. It is a story from the Arabian
picture and his likeable performance Nights, presented in six scenes that
not only ought to go big with outdo one another in gorgeous splenFrench audiences, but also holds
dor. The explanation of the various
plenty of interest and pleasure for scenes is offered by an elderly sage
the more intelligent picture fans gen- from a side balcony telling of the
erally. This is due in part to the quest for adventure of the Prince
tact that the comedy has been Hasan. First scene shows the deparstressed more in the French version.
ture of the Prince, with his followers
The story itself remains the same, and the dancing girls making merry.
dealing with a Parisian waiter who The set shows a magnificent galleon
inherits a wad of dough but must in the background. Second scene is
continue in his job because his em- before the gates of an Arabian city,
ployer has tricked him into a con- then the market place, with the
tract. But the waiter finds out about
slave girls. The most splendid scene
the frame-up and maneuvers his way is that of the Garden of the Princess,
gaily to a happy ending. Ludwig in search of whom the Prince has
Berger, who directed the English made the journey. They are shown
version,
this one. also did a good job with making love from a palanquin suspended in midair, with dancing girls
Cast: Maurice Chevalier, Yvonne Val- in beautiful white costumes beneath.
lee, Emile Chautard, George Davis, Sonia
Sebor, Andre Berley, Francoise Rosay, Then the tent of the Sultan is shown,
with word being brought to him that
Jacques Jou' Jerziloe.
Director, Ludwig Berger ; Author, Tris- the Prince has stolen the love of the
tan Bernard; Adaptors, Vincent Lawrence,
Princess. The final scene is the
Battaille'
Henri ; Dialoguers,
same.
Direction, lively.
Photography,
fine.
harem of the Prince, with his followers and dancing girls making
merry over the approaching nuptials. The Sultan breaks in with
'Gateway ofTime,
the 1 Caucasus'
A?7ikino
hr., 14 mins. his soldiers, resulting in the tragic
PICTURIZATION OF SOVIET death of the lovers. The costumes
EXPEDITION IN THE CAUCA- throughout are gorgeous and create
rich color, with scenic efSIAN MOUNTAINS CLIMBING a riot fectsofto match.
MOUNT KEZBEK. OKAY AS
TRAVEL O G U E ENTERTAINMENT.
The Soviet government sent an
expedition to the high and little
known Iregion of the Caucasian
mountains, and this is an entertaining screen record of their travels and
experiences among the glaciers and
primitive peoples of that region. All
right as a travel picture, but the regular film audiences won't go for it.
Shows the party of 40 people climbing to the top of Mount Kezbek,
thousands of feet above sea level,
and never before scaled. They climb
over an immense glacier, and then
down the other side of the mountain where they bump into a peasant
festival. Details of this are given
for about a reel, and then the balance of the picture shows a very
primitive community who live exactly as their ancestors did hundreds
of years ago. The village has two
streets, one for men and the other
for women and goats. The best thing
about the film are the studies of native types in closeups. But the offering lacks directorial treatment, being
merely a series of scenes photographed as they happened
to find them.

Cast: All native types.
Director, Nikolai Lebedev ; Cameraman,
Ivan Beliakov.
Direction, amateurish.
Photography,
fair.

Ted Lewis Headlines
Merry Paramount Show

Plenty of variety and versatile
talent make the current Paramount
show a lively, attractively mounted
and thoroughly enjoyable affair. Ted
Lewis and his Merry Musical Clowns
head the bill, with the surrounding
artists including Charles Wittier,
Eleanore Brooks, The Bachelor
Four, and the Ted Lewis Girls. In
addition there is a pleasing presentation called "Illustrations," employing
the excellent capabilities of Ted
Mack and the Paramount Stage
Band, Frank Gaby and Company.
Llora Hoffman, the Stanley Brothers
and the Allan Foster girls. The
whole works was staged by Harry
Gourfain.
Additional Talent at Capitol
Some extra talent has been added
to the stage show being held over
at the Capitol in connection with the
holdover screen attraction, "Reducing." Ina Williams and Jere Delany,
popular musical comedy players, head
the revue,
calledYvette
"Krinoline
Kapers,"
and
featuring
Rugel,
Joyce
Coles,
the
Chester
Hale
Girls,
Anitolians.
drew and Louise Carr and the Cap-

Robert

L. Ripley

in

"Believe It or Not, No. 7"

Time, 9 mins.
Vitaphone 1148
Fair
Another collection of unusual incidents, mostly presented by dialogue, winding up with a few that
are accompanied by drawings, makes
this latest "Believe It or Not" just
fairly engrossing. Most of the unique
facts, as related orally, have little
punch.

Helen Broderick in

"Court Plastered"

with Lester Crawford
Time, 9 mins.
1165
Vitaphone Good
Travesty

Helen Broderick, on trial for murder, turns the courtroom into a sideshow with her wisecracks and flirtations with the judge. Miss Broderick is accused of killing her husband. She testifies that she did it
because he always came home whistpopular tunes and waking her
"Undercover" 9 mins. up to ling
her the name of the songs.
ask
Time,
Pathe
For the climax, the attorneys whisClass Sports
tle, the judge whistles and the jury
A nice assortment of indoor sports marches out whistling. After the
presented by Sportlight. Billiards is lady is acquitted, the judge proposes
presented with the champ, Willie to her by whistling. Made strictly
Hoppe, doing some sensational trick to entertain and succeeds nicely.
shots that look like miracles. Then
comes squash, with two players
showing how exciting it can be.
"Red Riding Time,
Hood" 8 mins.
Then Norval Baptie and Gladys Pathe
Good Cartoon
Lamb, ice champions, show some
fancy and dizzy work on the skatAn Aesop Fable with the Red Riding rink. Finishes with a fine exhiing Hood motif, but here grandma
bition of expert bowling by Mort
gets young and frisky, and elopes
Lindsey, the world's champ fancy with the wolf. Red Riding Hood
bowler, who performs some difficult notifies Missus Wolf, who starts a
shots with the utmost ease. A very
interesting reel that will appeal to small war at the altar, leaving grandma sad but safe. The musical efa variety of indoor sport fans.
fects and funny noises help to keep
this one scoring the laughs.
"Oswald In Mars"
Universal
Time, 6 mins.
Good Fantasy
"Oswald In China"
An Oswald cartoon wherein the
Universal
Time, 6 mins.
rabbit is kicked up to Mars by his
Good Animated
rival for the girl's attentions. On
A clever Oswald cartoon, with the
this strange planet the hero encounters many strange creatures, until hero rabbit getting the laughs in a
such time as a monster appears and laundry, while the shirts and iron
chases him back to earth again. The work together like human beings
conceptions of the strange inhabi- and perform the various laundry optants of Mars are well worked out
erations. But the laundryman reand highly imaginative, this being
turns in time to see Oswald upsetting his joint, and it winds up with
one of the best of the fantastic cara chase sequence, with all the shirt
toons yet produced.
joining in.

Cartune Newsreel
Rudolf

Mayer
Time,
Swell Travesty

10 mins.

A

corking box-office idea is incorporated in this subject, the first
of a series,
kidding
the news
lies. It is done
in cartoon
formweekand

The Asbury Park Murder
Educational
Time, 18 mins
Flat Number

A William J. Burns Detective'
Mystery, with Mystery"
the famous sleuth deshows Al Smith, Cal Coolidge and
scribing how his operatives uncovother nationally-known figures in
ered the murderer of a little girl. As
various amusing antics. Dialogue is
occasionally used and the music and he talks, it goes into a reproduction
sound effects are competently ar- of the actual events as they tranranged. The subject ought to click
spired, showing the tricking of the
with any type audience.
criminal into a confession through a
supposed pal who turns out to be
a detective who framed him into dis-

Joe Frisco in

"The Border Patrol"
with Dorothy Knapp, Eddie Graham
Vitaphone 4426-7 Time, 12 mins.
Fair Burlesque
A burlesque on the old western
melodramas. An effeminate frontier
soldier starts the giggles, and the
laughs grow in volume after Joe
Frisco, a lawbreaker, is released from
jail and offered his freedom if ht
succeeds in rounding up the big bad
hombre of those parts. Frisco makes
up as a female entertainer, enters the
bad man's dance hall and gambling
den, engineers the capture and saves
the heroine, Dorothy Knapp. Carrie
the comedy
fairly well.

"Hello, Russia"

Universal
Time,
Gets Laughs

21

mins.

closing his guilt. But the'^tory lacks
directorial treatment to ^bring out
the dramatic
highlights.
So photoit resolves itself into
a seriel"■' of
graphs that fall rather flat and lack
the punch necessary for' a mystery
presentation
on the screen.

"It Happened In Hollywood"
19 mins.

Universal
Time,
Misses

A Red Star comedy' featuring
George Dewitt as the comic. He is
a newspaper correspondent from a
small town crashing the studio at
Hollywood. He manages to get the
various sets and actors and directors
all scrambled in riotous confusion be4
fore he is finally kicked
off tha
premises.
This film employs all the
facilities
of the UniversaVstudio, and
...
a host of actors, many of them well
known. But the comedy is sadly

The fourth of the Slim Summerville comedies that falls below the
high average set by the predecessors.
Slim is a bugler with the American
army unit in Russia, with Eddie
Gribbon as the tough sergeant. As
usual, their quarrels center around
Olga, a native gal, with Slim horning in and trying to take her away lacking, and it develops into an orfrom the sergeant. There is one
dinary number with much excitement but few laughs.
corking gag worked with Slim taking
"One Yard to Go"
a bath in the girl's home, while she
Educational
Time, 21 mins.
bathes her dog in an adjoining room.
"Parading Pajamas"
Pip Comedy
The sergeant enters, overhears the
Pathe Audio Review No. 1
Time, 19 mins. conversation,
and thinks that his
A Mack Sennett comedy featuring Pathe
Just
Fair
Time, 9 mins.
Marjorie Beebe, Frank Eastman,
sweetie is giving Slim a bath. It Pathe
Bobby Vernon and Cyril Chadwick
A Manhattan comedy featuring has
plenty
of
laughs,
and
the
fans
A study of the old carfal in Pennwill like it.
in a pip laugh number, with Mar- Johnny Arthur, Eleanor Hunt, Ben
sylvania which has be$n discontinjorie carrying most of the gags over Hendricks, Jr., and Margaret Clark.
ued, showing a canal "boat on its
last trip. A picturesque camera acwith lots to spare. Marjorie's ma A very mechanical comedy that
"La Preghiera
del
Mose"
is trying to marry her off to the drags heavily and fails to get over
count of an ancient form of transpor("Moses' Prayer")
titled Englishman, but she meets a the gags with the proper snap. Too
tation that has survived to the twenJ.
V.
Cremonim
Time,
9
mins.
young sport who turns out to be much repetition of the gags seems
Italian Musical
tieth century, with beautiful photoa deliveryman for a bottled water to be the chief fault, with a labored
graphic work. The remainder of the
This subject was turned out by reel is devoted to a study of Harconcern. It is a take-off on the Red plot that moves heavily. Johnny ArGrange idea, with the hero proving
thur is the traveling salesman hubby the Cines-Pittaluga of Rome and
lem, the home of the colored folks,
to be the football star. Marge throws on the way home, who meets a young recorded with RCA Photophone. It showing them at work and especialhim over when she discovers he is married girl unknown to Johnny, is somewhat in the line of a concert
ly at play. Intimate studies are ofonly a laboring man, later to change who is also on the way to visit his number, performed by 30 harps of
fered of a gent getting dolled up in
the
Academy
of
Music
of
Santa
Ceher mind when they visit the foot- wife with her hubby. Circumstances
a barber shop, the dusky debs on
cilia of Rome. Alba Novella, so- the Avenue, and a parade of the
ball game and she finds out he is put Johnnv in a flirtatious light with
prano, is accompanying soloist. The Royal Order of Something in all
really the big hero. Marjorie gets all the girl, and her hubby gets sore.
tangled in the game, and almost Here pajamas get into the com- number is in the unusual class, espe- their glory. But the big kick is a
cially from a musical standpoint, and view of the famous Cotton Club,
makes the hero lose on his plays,
edian's suitcase by mistake, and
but all works out well, and the laughs these when disclosed in the home will elicit its best reaction from the with Duke Ellington and his band
are there in abundance. It is han- later lead to a series of misunder- musically appreciative, although it jazzing it up with red ho£ rhythm,
standings and frantic efforts by should prove an acceptable short while
stepping.
dled with snap and plenty of modthe sepia gals do some fancy
novelty for almost any bill.
ern technique.
Johnny to explain them.

Greater beauty for
the sound screen . .
. .at no extra cost
JTXeRE

is a series of tinted positive films that

fit the modern motion picture. They are specially designed to reproduce sound with utmost fidelity, but they do even more than this.
Wherever they are used
or feature

in newsreel, short,

they lend a subtle charm, a new

beauty not present in the tints of the pre-sound
era. Yet Sonochrome

Films, an exclusively

Eastman achievement, cost no more than ordinary black-and-white positive. Eastman Kodak
Co., Rochester, N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc.,
Distributors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood).

Eastman Sonochrome
Tinted Positive Films

FRANK LLOYD
PRODUCTION
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Review Board Speakers Urge More Juvenile Films

ANTI-MERGER BILL nTCALIF. LEGISLATURE
English Instead of Multi- Unguals
The Mirror
— a column of comment
FILMS of today, because they
try to please folks of every age
and class, conform to a mental
plane of 13-year-olds, it is charged
by Arthur E. Krows of Western
Electric. ... If Mr. Krows is really serious in this accusation, he
will encounter an army ready to

American Producers Considering New Policy
With Less Talk
Several American producer-distributor companies are considering plans to
serve the foreign market with English
dialogue (Continued
pictures on
instead
of multiPage 2)

19 PUBLIX CHICAGO HOUSES
REINSTATE STAGE SHOWS

(or Foreign Market

Censors to Band
Formation of a Congress of
Censors, comprising censor
boards in the various states, is
understood to be planned. In
addition to the exchange of information concerning censoring problems, the association
will discuss the moral characteristics of pictures. Leaders in
film censorship movements are
reported interested in the
project.

Measure Is Designed To
Block Combinations
and "Trusts"

Sacramento, Cal. — A bill aimed at
mergers and combinations that may
be construed as "trusts" is among
the measures being presented in the
current session of the Legislature.
The
billkinds
is directed
against
of all
and seeks
to "chains"
prevent
further amalgamations, whether in
the film industry or in the chain
store field.

TWO OPERATORS IN BOOTH 37 INDUSTRIAL PRODUCERS
REQUIRED UNDER NEW BILL USE MULTICOLOR PROCESS

take strong issue with him on the
point. And that army will have plenty
nf powerful ammunition to back it up.
Included in this ammunition will be

Chicago — Twelve Publix - Great
States Circuit houses and seven in
the Publix-Balaban & Katz group have
reinstated vaudeville in the last three
such exhibits as "All Quiet on the weeks. The B. & K. theaters, imporWestern Front," "Journey's End,"
tant neighborhoods, arc the Belmont,
'Abraham Lincoln," "Holiday," "Anna Senate, Congress, Central Park, AlaHartford, Conn. — Under a bill inChristie," "The Big House," "With
mo, Belpark and Patio. All local
troduced in the State Senate by SenByrd at the South Pole," "The Warner houses also are using stage
ator Sullivan of Bridgeport, all picDivorcee," "Hell's Angels," "Old Eng- talent while numerous indies are exture theaters will be required to
ish," "Outward Bound," "Let Us Be
perimenting with week-end vaude. have two licensed operators in proGay," "Sarah and Son," "Love Pa- Local booking agencies report a 45
jection booths. Bridgeport
houses
rade," "Sin Takes a Holiday" and at
(Continued
on Page 6)
cent increase in business in the
least a score of other big shells like per
last two months.
these. Anybody who calls this kind
af fare suitable only for 13-year-olds
-nust have a notion that we are living
in an age of remarkable prodigies.
•
Chicago — Production of shorts,
Chicago — A special rate of one and mostly commercial and industrial, but
MANAGERS of Fox theaters have
been warned by the home office to one-half fares for the round trip has also including some comedies, is
been granted by railroads for those planned by the U. S. Talking Film
make no mention of film stars' legal attending the Allied States national Corp., it is announced by Dr. Charles
or other difficulties in their advertis(Continued
on Page 2)
convention Feb. 10-11.
ing and publicity. . . . The admonition
is timely and constructive. There may
3e no way to stop newspapers and
'dirt journalists" from exaggerating
and capitalizing on the unfortunate
incidents that befall stellar personalities, but when theaters attempt to
:ash in on such publicity it gives the
Necessity of producers making
ndustry a double sock.
more pictures for juvenile customers
•
was stressed by speakers at the final
NEWSPAPERS in Baltimore are now
Chicago— The Law and Orday's session and luncheon of the
keepto
ed
dedicat
League,
der
•qre fully inspecting film ad copy with
National Board of Review Saturday
ing Chicago pure, will next
i view to keeping out anything _ conat the Hotel Pennsylvania. Among
sidered improper. . . . Theoretically,
leap upon the movies. It plans
the resolutions adopted at the mornto appeal for police aid in
his sounds all right. Its practical eling session was one approving child
s
ing
matinees.
censors
of
decision
overrid
ect, however, won't amount to much
snappy
after
go
to
also
and
inless the film industry in turn is alThe
advantage
of association
of
owed some censorship consideration
posters, spicy lobby displays
the banking
business
with the movith respect to the unsavory, unand petting in theaters. A spetion picture was stressed
by Peter
cial investigator of the League
warranted and harmful "scandal"
.arris about picture people which
Brady at the banquet.
He declared
is now gathering data.
(Continued
on Page 7)
lewspapers are so fond of dishing up.

Special Railroad Rates
For Allied Convention

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Thirty-seven producers of industrial films, located at
various points in the country, are
now using Multicolor. Fashion Features has also contracted to use Multicolor in all its future product.

Chicago Company Plans
Production of Shorts Warner Bros. Opening
Own So. Amer. Offices

Brady Says Film Industry
Helps Country's Stability
Joy-Killers

West Coast Bureau, THE

Warner Bros, have decided to establish their own offices in South
America and William Fait, who has
been manager in Brazil, is now on
his way to open headquarters in
Buenos Aires. Distributing centers
will be opened in Argentine, Chile and
Peru. Warners will continue to maintain association with Glucksman Bros.,
who have been handling W. B.-F. N.
product in S. A.

New Pathe-RKO Suit
Another suit to prevent consummation of the Pathe sale
to RKO was filed Saturday in
Supreme Court by Fred Rosenthal, owner of 100 shares of
Pathe stock. Justic Lydon issued a show cause order returnable Wednesday, the day
the transfer is slated to go
through.
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Jake Margolies Dies
Take Margolies, in the exhibiting
field for the last 20 years in the
Brooklyn and New Jersey territory,
died last week.

With the sale of Pathe to RKO
Wedscheduled to be consummated
nesday, Judge Goddard in the U. b.
ot
District Court has ordered the case
taken
Corp.
ent
lopm
Deve
C.
B
A.
the
from ' the court schedule. Three
the
adjournments since Jan 2d when
case was originally calle for trial,
lne A.
prompted the Judge's action, the proB C Corp. sought to restrain
itted three adposed sale and perm
journments on stipulations signed by
Lewis Innerarity for Pathe Although
the
taken from the court calendar
nting
preve
stipulation is still in force
the
the consummation of the sale until
sched
r dropped or again
cithe
case is
tried.
uled and

Chicago Company Plans
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lingual talkers. Foreign managers in
New York are closely observing the
run of two foreign-language pictures,
"Under Roofs of Paris," in its seventh
week at the Little Carnegie, and "Two
Hearts
Time,''
in its
week at intheWaltz
55th St.
Several
of 16th
the
foreign department heads figure that
in view of the fact that these two
films, which are understandable
through their visual action, are doing
big business in this country, by the
same token American talkers ought to
draw abroad. If they definitely adopt
this policy English dialogue will be
held down to a minimum.

Ufa Science Film Shows
Rocket Trip to Moon

& GOING

York

from

a tour

of

his territory.

of Charlie
Premiere
World lin's
"City Lights"
at theChapnew
Los Angeles
in Los Angeles.
"Trader Horn-" M-G-M producYork. tion, opens at the Astor, New

Feb. 3

Detroit — Butterfield Theaters anCleveland - Conducting of movie
nounce plans for remodeling of three
Audic
Publi
the
shows by the city in
of their principal Michigan theaters
the
after
stop
to
ted
torium isexpec
at a cost of about $1,500,000. Work
first attraction Abra- also will be started April 15 on the
showing of the open
Local
6.
Feb.
ing
n,"
ham Lincol
new house in Holland. Sale of the
exhibitors waged a strenuous fight Columbus theater property in Bay City
against the city's plan.
has been decided upon, and the land
on which the Franklin, Saginaw, is
built has been bought from the Patterson estate.
W. S. Butterfield and family have

E arrives on the MaBEATR
from Europe.
tomorrow LITTL
jesticICE
returned to the Coast
ORD
PICKF
MARY
y.
vesterda
is on a ,trip
SIMMONS
L. ud
a.
FL
rm
Be
to M1CHA

way.
"C imarTon",
RKO
production,
opens at the Globe on Broad-

Today:

Jan. 30

left
for a two months' stay in California.

Testimonial luncheon to Arthur
Greenblatt
at the Hotel Astor.

Feb. 6

Charlie
opens atChaplin's
the George"City M. Lights'
Cohan,
New
York
Paramount
Pep Club Ball, Hotel
Astor, New York.
Feb. 7
First Annual Dinner and Dance
by Columbia Pictures employees.
Hotel
Plaza,
New
York.
Feb. 9
Thirty-second
annual
dinner
by
the Society of the Genesee in
honor of George Eastman.
Feb. 10-11 National convention of independent exhibitors called by
Allied
States Ass'n to be held
in
Chicago.

New Assignment Editor
For Paramount Newsreel
Wm. F. Montague, Jr., has been
promoted to assignment editor of
Paramount's Sound News Reel, succeeding S. H. McKeon,
resigned.

Henry Leon Walker Dies
Aberdeen, S. D. — Henry Leoa
Walker, 59, pioneer local showman,
died at his home here following a
paralytic stroke. Walker at one
aters. controlled 166 Northwest thetime
EducationaFs February Releases
On the Educational February release schedule are the following:
"One Yard to Go," "The Philadelphia Lancaster a Counterfeiting
"Razzberries,"
Mack Sennett Case,"
Brevity, "The College Vamp," "A Happy Little Honeymoon," a Wm. J.
Burns Detective Mystery, "Come to
Papa," and "The Shooting of Dan
the

Duck."
Tom
Mix
Loses
Suit
Erie, Pa. — Tom
Mix
has lost a
verdict
of $90,000
to Zack
Miller,
owner of the 101 Ranch Shows, who
charged breach of contract in 1929.
Perani
Opening
New York Branch
Emilio Perani, S. A. I. of Milan
plans to open a New York office
shortly. M. L. Bianchi, import
manager, will come to New York
to establish the branch.

Studio
and
Location
Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Rates

Offer to Aid Unemployed

Norfolk, Va. — Offer of local motion
picture operators to donate the grosses
of four Sunday performances to a
fund for the local unemployed is being
EE, English author, considered by the special unemployPERTW
ND
J
ROLA
if
ment commission. Members of the
JOAN CLARKSON and REGINALD
ft and
an
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gl
, d.
from
En
,
players
WS,
ANDRE
F.
t.x
Tidewater Ministerial Union have reHollywood
:: WILLIAM FAIT, Brazil Manager for
quested Mayor E. Jeff Robertson,
Chicago 6700 Santa Monica H WarnerFirst National, is on his way back
chairman of the committee, for a hearto South America.
1727
Indiana
Ave.
Blvd.
♦>
CALuinet 2694
HOLlywood 4121 ♦>
ing on the subject before the proposal
F LYON, Canadian sales manager
:
it forBERT
Warner-First National, is back in New is definitely accepted.
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Butterfield to Spend
Cleveland May Abandon
$1,500,000 on Repairs
City-Operated Movies
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A rocket flight to the moon in
motion
pictures prepared by scienr of
H Hair, secretary and treasure
tists and produced for Ufa in Gerin
t
star
will
the company. Activity
many by Professor Hermann Oberth
the com- was shown by Ufa last week to a
the spring. Other officers of
er
Casp
pany arc Marion. Ayres
Witt group of scientists and newspaperTrainer, M. E. Hair, Samuel son it
men and will be shown again toJohn
Gust
and
aw
morrow at the American Museum
Ernest Dech
tor
of Natural
History.
up with schools
is planned to tiepictu
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showing of the
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Mr. and Mrs. Independent Exhibitor:
You are fully aware that the motion picture industry as a whole, and more
especially the independent exhibitors, are losing untold sums of money by reason of the forced playing of poor pictures.
No matter how bad conditions in your neighborhood may be, you can always get out a crowd when showing a meritorious picture. But bad pictures are
driving the public to other forms of entertainment.
Of course, there simply isn't enough talent in the world to make all good
pictures. This inherent defect cannot be cured by treating all pictures as good.
The industry has got to realize that some pictures are bad and devise some method
of disposing of them besides forcing them on the public.
The theatre owners must have greater selectivity in the buying, or showing, of motion pictures. The following proposals, among others, have been made:
1. Abolish block booking.
2. Increase the cancellation privilege.
3. Let the exhibitor guarantee to the producer a designated number of play dates, instead of agreeing to exhibit a definite number of pictures, leaving it to the exhibitor to fulfill his commitment from the product available in whatever way may be most advantageous.
These and a dozen other matters equally vital to the independent exhibitors will be analyzed, discussed and acted upon at the forthcoming gathering of independent exhibitors under the auspices of the Allied States Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors, Congress Hotel, Chicago, Illinois, February 10 and 11,
1931.
I
The question for you is not "Can I afford to go?" Rather it is "Can I afford
to stay away?" This meeting will affect your interests as no other meeting ever
has, and you should be there to voice your views. So take up your pencil and jot
down the problems you would like to have considered and the views you would
like to express and bring them to Chicago.
For information as to rates, reservations, transportation, etc., write
,
AARON SAPERSTEIN
Chairman Special Convention Committee
1018 S. Wabash Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
P. S. There will be sightseeing trips, theatre parties, luncheon and bridge for the
ladies.
Advertisement

Tackling each new volume of
the Year Book is a fresh,
colorful, new adventure here
at the Film Daily* Watching it take form and grow
into a giant of information
through the enthusiastic cooperation ofthe entire motion
picture industry is an achievement of which every member!
of the Film Daily staff is
modestly proud* The coming
1931 Edition is bigger and
better than ever before
#

*

*

*
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Timely Topics

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion
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The World Is Full
of Picture Plots

'THE world still teems with
the romance and adventure
that once tempted the soldier of
fortune into the highways and
byways of strange lands. The
tendency to regard this day and
age as devoid of the thrills that
such men as Marco Polo, Christopher Columbus and Daniel
Boone once enjoyed is robbing
modernity of some tremendously interesting literature. For
the young man who is pining
for adventure, but lamenting
that there is no more, he should
board the first boat for the
South Seas, South America,
Australia, India or almost any
semi-civilized region. He will
find plenty of action and what
is better, enough color and story
material to make him a fortune.
One only need read the newspapers to realize that there is
enough going on to provide any
kind of a thrill one is looking
for. We have revolutions, pirates, coup d'etats, bandits of the
most picturesque type and what
not, in every part of the world.
There are tribes of people who
have never seen a white man,
and there are lands rich in raw
material awaiting the ingenious
hand of man to convert them
into blooming gardens. Anyone
who is ambitious to write for
motion pictures, ought to take
a couple of years and wander
about the earth, taking trails
that are not too much traveled.
He would, if he be a man of
courage and resourcefulness,
come home with more plots for
stories than he would need the
rest of his life.
— Mel Brown

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN
!THE
mi Nmsnutt
Of H1MDQM

JkV AG

AllTHIMWF
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States Theater Corp., Frank G.
Hall, president, to build theaters in
northern New Jersey.
*
*
*
William
S. Hart reported to rej tire when present contract is completed.
*
*
*
Jules E. Mastbaum, Edward J.
Bowes and F. J. Godsol directors of
Shubert Advance Vaudeville Circuit.

©
• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning
Till Now
that George Bernard Shaw's first screen attempt, "How He Lied to Her Husband," is an awful flop in
Lunnon, and this after Jawge has been telling us Americans for
years how to make pictures, of all things!
that Leon Bamberger over at Paramount should learn how to do that magic
sugar trick without giving the works away
that even if
you are on the right track, you're liable to get run over if you
just sit there
that Charles Ulrich, Pathe's press book
expert, is the pioneer of ALL empey pressbook gents, having
started making the leaflets 29 years ago for the old Selig productions that a lotta publicity hounds
in this biz are
continually chiselling their names into print, but the wise babies
are those who stay in the background and collect the dough
while the dumb eggs collect the Ephemeral Glory
that
Edwin Mordaunt, one of the Dixie Hotel managers, was once
one of Broadway's most prominent actors
that in a recent newspaper contest to select the most popular star, a certain
producer's publicity office kept a kid busy every day tearing out
stacks of coupons from the rag to vote for their particular star
that if a horse falls in your bathtub you can always pull
the plug out
that F. Wynne-Jones of Ufa can hum CORRECTLY any opera you ask him to, and right off the reel
that kind words don't cost anything, so you can spend
'em as freely as you want without being accused of extravagance
that June Collyer is the daughter of Clayton J. Heermance, a prominent
lawyer of this hamlet
that some
Hollerword pix we have recently seen should be donated to
charity, and distributed exclusively in deaf and dumb and blind
asylums
that Jack Hess is the gink from Chi who is
responsible for the parade of painted soldiers on the Mayfair
marquee
that Roxy with his "unemployment"
concerts
is doing more to help the cause of the musicians than any other
single agency in these Youessay
that they stick the bridge
on a violin in order to get the music across
that all these
thats
are
just
an
excuse
to
give
some
regular
guys
a
well-earned
break
*
*
*
*
• • • TODAY'S
SCOTCH
Story
Bill Brown,
the
trick-shot golfer, internationally known as the "Scotch Wizard,"
tried a new stunt the other day
on the 35-story roof of
the St. Moritz Hotel while a Fox Movietone
camera
clicked
Mister Brown
swatted a regulation golf ball from the
nose of Miss Isobel Jewell of the "Up Pops the Devil" company and the ball landed clear on the Central Park lake
where they were skating
and while the noted guests, such
as Georges Carpentier, Terry Carroll and Betty Bronson waited,
Scotch Bill rushed down the elevator and out on the lake to
retrieve
golf ball
and from last reports he's still
out
there, thelooking
for it
*
*
*
*
• • • FOR THE first time in the history of the House of
Representatives, empey celebs were accorded the honor of being introduced from the gallery to members of the National assembly the occasion being the special official showing
of "Cimarron" at the Keith theater, with Representative McClintick of Oklahoma introducing Richard Dix, Estelle Taylor, Wesley Ruggles and Eddie Cronjager
but this is no scoop,
for the A.M. P. A. did the same thing for them two days before
William Haddock, sec of the Empey Directors' Association, recalls the distant day when Anne Nichols of "Abie's
Irish Rose''
fame was acting in pix in 1910-11 with Melies in
Texas
and California
*
*
*
*
• • • HARRY GITTLESON is doing a boucoup job in
editing Radio's house organ, "Titan," which combines valuable
info along with the raves
rather unusual, for an Empey
house organ, say we, who should know something about the
subject, if you will permit us
Dave Bader sends us a
liquor menu from Agua Caliente listing cocktails, rickies, fizzes
and sours
now ain't he the kind and thoughtful cuss?

«

«

«

»

»
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Bill Vitaphone Shorts
As Vaude Show
'THE manager of the Rialto,
York, Pa., has issued a handbill for one of its programs listing five Vitaphone acts above
the feature picture, giving three
of them equal display with the
feature and the other half the
space. In order to get a title
that would bunch the shorts together he headed his handbill
"Five Acts of Vitaphone Vaudeville," listing the following pictures: Henry Santrey and His
Soldiers of Fortune, a novelty
band number; Judith Anderson
in Betty Ross' dramatic playlet,
"Madame of the Jury"; The Hall
Johnson Choir in "A Syncopated
Sermon," with Willard Robinson; Hugh Cameron with Bobby
Watson in burlesque comedy,
"Nay, Nay, Nero"; Ann Seymour, "the little girl with a big
voice," in songs. This gave him
a well-rounded bill of shorts,
with variety enough to— appeal
Warnersto
all tastes.
*

*

*

Tie-Up on Time Cards
Helm "Wan for a S"ilor"
£HARLESager ofRAYMOND,
manLoew's Midland,
Kansas Citv, Mo., made arrangements with the Montgomery
Ward Co. to use between four
and five thousand time cards,
used by their emoloyees. These
cards are used by the MontgomeryinWardand
Co.'s
in checking
out employees
for work,
and they are handled four times
each day. Raymond had these
cards imprinted with copy on
—M-G-M
the
date. production, theater and play-

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Beit wishes and congratulations are
extended by ThE FILM DAILY
to the following; members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

January 26
Hugo Meyer
Riesenfeld
Abe
P, E. McCoy
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O
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LATEST HOLLYWOOD

More Synchronizing Work
For Meyer Organization

HAPPENINGS

►//
= Coast Wire Service

A LITTLE from "LOTS

Meyer Synchronization Service has
contracted to handle the music for
By RALPH
WILK
two Liberty Productions, two Robert
Bruce outdoor pictures for Paramount
ALBERT CONTI has returned as a result of the collaboration of
George and Ira Gershwin and Guy
and an Al Rogell production, in addifrom a vacation spent in Eu- Bolton. It will not be a musical
tion to the Phil Ryan scries of cominclude
pictures
recent
rope.
His
edies for Paramount and Christie
"Oh, for a Man," "The Gang Bus- comedy, an operetta or any other
Brothers' Vanity, Gayety and Tuxedo
of musical production familiar
ter" and "Sea Legs." His sauve type
Comedies for Educational. Special characterizations
have
attracted to theatergoers.
*
*
*
music is being prepared for Christie's much attention.
*
*
*
next feature, "Meet the Wife."
Emile de Recat observed his forJohn
Barrymore,
Warnerof Bros.'
star,
is the
proud possessor
what
ty-fifth birthday by motoring to is
Another
Studio Comedy
said
to
be
the
only
dinosaur
egg
Arizona. He recently directed the
in captivity, as it were, outside the
Another Ideal comedy with a studio background will be produced by Italian version of "The Big House," American Museum of Natural His*
*
Educational, it is announced by E. for M-G-M. *
tory. This prehistoric fossil was
presented to him by Roy Chapman
H. Allen, general manager of the
Roy J. Pomeroy declares the
studios. Ernest Pagano and Jack
Andrews on the latter's return from
most thrilling portion of his life oc- his
famous
expedition to the Cobi
Townley have written the story and
curred during the many years he desert.
dialogue. William Goodrich will di- worked as a staff artist and illustra*
*
*
rect. Eddie Nugent, Phyllis Crane,
tor on several big Eastern newspaAfter looking over a group of
Rita Flynn, Bryant Washburn, Virpers. Murders, accidents and catas- extras supposed to be typical of
ginia Brooks, Wilbur Mack and
trophes seemed to form a daily diet
George
Chandler
are in the cast.
for him and the experiences founded college students, Director Seymour
an enviable directorial background. Felix dismissed them and took his
*
*
*
cameras and cast of the Fox pic'
Edward Goodman Co-Director
Lew Cody, playing one of three ture, "Girls Demand Excitement,"
Edward Goodman, formerly direc- good-bad men in "Not Exactly Gen- to the University of California for
tor of the Washington Square Players,
tlemen" for Fox, reveals that his authentic background and atmos*
New York, will co-direct with Richard name was not always Cody. Before pheric mobs. Students of the Uniactor it was Cote.
versity were employed throughout
Wallace on Paramount's "Gentlemen he became an
*
*
*
the
picture
and campus scenes were
of
ture.the Streets," William Powell picSomething entirely different from filmed on the University grounds.
any film ever produced is predicted So the atmosphere is authentic.
Einstein to Be at Chaplin Premiere
Prof. Albert Einstein has been
added to the list of luminaries who
will attend the double premiere of
Charlie Chaplin's "Lights" and the
,By HARRY N. BLAIR
new Los Angeles, said to be the
world's most beautiful theater, on
YVyiTH Columbia working a full
Jan. 30.
Visugraphic's
Day," a pictorial history of"One
Philadelphia
has
camera crew getting exteriors
been booked by several Broadway
for "Subway Express," Vitaphone houses including the George M.
Richard Wallace to Change Studios has
also gone underground for story
Following the expiration of his material having just completed "The Cohan, where it is now showing.
present Paramount contract in June, Naggers in the Subway," starring
it is understood Director Richard Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth, under the direction of Alf Goulding.
Joe Penner, "the stuttering comic,"
Wallace will move to another studio.
The script is an original by Casey has just completed his fifth VitaRobinson.
phone comedy entitled "Making
W. K. Howard
on Vacation
George Jessel has been signed
William K. Howard, Fox director,
Various freaks of nature have been
is taking a vacation following the for more Vitaphone comedies fol- attracted to the Vitaphone studio
Faces."
lowing his success in "Politics," a since
completion of "More Than a Kiss." two-reeler
"Believe It or Not" Ripley
directed by Arthur Hurley which rated excellent yiotices started his novelty se7-ies. Supposed
"strong men," glass eaters and
from the trade and fan press.
other curiosities storm the studio

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

Another "Epic"
These "epic" westerns, like
"The Big Trail" and "Cimarron," with thousands of cattle
employed are having their influence on the indie producers.
We just lamped a shoe-string
western with a big rustling
scene showing six head of cattle stampeded all at once.
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Audio Cinema studios promise to
become one of the busiest in New
York with the growing tendency toward industrial films of which this
studio has made a specialty.

gates hoping to break into pictures.
In 99 cases out of 100 they are exposed as fakirs.

Three of Educational's new comedies are apoearing on Broadway
Charles Starrett, featured in "Dam- this week. "Dance Hall Marge," a
aged Love," made here at the De- Miack •Seiin»&t, featuring Marjorie
Forest studio, besides Paramount's Beebe :aid Harry Gribbon, and
"Fast and Loose" and "Royal Fam- "Club Sandwich," a Terry-Toon, are
ilv," will relinquish his role in at the Central, while "One Year to
"Storm Song," stage drama, to ac- Go," with Marjorie Beebe, Cyril
cept a screen assignment at Para- Chadwick and Frankie Eastman, is
at the R-K-O Mavfair.
mount's West Coast
studios.

©
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"Huckleberry Finn" Set
As Jack Coogan's Next

Jackie Coogan's first production
under his new contract with Paramount will be Mark Twain's "Huckleberry Finn."
Casting "Jackdaws Strut" Warner Bros, are casting "Jackdaws Strut," adapted by Charles
Kenyon from the Harriet Henry
story, and announced as a vehicle
for Constance Bennett.
Mae Madison
Madisonhas inbeen"Chances"
Mae
chosen from
banks, Jr.
First National's
training school for a
part in "Chances" with Douglas Fair-

Two Operators in Booth
Required
Under New Bill!
(Continued from Page 1)
recently went
on strike over
union's
two-operator
demand
several houses finally gave
in.

the
and

Sacramento, Cal. — A measure requiring two men in booths has been
submitted to the Legislature here.

"Cimarron" Gala in Wash.
Engineered by MacNamee
Washington
Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Frank MacNamee,
RKO branch manager here, is receiving congratulations on the big success
of the special governmental showing
of "Cimarron" on Friday night. It
was MacNamee who engineered the
affair, organizing the congressional
group which sponsored the event.
Pathe Basketball Team Scores
Pathe's basketball five are still
undefeated champs, defeating the
Warner team 38 to 25 Friday at the
High School of Commerce gymnawin.
sium. This makes their 13th straight
Change
R-K-O
Theater
Managers
Jack L. Hobby is new manager of
the R-K-O Victory, Providence ,R
L, replacing Harry Storin. Roy
Reid has replaced A. B. Popel as
manager of the Orpheum, Los Angeles.

Tabloid Press- Sheet
Cliff Lewis of the Paramount advertising staff has
turned out a 12-page press
sheet
for Sheet"
Georgethat
Bancroft's
"Scandal
is entirely in the atmosphere. It
is made up like a tab rag, with
red and
headlines
and "yeVLavr"
cuts
splash lines.

•

EAST

Pittsburgh — Lesse Kaufman, who
handled "Simba" from Pittsburgh
several years ago, is back to assist
in sales of Talking Picture Epics for
Alexander
Film Service.

Pittsburgh— Thomas W. Stevenson, retiring president of the Variety
Club, will be honored at the club's
annual banquet Jan. 18 at the William Penn. James G. Palmer is the
new president.
Housatonic, Mass. — The Central,
Which has been showing silents for
the past 20 years, has closed because
of the inability of its manager, W.
H. Hefferman, to obtain sufficient
silent product.

Akron, O. — Harry Giletli and
John Muck have reopened the Victor.
Continental,
O. — G. E. Adair
owner-operator of the Palace.

•

WES1

*

•

Maumee, O.— C. A. Young has
purchased
the Strand from F. W.
Mouen.

1)

that the film business is becoming
acountry.
necessity to the stability of the

Washington —
infi director for
has been shifted
ing director for
Robert Bender.

To Olsen, advertisthe Fox Washington,
to Seattle as managthe Fox Washington,

Guests and speakers included:
Ernst Lubitsch, Maurice Chevalier,
Irene Delroy, Estelle Taylor, Basil
Pittsburgh — John H. Harris, zone Rathbone, Eugene Lauste, Chiel
manager for Warner Bros., has set Buffalo Lance, Ernest Schoedsack "Lincoln" May Return This Week
the price scale for the new Davis at and W. N. Doak, secretary of laThe popular-priced Broadway enSO cents top with a vaudeville and
bor. One resolution passed at the
gagement of "Abraham Lincoln" has
talkie bill.
morning session congratulated Lauste been tentatively set to open Jan. 29
on having passed his 74th birthday, at the Rivoli "Hell's Angels will
Pittsburgh— The Harris will dis- credited him with designing and follow for a .return pop run. "
continue vaudeville.
building the first commercial motion
Tokio Welcomes Fairbanks
picture projector and also declaring
Monessen, Pa. — The Olympic, re- that in 1906 he invented a method
Tokio — Douglas Fairbanks, arcently damaged by fire, will reopen of using sound and scenes simulriving from Hollywood, received an
in about two weeks. Pete Sotus taneously.
enthusiastic welcome, far exceeding
leases the Olympic and William Bulthe demonstration accorded him on
his last visit.
garis is manager.

Big News
Publix local theater program, in a blurb about George
Bancroft, states in all seriousness: "He likes peanut brittle,
and his favorite dishes are
noodle soup and gefilte fish."

Ufa May Make "Thanhouser"
Ufa officials in Germany contemplate production of the opera,
"Thanhauser," with a cast of Europe's most prominent
opera
Final conclusions
will not
be stars.
made
until F.
Ufa's AmericanWynne-Jones,
head, reaches Berlin
next
month with a complete report on
the musical-film situation in this
country.

Cameron, W. Va.— The Almo has
reopened.

Milwaukee — Frank Dau, forAtlanta— The Publix-Paramount
mer manager of Warners' Downer
here, has been named manager of has altered its policy to a semiweekly change with reduced prices.
the circuit's Sheboygan house. Henri Margo has been added to the
Danville, Va. — The Capitol, closed
Sheboygan staff as production manfor a year, has been reopened by
ager.
Universal, with L. W. Lea as manKansas City — Louis J. Finske,
Publix division manager, has been ager.
Dade City, Fla.— E. M. Whaley,
married to a Denver girl for the
who operates the Victory at Brookspast month, it was just learned.
ville and the Euclid at St. Petersburg, has taken over the Crescent
Kansas City— Ralph H. Ayer,
here and will operate the house.
manager of the Newman, has lett
for Houston to take charge of a
vaudeville-movie house for Publix.
Louisburg,
N. C— R. R. Kiss 1
Robert Hicks succeeds Ayer.
has sold the Winner to the Louisburg Theater Co., who will close the
Port Clinton, O.— Mrs. Fred.
The company operates the
Reichert is running the Madrid house.
New
Louisburg.
since the death of her husband.

Brady Says Film Industry
Helps Country
's Stability
Tom
Olsen Shifted West
Page

*

Iowa Park, Tex. — Lester Myer has
purchased the Pickwick from Mr.
and Mrs. G. W. Belcher.

Denver — The Mayan, Fox neighborhood house, has added a 2 p. m.
matinee, running one show only, and
reopening for the first night show
at seven.

from

SOUTH

St. Croix Falls, Wis. — An injunction forbidding Mr. and Mrs. R. O.
Pepper, lessees of the local theater,
to hold Sunday shows has been dissolved by County Judge Carl Lynn.

San Francisco — R. C. Thome, former publicity director at the California, is now with the Paramount,
Denver.

(Continued

*

Anson, Tex. — H. Ford Taylor,
who for several months has been
leasing from Simpson and Nelson,
has located in another situation.

Denver — Max Cravetz, representative of Hughes-Franklin Theaters,
after making an exhaustive survey
of the local situation, left for Kansas
City to continue his investigation.
He announced that a division headquarters would be established here
Cleveland — Sam Fine has purchased the Almira, which has in- but denied he had bought any
houses. It was reported locally that
stalled RCA photophone.
Hughes-Franklin had bought in Billings, Mont.
Cleveland — Morris Kaplan has
sold the Camera to Mike Fazio.
The house has Western Electric
Seattle — Bob Murray is now assound.
sistant to John Hamrick and will
manage the Blue Mouse and the
Bellefontaine, O. — The New Hol- Music Box. Murray formerly handled only the Music Box.
land, which is being built for the
Schme Enterprises, will seat 1,200
and have RCA photophone equipment.

Bridgeport, Conn. — Oliver Epps,
formerly assistant manager of the
Majestic, has been appointed manager .

CENTRAL

Milwaukee — Bernard Lassack has
disposed of his Midget theater, on
the city's south side, to Albert Nikais lewitz.

Canton, O. — Fred Ricker and
Benjamin Anslow have taken over
^he Windsor from the Canton Windsor Theater Co.

Cleveland — Wallace Elliott, manager of Keith's East 105th St., has
announced his marriage to Mrs.
Katherine Mylott of this city.

*

Last Legit House Closes
New
Haven — The
Sliubert,
last
legitimate theater here, will be closed
soon.
Louis Moe Dead
Minneapolis — Louis C. Moe, manager of the City Opera House at
St. Ansgar, died at the age of 61
in the Ashury hospital here.

Cameron, W. Va.— The Almo has
reopened.

*

FOREIGN

•

Oshawa, Ont. — Ernest Marks,
proprietor of the new Martin, has
been elected mayor of this city.
Dublin — Walter MacNally is now
supervising general manager for the
Irish Kinematograph Co., Ltd. The
company controls the Mary Street,
the Pillar and the Grand Central.
Courbevoie, France — Jean Kemm
has
on "French
in thebegun
new work
Haik Studios,
whichLeave"
have
been entirely rebuilt after being recently destroyed by fire.
Dublin — "Sin Takes a Holiday"
has broken all records at the Savoy.

Muscling In
Our phone rang, and an excited gent over at Column
pub dep't yells: "Look outa
your window and see the big
stunt we're
ible'!" Wepulling
looked,forand'Dirigsaw
the U. S. Navy blimp from
Lakehurst taking it's usual
morning airing. That makes
the
third time
three week"
Columbia
has in
claimed
credit
for what we taxpayers have to
pay for.

I »f^%\f Sound pictures become a commercial reality as recorded and reproduced
over the Western Electric System

**>¥*£ 4 Dialogue is successfully synchronized
with sight as the first Western Electric recorded
all-talking picture is exhibited

I • r j£f .5 Leading producers contract to record by
the Western Electric system exclusively

M.*9£>*9

ERPFs

nation-wide service staff succeeds in

reducing program interruptions at W-E equipped theatres
to less than 1 /10 of one percent of playing time

liFOll
Western Electric quality is made available to
small theatres in new models distributed at from $2950 up.

. . . and now in 1931

Noiseless Recording
The greatest development since the introduction
of talking pictures themselves . . . recording that
does away with all ground and surface noises and
gives only what the microphone was intended to

System. Pictures made by this new process are most
profitably shown when
Electric Equipment.

Western Electric

record, with higher standards of quality.

Noiseless Recording is an outcome of the constant
striving for perfection in the Western Electric Sound

reproduced over Western

NEW
PROCESS

NOISELESS RECORDING

Distributed and Serviced by
ELECTRICAL

RESEARCH

PRODUCTS

INC., 250 WEST
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Allied Meeting Will Take Up Sponsored Pictures

PROPOSE TAX OF HALFCENT A F00T0N FILM
Decision on W. E. - De Forest Appeal Due Next Month
The National
Board of Review

— and its annual talkfest
— By JACK

ALICOATE

=

Each year,
The Gathering about this time
of the Clans or thereabouts,
the Clans of
the National Board of Review
gather in the city of Bright
Lights for their annual powwow, ending their three days of
intensive and inquiring activities with the usual gastronomical
talkfest and cinema word-picture

Another Western Electric
Action Against G. T. P.
To Get Hearing
Decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals in Philadelphia on Western
Electric's appeal from the decision on
the Reis patent involved in the General Talking Picture case, is expected late next month. The action,
directed at the Stanley Co. owing

20th Anniversary
Canton, Mo. — Frank Page
and Art Goetz this week are
celebrating their 20th anniversary as partners in the operation of the Gem here. The
show was opened Jan. 27,
1911.

Would Place Levy on All
Negative Manufactured
and Sold in Calif.
Sacramento — A bill calling
tax of one-half cent a foot
film manufactured and sold
the state (Continued
has been onintroduced
Page 8)

for a
on all
within
in the

Two Companies Spending $750,000
16 Of CURRENT PROGRAM For Sponsored Films Made by W. B.
(Continued

on Page

8)

COMPLETEDJY TIFFANY

Liggett and Myers Tobacco Co.
and the Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.
Sixteen features on Tiffany's cur- have contracted with Warner's Inrent production program have been
dustrial department for the producexposition. This luncheon of 1931 was completed and are ready for release,
tion of sponsored short subjects adheld last Saturday. The common it is announced by Carl J. Goe, genvertising "Chesterfield Cigarettes"
meeting ground was the grand balleral sales manager. The group in- and "Listerine," respectively. The
room of the rather roomy Pennsylwhich oncall
cludes: "The Third Alarm," with agreements,
(Continued
Pagefor 8) 12 Chesvania Hotel. We were there, as a James Hall, Jean Hersholt, Anita
guest, for two reasons. First, to
LouiseBenand
Paul
cut down the daily overhead, and with
Lyon
and Hurst;
Raquel "Aloha,"
Torres;
secondly, to get an earful of cinema "The Command Performance," with
Hamilton,
and
Una
Merkel;
slants from a distinguished collec- Neil
(Continued on Page 8)
tion of speakers. We were not disappointed in either instance. The
food was immense and no Board of Uniform Arbitration
Review luncheon could ever be charSought in Texas Bill Operation of Warner Bros, theacterized as dull. To keep matters
Austin
— Creation of a uniform
aters is to be handled by a commitclear and on the up-and-up we
tee of three home office executives,
might explain to those who are un- board of arbitration to settle contract disputes out of court is sought following the withdrawal last week
jfamiliar that the National Board of in a bill
of the Skouras brothers.
introduced in the senate.
I1Review is an organization of no
] small prestige and importance, that
jits ramifications extend from Sandy
Hook to the Golden Gate, that it
is the dean of motion picture organizations, having been functioning for
21 years, that it is utterly and unqualifiedly opposed to legal censorChicago — Relations between exhibitors and makers and distributors
ship in any form and that it numAl
Grey
Plans
to
Reissue
bers among its distinguished memof business pictures are expected to
More Griffith Successes be an important topic at the exhib
bers many men and women of immeeting sponsored by Allied and
portance in the literary, educational
Al Grey is planning to reissue syn- scheduled for Feb. 10 and 11 at the
and divers fields of art.
chronized versions of several old D. Congress Hotel. Just how theaters
W.
Griffith
successes, including are to proceed under this new de-;
From the speakSpeakers of
ers' table of such "Way Down East," "Hearts of the velopment will be discussed.
Interest
Expectations are that 300 or more;
a gathering
one
would
obviously World" and "Intolerance." The first exhibitors, representing approxi-,
picture will be ready within two mately 1,000 theaters, will attend the:
expect a few. thoughts of sufficient weeks.
confab.
(Continued on Pag* 2)

COMMITTEE WILL OPERATE
WARNER BROS. THEATERS

COLUMBIA TO RUN AS IS,
DECLARES JOE BRANDT
No change in the ownership, control or management of Columbia is
in prospect or contemplated, said
Joe Brandt yesterday in a formal reply to current reports about changes
in his organization. The company
will continue under the control of
Brandt, Harry Cohn and Jack Cohn,
and will follow its present policy in
investing all its money in producing
and selling pictures, and in no way
become involved in theater entanglements, BrandJ declared;

NEW PORTABLEiROJECTOR
Sponsored Advertising Films
PART OF G.tf\ EXPANSION
Will Be Discussed by Allied
Expansion plans being carried out
by General Talking Pictures
the distribution of a new
projector and the moving
firm's parts
department
(Continued
on Page from
2)

include
portable
of the
its plant

W. B. Invades MGM Camp;
After Davies and Brown
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Warnen Bros, have
invaded the M-G-M camp, with offers to Marion Davies and Clarence
Brown, director.
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on East 47th St. to its headquarters
on West 42nd St., M. A. Schlesinger said yesterday. Three more
floors have been leased at the company's headquarters. The projector
will be manufactured at the East
47th St. plant.

interest to pack up and take home
for future reference. Despite the
loss of the always interesting D. W.
Griffith and the colorful Walter
Wanger, both home with colds, the
speakers were all worth while and
included Secretary of Labor W. N.
Doak, Dr. Frederick C. Howe, Maurice Chevalier, Peter Brady, Ernst
Lubitsch, Chief Child Long Lance, Ban on Sunday Shows
Sought in Worcester
Russell Owen, Dr. Walter W. Pettit, Mayor John T. Alsop of JackWorcester,
Mass. — Banning of
sonville, and others. If you want
Sunday shows is asked in a bill introduced in the city council. The
to get an earful of what's what with
the picture business, what's wrong measure, which was referred to the
and what's right, both from within ordinance committee, is believed to
and from without, attend the next be a retaliation for the rejection of
National Board of Review luncheon.
Sunday sports here.
It's always worth while.

London S.M.P.E. Splits;
New Unit Being Formed

Howe-Stevens to Release
Vocational Voices Series

St. Louis — A series of 26 one-reelLondon — The London Section of ers, known as the Vocational Voices
the S. M. P. E. has split and the Series and produced by the Nationwithdrawing members are forming a
al Film Publicity Corp., which is celnew organization. More than 25
ebrating its 25th anniversary, has
members have written to the parent been acquired for distribution by
body
stating their intentions of re- Howe-Stevens Service. The shorts
maining.
constitute a "tour of various basic
industries". The first is titled "Our
In a statement issued in New York
yesterday, President J. I. Crabtree Daily Bread."
of the S. M. P. E. said any new or- 247 Silent Theaters
ganization which may be founded in
In Pittsburgh District
London will not be affiliated with his
Pittsburgh
— Out of 798 western
society, although his organization
Pennsylvania and West Virginia thewill be glad to co-operate with it.
aters being served by local exchanges, 247 are silent, according to
the 1931 guide of the Film Board of
F. L. Harley Appointed
Trade. Independent houses number
Fox Rio Representative 733,
against 65 affiliated. There are
F. L. Harley, formerly Fox Near 176 closed theaters, of which 83 are
East district manager, has been pro- wired, and 51 houses were dismanmoted to home office representative
tled last year. Warner Bros, theawith headquarters in Rio de Janeiro.
ters in the territory total 62.
Edgar Zantker replaces Harley in
Five Pathe Shorts on One Bill
Athens, Greece.
West

%
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STRY'S
El INDUBOCK
TH DATE
Jan. 30
Feb. 3
Feb. 5
Feb. 6

of Charlie
Premiere
World lin's
"City Lights"
at theChapnew
Los Angeles in Los Angeles.
"Trader Horn'" M-G-M production, opens at the Astor, New
York.
Testimonial luncheon to Arthur
Greenblatt
at the Hotel Astor,
Charlie
opens atChaplin's
the George"City M. Lights"
Cohan,
New
York.
Paramount
Pep Club Ball, Hotel

Astor, New York.
First Annual Dinner and Dance
by Columbia Pictures employees,
Hotel
Plaza,
New
York.
Feb. 9
Thirty-second annual dinner by
the Society of the Genesee in
honor of George
Eastman.
Feb. 10-11 National convention of independent exhibitors called by
Allied
States Ass'n to be held
in
Chicago.

Feb. 7

W. C. Bachmeyer Dies

Cincinnati — W. C. Bachmeyer, for
the last six years branch manager
at the Fox exchange, died suddenly
Sunday night at his home here.
Bachmeyer had been in the film business about 20 years and was highly
regarded in the Fox organization.
Brooklyn Bandits Get $1,200
Two
bandits
held
up Manager
Morris Kaufman of the Fox Strat
ford, Brooklyn,
Sunday
night and
got away with about $1,200.
$1.60 for Loew in 12 Weeks
Preliminary figures on earnings ol
Loew's Inc., for the 12 weeks ended
Nov. 21 set the net at more than
$2,500,000, equal to about $1.60 |
share on the common stock.
Sunday Shows Lose in Bogalusa
Bogalusa, La. — Sunday shows have
been defeated here by a majority
404 votes.
Si Fabian a Daddy
Paterson, N. J.— A son was bo:
Sunday morning to Mr. and Mrs.
Si Fabian. The father, formerly a
circuit operator, is now promoting
the erection of houses for R-K-O.

Los Angeles — The Orpheum is
currently showing five Pathe shorts

Sunday
Shows for Unemployed
Norfolk, Va. — Opening of theaters with the feature, "Charley's Aunt."
for four consecutive Sundays to aid They are: "Mystic Isles," Vagabond
Wallace Dickering With W, B.
the unemployed has been authorized Adventure; "Angles on Angling,"
Richard Wallace, Paramount di- by the city manager. Five or six
Grantland Rice Sportlight; "Stone
rector, who arrives in New York
to give their first per- Age Stunts," an Aesop Fable; Pathe
this week, will confer with Warner houses expect
formances next Sunday.
Audio Review and Pathe News.
Bros, on a new contract.
%
1A

For

Scripts and Scribes
Go to
Viola Irene Cooper
9 E. 59th St. New York
Volunteer 5543
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Are you sure you are INSURED

?

Let us look over your POLICIES — It may prevent a
heavy loss!
INSURANCE of every description

Motion Picture Insurance a Specialty

JOHN

J. KEMP

Established since 1910
551 Fifth Avenue
New York Citv
Phones: Murray Hill 7838-9

FOR SUB LEASE
IN

FILM
CENTER
BUILDING

Approximately 5,000 Sq.
Ft. Corner space, Exceptional Light, Approved Vaults for Film.
Lease runs to 1-31-33,
Substantial
Concessions.
Film Daily,
Apply Box No. 152 B,
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

GARY

COOPER

* lily damit

UTfiENE
ORRENCE

LETTE

KOHLE
Zane Grey's
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CARAVANS

W

OVER

6,000,000 FANS

read

"Fighting Caravans" and marked
it in their memories when it ran
as featured serial for months in
the nation-wide Country Gentleman Magazine.
1,000,000 MORE are
reading it in book form. Zane
Grey is the most popular writer
of real action thrillers who ever
OVER

lived! "Fighting Caravans" is his
masterpiece.

COULD

THE PRODUCERS OF -THE COVERED WAGON"
MAKE THIS FLXEST OF OUTDOOR TALKIES!

ENRICHED

OF

HY THE

<-H.\MI(

SCALE

PARAMOUNT'^

ruoiM crio.M

From the sweeping plains and
rivers of far-flung prairies...

to the giant
snow-clad
1 forests of the high Sierras!

• I H.IIBIX.

CARAVANS

GUARANTEES

Here's the tip-off
from Coast previews

OF A HIT

"Paramount again rings box office register
with FIGHTING CARAVANS. Audience greeted
it with prolonged applause. Set in the big money
class.
"The answer to exhibitors' prayers for attractions that will appeal to juveniles and grownups.
Cast elicited cheers when names were thrown on
screen. Cooper is no Hollywood frontiersman;
he's well nigh perfect. Damita amazes and adds
charm. Torrence and Marshall were outstanding
and could carry picture alone".
— Motion Picture Daily-

Gala premiere long run
at Rialto (House of Hits) ,
New York, starting
Jan. 23rd

More money, time and talent lavished on this picture
than any other on Paramount's great 1930-31
program! Directed by Otto Brower and David Burton.

PARAMOUNT

■

Big Ones that
Mean Business!
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NEWS of the DAY

HOLLYWOOD FLASHES
\By

RALPH

WILK'm

COOGAN, five-year-old
BOBERT
brother of Jackie, will appear in
Paramount's screen version of "Skip-

San Francisco — Sol Lesser is here
negotiating to establish a local house
for
cuit. the United Artists Theater Cir-

"

py.

Donald Cook will support Dolores Costello in Warners' "We
Three."
"Waterloo Bridge," Robert E.
Sherwood's stage success has been
'turned over to Tom Reed by Universal, for screen treatment.
M-G-M has placed Leslie Howard
under contract.

Dorothy Sebastian has been awarded the stellar role in Columbia's
"Danger Ahead." William Nigh is
directing.

James Cruze will direct "Salvation Nell" for Tiffany. Helen
Chandler has the leading feminine
part.
William Wyler has been assigned
to direct "The Behavior of Mrs.
Crane" for Universal.
Holmes Herbert has been added
to the cast of "Chances," Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. starring vehicle. Allan Dwan is directing.
Enid Bennett will stage her comeback to films in Paramount's "Skip"

py.

Robert
E. Green
f-or First
the stage

Milton instead of Alfred
will direct "You and I"
National. Milton directed
version.

Claude Gillingwater will appear in
"Red Hot Sinners", Warner picture.
Jean Harlow is to play the leaq)
in Warners' "The Public Enemy."
"The Maltese Falcon" has been
restored
the title
of "All
in which asBebe
Daniels
willWoman,"
star for
Warners.
"The Front Page" from the
Broadway stage hit, has been placed
in work by Howard Hughes. United
Artists will release it. Lewis Milestone is directing.

British
studios will make
about 120 features in 1931.

• • • THE FIRST feature western was made over 26 years
ago by Colonel W. N. Selig of the famous pioneer Selig concern
of Chi
the Colonel decided to film a stage-coach holdup
in a realistic manner
he selected a point in the turn of
the road on the old Leadville trail in Colorado as his location
where many a holdup had actually taken place in the
early 70's
so the Colonel rehearsed the scene, which was
perfect — up to a certain point
the coach appeared around
the bend in the road, when the bandits, headed by the gallant
Colonel,

brought it to a halt
"Hands up!" they yelled
to make it look realistic, a boy at the back of the coach
jumped down and ran for dear life
the bandits pursued
him, firing blanks, and the kid dropped in the road, apparently
dead
the Colonel was congratulating everybody on the
successful rehearsal, when
the unforeseen
happened
a
Mr. F. C. Atkins and party including several ladies were on
their way to visit Colorado Springs
Mister Atkins had
just been regaling the party with some hair-raising tales about
the bloodthirsty bandits who used to infest this neighborhood
then they heard the shots from the "holdup"
they rounded the turn in the road, and saw the bandits blazing away at the poor kid as he lay on the ground
Atkins
and his driver whipped
out their guns, and began firing in
earnest
Colonel Selig was plugged in the arm and his
hat shot off before the visitors could be convinced it was a
movie scene they had interrupted
after the excitement
subsided, they finally shot the scene, but the bandits were
pretty nervous
about it
in the film they looked more
scared than the passengers in the stage-coach
so in this
manner, boys and girls, was the feature western born
and in this manner old Colonel Selig, the pioneer film producer,
was almost croaked
• • •SARAH BERNHARDT is credited by Jack Fuld with
being the direct cause of inaugurating merchandise exploitation
tie-ups with department stores in the early days of film publicity a department store window in New York displayed
replicas of dresses worn
by the divine Sarah in her film,
"L'Aiglon"
before this time department stores had fought
shy of giving window displays to film productions
Jack
Fuld writes about it interestingly in a special article for the
current issue of "Le Messager," the French local mag
• • • UNIVERSAL PUBLICITY dope to exhibs on the
talker version of Tolstoy's "Resurrection" suggests that they
avoid mention of Russia, princes and peasant girls in their newspaper and theater publicity, and play up the love angle
that's just like not mentioning
Little Eva in "Uncle
Tom's
Cabin"
Glorifying the office stenogs is being attempted
in the show being rehearsed for Warners' "Gaieties," with the
Warner curies comprising the entire cast
and it will cost
the Warner execs three smackers to look at their secretaries
who they can see every day for nothing
Add Hobbies
Will Rogers loves flying, and during his air trips he
has written some of his best quips
which get Congressmen up in the air, too
Jeanette MacDonald just adores
pretty gowns
and wraps
this is an absolutely unique
hobby, no other girl ever having thought of this before
Yvonne Pelietier keeps a diary "in which she details her every
activity"
• • • EMIL JANNINGS' first pix was produced by Messter in a small studio in Berlin which has long since disappeared
Harry
Bannister
in an interview bragged
about the
cooking ability of his wife, Ann Harding, and said that she was
so good he'd probably fire the cook
and the cook read
the item in the newspaper, and QUIT
oops

«

«

«

»

»

»

Austell, Ga. — The new Dixie,
equipped with sound, has opened.
Davenport, la. — The Pariser-Garclosed.
den, operated by Julius Geertz has
San Francisco — John Smith, formerly manager of the Paramount,
has been sent by that company to
tion.
handle their Atlanta house. The
Paramount is closed for re-decoraCarrollton,
O.— R.
E.
Bishop,
formerly in this territory for Independent Pictures, has gone into the
exhibition business and E. F. Alritory.
bright has joined the Independent
sales force to handle the Toledo terLake City, la.— The Star theater,
formerly operated by E. W. Brooke,
vert.
has been taken over by D. W. SieCleveland — Ray Brown, former
manager with Loew in Baltimore
and Buffalo, is now with Associated
Theaters as manager of the Union
Square.
Pittsburgh — "Mike" Simon has
been transferred from Cleveland to
the local Universal branch as special sales manager.
Amherst, Wis. — Myron A. Neuman, manager, has reopened the
Fox Lyric. The house has been
redecorated and new sound equipment installed.

Denver— Fox West Coast has
bought the Del Rio at Las Cruces,
N. M., from Abel Davis, who is selling for United Artists.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
But wuhti «nd congratulation! a/a
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following; membera of the Induitry, who are celebrating thtlr
blrthdaya:

January 21
George K. Arthur
Paul F. Burger
George De Sylva
Irving Talbot

—3&<
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Publix

Has

103

851 Independent Houses
Out of 933— Silents
Number 353
Dallas — Annual guide of the Film
Board of Trade shows this territory has 933 houses, of which 851
are independents, while 103 of the
109 affiliated theaters are controlled
by Publix. R-K-O has five houses
and Loew has one. The largest independent circuit is Robb & Rowley,
with 38 houses in 13 towns. There
are 353 silent houses in the territory, 201 of them closed, while only
32 wired houses are dark. This
means that 76 per cent of the total
number of theaters are operating.
Fifty-seven houses were abandoned
or dismantled last year.

of 109 Affiliated

in

"All Quiet" Gives Railroads Break
Universal's "All Quiet on the Western Front" is giving the
foreign railroads a nice break. The Germans, forbidden to see the
picture in the Fatherland, are crossing the frontiers into three
neighboring countries where it is being shown. Special trains are
running daily into Strassbourg, France, while from 200 to 400 daily
are reported crossing over to Switzerland to see the picture. Luxemburg also is drawing outside trade. The same situation obtains over
the Czechoslovakian frontier, due to the Austrian ban on the film.
In the far east, special night trains are being run to Batavia from
the suburbs.

WIDE FOREST DECISION 16 OE CURRENT PROGRAM
DUE LATE NEXT MONTH COMPLETED^ TIFFANY
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

to its use of De Forest reproducing "Extravagance," with June Collyer
apparatus, was argued in December.
Shortly after the Philadelphia de- and Lloyd Hughes; "The Single
cision it is expected that the W. E. Sin," with Kay Johnson and Bert
(Continued from Page 1)
action, filed in New York a year ago Lytell; "Hell Bound," with Lola
terfield subjects and at least 6 LisG. T. P., will get a hearing. Lane, Leo Carrillo and Lloyd
terine shorts, will cost the advertis- against
Fourteen counts are embraced in
ers approximately $45,000 per the suit which charges infringement. Hughes; "Caught Stealing," with
release. The two contracts, proGeorge Sidney and Charlie Murray;
vided all theaters are played by the
"She Got What She Wanted," with
shorts, will cost the advertisers Frank Clark Now Heads
Betty Compson and Lee Tracy;
about $750,000.
Portland Film Board "Drums
of Jeopardy," with Warner
Speed Recording by New System
Portland, Ore.— Frank Clark, Par- Oland, June Collyer and Lloyd
To speed up sound recording,
amount manager, is now president of Hughes; "Fighting Thru," with Ken
Paramount engineers at the New the local Film Board of Trade. How- Maynard and Jeanette Loff, and six
York studio have devised a method
ard G. Mapes is vice-president and Trem ,Carr-Bob Steele Westerns,
for saving a period of time formerly treasurer and Ruth Doyle continues
the Rainbow's End," "Oklawasted, and for recording indelibly as secretary. W. C. Brimmer, Harry "Near homa
Cyclone", "The Land of Missin sound the number of the scene Percy and Marvin Dyrness were
ing Men," "Headin' North," "The
and any other necessary information. elected directors for the year.
Sunrise Trail" and "The Ridin'
This system is being employed for
the first time in the production of
Fox Scrip Sales Jump
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Detroit M-G-M
Branch Wins
"Stolen
Heaven,"
in
which
Nancy
Carroll stars.
Hollywood — A jump of more than
Detroit — The local M-G-M branch,
50 per cent in scrip sales last year
managed by Frank J. Downey, has
Harry Marx With Warners
is reported by Fox West Coast The- won
Fool."
the first prize offered for exaters. The circuit took in $380,352
Pittsburgh — Harry Marx, formerceeding the quota. This makes the
on scrips in 1930, against $238,520
ly supervisor in the theater depart- in
second year that the local territory,
1929.
ment of Publix, is now on the Warunder the direction of Jack Flynn,
ner Bros, executive staff here. He
has taken the prize.
will primarily assist in the operation
Stille Managing Salem House
of the local Warner de luxe houses,
Salem, Ore. — John Stille, formerincluding the Stanley, Warner, Enly of Aberdeen, is now managing
right, Harris and Davis.
COMING & GOING
the Elsinore and Capitol, recently acBill Scott, formerly with Fox and
quired
by
Warner
Bros.
Jerry
Lasother companies,
is aide to Marx.
well is assisting him and managing
M. SCHENCK is on his way
the Capitol. Archie Hold of the El- •jackJOSEPH
to Hollywood.
Another for Finkelstein
sinore has become manager of the
SIDNEY OLCOTT has arrived in New
Jefferson, la.— Finkelstein
Thea- Fox Craterian in Medford.
York from the Coast.
ters, Inc., has acquired the Strand,
HARRY CAREY arrives on Thursday
formerly
owned
role.
by
Walter
Kinsler Joins RKO in Cincy
and
from the coast for the premiere of M-G-M's
Michael.
Cincinnati — Ralph Kinsler, for- "Trader Horn", in which he plays the title
merly with Warners in Indianapolis,
JERRY
SAFRON is back from a West
Indies
vacation.
has joined the RKO forces here.
Expanding
Detroit Stage Policy
CLAUDETTE COLBERT is going to
Detroit — One-day-a-week
stage
shows are being put into more neigh- Sound-on-Film for St. Louis Studio Chicago to meet her husband, NORMAN
FOSTER, who is coming on from Hollyborhood houses here by Publix.
St. Louis — National Film Publicity wood.
Corp. has added sound-on-film re- coast.
NED MARIN is in New York from the
cording equipment to the sound-onIn Red
disc at its studio here.
LEO F. KEILER of the Columbia

Firms Spending $750,000
For Films Made by W. B.

RKO's Globe was "in red''
last night. First-nighters who
went to see "Cimarron" also
saw new red carpet throughout the house, new red tapestry on the walls, new red seat
coverings and lower boxes
walled-up in red coverings.

Fourth House for Memphis Group
Memphis — The Newman, which
has been operated by J. W. Newman, has been taken over on a fiveyear lease by the Palace Theater Co.,
of which Charles Boyd is manager.
This makes the fourth house for the
Palace group.

Amusement Co. of Kentucky, is visiting
New York. He has closed contracts for
the Warner-First
National
product.
CHARLES ROSENZWEIG is on his way
to Bermuda
for a three week's vacation.
JACK ELLIS, New York exchange manager
RKO,4. leaves for Miami and Havana onforFeb.

LEWIS INNERARITY
rope on Feb. 9.
LYA

DE

PUTTI

has

leaves for Eugone

to Florida.

Dallas

Region

TAX OF HALE-CENT A FOOT
ON FILM PROPOSED IN CAL.
(Continued from Page 1)

legislature by Senator Dan E. Williams. Members of the legislature
from the southern part of the state
are sponsors of the measure. This
makes four bills affecting the amusement industry introduced in the session of the legislature which adjourned Jan. 24 and will convene again
Feb. 24.

Church Names Body
To Investigate Pictures
Pittsburgh — A committee to investigate certain programs and advertising of picture theaters has been
named by Dr. Hugh Thomson Kerr,
moderator of the general assembly
of the Presbyterian Church in the
U. S. The body includes Dr. Robert
W. Frank, Chicago; Dr. William
Mather Lewis, Easton, Pa.; Mrs. W.
E. Lingelbach, Philadelphia; Miss
Mary Helen Marks, Pittsburgh, and
Dr. Park Hays Miller, Philadelphia.
Fox Theater Assignments
Joseph Woods, formerly manager
of the Fox Crescent, is now managing the Valley Stream. Nat Suchman has replaced Woods at the
Crescent. Walter Dickinson has been
appointed manager to succeed John
McGrail at the Rialto, Jersey City.
McGrail is now in the advertising
department at the home office.

Abe Feinberg Routes Film Names
Olive Borden, Francis X. Bushman, Jr., Nick Lucas and Sunshine
Sammy have been booked by Abe
Feinberg, agent, for vaudeville appearances. Miss Borden starts her
tour Jan. 31 at Fay's, Providence.

Notified on Newsreel Dropping
Chicago — Kinogram Newsreel customers are being notified by Educaonce. tional that the service will be discontinued permanently, effective ai
Harold

Lloyd

Father of Boy

West Coast Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Harold Lloyd, Jr.,
has
Davis.been presented to the comedian
by Mrs Lloyd, formerly Mildred

Pepping 'Em Up

"Business is better" is the
message which bulletins, prepared by Gordon White, Educational publicity head, are
carrying to the sales force in
the field. Each bulletin cites
instances of improved
definite
conditions.

All THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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Marco Succeeds "Roxy" in Theater Post March 29

"DICK" ROWLAND JOINS TIFFANY
Sunday Shows in Great Britain Are Definitely Banned
The Mirror
— a column of comment
N. L. MANHEIM believes the
solution of the foreign talker situation is via production of English talkers in which the importance ofvisual action is emphasized
and dialogue is reduced to a
minimum ... .It's no dark secret
that grosses derived from abroad
are somewhat anemic as compared
with the silent film era. The same
applies to the fact that producers
generally agree that multi-lingual
pictures are only a makeshift system pending a permanent and profitable solution. Foreign audiences
are not cheering over multi-lingual
talkers which counterfeit the oldtime American picture. Generally
speaking, they lack that reliable
punch, tempo and customer-drawing
personalities as well. According to
the Manheim idea the English dialogue will virtually be supplementary
to the visual action which will be
self-explanatory. In other words production costs will be brought dowi?
to a more reasonable basis and all
markets served through the one-version plan.
•
UNDER

A proposed Texas law, exhibitors would only be allowed to play

26 "adult" picturcj annually . . . .This
bill is typical of many of the impractical measures being dumped on
the legislative market. It's passage
would cause every Texas house to
go dark over night. Vicious legislation in its most extreme form.
•
INDEPENDENT
producers face
prospects of the biggest year in their
history says a Coast report ... .Obvious facts seem to substantiate the
statement. Practically all major and
near-major companies are shooting
for the Class A house market. Indie
producers who keep their negative
costs down ought to have a grand
time aiming at the B and C theaters.

London Court of Appeals
Ruling Throws English
Exhibs in Panic
London (By Cable) — All Sunday
picture shows in Great Britain have
been definitely declared illegal by the
Court of Appeals, supporting the rerulingthe
by Sabbath
the King's
Bench
Court cent
that
Observance
(Continued

on

Page

Clarke Aids Opera
St. Louis — Harley L. Clarke
is one of the largest personal
guarantors of the $150,000
fund being raised for the coming summer season of the St.
Louis Municipal Opera in Forest Park.

Former General Manager
of F. Industry
N. Re-Enters
Richard A. Rowland, former general manager and production chief of
First National has re-entered the
industry and will be associated with
(Continued

on

Page

6)

6)

THREE BIO NAME WRITERS Theaters Fear Foreign License Tax
Under Revised Copyright Measure
SIGNED BY SAM GOLDWYN
CONNELLY MADE GEN. MGR.
OE PATHE-RKO NEWSREEL
Washington

Announcement of signing of more
big name authors to write stories for
United Artists productions was made
by Samuel
Goldwyn
to The
Film
(Continued

on

Page

6)

Warner Bros. Let Out
Veteran Theater Mgrs.

In a shakeup of Broadway theater managers following the recent
withdrawal of Spyros Skouras as
head of the Warner Bros, houses,
several veteran theater men are being let out. Among them are Eddie
Bonns, Edgar Wallach and Arnold
Van Leer. Other changes are pending and may materialize in the next
few days. A committee of three, including Major Albert Warner, assisted by Dan Michaelove and Ben
Amsterdam, is now handling the
Warner theater operations. Moe
Silver, Warner theater man on the
Coast, arrives in N. Y. this week
for conferences.

Bureau

of THH

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Because the Vestal
copyright bill proposes membership
in the international copyright group,
which theater owners fear will mean

the payment of licnse tax to a member of foreign music societies, opposition to the measure from theater
interests is expected to develop unless this and other matters are
cleared up. M. A. Lightman and
M. J. O'Toole of the M. P. T. O. A.
are among the amusement industry
representatives expected here Wednesday and Thursday to attend the
Senate hearing on the measure.

Paramount^ 1930 Net
Estimated $18,600,000
Latest estimates of Paramount';
net earnings for 1930 place the figure
at about $18,600,000, equal to $6.15
a share on the average number of
shares outstanding during the year,
and
about $5.70 onon "the
shares to outstanding
Dec. 3,256,479
31.

" Roxy" Being Succeeded
By Marco on March 29

r

German

Version

Reflecting
Chicago's center,
worldfame
as a racketeering
the German version of First
National's "Little Caesar"
will be known as "Un Kaiser
Von
Chicago."

Jack Connelly, now associated with
Courtland Smith in the Trans-Lux
Co., has been named 'by Smith as
general manager of the Pathe-RKO
newsreel.
Terry Ramsaye, now head
(Continued

on

Page

6)

Jack Loeb Resigns
From Fox Theaters
Jack Loeb yesterday resigned from
Fox Theaters. He had been with the
Fox organization for more than 15
years and for some time has been
anxious to take a long rest. Loeb
plans to travel for several months.

Proposed Missouri Bill
Would Close Sun. Shows
Jefferson City, Mo.— All Sunday
labor, hold
except
charitable
houseduties, would
be and
prohibited
(Continued

on

Pane

6)

Bandits' Favorite
S. L. ranged
Rothafel
("Roxy")
has arwith the hoard
of directors
of Roxy Theater Corporation, to
have his contract as managing director of the Roxy terminated on
March 29, and it is authoritatively
understood that Marco Wolf, popu(Continued

on

Page

6)

Chicago — For the third time
in a year and the second time
in two weeks the box-office of
the Picadilly has been held
up. This time the bandit got
only $105 from Alice Lewis,
cashier.
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R-K-0 Chicago Theater
In Television Tie-up
Chicago — Acts from the R-K-O
Palace here were used yesterday in
the first local theater television tieup, broadcast through the "Chicago
station.
television
Daily News"

COMING

Fin ancia
NEW

Solution of the foreign market
problem lies in the production of
English dialogue pictures in which
visual action predominates over dialogue, says N. L. Manheim, Uni\ ersal export manager, who has just
returned to New York from the
Coast.

& GOING

LOUIS B. MAYER
arrives today from
the coast.
MR. and MRS. SAMUEL
GOLDWYN
returned
from
Europe
yesterday.
BEATRICE
LlLLIE is back from abroad.
JAMES BRONiS arrives from Hollywood
today to confer with Charles B. Mintz, producer of "Krazy
Kat"
cartoons.
IRENE FRANKLYN
and JERRY JAR
N'AGIN
have returned
from
abroad.
JOHN CROMWELL.
Paramount director,
is on his way to New York by way of the
Panama
Canal.
He is due here Feb. 9.
RUTH CHATTERTON
arrived in New
York yesterday from the coast for a stay
of three weeks.
J. H. SEIDELMAN
of the Paramount
foreign department sails on the Europa this
week for his semiannual survey and conferences in Paris, London, Berlin and other
foreign
centers.
CHARLIE
CHAPLIN
arrives in New
York Feb. 4. After the premiere of "City
Lights,"
Feb. 6, he will sail for Europe.
TRAY IS BANTON,
Paramount studio
stylist, arrives today from the coast and sails
Jan. 30 on the Majestic for London, Paris,
Rome
and the Riviera,
returning
in April.
MAUREEN
O'SULLIVAN, Fox player,
who arrives today frori the coast, sails
Thursday on the Europa for a visit to her
home
in Ireland.
TRULY B. WILDMAN
of the Warner
Bros. Theaters staff is back from a trip
through the South, where he says business
is picking
up.
M. J. O'TOOLE, secretary of the M. P.
T. O. A., who has been in Harrisburg, Pa.,
looking after legislative situations, particularly the bill under way to obtain Sunday opening in Pennsylvania, has gone to Washington
for the hearing
on the Vestal copyright
bill.

THE" INDUSTRY'S
DATE
DCCr
World

The
land-rush
scenes in
r "Rush"
Anothe
"Cimarron" are almost being
box-ofaroundon the
duplicated
fice of the Globe
Broadway,
where the RKO special had
its world premiere Monday
night. Despite the $1.50 top,
lines stretching from the theater all the way around the
corner were in evidence all
day yesterday.

NON-UNION OPERATORS
IN W. B. OREGON HOUSES
Salem,
taken on
Elsinore
result of
tors'

Ore. — Warner Bros, has
non-union operators at the
and Capitol theaters, as the
difficulties with the operaunion over a wage scale.

Sunday Shows in Tenn.
Now Up to the Governor
Memphis — The measure granting
Sunday opening here and in other
cities of the same class in Tennessee
has passed both Houses of the legislature1 and is now up to the Governor, who is expected to sign it. M.
A. Lightman and other exhibitor:
have been waging a spirited campaign to put the bill across.

B. & K. Strengthens
Financial Position
Chicago — Balaban & Katz, Publix-controlled, closed 1930 with cash
and securities of about $2,000,000, an
increase of approximately $600,000
over 1929, despite the fact that in
1930 the company spent about $1,700,000 for additional land, buildings
and equipment and reduced bonded
indebtedness by $300,000, it was announced at the annual meeting. Officers and directors were re-elected.

"Hell's Angels'' Returns Feb. 5
"Hell's Angels" comes to the
Rivoli for a pop showing starting
Feb. 5, following the week's pop
showing of "Abraham Lincoln,"
which opens there tomorrow.

Premiere of Charlie Chaplin's "City Lights" at the new
Los
Angeles
in Los
Angeles.
"Trader Horn-" M-G-M production, opens at the Astor, New
York.
Testimonial luncheon to Arthur
Greenblatt
at the Hotel
Astor.

Jan.
Feb. 30
Feb.
Feb.

6

Feb.

Charlie
"City M. Lights'
opens atChaplin's
the George
Cohan,
New
York.
Paramount
Pep
Club
Ball,
Hotel
Astor,
New
York.
First Annual Dinner and Danci
by Columbia Pictures employees
Hotel
Plaza,
New
York.

7

Two

Stories for Columbia

Columbia has bought "Help Yourself to Happiness," a "Red Book"
serial by Frank R. Adams, and "It
Might Have Happened," mystery
drama by Bella Muni, wife of Paul
Muni, and Abem Finkel, her brother,
who is a technical director. This
lineup.
makes four vehicles so far acquired J
by Columbia

for the new

season's/

Two New Houses for Boston
Boston — A corporation represented
by George W. Wightman plans to
build theater at Harvard and Sewall
Aves., Brookline, with Publix mentioned as the lessee. Plans also are
in progress for the house to be
erected by Terminal Theater Co., N.
Thompson representative, at Dorchester Ave. and Summer
St.
First Organist, Dies
Cleveland — Frank Gallagher, the
first motion picture organist, is dead
at his home here. Gallagher played
the first organ installed in a motion picture house, in the Fourteenth
Street theater in 1909.
Grant Withers Operated On
Chicago — Grant Withers is resting comfortably following an operation for acute appendicitis at the
Passavant
hospital.
COLOR
Color

sound

PRINTS
cameras

available for

short subjects, or advertising fi'ms.
Color prints from Bi-pack negatives.
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NEW PROCESS ENABLES
48-TIME ENLARGEMENT

Back to Old Tec hnique
Paramount has gone back to the old method of keeping a piano
player on the set in order to help create the proper mood. Before
the filming of love scenes between Clive Brook and Tallulah Bankhead, making "New York Lady" at the New York studio, a haunting
tune is played softly, and this helps to dispel the "cold" attitude of a
studio for players used to audience response.

Enlargement of one-half-inch negatives into perfect photographic
prints forty-eight times their original size, has been accomplished by
Dr. Miller Reese Hutchinson, inventor. The new method of film
processing, Dr. Hutchinson claims,
is practical for both still and motion West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
picture negatives when made on
Los Angeles — "Trader Horn," Mpanchromatic raw stock, whereas G-M production, established a. new
heretofore enlargements other than record for Saturday and Sunday rethose limited to three and one-half
ceipts at Grauman's
Egyptian.
times the original size have only
been possible
on slow acting film.
Dr. Hutchinson, who was formerly chief engineer for Thomas A.
Kansas City — Harry Graham, special representative for Universal for
Edison, cites as one of the important results of his discovery, the several months in the middle west,
widening of the range of sound re- has been promoted to branch mancorded on film. The present limit
ager here, succeeding Harry Taylor,
of sound vibrations possible to rec- resigned.
ord on a foot of standard film is
4,000, but according to Dr. Hutchinson the new invention will permit
the recording of 12,000 per foot.
"Allbeen
Quietawarded
on the Western
'I his will enable recording of high has
the 1930Front"
Gold
soprano tones clearly. The cost of
chemicals used in the process is less Medal of the Faculty of Arts, Lonthan 25 cents for each 100 feet of
don, for the greatest picture of the
film treated.
year, Universal was advised yesterday bv cable.

A. W. Warner Elected
"Trader Horn" Eclipses
Photocolor President
Grauman Week-end Record
A. W. Warner has been elected

Harry Graham Promoted
To K. C. Branch Mgr.

Another Gold Medal

Won by "All Quiet"

Robbers Get $800
Creston, la. — The Strand was robbed of more
than $800 in cash recently. The money was taken from
the safe during the night.

Pittsburgh Church Showing Films
Pittsburgh — Showing of pictures
as part of the Sunday evening service has been adopted by the First
Methodist
Protestant
Church
here.

president of Photocolor Corp. N.
C. Webb, formerly assistant secretary, is now secretary, and A. G.
Waddington has been made a director, succeeding J. A. Haggerty. Warner also becomes a director.
Arthur
H. Gray
Dies
Milton, Mass. — Arthur H. Gray,
one of the outstanding projectionists
of the country, died here Tuesday.
He was a member of Boston Local
182, I.A.T.S.E. & M.P.M.O., Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, American Projection Society, and regional
vice-president of the Projection Advisory Council. Gray had devoted
much of his time to improving conditions in the projection
field.

TELEGRAM
DAY LETTER
NIGHT MESSAGE
NIGHT LETTER
Patrons should mark an X opposite the class of service desired;
OTHERWISE
THE
MESSAGE
WILL BE TRANSMITTED AS A
FULL-RATE TELEGRAM

NEWCOMB

CARLTON.

PRESIDENT

Annual awards for the best Spanish-version films made each year by
the "Heraldo de Mexico" of Mexico
City, classify 11 M-G-M productions among the winning 15 for 1930.
The three leading films were made
by M-G-M and were the Spanish
versions of "The Big House," "Call
of the Flesh" and "His Glorious
Night." The remainder of the listing follows:
Directions; Ward Wing's work on
"The Big House," Ramon Novarro's
on "Call of the Flesh" and George
Melford's on "East is West." Masculine portrayals: Tito Davison and
Juan de Landa in "The Big House"
and Ramon Novarro in "Call of the
Flesh." Feminine: Carmen Labbareiti in "Todo una Vida," Elvira
Morla in "His Glorious Night" and
Lupe Velez in "East is West."
Adaptations: Ramon Guerrero's "Call
of the Flesh," Miguel de Zarraga's
"His Glorious Night" and Pedro
Munoz Seca's "Un Hombre de

Trailer Plugs for Holidays
German Director May Come Over
New trailer plugs for Washington's
Geza von Bolvary, German-HunBirthday and Lincoln's Birthday have
Suerte."garian director who handled "Zwei
been completed by National Screen
Service. The trailers, available in Herzen," which is going into its 17th
week at the 55th St. Playhouse, may
sound-on-film only, are original recordings made in the N.S.S. studios, soon come to America under tlv
banner of a leading Hollywood prosupplemented by pictorial art backducer.
ground settings.

WESTE

CLASS OF SERVICE DESIRED

M-GM TAKES MAJORITY

GEORGE

W. E. ATKINS, first vice-president
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18 THEATERS RE-OPENED
IN WESTERN PENNA. AREA GET DEFINITE COURT BAN
RE-ENTERING INDUSTRY
Pittsburgh— Eighteen houses in
It
ty.
capaci
tive
execu
an
in
fany
this exchange district have been rethat this is the first
is understood
ied. They include: Lyric, Mcseveral important moves on the Keesport; Family, St. Marys; Ritz,
L. Sharpsville; Gray, Spangler; State,
part of L. \. N oung and Grant
g;
U for the strengthening oi the Bell wood; Grand, Hollidayshur
n;
Berli
o,
Rialt
;
ry.
more
indust
Avon
the
ore,
in
Delm
ny
position of Tiffa
r;
Boye
r,
Boye
ell;
,
Bosw
ison
Morr
assothe
of
announcement
Formal
ion of Rowland with the Tiffany Cadogan, Cadogan; Dixie, Coalport;
organization will probably he made Theatorium, Emporium; Dreamland,
Strand, Zelienople.
today. It is understood that Row- Saltsburg;
ia theaters reopened
Virgin
West
land' will begin his new duties at
ny headquarters on Monday include: Park, Moundsville; New
Tiffa
next.
Lincoln, Warwood; and the Nadena,
Middlebourne, which is open Friday
and Saturday.
Among recent closings are the
"Roxy" Being Succeeded
e, Ramey; Austin. Austin:
Pastim
29
Marco fromon PaaeMarch
By(Continued
1)
Bell, Fayette City; Messinn, LucSafety, Bentleyville; Martinszerne;
n
larly known as Marco of Fancho
sburg; Bluebird, Mill
Martin
Hall.
burg,
Marco will succeed him. After
an 8 weeks' tour of the country with
The New Hawthorne. Millsboro,
his famous radio "gang," it is under- and theed.Variety, Beaver, have been
stood thai "Roxy" will become dismantl
identified with the RCA interests,
Three Warner Holdovers
as reported some months ago.
Three Warner houses in the metropolitan district will hold over their
Schmeling For Talker
attractions next week. "Little
fourth week
Max Schmeling, German heavy- Caesar" stays for its
weight, who arrived on the Europa at the New York Strand and its
ate with Uni- third week at the Brooklyn Strand,
last night, will gnegoti
versal concernin a contract to make while "Going Wild" will hold at the
a feature, his manager told The urday.
Warner, which went grind last SatFilm Daily.
(Continued

from

Page

11

(Continued

Three Big Name Writers
wyn
SamPaneGold
ed by from
Sign(Continued
1)

from

Pane

1)

Act of 1781 had been violated. There
London
is a strong possibility that
and the rest of England will go dark
next Sunday. Exhibitors are almost
in a panic over the seriousness of the
situation, and it is expected that Par- !
liamentary action will result.

Daily as he arrived at Quarantine
Somerlast night on the Europa.
set Maughm, Michael Arlen and
Walter Hackett are among the noted
writers signed by the United Artists
y Made Gen. Mgr.
production head while on his two Connell
Of Pathe-RKO Newsreel
months' trip abroad. Arlen will write
and in
(Continued
from Pane \)
Gloria Swanson's next story will
do
collaboration with Hackett,
of Pathe short subject department*
Ronald Colman's next, "What Fun w'll be retained las editor-in-chief.
The sale of Pathe to RKO. slated
Have."
Frenchmen
business de- to go into effect todav will immediEuropean is feeling yn.
Despite
pression, said Goldw
ately release Pathe News to RKO.
conditions he declared, theater busi- and a rearrangement effecting all
ness in England is going well.
newsreel . departments will subseChevalier at Paramount
quently be made under Connelly's
Maurice Chevalier will make an supervision.
appearance at the Paramount the
B;ll
Misseouri
week.hasMitzi
ed Clos
coming
and
Hattie"
been Green's
moved "Finn
up a Proposld
Shows
Sun.
Wou
will
and
schedule
of
ahead
month
(Continued
from Page 1)
open with the French comedian.
under a bill now in the General
ly. Enactment of such a law
Assemb
Loans Home to Fairbanks
theaters
would . affect Sunday operation of
Peiping, China — Mei Lan Fang,
the well known Chinese actor, has
Jack Miller on Coast
placed his residence here at the disposal of Douglas Fairbanks while
Chicago — Jack Miller, local cxhib
I tion.
here en route to his hunting expedivacaspending
head, tion isin Los
Angeles.a five-week

Edward H. Griffith

Horace
Jackson
Screen Play

Director

"HOLIDAY"
(Voted the Third Best Picture of 800 Pictures of 1930 in
the Film Daily's Annual Poll of Ten Best Pictures for the Year)
♦

In Preparation
"REBOUND"
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Short Shots from
New York Studios

FLASHES
WILK.

_^

"CRANCIS EDWARDS
FARA(JOH, who wrote the screen play
and dialogue for "Little Caesar", is
writing the adaptation and dialogu.'
for "The Impatient Virgin", which
will be made
by Universal.
Zasu Pitts has been signed by
Universal for "Gambling Daughters."
Marguerite Churchill will appear in
Fox's "Skyline" with Spencer Tracy.
Robert Burns and George Brent also
have been added
to the cast.
RKO has changed the titles of
two pictures. "Ladies for Hire"
becomes "Forgotten Women" and
"Private Secretary" is now "Behind
Office Doors."
Una Merkel will play the role
formerly assigned to Thelma Todd in
First National's "You and I." Miss
Todd has another part in "Broadminded."
Due to the illness of Tom Douglas, Warners have signed Bramwell
Fletcher for "Svengali," the next
John Bar.rymore vehicle.
H. B. Warner

and Zasu Pitts will

appear in "The Registered Woman,"
which Charles R. Rogers is producing for RKO. Harry Joe Brown i;
to direct.
Ford Sterling and Lucien Littlefield have been engaged for co-featured roles in "Powder Marks," the
Irst of 10 "Headliner" shorts to be
lade by Lou Brock for RKO.

Jean Hersholt has been signed by
H-G-M as a result of his fine work
n "Daybreak".
Ralph Spence has been signed to
vrite two stories in which RKO will
eunite Bert Wheeler and Robert
Voolsey.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN
All Till WW
All IUI TIMI

Capitol, New York, holds midnight
>erformance for Hoover relief fund.
*
*
*
Federated
>pecial

expected

to

distribute

Pictures'
long
*
*
*features.

United
Artists expect
to release
. W. Griffith picture in April.
*
*
*
^ Five new theaters planned in
ireater New York. Represent outlay
f $775,000.

• • • IT WILL probably surprise most of the newsreel
boys to be told that newsreel shots covering the world were
made 35 years ago
on June 9, 1896, James
H. White,
an American, and Fred Blechynden, an Englishman, started on
the first tour of the world
in the interest of newsreel shots
they landed
a great scoop, for the White
Star liner,
the Coptic, on which they sailed, was wrecked in a storm from
San Francisco to Hong Kong
so White climbed in the
crow's nest and got some great shots
the Chinese steerage passengers called him the "White Devil," believing that the
pictures he had been taking on board were the cause of the
storm
these two pioneer newsreel men had the distinction of giving a kinetoscope show to the Mikado of Japan, who
never before had seen a moving picture
the Mik's courtiers
kept putting their hands behind the screen during the performance, to see if they could "feel" the figures
the Jap kink
was so pleased that he called out the whole standing army in
maneuvers
so White
could take a newsreel
of 'em
in
practically
every
country
they visited they came
near losing
their lives
the natives attacked them on many occasions,
thinking the movie camera was some kind of new "devil magic"
the unique shots these adventurers secured on the first
round-the-world trip 35 years ago would be priceless if an exhibitor could show them today
but all record of them
has been lost
and while on the subject of Origins in the
film biz, the first industrial film was made for the North Borneo
Company
in 1904
the directors
of this Asiatic trading
company commissioned the Urban Company, a British production organizashe, to visit Borneo and make a reel to show the
shareholders
how
their dough
was being spent in coffee and
tobacco
plantations
just a couple
of additional
proofs
that there is nothing really new under the cinematic sun
*
*
*
*
• • • PARAMOUNT
NEWSREEL
made a strenuous
effort to get Andrew Volstead, author of the prohibition enforcement act, to express his views on the Wickersham
Commission
report
but Andrew declined, saying:
"The American public
would
only hiss me if I made a newsreel
statement."
it's a cinch they wouldn't
kiss him
Harold
Gabrilove,
formerly of the Rialto on Broadway, and now assistant manager
at the Capitol, Scranton, has been appointed
deputy sheriff of
that hamlet
and Harold wears a big tin star 'nd everythin', b'gosh
• • • BILL FOX, once prominently identified with the
film biz, has donated $25,000 to help relieve unemployment in
his home town of Woodmere,
Longisle
looks as if Bill
saved a FEW
smackers from the wreck
The Prince of
Wales, on board ship to South America, stood on the deck in
a 60-mile
gale, and kept grinding
his movie
camera
Movietone and Paramount will now probably start bidding for
his services
Bob Carney and Si Wills, the Pathe comics,
now doing a turn in vaude on the Fox circuit, are playing the
Crotona in New York this week on the same bill with one of
their shorts
Major
Edward
Bowes' frau (nee Margaret
Illington) is touring Florida with a party of friends
Erpi
chartered an airplane to rush a 100-pound amplifier to the Salem
theater at Salem, Virginia, and it got there in time for the
evening show

• • • IN "CIMARRON'' we have the great land rush scene
in 188'^, when the pioneers swarmed over the virgin wilderness
where none but redskin and buffalo had hitherto roamed
and in the background of this virgin wilderness we lamp a fine
1929 model
of an oil well
oops
Arthur
Hoerl
is
a busy li'l bee these days
he's writing an original, adapting four more, writing a series of 25 mystery stories, doing comicstrips for radio broadcasts, and writing feature articles for newspapers he ain't human
he's a Syndicate

«

«

«

»

»

»

By HARRY

N. BLAIR

_ ^-

THE first all-negro talking feature
production i> now being made at
the Metropolitan studios, Fort Lee,
N. J., by the Micheaux Picture Corp.
Walter Strenge, who photographed
Dudley
Murphy's
Louis
Blues,"
has
beenjob.
appointed"St.
first
cameraman
on
the
*

*

*

International
Photographers'
Local No. 644 is now
installed in commodious new quarters at 251 W.
42)td St. The move was made under
the generalship of Walter Lang,
secretary, and Walter Strenge,
president, ivithout so much as losing one phone call. The house committee consists of Frank Landy,
Jack Ettra and Irving Kline.
*
*
*
The Greeks had a word for it,
so they proceeded to make a talking picture at the RYA studios,
which production is now being cut
and edited for showing in neighborhoods with a Greek clientele.
*
*
*
"Pineapples" is the tentative title
of the next Marx Bros, picture for
Paramount. It will be a travesty on
gangland and will probably be
filmed in Hollywood.
*
*
*
Ruth Etting, Ziegfeld featured
player, has been signed by Vitaphone
to make a two-reel musical comedy
in which she will have Jeanie Lang
and other picture personalities in
support. Miss Etting has already
made three Vitaphone shorts.
*
*
*
Al St. John, whose comic antics
have graced the screen since the days
of Mack Sennett's Keystone Kops,
has been signed by Larry Kent to
make a series of shorts for Paramount at the Long Island studios.
*
*
*
Eddie Foy, Jr., just closed with
Ziegfeld's "Smiles," will be starred
in a new Vitaphone comedy. His
previous shorts include "My Hero,"
and "The Heart Breaker."

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Beit wiahes and congratulation! are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following membera of the inbtrthdava: dustry, who are celebrating their

January 28
Ernst Lubitsch
Robert W. Bischoff
Charles Klein

WITH

JOHNNY
AMSAYE

FARRELL
•

Directed by CLYDE

ELLIOTT

The producing personnel that created the sensationally successful KNUTE ROCKNE

"FOOTBALL"

pictures, now proudly

presents another timely sports series —
that has taken America by storm.

GOLF

Featuring handsome, debonair JOHNNY

— the game

FARRELL,

interna-

tionally famous professional with the smiling Irish eyes. Winner
of the United States Open

Championship

the entire series of ten American

in 1928. Winner of

sectional championships —

New York State Champion — and again member

of the Ryder

Cup Team which this year will play the British team for the
International Golf Championship.
The feminine technique of the game displayed by KAY

HUSH;

America's most beautiful and accomplished girl golfer; — the
dubbs by duffers — and the ambitious strokes by youngsters
learning the

PATHE

*

/

game, add

beauty

and

comedy

touches

to the

champion's masterly plays in fast action and slow motion.
six single reel subjects: ■
"FOREI"

• "WINNING

PUTTS"

"GETTING ON THE GREEN"
"UNDER PAR" "IN THE ROUGH"
"DUFFER SWINGS"

To be sold as a special series
****************
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Major Producers Preparing to Drop Multi-Linguals

FILM MEN ASK CHANGES IN COPYRIGHT BILL
Negative

Costs

R. A. Rowland
— comes back to pictures
JACK ALICOATE^=
We remember, many
A Winter years ago, asking a
In Alaska grizzled old prospector on the docks at
Seattle what was taking him back
=^By

Now

Same as Silents, Says

General Manager of Fox
Outlines Plans for
Next Two Years
Cost of producing the average
talking picture has been brought
down to approximately the same as
the average silent of four years ago,
said Winfield Sheehan yesterday in
a statement announcing the completion(Continued
of the Fox onproduction
schedPage 6)

to Alaska. "Son," he said, "I was
snowed in for a full winter there
once and when that happens to you,
just always go back." The
why,
scene you
shifts. We are sitting on the
corner of Dick Rowland's desk the
day he left First National preparatory to a long vacation on the Continent. "You'll be back some day,"
said we, remembering the old Alaskan. "Maybe yes and Maybe no,"
he answered, "Only time can tell."
That was three years ago. Now the
ever popular Rowland has returned
to the inner fold of pictures in an
executive capacity at Tiffany.
Both Rowland and Tiffany are to
be congratulated upon the association. As an executive, R. A. stands
with the best, having graduated from
both the schools of experience and
hard knocks. He knows his story
and production bermudas forwards,
backwards and sideways, in case of
a tie. His record in the industry is
one of recorded achievement. As
executive head he built the old Metro
outfit from an idea to a position of
dominance. The outstanding success
of "The Four Horsemen" can be directly attributed to his foresight. He
developed many outstanding screen
personalities and was a firm believer
in the star system.
No more popular executive was
ever associated with the industry.
His reputation for clear thinking,
clean-cut action and square shooting
is indelibly written along Cinema
Highway. Welcome Home, Mr.
Rowland. We had a happy little
idea that some day you'd be back.
The industry needs you and you
need the industry. You see, you
spent your Winter
in Alaska.

Record Ad Outlay
By offering to pay the high
price of $7 per 1,000 seats occupied during NVA Week in
certain Publix, Warner, Fox,
Loew and R-K-O houses, the
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
stands to pay out $1,400,000
for a week's advertising
through the medium of a sponsored short to be shown in
these theaters. Contract for
the subject calls for about 20
film stars appearing in it.

EIGHT 1931-32 RELEASES FOX RESUMES MAKING
COMMERCIAL PICTURES

Eight productions
Howard Hughes for
32. At least three
will be released
by
Pictures definitely
A.

are planned by
release in 1931of the pictures
United
Artists.
set for the U.

schedule
are "The
Front
(Continued
on Page
6)

Page,"

Five Men on Committee
Handling Warner Houses
Pending appointment of a perman ■
ent head for Warner Bros, theaters,
a committee of five department heads
is now in charge of operations, with
Dan Michaelove as chairman directly
representing H. M. Warner. Others
in the group are Eddie Alperson,
Clayton Bond, John J. Jacobs and
Dave
Weshner.

Fox, which discontinued its commercial pictures organization about a
year ago, is back in the field again.
Under the new setup no separate
department is maintained and no
sales force is selling the proposition.
Matters
Talley. are handled by Fox-Hearst
Corp. under supervision of Truman

Dignity in Theater Ads
Criticized by Laemmle
Attempts
to dignify
theater
advertising have hurt attendance more
than any business
depression,
said

Circuit being built up by Harold
B. Franklin and Howard Hughe;
will confine its activities to west of
the Mississippi for the time being,
The Film Daily
learned yesterday.
(Continued on Page 6)

Fear "Enslavement" of Industry by Vestal
Measure
Washington Bureau of THF. FILM

DAILY

Washington — Amendments to the
Vestal Copyright Bill which would
provide for "blanket" licenses so that
the producer of a film carrying
copyright material would automatically have the right to exhibit or
lease for exhibit, were submitted to
the Senate(Continued
Patents on Committee
yesPage 6)

ROWLAND ALL PEPPED UP
OVER TIFFANY CONNECTION
In a formal announcement yesterday, confirming his return to the
business in an executive capacity
with Tiffany, Richard A. Rowland
expressed great enthusiasm over his
new connection as well as over the
industry's
general outlook. He said
in part:
"I have watched the progress of
pictures and the future tells me there
is a wonderful opportunity ahead for
the producer who gives the exhibitor
box-office pictures at a price. This
includes the larger circuits. Outside of Tiffany's regular output, we
will only attempt to make first run
(Continued

on

Page

6)

(Continued on Page 6)

Multi-Lingual Productions
Being Dropped By Hollywood

HUGHES-FRANKLIN CIRCUIT
STAYING WEST OF MISS.

Sheehan

West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

PATHE-RKO DEAL DELAYED
BY UNFINISHED PAPERS
Although scheduled to be signed
yesterday, the necessary papers for
the sale of Pathe assets to RKO will
not be ready for signatures until tonight, according to Lewis Innerarity
legal representative for Pathe in the
deal. The way for the final
consummation of the sale has

Hollywood — Convinced that multilingual pictures are not feasible as
a means of serving the foreign market, major producing companies generally plan to cease their production.
Instead they intend to make English
talkers with a minimum of dialogue,
as exclusively predicted by The been cleared by the settlement yesFilm
Daily on Monday.
terday of legal actions instituted by
Tremendous
costs
involved
in the A. B. C. Corp., and Fred Rosenthal, both seeking to prevent the
building (Continued
up
sets on ofPagemulti-lingual
transfer of the Pathe assets.
6)
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"Cimarron's" Big Day-and-Date Set;
Legit. Circuit Offer Turned Down
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Arrangements for the big nationwide day-and-date opening of
"Cimarron" were completed yesterday by RKO, and at the same time
the company turned down the offer
of one of the large legitimate theater circuits which wanted the production as a road-show attraction.
In conjunction with the simultaneous national showing, scheduled for
Feb. 5, 6 and 7, RKO has launched
another vast advertising campaign,
which was mapped out with the coof DavidA. "Skip"
Weshnerof
of Warner operationBros.,
M. Botsford
Publix and Jack Hess of the R-K-O
theaters.

RKO Will Distribute
Pathe Product in Canada
Although Regal Films of Canada
holds a contract with Pathe for the
distribution of their releases in the
Dominion, RKO will handle all future Pathe features through the five
RKO Canadian branches, The Film
Daily learns.

Terriss, Clifton Renew
Van Beuren Contracts
W est Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Tom Terriss and Elmer Clifton have renewed their contracts with the Van Beuren Corp.
for 26 additional Vagabond Adventure pictures to be made in 1931.

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
ECCtt
Jan. 30

Secret's Out!
The reason there is no dialogue in Charlie Chaplin's
"City Lights," sez United
Arists,
is because it's too funny
for
words.

Harry Somerville Joins
Goebel Theaters of Va.
Bristol, Va. — Harry Somerville,
formerly city manager for Publix in
Daytona Beach, Fla., and recently
with Warner Bros, in Newark, N.
J., is now assistant general manager
of the Goebel Theaters here.

Wallace May Direct
Chatterton for Warners
Richard Wallace, Paramount direcior, who has been reported joining Warner Bros, upon expiration
of his present contract in June, is
believed to be sought by W. B. to
direct Ruth Chatterton in her first
picture with that company. Wallace
directed Miss Chatterton's current
hit, "The Right to Love."

Feb. 2
Feb.

Feb. 5

i8i

8

g

Hollywood
Chicago 6700 Santa Monica
1727 Indiana Ave.
Blvd.
CALuinet
2691
HOLlywood
41tl

Jack Fink Succeeds Joy Sutphen
Miami, Fla.— Jack Fink has been
named
manager of the Capitol, to
ft
succeed Joy Sutphen, it is announced by the Wolfson-Meyer interests.

lent sound proofed stage app. 30x60
conveniently located in the heart of
the city well equipped with lighting
facilities, sets, props and projection
booth with apparatus. Will accept
anv reasonable
offer. Box 125C THE
FILM City.
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New
York

"Trader
Horn-"
M-G-M
produc- I
tion, opens at the Astor, New
York.
Testimonial luncheon to Arthur
Greenblatt
at the Hotel Aston

Charlie
opens atChaplin's
the George"City M. Lights"
Cohan.
New
York.
Paramount
Pep Club Ball, Hotel
Astor, New
York.
Feb. 7
First Annual Dinner and Dance
by Columbia Pictures employee*.
Hotel
Plaza,
New
York.
Feb. 9
Thirty-second
annual
dinner
by
the Society of the Genesee in
honor of George
Eastman.
Feb. 10-11 National convention of independent exhibitors called by
in
Chicago.
Allied
States Ass'n to be held
Feb. 28

Foxfilm Athletic Club fifth annual
ball at the Commodore Hotel, N:
Y.
Mar. 7
Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
May 25-28 Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers to be
held in Hollywood.
April 4-11 Players'
and Patrons'
Week, national
benefit for Jubilee
N. V.
A. Club.
April 23-24 dorsers
State Convention
of Indiana
Inof Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.

COMING
RICHARD
coast.
PERCY
Canadian
week of

& GOING

DIX

left yesterday for the

C.
TAYLOR,
manager,
is In
sales conferences.

Radio
Picture*
the city for a

HOOT GIBSON is on his way back
to Hollywood.
AL LEWIS leaves today for the Fox
Studio on the coast.
A. J. BALABAN
is back from Europe.
today.
ESTELLE TAYLOR, on her way back to
Hollywood, will stop off in New Orleans
Europe.
MARILYN MILLER sails tonight for
has EDDIE
returned CRONJAGER,
to Hollywood. RKO cameraman,
trip.
EDWIN CAREWE, Universal director,
arrives in New York today on a business
HARRY
SINGER, eastern production
visit.
manager for Fanchon & Marco, headquartering in Milwaukee, is in New York for a
the

WILLIAM
coast.

LE BARON

BROADWAY

left yesterday for

& 47th ST., N. Y

WILLIAM

m

Eastman Filntis

§
ft

Premiere of Charlie Chaplin's "City Lights" at the new
Los Angeles
in Los Angeles.
Theaterstockho'ders'
Corp.
Annual
meeting, Roxy

Feb. 6

Six Joint Productions
By Gainsborough and Lion

London — Gainsborough Pictures
and British Lion Film Corp, have
entered a joint producion venture
Indie Exhibitors Strong
whereby they will make six Edgar
In Up-State New York Wallace talkers as their first year's
Albany — Independent theaters in schedule. Gaumont-British is to
the Albany and Buffalo exchange distribute the pictures.
areas now total 962, against 98 affiliated houses. There are 253 silent
houses closed, against 20 wired Universal Holding Meets
houses that are dark. Fifteen theaOn Silver Jubilee Drive
ters were dismantled in the past
vear.
A series of eight meetings in connection with the Carl Laemmle Silver
Jubilee Drive will be held in the
Continental Opens Branch
Pittsburgh — Continental Acces- offices of Phil Reisman starting Feb.
sories yesterday opened its new 4. Branch managers from nearby
branch depot here. It is located in cities will attend. The drive will
the Clark Bldg. Harold Rodner start Feb. 1 and continue through
president of the company, is now Feb. 24, the actual anniversary date,
Robert Burns in Cascade, la.
Cascade, la. — When
the Cascade working on plans for other depots to the end of the month.
the country.
opens with sound about Feb. 1, Rob- throughout
London Exhibs to Defy Blue Law
ert Burns, formerly of the RKO,
Irving Rubinstein Recuperating
will be resident manager.
London — In defiance of the
Irving B. Rubinstein of the Ruby
Camera Exchange is in the Beth Court of Appeal ruling upholding the
3 Israel Hospital, Stuyvesant Square, "blue law" of 1781 forcing Sunday
recuperating from two kidney oper- closings, representatives of 300 Lon9
ations in the last month.
New York Long Island City
don cinemas attended an emergency
1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St.
meeting of the C.E.A. and unaniBRYant
4712
STIllwell
7940
Sunday Benefits in Virginia
mously adopted a resolution to conRichmond — Theaters in various
tinue Sunday shows until they are
parts of the state are giving a series officially notified to close.
M
of Sunday shows for the benefit of
*.*
it
the jobless. Free-will offerings are
made by those attending, with no
FOR SALE OR LEASE
ft
J.
E.
Brulatour,
Inc.
regular admissions
charged.
Studio floor space 60x90 with excel5.:

3

World

MORRIS

Call-Board

REGINALD

OWEN

Warner Bros.
LOS

ANGELES,

CAL.

We've
Got
Him
for

YEARS

He'll STAR in Rib-Wrecking
Comedy Knockouts Like . . .

WILD

GOING
NOW
with

OUT-DRAWING

Ona Munson,

WATC

For Him

Lawrence Gray,

BROADWAY'S
Lila Lee,

SON

the HOT

The all' American boy
story by the inimitable
BOOTH TARKINGTON
with a cast of kids and
grown-ups. Sure sensation!

with Ben Lyon and Ona
Munson .... It's the newest
thing in sure-fire, keep 'em
coming comedy, thrills and
smart stuff . . . It's a wow.

Get YOUR

FIRST

HEIRESS

Name

BIGGEST HITS

Walter Pidgeon

," BROADMINUED

FATHERS

MORE

FAIRBANKS,

and Frank McHugh

with Marjorie White, Ona
Munson and Thelnia Todd

JR.

in CHANCES. Sensational
slant on war makes it sure
big money. With David
Manners, Holmes Herbert,
RoseHobart, May Madison.

LORETTA

YOUNG

in"BIG BUSINESS GIRL"
Reverse English on "Office
Wife" and twice as good.
With Frank Albertson, Ricardo Cortez, Joan Blondell.

On A

NATIONAL

Contract

NOW!

The great
The great

UniversaTs

eature star

KENNETH HARLAN
eature serial by
ARTHUR
B. REEVE
Creator

of "Craig

Kennedy/7

NOW

and author of the

world's

UNIVERSAL

greatest detective stories

comes across with the

e-kids-back" attraction
greatest e!"bring-thst
of all tim
For fir runs! for second runs!
For third and fourth runs! . . . The terrifically thrilling, bafflingly mysterious detective serial by that
master of detective fiction— Arthur B. Reeve . . .
Starring KENNETH HARLAN, great feature star,
as Garry Gordon, the undercover man who knows
all about
criminals and nothing about fear! The
serial with PUNCH, THRILLS AND ACTION,

10

SMASHING
\LL-TALKING
•PISODES
with

EDNA MURPHY
3ERTRUDEASTOR

yet an ALL-TALKING SMASH.
certain business-builder — NOW!

and an all-star cast

*

Grab it for a

ndustry!

THE

S
^
<
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FILM IN ASK CHANGES
IT
(Continued

from

Page

1)

tcrday by representatives of the film
industry
during
hearings
on
the
measure.
Declaring that the bill, as it now
stands, puts the industry at the
mercy of the American Society of
< omposers., Authors and Publishers
or any similar organization which
might come in under the law, Julian
Brylawski, speaking for a delegation
of the M. P. T. O. A., asserted that
"if enacted in the form as passed
by the House of Representatives, «the
copyright bill will unwittingly put
the motion picture industry in the
category of infringers and violators
of copyrights and render them subject to the severe penalties provided
act."
the theater
byThe
owners, he said, are
not antagonistic to the legislation
but believe it should be amended so
as to give them necessary protection. As it now stands, the motion
picture industry would be "enslaved",
because the bill would "perpetuate
and greatly enlarge the ranks of the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers and would
place the entire industry at the
mercy of this organization or one
ii similar character which might
come in by reason of the throwing
open of the door by the United
States to foreign societies."

Negative Costs Now Same
As Silents, Says Sheehan
(Continued from Page 1)

tile for 1931 and outlining his plans
for the next two years. During the
first 30 months of sound pictures
the cost was from 35 to 100 per cent
higher, Sheehan, said, but (in two
years of experience the talker production overhead has been brought
down to a good commercial foundation and economic basis.
Next month Fox will start on its
1931-32 product, with plans calling
for 52 talkers and 20 for the foreign
market. This will be the biggest
program in the company's history.
Negotiations for 1932 material are
now in progress, Sheehan said, and
Fox will keep planning production
two yeajs in advance.

\By

RALPH

W1LK

(Continued

Pathe Comedy Department
Para. Starring Writer
In Own Screen Vehicle
Preparing Three Stories
Carmen Barnes, 18-year-old schoolgirl novelist and playwright, is to be
starred by Paramount in "A Debutante Confesses," which she is writing. Miss Barnes joined Paramount
in
out December
as a writer.for a six weeks' tryKnoblock Play for M-G-M
M-G-M has bought Edward
Knoblock's "Lullaby," in which Florence Reed appeared on the stage.
F. N. Gets Ed. Dean Sullivan
Edward Dean Sullivan, author of
"X Marks the Spot," being made by
Tiffany, has been signed by Warners to write originals for First National exclusively. Sullivan is now
in New York.
Gavin Gordon Featured
As a result of his good work in
"The Great Meadow," Gavin Gordon
has been cast by M-G-M for a featured role with Robert Montgomery
and Dorothy Jordan in "Shipmates."
Robards,
Roscoe in Columbia
Film
Jason Robards
and Alan Roscoe
have been added to Columbia's "Subway Express."

Hughes-Franklin Circuit
Staying
West of Miss.
(Continued
from Page 1)

Denial was made that Franklin has
been looking over houses in New
York with view to buying them. He
is expected to return to New York
from the Coast in about a month.
R-K-O Changes Managers
Providence — Jack Hooby of Brooklyn has been made manager of the
RKO Victory here. Harry R. Storin, who formerly managed this theater and the RKO Albee, is now in
charge of the latter house. John
Townsend, formerly house manager
of the Victory has been transferred
to the Albee for the time being.

from

Page
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productions where the story warrants. It is our intention to commercialize our productions in cost
Three stories are being prepared
for early production by the Pathe and showmanship. Tiffany will do
comedy department under H. F. the bulk of its own production, but i
is willing to entertain propositions
Lalley.
They arewith
"Night
Class," byHarry Fraser,
adaptation
by from outside producers who have
Charles Callahan; "Parents Wanted," the same sense of commercial showby Margaret Echard, adapted by
A statement also was issued by
Arch Heath and Fraser, and "Dis- Grant L. Cook, Tiffany
vice-presi*
appearing Enemies," also by Miss manship."
on the acquisition of Rowland
Echard, to be directed by Wallace dent,
Fox. Two-reelers completed recent- for the company's executive staff.
ly include "What A Time," with,
Franklin Pangborn ; "Campus Howard Hughes Planning
Champs," with Nat Carr, and "Hot
Eight(Continu
1931
ses
ed -193
from 2Page Relea
1)
Wires," with Daphne
Pollard.
"Scarface," which Lewis Milestone
will probably direct, and the third is
Blystone
on "Young
John
Blystone
has beenSinners"
assigned
to direct
the
Fox
adaptation
of likely to be "Queer People." "Riv-1
ets," an original by John McDermott,
"Young
Sinners," from the stage has just been purchased
for Pat
hit.
O'Brien.
versioMcDe
screen
n. rmott will do the
Nat Levine Going East
Hughes is making a comedy fea-B
Upon completion of "King of the ture from cuts from "Hell's Angels,
Wild," his third serial of the season,
Nat Levine of Mascot Pictures will the picture's
working
title being
Up."
"Whitey,"
sequel to J
go to New York for a brief visit. "Aces
"Queer
People," will also be made
Principals
in
"King
of
the
Wild"
include Walter Miller, Nora Lane. by Hughes.
Dorothy Christy, Tom Santschi, Carroll Nye, Arthur McLaglen, Victor Dignity in Theater Ads
Portel, Otto Hoffman and Martha
ing.
Critic
izedfrombyPageLaemmle
(Continued
1)
Lalande. Richard Thorpe is directCarl Laemmle in a statement yes- f
terday. The Universal president
urges getting back to the display, j
Hollywood Discontinuing
hokum and other first principles of
Multi-l
ingual
Product
ions successful showmanship as prac(Continued
from Page
1)
ticed by Barnum. "When good pictures come along, don't hide them
personalities to compare with American personalities is being realized. under your high hat," he says.
Furthermore, the producers feel that "I ell the world about them — your
product made by foreign directors own world — and tell them in langlacks the fast tempo which has been
uage they can understand."
an outstanding box-office characteris- Brewster, N. Y., Wins Sun. Shows
tic of American successes for years.
Brewster, N. Y.— Through a cam-l
paign of the local newspaper, the j
Le Claire Gardner Moves West
here. l has approved Sunday i
Detroit— Le Claire H. Gardner, for shows
city counci
15 years associated with John H.
Kunsky and George Trendle in theater operation here, has left to May Roadshow "Women Like Me..
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAIL
take up residence in Los Angeles.
Hollywood — "Women Like Men,
He is making the move due to the
illness of Mrs. Gardner. It is likely Liberty Production, which is beine
that Gardner may enter the produc- produced by M. H. Hoffman and
tion end of the business on the H. M. Gumbin, with William Beaucoast. When the Co-operative Book- dine directing, may be road-showed.
ing Offices were formed, Gardner I he cast is headed by Evelyn Brent
was chosen head of the organization and includes Irene Rich, Louise
Fazenda, Lilyan Tashnian, June
in addition to his other duties.
Clyde, Marceline Day and the Keat
Releasing Schmeling Film
ing Twins.
Hollywood Pictures Corp. will
immediately release a feature entitled^ "Love in
Ring,"Films
New Incorporations
produced
in Germany bytheTerra
and
starring Max Schmeling with Olga
Checkova. English and German
versions of the picture have been
Motorized Talking Picture Service, cam- I
eras; Phillips, Mahoney, Leibell & Fielding, I
made.

Buckley Buys Albany Site
Albany — Christopher H. Bucklev,
president of the C. H. Buckley TheaIN
trical Enterprises, has purchased two
-THE
pieces of property and announces
nmnsnua
that he will erect a large building to
Of mMDQM
include a motion picture theater, and
an auditorium suitable for concerts
and
-tage productions.
Juanita Hansen to make serials independently. Pathe Contract comNew French Film for Carnegie
pleted.
*
+
*
"Le Collier de la Reine" ("The
Harry Levey buys French-made Queen's Necklace"), French picture
directe
d by Gaston Revel and star"Aphrodite." *
*
*
ring Marcelle Favrel-Chantal, will
E. M. Loew Gets Fay House
Stanley
Providence — Edward M. Fav has
Theater,
Philadelphia open next Thursday at Leo Brecher's
Lithe Carnegie Playhouse. It suc- leased the Capitol here to the E. M.
opens.
ceeds 'Sous Les foits de Paris," Loew interests. Fred Stone has
house manager.
been named
after an eight weeks' run.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

ROWLAND ALL PEPPED UP
OVER TIFF ANY CONNECTION

I

51 Chambers St., New York. 300 shares ]
common.
77th Street Amusement Corp., theatrical;
Kelly
& $5,000.
Connelly, 28 West 44th St., New
York.
Europa Cinemas, motion picture cameras;
D. I. Shapiro, 1560 Broadway, New York.

$1,000.
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Pre-view Verdict:
ACCLAMATION E
LEAPS FROM THE
DAILY
PRESS
'J
Irene Thirer, Daily News
"Terrific thrills . . . 'Cimarron' is magnificent in
scope, powerful in treatment, admirable in acting. Richard Dix's work is superb. We can't describe the grandeur . . . punch and the appeal
of 'Cimarron.' This is one picture you can't afford
to miss. It is 1931 's first great contribution to the
screen. We loved every minute of it!"

Regina Crewe, American.
"Thunder in the streets! One of the most dynamic dramas that ever rent the heavens of
Hollywood flung its might across the screen at
the Globe theatre when that stirring saga
'Cimarron' was shown to an audience alternately
rocked with mirth and shaken with tears... Sets

V. il
Sf0v

ft'/

^i^'i-: :':■ i^wJSBS^V:--/:.'vi*SSSSS»i«!.-:-- ■.•:'42

a mark for all that follow."

James Gow, Morning World
"Tremendously moving representation of empire
building... Presents new and vigorous material
. . . Richard Dix and Irene Dunne are superb . . .

fei* .■

Iff

work."

A splendid
Mordaunt
Hall, Times
"Graphic and engrossing ... a stupendous undertaking. Dix gives a fine impersonation . . .
Most intelligently directed by Wesley Ruggles . . .

I

Irene Dunne is excellent."

Rose Pelswick, Journal

"Great picturization of a superb story. Replete
with human interest action and romance . . .
reproduced with a vivid realism and dramatic
sweep that holds one's interest throughout. Dix
gives the finest performance of his career . . .
Absorbing direction by Wesley Ruggles. ..Decidedly well worth seeing."

George

Gerhard, Evening World

"Once in a blue moon a motion picture is produced
which a commentator may refer to as a masterpiece ..'Cimarron' is such a picture. Not only a great
picture; it is great history. Dix will go down in
film history as 'Yancey Cravat'. Irene Dunne
sailed with full rigging right into brilliant stardom. Miss Dunne is little short of a revelation."

he day and date exhibition smash Feb. 6, 7, 8 in
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Columbia's Nation-Wide
Radio Contest On "Dirigible'
HPHE public will be given an
opportunity to write a complete history of lighter-than-air
craft, which will be edited by
outstanding persons in the
world of aviation, through one
of the most unique and extensive radio essay contests ever
staged. For eight weeks, commencing Feb. 8 and ending April
programs will be pro8, weekly
duced over stations throughout
the United States and Canada
consisting of especially recorded
programs, and the reading of
submitted essays by the contestants themselves. The contest,
open to the entire American
public, is divided in three classes.
Radio stations throughout the
country, will also compete for
the following awards: Cup to the
station receiving the largest
number of entries, Cup to the
station showing widest range of
broadcasting, Cup to the station
shi-wing the greatest business increase during the rua of the
contest and medals to the stations whose listeners are awarded
essay prizes. The entrant in the
essay contest may select any
phase of epoch that he or she
chooses and contribute an essay
of not more than five hundred
words on the History of "Dirigibles." Judges in the contest are:
Lieut. Thomas B. Mulroy, Capt.
Lewis A. Yancey, Miss Elinor
Smith, Prof. Alexander Klemin,
Capt. Frank Hawks, Clarence
Chamberlain, Augustus Post,
Joe Brandt, Jack Holt and Ralph
Graves, stars of the "Dirigible"
picture and Frank Capra, the
film's director.
— Columbia

ITHE
lltt SI»M Mlk
Of HIMIOM

Congratulates :
HOWARD

ESTABRQOK

for the intelligence and naturalness of his adaptation and
dialogue of Edna Ferber's
fine novel, "Cimarron,"
made into an outstanding screen hit by
RKO.

No. S of 1931

"Good Deeds"
Series

• • • IN FAR-OFF India, where native producers make
films for potential consumption of a population of 320,000,000,
you'd naturally think that the film biz would be booming
but it is not
for there are only 355 movie houses to
cater to this vast territory
and the native films ar.e pretty
palooka
as one of their leading producers
points out
with startling frankness
Mister N. G. Devare, head of
Kohinoor Productions, ups and tells the entire India film industry just how lousy it is, and why
here are a few gems
from his blistering broadside
"I have not seen in India
a quality picture, including my own
simply because we
have no studios in the proper sense of the term
they are
simply a collection of a few pillars to which curtains are attached
at intervals to screen off the sunlight
they erect a few
creaking flats and call them a 'setting'
these flats are
made of cloth on which any color that can be got cheap is put
by a man who styles himself 'Setting Master'
he thinks
he is the leading authority on Architecture
when a director wants a bedroom on the Mohammedan style to suit a
picture of the 15th century, the Setting Master rubs off the color
from a setting on a social picture used the previous day, puts
some other grotesque color on it
and asks the director to
take his scene
a director is considered
good or bad
according to his speed in completing a picture
he watches
the footage meter and not the faces of the actors
his idea
of direction is to expose 2,000 feet and take 20 scenes a day
and in condemning
others I have condemned
myself
for
why
mince
matters
or
shun
facts?"
Now
ain't
all this the Height of Frankness
a salaam to you, Swami
Producer Devare
your India pictures may be punk as you
admit
but you sure can teach our Hollywood boys how
NOT thing
to "mince matters and shun facts"
which is Some*

*

*

*

• • • SAMUEL GOLDWYN, spending the next ten days
in our hamlet after arriving from Europe, has mapped
out a
busy schedule for hisself
he is to view 200 screen tests,
and supervise production of 30 new ones in a search for players
for his new lineup
and his silent prayer is that he may
find another Vilma Banky that he can really bank on
We have before us an invite to the Paramount Publix Empey
Ball at the Astor Hotel on Feb. 6
and the Pep Club boys
only want 100 smackers for a box
aw, put us down for
a coupla boxes at that price
Charlie Ruggles, one of the
best extemporaneous comic speakers this biz has produced, will
have the A.M. P. A. boys sputtering their soup all over each
other at the Dixie luncheon today
so come out and get
your vest all greased up while you're laffink your head off, you
goof
*
*
*
*
• • • PETER CLARK, the gent who ends your back-stage
worries when he installs his equipment, is marketing a new
line
he calls it the Elect rolinks
a new development in the indoor golf game, which electrically records the distance of your drive and even your putteriest putt
it's a
darb for the Real Golfer like Ourself
aw, g'wan, laugh
and show your ill breeding
On the Warner
theater
marquee the bulbs inform: "Joe E. Brown Going Wild Continuous Until Midnight"
and after midnight, what?
And what a swell chance for someone to grab Arnold Van Leer
for a theater supervisor
one gent who KNOWS theater
management without any if s or maybes
• • • GEORGE RONAN, assistant cashier at Pathe home
ossif, received a ten-year service pin from treasurer Arthur
Poole
it seems almost incredible that any gink could last
that long witli a film organizashe
And there is the gal
who's so dumb she thinks a quarterback is a 25-cent refund

«

«

«

»

»

»

—

© —

Lasky Sees Hard Times
A Boon to Industry
"THE hard times of 1930 were
the greatest boon that ever
came to the motion picture industry. The public's response
to talking pictures was so great
and over-whelming, that I have
not a doubt that for a time the
business was almost too easy,
producers were getting 'soft.'
Then came the 1930 depression.
Hard times were a challenge.
The situation could not be met
by simply spending more money;
it could only be met by the use
of more brains, more energy
more showmanship. This emergency brought to the front a
new and brilliant personnel and,
in addition, gave new life to
the old personnel. Out of the
1930 turmoil came a confidence
not born of prosperity and easy
conditions, but a confidence born
of achievement. We learned
once again the truth of the old
showman slogan: 'It's always
aThe
goodindust
season
for good shows.'
ry learned
once and
for all that to coast with the season was to court disaster. The
result is being reflected in the
new productions now being released by the —major
Jesse compani
L. Lases.
ky

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Beit wishes and congratulation! are
extended by THE
FILM DAILY
to the following members of the Inbirthdaya :dustry, who are celebrating theit

January 29
Earl G. Gulick
Arthur Clayton
Albert Conti

"A Columbia Picture
that
Pa ck s a
Wallop!"

Variety

Biggest opening in
months at Orpheum, San
Francisco, and packing

me

'em in everywhere on its
triumphant sweep over
the RKO Circuit.
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Legality of Zoning Plans May Be Tested by Gov't

PARAMOUNT INVADESWARNER STRONGHOLD
52

Features

Scheduled by M-G-M

The Mirror
a column of comment

Same Number on 1931-32
Program as in Current
Year, Says Schenck

Fifty-two features will comprise
the M-G-M program for 1931-32,
Nicholas Schenck told The Film
costs on sound picNEGATIVE
Daily yesterday. This number, he
tures have been reduced to ap- pointed out, is the same as that
proximately the same as those of scheduled for the current season. No
wide film productions are planned,
Winnie Schenck stated, and color will only
says
silent productions,
interpret be used occasionally in sequences.
can
You
Shcchan
that statement as indicating that

the use of 'sound from a mechanical
standpoint is well under control. Now,
it seems from this editorial vantagepoint that the next problem is to
determine when dialogue should be
used in a sequence and when it
shouldn't. Some scenes require dialogue to make them 100 per cent
effective. Others can be unfolded
impressively in silent treatment.
That's at least one important task
confronting writers and directors.
When this matter is solved along
with other back stage problems, it
is more than likely that product will
show further marked
improvement.

EFFORTS to dignify theater advertising have hurt attendance, accord\ timely
ing to Carl Laemmlc
warning is sounded in the Laemmle
statement. There's much talk of
fumigating advertising copy. Very
likely sensible talk, too. But copy,
although it should be kept out of the
loffensive class, shouldn't be drycleaned. That is, rendered so colorless that it makes dry, uninteresting
reading.
•
SOME warnings are being issued to
theater managers who leave their admission money in full view of people
in the lobby . .Under present conditions this practice is especially bad
business. It's an invitation for a
>tick-up party.

for Next

Honoring "Roxy"

Following next Sunday's
fourth and final "Dollar Concert" at the Roxy for the benefit of unemployed musicians, S.
L. Rothafel ("Roxy"), will be
presented by the N. Y. Federation of Women's Clubs with
the medal awarded to the person who has done the most to
advance
this
city. the cause of music in

Season

Four Freihoff er P h i 1 1 y
Houses Go to Publix
On 20- Yr. Leases
Philadelphia — Paramount Publix
has scored an important first move
in its invasion of this community
against Warner Bros, in the reported
acquisition of four strategically located neighborhood houses, the Nixin, Tower, Roosevelt and Frankford,
(.Continued ok

Pane 8)

EXTENDED ENGAGEMENTS DERR MAY PRODUCE
PHILIP MARKELL ACQUIRES
FOR UNITED ARTISTS
4NEWE
PLANNED FOR "CIMARRON"
West

Boston — Philip L. Markell has
taken over the Franklin in Springfield, the Lyric in Athol, the Orpheum in Somerville, and the Arcadia in Portsmouth, N. H.

Pathe— RKO Deal Still
Awaiting Signatures

Final consummation of the sale of
Pathe assets to RKO, scheduled to
be completed yesterday, had not gone
through up to last night, when
conferences were still in progress.
Yesterday, the sales and exploitation departments were told
to go ahead with the release of
"Lonely Wives",
which has been held
{Continued on Pane 8)

Extended engagements in key centers and wherever else warranted are

being ron"planned
by of
RKO
"Cimar-to
as a result
the for
reaction
the special in its present $2 top
showing at the Globe on Broadway
Extensions of engagements already
are understood to have been requested by a large number of exhibitors.

Max Roth Appointed
Cincy Manager for Fox

Cincinnati — Max Roth, district
manager for Fox in the middle-wesl
territory, has been assigned the management of the local branch, formerly handled by W. C. Bachmeyec,
who died last Sunday.

Test Suit on Zoning Plans
May Be Filed by Government
Selling Slant
With the business depression
in Germany, an exhibitor at
Mannheim is sending canvassers from house to house to
sell subscriptions at reduced
rates.. If they ever adopt the
idea over here, all the film
salesmen can go back to work.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Legality of distributors working in concert in the drafting of zoning plans throughout the
country may be tested here, Till
Film DAILY learned yesterday. Owing
to the recent Supreme Court decisions finding compulsory group arbitration and the old credit systems
illegal, there is some
apprehension
(Continued on Pane 8)
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Hollywood— E. B. Derr, Pathe
president, who with Charles Sullivan, general studio manager, resigned Wednesday is reported likely t<>
make
Artists.a series of pictures for United

RUTH CHATTERTON TO STAR
IN 3 MORE FOR PARAMOUNT
Ruth Chatterton, who has just finished "Unfaithful" for Paramount,
will star in three more productions
for iluA company,
it is announced
(Continued on

Pane 8)

Seek Repeal of Tax
On Low-Priced Tickets
Columbia, S. C. — Repeal of the
present state tax of 10 per cent on
admission tickets of 30 cent- or less
is asked in a bill introduced in the
South Carolina Legislature by Senator Thompson of Oconee.

$2,500 Loop Holdup
Chicago — A Negro yesterday
held up Gustave Settergren,
assistant manager of Majestic,
in the heart of the Loop, and
$2,500 in cash,
withchecks.
got away
plus
$258 in
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Hollywood — John Barrymore, who
had jit~t
xt picture
tor Warners, was ordered by his doctor to stay in l>ed yesterday following an attack of laryngitis.
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Today :

London — American studios supplied 519 of the 747 features shown
in England iast year, a tabulation
-howv Of the U. S. releases, 92
were silent. British productions totaled 142, including 39 silents; German, 49, of which 33 were silent;
French, 22, including 16 silents, Russian, 5 silents; Indian, 6, including 2
silents; Italian, 2 silents; Swedish. 2,
one of which was silent and the
other synchronized.
In class of product, melodramas
led the field with 170, followed by
dramas, 156; comedies, 73; westerns,
70; comedy-dramas, 54; sex plays.
44; musicals, 38; romances, 31;
farces, 25, and the remainder falling in various classifications.

Aitken Will Produce
"Mickey" in England

Triangle Films, reorganized with
.larry Aitken at the head, will make
a talker vers.on of "Mickey", the
Mabel Normand success, in England
with Nancy Welford, American musical comedy star, in the title role.i
rioy Aitken and Heath Cobb are associated with Harry Aitken in the
venture. Cobb and Miss Welfora
sail for England on Saturday. The
picture will probably be made at the
dritish International and Gaumoni
studios, and release in the U. S. is
expected
to be handled by United
Artists.

Ohio Stench Bill Filed
Columbus— The bill backed by the
M.P.T.O. of Ohio, calling for a $100
hne or six months in jail for throwers of stench bombs in theaters, has
oeen introduced in the General Assembly by Rep. William M. Goodwin
of Hamilton.
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Drop Action Against Sunday Shows
Dennison, O.— Legal proceedings
by the city against Jacob Smhh oi
die Lincoln for giving Sunday shows
have been dropped. Uhrichsville
near here, also was to have taken,
action
st
did not again
do so. Sunday shows, but

COMING
ALEXANDER
Europa
last night

Held Up Well

the past year, place the industry's total 1930 gross at $8o0,000,000, only 5 per cent under
the gross of 1929.

"
Lynne
"East Contr
g dual
FoxOnSellin
acts
Indivi
Fox has completed its special campaign for the selling of "East
Lynne" on individual contracts, and
the sales drive will start Feb. 2, it
is announced by James R. Grainger,
Special exploitation also is included
in the campaign. This production,
which is in addition to the 48 alreadyhas
announced
on headed
Fox's by
1930-31
schedule,
a cast
Ann
Harding, Give Brook and Conrad
Nagel.

w{rn,N
*■
1IAURRIS"ne
rnanaser
for
has
ness an.l cT<in Cleveland,
pleasure theat,erS
n?on,, - to i Ct,,,orma trip
f°r a two weeks'
busiWALTER
HUSTON
sails from France

i r ^w

York nexl wcel<. at which

time

Annual
meeting, Roxy
Theaterstockho'ders'
Corp.

Feb.

3

"Trader Horn-" M-G-M production, opens at the Astor, New

Feb.

5

York.
Testimonial luncheon to
Greenblatt
at the Hotel

Feb. 6

Charlie
opens

atChaplin's
the George"City M.

Arthur
Astor,
Lights"
Cohan,

New
York.Pep
Paramount
Club
Ball, Hotel
Astor,
New
York.
First Annual Dinner and Dane*
by Columbia Pictures employees.
Hotel
Plaza,
New
York.

Feb. 7

Feb. 9

Thirty-second annual dinner by
the Society of the Genesee in
honor
of George
Eastman.

Feb. 10-11 National

convention of independent exhibitors called by
States Ass'n to be held
Chicago.

y.Allied
in

Feb. 28

Foxfilm Athletic Club
ball at the Commodore

fifth annual
Hotel,
N.

War. 7

Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
25-28 Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers to be
held in Hollywood.

May

Lincoln — A state censor board d
seven persons is proposed under a
Dill introduced in the House yesterday by Rep. Hansen.

A.
Club.
April 23-24 dorsers
State Convention
of Indiana
Inof Photoplays,
Claypool

Wynne-Jones to Confer on Product
F. Wynne-Jones, managing director for Ufa in this country, leaves
for Germany the middle of next
month to discuss production with
Ufa heads, especially as they pertain
to pictures which are expected to
be given American release.

Cruze

Productions

of New

April 4-11

Players'
Week,

Hotel,

ANOTHER
OF

Her
bear-raided
Escort
ing the
depression?"

Se\enty-second Street Playhouse, motion
picture cameras; P. Orszay, 1228 Lexington
Ave. ,New
York.
$10,000.
Talkiola
Corp.,
motion
picture
apparatus;
shares
, aver' common.
25 VVest 43rd Street, New York.
Roxie East Syracuse Theater Corp.; W
H. Sargent,
Syracuse,
N. Y.
$20,000

BREWSTER CoLOR
FILM CORPORATION
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First

"Famously, since Saltzman':
opened. We dine on bet
tor -food.
We
dance t<
A
\[\
\(

Street,
Humboldt

Newa-k,

N.

J.

music —

wait til

the bad

news, we

look i

Club Dinner with Dancing $2.00 per perso
—6 to 9:30— Weekdays and Sundays. N
Cover Charge. Club Luncheon Complet
$1.25. A la carte of course. Dancing Satui
day Luncheon.
Open Sundays
VANderbilt
7057. at noon . .

2-4228

rh°eeP»AKMKSchernCk T" a"no«nce plans for
tion for United
Artists. star's next produc
,nn fAbr??a.m Lncol
nhurope
ELSIE
.
FERGUSON
sailed last night for

Studio
and
Location
Sound on Film Recording

E. J. OT.EARY has returned from Miami
GABF
VORKE
and HARRY
ARTHUR
have
left for a tour of Fox
Theaters
in
upper
New
York.

Powers Clnephone
Corporation
T23-7TH AVC, n. Equipment
BRYANT
6087

Low Dally or Weekly Relet
y.

peppier

you
hear Tom
Smith Byrne
Ballewand when
send
squarely in the face wiih
out worrying over to-mor
row's breakfast."

PRINTS

Color
sound
cameras
available
for
short
subjects,
or advertising
films.
Color prints from Bi-pack negatives.

Indianapolis.

The
from York
the West
"Ho\yGirl
is New
stand

York

100
VL

and
Patrons'
national
benefit for Jubilee
N. V. i

NOTE
OPTIMISM . . . .

Novel, McChesney & Clark-'
motion152pictures;
son,
West
common. 42nd Street, New York. 200
shares
Lelev Theatrical Co.; S. Naopolsky, 16
Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 200 shares com
mon.

COLOR

sailed
on
the
vacation
abroad.

Feb. 2

Premiere of Charlie Chaplin's "City Lights" at the new
Angeles
in Los
Angeles.

State Censor Board
Proposed in Nebraska

& GOING
CRAY
for a

World
Los

Wall St. estimates, based on
advance reports of earnings for

James
'A
'A

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
DCCr

RE STAU

RANT

SALTZMAN'S
LINCOLN
60 EAST

BUILDING

4-2 nd STREET

Opposite Grand

Central Termina

THE PACE
that THRILLS!
Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer has hit a stride
in production that once more clinches its
title of the leading motion picture company!
PAID and DANCE, FOOLS, DANCE
REDUCING

While JOAN CRAWFORD'S "Paid" continues to pack
theatres, along comes "Dance, Fools, Dance" which tops
everything this great star has done!

MARIE DRESSLER follows her sensational success in "M1N AND BILL" by delivering together with POLLY
MOR
AN with
the this
season's
the habit
one! current box-office smash. 2nd Big Week at the Capitol, N. Y. Tremendous everywhere. Held over is

INSPIRATION

GRETA GARBO is exquisite in "Inspiration." For months to come this industry will resound with praises of the
picture, with smashed box-office records, with thrilled audiences. Bob Montgomery, Lewis Stone, Marjorie
Rambeau are in it!

THE EASIEST WAY
NEW MOON

Her name's in the papers because all the world wants to see her. CONSTANCE BENNETT in a
production as dramatic as "Paid," handled as only M-G-M knows how to handle great stars.
Adolphe Menjou, Robert Montgomery in the cast. Another BIG One!

In its 2nd month at $2 at the Astor, "New Moon" with LAWRENCE TIBBETT and GRACE MOORE continues to
thrill Broadway. Dramatic entertainment, with songs that fit naturally. That's why the public wants it in a
great big way!

THE BACHELOR

FATHER

"Outstanding
was Century
Theatre,
Baltimore,
with of
'Bachelor
Father,' in"
says
Variety. MARION
DAVIES
reaches
new heights
comic artistry

*73fr*

rousing film of Belasco's stage hit!

THE SOUTHERNER
THE GREAT

MEADOW

PARLOR, BEDROOM
M-G-M
AGAIN
WINS
Film Daily Nationwide Vote
for 10 BEST FILMS!
Three M-G-M picked out of the
year's Ten
competitors
The results
readers of

Best ! Beating all
again this year!
reach 30 million
400 newspapers!

Last week we printed the raving report of The Hollywood Reporter on LAWRENCE TIBBETT's
unusual entertainment. The Motion Picture Daily correspondent confirms it: "Human interest story
plus Tibbett's golden voice combine to make a box-office bet."
Hollywood preview prediction picks "Great Meadow" for box-office triumphs. Millions
are waiting for Elizabeth Madox Roberts' best-seller to come to the screen. And the
advance showing promises a thriller !

& BATH

METRO
GOLDWYN
MAYER
Where Men Are
Showmen!

Says Motion Picture Daily:"Preview audience near hysterical howls,
stamps. Laugh panic." Says Hollywood Reporter: "Box-office from
first to last. A riot!" BUSTER KEATON'Sgold mine!

LUCKY
SEVEN

AND THESE ARE
SOON READY:
Norma Shearer in "Strangers
May Kiss"; Wallace Beery in
money
"The Secret Six". Two
Marvels! Two Stars who mean

Ask the Fortune Teller
— Ask the Palm Reader
— Ask yourself! IS 7
YOUR

LUCKY NUMBER? ASK M-G-M!

CHARLES R. ROGERS
R. K. O. RADIO
INVINCIBLE

PRODUCER

SHOW

IN

BOWS

. . . BUILDS

VALUES

INTO HIS

FIRST PRODUCTION!
eDonald Henderson Clarke's Flam
Haired Heroine Whose Exploits in Love
Have Thrilled a World of Women .

The Right Girl Who Met the Wrong Men!

im

Shrewdly Geared . . . Swiftly Paced . . .
Gorgeously Produced Vehicle For One of
the World's Most Brilliant Young Stars...
And a Cast With Big First Run Following
NATIONAL

CO-OPERATIVE

AD CAM-

PAJGNJAMTHJ^OM^JNJE^ESTJDOMU
NATING..AIMED FLUSH AT THE OLD B.O. !

I

.■.-': • :^V -J1-'

X

■

I

SMASH

YCLONIC

LILYAN TASHMAN
JOAN BLONDELL

CHARLES
Directed by JOHN

ROBT. AMES
JAMES HALL

R. ROGERS
F. DILLON

JOHN HALLIDAY
ANITA LOUISE

PRODUCTION
Assoc. Prod. HARRY

JOE BROWN

iurdau
ruar

THE BIG DATE
IN YOUR LIFE
THIS
WINTER

vemng

OA Gala El

* * *

a night of nights...
The ANNUAL
DINNER-DANCE
of the
PLACE
59th

. . . Hotel

Plaza

Street and Fifth Avenue, New

York

TIME . . . Dinner Served
at 9.30 P. M.

SUBSCRIPTION.
per plate

For Reservations apply to \.%

The COLUMBIANS
729 Seventh Avenue
or telephone

BRyant

9-9510

. .$7.50
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HOLLYWOOD FLASHES
, By

RALPH

WILKm

L^ENNETH
HARLAN, Josephine
Dunn and Charles Delaney have
been signed for the leading roles in
Sono Art's "Air Police."
Howard Hughes has bought
"Whitey," by Carroll and Garrett
Graham, authors of "Queer People."
Hedda Hopper has signed a new
long-term contract with M-G-M.
She just finished in "Among the
Married."
Arnold Lucy and John Garrick
will appear in Fox's "Merely Mary
Ann."
Dashiel Hammett, author of "The
Maltese Falcon," in which Bebe
Daniels will appear for First National, has joined the F. N. writing staff.
George Arliss, upon completion of
'The Millionaire," which he is now
making for Warners, will appear in
'The Devil," from the Molnar play.
John Darrow will have the romance lead opposite Evalyn Knapp in
iMrst National's "You and I."
Ned Sparks and Sam Blum have
een added to "Iron Mask," which
nod
ersal.Browning is directing for UniCecilia Loftus has been assigned
role in "Merely Mary Ann," which
Ienry King is direcing for Fox.
George Raft has been cast by Fox
"Skyline."
Robert Montgomery will be
arred by M-G-M in "Shipmates,"
hich Harry Pollard will direct.
H. H. Van Loan, Barry Barringer
id Jack Neville have been signed
write for Columbia.
Warner Bros, have bought the
reen rights to "Passionate Sonata,"
ultramodern novel by Wilson Colon. Publication in book form is
heduled for this spring.

There are over 100 sound
installations in Argentina, of
which 75 per cent are in
Buenos Aires.

• • • IFYOU have any inclination toward social amenities
staged in an atmosphere of sophisticated and ritzy hey-hey and
all-round good fellowship
if you like to step out with a
classy bunch who know how to dish out a good time with all the
fancy trimmings
then put a red circle around the date
of Feb. 6
a week from today
for that is the occasion of the Tenth Anniversary of the Paramount Pep Club
Ball at the Hotel Astor
one shindig where you get full
value received for your dough
and this time Eddie Brown
and his bunch of perspiring lieutenants have lined up a program
of entertainers that is a darb
lamp a few of em
Lou Holtz
Lyda Roberti
Morton Downey
Smith & Dale
Ethel Merman
Johnny Green
Burns & Allen
Runaway Four
and that peer of
punsters, Charlie Ruggles
wot a bunch!
and Eddie
Brown assures us modestly that this party is going to top 'em
all
with a big added attraction in the form of a complete musical comedy revue put on by talent imported di_ect
from the Paramount
Longisle stude
well, Eddie ought
to know
he's been handling these affairs since 1921
the first Pep Club blow-out
when they lined up so much
talent that the show was still in progress at 5 in the dawning
for they had called on "N.T.G."
to line up a "few"
show gals
and Nils invited the cuties from one Broadway show
and the other p.a.'s heard about it
and
insisted that their shows be given a chance
resulting in
over 300 dazzling damoselles for the Pep Parade
and the
same thing in 1922
with sucb headliners as the Brock
Sisters, Gallagher & Sheehan, and Fay Marbe
yeah, you've
got to hand it to this Pep Club bunch
the Committee is
on the job till 1 a. m. every morn, and has been for weeks
getting all preparations set
and that is why these Paramount annual affairs are Worth While
they put the Pep
in their work, their lineup, their nifty souvenir program, 'n'
every thin'
it's *
a pleasure
talk about
'em
* to *
*
• • • IT WAS a "Meet the Boys" session they held at the
A.M. P. A. luncheon at the Dixie yestiddy, with guests standing up
and taking bows from all corners of the dining room
Charlie Barrell officiated, and did his master of ceremonies act
in a suave and debonair manner in contrast to the pyrotechnic
and ebullient Mike, who is away on an onion exploitation stunt
in Bermuda
Paul Gulick delivered a paper on Eddie
Carewe's garbage reclamation industry, which need not necessarily be associated with the picture biz
and there was
presented Jack Hess. Arkayo ad man from the banks of the
Wabash
and Wallace Smith, adventurer, now writing for
Arkayo
and Glenda Farrell of "On the Spot"
Frank
Wilstach reported semi-officially for the Hays ossif that all the
advertising ads had been washed clean
at which startling
news everybody tiptoed out, and several ad writers were seen
surreptitiously tearing up newspaper ad copy in their pockets...
*
*
*
*
• • • WALLACE SMITH, soldier of fortune, is in town,
having signed up with Arkayo to knock out a few colorful screen
yarns
and Wallace can sure te!l 'em, from first-hand info
he was once in the service of Villa, who ordered him up
against the firing wall in a temperamental moment
but
Mister Smith did a movie stunt, and got away without bullet
perforations
in hisescaped
epidermis
course,
it,
he must have
to be here toof tell
aboutcome
it to th'n'<
seemsof
silly to mention it, doesn't
it?
*
*
*
*
• • • RICHARD
DIX, as he entrained for the west (he
other day, shook hands with Mark Luescher
he expressed
the hope that he would make a picture so good that it would
rate another trip to Washington with Mark
and that was
SOME trip, if you can get Richard or Mark to talk about it
Herbert Rawlinson is doing nicely in "She Means Business," produced by James Elliott at the Ritz

«

«

«

»

»

»

Jefferson, la. — Finkelstein Theaters will make extensive improvements on the Strand, which they
have purchased, effective Feb. 1.
The State will be taken over by
them temporarily until remodeling is
finished. The Finkelsteins now have
four theaters in Iowa, the others being in Atlantic, Carroll and Spencer.

Princeton, W. Va.— The Royal has
been purchased by F. F. Von Court
from H. W. Karnes.
Pittsburgh — George Haus has
Midway.
again assumed the operation of the

Pittsburgh— C. A. Molte, formerly
with First National, has been engaged to represent Talking Picture
Epics in this territory.
Quincy, Mass.— The Regent has
been reopened by Publix under management of J. J. McDermott,
also is manager of the Wollaston.who
Lynn, Mass. — Publix has announced a new policy for the Olympia, which will open only on Saturdays and Sundays.

Mason City, la.— J. H. Heffner,
former manager of the Palace, has
heen
Strand. appointed manager of the
Syracuse, N. Y. — Herschel McManus has succeeded Robert Purcell as assistant manager of the
Paramount. McManus was formerly
at the Eastman, Rochester.

Palmer, Mass.— Ralph E. Sniderhead of the Metropolitan Musem
Agency of Boston, has closed the
Cameo. William H. Murphy is
manager of the house.
Elyna, O.— Plans for the Publix
theater to be erected at Broad and
East Ave., call for a two-story structure with a seating capacity of 1,456.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Beit wiihea and congratulation tft
extended by ThE
FILM DAILY
to the following memberi of the in
birthdaya:
duitry, who ire celebrating thali

January 30
C. C. Gunning
Burr
Wid
E. V. Richardi
Percy Heath

GOVERNMENT MAY TEST
ZONING RAN LEGALITY
inued

from

I'n

(Cont
concerning the legality of the zoning
which have been worked out
under the guidance of the Hays organization, but which have not ayet been put into operation.
It is possible that the Department
of Justice may submit a test case,in
involving some trade association,
order to get a final interpretation
Gabriel Hess, Hays office counsel,
ington vesterday con*u in Wash
ferring on the situation.

Good Old Days Back at Globe of the

taste
The RKO Globe on Broadway is getting another
house and
y
comed
l
musica
gham
Dillin
a
good old days when it was
s. With RKOS
a profitable stamping ground for ticket speculator
S.R.O. and seats selling . four weeks in ad"Cimarron" playing to back
on tiie job in hordes
vance, the scalpers are

RCA SOUND REFINEMENTS RUTH CHA1TERT0N TO STAR

BEING USED ON SHORTS IN 3 MORE FOR PARAMOUNT
(Continued

from

Page

1)

(Continued from Page 1)

from the Freihoffer interests. Twenty-year leases for these theaters are
understood to have been signed yesterday. Both Warners and Publix
had been making strong bids for the
theaters, as first reported in The
Film Daily last week. Paramount
is still without a downtown location,
but the present acquisitions are expected to be only the starter of its
local expansion campaign.

Recently developed refinements in
RCA Photophone recording, the new by Jesse L. Lasky. The first will be
•ribbon microphone" and "ground "Daddy's Gone A-Hunting", from Pathe— RKO Deal Still
noise eliminator," are being employed
"The
for the first time in the east at the the Zoe Akins stage play,
Awaiting
Signatures
Marquis de la Falaise
Edding(Continued
from Pane 1)
Heart Is Young", by May
Ave. studio, where
Fifth
ny's
compa
Making Another for RKO Carl Edouarde is making the first ton, and "Stepdaughte
rs of War", up pending the return of E. J.
West Coast Burton of THE FILM DAILY
of a series of one-reel comedy shorts the Helen Zenna Smith story.
O'Leary, general sales manager. It
is believed that any changes in perHollywood— Marquis Henry de la leaturing Ernie Hare and. Billy
sonnel will not take place until the
Falaise, who recently made'"Le Roi I ones,ing.known on the radio as "i'he
School
"Lonely Wives" campaign has been
S'Ennuie" for RKO, has been signed direct
Happiness Boys." Harry Butler is Social Research
to produce a French version of
Starts M. P. Lecture Series put over.
•Madame Julie" on the same term .
picture
first
in which he made the
Inauguration of a study of tech10% Ticket Tax Bill
nically and artistically significant National Review Board
He will have complete supervision ol
Filed
in
Arkansas
story,
ions of America and
ing
product
picture
the production, includ
Issues New Film Catalog
Little Rock— A 10 per cent admistook place yesstudios
an
and direction. Arrangements have
Europe
The
National Board of Review has
d
tax
to
presente
been
has
bill
sions
.^■rday when the New School for
with United Ar- the Arkansas
already been made release
h
ure.
jocial
Legislat
Researc
showed
the
first
of
a
just
issued
the 16th edition of its
French
all
tists of Europe to
Annual
Catalogue
of Selected Picversions produced by the Marquis.
inIt
rd Bound."
series, "Outwa
tures, naming 695 films from the
Republic Going Burlesque
cluded a talk by Fannie Hurst.
Burlesque will replace the recent- Twelve pictures will be shown in the 1,624 submitted to the Board last
Must Amend Tenn. Sunday Bill
ly established grind picture policy series on successive Thursdays. year. The pictures are classified
at
the
Republic, former legit, house
"Disraeli" and the Russian film, "Old for convenience in arranging balanced
County's Sun- on 42nd
Memphis — Shelby
St. Billy Minsky and and New," will follow. The purpose programs, and also designated as to
for
day show bill, recently recalledbeing
Joseph Weinstock have leased the of the series is consideration of the suitability for the mature, family or
further consideration after
and the new program starts motion picture as one of the arts.
junior matinee trade. The Board
will re- House,
the legislature, Overto
passed by
n Feb. 12.
ceive the sanction of Mayor
also issues an educational picture list
of Memphis, it is understood, it it
and a compilation of pictures availStart Hackensack House Feb. 10
NVA Drive Chairmen Named
able for junior matinees.
is amended to provide for part oi
Vice-chairmen of the Metropolitan
Hackensack, N. J.— Construction
the receipts going to charity.
on the Fox theater here will start
about Feb. 10. The site is just across Committee for NVA's "Players and 9 New Educationals Ready
Oregon House Managers Shifted
Patrons Jubilee Week" have been
irom
Bros. the Oritani, owned by Warner named by H. M. S. Kendrick, chairNine new, Educational comedies
Portland, Ore.— Shifts among Fox
man of Zone 2, which covers Greater
have been completed and delivered
West Coast managers recently inNew York and Long Island. As- to the home office for release. The
clude the appointment of Archie
Sugar Industrial Released
sociate chairmen for the Brooklyn
Holt as manager of two houses in
division
are, William Kerrigan, Joe group includes four Mack Sennetts,
"Cane
Sugar"
the
first
of
25
inMedford, replacing Mendenhall, who
dustrial shorts produced
by Films Lee, Samuel Rinzler, Charles Kurtz- "Just Bear," featuring Andy Clyde
goes to Pendleton. Larry Gotix of of Commerce for Harvard Univers- man and George Schenck. Associate and Harry Gribbon; "The Dog DocPendleton has been shifted to Los
ity, has been completed and released chairman for the Bronx division is
Angeles.
tor," also with Clyde;
Bride's
Marjorie"The"
Beebe
and
for free distribution to 15,000 non
Gene Meyers. Associate chairmen Mistake,"
for the Manhattan Division are Vernon Dent; "Strange Birds," a
theatrical users.
The film is spon
Aschers Reopen Chicago Arty
sored by the National Sugar Refin- Charles McDonald, Harry Woodin, Brevity with Miss Beebe; an Ideal
ing Company.
Carl Levy, Michael Simmons and comedy, "Pete and Repeat," with the
Chicago — Ascher
Bros, have reBert Adler, Associate chairmen for colored comedians, Seben 'n' Leben;
opened the Punch and Judy, forme.
Favor Colored Ad Films
the Times Square division are Joseph Glenn Tryon's first comedy for Eduart house in the Loop.
Binghamton, N. Y. — All five the- K. Emmett, Harry L. Charnas and
cational; Lloyd Hamilton in "Exaters of the Binghamton Theater Robert Weitman. Publicity for Zone Plumber"; Ford Sterling in "Come
Kimberly
Replaces Erickson
Corp. have inaugurated showings of 2 will be handled by Don Prince and to Papa," and Bert Roach in "Bride
Tacoma — D. S. Kimberly
has re- colored advertising films, due to Lester Kaufman.
placed A. Erickson as manager
of favorable comments received from
and Gloomy."
the R-K-O
Orphcum.
patrons
Getting Atmosphere
NBC Artists' Bureau in Merger
Two
Warner
House
Openings
Set
Hoot Gibson was having
Storming Chicago
Merging
of the
Artists'
Bureau
with NBC
Civic Concert
Warner Bros, plan to open two Service
his troubles getting a suitable
houses
March
2.
One
is
a
3,200Service, Inc., which operates concert
Chicago— "The Doorway to
seater in Milwaukee and the other courses in 182 cities, and compleWestern back drop on his reHell," Warner picture dealing
cent vaude tour. Repeatedl?'
with racketeers, opened at Mcin Youngstown seats 2,800.
tion of arrangements whereby the
he yelled that he needed a
NBC unit takes charge of booking
Vicker's yesterday to one of
background to harmonize with
the biggest jams that ever
Unique Lobby Frames
all artists and organizations making
his singing Rangers, etc. The
greeted a local premiere. The
A complete line of unique deco- records for the RCA Victor Co., is
attraction had been preceded
rative metal frames, for display in announced by George Engles. who
payoff came when a represenby reports of its big success at
lobbies of theaters, is being dis- heads the bureau. This is the sectative of the circuit phonec1
other stands, and its opening
ond big merger of its kind in a
him and said "I've found a
tributed by the Stanley Frame Co.
here started a run on the
drop
that
may do for the time
of New York. The frames can be month. Previously seven large conhad in various types and sizes with
being. It's a South Seas
cert bureaus merged with Columbia
house, with the crowds lining
Island scene, I think, with a
up as early as 8 A. M.
designs to meet the demand of any Broadcasting System, forming the
exhibitor.
Columbia Concerts Corp.
flock of palm trees."
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lit smashed records (or attendance as a stage play in every
road-show city on the map . . .

Produced by
Carl Laemmle, Jr.

you've Never
Seen Anything

Like It!
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PICTURE

A Qold Mine of Useful Facts!
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Presented by Carl Laemmle
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More
laughs
on your
programs
mean
better
spirits for your patrons
and
better
business for
them — and YOU.
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Now that business
has
turned the corner,nothing
will clear the road back
to prosperity like a good
laugh. Any man can work
harder, and live better,
with a smile on his lips
and a laugh in his heart,
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In keeping with the need
of the times, EDUCATIONAL
is releasing in the early
weeks of 1931 the greatest line of two-reel comedies since sound. In star
name
value,
production
value, general entertain1
ment value,
and
laugh
J
value, they hit the stride
1
we all need for a better
I
year — the stride
that
I
means that Laughing Days
I
Are Here Again.
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Paramount' s 1930 Earnings Set New High Record

PATHESTAYS SEPARATE UNIT, SAYSBROWN
Low

Costs

Forerunner of

Eberson Reports Building
Expenses Cut As Much
As 50 Per Cent
Drastic reductions in building
costs, which now run from 25:/2 cents
to 35 cents a cubic foot for jobs that
ran 35 cents to 55 cents a cubic foot
two or three years ago, presage a
new era oil theater building activity,
arlin the opinion of John Eberson, and
chitect. These cuts in material
'labor, coming at a time when there
is a widespread tendency to replace

New

Theater Building

Government Gets Investigation Report
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Two

Era

Organizations
Will
Be Maintained, Says
RKO President

Washington — Findings of the special investigator of the Department of Justice dealing with alleged coercive selling in the
Chicago territory have been filed with the Attorney General. The
investigation covered charges against certain producers who are said
to have raised prices of features unless exhibitors also bought
shorts, whereas the exchanges contended that the lower price of
features if shorts were bought constitutes a legitimate sales inducement. Government action in the matter is expected to be initiated

Hollywood — "The present Pathe
branch offices, manned by the Pathe
personnel, will continue to function

at about the time of the Allied States Ass'n meeting in Chicago,
Feb. 10-11.

that his company yesterday took title
to the Pathe assets.
Two separate

West

Coast

Bureau,

The

Film

Daily

as a separate selling and distributing organization,"
Hiram S.
Brown,
RKO head,said
in announcing
(Continued on Page 11)

HOSTILE FOREIGN ACTION
nce
inua
Cont
r
Favo
rs
Playe
S
LEADERS ASSIGNED TOPIC
Of Free -Lance Contract FEARED OVER^COPYRIGHT
FOR DISCUSSION AT MEET
(Continued

on

Page

2)

West
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Washington — To save time and injure a smooth
running program
at
' the Allied States meeting
in Chiannounce?
cago, Abram F. Myers
of leaders have been
that a group
asked to come prepared to lead the
discussion on certain designated subjects. These are:
Bureau
Protection
(a) Copyright
activities, Lester F. Martin.
(b) Music tax and score charges,
iCharles R. Metzger.
equipment,
picture
(c) Talking
(Continued on Paqc 11)

Roxy Benefit Concerts
Continuing Indefinitely
Although this Sunday's "Dollar
Concert" at the Roxv will be the last
attended by S. L. Rothafel, the Sunday performances for the benefit of
unemployed musicians will be continued indefinitely. "Roxy" is going
I'on tour with his radio "Gang."

All Ruggled Up
Wesley Ruggles gave a
party in his suite at the SavoyPlaza for the press boys and
girls Thursday afternoon. The
hors d'oeuvres, relishes and
sandwiches also tasted fine.

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Actors have decided in tract will have 41/- years to run. The
be submitted for ratififavor of continuance of the free-lance decision cationwill
at a joint meeting of the
for
calling
contract
players standard
actors
and
producers
to be held
12 hours rest between calls, in preference to a 54 hour week. The con- Monday.

FUTURE OF ENLARGED SCREEN
NOT PROMISING, SAYS MAYER
Louis B. Mayer, who has arrived
in New York from the. Coast, is not
enthusiastic over wide film as a contribution to future screen entertainment. Interviewed by The Film
Daily Friday he observed that enlarged pictures are handicapped by
lack of inand 11)
unds
emoty backgro
d on Page
(Continue

Art Stebbins and Wife
Recovering From Smash
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Stebbins, who were seriously injured a
few days ago on the coast when
their car accidentally collided with a
car containing Sid Grauman and his
(Continued on Page 11)

$18,370,000 Paramount Net,
18 Per Cent Higher Than 1929
Baltimore De Luxer
ers
Planned byr Warn
Bros, are

Baltimore — Warn*
negotiating for propert i on which to
erect a 3,000-seat de luxe house here.
It will be located in the downtown
section.

Consolidated net profits of Paramount Publix for the vcar 1930.
after all charges and taxes, are estimated by the company at $18,370,000, equal to $6.15 a share on 2,986,829 shares, the average number
outstanding during the vcar. it was
(Continued on Paat 11)

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Declaring that, unless the Vestal copyright measure is
passed and the U. S. enters the
Berne convention, "it will not be long
before intensely hostile action against
us begins abroad," Arthur W. Wile,
counsel
for the film
producers,
ap(Continued
on Page
11)

Ed. Peskay Will Handle
Warner Midwest Houses
Edward
has been
assistant to Peskay,
William who
Goldman
in the
management of the Warner Bros,
houses in Philadelphia, has been appointed general manager of the company's houses in the St. Louis neighborhood territory, Memphis, Oklahoma and Wisconsin. His headquarters will be in St. Louis.

End of Pathe Suits
The last threatened objection to the RKO-Pathe deal
may be eliminated within a
day or two. The minority
stockholders' protective committee, which organized and
ra'sed part of a fund with the
object of seeking an injunction,
may settle the dispute out of
learns.
court, THE FILM DAILY
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Pat O'Malley's Father Dies
Pert Jervis, N. Y. — Patrick H.
O'Mall.v. father
Pathome
O'Malley.
died Thursday atofhis
here,
while his son was rushing on from
Hollywood.

Low Costs Seen as Forerunner
Of New Theater Building Era
(Continued

(Hit-dated and run-down houses with
new structures that meet the expectations of present-day audiences, have
readied bottom, Eberson says, and
in another year or two the same construction jobs will again involve a
considerably higher outlay than that
paid by builders who place their contracts now.
While actual costs still vary acTheater and Location Seating
Sound theater with air
conditioning, but no
refrigeration, in Pennsylvania
1,300
Full stage theater with
air conditioning, but no
refrigeration, in Ohio..
1,450
Sound theater with air
conditioning, but no refrigeration, in New
Jersey
1,800
Sound theater with refrigeration, inState of
New York
1,800
Sound theater with refrigeration, inState of
Pennsylvania
1,840
Sound theater with refrigeration, inTennessee
1,930
Sound theater with refrigeration, inOhio . . . 2,150
Sound theater with refrigeration, in New
York State
2,200
Full stage theater with
refrigeration, in New
York State
3,608
Sixth Holdup at K. C. House
Kansas
City — For the sixth time
in three years the Uptown here has
been held up, the robbers this time
getting $300.

LOUIS B. MAYER
is in town from
coast
.
CHARLES WILCOX sails on the Majestic
for London after an extended visit in New
York.
J#. P. BRENT,
Lynchburg,
Va., exhibito:
is in New
York.
S. N. BEHRMAN. author and playwright,
has left for Hollywood to rejoin the Fox
writing
staff.
MAX MILDER has returned to the Wartrip.
ner home offices after a four weeks' sales

f om

Pane

RY'S
INDUST
THEDATE
BCCr

1)

cording to section of the country and
local building conditions. Eberson
has prepared a chart giving an idea
of the outlay on several of his recently completed jobs in various
parts of the country. The tabulation,
which takes in complete construction
costs exclusive of financing and carrying charges, architect's _ fee and
equipment, is quoted herewith:
Construction Cost Each Seat
Per Cu. Ft.
Per Seat
Requiring

27c
25j/c

$113

435 cu. ft.

121

475 cu. ft.

28c

130

460 cu. ft.

35c

126

363 cu. ft.

30c

165

550 cu. ft.

28c

114

404 cu. ft.

26c

119

458 cu. ft.

3V/2c

161

514 cu. ft.

31 lAc

176

590 cu. ft.

Morris Needle Dies
Morris Needle, 55, New York exhibitor, died suddenly Thursday in
Key West, Fla. The body is being
brought to New York and burial
services will take place Sunday at
the Riverside Memorial Chapel, 76th
St. and Amsterdam Ave. Needle
made his home at 845 West End Ave.
His son died about three months ago.

the

FOR SALE OR LEASE
Studio floor space 60x90 with excellent sound proofed stage app. 30x60
conveniently located in the heart of
the city well equipped with lighting
facilities, sets, props and projection
booth with apparatus. Will accept
anv reasonable offer. Box 125C THE
FILM City.
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New
York

Feb. 2
Feb.

Annual
meeting,
Theaterstockholders'
Corp.
3

"Trader
Horn-"
York. tion, opens at

Feb.

Testimonial
Greenblatt

Roxy

M-G-M
producthe Astor,
New

luncheon
to
at the Hotel

Arthur
Astor,

Charlie
opens atChaplin's
the George"City M. Lights"
Cohan.
New
York.
Paramount
Pep
Club
Ball, Hotel

Feb. 6

Astor,
New
York.
First Annual
Dinner
and
Dance
by Columbia
Pictures employees,
Hotel
Plaza,
New
York.
Feb. 9
Thirty-second
annual
dinner
by
the
Society
of the Genesee
in
honor
of George
Eastman,
Feb. 10-11 National
convention
of
independent exhibitors called
by
Allied
States
Ass'n
to be held
in
Chicago.

Feb.

7

Feb. 28

Foxfilm
ball
at
Y.

Mar.

7

May

25-28

Athletic
Club
the Commodore

fifth annual
Hotel,
N.

Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
Spring
meeting
of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers to be
held in Hollywood.

April 4-11

Players'
and
Patrons'
Week, national
benefit for Jubilee
N. V.
A.
Club.
April 23-24 dorsers
State Convention
of Indiana
Inof Photoplays,
Clay pool
Hotel,
Indianapolis.

Fire Damages Lincoln Sq. Block
A five-alarm fire Thursday night
did considerable damage to the Lincoln Square Arcade Building, in
whichater is located.
Loew's Lincoln
theFire did Square
not spread
to
the theater, the entrance to which
building.
is through the arcade of the burned

M. H. HOFFMAN and
M. H. GUMBIN
Announce

"THE

MAD

PARADK"

heretofore publicized under the worktitle ofParade"
"Women
Likefirst
Men."
"The ingMad
is the
picture in movie history that has an all
woman cast. Headed by Evelyn Brent,
it includes Irene Rich, Louise Fazenda, Lilyan Tashman, June Clyde,
Marceline Day, Fritzi Ridgeway and
the Keating Twins. Filmed from the
original play by Gertrude Orr and
D orris M alloy. Directed by William
Beaudine. Plans for Road-showing the
production
are now
being
made.
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New York
Long Island City
1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St.
BRYint
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STIIlwell
7940
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Let Us Solve Your Problems!

Chicago
Indiana Ave.
CALuiaet
2691

Over 21 Yearsof ExperienceQualifiesUsasSf>ecialis«i
n

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates

BREWSTER COLOR
FILM CORPORATION

PICTURE INSURANCE
INCORPORATED

Hollywood
Santa
Monica
Bird.
HOLlywood
4111

58 First Street

6700

—••"••*•« *» ** »«,*•** #V#VwV

PRINTS

Color sound cameras available for short subjects, or
advertising films. Color
tives.
prints from Bi-pack nega-

MOTION

E. Brulatour, Inc.

COLOR

1540 B'WAY
:':

N. Y. C.

Newark,

TELEPHONE

BRYANT

3040

N.

J.

Humboldt 2-4228
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Timely Topics

EXPLOITETTES
A. Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion
• • •
ABOUT
ONCE
in every decade,
story flashes across the cinema horizon

Screen Must Depend
On Younger Actors
CPLENDID character delineations, artistically conceived
and portrayed by acting genius
will enthrall audiences when
mediocre drama fails. That is
one of the boons which sound
has brought to the screen for
many masterpieces of acting put
over by great actors without
dynamic dramatic settings, can
now be given to the public. The
problem will be to find enough
great actors, capable of carrying a picture by the sheer artistry of their performance.
There is a splendid school of
young actors in the field today,
whose ambition and talent will
bring them into the foremost
ranks, but of the older men and
women, schooled by years of
work and experience there are
not so many. This is because
the stage, which trained these
people, produced but a few in
comparison with the number the
screen is now producing. In the
days when the stage was supreme, a half dozen great stars
could fill all the theaters of the
country during a season. This
of necessity placed a limit on
the number of potentially great
actors to succeed them. The
screen of today needs hundreds
of great actors. It is upon the
younger actors of today that we
must depend for them. Instead
of being satisfied with good performances in a certain type of
role, the youngsters should give
a thought to the tremendous effort and application which such
artists as Richard Mansfield,
Joseph Jefferson, E. H. Sothern,
Henry Irving devoted to their
calling. These men were apprentices even to the day they retired.
— Wallace Smith

FEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

a

real Cinderella
the current one

is that of Carmen Barnes, the 18-year-old school girl novelist
and playwright
that would seem glory enough for a girl
to be hailed by the literary world as a genuine
find
with her novels, "School Girl" and "Beau Lover''
then
Paramount induced her to journey to their Hollywood
studio
to do some original writing for the screen
day after day
as she came in contact with the officials, her unusual personal
charm, added to exceptional physical charms, caused the moguls
to induce her to take a screen test
and we have it upon
the word of such sure-fire pickers as Jesse Lasky and B. P.
Schulberg that she is destined to be one of the great stars of
all time on the screen
exhaustive tests have been made,
and the bunch out on the Coast are simply dizzy with the results
so the result of it all is that she has been signed
to a contract to act instead of write
and Paramount will
rush her to the screen in the stellar role of her own story, "A
Debutante Confesses"
all the writing of this remarkable girl places her in the position of the torch bearer of modern
youth's revolt against convention
she will probably typify
a New Era
and her work and influence already bids fair
to scrap the current stock-in-trade film plots of modern youth
and start a wild scramble for Carmen Barnes-type stories
Just a brief glance at this girl's career is illuminating
while only 15 at Ward Belmont, a private school in Nashville,
she began her first school-girl novel
on its publication
she became a literary sensation over night
at 17 she started
"Beau Lover" and the dramatization of "School
Girl"
and a year later she is all set for the pinnacle of the Screen
World
and some folks think the Cinderella yarn is just
a Fairy Story
• • •
RUSSELL
MACK,
Pathe
director, basks
in the
knowledge that he gave Joan Sawyer, the dancer, her original
start
and Joan basks in the halo that surrounds her through
having given Rudy
Valentino his first professional job as her
dancing partner
so if you want to figure it out, Russell
was really responsible for Rudy
but who wants to figure
back that far?
Tom
Dugan
has the unique
record
of
playing parts in two different screen plays that bear his own
name through a coincidence
the screen writers selected
the name without even having heard of Tom Dugan, who is a
comparative newcomer
"The Hot Heiress"

the pix are

"Bright

Lights"

and

• • • THE ORIGINAL Daddy of the Films, Jean LeRoy,
thinks he has got us stopped on that yarn we ran about the first
Newsreel and the first advertising film
Jean submits this
evidence
in February, 1896, the first Newsreel shot was
shown in New York, called "The Rescue of the Lapines," showing first scenes at Lyons, France, with the citizens saving the
rabbits scurrying hither and yon from the swirling waters
and the first commercial reel plugging an advertised product was
shown in 1898 at 23rd St. and Broadway on the roof of the old
two-story building where the Flatiron building now stands
the pix was exhibited at night on the roof
it advertised
John Dewar's Scotch
Whiskey
and if they could show
that type of industrial film nowadays,
nobody
would
squawk
against advertising served with film entertainment
*
*
*
*

1 American Cinema reorganizes
wd increases capital stock to $1,200,)00.
*
*
*
! Imporant combine of comedy producers reported.
*
*
*

• • •
PATHE'S
BASKETBALL team is still rating 1,000
per cent
having licked the other five film teams every
time they played
and with 48 wins out of 49 games in the
past three years, Capt. Joe Katzoff and his gang have something to crow about
Bcrnice Claire will appear the week
of Feb. 14 at the Earle, Washington,
in connection
with her

: Pathe Exchange
ew York.

First

in new

home

in

National picture, "Kiss

«

«

«

Me

Again"

»

»

»
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Prints Patrons' Comments
In Newspaper Ads
^L Chicago
SOBLER, theater
of Warner
Bros.is
staff,
seeing to it that the fans do not
lose sight of the Orpheum,
which is the Warners' theater
in the loop. One of Sobler's
ideas is to interview prominent
people attending the Orpheum
regarding the picture shown and
the house itself and printing
their comments in a box in his
daily newspaper ads. People
prominent in all walks of life are
picked and it would seem from
these ads as if everybody who
is anybody in the Windy City
eum.
WarOrphners
is a regular visitor to —the

Curiosity Angle
On "War Nurse"
cluded by Marc Bowman,
J{ NOVEL
was inmanager
of the display
Fox Broadway,
Portland, Ore. One week prior
to the opening a field tent was
displayed in the theater foyer.
Accompanying tie-up copy explained that "War Nurse" was
so intensely realistic that provision had been made to medically attend anyone who might
suffer nervous exhaustion after
viewing the picture. This, of
course, was planned as a challenge to the curious. The tent,
which was named "War Nurse
Emergency Station," —M-G-M
was in
charge of a registered
nurse
throughout the showing.

MANV

happv
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Ret w'shcs and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their
birthdays:

February

I

Ernest Hilliard
Harold Rodner
Maxwell
A. Silver

►//

7 PICTURES UNDER WAY
ATUNITED ARTISTS STUDIO

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By

RALPH

AN OTHER member of the McCarey
in progress
at tin
family is beckoning for a place
United Artists studio on seven new
in the trout directorial ranks. Kay,
productions.
The next -Norma
la.
madge vehicle, "The Greeks Had < »on of "Uncle" lorn McLarey, formerly one of America's most noted
1 for It," tor which
Miss Talmadge went to New
York and re- sportsman, and brother of Leo McCarey, one of the leading megaed with the stage company 01
phomsts
in the screen capitol, is raptlie play, 1-- m preparation. Gloria
idly gaining equal recognition with
Swanson is making "Indiscretion," die latter. In the past year Ray has
with Leo Mc Carey directing. Rondirecting two-reel comedies for
ald Colrnan'a next under Samuel ueen
Pathe, and he is to shortly receive
Goldw> n will be "What Fan French- iris first opportunity to direct a feamen Have." by Michael Arlcn and
ture. Following the completion of
Walter HacVett Goldwyn also, will
soon hav- work started on "Street nis contract with Pathe shortly, McCarey is expected to become assoScene," from the Elmer Rice Pulitciated as director with another mazer Prize play. Roland West will
jor producing company.
*
*
*
star ( hester Morris in "Corsair,"
and Howard Hughes, now making
Joe E. Brown's new contract with
"The Front Page," is to follow this
Warners specifically calls for hi3
with "Scariace," directed by Howard
being starred in all pictures in
Hawks, with Louis W'olheini prob- which he appears.
ably playing the title role.
*
*
*
Contracts for Fox
Players
Gaylord Pendleton has been given
a new long term contract by Fox.
IK is a brother of Nat Pendleton,
who has a principal role in "Mr.
Lemon of Orange."
Rosalie Rae, a Raoul Walsh discovery, also has received a Fox contract.
Joe E. Brown Vehicle to Start
adniinded," Joe E. Brown's
next picture and the first under his
new starring contract, will go into
production at the First National stun Monday under the direction
of Mervyn LcRoy. Una Munson
will have the feminine lead and Ben
Lyon a romantic role.
M-G-M Starts "Stepping Out"
M-G-M has started production on
"Stepping ( Hit," adaptation of Elmer Hams' comedy, with
Charles Rjesner directing.
Cast includes Reginald Denny, Charlotte
nwood, Leila Hyams, Myrna
Kennedy, Cliff Fdwards and Lillian
Bond.

HirsholVs Ambition
Having played more than
four hundred different characters in his career as a stage
and screen actor, Jean Hersholt, who is appearing in a
featured role in "Daybreak" for
M-G-M, is ambitious to complete a record of 500 roles before he retires.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN PLANNING
STORY FORJEXT PICTURE

"Stage Struck," a Pathe comedy,
is the first contribution of Al Ray
and Henry Johnson, who were formerly affiliated with Fox and now
Role for Lionel Barrymore
Lionel Barrymore will play a leading role in Norma Shearer's new
M-G-M film, "A Free Soul," Clarence Brown will direct. Barrymore
will probably direct a new picture
for M-G-M after completing his role
hi "A Free Soul."

"The Public Enemy" in Work
"The Public Enemy" has gone into
production at the Warner studios.
It is being directed by William K.
W ellman, and in the cast are Edward Woods, Joan Blondell, Jean
Harlow, James Cagney, Beryl Merger, Leslie Fenton and Louise
Brooks.

WILK

under contract to Pathe. Al Ray
directed this two-reeler which was
adapted by Johnson from an original
story by Walter Catlett, who essays

the leading role. "Stage Struck" is
will to
mapEurope.
out the story '
whileprobably
on his trip
also Catlett's initial work for Pathe and
Chap- j
under
his recently
signed
contract lin's next may have a foreign setting,
to both write and act in comedies.
probably Spanish, which will give
*
*
*
him an opportunity for a bullfight
Mel Brown, director of Amos 'n' burlesque. It is expected the picAndy in RKO's "Chech and Double ,'ture will again be silent, with synchronized music by Chaplin.
Check," is said to have another winner in "Private Secretary," with
"Apron Strings" in Work
Mary Astor and Robert Ames, recently previewed.
*
*
*
While
Universal
is considering a '
Our Passing Show: J. J. Murdock, change of title for "Apron Strings," '
Vin Moore
is directing
the picture1
Ralph Farnum, Frank Joyce, Harry with
a cast which includes J. C. NuJ. Brown, Wilson Mizner, Mervy*
gent and Elliott
Nugent,
Allison
Skipworth, Tully Marshall, Jean ArLaRoy,
Robert
Harris"
Martin
Flavin, M. C. Levee, C. Graham Baker.
thur and Betty
Compson.
Sam Marx, at the opening of "Trader
"Skippy" on Location
Horn"; Horace Jackson and A.
Paramount's "Skippy" unit is on
George
Volck chatting at Pathe.
location in San Bernardino. Cast
Lancaster
in Connie
Bennett
Film includes Jackie Cooper, Mitzi Green,
Richard
Lancaster,
English actor, Jackie Searl, Robert Coogan, Enid
has been cast by Pathe in Constance Bennett, Donald Haines, Helen
Bennett's new picture, not yet titled. Jerome Eddy, Jack Clifford and Guy
Oliver. Norman Taurog and David
Burton
are directing.
John Gilbert's Next
John Gilbert's next starring vehicle for M-G-M will be "Cheri-Bibi,"
Winnie
Lightner's
Next
adapted from the prize-winning
Winnie Lightner's next Warner
French story of that name. It will
picture is to have the title of "Gold
be directed by John
Robertson

Dust

Gertie."

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

Hollyurood's most convenient
hotel. . . for your winter stay in
Southern California

Cruze Finishes "Hell Bound"
James Cruze has completed his
third Tiffany special, "Hell Bound,"
with a cast headed by Lois Lane,
Leo Carnllo and Lloyd Hughes, under the direction of Walter Lang.
Cruze is now preparing "Salvation
Nell. Helen Chandler will portray
the leading feminine role.

William Powell's First for W. B.
William Powell is to make his
first appearance under Warner banner m "Heat Wave
the Roland
lertwee English play,"
. Powell, now
on vacation, begins work March 15
Alfred Green has been assigned
to
direct. "Heat Wave" will soon
be
presented on the Broadway statre
with Basil Rathbone in it. "

Charlie Chaplin, whose "City
Lights" had its premiere Friday
night at the new Los Angeles, is
already planning his/, next production

a

NE of California's most popular winter
hotels. Right in the heart of movieland
.next door to famous theatres, studios,
cafes, and shops.. .near golf courses, bridle
paths, and other amusement places.
The Plaza offers you luxurious appointments,
excellent service, homelike hospitality,
and
the company of interesting and famous
Write lor beautiful Illustrated (older showing
thins! to do while in
Southern California.

HOLLYWOOD

peopleean
Europ
.
plan. Special Winter Rates Now;
$3.50, single. $5.00, double. $6.00, twin beds.
Ask for weekly and monthly rates.
Remermber
the wood.
Plaza ... for an unforgettable
winte
in Holly

PLAZA

HOTEL

... HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.
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PARAMOUNT COMPLETES
Short Shots from Eastern Studios
SHORT SUBJECT PLANS

LESS TALK, MORE MUSIC .
URGED FOR FOREIGN FIELD

WAALTON
BUTTERFIELD, who
Paramount's short subject departhas
been
working on a dramament, under the supervision of Larry
tization of an early H. G. Wells
Kent, has practically completed its novel during the shutdown of Paraproduction schedule and is preparing
mount's shorts department, is preparing to resume work at the New
to go ahead, with actual production
York
studio, as writer-director.
set for the latter part of March.
The same staff of writers and diMax Hayes, dialogue director of
rectors will again function, with the Paramount's short subject department, has returned to his office at
exception of a few changes, the force
having been slightly curtailed. Max the New York studio, after a severe attack of pneumonia.
Hayes will assist Kent as dialogue
will
North
h
Elizabet
while
,
director
Richard Blaydon, for years an asassist in the selection of story masistant director to many of the material and talent. Directors include
jor film directors, and now assisting
Ray Cozine and Walton Butterfield,
with the latter also scheduled to turn George Cukor with "New York
out some originals.
Lady," at the New York studios, has
compiled a miniature "blue book,"
for prospective assistants, complete
of which will be furnished upcopyon request.

The success of foreign language
talkers here can be duplicated with

,By HARRY

Old Stories Still Good,
Says Carrington North

Having attracted the greatest acting and directorial talent, producers
must now turn their attention more
to the source of story material, in
the opinion of Carrington North,
Pathe story editor.
"The time has long passed when
the really good writers of drama and
fiction scorn the motion picture as
a medium of expression. It is safe
to predict that during the years to
come, much that is good in literature will be written directly for talking picture uses. Writers of such
material must combine a gift for
picture action with ability to write
telling dialogue.
"Until this new school of writers
has been developed, the search for
material must go on. Every motion
picture company that has been in
operation for more than five years,
has in its possession material, both
unproduced and produced as silent
pictures; plays and novels of the
highest degree of merit. Too little
attention is being paid to these
properties. Too many of them are
lying forgotten while the companies
who own them, cast about for new
stories, spending money on writers
whose only claim to ability lies in
one

or two
Vitaphone

bits of flashy work."
Writers

Increased

With the signing of Emmett Howard, former newspaper man and feature scenarist, the Vitaphone Corporation has raised the number of its
writers to six, all attached to the
Brooklyn studio. Other staff writers
are: Casey Robinson, Stanley Rauh,
Burnet Hershey, A. D. Otvos and
Herman
Ruby.

"Gangway," a two reel Vitaphone
comedy featuring Joe Penner, has a
gala ballroom sequence in which
over 100 extras were used, indicating that Warner Bros, are sparing
no expense to improve their product, Alp Gonlding directed.

Lonnie D'Orsa, executive assistant to Edmund Goulding, previously acted as assistant to Alp Goulding, Vitaphone director, who is a
cousin. The coincidence is further
strengthened by the fact that Edmund Goulding's chief cutter also
acted in the same capacity to AH
some years ago.

Stock brokers continue in favor
as chief characters for pictures with
a Manhattan background. Witness
Frank Morgan in "Laughter" and
Fredric March in "Honor Among
Lovers," and now Clive Brook will
play a Wall St. broker who goes
broke in "New York Lady."
George Folsey will act as chief
cinematographer on "The Smiling
Lieutenant," to be directed by Ernst
Lubitsch, with Wm. Steiner, Jr.,
on "Beacting in the same capacity Edmund
tween Two Worlds," an
to
scheduled
production
Goulding

N. BLAIR,

start
New

inYorktwo studio.
weeks

"Hell Harbor" and "Eyes of the World"
Calif.
P. O. Box 1212, Hollywood,

Paramount's

Ideal Studios, located at Cliff side, N. J., who are RCA licensees,
have a decided advantage in synchronizing pictures in a complete
pipe organ which allows effects impossible to obtain in any other way.
Osgood

Perkins has been chosen

to replace Charlie Ruggles in "New
York Lady," it having been decided
to use Ruggles in another picture.
Other changes include Phoebe Foster, replacing Kay Leslie, and Alexander Kirkland, replacing Melvyn
Douglas, all of these players being
from the New York stage.
Frank D. Ormston writes from a
remote section of Italy, reporting
completion of the first of a unique
travel series, which will later be released here. He will next go to
Pompeii, where new treasures have
been
many. unearthed, and then on to Ger-

American made dialogue films in Europe, according to Dmitri jTiomkin,
musical supervisor, who recently returned from Hollywood. However,
the same plan must be followed, and
that means reducing spoken dialogue
to a point where it is in ; no way
essential in advancing the plot.
Sound

and musical effects,' in conjunction with pantonine, he believes,
is sufficient to carry the action, with
occasional snatches of dialogue to
point up the story. English, Tiomkin says, is getting to be 4he most
important "second language'' in a
majority of the European countries
and most of the Europeans are anxious to improve their knowledge of
sufficient
to attract
them 'factor
back to
the
language.
This added
is
American made films, he believes,
thereby restoring the market abroad,
with a minimum amount of effort on
the part of producers here.

Just a Sign of the Times
(Editorial from

"DEOPENING

the Tulsa Tribune)

of the Akdar Theatre . . . calls to

public attention changes that have occurred
in theatre life in the last three or four years. It
directs especial attention upon

a matter that has

been the subject of heated discussion in a nationwide advertising campaign. There is an orchestra
in the Akdar

pit — an honest-to-goodness orchestra

with a leader and players in full view of the audience. . . . There are many

who will, as the musi-

cians advertisements have argued, get a real enjoyment out of hearing live music again.

MORSE
N. BREWSTER
Dialogue,
ions,
Originals, Adaptat
Continuity
For Henry King

at

THE AMERICAN
JOSEPH

N. WEBER,

FEDERATION

OF MUSICIANS

President, 1440 Broadway, New

York, N. Y.

Two Patrons
. . . Buy Your Carbons
T

HE

modern

theatre and its furnishings represent

the acme of splendor. The staff is thoroughly trained.
Managers carefully select pictures in accord with popular
taste. This lavish expenditure to attract patronage. Yet,
if the screen is dim or the light unsteady, valuable patronage will be lost

and two empty seats cost

more than your carbons.
Light is the most important factor in the operation of a
motion picture theatre. That is why National Projector
Carbons are preferred by the projectionist. They are dependable. And the manager knows that, with good projection,
patrons will return and bring their friends.
National Projector Carbons give the steady, brilliant white
light necessary for the quality of projection demanded

by

theatre-goers today. Their uniform quality is assured by
the experienced organization behind them. Two satisfied
patrons will buy them.

NATIONAL

PROJECTOR

CARBONS

National Carbon Company

will gladly cooperate with

the producer, exhibitor, machine
projectionist

NATIONAL
Carbon

on

any problem

CARBON
Sales Division

Branch

Sales

Offices:

New

York

involving

light.

COMPANY,
'

Unit of Union Carbide [ITJj

manufacturer

or
. . .

INC.

Cleveland, Ohio
and Carbon Corporation

Pittsburgh

Chicago

San

Francisco
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C PROTECTION

NEW

AGAINST POWER FAILURE
An automatic emergency light and
power battery system, for protection
against interruptions in current supply, is being offered by the Electric
Storage Battery Co. of Philadelphia.
The entire system is said to be a
simple, compact arrangement, positive in operation, with manual attendance eliminated and low operating cost.
The circuits to be protected normally operate from and are connected
through an automatic transfer switch
to the regular power supply, therefore transfer from the regular supply
to the battery is automatic and instantaneous, should the regular supply fail for any reason. The battery then carries the load for the
predetermined period (one-half to
five hours) unless the regular power
supply is restored and the automatic
switch returns the emergency circuit
to the regular supply.
A fully charged battery is said to
be maintained at all times by means
of intermittent automatic charging
according to the condition of the battery. The battery is charged at the
most efficient, or the full rate pf the
charging device, and only when the
battery requires a freshening charge
or after a discharge.
In order to give a warning in case
of a broken battery circuit or failure
of the charging device for any reason, provision is made in) the equipment for connecting a visible or
audible signal.
Electrical Audition Lab Formed
Cleyeland — < Electrical Audition
and Research Laboratories, Inc., has
been formed here with Gilbert H.
Wieder, president; F. G. Mercer,
secretary; B. H. Edelman, vice-president and C. S. Adler, general manager. The company specializes in
electrical renditions for public address work in theaters, schools, halls
and stadiums. It has also taken
over the Ohio distribution rights for
Tone-O-Graph sound reproducing
equipment, with offices in the Film
Exchange
Building
here.

to

Kansas City — The 15 -story hotel and thea
tre building- to be developed this year by the
Johns Building Co., headed by Harry F.
Johns, will get under way shortly. Johns
has announced the completion of plans and
financing arrangements. The theater will
seat 3,800 and completion of the structure
is expected
by January,
1V>32.
Norton,
Va. — Work
progressing
rapidly on
erection of R. H. Boiling's new theater here.
Holland, Mich. — The Butterfield Circuit
will break ground about April 15 for the
theater
planned
here.
Bellefontaine, O. — The New Holland theater, now under construction by the Schine
Amusement Co., is being rushed to completion and plans are being made for its
opening
sometime
in February.
Huntington, Pa. — A new theater is being
built here by J. L. Blackford on the site
of the old Clifton, which was destroyed by
fire. Contract for the erection of the New
Clifton was awarded to John Wickersham
of Lancaster.
Rochester, Pa. — The name Oriental has
been selected for M. Winograd's 1,600-seat
theater now under cons;fhction here. Rubenstein Construction Co. of Pittsburgh is doing
the work.
San Mateo, Cal. — Plans for another theater in this city have ueen announced by
W. S. Leadley. The showhouse, which is
to be a link in the new United Artists circuit, will cost approximately $100,000. Four
other houses to be erected by United Artists
will be located in Berkeley, Palo Alto, Richmond and San Jose. Each will cost approximately $150,000 and be erected on sites already selected.
Farmington, Minn. — R. F. Strong of St.
Francis is reported planning to erect a
modern theater here on the site of the old
Star and adjoining
property.

Named Ohio Distributor
Cleveland — M. S. England, with
headquarters in the Film Building
here, has been named Ohio distributor by the Novelty Sales Inc. of
Pittsburgh, makers of a new premium deal consisting of 30 pieces
including black gladd dresser articles, an electric iron, electric curlwaving irons and an elecing
and
tric hair drier.

Console - Orchestra

Elevators

Magnescopic-Grandeur

Screen

BRUCKNER-MITCHELL,
532

West
New

22nd Street
York

INC.

P.

BOOTH

DELUXE AUTOMATIC REWIND
BEING MARKETED BY GOLDE
A deluxe motor-driven automatic
rewind designed for the efficient
handling of sound film and said to
accommodate up to 3,000 feet of film
and operate with any make of reel,
is being marketed by the Golde
Manufacturing Co. of Chicago. The
entire magazine is of heavy grayiron, cast in one piece with bearings
and legs oversize and well ribbed,
and the entire mechanism mounted
at an angle to keep the reels in mesh
and perfect alignment. Trouble
with rotating springs and bearing;and danger of friction, heat and fire
are eliminated and perfect safety assured, it is claimed, because it can
only operate when the door is close.,
and stops automatically when em
of film is reached.
Inside circumference of magazim
is said to be lined with sound absorbing, felt, whlchj prevents noist
and ion
danger
to film-ends from abrasand slapping.

Improved Fire Trap
A roller holder assembly
for lower magazine, equipped
with four perfectly ground
hardened steel rollers in a special assembly designed to eliminate friction on the film, protect it from damage due to
scratching, increase safety by
reducing the possibility of film
fire, and to effectively trap
such fire should it start, had
been put on the market by the
Chicago Cinema Equipment
Co.

PRINTING FIRM OEEERS
FREE EXPLOITATION AID
Cleveland i— i Smith and Setron
Printing Co. has established a theater exploitatitm department, with
services free to exhibitors. 1 his
department, headed by Richard
Deutsch, will make no charges except for materials.

Power is supplied by a 110-volt
D. C. or A. C. Jenette motor and
equipped with a ,'gauge-pomter at
the bottom of the case, which provides a means of straightening reels.
Adjustable friction for any desired tension is provided through accurately machined automobile type
brakes, asbestos lined.
BRING BACK THE KIDDIES
Our Special Surprise Gift Bag will
attract attendance and insure repeat
business for your Saturday kfddie
matinees. Biggest producers and
theatre chains are using our seat
selling stunts. Write for details.
Universal Toy & Novelty Mfg. Co.
2329 Third Ave.
N. Y. C.

SIMPLEX TICKET REGISTERS
Protection — Speed — F.fliricncy

GENERAL

REGISTER CORP.

Paramount

Building

Chirkoring 4065

New

Bring

back
through

the prestige
faulty sound

by installing

SYNCRCriLH
perfect

sound

reproduction

PROJECTION BOOTHS
IRWIN D. RATHSTONE

WEBER

152

THIS Stamp of Approval
advertisements
and

of

supplies means:

That the NATIONAL

your box.
MACHINE

59 KUTTER

STREET,

NATIONAL THEATRE
COMPANY
SUPPLY
Brmulics

in all Principal Cities

BROS

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.,inc.

321 West 50th Street

CORP.

Export Dipt.: 15 Laight Street, New York
Catlt
Addrin ,
A r Ia b ,
New
York

For sound and motion picture photography — lamps
of all kinds, both incandescent and arc types,
floodlights, spotlights, overhead lights, side lights
etc.; for close-up or long-range work. Also wiring devices of various kinds, portable plugging
boxes, pin plug connectors, etc. — made by the
creators of Klieglights.

KLIECL

steady
through

ROC II ESTER , N.Y.

GUARANTEE

of highest quality is coupled with
that of a manufacturer.

lost

in your theatre

and
thereby
gain
additional
customers
and
more
dollars

Designer and Builder
Sound
Installed
West
42nd
St.
N.Y.C.
Tel. Wisconsin
7-0842-7274

York

J. C. Ensi.k.n, Gen. Salt's Mgr.

tudio Lights
equipment

EQUIPMENT

THEATERS

Torrington, Conn. — The theater under construction here for Warner Bros, is expected
be completed
some time in June.

Zar Added to Western Force
San Francisco — F. N. Zar, formerly on the road as traveling representative for various film companies),
is now connected with the Western
Theatrical
Supply
Co. of this city.

STAGE

M.

-

New York. N.Y.
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NEW SOUND EQUIPMENT
BEING MADE TO MEASURE

ALTERATIONS
Great Barrington, Mass. — The Interstate
Theaters, which recently acquired the Mahaiwe of this city, are planning complete
redecoration of the house and extensive alterations.

Philadelphia — A new sound-on-film
equipment
company
known
as the
Universal Talking Picture Amplification, Inc., of which
George
F.
MacFarland is president, Alwyn D.
Lassiter, vice-president, and Maurice
S. Gross, secretary and jtreasurer,
has entered the field with a unique
idea in talking picture installations.
Engineers
of the company,
it is
said, will make complete surveys and
specially design the sound
equipment for each
individual
theater.
There are no standard installations
for ajl types of theaters.
The type
of horns and the type of amplifiers
are individually designed for the requirements of each particular case.
Recent
installations
have
been
made
in several
Philadelphia
and
New
Jersey
theaters
and
reports
state that the specifically designed
sound equipment for each theater has
proven highly successful.
The new system is said to have a
patented remote control enabling the
theater manager to blend the sound
from the floor of the house.
Variable Speed Drives
Variable speed drives for soundequipped theater ventilating fans,
equipped with close-up or remote,
electric, hydraulic or mechanical control, are being distributed by the
Horton Manufacturing Co. of Minneapolis, Minn.

Owatonna, Minn. — The Tonna, formerly
the Palace, is to be redecorated, remodeled
and equipped with new seats and Western
Electric sound apparatus.
Lemmon, S. D. — Complete remodeling and
extensive alteratiens are being made at the
Marcus
here.
Madain, N. C. — The Cook has been closed
for remodeling and the Installation of new
sound equipment.
Hickory, N. C. — Redecorating and the
installation of sound equipment is under way
at the Grand here.
Berwick, La. — Scott & Watkins' theater,
the Electric, is being redecorated and wired
for talkies.
Atlanta — The
been closed for

Paramount
renovation

P.

BOOTH

HANDY BABY SPOT LIGHT
PUT OUT BY DISPLAY CO.

Z
FOR

house here
has
and redecoration.

Decoration*

PROFIT
YOUR

Magnate ope
Screens

SAVERS
THEATRE

340W.4l.tSt.

IICMur
/CEMC
VTUDIO/
Z3U

we have it

• ORDER

FROM

SUPPLY

DEALERS

with 3-wire circuit foot Switch

Acoustics
Banneri
New York Chy

691 Lincoln Place, Brooklyn, New York

DOWSER

MFG. CO.

DECORATIVE PLANTS
Trees, Flowers,
Hanging

«

Baskets, etc.

Gold-E Manufacturing Co.
2015

LeMoyne

Street,

Chicago

Orchestra Pits,

End Your Back Stage Worries by Installing
the Nationwide
Endorsed
Stage Equipment
Automatic
Screen Adjuster
Stage Rigging and Hardware
Counterweight Systems
Asbestos Curtains
Steel Curtains
Soundproof Curtains
Hand
and Electric Curtain Hoist
Draw Curtain Tracks
Electric Draw
Curtain Control

Automatic Shutter Control

Acoustical
Treatment:

2
GoldE Long Life Carbon Jaws can't burn out I They're made of
special
heat impervious metal. Guaranteed
1,000 hours. Will give years of service.
For Hi-Lo Lamps.

BLUE SEAL ASBESTOS CORP.

"Thide"
Standard equipment in over 15C0 theatres. Fits Motiograph Model B, Simplex
and Super-Simplex and Sure-Fit. With
or without Rear Shutter Mounts.
Rear Shutter Mounts require Model D
type. Convert your Model A to Model D
type. Brackets and parts on < refer.

M. The new GoldE Carbon
Saver will cut your carbon costs 30%. No
drilling. No inconvenience. Just insert
burned stub and use. For 9 m/m Hi-Intensity only.

If it it

Compact Flasher

A novel compact unit type
electric on-and-off flasher for
direct or alternating current,
is being distributed by the
Reynolds Electric Co. of Chicago.mercial
It comes
comvoltages in
andall cycles

A focusing baby spot light, for use
where spot lighting of mild intensity is desired, and equipped with
grooves for color frames, is being
and equipped with a standard
1-20 H. P. motor, with alterput out by the Display Stage Lighting Co., Inc., of New York.
nate flashing effects, two
Used either on a stand or for a
speeds, 60 flashes per minute,
small hanging spot, this light is
and two seconds on and two
seconds off.
equipped with a five-inch lens, medium receptacle on sliding base for
focusing, and adjustable mirror reNational Awarded Contract
flector, which it is claimed will inSpokane — The National Theater
crease the light 100 per cent. The
hood is 15 inches long, constructed Supply Co. has been awarded the>
of planished iron with aluminum ends contract for the complete equipping
new million-dollar Fox theand bottom casting, and has carefully of the
ater here.
planned ventilating areas in bottom
back, top and around lens.

Moves to Larger Quarters
Bruckner-Mitchell, Inc., have
moved to larger quarters on the
Adds Film Exchange Unit
ground floor at 132 West 24th
Portland, Ore. — Ground has been Street. The company specializes in
broken here for the second unit of the
manufacture and distribution of
the Film Exchange building, which stage and orchestra equipment.
when completed will be occupied by
Warner-First National. The buildSetting!
ing is being erected at a cost of $80,000.
Draperies

ASBESTOS
264 Wyckoff
St., near Nevina
Brooklyn, New York Triangle 0290
Distributors for Johns-Manville Corp.

M.

Lobbies

Orchestra Pit Lifts
Organ Console Lifts
Stage Lifts
Movable Stage Band Cars
Talkie Horn Towers
Contour Curtains
Mechanical Stage Effects
Revolving Stages

and
for

Foyers

Write for Catalogue
No. 3 of Artificial
Flowers, Plants, etc.,
MAILED FREE.

•
Information on any of these products will be gladly furnished
upon request.

"Stage Equipment with a Reputation"

PETER

544 We>t 30th

CLARK, INC.

NETSCHERT,
61 BARCLAY

Stage Equipment Specialists for Over 25 Years
St
New

FRANK

ST., N. Y.

Phone: Barclay 0166
York City

Inc.
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FOUR UFA PRODUCTIONS
NOW IN PREPARATION
Berlin — Four productions are now
ibeing prepared for shooting at the
Ufa Neubabelsberg studios, another
is in work and two were recently
completed.
Ufatone scripts in preparation are
"Stool Pigeon," from the Bloch-Rabinowits'cff production, in which Brigitte Helm is to be featured; "On
Trial," a new Erich Pommer vehicle,
being adapted by Robert Liebmann
from the Max Alsberg and E. O.
an origHesse stage play; "Wanted,"
nal by Franz: Roswalt and Emerich
Pressburger, with a crime and airplane theme, and "Sounds That Never Fade Away," an educational short
to be directed by Hansjurgen Volcker, in which members of the State
Opera orchestra will appear.
Now before the cameras is "Her
ds," a bi-lingual
s Comman
HighnesHanns
Schwarz directing.
with
Kathe von Nagy and Willy Fritsch
are featured in the German version
and Lilian Harvey and Henry Garat
in the French. Werner Richard Heymann is responsible for the musical
direction and compositions, scenario
is by Robert Liebmann, Paul Frank
Ritand Billie Wilder, and' Guntherrecenttau is cameraman. Features
ly completed and already tendered
German premieres are "Burglars," an
Erich Pommer bi-lingual and "The
Flute Concert of Sanssouci."

B.I.P. Acquires Vitacolor
n
Rights for Great Britai
Pic-

Studio Expansion

London

—

Work

is being
speeded by Gaumont on the expansion of its studios at Lime
Grove, Shepherd's Bush. Construction of the steel girder
skeleton is under way, and extension of the present subgenerating station at the plant,
is necessitating laying miles of
fresh "feed" cables. New roadways in and around the studio territory are being planned.

YOU
JOB

NEED
A JCB-IE
YCU
HAVE
©PEN -ADVERTIZE IT EPEE
IN THE
EILM
DAILY

A

REDDY

Firm Winds Up
London — Graham Wilcox
Productions, Ltd., was recently thrown into compulsory receivership byJustice Maugham
of the Companies Court, following an unapposed petition
of Establissements Jacques
Haik of Paris, creditors.

70 NEW ZEALAND HOUSES
BOOK ENTIRE FOX LINEUP

Many splendid, efficient men and women are out of employment in the
motion picture industry. With conditions picking up many jobs should
soon be open. To help along a worthy cause FILM DAILY will print
WITHOUT COST your advertisement in classified form under "Help
Wanted' or "Situation Wanted." Each advertisement limited to 25
words. Simply address your letter to Advt. Mgr., Film Daily, 1650
Broadway, New York City.

SITUATIONS

WANTED

CONSTRUCTION MANAGER, 12
years experience building theatres
exclusively in U. S. and Canada.
Several largest Broadway houses.
Representing owners and architects.
Available immediately and anywhere. Box 624, THE
FILM
DAILY,
1650 Broadway,
N. Y. C.

Sydney — Sales negotiations where- SECRETARY, Rapid, accurate
by the entire lineup of Fox product
Dependable
years'
will play 70 houses in New Zealand, stenographer.
experience motion
picture, six
moderate
embracing all of the leading circuits salary, best references. Box 625,
except J. C. Williamson, were re- THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadcently consummated by Stanley S.
way, New York
City.
Crick, Fox N. Z. head, and his sales
staff.
PUBLICITY - CORRESPONDENCE GERMAN - AMERICAN
Circuit and independent houses involved in the deals are Fuller-Hay- NEWSPAPERMAN,
10 years' exward; Auckland Theaters; the Civic,
perience, 4years in U. S. A., is desirous
to
become
connected
with
Auckland; Kemball Theaters, Welin above capacity or as seclington and Christchurch;
Fullers' producer
City.
and Christchurch
Cinemas.
FILM
retary. Box 626, THE
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York

U. S. Films Most Popular
in Poland, Survey Shows
Warsaw — Popularity of American
made product in Poland, is attested
to by import figures compiled in a
survey covering the first nine months
of 1930. 1,647 films of a total length
of 1,654,000 meters entered Poland
during that period. Of this number,
1,283 were American and 137 German. The 1,647 total includes 719
sound pictures, 621 of which were
produced in the U. S.

London — British International
tures has acquired the rights, for
Great Britain, of the Vitacolor procBritish Firm
Changes
Name
ess controlled in the United States
London
■
—
Welsh
Pearson
Films,
s.
Industrie
Film
by Consolidated
Laboratories for developing and Ltd., is now the official name of the
printing will be erected by B.I.P. in company previously known as Welsh,
the near future.
Pearson, Elder Films, Ltd.
New House in San Juan
San Juan, Porto Rico — A new
house, the Fox, has been opened here
by Rafael Ramos Cobian, also operator of the Olimpo. The Fox has a
seating capacity of 600, 'and will
specialize in the presentation of English dialogue films. The house is
wired with American apparatus.

IF

Sinclair Hill with Gaumont
London — Sinclair Hill has severed
his connections with the Stoll organization, and has entered into an
agreement with Gaumont to direct
four pictures over a period of two
vears. Titles of the productions have
not as yet been decided upon, but
it is believed that two will be produced for Gainsborough.
German Production Tops France
Berlin — Statistics for the year 1930
show
that Germany
led France in
pictures profeature
of
nujnber
the
duced. Germany filmed 89 talkers
and 66 silents, while France produced
76 talkers and 18 silent.
Ufa Adds to Circuit
Berlin — The "Colosseum," a modwith a seating caern local house
pacity of 1,400 has been acquired by
Ufa Theater Circuit.

COLLEGE GRADUATE, 31 years
old, knowledge of German and
French. Six years film experience
here and abroad, desires position, not
commission. Willing to go anywhere. Box No. 628, THE FILM
City.
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York

LADY with enthusiasm
YOUNG
clear judgment, infinite capacity for
work, desires assist film executive
of large interests. Capable servin£
Coast executive as Eastern representative also. Box 630, THE FILM
DAILY,
1650 Broadway,
N. Y. C
LICENSED ELECTRICAL MECHANIC, 32, married; 12 years experience, seeks suitable connections
with reliable house. Has various experience installing and servicing
talking equipments. Will travel.
Michael Feinman, 437 Kingston
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
George Handy Out of Beacon
George Handy, recently in charge
of the Beacon, is added to the list
during the curof managers let out shakeu
p. Other
rent Warner Bros,
are to follow.
changes
Cronin RKO Victoria Manager
Victoria, N. S. W.— W. T. Cronin
has joined RKO as branch manager
here with headquarters in Melbourne.
Cronin was formerly manager of the
Punchbowl
Harry Goldberg Takes Charge
Harry Goldberg yesterday assumed
charge of the Fc* New Jersey
houses.

HOWARD
LESSER, former owner
of Lakeland and Dayton theaters and
managing director of Graham and
Ritz theaters is open for a proposition to buy and book film or manage theatre or theatres on salary and
percentage basis. Will also consider
proposition to invest up to $1,000.
Howard Lesser, 230 West End Ave.,
Apt. 6F.
New York City.
SECRETARY

and

ASSISTANT

BOOKKEEPER, beginner, American with .thorough knowledge of
Spanish and English, 18 years of
age, seeks permanent position offering opportunity for advancement.
Familiar with motion picture vocabu.ary. Salary secondary consideration.
Best references. Box 631, THE
FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New
York City.

HELP

WANTED

WANTED
BUSINESS MANAGER and PUBLICITY MAN for
an attraction for stage and screen,
must be acquainted with personnel
and routing of vaudeville and screen,
producing offices. Small investment
and opportunity of a lifetime for a
live-wire go-getter. State fully qualifications. Box 627, THE FILM
DAILY,
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
EXPERIENCED
Theatre Contact
Men to obtain screen rights for a
syndicated slide service or theatre
owners should communicate direct
to Box 618, THE FILM DAILY,
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
FEMALE,
SPANISH
CORRESPONDENT and TRANSLATOR
who is intelligent enough to handle
own correspondence and take charge
of department. Nominal salary to
start with but position is permanent
and future assured. Box 611, THE
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway.
N. Y. C.
Louis Brown Shifted to Washington
Louis Brown, who has been a
member of the Fox Theaters press
department in New York, goes to
become directoday into the
Washington
tor of advertising
Fox there.
Tom Olsen, whom he succeeds, gi

to scattle as

the

5th

Ave.

Columbia

managing

director of

Signs Debutante

a Larchmont debLoretta
utanteSayers,
without stage or screen experience, has been signed by Columbia. She was selected from applicants who were given screen tests
faces.
in the company's search for new

.
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"Going Wild"

with "Fighting
<!(i>y Cooper,Caravans"
Lily Damita,
Ernest
Vorrenee,
Fred
Kohler,
Tit Hi/ Marshall
Paramount
Time, 1 hr., 31 mins.
COMPOSITE WESTERN CONTAINING ALL THE TRIED
OUTDOOR INGREDIENTS. A
CLEAN, MILDLY EFFECTIVE
STORY FOR THE WHOLE
FAMILY.
Practically everything in the line
of outdoor material has been brought
together into this western cocktail
of elaborate proportions. It has adventure, love, romance, Indians, soldiers, warfare, laugh.-, and the attractive atmosphere of the plains. The
story, another tale of the conquest
of the West, is an episodic affair
with some good individual sequences
but not very effectively fitting together. Noteworthy performances
are given by Gary Cooper, Lily Damita, Ernest Torrence, Tully Marshall and Eugene Pallette. There
is a liberal amount of action in the
picture. It is a wholesome story
of the type that will appeal specially
to the kids, but also O.K. for adults.

inth Jot /•-'. Brown, Lawrence Gray,
Oiui Muneon, Walter I'idgeon
Mm in, Broe. Time, l hr,, lo mint,
FAST AND HILARIOUS AIR
COMEDY MADE CONSISTENTLY AMUSING BY THE EFFORTS OF A CAPABLE
CAST.
Made strictly for laughs and merriment, and it tills the bill. Joe E.
Brown and Lawrence Gray, newspaper reporters and broke, are kicked off a train at a town where a big
reception awaits a famous aviation
authority, who rides past his station
purposely to avoid the publicity.
Brown is mistaken for the air guy,
with Gray posing as his manager,
and slated to take part in an endurance contest up in the clouds. Both
lads incidentally fall in love and to
complicate matters a menacing female, May Boley, arrives on the
scene in search of the aviation man
to make him do right by her sister.
Brown, Laura Lee, Miss Boley and
Prank McHugh. the latter, handling
the hotel where much of the action
takes place, are the principal comedv
performers, while Walter Pidgeon is
£ast: Gary Cooper, Lily Damita, Ernest
the rival airman. The action is mostly of the type that should amuse .Xbrrence, Fred Kohler, Tully Marshall, EuWene I'allette, Roy Stewart, May Boley,
any audience.
/
James Farley, lames Marcus. Eve Southern

Cast: Joe K. Brown. Lawrence Cray,
Laura Lee. Walter I'idgeon, Ona Munson,
Frank McHugh, May Boley, Harvey Clark.
Anders Kandolf, Sam Cantor, Arthur Hoyt,
Johnny
Arthur, Freil Kelsey.
Director, William A. Setter; Author,
Humphrey Pearson; Adaptors, Humphrey
Pearson, Henry McCarthy; Dialoguers,
same ; Editor, Peter Fritcii ; Cameraman,

Sol'PoKto.

Direction,

with

snappy.

Photography,
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excellent.

"Finn and Hattie"
Leon

Errol, Mitzi Green,
Zasu Pitts
Paramount
Time, 1 hr., 18 mins.
GOOD COMEDY WITH LEON
ERROL
SCORING LAUGHS
THROUGHOUT
WITH
THE
HELP OF MITZI GREEN. A
POP NUMBER.
Thanks to the craftsmanship of
that real humorist, Donald Ogden
Stewart who wrote the story, here is
a light and breezy comedy that keeps
the laughs rippling right through the
reels. There is a strong interest built
up for the juvenile fans in the work
of Mitzi Green and Jackie Searl, who
play an important part in the proceedings throughout. Errol and his
wife (ZaSu Pitts) decide to visit Paris from their midwest town, and
take their child (Mitzi Green) and
a nephew along. An adventuress on
board frames Errol, but Mitzi cleverly saves him for the time being.
In Paris the siren gets him in her
clutches again, and at the climax
Mitzi again saves her daddy by a
clever ruse. Stewart's clever comedy keeps the Jbughs coming, and it
is a light and breezy story that will
tppeal to the popular fancy. Mitzi
Green almost makes it her picture.
Cast: Leon Errol, Mitzi Green. Zasu Pitts,
Jackie Searl, Lilyan Tashman, Slack Swain,
Regis Toomey,
Harry Beresford.
Directors. Norman Taurog, Norman McLeod ; Author, Donald Ogden Stewart ; Adaptor, Sam Mintz; Dialoguer. Joseph L. Mankiewicz ; Editor, not credited ; Cameraman,
Dev Jennings.
Direction, Very Good. Photography, The
Best.

Donald McKenae, Sid Saylor, Frank Hagney, Charles Winninger, Frank Campeau,
A. Allyn Warren.
Directors, Otto Brower, David Burton;
Author, Zanc Grey ; Adaptors, Edward E.
Paramore, Jr.. Kenne Thompson, Agnes
Brand Leahy; Dialoguers, same; Editor,
William Shea ; Cameraman, Lee Garmes ; Recording Engineer, Earl Hayman.
Direction, spotty.
Photography,
good.

Marion

Joan Crawford in

"Dance, Fools,
M-G-M
Time, 1 Dance"
hr., 21 mins.
FAIR NEWSPAPER
AND
GANGSTER STORY SHOWS
JOAN CRAWFORD
OFF PUNCH
HANDSOMELY BUT LACKS
IN LOOSELY
WRITTEN
STORY.
They started off with a colorful
setting showing Joan Crawford and
her society friends jazzing it up on
a yacht party, and threw in a midnight bathing scene with the girls
disrobing and hitting the briny in
their undies. Then the story switches
to a newspaper setting when Joan
takes tunea goesjob
her Street
father'scrash.
forin after
the Wall
And right here a lot of the story
interest went with it. Joan is not
very happily cast as a hard working
business girl. And the newspaper
stuff will make the journalist boys
and the hardboiled reporters smile,
for it depicts some situations that
couldn't happen in a modern city
room. The gangster stuff is well
handled, and packs plenty of suspense and drama. Climax goes rather
flat with weak ending, and the love
story isn't very convincing.

"The Bachelor Father"

Cast: Marion Davies. Ralph Forbes, C.
Aubrey Smith. Ray Millard, Guinn Williams,
David
Torrence,. Doris Lloyd. Edgar Norton'
Nena Quartaro
Halliwell Hobbes, Elizabeth
Murray. Jame* Gordon.
Director. Robert Z. Leonard; Author, Edward Childs Carpenter ; Adaptor, Laurence
E. Johnson; Dialoguer. same; Editor, Harry
Reynolds ; Cameraman, Oliver T Marsh •
Recording Engineer, Karl Zint.
Direction. Best material afforded. Photography, The best.

Custer, Bill Cody
Time, 1 hr., 5 mins.

ACTION WESTERN. MOVES
FAST BUT THE PLOT IS TOO
CONFUSED AND MAKES IT
HARD TO FOLLOW
DEVELOPMENTS.
The trouble with this one is that

they tried to cram too much plot into the footage, and the direction or
scenario was not as clear as it should
be. The result is that you are trying to figure out who is who and
which is which, and this will make
it tough on the gallery boys who
like to root out loud for their heroes.
The action is there plenty, in a story
where Bob Custer appears as a mysterious gent who is accused of being a rustler but who is really a
Secret Service agent. The rustlers
have stolen th^ cattle from the girl's
ranch, and a phoney Secret Service
agent causes all the trouble till Custer uncovers him. But by the time
you get a line on who the real hero
is, the offering is almost over. It
rates a fair mark because of the fast
action and fighting, which keep the
Cast: Joan Crawford,
Lester Vail, Cliff
Edwards, Wiliiam Bakewell, William Holden
reels pepped up all the way.
Clark
Gable.
Foxe, r'urnell
Pratt'
Hale
Hamilton,Earl Natalie
Moorhead,B
Joan
Marsh,
Russell Hopton.
Director, Harry Beaumont ; Author, Aurania Rouverol ; Dialoguer, same; Adaptor,
Richard Sckayer; Editor, George Hively
Cameraman, Charles Rosher.
Direction, satisfactory.
Photography,
ex-

cellent

Davies in

M-G-M
Time, 1 hr., 21 mins.
FAIR ENTERTAINMENT IN
MECHANICAL AND ARTIFICIAL STORY FROM STAGE
PLAY THAT GIVES MARION
DAVIES LITTLE CHANCE.
It looks like a poor choice of a
vehicle for Marion Davies, who gets
little chance to show her comedy
flair, and imposes some dramatic work
on her that puts her out of character.
The film, adapted from the
stage play by Edward Childs Carpenter, works out very stagy1 and lacks
screen technique because of the nature of the construction. The theme
is too sophisticated for family trade,
with anj Englishman of title collecting his children from various alliances in his youth, and bringing them
to live in his manor house to comfort his old age. Marion Davies is
one of the "illegitimate" children, so
-he is informed, but it develops later
that her ma was properly married to
an actor, and when Marion learns
the truth, as does also her new father,
there is a bust-up. But it works out
ing.
happily with a pretty artificial end-

"Under Texas Skies"

with Bob
Syndicate

"Seas Beneath"

Fox

Time, 1 hr., 39 mins.
DULL DRAMA OF NAVAL
SIDE OF WORLD WAR. PRINCIPAL FAULT IS MUDDLED
STORY AND POOR CUTTING.
The basic idea in the story is
weak and its treatment serves to
make matters worse. It moves sluggishly along with so many characters
that it is nearly impossibly to recognize them. One of the United States
"mystery ships" puts to sea under
sealed orders which eventually are
revealed as instructions to "get"
bad-acting German U-boat off Gibral-a
tar. The mysfery ship, camouflaged
as a defenseh/ss merchantman, stops
at the Canary Islands and awakes a
nest of Gfyman spies. The finale is
a battle between the mystery ship
and it companion submarine and two
German vessels, including a sub. Both
the acting and direction are undistinguished.
Cast: George O'Brie
Marion Lessing,
Warren Hymer Williamn, Collier
, Sr., Walr

iC- Kelly. Walter McGrail, Larry Kent,

Cast:

Bob

Custer,

Natale

Kingston, Tom

McCall, J. S. Marba,
Bob Roper.
Direction,
P. McGowanChandler,
; Author,William
M,'™'
rBl cJ.C°Jy-uLanr,e
G. A
Durlam; Adaptor, the same; Editor, Alfred
Brook; Dialoguer, G. A. Durlam; Cameraman, Otto Himm.
Direction, fair.
Photography,
good.

"Aloha"
with Ben Lyon and Raquel Torres
Tiffany
Time, 1 hr., 30 mins
FAIR DRAMA WITH GOOD
COMEDY
RELIEF. SOPHISTICATED INTER-R
MARRIAGE STORY, RISQACIAL
UE
IN SPOTS.

The marriage of a native South
Sea girl to a white gentleman of
social position forms the; basis of
this production, which is hampered
greatly by lack of action and inferior photography. Ben Lyon, as the
White gentleman trader, is vamped
into marriage with Raquel Torres,
a native girl. She is brought backto the states by Lyon, who attempts
to place her in ,his father's house on
an equal social basis with his relatives and friferids. The girl's life is
made miserable by the insult
s of her
husband's friends. Husband and
wife with a party of friends return
to the South Seas for a visit. While
there, the disillusioned native girl
ends her life by leaping into the crater of an active volcano. The husband returns to the states in the
arms of his former society fiancee.

Cast: Ben Lyon, Raquel Torres, Robert
Edeson, Alan Hale, Thelma Todd, Marian
vfrin
TP1fnd,T,°?- Nat P^d'eton, Henry Douglas, Otis Harlan, T. Roy Barnes, RobTenbrook,
RaV Harry
ert Ellis .Donald Reed, Al St. John, Dickie
Ren
•r
I • ,Ha,\S
,Furbere.
KurtTerry
Furberg,
***'
w Mona
T,L°2er-Maris,
F,er<Iin
Schuma
and
nnMoore, Marcia Harris, Addie McPhail, Phyllis Crane, Rita Rey.
Ha.,.oHarry
Weil, Maurice
' Fr^n"
Director John Ford; AuthorMurphy?
Director Albert Rogell ; Authors, Thomas
, James ParH. Ince, J. G. Hawks; Adaptor, Adele Bufhngton ; Dialoguers, Leslie Mason, W. Totuer'. ^e^tor! 8SWES ' rjarne
rf man; Editor, Richard Cahoon ; Cameraman,
Charles Stumar ; Recording Engineer, H. R.
Hobson.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Poor.
Photography,
S° 8°0dNOt
Sphenoid*0"'

rwJ°L?nU,T,; R6C0rding E"S'
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"The Royal Bed"
with Lowell Sherman and
Mary Astor
RKO
Time, 1 hr., 15 mins.
EXCELLENT
SATIRICAL
COMEDY
OF MODERN
ROYALTY. CLEVER STORY, SNAPPY DIALOGUE AND
FINE
CAST.
The subtle but sure-fire humor of
Lowell Sherman and the superb acting of Nance O'Neil are the outstanding features of this fine production.
The story is from Robert E. Sherwood's novel, "The Queen's Husband" and the dialogue, which is cleverly written, fares well in the hands
of the. talented cast. Sherman as the
King and husband of the publicity
seeking queen (Nance O'Neil) takes
advantage of the many opportunities
offered in the part for suave, smooth
readings and geslures. The queen
arranges for the marriage of their
daughter, Mary Astor, to a prince of
a friendly nation. Mary is in love
with the King's secretary and
through the planning and efforts of
the king, and a pre-arranged revolution, all difficulties are ironed out.
Cast: Lowell Sherman, Nance O'Neil,
Robert WarMary Astor, Anthony Bushnell,
wick, Alan Roscoe, Hugh Trevor. Gilbert
Emery. Frederick Burt. Carroll Naish, Desmond Roberts, Lita Chrevret, Nancy Lee
Blaine.
Director, Lowell Sherman ; Author, Robert
E. Sherwood; Adaptor, J. Walter Rubin;
not credited ; Editor, Arthur RobDialoguer,
erts ; Cameraman, Leo Tover ; Recording
Engineer, George Ellis.
Direction, Excellent. Photography, Excellent.

"Gretel and Liesel"
("Kohlhiesel's Daughters")

Foreign Feature Films
Time, 1 hr., 25 mins.
FILM
GERMAN
CHARMING
OF RUSTIC BAVARIAN LIFE.
AND
OF COMEDY
PLENTY
REMARKABLE
ACTING
OF
HENNY
PORTEN
IN DUAL
ROLE.
Here is a play made for German
consumption but with such fine pantomimic work by all the cast that
anybody can follow it intelligently
with delight. It was made some
years ago as a silent with Emil Jannings, and Henny Porten as the
Gretel and Liesel in the dual role.
The Bavarian rural atmosphere in
the small mountain town is charming, and the quaint characterizations
beautifully handled. The story tells
of two daughters of the owner of a
beer garden, where most of the action takes place. One is attractive,
and the other a middle aged and
homely shrew. The dumb actions of
the latter are marvelously portrayed,
and extract a load of laughs. The remarkable characterization in this part
of Henny Porten, contrasted with her
exactly opposite role as the attractive daughter, furnish one of the best
double portrayals of the screen. The
double love story and rivalry is an
artistic triumph for author and director, as well as all the cast.
Cast: Henny Porten, Leo Peukert, Fritz
Kampers. Heinz Lpo Fischer, Karl Harbacher. Gustl Stark-Ostettenbauer.
Director, Hsnn rVhrenc ; Authors, Friedrich
Raff, s?me
Jul'us
Urg:ss : Adantor,
same; ;
Dialoguer,
; Cameraman.
Emil Stecht
Recording Engineer, Hans von Tassavant.
Direction, very good.
Photography, good.

Seymour

Hicks in

"The Love Habit"

British International
Time, 1 hr., 12 mins.
ADAPTATION
NOVEL MISSES
SCORES

FEW

OF FRENCH
FIRE AS SOPHISTICATED FARCE THAT
LAUGHS.

C)

Presentations
By JACK

C

HARROW ER

Chevalier and Variety
Capitol Presentation
Is Modernistic Review In Paramount Stage Show

An Elstree Production from a
This week's stage show at the
French novel with the English char- Capitol is preceded by a tableau
acters talking and acting like typical tribute to Anna Pavlowa, with the
London characters destroys the illuof her favorite number, "The
sion from the start, and keeps it that playing
Swan." The regular stage show is
way. The idea is a typical French "Revue Moderne," being
farce that is too far-fetched to make of vaudeville acts. Opensa collection
with the
much impression, and the situations Chester Hale Girls doing a drum
seem forced and mechanical. The number. Then
comes two steppers,
cast is very good, and they make the whose act consists principally
of
most of the material. All about a
acrobatic
flips
mixed
with
their
steps.
philandering architect who sets a
A colored comedy pair do a routine
young dancer up iiiyfl swell apart- patter, followed by a male singer
ment, and then tries to keep his wife,
from finding out. Seymour Hicks with two girls as violinist-dancers
comes on the scene, and has The Chester Hale Girls are then
a little on the wife, and uses on for a novelty routine employing
arm instead of leg movements. Slim
this, and his knowledge
of
Timblin, as colored parson in an old
the husband's dilletanting, to force southern church setting, does a serhubby to give him a place in his
mon monologue which is good an'1
home where he can make love to the
gets the laughs. He follows thi?
wife. It is all pretty much of a mix- with a comedv marriage ceremony
up, and the laughs are few and far of two darkies. The finale is a mebetween.
chanistic number, with a futuristic
Cast : Seymour Hicks, Margot Grahame,
Edmund Breon, Walter Armitasre, Ursula setting and the Chester Hale trouoe
Jeans, Elsa Lanchester, Clifford Heatherley. dressed as mechanical robots. The
Director, Harry Lachman ; Author, Louis
Verneuil ; Adaptors. Seymour Hicks, Val featured artists are Timblin, Joev
Valentine ; Dialoguer, not listed ; Editor, E. and Harold Mack, Carlos Peterson
B. Jarvis : Cameraman, John J. Cox; Record- Weslev Boynton, and the Chester
in? Engineer, A. S. Ross.
Hale Girls.
Direction, Weak. Photography, Good.

The big stage attraction at the
Paramount this week is the personal
appearance of Maurice Chevalier in
his inimitable song and chatter act
which wows 'em. The stage show
is "Vagabond TraUs," a Boris Petroff production. Against a forest
setting with a gipsy wagon, the
Gypsy Singers appear in colorful
costumes and do a tambourine and
song number. Their voices are good.
Then comes a snappy wire act, with
the girl jazz dancing on the wire
and finishing with sensational ropejumping. Three fast tappers do
splendid work and get a big hand.
This is followed by a team of comedy
acrobats who are good and get plenty
of laughs. The finale goes Russian,
with the girls in gorgeous Russian
costumes, and a male and femme
team vocalizing beautifully. Finishes
with a toe dancer featuring a dizzy
whirl routine. Altogether a nicely
varied presentation that has a little
of everything. The featured acts are
the Kuznetzoff-Nicolini Trio, Christy & Nelson, Ray, Realy and Ray,
Miachaua, and the Gypsy Singers.

Enlarged Screen Future
1930 Para. Earnings
Promis
Not(Continued
ing — Mayer
Set New High Record
from Pane 1}

"The Dancer," an effective ballet
in tribute to Anna Pavlowa, who recently died, is a highlight of the Roxy
stage bill this week. Participating
in the number are the Roxy Ballet
Corps., Markert's Roxyettes and the
Roxv Chorus.

Roxy Ballet Honors
Memory of Pavlowa

(.Continued from Pane 1)
announced Friday. The net for the timacv in detail. Maver does no*
expect color to staee a comehark to
past vear is about 18 per cent ahead
the
degree it formerly a'taine^t
of 1929 and sets a new high record
Production nlans for 1031-^2 will
A delightful fantasy entitled "Winfor Paramount. Estimated profit for
ter Gaieties" is the other number
He discussed bv Maver with NieViolathe last ouarter is estimated at $4,on the stage program. The set deSchenck
and
other
M-G-M
officials
825,000. eoual to $1.55 a share on
picts a wintery, icicled scene with
orange panel, resembling a window,
the 3.113.026 shares outstanding a< TTo«tilp
Fnrpiq
-ti
Artio
n
the end of the vear. After paying
in the center background. The inF*»«>»*o#! Ovpr Ponvrierht
out $12 000.000 in dividends for the
dividual numbers include adagio
vear. the comnanv will have about
(Crmtin»rd from Pnae 11
work, and splendid ballet drills.
$6,200,000 remaining to add to sur- neareH at the hearino- before tn» Senplus.
ate Patents Committee on Friday
In commentinrr on the earning and armied in favor of the automatic
statement. Adob-di Zukor said that ^onv-<Vrit hill. Renrpsent.attyps or
(Continued from Page 1)
the gratifv'ncr public support of talk- the r»irtii*-Q procurers are nndo*-sto-~»''
parts
and
service charges,
Nathan
ers, couoled with new production ♦o favor trip rtiMciirp
Morp
than 4n Yamins.
nlans and the program nut into effect per cent of the business is abroad
(d) Block booking and the tying
'ast summer for unifying theater W'te said, and this would he ruined
nnpration= make the prospects for unless protection is rnven aeainst of features and shorts, W. A. Steffes.
1931 distinctly encouraging.
Unreasonable protection, W
hostile action bv membership in the W. (e)
Whitson.
international copyright union. Such
(f) Guarantees and percentage.
aetion. lie stated, is now boinf
Charles
E. Nolte.
Path** Stave Senarafo,
planned in one country.
(g) Checking percentage playing,
Sidney
E. Samuelson.
(Cm, tinned from Pane 11
A*** St0hh?n*i and Wife
Chi Exhibitor organization and
T^anizations will be operated.
for Allied theRorovArino- Frntn Smash nationalaters. II.advertising
Brown stated, one the nresent RKOM. Richey.
(Continued from Paqe 11
Radio Pictures Corn, and the other
(i) Quality, length and availabila senaratc comnanv to continue mother, are making satisfactory
ity of feature pictures, R. E. Myers,
operating the nresent Pathc sfudi" oroeress toward recovery, according
(j)
and quality of talking
and Pathe exchanges, as exclusively to telephomV advices from T.os An- trailers, Price
Bennie Berger.
printed in The FtT.M DaTLV.
geles on Friday. Stebbins' skull was
(k) Circuit theater expansion,
The operating romnanv holding fractured in three places and Mrs
Fred Herrington.
Pathe assets wi'l continue its hnmc Stehhins' nose was broken. Gratl(]) Legislation, committee conoffice on West 45th St.. Brown stat- man's mother, who is pact 80. sufsisting of all Allied presidents.
fered abroken leg. The Stebbinses.
ed Although the full name of the
(m) Stabilization of industry and
while
on
the
coast,
are
making
their
coordination of all its branches,
new concern has not vet heen definitely determined, the name Pathe home at 523 Beverly Drive, T.os An- Ahram F, Myers,
will be retained in its corporate title
geles.

Leaders Assigned Topics
For Discussion At Meet

Savs H*ram S. Brown

"The Nightingale"

with Vwienne Osborne, Lysle Talbot
and Vat O'Brien
Vitaphone 1072-73
T.me, 14 mins.
Neat Playlet With Music
Through the medium of song and
action this number depicts a little
romance involving a beautiful cabaret singer, Vivienne Osborne; a
racketeer, Lysle Talbot, who has
tumbled heavy for her, and her real
sweetheart, Pal O'Brien. The rackl teer promotes an elaborate night
club for the Kir! and finally decides
to give up the underworld life and
heat it away with her, but when he
tails for the girl he finds her about
leave with the other man. He
takes it like a good sport and returns
to hi> gang. Miss Osborne sings a
lew sentimental numbers in a vcr\
pleasing manner and the whole production is very nicely conceived and

executed.

Lulu McCoitm ll in

"The Introduction of
Mrs. Gibbs"
Paramount
Time, 8 m'ns.
Fast Comedy
Lulu McConnell is right in her
element playing a chattering, rough
and ready female on a visit to her
daughter's future mother-in-law. The
latter, played as an extremely cultured and refined society woman.
serves as a feeder for most of Miss
McConnell's wise-cracks, with daughter nearly frantic trying to tone her
•not her down. The climax comes
when wine is served and the mother
proceeds to empty the bottle, thereby acquiring a crying jag, exiting
on the arm of the butler. Directed
by Mort
Rhimenstock.

"The Birthday Time,
Party"
7 mins.

Columbia
Okay

A Mickey Mouse cartoon in which
the animals stage a birthday party,
featuring an enormous cake. They
go through some clever antic- and
all in all it is a peppy animated well
up to the standard of the Walt Disney series. The harmony and musii al effects override the theme and
clutter up the cartoon work unnei i s-arily in -pots, but that seems to be
the prevailing idea in cartoons until
he exhibs or the public register a
definite objection.
The Three Sailors in

"The Recruits"

Amusing

Xoiischsc

Vitaphone 1079
Time, 9 mins.
The trio of entertainers from Earl
Carroll's "Vanities" is always good
for a satisfying round of nonsensical
antics. The fun revolves around
their efforts to join the Navy, or perhaps to ke.ep from joining. Dudley
Clements and Harry Shannon are
among the chief aids in the comedy.
Should prove generally pleasing.

"Kane Meets Abel"
Universal
OrdinaryTime, 21 mins.

"Let's Talk Turkey
Columbia
Time, 12 mins.
Interesting Scenic

Another of the Leather Pushers
One of the Rambling Reporter* series, with the speaker
describing
a
-cries, with Kane Richmond as the
in and
around
Constansociety pug and Sam Hardy as his journey
tinople, in which
he contrasts
the
manager. It follows the usual routine
)ld
city
under
the
rule
of
the
sultans
of the others, moving along on a with the modern Turkey of today
very mechanical script. They stage
with the- influences of western civiliB wild party with the girls, and then
zation apparent. It is a very interestgo by airplane to Frisco and force
ing reel, showing the mosques, pala decision for the championship fight
aces and humbler
abodes
of the
by staging an elimination contest for
itizens in various walks of life. The
the winner to meet the champ. The liews of the life in the streets is
bout is not so hot, and of course the
hero wins, putting him in line for the entertaining, showing the vivid contrast between western and oriental
customs.
championship
bout.
Nick and Tony in

"Hey Diddle Diddle"

ivith Henry Armetta and Nick Basil
RKO
Time, 19 mins.
Fair Slapstick
In this number of the series produced by Lou Brock the Italian character comedians, Henry Armetta and
Nick Basil, do their stuff aboard a
-hip. One of them is a steward and
the other a cook. Tony has a pet
at and he has a lot of trouble keeping it hidden from the captain, who
has a violent prejudice against felines. Also on board is a pet seal
belonging to one of the women passengers. Between them all they manage to keep the comedy fairly well
sustained.

"Zuyder Zee"
Time,

Pathe Fine

10 mins.

A Vagabond Adventure, with Tom
Terriss conducting us through the
canals of the Zuyder Zee terrain, and
doing it splendidly and entertainingly
in his usual showmanship manner.
Interesting scenes in Amsterdam,
and intimate studies of the lives and
customs of the Holland natives make
the reel very entertaining throughoat. It finishes with views of the
fishing sloops in the harbor. Terriss
with his dramatic voice and poetic
descriptions makes this offering
something
well worth
while.

"Over the Radio"
Pathe

Time, 20 mins.

.Flat
A Capital comedy with Franklin
Pangborn as the comedian seen addressing a committee of women outlining his campaign for getting wives
a square deal and eliminating the
"other woman" if he is elected to office in the forthcoming political campaign. The comedian has just been
married, and an old flame starts to
work on him over the phone when
he goes on the radio to deliver his
campaign speech. He gives the talk
in his home for broadcasting, which
is pretty far fetched. The comedy
consists in the other woman constantly interrupting his radio speech
with her phone calls, till his wife
gets wise. Too much repetition and
oo little comedy.

"Hot and Bothered"

Universal
Fair

Time, 21 mins.

A comedy featuring George Sidney
and Charlie Murray as two American buyers representing a ladies'
garment concer
n visiting Paris on
Edgar Bergen in
business. They arrive at the hotel
"The
Office Scandal"
ahead of( their wives, and get mixed
with Christina Gruber
"Little Trail"
in an apartment in the hotel filled
Vitaphone 1147
Time, 7 mins. up
with mannequins. Murray does a
Columbia
Fair Ventriloquial Skit
Time, 7 mins.
Through the medium of a dummy, hypnotist stunt on one of the girls,
Fair Cartoon
who
is made to play the part of a making her fall in love with Sidnev.
A Krazy Kat cartoon, being a burTheir wives arrive before Murray
lesque on the covered wagon theme kid applying for an office boy job,
can
get the girl out of the hypnotic
and
with
the added support of Chrisand the Indians.
Krazy Kat is captina Gruber, as the steno, and an trance. This starts the complications
Hired by the Indians and starts his
with wild scrambling to get the girls
harmony
and soon has all the wild unbilled actor who is the steno's
husband, Edgar Bergen puts over a out of sight of the wives. Pretty
red men forgetting to scalp him afairly amusing sketch. The dummy mechanical stuff, but the type that
'hey join in the jazz melody.
Like
sees
the steno kiss:jig her boss and will no doubt get the laughs from the
5t of the current
cartoons,
this
audience with the bedroom farce
one has gone harmony to the extent he threatens to tell unless he gets situations.
the
job.
He
gets
it, and the final
hat the story becomes secondarv to
he musical effect-.
But as the cur- punch has him accidentally spilling
rent animateds go, on this new sys- the scandal anyway. The ventriloquial stuff loses much of its effectem, it is good.
"Baby Follies"
tiveness on the screen, but otherwise M-GM
Time, 19 mins.
:he skit is well done.
Swell Kiddie Revue
"The Champion"
Fair
"Girls Will Be Boys"
Gus Edwards staged this miniature
Universal
Time, 20 mins. Educational
Time, 21 mins. kiddie revue and it shows the hand
Looks like the last of the Leather
Weak
of the master of this type of enterl usher series, with Kane Richmond
A Tuxedo comedy featuring Chartainment. There is a cute kid master
as the society pug at last meeting
lotte Greenwood and Vernon Dent
of ceremonies, all decked up in full
the champ and -coring a knockout
Rather a far-fetched idea that fails dress and ad-libbing
in the usual
to register the laughs the way it uas
I he arena stuff is pretty well handled
style as he introduces the various
and Richmond put- up a good box- intended. Miss Greenwood
swaps
performers. A neatly denig exhibition. Preliminaries lead- place- with her hubby (Vernon juvenile
vised closing specialty has the older
ing up to the fight consist of the love Dent), he staying home to run the kids doing their dance
stuff, with
interest, with the hero arranging for house for a day, while she takes the ensemble
gradually changing to
a secret wedding to the girl directlv his job, only to find out that he
is vounger children until the group gets
after the fight There is some hocus a piano mover. She tackles
down to a row of babes who can
a
piano
pocus about a gent trying to make hoisting job, with mixed results
as barely manipulate their feet. The
the fight look crooked which is far far as the comedy is concerned.
It whole production, in color, is high
from convincing. It is on a par with might have been Charlotte's
*rade and will serve as a flash act
fault
the rest of this series, which showed
with plenty of appeal for grownups
but
the
story
is
more
to
be
blamed,'
as
it failed to supply a sufficient in addition to
loo much repetition in the plot ma- number
its big pulling power
of comedy
gags.
terial throughout.
among the kids.
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See& to Legalize Sunday Shows Throughout Ohio

N. Y. BILL ASKS 5-DAYWEEK FOR OPERATORS
Mlied Sees Vestal Bill As Chance To Kill Music Tax
The Mirror
— a column of comment

Chicago Confab Plans To
Launch Drive Against
Copyright Burden
Washington Bureau of THE

ARAMOUNT PUBLIX earnings for
|930 set a new record, topping the
ampany's 1929 peak by 18 per cent. . ..
considering that about 97 per cent of
he country's industries and organiza■M-r"! severe setbacks in busireness and earnings last year, the
ults achieved by Paramount and
pier film companies stand out in
ignificant relief. They not only furlish encouraging signs of the inherent
lability of the amusement industry,
nit reflect management, enterprise
nd adjustability to current conditions
hat any business might point to with
een pride.

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Amendments which
will forbid the collection of music tax
or other seat tax from theaters for
showing films on which a recording
fee has been paid by the producer
(.Continued on Page 2)

HUGHES-FRANKLIN CIRCUIT
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Possibility of the
Skouras brothers joining the Harold
B. Franklin-Howard Hughes circuit
UCO'S ACQUISITION of Pathe is is being discussed here. It is under■ow signed, sealed and delivered, and
stood Franklin will approach them on
iiram S. Brown has announced that
a proposition to handle theater buying
'athc will be continued as a separate in the St. Louis territory.
ant. . . . This assurance of Pathe's
)erpetuation
seems
wise
from
the
iewpoint of the history, prestige and
ividespread trade value behind the
poster trade-mark. And it is decidedTacoma, Wash.— Union troubles are
jy welcome from the viewpoint of the blamed for the smashing of the glassfonscientious Pathe employes who enclosed
box-offices of the Victory
kave been in painful suspense these and Rex here. The vandals used
nany months.
crowbars in their attack.

Box-Offices Smashed
In Tacoma Union Row

ft NEW ERA of theater construction
s indicated in the present low costs
>f material and labor, says John
merson. . . . Deflation of prices are
generally considered at such a low
tbb that the only way they can turn
low is upward. In fact, some of them
lave already done anl about face. Grunts and individua showmen who
pontemplate new theaters, by acting
ow, will accomplish the double purlose of saving considerable money
for the new busind being
icss
boom prepared
that is due soon.
•
LOUIS B. MAYER adds his opinions
0 the list of others who see no special
fftertainment value in the wide screen.
. . Technical improvements and inlovations will keep coming and going,
nit as far as the b.o. is concerned the
will be the stars
always
)ig draws
nd the stories.

Argument Starts
West Coast Bur. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The lively controversy which it was predicted
would be started by Charlie
Chaplin's "City Lights" is now
paging, following the premiere
of the picture Friday night at
the new Los Angeles. Praise
of the silent comedy is enthusiastic, buti opinions are
sharply at variance on the
point of whether it will influence any appreciable trend back
to silents. The majority so far
think not. Nearly 50,000 tried
to get in at the premiere.
Police calls were necessary to
disperse the jam.

SAN E. MORRIS MONTH
CEniNGJARLY START

Sam E. Morris Month, held each
year by the Warner Bros, sales
force, will take place in May, and
the machinery has already been
placed in operation to put the 1931
drive over in a big way. Max Milder, Eastern sales manager, is now in
(Continued on Page 2)

Sunday Shows Throughout Ohio
Sought in New Legislative Bill
Personnel Set
Confirming earlier reports,
President Hiram S. Brown of
RKO Saturday made official
announcement that Lee Marcus, vice president of Radio
Pictures, will become president
of the reorganized Pathe unit;
C. J. Scollard will have temporary charge of the Culver
City studios in association with
Marcus, and Courtland Smith
Newswill
reel. manage the Pathe

Columbus— Sunday movies throughout Ohio will be legalized if a bill
introduced in the legislature by Senator L. I- Marshall of Cleveland goes
through, Large cities of the State
are all operating on Sunday. Merchants of the smaller towns claim that
their citizens go to the nearby open
towns to see the shows.

Ray Grombacher Cuts
Admissions 10 Per Cent
Portland, Ore. — Ray Grombacher,
has anlarge independent
nounced a reductionoperator,
of 10 per cent
in admission prices.

Measure in Albany Would
Give Projectionists
48 Hours' Rest
Albany — Under the provisions of a

bill introduced in the Assembly by
William Breitenbach of New York
the labor law is amended so • as to
provide that operators of motion picture machines would
hours'
of consecutive
rest inhave
each 48calendar
week

vided.

instead of 24 l.uuu js nun

j-iu-

HAYS ASKS PUBLICITY MEN
TO SOFT PEDAL GROSSES
Advertising
and
publicity
managers were asked
to soft-pedal
information concerning big and exaggerated grosses at a meeting
held
(Continued on Page 2)

passageIpredicted
for pennajunday bill
Hat- 'sburg — Prospects of the passage c the local open Sunday shows
tneasu sponsored by the Pennsylvania ibcral League are now con'Continued
on Pagecircles.
2)
sidered
'right
in exhib
Sup-

Francis Lawton Heads
General Business Films
Francis Lawton, Jr., formerly sales
manager
of
Paramount
Business
Pictures, has been elected president
(Continued on Page 2)

Indie Splurge
What is claimed to be the
first time an independent production has opened in two New
York theaters simultaneously,
is
the showing
of
Men"
at both of
the"Victims
Acme on
14th St. and the Republic on
42nd St.
i
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DISTRIBUTOR

"Devil To Pay". . . .United
M-G-M Artists. . . .
"New Moon"
"Reaching for the
Moon"
United Artists
"Illicit"
Warner Bros
"Fighting Caravans" . Paramount
"Going
Wild"
Warner
Bros
"Cimarron"
RKO
"Little Caesar"
First . National
"Abraham
Lincoln". .United Artists
"Ein Maedel von der
der Reeperbahn" . . . Talking Pict. Epics * .
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■

H
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Ift Easttnan Films
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Parade

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BCCK

Attractions)

THEATER
. Gaiety
Astor

OPENING DATE
Dec. 18
Dec. 23

Criterion
Winter Garden
Rialto
Warner
Globe
Strand
Rivoli

Dec. 29
Jan. 16
Jan. 23
Jan. 24
Jan. 26
Jan. 8
Jan. 30

Central

Jan.

have been drafted and arc being sponAllied
States
Ass'n,
which sored
seesby the
in the
Vestal
Copyright
Bill, now before the Senate, "an opportunity to get rid of the music tax
and to confine the operations of the
Copyright Protection Bureau within
fair limits," it is announced by Abram
F. Myers. This matter will be one
of the main topics at the Chicago
meeting next week, at which time it
is expected a petition to Congress will
be filed.
I
Allied also is sponsoring amendments to strike from the Copyright
Law the penalty clause in so far as
it relates to motion picture films, leaving the copyright owner to his provable damages in case of infringement.
Other exhibitor bodies have opposed
the music tax but on this larger and
bolder measure of relief Allied alone
lias taken up the cudgels.
A brief in support of these measures has been prepared and supplied
to key men in the Senate.

30

the field and will swing around the
Eastern territory in the interests of
the drive. A. W. Smith, Jr., Southern sales manager, has left to cover
the whole of Dixie, and Gradwell
Sears, Western sales manager, is en
route to the Pacific Coast. General
direction of the drive from New
York will be in the hands of Claude
C. Ezell and Ned E. Depinet.
The Morris Month was instituted
in 1926, and the 1929 and 1930 drives
shattered all previous records for
consecutive bookings.

Francis Lawton Heads
General
Business Films
(Continued from Page 1)
of General Business Films, with
headquarters in New York. Lawton
at one time was with Jam Handy
Picture Service and was instrumental in bringing together under an
operating agreement nine industrial
film producing and distributing companies in different cities.

Passage Is Predicted
For(Continued
Penna.from Sunday
Bill Hays Asks Publicity Men
Page 1)
To(Continued
Soft from
Pedal
Grosses
porters of the bill, which is now in
Page 1)

COMING

& GOING

MAX REE, art director for RKO, left
the Coast yesterday
for New
York
RUTH WESTON has arrived in HollyRKO. wood to start work in "Madame Julie" for
DAVE EPSTEIN left New York yesterday for the Coast.
F. L. DECKER of the Hub Electric Co
arrives m New
York today from Chicago
M. E. COMERFORD and GEORGE MORRIS, superintendent of construction for the
Comerford circuit, are vacationing in Havana.
FRANK ROGERS, general manager of
the Sparks circuit in Florida, is in the city
from Jacksonville in connection with the circuit's booking of Warner Bros, and First
pictures.
National

at the Hays office Saturday. Will
H. Hays, who presided, pointed out
that "big money talk" of this sort
provides ammunition for legislators
who
seek to inipose admission and
dustry.
other additional taxes upon the in-

Loew's Reduces Prices
At Aldine, Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh— Loew's Aldine has cut
its scale from 35 and 50 cents to 15
cents up to 1 P.M., 25 cents from
1 to 6 P.M., and 35 cents thereafter.
Children's prices now are 10 cents to
6 P.M. and 15 cents thereafter.
Wert

Thalberg Plans Trip Abroad
Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Irving Thalberg plans
a trip to Europe in the Spring.

Studio
and Location
Sound on Film Recording
Low
Dally or Weekly Rate*

Powers Clnephone Equipment Corporation

723-7TH

AVE.. N. Y.

BRYANT

Theaterstockholders'
Corp.
Annual
meeting, Ro:

Today
Feb.

3

Feb.

S

"Trader
Horn."at the
M-G-MAstor, prod*
tion, opens
Ne
York.
Testimonial
luncheon
to Arthi
Creenblatt
at the Hotel Asto

Feb. 6

Drive Against Music Tax Sam E. Morris Month
Getting Early Start
(Continued by
fromAllied
Page 1) Ass'n
(Continued from Page 1)
Planned

the House judiciary committee after
having been introduced by the House
leader, Rep. Michael Musmango of
Pittsburgh, believe they have sufficient
votes lined up to get favorable action
Jacocks Assisting Alperson
Donald Jacocks, who has been a on the measure.
booker for Warner first-run houses
"Resurrection"
Held Over
in the most important cities, will in
addition join with Clayton Bond in
Chicago — Universale "Resurrecassisting Eddie Alperson, who has
tion,'* starring John Boles and Lupe
been appointed to take over most of Velez, is being held over for a second week at the State Lake.
the duties formerly handled by
George Skouras.

New
York
Long
Island City
1540 Broadway
154 Crescent
St.
BRYant
4712
STIllwell
7940

Run

6087

Charlie
opens atChaplin's
the George"City M. Lighti
Cohai
New York.
Paramount
Pep Club Ball, Hot
Astor, New
York.
Feb. 7
First Annual
Dinner
and Dane
by Columbia Pictures employe*
Hotel
Plaza, New
York.
Feb. 9
Thirty-second
annual
dinner
h
the Society of the Genesee
i
honor of George
Eastman.
'
Feb. 10-11 National
convention
of
indi
pendent
exhibitors
called
b
Y.in
Allied
States Ass'n to be hel
Chicago.
Feb. 28

Foxfilm
Athletic Club fifth anas
ball at the Commodore
Hotel, )

Mar. 7

Annual midnight theater party b
the Kaplan Projection Society fa
the benefit of the Sick Fund, I
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
May 25-28 Spring meeting of the Socier;
of Motion Picture Engineers to ft
held in Hollywood.
April 4-11 Players'
and benefit
Patrons'
Week, national
for Jubilt
N. V
A. Club.
April 23-24 dorsers
State Convention
of Indiana
of Photoplays,
ClaypooIn
Hotel, Indianapolis.

"Noiseless" Ad Film Completed
Detroit — The local sound studio o
Jam Handy Picture Service has con
pleted
its firstthecommercial
picture
pre*
duced under
new Western
Electrj
Noiseless Recording System. Thi
four-reel picture, of the newsreel typt
is the second produced by the Jar
Handy studios for the Coca-Cola Cc
within the past three months.
40 Houses Get Acoustical Tuning
In its campaign to improve acous
tics in the circuit's houses, Fox Theaters has so far given new acoustics
treatment to 37 houses, with thret
other jobs at present under way.
Phone

Stillwell

NEGATIVES

7932

tor

DEVELOPED

and
Positive
Prints
Made
en standard or 16 mm. stock

INTER-CONTINENTAL

Film
74 Sherman

Laboratories
Inc.
St.
Long Island City

HELD OVER /
-FOR

A 2nd WEEK

STATE-LAKE,

AT THE

CHICAGO!

Packed them in at the
Film
Daily's poll makes
it
unanimous!

Roxy, and now watch it
hit the high spots at
RKO s Cameo, New York !

The best picture of the
year is "All Quiet on
the Western
Front."

Critics unite in glonous praise! I
Read What THEY Say!
"Resurrection" wins three stars. John Boles is
magnificent.
— Mae Tinee, Chicago Tribune
I advise you tO see this picture.
"Resurrection"

—New

York Telegram

will twang heart strings everywhere.

— New York Evening World

Lupe Velez helps to place "Resurrection" in the niche
reserved for films that merit a visit even from the most
finicky.

—New York Morning Telegraph

Intelligently directed, skillfully
Well acted.

photographed,
and
—New York Sun

John Boles adds his personable qualities and excellent voice to the general acting excellence.
— New York Morning Telegraph
As beautiful a thing pictorially as we've seen this
1931 .
— New York Daily News
Miss Velez offers what is by far the truest and most
believable portrayal.
—New York Herald Tribune
Edwin Carewe has molded a sensitive and subdued
screen sketch from "Resurrection."

—New

York World

Should be witnessed by lovers of good cinema fare.
— Mae Tinee, Chicago Tribune
■New York Mirror
"Resurrection" is stunning.

Carl Laemmle
edwin CApresents
R EWE'S
PRODUCTION

r&ijrttj
u/itA.
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Worcester, Mass. — Robert H. Portle was tendered a stag dinner recently at the Warren Hotel in honor
of his appointment as manager of
the Plaza. Mayor O'Hara, Charles
Wilkenson, Frank Conklin of Fox
and Edward Fitzpatrick of Meriden,
Conn., were at the speaker's table.
Portle was presented a purse by
Thomas J. Meehan, manager of the
Palace.

Girardville, Pa.— Frank Hollister,
proprietor of the Opera House, was
held, up recently in his theater office
and robbed of $300.

Brooklyn— Bernard Frank is now
operating the Normandy.
Woodbridge, N. J.— Fred. Faulkner of the F. B. Amusement Corp.
is now operating the State.

OF THE DAY

Pine River, Minn.— The MemorPortage, Wis.— The Home, forial has been leased by Daniel Fyre
merly conducted by R. A. Duke, is
Denver — Helen Sharmon has suc- now being operated by the Snow of Minneapolis. Sound will be installed. The house was formerly
Theater Co.
ceeded Stanley Del Marr at the Maoperated by C. W. Rothgarn.
Racine, . Wis. — Manning SilverOwatonna, Minn.— W. R. Thompyan.
man, who operates the Columbia,
Rockwell City, la.— Earl Neu has
son is opening the Tonna.
Fern
and
Murray
theaters
in
Miltaken over the Empress here from
waukee, has taken ovefr the Rex
Walter Peterson.
Cleveland— The Hanna, Shubert
here.
Salem, Ore.— John Stille is now house, has reduced amission prices
Eureka, S. D.— The Lyric has reto $2 top.
opened with new sound equipment. manager of the Warners' Elsinor
and Capitol. Stille formerly managed the Warner in Aberdeen and
Cleveland— Phil Gleichman, genHurley, S. D.— Ole Estrvig has now retains supervision over that
eral manager of Warner Theaters
leased the Star and will remodel the house, which is managed by Eddie
here, is leaving for Florida with
Fitzgerald.
house before reopening.
Mrs. Gleichman.

WESI

Denver — H. B. Loveless, Universal salesman, is father to a new boy.
Garretson, S. D.— Ray Frick has
leased the opera house from John
Simonson.

Denver — Bert Henson, formerly
Port Richmond, L. I.— Alan V. with the
Paramount, Portland,
Madison, manager of the .ctrand, Ore., is now publici
ty director at
Port Jervis, has <0>en transferred the Denver.
here, where he will have charge of
publicity for all the Sol Brill theWessington Springs, S. D.— R. J.
aters in Staten Island.
Steffin, manager of the Rialto, is
Brooklyn— De Grosse & Marelli conducting Sunday shows as a result of a temporary injunction isare now operating the Fifth Avenue.
sued by Judge Frank B. Smith forbidding authorities from closing the
Newark, N. J.— Ben Knobel has
The townsfolk voted against
taken over the Mindlin here, as well house.
Sunday movies.
as the Strand at Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Danbury, la.— Townsfolk are agiBronx— Gordon & Levine are now
tating for a movie theater here.
operating the Benenson, formerly
under management of Ed Mandel.
Eureka, S. D.— The
Roselle Park, N. J.— Sam Cocalis has opened under the New Lyric
ement
has taken over operation of the Park. of the owners, Lee and manag
Shaw.

Ni
New
Incorporations
•Jr, . * S*°Uni Sy?tems. sound recording
apparatus;
H. Gleason, 258 Broadway,
New
York. A $10,000.
Flora Amusement Corp., motion pictures
films; D. McNamara, Jr., 5th Ave. & 9th
St New York. $1,000.
wK<Ant T?'«,ures Corp., motion picture films;
M A^ Halpern, 1441 Broadway, New York.
*im -hares
common.
Warner Bros. Pictures of Argentina, Inc.,
yovcr, Del. motion pictures; Prentice Hall,
inc., of Delaware,
Dover, Del.
$10 000
Distributors of Forenfilm, motion picture
apparatus; C. H. Bellows, 140 Nassau St,
250 shares common.
New York.
Standard
Screens, Inc., Wilmington.
Del
screens;
Corporation
Trust
Co., Wilmington. Del.
$100,000;
10,000 shares common
Home and Industrial Movie Service, Inc
Bloomfield
manufacture
picture film'
Howard .Peck,
Bloomfield, motion
N. J. 1,000 shares
common.

©

Chicago Notes
Herb

Washburn, formerly exchange manager for RKO, is now
vice.
connected with National Screen Ser-

Dave Dubin will handle the sound
version of "The Birth of a Nation"
in this territory.
Jack Friedman, formerly with Essanay Theaters, is now selling trailers for Filmack.
Russell Egner, formerly with
United Artists at Milwaukee, is now
handling the downstate territory
throu
chang
e.gh the company's local exLouis Brecka has taken over the
Bell on Armitage Ave. and is equipping it with DeForest sound.
Sascha Increasing Production
Ray-Miner Corp., theater proprietors; J H
Karp, 1501
Vienna— Sascha-Film Co. is reshares common.Broadway, New York. 100
ported to be planning film producFruh
Amusement
Corp., parks, theaters:
tion
on
a large scale, with the cor^ceLBrosH
West
42nd
St.,
New
York.
100 shares common.
operation of the Felner-Somlo Co.
Name Change
Movie Editors, Manhattan, to Visual Ser- of Berlin. Another sound film stuvice Company.
dio is being constructed in SieverCapital Increases
mg, near here. It will be fitted with
R. C. A. of Argentina,
the newest equipment and a Tobis
Inc., Camden.
N. J„ name
changed
to R. C. A. Victor recording appa
ratus. The annual
Argentina
and capital increased from $25 production will comprise
000 to $1,000,000.
10 films

*

CENTRAL

*

Kansas City— Ray St. James has
taken over the New. Center, colored
house. Charles C^Neal and Dee
Appleton have been appointed house
managers of the New. Center. Harry Dieter has bought the Beaufort.

Kahoka, Mo.— The Kozy has been
sold by
James McLaughlin to Arthur T. Blum.
Cleveland — William Evans has
been transferred from Loew's, Akron, to the Allen here as assistant
manager
.

Youngstown— The Victory, operated by Joe Trunk, is closed as the
result of a recent fire.

New Holstein, Minn.— Fred Boeskopp.
lager and W. H. Steiner have taken
over the Majestic from O. H. Witt-

Minneapolis— W. H. Tracy, formerly connected with Educational
and Columbia as sales representathis territ
tive, is now
ory. with United Artists in

*

SOUTH

*

Arcadia, La — James Harris has
been appointed manager of the
Dixie, which has been taken over
by
the Kelly Amusement Co. from
L. T.
Langston.

Houston— O. B. Bridges has equipped the Royal with sound and will
open the house about Feb. 1.
Cleveland — Martin Printz, manDallas— Charles Gregory is sales
ager of Loew's Circle, and Al Friedman, former official of Loew's Ohio representative for the new branch
Theaters, have gone to California for
Screen Service
the winter. Jack McBride is in of National
charge of the Circle.
Dallas— Tol Teeter has opened
the
old Lyric, having taken over the
lease from Griffith Amusement Co.
Educational Launching

New
"Romlanti
Jour
"
Educationa
willc launc
h neys
its new
series of "Romantic Journeys" with
the release of "Honeymoon Land"
on Feb. 1. Claude Flemm
ing, explorer, adventurer, actor, and singer,
will be shown in each of the countries^ in which the "Romantic Journeys" are laid, singing with the natives, and joining in their activities,
The descriptive dialogue which he
uses is designed to incorporate the
drama and comedv tvpical of the
place.
Change R-K-0 Mgrs. and Openings
Walter Risley, formerly manager of
the R-K-0 Majestic, Springfield 111

Anson,
Tex.— The H. T
circuit
has
ased
from Simpson purch
& Nelson. the

H-,dgei
Palace

Dallas — H. C. Montgomery
is
handling the sound version of "The
Birth of a Nation" for Texas.

TEN YEARS INAGO TO-DAY
NEWSMPU
Of HLMDQM

Robert Brunton Studios perfect
finan
cial arrangement to aid indepenis
now
mana
ging
eum
Leonard Grossman thehasOrph
dent producers.
repla
ced there"
Risley. E. L. Nikodem has been ap*
*
*
pointed manager of the St. Louis in
Nebraska legislature has five bills
bt. Louis.
The Rivoli in New Brunswick N T pending
affecting picture industry.
*
*
*
has
chanBost
ged onto will
Saturday
Keiths,
openi
ngs'.
hereafter open
W. A. Brady guest at Delmonico
shows on Fridays, and the Portland, dinner.
Important matters discussed.
Portl
and,
Ore.,
will
open on Thursdays.
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EXPLOITETTES

Timely Topics

A. Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion

— 0=

More Pantomime
And Less Talk

UAVE producers and directors
so quickly forgotten the
technique of pantomime that
was developed through necessity to a degree of a fine art in
the cycle of silent pictures?
Fast •dialogue and rapid sequence
were the first orders on the
debut of talking pictures. Bad
photography and lack of action
was an accompanying product.
Photography has improved together with recording, but action and pantomime have been
neglected for verbose situations.
Unnecessary dialogue obscures
the important "lines." J. L.
Warner, in making an important
picture for the European market,
insisted that the picture to be a
success in its fullest degree
should clearly tell itself in pantomime as the distribution of this
product would be in several
countries. The finished product
was a revelation to those who
did not understand the language
in which the dialogue was
spoken. They had grasped almost every detail of the story.
The pantomime injected was so
forceful that each character visually explained themselves, only
the "off stage" dialogue confused. In rehearsing a scene for
a forthcoming production, the
director and the star were dismayed by the lack of feeling the
situation carried. Groping, they
fell upon the idea of going
through the situation as they
would have done if making a silent picture. It was a happy
thought. Fifty per cent of the
dialogue was eventually eliminated and the rest was conveyed
by pantomime. The result was.
a scene replete with charm and
naturalness. The usual ad lib
dialogue was not missed and the
important lines sparkled because
of the spacing afforded.
- — he Roy Stone

A
FILM
FACT
A
DAY
Hollywood studios will reduce production costs $70,000,000 this year.

• • • THINGS
WE
Never Thought
Worth
Mentioning
Till Now
that February 5 marks the most Significant
Event in the history of the film biz, although entirely overlooked
by the industry, for this Thursday is the 37th anniversary of the
Real Birth of the Motion Picture
on that date in 1894
Jean A. Le Roy successfully projected motion pictures for the
first time in Riley Brothers' Optical Shop on Beekman St. in
New York
that you should never throw away the juice
in a can of pineapple, for it has orange juice licked when mixing
a Bronx
that Tom Namack, Warners' trade paper contact, was one of the first advance p.a.'s for Ringling's Circus,
requiring him also to be a good tumbler and acrobat to cover
the long jumps from town to town
that Herman Robbins, head man for National Screen, passes out the Best cigars
and so we never pass his office without dropping in
that if exhibs find the name of Carmen Barnes, the
new Paramount star, too long for the marquee lights, they can
shorten it to Car Barnes
that Eileen Brennan, Pathe's
first lady of the land-on-the-front-page, claims she still loves her
husband
that Jesse James
Goldburg always signs his
name in full like the original bandit, and does his best to live
up to tradition
that some film guys with good chest development got that way from patting themselves on the back
that a Telephotograph of this yere kolyum was sent to
the Coast by Mark Luescher, who wanted the studio folks to
know what we thought of the "Cimarron" Washington swagger
opening
that what often passes for a Miami sunburn is
nothing but a barbershop sun-ray bath to alibi the washed-out
look of the morning after the night before
that Bill Black
of the Screen Ad. Associashe doesn't want it KNOWN
that
he won't be a bachelor much longer
or should we be
exiled?
that if marriages are made in Heaven, a lotta disillusioned couples are perfectly satisfied to go to hell
*
*
*
*
• • • THE NEWSPAPER CLUB will stage its Old Timers*
Night on Feb. 28 at the Astor Hotel
so for the measly
sum of five smackers on that august occasion the Committee
assures us you can hobnob with the gent who works for Keats
Speed, to say nothing of Hearstites, Pulitzerites, Reedites, MacFaddenites, Pattersonites, Ochsites, Scripps-Howardites, Hitites and
Sit Tights
The Club has moved into its new quarters at
the Claridge Hotel
incidentally, Bob Farrell has designed
a slick poster herald for the annual shindig, showing a newspaper
gent sitting on top of the world pounding his typewriter, with
reproductions of facsimile names of all the big Youessay newspapers surrounding him
Bob should be employing his poster
talents in the film biz
*
*
*
*
•
• • • CHARLIE GRISWOLD will represent the Roxy on
the Zone No. 2 committee of the Players' and Patrons' Jubilee
Week, otherwise known as the annual N.V.A.
Drive
A motion picture has again been employed in a big court prothis time saving
Wanamakertax estate
a li'l matter of tenceeding,million
berries the
on John
an inheritance
by proving
the
great merchant was of sound mind when he made his will
Out in Chi films worth $35,000 belonging to Julius Rosenwald
were stolen
and a Hollerword producer claims one of
his films was stolen, but he's not blaming the Guntown bandits
Mike Simmons sends a postcard showing a "Simmons
Beach" at Bermuda where he's visiting, but wasn't a bit surprised that his fame has reached so far
*
*
*
*
• • • UNIVERSAL needed a twin to resemble John Boles
in "Seed," so sent out an s.o.s. by radio
the result was 56
pairs of twins
but nary a one that looked like Jawn
Ben Blake claims the industry record for turning out ten onereelers in three days
Ben also writes, constructs gags,
directs,
cuts blame
his ownBen celluloid Sydney ifA. there's
anyhasunemployment
in this biz,
Phillips
published a
li'l vest pocket almanac which is a perpetual calendar for 100 years,
no less
but who among us will live to wear it out?

«
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Special Showing for
'Abraham Lincoln"
'TO

exploit the showing of
"Abraham Lincoln" at the
Auditorium in Baltimore, Md.,
Fred Schanberger, Jr., manager,
invited 15,000 prominent city
officials and leading educators
to attend a special preview. The
mayor and all city officials were
present. The mayor made a
speech from the stage of the
theater after the performance in
which he praised General Lee
and Abraham Lincoln. Invitations to school principals and
teachers were sent out through
the mayor's office. 75,000 halfrate tickets were distributed to
scholars and teachers.
— United Artists
*

*

*

Special School
Matinee for "All QuieV
^HEN
"A» Mishawaka,
Qu'et" P'ayedInd.,
at
the Tivoli,
Manager Harry Easton put on
a special school matinee for the
kiddies. This theater usually
only runs matinees on Saturday,
but staged this one on a Wednesday. The principal of the
high school had the teachers
make announcements in all class
rooms and permitted the posting
of announcements and heralds
on the bulletin boards. The woman angle was stressed in this
— Universal
campaign.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays dustry,
:
who are celebrating their

February 2
Benny Rubin
Frank Zucker
Ethel Doherty
Bobby North
Ralph Ceder
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
By

Many splendid, efficient men and women are out of employment in the
motion picture industry. With conditions picking up many jobs should
soon be open. To help along a worthy cause FILM DAILY will print
WITHOUT COS!1 your advertisement in classified form under "Help
Wanted' or "Situation Wanted." Each advertisement limited to 25
words. Simply address your letter to Advt. Mgr., Film Daily, 1650
Broadway, New York City.

SITUATIONS

WANTED

ASSISTANT MANAGER, specializes in theatre advertising and house
service. Will make a valuable aid
to a manager. Will go anywhere.
Address Z. J. Wunder, 4146 North
Troy Street, Chicago, 111.
PROJECTIONIST — Expert on
Western Electric and R.C.A. sound,
non-union. Box 632, THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York
City.
YOUNG MAN,
20, willing to do
anything, can obtain references if so
desired. Albert Levy, 142 Norfolk
St., New York City.
YOUNG

MAN, 19, capable of advertising work, experienced, desires
position with newspaper or motion
picture concern. Leo Stern, 960
Tiffany St., Bronx, N. Y.
YOUNG MAN, 20, desires position
In the motion picture industry as
office or errand boy. Diligent, conscientious. Good references. Box
552, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway, N. Y. C.
NEWSPAPERWOMAN,
24, five
years experience Connecticut and
New York newspapers, also publicity and advertising experience excellent references. Box 614, THE
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
New York City.
YOUNG MAN, 12, college student.
Will do anything. Box 610, THE
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway.
N. Y. C.
FILM EDITOR, with line motion
picture studio. Having five years'
experience on silent versions and
also assisted leading: film editors.
THE FILM DAILY, Hollywood
Cal.
Five
SECRETARY- Stenographer
experience knowledge of -o 5
'
s
year languages.
eign
C. Leuba, c
West 122nd St., N. Y. C.
for-

REWRITE and ADVERTISING
MAN, seven years' experience with
large trade paper. Excellent references. Will travel if necessary. Box
620, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway. New York City.

INTELLIGENT YOUNG LADY,
excellent educational and cultured
background, seeks part or full-time
connection. Experienced secretary,
correspondent, literary assistant, publicity writer and play reader. Z., 307
West Ave., 43, Los Angeles, Cal.

RALPH

HOLLYWOOD

KUBEC
GLASMON and John
x^ Bright, whose novel, "The Public Enemy," is being picturized by
Warner Bros., are writing an original for Warners. They also wrote
"Hizzoner Big Bill Thompson," a
novel.
and "Beer and Blood,"
STENOGRAPHER, years of expe- abiography,
rience, desires position with capable
*
*
*
firm. Hard worker, can furnish exEdward
Everett
Horton
claims
cellent references. Box 536, THE
the
distinction
of
being
a
widely
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
educated man. The film comedian
N. Y. C.
was in turn a student of Polytechnic Institute in New York, Oberlin
FILM BOOKER, Theatre Manager, College and Columbia University,
age 32, familiar with advertising, ex- before entering upon his theatrical
ploitation, good correspondent and career which preceded his debut on
office manager; college graduate, le- the screen.
*
*
+
gal education, excellent reputation in
film business. Benj. M. Greenwald,
Marion Shilling played the tense
222 Penn St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
ingenueshelead
Lulu Betts"
while
was ina "Miss
still a freshman in
YOUNG MAN, 25, excellent ap- Central High School, St. Louis. She
pearance willing to do anything, can appeared with a stock company
drive, good references. Box 602, which was managed
*
* by* her father.
THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York City.
Esther Ralston, who has been absent from the screen for a year,
HELP WANTED
during which time she toured in
vaudeville, will soon be seen in
WANTED
BUSINESS MANA- "Lonely Wives." Pathe
farce which
GER and PUBLICITY MAN for also features Edward Everett
Horan attraction for stage and screen,
ton, Laura La Plante, Patsy Ruth
must be acquainted with personnel Miller,
Ehurne. Spencer Charters and Maude
and routing of vaudeville and screen,
*
*
*
producing offices. Small investment
and opportunity of a lifetime for a
Two branches of the British mililive-wire go-getter. State fully qualitary service are represented
fications. Box 627, THE FILM technical staff working with in the
ConDAILY,
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C
stance Bennett in her new Pathe
starring picture, tentatively titled
EXPERIENCED Theatre Contact
Lost Love." D. R. O. Hatswell.
Men to obtain screen rights for a former sub lieuten
ant
syndicated slide service or theatre Navy, is the officia in the Royal
l technical adowners should communicate direct
visor. In addition to being one of
to Box 618, THE FILM DAILY
Director Paul L. Stein's assistants,
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
terry Spencer is helping
l
solve technical problems. Harwel
Soencer
FEMALE. SPANISH CORRE- held a commission
with
English
infantry regiment duringan the
SPONDENT and TRANSLATOR
who is intelligent enough to handle Another English military man, war
Paul
own correspondence and take charge Cayanagh,
is with the troupe as a
of department. Nominal salary to featured member
of
*
* the* cast
start with but position is permanent
and future assured. Box 611 THE
Unlike the majority of actors in
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway
the
embryo, when Franklin PanaN. Y. C.
born first began to "trod the boards"
SALESMAN acauainted with the role m ••Hamlet." Instead, he
realmotion picture exhibitors New York III ized
carhasfrf
• an «~
*>laV ambition
the title
i and t0
fervent
City and elsewhere to sell English
and Foreign talking pictures, comthe mediu
m vcare
mission basis, reference reauired
of ankan amate
Ml
h
play urthroug
ny™nkes
compa
well
Horati°" ™ the stock
Box, 634, THE FILM DAILY, 1650 JnnZ IVini Newar
Broadway, New York City.

YOUNG MAN, experienced golfer
■rood personality, to sell new indoor
dnvine game that attracts real golf633,
er TT,LiJ
issi
?Pral comm
THE
FILM
DAIL
Y, on.
1650BoxBroad
^
way, New York City.

SALESMEN— acauainted
with exhibitors in all cities, for sidelineproduct used dailv.
Commission basis. Box 629, THE FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway,
N. Y C

Historical Series

Master Art Productions are
preparing a series of two-reel
all-color subjects depictin
American history. After a sur-g
vey, it was found that there is
a exeat doal of interest in pictures of this kind among educational leaders and women's
flubs. The series is to be done
'n
Harnscolor.

WILK

Sidney Lanfield, a Chicagoan by
birth and education, was assigned by
Fox Films to direct "3 Girls Lost,"
a story written by a Chicago newspaperman. Loretta Young, Joyce
Compton and Joan Marsh play the
three girls lost
* in* the *windy city.

If an actor's ability may be gauged
by the number of calls for his services, Gavin Gordon is entitled to
serious consideration for high mention. In one week Gordon, through
his representative, was interviewed
being conby eight directors
* individua
* and *is
sidered by each
l for a leading role in his respective production.
Maude Eburne and Spencer Charare reversing in Pathe's "Lonely ters
Wives,"
the roles they played in
"The Bat Whispers" for United
Artists. Then Maude was a servant
and had to take orders from Charters. Now the veteran actor por*
trays the butler in the household of
Miss Eburne's son-in-law, played by
Edward Everett Horton.
*
*
*
Donald Dillaway, under contract
to Fox Films, is one of the most
superstitious players on the screen.
He owns a small elephant moulded
of a composition resembling ivory
that he uses as a good luck charm.
*
*
*
Richard Cahoon, who .edited
"Aloha" for Al Rogell, is now cutting "The Mad Parade," which is
being made by Liberty Prods.
, with
William Beaudine
directing.
*
*
*

. "If c — c-conceit was c — c-consumption, we'd
accord
all Rosco
ing to
be b-b-bl
owing harps "
Ates.
*
*
*
Our Passing Show: Al Green.
Jerome Kern and Otto Harbach
lunching at First National; Harry
Wurtzel and Stuart Erwin chatting
at Paramount; Lou Brock busy at
Radio Pictures studio.
*
*
*
Mark Sandrich is directing Lucien
Littlefield
and
Ford
Sterling
in
Fifi Islands," a comedy, which Lou
tures.
Brock is producing for Radio Pic*
*
*
Doris Anderson is Writing the
?creen play and dialogue for "Tish,
Dressi
Tush, er.
Tish," which well star Marie
*
*
*
Dolph Thomas, veteran sound engineer, isrecording on "The Finger
Points," which John Francis Dillon
is directing at First National, with
Richard
Barthelmess as the star.
*
*
*
Here and There: Carl Ed, creator of "Harold Teen," Mervyn LeRoy and Joe E. Brown posing for
a photograph at First National; the
Duke of Sutherland lunching with
John Barrymore and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., at First National.

Abraham Lincoln

THERE IS ONLY

Dist. — United Artists
Running
Time — 1 hr., 37 mins.
Cast — Walter Huston, Lucille
La Verne, W. L. Thorne,
Helen Freeman, Otto Hoffman, Edgar Deering, Una
Merkel, Russell Simpson,
Charles Crockett, Kay Hammond, Helen Ware, E.
Alyn Warren, Jason Robards, Gordon Thorpe, Ian
Keith, Cameron Prudhomme, James Bradbury,
Sr., Jimmie Eagle, Fred
Warren, Oscar Apfel, Frank
Campeau, Hobart Bosworth,
Henry B.
Director—
D. Wa'.thal.
W. Griffith
Dialogue Director — Harry
Stubbs
Cameraman — Karl Struss
Benet
Scenarist
— Stephen Vincent

ONE
YEAR BOOK

Dialoguer
—
Benet

13th EDITION
NOW
ON THE WAY

Stephen Vincent

Editors— James Smith, Hal C.
Kern
Recording Engineer — Harold
Witt
Reviewed — 8-31-30
Released— 11-8-30

This Clipping is from the Production

Section

of the coming

1931 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
Showing
EVERY

How

Completely

Production

of 1930

Has Been Covered in the Interests ofCredits and Information

I

OF

1001

Interesting Features to be found within the
1200 Pages of this Authoritative Volume
♦

The Year Book Is Filmdom's Encyclopedia

It takes TWO
to win!

Fists

ASSOCIATED

IjOji
n

TIMES

OTIONPICTU*.-

Covering

And you— Mr. Advertiser "-cannot win exhibitor
business with one-fisted advertising* It is distinctly
a TWO-FISTED job.

SifcftBE-L
JOURNAL

Covering
Kansas
City
St. Louis territories.

You Get INTENSIVE Coverage of the Film Trade
With the ASSOCIATED GROUP
THE CLOSEST EXHIBITOR CONTACT)

p

Localized advertising messages
Localized editorial service
■n, -v «v yet a National medium
■yOU get these advantages: (1) Better trade papers, publishing selected news material that
■*• is of the greatest national as well as local trade interest (not padded space fillers for bulk
size), assuring the greatest reader interest. (2) The most intimate exhibitor contact, giving
definite sales value. (3) The lowest advertising rate per thousand readers. (4) Saving in plate
costs. (5) Simplification of placing of advertisements on the part of the advertiser. (6)
Each advertisement can be "localized" to fit special needs of the advertiser in the various
trade territories — and without additional cost. (7) All the advantages of national coverage,
without the disadvantages.
UNIT TO NATIONAL

ADVERTISERS

m&

PORUM

(Uiuni'irin

Covering Cleveland, Cincinnati and Louisville territories.

itaiiwS

PUBLICATIONS,
SHLYEN,

President and Publisher

General Offices: Ninth &. Van Brunt, Kansas City, Mo.
Neu> York Office: 55 1 Fifth Avenue
Chicago Office: 1018 South Wabash Avenue

NEW

ENGLAND

f*

Covering Boston, New Haven
and Portland
territories.

M W
Covering Atlanta, New Orleans, Charlotte and Memphis territories.

Mational in Scope
''Local in Service^

One Order- One Plate - One Bill

BEN

In-

Covering Detroit territory.

Wftf

ASSOCIATED

Chicago
and
dianapolis territories.

Covering Pittsburgh and Buffalo territories.

In no other publication can you get^

AS A SINGLE

and

*Covering

SOLD

Dallas and Oklahoma City territories.

Covering Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Omaha and Des
Moines territories.

have been world's champion

SALESMAN

J

Covering San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Seattle, Portland,
Denver and Salt Lake City
territories.

If he had used
only one fist Jack
Dempsey would not

(NEXT TO YOUR

PUBLICATIONS
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New Skouras Circuit May Extend Into Warner Ground
Merry'Qo'Round
—a statistical tornado

— —By

JACK

ALICOATE-^—

Brothers Negotiating for
Theaters in Eastern
Territory
Negotiations are under way on
the part of the Skouras Brothers, who
recently left Warner Bros., for the
acquisition of a string of theaters in
the eastern territory as part of the
new circuit they are building up.
Plans are understood to be on a big
scale, and locations promise to emholds. brace several of the Warner strong-

15,000 Indies
In a press release concerning the forthcoming Allied
States Ass'n convention in
Chicago, Abram F. Myers refers to "15,000 independent exhibitors of the United States."

We
are in
the
numerical
center of our
annual
statistical jag. In spite of the fact that
before us is an ever-changing picture and slightly beclouded panSome sort o! alignment with the
orama of digits, dots, dashes and Hughes-Franklin Theaters also is
Annual meeting of the Roxy
stockholders, which had promised
data, due primarily to our some- regarded as likely.
what intimate connection with the

A Big Business
Grows Bigger

final
Daily
react
some

preparation
of the 1931 Film
Year Book, we still mentally
with
enthusiastic
interest
to
of the latest authoritative figures on this great international motion picture industry.
For instance,
we find 101,945,025
shares
of pictures stocks were traded in on the
Big Board and Curb last year; that
the total cost of production in 1930
was approximately $182,000,000; that
exports
of positive film during
the
past twelve months totaled 290,000,000 feet; that salaries paid out in
the industry in 1930 represe it slightly over $500,000,000;
that sponsored
advertising films are commanding an
. audience of something like 18,000,000
' weekly;
that about 25,000 miles of
' celluloid, enough to circle the globe,
passes
through
American
film exchanges every day of the year; etc.,
etc., etc. Carry
this statistical data,
together with a thousand other fascinating and interesting motion picture subjects, on for 1,200 pages and
you'll have some
idea of the comprehensivenes ofthe coming edition
of The
Film
Daily
Year
Book.
After all, our enthusiasm
for this
annual volume is no secret and you
can take our confidential word for it
that this 1931 edition will be bigger,
better and more practical than ever,
and, although
we say it with due
modesty, the finest book of reference
ever published in the motion picture
industry.

GOV'T ANTI-MERGER CASES
DELAYED SEVERAL MONTHS
Another delay is indicated in connection with the Federal Government's Clayton Act suits pertaining
to the Warner-First National and
Fox-Loew merger deals. John H.
Amen, special assistant to the attorney general, in charge of the
cases for the government, yesterday
told The Film Daily that the
Federal Court, Southern District,
will not reach the cases until three or
four months. A few weeks ago expectations were that the cases would
go to trial early in March.

ROXY MEET A LOVE-FEAST;
CLARKE HEADS NEW BOARD
plenty of action with S. L. Rothafel as the target, ended up in a lovefeast, minus all semblances of fireworks. According to the annual report, net profits of the Roxy Theaters Corp. for the year ended Oct
31, 1930, after all deductions, were
$438,317.78, equivalent to $3.55 per
(Continued

on

Page

8)

LALLEY MADrfPATHE V. P.
AND GEN. STUDIO MANAGER
West

Coast

Bureau,

The

Film

Daily

Hollywood — Fred J. Lalley, formerly in charge of short comedy production, has been made a vice-president of Pathe and general manager
of the Pathe studios at Culver City.

Tiffany To Aim at "A" Houses
Only When Stories Warrant
"Dracula" for Roxy
"Dracula", produced by Universal from the stage hit, will
have its Broadway first-run
at the Roxy, starting Feb. 13.
Three members of the stage
production, Bela Lugosi, Edward Van Sloan and Herbert
Bunston, are in the cast, which
also includes Helen Chandler
and David
Manners.

"Tiffany will principally aim to
serve the Class B and C houses and
occasionally, when the story warrants it, shoot at the (lass A theaters," said Richard A. Rowland to
Thf. Fii m Daily yesterday, his first
day with the Tiffany organization
"We will make medium-priced pictures based on good stories and personalities," he stated.
Tiffany
will develop
personalities
(Continued on

Page 8)

One-Third
Country's
Theatersof Still
in
Silent Class
Out of 20,993 theaters in the
United States, as of Jan. 1, a total
of 13,128 are still in the silent class,
it is shown in a complete checkup
of the country made by The Film
Daily, in co-operation with the Film
Boards of Trade. The full list of
houses, classified by states and cities,
and with the silent theaters designated,(Continued
will appear on Page
in The
Film
8)

HAYS OfflCfSPONSORING
"BETTER BUSINESS" DRIVE
A

"better business" drive sponsored by the Hays Office and affecting all industries will soon be
put in motion as a result of a meeting held at
the Will Hays office and
(Continued on Page 8)

18BYTWO-REELERS^
PLANNED
PHIL RYAN THIS
YEAR
West

Coast

Bureau,

The

Film

Daily

Hollywood — Phil Ryan, who is
just finishing the sixth of a scries
of two-reel
starringrelease,
("luster Conklin comedies
for Paramount
plans to increase his schedule to IS
this year. Ryan is now negotiating
with two of the major companies re
garding release of the new product,
which probably will star Conklin.
Upon completion of his current production, Ryan will go to Xew York
to close negotiations with his new
releasing
affiliation.

"Cim" Tops "Rita"
In its first week at the Globe
on Broadway,
RKO's
ron" topped the
gross "Cimarof the
same, company's
"Rio grand.
Rita"
record
by about seven
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Amusement Stocks Rank Second
In Valuation Recovery Last Month
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Amusement stocks comprising
Paramount, Loew, RKO, Warner
tiros, ana Pox, ranked second among
JO leading industries in valuation
holidays
and
Saturdays
Publilbed daily except
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y , recovery during January. The film
by Wid'a Films and
.ind copyright (lyjtij
showed an average adFilm KolU, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, Eiesident, companies
vance ot 4. 6/ 5 points, amounting to
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau,
and General .Manager; an aggregate increase of $58,/51,Arthur W. Eddy. Associate Editor; l)on oly m the value of their stocks.
Carle
Gillette,
Managing
Editor. En- Kailroad
shares
led the upswing.
JOHN W. ALICOATE

Editor and Publisher
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the act of March
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Address all com
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Cable address: r'ilindav, New
York.
Hollywood,
Hollywood
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Wilk.
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Renter,
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Hollywood — J. \\ . Mac Far land has
been appointed western representative oi "Mickey Mouse' and the "Silly Symphonies"
by Irving
general
representative
ot theLesser,
Walt
Disney cartoon creations. MacPariand, who lormerly wa^ in charge
ol the qrhces ot Universal Pictures
.n Mexico Lity, will make his headquarters m Los Angeles.
Slavs

ancia
STOCK

J. W. McFariand Named
Disney Representative

Demand

Talkies

Belgrade — '! here is a big demand
ior talking pictures in Jugoslavia,
with 72 theaters equipped for sound.
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Rob Brooklyn Manager
Abraham Cohen, manager of a
theater at 433 Myrtle Avenue, Brooklyn, was seized by two men near
ins theater and robbed
of $200.
Ore. Lifts "Blue
Angel"
Ban
Portland,
Ore. — The
censors'
ban
on "Blue Angel" has been lifted and
the picture open-, tomorrow
at the
United
Artists.
Akerson

FILM

DAILY

Washington — George Akerson,
whose resignation as President
Hoover's secretary was to have been
effective Feb. 1, is staying on for
an extra week, while Hoover continues his search for a man to replace him. Akerson, recently engaged by Paramount, is expected to
sail for Europe late this month.

ft
New
York
ft 1540 Broadway
ft BRYant
4712

ft
ft
ft

Long
Island City
154 Crescent
St.
STIllwell
7940

#
JOE LUCKETT, for years associated with
|.t the Warner Bros,
in Dallas, is
♦.♦ in New York for a exchange
visit.
g
CHARL
IE
CHAPL
IN
arrives
in New
ft
York tomorrow morning- on the Broadway
ft Limited.
ft

CHARLES FARRELL is due in New
V-rk on Thursday en route to Europe for
a vacation.
SIMEON GREIVER of Greiver Productions, Chicago independent exchange, is registered at the Astor.
ft
ft
ROLAND PERTWEE, English author,
it
ft Warner
for Hollywood under contract to
ft has left Bios.
FRANK TOURS, director of music at
Hollywood :i
Chicago 6700 Santa Monica 8 Paramount': New York studio, has returned
ft 1727 Indiana Ave.
Blvd.
K from a brief vacation in Florida.
D. A. DORAN, Jr., story editor at Para«
CALuiaet
2691
HOLlywood 4111 g
mount's New York studio, returns Thurslay after four weelcj in Hollywood.

jEastiman Films |

| J. E. Brulatour, Inc. §

Today
Feb. S

Columbus — A concerted fight is
being carried on by the M. P. T. O. Feb. 6
of Ohio for the passage of a bill introduced in the House calling for
repeal of the censorship on news- Feb. 7
reels. The exhibitor organization,
which argues that newsreels are
photographic records of current Feb. 9
events and therefore entitled to free
speech the same as newspapers and
the radio, is enlisting the editorial
support
of the state's newspapers
its
campaign.

in

London
Exhibitors Defy
Closed Sunday Ruling
London — Cinema theaters defied
the recent ruling, which declared
Sabbath performances illegal, and
continued to operate Sunday. Public interest in the situation helped to
attract a big turnout of persons, resulting in big business for practically all of the houses.
Two New Paramount Exchanges
Paramount is adding two more exchange buildings to its list. A new
structure in Albany has just been
opened. Construction has started
on a building
in Minneapolis.
J. Stuart, Blackton
Marries
Santa Barbara, Cal. — Commodore
J. Stuart Blackton and Helen Stable
of Los Angeles were married here in
the All Saints-by-the-Sea Episcopal
Church. Blackton's first wife died
a few years ago.

Stays Extra Week

Washington Bureau of THE

"Devil to Pay" for Pop Run
Ronald Colman in "The Devil to
Pay" will close its eight-week twoa-day run at the Gaietv next Sunday
night and reopen Jan. 11 at the Rialto for an engagement at popular
WILLIAM MELNIKER, South American
'
prices.
manager
for M-G-M
arrived here yesterday
LORETTA SAVERS, Columbia slar, left
♦*.♦♦.»♦.»♦.»*.♦*.»♦.»♦.♦♦.»*.**.•*.»*.»*.«*.*♦.*♦.♦*.♦*.»».»*•».»»«♦.»♦.
»>•♦•♦••♦♦♦•♦*♦♦♦♦•»«••♦#»••*'♦•*♦••••••♦'♦•♦••*>•'•* w«ix for the coast yesterday.

it

Ohio Likely To Repeal
Newsreel Censorship

HitDATE
INDUSTRY'S
ECCr
'Trader tion, Horn'"
M-G-M
opens at the
Astor, producNew
York.
Testimonial luncheon to Arthur
Greenblatt
at the Hotel Astor,
Charlie
opens atChaplin's
the George"City M. Lights"
Cohan,
New
York.
Paramount
Pep Club Ball, Hotel
Astor, New
York.
First Annual Dinner and Dance
by Columbia Pictures employees,
Hotel
Plaza, New
York.
Thirty-second annual dinner by
the Society of the Genesee in
honor of George
Eastman.

Hamrick Leases Alder
As Portland Ace House

Portland, Ore. — John Hamrick has
relinquished the Music Box and
signed a 10-year lease on the Alder
as his local ace house, opening Feb.
7 with

"Illicit".

Brandt-Blumenthal Case
Sidetracked for 3 Years
The Appellate Division of the U.
S. Supreme Court in Brooklyn has
refused to grant the motion of A.
C. Blumenthal. for a preference in
the hearing of his suit against Billy
Brandt for commission said to be
due in connection with the sale ot
Brandt's houses to Fox. As a result, the case probably will not come
up in Nassau County for about three
years.

Garyn On Sick List
Pat Garyn, general sales manager
for National Screen Service, is confined to his home with a severe attack of tonsilitis.

George E. Martin Dead
Newburgh, N. Y.— George E.
Martin, 42, formerly manager of the
State here, is dead in Albuquerque,
N. M., according to word received
here.

Charles Horwarth
Dies
Toronto— Charles Horwarth, 71,
proprietor and manager of the Red
Mill is dead, in his 71st year. The
Red Mill was one of _the original
picture houses
in Toronto.

Gala "Cimarron''
Opening
Providence — "Cimarron" will be
given a Hollywood type of opening
at the Albee here Thursday night.
Harry Storin has invited the Governor and other civic officials and
celebrities to attend. A mike will
be installed in the lobby and other
'"world premiere" trimmings added.

For

Scripts and
Go to Scribes
Viola Irene Cooper
9 E. 59th St.
New York
Volunteer 5543
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N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y
Mannon Signs Coach
For Football Series
Alfred Ti Mannon has signed
Howard Jones, coach of the University of Southern California, for a
series of onc-reelers called "Pigskin
Problems".

Sanford Greenburger
Leaves First National
Sanford Greenburger, story editor
at the First National studio, has resigned.

Poppe Succeeds Leavitt
As Pathe Studio Manager
Harry Poppe has succeeded Harvey Leavitt, resigned, as manager
of the Pathe Studio.
M-G-M Signs Moorhead
Natalie Moorhead
has been cas'
by M-G-M
.to plav opposite John
Gilbert ertson
in will"Cheri
John Robdirect. Bebi".
William Goodrich Assigned
E. H. Allen, general manager of
Educational Studios, has assigned
the seventh Mermaid comedy to the
direction of William Goodrich.
Wheeler Oakman is the first player
to be signed.
Lee Garmes on "City Streets"
Lee Garmes is doing the camera
work on "City Streets" for Paramount. The picture features Gary
Cooper, with Sylvia Sidney, Paul
I.ukas, Wynne Gibson and Guv Kibhee.
Rouben Mamoulian is "directing.

Robert Riskin Signed by Columbia
Robert Riskin has been signed by
Columbia to contribute the dialogue
to the company's forthcoming underworld drama, "The Good Bad
Girl."

"Apron Strings" Renamed
, Universal has changed the title of
Apron Strings," the Torrence Davis stage play being directed for the
talking screen by Vin Moore, to
"Virtuous Husband." In the cast
are: J. C. and Elliott
Nugent, Bettv
Compson, Jean Arthur and Allison
Skipworth.

Mickey's Foreign Tags
Mickey

Mouse, the Walt
Disney cartoon star, who is
now squeaking bi-lingually
has been given a native name
in several foreign countries.
The Germans call him Michael
Maus, in France he is Michel
Souris, or more familiarly as
Michel in the same way as
Charlie Chaplin is known as
Chariot, while the Spaniards
call him Miguel Ratonocito
and Miguel Pericote.

City exchange,
replacing
Reading, Pa. — Pictures made in Oklahoma
Paul Townsend,
resigned.
(iermany by the AAFA Tobis concern, are to be a feature at the ReadMinneapolis — William Shartan,
ing Orpheum, which Frank D. Hill
manages, showing on Sundays only. Warner-First National salesman in
southern Minnesota, has been proBy RALPH
WILK
moted to lead the Twin City and
Camden, N. J.— Harry Heller, former
manager
of
the
Savoy
of
the
key
city
selling department.
N,
SHANNO
TERRY rman,
T newspape
ROBER
who is Stanley-Warner Wilmington group
former
has been transferred to the Grand
Cleveland — Arthur Goldsmith, fora well-known short story writer, has here.
merly Pathe branch manager in
joined Columbia and is writing "VirPittsburgh, is now working out of
tue's Bed," an original story. He
Altoona, Pa. — I. C. Mishler has the local Pathe office as special sales
was formerly with Paramount.
*
*
*
sale.
purchased the Mishler at a sheriff's representative.
Due to his excellent work on the
Chicago — Mannie Shure is now
direction of the Italian version of
Staunton, Va.— Shifting of War- manager of the Salt Lake. He was
"The Big House," Emile de Reca'
ner managers in the Shenandoah di- O's Palace.
vision have been made as follows: formerly assistant manager of R-Khas been re-signed by M-G-M and
will direct the Spanish version of Ashton C. Rudd, manager of the
"Trader Horn." His Spanish ver- New and Strand, Staunton, to the
Kansas City — L. I. Bryant and Harsion of "The Grand Parade" is still Masonic, Clifton Forge; Charles H.
old Allgood of Independence, Kan.,
scoring heavily in Lathi American McKinney, manager of the Masonic
countries.
have taken over the Diamond from
transferred to Harrisonburg, suc- Chas. Nelson.
*
*
*
ceeding Maynard Madden, who was
Our Passing Show: M. H. Hoff- shifted to Washington.
Cabool, Mo.— O. L. Gentry has
man, John G. Adolfi, Dell Hendersold his theater here to F. A. Lane
Weston,
Pa. — Martin Wescowitch of Eldon, Mo.
son, Jake Wilk at "Elmer the Great";
John Meehan and Fritz Tidden chat- is operating the Palace.
ting at M-G-M; Joe Marks busy at
Buy Radio Center Leases
First National.
Baltimore — George Peppier has
The Underel Holdings Corp., act*
*
*
ing for John D. Rockefeller, Jr., in
succeededof William
' Stumpf a*
manager
the Red E.Wing.
John Tribby, who handled the
the purchase of real estate parcels r
for the "Radio City" center, has^ pursi mnd work on "Beau Ideal," is now
chased the lease of 70 W. Slst St.
Reading, Pa.— A. Frank O'Brien
recording
"Room
and
Board"
for
Wilmer
&
Vincent
New
York
ofRadio Pictures.
from Pierre Jarry, and the lease of
*
*
*
fice representative, has been assign- 72 W. 51st St. from Carl Sterman.
ed to the general managership of all
No more ingenue roles for Patsy
New South Bend Theater Firm
the firm's Reading houses. He sucRuth Miller, who plays in Pathe's
ceeds Harry D. Stearn.
South Bend, Ind. — Orie G. Irefeature farce, "Lonely Three," if
land, Ansel R. North and Clarence
the popular young actress has her
O. Miller are incorporators of the
Oklahoma City— Roger Hurlock
way. For the future she demands formerly
assistant manager at the Palais Amusement Corp. formed
parts calling for some real charac- Hippodrome
in Raltimore. has asso- with a capital stock of 1,000 shares
terization rather than the straight
ciated himself with R. L Coleman etc.
to own, operate and lease theaters,
leading roles of th°, past, wherein in managing a theater here.
the value of characterization was
too frequently subordinated to femNew
Enterprise in Maynard,
Lone
Mass
inine appeal. When Miss Miller formerly Beach. Cal.— The Stanley
the
Liberty
,
has
reopene
Maynard,
Mass. — Maynard Amused
married Tay Garnett. Pathe direc- with sound.
ment Co., Inc., has been formed to
tor, a year ago, she decided to deconduct theatrical and general
vote her time to domesticity and
Conshohocken; Pa.— George Chap- amusement enterprises. Incorporaonly accept such screen or stage oftors are Frances B. Markell, Edward
man is now operating the Forest.
fers as really appealed to her.
Markell and Kenneth
H. Forkev.
Los Aneeles— Tack Rantz has beer
Walter Brandt Handling Publicity
named bv Fox West Coast to havLehrman To Direct for Fox
Cleveland— Walter Brandt, formerHiar<re nf the Westlake. succeedine
Henrv Lehrman has signed a con- Rnckv Newto
ly local First National branch mann, yyho has been transtract to direct at the Fox studios.
ferred to the Uptown.
ager, is now in charge of publicity
for Warner theaters in this district.
Pearce To Direct "Meet the Wice"
Tacoma — Douedas Kimberlv di- Handling British Films in Ohio,
Ky.
A. Leslie Pearce has been eneagrector of the Fox West Coast here
Cleveland— Meyer Fischer of the
ed bv Al Christie to direct "Meet has been succeeded by Clem Pone Fischer Film Exchan
ge has secured
the Wife", from the stage pLv hv of Oakland. Cal.
the distribution rights to a series of
Lynn Starling. F. McGrew Willis now working on the screen adapPlatte. S. D.— Roy Mundon is th* eight British International features
tation.
for Ohio and Kentucky.
•icw owner
nf the Lyric.
Arliss Plans Changed
Los Anorpies_ Claude Davis ha?
George Arliss. who yeas scheduled --fni
l,,l Wester,, Electric in
Migrated
hito make "The Devil" following rom- Dreamland.
One
hundred
of the 900 prowhich he has rconened
fessional members of the
nlction of "The Millionaire", w'll instead aopear in his Dlav based on
Lamb's Club of New York
Kan^vthe life of Alexander Hamilton, it distant City— Tom Pole, formerly
are
now on the west coast in
manage-- for Fox. has ber-n
is announced
by Warner
Bros.
picture work, according to a
crnmoted to assistant booker yvrth
checkup made Saturday. When
Wilson Mirner Writing for F. N. ChaHPS W Decker replacing Co1»
musicals were in vogue some
William MiVner. author and play- '" the shiooincr denartment Bob
months ago, the coast roster
wright, has ioined the First Nation- Waterman, who was assistant bookwas considerably
larger.
er, has been transferred to the Fox
al staff of writers.
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Producers Still Cling
To Star System
'"THE frequent complaint that
film executives are discarding the star system and depriving the public of their old favorites in favor of new personages,
is unfounded. True, the new
era of sound pictures has brought
a host of new

people to the

screen and has perforce relegated some former stars to the
background, yet there is no disposition to thwart the preferences of cinema patrons by
withdrawing favorite actors and
actresses. When the accusation
is made that personalities are
being made secondary to production requirements, the critic
overlooks the fact that the boxoffice is the final test of what
the public will be given. New
technique of the screen has
found some former stars inadequate and when new people are
engaged for pictures it is merely
a reaction to box-office demand. The demand today is for
excellence in every phase of picture production. Not only must
the cast contain actors and actresses who are pleasing to theater patrons, but they must be
presented in a drama that has
genuine merit. Each role must
be capably enacted and it is
often necessary to engage a comparatively unknown player in
order to insure a capable performance of a given role.
— Lloyd Bacon

A total of 10,794 actors and
studio workers were injured in
production work since 1925.

•

Feb.
their

•

FILM

CALENDAR

for the month of February

3, Horace
Greeley, the great journalist, was born, 1811
and the Newspaper Club will have a rebirth today in
new
quarters
in the Claridge
Hotel
Feb. 4, Col.

Charles Lindbergh was born, 1904
Paul Stein's birthday,
too, and he's also been up in the air a lot out in Hollywood
Feb. 6, Massachusetts ratified U. S. Constitution, 1788
and Lucille Gleason, the actress, was born, and ratified
the event by having her son Russell born on the same day —
some years later, of course
Feb. 7, the first telephone,
made by Thomas A. Watson, for Bell, 1875
this is just
a reminder to a lotta film gents with unpaid telephone bills
Feb. 8, National
Boy
Scout
Week starts
so put on a
Scout suit, and be one of the boys
Feb. 11, Thomas Edison's birthday, 1847
and Joe E. Brown,
screen
comic,
also born on this date, is sure Edison was born just so he could
put Joe's name in his Mazda lights
Feb. 12, Lincoln's
birthday,
1809
and United
Artists will be peeved if all
you exhibs don't show "Abie Lincoln,'' which must not be confused with that other patriotic pix, "Abie's Irish Rose"
Feb. 13
bound to be "unlucky 13" for some independent
producers — but they feel the same way about all the other dsys
Feb. 14, St. Valentine's Day
so send a Valentine
to your wife without
signing your name, and she'll NEVER
suspect you, y' goof
Feb. 17, the first telephone exchange
in California opened
at San Francisco,
1878
and many
Hollywood
officials will celebrate
by phoning the New
York
home offices expensively about annoying trifles, as usual
Feb. 18, Lent starts today
but don't be a sucker and
lent, for you'll never get your dough back these tough time?
Feb. 19, patent on phonograph issued to Thomas A. Edi
son, 1878
many more females will be born on this day.
too
Feb. 20, Joseph
Jefferson,
great actor, born. 1829
and Gordon S. White, advertising manager of Educational, was born one day later, but is sure that if he had been
born on the 20th, he would have been a greater actor, alco, foi
that's his secret ambition — but no more, since we've told you
about
it
Feb. 22, Washington's
Birthday,
1732
and the Father of his Country should be alive today to see what
Mister Volstead has done to it
Feb. 23, Americans defeated Mexicans at Buena
Vista, 1847
this is a swell
chance for exhibs on the Mexican border to get their theater?
burned down by reminding 'em of it

• • ©
TODAY'S FAIRY STORY
meet the Gumbin
Boys, folks — Herman.
Harry
and Nate
associated
witl
M. H. Hoffman in Liberty Productions
here's the Arabian
Xights
true story of how
they created
the film biz
while conducting their various enterprises in Chicago, some years
ago, a woolen manufacturer who owed them a large sum of
money

and couldn't pay, wired: "How can I settle with you?'
kidding him, the Gumbins wired: "Ship us your mills"
and the goof took 'em seriously, and shipped
to Chi
six carloads of machinery
so they went into the woolen
manufacturing biz
the woolen market went flooe> so they
changed the mill into an overcoat factory
then they started
manufacturing suits
the worsted market got tied up, so they
started manufacturing worsted
so they could make
(heir suits
seven months ago they came to Los Angeles on business,
and decided to open another biz
they asked an attorney's
advice whether to open an orange juice bottling plant or go in tinpicture biz
he scz: "Stay away
from pictures, or you'll
lose your shirts"
so they promptly
went in the picture
biz with Mister Hoffman
and instead of losing their shirts,
in seven months
picture fellers

«

they've taken the shirts from a couple other

«

«

»

»

»

Heavy Campaign
On "Mothers Cry"
QNE

of the most extensive exploitation campaigns ever carried out in Xew England was
that gotten up by M. Melincoff
for the showing of "Mothers
Cry" at the Warner in Lawrence, Mass. One of the ideas
utilized was the getting out of
an announcement on red stock
made
milk
with
000 of

to slip over the neck of a
bottle. Through a tie-up
the milk distributors 10,these cards were used. Another effective stunt consisted of
prizes being offered for the best
mother and baby photographs.

The newspaper cooperating reof the
winners. produced the photographs
— Warners

*

*

*

New Angle On
Classified Ad Stunt
J^RTof HEMMELEIN,
the Capitol in manager
Altoona,
Pa., used a new and interesting
angle of the classified ad stunt
for his engagement of "A Lady
Surrenders" that netted him considerable extra free publicity.
Each day the "Altoona Tribune"
printed ten questions, the answers to which were to be found
in the classified ads. Two tickets
to the Capitol were offered the
first rect
fiveanswers.
persons to bring in cor— Universal

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best w:shcs and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

February 3
James A. Starr
Milton Silver
Newell

Chase
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DAILV

ARKANSAS
Closing
Lepanto — Majr

P. M. Maloof; Cairo — Victory, sold to
Georgia Thea., Inc., by R. H. Dunn;
Griffin Liberty, sold to D. Wollen by R.
Samsonc.

Re-Opening

Re-Openings

Augusta — Lura;
Franklin.

Hot Springs

-Best;

Piggott

ALABAMA
Changes in Ownership

Closings

Columbiana — Palace;
Moulton — Palace.

Change

Millport

—

Gunter;

ALASKA
in Ownership

Juneau — Palace, sold to
Dalton & Pitshmann.

L.

H.

Kuhley

by

CALIFORNIA
Changes in Ownership
Arcadia — Arcadia, sold to R. L. McConnell
by I.. L. Isenberg; Carmel — -Carmel, sold
to R. A. McNeil and Ed. Rowden (Monterery Tbea. Corp.) by Gerald Hardy;
Colma — Colma. sold to Jacob Schlussel by
N. Basin and J. Basin; Los Angeles —
Astor. sold to G. Figueroa by L. Schlichtcr ; Brooklyn1, sold to H. M. Popkin by
Nathan Hoffman ; Florencita. sold to L.
R. Meyer by P. Bourgeau & Thorburn ;
Dixon — Dixon, sold to I. W. Ware by
Hurt & Ware; Mountain View — Mt. View,
sold to A. Blanco by L. DeLeon ; Oroville — Rex, sold to Stunner Slisstnan by
T. Slissman : San Francisco — California,
Paramount, St. Francis, sold to Fox West
Coast Thca. by Paramount Publix.

Closings

Azusa — A/usa ; BakersfieM
— Hippodrome;
Dos Palos — Dos Palos ; Cloverdale — Cloverdale; El Pio — Luz; Long Beach — Ramona ;
Mount View — Mt. View.

New Theaters

Bakersfield — Fox-Bakersfield.
Coast, owners;
Los Angeles
Cierbold Davis, owner;
Point
Arena, Enos Nutt. owner,

Fox
-Vine
Arena

Bainbridge — Bainbridge.

IDAHO
Closing

Ririe — Star.

Bay Minette — Loraine. sold to J. M. Bi
l>v Sims &■ Nassnr; Childersburg — Little
Rem, sold to \V. II. Veasey by J. A I'itts :
Demopolis — Si-Non, sold to J. E. Newell
by I. T. Monnier ; Hartford— Rosemont,
•.old' to T.— Royal,
D. Wright
Headland
sold1 by
to B.
B. G.
G. Hornsby;
Hornsby
by D. C. Stringf ellow ; Lox'cy Loxley,
Id to J. M. Broadus by G. E. Fuller;
Moulton — Palace, sold to Paul Tones by
C. G. Horton.

West
Street,
Xew

Re-Ooenings

Belvedere Gardens -Garden ; Delano — Star;
San Diego — Balboa.

Changes of Name

Carmel — Golden Bough changed to Carmel ;
Oakland — Chimes changed
to Uptown.

COLORADO
Change
in Ownership

Alamosa — -Isis, sold to Alice Cole by Hess &
Schwartz.

Closing

ILLINOIS
Changes in Ownership

Ashland — Ashland, sold to D. E. Wilson by
F. M. Mertz ; Cave In Rock — Ohio, sold
to W. C. Shoatz by Clarence Herrin ;
Chicago — Ambassador, sold to H. C. Miller
by M. II. Amuse. Co j Banner, sold to A.
Ostrowsky by Gumbiner & Golin ; Buckingham, sold to Warner Bros. Thea., Inc.,
by Buckingham Thca. Co. . De Luxe, sold
to Chas. Golin by R. Gumbiner ; Eden,
sold to Eden Amuse. Corp. by J. Paley ;
Frolic, sold to Warner Bros, by Frolic
Thea. Co. ; Hamilton, sold to Warner Bros,
by Chicago Paxton Thea. Co. ; Harvard
sold to Warner Bros, by Harvard Thea.
Co. ; Julian, sold to Warner Bros, by Belmont Thea. Co. ; Kosciusko, sold to P.
Bartosiewicz by Fred Spinks ; Lexington,
sold to Warner Bros, by Fecher t Nortman ; Metropolitan, sold to Warner) Bros,
by Metropolitan Thea. . Co. ; Oakland
Square, sold to Warner Bros, by Oakland
Sq. Thea. Co.; Owl, sold to Warner Bros.
by Chicago Thea. Corp. ; Shakespeare, sold
to Warner Bros, by Shakespeare Amuse.
Co. ; Catlin — Opera House, sold to E. T.
Alpers ; Du Page — Lombard, sold to F. M.
Brockell by Lynch & Langdon ; East St.
Louis — Washington, sold to George R.
Jackson by Noah Bloomer; Glasford — Glasford, sold to F. Joyce ; Granville — Paramor.r.t, sold to J. E. Marchesi by L.
Marchesi ; Joliet — Strand, sold to J. E.
Marchesi by L. Marchesi ; La Harpe —
Park, sold to E. E. Churchill by Powel
& Gettings ; Lexington — Scenic, sold to
T. M. Patton by J. G. Gessel ; Martinsville— Lincoln, sold to O. R. Stanfield by
Millis & Myers; Mt. Pulaski — Beidler, sold
to Clear & Hubbard by E. Beidler; Newman— Illinois, sold to L. J. Kranzfelder by
C. L. Reed ; Peoria — Grand, sold to Billy
Stone by Patterson & Kokos ; Polo — Polo,
sold to H. G. Fields by E. E. Upton;
Princeville — Rialto, sold to (i. W. Eaton
by E. R. Weaver; Rockford— Columbia,
sold to DeForest Sound Thea., Inc., by
Brounzel & Sarno ; Rossville — Rossville,
sold to McFerrin & Carney ; Toluca —
Coliseum, sold to
L. Marchesi by J. Tozzi.
Closings
Cave In Rock — Ohio ; Chicago — Parkside ;
East St. Louis — Olympic; Evansvil'e— K.
C. Hall ; Granite City — Columbia ; Grayville — Strand ; Hillview — Apollo ; Karnak —
Karnak ; McHenry — Empire ; Martinsville —
Lincoln ; Metropolis — Pictureland ; Sandoval
— New Avalon ; Ullin — Amus.

Re-Openings

Chicago — Olympic ; Rushville — Princess.

INDIANA
Changes in Ownership

Vona — Vona.

DELAWARE
Change
in Ownership

Laurel— Waller, sold to T. J. Waller by Geo.
H. Thompson.

FLORIDA
Chanares in Ownership
Cedar Keys Maddox, sold to P. G. Maddox by H. Pitman ; Frostproof — Ramon,
sold to R. J. Palmer. Jr., by F. C. Thompson; Jasper — Fay. sold to M. E. Tuten by
C. C. Nelson ; Manatee — Manatee, sold to
N. E. Tucker by 1). J. Willie; Newberry— Newberry, sold to Ira J. Carter
by P. G. Maddox; New Port RicheyMeighan, sold to John W. Freeman &
Sons by L. C Poole ; St. Petersburg —
Euclid, sold to Edw. M. Whaley, Jr., by
M. R. Noble; Florida, sold to E. J. Spark*
by Publix; Starke— Gaiety, sold to P. G.
Maddox by H. Pitman; Williston — Arcade.
•-old to P. G. Maddox by II. Pitman ;
Winter Haven — Grand, sold to Harris &
King by James L. Raulerson.

Closings

High Springs — Vitaphone; Miami
Ave.

Seventh

Re- Openings
Daytona Beach — Xew
hassee— Ritz.

Colored Thea. ; Talla-

GEORGIA
Changes in Ownership

Atlanta — Dixie,

Reported

Changes

Theater

sold

to C.

W.

Williams

Rockport — Alhambra, sold to W. R. Bartholomew by L. N. Savage ; Terre Haute —
Virginia, sold to G. I. Fenwick by Madison & Fenwick ; South Bend — Oliver, sold
to C. P. DuComb and Schuyler Rose bv
Helfman & Slocum ; East Chicago — Twin
City, sold to John
Zaleski by I. Turon.
Closings
Ft.

Wayne — Colonial ; Indianapolis — Arcade ;
Logansport — Arc ; Oaktown — Real Art.

IOWA
Changes in Ownership
Audubon —Crescent, sold to J. C. and L. C.
ush by E. B. Johnson; Creston — Iowa,
Strand, sold to Finkelstein Thea., Inc., by
Clayton Bacon; Davenport — Liberty, sold
to C. B. Briggs by B. H. Summers; Merrill— Palace, sold to L. C. Gimble by May
Cockrell ; Newton -Cozy, sold to R. Pittman by R. M. Johnson ; Primghar Princess, sold to M. J. Nathan by R. R.
Williams.

KANSAS
Changes in Ownership

Dexter — Dexter, sold to N. L. Thompson by
B. F. Meece; Fall River — Community, sold
to Ciyde West by M. C. Myers; Hartford
— -Gem, sold to Sims & Wallace by C. A.
Riggs ; Jamestown — Royal, sold to Delmar
F. Harris by H. J. Herbin ; Leonardville —
Community, sold to E. C. Erickson by L.
A. Davis ; Louisburg — Coy, sold to Clarence
Windish by Eugene Vohs ; Norton — Norton,
sold to Central States Thea. by Bennie &
Raeborun ; St. Paul — Midwav, sold to*
A. W. Pugh byClosings
J. G. Owens.

Changes in Ownership

Brandenburg — Auditorium, sold to Percy McGary by D. H. Duncan ; Eddyville — Strand,
sold
to C. W. Burnley by D. I. and G. L.
Hensley.

Closings

Burnside — Gem ; St. Charles — San Carlos ; St.
Mathews — St. Mathews ; Stone — Stone.

New Theater

Beaver Dam — New,
Amuse. Co., owners.

Durham

&

Bogo'lusa — Redwood, sold to Berenson Bros,
by Pine Tree Amuse. Co.; Delhi — Mill-Inn,
sold to Chapman Davis by W. T. Insley ;
Jonesboro — Palace, sold to A. I. FunderClosing
burk by C. C. Fuller
; Mangham — Liberty,
sold to H. F. Rogers by Mohanna Piro.
Monroe — Dreamland.

Closing
MAINE

Millicocket — Opera

House.

MASSACHUSETTS
Changes in Ownership
Chelsea — Chelsea, Closing
sold to I. Feldman
Gootmar; Somerville -Capital, sold
Jolson

by

Interstate

Thea.

Corp.

by F.
to I.

C. Johnson, owner.

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership
Elba — Martin Leth, sold to Martin Leth by
C. Koborg ; Fairfield — Orpheum, sold to
George K. Werney by H. W. Honold ;
Falls City — Rivoli, sold to G. L. Hooper
by Monroe & Wheeler ; Grand Island —
Island, sold to Harry E. Schiller by E. A.
Levitt ; Orleans —Closings
Strand, sold to John McNeese by Glen Edic.

Anselmo
Community
; Orleans —
Closing
Otoe — —Moon.

MICHIGAN
Change
in Ownership

NEVADA
NEW JERSEY
Changes in Ownership

Ann Arber— Rae, sold to Harry M. Smith
by Harry B. Hammond; Bellevue — LaBelle, sold to N. T. Casler by H. A.
Swan; Dearborn -Calvin, sold to Earl W.
Wright by Woodward Thea. Co. ; Detroit —
Amo, sold to Otto Freidrich by James P.
Breen; Avon, sold to George Blondell by
Louis Spann ; Frontenac, sold to Louis P.
and Edw. H. Gayeski ;' Little, sold to C.
A. Curtis and Lloyd Lighthall by Louis
Miller; Loyal, sold to Mueller & McConnell by Abe Lepowitz ; Grand Ledge —
State, sold to Guy B. Goodrich by t. X.
McFarland; Lake Orion -Sliver, sold to
Norman Hunt by R. E. Silver ; Rose City
—Rose, sold to Ray Blue by William
Tulloh; Sparta- Our, sold tot J. B. Poisson by A. B. Oimstead; Stockbrldge —
Starland, sold to L. F. Flint by L. H.
Barker; Tawas C.ty— State, soid to James
H. Leslie by S.Clos.ngs
D. Ferguson.
Coloma — Coloma ; Fennvil.e Dreamland;
Michigamme — Odd
Fellows;
Mohawk —
Liberty; Port Austin
Broadway;
Saginaw
Washington. Re-Opening

Atlantic City — Hippodrome, sold to Associated Real Estate Corp. by Young's Million Dollar Pier ; Atlantic Highlands —
Atlantic, sold1 to Lew Austin ; Caldwell —
Park, sold to Putnam & Jacob by Drafalk
Ams. Corp. ; Hightstowr. — New Heights,
sold to John and Mary Hight Amus. Co.
by Hights
Amuse.
Co.;Goldstein
Irvington
Liberty, sold to
Samuel
; —Jersey
City— Danforth, sold to K. & C. Thea.
Co. ; Laurel Springs — Laurel, sold to Win.
J. ! Wrightson by Abraham Adelman ; Netcong — Palace, sold to A. Rosen ; Newark —
Cameo, American, sold to Gottesman &
Siern ; Orange — Colonial, sold to Moe Kridell ; Palasades Park — Park Lane, sold to
Adams Bros. ; Trenton — Victory, sold to
Robert A. Btilman by Crescent Thea. Co. ;
Woodbridge — State, sold to F. E. etc. B.
Amuse. Corp. by McCormick ; Woodstown
— Opera House, sold to Harry Rosen) bj
E. W. Humphreys;
Freehold — Liberty,
Closings
sold to Max Snider
by Walter Reade.
Orange
Colonial;
Fairv^ew —
Closing
Swedes— boro
— Embassy.

NEW

Escanaba — Michigan.
New

MINNESOTA
Changes in Ownership

Re- Openings

Strand ;

Ruth— Ruth.

Ch.copee -Playhouse.

Albany — Werfin.

O.

Re-Openings

Adams — Globe; Burchard — Wonderland;
Dodge
— Wilato;
Rosalie — Empress;
Uehling
— Unique.
Re-Openings

E'.khorn

named.

Elmo — Lucille ; Ludlow — Community ; Plattsburg — Waemore ; Rockville — Community ;
Stockton — Stockton ; Cardwell — Mary
Dale; Cooter — Cooter ; Doniphan — Princess ;Gerald — Opera House ; Foley — Foley
Hall ; Gasconade — Howard ; Herculaneum
— Fairyland ; Leadwood ■— Community ;
Lewistown
—
Lyric ;
Steele
— Steele. — Gem ; Newburg
Bunker — Auditorium ; Irontown — Academy ;
Monroe — Liberty O. H. ; Pattonsburg
—OldCommunitv.

LOUISIANA
Changes in Ownership

Fairmont
Kemer. — -Nicholas; Osseo — Fox;

Not

MISSOURI
Changes in Ownership

Taylor

Council Bluffs -Broadway ; Danbury —Opera
House.

Re-Openings

Kosciusko — Amusu, sold to Maylie & Shiell
by Pine Tree Amuse.
Co.

Joplin — Empire, sold to Norman Rouse by
Brunson & Hall ; Kansas City — Bijou, sold
to Glen W. Dickinson by Clifton Friel ;
Diamond, sold to Algood & Bryant by
Chas. Nelson ; Westport, sold to J. F.
Rigney by Brinkley & Winkler ; Noel —
Ozark, sold to G. A. Shetterley by T. F.
Mitchell ; Princeton — Grand, sold to Lambert & Silver by Collins & Haas ; RidgeColony — Garden ; Collyer — Zeman ; Conway
way — Ridgeway, sold to L. T. McHugh
Springs — Opera House ; Hartford — Gem ;
by Wm. . Leonard ; Stanberry — Princess,
sold to L. E. Maple by F. M. Meyer ,
Havensville — Photoplay ; McFarland — McFarland; Montezuma — Diamond; Onaga —
St. Joseph — Olive, sold to Savoy Thea.
Isis; Valley Re-Openings
Falls — Electric.
Co. by Nemzoff & Rosen; St. Louis —
Family, sold to G. Lange & James CurClosings
ran t,-- Harry Liss
; Park, sold to James
Onaga — Isis ; Utica — Olympic.
Drake
by S. Goldman.
KENTUCKY

Larchwood — Lyons; Little Sioux — KenLone Tree — Rex; Murray — Palace; Nasha
— Star ; Sanborn — Princess.

New Theater

by

MISSISSIPPI
Change in Ownership

Graceville- -Grand, sold to \V. J. Benneld by
li. J. Benneld; Ivanhoe — State, sold to El
McKlinski by P. J. Lange ; Lanesboro
State, sold to A. 1'. (Juaiey by E. R.
River — Memorial Hall,
Browning; Pine
Closings
sold to Daniel Frye by C. W. Rotbgram.

Closings

of Trade

by Film Boards

Remer —

Fairview;

MEXICO

Mexico — Hatch.

NEW YORK
Changes in Ownership

Aurora — Aurora, sold to Clarence W. Conner
by Stanley Harris ; Buffalo — Allendale,
sold to Louise Amusement Co. by J. Wallingford ; Edwards — Onera House, sold to
Meldrim Bros, by Meldrim & Clark;
Rochester — Majestic, sold to Seymore
Amusement Co. Closings
by Max Fogel ; Pt. Jervis
— Ritz. sold to Isle Theatrical Corp.
Brushton — Community ; Rouses Point — Liberty ; Schenectady — Van
Curler.

THAT

CERTAIN

PARTY

^The gayest spot on old Boadway, that
certain smart affair, THE MOTION PICTURE BALL, HOTEL ASTOR, FRIDAY
EVEV

FEB. 6th. The event of the season!

^Delightful
MOTION

by famous
entertainment
FICTURE
STARS
and

CELEBRITIES. Dancing
BROADWAY
to the tunes of HAROLD STERN and his
AMBASSADOR

ORCHESTRA,

playing

large portions of the "fetcnin=est music what
there is of". A well known Broadway stage
comedian will act as master of ceremonies.
^At 1 A. M. a delicious supper is being
served, then more dancing. Alake a date!
Tickets on sale at the Rivoli, Rialto and
Paramount theatres, Hotel Astor, all leading
ticket agencies and the Brooklyn Paramount
theatre. %1o each. ^Given under auspices
Paramount Pep Club, Inc., Paramount
Publix Corp.
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Kinograms Gets Contract for Six Sponsored Pictures
Educational May Release
Lew Ayres Most Popular
7,865 U. S. TfIEATERS
Series of Ad
Subjects
STILL IN SILENT CLASS
Lew Ayres, Universal star, is the male leader and highest
vote-getter in this year's popularity contest conducted by Irene
Thirer, film critic of the New York "Daily News". Ayres got
84,489 votes. Following him are Charles Farrell, 79,506; Buddy
Rogers, 21,506; Robert Montgomery, 14,306; Gary Cooper, 7,099;
Ramon Novarro, 6,850; Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., 5,433; Maurice
Chevalier, 4,486; Ronald Colman, 3,076; Fredric March, 2,461.
The feminine ranks are led by Janet Gaynor with 74,767 votes,
followed by Joan Crawford, 54,980; Nancy Carroll, 40,187; Clara
Bow, 29,509; Greta Garbo, 8,832; Ruth Chatterton, 5,336; Norma
Shearer, 5,261; Mary Brian, 4,532; Constance Bennett, 3,809; Anita
Page, 3^23.

Captain G. Baynes, president of
Kinograms has contracted to produce six short subjects to be sponsored by a national advertiser, Tin
.[ Daily learns. The release has
not as yet been set, although Educational is the chief possibility.
marks
This series of "ad" shorts
the entrance of Kinograms in the
commercial subject held. With the
demise of the silent Kinograms, a
separate company has been incorporated by Baynes for the production
of both commercial short subject.'
and the production of a new soling
newsreel, now in preparation. It i
expected that production of the
shorts and the synchronizing of tlv
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued
from Page 1)
newsreel will be done at the Ideal
share
on
Class A stock. No divHe
Rowland.
declared
its own,
Studios, N. J., with Carl Edouarde of
said that his company is willing to dend on common will be declared
as musical director.
consider work of independent pro- That the Roxy grossed $4,738,616
lucers but will make the bulk of its during the 1930 fiscal year was indicated by the statement, presented
product
itself.
'U' Wins Final Point
by Arthur A. Jones, assistant treasurer.
In
"Abie"
Litigation
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hays Office Sponsoring
"Roxy", who ends his connection
with the corporation March 29, will
Washington — Universal yesterday
"Better
Business" Drive continue as a member of its board
(Continued from Page 1)
won the final step in the "Abie's
which was elected yesIrish Rose" case, when the U. S. attended by a majority of moving of directors,
terday as follows: Harlev L. Clarke,
Supreme Court handed down a de- picture company advertising direcW. C. Michel, Harry C. Arthur, S.
cision denying to Anne Nichols leave
tors. The plan, which was suggest- R. Burns, Felix Jenkins (all new
to appeal the case. This finally
ed by A. P. Waxman of Warner
closes the litigation, which had cost Bros., calls for appropriations from members) and S. L. Rothafel, Saul
Universal a fortune to defend and all motion picture companies for E. Rogers, Arthur A. Jones, Ernest
has lasted nearly five years. Miss news and tradepaper advertising W. Niver, Frederick W. Pope and
C. Chandler.
Nichols sued for $3,000,000, alleging boosting various industries with the William
"Roxy" waxed eloquent in his
plagiarism by Universal in the pro- direct purpose of increasing the
duction of "The Cohens and Kellys". spending power of the people. Will plea for common stockholders to
hold onto their shares. "I'll take
Hays, who presided at the first meet- off
my coat any time and return to
10 P. C. Admission Tax
ing, will call a meeting of company
executives
next
week
for
the
pur
help
them,their
and faith
pleadedin
with you,"
them hetotold
retain
Introduced in Iowa
pose of receiving suggestions re- the Roxy project. His remarks drew
Des Moines — The anticipated 10
garding the appropriation.
applause generally from the 300 perper cent admission tax bill has been
sons who attended the meeting.
introduced in the legislature. ProExpectations are that Harlev L.
ceeds of the proposed levy would go 70 Per Cent of U. S.
Clarke will be elected president of
to the school districts. Ticket specSold on Hoot Gibson Roxy Theaters Corp. to succeed
ulators would be required to pay
West Coast Bureau, The Film Daily
"Roxy", who will continue to head
the tax and 50 per cent of the amount
the company until he quits March
Hollywood
—
Nearly
70
per
cent
of
charged
face
value.by them over the ticket': the U. S. lias been sold on the Hoot 29. The new board of directors will
Gibson westerns to be made by M. meet immediately to name the company's officers.
Walter
Bowlby
Dead
H. Hoffman, Jr., the producer announces. The territory was booked
Indianapolis — Walter
G. Bowlby,
52, pioneer in the picture house busi- within two weeks after announce- Roxy's $1 Concert Idea
ment in the trade papers, Hoffman, Spreading Around Country
ness, died at his home
here last
week after an illness of two years. says, thereby setting something of a
Plans are under way in various
record in the independent field.
cities to emulate the Sunday mornFloyd St. John of the Co-opera"Dollar Concerts" instituted by
Cohn Denies Report
tive Film Exchange of San Fran- S. L.ing Rothafel
at the Roxy for the
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
cisco bought California, Arizona and aid of unemployed musicians.
Nevada. Syndicate Pictures of Dal- "Roxy", who leaves shortly on a
Hollywood — Harry Cohn islas bought the entire South. Stern
sued a statement last night
tour
his "Gang",
atBrothers of Omaha bought Iowa concert tended
denying the reports sent east
his lastwith
concert
on Sunday.
and
Nebraska.
Joe
Silverman
of
the
to the effect that he is quit
at which time officials of the AmerAffiliated Producers Exchange
ting Columbia to join Howard
ican Federation of Women's Clubs,
Hughes
bought Kansas Citv territory. B representing 100.000 women, preN. Judell bought all the territory
sented him with a statue symbolic
Asked about the rumor that
represented by Chicago, and Milwau- of "Romance" in recognition of his
work.
Harry Cohn is leaving Columkee and Indianapolis. "Pop" Corson of Masterpiece Attractions sebia to join Howard Hughes
Stage Show at Capitol, Atlanta
cured all the territory handled from
Joe Brandt in New York
Atlanta — The Capitol has augPhiladelphia and Washington. Deals
said: "It's news to me. I
mented its bill with a stage show, orfor the remaining territories are now
don't believe it."
chestra and organist.
pending.

T AND T THEATERS ROXY MEET A LOVE-FEAST;
CHIEF TIFFANY TARGET CLARKE HEADS NEW BOARD

(Continued

from

Page

1)

press
Year
Book,
due
o ff the
about the middle of February.
A tabulation of the
number wired
ing to states and the houses accordis given herewith:
No. of
No. Wired
State
Theaters
(Jan. 169
1, 1931)
Alabama
296
Arizona
97
51
Arkansas
354
152
138
23
California
981
741
170
Colorado
298
Connecticut
. . 205
Delaware
....
39
Dist. of Col...
57
176
Florida
278
131
Georgia
242
743
Idaho
192
100
52
Illinois
1,444
Indiana
708
335
Iowa
749
426
Kansas
655
370
Kentucky
493
162
Louisiana
249
180
Maine
271
152
Maryland
221
545
Massachusetts . 567
137
437
Michigan
.... 715
108
Minnesota
.... 571
369
239
Mississippi
. . . 183
Missouri
982
23
418
Montana
191
98
Nebraska
.... 527
Nevada
42
New Hampshire 149
363
New Jersey .. 511
New
Mexico
. 93
40
New
York
....1,778
74
1.183
131
North Carolina 366
227
North Dakota . 342
314
Ohio;
1,200
Oklahoma
.... 373
94
Oregon
182
807
152
Pennsylvania
.1,271
970
Rhode Island. . 100
158
So. Carolina
. 168
89
So. Dakota
. . 294
Tennessee
.... 315
605
70
155
101
Texas
988
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington . . .
West
Virginia.
Wisconsin
...

281
153
336
374
499
538

Wyoming
....
75
Totals
20,993
"Illicit" Release
\\ arner

173
138
247
352
40
13.128

Feb. 14
Bros, have set Feb. 14 as

the release date for '

New Incorporations
Illicit."
Cervantes
Theater;
P. Bajardi, 1855 SevAve., New
York.
$20,000 pfd., 1,000
shares enthcommon.
Mirth
Theaters;
A. K; ufman.
66 Court
St.,Edward
Brooklyn.Rilev. N. theatrical
Y.
100 shares common.
M. S,200Salzman,
shares
271 Madison
Ave.. New- ;r'ork.
common.
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Three Bills Hitting Film Industry Filed in Conn.

ACTORFCONTRACT Htf FOR NEXTJJEARS
Industry Joins in Honoring Laemmle on Silver Jubilee
The Mirror
— a column of comment
ONE-THIRD of the picture
houses in the United States remain nmvired for sound, it is indicated by a FILM
DAILY
YEAR
HOOK
surrey
Praci
tic-ally all of these arc small-capacity theaters which, in a great
majority of cases, went dark becausethey couldn't stand the financial gaff
of installing reproducers. Tie this
situation in with the fact that nowadays there's a drastic tendency to
tell picture stories through the visual
rather than the audible method, generally speaking. All this being considered, it seems likely that 1931-32
product promises these theaters an
opportunity to stage a comeback.
This new type of picture may be
played silently and customers will be
able to follow the story without difficulty. Perhaps next season will
rejuvenate many of these houses —
make them customers for film and
equipment.
•
TIFFANY iKlill principally aim to
serve Class If and C I healers, says
Dick Rowland
This news is likely
to arouse salvos of applause from
the exhib whose patrons refuse to
go for high-sophisticated, Broadway
kind of product. Here's one in the
groove for pop house operators.

Scroll Signed by 249 Film
Leaders Presented by
Hays to 'U' Head

Celebration of Carl Laemmle's
Silver Jubilee in the motion picture
industry gets under way today with all
newsreels carrying views of the presentation of a scroll by Will H. Hays
to the Universal president. The docu(Continued on Page 8)

To accommodate the crowds
at the New York Paramount,
Maurice Chevalier is making
daily.
five personal appearances

Free-Lance Agreement
Ratified — Committee
Dissolved

is

West Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Ratification of the
free-lance contract has been agreed
upon at a meeting of a committee
of 2b actors and six producers. With
this accomplished, the committee has
i Continued on Page 8 I

POOR RECORDING DEVICES
TWO MEASURES LAUNCHED BLOW TO SOVIET INDUSTRY STRING OF DE LUXERS
PLANNED FOR SO. AMERICA
AGAINST N.J. BLUE LAWS
Trenton — Two bills against the
Xew Jersey blue laws have been introduced in the Legislature. One
measure, sponsored by Assemblyman
Greenberg of Hudson, specifies that
any activity permitted on week days
should be made lawful on Sunday
unless forbidden by local ordinances.
The other amendment, offered by
Senator A. Crozer Reeves, by request, excludes amusements where an
admission fee is charged.

Chandler Joins Columbia
As Advertising Manager
Clement F. Chandler, who has
handled the promotion department of
the Universal-Graham McNamee
Talking
Xcwsreel
since it started.
(Contmica on Parjc 8)

Moscow (By Cable) — Inadequate
Russian recording devices have dealt
a severe blow to production plans
of companies subsidized by the Soviet
Government. One effect of the failure will be to restrict making of
Soviet propaganda pictures.

Berlin (By Cable) — German
producers, angry at the high
recording fees imposed by
Tobis, told their story at a
hearing held yesterday by the
German Minister of Com
merce. Dr. Plugge, as president of the Spitzen organization, presented the protests of
the producing
companies.

Plans for the erection of at least
five de luxe theaters, incorporating
every
modern
improvement,
have
been made(Continued
in both onBrazil
Page and
8) Argen-

Leo Brecher Acquires
Bowser Takes Over
Shubert House as Arty George
Two St. Louis Theaters
Leo Brecher, operator of the Little Carnegie and the Plaza, presenting class programs to the select east
side clientele, has acquired the Jolson, on Seventh Ave. at Central
Park, from the Shuberts and will
convert it into another artv talker
house. As soon as wiring and necessary alterations are completed, the
theater will be reopened as the Central Park, offering repertory programs of the better V . S. and occasional foreign films.

Conn. Bills Seek Censorship,
Blue Sunday and 2 Operators
Tobis Fees Cited

ROW'S Sunday mornin</ "Dollar
Concert" idea is spreading throughout
the country, the proceeds going to aid
unemployed musicians
Apart from
the actual helping of musicians out
of work these concerts are serving
wider industry purposes. One of
them is that people who are not regular picture fans are brought into
contact with community institutions
which want and need their support.

5-a-Day for Maurice

Hartford — Three measures hitting
at the film industry have been
dumped into the Legislature just
prior to the expiration of the period
for the introduction of new business
One, sponsored by the projectionists'
union, would compel the use of two
operators in booths,
RepeaJ of the
statute

which

in the
sought

matter
of Sunday
shows
is
in another
bill.
The third
(Continued on Pane 8)

provides

local

option

St. Louis — George Bowser, who
recently resigned as general manager of the St. Louis Amusement
Co., in which Warner Bros, own
majority stock, has again taken over
the Capitol and Lyric, both on Sixth
St. downtown, and these houses no
longer are booking product through
the St. Louis Amusement
Co.

"Trader Horn"

Here's a honey. Every so cf;en
aHorn"
natural
pops up
and th.sthat"Trader
pictorial
adventure
made
its Broadway debut last evening cjmos
pretty close to being a little bt cf
all right from flash to fade-out. M tro
put a barrel of dough into its making.
The result is a cinema cockta 1 of
adventure, thrills, intrigue, romance,
love, atmosphere and beauty seldom
heretofore attained on the screen.
The
workis ofexcellent.
Harry Carey
o'd
Aloysius
W. S.as Van
Dyke directed
firm and ofunderstanding hand.with
The aportrayal
N na
by Edwina Booth is splendid and no
one would accuse her of being hard
to look ipon. It's a compelling picture, thisfellow
"Trader
Horn."
Aloysius
should
have This
little
trouble horning into every theater in
the country as well at making the
Ten Best of 1931 hands down. He
looks like sure-fire B.O.
ALICOATE.
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Editor aid Publisher

Musaphia Gets Foreign Rights
To Duchrome's Color Processes
II,,; Coast Bureau, THE

DAILY

FILM

Hollywood— Georges Musaphia has
closed a contract with the Duchrome
Film System, Ltd., for the exclusive
rights to manufacture and use all oi
includtheir patents, and processes, negative
ing the red orthochromatic
now being manufactured in this
country by Dupont, for the United
Kingdom and Continental Europe,
lie plans to manufacture this negamain. tive in England, France and Ger-

Published daily except Saturdays and holidays
at J6S0 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
and copyright (.1930) l>> W,<1\ Films and
Film Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President.
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau,
Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager;
Arthui W. Eddy. Associate Editor; Don
Carle Gillette, .Managing Editor. Entered as second class matter. May 21, ll»18,
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under
the act oi -March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage
free) United States outsidp of Greater New
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
Musaphia also holds the exclusive
■lis, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Suhscribers
should remit with order. Address all com- V. K. and European rights to Vitamunications to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 color. Consolidated Film Industries
Broadway, New York, N. V. Phone Circle
controls the American rights and has
7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. Cable address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood, its Seward Street plant complete!}
California — Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
d to handle this process,
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607. London — Ernest equippe
which is described as a sttbtractive
\V. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardonr St., \V. 1. Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn, system and a new development of a
Lichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris double emulsion positive color film.
— P. A. Ilarle, La Cinematographic Fran- Main of the new patents have been
. Rue de la Cour-des-Noues, 19.
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developed by William V. D. Kelley,
chairman of the color committee of
the S.M.P.E., and the company is of
the opinion that a number of the
patents issued and pending are basic.
Musaphia has been negotiating with
foreign producing interests for several months, and expects to announce results shortly.

W. H. Erbb Elected Pres.
Boston Film Trade Board

Boston — W. H. Erbb of Paramount was elected president of the
local Film Board of Trade, which
held its annual meeting Monday.
Other officers chosen arc P. B. Spry
2
1
of Warner-First National, first vicepresident; C. McGerigle, RKO, second vice-president; R. C. Cropper,
Pathe, secretary; Martha W. Ferris,
94
l 'A secretary-treasurer.
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Harry L. Percy Celebrates
Portland, Ore. — In celebration of
his fifth anniversary as manager of
the local Pathe exchange, Harry L.
Percy was guest of honor at a party
given him by his office staff Monday
night.
Harry Green with RKO
Harold Green, formerly with Tiffany, has been added by Hy Daab
to the press-book staff of RKO.
. .

200,000 "Cim" Books
The first printing of the motion picture edition of the
book "Cimarron" will be 200,
000 copies. Initial copy comes
off the press today. Grosset
have ar& Dunlap,
ranged 250publishers,
window displays
in
the five largest cities in the
U. S.

Eckman Elected President
British Renters' Society

London — Sam Eckman, managing
director of Jury-Metro-GoldwynMayer, Ltd., has been elected presiSociet\dent .of the Kinematograph Renters'

5

Feb.
Feb. 6

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Feb.
Vlay
Feb.
Mar.

21

pictures.
Gov.

Roosevelt

Sees

"Cimarron"

Albany — A showing of RKO's
"Cimarron'' was given last night for
Governor Roosevelt and a private
party at the executive mansion,
where RCA Photophonc equipment
reccntlv was installed.

COMING

& GOING

MRS. ELLA LLOYD SMITH, mother
of Harold Lloyd, sailed last night on the
Roma
for a tour of Europe.
DAVID COHEN of tfinghamton, N. V.,
who manages a group of upstate houses in
association with M. E. Comerford. was a
New
York visitor yesterday.
MICKEY
NEILAN
is in town.
CYRIL GARDNER, recently signed by
Universal on a Ions term contract as director is in New York for a week's stay to
line up material in co-operation with Verne
Porter, eastern scenario editor.
WILLIAM BACH, continental sales manager for Erpi, has arrived in New York
from abroad.

Apri

EOOR

Testimonial
Greenblatt

luncheon
to
at the Hotel

23

Apri

Spring
meeting
of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers to be
held in Hollywood.

11 Players'
and
Patrons'
Week, national
benefit for Jubilee
N. V.
A. Club.
-24 dorsers
State Convention
of
Indiana
Inof Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.

Books "Painted Desert"
Warner
"The
Painted
Desert,"
Pathe prohas been hooked by Warner
duction,
25Bros, for nine houses in New
England.
Ashley Promoted by Morris Agency
Arthur Ashley, who for the past
two years has been contact man
between the Hollywood and New
York motion picture departments of
the William Morris Agency, has
been promoted to manager of sales
of the concern's
radio bureau.
Jolson
Rehearsing 4- Show
Al Jolson is rehearsing a musical
show, his first in several years.
Pathe Shorts for 40 Comerford
Pathe comedies and other shorts
have been booked for. showing in 40
Comerford
houses
in Pennsylvania.
Three London
Runs "Sin
for "Sin"
London
— Pathe's
Takes a
Holiday," now in its second week at
the Capitol, has been booked for two
additional West End runs to follow
the present
engagement.
COLOR

is
New York Long Island City
1S40 Broadway 154 Crescent St.
BRYant
4712
STUlwel!
7940

Eastman Films
J. E. Brulatour, Inc.
Hollywood
Chicago 6700 Santa Monica
1727 Indiana Ave.
Bird.
CALuinet
2691
HOLlywood
4111
aMMMtaaa«»<aM««^MMMM«»«iiM>«MMiiM-.4

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in
MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE

BRYANT

3040

Arthur
Astor,

the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the
Annual Hippodrome,
Ball of the New
WarnerYork.Club.
New York.
28

Sues Over First-Run Claim
Pittsburgh — E. H. Goldberg, operator of the Brushton, has brought
action to prevent prior showing of
Columbia pictures at the Behnar,
Warner house. Goldberg claims he
has a contract calling for first showing in his district on 23 Columbia

I VIE

Charlie
opens atChaplin's
the George"City M. Lights"
Cohan,
New
York.
Paramount
Pep Club Ball, Hotel
7
Astor, Annual
New York.
First
Dinner
and Dance
by Columbia
Pictures employees,
Hotel
Plaza,
New
York.
9
Thirty-second
annual
dinner
by
the Society of the Genesee
in
honor of George
Eastman.
- 1 1 National
convention
of
independent exhibitors called
by
28
Allied
States
Ass'n
to
be
held
in Chicago.
22
Y.
"Warner
Club Gaieties" presented
by
the
Warner
Club
at the
Hollywood
T-.ieater, New
York.
Foxfilm
Athletic Club fifth annual
ball at the Commodore
Hotel, N.
7
Annual midnight theater party by
10-

Mar.

Feb. 4, 1931

PRINTS

Color sound cameras available for
short subjects, or advertising films.
Color prints from Bi-pack negatives.
58

BREWSTER COLOR
FILM CORPORATION

First

Phone

Street,
Newark,
Humboldt 2-4228

Stillwell

7932

N.

J.

for

NEGATIVES andDEVELOPED
Positive
Prints
Mads
on standard ot 16 mm. stock

1NTER-CONT1N

Film
74 Sherman

ENTAL

Laboratories Inc.
St.
Long Island City
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Timely Topics

EXPLOITETTES

A Digest nf
Current Opinion

A Clearing House fot
Tabloid Exploitation Ideu.s

e

•

Advance Serialization
On "Little Caesar"
"T ITTLE CAESAR" was booked for the week of Jan. 24th
at the Indiana theater, Indianapolis, and if there was anyone
in the Hoosier City who was not
already aware of that fact it was
not the fault of the theater's
staff. One of the first exploitation stunts effected was the placing with the "Times" of the serialization of W. R. Barnett's
widely read novel from which
the picture is adapted. The
"Times" ran the serialization on
the first page of it-- sporting section and played it up as the
greatest story of gangland ever
written.
— First

National

Florists Boost
"Passion Flower"
AT

€

•

• WHO
SAYS they never come back?
after research work for two weeks sitting up nights at the ossif and
neglecting his wife and family, Chester Bahn, empey eaitor ot
the Syracuse "Herald,"
submits a list of screen comebacks as
long as your arm
here are just a few of 'em
Emil
Jannings arrives from Berlin soon to make "The Man I Love"
Adolphe Menjou will be starred again in "The Great Lover"
Tommy
Meighan
will wow
em again in "Young
Sin
ners" and "Good
Gracious,
Annabelle"
and Lew
Cody
has five productions in the bag
and Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle, after directing comedy shorts under a nom de plume all
these years, is probably set for a screen return under the Hal
Roach
banner
Monte
Blue is playing
the lead in "The
Flood"
Jackie Coogan came back so strong in "Tom Sawyer" that Paramount has handed him a fat contract
Bryant
Washburn
bobs up strong in "Private
Secretary"
Paul
Panzer, who was the constant menace in "Perils of Pauline," is
getting all the work he can handle
William
Farnum has
had a coupla nice breaks, and will get another in "A Connecticut Yankee"
and Robert Warwick came out of retrement
in "The
Royal
Bed," and is now set for "Three
Rough
Dia
monds"
Ricardo Cortez ain't done so bad with big breaks
in "Her Man," "Illicit,'' and "Put On the Spot"
and as
for the femmes, there's Janet Gaynor who is riding on the crest
again
Enid Bennett, mother of three children, no less, will
play Skippy's
mother
in "Skippy"
and look at Marjorie
Rambeau's comeback in "Min and Bill,'' one of the outstanding
characterizations of the screen
Helene Chadwick will appear in "Hell Bound"
Mae Murray in 'Bachelor Apartment" Louise Brooks in "It Pays to Advertise"
and
oodles and oodles of other old-timers are giving these New
Faces a li'l lesson in facial massage when it comes to the real
screen tests at the old b.o
and, for one, we're glad to see
'em
again
the screen needs Experience as well as
New clicking
Faces

the Publix Majestic The-

ater, Pertli Amboy, New Jersey, Manager A. S. Goldsmith
put on an excellent campaign in
advance of "Passion Flower." A
one-sheet display, with stills ami
copy, was placed in two florist s'
windows, seven days in advance
of opening. In addition to this.
each florist gave flowers to the
first fifteen ladies who entered
the theater the opening day. The
value of this stunt was that an
advance Story was run. annoiitii ing the fact that the florists would
present the flowers.
— Majestic,
Perth Amboy,

N. J.

•

•

•

PERSONAL

LETTER

to the linotype guy who made

us say something we didn't say in our kolyum
lissen here, bo, we said that these Gumbiner

yesterday
Boas in Holly-

the all
filmmorning
biz
and we
you have
made had
it' CREATED
the filmwoodbizCRASHED and
long
phone calls
and wire., from a lotta gents we never heard of before
all
claiming
that they were the ORIGINAL
creators
of the film
biz
one old Kent
named
Alonzo
Beerstenheinter
claimed
that in 18o7. shortly after the Civil War. he made a trip through
the South selling a load of postcard photographs showing General
Lee surrendering
and they moved him and his photos outa
town
on a rail, all tarred and
feathered
he claims these
were the first moving
pictures to stir an entire nation
so.
Mister
Lino
Lad.
thanks
for the unexpected
interest
you've
created in this kolyum
and furnishing us with a lotta new
names of gents who are the Fathers of the Films
we only
hope such real creators as Thomas Edison, Jean l.e Roy, Le
Prince, Etienne Marey, Friese-Greene, E. Raynaud or their descendants don't see we gave credit to the Gumbiners
first
thing you know the Gumbiner Boys will begin to BELIEVE it
themselves
because most everybody believes what thc\ rial
in this kolyum
we said MOST

Gloria Swanson to
Entertain Foreign Contingent
QLORIA
S WAX SOX
will
play host this week to five
European girls, one each, from
Barcelona. The Hague. Paris.
Brussels and Marseilles, the
young ladies having been selected
by newspapers jn those cities tor
a free round-trip to Xew York
and a fortnight visit in this city.
1 be girls arriv ed in Xew York
yesterday on the S.S. He de
I' ranee, and went directly to the
Hotel Roosevelt, their Xew York
headquarters. Miss Swanson sent
to Paris twenty-six American
girls, all of them having returned
to their homes after journeys
varying in length from 0,000 to
12,000 miles each. These girls
came from cities as widely separated as Xew York and Los Angeles. San Francisco and Boston,
Dallas and Detroit. The European girls are Mile. Plena Melgosa of Barcelona, Fraulein Aafje
Schutte of The Hague, Mile.
Sarah Boudart of Brussels. Mile.
Henriette Teppez of Paris, Mile.
Marcelle
Labeille of Marseilles
I hey are chaperoned by Madame
Fritzi Vida of —Paris.
United Artists

MANY
HAPPY
RHURNS

•
•
drawn

•
THAT
CERTAIN
PARTY
that
for the poster girl of the Paramount

Vince
Trotta
has
Pep Club Empey

Best w shes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the Inbirthdays:
dustry, who are celebrating their

Ball is really his wife, if we're not violating a confidence
and Eddie Brown informs us that Jack Benny of Earl Carroll's
"Vanities"
will emcee
this Big Blowout
at the Astor
Friday
eve
with added
talent including
Irene
Bordoni,
Stanlev
California has

paid studio

workers $421,850 In workmen's
compensation since 1923.

I e binary
Pat

Smith
and Georgie
Jessel
if you haven'r put in your bid
for ducats for this affair, you're girl, wife, or otherwise, should
Wfilh cut on von.
..you big boloney

«

«

«

»

»

»

Dowling

Paul Stein
Ethel

—

Walter

Jackson
Tilford

4

WORLDS

SHOW

KINGS

Specials O\ow On Oxckanqes

SHE

GOT

WHAT

SHE

WANTED

James Cruze special directed personally by James Cruze, with Betty Compson, Lee Tracy, Alan Hale, Gaston Glass.

THE

THIRD

ALARM

Featuring James Hall, Paul Hurst, Jean Hersholt, Anita Louise, Hobart Bosworth, and directed by Emory Johnsoa

EXTRAVAGANCE
With June Collyer, Lloyd Hughes, Owen Moore, Jameson Thomas, Dorothy Christy.

THE

SINGLE

Phil Rosen directs.

Specials for February J\.elease

SIN

II

Featuring Kay Johnson,Bert Lytell.with Paul Hurst, MatthewBetz,Holmes Herbert, and directed by William Nigh.

ALOHA
Al Rogell production featuring Ben Lyon and Raquel Torres, with Robert Edeson, Thelma Todd, T. Roy Barnes.

THE

COMMAND

PERFORMANCE

James Cruze special directed by Walter Lang, with Neil Hamilton, Una Merkel, Helen Ware, Albert Gran.

THE

DRUMS

OF

JEOPARDY

Warner Oland, June Collyer, Lloyd Hughes, Hale Hamilton, Wallace MacDonald. George B. Seitz directing.'

CAUGHT

CHEATING

Frank Strayer directing Charlie Murray, George Sidney, Nita Marfan, Dorothy Christy, Robert Ellis, Bertha Mann.

HELL

ROUND

James Cruze special directed by Walter Lang, with Leo Carrillo, Lola Lane, Lloyd Hughes, Gertrude Astor, Ralph Ince.

BOOK

'

RE BOOKING

ism t m -;■;. ■p is sis ■ ;:

m&mmmMmm

TIFFANY

Super Special On Jrroouctlon

X MARKS

THE

SPOT

e high spot in super-productions for the year. James Whale, prize-winning director of the prize-winning
Fany special,/ww»«yj End, here directs his second American production, a huge-scale dramatization of the crime
)blem attacked from the new angle— that of revealing gang life in its true raw light, without sugary sentiment.
volving about a tense story written by the famous Chicago newspaperman, crime expert, and author of Rattling
Cup on Chicago Crime— Edward Dean Sullivan. This will be the last word in super-productions of crime.

Cslffamj \ Westerns Jjooklna bike (JJlloflre!

KEN

MAYNARD

tt

ie giant among Western stars — rider, roper, marksman, athlete, and entertainer — in eight super-Westerns!
in Maynard's Fighting Thru, first of the series, is booking like a special! The Two Gun Man will be second.1

BOB

STEELE

6

mdsome young daredevil Western star, in six completed and available action-pictures, Trem Carr productions
■ected by J. P. McCarthy, every one unique in story and unusual in entertainment quality. Six of the best!

Cke fjear's Cjreatest Snorts!
the short subject field Tiffany tops all competition with a program headed by the now-famous Tiffany
Sensations
dking Chimps — in two series of six two-reelers, the first series complete and available now
ery where! And when you add the twenty-six Voice of Hollywood star series, the screamingly funny Paul Hurst
medies (two-reel), the Musical Fantasies, the Forbes Randolph Kentucky Jubilee Singers, and the four new series
' Al Mannon novelty-shorts, you'll understand why exhibition royalty is booking Tiffany product everywhere.

FOR

ROYAL

RESULTS!
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You
2 Completed, 4 in Work
at First National Studio

A Little
from

a

Two Spanish Comedies
Started by Hal Roach

Lots

First National in the past week
completed two productions and sent
them to the ratting rooms, while
By RALPH
WILK
four other pictures are either HearUOWARD
HIGG1N,
who injured
ing completion or have been started. The two picture- on which all
his leg while directing "The
shooting was finished are "Big Painted Desert," is not allowing his
Business ( iirl," with Loretta Young injury to check hi s film activities.
and Frank Albertson, and "Party Since he has been confined to his
Husband", with Dorothy Mackaill home he has prepared two original
with Elliott
and James Rennie. The four films stories, in collaboration
Clawson.
Finger
"The
are
way
under
now
*
*
*
Points", Richard Barthelmess vehThe Marquis de la Falaise will
icle in which Fay Wray plays the
feminine lead; "Chances," in whigh direct the French version of "MaDouglas Fairbanks, Jr. has the leaddame Julie" for Radio Pictures.
ing role; "Broadminded" starring Arrangements hare been made with
Joe E. Brown, with Ben Lyon, Ona the United Artists exchanges of
Munson and Marjorie White play- Europe for the release of all French
ing important parts, and "You and versions produced and directed by
I" tin- screen version of the Philip the Marquis.
Barry play in which Lewis Stone,
Kvalyn Knapp, Charles Butter"Red Hot Sinners," Winnie Lightworth, Una Merkel and Doris Ken- ner's new starring picture, starts
von head the cast.
production at the Warner Bros, studios this week. Sharing headline
honors with Miss Lightner will be
Two Assigned Through Beyer
Chic Johnson and Ole Oleson. and
Xed Sparks has been signed the cast also numbers among it >
through Charles Beyer for a co-fea- members Claude Gillingwater, George
Byron. Vivienne Oakland, Dorothy
tured role in "The Iron Man,"
which is being made by Universal. Christy, Virginia Sale and Charles
Murray Kinnell. has been engaged Grapewin. Dialogue is by Arthur
through Beyer for a part in "Public Caesar and continuity by William K.
Enemy," Brothers.
which is being made by Wells.
Warner
Van Dine Writing Feature for F.N.
S. S. Van Dine, who was signed
Donald Cook Gets Big Role
recently to write a series of two-reel
Donald Cook has been given a detective mysteries for Vitaphonc
big role opposite Edward G. Robin- production, has been assigned to do
son in "The Idol.'' Warner produc- a feature-length story for First National. He also will adapt it for the
tion. Reginald Owen and Luis Alberni are other members of the cast. screen. The story may be used as a
William Powell vehicle.
Michael
Curtiz is directing.

emm
MISGUIDED
LAUGH

PANIC

SEX

APPEAL

PRODUCED

Laurel and Hardy have finished
"Politiquerias," Spanish version of
"Chickens Come Home," and are
now working with Tom Seymour,
Charley Rogers and Gil Pratt on the
story of their next Hal Roach production for M-G-M.
Charley Chase has started "Monerias," Spanish version of "Rough
Seas." Angelita Benitez is taking
the place of the blonde Thelma Todd,
Manuel Granado is replacing Carlton
Griffith while Charley Chase and
The Ranch Boys retain their original
characters. James Parrott is still
directing his brother, Charley, and
Art Llovd is still at the camera.
Mandelstamm Going Abroad
After spending two years in Hollywood, where he is under contract
to Paramount. M-G-M and Fox as
general supervisor for scenarios and
pictures with a French background
or with French dialogue, Valentin
Mandelstamm will sail the latter part
of
this month for a vacation in
France.
Baron

Mandelstamm,

who

the French Foreign Office's motion
picture representative in Hollywood,
will confer with French authorities
regarding questions arising out of
production and distribution of French
dialogue pictures by American companies. Two years ago. when he
was in Paris, he was instrumental in
helping solve the quota question.
Bushell Replaces Manners
Anthony Bushell has been cast by
First National in "Chances," taking
the place of David Manners, who had
to pass up the role due to being
busy in "The Millionaire."
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heater Changes

Reported

by

Film Boards

of Trade
TENNESSEE

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership

NEW YORK CITY
Changes in Ownership

Grand view; Erie—Beverly ; Eldred — E1-'
dred ; Erie — State ; Frederickstown — MilChanges in Ownership
i'red;
Huntingdon — Clifton; Hillcoke — Hill- Dayton — Lyric, sold to P. C. Tallent by M.
Allentown Victor, sold to Louis E. Hencoke; Homestead — Palace, Elite; Irvona —
Franklin- -Lenox
Ave., . sold
t"
Franklin
M. Norton; Memphis — Newman, sold to
derson by John H, Snyder ; Archbald Liberty; Johnstown — Capitol, Star. Lyric;
Exhibitor Corp. by Eckert & Kwald ;
N. Pacini by Mary Newman; Gem, sold
Grand, sold to John McLane by J. H.
Kersey — Kersey; Leechburg — Nixon;
Major — sold to Ring Holding Corp.;
to N. Pacini by Closings
Bennie Ridblatt.
Farrell ; Bakerton — Grand, sold tr4 Harold
Longhorne— I.O.O.F. Hall; Lyndora— PalYorke — 8th Ave., sold to Fifteenth &
Brown by L. F. Smith; Bangor Music
ace;
Manor
—
Elite;
Mahaffey
—
Gem;
MerEighth Corp.
Hall, sold to W. R. Grubb list, by W. E.
cersburg — Star; Millhall — Bluebird . Mo- Dayton — Lyric ; Knoxville — -Cameo.
Closings
Grubb; Berlin -RialtcV, sold to W. S.
shannon — Breeze ; Mountainhome — Casino ;
TEXAS
Tower by S. C. and W. E. Williams;
Houston — Houston
St.; Whitehall
City.
Natrona — State ; Nazareth — Royal ; N.
Blossburg
—
Victoria,
sold
to
J.
G.
Meyer
Braddock — Copeland ; Nanty Glo — Grand;
Re-Openings
in Ownership
by Blossburg Amuse. Co.. Inc.; CaroonPittsburgh — Lincoln, Center Square, El- Bastrop —Changes
Apollo— 747 E. 180th St.; President
247 W
Dixie, sold to R. C. Gvireath ;
dale Irving, sold to Carbondale Thea. Co.
48th St.; Republic- \V. 42nd St.
more. Liberty, Morris ; Reynoldsville — LibCoQledge
—
Star,
sold
to Geo. A. Bishop ;
erty ; Rochester — Coloi'al ; Rural Valley —
by Carbondale Amuse, Co.; Charleroi — ■
BROOKLYN
Dayton — Datonia, sold to Jacobs & KoperMenlo. sold to M. Rosenbloom by Ceo.
Central ; Sharon — NuLuna ; Summerhill —
nick ; Dickinson — Hollywood, sold to R.
\\ . Mood] ; Clifton Heights Clifton, sold
Changes in Ownership
Long; Springdale — Grand; Titusville —
Clement ; Dimmitt — Castro, sold to John
tu [nterurban Thea. Co. by Leigh W.
Crystal, sold to Harry Kutinsky by Caiushom
Grand ; Turtle Creek — Keystone ; Tyler Lawson ; Granada — Iris, sold to H. Boon
lilakslee,
Sr.,
and
Leigh
W.
Blakslee,
Jr.;
v\ Schwartz;
Lee, sold to Louis Ore I n
Tyler; Twin Rocks — State; Uniontown —
Schubsdc: Hereford— Star, sold to W. L.
Easton -Berwick, sold to 1). O. Atkinson
Dixiebeth—:Liberty.
Wilmerding — Grand ; West ElizaMonroe,
sold to Drogan & Schill by RKO ;
Pickett ; Iowa Park — Pickwick, sold to
National, sold to Kaiserstein by Fox ; New
by Keystone| Amuse. Co. ; Hazleton — LibLester Meyer ; Memphis — (Jem, sold to
erty, sold to Steven Korpa by Comerford
Ideal, sold to A. H. Crandcll : Normandy,
Changes
ci
Name
Hollis
Boren ; Mobestie — Liberty, sold to
Thea..
Inc.;
Huntington
Grand,
sold
to
sold to Bernard
Frank.
H. W. Sallee by D. A. Hunt; Mt. Vernon
Patriotic Order Sons of America by D. L. McVeytown — Pastime, renamed McVeytown ;
Closing
—
Franklin,
sold to P. A. Talbott ; Pampa
Sunbury
—
Victoria,
renamed
Rialto.
Re- Openings
Blackford; Jermyn — Peoples, sold to P. E.
— Lanora, replacing Crescent after fire,
Broadway
Park— 5913 F.ighth Ave.
Walker by Comerford Thea.. Inc.; Mcsold to Griffith Amuse. Co. ; Raymondville
Re-Opening
Keesport — Lyric, sold to Capitol-Liberty Ambler — Opera House; Bentleyville — Safety;
— La Vista & Delta de Oro, sold to R. N.
Court— Smith and Third St.
Claridge — Dreamland; Erie- -Beverly ; FayCorp. by John Sowko ; Mayfield — Mayfield,
Smi?h; Tulia—
Grand, sold to J. C. Parker.
Re-Openings
ette City--Bell; Grassflat — Photoplay; Mcsold to P. E. Walker by Comerford Thea.,
LONG
ISLAND
Connellsburg — Fulton ; McKees Rocks — OrInc.
;
Philadelphia
—
Allen,
sold
to
Wm.
Re-Opening
and Edw. Rovner by John Bagley ; Grand
pheum ; Mifflin — Mifflin; Manor — Elite; O'Donnell
man— Texas.
— Lynn ; Palestine — Texas ; SherLong Island City — Bliss.
Natrona —State; Perryopolis — Perry; RobOpera House, sold to Montgomery Thea.
ertsdale
—
Liberty
;
Sharon-NuLuna.
NORTH CAROLINA
New Theaters
Co. by Grand Amuse. Co. ; Pittsburgh —
Eagle, sold to J. A. Stanley by R. Soltz ;
Changes in Ownership
SOUTH
CAROLINA
Dallas
—
Texas,
Oak Cliff Amuse. Co., ownLyric, sold to I. E. Armstrong by P. J.
ers; Ft. Worth— Strand, J. S. Phillips,
Farmville — Trio, sold to P. L. Baker by
Changes in Ownership
McDonough
;
Shamokin
—
Capitol,
sold
to
owner; Houston — Royal, O. B. Bridges,
Cooke-Lange; Gastonia — East End. sold to
Shamokin Capitol Thea. Co. by Arcadia Belton — Cameo, sold to Ed. C. Curdts by H.
J. W. Medlin by W. T. Cray; High Point
owner ; Longview — Alladin, G. H. Mercer,
Closing
G. Campbell ; Sumter
— Garden, sold to Kay
Utility Corp. ; Shenandoah -Lyric, sold to
owner ; New Braunfels — Palace, Jobn H.
— American, aold to Publix-Saenger by
& Rhame by H. L. Walker.
Wm. Dabb and Moe Sherman by Wm.
Stahl, owner ; Pampa — Lanora, Gr ffith
City of High Point; Mayodan — Pickwick,
Dabb
;
West
Chester
—
Garden,
sold
to
F.
Amuse. Co., owners.
sold to Turner & Tulloch by P. L. Wright.
S. Wood by Sharpies Separator Co. ; Edgefield — Victory.
Closings
Williamstown — Lyic, sold to John R. HanUTAH
SOUTH DAKOTA
cock and W. S. Thompson by John R.
Asheville — Eagle ; Beaufort Breeze ; LouisHancock.
burg — Winner.
Changes
in
Ownership
Closings
Change in Ownership
NORTH DAKOTA
sold to O. E. Mclff by
Eureka — State, sold to Shaw & Lee by ('has. Gunnison — Casino,Closings
Avonmore
—
Family
;
Annville
—
Astor,
BelleSilver
;
Sioux
Falls
—
Princess,
sold
to
LeonS. J. jjaxter.
Change
in Ownership
vue- — Lincoln; Braddock — Family; BlairsKaplan by
John Sholseth
Waubay—
Hebron- Rialto, sold to John J. Tk.ich by
Lake,ard sold
to Closing
John
Hawkins ; by
S. K. Madsen Circuit has closed down in Altoonah,
ville — Grand ; Boyer — Boyer ; Black Lick —
J. M. Trives._
Palmer ; Belle Vernon — Verdi ; Bentleyville
Clark.
Bluebell, Boneta, Mountain Home, Mt.
Closings
— Majestic, Liberty,
Byrnedale ByrneEmmons, Talmadge.
Goodrich
K. P. Hall;
Grand
Forks
—
dale;
Blythesdale—
W.M.B.U.
;
Clymer—
Re
-Opening
Strand
Leeds — Movies.
WASHINGTON
Liberty ; Clearfield — Liberty ; Derry -Vic- Stickney- Ritz.
OHIO
tory ; Dawson — Opera House; Duquesne —
Platte — Lyric.
Merlin,
Duquesne;
Duquesne
Heights —
Changes
in Ownership
Changes in Ownership
Chehalis — Peacock, sold to Ray Peacock ;
Akron — Doll, sold to T. Barden by Xettie
Chewelah — Empress, sold :o George Morgan
M. and R. J. Doll; Andover — Gibbs, sold
by D. A. Morgan; Ryderwood — Sunset,
to Kenneth A. Rood by A. W. Gibbs ;
sold to Gordon & McDonald by J. AllenCanton —Windsor, sold to Fred Ricker and
der
; Seattle — Columbian, sold to E. Lasher
Benjamin Anslow by The Canton Windsor
by
Hone;
Tenino
Liberty, sold to
Thea. Co. ; Cincinnati — Palace, sold to Max
M. J.
R. M.
Martin
by
R. S. —Bowen.
Closings
Fox by Erankel Enter. ; Cleveland Five
Points, sold to Consolidated Thea., Inc.,
Brewster — Vitaphone ; Maiden — Liberty ;
by Associated Thea., Inc.; Plaza, sold; to
,By HARRY N. BLAIR,
Onalaska — Dream ; Randle -Dream ; RyConsolidated Thea., Inc., by Virginia
Hazzard has been changed from
derwood— Sunset;
Seattle — Fremont; ToBuilding Co. ; Almira, sold to Sam Fine
Re-Opening
nasket
— Liberty
; Waterville — Nifty.
"DUBE
WELCH,
who
authored
all
by The W. 105th St. Invj Co. ; Camera,
"Hot
Stuff"
to
"Playing
With
Fire."
-^
of
the
Nick
and
Tony
comedies
sold to Mike Fazio by A. T. Gregg ;
Columbus — Knickerbocker Thea., sold to made here by Lou Brock, has not The film is now being edited for Endicott— Liberty ; Seattle — Royal.
Wm. A. Pancake by Knickerbocker Amuse,
early release.
WEST VIRGINIA
Co. ; Columbus Grove — Roma, sold to Ray- yet recovered from the shock of seemond Dishong by I. F. Bunn; Continental
BusiAttilio Marchetti, who formerly
Monkey
and
ing
"Moonlight
Change
in Ownership
— Palace, sold to G. E. Adair by Carl
ness," the first of the series to be was in charge of synchronizing the Princeton — Royal, sold to F. F. Von Court
Armbrust ; Hamilton — Palace, sold to Paraexactly
by li. W. Karnes.
Closings
mount Publix Corp. by Silvers & Turburg;
made in Hollywood, pictured
Pathe Audio Review, has been asKinsman — Gibbs, sold to Kenneth A. Rood as he wrote it, lie having expected
sociated with such noted conductors
by A. W. Gibbs ; Maumee — Strand, sold the Hollywood gag men to change
as Toscannini, Richard Strauss, Browntown — Cosmar ; i-airview — Majestic ;
to C. A. Young by F. W. Mouen ; StruthGalloway — Galloway ; Grantsville — Grantsrecognition.
Gustave Moller and Stokowski. He
ers — Ainus-U, sold to A. J. Masters by M. it beyond
villej' Lumberport — Opera House; MononWeintraub ; Toledo — Sylvan, sold to J.
Re-Openings
is a graduate of the Royal Academy
gah
Ritz; Phiiippi
— Grand.
O'Connell
and
Roy
Sherman
by
T.
H.
Gardner.
p artist at the of Bologna.
make-u
Ryle,
Fred
Closing
Fox-Hearst studios here, was called
Cameron-Alamo;
Evartsville — Evartsville.
Although
people
who
stutter
and
Circleville — M etropolitan.
characin
skill
his
WISCONSIN

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

Re-Openings

Cincinnati — Palace.

OKLAHOMA
Changes in Ownership
Lone Wolf — Liberty, sold to George Vernon
by A. J. Morris ; Vici — Luella, sold to
Ea-d Lyda by L. £. Matthews.

Closings

Olustee— Victory ; Wayonka — Eaton.

upon to exhibit
ter building when a test was made
of Fritz Leiber's entire Shakes-of
pearean company, at the request
Ha ilea Clarke. Among the characters portrayed were Richard III,

Hamlet

and

Othello.

Salem — Capitol,
Elsinore,
sold to Waren
Bros, by General Theaters. Inc.; Wallowa
Liberty,
sold to Jack
McLean
by D.
MclA-an.

Helen Twelvetrees' mother, Mrs.
moII. Jurgens of Brooklyn, saw a time
tion picture made for the first
when she visited the Warner Vitaphone studio last week during the
making of a comedy featuring Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Norwbrth. The resemblance of Mrs. Jurgens to her
famous daughter is striking.

Huntington — Lyric ; Portland —
Westport — Westport.

The title of the Vitaphone
one
reel musical comedy starring Jack

New Theaters

Bartlesville — Midwest, Midwest Thea. Operating Co., owners; Blackwell — Midwest, Midwest Thea. Operating Co., owners.

OREGON
Changes in Ownership

Closings

Lincoln ;

stammer in real life seldom arouse
laughter, on the screen it is another
matter. For this reason, Vitaphone
has cornered the market on stuttering comedians, having used, at
various times, Tom Dugan, Joe
Frisco, Joe Penner and Charles
Lawrence. The latter has just completedannouncers.
"The Substitute," a burlesque
on radio

The latest addition to the list of
Paramount's "Mr. and Mrs." Combinations is Beatrice Ames, wife of
Donald Ogden Stewart, who has
been given a small role in "New
York Lady," written by the latter.
Both previously acted together in
the stage version of "Holiday."

Changes in Ownership

Milwaukee Murray, sold to Frank Galaska
bj Herman
Schmidt;
Murray,
to Silvei
Thea. Inc.
by Frank
Galaskasold
; Portage
Home, sold to Snow Thea. Co. by R.
A. Duke; Sheboygan — Vandervart, sold to
Timothy Johnson by N. J. Blumberg Thee.
Km.; Sheboygan Falls — Falls, sold to P.
Closings
M Cain by John
Bartzen.
Adell Liberty; Gleason — Humming Biid;
Kilbourn -Mission ; Laona — Lyric; Mosinee -Mosinee; Pewaukee — Owl; Poynette
Pastime;
Steuben—Alert; Soldiers
Wabeno Grove
Ideal; Electric;
Weyauwega

Re-Opening

Opera
Peshtigo

House.
Lyric.

Change

WYOMING
in Ownership

Arvada— Arvada. sold to J, R. Phillips by
Joe Madai.

■%
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CARL LAEMMLE HONORED
BY INDUSTRY ON JUBILEE
(Continued

front

Page

N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y

1)

Sheboygan, Wis. — Timothy Johnmem carried the congratulations of
son, president of the B-J-M Amuse249 present-da} leaders in the indusment Co., has reopened the Van der
try. Hays makes the presentation Yaart. The house, formerly owned
speech and among those assisting in by the Blumberg enterprises, has
the ceremony, filmed recently in been closed since 1929.
Universal City, are:
Ironton, Minn. — R. L. Wahl, manMary Pickford, one of Laemmle's
tirst stars; Irving Thalberg, who
ager, has reopened the State, which
owes his opportunity in pictures to has been equipped with sound.
Mr.
Laemmlej
Cecil' Albert
B. DeMille,
Will
Rogers,
Professor
Einstein,
Louis B. Mayer, Al Christie, Laemmle's first comedy producer, and
many other celebrities. The rathe,
Fox, Paramount and Universal newsreels all carry scenes of this event
in their issties released today.
This tribute from the industry
starts a month of celebrations of
Laemmle's 25th year in motion pictures. It was
on' Feb.
24, the
1906,White
that
he opened
his first
theater,
Front, in Chicago, and started his
career in the screen world. Of all
the men who were prominent in the
industry twenty-live years ago,
Laemmle is the only one who is today actively in charge of the company which he established.
The celebrations of the month
will culminate with a ceremony at
Universal City on the 24th.

THREE CONNECTICUT BILLS
AFFECT PICTURE INDUSTRY

Des Moines — The new Iowa, now
being completed, will be ready about
Jan. 25, according to Roy Leipovitz
of Madrid, la., who is to be man-

(Continued

from

Page

1)

measure would establish a state ce
sorship board.

ager.
Topeka — R. J. Mack has severed
his connection with the Isia to beNovelty.come house manager of the Fox

Wheeling — Repeal of the West
Virginia statute allowing local op-(
tion on the Sunday shows situation
sion.
is the object of a bill just presented
to the State Legislature, now in ses-

Rochester, Minn. — The Empress
has
sound.reopened with Western Electric

Valley Falls, Kan.— Harley Troth
has leased the Electric to George
F. Hatton.

Raleigh — A 10 per cent tax on
admissions is proposed in a bill introduced in the North Carolina general assembly.

Montreal, Wis. — The Community
Club House has been equipped with
sound.

Grand
Island, Neb. — Harry
Schiller has taken over operation
the Island.

E.
of

String of De Luxe Houses
Planned for So. America
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Bridgton, Me. — Rebuilding of the
Cleveland — Otto Braeunig, for 10
years with Pathe, has been appoint- theater on Main Hill is contem- tine, according to William Melniker,
ed assistant manager by Branch town.
plated by Walter Davis, of this South American manager for M-GM. The new houses will have an
Manager Harry Gibb.-.
average seating capacity of 2,500 and
Mcintosh, N. D. — Charles Rich- will be equipped with latest apparOklahoma City— R. B. Wilbanks,
atus. One house will have escalators
ards is now manager of the Lyric.
formerly in the Dallas territory for
to and from the balcony.
Fox, has been added to the local
The largest of the new houses will
East Milton, Mass. — The board of
sales force by Branch Manager R.
selectmen has granted the applica- be built in Rio de Janeiro by FranA. Higdon.
tion of the Milton Amusement Co.
cisco Serrador, independent distribfor a license to operate a picture
Charter Oak, la.— J. C. McBride ing.
utor and exhibitor. Financing of
of Omaha has bought the New theater in the Milton theater build- the buildings has been inspired by
Royal here.
the gradual return to normalcy of
the disturbed economic conditions in
Milford, la.— tMyron E. Spender
Brazil, Argentine and Chile, accordComfrey,
Nebr.
—
Robert
King
and
will reopen the Lyric theater at
ing to Melniker.
L.
L.
Blackmun
are
the
new
operMadric, la., Feb. 15. Sound equipChandler Joins Columbia
ators of the Comfrey here.
ment is being installed.
"Trader Horn" Natives Home-Bound
As Advertising Manager
Midland, S. D.— The theater here,
(Continued from Pane 1)
Mutia and Riano, two African naTrenton, Nebr.— H. H. Mendend- formerly under American Legion
tives, who were brought to this
has been appointed advertising man- hall and L. F. Smith have taken over management, has been leased to L.
B. Lee.
country by M-G-M to appear in
ager of Columbia, succeeding Lou the Gem.
"Trader .Horn" sequences, arrived in
Guimond, resigned. Chandler at one
New York today from Hollywood on
time was with Essenay and then with
Philadelphia — Beverly Griffith,
Portland, Ore.— Howard E. White,
First National. He assumes his new
their
way back home. They are acformer purchasing agent in the Fox formerly with Columbia, goes to
duties immediately, under J. H. Gal- West
companied by Saul Rifkin, English
( oast Los Angeles office, has Japan for Fox shortly.
Frank Lof
interpreter.
lagher, director of public relations.
been transferred
to Bob
Bender's
tus joins Columbia exchange to take
Northwest division here.
' his place.
Denver Boys Six Times Winners
3 Years for St. Louis Treasurer
St. Louis — James V. Noel, former
Denver— For the sixth consecutreasurer of the Missouri, has been
Tryout Will Determine
tive time the local Fox exchange Actors' Contract Set
sentenced to three years in prison
"Meadow's"
For
Next
B'way
has won first prize money, the presFour Years
Policy
m
connection with the theft of $9,(Continued from Page 1)
ent occasion being for anniversary
In order to determine the Broad- 700 from the theater.
week. Harry Huffman made it pos- dissolved. The 26 players will act as
way opening policy for "The Great
sible by concentrating on Fox prod- advisory committee and any changes Meadow,"
M-G-M has arranged to
uct during that week in his five to be made in the contract during
give a pre-release showing lor one
houses.
the next four years must be mutually week at the Colonial, Reading, Pa.,
|JJ|£
agreed upon by a committee of five starting Feb. 7. Subsequent to the
Samuel Rubenstein in New Post
foundation members of the actors' showing, M-G-M officials will decide
Samuel Rubenstein, formerly one branch and five foundation members on either a two-a-day at $2 top
or
of the producers' branch of the athegrind
policy at popular prices for IKNHKMKfi
feature.
of the
of
Lloyd'
"
Film
s
ors
Academy
of
Storag
M.
P.
Arts
e, direct
is now vice-president of the
and Sciences.
Of FILM COM
Federal Mercantile Agency, Inc at
^SfffLk
lFDAIL
1440 Broadway.
Warner Club Staging Revue
'Wr
J^A*
3 Ymi 5r*SI
Al Grey Resigns from Griffith, Inc.
The Warner Club, composed of
Triangle files thre« suits naming
Albert Griffith Grey has resigned
from the office of vice-president and employes of Warner Bros, and affili- Aitken Bros., Hyman Winik, Joseph
ated companies, will stage a musical Simonds and others.
Rapee on Air
director of D. W. Griffith. Inc., to
*
*
*
enter the field of production and revue, "The Warner Club Gaieties,"
Broadcasting in connection
handling of motion pictures in an Feb. 22 at Warner's Hollywood on
Educational to release twelve more
with the Roxy will be conBroadway. Skits from the Brook- Torchy comedies.
independent
capacity.
tinued under direction of Erno
lyn Vitaphone studio will appear on
*
*
*
Rapee, it is understood, when
the program with Herb Steiner's orEastman Kodak ordered to disS. L. Rothafel ends his asso"Mother" Banned in Hull, Eng.
chestra supplying music, and H. M.
solve combine within two years.
ciation with the theater March
Hull, Eng. — Following a) private Warner, who is deeply interested in
*
*
*
29. It was largely through
screening of the Russian film "Moth- the employes' social
Southe
rn
exhibi
club,
tors
is
attack
comin
W. A.
g
radio work with his gang that
from Florida to attend the show. Brady
er," at the Rialto here recently, mem- upAnoth
for
his
attitu
Roxy built his own reputation
de
toward
T.O.A.
M P
er
bers of the local Watch Committee
event planned by the
into national proportions.
banned the picture from public Warner Club is the annual ball to
showing by a vote of 10 to 3
be held March 21
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Providence Goes Whole Year Without Censor Cuts
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Wholesale
Return of Silents Unlikely, /Says Chaplin
The Parade
— just looking on
-By JACK

ALICOATE^=

Next week will
the tenth annual
be
National
nal Drama
Natio
Week
Drama
Week sponsored
by the Drama League oi America.
The program is comprehensive as
well as nation-wide. Every available means will be used to build
interest for the stage. Plays will

be broadcast. Open forums will be
held7 Special productions given.
Little theater activities will reach
their height. Pageants, sacred interludes, children's performances and
play readings by clubs are part of
the program. The idea is indeed
interesting. Picture folk who believe the theater is dead might well
d the curtain during Napeek aroun
tional Drama Week.
*
*
*
The coming of

The Argument
Is on Again

Star-Producer May Direct
Talker, But Not Appear
in It, He Declares
Charlie Chaplin, interviewed as he
arrived at Pennsylvania Station yesterday morning from the Coast, said
that although he believes silent pictures will never return to any major degree, he feels that a certain
number will be made without dia(Continued on Page 11)

DU -ART LABORATORIES
Du-Art Film Laboratories, of
which Arthur Gottlieb is president,
will soon open an additional unit in
Toronto. Work on the branch is
now
nearing
completion.
Xat Cherin, formerly treasurer 01
National Studios, Inc., has joined
Du-Art as vice-president, succeeding
George M. Dillon. The company
ha- taken possession of an additional
floor at 245 West 55th St. and the
entire plant is under the supervision
(if Al Young.

Chaplin's "City
Lights" to the
Cohan theater
tomorrow night again opens up the
old question. Is there still room for Will Evans Resigns
From Gaumont British
the silent picture? The safest answer we know is the simplest one.
London (By Cable)— Will Evans
Yes. PROVIDED that your star is ha- resigned as joint managing dithe master pantomimist of all
rector of Gaumont British Corp. His
time. And Mons. Chaplin is that, if resignation is to take effect in six
nothing else. Pantomime, by an months. Mark Ostrer with C. M.
artist, has ever had a definite spot
post.
on the stage. There is no reason Wool:' will fill the Evans
why
it should
be different on the
screen.
*
*
*
.
DynanilC
Mr. Daab

This
industry
always rewards aggres-ive advertising. Its
very nature and showmanship complex makes this a rather
established conclusion. The returns
are in and again the energetic Mr.
Daab rings the bell with his spectacular campaign to the trade on
"Cimarron." Sales managers and
executives will do well to remember
that now is a buyer's market and
thousands of live accounts properly
told are half sold.

"Lights" Release
General release of "City
Lights," Charlie Chaplin picture which world premiered at
the Coast last Friday and has
its New York opening tomorrow night, will take place with
in three weeks.

MICHALOVE TAKES CHARGE
OF WARNER BROS. HOUSES
Dan Michalove has officially been
placed in charge of all Warner Bros,
theaters, succeeding Spyros Skouras,
resigned. As indicated in Th&
Film Daily of Jan. 29, he will
have the aid of the current committee comprising department heads.

Courtland Smith, in charge of
Pathe News and Pathe Review, yesterda> confirmed reports of the appointment of Jack S. Connolly as bis
assistant, Smith also announced that
Edward Percy Howard would be editor of Pathe News and Terry Ramsave editor of Pathe Review.

Foreign dialogue talkers of the better class have drawn such encouraging
support in New York, principally
among the small class houses, that
several sponsors of these showings
now have plans under way to gradually invade the Broadway sector on a
bigger scale. The present wave of popularity for the sound pictures of other
countries started with the success of
"Zwei Herzen im $i Takt," German
operetta, now in its fifth month at
the
nitely.55th St. Playhouse, where it is
planned to keep it running indefi"Sous Le Toits de Paris," French
talker, has had a run of more than
a month at the Carnegie
Playhouse,
and will be
succeeded
by an(Continucd
on tomorrow
Page 11)

Producer Circuits Now Cover
All States and 1,500 Cities
Producer-owned circuits now have
representation in every state in the
union and are in approximately
1,500 towns, according tola checkup just completed. West Virginia
has a minimum of affiliated! h.-u es,
with only one theater, o*ned by
Universal, in Charleston.
'iHje most
(Continued on Pcuic 1 1 )

hot A Single Film Cut Made
dence Censors in '30
By Provi
Courtland
Smith Confirms
Pathe News Appointments

Films in Various Tongues
Finding Big Audiences
in New York

CANADIAN
GOV'T PROBE
COVERS EXCHANGES
NEXT
Toron'o — The gove: nmental
mission investigating .b Canad.an
motion picture industry, especially as
regards American domination, has
completed Is examination of the activities of the Famous Players Canadian Corp. and now is giving similar
attention to tin Canadian M. I'. Distributorsvestigation
and Exhibitors
Inof exchange Ass'n.
operations
will follow.

Providence — For the first time on
record, this city has gone for a
whole year without a single cut l>e- Akron Theaters Guarded
ing ordered by the censors in pictures shown here. Co-operation beI u i en the producers and tin i I n
Against Stench-Bombers
Akron,
O. —
Guards
are being
soring agencies is given credit During 1930 a total of 29,560.000
feet placed at all theaters to catch stenchthrowers,
who
have
invaded
of (ihn was exhibited here. Ibis is bomb
section
after
an increase of nearly half a million the downtown
(Continned on Pag* U) numerfeet over 1929.
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Kleine Seriously 111
George
Kleine, pioneer exchange
man, is seriously ill at his home, 64
East 86th St.
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Des Moines — A 10 per cent tax on
admission is sought in a bill submitted to the General Assembly
here.

Benjamin Supervising
Columbia's St. L. Branch
Ben Benjamin, recently appointed

middle states division manager for
Columbia, has been given supervision over the company's St. Louis
exchange, now under the managership of Will Baker. With this addition, Benjamin now supervises four
of Columbia's middle states exchanges, the others being Omaha,
Des Moines and Kansas City. He
City.
makes his headquarters in Kansas

New Circuit of Supers
Is Planned in London
London (By Cable) — Work is expected to start shortly on the Capitol,
St. Albans, a 2,000-seater that is to
be part of a new circuit of supers
planned in and around London by
Louis Morris. Four or rive houses
are
states.to be built this year, Morris
Testimonial for John Pavone
New Haven — John Pavone, who
recently resigned from Warner Bros,
to join the sales department of
Pathe, was tendered a testimonial
dinner Feb. 2 by his former associates.

New Fox Financing May Be Bigger
New financing for Fox, upon expiration of the $55,000,000 issue due
April 15, may be in an amount slightly larger than this figure, according
to Wall St. reports yesterday. The
new debentures probably will be 10year 6 per cent notes, marketed at
about 97, the reports said.

COMING

Testimonial
luncheon
to
Greenblatt
at the Hotel

Rudolph Berger Heads
Washington Film Board
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

Feb.

Three Headliner Guests
For A.M.P.A. Luncheon
The A.M.P.A. luncheon at the
Dixie Hotel today will have as invited guests Stanley Smith, Helen
Morgan
and Ginger Rogers.

Roxy Board Meets Today
Roxy Theaters Corp. board of directors meets at 4 o'clock today to
elect officers for the current year. It
is understood likely that Leon Leonidoff, who has been putting on the
theater's stage shows under supervision of Roxy, will continue doing
this work.

Charlie
"City M. Lightt"
opens atChaplin's
the George
Cohan,
New
York.
Paramount
Pep Club Ball, Hotel
Astor, Annual
New
York.
Feb. 7
First
Dinner and Dance
by Columbia Pictures employees.
Hotel
Plaza,
New
York.
Feb. 9
Thirty-second
annual
dinner
by
the Society of the Genesee
in
honor of George
Eastman.
Feb. 10-11 National convention of independent exhibitors called by
Allied
States Ass'n to be held
in
Chicago.

Feb. 22
Feb.

28

tar.

7

Y.
"Warner
Club Gaieties" presented
by the Warner Club at the
Hollywood
Theater, New
York.
Foxfilm
Athletic Club fifth annual
ball at the Commodore
Hotel, N.

Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
Mar. 21 Annual Ball of the Warner Club.
New York.
•lay 25-28 Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers to be
held in Hollywood.
'Vpril 4-11 Players'
and Patrons'
Week, national
benefit for Jubilee
N. V.
A. Club.
April 23-24 dorsers
State Convention
of Indiana
Inof Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.

7,583 W. E. Installations
World-wide Western Electric installations have reached a total of
7,583.
Of
this
number, 4.903 are in
r'oreign field.
the United
States and 2,680 in the

ANOTHER
OF

NOTE
OPTIMISM . . . .

W. E. 1930 Sales Over 361 Million
Sales of the Western Electric Co
for 1930 were $361,478,000, comparing
with the record figure of $410,950,000
in 1929. The 1930 figure is $73,547,000 above 1928
Guilty

of

UROADWAY

|Eastinan Films |

Her ingbear-raided
Escort:
the depression?"

"Famously, since Saltzman's I
opened.
WeWedinedance
on better food.
to
V peppier

MORRIS

music —

wait till

< you
hear Tom
Smith
Ballew
—
and when
Byrne
sends
the bad news, we look it
squarely in the face without worrying over to-morrow's breakfast."

& 47th ST.. N. Y

WILLIAM

V

The
from York
the standWest'.
'HowGirl
is New

Forgery

Edward J. Kay ton of Mount Vernon, president and treasurer of a
Westchester County motion picture
producing company, pleaded guilty
before County Judge Coye at White
Plains to a charge of second degree
forgery.

Ill

Arthur
Astor.

6

DAILY

Washington — Rudolph Berger of
M-G-Al has been elected president
of the Washington Film Board of
Trade. Other new officials are:
vice president, S. L. McNamee of
RKO; secretary-treasurer, Robert
Smeltzer of Vitagraph.

& GOING

MICHAEL ARLEN, who arrived this
week from England, is on his way to Hollywood tu write the story for Ronald Colman's next Samuel Goldwyn production,
"What Fun Frenchmen Have."
IARLES
FARRELL arrives this morning from the coast en route to Europe.
ft
y
JACK ELLIS, New York exchange manft
:•:
ager for RKO, left last night for Havana.
Hollywood ••:
BOB WOi^FF, New York exchange man8
Chicago 6700 Santa Monica M
ager for Pathe, is now at St. Augustine, Fla.
J.: 1727 Indiana Ave.
Blvd.
M
CLAIR
HAGUE, Canadian genrral man«
CALuinet
2691
HOLlywood
4111 l\
ager for Universal, left New York last night
for his headquarters at Toronto.

Today:

in Philly

Philadelphia — Vaudeville is
now getting a break in a number of Philly houses which are
using stage material to supplement pictures. It is generally
being played on weak biz
days.

Memphis — All industries would be
taxed from one to live per cent of
the volume of their business under
a bill presented to the Tennessee
Legislature, now in session.
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City— A tax on all adOklahoma over
missions 40 cents is proposed
in a measure just introduced in the
Oklahoma
Legislature.

THEdate
INDUSTRY'S
ccer

Club Dinner with Dancing $2.00 per person
—6 to 9:30— Weekdays and Sundays. No
Cover Charge. Club Luncheon Complete
$1.25. A la carte of course. Dancing Saturday Luncheon. Open Sundays at noon . . .
VANderbilt 7057.
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I J. E. Brulatour, Inc. i
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A hard boiled first-run
exhibitor said to one
of our salesmen ...

Another thing
I like about

PARAMOUNT
YOU fellows know good theatres must
do good business 52 weeks a year, or
mighty close to it. You don't kid yourself
that 3 hits make a great season. You have
more sensationally big numbers than anybody in the business. Your week-after-week

average, which theatres depend on for
sustained profits, is so far ahead of the rest
that there's no comparison. That's the real
basis of Paramount's leadership of this
industry. Take February, for instance...'5

All Right! Here's the Array of Hits
Paramount Brings in February:
"SCANDAL

SHEET"

Los Angeles leads off by reporting a
record >veek \s'\l\\ George Bancroft's
biggest drama in years. A swell story,
with Clive Brook and Kay Francis
supporting. Beal box office dynamite.

"FIGHTING

CARAVANS"

It took the "Covered Wagon" producers to give you the mightiest
outdoor thriller of the talkies. Gary
Cooper, Lily Damita, Ernest Torrence
and Fred Kohler are names to bring
the crowds a-runniiig.

"STOLEN

HEAVEN"

"Laughter" was just a warm-up for
Nancy Carroll in drama. She starts
the whole industry talking in this
smashing role, sharing honors with
Phillips Holmes. Give it a choice
booking spot, men.

-IT PAYS

TO ADVERTISE"

Preview audiences rocked with laughter as Norman Foster, Carole Lombard, Skeets Gallagher and Eugene
Pallette put across the comedy socks
of this brisk, bright opus of today. A
triumph for Paramount.

"FINN

AND

HATTIE"

Say the title and you're in laughing
mood for the show. See the picture and you're weak from roars.
Leon Errol, Mitzi Green, ZaSu Pitts,
Lilyan Tashman and Jackie ("Sid
Sawyer") Searl do mirthful marvels.

"RANGO"
Big national advertising smash in the
newspapers and magazines make this
mystery - shocker a natural. That
"something different" that gets the
big dough. A chance that will never
come again to grab a pile from a real
novel tv.

New CHEVALIER,
ARLEX, ROGERS,

DIETRICH,
POWELL, BOW,
CHATTERTON
OAKIE, etc., hits will follow thick and fast thereafter. Meantime, February's set as a short but sweet mont
h for
Paramount showmen, and beaucoup headache
for the opposish!

TRADE

Cparamount

GREATEST

NAME

IN SHOW

BUSINESS

\, J;

■
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Timely Topics

EXPLOITETTES

A Digest of
Current Opinion

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Idea.*
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Merchant Tieup
for Guest Tickets
AfANAGER T. W. THOMPSON made an advantageous
tie-up with one of the local stores
'hat resulted in lots of publicHv
for "Paid" playing at the PublixAvalon. Grand Junction, Colo.
The Kress store co-operated on n
re-eipt stunt. With every package given out at the store, a *lip
was given to the customer, the
slip reading, "This is your receipt
for good entertainment. See
'Paid' with Joan Crawford at the
Avalon." Each slip was numbered and further copy told the
readers to compare their number
with those posted on the display
board in the lobby. If the numbers agreed, the holder was entitled to a guest ticket.
— Avalon,

•

©THE KING OF KOMICS arrived in our hamlet yesterday morn
Charlie Chaplin, no less
fresh from
his world premiere triumph of "City Lights'' in Losang
in which he proves to a more or less skeptical film biz that
there's still a big kick in the supposedly dead silent screen
at last the Great Experiment has been launched
will si
lents stage a comeback?
the verdict of the public on
Charlie's courageous effort will soon be known
but judging by the comedian's confident air when he arrived on the
Broadway Limited at the Pennsylvania
depot, the decision is
already in the bag
and Charlie hasn't pulled a miscue
yet
Arthur
Kelly, Al Lichtman and Harry
Buckley
of
the United Artists official staff, were there to greet him
Charlie was dressed in a modest dark blue suit, with a lightcolored overcoat,
derby, and walking stick
he was the
soul of patience and courtesy with the newspaper boys
and told 'em that he sails for England next week, to browse
around Europe for an idea for his next pix
which will
be made in the SAME
form as "City Lights"
but Sir
Charles hinted that IF he ever appeared persona'ly in a talkie,
he would change his screen character
the classic tramp
will never utter a word
as he said au revoir to the press
boys, he admitted
he was just "a young fellow beginning
to
make pictures"
which remark tells you a whole volume
about Charlie Chaplin as he REALLY
IS

•

•

• THE PRESIDENT, Mister Hoover, will be impersonated in Universal's "Fires of Youth" by Tom Jensen, a member of the Losang police dep't, no less
now if President
Herbie will impersonate a fireman climbing up a ladder in front
of the White House, that will make a fine subject for the newsreels
he has a fine precedent
didn't Cal Coolidgc
pose on the White House steps as a cowboy, no less?

Grand Junction, Colo.
•

Handkerchiefs Carry
A Sales Message
'THE Circle, Indianapolis, Ind.,
disributed 3,000 silk handkerchiefs imprinted with a message
on "A Lady Surrenders" when
that picture played there. The
handerchiefs carried a catch-line.
"Does a drop of milady's handkerchief signify that
"
s?'
der
ren
Sur

'A

Lady

— Universal

Canada has a total of 1,100
picture houses, of which about
SO per cent are wired for sound.

•

• THIS IS the day that the Daddy of the films celebrates his 37th anniversary of the first successful projection of
motion pictures on a screen
so genial Jean Le Roy, having taken a few hard socks from Fate and Father Time, is feel
ing very happy
for he is still in the ring
Jean has
a really marvelous memory
he can recall events that happened when this film biz was a babe over 30 years ago as if
they had occurred but yesterday.
on a day not much different from this, Feb. 5, 1894, he gave a demonstration of his

"Marvelous
man
Street

Cinematograph"
Riley's
about
25 in
theatrical

Optical
Store on moeuls
Beekand
amusement

were there
only 80 feet of film were shown
"The
Execution of Mary Queen of Scots" and "Washing the Baby"
and when the lights went up after the last flicker, it
marked Jean's dream of 20 years come true
here was the
first actual showing
of celluloid motion
picture film
this
1894 projector was hand operated, and used by Le Roy til 1897
he was unfamiliar with the Patent Laws, which makes
it necessary to file an application for patent within two years
six months after the expiration date he learned from a
patent attorney that he had let millions slip through his grasp
the invention went into the "public domain"
but
today Jean Acme Le Roy is cheerful, optimistic — filled with the
fire and enthusiasm of a youngster just starting out in life
a marvelous spirit
this industry has cause to be proud
of Jean Le Roy
the chap who took the toughest kind
of a rap — like a sport, a gentleman and a philosopher
• • •
CHARLIE CHAPLIW in spite of all report* t0 the
contrary, will remain silent as long as money talks
Phil
Engel. former assistant manager at the Rivoli, ha* been transferred to the Strand, Perth Ainboy. a* manager
And a<
\vr close, it occurs to u*. folk*, that if yon want to rise i" this
film biz, one good system is to be on the level..
. ..

«

«

«

»

»

»

o—

Building Human
Characterizations in Scenario
THE task of the screen writer
is very similar to that of an
attorney in bringing a case to
trial. It is necessary for the
writer to become intimately acquainted with the lives and motives of his characters so that
he can present their case to an
audience in a manner that will
win a favorable verdict. Characters sometimes perform actions which, in an earlier day of
writing, were

regarded as "unsympathetic," but which today

are regarded
as "human," because screen productions
have
advanced to the point where convincingly human characters may
be presented instead of artificially idealized characters. It is
necessary for the writer to knowthese characters very intimately '
and he must visualize in his mind
many facts concerning their lives
that are never shown on the
screen, yet which form an invisible background, coloring and
effecting all the actions of the
characters that are seen on the
screen. A certain action, not
properly motivated, will repel an
audience, whereas the same action, properly prepared for, will
bring
a reaction
of understand-: "
irtg and
sympathetic
interest
from the audience.
— Howard Estabrook

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wshes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to
the following
members of the inbirthdays
:
dustry,
who are celebrating their

February 5
Monta

Bell

J.
A. Miller
Russell
Gleason

—J%0*1
O
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HAPPENINGS

- Coast Wire Service
►//
A

Larry Darmour is back at his studio and busy lining up the seven
shorts still to be produced on his
current schedule for RKO. Louise

LITTLE from "LOTS
By

RALPH

B ARNEY

SARECKY, associate
producer of Radio Pictures studios, has been assigned the task of
whipping into shape an original mystery story with a new slant, according to William* LeBaron.
*
*
Six Shorts Under Way
The new tennis court of Ann
At Columbia Studios Harding
and Harry Bannister was
Columbia has six shorts now in officially dedicated by Mary
work, some of them nearly ready Browne, nationally known profesfor release. The lineup includes:
sional. The court is located atop
the
highest
peak in Hollywood Hills,
"The Home of the Sheikh," latest
home.
"Rambling Reporter"; "Taken for a adjacent to the
* Bannister
*
*
Ride," a "Krazy Kat Kartoon." now
Our Passing Show: Joe Schnitzer
in the cutting room; "Birds of a
Feather," a Walt Disney "Silly Sym- Leon Schlesinger, C. Graham Baker,
phony"; "Up Pops the Uncle." lat- Hal Wallis, Mauri Grashin, Robert
est of the shorts starring Eddie Buz- Z. Leonard, Raquel Torres, Francis
zell"; "Talking Screen Snapshots," Edwards Faragoh, Raymond Hatton
No. 5, with Roy T. Barnes as mas- at the opening of "Little Caesar";
on
ter of ceremonies, and a "Curiosi- Louis Stevens being welcomed
his return to Hollywood.
ties."
*
*
*
Added to "Bachelor Apartment"
Leigh Jason clipped 38 points off
Fred Stanley and Carl Gerrard his golf score in 30 days and now
have been added to RKO's "Bache- does 18 holes in 102.
*
*
*
lor Apartment," in which Lowell
Sherman, Irene Dunne, Mae Murray
The transparency photographic
and Noel Francis will be featured,
process
used in filming Ruth Chatwith Sherman
also directing.
terton's dual role picture, "The
Right to Love," was invented
by
Pathe Signs Rex Bell for Comedy
Rex Bell has been signed by
Pathe for a leading role in "Disappearing Enemies." a two reel comedy directed by Wallace Fox. The
cast also includes Dot Farley, Ed,Bv HARRY
ward M-cWade. Marion Shockley,
Arthur. Hoyt and Martha Mattox.
pRED GROF, studio coiffeur at the
Paramount plant for the past seven
Samuel Goldwyn's Next
Samuel Goldwyn's next Colman years, will address the International
picture, "What Fun Frenchmen
Beauty Shop Owners' Convention
Have" will be his first picture on and Exhibition at the Hotel Pennthe new United
Artists schedule.
sylvania, to be held March 10-13. on
Goldwyn hopes to begin production "The Hair Styles of the Stars."
within three or four weeks in order
Arrangements have been made by
to be able to bring the Michael Arlen
story to Broadway early in July. He Vitaphone to shoot race track epiis busily engaged in casting the picsodes for Earl Sonde's first talking
ture now, which, despite its English picture, "The Handy Guy," now in
authorship and central character of preparation. The story, an original
a Frenchman, is in background and by Casey Robinson, was inspired by
in every other way typically Amer- a poem, written by Damon Runyon,
ican.
extolling the racing career of Sonde.

WILK

Roy J. Pomeroy, who directed "Inence."
side the Lines"
* and
* "Interfer
*

Of the 11 two-reel comedies
being released by Educational
in February and March, all will
stress action. This is in line
with the recently announced
plans of Mack Sennett, Al
Christie and E. H. Allen to
put more action in comedies.
Situation and dialogue will
continue to get attention, these
producers say, but action will
be emphasized wherever the
story permits.

Fazenda is slated to start on "Second Hand Kisses," which Lewis R.
Foster will direct. Simultaneously,
Mickey McGuire, fresh from a triumphant personal appearance tour
in the Midwest, swings into action
with "Mickey's Crusaders," the
fourth in his series. In all there are

Dialogue for "Ship Mates,'* starring Robert Montgomery, was written by Malcolm Stuart Boylan. The
story is an original by Delmer Daves
and Lou Edelman.
Harry
Pollard
is directing.
*
*
*
five McGuire's and two Fazenda's to
be filmed.
Sixteen years ago, Ralph Ince
observed that a young actor in the Pallette and 4 Writers
cast of his picture, was continually
Sign New Para. Contracts
making intelligent directorial sugEugene
Pallette, featured player,
gestions. Ince gave the actor —
and Erna .
John Robertson — a job as a director and Zoe Akins, Herman
and Betty White, staff
of his next production. Robertson, MankTewicz
who will direct John Gilbert in writers, have just signed new contracts with Paramount.
"Cheri Bibi," for M-G-M, has been
directing ever since.
Ford Sterling in Brock Comedy
*
*
*
Ford Sterling will appear in "PowHollywood fable — Once upon a
der Marks," Louis Brock's two reel
time a Hollywood premiere started comedy scheduled for early producon time.
tion. He and Lucien Littlefield will
*
*
*
co-star. Mark Sandrich is to direct
Samuel Freedman is supervising the story, now being prepared by
Lloyd French and John Grey.
"Peep, Peep," Daphne Pollard's first
comedy for Universal. He also
Wolheim To Take Rest
Sidney.
supervised
"Divorce
a
la
Carte."
starring Charles Murray and George
Louis Wolheim will take a rest fo •■
about a month because of his hea'th.
which has been impaired by overwork. As a result he will not appear

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

More Action

=

Darmour Lining Up 7
To Complete Schedule

Arlen, Louise Dresser
Co-Featured in Western

Richard Arlen and Louise Dresser
are to be co-featured by Paramount
in a western, tentatively entitled
"Roped In." Edward Sloman will
direct. It is an original story based
on historical events during the days
of cattle rustlers and written by
Keane Thompson and Agnes Brand
Leahv.

©

in "The
the Howard
Hughes product'on
of
Front Page."

Four
Playersplayers
in "Front
Page"
FourPathe
important
signed
for
the screen version of "The Front
tically the entire cast of two Main Page" had just completed important
Stem successes has appeared in roles
on the Pathe lot before movVitaphone short subjects. From
ing over to the Howard Hughes
"Once In a Lifetime," has come
Hugh O'Connell, Jean Dixon, Gran- plant.
Edward Everett Horton and Spenville Bates, Spring Byington
cer Charters, two of the featured
Charles Halton, Walter Drehar,
players
in Russell Mack's newest
Charles Mack and Janet Currie
Pathe
production,
"Lonely Wives,"
Recent recruits from Ballyhoo," had but a few days rest before they
now running on Broadway include started work on the newspaper
Janet Reade, Max Hoffman, Jr. drama. Walter Catlett, who is under
Jeannie Lang and Dom Tomplins.
contract to Pathe to write and act
in two-reel comedies, had no sooner
Tallulah Bankhead, now appearing completed his initial vehicle, "Stage
in "New York Lady," at Paramount's Struck," then he and Heinie ConkNew York studio, held a birthday lin, another member of the cast,
moved their make-up boxes to the
Harold Fingerlin is in charge of party on the set last Saturday after- other
studio. As soon as he finishes
noon, to which the entire company
sound on "New York Lady," Para- was invited.
his
role
in the Hughes production.
mount feature now in work at the
Catlett will return to the Pathe lot
New
York studios.
Herbert Rawlinson, a favorite in to begin work on his second comedy.
silent days, who deserted the screen
Charlie Ruggles has been assiene-l
for stage work, visited Paramount's
RKO Film in Color
to a prominent role in "The Smiline New York studio the other day to
Lieutenant," which Ernst Lubitsch see how talking pictures are mnde
RKO will make "Waiting at
is preparing to direct at the Parathe Church" in 100 per cent
Mell Efrid. stage actress. who is
mount New York studios. This
Technicolor. Mary Astor has
promises to be a most elaborate frequently mistaken for Nancy Carthe lead and among others in
production with the principal setting
roll, recently completed a prominent
the cast are Joseph Cawthorn
that of colorful Vienna.
role in a Vitaphone short. Miss
and Kitty Kelly, with Mel
Efrid. who was seen on Broadwav
Brown directing. Carey WilWarner Bros. Vitaphone studio this season in "Sweet Stranger,
" has
son was assigned to do the dialogue.
in Brooklyn makes the most of its also played small parts in various

close proximity to Broadway. Prac-
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BURNS UP B'WAY
PRIMED TO BLOW
NATION'S HAT OFF!

FRENZIED
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GRANDEST SHOW PHENOMENON
OF THIS CAREENING CENTURY. . . A
ROARING NATION OF 123,000,000
SOULS BECOMES ONE VAST AUDIENCE AS "CIMARRON" THUNDERS
ACROSS THE SCREENS OF 300
GREAT THEATRES SIMULTANEOUSLY!

I

tlUl
rv

Establishing In the Sweep of Its Operations a
Record of Grand-scale Showmanship Unmatched
Since the Dawn of Amusement History!
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THE
PRESSES
ROAR!

ACTION

SWARMS THROUGH SWELTERING PRESSROOMS OF NATION'S
NEWSPAPERS... INSPIRED WORKERS
LINE IRON MONSTERS IN GIGANTIC
BATTERY FOR BLOW-OFF MAPPED AND
TIMED TO ROCK AMERICA ...200
PRESSES IN LINE... STRAINING NERVE
AND STEEL . . . PRIMED FOR SIGNAL TO
FLASH TIDINGS OF CIMARRON SENSATION ACROSS THE LAND WITH DOUBLE
TRUCK AND SINGLE PAGE AD SMASHES

!

ijJii

d i c r'i % v/ '
HOUSE MANAGERS
DON'T BE CAUGHT SHORT
ON THE MIGHTIEST SHOW
ATTRACTION
RADIO

S

OF ALL AGES

PICTURES GIVES YOU

LITERALLY

"A BIRTH

r

OF A NATION" IN "CIMARRON"...WE HAVE GONE AFTER IT IN
A BIG WAY BECAUSE WE KNOW IT TO
BE THE GREATEST BOX-OFFICE PROPOSITION SHOW BUSINESS HAS KNOWN
IN YEARS!. ..IT HAS SMASHED NEW
YORK RIGHT ON THE NOSE AT $2 TOP
AND WILL RUN TILL UNCONSCIOUSI
DON'T LET DOWN AN INSTANT. COVER
EVERY ANGLE OF THE SHOW. DON'T
GET CAUGHT SHORT ON "CIMARRON".

WHIRL

CIM' INTO

MONEY

Radio Pictures extends its thanks to A. M. Botsford,
of Publix, Skip Weshner of Warners, Jumping Jack
Hess and Mark Luescher of RKO and the hundreds
of other brilliant young showmen whose names are
not available at this hectic moment. They have
carried the torch of showmanship . . . and blazed
the trail to a new era in ticket merchandising!

RICHARD
DIX
IRENE DUNNE
ESTELLE
TAYLOR
AND ASSEMBLAGE OF
SUPERLATIVE ARTISTS
DIRECTION

WESLEY

RUGGLES

ADAPTATION

HOWARD

ESTABROOK

PHOTOGRAPHY

EDDIE

CRONJAGER
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WHOLESALE, SILENT RETURN

UNLIKELYJJUS GHAPLIN
(Continued
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|>ther French production, "Le Collier *de la Reine." ''Let Petit Caie,"
French version of Maurice Chevaier's "Playboy of Paris," is in its
third week at the President, jusi
off Broadway, and "Ein Maedel von
Germanagoproducbahn,"
jder Reeper
tion, opened
two weeks
for ;
run at the Central on Broadway. An
other German picture, "Gretel und
Liesel," is at the Eighth St. Playhouse, and "Vi Ta," Swedish version
of "The Lady Lies," is at the Fifth
Ave. Playhouse.
Arrangements for the leasing of a
house along Broadway to show Italian talkers are now in progress, and
another theater that will include
foreign product is the Jolson, Shubert house, just acquired by Leo
Brecher, who will reopen it as the
Central Park under a new arty
policy. The Cameo on 42nd Street,
also plays German, Russian and other
foreign pictures periodically, with
Ufa's "By Rocket to the Moon"
opening there tomorrow. In Brooklyn, a program of Yiddish talkers will
open tomorrow at the Liberty.

Palmer, Mass. the New Palmer,
recently ^ acquired by the Metropolian Amusement Co. of Boston, has
pened
under
management
.am H. Murphy.

of

Wil-

Middletown, Conn. — The new M.d.esex will add vaudeville to its picure schedule the last four days of
ach week.

was practically made into a new
house. The policy calls for feature
pictures and vaudeville. The house
will be directed from Warner Chicago headquarters.

(Continued

from

Page

1)

logue owing to the nature of their
stories. The United! Artists starproducer said he may direct a talker,
but does not intend to act in any.
After attending the New York

Milwaukee — Bernard Lassack has
disposed of his Midget to Albert
Nikalewitz.

premiere
of his "City
the
Cohan tomorrow
night,Lights"
Chaplinat will
sail for Europe about the middle of
next week to attend openings of his
in London, Paris and
Sheboygan, Wis. — Frank Dau has production
Berlin within the next 30 days.
Lynn, Mass. — The Theater Comi- been made manager of Warners' While abroad it is likely that he will
iue, one of the pioneer picture Sheboygan. He was formerly manhis next move in producnouses,
will be remodelled into
■.tores.
ager of the circuit's Downer theater determine
in Milwaukee.
tion. Provided he decides to postpone directing a talking picture, he
Cleveland
—
Arthur
Goldsmith,
will
make
and play in another picPhiladelphia — Harold Dunn is asture without dialogue, but with synsisting Bill Wilson, booking for the formerly manager of the Pathe office
chronized score and effects, like
in Pittsburgh, is now headquartering
Stanley-Warner houses.
here, doing special sales work in "City Lights."
northern
Ohio.
Commenting on talkers, Chaplin
San Francisco — C. W. Young is
observed that "they have a great deal
at Universal covering the San JoaHancock, Mich. — J. S. Burke, of of vitality but I prefer to express
quin Valley territory.
Menominee, Mich., will manage the
myself silently." He said that "City
Lights" costs $1,500,000.
here.
Seattle. — A. A. Bruce has been ap- Orpheum
pointed advertising and house manLittle Falls, Minn. — The Lyric has
ager for the Portola, a Farwest
Theater house.
been acquired by Hilding Krook of
New Ulm, Minn., at a foreclosure
Hammond,
Ind. — Warner Bros, sale brought against the Western
At the regular meeting of the
Corp. of Minneapolis.
have
opened
the Orpheum,
which Amusement
Kaplan Projection Society, Inc., held
this week, the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year:
Sam Kaplan, president; Simon
Terr, first vice president; M_. J. WolDeals have been concluded by
Winnipeg — Estimate is made that heim, second v'ce president; James
Budd Rogers, director of sales for nearly one-half of the small houses in Lefante, third vice president; Dave
Sono Art-World Wide, for the book- Western Canada are now closed Engel, fourth vice president; I. R.
Cohen, recordmg secretary; J. Aving of the company's entire output owing to depressed business condi- zar, financial secretary; William Pastions. These theaters, have capacities
of product with Warner Theaters in
ter, treasurer; W. Kravitz, J. Marsh,
Everett, Lawrence, and Lynn, Mass.; of 200 seats and under. Other theN.
Asen, trustees, and H. Cohen,
Troy, N. Y., South Norwalk, New
aters, large and small, have in nuBritain and Waterbury, Conn. With
merous instances cut their weekly sergeant-at-arms.
The formal installation of the newFublix, deals were consummated for operating schedule.
ly elected officers will occur at the
the playing of the company's output
regular
meeting to be held at midin Grand Island, Neb., and Lexington, Ky.
Lupino Lane Completes Feature
night, Feb. 16.
London — Lupino Lane, former star
Following the installation of ofof Educational comedies in the
ficers an elaborate program of scientific instruction will be arranged that
More than 100 book displays in States, has completed "All of Ahis first feature for PDC. will keep the members thoroughly
the metropolitan district alone will Tremble,"
The two initial productions made posted on all of the new and latest
inaugurate the launching of the
by Stoll for PDC release are also in developments in the field of sound
Grosset & Dunlap Photoplay edition the final stages of editing and will
reproduction.
of "Dracula," simultaneously with be trade shown
shortly.
the Broadway showing of the Universal picture at the Roxv starting
Yiddish Talker Program
Feb. 13. Similar arrangements for

Kaplan Projection Society
Elects Officers for 1931

Producer Circuits Cover
Small W. Canada Houses
All States, 1,500 Cities Sono Art Closes Deals
(Continued
from
Page
1)
With Warner and Publix Closed by Bad Conditions
heavily seated spots are in such AtNew

lantic seaboard states as New York,
Jersey. Connecticut, Rhode Island and Massachusetts.

Akron Theaters Guarded
Against
Stench-Bombers
(Continued from Page 1)
ous attacks among the outlying
, houses. A $500 reward also has been
offered for arrest and conviction of
these culprits. Attempts were made
this week against Loew's and the
RKO Palace. A "bomber" also
stopped at the home of R. A. Menches, manager of the Liberty, and
Mrs. Menches drove him off with
a gun.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

store tie-ups will be made
key cities.
All THE WX>
All r Ml IIMI

Eugene Zukor leaves for Europe
tot report on possible tie-up between
Famous Players and U.F.A. of Germany.
*
*
*
Monster chain of theaters planned
with 1,000 lined up by May 1.
*
*
*
Mabel
Normand
back with Mack
Sennett.
+

*

Book Tieup on "Dracula"

*

Robert Hichens to write originals
for Famous Players.

in other

France's
Biggest,
Smallest
Wired
Paris — The largest picture house
in France, the new Gaumont Palace,
and the smallest, the Studio Diamant, have been equipped with
Western Electric sound system.
The Diamant operates as an international picture house, showing talkers in Italian, German, English,
Spanish, French and even Esperanto.

Judea

Films, Inc., has just released the Jewish operetta, "Shulamith," written by the father of the
Jewish stage, Abraham Goldfaden.
The first showing in America will be
at the Liberty, Brooklyn, Feb. 6, 7
and 8. This Yiddish picture was produced in Palestine and the music and
singing added here. On the same
program will be Menashe Skulnick
"Oy, Doctor," Cantor Schmilikel, 13
years old, in "Kol Nidre"; Cantor
Waldman in "Eli Eli," and Seymour
Rechtzeit and Jack Shargel in "Land

$500,000 Trans-Lux Rental
ofNewFreedom."
Paramount Exchange Opens
An aggregate rental of nearly
New
Haven — Paramount
has
$500,000 is involved in the lease of
opened
its
new
exchange
building
at
Plaza
new
the
in
store
corner
the
State St., with E. X. Callahan
building, Madison Ave. at 58th St., 82
in charge.
to the Trans-Lux Movie Corp.

Congratulates :
MARIE DRESSLER
whose

noteworthy
characterization in M-G-M's "Min and
Bill" is one of the best
dramatic
portrayals
of
the current
season.
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CHAPLIN
MICKEY
as a running
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for his

Broadway

engagement of "City Lights" beginning
at the George M. Cohan Theatre February 6.
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•
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New Fire Code Facilitates Financing of Theaters

31 CONTRACT SUITS JTLED IN CONNECTICUT
Hughes-Franklin Acquire Seven Kansas City Theaters
The Mirror
— a column of comment
BILLS

specifying how many projectionists must be used in a booth
have been introduced in a number
of State Legislatures ... .These
measures are typical of a raft of

New Circuit May Build 2
Other Neighborhood
Houses
Kansas City — Seven local theaters,
the Oak Park, Madrid, Lindbergh,
Tivoli, South Troost, Bagdad and
Murray have been acquired by the
Hughes-Franklin circuit. It is reported that the new theater organization also may build two additional
neighborhood houses here.
Wilmington,

Del. — Hughes-Frank-

Theaters, Ltd., has been issued
"interference legislations." The lin
j. Delaware charter. Capitalization is
kind that try to tell a man how to iriven as 4,000 shares of common

Wiring Hotel Circuit
Due to the increasing use of
talkers by industrial organizations to carry sales messages
to branch and district meetings, all of the Statler Hotels
are being equipped with sound
apparatus. The move is expected to spread among other
hotel groups.

Conn. Exhibs Appoint
Legislative Committee

Hiring Special Trains
For Allied Convention

remains on the top for a quarter of
a century, that's achievement.

FREE-LANCE actors' contract at the
Coast has been ratified to cover a
period
of
four
years
Another
tribute to arbitration. With relations between players and producers
now clearly defined, another obstruction to concentrating all attention on
the making of box-office product has
been eliminated.

Financing of New Theaters
Made Easier by New Fire Code
"Caesar's" Record
In its four weeks' run at the
New "York Strand, "Little
Caesar
gave 202 showings
and played to approximately
326,000 paid admissions. The
house seats 2,858. At the
Brooklyn Strand the picture
played three weeks, giving 152
performances to about 240,000
paid admissions.

now have pending 31 cases in which
distributors are suing exhibitors to
enforce contracts for tmplayed pictures, it is disclosed by Attorney
Edward G. Levy, counsel for the
M.P.T.O. of Connecticut. The first
of these cases to be acted on, an
action involving $5,000 filed by RKO
against the Brede, Norwich, has been
decided in favor of the defendants.

DARROW URGES EXHIBS
TO FIGHT LEGISLATION N.Y. STATE CENSOR ASKS
- MORE APPROPRIATION

run his own business. And inci- ?tock.
dentally help kick plenty high his
operating costs. Such measures are
Calling upon exhibitors to "stand
by their guns" and to "defend their
totally unnecessary. Alert exhibitors
rightsi," Clarence Darrow, internadon't have to be told how many
tionally-famous trial lawyer, yesterday blamed theater men for the
operators they need in order to adeflood of censorship bills now sweepquately project a show. Exhibs not
ing State Legislatures throughout the
under this classification eventually
beof
Tiffany will make a series
country.
Darrow, who spoke at the
tween 12 and 15 pictures aimed di- Arthur Greenblatt luncheon in New
find out through audience reaction.
(.Continued on Page 12)
Oppressive and meddling bills of
rectly at the Class "A" theaters of
A. RowRichard
said
country,
the
this breed ought to be squelched
land yesterday. This is in addition
pronto. Their ultimate results are to others with which the company
in nine cases out of ten more de- intends to serve "B" and "C" houses.
structive than constructive.
New Haven — A legal committee to
pass on legislative problems confronting exhibitors has been appointWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ed by the M. P. T. O. of ConnectiCARL LAEMMLE'S Silver Jubilee
cut. It consists of Edward G. Levy,
Washington — Special trains are beis note being celebrated. . . .The incare of the at- counsel for the association; George
take
to
chartered
ing
dustry is removing its felts and
tendance from the
strongholds
of Le Witt and James L. Shulman.
{Continued on Page 12)
strawj to a leader who has guided
one company for the extraordinary
stretch of 25 years. Big names quickwax and wane
in this anbiz.
That's
notly news.
But when
executive

TIFFANY PLANS SERIES
FOR CLASST HOUSES

Numerous Cases Brought
by Distributors Over
Unplayed Films
Mew Haven, — Connecticut courts

New York City exhibitors will
have an easier time financing new
theaters under the new fire code bring prepared by city officials and exhibitors, declared Charles O'Reilly in
speaking at the Arthur Rosenblatt
luncheon yesterday at the Astor.
Under the revised code, building
over auditoriums will be allowed, he
pointed out.
More than 300 exhibitors attended
(Continued on Page 12)

Albany — Additional appropriations,
to permit increases in the staff of reviewers because of the extra work
necessitated by sound pictures, are
asked by James Wingate, head of
the motion picture division of the
Education Department, the state
censoring body. The income of the
division during the last fiscal year
from license fees and duplicate permits totaled $227,731.50.
From this
(Continued on Page 12)

Earl Crabb Handling
Northwest Division
Portland, Ore. — Earl L. Crabb has
returned to this territory from Los
to represent Hughes-FrankAngeles
lin Theaters as Northwest division
manager. April 1 is understood to
be the approximate date for the opening of the circuit with about 100
houses as the nucleus.

5 Daily at Capitol
In anticipation of the drawin
Garbo
of Greta
ing powers
tion,"
"Inspira
opening
today,
the Capitol will give five de
luxe shows daily, except Sunday. Jack Benny heads the
stage show.

Friday,

February 6

DAILV
Film Leaders Will Join
In Honoring Eastman

:the
!■ M»M\lll.
01 IIIMIOM

Leading executives in the film industry w'll join with the Society of
the Genesee in the 32nd annual dinner in honor of George Kastman to
Price 5 Cants
Friday. Fib. 6, 1931
VH LVNi. 31
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Public Hearings Begin
In Canadian
Gov't Probe
Toronto
— Public hearings
of the

probe into the picture industry in
Canada began yesterday at City Hall
Maryland MPTO Officers
with Peter White, King's Counsellor,
Chief purpose of the probe
Slated for Re-election presiding.
is to find out if the Combines Act
Baltimore — Re-election of Charles
E. Nolte as president of the M. P. has been violated.
T. O. of Maryland is expected at
the forthcoming meeting of the or- Eddie Heiber Appointed
ganization. Other officials also
'U' Washington Manager
scheduled for re-election are Louis Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Carman, vice-president, and Frank
Washington — Eddie Heiber has
Hornig, treasurer.
been named Washington manager tor
Universal. He succeeds Charles Lester, resigned.
Earle W. Jones Opening
A

Synchronization Studio Harry J. Padden Joins
recording studio open to producers and distributors desiring
Livingston's Directory

synchronization jobs will be opened
Monday by'4 Earle W. Jones, who has
taken over the offices formerly occupied by Photocolor Corp. on the
sixth floor, 729 Seventh Ave. Jones
will convert the projection room.
which is equipped with W. E. reproducer, into a public projection
room.

"Father's Son" Release
Warner Bros, have set the general
release of "Father's Son" for March
17. It was produced by First National and the cast contains Leon
Janney, Micky Bennett, Robert Dandridge, Lewis Stone, Irene Rich and
John Halliday.
'/
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Alexander E. Roech will be officially named executive vice-president
of RCA, succeeding the late C. J.
Ross, at a meeting of the board of
directors to be held today, the The
Film Daily learns.

'A

NEW

Roech to be Named
RCA Vice-President

—
+
—
—

J. W. Sayre Joins Hamrick
Portland, Ore.— J. Willis Sayre
by John Hamrick
been engaged
publicity director for his circuit
houses.

Sound-on-Film Devices
Predominate in Canada
Ottawa — With the exception of
the three Western provinces of Canada, practically all sound installations in use involve sound on film,
a sui-'ey just made indicates. In the
three Western sections, comprising
the provinces of Alberta, Manitoba
and Saskatchewan, however, almost
all devices are sound-on-disc.

Paramount studios in Joinville. He
who resigned recently as President
will play the male lead with Olga
to join ParaTschechowa in a German picture di- Hoover's
erday. mount, secretary
wound up his duties here yesrected
by
Dimitri
Buchowetzki.
Hi/ Camilla Horn also will
appear in a
/
Fleischer Bowlers
Beat Aesops
German production, "Angeklagte
The Fleischer Studio bowling
schworen Sie!"
Benno Vigny, who wrote the story team, headed by Dave Fleischer, won
has from which "Morocco" was adapted, a hard fought match Wednesdayas has prepared the adaptation of "Li night from the Aesop's Fables team,
French production, direct- headed by George Rune. Final
of General",
ed by Leo Mittler. Louis Mercanton -core was 1902 to 1607.
has finished a French talker, "Marions Nous," and is now at work
WANTED
on a Spanish subject, "Sa Noche de

New York
Long Island City g
1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. ».;
BRYant
4712
STIUwell
7940
♦.♦

COMING

Eastunati Films
:.:

♦ » ♦ ♦ * * « * .•* P *.* *.♦*.*♦.**.* ♦.**,**, ,*♦•#»•»#*•• #*

& GOING

High intensity arc lamp house suitable for a Simplex projector, also
second hand incandescent lighting
equipment for small set.
KISLYN
CORPORATION,
158, South Van Brunt Street,
Englewood,
N. J.

NATE BLUMBERG of RKO has returned
to
New York after a trip to Milwaukee and
Chicago.

J. E. Brulatour, Inc.
Hollywood
Chicago
6700
Santa
Monica
1727 Indiana Ave.
Blvd.
CALuinet
2691
HOLlywood
4111

Bodas."

EDWARD
DEAN SULLIVAN has left
for Hollywood under his new contract to
write for First National.
HARRY
day.

CAREY

left for the coast yester-

HAROLD
LEVEY, musical director at
the Warner Vitaphone studios, leaves tomorrow for a brief vacation in Havana.

INDUSTRY'S
ECCI'.

DATE
Today:

Charlie
opens

atChaplin's
the George"City M. Lights"
Cohan,

New
York.Pep
Paramount
Club
Ball,
Hotel
Astor,
New
York.
Feb. 7
First Annual Dinner and Dane*
by Columbia Pictures employees.
Hotel
Plaza,
New
York.
Feb. 9
Thirty-second
annual
dinner
by
the
Society
of the Genesee
in
honor
of George
Eastman.
Feb. 10-11 National convention of independent exhibitors called by
Allied
States Ass'n to be held
in
Chicago.
Feb. 22

"Warner Club Gaieties" presented
by the Warner Club at the
Hollywood
Theater,
New
York.
Feb. 28 Foxfilm Athletic Club fifth annual
ball at the Commodore Hotel, N.
Y.
Mar. 7
Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
Mar. 21 Annual Ball of the Warner Club,
New York.
April 4-11 Players'
and Patrons'
Week, national
benefit for Jubilee
N. V.
A.
Club.
April 23-24 dorsers
State Convention
of Indiana
Inof Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel,
Indianapolis.
May 25-28 Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers to be
held in Hollywood.

Harry J. Padden, formerly associated with the Amalgamated Vaude16- Year Pathe Exhib
ville Agency and for years an active
booking representative, has joined
Idaho Falls, Utah — Al Hager
of
Livingston's International Casting the Rex, who has played the Pathe
for 16 years, has signed
Directory as special representative in Newsreel
the vaudeville field.
again until March, 1932.

H
H
/
Veidt, Camilla Horn at Joinville
/
Up White House Tob
Paris — Conrad Veidt is among the Akerson Winds
H
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
/ new players signed to work at the Washington
Washington — George Akerson.

'do 6s 41 x-war...
99/ 99/
99/
Paramount
6s 47 . 96 % 96 < '. 96/
Par. Bv. 5/sS1...102/ 102/
102/
Par.
5/sS0
87/ 87
87
Warner's 6s39
69
68
69
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Studio

and

Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Ratei

Powers Cinephone Equipment
Corporation
BRYANT
6067
T23-7TH

AVE.. N. V.

New

Incorporations

National Colored Players, Inc., Wilmington, Del., motion picture films; Franklin L.
Mettler, Wilmington, Del. $100,000; 1,000
shares
common.
Chatham Theater; L. Freiman, 225 Broadway, New York.
200
shares
common.
Mirror Amusement Enterprises; M. Nisonoff, Corona,
N. Y.
$1,000.
Warburton
bany, N. Y.

Theater;
$10,000.

W.

W.

Farley, Al-

Broad and Henry Amusement Corp., NewLouis K. Press, Newark, N. J. 1,000
shares ark;common.
Cosmopolitan Productions, Inc., Wilmington, Del., motion pictures; Corporation Trust
Co., Dover,
Del.
5,000
shares
common.

short
Color

COLOR

PRINTS

sound
cameras
available for
subjects,
or advertising
films.
Color prints from Bi-pack negatives.
58

BREWSTER COLOR
FILM CORPORATION

*2.50
First

Street.
Newark,
Humboldt 2-4228

In The Heart of NEW
The New

N.

J.

Film Center

Hotel Holland
Living
351
(Bet.

West
8th

&

42nd
9th

Street
Aves.)

For Room
Bath
and
400
Weekly
$15 & up
400 Shower
400
Baths
Rooms
Showers

Room
Bedroomcombined.

Each
room
with serving
equipped
electric refrigeration.
pantry
and
Gymnasium — Swimming
Pool
free.
Phone:

Penn.

5480

-1 \

TAKE the GAMBLE
out of CRAP

Metro'Qoldwyn'Mayer has come
nearer to removing the chanceelement from production than any
other company —
AND NOW M-G-M AT THE TOP
OF ITS BEST FORM BRINGS YOU

r t^tV^#: Nil
*&

^

3
,\«*;
.,<.»*'
of*

O^

METRO
GOLDWYN
MAYER
Where Men Are
S/iotvmen

fct° ,i-

j

Mr
**£&

CRITICS PUT WREATI
DON CLARKE'S GREAT
BEST SELLER LEAPS
TO FLAME-SHOT LIFE!
CRITICAL PENS DO SNAKE DANCE AS
WORLD OF WOMEN AWAITS THE MOST
LOVABLE HEROINE OF THE HOUR
Film Pail
Will get the women. Tensely Dramatic,
Entertainment all the way.

Los Angeles Record;
Oh what a picture! A real gem. Helen Twelvetrees a better actress than Chatterton.

Motion Picture Doilv;
An audience picture. Packed with human
appeal. Triumph for Twelvetrees.

N. Y. Telegram;
Big heart appeal. Boy what a punch.

CHARLES R. ROGERS SMASH
SENSATION
DRAMA PENETRATING THE
HEART OF WOMANKIND!

fMAW

Ffi£VR)C a

ROBT. AMES
JAMES HALL
Directed by JOHN

F. DILLON

JOHN HALLIDAY
ANITA LOUISE

Assoc. Prod. HARRY

JOE BROWN

■■I

■■i

"SORT
EXHIBITORS
The Directors
Mack Sennett
Marshall Neilan
William Beaudine
Eddie Cline
Del Lord
Earle Rodney
Phil Whitman

The Featured
Players
Andy Clyde (1)
Harry Gribbon (2)
Marjorie Beebe (3)
Frank Eastman (4)
Patsy O'Leary (5)
Yola D'Avril (6)
Daphne Pollard (7)
Cyril Chadwick (8)

FIVE COMEDIES
PLAYING TEN
WEEKS' TIME ON
YORK'S
NEW
B R O A D W AY
IN TWO MONTHS
AND
A HALF

with Harry Vribbon, Yola P'.ivril. Patsy
O'Leary. Three weeks ai the Mavfair.
"The cleverest two-reel come«ly it ever was
■ it > good fortune to v iew." — FILM SPEC I ATUR.
"A grand hurtesque on the theme song."
— SCHEENLAND.

DANCE

HALL MARGE"Frank

"ONE

with Marjorie Beebe, Harry Cribbon,
Eastman. One week at the Central.

with
Marjorie
Chadwick. Two

"Sort of short subject exhibitors all over have
been crying for. It has everything .... Not only
laughs hut those comedy-thrills are to he found
in every other inch."— VARIETY

"Packs

YARD
TOEastman,
GO
Beebe,
Frank
weeks

at the Mayfair.

laughs .... loaded with amusing
lesque and slapstick."— M. P. Daily
"A nip laugh number."— Film Daily.

Cyril

//

bur-

HO
EEN

RT

SUBJECT
CRYING
FOR

Strong words from Variety on
"Dance

Hall Marge"-words

that tell the whole

MACK

story of why

^r

f:oftii:i»n:s
THE
A RE
G R EAT EST
S E R 11 E S O F SHO W-MAKING
S
MONEY
'
MAN
ALL
COM
E D 1 E S IN
H 1 STORY
9 V* K EEN

EDUCATIONAL
EXCHANGES,
E. W.

//

RACKET

CHEERS

//

with Andy Clyde, Daphne Pollard, Charles Irwin,
Marjorie lieebe. Three weeks al the Central.
"Old Chief Sennett
seems to grow
hetter."— Photoplay.

heller ami

//

THE COLLEGE

VAMP

with Andy Clyde, Y'ola D'Avril. One week at the
Cameo.
A eonrse in dramalie expression lhal the ohl dean
never counted on. The funniest college comedy
in many

moons.

fh

HAMMONS,

FILM
Inc.
President.

THE
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LATEST HOLLYWOOD

HAPPENINGS

- Coast Wire Service
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Chic Sale to be Starred
By Brock in Two-Reelers

"An
American
Tragedy"
Starts
Work Next
Month
Definite plans for production early
next month of Theodore Dreiser's
tt-y HALPH
WIl.K
novel and play, "An American
A i Hold Lucy, who plaijid the
Tragedy," are announced by Jesse T. L. WARNER, Darryl Francis
L. Lasky. Josef von Sternberg will
J Zanuck, James J. Jeffries, Eric schoolmaster in "All Quiet on the
direct, with Phillips Holmes and von
Paul Kohner and John Western Front," has been signed
Sylvia Sidney featured. Samuel H. Dyer Stroheim,
were among
the guests
of for
Hoffenstein and von Sternberg are
Fox. an important role in "Merely
Mary Ann," which will be made by
honor at the * Masquers'
»
* Revel.
preparing the adaptation.
*
*
*
Our Passing Show: Harold B.
Franklin, Jesse Lasky, Sid Grauman,
Ade Writing Will Rogers' Next
Max Rae, Radio Pictures' art diC. B. De Mille, Al Kaufman, David
rector, is in New York on his anTwoists will
of combine
America's their
leading
humortalents on Butler, Harry J. Brown, David Mennual research for architectural, fashion and furnishings ideas.
"Cure For The Blue-." Will Rogers doza, Eddie Buzzell, Harry Collins,
*
*
*
will be the star and George Ade the Wells Root, Marie Halvey, at the
Donald Haines, 10-year old screen
author. Ade is writing the story opening of "City Lights"; Harry J.
expressly as a Rogers vehicle and Brown, Dave Garber and Danny actor who appears in "Hot Wires,"
is the third lad to play Daphne
almost has finished it. Frank Bor- Hall chatting at Universal.
»
*
*
zage will direct. The picture will
Pollard's son in a series of Pathe
To Malcolm Stuart Boylan and comedies in which the tiny comego into
Rogers'
return production
from his tour upon
in the
interests
dienne portrays the role of Mrs.
William Conselman will go the honof the Red Cross drought relief fund.
the Cockney cook. Busors for the dialogue for "A Con- Heminway,
Slovin and Ginger Connelly are
necticut Yankee," when Fox releases the ter
others.
that Will Rogers starring vehicle
*
*
*
World War Prologue to "Victory" Boylan, lineal descendant of a long
Believe it or not, Will Rogers has
"Beyond Victory," Fathe's picture line of Celtic forebearers, is responswith the war as a background, will
ible for the archaic dialogue, while taught a King how to spin a lariat
contain some of the most accurate the modern talk was handled by with all the ease of a cowboy. The
scenes of the great conflict ever pre- Conselman.
"king" was William Farnum, wear*
*
*
sented in one motion picture. The
ing the gold brocaded costume and
reason is that the scenes are actually
Nat Carr, well known charactr ermine Hned cape of King Arthur,
those of the war itself and were ob- comedian featured in the Pathe
whom he portrayed in "A Connectitained in the Pathe film library
cut Yankee." Between scenes Rogers
comedy,
"Campus
Champs,"
wrote
which boasts the most complete pic- his own Jewish dialect, for his role taught Farnum how to handle the
torial record of the war existant.
lariat. The star himself performs
of "Ginsberg, the College Tailor." some astonishing
tricks with the
This is a sequel to Carr's recent
rope
in
several
scenes
of
Pathe hit, "Two
*
*
* the picture.
Joan Crawford's Next Starts
*
*Plus *Fours."
Joan Crawford has returned to the
Una Merkel has been signed to a
King Arthur's guards in "A ConM-G-M studio, after a six weeks' Fox contract.
necticut Yankee" are really a group
leave of absence, and begun work on
*
*
*
of gridiron stars from the Univers"The Torch Song." Harry BeauJack Raymond celebrated his reity of Southern California making
mont will direct the new film, which
turn from London by going to a a little extra money by acting in
is an adaptation of Kenyon Nichol- dentist. He is to George Jessel Fox pictures. They are
James
Musick, Ward Bond, Ernie Pinckson's stage success of the same what George is to Eddie Cantor.
*
*
*
name. Among player- selected to
ert, Gene Clark, Don Moses and Tay
support Miss Crawford are Neil
Mae Murray reported for work, as Brown, familiar faces to football
Hamilton, John Mack Brown, Mar- usual, at Radio Pictures studio while followers, although a bit difficult
to
jorie Rambeau, George Marion, Nor- a new oil gusher roared in her back recognize in suits of armor.
*
*
*
man Phillips. Gertrude Short, Clara yard at Venice. Miss Murray
has
William K. Howard's next picture
Blandick, and George Cooper.' Addi- named the well "Lowell Sherman,"
tional dialogue was provided by Mar- a tribute to the actor and director of
will
be "I Surrender," a talking pictin Flavin and continuity by Bess
ture adaptation of Pierre Benoit's
"Bachelor Apartment," in which she
Meredyth.
is featured. Miss Murray has three novel, "Axelle." The story deals
with life in Is
other oil producing wells.
a German
*
♦ prison camp.
*
*
*
Newsy
Const
ance
Bennett is noted for her
Robert Ames will remain with Radialogue quickly.
dio Pictures. His option recently ability to learn
Three prominent Pacific
*
*
*
was taken up and extended to a term
Coast newspapermen, Jim
Tommy
Cliffor
contract
arrangement.
d. 12-year-old DubMitchell of the Los Angeles
*
*
*
lin youngster who has been under
"Examiner ," Speed Kendall of
While Charles Farrell is in Eu- contract to Fox for a year and a
the Los Angeles "Times," and
half, will be on his way home to
George Beale of the United
rope on a three months' vacation, Ireland
soon. Tommy leaves Hollysome
other
young player will get a
Press, are lending their experiwood February 9 to return to the
chance
to
plav
opposite
Janet
Gayence and knowledge to "The
Emerald Isle where he was disnor in Fox's "Merely Mary Ann."
Finger Points," the First Nacovered by Director Frank Borage
tional production starring
*
* " *
Richard Barthelmess under the
"An author is the person who during the filming of John McCorwrote the story, if the picture is a mack s picture*
direction of John Francis Dif, "Song
*
O'* Mv Heart "
lon. The advice of these
flop," according
* to* Ben * Lyon.
Lawrence Grant will be in M-Gtrained newspapermen is being
Walter Hiers, who attended the M's "Squaw Man."
used to insure absolute authen*
*
*
funeral of his mother in Hollywood,
ticity, in the journalistic seMauri
ne
will
Watk
resume
ins'
his personal appearance
training as a
quences.
tour of Publix theaters.
newspaper
woman
came
in handy

A LITTLE from "LOTS"

Chic Sale, the vaudeville and musical comedy star, will be starred
by Louis Brock in a series of tworeelers for RKO release. March
Sandrich will direct Sale.
Brock also announces 24 two-reel
comedies to be produced under his
supervision. Six of these are. to
star Rosco Ates, and six will feature
Ned Sparks. Brock's "Headliner
Series" also will be continued.
Todd and Bletcher Assigned
Harry Todd, character actor, and
Billy Bletcher, cowboy player, have
been assigned roles in Columbia's
latest Buck Jones production, "The
Fighting Patrol." Carmelita Geraghty has the stellar feminine part and
Ross Lederman is directing.
"Flood" Cast Completed
Signing of Ethan Allen and Ed
Brady, completes the cast of Columbia's "The Flood." Monte Blue
and Eleanor Boardman are featured,
with David Newell, Frank Sheridan,
William V. Mong, Arthur Hovt,
Viola Barlowe and Ethel Wales.
James
Tinling is directing.

Cast of "All Woman" Complete
Casting of "All Woman," Bebe
Daniels' next starring picture for
Warner Bros., has been completed.
The picture will start production
early next week. The supporting
cast includes, Ricardo Cortez, Dudley Digges, Una Merkel, Robert Elliott, Thelma Todd, Otto Matiesen,
Oscar Apfel, Walter Long, Dwight
Frye, tineJ. Borgato.
Farrell MacDonald. AugusKay Hammond A Mother
A seven pound son was born
Wednesday to Kay Hammond, stage
and screen actress, who in private
life is Mrs. Henry B. Wetherby.
during
filming she
of wrote
"Doctors'
Wives," the
for which
the
screen story and dialog. Director
Frank Borzape needed a news story,
presumably from the front page of
a newspaper, to be filmed in closeup telling of the death of a prominent doctor, portrayed by Victor Varconi. Miss Watkins sat
down to her
typewriter and in a few moments
had
spotprinting.
news story written and
readya for
*
*
*
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund
Breese
plan to go east next month.

Anything for a Change
RKO announces that the
title of "Room and Board" has
been changed to "Board and
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Timely Topics

EXPLOITETTES

A Digest of
Current Opinion

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€

• • • JUST WHEN
vaudeville is getting set to stage a
comeback, these A.M. P. A. weekly luncheons get going so strong
that they make vaude shows unnecessary
that is, for

Advance Ballyhoo
Aids "Brothers"
A/fERGING

an advance campaign with a ballyhoo,
Eddie Lewis, manager of the
Park Theater, had the entire city
buzzing with interest when he
played "Brothers" and as a result cleaned up big. Lewis first
advertised in the newspapers for
two brothers whose physical
measurements corresponded to
those of Bert Lytell. Securing
the men
he wanted,
Lewis an■ nounced that brothers would be
in town on a specified date. Two
days in advance of opening, he
published a picture of the ballyhoo brothers and then sent them
out on the streets.
One brother
• was outfitted in evening dress
while the other was in "tough"
clothes.
— Park,

Reading,

Pa.

Springfield Lawyers in
"Code" Radio Broadcast
V^TTH

prominent local members of the legal fraternity
in the cast, WBZ broadcast a
radio version of "The Criminal
Code" as a strong current boost
for the Bijou theater's booking.
The broadcast was put on as
"The Trial of Robert Graham,"
using the opening situations of the
picture and building up interest
in the fate of Graham. Listeners-in packed the Bijou to learn
what happened to Graham, the
Holmes part in the picture.
Bijou, Springfield, Mass.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN
■the

the empey p.a.'s who attend
prexy Mike
Simmons was
wafted back from a brief sojourn in Southern waters on the
breath of Bermuda onions
their odoriferous mellifluence
impregnated his oily intonations as he catapulted redundant rhetorical verbiage with insouciant abandon
(excuse us, gents,
we thought for a moment we were Mike hisself)
returning by gradual stages to ordinary language that you guys can
understand, we're here to state that yestiddy's luncheon at the
Dixie hotel was the best entertainment the A.M.P.A. has staged
at any luncheon
in years
there was that sophisticated
charmer, Helen Morgan, who obliged with a 11*1 love lieder from
the Rhineland, singing it as good as any fraulein from the Berlin
stage could have done
and Ginger Rogers staged a onegirl show, singing the highlights from the "Girl Crazy" success,
and wowing 'em with an Al Jolson finish
but the Big
Show was an added starter, introduced by Mike O'Toole
this gent, Con McCole, from the Pennsy anthracite district, had
the pressagey gents rolling off their chairs with a line of ORIGINAL stories that were darbs
we can only give you a
faint idea in printed words
you've got to hear Con tell
'em to fully appreciate 'em
he told about a stock salesman who loaded him up on securities just before the market
crash, saying: "Mister McCole, they'll never be this price again."
now Con sez: "And damned if he wasn't right."
those Empey Club stock market suckers should appreciate that
one
he told one about a Pole who bought a ticket for
Scranton, and the ticket seller said: "Change at Bethlehem," as
the Slav handed him a $50 bill
"Like hell!" yelps the
Pole, "You change right here!"
An Irishman called to
see a sick Scotch friend in the hospital
as he stuck his
head in the door of the private room, he saw a nurse working
over Scotty with a Sun Ray lamp
so the Irisher tiptoes
away without going in, and meets another harp coming to visit
Scotty
"Yez are too late," he told the other, "they were
just fireproof ing him whin I left."
then there was the
Scotch minister who scolded the little boy for playing his harmonica on Sunday
"Don't you know the Third Commandment?" he admonished
.."Nope," sez the kid, "but if you'll
whistle it I'll play the damned thing."
but his pip yarn
was about the Catholic priest in the small mining town who came
down the street with one of those patent unbrellas that springs
open when you press the button on the handle
the miners
had never seen such an umbrella
a few drops of rain
spattered down, and the priest pressed the button and the umbrella flew open
"Did yez see that!" gasps one Irish miner,
"two draps uv rain, and glory be, his umbrella opens!"
and another miner replies: "And sure 'tis a pity there weren't
a few Protestants here to witness his powers!"
yezzir,
Mister Con McCole is a story-teller par excellence
next
time he comes to an A.M.P.A. luncheon, they'll have to hire
Carnegie Hall to accommodate the mob

nKN
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Important
way.

export

*

*

moves

under

*

T.O.C.C. fears renewal of National
Booking Corp.

*

*

*

Goldwyn not to distribute Craig
Kennedy features.

*

*

11

*

Famous Players form three more
subsidiaries, making seven in last 10
days.

• • •
HELEN BRODER1CK of the stage looks like one of
the season's
real screen finds
her comedy work
in the
"Manicurist" series for Warners' Vitaphone has created a mild
sensation
Danial
Carson
Goodman, former empey exec,
has a new satirical novel, "Sad, Sad Lover," being brought out
by Duffield
soon
Dorothy
Lambeck,
assistant
to Erie
W. Arnold at Pathe, is celebrating her 16th anniversary with
the company's home office
Martin Starr, the impresario
of the Galveston Annual Beauty Contest, is back in town after
getting everything set for the international
lineup of dazzling
femmes
Today's
Shattered
Romance
Mrs. Marie
Flugarth, stepmother of Viola Dana and Shirley Mason, got a
aLosang
hair cutdivorce on the grounds that Daddy Flugarth wouldn't get

«

«

«

»

»

>i
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Studios Need
Original Scenarios
"W^ITH some thousands of
people writing stories designed to regenerate the screen
the problem of story supply
should be of small moment to
Hollywood. But unfortunately, the
problem, while giving no trouble
as to quantity, is still acute as to
quality. "Does Hollywood need,
screen stories?" is the burden of
much correspondence from inquirers all over the country.
Well, does a fish need water?
Meaning thereby that good
story material is about the fondest thing a producer is in need
of. It is safe to say that of
every 100 manuscripts submitted
to the studio editors, at least 95
reveal in the first paragraph the
utter ignorance of the author as
to the principles of story writing.
The other five may have literary
merit and genuine skill in narrative, but rarely do they possess
the form and substance desirable
for screen material. Studio readers frequently scan even the most
unworthy parchment hoping to
discover therein the fragment of
an idea, but rarely is their industry rewarded. There seems
to be an impression among the
better class of writers that the
studios do not welcome original
manuscripts, or that they pay
scant attention to them. If this
is true, and I doubt if there is a
great degree of truth in it, it is
because experience has taught
that the assay of a ton of original manuscripts does not run
Lenore theCoffee
high labor
enough
"to —justify
time
and
involved
in the search.

MANY
HAPPY
UPTURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

February

6

Joseph
P. Kennedy
Ben Lyon
Ramon
Novarro
Lucille W. Gleason
Louis Nizer

Friday,

FINANCING OF THEATERS
EASIER UNDRNEW CODE
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DARROW URGES EXHIBS
TO FIGHHEGISLA1N
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Pag* 1)

the testimonial luncheon given to
Educational's New York manager.
Rudolph Sanders, chairman of the
executive committee which arranged
the affair in behalf of theater men
of the metropolitan district, opened
by inthe post-luncheon program Nizer
as
troducing Attorney Louis
toastmaster. O'Reilly, who followed, eulogized Greenblatt. Touching
upon exhibitor matters he said he
rewas glad to see many operatorsfield.
turning to the independent
They are better able to handle
houses, especially neighborhoods,
than big circuits, declared the T. O.
C C. president. Others who spoke
were Charles Christie, Sidney Samuelson, Leon Rosenblatt and Greenblatt. Earl Hammons, who was unable to attend, wired his regrets.
The exhibs presented a ring to
Greenblatt.
Those seated at the guest table
included: William Brandt, Gabriel
Hess, A. S. Kirkpatrick and David
Loew. Comprising the committee in
charge of the affair were: chairman,
Rudolph Sanders; vice-chairman,
Charles O'Reilly; associate chairman,
David L. Loew; associate chairman,
rer, Leon RoJoseph J. Lee; treasu
senblatt, assistant treasurer, Moms
Sanders; secretary, Clive R. Waxman.

Brandt Denies Report
Jack Cohn is Leaving

Joe Brandt, Columbia president,
"ridicucharacterized asBroad
yesterday reports
way
current on
lous"
yesterday to the effect that Jack
Cohn is ending his association with
the company. Cohn, he said, has
to Palm Beach for a 10 days'
gone on.
vacati

Hiring Special Trains
For Allied Convention
(Continued from Page 1)

Lowell, Mass.— Manager Charles Bismarck, N. D.— Lavern Palmer,
Williams is installing 800 new air of Fairmont,
Minn., has been apof the
cushion seats in the Rialto.
Paramount.pointed assistant manager

York, deplored the apathy shown by
exhibitors towards the censorship

situation.
"Let the people select their own
amusements,"
urged Darrow, who
Camden, N. J.— Dave Shapiro is
Seattle — Joe Cooper has been made
operating the Standard which was
long championed the cause of
has
division publicity manager for the personal liberty and freedom of the
recently _sold at sheriff's sale.
RKO houses in Seattle, Spokane, screen. "The minute you prohibit
Whitman, Mass. — Harry Stanley Portland and Tacoma.
see it,"
something the people want to imprachas leased the Empire to the Metrothe
out
pointing
declared,
he
Boston.
of
politan Amusement Co.
Salem, Ore. — Jerry Laswell has
ticability ofcensorship.
itol.
manager of the Capappointed
been
attended the luncheon as
Darrow
Millinocket, Me.— The Opera
inPettijo
C.him.C,
House, owned by Graphic Theaters
a guest oftroduced
plenty
won who
hn hn,
Pettijo
Corp. and recently destroyed by
State Center, la. — Efforts to get a
fire at a loss of 90,000 will be rebuilt. talking picture house here are being of laughs when he said that he had
lawyer
been trying to make a trial
made by a group of business men, out
a long time.
for
Darrow
of
Philadelphia— Charles Martin, for- including Dr. A. D. Woods.
merly sales manager with United
Artists, is now with the Berman
ulture Dept. Buys
chain.
San Francisco — Joe Mealey, form- Agric
RCA Recording Unit
erly with Warners, has taken over
the books at Educational, replacing
recording and reproducfirst
The
Milwaukee — Benny Katz has been Harry Foxe, who resigned.
to be purchased by the
apparatus
ing
named publicity director for WarU. S. Department of Agriculture for
ners' Wisconsin theaters.
ial talkies,
Carroll, la. — C. F. Lyman, for- its new series of industr
for imRCA,
from
ordered
been
has
Cleveland — William Evans has
merly secretary of the Carroll Chamdelivery. The department
mediate
ber of Commerce, is the new manbeen transferred from Loew's at
industrials
ager of the Strand, Mason City.
plans to issue a series oflibrary
Akron to be assistant manager of the
with
selected from their film
descriptive lecture and
a recorded
Allen here. Jerry O'Connell is manNazareth,
Pa. — Lewen
Pizor has
ager.
added the Royal here to his string.
| added scenes taken with actual sound
and effects.
Fairmont, Minn. — Paul Melhus qi
Fargo, N. D., has purchased the
State from H. L. Peterson.
San Francisco — Hal Gruber is the
new booker at the local RKO exchange, replacing Ed Frier who resigned on account of illness.

COM/NG

Platte, S. D.— The Lyric has reopened under management of Roy
Mundon.
Britt, la.— Charles Marks of St.
Paul will manage the new theater
here, now under construction.

San Francisco — After 22 years in
the business, A. W. Thresher has
disposed of the Wasco to J. L. Seiter
of Selma.

Michigan and Minnesota to the Allied
States Ass'n convention in Chicago
next week, it is announced by the spe- N. Y. State Censor Asks
cial convention committee. Advices
Additional
from Aaron Saperstein in Chicago
Appropriation
(Continued from Page 1)
state that reservations are approaching the 300 mark without counting amount was deducted $77,308.05 for
operating expenses of the bureau. In
the Michigan and Minnesota delegations nor those who will drive in the executive budget Wingate is allowed only $76,315. The state treasdaily from nearby localities.
ury received a net of more than
$150,000 during the year. Since
Bon Mots
Aug. 1, 1921, the licensing of pictures has yielded $1,046,113.51.
A de luxe exhibition of how
While
2,268 original licenses were
to fling verbal brickbats and
granted by the motion picture dibouquets, mostly the former,
vision in the one-year period, only
was presented byAttorney Lou
17 films were rejected in their enNizer at the Arthur Greenblatt
tirety. Permits were granted to 324
testimonial luncheon yesterproductions without examination. No
day. Officiating as toastmaster
eliminations were required in the case
he hit both exhibs and exof 1,958 pictures. In 310 films, a tochangemen. One way of rectal of 2,116 revisions or exclusions
ognizing exhibitors at birth,
were
demanded. During the year
kidded Nizer, is because they
the reviewers witnessed 1,710 miles
start crying.
of film, or 9,028 reels.
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Directed by
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Count Leo Tolstoy's Greatest Novel
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John BOLES
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in the world's most dramatic love story —
Picturing the glory of human love — and
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THE 1931
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Bigger and Better Than Ever!

THE 1931
FILM DAILY
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BOOK

This is the
book that
will soon be
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every branch
of motion pictures
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Charles R. Rogers Is New Rathe Production Head

PLAN
"CIRCUIT
OF RESERVED
12 Feature
Productions
in the Works SEAT~HOUSES
at RKO Studio
Six Films in Preparation,
Two Rehearsing, Four
in Cutting Room
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Twelve feature productions are currently in the works
at the RKO studio. Six pictures are
two have started rebeing prepared,
hearsals and four are in the cutting
room.
Richard Dix is starring in, as well
as directing, "Big Brother," initial
"shots" for which he filmed during
(Continued

on Page

11)

"City Lights

tt

The irresistible Mr. Chaplin paid Broadway his triennial visit
last evening and as usual Mr. Chaplin sent home the smartest firstnight audience of the season again singing his praises as the greatest pantomimist of all time. "City Lights" is all silent and
typically Chaplinesque in its mixture of laughs, tears, pathos and
slapstick. The story, although episodic, hits the high spots with
delightful frequency. As to the question of sound vs. silent, this
Chaplin affair settles nothing. Chaplin is king. He can do no
cinema wrong. He could turn handsprings anywhere in filmland
where others would not dare to tread. For instance, here he even
gives sound the merry raspberry via travesty and it is as delicious a
screen morsel as one will find. If "City Lights" does nothing else
it will demonstrate that Silence is Golden, at least in this instance,
and as far as the box-office is concerned. ALICOATE.

ROBB AND ROWLEY IN DEAL U. S. Film Exports for 1930
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — The deal for acquisition by the Hughes-Franklin Theaters of the Robb & Rowley circuit
of about 75 theaters in the southwest has been closed. Robb and
Rowley will be retained as operators with division headquarters in
Dallas.

Phil Reisman Conducting
Series of Regional Meets
En route to talk 1931-32 product
with Carl Laemmle, Jr., and other
Universal studio officials, Phil Reisman is holding a series of regional
meetings in connection with the Carl
Laemmle Silver Jubilee sales campaign. He is now in Washington
and later visits St. Louis, Chicago
and San Francisco.

Ex-Passion
A love scene without an
embrace, a kiss or a heart-felt
sigh will appear in Paramount's "City Streets," which
is labeled a drama of the "upper underworld." The loveless
love sequence takes place in
the visitors' room of a modern
prison.

Gained $496,420 in Value
Washington Bureau of

Washington — Although the amount
of U. S. film exports in 1930 showed
a slight decrease from 1929, the value
of the product exported was $496,420
in excess of the previous year, ac-

Curtis

W.

Emery Lining

Up New ters Policy
Theain 20 Cities
A circuit of reserved-seat talker
houses, converted from present legitimate theaters of the intimate type,
is being organized by Curtis W.
Emery, New York theatrical man,
with the backing of private interests.
Emery now has under consideration
five Broadway playhouses, two of
which will be leased for five years
and equipped for the new policy.
(Continued

on

Page

9)

14 IN KANSAS CITY SUIT

Kansas City — Fourteen distributing
companies and the local Film Board
THE FILM DAILY
of Trade are named in a suit brought
the U. S. District Court here by
cording to preliminary figures re- in
leased by N. D. Golden, assistant Mr. and Mrs. Walter O. Burkey,
chief of the M. P. Division of the former operators of the Admiral,
Department of Commerce. This charging they were forced out of
(Continued
on Page 9)
business because the companies
named had a monopoly. Damages of
$95,000 are asked.

DRAMAS GET MOST CUTS
BY NEW YORK CENSORS

Terry Ramsaye Resigns;
Succeeded by Chalmers

DifFeren,ces arising from administrative and editorial opinions were
Albany — Out of 310 films which classes of pictures that were cut in- given as the cause of the resignation
were subjected to eliminations by the
cluded comedies, 46; comedy-dramas, Friday
of Terry
Ramsaye
from
state censors in the past fiscal year, 20; serials, 18; educationals, 4; car(Continued
on Pane 9)
200 were dramas, it is shown in the
toons, 5;scenic, 3; miscellaneous, 14.
Grounds for eliminations, of which
annual report of James Wingate, diSound Campaigning
rector of the M. P. Division of the there were 2,116 during the year, are
(Continued
on
Page
9)
State Education
Department. Other
Chicago — has
Mayor
"Bigto Bill"
Thompson
decided
use
the talkers as the principal
medium in his campaign for
re-election. The pictures, surrounded by a vaudeville show,
1H..L
/. d...-- ..- -run
nn M
nAllV
West Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
will be exhibited in Loop legitimate theaters during noon
Hollywood— Charles R. Rogers is of the RKO-Pathe company, will be
hours
at
25 cents admission,
city.
the new executive production head in charge of all production. For the
the
receipts
to be used for
last
several
months
Rogers
has
been
of the reorganized Pathe Studio, it
stimulating
business
in the
was announced Friday by President an independent producer releasing
Rogers,
RKO.
of
first picture.
Hiram S. Brown
RKO, andon his
through (Continued
Page 9)
who is to be elected vice-president

Pathe Production Activities
Placed Under Charles R. Rogers
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Thirty-second
the Society

annual
of the

dinner
Genesee
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in

Retribution
Toronto — Charges that the big
honor of George
Eastman.
-11 National
convention
of
indeFeb.
circuit interests had bought up all
Johnny Link, ace film cutter
pendent exhibitors called
by
the films, thus depriving independent
on the Pathe lot, persuaded DiAllied
States
Ass'n
to
be
held
in Chicago.
rector Fred Guiol to give him
exhibitors of a choice of product,
22 "Warner
Y.
Club Gaieties" presented
Feb.
were made by Nathan Taylor, secs
a comedy bit in "Campu
by
the
Warner
Club
at the
."
Champs
And
when
Johnny
Hollywood
Theater, New
York.
Exhibitors'
retary-treasurer of the Ltd.,
28 Foxfilm
Co-operative of Onada,
at the
Feb.
Athletic Club fifth annual
walked into the butcher deball at the Commodore
Hotel, N.
partment to see how good he
opening of the public hearing of the
looked in the fillum, doggone
7
Annual midnight theater party by
government inquiry into the film inif he didn't find his face on
dustry in Canada. Asked why the
the Kaplan Projection Society for
May 10Mar.
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the cutting room floor.
Exhibitors' Co-operative had been
the Hippodrome,
York.Club,
formed, Taylor said it was because
21 Annual
Ball of the New
Warner
Mar.
New York.
"unbearable" 2 Publix Houses Closed
had become had
conditions
and the independents
to. band
11 Players'
and
Patrons'
Week, national
benefit for Jubilee
N. V.
for protection.
A. Club.
23 -24 State Convention of Indiana InApri
Dealing with the Poster Exchange,
By Operators'
dorsers of Photoplays,
Claypool
Gary,
Ind. — Two Demands
local Publix
Taylor declared this bodv would not houses,
the Tivoli and Broadway,
Hotel. Indianapolis.
allow independent owners to hand are dark as a result of disagreement April
28 Spring
meeting
of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hoon their posters, photographs and
tel
Roosevelt,
Hollywood,
Cal.
over
operators'
salaries.
Withdrawal
slides to each other.
of projectionists
by
the
union
followed the refusal of the theaters to
Grant Pemberton Dies
meet wage increase. Salaries up to
Salt Lake City — Grant Pemberton,
Roxy Corp. Directors
were in the neighborhood of $100 35, manager of the R-K-O Orpheum
Elect New Officers now
a week, and the increase would make here, died Friday from injuries received Wednesday when he slipped
Harley L. Clarke has been elected it about $140. Early settlement is
ater.
president of the Roxy Theaters predicted.
and fell from the roof of the theCorp. Other officials named for the
current year are as follows: vice- Russell Walquist Joins
25presidents, Saul E. Rogers and
Met.
Studios' N. Y. Office
Harry C. Arthur; treasurer, William
COMING & GOING
Russell W. Walquist, formerly of
C. Michel; assistant treasurer, Arthur Electrical Research Products, has
A. Jones; secretary, S. R. Burns; as- joined the New York sales staff of
sistant secretary, Felix A. Jenkins.
M. C. LEVEE, executive manager of the
the Metropolitan Sound Studios of
The board of directors, which Hollywood. Mason Wadsworth is Paramount West Coast studios,
4and MELVILLE SHAUER, general manager in
elected
Monday.these officials, will meet again eastern manager of the organization.

Fire Damages East Boston House
Boston — The entire inside of the
Universal Negotiating
Orient Gardens, East Boston, operFor George Bancroft
ated by Nathan Kamber, was ruined
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Friday in a three-alarm fire which is
Washington — Phil Reisman, in believed to have originated in the
alley in the. basement of
Washington
en route to the Coast, bowling
sx
the building.
indicated that Universal is negotiating for the services of George BanThree Warner-F. N. Releases
croft, whose Paramount contract
Warner Bros, have set the general
expired some weeks ago.
Locw, Inc., war...
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Let Us Solve Your Problems!

charge
are
on of
their Paramount's
way east. foreign production,
D. A. DORAN, JR., of the Paramount
Eastern story department, and EDWARD
MONTAGUE, scenario editor or the coast,
have
arrived
from
Hollywood.
ANDY HERVEY, publicity representative
for Charles R. Rogers productions, is returning to the coast after several weeks
in REGINALD
the east in OWEN,
the interests
"Millie."
stageof actor
recently
signed by Warner Bros., leaves Sunday for
the coast.
He expects to drive all the way.
JAMES WILKINSON, film editor, returns to Hollywood today after two months
at the Paramount New York studio.
HAROLD
SUGARMAN,
Paramount's
foreign
department,
returns ofMonday
after
a brief vacation in Miami.

WANTED
Highable for
intensity
arc lamp
house suita Simplex
projector,
also
second hand incandescent lighting
equipment
set.
KISLYNfor small
CORPORATION,
158, South Van Brunt Street,
Englewood,
N. J.

COLOR

PRINTS

Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists'™

Color sound cameras available for short subjects, or
advertising films. Color
tives.
prints from Bi-pack nega-

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates

BREWSTER COLOR
FILM CORPORATION

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE

BRYANT

3040

58 First

Street

Humboldt

2-4228

Newark,

N.

J.
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EXPLOITETTES

Timely Topics

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion

—c—
Lew Cody Makes
A Real Comeback

"^HEN
comebacks
of 1930
are all the
sorted
out and pigeonholed, Lew Cody will remain the
most sensational. Lew came
back out of silence — out of sickness— out of the sort of jinx
which seemed to have fallen on
his vintage of players. He came
back to play opposite Gloria
Swanson when that artist reached
the dizziest height she had yet attained. And his performance
stands out as the best one in that
picture.
Since then Lew Cody m
has made four or five talkies. He
is constantly; in demand and for
the best pictures that are being
turned out of Hollywood. Few
of them have been released as
yet. It takes a long time for
the gelatine mills to release their
grist. Lew Cody belongs to
what we call the "standard product" of the movies. Bad stories,
stupid direction and hopeless dialogue can never destroy him. He
has a thoroughly balanced art
which rises superior to such
things and which always gives us
a satisfying performance. Long
before talk came into pictures
Lew Cody had a sense of rhythm
which marked him from other
players. He knew when to cut
in with comedy, but best of all
he knew when to let go. He
never wrung the situation dry.
That feeling of knowing when
to let go is the secret of his success.
— Mollie

Merrick,

"Evening

World"

Of 480 film houses in South
Africa, only 56 are wired for
sound.

•

• • GOING BACK a quarter of a century, the great showmen of that time did not begin to realize the tremendous possibilities in the motion picture
there was Charles Frohman, the premier theatrical producer of the mauve '90's, for instance all he could see in what was at that time commonly referred to as "animated" views and "living" pictures, was
that they afforded a little side-help to building his stage plays
on his trips abroad in search of theatrical material, he
carried with him a small motion picture camera
he would
take shots of odd and out-of-the-way views as well as the celebrated spots frequented by tourists
then when a playwright approached him with an idea for a new play, and they
started to discuss locales, Mister Frohman would say: "Allow
me to show you living pictures of these various spots, and then
you can choose which suits your purpose best."
then the
impresario would get a great kick out of the playwright's wonderment as he watched the various "hand-picked" shots that had
been snapped in all corners of the world
Charles Frohman was a bug on realism, and he saw in the "living" pictures
ONLY
an opportunity to make his stage plays more realistic
if he was alive today, he'd find the order reversed
the stage actor employs the "living" pictures for a screen test
to see if he's good enough to appear in the art that Frohman
considered more or less of a gadget or a hobby for leisurely
moments of travel

• • • ARTHUR GREENBLATT, prexy of the N. Y.
Board, is still dazed over that great testimonial dinner the
gave him on the occasion of his seventh anniversary as
ager of the Educational exchange
according to the
count, about 500 exhibs dug up the price of the meal in
parlous times to do Arthur honor

Film
boys
manfinal
these

• • • AT LAST we know where a slew of these hoary
gags that the comedy boys use in the short reelers originated
documentary evidence proves that many of 'em are at
least 34 years old
back in 1897 local houses were offering for the delectation of their patrons short reelers which
showed for the first time on the screen such prize samples of
the gagmen's art as the garden hose scream, where somebody
gets doused with a water spray
this was called "Gardener and Mischievous Boy"
the homecoming souse meeting his irate wife and ketching merry 'ell
the daddy of
this wheeze was "A Warm Reception"
and there is that
hilarious rib-buster used yesterday for the 11,476,539th time on
a Hollerword comedy lot — a gent being thrown through a window
this prime classic started off in 1897 under the title
of "Papa Objects," showing pa booting daughter's boy friend
through a window while the gal goes into hysterics of laughter,
it was such a scream
and that old standby that the comedy director always resorts to when he can't think what else to
shoot to round out the footage — breaking up the furniture
this one started it's awful career with "Family Troubles," showing hubby smashing the Ludwig Bauman and Louis XVI when
he comes home to find that supper ain't ready
and we
mustn't overlook the capsized rowboat wow
wot would
the comedy shorts do without this asset?
it got off to a
glorious start in "Fishing and Capsizing," where they showed
TWO
rowboats upset, no less
in those early days the
gagmen were so prolific they could think of two rowboats being
spilled at the same time in the same picture
proving that
your modern genus of gagmen
is but a piker in comparison
and the proof of all this ancient evidence reposes in the
vaults of the Stone Film Library, right here in New York on
42nd St

Mi
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"Tol'able David" Essay
Contest Reaps in Miami
'J'HE "Tol'able David" Essay
Contest proved a winner for
the Capitol theater. Beginning
on the Saturday preceding the
Sunday opening the News ran
the contest with display lines
and heavy follow ups, placing
particular emphasis on the school
and high school student angle,
through Richard Cromwell, the
high school boy who rose to stardom. A special pamphlet on the
contest, handed out at the door
of the theater was returned by
the entrants with their essays.
— Capitol, Miami,
Fla.

*

*

*

Columbia Banners Big in
Utica on "Rain or Shine"
COLUM
banners
BIA'S
playedgreat
accessory
a big
part in
the successful run of "Rain or
Shine" at the Olympic Theater,
where R. G. McCauley and Larry
Carkey used seven tons of elephants and an equal amount of
showmanship in exploiting the
Joe Cook attraction in Utica, N.
Y. The banners were strung
across the main thoroughfare. It
took the best brand of McCauley
and Carkey persuasion to land
them in this exclusive spot, but
once up, the giant, two-faced
banners once more proved ticket
selling knockouts.
— Olympic,

Utica, N.

Y.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

February
7-8
Edward Nugent
Fred F.
De Silva
Fred
Stanley
Albert

R.

Hamerslag

King Vidor
Hallam
Cooley
Samuel J. Briskin
Jack

Luden

THE
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HAPPENINGS

HECHT-M'ARTHUR TO WRITE
STORY FOR RONALD COLMAN

DAILV

ACTIVITIES
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FLASHED

THE COAST

FROM

BY WIRE

DIRECTORS GET LEEWAY
A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By

RALPH

WITH NEW "FAST" FILM

WILK.

Ben Hecht and Charles Mac- "T)ONALD H. CLARKE, author
With the use of Eastman Kodak's
Ralph Spence is preparing the new
type motion picture film, said
of
the
novel,
"Millie,"
produced
Room," from
Arthur, authors of "The Front Page"
for "Board and as
script
n,
MacLea
Dougl
Picby
al
Radio
origin
for
to be about three times as "fast" as
the
and other stage and screen produc- by Charles Rogers
production by RKO. The cast that previously used, it will be postions, have been signed in New York
tures, paid tribute to Rogers' faith- for
,
Hugh
Oliver
May
Edna
es
sible to "stop down" lenses, increasby Samuel Goldwyn to write an origful transcription of his book. "Mr. featur
ing the depth of focus and permitinal for Ronald folman. The story Rogers," says Clarke, "has preserved Herbert and sDorothy Lee. Others,
ting greater latitude to directors in
the spirit of 'Millie' so amazingly include Charle Sellon, John Harrorr
will be a novel treatment of "The well
that it quite took my breath Robert Emmett Keane, Russell Glea- moving their actors about before the
Port of Missing Men" theme. MacArthur is under contract to M-G-M, away when I first saw and heard her son, Wade Boteler, Hector V. Sarno, camera, according to demonstrations
Fealy, Lita here in the past few days. The charDavis, Maude
George
which has granted him permission to in celluloid." *
*
*
Chevret and * Louise* Mcintosh.
acters will no longer have to remain
*
take the Goldwyn
assignment.
Lucille Williams, pretty goldenin a narrow plane at a fixed distance
haired player ivho is being groomed
"The Asbury Park Murder Mys- from the lens under penalty of blurMaking Spanish Version
by Pathe for future important roles,
tery,' the third subject in the new
ring into the background or becomplays opposite Franklin Pangbom Educational-William J. Burns De- ng fuzzy
in the foreground. The
of
"Ten
Cents
a
Dance"
tective
Mystery
Series,
is
opening
for
the
second
time
in
a
two
reel
new
film cuts down the necessary
Columbia is selecting players for a
Spanish version of Barbara Stan- comedy. The new picture is "What for an extended run at the Carthay amount of lighting, thus reducing
Circle in Los Angeles.
heat, glare and cost. It is expected
wyck's starring vehicle, "Ten Cents a Time," directed by Arch Heath.
to prove photography.
of especial advantage! in
a Dance." The picture, following
newsreel
Sennett Making Satire
Casting Oakie's Next
closely upon the Spanish "Criminal
June Collyer, Stuart Erwin, Skeets
A satire on the "Once in a LifeI ode"week
will go
into production
withinof
the
under
the direction
M-G-M Signs Cliff Edwards
time" theme, kidding the film indus- Gallagher and Eugene Pallette have
try, is being made by Mack Sennett already been cast for "Dude Ranch,"
Christie Cabanne.
Cliff Edwards, better known as
Lupita Tovar will interpret the role under the title of "In Conference." Jack Oakie's next Paramount vehi- Ukelele Ike, has been signed to a
cle, which Frank Tuttle will direct.
that was played in the English ver- It will be along somewhat the same
new long term contract, by M-G-M.
sion by Barbara Stanwyck. Ramon lines as the stage play, which has
Writing Marx Brothers Story
aroused
a
pile
of
talk
since
it
opened.
He
will play
a partMontgomery.
in "Shipmates,"
featuring
Robert
1'ereda will depict the male lead, with
Carmen Guerrero, Rene Cardona and Andy Clyde and Harry Gribbon will
S. J. Perelman and Will B. JohnNancy Torres rounding out the cast. play the roles of producers, supstone are writing "Monkey BusiCarmelita
and Clyde
Added Geraghjy
to "Daybreak"
The Spanish adaptation and dianess," the new picture in which
ported by Patsy O'Leary, George P.
Wilson, Marion Sayers and others. Paramount will present the Four Cook have been added to the cast
logue of "Ten Cents a Dance" was Eddie Cline will direct.
Marx Brothers. The quartette will of M-G-M-'s "Daybreak," adapted
written by Rene Borgia.
soon leave London, where they have from Arthur Schnitzler's famous
been appearing on the stage, and novel. Ramon Novarro is starred
Pathe Promotes Frazer
Sally O'Neill in Tiffany Production proceed to Hollywood.
and Jacques Feyder is directing.
Sally O'Neill has been cast for
To Comedy Directorship
Pathe has promoted Harry Frazer, James Cruze's personally directed
Nell," to be reauthor of numerous two-reel come- feature,leased"Salvation
by Tiffany.
dies, to a directorship and he has
already started work upon "Bare
Irene Rich in "Five and Ten"
Knees," his first assignment. Daphne
Pollard heads the cast which inIrene Rich will play the mother
cludes Hooper Atchley, James Dur- in "Five and Ten," screen dramatikin, Mildred Van Dorn, Jean Dezation of Fannie Hurst's novel,
Briac and Hal Prince.
shortly to go into production at the
Wallace Fox has completed "Dis- M-G-M studios under Jack Conway's direction.
appearing Enemies," the second MarHollywood's most convenient
garet Echard story to be made into
hotel. . . for your winter stay in
a Pathe comedy. Rex Bell, Dot FarSouthern California
ley, Edward McWade, Marion
Shockley, Arthur Hoyt and Martha
Mattox compose
the cast.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

LOUELLA 0. PARSONS

Office Boy Turns Actor
William
Maddox, 20-year-old Fox
office boy, has been given a part in
"Doctors' Wives." Maurice Watkins,
author, "discovered"
him.

Oily
Mae Murray had an oil well
come in on her Venice property the other day, so she
named it Lowell Sherman No.
1, as he was the man who advised her to buy the lot. Does
this make Lowell a gusher?

World famous writer says
— "Mickey Mouse has a
bigger
screen
follow ing
than nine
tenths of the
stars in Hollywood.

ONEhotels.
of California's
winter
Right in themost
heart popular
of movieland
...next door to famous theatres, studios,
cafes, and shops. ..near golf courses, bridle
paths, and other amusement places.
The Plaza offers you luxurious appointments,
excellent service, homelike hospitality, and
the company of interesting and famous
Write for beautiful illustrated folder showing
things to do while in
Southern California.

European plan. Special Winter Rates Now;
people.
$3.50, single. $5.00, double. $6.00, twin beds.
Ask for weekly and monthly rates.
Remember the Plaza ... for an unforgettable
winter in Hollywood.
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PRODUCTION
WHO'S
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AND

WHAT'S

WHAT

IN THE EAST
IN GREATER

NEW

MOST SPONSORED FILMS Short Shots from Eastern Studios
WILL BE MADE IN EAST
,By HARRY

Production of motion pictures in
New York is expected to take a decided jump this year, due to the
increasing amount of sponsored
films being planned here.
Both Paramount and Warner
Bros, have outlined a tentative
schedule of about one sponsored
film each week, some of which have
already been completed. Kinograms
has also made an announcement
that a series of industrial films wi.l
soon be started at the Ideal studios,
Cliffside, N. J.
In addition to these companies,
both Audio Cinema and Visugraphic
will turn out a considerable number
of sponsored pictures. There is also
a strong possibility that both Fox
and Universal will make industrial
films in New York studios.
Paramount Additions
Elizabeth Patterson, stage actress
who recently played character leads
with Fox in Hollywood, is the latest
addition to the cast of "New York
Lady," now in production at the
Paramount New York studios. Kay
Leslie, erroneously reported out of
the cast, continues in a supporting
role.
Sally Phipps with Vitaphone
Sally Phipps., who is now playing
a prominent role in the Broadway
stage production, "Once in a Lifetime," has been signed for the leading feminine role in a forthcoming
Vitaphone comedy, opposite Joe
Penner.
Chromotone Studios Move
Chromotone
Studios, formerly located on 5th Ave., are now operating
at the old Fox studio at Fort Lee.
Dupont Dines Cameramen
Dupont played host at a dinner
given to East Coast cameramen last
week at the New York Athletic
Club. Among those who attended
were George Folsey, William Steiner, Jr., Larry Williams, Ray Foster
and Dal Clawson.
125 for Hurley
Arthur Hurley is leaving Warner
Vitaphor>i after two years as director, during which time he turned
out over 125 shorts.
N. BREWSTER
MORSE
Originals, Adaptations, Dialogue,
Continuity
For Henry King
"Hell Harbor" and "Eves of the World"
P. O. Box 1212. Hollywood,
Calif.

T? UTH

ETTING continues her series with Warner Vitaphone in
"Freshman Romance," by Stanley
Rauh. It was directed by Roy Mack,
who several years ago, was starting his career as a dance director
in a Chicago night club. At that
time, he picked a promising miss
out of the chorus and let her do a
vocal solo. The girl was Ruth Etting, who has since won fame and
fortune as a blues crooner.

N. BLAIR,

pears with his wife, Ann Codee. Miss
Broderick, who has appeared in a
series of Vitaphone comedies in
which she plays a wise-cracking
manicurist, always plays opposite her
husband, Lester Crawford.

YORK

STUDIOS

MANY BROADWAY ACTORS
NOW DOUBLING IN FILMS
Broadway actors are reaping a
harvest in extra revenue from film
work in various New York studios,
the screen engagements being easily
ances.
sandwiched in between stage appear-^

Principals from every show that
Paramount has engaged Henry R.
Duru of Cartier, famous Fifth has played on Broadway this season
Avenue jewelry establishment, to found work at either the Paramount
act as technical advisor on the or Warner plants, not to mention
various independent productions made
jewelry store sequences in "New here from time to time.
York Lady," now being filmed at
Malcolm P. Hanson, formerly the
New York studio.
In some cases, such as "Once in
chief radio engineer of the Byrd
a Lifetime," every one of the featured players have been used in Vita^
Antarctic Expedition, related his
Paramount notes: Lester Nielson,
phone shorts without in any way inassistant
director,
has
been
married
in "Little
with their
stageactors
work.figure
Beaexperiences
dinner given
by the America"
Institute at
of for the past six months but refuses
sides theterfering
extra
money,
Radio Engineers last Wednesday to
reveal the name of the lucky girl that working in a short is even betevening.
ter than making a test, with an eye
. . . Signs of the times: The Paramount studio lunch room has re- to feature picture assignments.
duced its prices . . . Steve Runyan
Pat O'Brien, stage player recently signed by Howard Hughes for is back, pounding out publicity, armed
the leading role in "The Front with throat spray and cold remedies Models of Sets Prove
Page," made his talking picture deMost Efficient Method
but in Vitaphone short subjects.
Paramount's New York studio has
One of them, "The Nightingale," in
Fred Verdi has been advanced to
which he appears opposite Vivienne
inaugurated a policy of making
Osborne, has been playing at the New
the camera
dept. his
at Paramount's
York studio,
former post models of sets, drawn to ]/i inch
Warner on Broadway.
as head of the special dispatch dept. scale, which are used in preference
now being held by Al. Abra/ms, with to sketches. By means of these
Dick Blaydon, assistant director, the assistance of Frank Groeber. models, the director can visualize the
entire action before the picture goes
now assigned to the "New York New additions also inchtde Dick into production and may plan his
Lady" company, also plays a bit Scobie and Dan Murphy.
picture accordingly. Cameramen,
in the jewelry store sequence. In
addition, Blaydon took part in
electricians and carpenters also benefit by studying the models in figuring
Ruth Chatterton paid a visit to
"Stolen Heaven," to which he was
out camera angles, lighting effects
previously
assigned.
Dorothy
Arzner at
York studio.
It Paramount's
is rumored New
that and anticipating difficulties in construction. The plan, now in effect
Visugraphic Pictures point with this combination, responsible for
pride to the fact that their advertis- "Sarah and Son" and "Anybody's under the supervision of William
ing and industrial films have been Woman," will again get together on Saulter, Paramount's head art director here, has proven a great saving
exhibited in the leading theaters in a picture.
in both time and money.
more than 700 American cities from
Coast to Coast.
Credit Larry Kent for the rip
Paramount Signs Scotto
roaring show put on Friday night
George Barbier, stage actor who at the Paramount Motion Picture
Aubrey Scotto has been signed by
made a personal hit as the father in ball, at the Hotel Astor. Maurice Larry Kent to direct Paramount
"The Big Pond," featuring Maurice Chevalier, Claudette Colbert, short subjects at the New York
Chevalier and Claudette Colbert, Charles Ruggles and Ginger Rogers studio. Scotto was formerly with
will again appear in support of the were among the stars who were Columbia on the West Coast.
same players, having been cast for present to do a turn.
an important role in "The Smiling
Lieutenant."
Freddie Spencer and Eddie Hewitt,
"The Grande Dame," a Vita- assistant directors at Paramount's
phone comedy, featuring Patsy Kel- New York studio, choose to work behind the cameras, despite the fact
ly, has been completed at the Brooklyn Vitaphone studios, under the that both are handsome enough to
direction of Arthur Hurley. Austin notice.
Fairman, Winifred Harris and play leading men, on a moment's
Ulita Torgenson are in the supporting cast.
"Sky High," a novelty two reei
Vitaphone lists among its regulars musical comedy based on an original by Stanley Rauh, has just been
a "dead-pan" comedian and comedienne, these being Frank Orth and completed at the Warner Vitaphone
Helen Broderick. Orth claims to studio. Janet Reade, featured in
have made more short subjects than "Ballyhoo," current Broadway mu- WARNER
^>^ VITAPHONE
sical, has a prominent role.
Cinematographer
any other player.
He usually ap-
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Claim New British Device
Solves Wide -Film Problem
London — A British firm is reported to l>e in possession of a new
device, of British invention, which it
is claimed will solve the wide-film
problem in an inexpensive manner.
With this apparatus, said to eliminate necessity of new projection
equipment, scenes are photographed
in such a manner that an ordinary
35 mm. film bears a compressed
image. Each object appears to only
half its width, making it po>»ible to
include twice the amount of scenery
on the film stock, and ill projection,
through a special lens, the picture
is expanded to its normal size. In
using this method it is said to be
possible to produce a film partly as an
ordinary picture and partly as fullview, the operator sliding the special
lens into position when necessary
during projection. Price of the new
(ens attachment will probably be between $75 and $125, with an additional expense for installation of a
wider screen.

Sound Screens in U. S.
Total 1,191,000 Sq. Ft.
Sound screens now in use in theaters throughout the United States
total 1,191,000 square feet, according
to a survey made by the Beaded
Screen Corp., Roosevelt, N. Y.
Sound screen footage in the U. S.
possessions of Alaska, Philippine Islands and Porto Rico aggregate 14,500 ft., the report shows.
Beaded Screen Corp. claims that
us Vocalite Sound screen 'gives the
optical effect of the third dimension
without the use of special lenses or
apparatus. . . .The front rows and
extreme sides are as comfortable
for viewing the picture a- am other
part of the house."

Sound, Projection Costs
To Be Discussed at Meet

LOW VOLTAGE NEON TUBES
DESIGNED FOR INDOOR USE
Practical application of rare gas
tubes, commonly known as neon
tubes and available in white light
or any color tone including daylight
that will operate on standard 110/120
volt electric current, has been announced bv Leroy P. Sawyer, vicepresident of Claude Neon Lights,
Inc. The>e low voltage units are
said to have attained a luminosity
as high a5 2,000 lumens per foot;
compared with 60 to 132 lumens per
foot for high voltage luminous tubes.
The gaseous tubes are apphcable to
commercial, industrial and special
residential lighting. Special highpowered units of greater intensity
have been developed for industrial
lighting.

The light at the source is of equal
intensity throughout the entire
length of the tube, it is claimed, radiating an even light on the objects
in the room. With the new tubes
' the light is distributed evenly without the aid of heavy diffusing glass,
and it is possible to look directly into exposed tubes for several minutes
and turn immediately to read fine
print without undue eye strain.
On the value of low voltage illumination, Sawyer said: "This new
development is destined to play a
revolutionizing part in the electric
illumination of the future. It is apparently the mosi important development of its kind since the advent of
the present tungsten filament lamp.'
Knappen to Handle W. E. Sales
Cleveland— Western
Electric sound
equipment sales are now being handled in the Cleveland territory by H
L. Knappen.

By M. P.

NEW

Chippewa
Falls, for
Neb. bids
— Architects'
and
specifications
have beenplans
let
on the Chippewa theater to be constructed
here, according to an announcement made
by Frank A. Kohnen,
manager.
Millbank. S. I). — Contract has been let by
B. J. Betifield for the erection of a talking
picture theater here.
Providence — A 4,000-seat theater, which
will be the largest in the city, is being
planned here by Jacob Conn.
Pawtucket, R. I. — Private interests are
said to be behind plans which call for a
combination hotel and picture house here
at an estimated cost of $1,000,000. John
F. O'.Malley. designer of the Leroy of this
city, has been retained to draw up the specifications.
New Orleans — Plans and specifications are
available for general contract bids for the
immediate replacement of the Ivy theater
building here, recently destroyed
by fire.
.Yiorgantown, \V. Va. — Construction on the
new Warner theater here is going forward
at a rap d pace.
Burlington, la. —
equipped to handle
ing planned here
said to be under
for
one
this week. of them

SHALLOW HORN MADE
FOR CLOSE QUARTERS

THEATERS

A large de duxe house,
stage productions, is beby Fox. The sites are
consideration and a deal
is expected to be closed

Solderless Lug
A solderless lug for connecting
lead wires to rheostats, and adaptable to various size wires, has been
put on the market by Hoffman &
Soons Electrical Engineering Corp.
of New York. These lugs are of extra heavy construction, adjustable,
and will, it is stated^ accommodate
any size wire from No. 4 B. & S. to
a No. 4/0 B. & S. with equal efficiency. An added feature is said to
be supports preventing the lugs from
turning
and becoming
loose.

A shallow horn, for theater use
where the space between the screen
and the back wall of the stage is not
sufficient to accommodate the regularly adopted W. E. 15 type horn,
is being put out by Western Electric. The new horn, it is said, attains its small depth of 26 inches by
two n'ajor designed features. While
maintaining the same mouth area
possessed by the 15-A, the opening
of the new horn, which is known as
the 16 type, is made oblong, 44 by
60 inches, and the air column is divided into two equal branches a
short distance back of the mouth.
As a result the divided air columns
are much narrower and may thus be
curved around shorter radii.
The two halves of the horns are
curved in opposite directions around
a 90 degree bend starting 14 inches
back from the mouth, and then after
running straight for a short distance,
make a 180 degree bend at right angles. The rate of taper for each
half remains the same as in the 15-A
air column, but the cross-sectional
areas at equal distances from the
mouth are only half as large.
These smaller areas permit the
sharper bends without detriment, it
is said.

GOLD SEAL TICKET REGISTER
Protection— Speed— Efficiency

GENERAL REGISTER CORP.
Paramount Building
Chitkering 4065
New York
J. C. Ensi.f.n, Gen. Sales Mgr.
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INwitha spacious
variety of
and standard
adjustabledesigns,
music
rests, evenly illuminated without
glare or light leaks; stable and sturdy ; artistically finished ; furnished
completely wired with an extension
cord. We also manufacture a complete line of stage lighting specialties.
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Cost of motion picture projection
and sound apparatus, together with
replacement service, will occu
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tional convention of independent exhibitors, tobe held in Chicago. Feb.
-10 and 11.
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EQUIPMENTS
BOOTH

Suggestions for Determining
Sound Defects in Small Houses
For the testing of small theaters
it is necessary to go into the auditorium during closing hours, and it
is advisable to take an assistant with
acute hearing. Stand near the loud
speaker opening and utter a sharp,
crisp incisive note in as high a key
as possible and note carefully the
direction from which any distinct
echo or over-reverberation comes. It
may happen that the whole volume
of sound seems to come back in a
ringing blast. Try, in that case,
different frequencies by raising and
lowering the voice on the same note,
repeating in sharp succession. By
repeating this process while your assistant tries out the effect in various blocks of seats over the auditorium, some idea of the area of reflection and the modification necessary to provide more even distribution of sound will be gained.
It will most likely be seen that the
back wall of the auditorium is too
sound-reflective, particularly in a
case where there is no balcony and
the floor of the projection booth provides the ceiling to the back seating.
The need for treatment of the wall
expanse comprising the front of the
projection booth with some material
of high sound absorption characteristic will be indicated, and the thickness of this will very much depend
upon the thickness o{ the wall in
question, for it must be borne in
mind that it is acting as facing to
a hollow and more or less enclosed
air space, the projection booth itself.
A very distinct improvement in
clarity of sound should be noticed,
particularly in the main block of
seating up to the front of the projection booth, but it may be found
that the wall in the back of the seating also needs treatment. As this
wall will be found to be either more
solid or less sound-reflecting because
it is not marking a hollow enclosure,
it is probable that a lighter treatment
will suffice.
In some single seating area theaters it will be found necessary to
include a part of the side walls,, and
even a section of the ceiling at the
back part of the auditoriuml in the
elimination
of sound-reflection.
In

ASBESTOS
w«*

have

i*-

BLUE SEAL ASBESTOS C^RP.
?64 Wyckoff
St.. near Novins
"•w>lrlvn
New
York Trianple 0290
Distributor* for 'nlms-M.nville Coro

other types the under-side of balconies and even the floor, the latter
of course, by carpet or other soundabsorbing floor covering, may need
attention. The ceiling formed by
the under-side of the balconies
should not be treated unless found
to be really necessary. Experience
has shown, that such surfaces are
more often useful in reflecting sound
to
seats where volume and clarity is
lacking.
It is already noted that floor treatment may be necessary where there
are large expanses of highly reflective flooring such as hardwood over
hollow air space. This should be
left till other "damping" has been
carried out. because it may then be
found necessary only to deal with
the gangways and the bare space in
front of the proscenium. Where the
majority of the seats are covered
with leatherette of similar highly
sound-reflective material, the natural
absorption of sound due to the
presence of clothed people is often
materially lessened, and compensation for this loss has to be allowed.
Where the horns are mounted on
a wooden stage or platform care
should be taken to see that both the
floor of the stage and the whole
space behind the horns are sound
insulated by the liberal use of duly
fireproofed under-felt of good substance.
The foregoing methods are not intended as a substitute for thorough
test and professional treatment when

PROJECTION BOOTHS
IRWIN D. RATHSTONE
152

West
Tel.

Designer and Builder
Sound
Installed
42nd
St.
N.Y.C.
Wisconsin
7-0842-7274

"Thide"
Automatic Shutter Control
with 3-wire circuit foot Switch
Standard equipment in over 1500 theatres. Fits Monograph Model B, Simplex
and Super-Simplex and Sure-Fit. With
or without Rear Shutter Mounts.
Rear Shutter Mounts require Mode! D
type. Convert your Mode' A to Model D
type- Bracken and parts on rder.

DOWSER

MFG. CO.

691 Lincoln Place, Brooklyn, New York

ALTERATIONS
LohrvUle,
la. — A new
building
has been
leased
here
by the Gem
theater,
which
is
being remodeled
for opening
the latter part
of February.
Waukon, la. — The Cota is to be remodeled
starting March 1. P. D. Cota is the manager.
Fortuna, Cal. — Redwood Theaters, Inc.,
plan to enlarge the Forluna, installing new
seats and
a new
heating
system.
Tekamah, Neb. — Weekes and Wickman
owners of the Lyric, which was partly de6troyed by fire recently, have announced plans
for immediate
repairs.
Ackley, la. — Fred Bredow is the new manager of the Plaza here. The house has teen
closed
for
remodeling.
Erie, Pa. — Talking pictures wili replace
burlesque shows. at the Park. Harry Schwartz
is the new owner ui tne house, wjiich will
be remodeled
and sound
equipment
installed.
Chicago — The
Bell is to be
sound
equipment
installed.

remodeled

and

Menasha, Wis. — Complete new sound
equipment and a new sound screen has been
installed
in the Brin
here.

Made Eastern Representative
David |F. Tobias has been appointed Eastern sales representative
with headquarters in New York for
Wright-Decoster, Inc., of St. Paul,
manufacturers of dynamic and magnetic reproducers.
called for, but there are many owners of small theaters who are desirous of bettering their sound reproduction as cheaply as possible, and
it is to them that these hints are
offered.
BRING

BACK

THE

KIDDIES

BRITISH MADE LENSES
WIDELY USED IN U. S.
London — The majority of film
cameras, including projector apparatus, in the United States as weH
as in other countries are fitted with
lenses made in Britain and of British design, it is claimed in a memorandum recently issued by the British Optical Instrument Manufacturers' Ass'n. The statement is substantiated by facts that show the
great strides made by the British
optical industry.
This progress has been aided by
the Government, which officially cooperates with the association.

College Board Will Study
Sound Films in Education
Cedar Falls, la. — RCA Photophone engineers are installing sound
apparatus, in the auditorium of the
State Teachers' College. This is the
first institution in the ^tate to adopt
the "talkies" and it is said the college board will make an intensive
study of the value of sound pictures
in education.

Z
PROFIT
FOR YOUR

SAVERS
THEATRE

M.
The new GoldE Carbon
Saver will cut your carbon costs 30%. No
drilling. No inconvenience. Just insert
burned
stub and use. For 9 m.'ra Hi-Intensity only.
X
GoldE Long Life Carbon Jaws can't burn out! They're made of
special heat impervious metal. Guaranteed
1,000 hours. Will give years of service.
For Hi-Lo
Lamps.

Our Special Surprise Gift Bag will
attract attendance and insure repeat
business for your Saturday kiddie
matinees. Biggest producers and
theatre chains are using our seat
selling stunts. Write for details.
Universal Toy & Novelty Mfg. Co.
2329 Third Ave.
N. Y. C.

• ORDER

FROM

SUPPLY

DEALERS

Gold-E Manufacturing
2015

LeMoyne

Street,

Co.

Chicago

End Your Back Stage Worries by Installing
the Nationwide
Endorsed
Stage Equipment
Orchestra

Automatic
Screen
Adjuster
Stage Rigging and Hardware
Counterweight Systems
Asbestos Curtains
Steel Curtains
Soundproof Curtains
Hand
and Electric
Curtain
Hoist
Draw Curtain Tracks
Electric
Draw
Curtain
Control

Organ

Pit

Console

Lifts
Lifts

Stage Lifts
Movable Stage Band Cars
Talkie Horn Towers
Contour Curtains
Mechanical Stage Effects
Revolving Stages

Information on any of these products will be gladly furnished upon request.

"Stuge Equipment

PETER

Stage Equipment

544 West 30th St.

with a Reputation"

CLARK, INC.

Specialists for Over 2S YearsNew

York City
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LATEST NEWS FROM LONDON.
PARIS.
BERLIN,
IYDNEY, MELBOURNE
AND
OTHER
FOREIGN
CENTERS

Foreign
By

1930 WAS PEAK YEAR
FOR CINES- PITTALUGA
Rome — Production at the CinesPittaluga Studios reached a new peak
in 1930, with the completion of 11
features and 20 shorts subjects. An
appreciable increase in foreign sales
activities has also been reported by
the company.
The Cines feature program includes
the synchronized "When Naples
Sings," "Love's Song," directed by
G. Righelli, in Italian, French and

Markets
GEO RGB

HAPPENINGS
IN OTHER
LANDS
OF INTEREST TO
PRODUCERS, DISTRIBUTORS
AND
OTHERS
IN THE
U. t.

REDDY

Protection for British Patents
London — British manufacturers of patented sound equipment,
projectors and other picture apparatus, to be displayed at the British Empire Trade Exhibition scheduled for Buenos Aires in March,
will be protected from copyright infringement in the Republic by
a recent decree of the Argentine Provisional Government. The
decree specifies that all patented inventions and designs registered
at the show are automatically protected in Argentina from the date
of the decree until three years after closing of the exhibition.

MORE PROTECTION SOUGHT 350 HOUSES NOW UNDER
BY AUSTRIAN PRODUCERS GAUMONT BRITISH FLAG

Vienna — Claiming that the existing kontingent offers insufficient proGerman versions; "Nero," directed by
tection and stimulation to the home
Alessandro Blasetti; a 100 per cent industry, Austrian producers are now
talker "Corte D' Assise," filmed un- agitating for further relief, in addition to exemption from paying the
der the direction of Guido Brignone;
entertainment tax on their product.
"Le Medicin Malgre Lui," "Resur- The producers are meeting with
rectio" and "Mother Earth," Blasetti
directorial vehicles, with the German difficulty in the latter problem, because of conflicting} opinions of varversion of the latter handled by C.
ious federal and municipal adminisI. David; "The Cinema Star" and trations.
"Theater Review," directed by M.
Almirante; "Heartbreaker," from the "Glamour" Opens New B.I.P. Plant
story by Gino Rocca and Dino FalElstree, Eng. — "Glamour," Seyconi, directed by Guido Brignone, and
mourduction
story, is the first proHick's
to be filmed at the new B.
"La Scala," by Rosso di San Secondo, featuring Maria Jacobini, with I. P. sound studio just completed
direction by Gennaro Rigelli.
here. This brings B.I.P.'s sound
studio total up to eight, with a silent
The shorts lineup consists of "The
plant
also being operated.
Court- Yard," starring Petrolini, "12
Mothers," based on Spadro's popular
Pola Negri on Manchester Stage
lullaby and played by him, "Songs
Manchester — Pola Negri, screen
Through the Ages," featuring Gra- and stage star, is scheduled to apzia del Rio, "Moses' Praver," "Paspear in her sketch, "The Last Tantorale" and "Triumph March," "Doll
Phantasy," "Women at the Foun- March.go" at the Hippodrome here in
tain," "Chopin's Nocturne," "Arietta
Circuit of 4 Cinemas Sold
Antica," "Voices of the Fountain,"
"Cats in Love" (with the Schumann
London — Reynolds Pictures, proprietors of the Pavilion and Picture
ballet), "Gypsy Fantasies," "Hungarian Choirs and Dances" and "Ro- House, Redhill, and the Pavilion and
magna Songs, 4 issues of "Cines Star, Tonbridge, has disposed of
Review" and 5 special sound shorts, these properties to A. C. Cinemas.
"Campo Dux," "The Wing's Day," All of these houses are equipped
"The Duce at Villa Glori," "The An- with Western Electric.
niversary of the Victory" -and "The
Norman Wright Leaves Audible
Air-Cruise from Italy to Brazil."
In its activities abroad, Cines, beLondon — F. Norman Wright has
produced "Love's Song" severed his executive connection with
sides
having
in French and German versions, also Audible Filmcraft, according to
sold the film for more than 20 other George Pearson managing director
of the company.
countries.
"When
Naples
was
sold to 15
countries.
The Sings"
short
subjects were also included in this
French B. O. Receipts Up in 1930
foreign distribution.
Paris — Since the inauguration of
sound in France, it is reported boxoffice receipts have taken a decided
upward trend. $24,000,000 has been
"Angels" Still On
estimated as the take of French
houses in 1930, two-thirds of which
London — Howard Hughes'
went to wired theaters. It has also
"Hell's Angels" is still playing
been observed that approximately
to capacity at the London Pavilion, after 16 weeks. Caddo
120 feature films a year are now
sufficient for the domestic market,
has entered negotiations to extend the lease.
compared with about 600 films required in the silent era.
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London — With the recent addition
of 30 new houses to its circuit, the
Gaumont-British organization is now
one of the most powerful exhibition
combines in Europe, controlling a
total of 350 theaters. G-B, aside
from its circuit activities, is understood to have allotted approximately
$5,000,000 for studio expansion during the coming year.
Berlin House for Hard-of- Hearing
Berlin — An experiment to enable
the hard-of-hearing to enjoy screen
performances has been successfully
conducted at Ufa's Universum here.
Special seats are equipped with
acoustic apparatus, and alongside
these, a seat is reserved by the theater for the escort of the patron
troubled with hearing.
Irish Film Head Retires
Dublin — Alderman Farrell, prominent member of the trade in Ireland,
has retired from active participation
in the management of Irish Kinematograph Corp., and his duties have
been taken over by Walter McNally.
M. A. Heron has been appointed assistant to the latter.

COMPANY BUYS PATENTS
OF DISSOLVEDRAYCOL, LTD.
London — Raycol-British Corporation, of which Maurice Elvey is
managing director, has purchased
outright the world rights to patents
owned by the parent company, Raycol, Ltd. Directors of the latter
organization, at a recent general
meeting passed a resolution for voluntary liquidation of the company,
with remaining assets to be distributed among shareholders.

$5,000,000 British Firm
May Operate at Elstree
London — Celloda Syndicate, Ltd.,
it is reported, is planning the investment of approximately $5,000,000 in
a laboratory venture at Elstree, for
the manufacture of a newly patented
non-inflammable film-stock to be
marketed at a competitive price. The
laboratory, construction of which
alone will cost $1,500,000, will have
a capacity of 4,000,000 feet of film
per week.
Thd
company erection
is also' reported
contemplating
of
modern studios, which will absorb
part of the plant's film output.

Three More N. Z. Houses
Acquired by Williamson

Christchurch — Williamson Films,
Ltd., operators of an important circuit in northern New Zealand, is
now expanding its activities into the
southern portion of the island, with
three more houses having recently
been added to its holdings in this
territory. Negotiations for lease of
a fourth is under way. Units at present included in the growing Williamson south sector circuit are,
Theater Royal, Strand and Civic,
Christchurch; Octagon and Regent,
Dunedin, and the Civic and Regent,
Invercargill.

Paris Newspapers Turn Exhibs
Paris — Two local newspapers have
entered the field of motion picture
exhibition. "L' Intransigeant" reGaumont Palace Opening Set
cently opened a house called "Les
Miracles," and "Le Petit Parisien"
Birmingham
— Opening
of the P.
followed suit with a theater on the
T.C. -Gaumont super, the Palace here,
Champs-Elysees. The latter house will take place tomorrow.
is equipped with Philisonor apparatus, a new device in France.

Pathe Gazette 21

Hitchcock to Take
Holiday
London — Alfred Hitchcock, who
has just completed the screen preparation of "Skin Game," will shortly take a quiet vacation to plan the
treatment for his next B. I. P. production, "Rich and Strange," from
the novel by Dale Collins.
Jap Censors Have Active Year
Tokyo — During the past year, 13,548 reels of film, or a total of 14,527,258 meters, were
reviewed
by
Japanese
censors.

London — In celebation of
the 21st anniversary of the
Pathe Gazette, First National
Pathe, Ltd., of which this
newsreel organization forms a
part, is this month issuing to
subscribers of the Pathe Gazette and the Pathe Super
Sound Gazette free of charge,
a special supplementary edition giving a resume of the
world's important news events
during the past 21 years.
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J. S. Film Exports for 1930
Gained $496,420 in Value
(Continued
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to
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IN THE
EILM
DAILY

Many splendid, efficient men and women are out of employment in the
motion picture industry. With conditions picking up many jobs should
soon be open. To help along a worthy cause FILM DAILY will print
WITHOUT COST your advertisement in classified form under "Help
Wanted' or "Situation Wanted." Each advertisement limited to 25
words. Simply address your letter to Advt. Mgr., Film Daily, 1650
Broadway, New York City.

670,362 feet. Both Latin America
and the Far East showed declines
he" world
during
the 1930 period from 1929. Exports to Latin Amer74,351,341 linear feet of motion picica fell by some 6,000,000 feet, while
lures with a declared value of $8,- in the Far East totals declined just
118,736, as compared with 282,215,- over 12,500,000 feet. Canada, im!80 linear feet valued
at $7,622,316
HELP WANTED
ported approximately the same
or the corresponding period in 1929. amount of American motion pictures
This slight falling off should not be during 1930 as it did during 1929.
/iewed
with
any
great degree
of South Africa showed a decrease of WANTED
BUSINESS MANAGER and PUBLICITY MAN for
larm, Golden
says.
During
1929, nearly 1,000,000 feet.
an attraction for stage and screen,
vhich was the peak year in picture
Of the 10 leading individual marxports, America exporters generally
kets for American films, the United must be acquainted with personnel
lad their sound positive films printed
Kingdom comes first, followed in and routing of vaudeville and screen,
n this country,
as foreign
labora- order by Australia, Argentine, Brazil, producing offices. Small investment
ories were not as yet equipped for Canada, Germany, France, Mexico, and opportunity of a lifetime for a
live-wire go-getter. State fully qualiound printing.
It was not until late Spain and Japan.
fications. Box 627, THE FILM
n 1928 that sound
pictures
really
During the past year 2,580,308
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
jot under way in foreign countries. linear feet of negative film valued at DAILY,
During that year, which was a nor- $368,197 were imported by the
hal one for motion picture exports, United States as compared with 2,- EXPERIENCED
Theatre Contact
214,410,785
feet of American
posi- 493,194 feet valued at $377,633 for Men to obtain screen rights for a
tive motion pictures valued
at $5,- 1929. Positive film imports by this syndicated slide service or theatre
253,094 were
shipped to all foreign country amounted to 4,893,686 feet owners should communicate direct
countries
and during
1929 — an ab- valued at $224,683 during 1930 as to Box 618, THE FILM DAILY,
normal year — 273,772,283 feet of posi- compared with 4,918,236 feet of posi- 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
tive films valued at $6,501,714 were
tive film with a value of $180,208
exported.
This increase of 59,361,- during
1929.
FEMALE,
SPANISH
CORRE498 feet consisted
mostly
of sound
SPONDENT and TRANSLATOR
positives.
Negative film exports for
who is intelligent enough to handle
1929 amounted to 8,443,197 feet with
own correspondence and take charge
a value of $1,120,602.
During 1930,
of department. Nominal salary to
which is more or less a trend toward
(.Continued from Page 1)
start with but position is permanent
the normal, 261,995,983 feet of posiited as follows: indecent, 308; in- and future assured. Box 611, THE
tive film valued at $6,787,130 and 12,human, 251 ; tending to incite crime, FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
355,358 feet of negative film valued
)31 ; immoral or tending to corrupt N. Y. C.
at $1,331,606
were
exported
to all 5.morals, 612; sacrilegious, 9; obscene,
countries.
This is an increase
of
SALESMAN acquainted with the
nearly 4,000,000 feet of negative film
A total of 1,958 pictures were ap.
for 1930, over the year 1929 which oroved without eliminations, while motion picture exhibitors New York
will bear out the contention
that
City and elsewhere to sell English
^24 permits were granted without
more positive films are being printed examination.
and Foreign talking pictures, commission basis, reference required.
abroad from the negative now, than
Box, 634, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
during 1929.
Broadway, New York City.
Since sound and dialogue pictures
were introduced Europe has become
by far our largest quantity market
(Continued
from Page 1)
and as usual maintains its position "Millie," has been rated a hit.
as our best source of revenue. For
With the Rogers announcement,
the year 1930 American exports of
Walt Disney is now negotiating a
Brown intimated that the reorganizamotion pictures to Europe have intion of the official personnel of the new releasing contract with Columcreased over 12,500,000 feet, reach- old Pathe company was practically
bia. The organization is finishing
ing the unprecedented total of 122,- completed. In his new post Rogers two series of 13 single reels each,
will be associated with Lee Marcus, these being the Mickey Mouse and
new president of the organization.
The latter will make his offices in Silly Symphonies groups. "Birthday Party," in which Mickey Mouse
New York, with Rogers remaining does a "Charlie Chaplin," was on
studios.
City
Culver
the
at
IN
the "City Lights" New York premiere bill Friday night at the Cohan. This is the first Disney subject in which dialogue is used.
ountry

all

markets

of

Dramas Get Most Cuts
By New York Censors

Charles R. Rogers is New
Pathe Production Head

SITUATIONS

WANTED

SECRETARY - STENOGRAPHER
—expert initative — personality — motion picture secretarial experience,
capable of assisting busy executive
handle detail work — references. Box
638, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway, New York City.
YOUNG MAN, 25, newspaper
torial, publicity and playwriting
perience, knows film field; any
moderate salary. References.
635, THE FILM DAILY,
Broadway, New York City.

ediexjob;
Box
1650

YOUNG

WOMAN, talented and experienced in all phases of motion
picture advertising and publicity.
City.
Modest salary. Box 562, FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York

YOUNG
GIRL, experienced in
clerical work — knowledge of German,
translation of titles and short subjects. Box 615, THE
FILM
DAILY,
1650 Broadway, New York
City.

FORMER LAB. SUPT. wants position with capable concern. Excellent references, 20 years experience
in film industry. Box 616, THE
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
New York City.

Reserved Seat Circuit
Walt Disney Negotiating
Planned
by C. W. Emery
New Columbia Contract
(Continued from Page 1)

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

Ben Green Managing
Boston Arty Theater

A,

Terry Ramsaye Resigns;
Succeeded by Chalmers

Boston — Benjamin H. Green,
formerly of Neteco and Publix, has
Metro pays $250,000 for "Turn to become manager of the Repertory,
(Continued from Page 1)
the Right," establishing record
assisted by Elmer Hall, formerly with
price.
l'athe.
Ramsaye joined the Pathe
*
*
*
the Jcwett Players. The Repertory organization in 1928 and last year
Betty Compson severs distributing will present high class films, includ- was put in charge of both the Audio
ing foreign productions. The theater
arrangement with Goldwyn.
and l'athe News. Following
*
*
*
is to undergo renovations and will be Review
the acquisition of Pathe by RKO,
.
apparatus
Rockett Film to star Enid Ben- equipped with new sound
Under the direction of George Courtland Smith was named supernett in six pictures.
visor of the two releases and Edward
*
*
*
Kraska, formerly manager of the
Percy
Howard editor of the newsof
Hugo Riesenfeld given dinner by Repertory for the Screen Guild
Arts reopens reel. Smith has appointed Thomas
Fine
the
Inc.,
Boston,
Famous Players-Lasky.
Chalmers as editor of the Audio Re14,films.showing foreign and AmerFeb. ican
view to succeed
Ramsaye.

Following the New

York

deals, it

is planned to establish similar theaters in about 20 other cities. At
least eight houses are expected to
be in operation in the principal eastern key cities within the next 12
months,
Emery
says.
The scale will be 50 cents for
matinees, 75 cents for two evening
performances, and 50 cents for mid
night shows. Sunday and holiday
top will be $1. Programs will be
changed twice a week Product will
be booked independently, the idea
being to obtain pictures that have
been acclaimed by critics and public. Seats will be made available
to the public througli ticket brokers,
and in this manner it is hoped to
develop clientele from among those
who buy legitimate theater tickets
from brokers. The midnight shows
will attempt to draw the theatrical
profession particularly. Coffee and
refreshments will be served to
patrons.
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"Girls Demand

"Scandal Sheet"

with George Bancroft, Kmj Francis
and Clive Brook
Paramount Time, 1 hr., 17 mins.
JUST FAIR NEWSPAPER
DRAMA. CAST UNABLE TO
OVERCOME ARTIFICIAL AND
IMPLAUSIBLE
STORY.

"Kept
Husbands"
with
Dorothy
Mackaili

Greta

Garbo in

"Inspiration"
M-G-M
Time, 1 hr., 14 mins.

a lover jK the person of a bank presidcnt.jtfe kills him, returns to his
office «nd dictates the story and then
gives himself up to the police. Too
much footage is wasted in telling
what a tough guy Bancroft is before the story proper gets started.
Another weakness lies in the lack
of a love story. This picture ought
to perform best in the pop price
houses.

Fox
Time, 1 hr., 19 mins
COLLEGE
YARN
Exc
ite
ment" OF RO
FINE LOVE-DRAMA WITH
MANCE
IN CO-ED PLAY
GRETA GARBO WELL CAST GROUND PEPPED UP WITE
AND CARRYING THE PIC- MODERN TOUCHES. FOR THI
FINE CAST AND GOOD COMFLAPPER TRADE.
TURE, CAST IS EXCELLENT.
EDY RELIEF BY NED SPARKS.
A light and inconsequential van
Clarence Brown has turned out a
that will have most of its appeal foi I
The marriage of a rich man's fine production and in it has created an atmosphere of romance that the
showing
the at
"war"
be
daughter to an "overall" worker in
tweenflappers,
the girls
and boys
a co-ec
his employ forms the theme of this should make this a real box-office at- institution, with the male contingen
traction. Greta Garbo dominates endeavoring to oust the femmes
production. Although inconsistent
every situation and is the Garbo the John Wayne as the leader of th<
in spots, it makes satisfactory pro- tans want. As Yvonne, a French
gram material. The fact that the model of many loves who finally hard-boiled males is constantly a'
rich girl proposes to the poor work- finds her true mate, Miss Garbo cross-purposes with Virginia Cher
ing man and he, against his better brings to the screen all the great rill, who uses all! her feminine wile;
judgment, accepts, works up an an- possibilities of hen talents with a to win him over. She doesn't succeec
ticipation of What follows. The con- combination of heart-gripping emo- till the very end), irfnen he relents or
that sne is really in lovt
scientioushusband
I
revolts against
tion and care-free indilierence. learning
with him, and is not merely playing
being "kept* by his wife and father- Ivonne's lover, Robert Montgom- him like the rest of her admirers
in-law and, although usually overery, is blind to her past until he is
ruled by the pleadings of his wife, brought face to face with the naked The offering is pepped up with some
lively comedy touches and some
he finally
with her
re- truth. For a time it appears that
turns to his"breaks
old mother
and and
un-prethere will be a break but the lovers
action, but won't
register mucr
tentious home. Joel McCrea, as the are brought together only to have peppy
of an impression
on intelligent
audiences with its callow youth atmos
"overall" hero, carries on admirably. Yvonne go back to her former lover
Miss Mackaili is well cast. The other in the end. Cast is excellent and phere. Chalk it up as just another
parts are satisfactory, with honors ihe settings filled with the true Latin hey-hey college feature done with
class and fairly interesting.
going to Ned Sparks for his char- Quarter atmosphere.
acterization ofthe sarcastic brother.
Cast: Virginia Cherrill, John Wayne
Cast : Greta Garbo, Robert Montgomery,

Cast: George Bancroft, Clive Brook, Kay
Francis, Gilbert Emery, Lucien Littlefield,
Regis Toomey, Mary Foy, Jackie Searl,
James Kelscy, Harry Bercsford.
Director, John Cromwell ; Author, Oliver
11. 1'. Garrett; Adaptors, Vincent Lawrence,
Max Marcin; Dialoguers, not credited; Editor, George Nichols; Cameraman, David
Abel.
Direction, Pretty good. Photography, Fine.

Director, Lloyd Bacon; AuthorJ, Louis
Sarecky ; Adaptors, Alfred Jackson, Forrest
Halse> ; Dialoguers, same; Editor, not
credited ; Cameraman, Jack MacKenzie ; Recording Engineer, Bailey Fesler.
Direction, good.
Photography,
good.

"Fair Warning"

"Le Roi S'Ennuie"

"Swanee River"

("The Royal Bed")

with Grant Withers,
Thelma Todd
Sono Art
Time, 50 mins.

Three name players go to waste
in this yarn which has been treated
and dialogued generally in inadequate
manner. None of the principals attracts audience sympathy and Bancroft as the managing editor, is portrayed as a relentless, cruel individual. Clive Brook does the heavy in
the story, which is thrown around
a tabloid editor who prints all the
news, regardless of whom it hurts.
When he finds out that his wife has

with George O'Brien
Fox
Time, 1 hr., 14 mins.
ACTION WESTERN
CONTAINING THE REGULATION
MATERIAL TO PUT IT OVER
WITH THE OUTDOOR STORY
FANS.
Plenty of action and high-handed
heroics by George O'Brien, plus unusually attractive scenic background,
put this western over in top style.
The story, adapted from Max Brand's
novel, "The Untamed," follows pretty much the well-known but always
popular routine of such yarns.
O'Brien is the ridin' and shootin'
hero, and Louise Huntington, a capable newcomer from the stage, is
the heroine who makes a good man
out of him. There is dramatic kidnapping and a daring rescue from
a building on fire. Action is in evidence almost every minute, and the
manner in which George lands a
kayo on the villain, and overcomes
every obstacle jhetween him and the
pretty heroiney furnishes plenty of
rejoicing for the western fans.
O'Brien's intelligent horse and dog
also have their part in the proceedings. Alfred L. Werker's direction
makes the most of the material.
Cast:
Louise Huntington,
Mitchell George
Harris, O'Brien,
George Brent,
Nat Pendleton, John Sheehan, Erwin Connelly, Willard
Robertson, Alphonz Ethier, Ernest Adams.
Director, Alfred L. Wcrkcr ; Author, Max
Brand; Adaptor, Ernest L. Pascal; Dialoguer, same ; Editor, Ralph Diejrich ; Cameraman, Ross Fisher ; Recording Engineer,
Bernard
Freericks.
Direction, strong.
Photography,
excellent.

RKO
Time, 1 hr., 15 mins.
FAIR DOMESTIC DRAMA
WITH OBVIOUS
STORY

Cast : Dorothy Mackaili, Joel McCrea,
Robert McWade, Florence Roberts, Clara
Kimball Young, Mary Carr, Lita Chevret,
Xed
Wood. Sparks, Bryant Washburn, Freeman

RKO

Time, 1 hr., 15 mins.

EXCELLENT ALL FRENCH
DIALOGUE VERSION OF FINE
COMEDY. CAST IS EXCEPTIONALLY WELL SELECTED.
The French version of "The Royal
Bed," which was adapted from Robert E. Sherwood's play, "The Queen's
Husband," fares we.ll in the hands
of an excellent French speaking
cast and also lends itself exceptionally well to the French translation,
ft is the story of a publicity seeking queen whose husband, the king,
has more sense of humor than sense,
but who marries the princess to the
man of her choice rather than to the
man chosen for her. All the leading
players have sensed the humor of
the various situations. Emile Chautard, as the king, knows how to act.
Francoise Rozay gives a staunch
reading of the queen and Pauline
Garon's beauty and freshness as the
princess are a delight.
Cast: Pauline Garon, Emile Chautard
Irancoise Rozay, Jules Raucourt, Jacques
Jou-Jerville, Ivan Lebedeff, Frank O'Neil
Roland Mara, Robert Harari, Arthur Hurni]
Director, Henri de la Falaise et de la
Coudraye; Author. Robert E. Sherwood;
Adaptor. Robert Harari; Dialoguer, same;
Editor. C. D. Milner Kitchen; Cameram
Leo Tover; Recording Engineer, an,
Paul
baulkner.'
Direction, fine.
Photography,
fine.

Lewis Stone, Marjorie Rambeau, Judith Vosselli, Beryl Mercer, John, Miljan, Edwin
Maxwell, Oscar Apfel, Joan Marsh, Zelda
Sears, Karen Morley, Gwen Lee, Paul McAllister, Arthur Hoyt, Richard Tucker.
Director, Clarence Brown ; Author, Gene
Markey ; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, Conrad A. Nervig ; Cameraman, William Darnels; Recording Engineer, Douglas
Shearer.
Direction,

Excellent.

Photography,

Fine.

FAIR

OLD - STYLE MELODRAMA WITH PLENTY OF

ACTION

AND GOOD "SPIRITUALS" BY JUBILEE
SINGERS.

This is the first "Thrill-O-Drama"
in a series of ten. Two fights during which everything on the set is
damaged, one man-hunt by an armed
posse and several sniffing and barking bloodhounds, the blowing up of
a dam and the resulting flood, comprise the thrills. A cast of gesticulating players furnishes the drama
in "old school" style. It's the old
story of the Southern colonel, his
beautifuij daughter, the villain who
steals "t^e, papers" from the colonel,
the murder of the colonel by the villain who accuses the hero, and so
on. Several negro "spirituals" sung
by a fine aggregation of Jubilee Singers help the picture considerably,
making it a fair program offering.
Grant Withers is good type for the
fighting hero and Thelma Todd does
well with a comparatively small part
Others in the cast are okay.
McCulloughh,
Walter Miller.
Director,
M?rSn
Gri,lnt
«yi,thers*
Thelma
Todd., Philo
Raymo
nd Canno
n; Author
Barh!El Ch$?b"s W<*>d; Adaptor, Arthur
Directon,
Ordinary.
Photography,
Fair.

wrbb-'DoSfa'r"'

S3me:

Edit°r'

Harry

Marguerite Churchill, Helen Jerome Eddy.
Ralph Welles, George Irving, William Janney, Eddie Nugent, Winter Hall, Terranct
Ray, Marion Byron, Emerson Treacy, Mar
tha Sleeper, Addie McPhail, Jerry Mandy
Ray Cooke.
Director, Seymour Felix; Author, Harlan Thompson; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer,
same ; Editor, Jack Murray ; Cameraman,
Charles
Crossman.Clarke; Recording Engineer, Eugent
Direction, Okay.
Photography,
Fine.

"By Rocket
to the Moon"
(Silent)
Ufa
Time, 1 hr., 27 mins.
ENTERTAINING NOVELTY
WITH TRICK SHOTS AND UNUSUAL THEME THAT CARRIES LOTS OF SUSPENSE.
This Berlin production has been
very cleverly handled to give realism to a trip to the moon, manipulated by a rocket built like an enormous submarine which shoots
through space by rocket propulsion.
It carries several scientific explorers,
the inventor, a girl and a stowaway
boy. Suspense and interest is sustained throughout by views of the
moon growing larger and larger as
the rocket sftoots through space.
Then there are the activities of those
on board at their various scientific
tasks, which are explained in a popular manner to heighten the interest. Then with the final arrival on
the surface of the deserted moon,
.hey hunt for necessary water, find
-Cold, lose two members of the crew.
Loss of oxygen allows only two people to make the return trip to earth,
and the girl and her sweetheart remain on the moon. Should get by
as a distinct novelty.
Cast: Klaus Pohl, Willy Fritsch, Gerda
Maurus,
Fritz Rasp, Gustl Gstettenbaur,
Gustav Wangenheim.
Director, Fritz Lang; Author, Thea von
Harboru ; Adaptor, same ; Editor, Felix
Malitz; Titler, same; Cameramen, Curt
Courant, Oskar
Fischinger, Otto Kanturek,
Konstantin
Tschetwerikoff.
Direction,

Satisfactory. Photography, Good.
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"Le Collier de la Reine"
("The Queen's Necklace")

■Jclair Productions
Time, 1 hr., 30 mins.
PROCOSTUME
FRENCH
DUCTION WITH DUPED BITS,
DIRECTION.
TITLES, POOR
ACTING
AND
30NTINUITY
POOR.
This was a French production
-nade at the time talkers started to
;ome in strong, so they shelved it,
ind later took the first and last reels
ind duped them to get the semblance
>{ a talking picture. With the rest
ji the reels showing titles, and a
/evy amateurish continuity jumping
abruptly, and very draggy in many
spots, the whole affair is pretty sad.
Taken from Alexander Dumas; novel it is an uninspired production of
Anevents in the time of ManeRohan
toinette and Cardinal de
With the actors wearing powdered
wigs and going through their parts
in a stilted, pompous and woodeny
manner, the offering becomes very
It
boring and even absurd at times.hold
to
fails
it
that
al
artifici
so
is
interest. It also lacks suspense, and
great novthe dramatic punch of the
elist's original work. Only in one
scene at the climax does it show
of
any punch, which is in, the work
Favrel-Chantal.
Marcelle
Diana
Cast: Marcelle Favrel-Chantal;
s, FerLanne
es
Georg
,
Weber
Jean
ne,
Karen Fabre, Jane Evrard.
nand
AlexanDirector, Gaston Ravel; Author
der Dumas; no other credits available.
Spotty.
Direction, Poor. Photography,

"Vi Tva"
("We Two")hr.,

25 mins.
Time, 1
Paramount
SWEDISH TALKER VERSION
OF "THE LADY LIES" NICELY
COMPEWITH
PRODUCED
TENT ACTING AND DIRECTING.
This production was made in
Paramount's Paris studios, employcast. The Ameriing an all-Swedish the
featured roles
can version had in
Claudette Colbert and Walter Huston, and the Swedish players, Margit Manstad and Edwin Adolphson
are a close second to them in the
quality of their performance. The
"Lady Lies" has
the originalowed
plot ofclose
. A widower
ly foll
been
with two children introduces his own
children to* the lady he desires to
make their step-mother, and they
raise stren,uous objections, as another designing female who is after
itheir daddy's money has compl
cated the situation. The story works
out smoothly with some nice comedy touches to the point where the
children are filled with remorse at
the trouble they have caused, and
then work to bring together the happy lovers. The production has been
well received in New York where
it is showing to Swedish audiences.

12 FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
UNDER WAY AT RKO STUDIO

C>

Presentations
By

(Continued

from

Page

1)

his recent trip to New York.
Irene
Dunne will have the featured role.
Victor Schertzinger has been assigned two pictures on this list: "The
Sphinx Has Spoken," a story by
Maurice DeKobra, with adaptation
"Madame Julie."
Jane byMurfin,
abystory
Irving and
Kaye Johnson, with
O. P. Heggie, Lily Damita, Lester
Vail and Anita Louise already
signed for the cast.
Richard Boleslavsky is at work on
•High River," with Charles Logue
doing the adaptation. Herbert
Brenon is busily engaged on "The
Next Corner," story by Kate Jordan.

Wesley Ruggles will direct "Too
Many Crooks," from the play Tjy
Frank Craven for which Douglas
MacLean is doing the adaptation. It
will co-feature Bert Wheeler and
Dorothy Lee.
"Waiting at the Church" to be
done! in 100 per cent Technicolor, is
the sixth in preparation) with Al
Jackson and Barney Sarecky doing
the script, and Mary Astor scheduled
to head the cast.

Pictures in rehearsal are "Traveling Husbands," with Evelyn Brent,
Frank McHugh, James Gleason, and
Hugh Herbert, under the direction of
Paul Sloane; and "Board and Room,"
being directed by Gregory La Cava,
with Hugh Herbert, Edna May Oliver, Dorothy Lee, Russell Gleason,
John Harron, Hector V. Sarno,
Wade Boteler1, Robert Emmett
Keane and Charles Sellon.
The four pictures in the cutting
Doors," diroom are "Behind Office with
Mary
rected by Mel Brown,
Astor, Robert Ames, Ricardo Cortez,
Kitty Kelly, Noel Francis and Catherine Dale Owen; "Kept Husbands,"
directed by Lloyd Bacon, with Dorothy Mackaill, Joel McCrea, Robert
McWade, Ned Sparks, Mary Carr,
Clara Kimball Young, Douglas Gilmore, Lita Chevret and Bryant
Refuses," diWashburn; "The Lady
ected by George Archainbaud, with
Betty Compson, Gilbert Emery, John
Darrow, Margaret Livingston, Ivan
Pollard
Daphne
and
Lebedeff
directed b>
Apartments,"
Bachelor
Lowell Sherman, with Sherman
Irene Dunne, Mae Murray, Normal
Kerry and Ivan Lebedeff.

Headquarters Selected
For S.M.P.E. Spring Meet

The Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood
has been selected as convention headquarters for the spring meeting of
the Society of M. P. Engineers to
Cast: Edvin Adolphson, Margit Manstad,
Erik Berglund, Marta Ekstrom, Ivan Hed- be held in the fi'm capital May 25 to
(luiat, Ann Marie Brunius, Ragnar Falck,
on committee, comAnna Lisa Froberg, Brita Vieweg, Elsa de 28. Theposed conventi
of W. C. Kunzman, W- C,
Castro.
Hubbard and M. W. Palmer, ha.
Director. Charles De Roche ; Author, John
Meehan ; Adaptor, Elsa Kastengren ; Dia- prepared transportation itineraries
logues, John Meehan, Elsa Kastengren ;
d routes from
Editor, not credited ; Cameraman, not over three preferre
New York and Chicago. Summer
credited.
tourists fares will be in effect.
Direction, good.
Photography, okay.
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Classy Diversity Makes
Jack Benny Headlines
Swell Roxy Entertainment Fine Show at Capitol
A
Roxy

varied
stage program
at the
this week is alive with entertainment and class.
The first offering is "La Sculpture,"
a beautifully
staged
bit, showing
various
pieces
of well known statuary such as The
discus Thrower, The Three Graces,
etc., posed on pedestals.
One after
another they come
to life, do their
dancing
and
other
interpretations,
then go back at the end to their
statuesque
positions.
"The
Rathskeller" setting is a reproduction of
the famous cafe in Berlin with the
immense beer vat.
In front of this
are grouped the Heidelberg students
and the Bavarian maidens in native
costumes, singing and dancing as they
drink thejr toasts and revel.
"Ready
to Wear" opens with twin dancers in
white.
One poses before what appears an immense mirror, while her
double goes through the same
motions, giving a startling effect of
one performer reflected in a mirror.
Then
follows a scene in a modiste
shop, with the mannequins parading.
The final offering is "Old King Cole,"
with the famous painting reproduced
as the setting, with King
Cole on
his throne with his jester and three
fiddlers. Choruses costumed to represent different countries in turn render
the nursery
rhyme
of "Old
King
Cole," and then various specialty acts
are introduced.
The Roxyettes have
two gorgeous routines in the presentations, and score heavily.

Irene Bordoni Clicks
On Paramount Program

The current Capitol Revue is practically all Jack Benny — and Jack
Benny is good. The comedian is
assisted by a clever bevy of entertainers and the Chester Hale GirL
who sport some unusually startling
and picturesque costumes. The Hale
girls open the show with a dance
number that is snappy and well
"tapped." Their costumes, consisting
of green high hats, black velvet
jackets and green silk pantaloons,
are effective. Following their dance
they introduce Benny. Duval, a
prestidigitator of no mean ability,
follows with some sleight-of-hand
that is interesting and novel. Benny
then collects his share of laughs by
introducing Marie Marsh (Mrs. Benny) and carrying on a really humorous dialogue. A spectacular number
is presented in which the H?1e girls
in black and white tights, portray the
keys on a huge grand piano. The
number is well directed and a fine
"flash." Dances by Billy Rolls and
songs by Evelyn Wilson were applause getters. Benny winds up the
show by putting on a burlesque orchestra leader stunt that is a wow.
The Hale girls in more fresh and
good-looking costumes dance in for
the
It's a laugh show from
start finale.
to finish.

New Penna. Bill Favors
Sunday Shows, No Charge
Harrisburg, Pa. — Under a new
liberal Sunday bill introduced by
Representative James Weetach and
now before the General Assembly,
motion picture performances and
other amusements would be permitted on the Sabbath provided no admission fees were charged, unless the
money collected is wholly for charitable or educational
purposes.

Irene Bordoni adds her charm and
song-selling ability to the Paramount
stage program this week. The audience warmed up to her work considerably at the opening matinee.
Among other numbers she does an
impersonation of Maurice Chevalier.
Leo Reisman is back with his
New House for Kutinsky
Casino orchestra. His program proExcavation work has started for
vides: "Waltz of the Flowers," "Just
a theater to be erected at Lydig and
A Gigolo" and "Sweet Jennie Lee."
Plenty of variety is afforded by White Plains Road, the Bronx, for
the main show. Stetson gives a Morris Kutinsky. The house will
Class A exhibition of juggling with scat 1,800 and cost about $500,000.
hats and boxes. John Quinlan and M. H. Feldman is the architect.
Helen Gordon sing in good style and
the ballet does its usual excellent
work. A sort cf Moran and Mack
act is contributed by two blackfaces,
who get over pretty well. The production, staged bv Frank Cambria

New

is titled

"Drag

in

the

Dragon."

British Industrial Films
For S. A. Trade Exhibit

Incorporations

Equity Productions, operate theaters; S.
••hares
common.
IU. Kaye,
236 VV. 44th St . New York. 100

Hughes-Franklin Theaters Co., Ltd., Wil
minRton, Del., operate theaters. Corporation
Trust
Co., Wilmington,
Pel.
4,n(10 share-

London — As a part of the film industry's contribution to the Brit Mi
Rmnire Trade Exhibition to bo held
Publix Pennsylvania
Theaters, tnc., WU
at Buenos Aires in March, indus- mington,
Del.,
theaters,
dance halls, entertrial films advertising the products
tainment places; Corporation
Trust
, l'rl.
1.000 shares common.
of Great
Britain will be on view.
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SHORTS
i

Charley Chase in

Strange As It Seems, No. 6

"Thundering Tenors"

Universal
Time, 10 mins.
Unique
A nice diversity of shots of odd
items, starting with a walnut tree in
California through which an underground spring flows and furnishes a
perpetual fountain for passersby.
The oldest monkey in the world, 35
vears, with one of his youngsters
walking on stilts. California exhibits
Mt. Whitney, the highest peak in
the country, and also the lowest altitude, to be found in Death Valley,
below ocean level. Three Hollywood
screen celebs, Merna Kennedy, Jeanette Loff and Lupita Tovar exhibit
their respective red, blonde and black
tresses, with John Hix, the statistical
expert, proving Miss Loff's contention that blondes have the most hairs
in their heads. The smallest park
in the world is shown in Southern
California. A restaging of a football game in the early '90s winds' up
the reel.

M-G-M
Time, 21 mins.
Plenty of Laughs
In the role of a radio singer who
is mistaken for the butler when he
calls at a swell home to fill a formal dinner engagement, Charley
(base knocks out a batch of good
laughs. He does crazy stunts with
the dinner table layout and then swallows a fish bone, which sticks in his
throat, whereupon a female chiropractor is called in and some funny
tu-sling develops. The guests accept
the massaging exhibition as entertainment and Chase winds up by winning the hostess' daughter. Plenty
of action, and enough broad comedy
to please fans generally.
Karl Dane and George K. Arthur in

"Dizzy Dates"

RKO
Time, 19 mins.
Good Comedy
With Karl Dane as a fighter and
George K. Arthur as his manager,
the action of this comedy takes place
on the farm. The neighbor's pigs
invade the Dane vegetable patch, with
the result that the Danes have roast
pig for dinner that night and the
neighbor is invited. To repay the
neighbor for the hog, Dane aims to
win his prize fight. He does so, but
on a foul, whereupon the manager
makes him fight all over again, and
this time Dane is knocked out. Has
a generous amount of action and the
comedy is fairly consistent.

"Razzberries"

Educational
Time, 7 mins.
Lively Cartoon
A lively Paul Terry-Toon with the
animated animals in a mad scramble of comical escapades in a thoroughly up-to-date manner. The scoring of the music and funny sound
effects by Philip Scheib pep it up
and make it an entertaining number
throughout.

"The Lone Star Stranger"

Columbia
Time, 12 mins.
Pretty Crude
This purports to be a comedy, and
they try to get laughs out of a situation where Eddie Buzzell, sworn in
as sheriff to get a tough hombre. sees
nil his witnesses murdered in cold
blood as he is examining the bandit.
That may be funny if you have a
perverted sense of humor, but the
effect on a normally humorous person is distinctly shocking. Eddie is
made a sheriff in a tough Texas mining town, and the bandit comes into
the saloon and kills a man in cold
blood. Later when Eddie, the sheriff,
arrives, the bandit comes back and
kills all the witnesses one after another as Eddie questions them. Just
about as funny as getting a bullet in
your anatomy.

Pathe Audio Review, No. 3
A photographic study of the waves
on the sunkist shores of the Pacific,
which is followed by an intimate and
nteresting study of a lady in her
bathtub, showing some of the novel
and intimate things that milady wears
nowadays. Then Professor Sachs,
i German authority on musical instruments of ye olden days, exhibits
and explains such musical devices as
the spinnet, a vest pocket organ, a
musical mousetrap and a harmonica
made of wineglasses. The finale are
odd shots from the Pathe News files
of daredevil stunts in which the various performers flirt with death.

"College"

Universal
Time, 6 mins.
Good Cartoon
An Oswald cartoon, with the rabbit at college as a freshman, where
he engages in a cross-country race,
his rival for the gal's hand being his
principal opponent. But Oswald
manages to come in ahead and win
the race and the sweetie. Up to the
usual standard of the scries.

"The Animal Fair"

pathe
Average Time, 9 mins.

"The College Vamp"
uncle's country home to spend the
affair quietly. But they run into a Educational
Time, 22 mins.
mess of excitement, for uncle has a
A Wow
strange marauder in the house who
This Mack Sennett rings the bell
is trying to get his hands on $10,000
with
a smart college yarn classify
that uncle has set aside as their wedproduced,
and with Andy Clyde as
ding gift. Jack Duffy plays the part
the college dean giving one of his
of the uncle, and the thrills and ex- best characterizations that spear the
citement are mixed with some good
comedy situations, keeping the offer- laughs right through the footage.
Patsy
O'Leary and Yola D'Avril are
ing pepped up all the way.
the femme
appeal, and Yola is |
eyeful. As the new draPathe Audio Review, No. 4 marvelous
matic teacher, she practices a love
Opens with a silent domestic drama scene on
the dean which is a wow.
involving a man and wife and a Peki- Later he gets himself in a comnese dog that ruins hubby's newspapromising situation with her in her
per, which doesn't seem to have much apartment, and the students use the
point or purpose, neither funny nor info to make him toe the line. One
tragic, but just one of those things. of the best college comics seen in
Then the Glee Club of the University of Michigan, sing their college this or any other season.
song, "The Victors" to the bitter end,
and it is a flat college anthem, to
say the least. The final presentation
is well conceived, being a study of
a gentleman smoking in his library,
and his smoke dreams bring the little
-eulpture of a girl on his table to
life, a la Galatea awakening,. The
?irl dances and otherwise entertains
the bachelor in his reverie. Then she
resolves herself into the bronze statuette again.

"Rough and Tumble"

Pathe

Time, 9 mins.

Pip Reel
A Sportlight which covers various
rough sports calling for speed, stamina and nerve. Opens with wrestling
among the student body at the University of Pennsylvania. Then some
football, with Benny Friedman showing how rough and tumble tactics
score on the gridiron. Then a hockey
Tom Howard in
match between Williams college and
West Point, with some fast action.
"Go
Ahead
and
Sing"
Paramount
Time, 10 mins. Finishes with the roughest game of
Good Comedy Skit
water polo. Shows a contest in1
This skit, the title of which is all,
the tank of the N. Y. Athletic Club,
probably familiar to many because with the contestants trying to drown
it has been done so often on the each other as they struggle for
the
stage, makes a satisfactory, comedy ball.
A pip reel, with plenty of exi
in its talker form. Lew Hearn and citement.
Joe Lyons assist Tom Howard.
Hearn, as a violinist, and Howard,
as a singer, park outside of a hospi"Strange Birds"
tal entrance and start doing their Educational
Time, 11 mint
Not Much
stuff. Lyons, a hospital attache,
comes out and gently asks them to
This is a Mack Sennett Brevity
stop it. The minute he disappears showing
unique assortment
of al
inside, the boys break into their act kinds of a tropical
birds which Mai
again, and the operation is repeated jorie Beebe visits
with her escoi
with Lyons getting tougher each and
as the owner shows his collectime until the punch finish.
tion she wisecracks
a,bout the difl
fcrent species and their actions. Asj
"A Tale of Tutuila"
the wisecracking
covers a lot of]
Pathe Fine
. Offering
Time, 9 mins. worn-out
puns,
it is questionable
that this reel can
classify as a
A Vagabond
Adventure, with the straight comedy.
It's
only interest,
director conducting
a tour through is as a novelty in
the presentation
picturesque American Samoa. Open
s of the odd birds.

An exhibition of the usual county roll
withinggorg
s offrin
thegedbrea
ker'hs
m eoustheshot
palm
beac
nir from the viewpoint of the Aesop then into on
the midst of a native tribe
Table cartoon.
There is a street pa- to observe all the novel and interest
-ade, a sheriff being "taken" by a
ing custom?
These South Sea Is-on artist, and the usual exhibitions,
landers are seen at a banquet of naill done in good animated style. The
tive
fruits and
barbecue
chicken
musical accompaniment enters in to i hen
for contrast a funeral rite, with
make up most of the fun in the reel. a
chief being buried by his mourning tribe, who
never shed a tear
according to their custom. Fini
shes
"A
Happy
Little Honeym
with a o-cturization on the beautifu
Educ
ational
Time, 21oon"
l
mins.
beach of a Samoan
Peppy Comedy
legend.
Tom
A Vanity
comedy,
with
Glenn lernss puts this over dramatically
with his fine speaking
Tryon and Vera Marsh as the honey- poet
voice and
ic expression.
mooners who go to the bridegroom's

"Seven in One"
with

Miss

'

Juliet

Paramount
10 m'ns.
Quick-Change Time,
Novelty
Good novelty in which Miss Jul-J
iet portrays
seven roles.
She acJ
complishes this through
the use ol
make-up costumes, trick photography
and double exposure.
For the finale
all of impersonations appear at oncB
and join in a vocal chorus.
Not ven|
entert
noveltaining
, but will interest from M
y angle.

Greater beauty for
the sound screen . .
. .at no extra cost
A A ERE is a series of tinted positive films that
fit the modern motion picture. They are specially designed to reproduce sound with utmost fidelity, but they do even more than this.
Wherever they are used
or feature

in newsreel, short,

they lend a subtle charm, a new

beauty not present in the tints of the pre-sound
era. Yet Sonochrome

Films, an exclusively

Eastman achievement, cost no more than ordinary black-and-white positive. Eastman Kodak
Co., Rochester, N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc.,
Distributors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood).

Eastman Sonochrome
Tinted Positive Films
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532 Feature Productions Released in U. S. Last Year

INDIVIDUAL SELLINGJO PUBLIC ^STUDIED
Exhibs To Register Protest Against Sound Charges
Cost of Reproducer Parts
and Service Being
Cited to MPTOA
Exhibitor protests against the present cost of sound reproducer parts
and servicing of equipment will be
registered at the Spring meeting of
the M.P.T.O.A. directors, scheduled
for New York City early in March,
when a report on the subject will be
submitted. Another report to be presented concerns the switching of stars
in productions.
Matters will be dis(Continued

on

Page

2)

NEW TEXAS EXHIB ASSN
NOW HAS 350 MEMBERS
Dallas — More than 350 members,
representing about half of the operating theaters in the state of Texas,
are claimed so far by the Motion Picture Theater Owners' Protective
Ass'n, recently formed as an "antiHorwitz" unit to oppose injurious
legislation and other burdens.

5 Theater Publicity Men
Out In R-K-0 Shakeup

Defer
Plans for World* s Fair Exhibit
Chicago — Plans for representation of the film industry at the
1933 World's Fair here are being deferred in order to allow for
the very latest developments being included in the exhibit.
Present facilities will be considerably out of date in two years, it
is stated, due to expected advances in color, wide film, television,
third dimension, etc. The film industry may be part of the exhibition of the state of California.

JENKINS CO. STARTING
TELEVISION BROADCASTS
'U'ger
JoinsMana
Wm. AsWarn
St.erLouis
St. Louis — William Warner, formerly manager of the Warner Bros,
theater division in Kansas City and
previously connected with First National and Paramount as salesman,
has joined Universal as branch manager here, replacing L. T. Fidler,
transferred.

Frank O'Heron, Charles Rosenzweig
Elected Vice-Presidents of RKO

The long expected shakeup of the
R-K-O Theater publicity department
took place Saturday with five people

Frank O'Heron has been elected
vice-president in charge of operations,
Charles Rosenzweig. vice-presibeing given two weeks' notice and at and dent
in charge of distribution, by the
least two salary cuts. Don Prince,
pre->« a^ent for the Palace, and John Board of Radio Pictures, according
announcement
by PresiRaftery, editorial writer, were let out. to an official
(Continued
on Page 2)
The Palace publicity will be handled
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Defying Precedent
Adolphe Menjou having been
borrowed from M-G-M by
Howard Hughes to play the
role of the managing editor in
"The Front Page," the question arises as to whether the
suave, polished and genteel
Adolphe will set a new style
in managing editor characters,
heretofore always pictured as
the toughest sort of hombres.

Broadcasting of television entertainment will be started at 9 o'clock
tonight by the Jenkins Television
Corp. over W2XCD. The synchronized voice and picture program
will include a motion picture, entitled "The Great Trunk Mystery/'
one reel of which will be given each
night. Vaudeville sketches, singing
and instrumental numbers also will
be offered.

Oscar Morgan Elected
Head of K.C. Film Board
Kansas
City — Oscar
A. Morgan,
Paramount branch manager, has been
elected president
of the local Film
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Feature Releases in U. S.
Totalled 532 During 1930
Dickinson Circuit Buys
Two Theaters In Abilene
Abilene, Kan.— Glen W. Dickinson
Theaters, Inc., has acquired the Lyric
and Seelye, with Roy Campbell placed
temporarily in charge. With these
houses the Dickinson circuit now has
a total of 67 theaters.

Feature productions released in the
U. S. in 1930 by 58 companies totalled 532, it is shown in a compilation made in connection with The
Film Daily Year Book, which will
give full data on all of the pictures.
The companies and number of releases
wire as follows:
All Art Picture
Corp.
1, Allied
(Continued

on

Page

7)

Shopping Sense Developed
by Patrons
Calls for
New Policy
To

meet

new

conditions arising

from thevelopedkeen
"shopping
deby theater
patrons, sense"
the policy
of individual selling of pictures and
shows to the public, as launched on
an intensive scale by Sam Katz over
the Publix circuit last month, is nowbeing closely studied by other circuit
heads. Since Publix started its new
regime of selling specific shows, aloiih
with its decentralization of theater
(Continued

on

Page

2)

NO RUSH BY INDEPENDENTS
TO BUY BACKFOX HOUSES
Although various Fox houses in
the New York metronolitan district
have been on the market for some
months, it is understood that but little selling is being done. Independent exhibitors who sold to Fox
a couple of years ago are not rushing- in to buy back their houses at
the prices tagged on them.

Hughes-Franklin After
3 More In Kansas City
Kansas City — Negotiations by
Hughes-Franklin Theaters for the
Pantages, Aladdin and Ritz here are
understood to be in progress. The
circuit recently took over seven local
de luxe theaters, the Lindbergh,
Madrid, Tivoli, South Troost and Jay
Means' Oak Park, Bagdad and Murray. It is understood that the personnel of the theaters will remain
the same.

Revival Policy
Starting Feb. 20 the Little
Picture House, neighborhood
arty on East 50th St., will try
out a new policy of presentin1two each
programs
threefordays*
run
and a of
revival
one
day
each week.
Monday will
be revival
day.
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— P. A. Harle, La Cinematographic Francaise. Rue de la Cour-des-Noues, 19.
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Joe Pincus Leaving Fox
Joe Pincus, who has been charge of
Eastern
production
matters
for Fox
over a period of years, is leaving the
organization.
'.^•ISSKMHHK!"""""."."."."."."."."."."
*'*

*'f
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"Cimarron"
"Ein Maedel

New
York
Long
Island
City $
1540 Broadway 154
Crescent
St. :.:
?.♦
BR Yam
4712
STIllwell
7940 V

::
:.:

I Eastinan Filnnsl
>.*

ft
Hollywood
:.t
Chicago
6700
Santa
Monica
Blvd.
ft 1727 Indiana Ave.
bi.h
ft CALuinet
2691
HOLlywood
4111

OPENING DATE
Jan.
16
Jan. 26

Central
. Astor
. Rivoli
.Geo.
M.

. . .Jan. 30
Feb. 3
. Feb. 5
Feb. 6

Cohan

(Continued
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convention of independent exhibitors called by
Allied
States Ass'n to be held
in
Chicago.

management, giving the house manager more leeway, localizing both
bookings and house quotas, which torinerly were set at the home othce, results have been very encouraging,
ivatz says.
It is tne belief of many theater executives and advertising men that,
now more than ever, dirterent types
o£ pictures must be sold in different
ways in order to get the maximum
oi the patronage possible for each
cype oi attraction. Picture fans, it
is stated, are becoming stabilized into
classes witli particular taste, some
very restricted and others extending
to almost any class of picture, and
exploitation hereafter will have to be
iramed so that it will be a reliable
^uide to prospective patrons. Selling
every picture in the same stereotyped
style should be entirely tabooed, the
circuit heads declare, and the same
ipplies to over-selling of weak pictuns, because it undermines public
conhdence in all product.

"Warner Club Gaieties" presented
Y.by the Warner Club at the
Hollywood
Tneater,
New
York.

Feb. 28

Foxfilm
Club fifth
annual
ball at 'Athletic
the Commodore
Hotel,
N

by Bob Sylvester under the supervision of Jack Hess, who has been
named National Director of R-K-0
Advertising. Five clerks were also
given notice.
John Pollock has been
< tiered a salary cut to stay on, but
,11s resignation is expected this week.
In addition to the personnel changes,
orders were passed around wiping out
.11 paid-messenger service and expense accounts. Mark Luescher regains his post of director of national
publicity.

vlar 7

Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome,
New
York.

Mar. 21

Annual Ball of the Warner
New York.

Club,

April 4-11 Players' and Patrons' Jubilee
Week, national benefit for N. V
A.
Club.
April 23-24 dorsers
State Convention
of Indiana
Inof Photoplays.
Claypool
Hotel,
Indianapolis.
May

25-28

Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel Roosevelt, Hollywood,
Cal.

Photophone Appointments
Exhibs Will Protest
Made by Directors' Board
Against Sound Charges
At a meeting of the Board of Di-

rectors of RCA Photophone. Saturday, Alexander E. Reoch was elected
executive vice-president, as predicted
last month by The Film Daily.
Lawrence B. Morris was elected vicepresident. Reoch now takes active
jharge of the affairs of RCA
phone here and abroad.

Photo-

(Continued

from
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ussed in connection with the WashiiiK'ton Bi-Centennial celebration scheduled for next year and the historical
picture
planned.
Theby directors'
sion is being
called
President sesM.
A. Lightman and Fred Wehrenberg,
chairman of the board.

Terry Ramsaye Editing
Johnson Business Head
O'Heron and Rosenzweig
Motion
Picture
"Herald"
RKO Vice-Presidents
Cameramen's N. Y. Local Terry Ramsaye has been appointed
(Continued from Page
I)

O. V. Johnson, formerly engaged
111 location work for the Paramount
.\ew \ (irk studio, has been named
business representative of the cameramen's local in New York. He sucds Francis E. Ziesse, who will soon
announce a new connection.
3 Circuits Book Sono Art Feature
"Damaged Love," Sono Art-World
Wide release, has been booked over
the entire Fox Metropolitan Theaters
circuit. Publix has booked the picture, first run, in Boston, and all
subsequent runs. R-K-O has booked it for Lowell, Rochester, Dallas,
Birmingham,
Madison, and Racine.

"Cim"
Draws
Big in Portland
Portland, Ore. — In its first four
days at the Orpheum, RKO's
arron" grossed $12,000.

COMING

"Cim-

& GOING

OLCOTT

editor of the Motion Picture Herald

by Martin Quigley, publisher. Ramsaye resigned as editor of Pathe News
ind Audio review last week, following the appointment of Courtland
Smith as supervisor of both reels.
Saenger
Publicity
Man
Dies
New Orleans — William R. Strange,
assistant director of publicity of the
is dead of pneumonia.
Saenger,
Sunday Movies Lose in Bogalusa
Bogalusa, La.— Result of the referendum on Sunday movies here was
706 against and 403 for the shows.

Circle Co. Earns $10.45 a Share
Indianapolis — Net income of the
Circle Theater Co. for 1930 amounted to $167,669.36, equal to about
$10.45 a share on the 16,000 shares
of common stock outstanding. The
company's investments include holdings in the Lincoln Square Realty
Co., Market-Circle Realty Co., Monument Realty Co.
Publix Theaters Co. and SkourasPhone

left Saturday for the

SEIDER returns to New York tomorrow from a vacation
in Havana.
ALBERT WARNER
:•: to MAJOR
is on a trip
the west.
••:
K
WALTER
HUSTON
arrive* tomorrow
on the Mauretania
from
Europe
GEORGE
BANCROFT, accompanied by
his manager, Harry Fink, left Saturday for
Hollywood.

R,il«•u•t'^^r^•^•u•u•u•u^•-•u•«•-'-•u^•-•w•«•:^

Feb. 22

1)

♦.♦

ft

Today : Thirty-second annual dinner by
the Society of the Genesee in
honor
of George
Eastman.
Feb. 10-11 National

5 Theater Publicity Men
Selling Specific Shows
Out(Continued
In R-K-0
Shakeup
Studied As New Policy
from
Page
1)

SIDNEY

s

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
DCCr

von

der Reeperbahn". . .Talking Pict. Epics
"Trader
Horn"
M-G-M
"Hell's
Angels"
United
Artists...
"City
Lights"
United
Artists...

||J. E. Brulatour, Inc. ftJ! coast.
«
«

Parade

Run
Attractions)
THEATER
Winter Garden
Globe

February 9, 1931

Stillwell

7932

Poiiti„e
on ftandard

Prints
and
or 16 mm.

Hade
stock

INTER-CONTINENTAL
Film

74

Sherman

Laboratories

Inc.

St.

Ialand

Long

Oscar Morgan Elected
Head of K. C. Film Board
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Board of Trade. Ward E. Scott was
named vice-president, and Russell C.
Borg, Roy E. Churchill, Ray V. Nolan
and M. C. Sinift, directors.

WANTED
High intensity arc lamp house suitable for a Simplex projector, also
second hand incandescent lighting
equipment for small set.
KISLYN
CORPORATION,
158, South Van Brunt Street,
Englewood,
N. J.

for

NEGATIVES DEVELOPED

JOE

dent Joseph I. Schnitzer.
O'Heron was formerly assistant
treasurer and Rosenzweig was general
,ales manager. The promotions folow the acceptance of the post of
(resident of R-K-O-Pathe by Lee
Marcus, former executive vice-presilcnt of Radio Pictures.

City

Studio
and
Location
Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Rates

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corporation

723-7TH

AVE., N. Y.

BRYANT

6067

Switzerland

is A GREAT
COUNTRY

but

Take away the
mountains
What have you

Owning
Theatres « Great
but

What would

YOU

d«

without hits
like these

She's a HITl

. . . Barbara

in

I \j

STANWYCK
M MA MA

I

M

S.R.O. at big Winter Garden, N.Y.
3rd wk.
Frisco!
BIG at Chi; $5 Opening in Miami.

HOT NEWS!
We
Just
Seen

re

r»o

Million
Frenchmen
What a SHOW! . . . What a HIT!
Pep!
$ u a |> !
Spice !
Spark I «' !

We stopped counting the
laughs after clocking 226
in the first two reels
Willi most of the great Broadway cast

OLSEN & JOHNSON
BILLY GAXTON
JOHN HALLIDAY
CLAUDIA DELL
HELEN BRODERICK

Technicolor!

• * A STAR

as Big as * * *

Bebe DANIELS
in a story as
sensational as

MY

PAST

with Ben Lyon and Lewis Stone

and Joan Blondell, Natalie Moorehead
means all the business your house can hold.

WARNER

Two

BIG

STARS

in ONE

Winnie LIGHTNER
JOE E, BROWN

SIT TIGHT

Any ONE

would p \\fC y°u!
TOGETHER they're a RIOT

BROS. *u

underwrite your 1931 prospe

l

Business

Captivating . . Constance

BENNETT
J

with

all

HEIRESS

Fields, Rogers & Hart wrote it! and *ow.f

Ona MUNSON,

;i<k<l;i ws Strut
^1

wilt fill

HOT

As youthful and mariprn as the title.

teamwou'K*

Ben LYON

«»IH in this one!

WalterPidgeon,TomDugan, Inez Courtney

. . . Warner

of LITTLE

DAWN

PATROL

T) T f** "I A
Lv L V-/ II XV

CAESAR

and

T) T\
JlV. M-J

BARTHELMESS
the greatest and grandest role he EVER

had

The Finger Points

(Temp. Title)

the art of her
sonality ...... ...

Authors

combine their
genius to give

interesting
perReleased on the

with Fay WRAY,

Regis TOOMEY.

Robert ELLIOTT

I »:»o-:i l pnujruwn.

felByIoTdOeR/s;^
. v* . va ^tar

\

The AII-AwtU'riran

Douglas

FAIRBANKS
Follows his Utile

Caesar

SON
FATHER'S

jr.

Circ.it for kid I And groVJ nupsl Great for everybody
from sonny to grandpa !

success with

CHANCES

Hamilton Qibb's great war novel
ANTHONY BUSHELL..ROSE HOBART
. . . MARY FORBES . . . MAY MADISON

Boy Story for rtll America

Depend on

KOOTII

TARKINGTON'S

story with | ,.wis sione^lr<Mi«>
wood i Drigntesrkids

Leon Jannev"0*

Bl<>Jh.

a aoren oTEToII^
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WHAT N.Y. CRITICS SAID
ABOUT

LIGHTS"

"CITY

\By

"City Lights"
George M. Cohan Theater
New York City
AMERICAN— From the beginning the picture is buoyed with the elfin humor of its
star ... the ihow is Chaplin — and Chaplin
is the show. To appreciate the merit of his
it for yourart and his vehicle, you must seelaughs
would
self. To detail its thousand
,
be unfair. ...
are laughs in
MIRROR— There
DAILY
picture. Sure fire ones. Charlie's deft kid
deliCharlie's
is one.
boxing
of refined
cately vulgar problem
as a white wing is
another..
DAILY NEWS— Perhaps the most important thing to say about the new Chaplin offering is that, on viewing it, you react
exactly the way you did to Charlie's films
some ten years ago. He's still the wholly
ingratiating, wistful, mischievous, mad, intellectual clown. He's spontaneous. He's
fresh. He's— well, he's thoroughly human.
He is the clown as Mr. Chaplin portrays
him; not an actor enacting a role. Here
the clown is all-important.
HERALD-TRIBUNE— In it Chaplin is so
perfect and his comedy inventions are so
distinguished that even those of us who are
enthusiasts for the speechless manner will
realize that its success is due to its .star's
Lights"
. . a. "City
medium.
in his
perfection
is important
because
it is
very brill. ant
film, a genuinely hilarious comedy which
shows the Great Man of the Cinema in his
happiest and most characteristic moods.
JOURNAL
— "Cityis Lights"
is entertaining,
and
entertainment
a quality
that is not
limited to any one medium. Therefore the
absence of dialogue in this production raises
no argument on the subject of speech versus
silence. . . . The picture is a series of diverting gags, and Chaplin puts them over with
the consummate
artistry that is his.
POST— From the simple st.pry of a tramp
who fell in love with a blind flower girl
Charlie Chaplin has woven a dazzling pattern of comedy and pathos in his latest picture, "City Lights," which had its premiere
last night at the Cohan before an audience
that tried hard to hang onto its reverence
even when spasms of laughter made it choke
and turned its collective face blue.
SUN — Old gags may be in it, old slapstick may be its undercover aim, but Mr.
Chaplin comes through it as the artist, the
one indisputable one that the screen has produced in its brief history. . . . what "City
Lights" will do will be to put Chaplin among
the welcoming shades of immortal comedians.
See for yourself!
TELEGRAM— "City Lights," then, is an
hilariously funny picture full of some of the
most side splitting antics I have ever seen,
and touched here and there with moments
of genuine pathos . . . none of his pictures
is more typically Chaplines_que than "City
Lights." I had a grand and glorious time
at the opening last night, and if you can
show me anything on the screen funnier
than the prize fight sequences I should like
to know where it can be seen.
TIMES — It is a film worked out with admirable artistry, and while Chaplin stoops to
conquer, as he has invariably done, he
achieves success. ... He has the same antics,
the same flip of the heel, the same little
cane, mustache, derby hat and baggy trousers.
WORLD — For no other reason than that it
is! a familiar Chaplin pattern, "City Lights"
is superb. And for the same reason, the fact
that "City Lights" is told by pantomime
rather than by spoken dialogue goes practically unnoticed in witnessing
the picture.
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There
are
1,327
houses in Japan.

picture

• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning
Till Now
that damage suits brought against various producers since pictures started run into the billions, and if onequarter of them had been successful most of the producing
organizations would be out of biz long ago
that R. A.
White, who was general sales manager for Fox Films seven
years back
ago, is
a prosperous and
realtor
and wouldn't
come
fornow
anything
can onyouLongisle
blame him?
that the only person to receive three shiny dimes from Jawn D.
Rockefeller all at once is Kay Hush, the gal who plays opposite
Johnny
Farrell in Pathe's golf series
oh, Kay, Hush
money?
okay
that Hy Daab is shooting a newspaper campaign on "Cimarron" with full page spreads in red
and black which are bound to put the pix out of the red
that a tear produced by anger has an entirely different salt
crystal formation than that produced by laughter or joy
or don't you care a whoop?
that Sam Oppenheim, projectionist extraordinary for Arkayo, looks at about) 9,475,000 feet
of film each year
that Maury Asher sez a contradiction
in terms can still be truthful, as for instance, his company's
Trailers which are still in Ad- Vance
or should he be
shot?.
that ten years ago there was just as much adverse
legislation pending against this film biz as there is right now,
and that ten years from now there'll be just as much more,
proving it's just a politicians' racket to ride the industry
that nowadays when registering at a hotel in this hamlet you
must put your street address on the register
in case —
that Weinberg is alleged to be the real cognomen of
George
Coxey, insurance
ambassador
to the industry
that Friday is an unlucky day to get married, and lots of guys
who have tried 'em don't think so much of Saturday, Sunday,
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, either

• • • COMING UP slightly dazed and groggy after that
Tenth Annual Empey Ball of the Paramount Pep Club at the
Astor last Friday nite, we find nothing but fond memories
to those gentlemen of the press who have to dress and
attend all the ticket affairs, this affair stands out as the BIG
blowout of the season
in fact, it's the best' racket the Pep
Club boys have thrown
and that's
SOME statement
Eddie Brown, heading the entertainment committee, should take
his gang and turn professionals
they sure delivered a
boucoup
performance
all the way
and smooth
classy
and the announced stars SHOWED UP
and a grand feed
and up in box 35
Ginger Rogers
\
Claudette Colbert
Charlie Ruggles
wot a
time they had!
Claudette laughed all her eye makeup off
..and there was the Mystery of Room 244
anyone who takes a room on the second floor of the Astor on such
an occasion and expects to sleep
won't
Lou Holtz
made the customers
howl
and
Jack
Benny's
emceeing
was immense
Frank Wilstach wandered all over the ballroom looking for a key
Vincent Trotta and his party
had a gorgeous time
but
so did everyone else, for that
matter
Some Party!

^,,n°AVely was staged Fnday nite with the
'uifnui
Lloyd
o line.
of the
Grande"
usual, the
e Air asaboard
?
Mark"Conte
c w J*
Luesch
t i J Sabaud
er
manthe hst of guests looked like the Blue Bookwas head
|wanl5
Mllton Schwartzwald and his Arkayolians were' in
,hne shaPe
-so was beautiful Dolores Cassinelli, if you fol1™
de"0"USRoland
and^m?"*
Nl<* Lucas
Di Beneand an*Dr. Guisepp'e
Rockwell..
and wot a supper
Joe Punkett and Amedee Van Beuren
Benedetto for
singing
ZZtT
fkmgS?^.. his favorite
Willpiece
S. Guard almost
S
Maxinekissed
Lewis
?h? narT-mble timC finding B°b Sylvester

again

.amebb^er'

«

«

""

^

«
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»

»

and now Si?

t0 mundane

»

work

RALPH

FLASHES
WILKi

£LIFF REID is directing William
J. Burns in "The Strange Death of
Mr. Ramsay." which will be released
by Educational. Reid is directing
and producing a series of 26 one-reel
subjects, starring Burns.
Charles R. Rogers has purchased
the screen rights for RKO of- "Put
On the duction
Spot"
by immediately
Jack Lait. with
Prowill start
Lily
Damita and Ricardo Cortez in
recting.
the leads and Harry Joe Brown diEffective with the release of "Riders
of the North," starring Bob Custer,
all Syndicate western productions will
be made under the personal supervision of Trem Carr. He has assigned
T. P. McCarthy to direct the next
Tom Tyler release, "A Rider of the
"Kick In," Willard Mack's dramatic success of a few seasons ago,
will
be
the basis
of Clara
Plains."
next
picture.
Direction
has Bow's
been
assigned to Lothar Mendes.
Albert Warner has arrived at the
Coast to remain for three weeks.
Walter Huston's first picture under his starring contract with First
National will be "Upper Underworld," which Roland V. Lee will
direct.
William Collier has been selected
to play the juvenile lead in "Broadminded," First National feature starring Joe E. Brown.

William Blakewell has been cast
opposite Helen Twelvetrees in "The
Registered Woman" to be produced
by RKO.

John P. Medbury has been signed
by Walter Futter to write the offstage talk
a forthcoming "Curiosities" for
on Columbia
release.

Universal has signed Mildred
Van Born
Ayres. in "Iron Man," starring
Lew

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
birthdays
:
to the following
members of the industry, who are celebrating their

February 9
Ronald Colman
James
Murray
Dan Mason
Richard L. Smith

THE
Monday, February^, 1931

Edinburg, Ind. — The Temple, owned and operated by Russell C. Yater,
has been sold to Lee Moffett, of
London,
Ky.
Dodgeville, Wis. — The Crystal has
been sold to Honeck & Kraegel, who
will install sound equipment.
Holyoke, Mass. — The Holyoke
Playhouse has reopened as The Ritz,
under management of Harry Feldman.

Big Springs, Wyo. — A. C. Bratton,
formerly at Ovid, has bought the
Seaman here.
Seattle— C. L. Theuerkauf, local
branch manager for Pathe, has signed up the Mercy Circuit covering
five towns in the Seattle territory to
play Pathe News for the next year.
Wenatchee — John McGill has
closed the Royal in the Rainier Valley district, and arrived here to operate one of the Fox houses.

Boston — Fox Theaters Corp. has
been named defendant in a suit for
Altoona, Pa. — I. C. Mishler has
$100,000 brought by David Stone- re-purchased the Mishler for $10,000.
man, attorney, to recover for legal
services alleged to be performed in
Pittsburgh — The Lyric, formerly
negotiations for the Hotel Touraine the Keystone, has been taken over
property.
by I. Levine. It was formerly operated by I. E. Armstrong.
Pittsburgh — Warners have booked
Huntington, W. Va.— W. B. Fox
the entire Pathe 1930-31 group of
two reel comedies for the circuits in has opened the Fox with Photophone
equipment. The house is for colored
the Pittsburgh territory.
patrons.
Marceline, Mo. — Charlie Reynolds
has succeeded A. B. Cantwell as
Verona, Pa. — The Olympic has
been taken over by A. Buby from
manager of the Dickinson.
A. Belda.
San Francisco — Dick Spier, formerly manager of the Warfield, is now
Chester, W. Va.— W. D. "Dewey"
managing the Paramount, California Alter
Lincoln.is now managing the New
and St. Francis theaters.
Gilmore City, la. — Fire completely wrecked the interior of the Metro
here, causing a loss of $10,000.

Humbolt, S. D. — Arden Davidson
has leased the Lincoln and reopened
the house.

Feature Releases in U. S.
Totalled 532Moviegraphs
During
1930
2, New Era Pictures 2,
(Continued

from

Page

Fast Workers
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Los Angeles — As Fred Niblo
was introducing Robert McWade at the premiere of "Cimarron" in the Orpheum, a
street conduit outside exploded
and rocked the theater. Niblo
and McWade immediately went
into an extemporaneous act^and
calmed the audience.

Norwegian Amer. Line 1, Paramount
64, Pathe 14, Pro Patria 1, RKO 32,
Rex 1, Sono Art- World Wide 20,
Swedish Biograph 1, Syndicate Pictures 10, Talking Picture Epics 7,
Tiffany 27, Tobis 1, Ufa Films 4,
United Artists 16, Universal 36, Unusual Photoplays 4, Warner Bros. 39,
Windsor Pictures 1.
25 Sets in B.I.P.'s "Dreyfus"
Elstree — Twenty-five* different
settings are being utilized by British International Pictures for "Dreyfus," now in production under the
supervision of F. W. Kraemer.

Brazil Plans New Tax System
Rio de Janeiro — In an endeavor to
simplify the present system of theater taxation, a conference has been
held here between representatives of
the municipal government and leaders of the film industry. A new
method was proposed by the authorities, whereby a stamp would be
placed on each ticket sold, doing
away with expensive overhead in
accounting for and collecting revenue. Under the present regulations,
theaters are burdened with a number of individual taxes.

Director

for New Tom Tyler Release
« »

TREM

CARR

PRODUCING

MANAGER
of

SYNDICATE

PICTURES

ANNOUNCES

The selection of J. P. McGARTHY, former Metro Director and Director of
"OUT OF THE DUST," "THE OKLAHOMA
CYCLONE," "LAND OF
MISSING MEN" and other Box Office
Successes to Direct

TOM

TYLER

1)

Distributors 1, American General
Film 2, Amkino Corp. 16, Aristocrat
Pictures 1, Audible Pictures 2,
Beacon Productions 1, Big Four 14,
Biltmore 2, Bowes Productions 1,
British International 19, British New
Era 1, Capitol Film Exchange 1,
Capitol Productions 1, Chesterfield 3,
Chris Phyllis 1, Celebrity 1, Columbia 29, Congo 1, Continental 2, Cosmos 1, Ernest Mattsson 1, Excellent
Pictures 1, Exhibitors Film Exch. 1,
First National 37, James A. FitzPatrick 1, Fox 48, General Pictures
2, Goldie Films 1, Hollywood Pictures 3, F. B. Isaacs 1, Industrial
Films 1, International Photoplays 1,
W. Ray Johnston 1, Judea Films 1,
Liberty 1, Majestic 1, M-G-M
47,

West Coast Bur. THE

Famous Western

IN

A RIDER OF THE PLAINS
Recorded by the Famous BALSLEY and
PHILLIPS Noiseless Sound System
« »

All Tom Tyler Productions are under
the personal supervision of

TREM

CARR

Distributed by

SYNDICATE

PICTURES

Technicolor
CREATES NEW
AUDIENCES . .
There are still many millions of people in the United States who
seldom attend motion pictures — a vast potential audience estimated
at 20,000,000. The patronage of these people must be secured if
grosses are to grow. Mediocre film entertainment will not win this
patronage. Technicolor will attract these people and at the same
time help to satisfy the present patronage. Color is still news. It
commands attention and interest because it is off the beaten track.
It is the most exploitable of sales arguments. And color appeals
to everybody.

THEATRE

MANAGERS

FAVOR

LULU
K • Motion picture audiences like color. Data procured from hundreds of theatres which have featured Technicolor
pictures establishes this fact beyond peradventure. Theatre
managers are also enthusiastic for Technicolor, especially as

J

exemplified in the recent hits. Big "Whoopee" grosses and repeat
engagement grosses all over the country prove that outstanding
productions in Technicolor will draw the business, depression or
no depression.

RECENT

IMPROVEMENTS

IN

1 L L II .N 1. L O L O K • A new Technicolor camera
lens has been developed which gives sharper definition upon the
screen ; also a special method of processing the sound track which
gives Technicolor pictures outstanding sound reproduction.

TECHNICOLOR
NEEDS
STORIES
TO FUNCTION

GOOD
100%

Technicolor cannot make good entertainment out of a weak story,
a badly cast picture or poor direction. Nothing ever has made a
hit out of such material. But a good story, reasonably well cast and
directed, will be vastly improved by Technicolor. Employed intelligently, Technicolor gives that additional class to productions which
distinguishes the smashing box-office hit from the also-ran.
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New Independent Exhibitor Ass'n Formed in Ohio

INDIES^N RELIEF HOPES ON AI1IEJT MEET
Investing

$12,000,000

War Drums
— beating out Chi way
^^By

ALICOATE-=

JACK

Allied braves
are assembling
around the
camp fires in
councilChicago for a two-day morning
.
of-war starting this
tribe
Allied
the
of
Big Chiefs
have donned their war paint
and fighting feathers with the
result that flaming arrows are
promised. Subjects on which
the light of the camp-fire will,

Allied on
the Warpath

shine are block-booking, music-tax
copyright bureau, protection, percentage and Allied advancement and organization. This Allied conference
' is an excellent opportunity to accomplish a valuable work and get
some place with a positive and concerted program in opposition to tax
s most
legislation. Here is nlmdom'
pressing and acute problem, ana
any assemblage passing it lightly is
back on the industry's
turning its
greatest
menace.
*
*
*
Last week
Mr. Chaplin,
was rather an
important one
"Cimarron"
and The Trader on the cinema
social calendar.
Any few days that brings to the
Big Street such outstanding productions as "Cimarron," "Trader Horn"
and that noted Professor of Laughter, Mr. Chaplin himself, could hardly be considered as ordinary for even
such a blase thoroughfare as Broadway. Looks like the boys out Hollywood way have decided to say it with
pictures.

"Tabu"—
Unusual
now being

We
birdie

just caught
a
in the projection room. It is labelled "Tabu" and is
It is the Murreadied.

(Continued

on Page

2)

in Sponsored

Films This Year

Pre-Settled

Delegations Pouring Into
Chicago for National
Convention

Subsidizing of Nearly All
Standard Shorts Likely
Within Five Years
More than $12,000,000 is to be invested this year in sponsored pictures, according to plans already
mapped out, it is shown in a Film
Daily survey of "ad" film situation.
Due
to the growing momentum
of
(Continued

on

Page

6)

When "City Lights" was in
production the whole industry
was awaiting its debut with the
avowed expectancy that it
would answer the question of
talkers vs. silents. Now that
"City Lights" is here all producing companies emphatically declare that its reception
was never expected to influence their schedules because
they knew all along that there
is only one Charlie Chaplin.

Chicago — Hopes of independent
exhibitors throughout the country
for relief from present burdens, both
within and without the industry, are
pinned on which
the Allied
convention
opens States
at the Ass'n
Congress Hotel this morning and continues through tomorrow. Dissolution of the prerogatives that the affiliated organizations have enjoyed
for about a quarter of a century will
be demanded by the small theater
men, and these demands will come

ONE-THIRDOFSONO ARTS
READY FOR RELEASE MAR. 1 MINIATURE GOLF COURSES
FLOP INDOOR SAME AS OUI KANSAS CENSOR REJECTED
ONLY TWO FILMS IN YEAR
(Continued

Nearly one-third of Sono ArtWorld Wide current season product
will be ready for distribution by
March 1, Budd Rogers, director of
sales, said yesterday. By that date,
six of the 20 scheduled features will
be available. Pictures completed are:
"Just for a Song," "Damaged Love,"
"Symphony in Two Flats" and
"Swanee River." "Air Police" is now
in production. "Jaws of Hell" is also
completed.

Para. English Sound Reel
Being Launched March 2

Competition from indoor miniature
golf courses has proven to be merely
a bugaboo, a national checkup made
by The Film Daily indicates. Compared with the number of outdoor
courses operating last summer the
indoor devices at the start of the
winter season were inconsequential
and now
tered few.have fallen away to a scatCampaigns

instituted last Fall by

(Continued

on Page

8)

'U' Buys RKO Interest
In Capitol, Atlanta

Paramount's English sound newsreel will be inaugurated March 2,
said Emanuel Cohen yesterday. He
sails Feb. 17 on the Europa to inAtlanta — With the purchase of
vestigate the European field from RKO's interest in the Capitol, Unithe viewpoint of starting continental
versal is now in sole charge of the
reels. A number of Paramount men house which has changed its policy
have already gone to England in to include stage shows. One reason
(Continued on Pajje 8)
connection with the new newsreel.

Collective Buying, Protection,
Aims of New Ohio Indie Ass 'n
Country Scale

Elkader, la. — In accepting
eggs as admission, Manager
H. H. Hall of the Rivola set
a scale of four dozen for one
adult ticket and one dozen for
children. The theater collected
the eggs for drouth relief.

Columbus— The Independent Motion Picture Exhibitors Ass'n, with
initial membership of 18 theaters,
an
has been formed here. The purpose
of the organization is to protect the
interests of independent exhibitors
and to buy supplies collectively.
Lawrence Burns has been elected
(Continued

on

Page

6)

on

Page

6)

Kansas City, Kan. — Only two pictureswere
weremade
rejected,
while58, eliminations
in only
by the
Kansas

state board of review last

year, it is shown in the annual report of Hallie Tucker, secretary. More
than 1,012 miles of films were reviewed by the board in 1930 and fees
collected amounted to $31,693.25, of
which 10 per cent goes into the general fund of the state. The board is
self-sustaining.

Rahn Chicago Rep,
For Van Beuren Corp.
S. B. Rahn, formerly Columbia
branch manager in Denver, has been
appointed
special representative for theChicago
Van
Beuren
Corp.

Superstition Wins
"Dracula" gat of
the Universal
Roxy has
's
Openin
been moved up from Friday to
Thursday. "U" explains this
was done in deference to the
pleadings of Tod Browning, director of the mystery, because
this Friday is the 13th and he
goes in for superstition.

tXfr*
-.
Drums
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"Bright Lights" Holding Over
"Bright Lights" is slated to hold
over for a second week at the Warner on Broadway.
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nau-Flaherty production of a thrilling and charming legend of the
South Seas clone at the exact locale
of the story and with a 100 per cent
cast of natives, half-castes and Chinese. It has a beautiful love story
and both the leading man and leading woman have so much IT that
raves will no doubt be in order. You
will hear considerably more of

A decision has been handed down
by Federal Judge Frank J. Coleman
holding that patents issued to
Georges Claude in 1913 and owned
by Claude Neon Lights, Inc., are
valid and that manufacture under the
patents by American Neon Lights
Corp. and Neon Tube Signs Corp.
constituted an infringement and that
the plaintiff company is entitled to
an accounting of all profits made
under the infringement.

this "Tabu."

Eugene Zukor Honored

Circuit of 20 Planned
By New Canadian Merger

In recognition of his service to
the organization, Eugene J. Zukor
Ottawa — At least 20 theaters are
has been elected a member of the
expected
to be included eventually in
board of trustees of the Federation
the recently completed merger infor the Support of Jewish Philanvolving thus far eight houses here
thropic Societies. He is the young- and in Hull, according to Ambrose
est member of the board. Zukor has
J. Nolan, manager of three local
been chairman of the Federation's houses. The holding concern is
theatrical and motion picture division known as the Triangle Amusement
for several years.
Co. One of its first steps will be
the erection of a $300,000 theater.
Given Becomes 'U' Philly Manager
Philadelphia — H. W. Given has
been promoted to manager of the
Brown Sees Pickup
Universal exchange here in order
that M. S. Landpw, who has been
Hiram S. Brown, president of
managing the office, may devote his RKO, is quoted in an A. P. despatch
full time to the duties of an eastern from the coast as saying that reports
district manager.
now coming in from January operations indicate that business will
Goldwyn Signs Ina Claire
record nearly the normal seasonal increase. Attendance has increased
Samuel Goldwyn yesterday signed
Ina Claire on a five-year contract. especially in automobile and other
centers where large
She will first appear in "Rebound," manufacturing
for which Goldwyn has loaned her to numbers of workers were returned
RKO, and then will be starred for to the payrolls last month. Brown
United Artists.
says
looks for a generally sati^
factoryhe year.
Roxy "A" Dividend
Roxy Theaters Corp. directors yesterday declared a dividend of 87J4
cents on the Class "A" stock payable
Feb.
28 to stockholders of record
Feb. 15.
Raines on Vacation
Halsey Raines, M-G-M
publicity
representative, is taking a vacation
for his health.
"Millie" Held Over
"Millie" did $16,500 over the weekend at the RKO Mayfair, just $500
under the record hung up by Amos
'n' Andy, the RKO office reports.
It is being held over for a second
week.
"By Rocket
Moon"
being held over toat the
the Cameo. also is

COMING

& GOING

HARRY CAREY, accompanied by his
wife Olive Golden Carey, left for Hollywood on Saturday, after attending the opening: of "Trader
Horn."
RICHARD WALLACE, Paramount director, leaves for Hollywood today after a vacation in Xcw York.
CYRIL

GARDNER,

Universal director,

leaves for Hollywood today after a brief
I inspection
of the current
stage attractions.

ft
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Chicago
6700
Monica K
H
it 1727 Indiana Ave. Santa
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CALutnet
2691
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Federal Court Upholds
Georges Claude Patents

LEWIS INNERARITY sailed on the
last night for Europe.
Bremen
INA
CLAIRE
leaves
today
for Holly-

Szekler to Confer With

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BC©r
n' of indeconventio
Feb. 10-11 National pendent
exhibitors
called by
Allied
States
Ass'n
to be held
in Chicago.

Feb. 16-18 Convention of R-K-O Theater
Division. Managers at the Hotel
Chicago.
Sherman,
Feb. 22 "Warner Club Gaieties" presented
Club at the
the Warner
by
Tneater, New York.
Hollywood
Athletic Club fifth annual
Feb. 28 Foxfilm
Y. at the
ball
Commodore Hotel, N.
Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
York.Club,
the
Mar. 21 AnnualHippodrome,
Ball of the New
Warner
New York.
Mar. 7

Patrons'
and benefit
April 4-11 Players'
N. V.
for Jubilee
Week, national
Club.
A.
Inof Indiana
, Claypool
State Convention
of PBotoplays
April 23-24 dorsers
Hotel, Indianapolis.

Detroit Neighborhood Prices Cut
Detroit — Prices in Publix neighborhood houses are being reduced to
35 cents top, with 10 cents for kids.
The Royal Oak is the largest house
affected. In addition balcony prices
of 25 cents at all times are being instituted at the Tuxedo and Century.
A revision in scale at some of the
downtown houses also is expected
to take place.
Kunsky Not Returning
Detroit — Commenting on reports
circulated in the east that he and
George Trendle would take over
management of the Publix Michigan
Theaters, John Kunsky says there is
no truth to the rumors. He also
stated sition
thattheater
he because
couldn't hisruncontract
an oppo-in
the sale of his original houses to

Laemmle

Publix denied him that privilege. '
Al Szekler, European manager for
Universal, is en route to the Coast
Regular Paramount Dividend
Regular quarterly dividend of $1
to discuss foreign production and
other plans with Carl Laemmle after per share on common was declared
conferring with N. L, Manheim, ex- by Paramount directors at a meeting
port manager. He will return to yesterday. It is payable March 28
New York before departing for his to stockholders of record March 6.
headquarters in Berlin.
Parker Succeeds Pincus
Albert Parker, director and author,
has been appointed to take charge of
Fox production matters in the East,
succeeding Joe Pincus. Parker until
recently was identified with the
Paramount New York studio.

For

Scripts and Scribes
Go to
Viola Irene Cooper
9 E. 59th St.
New York
Volunteer 5543

Are you sure you are INSURED

?

Let us look over your POLICIES— It may prevent a
heavy loss!
INSURANCE of every description

Motion

Picture Insurance

JOHN

a Specialty

J. KEMP

Established since 1910
551 Fifth Avenue
New York City
Phones: Murray Hill 7838-9,

ARE you

THIS WAY?

(No. 713 Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle,
President of the Universal Pictures Corporation)
I'D RATHER SEE A PATROL WAGON

TEARING DOWN

THE STREET, BLASTING THE

atmosphere with the shrill of its siren, than see the best show ever staged!

I'D RATHER READ A RIP-SNORTING DETECTIVE YARN THAN EAT THE BEST MEAL
you could set before me.

I'D RATHER READ OF DEEDS OF DARING AND SEE ACTS OF PHYSICAL PROWESS

than study the best classics of the ages.

IN OTHER WORDS, I BELIEVE I AM A VERY NORMAL,

VERY ORDINARY

HUMAN

being whose reactions are just plain normal and ordinary — and 1 have the courage to admit it.

SO I SAID TO MY PRODUCTION

DEPARTMENT:-"GIVE

ME A RED-HOT SERIAL

with action, with thrills, with backbone. Make it classy enough to find a place in every theatre, from the
fussiest first-run to the littlest shooting gallery — but don't make it high-hat as far as story is concerned.
Make me a boy again. Make me feel like choking the dirty villain of the piece and make me want to

shake hands with the hero/7

WELL, THEY WENT INTO A HUDDLE AND FINALLY TURNED OUT EXACTLY WHAT
I WANTED.
THEY GAVE

ME "FINGER PRINTS"-A SERIAL THAT WILL GIVE YOU THE KICK

you have been looking for — a serial that will make folks hungry to come back for more.

EACH EPISODE OPENS WITH A BANG. THE PATROL WAGON

COMES TEARING

down the street, headed right into your lap. It blows its siren until your emotions are all worked up into
a froth. This keeps up while the title and all the other stuff on the main title are being flashed.

THE STORY STARTS WITH KENNETH HARLAN AS THE DETECTIVE HERO
and a crackerjack cast including Edna Murphy, Gertrude Astor, Fletcher Norton, William Worthington
and others directed on their very toes by Ray Taylor.
THEN

irS IN TEN EPISODES

AND

I'M ONLY

SORRY

I DIDN'T MAKE

IT TWENTY!

GET IT. SEE IT. YOUR INBORN SHOWMANSHIP WILL TELL YOU BETTER THAN
I can what such a serial will do to build up your weekly business and keep it built up!
Film
Daily's poll makes
it unanimous!
The best picture of the
year is "All Quiet on
the Western
Front."

d with PROSPERITY- -that's UNIVERSAL!
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$ Latest Sensation

T5ADME

RDO CORTEZ-MONROE

OWSLEY- SALLY BLANE

Columbia's surprise offering for 1931, an individual release that is the year's sensation in
throbbing heart interest and tense, gripping,
dramatic action.
•

A

•

•

Story
by Jo Swerling
Based on the Popular Song Hit
LIONEL
BARRYMORE
PRODUCTION

II
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from the largest and most formidable group of indies ever assembled
in national meeting.
Chief among the problems to be
taken up are the operations of the
Copyright Protection Bureau, the
bookmusic tax, score charges block
ing and alleged tieing in of shorts
and newsreels with features, zoning
and protection, cutting of admission
prices by affiliated circuits, cost of
sound equipment and accessories,
voluntary arbitration, guarantees and
percentages, checking percentage
availplaving; quality, length and quality
ability of features, price and
of trailers, circuit expansion, legislation, and the stabilization of the industry and coordination of all its
branches.
Particular attention will be given
to a report that the music tax is to
be raised to 20 cents a scat.
Headquarters of the convention
open this morning at the Congress.
Delegates started pouring in yesterday, Abram F. Myers being among
the first. Minnesota is expected to
send the largest delegation, numbering about 100, followed by Michigan
with about 75. Program of the convention follows:
Today
9 a.m. — Registration.
12 noon — Luncheon. Welcome address by Mayor William Hale
Thompson.
1 p.m. — Business meeting.
2 p.m. — Ladie's tour — seeing Chicago.
Evening — Theater parties.
Tomorrow
10 a.m. — Tour for ladies to Union
Stockyards.
10 a.m. — Business meeting.
1 p.m. — Men's buffet lunch.
1 p.m. — Ladies' luncheon.
2 p.m. — Business meeting.
2 p.m. — Ladies' tour to Adler
Planetarium, Field Museum, Shedd
Aquarium.
6:30 p.m. — Banquet.
11 p.m. — Dance and reception,
courtesy of Illinois unit.
Wildman in Indianapolis
Indianapolis — Truly B. Wildman,
connected with Warner Bros, for a
number of years, has been appointed
manager of the company's local exchange.

Break for 'Props'
Because suggestions for
laughs which he made while
working as a property man on
Jack Oakie's "The Gang Bus
ter" became high spots in that
picture, Sam Bricker has been
given an assignment by Paramount as a comedy constructionist. His first work will be
in supplying laugh situations
for "Dude Ranch," featuring
Jack Oakie, Stuart Erwin,
Skeets Gallagher, Eugene Pallette and Mitzi Green.

from

activity in sponsored, industrial,
commercial and other direct or indirect advertising pictures, the
chances are that this figure will be
exceeded by a good margin. Last
month two national advertisers alone
-pent at least $2,000,000 for sponsored short subjects utilizing meretitles and trailers for actual
ly main
advertising matter.
The entire burden of production
and distribution expense will he
borne by advertisers utilizing the
screen as the only medium with assured and positive reader attention.
Radio, the screen's only rival in this
form of advertising, lacks the greatest sales asset — an assured audience
— and it is from the radio that the
sponsored short has evolved.
Cost of production charged the
advertiser varies according to the
producer selected, although the distribution charge has been practically standardized. The average short
subject production cost has been established at $10,000 and at least one
producer has set that figure as the
amount to be charged all advertising clients regardless of the actual
cost of production. Others collect
the actual outlay, plus a small percentage charge.
The distribution charge, wherein
the actual profit is derived by the
circuits, has also been standardized
to a certain extent. Most sponsored
short contracts are made at the rate
of $5 per 1,000 seats actually occupied. More and less will be paid
by the advertiser according to the
circulation assured. Added to production and distribution charges, is
the cost of prints.
The total cost to an advertiser,
utilizing a circuit of 800 theaters
for the showing of a sponsored short
for one week, with an audience of approximately 5,000,000 assured readers of the ad, is as follows:
Cost of production
$10,000
Cost of distribution at $5 per
1,000 seats actually occu25,000
pied
Cost of prints
3,000

Total cost
$38,000
Established theater circuits are the
only feasible distribution mediums
at present. Independent exhibitors
are not looked upon as an outlet
and will not be considered until they
themselves can, from a central bodv.
offer guarantees of national circulation to the advertiser.
With the profit on the cost of
production charges of little consequence, circuits are splitting the onehalf cent per seat charge between
the department handling the actual
distribution of the sponsored short
and the theater. The profit to the
theater department is both on the
"seat" charge and the rental saved
which would ordinarily be paid for
a non-sponsored short to fill out the
program.
_ Emulating
hook-up" it
is
possible to themake"radio
a tie-up of ma-
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jor circuits, such as Publix, Warner,
Fox, Loew and R-K-O. In producing and distributing a sponsored
short over the combined theaters
these circuits the adcontrolled by
vertiser is assured an audience of
20,000,000.
approximately
Satisfaction of the client is the
first consideration of the producer
or agent offering a short for sponsorship. Motion picture shorts that
have an established value, universal
appeal and well-known name are the
best prospects for this form of advertising today. New shorts are being made, but in each case featured
players of unquestioned ability are
being utilized, thereby practically asuct.
suring the client of a "salable" prod-

Producers of sponsored shorts
agree that the subject matter of the
motion picture must be genuine entertainment, devoid of any advertising; that established pictures be
made for the advertiser as carefully
as when made for general distribution and that the advertising matter
on main titles and trailers be "ethical" and not objectionable to either
exhibitor or theatergoer.
Certain producers of shorts are
now convinced that within the next
five years practically all standard
shorts will be subsidized by advertising firms. Travel series pictures are
available for sponsorship by worldcruise companies, tours agencies and
steamship companies. Sports pictures lend themselves to carrying
the ad of any national sporting goods
house although it Is believed that
should a close-up of a golf club or
football bearing the trade-mark of
the maker be shown in the picture
matter itself, it will meet with considerable objection by the public
who have so definitely voiced their
dissatisfaction of sponsored radio
programs, during which the announcer continually
"cuts-in" with
the advertising
chatter.
Animated cartoons, comedy
sketches and novelty shorts, those
not specializing on any particular
subject, are available for sponsorship
to practically any national advertiser
regardless of the commodity or merchandise for sale.
The greatest obstacle to be transcended by the distributors of sponsored shorts is the tradition that all
screen advertising is an imposition
on the patron who pays admission
to be entertained. That the sponsored short is entirely divorced from
what is generally known as the "advertising picture" is the paramount
irgument of the distributors. In the
case of circuits, it has been necessary to convince only two or three
executive heads so that they may differentiate between the two systems.
In turn, theater managers, with
whom the producers and home office
distributors cannot have actual verbal contact, will accept the pictures
along with other productions allotted
to them by the home office and, unon the screening of the subjects, de-

(Continued from Page 1)

president; Charles Strayer, vicepresident and Mrs. W. C. Chesbrough, secretary-treasurer. These
officers with H. T. Fox and George
Rappold constitute the executive
committee. A committee on collective purchases will be named at the
next meeting to be held this week.
termine the difference between
the
two methods of screen advertising.
A definite line must necessarily be
drawn because of the fact that there
are several companies in the United
States producing industrial advertising short subjects. These subjects,
as a general rule, are made for the
industry or commodity contracting
for the advertising. Non-theatrical
distribution is the greatest outlet for
industrial subjects, although great efforts are being made to assure the advertiser of theater distribution. This
is accomplished by giving the film to
the exhibitor without charge, or paying the exhibitor at rates varying
from one-quarter to one-half cent
per seat occupied. The sponsored
short of guaranteed entertainment
has loomed up as a threatening competitor of the industrial picture.
In one of two major circuits,
sponsored film departments have already been established. Separate executives and office staffs have been
engaged and substantial investments
made. Several independent short
subject producers are re-organizing
their production units and adding
man-power with the knowledge in
mind that their standardized products will undergo the change from
rented pictures to sponsored and income-assured short subjects. These
producers will figure the charge to
the advertiser as against the average net profit of their pictures while
they were released as rented pictures. The price paid by the advertiser to the producer and distributor, assures the latter of a certain
profit, so that net gains will not be
dependentSTHEupon the success or failure of the selling season.

Of
mi HIMDOJM
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Congratulates :
W. S. VAN

DYKE

who
has Horn"
achieved
M-G-M's
"Trader
the inmost
thrilling combination
of melodramatic realism and
fiction
thus far seen in a jungle

No. 7picture.
of 1931
"Good
Deeds'1
Series
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Short Shots from
New York Studios

Timely Topics
A Digest of
Current Opinion
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• • • WHEN THEY first sprung the Bathing Beauties on
the fans way back in 1897, they thought so little of the gag that

Taking a Rap
At the Meddlers
Q

the sponsors decided they'd pep it up with two trained acrobats
walking into the water on their hands, while a Newfoundland dog
was made to swim in the foreground
and wot was their
surprise to find the fans ONLY interested in the ten Broadway
chorus gals who did their stuff as Bathing Beauties
and
the cry went up from here to Singapore from the enthusiastic

C. PETTIJOHN said a
mouthful at the Memphis

meeting of the Arkansas, Tennessee, and Mississippi M.P.T.O.
when he remarked that everyone
seemed to have two businesses:
their own and the motion picture
business. That has been the
trouble with the movies for years.
Men and women who would refrain from giving even the corner
grocer hints on how to sell his
wares insist upon dashing in and

moviegoers: "Let's see more of the Bathing Beauties."
obligingly the film producers arranged with the bathing suit manufacturers to show more of the beauts
and that, girls and
boys, is the explanation of why gal's bathing suits are as they
are today
and the very first "runaway"
scene without
which there would be no Westerns was the result of an accident
a carriage manufacturer who had just got out a new design wanted a film made of it
so they had the beautiful
open carriage coming down the street very dignified
when
suddenly the two horses bolted
a coupla gents on horseback

telling the motion picture business how it should conduct itself
or else
. Ardent
reformers
who probably have not seen a
motion picture in years, declaim
against the present product, and
estimable old maids shudder with
horror at the demoralizing effect

gave chase
the dumb egg at the camera wasn't grinding,
figuring the shot was spoiled
so the director grabbed the
crank, and caught the scene
thus the great "runaway" gag
was invented, without which there would be no independent producers today
for all the indie can afford to produce these
days is a western
and all he needs to produce a western
is a runaway sequence
the first vamp dance ever screened
was that of Vitta Richards, of London Music Hall fame back in
the nifty '90's
they called it "The Coquette Dance," the
word "vamp" being first employed generally some time later in
referring to Theda Bara's work

of the movies on "our children."
Men who could not successfully
conduct a magic lantern show for
a Sunday school protest against
managerial methods, and welfare
workers lament the movies as

• • •
EDWIN
CAREWE
resurrected
"Resurrection,"
the
great Tolstoy novel, for the pix in the silent days, and then sold
the rights to Universal
for the current
talkie version
this one venture
has kept Eddie
in doughnuts and coffee all
these years
his original name is Fox, which the bra.cs
on the Indian reservation useter call him before he heard the
call of the White Fathers and came to Hollerword
Will
Rogers and Monte
Blue, two other gents of redskin
descent,
haven't done so bad in pix, either
lo, the poor Indian.

schools of crime, though it is seldom that the judges on the bench
join in the cry. They know that
the children learn nothing from
the movies they have not already
discovered through other sources.
No good ever is accomplished by
this officious meddling, but that
probably never will prevent their
antics.

•

• VINCENT LOPEZ, the Music-World Almanak informs, is a. great believer in numerology
so he figures out
all his business deals by sequence of numbers
so Paul

— Jay Emanuel,
"N. Y. State Exhibitor"

•

Jonas, the big radio
you're so strong for
my numbers in your
manager for Edward

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

and orchestra man, sez: "Say, Vince, seeing
good numbers, whazzamatter with sticking
books?"
Bill Wiemann, general sales
B. Marks, the musickers, is always burning

up over his name being misspelled
it's "Whyman," "Weeman," "Wideman,"
"Wiseman"
and now some gink has
started calling him "Wee Willie Wiemann"
and he's really
a big man

• • • THEY
DO
be telling us that Paramount's
"Stolen
Heaven"
developed
unexpected
audience
punch
at a preview
in
Plainfield, N. J
it knocked the audience kockeyed with its
William
T.O.C.C.

A. Brady
denounced
of New
York.

Admission
tax
repeal
from Washington.

*

*

hinted

by

at

*

Adolph Zukor states he is willing
to take leadership of industry.

emotional high-voltage, and looks like a 1}. o. natural
"City
Lights" at the Cohan theater and "Bright Lights" at the Warner
at the other end of Broadway
canyon
is a mosl
appropriate
setup, say we
Amedeo, the magician, after six months
at the Paramount
lobby doing his stuff, is now
over at the
Brooklyn annex
Martin Starr, director of the Galveston
Beauty Pageant, has got out a ritzy souvenir hook for the 12th
annual affair, filled with fotos of the pips
also Martin's
phiz
it's dedicated to "The Glory of Beautiful Girlhood."

«

«

«

»

»

»

HARRY N. BLAIR __

£HARLIE RUGGLES will play
the role of Chevalier's boon companion in "The
Smiling
Lieutenant,"
the Ernst
Lubitsch
production
which
gets under way next week at Paramount's New York studio. The film
will have two leading women, these
being Claudette Colbert and Miriam
Hopkins.
Harold Fingerlin, monitor man
on the "New York Lady" set, is receiving congratulations on the birth
other
of an day.
8 lb, son which arrived the

Burton Churchill, Edw. Robbins
and Charles Trowbridge, all of the
New York stage, are additions td
the cast of "New York Lady now
in
production at the Paramount
studio.

Greatly perfected portable sound
reproducing apparatus has proven
of great assistance in extending the
market for films to help merchandise various commodities, which
method is being widely adopted by
numerous large manufacturers including U. S. Rubber Co., Proctor
& Gamble and Coco Cola, according
to Visugraphic Pictures, producers
of industrial films.
In constructing the subway car
and station used for the latest Vitaphone comedy starring Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Norworth, entitled, "The Nagthe Subway," the Vitaphone
studiogers in used
material furnished by
the Interborough Rapid Transit Co.
Al Goulding directed the short from
a story by Casey Robinson.

Casey Robinson, Vitaphone staff
writer, who authored "The Last
Parade" for Columbia, before leaving Hollywood several months ago,
is also responsible for the script of
Earl Sande's two reel comedy, "The
Handy Guy," which Warner Hros.
have just completed here.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their
birthdays:

February

10

Harry
Beaumont
Alan Hale
Roy

D'Arcy
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Reel Costs Doubled

Two Features Being Made Batch of New Contracts
Awarded by Paramount
At Larry Darmourwill Studio
keep the

With a schedule that
Larry Darmour studio busy for
many months, production will start
off with "Second Hand Kisse?," featuring Louise Fazenda, going into
work immediately. Following this
will be "Mickey's Crusaders," a
comedy under diMickey rectionMcGuire
of Albert Herman. February
will sec two features made. The
first, a Spanish production is to be
dwected by Joseph Levering with a
cast of Latin-American players. The
other feature will be "Defenders of
the Law."

Newsreel production costs
have doubled since advent of
sound, Emanuel Cohen of
Paramount estimated yesterday. An indication of the difficulties in recording is found
in the fact that portable equipment being used approximates
1,000 pounds in weight.

MINIATURE GOLF COURSES
FLOPINDOORSAMEASOUT
(Continued from Page 1)

manufacturers of tabloid indoor
courses including putting and driving
games, have generally been unsuc*
cessful, the survey shows. Numerous houses lack available space for
such installations.

Fifteen important player, director
and writer contracts have been
awarded by Paramount, it is announced by B. P. Schulberg. Eight
agreements for exclusive services of
U' Buys RKO Interest
11 stars or featured players include
In Capitol, Atlanta
Four Marx Brothers, Paul Lukas,
Going to R-K-0 Chi Meet
(Continued from Page 1)
Juliette Compton, Norman Foster,
Joseph K. Plunkett will head a
Eugene Pallette, Jackie Coogan and for the termination of the partnerhis brother, Robert Coogan, and
delegation
of R-K-O home-office exship was a clause in the contract with
Carman Barnes, the school girl
ecutives leaving for Chicago SaturPublix house, pronovelist and playwright who has just Keith's Georgia,
hibiting RKO from giving stage
day to attend a convention of R-K-0
been picked by Jesse L. Lasky as shows at the Capitol. Ralph Pekor, theater division managers to be held
17 and 18, at the Hotel Sherthe company's next star. Two direc- formerly publicity director at the Feb. 16, man.
In the party will be Nate
tors who will remain with new con- Fox, has been assigned by James
Blumberg, assistant to Plunkett, E.
tracts are Lothar Mendes and Frank
Carrier, 'U' district manager, to
Tuttlc. The writers are Percy V.
the management of the Capitol. M. Glucksman, in charge of theater
Ralph Graves in "Salvation Nell"
addilatest
the
is
Ralph Graves
H. P. Garrett, Her- Rodney Collier, announced as man- personnel, Jack Hess, national advertion to the cast being as>embled by Heath,man Oliver
Mankiewicz, Erna Mankiewicz,
tising director and E. M. Orowitz
ager of the house a few weeks ago,
Nell," Betty White, and Zoe Akins.
ion
has returned to Washington for of the press relations department.
"Salvat
for
Cruze
James
Tiffany release.
RKO.
Collier, Jr., in Romantic Lead
Van Dyke to Direct Kyne Story
Van Beuren Sales Force Moves
A last-minute switch at the First
Innerarity to Get Testimony
"Never the Twain Shall Meet," National studio has given William
The Van Beuren Corp. sales deLewis Innerarity, executive head
Peter B. Kyne novel, will be direct- Collier, Jr., the romantic lead in
partment, for the past eight years at
ed for M-G-M by W. S. VanDyke, "Broadminded," in which Joe E. of the Pathe Exchange holding com- 318 West 46th St., will move March
with Conchita Montenegro and Les- Brown is being starred. Ona Munpany sailed for Europe last night
to new quarters adjoining the Van
lie Howard in the leading roles. son has the feminine lead. Others on the Bremen to secure testimony 1,
Beuren executive offices on the 12th
This will be the first English speak- playing featured roles under the di- from witnesses, on law suits against
floor of the Bond Building. The ening role for Miss Montenegro. Lestire loft at 46th St., vacated by the
rection of Mervyn Le Roy are Mar- Pathe which are scheduled to be tried
lie Howard will play the male lead. joric White, Holmes Herbert, Bela before summer. He plans to visit sales force, will be occupied by the
A large supporting cast has been Lugosi, Thelma Todd and Margaret London and Paris and return to this Fables.
country by March 15.
signed for the picture, including C. Livingston.
production staff of Aesop's Sound
Aubrey Smith, Mitchell Lewis, Karen Morley, Clyde Cook, Bob Gil- Liberty Mag. Story for Barthelmess
bert and Lloyd Ingraham.
The first picture in which Richard
Barthelmess will be seen under his
Second Thrill-O-Drama In Work
new starring contract with First Na'Air Police," second of the Sono
tional is "Spent Bullets," based on
Art-World Wide Thrill-O-Drama
John
Monk
Saunders' story, "Nikki
series, has gone into production. It
and Her Magazine.
War Birds,"' which ran in
is a screen adaptation of an original Liberty
story by Arthur Hoerl. Bennet
'U' Buys Hurlbut Story
Cohen wrote the dialogue. It is being directed by Stuart Paton, form"Lilli
es of Broadway," by William
er Universal director, who has just J. Hurlb
ut, author of many stage
returned from England, where he plays, has been bought by Universal
was active in British production. The and will be produced early next seacast consists of Kenneth Harlan,
son as a special. It may also be done
Josephine Dunn, Charles Delaney, on the stage later.
Richard Cramer, George Cheeseborough, and Tom
London.
Second M-G-M Sport Subject
Second of a series of sport subjects being made at the M-G-M
Warners Buy "Five Star Final"
ALLTALKING
Warner Bros, have bought the studios is "Splash," which demonstrates swimming strokes and divscreen rights to "Five Star Final,"
the Broadway play by Louis Weitzing positions. Buster Keaton, Anita
enkorn. The picture will be pro- Page and Catherine Moylan will be
duced as a starring vehicle lor Ed- the pupils in the film under the inward G. Robinson.
struction of Free' Cady. Zion Myers
and Jules White will direct.
Dorothy Christy
Tom Santschi Victor Potel
Dillon to Direct Dorothy Mackaill
John Francis Dillon will direct
Canine Comedy on "Horn"
Dorothy Mackaill in her next First
Zion Myers and Jules White, directors of the M-G-M dog comNational picture, "The Reckless
edies, will direct a burlesque of
Hour."
"Trader Horn," to be called "Trader

Now Ready For Release

"KING OF THE WILD"
Twelve Marvelous Episodes

WALTER

Changed Again
"Indiscreet," instead of "Indiscretion," isnow the title of
the new Gloria Swanson film
being made at the United
Artists Studio under direction
of Leo McCarey.

Airedale."
Warr.ers Sign Cantor's Partner
Teddie Walters, comedienne who
appeared with Eddie Cantor in
vaudeville, has been signed by Warner Bros. She will first take a co'irr.e
in the Warner-First National training academy.
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State Charged With "Profiteering" on Censorship

ALLIEDIN FINISH FIGHTON BLOCK BOOKING
Eldridge

Circuit

Merril Corp. Buys Three
Brooklyn Houses —
After 5 Others
Harold F. Eldridge of the Merril
Theater Corp. has bought three
the Garfield, SixBrooklyn houses,
teenth St. and Avon, from Pear
Bros. With the Bluebird in Brooklyn and the Pastime in Union City,
this gives Merril a circuit of five.
Plans are now under way for further
expansion, with papers about to be
theaters in the Metrosigned for five
politan district

Expanding
Serving 150 Churches

Pittsburgh — Local exchanges
at present are serving about
150 churches, 40 of which are
in this city. Fraternal societies
and other organizations nearly
equal the number of church accounts.

OSS
$7O,00TEOlDFrTORS~GR
"LIGHTS"
ESTIMA

on Page

8)

Seek Italian Subsidy
Rome — Subsidy of Italian
pictures by the Government is
provided in a decree made public after a meeting of the
Cabinet and which Parliament
will be asked to approve. The
move is intended as a protection of the native industry
against foreign pictures.

Chicago — Declaration of "war to the finish" on block booking was
the highlight of Tuesday's opening session of the two-day national
convention of Allied States Ass'n exhibitors at the Congress Hotel.
Addressing the 531 delegates present at the first session, Abram F.
Myers, Allied head, characterized the latest form of block booking,

Columbia's current program of 20
features will be augmented by six
productions, labeled the "Money
Getters" series. The first of the new
group, "Danger
Ahead,"
now andin
work.
It features
James isHall
Dorothy Sebastian, with William
Nigh directing. Others are "Thru
the Flames," fire picture; "The Sea
Patrol," sea story; "The Great Air
Robbery," aviation picture; "The
Gangster," underworld story, and
"Held for Murder," another underworld.

Spyros Skouras Winds Up
Warner Theater Duties
Sypros Skouras toda}' is expected
to wind up his duties in the Warner
Bros, theater organization. George
Skouras will probably finish up his
work by Saturday.

Will Seek Reduction in Fees
Charged by New York Censors

Screen Advertisers
Will Meet This Month
William Johnson, president of the
Screen Advertisers' Ass'n, has called
a meeting of the executive committee
for Feb. 20 at the Roosevelt Hotel.
rein policy,on membership
Changes (Conttnued
Page 8)

Area

531 Present at Opening of Chicago Confab —
Tying in of Shorts With Features Assailed

FEWER SHORTS PLANNED
COLUMBIA ADDING SIX
BY M-G-M FOR 1931-32 TO CURRENT PROGRAM

M-G-M will release 52 short subjects during the 1931-32 selling season. This is 17 less than were produced last year. The reduction is
caused by the discontinuance of the
"Boy Friends" series, "Colortone Revues" and the "Novelty Group." In
Basing his estimate on box-office the coming schedule will be 6 LaurelCom-8
6 "Dogville"
figures showing that "City Lights," Hardy edies,Comedies,
8 Charlie Chase
Comedies,
grossed approximately $30,000 in the
first t" —'. days of its run at the "Our Gang" Comedies, 12 Burton
Cohan, exclusive of its $11 opening, Holmes Travelogues and 12 "Flip
Al Lichtman yesterday figuxl that the Frog" Cartoons.
the Chaplin picture will tak nearly
da; ••. The E. J. Sparks Now Controls
$70,000 in its first seven
house is grinding out nin shows
52 Theaters in Florida
Monday, a rainy day the sildaily. copped
$9,738.
ent
Jacksonville, Fla. — With the leasing of the Florida, Publix unit, the
E. J. Sparks Amusement Enterprises
Michalove on Surve;
control of every theOf Warner Tl waters has acquired
ater in Jacksonville except the Casino, completing a circuit in the State
With purpose of making a survey
of the principal Warner Bros, houses, that now numbers 52. Guy Kenimer.
Dan Michalove left New York last manager of the Palace, has also assumed charge of the Florida.
night on a tour which will keep him
on the road about a week and a half.
Michalove, who was recently placed
(Continued

in Metropolitan

Albany — Following publication of
the report of the state censorship
department, showing that $227,731.50
in fees was collected in the past fiscal
year, against $77,308.05 as the operating expenses of the, bureau, protests from film industry headquarters
are understood to have been so strong
(Continued

on

Page

8)

that of tying in shorts and newsreels
with features, as "double and triple
block
booking."
Speaking
on t^e same topic, Al
Steffes declared:
(Continu Ve'll
i Page find
8) a rem-

HOLDUP EPI :MIC SPURS
B.O.RE-ARRANGEMENTPLAN
Chicago — To meet the epidemic of
holdups, which have cost local exhibs alone $5,000 within a fortnight,
circuit heads are considering drastic
alterations in box-office arrangements
which would make it difficult for robbers to pull off their jobs. One of
the proposals is that the b.o. be removed deep into the lobby where it
will be surrounded by ushers armed
with sawed-off shotguns. Another is
bullet-proof boxes with only tiny
openings for the exchange of money.

Paramount Offers to Buy
Stock of Marks Theaters
Chicago poration
— Paramount-Publix
Corhas offered to buy through
exchange of shares on a 1 for 4
basis the (Continued
preferred on stock
Page 8)of Marks

Going Television
In the new series of "Voice
of Hollywood" produced by
Alfred T. Mannon for Tiffany,
the television idea will be emissue will
be made ployedtoso that
look each
as though
the
picture were being broadcast
from a television studio.
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Fire Damages Toronto House
Toronto — Fire, originating in the
ticket office, did $5,000 damage
to
the Mary Tickford.

Chaplin's
"City Empires,
Lights" Three-Cent Tax Sought
liasCharlie
been booked
by Moss
Ltd., for a guaranteed London run
On Penna. Billboards
of 20 weeks and about $200,000
Harrisburg, Pa. — Taxation of theagainst 60 per cent of the gross reatrical and other advertising billceipts, according to United Artists.
boards in Pennsylvania at the rate
Chaplin closed the deal personally of three cents a foot is proposed in
by trans-atlantic telephone. This is a measure presented by Assemblythe first time such terms have ever
man Talbot of Delaware County.
been made for a picture.
"City Lights" will open its Lon- Ohio Newspapers Favor
don engagement at the Dominion on
March 2, with Chaplin as guest of
Dropping Reel Censorship
honor at the premiere.
Columbus — Secretary of State
Clarence J. Brown, in his capacity as
publisher of six Ohio newspapers, is
Virginia Exhibitors
newsreel for the broadFear Tax Bill as Fatal using the
casting of a speech in which he advocates exemption of newsreels from
Richmond, Va. — Numerous theaters will be forced to close if the censorship in accordance with a bill
proposed measure calling for a 3 introduced in the state legislature.
per cent tax on gross receipts in ad- The Buckeye Press Ass'n and the
dition to a 5 per cent tax on distrib- Ohio Newspaper Ass'n, representing
utors becomes a law, it is contended nearly all newspapers in Ohio, also
by exhibitors who are opposing the favor the exemption.
bill now in the legislature. J. S
Manning, Judge L. R. Varser and
Al Selig to Vacation in Florida
W. E. Buchanan were among those
A. L. Selig, director of advertiswho spoke against the measure.
ing and publicity for Tiffany, leaves
Monday for Florida for a two weeks'
vacation, his first in the seven years
of service with the company. With
COMING & GOING
the Tiffany studio inactive at present, Grant L. Cook suggested that
this would be an appropriate time
WALTER HUSTON arrived yesterday for Selig to take his
well-earned rest.
on the Mauretania.
He will return to his office March 2
. BEN S1IIPMA
in en

route

N of the Hal Roach studios
to New York from the coast

MoLndaVMARCUS
IRENE DUNNE W'" ""^

fr°m the °0ast

left the coast last night
for New York.
THOMAS MEIGHAN arrives in New
\ork today from Florida. He^ leaves Sun
clay tor the coast to appear in Fox nirturpe
LEON SCHLESINGER is on his
£sf
to confer with Wa-ner Bros, regardway
ing the
shorts subjects he is making for Warner
s
and First National.
N D GOLDEN of the M. P. Division,
Uept. of Commerce, Washington, is in New
lork for a visit.
SAM SERWER of the Warner Bros
music dep. rtmert has left on a trip to
1 hiladelphia,
Wash'tiston
and other cuies
LAWRENCE BOLIGNIO, president
of
l onsohdated
Amusement
Theaters,
is back
",T^?WxTYo^afUir
vacat'°nman,
in Havana.
JOHN BOYLE, a camera
and Ray
Uaiky, cameramen's union official, left New
^ ork for the Coast yesterday
'AITOEL COLDWYN and MRS. GOLDV\\>»
leave New York for the Coast tomorrow.
MAX
REE
is in town
ida.SIDNEY KENT has returned from Flor-

O'Brien With RKO-Pathe News
William G. O'Brien, formerly
Paris editor for Fox
Movietone
Newsreel, will be associated with
the RKO-Pathe News in an editorial
capacity, according to an announcemanager.ment by Jack Connelly, general
Stoermer
Leaves
Colorcraft
William J. Stoermer
has severed
his connection with Colorcraft Corp.

COLOR
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National

convention
of
independent exhibitors called by
Allied
States Ass'n to be held
in
Chicago.

Feb. 16-18 Convention of R-K-O Theater
Division Managers at the Hotel
Sherman,
Chicago.
Feb. 22 "Warner Club Gaieties" presented
by the Warner Club at the
Hollywood Theater, New York.
Feb. 28 Foxfilm Athletic Club fifth annual
ball at the Commodore
Hotel, N.
Mar. 7

y.

Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
MaT. 21 Annual
Ball of the Warner Club,
New York.

Coulter Recovering
Richmond, Va. — Walter J. Coulter,
owner of the Coulter circuit, has practically recovered from his recent illness which necessitated an appendicitis operation.
Lichey Taking Harry Jolson Out
Howard Lichey, who has been
with various circuits as publicity and
exploitation man, is planning to take
Harry Jolson, brother of Al, on a
cross-country tour at the head of a
stage unit, playing independent dates.
Aviation Editor for Pathe News
Ruth Nichols, famous aviatrix, has
been appointed
aviation editor of
Pathe
News.
Phone

Stillwell 7932 for
andDEVELOPED
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PRINTS

Color sound cameras available for
short subjects, or advertising films.
Color prints from Bi-pack negatives.
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LUCKY
SEVEN

we're shouting aboutWHEN YOU RIDE ALONG with pictures like "Min and Bill,"
"Paid," "Reducing" and all the other current M-G-M smash hits,
you know there's an outfit behind them that knows its business.
AND "WE'VE NEVER hit a production stride like the present
one.best"THE
its
form!LUCKY SEVEN" represents M-G-M at the top of

SIX GREAT STAGE PLAYS
and One brilliant Short Story
that's M-QM's "The Lucky Seven

THE SENSATIONAL RISE OF
ROBERT MONTGOMERY!
that they
get
tellZI
us NE
editors
MAGA
more letters concerning
Robert Montgomery than
any other male star in
pictures — bar none! The
paying folk have made
Montgomery a paying
personality. His rise has
been senational — and
deserved!

with Greta Garbo

in "The

in "Inspiration"

Big House"

THE MAN IN POSSESSION
(Robert Montgomery)

with Norma Shearer
in "The Oiiwcee"

Jn "The Lucky Seven"
Robert Montgomery stars in
"Shipmates" and "The
Man in Possession"

The Current Stage Hit Now Playing to Capacity Houses
at the Booth Theatre on Broadway. It came to Broadway
after a big London success, which it is duplicating in
America. It tells of a boy disowned by his socially greedy
family because of a jail episode. Plenty of laughs develop
when the ritzy family discover their wayward boy making
good. By H. M. Harwood.

with Joan
Crawford in
"Untamed"

CONSTANCE BENNETT
TOPS ALL HER TRIUMPHS
in "The Easiest Way"

THE LULLABY
(All Star)
The Stage Success That Shook Manhattan! Strong drama
this! The story of a French girl who fares ill at the hands
of men. When Florence Reed played it to jammed houses
all New York flocked to gasp a.nd thrill! Edward Knoblock
who wrote many successes never put more heart's-blood
and soul-thrill into a play than this one.

¥•

Leave it to the producers of "Paid"
to handle a dramatic theme like "The
EasiestWay." Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
knows how to handle stars ! In great
pictures! This one, based on Eugene
Walter's celebrated stage play, has
Adolphe Menjou, Robert' Montgomery, Anita Page, Marjorie Rambeau
in the cast. Jack Conway directed —
and how!

The author of "The Lulluby"

STEPPING OUT
(All Star)

It was so good on the stage
Vincent Lawrence's keenest
suburban, country-club life.
atious lives he has found a
and-woman devotion.

they produced it twice.
play tells of Long Island
Behind the hectic, flirtfine, true note of man-

— and never did a role fit a star more
perfectly than "The Great Lover."
Talkies were made for
Menjou for
— and
Menjou
made
talkies!
He was
was |
plenty popular as a silent star,
but wait! In his first greattalkie
role in "The Easiest Way"
he gives an indication of
just what he's going
to mean to you at the
box-office. Now he

^£^53

tailored
his
gets a storyto that's
measure. His poise, his polished manner, his sophistication are tremendously
enhanced by the addition of a perfect
voice for the microphone.

KNOBLOCK

AMONG THE MARRIED
(Adolphe Menjou)

WHAT MENJOU MEANS
TODAY IN TALKIES

^A
B
^^

EDWARD

Plays about making motion pictures are among Broadway's
current legitimate successes. Here's one! The Stage Success
by Elmer
the Author of "Young Sinners", "Ladies
All"
and Harris,
other Hits.

" The Easiest Way" is another of
M-G-M's "The Lucky Seven"

i

>t

This great stage hit is an
adaptation from the
French by Frederick and
Fanny Hatton.

And the U. S. Navy again cooperates
with the company that produced

SHIPMATES

Midshipman" —
(Robt."TheMontgomery)

This industry never forgot those great box-office successes that
M-G-M gave it in co-operation with the Navy — "The Midshipman" and "The Flying Fleet." Malcolm Stuart Boylan has
written an even greater one.

SEVEN rhymes
with HEAVEN!
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nd Listen to the Critics Rave!
:ar the best picture of the
rworid, virile, rich in hugripping, spectacular,
cent. Jack Holt is superb."
Providence News Tribune

ta^

"Very effective. Intense drama and
builds up to a high tension climax."
— Providence Journal
"Excellent production
and quite
effective." — Providence Eve. Bulletin
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HAPPENINGS
Pathe
As Gets
Connie"Common
Bennett Law"
Film

Pathe has bought "The Common
Law," Robert W. Chambers story,
as a starring vehicle for Constance
Bennett, says Charles R. Rogers in
By RALPH
WlhK
his first announcement since taking
KNAPP is busy, to say charge of Pathe production. John
PVALYN
the least. Although her role in Farrow is writing the adaptation and
"The Ruling Passion," the George production starts as soon as Miss
Arliss picture, is not yet completed,
finishes "Lost Love."
she has also started work on the Bennett
romantic lead*in "You
*
*and I."
Buy Martin Brown Play

from "Lots"

Lorna Balfour has been signed by
Fox to play a part in "Merely
Mary
Ann,"
Janet Gaynor's
nexl
*
*
*
picture.
"The Unholy Garden," is the title
of the original screen play by Ben
Hecht and Charles MacArthur acquired by Samuel Goldwyn as a
vehicle for Ronald Colman.
*
*
*

"The Genius," by Martin Brown,
prominent playwright, has been
bought by Warner Bros, as a vehicle
for John Barrymore. The title is
temporary.

Betty Sinclair has been signed by
Paramount for "City Streets/' with
Lukas.
Gary Cooper, Sylvia Sidney and Paul

"A Woman of the World" as the
title for Bebe Daniels' new picture
based on Dashiel Hammett's novel,
"The Maltese Falcon." Hale Hamilton and Otto Matieson have important roles in the picture.

M-G-M Contract for Edwina Booth
Edwina Booth has been signed by
M-G-M to a new long-term contract.
Willard Robinson With Para.
Willard Robinson, stage actor and
playwright,
has been signed by Para"Skippy." mount for his talker debut in

This is the book that will
soon be on the desk of
every executive in every
branch of motion pictures in every part of the
world and stay there
every day during 1931.

For John Barrymore

Dieterle to Direct English Films
William Dieterle, brought to this
country by Warner Bros, to direct
foreign pictures at the First National Studios, is to remain and direct English speaking films. His
first assignment will be Richard
Barthelmess' new picture, "Spent
Bullets."Quillans Making Shorts
The Quillan Family, producing a
series of shorts at the Metropolitan
studios, have completed
their first,
"Up Pops the Landlord."
Maynard Starting Second
Ken Maynard returns to the Tiffany lot this week to start his second western, "The Two Gun Man.':
Pertwee
Adapting English
"Heat Waves"
Roland Pertwee,
novelist,
engaged by First National, has started on the screen adaptation of his
stage play, "Heat Waves," which is
now being rehearsed in New York
with Basil Rathbone in the stellar
role.

"Roped In" Starts Production
"Roped In," tentative title for a
new Western co-featuring Richard
Arlen and Louise Dresser, has gone
into production under the direction
of Edward Sloman. Others in the
cast are Frances Dee, Martin Burton, Tom Kennedy and Sid Saylor.

"A Woman of the World"
Set
As Bebe
Daniels'decided
Nexton
Warners
have definitely

Starring Loretta Young
Loretta Young will be starred by
First National in "We Three," by
Edith Fitzgerald
and Robert
Riskin.
Zane Grey's Daughter
Marrying
Betty Zane Grey, daughter of the
author,
and
Robert
W.
Carney,
cameraman,
have
filed
notice
of intention to marrv.
Hoffman, Jr., Buys Story for Gibson
M. H. Hoffman, Jr., of Allied Pictures at the Metropolitan studios,
has bought a Jack Cunningham
story, "Clearing the Range," for
Hoot Gibson. The Western star's
first
starring vehicle at Metropolitan
will be a story by Jack Natteford and
Dorothy Sanson.
Ethel Wales and Max Asher Cast
Ethel Wales and Max Asher have
been added to the cast of Columbia's
"Subway
Express."
Neil to Direct "Good Bad Girl"
R. William Neil's next directorial
assignment
for Columbia
will be
"The Good Bad Girl."

New Racket
The latest racket in Hollywood is to create nationally
advertised products instead of
advertising those already on
the market. In "It Pays to
Advertise"
they for
ballyhoo
a "13"
Soap," unlucky
dirt. Paramount will probably sell the
trade mark to a soap manufacturer for a coupla million.
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Timely Topics

EXPLOITETTES

A Digest of
Current Opinion

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

e

Novel Fashion
Tieup on "Paid"

• • • FOR THE benefit of theater district managers we
are seriously considering running a series of informative articles

jyj. A. MALANEY, manager
of Loew's Allen, Cleveland,
Ohio, included a novel fashion
tie-up in the exploitation campaign on M-G-M's "Paid." Malaney arranged this tie-up with
the Bedell Company, a ladies apparel store, whereby he photographed one of their models in
one of their charming gowns.
Joan Crawford's head was superimposed to this photograph
which was enlarged to life-size,
giving it the appearance of Joan
Crawford wearing the gown.
This photograph was displayed
in a beautiful frame with the
gown placed in front of it. Window cards announced Joan Crawford's appearance in "Paid" at
's Allesn Theater, and
Loew
the
were used to
two smart frock
make the display more attractive.
* — Allen,
*
* Cleveland

Wax Mould Display
for "Min and Bill"
AN

interesting display was arranged by the manager of
the Stanton, Philadelphia, which
he included in the campaign he
used to help put over "Min and
Bill." The original wax mould
of scenes taken from "Min and
Bill" was displayed at the
Jacobs Music Store, and surrounding this wax mould were
several stills from the picture,
and a large window card with
this inscription: "Original Wax
Mould on which first scenes for
'Min and Bill,' featuring Marie
Dressier and Wallace Beery,
were recorded at the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studio, Culver
City, California." This mould
was sent in thirty-six hours from
the coast by Airmail, and the
display attracted a great deal of
attention.
— Stanton, Philadelphia

TEN YEARS INAGO TO-DAY

Peoples
Theaters,
sites in the East.
*
*
New
York
Strand

Inc., has 28'.
*
theater
holds

over "The
Kid"
for second
establishing a precedent.
*
*
*

week,

Ohio Censor Board suggests elimination of crime scenes from films.

on "Know Your Territory"
these will consist of historical highlights on the various localities where the theaters are
located
in fact, such knowledge should be of great value
to everybody connected with the theater end of the biz
for instance, take Yonkers
if you asked the average gent
in a home office what he knew about Yonkers, he'd say: "Oh,
that's the town where they try out a picture they suspect of being
a palooka"
a lotta pictures have been suspected of being
palookas this last season, so that means a slew of gala Broadway
openings
have
really been premiered
on the main
street of
Yonkers
therefore, you fellers connected with the theater
angle should know something of the historical background of
this much abused hamlet on the Hudson
'way back in
1646, a delicatessen dealer named Adrian Van der Donck bought
the land which is now Yonkers from the Indians
after many
pow-wows, the deal was closed
Adrian gave the coppercolored lads 17 doubloons, 4 gulden, 9 Edam cheeses and his
old wooden galoshes for a few square miles of choice city lots
if he had been born 300 years later, there is small doubt
that Adrian would have been the theater broker for the Paramount-Publix or the Fox circuit
he had a way with him
for getting Something for practically Nothing
the Redskin lads suspected
this sometime
later, and complained
to
Adrian
that they thought
they had been gypped
and
Mister Van
der Donck
grew very dignified and looked hurt
he sez to those scalp-snatchers : "Then give me back
my Edam cheeses and I'll give you back your property"
of course they couldn't give him back his cheeses, for they had
eaten them
this settled the argument right there
so Van der Donck built himself a nice bungalow on what is now
the site of the Loew theater
on Sundays
excursionists
would come up from the Bronx and the East Side and eat picnic
lunch on Adrian's front lawn, and leave sandwich papers scattered all around, even as they do this day when they go picnicking but the visitors referred to Adrian as "Jonkheer,"
meaning young lord
this pleased der Donck, so he said
nothing about the garbage they left
finally his land became known as "de Jonkheer's landt"
hence the name
"Yonkers"
isn't it all terribly interesting?
don't
miss the next installment of this marvelous series, which will
give the low-down on the origin of the Roxy theater site
just to whet your curiosity, we mighf say that it was originally
a pile of granite rock
in old Colonial
days when
the
sightseeing bus passed there, the driver would point to the site
and say: "Rock, see?"
hence the name "Roxy"
see.'
•
• • JOHNNY
CASSIDY,
the Hipp
pressagey,
driving
his car in Jersey City the other nite was stopped by two cops
they were looking for an escaped convict who had stolen
a car for his getaway
after exchanging a line of abuse
with each other, one copper sez: "What's your name?"
"Cassidy," sez Johnny
the cop shook hands with him and
said his name
was
also Cassidy
so they left the car
standing there, and went places together where they could trace
their family trees at leisure
Johnny got home the nnxt
afternoon
ain't these Irish the sociable cusses, though.
Colonel
Hiram
S. Brown
is treasuring a letter from
Governor
Roosevelt, written on the executive
stationery, waxing enthusiastic over "Cimarron" as a great historical document
Baldheaded
men
make
the best husbands,
but many
wives make the best husbands baldheaded

«

«

«

»

»

»
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Special Kid Theaters
Do Not Click
RECENTLY

Fox conducted experiments looking to the possible establishment of theaters especially for children. It was the

idea to bring back the lost juvenile patronage. The chief experiment was made in Jersey
City, starting off with a good
run, but dropping alarmingly
later. The house then dropped
the idea. Lack of proper product seems to have been the chief
obstacle, but there is the other
angle that the child resents, the
idea of being relegated to special theaters. Several efforts
have been made to establish
juvenile drama theaters in New
York. These, too, have been
uniformly unsuccessful. The
children resent being segregated.
They want to share the adult
entertainment. If this does not
appeal, they stay away, but they
will
not patronize their "own"
theaters,
because half the fun of
going to shows is the feeling of
importance it gives the child
mind. There is only one way to
bring the children back. Give
them action, and plenty of it.
— Jay Emanuel,
"The Exhibitor"

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the Inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

February 11
Joseph
Mankiewicz
Rex
Lease
Anita
Garvin
Joe Brown
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SEEK TO REDUCE FEES
CHARGED BY N. Y. CENSORS 1

ALLIED IN FINISH FIGHT
ON BLOCK BOOKING PLAN

(Continued from Page 1)
{Continued

from

Page

1)

edy for block booking if we have
to stay here 30 daysl"
Myers opened the convention in
the afternoon with the statement:
"This is no occasion to rake the
dead ashes of the past — we are concerned here only with present and
future." The huge gathering, which
surpassed expectations, "touches the
emotions," he declared.
Briefly outlining the problems confronting the convention, Myers
stressed the music tax, the copyright
taxes and block booking. He referred to the music tax as "an an" and
cient enemy, an ancient bogey,
said that the very purpose of this
tax has ceased to exist. "It remains
today only as an exaction imposed on
the theater owner under the cover
"Exlaw," he stated.
of a copyri
under any
circumstances is
tortionght
terrible, but when it is practiced
under the color of the law it is intolerable." Delegates were urged to
appeal to their senators to support
the Vestal Bill.
Characterizing protection as a
"supremely important problem,"
Myers questioned the legality of the
practice and declared that the recent
West Coast decree laid down as a
principle that arbitrary and discriminatory protection is illegal.
Each problem is to be dealt with
by a special committee, except for
the big topic of block booking, on
which the convention is to resolve
into a whole with Steffes as chairman. Other committees and chairmen are: Protection, W. W. Whitson, California; Guarantees and Percentage, C. E. Nolte, Maryland;
Theater Expansion and Mergers, F.
J. Herrington, Pennsylvania; Advertising, H. M. Richey, Michigan;
Checking Percentages, Sidney Samuelson, New Jersey; Quality and
Length of Features, R. E. Myers.
Ohio; Copyright, L. F. Martin, Iowa,
Equipment. Nathan Yamins, Mass.;
Salacious Advertising, Jacob Conn,
Rhode Island.

CHICAGO
F. MYERS, Allied
ABRAM
"^ chieftain, arrived in town two
days before the big doings started,
but he had enough to do to keep him
on his toes right up to opening of
the meet.
Film history is in the making at
the Congress Hotel.
Victor L. Gross of Bloomfield,
Neb., was the first of the Cornhusker
delegates to hit the Windy City. He
is one of the youngest exhibs in the
field. Immediately upon his arrival
he bought a rifle, for protection while
here
later. and for use on a hunting trip

Leonard Goldstein of Pittsburgh that Will H. Hays and Vincent
is having a swell time at the confab. Ryan are expected to come here in
He was an undertaker before go- an effort to have the law amended so
ing into the exhibition field. Now, as to reduce the fees for film reviews. Of the money collected last
with business so dead, sez he, it
year,
more
than $150,000 went into
to
return
may
he
though
as
looks
the state treasury, and this has been
his former profession.
characterized in film circles as "profMore than 300 delegates had registered at the Congress by noon
Paramount Offers to Buy
Monday, 24 hours ahead of the start- iteering."
Stock(Continued
of Marks
Theaters
ing time for the convention.
from Page 1)

Bros. Theaters of Chicago, whose
current liabilities of $722,852 compare with current assets of $47,782,
the liabilities including a $250,000
loan from Paramount. The offer is
contingent upon 44,000 of the 45,000
outstanding
preferred shares acceptFrom
far
off
California
came
W.
A mammoth banner, urging the
ing on or before February 28 or such
W. Woodson and a contingent of
later dates as Paramount might fix.
public
indie
theaters,to ispatronize
spread in"Allied"
the lobby
of native sons, and from the opposite Paramount stock so issued is not
end of the country came Sidney
to carry the March dividend. The
the Congress. This is part of Allied' s
campaign to carry its fight directly Samuelson's New Jersey unit.
preferred has
stockholders'
to the public.
committee
recommendedprotective
acceptAaron Saper stein and his Illinois
ance of the offer.
bunch
were
complimented
for
their
Dave Selznick and Fred Herrington headed a delegation of 22 from excellent attention to the arrange' Michalove on Survey
ments.
Western Penna. and W. Va.
H. M. Richey and his Michigan
unit were among the early comers,
together with Al Steffes and about
100 of way.
his followers from up Minnesota

Of Warner Theaters

Create Two Sub-Divisions Hoover, Mussolini Join
In Tribute to Eastman
In R-K-0 Publicity Shift

(Continued from Page 1)

in charge of all Warner theaters,
will determine conditions of the various houses. Until he has looked over
In confirming the recent changes
President Hoover, Mussolini, Cal- the situation theater acquisition activin the R-K-O theater publicity devin Coolidge and General John J.
ities will be suspended.
partment, Mark A. Luescher, direc- Pershing were among the notables
tor of national publicity, yesterday who sent messages of tribute to
Screen Advertisers
announced that the realignment
Eastman on the occasion of
leaves two sub-divisions. National George
Will
Meet This Month
the dinner tendered to him by the
(Continued from Page 1)
advertising is in the charge of P. J. Society of the Genesee at the Hotel
Hess and national exploitation under Commodore. In recognition of- his quirements and methods of operation
will be discussed. A subsequent
E. M. Orowitz. The advertising department will include Harold Dygert, philanthropies Eastman was present- meeting, to which the entire memberwith two decorations, an officerBob Sylvester, John A. Cassidy, G. shiped in
ship will be called, will be held Feb.
the French Legion of Honor,
Courtney and Eunice Lefkowitz. of which he already was a member, 23 at which time action will be taken
Metropolitan and neighborhood and the Swedish ordtr of Knight on the recommendations of the exhouses will be handled by Harry Commander of Wasa.
ecutive committee.
Mandel assisted by Bill Usilton, Joe
Real Estate Division Split
Cullen and Abe Vallet. The p.hoto
Activities
of the main office real
and press department will be super- Universal Will Continue
estate department of Fox Theaters
vised by Orowitz with John Pollock,
Unit Production Plan have been separated into two diviJohn Dowd, Robert Nagel, Margaret
West
Coast
Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
sions, with A. S. Kempner in charge
McGonigle and Emma Carbone asHollywood
— In renewing contracts of leasing and negotiating for new
sisting. Abe Brin will have charge
Following a full day's activities, a of trailers. Floyd Scott continues as with E. M. Asher and Albert De- properties, as well as disposing of
special meeting was called for late associate director of the publicity Mond, associate producers, Carl obsolete theaters, and C. D. Loew
last night.
Laemmle, Jr., announces that Uni- supervising all rentals.
department.
versal will continue the unit producClosed Sunday May Close Houses
tion plan which he instituted at the
Petition for Vaude. in Dayton
Palmer, Mass. — Closing of the
Pat Casey Continuing
beginning of his regime as production chief. Arthur Ungar and Robert Strand and the new Paramount here
Dayton,
O. — Local citizens have
Conferences With Unions Harris
also are under contract as is regarded as likely unless permispetitioned RKO to restore vaudeville
After having conferred with repre- 'U' associate producers.
sion for Sunday opening is granted.
at the Dayton.
sentatives of 37 unions composed of
In
a
petition for Sunday afternoon
studio employees, Pat Casey, chairshows, recently filed with the selectman of the producers' committee,
men, it was stated that the houses
Havana Popular
Epes Sargent
Sargent has
Out resigned
of "Zit's"from
Epes
leaves New York for the Coast Friwere losing money operating only
"Zit's,"
where
he
conducted
the
moHavana— This hamlet more
day to continue negotiations on adsix days a week.
tion picture section, due to a change
justment ofworking conditions. This
and more resembles the region
in
editorial
policy
which
will play
afternoon, he will confer with reprearound 729 Seventh Ave., New
York. You literally fall over
Easy on Announcements
sentatives of the recently-formed up variety and go light on film news.
Laboratory Technicians union who
film people who come for vacaAdvertising departments of
Bert Moeller in Chicago
are seeking a contract.
tion purposes. Many of them
the various distribution comChicago — Bert Moeller, sales mandrop in to chat with Alton
German Film for Cameo
panies are quietly preparing anager for Famous Artists, of the Air,
Bradbury, former New York
nouncement books for next
is
here
on
the
"Westfront—
first
leg
of a tour of
1918,"
exhib, who is now identified
produced
by
season's product. Their policy
Nero-Film
of Berlin, has been booked key cities which he will survey in
with the Casino and Jockey
is
loud talk on programs at
thenomoment.
Club.
by
R-K-O for early showing at the connection with his company's elecCameo.
trical transcriptions programs.
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Raskob- Warner Report Revived As Stock Spurts

opposTairing industry ills tcTpublic

Projectionists Hail Standard Print As Big Achievement
Stringing
-some thoughts together
= By JACK

ALICOATE

=

"CITY LIGHTS" premiere was not
only the smartest gathering of the
season, but the most efficiently conducted opening.... HO WARD
DIETZ is responsible for this one;
the
up and there was
"I looked
Mr.
and
YES, Mr. Zukor
gutter"
Warner have made up and are as
friendly as Mussolini and Butler
....Biggest THRILL of the season
is the lion-killing scene in "Trader
From observation we have
Horn"
come to the conclusion that the 1930
out of
men
character
imarket made
PRIZE
The
a lot of juveniles
is
scene in "City Lights"
FIGHT
Warner Bros.' Hollywood
a panic
may soon open as a legit house....
It's about time for TOM MIX to
make a cinema comeback. .. .1931
Film Daily YEAR BOOK will be
out next week .... Funny how many
tell us their favpaying customersis the
NEWSREEL
orite screen dish
CONVERSA....ELEVATOR
TION has it that the heads of two
important outfits are on the way
out.... One can catch some interat the little
esting foreign shorts
Arty
houses
And,
BY
THE
WAY, the little Art Theater movement is again gaining ground....
Show us a medium that in one week
can give us the laughs of "City
Lights," the drama of "Cimarron"
and the thrills of "Trader Horn" and
we'll then admit that the SCREEN,
as the greatest amusement force in
the world, has a serious rival....
Guess we'll have to remember that
5-5-5 conference business as just another noble experiment ... .The production MENU from the West
Coast kitchens for the next few
months looks delightfully appetizing
....The only thing that is ever
wrong
with the picture business
is
PICTURES
We
have
pencilled
in our annual nervous breakdown for
Feb. 18. We hear you calling,

Miami.

Projection Problems Are
Discussed at Advisory
Council Meeting
Fixing of standards for release
prints was the biggest problem
solved in 1930 from the standpoint
of projection, declared President
Thad Barrows of the Projection Advisory Council at a luncheon yesterday at the Astor. More than 100
members and guests attended the affair.
Mike Levee, executive manager of
the Paramount
West
Coast
studio,
I Continued

on

papf

12)

TECHNICOLORWJLL PUSH
USE OP COLOR IN DRAMAS
Special efforts to induce producers
to use color in dramas and comedies,
as well as in musical productions, are
being made by Technicolor with the
launching of production by RKO of
the first comedy-drama in color,
"Wailing(Continued
At the
Church."
Dr.
on page
12)

" s
SonoIntoArt40 Books
Warner"Reno
House
Sono Art-World Wide has booked
"Reno'' with Warner Bros, for 40
theaters in the Philadelphia territory.

Merger Chances Fade
Chicago — Chances of an Allied-M.P.T.O.A. merger have
practically faded, according to
indications at the Allied conclave here. The subject received little attention, openly
at least.

NO DEAL SIGNED YET,
SAYS GEORGE SKOURAS
Despite an assortment of rumors
floating around concerning future
plans of Spyros and George Skouras,
they have not closed any deal so far,
George Skouras
said
yesterday. Re(Continued
on page 12)

Massce & Co. has opened a bonded
warehouse at 1600 Broadway for the
storage of imported film in bond
without payment of duty, and also
for the screening of pictures in bond
under Customs supervision. The new
facilities were found necessary liecause the Customs authorities have
ruled that film is a hazardous commodity and must be removed from
the docks in 24 hours after arrival.

Don't
PatronsInTroubles terest
Chicago ■— Opposition to the proposed Allied plan of carrying its fight
direct to the public is expected to
develop in a big way if serious efforts are made to put the idea into
effect, it is revealed in a canvass of
exhibitor opinion. Many independents feel that the public has no interest in the internal troubles of the
film industry, and that any attempt
to enlist the sympathy of patrons
could only prove a boomerang to
business generally. It is also pointed
out that the Allied, being itself a big
organization,
will the
have
difficul':
time putting over
idea a that
it is
an •'independent" fighting a "combine,"
particularly
(Continued
on in
Pageview
12) of the

Allied Collects $100,000 At Meet;
Additional Revenue from Industrials
M. P. ACADEMY TO TACKLE
ONLY GENERAL PROBLEMS

Chicago — Before the close of the
Allied convention last night $100,000 was donated by members toward
maintenance of the organization.
Half of the money was paid in cash,
and half in notes. One contribution
(Continued

on

page

12)

Wall St. Expects Raskob
To Join Warner Board Soon
Open B'way Warehouse
For Import Film Storage

Many Exhibs Feel Their

J. Raskob's elecof John
Reports
on the hoard of dition to a ofplace
rectors Warner Bros, at an early
date were revived in Wall St. yesterday, this time with greater creddence than in the past, following
three days of unusual activity in
Warner Bros, stock. Turnover in
the stock has been unusually heavy
for the last several days, with 119,000 shares changing hands on Monday, 67,900 on Tuesday, and 65,000
on Wednesday; all at rising prices,
(Continued

on

page

12)

The Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences will tackle only non-competitive problems, declared Mike Levee,
treasurer and a member of the board
of directors of the society, at the
Projection Advisory Council luncheon
yesterday (Continued
at the on
Hotel
New
Page Astor,
12)

Officers Re-Elected
By Projection Council
Officers of the Projection Advisor}
Council, including President Thad
Barrows, were re-elected at a meeting of the organization yesterday.
They are: executive vice president.
I'. A. McGuire; first vice-president,
Sidney Burton; second vice-president,
Lawrence Katz; counsel, Hirsh Stein;
secretary, Laurence Jones; treasurer, Harry Rubin.
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Two
K. C. Houses Robbed
Kansas City — In two theater robberies staged here this week the
Waldo lost a safe containing $850,
while at the Summit only $20 was
obtained from a desk drawer.

Following the R-K-O theater diChicago — Ousting of the Wisconvision managers' conference to be
sin unit of Allied to make room for
held in Chicago on Monday, Tuesday
a new unit composed strictly of in- and Wednesday, Joseph K. Plunkett
dependents isexpected to be one of
the results of the Allied confab here. will go to the coast to confer with
Hiram Brown, president of RKO.
The present head of the Wisconsin Plunkett
expects to return to New
group is Freddy Meyers, Universal York about March 15. Extensive
theater manager. This is one unit
where affiliated theaters are admitted. changes and shifts in both RKO and
RKO-Pathe departments are expected to be the main subject of the
coast discussion with much action
Nat Levine Releasing

New Talking Serial

Nat Levine, president of Mascot,
is in New York with a negative of
"King of the Wild," all-talking serial of the African jungle to be released in 12 installments. Walter
Miller and Nora Lane head the cast,
which also includes Tom Santschi,
Boris Karlorf, Dorothy Christy,
Arthur McLaglen and Victor Potel.
A.M.P.A. Luncheon Tomorrow
Due to Lincoln's Birthday falling
on Thursday of this week, the regular A.MiP.A. luncheon scheduled
for this day will be held tomorrow
at the Hotel Dixie. Leatrice Joy will
be the chief guest. Others will include the Gloria Swanson contest
prize beauties, Miss Belgium, Miss
Holland, Miss Paris, Miss Marseilles
and Miss Spain.

jjJ. E. Brulatour, Inc. %
1

B

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 2691

Cobourg, Ont. — A special committee has been appointed by the city
councillors to get in touch with
councils throughout central and eastern Ontario and endeavor to get them
to join in, a movement to encourage
establishment of independent theaters
showing British films.

Start Work on New Bronx House
Construction has been started on
the theater being erected on White
Plains Road and Lydig Ave., Bronx,
and completion is expected by Sept.
1. The Olinville Amusement Co.,
of which M. H. Kutinsky is president, has taken a 21-year lease on the
house, which will seat 2,000. The
lessee now operates the Allerton at
White Plains and Allerton in the
Rronx.

THE

"Inspiration" Holding Over
Greta Garbo in "Inspiration," MG-M production, will be held over
at the Capitol.

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywood4121
■♦.• V •#* *.♦ ♦.♦ ♦.* ♦.* ♦,♦ ♦.♦♦.*♦.* !m

FILM

CHARLIE CHAPLIN sails on the Mauretania tomorrow
for England.
JACOB WILK, Warner Bros, story editor, leaves Hollywood
today for New
York
ABE MEYERS of th.- .Meyers Synchronizing
Service
is
in
New
York
from the
coa^t.
TOMMY
CLIFFORD, youthful Irish
screen player, arrives in New York tomorrow on his way to Ireland.
RALPH PINCUS of the Columbia, San
rrancisco, arrived in New York yesterday
to arrange with the Erlanger office to take
New \ork shows to the coast and produce
them at the Columbia.

Feb.

Feb.

"Sit
Tight"
opens
at Winter
Garden,
New
York.
16-18 Convention
of R-K-O
Theater
Division
Managers at the Hotel
Sherman,
Chicago.
York.
18
"Rango" opens at the Rivoli, New

Feb.

20

Feb.

17

Feb. 22
Feb.

23

Feb. 28
Mar.

7

Mar. 21

Screen
Advertisers' meetsAss'nat executive committee
Hotel .I
Roosevelt, New
York.
"Warner
Club Gaieties" presented
by
the
Warner
Club
at the
Hollywood Theater, New
York.
Screen
Ass'n York.
meeting,
Hotel Advertisers
Roosevelt, New
Foxfilm
Athletic Club fifth annual
ball at the Commodore
Hotel, N.
Y.
Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
Annual
Ball of the Warner Club,
New York.

April 4-11

Players'
and
Patrons' for Jubilee
Week, national
benefit
N. V.
A. Club.
April 23-24 dorsers
State Convention
of Indiana
Inof Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.
May 25-28
Spring
meeting
of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel Roosevelt, Hollywood,
Cal.

Gen. Theaters Declares Dividend
Initial dividend of 75 cents on the
preferred stock was declared yesterday by General Theaters Equipment.
Eastman Kodak declared the usual
quarterly dividends of 75 cents on the
common and $1.25 on the preferred.

ANOTHER
OF

Her bear-raided Escort
"Famously, since Saltzman':
opened.
WeWedinedance
on better food.
U

Los Angeles — Warner
"Little
Caesar" which is being 's
shown at
both the Hollywood and the Downwc ek. town, will be held over for a second

m

SMITH and DALE
Paramount,

New

York

Friday, Feb, 13th

LOS

eprcssion?"

peppier music — wait til
you hear Smith Ballew—
and when Tom Byrne send:
the bad news, we look i
squarely in the face with
out worrying over to-mor
row's breakfast."

& 47th ST.. nTT[M

Call-Board

ANGELES,

CAL~p

NOTE
OPTIMISM . . . .

The
from York
the West
'HowGirl
is New
stand

DAILY

WILLIAM MORRIS

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STIllwell 4-7940

B Eastman Filnislit

return.

Ontario Committee
Demands British Films

I BKOADWAY

y

Plunkett's

Goldwyn Signs Shumlin
Herman Shumlin, producer and
"Sit Tight" for Winter
Garden
director of the play "Grand Hotel"
has been engaged as supervising exWarner's "Sit Tight," co-starring
ecutive on the production stajf of U mme Lightner and Joe E. Brown,
Samuel Goldwyn for United Artists. opens at the Winter Garden on TuesShumlin has been signed for a numday. In the cast are Claudia Dell,
ber of years and will leave for the Paul Gregory
and Lotti Loder.
coast within a month.
Re-Examining Ontario Operators
Toronto— All projectionists in Ontario will be re-examined as to their
$5.50 Opening for "Rango"
Ernest
Schoedsack's
"Rango," qualifications beginning May 1.
Paramount
"willRivoli
have its
miere Feb. release,
18 at the
withpre-a
El White Returns to Music Firm
special $5.50 showing.
Elmore White has returned to De
Sylva, Brown & Henderson, Inc., as
3,300-Seater for Forth Worth
general professional manager after
Fort Worth, Tex. — Plans have an absence from
the firm of several
months.
been drawn for an eight-story theater and hotel building here to cost
$400,000. John R. Griffith is the
owner.
Held in L. A.
West ^Caes
Coast ar"
Bureau,

♦ « * %• ♦♦ ♦> ♦ ♦ ♦♦♦♦♦«*♦*•*♦*♦
New York
1540 Broadway
BRYant 9-4712

taking place upon

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
C€Cr

Club Dinner with Dancing $2.00 per persoi
—6 to 9:30— Weekdays and Sundays. N.
Cover Charge. Club Luncheon Complex*
$1.25. A la carte of course. Dancing Satur
day Luncheon. Open Sundays at noon .
VANderbilt 7057.

RE STA U R AN T

SALTZMAN'S
LINCOLN

BUILDING

&OEAST*4-2nd

STREET
Opposite Grand Central Terminal
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■II
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Timely Topics

EXPLOITETTES

A Digest of
Current Opinion

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

©
ie-up with Newspaper
On Cut-Up Photo
A

CLEVER

variation of the

old cut-up picture puzzle
is being used with fine effect by
Warner Bros, staff at the Venetian, Racine, Wis. The puzzle
contest is being conducted by
the "Times-Call" and the theater.
The newspaper twice a week
prints a cut-up picture of a
Warner or First National star
and prizes are offered for those
who first correctly assemble the
pictures. The solutions are
shown on the screen of the theater. The prizes for the winners
in the contest amounts to $200
and there will be 100 theater
tickets distributed among the
runners-up. The contest is to
run 13 weeks, covering 26 pictures, and has created a great
deal of interest.
— Venetian, Racine, Wis.

Warners Tie-up
With Childs' Menus
A N

extensive tie-up has been
arranged between Warner
Bros, and the Childs Restaurant
Co. through which the restaurant
people will give considerable exploitation to all the Warner and
First National stars. The tie-up
will be in effect in all of the
restaurants in the Childs chain
and will consist of reproducing
artistic photographs of the stars
on the daily menus. This is the
first tie-up of any kind which
has been arranged with the
Childs
chain of restaurants.
— Warners

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN
:THE
o* HIM DOM

Pathe and Vitagraph split with
N. A. M.P.I. Sydnev Cohen charges
attempt
to disrupt"
*
* M.P.T.O.
*
Associated Exhibitors deal oru
New $3,000,000 company formed.
*
*
*
Loew's, Inc., assets over 50 million. Statement shows profit of
$2,868,360.

• • •
HY
DAAB
has struck a new
angle in exploiting
"Cimarron"
he has gone back to the old circus idea
every branch manager is expected to act as advance agent for
the show, and go out and ballyhoo it in Barnum & Bailey style
each exchange will probably stage a parade down the
main street
the branch salesmen will dress up as bushwhackers, buckaroos and tenderfeet
others will impersonate

=

€)—

Sees Home Talkies
Killing Book-Reading

claim- jumpers and con men
this division won't have to
dress up, merely appearing as film salesmen
Hy has a
swell idea for a tie-up with real estate concerns trying to sell
suburban lots in the different territories
at the end of the
parade on the outskirts of the city, they will stage a land rush,

entirely new form of literature will have to be written
by authors of the future, in the
opinion of Booth Tarkington,
novelist. Popular interest in
reading books, he said, is on the

duplicating the big scene in "Cimarron"
they
the citizens to compete in the land rush, which will
suburban lots on sale
as the winners arrive and
their claims, a real estate salesman will be on hand to
late 'em
and sign 'em up for the first down
Hy has arranged for a cut-in
now ain't
the ole bean?

decline. . . .Dubbing this "a
country club age," in which the
American people were primarily
interested in golf, automobiling,
listening to the radio and going

will get
be to the
stake out
congratupayment
that using

• • • WONDER
HOW
those B. I. P. fellers feel when
they see the crowds swarming into their recently vacated George
Cohan theater to see "City Lights"?
there were lots of
empty
seats when
they showed
the British-mades,
but now
Charlie is turning 'em away
grabbing a Broadway house
to show your product doesn't mean anything
you gotta
have the product
Eddie Klein, since signing that Ernesto
Vilches releasing contract for Spanish talkies with Paramount,
has gone Spick
he signs all his South American correspondence: "Senor Eduardo Klein"
Joe Fliesler, impresario of the Fifth Ave. Playhouse and the Eighth Street
Cinema, was seen driving high and fancy in an imported Minerva,
no less
or has Joe turned
chauffeur?
but still
handling a foreign vehicle
• • •
HELEN TWELVETREES
gets an unusual break in
that gigantic animated sign on the marquee of the Mayfair
she dominates all Broadway, as the electric light effects show
her eyes flirting as she toys with a lighted ciggie
one of
the smartest signs ever seen on Bored Way
Some wise
producer is now confronted with a grand opportunity to annex
a Big Asset in exploitation
and theater publicity
Epes
Sargent, dean of trade paper experts on| What Makes the B. O.
Click, is out of "Zit's"
with an authority like Epes supervising press books, for instance, the doggone things would commence to mean Something

AN

to the "talkies," Mr. Tarkington declared that the eventual
introduction of talking pictures
into the home, side by side with
the radio, would

mendous slump in reading. "The
author of the future," he said,
"will not go in so much for the
writing of lengthy novels. He
will find he has to create something fit for use for the family
talking picture set. His writing
will have to be more in the form
of a script. When one can
press a button and turn on
a good play or vocalized movie
on the home screen, there will
be little time left for reading.
Certainly there has been a gradual decline in reading for a long
time. Times are materially
changed from the days when the
only diversion of the pioneer
and farmer was a good book.
Editors tell me more people
than ever read books because
the population is so much greater, but a very much smaller
percentage of the population
reads

• • •
CHARLIE
CHAPLIN
will take a print of "City
Lights"
to Sing Sing today
they oughter appreciate
it,
for a lot of our City Lights are there
which reminds us
that this up-and-coming United Artists outfit is stepping right
along
with "City Lights"
smashing
all records
at the
George Cohan
"Reaching for the Moon" increasing in biz
in its seventh week
"Hell's Angels" packing the Rivoli
and "The Devil to Pay" opened at the Rialto to mobs
not so tuff, not so tuff
Pathe has some big exploitashe tie-ups in back of "Lonely Wives," but if they'd furnish the addresses of the lonely wives, THAT would create a
lotta enthusiasm, too *
*
*
*
• • • ESTHER RALSTON sez that these beauty contests
"give a girl a false sense of values, and! start her off on! the
wrong foot"
but you must admit, Esther, that they do
give her a leg on the Screen Popularity Handicap
that is,
if she has a leg to start with
"Hobo," by Frank Merlin,
former Fox writer at the Coast, has opened at the Morosco
And there was the Jewish gentleman who wore handcuffs
to
bed so his wife couldn't understand him wheri he talked
in his sleep

«

«

«

»

»

»

cause a tre-

than — formerly."
N. Y. Evening Post

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inwho are celebrating their
birthdays dustry,
:

February

12

Tom
Moore
William Collier, Jr.
Gabriel

L.

Hess

75

45
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BOX OFFICE VERDICT on -STOLEN
IIEAVEV' is shown on above cards receiieil Jrom public attending prelims <>/
this great drama.

NANCX

"iews
ENev
"STOLEN HEAVpr
gaveof
%of audiencees at
the pictur highest rating,

THIS YEAR"!

ARROLl
with

PHILLIPS

ft

HOLMES

PARAMOUNT
proudly

announces

season's

finest

"STOLEN
Carroll

one of the

achievements —
Nancy

HEAVEN".
tops her

work

dramatic

in "The Devil's Holiday" and
"Laughter".

Phillips Holmes, hero

of "Her Man", is splendid.
"STOLEN

HEAVEN".

agree it ranks

with

See

Then you'll
the

PARA-

MOUNT greats of all times. You'll
give it choice bookings and big
campaigns.
advertising
MAKE BIG DOUGH!

YOU'LL

Story by Dana Burnet, author
of "The Shopworn Angel".
Directed by George Abbott.
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NEW
DAWNS
FOR SHOW WORLD

Industry

in Upheaval

as

Seat-selling Cyclone Blows
Prosperity Into Doors of
300 First Run Theatres!

FLASHING

COME!

I:: :•« h

m.
15S

RAD
IO'
S
MIR
ACL
E
SHO
Vj
IN STUPENDOUS BOX
OFFICE SWEEP SMASH
ING ALL RECORDS TC
SMITHEREENS!

THE TITAN DOES IT AGAIN
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LIKE THE SHOT HEARD ROUND
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OF A NATION"
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A MIGHTY

HOURS

THE WORLD
ATTRACTION

OF "THE BIRTH

CAMPAIGN . . . into which

HAS BEEN HURLED THE POWER OF THE AMERICAN PRESS... THE FAR-FLUNG VOICE OF
RADIO . . . AND THE INSPIRED EFFORTS OF
1,000 CRACK SHOWMEN WHO CAUGHT THE
SPIRIT OF THE MOMENT AND GAVE THEIR
HEART'S BLOOD TO THE GREATEST MERCHANDISING DRIVE OF THIS OR ANY OTHER AGE!

Now They Reap the Golden Harvest!
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DIRECTION
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HOLLYWOOD
; By

RALPH

is getting ready
VfEL BROWN
11 to direct "Waiting at the
Robert Ames
Church" for RKO.
have the leads.
Astor
and Mary
Harry Woods

and Ed Brady have
"The
to Columbia's
added
\ been
Patrol," Buck Jones westFighting
ern.

Lily Damita will appear in RKO'S
"Put on the Soot," by Jack Lait.
Ricardo Cortez plays opposite her,
Joe Brown will direct.
and Harry

as&

FLASHES
WILK

Walter Huston's supporting cast
in "Upper Underworld," First National picture, will include H. B.
Warner, Doris Kenyon. Dudley
Digges and John Halliday.

11

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
, By HARRY

her. Meighan also will be featured
in "Young Sinners" and "Good
Gracious, Annabelle."
Among players recently added to
the Educational roster are Ethel
Davis, vaude headliner; Virginia
Brooks, George Chandler and Albert Austin.
Conrad Nagel has signed a new
long term contract with M-G-M.
Lawrence Grant, DeWitt Jennings, Luke Cosgrave, Dickie Moore
and Harry Northrup have been added

Ned Sparks has been assigned a
featured comedy role in one of to Cecil B. De Mille's "Squaw Man."
Louis Brock's shorts, with story by
Hale Hamilton will appear in MScott Darling and direction by Mark
G-M's "Never the Twain Shall
Sandrich.
Meet," which W. S. Van Dyke will
Daphne Pollard has completed film in the Southern Pacific, with
work on the sixth two-reeler under Leslie Howard and Conchita Montenegro featured.
her present contract with Pathe. The
title is "Bare Knees," an original
story by David F. Silverstein adapted by Harry Frazer and Charles
Callahan.
Frazer directed.

DAILV

Karen Morley has been added to
the Ramon Novarro picture, "Daybreak," being directed by Jacques
Feyder for M-G-M. Helen Chandler has the feminine lead, and others
in the cast include Jean Hersholt.
Kent Douglass, William Bakewell,
Carmelita Geraghty and Clyde Cook.

exact replica of the Austrian
A N imperial
palace, outside of

feature.
Vitaphone has signed E. M. Newman, globe-trotter and lecturer, to
make a novelty travelogue series.
The film will be called "Newman
Travel Talks."
Two instances of parents reunited
with their sons through seeing them
in motion pictures are reported by
Vitaphone. In one case, a boy playing a small role in "The Collegiate
Model" was recognized by his father
in Seattle, while a mother in Wichita
subject,

which

will

be

directed

by-

Jason.
Marion Seyers has been signed on
a long term contract by Mack Sennett, and will be featured in the next
Eddie Cline production with Andy
Clyde.

Our Passing Show: William Sistrom, Ralph Block, C. B. DeMille,
George McManus, Joe Schenck,
Douglas
Walton
has been signed Bradley King, Donn McElwaine,
by Fox on a long contract.
Jack Schulze, Glen Allvine at the
opening of "East Lynne"; Lew
Schreiber dodging the rain at First
Universal has bought "A Lady of National.
Resource," current Collier's magazine story by Arthur Somers
Roche.
Fred J. Blenthall, former Eastern
exploitation man, has joined the
William Haines' next picture, be- Lichtig and Englander agency.
ine directed by Sam Wood for MLillian Bond will make her screen
G-M, will be called "A Tailor Made

part
a play
spoke intwo
lines titled
in it, "Two
and itbyranTwo,"
two
weeks.

Allan Lane, leading man for Alice
Brady in "The Zero Hour," is now
under contract to Warner Bros.

Man." It was formerly called "The
Imposter."
John Swor will appear in Fox's
"Skyline," featuring Spencer Trary,
Marguerite Churchill and Sally
Eilers.
Screen rights to "Polly of the
Circus," the Margaret Mayo plav of
1907, have been acquired by M-G-M.
"Daddy Long Legs" is set as
Janet Gaynor's next picture.
Thomas Meighan will appear with

Writers Signed
Paramount has added two
prominent playwrights. Vincent Lawrence and Bartlett
Cormack, to its writing staff.

debut in "Stepping Out" at M-G-M,
playing the same role she enacted
in the stage version of Elmer Harris' vehicle. Charlotte Greenwood
and Reginald Denny play the leading roles. Harris also wrote "So
Long Letty," in which Miss Greenwood won her greatest fame.
Tom Hacker has resigned from the
Motion Picture Herald and has
joined the Charlotte Rogers Publicity Enterprises.
Here and There: Myron Selznick
and Frank Joyce motoring to Burbank in a rainstorm; Fred Niblo
presiding as master of ceremonies
at the "East Lynne" opening ; Arthur Landau surveying a flooded
portion of Gower Street.
Leigh
Lambert

Jason
to

has signed Eddie
star in a "Humanette"

located her son as a member

of

Henry
Santry's
band, subject.
which recently completed
a short
Vienna, is now in the course of construction at Paramount's New York
Jay Gomey, until recently a staff
studio, under the supervision of
Willie Hopkins, head of special ef- composer at the Paramount New
fects .It is one of the largest ever Harburg.
York studio, has completed an operetta in conjunction with E. Y.
built there, being 26 feet long and
12 feet high, and is correct in every
detail.
Claudette Colbert, in the midst of
Kay Hush, who appears opposite rehearsals for Ernst Lubitsch's "The
Lieutenant," will be interJohnnie Farrell in Pathe's golf Smiling viewed
over Station WOR tonight
series, "The Duffer Swings," has
been given a test by Paramount for by Radie Harris, motion picture writer. The time is 7:30.
a principal role in a forthcoming

Lloyd Hamilton has finished a
new Educational comedy, "Ex-Plumber," which will be released March
8. Supporting Hamilton are Addie
McPhail, Amber Norman and Stanley Blystone. William Goodrich directed.

Frances Dee has been signed by
Paramount for "An American Tragedy" with Phillips Holmes and Sylvia Sidney.

N. BLAIR,

Una Merkel's stage debut was beset by the figure 2. She played a

Charley Chase

has finished the

Spanish version of "Rough Seas,"
entitled "Monerias," and is now
working with his director, James
Parrott, and Carl Harbaugh, writer,
on a story for his next comedy.
George Stevens, director of The
Boy Friends, and Gil Pratt, writer,
are
working on a story for The Boy
Friends.

"Oh, Mr. Gallagher — Oh, Mr.
Shean," which became a world-famous duet, is now being interpreted
for the talking screen. Al Shean,
the surviving member of the team,
has made arrangements to have his
tune incorporated in one of the
Paramount Screen Songs made by
Max Fleischer.
Today, being Lincoln's birthday,
the Warner Vitaphone studio will be
shut work.
down. Paramount, however,
will

Babe Ruth, Knute Rockne
For 'U' Sport Subjects
Babe Ruth and Knute Rockne have
been signed by Universal for a series
of pictures for next year. Thev will
be called the Christy Walsh AllAmerican Sport Subjects and will be
made partly in Universal City ana
partly on sports arenas. The Rockne
series will start about May 1, and the
Ruth subjects will go in work after
the baseball season.

R-K-O Providence Changes
Providence — Richard Farrell, formerly handling publicity, has been
named house manager of the R-K-O
Albee, assisting Harry Storin, manager. Clarence Mason has been
transferred to New York. John
Townsend of the R-K-O Victory
also has been sent to New York.
Emma May, treasurer of the Albee.
will serve as treasurer for both Aline
and Victory.

"Sleep and Eat," the Harold Lloyd
colored-man discovery, has been added to Universal's "Virtuous HusJames

Seymour

has written the

screen play and dialogue for "The
band." of Glass," which will be proHouse
duced by Pathe, with William C.
De Mille directing.

New Incorporations
Theodore Charlton, motion picture business; L. J. Weber, 276 Fifth Ave., New
York.
$50,000.
.Timmie Savo Comedies, motion pictures;
J.
Kendler.
1540 Broadway, New York. 100
shares
common.

Charles George Saxton and Harold Tarshis have written an untitled
story, which will be picturized as the

K. & R. Amusement Corp., theatrical: M.
Wolf,
220 Fifth Ave., New
York.
$20,000.

ninth subject
the Eddie
"Humanettes"
series.
It will instar
Lambert
and will be directed by Leigh Jason.

way.

"The Border Bad Man," an original by Paul McVey, will shortly
go into production. It will be produced by Trem Carr, with Tom
Tyler starred.

Portable Sound Equipment Co., motion picture theater products; M. Schccr, 1440 Broad
New
York.
$10,000.

Jules J. Leventhal, theatrical M. Winkler,
mon.
1440 Broadway, New York. 200 shares com
Mctro-Goldwyn Mayer of ERypt, Jersey
City, motion picture film exchange. United
States Corp. Co., New
York.
$10,000.
Theater

Dissolutions

Enterprises,

New

York.
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STANDARD RELEASE PRINT Allied Collects $100,000 At Meet; RASKOB-WARNER REPORT
HAILED AS ACHIEVEMENT Additional Revenue from Industrials REVIVED AS STOCK RISE!
(Continued

from Page 1)

that inclusion of the latter paragraph
would convey the impression that
Allied was seeking to establish a
monopolistic form of purchasing
under the guise of its battle against
block booking. Cole also urged support of the Brookhart Bill.
Vigorous advertising campaigns,
elimination of guarantee and percentage contracts, alternations in zoning
schemes and condemnation of previews were proposed in resolutions
adopted yesterday morning. The
resolution dealing with percentage
was referred back for further consideration. Elaborate localized publicity, to acquaint the public with
expectations.
the policies, convenient location,
At Tuesday night's meeting resolu- programs, etc., of the theaters, is
tions were adopted calling for revo- provided for in the national advercation of the music tax, elimination
tising resolution, which was proposed
of centralized checking systems, and by H. M. Richey. It was recomdiscontinuance of block booking.
mended that footage of feature reels
Sidney Samuelson said that if there should be as nearly uniform as possible, to approximate 1,000 feet, so
must be a checking scheme, each film
clean is the best preventative against company should have its own bur- that in small houses employing one
breakdowns, said H. M. Wilcox of
eau. In a resolution presented by operator sufficient time may be given
Erpi. He stated that the greatly re- H. A. Cole, two paragraphs, one him to prepare his machine and make
duced number of emergency calls to providing for a 50 per cent cancella- proper changeovers. As to availability,
tion clause and the other for co- it was proposed that pictures be made
his company indicates that projectionists have become intimately fam
operative buying by local units with available to subsequent runs 21 days
iliar with equipment.
a view of expanding this policy to after the date of national release in
Lester B. Issacs of Loew's said include the entire Allied organiza- the event that the first run house has
tion, were stricken off. It was argued not played them.
he failed to see any particular improvement in booth equipment but
believed that the operators them- Technicolor Will Push
Meyers Synchronizing
selves have improved in their work.
Use
of
Color
in
Dramas
Now Serving 30 Producers
Others who spoke briefly were: J.
(Continued
from Page 1)
Meyers Synchronizing Service is
P. Lilley of Harrisburg, connected Herbert T. Kalmus, Technicolor
now serving 30 independent prowith the Dept. of Labor; P. A. Mcducers, said Abe Meyers yesterday
Guire, Harry Rubin, Sam Kaplan president, who is now in New Yorkand N. D. Golden. Attendance at conferring with producers, declares after his arrival in Xew York from
the Coast.
the luncheon represented various that the value of color in intensifying
dramatic
effects
and
bringing
out
cities outside of the metropolitan
not been fully ap- Forenfilm Releasing German Picture
area, and included a good-sized del- personalitiespreciated,has
but it is hoped that the
"Westfront — 1918," produced by
egation from Boston.
experiment will help to con- Xero Films, German company, is
Also present were: Harry M. Paul, RKO vince
producers.
being released in this country by
G. A. Erickson, Albert Kindelmann,
Forenfilm. Moviegraphs, Inc., which
New Educational Releases
John
A". Krulish,
PeterThomas
J. Haller,
Rudolph
C. Kneuer,
A.
Educational will release this month lias a releasing agreement with Xero.
Healy, Carl Easton Williams, B. V.
will share in the gross with ForenMcGuire, Wesley A. Stanger, X. D. "Happy Little Honeymoon," with made. film through an adjustment just
Golden, Joseph S. Cifre, Otto Kafka, Glenn Tryon; "The Shooting of Dan,
Harry Youngswick, J. Burgi, E. F. the Duck", with Clyde Cook, and
Kislingbury to Chicago
Costa, B. McGaffigan, John H. Ful- "Pete and Repeat," with the colored
Dallas
— Fuller Kislingbury. mancomedians,
Seben
'n'
Elebcn,
known
lick, Michael Keeler, A. R. Moulton, on the stage as Bud Harrison and
ager of the Melba theater at Dallas,
Meyer Bixgorn, T. Osborn Elton- I'eenie Elmo.
has been transferred to Chicago. He
head, Frank R. Day, Morris Sternis
succeeded by Paul Short, formerberg, Herbert Griffin, Freeman L.
Ina Claire in One More for Para.
ly with the Publix at Tampa.
Brown, W. A. Hargrave, George
Although Ina Claire has been
Williams, M. T. Woiheim, Harrv signed by Samuel Goldwyn under
Trans-Lux Signs Leases
Sherman, J. S. Winick, M. G. Felder, a five-year contract she has one more
Leases were signed Monday for
Irving Samuels, Dave Marcey, picture to make for Paramount under the two theaters to be operated by
Joseph W. Engle, A G. Hulan, H. an, agreement made prior to the the Trans-Lux Movies Corp. in the
C. Conord, J. Rosen, Fred J. Demp- United Artists deal. The production new Lefcourt Building at Broadway
is "The Marriage Circle," it is under- and 49th St. A rental of $1,500,000
stood.
is involved. One of the theaters is
To Study Projection
to present newsreels and the other
sey, Lawrence J. Katz, Thoma> F. features. Both are expected to open
Argentine is sending a com
Maguire, Charles F. Eichhorn, Laur- next month.
mission to the United States
ence Jones, M. Schankman, George
to study present-day projecBristol Houses Being Improved
Van
Deurs,
William De Sena, Morris
tion methods, it was stated by
Heller,
Oliver
De
Freitas,
Aaron
Bristol,
Va. —
Improvements
N. D. Golden, assistant to C.
Xadell, Max Ruben, S. Danziger, J. amounting to about $20,000 are
J. North, chief of the M. P.
J. Hopkins, J. E. Soons, Rudolph planned for the Cameo, Isis and CoDivision, Department of Comlumbia of the Goebel Theaters cirMiehling, James R. Cameron, Joseph
merce, in speaking at the Procuit
here, it is announced by H.
D.
Basson,
Morris
J.
Rotker,
Simon
jection Advisory Council
Terr, E. N. Hoffman. Paul E. Jones Somerville, assistant general manluncheon yesterday.
and others.
ager.
(Continued from Page 1)

spoke on noiseless recording and other
subjects. He pointed out that the
new valve, which permits an increased range in recording range, allows the continual running of a picture at one fader level. This eliminates regulation on the part of
operators in the booth who, owing
to the various machine noises about
them, are not in a position to effectively control the sound volume in
the auditorium, he said.
William F. Canavan, president of
the I. A. T. S. E. and M. P. O, asserted that much booth equipment is
out of repair owing to depressed
business conditions which caused exhibitors to postpone this cost. Few
interruptions occur nowadays in the
projection of sound film programs
owing to the competency of operators, he said. He described current
as "fine."'
pictures
Keeping
reproducer equipment

amounted to $15,000. Oscar R. Hanson's proposition for the showing of
industrial pictures in Allied houses,
with exhibitors turning over the
money to Allied, was unanimously
acclaimed. Christie will make the
pictures and two national distributors will release them.
Although a great deal of commotion was raised, many delegates departed for home with a feeling that
not much of practical value had been
accomplished. A second check-up of
attendance showed that the originally
reported figure was considerably inflated and theadvance
actual number
presen':
was below
estimates
and

(Continued from Page 1)

Raskob is credited with having accumulated large blocks, and he is
believed to now hold a substantial
minority interest in the company.

No Deal Signed Yet,
Says
(ContinuedGeorge
from Page Skouras
1)
ports have had them going with Publix, with whom they are partners in
two houses, and with the HughesFranklin circuit. It is still considered likely, as reported directly following their resignation from Warner Bros., that they will resume
operations in the St. Louis territory,
provided no other deal is closed. Another possibility is that the Skouras
boys will take over a big string of
the smaller Publix houses.
St. Louis — Skouras Brothers are
reported here to have signed a deal
in New York yesterday for the operation of a group of theaters. Charles
Skouras is leaving for home tonight.

Exhibs Oppose Airing
Industry Ills to Public
(Continued from Page 1)

fact that the affiliated circuits control only a small percentage of the
country's theaters and that the only
interest the public has in a theater
is to get entertainmc nt from it.
While the numerous exhibitors who
entertain these views preferred to
withhold them from the official
order of business at the convention,
they are expected to balk openly
should actual steps be taken to carry
the fight to the public.

M. P. Academy to Tackle
Only
General Problems
(Continued from Page 1)
York. Only matters of a general
nature, concerning the industry at
large and not any particular private
enterprise, will be handled, he explained, and said that for this reason, the academy is now taking a
"hands off" attitude towards wide
film.
New Publix House for Longview
Longview, Tex.— M. T. Flanagan
and Publix East Texas Theaters will
erect a $250,000 house here. The
Rembert, also Publix, will be improved and enlarged.

Chaplin Won't Talk

An offer of $650,000 for 26
radio broadcasts of 15 minutes
each, or $130,000 for 26 electrical transcriptions, has been
turned down by Charlie Chaplin, sez the United Artists office. The proposition came
from a "big corporation"
through
the Blaine-Thompson
ad.
agency.
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Paramount Stage Producing Unit Starts in March

YEAR'SW)N-THEATRICAL protectionasked
Hours
Working
in Operators1
Change
Still A Mystery
Seek Temporary
Modification
is Expected
M.P.T.O.
Would
Curtail
The Mirror

— a column of comment
THROUGH use of the noiseless
recording system, projectionists
are exempted from regulating
sou-nd from their booths, points out
In other words the
Mike Levee
picture is run at one fader level,

in Law Requiring One
Day's Rest Weekly

Albany — Prior to the proposed introduction ofa bill in the legislature
seeking to modify the one-day of
rest weekly for operators, a conference is to be held by labor and theater interests with a view to compromising on the law so that operators may work seven days in a week
during the present emergency, pro(Continued

on Page

2)

Chicago — The Allied convention "mystery speaker,"
about whom a great deal of
mysterious fuss was made in
advance announcements
from organization headquarters,
turned
out ofto Italy.
be Count Ernesto Russo

NO MERGER WITH MPTOA,
SAYS ABRAM F. MYERS

without the necessity of continually
readjusting the amount of sound being poured into the auditorium. The
Chicago — "There will be no Allied
-M.P.T.O.A. merger. The $100,000
new plan knocks off one of the most
ion
project
sound
donation
to maintain Allied speaks
exasperating of
problems. Projectionists have grown
for itself,"
Abram on F.
told
(.Continued
Page Myers
2)
gray-headed in trying to properly
by
on
gauge sound volume, situati
situation. From their position in that
— A resolution calling
mad-house of noises known as the forPhiladelphia
close scrutiny of all forms of
imposion booth,outit'sthenearly
projectsible
volume the advertising pictures before they are
to figure
on the screen by memcustomers are hearing. Now, how- permitted
bers of the organization was placed
ever, with the mechanism once set, on record by the board of managers
And the audi- of the M.P.T.O. of Eastern PennWest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAIIY
they'll let her ride.will
hear sound
ence down below
sylvania,
Southern
New
Jersey
and
Hollywood — In announcing the apas recorded — minus distortions due
(Continued on Page 2)
pointment of Al Szekler as general
on.
to faulty regulati
manager of Universal, Carl Laemmle
emphatically states that Carl LaemCapital Will Release
mle, Jr., will continue in charge of

FILMS
'AD'
OF
NY
UTI
SCR
URGED BYM.P.T.0. GROUP

Unfair Competition
from Outside

Philadelphia — Letters have been
sent out by the board of managers
of the M.P.T.O. of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and
Delaware, to all who are supplying
pictures to non-theatrical accounts,
asking that no product be released
to these outside exhibitors unless it
is at least a year old. This action
was induced by the increased nontheatrical showings, particularly
among churches, clubs and various organizations, to the point where it
tion.
freouently becomes unfair competi-

Laemmle, Jr., Retains Production Reins
With Al Szekler Becoming'U'Gen. Mgr.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN rejects a biga series of broaddough offer to do transcript
A
ions
casts or electrical
smart showman makes a smart
showmanship decision. The great
master of pantomime realizes that it
would be toying with dynamite to
let this picture-going world hear his
voice. Because hearing his voice
(which is a cultured one) would very
likely destroy some of the illusion
which attends his famous hobo character.
OPPOSITION to the Allied plan to
air its industry ills tc the public is
evidencing itself, a canvass reveals. . . .
The customers are interested only
in good screen entertainment — not
film family squabbles. The chances
are a campaign along the proposed
lines will serve to irritate them rather
than enlist their sympathy and support.

48 Foreign Pictures

(Continued

on Page

2)

IT SPENDING $1,500,000
FOR SHORTS NEXT YEAR
West

Coast Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

, inA group of 48 foreign pictures
cluding 24 feature length subjects
and 24 shorts, will be released in
this country through the newly
formed foreign department of Capital Films, according to Herman
Gluckman, president. The pictures
The Paramount New York studio
will be all-talking and will feature
Span- will play an increasingly important
German, Italian, French and
ish stars. In connection with the
part in duction
the program.
company's
1931-32
proSeventeen
features
a press departforeign department
(Continued
on
Page
2)
hed.
ment has also been establis

Hollywood— A budget of $1,500,000 has been set by Universal for
short subject
production next year,
(Continued on Page 2)

Para. Forms Ray-Miner, Inc.
As School and Tryout Unit

47 "Cim" Holdovers

PARA. NEW YORK STUDIO
TO PLAY BIGGER ROLE

London House for RKO
(By Cable)— RKO
London
has leased the Leicester Square
in the West End as a show
window here.

Ray-Miner, Inc., formed by Paramount to produce stage plays which
will afterwards be talkerized, is expected to open its initial show on
a month. Execuwithin on
Broadway(Continuti
Page 2)

Al Rogell Reported
Tiffany THEStudio
Head
West Coast Bureau,
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Al Rogell will head
Tiffany production, according to a
report in circulation yesterday.

Reports reached the RKO
offices yesterday that 47 houses
are holding
"Cimarron."
The
extended over
bookings
include
42 week-stands and five splitweeks. At the Globe on
Broadway, Wednesday night,
a house attache is reported to
have clocked 2,000 turnaways.
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SEEK TEMPORARY CHANGE
ERPI FIELD FORCES
BEING CONSOLIDATED
IN OPERATORS' HOURS

In the interest of greater flexibilJOHN W. ALICOATE
: Editor and Publisher
ity, all field forces of Electrical Research Products are being consolidated, according to H. M. Wilcox,
Published daily except Saturdays and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., vice-president in charge of operation. The first step in the merging
and copyright U930) by Wid's Films and
Film Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President, of departments was effected Feb. 1
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau,
when the installation and service deSecretary-Treasurer and General Manager
partments were consolidated. Now
Arthur W. Eddy, Associate Editor; Don
Carle Gillette, Managing Editor. En- the two departments become the
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918, operating department with J. S.
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage Ward, formerly service manager, as
free) United States outside of Greater New director of operations, and L. W.
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
Conrow, formerly installation manmonths, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
ager, as operating manager.
should remit with order. Address all comThe 4 Installation and 13 Service
munications to THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone Circle Divisions will be consolidated into five
7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. Cable ad- operating divisions headed by a local
dress : Filmday, New York. Hollywood,
California — Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood manager in each. Divisions, headBlvd. Phone Granite 6607. London — Ernest
quarters and managers will be as
W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91 follows; Eastern, New York, A. J.
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn,
Lichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris Hodges; Southern, Washington, D.
— P. A. Harle, La Cinematographic Fran- C, T. K. Glennan; Central, Chicago,
caise, Rue de la Cour-des-Noues, 19.
W. W. Simons; Southwestern, Kansas City, G. L. Carrington; Western,
Paramount Stage Unit
Los Angeles, N. A. Robinson. Divimanagers will meet in New
Starting Next Month York onsionalMonday
to formulate plans
(Continued from Page 1)
tives identified with the organization which will set the Operating Department in motion April 1.
are Whittaker Ray, formerly with
Erlanger, and Worthington Miner,
stage director. Arthur Lubin, stage Laemmle, Jr., Retains
producer and actor, is also associated
'U' Production Reins
(Continued
from Page 1)
with the project. The company's
first play is now being selected. all Universal production. Phil ReisThrough the project stage players man also continues under his longmay be developed for screen work term contract as general sales manand screen players given stage trainager. Szekler, who has been with
ing.
the company for 17 years, latelv as
Jenner Succeeds Peters
West

Coast Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — William Jenner has
succeeded Hank Peters as Van Beuren sales and studio representative
here.
Three for Frye in Danville
Danville, 111. — Nels Frye, operating the Empress and Colonial, will
open his third local house tomorrow. It is the Tivoli, formerly the
Central.
New House for Gainesville
Gainesville, Ga. — A theater is being erected here at a cost of $60,000 by C. G. Plaginos, owner of the
State.
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(Continued from Page 1)

vided their total period oi work during the week does not exceed 4b
hours, the number of hours that
constitute the six-day week. Due
to current conditions, many operators are working only lour or five
nours a day, so that their total time
in a week is under the 48 allowed
in the recently passed law, which
goes into effect Sept. 1.

Scrutiny
'Ad' Films
Urged(Continued
byofM.P.T.O.
Group
from Page 1)
Delaware at its meeting yesterday.
The board urged that extreme caution be used to prevent the screen
irom
being turned
into a reaction
"billboard"at
and causing
unfavorable
the box-otnee. It is also planned to
watch features for anything in the
way of advertising matter that may
be either subtly or openly inserted.
Jay Emanuel was re-elected chairman of the board of managers.

Norman

Allied

confab

here.

Authors' Club President
Denounces Censorship
Dr. John Erskine, president of the
Authors Club, in an address before
the Advertising Club, denounced the
censorship of motion pictures as "a
national scandal" and claimed that
the recognized classics would have to
be seriously deleted to pass the present censorship board.

Phillips Drops Dead

Serkowich on Sick List
Ben Serkowich, R-K-O theater exHollywood — Norman Phillips, of
ploitation man, is ill at his apartment
the widely known stage team of Mr. in the Park Central Hotel.
and Mrs. Norman Phillips and Norman Phillips, Jr., who came west
Burns Joins Pathe Cincy Staff
last year to enter pictures, dropped
Cincinnati — Stanley Jacques, local
Pathe branch
manager,
has added
dead of heart trouble on the M-G-M
to
his
staff
as aslot where he was working in "Torch William sistantBurns
booker.
FILM

DAILY

Metropolitan
Theater
Shifts
Song."
Louis Liss, former assistant manager and treasurer of the Walker,
Brooklyn, is now managing the Duffield, Brooklyn. Irving Silverman
replaces Liss at the Walker. Don
Williams, who has been awav on
sick leave, has returned as assistant
manager of the Marlboro, Brooklyn.
Louis Fishkin is now managing the
Beverly, Brooklyn. Monte Salmon,
formerly manager of the State, Jersey City, is now managing the De
Luxe in Brooklyn.

Feb.

17

"Sit
Tight"
opens
at Winter
Garden,
New
York.
Feb. 16-18 Convention
of R-K-O
Theater
Division Managers at the Hotel
Sherman,
Chicago.
York.
Feb. 18 "Rango" opens at the Rivoli, New
Feb. 20

Screen tive
Advertisers'
Ass'n
committee meets
at execuHotel
Roosevelt, New
York.
Feb. 22 "Warner Club Gaieties" presented
by the Warner Club at the
Hollywood Theater, New York.
Y.
Feb. 23 Screen Advertisers Ass'n meeting,
Hotel Roosevelt, New
York.
Feb. 28 Foxfilm Athletic Club fifth annual
ball at the Commodore Hotel, N.
Mar. 7

Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
Mar. 14 First Annual Writers-Wampas
Roast, Biltmore Hotel, Hollywood.
Mar. 21 Annual Ball of the Warner Club,
New York.
April 4-11 Players'
and Patrons'
Week, national
benefit for Jubilee
N. V.
A.
Club.
of Photoplays,
Claypool
April 23-24 dorsers
State Convention
of Indiana
InHotel, Indianapolis.
May 25-28 Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers. Hotel Roosevelt, Hollywood,
Cal.

No Merger With MPTOA,
Says
Abram F. Myers Para. New York Studio
(Continued from Page 1)
a Film Daily representative yesterTo Play Bigger Role
(Continued from Page 1)
day morning at the conclusion of the

European general manager, takes
over the post formerly held by Lou
B. Metzger. He joined the Laemmle
organization as an assistant to Maurice Fleckles in Chicago and later
served in the Los Angeles, then as
South American manager for nine
years, afterward as Berlin manager,
Wrestler in Series
and then as continental director of West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
'U' activities. Mr. and Mrs. Szekler,
Hollywood — Brown and Nagel will
now visiting here, leave in a few star Gus Sonnenberg, the wrestler,
days for San Francisco, Chicago and in a series of shorts to be released
New
York.
by Educational.
West Coast Bureau, THE

Ti-t INlJtSICT'*
DATE
CC€I\

COMING

& GOING

will be made at the plant, as compared with 12 produced in 1930-31.
With the studio and its personnel
geared high, productions to be made
are of a more elaborate and pretentious nature than those included in i
the current year program.

'U' Spending $1,500,000
For
Shorts Next Year
(Continued from Page 1)
it is announced by Carl Laemmle.
This figure, which does not include
serials or newsreels, is the largest
ever appropriated by 'U' for shorts.
The program will include at least
26 sport reels, the Slim Summerville
comedies,
"Strange
As It and
Seems"
series, the the
Oswald
cartoons
the
Sidney and Murray comedies.
Harold Dunn in Philly
Philadelphia — Harold S. Dunn,
former Warner branch manager in
Pittsburgh, is now assisting Bill
Wilson, booker, and William Goldhere.
man of the Stanley-Warner houses
COLOR

Color sound
cameras
available for
short subjects, or advertising
films.
Color prints from Bi-pack negatives.
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CLEVE ADAMS, sails tomorrow for a
South American cruise.
HERBERT
FIELDS and LORENZ
HART,
California.sail for the coast tomorrow on the
Sunday.
WALTER HUSTON leaves for the coast
CHESTER MORRIS and SUE KILBORN
(Mrs. Morris) sail Monday from Los Angeles for Europe via the Panama Canal.
DICK BRADY of Eastman Kodak has
gone to Rochester
for a few days.

PRINTS

BREWSTER COLOR
FILM CORPORATION

First

Street,
Newark,
Humboldt 2-4228

N.

J.

Studio
and
Location
Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Rates

Powers Clnephone Equipment Corporation

723-7TH

AVE.. N. Y.

BRYANT

O-eOeT

Breaking ALL Box Office Records!
Against The Strongest
Kind of Opposition
In Every City Played!

PATRONS

The
CRIMINAL
CODE
W I

PHILLIPS

This is a full-rate
Telegram or Cablegram unless
ferred
characteritsis deindicated bya suitable
sign above or preceding the address.

NtWCOHB

The filing time us
Received
at

NA1640
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O/ Course It's a Columbia Picture]

WE KNOW

THE WORDS :

i

\

IT'S NEARER TO THE TRUTH TO SAY THAT
9 9

•J
US
T
FO
R
A
SO
NG
IS FINE FEATURE ENTERTAINMENT

It has all the elements that thoroughly satisfy patrons. Its warm, human story;
fresh twist on the irresistible triangle, assureyour patrons of beinggrateful to yoi
worth. It's a welcome change from the sameness of gang stories and drawing
mate glimpse into the private lives of headliners. Again. "JUST FOR A SONG'

IT WE WON'T ADVERTISE

UST FOR

SONG

»»

As a
1ASHING
tASHING
ASHING
ASHING
SLASHING
[CTURE

RELEASED
vocative situations; its
ingthem theirmoney's
ramas. It gives an intiteature entertainment.

FEB.20

"Chaplin is away to a tremendous
start at the Cohan which is doing nine shows a day and charging $1 for the orchestra and first
balcony with 50c in its gallery.
House has been doing just short
of $10,000 a day. Not counting
the Friday night (6) $11 premiere, much of which was the
usual courtesy give-away, picture
is sure to run around $57,000 on
its first full week, a figure which
few theatre men believed the
house could hold at its capacity
(1395) and scale. There has been a
steady b.o. line since the feature
started to grind early Saturday
morning with this schedule only
changed for Sunday when the
house didn't open for business
until afternoon, thereby cutting
down the total number of performances."
—Variety, Feb. 11th.

NEW YORK
CRITICS GO WILD
WITH ENTHUSIASM.
TIMES
"Chaplin Hilarious in His 'City Lights.'. . .
Film Brings Roars of Laughter. . . spectators rocking in their seats with mirth. . ."
HERALD
TRIBUNE
"A brilliant film, genuinely hilarious comEVE. WORLD
edy. . ."
". . .Chaplin
has made another winner. . .
boxing bout is one of the funniest sequences
ever seen upon any screen."

AMERICAN
". . .you must see it for yourself. To detail i
NEWS
its
thousand laughs would be unfair."
" 'City Lights' brilliant. . .we laughed so
much and so heartily at 'City Lights' that
we feel considerably
weakened.
. ."
SUN
"Charlie Triumphs Anew in 'City Lights'. . .
He is killingly funny. . .hilarious gags. . .
TELEGRAM
See for yourself."
". . .hilariously funny picture full of some of
the most side splitting antics I have ever
seen. . .1 had a grand and glorious time. . ."
GRAPHIC
". . .hilarious. . There was laughter galore
for his audience. One of the notable nicker
events
WORLDof this young 1931."
" 'City Lights' is superb. . .screamingly
funny. . .represents the best pantomimic art
we have in America. . ."

MIRROR
". . .Many laughs. . .sure fire ones. . .you'll
want to see it. It's worth seeing. . . — still
the incomparable, magnificent Charlie Chaplin."

JOURNAL a Hit in His Silent Film.
"Comedian
POST

You'll'

enjoy 'City Lights.'"
"A dazzling pattern of comedy and pathos
. . .He remains the supreme pantomimist
Makes you shriek with delight."

i

HELP!

}} cry ticket
takers at
Geo. M. Cohan
Theatre, N. Y.
- j

Thousands rushing, surging, jamming, cramming,
standing, waiting, — all with one

thought in

mind — We're going to see City Lights or
bust — and nobody busts.
More than 55,000 people passed the ticket takers
in five days.
No wonder they holler
Helpl

Rain, snow, and cops mean nothing. If it pours,
they wait in line; if it snows, they don't notice
it— and if the cops try to hold 'em, they break
right through.

AN ATTRACa picture 1 1 WHAT
TION! Experienced showmen are watching the
Cohan Theatre run with speechless amazement.

What

It's the topic of the day throughout the entire
industry, and —

UNITED

ARTISTS

are almost as busy as the Cohan Theatre
ticket takers listening to propositions.

Everybody wants this One!

The Sign of Overwhelming
Prosperity

in any

Theatre

THE

-JZW
Friday, February 13, 1931

DAILY

NEWS of the DAY

A Little
"Lots"
from WILK
By RALPH
HOLLYWOOD
YV7ILLIAM POST, newly signed
W juvenile lead, has arrived at the
Radio Pictures studios to fulfill his
contract. Post is said to be young
and good looking. He was in stock
in Denver, went to New York recently, took tests and won his contract.
*
*
*
Edgar Allen Woolf, famous
playwright, is aiding in dialogue on
the M-G-M lot in William Haines'
"The Imposter". The two clown
incessantly. Whenever it's
together
time to film a scene Haines yells:
"Tie the Woolf outside so production can go on!"
*
*
*
Frank Lloyd has been borrowed by
Howard Hughes from First National to direct Billie Dove in an original.
*
*
*
Two men who started in life as
newsboys share the featured male
roles in First National's forthcoming screen version of the mystery
play, "The Gorilla." Both Joe
Frisco, the vaudeville headliner, who
enacts the part of a dumb detective, and his fellow detector of
crime, Harry Gribbon, earned their
first money selling newspapers.
*
*
*
RKO has signed Lew Cody,
Nance O'Neill, C. Henry Gordon.
John Loder, Alfred Hickman and
Edward Earle for "The Registered
Woman."
*
*
*
Humphrey Pearson's original
story, "Traveling Husbands," will
go into rehearsal Feb. 18 at RKO.
Evelyn Brent, Hugh Herbert, Frank
McHugh, James Gleason and Stanley Fields have been cast under direction ofPaul Sloane.
*
*
*
William Humphrey and Lillianne
Leighton, have been added to the
cast of "Subway Express," Columbia's adaptation of the stage play.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN
IHNI-WMUW

Of HUM DOM

Producers agree to cut obscenity
from future productions.
*
*
*
Eastman
Kodak
seeking 30 per
cent tariff tax on foreign raw stock.
*
*
*
Censorship problem in New
land acute.

Eng-

the secret of what is in
• • • NOW IT can be told
if s
back of that Columbia's outfit's phenomenal success
represented in Joe Brandt, Jack
nothing but Personality
they have been psychoanalyzed by Ed
and Harry Cohn
Joe
with the following amazing results
Chodorov
a human kaleidoscope
many men in one
Brandt
acres of highly pob'shed, glittering, precise machinery,
Harry
smoothly, silently working beneath a velvet cover
can
a blue flame streaking over the ground
Cohn
Jack Cohn
kiss and kill you in successive moments
.surbehind his glasses a pair of deceptive X-ray eyes
prising ability to pick the one disadvantage out of a proposition
but shucks, not to detract
with a thousand good points
from Jack's rep, most wives are doing that with their husbands
all the time
but this psychoanalysis is very illuminating
and interesting
by scrambling
'em together we get a
composite picture of the Personality in back of Columbia that
makes it tick
to wit
acres of glittering machinery
beneath a velvet cover streaking over the ground like a blue
flame as it kisses and kills you with a glance behind a pair of
deceptive
X-ray eyes
now how in 'ell can you stop such
a combination?
*
*
*
*
• • • HOLLYWOOD
TRICK
SHOTS
Adolpb*
Menjou strolling around the Emgeem lot all dolled up in gulf
knickers, a tuxedo coat and straw hat
Wallace Beery was
waiting to see Irving Thalberg
after waiting the best
part of the day, Wallace finally asked Irving's sec: "Tell me,
is there really a Thalberg, or is he a Myth?".^
800 ciggies
were smoked in one day during the club scene for Norma Shearer's "Strangers May
Kiss"
and nobody
had to take a
Blindfold Test, for everybody knew Old Gold supplied 'em
Charlie Dorian, assistant director on Ramon Novarro's
"Daybreak," was seen tearing his hair and going through funny
motions as he read a scene in the script
finallv the guv
started babbling unintelligible things and they thought he had
gone nertz
they picked up the script and read the scene
it called for Charlie to supply a horse that would trot
backwards down the street and then pause to look back to see
what was going on inside the cab....
*
*
*
*
• • • RUSSELL MACK, director of Pathe's "Lonely
Wives," sez his first maxim is: "Give the audience a great picture." great !
let's try it
and won't
the
audience be surprised !
and Johnny Farrell in his Pathe
golf picture uses the putter with which he won the championship from Bobby Jones at Olympia Field at Chi in 1928
looks like a dirty dig at Warner's golf series with Bobby Jones
While they are passing around the confetti to the boys
who helped make "Trader Horn" what it is, don't let's overlook
the cameramen, Clyde De Vinna and his associates, Bob Roberts
and George Nogle, working under unbearable conditions in the
African wilds, states Hal Hall in the "American Cinematographer," these men have stamped themselves as real artists
no argument — if you've
work *
*
* seen*their *
• • • W. H. JANSEN, head of Industrial and Educational
Films,
Shanghai,
a pioneer
who the
has city
done boasted
things...'three movie
when
he
arrived
there is
eight
years ago
houses and only one production concern functioning in the whole
of China
today his company has one of the most modern
of studios, and his example has resulted in 48 Chinese film companies being formed
resulting in Eastman Kodak Co. at
Rochester shipping 2,000,000 feet of film per month to China
which ain't so bad
for Eastman
Ernest
Schoedsack, whose "Rango" will be let out of the cage at the
Rivoli next week, and A. P. Waxman, the Warner theater advertising specialist, are spending some of their spare moments
these days reminiscing over their war experiences
they
were in the same outfit, the photogra-group of the A.E.F
Wesley
Ruggles and other present-day film celebs also were
in it

«

«

«

»

»

»

Buffalo — The Hollywood, smallel
local first run and formerly knowj
as the Little, has closed temporaril;
Frederic Ullman, Jr., manager
an
lessee, has resigned.

.

I'

Kansas
City — G. I. Hunter,
for-1
merly manager of the Gladstone, hai
been made chief at the Warwick by
Foxt West Coast Theaters.
R. if
Hunter stepped into the vacancy at
the Gladstone and he was replaced
at the Boone by E. Knoblauch.

Columbus — Papers have been filed|
with the secretary of state chartering the Garden Amusement Co., thel
Grandview
Theater,
Inc., and thel
Salem Theater, Inc.
The incorpo-|
rators are Mrs. Ethel Chesbrough
W. C. Chesbrough and W. S. Cowan.J
who have been operating these theaters for some time as a partner-l
ship.
in Day-J
ton andThetheSalem
othersis inlocated
Columbus.
San Francisco — Under Fox controll
the St. Francis will drop its policy]
of foreign
ond runs. pictures and feature secDenver— J. R. Keitz, of the Sheffield Film Exchange
Denver
salesl
force, has been made sales manager!
of the Portland
branch and J. W.f
Allender has been added to the Seattle office as salesman.
J. T. Sheffield just returned from the North-|
west, made
arrangements
for thj
opening
in
the
near
future
of the
Butte branch.
Jesup, Ga.— F. F. and J. C. Osborne, convicted of working a theaa
ter ticket swindle here and in TiftonJ
have been fined $75 apiece or three|
months on the chain-gang.
Portland, Ore. — Early morningl
safe-crackers took about $2,000 froml
the Bagdad, according to Manager!
Clinton Mansfield.
St. Croix Falls, Wis. — A tempo-l
rary order restraining R. O. Peppeil
from showing Sunday movies hail
been dissolved by Judge Carl MI
Lynn.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following
of the inbirthdays
: who aremembers
dustry,
celebrating their

February 13
John Wray
Howard Bretherton
George Fitzmaurice
Kate Price
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Bela Lugosi,
(of the original stage cast)

David Manners,
Helen Chandler,
(and the following players
also of the original
stage cast)

Dwight Frye
Edward Van Sloan
Herbert Bunston

WNING'S
BROproduction
TODgreatest
Presented

and other well-known

by

Produced by

•"/«»

CARL LAEMMLE

d in hood with PROS

Carl Laemmle, Jr.
players.

--that's UNIVERSAL!
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as

Recognized
the Authoritative
Reference Book of the
Motion Picture Industry
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The Most Comprehensive
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Information Ever Assembled
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50 Detroit Theaters Giving Five -Cent Matinees
25 « • -

SKOURAS BROS. TO OPERATE AS PARA. ALLY
Protection Outlawed
Measure
in Legislature
Slated for Early
Hearing
Raleigh, X. C. — Public hearing on
I lull which would outlaw protection
is scheduled
for Tuesday
by
the
Seratc of the Xorth Carolina State
Legislature. The measure, which
\,a- introduced by Rep. R. L. Harris
t)f Person County, lias already passed
he House. It attacks protection system as a form of "restrain of trade.'

SC EEN WON'T SUBSIDIZE
DIRT DRAMA, SAYS MAYER
ll„-l,nmi,n, Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Motion picture interI s will limit their efforts to subI zc the drama as long as Broadwa\ plays contain "frank and frcEjcntly shocking dialogue." accordEg i" Louis B. Mayer, who with
I s. Maver are guests of President
nd Mrs. Hoover at the White
Mouse. Mayer said that more screen
-•oies
will come
directly
from
auhors and playwright-, who will prodn e directly for the movies. He
also stated that M-C-M would no
uo Into the business of producing
Hays, hut added that it has not
abandoned a policy of financing such
■age material as seems readily
for film entertainment.
adaptable

10 Copyright Suits Filed
Against Indiana Exhibitor
Indianapolis — Ten
suits charging
(copyright
violations
have
been
filed
i the Federal District tout
again'ramiKey. exhibitor of Anderson
trill. 'I he film? in question are now
being
held
by 'he U. S. Marshal.
Distribute-ask return
of the li'mlogethei
with
an
o' der
re -training
Key from leasing them, and damage
'if $250
for each
one he le ised.

Under Proposed N. Carolina Bill

Television Motion Picture Made
Schenectady — A motion picture film of images appearing in a
television receiving set has been successfully made by General Electric Co., it is announced. The originals of the images were in another part of the local laboratory. The company also has succeeded
;'n a test transmission

of images

across the sea by television.

SIX FOREIGN DIALOGUERS
OPENING IN N. Y. THIS WEEK
ax of $10 Per 500 Ft.
Levied by Nanking Censor
he

Shanghai — Under
rules
Nankin : government

issued
by
creating a

m

censorship hoard of seven members from tin ministry of education
\i<\ mini try
of
the
interior,
the
board
will collect
a tax of $10 fo
er\ 5U i Feet of foreign
film exam■c(\. Native productions are exempt.
Certificates
will be good
for three
ears only.

Six foreign dialogue production?
are opening this week in New York
houses. Among them is the firs
I ines-Piltaluga Italian talker shown
here, "When Naples Sings,'' whicl
open- Sunday for a run at the Belm< nt. legitimate house on 48th Si
"I'a Jiaeei," Italian opera produced
heir by Signor Gallo in association
with \udio Cinema, opens Feb. 20
al-o in a former legit, theater, the
Jolson,
which
Leo
Brecher
has re(Continued on Pane 11)

10 Holdovers and Return Dates
In Broadway Houses This Week
Holdovers
and
return
engage-, paramount
Dickering
For
ments aie occupying 10 oi the Broa
vav
district
first-run
grinds
th
Paramount is understood to 1><
week, and as a result only two new
attractions
opened
Thursday
an
dickering
for distrihut'on
ill'!!." fea'irc
made h\ F. rights
W. Muro
Friday
in the Times Square dis'rH
nau ill tin- South Sea Islands. Rob
The latter are "Draculn" at the R >X
I 1 mi tinned o%\ Vane 2)
' i ontinued on l\i<n- 1 1 I

Murnau's South Sea Fill*

Price Cutting War in Detroit
Brings 50 Five- Cent Matinees

25 Houses in East Lined
Up ofAlready
— Circuit
150 Planned
Skouras

Brothers

have

irrangements
whereby
rate
as
Paramount

concluded

they
ally,

will
opplaying

he latter's product in a circuit of at
least
ISO theaters
in the territory
ast
of
the
Mississippi.
Spyros
Skouras

will be in charge of operations with headquarters
in
New
York,
while
George
and
Charles
"skouras will be on the road. About

25 houses already have been acquird in eastern states and the new plan
placed
under
way.
Although
not
openly
indicated,
it
is
known
that
(Continued
on Pane 2)

AGREEMENT IS REACHED
ON W. VA. SUNDAY OPENING
Wheeling — An
agreement
reached
on the West
Virginia Sunday
open
ing situation between exhibitors ai.d
the clergy
is
itc prospects
option
statute.
mt'iit theaters
1 and 9G
shows tweenafter

understood
to terniinof repeal of the local
Under
the
settl<
will open Sundays beand
p. m.may resume thei

Chas. R. Rogers Adjusts
Comve Bennett
Contract
lf,<t < oa i Bureau.
THE
FILM
DAll Y
Hollywood
has
adjusted
contract
with

—

Charles
Constance
RKO-Pathc

R.

Roger
Bennett
where
>

she agrees
to confine
her activi'i ■
to this company
during the four i'
VImaining
111 the

years,
i xceptionoi

oiher the agreem
two
P

tures
she is to make
for Warn
I'he latter have agreed to make oill
one
Bennett pictu e this > ear. po
poining the second until next

?uh\\\ Obtains Papers
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In confirming the deal through
Paramount,
Spyros Skouras
said:
"We have, in our long experience
in the exhibition end of the motion
picture business, always found that
in order to be successful in a theater
operation, it is incumbent upon a
theater operator to have a steady
supply of the best pictures and we,
therefore, have concluded arrangements with Paramount Publix Corporation which will insure Paramount pictures for such theaters as
we shall, from time to time, acquire

"City Lights" at the Cohan, and
"Cimarron" at the Globe, also are
continuing their runs, these houses
usually changing weekly, while "Illicit" remains at the Winter Garden
until Tuesday. The two return engagements are "Hell's Angels" at
the Rivoli, until Wednesday, and or lease."
Publix Obtains Papers
"Viennese Nights" at the Strand.
Two German openings Saturday in
For (Continued
Virginia
Expansion
from Page 1)
the Village sector, "Homeland
Echoes" at the Eighth St. and Lynchburg, Charlottesville a n d
"Mother Love" at the Fifth Ave., Roanoke. In the first four citieare not included in the tabulation.
Publix is to have new theaters
Principal office of the company in
this state will be in Richmond, with
Eastman Kodak Giving
Thomas
B. Gay in charge.
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Rochester, N. Y. — Eastman Kodak
Co. directors have given impetus to
the buying power of their employes
by declaring $1,401,893 or more than
half of company's annual wage dividend payable from three to six
months in advance of the regular
date of payment.
'/

"Rio's Road to Hell"
For Independent Market
"Rio's Road to Hell," German production synchronized in English,
featuring Susie Vernon, will be
olaced on the independent marker
shortly. Samuel Cummins of New
York will distribute it.

Jean Dickason Editing:
26 Travel Pictures

5

+
+

Jean H. Dickason, who recently returnedfrom
_
a trip around the world,
is editing and synchronizing a series
if 26 one-reel travel pictures, entitled "Port O'Call." produced for
William
Pizor of Imperial Pictures.

Stage Show at Eastman
Rochester, N. Y. — The Eastman
if ifFov Mav
Brvan
Toin Columbia
lias adopted a ftage shows policy in
Writ Const Bureau.
THE
FILM
DAILY
if
addition to pictures. It was inaugur_
Hollywood
—
Bryan
Fov,
formerly
if for Warner
ated Friday night with Helen Kane directing
Bros., may join
as a headl-ner.
♦he Columbia directorial staff.

DOROTHY
ARZNER. Paramount direct
ress left for the const vesterday.
CHARLES
ROSENZWEIG
returns from
Havana
on Monday.
NANCY
CARROLL
and
JACK
KTRK
LAND
return
to New York
this week-end
from
the coact. having r-one there
after a
sojourn
in Havana
and Miami.
IRENE DUNNE
is due i.1 New York
from
Hollywood
for a visit.
A. W. SMITH, JR.. of the Warner-Firs!
National sales staff, has returned from a
trin
throuch
the
south.
ED. DU PAR, chief cameraman at tli =
Warner Vitaphnne studios, has returned from
a trip to the West
Indies.
DAVE
TODD. asst. to Jack Gardner,
has returned to Hollywood after a hi ief so
j( urn
in the East.
R-K-O theater officials leaving New York
on Sunday for Chicago to attend the division managers' meeting include: Joseph
Pltmkett. James H. Turner. Nate B'umherg.
E. M. Olucksman. Charles J. Freeman. Milton E. Schwarzwald. Titles Levy. David P.
Canavan. O. R. McMahon. Crnrles B. McDonald. Harrv McDonald. G. P. Tosephson.
H. R. Emde. A. S. Rittenherg. T. J. JTess.
E. M. Orowitz and Ben Serkow'ch. Other
division managers a<dde from those in the
nartv from New York are T. E. Firnkoess.
J .L. McCurdy. William Flson. Lou Cnld
inf. Morgan C. Ames, Cliff Work. Homer
Gill. Karl Hohlitzelle, Len S. Brown and
Leo
M. Devanev,
T.FON SCHLESTNGER
is in town from
the Coast.
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Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 21 Years of ExperienceQualifies Us as Special istsirt
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PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY

N.Y.C.
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some of the Skouras operations are
extending into Warner Bros, territories.

'A

Fin

and "Stolen Heaven" at the Paramount. Holdovers include "Millie,"
at the Mayfair; "Inspiration,' Capitol; "By Rocket to the Moon,"
Cameo; "Bright Lights," Warner,
also opening at the Beacon; "Le
Petit Cafe," President; "Girl from
the Reeperbahn," Central; "Three
Hearts in Waltz Time," 55th St.:
Cinema;Carnegie.
"The Queen's Necklace,"
Little
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BRYANT
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"Sit
Tight"
opens
at
Garden,
New
York.
16-18 Convention
of
R-K-O

Feb.

Sherman,
Division
Feb.

18

"Rango"
York.

Feb.

20

Screen

Feb.

Feb.

22

21

Chicago.
Managers

at

opens at the

Winter
Theater
the

Hotel '

Rivoli.

New

Advertisers'
Ass'n
executive committee meets
at Hotel :
Roosevelt,
New
York.
Fifteenth Annual Theatrxal Ball
at Madison
Square Garden,
New
York.

"Warner
Club
Gaieties"
presented
by
the
Warner
Club
ai
the
Hollywood
Tneater,
New
York

RKO-Pathe News Scores
Beat with Pope Special!

The first "beat" claimed by the J
new RKO-Pathe
News
regime was!
registered Thursday night, when five I
R-"K-0
theaters, the Palace, Globe, 1
Mayfair, Cameo, and Albee in Brook-I
ly ii, were supplied with prints on j
the Pope's radio address by 8 o'clock.
Sound priests
pictureslistening
of Bishop
Dunnspeech
a'nd j
other
to the
I
were made at the National
Broadcasting studios and a 300-foot symposiumof prepared
which
included
stock shots
the Pope.
Greiver Gets "Ten Nights" for Chi
Chicago — Greiver Productions has
closed a contract with L. E. Goetz
and Al Dezel for the distribution
of
Nights
in a BarThe
Room"
the "Ten
Chicago
territory.
picturein
features William Farnum and
Thomas Santschi.
Hoffbe'-g to Handle Spanish Film.
J. H. Hoffberg Co. has acquired
the distribution of "La Jau'a de los
Leones" "The Lion's Cage," Spanish talker made in Hollywood by
Ci-Ti-Go Productions, featuring Romualdo Tirade The feature will
open Feb. 20 for a run at the San
Jose on upper Fifth Ave.
Trans-Lux Earns $475,606
Trans-Lux Daylight Picture Screen
Corp. reports for year ended Dec.
31, profit of $475,006 after charges,
but before federal taxes, comparing
with $525,388 in 1929.
Balance sheet shows total assets
of $6,954,672, current as>ets of $621,433, current liabilities of $35,958 ani
profit and loss surplus of $994,249.

COLOR

PRINTS

Color sound cameras available for short subjects, or
advertising films. Color
tives.
prints from Bi-pack nega-

BREWSTER COLOR
FILM CORPORATION
58 First
Newark,

Street
N. J.

Humboldt
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EXPLOITETTES

Timely Topics

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion
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ntemational Appeal
f Charlie Chaplin
AS

Charlie Chaplin's picture
opened the other night, the
tremendous thought occurred
that Charlie is the only picture
actor left in the world with all
nations for an audience and all
countries for his market. Which
is a staggering thought for any
one man. By means of his pantomime and absence of spoken
dialogue, he still exerts an international appeal. He still is understandable to all the univer.se,
just as he was when he first
, began to coax smiles from weary
souls. On the other hand, every
player who embraced the talkies
has restricted his appeal, to a
great extent, to the country
whose language he employs.
Few people know, too, that
Charlie remains in character in
all other walks of life. He has
passed up a sizable fortune offered him for radio contracts.
He has refused them all. When
the Yale and Harvard playshops
and the Oxford University and
Cambridge groups asked him to
appear before their classes to
explain the psychology of pantomime, he refused, although
this is probably the highest
honor ever paid a Hollywood
actor.
is is
thattheCharl'e
knows The
that secret
illusion
basis
of his appeal. He knows that
his appeal comes from the heart,
and that there is only one means
by which it can be projected —
bv pantomime. So, with the exception that there is more satire
and a greater depth of subtlety
in his work, he has changed very
little from the Chaplin of 18
years ago.
■— George Gerhard,
Evening
World

EN YEARS AGO T0-DA\
IN

• • • THAT LONG, luscious screen kiss that useter make
the flappers swoon in the orchestra chairs in the old days, gives
unmistakable signs of being revived again
but the new
technique is different
in the old days the long screen kiss
was photographed so you could see the heavy suction work going
full blast
nowadays all you see is the hero holding the
heroine in a strangle hold with the back of his head obscuring
the lip-work
he heaves, and she heaves
and the
flapper in the audience has to imagine the rest
tracing back
the original long screen kiss, our special corps of researchers
have dug up what they claim is the first specimen
it shows a
couple at Coney Island caught unaware in a secluded spot....
..this old reel, going back about 34 years, starts with the kiss,
and ends the same way
the gink finally spotted the cameraman, and desisted
but it was long enough to send all
the flappers of that day into ecstacies
so there followed
a flood of similar pix, and thus the long screen kiss became the
vogue
then there was the first pix showing
horsemen
riding at breakneck speed
the daddy from which developed the chase scenes in the westerns
30 Pawnee and
Sioux Indians headed by the famous scout, Pawnee Bill, were
hired to ride over a hill and straight toward the camera
as they approached, the camera man grew extremely nervous as
they came whooping and yelling toward him
so he was
very uneven in cranking his camera
the result is novel,
for suddenly the wild Injuns stopped dead, with the horses hoofs
in the air
then they go into a canter
then back to
dizzy riding speed
but for months this reel created a sensation

• • •
ROXY'S
SIXTH
"Dollar
Symphony
Concert"
this
Sunday will feature four conductors,
no less
Henry
Hadley, Ernest Schelling,
Erno Rapee and Father Finn
the
latter conducts
the Paulist
Choristers
and the Mediaevalists
Mike
Simmons
and Arthur
Hoerl
have completed
the
adaptation of "First Aid," a glorification of the American ambulance interne which Sono Art will release
Beatrice Lillie and Lita Grey Chaplin were guest stars of the "RKO Theater of the Air" last night over the N. B. C. coast-to-coast
network
*
*
»
*
• • • THE THEATRICAL pressageys' peppy paper, 'The
Quill," notes the following interesting items
biz must be
rotten when William A. Brady's old play, "The Man Who Came
Back," in film form, only took in $130,000 during the entire week
at the Roxy
Jeanette
Carroll, publicity and advertising
expert, says the White House had its first bathtub installed in
1850
Al Woods'
production
of "Parlor,
Bedroom
and
Bath" later introduced the old tub all over the world
Quinn Martin, N. Y. "World"
movie crit who has joined tn .■
Fox Hollywood studio, says it will likely take two months for
him to get a friendly nod from film stars
When
Rudy
Vallee played in Boston the other week, 700 fans came by special train from Maine to see their fellow townsman
that

Federated to distribute 26 pictures
om Walgreene.
*
*
*

ought to hold Mark Hellinger for awhile
Mark A. Luesche--,
who ha9 that publicity arm-chair at RKO and sits in at T. P. R.
governing board luncheons when he isn't at a directors' meeting,
was the first manager for the new Amsterdam
theater
J. D. Williams was once the mimeograph
wizard for Charles
Frohman
*
*
*
*

Marcus Loew says National Asociation had no light to use his
ame in exhibitor di've.
*
*
*

• •
again,

John W. Hicks made
rector of Feature Films,

managing
Ltd.

•
PATHE'S
FAST
basketball
quintette
has
scored
downing
the Arkayo aggregation
to the tune of 40-.?8
Anne Leaf, formerly organist for WABC, is at present
subbing for Jesse Crawford
at the Paramount
console

«c «

«

»

»

»
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Newspaper Slogans
the "Code"
Push
'J'HE manag
in New

er at the Fox-Poli
Haven ushered in

the premiere of Columbia's
"Crim
inal Code" at that house
with a powerful newspaper campaign hinged upon the slogan:
"Twice as Big as' 'The Big
House'" which was used in al
their newspaper ads. Another
slogan which caught the eye of
the crowds and which was
prominently displayed in the lobbyre
theater was: "The
of the
pictu
that
made gangland
check their guns at the box of— Fox-Poli,
New Harcn

Art Automatics
Boom Gun Pix
C^IIANT
art the
automatics
blazed
all over
front of
the
R-K-O Globe in New York for
the run of "The Man From
fice.'' and shot the Broadway
Chicago"
crowds through the
box office
turnstiles for a smash run of
the Elstree product. on released
by Columbia. Huge smoke clouds
from the muzzles of the an omatics were used as background
for such ticket selling catchlines as: "A Guy from Boom
Boom Town
All His Glory!"
"Hot
Blood, inCold
Lead, ard
FIami*g Hearts!" and "Thrills
— Globe,
Like the Shriek
of a New
Siren'"York

MANY
tiAPpy
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations ai.
extended by THE FILM DAILN
to the following members of the in
birthdays
:
dustry, who
are celebrating the'

February

14

Fred Scott
Stewart Erwin
Bernard McEveety
Marcia
Harris
John
Barrymore
Howard
Higgins
William
Janney
A. H. Halprin
Leo Trainor

15
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HAPPENINGS

WAMPAS-WRITERS 'BOAST'
LIMITED TOyOO. PLACES
Reservations for the first annual
Writers-Wampas 'Roast,* to be held
March 14 in the Sala de Oro banquet room of the Biltmore Hotel,
will be limited to 2,000, and attendance is to be by invitation only.
The dinner will be patterned after
the famous Gridiron Dinner staged
in Washington, except that the him
industry, public officials, politicians
and other California personalities
will be satirized and "roasted."
Alfred A. Cohn, of the Writers',
and Joseph H. Steele, of the Wampas, are co-chairmen, with Harry
Hammond Beall, public. ty chairman,
and Jefferson Moffett, secretary, to
the general committee, which includes Harvey Thew, Percy Heath,
n, ,Waldem
Joe
"Sherma
Barrett
Kiesling
Joe ar
Shea,Young,
Tom
k,
Baily, Alfred Hustwic
and James
Glea_spn.
Paramount Buys Story
A dramatic story by James Hilary
Finn, Los Angeles newspaper man,
has been bought by Paramount as a
vehicle for Clive Brook, Richard
Arlen, Jean Arthur and Regis Toomey. Max Marcin and Louis Gasnier will direct it, with Marcin and
Lloyd Corrigan doing the adaptation.
Lionel Belmore With Novarro
Lionel Belmore has been added to
the cast of Ramon
Novarro's
new
M-G-M pjcture, "Daybreak." Jacques
Feyder i_s directing.
Mel Brown on New RKO Special
Mel Brown, RKO director who
was to have directed "Waiting at the
Church," will instead do honors on
"White Shoulders" as a follow-up to
"Cimarron." Jack Holt, Mary Astor
and Ricardo Cortez head the cast.
New M-G-M Contract for Beaumont
Harry Beaumont has been signed
to a new long term M-G-M contract.
Marian Marsh in "The Genius"
Marian Marsh will be John Barrymore's
leading
woman
in "The
Genius."

"Gun"
ic FILM
honTHE
West Mic
Coastrop
Bur.
DAILY.
Hollywood — A microphonic
"gun," designed so it may be
aimed at any part of a large
motion picture set to pick up
and amplify even the slightest
sound while remaining stationary itself, has been perfected
by the sound department engineers at the Paramount
studios.

ACTIVITIES

FLASHED

BY WIRE

FROM

PHIL GOLDSTONE AS INDIE
WITH TIFFANY RELEASING

//

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By

RALPH

SAXDRICH, who directed
JV/TARK
11 comedies for RKO, has signed a year's contract to direct comedies, which will be produced by
Lou Brock and released by RKO.
Although young in years, Mafk >s
a veteran comedy director, having
oeen with Fox and Educational becore moving his megaphone over to
ihe Gower
St. studio.
*
*
*
Our Passing Show: Rowland V.
l^ee and Byron Morgan chatting at
First National; Endre Bohem and
Leonard Spiegelgass lunching at
Fox; Ivan Lebedeff and Pandro
Berman conferring at Radio Pictures.
*
*
*
John Robertson is directing John
Gilbert in "Cheri Bibi," at M-G-M.
The picture marks Robertson's first
picture with Gilbert and also his return to the M-G-M lot after an absence of two years. Bess Meredyth
wrote the adaptation for "Cheri
*
*
*
Charles Robinson, who spoke 200
Bibi."
consecutive nights over the radio
as a news reporter of the air, has
been signed by M-G-M. He is a
Broadway actor and has an interesting background. He played footoall, baseball and basketball at
Laivrenceville, Peddie and Stanton
Military Academy and also studied
at the University of Vienna before
becoming an actor.
*
*
*
More Passing Show: Hiram S.
Brown, Joe Schnitzer, William LeBaron, Max Ree, Ivan Lebedeff,
George Archainbaud, Lloyd Knechtel, Arthur Lake, Frank Capra, Paul
Detlefsen, David Epstein at the opening of "Cimarron"; Norman Krasna
and
Abraham
Jacoby
welcoming

WILK

Louis Weitzenkorn on his arrival in
Los Angeles.
*
*
*

Phil Goldstone is understood t.>
nave entered into an arrangement
whereby he will make a series of
Homer Croy, whose novel, "The} pictures independently for release by
Had to See Faris," was piciu.'izeti Tiffany. The productions are exby Fox, has written a new novel.
pected to bethanturned
at some
"River Girl," which is a romance of
dio other
the out
Tiffany
plant.stuthe Mississippi River.
*
*
•
Paul Lukas to Be Starred
Jack Raymond
o tieves in dget:
Paul Lukas will be starred by
will soon be *selling
crabapples.
*
*
Paramount in "The Nice Squad,"
story with a New York locale.
George E. .Marshall, director, ha
Fay \Vra\ and Kay Francis will ap«
returned from Atlanta after conferring with Bobby Jones on the goh pear opposite him, with John Cromshorts he is to make for Yitaphone.
well directing.
_^Clara
Bow
Resuming
Jones
will
leave
Feb.
24
for
Hollywood.
Clara Bow will resume work at
*
*
*
earlier than expected, acJulian Josephson is adapting Paramount
cording to present plans. She is to
"Alexander Hamilton," the. next start next week in the Willard Mack
recting^ 1 n," adapted by Bartlett
George Arliss vehicle, which John play. "Kick( '< .riu, nl., wiih Li itlmi M endes di\dolfi will direct.
*
*
*
Ben Lyon will have the leading
male role opposite Loretta Young
in ''We Three." Warner production
originally
tello,
who picked
is now for
set Dolores
to returnCo-to

Bushell Opposite Costello
Anthony Bushell will play opposite
Dolores Costello in "The Passionate
Sonata," Warner production.

the screen in "The Passionate Sonata," William Collison novel, being
adapted by Harvey Thew and Arthur Caesar. Hobart Henley will
direct Miss Costello.

Doris Kenyon With Arliss
Doris Kenyon
has been cast bji
Werners for the George Arliss picture. "Alexander Hamilton."

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

Hollywood's most convenient
hotel. . . for your winter stay in
Southern California

"VARIETY'S"
European Correspondent

ONEhotels.
of California's
winter
Right in themost
heart popular
of movieland
...next door to famous theatres, studios,
cafes, and shops. ..near golf courses, bridle
paths, and other amusement places.
The Plaza offers you luxurious appointments,
excellent service, homelike hospitality, and
the company of interesting and famous

Wires from Budapest

"In this disastrous show
season the one picture
audiences fall for — and by
no means only the kids —
are the Mickey Mouse
cartoons — performances
are given with nothing but
newsreels and six or seven
Mickey Mouse films."

THE COAST

Write for beautiful illustrated folder showing
things to do while in
Southern California.

HOLLYWOOD

European plan. Special Winter Rates Now;
S3. 50, single. $5.00, double. $6.00, twin beds.
people.
Ask for weekly and monthly rates.
Remember the Plaza... for an unforgettable
winter in Hollywood.
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Foreign Markets
By GEORGE

P.D.C. STATUS UNAFFECTED
BY RKO PURCHASE OF PATHE
London — In an official announcement as to the status of Producers
Distributing Co., Ltd., as a result of
the acquisition of Pathe by RKO,
Reginald Smith, managing director
of the British Pathe subsidiary stated
that his organization would continue
to function independently of Radio
Pictures, Ltd., which remains under
supervision of Sol. G. Newman.
Banks Directing Another B.I.P.
Elstree,1 Eng. — Monty Banks is
now directing another comedy in the
B.I.P. series starring Leslie Fuller.
Title of the production is "Bill's War
Debt," and cast in addition to Fuller,
features seven year old Peter Lawford and "Bob" the canine performer.
Elite Reduces Capital
Hastings, Eng. — Capital of Elite
Picture Theaters, with holdings
here and in Bristol and St. Leonards, has been reduced from $625,000
to $504,685.
Pathe Gazette Prizes
London — In conjunction with the
21st anniversary celebration of the
Pathe Gazette, for which First National-Pathe is issuing special historical editions of the newsreel covering events from 1910 to 1931, prizes
of $1,000 are being offered patrons
in a voting competition to decide
which of the subjects should be preserved for posterity.

EASTERN STUDIO ACTIVITIES

REDDY

Talker Lessons
London — As an experiment
to test the value of talkers in
the education of scholars, particularly those of the "backward" class, a schedule of talkfilm lessons will be conducted
in 15 Middlesex schools. This
experiment is being made possible through the cooperation
of Western Electric, which is
supplying free of charge the
latest type portable reproducing apparatus.

BIRN'GHAM EXHIBS PROTEST
GRANTING OF NEW LICENSES

Short Shots from
New York Studios
S

By HARRY

N. BLAIR

_-

TVTICHOLAS CAVALIERE, Pathe
Audio Review cameraman, recently completed the difficult assignment of photographing giant
steel converters, in action. No artificial lighting was required, the gleam
of light from streams of molten lead
and the shower of sparks, providing
sufficient illumination.
*
*
*
Ruth Etting, a popular radio
crooner in addition to her record,
stage and vaudeville activities, will
be featured in "Radio Romance," by
Warner
Bros., her third short for
that
company.

Birmingham — Claiming that a
serious condition o$ overseating was
now prevalent in this territory as a
Emmanuel Jacobs, in charge of
result of unrestricted granting of kinema licenses, exhibitors attending the titling Paramount foreign versions,
was instrumental in assembling a
recent annual meeting of the Birmingham) and Midlands branch of the complete history of the American
C.E.A. suggested that the organiza- soldier during the world war, while
tion take legal steps to oppose ap- he was an officer in the army's photographic division, which also included
plications for new licenses. Oscar
Deutsch, chairman of the Assn. prom- Lewis Milestone, Josef Von Sternised members action would be taken
berg, Richard Wallace and Wesley
in
the
*
*
*
sion. matter at the next branch ses- Ruggles.

INDUSTRIALS NO MENACE,
SAYS PRODUCTION HEAD
Industrial films will in no way effect the demand for short subjects,
in the opinion of Sam Sax, general
manager of the Warner Vitaphone
studio. Exhibitors must depend upon ating
product
can count on getregularly,they
he says.
Neither does the appearance of
"names" in industrials militate
against their effectiveness in ordinary
releases, Sax feels, since both are
reaching the same market and there
is little danger of confliction.
The present tendency in shorts is
toward one-reelers, he believes, with
novelty films and comedies on the
ascendancy. Musical films are also
popular, with no demand for color.
Vitaphone is planning to make about
the same number of films as last
reached.
year, when a total of around 200 was

Burns and Allen Short
Starts New Para. Schedule
Making of a single-reel comedy
with Burns and Allen, vaude act, will
mark resumption of short subject
production at the Paramount New
York studio March 30. The second
subject scheduled is tentatively titled
"Oh, My Operation."
O'Connell with Paramount
Hugh O'Connell, now appearing on
Broadway in "Once In a Lifetime,"
has been signed by Paramount for a
principal role in "The Smiling Lieutenant,"1 about to start under the direction of Ernst Lubitsch. O'Connell has previously appeared in numerous Vitaphone shorts.

Paramount notes: Tallulah Bankhead owns a snow white Pekingese,
one of the few in existence . . . .it
answers to the name of "Maxmilian" ... .Ernst Lubitsch makes his
characters attend rehearsals in complete costume, a new procedure for
Elinor Glyn Production Opens
the East Coast studio. . . .Chevalier,
London— Elinor Glyn's produc- who rates big money for singing
tion, "The Price of Things," direct- over the radio, not to mention talked by the authoress at Elstree stuies, wastes his precious notes tohile
dios is now playing at the Pavilion roaming the studio corridors....
D'Arrast and Chevalier;
here.
Harry D'Arrast is scheduled to di\ G-S Starts Series for Fox
Thelma White and Billy Wayne
rect Chevalier's
next
picturenot yet
for
The story
has
London — G. S. Enterprises, head- have just completed another of their Paramount.
been
decided
upon.
launched
has
Smith,
series at the Warner Vitaphone
ed by George
production at the Twickenham stu- studio. This time the action is built
Vitaphone
Signs Husing
dios on "We Dine At Seven," the around the muddled efforts of an
amateur inventor who is better at
Ted HusThg, radio announcer, has
first of a series of four four-reelers sell.
Vitaphone
will make for Fox. Di- making up excuses than patents that been signed by Warner
this company
rector of the series is F. Attwood
for a series on current sports events,
Richardson.
Tonbild Declares 8% Dividend
to be known as "Sports Slants."
Berlin— Tonbild Syndikat AG,
t in Fogwell Film
Marmon
Rechetnik on Vitaphone Publicity
Percy
Evelyn Gerstein has resigned from
German subsidiary of Kuchenmeister
Sanford Abrahams, who has been
London — Pejcy Marmont has been Paramount's writing staff to put the
International Co., for Acoustics, of
Prol
Fogwel
in
charge of publicity at the Warner
d
Reginal
by
signed
Amsterdam, at its recent annual
touches on a three-act com- Vitaphone
studio for the past year,
ductions to play the title role oppo- finishing
meeting declared a dividend of 8 per
edy.
Miss
Gerstein,
who
is
film
edisite Madeleine Carroll in the Gilbert
has been advanced to the advertiscent for the past fiscal year.
of the "Theatre Guild Magazine"
Make-Be- and torfilm
ing department at the home office.
Frankau story, "Martin British
correspondent for the Bosand
in work at
now
lieve,"
by Sidney RechetDominion
studios.
ton "Evening Transcript," recently He isnik,succeeded
formerly of the home office.
Circuits Carry On
completed the adaptation of "Up
London — Conferences held
B.I.P's "Glamour" Cast Set
Pops the Devil" with Robert L.
between the London and Home
Elstree— Assigning of Margot GraJohnson.
N. BREWSTER
MORSE
Counties branch of the C.E.A.
to
hame, new British' star by B.I.P
Originals,
Adaptations,
and executives of leading theContinuity Dialogue,
play the leading role opposite Seyater circuits recently, resulted
Franz Liszt's powerful composiin "Glamour," completedof
mour
Hicks
in a decision that the circuits
the cast of the film. In support
tion, "Mazeppa," is played by the
For Henry King
would continue to open on
Audio Review Symphonic Ensemble
the principals are Ellaline Ternss,
Hicks,
Betty
as
tonal
accompaniment
for
a
scene
Sunday despite present conDavid Hawthorne,
"Hell Harbor" ind "Eye* ol the World"
troversy with authorities on
P. O. Bos 1212,
Hollywood.
Calif.
Heatn- recently filmed in the mammoth
Bromley Davenport, Clifford Nichols,
the matter.
steel mills in Pittsburgh.
erley, Naomi Jacob, Beverley
Basil Gill and Phillip Hewland.
Stoll Theater Profits Up $40,000
London — An increase in profits of
approximately $40,000 was reported
at the eleventh annual meeting of
Stoll Picture Theater, Kingsway.
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Fire Prevention Measures Outlined
By Sentry Safety Control Official
Outlining the many fire hazards existing in theaters throughout the
country. E. Schweriner, vice-president of the Sentry Safety Control
Corp. has issued a statement in which
he classifies the dangers of conflagrations and the measures that may be
taken to avoid them. Claiming that
the additional equipment used in
booths, on account of added apparatus for sound, takes up much additional time of projectionists and
thereby makes it less possible for
operators to cope with emergencies.
Schweriner says in part:
"Safety in a modern theater is
being carried to a higher degree of
efficiency. Fire-resisting construction
of the building, asbestos curtains,
emergency lighting systems, fireproof
acoustics, booth fire shutters, controlled by fusible links, fire extinguishing apparatus; but what about
the projectors, where, the most dangerous of conditions exist?
"How many theater owners are acquainted with the fire hazards that
exist in motion picture projection
with the present-day highly developed type of mechanisms in the
booths?
"Hereat are
just a few of them,
chosen
random:
A — Jamming of the mechanism
due to:
1. Lack of oil;
2. Broken, gears or parts of the
projector.
3. Failure of take-up or lower
tension mechanisms.
B — Interruption of motive power
due to:
1. Broken belts or chains;
2. Failure of clutch;
3. Blowing
of fuses;
4. Extreme drops in motor supply voltage.
C — Poor condition of film:
1. Film breaks;
2. Running off sprockets;
3. Torn sprocket holes;
4. Loose patches;
5. Improper threading.
"All of these listed fire hazards can
be avoided with the proper safety
device equipment on your projectors.
"The well regulated management,
having its eye on the promotion of
its theater, which includes above all
the safety of its patrons, will seek
Draperies

Setting!

Decoration!

Acoustical
Treatment!

M agnate ope
Screen*

Acoustical
Banner*

340 W. 41* St.

New York City

By M. P.

Pointers and Suggestions

GOOD RESULTS REPORTED
WITH ROTH ACTODECTORS

Multiple arc type actodectors, put
T~)ID
ever electric
stop to juice
figure your
out
howyoumuch
house wastes in the course of a year out by Roth Brothers & Co., of Chicago, are reported to be giving good
owing to uncleaned marquee lights? results.
The supply of steady
And other bulbs around the prem- power to the arcs, it is said, results
ises, too. In these days when dollars are hard to get and harder still in brilliant screen illumination of
uniform intensity, even during
to hang onto, it's a crime to let this changeover, and their smooth, quiet
item kick up your overhead. Why
safety
makes them particularIt is device?"
claimed that seventy-one per not make it a regular practice to performance
ly desirable for sound equipment.
cent of all theater fires originate in check the condition of your bulbs
Any number of arcs, it is claimed,
the projection room while machines and make sure you're getting 100 can
be carried within the ampere
per
cent
service
out
of
them?
are in operation, resulting in a yearratings of these multiple arc type
ly loss of approximately $3,000,000
There's no argument over the fact actodectors, the sizes ranging from
to theater properties and equipment.
Theaters suffered an $18,000,000 loss that about the first impression a 20 to 600 amperes.
during the five years from 1922 to customer gets of your house is the
1926. inclusive, with the average for lobby. If it's "out of condition," Survey Shows 837 Wired
recent periods being lower, due, if it needs a coat of paint, new fixIn Australia and N. Z.
tures or other improvement jobs,
principally, to the many new devices
Sydney — A total of 837 theaters in
and types of equipment now being the patron is likely to get the idea Australia
and New Zealand are
that the show inside on the screen
built to eliminate fire hazards.
equipped for sound, a recent survey
won't be so high grade either.
Your lobby reflects the calibre reveals, with approximately $12,500,Heywood-Wakefield Sales Decline
and character of your theater. It 000 reported as the cost of the
Boston — For the year ended Dec. indirectly helps improve or weaken changeover. Servicing fees of $549,31, 1930, Heywood-Wakefield Co. your show on the other side of the 440, it is estimated, are being paid
reports a net loss of $1,304,337 after ticket-taker. By making it attrac- in both countries yearly. Installations in Australia are divided into 505
depreciation, inventory write-offs and
tively inviting, you're going to help sets for film and disc, and 136 for
other charges, against a net loss of
boost your house's gross.
$251,247 in 1929.
disc only. In New Zealand, the figIs the interior of your theater
ures are placed at 167 for film and
properly illuminated? In a small the- disc and 29 for disc only.
New Gift Company Office
ater simplicity in lighting, provided
Atlanta — The theatrical premium some definite scheme is adopted, will
department of the Amoskeag Manu- result in an attractive interior.
Bring back the prestige lost
facturing Co., Manchester, N. H., has
Large units should be avoided and,
through faulty sound
opened its southeastern division as far as possible, the side units
branch here at 125 Walton St. Ed- should harmonize with those susin your theatre
ward L. Henshaw is in charge. The
by installing
pended from the ceiling.
gift night deal distributed by Amoskeag consists of tea and luncheon
sets, linen towels, rayon boudoir sets,
perfect sound
reproduction
SIMPLEX TICKET RFGIMJR
rayon bedspreads and many other
and
thereby
gain
additional
steady
linen and rayon articles.
Protection — Speed — Efficiency
customers
and more dollars through
out a dependable and recognized
safety device for the projectors in
its theater booth. When your patrons inquire as to thei safety in
your theater from fire, are you prepared to say that your projectors
are equipped with an automatic

SyNCPCflLH

Universal's "Spot Welded"
Universal Electric Welding Co. of
Long Island City, N. Y., is offering
a "spot welded" reel which they claim
is superior to other products due to
its lasting durability and performance.

GENERAL REGISTER CORP.
Paramount

Building

Chickering 4065
New York
J. C. Ensi.kn, Gen. Sales Mgr.

your box.
MACHINE

WEBER
59 KUTTER

Export Dept.: IS Laight Street, INew York
Cablt
Addrest:
Arlab,
New
York

LITTLE THINGS

that

mean so much to good lighting
M _^jy
^■»£i^^

THE
manyfor important
little things
required
proper illumination
of
the stage are here in abundance — parts
and supplies of every description ; carbons for arc lamps, cable and connectors, gelatine and glass color mediums,
color wheels and color frames, resistances, enclosed pedestal switches, terminal lugs, etc. — also spot-lights and
other
stage
lamps
of various
kinds.

THIS Stomp of Approval
in advertisements
of

equipment and supplies means:
That the NATIONAL GUARANTEE
of highest quality is coupled with
that of a manufacturer.

KLIEGLBROS

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY
COMPANY

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.inc.
321 West 50th Street NewYork.N.Y.

Brunches /// a// Principal Cities
X _

_V

CORP.

STREET, ROCHESTER, N.Y.
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British Projection Attachment
Eliminates Eye Stiain, Distortion
London — A new optical system, in
the form of an attachment to projectors whereby a picture is obtained
which eliminates eye strain and distortion and gives a perfect image, it
is claimed, was recently demonstrated
with success and is being marketed
by a newly formed company known
as the Improved Projection Devices,
Ltd.
The attachment consists, in essential, of a blue screen, through which
the picture is projected, while at thi
same time another image of the same
picture is superimposed after it hasbeen reflected from a gold mirror.
A soft, clear, and well lighted pit
lure is obtained, and it is claimed tinuse of the gold mirror gives great e
penetrative value in the case of fog.
The
attachment
is applicable
t
any projector, the company
says.

Fhilly Elec. Co. Explains
Substitutions in Lamps
Philadelphia — The Philadelphia
Electric Co. ha> issued a statement
n answer to complaints received
from exhibitors regarding renewals
lamps. Exhibitors
50-watt
of
claimed that 60-watt lamps were
replacements for the 50's
sent as increasing
thereby
the cost of light.
The company states that when 50watts are ordered they will be supplied, but because in many cases the
50's did
not give
satisfaction,
60's
were
installed
when
replacements
were ordered. The company also
claims that the 60-watt is the answer to those who do not wish to
jump to 75's, although the latter
have longer necks and cost very little more to operate.
Vendola Opens Cleveland Office
Cleveland — Vendola Corp. of New
York, manufacturers of the Vendola
candy vending machines, has opened
an office in the Film Building here
under the management of N. X. Sanders, with sales jurisdiction throughout all of Ohio.
Vending
Cleveland
and selling
will hold a
Hotel here

Firms Plan Convention
— Firms manufacturing
candy vending machines
convention at the Winton
February 23, 24 and 25.
If it it

ASBESTOS
we

have it

BLUE SEAL ASBESTOS CORP.
264 Wyckoff
Brooklyn.
New

St., near
Nevins
York Triangle 0290

Distributors for Johnt-Manyillc Corp.

Rockwell City, la. Neu Theater* Inc., cf
Carroll, La., has acquired the Empress here
on a new lease for 15 years. 1'lans call
tor complete remodeling and replacement
of equipment at an estimated expenditure of
SI 5,000.
to

I.ohrville,
la. — Remodeling
of a
house the Gem
theater
has been

building
started.

Jefferson, la. — A total of approximately
$20,000 will be spent on improvements in
sound equipment, decorating fixtures, etc..
in overhauling the Strand. The house was
recently acquired by Fin kel stein Theaters Inc.,
>t St. Paul, Minn.
Ellsworth, Minn. —
the community hall
movie theater after
for sound equipment

Conrad Mohr has leased
and will operate it as a
expending about $4,000
and other improvements.

Barnell, S. C. — The Vamp has been temporarily closed for repairs and installation ot
lew equipment. It is to be reopened soon
s the Garden.
Lowell, Mass. — Installation of 800 new
eats along with other improvements is being made at the Rialto here, under the
-upervision
of Charles
Williams,
manager.

Issues Transformer Booklet
A new 12-page illustrated circular,
covering dry-type transformers and
auto-transformers, has been issued
by the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Co., of East Pittsburgh, Pa. This booklet, which is
identified as circular 1886, contains,
in addition to descriptions of the application, operation and construction
of the various transformers, tables
giving their ratings, style numbers,
weights and dimensions.
BRING

BACK

THE

NEW

Denver — All buildings have now been
razed on the site of the new R-K-O $1,000,000 theater building. The new house is
expected to be ready for opening next Sep
tember.

Salem, Ore.- Work on
project on the old William
here is expected will be
cording to John A. Deery,
Salem
Realty
Co.

the new theater
Maynes property
started soon, acpresident of the

Portland, Ore. — Theaters in the
northwest are being offered a new
sound-on-film apparatus by the
Western^ Sound Equipment Co., distributors of Syncrohlm equipment,
which is manufactured by the Weber
Machine Co. of Rochester, N. Y.
The company claims that Syncrofilm
is being sold clear of any legal or
patent entanglements and the manufacturers guarantee the apparatus
toi be mechanically perfectL Blue
prints for installation by exhibitors
sued. wish to make their own soundwho
on-film installations have been is-

Point Arena, t al. — A theater i» being
erected here by E. Nutt. The house will
be equipped with Western Electric sound
system.
Port Angeles, Wash. -Plans are in progress
for the erection of a 1,000-seat theater here.
It will be opened
around
the first of May.

Davenport, la. —
Contracts have been
awarded for the construction for the de luxe
theater-botel
building here. Excavation is
under
way.

Nat'l Distributing Cue-Meter
A cue-meter that indicates the correct time to start your motor, make
your change-over, show you exactly where to vary your fader, tell at
a glance the proper time to close or
open curtains, warn the stage, strike
the arc, etc., is being distributed by
the National
Theater
Supply
Co.

Six Silents Left in Edinburgh
Edinburgh — Of the 34 motion picture houses in this city, there are
only 6 still operating with a silent
policy. These houses, all of small
capacity, are the Salon, Lyric, Operetta, Laurie St. and Cinema, Leith,
and the Abbe)
Picture House.

IRWIN D. RATHSTONE
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FOR

YOUR

SAVERS
THEATRE

A
The new GoldE Carbon
Saver will cut your carbon costs 30%. No
drilling. No inconvenience. Just insert
burned stub and use. For 9 m/ra Hi-Inten
sity only.
Z
GoldE Long Life Carbon Jaws can't burn out I They're made ol
special heat impervious metal. Guaranteed
1.000 hours. Will give years of service.
For Hi-Lo
Lamps.

PROJECTION BOOTHS

•

Designer and Builder
Sound
Installed
West
42nd
St.
N.Y.C.
Tel. Wisconsin
7-0842-7274

ORDER

Cold-E
2015

FROM

SUPPLY

DEALERS

Manufacturing
LeMoyne

Street,

Co.

Chicago

Are you Buying

'Terformance \7

"Thide"
Automatic Shutter Control
with 3-wire circuit foot Switch

Standard equipment in over 1500 theatres. Fits Motiograph Model B, Simplex
and Super-Simplex and Sure-Fit. With
or without Rear Shutter Mounts.
ReaT Shutter Mounts require Model D
type. Convert your Model A to Model D
type. Brackets and parts on rder.

DOWSER

CAN BE PUT IN BY EXHIBS

Mansfield, O. — Work on the 1,600-seat
bouse to be known as the Skirboll, which
is to be built on the site of the former Madison, destroyed by fire two years ago, has
been
started.

KIDDIES

Our Special Surprise Gift Bag will
attract attendance and insure repeal
business for your Saturday kiddie
matinees. Biggest producers and
theatre chains are using our seat
selling stunts. Write for details.
Universal Toy & Novelty Mfg. Co.
2329 Third Ave.
N. Y. C.

THEATERS

Throughout the country, theatres, both large and small
upon the "time and money saving" advandependtages daily
of Peter Clark, Inc., equipment. In every instance
more thoroughly coordinated • operation has resulted.
' 'Stage Equipment with a Riputatiou

PETER

MFG. CO.

691 Lincoln Place, Brooklyn, (few York

Mate Equipment

544

WEST

30TH

CLARK,

INC.

SpecialUls tor Ovrr 25 Vr

ST.

-
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Charlie Chaplin in

Wives"
with "Lonely
Edivard Everett
H or ton
Time, 1 hr., 27 mins.
United
26 mins. Pathe
SUPERB SILENT COMEDY
SWELL
COMEDY
PACKS
SMASH WITH CHAPLIN AT LAUGHS
RIGHT THROUGH
HIS BEST IN A FINE COMBI- THE FOOTAGE
WITH
EDNATION OF SLAPSTICK AND
WARD EVERETT HORTON IN
PATHOS. BOUND TO BE A A PIP DUAL ROLE.
CLEANUP.
This is one of the cleverest and
Strictly on its merits, and aside most entertaining comedies of the
from any controversy or curiosity season. Russell Mack has done a
over silents vs. talkers, Charlie Chap- fine directorial job, and Edward Everlin's new picture is a choice piece of ert Horton in a dual role gives one of
entertainment. It is practically all the best performances. Taken from
Chaplin, of course, but that's what thq stage play of the same name, it
the fans want and expect, so from tells of an attorney who is a high
a b. o. standpoint it is a foregone stepper, and arranges with an actor.
natural. In with the riotous com- who is an impersonator and a dead
edy there is the trend of a pathetic ringer for him, to take his place one
little love drama, a romance between night at home while he steps out. It
Charlie and a blind flower girl, Vir- so happens that his wife returns unginia Cherrill. The tramp devotes
expectedly and that the attorney
himself to helping the girl. He has stepped out with the impersonastrikes up an acquaintance with a
tor's
turns wife.
to findThehisdilettante
wife and hubby
a lot reof
boozing millionaire, Harry Myers,
who recognizes the tramp only when explaining on his hands. The comin his drunken spells. From the rich
plications are very funny, even upman Charlie obtains money to help
roarious. It is quite sophisticated,
the flower maid out of her difficul- and not for the kiddies. The bedties. But he also unwittingly gets
room stuff is delicately handled and
himself in jail. Upon his release he floes not offend. Intelligent enteragain meets the girl, whose sight has
tainment, with Esther Ralston, Laura
been restored, and she learns that he La Plante and Patsy Ruth Miller
is her benefactor. Myers' is a great furnishing plenty of charm.
Cast: Edward Everett Horton. Esther
feeder for Chaplin and Virginia Cherrill fills her part nicely. The picture Ralston, Laura La Plante, Patsy Ruth Miller, Spencer Charters, Maude Eburne, Georhas synchronized music, but no talk.
gette Rhoades.
"City Lights"
Artists Time, 1 hr.,

Cast: Charlie Chaplin, Virginia Cherrill,
Director, Russell Mack; Author, Based
Harry Myers, Hank Mann, Florence Lee,
on A. H. Woods' stage play; Adaptor, WalAllan Garcia, Eddie Baker, Henry
Bergman.
ter' De Leon ;Dialoguer, same; Recording
Director, Charlie Chaplin ; Author, same ;
Charles O'Loughlin, Tom CarAdaptor, same ; Editor, same ; Cameramen, Engineers;
man ; Editor, Joseph Kane ; Cameraman.,
Rollie Totheroh, Gordon Pollock, Mark
F.dward
Snyder.
Marklatt.
Direction, Very good. Photography, The
best.
Direction,
Aces.
Photography,
Fine.

"The 'W Plan"
RKO
Time, 1 hr., 27 mins.
FAIR
BRITISH
WAR
FILM
WITH
SPY
BACKGROUND.
MILD
ENTERTAINMENT
THAT
FAILS
TO
DEVELOP
ANY REAL PUNCH.
An Elstree Production of the war,
from the viewpoint of the British
Intelligence service. The theme covers a unique idea, but fails to develop any great entertainment, neither is it sufficiently dramatic. It is
lacking in action where action is
most needed. The story is that of
a British Intelligence officer who impersonates dead
a
German officer, and
gets behind the German lines to spy
out the secret in back of certain
plans found on the German officer.
The trail eventually leads to a system of underground lanes that the
Germans have dug in the form of a
letter "W." These lead directly to
important towns on the British front,
and the plan is to send German
troops through the underground, and
take the British by surprise in the
rear. With the aid of British prisoners working in the tunnels the spy
blows up the underground lanes.
Cast: Brian Aherne, George Merritt, C.
M. Hallard, Frederick Lloyd, B. Gregory,
Mary Jerrold, Madeleine Carroll, Clifford
Heatherley, Norah Howard, Cameron Carr,
Milton Rosmer, Alfred Drayton, Charles
Paton, Wilhelm Koenig, Gordon Harker,
Gibb McLaughlin,
Robert Harris. .
Director, Victor Saville ; Author, Graham
Seton ; Adaptor, Victor Saville ; Dialoguers,
Miles Mallleson, Frank Launder; Editor,
P. MacLean Rogers ; Cameramen, R. E.
NeGuissart,
Fred Young.
Direction,
Fair. Photography,
Good.

"The Single Sin"
with Kay Johnson and Bert Lytell
Tiffany
Time, 1 hr., 13 mins.
GOOD

MELODRAMA.
SOPHISTICATED STORY WITH
PLENTY OF SUSPENSE. KAY
JOHNSON
FINE.
Built around the old question of
whether a girl should tell her intended husband of her past, this production isfilled with tensely dramatic
situations, cleverly lightened by the
dry humor of Paul Hurst. Although
draggy in spots and with a drawn
out drinking scene that seems to be
unnecessary, it should prove good
program material. Kay Johnson gives
one of her best portrayals as the
bootlegging-stenographer who does
90 days in prison and reforms. She
marries her millionaire boss, but her
marital happiness is threatened by
her former bootlegging partner, who
later is hired as her personal chauffeur. Bert Lytell, who "knew her
when", turns up in time to be of
moral assistance, but the situation
is finally saved by Paul Hurst, who
carries on well as Lytell's helper.
The cast is fine and the production
satisfactory.
Cast: Kay Johnson, Bert Lytejl, Paul
Hurst, Mathew Betz, Holmes Herbert, Geneva Mitchell, Sandra Ravel, Charles McO'Connor.
Naughton, Lillian Elliott, Robert Emmett
Director, William Nigh ; Author, A. P.
Younger ; Adaptor, Frances Hyland ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor, Charles Harris ; Cameraman, Max Dupont ; Recording Engineer,
not listed.
Direction,
Good.
Photography,
Good.
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"The Lady Refuses"
with Gilbert
Betty Compson
Emery and

RKO
Time, 1 hr., 10 mins.
WEAK LOVE DRAMA WITH
BRITISH BACKGROUND AND
MIXED ACCENTS. MISS COMPSON HANDICAPPED,
With a weak story tu work on,
Director George Archainbaud failed
to inject a great deal of consistent
entertainment in this production.
Betty Compson, besides not being up
to her usual standard of performance is hampered by the unconvincing portrayal of John Darrow, as a
rich man's wayward son. The plot
is laid in England and brings to the
screen a great variety of accents,
both Englisl. and synthetic-English.
Gilbert Emery, as a titled English
gentleman, befriends Betty, a disappointed miss about to lose her self
respect. Emery hires Betty to save
his son (John Darrow) with $5,000
as the reward if she is successful.
F.mery falls in love with Betty. The
wayward son gets mixed up in a
murder mystery and is saved by
Betty's testimony. She is paid the
reward, but tears up the check and
goes
into night.
Emery's fine
readingoutstands
out.

"Bright Lights"

with Dorothy Mackaill, Frank Fay
First National Time, 1 hr., 12 mins.
LIGHT MUSICAL WITH A
BACKSTAGE
LOVE
STORY.
GOOD CAST, FAIR AMOUNT
OF COMEDY AND ATTRACTIVELY STAGED IN TECHNICOLOR.
Between its agreeable musical
numbers, beautiful stage effects, intermittent stretches of backstage love
drama and comedy, this production
manages to maintain a fair level of
enltertainment. But it never gets
above the mild point, partly because
the backstage story is the outworn
yarn of the mixed team threatened
with separation by an outside third
party, who in this case is a rich
society man desiring Dorothy Mackaill, with Frank Fay as the goodhearted comedian with an idea that
his own secret love for the girl is
hopeless. In the end the wealthy suitor gets the gate and the real lovers
do a happy fadeout. Comedy is
supplied by Frank McHugh, Tom
Dugan and Daphne Pollard. As a
comedy team. Miss Mackaill and
Fay give
in a some
versatile veinfine
and performances
Noah Beery has
good moments as the menace.
Cast: Dorothy Mackaill, Frank Fay. Noah
Beery, Inez Courtney, Eddie Nugent, Daphne
Pollard, James Murray, Tom Dugan, Frank
McHugh, Jean Bary, Tom Irving. Edwin
Strange.
Lynch, Virginia Sale, Edwin Breese, Philip

Cast: Betty Compson. Gilbet Emery,
John Darrow, Margaret Livingston, Ivan
l.ebedeft. Edgar Norton, Daphne Pollard,
Reginald
Sbarland.
Director, George Archainbaud ; Authors,
Robert Milton, Guy Bolton ; Adaptor, Wallace Smith ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor, not
listed; Cameraman, Leo Tover ; Recording
Engineer,
John Tribby.
Direction,
poor.
Photography,
lair.

Director, Michael Curtiz ; Author, Humphrey Pearson ; Adaptors, Humphrey Pearson,
Henry McCarty; Dialoguers, same; Editor,
Harold
Young ; Cameraman,
Lee Cannes.
Direction, Lively. Photography,
Fair.

"Don't Bet On Women"

Nancy Carroll in

with Edmund Lowe, Jeanette
McDonald and Una Merkcl

"Stolen
Heaven"
with Phillips Holmes

Paramount Time, 1 hr., 13 mins.
BOX-OFFICE VEHICLE ON
BASIS OF STAR TEAM AND
AMUSING
SOCIETY
COM
TITLE, ALTHOUGH
STORY
EDY WITH EXCELLENT CAST NOT OF VERY FAVORABLE
CHARACTER.
AND
CLEVER
DIALOGUE.
Although
the names
of Nancy
UNA
MERKEL TAKES
LAUGH
HONORS.
Carroll
and
Phillips
Holmes,
together with the intriguing title ot
Edmund Lowe isn't handed any the picture, hold plenty of box-office
heavy stuff in this production, with .alue, the popularity of the story is
the result that his light-comedy poroubtful.
It's somewhat
of an
theme.
Miss Carroll, a
trayal of a society lothario is reallx underworld
amusing. However, Una Merkel, in abaret entertainer, picks up Holmes
ust after he has stolen $25,000. She
the part of a loquacious southe.n
akes him to her room, shields him
belle, delivers all the humor written
into her role — and a lot more. Ro- from the police, then enter into a
uicide pact whereby
they will get
land Young, a boasting and deliber
ate lawyer, wages $10,000 that Lowe married, go on a glorious fling as
• ng as the money lasts, after which
cannot kiss Young's wife within 4'
hey are to take their own lives. In
hours. The wife, Jeanette McDonFlorida they have their spree, with
ald, hears of the wager through Una
Lowe and Jeanette fall in love, but
he police finally getting on their
it doesn't take. Lowe loses the bet, trail. After finding out how good it
to
but Young tears up the winning is to live, Miss Carroll, wants
enege on the suicide plan, but the
check andt still boasting, walks out
of the scene with his faithful Jean- lad is still set on going through with
ette. Miss McDonald is beautiful it. Finally they repent and decide
and clever as ever. Young as the to give up, take their medicine, and
begin life with a clean slate.
lawyer-husband
is convincing.
Fox

Time, 1 hr., 10 mins.

Cast: Edmund Lowe, Jeanette McDonald.
Roland Young, J. M. Kerrigan, Una Merkel, Henry Kolker, Helene Millard.
Director, William K. Howard ; Author,
William Anthony McGuire; Adaptors, Leon
Gordon, Lynn Starling ; Dialoguers, same ;
Editor, Harold Schuster ; Cameraman, Lucien Andriot ; Recording Engineer, Albert
Protzman.
Direction,

Good.

Photography,

Good.

Cast: Nancy Carroll, Phillips Holmes,
I.ouis Calhern, Edward Keane, Joan Carr,
G. Albert Smith, Dagmar Oakland, Joseph
Crehan, Buford Arinitage, Joan Kenyon.
Director, George Abbott ; Author, Dana
Burnet; Adaptor, George Abbott; Dialogue,
same ; Editor, Emma Hill ; Cameraman,
George
don New.Folsey ; Recording Engineer, GorDirection, fair.
Photography, good.
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Buffalo Bill, Jr., in

"Dracula"
Universal

Time,

1 hr., 25 mins.

OF HUFINE MELODRAMA
MAN VAMPIRE CARRIES
WITH
THRILLS
SPOOKY
BELA LUGOSI GIVING SPLENDID PERFORMANCE IN ROLE.

"Trails of the Golden
Time, 58 mins.

Cosmo
CRUDE

WESTERN
AMATEURISHLY DIRECTED AND
West"
ACTED.
GETS LAUGHS
IN
WRONG PLACES. RATES VERY
POOR.

The screen transposition of the
melodramatic stage play has been
undc- the
given a finished production Brownin
This is one of the worst westerns
g,
expert direction of Tod
who knows how to get the most out seen in a long time. It is so crudely
of the weird and spooky effects.
Bela Lugosi as the human vampire put together and tells such an amateurish story that the audience startgives a, convincing performance that
ed kidding it out loud. They tried
will send chills down the spines of
sensitive people. The story is that to make a covered wagon "epic" in
of Count Dracula condemned to the days of the forty-niners traveling
eternal life, who takes human form to the California gold fields. Everything about the picture is phoney,
only at night, returning to his coffin
as soon as day breaks He lives including the Indians. Buffalo Bill,
on human blood, and coming to Jr., as the brave scout in charge of
England where the story takes place, the wagon train does his darndest to
is finally uncovered and killed by a make it realistic, but the story licks
scientist, who saves the heroine from him. The villain in the caravan cooks
the horrible fate that awaits all the up a plot with a renegade and the
victims of the vampire. It is not Indians to attack the train and steal
a picture for too squemish people to the gold chest in one of the wagons.
It reminds us of the westerns they
see, but there is no deriving its drathrills
g
tinglin
made
10 years and more ago, so amaand
matic power
teurish is it. It is doubtful if tlrs
Bela Lugosi creates one of the most
the
of
roles
l
powerfu
even the small stand'
and
by in
get
will
unique
without the
wise fans razzing it.
screen in this one.
Cast: Beta Lugosi. David Manners, He'en
Sloan.
Chandler, Dwight Frye, Edward Van diaries
Herbert Bunston, Frances Dade,
„
.
Gerrard.
Brain
Browning ; Author.
Tod
Director.
Stokers; Adaptor, Garrett Fort; Dialogues
Camera;
not listed: Editor. Milton Carruth
Engineer. t
man, Karl Freund ; Recording
Roy Hunter.
Excellent.
Direction, Expert. Photography.

Sla-Ut"
"Nar Rosorna Bloom
l

(When
Paramount

the Roses
Time, 1 hr., 26 mins.

FOP
OFFERING
WEAK
SWEDISH AUDIENCES WITH
NATIVE DIALOGUE AND CAST
DOESN'T AFFORD MUCH ENTERTAINMENT.
It is doubtful if even Swedish audiences will go strong for this one.
It moves in a verv slow and leisurelymanner, with little action and a tremendous amount of dialogue. In
fact the actors are standing around
talking most of the time. The story
is meant for a lieht comedv, with a
voun^ attornev in financial straits
He discovers an old document in a
book in a second-hand shop which
tells of a hidden treasure of old coin =
Pan's
lesas near
Brignol
Palace
in the
chauffeur,
there
a iob
secures
He
and falls in love with the dauehtc
of the house. Comedv is added b\
the romanticallv inclined mother o'
the girl fallinsr in love with the suoposed chauffeur. Upon discovery or
the hidden treasure concealed in the
wall of a room, evervbodv is happv
and the romance wit.h the daughteblooms satisfactorilv The product
at the Dan's
made Pwanstrom.
was Karin
tion
Ca't:
Nils studio.
Wahlhom
Margita Alfven. Sven Gusta'snn. TJno Hen
nincr. Anna-T.isa "Rand". Riga de C.-.str"
Viking Rnigheim. Else Marie Hansen. Sven
Garho.
Director, Edvin Adolphsnn : Author. Yves
Mirande; Adantor, not credited: Dialoeuer.
not credited : Editor, not credited ; Cameraman, not credited.

Direction,

fair.

Photography,

all right.

DAILY

Six Foreign Dialoguers
Open{Continued
In N. from
Y. Page
This 1) Week
named the Central Park. "The Night
is Ours,"
French all-talker comedydrama,
with a cast including
Mile
Marie Bell of the Comedie Francaise.
opens Feb. ]') at the Little Carnegie.
'"The Lion's Cage,"
Spanish
talke
made
in Hollywood,
starts ;i run
Feb. 2(1 at the San, Jose on uppe
Fifth
Ave.
"Homeland
Echoes",
German synchronized production w!tl.
English
and
German
title*-, opens
Saturday
(Feb.
14) at the
Eightl
and "Mother
German
silent starring
Henny Love.''
PorSt. Playhouse,
en. opens the same day at the Fifth
\ve. Playhouse.

50 Detroit Theaters
Give
5-Cent
Matinees
(Continued
from Page 1)
RKO Downtown, opening soon afscale.ter the Fox cut, adopted the same
icy.

The1 Rialto, key house on the east
side, is operating on a 10-20-30 polThe Lincoln, which has always
maintained prices before with the
opposition Rex lowered to 5 and 15
cents lowered from 35 to 25 cents.
The Hollywood, previously 40 and
Cast: Buffalo Bill, Jr.. Wanda Hawley, 60 cents, lowered the Sunday matinees to 25 cents, partly in answer to
Tom London. George Reed. Horace Carpenter, William Bertram. William McCorthe first run downtown houses chargmick, Chief White Eagle.
Director, Leander De Cordova ; Author. L.
o'clock.
cents at a2 1.200
Theing 50 Russell,
seat house, is
V. Jefferson ;Adaptor. not credited ; Dialog
uer,"
not credited;
William Austin;
Cameraman,
William Editor.
Thompson.
Direction, Amateurish.
Photography.
Poor

"Oh, Sailor, Behave"

Warner

Bros.

Time, 1 hr., 10 mins.

THEME
MUSICAL COMEDY
INENTERTA
WEAK
RATES
MENT IN POORLY DIRECTED
STORY
THE
FILM WHERE
FALLS FLAT.

Just another of tho^e musical comedy themes transpiring in a foreign
setting with princesses, princes and
all the other musical comedy props.
The principals burst forth into -ong
at the most unexpected moments,
and kill any realism that Hot might
The life
possess, which isn't much.
savers are Olsen and Johnson as
two goofy sailors, and when they
are on their kidding and gagging
brings some good laughs. The
American girl marrie- a Russian
prince to save her sister from disgrace, and her American sweetheart
rescues her from his clutches when
he and his henchmen are about tc
kidnap her. Olsen and Johnson
have some good sequences in a restaurant, wdiich has nothing to do
with the plot, and these bits are the
best part of the show. The acting
of the principals, Trene Delroy and
Charles King, is very mechanical.
Cast: Irene Delroy, Charles King. r.owell
Sherman, Noah Beery. Olsen and Johnson.
Lotti Loder, Vivien Oakland, Charles ludels, Lawrence Grant. Elise Bartletl. fiino
Corrodi ►,
Director, Archie .Mayo ; Author. Elmei
Kin- Adaptor, Joseph |ackson: Dialoguers,
Elmer Kite. rosepb Jackson; Editor. Robert
Dev Jennings.
Crandall; Cameraman.
Direction, Weak. Photography. Fair.
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Presentations
»-■ JACK

HARROW EH ____

Revue in Five Acts
Clicks Strong At Roxy
The Row -tage show i^ in the
form of a muscial revue, called
"Hell.. New York." It i- in five
scenes, the tir-t being The Bowery.
with the old Roxy standby repeat
number showing the Bowery at
night. San try and Norton,
George Kiddon and M. V.xlnoy are
the principals. Then come- Greenwich Village, opening with a presentation of the old pop number. "Thre<
O'Clock in the Morning." with two
dancers performing behind the face
of an immense clock as a male and
female singer warble the number on
the stage. The curtain rises to show
a set of a cabaret show, with various

» streel
showing"Harlem"
offering,
a livelygroups
is
featured.
dancing
scene in Harlem with four street
cleaners warbling a spiritual as the}
sweep. The curtain then goes up
on a night club set, with jazz band
and patrons seated at tables in the
background. Some good colored
steppers are featured with the
charging 10 cents for matinees.
The Times Square under the new
Roxyettes in black false faces dofeaThis number
ing a hot
also
who
tures the routine.
Cotton Pickers
Quartette.
management of Robertson,
Snake
Hips,
Three
Rhythm
Boys,
operates the Roosevelt and the' Cinderella, is running stage presenta- Bessie Dudley and Baby Cox.
tions with a 10-cent matinee and
"Rapid Transit" shows a subway car
20-cent evening policy.
with the customers singing all the
To top it all Bill Slocum at the old New York songs, followed by
Library is understood to be keeping the ballet entering the car and dobooks with charge accounts for al1
ing a strap dance as the car lurches
regular customers.
them off balance. The Roxy Chorus
Ballet Corps are featured. The
Paramount Dickering For and
finale is "Times Square."

's South
Murnau
Sea Film
(Continued
from Page II

ert Flaherty assisted Murnau on the
oroduction. Murnau plans to come
to New York soon en route to Germany for a vacation. The picture
was synchronized at the Coast by
Service
Synchronizing
Meyers

Australian-Made Feature
Being Released March S
"Fpund," a feature made
Australian bush, is now beine
and synchronized bv F.lmer
Govern for release March 5
market.
independent

in *h'
edit.-''
1. Mcon th"

Roxy to Direct Charity Ball
S. L. "Roxv" Rothafel will direct
•be stagine and entertainment of the
15th annual theatrical ball for combined theatrical charities which will
l>e held at Madi«on Smiare Garden
m the night of Feb. 21.
Two

Portland Marriaeres
Tames O'Connell.
Ore. — manager,
Portland,
Paramount house
has married Ancreline Bonneau Johnnie Harson,
vev, M-G-M booker, also has marched up to the altar with Ella John-

Smith and Dale Headline
Swell Show at Paramount
Smith and Dale, famous funsterof the Avon Comedy Four, highlight
the current flesh program at the Xew
York Paramount. They indulge in
a good routine of their well-known
brand of comedy, which went over
big with the fans. Another choice
item on the bill is Leo Reisman's
conducting of the Paramounl orchestra in "Give Me Something to Remember You By." Reisnian al- i
conducts two lighter numbers, "Just
a Gigolo" and "Find Me a Primitive
Man." This week's production at
tin- Paramount is known as "Imagine
M\ Embarrassment,"
a Fred
unit
Ted Mick and the
stage Evans
band
top the group of entertainers, which
also include- Dave and Jo<
man. novelty performers who
billed a- making their first Ami
can appearance . Ufi ed I ..Hell an I
Sylvan
Dell. Sammj
Krevoff,
Bab<
Kan.

On-

and

the

David

Bines

Girl-.

At

organ, instead of Jesse Crawford, is Annehas I.e.
it. ,iperforming
talented mu-i
cian.
been
WW
Station whoWABC
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REVIEWS OF SOUND
"Pete and Repeat"

Educational
Time, 21 mins.
Has the Laughs
An Ideal comedy featuring the two
colored comics, Seben and Eleben.
It has been well handled in direction,
moves fast and carries real guffaws.
Two convicts have escaped, and they
enter the blacksmith shop run by
the two dinges, and sell them the
dea of exchanging clothes, saving
that they are ballyhooing in their
convict dress the gang picture showing at a theater down the street. The
amplications that follow are funny,
leading to the capture of the convicts through a fluke by the two colored gents.

"Cowboy

Blues"

Pathe
Time, 8 mins.
Good Animated
A comical travesty on the we-tern
bad man, with this Aesop
Fable
showing Milton Mouse being pickc1
on by th«e bad bandit, who busts hi
guitar and rides away.
Later Milton is in the town
saloon visiting
his sweetie, when the bandit arive^
disguised as an old ladv. and sing
"Break
the News
to Mother,"
ti'l
all the repentant cowbovs drop thei
gats. Then the bandit pulls his guns
and rides away with the safe.
Bui
Milton Mouse
does his hero stuff
in a surprising climax, and saves the
dav — and the safe.

"Talkographs"

"Ski Pilots"

Pathe
Time, 9 mins.
Peppy Offering
A
Grantland
Rice
Sportlight.
showing three different forms of
skiing, First is the unique sequences showing sand skiing in the desert of the San Luis Valley in Colorado, with three men on skiis sliding over the hard sand a- if it were
snow. Then views of the tourists
at the Lake Placid Club in the Adirondack's .going off on a skiing hike.
Also trying out the Olympic Jump
at this resort, with some thrilling
shots of the professionals at work.
Finishes with water skiing at Winter Haven in Florida, with the ski
enthusiasts riding on the waves as
fast motor boats tow them through
the brine at breakneck speed. An
interesting
letic fans. reel for the outdoor ath-

"Curiosities No. 217"
("Ruined")
Columbia
Time, 6 mins.
Interesting
In this number of the Walter Futter series a comparison is made between the styles of 1904 or thereabouts and those of the present dav.
with T. Rov Barnes supplying the
incidental talk in his amusing style.
Movies of the very early days are
shown, and for the windup there is
an old melodrama of the vintage of
about 1906. Interesting as well a*
comical.

"An Anonymous

SHORTS
Letter"

Vagabond*, this doesn't stand up.

in

Educational
Time, 12 mins.
Vitaphone "Sleepy
1166 Head"
Time. 10 mins.
Flat
Good Domestic Comedy
A William J. Burns Detective
A matrimonial
mixupr in Svhich
Mystery, in which the sleuth tells
the
husband
has
cheating
procliviof how his bureau cleared up the
ties and wifie has the same
idea.
case of an important official document stolen from the files of the Hubby
has framed
up a "snoring
as a means of making the I
War Department at Washington. machine'
The action is worked out as he de- wife believe he is asleep in his room. !
I he w'fe herself goes in search of
scribes it,'but it makes -a flat and outside
amusement and they run inuninteresting offering.
The incident
to
each
The usual scrap fol- I
itself has no dramatic value, neither lows, and other.
when wifie gets wise to
has it any thrills or elements of dan- the snoring ruse .she shoots the old
man with a shotgun.
esting.
ger
as one
expects
a mysterysuch
detective
yarn.
Prettyin" uninter-

"Like A Beaver"

'"One Way Out"
with Charles Lawrence and
Thelma White
Vitaphone 1153
Time, 7 mins.
Ineffective Satire
Charles Lawrence, in the role of
a nut who tries various means of
committing suicide, manages to
knock out a few laughs from a rather ineffectively handled idea. The
skit is given a weak start bv a
lengthy silent title. Thelma White
hasn't much to do, the action being
concerned chiefly with the stammering Lawrence
terminate and
himself. his efforts to exFord

Sterling

in

"Come to Papa"

Educational
Time, 18 mins.
Good Slapstick
A slapstick comedy with plenty

Pictorial Cyclopedia Time, 7 mins.
Fair Novelty
"Campus Champs"
Scattered scenic shots, including Pathe
Time, 21 mins.
of action,chritude
a andbatch
of femin'ne
Rates Poor
the always
funny pulanv'ews
from
the
top
of
the
Eiffel
Tower in Paris, Oregon rivers, star
tics
of
Ford
Sterling.
The
comedComedy, with Nat Cangazing from an observatory, close- as A a Campus
ian plays the role of a modiste shop
tailor in a college town who
ups of owls, etc.. comprise the< con- acts as trainer for the college chamn
owner who has designed a new comtents of this reel. Descriptive ac- The mysterious opponent for the col-,
bination undie which he hopes to
companying dialogue is supplied by lege championship
sell
to
a
French style expert and
fight*
with
the
Xorman Brokenshire Selection of
rival college proves to be his own I thus lift himself out of debt. His
shots and photography are about on son.
Nat has bet all his dough on rival shop keepers steal the sample
a par with the usual travel stuff.
his man, but when he realizes his son garment from him. and then follow
;s the other fighter, he switches his the comical attempts by Sterling to
Robert L. Ripley in
illegiance even though he loses his get back his property The chase
bankroll.
The comedy is nrettv thin. ends at the stvle show, where every"Believe It or Not No. 6"
Vitaphone 1109
thing is straightened out okay.
Okay Time, 8 mins. •me
>nd so
are the gags.
Can't give this
much.
The sixth in the series of Ripley
shorts is well up toj the average. It
"Dogs
shows Rip returning to his college Pat
he of Solitude"
Time, 10 mins.
and entertaining the present class
Weak Number
with an assortment of his curiosiA Vagabond -Adventure, with Tom
ties. He relates some of the unusual facts orallv, and illustrates
rerriss_ conducting a tour through
'lie Swiss Alps. First is presented
others with drawings.
•i ski-jumping contest with the professional jumpers giving a fine exhibition. Then the travelling direc"Quack, Quack"
Educational
Time, 7 mins. 'or moves on to the mountains w;iiGood Cartoon
a guide, and does some fanev and
This is about the best so far in 'angerous climbing uri the diV/v
the Paul Terry-Toon^
cartoon scr- heights. The finale looks nrettv obies. Some fine imaginative
quality
viously staged, with a St Bernard dow
gone into the construction of the appearing in a snow stOrm and leadcartoon gags, with an old boy geting them to a man on the ground
ting his tooth pulled and taking gas. who i« supposed to have drooped
Under the influence of the ether he from an airplane in a parachute.
with
the obvious
enjoys some very interesting experi- In comparison
- in Dreamland,

Frank Orth and Ann Codee

Pathe Audio Review No. 6
Opens with an exhibit of ned:"reed dogs and pigs imported from
England. Then follows a scenic
studv of some tall and fancv crass
growing on the pampas of South
America. Most of the reel i« devoted (o a presentation of the Thomas Edison landmarks and nd-Vs in
the Henry Ford collection wlrch he
has gathered at Dearborn Citv.
These various buildings that have
been assembled trace the hierhlierhts
in thi great inventor's career since
earlv
boyhood.
The most where
;,i4erest-'iv> -hows
h;s laboratory
he
fir-t nut electricity to work via the
incandescent lamn Francis Tehl.
who

worked

ns Edje/nn's assistant,

demonstrates the orierinal anoaratns
'that developed into the phonograph,

with Dr. Raymond L. Ditmars
Talking Picture Epics
Time, 12 mins.
Very Interesting
An unusually interesting natural ■
history subject showing the habits,
industrious activities and resourcefulness of the beaver family in build- J
ing its home, providing food against
winter, etc. Dr. Raymond L. Ditmars provides a synchronized accompanying talk, in the form of an
ntcrview with a feminine caller. Has
excellent entertainment value besides being educational.

"Curses"

Vitaphone 1096-97 Time, 15 mins.
Fairly Humorous
Poking fun at the old-fashioned
melodrama is the sole aim of this
short, which succeeds in being on.lj
mildly humorous. The burlesque is
not quite broad enough to catch on
spontaneously, and as a result the
action elicits little more than a scattered bunch of Miiekers until the
finale when the dirty villain is outwitted by the noble hero and the
innocent heroine is saved from the
onrushing locomotive.

"Fore!"
Pathe
Time, 8 mins.
Good Golf Special
Featuring Johnny Farrell, the golf
pre*, who goes around the course
with a partner, and explains the various shots he makes, and describes
in detail the why and wherefore. He
aUo corrects the, mistakes of his
partner. This should prove a natural for all golf enthusiasts, for it
gives them the lowdown on the
game from the lips of an expert,
fohnny makes some beautiful shots.

"Just A Bear"

Educational
Time, 22 mins.
Plenty Laughs
A Mack Sennett comedy with
Andy Clyde and Harry Gribbon that
will get the laughs freely in any
audience. Andy and Harry go out
rabbit hunting, but stir up a bear
instead The bear breaks into their
cabin where they hide with Patsy
O'Leary. The comedy lines are even
funnier than the gags, which are
plenty funny. This is a refreshing
comedv done by two actor* wllO
know thejr jobs,

NOW
ON THE
PRESSES

YEAR
BOOK

^DAJLY-

COMPLETE
PRACTICAL
AUTHORITATIVE
CLOTH BOUND
1200 PAGES
The recognized international book of reference of the
motion picture industry.
If imitation is flatterythen the Annual Film Daily Year Book is the most
flattered publication in the motion picture industry.

ANNUAL
EDITION
13E

THE CREAM
IN YOUR |

coffers:
With Another One
That's
A Mint!

\voa\i:\
But Bet A Hundred

To One

Entertainment You've

Seen

That This

Is The

For Lo These Many

LOWE-

EDMUND

box office name, this chap. They love him
and want him. Remember
World/' "Scotland Yard?"

"The Cock Eyed

Jeanette MacDONALD
— every man in your audience will wish he was
the "Sweet and Lowe" in this film. Enough said.
Roland Young, J. M. Kerrigan, Una Merkel,
Henry Kolker— how they sparkle in the rapid fire,
give and take, gasp, giggle and laugh dialog!

WILLIAM

K. HOWARD

- the director.

What a job he's done! Smooth as velvet, not
a loose thread. It's a lulu I
William Anthony McGuire wrote the story "All
Women Are Bad" from which it's filmed. All
women, good or indifferent, will get "hot and
bothered" over it. As for the men, wait and see!

IT SMACKS
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SMACKER!
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Sound-Film Now Beats Disc, Says W. B. Engineer

SPORTJUBJECTS NEWVOGUE-100 PLANNED
Allied Exhibs Expect $250,000 in Year From Industrials
Hanson Expects To Sign
2,500 Houses for
"Ad" Films
Exclusive exhibition rights for industrial and sponsored pictures, not
to total more than 104 reels annually,
have been given by 400 exhibitors affiliated with Allied States Ass'n to
Oscar R. Hanson. Details of the twoyear agreement, made at the Allied
meeting at Chicago last week, were
announced Saturday by Hanson upon
iiis (v*Ji'T to Vew York.
According to the agreement all reels
shall be approved by a committee representing Allied or its regional associations and in such reels "entertain(Continued on Page 8)

Yankee Enterprise
. Olathe, Colo. — This town of 500 closed its only theater last
May when sound-equipped theaters in nearby cities killed patronage. The merchants found a big slump in Saturday shoppers as ai result. So they formed a non-profit organization, and
opened the house for Friday and Saturday shows. The manager
donates his services. Besides the benefit to store biz, over $400
has been earned since July) in this 360-seater at 10 and 15 cents
admission, playing silents.

With the Grantland Rice "Sportlights" holding the field of sport
shorts with practically no competition for the last 12 vears, the new
selling season about to be ushered
in will bring to exhibitors more than
100 short(Continued
subjectson Page
pertaining
to
8)

Says Exhibs Miss Big Opportunity
PATHE PLAYERpiRECTORS
In Not Selling Dialogue
to Public RECEIVE NEW CONTRACTS
itations of the silents muzzled him.

Kansas City — One of the best picture selling angles is being consistently muffed because too many exhibitors advertise their shows as plain,
common movies, instead of as realistic, human-voiced talkers, in the
opinion of F. C. Souttar, director of
publicity and advertising for the Midland circuit. Souttar says:
Philadelphia — Pennsylvania exhibitors will meet here early this week
"Will
Rogers serves to demonto examine the provisions of five
strate. Rogers was a falling star in
in
ced
introdu
bills
Sunday opening
cinema's days of muteness. He
the State Legislature. Although none the
had something, but the technical lims
ed
of the measure is sponsor
by exhib organizations, theater men are
interested in determining which one
of the measures would prove most
advantageous if passed.

PENNSY EXHIBS MEETING
TO DISCUSS SUNDAY BILLS

Two Features in Athletic
Vein Also Being
Produced

And then came the conversational
films and he clicked in his proper
magnitude. And yet, 1931 ads boosting a Roger's vehicle have no selling
copy on the talkie angle 1 Just a
muffed ace-in-the-hole! In other
words one of our best selling arguments is being left out of newspaper
ads. The first simple principle of
merchandising, calling for a rally of
strong points to be sold to the public, has been
parked in the alley! As
{Continued on Page 8)

West Coast Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — AU directors and stars
who have been under contract to
Pathe have been signed to new agreements, according to Hiram S. Brown,
president of Radio Pictures who left
for New York on Saturday. The announcement follows the adjustment,
last week,and of theConstance
Bennett's
contract
signing of
a new
(Continued on Page 8)

"Cim" Pulls 65,000

Into Mainstreet, K. C.

Kansas City — Attendance records
went through the sky at the Mainstreet during the past week when
RKO's "Cimarron" drew a total of
more than 6'5,000 admissions, accompanied by unprecedented publicity
from all angles. The picture is being
year. "The General," French dia- held over.
got under way last week.
Paris — Paramount's new produc- Anotherlogue^French
production, and "Dracula"
studios
Draws 50,000
tion program at the Joinville
near here calls for approximately 80 three in French, Spanish, German
In Two Days at Roxy
features and 100 short subjects in and
tion. Portuguese, also are in preparaIn the first two days at the Roxy,
various languages to be produced this
Universal's "Dracula," vampire thriller, drew approximately 50,000 paid
admissions, it is announced.

80 Features and 100 Shorts

M.P.T.O.A. Directors
Meet in N. Y. March 10
Date for the spring meeting of the
M.P.T.O.A. board of directors is
scheduled for about Marchl 0 in New
York, it was decided Saturday following telegraphic communications between President M. A. Lightman
and M. J. O'Toole. Members of the
organization will be asked to help
{Continued on Page 8)

Derr, Sullivan Start
West Coast Bur. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— E. B. Derr and
Charles E. Sullivan joined the
Howard Hughes organization
Saturday as production heads.

On Paramount 's Paris Schedule

'Noiseless' System Advances
Sound-on- Film Recording

the year when the reproduction of
sound from film became as good as
proto
d
expecte
is
Sound on film
that
obtainable from records. Since
year
this
results
better
much
duce
then,
film recording has shown a
in
records,
than that obtainable on
steady improvement, with greater
chief
Evans,
H.
Porter
of
the opinion
advances
promised.
of the Warner Vitaphone
enginee
studio rin Brooklyn.
"The recent perfection of the sorecording represents
"In audible picture history, the called noiseless
(Continued on Pane 8)
as
designated
be
also
will
vear 1930

Dismiss DeForest Suit
Ottawa — i DeForest Phonofilm's suit against Famous
Players Canadian, user of
Western Electric sound system, for alleged patent infringement has been dismissed by
the Exchequer Court.
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"Lonely Wives" Release Feb. 22
Pathe has set Feb. 22 as release
date on "Lonely Wives," directed by
Russell Mack, featuring Edward
Everett Horton, Laura La Plante,
Ralston and Patsy Ruth MilEsther
ler.
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New York
1540 Broadway
BRYant 9-4712

154 Crescent St. t}
STIllwell 4-7940

H
B
| Eastman Films!
$ J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

DISTRIBUTOR
PICTURE
"Zwei Herzen im
3A Takt"
Moviegraphs
55th St. Cinema
"The Devil to Pay". United Artists
Rialto*
"Reaching
for
the Moon"
United
Artists
Criterion
"Illicit"
Warner Bros
Winter Garden
"Cimarron"
RKO
Globe
"Ein Maedel von
der Reeperbahn" . . . Talking Pict. Epics . . Central
Trader
Horn"
M-G-M
Astor
"Hell's Angels"
United
Artists ...... Rivoli
"City Lights"
United
Artists
Geo. M. Cohan
* Moved
from Gaiety.
OPENING
THIS
WEEK
"Sit Tight"
"Rango"
"Pagliacci"

Warner Bros
United Artists
Audio Cinema

Monday, February 16, 1931

Winter
Rivoli
Central

OPENING
Sept. 12
Dec. 18

Feb. 17

Dec. 29
Jan. 16
Jan. 26
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
DOOR

DATE

30
3
5
6

Feb.

"Sit
Tight"
opens
at Winter
Garden,
New
York.
16-18 Convention
of R-K-O
Theater
Division.
Managers
at
the
Hotel
Sherman,
Chicago.

Feb.

18

York.
"Rango"
opens at the Rivoli, New

Feb.

20

Screen tiveAdvertisers'
committee meetsAss'nat execuHotel
Roosevelt, New
York.
Fifteenth Annual Theatrical Ball
at Madison
Square Garden, New

Feb.
Feb.

Garden. J

Feb. 17
Feb. 18
Feb. 20

Park

21

York.
"Warner
Club Gaieties" presented
by
the
Warner
Club
at the
Hollywood Theater, New
York.

22

April 4-11

Says British Pictures
Talkie-Making Exploited
"Persecuted" in Canada
By New Vaudeville Act

Players'
and
Patrons' for Jubilee
Week, national
benefit
N. V.
A.
Club.
April 23-24 dorsers
State Convention
of Indiana
Inof Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.

"Comrades of 1918" at Cameo Feb. 19
The all-German dialogue feature,
Toronto
—
Propaganda
against
Brit"Making Talkies" is the title of a
ish pictures in Canada amounted to "Comrades of 1918," formerly named
theater exploitation act which is be- "persecution," it was charged by a 'Westfront of 1918," will be given
ing considered for circuit bookings
its American premiere Thursday at
in the New York territory. Irvine committee of the Independent Order the R-K-O Cameo. The picture,
of Daughters of the Empire at the
Siegel is producing the act, which
which is a Forenfilm production,
hearingof ofthethefilmGovernment's
involves making talkers on a thea- public
K-O subsequently
circuit.
investigation
industry in wilt
play the entire Rter's stage with patrons taking part. the Dominion.
Associated with the enterprise are
John A. Cooper, president of Ocean
S. E. Graham and Dexter McRey- Picture
Distributors, stated that since
Publix Caesar"
Books "Little
Caesar"
"Little
has been
booke< ,
a picture onis" 3 913 Canada has produced only about by Publix for showing during the
plan playbacks
nolds.
shot oneUnder
week,thewith
the sound, and shown in the theater 30 motion pictures.
week of the 20th at both the Parathe next week.
mount in Omaha and the Newman in
P. C. Taylor, R-K-O manager,
said his company did more business Kansas City. Ned E. Depinet handled
with independents than with Famous the Warner end of the negotiations.
Players.

"Noiseless" May Increase
Projector Replacements

Replacements in vital projector
parts are expected to increase
through use of noiseless recording
systems. Loew's, which now regularly replaces the intermittent movement in its projectors every nine
months, may find it necessary to
make these rounds every seven
months, it is understood. Sound has
increased considerably the wear and
tear on projectors and, through
noiseless recording, more excess
noises are said to be picked up and
suppressed
from audience
attention.
London Passes "Outward Bound"
London — "Outward Bound," recently banned by the censor because
of its after-death scenes, has now
been passed for showing by the London, Middlesex and Surrey county
councils. Theaters outside that area
must apply to the local authorities
for permits to show the picture, as
the original ban still holds.

COMING
AL
rida.

SELIG

& GOING

U. S. Dept. of Agriculture
Starts Sound Production

Hal Hodes Addresses
R-K-O Chicago Meeting

Chicago — Hal Hodes, exploitation
director for Columbia Pictures, will
Washington — The U. S. Depart- address the R-K-O theater division
ment of Agriculture in common with
the War and Navy departments, has managers at their convention here today. Hodes will explain the Columbia method of exploiting features and
begun work on sound motion pictures. RCA Photophone recording outline co-operative measures for theand reproducing equipment has been
ater-picture tie-ups when Columbia
installed in the motion picture studio houses.
pictures
are
booked for R-K-O
of the department and preparations
for the production of synchronized
pictures are going forward.
Phone
Stillwell 7932 for
Raymond Evans, in charge of the
NEGATIVES DEVELOPED
motion picture work of the Department of Agriculture says that the
Positive
Prints
Mad*
most important silent films now in
en standard or
and 16 mm. stock
the vaults will be synchronized with
INTER-CONTINENTAL
sound and that appropriate lectures
Film Laboratories
Inc.
will be recorded by the new ap74 Sherman St. Lone Island City
paratus.

FOR

IflM

LEASE

Theater near New York showing a
net of $350.00 weekly. Must be responsible party capable of investing
$10,000.00
applyFILM
on last
year's rent.
Box
180B, to
THE
DAILY,
1650
Broadway, New York City.

MiSCH

Studio
and Location
Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Rates

Powers Clnephone Equipment Corporation
723-TTH

AVE.. N. V.

BRYANT

9-9067

e talking
It

ecppmerith

left Saturday night for Flo-

H. A. BANDY, foreign manager for Warner-F. N., sails tonight on the Europa for
his annual business trip abroad.
HIRAM S. BROWN left the Coast Saturday for New
York.
HAL HODES has left for Chicago to
Chicago
Hollywood
1727 Indiana Ave.
6700 Santa Monica
; attend the RKO
managers'
meeting.
CALumet 2691
Blvd.
A. M. BOTSFORD has gone to Florida
HOLlywood4121
fi for a two weeks' vacation.
IRENE DUNNE arrived Saturday from
!
*"•♦*#***•♦*»******•***•♦#•*•♦*♦*♦♦♦*♦*♦****♦♦♦#*« the! Coast.
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Timely Topics

*rm&

A Digest of
Current Opinion

— ©—
British Productions
Getting A Break

•

•

•

THINGS

WE

Never

€

Thought

Worth

Mentioning

Englishman, Herbert S.
Oakley, reflects the elation
of his countrymen over the recent sudden success of British

newspaper reporters no less, in Howard Hughes' "Front Page"
that when Tom
Moore,
the well known Washington

films in an article, 'The Luck of
the British Film," in the current "Fortnightly Review." Both
at home and abroad the market
for films made in England is
greatly improved, and British
imports, -which were largely
American, have fallen off. The
principal cause of the change is
the coming of talkies. So long
as pictures were silent, film fans
could read the captions with a
Cockney or other English accent and feel at home looking

ury Dep't, it did not surprise him, but when he got a refund
of $6 the same day from a distributor, Tom almost dropped dead
that the Crying Towel advertising gag has been copied
more than any other publicity stunt this year, and was originated
by the sales manager of one of the big auto manufacturers
or did he fib to us unblushingly?
that the science of motion pictures was forecast as far back as 130 A. D., in Ptolemy's
"Optics," in which the ancient philosopher noted the phenomenon
which is the basic principle of motion pictures
that of the
persistence of any image upon the retina of the eye for one-tenth
part of a second, enabling us to have continuity of impression
though we momentarily shut off the light atj every wink
and ole boy Ptolemy hinted vaguely at some mechanical device
that would create continuous motion before our eyes
that Du Mont in 1861, almost 2,000 years later, was the first

at Hollywood's gorgeous riots.
There must be thousands who,
like Mr. A. P. Herbert's "Water
Gypsies," adored the extravagances of their favorites. Now,
says Mr. Oakley, these people
have been unhappily disillusioned
by the American voice and language. The underworld argot
in some of our best crook pictures must be quite incomprehensible. But even when ordinary language is used the British audience does not care for
it. It is demanding and getting
its native tongue. The figures
give ample justification to Mr.
Oakley's statements. Board of
Trade records of imports and
exports since 1927 show that
British films are securing a
larger share of the home market,
and that the exports of film
negatives has been more than
trebled in three years. The two
leading companies, British International, Ltd., and GaumontBritish, Ltd., have in the last
two years successfully followed
the example set by Hollywood.
Both control wide circuits of
picture theaters and are therefore sure their productions will
be shown.
— New

9 i-W

Wall
shares

York Times

A
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St. hand led 101,945,025
of film istocks in

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

PHIL M.DALY
Till Now
that director James Whale couldn't start Tiffany's "X Marks the Spot" on schedule, for when he started casting he found all the gangster types in Hollywood were playing

A N

EXPLOITETTES

exhib, got a refund in income taxes of $106,161 from the Treas-

gent to grab Ptolemy's hunch, by suggesting photographs of
moving objects be taken at short intervals, and then combine
them by passing them in rapid succession before the eyes
that E. M. Orowitz, who was trying to put over an Arkayo
stunt in Boston, told the Irish Chief of Police that his name
was O'Rowitz
that Norman Ek, manager of the Cameo,
claims the shortest name and the longest record for being on
one job of any manager of any circuit
that the majority
of women are born musicians, for they're always playing on the
ear-drum
that Josephine
Dunn
once
posed
for "True
Story"
illustrations, and so did Russell
Simpson
that
some of these items may sound phoney, but consider some of
the guys we're writing about
that trade paper reporters
walk an average of six miles a day, according to a pedometer
which one of the scouts borrowed from us and hasn't returned
....'... .that a certain publicity man bought a perfect blue-white
diamond at a gyp auction on Broadway and it turned out to be
brown
and is he mad
that Barney
Steger, the
popular traffic cop who greets everybody at 46th and Broadway,
is studying to become a sergeant
that Sam Warshawsky
is mad at us because we didn't broadcast the news that he has
received 421 telegrams from independents who like "Cimarron"
that we questioned Sam's veracity, and he made us count
'em, and doggone if he wasn't RIGHT
that Patsy Ruth
Miller is the first screen star to hand an exhib anything, admitting that one of the clan first introduced her in a Hollywood
stude
that a garrulous woman peddling dirt to the neighbors is a scandalmonger, but a gabby newspaper writer doing
the insame thing oris out?
a "great columnist"
and does that let
us

• • • TERRY RAMSAYE
has taken Helen Thompson,
his sec at Pathe, along with him in his new job of ye ed of
Q. P. Herald
At the A.M.P.A. luncheon last Friday Ed
Finney introduced the foreign beauts selected as prize winners
in the Gloria Swanson contest
and he talked in French.
no less
the French gals seemed just as much puzzled as
ginks like us who
can't parlayvoo
but EVERYBODY
understood the foreign mademoiselles, who just expressed themselves with their EYES
my, how convincingly they talked!
the p. a. sitting near the guest table (he shall be
nameless) was so dazzled that he ate his ice cream with a knife
and fork
Mike Simmons
had his tennis outfit with him
on the Bermuda trip
just another racket
his sec,
Peggy Spargo, is also going in for spectacles
nose
not film

1930.
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Aesop Fable Book
for Theater Tie-up
"AESOP'S Movie Fables," a
book published by the Sennett Publishing Co., in cooperation with the Van Beuren Corporation to exploit the Pathe
Aesop's Sound Fable animated
cartoons, is surpassing the most
optimistic distribution expectations due to a nation-wide theater exploitation tie-up. The book
is attractively printed in four
colors and contains stories, puzzles, cartoons, as well as a specially written song entitled
"Aesop and His Movie Fables."
For the theater tie-up a specially
printed card is being supplied
gratis by the publishers of the
book to all theaters wishing to
take advantage of this novel exploitation idea. The cards have
an attractive border composed of
the Fables animal characters, with
numbers from one to ten. A space
is left for the theater name to be
filled in and beneath an explanatory paragraph advises that one
copy
of given
"Aesop's Movie Fables"
will be
free to the — holder
Pathe
of the card when same has been
punched' for ten paid admissions
to the theater.
*

*

*

Bicycle Stunt
for "Charley's Aunt"
^

BICYCLE stunt featured
the R-K-O Orpheum's cam-

paignlumbia
on "Charley's
Cocomedy. An Aunt,"
expert ballyhoo artist rode the bike, stopping at strategic spots to repair tires, to take out imaginarv
body squeaks and to go into important crowds gathering huddles on the brake lining situation.
— Orpheum, San Francisco

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

February
Chester

16

Morris

George Gilbertson
William Le Baron
H. R. Kossman

row

storm

th
overnow tnrongs pad
at premier

CRITICS RAVE!
"ROXy'S 'DRACULA'
3 STAR SPINE CHILLER.
We are asking you not to
miss this. Bela Lugosi simply
it!"—
We N.enjoyed
grand.Thirer,
Irene
Y. Daily News.

"A THRILLER . . . good
and scary . . . exciting
movie. Plenty of dandy,

"'HAIR RAISER' bounc
to raise prestige of screen.
Grand
goose-pimple

pleasurableN. scares"—
Johaneson,
Y. Mirror. Bland
— DavU{
ph (
Cheaven
Morninge" Telegra
g vehicl
stirrins,

"A CREEPY BLOODCURDLING
THRILLER.

"FASCINATING legend
in modern clothes . . .

Anyone who enjoys having his blood curdled will

ntur
adve
rbin
rd gWatts
, Jr.,
—abso
Richa
N.e"Y.
Herald Tribune.

find the recipe
in 'DRACULA'"— Thornton
Delehanty, N. Y. Post.

"Evidences of talent, money
and a lot of work. Gloomy
grandeur on tremendous
scale"— James Qow, N. Yi
Morning World.

Hand in hand with PROSPERITY

ROXYdoors
jam big theatre

showing o f

IDIENCE CHEERS!
ii

"AN EXCITING AND
THRILLING PICTURE. A
first-rate eerie thrilling film
entertainment. Much better than the average. Firstrate film entertainment" —

HAIR-RAISING TALE
BETTER ON SCREEN
THAN ON STAGE.
'Dracula' satisfactorily chilling narrative — will hold
attention. Lugosi makes theii
character a sinister one

Wm. Boehnel, N. Y. Telegram.

— Rose Pelswick, N.Y. Journal

"'DRACULA/ AT THE
ROXy, IS EERIE. It is the

ii

best picture of the week"

mystery
Hall,
N.Y. films"
Times. — Mordaunt

— John S. Cohen, Jr., N. Y. Sun.

General outburst of applause. . . best of the many

that's UNIVERSAL!

"SHIVERS and THRILLS
at the ROXY. One of the
creepiest mystery melodramas ever screened.
'DRACULA/ is the best
talking picture of its type
yet exhibited. Bold, vivid
presentation, leaving the
audience fascinated/ but
shivering. Lugosi is remarkable as the strange Count
Dracula"— Julia Shawell, N.Y.
Qraphic.

Film Daily's poll makes
it unanimous!
The best picture of the
year is "All Quiet on
the Western

Front."

THE
ii

^
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
By

RALPH

HOLLYWOOD
ALFRED T. MANNON, producer
'**• of the "Voice of Hollywood" series for Tiffany, prepared a special
reel for the recent opening bill of the
new Los Angeles, where Charlie
"City Lights" was the feaChaplin's
ture attraction. Movieland s most
celebrities who atprominent screen opening
will soon
tended this gala
of this
issues
forthcoming
appearte itnshort subject.
intima
*
*
*
Neil and Hale,
Two Hamiltons,
are appearing in support of Norma
Shearer in "Strangers May Kiss,
M-G-M production.
*
*
*
RobHere and There: Edward G. mle,
inson chatting with Carl Laem
gson at UniJr., and Henry Heni
versal; Humphrey Pearson and Paul
Perez lunching at Radio Pictures;
motoring to the Metw studios.
Bobby Agne
ropolitan
r
*
*
*
Irving Thalberg, M-G-M producing Hollywood's
becom
tion chief, isamat
eur photographer,
foremost
snapping at least a dozen poses
daily of the *Thalb* erg * heir at play.

Dot Farley, well known comedi
enne who started her film career
with the old Essanay Company and
who has been active in pictures for
17 years, plays her fourth Pathe
leading role in "Disappearing
farce directed by Wales,"
Enemilace
Fox. a
*
*
*
Joan CrawHarry Beaumont and
ford are associated in the making
of their fourth picture together in
"The Torch Song." Beaumont
brought Joan to stardom with "Our
Dancing Daughters," later screening "Our Blushing Brides" and her
most recent film, "Dance, Fools,
Dance." Bess Meredyth adapted
"The Torch *
Song"* for * the screen.
Captain Ted Russell, information
chief at the Columbia studios, knows
his p's and cues. He was a stage
and screen actor for 27 years and
sang in light* opera
* for* four) years.
Holmes C. Walton, for the past
15 years active in the foreign and
domestic fields as representative of
authors, directors and producers, has
opened new offices in the Bank of
Hollywood building. He has made
semi-annual trips to Europe for several years.

Page Diogenes!
Charles F. Riesner, M-G-M
director, has been comedian
and director for 15 years and
has directed almost every
comedian in films. "And still,"
he declares, "I claim that
neither I nor any other man
really knows anything about
comedies."

WILK

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
,By HARRY

N. BLAIR,

Norworth. This will be based on a
"pAGLIACCI," the first screen script written by A. D. Otvos, staff
opera, which will have a gala writer, in collaboration with Jack
Norworth.
opening at the Central Park (formerly the Jolson) on Friday night,
was recently completed at the Audio
Maurice Chevalier took time off
Cinema studios, here, under the di- the other morning to talk to a leadrection of Joe W. Coffman.
ing Paramount exhibitor in Australia, at which time he extended greetings to all exhibitors in that part of
Ginger Rogers will demonstrate
the "Ginger Bob," as created by the world. It was 10 A.M. when
Ferd Graf, Paramount coiffeur, at he talked here which means that it
Pathe is starting work on two new the International Convention of was 6 P.M. in Australia.
Beauty Shop Owners, to be held at
comedies, "Rough House Rhythm," the Hotel Pennsylvania, March
by Harry Sweet, who also heads the 10-13.
John Daly Murphy, veteran stage
actor, has a supporting role in
cast with Franklin Pangborn, Florence Lake, Claude Allister and EdVitaphone's "The Handy Guy," featuring Earl Sande, noted jockey.
gar Kennedy, adapted and directed
Albert Ray, who has directed for
Fox and other large companies on
by George Green, and "Parents the West Coast, has been signed by
Wanted," by Margaret Echard,
Vitaphone is capitalizing on the
adapted and directed by Fred Guiol, Warner Bros, to direct at the Vita- comedy element in the trials and
with Edward McWade, Marian phone studio, here.
tribulations of a pair of newlyweds
Shockley, Ethel Wales, Al Austin,
in a series featuring Billy Wayne
and Thelma White. So far, they
William Janney and Harold Goodbased on "The
reel short
two
A
win.
Shadow," a radio character, has been have appeared in five Vitaphone comcompleted bv Universal, at the Auedies together, in addition to playBella Cohen tvas borroived from
dio Cinema studios, under the direcing separate roles in other films
M-G-M to work on the dialogue of
tion of George Cochrane. "The made at the Warner studio.
radio offea-a
r first
anothe
esshave Boys,"
"Roped In" for Paramount. She Happinture,
the
also made
wrote the dialogue in collaboration
Paramount Notes: Helen Strauss,
with her husband, Samuel Speivack. series of shorts at the RCA studios.
*
*
*
of Paramount's short subject department, received a five pound box
Vitaphone Vitamins: Monty Shaff,
Walter Merrill and Al Smith have
assistant to Sam Sax, has a brand of candy on Valentine's day from
admirer. . . .Tom Cambeen assigned roles in Columbia's
office, decorated in modern style an unknown
eron and Dick Willis, in charge of
'Danger Ahead." the first production new
diart
studio wife of
Namczy,
rector. .. .Adele
Allerhand,
in the company's new "Money Get- by Frank
make-up at the Paramount and
ters" series of
* six * features.
*
Burnet Hershey, staff writer, sailed Warner studios, respectively, get a
break in the current "Photoplay"
Our Passing Show: Harry J. notice,
a day's
for Europe,
in queston ofless
new than
material
for . . .Ed DuPar, chief cameraman for
Brown driving his new Cadillac; Carl a series of magazine articles.... Warner Vitaphone, has about reLaemmle, Jr., and Robert Harris Harold Levey, music supervisor is
covered from an attack of appendichatting at Universal; J. L. Warner,
citis,
after two months on the sick
in
breezes
list.
tropical
the
enjoying
Albert Warner and Fred Beetson Florida.
lunching at First
National.
*
*
*
Frank Zukor and Charles Harten
Actors require little or no exagMae Clarke is keeping busy, to say
geration in their portrayals since the were in charge of the camera work
the least. She had no sooner finished introduction of talking pictures, is on a Greek talking feature picture,
work in "The Front Page" than she the observation of Tommv Madden, recently made in the East by Hellenic Pictures Corp.
was engaged for an important role physical director at the Paramount
in "The Public Enemy." which is studio, who has been a careful obbeing made by
servant of motion picture methods
* Warner
*
* Brothers.
"Out of Nowhere," the latest comfor years. Tommv also believes that
position of John Green, who wrote
William Dietz is doing the trick directors should be more like orches- "I'm Yours"
and "Body and Soul,"
photography
on
"Beyond
Victory,"
tra
conductors
in
achieving
a
harthe
latter
in
conjunction with Edfor Pathe.
monv of emotions..
*
*
*
ward Hayman. It has just been released by Famous Music Corp. and
Lloyd A. French will make his
promises
to be as big a hit as his
s
t'
other
songs.
Paramoun
at
activity
of
Plenty
debut as a director on an untitled New
York studio, with two big productions in work and another in
comedy short, which will start Rosco
Mes, with Lou Brock producing. The
preparation. "New York Lady,"
story is being written bv French. featuring Tallulah Bankhead and
Mauri Grashin and Harold Schwartz. Clive Brook, is now nearing complePlenty of Cooks
*
*
*
tion: Ernst Lubitsch is about to
"Staff
Supervision"Notis the
latConchita Montenegro, described start work on "The Smiling Lieuest in Hollywood.
merely
as "the scintillathiq little breath of
tenant." starring Maurice Chevalier,
one person, but an entire group
florid Spain," will have a leading while the script of Edmund Goirtdof experienced studio workers,
part in the screen version of "Never ing's original, "Between Two
including
a producer, an authe Twain Shall Meet." which will Worlds," is about completed.
thor, a publicity man, a film
be made by M-G-M. Conchita was
editor and a sales exec, con"Stolen Heaven." made at the New
a dancer before coming to Hollystitutes that much mooted stuwood and has appeared in Madrid, York studios, with Nancv Carroll
dio
institution
known as the suParis and other European cities.
and Phillips Holmes, is rated in the
pervisor, a plan which is being
*
*
*
knockout class, therebv tnakine aninaugurated with the production
Jean Reno, a newcomer to Hollyother boost for East Coast producof "Air Police," Sono Art protion.
wood, is appearing in "The Torch
duction featuring Kenneth HarSong." at the El Capitan. She has
lan, Josephine Dunn and
worked in several pictures, including
Charles Delaney.
"The Naggers at the Prize-Fight"
"Millie," "Ten Cents a Dance" and is the title of the next Vitaphone
short featuring Mr. and Mrs. Jack
"A Free Soul."
Delmer Daves has returned from
a flying trip to New York and
Washington, where he selected material from the U. S. Navy film
library for incorporation in "Shipmates," which is being made by MG-M. "Shipmates" is an origiyial
story by Daves and Lou Edelman,
ivho are now writing an untitled
original,
which
will
star
Marie
Dressier.
*
*
*
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ALLIED EXPECTS $250,000

100 SHORTS, 2 FEATURES
ON SPORT TOPICS PLANNED
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Topeka, Kan. — Elbridge H. Shriver, formerly manager of the Jayhawk, has left for Los Angeles,
where he will join the Dollar Steam"Sportlights" produced by Van Beuship Line. Don Farquharson replaces
ren and released by Pathe will meet
Niagara Falls — Walter League is Shriver.
competition in Universal's 'Christy now managing the Strand, having
Seattle — The Follies, formerly the
Walsh Ail-American Sport Subjects" come from the Avon at Utica, N. Y.
featuring Knute Rockne, Babe Ruth
Pantages, has been sold by the FolWinnsboro, S. C. — Boyd Brand
lies Theater Corp. to the Midland
and others, of which there will be
has opened the Carolina, formerly Theaters Co., Inc. The house will
26 during the fiscai year; 12 Bobby known as the Public. Sound has revert to a straight picture policy.
Jones gojf shorts released by War- been installed. Crawford Bros, and Dave Himelhoch and Johnny Nortners and Either 13 or 26 "Sportfolios" Jordan were the former owners.
hen remain as manager and publicity
to be made by Al Mannon for Tifman, respectively.
fany. It is reported that Brown
Detroit — Carl Krueger, formerly
and Nagel will produce a series of manager of the Michigan, is now
Boston — Ideal Theaters Co., ownsport shorts featuring Gus Sonnen- managing the Punch and Judy. Steve
ers of the Strand, has elected the
berg, the wrestler, for Educational Barutio succeeds Krueger at the following officers: President, Edward
release. Bill Tilden and others
Michigan, having come from the D. Aston; vice president, M. C.
prominent in outdoor sports have Paramount,
New
York.
Twomey; treasurer, P. H. Carr;
been signed by M-G-M for a series
clerk, Edward D. Aston. Directors
of short subjects. The number has
Big Lake, Tex.— H. Ford Taylor are: P. V. Mingo, Henry M. Thompnot as yet beend ecided.
son, Dr. W. E. Hunt, L. L. Lyons,
plans to reopen the Palace soon.
Several sport series already in dis- Sound has been installed. M. R. Mrs. J. P. Freeman, A. E. Covelle,
tribution will be included in the new Williams of Texon is the former M.*. O. Twomey, Edward D. Aston,
P. H. Carr and F. R. Kaulback.
season's sales manuals. Pathe's owner.
Knute Rockne football series, of
which there were six, still being
pushed by the sales force and their
six Johnny Farrell golf shorts will
also be included. Warners are still
offering a Charles Peterson reel on
(Continued from Page 1)
billiards which was released a year
as any other one item in keeping
ago and also a more recent two- a step forward for film recording for people away from the box-office. It
reeler featuring Earl Sande, jockey. which disc recording has no coun- is true that theater equipment which
terpart. This improvement in film
A. Tom Hagan short, "Golf Clubs,"
to film the firmness, crisprecording will go a long way toward will give
is now in release by Tiffany.
ness and detail which it now lacks is
making
the
film
record
superior
to
not as yet available, but a big step
According to the present plans of
the disc record.
forward has been made in recognizUniversal, one feature length sub"During 1930 I emphasized one ot
ing this as a defect and in providing
ject starring Babe Ruth will be produced, and a fight feature is planned the chief deficiencies of film repro- for the studios equipment for re-reduction, namely "high frequency flutcording which will eliminate this deby Sqno-Art for 1931-32 release. In
ter." This deficiency, which is due
addition to the scheduled shorts and
to the lack of mass on the part of
features of sports and athletics, news- the film at the point at which the
reels will devote ronsiderable foot- sound is taken from it, was recog- John Bransby Editing
age to sporting events. The RK(Jnized last year by a sufficient numPicture About Mexico
Pathe news has already signed Ruth
ber of engineers in the business to
Nichols as aviation editor and Fox
John
fect." Bransby, traveler and big
result in the development of a maMovietone will continue its policy of
chine which eliminates this effect by game hunter and his wife, Emma
including one sport sequence in each incorporating sufficient mass with
Lindsey Squire, magazine writer
release. Out of 12 major producing the film at the point at which the
year's expedition through from
Mexicoonebringing
back
companies, eight have included some sound is taken from it to eliminate have returned
nature of sports release in their 1931- the high frequency flutter and give 200,000 feet of exposed film. By ar1932 sales schedule.
to film that firmness, crispness and
rangement with Talking Picture
detail which disc records have al- Epics, Bransby has started editing
ways possessed and which has been the film into a feature length subthe outstanding difference between
ject to be named "Mexico Today,"
them and film.
with
ture. a synchronized descriptive lec"It is also expected that the year
IN
1931 will result in an expansion of
the range of frequencies recorded and
Lady P. A. for Cameo
ETHE
should add another octave to the five
nUNHBMftt
Starting Monday the R-K-0
or six now available. There is little
Cameo will sport a femme press
orniMDOM
point, however, to this increase in agent. She is Eunice Lefkovits,
frequency range until high frequency
flutter has been eliminated because formerly secretary to J. J. Hess, diBetty Compson to be starred by
rector of national advertising for Rhigh frequency flutter in reproduc- K-O Theaters. Miss Lefkowits, a
Famous Players.
tion will either prevent reproduc•
•
*
tion of this additional octave or will Kansas City girl, has been with Hess
garble it so as to produce a very since he handled the western R-K-O
R. A. Walsh buys "Kindred of the unpleasant effect upon the listener. houses from the Chicago office.
Dust" from William
R. Hearst.
In other words, with the reproducing
•
•
*
Cineglow Studio Starts
equipment available at present, little,
Hobart Henley Productions for if any, of the frequencies above 4,Cineglow Sound Studios has comAssociated First National distribu- 000 or 5,000 cycles are reproduced.
menced opej-ationg at 130 West 46th
tion.
"There is little doubt that the poor St. The studio, operated by a division of Blue Seal Sound Devices,
reproduction of sound in many of
the theaters is contributing as much Inc., will handle synchronizing jobs.
sports and at least two sport features. The regular program of 26

Sound-on-Film Now Beats Disc,
Says P. H. Evans, W. B. Engineer

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

IN YEAR FROM "AD" FILMS
(Continued

Jersey City — Herman Starr, formerly manager of the Strand, Niagara Falls, is now managing the State
here.

from

Page

1)

ment shall predominate over the advertising features." Specification is
made that reels will not be less than
900 feet. Exhibitors directly will not
receive compensation for playing the
pictures, all revenue going to Allied
or its regional units. Hanson estimates that during the first year of
operation, the association will get
$250,000. Exact details of the financial
end
later.of this agreement will be arranged
Hanson expects to sign 2,500 high
calibre houses within the next two
months and deliver his initial picture
Physical distribution will
July 1. through
by handled
be
some established
national company, two of which have
already made bids for the deal. Selling will be accomplished through
Allied units in Allied territories and
other arrangements will be made to
cover other localities. New York ofT
fices will soon be opened and a sales
staff to contact advertising agencies
will be organized.
Of the 400 theaters already signed
the biggest unit is that of the Cooperative Theater Service Corp., Detroit, which represents 100 houses.

M.P.T.O.A. Directors
Meet in N. Y. March 10
(Continued

from

Page

1)

publicize through their theaters plans
for producing the George Washington
bi-centennial picture which the Government isto produce. Congressman
Sol Bloom is in contact with the
exhibitor organization on the matter.

Says, Exhibs Miss Chance
In Not Selling Dialogue
(Continued

from

Page

1)

far as the ads go, the public must
guess that dialogue of the most entertaining type is contained
in the

Pathe Players, Directors
Receive
New Contracts
(Continued from Page 1)
picture." arrangement with Ann
three-year
Harding. Helen Twelvetrees early
last week! was put under a five-year
Pathe's
Production
agreement.
new1
feature program
will ofbegin
immediately under the supervision of
Charles R. Rogers and Harry Joe
Brown, assistant to Rogers.

One Foreign Weekly
Chapel Hill, N. C. — One
foreign talker a week, a policy
adopted in December by E.
C. Smith, manager of the Carolina, has gone over so well
that the practice will be continued. Students at the University of North Carolina find
the pictures a help in their
study of foreign languages.
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M.P. Academy Drafting Film Processing Standard

NEWSPAPERS WILLlJATTLE SCREEN ADS
13 State Bills Filed To Stop Sale of Standing
Mr. Chaplin
— the star extraordinary
=^By

JACK

ALICOATE-=

of
Regardless
Cittu
y Ti
Lighnh
ts t*" a min
Pn
ute critical
to the
opinion
Is a Panic
contrary, one fact
stands out as prominent as Charlie
Petti John at an Allied convention.
Signor Chaplin and his latest
cinema opera are knocking the
home folks for a row of sprocket

Admission Tax Proposals
Also Entered in Three
More States
Bills prohibiting sale of tickets
when all theater seats are occupied
are now under consideration in 13
State Legislatures. These measures
are pending in Arizona, Indiana, California, Idaho, Oklahoma, Nebraska,
Ohio,
Pennsylvania,
Maine,
Rhode
(Continued on Page 8)

3 PATENTS ELIMINATED
INW.E.-PACENTSUIT

holes and thereby and to wit breaking all established, known, and
authenticated records in relation to
Buffalo — Three ot the eight
his infrequent visits to the big stem. patents involved in the Western
Any time the paying customers wait
in line, in the rain, from nine in the Electnc-Pacent suit, which got under
way here yesterday, have been elimmorning, to see any man's picture, it
inated. Judge Hazel, keen patent
must be pretty much all to the merry.
And that, as Grover Cleveland would expert, is presiding, at the hearing.
Herbert N. Wilcox testified yesterhave said, is fact and not theory.
day morning,
and onFrank
N. Water*
*
*
(Continued
Page 8)
It may be because Mr. Chaplin
>s a genius. Perhaps it is the fact
that his pictures come so far apart.
At any rate he has been on the top
from the start and has stayed there.
How many others have done the
same? It is rather elemental logic
that the longer one stays on top the
better one has to be. To stand that
On Top and
Staying There

test in this business you've got to
be a champ. What is the answer,
then, for the stars of today? Save
their money to be prepared for another day. Tomorrow 90 per cent of
the big names of today will be on
the sidelines. It has ever been such
in the show business.
*
*
*

Detroit Negroes Stop

Showing of "Nation"

Tough Yeggs

Room

Plan Retaliation If Films

Portland, Ore. — Foiled in
their attempt to rob Geller's
suburban theater here, burglars started a fire which spread
from the sign room to the
lobby
and caused $1,000 damage.

CONN. EXHIBS DEFEAT
TWO-OPERATOR MEASURE
Hartford,
Conn. — Following
concerted action on the part of the M.
P.T.O. of Conn., with a body of 50
individual (Continued
exhibitorson Pane
headed8) by Ed-

RevePapers'
Cut Into
nue, Says
Hammons
A fight against screen advertising
will be waged by the daily newspaper field as soon as it is found
that the theater ad shorts are cutting
into the papers' revenue, Earle W.
Hammons, president of Educational,
told a Film Daily representative
yesterday following a recent discussion with a "big man representing
a big newspaper." The plan to be
adopted by the newspapers will be
to agitate for a reduction in admission prices at theaters showing ad
films, Hammons says. The papers
will contend that three cents admis(Continued on Page 8)

168 Circuits in England
Theater circuits in England at the
beginning of this year totalled 168,
arid they controlled 1,366 houses,
approximately one-fourth of the theaters in that country, according to
the 1931 Kinematograph Year Book,

SETBACK IN SUNDAY TIGHT

Detroit — Showing of "The Birth just received.
Gaumont-British Pictures Corp. is
of A Nation" at the State was withMilwaukee — Indefinite postponedrawn yesterday at the request of the largest outfit, having 200 houses,
ment of the Grobschmidt bill to reMayor Frank Murphy on the pro- followed by Associated British Cinepeal
the 75-year-old Sunday blue
tests of prominent Negroes who
mas with 118, Provincial Cinematolaw in Wisconsin has been recomgraph
Theaters,
96,
and
H.
D.
complained that their race was pormended by the assembly committee
Moorehouse Circuit, 38.
trayed in a disreputable light.
on public welfare. It is charged that
a "gigantic conspiracy" has been
under way by the motion picture
interests
statute. to wipe the blue law off the

Film Processing Standard
Being Drafted by Academy
Al Gottesman to Build
1,600-Seater in Newark

Trying to savvy
7 he Complex all of the ramifiNewark, N. J.— Al Gottesman has
cations of the Ves- purchased a plot, 90 x 200 ft., at
Vestal Bill
tal Bill is about as
easy as explaining thoroughly and 987 Bergen Ave., where he plans to
completely Mr. Einstein's simple erect a 1,600-seat theater. This new
theory of relativity. If this Vestal house, with the Cameo and American now being operated by Gottespackage does get by Congress, it's
six, two, and even that it will lead
man and Stern, will give him three
theaters in this city.
{Continued
on Pane 2)

West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Fixing of a standard
for laboratory processing of sound
film and drafting of a language governing this work is receiving attention from the film processing subcommittee of the Academy of M.
P. Arts and Sciences. One effect will
be the elimination
of Page
"buck8) passing"
(Continued on

Hughes-Franklin Acquire
Three Billings Theaters
Billings, Mont. — Hughes-Franklin
Theaters have acquired the Babcock,
Regent and Lyric here from Eugene
C. O'Keefe and Max Fregger, who
have operated the theaters for the
last several years. The consideration
is reported in excess of $200,000.
O'Keefe remains as manager for the
new owners. Fregger is going East
for a few months.

THE
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Fox-Hearst Corp. Staff

Herbert E. Hancock, who resigned
last week as general manager, treasurer and editor of Kinograms, has
joined Fox-Hearst Corp. as a member of the editorial board comprised
of Truman H. Talley, general manager; E. L. Harvey, managing editor of Movietone News; Mike CloNet1% fine, managing editor of Metrotone
Chg. News, and Edmund Reek, news editor. Hancock started the Fox News
%2%
% (silent) in 1919 and the one-reel Fox
Varieties in 1922.
"%
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Woburn, Mass. — A ruling by the
city solicitor here makes it illegal
for the management of the Strand to
set up the machinery for a special
election to decide the question of
Sunday shows.

Compromise on Sunday Question
i%
New Philadelphia, O. — -The Opera
% House and Bijou have compromised
% the Sunday show issue with local
2% representatives of the church, by
closing their theaters on Sunday between the hours of six and eight.
y.
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K
K

Rules Theater Can't Back
Sunday Show Referendum

%

Harry Reichenbach in Hospital
Harry Reichenbach
is undergoing
treatment
in the Doctor's Hospital,
170 East End Ave.
He expects to
be out by the end of the week.
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THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
DCCr

"Comrades of 1918," German war picture, is being
given a sendoff at the R-K-0
Cameo with a $5.50 reservedseat premiere Thursday evening. The regular grind policy
will resume on Friday.

lo no small amount of judicial interpretation and construction before it
finally operates smoothly. One of its
salient high-spots is whether it is
better for the government to protect
the work of authors and composers
lor 50 years after their death or en- Amusement Stocks Spurt
deavor to favor the music loving and
On Loew's Extra Rumor
reading public by making this socalled intellectual property available
Practically all amusement stocks
as soon as initial rights have expired. made new highs on the present move
Being one of those writers with noth- yesterday, partly on a revival of
ing to protect but our sensitive body
rumors that Loew's, Inc., would declare an extra or raise its dividend
from
weather,
much ofinclement
our business
one wayit's
or not
the
at the meeting yesterday afternoon.
other; however, we do think that an Loew common made a new high for
author or composer who does some- the year touching 63'/2 and closing
thing worth while should be, and his at 62J/. Fox, General Theaters
estate should be, entitled to the fruits
Equipment, RKO, Warner all
of his labors for all time.
showed gains, while Paramount held
even. the
Announcement
Loew's,
Herbert E. Hancock Joins after
close of the from
market,
was

Price 5 Cents

Fin ancia

$5.50 Cameo Premiere

that the regular quarterly dividend of
75 cents had been declared on the
common, payable March 31 to stockholders of record March 14.

New Texas Censor Bill
Gives Power to Police

"Cim" Cleans Up in
Portland, Ore. — In its
at the Orpheum, RKO's
drew 75,000 admissions
$30,000.

Portland
first 10 days
"Cimarron"
and grossed

Trendle Disposing of Last House
Detroit — After running at a loss
for about a year, the Columbia, last
theater in the group formerly owned
by
rent.George Trendle, is dark and for

"Sit
Garden,Tight"
New opens
York. at Winter
Feb. 16-18 Convention of R-K-O Theater
Division Managers at the Hotel
Sherman,
Chicago.

Feb. 18

"Rango"
opens at the Rivoli, New
York.

Feb 20

Screen tive
Advertisers'
Ass'n
committee meets
at execuHotel
Roosevelt, New York.
Feb. 21 Fifteenth Annual Theatrical Ball
at
Madison Square Garden, New
York.

Feb 22 "Warner Club Gaieties" presented
by the Warner Club at the
Hollywood Theater, New York.
April 4-11 Players'
and Patrons'
Week, national
benefit for Jubilee
N. V.
A.
Club.
April 23-24 State Convention
of Indiana
Indorse™ of Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.
May 25-28 Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers. Hotel Roosevelt, Hollywood,
Cal.
Feb. 23

Screen
Ass'n York.
meeting,
Hotel Advertisers
Roosevelt, New
Feb. 28 Foxfilm Athletic Club fifth annual
ball at the Commodore Hotel, N.
Y.
Mar. 7
Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
March
10-11
MP.T.O.A.
Board
of Directors meets in New York.
Mar.

14

First

Annual

Writers-Wampas

Roast, Biltmore Hotel, Hollywood.
Austin, Tex. — A bill giving the Mar. 21 Annual
Ball of the Warner Club,
police power to regulate the character
of theater entertainment, but not
Robbers Get 10 Years in Pen
providing for any setup of a poliKansas City — Four negroes who
tical censorship, has been filed in stole the Waldo safe Feb. 9 were
the legislature. While the measure teniary.
is understood to have no connection sentenced to 10 years in the peniwith the Will Horwitz censorship
bill, it is believed to have been offered by another faction as a substitute for the Horwitz plan in case
COMING & GOING
sorship.
there is a real demand for state cen-

Hammons Signs Contract
For Literary Digest Reel

Contracts were signed yesterday
by Earle W. Hammons for the release by Educational of a Literary
Digest sound news to be produced by
the Kinograms staff. The schedule
calls for two newsreels a week with
both sound and silent shots described
by Lowell Thomas. Although ParaBan "Unguarded Girls"
mount has announced a series of six
Lawrence, Mass. — "Unguarded
short
subjects
in which the voice
Girls," sex picture scheduled for a
Lowell Thomas will be featured,
week's run at the Colonial, was pro- of
the contract with Paramount was
hibited by the police.

Will Rogers Ends Relief Tour
Santa Monica, Calif. — Will Rogers
has closed his tour in behalf of Red
Cross relief. During the three weeks
that he traveled through the southwest he raised $220,000.

Today:

made the
prior
to Thomas'
with
Literary
Digest. arrangement

LEE MARCUS arrived from the coast
yesterday.
HIRAM S. BROWN will arrive from
Chicago
tonight.
DOROTHY ARZNER. Paramount direc
studio.
tor, has left for the company's west coast
FRED THOMPSON, British playwright,
arrives
today
on the Olympic.
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Are you sure you are INSURED

?

Let us look over your POLICIES — It may prevent a
heavy loss!
INSURANCE of every description

Motion Picture Insurance a Specialty

JOHN

J. KEMP

Established since 1910
551 Fifth Avenue
New York City
Phones: Murray Hill 7838-9

A Savage Siren
I Who Shocks
Society!
SHE NEVER SAW GARTERS-COULDNT
WEAR SHOES! HALF-NAKED, SAVAGE,
THIS WILD JUNGLE
ASIDE

HER

LOVER'S

TION, TRAMPLED ON
CONDUCT

AND

BEAUTY
TAME

KICKED
CIVILIZA-

ALL LAWS

SHOCKED

OF

THE STIFF

BABBITTS OF SOCIETY. SENSATIONAL!

Primitive siren startles social set! Wham!

and another Tiffany

uct
hit smashes through. Here's sensational money-prod

with a

ng heights
vengeance. Ben Lyon and Raquel Torres rise to toweri
year. Produced
in the smarfest, fastest, most original story of the
ting stars
and directed by Al Rogell, Aloha gleams with suppor
n Douglas,
— Robert Edeson, Alan Hale, Thelma Todd, Maria
Moore and many
Otis Harlan, T. Roy Barnes, Robert Ellis, Dickie
others.

One

of the greatest woman's

CLIMB

pictures ever produced !

wiik TIFFANY

EXPLOITETTES

Timely Topics

A Clearing House tot
Tabloid Exploitation ldt><*.<

A Digest of
Current Opinion

— €—
Studios Returning
to Star System
JJOLLYWOOD is returning
to first principles in the matter of starring vehicles. With
the advent of the talkies, all major studios attempted to put out
pictures with so-called "all-star
casts," but these are now being
relegated to the limbo of forgotten things and the star is coming back into his own. Walter
Huston, Marie Dressier, Ruth
Chatterton and a few others are
players whose every picture
sheds new light on their versatility, but for each of these there
are a dozen who, in role after
role, succeed admirably by "playing straight"
— just
selves. Robert
Amesbeing
has themmade
about half a dozen films since
"Holiday," but in all of them he
is simply Robert Ames — with
a different name and different
problems, of course, but still
Robert Ames. Richard Barthelmess, even in his "Son of the
Gods," in which he was supposed to have Oriental blood, is
always more or less the same
character. Richard Dix, until he
played Cravatt in "Cimarron,"
has been like Barthelmess, a distinctive type. For Cravatt he
necessarily used extensive makeup, submerging his own personality in that of the character, but in other pictures he has
been unmistakably Richard
Dix. The same is true of
Charles ex-"Buddy" Rogers,
George O'Brien, Anita Page,
Richard Arlen, Mary Astor, Eddie Quillan, Mary Brian, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and a host of
other players of varying types
who, on the pure strength of
personality, have come into demand. They all can act, but
their acting is, in most cases,
secondary to their natural personalities.
— Evening World

Approximately 500 features
and 1,500 shorts were produced by U. S. studios in 1930.

• • • HOW THEY got their start in motion pictures is
a perennially popular subject with the press agent searching for
something to write in the way of copy about a particular star
they know it's the sort of material the fans eat up
so do the newspapers and fan mags
the result of it all
is that about every third gal and boy in these Youessay gets the
bug to go to Hollerword and crash the golden gate, sooner or
later
it's a safe bet that a big percentage of fans patronize the movies because of their yen to be a screen actor
destroy their hopes that some day they will have their name in
marquee lights on their home town movie house, and the chances
are they will cease to be picture fans
gonna use to fill the orchestra chairs

with

then1 what are they
in place of these

would-be screen stars?
so you see, it's a tough problem
but it's even tougher out in Hollywood, where
they
are ceaselessly trying to cope with it
so the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, through its prexy, William
C. de Mille, has been forced to broadcast a message to newspaper editors
telling the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth
about the would-be-screen-actor situation of 17,500 extras registered at the Central Casting
Bureau during 1930, only 833 averaged one day's work per week
only 95 worked as much as three days per week
if the work could be equally distributed among the 17,500, each
actor could be furnished One part every THREE YEARS
less than 1,000 actors are now required to do most of the work
to the average casting director it looks as if the audience wanted to be actors and the actors are forced to be audience De Mille sez: "It's sheer suicide for youngsters to
try and break in."
but todav seventeen publicity stories
will be broadcasted to the fans telling how as many different
screen players rose to stardom after getting a lucky break in
Hollywood
and those published "yarns" will start about
17,000 hopefuls trekking to the film city from little hamlets and
big towns all over the nation
confident that they can
click, too, IF they get a lucky break
so it goes
and will continue to go
as long as they make pix
for hope springs eternal in the human breast
and pressageys spring the eternal applesauce about the "star who got a
lucky
about break" whenever they have nothing worth while to write

• • • ROWLAND
BROWN, author-director of Fox's
"Skyline," was a member of the labor gang at the studio a few
years ago, the pressagey
informs us
and THAT
yarn
will provide Hollywood with a few thousand hopeful new directors by the end of the week
looks as if Mister de Mille
oughter send his warning to the p.a's who furnish newspapers
with these yarns in the first place
but probably nobod'*
in the Academy of_ M. P. Arts and Sciences ever though of that
;
Bob Shapiro, former assistant treasurer of the Rivoli.
is now treasurer of the Brooklyn Paramount
Teddy Walters,
the dazzling blonde who was femme foil for Eddie Cantor in
yaude, has been signed by Warners
Frank D. Ormston
is in Italy making a series of travelogues
The Fox bowlweeking team trimmed the Paramount boys three straight games last
*
*
*
*

• • O TODAY'S
sez in an interview
she wouldn't want a
sumer instead of a
after she's had all
like the kid
after he had cleaned

«C

FAIRY
STORY
Mary
Pickford
that if she had her life to live over
again
movie career
"I'd want to be a conproducer," sez she
but Mary sez it
the fun and millions of being a producer
who told his ma he didn't want any jam
out the jar in the refrigerator

<€

«

»

»

»
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Special Radio Talk
On "Min and Bill"
J-[AROLD KAPLAN, manager
of the Century Theater, Minneapolis, Minn., included radio
announcements in exploitation
campaign,
and Bill-"
"Min
and on
Bill""Min
announcements
were made on the air for a week
previous to the opening of the
picture at the Century, on stations KSTP, WCCO, WRHM
and WDGY. Al Shean, the announcer, made two special announcements during the regular
station broadcasts, and told the
listeners to be sure and see it.
During another broadcast, Shean
gave a special
Midnight
Show. talk about the
— Century, Minneapolis
*
*
*

Window Displays

Boost "Passion Flower"
RUSSELL
LAMB,
manager
of
the Fisher,
Danville,
111., arranged for a vigorous exploitation campaign on "The Passion
Flower." In return for the use
of an institutional trailer in the
theater, Lamb received t h e
consent of the Governor's Relief Commission, to place interwindow displays on "The
Passionesting
Flower" in each of the
five vacant stores which they
used to solicit funds for baskets
for the poor. Each window had
an art display cut-out on the
picture and several stills mounted
on cardboard frames in addition
to window cards which contained
copy on the picture and plavdate.
—Fisher, Danville, III.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS

0F

Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays dustry,
:
who are celebrating their

February 17
Sol Lesser
J. Harold Murray
Mary
Brian
Milton
R. Krasner
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LATEST

Seven New Contracts
Signed by Paramount

Paramount in the last few days
signed or renewed seven important
contracts with players and others.
Among them was Lilyan Tashman,
engaged as a featured player: Regis
Toomey, player; Sam Jaffe, production manager; E. Lloyd Sheldon,
associate producer; Paul H. Fox,
scenarist; Edward Goodman, director, and Travis Banton,
stylist.
"Salvation Nell" Near Completion
James Cruze is directing the final
scenes for "Salvation Nell," his next
special for Tiffany release. The cast
is headed by Ralph Graves, Helen
Chandler, Sally O'Neill, Jason Robards, Matthew Betz, Charlotte Walker and De Witt Jennings.
Fox Signs Sistrom
William
Sistrom,
formerly
of
Pathe, has been signed as an associate producer by Fox.
Added to "Board and Room" Cast
Phillips Smalley, Alan Roscoe,
John Elliot, Sherry Hall and the
Heindl String Quartette have been
added to Radio's "Board and Room."
Thompson To Direct
Harlan Thompson, will direct "All
Women Are
Hungry"
as his
first directorial
effort. Victor
McLaglen
and Jeanette MacDonald will appear in the Fox adaptation of "Good
Gracious, Annabelle."
Laurel-Hardy in Two Versions
Laurel and Hardy are making the
Spanish and French versions of
"True Blue" at the same time. Spanish and French versions of "The
Chiselers" will be added to the picture to make a feature. English versions will be released as two shorts.
Columbia Buys "Let's Get Famous"
Columbia has bought the screen
rights to "Let's Get Famous.'' by
Warren B. Duff. Story will be produced for the coming program.
"Spider' for Lowe
Edmund Lowe will appear in "The
Spider," following "Women of All
Nations." Allan Dwan will direct
the picture for Fox.

Daily Dozen
RKO

is giving special attention to the physical welfare of its personnel. Carl
Freemanson, former member of
the Swedish Olympic team in
Stockholm and now in charge
of the physical training at the
Radio studio, has engaged an
assistant to aid him in keeping
the company's stars, executives and others in good form.
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Fannie Hurst Novel
Bought by Universal

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By

BARRYMORE,
JOHN
liss, William Powell

RALPH

WILK

"Back Street," novel by Fannie
Hurst, has been bought by Carl
Laemmle, Jr., as one of the Univers-|
al specials for early next season. Thq
story originally ran as a serial in
"Cosmopolitan" and now is one of
the best-sellers in book form.

lard's current comedy. The comedian recently played in "The
Painted Desert," Bill Boyd's latest
Pathe special.
*
*
*
John T. Murray Signed
More Passing Show: Heywood
John T. Murray has been added
Broun visiting points of interest at
First National, with Norman Krasna to the cast of Fox'g "Cure For The
Frank Borzage is directing
as his guide; Al Mannon, Elmer Blues".
with Will Rogers starred.
Clifton and Louis Lewyn in a huddle at Tec-Art; Hugh Bennett and
Mirande Writing Original
George
tional. Amy conferring at First NaYves Mirande has started work on
*
*
*
an
originalfrom
for M-G-M.
He recently
returned
Paris.
Our Passing Show: George Ar
Lloyd
Ingraham,
who
plays
the
nata."
chainbaud, Grant Mitchell, Neil
Hamilton, Paul Fejos, Henry Kol- role of a secret service man in "The
ker, Barbara Kent, William Slavens Lady Who Dared," the First NaStone Stone
in "Always
Goodbye"
Lewis
has been
added to
tional picture featuring Billie Dove,
McNutt, Gerald L. G. Samson. Ralf
Harolde, Margaret Ettinger, Alfred has spent 40 years in the show "Always Goodbye," Elissa Landi's
Newman, Scott Littleton, Thornton business. Seventeen years of this
Fox. C.Kenneth
na and for
William
Menzies MacKenwill co- '
Freeland, Emile Chautard, Frank time were spent as a motion picture second
director. His first film experience
Butler, Dorothy Herzog at "Berke- was with Bronco Billy Anderson in direct from Lynn Starling's adaptation of Kate McLaurin's
storv.
ly Square"; Richard Boleslavsky, 1912, as an actor. Later he served
Ivan Lebedeff, Gerrit Lloyd and John
as a director with several of the
Miles chatting* at * Radio* Pictures.
Rogers Signs Lew Cody
pioneer film companies, including
Lew
Cody has been signed by
Universal
and Griffith.
Wilhelm Dieterle, German direc- Essanay,
Charles Rogers for a part in "The
*
*
*
tor, who has been directing foreign
Registered Woman" to be released
versions for Warner Bros, and First
No sooner had Martha Mattox by Radio. Nance O'Neil, C. Henry
National, will direct Richard
Bar- completed the role of an English Gordon, John Loder, Alfred Hickman and Edward Earle have also
thelmess in "Spent
*
* Bullets."
*
nurse in Constance Bennett's new been added to the cast.
John Francis Dillon rvill direct Pathe picture, than she started work
"The Reckless Hour," Dorothy Mac- in a Pathe comedy entitled, "DisapWorking On Next Chase Story
Enemies," in which she is
kaill's next vehicle for First Nation- seen as pearing
the cold and domineering
Charley Chase, James Parrott and
al. Dillon directed' "Kismet," "The wife of Arthur Hoyt. This is Miss Carl Harbaugh are working on the
Girl of the Golden West," "Millie" Mattox's
second Pathe short.
story for the next M-G-M short, to
and is now completing '"The Finger
*
*
*
go into production soon.
*
*
*
Byron Morgan, for several years
ints."
PoHoward
Higgin became a direc- with M-G-M, is now writing the
Charles Rogers' Next Set
tor because that was about the only
Charles Rogers will appear next
job left in the studio for him to do. adaptation and dialogue for "Upper
Underworld," which Rowland V. in a story tentatively called "The
Starting as a property boy, then an Lee will direct for First National. Lawyer's
Secret," which Max Marinterior decorator, a technical and
Morgan first attracted much atten- cin will direct. Clive Brook, Richard Arlen and Jean Arthur are also
art director,, assistant director, cotion in film circles by the original
director and a writer of originals for stories he wrote for Wallace
in the cast. Story is based on an
Reid.
*
*
*
the screen, it was just a natural law
original by James Hilary Finn.
of progress that he direct not only
Adele Buffington, former story
his own
stories, but the work
oi supervisor at Tiffany, is busy at CoLouis Wolheim Under Knife
other writers as well.
lumbia, where she is w r i t i n g
story.
Louis Wolheim, who was obliged
*
*
*
William Beaudine, Jr., son of the "Through the Flames," an original to withdraw from Howard Hughes'
director, appears in a sequence of
production
of "The isFront
Page" because of illness,
to undergo
an
"Father's Son," which Beaudine diRay Coffin wonders what George operation probably today to determrected for First National.
O'Brien is doing on that tramp
*
*
*
ine the nature of his malady. Docfreighter en route to the Orient,
tors say they do not believe it to
Buster Keaton and Cliff Edwards ivithout his customary daily workbe
appendicitis,
the trouble
are big phonograph men now. They
out at squash. Ray believes George is in the region although
of the appendix.
got together and made a series of has the sailors playing
basketball
comic records that are much in de- on the mizzenmast.
mand in the screen colony. Of
*
*
*
A Cinch
Mae Clarke will not have any idle
course, they're privately circulated
and not on the market. Buster plays days for several weeks. Following
George Akerson, former sec
the ukelele and Edwards sings in her work in "The Public Enemy,"
of President Hoover and now
them.
at First National, she will play the
a Paramount exec, admits he
*
*
*
feminine leading role in "Traveling
has "everything to learn"
Jerry Drew, former star and di- Husbands," a Radio Picture. Later,
rector of Educational comedies, she will return to First National,
about
film biz.
And of
won't
he
be the
surprised
at some
the
makes his debut in Pathe two-reel- where she will support Edward G.
lessons!
ers in "Bare Knees," Daphne Pol- Robinson in "Smart Monev."

George Arand Dolores
Costello will all be working on adjoining stages within a few days in
Warner Bros. Hollywood studios.
Barrymore will be busy with 'The
Genius," in which Marian Marsh will
have an important role; Arliss in
"Alexander Hamilton," with Doris
Kenyon playing opposite; William
Powell in "Heat Wave," and Miss
Costello in "The Passionate So*
*
*

FOURTEEN

YEARS IN THE SAME

OLD STAND UNDER THE SAME OLD
NAME

AND

MANAGEMENT

AND

SERVING A "HOT" INDUSTRY WITH
A DAILY NEWSPAPER

GROWING
MODEST

THAT KEEPS

ALL THE TIME IS THE
RECORD OF FILM DAILY

NEWSPAPERS TO BATTLE Film Processing Standard
13 STATES SEEK TO STOP
Being Drafted by Academy SALE OE STANDING ROOM
SCREEN ADVERTISING
(Continued from Page 1)

(.Continued from Page 1)

between studios and labs over quality of sound.
Comprising the committee handling
the matter are: M. C. Levee, chairman; H. Kenneth Weeks, Nugent
H. Slaughter, W. C. Harcus and
Lester Lowan. Its report will be
ready in about one month.

sion will not be too low a price for
"subsidized"
entertainment
where
forced advertising is included, Hammons says he is informed.
Stating that Educational Pictures
has been approached by national advertisers anxious to subsidize at
least two Educational series, Hammons stated that his company has no Dow in K. C. as Div. Mgr.
intention of entering the sponsored
For Hughes-Franklin
short field for the present at any
Kansas City — Col. David E. Dow
price offered, unless the advertisers
can be put under 10-year contracts. is here from the West Coast to act
Hammons also predicted that adver- as division manager of Hughestising in pictures will be abused to Franklin Theaters which recently
the extent that theatergoers' reaction acquired a group of local houses.
will, within the year, decide against Dow will make temporary headquarters at the Madrid.
any future of the "ad" films.

Cineglow Sound System
3 Patents Eliminated
Portable and Stationary
In W. E.-Pacent Suit

Portable as well as stationary
sound recording equipment is included in the facilities of the Cineglow
Sound Studios, which is now operating with sound-on-film and soundon-disc recording, synchronizing,
color photography and regular photography. Cineglow has completed
a new projection room at its studio.
130 West 46th St. J. Burgi Contner
Denver — A continuous 24-hour run is president of the company, George
was made by "Cimarron" at the Par- S. Gullette is sales manager, and
amount starting Thursday night. Verne T. Braman, formerly with De
The house was packed until 4 a. Forest, is recording engineer. Cinem., but the S.R.O. sign went out
glow is a division of Blue Seal
again three hours later.
Sound
Devices, Inc.
(Continued from Page

1)

man, expert, in the afternoon. The
case is expected to continue into
next week. It appears that the suit
aims toward establishing validity of
patents, rather than infringement.

"Cim" Runs for 24 Hours
At Paramount, Denver

Dick Sears in Florida
'U' Comedies for Loew Circuit
Universal has booked the Slim
Boston — Richard "Dick" Sears,
Pathe News representative for the
New England district, and Mrs. Summerville comedy, "Sargie's Playmate," and the Oswald Cartoon,
Sears have gone to Key West, Fla.,
"Alaska,"
for 190 days each over the
where Dick will try to recover his Loew circuit.
health following a long siege of
pneumonia. Dick expects to be back
Teeter Buys New Dallas House
on the job in about a month.
Dallas — Sol Teeter, operator of
the
Lyric, has acquired the new MelBlachschleger Returns to Pathe
rose on Oak Lawn Ave. from P.
Cincinnati — Mitchel Blachschleger, G. Cameron, operator of the Hippoa former Patheite, has returned to
drome. The Melrose is expected to
the staff of Stanley Jacques at the open about April 1.
local branch in the capacity of special salesman.
May Foreclose on Madison House
Madison, Wis. — Vogel Bros. Co.,
contractors, may take over the East:tme
wood in settlement of claims, said
to be almost $75,000. Court action
or HUM DOM
has been started by the contractors
in a move to foreclose liens.

Congratulates :
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
whose consummate artistry as
a pantomimist, coupled with
his directorial
genius,
makes "City Lights" one
of the choicest entertainments ever to
reach the screen.

No. 8 of 1931
"Good Deeds1 ■
Series

Change R-K-O Theater Managers
Len Brown has been appointed
southern division manager of R-K-O
theaters by Joseph Plunkett. Other
changes in R-K-O managers are, B.
O. Shelton, formerly assistant manager of Proctor's, Mt. Vernon, N.
Y., has been promoted to manager
of the Embassy, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.
Dickson Nichols, formerly assistant
manager of the Majestic, Little
Rock, Ark., has been appointed manager of the Capitol, Dallas, Texas.
John Hearns is now managing Proctor's Mt. Vernon, N. Y., he formerly managed the Embassy, Dobbs
Ferry, N. Y.

Naming of Successor
Awaits Szekler's Return

Successor to Al Szekler, Universal's European general manager who
has been appointed general manager
of the company, will not be named
until he returns to New York after
conferring with Carl Laemmle at the
Coast. Szekler, who is now in San
Francisco after visiting Los Angeles,
days.
is due in New York within a few

Hamrick in Jam Again
Over Billboard Displays

(Continued from Page

1)

Island, Delaware, West Virginia and
Wisconsin.
Provisions for state censorship
boards are made in bills introduced
in Nebraska and Iowa. A 5 per
cent admission tax measure has
cropped up in Vermont, while in
Oregon the Assembly has in committee abill proposing a 10 per cent
tax on admissions.

Conn. Exhibs Defeat
Two(Continued
Operator
from PageMeasure
1)

ward G. Levy, appearing before the
Portland, Ore. — John Hamrick, legislative committee, the bill calling for two operators in projection
who had a clash last year as a result of billboard advertising used on booths has been reported unfavorably, which means rejection, since
"Party Girl", is again the object of
the
legislature
is under the control
an attack by Chester Lyon, reform- of one party.
Another measure, requiring the use
er, over the posters on "Aloha."
Lyon claims 100 clergymen and business men have signed a petition of a specific safety device automatiagainst suggestive and vile boards.
cally interposing a heat-resisting shutter between the projection light and
A test case probably will result.
film, also received unfavorable report. The only speaker for this bill
Booked
"Lights" 3 Years Ago
admitted under questioning that he
Bellingham, Wash. — Claiming that holds the patent on the device.
contracts! were signed three years
K. C. Theater Staff Changes
ago for the showing of Charlie
Kansas City — George E. Montay,
Chaplin's "City Lights" at the Avalon, the Standard Theater Co., own- formerly of St. Joseph, is now maner of the house, has filed suit in
ager of the Benton, succeeding L.
Superior Court to restrain United H. Rockland who is now at the
Artists from releasing the picture Vista. Rockland replaces George
Means, who goes to the Fox Mokan,
to the Grand, competitive theater.
replacing R. A. Rogers, now with
Franklin.
the South Troost for HughesArt Luce, After Censor Job
Scranton, Pa. — Art Luce, former
local exhibitor, is one of five candiFiles Cross- Complaint
dates who are seeking to fill the
Anderson, Ind. — In answer to a
two existing vacancies on the Penn- suit filed by United Artists
based on
sylvania board of censors.
alleged illegal contract, Harry Muller, manager of the Publix interests
"Gorilla" Preview for Charity
here, has filed a cross-complaint in
A preview of "The Gorilla" will Superior Court here for $300,000
be given Friday evening at the War- damages for alleged conspiracy with
various distributors in withholding
ner, with the special show's receipts
going to the Daily Mirror City Hos- product.
pital Radio Fund.
Holyoke
Company Formed
On Stage First
Holyoke, Mass. — Ritz Theater,
"Heat Wave", the Roland Pertwee Inc., has been formed to carry on
play to be made into a talker by a general motion picture and theatriWarner Bros., will have its New
cal business. Harry Feldman is
Fulton.
York stage premiere tonight at the presiden
t.
Witschen Forms Company
Jacksonville, Fla. — N. H. Witschen
and several associates have formed
General
Amusements,
Inc., to conduct amusement enterprises.
Beatrice Lillie for Talkers
Beatrice Lillie, who is headlining
the vaudeville bill at the Palace this
week, is negotiating
a talker contract with one of the big companies.
M-G-M Signs Ivor Novello
Ivor Novello, English actor-playwright, now appearing on Broadwav
in his play, "The Truth Game," has
been signed by M-G-M on a fiveyear contract. He plans to go to
the Coast in June.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

UlTHIUMI

Associated
Exhibitors,
Inc., reorganized with ai^ of Arthur S. Kane.
*
*
*
a
Jack Eaton * to" *manage
?DA1
* LYshort reel
department at Goldwyn.
A. H. Woods to start picture circuit with five theaters.
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Ad Campaigns Boost B. O. 20-40% — Samuelson

eas
t~pl
righ
copy
D'S
ALLIE
S
NORE
TElG
SENA
21 Features from Pathe in 1931-32, Says Lee Marcus
The TsAirror
— a column of comment
THIRTEEN State Legislatures
have under consideration bills
Which would prohibit sale of standing room. . . .Another illustration
of "interference legislation" — the
don't
kind that even picturegoers
on a high-

New Head of Organization
Enthusiastic Over
Outlook
In hi- first statement since returning from the coast, Lee Marcus,
president of Pathe announced yesterday that 21 features will be made
for the 1931-32 selling season by
Pathe and that unusual vehicles have
been -elected for Constance Bennett,
Ann Harding and Helen Twelvetrees. Marcus also stated that the
present Pathe organization would be

(Continued on Page
12)
want. Theaters operated
to
misrepresent
don't
scale
grade
their customers that they have vacant .-eats when there aren't any. They
mighty well know that such a policy
is one which will irritate patrons and
impair their houses' status with them
If there are any theaters which make
it a practice to do this, they certainChicago — In a renewal of labor
ly constitute an unimportant and foolish minority. Passage of these pro- union warfare here yesterday, Louis
posed measures would impose an un- Weil, manager of the State-Lake,
fair and unnecessary restriction upon RKO key house, was dragged behind the theater and beaten into unhundreds of exhibitors who are playconsciousness. This is the second
ing the game squarely with the public. Such statutes are sure to incon- attack of it, kind, Weil's predecessor,
venience theater customers and, in William Singer, also having been
many instances, tend to discourage victimized( Continued
last fall.
Yesterday's
inon Page
12)
their attendance.

CHI
RKO MANAGER ATTACKED

WTANDARDS for laboratory processing of sound films and a language
governing this work arc being drafted by the Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences. . . .A commendable effort to
lessen the conflict between studios
and labs. With lab treatment of sound
specified along uniform and proven
lines, and with a dictionary of universally-understood terms available,
another kayo blow will be dealt this
particular
industry
friction.
BUSINESS men of Olathe, Colo..
have found it necessary to operate
the local theater in order to stimulate trading in their town. . . .History repeats itself here. Picture shows
are the world's greatest business-attracter for any community. Exhibs
ought to make merchants in their
towns conscious of this indisputable

fact

E. H. Goldstein Joins
Pathe Home Office Staff
E. H. Goldstein, formerly vicepresident and treasurer of Universal
and later connected with Tiffany, has
been engaged by Pathe to act in an
official executive capacity at the home
office. He is now' making a survey
of all departments.

Protection Bill Doomed
Raleigh — Following a brief
hearing held yesterday by the
State Legislature on a bill to
outlaw protection, indications
were that the measure will
never reach the voting stage.

PARAMOUNT AND WARNERS
IN JERSEY THEATER WAR
Paramount and Warner Bros, are
again in conflict in theater buying
campaigns now starting in New Jersey. Spyros Skouras is acting for
Paramount in the campaign, which
will be concentrated on a period of
between
two and three months.

Cheyenne, Wyo. — Deadline
for new bills in the Wyoming
legislature was passed without
any measures unfavorable to
the amusement industry being
introduced.

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Although the Vestal
copyright bill, when it is reported to
the Senate today or tomorrow, will
be considerably different from the
measure passed by the house, it is
understood that the matters complained of by the Allied States organization will not be changed. Vicepresident Curtis yesterday presented
to the Senate a letter addressed to
him by Abram F. Myers, Allied head,
calling attention to the resolutions
adopted
at last
week's
meeting
Chicago with
respect
to the
pendingin
copyright legislation. Myers told
the Vice-President
passed
(Continued on that
Page Allied
12)

No Foreign Talk for Educational;
Hammons Sees More Profit in English
Foreign language versions will not
be made of any Educational
shorts,
Earle W. Hammons,
told the Film
Daily
yesterday.
Claiming
that
{Continued on Page
12)

$100,000 Fire Destroys
Publix Charlotte House
Charlotte.
X. C. — Fire that raged
through
the
Imperial
building
for
more

than

an

hour

Monday

morn-

ng destroyed the Publix house, with
approximate
loss of $100,000.

20-40% B. O. Increase Results
From Ad Campaign — Samuelson
Wyoming Escapes

Objections by Exhib Unit
Fail to Bring Changes
At Washington

Institutional advertising campaigns
carried on inby Michigan,
Allied States
Ass'n
members
Minnesota
and Iowa have boosted their the. iter
grosses between 20 and 40 per cent.
declared Sidney Samuelson, president of the New Jersey M. P. T. O..
at a luncheon
yesterday at the Hotel
(Continued on Page 10)

KANSAS LEGISLATURE KILLS
LOCAL OPTIONSUNDAYBILL
Topeka, Kan. — By a vote of 86
to 29, the House has killed a bill to
repeal the 63-year-old Kansas blue
la\\> and provide local option reguments. lation of Sunda; business and amuse-

M-G Profit $1,211,808
In 12 Weeks to Nov. 21
Net profit of Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corp. for the 12 weeks ended
21, after deducting
Federal
{Continued

on

Pane

1-')

Gives In
Chicago — Realizing the futility of being artistic and starving, the Cinema, sole local
artie, has surrendered to
sound.
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Operations of Paramount Sound
N'ews will be extended to all parts
of the world, it was announced yesterday by Emanuel Cohen, director
of the Paramount short feature department and editor of Paramount
before sailing for LonNew-,
Sound
don for the opening of the British
reel on March _'. First information
about the European expansion of Paramount News appeared exclusively in
I'm: Film
I >aim on Jan. 2.3.
George T. Cummins has been appointed assistant to Cohen in charge
of operations in England. Five sound
units will operate in England alone,
besides other units already on the
continent. The reel in Great Britain
will be conducted on the same basis
as the American organization. Two
— lies weekly are to be put out, the
same as here and in Canada.
has been conspecial building
structed next to
the
Paramount
i llympic
laboratory
in
London,
which will serve as headquarters for
all newsreel
operations
on the conNine members of the Amerinent.
ican organization are now in Europe
to assist in launching the new reel.
They are Edmund Dascomb, Oswald
'.rooks.
George
LaRoche,
Harry
uthbert,
Madeline
Bender,
Dave
A

nissman,
John
large ami W.

Priml,
Galbin.

Herbert

De-

Columbia Names Joe Levy
Manager in Des Moines

Bowes Adds Air Time
Major Edward Bowes and
his Capitol Family will increase
their broadcasting time from
one-half to one hour beginning
Friday, March 6, at 7 p. m., in
a Coast-to-Coast hookup. In
the past they have been
broadcasting on Sundays.

U. A. Division Managers
Plans
Discuss
Plans
for the Season's
new selling season
were discussed yesterday at a meeting of United Artists division manAl Lichtman preagers
at which
sided.
Attending were Paul Burger,
Fred Zimmerman, Cresson E. Smith.
Jack Schlaiser, H. M. Masters, Ben
Fish, Harrv Gold and Paul Lazarus.

O'Reilly, Sonin in Albany
Watching Adverse Bills
Albany
dent of the— •T.Charles
O. C. O'Reilly,
C., Xew presiYork,
connecin
here
are
Sonin
and Sam
tion with adverse bills pending in the
State Legislature. Labor measures
tention.
are principally occupying their at-

Radio City Ready 1934,
Says M. H. Aylesworth

Radio City, the Rockefeller amusement project on Fifth Ave., will be
Des Moines — Joe Levy, formerly
'iere. Cincinnati and St. Louis offices
i reality within three years, coinvlth
ident with the establishment of
if United Artists, has been appoint- • iractical television, according to a
•rl manager of the Columbia branch
•tatement yesterday by M. H. Aylesof the National
vorth,
ng
Co.t
Iroadcastipresiden

H. B. Franklin in East

Harold B. Franklin is in Xew
York in connection with the
Hughes-Franklin
luisitions.

theater circuit ac-

Third Week for "Millie"

"Millie," with Helen Twelvetrees,
i Charles R. Rogers production for
RKO, is being held for a third week
at the Mayfair.
t;

Quimby On Sick List
TYed Quimbv, general manager of
Sammy Cohen at Hipp.
is confor M-G-M,
short subjects
Sammy Cohen, screen comedian,
fined to his home at Hartsdale, N.
will appear at the Hippodrome next
Y., with grippe.
week.

Ruth Etting for Warner Houses
Ruth Etting was signed yesterday
of Warnerin
by theforArtists'
Bros,
a seriesBureau
of appearances
Warner theaters. She opens her tour
mi Friday
W'a
hington.at the Stanley, Pittsburgh.
and from there will go to the Karle.
House

Robbed

Blank'.Dodge,
Fort was
Strand
held la.—
up A.
and H.
robbed
of
Woodruff, asFrank
$700 receipts.
sistant manager, was taking the
money
to the bank.

Long Island City g
154 Crescent St. «
STIllwell 4-7940
«

1i

Eastnian. Films 1
1

I J. E. Brulatour, Inc. 1
Chicago
Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
1727 Indiana Ave.
Blvd.
CALumet 2691
HOLlywood4121

Today:

Convention
of
R-K-O
Division
Managers
at
Sherman,
Chicago.
York.
"Rango"

Let Us Solve Your Problems!

Feb. 20

Screen tive
Advertisers'
Ass'n
committee meets
at execuHotel
Roosevelt, New York.
Feb. 21 Fifteenth Annual Theatrical Ball
at Madison Square Garden, New
York.

Feb. 22

"Warner Club Gaieties" presented
by the Warner Club at the
Hollywood
Ttteater,
New
York.

April 4-11 Players'
and benefit
Patrons'
Week, national
for Jubilee
N. V.
A.
Club.
April 23-24 dorsers
State Convention
of Indiana
Inof Photoplays.
Claypool
Hotel,
Indianapolis.
May 25-28 Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers. Hotel Roosevelt, Hollywood.
Cal.
Feb. 23
Feb. 28
Mar. 7

March

Screen
Hotel
Foxfilm
ball at
Y.

Advertisers Ass'n meeting.
Roosevelt,
New
York.
Athletic Club fifth annual
the Commodore Hotel, N.

Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
10-11 MP.T.O.A. Board of Directors meets in New York.

Mar. 14
Mar. 21

First Annual Writers-Wampas
Roast, Biltmore Hotel, Hollywood.
Annual Ball of the Warner Club,
New
York.

COMING
FRANK
abroad.
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3040

back

from

CHARLES
FARRELL
and VIRGINIA
VALLI (Mrs. Farrell) sailed yesterday on
the Augustus for Italy. They will remain
abroad
two
months.
TEDDY WALTERS, former stage partner
of Eddie Cantor, leaves tomorrow for Hollywood under contract
to Warner
Bros.
ALLAN LANE, drafted by Warner Bros.
from the legitimate stage, is on his way
to the coast to begin
film work.
CHARLES
ROSENZWEIG
returned from
Havana
yesterday.

WARREN

BROWN

NOLAN

arrived

from

the

left for Boston

last

night.
GEORGE ABBOTT, Paramount director,
has returned from a brief vacation in Palm
Beach
and
Havana.

PRINTS

Color sound cameras available for
short subjects, or advertising films.
Color prints from Bi-pack negatives.
58

BREWSTER CoLOR
FILM CORPORATION

First

Street,
Newark,
Humboldt
2-4228

Phnn*.

Stillwell

NEGATIVES
PoiiMm
on ttandard

INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY

is

ARTHUR
HORNBLOW,
JR.. production
chief for Samuel Goldwyn, has left for the
coast.
EMANUEL
COHEN of Paramount sailed
on the Europa
last night for Europe.

Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists^
MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
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Timely Topics

EXPLOITETTES

A Digest of
Current Opinion

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

c

• • • THESE NEWSREEL
fellers think they are pulling
a great scoop when they show on the theater screens an event
that has transpired and been caught by the camera hounds the
same day
but the camera boys 26 years ago beat them to
it
and
worked
under
much
more
trying
conditions,

Three Big Tie-ups
In "Lonely Wives"

thousand drug
npWENTY
*■ stores, 5,000 chain stores,
3,300 Underwood typewriter
dealers, fifty radio stations and a
national cooperative advertising
campaign in the Ladies' Home
Journal, Woman's Home Companion and the film fan publications, will render sales aid in
behalf of Pathe's feature farce,
"Lonely Wives," through tie-ups
with John H. Woodbury, Inc.,
the Underwood Typewriter Company and the Jo-Cur Laboratories. The Woodbury tie-up
calls for this manufacturer of
well-known toilet preparations
to distribute attractive window
display material to drug and department stores and beauty parlors from coast to coast. Laura

tremendously handicapped with crude apparatus and other mechanical difficulties imposed by the limitations of that early day
the first time the scoop of showing a newsreel photographed the same day was pulled, happened when the British
king arrived in Edinburgh to review his Majesty's Scottish troops
a newsreel crew travelled from London to the Scotch
city, and spent the\ entire day before the great event in making
preparations
this consisted of fitting up a dark-room for
developing the film
developing tanks had to be erected
printing and perforating machines fixed
the drying room had to be arranged, where special heating apparatus
had to be installed
the next day the cameramen caught
the event, from the time of the king's arrival at the station, till
the last file of soldiers passed the reviewing stand
and
five prints were shown in theaters in Scotch cities the SAME
NIGHT
two in Glasgow, one in Dunfermline and two
in Edinburgh
and so many orders for prints came in from
other exhibitors that the lab gang was up all night
they
worked on a 27 -hour stretch without stopping
so whadja
mean, you present-day newsreel fellers, when you brag about
scooping the field by showing films the same day they were
shot?
with modern
science magic
like radio, television

LaPlante of the "Lonely Wives"
cast will be featured in displays
and also in the series of advertisements to be published in the
magazines.
—Pathe
*
*
*

and telephoto, you oughta be ashamed that you can't show newsreels a coupla hours at the most after they're taken in Timbuctoo
*
*
*
*

Big Campaign On
"Devil
to Pay"
HTWELVE thousand

cards engraved with Ronald Colman's name and address as Century Theater were distributed in
advance. .. .Banner across street
announcing picture. . .Pet stores
tied up with the theater- with
wire haired terriers and dog
foods. .. .Special want ads with
fox terrier sales copy tying up
with "George" the dog in "The
Devil To Pay". .. .Augmented
newspaper ads. . . . Loretta Young
fashion feature in Star.... Special two-color ad in Star.... Advance broadcasting over WCCO
....Window displays in drug,
music, bank, men's clothing,
and beauty shop windows and in
bus depots. .. .Hotel menu cards
...Hotel boards. . .Street ballyhoo of man in evening suit
with a wire haired fox terrier
on leash, dog blanketed with a
>ign announcing "The Devil To
Pay" at the Century.
— Century Minneapolis

•

•

•

DON

EDDY,

head ofi Radio publicity on the Coast,

worked out a swell ballyhoo on "Cimarron"
he had two
girls dressed in yellow berets and blouses and black shorts,
standing on a. scaffold before a blank billboard, painting in the
word "Cimarron" at one of the busiest corners in Losang
the blank board was built at Radio's stude and the outline of the
copy was spenciled in (invisible from the street) and the girls
were provided with a cclor sketch sheet, so all they had to do
was use the penciled lines for guide rules
hundreds of
citizens were gaping costantly at the gals as they worked
*
*
*
*
• • • C. E. RAUCH, formerly of the Roxy program and
the Exhibitors' Trade Review, has joined Tom Hamlin's "Film
Curb"
as advertising
manager
Hamlin
announces
that
his weekly, started eight years ago in New York City as a
regional,
now
becomes
an internationally-circulated
bulletin
Charlie
Farrell
and Virginia
Valli were
married
in
Yonkers a few minutes after midnight last Friday, to avoid the
ole Friday 13 hoodoo
Irene Dunne will appear on the
"RKO
Theater of the Air" Friday nite
George Cronan
Astor house detekative, who probably knows more picture and
stage celebs than any other sleuth in Youessay, is the proud
possessor of William S. Hart's autographed picture in his collection, he being a bug that way
*
_* _
*
*
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•
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10:45 a.m
^>.t- w,-*.R. to wit
Bumps
Miss
YOlornin'
OF
..
n wait till this afternoon

>t enjoyed in a long time

<' disturbe
telld him
I'm inhourconference
till lunch
*,._, auinc neavy
intuiting on this production
problem
what, Miss Bumps!
lunch hour already?
my,
be back in two
hourshow the time flies when you're busy!
.„

Total cost of production in
1930 was approximately $182,000,000.
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Importance of Clothes
To Feminine Stars
(""LOTHES may make the
man, but they can unmake
the woman, especially if she is
striving for success in motion
pictures. Work and worry about
what to wear is one of the
crosses attached to a career in
pictures for milady. Picture fans,
especially women, are so critical of clothes worn in pictures
that the slightest incongruity or
lack of taste about the wardrobe
will incite an avalanche of fan
mail about the oversight. Men
are not conscious of the details
of what a woman wears, although they can sense when she
is well dressed and when she is
not. But women— well, just let
the slightest detail be wrong and
they notice it and talk about it.
In planning clothes for a new
picture, which may require 20
different changes, one has to
bear in mind that the production
may not be released for several
months, during which anything
may happen to the prevailing
styles. sort of prophetic genius
is necessary to plan the wardrobe so that it will not be subject to criticism as being1 out of
date. The feminine star must
make it a habit to give lots of
thought to clothes because if
she is not satisfied with what
she is wearing she becomes mentally handicapped when it comes
to playing a scene. There is
more importance than one
would imagine in feeling right —
feeling that one looks right and
is right — when standing before
the camera, especially where the
female
species is— Leo
McCarey
concerned.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulation* are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

February 18
Adolphe Menjou
Maury Asher
Leslie F. Whelan
John F. Goodrich

C>

LATEST

W
&
5
HOLLYWOOD

HAPPENINGS
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Hoffmans Join Forces
On Hoot Gibson Series

A LITTLE from "LOTS

With but four more short subjects
to be finished to complete the curBy RALPH
WILK
rent production! schedule, the Hal
Roach Studios will close for the
T3ETTY COMPSON is slated to
Gertrude Astor, blonde film commonth of April. Ben Shipman, busi- ■^ do another feature for RKO as
edienne, makes her third Pathe comness manager and general counsel for
her
for
selected
is
story
a
as
soon
edy appearance in "Over the RaRoach, is now in New York conferdio." The other two fun films were
from several now under consideraring with M-G-M officials on pro- tion.
"Live
and Learn" and "The Boss's
duction plans for 1931-32.
*
*
*
John G. Adolfi has completed the
direction of "The Millionaire,"
starring George Arliss. His recent
releases include "College Lovers"
and "Sinners'* Holiday."
*
*

Robert Allen is a strong booster
of the police department. T'other
Faust,
Frank Hagney,
Ralph l'nce,
Harry Strang,
Helene Chadwick
and night, he stepped into a drugstore
William Lawrence. Walter Lang is telephone booth and while he was
talking, the proprietor closed the
directing.
store for the night. Allen had to
'phone the police
department
for aid.
*
*
*
Cavanagh in "Always Goodbye"
Paul Cavanagh will play opposite
Lenore Coffee is reported to be
Elissa
Landi
in Stone
"Always
Goodbye"
for Fox.
Lewis
is also
in the establishing a record for writing an
cast. Kenneth MacKenna and Wil- adaptation, continuity and dialogue
liam Cameron Menzies will co-direct. for a production at Firsts National.
She has finished more than twothirds of the work on "Bed and
Oakie Starts in "Dude Ranch"
Board" in less than three weeks.
*
*
*
Jack Oakie has started work in
"The Dude Ranch," which Frank
Tuttle wiil direct for Paramount. June
Collyer, Stuart Erwin, Eugene Pallette, Mitzie Green, Charles Sellon,
George Webb, Joe Bonoma and Harry Walker are also in the cast. Story
is by Percy Heath, Grover Jones
and Lloyd Corrigan, with added
dialogue by Herman Mankiewicz.

©

= Coast Wire Service
►//

Roach Studios to Close
During Month of April

Cast For "Hell Bound"
Cast assembled by James Cruze
for "Hell Bound," his forthcoming
Tiffany special, includes Leo Carillo, Lolla Lane, Lloyd Hughes, Gertrude Astor, Richard Tucker, Murdock
MacQuarrie, Luke Cosgrove, Marty
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Marcia Manning and Nelson McDowell are supporting Eddie Lambert in the "Humanette" being prolease. duced by Leigh Jason for RKO re*
*
*

M. H. Hoffman, following sale of
his interest in Liberty Productions
to H. M. Gumbin, has become associated with M. H. Hoffman, Jr., who
is to make a series starring Hoot
Gibson. Later he plans to> produce
the features.

Rehearsals
have "Rebound"
been started at
Pathe Starts
the Pathe
Studio
"Rebound,"
A new romantic team composed which
Orders."
will star
Ina onClaire.
Story
of Frank Albertson and Virginia is by Donald Ogden Stewart and was
Cherrill, Fox players, will make its presented on the stage by Arthur
debut in "The Fatal Wedding," to Hopkins.
be directed by Benjamin Stoloff.
Spencer Tracy will be featured.
Boles and Hobart Starred
Warren Hymer's own special brand
Universal
will star John Boles and
of comedy will be one of the highlights of the picture.
Rose Hobart in Arthur Somers
Roche's "A Lady of Resource,"
Neil Hamilton rides one of Holly- which is now running in "Colliers".
be Rose Hobart's first starwood's most novel hobbies. He It will
ring production for Universal.
raises pigeons of all known varieties, maintaining extensive aviaries
in Westwood.
Added to Fox Cast
Daphne Pollard, diminutive comedienne now appearing in the Pathe
comedy, "Hot Wires," played with
Walter Catlett in the Mason Stock
Company 17 years ago in Los Angeles. Today both Miss Pollard and
Catlett are under contract to Pathe
to make two-reel comedies.
*
*
*

Fred Niblo and Richard Dix are

Judith Vosselli, who plays in
in deep conference on RKO'S "Big First National's "The Lady Who
Brother," in which Niblo is to di- Dared," is probably the best accomrect Dix. J. Walter Ruben is adaptplished feminine linguist in the
Lucien Littlefield in Fox Film
ing the story and Lou Sarecky is movies. Born in Spain, of a Spanish
Lucien Littlefield has been added sitting in on conferences.
father and a French mother, during
*
*
*
to Will Rogers' next Fox picture,
her school days she studied German, English, Italian and Swiss
"Cure For The Blues,'' from George
Robert W. Carney, cameraman,
Ade's story. Frank Borzage will di- and Betty Zane Grey, daughter of and while traveling around the
rect.
Zane Grey, plan to leave Sunday world she gained a working knowlaboard the Grey yacht for a honey- trian. edge of Russian, Danish and Ausmoon in the south seas.
Blanche
In has
"Madame
BlancheFriderici
Friderici
been Julie"
added
"Svengali" Finished
to "Madame Julie," which Victor
Lighton and Datig Re-Signed
Schertzinger will direct for RKO.
Louis
D. Lighton has been given
"Svengali,"
John
Barrymore's
new
O. P. Heggie, Anita Louise, Miriam starring picture, has been completed
a new contract as associate producer
Seegar, Lincoln Stedman, Halliwell at the Warner studios. Archie Mayo for
Paramount and Fred Datig
Hobbes and Lester Vail have already directed the screen version of George
has signed a new agreement as head
been cast.
du Maurier's famous novel "Trilby," of the casting department.
in which Barrymore is supported by
Marian Marsh, Bramwell Fletcher,
Sennett Adopts Planes
Carmel Myers, Lumsden Hare, Donold Crisp, Louis Alberni, Paul PorMack Sennett has arranged
casi and Adrienne d'Ambricourt. The
with Trans-continental and
next Barrymore picture, which will
Western Air Line whereby he
soon go into production, will be "The Qualifies Us as Specialists^
may have the use of the comGenius." Marian Marsh will again
pany'stoplanesand
to from
carry location.
producplay the leading feminine role oppotion units
site Barrymore. Others selected for
The Sennett organization has
the cast are Donald Cook, Charles
been making considerable use
Butterworth, Reginald Owen and
Bruckman To Direct Woolsey
of air scenes in recent picCarmel Myers. "The Genius" will
Clyde
Bruckman will direct Robbe directed by Michael Curtiz.
tures, principally "Air Minded
ert Woolsey in his first solo-star
Brides." Sennett also convehicle for Radio Pictures. Picture will
Universal Signs Russell Mack
templates the purchase of a
plane for studio use.
Russell Mack has been signed by be the first in which Woolsey was
not co-starred with Bert Wheeler,
Universal to direct features.

our KTODiems:
LE insurance

Fifi Dorsay, Marjorie White and
Ruth Warren have been added tc
the
cast Raoul
of "Women
All direct
Nations,'
which
Walsh Ofwill
foi
Fox. Victor McLaglen and Edmund
Lowe will be featured, with El Bren
del and Greta Nissen in support.
Elizabeth Forrester Cast
Elizabeth Forrester has been giver
a part in Constance
picture" for Pathe.

Bennett's

next

Hackett Working On Script
Albert Hackett will assist in pre
paring the script of Paramount's "Up
Pops The Foster,
Devil," Carole
which he
wrote.
Norman
Lombard,
rect.
and Skeets Gallagher have been
cast. Edward

Sutherland will' di

Rochelle Hudson
Rochelle Hudson has

Cast
been added

to
which RKO's
features "Board
Edna and
May
Hugh
Herbert
and Dorothy

Room,"
Oliver,
Lee.

Fifty-Fifty
When Robert Burns, blackface comedian from vaudeville,
met Will Rogers on the Fox
lot, edBob
"I always
to be said:
a cowboy
likewantyou,
Bill. I tried, too, but never
seemedwhich
to get Rogers
the hang replied:
of it."
To
"Thafs all right. I wanted
to do blackface on the stage,
and I asked Ziegfeld to give
me a chance at it, but he talked
me out of the idea."

ii

DRACULA

n

WILL BEAT "ALL QUIET
ON THE WESTERN FRONT"
(No. 715 Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle,
President of the Universal Pictures Corporation)

TOD BROWNING'S "DRACULA" IS PROVING THE SENSATION OF THE YEAR!
WHEREVER IT IS SHOWING, IT IS SETTING NEW RECORDS AND TAKING THE PEOPLE
by storm.
IT IS BEING DATED BY THE BEST THEATRES IN THE WORLD
prints will permit.
THE PEOPLE ARE SIMPLY EATING IT UP.

AS FAST AS OUR SUPPLY OF

I KNEW IT WAS GOOD BUT I DIDN'T KNOW IT WAS THAT GOOD, EVEN AFTER I HAD
first seen it in the projection room.
^
^_
IT IS SO REALISTIC, SO BLUNT, SO DARING AND SO UNCOMPROMISING THAT IT IS
proving to be exactly the change of movie diet the fans have been waiting for.
IT IS GOING TO KNOCK THE SPOTS OFF THE TREMENDOUS BUSINESS DONE IN
thousands of theatres by "All Quiet On the Western Front" — the picture which has had more
medals pinned on its manly chest than any picture in years.
NEVER IN MY LIFE HAVE I BEEN MORE SINCERE IN URGING YOU TO GET BUSY AND
arrange for the quickest possible showing of "Dracula."
YOU'LL BE ALMIGHTY SORRY IF YOU DON'T!
GIVE IT THE SPLASHIEST KIND OF ADVERTISING YOU ARE CAPABLE OF.
HAMMER

HOME

THE TITLE THAT

IS KNOWN

TO MILLIONS THROUGH

THE TRE-

mendous circulation of Bram Stoker's book and the playing of "Dracula" in cities and towns by
traveling and stock companies.
THE SUCCESS OF "DRACULA" ON THE STAGE AND
simply pales into nothingness compared with the picture.
IF YOU

WANT

TO BE THE TALK OF YOUR

TOWN,

AS A BOOK, GREAT AS IT WAS,
IF YOU WANT

business as you have not enjoyed in a long time — get "DRACULA"

TO STIR UP SUCH

and then yell about it.

Hand in hand with PROSPERITY- -that's UNIVERSAL!

Stanwyck Scores

j

"No .talking picture in the past year
has created so much interest as 'Ten
Cents a Dance' now playing at the
Fox College Theatre."
New Haven (Conn.) Evening Register

"'Ten Cents a Dance' carries a
highly dramatic plot with a grand
love story ♦ You will adore Barbara
Stanwyck/'

COLUMBIA'S

New Haven (Conn.) Times

DE

j

other X&oekputff
"Barbara Stanwyck does brilliant work in her latest picture,
'Ten Cents a Dance/ at the
Brown Theatre."
Lonsville (Ky.) Times

"'Ten Cents a Dance' is
highly dramatic* It has created atremendous amount
of discussion."
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A

VERY

with
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very

bad
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habits

A

DEMURE

with
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with a talent for fixing

ideas
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RUTH

MILLER

You'll be
Surprised!
Tingling Travesty
of Tantalizing
Sex Appeal—
FOUR

REAL STARS

in a Great Contribution

An Irresistible
Sweep of Wise
Cracking Wit

to the Nation's

I

Hilarity

A nother Big Hit from

f

A
in
A
of

Whirlwind of Wild Oats
a Glorious Gale of Gaiety
Swirling Merry- Go -Round
Vivacious, Audacious Mirth

Snappier than Ginger - Faster than Jazz
Out- Laughing All Laugh-Getters to Date
Directed by

RUSSELL
P

MACK

Produced by
D
Pk C D D

Front the

A. H. WOODS

zrcMZk
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
,By HARRY

A/fRS. ELIZABETH LOCKE,
companion-secretary to Tallulah
Bankhead, has been given a small
role in the latter's Paramount picture, "New York Lad}'," now* rapidly nearing completion. Mrs. Locke
is no novice at acting, she was a
performer in Londlon some years
ago, before accepting her present
position, which she has held for the
past eight years.

ir

YOU
JOB

NEED
A JOB -IE YOU
HAVE
CDEN-ADVEPTIJE
IT II If
IN THE
111*4
DAILY

X

N. BLAIR,

in various pictures made in the
East, was recently called to reenact a scene from real life when he
was paired
"Irish Tommy"
Jordan,
whomopposite
he previously
fought
at Madison Square Garden, for the
fight sequence in "The Naggers at
the
Prize Fight," starring the Norworths.

Many splendid, efficient men and women are out of employment in the
motion picture industry. With conditions picking up many jobs should
soon be open. To help along a worthy cause FILM DAILY will print
WITHOUT COST your advertisement in classified form under "Help
Wanted' or "Situation Wanted." Each advertisement limited to 25
words. Simply address
your letter to Advt. Mgr., Film Daily, 1650
Broadway, New York City.

HELP

WANTED

TRANSLATIONS: Film titles, patents, trademark specifications, application designs, copyrights, legal matWANTED
BUSINESS MANAters,
into and from English, French,
GER and PUBLICITY MAN for
German,
Spanish, Portuguese, Italian,
an attraction for stage and screen,
Roumanian,
Serbian, Bulgarian, Rusmust be acquainted with personnel
sian and Greek. Demetrius N. Tsecos,
and routing of vaudeville and screen, City.
1230 Park Row Bldg., New York
producing offices. Small investment
and opportunity of a lifetime for a
live-wire go-getter. State fully qualiand ACCOUNfications. Box 627, THE FILM BOOKKEEPER
TANT, years of experience, expert
DAILY,
1650 Broadway,
N. Y. C.
in pay roll accounts. Box 639, THE
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New
York City.
EXPERIENCED Theatre Contact FILM
Men to obtain screen rights for a
syndicated slide service or theatre
owners should communicate direct ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, 23, with
to Box 618, THE FILM DAILY, excellent references, wants work at
once. Can break down. Salary •
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
City.
minor object. Will travel. F. J.
Huss, 501 West 148th St., New York
FEMALE, SPANISH CORRESPONDENT and TRANSLATOR
who is intelligent enough to handle PUBLICITY WRITER, thorough
own correspondence and take charge knowledge of printing, proofreading
of department. Nominal salary to and advertising. References. Box
start with but position is permanent 640, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
and future assured. Box 611, THE Broadway, N. Y. C.
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway.
EXPERIENCED
TYPIST and
N. Y. C.

The social "Blue Book" rather
than the casting directory was drawn
Al Wilson is responsible for the into use when Paramount decided
to pick extras for the drawing room
excellent camera effects in "Pagsequence
in "New York Lady." Kay
liacci," the first screen opera to be
presented to the public. It has its Leslie, Dorothy Bigelow, Edna
premiere at the Central Park on Powell, Dorothy Fleitman and
Beatrice Ames, all social registerites,
Friday night.
were among
those used.
A five-reel commercial picture was
When Robert L. Ripley's second
recently completed at the Fox-Hearst
studios here, under the direction of "Believe It or Not," Vitaphone novelty reel was recently shown in
Jack Noble.
Grand Hall, London, a prize of
Being close to Broadway has $100 was offered to anyone who
both advantages and disadvantages, could prove Ripley wrong hi any
one statement or fact. The prize
according to Frank Heath, Para- was not claimed.
mount casting director. While it is1
frequently possible to obtain seasonFredric March, back from a vacaed stage actors for small parts, they
tion trip to the West Indies, is hidmust, at the same time, be taught
ing behind a beard grown for his
talkie technique. Besides being call- role opposite Nancy Carroll in "Beed upon to maintain a high standard
tween Two Worlds," which Edmund
of production, Paramount's New Goulding is preparing to direct at
York studio acts as a sort of "clear- Paramount's
New
York
studio.
ing house" for potential picture talent, a difficult situation that is being
George Clawson, nephew of Dal
successfully hurdled.
Clawson, Fox cameraman, was recently married at the latter's home
Eddie
Roberts,
who
alternates in Sparkill, N. Y., with Dal acting
SALESMAN acquainted with the
his ring activities with appearances as "best man."
motion picture exhibitors New York
City and elsewhere to sell English
and Foreign talking pictures, commission basis, reference required.
Box, 634, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway, New York City.

20-40% B. O. Increase Results
From Ad Campaign— Samuelson

Switchboard Operator, excellent reference, years of experience, reasonable salary. Miss Hattie Herman,
534 West 179th St., N. Y. C.

GRADUATE of Foreign School
wishes position in export distribution department. Executive and
sales
ability. Experienced abroad,
{Continued ft om Page 1)
stenographic experience. Good knowlYOUNG
MAN,
experienced
golfer,
Lincoln. The drives concentrate on devoted to impromptu reports from
edge Spanish and French. Employed
the fact that the theaters involved members who attended the Allied good personality, to sell new indoor in research capacity in government
driving game that attracts real golf- department. Box 641, THE FILM
are "home owned" and not identi- meeting at Chicago recently. Samueler. Liberal commission. Box 633, DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
fied with big circuits. Various son said that action of the convenTHE
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadmethods of exploitation being used
way, New York City.
AUDITOR and Bookkeeper college
tion in disapproving of "third-party
include 24-sheets and radio broadgraduate, experienced in theatre and
casts.
checking" substantiated the New Jersey unit's attitude in the matter. SALESMEN— acquainted with ex- production accounts, desires position
Considerable
of the session was
Complaining against distributors he
hibitors in all cities, for sideline- of responsibility with firm in N. Y.
declared that exhibitors seldom are product used daily. Commission ba- or Philadelphia. Box 643, THE
sis. Box 629, THE FILM DAILY, FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
given the correct running time
N. Y. C.
N. Y. C.
on pictures they have booked, the 1650 Broadway,
time
estimate
being
from
three
to
d
IN
WANTED
EXECUTIVE, thor- BOOKKEEPER, Stenographer with
four minutes off.
oughly familiar with advertising mo- college education, desires position.
:the
Practically all members present
tion picture industry. Do you know
years' expeOf H1MDQM
rience with German,
excellent five
references.
Box
signed up for Oscar R. Hanson's production — the best method of ob- Knowledge
commercial and sponsored pictures
taining releases — have you any un- 642, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
plan, agreeing to olay his product exploited theories on the subject? Broadway, N. Y. C.
Pathe and Vitagraph reported in their houses exclusively for a Full details in first letter. Box 644,
making separate agreements with period of two years. Hanson esti- THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad- FORMER Secretary Large Film
M.P.T.O.
on advance
deposits and
Board — detail expert with circuit and
way, N. Y. C.
mated that 10,000,000 persons per
standard contracts.
theater
operation experience nine
day
comprise
the
audience
available
*
*
*
years
in
industry — speedy steno —
SITUATIONS
WANTED
to
see
pictures
of
this
type.
ExM.P.T.O. of Nebraska and Miami
take meetings and handle office adhibs
playing
the
pictures
will
have
Valley League denounce William A.
ministration. J.D. Abramson, 1605
Brady and reiterate support of na- no express charges to pay, he stated. SALES EXECUTIVE, 34, capable, South Millard Ave., Chicago, 111.
Samuelson, in introducing Hanson, aggressive salesman, traveling U. S.
tional organization.
try.
*
*
*
eulogized his standing in the indus- and Latin America, desires to enter STENOGRAPHER — Four years
motion picture industry in any capac- motion picture experience, college
Mass of Adverse legislation pendAt the meeting scheduled for
ity. Knowledge Spanish and French. training. Can operate switchboard.
ing, particularly in Middle West.
Thursday, next week, the association M. R. Schoonmaker, 116 West 77th Box 645, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway, N. Y. C.
will discuss the labor situation.
St., New York.
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IGNORE ALLIED DEMANDS^
OVER COPYRIGHT MEASURE

N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y

house. Stevens also has acquired the
resolutions calling on Congress to
Louisville — Fourth Avenue AmuseCrystal which he will operate until
from
ment Co. has leased the Rialto
amend the measure so as to have
the Princess is ready.
Co.,
s
Theater
c
Majesti
owners,
the
the music tax lifted from films and
records used in connection with for 15 years with an option to purMilwaukee — Articles of incorporachase the property. Rentals for the
films, reduce the penalty for unaution have been filed here by Land
thorized exhibition of copyrighted 15 years will be more than $1,500,O'Lakes
Theaters, Inc. Signers are
presiJ. Dolle,
films, and forbid collection of the 000, it is reported. F. ent
dent of the Amusem
company, L. L. Palecek, D. Prenevost and T.
music tax.
says there will be no immediate de Montmollin.
Chi. Union War Renewed; change of policy in the theater.
Milburn, N. Y. — Burns and Jacobs
A. Sine has been named temRKO Manager Attacked George porary
manager to succeed John H. are now operating the Milburn.
Boswell.
{Continued from Page 1)
cident is an aftermath of the StateForest Hills, L. I. — The Inwood,
Lake trouble with stagehands before
Providence — The Providence Op- formerly the Metropolitan, which
the house went strictlv film. RKO
era House, old landmark which has has been closed for four years, has
executives, who are in meeting here, housed both legit and picture shows, been reopened
by Morris Kutin>ky.
said the attack was an outrage and
will be razed
former,
the
principally
declared the assailants would be
beginning Mar. 15. Legit try-outs
Portland, Ore. — W. A. (Billy)
tracked down and prosecuted to the are
likely to go into the Carleton,
fullest extent.
Green, for the past year Oregon representative for Educational, will also
Edward
M. Fay's house.
act
in
similar
capacity for Sono Art,
Educational Not Making
Cleveland — Paul Gusdanovic, lo- succeeding Art Adamson.
cal circuit owner, accompanied by
Foreign Dialogue Shorts
(.Continued from Page 1)
Mrs. Gusdanovic are on a
Charter Oak, la. — L. A. Bramson
more profit is to be made through six weeks' trip to California. Mar- has sold the New Royal to J. C.
the distribution of English language
McBride of Omaha.
tin Printz, manager of Loew's Cirtalkers in Europe than lingual verweeks'
California. from a four
sions, Hammons stated that Educa- trip cle,to has returned
Ellsworth, Minn. — Community
tional had tried a Spanish version
Hall has been purchased by Conrad
of a short subject but the results did
Sound
will be installed.
Newberry, S. C— C. A. Albreight Mohr.
not warrant a continuance of the
of
Whitmire
has
purchased
the
Imidea. Silent pictures will not be made
perial here. The house is being
Huron, S. D. — Publix is now bookby Educational for the foreign mar- renovated and remodeled.
ing its vaudeville unit shows into the
kef, according to Hammons.
theater here.

Six two-reel comedies and two
Terry-Toons are scheduled for release in March by Educational.
There will be three Mack Sennett
comedies, "The Bride's Mistake,"
featuring Marjorie Beebe, Vernon
Dent and Kenneth Thomson, for release March 1 ; "The Dog Doctor,"
and "Just A Bear," both featuring
Andy Clyde, for release March 15
and 29, respectively. "Pete And Repeat," will be released March 1, and
"Ex-Plumber," the latest Lloyd
Hamilton, March 8. "Bride And
Gloomy," featuring Bert Roach and
Eleanor Hunt, is set for March 22.
The Terry-Toons will be released
March 8 and 22.

21 FEATURES FROM PATHE
IN 1931-32, SAYS MARCUS
(Continued from Page 1)

(.Continued from Page 1)

8 Educational Releases
Scheduled for March
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Cayuga, Ind. — Earl Stevens, manager of the Rex in Montezuma, has
leased the Princess here from Frank
Richardson
and
will improve
the

St. Paul — The Garrick has been
equipped with sound and reopened
under independent
management.

continued as a separate entity, apart
from RKO
in all departments.
"I realize that a word of encouragement is necessary to all Pathe
employees. I am satisfied with the
present manpower, and enthusiastic
over the possibilities of making great
strides from now on," said Marcus.

M-G Profit $1,211,808
In 12 Weeks to Nov. 21
(Continued from Page

1)

taxes, was $1,211,808, a decrease of
about $500,000, compared with the
corresponding period of the previous
year. Gross profit was $2,936,592,
operating expenses $1,789,330, miscellaneous income $229,792 and Federal taxes $165,246.

Pathe News to Abandon
Use of Sound Trucks
Use of sound trucks will be gradually abandoned by the RKO-Pathe
News, the Film Daily learns. In
their stead, RCA portable sound
units will be carried in automobiles.
The decision was reached after a
conference in which it was decided
to add more actual news tOi the
newsreel with the portable equipments making it possible to reach
happenings of interest more quickly.
Sound trucks now in use will be
continued but gradually disposed of
as they deteriorate with use.

Allied to Draft Procedure

Mechanics in connection with the
carrying out of plans made at the
recent Chicago meeting will be forS. S. Krellberg Resuming
Home Talkies on Rental
by the Allied
States Ass'n
directors
at a meeting
to be
Production Activities board of mulated
Ready in Three Months
held
in
about
three
weeks.
Among
After
an
absence
of
two
years
Indianapolis — Radio stores within
three months will be supplying home from American production, S. S. other matters to be acted upon is a
definition of block booking.
talking picture apparatus and films Krellberg plans to return by making
a
feature
in
the
East.
Charles
"Sin" Double-header Clicks
on a rental basis, according to speakers at the convention of the National Reed Jones has written an underLondon — Pathe's "Sin Takes a
world story which Lawrence WyndFederation of Radio Ass'ns here. It
was recommended that a $10,000,000 ham will direct. The picture is now Holiday," playing simultaneously at
the Capitol and the New Victoria,
fund be devoted to newspaper ad- being cast. Krellberg returned to is getting a big play. The run at
New York from England several
vertising of the radio industry.
started the day the picmonths ago after producing an Ed- the Victoria
ture was held over at the Capitol
gar Wallace story there.
for an extended
run.
Buy Olneyville House
Olneyville, R. I. — D. and R. R-K-O Tie-up With Empire Building
Amusement Co. has purchased the
Pete Wood's Daughter on Stage
Official opening of the Empire
Columbus — Jane Wood, daughter
Unger Heads Norwich Company
unexpired lease of the Royal. An- State building on May 1, will be held
tonio Romano, president of the com- in co-operation with R-K-O with a of Pete Wood, secretary of the
Norwich, Conn. — Norwich Strand
pany, announced last night. The noon luncheon, afternoon reception M.P.T.O. of Ohio, will have one of
Amusement Corp. has been formed
leads in the Jorg Fasting ballet,
to operate the Strand. Frederick price was $40,000, and the company and "R-K-O Theater of the Air" the
local dance revue, being given
Unger is president. Policy will be intends to spend $10,000 in renovat- broadcast in the evening. Ex-Gov- Feb. 23.
ing the building.
second-run.
ernor Alfred E. Smith will be the
guest
speaker,
with Governor RooseTwo New Fleischer Cartoons
velt also delivering a talk. The RTwo new Max Fleischer song K-O program will officially open the
History Repeats
Learning from Cartoons
cartoons, one a picturized version of Empire State miniature theater,
Talkies were 18 years old
John Foster, chief artist of
of the Aesop Sound Fables
yesterday, according to an arthe 1910 song hit called "Any Little seating 80. Arrangements are now
studios, will explain the
Girl That's a Nice Little Girl," and under way to have the dirigible Los
ticle in the N. Y. "Sun." Edithe other based on the Leo Wood Angeles or some other U. S. Navy
son made a disc record of a
methods of animated cartoonviolin solo for a scene from
song, "Somebody Stole My Gal," dirigible secured to the mooring mast
ing at a special meeting of the
will be released soon by Paramount. atop the building during the day.
New
York Architectural
"Julius Caesar," which was
shown at the Colonial theater
League at morrow.
the Thelatter's
clubclaim
toHarris Drops
Vaude
archiects
in this city on Feb. 17, 1913.
R. F. "Bob" Withers Promoted
Pittsburgh
—
The
Harris
will
drop
It was an awful flop. Many
there is some connection beKansas City— R. F. "Bob" Withers
talkies are still maintaining the
has been appointed manager of the vaudeville and revert to a straight
tween the "animated graphicFeb.
21.
Midwest Film Distributors, Inc., by picture policy beginning
Saturday,
tradition of this day.
films" and architecture.
C. A. Schultz, president.
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Horwitz's Censorship Bill Voted Down

16 to 0

CHARGTrEIGN OF EXTORTION IN CHICAGO

Skouras -Warner Stockholders Form Protective Group
Screenlets
— on a string
-By JACK

ALICOATE-

WE HAVE A HUNCH that
this merry old biz is going to miss
ROXY and what he stands for — ■
MY
DAUGHTER'S
favorite
screen actor is the Mr. Giraffe in
"Trader Horn"— FRUGAL EXHIBITOR toAl Lichtman : "Sure.
'City Lights' is a good picture, but
take away Charlie Chaplin and
what have you got?" — Tommy
Meighan
and
Janet Gaynor
in
looks
LEGS"
LONG
DADDY
like a natural— WIDE-FILM has
gone the way of all flesh— Philonever has
sophical note: ONE
complete control of ONE'S self
until ONE can limit ONE'S self
to the taking of ONE bone toothpick after dining out — We have
never known a more MODEST
Zukor— We
Adolph
than
man
liked "CIMARRON"
better the
SECOND time we saw it— Peeking out our window we see a line
a mile long waiting to see "DRACULA"— Since Broadway
went
cinema it looks like the BRIGHT
the broken
outnumber
LIGHTS
hearts— One
house on the big alley
that ALWAYS
does business
is the

We hear the ShuTheater—
JNewsreel
Ibert-Erlanger
marriage is all set and
REICHENbag— HARRY
in the
BACH tells us he is in such a beautiful hospital it's a pleasure to be sick
—JIMMY GRAINGER is the travelpictures — ARTIE
, in
man
, ingest
STEBBINS
is well on the road to
recovery — Welcome,
Mr.
EDITOR
will now
troubles
your
jRAMSAYE;
commence — We
hear Von
Sternberg
(has another wallop in "DISHONORED"— Oh, well, give it a chance, the
motion picture industry is still in its
INFANCY.

Warner Bros. Offer to Buy
Out Minority Holders
in St. Louis Houses
St. Louis — Stockholders of Skouras
Bros. A stock and St. Louis Amusement Co. A and B stock have formed
a protective committee to negotiate
with Warner Bros, for the purchase
of the minority stock in the two
local circuits which they now control. It is reported the minority interests are not satisfied with things
{Continued on

Page

Not So Dumb
Kansas City — Confronted by
a bandit with gun in hand,
Dorothy Campbell, cashier at
the Rockhill, got so frightened
that she took it on the run.
In her excitement she upset a
big lobby sign, causing a
noise that attracted Manager
H. L. Golladay and scared ;
away the robber.

12)

THEATERS ASK $3,570,41 1 IN SEVEN STATES SO EAR
UNDER ANTI-TRUST LAWS
Seven

Lincoln, Neb. — Two suits involving $3,570,411 damages have been
filed in the Federal Court by the
Capitol Operations Co., of which
Nick Paper is president, charging
{Continued

on

Page

12)

Louis Wolheim Dies
Following Operation
West

Coast Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Louis Wolheim, stage
and screen actor, who was under
contract to Howard Hughes for several (Continued
productions, died
yesterday
folon Page
12)

states west of the Mississippi, are represented
in the
90
houses
which
.now
comprise
the
Hughes-Franklin
circuit, Harold
B.
(Continued on

Page

12)

Fox Name Being Dropped
In Favor of Movietone
Fox Films is understood planning
to discard the name "Fox" from its
1931-32 product, substituting the
name "Movietone" tc designate all
of its pictures. The matter was discussed last year when William Fox
ended
his active association with the
company.

Censorship Measure in Texas
Gets Kayo from Legislature
Hammons

and Cook Deny

Reports that Earle W. Hammons, Educational president,
inL. A. Young's
was buying
terest in Tiffany
were flatly
denied yesterday by Hammons
and by Grant L. Cook, executive vice-president of Tiffany.
Hammons stated he had never
entered into such negotiations.
Cook said such a deal had
neither been planned nor discussed.

Austin — The

state censorship bill

sponsored by Will Horwitz, Houston exhibitor, took a 100 per cent
licking when the legislative committee considering it killed the mea ure
by a witz
vote
of 16
nothing.
Hor-in
and H.
A. toCole
appeared
favor of the measure. Opposing it
were Mrs. Alex Adams of the Texas
Federation of Women's Clubs, Judge
Walker, Sam Hcfly, exhibitor and
member of the Legislature, J. A,
Gwynn, J. J. Strickland and Don
Douglas,
Film Board
secretary.

Sweeping
Investigation
Being Attorney
Led by State
Chicago — Charging that a reign
of extortion exists in the local motion picture theater field, with a
mob of police characters controlling
the unions and shaking down the
industry for a yearly sum running
into millions,
the Statea Attorney'9
office
has launched
sweeping
probe of the situation following
Tuesday's(Continued
brutal on attack
Louis
Page 12)on

I
FOR JUVENILE STORIES
As production and distribution executives go into conference on 193132 programs, scenario editors are
keeping their eyes and ears trained
for juvenile
stories.on Page
The 12)box-office
(Continued

Hi Brown Puts Quietus
On H. B. Swope Reports
Reports that Herbert Bayard
Swope will become president of
RKO were put to rest yesterday by
an emphatic denial from Hiram S.
Brown on his return from the coast.
Brown said Swope is a valued memacity.ber of the RKO board of directors
and will continue to act in that cap-

'Rango"
Always

engrossing

and

sometimes

tremendously
"Rango,"
animal pictureexciting
againstisthe
jungle
background of Sumatra, which Ernest
Schoedsack has made for Paramount
release. Both humor and suspense
have been effectively m xe I in the
production, in which the comic capers
of apes and monkeys afford plenty of
laughs. Its smash climax shows a
battle-to-death between a water buffalo and with
a tiger.
"Rango"
has ofa
prologue
dialogue
but most
the picture carries a synchroniz d score
and sound effects, with occasionally
an explanatory voice.
good entertainment.

It's all-around
EDDY.
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ITALIAN POLICY DRAWING INDIES CONTROL 264
30^ AMERICAN AUDIENCES Of 296 N. :C. THEATERS
VoL LV Na. 42

Thursday, Feb. 19, 1931

Price 5 Cents

Reflecting the substantial interest
I0HN W. ALICOATE
:
: Editor aod Publisher on the part of the general public in
foreign productions, approximately
30
per cent of the attendance at the
Published daily except Saturdays and holidays
at 16S0 Broadway, New York, N. Y., Belmont, showing an Italian feature
from the Cines Pittaluga studios in
and copyright (1930) by Wid's Films am
Film Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President; Rome, is made up of Americans with
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau?
little or no knowledge of Italian, acSecretary-Treasurer and General Manager
cording to J. C. Cremonim, who is
Arthur W. Eddy, Associate Editor; Do
Carle Gillette, Managing Editor. En- handling the Pittaluga pictures in
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918, this country. The current program
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., undei
the act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage at the Belmont consists of "When
free) United States outsidp of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 Naples Sings," Italian feature; an
Italian musical short, an RKO commonths, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
edy and a newsreel. The new policy
should remit with order. Address all communications to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 started Sunday and drew a turnaway
Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone Circle crowd. Business since then has been
7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. Cable address : Filmday, New York. Hollywood, beyond expectations, and it is exCalifornia — Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
pected to keep the current bill runBlvd. Phone Granite 6607. London — Ernesl
ning several weeks. In addition to
W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91 the Italian clientele, the feature is
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn,
Lichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225. Pari
drawing erousthefolks"arty"
and num-in
who element
are interested
— P. A. Harle, La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour-des-Noues, 19.
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New York
1540 Broadway
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HAROLD LEVEY, musical director at
the Warner Vitaphone studio, has returned
from a visit to Havana.
ED. DuPAR, chief
ner studio here, has
tion trip to Florida
went to recuperate
tion.

cameraman at the Warreturned from a vacaand Havana, where he
from a recent opera-

A. M. BOTSFORD, Publix advertising
head,
hasreturn
gone to
to New
Florida
vacat'on
and will
Yorkforin aabout
two
weeks.

2

M. C. LEVEE, Paramount West Coast
studio manager,
left yesterday for the coast.
JAMES BALSLF.V is on a trip to the
east from Hollywood.

Manfred B. Lee Heads
Tiffany Advertising Dept.

$5.50 "Pagliacci" Premiere
Premiere on Friday of "Pagliacci"
at Leo Brecher's Central Park, formerly the Jolson, will be at $5.50 top.
Mayor Walker is among the celebrities expected to attend.
"Dishonored" for Rialto
"Dishonored," Paramount production starring Marlene Dietrich and
Victor McLaglen, goes into Rialto
about March 12.

^Terformance \
Throughout the country, theatres, both large and small

J. E. Brulatour, Inc.!

depend daily upon the "time and money saving" advantages of Peter Clark, Inc., equipment. In every instance
more thoroughly coordinated operation has resulted.
•

Chicago
Hollywood
1727 Indiana Ave.
6700 Santa Monica
CALumet 2691
Blvd.
HOLlywood4121

^♦♦•*M».**.**.**.*».**.**.**,»*.*t^*.»*.**.**.*».»*.*».**.»*.»*.r4»

PETER
544

WEST

30TH

Feb. 22 "Warner Club Gaieties" presented
by the Warner Club at the
Hollywood Tneater, New York.
Feb. 23

Screen
Ass'n York.
meeting,
Hotel Advertisers
Roosevelt,
New
Feb. 24-25 Meeting of National Academy
of Visual Instruction, Fort Wayne
Y.
Hotel,
Detroit.
Feb. 28

Foxfilm Athletic Club fifth annual
ball at the Commodore Hotel, N.

CLARK,

Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome,
New York.
March 10-11 MP.T.O.A. Board of Directors meets in New York.
Mar. 14 First Annual Writers- Wampai
Roast, Biltmore Hotel, Hollywood.
Mar. 21 Annual Ball of the Warner Club,
New York.
April 4-11 Players'
and benefit
Patrons'
Week, national
for Jubilee
N. V.
A. Club.
April 23-24 State Convention
of Indiana
Indorsee of Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel,
Indianapolis.
May 25-28 Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers. Hotel Roosevelt, Hollywood,
Cal.

Otterson to Speak
J. E. Otterson, Erpi president, addresses the Illinois Manufacturers'
Ass'n at the Hotel La Salle, Chicago, Feb. 27. His subject will deal
with
talking pictures in industry and
education.
Double

Feature at Warner

In conjunction with "The Gorilla, ■
opening Saturday, the Warner will
show a second-run
"Lost by
Gods,"
expedition picture handled
Talking
Picture Epics.

GRAND
CENTRAL
Folks going or coming

Good Music, too — and
excellent food . . . Dinner
Dancing daily and Sunday . . . Club Luncheons.
Also a la carte.

IALTZMAN5
LINCOLN
BUILDING

"Stage Equipment with a Rtputation''

ft
«
«

Feb. 21

Screen
Advertisers'meetsAss'nat executive committee
Hotel |
Roosevelt, New
York.
Fifteenth Annual Theatrical Ball
at
Madison Square Garden, New
York.

Just opposite
the Terminal and so convenient
to Park Avenue and the
rest of the town . . .

?

Eastman Films!

20

will enjoy a stop-over
at Saltzman's Restaurant.

Are you Buying

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STIllwell 4-7940

Feb.

VI ar. 7

Manfred B. Lee has been appointed director of advertising, publicity
and exploitation at Tiffany, succeeding Al Selig, it was announced yesforeign productions as a result of
terday by Grant L. Cook, executive
having travelled abroad, Cremonim vice-president of the company. The
says.
new line-up will place Joe Rivkin,
publicity toandLee.
exploitation man, as
assistant
Trimming Pathe H. O. Staff
In a trimming down of the Pathe
home office staff it is understood that
Gar O'Neill, exploitation man, Eileen "City Lights" Booked
Brennan, special representative and
For Classy Paris House
Charles Ulrich, press book man, are
Paris — Charlie Chaplin in "City
being let out along with several members of the foreign department and Lights" has been booked for firstrun showing at the Follies Marigny
others holding minor positions.
on the Champs Elysees, opening next
month, with a guarantee of 2,000,000
francs against 50 per cent of the
COMING & GOING
gross.
Marigny. This is the first time a picture has played the exclusive

56
156
2

Hays Going West in April
Will H. Hays plans to go to the
Coast in April on a quarterly trip.

Raleigh — There are 264 independent theaters operating in North
Carolina compared with 32 operated
by circuits in which producers own
an interest, it was pointed out by
Charles C. Pettijohn in appearing before the Senate Judiciary Committee,
which decided not to report the bill
outlawing the protection system in this
slate. He said that Publix iuns six
houses and also owns a half interest
in the Publix-Saenger theaters, which
also represents North Carolina residents' investments. .

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
DCCr

INC.

Stage Equipment Specialists for Over 25 Ye
ST.

s

NEW

60 E. 42d ST.

YORK

CITY

NEW

YORK
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We 're SORRYBut the thousand and one exhibitors who
have asked for immediate playing time for

W

5OMILLI0N
FRENCHMEN
will

have

to

wait

just

a

few

weeks

longer

We

know it's the greatest comedy concoction this business has ever seen — (although
exhibs seem to think they alone discovered this fact)

w

We know you want to play it before your
competitor gets wise to it— (but your competitor has already made the same request as you)
We know its exactly the thing your boxoffice needs— (and that's why we're rushing prints
as fast as humanly possible)
In the meantime you can break records in regular
week- after- week fashion with
"ILLICIT", Barbara Stanwyck's great triumph; DOORWAY TO HELL. which lifted Chicago to the
biggest business in the last three seasons; MY PAST, the tell tale autobiograpy of Dora Macy's life
which introduces a new and greater Bebe Daniels; SIT TIGHT, with not just oue, but TWO BIG
STARS — Winnie Lightner and Joe E. Brown and a host of hits that only the dependable WAIUVER
IIHOS. are in a position to deliver right now!

and

FIFTY MILLION

FIIKIWIIMEX
will be available soon!

w%Ww

i
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Timely Topics

EXPLOITETTES

A Digest of

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

Current Opinion

€

• • • WHEN
YOU
gaze at that li'l trailer which flashes
its message of a forthcoming production on the screen for a

Newspaper Headlines
Build Lobby Display
"Costello Case" current interest in gangland activities was capitalized. Newspaper headlines referring to
gangster stuff were clipped and
pasted up on a large easel in
front of the house — across this
was written in bold letters —
"Just Another 'Costello Case'."
Another stunt was putting out

ON

tags with the headline — "You'll
Be Arrested" and then in the
body of the copy "By Costello
Case." These were designed to
be attached to the door-knobs
of residences, and to the handles of parked automobiles.
— Colonial, Lancaster, Pa.

Tie-up With
Relief Commission
"DUSSELL LAMB, manager
of the Fisher, Danville, 111.,
arranged a vigorous campaign
on "The Passion Flower." In
return for the use of an institutional trailer, Lamb received
the consent of the Governor's
Relief Commission, to place interesting window displays on
"The Passion
Flower"
in each
of the five vacant stores which
they used to solicit funds for
baskets for the poor. Each window had an art display cut-out
on the picture and several stills
mounted on cardboard frames in
addition to window cards.
— Fisher,

Danville,

brief minute
you can't appreciate the fact that there is
a tremendous organization in back of it
any more than
we did
till we sauntered through the plant of National
Screen Service
and had our eyes opened
by one
of the smoothest functioning, highly geared and scientifically
operated concerns in this film biz
special departments
for everything
artists, letterers, animators, printing, photographing, developing, drying, editing, cutting, examining
all made necessary by a daily service to 6,000 theaters throughout the Youessay
printing each week five to six million
feet of film
with an average of 200 prints on every film
subject
carrying a floating stock of 200 to 300 thousand
feet of film in trailers
requiring about 300 people to
handle this vast and complicated business
that flashes its
product on and off a theater screen in a few brief moments
and then you realize that this trailer biz is as complicated almost as that of a film production organizashe
but functioning a darn sight more smoothly than most production concerns
if some production, execs will pardon us
for stating a bald truth
and you oughta see the filing,
indexing and bookkeeping
divisions for keeping track of the
routing of the trailers to the theaters
for National Screen
only relays a trailer once
then it must come
back to
the plant for examination
an average of only three bookings is allowed on each trailer
then it is, destroyed
*
my, wotta marvelous idea that is for the distributors!
some of whom keep running prints on features as long as the
film holds together
yezzir, you may
think you know
your own industry, but you ain't seen nothing till you give this
trailer outfit the o. o
it started in 1919 in the Longacre
building in two small rooms employing six people
today
it occupies four floors with two dozen distinct departments employing 300, and four branch offices in Chicago, Los Angeles,
Dallas and London
a modern Arabian Nights romance of
Big Business
built on Service
that Serves
12 years of growth without a squawk or argument with any
censorship or supervisory body ANYWHERE
and that,
gents, if you ask us, is a Record to shoot at
in this biz
where squawks and arguments are the warp and woof of the
film structure
the Magicians in charge of these Wonder
Workers are Herman
Robbins, Toby
Gruen, Pat Garyn, Bill
Brenner and Paul Benjamin
oh, yes, we almost forgot
the li'l Success Secret
"The customer is ALWAYS right"
can y' imagine!
in the film biz
of all things! .

Screen Favorites
Still Dominate B. O.
'"THAT

the public is not ready

yet to but
do without
screen
favorites
still paysthehomage
,
to names that intrigue it is the
conviction of film producers.
Impressions have been abroad
that the star system, so-called,
is to be abandoned with the importation of many new actors
from
the
stage,
public's
tendency to cling1butto the
its worship
of the individual who captures
its fancy is too fundamental to
be ignored. From time to time
some actor or actress emerges
from the ranks by reason of
ability or personality, and when
that occurs it imposes on the
producer the necessity of keeping that name dominant in whatever production it is associated
with. The play may be the
thing, as Shakespeare is reputed
to have remarked, but he uttered
that aphorism before the motion
picture was even in its infancy.
It goes without saying that the
star must be provided with good

€)

plays, but good plays on the
screen do not do> so well when
they are given exploitation only
their own merits. The public
wants good pictures, but above
all they are fond of seeing" their
favorite in action. One of the
most amusing of all fallacies that
exist with reference to picture
stars, is that producers manufacture them at will by means
of special exploitation. No actor
or actress ever kept the rank of
star overnight, who did not win
it by means of his or her own
inherent ability or personality.
There is, of course, a wide difference in the meaning of those
two terms.
— Roy Del Ruth

III.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

:the
w NnsMra

or niMDQM

No abatement in number of new
theater projects.
*
*
*
"Way Down East" and "Dream
Street" to be shown concurrently in
New York, Chicago and Boston.
*
*
*
M.P.T.O. breaks off all negotiations with N.A. M.P.I.

• • • JOHN
J. KEMP,
who runs an insurance
clearing
house for the fun! of it
and the jack that's in it
has received 250 grand, no less, from "Chic" Sale.
which
g>ves Jiim a handsome monthly income as long as he lives
"Chic" leaves today for Hollerword to make a talkie
so
bearing in mind the hazards of fortune, fate and films, he has
taken the necessary precautions
he won't have to walk
back from the Cinema
City, if the worst comes
to the worst
....Warren Nolan will be out of town till March 2, and in
the interim Edward Finney, the French linguist, will carry on
the United Artists publicity

• • • JUST LAMPED a brand new Novelty
a Natonal Screen trailer made
by Virginia May
a
special
Easter Trailer
done in plastic art
Animated
sen-say-shunal!
has the animateds stopped for technique
.more later
it's the berries.

«

«

«

»

»

*

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS

m

Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inwho are celebrating their
birthdays dustry,
:

. February
Bobe Fleming
Dorothy Janis
Carl Stockdale

19

a public
fed up on musicals, underworld thrillers, sex...
the usual in all its
familiar forms... comes
this fresh and amazing
novelty...

uman, humorous, daring, dynamic...
blazing new trails of entertainmet. . . and
the rich money rewards
of the successful pioneer.

sa
■

greatest new idea I have
ever sponsored... but also

THE GREATEST I HAVE
EVER SEEN!"

Snatched from the
world's last untouched
wilderness after 18
months of terrific danger
by Ernest B. Schoedsack
PARAMOUNT^
MASTER

- MYSTERY

D
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LATEST HOLLYWOOD

HAPPENINGS

= Coast Wire Service
►//

©

-

$150,000 Improvements
Made At M-G-M Studios

Pathe to Stress Stars
In New Production Plans

Construction work at the M-G-M
studios aggregating more than $150,By RALPH
000 has been completed by the Austin Co., engineers and builders, of
Cleveland. The projects included the A/fONROE OWSLEY
has completed the featured juvenile role
design and construction of a new
film laboratory, a sound proof studio
Swanson in "Indisoppositecreet" forGloria
United Artists. Leo Mcand a plaster shop.
DeSylva, Brown
the
directed
Carey
The film laboratory, representing
an investment of $100,000, is a two- and Henderson production. Owsley's
story reinforced concrete structure, next assignment is expected to show
115 feet wide and 140 feet long. The him in a more sympathetic role than
sound proof studio project included he has been playing since he did the
the converting of an existing silent drunken brother
*
* "Holiday.
*
"
in
picture studio into a talking picture
Gavin Gordon, now appearing
studio, 105 by 300 feet. The plaster
shop contract involved the design and with Dorothy Jordan in "Shipmates" for M-G-M, has had a sizconstruction of a one-story structure
able increase in his fan mail since
60 by 90 feet.
he played with Greta Garbo in "RoFox Forms New Team
mance." Though he is one of the
most
unobtrusive
actors
on
the
Fox will build, up a new romantic
has
his
following.
team in Donald Dillaway and Lucile screen, Gordon
*
*
*
Browne, to be featured in the Will
The incidental music for "Body and
Rogers picture, "Cure for the Blues."
Soul," which Alfred Santell directed
Seiter to Direct "Too Many Cooks" for Fox, was taken from "Meditation," written by J. Elcan Santell,
William Seiter will direct Radio's
Al's
father,
who
is a well-known
"Too Many
Cooks,"
featuring
Bert composer.
Wheeler and Dorothy Lee.
*
*
*

Star players will figure more prominently than ever in next seasons
production plans of RKO-Pathe, according to official announcement by
Lee Marcus on his return to the east.

A LITTLE from "LOTS

Tracy In "Six Cylinder Love"
Spencer Tracy will be featured by
Fox in "Six Cylinder Love," with
Thornton Freeland directing. Lorin
Raker has also been assigned a principal role.
Frank Sheridan in "Big Brother"
Frank Sheridan has been signed
for a role in "Big Brother," Richard
Dix's next starring vehicle for Radio.
Fox Signs Marguerite Churchill
Marguerite
Churchill
will have a
leading
role in Fox's
"Over
the
i Hill."
Kitty
Kitty
Radio
which
Cortez

Kelly in "White Shoulders"
Kelly
has been
signed
by
for
"White
Shoulders,"
in
Evelyn
Brent
and
Ricardo
will have leading roles.

Added
to "Travelling
Husbands"
Purnell Pratt and Rita LaRoy have
I been added
to the cast of Radio's
"Travelling Husbands."
Radio Buys Original
Radio announces purchase of "Law
I of the Night," an original story by
Samuel Ornitz and Lester Cohn.

Richard Wallace, recently back
from the East, relates that he found
no dearth of good plays on Broadway— at least from a visiting pleasure-seeker's viewpoint, although
many of the productions are not
adaptable for the screen. Wallace
also says that, despite the many rumors about his joining another
company, he remains with Paramount, where his contract has several months to go.
*
*
*

WILK

los Borcosque is directing at M-G-M.
The picture stars Ernesto Vilches.
John Gilbert will star in the English
version
of "Cheri
*
* Bibi."
*

company's present stellar attractions, including Constance Bennett, Ann Harding, Helen Twelvetrees, Bill Boyd, Eddie Quillan and
Robert Armstrong, will be further
Rex Bell, like Dot Farley who appears with him in the Pathe short, built up by an intensive advertising
and publicity campaign. Miss Ben"Disappearing Enemies," was born
nett, Miss Harding, Miss Twelvein Chicago. But Rex says he learned
trees, Boyd and Quillan each will
his shooting *and * roping
in
Texas.
»
be represented in four productions.
E. H. Griffith, Paul L. Stein and Tay
RKO announces that the title of Garnett will head the directorial
"Assorted Nuts," recently changed staff. Several important properties
to "Cracked Nuts," is now definite.
Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey in stage plays, novels and original
scripts have already been acquired,
are co-featured with Dorothy Lee
says, and options have been
in this original story by Douglas Marcus
obtained on additional material for
MacLean and Al Boasberg.
the 21 features to be produced.
*
*
*
Besides the feature program, Pathe
Richard Dix's fan mail is said to will turn out its usual number of
have
doubled
since the release of short subjects, including an expanded
"Cimarron,"
Pathe News, Grantland Rice Sport*
*
*
Aesop's Fables, Vagabond
Constance Bennett is supported lights,
Adventures, Pathe Review, Johnny
by three former college athletic
stars in her next Pathe picture, Farrell's golf series, and others.
tentatively
titled
Love,"
which
Paul L.
Stein"Lost
is directing.
They are: Joel McCrea, leading
man, of Pomoyia College; Paul
Cavanagh of Cambridge University,
and Anthony Bushell of Oxford. All
three of the athlete-actors are six
footers and McCrea towers two
inches above *that* height.
*

The largest interior set ever built
at First National has been constructed for "Chances," the new picture
starring Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. It
Dudley Digges, veteran New York
Theater Guild actor, who scored in represents both the interior and exterior and garden of a large Engthe screen version of "Outward
lish country home, and fills the enBound" and "Condemned," is worktire stage. "Chances" is an adaptaing in "Maltese Falcon," for Warner
Brothers.
tion of A. Hamilton Gibbs' novel
of two brothers who go to war.
*
*
*
Allan Dwan is directing, while the
Jimmy Aldine, clever juvenile,
supporting
includes Anthony
will play another copy boy role in Bushell, Rosecast
Hobart, Mary Forbes,
Pathe's "Bare Knees," comedy di- Tyrell Davis, Florence Britton,
rected by Harry Frazer. Jimmie was
cast in a similar role on the Pathe Holmes Herbert and Edward Mor*
*
*
lot two years ago in "Office Scandal," newspaper drama
starring
In a dispatch from Manila it is
Phyllis Haver.*
*
*
reported
that 8,000 persons crowded
gan.
What is said to be the most elabo- the pier upon the arrival of Douglas
rate setting ever constructed for an Fairbanks on the Belgenland. Fairbanks is en route to Siam for some
all-Spanish talking picture was constructed for "Cheri Bibi," which Car- big game hunting.

Rae Becomes Roy

Hardie Albright in "Young Sinners"
Hardie Albright has been assigned

Rosalie Rae, youthful discovery of Raoul Walsh, will be
known on the screen hereafter
as Rosalie Roy. She was recently placed under contract
by Fox and will appear in
"Women of All Nations."

the juvenile lead in Fox's "Young
Sinners."
RKO
Columbia
to RKO

Borrows Jack Holt
has loaned
Jack

Holt

to play the lead in "White

Shoulders."

Edna Best Lonesome — Quits
Edna Best, English star, left the
cast of "Cheri-Bibi" because of
homesickness for her native land and
her husband, according to a message
received by director John Robertson
from the star. Miss Best walked
off the set, leaving John Gilbert
without a leading ladv. LHia Hyams
will replace Miss Rpst in the part.

The

Marion
"All been
Nations"
Marion Lessing
Lessing inhas
signed
by Fox as the German representative in "Women of All Nations."
Others in the cast are Greta Nissen,
Fifi Dorsay, Marjorie White and
Ruth
Warren.
Radio Signs Ruth Weston
Ruth Weston, New York society
girl signed by Radio, makes her
talker debut in "Madame Juliet,"
rect.
which Victor Schertzinger will di-

Blackman
for "Subway
Express"
Bertha Blackman
has been
added
to the cast
Express."
been signed

of Columbia's
"Subway
Harry
Semels
has also
for this production.

Noel Francis, Mary Brian Signed
Noel Francis and Mary Brian have
been signed by Radio for "Waiting
At the Church." which will be done
in all Technicolor.
Warner
Surrender"
Warner Baxter
Baxter for
will"Iplay
the lead
in Fox's "I Surrender," the screen
version of Pierre Benoit's novel,
"Axelle." William K. 1 toward will
direct.

Lila Lee Returning
Lila Lee is practically recovered from her illness and
will be back at work on the
First National lot within a
short time, according to announcement from the studio.
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SKOURAS-W. B. HOLDERS
FORM PROTECTIVE GROUP
(Continued from Page

1)

as they are, and want to sell out
for the best price they can get. A
tentative agreement has been made
with Harry Koplar, local film
pioneer, to handle the sale of the
minority stock, and letters have been
sent out to all minority holders asking them to deposit their shares so
that the committee may act in their
behalf.
It is stated that Warners have
agreed to buy the minority stock in
Skouras Bros. Enterprises and St.
Louis Amusement Co. in exchange
for Warner stock. The proposal
would be to the advantage of the
minority holders, according to
Charles Skouras, general manager of
the Super Theaters Corp. of St.
Louis, which is jointly owned by
Warners and Publix. The Warners
are understood to have agreed to
make their definite offer for the minority stock by March 8.

Companies on Hunt
For Juvenile Stories
(Continued from Paqe

1)

rumpus being kicked up by Paramount's "Tom Sawyer" throughout
the country has stimulated their interest in product of this type.
Paramount is making one more kid
picture for its current year program,
this being "Skippy" which is set for
release in April. "Huckleberry
Finn," announced for this year, will
instead be produced for the 1931-32
schedule, which will include between
three and four juvenile pictures, The
Film Daily was told at Paramount
yesterday.

Theaters Ask $3,570,41 1
Under Anti-Trust Laws
(Continued from Paqe

1)

violation of the anti-trust laws by
a group of distributing companies
including Fox, M-G-M, First National, Universal, United Artists,
Pathe, RKO, Yitagraph and Educational, also the Omaha Film Board
of Trade and the Hays Office.
The Capitol company, operating
two houses, says it was forced out
of business. The two Capitol houses
charge that the film companies
forced them out of business.

N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y
Menasha, Wis, — The Brin has
been purchased by the Bird Theater
Co. of Milwaukee.
Mason City, la. — Central States
Theater Co. has appointed J. Heffner as manager of the Strand. Heffner formerly
managed
the Palace.
Lake Andes, S. D. — Roy Mundon
has bought the Lyric at Platte, S. D.,
and will operate the house. Henry
Kas was former owner.

New Orleans — Sale of Trianon
building in Canal St. for $250,000 is
announced. Leon Heymann purchased it from the estate of Mrs.
Lucille Bohn. The Trianon has been
dark for eight months.
McRae, Ga. — The Prince has been
destroyed by fire.
Bellefontaine — The New Holland,
1,400-seat house constructed by the
Schine Enterprises, opens this week.
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REIGN OE EXTORTION
(Continued from Paqe

1)

Weil, manager of the State-Lake.
Three detective organizations are
conducting the investigation, with the
RKO organization and local reform
groups joining in with the State Attorney's office.

Hughes-Franklin Circuit
In Seven States So Far
(Continued from Paqe

1)

Franklin told The Film Daily yesterday. His acquisition activities
will be concentrated on this terriBaltimore — Philip J. Scheck, one
Pittsburgh — John H. Lyons is now
tory for the present, said Franklin,
representing Pathe in the northern of the owners of the Hippodrome,
who intends to leave New York
territory.
has announced his intention to be Saturday for the Coast.
candidate for City Council.
The circuit is now operating in
Minerva,
O. — The Park, formerly
the
following states Texas, OklaDenver
—
R.
R.
Adams,
former
as
the Dreamland, has been leased by
noma, Montana, California, Missouri,
sistant
at
the
Rialto,
now
has
the
R. E. Bishop, who also operates the
Oregon and Washington. Rob RowPark in Carrollton.
Sound is being same job at the Paramount.
installed.
ley is handling the Texas houses.
In Montana Eugene Keefe is in
Cleveland — Van Wyck Benner, charge. Col. David Dow is operatSan Francisco — The offices of district sales manager for RCA Phoing the houses in and around Kansas
Ackerman & Harris have been moved tophone, announces that 101 RCA City. John J. Franklin is directly
from the Phelan building to their installations have been made here concerned with the California theaters.
during the past year.
Casino theater.

Louis Wolheim Dies
Tobis-Klangfilm Claims
Blue Seal Putting Out
1,090 Sound Installations
Following Operation
Better Recording Lamp
(Continued from Paqe 1)
Cineglow, described as a three-element recording lamp, is being placed
on the market by the Blue Seal
Sound Devices, Inc. Greater exposure, more volume and bettei
sound quality are among the improved features claimed for this new
sound recording lamp, which is made
in two sizes, four and six inches long,
and can be adapted to practically
any glow lamp circuit. Use of the
Cineglow lamp will, the manufacturers say, eliminate white gaps in
sound tracks, harshness, raspiness,
distortion and mushy and muffled
quality due to under-expoure.

Berlin — Tobis-Klangfilm and Gaumont sound equipment has been installed in J,090 theaters and projection rooms up to Jan. 1, according
to Tobis-Klangfilm. Of these 752
are in Germany. The figure includes
11 sound systems installed in halls
other than theaters. Klangfilm sets
make up 80 per cent of the total of
1,090, while 250 are Tobis, 28 Gaumont, and six combined GaumontKlangfilm.

lowing an operation on Monday.
Wolheim recently was ojbliged to
withdraw from "The Front Page'
due to illness. He was also scheduledheim
to appear
in "Scarface."
Wolwas 51 years
old, a college
man, and had distinguished himself
in "The Hairy Ape," "What Price
Glory" and other stage hits, and in
"All Quiet on the Western Front"
among his screen appearances. His
wife was
Ethel
Dane. known on the stage as

Harry Segal Handling
Visual Instruction Group
Sync'd
"Civilization"
Boston — Harry Segal, of the S.
Will Discuss Pictures
& S. Enterprises, Inc., has acquired

Detroit — Motion
and their
the new synchronized version of uses in educatio pictures
n will be included
"Civilization" and several other pic- in the discussion of the National
Portland, Ore. — Advance Trailer
tures which he will handle together Academy of Visual Instructi
on,
will establish a Portland headquart- with the Forenfilm
productions.
which meets here at the Fort Wayne
ers, it is announced by Art Gangle,
Hotel, Feb. 24 and 25. E. I. Way,
who covers Oregon and Washington.
Leo Carrillo in Portland
chief of the industrial and educaNational Screen Service also will
Portland, Ore. — Leo Carrillo, who
tional section of the M. P.
open a Portland office and maintain has been making pictures in Holly- Department of Commerce, Division,
is listed
a local library.
wood, is making another appearance among the speakers.
with the Dufwin Stock Company
Hamrick Discontinues Posting
Burn "All Quiet" Film
here in "Mister Antonio."
Enschede, Holland — A print of
Portland, Ore.— -As an aftermath
"Quiet" in Two Paris Houses
Louis Block at the Warner
Quiet on the Western Front**
of complaints from the reform eleParis — After running 15 weeks at "All
was stolen from the largest movie
Louis Block, formerly connected
over his "Aloha" advertising,
theater
here
and
burned.
The
Uniwith Warner Bros. Beacon, is now John ment
the Ermitage, Universale "All Quiet
Hamrick announ
ces he will
on the Western Front" continues to
versal picture, barred in Germany, in charge of the Warner theater make no further posting.
draw so heavily that it is being pre- has been shown nightly in this town, under supervision of Harry Charnas.
sented for a simultaneous run at the which is just across the German
Pin Money
Imperial.
border. Hundreds of Germans have
Australia Votes "Disraeli" Best
"Disraeli" has been voted the best
crossed
the frontier daily to view the
film.
• Last week Laurel and Hardy
picture shown in Australia during
Alternating
were offered $20,000 for a
1930, in a contest conducted by the
Curry at Olympia, Miami
Paramount will switch its
week's appearance at the SeatMiami, Fla. — William Curry, form- leading fan magazine of that counscreen and stage directors back
tle auto show — and they reerly assistant manager of the Alatry, according to cable advices refused because they were too
and forth between its studios
ceived at the Warner home office.
bama, Birmingham, has become secand Ray-Miner, Inc., its reond assistant manager of the Olym- Other pictures winning high mention
busy. And Tom Gerety of MG-M cracked this without a
cently - organized legitimate
pia here. The Olympia. has just were "Atlantic," "All Quiet on the
flicker of his pan.
celebrated
its
fifth anniversary. Western Front," "Gold Diggers of
show producing subsidiary.
James H. McKoy. is manager.
Broadway" and "Desert Song."

Adv. Trailer, Nat'l Screen
Opening Portland Offices
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Halts Importation of Foreign Players

FILM STOCKS RECOVER22% SINCE DEC. LOW
New RCA

Projector Requires No Batteries, Generators

The Mirror
— a column of comment

"Lights" for Loew

Photophone's AC-Operated
Sound Device is Compact, Low-Priced
What is claimed
to be the first

satisfactory sound reproducer operated with all alternating current, and
getting
is
product
FOREIGN-MADE
requiring no batteries or motor generators to run the machine, has been
an un parallelled play from American
(Continued on Pope
12)
now
talker
exhibs, with one German
in its 2\st week at the 55th St. Cinema,
New York City.... Trite but nevertheless true is the statement that America is a melting pot of races. These
people never quite lose their love of
the mother tongue. And when a
The motion picture of the near
high-calibre talker comes along future will be a cross between present talkers and silents, with music
with dialogue in the language they
used to heighten emotional scenes.
box-office
to
clicks
it
understand,
This is the
consensus of opinion ex(Continued on Page 12)
music. The gate reports substantiate that. All of which is preliminary to wondering whether or not
many theaters are overlooking good
Dover, Del. — New charters covbets in these foreign-language films
ering Pathe's change of name followobthis
from
seems
it
which might,
ing the merger with RKO have been
i servation station, adequately supple- filed here on the five RKO-Pathe
ment American-made pictures. units. They are RKO-Pathe Distributing Co., RKO-Pathe Pictures,
Here's something for the exhib mind
Inc., RKO-Pathe Export Corp.,
to ruminate over.
RKO-Pathe Studios, Ltd., and Pathe
News, Inc. Capitalization in each
case is $10,000.
THE TEXAS state censorship measure fathered by Will Horzcits has
been massacred in a legislative committee The meagre
support
the plan
Publix New England Theaters
received indicates just what Texas
legislators generally thought of the Corp. has booked Columbia's 20 feaHorwitz idea. In relegating the bill
tures, for the circuit's theaters in 27
to the legislative graveyard they towns in Massachusetts. Connecticut, Maine, Vermont and New York
displayed a commendable amount of
common-sense. Texas theaters, like
exhibs elsewhere, are competent to
censor
their own
shows.

Charlie Chaplin's "City
Lights" has
for
extended
timebeen
over booked
the entire
Loew Circuit, it was announced
yesterday by Al Lichtman of
United Artists.

Amusement Shares Lead
Rebound in Market
Valuation
Market valuation of six major motion picture company stocks at last
night's closing was approximately 22
per cent ahead of the prices at the
low point(Continued
of last December.
on Pope
12) The ap-

SOUTHERN CALIE. EXHIBS
SIGNING INDIES
MORE INTELLIGENT USE RAISE $7,500TOR ALLIED
EOR ADVERTISING FILMS
PREDICTED FOR MUSIC

Five RKO-Pathe Units
Chartered in Delaware

West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Angeles—
M. P. T.has
O. raised
A-'n
ofLos
Southern
California
$7,500 to assist the Allied States
Ass'n in its plan^ as promulgated at
the recent national convention in
Chicago. All resolutions passed at
the conclave have been endorsed by
the coast organization.

ASS'T DIRKiTSECTION
ESTABLISHED BY ACADEMY
Los Angeles — A section for assistant directors has been created by the
Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
following proposals made some time
ago. Scott R. Beal has been appointed chairman of the new section.

Warner ios., one of the two major producing companies which are
so far active in the commercial films
field, is signing up independent the<aters to (Continued
play the on
business
and sponPage 12)

RKO Sales Post Split
Between Safron, Adams
The position of general sales manager for RKO which was vacated
when Charles Rosenzweig was advanced to the vice-preside..^ .ias
been divided into two executive pos tions. Jerry Safron formerly eastern division manager, was promoted
to general sales manager of the eastern territory, and Cleve Adams, formerly western division manager, was

given the post of general sales manager of the west. Safron's territory
will encompass all cities east of Chicago, including the south. Adams
will handle western cities includ ng
Topeka — Tax of 5 per cent on the coast centers. Headquarters of
"commercialized entertainment'-" is both managers will be at the home
proposed in a bill introduced in the office.
legislature by Representative Gerstenberger of Douglas County.

5 Per Cent Tax Measure
Publix New England
Introduced in Kansas
Books Columbia Lineup

AN EXHIBITOR committer will pass
upon all Product to play houses under
Oscar
Hanson's
commercial
pictures
plan
Internal regulation of this sort
is a great value to all parties concerned in this enterprise. Subjects
must be handled delicately and tactfully to prevent them from irritating
instead of entertaining patrons.

32 Foreign Dialogue Talkers
On M-G-M9 s Current Schedule
No Issue Monday
There will be no issue of
THE
FILM
DAILY
Mond?y,
Feb. 23, which is a
of
legal holiday in observance on
Washington's
birthday.

With
the
completion
of foreign
language versions of 102 productions
of various lengths since January,
1930, and with 32 foreign d nloguc
pictures now on the production
schedule, M-G-M has called a halt
on the further
importation
(Continued
on Pane
12)of t.

"Comrades of 1918"
Germany's side of thei late conflict
in all its horror is graphically dramatized in this Nero-Film talker
which was given its American premiere
last night at the RKO Cameo. As
a preachment against war it is one
of the most effective sermons ever
screened. The action is episodic, plotless, and almost entirely battle-front,
with dialogue all in German, and
there is no cloaking of the destruction, ravages and other terrifying details of warfare. Consequently from
an entcrtaiment angle its appeal is
largely to those who are interested
primarily
in a war picture.
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Gustav Schwab Sees Bigger Field
For Foreign Pictures in the U. S.
A considerable increase in the
showing of German, French, Italian COPYRIGHT BILL RECEIVES
and other foreign productions in the
United States is predicted by Gustav Schwab, general manager of FAVORABLESENATE REPORT
Meteor Film Company of Berlin, and

'A

for 20 years identified with the German film industry, principally in the
handling of foreign sales. He also
started the Luna and Ifa film companies in Germany.
Schwab, who also is representing
Nero Film, producer of "Westfront
1918," which opened last night at
the Cameo under the title of 'Comrades of 1918," has been in New York
for the last several weeks arranging
releases for a group of German productions, among them bemg "Comrades of 1918," which Will be handled by Forenfilms; "Girl \of the
Rceperbahn," placed with Talking
Picture Epics and now running at
the Central on Broadway: "Gretel
and Liesel," "Waltz King," "Scandal um Eva,'' "Mother Love" and
"The Last Fort," booked by Joe
ancia
Fleisler; "Rio's Road to Hell," which
Samuel Cummins will distribute, and
"Rheinland
Maedel,"
and others.
NEW
YORK
STOCK
MARKET
Schwab is returning to Germany
Net at the end of next week to select
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Better Business Drive
Fails to Materialize
The reported "better business"
drive,
!• recently discussec at a meeting of advertising managers at_ the
Hays office, has not gone beyond
the "preliminary discussion" stage
At the Hays office yesterday it was
stated that the campaign has never
been formally adopted.

"Dracula" Holds Over in Wash'n
Washington
Bureau
of THE

F. P. Canadian Buys House
FILM DAILY
Washington—
The
Rialto
is holdToronto — Famous Players' Can•
!
adian Corp., has purchased the Beling over "Dracula" for a second
size from G. W. Hunt for $158,000. week. Its first week very do-ek
The house is in the uptown resi- approximated the figures of "AH
dential district.
Quiet on the Western Front,"
which holds the record for the house

r»
§
:.:

New York
1540 Broadway
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CAPTAIN HAROLD AjUTEN returns
today from Buffalo.
ABE SCHNITZER, Pittsburgh branch
manager for RKO, is in town to confer
with Charles Rosenzweig
HELEN TWELVETREES is due from
the t coast tomorrow to attend the annual
I
Theatrical
Ball at Madison
Square Garden
E. D. HOWLING of the Paramount New
York studio and BETTY COMPTON, stage
and screen actress, who were married several days apo, have left for Havana on a
wedding
trip.
ROY SCOTT, sales man?ger of Pa<a
mount Business Films, leaves soon for ( hi
cago on a business
trip.

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A favorable report
on the Vestal copyright bill has been
ordered by the Senate Patents Committee. Senator DJ1, who objected
to the ions,
"automatic
copyright"insert
provishad the committee
an
amendment to the House bill to provide that no damages for infringement may be collected unless the
copyright owner has gone through
the formalities of registration and
notice, which are required under the
law now m force.
Another committee amendment
provided that a copyright shall extend for a flat 70-year period instead
of for 50 years after the death of
the author.
Other amendments were to restore
the provisions of the present law
that all assignments of copyright
must be recorded and to permit use
of quotations from copyright material over the radio in book reviews
or in newspapers provided credit is
given and reproduction is not specifically prohibited.

C. Roy Hunter to Explain
New Film Processing Idea
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

LGCOr
THE I4IE
INDUSTRY'S

Today:

Screen tiveAdvertisers'
Ass'nat execucommittee meets
Hotel
Roosevelt, New York.
Feb. 21 Fifteenth Annual Theatrical Ball
at Madison Square Garden, New
York.
Feb. 22 "Warner Club Gaieties" presented
by the Warner Club at the
Hollywood Theater, New York.
Feb. 23

Screen Advertisers Ass'n meeting.
Hotel Roosevelt,
New
York.
Feb. 24-25 Meeting of National Academy
of Visual Instruction, Fort Wayne
Hotel,
Detroit.
Feb. 28 Foxfilm Athletic Club fifth annual
ball at the Commodore Hotel, N.
Y.
Mar. 7
Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
March 10-11 MP.T.O.A. Board of Directors meets in New York.

No Action Before May
Expected in Canada Probe
Toronto — Hearings in the Government film industry investigation, after a recess this week, will probably
be resumed Monday, according to
Peter White, K. C, who is conducting the probe. W.th Parliament not
convening until March 12, and much
of the inquiry still unfinished, action
by the Government is not expected
before April or May.
8 Societies Okay "Jaws of Hell"
Souo
Art-World
Wide's
current
release,
"Jaws
of Hell,"
has
received an official recommendation
from the American
Library
Ass'n, ,
Boy
Scouts
of America,
General
Federation
ofternational
Women's
InFederation of Clubs,
Catholic

Hollywood — C. Roy Hunter, in
charge of the sound department at
Universal, leaves March 14 for the Alumnae
in the Los Angeles
Dis- •
Congress
of Parents
east on a trip to present before all trict, National
large film laboratories the details of and
Teachers,
Los
Angeles
Wohis new Hunter-Pierce-Universal film
men's University Club, National Soprocessing equipment. Hunter also
ciety of the Daughters of the Amerwill visit the Eastman. Agfa and Duican Revolution, and Young
Men's >
pont factories.
Christian Ass'n.

'U' Signs Chas. Paddock
For Series Without Pay

Charles Paddock, Olympic champion and world-famous runner, has
been signed] by Universal for a seres of shorts dealing with the Olympic games. In order to retain his
amateur standing, Paddock will receive no pay for his screen work.
St. Louis House Changes Hands
St. Louis — Mrs. Tillie Fachs has
bought the New Shenandoah Theater
Bldg at Broadway and Shenandoah
for investment. The price is reported as around
$175,000.
Two Warner Releases Set
Warner
Bros, will release "Fifty
Million
Frenchmen"
and "My
Past"
next
month,
following
Broadway
showings.

Studio
and
Location
Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly
AVE..
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BREWSTER COLOR
FILM CORPORATION

First

Street,
Newark,
Humboldt 2-4228

♦ ANYTHING
CAN

BE SOLD

N.

J.

THAT
|TO

THE FILM INDUSTRY,
CAN BE SOLD BY ADVERTISING INTHE FILM
DAILY AND THE FILM

Rates

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corporation
T23-TTH

COLOR

Color sound cameras available for
short subjects, or advertising films.
Color prints from Bi-pack negatives.

N. V.
BRYANT

9-«0eT
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PARI

N MY LAUGHTER!

II

I pick up the
trade papers..
I learn from
the ads how
great every
company seems

AND THEN-

to be —
I turn to the section where box-office
— and
same
M-G-M

reports are printed
it's the
sweet story*, . .
LEADS IN 7

OF 11~
CITIE
S OUT DAILY
"Re
MOTION

ducing" Is j

$63,000 Puts $20,000 Big
"Reducing" in For Seattle
Lead at Frisco
On 'Reducing'

"Adults Only"

I Yeart OH

Pacemaker in
Washington

Si fiitntnrt. Fl» — Fruk
BrM4cuUB(
Cam
tUT. - *0 , "n^nB( t

PiriVUI

Gets Garbo a
$5 1,050 Week

uld jaltrli) thai ' '

"Reducing"
$9,500 Gives1st
Place at «L C.

HITS! HITS!
ISN'T IT GREAT
kkkw»THE WAY M-G-M
KEEPS DELIVERING!
And More on the Way—

MARION
DAVIES
"IT'S A WISE CHILD"
ran a year on Broadway.
Keen competition for film
rights, but M-G-M knew
it was perfect for Marion,
so here it is — and how!

JOAN
CRAWFORD
•DANCE

FOOLS

DANCE" is better than
"PAID." That's a large
statement to make hut
yout
it
up! box-office will back

LAWRENCE
TIBBETT

NORMA
SHEARER
"STRANGERS

MAY

KISS" brings Norma to 3
wait ing public, authored
by Ursula Parrott and with
Bob Montgomery, both
important factors in the

"THE SOUTHERNER"
gives Tibbctt an utterly
"different"role. Every trade
reviewer who has seen it.
predicts
it will be the settson's
surprise.

CONSTANCE
BENNETT
"THE

EASIEST

WAY"

WALLACE
BEERY

is

typical
handof of
an M-G-M's
important
boxofficelingstar.
This
great stage
drama is a fascinating
screen cntcrtainmenr.

"THE SECRET SIX" is a
realfollow-uplo'THE BIG
HOUSE." The same director, George Hill, has made
another gripping box-office
drama.

success of "DIVORCEE"

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
It's a pleasure!

1 OMEMES

OF CREATE

"ONE YARD TO GO," a MACK SENNETT COMEDY, with Marjorie Beebe, Frank Eastman, Cyril
Chadwick, Dot Farley. The funniest football comedy

in years. **. 1 pip laugh number ... the laughs
are there in abundance."— The Film Daily.

"COME
TO PAPA," a GAYETY COMEDY,
starring Ford Sterling, with Eleanor Hunt, Snub
Pollard, Jack Duffy, Eddie Baker. An Al Christie Production. They'll howl at the funny jams Sterling gets
into in rapid succession chasing one little bit of lingerie.
With elaborate backstage scenes and a fashion show
that is a great kick at the finish.

"THE RRIDE'S MISTAKE," a MA CK SENNETT
COMEDY, with Marjorie Beebe, Vernon Dent,
Kenneth Thompson. The wildest motorcycle and automobile rides you ever saw in a comedy. "'Fitting

stuff ... contains both thrills and laugh's
... Action is fast, furious
andPicture
fining."
—Motion
Herald.

,-0 WA HAPPY

LITTLE

HONEYMOON,

"V-Oj VANITY COMEDY, with Glenn Tryon, Vera Ma]
^~-> Jack Duffy. An Al Christie Production. Try 011 j>|
Educational's big list of stars in a funny story of ne
weds that has elaborate production, chills and tk"
and a laugh in every foot.

"THE SHOOTING OF DAN, THE DUO
a MERMAID COMEDY, with Clyde Cook, A
McPhail. Another big addition to the talking coei
honor roll is Cook in this fast and furious hokum 1.
edy, with impressive New York subway sequences
would do justice to the biggest feature.

PETE

AND

REPEAT,"

an IDEAL COMi \

with Seben 'N' 'Leben (Those Two Naturals),
Harrison and Peenie Elmo as "Seben 'n' 'Leben"!
to the talking screen the marvelous talent as lilaci
comedians that has made them famous over mai
the
will country's
send any biggest
audiencestage
into circuits.
hysterics.Here is one v

er
ih,
,1,]

'0

I

1ND

FASTEK

A High Kid
for Bigger
and Better
Laughs

(HE COLLEGE VAMP," a MACK SENNETT
MEDY, with Andy Clyde, Yola D'Avril, Patsy
ieary.
Stuff. A dandy comedy ..."
Iotion "Great
Picture Herald.
1 uoir . . . This Math Sennett rings the bell
', One of the best college comics seen in
F« or ang other season. "—The Film Daily.

i;

ACTION

DUCATIONAL

promised to start off the new year by delivering to

you the greatest line of short feature comedies since sound.
And EDUCATIONAL delivered! As you already know from the laugh records and the reviews won by such
pictures as ffA Hollywood Theme Song,"* "Girls Will Be Boys"**
and " Danee Hall Marge.*" * * * Action comedies, all of them ! Fast and funny
and full of laughs. The kind of comedies exhibitors have been crying for!
But that's just a starter. Here are some more that are stepping even
faster. The belly laughs that began in January are growing louder in
February — and March is going to come in like a lion, roaring with
glee. Nobody ever packed as much action and as many laughs,
or more important star names, into any group of short feature
comedies in three months.
*MACK

SENNETT

COMEDY,

with Harry Gribbon. Yolo D'Avril, rainy (Theory.

"The cleverest two-reel comedy
fortune to view"*— FILM SPECTATOR.

It ever was my good

**TUXEDO COMEDY,
slurring Charlotte Greenwood.
tion. '"A natural for laugh*"— PHOTOPLAY.

***MACK

SENNETT

COMEDY,

with Marjorie

Beebe,

An Al Chritlle Produc-

Harry Gribbon,

Frank

Eastman. "Sort of whorl subject exhibitors all over have
been crying for"— VARIETY.

EDUCATIONAL

FILM

EXCHANGES,

E. W. MMAMMOXS.
Member

PAIL

TEKUY-TOOXS

■JACK, QUACK" (above). Laugh
r laugh from the first flash with a laugh
lie finish which alone is worth the price
Amission.
!© WEST, 1(14. BOY" [below). A
toon version of heroism in the wihl West.

Motion JHcture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., Will H. Hays, President

MACK

MS."Mabjokie Bkf.be,
, with
STRANGEBREVITYBIK
SENNETT

Frank Eastman, Luis Albrrni. In natural
na
colors. A comedy photographed at theCatali
Aviaries that has exceptional pictorial appeal
as well as humor.
"Splendid".

. . — MOTION PICTURE HERALD.

In««.

President

THE SPICE

OFTHE

PROGRAM"

K#

V

jjP^H

■

YOUR BOX OFFICE RECORDS
WILL SOAR TO NEW HEIGHTS
with

the

inimitable

trio

that

made

"Flight7' and "Submarine"

JACK HOLT
RALPH GRAVES
FRANK CAPRA
with FAY WRAY
Story by Lt. Comclr. Frank Wilber Wead,
Adaptation

A

FRANK

and

Dialogue

CAPRA

by Jo

USN.

Swerling

PRODUCTION

Overshadows Any Picture
Ever Made! Of Course it's

COLUMBIA!

m

m

i

HB9!

M/Sff
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P***
OfftV
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NEWS of the DAY

»

W1LK

HOLLYWOOD
A LFRED SANTELL has been as£X signed by Fox to direct Janet
in
Gaynor and" Thomas Meighan
"Daddy Long Legs." Santell reand Soul," the
cently finished "Body
picture with Elissa
first American
Landi.
*
*
*
assisted in
who
A. Leslie Pearce,
the direction of "Charley's Aunt"
has been signed by Columbia to direct "Meet the Wife," adapted from
Starling's stage success of the
Lynn
same name.
*
*
*

Disney has completed arrangements with Fanchon & Marco
wherebv a stage unit based on "Mickey Mouse" and his sweetheart,
"Minnie Mouse," will be produced
and
routed
over
the Fanchon
&
Marco circuit.
*
*
*
Tom Reed is adapting Robert E.
Sherwood's "Waterloo Bridge,"
which Universal will produce as one
of its first on* the * 1931-32
program.
*
Walt

Dorothy Mackaill will have two
leading men, Conrad Nagel and
Walter Byron, opposite her in "The
Reckless Hour,'" adapted from Willa
Gather's "Lost lady," and to be
directed by John Francis Dillon.
*
*
*
J. Samuel Berkoivitz will roadshow "The White Renegade," starriyig Tom Santschi.
*
*
*
Robert Wyler is writing an original, "Western Racketeer," which
will star Buck Jones and which will
be released by Columbia. He was
formerly a supervisor at Universal.
*
*
*
Here and There: Rogers Hornsby
visiting Paramount; Courtenay Terrett, June Collyer, Cyrus West at
"Once in a Life Time."
*
*
*
Every day Rochelle Hudson decorates the school room and sets at
Radio Pictures studio. She is 17
years old and is finishing her high
school education in the studio classroom, as required by the state law.
She also finds time to work in
"Board and Room," which features
the new comedy team of Edna Max
Oliver and Hugh
Herbert.

Cost of production in 1930
was about $182,000,000, an increase of 35 per cent over the
silent year of 1927.

Bellefontaine, O. — Scheie Enterprises has opened the New Holland.
It seats 1,400 and is equipped with
RCA
Photophone.
•

•

•

CASUAL

CHIRPS

About

Great

Men

and

Events

Howard Dietz's musical show, "Three's A Crowd," at
the Selwyn, may refer to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, but it doesn't
and it seems silly to keep Mister Goldwyn's name in
the firm since U. A. lists him on their letterhead among their
and what bright child in the class can tell
United Artists
what "Metro" originally stood for?
and what exceptionally brilliant youngster can tell how they came to adopt the Lion
for a trade mark
and why the Lion never roars in the
and has any M-G-M ofyawns?
talkie title, but merely
ficial ever figured out that the Lion's expressive yawn as the
picture opens up may make some of the audience yawn
because science tells us that nothing is more catching than a
yawn
and who in 'ell wants to have their pictures yawned
at?
oh, well
it's an impressive looking lion, any
and talking about names of producer
way you figure it
organizations,
how
many
companies
would
choose the same
names if they had to do it all over again?
Educational?
Fox?
Paramount?
the
guys
who
drew
the lucky number were Warners
with them still in the
concern, the name means Something
and it occurs to us
that with American women spending annually $750,000,000 in
beauty shops, which is an avers gfie of 150 heme's for each gal,
beauty shops, which is an average of 150 berries for each gal,
parlors
one of the Duncan Sisters who is expecting a li'l
fairy in her home shortly can't understand how Walter Winchell
missed this bit of fireside gosrip
that with free whefling
perfected by Studebaker in auto engineering, your engine idles
2,000 miles out of every 10,000 miles of 'driving
or don't
you care?
Bessie Mack
has handled
publicity for the
Jewish Theatrical Guild for the past seven years free, gratis and
for pure love of such poor li'l Jewish orphans as Eddie Cantor
and; Georgie Tessel
and the Guild is gonna give a dinner
for another li'l orphan at the Commodore
on Apr. 12
Jimmy Walker
but not Jewish
Jimmy, we mean
not the dinner
we were all set to place) a Noiseless vacuum cleaner on the market which should have been a
clean-up (pun).
then we got to thinkin' as a kolvumist
and sez to ourself, sez we: "Wotin'ell is the sense in picking
up Dirt if you can't make a noise about it?"
so, being
true to our profesh has cost us just a million bucks, more or
less
we just mention this modestly to prove to our vast
army of readers, that, to us, money i^n't everything
• • • AT THE
A.M. P. A. luncheon
at the Dixie yestiddy
"Dr." Rockwell, the honored guest, failed to materialize
but he sent a telegram
saying he wouldn't he there
so
Doc Simmons squirted the olf hypodermic in his stead
and Vic Shapiro, fresh from a shot of novocaine at his dentist's,
told about the clinics in Hollerword knowns as studios, and what
thev do to doctor up the nix
Olive Borden
was there
with her well known
dental smile
the waiters, dressed
as internes, served the patients beef broth
so the medical
atmosphere was perfect
Mike Simmons
missed the opportunity of his life
he forgot to mention
his picture
glorifying the American Ambulance
and when somebody
told him about \* iust as the clinic broke up. Mike fainted, so
they carried him out on a stretcher
perfect
• • • ARTHUR LUBIN, associate director of Ray-Miner,
Inc., Paramount's stage production) subsidiary, recently produced
the legit show, "This One Man"
Pathe's basketball team
practically clinched the Movie League title in Wednesday's game
against Fox, making it 10 straight
S. Seymour Kestenbaum has been manacled to Celia Segal, treasurer of the Arkayo
Franklin theater

Brownsville, Pa. — Brownsville
Amusement Co. has been incorporated with George Lutzes as president.
Chicago — Harry Beaumont has
bought Louis Newhafer's interest in
the Colony and is now sole owner
of the house.
St.
office
move
Olive

Louis — Fox has opened a new
at 3332 Olive St. RKO will
into
St. the old Fox offices at 3316

Philadelphia — Claude Saunder-,
has been made general manager oi
the Rose Accounting
Service, Inc.
Southbridge, Mass. — Phelps Theater Co. has been formed here. Incorporators are: president, Arthur A.
Blanchard; treasurer, Solomon E.
Blanchard, and Louis L. Blanchard
Glen Cove, L. I. — John F. McKenzie has been appointed assistant
manager of the Cove. Thomas DiLorenzo, manager, has been made
treasurer in addition to his managerial duties.
Denver — Tom Sullivan has resigned as secretary of the Rocky Mountain M.P.T.O. and the duties w Ii
torney.
be divided between Harry Huffman,
president, and Emmett Thurman, atSheboygan, Wis.— John Van Der
Vaart, owner of the Van Der
Vaart, is recovering at his home
after having the index finger of his
left hand amputated following an
accident. The Van Der Vaart has
been attacked by vandals twice in
the last few weeks. Once an eggshell filled with ink was thrown
against the screen, and last week
tigating.
acid
was thrown. Police are inves-

VIANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays dustry,
:
who are celebrating their

February 20
Edward
Schiller
Charles C. Moskowitz
John Langan

«

«

«

»

»

»
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Photophone,

introduces

a

Inc.,

completely

A. C. OPERATED
sound reproducing equipment for
theatres of 1000 seats or under.
NO

BATTERIES!
$

GENERATORS*!

^J^e/^e/CASH

RCA
A RADIO

CORPORATION

2500

PHOTO
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AMERICA
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EXECUTIVE

AND

COMMERCIAL

OFFICES,

411

FIFTH

AVE.,

NEW

YORK

CITY

TRIUMPH
DESIGNED FOR THE
SMALL
THEATRE
Simplified operation . . . Built for small projection booths . . .
Installation and maintenance costs reduced . . . New loud
speaker and directional baffle designed for limited area behind
screen . . . Latest refinements in recording make possible the
faithful reproduction of sound range never attained before . . .
An engineering triumph that places the small theatre on a par
with the super de luxe house. Rapid and expert service from
conveniently located service stations. Three year deferred payment plan reduces weekly cost of Standard Size Equipment to
$34.88, including rental, service, insurance and carrying
charges. Exhibitors are especially invited to inspect this new
equipment at No. 411 Fifth Avenue.

PRICES OF SUPER AND
LARGE
SIZE REPRODUCING UNITS
HAVE BEEN LOWERED

(^

YEARS
TO PAY
IF
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OPHone ^
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M-C-M
IMPORTATION Of PLAYERS
(Continued from Page

1)

players until all lingual productions
now in work have been completed.
According to figures obtained yesterday from Dave Blum of the M-GM foreign department, productions
completed in the past year included
45 features and 57 short subjects.
Pictures not made with foreign actors were "dubbed" with synchronized talk and in the case of Laurel
and Hardy comedies the comedians,
whose work was mostly in pantomime, learned the necessary lines in
the foreign language,
"parrot fashion.
According to Ludwig Lawrence, in
charge of Continental Europe for MG-M, the demand for Spanish versions of American pictures is on the
increase. Lawrence quoted a telegram received yesterday from Barcelona in which M-G-M's correspondent stated that the unusual spectacle
of Spaniards applauding any motion
picture occurred during the showing
oi "El Presido" ("The Big House")
at Femina,
ture house. Barcelona's largest pic-

Expansion Planned
By Georgia Circuit
Athens, Ga. — Acquisition or building of theaters in Gainesville, Hartwell, and Washington is planned by
the Georgia Theater Corp. in a program of expansion. The circuit,
which recently took over the Star in
Covington, is headed by J. B. Joel
and Ed Schiller. The Palace and
Strand here are part of the group.

Harvey Day Off on Tour
Of Educational Branches
Harvey Day, Educational home office field representative, left yesterday on a five-week tour of the
company's exchanges, including Chicago, Milwaukee, Denver, Salt Lake
City, Seattle, San Francisco and Los
Angeles.
7,645 for W. E.
■World-wide installations of Western Electric sound system now total
7,645, of which 4,922 "are in the U. S.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN
:THE

mNnsnua
Of niMVOM

Triangle Film suing Aitken Bros.,
Hyman Winik and Joseph Simmonds
for $3,000,000 damages.
*
*
*
Associated Exhibitors Film Co.,
Ltd., of England formed. Plan exchanges in this country.
*
*
*
Talking films reported perfected
in Sweden.

Candidate Opposes Theater Tax
St. Louis — Walter J. G. Neun, president of the Board of Aldermen, in opening his campaign for re-election announced his opposition to the proposed 5 per cent tax on theater receipts being attempted by the city administration to. raise funds for charity.

FILM STOCKS RECOVER
E DEC. LOW
(Continued from Page 1)

preciation
though
accomplished
in
sympathy with a rebound
in practically all sections of the stork market, leads practically all industries.
The largest point gain is shown by
Loew's, which is up 20^ points, followed by Paramount with 13%
from Page 1)
(Continued
points; Fox, 12%; Warner Bros.,
perfected and is now being put on The relay instantly transfers the am- 9%; RKO 7%, General Theaters
the market by RCA Photophone.
plifier input to the other projector. Equipment, 9.
In the decline from the 1930 high
The new apparatus, called Standard A particularly novel feature of this
Size Theater Equipment, was de- device is that the sound changeover level, the amusement issues dropped
signed for sound-on-film projection simultaneously turns on the exciter an aggregate of nearly 49 per cent.
in houses seating 1,000 and under, lamp of the projector to which the
and is priced at $2,500. Power sup- amplifier input is transferred. This Warners Signing Indies
plied from 110 volt, 50-60 cycle, AC prevents the possibility of losing
For(Contin
Adver
tising Films
to amplifier, is all that is necessary sound through neglect on the part
ued from Page 1)
to operate the machine.
of the projectionist to turn on the sored pictures made throu
gh its inAnother feature of the newly de- exciter lamp and also doubles the life
dustrial department. A number of
signed equipment is its compactness, of the exciter lamp which is only New Jerse
y exhibitors have been
permitting installation without ex- lighted when in use. The switch
1 ned up and agents are still working
tensive booth alterations. The ap- used to control the changeover has in
this territory.
paratus also has been constructed to an "Off" position which can be used
Whether or not Paramount will go
take advantage of the recent refine- when censorship requires the dele- after indie houses to supplement its
ments in recording. This and simtion of certain parts of a picture.
Publix playdates has not yet been
determi
ned.
plicity in operation and installations
The
amplifier
designed
for
Standare other important characteristics.
ard Size equipment operates from
In discussing the new model, 105-125 volts, 50-60 cycles, AC. Its More Intelligen
t Use
Alexander E. Reoch, executive vice- use on other types of power supply
Predi
cted
for Music
president of Photophone, said:
will necessitate the addition of con(Continued from Page 1)
"Our engineers, in collaboration
verting
equipment.
The
amplifier
with the engineers of our associated
companies, deserve much credit for is of the unit panel type, each unit pressed by 10 industry figures in rebeing assembled on separate panels
ply to a questionnaire sent them by
the splendid results that have been and
mounted one above the other in John Gregg Paine, chairman of the
obtained. They labored long and
board
the Music Publishers'
hard in their efforts to produce a a strong pressed steel, rigidly sup- Protectiof
ve Ass'n. It sought their
welded channel rack. The
machine that would meet the acid overall ported,
dimensions are 63§^ inches opinions as to "what importance
test required in connection with the
high,
20
inches wide and 11 inches music will play in the talking picdevelopment of a thoroughly satisswitching panel in the
ture the near future."
factory sound reproducing apparatus. deep. Thecontains
In theof past music has been used
one flush type
The refinements in the soundhead, amplifier
withou
tumbler switch which controls the executit any particular purpose, the
amplifier and Joudspeaker, which
ves generally agreed. In the
entire power supply to the various
future, however, it will be used
comprise the component parts in
this new reproducing unit, have been panels. To energize the equipment
"more intelligently and better taste,"
developed with great care and in it is merely necessary to throw this the
majority of them said, expressing
single
control.
With
this
amplifier
our opinion the unit as a whole is
it is not necessary to adjust any the opinion that "music is bound to
vastly superior to anything that has
in pictures."
been introduced specifically for the voltages through the use of rheo- grow in importance
stats such as are used on battery
exhibitor who operates a small theHyde Succeeds Powell in N. O.
operated or motor-generator operatNew Orleans — Boliver Hyde, Jr.,
ed amplifiers.
The soundhead developed for this
of
Birmingham will become
The Monitor Loudspeaker, with
new reproducing unit is contained volume control consists of an 8 inch of the Tudor here on Marc manager
h 1, sucater." an all metal housing which
within
ceeding Ray Powell, who is being
dynamic cone unit mounted on a
trans
ferre
d
by
Publix to an eastern
sets upon the projector. The prin- flat metal baffle 15 inches square.
cipal parts are the exciter lamp, the
berth as booker. Powell has just
The
stage
loudspeaker
is
a
6-inch
optical system, the photo-electric dynamic cone unit equipped with a married Katherine King of the Publix offices here.
cell,' the sound gate and the con- 37 inch directional baffle. This louddensing lens. The 5 ampere exciter
speaker is conceded to be the most
New House for St. Louis
lamp is mounted in a removable
thoroughly
unit of its
St.
Loui
bracket and may be replaced quick- kind that hassatisfactory
s— Plans are understood to
been produced. The
ly and easily. The optical system range of frequencies which it re- be under war for the erection of a
has been carefully .designed and
produces is much wider than that large theater and office building in
manufactured. An outstanding feaof other speakers and its response the vicinity of Grand Blvd. and Arsture is that the exciter lamp does is
much more uniform.
enal St., South St. Louis. The
not have to be accurately focused
ent Arsenal is to be converted presinto
The
directional
baffle
accompanywith respect to the optical system.
ing Standard Size equipment is the a drug store.
The type of motor to be supplied
baffle especially dewill depend upon the available power newest 37-inch
signed for use in small theaters
supply. DC motors are of the speed where the available space behind
regulated type. AC motors are of the screen is limited.
the constant speed tvpe and neither
requires the use of complicated control devices. Suitable mounting F. P. Canadian Books Golf Shorts
Radio Artists Recording
brackets are
W". Strelsupplied.
Famous Players Canadian has sin, 167 E. 68th St., New Service;
York.
$45,000.
Pacent
Film
Libraries,
For sound changeover or the booked the entire series of Johnny
motioD talking pictures
exchanges;
B.
H.
Noden, 91 Seventh
switching of sound from one pro- Farrell golf shorts produced by
jector to another a relav is used Pathe. Deal with the circuit was Ave., New York. 500 shares common.
Talking Pictures Programs, install talkwhich is controlled by a switch coning pictures: Dills & Towsley, 100 E. 42nd
closed
by
Tom
Brady,
Pathe's
genveniently mounted at each projector.
eral Canadian representative.
St., New
York.
$10,000.

New RCA Projector Requires
No Batteries or Generators
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Publix Managers9 Own Quotas Reflect Optimism

2
931-3
FOR~T
SET
ADY
ALRE
URES
FEAT
456
Fewer Sophisticated Stories on New Season Schedules
Producers Taking Their
Cues on Pictures From
Box-Office
Fewer sophisticated stories for the
coming season, with more pictures of
the "wholesome, heart-interest" type,
will be the program of major producing companies, according to a survey
made by The Film Daily. Although showing satisfactory box-office results in metropolitan
centers,
(Continued

on Page

11)

FIRE BOARD RECOMMENDS
MORE SAFETYPRECAUTIONS

456 (Based
Features
For 1931-32
on present plans of companies listed)
Paramount
United Artists
RKO
Warner
Bros
Universal
Tiffany

,

75
21
36
35
26
30
Raytone

M-G-M
Fox
Pathe
First National
Columbia
Sono Art-World
28

Wide

52
49
21
35
28
20

Tiffany is conducting a national
play-date drive in honor of Richard
A. Rowland's entrance into the comThe engeneral executive.
pany as (Continued
on Page 11)

Radio Personalities
Being Tried at Para.
An
effort
radio talent
box-office
is
this week in

to determine
whether
means anything at the
being made by Publix
the booking of a group

(Continued on Page

11)

Refreshments
Pittsburgh — Coffee and tea
are now being served to patrons, at the Stanley. This is
the first house around here to
adopt the service.

Tentative production plans of 13
major and near-major American producers indicate that at least 456 features will be released during the
1931-32 season, according to a survey
made by The Film Daily Friday.
Expectations are that this total wdl
(Continued

New Bill Gives Projectionists
One Day's Rest in 40-Hour Week

Captain Auten Resigns
From British Internat'l
Captain Harold Auten, U. S. rep-

Albany — Under the provisions of
a bill introduced in the Assembly on
Thursday by Willis H. Sargent of
Chicago — Extensive readjustments
Syracuse, the labor law is amended
in sound wiring in Chicago theaters
resentative of British International vvbeieby projectionists are to be alare recommended in the report of
lowed at least 24 consecutive hours
Pictures,
has
submitted his resignaa survey conducted by the National
of
rest
in any calendar week in
tion to John Maxwell, president of
Board of Fire Underwriters. Recomwhich their hours of labor total more
unis
Auten
mendations include complete inspec- the company. Captain
than 40. The amendment is to go
derstood to be negotiating a new af- into effect Sept. 1, 1931.
tion of all existing wiring, correction
filiation
with
a
big
U.
S.
company.
of defects and the subsequent reinspection of all wiring at suitable
intervals. The report also suggests
an ordinance to compel greater safety in the storage of films.

Tiffany Sales Drive
In Honor of Rowland

Next Season's Production
Total to be About
Same as Last

Political Situation in Germany
May Cause Parufamet Dissolution

on Page

11)

.

.

academy¥™ine
footaghf releases
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The question of
whether or not films will be released
in 1,000 or 2,000-foot lengths in the
future will be determined through
the Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences.
A committee
now
haji(Continued on Page

11)

Hughes-Franklin Acquire
Two More Texas Theaters
Two houses at Ennis, Tex., have
been added to the Howard HughesHarold B. Franklin circuit, Franklin
said Friday. They are the only two
theaters in the town and will be
(Continued on Page

11)

Simultaneous Showings
For "Caesar" in Chicago Publix Executives Survey
Philly Building Situation
Ch/cago — "Little Caesar" has been

Stating that the outlook for American films in Germany is "shaky",
George Wiltner, assistant to E. E.
booked for simultaneous showing
Philadelphia — Publix plans for
Shauer, general manager of Para- in two Loop theaters, the Woods building in this territory are undermount's foreign department, yester- and the Orpheum. Opening date
stood to be steadily progressing.
day laid stress on the outcome of the has not yet been set, but it will be Sam Katz, Sam Dembow, Jr., and
German political situation as moulding in the next few weeks.
other circuit officials investigated the
(Continued on Pane 11)
situation here recently.

Improvement in Business Seen
In Publix Managers9 Quotas

West Coast Bur. THE

A substantial improvement in business for the months ahead is forecast in the quotas made up by Publix
theater managers for February,
— "The Beggar's March and April under the recently
Berlin (By Ca'ble)
by
tion
produc
joint
first
"
Opera,
policy onwhereby
Warner Bros, and Tobis, has been inaugurated
(Continued
Page 11) the mansuccess.
a hugh
pronounced

studio chief was busy. "Show
him in," said Le Baron, "but
he must only talk for twenty

First Warner-Tobis Film
Pronounced Big Success

Talk Fast

Hollywood — A

FILM

DAILY

trade paper

reporter requested a short interview with William Le Baron
at the RKO studios. The RKO

Sunday,

!THE

Giving The Boys Credit
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Of IILMfOM
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JOHN W. ALICOATE

:

Through the medium of a two-page trade paper spread, Radio
Pictures is acknowledging its appreciation of the efforts of circuit
heads, theater managers, advertising and publicity men and others
who co-operated in the "Cimarron'1 merchandising campaign. Among
those mentioned are Joseph K. Plunkett, Sam Katz, Spyros
Skouras, Skip Weshner, A. M. Botsford, Jack Hess, George Brown,
Bennie Serkowich, Mark Luescher, Emo Orowitz, George D. Tyson,
Cliff Work, Don Eddy, Harry M'Clure, Lem Stewart, Lew Maren,
Jimmie Carrier, Joe Weil, Ted Gamble, H. E. Jameson, E. E. Meredith, Elmer Franke, Julius Curley, Thornton, Sargent, A. Z. Freedman, B. V. Sturdivant, Bunny Bryan, Ben Katz, R. L. Jonassor.
A. W. Sobler, E. M. Hart, Walter Lindlar, H. P. Hoff, Mr. Shamcupp, Dixon Williams, H. Mayer, Roy H. Rowe, Ben Stern, Pat
McGee, J. Mulhall, F. J. Patterson, R. England, W. Bittner, L.
Graver, Walter Brandt, Arthur Swanke, Frank Seltzer, J. P. Harrison, Joe Feldman, Ray Beel, Dan Finn, J. E. Carr, Frank La Salle,
Alex Hughes, J. White, W. R. Tully, William Boyd, B. Mullen,
B. Wild, D. Brown, E. Lynch, J. Harvey, Chas. B. Taylor, B.
Danziger, Henri Schwartzberg, and others.

Price 25 Cents
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Worsley Out of Advance Trailer
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P. M. Brinch, for the past seven
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Son."
COMING

G. W. SEARS of the Warner-First National sales force is back from a trip to
the west coast.
P. M. BRINCH of the M-G-M foreiga
department sailed Friday night on the Paris
for Europe.
RKO theater officials who returned yesterday from the divisional managers' meeting in Chicago included James H. Turner,
Nate Blumherg. Charles McDonald, J. J.
Hess, E. M. Orowitz, Jules Levy and Sam
Lefkowitz. Joseph Plunkett, E. M. Glucksman and Ben Serkowitz went from Chica
go to the coast.

Columbia's lineup of 20 features
on the current program has been
booked by the Comerford circuit for
29 houses in Sunbury, Bloomsburg,
Sayre, Towanda, Scranton, Williamsport, Dickson City, Duryea, Parson,
Wilkes Barre, Mauch Chunk, Carlisle, Pittston, Plymouth, Old Forge,
Hazelton and Forrest City.
Publix Opens
New
House
Bristol, Tenn. — The New
Paramount opened Friday night.
"Dracula"
Holds
in Milwaukee
Milwaukee — "Dracula," Universal
vampire thriller, is being held over
at the Alhambra.
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STRY'S
INDUBCCr
THEDATE
Today:

Warner
Club Gaieties" presented
by
the
Warner
Club
at tin
Hollywood Tneater, New York.
Feb. 23
Feb.

Screen Advertisers Ass'n meeting.
Hotel Roosevelt,
New York.
Meeting
of National
Academy
of Visual Instruction, Fort Wayne
Hotel, Detroit.
Fozfilm Athletic Club fifth annual
ball
y. at the Commodore Hotel, N.

24-25

Peb. 28
Mar. 7

Annual midnight theater party by
the
Projection
the Kaplan
benefit of
the SickSociety
Fund, for
at
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
March 10-11 M-P.T.O.A. Board of Directors meets in New York.
Mar. 14 First Annual Writers- Wampea
Roast, Biltmore Hotel, Hollywood.
Mar. 21 Annual BaU of the Warner Club.
New York.

1540 B'WAY

N.Y.C.

Milwaukee — Charles Trampe, Midwest Film Co., has been re-elected
president of the local Film Board of
Trade. Arthur N. Schmitz, RKO
manager, has been named vice-president; Sam Shurman, M-G-M manager; secretary-treasurer, and R. T.
arms.
Smith, Warner Bros., sergeant-at-

24 New Theater Projects
Contracts for 24 new theater projects, involving a cost of $2,191,700,
were awarded in January, according
to monthly report of the F. W.
Dodge Corp., covering 37 eastern
states.
Jackie
Cooper THEIn FILM
DemandDAILY
Coast Bureau,
Hollywood — Jackie Cooper, Hal
Roach juvenile, is now being bid for
by both RKO and Paramount. Cooper
West

Comerford Books Columbia Lineup

Let Us Solve Your Problems!

Eastman Films |
Chicago
Hollywood
1727 Indiana Ave.
6700 Santa Monica
CALumet 2691
Blvd.
HOLIywood 4121

& GOTNG

LEE A. OCHS leaves Sunday for Mineral Springs, Texas.
H. B. FRANKLIN leaves New York for
the Coast on Sunday.
JOE LEO bas returned to New York
from a Chicago
trip.
DR. A. H. GIANNINI has left for the
south.

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STIllwell 4-7940

J» E. Brulatour, IncJj

22,

Walks Off With Print
Brinch Sails to Take
Re-elected Head
After Fake Booking Trampe
Of Milwaukee Film Board
M-G-M European Post

Boston — Congo Pictures, producers
of "Ingagi", is minus one print of
years
charge
office, in
sailed
on of
the M-G-M's
Paris lastVienna
night this picture as the result of a clever
with Mrs. Brinch for Paris where ruse perpetrated by a man giving
he will establish headquarters as head the name of Danziger. The culprit
"Ingagi" out of the local ofof sales promotion for all of Eu- booked
fice for Feb. 14 at Sanford Hall,
rope for M-G-M. Brinch had been
in New York for the past two weeks. Medway. The film was shipped C.
O.D. and the money Collected, but
MARKET
STOCK
YORK
NEW
the print was not returned on sched"River's
End"
for
Strand
FRIDAY) Net
AS OF
ule time. Investigation disclosed
(QUOTATIONS
"River's End", Warner production
High
Low
Close
Chg. with Charles Bickford and Evalyn that the picture was not shown in
Con.
Fm.
Ind....l4/2 W]*%+
f* Knapp in the chief roles, is booked Medway and that Danziger is unknown at the Sanford Hall. The
V* for the New York Strand following
1854 —
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd 1854 V'A
'A
+
. . . .172* 170tf 172
Kodak
East.
man is described as about 45 years
Fox Fm. "A"
... 37'/* 36J4
37
the current attraction, "Father's old, 5 ft. 7 in. high, weight about
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 15'4
14*4
Wi
ion.
.....
62
6254 61$*
Inc
Loew's,
170, sandy hair and ruddy complex-

Fin
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TELEPHONE

BRYANT

3040

has just completed "Skippy" for the
latter company, who wish to hold him
for another feature in which they
plan to co-star the boy with Mitzi
Green. RKO has also approached
Roach for the loan of Cooper so that
he may appear with Richard Dix in
a forthcoming production.
Yiddish Talker Held Over
"Shulamith," Yiddish talker produced by Judea Films, Inc., is being
held over at the Windsor on the east
side and the Benenson in the Bronx.
The picture also is drawing well in
various cities outside of New York,
according to Joseph Seiden, president of Judea Films.

COLOR

PRINTS

Color sound cameras available for short subjects, or
advertising films. Color
tives.
prints from Bi-pack nega-

BREWSTER COLOR
FILM CORPORATION
58Newark,
First Street
N. J.
Humboldt 2-4228
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Timely Topics

EXPLOITETTES

A Digest of
Current Opinion

— €)—

A Real Demand
For Silent Comedies

AS the season progresses there
seems to be a growing scarcity of two-reel comedies. There
are very few good ones and not
even very many poor ones. Certainly there are not enough to go
around. When the season opened
there was a great flourish about
the wonderful programs of shorts
most of the producers were about
to make. There were to be
plenty for everyone. But as the
weeks passed the supply seemed
to lessen, as many of the producers made the discovery that
they could not make two reelers.
Possibly they were also mindful
of the fact that they got more
rental for two one reelers than
for one two. In any event, there
are very few two reelers coming
into the market in proportion to
the demand and the supply is
constantly diminishing. Wellbalanced programs are essential
to well-filled houses. It should
be profitable to keep the supply
up for purely business reasons.
— Jay Emanuel,
"N. Y. State Exhibitor"

"Too Many Pictures,"
Says Jesse Lasky
JJOLLYWOOD makes too
many pictures. So many theaters have to be kept supplied
with changing programs that the
total income isn't large enough
to stand the negative costs of the
individual pictures. There aren't
enough good stories in the world
to supply the annual demand.
Whereas a stage producer need
only present one to five plays a
year, the motion picture producer
must meet release dates with a
production a week. Hollywood
has too many "yes" men, but not
enough creative artists who can
do worthwhile work and meet the
producer half way by realizing
that the cost of any given picture
has to be kept within the sum
that it will draw to the box-office
in competition with all other pictures. — Jesse Lasky

Average cost of feature production last year was $300,000.
Average cost of shorts, $25,000.

A Clearing House for
rablnui Rxt>lnitatinn Ideas

• •

• CARL LAEMMLE, the Grand Old Man of the industry, celebrates his Silver Jubilee on Tuesday, the 24th
just 25 years before that day
Feb. 24, 1906
he
opened in Chicago his first theater
a dilapidated store
shack which he had to paint to make it look presentable
to coax patrons in to spend a dime
so he called it the
White Front
since that far-off day, Carl Laemmle has
participated actively in every major development of the film
biz

his company has a record of "firsts" in more outstanding developments than any other two major companies
it is a happy and fortuitous coincidence that this anniversary falls in the same month that honors the two greatest
fighter-statesmen that the Nation has produced
like Washington and Lincoln, the name of Carl Laemmle is synonymous
with Loyalty to a Cause
practically single-handed, he
fought the gruelling bitter fights in the early days that saved
the industry from the throttling clutch of the Patents Company
the Trust which crushed all independent
endeavor till
Laemmle fought it to a standstill
• • • THE HISTORY of Carl Laemmle is practically! the
history of the Motion Picture
strong language, that?
well, gents, toddle along with us while we take you over a few
of the hurdles Carl has cleared
he carried the fight against
the Patents Company to the Supreme Court that made it possible for EVERYBODY
to produce and exhibit pix without
paying
blood
money
under
the which
guise made
of "royalties"
he
fought the Cuba copyright case,
it possible for film
companies as well as all other business concerns to enjoy the
full value of their registered trade marks without paying bounty.
he won the Grace Humiston
Case, which established
newsreels on the same basis as newspapers
then the most
recent, the "Cohens and Kellys" vs "Abie's Irish Rose" suit,
which if Laemmle had lost, would have thrown the industry into
a turmoil with plagiarism and copyright suits covering stories,
plays and situations
he welded together the hard-fighting
independents
Victor,
Powers,
Bison,
Nestor,
Centaur,
Rex, 101 Ranch, Crystal, Mutual, Reliance, Thanhouser, Solax,
Gem and Gaumont
thus was the Universal started on its
career of achievement
and where are the men and companies he fought and opposed?
Selig, Essanay, Biograph,
Kleine, Lubin, Edison, Vitagraph, Blackton, Rock, Kalem?
*
*
*
*
• • • TALKING OF outstanding "firsts"
the epic
mileposts of the industry that Laemmle planted
survey a
few choice ones
the first film to play a Broadway theater, "Paul J. Rainey African Hunt," which also was the first
to be reviewed in the New York newspapers by the dramatic
crits, the first to be roadshowed, and the first to play a legitimate
theater in London
the first dramatic film to attain nationwide prominence, "Traffic in Souls," the first six-reeler, and
everybody
thought
Carl was cray-zee to attempt it
Laemmle was the first to establish the national beauty contest
vogue, with a trip to Universal City as the prize
he was
the first to start the star system
the first to announce
the names of players on the screen
the first to put Mary
Pickford's name on the screen, she having been billed previously
only as "Little Mary"
Laemmle's company first discovered for the screen Wally Reid, Lon Chaney, Rudolph Valentino, Annette Kellerman, Jack Dempsey, Colleen Moore, and a
legion of other big ones
so, Carl Laemmle, the Pioneer
daily greets the Biggest Pioneer of 'em all, on this grand and
glorious anniversary that carries a gorgeous Silver lining
in more ways! than one

«
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Aesop
Fable
Gets Big
PlayBook
"^ESOP'S Movie Fables," a
book published by the Sennett Publishing Company, to exthe Pathe cartoons,
Aesop's isSound
Fable ploit
animated
surpassing the most optimistic distribution expectations due to a
nation-wide theater exploitation
tie-up. The book is attractively printed in four colors and
contains stories, puzzles, cartoons, as well as a specially written song entitled "Aesop and
His Movie
For the
theater
tie-up Fables."
a specially printed
card is being supplied by the
publishers to all theaters. The
cards have an attractive border
composed of the Fables animal
characters, with numbers from
one to ten. A space is left for
the theater name to be filled in
and beneath an explanatory paragraph advises that one copy of
"Aesop's Movie Fables" will be
given free to the holder — ofPath
thee
card when same has been
punched for ten paid admissions
to the theater.
*

*

*

Special Heralds
Attract Children
tied of
intoHell,"
co-operation
QN were
"Jaws
schools
with great profit. The herald
has Tennyson's entire poem
printed on it, thus principals and
teachers were brought into play
in persuading children to see this
picture from a historical standpoint. In some cases groups
were arranged with special rates
for children who brought parents—at regular
Colonial,admission
Lancaster,prices.
Pa.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS

&

Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inwho are celebrating their
birthdays dustry,
:

February
21-22
Gordon S. White
Harold Hurley
Frank Dexter
Lew Cody
B. P. Fineman
James Kirkwood
May Altman

DARRYL ZANUCK AWARDED
NEW FIVE-YEAR CONTRACT
of the WarDarryl Zanuck, headions,
has been
ner Bros, studio operat
awarded a new five-year contract.
It is understood that with the extension of his agreement, Zanuck received a nice boost in salary.

John Murray Anderson
t 'IP Drama
To Direc
y Anderson has been

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By

RALPH

years ago an excitable MexiEight
can, who could talk only a few
words of English, managed to sell
himself to a casting director. Since
that time Chris Martin, acting pride
of the Los Angeles Mexican colony,
has gone steadily up the grade to
better and better character parts.
Cecil B. De Mille has just signed
him for an excellent role in "The
Arliss To Summer in England
*
*
*
pic- Squaw Man."
After completion of his nextCoast
ture at the Warner Bros. West
Our Passing Show: J. G. Blystone,
Sam Wood, Jack Conway,
der Hamilton,"
studios, "Alexan
New
to
return
will
John G. Adolfi. Eddie Cline, RobGeorge Arliss
ert McGowan, Bert Glennon among
York with Mrs. Arliss and will then
sail for England, where they plan the directors at "Once
in a Life
countheir
at
summer
the
to spend
3 Pathe Comedies Starting
try home on the Kentish coast.
Three new comedies are about to
Ann Harding's Contract Readjusted start at Pathe. Wallace Fox has
Ann Harding's contract, which been assigned to adapt a two-reeler
had two years to run, has been re- tentatively titled "Hold That Line,"
adjusted by Charles R. Rogers, pro- a slapstick situation comedy writduction executive at the studios in
ten by Frank C. Griffin.
George Green has just completed
Culver City, whereby RKO-Pathe
secures her exclusive starring ser- the adaptation of "Prince of Good
vices for the next three years.
Fellows," an original comedy story
by Harry Sweet, who will direct the
Bernard Schubert Story for Dix
two-reeler for Pathe very shortly.
Bernard Schubert, young New Franklin
Pangborn wjH he featured.
The final screen treatment of
York playwright, whose "Fish Gotta Swim" was to have been pro- "Parents Wanted," one of three
duced on the Los Angeles stage by stories purchased by Pathe from
Metropolitan Productions, the RKO
Echard, has just been finstage organization which had a brief Margaret
ished by Fred Guiol. Production
life, has been assigned by Radio Pic- will start this week with Guiol
tures to prepare one of his plays as handling the megaphone.
a vehicle for Richard Dix.

Showmanship
London — Charlie Chaplin
pulled a movie stunt when he
arrived at the station with a
tremendous throng to greet
him. He climbed on the roof
of the auto and waved his hat
and stick as the car whizzed
through traffic.

WILK

TULIEN JOSEPHSON, who wrote Time"; Ned Mann returning from a
City.
J the screen play and dialogue for trip to Reno *and * Virginia
*
several George Arliss pictures, is
now writing the adaptation and diaBebe Daniels, head of the motion
,"
Hamilton
r
"Alexande
for
logue
of the nawhich will star
picture stars
Red Cross edrive
tion-wide committe
for the
* Arliss.
*
*
benefit of the drought sufferers, has
Al Boasberg declares his dentist evolved a plan for giving radio promust belong to the National Guard,
grams by prominent movie stars to
drill.
to
because he likes
aid the fund which is to go into
*
* always
*

John Murra
assigned by Carl Laemmle, Jr., to
direct "Lilies of Broadway," original by William Hurlbut, which
Universal recently bought. This
will be Anderson's second screen
production, his first being the Paul
Whiteman musical, "King of Jazz."
Anderson's work for the stage was
entirely musical.

Preparing
Roche
Story
Universal is already preparing "A
Lady of Resource," story of a lady
bootlegger by Arthur Somers
Roche, now running in a weekly
magazine. Edwin Knopf has been
delegated to adapt the story for the
use of John Boles and Rose Hobart.

2 NEW RKO PRODUCTIONS
GET UNDER WAY THIS WEEK

immediate effect. It was Miss Danthe movie
iels whoesuggested
d it. stars'
committe
and organize
Her
co-workers on the committtee are
Marion Davies and Mary Pickford.
At present Miss) Daniels is completing the Warner picture entitled
"Woman
of the World."
*
*
*

T. Roy Barnes Assigned
T. Rov Barnes has been given a
role in Fox's "Women
of All Nations."

so. One is "Traveling Husbands,"
which Paul Sloane will direct. Constance Cummings has the ingenue
lead and Frank Albertson will do
the juvenile lead. Evelyn Brent,
James Gleason, Purnell Pratt and
Rita LaRoy also are in it.
The second picture is "Madame
Julie," with Lester Vail, O. P. Heggie, Anita Louise, Miriam Seegar,
Lincoln Stedman, Halliwell Hobbes
and others. Victor Schertzinger is
the director.

"Broadminded," in which she
plays the feminine lead, marks the
third time that Ona Munson has
appeared in a production ivith Joe
E. Brown, although it is but the
second time before the camera. A
few years ago Ona and Joe played
together on the stage in "Tivinkle
*
*
*
Norman Houston has joined Fox
Twinkle."
as a writer and director. He was
fomerly with Paramount, Metro and
Columbia. His current assignment
is "Six-Cylinder Love."

Freund Gets New 'U' Contract
Karl Freund, noted German cameraman who photographed
"Dracula," has been placed under a new
long-term
contract by Universal.
Beryl
"Always
BerylMercer
Mercerin has
been Goodbye"
added to
the cast of "Always Goodbye," Fox
picture.
Added
"Fighting
Budd
Fineto and
Nelson Patrol"
McDowell,
formerly of the stage, have been
added to "The Fighting Patrol,"
latest
lumbia. Buck Jones western for Co-
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Hollywood's most convenient
hotel. . . for your winter stay in
Southern California

Two "Discoveries" Signed
Charles Lawrence, who is playing in the coast production of "Once
in a Lifetime," and Dan Brodie,
Cincinnati stock actor, have been
signed bv Carl Laemmle, Tr.. who
regards them as "finds." Each will
be featured in a series of shorts.
Brendel Injures Eye
El Brendel has been obliged to go
to the hospital for a few days as a
result of an injury to his eye when
a dancer accidentallv kicked him
while rehearsing "Women of All
Nations" on the Fox lot.

RKO tionshas
placed twowith
new shooting
producin rehearsal,
scheduled to begin within a week or

winter
of California's
ONEhotels.
of movieland
heart popular
Right in the most
...next door to famous theatres, studios,
cafes, and shops. ..near golf courses, bridle
paths, and other amusement places.
The Plaza offers you luxurious appointments,
excellent service, homelike hospitality, and
the company of interesting and famous
Write for beautiful illustrated folder showing
things to do while in
Southern California.

HOLLYWOOD

European plan. Special Winter Rates Now;
S3.50,single. $5.00,double. $6.00, twin beds.
people.
Ask for weekly and monthly rates.
Remember the Plaza... for an unforgettable
winter in Hollywood.

I'l.VZA HOTEL

. . . HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.
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PRODUCTION
WHO'S

WHO

AND

MORE EXTERIORS PLANNED
FOR PARAMOUNT SHORTS
With the signing by Larry Kent
of such well known comedians as
Ford Sterling, Al St. John and Karl
Dane and George K. Arthur for
Paramount short subjects, a radical
change in the type of product is expected.
Keeping the juvenile trade in
mind, an effort will be made to get
away from too many interiors, with
more stress being put on outdoor
scenes involving "the chase," always
a sure laugh-getter.
This policy will also help to prevent confliction with feature productions, the New York studio already being crowded to capacity
with two and sometimes three large
productions
in work at once.

WHAT'S

WHAT

IN THE EAST
IN GREATER

NEW

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
. By HARRY

J-JANS edDREIER,
designthe settingswhoforhasmost
of
Ernst Lubitsch's productions made
in recent years, has worked out an
arrangement by means ot which the
effect ot two different rooms, built
around an elaborate stair-case, may
be obtained
by clever manipulat-uii of
one
set.
Priceless oriental rays and hangt,ng* were used by frank Namczy,
art director for Warner Vitaphone,
m the harem scene in Helen Broderick's latest Vitaphone comedy.
William Steiner, Jr. is preparing
to take charge of the camera work
on Edmund Goulding's "Between
Two Worlds." He will, as usual,
be assisted by George Behsario.

Minnevitch Film Planned
Larry Kent has signed Borrah
Alf Goulding, who directed the
Minnevitch and his harmonica rascals, musical comedy and vaudeville latest of the Norworth comedies,
feature, to make a short subject for "The Naggers in the Subway", avoids
Paramount.
the hectic underground crowds that
are pictured in th.s film by the simple process of living within walkRipley's Proposed Tour
ing distance of the Brooklyn VitaRobert L. Ripley is planning to
phone Studio. Alf is now hopping
extend his "Believe It or Not" se- back and forth while preparing to
ries for Vitaphone to include a trip shoot the next Joe Penner comedy.
around the world, in which the various curiosities will actually be
Paramount Notes: Elizabeth
shown, instead of merely pictured, as
North adheres to theatrical tradiat present.
tion by ref-using to decorate her office Evelyn Groves, who casts
Para's Biggest Set
temale bits and extras, swamped
The largest setting of an interior with calls and callers during illness
ever built at Paramount's New York of Eddie Baldwin, who takes care
studio, is now under construction for of the male players
Pre- War
"The Smiling Lieutenant." The set, atmosphere on the lower stage
designed by Hans Dreier and Ernst where "The Smiling Lieutenant"
Fegte, consists of six different rooms is being "shot" each morning, but
composing the interior of a Euro- uot at sunrise.
pean castle.
The Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra has just finished recording the
Ping Pong Prowess
musical score for two travel shorts
The Paramount Publix Ping
titled "Thibet" and "Algiers". Special music for these travelogues was
Pong Prowess competition is \
in full swing. The first game
composed by Harold Levey, musical
of the series was won, after
director
Studio. of the Brooklyn Vitaphone
three close sets, by Harold Sugarman and Don Laurie, defeating Jesse Lasky, Jr. and Jiml'a i amount's cutting department
mie Colligan. The scene of
Is operating at full speed, under Jim
these fierce encounters is
Windsor Towers, Tudor City,
Sweeney's supervision. Helene Turner has completed the editing of
and the victorious team has
issued an open challenge to all
'Honor Among Lovers," Barnet Roping pong experts within the
gan is in the midst, of cutting "New
organization. A large silver
cork Lady" and Emma Hill, who
turned out an excellent job on
bowl is the trophy offered.
Maurice Hanline is chairman
"Stolen Heaven," is sharpening her
of the Trophy Committee.
shears for Edmund Goulding's "Between Two Worlds."

N. BLAIR

,

YORK

STUDIOS

CHARACTER ROLES HELD
REAL TEST OF MAKE-UP

The title of the latest musical short
The real art of make-up is best
starring Ruth Etting, popular blues demonstrated by character roles, in
crooner and radio star, has been the opinion
of Fred Ryle, makechanged from "Radio Romance" to
up chief at the Fox-Hearst studios
freshman Love'. Jeanie Lang and in New York. A test of ability is
Don Tompkins support Miss Ltting creatin
g a character such as Emil
in this Vitaphone playlet, which was
directed by Roy Mack.
Jannings played in "The Last Command,' where he appears first as
an imperialistic Russian officer and
Mrs. Theo Leroy, manager of the later as a broken-down movie
extra
Warner studio lunchroom, is striv- — two extreme types.
ing for an international reputation
Ryle also believes that the makeus cook by offering Hungarian,
up artist must consider two very
Italian, German and Chinese dish- important things in make-up: first,
es. Mrs. Leroy also serves ham to have the ability to please the
uitd cabbage, at intervals, to please artist he is working on, and second,
tier Irish clientele.
to complete the characterization to
the requirements of the camera.
"New York Lady," featuring TalRyle points out that the big diflulah Bankhead and Clive Brook,
ference between stage and screen
having been completed, Paramount is make-up is that while on the
stage
actor may use a variety of colors,
preparing to start "Between Two an
Worlds" on Wednesday, under the camera requirements, especially with
direction of Edmund Goulding, who panchromatic film, limit him to vaalso wrote the story.
rious tones of brown.
Among the character actors made
Joe Penner, Vitaphone's lisping up by Ryle for Fox tests were
comedian, goes wild and wooly in Tyrone Power and Robert
Burton
his latest comedy short, "Where used in 'The Big Trail." Other
s tested at the Fox-Hearst
Men are Men," just completed at player
ohe Warner studio. Sally Phipps, studios who have since achieved
stage and screen player, heads the prominence include El Brendel, Fifi
supporting
cast. Alf. Goulding di- Dorsay, Marjorie White, Frank
rected.
Richardson, Mae Clarke, Joan Blondell and Elissa Landi, all of whom
were made-up by Ryle.
Tom Cameron, make-up chief at
Companies now using this studio
the Paramount studio, created an ex- for tests, in
addition to Fox, are
act replica of the late Emperor M-G-M,
Goldwyn and Columbia.
Franz Josef, for a sequence in "The
Smiling Lieutenant," the Ernst
Lubitsch production. Cameron also Thelma White's Kid Sister in Short
made up Lynn Fountaine, Theater
What may prove
beginning of
Guild player, for her title role in a brilliant theatricalthecaree
r happen"Elizabeth, the Queen" when Miss
ed the other day at the Warner ViFontaine recently sat • for a series of
taphone studio when Thelma
received a visit from her mother,White
photographs.
who
brought Thelma's infant sister along,
Vitaphone Vitamins: Harold Le- there being need of a baby in the
vey and Ed DuPar arousing envy picture, director Alf Goulding pressed
'!/ each sporting a coat of tan ac- Thelma's sister into service and she
d/ conscio
to be
quired in Florida
Dick Willis, proveera
us. not the least bit cammake-up chief, and his passionate
All-Greek Talkie
red sweater. . . .A. D. Otvos taking
time off between scripts to improHellenic Pictures Inc., has comvise snappy tunes on the stude
piano. . . .Studio bowling team leadpleted a Greek feature, "Such Is
ing the tournament with 20 wins Life ' the camera end of which was
hand
led by Frank Zukor and Charles
out of twenty-two games played. . . . Harten.
Tom ualDarby,
Sr.,
is
leading
individscorer. . . .
It must be a habit. John Green,
Paramount staff composer, who wrote
"Body and Soul," with Edw. Hcynian, has another hit on his hands.
The title) is "Out of Nowhere," and
since being launched by Famous Music Corp. seems to have caught on
like nobody's business.

N. BREWSTER
MORSE
Continuity
Originals, Adaptat
ions, Dialogue,
For Henry King
"Hell H»rbor" and "Eyes of the World"
Calif.
Hollywood.
P. O. Box 1212,
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Foreign
By

GERMAN SYNDICATE PLANS
15 FEATURES, NEWSREEL
Berlin — At the fifth annual meeting of the D.L.S., German exhibition-production syndicate, it was
voted that the organization become a
shareholders' company with exhibitor members as compulsory subscribers. The syndicate plans the production of 15 features' on its new program and a newsreel will be issued.
Members will discontinue other news
films as their contracts expire, to
make way for the new reel.

Flat Rate and Percentage,
Portsmouth C.E.A. Topics
Portsmouth, Eng. — The respective merits of flat rate and percentage systems of film booking were
the main topics of discussion at the
recent meeting of the local branch
of the C. E. A. The organization
adopted a resolution in favor of the
flat rate method, with the percentage system acceptable only on the
basis of the distributor supplying
the entire program and free advertising matter. It was estimated that
more than 600 feature-length talking pictures would reach the British
market
this year.

GEORGE

REDDY

22,

1931

7 SOVIET FEATURES SET
ON NEW SEASON SCHEDULE

Prizes for Champ Moviegoers
Newcastle, Eng. — Prizes amounting to $2,475 have been
awarded by the Stoll Picture Theater here to patron-winners
in a novel attendance contest that covered a period from March,
1930, to December. An award of $500 was tendered the most
frequent purchaser of box reservations; $250 to the holder of
the orchestra seat record; $125 for balcony attendance, and $100
for the gallery. Approximately 300 consolation prizes of $5
were handed out.
^

Twickenham Producing 6
World's
PlannedLargest
in GreatStudio
Britain
For W. & F. Distribution
Weybridge, Eng. — Erection of a
studio, intended to be the largest in
the world, on a 145 acre site at West
Weybridge, is reported planned by a
powerful British financial group
headed by Lord St. John of Bletsoe.
In connection with this gigantic project, for which a sum of $5,000,000
is said to be available, a hotel, theater and a factory for the manufacture
of phonograph records will be built.
Negotiations are understood to be under way between the backers of the
proposed studio and film interests in
France and Germany for making the
studio a center of multi-lingual production.

February

HAPPENINGS
IN OTHER
LANDS OF INTEREST TO
PRODUCERS. DISTRIBUTORS
AND
OTHERS
IN THE
U. •

Markets

Sascha Studio Enlarged
Berlin — Remodeling and enlarging
of the Sascha Company's studios at
Sievering has been completed, the
improvements including a new soundfilm theater, additional storage space
for props and new workshops.
Sascha, in association with the GerBerlin — With the Lignose Breusman producers, Fellner and Somlo,
ing Co. having discarded the sound- will soon start production on a talkon-disc method of recording in favor
er version of the Frank Bruno stage
of the film system, the Tobis-Klang- play, "Storm in a Teacups" with
film group is now faced with do- Hansi Niese and Haraldi Paulsen in
mestic competition. It is reported the leading roles. George Jacoby
that the Tobis interests have already will direct.
entered into negotiations with this
3 British Exhibs Form Circuit
company, with acquisition as the
motive.
London — A company for the purpose of acquiring a circuit of theG-B Birmingham Super Opened
aters has been formed by A. FreedBirmingham — Gaumont British man, operator of the Grand, Lincoln,
Corp. has opened the Palace, 3,000- and the Cinema De Luxe, East Grinseat super here. The house, which stead, Sam Jay, owner of the Gainswas almost two years in construc- boro, Kingsland Road, and K. Marks,
tion and said to have been built at First house to be acquired by this
an approximate cost of $1,250,000, combination, it is reported will be
commands an important site in the the Regent Cine, Hayes.
heart of the city. H. Godwin LongB.I.P. Engages Newspaperman
thorn is manager.
Elstree, Eng. — Tom Morrison, of
the staff of the Glasgow "Evening
News" and who is the author of sev1,940 Wired in Germany
eral novels, has been engaged as sceBerlin — Latest figures show
narist by British International Pictures.
that there are now 1,940
houses wired for sound in GerCitroen Expedition Soon Ready
many. Of these theaters 752
Paris — The Andre Citroen expediare equipped with Tobis-Klangtion, organized by the French motor
film, 309 Kinoton, 347 with
manufacturer, which is to make a
home-made devices, and 532
sound-film tour through Syria and
for which the systems were
not ascertained.
Indo-China, will soon leave France
for Beirut.

Tobis-Klangfilm Group
Face Domestic Competition

Sunday,

London — Twickenham Film Studios will produce a series of six super features for distribution through
W. & F. this year. First of the series, "Alibi," is now in production under the supervision of Julius Hagen,
with a cast composed of Austin Trevor, Franklin Dyall, J. H. Roberts,
John Deverell, Harvey Braban, Mercia Swinburne, Diana Beaumont,
Betty Schuster and Viola Lyel.

New German Exhib Ass'n
Pledges More Protection
Dresden — A new exhibitors' protective association, the "Schutzverband," has been formed in Germany,
with the promise to do more for the
exhibition trade than the presenj
C. E. A.
Exhibitors here have volunteered
to join the organization if it adopts
the following platform: Repeal of
the German kontingent and unrestricted import of pictures; revision
of the renters' contracts as far as
their high percentages endanger the
exhibitors' livelihood, and reduction
of rentals to 30 or 25 per cent of
the whole program and abrogation
of the guarantee system.

Berlin — Seven features are reported as definitely set on the Soviet
schedule for 1931, with "Life is Beautiful," aMeschrabpom production already completed. Others on the program include the Sovkino vehicles,
"The Road Through Life," "The
Iron Transport," and "Towns and
Years." "Igdenbu, the Great Hunter," aSiberian mountain story, "Don
Diego," and "The Five Pioneers,"
said
to be
second "Turksib"
but
showing
thea construction
of a huge
canal instead of a railway, round out
the lineup to date.
Pudovkin, director of "Life is
Beautiful," is* now in Berlin arranging for the German premiere of the
film to occur this month.
Eckman, Dent K.R.S. Officers
London — Ratification of the nominations of Sam Eckman and Arthur
Dent as president and vice-president,
respectively, of the Kinema Renters'
Society, will take place at the March
meeting of the Society.
New British: Film Unit Starts
London — John Harvel has launched production at the British Lion
studios, Beaconsfield, on "Captivation," the first in a series of independent features which he will make.
Cast of the film includes Conway
Tearle, Betty Stockfield, Violet Vanbrugh, Frederick Volpe, Bromley
Davenport and Robert Farquharson.

"Happy Ending'' Gaumont's Next
London — Ian Hay's "The Happy
Ending"
is the latest Gaumont talker
Another French Studio Begins
to be placed before the cameras at
Paris — Bitowt Studios, new pro- the Shepherd's Bush studios. Millard
duction plant, has been opened at Webb is directing and the cast includes George Barraud, Anne Grey,
La Garenne, Colombo, under the
management of Giulio del Torre. Alfred Drayton, Cyril Raymond, Ellen Pollock and Alf Goddard.
First film to be produced is "The
Magnificent
Vagabonds,"
a
circus
recting.
story now in work with G. Dini diSlow Indie Buying
Movietone in British Federation
London — British Movietone News,
Ltd., has been elected member of
the Federation of British Industries,
and is the first newsreel firm to be
so honored
by this organization.
Irish Theater Firm, Chartered
Dublin — Bohemian Picture Theater, Ltd., has been incorporated in
the Irish Free State with a capital
of $30,000 divided into 6,000 shares
at $5. Directors are J. G. McEntagart, W. H. Freeman and John J.
Flood.

Sydney — Although nearly all
distributors have set their
product with the Australian
circuits for 1931, contract-buying on the part of the independents is lagging. These
exhibitors are not only demanding reduced rental rates,
but few will contract for more
than two basic services, spotbooking additional programs
they require. A check of local
suburban indies shows M-G-M
to be well ahead of other distributors in the number of
contract bookings.
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SRO SIGNS FLASH

SMASH
W
GROSSES LEAP IN WAKE OF
TITAN CAMPAIGN . . . MERCHANDISING LANDMARK IN
EVOLUTION OF SHOW WORLD
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THE
NATION
Radio Pictures herewith extends its gratitude to many
of the showmen who swept the mighty "Cimarron" to
record grosses. The list is necessarily incomplete in view
of late returns from remote sections of the country!
SKIPWESHNER
,
A. M. BOTSFORD
JACK HESS . . .
GEORGE BROWN
BENNIE SERKOWICH
MARK LUESCHER
EMOOROWITZ
.
GEORGE D. TYSON
CUFF WORK
.
DON EDDY . .
HARRY M'CLURE
LEM STEWART
LEW MAREN
. ,
JIMMIE CARRIER
JOE WEIL
. .
TED GAMBLE
.
H. E. JAMESON
E. E. MEREDITH
ELMER FRANKE
JULIUS CURLEY

Warners
Publix
RKO
RKO
RKO
RKO
RKO
Warners
RKO
RKO
Fox
Publix
RKO
Universal
Universal
. RKO
. . Fox
Warners
RKO
Warners

THORNTON

A. Z. FREEDMAN .
B. V. STURDIVANT
BUNNY BRYAN
BENKATZ
. .

. Warners
Publix
. Publix
Warners
. Publix
Warners

R. L. JONASSON
A. W. SOBLER
.
E. M.HART . .

. Publix
Warners

WALTER LINDLAR
H. P. HOFF . . . . Publix
Mr. SHAMCUPP . Warners
DIXON WILLIAMS . Publix
H. MAYER . . . Warners
ROY H. ROWE . . . Publix
Warners
BEN STERN . . .
PATMcGEE . .
J. MULHALL . .
F. J. PATTERSON
R.ENGLAND .
W. BITTNER . .
L. GRAVER . .

SARGENT . Warners

. . Publix
. Warners
.
.
.
.

. Warners
Publix
Warners
Warners

WALTER BRANDT
ARTHUR SWANKE
FRANK SELTZER .
J. P. HARRISON .
JOE FELDMAN .
RAYBEEL ....

. Warners
.
. Warners
Publix
.
. . Publix
.
Warners

. Publix
DAN FINN ....
Warners
J. E. CARR . . . .
FRANK LA SALLE . . Publix
Warners
ALEX HUGHES . . Warners
. Publix
J.WHITE ....
Publix
W. R. TULLY . , . .Warners
WILLIAM BOYD
Warners
B.MULLEN ...
Warners
B. WILD
....
D. BROWN
. . . Warners
's Century
Warners
E. LYNCH
....
Warners
J. HARVEY
. . .
CHAS B. TAYLOR .Shea
B.DANZIGER
. . . ,

HENRI SCHWARTZBERG.

RKO

Publix

CONGRATULATIONS ALSO TO THE GREAT CIRCUIT OPERATORS INCLUDING JOE PLUNKETT, SAM KATZ, SPYROS
SKOURAS, THE BOOKERS AND HOUSE MANAGERS
WHOSE DYNAMIC COOPERATION MADE POSSIBLE THE
TRIUMPHANT DAY AND DATE PREMIERE.
ilittittfii&ir&ilii.
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THEIR LIFE THE SHOW
THEIR GOD

WORLD

THE BOX-OFFICE!

RADIO TITAN PAYS HOMAGE
//,
TO
THE SHOWMEN WHO MADE
CIMARRON" THE GREATEST
TRIUMPH OF THE AGES!
They Carried the Torch to Victory!
One for All
and All for One!
America's Crack Young Showmen
Smash Away Barriers of Dead Tradition and Hurl Their Genius Into the

Sill!1*?*
i»,

World's Mightiest Merchandising
Enterprise! Embracing in the Sweep
of Its Operations 1,000 Inspired Men
and 300 First Run Theatres
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loaded with seatselling power . . . fast
. . . punchy . . . clean
as a whistle! No alibis /

if you miss with this
2> red-haired gal now
the heart
; stealing
of a natio
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HELEN

TWELVETREES
LILYAN TASHMAN
JAMES HALL

CHARLES
Directed by JOHN

ROBT. AMES
JOHN
HALLIDAY
JOAN
BLONDELL
ANITA LOUISE

R.

ROGERS

F. DILLON

PRODUCTION
Assoc. Prod. HARRY

JOE

BROWN

_- :--

Ties B. O. Traffic in Knots as
Gross Records Crash ! . » . East
. . . Wes
. North . ♦ . South
. . . Holdover Everywhere.
On Broadway . . . Terrific!
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456 FEATURE PICTURES

FEWER SOPHISTICATED
ON NEW SEASON'S LIST
(Continued from Page 1)

the sophisticated type picture has
fallen down badly in the smaller
communities. Hiram S. Brown,
president of RKO, in commenting on
the subject said, "We don't tell
ourselves that the sophisticated story,
as a general diet, is not wanted, we
are informed to that effect by the boxoffice receipts. I have not issued any
orders in this regard, but I do believe that the more wholesome stc>ry
in pictures."
money maker
the real comments
is Similar
were made by
other executiver. Sam Dembow of
Paramount said that the theaters can

the destiny of imported film for the
coming year.
Although it has been reported
abroad that the Paramount-Ufa-MG-M combination, known as Parufamet and formed for the distribution
of American
films through
Ufa in
iennany, would be dissolved in Augist at the expiration of the agreement, Wiltner also stated that Josph H. Seidelman, acting general
manager of foreign sales, who is now
on the continent, would not decide
as to Paramount's move in the mat.er until more is known of the outbecome of the political question
ween the Hitlerites and Socialises.
The success of the former would reict disastrously for American films,
Wiltner said.
Advices from abroad say that MG-M has separated from Strengholt
in Germany, although officially Parufamet will keep in existence primarily on account of the kontingent.

recent directors' meeting are: W. L.
Morris and E. J. House, vice president and secretary-treasurer, respectively. On the board of directors
are also J. C. Rabb and J. E. Neal.
Cambridge,
reopened.

Mass. — Following reconstruction the Inman Square has
It seats 1,200.

Evans City, Pa. — C. E. Glenn has
taken over and re-opened the Pastime, which was formerly the Rialto.

be increased to considerably pass the
500 mark before many months. Total
number of features produced for the
aew season is likely to approximate
Utica, N. Y.— John J. MacNeill is that of this year.
now managing the Avon.

Cochran, Ga. — The Prine and two
adjoining buildings owned by Mrs.
Carrie Pace Beckner of Athens have
been destroyed by fire.
Topeka, Kan. — M. W. Jancks of
the National Theaters Co. announces
the acquisition of the Grand from
L. W. Crawford.

Hughes-Franklin Acquire
Tiffany Sales Drive
Texas Theaters
In Honor of Rowland Two More
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

tire group of 31 exchanges in the U.
S. and five in Canada will participate
in the drive, which is to last eight
weeks. Carl J. Goe, general sales
manager, is directing the campaign.

operated
by the Robb
& Rowley
division.
R. E. Cameron is heading the
circuit's theater maintenance department, headquartering in Los Angeles, Franklin stated.

Radio Personalities
Academy to Determine
Para.
at
Tried
Being
Footage of Releases
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
of radio stars, including Morton
Downey, at the Paramount. All are
appearing over the Columbia Broadcasting System, in which Paramount
owns a 50 per cent interest. Provided the Sxperiment proves successful, other Columbia stars will be
booked. Publix has had considerable
success in playing local radio stars
various locations throughout the
in
country.

3 New Color Processes
Introduced in Europe
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Three new processes
have been infor color photography within
recent
troduced in Europe
weeks, it is reported in dispatches
Departto the M. P. Diyision of theParis
the
ment of Commerce. In
Societe Continental Europeenne
IN
Cinecolor has been formed with a
capital of 3,500,000 francs to exploit
the Thornton process, the patent of
which is held by John Edward
Thornton, of Jersey, England. Louis
Aubert is on the company's board
Maurice
Tourneur's
next
to be of directors. Another French com"Lorna Doone."
Going
pany, Societe Cinechrome, with a
*
*
* to England.
capital of 55,000 francs, will exploit
Swedish-American Film
Corp. to a color invention produced by
make six features a year for Reel- Raphael Weill and Eugene Rivoche.
craft distribution.
In Germany the Arena Co., capital*
*
*
ized at 300,000 barks, is to manufacture a color film under a new and
Joe Brandt to produce in Canada.
inexpen.sive system known as spectrocolor

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

ALREADY SET FOR '31-32
(Continued from Page 1)

Marion, N. C. — Dr. Guy S. Kirby has succeeded L. A. Neal as
president of th0 Marion Amusement
Co. Other officers elected at the

Jefferson, O. — M. E. Ames, operating the Ames here, has leased the
tell the producers of the "pulse of Gibbs in Andover, taking over the
Madison, N. C— V. H. Idol has
the people" better than any othei management March 1. The latter
source and that sophisticated pictures house will be open on Wednesday, purchased at public auction the P.
interests in the Patovi.
Thursday, Saturday and Sunday L. Wright
will only be made "now and then" evenings.
by Paramount and will not be in
Louisville — John H. Boswell, formthe majority. Dembow cited "Tom
erly manager of the Rialto, has been
Sawyer" as an example of the type
Burlingamie), Cal. — Harry Fox is
picture with the greatest universal now with the Chas. Peterson Cir- derson.
appointed manager 'of the Mary Anappeal. "Pictures for both old and cuit.
young," said Dembow "but in making for the adult we should not forget the younger set."

Parufamet Combination
Likely
to be Dissolved
(Continued from Page 1)

11

dling the matter intends to questionnaire exhibs on the subject. At present some operators prefer one length
and some the other, with the result
that in effecting the change, mutilation of the film occurs. M. C. Levee
is chairman of the committee investigating the situation.

t"
on "Quie
n Ban
Germa
cs Clear
Till Politi
Stays
Berlin (By Cable) — Possibility of
showing "All Quiet on the Western
Front" in Germany is entirely unlikely until the present political situation clears up, it is indicated in a
statement by the Minister of Interior Affairs. He said the exhibition
of the Universal war film would not
be allowed on account of the political atmosphere now existing in
Germany.

Hays Conservation Trophy
Won by Para. Exchanges
Paramount's exchanges in Kansas City and Seattle have won the
1930 Conservation Trophy awarded
by the Hays Office for the best
record in exchange management,
from the standpoint of fire hazards.
The trophy has been presented by
Will H. Hays to Adolph Zukor and
S. R. Kent, who accepted it in behalf of Paramount. This is the first
time two exchanges have tied in the
record for the trophy.

Publix
Managers'
Quotas
Reflect(Continued
Good from
Times
Ahead
Page 1)
agers set their own quotas instead
of having them supplied by the home
office. Reports received from D. J.
Chatkin's district show that, in New
York State, J. B. Carroll expects to
do slightly better in February this
year than last year and close to 80
per cent ahead of last year during
February and March.
Up in Boston, E. A. Zorn counts
on 30 per cent increase in February,
about the same as last year for
March, and a big increase in April.
C. L. Stoddard, in suburban Boston,
expects to hit about the same stride
with 50 per cent increase over last
year in February, same as last year
in March and 150 per cent increase in
April. F. Hookailo looks for 50 per
cent better than last year in February, and 100 per cent better in March
and April.
W. E. Spragg of Southeastern
Massachusetts and Rhode Island reports an outlook for 50 per cent increase over last year in February,
the same as last year in March and
a great increase in April. Myron
Shellman of the North Shore district looks for a 50 per cent jump in
February, March and April. A. J.
Moreau, up in Maine, counts on doing about the same this year as last
year during these three months. Reports from the south, while not quite
as optimistic as from the north, nevertheless are hopeful in most sections that business will be slightly
ahead of last year.
Brin House

Drops Vaude.

Milwaukee — L. K. Brin's Majestic
has gone back to straight pictures
after ville
about
eight weeks
of vaudeand films.
Music Copyright Suit Lost
Gotham, Wis. — The suit of the
Irving Berlin, Inc., music publishers,
against Charles Bateson and William
Wolfe, operators of the Gotham
Opera House, for infringement of
copyright on the song, ''Ten Little
Miles From Town," has been dismissed by Judge F. A. Geiger in
U. S. district court here.

New

Incorporations

All States Picture Productions. Inc.. Wilmington, Del., amusement places; Colonial
Charter Co., Dover, Del. 5,000 shares common.
Sixteenth
Street,
Fenway
Tin
theatrical;
Ruhien
& Bresoff.
1440
Broadway, New York.
100 shares common.
Garfield Fenway
Tl
p., same as
above.
100 shares common.
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Buffalo Engineering
Crews Busy in South
Dallas — Installation crews of the
Buffalo Engineering Co., of this city,
manufacturers of air washers and distributing units, are busy putting in
complete systems in the new 1,600seat house being built at Oak Cliff
and the University Theater at Norman, Okla*
The Buffalo Co. hasj a number ot
other nstallations ahead, and the demand for air washer equipment this
season is expected to bring on the
biggest year in the history of the
company.
New Optical Invention
Paris — A new optical invention for
the projection of films to give the
effect of third dimension is about to
be launched here under the name of
"Stereogine". For the purpose of
exploiting this process, a company
has been formed with a capital of
about $300,000.
GOLD SEAL TICKET REGISTER
Protection — Speed — Efficiency

GENERAL

REGISTER CORP.

Paramount

Building

Chickering 4065
New York
J. C. Ensi.en, Gen. Sales Mgr.
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HEATER

New Photophone Reproducer Suits
Houses With Limited Stage Space
Among the features of particular
interest to exhibitors in the newmodel RCA Photophone sound reproducing equipment is the fact that
it has been designed to fit into a limited area behind the screen. Theaters with only a small amount of
backstage space, therefore, can now
avail themselves of th^'s standard
equipment.
The matter of small space requirements also applies to the projection
booth, the new Photophone apparatus having been built for limited size
booths. In other words, the equipment was planned in every way for the
smaller theater seating 1,000 or under.
The compactness, incidentally, and
the fact that this AC-operated system
requires no batteries or motor generators, makes for simplified operation, lower installation and maintenance costs, and other efficiencies.
Cash price of the unit is $2,500.
Also important from the angle of
the small theater owner is the threeyear deferred payment plan, bringing the cost of Photophone Standard
Size Equipment to $34.88 a week including rental, service, insurance and
carrying charges.

Sunday,

Fast Installation
A record feat in the installation of sound equipment in a
theater was accomplished by
the Pulverman Corp., makers
of Royal Amplitone, at the
Belmont, former Broadway legitimate house. Up to 18 hours
before the theater was scheduled to open with a policy of
Italian pictures sponsored by
J. V. Cremonim, no arrangements for sound facilities had
been made. Cremonim got in
touch with I. Pulverman, president of the Pulverman Corp.,
who immediately put his engineering staff on the job, at just
20 minutes before the theater
doors opened the entire soundon-film installation was completed. Although there was
no time for a prior tryout performance, the program was run
off in perfect harmony.

BAUSCH & LONB DESIGN
LENS FOR WIDE SCREEN
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,
Rochester, N. Y., is now marketing
its new super cinephor lens and condenser system, said to have been especially designed to meet the requirements of the wide screen, as well as
to improve standard films. This is
the first projection lens to be fully
corrected for astigmatism, the company claims, hence the improved flat
field and critical definition.
The condenser in its operation confines the light to an evenly ilium. nated oval of the same proportion as
the wide film aperture dimensions,
giving 50 per cent more illumination,
the company states.

DIMMER PLATES CLAIMED
YV/HAT

are you doing to keep

EREE FROM BURN-OUTS

Velvet-smooth dimming from full
your projection! equipment in brilliance to black-out, free from
burn-outs, is claimed as among the
good working order? Do you see chief
advantages of the Simplicity
that it is completely overhauled
Dimmers, a product of Cutler-Hamevery once in a- while and inspected
mer, Inc., of Milwaukee, manufacturers of electrical control apparatus.
for worn parts, or do you belong
The
company
has spent more than a
to the "Oh! it's all right" brigade? quarter of a century
in the direct study
While the apparatus will give very
of theatrical lighting problems. Simlittle trouble if properly handled, in
plicity Dimmers are compact, handle
common with all other equipment, double the number of circuits in the
usual space and are long lived, the
spare parts will sometimes be need- company states. These and other
ed, and the show will be held up
constructional refinements have produced a dimmer plate that is said
if they are not forthcoming. Therefore, keep a close check on all to be free from burn-outs.
equipment and do not fail to keep
Acoustical Decoration Booklet
Correction of acoustics in theaters,
a proper supply of all necessary
together with decoration and design, m
parts that are likely to require reis
treated Rug
in a booklet
issued ofby Milthe '
placement.
waukee.
National
Mills, Inc.,
Have you checked up on the hat
racks under your theater seats lately? Inspection will find that many
of these are broken or bent and in
some cases completely missing. The
replacing and fixing of hat holders,
as well as the cleaning of gum
from the bottom of seats, will go
a long way toward the comfort of
your patrons.
You might have been able to slip
it over on old John Public in the
days
silents,
but Look
you can't
them of
with
.sound.
over fool
the
recent improvements made in regard to theater seats, drapes, lighting /equipment, projection, screens
and numerous other developments,
and it may surprise you to learn
how rapidly each in its own sphere
had been improved upon. Not beone the
exhibitor's
need,
but to cause
fitof any
in with
modern trend
of the business, to satisfy that demand of the public, which is now
shopping
for the best.

Setting*
Draper! e«
Acoustical

Decoritioni

Automatic Shutter Control
with 3-wire circuit foot Switch
Standard equipment in over 1500 theatres. Fits Motiograph Model B, Simplex
and Super-Simplex and Sure-Fit. With
or without Rear Shutter Mounts.
Rear Shutter Mounts require Model D
tjpe. Convert your Model A to Model D
ryOe. Brackets and parts on ■ rder.

MFG. CO.

691 Lincoln Place, Brooklyn, New York

TreatmentAcouitica
Sannen

Magmicop*
Screeni

New York City

340W.4litSi.

Bring

back the prestige lost
through faulty sound
in your theatre
by installing

syNcccriLH
perfect

sound

reproduction

and thereby
gain
additional
steady
customers
and more dollars through
your box.
MACHINE

WEBER
59 KUTTER

CORP.

STREET, ROCHESTER, N.Y.

Expert Dtpt.: 15 Laight Street, I\ew York
Cablt
Addrtsi : Arlab,
New
York

LITTLE THINGS

"Thide"

DOWSER

By M. P.

that

mean so much to good lighting
THE
manyfor important
little things
required
proper illumination
of
the stage are here in abundance — parts
and supplies of every description ; carbons for arc lamps, cable and connectors, gelatine and glass color mediums,
color wheels and color frames, resistances, enclosed pedestal switches, terminal lugs, etc. — also spot-lights and
other
stage
lamps
of various
kinds.

KLIEGL BROS
Universal Electric Stage LightingCo.inc.
321 West 50th Street NewYork.NY.

the:
Sunday,

February

22,

1931
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EQUIPMENT*
BOOTH

TYPHOON FAN CO. OFFERS
L0WC0STC00L1NG SYSTEM
A newly designed cooling system
known as "Icedaire," said to give exactly the same results in cooling and
conditioning as expensive refrigerating machinery systems, but at much
less cost, has been marketed by the
Typhoon Fan Co. of New York.
The apparatus is not a makeshift
for the low-priced field, but has been
specially conceived on the basis of
sound scientific principles, and thoroughly tested, the company states.

National Screen Co.
Expands in the South
Atlanta — National Screen Service
Co., under the supervision of Jack
Flannery, is continuing its national expansion campaign in this territory
and has appointed C. R. Beacham
and J. R. Kitchen to handle sales
out of the Atlanta office. Eight other
men will be assigned territories in
the southeast with the anticipation ot
opening an Atlanta division distributing center, it is reported.
In addition to the Atlanta distributing center, the company will establish various sales offices in strategic
southeastern cities. Offices for the
Texas and Oklahoma division were
recently opened in Dallas.

NEW

THEATERS

Millinocket, Me. — Architects'
be
readyhere
aboutforFeb.
on a
erected
the 2'5
Graphic
Samuel Kurson, Bangor, Me.,
tect. The building is to be of
construction,
one-story
high.

plans are to
theater toInc.
be
Theater,
is the archifireproof brick

Beardstown, 111. — Plans are in progress for
the erection of a 1,000-seat theater! here by
the Glen W. Dickinson Theaters, Inc., of
Kansas
City, Mo.
Lincoln, Neb. — Bids will soon be received
by H. L. Smith of this city for the erection of a nine-story theater and apartment
building here at an estimated cost of $300,000.
Plattsburg, N. Y. — Paramount Publix will
soon take bids on the general contract for
the erection of a theater here at an estimated cost of $150,000. Rapp & Rapp of
New York are the architects.

the

Clovis, N. M. — A 300-seat theater is being erected here by H. S. Leon, owner of
Rule, Rule, Tex.

SAFETY PLUG CONNECTORS
ADAPTABLE TO MANY USES
A variety of time-saving plug connectors and plugging boxes for making and changing electrical connections to lighting units and other electrical apparatus used in stage performances, motion picture and sound
photography, and whenever temporary connections must be made quickly, conveniently and with safety, is
being put out by Kliegl Bros., Universal Stage Lighting Co., of New
York.
These plug connectors are said to
be practically indestructive, very useful, simple, efficient and especially
adaptable to projection rooms and
general theater use for the making
nections.
of temporary lighting or power con-

Winchester, Mass. — The erection of a theater at an estimated cost of $150,000
city.
is being planned by G. A. Daley, of this

Advance Trailer Adds
Four Salesmen in South

Reno, Nev. — A theater to be known as
the Tower is to be erected here at an estimated cost of $250,000 by the HughesFranklin Theaters,
Los Angeles.

Atlanta — J. B. Craver, Vic Arning,
H. R. Mason and A. C. Kincey have
been added to the Advance Trailer
Co., southeastern sales force, according to an announcement by R. V.
Anderson,
district sales manager.

Beaumont, Tex. — Plans for a $25,000
Negro theater to be built for Elmo
Willard, wealthy Negro business man of this
city, are reported
to be under
way.
Longview, Tex. — A theater
is to be built
here at an estimated
cost of $150,000
by
East
Texas Theaters,
Inc..
in association
with M. T. Flanagan
of this city.
It will
seat
1,000.

New Gaumont Equipment
Designed for Small Houses

That the NATIONAL

If it It

Handling Kooler-Aire in St. Louis
St. Louis — W. R. Alleman has
been appointed distributor of KoolerAire Engineering Corp., and Arctic
Nu-Air products for the St. Louis
territory. He has opened up a display room at 3317 Olive St.

ASBESTOS
we

have

GUARANTEE

of highest quality is coupled with
that of a manufacturer.

it

BLUE SEAL ASBESTOS CORP.
264 Wyckoff
St., near Nevins
New York Triangle 0290
Brooklyn,
Distributors for Johni-Manville Corp

Charles City, la. — The seating capacity
of the Auditorium, owned by Mrs. J. C.
Norman, is to be increased to 1,000 along
with other improvements to be made at
an estimated
cost of $60,000.
Spokane, Wash. — Remodeling of a onestory commercial building here into a 350seat theater to be known as the Lyric is
being made
here by John
Brooks.
Bristol, Va. — Remodeling and redecorating the Cameo, Columbia and Isis theaters
here at an estimated cost of $20,000, has
been announced by Harry Somerville, assistant general manager of Gobel Theaters,
nc, operators.
Narragansett, R. I.— John W. Miller,
who recently purchased the New Casino
here, plans complete renovation of the house
begins.
season
before the summer

W. E. Wires British Ship
Western Electric portable equipment has been installed aboard
H.M.S. "Renown." The ship's first
cruise after the installation was to
the Mediterranean, and 20 feature
films
were taken along to assure an
the trip.
adequate change of program during

To Open Northwest Territory
Chicago — Ben Adams, who recently took office space with the Filmack
Co. here, is handling a line of theater premiums for Business Builders,
Inc., of New Haven, Conn. He offers a line of table linens, beautyware and a kiddie specialty called
Mysto-Magic. Plans are in progress
by Business Builders, it is reported,
to establish a western distribution
center here, whereby the company
will be in a position to cover and
service the entire western territory.

Paris — Production of a new sound
reproducer called the Radio-Junior
has been announced by GaumontFranco-Film-Aubert here. This apparatus, which is said to present the
St. Louis — Under a recently en- best features of the Sonore Gaumont
acted city ordinance fire alarm boxes and the Radio Cinema projectors, is
Worm Drive Rigging
in St. Louis theaters and other designed for small halls. It is to be
A new electrical worm drive rigamusement places must be so ar- sold outright, including installation,
ging, which is said to do away with
ranged they shall be accessible at all at a price not yet named.
times to inspectors of the fire and
Announcement of a junior appara- counterweight systems, has been put
tus has also been made by Louis on the market by the American Stage
police telegraph and telephone diviHardware Co., together with Sosman
sion of the Department of Pubic Nalpas of this city.
& Landis Co., of Chicago.
Safety.
Safety Step Ladder
In the event the fire alarm box
cannot be so placed and comply with
A handy safety step ladder for theater use, constructed so as to avoid
these conditions the theater or other
places where direct communication risks, is being put out in sizes from
with the fire alarm telegraph system 3 to 16 feet by the Dayton Safety
is deemed necessary must provide a Ladder Co., of Cincinnati. It is subTHIS Stamp of Approval
stantially made, light steel braced
master box outside the premises and
in advertisements of
one or more auxiliary boxes inside and has a guarded roomy platform
the theater.
with plenty of safe working space.
equipment and supplies means:

Theaters Cautioned
On Fire Alarm Boxes

Quincy, Fla. — (Contracts for remodeling
and redecorating the exterior and interior
of the Enterprise here have been let by
E. T. Harden, manager. New seats, sound
stalled.
apparatus and other equipment will be in-

BRING BACK THE KIDDIES
Our Special Surprise Gift Bag will
attract attendance and insure repeat
business for your Saturday kiddie
matinees. Biggest producers and
theatre chains are using our seat
selling stunts. Write for detail*.
Universal Toy & Novelty Mfg. Co.
2329 Third Ave.
N. Y. C.

PROJECTION BOOTHS
IRWIN D. RATHSTONE
152

Z

Designer and Builder
Sound
Installed
West
42nd
St.
N.Y.C.
TeL
Wisconsin
7-0842-7274

PROFIT

FOR YOUR

Bmnehrs

in oil Principal Citirf

THEATRE

1
The new GoldE Carbon
Saver will cut your carbon costs 30%. No
drilling. No inconvenience. Just insert
burned stub and use. For 9 m/m Hi-Intensity only.
Z
GoldE Long Life Carbon Jaws can't burn out I They're made of
special heat impervious metal. Guaranteed
1.000 hours. Will give years of service
For Hi-Lo
Lamps.
•J ORDER

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY
COMPANY

SAVERS

Gold-E
201 5

FROM

SUPPLY

DEALERS

Manufacturing
LeMoyne

Street,

Co.

Chicago
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"It Pays Time,
to Advertise"
Paramount
1 hr., 15 mins.

"Rango"

Paramount
Time, 1 hr., 6 mins.
INTEREST-GRIPPING,
FAST-MOVING COMEDY
HUMOROUS
AND EXCITING
WITH PLENTY OF LAUGHS ANIMAL AND NATIVE PICTURE MADE IN SUMATRA.
AND FINE CAST. SKEETS
ENTERTAINMENT
FOR
GALLAGHER
A SCREAM.
EVERYBODY.
Ernest B. Schoedsack, co-producer
This screen adaptation of the successful stage comedy brings with it of 'Chang" and "Grass," has turned
a novelty on his own — a difall the laughs of the play and a few out
ferent-than-the-average piece of entertainment. The picture proper is
more. The story is bright and tells
prefaced
by
a
prologue studio-made,
how a rich man's son is turned out in which an elderly
chap begins to
into the world to work out his own tell a little boy about the Sumatra
salvation and fortune. Norman Fos- jungle. The film then cuts to its
ter, the son, marries Carole Lom- main theme, dealing with two native
father and son, and
bard, his father's secretary, and to- tiger-hunters,
gether they set out to compete with their battles to survive the wilderness. Killing of tigers and other
his father in the soap industry.
Skeets Gallagher, a publicity man beasts is shown and the picture ends
out of work, joins the duo and their in a smashing climax which depicts
entire capital of $13,000 is eaten up the battle-to-death between a water
in advertising. Screamingly funny buffalo and a tiger. Contagious comedy has been injected in the story
situations follow and in the end
through intimate pictures of the anNorman's father, feeling that he has
tics of apes and monkeys. Except in
been outdistanced by his son, buys
the prologue only two persons, the
the boy's business. Gallagher car- natives, appear in the production.
ries the heavy burden of the piece The entire picture conveys a sense
and does admirably. The entire cast of realness and independence from
is well chosen.
Cast: Norman Foster, Carole Lombard, regulation production influences. Dialogue is only used in the prologue
Skeets Gallagher, Eugene Pallette, Lucien
Littlefield, Helen Johnson, Louise Brooks, and occasionally as a descriptive aid,
Morgan Wallace, Marcia Manners, Tom Ken- the rest of the picture being synnedy, Junior Coghlan, John Howell, John
chronized; with music and sound efSinclair.
fects.
Director, Frank Tuttle; Authors, Roi
Cooper Megrue, Walter Hacket ; Adaptors,
Arthur Kober, Ethel Doherty ; Dialoguer, not
credited ; Editor, not credited ; Cameraman,
A. J. Stout.
Direction, fine.
Photography, fine.

"La Nuit Est A Nous"

(The Night Is Ours)
No Distributor credited
Time, 1 hr., 19 mins.
WEAK FRENCH FILM WILL
ONLY APPEAL TO FRENCH
AUDIENCES BECAUSE OF ITS
NATIVE COMEDY TOUCHES
AND GOOD GALLIC PANTOMIME.
This one is closed so far as its
appeal may be to any but Frenchspeaking audiences. There is an
abundance of dialogue, and the scenario is not any too clear in spots
to enable English-speaking audiences
to follow it. For the French localities and the arty houses it will pass
as mildly amusing entertainment of
the light romantic drama school.
The story tells of the daughter of
a French engineer who pilots the
French company's car in the tryouts, for the forthcoming International sweepstakes in Italy. She has
an accident, and a stranger rescues
her and takes care of her through
the night. Later they meet in Paris
where the stranger secures a position in the auto factory, and they
fall desperatelv in love. Complications arise with the owner of the
factory seeking the girl's hand. Nice
comedy touches and clever acting
bitsmake the offering mildly entertaining.
Cast: Marie Bell. Henrv Roussell, Jean
Murat, Jim Gerald, Mary Costes, May Vincent,
Kitty
Kelly.
Director, Henry Roussell ; Author, Henry
Kistemaeckers ; no other credits listed.

"Sit Tight"

with Winnie Lightner, Joe E. Brown
Warner Bros. Time, 1 hr., 15 mins.
BIG LAUGH NUMBER WITH

Ann

Harding in

"East Lynne"

JOE

Fox
Time, 1 rr., 17 mins.
CLASS PRODUCTION
O F
TEAR-JERKER DRAMA WITH
ANN HARDING AND CLIVE
BROOK.
SHOULD SCORE BIG.
This one must be figured entirely
on its drawing
power
outstanding classic
of as
thetheweepy

On the framework of a story that
is just an obvious makeshift affair,
Joe E. Brown and Winnie Lightner
deal out a load of laughs that should
make this an acceptable entertainment for almost any audience. Winnie is a health doctor, conducting
a rejuvenating institution, and Joe
is her chief assistant. He's also in
love with her, and in addition has
a wrestling complex, which he indulges via correspondent school. They
take on a young white hope, Paul
Gregory, who has had a quarrel
with his rich sweetie, and train him
for the championship bout despite
his girl's, protests and schemes to
keep hinvfrpm becoming a mat artist. The big set-to, preceded by a
comedy bout in which Joe accidentally licks a tough customer, furnish
the climax. Action is fast, laughs
come frequently, and the wrestling
stuff is red-blooded.

dramas. With Ann Harding and
Clive Brook in the principal roles,
and a classy setting throughout, it
seems to have all the popular elements for success. It sticks pretty
close to the original stage classic,
and the scene in Vienna and Paris,
with the incidents of the siege of
the latter city during the FrancoPrussian War are done effectively
and with good dramatic effect. It
still rates high as a weepy meller,
but done with a ritzy atmosphere.
Ann Harding as the wife who was
forced to leave her husband and
child after her affair with the English diplomatic representative, played
by Clive Brook, gives a fine sympathetic performance. In the initial
showing at the Roxy it had the women using their handkerchiefs freely
in the pathetic scenes concerning
the mother's love for the child.
Should prove a money maker.

E. BROWN TAKING COMEDY HONORS AS A WOULDBE WRESTLER. STORY UNIMPORTANT.

Cast: (In the Prologue) Claude King,
Douglas Scott.
Director, Ernest B. Schoedsack; Editors,
Ernest B. Schoedsack, Julian Johnson; Cameraman, Alfred Williams.
Direction, fine. Photography, good.

Cast: Winnie Lightner, Joe E. Brown,
Claudia Bell, Paul Gregory, Don George,
Lotti Loder, Hobart Bosworth, Frank Hagney, Snitz
Edwards.
Director, Lloyd Bacon ; Author, Rex Taylor ; Adaptor same ; Dialoguer, William K.
Wells ; Editor, Jimmy Gibbons ; Cameraman,
William Rees ; Recording Engineer, not
credited.
Direction,
good.
Photography,
okay.

"Mutterliebe"

"Heimatsklange"

("Mother Love")

("Homeland Echoes")

(Silent)
Foreign Feature Films
(Joe Fleisler) Time, 1 hr., 26 mins.
SENTIMENTAL AND HEAVY
DRAMA OF MOTHER
LOVE.
HENNY PORTEN'S ACTING IS
THE BEST THING ABOUT IT.
This is a morbid and sentimental
drama told with a heavy technique
and a draggy story. English and
German titles are supplied. It is
saved by the splendid characterization of Henny Porten, whose unusual talents certainly deserve a
better vehicle, directing and general
studio support. Miss Porten plays
the character of a wife who can
have no "children, which her husband greatly desires. He has an
affair with a girl, the wife discovers
it, and divorces him. She gets a
job in Berlin as a nurse in a rich
family to a little girl neglected by
the ^mother, who is having a secret
affair with a rounder. The child
and Henny Porten, as its nurse, grow
very attached to each other. When
she is discharged by the mother,
the nurs© kidnaps the child, and the
subsequent court proceedings lead
you to believe that her mother love
is _ going to be rewarded with the
child's love and that of the father.
Cast: Henny Porten, Gustav Diessel, Paul

Sunday, February 22, 1931

(Silent)
Otto Trippel
Time, 1 hr., 23 mins.
INTERESTING
GERMAN
SCENIC HAS BEAUTIFUL
PHOTOGRAPHY
OF GORGEOUS SHOTS IN BAVARIAN
ALPS AND FINE
ATMOSPHERE,

Cast: Ann Harding, Clive Brook, Conrad Nagel, Cecilia Loftus, Beryl Mercer, O.
P. Heggie, Flora Sheffield, David Torrence,
J. Gunnis Davis, Eric Mayne, Ronald) Cosbey, Willie Albright.
Director, Frank Lloyd; Author, Mrs.
Henry W*>od ; Adaptors, Bradley King,
Tom Barry ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor, Jack
Dennis ; Cameraman, John Seitz ; Recording
Engineer, C. Clayton Ward.
Direction, good.
Photography, excellent,

"Comrades of 1918"
("Westfront

1918

Vier

von

der

Infanterie")
Forenfilms
Time, 1 hr., 33 mins.
NOTABLY PRODUCED WAR
SPECTACLE FROM THE GERMAN SIDE. PROCESSION OF
BATTLEFRONT
HORRORS
MAKES IT UNPLEASANT AS
ENTERTAINMENT.

As a travel scenic, this will please
all lovers of the Fatherland, as well
This war picture was made by
as all globe trotters who enjoy beau- Nero-Film with all dialogue in Gertiful foreign views artistically preman, not counting a few utterances
sented. The camera work is splen- in French. It is supposed to reflect
did throughout, and many of the
views have never before been seen the Teutonic viewpoint of the late
and also to act as a lesson
in moving pictures. The camera struggle
against
war.
There is no plot or
travels through southern Germany
and catches many unusual glimpses special continuity to the action,
which is devoted solely to incidents
of the picturesque and beautiful
mountain scenery in Bavaria. There showing the dreadful consequences
war, its destruction of men and
are numerous pastoral landscapes of
minds as well as property, and the
that would do credit to an artist's terrifying outbursts of the afflicted
brush. The quaint old towns, and
the costumes and customs of the soldiers who don't even know why
they are ordered to kill themselves.
natives are all nicely presented. His»- Some amorous business, including
torical interest is added with views
of the ancient castles such as the an incident involving a soldier's wife
and his trusted friend, also is inhereditary palace of the Hohenzolcluded, but otherwise there is praclerns, and that of the rulers of Lich- rors.
tically
no relief from the war hortenstein. Heidelberg University and
the students at their drinking table
Cast : Fritz Kampers, Gustav Diessl, Hans
Fine shots of Mun- Joachim Moebis, Claus Clausen, Gustav PuttHenckels, lliovlo Srekelv. Ernst Stalil- are presented.
ich, marvelous lakes, mountain jer, Jackie Monnier, Hanna Hoessrich, Else
Nachbaur, Elizabeth Pinajeff, Inge Landgut,
Carl Bellhaus.
crags, the Black Forest, and others Heller,
Hilde Maroff. Hugo Werner-Kohle.
Director, G. W. Pabst ; Author, Ernest
Director. George Jacoby ; Authors, Fred- all varied and entertaining. Musical
Johannsen ; Adaptor, Ladislaus Vajda ;
erich Raff, Julius Urgiss ; Adaptor, David numbers and choral and solo bits Cameramen, F. A. Wagner, Ch. Metain ;
Melamerson ; Titler, Dr. Lucas ; Editor, not
Recording Engineers, Dr. Guido Bagier,
lend good atmospheric touches. Karl Brodmerkel.
credited : Cameraman. Karl Puth.
Direction, poor.
Photography! spotty.
Titles are in English and German.
Direction, good.
Photography, fine.

"Sargie's Playmates"

Universal
Time, 18 mins.
Fun Fest
Another in the Slim Summerville
comedy series, showing the lanky
■comedian again in Russia with the
American contingent during the
war. This one will get the laughs
■easily, with two good gags pepping
it up from start to finish. Slim has
trouble with the sergeant (Eddie
Gribbon) over a Russian girl whom
they both fall for, named Olga. She
-warns Slim of her Russian sweetie
who is a dangerous man when he
gets mad. And when he gets real
mad, he laughs. The jealous Russian hands the sergeant a bomb in
an alarm clock and laughs. Slim
gets the bomb next, and this sequence is a howl. The climax has
Slim searching the Russian women's "Battalion of Death" for
stolen papers in their barracks, he
not knowing they are ladies. But
they convince him of his error. This
is plenty funny, but some of the
stuff will probably run afoul of the
censors, for it is very much on the
border line of questionable comedy.
But apart from that the comedy is
a real one, and should go over
strong.

"Hot Wires'
Pathe

Time, 20 mins.
Very Poor
This is a pretty sad comedy that
•depends for its heavy humor on a
gent hiding in a barrel with some
crabs and then emerging with the
crabs sticking to various parts of
his anatomy. It isn't v.ery funny
the first time. And they repeat it
about five times, and it gets less
funny each time. Daphne Pollard
is the comedienne, who gets a job
as cook with an underworld gang
leader. An amateur detective wanders into the kitchen looking for
evidence. He is the gent who hides
in the crab barrel every time the
gangster approaches. This is the
second or third in the Daphne Pollard series where she gets a job
as a cook. They seemed to have
exhausted the comedy possibilities
in the first one.

"The Shooting of Dan the
Educational
Time, 20 mins.
Peppy Comedy
A fast moving comedy featuring
Duck"
Clyde Cook as the
hubby who is sent
out to bring home a turkey for his
wife's dinner party, and Clyde comes
home with a live duck. It is bright
and hilarious all the way, and the
gags are snappy and get away from
the old routine stuff. There are several corking sequences in the New
York subway, and this locale looks
like a bright new spot for the comics,
for this short feature proves the subway holds the atmosphere for a lot
of clever comedy situations.

"The Royal Bluff"

Universal
Time,
20 mins.
Comedy Hit
A Slim Summerville comedy, with
Slim in Russia with the American
doughboys during the war. He has
his usual misunderstandings over
one particular gal with the tough
sergeant, played by Eddie Gribbon.
Slim sneaks the girl in the billet one
evening to eat some pies and when
the captain arrives she hides in the
sergeant's cot, and the sergeant
faces a court martial for the escapade. Then he goes grimly hunting for Slim, and finds him at the
girl's house. There is the usual
surprise gag at the end, with the
sergeant discovering Slim is wearing three of his stolen undershirts.
It has plenty of laughs, and Slim
is a riot as usual.

"The

Philadelphia-Lancaster
Counterfeiters"
Educational
Time, 12 mins.

Uninteresting
A William J. Burns Detective
Mystery, with the famous detective
giving an audible recital of the crime
under consideration. The action recreates the story of the clever conterfeiting of U. S. banknotes by expert engravers in the cities in question. How they were traced and
captured forms the basis of the reel.
But the pictured action lacks dramatic presentation and reels off as a
pretty commonplace narrative.

"Modern Fairy Tales"

"Stars of Yesterday"

"Angel Cake"
Vitaphone 1179-80 Time, 19 mins.
Nifty Musical Comedy
A swell collection of $5.50 quality
musical revue numbers have been
packed into this 19-minute short,
which has tunefulness, comedy, good
dancing, a load of girls, attractive
background, speed and something of
a plot to hold the works together.
Principals are Cy Landry, the funny
dancing comic; Jimmy, Ray, Paige
Sisters, The Foursome, and a troupe
of Albertina Rasch girls. All firstrate talent, backed by novelty in
the production. Singing, dancing
and comedy numbers follow each
other with a rapidity that maintains
the entertainment tempo on a good
keel.
Rov
Mack directed.

"Alexander's Ragtime

"All Excited"
Time, 19 mins.

Poor
This one goes floppo with a lot
of repetition of gags that are anything but funny to start with. It's
a Sidney-M'jurray comedy, with
each of them hired as a detective
by a married couple who suspect
each other of playing around. Sidney detects for the wife, and Murray for the husband. They all wind
up in the cellar, and in the dark
various things happen that scare the
detectives with more or less spooky
atmosphere. They mistake each
other for burglars, and the mistakes
are dished out in endless and tiresome repetition. In fact the whole
thing seems to have been a mistake.

"Shipwrecked"
Time,

Universal

6 mins.

1178

Time,

10

mins.

Pip Laugh Number
Besides its wealth of interest in
presenting glimpses of early day film
stars, this reel carries a load of
laughs when the audiences see this
old-time stuff in the light of today.
Humor is added by dialogue synchronized to the action. Among the
stars shown are Helen Holmes,
Theda Bara, Mary Fuller, Mabel
Normand, Ford Sterling, Mack Sennett, the Keystone -Cops, Marion
Harris, Rudolph Valentino, Mary
Miles Minter, Clara Kimball Young,
Betty Blythe, Sarah Bernhardt, G.
M. Anderson, Marguerite Clayton,
Fatty Arbuckle, William S. Hart,
Charles Ray and Tex Guinan.

George Jessel and His
Russian Art Choir

Band"

(Fleischer Song Cartoon)
Paramount
Time, 6 mins.
Swell Song Cartoon
One of the best of the Fleischer
song cartoons to date. With the
catchingly tuneful Irving Berlin
song hit as a basis, a batch of comical antics is presented through the
medium of an old dog of a music
teacher giving lessons to a comical
little pupil. Works upi to a nice
punch finale. A hit filler for any bill.
Universal

Vitaphone

Fat?- Novelty
Vitaphone 1176
Time, 9 mins.
There doesn't seem to be any
special connection or entertainment
values in George Jessel acting as
master of ceremonies for a group ot
Russian singers. From a comedy
angle, the combination lacks punch.
Jessel's few remarks are good for
only a few mild giggles. The singing of the Russians, of course, is
good.
Okay as a novelty.

'The Well
Pathe

of Fortaleza"
Time, 10 mins.

Vagabond Weak
Adventure with director Tom Terriss conducting a trip
through a picturesque town in Porto
Rico where he describes the various sights as the natives go about
their daily tasks. Then a visit to
the ancient fortress of San Cristobal
with the climax being an exploration
of the) Poison Well in which in the
olden days the Spaniards imprisoned
the pirates who infested that region.
Here some individual supposed to be
Tom Terriss climbs down rickety
irqn rungs in the rotting walls of
the dark dungeon, and the lower
part breaks and almost sends him
into the poison well. Then his escape is staged in a more or less dramatic manner. The whole adventure
reels off very phoney, and seems too
obviously staged to carry any kick.
Terriss is much better when he i>
just describing foreign scenes and
pointing out unique things in odd
flop.
corners pf the world in his inimitable and graphic stylo. When he
goes dramatic he is Very 'much of a
A

Clever Cartoon
Vitaphone 1071
Time, 9 mins.
Good Comedy
"Moonlight and Romance"
A good animated, this Oswald
with Rosita Moreno, Nino Martini
A string of laughable incidents,
Paramount
Time, 7 mins. showing various incidents as they are cartoon, being a clever travesty on
a shipwreck, with Oswald landing
Artistic Musical
not likely to happen, such as a at the Lotion: of the ocean Where
Rosita Moreno, popular ballroom Scotchman throwing his money
through a series of alarmdancer, and Nino Martini, who has a away, a barber declining to give a he goes
ing adventures when he encounters
"Little Red Riding
Time,Hood"
6 mins.
fine singing voice, indulge in a little customer the usual extras, getting a giant fish, who postpones eating Pathe
the
right
telephone
number,
being
Amusing Cartoon
romantic by-play against an elaborate
him for a couple of hours till he
A Pathe Fable cartoon based on
Spanish or Italian background. Mar- able to reason with a traffic cop, and
real hungry. So Oswald wantini plays the role of a serenading other equally humorous bits. The gets ders
into a sunken ship, discovers a the fairy-book story characters, including the little girl who goes to
suitor, with Rosita responding from satire is broad enough to appeal to piano in the hold, and commences
the
although
visit her grandmother, the wolf who
a balcony. Then she comes down to audiences generally,
play to the delight of the nsh beats her to the house and poses
the spacious courtyard and offers a more intelligent patrons will get the to
family in general. A lot of good
dance number, executed with excep- biggest kick out of it. Swell idea
as granny, etc. An amusing number
tional grace and photographed from and ably directed by Harold Beau- imaginative work went into this en- of its kind.
tertaining cartoon.
dine.
interesting angles.
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Diversified Program
Viennese Atmosphere
On Paramount Stage
In Current Roxy Show
distinct forms of entertainment make up the interesting and
laughable stage presentation at the
Paramount this week. The first half,
titled "Radiolites", takes place in a
glorified broadcasting studio with the
conventional announcer and two
"mikes" for the artists. Following
a spirited orchestra selection, the announcer introduces Henry Burbig
who "broadcasts" his "Boston Tea
Party" recitation with a laughable
Hebrew dialect. Peter Biljo and his
Russian orchestra then appear behind
a scrim drop in "Around the Samovar" and render two swinging melodies. A burlesque audition is sung
by Jasslyn Fax followed by a monosylable dialogue between Mary and
Bob of the True Story hour. Morton Downey, who is headlined, sings
three numbers ending with an Irish
lullaby, away from the "mikes." The
second part, "Cupid's Carnival", a
Boris Petroff production, which was
obviously designed for Valentine
Day week, introduces Don Santos
who comics his way through many
gags and dances. The setting back
stage is of a huge valentine and the
Bobbie Sanford ensemble appear as
cupids in a series of dances and later
in poses atop lighted platforms. Three
numbers by the Harrington Sisters
and some unusually clever tumbling
by the Three Dynamos set the stage
for Lamberti, a tramp comedian with
an xylophone. Lamberti delivers
some really laughable comedy and
playing.
clever xylophone
Two

Sunshine Sammy for Publix Unit
Sunshine Sammy, colored dancer
screen player of the "Our Gang"
and
comedies, is to join a Publix unit in
April through a booking arranged by
Abe Feinberg. Sammy opened a,n
R-K-O tour in Boston on Feb. 14.
Two other screen names, Olive
Borden and Anita Stewart, were
booked by Feinberg last week at the
Capitol, Rochester, N. Y.
Harris Cuts Prices
Pittsburgh — In reverting to a
straight film policy this week, the
Harris is cutting its prices to 10 to
25 cents for matinees and 15 to 45
cents in the evening.

Realism
New Britain, Conn. — A gent
named Anthony Mierczjewski
with screen aspirations saw a
scene in a short comedy where
a married gink took a shot at
his wife. Anthony liked it so
much that he went right home
and rehearsed the scene on his
own ball-and-chain with a real
gun. But instead of crashing
the movies he crashed the
hoosegow.

The current stage show at the Roxy
is a very fine atmospheric prologue
for the picture, "East Lynne," playing up the Vienna atmosphere in the
feature. It is titled, "Gay Vienna,"
and is costumed and set in the period of the Franco-Prussian War, the
same as the feature. Opens with a
novelty curtain with a large heart
cutout showing male and femme singers offering the pop Viennese waltz
number from the German film, "Two
Waltz Time." A Viennese
Hearts In band
costumed
in the balcony plays
the harmony as the vocalists warble.
Then the curtain opens on a scene
in the early Viennese period of the
Prussian War, with royalty sitting
in elaborate boxes while they watch
the performance. Starts with an adagio foursome, with the girl doing
some spectacular work. Then the
dressed in the ornate cosRoxyettes
tume of the Hussars, with big white
plumes in their hats, go through a
An effecroutine.
military
snappy
tive number
follows
with the ballet
in gorgeous yellow costumes doing
an old-fashioned Viennese waltz.
Then follows the popular Merry
Widow Waltz by Nina Polsley and
Leonide Massine. There is a comedy interlude with two violinists, one
pulling the funny gags with- a trick
violin and a bass viol. The Roxyettes and the ballet are on for the
finale. The classic Viennese waltzes
of the past two decades feature the
numbers throughout.

Swell Show at Capitol
Piloted by Ted Claire
A well diversified and highly
entertaining collection of stage numbers are brought together in "Rollthe current presentaing
tion at Along,"
the Capitol. Arthur Knorr
staged the show, which combines
singing, dancing, comedy, novelty
and plenty of pep. Ted Claire is
back again to act as master of ceremonies and he does his usual good
job. Novelty is provided by the
White Flashes, lively skaters; the
Skating Bear, who also throws in
a bunch of laughs, and Jack Powell,
a clever drummer. Aileen Clark is
the leading songstress of the bill,
while Hazel Harris and Wesley
Pierce shine as dancers.
Chester Hale's Girls offer some
interesting teamwork routines and
the Capitolians are in good form
with their stage band contributions.
Yasha Bunchuk directs the Capitol
Grand Orchestra in a pleasing number entitled "Melody
in 3^ Time."
Gets Manitowoc's Largest House
Manitowoc, Wis. — R. S. Guitermann of Minneapolis, has taken over
the direction of the Capitol, largest
house here, formerly operated by
Lynn H. Bump.
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Many splendid, efficient men and women are out of employment in the
motion picture industry. With conditions picking up many jobs should
soon be open. To help along a worthy cause FILM DAILY will print
WITHOUT COST your advertisement in classified form under "Help
Wanted' or "Situation Wanted." Each advertisement limited to 25
words. Simply address your letter to Advt. Mgr., Film Daily, 1650
Broadway, New York City.

HELP

WANTED

WANTED
BUSINESS MANAGER and PUBLICITY MAN for
an attraction for stage and screen,
must be acquainted with personnel
and routing of vaudeville and screen,
producing offices. Small investment
and opportunity of a lifetime for a
live-wire go-getter. State fully qualifications. Box 627, THE FILM
DAILY,
1650 Broadway,
N. Y. C.

EXPLOITATION of the right type
to fit your locality and patronage
will bring your business up to where
it used to be when business was not
so hard to get. I am qualified to
do this work for your theatres and
ask that you give me an opportunity
of demonstrating the box-office adthat result PROPERLY.
from SELLINGvantages
PICTURES
If your theatres and managers require the stimulation that only effective exploitation provides, communicate with the advertiser at Box. 651,
way,
Y. C.
THE N.FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broad-

EXPERIENCED Theatre Contact
Men to obtain screen rights for a
syndicated slide service or theatre
owners should communicate direct AN EXECUTIVE who requires an
to Box 618, THE FILM DAILY, ASSISTANT thoroughly experi1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
enced in every branch of the entertainment industry and with an especial knowledge of the essential that
FEMALE, SPANISH CORRESPONDENT and TRANSLATOR constitute box-office attractions, can
who is intelligent enough to handle get in touch with a young man possessing these qualifications and a caown correspondence and take charge
pacity for hard and loyal work, by
of department. Nominal salary to
with Box 650, THE
N. Y. C.
start with but position is permanent communicating
and future assured. Box 611, THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway.
N. Y. C.
STENOGRAPHER and Typist, forN. Y.newspaper
C.
mer
man, years of experience. References. Box 646, THE
SALESMAN acquainted with the
motion picture exhibitors New York FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
City and elsewhere to sell English
and Foreign talking pictures, commission basis, reference required. DESIGNER and Originator of thedisplays and creative ideas
Box, 634, THE FILM DAILY, 1650 atre
N. lobby
for Y.
B. C.
O. exploitation stunts. Many
Broadway, New York City.
years of experience. Box 647, THE
YOUNG MAN, experienced golfer, FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
good personality, to sell new indoor
driving game that attracts real golf- LIVE WIRE THEATER MANAer. Liberal commission. Box 633,
GER or assistant, house manager,
THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad- theater advertising lay-outs, copy,
way, New York City.
City.
publicity.
Moderate salary. South
preferred.
Box 647, THE FILM
SALESMEN— acquainted with ex- DAILY,
1650 Broadway, New York
hibitors in all cities, for sideline —
product used daily. Commission basis. Box 629, THE FILM DAILY,
1650 Broadway,
N. Y. C.
MANAGER,
14 years'
ence in moviewith
houses,
good experihouse
man, film buyer and booking, handle
WANTED
EXECUTIVE, thorpublicity and exploitation. Wideoughly familiar with advertising moawake and a hustler. Lew Goldreyer,
tion picture industry. Do you know 2494 Morris Ave., Bronx, N.
Y.
production — the best method of obtaining releases — have you any un- WANTED— Position with motion
exploited theories on the subject?
company where experience
Full details in first letter. Box 644, picture
with a foreign newsreel office, can
THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad- take full accounts of assignments of
way, N. Y. C.
French, Spanish, Polish or understands and speaks German slightly.
Salary no object. Box 649, THE
SITUATIONS WANTED
FILM
N.
Y. C. DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
SALES EXECUTIVE, 34, capable,
aggressive salesman, traveling U. S. STENOGRAPHER and Typist and Latin America, desires to enter
experienced, ex-theatrical
motion picture industry in any capac- thoroughly
newspaper man. Box 646, THE
ity. Knowledge Spanish and French. FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
M. R. Schoonmaker, 116 West 77th N. Y. C.
St., New York.

Greater beauty for
the sound screen . .
. . at no extra cost

H

ERE is a series of tinted positive films that

fit the modern motion picture. They are specially designed to reproduce sound with utmost fidelity, but they do even more than this.
Wherever they are used
or feature

in newsreel, short,

they lend a subtle charm, a new

beauty not present in the tints of the pre-sound
era. Yet Sonochrome

Films, an exclusively

Eastman achievement, cost no more than ordinary black-and-white positive. Eastman Kodak
Co., Rochester, N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc.,
Distributors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood).
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Must Cut Waste in Script Writing, Says Paul Sloane

para/sj-color process ready ]w year
New R-K-O Trailer Policy To Plug Own
Short Subjects
— a bull market
^-By

JACK

ALICOATE—

Screen Announcements To
Be Made Shorter, But
With More Punch
With the object of plugging RKO
attractions to a greater extent than

Latest r e p o r t s Other companies' product played in
drifting in from R-K-O theaters, plans are now being wicked out for the introduction
hither and yon bring
(Continued on Pane 8)
Subject
inus the optimistic
formation that at no time has there
)een a greater demand on the
nart of the exhibitor for meritorious short subjects. Our own rep
ortorial observation leads us to the

The Short

Tribute to Uncle Carl
The entire film industry today pays homage to Carl Laeminle on the happy occasion of
his Silver Jubilee — 25 years of
continuous and glorious achievement and devot'on to the cause
of
the
motion
picture.forFelici'ations are
in order
Uncle
Carl.

ALLIED UNITS APPOINTING WARNERS AND FRANKLIN
PROTECTION COMMITTEES COMBING TEXAS TERRITORY

conclusion that at no time were bct- Wa hinptnn Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — All units of the Allied
(ter short subjects being made. Provng, obviously, that the demand for Slates Ass'n have been instructed to
Rood shorts is greater than the sup- proceed with the naming of commitply and that the dear old public
tees to consider the subject of prowants 'em. And that kind of a
tection within their respective termarket
never
hurt any
branch
ol
ritories in accordance with the resoany industry.
lution passed at the recent Chicago
*
*
convention.
It's been a long,
Meeting of the Allied directors, to
On the
bar d. disconcerting
(Continued on Pane 8)

Dailas — Theater scouts from Kansas City, believed to be acting for
Warner Bros., have been in negotiat:on for houses in various Texas
towns, including Brownsville, llarlengen,
San Benito, McAllcn and
other
places.

Product Most
New

Color System Costs
Slightly More Than
Black and White

New three-color additive process,
which Paramount will have ready for
general use! in about one year, costs
only approximately \y2 cents a foot
more than black and white, it is understood. In other words, total cost
is
and4'/>up.cents a foot, as compared with
present color costs of 8j/ cents a foot
Laboratory work on the process is
practically completed. The job now
facing the company is that of designing machinery
the
(Continued toon standardize
Page 8)

PERMANENT RELIEE FUND

BEING FORMED IN NEW YORK

A permanent film relief fund for
John Saycg, who sold his theaters the Xew York metropolitan area is
in Ennis to the Hughes-Franklin
by various organizaTheaters, has been retained to ac- being organized
tions, including the Film Board of
Way Back grind for most fo'ks.
this last 18 months,
quire additional towns for this cir- Trade, T. O. C. C, Brooklyn M. F.
cuit, lie is now on a tour in this con- T. O , Xew Jersey M. F. T. O. and
nection.
but, except for the business lc-sons Schorgle and Regan Join
exchangemen. The first annual event
it taught most of us, why look backH-F Kansas City Division
ward? The lowest ebb is the Urn
through which money is to be raised
Kansas
City
—
James
Schorgle,
forWarner Bros. Acquire
is scheduled for the Astor on Mar.
3f the tide. With the skies clearing
merly with M-G-M here, has been
Two
Houses
in
Lima,
0.
28, when a dinner, dance and enterplaced in charge of bookings for
pcss'mi m
ahead, this is no time for
tainment will be given. The fund
The solid, substantial ones are picLima. O. — Warner Bros. have
Hughes-Frankl'n
Theaters,
who
rcwill
not
only
handleon individual
needy
bus:taken
over
the
State
and
Sigma
from
coming
the
(Continued
Pace 8)
ccntly acquired a string of local
paring now to ride
ness-upcurve. The millions in these houses. Frank Regan, former pubUnited States will continue to want
A. D. Ritzier. 'The Lyric and T'aurot
licity director here for the Dickinson in this city will continue under RKO
Holding Sales Meet
exhibiThe
and pay for amusement.
Ritzler's operation. He also has three
tor who invests both thought and Circuit, also has joined III'' as as- 1 houses
in
'Tiffin.
In
Chicago
on Saturday
sistant to Col. I)a\ ill 1'".. Dow.
money in the future of his theater
will, over the next few years, be
Frank
ig, of
Rosenzwe
..liCharles
and Jerry
Safron
RKOO'Herwill
patience.
amply rewarded * for his
*
leave fur Chicago on Friday to attend a special midwest sales meetIt
might
be
ing to be held at the Congress lb
Television the path of wistei on Saturday. Branch managers
for those
from Chicago, Cincinnati. Cleveland.
dom
Cominq Along
Monies, Detroit, Indianap
sufficiently interWest
Cast
Bureau.
TUP
FILM
DAILY
ested to cast an occasional weather
(Continued on Parte 8)
Magic Profits
eye in the general direction of this
wastof
Elimination
Hollywood
age in script— writing is one of the
Longview, Tex. — Just before
television business. A first-hand restarted
boom
oil
recent
the
major problems of producers today1,
mrt from one sitting in on the proPlug
WarnerLegit,
Bros, via
are Screen
plugging
ceedings tells us in enthusiastic
here, G. H. Mercer, a former
says Paul Sloane. director, who deTPublix employe in Lufkin, put
ashion of the recent televistic broadclares thai the cms,- of overwriting
"Heat Waves," legit, show in
is more pernicious now than ever
»st of a musical comedy from a
in a 250-seat house on the local
because it was easier to look
which they are interested,
IChicago station that was caught
rialto. The other day he sold
through a trailer being shown
at
extraneous
footage
than
it
is
to
by over 1,000 television
receiving
it to C T. Thompson of Shreveat the Strand. This is a new
listen
to
irrelevant
chatter.
ets in the middle west. Any time
port and Texarkana for $20,000,
one in the use of trailers as far
"Excessive
dialogue
is mainK
due
Name
cent.
i-oit get past the 1.000 mark in any
per
400
a profit of
as Broadway is concerned.
.
to
writer-laziness,"
Sloane
states
Aladdin
the
is
of the house
'ine of commercial
or artisti.: eit(Continued on Pane 8)
leavor, you are going somewhere,

Sloane Says Ovprwriting Curse
Is Greater Than in Silent Era
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Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
March 10-11 MP.T.O.A. Board of Directors meets in New York.
Mar. 14 First Annual Writers-Wampaj
Roast, Biltmore Hotel, Hollywood.
Mar. 21 Annual Ball of the Warner
New York.

Club,

April 4-11 Players'
and benefit
Patrons'
Week, national
for Jubilee
N. V.
A. Club.
April 23-24 dorsers
State Convention
of Indiana
Inof Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.
May 25-28 Spring meeting of the Society

Longview, Tex. — East Texas Theof Motion Picture Engineers. Hotel Roosevelt, Hollywood,
Cal.
aters, Inc., is understood to be the
prospective lessee of the big theater Feb. 28 RKO sales meeting, Congress Hoplanned here by Tracy Flanagan.
tel, Chicago.
Other expansion activities of East
Texas Theaters include the leasing
Hoblitzelle Going to Europe
of the Princess. Victoria, in opposition to Rubin Frels; the entering of
Dallas — Karl Hoblitzelle, who rS
cently
resigned as division manager
Mineola,
where
the
circuit
will
complans.
of R-K-O theaters in the southwest,
pete
with
Gus
Doering,
and
the
inFirst Ray-Miner Stage Play
vasion of various other towns in
says he will leave soon for an extended tour of Europe. He remains
"Something Borrowed" is the title this section.
of the first show to be produced by
as president of the R-K-O Southern
Ray-Miner, Inc., Paramount sub- Must Stand Trial Over Pathe Fire
Corp.
his return
will through
devo'te
timeandto on
theater
expansion
sidiary engaged in producing legitiMotions to dismiss the actions his
mate shows. The show will have a
the
south.
Len
S.
Brown
has
sucagainst John C. Flinn and Henry F.
ceeded Hoblitzelle as division main
two weeks' tryout in Atlantic City Lally in connection with the Pathe
and then fold for the summer, re- studio fire, more than a year ago, ager, with L. B. Remy, general manopening in the fall provided it looks have been refused by Judge Levine
ager and assistant to Hoblitzelle, reb. o. Theodore Viehman is directing in General Sessions. The Judge said
maining with the organization.
under supervision of George Cukor,
Paramount picture director, and Mjs- there was a disregard of orders calling for an automatic sprinkler sysHector Turnbull.
tem in the studio. Trial of the two
Studio
and
Location
defendants is to be speeded up as
J. Howard Morgan Buried
Sound on Film Recording
much as possible, according to District Attorney Crain.
Albany — Funeral services for J.
Low Daily or Weekly Rales
Howard Morgan, Educational exPowers
Clnephone Equipment Corporation
Grieb Managing
Mayfair
change manager here, were held yesBRYANT 9-8067
723-7TH
AVE., N. Y.
R. McComber has resigned as
terday at Portland, N. Y. Morgan,
who had been with Educational for manager of the Mayfair and has
the past nine years, died following a been replaced by Larry Grieb, for'ong illness.
TOM SAWYER and
merly atofthe
the Globe
Globe.has Grieb's
cessor
not as sucyet
SKIPPY
been announced.
are not the only Boy Stories
COMING & GOING
I HAVE OTHERS
E. M. Block Transferred
'VIOLA
IRENE
COOPER
Kansas City — E. M. Block, Universal sales representative, has been
9
East
59th
St.
New York
STANLEY HATCH, Educational sales transferred from St. Louis to Kanmanager, goes to Albany today in connection with the annointment of a successor
'
VOL 5-5543sas
City.
Morgan, exchange

!•:

jj
*>

Mar. 7

30
3
6
6
17
18
19
20

Dallas — W. G. Underwood and D.
Bernbaum, associates in the Robb &
Rowley circuit, are retiring from the
organization, which recently became
part of the Hughes-Franklin Theaters. Underwood plans an extended
vacation before deciding upon new

8 J* E. Bralatour, Inc. §
s

Feb. 24-25 Meeting of National Academy
of
Y. Visual Instruction, Fort Wayne
Hotel,
Detroit.
Feb. 28 Foxfilm Athletic Club fifth annual
ball at the Commodore Hotel, N

Expansion Under Way
Underwood, Bernbaum
By East Texas Circuit
Retiring from R. & R.

1 Eastman Films ^
Chicago
S3
i»nicago
Hollywood
SI
1727 Indiana Ave.
6700 Santa Monica
J-;
CALumet 2691
Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

DATE

55th St.
Rialto*

manager.
' "• *,1,i for
11^
MILTON SCHWARTZ leaves today
the Coast.
J.t
LTSSI ARNA. who has been workincr in
t.t
Pathe and other pictures on the Coast, r; on
*.* her way to Germany for a vacation.
EDWARD KAUFMAN arrived in New
York yesterday on the Virginia from Los
Angeles by way of the Panama
Canal.
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Timely Topics

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion

— o—

• • • THINGS
WE
Never
Thought
Worth
Mentioning
Till Now
that Helen
Twelvetrees
was
given her first
test on the strength of her resemblance to Lillian Gish
that Una Merkel began her screen career out at Mamaroneck

A Writer's Views
On Screen Writing
'THERE must be a tremendous new urge on the part
of the public to write for the
screen, judging from the inquiries being received from ambitious authors. These letters
and nearly every conceivable
question about the business of
writing, and many that have little application to it as well. One
of the most frequently propounded queries is, strange to
say, what are the best hours of
the day in which to write. These
folks seem to feel that there is
a certain magic about this hour
or that. One asks if it is not
better to devote the midnight
stillness to their task, and others
feel that they are in better form
in the solitude one finds a few
hours before breakfast. To
them it seems of the utmost importance to know just what I
consider the appropriate and
propitious hours of the day for
writing. I have always found
it a matter of how one feels.
Sometimes I arise from bed in
the middle of the night to dash
off a few pages that suddenly
suggest themselves to me. Again
I find high noon a favorable
hour for my work. It usually
depends on how urgent the task
I am engaged with is. Sometimes Ihave worked through the
whole 24 hours, without noticing
that my typewriter was any
more fluent at one time than another. It is much more important to consider what to write
and how to write it, than when
and where. I have always found
that if my idea is good, I can
work on it as well one time as
another.
— Lenore Coffee

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

OIIIIMIOM

flute
ar^v-DAiLv
'|4K m m ^^

to

make
»

*

three

N. Y., built
no fable

from the profits of Aesop's
Fables — which
ain't
that all pop eat shoppes on Broadway are about

to adopt the "all the Java you can drink for a dime" idea
that in Italy automobiles' must drink hard liquor, as the government demands all motor fuel contain at least 30 per cent domestic alcohol
that this means
a lotta American
tourists
will patronize
Italian filling stations
that Myrna
Loy
was "discovered" by Natacha Rambova, Rudy Valentino's widow
that a national survey proves, contrary to general belief, that a woman is five times as safe a driver as a man
that a film of a 100-yard dash on a college track made by C. A.
Morrison of Eastman's technical staff showed that the human
machine is only 23 per cent efficient, energy being wasted in
the form of heat and muscle friction
so that there is no
such thing as 100 per cent human efficiency
that Mary
Pickford was under the constant eye of two Pinkerton detectives while on her recent visit to New York, because of threatening letters
that the ritzy St. Moritz hotel on Central
Park
South is rapidly becoming the local rendezvous for the
Hollywood
screen
elite
that the Flatbush
section
of
Brooklyn has produced more than its quota of screen stars, for
Clara Bow, Helen Twelvetrees, Lilyan Tashman, Dolores and
Helene Costello and the Talmadge girls all came from there
that Mary Jane Warren, formerly of Warners' publicity, has written a book for a musical show which will see
Broadway footlights soon
that Tammany was origina.ly
called the Society of Saint Tammany,
but you would hardly
call it a religious organizashe
that L. J. Ryan, assistant
manager of the Cameo, is a member of the Youessay Aviation
Reserve Corps, and has a big batch of solo flying hours to his
credit
that a Scotchman on the Fourtn ot July proved

Kipling

♦

Margarita
Fisher
signs with In|l dependent Film Association, Chicago.

A

TIN of food, contributed by
children and adults alike,
was all that was needed for admission to the Fox Philadelphia
theater at a special Saturday
morning matinee to aid the poor
of the city. The stunt was put
on with the cooperation of the
"Philadelphia Daily News" and
netted the theater a great amount
of printed
as well as word-ofmouth
advertising.
— Fox, Philadelphia
*
*
*

Children's
Show
Increases Receipts
DISTRIBUTION
thousands
of throwaways ofannouncing
the showing of a special children's picture in conjunction with
the regular feature on Saturday
mornings, has resulted in a big
increase in box-office receipts,
Manager Erwin Gold of the Fox
Stadium theater reports. This
special show for children begins
at noon, with the doors opening
an hour earlier.
— Stadium, Brooklyn
*
*
*

Cartoon Contest
Sells "Min and Bill"

good
results contest
to the
J{ brought
"COMIC
Cartoon"
Fox
Rialto Theater,
Little Falls,
when Manager James Rose used
it to exploit
and Bill."
still
showing"Min
Marie
Dressier,A
Marjorie Rambeau and Wallace
Beery was published in one issue
of the local daily with the announcement that complimentary
tickets would be given to the fifteen persons supplying
the wit— Fox Rialto,
tiest dialogue for the scene.

he was a patriot by buying his kids a nickel's worth ot resin so
they couia snap their lingers to sound like real firecrackers.
•

•

•

LEO

BRECHER

threw a swell party at the St.

Moritz grill following the premiere of "Pagliacci," the first
screen opera, which
opened at his theater, the Central
Park,
formerly the Jolson
which makes us wouder how a big
star ieels when he sees his name coming down off a theater?
the party included a slew of names prominent in the
opera and music world
and the high-brow musickers got
a kick chestra
out of dancing to the jazz strains of Harold Stern's or*
*
*
«

All IHI IlMt

I Edgar Lewis completes Pathe con| tract.
*
♦
*
Pathe
||stories.

as "stand-in"
for the fair Lillian
that the tfnew 1931
Packard model is called Le Baron, which is a great break for
the Arkayo production head
that if you bet on an election in New York state you can be disqualified as a voter
that Amedee J. Van Beuren has a new residence at Carmel,

€

Canned Food
Gets Admission

• • • REFERRING AGAIN to the subject of Emgeem's
trade mark, the Lion, Mister Dewey Bloom as a Fellow of the
Institute of Natural History informs us that Leo is a genooine
specimen of the Lionozo
species (very rare), and only found
in Thibet
and Dewey also points out that the stars who
are lionized by this company seem satisfied, and have declined
all offers to be glorified by a certain rival concern
so
there must be something psychological in this Lion business,
after all

«

«

«

»

>>

»

Little

Falls,

Muni.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE
FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays:
dustry, who are celebrating their

February
23-24
Victor Fleming
Emil C. Jensen
Norman
Taurog
Edward M. Saunders
Harry D. Buckley
Nathaniel Finston
Richard
Thorpe
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A STAR WITH THE
CHARM OF RONALD
COLMAN, THE TALENTS
OF BARRYMORE, THE
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
By

KALPH

HOLLYWOOD

EASTERN STUDIO ACTIVITIES

WILK

A new Mermaid comedy, as yet
untitled,
has gone in work at Eduhas been apLORD
ROBERT
cational under the direction of Wilpointed
story
supervisor
for
liam Goodrich. Wheeler Oakman,
First National at the Burbank
studios.
George MacFarlane, George Chand*
*
*
ler, Albert Austin and Virginia
Frances Dade has been signed by Brooks appear in the cast. The
Universal for an important role original story was written by
Ernest Pagano
Jack
Townley.
* and
*
*
in "Seed," featuring John Boles
and Genevieve Tobin.
*
*
*
Clyde Cook has been signed by
Al
Christie for another Educational
Sam Goldwyn has contracted with
M-G-M
for the services of King comedy. He recently completed
"The Shooting of Dan the Duck."
Vidor to direct
* "Street
*
* Scene."
The new comedy will be released
in
the Vanity series, and will inTod Browning has completed
clude in its cast Edgar Kennedy,
"Iron Man," the Universal picture Vernon Dent and John T. Murray.
starring Lew Ayres.
William Watson will direct from
*
*
*
Robert Milton has signed a long Frank Conklin's scenario. The production will be made at the Metroterm contract with
First National
politan Studios.
to direct.
*
*
*
*
*
*
Walter
Huston
has
arrived at
Universal will screen Bret
the First National Burbank studios
Harte's story, "The Outcasts of
Poker
Flat," which William Wyler to start work in "Upper Underivill direct.
world," a milk graft story by two
*
*
*
brothers, Donald W. and Roland
Conrad Nagel will appear oppo- V. Lee. The supporting cast consists of H. B. Warner, Doris Kensite Loretta Young in First Nayon, John Halliday, Dudley Digges
tional's "The*Right
of
Way."
*
*
and others.
*
*
*
The executive committee for the
newly formed section of Assistant
With "The Millionaire" completed,
Directors of the Academy of M. P. George Arliss has been resting this
Arts and Sciences consists of Scott week at his home in Beverly Hills.
R. Beal, chairman, Charles Wool- In a few days rehearsals begin for
stenhulme, Lucky Homberstone, his next Warner Bros, picture,
Harry Bouquet and Ray Lissner. "Alexander Hamilton," based upon
The committee will function through the play by Arliss and Mary P.
the executive committee of the Di- Hamlin. There will be three or
four weeks of rehearsals before
rectors' Branch, which includes
is started.
Frank Lloyd, Reginald Barker, John "shooting"
*
*
*
Robertson, John Cromwell and Edward Sloman. Henry
King is one
J. Farrell MacDonald, veteran
of the sponsors of the new section. character actor, prominent in the
*
*
*
cast of Bill Boyd's latest starring
John Farrow, writer, has been vehicle, "The Painted Desert,"
signed to a long term contract with made a personal appearance as
RKO-Pathe.
master of ceremonies at the spe*
*
*
cial Monday night vaudeville preColumbia has completed the cast
view at the R-K-O theater in Los
of "The Lightning Flyer" with the Angeles during the run of the Bill
signing of Robert Homans and Boyd feature at this house.
*
*
*
Ethan Allen. William Nigh will direct this railroad melodrama.
*
*
*
Greta Nissen's talent for dancing
First National will produce "Pen- will be demonstrated in ''Women of
All Nations," Fox production in
rod and Sam," juvenile story by
Booth Tarkington. Robert Milton which she will be featured with Victor McLaglen and Edmund Lowe.
is to direct.
Miss Nissen has had few chances
to dance for the screen, although
she came to this country originally
E. H. Allen's "Find"
as a dancer in musical comedies.
*
*
*
E. H. Allen, general manS.
George
Ullman
and Harry
ager of the educational studios, is enthusiastic over what
Wurtzel have formed a partnerhe refers to as a real screen
ship as representatives of authors,
directors and actors. Each has had
"find," in the person of Virginia Brooks, daughter of a
his own agency business for several years.
prominent San Francisco den*
*
*
tist. Miss Brooks has been
on the stage in Los Angeles
Charles Vidor, who produced
and San Francisco, and for the
"The Bridge," a short subject, on
past year had been appearing
the proverbial shoe-string, has sold
in
"The
Desert
Song"
in
Pasaan
original story, "Los Angeles,
dena.
Ltd.," to Fox and has been signed
to make the adaptation.

"J7IRST AID'" to the box-office is
promised
Sono the
Art'sscript
produc-of
tion of that byname,
which was written by Mike Simmons, publicity purveyor for the
company and who also presides
over the destinies of the A.M. P. A.,
as an avocation. It is based on his
experiences in the Ambulance Corps
during the World
War.
Such is life! Ernest Schoedsack,
who emerged from the jungles of
Sumatra without a scratch, after
spending two years there making
"Rango," for Paramount, narrowly escaped death on Broadway the
other day when a fast moving
truck missed him by inches.
Roy Mack, Vitaphone director,
who was assigned to wield the
megaphone on the short starring
Earl Sande, noted jockey, spent
time between "takes," swapping
stories. Mack related some real
"inside dope" on the picture business while Sande came back with
pungent
tales of the turf.

son from France," have been signed
to appear in a talkie short to be made
at one of the Eastern studios.
The

Lenten season is being observed at the Warner
Vitaphone
tudio.
Ray Foster has sworn off
xbbling in the stock market
Ed Savin will try to get home in
time for dinner at least twice a
u>eek, while Phil Quinn has given
up buying cigars.
A testimonial dinner was recently
tendered to John W. Kelly by his
co-workers at the Warner Vitaphone
studio upon Kelly's removal to the
new Warner building on West 55th
St. Kelly, who is assistant to John
Condon, Vitaphone purchasing agent,
was also presented with a gold
watch by William Hill on behalf of
those present.

The unseasonably warm weather
jhich Manhattan is now enjoying,
reminds Casey Robinson, Vitaphone
writer-director,
of the days when
he basked
in the California
sunhine.
Casey is mighty proud of
Paramount Notes: Bill Saulter 'Masquerade,"
which
he recently
jmpleted and which will shortly be
and Bill Williams receiving congratulations on modiste shop set in hown on Broadway where his fea"New York Lady," which will make
ture, "The Last Parade,"
is also
the matinee crowds Manhattan con- lue for an early showing.
scious. . . .Marion Moorehouse,
most famous mannequin in AmerEddie Foy, Jr.'s latest Vitaphone
short will be released under the title
ica,
parading
"creations".
.
.
.likewise Erica Newman, another famous of "Good Morning."
In this he has
model. . . .Rosamond Pinchot (the
the support of Peggy Shannon, Eric
nun of "The Miracle") playing the Dressier and Thelma White, all from
role of a smart customer, with the the Broadway stage, the latter at
aid of a cunning little dachshund.
one time being teamed with Marjorie
Whitedirected.
in a "sister" act. Alf
Bert Frank, supervisor of sound Goulding
»i editing at the Vitaphone plant
n Brooklyn, has returned to work
Vernon Duke, staff composer at
l ter a recent operation
like- the Paramount New York studios,
jise Ed. DuPar, chief cameraman,
who was away from the studio for where his work consists of introducing the modern touch to incidental
over two months.
music, will have his composition,
Symphony No. 1, played at the
Osgood Perkins, Broadway stage Cambridge (England) Festival of
player, who has an important role Music, next month. The latter was
in Paramount's "New York Lady," written under Duke's real name
previously appeared in "i\Iother'.s Vladimir Dukelsky, which he uses
Boy," a Pathe feature made in New on his serious compositions.
York last year.
Lillian Ostrom,
lulah
Bankhead
Aidy" who has
Ziegfeld in several

stand-in for Talin "New
York
been glorified by
shows, is prepar-

ng to accept a role in "Girl Crazy"
the Ginger Rogers stage musical, as
oon as the picture is completed.
The Three Cordova Sisters, a feature of Billy Minsky's first burlesque
show
on Broadway,
"Fanny
Fort-

Music Biz Socked
Partly due to the influence
of talkers, but more on account of the radio, the market
for popular music has decreased to a point where it is now
between 25 and 35 per cent of
its volume five years ago, John
Gregg Paint of the Music Publishers' Protective Ass'n said
yesterday.
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WASTE IN SCRIPT WRITING
MUST BE CUT, SAYS SLOANE
(Continued from Page

1)

"Iii the silent days we padded our
pictures with unessential — and convenient cuts. It is easier today to
consume running time by injecting
unessential dialogue. For technical
reasons, we have far less opportunity to edit finished film today than
in the silent era. Our scripts, therefore, nnist be skilfully constructed
and diligently edited. Perhaps our
pictures should he a bit shorter. T
fee] that talkers would he much improved at a general average of 6,000
feet than at the current length of
seven
to eight full reels."
Speaking of the ideal amount of
dialogue for pictures, Sloane says
there is no set rule and that it all
depends on the nature of the story,
although use of the camera should
he given primary consideration.
Better pictures will result when
more "eye-and-car" writers are developed, declares Sloane.

New R-K-0 Trailer Policy
To Plug Own Product Most
(Continued from

Page

1)

of a new departure in RKO

trailer

service, 'I'm: Film Daily learns.
Length of trailers will he kept
down, with the added "punch" being inserted in the reading matter
and animation. Augmenting the
trailer service will be a series of
three noon-day broadcasts over
WJZ of the National Broadcasting
Co., with Mrs. Helen Law at the
"mike." Mrs. Law now handles the
"Macy [Tour" under the name of
Martha Manning. It is possible
that Mrs. Law will be known as
"Beverly Tlill" for the RKO talk.
The broadcast, to be known as "The
Stage and Screen Guide," will be
given Tuesdays, Fridays and Saturdays and will last IS minutes.
Kegina Crewe has been engaged
to write interviews for picture and
vaudeville stars who will appear on
each program as guests. Tuesday
talks will announce picture changes
in neighborhood houses that take
place Wednesdays and Fridavs and
the Saturday talk will be devoted to
the programs of the downtown
Broadway
R-K-O
theaters.

San Afitonio House Again Bombed
San Antonio — For the third time
the Uptown, neighborhood house
managed by C. J. Holder, last week
was the target of dynamiters and
stench bombers. Holder took a shot
at a culprit, but didn't catch him.

Inducement
Pharr, Tex. — One year's free
rent is offered in this town and
in Donna to exhibs who will
come in and open shows. Theaters are available and the folks
want entertainment.
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PARA/S 3-C0L0R PROCESS
WILL BE READY IN YEAR
Salina, Kan. — The
son opened Monday.

new

Fox-Wat-

Glenwood City, Wis.— A. R. Krueger has reopened the Opera House.
Sound
has been installed.
Mt. Pleasant, Pa— J. B. Cox, former exhibitor here, is returning to
the picture business.
Armstrong, la. — The Gem has been
reopened by Henman and Fitzgibhons.
Cleveland — Jack Lawrence succeeds Wade Windsor as Pathe sales
tory.
representative in the Toledo terriManhattan, Kan. — Maynard LaMond has leased the Varsity for five

Baltimore — Clint Robin, formerly
manager of the Pathe exchange and
also of ERPI, has joined the First
National-Warner staff under Bob
Smeltzer.
Toledo — Wade Windsor has resigned from the Pathe exchange.
Jack- Lawrence
succeeds him.
Minitare,
Neb. — Ernest
will
manage
the
Grand,
soon.

Holcomb
opening

Durham, N. C. — G. W. Logan has
taken over the Regal, which caters
to colored patronage. Sound has
been installed.
Tonasket, Wash. — Edward Newman is now operating the Tomasket,
mott.
formerly owned by A. J. McDer-

years.
Tylertown, Miss. — Solomon Bros.
has opened the Avenue, which was
damaged
by fire.

Seattle — Lou
Golden
has
as manager of the Fox.

San Francisco — Mel Klein was
promoted to office manager at Columbia here.

Pittsfield, Me. — Carleton Beals,
former manager of the Skowhegan
Op ra House, has succeeded Hollis
W. Stitham as manager of the Bijou.

resigned

(Continued from Page 1)

quality of prints.
Prints used arc in
black and white. Color is transferred f
to the screen
through
the addition
of a filter in front of the projector
lense.
The speed.
projector can be operated
at normal

Allied Units Appointing
Protection Committees
(Continued from Page

1)

complete the unfinished business of
the convention, has been tentatively
called for March 17, at a place to be
set later.
Abram F. Myers
weeks' rest. In his
ters of importance
by Al Steffes or

has left for a two
absence any marare to be handled
H. M. Richey.

Permanent Relief Fund
Being
Formed
(Continued
from Pagein1) N. Y.

cases but will also contribute to other
worthv charitable causes.
New Orleans — Josef Cherniavsky.
Active in the movement are Phil
director of the Saenger orchestra, Meyer, Columbia: Attornev Lonis.
Ophelika, Ala. — Harry
Wade
is
has quit to arrange a floor show for \~izer, Edward Schnitzer, Fox: Joe
now
manager
of the Rainbow.
a night club.
Lee, Fox; Moe Streamer, United
Artists: Jack Bowen, M-G-M; Charles
Minneapolis — Abe Fischer has
Taylorville, 111.— Myron A. Kirk- O'Reilly, Sidney Samuclson, Rudy
been added to the United Artists
selling staff.
hart has been appo'nted assistant Sanders, Leon Rosenblatt, Harrv
manager of the Fox Capitol. Kirk- Buxbaum. Fox; Bob Wolff, Pathe;
hart was formerly connected with Earl Sweigert, Paramount; Henry
Woodstown, N. J.— Sam Berman
the Isis,City.
Linwood and Apollo at
Kansas
Randall. Paramount, and Jack Bell-,
has temporarily taken over direction
man. Hollywood Pictures.
of the Opera House.

Carl Edouarde Completes RKO Holding Sales Meet
First of Shorts Series
In Chicago on Saturday
The first of a series of six short
subjects featuring Billy Jones and
Frnie Hare, known as both the "Happiness Boys" and the "Interwoven
I 'air," has been completed at the
RCA studios by Carl Edouarde. Th •
-eel is close to 1,000 feet and is titled
"The Joke Shoppe." Edouarde is
negotiating with both Educational
and RKO
for release.
Powell May Resume Business
Marshall. Tex. — ■ Dayton Powell,
who has won a judgment for $52,500
against Publix in connection with the
Grand, recently destroyed by fire.
may
re-enter
the exhibition
field indie
w'th
Claude
Durrough,
former local
-xhib. Powell sued Publix on the
ground that when Dent Theaters sold
to Publix the lease on the Grand was
iransferred without his knowledge or
consent.
New Oklahoma City Managers
Oklahoma City — Paul Grubb ha^
been appointed house manager for
Fublix's Criterion and Frank McCabe
has
tol. been made manager of the Capi-

(Continued from

Page

1)

Kansas City-, Memphis, Milwaukee,
Minneapolis, New Orleans. Oklahoma City, Omaha. Pittsburgh and
St. Louis will attend. Percy Taylor
in charge of the Canadian division
will also be on hand.
Vaude for Dayton, Columbus
Columbus — Dayton and Columbus
are slated to be added to the R-K-O
vaudeville circuit. plaving week
stands of five acts in conjunction
w'th pictures, according to J. L
McCurdy, who has charge of this
district.
Chain Store Bill n Kansas
ropeka, Kan. — A bill providing for
a tax of $50 per unit on all "chain"
bus:ness having more than two units
has been introduced in the Kansas
legislature.
First Australian All-Talker
Sydney
—
After
more
than
six
months'
in
p~oduction,
Norman
Dawn's "Talkie Mad," first Australished.ian all-dialogue picture has been fin-

Good Amusement Co. Appeals
Good Amusement Co., represented
by Meyer Lavenstcin, has appealed
fo the Appellate Division from an orler obtained by Louis Nizer, in the
Supreme Court, for $30,000 and the
tttachment of certain negatives on
behalf of Sono-Art and W. F. Film
service, who. with Tames Cruze, Inc.,
re suing the Good
Amusement
Co.

New

Incorporations

Thai Enterprises, theatrical; N. Btirkan,
1451 Broadway, New York. 100 sti.ire3
common
Consolidated Amusement Enterprises; C.
Segal, 570 Seventh Ave.. New York. 200
shares common.
Film Facts Finders Corp.. motion pictures;
Monahan & McAul:ffe, 15 Tark Row, New
York.
Avon $10,000.
Fenway Theater Corp. ; same as
ibovc.
100 shares common.
Authors' Agents, picture scenarios; G.
Howorth, 2 Wall St.. New York. 200
shares common.
Atlantic States Theaters Corp., Wilmington, Del. Corporation Trust Co., Dover,
Del.
1.000
shares
common.

Capital Leasing
Increases
Central Theaters
& Construction
Co.,par.
New York. $500,000 to 5,000 shares
no
Name
Pathe

Films,

New

Changes
York,

to

Pathcgrams.

Designations
Pathe News,

Delaware, motion pictures,

RKO Pathe Distributing Corp., same as
$10,000.
above.
RKO
Pathe Export Corp.. same as above,
RKO Pathe Pictures, same as above,

'

\
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Midwest Exhibs Back Drive Against Day light Saving

VESTALBIU LIMITS^OPYRIGHT DAMAGES
Daily

Television

The Mirror
— a column of comment

Broadcasts

More ThaR 10,000 Receiving Sets Already in
Operation

Passaic, N. J.— Regular daily television broadcasts of three sessions
have been started by the De Forest
fALKERS WOULD be much improv- Radio Co. station, W2XCD.
The
ed at a general average of 6,000 feet
evening session, beginning at 9
han at the current length of seven to
o'clock, is to be 90 minutes long,
ight reels, in the opinion
of Paul with half an hour devoted to direct
subjects.
^'loane
The
statement
may
draw pickup
There is now a television audience
(Continued on Page 7)
plaudits from the producing boys, but
exhibitthe
from
jnly Bronx cheers
ng fraternity. It lands in the midst
of a four-year-old squabble over
Bound feature footages. During the
past several months the studios have
pretty well mastered the trick of
making talkers which are not slugAs part of its preparedness campaign in anticipation of general usage
gish from padding. In ttie months
ahead they seem certain to get a of wide film, Paramount is now testing a new projector which takes both
firmer grip on this particular phase
of production art. Additionally they 35 and 65 mm. film. The invention,
will be aided by a partial re-adop- the work of Paramount experts, carries two sets of teeth. Provided a
tion of silent technique which affords
greater than 65 mm. is
a supply of visual action to keep film width
(Continued on Page 7)
things moving. In view of the fact
that the producing lads are convincing the industry that they're capable
n turning out seven and eight entertainment-packed reels to a feature,
Fritz Keller has assumed the dulet 'em continue and both exhibs and
their customers will be happy.
Szekler, Universal's genties
of Al
eral
manager in Europe who was
promoted to general manager of the
company. Keller has been assisting
new
a
g
groomin
is
OUNT
PARAM
three-color process for presentation in Szekler at the latter's Berlin headWhen color returns quarters.
about one year
to the m.p. fold in all its splendor,
it will do it subtly — not by banging
patrons in the eyes. It will no doubt
tighten entertainment values but
via the unobtrusive route.

PARAMOUNT TRYING OUT

Started

by

Add Indoor Sports
Hartford — With 57 exhibs
present to oppose the bill providing for repeal of the Sunday local option law, the Judiciary Committee in the Legislature reported unfavorably
on the measure due to the
non-appearance
of the
sponsors. No one
has bill's
been
able to find out who drew it
up in the first place. The man
who gave it to a legislator
for introduction said he
couldn't remember.

De Forest
Minimum Penalty Reduced
FromLimit
$250$10,000
to $100—
Washington Bureau, of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Limitation of damages to be recovered for unlicensed
exhibition of copyright motion pictures comprises the most important
of the very few changes made in
the Vestal copyright bill by the Senate Patents' Committee, according to
the report of the measure filed with
the Senate
by Senator
Hebert
of
(Continued

on

Page

4)

NED DEP1NET JOINS PATHE

PUBLIX AND WARNER BROS. ASVICEPRMLESMGR.
35-65 ^PROJECTOR ONLY TO LEASE IN PHILLY
Philadelphia — Houses acquired
hereafter by Publix and Warner
Bros, in carrying out their expansion plans in this territory will be
solely on a lease basis, instead of
purchase, it is understood here. An
agreement on this point is reported
to have been reached.

Fritz Keller Takes Over
Szekler's Foreign Duties Kingsmore Appointed
Assistant to Charnas

Ned E. Depinet, fonnerly general
sales manager of First National, and
more recently in charge of southern
and western distribution for Warner-First National-Yitaphone, has
been appointed vice-president and
general (Continued
sales manager
RKOon Page of
4)

Sears Succeeds Depinet in
Warner-F. N. Sales Post

Gradwell Sears, in charge of the
western division for Warner Bros.
and First National, succeeds Ned
H. P. Kingsmore, formerly with Depinet as general sales manager for
Loew and RKO, has been appointed the western and southern districts
assistant to Harry Charnas, in Claude Ezell remains in charge of
charge of Warner Bros, houses in the sales in the East.
Sears has assumed his new duties.
New York metropolitan district.
Before occupying the position from
which he retires he was in charge
of the Western Division for First
National. Previously he was located
in Chicago. A successor to Sears
will be appointed within a few days,
it is expected.

Anti-Daylight Saving Movement
Gets Under Way in Middle West

ONE

MAJOR circuit is allowing its
managers to fix their own quotas, inthem determined at
stead of having
An important step
the home office
in the liberation of managers from
long-distance control. It helps take
them out of the automaton class and
increases their interest in the house
under
their charge.

Afraid of Ghosts?
Copenhagen— A "Silly Symphony" cartoon comedy, showing dancing skeletons and
ghosts in a graveyard, has
been banned by the Danish
censor on the ground that the
is too macabre.
exhibition

Chicago — Exhibitors in the middle west are behind a movement in
the large agricultural states in this
section for the abolition of daylight
saving time. The move has been
set in motion in Indiana, Illinois,
Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin, Iowa
and Nebraska. In these states,
where
the(Continued
farmng on population
outPage 7)

Patched Up
Philadelphia — Pennsylvania
censors made so many cuts
in "The Easiest Way" that
they had to write in four subtion. titles to help explain the ac-
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Sid Garrett May Succeed
Auten as B. I. P. Agent

:THE
Of IILMtOM

London (By Cable)— Sidney Garrett is reported as the likely successor to Captain Harold Auten as
American representative of British
International Pictures.
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Para. British Production
Due to Start in April

London — Paramount has taken a
complete stage of the British &
Dominions studio at Elstree and
plans to start production in April
with "These Charming People," by
Michael
Aden, as the first picture.
Pathe
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Meeting
of National
Academj
of Visual Instruction, Fort Wayn«
Hotel,
Detroit.
Foxfilm
Athletic Club fifth annus
ball
Hotel, rY. at the Commodore

entire

RKO tel,sales
HoChicago.meeting, Congress
Annual
midnight theater party b.
the
Protection
the Kaplan
benefit of
the Sick Society
Fund, fo■

motion

the

Hippodrome,
New
York.
March 10-11
M-P.T.O.A.
Board
of Direc
tors meets in New York.
Mar. 14 First
Annual
Writers-Wampai
Roast, Biltmore Hotel, Hollywood.
Mar. 21 Annual
Ball of the Warner
Club,
New York.
April 4-11

Players'
and
Patrons'
Week, national
benefit for Jubilee
N. V
A. Club.
April 23-24 State Convention of Indiana In
dorsert of Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.
May 25-28
Spring
meeting
of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers. Hotel Roosevelt, Hollywood,
Cal.

clause of her contract."
Selig Joins Columbia
Al Selig, who resigned two weeks
William Warner Killed
William Warner, advance agent ago as Tiffany's director of adverlumbia. tising and publicity, has joined Cofor "Roxy's Gang," now at Knoxville, Tenn., was killed yesterday in
an automobile accident near Burton, Jack Lewis To Address A.M.P.A.
Texas. Warner was formerly assoJack Lewis of Warners will adciated with the Theater
Guild.
dress the A. M. P. A. at tomorrow's
luncheon meeting at the Dixie Ho-

& GOING

tel.

JOHN STONE, associate producer ot
foreign pictures for Fox, returned on the
lie de France with seven Spanish players
under
contract.
AL SZEKLER, new general manager
of Universal, is back in New York from
the coast.
FRANK D. ORMSTON arrived Monday
from
Italy.

No W. B.-F. N. Silents
Nq silent versions are expected to
be made by Warner Bros, and First
National for their 1931-32 programs
which are now being prepared. The
companies will hold their annual
sales convention about the middle
of April.
COLOR

FRANK MEI.FORD, Universal cameraman, is in New York to shoot exteriors for
shorts.
JOHN EBERSOX sails tonight on the
Bremen
for Paris.
XATACHA RAMBOVA (Mrs. Rudolph
Valentino) arrived yesterday on the He de
France.
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Let Us Solve Your Problems!
MOTION

J.

NEGATIVES DEVELOPED

S. S. KRELLBERG
1650

BREWSTER COLOR
FILM CORPORATION

South.

in Production
PUBLIC

PRINTS

Color sound cameras available for
short subjects, or advertising films.
Color prints from Bi-pack negatives.

Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialistsin

I Eastman Films!
Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywood4121
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DAILY

The
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Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STIllwell 4-7940

Lewis

FILM

Los Angeles — In answer to a suit
for $22,500 salary instituted by Mary
Lewis, grand opera singer, Pathe
Studios, Inc. have answered to the
effect that the singer's contract was
cancelled because she "became involved in a scandal and violated a

Hires joins Pathescope
Rodney M. Hires, formerly with
General Business Films, has joined
Pathescope Co. as account exethe
cutive.
if
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THE PRIVATE LIFE OF AN
SHORT SUBJECT!
It's interesting to watch an M-G-M short subject in action! Very often the
little fellows on the bill wallop the big fellows on the bill. Read the news clipping following and you'll get the idea.
LAUREL-HARDY for instance — news item from des moines tribune, feb.*, i93i

Hal Roach's spotlight
stealers! The funniest pair
in picturedom
better
than ever, —and they're
when
they're on the V>ill watch
the gross grow! "LaurelHardy Murder Case,"
"Another Fine Mess,"
"Be Big"— they're all great!

"Messrs. Stanley Laurel and Oliver Hardy, slapstick comedians de luxe, appearing in their
farce 'The Laurel-Hardy Murder Case' 'steal' the program at the Des Moines Theatre from
(not an M-G-M feature)
billed as the feature attraction. "

THEY'VE GOT THE PRICE
OF

ADMISSION

(but it takes

an "Our Gang" comedy to
make 'em spend!)
NEW FACES — NEW IDEAS make
"Our Gang" Comedies better than ever!
There s a vast kid audience in America
that's having a tough time picking its
entertainment since talkies came in!
Put an "Our Gang" comedy on your
program and you'll bring that "added
audience" into your house.

"THERE'S A CHARLIE CHASE
COMEDY DOWN THE STREET

"He/ping Grandma" played on $2
programs in Washington and Boston.
"Teacher's Pet" and "School's Out"
are typical of the Gang Gold-Getters!

I prescribe that!"
TALKIES
addedas 100%
Charlie Chase's
drawing
His experience
a stage tocomedian,
singer and
dancerpower!
gave
him an edge. Charlie Chase Comedies play the Capitol,
N. Y.p and other De Luxe houses regularly.

Every

"DOGVILLE"
COMEDY
has played on
a $2 Broadway

THERE ARE DOGS
-AND DOGS!
M-G-M, as usual, introduces the new idea in
showmanship and givea it every facility of
studio and resource accorded a feature picture.
The nation, literally, is going (o the (M-G-M)
does! That means exhibitors know what their
public wants.

Including

program —

"Hot Dog"

"College Hounds"
"Dogway Melody"
"So Quiet on the
"Who Killed
Canine Front"

A GOOD

"THAT'S

FOR

NOTHING,

GRANDMA!"
The old order
needs a jolt sometimes.
Showmanship consist* in setting new dishes
befote the public.
Roach's
FRIENDS*'
ii the Hal
answer
to the"THE
public'sBOY
demand for something new and diverting in the
short comedy field. A flock of good looking
and talented young folks in hilarious pictures.

GUY WITH BAD MANNERS

They're making a hit!

YER
N-MA
LDWY
METRO-GO
Showmen of the Shorts
Rover?"

is

just like a good theatre with inferior shorts!
A poor short subject spoils a whole show and degrades
.1 theatre. M-G-M knows shorts need the same care
and quality as features.
M-G-M's COLORTONE REVUES— They go on
$2 programs became they're great entertainment*
into which M-G-M hai put the resources, casts and
genius of its own studio.
BURTON HOLMES M-G-M Travel Shorts are the
Dc Luxe Travel Talkies—
FLIP THE
in.in^liip
! FROG — a cartoon comedy with more
imagination, more production value, more j-how-
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VESTAL COPYRIGHT BILL
LIMITS DAMAGE LIABILITY
(Continued from Page 1)

in charge of the legisRhode
lation. Island,
As originally passed by the House
of Representatives, it is explained
in the report, a question arose as to
whether the penalties provided might
be recovered for every individual
performance, making the total ot
damages to be recovered prohibitive.
This provision was amended so that
the damages specified in infringement cases against producers or exhibitors shall be in satisfaction of all
claims up to the date when suit is
brought, the maximum so collectible
being $10,000 as provided by the
House but the minimum being reduced from $250 to $100.
In addition, an amendement has
been inserted providing that if the
exhibitor can prove that at the time
of the alleged infringement the work
had not been registered in the copyright office or no notice of copyright
had been affixed thereto, the plaintiff shall not be entitled to any remedy other than an injunction.
There is also in the bill the protective clause adopted by the House
providing that the innocent infringer
who can prove he was subject to
fraud or substantial imposition by a
third party, ^nd had acted in good
faith, shall be subject only to a
penalty "Equivalent to the fair and
reasonable amount of a license," but
not less than $50 nor more than
$2,500.
Under another amendment made
by the committee, the owner of a
copyright has the right, separately,
of producing and exhibiting motion
picture films. For the protection of
producers, however, the committee
stipulated that, where there is no
agreement to the contrary, any work
created by an employee within the
scope of his employment shall be
deemed to be the work of the employer and the latter shall be the
owner of the copyright. This it
was explained by the committee was
necessarv because producers employ
authors and composers to produce
parts of a drama or musical composition to be filmed, under contract
of regular employment.
In reporting the bill from committee Senator Hebert
said that the

Jawbreaker
Berlin — American slanguage
may be the exasperation of the
universe, but in this matter of
words Germany doesn't take
any backseat either. In the
last issue of the register of
patents there is the word
"farbentonfilmaufnahmeapparatebaugesellschaft*" meaning
colored talking film camera
apparatus construction company. And just wait until
WIDE film goes on the record.

NED DEPINET JOINS PATHE
Unfair Competition*

Travel bureaus and the vacation departments of railroad and
steamship lines are now using motion pictures in selling their summer trips and tours to the public. One road, the Canadian National
Railways, has 50 vacation films which may be seen in its projection
room on Fifth Ave. Or the road will take any of the films around
and show them to vacation clubs or travel groups, on request.

Ohio Sunday Show Bill
Up for Hearing March 3
Columbus — Hearing of Senate Bill
No. 77, seeking to legalize the showing of motion pictures after 12
o'clock noon on Sundays, has been
set for the evening of March 3 by
Committee of the Senthe Judiciary
ate. The M.P.T.O. of Ohio is rally
ing its forces to support the bill. At
present Sunday picture shows are
given in 70 out of the 88 counties
in the state, and these 70 counties
represent more than 90 per cent of
the seating capacity of all theaters
in Ohio. Exhibitors will use these
facts as evidence that the public demands Sunday pictures.

AS VICE PRES.- SALES MGR.
(Continued from Page

1)

Pathe, it was announced yesterday
by Lee Marcus. Depinet, who assumes his new duties next month,
has been in the film business since
1907, both in the selling and in the
Illinois Allied Unit
producing end. Among the imporhe has occupied was the
Elects Saperstein Head berth tantofpostsgeneral
sales manager for
Chicago — At the first annual meet- Universal.
ing of the organization, the Allied
E. J. O'Leary, at present general
Theaters of Illinois elected the fol- sales
manager for RKO-Pathe, conlowing officers: Aaron A. Saperstein,
tinues in an important sales execupresident; E. E. Alger, Peru, and
tive position.
Aaron Courshon, Chicago, vice-presidents; David M. Brotman, secretary;
Staying With Warner-FN
Sidney H. Selig, treasurer The A. ASmith
report that Andy Smith, in
board of directors consists of these charge
Southern sales for Warner
officers and Nate Wolf, Joseph F. Bros-, of
and First National under
Pastor, Ben Lasker, Saul M. Melt- supervision of Ned Depinet, may join
zer, Fred A. Gilford, Edward Bru- Depinet at RKO-Pathe was denied
nell, Sol Best, J. Paly, F. W. Ander- yesterday by Smith, who characterson and E. W. Haferkamp, while
ized it as "wild.
Smith has for
Harry H. Lasker, I. Ettelson and some years been" associ
ated with
Max Small compose the board of Depinet, who now
becomes vicetrustees.
president and general sales manager

Censor Jam Holds Up
of the RKO-Pathe
organization. '
"Dangerous Jobs" Series
Two
Film
Tax
Bills
Being Made by Universal
"Blue Angel" in Penna.
Universal is making a series of
Introduced in Texas
Philadelphia — Paramount is holdnovelty shorts entitled "Dangerous
release of "The Blue Angel,"
Jobs." Frank Melford has arrived Emiling upTannings-Marlene
Dietrich picin New York to make exterior scenes
ture, in this territory pending adfor the pictures. Camera work is
justment of their difficulties with the
being done by Irving Browning.
Pennsylvania censor board. The censors have done plenty of clipping on
the talker.
Kurtzman to Philly and Wash'n
Charles Kurtzman, Fox field representative supervising de luxe
Sale of Scrip Books
houses, today switches his attention
to theaters in Philadelphia and
Being Discontinued
Sale
of
Scrip books in Fox Thehas been1 overWashington.
aters will be discontinued after
seeing the Fox He
in Brooklyn.
March 1, due to the necessary home
office bookkeeping involved and the
three major changes of existing law trouble of handling the scrip at the
involved were the provisions afford- theaters.
ing American authors the protection
of automatic,
M-G-M
Sued Over "Reducing"
tional copyrightdiv'sible
on their and
own internaworks.
Charging- that "Reducing," the
Marie
Dressier
and Polly Moran
These provisions he summarized as
conferring copyright on an author picture, was plagiarized from his
immediately on creation of his work: nlay "Enlighten Thv Daughter,"
permitting him to dispose of the sev- Ivan Abramson has filed suit in the
eral rights which he has in his crea- U. S. District Court against M-G-M
tion and enabling his assignee, charging he has been damaged to
grantee or licensee to protect any the extent of $250,000.
such right which he acquires, thus
avoiding many complications arising Warner Theater Changes in Indiana
under existing law, and guaranteeing
Warner Bros, have opened the
to him copyright on his own works Orpheum in Hammond. Tnd., and
without compliance with any for- closed the Orpheum in Elkhart, Ind.
malities in all the important coun- Michael Evon. who has been managtries of the world.
ing the Elkhart Orpheum. will beOne of the amendments leaves the
come manager of the Bucklen. which
authors of copyright music free to is being remodeled along with the
contract with manufacturers of discs Warner, both in Elkhart. Warners
and records on such terms as may also are remodeling the Jefferson in
Ind.
be mutually agreed upon, instead of Goshen.
under the present limitation of two
cents for each record.
Gary Reopens
The duration of copyright was
Gary, Ind. — After being dark for
changed bv the Senate to "70 vears two months, the Gary has reopened
from the date thereof" instead of with a talker and vaude policy.
during the lifetime of the author
German Talkers for Chi. Theater
and 50 vears thereafter, as provided
in the House bill.
Chicago — A German talker policy
The effective date of the bill is has been initiated at the Apollo, forchanged bv the Senate committee
mer legitimate theater, with "The
from July 1 to June 1, 1931.
Girl from the Reeperbahn".

Austin — Two new bills, seeking tc
tax the film industry in order t(
provide revenue for the state, hav<
been placed before the legislature
One is a levy on film distribution am
film rental, requiring the distribu
tors and theaters to show quarterly
statements on grosses and to pay
a 3 per cent occupation tax annually on the totals. This tax woulc
have to be paid whether the theater;
made any money
that year or not
The other tax bill provides tha
theaters grossing umder $40,000 ;
year shall pay a 1 per cent tax am
those grossing over $40,000 shall pay
a 2 per cent tax.
Organist for Beacon
"Singing Bill" Zukor, popula
organist, opens Friday at Warner*
Beacon for an indefinite engagement

Metrotone Films Capitol Show
Hearst Metrotone News yesterda
filmed the stage show at the Cap
ltoi, making the first time that shot
had been taken in a theater with th
new Eastman speed film.
Harry Weiss in Miami
Miami,
Fla.— Harry
Weiss,
for
merly Publix manager in Tampa, ■
Petersburg and Jacksonville, is M\
managing the Fairfax here.

Chicago Favorites
Chicago — In a popularity
contest conducted by the
"Daily Times," Clara Bow
and Charles Rogers lead with
17,187 and 17,128 votes, respectively. Lew Ayres follows
Rogers with 16,805. Greta
Garbo inineisranks.second in the fem-
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BOOKS

the Art and Business
of Motion Pictures
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THE FILM TILL NOW, By Paul
Rotha. Published by Jonathan Cape
& Harrison Smith, Nci\j York. Scientific, commercial and esthetic developments ofthe motion picture in all
countries, including America, Soviet
Russia, Germany, France, England,
Sweden and Japan, are surveyed in
this entertaining and informative
volume. It is one of the most comprehensive books of its kind to be
published, with abundant illustrations, and its matter will prove fascinating to layman as well as interesting and helpful to those in the
industry. The various forms of
cinematic art are discussed both
from a practical viewpoint in the
light of past accomplishments, and
theoretically on the basis of the aim
of the film in general and in particular, the preconception of dramatic
content by scenario organization and
methods of dramatic expression by
film construction. Talkers also are
discussed, and there is a glossary
of technical terms as well as a list
of the world's outstanding films,
many of which have never been
shown in this country.

THE TALKIES, by Arthur Edwin
Krozvs. Published by Henry Holt &
Co., Neiv York, $2. Although this
book apparently was written for
general readers, the author's extensive technical knowledge of his subject makes it a valuable work for
producers, scenarists, directors and
any technical men who want to
broaden their views of the talkie
field. The intricate processes of producing and showing talkers are thoroughly and lucidly explained, and at
the same time the author offers criticisms of various prevailing practices
which he considers undesirable
Chapters are devoted to the early
days of sound, recording, synchronization, the playback, theater equipment, photography, cartoon locomotion, values of closeups, scripts, sets
and locations, casting, lighting, camera angles, direction, the public, etc.
It is a bright and stimulating first
book on the talkers.

A dozen large producers and
subsidiaries turned out 91 per
cent of American product in
1930.

•

•

•

PRODUCING

Elyria, O. — The Dreamland, owned by John Pekras, is being entirely
remodeled and will open Feb. 26
with four changes a week.

ORGANIZATIONS

and their pub-

licity dept's trying to get breaks in the newspapers
now
there's a funny thought
why should film producers desire
newspaper
publicity?
oh, well, in case there are such,
here's a suggestion
if they will search back through their
old files they can unearth a raft of material of the old days that

Cleveland — William E. Mueller
has given up his lease on the Ridge
theater.
The house
is closed.
Denver — The Bide-a-Wee, neighborhood house, lost $40 to stick-

the public will eat up
our own experience is that oldtime items create more comment than any other junk we can
unload on our unsuspecting clientele
and look how the big
newspapers throughout the Youessay went for that biographical
story of Carl Laemmle that Paul Gulick prepared for the 25th
Jubilee of the head of Universal
.from our) perusal of key

ups.
Cleveland — Fred Schram and B.
O. Hallis of Detroit, president of
the Duofone Co., have acquired the
Ohio, western Pennsylvania and
West Virginia distribution rights to
"The Birth of a Nation."

city newspapers, it's a safe bet that 75 per cent of them featured
the yarn
why?
not just because it was Carl Laemmle
the story had gilt-edged reader interest
telling
as it did interesting and unusual anecdotes of the early pioneering

Lake City, la. — Robert Bernau of
Ida Grove, la., is the new owner of
the Star here. He plans to rebuild
the theater front and install sound

days of the industry
timers check the statements,
mighty
interesting
reading
pioneer, Jean Le Roy, the
questions the statement that
show Jean goes back
he avers, the first roadshow
N. J
showing

and you'd be surprised how oldand submit new data that makes
for instance, that other old
daddy of the projection machine,
Universal put out the first roadmuch further
36 years ago,
was given by himself in Clinton,

it opened on Washington's Birthday in 1895
vaude and motion pictures
the latter consisted

of peep-show film originally used in Edison's Kinetoscope nickel
slot machines where
the patrons
cranked
the handle
Jean bought these up at an average of $20 per 40-foot strip
today these relics are priceless
of that first roadshow
organLzashe, Le Roy is the only member alive today
and
recently the New York "Sun" ran an article stating that the
talkies are 18 years old and were born at the Colonial theater
in this hamlet
John Hilbert refutes that statement
he says they first appeared about 25 years ago at the Pickwick
theater on Twenty-Third St
they were German pictures
from a German opera
a year or so later a Calif ornian
by the name of Whitman brought out the first American talkie
he called it the Cameraphone
a pip name, by the
way
with a studio on top of the old Daly theater, the
Cameraphone made its first showing at Hammerstein's Victoria,
now the Rialto
such stars as Eva Tanguay, Mike Donlin
and Mable
Hite were heard
as well as seen
Edison's
talkie invention did not appear for some years after the Cameraphone had been junked as a childish toy of no commercial value
oops
*
*
*
*
• • • JOHN EBERSON, the well known theater architect
will embark for Paris today to inspect the work on the new
Boulevard Possonniere in Paris
Jawn has dolled himself
up for the occasion with a shave and a haircut
he bought
hisself a new sketch pad and pencils, and a new trick pocket
camera
he will collect data on his scheme covering interesting interiors for moderate priced theaters
here's wishing you bon voyage, Jawn
and if you bring back as much
dope on new theater decoration as you did on your last trip, it
means
a break for the theater owners
*
*
*
*
• • • KAY HUSH, a new and charming screen personality
appearing with Johnny Farrell in the Pathe golf series, is also a
golf expert
up at Bill Brown's Golf Club at the St. Moritz hotel she duplicated Bill's prize trick of lighting a match
with a swing of a golf club
and was Bill Brown surprised!

«

«

«

»

»

»

equipment.
Cleveland — Warner Bros, announce a change of policy at the Uptown and Variety theaters to straight
first runs. Heretofore the policy has
been to play first runs only the first
three days of the week.
New Haven, Conn. — Bert Jacocks,
formerly traveling auditor for Tiffany, has become a booker at the
Warner
offices here.

Broadbrook, Conn. — Broadbrook.
formerly operated by Thomas Cuprak, has been taken over by John
Minkiewitz, who plans to run it
silent.

Cleveland— William Rosenthal has
purchased the Freiburg Passion
Play for distribution in Ohio. Michigan, Indiana and Illinois. He has
opened achangelocal
Bldg. office in 216 Film Exway.

Pawtucket— The R. & S. Amusement Co. is taking over the Broad-

MANY
HAPPY
RfTURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inwho are celebrating their
birthdays dustry,
:

February 25
Warren

Hymer

Helen Jerome

Eddy

Lee L. Armstrong
Hattie T. Hecht

The Time Of Your Life!
COME along, folks, to this merriest film frolic
of the year . . . meet all your friends and see
your favorite Broadway celebrities in person.
Remember, there's going to be a real feast to
tickle your palate, followed by an added feast
of entertainment — and what a SHOW! And
that's not all: other treats in store for you
include the scintillating dance music of the
Ipana Troubadours, the introduction of famous
personalities by a noted master of ceremonies,
and a glorious Night Club festival.

FIFTH ANNUAL
MOVIE BALL
Irresistible^ ^Music by those-* incomparable-) radio favorites

SAM

LAN

IN

and his

IPANA

TROUBADOURS
10% of Proceeds
to be donated to the
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Your
^Reservations
TICKETS $7.50 EACH
obtainable^

Motel

COMMODORE
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fronts

M. GOODMAN
Accounting Dept.
Fox Film Corporation
444 West 56th Street
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JAFox
New York
Exchange
345 West 44th Street
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DEFOREST STARTS DAILY
TELEVISION BROADCASTS
(Continued from Page 1)

of more than 10,000 receivers, the
De Forest Co. announces following
an investigation. The change from
experimental broadcasts to a regular
schedule is hailed by the company's
engineers as "the beginning of a new
era."

Simultaneous Release
By Indie Exchanges

Simultaneous release throughout
the country, accompanied by a national advertising campaign the same
as practiced by the big distributors,
will be part of the plan now being
worked out by Louis Weiss, Abe
Stern and Beno Rubel for bringing
together some of the present inde
pendent exchanges, as well as establishing several new offices wbere they
are deemed necessary.
For the first year, the exchanges
that are now operating and which are
to be taken in on the plan will handle and liquidate their old pictures,
but in the second year the exchanges
will not be permitted to handle any
outside product other than that furnished by the producer units aligned
with this proposition.
The plan calls for at least 12 features, three to five serials and perhaps six English made features to
be handled for the first year.
A five-year franchise with an English distributing company is being
negotiated, and Weiss also is lining
up story material in expectation of
starting production under the new
plan sometime
in April.

Another K. C. Theater
Acquired by H-F Circuit

HOLLYWOOD
,By

RALPH

EXHIBITORS BACK DRIVE
T DAYLIGHT

FLASHES
WILK

(Continued from Page 1)

has
ARCHAINBAUD
QEORGE
been awarded a new RKO contract, it is announced
by William
LeBaron.
Sophie Wachner has resigned as
Fox costu me director.
"Air Police," second of the Sono
Art-World Wide Thrill-O-Dramas,
has been completed. Kenneth Harcast. lan and Josephine Dunn head the
Carole
Lombard's
contract,
been renewed by Paramount.

has

Buck Jones, now making the seventh of his eight westerns for Columbia, has signed a new contract
with this company.
William Hurlbut

is adapting his

play, "Lilies of Broadway,'' which
John Murray Anderson will direct
for Universal.
H. B. Warner and Anthony
Bushell have been signed by Warners forCostello
"The Passionate
Dolores
vehicle. Sonata,"
Bushell
has been signed on a long-term contract bv Warners.
David Manners
Walter

will appear with

Huston in "Upper
world" for First National.

Rosco

Ates and

Hallam

UnderCooler

have joined the cast of RKO's "Too
ManxCooks."
Monroe Owsley has been signed
to a long-term contract by M-G-M,
and will appear next in "Five and

Spencer Charters goes into the
numbers the urbane population, succast of RKO's "Traveling Huscess of the anti-daylight measures
bands" in place of James Gleason.
Others cast include Gwen Lee, is more than a probability, since the
Lucille William, Carl Miller and manufacturers are backing the farmrecting.
ers, who say the fast time upsets
Tom Frances. Paul Sloane is d»their routine as set by nature.
A bill of this type before the Indiana legislature is virtually certain
Louis Closser Hale has been
of passage— and the solons in the
signed by Fox for "Always Good- other states are g'Vding to emulate
this precedent.
John
M. Stahl will direct "Back
Street,"
versal. Fannie Hurst story, for Uri
Mary Kornman is leaving the
Hal Roach studio at the expiration
of- her contract, March 1.
bye."
Scripts for couple of two-reelers,
starring vehicles for Roscoe Ates
and Ned Sparks, are being prepared
under the supervision of Louis
Brock. Lloyd French, Mauri Grashin
and Harold Schwartz are working on
the Ates story, and Scott Darling,
Mark Sandrich and Ned Sparks are
writing the Sparks comedy. Roberta
Gale, Addie McPhail, George McFarlane, Charles Dow Clark, Bud
Jamison and Harry Holden have
been cast for the Ned Sparks short
Robert Montgomery will leave
f-or a vacation in New York in a
couple of weeks, upon completion
of "Shipmates" for M-G-M.
Edward

McWade,

who

recently

appeared in Pathe's "Disappearing
Enemies," has been signed for another comedv, "Parents
Wanted."
Constance Bennett has finished
"Lost Love" for Pathe and will
soon begin work on "The Common
Lata," her next for the same com-

Kansas City — Hughes-Franklin
Edmund Breese is a late addition
Theaters will take over the Benton
Ten."
on March 1 and spend about $50,000 to the cast of Fox's "Young Sin- pany.
to improve it. The Madrid, one of
Spencer Tracy's next screen role
will be that of a gambler, whose
the group recently acquired by H-F,
Guy Oliver will appear in "Dude determination to insure the happicloses Saturday night for redecoraners."
Oakie's next Paraness of the girl he loves js greater
tion and reopens March 15 under a Ranch,"mount Jack
picture.
than his desire to possess her for
new policy. Harold B. Franklin
himself. Tracy, who was recruited
stopped off here Tuesday on his way
Boris Karloff has been cast by
west.
from the stage to play in "Up the
RKO in "Big Brother," Richard River." will start work in the "Fatal
Dix's next.
Wedding" within a few weeks. He
which RowWill Walling, Charles Giblyn and is nowland inBrown"Hoodlum,"
is directing.
Sammy Blum have been added to
Universal's "Gambling Daughters."
Among the equestriennes ivho
IN
participated in the Los AngelesWinnie
Lightner
and
Charles
:the
Beverly Hills Horse Show was
Butterworth are to be co-starred by
mmtisMftt
Rochelle Hudson, youngest of RaOf IIIMIOM
Warner'- in "Side Show," original
dio Pictures' featured players. Sh<
by William K. Wells.
is an accomplished horsewoman,
G. B. Samuelson, English producer,
Sidney Toler will appear in having ridden half of her life — she
started at the age of eight years.
to work in California.
RKO's "White Shoulders," adapted
*
*
*
fiom Rex Beach's "Recoil," which
Warner-First
National
directors
New York faced by most drastic Mel Brown will direct.
are
doing
much
traveling. Al
censorship bill ever introduced in
state legislature.
Frances
Marion
has a new long- Green went to Washington to at*
*
*
term writing contract with M-G-M. whichtend a he
performance
"Heat
will directof for
the Wave,"
screen,
Samuel Goldwyn leaves for exwhile
Mervyn
I.e
Roy
is
scheduled
Humphrey
Bogart
and
Joyce
tended European trip.
go to New York to see "FiveCompton hare been added to Fox's to
Star Final," which
he will direct.
"Women of All Nations."

Paramount Trying Out
35-65 MM. Projector
(Continued from Page 1)

generally adopted, the projector can
be adapted to handle this through
addition of another row of teeth. "The
new design is continuous self-oiling
Life tests are being given the
Paramount Publix projector at the
New York Paramount theater, and
the Paramount New York studio. A
number of models have been made
for other test purposes. Wide
screens have already been installed
in practically all Publix de luxe
houses.

One of 5 Bandits Killed
In Bk'lyn Holdup Attempt
One

bandit was killled and another wounded when five holdup men
shot it out with three off-duty patrolmen who arrived in front of
Fox's Congress just as the thugs
were attempting to rob a safe containing $4,500 after kidnapping the
manager and assistant treasurer late
Monday night.
At the New York Strand a thief
snatched $200 in bills from Mar>
Garland, one of the ticket sellers, who
was closing up for the night. In
Newark five robbers broke into the
Capitol early yesterday morning and
escaped
with $3,000.
Chicago — Holdup
of the Buckingham marks the seventh theater rob
bery here in a month.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

Congratulates:
RICHARD
whose

A ROWLAND

return to active

service

ingeneral
the capacity
Tiffany's
executiveof brings
a
highly able and popular
personality
back
into
the industry.

Soaring Tiffany
Lifts Veil From
Royalty Racket
In Fun Drama!
A Prince who was only a ham actor. A Princess who was
crazy about ham. A King who wore carpet slippers on
state occasions and used his sceptre as a nutcracker on

44 ^(^ U

|7

€ 0 Al A\ A X II

aM occasions! Here's comedy drama fit for Kings — by
skyhigh-flying New Tiffany. James Craze's wise-cracking,
ultra-modern, money-making expose of the royalty racket !

i: it f o it ai ami: i:
A JAMES CRUZE

PRODUCTION

99

featuring NEIL

HAMILTON and UNA MERKEL ■ directed by WALTER
LANG • with Helen Ware • Albert Gran • Lawrence Grant
RICH IN COMEDY
FUL LOVE STORY

CLIMB

STRONG IN DRAMA • WITH A DELIGHTSTUDDED WITH STAR PERFORMANCES!

with TIFFANY

Intimate

The Daily

in Character

Of Motion
Now Fourteen

International in Scope
Independent in Thought

VCL.

LV

NO.
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Sponsored Ad Films Are Suicide, Warns Laemmle

$180,000,000 SUITMTS FILM STOCKS
Peak Production at Columbia— 12 Features Under Way
Over-selling

-and other comments
—By JACK ALIC0ATE^=
We
know
of
The Sin of
no greater fault
Over-selling
within the confines of the industry than over-selling. And
that goes all along the line.
Salesmen over-sell exhibitors.
Distributors over-sell critics.
Exhibitors over-sell the public.
What's the result? A boomerang of
resentment. Take yourself. Are you
ever happy after being over-sold?
Of course not. Neither is the other
fellow, nor his wife, nor uncle. After
all, the value of a picture is exactly
what it will bring at the individual
box-office. Nothing more and nothing less. Over-selling it to one who
ultimately has the opportunity to
is rather
its true value
appraise
stupid business.
*
*
*

Three Pictures Shooting,
Three in Cutting Room,
Six Being Prepared
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Production activity
at the Columbia studios has reached
its peak, with a total of 12 features
in various stages. Three pictures
are before the cameras, three being
cut, and six in preparation.
Features
being shot are: "Subway Express," adapted
from
the
stage play by Eva K. Flint and
(.Continued

on Page

Honors for Chaplin
London — A knighthood for
Charlie Chaplin has been
proposed by Joseph Toole, M.
P., in a letter to Prime Minister MacDonald. 'In Paris,
Foreign Minister Briand has
been asked by French dramatic
leaders to use his influence to
have Charlie Chaplin made a
knight of the Legion of Honor.

RELEASE DATES ARE SET NAY GET SPECIAL SHOWING EDUCATIONAL USING COLOR
A bill allowing pictures banned by
German censors to be shown to IN TWO SERIES FOR 1931-32
ON 9 NEW M-G-M PICTURES "closed
Despite the fact that color has
audiences" is expected to be
Release dates have been set by passed by the Reichstag next week,
M-G-M on nine new productions, as said Al Szekler, new Universal general manager, yesterday. Under its
follows: "Parlor, Bedroom and
pictures banned
by the
Bath," with Buster Keaton, Reginald provisions(Continued
on Page 10)
Denny and Sally Eilers, Feb. 28; "A
Gentleman's Fate," with John Gilbert, Leila Hyams and Anita Page, Warners Earned 39 Cents
March 7;(Continued
"Men Call
it Love,"
with
on Page
10)

triangleis
Here's a that
marriage
22 Roadshow Companies
the
in
definitely
cards, for better or
for "Trader"
for worse, and forever and a day.
With Planned
"Trader Horn" already playThe destinies of each are so closely
ing a four key cities, roadshow
interwoven that a closer cementing arrangements were completed yesterday by J. J. McCarthy for the
and dove-tailing of activities is inevitable. As soon as the business showing of the film at $2 a seat in
(Continwd on Page 10)
horizon clears to the point where
mergers are again in order, you'll
hear considerably more of this
thought. We know whereof we speak,
for there are two rather imposing
set-ups in the making. Again circling back to the patent conclusion
that the daddy of the show business
is the screen and that all other forms Warners Out to Create
of amusement must look for tough
Good Will for Ad Films
going if they stray from the picture
fireside to try it alone.
A
nation-wide campaign aimed to
*
*
*
win local advertisers' approval of
There is consid- sponsored short subjects is being
Weeping or erable weeping and .vaged by the Warner Bros, industrial film department through a serwailing and gnashthe Coast
ies of lectures before advertising
ing of teeth from a
goodly number
of the old guard clubs in 26 key cities. Robert A.
Page

2)

(Continued on Page

10)

declined in production, Educational
plans to continue its use in two serif ■;
of short subjects for the 1931-32
program, E. W. Hammons said yesThe coinpar.j'j
season
schedule terday.
will
include anew
series
of
Romantic (Continued
Journeyson Pageand 10) Sennett

In Quarter Ended Nov. 30 Johnsons Get Material
Earnings! of Warner Bros, for the
For 100 African Shorts
quarter; ended Nov. 30 were an-

nounced yesterday at $1,576,421,
after taxes and charges, equal after
preferred dividend requirements to
39 cents a share on 3,767,593 shares
of common and compares with net
of $5,629,109,
or $2.07
a share,
on 2,(Continued
on Page
10)

Carl Laemmle Warns Exhibs
Against Sponsored Pictures

on

Filing of a $180,000,000 talker patsnt suit in Los Angeles against a
^roup of major film companies was
iscribed in Wall St. yesterday as
he chief influence behind the substantial setback that took place during the day in amusement stocks.
Bear forces made the most of this
suit and (Continued
of the Warner
earnon Page Bros,
10)

11)

oi
r» jRadio,
Stage
and Screen

(Continued

Amusement Shares Suffer
From Combination
of Rumors

Declaring that sponsored advertising films will mean eventual suicide for the motion picture theater
business, Carl Laemmle yesterday
issued a slashing attack on this new
form of commercial production, urging producers not to release them
and appealing to exhibitors not to
show them on their screens.
The Universal chief said that the
(Continued on Paae

10)

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson will
return from Africa about June 1,
with material for 100 short subjects
if the African jungle, according to
Frank
Wilson, president of Talkson. ingR.Picture
Epics. The Johnson
shorts will be available for sponsorship by a travel bureau or steamship company, according to Mr. Wil-

Vitaphone Will Release
12 African Travel Shorts
A series of 12 two-reelers entitled
"Adventures in Africa", made by
Wynant D. Hubbard of the American Geographical Society during a
two-year expedition through Rhodesia and Portuguese East Africa, will
be released by Vitaphone.
episode will have a synchronized
descriptive talk by Edward T. l.owe.
W. Earle Frank photographed the
series.
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Over-selling

:the
IB VI»M Mlt
Of IIIM[X)M

— and other comments

Wild",
of the
— "King
Chicago
d by
latest
Mascot
serial produce
Nat
all
play
to
booked
Levine, has been
the
in
houses
Katz
&
Balaban
the
vicinl
genera
now encamped in the
ity of L. A. and environs over the Illinois territory, following the lead
fact that sane and sensible business of other big circuits in the revival
methods have at last found a place of serial interest.
"King of the Wild" also is playing
in the production plan book and that
the idea of exorbitant salaries to 35 Publix theaters in New England,
those whose brain power does not
ncluding a week's run at the Scol-a
merit the former weekly stream of ay
Square Olympia, Boston, and
imilar run at the Paramount, New
Propast.
the
of
thing
a
gold is now
duction on the coast is picking up Haven.
and gaining momentum every day,
giving employment to thousands. For Pathegrams, New Name
this we are glad. The high hat briFor Non-Theatrical Unit
gade, mostly incompetents, is for
To avoid confusion with the paronce on the outside looking in, and
ent organization. Pathe Films, Inc.,
squawking loud and long. For which
we have no feeling one way or the distributor of non-theatrical product
other. From where we sit this cold for the Pathe organization, has
and clear February day, 1931, it changed its corporate name to
looks like it is going to be a tough Pathegrams, Inc. Stuart Webb remains head of the organization,
year for figureheads in the motion
which handles 9H and 16 mm. prodpicture industry.
uct.
(Continued from Page
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Going Strong on Serials
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New London House Robbed
New
London,
Conn. — Robbers
looted the safe of the Garde early
Tuesday morning and escaped with
about $2,000.
>«»#•♦♦♦••♦•♦•.•♦••.•♦♦♦.*♦.♦•*•.♦♦,♦♦ ♦♦.♦•^♦.♦# *♦,♦♦.♦♦«•,**
f
♦*♦
New York
- 1540 Broadway
Yl BRYant 9-4712

y

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STIllwell 4-7940

|§
Eastman Films Ift

8 J. E. Brulatour, Inc.|
I!
§

§
ft
ft
Chicago
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& GOING

ROBERT ARMSTRONG, Pathe contract
player, arrives in New York on Saturday
from the coast and will sail March 5 on the
Europa for a vacation abroad.
A. DOWLING, RKO foreign manager,
sails from France tomorrow for New York.
York.
MICHAEL ARLEN, English author,
sailed for Europe last night on the Bremen.
A. YOUNG, president of Tiffany, is
in L.
town.

Paramount Closes Deal
For Release of "Tabu"
Arrangements for the world re-

MME. GABRIELLE CHANEL, newly
signed fashion designer for Samuel Goldwyn
pictures arrives on the Europa,
Tueday.
HENRY KING flew East to make exter
iors at Welfare Island. He expects to
return to the coast on Saturday.
SEYMOUR FELIX is in New York to
make exterior shots for his next picture.
LEO MORRISON, agent, has arrived in
New
York via plane.
CHARLES
ROSENZWEIG, FRANK
O'HERON and JERRY SAFRON of RKO
leave for Chicago tomorrow to attend a
sales conference at the Congress
Hotel.
RAY FRIEDGEN, studio manager for
Associated Radio Pictures in London, sails
tomorrow on the Aquitania.
IRVIN WILLAT has arrived in New
York after a trip to Europe.
BILLY WILKERSON is in New York
from the coast. He intends to leave for
Hollywood
Sunday.

lease by Paramount of F. W. Murnau's South Sea romance, "Tabu,"
have been completed. S. R. Kent
closed the deal with Ned Marin,
who has an interest in the picture.
Murnau made the production on
Bora Bora in the Society Islands
with a native cast. Story is by Murnau and Robert J. Flaherty, and the
film will have a musical score by
Hugo
Reisenfeld.
Holdovers
is being held over
at the New York
holdover
will be
the Roxy.

JACK

COHN is back at his desk at Columbia following a vacation in Florida.

Peb. 28

Foxfilm Athletic Club 6fth annual
Y
ball
at the Commodore Hotel, N.

RKO
sales meeting, Congress Hotel, Chicago.
Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome.
New York.
March 10-11
M-P.T.O.A.
Board
of Directors meets in New York.
Mar. 14 First
Annual
Writers-Wampaa
Roast, Biltmore Hotel. Hollywood
Mar. 21 Annual Ball of the Warner Club,
New York.
Mar.

7

Felix Ellison Feist Marrying
Felix Ellison Feist, son of Felix
Feist, general sales manager of MG-M, and director of tests at the
M-G-M studio, will be married
March 3 at 6 o'clock in Temple
Emanu-EI. The bride is Dorothy
Hart Jacobs, daughter of Mrs.
Chester A. Vandalinda of New
York. A reception will be held at
the Savoy-Plaza following the sercoast. vices, and the coupe will leave by
airplane the same night for the
Leo Flynn Managing Globe
Leo Flynn, formerly with Schwab
nd
Mandel,
has
been
appointed
nanager of the Globe to succeed L.
~rrieb, recently transferred
to the
Mavfair.
Theatre near New York — combined
second run and stage show house,
averaging $350.00 a week. Desire to
turn over operation to responsib'e
party having cash to deposit on last
year's rent.
Will
give long lease.
Box 656. THE
FILM
DAILY
1650 Broadway,
New York City

Studio
Theatre Available
Most Completely Equipped
and Perfectly Appointed for
the Projection of Sound Motion
Pictures in New
York
City.

RCAPHOTOPHONf, INC.
411 Fifth Ave.

AShland 4-7605

S CREENING— PREVIEWS

New RCA Photophone all AC
operated
sound
reproducing

Are you Buying

equipment.

?

^Performance l

BROADWAY

depend daily upon the "time and money saving" advantages of Peter Clark, Inc., equipment. In every instance
more thoroughly coordinated operation has resulted.

& 47th ST., N. Y.

WILLIAM

m

Throughout the country, theatres, both large and small

MORRIS

Call-Board

•
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Hollywood
ft 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica ♦"•
ft CALumet 2691
Blvd.
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«
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COMING

Frank Kingsley is the new casting
director of the Warner Vitaphone
tudio, succeeding Stuart Stewart,
esigned. Kingsley was formerly
.vith the Warner west coast casting
lepartment.

£
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l.t
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Frank Kingsley Becomes
Vitaphone Casting Head

Broadway
"Father's Son"
i*or a second week
Strand.
Another
East Lynne" at

STRY**
INDUECCtt
THEDATE

"Stage Equipment with a Rtputation"
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JOHN HALLIDAY, MICKEY BENNETT.
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Critics Praise and Mobs Pack RANGO
in First Long Run Engagement
at De Luxe RivolU N. Y. !
"Most fascinating film of jungle life ever offered.
Audience applauded."
— JV. Y. Sun
"As funny as the Marx Brothers and Chaplin together!
Only fault with RANGO is we wanted more."
— JV. Y. Eve. Post

"RANGO dwarfs any studio- made thriller.
Applause
— JV. Y. American
fully justified."
'Vicious and humorous, terrific punches. We clutched
arms of seat in sheer anguish. Spots render audience
speechless!"
— JV. Y. Daily News

"RANGO is something to see. Pure, stark, primitive
horror of jungle."
_JV. Y. World
"Breath-taking thrills stand your hair on end. Delicious
comedy, too."
— JV. Y. Eve. World
"Thrilling, first rate entertainment."
Produced

by

Ernest

B.

— JV. Y. Telegram
Schoedsack

LI .A

ii

I

i A \4 pO — for jaded box offices!

9ts just wAat the
AfationMedsM)W/

MINUTES
of Unbroken

with
EDWARD
EVERETT

HORTON

BE

SURE

to tune in every
Friday Night on
The R K O Hour

ESTHER RALSTON
LAURA La PLANTE
PATSY RUTH MILLER
Directed by RUSSELL MACK
Based on stage
A. H.play
WOODS'

Laughter

Backed by Sure-Fire
Exploitation Tie-ups
Department Stores,
Drug Stores, Grocers,
Beauty Parlors-Radio
and Cigar Stores, and
a great line of Posters and Accessories

WELL PATSY! THE CRITICS DECLARE

VARIETY IS THE SPICE

WE'VE MADE THE SCREEN'S GREATEST
FARCE COMEDY

OF LIFE— AND RIGHT
NOW THE PUBLIC
WANTS
FORM

SPICE— IN THE
OF LAUGHS—

YOU
SAID
BUT IN
THISIT—
DUAL

S

ROLE WHO'LL GET
THE CREDIT FOR
THE AVALANCHE
OF GAYETY?

.S*A

Unanimously
rated GREAT
The sophisticated comedy success of 1931 has arrived. Well may the Pathe rooster crowl We will
that "Lonely Wives" will rate as
stakeof anything
the best films of 1931.
one

HAROLD

WEIGHT— Hollywood

Filmograph

A riotous farce — dialogue is sure-fire in every
word — should prove a gold mine — destined to be
one of the laugh highlights of the screen year.

CONDE G. BREWER— The Billboard
Highly sophisticated comedy, goes over with a
great laugh— The cast is splendid.
DON ASHBAUGH — Motion Picture Herald
Fast, furious, frothy farce — probably the naughtiest of the cinema comedies yet produced. "Lonely
Wives" is a laugh riot.

Los Angeles Express

I'M PROUD OF YOU
EVERETT— YOU OUTDID
YOURSELF IN THIS
PICTURE— THE PUBLIC
WILL LAUGH ITSELF
SICK

—AND

I'M PROUD

OF ALL YOU GIRLSLAURA
PATSY AND
YOU

by the Critics
Emphatically sure-fire! Adults will rave and laugh
Film Mercury
themselves sick with "Lonely Wives."
Swell comedy packs laughs right through the
footage — complications are very funny, even
uproarious.
JACK HARROWER— Film Daily
Well produced picture founded on a risque theme
— a sort of bedroom farce with the bedroom
shown very little.
PETE HARRISON— Harrison

** Reports

Laughs keep rolling out in a steady deluge of ultra sosphisticated wise cracks.

Motion Picture Daily

RKO - PATHE
WE'RE ALL READY TO BE DATED UP FOR A SURE-FIRE
LAUGHFEST AND S. R. O. BUSINESS— THE CRITICS
ARE RIGHT— YOU CANT GO WRONG

ESTHER ARE

ALL SIMPLY GREAT

WIVES"

WITH "LONELY

*
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EXPLOITETTES

Timely Topics

A. Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion

€)
History Is Fertile Field
For Screen Material
CUCCESS of "Cimarron" and
of other pictures that have
dipped into history for both
backgrounds and characters
leaves your commentator wondering just why that fertile field
is -not more intensively cultivated in this day when producers
are wailing for material. Those
pictures thus far which have
blended romance and history
actually have done little more
than scratch the surface. This
nation, young as it is, can provide enough themes and plots
to keep Hollywood studios busy
for some seasons to come. The
landing of the Pilgrims, the
witchcraft era in Massachusetts,
the Revolutionary period, the
War of 1812, the Mexican War,
the post-Civil War times, the
various Western Indian Wars,
the Spanish-American War, the
Philippine Insurrection, the Boxer Uprising, and the Mexican
troubles that preceded the World
War — these are but a few of the
possibilities that flash before the
course,
It is true,
eye. Ameri
mind's
cal
can ofhistori
that some
periods have inspired scenarists,
but the features that resulted
hardly told all the story. "The
Rough Riders," for instance,
was really nothing to write Aunt
Sarah about. And even "Old
Ironsides," "America," "Little
Old New York," "The Floradora Girl," "Casey at the Bat"
and others of the same ilk left
much to be desired. An ambitious screen writer need seek no
further than Central New York
for rich cinematic ore. There is
the Hiawatha legend, so closelv
allied to the Six Nations. There
is the building of the Erie Canal.
There is the faded Syracuse salt
industry, thus far utilized as
background for a single film,
the Logan-made, "A Clouded
Name." — Chest
er B. Bahn,
Syracuse "Herald"

ff^*_ i^
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A
.FILM
FACT
A
- DAY

290,000,000 of positive film
were exported from the U. S.
during 1930.

• • • OLD-TIMERS' NIGHT will be celebrated by the
Newspaper Club at the Astor Hotel on Saturday with a linethe list includes W. C.
up of talent that will amaze you
Fields, Jane Aubert, Helen Shipman, Fannie Brice, Herbert
Clayton, JackRawlinson, Jeno Bartal and Hungarian Orchestra,Hazzard
son and Durante, Florence Forman and Jack
it is eminently fitting that these ginks of the amusement world
for whom the newspaper boys have done so much, should reone of the guests
manner
ciprocate in this handsome
reporter in
will be James Corrigan, 76, the oldest newspaper
Melford, who is now in our midst,
Frank
York
New
cameraman,
Irving Browning,
director
is the Universal
is here with him
*
*
*
*
• • • THAT TIFFANY bunch are running around in a
most exuberant
manner,
making
strange noises indicative of
great elation
the cause of it all is the receipt of a print
of "Hell Bound," a gangster pix that started off as a nice li'l
programmer
and the doggone thing looms up as a crashhit of the season
positively sen-sav-shunal
on the
>olemn word of such reliable gents as Dick Rowland,
L. A.
Young and Grant Cook
who ought to know
Leo
Carillo in the part of a Wop gang chief delivers a boucoup characterization that they say will take its place among the great
screen characterizations of all times
these be strong words,
gents
but it's something
to look forward
to, anyway.
•

• • THE TUXEDO out in Brooklyn touted "The Criminal Code" in a throwaway with black-face type scarehead stating "Al Capone Is a Cold-Blooded Murderer!"
quoting a
statement in a newspaper article
and Al Greene, the manager, received a threatening telegram from a supposed pal of
Capone, telling him to be ready toj go for a ride
the
Brooklyn newspapers played it up as a new threat of Gangland
against theaters
the guy who left the message at the
telegraph office threw a dollar bill on the desk and beat it in a
very suspicious manner, according to the detectives who started
hunting clews
it's a great break, Al
and we hope,
for your
sake, the dicks don't find the suspect among your theater ushers
*
*
*
*
•

•

• HAROLD HARRIS, over at the Brooklyn Paramount, claims to be the originator of the "squawk
system"
this consists in diplomatic handling of patrons with a
squawk who try to chisel a refund
and you'd be surprised how many
there are of this species
_.. Harold
has
built this system up so well that he has qualified for an important post in the diplomatic
service
they call him "Mr.
Paramount," and a lotta dumb patrons really believe he is the
owner of the theater
Jesse Crawford will be back at the
Paramount
console Friday after a month's vacashe
the
first issue of Livingston's International Casting Directory is on
the
darh press, and according to the dummy Jack showed us, it is a

• • • THOSE A.M.P.A.'s will go literary today at their
luncheon at the Dixie
Jack Lewis of Warners has written a learned treatise on "Reading"
in dialog form
a
professional reader will try Jack's effort on the assembled p.a.'s
it should prove entertaining
but what these publicity copy writers really need is a dissertation on Writing that
will carry the necessary desideratum of compelling interest to
harried newspaper
ginks like ourself searching frantically for
entertaining Reading
Believe it or not, but Warners are
now touting Mister Zukor
but it happens to be "Singing
Bill" Zukor, the organist who opens Friday at the console of
the Beacon theater
LaPlante will be "analyzed" by
Lorna Fantin, numerologist,Laura
over WABC and 66 stations on the
Old Gold Hour at 9:15 tonight, with RKO-Pathe's "Lonely
Wives," in which Miss LaPlante is featured, getting a plug

«

«

«

»

»

»

Strong Tieup
On"JLLICIT"
"Illicit"

had the benefit of
an extensive tie-up in Kansas City, Mo., when it was presented at the Newman. The
tie-up brought into combination
the theater, the Jones Department Store and the Max Factor
Company and had the services
of one of Warner Bros, traveling lecturers attached to the
studio staff in Hollywood. The
department store had window

€>

displays Stanwyck
of "Illicit"
which
Barbara
was infeatured,
alloted space to it in its daily
newspaper ads and had a special booth artistically decorated
where material was distributed
pertaining to picture and star.
— Newman, Kansas City

Big Tie-up
On "Sunny"
was arranged between the
J{
of a tie-up
First HUMDINGER
National staff and
the Max
Factor Company for the exploitation of "Sunny" in Kansas City, Mo. Two weeks preceding the opening the chain of
Crown drug stores used 45 windows, as many interior displays
and fountain streamers announcMarilyncompany
Miller in "Sunny."
The ing
drug
■IV an
extensive
advertisingplanned
campaign
during this period and in its ads
mentioned the star and picture.
On opening day Max Factor
presented 2500 gift powder comthrough the campaign's
territorialpacts representative.
— Fii-st National

MANY
HAPPY
RFTURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays dustry,
: who are celebrating their

February 26
Stanley Sandford
Fay S. Reeder
Laurence T. Postal
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$180,000,000 SUIT
HITS AMUSEMENT STOCKS
(.Continued from Page 1)

ings report showing a sharp drop
for the quarter ended Nov. 30. Sales
of Warner connron stock totalled
177,000 shares for the day, with the
,tock dipping to 15f6 and closing at
16J4Paramount
came
down
in
prethe
against
46H.
mpathy to
vious night's closing of 49, and finished at 47. Loew's reacted to 58
from 6VA, while RKO at one time
was down to 21^4, closing at 22J/2
for a small loss. Fox went to 34 and
losed at 35, a less of 2l/2 points.
Amusement company bonds also were
weak.
The west coast suit, filed by Orlando E. Kellum and Marv G. Kellun, his wife, .seeks $180,000,000
damages for alleged infringements
on talker patents. Defendants named
are Warner Bros., Electrical Research Products, Paramount, Pathe,
Columbia, Consolidated Film Industries, Fox, Technicolor, General
Theaters Equipment and First Nat'onal. Kellum declares that he invented in 1918 the synchronizing
process now being used by most of
the producers and that in 1919 he
obtained a patent, half of which was
assigned to his wife.
Alsomors inamong
yesterday's
ruthe financial
districtactive
was one
to the effect that the $55,000,000 Fox
notes, due April 1, would be extended. Bankers deired this, saying it
was not practicable because too
many of the notes were held by the
nublic. It is expected that a new
bond issue will be put out to take
care of the financing, but the terni
of the notes will depend upon market conditions at the time. The customary rumor about drop in theater
attendance, always brought forth
whenever film stocks are reactionary,
also was added to yesterday's 'ist.

Bucking the Trend
"No star series" is a policy just inaugurated by Sono Art-World
Wide which is giving entirely fresh casts to each one of its ThrillO-Dramas, the 10 action pictures on its current program, Budd
Rogers pointed out yesterday. Under its plan to sign stars for individual productions the firm believes that this is "a healthy departure to show a complete lineup of new faces in each picture, he said.

Educational Using Color
Release Dates Are Set
Series for 1931-32
On 9 New M-G-M Pictures In Two
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page

1)

Leila Hyams,

Mary Duncam and
Adolphe Menjou, March 14; "Strangers May Kiss," with Norma Shearer
and Robert Montgomery, March 21;
"Daybreak." with Ramon Novarro,
March William
28; "A Haines
Tailor-Made
Man,"
with
and Dorothy
Jordan,
April 4; "It's
A Wise
Child,'
with Marion
Davies,
April
11;
"Stepping Out," with Reginald Denny, Charlotte Greenwood and Leila
Hyams,Wallace
April 18;
"The Jean
SecretHarlow
Six,"
with
Beery,
and Marjorie Hambeau, April 25.
"Trader Horn," now having a
Broadway run, is not yet da ed for
general release.

ntHOnnttk

R. A. Walsh to make six productions for Associated First National.

German-Banned Pictures
May (Continued
Get Special
Showing
from Page 1)
censors may be exhibited before
members of organizations with
which such arrangements are made.
Szekler anticipates that "All Quiet
on the Western Front" will soon be
okayed by the German censors, following action of the Reichstag in
declaring that the picture is "unharmful"
to Germany.

shares in the corresponding
14 other cities in the country. Four 645JB64
quarter of 1929. The net for the
additional runs are now being con- quarter given above is subject to
tracted for, making a total of 22 road realization by the radio and record
companies which is 10 more than division of the face values of its
any other road show attraction ever trade accounts receivable, less redispatched, according to Howard
serves, and of its cost of inventories.
Dietz of M-G-M who is managing
the engagements with Joe Vogel of Warners Out to Create

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

Authors' League charges Hearst
publications force sale of film rights
*
*
*
w' \ *story rights.

comedies, all done in color. Hammons goes to the Coast in a month
to discuss 1931-32 production plans.
Later he returns to New York preliminary to sailing for Europe.

Warners Earned 39 Cents
22 Roadshow Companies
In Quarter Ended Nov. 30
(Continued from Page 1)
forPage"Trader"
Planned
(Continued from
1)

Loew's.
The film is now showing at the
Astor, New York, Grauman's Chinese, Hollywood, the Chestnut St.
Opera House, Philadelphia and the
Shubert, Detroit. Bookings arranged
yesterday schedule the picture for
March 1 at the Majestic, Boston;
Shubert Rialto, St. Louis; Erlanger,
Atlanta; March 5, Metropolitan,
"Aloha"
for Los Angeles
Seattle; March 8, Shubert Teck.
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Buffalo; College. New Haven; Er"Aloha"
s
— Tiffany'
langer Grand Opera House, CinhasLos
beenAngeles
booked
to follow Charlie
cinnati; National. Washington;
Chaplin's "City Lights" into the new
Los Angeles. Date is tentatively set Apollo, Chicago; March 14, Victory,
Salt Lake; Century, Minneapolis;
for March 6.
Rialto, Portland, Ore.: Davidson,
Milwaukee and on March 30, Royal
Alexandria, Toronto, Canada. A
house manager and agent will accompany each print with Wil'iam R
IN
Ferguson of the Dietz staff supervising the openings.

Federal Trade Commission investigating activities of certain companies in re-issues.
*
*
*
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Holding 10-Day Hearing
On Sunday Shows in N. H.
Concord, N. H. — Hearings before
the Judiciary Committee in the
Legislature on the subject of Sundav
shows are being continued for 10
days to give all interested parties a
chance to appear and state their
views. At the initial session the
sentiment expressed was overwhelmingly in favor of Sunday amusements in New Hampshire.

Good Will for Ad Films
(Continued from Page

1)

Winthrop, director of marketing of
the subsidized subjects for Warners,
and who has been designated as the
official speaker, stated yesterday that
although local advertising sponsorshin of shorts was not solicited by
•ca.
Warners,
the object of the lectures
;s to create good will toward advertising pictures and form a closer re'ationship between the local ad men
and exhibitors. Following *he present cour Winthrop will deliver 20
Minilar talks under the auspices of
he Advertising Federation of Amer2 Ky. Houses
in Receivership
Covington, Ky. — Frankel Amusement Co. has filed suit in Campbell
County throwing into receivership
the HipDodrome here and the Temole in Newport. The suit seeks to
recover $3,895.32 and interest, alleged due for rent, and surrender
of leases. Receivers will run the
houses until outcome of litigation.
$100,000 for Improvements
Louisville— About $100,000 is to
be soent in improving the Rialto, recently taken over by Fourth Ave.
Amusement Co., it is announced by
Fred T. Dolle, president. Starting
next Saturday the house will introduce six acts of R-K-O vaudeville
in conjunction
with pictures.

t

LAEMMLE WARNS
AGAINST SPONSORED FILMS
(Continued from Page

1)

profit derived from films containing
open or concealed advertising of
someone's product is a false and
temporary profit, and that in the long
run these releases will degrade the
movies and drive away mi.l.ons of
patrons.
Continuing, he said:
"It is a serious mistake to figure
that because the radio broadcasts
contain advertising it is all right
for the movies to do it. The millions who listen to fine radio entertainment do not pay for it.
Therefore, they have no real right
to object to the injection of advertising blurbs by the announcers.
But the millions who attend the
movies are on a different footing.
They pay at the
entertainment.box-office
They pay theforprice
you fix. They are entitled to get
what
they pay for.
"When they buy a newspaper
which contains advertising, they are
not compelled to read the advertising if they don't wish to. If they
don't like radio advertising, they can
shut off the radio. But when they

can't
they They
theater,
yourturn
enter nor
pay
off a dial.
a page
turn to
can only look and listen to whatever
is on your screen.
"Believe me, if you jam advertising down their throats and pack
their eyes and ears with it, you will
build up a resentment that will in
time damn your business.
"The screen in all its years of
existence has been kept free from
propaganda, with only one exception— and that was during the war.
In those black days, we all did what
we could to arouse the fighting and
Liberty-bond-buying spirit of the
people. It was for a real cause.
But outside of that, the screen has
been kept free of propaganda —
whether religious, political, advertising or otherwise.
"Your screen is a sacred trust. It
is actually not yours. It belongs to
the people who pay to see what is
on it. In heaven's name don't prosIndicted
titute it!" for Sunday Violation
Richmond, Ky.— An indictment
has been returned by the Madison
County Grand Jury against the
Phoenix Amusement Co., charged
vith "maintai
ning a nuisance" operating on Sunday.

New

Incorporations

Transcontinental Pictures Corp., theatrical; S. Rabinovvitz, 26 Court St., Brooklyn,
N. V.
$20,000.
G. H. Amusement Co., Jersey City; William M. Goldweber, Jersey City, N. J.
2,500 shares common.
Mid City Theater Corp., Wilmingrton,
Del., theaters; American Guaranty and Trust
Co., Dover, Del.
300 shares common.
Alamo Theater Corp., Wilmington, Del.,
amusement places; American Guaranty and
mon.
Trust Co., Dover, Del. 300 shares com-
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HOLLYWOOD
William Powell Reports
At W. B. Studio March 1
William Powell is due to report
at the Warner studio March 1 under
his long-term contract with the company. He will appear first in "Heat
Wave," by Roland Pertwee, adapted
by J. Grubb Alexander, with Alfred
E. Green directing.
Otto Brower With Hoffman
Otto Brower, who made many of
Paramount's outdoor pictures, has
been signed by M. H. Hoffman, Jr.,
of Allied Pictures Corp. to direct
the first Hoot Gibson in this company's series. The story, "Clearing
the Range," is by Jack Cunningham.
Dick Talmadge Preparing Next
Richard Talmadge is preparing
"Dancing Dynamite," the second in
his series of six action pictures. The
first, "The Yankee Don," is now
being released. Others to follow
are: "Hot Rails," "A Sailor from
Satan," "On Your Guard' and
"Devil Bound."
Clara Bow
Starts
Clara Bow has started work in
her new Paramount vehicle, "Kick
In," directed by Lothar Mendes.
Wynne Gibson, Donald Crisp, Leslie Fenton, Paul Hurst, Wade Boteler and Juliette Compton are in the
supporting cast.
Sam
signed

Sam Taylor to Fox
Taylor, United Artists director, is reported to have been
by Fox.

Constance Bennett 111
Constance
Bennett, Pathe star, is
confined to her bed due to an attack
of influenza.
Bebe Daniels Film Completed
Work has been completed on
"Woman of the World," in which
Bebe Daniels is starring under the
Warner banner. Roy Del Ruth directed and Ricardo Cortez has the
chief male role.

"We Three" Starting Monday
"We Three," starring Loretta
Young with Ben Lyon in the male
lead, goes into production Monday
at First National, following completion of Joe E. Brown's starring vehicle, "Broadminded."

A Big Order
Lloyd Bacon, Warner director, and son of the late Frank
Bacon of "Lightnin" " fame,
has been commissioned by a
national magazine to write a
10,000-word article on the
topic: "If Edwin Booth were
to come back to this earth and
settle in Hollywood, how
would he fare in competition
with the modern screen star?"

M

HAPPENINGS

COLUMBIA STUDIOS AT PEAK
WITH 12 FILMS UNDERWAY
(Continued from Page 1)

A Little

Martha Madison, with Fred Newmeyer directing and Jack Holt featured; "The Lightning Flyer," with
James Hall and Dorothy Sebastian
featured under the direction of WilBy RALPH
WILK
liam Nigh, and "The Fighting Patrol," directing.
Buck Jones western, Ross
T-TANK ARNOLD, for the past Lederman
five years press agent for Samthe cutting room "The Flood,"
uel Goldwyn, has resigned. He has is Inabout
finished; 'Dirigible," road
show production directed by Frapk
handled campaigns on "Whoopee," Capra, in which Jack Holt and Ralph
"Bulldog Drummond" and other
successes. His resignation takes ef- Graves are featured, is being readied
fect in 30 days.
*
*
*
for mid-April release, and "The
Avenger," Buck Jones western is in
Our Passing Show: Carl Laem- the last stages of cutting.
mle, Carl Laemmle, Jr., and Knute
Of the stories in preparation, "The
Rockne and Christy Walsh chatting Miracle
Woman," is a starring vehat Universal; Bill Boyd, Dorothy
icle for Barbara Stanwyck, directed
Sebastian and Mauri Grashin at- by Frank Capra. Robert Riskin is
tending the Los Angeles-Beverly
on the dialogue of "Good
Hills Horse Show; Edward Cahn working
Bad Girl," which Roy William Neil
passing out cigars at Universal to
direct; "Virtue's Bed," is in the
celebrate the arrival of a baby girl will
hands of Robert Shannon; and Dorat his home.
othy Howell is preparing a script
*
*
*
for "Lover Come Back." Erie C.
Mildred Van Dorn has finished Kenton will direct this feature. F.
her role in "Bare Knees," Pathe McGrew Willis is working on the
comedy, and has moved her makeup adaptation of "Meet the Wife" from
box to Universal City to appear in the stage success of the same title.
Christie will produce this special
"The Iron Man."
*
*
*
and A. Leslie Pearce will direct.
Tom Douglas, American actor who
Paul Gangelin is preparing "Fifty
scored his first big hit in London Fathoms Deep," while Jack Neville,
in somewhat the same fashion as Barry Barringer, Harvey Gates,
Tallulah Bankhead, has been placed Harold Shumate and H. H. Van
Lean are busy on other scripts
under contract* by* Paramount.
*
slated for early production.
Kathryn Scola, former script girl
Irwin S. Gelsey Joins Columbia
at First National, did the dialogue
Irwin S. Gelsey, formerly scenand adaptation of "The Lady Who
ario editor, for M-G-M, has been
*
*
*
appointed
a member of Columbia's
red."
DaHelen
Johnson and Esther Ho- west coast staff. At present Gelsey
ward have been assigned roles in is in New York looking over material in collaboration with Islin
Paramount's "Night Court" with
Paul Lukas and
Kay
Francis.
Auster, the company's eastern scen*
*
*
ario editor, and will leave for the
coast in about ten days.
There is a real, honest-to-goodness brother and sister act going
Canadian Probe Resumes
on at the First National studio,
Toronto — Commissioner Peter
where Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is White, K. C, announces that he
being starred in "Chances," a war will resume the sittings of the film
story by A. Hamilton Gibbs. Ed- industry probe here today.
ward Morgan and his sister, Jean
Morgan, are both playing principal
Improving Toronto Houses
Toronto — The Globe has obtained
roles
in
support
of
young
Fairbanks.
a permit to make alterations costing
*
*
*
$12,000. Improvements at the La
Harry Beaumont, who migrated Plaza, also authorized, will cost
into pictures from the stage in its
flickering days with the old Bio- $6,000.
graph company as a juvenile, has
More "Dracula"
Holdovers
been signed to a new long term
Universalis "Dracula" is holding
contract by M-G-M. He attracted for a second week at the Albee,
much attention with his direction of Brooklyn, where it went direct from
"Broadway Melody" and "Our the Roxy. It also plays the Hippodrome next week. Two other holdBlushing Brides." He is beginning
his fifth year on the M-G-M
lot.
overs for this picture in RKO houses
will be the Seventh St., Minneapolis,
Columbia Changes Title
and Orpheum, St. Paul.
"Lightning Flyer" has been selected as the title of Columbia's railroad
Ralph E. Snider Heads New Co.
drama produced under the working
Boston — Ralph E. Snider, owner
title of "Danger Ahead." This is of the Dream and Winthrop, in
the first production in the company's Winthrop, is president and treasurer
"Money Getters" series. James Hall
newly formed Palmer Theater Corp.
and Dorothy Sebastian are fea- of the
tured.

from "Lots"

11

Bye fa
th
berst
of all.

Every
Exhibitor
should
have a
copy of this
important
volume.
It's Free to
subscribers
to THE
FILM

DAILY
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UNIVERSAL
Has Revolutionized The
Short Subject Business!
;

(No. 717 Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle,
President of the Universal Pictures Corporation)
TODAY

THE

ONLY

SHORT

SUBJECT THAT

IS BETTER THAN

A UNIVERSAL

short is another Universal short I

UNIVERSAL

IS NOW

THE RICHEST IN COMEDY

STARS, IN COMEDY

DIRECTORS,

in serials, in cartoons, in talking newsreels and in every conceivable form of short subject. Size them up:

TElsl SLIM SUMMERVILLE

2-REEL COMEDIES. EVERY SINGLE ONE OF THEM

A

gem in itself, praised to the skies by critics everywhere.

TEN GEORGE

SIDNEY AND CHARLIE MURRAY

2-REEL COMEDIES, BUILT AROUND

a comedy team which has an unbroken record of hits.

TWENTY-SIX OSWALD

CARTOONS

. . . EXPENSIVE TO MAKE, BUT FREQUENTLY

a far greater hit than the feature on the same program. Everybody loves Oswald.

THIRTEEN "STRANGE

AS IT SEEMS" ONE-REEL

NOVELTIES.

THIS REEL IS A

positive knockout, done in color and it never fails to be greeted with hearty applause.

TEN "LEATHER

TEN "RED

PUSHERS"

STAR"

TWO-REEL

COMEDIES.

2-REEL COMEDIES.

FOUR GREAT ALL-TALKING SERIALS . . . "THE INDIANS
Spell of the Circus," "Finger Prints" and "Heroes of the Flames."
AND THE MOST POPULAR NEWS REEL IN THE BUSINESS!

TWICE

EVERY

WEEK

UNIVERSAL

ISSUES ITS CLEVER

ARE

NEWSREEL

COMING,"

WITH

"THE

GRAHAM

McNamee as its Talking Reporter. Every issue is good for thrills and good for laughs. It is as sound a
fixture in hundreds of theatres as the box-office itself.
PUT DOWN A MEMO RIGHT NOW, LIKE THIS : DON'T FORGET
Universal shorts and find out why they are turning the short business upside down.

'

\

Film
Daily's poll makes
it unanimous!
The best picture of the
year is "All Quiet on
the Western Front."

TO

LOOK

NOTHING
BU^T BOX-OFFICE
IN UNIVERSAL
SHORT SUBJECTS!

AT

■■■■———
Intimate

The Daily

in Character

Of
Now

International in Scope
Independent in Thought

VCL.

LV

NO.

48

new

yccr,
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Motion
Fourteen

Pictures
Years Old
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Ass 9t Directors in Eastern Studios Forming Union

NAT'LJSUPPLY TO HANDLE ALL FOOTWORK
10 Downtown
The Mirror
— a column of comment
THE PUBLIC'S attitude toward advertising pictures is affording a topic for speculation throughout the industry
Shaping of
patrons' reaction to commercial or
sponsored films is a matter which
almost entirely is in control of the
industry itself. Provided pictures
of this category are overstuffed
with matter which is obviously paid
advertising it's likely that the customers in discriminating holuses
will resent this treatment. And register their protests in a manner
which might depress the box-office.
That this situation should develop
in a serious way, however, seems
remote if producers carefully
subordinate whatever advertising
their productions contain to the
theatrical entertainment element.

Minneapolis Houses on 10-Cent
More Independent Grinds
in Northwest Cutting
Admission
Minneapolis — There are now 10
downtown independent talker houses
here operating with a 10-cent admission scale morning, afternoon and
night, with indications that the number will be increased. Practically all
of these loop houses cater to the
poorer classes, and even at the dime
scale their grosses
have been con(Continued

on Page

11)

L
TO HANDLES GERMAN FILMS
Six German talking features, produced by Deutsche Lichtspiel Syndicat, will be distributed in this
country by International Film Import Co, of 101 West 58th St.,
New York. The first picture, "Vagabonds' Ball," has just been released.
Associated with International in distribution of this series will be another established company. The pictures will have German, French and
English versions.

PICTURES WHICH
principally
serve thrills are clicking, box-office reports indicate
Customers
are
evidencing a pronounced appetite for
bang-bang action stuff — fast moving
underworld and jungle exciters.
Which proves that in 1931 love interest isn't an essential to box-office
entertainment, as in past years, generally speaking.

Minneapolis — Mapping out a campaign to fight the proposed 10 per
cent theater
tax bills in the Min(Contimied

on

'Preferred Contractors'
to Get Theater Jobs —
Big Saving Seen

Film men just back from the
coast report that when Prof.
Einstein arrived in Hollywood
and was introduced as the man
who discovered relativity a
few years ago, the pix boys replied, "Gwan, relative-ity was
going on in the film biz long
before we ever heard of Ein-

Plans are under way whereby National Theater Supply hereafter will
handle all construction, repair and
maintenance work of Fox Theaters
under an arrangement that is expected to mean a big saving to the
circuit. The proposition, according
to first discussions held this week,
calls tor National Supply being given
(Continued

on Pane

6)

36 SHORTS IN PREPARATION
BY IDEAL PICTURES CORP. NEW COLOR CO. LI.
FOF*
stein."

Plans for Tax Bill Fight
Chief Item for N. W. Meet
HIGH HONORS arc being conferred upon Charlie Chaplin by linglaud and France
It's a break foi
the entire world film industry when
tribute of this sort is accorded one
of its truly great artists. These incidents elevate the motion picture to
a higher plane in international importance and significance.

Before Einstein

Scale

Paqe

6)

A

series of 12 travel-talks, described by Arthur Q. Bryan, WOR
radio announcer, is being prepared
by Ideal Pictures Corp., of which
M. J. Kandel is president. The first
two releases have been completed
with the national distributor a_s yet

Opticolor Corp. has bee • formed
to make and market a r
threecolor, additive proce£. Merrill
Waide is president of tin organization, which is opera* -ig at its
studio, 4377 Vernon Ave., Long
(Continued
on Pane 6)
Island City. Backing the venture
are T. W. Phillips of Bvtler, Pa.,
and Chester Breining, New York
broker. The process involves a lense
which may be attached to any standSan Francisco — W. R. Cox, forard projector, Waide said yesterday.
Opticolor i.« also interested in a
merly with M-G-M, is now connected with the motion picture depart- sound process for 16 mm. film.
ment of the Dollar Steamship Co.,
where he is buying and booking
product for the V) boats of the Dollar line running out of Pacific coast

W. R. Cox Doing Booking
For 19 Dollar Line Ships

Finkelstein Circuit
Adds Two Iowa Houses

All new ships of this company
(Continued

on

Pane

6)

are

ports.

Standard Conditions Sought
By Ass't Directors in East
Not Movie-Struck
Chicago — Although he has
received a $2,000,000 offer, Al
Capone will not appear in pictures, he told newspapermen
yesterday while making a
court appearance at the Federal building.

Assistant directors working in the
East are being unionized. Joe Nadel
of Paramount has been elected president of the local, which intends to
standardize working conditions for
its members. It is expected that a
salary increase will he sought. The
next meeting of the union is scheduled for Wednesday night, probably
at the headquarters of the cameramen's union on West
42nd
St.

Webster
la. — the
Finkelstein's,
Inc..
have City,
purchased
Granada
and Isis theaters here and added
them to their circuit.

Lost in Hollywood
West Coast Bur. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Teddie Walters, blonde baby vamp signed
by Warners'
homewasoffice,
her
arrival here
told on
at
the studio that they knew
nothing about her. Soon after
she walked out, the wire confirming her contract was received. So they had to insert
a notice in the local newspapers to find her.
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Newspapers Not Dropping Efforts
Against Commercial Type Films
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Los Angeles — Current reports that
he is planning to sell his recently
opened local theater, the Los Angeles, are denied by H. L. Gumbiner.

Fear that daily newspapers would
to comsponsor laws antagonistic states
has
mercial pictures in various
been dissipated for the present by
the fact that practically all current
Legislatures have now passed the
period for the introduction of new
business. Newspaper publishers,
however, do not intend to let the situation develop unhampered by adverse legislation, it is understood,
and have in mind city ordinances
and national laws which would require theaters playing sponsored or
commercial pictures to display signs
informing the public that they are
advertising films.

Hank Peters Representing
Walt Disney in Midwest
Hank Peters, formerly with Van
Beuren Corp. as western sales representative, has been appointed -special field representative for Walt
Disney productions in the mid-west,
it was stated yesterday by Irving
Lesser, general representative for
the company. Peters, who will headquarter at the Columbia office in
Chicago, will cover the territory between the Rocky Mountains and
Ohio.

Plays, Published Stories
Preferred by RKO-Pathe

Carrington North, story editor for
RKO-Pathe, now in New York in
search of material, has instructions
from Charles R. Rogers, production
chief on the coast, to give preference to published stories and produced stage plays. The vehicles
must fit Constance Bennett, Ann
Harding, Helen Twelvetrees, Bill
Boyd and Eddie Quillan.
"Front Page" Release in April
"The Front Page," Howard
Hughes production, will be released
by United Artists early in April for
showings throughout the Publix,
Loew and United Artists circuits, it
was announced yesterday by Al
Lichtman.
George Middleton's Contract Up

West Coast Bureau. THE
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Hollywood— Red heads are
in the minority in Hollywood,
according to statistics compiled by Fred Datig, casting
director for Paramount. Of
2,460 girls listed at the studios,
only 20 are titian-haired.

Eight-Reel Commercial
Being Made for Goodyear
Detroit — An eight-reel talking picture for the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. of Akron is nearing completion at the Detroit Sound Studios of
Jam Handy Picture Service, according to John A. Freese, studio manager and director. This picture,
"Every Third Wheel," is the first
commercial of feature length to be
recorded with the new Western Electric Noiseless Recording System.
The greater part of the action was
shot in the complete tire shops built
inside the studios, although there are
numerous exterior scenes, including
views of the giant Goodyear Zeppelin dock at Akron.
It is understood that the completed
picture will be shown at more than
150 points throughout the country
to
men.Goodyear dealers and their salesLewis Warner Improving
Lewis Warner, who is ill in the
Anglo-American/ Hospital, Havana,
due to a jaw infection following the
extraction of a wisdom tooth, was
reported much improved yesterday in
a statement issued by Sam E. Morris. Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Warner
are with their son.
ERPI Airplane Service Saves Day
Great Bend, Kan. — A quick airplane' trip from Liberal, Kan., by R.
S. Murphy, Electrical Research
Products engineer, saved the show
at the Plaza here when trouble developed with the sound equipment
at 3 o'clock in the afternoon. Murphy got here at 6 and had everything fixed in time for the evening
show at 7:25.

DAILY

Hollywood — George Middleton's
two-year contract with Fox as associate producer and writer will terminate tomorrow, the company having
taken up all its options.

Regina Crewe's Mother Dies
Amelia Crewe, mother of Regina
Crewe, screen editor of the New
New York
Long Island City ?"{
1540 Broadway
York
"American," died of pneumonia
154 Crescent
St. $
J'j
BRYant 9-4712
STIllwell
4-7940
Wednesday. Funeral services wiM
be held at Riverside Memorial
♦♦
Benefit Committee To Meet
Chapel, 76th St. and Amsterdam
The committee in charge of the Ave. at 10:30 this morning.
dinner, entertainment and dance
planned by greater New York exhibitors and distributors as the first
COLOR
PRINTS
Color sound cameras available for
step to raise money for a permanent
relief fund, will meet Wednesday
short subjects, or advertising films.
g:.:
Color prints from Bi-pack negatives.
night at the Film Board of Trade
Chicago
Hollywood
:.: 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica
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office to further plans for the event,
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CALumet 2691
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scheduled for Mar. 28 at the Hotel
HOLlywood 4121
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58 First Street,
Newark,
N. J.
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*.:
Humboldt 2-4228
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N.
V.
A.
fund.
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lEastnian Films!!

I| J. E. Brulatour, Inc. %

THEdate
INDUSTRY'S
ccer
Feb. 28

Few Red Heads
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Foxfilm
Athletic Club fifth annual
ball
Hotel, N
Y. at the Commodore
RKO

tel,sales
Chicago.meeting.

Congress

Ho-

Mar. 3-4

Northwest
Allied
Ass'n meeting.
Hotel Nicollet, Minneapolis.
Annual midnight theater party bj
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund. a<
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
March 10-11
M-P.T.O.A.
Board
of Directors meets in New York.
Mar. 14 First
Annual
Writers-Wampai
Roast, Biltmore Hotel, Hollywood.
Mar. 21 Annual
Ball of the Warner Club,
New York.
Mar. 28 First annual benefit dinner, entertainment and dance at the Hotel
Mar.

7

Astor by greater New York exhibitors manent
and distributors
to aid perbenefit fund.
April 4-11

Players'
and
Patrons'
Week, national
benefit for Jubilee
N. V.
A.
Club.

April 23-24 dorsers
State Convention
of Indiana
Inof Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.
May 25-28
Spring
meeting
of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers. Hotel Roosevelt, Hollywood,
Cal.

COMING

& GOING

OSCAR HANSON has returned to New
York after a business trip to Ottawa.
TREM CARR is in New York from Hollywood to confer with Grant L. Cook of Tiffany on product. He brought a print of
his latest Bob Steele western, "The R'din'
DICK DICKINSON, general sales manager for P.D.C. of England, sails for London today after a 10-day visit to the RKOPathe home office for conferences with T.
S. Delahanty.
M. L. BIANCHI, import manager for
Emilio Perani S.A.I, of Milan, Italy, is in
New
York.
Fool."
LOUIS B. MAYER is en route to the
Coast from New York after discussing 193132 production plans for M-G-M. Ben Piazza, who came East with him, remains
about
two
more
weeks.

Studio
and
Location
Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Rates
Powers Clnephone Equipment Corporation
T23-TTH

AVE.. N. Y.

BRYANT

♦ ANYTHING
CAN

BE SOLD

9-8067

THAT
TO

THE FILM INDUSTRY,
CAN BE SOLD BY ADVERTISING IN THE FILM
DAILY AND THE FILM
DAILY YEAR BOOK ♦
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Timely Topics

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion

C

Screen Celebs
From the Universities
MONG the personalities of
the screen are many who
eagerly read news of their universities, follow the athletic careers of the teams representing
their alma maters and proudly
boast the title of "allumnus.". . . .
Among the names which frequently appear in alumni publications together with photographs and film exploits of the
ex-students are those of Charles
Rogers, Leon Errol, Fredric
March, Lester Vail, Norman
Foster, J. M. Kerrigan, June
MacCloy, Charles Starrett, Edmund Lowe, Skeets Gallagher,
Stuart Erwin, David Manners,
Edward Van Sloan, Martin Burton, Frances Dee, Phillips
Holmes, Clive Brook, Roland
Young, Frank Morgan, Gary
Cooper, Alexander Gray and
Regis Toomey. Leon Errol,
seen in "Finn and Hattie" at the
Paramount, knew nothing of collapsible knees when he spent
three years at St. Josephs College and Sydney University in
New South Wales. However,
he soon learned that trick after
going on the stage. A degree
from Dartmouth is among the
proud possessions of Charles
Starrett, recently featured in
"The Royal Family." Skeets
Gallagher started out to be a
civil engineer at Rose Polytechnic Institution but switched to a
law course at Indiana University before he finally decided upon a stage and screen career.
Stuart Erwin was in the throes
of a sophomore curriculum at the
University of California when he
decided he couldn't wait for a
degree and so left school to become an actor.
— Syracuse Herald

A1

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Triart Productions formed. Isaac
Wolper and Lajaren A. Hiller interested.
*
*
*
George Van Cleve, general manager of International.
Tom Terriss
to make a special.
*
*
*
Houdini Pictures Corp. formed.
Four a year planned.

PHILM.DALY
• • • WORK AT the Hollerword studes is not all a dull
grind
in between shooting on the sets, the more thoughtful minds are wont to foregather and discuss intellectual and
aesthetic topics far removed from the elementary
and simple
business of artistic production
this happened
the other
day at the Radio stude
the topic of discussion was one
that is close to our heart
Dunkers vs Crumblers
we can well remember in our early youth how this controversy
almost disrupted the household
grandpa was a Dunker
grandma
believed in the Crumbling
system as being
more refined
she said you could crumble a home-mads
biscuit in your lap unobtrusively without annoying guests, and
that Dunking
only slopped up the tablecloth every time you
dipped a bun in the coffee
grandpa always came back
with the alibi that he had no teeth, so he had to dunk
but one day we had a Scotch visitor for dinner
he proved
to be a Dunker, like grandpa
and wasn't grandpa elated!
grandma
asked Scotty, very polite but cold, why he
dunked
and Scotty retorted that Crumbling was a sinful
waste, because so many
crumbs
were bound to slip through
your fingers and off your lap on the floor
but in Dunki.ig
EVERY
crumb went in the cup
that settled it
our household became 100 per cent Dunkers
but it was
never the same after that
grandpa and grandma had nothing to argue about
but listen to what the Great Minds
on the Radio lot have to say about the subject
Robert
Woolsey:
"Crumbling is a base interloper, an obviously bald
plagiarism of the noble art of dunking."
Bert Wheeler:
"Dunking is an old fashioned and hackneyed method which must
give way to the pressure for newer and better things."
Dorothy Lee: "I tried dunking, but found it sadly lackirg in
the finer things. I have returned to crumbling, and life once more
is gay, romantic
exhilarating."
Rcsco theAtes:
'"The
d-d-dunker
c-c-c-anandb-b-be
c-c- c-classified with
f-f-f-fossil.
I am g-g-g-glad I have s-s-s-s-stepped into the r-r-r-ranks of
the c-c-c-crumblers."
Edna
May
Oliver: "I have tried
both schools of zupping.
Dunk as you will and crumble when
you will is my motto."
Ben Turpin: "Since I started
dunking my eyes cross more briskly than ever before. Crumbling is but a flash in the pan, and will pass with the hysteria of
the hour."
Wesley
Ruggles:
"During
the long eight
months that I was shooting 'Cimarron' I tried out both methods,
starting with dunking. I found myself weakening on this diet
at the end of the second month. I switched to crumbling. Look
at the results!"
wonder if he's referring to "Cimarron."
• • • THE
A.M.P.A.
luncheon
at the Dixie
yestiddy
reached its zenith
also its nadir
in the reading of
Jack
Lewis'
literary-philosophical
treatise
mebbe
the
periostracum
construction of our cranium left us cold
as Ed Finney obligingly read the brochure, we found ourself
floating in a sea of hyperbole through a labyrinth of nuances
overtones and ga-ga, while the monochromatic images of our
mental spectrum
turned to vivid greens and lavish lavenders
in a word, we felt like a nannygai
if you must
know, a nannygai is a rare fish of a brilliant carmine hue with
bluish reflections
pass the needle, Doctor Watson
that last shot seemed
rather negligible
next Thursday
at the Dixie we shall again track this strange malady of Literatus Ultramundanous
to its lair
we must save those
helpless Ampians
at any cost
I'm free to admit, Doc,
the mystery has me procumbent
as you Americans would
say, flat on my back
now if it were Dunkers
versus
Crumblers, the matter would be simple
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"Big Top" Lobby
for Circus Serial
AN

atmospheric lobby display

€)

for "The Spell of the Circus" created a good deal of
Juvenile interest at Manager
Bert Jackson's Maspeth theater,
Maspeth, Long Island. A tent
was first secured from a toy
shop. When Jackson discovered
that he would not be able to obtain toy animals as he had
planned, he erected a sign at the
top of the tent reading, "What's
under the big top?" The sides
were constructed of painted canvas strips representing a typical
side-show
ballyhoo.
— Maspeth, Maspeth, L. I.

Special Serial
Matinee for the Kids
repeated at
the C.Portage
jy[ANAGER
Harry
Swan
Park theater, Chicago, his previous success of a two-cent
matinee for children, on the
Thursday preceding the Saturday
showing of Episode 3 of the
serial, "The Spell of the Circus."
In addition to the regular program, he gave the children a repeat showing of Episodes 1 and
2 of this serial, which were furnished by the exchange without
charge. One thousand children
attended this performance, resulting in a considerably increased following for the next
episode on Saturday.
— Portage Park, Chicago

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS

&

Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their
birthdays:

February

21

Joan
AlbertBennett
Deane
William Demarest
Ian Keith
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the exclusive on all the Fox theater
work. The jobs in turn will be
awarded by National on a non-competitive basis to a group of "preferred contractors," who are known
to be reliable and who will get the
work "on probation." If any contractor fails to give satisfaction, he
will be replaced by the next preferred company in the same lire.
Under the plan, a carpet company, for instance, would be assured
a certain amount of work over a set
period, without the necessity of a
sales force, and therefore could do
the work at a cost of 10 to 20 per
cent less than if the theater jobs
were let out separately.

Bellefontaine, O. — The new Holland has opened.
Eldon, la.— W. R. Smock has purchased the Majestic and changed the
name to the Circle.

— Mystic TheaStonington, Conn.incorpor
ated with
ter Co. has been
authorized capital of $25,000, all paid
in. Incorporators are Henry Harris. John A. Piscatella and Edith
M. Rathbone.
Neodesha, Kan. — C. J. Kaskey,
formerly manager of the Dickinson,
has been transferred to the Booth
at Independence. John Tarr replaces Kaskey here.

Plans for Tax Bill Fight
Chief Item for N. W. Meet

Louisville — A. B. McCoy, former
manager of the Mary Anderson, has
been made manager of the Alamo,
(Continued from Pane 1)
nesota and North and South Dako- J. Johnson Musselman has been
ta legislatures will be one of the promoted to manager of the Rialto,
major items on the program of the rceently purchased by the Fourth
C"°- He forNorthwest Allied Ass'n meeting to AvenuemerlyAmusement
managed the Alamo.
be held here March 3-4 at the
Nicollet Hotel. W. A. Steffes is
Natick, Mass. — Harris Theater
urging all exhibs in the territory to
drop everything and come to the Corp. has filed an involuntary petition in bankruptcy.
meeting and obtain ammunition for
fighting the measures, which are described as discriminatory and sure
to put many theaters out of business.

Madison, Wis. — J. H. Rupp has
resigned as manager of the Fastwood, neighborhood house which is
involved in court actions over the
foreclosure of liens against the theater. Rupp has been named publicity and advertising manager for

Williamson Adds Three Houses
Wellington, N. Z. ■— Williamson
Films have closed deals for the control of three more theaters in the R-K-O's
Majestic,
Houston.
Tex.
South Island. They are the Civic
Green
Bay, Wis. — Following
the
.' ihI Strand, Christchurch, and Octagon, Dunedin. A fourth house is foreclosure under which Harry K.
Timm, manager of the Orpheum,
involved in negotiations.
was purchasing the house, the theater has reverted to Virginia Den
"Caesar" Breaks St. Louis Record
Doven, receiver, who will have
St. Louis — "Little Caesar," in its
first three days at the Capitol broke charge for the present.
the house record for attendance and
Dallas — Excavation has been startreceipts.
ed on the new home of Fox Film
here. The structure will be two
New Providence Firm
stories and a basement and will be
Providence— The D. & R. Amuse- completed at a cost of $100,000. C.
ment Co. has just been incorporated E. H'lger.s is local manager.
to engage in the theatrical business
here. Incorporators are William F.
Allen, Albert C. Rothwell and Wal- "Literary Digest" Holds
ter C. Elliott.
Half Interest in Reel

New

Incorporations

Ramled Enterprises, theatrical productions
J. W. Bonney, 3b4 W. 34th St.. New York.
Inn shares common.
James L. Carlton Laboratories, motion
picture projecting machines; Walsh & Baird
Yonkers, N. Y.
$250,000.
Rabbitsfoot, talking pictures: Cohen, Cole.
Weiss & Wharton, 61 Broadway, New York.
100 shares common.
Groper-Michael Productions, theatrical; L.
B. Ooper, 1544 Mansfield Place. Brooklyn,
X. V. _ $5,000.
Canadian Productions, motion pictures; J.
Kendler, 1540 Broadway, New York. $20,000.
Lyndhur-t Theater, Inc., Jersey Citv;
Corporation Trust Co., Jersey Ctiy, N. J
S/,500.
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36 SHORTS IN PREPARATION
BY IDEAL PICTURES CORP.

NATL THEATER SUPPLY
TO HANDLEALL FOX WORK
(Continued from Page 1 I

Friday,

"Literary Digest" is understood to
have a half-interest in the newsreel
which is to be produced by Kinograms and released through Educational. The publication will not participate in actual operation of the
reel beyond the use of its name, it
is understood.
Battaille Writing Chevalier Lyrics
Henri Battaille. Parisian playwright, who wrote the French lyrics
for "The Love Parade," "Vagabond
King," "Sliehtlv Scarlet," "Bie
Pond" and "The Playboy Of Paris,"
has been re-engaged by Paramount
to write all the French songs for
Maurice Chevalier's next picture,
"The Smiling Lieutenant."

Suisun, Cal. — B. C. Wilson plans
to reopen the Arlington the early
part of March.
Medford, Ore.— Archie Holt, manager of the Capitol, at Salem, Ore.,
is now manager of the Craterian and
Capitol here.
San Francisco — Joe Mealey is
now with Educational, as head of
the booking
department.
Natchez, Miss. — The Hamilton has
been leased for rive years by the
Independent Theaters Surety Co.
Concord, N. C— W. B. and E. C.
Quelles, operators of the Lexington
at Lexington, N. C, have taken over
the Concord here.

(Continued from Paqe

1)

unannounced. In addition Ideal is
now preparing 12 Nature Studies
and 12 Animal Series reels. The
Nature Studies will be synchronized
with a musical background and a
descriptive talk by Frank Ormston.

W. R. Cox Doing Booking
For 19 Dollar Line Ships
(Continued from Page

1)

now being equipped with motion picture theaters. Two have been
launched at Newport News in recent
weeks, one called the President
Coolidge
Hoover. and the other the President

Re-Recording Process
Basis of Patent Suit

A process for re-recording on disc
records, known as patent 1294672,
granted in 1919, is used by Orlando
and Mary G. Kellum as the basis
of their $180,000,000 infringement
San Francisco — Otto Lochbaum is action brought at the Coast against
reported to have leased the Union
concerns.
10 film
companies and six "John
Square. Western Electric equipment Doe"
will be installed.
Legal departments of defendant
firms yesterday said that they had
Manzonala,
N. M. — M. C. Myers not received copies of the complaint
has opened the Rex.
and therefore were not able to
comment
on the suit.
Lyman, Neb. — The Lyman
has
been opened by Lyman
Bros.
Don
Clarke to Write Ayres Story
Donald
Henderson Clarke, author
Concord, N. H. — Fletcher L. Shea
has been transferred from Ports- of "Millie" and other popular
mouth to manage the Star. He suc- stories, has been signed by Universal
ceeds Edward B. Haley, who has to write a gangster story for Lew
been transferred to Fitchburg, Mass.
Ayres. It will be called "Baby-Face
Killer," and probably will appear
Medford, Mass. — George J. Hack- first as a magazine story.
ett will reopen the Riverside on Saturdays and Sundays. House has
been closed for several months.
to See High
"Rango"
PupilsKids
of Junior
School No.
69 will attend a special showing of
Skowhegan, Me. — Lease on the
"Rango" at the Rivoli
Opera House has been declared sold Paramount's
tomorrow morning. Thomas J.
by the Supreme Court. Ten tax- Boyle, principal, arranged for the
payers brought an equity case before the court. House has been showing after seeing the picture,
which he said is entertaining and
cided.
closed with future policy not de- educational to an unusual degree.

Seattle — B. J. Mulligan, formerly
on Tiffany's sales staff, is now assistant manager of the Paramount.

Paramount Consolidates
British Theater Offices
London — Co-ordination of the
Paramount Theater Department in
new headquarters at 104-108 Oxford
St. has been completed. This will
be the center of administration for
the whole of the company's British
exhibiting interests. Personnel of
the theater section, which has been
organized under the direction of
Earl St. John, includes Leslie C.
Holderness, general supervisor:
Charles Penlev, general manager of
the Astoria theaters: George Budden, secretarv: T. Slater, engineering section; Francis A. Man<?an, director of presentation: C. Herbert,
production assistant: A. O'Connor,
vertising.
publicity, and John Armstrong, ad-

Dickinson Circuit in Arkansas
Kansas City — The Dickinson circuit has acquired the Victory at
Rogers, Ark., and will retain Charles
Marshall, former owner, as manager.
This is Dickinson's first Arkansas
house.

M-G-M Signs "Discovery"
Janet
Currie,
who inimpersonates a movie
queen
the legit
hit, "Once in a Lifetime," is
going to have a try at the real
Hollywood stuff. M-G-M has
signed
her studios
and she's
be at1.
the
Coast
by to
April
That demon talent-discoverer,
Al Altman, did the good tleed
for M-G-M.

HE GAVE THEM
WHAT THEY
ORDERED,

*?--*

AND

HOW

THEY RESPONDED

GIVE

US A MODERN

STORY" THEY BEGGED

HIM

Okeh, a modern story it shall
e," says Doug and out comes

Moon"
the
for
ng
hi
ac
Re
and HOW the public responded

/VlODERN
Douglas

it is in every sense of the word

Fairbanks

has ever

produced.

and about the fastest moving story

Sure-fire

entertainment

in every

foot.

Edmund Goulding's direction assured that. They made it doubly sure-fire when they
selected such a supporting cast of players as Bebe Daniels, Edward Everett Horton,

J

Jack Mulhall, Claud Allister and others.

IUBLIC

OPINION

has

kept

it

Broadway's steadiest attraction
for 10 weeks at $2 top.

i

A few of the scenes that
stimulate sales at the B.O.

yah-.

1

Edward

Everett Horton as the valet

instructing his boss, "Doug" in the
art of love-making. It's a panic.

The famous "Puggarugga" cocktail episode
— a concoction that sets everbody aglow
and makes lions out of lambs. It's two panics.

fi'*t*ha*M**o/«6tn,

/ •:«

~s

,M*5

The glamorous, glorious, peppy big party on
board ship that set feet and nerves atingle.

: * A-~1
;>^

£k

II J I,

J

♦*

The swimming pool sequence on board
ship as Larry Day (Doug), wiped out in Wall
Street, carries on to win the girl he fell for.

— and you can bank on such reviews
from the critics or your local papers!
NEW

DETROIT

YORK

Free Press: "Fairbanks Scores in Modern Comedy.
Prancing around with all his well known vim,
Douglas Fairbanks is a smartly groomed, dynamic

American: "Vehicle a whirlwind melange of entertainment which begins with a bang and like a
bunch of firecrackers explodes intermittently in

stockbroker in*his new comedy 'Reaching for the
Moon.' He's just as athletic, quick moving and
buoyant as ever. Being a Fairbanks picture,

exciting hilarity."
Telegram: "A Mr. Fairbanks that hasn't been seen
in a long time. Superior quality."

naturally, there's not a dull nor quiet moment
and the dynamic Doug j:imps through the hoop
with celerity and speed, the audience following

Eve. World: "The most enjoyable picture star has
released in years."

his every move gleefully. There's no doubt but
that you will come away from 'Reaching for the
Moon' feeling that you have had your money's
worth of fun, excitement, comedy, sophistication
and beauty. In the latter category place the

Journal: "An amusing comedy presenting Fairbanks
in the rapidly paced type of characterization he
used to do."
News: "3 Stars. Has dash, pep and up-to-dateness.

woman

Doug grand to look at and as nimble as ever."

and the settings, both of which are noth-

ing short of sumptuous. One last word — don't
miss this rarely entertaining film."

World: "Fairbanks a superbly fascinating figure —
trim, agile, debonair and youthfully exuberant
modern American.

News: "One may settle back and enjoy a brilliant
piece of harum - scarum action, conceived and
executed by the clever Edmund Goulding. The

Telegraph: "Audience shook Criterion with gales
of laughter. Film has high degree of speed

clever turns are many and varied."

and action."

Eve. Times: "Athletic Star Offers Gay

Mirror: "Doug great. A lulu. Modern, snappy. His
picture is dandy entertainment."

'Reaching for the Moon' is an interesting, entertaining production, fraught with lines that bring
forth laughs from below the waistline and always

Sun: "Fast comedy romance. Fast, up to date. Designed to please and will."

super-sophisticated."

DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS

Reaching

for the Moon"

Is the delight of a showman's heart— The
perfect entertainment for Big Business —
An endless gold mine of exploitation possibilities.

UNITED

Comedy.

ARTISTS

,

to
"Happy

Jack

every

one
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FLASHES

10 MINNEAPOLIS HOUSES
ON 10-CENT ADMISSION

Ned Sparks will write his own six
starring vehicles for RKO, William
Le Baron announced today. The
pictures will be produced under the
supervision of Louis Brock and will
be two reels in length.

siderably off in recent months. The
Palace, a Publix grind talker, has
gone as low as 15 cents in the afternoon and 20 cents at night to compete with the indies.

HOLLYWOOD
\By

RALPH

"DELLA SPEWACK, playwright
^ and short story writer, has been
signed by Paramount. With her
husband, Sam Spewack, she wrote
"The War Song," "Poppa," "The
Solitaire Man" and "The Ambulance
Chaser." As a foreign correspondent
she unfor the New York "World," Princess
covered the story of the
Anastasia,
a newspaper
scoop.

Raymond Hackett and Bette
Davis have been added to the cast
of Universal's "Seed," from the
Charles G. Norris novel.
Eddie Quillan's first of four pictures on the new RKO Pathe schedule will be "The Kid from Madrid,"
in which Eddie plays the role of
a bull fighter.

WILK

A new director, who is an authority on underworld stories, was recently invited to dinner by two
friends, who live by their wits.
Knowing his, friends are practically
penniless, he was surprised to find
goose being served. His friends
informed him they had quietly removed the goose from Westlake
Park.

(Continued from Page

1)

Film Training College
Under Way in England
London — Establishment of a training college for film artists is under
way here. It will be known as the
British Cinematography Training
College, headed by Lord Clanmorris, and facilities are in view providing for four studios. Applicants
will be chosen
by elimination.

Fox
Theater
Staff Changes
Numerous managerial changes in
Our Passing Show: Charle9
Beyer and his client, Henry Vic- Fox Theaters have been made retor, visiting Warner-First National
cently, with Josh Daly's assignment
Robert Linden and Maston Wil- on business; Louis Lipstone of Chi- to house management of the Japaliams are recent additions to the
nese
Gardens, heading the list. Daly
cago visiting points of interest at
formerly managed the Nemo. Perry
cast of Columbia's "Subway Ex- Warner-First National.
Spencer has replaced O. L. Elsler
press."
as assistant manager of the Audubon,
Harvey Thew, veteran member of with Elsler transferred to manageWarner Baxter will play opposite
ment of the Nemo.
Warner
Brothers' scenario staff, is
Janet Gaynor in "Daddy Long
writing
the
screen
play
and
diaIn
Brooklyn, Sol B. Loventhal,
Legs" for Fox. Thomas Meighan,
logue for "The
Passionate Sonata." formerly assistant manager of the
originally scheduled for the part, is
Highway, is now managing that
to appear opposite Jeanette MacLouise Mackintosh is becoming a house, with Harry Scher as assisDonald in another picture.
tant. Emanuel Shulman, formerly
popular figure at M-G-M. She had
David Manners has been signed no sooner finished work in "The assistant manager of the Kismet, has
to a new long-term contract by Squaw Man" than she was assigned been transferred to the Rivoli,
Warner Bros, and will be groomed a role in "Cheri Bibi."
Hempstead, L. I., as assistant manfor stardom.
ager and treasurer.
H. A. Albright has been appointDelmer Davies and Helen Menied manager of the Utica in Utica.
John Barrymore and Dolores Cos- ardi are writing the adaptation of
tello are due back next week from
G.
W.
Lampe has been transferred
"Boarding School," an original by
their yacht cruise.
A. P. Younger and Miss Meniardi, from the Avon in Watertown to the
Eckel in Syracuse, and M. M. Shenkwhich will be made by M-G-M.
man has been transferred from the
Janet Ford, the high school mis*
Eckel to the Avon in Watertown.
Jimmy Anderson, member of
being trained by First National,
In New Jersey, Charles Litt is
will hereafter be known as Gladys Harold Lloyd's production staff for now managing the Leonia at Leonia
Ford to avoid conflict with the several years, is assistant to Fred
name of a previous Janet Ford in Niblo, who will direct Richard Dix and George A. Smith has been appointed manager of the Tivoli, Jerpictures.
in "Big Brothers," for Radio Picsey City, succeeding Max Goldstein,
tures.
who is now at the home office.
Roger Dawson, formerly assistant
Camera work on "The Finger
Carlos Brocosque is the owner of
Points," Richard Barthelmess pic- a new M-G-M contract. He di- manager of the Modjeska in Milture, has been completed.
waukee has been promoted to manager of the Strand there and has
rected the Spanish versions of "Madame X" and "Cheri Bibi."
been replaced at the Modjeska by
"The Prodigal" is the new title
Donovan Deakin, formerly assistant
given the Lawrence Tibbett M-G-M
Denzil A. Culter, whose record- manager of the Paradise. H. J.
feature formerly named "The
ing on "Holiday" attracted much Quartemont is now managing the
Southerner."
attention, will handle the sound on Plaza in Milwaukee and George
Allen has been appointed manager
"Rebound," for Pathe.
of the Modjeska. A. J. Yanni has
RKO has taken up its option on
Henry Armetta, who scored in been appointed manager of the Elm
the services of J. Walter Ruben. He
Mass.
"Sins
of the Children" and several St., Worcester,
is now adapting "Big Brother,"
Richard Dix vehicle.
other M-G-M pictures, has been
Himalayan Picture for U. S.
rewarded with a important role in
A motion picture record of the
"A
Tailor-Made
Man,"
which
Sam
W. Scott Darling will both write
expedition over the Himalaya MounWood is directing. Armetta attracttains, sponsored by the New York
and direct two of the "Headliner
ed much attention by his work in
Series" being made by Louis Brock. "A Lady to Love," "Lady of the "Times" and titled "Himatschal, the
Throne of the Gods," is being prePavements"
and other pictures.
pared for the American market, acPersistency Wins
cording to Frank R. Wilson, presiRadio Pictures tvill shortly place
dent of Talking Picture Epics. A. E.
Traveling the usual rounds
in production "Should Wives
is the one about the director
Work?", an original by Al Boas- Huebsch, Wilson's European representative, isnow in Germany superwho had to remake a picture
berg. Boasberg has also written
vising the recording of the English
six times before it could be
"Going, Going, Gone," an original,
shelved.
which will be directed by Clyde language version which will be ready
Bruckman.
for release June 1.
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Be The First
on the screen with the sport that
is fascinating the nation. Fifty
Million Americans

are now

en-

thusiastic golf fans.

NOW

READY FOR RELEASE

Produced and Directed by the
makers of the famous KNUTE
ROCKNE

"FOOTBALL"

series.

"Splendid — a treat for golfers and interesting to
anyone"

Motion Picture Herald

"Corking — RKO-PATHE has something to crow
about in the Johnny Farrell series"
Motion Picture Daily

"This should prove a natural"

Film Daily

RKO PATHE
>«! ..«»*

with
ii

KAY"

HUSH

America's most
beautiful girl golfer
who displays the
feminine technique

Internationally
Produced

by TERRY

Famous

RAMSAYE

•

Golf Champion

Directed

by CLYDE

ELLIOTT

FILM DIGESI

JOHN

BOLES
GENEVIEVE

TOBIN
LOIS

--that's UNIVERSAL!

WILSON h.
FILM DAILY newsgathering facilities are
efficient and vast in scope,
on the job day and night,
covering every branch of
the picture business.

COMPLETE
=NEWS=
COVERAGE

FILM DAILY prints all
the essential news as fast
as it happens, without
bias or color, with the
sole aim of useful service to the film industry.

By FRANK

'Way above the heads
in clever story ideas

MOSER

and PAUL TERR1

of all the rest
in funny

especially in the capgags
tivating swing
of lilting melodies
and perfect synchronization.
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Pictures
Years Old

/ > CENTS

Indiana Legislature Passes Anti-Daylight Saving Bill

VAN BEUREN MAY BE CHIEF RKO SHORTS UNIT
Measure

Prohibiting

Films Must be Offered All
Around at Same Time
Under New Bill
Charlotte — A bill which will toss
a monk^ywrench in the protection
situation in North Carolina has
passed the House and has been recommended for adoption in the Senate. It prohibits a distributor from
delivering pictures to first runs
without offering them at the same
time to exhibitors ready to play
them. In other words, first-run
houses in the state will receive no
protection if the measure becomes a
law.

Protection

Passes N. C. House

Fight Over "Vaudeville"

Minneapolis — Indication of added importance placed on vaudeville as a drawing card is reflected in recent hostilities here between
the Minnesota, Publix ace house, and the R-K-O Orpheum, its
main opposition. It started when the Minnesota advertised its stage
unit as "Five Acts of Vaudeville," with the acts being billed separately. In the following Sunday's newspaper ads the Orpheum cried
"Imitators!" and declared that it is the only house here presenting
standard vaudeville. Publix also is expected to put stage acts in
its principal St. Paul house, the Paramount, across the street from
the R-K-O Orpheum there, which plays four acts of vaude. with
pictures.

Five Executives Added to
Half Company
-Owned RKO
Paving
the way
to possibly
establish the Van
Beuren
Corp. as
the
principal short subject producing
unit for RKO-Pathe, T. H. Turner,
assistant to Hiram S. Brown, and
Amedee J. Van Beuren have completed the revamping of the Van
Beuren production schedule and have
(Continued on Page

12)

10 PER CENT TAX BILL
89% of U. S. Taken Up
On Indie Franchise Plan DEFEATEDJj.D. HOUSE
ZE1DMAN QUITS COLUMBIA
TO PRODUCERS INDEP'T

West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — B. F. Zeidman, associate producer at Columbia, has resigned and will enter the independent producing field.

161 Circuit Houses Book
UniversaPs New Serial
Universal's new serial, "Finger
Prints," playing Broadway pre-release at the Roxy, has already been
booked into 161 houses in the Loew,
Warner, Publix, RKO - Century.
Manhattan,
Consolidated,
Seider,
(.Continued

on Page

12)

60-40 for "City Lights"
Opening March 6 in Chi.
Chicago
March
6 at —the "City
UnitedLights"
Artists opens
on a
60-40 percentage basis, with the long
end going to Charlie Chaplin.

Enter Madame
Paris — The first Frenchwoman to direct a talker production will be Solange Bussy.
She is to handle an adaptation
of Colette's "The Vagabond."

Lose $353,000 Deposit
On Proposed Boston House

Boston — Owners of the Hotel
Touraine and adjacent property have
won a court decision entitling them
to $353,000 deposited by Fox toward
purchase of land for a new theater,
which failed to materialize.

Atlantic City — Approximately 89
per cent of the U. S. has already
been taken up on the franchise plan
under the newly formed independent
producing and distributing system
known as the Monogram Pictures
Corp., it is announced by W. Ray
Johnston, president of the company,
(Continued on Page

12)

ASS'T DIRECTORS PLAN
ELEVATION OF STANDARDS
Through the medium of their National Screen Service
newly formed organization, known as
the Associated Assistant Directors of Shows Increased Earnings
National Screen Service reports
Greater New York, Local 18,168, the
for
the year ended Dec. 31, 1930, net
assistant directors of the metropoli- income of $51 S,755 after charges and
im(Continued on Page 12)
an
about
plan to bring
tan area (Continued
on Paqe 2)

Anti-Daylight Saving Bill
Passed in Ind. Legislature
Another Shakeup Made
In Warner N. Y. Houses

In another shakeup of personnel
theaters,
York
New
in Warners'
of the Winter
Copeland
Herbert
(Continued

on

Paqe

2)

Indianapolis — The Indiana legislature on Friday passed the anti-daylight saving measure, which has been
getting the active sponsorship of exhibitors and agricultural interests in
(Continued on

Page

12)

Pierre, S. D. — A 10 per cent admission bill has been defeated in the
House by a vote of €9 to 28. The
bill is now on the table and the only
means of getting it off is a twothirds vote, which is extremely unlikely. A leading factor in the fight
against the measure was J. E. Hippie, owner of the Bijou and publisher of the "Capitol Journal", who
was aided by his two sons.

Barbara Stanwyck Latest
Warner Star Acquisition

Signing of Barbara Stanwyck was
announced Friday by Warner Bros.,
who recently borrowed her from Columbia for "Illicit." Her first picture under the new contract will be
"Night Nurse." Miss Stanwyck still
has a series of pictures to make
for Columbia, which claims to have
her under a long term contract. She
has just finished "Ten Cents A
Dance" and
week.on "The Miracle
nextstarts
Woman"

First Eastern Splurge
"The Smiling Lieutenant,"
starring Maurice Chevalier,
being directed by Ernst Lubitsch at the Paramount New
be the first
York Studios, will
"million-dollar"
talker made in
the eastern plant.

Sunday, March

DAILY
Jury Indicts 7
Ohio Judiciary Committee Grand
In
"Clean"
Film Racket
Bill Seven persons, two
Approves Stench Bomb
women and
of the bill

:THE
Of HIM COM

Columbus — Passage
providing for a jail sentence and fine
Vol. LV Ni. 49 Sunday, March 1. 1931 Price 25 Cents for stench bomb throwers or anyone possessing such bombs has been
Editor and Publisher unanimously recommended by the
I0IN W. ALICOATE
Judiciary Committee. The House
bill next
Published daily except Saturdays and holidays as a whole will act on the
it 1650 Broadway. New York, N. Y., week. The M.P.T.O. of Ohio is
(1930) by Wid's Films am
and copyright
for adoption of the measure,
Film Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President, working
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, and also fighting the passage of the
bill seeking to impose a tax of 10
Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager
Arthur W. Eddy, Associate Editor; Do
cent on all admissions in excess
per
Editor. En- of 25 cents.
Carle Gillette, Managing May
21, 1918,
class matter,
tered as second
at the post-office at New York, N. Y.. tinder
the act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage
free) United States outside of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
Address all comshould remit with order.
munications to THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Phone Circle
Y.
N.
York,
New
Broadway,
7-4739. Cable ad7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, York.
Hollywood,
dress: Filmday, New
California — Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywoo
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607. London— Ernest
W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn,
Lichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225. Pan
—P. A. Harle, La Cinematographic Franchise, Rue de la Cour-des-Noues, 19.
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Brecher Books "Tabu"
F. W. Murnau's south sea film,
"Tabu," to be released by Paramount, has been booked by Leo
Brecher for the Central Park following the current run of "Pagliac-

I

1

Charge U. S. Dominates
Danish Theater Field
Copenhagen — Charging that American distributing agencies control almost every theater here, Socialist
members of the City Council, after
a long and heated discussion, have
urged that action be taken to curb
the American domination of the
Danish exhibition field.

five men, have been indicted by the
Federal Grand Jury for conducting
a motion picture "racket" through
which it is alleged they mulcted $2,000,000 from 400 priests and 6,000
Catholic laymen in New York and
five other states. The accused are
Otto E. Goebel, Frank J. Matre,
Thomas A. Lynn, Elizabeth M.
Flautt, Irene C. Flautt, James F.
Cassidy and Jerome Klein. According to Federal Attorney George Z.
Medalie. the names of Cardinal
Hayes, Mundelein,
Cardinal as
O'Connell
and
Cardinal
well as many
laymen including Alfred E. Smith,
were used by the promoters in the
sales talk.

Another Shakeup Made
In Warner N. Y. Houses
(Continued from Pane

1, 1931

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
DCCr
Mar. 3-4 Northwest Allied Ass'n meeting.
Hotel Nicollet, Minneapolis.
Mar. 7
Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
March 10-11
M.P.T.O.A.
Board
of Directors meets in New York.
Mar. 14 First
Annual
Writers-Wampas
Roast, Biltmore Hotel, Hollywood.
Mar. 21 Annual
Ball of the Warner
Club.
New York.
Mar. 28 First annual benefit dinner, entertainment and dance at the Hotel
Astor by greater New York exhibitors and distributors to aid permanent benefit fund.
April 4-11

Players'
and
Patrons'
Week, national
benefit for Jubilee
N. V.
A. Club.
April 23-24 State Convention
of Indiana
Indorse™ of Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel. Indianapolis.
May 25-28
Spring meeting
of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers. Hotel Roosevelt, Hollywood,
Cal.

\)

Garden has been appointed assistant
to Harry Charnas, H. P. Kingsmore
becomes manager of the New York
Strand, Edgar Wallack has been
Ass't Directors Plan
manager of the Brooklyn
Elevation of Standards made
Strand, and Arthur Block is out as
(Continued from Paqe 1)
manager of the Warner. Dan
provement in standards among their Michalove is now in complete charge
ranks that will aid them in their ef- of all theaters, with Charnas as zone
forts to obtain definite recogni- manager in New York.
tion. Membership will consist of
men who have proved themPathe
Oldtimers
Out
selves competent in their field of
L. E. Franconi, for the past 26
endeavor, it is stated. Formal election of officers is expected to take years with the Pathe home office and
place in two or three weeks. No the first editor of Pathe News, has
steps have been taken with regard resigned as Pathe librarian. B. P.
to any salary increases or working Egan, with Pathe since 1913 and who
conditions, it is said, the primary
for the past few years has been cashobject being to foster a better reier, also is out. Several minor changes
lationship with producers by giving have also been made.
them efficient and dependable service
at all times. The producers are ex"Rio's Road to Hell" Premiere
pected to appreciate this in view of
the tendency to increase production
World premiere of "Rio's Road to
activities in the east.
Hell,' underworld picture made in
Germany, will take place March 4
St. Paul, Minn. DisRegular Famous Canadian Dividend at the Garrick,
tribution isbeing handled by Samuel
Toronto — Regular quarterly divi- Cummins of Public Welfare Pictures
dend of 50 cents, payable March 28 Corp., 723 Seventh Ave.
to stockholders of record March 6,
has been declared by Famous PlayGaynor
Taking THE
Month's
West
Coast Bureau,
FILM Rest
DAILY
ers Canadian. The company's fiscal
year, which formerly ended Aug. 31,
Hollywood — Janet Gaynor lias
has been changed to Dec 31 to been forced to postpone work on her
conform with that of Paramount new picture and go to Palm Springs
Publix, hence the annual statement
for about a month's rest. She is not
will not be published for several fully recovered from her recent apweeks.
pendicitis operation.

Copyright BillFILMUp DAILY

Washington Bureau of THE

Washington — Vestal Copyright
Bill, favorably reported a few days
ago by the Patents Committee, was
brought
up inion.
the Senate on Friday
for i-onsiderat
Warren Nolan Operated On
Warren Nolan, United Artists publicist, is at the Medical Center following a mastoid
operation Thursday night.
Robt. Harris Joins Paramount

West

Coast Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Robert Harris has resigned from Universal to go with
Paramount
as story supervisor.

COMING

& GOING

ROBERT ARMSTRONG, Pathe contract
player, is here from Hollywood for a brief
Vacation.
GEORGE FEINBERG sails Wednesday
on the Europa, accompanied by Mrs. Feinberg, urefor
threewill
months'
business Paris
and pleastrip.a He
visit London,
and
Berlin.
JOE BRANDT, president of Columhia,
is on his way to Havana for a stay of
about a week, after which he will return
to New York for a few days and then go
to the coast.
theJESSE
coast. J. GOLDBURG leaves Sunday for
CLEVE ADAMS, western division general sales manager for RKO, is aboard the
Vulcania en route to Central and South
America for a vacation trip. He will return within about three weeks.

ci."
New York
1540 Broadway
BRYant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STUlwell 4-7940

1ft
g Eastman Filims!!
$ J. E. Brulatour, Inc. |
Chicago

1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 2691

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywood4121

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialistsin

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE

COLOR

PRINTS

Color sound cameras available for short subjects, or
advertising films. Color
prints from Bi-pack negatives.

BREWSTER COLOR
FILM CORPORATION
58 First Street

BRYANT

3040

Newark,

N.

J.

Humboldt 2-4228
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Timely Topics

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion

— ©=
Warners Establish
Their Acting School
HTYIE Warners are not only discovering new talent; the company is setting to work to train
them. An academy of acting was
recently established at the Hollywood studios under the direction of Ivan Simpson, the veteran English actor who has appeared in all the George Arliss
plays and pictures of recent years.
Mr. Simpson is one of those actors who not only knows how to
act themselves, but can inspire
and instruct others in the dramatic art; and already several
pupils have been placed under
contract to study under his tutelage with a view to appearance
later on the screen
The
plan is this: Rufus Le Maire,
casting director for the Warner
Brothers-First National studio.,
is interviewing all prospects who
have had some dramatic instruction, particularly undergraduates
of high schools and universities.
This interview is the first step
and if the candidate passes it
successfully a screen and voice
test is made immediately. The
screen and voice tests are made
under the supervision of experienced directors. The young players are given every opportunity
to show what they can do. If
they are successful they are
handed five-year contracts. Then
the real work starts under Simpson. He gives the youngsters a
thorough schooling in diction,
acting and kindred subjects. One
part of the course is an intense
study of Shakespeare. Another
is the reading of scenes from
outstanding plays. And once a
month the students will present
one-act plays for the studio directors and executives.
— Chester B. Bahn,
Syracuse Herald

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Hall Room Boys comedies
handled by Federated.
*
*
*

to be

Kathleen Norris signs with Goldwyn.
*
*
*
Three-story
William Fox.

special

planned

by

• • • AT LAST the problem has been settled concerning
naming the loveliest ladies in Hollerword
it took an Englishman to do it
no American would have the nerve
naming the six most dazzling dames in the cinema means that
you have made an enemy of 600 for life that you overlooked
but Cecil Beaton, the Lunnon painter, tackled the job for "Good
Housekeeping" mag without a tremor...".
when the editor
suggested the idea, Cecil sez quite chippily: "Righto, a splendid
notion, old topper ! Let's get on with it."
as soon as his
selections were announced, Cecil was bombarded at his hotel
with telegrams and telephones from the fair damosels in Hollerword that he DIDN'T pick
and the fans whose favorites
were slighted are up in arms, too
a gangster was sore
because Clara Bow was overlooked, and phoned Cecil he was
gonna take him for a ride
Cecil sez: "Why, that's jolly
of you, a total stranger offering to take me for a scenic trip.
Wot a bloomin' 'ospitable country this is!"
but the hotel
manager enlightened Cecil as to the nature of the ride
so now the Lunnon beauty-picker is barricaded in his hotel room,
and he's not so hot for this pickin' biz any more
Cecil
picked the following, and explains why
Marlene Dietrich:
Because Michelangelo alone could duplicate her
Norma
Shearer: Because she is a lovely, simple, country woman whom
sophistication has not spoiled
Greta Garbo : Because she
is absolutely mad; and being absolutely mad, is therefore ethereal
Lily an Tashman:
Because she is a Grecian goddess,
deserving full marks for her nose and hips; she has one of the
most divine forms in the world
Marion Davies: Because
she is the vitally alive type of young American girl
Ina
Claire: Because she is in reality a Marie Laurencin painting.
She, is a gorgeous
almond,
typifying the acme
of gayety
laughter and youth
After that line, you've got to admit
that Cecil is there with the Salve and Snappy Syntax
he should be a bally ballyhooer for some producer
wot a
flash he could put into newspaper copy and one-sheets !
has any film p.a. ever commented on Lil Tashman's hips?
referred to Norma Shearer as a simple li'l country gal?
called Greta Garbo mad and ethereal?
yezzir, Cecil has
a brand new word technique
and it's about time some
film producer grabbed him
wot this biz needs are descriptive adjectives with a new twist
and Cecil has 'em.
• • • VIRGINIA MAY seems to have hit on one of the
genuine novelty film developments of the season
it is an
exhibit in National Screen's offering of an Easter trailer
Virginia and her hubby have worked in a special clay, producing
a new form of animated art that has certain qualities that put
the old-fashioned cartoon drawing in the shade
they produce growing flowers and plants, bunnies, chicks and all the
other gadgets that are associated with the Easter season
the animals talk, dance and sing
most lifelike
,..
and wonderfully
artistic
this new application of plastic
art to the screen holds possibilities that any one with a li'l imagination can readily visualize
•

• • STUART STEWART, who has just resigned as casting director of the Warner Vitaphone stude, made a great rep
as a sure-fire picker of screen bets during his two years on the
job
among the winners who landed feature work as a
result of being noticed in Warner shorts are Joan Blondell,
Evalyn Knapp, Spencer Tracy, Pat O'Brien, Constance Cummings, James Rennie and Humphrey
Bogart
and any
gent who can knock 'em off like that deserves a permanent and
paying niche somewhere in this dizzy biz, sez we
Twentyfive hundred members of the Warner Club, composed of attaches
of Warner Bros, and its affiliates, wired a message of sympathy
to Lewis Warner, now ill in a hospital in Havana. Advices
from Havana Friday regarding young Warner's condition were
cheerful and indicative of his speedy recovery

«
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Extensive Campaign
Hits All Angles
'J'WENTY - FIVE
thousand
match books with announcement of "The Devil To Pay" at
Loews State
200 of the match
books carried an inside imprint
good for two tickets when presented at the box-office
15,000 miniature Postal Telegrams
bearing message from Colman
about "The Devil To Pay" addressed to Harold Evans, ManState
15,000
cards agerinof Loew's
a tie-up with Arcadia
Dance auditorium for a Ronald
Colman dance for prizes....
Portraits of Colman given to the
first 25 ladies calling at the theater on the evening of the Colman Dance
Pipe displays in
12 cigar stores featuring portraits of Colman with a pipe, all
displays being full windows
"Who Wants A Dog?" contest
in St. Louis Star, dog to be
given to winner at the Mississippi Valley Kennel
Show
Shopper's contest in newspaper
with story, ad. and cut, replies
to be made on
ct matter
in merchandise adssubje
and how the
ad. copy appeals
Window displays in optical,
florists, pet
shops and jewelers windows
Distribution of 1,000 premium
portraits of Colman at leading
pet shop.
— State, St. Louis

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulation! ara
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the Inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

February 28
William Wellman
Irving Briskin
Carl Henry Graf
Charles Walter Beyer

March 1
John
Lois Loder
Moran
Wells Root
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HOLLYWOOD
CURRENT

HAPPENINGS

HUGHES MAY TURN OUT
FOR UNITED ARTISTS

ACTIVITIES

FLASHED

BY WIRE

FROM

NED MANN TO PRODUCE
INDEPENDENT SERIES

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By

RALPH

THE COAST

►//

WILK

Ned Mann, miniature film expert
f EIGH JASON, producer of Radio son and Ben Markson, products of
Pictures' "Humanettes," carries the Middle West, the former from and responsible for the technical and
a toy pistol when he goes into a Fergus Falls, Minn., and the latter trick camera work on "Noah's Ark,"
story conference. When a confrere from Des Moines, la., chatting at "Beloved Rogue," "The Bat Whissuggests an especially stale gag for Radio Pictures; Harvey Thew and
pers," and Columbia's special, "Dirigible," soon to be released, plans
the picture, Jason pulls his pistol and Edward Dean Sullivan, associates
to produce a series of independent
fires at him. It has worked wonon the old New York "Herald," pictures in Hollywood this spring.
ders, Jason avers.
holding
National. a reunion at Warner-First Mann left last week for New York
*
*
*
to close an important distributing
Samuel Godfrey, who directed the
contract. Harry Ratner is repredialogue for "Doctors' Wives," for
senting Mann in the East.
To learn the business of making
Fox, will also direct the dialogue
pictures,
LeRoy
Prinz,
nationally
Tibbett Film Titled
for "Young *
Sinners."
*
*
known dance producer, has joined
"The Prodigal" is final title for
Production on "Salvation Nell" the assistant director's staff of Cecil
had to be held up for three da>s, B. DeMille's "The Squawman." Fol- Lawrence Tibbett's new M-G-M
lowing his present work, Prinz will starring film, formerly known as
due to the illness of Helen Chandreturn
to
New York to train the "The Southerner," by Bess Mereler, who plays the title role. During
"Cure for Blues" Cast Chosen
chorus
for
the new Ziegfeld Follies. dyth and Wells Root, directed by
Frank Borzage has rounded up a night scene, Miss Chandler's eyes
Harry Pollard. The supporting cast
were
affected
by
the
set
lights
and
the supporting cast for Will Rogers
includes Esther Ralston, Roland
she was compelled
to remain
in a
in "Cure for the Blues,'" and work dark room for three days.
wards.
Young, Hedda Hopper and Cliff Edis under way on the George Ade
Through Nat C. Goldstone, Mon*
*
*
roe Owsley has been signed to a
comedy at the Fox studios. Fifi
The addition of Harry Northrup long term contract by M-G-M. He
Mary Brian Borrowed by RKO
Dorsay, Lucien Littlefield, John T.
RKO has borrowed Mary Brian
Murray, Donald Dillaway, C. Hen- to the cast of "The Squawman," will play a leading role in Fannie
ry Gordon and Lucille Browne are places in the talkers two players Hurst's story, "Five and Ten."
for the lead in "Waiting at the
who were in the original New York
in the supporting cast.
Church", featuring Jack Mulhall,
stage production of the play. MitNoel Francis, Joseph Cawthorn and
Byron Morgan, who wrote the Johnny Hines. William J. Craft
chell Lewis, who played "Grouchy"
Willis to Adapt "Meet the Wife"
the play had its tryout in
F. McGrew Willis has been signed when
Toledo several years ago, is also screen play and dialogue for "Upper will direct and Louis Sarecky will
to prepare the adaptation of Colum- in the screen cast.
Underworld," which will be directed
by Rowland V. Lee, is now writing supervise.
*
*
*
bia's
;'Miet
the
Wife,"
which
the
screen play and dialogue for
Christie Brothers will produce.
Polly Moran Signs New Contract
Our Passing Show: William C. the
"Five-Star Final," which will also
Polly Moran has been signed to a
DeMille and Bartlett Cormack atbe produced by First National.
New Vehicle for Montgomery
new
long-term contract by M-G-M.
tending the Los Angeles Tennis
"The Man in Possession," a pic- Club tournament; Walter Long and
turization of the current season's Allen
E. Rivkin at "Once in a LifeBroadway stage play of that name,
time"; Dave Bader taking a workhas been selected by M-G-M as a
out at the Universal
gymnasium;
new vehicle for Robert Montgomery.
Jack Ross entertaining at a birthday
It will be directed by Sam Wood.
party.
*
*
*
Marion
Davies' Next
Noel Francis' initial role under her
"Five and Ten," a picturization of new contract with Radio Pictures
Fannie Hurst's novel of this name, gives her a part for the screen
that
will
be
Marion
Davies'
new duplicates her life before
coming to
M-G-M starring picture.
pictures. She is playing a show
Hollymood's most convenient
hotel. . . for your ir inter stay in
girl
in
"Waiting at the Church,"
Added To "Too Many Cooks"
which Willi
Southern California
am J. Craft is directing
Sharon Lynn, Erville Alderson,
Clifford Dempsey and George Demp*
*
&
Here and * There:
Frank
Albertsey have been added to RKO's "Too
ONEhotels.
of California's
winter
Right in the most
heart popular
of movieland
Many Crooks", starring Bert WheelGoosens Succeeds Wiley
er, under the direction of William
...next door to famous theatres, studios,
A. Seiter.
Steven
Goosens
has
succeeded
cafes, and shops. ..near golf courses, bridle
Harrison Wiley, resigned, as art dipaths, and other amusement places.
rector at Columbia.

Having augmented his organization with the recent acquisition of
E. B. Derr and C. E. Sullivan, it is
probable that Howard Hughes will
turn out as many as 10 productions
for United Artists this year. Work
is almost finished on 'The Front
Page," which will be followed by a
Billie Dove picture under the direction of Frank Lloyd, then "Queer
People," "Whitey," "Rivets" and
"Scarface." Howard Hawks will direct "Scarface," and Edward Sedgwick also has been signed to do a
feature comedy. Robert Benchley is
under contract to write for Hughes.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

Autograph Bandit?

A number of dollar bills
bearing the autographs of
screen players were stolen by
an armed bandit who entered
the home of William Haines.
The comedian, who had the
mementos on the walls of his
bedroom, is trying to figure
out whether the intruder was
after the coin or the autographs.

Marion Shilling in "Big Brother"
Marion Shilling will appear with
Richard Dix in "Big Brother", which
Fred Niblo will direct for RKO.
Boris Karloff also is a recent cast
addition.

William Janney in Pathe Comedy
William Janney, juvenile, plays a
leading role in "Parents Wanted",
RKO Pathe comedy directed by
Harry Sweet.

The Plaza offers you luxurious appointments,
excellent service, homelike hospitality, and
the company of interesting and famous

Write for beautiful illustrated (older showing
things to do while in
Southern California.

European plan. Special Winter Rates Now;
people.
S3.50,single. $5.00, double. $6.00, twin beds.
Ask for weekly and monthly rates.
Remember the Plaza... for an unforgettable
winter in Hollywood.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

HOTEL.

.. HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.
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PRODUCTION
WHO'S

WHO

AND

WHAT'S

IN THE EAST

WHAT

IN GREATER

NEW

CALIFORNIA FILM TAX
Short Shots from Eastern Studios
MAY SPUR WORK IN EAST
by

Several of the major producing
companies, notably Radio and Universal, are understood to be angling
about for studios in the vicinity of
New York.
The prime reason for this is probably based on a bill now pending in
the California state legislature to
levy a tax of V/2 cents per foot, on
all film shipped out of the state. After hanging fire for five years, this
bill has finally come up for action.
If it goes through, producers will be
forced to transfer a bulk of their production to the East.

Installing Unit System
At Paramount Studios

'TERRY

HARRY

CARROLL, who supported her famous sister, Nancy

N.

BLAIR

YORK

STUDIOS

PARAMOUNT ADDING STAGE
TO NEW YORK STUDIOS

lease in an unusual form of his c|vn
origination.

Paramount officials have approved
plans for a new stage to be built
Carroll, in the latter's recently comReviewing the short product put adjacent to the present New York
pleted "Stolen Heaven," is now playstudio. Work of tearing down the
ing a role in the musical satire on out by Paramount last season, a garage now standing on the property
prize-winning combination seems to
Hollywood,
"America's
Sweetheart." have consisted of Ray Cozine, direc- will start at once, with the idea of
tor, Lester Neilson, assistant and Jay having the new stage ready for proRobert Ripley takes to the air in
duction by April 1.
Oorney,
song-writer. This trio was
his latest one-reeler just finished at responsible
for such outstanding
A heavy feature producing schedthe Brooklyn Vitaphone studio. The
shorts as "New Rhythm," "Old King
ule, augmented by an ambitious
eleventh of the "Believe It or Not" Cotton" and "While the Captain
shorts program, has made it necesseries has Ripley introducing and
Waits," among others.
sary to provide
more
room.
explaining some more of his enterThis annex, the latest of several
taining "queeriosities" to a group
Vitaphone Vitamins . . . Ray Fos- added in the past two years, will
of passengers in an airplane. Roy
ter, cameraman, laying low these be connected with the main building
Mack directed the film.
days . . . he has to when shooting a by an underground passageway.
group of actor midgets appearing
Robert L. Johnson, youngest mem- in a Vitaphone short . . . Lee Gugick,
ber of the Paramount New York
First on List
studio writing staff, has left for the Ed Savin's sec, was married last
A
short
called
"100 Per Cent ServCoast, stopping en route to visit his week . . . and most of the studio
ice," featuring Burns & Allen, will
attended
the
ceremony
.
.
.
the
stufather at Hot Springs, Ark. Before
dio bowling team still leading the be the first on Paramount's new short
leaving Paramount, Johnson com- tournament with 25 games won out subject schedule. Production is set
for March 23 and Ray Cozine is
pleted the adaptation of "Up Pops
the Devil" in collaboration with of 27 played . . . and Tom Darby, slated to direct.
Sr., still the leading scorer . . .
Evelyn Gerstein.
Paul Roth, eight-year-old son .of
Ray's First Vitaphone
"The Handy Guy," Vitaphone Murray Roth, visited the set the
Albert Ray, who directed feature
short subject starring Earl Sande,
day . . . says he'd like to be a pictures for Pathe, Universal, Fox,
the famous jockey, has just been other
up'' . . .
picture
director when he "grows United Artists and First National,
completed at the Brooklyn studio.
Exterior shots for the picture were
has completed "Babykins," his first
taken at the Belmont Park track, the
The Norworths who just finished assignment for Warner Vitaphone.

Paramount will install the unit system in their New York studio. Plan
will be the same as that used in
Hollywood except that here, instead
of building the unit around the probuilt around the directors. ducer, itwill be
Units now planned will be those
presided over by Ernst Lubitsch,
Edmund Goulding, George Abbott
and George Cukor. All of these men,
besides being directors, are also writers. Each unit will carry a separate
staff co-ordinated to function to- scene of some
membered races. of Sande's best regether so that a picture will always
be either in work or in preparation
Paramount Notes: Clive Brook
nursing
a sore thumb which he
"Sportslants" Under Way
Madison Square Garden was the caught in a door during the final
scene of action for the first of Vita- scenes for "Tarnished Lady" . . .
phone's "Sportslants" series, starring Pat Donahue sporting a most becoming new style haircut . . . Saul
Ted Husing, radio announcer. New
York Rangers, champion hockey Tepper, back after an operation, announces he'll be unit manager on
team, shown in action, are the featured sports event. Casey Robinson "Forever."
directed with Ray Foster in charge
of camera work.
Bright, spring-like weather the
past week made it possible for the
various companies ivorking in the
Title Changes
"Forever" is the new title of Ed- East to take exteriors with a metropolitan background. George Cukor
mund Goulding's original, formerly
known as "Between Two Worlds," shot some scenes for "Taniisjied
which goes into production at the Lady" on lower Fifth Avenue, while
Paramount New York studios, next the Warner studio yard was utilized
as a prison recreation ground.
week. "New York Lady," just completed by George Cukor, will be reA group of European Gloria Swan
leased as "Tarnished
Lady."
son contest winners visited the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio recently
Lucky Girl!
the filming of Giovanni Marduring
Frieda Schmidt, who assists
tinelli's latest short. The famous
Ferd Graf, Paramount studio
opera star entertained the girls conhairdresser, must be the envy
versing in French and Spanish, but
wher. Miss Holland started to speak
of every manicurist in New
York since she regularly holds
in German, Martinelli threw up his
hands.
hands with such favorites as
Maurice Chevalier, Clive Brook,
Frank Ormston, formerly in charge
Fredric March and Alexander
of the RCA Gramercy studio, is back
Kirkland. Best of all, she gets
well paid for doing so!
in
from Italy with a real "scoop"
travel films, which he will later re-

their latest Vitaphone short, "The
Naggers in the Subway," differ greatly m the modes of transportation
each uses. The Missus confesses to
a fear of riding in subways, while
Jack is nervous in taxi cabs. The result is that many times Mrs. Norworth takes a cab and Jack the subway and both meet later.

Ethel Merman Series
Ethel Merman, blues singer, who
appeared in two Paramount films
last season, has been signed to make
four shorts for the present schedule.
The first, "Old Man Blues," will be
directed
by Ray
Cozine.

Ludwig Heinisch, who served in beth Patterson, Robert Strange,
Reade, Con McSunday and
the Austrian army as general-of- Janet
Harry Bradley.
staff, is acting as technical advisor
on military procedure on "The Smiling Lieutenant," now being directed
by Ernst Lubitsch.

One of the most novel shorts seen
recently is a series of film clips entitled "Stars of Yesterday," which
Johnnie Walker came East for a was compiled and edited by Bert
visit and was promptly signed by Frank of the Warner Vitaphone stuSam Sax for the lead in a Vitaphone
dio. It is considerably enlivened by
short. It was a great experience for an accompaniment of wise-cracks
Johnnie to return to the studio where and witty dialogue Written by Burnet Hershey. Theda Bara, Mary
a dozen years ago he was featured
Fuller,
Texas Guinan and W. S.
in an O. Henry picture, "Thimble,
Thimble," under the direction of E. Hart are among those shown.
H. Griffith. Told to find someone
see
who looked like him to play the role
of his brother, Johnnie picked Ricardo Cortez, then an extra.
For

"ILLEGAL

Paramount has drawn heavily on
Broadway to assemble a cast for
"The Smiling Lieutenant," the Ernst
Lubitsch production, now in work.
Among those engaged are: Hugh
ElizaBarbier,
George
O'Connell,

LOVE"

(if that's the kind you like)
VIOLA
IRENE
9 East 59th St.
VOL

COOPER
New York

5-5543
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RADIOS FLARING SCROLL
OF GENIUS UNFOLDS
AGAINST THE SKY. . .
Great Names! Great Personalities!
:lashingTheir Magic Across the Broadways of the World 8 Investing Current
and Forthcoming Radio Attractions
With the Drive of Their Box-office
Power and the Punch of Their Histrionic Skill!
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BETTY COMPSON

RALF HAROLDE

JOHN

DARROW

MARY ASTOR

JOS. CAWTHORN

EVELYN BRENT

JACK MULHALL

AND A STARRY LEGION OF OTHERS
LEADING MEN AND WOMEN . . .

CHARACTER PEOPLE AND COMEDIANS . . . AND TYPES THAT BESPEAK
BRILLIANT PRODUCING AND BRILUANT CASTING.
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NEW MOHAIR UPHOLSTERY
MEETS THEATER'S NEEDS

Chicago — Use of velmo, or mohair
velvet upholstery, on the seats of
the Publix-Balaban & Katz Chicago theater, recently re-upholstered by
the Heywood Wakefield Co., has improved the acoustics of the theater
for talking pictures and has made
the seats more easily visible in the
simi-darkness necessary during the
showing of the film, officials of the
theater declared.
According to the Mohair Institute
of this city, actual usage has proved
that the peculiar light-reflecting
properties of the thousands of erect
mohair fibers on the tops and backs
of the seats, and the special color
they were dyed, have greatly improved the visibility of the seats and
rows when the theater is in almost
complete darkness. This has been a
distinct aid to ushers and patrons
who often experience considerable
difficulty in finding their way to seats
of a dark color and non light-reflecting fabric.
This new upholstery material not
only meets the need of making seats
more visible, but improves the acoustics of the theater, is durable, easily
cleaned and comfortable, it is
claimed.
Novelty Sales Opens Boston Office
Boston — Andy Davis has been appointed sales manager for the six
northeastern states, with headquarters in this city, to handle the
deluxe premium deal being offered
by the Theater Novelty Sales, Inc.,
of Pittsburgh. This line of giveaways is said to be one of the most
unusual, unique and dainty utilities
ever offered to the exhibitor as an
aid to building up poor nights. It
consists of an electric beauty-ware
set of marcel wavers, curlers, hair
dryers and many other useful appliances arranged in a futuristic design
in black and write.
Sydney Device Company
Chartered
Sydney — Sound Re-Productions,
Ltd., a new equipment company, has
been chartered here with a capital
of $30,000, to take over an improved
apparatus for reproducing sound
from sound recorded films and all
improvements in such apparatus. Incorporators are L. Rowson, H. G.
Guinness and G. Crick.
If It it

ASBESTOS
we

have

it

BLUE SEAL ASBESTOS CORP.
264 Wyckoff
St., near Nevins
Brooklyn.
New York Triangle 0290
Distributors for Johm-Manville Corp.
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HEATER
Pointers and Suggestions
O YOU ever stop to consider
that business may be falling off
at your theater because word has
been passed around that the sound
in your house is poor? Often the
manager is the last one to hear of
this, while he wonders what has
happened to his business. It would
pay most theater owners to visit
houses that have received acoustical
treatment, and with an open mind
compare the sound in such theaters
with results they are getting in their
own houses. Get rid of the idea
that, just because a house belongs to
you, it is acoustically correct or
good enough. The subject is one
deserving the most careful consideration from all theater owners.

D(

JONES LAB MARKETS
PORTABLE PROJECTOR
A new portable projector, known
as the Jones Ace and designed especially for use in sales instruction,
sales promotion, and for use in institutions, theaters, auditoriums or
homes where the projection of a
bright, clear, steady picture is desired up to 15 feet in size over a
distance of from 10 to 120 feet, has
been deceloped and is being marketed by the Earle W. Jones Research Laboratories of New
York.
Equipped with a sound head,
which the company claims from an
engineering standpoint is absolutely
foolproof, the Jones Ace, while
sturdy in construction and designed
to stand the strain of heavy duty
work, is light in weight. Castings
are of the highest grade aluminum
and the total weight of the projector is only about 35 pounds, the
company states.

Have you checked up on the
cleanliness or condition of your
screen lately? A dirty, shaky or
Offers New Poster Service
bulging screen may result in a dark
and unsteady picture. Correction of
Dallas — Jack Kitchen, manager
screen faults may help solve many and owner of the Southwestern Poster Exchange, has opened offices here
of your projection problems.
with poster service for exhibitors in
this territory.
Used advertising will be bought
During the past year some important decisions have been rendered from the theaters for cash or credit
with respect to the liability of the- Orders will be filled complete with
ater owners for injuries. There is no used and new paper, or at the option
extra or unusual degree of care of the theater only used paper will
chargeable to a proprietor of a the- be supplied.
ater with respect to the safety of
A twenty-four hour delivery servhis patrons. He is merely under the
ice is said to be possible to practicalduty of exercising reasonable care
ly all points in Texas and adjoining
to keep his theater in safe condition. states.
Therefore great care should be taken
by exhibitors in avoiding the expense
SIMPLEX TICKET REGISTER
of law suits, and the proprietor of
a theater is duty bound to exProtection — Speeil — Efficiency
ercise this care and make frequent
GENERAL REGISTER CORP.
inspections of passage ways and
Paramount
Ruilriing
of appliances likely to cause injury
to patrons. Moreover, it has been
ChickerinR 4065
New York
held that inspection of old or secJ. C. Ensi.f.n, Gen. Sales Mgr.
ond-hand equipment should be made
more frequently than of new.

'Ohide"
Automatic Shutter Control

DOWSER

MFG. CO.

691 Lincoln Place, Brooklyn, New York

ALTERATIONS
Dallas — Plans to remodel, enlarge and install a new cooling system at the Ro-Nile
by C. A. Rehm.
here have been announced
Vallego, Cal.— About $3,100 will be spent
to remodel the Community Theatrical Co.,
house here.
Utica, N. Y.— The De Luxe here, recent
ly remodeled at a cost of $30,000, has been
reopened
under the name
of the Oneida.
Sioux Falls, S. D. — Remodeling and redecorating now in progress at the Coliseum
here are expected to be completed by April 1

Poole's, Aberdeen,
to Be Enlarged
Aberdeen, Eng.— Poole's Palace will
close its doors on March 7, at which
time reconstruction work will begin
to place this house in the super class.
Approximately $175,000 will be expended on the improvements, which
includes enlarging of the seating capacity to 2,500.
Settings
Acoustical
Treatments
Acoustical
Banners
New Yoik City

Bring

back the prestige
through faulty sound
in your theatre
by installing

perfect

sound

reproduction

and
thereby
gain
additional
steady
customers
and more
dollars through
your

WEBER

box.

MACHINE

59 RUTTER

CORP.

STREET, ROCHESTER»N.Y.

Expert Dipt.: 15 Laight Street, New York
Catlt
Addresi:
Arlab,
New
Yorfc

£™£E EFFECTS
Realistic and fantastic, scenic and sound effects, and illusionary devices of every description; furnished for stage shows, prologues, feature pictures, etc. — also color wheels, spotlights,
connectors, and other stage lighting specialties
and supplies.

with 3-wire circuit foot Switch
Standard equipment in over 1500 theatres. Fits Motiograph Model B, Simplex
and Super-Simplex and Sure-Fit. With
or without Rear Shutter Mounts.
Rear Shutter Mounts require Model D
type. Convert your Model A to Model D
tyfce. Brackets and parts on order.

By M. P.

.©

KLIECL

BROS

Universal

Lighting

321

West

Electric
50th

Stage

Street
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New

Co., Inc.

York,

IM.Y.
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EQUIPMENT

BOOTH

MESH SCREEN BEING TRIED
BY PUBLIX IN ATTLEBORO

NEW

THEATERS

Walnut Ridge, Tex. — A theater is being
constructed here by a Mr. Summers. The
house is to be ready for opening in about
30 days.

North Attleboro, Mass. — The
Mandalian Mfg.- Co. of this city has
received permission from the ParaAthens, Ga. — Georgia Theater Corp. of
mount-Publix Corp. to install a new this city is planning to erect theaters in
Gainsville, Hartwell and Washington, Ga.,
mesh screen in the Community the- it has been reported. The corporation is
ater here, where it will be on exhi- headed by J. B. Joel and Ed Schiller.
bition for ten weeks. During this
exhibition the heads of the various
Lancaster, Pa. — Ground is to be broken
large producing companies and the- here this spring on a site owned jointly by
ater operators are expected to visit the Hoffman-Henon Company, Philadelphia
and Warner Bros, for the erecthe house to pass upon the merits architects,
tion of a $1,000,000 theater.
of the screen.
The local concern has been workSan Antonio — A theater to be known as
ing on the screen for some months the Progressio is being constructed here by
and they are said to have demon- Paul Garza.
strated to the satisfaction of the
Long Beach, N. J. — Erection of a theater
Publix officials that it has real value.
here is being planned by Publix at an estimated cost of $150,000.

Linings Claimed Fire-Resistant
A product for theater use known
as "Penn Acoustical Felt" and "Penn
Felt Carpet Linings," made of 100
per cent all-hair product and manufactured inany width up to 9 feet by
60 feet, is being marketed by Wm.
Scholes & Sons, Inc., of Philadelphia.
The material is odorless, moth and
vermin-proof and claimed fire-resistant.

Monroe, Wis. — Chester J. Goetz plans the
erection of a 900-seat theater here at an
estimated cost of $100,000.

Re-enters Equipment Field
Pittsburgh — H. J. Smith, former
equipment dealer, has re-entered the
field with headquarters in this city,
and will distribute the Brenkert line
of lamps and accessories in western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia. He
will also carry sound screens and
specialties of nationally known man'
ufacturers.

Specializing in Theater Hardware
Individual hardware to blend with
the architecture of each theater,
combined with the best locks and
finishing in special surfaces at a
saving in maintenance cost, is being
featured as a specialty by the Midwest Hardware Co. of Chicago.

Famous London Legit. Wiring
London — The Hippodrome, for 30
years one of the most popular legitimate houses in the West End, is
now being equipped for talking pictures. The Hippodrome is installing
W. E. apparatus, with the object pf
presenting talkers between stage
plays. The theater will also be available for trade shows.

Kilgore,
Tex. — A
new
theater
planned here by L. N. Crim.

in advertisements
equipment

and

of

supplies means:

That the NATIONAL

GUARANTEE

of highest quality is coupled with
that of a manufacturer.

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY
COMPANY

Branches in all Principal Cities

being

Weatherstripping Helps
Eliminate Outside Noise

Special weatherstripping, made for
windows or doors of either wood or
metal for the draft-proofing of theaters, is being manufactured and
A specialized service for theatrical distributed
by the Athey Co. of Chicago.
decorative lighting, by well informed
This weatherstripping, it is said,
designers and craftsmen of theater
illumination in unique lighting fix- not only excludes all drafts and
tures that keep pace with the times, dirt, but assists in the elimination
of outside noises.
is being offered by Victor S. Pearlman
& Co. of Chicago.
The services of the designing stafi
All-Metal Carbon Cabinet
are said to be available to assist in
An
all-metal handy carbon cabinet
laying out jobs, small or large, for
consisting of three compartments,
new or old theaters.
one tool drawer and one spacious
compartment for miscellaneous items
is being marketed by Neumade
Denny to Manage N. T. S. Branch
Products Corporation, of New York
Kansas City — W. C. Denny, forCity. It is equipped with a hinged
merly with the National Theater cover
and has a flat top area 10 by
Supply Co. in Minneapolis, has suc- needles.
12 inches with two cups for record
ceeded A. G. Smith as branch manager here.

e>

Bishop Acquires Minerva House
W. E. Completes 50th in Spain
Minerva, O. — R. E. Bishop has
Madrid — With
the installation
of taken over the Park, formerly the
equipment in the new Jofre Cinema, Dreamland. Sound equipment is beFerrol, Western Electric now has 50
ing installed, and the house will be
reopened today.
Nashville — Foster & Creighton, of this city devices
in operation
in Spain.

are reported as having the excavation contract for the 12-story theater and office building to be erected here for Warners Bros.
at an estimated cost of $1,250,000.

|0 Exhibitors fed up on "padding", discs,
blocks, plaster, drapes, seats, floor covering

PROJECTION BOOTHS

or other acoustical "cure-alls" in connection
with the improvement of dialogue reproduction . . . The usual in all its high pressure forms

IRWIN D. RATHSTONE

. . . Comes this unique and amazing engineer-

152

Designer and Builder
Sound
Installed
West 42nd St.
N.Y.C.
Tel. Wisconsin
7-0842-7274
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Gold-E Manufacturing Co.
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"The Last Parade"
with -lack Holt
Columbia

Tunc, l hr., 12 mins.
EXCITING
RACKETEER GANGSTER DRAMA SPOTTED
WITH CLEVER
COMEDY
LINES
AND
SITUATIONS.
JACK HOLT FINE.

This production has plenty of the
requisites of good entertainment.
Thrills, suspense, mystery, comedy
and romance are all included and
round out an above-the-average
gangster melodrama. Jack Holt starts
out as an inquiring reporter and
Tom Moore as a policeman. They
join the Army and fight side by side
in the "big push." Later
meet
as racketeer and detective they
sergeant,
respectively. They both love Constance Cummings, a nurse whom
they met over-seas. Jack Holt and
Tom Moore form a fine combination for the comedy sequences in the
first part of the picture and also
work well together in the underworld
situations. Picture should satisfy
wherever it is played.

"The Easiest Way

with Constance
Bennett, Robert
Montgomery
M-G-M
Time, 1 hr., 26,»» mins.
MILDLY
ENTERTAINING
ADAPTATION OF OLD STAGE
PLAY WITH A VERY ARTIFICIAL AND UNCONVINCING
STORY.
They probably did the best they
could with this old stage play by
Eugene Walter that has become outmoded with its theatrical plot of the
girl who chose the easiest way. It
fails to hold conviction with the
artificial plot. Constance Bennett
as the girl who chose the easiest
way gives an indifferent performance. Robert Montgomery as her
trusting sweetheart is much more
convincing. Adolphe Menjou does
his usual finished work as the rich
rounder who provides all the nice
things to wear for the girl who loves
pretty clothes. But the screen adaptation fails to build any real suspense when the fiance returns from
South America to find his sweetheart
again living with the rich man she
once gave up. The modern sophisticated screen plays of this type make
it look very much outdated. The
ending is weak and unsatisfactory.

"Honor Among Lovers"
Time, 1 hr.,

Paramount

INTEREST-GRIPPING

15 mins.
TRI-

ANGLE DRAMA THAT'S BOXOFF ICE. INTELLIGENTLY
MADE PRODUCTION, WELL
ENACTED.

Here's a smooth piece of entertainment which is a credit to Paramount's New York studio. It has
all the elements of Class A dramagood story supplemented by clever
and common-sense dialogue, a cast
which is entirely superlative, careful
and sympathetic direction, fine photography and gorgeous modernistic
sets. The story has Claudette Colbert, a secretary, reject her employr
er s proposal to keep her and instead
marry a young brokerage clerk. The
husband turns out a rotter and drops
considerable of the other chap's
money in a stock deal. The yarn
winds up happily following a series
of dramatic sequences. In addition
to the excellent work of Miss Colbert, Fredric March, Charlie Ruggles
and
Owsley
. Monroe Owsley contribute
worthwhile performances, especially
Cast: Claudette Colbert, Fredric March,
Monroe Owsley, Charlie Rurgles, Ginger
Rogers, Avonne Taylor, Pat CrBrien. Janet
McLeary John Kearney, Ralph
Morgan,
Jules Epailly, Leonard Carey.
Director Dorothy Arzner ; Author, Austin
Parker; Adaptor same; Dialoguer, same ;.nd
Gertrude
Purcell ; Editor,
Helene
Turner-

Cast: Jack Holt, Tom Moore, Constance
Cummings, Gaylord Pendleton Robert Ellis,
Earle D. Dunn, Vive, Jess De Vorska, Ed
Le Saint, Edmund Breese, Clarence Muse,
Gino Corrado, Robert Graham.
Director. Erie C. Kenton; Author, Casey
Robinson ; Adaptor, Dorothy Howell ; Dialogues same; Editor, Gene Havelick;
Cameraman, Teddy Tetzlaff; Recording Engineer, R-.issell Malmgren.
Direction, Excellent. Photography,
Fine.

Cast: Constance Bennett, Adolphe Menjou,
Robert Montgomery, Anita Page, Marjorie
Rambeiu J. Farrell MacDonald, Clara Blandick, Clark Gable.
Director, Jack Conway; Author, Eugene
Walter; Adaptor, Edith Ellis; Dialoguer, not
credited; Editor, Frank Sullivan; Cameraman, John Mescall; Recording Engineer,
Shearer.
Douglas
Direction, handicapped by material. Photography, excellent.

Ruth Chatterton in

Buck Jones in

"Unfaithful"
with Paul Lukas

"Des
eance"
Columbia ert VengTime,
59 mins.

Paramount Time, 1 hr., 10 mins.
SOPHISTICATED SOCIETY
DRAMA, WELL ACTED AND
FINELY DIRECTED. SPLENDID PORTRAYAL BY RUTH
CHATTERTON.

ENTERTAINING WESTERN
WITH BUCK JONES DOING
GOOD WORK IN STORY WITH
UNUSUAL
ANGLE.

Ruth Chatterton's excellent dramatic and emotional interpretation of
the faithful wife of an unfaithful
viscount and the strong and convincing reading of Paul Lukas as a
French artist with whom Ruth finds
comfort, place this feature on a class
plane. John Cromwell's direction is
neat, smooth and forceful. The
story is packed with suspense
and is laid in London where Ruth
Chatterton is visiting her married
brother, Donald Cook. Ruth, who is
rich, marries Paul Cavanaugh, the
titled catch of the season. Ruth soon
finds that Paul is unfaithful, the woman in the case being her own sister-in-law. Rather than risk ruining
her brother's life by exposing his
wife's infidelity, Ruth carries on, refusing to divulge to Paul Lukas,
who is in love with her, why she
will not divorce her unfaithful husband.

Here is a western which gets away
from the usual setup. It develops a
surprise when the film is half over
with the apparently respectable hero
turning out to be a notorious bandit.
Meanwhile he has fallen in love with
a girl who is apparently come of
good family, who turns out to be
working with a confederate to trim
the rich westerner. Then the showdown when each discovers the real
identity of the other. Buck Jones
has taken the girl to his desert
stronghold where he lives with his
band of brigands. The girl tries to
make a getaway and almost perishes
in the desert. Then real love comes
to them, and they determine to start
life over again. Meanwhile another
band of outlaws has attacked the
desert town, and a good brand of
western fighting is furnished with
all the thrills and excitement that
any western fan wants.

Joe Frisco and Harry Gribbon,
who form the team of comedy dicks,
Mulligan and Garrity, knock out
a fairly consistent stream of laughs
in the talker version of the Ralph
Spence mystery melodrama despite
the fact that both the spookiness and
the burlesque of the type presented
here have been doing service for
quite some time now. This may
account for Frisco and Gribbon not
being altogether as funny as some
folks may expect. However, taking
it strictly on its merits in present
form, the production is a satisfactory piece of entertainment. Lila
Lee makes an appealing heroine,
Walter Pidgeon does handsomely as
the hero, and the remainder of the
cast is entirely competent. Story is
of the familiar type, concerning mysterious murders and the efforts of
the dumb detectives to catch the
dangerous gorilla.

Cast: Ruth Chalterton, Paul Lukas, Paul
Cavanaugh, Juliette Compton, Donald Cook
Emily Fitzroy, Sid Saylor, Bruce Warren.
Director, John Cromwell ; Author, John
Van Druten ; Adaptor, Eve Unsell ; Dialoguer, John Van Druten ; Editor, not credited ;
Recording Engineer, M. M. Paggi ; Cameraman, Charles Lang.
Direction, excellent.
Photography,
fine.

Cast: Buck Tones, Barbara Bedford. Douglas Gilmore, Al Smith, Ed Brady, Bob Fleming, Buck Conner, Pewee Holmes, Slim Whitaker, Barney Bearsley, Joe Gerrard.
Director, Louis King; Author, Stuart Antliony; Adaptor, the same; Dialoguer, same;
t-ditor, Ray Snyder; Cameraman, T. D. McCord.
Direction, good.
Photography, okay.

UwCift:
alter Pidgeon
Purnell
J-? Frisc£'
Harry Pratt.
Gribbon,
Lila MaxLee,
Edwin
iiam Philbnck.
v' &°?u°?, Karns- Landers
Stevens, WilDirector/
Bryon
Foy ; Author,
Ralph,
spence; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer
B Har
man, Sid Hickox.
mfn"
GeorKe
CameraDirect£r/,ko£.;IEditorion, Fair.
Photog
raphy,Amy; Good.

Direction excellent.

Photography, fine.
g^r,^nAGT0urfh1llFOlSeV'
ReC°rding EnI

First National
Time, 1 hr., 3 mins.
«rThe Gorilla"
LAUGH-PACKED
MYSTERY
MELODRAMA
WITH
THE
COMEDY
STUFF
GETTING
THE BIGGEST
PLAY.

Leo

*

Carrillo in

"Hell Bound"
Tiffany
Time, 1 hr., 21 mins.
STRONG UNDERWORLD
DRAMA SMARTLY DIRECTED
AND ACTED WITH LEO CARRILLO GIVING A SUPERB
PERFORMANCE
THAT
SHOULD
MAKE
HIM.
First and foremost, this feature is
going to create a flurry because of
the excellent characterization of a
gangster chief given by Leo Carrillo. His technique is suave, polished, and carries a tremendous
punch. You watch him in a sort
of fascination every time he appears
wondering what he is going to do
next, and -how he is going to do it.
He creates an element of suspense
m his own actions, beside the natural suspense which the plot builds
from the beginning. Walter Lang
has done a handsome directorial job,
and the entire cast is above par!
Lola Lane gets over strong as the
girl mistaken for a gangster whom
Larnllo falls for, as does Lloyd
Hughes, playing the part of a doctor. The gangster atmosphere has
been handled with a different slant,
and the feature takes its place easily
among the best underworld pictures.
Hughes Ralph Ince Helene Chadwick, RichHCtSt:
T»Lf°L
Carrill
Lo'a Lane, Lloyd
"d Tucker
, Gertru
de o,Astor,
Harry Strang,
Hill
U Brien.
r^",1 ha™
Lawrence, Marty Faust, Jack Grey
Dean Sullivan, Adele Comandini ; Adaptor.
Julian
Josephson;
r.^ireCc°u'WaIteAr Dialogues,
Lang; Authors,
EdwardEdward
Dean
Sulhvan, Adele
Comandini; Editor, not cred
ited; Cameraman, not credited
Direction, expert.
Photogrraphy,
fine

"Ten
tsam InFarnu
a Bar
with Nigh
Willi
m, roo
Tomm"

Santschi
Roadshow Productions
Time, 1 hr., 19 mins.
MADE INTO POP MELLER
THAT
WILL GET
THE CLASSIC
CROWD
1wr?2£ULAR
STAGE
WITH TEARS AND HEART
THROBS AND A SWELL FIGHT

This is a screen version of the old
stage classic made for the popular
crowd. It drips with sentiment,
pathos and heart throbs. It has been
very well staged to produce the old
time atmosphere before prohibition,
and
s ully
in the
countthe
ry
town the
are scene
faithf
produl«'ttle
ced and
characterizations well handled. William Farnum does a really fine characterization of the mill owner who
goes to the dogs through drink, loses
his mill and then when his little girl
is injured by the saloon owner stages
a knock-down-drag-out fight that is
a darb. Farnum handles the pathetic scenes with his child beautifully.
It hashoodevery
crowds.thing for the neighbor-

ISfScS. FARNUM

AND

Cast: William Farnum, Thomas Santschi,
Fatty Lou Lynd, Robert Frazer, Phyllis Barnngton, Rosemary Thelby, John Darrow,
Lionel Belmore, Thomas Jefferson, Frank
Leigh, Kathryn Clare Ward, Sheila Manners,
Fern Emmett, Harry Todd, John Uppman
Daisy Belmore.
Director, William O'Connor; Author, not
listed; Adaptation, Norton S. Parker; Editor,
not listed; Dialoguer, Norton S. ParkerCamera
man, Verne L. Walker; Recording,

Directio
showman
Photogr
aphy,
Engineer, n,Ernest
W.ship.
Rnv
ere
.

fair.
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Tom

Tyler in

nne"

"West of Cheye
Time, 56 mine.
Syndicate
FAIR WESTERN WITH THE
USUAL ACTION STUFF AND
PLAY AND TOM TYLER'S
GUN
POPULARITY AS THE MAIN
APPEAL.
This one follows the usual western
formula done in the machine manner
and pretty mechanical throughout.
It keeps Tom Tyler in action most
of the time, and that is its best recommendation. Otherwise it is just
another western for the small stands.
Tyler is out to get a bandit for a
murder for which his father has been
convicted. It is necessary for him
to join up with the bandit gang in
their hideaway town in the desert,
which he does. There he meets the
girl, held captive for no reason That
is explained. So when he kidnaps
the gang leader, he takes the girl
along, then the running fight and
the sheriff's posse compursuit,
ing to with
the rescue. The story is
very ragged and unconvincing, moving along in the routine manner so
that you can figure out just about
what is going to happen next. Tom
Tyler works hard, and deserves better material than this, for he is a
personable and likeable chap who
can be built up with proper material.
Cast: Tom Tyler, Josephine Hill, Harry
Woods, Robert Walker, Ben Corbett, Fern
Emmett.
Director, Harry Webb ; Author, Oliver
Drake, Bennett Cohen; Dialoguer, same;
Adaptor, same ; Editor, Carl Himm ; Cameraman. William Nobles; Recording Engineer,
Ralph M. Like.
Direction, weak.
Photography,
fair.

"Pagliacci"
Time, 1 hr.,

Audio Cinema

20 mins.

CREDITABLE FIRST ATTEMPT TO PRODUCE A FULL
STANDARD OPERA
AS A
SOUND PICTURE. SHOULD
ATTRACT
ON ITS NOVELTY.
Considering that this is the first
effort of its kind, the difficult task
of transferring the unwieldy opera
form to the screen has been handled
in a very commendable manner.
With no other pattern to follow, the
director has chosen the conventional
group of settings which restricts the
action. This defect, however, is more
than made up for by the fine voices
of the principals which are very well
recorded. Most of the characters are
well chosen, Alba Novella, especially,
making a youthful and charming
Nedda. Music lovers, especially in
localities where opera is unobtainable, should go for this big. Also
good for houses with a foreign clientele. The cultural aspect of the film
should also command all kinds of
civic support to help put it over.
Cast: Alba Novella, Fernando Bertini,
Mario Valle, Giuseppe Interranti, Francesco
Curci.
Directed by Joe W. Coffman ; Operatic
Supervision, Fortune Gallo; Musical Conductor, Carlo Peroni : Photography by Al Wilson ; Ballet under the direction of Leon
Leonidoff; Edited by Joe W\. Coffman.
Direction, okay.
Photography, spotty.

"The Dog Doctor"

Educational Time, 18 mins.
For the Kids
A Mack Sennett comedy featuring Andy Clyde as the dog doctor
who loves his pets. His wife induces him to sell the dog hospital
and go into society, but Andy is lost
without his pets and very unhappy.
Then on the occasion of the coming-out party for the daughter, Andy
wanders home followed by a lot of
stray mutts. Andy with his splendid
trouping makes this a real comedy
number. There is a lot of good
business between Andy and the dogs
that the kids will go for. A strong
children's number.
Pathe

"In the Rough"

Time, 10 mins.
Fine Golf Number
The third in the Johnny Farrell
Golf series, with the popular pro
at St. Augustine Country Club going over the course with his caddy,
and showing how and how not to
play some very difficult shots. Farrell keeps up a running fire of explanatory conversation to his caddy,
telling him the fine points of the
game. This should prove enormously interesting to all golf fans, for
it tells them a lot of stuff they'll be
glad to know. Incidentally Farrell
makes some marvelous shots which

Edgar Bergen

ii>

"Donkey
Business"
with
Christina
Graver
Vitaphone 1177
Time, 9 mins.
Good Ventriloquist Number
Notwithstanding the handicaps
in the way of getting over the ventriloquial accomplishments, this oneact skit is a good piece of entertainment for the general class of
audiences, lidgar Bergen, the voicethrower, and his dummy are on a
donkey trip in the western mountains, the dummy declaring he wants
to bump off some Indians. They
meet a young lady artist, Christina
Graver, who is out to do some picture-making in the Indian country.
When they come face to face with
a husky redskin, the dummy gets
scared and changes his mind. For
a final kick, the big Indian does a
rected.
dance walkout. Arthur Hurlev di-

"Ex-Plumber"

"Radio Racket"

Pathe
Time,
Cartoon Kidding

7 mins.

An Aesop Fable with the jungle
animals listening in on a radio concert. The temperamental hippo goes
prima donna with some disastrous
results to the radio set when the
audience objects to the programme.
Good kidding on the radio singers.
The cartoon work is peppy and the
sound effects add to the comedy
values.

"The Bride's Mistake"

Educational
Time, 18 mins.
Nice Comedy
Marjorie Beebe is the featured
comedienne in a Mack Sennett comedy that is snappy and done with
some clever gagging throughout.
Marjorie is late for her marriage
due to a permanent wave, and after
the ceremony she is scared stiff by
certain remarks of a solemn gent,
one of the guests, who hints that
her hubby is marrying her in order
to get rid of her for her money.
The part of the guest is played by
Vernon Dent, who proves to be an
escaped nut from the asylum. He
takes Marge for a dizzy ride, and the
results are very hilarious and good
for laughs anywhere.
Tre-Ki in

Educational
Time, 21 mins.
Laugh Number
Lloyd Hamilton comedy that
keeps the fun bubbling merrily.
Lloyd as a plumber is induced to
pose as the husband of the lady
where he is doing a plumbing job
when she learns that a former jealous Russian suitor is about to call
and she wants protection. Hamilton
is a scream in his tuxedo as he tries
are
"Hollywood,''
but on golf
the
level.notHandling
of the different
to follow the lady's hints and act
"Pour Reposer Ma Flute"
clubs in the proper manner is cov- the part of her hubby. Then the
("To Rest My Flute")
ered in a most entertaining manner. real husband appears, and the fun Paramount
Time, 6 mins.
grows hot and heavy. This number
Good Comic Novelty
has a lot of class and is snappily
Henry Santry and His
directed and acted.
Tre-Ki, popu'ar French performer,
Soldiers of Fortune
is presented in a novelty along comic
Vitaphone 1128
Time, 8 mins.
lines having to do with a flute which
Pathe
Good Novelty
"Stage Struck"
he doesn't play, except for a couple
Time, 21 mins. of notes at the end — something akin
Several snappy orchestra selecPip
Burlesque
tions, some limber dancing by a
to Joe Cook giving a demonstration
Here is a swell comedy with Walcomely maid, and a little singing by
ter
Catlett
furnishing
most
of
the
of
why heMade
can't atimitate
four Hawaiians.
the Paramount
Henry Santry combine to make this
a nicely balanced musical number. fun as the barber with stage aspira- studios in Joinville, France, the skit
tions. He backs an amateur per- is French in flavor and its appeal
The music is all in a popular vein,
formance of an old-fashioned melo- therefore is largely to the French
with some novelty touches injected
drama, and takes the part of the clientele
or those who can appreciate
here and there, while one of the
dances is of the eccentric order. A hero. The burlesquing is cleverly the French humor contained in Trefor the laughs, and it has
good flash of its kind. Directed by ahandled
wow finish. Henie Conklin has a Ki's alibis for not playing his flute.
Roy Mack.
good bit as the stage hand off stage"Mountains of Copper"
handling the effects for the meller,
Pathe Audio Review No. 7 and helps to pile up the laugh quota. General Electric Time, 9 mins.
Classy Industrial
A display of California poinsettias,
but not in color, so the sequence
Here is a very interesting indusloses a lot of its attractiveness. This "Graduation Day in Bugland"
trial by General Electric and preTime, 9 mins.
senting the workings of the copper
is followed with the Rollickers Male Warner Bros.
Amusing Cartoon Commercial
industry
through a trip to the minQuartette singing "Sunrise and
Animated cartoon produced for
ing camp in Utah. Opens with n
You," with a harpist accompani- the
manufacturers of Listerine. physician seated in his office reading
ment. The final sequence shows
Shows
a little girl having a dream a magazine article about copper
some splendid atmospheric photogabout
the
hordes of germs that fill mining. Then the scene shifts to
raphy, done by Nicholas Cavaliere,
who is a real artist with the lens. the air and get into the mouth. When the scenes at the mine and you get
He takes you through a Pittsburgh she wakes up, scared and crying, the comments of the man reading
steel plant in full blast, and works mother brings her the Listerine, the article which you see visualized.
out with his camera some gorgeous which the girl gargles and thereby The photographic work is well handled and the advertising angle is unand terrifying pictures of the white kills the germs. The short is enobtrusive, merely showing the use of
tertaining all the way and, at the
hot metal as the liquid fire is transformed into steel. The Audio Re- showing caught, the audience seemed G. E. electrical equipment in operation at the mine. A class subject
view Orchestra renders a really fine to get a surprise kick at the end
selection of harmonies to lend musi- when it discovered that the comedy for the best houses, with lots of pop
interest for any type of house.
cal color to these various offerings. was a Listerine ad.
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Foreign Markets
By GEORGE

REDDY

First India Sound Studio
British Lion to Release
Block of U. S. Westerns
Opened by Madan Co.
London — British Lion Film Corp.,
in accordance with its new policy of
distributing films of other companies
in addition to its own product, has
contracted with Syndicate Pictures
of America for release of a block of
Westerns.
this company's
of included
eight
Pictures
in the deal are:
"Under Texas Skies," "Westward
Bound," "West of Cheyenne," "Beyond the Law," "Riders of the
North," "The Lonesome Trail," "The
Phantom of the Desert" and "The
Code of Honor." British Lion now
has sales headquarters at all important key points in the British Isles,
with S. A. Myers at the head of this
activity.

Local Option Measure
Being Drafted in Britain
London — As the result of a meeting between a deputation of important British film men and the Home
Secretary in the interest of Sunday
shows, a new bill is now being
drafted by the Home Office designed
to give the London County Council
and other local authorities the power
to pass on Sunday opening. This
bill, should it become a law, would
render obsolete the Sunday Observance Act of 1781, and introduce local option throughout England
Wales and Scotland.
"U" French Executive Resigns
Paris — Henri-Robert
Monnier,
director-general inFrance for Universal, is reported to have severed his
connection witn the company.
Standard Leases Welsh House
Cardiff, Wales — Mortimer Dent,
managing director of Standard Cinema Properties has acquired lease of
the New here. The New, a repertory
house situated in the heart of the
city, will be wired and opened with
talkers next August.
Pathe-Natan Signs U. S. Dancer
Paris — Florence Walton, American
dancer, who has been appearing in
Pans and on the continent, has been
signed by Pathe-Natan for a leading
part in the French talker, "The
Blacking King," to be directed at
Joinville by Pierre Colombier.

No French

Tax Cut

Paris — There will be no reduction in the French entertainment tax at 10 per cent, as
the result of a decision handed
down by a Governmental
commission which has been
investigating the situation. Exhibitors however, will continue
to agitate for a cut, and it is
likely that the Syndicat des
Directeurs will put forward
new proposals.

89% OF l). S. TAKEN UP Presentations
ON INDIE FRANCHISE PLAN
{Continued from Page

1)

\By

JACK

HARROWERi^^

following a meeting of directors Good Novelty Numbers
Friday. Wires from the few remaining territories indicate an early closPep Up Capitol Show
Calcutta — The first studio in India
ing of the entire franchise program,
The Capitol stage show, titled
for the production of sound pictures Johnston
said.
"Novelties," carries a pleasing diverhas been opened at Tollygunge,
Friday's session of the three-day
sity of numbers. Opens with a dim
suburb of this city, by Madan The- convention at the Ambassador Hotel
aters, leading circuit operators. The was devoted to election of directors, stage setting with the Chester Hale
new studio is built on a site compris- consisting of Johnston, Harry H. Girls dressed as cats and mice going
ing seven acres of land and the build- Thomas, Albert Fiedler, A. C. Brom- through
a pantomime routine, finishing itself is 100 ft. long and 30 ft.
ing with the clock and table joining
wide. Recording equipment used is berg, Nat Steinberg, Trem Carr,
V. Ritchey, Irving Mandel,
RCA Photophone, mounted on two James
Herman Rifkin, C. A. Schultz and in the dance. A well staged novelty.
Then an acrobatic stepper before the
five-tone trucks, one of which carries George Montgom
ery. Advertising
the power unit and the other the nationali
curtain
for an interlude, followed by
also
quotas
sales
and
zation
actual apparatus. It was decided to
a
setting
showing a part of an old
the 20 leading inmake the equipment portable in or- were diediscussed"
exchangemenby present.
Grecian architecture with girls in
der that it might also be used for
Other officera of the organization
newsreel work.
are Trem Carr. vice-president in white posed as marble figures. A toe
charge of production; Harry H. dancer does some Grecian steps and
Thomas, vice-president for ex- finishes with some fast twirls. An
Decrease of 55 Films
changes; James V. Ritchey, vice- adagio four present some acrobatic
for foreign; Albert Fied- poses in slow motion
In 1930 Czech Imports president
to carry out
ler, film lab. owner, treasurer, and J.
the
statue
atmosphere.
Then the
P.
Friedhoff,
assistant
treasurer.
Prague — Imports of American feaChester Hale Girls are on for a snappy
ture films in 1930 by Czechoslovakia
Among those attending the contotalled 279 pictures, against 334 in
vention are Herman Rifkin of Bos- routine. A Mutt and Jeff team fea1929, a decrease of 55. In All, 521
ture slow and fast steps, and then
ton,
Otto
Lederer of New York, Osfeatures were imported during the
car Newfield of Philadelphia, Sam go into a comedy bit with the tall
year. Germany ranked second with Flax of Washington, Arthur C. fellow dressed as a baby, and ex172, France 25, Russia 18, England
ecute some funny falls and dancing.
Bromberg of Atlanta, James Alex11, Austria 8, Italy 3, and various
The finale is a beautiful piece of
ander
of
Pittsburgh,
Barney
Rosenother countries in smaller numbers.
thal and Nat Steinberg of St. Louis, atmospheric staging, showing an enOnly 24 pictures were produced in J. Berkowitz of Buffalo and Detroit,
ormous music box which opens and
this country, against 36 in 1929 and C. A. Schultz of Kansas City, Joe girls in vari-colored ballet costumes
15 in 1928.
S. Silverman of Dallas and J. T. step out and do their figure routine.
Sheffield operating exchanges in Den- Barto and Mann did the comedy
ver, Portland and Salt Lake City. dancing, the other featured acts beVan Beuren May Become
ing The Kemmys with Eva Ivey,
Montgomery of Los AngChief RKO Shorts Unit Georgeeles andT. Earl
Cohen of San Fran- adagio four; Vivian Faye, Tanglefoot and the Chester Hale Girls.
cisco wired their membership to the
{Continued from Page 1)
added five new executives to the new organization. The contemplated
Van Beuren staff.
program is 28 dramas for the new
Harry A. Scott has been engaged season. Studios have been purchased Nicely Balanced Show
Presented at Paramount
as general sales manager, a post sim- on Sunset Boulevard in Hollywood
ilar to the one he held with Psthe and three sound proof stages are
A nicely-balanced stage show is
for four years. Scott replaces Jesse nearing completion. Western Elecholding forth on the Paramount
tric, recording will be used.
J. Goldburg, who has been made
this week with Borrah Minesupervisor of production and leaves
Following the first session, the ex- stage
changemen were guests of Johnston vitch and His Harmonica Rascals
Sunday for the coast. Two short
headlining. "Porcelain and Jade" is
subject directors have also been and Carr. at a dinner party.
its title and its atmosphere is pseudoadded. They are Clyde Elliott, who
made the Knute Ro< kne series for 161 Circuit Houses Book
Chinese. Opening this Frank Cambria production a couple duet against
Pathe, and Nat Ross, recently conUniversale New Serial a Chinese
garden with the stage band
{Continued from Page 1)
nected withmake
the "Collegiate
cached in the background. The AnElliott will
a series ofSeries."
shorts
Ochs, Leo Brecher, and Foxabroad and Ross is now preparing Lee
Metropolitan circuits. This is said atole Bourman Dancers do a number in costume appropriate to the
material for shorts especially adapted to be one of the biggest circuit bookChinese atmosphere and they are
to commercial subjects.
territory.
ings for a serial in the New York
followed by Maureen and Sonny,
It is understood that Van Beuren
fast-motion acrobatic dance team.
will produce heavily for the sponsored short field. In that connection, National Screen Service
Doug Stanbury, radio favorite, ofW. V. Currie has been engaged as Shows Increased Earnings
fers a pair of numbers, his "I'm
Marching Home to You" especially
contact^ man for prospective screen
{Continued ' •--• Page 1)
advertsiers.
clicking.
Valentine Vox and Emily
Federal taxes, equivalent to $5.46 a
In order to make room on the share on 94,400 no par shares of cap- Walters, big time vaude ventriloquists, do a familiar routine which
ital stock, excluding 15,600 shares
RKO-Pathe sales schedule for additional Van Beuren releases, the held in the treasurv. This compares gets over okay. The Minevitch part
number of Pathe Audio Reviews on with $475,625, or $4.32 a share, on of the program is excellent and
scores heavily.
the 1931-32 schedule h?s been cut 110,000 shares in 1929.
from 52 to 13. Production of both
regular and sponsored shorts will be Anti-Daylight Saving Bill
carried on by Van Beuren both in
$100,000 Gift for Theater
Passes
Ind. Legislature Winter
the east at the Ideal Studios. N. T„
{Continued from Page 1)
Park, Fla.— A gift of $100,and probably at the Tec Art Studios this section. This is one of a series
000 for a new theater at Rollins Colon the coast.
of similar bills which exhibitors in
lege in honor of her lifelong friend,
A half interest in the Van Beuren the central and middle west states Annie
Russell, has been given by
Corp. is owned by RKO.
' Mrs. Edward
Bok.
expect to see put through.
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75# of Chicago Theaters Playing Double Features

500 BYlEPT. IS HUttreS-FRANKUrTGOAL
Comedies
System in New Season's
Pathe AdoptingMarcusStar
New
Circuit
Increasing
Sets New Policy
Tab Thriller
The Mirror

— a column of comment

For Shorts — Benny
Rubin Signed

All RKO Pathe comedies for the
new selling season will be headed by
well-known stars under a new policy
announced by Lee Marcus. Benny
Rubin is the first to be signed in this
connection. He will appear in a series of six two-reelers. Other stars
are to be signed within the next two
weeks.

Columbia came out with a
snappy tabloid newspaper on
Saturday to ballyhoo "The Last
Parade" at the Mayfair. Done
with all the reckless sex abandon of the managing editor of

NED E. DEPINET today walks into
the RKO-Pathe headquarters in the
capacity of vice-president and general
the"The
"Graphic."
Last Parade" broke the
sales manager . . . The glad hand of
welcome will be outstretched to him at
Mayfair's record for an open35 West 45th St., and the felicitations
ing day on Friday, taking in
of the entire industry will converge
$6,280, which is about $700
upon the same spot to wish him suceither "Millie" or
more than
"Amos
'n' Andy."
cess in his new post, and to congratulate his new employers on their
acquisition. We know of few executives in this little old business who are
more capable in their line or better
liked than this same Mr. Depinet. In an
organization with the outlook, resources
Jefferson City, Mo. — A bill placand
enthusiasm
RKO's
we look
for himof to
make proportions,
a sizeable
ing a 10 per cent admission tax on
mark.
amusements, also taxing films at the
•
rate of $3 for the first 1,000 feet
Atlanta — Afore than 25 indepenand $1 for each additional 1,000 feet,
dent theaters in this zone are alDAYLIGHT SAVING will soon be has been introduced in the legislaCo-operaed in thewhich
ready represent
tive *Theater
Service,
has
here again to annoy the already much'
ture by Senator Ralph McKittrick
(Continued
on Page 8)
irritated exhibitor and cut into his box of Salisbury. The proceeds are intended for the state school fund.
office . . . Out in Indiana the interested parties on the theater side have
been busy with goods results, obtaining passage of an anti-daylight saving Operators' Unions Oppose
bill in the state legislature. ThroughOne Day's Rest in Seven
out the agricultural regions there is
Albany — The legislative committee
strong feeling against monkeying with of the State District Conference of
Several changes involving the sale
the time of day. Farmers argue that M. P. Machine Operators Unions, at of motion picture rights to stage
it adversely affects their routine, in a meeting here, decided to oppose the
and a clause about forwhich nature must be allowed to pur- Hickey-Sargent bill which would vir- productions
eign (Continued
rights, contingent
on Page on 8) the pas(Continued
on Page 8)
sue its course. Plenty of industrial
concerns also are opposed to having
their schedules upset by shiftings in
time. With these as a nucleus, exhibitors have plenty of ammunition and
support to aid them in combating the
summer evil.
•
Chicago — Approximately 75 per
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS in the None of N. J. Bills
theaters in the local terEast have consolidated their forces
Reported Up to Now cent of ritorytheare now
playing double feawith a view of getting the recognition
Trenton — None of the four film intures, with some of the houses even
that is due them . . . One of the obdustry bills introduced in the legislajects of the organization will be to
ture have so far been reported from offering three features at a time, and
improve the standards and efficiency committ
ee. In the Assembly there the situation is causing some acute
of their craft to render better service
aie three measures pending. One worry among both exhibitors and
to the producers. So long as they dem- would prohibit sale of tickets for distributors. While some houses have
onstrate this improvement, the recogprovides
nition they seek should be gladly standing room and another the third been able to increase their business
(Continued on Page 8)
Sunday. onProvided
an open (Continued
forthcoming.
Page 8)

TICKET, FOOTAGE TAXES
SUBMITTED IN MISSOURI 25 ATLANTA AREA INDIES
OPEN CO-OPERATIVE UNIT

Its Acquisition
Activities

Kansas City — That Hughes-Franklin Theaters will be operating not
less than 500 by next September is
the statement made by Max M.
Kravetz, personal representative of
Harold B. Franklin, while inspecting
properties here. Franklin himself
said he would be back here shortly,
at which time he would have some
"important
news" to announce.
Several sites in this section are already under consideration. Construction "by H-F of a house in Topeka
and another seating 2,500 in Wichita
have been reported. In Texas,
where H-F representatives also are
actively inspecting sites, the latest
development is the announcement of
a big nouse for Del Rio. Robb &
Rowley, whose circuit was recently
acquired by H-F, will be the nucleus
of further expansion in the Southwest.

Dramatists' New Basic Terms
Affect Motion Picture Rights
SEEK TO CIVE CENSORS
RIGHT TO CUT DIALOGUE
ue
Contin
Double Features
Topeka — Reversal of the attorney
general's ruling in order that the
state censor board may have the
Sore Spot in Chicago Field right
to delete dialogue from pictures is asked in a resolution submitted by the Federation of Busian Page 8) Women's
ness (Continued
and Professional

Sunday Show Bill Loses
Last Chance in Kansas
Topeka — Last chance to put a law
through this session of the legislashows in KanSunday
sasture tohaspermit
been lost
as a result of the
(Continued

on

Page

8)
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High
Low
Close
Chg.
Con. Fro. Ind
13 A
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Con. Fra. Ind. pfd. 17^
17'A
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East. Kodak
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25
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Pathe
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RKO
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Warner
Bros
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MARKET
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Loew,
Inc., war..
1^
1 J4
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Vi
Loew's do deb. rts. 19
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18
— VA
Technicolor
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HJ4 —
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Trans-Lux
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844
854 +
A
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Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 69 A
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A
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86J4
86% —
A
Pathe 7s37
70
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+
A
Warner's 6s39
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Epstein Managing Winter Garden
Ze)b Epstein, for the past year
manager of the New York Strand,
has been transferred by Warners to
the management of the Winter Garden, starting today.
MJMMyMJMyMyMHMjMS ♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.••.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦I

PICTURE
DISTRIBUTOR
"Zwei Herzen im
*A Takt"
Moviegraphs
"The Devil to Pay". United Artists
"Reaching
for
the Moon"
United Artists
"Cimarron"
RKO
"Trader Horn". .... .M-G-M
"City Lights"
United
Artists
"Sit Tight"
Warner Bros
"Rango"
Paramount
"Comrades of 1918". . Forenfilm
"La Nuit Est A
Nous"
"Pagliacci"
Audio Cinema
"Ten Nights in a
Bar-room"
L. E. Goetz
* Moved

from

55th St.
Rialto*

I J. E. Brulatour, Inc. |
1a
a
g

JEM

THEdate
INDUSTRY'S
eocr

OPENING

Cinema

DATE

Sept. 12
Dec. 18

Criterion
Globe
Astor
Geo. M. Cohan..
Winter
Garden..
Rivoli
...Cameo

Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar. 3-4 : Hotel
Northwest
AlliedMinneapolis.
Ass'n meeting,
Nicollet,
Mar. 7 : Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
Mar. 10-11: M.P.T.O.A. Board of Director!
meets in New
York.

29
26
3
6
17
18
19

Mar. 14: ftrst Annual Writers - Wampai
Roast, Biltmore Hotel, Hollywood.
Mar. 31: Annual Ball of the Warner Club,
New
York.
Mar. 28: First annual benefit dinner, entertainment and dance at the Hotel
Astor by greater New York exhibitors and distributors to aid permanent benefit fund.

Little Carnegie Playhouse. Feb. 19
Central Park
Feb. 20
Central

...... Feb.

27

Gaiety.

Full Attendance Expected Lusty Heads Publicity
For 5 Warner Theaters
At M.P.T.O.A. Spring Meet
A 100 per cent attendance is indicated for the spring meeting of the
M.P.T.O.A. board of directors scheduled for New York March 10 and
11, said M. A. Lightman, president,
communicating to The Film DaiLy
Saturday. He will arrive in New
York several days prior to the meeting in order to confer with M. J.
O'Toole and other exhib leaders concerning the work to be considered.

Lou Lusty, formerly handling publicity for the Rialto, is now in
charge of all publicity, advertising
and exploitation for the Warner
New Yorkquarters theaters.
Lusty's
Strand.
will be at the
New headYork

18 State Legislatures
Adjourning by March 25

Kinemas, Ltd., Vindicated
In Sjambok Libel Action

Adverse legislation perils will end
In 18 state legislatures during the period between March 20 and March 25
Johannesburg — Libel action by when they will adjourn sine die. The
Kinemas, Ltd., against Sjambok has legislatures are: Arizona, Arkansas,
been settled out of court in consid- Delaware, Alabama, Idaho, Indiana,
eration of an apology being published Kansas, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada,
in 25 English and American news- New Mexico, North Carolina, North
papers, and street posters of Sjambok Dakota, Rhode Island, South Dakota,
reading "We apologize to Kinemas, Utah, Washington and West VirLtd., and directors, and we apologize
to Mr. Sydney Hayden," together
with payment of $22,500 damages Joe Shea as Fox Eastern Story Ed.
and all costs. Directors of Kinemas ginia.
Joe Shea of the Fox scenario dedecided to agree to the out-of-court
partment on the Coast, will succeed
settlement in view of the complete
Florence Strauss as eastern story
vindication.
editor. He is due in New York about
March
9.
Para. Signs Bella Spewack
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

Hollywood — Bella Spewack, former New York press agent, has been
signed to a writing contract by Paramount, where her husband, Sam
Spewack, also is employed. They are
collaborating on the dialogue for
"Roped
In," Richard Arlen vehicle.

COMING

April 4-11:Week,
Players'
and benefit
Patrons'
national
for Jubilee
N. V.
A. Club.
April 23-24:
State of
Convention
of Indiana
Indorsers
Photoplays,
Claypooll
Hotel, Indianapolis.
May 25-28: Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers,
Hotel Roosevelt,
Hollywood,
Cal

Canadian Indie Exhibs
Ask for an Even Break

Toronto — Testifying
at the re-i
sumption of the probe into the Cana-.
dian film industry being heard byl
Commissioner Peter White, K.C., in-l
dependent
exhibitors
declared
that
they were not given a fair show in}
the booking of pictures under exist-'
ing conditions.
Hugh
O'Donnell,
owner
the Perth
Ont.,'
said he of could
not getin Perth,
films before
the Capitol
in Smith hisFalls,
miles'
away.
He declared
house12 should
have an even break with Smith Falls.
Pathe Changes in Southwest
Dallas
Sachs,
assistant
ager
of —theSollocal
Pathe
branch, man-'
has
been transferred to Memphis as
branch manager, and A. M. Avery,
formerly of Dallas and lately Pathe
manager in Memphis, was shifted
back here to handle the local branch.
W. E. Callaway, district manager,
was here in connection with the
changes.
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New York
Long Island City $.5
ft 1540 Broadway
154 Crescent St. *,t
JOSEPH FRIEDMAN of Capital Film
ft BRYant 9-4712
STUlwell 4-7940
*.*
B
♦♦
11
♦.* A. G., distributors for Columbia, sails for
New York within a few days to confer
with Columbia
officials.
RUDOLPH FLOTOW of Al Rogell Productions is in New
York from the Coast.
JULES LEVY, RKO film booking head,
i?
♦•:
left Saturday for a short vacation in Bermuda after which he will go to Los Angeles for the annual conference of studio
executives.
EDDIE DOWLING will leave for Hollywood shortly after his current vaudeville enChicago
Hollywood
gagement at the RKO
Palace to make
Lane"
for Paramount.
||
1727
Indiana 2691
Ave,
6700 Santa
;"• "Honeymoon
CALumet
Blvd.Monica
JOHN CROMWELL, director, and his
HOLlywood4121
jj wife, KAY JOHNSON, actress, have returned to Hollywood from a vaeation to New
York.

I Eastman Filimsfi

Parade

Attractions)
THEATER

"Way

Down

East" for Cameo

D. W. Griffith's "Way Down East"
produced a decade ago with Lillian
Gish, Richard Barthelmess and Lowell
Sherman in the cast will be shown
at the Cameo, starting March 6. A
musical background has been synchronized to the film. Albert Griffith-Grey is sponsoring the picture
which is now at the Majestic, a legitimate house, in Boston.

Phone

Stillwell

7932

ioi

NEGATIVES DEVELOPED
and
Printi
or 16 mm.

Poiltive
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Made
itock

INTER-CONTINENTAL

Film
74 Sherman

Laboratories
St.
Long

Inc
Island City

talking

Another Kansas City Holdup
Kansas City — About $64 in receipts
was taken from the cashier of the
Prospect in the latest of a series of
recent holdups among local theaters.
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EXPLOITETTES

Timely Topics

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion

—€)—
Unifying Influence
Of the Theater
TF human life were a simple
thing — if men and women had
no ambitions, no problems, no
loves and fears, no daily struggle between duty and desire,
there would be no theater. For
the theater is not merely a
building or a play. It is a playhouse, players and audience; the
auditorium, screen and you.
In the larger sense you are a
real part in the play. For two
or three hours you cease to be
yourself; you are lifted into a
different world, you share
the emotions of the hero or
heroine — the joys and disappointments, the humor and the
tears of lives not your own.
Your spirit is fused with that
of the other hundreds of men
and women in the audience;
you become a little less of the
self-centered, unrelated individual and more a part of the great
heart and soul of the race. It
is this interpreting and unifying
power that gives the theater its
hold upon men and women of
imagination everywhere. It is
this which makes the theater an
international institution and influence.
— The Michigan Theater

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

:the
!■» MIMAllk

Of fUMDQM
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Warner Bros, take over Special
Pictures producing activities. Release
through Educational.
*
*
*
National Association protests sale
of imported negatives at Custom
House. Fears revival of pirate activity.
*
•
*
First National has two more Pola
Negri films.

•

•

•

THINGS

WE

Never

Thought

Worth

Mentioning

that Joe Weil is ballyhooing "Dracula" with
Till Now
packages containing a magic potion that is supposed to keep
timid people from having nightmares about the vampire in the
pix
and we found it to be ordinary oolong and drank it
and dreamed
about vampires,
skeletons and ghosts all night
that we're convinced it's just a gag to make you think
about "Dracula" even in your sleep
that in Palestine, if
an exhibitor does not pay his bills on the specified day, they can
throw him in the hoosegow
that a lotta guys wish a
lotta exhibs were in Palestine
that the president of a big
producing and distributing organizashe has accepted an important post with a Wall Street firm and will go there soon
that Warner Baxter, who now knocks the ladies for a loop, once
sold farm implements
that Robert Armstrong was once
a fireman, and Fredric March a bank clerk
that in 1904
two Frenchmen ran a Peugeot car 37 miles, using 13 pounds of
moth balls as fuel, the cost being a fraction of gasoline, but
the Great Economic Idea was abandoned because of the cloud of
noxious fumes from the exhaust
that Kay Hush appearing in Pathe shorts is the only screen femme who can consistently turn in a golf score around 83
but no wonder, with
Johnny Farrell and Bill Brown both coaching her
that
a lotta lazy guys should remember that diamonds are just chunks
of coal that stuck to their jobs
but whoinell wants to be
on the same job for centuries?
that Mark Luescher was
the first theater manager to scale a house at $2 top for a motion pix
it happened about 16 years ago when Mark put
"Cabiria" in at the Knickerbocker
that "Senator" Frank
of Cosmo Films sez he can make some profits on his Westerns
if he can find a substitute for hay to feed the horses
and
one of the exhibs who looked at the horses in the "Senator's"
latest pix sez he must have found a substitute for horses
that Mannie Goldstein has so rearranged personal locations at
Pathe's home ossif that ginks arriving in the morning have to
ask the elevator man what floor they're working on today
that when sciatica overtakes you, swallow three aspirin tablets
and have the wife iron your leg with a hot iron over a piece of
flannel
the wife isn't really necessary
any dame
will do
the idea is to get the feminine
touch
you're welcome
that in a film theater in Alexandria, Egypt,
the audience on a rainy evening views the pix through a forest
of umbrellas, as the house has a leaky roof
that the
Paramount Pep Club Year Book still holds the record of the
artiest example of printed matter in the biz, due to the splendid
work of Vince Trotta and his competent staff
that because manywivestalklikethismanyhusbandsarepracticallydummiesintheirownhomes
*
*
*
*
• • • "STRAIGHT TIPS" is the new bulletin being turned
out by Al Wilkie as the mouthpiece of production activities at
Paramount's
New
York stude
it is modelled
on Arch
Reeve's West Coast older brother, "Inside Straight Tips"
two bulletin services that really give authoritative and informative tips on new product that mean SOMETHING to worried
newspaper and trade editors
*
*
*
*
•

•

• JOSEPH A. HOPHENBURG, the New York manager for Max Glucksman's South American enterprises, can't
understand why exhibs make all this fuss about one or two
sub-titles inserted to explain the censors' cut-outs
in the
Argentine, sez Joe, they stick in 150 titles on every Hollerword
pix so the natives can understand what the actors are saying in
the English dialogue.
Pathe basketballers trimmed Warners, making 11 straight

«

«

«

»

»

»

€)

Tab Newspaper
for Crime Film

(~)Fstunts
the series
exploitation
whichof sent
"The
Doorway To Hell" on its way
at McVicker's, Chicago, none
provoked more interest than did
a tabloid newspaper called The
Movie Mirror which appeared
on the streets the evening prior
to opening. The Mirror had all
the earmarks of the work of
trained newspapermen. Splashed
across its first page in solid
Gothic type were the lines: "Seek
Baby-Face Killer For Murder
Of Gunmen. Gangs Hunt
'Louie Ricarno.' " The balance
of the page was given over to
illustrations skillfully described.
The interior pages were illustrated with pictures of Lew
Ayres as the Czar of the underworld and the stories dealt with
the beer running racket as it is
known in the Windy City.
— McVickers,
Chicago
*
*
*

Special Window Display
for "Passion Flower"
g. A.
manager of
theGRIFFITHS,
Orpheum, Springfield,
111., arranged attractive camfor "The
Passion Flower."paignGriffiths
arranged
with the
John Bessemer Department
store, for a window display
whereby they used two cutouts in
the form of large roses, superimposed with special fashion
stills of Kay Johnson and Kay
Francis, along with a display of
gowns and sport coats made in
the newis ashade
of shade
"bittersweet"
which
special
of red.
They also used small window
— Orp
heum,and
cards with the theater
name
playdate.

Springfield, III.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inwho are celebrating their
birthdays dustry,
:

March 2
Paul

Moscher

Nat Manheim
Jack
White
Samuel N. Roper

It's GREAT!

i
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Theater Changes
ALABAMA
Changes in Ownership

Evergreen — Arcade, sold to G. E. Fuller by
Henry Lazenby ; Opelika — Rainbow, sold
to Harry Wade by Martin & Ponder; Pell
City— Lyric, sold to J. G. Lee by R. P.
Higginbotham.

Closings

Collinsville — Cricket.

ARIZONA
Changes in Ownership

Douglas — Royal, sold to E. Azcona by Azona
& Campodonico ; Snowflake — Social, sold to
J. W. Fulton by Jesse Smith.

Closings

Douglas — Lyric ; Morenci — Morenci.

ARKANSAS
Changes in Ownership

Osceola — Gem, sold to Emma Cox by C. E.
Colter;
Sheridan — Royal, sold to L. A.
Phillips by B. M.
Shepherd;
Wynne —
Dixie, sold to L. P. Haven by F. H. Jones.

Closings

Bald

Knob— Gem; Kensett — Fairyland; Walnut Ridge — Swan ; Weiner — Majestic.

Re-Opening

Des

Arc — Dixie ; Prescott — Gem.

CALIFORNIA
Changes in Ownership

Azusa — Azusa, sold to Wm. E. Knotty by E.
J. Haas; Cloverdale — Cloverdale, sold to
A. Santini by W. B. Cox; Gustine— Gustine, sold to Frank Martin by Jack Frates ;
Livermore — California, sold to Vincent
Porrazzo by J.v B. Lima; Long Beach —
Pike, sold to Isaac Victor by Ceo. Burke;
Redondo, sold to E. Allen Smith' by Lippert & Hill ; Los Angeles — Art, sold to G.
D. & Art Ringer by Gore Bros. ; Astor,
sold to F. R. Thompson by G. Figueroa ;
Rainbbow, sold to W. R^ McCormick by
A. Carl Smith ; Ramona. sold to Schaak
& Goldberg by E. Iruillo ; Maywood —
Egyption, sold to F. K. Plessner by D.
Rector ; Oakland — Arabian, sold to W. R.
McKenna, F. W. Carbine by M. L. Markowitz ; Sacramento — Alhambra, sold to
United Artists Corp. by Alhambra Thea.
Co. ; San Francisco — Bayshore, sold to
Geo. Lindley by McDermott, Quinn & Reilly; Southgate — Garden, sold to A. E. Delmore by E. C. Heard ; Truckee — Donner,
sold to W. F. Ash by Wm. Englehart ;
Wasco— Wlasco, sold to J. L. & H. Seiter
by A. W. Thresher.

Closings

Downey — Meralta ; El Centro — Palace ; Ford
City — Ford City; Los Angeles — Alpine;
Union Square; Vine Street ; Mare Island
— -Post Exchange; Marysville 5— National;
Sacramento — Nippon ; Santa Ana — Mission ; Stockton — National ; Suisun — Arlington ;Woodland — National.

Re-Openings

Irvington-^-Leal ; Los Angeles — -Florence
Mills' Merryland ; Quincy — Quincy ; San
Francisco — Paramount ; Bayshore ; Suisun
— Arlington ; Truckee — Donner.

New

Theaters

Glendaile — Capitol, C. W. Young, owner;
Los Angeles — Los Angeles, Gumbiner
Thea. Ent., owner.

COLORADO
Openings

Colorado Springs — Little Theater ; Crawford
•— Crawford ; Denver — Annex ; Durango —
Gem ; Haswell — Haswell ; Marble — Princess ;Otis — Sun ; Silt — American ; Walsenburg — Rialto.

DELAWARE
Closings

Newcastle — Colonial.

WASHINGTON,
Closings

Liberty.

D, C,

FLORIDA
Changes in Ownership

Dunnellon — Lyric, sold to C. E. Beach by
W. B. Anderson; Inverness— A valon, sold
to C. E. Beach by Edw. M. Whaley ; Valeria, sold to C. E. Beach by P. G. Maddox : Mt. Dora — Princess, sold to H. C.
Wales by W. J. Corman ; West Tampa —
Cazin, sold to P. J. Albano by Leon Cazin.

Closings

New
Port
Pompano.

Richey — Meighan ;

Pompano—

GEORGIA
Changes in Ownership

Griffin— Rex, sold to A. H. McCarthy by D.
Wollen J Jasper — Jasper, sold to P. J.
Henn
by Guy McWhorter.
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of Trade

by Film Boards

Closings

—Community.
Paterson — Legion ; Sioux City — Park ; Vail i

Oakland City — Storm, sold to Willis by
Rich & Miller; Plymouth — Rialto, sold to
KANSAS
Plymouth Amuse. Co. by George Settos ;
IDAHO
Spencer — Tivoli, sold to> Myers Flater by
Changes
in Ownership
Spencer Thea. Co. ; Waterloo — Lyric, sold
Changes in Ownership
to C. L. and Mrs.
Lydia Smith.
Alma — Colonial, sold to M. W. Freeman by ■
Closings
Meridian — Star,
sold
to Martin
Teker
by
W. E. Thowe;
Galena — Delphus,
sold to
John W. Hedges.
Closings
Delphos Williams by I. P. Williams ; GarHillsoro — -Sunshine ; Kokomo — Grand ; Pierceden City — State, sold to Glen W. Dickinton — Liberty
; Waynetown — -Wayne ; AnLewiston — Rex ; McCall — Electric.
son by Garden Amuse.
Co. ; Little Rivef i
derson— Starland.
ILLINOIS
— 'Majestic, sold to G. W. Downing
by
Re-Openings
Baxter
& Blickenstaff ; Manhattan— VarChanges in Ownership
sity,
sold
to
Ressler,
Woody,
LaMond;
Anderson — Fawn ; Attica — Messner, Wabash ;
Belvidere — Apollo,, sold to Edward G. Zorn
Meade — Globe, sold to Ruby Griggs by A.
Auburn — Court ; Ft. Wayne — Maumee ;
Marion-Luna — Lite.
by Elmer Baker ; Clayton — Elk, sold to
C. Wooten ; Overland — Star, sold to C.
J. K. Wear by A. P. Kniss ; Dowell—
E. Barber
by E. W. Campbell;
Valley,
IOWA
Miner's, sold to Harry Rivers Co. by R. E.
Falls — Electric, sold to George T. Fulton
Atlkins ; Elkville — Lyric, sold to Harry
Changes in Ownership
Closings
by H. R. Troth.
Rivers Co. by R. E. Atkins : Lyons —
Lyons, sold to Harry Kanter by Henry Charter Oak — Royal, sold to J. C. McBride
by
L.
A.
Bramson;
Jefferson
—
Strand,
Arlington — Gem ; Chetopa — Lyric ; Douglas 1
Bambara ; Plainfield — Alamo, sold to
State, sold to Finkelstein Thea. by Wal— Dunagan ; Dresden — Hall ; Jennings —
Grebs by E. O. Baker.
Closings
ler & Michael ; Lake City — Star, sold to
Electric ; Olep — Electrics ; Parsons — Cosy ;
L. W. Sievert by E. W. Brooks; Merrill
Selden — Crystal;
Spearville —
DeLuxe; ;
Buckner — Cosy ; Coella — Star ; Duquoin—
— New Palace, sold to Lamb by L. C.
Uniontown
— Pastime ; Moran —
Peoples ;
Ozawkie — Community.
Gimble ; Rockwell City — Empress./ sold to
Grand ; Edgewood — Eagle : Freemanspur —
Re- Openings
Liberty ; Golconda — McCoy ; Granville —
Earl Neu by W. Peterson; Vail— Community, sold to F. Henkenius by J. P. Parsons — Orpheum.
Paramount ; Newton — -Star ; Paw Paw —
Ryan ; Whiting — Opera House, sold to H.
Opera
Rialto. House ; Warsaw — Vivo ; Yorkville —
KENTUCKY
Bennett by W. C. Whiting; Lake ParkRe-Openings
State, mondsold
to J. A. Bradley by Ham& Brady.
Changes
in Ownership
Closings
Camp Point — Opera House ; Dallas City —
Hartford— Star, sold to Cecil Taylor, ClifOpera House ; Hurst — Hurst ; Metropolis
Closings& Tate.
ford Row by Remney
— Pictureland ; Tuscola — Opera House ; Aurelia — American ; Bussey — Unique ; Cedar
Versailles — Rex.
Rapids — Granada ; Danbury — Opera House ;
New Theaters
Danville — Stouts Opera House; Evarts — Davenport — Parriser Garden : Dumont —
Palace ; Leitchfield — Ritz ; Louisville —
Star; Flat (Centerville-P.O.)— Crystal ;
Jerseyville — Reddish, Glen W. Dickinson,
Downs ; Lynch
Lynch.
Re-— Openings
owner.
Kimballton — Lyric ; LaPorte — Pastime ;
M
uscatine
—
Arcade.
INDIANA
Re-Openings
Calhoun — Byers ; Greenville — Mecca ; LouisChanges in Ownership
ville— Shelmar ; Stithon — Camp Knox.
Anthon — Jewel ; Breda — ■ Opera House ;
Edinburg — Temple, sold to Lee Moffett by
LOUISIANA
Charter Oak — Royal : Elliott — Community ;
R. C. Yater ; Newcastle — Royal, sold to
Lanesboro — Princess ; Merill — New Palace ;
J. W. Wrightsman
by Stine &? Wyckoff ;
Changes in Ownership
Jonesboro — Palace, sold to I .A. Funderburg
Closings
by Fuller.
Hartwell — Star ; Richland — Grand.

First Italian Talkers
12 N. Y. Houses Showing
Reach British Market Foreign Dialogue Talkers

Opening of the Princess, former
legitimate house on 38th St., with
German dialogue talkers, starting
next week, will bring the number
of foreign policy movies in downtown New York up to more than
a dozen. Another recent entry is
Proctor's Fifth Ave., former vaude.
and picture house, now showing the
Greek talker. "Such Is Life," made
by Hellenic Pictures. Others are
tht _55th St. Playhouse. Little Carnegie. Central Park. Belmont. PresiG. S. Completes
First for Fox
dent, Eighth St.. Fifth Ave. Playhouse, and Cameo. The San Jose
London — G. S. Enterprises, new
ndependent producing organization, at 110th St. also runs Spanish pictures, and Yiddish talkers are being
of which George Smith is head, has
shown
in the Bronx
and Brooklyn.
rompleted Its initial vehicle, "We
Dine at Seven,'' at the Twickenham
Australian
Censors
Re-Appointed
studios. This production will be reSydnev
—
The
Commonwealth
Cenleased by Fox, for whom Smith is
sorship Board which held office for
making a F.
scries
in association
w'th 1930 has been re-appointed for 1931
director
Attwood
Richardson.
Cast of the film in addition to the with the exception of one member.
The Board now consists of W.
;tar, Herbert Mundin. includes Dor- Creswell
O'Reilly. chief censor;
othy Bartlam, Leslie Perrins, Molly Colonel Henley
and Lena Lynch,
Tohnson. Maud Zimbla and Joy the latter succeeding
Mrs. Hansen,
Windsor. The second G. S. picture
The
Appeal
Board,
composed of
will soon be placed in work, with Prof. J.
Le Gay Brereton, J. V.
Herbert Mundin again featured.
Gould and Marv Gilmonr was also
continued
for 1931.
French Firm Reorganized
First National Releases Two
Paris — Victoria Films, which for
Two national releases are ansome time has specialized in the disnounced for March bv First National.
tribution of British product in
France, has been reorganzed and a thev being "Father's Son" and "The
new company formed under the
name of Victoria Cinema. A. Gra- Hot Heiress."
French Actress Spurns U. S. Offer
ham-Maingot continues as managing
Paris — An offer from a leadinc?
director. Other officers are F. Arkless, vice-presid'ent of the British American producer of a featured role
Chamber of Commerce in Marseilles, in a Hollvwood production, is reported to have been turned down by
and Colonel Raynal. In addition to
English films, the new company is Cecile Sorel, prominent French
now releasing French talkers.
----actress.

London — Butcher's Film Service
lias secured for distribution a series
of musical featurettes produced by
C'nes-Pittaluga of Rome. These are
'he first Italian-made sound productions to reach the British market.
The series, to be issued under the
title of "Romance and Rhythm," was
directed by Mario Almirante and
presents a variety of subjects, each
based upon a definite song or melody.

Bunkie — Bailey; Shreveport — Star; Waterproof— Castleman ; Zwolle — Sabine.

MAINE
Changes in Ownership

Saco — Mutual,
Bolen.

sold to Julius

Meyers

by

S.

MARYLAND
Changes in Ownership
Hyattsville — Arcade, sold to Sidney B. Lust
by Arcade Thea.Closings
Corp.
Emmittsburg — Gem ; Wiliiards — Williards.

MASSACHUSETTS
Changes in Ownership

Athol— Lyric, sold to P. Markell & D. Sherman by C. Morse ; Chicopee — Playhouse,
sold to Elmer T. Shaw by Publix ; Somerville — Orpheum, sold to P. Markell & D.
Sherman by C. Morse ; Springfield — Franklin, sold to P. Markell & D. Sherman by
C. Morse.

New

Theaters

Pittsfield — Union Square, Cooney Bros., owners.

MICHIGAN
Changes in Ownership

Detroit — Crescent, sold to O. H. Buntrock
by B. W. Maxwell; Davidson, sold to G.
G. Coplan by J. B. Duncan ; Dix, sold
to Wesley Abendorf by J. E. Rider ; West
End, sold to Ruth & Rose Boimel by Kimmel Bros. ; Otsego — Otsego, sold to E. N.
McFarland by Sears & Oatley ; Rockeford
— Star, sold to E. N. McFarland by Sears
& Oatley; St. Claire — St. Claire, sold to
Thomas Small by W. B. Cattanach ; Detroit— Times Square, sold to James N.
Robertson
by Alex
Schreiber.
Closings
Bangor — Fegent ; Coleman — Pastime ; Detroit— Burney; Flat Rock — Flat Rock;
Flushing — Ideal ; Merrill — Merrill ; Muskegon— Lakeside ; New Boston — New Boston ; RomulusRe-Openings
— Family.
Breitung — Capital ; Carson City — Dreamland ;
—Detroit
Garden.
— Davison ; Rosebud ; East Tawas — ■
Family ; Marlette — Liberty ; Millington —
Capitol ; North Branch — Strand ; Stanton

MINNESOTA
Changes in Ownership

Arlington — Community, sold to H. A. Owast
by
A. B.Schlurter;
sold E.
to F.
Thompson Owatonna
by Maud— Tonna,
Riggs ;
St.
Paul
—
Coma,
sold
to
Sam Ludwig.
Closings Chas. Schlerf by
Ljrle— Lyle,
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LITTLE from "LOTS"
Ot

KALfH

HOLLYWOOD

RKO-Pathe planned to shoot
a London mist scene one evening for ''Lost Love," using a
special system with finely perforated pipes to deliver a typical soft and gentle Lunnon
mist. And doggone if the
California weatherman didn't
deliver a deluge of real rain
and spoil the show. These Californians overdo everything.

By HARRY

W1LK

Our Passing Show: George Fitzmaurice, Cedric Gibbons, Bartlett
Cormack, Solly Biano and Jay Chapman attending the Los Angeles
Tennis Club tournament; Sarah Y.
studying
Mason
*
*French.
*

"TAY GARNETT, who with Tom
- Buckingham has just completed
Sais next original screen story for
Pathe, has evolved a novel method
5f building up the big dramatic sequences of the story with the aid of
Mark Sandrich's initial picture
appropriate music, much as the si- under
his new contract will be a
lent pictures were enhanced by the
huge orchestras in the fine theaters. Ned Sparks starring comedy. He
*
*
*
directed eight comedies for Louis
productions,
RKO
release,
Harrison Wiley is designing the Brock
last year.
*
*
*
sets for "The Miracle Woman,"
which Frank Capra will direct for
Louis King, who directed Buck
Columbia. Wiley also designed the
Jones
in "Desert Vengeance," for
sets for "Subway
Express"
and
Columbia, will direct an underworld
"Dirigible." *
*
*
story for Columbia.
*
*
*
Frank Sheridan will have the feaLarry Darmour is all smiles
tured part of Father Dan in Radio's these
days. The fan mail for his
"Big Brother," in which Richard Dix little comedian, Mickey McGuire, is
stars.
*
*
*
by leaps and bounds.
increasing
*
*
*
Ken Thompson has signed a contract to write for Radio.
Metropolitan studio sound engineers are becoming authorities on
Franklin Pangborn and Harry thunder. By placing microphones
Sweet are again teamed as comedian on the top of the studio during a
and director respectively,
in RKO- recent storm, they were able to secure two exceptionally good peals
Pafhe's "Rough
House
Rhythm."
*
*
*
of thunder. These will be added
Lita Chevret and Valma Valen- to the comprehensive library of
tine have been added to the cast sound and voice files maintained at
the studio.
*
*
*
of Radio's "Madame Julie," which
Victor Schertzinger
is directing.
*
*
*
More Passing Show: Al Cohn,
Bert Woodruff and Edward Peil, Ross Shattuck, Edward Woods at
Sr., have been signed to complete the Margaret Ettinger's party in honor
of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Tryon;
cast of Columbia's "The Fighting
Kubec Glassmon and J. Grubb AlexPatrol,'' a Buck
Jones
*
*
* special.
ander motoring to Burbank; David
at First National.
Freddie Fleck has been appoint- Mendoza lunching
*
*
*
ed assistant to Victor Schertzinger,
Harry Fraser, who directed
directing
Radio's
Julie."
*
* "Madame
*
Daphne Pollard in "Bare Knees,"
William Scott, Catherine Clare will
direct Nat Carr in "Open
Ward, Dorothea Wolbert, Alfred House," a Pathe comedy.
James and Lewis Sargent have been
added to the cast of "Too Many
Here and There: Carl Laemmle
Crooks," which William Seiter is directing for Radio.
and Phil Reisman conferring at
*
*
*
Universal; Paul Perez motoring to
Radio Pictures has purchased "In the Wilshire-Ebell theater to attend
lecture.
the Mexican Quarter," a romantic the Will Durant
*
*
*
story written by Tom McGill.
*
*
*
Out of six pictures starring Ann
M-G-M has secured the screen
Harding, made since she started in
rights to George White's "Flying pictures two years ago, three have
High,"
which
will be directed
by
Charles Reisner.
Grauman's
in either
had premieres
Chinese
or Carthay
Circle.
The
*
*
*
"Condemn"Holiday,"
Rose Hobart will have the femme pictures
ed" andare
the current attraction at
lead in "We Three," which First
Lynne."
National will produce.
the Carthay *Circle,* "East
*

Unusual Weather

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

Josephine Lovett, screen writer,
is writing the adaptation of "Stepdaughters ofWar," for Paramount.
It will serve as Ruth Chatterton's
next starring vehicle. Miss Lovett
which
"Corsair,"
recently
will
star adapted
Chester Morris
and which
will be released by United Artists.
*
*
*
Charles Grayson is the author of
Manners,"
"Spotlight
novel,
new is
awhich
attracting
much attention
in Hollywood. It deals with the
intimate life of a motion picture ac-

"pAGLIACCl," produced at the
Audio Cinema studios here, under the direction of Joe W. Coffnian, is attracting much attention at
Leo Brecher's Central Park in New
York, as the first opera to reach the
sound
screen.

N. BLAIR

,

which will shortly be played out at
Windsor
Towers,
Tudor
City.
Frank

Ormston, who has just returned from Italy where he photographed some interesting sights for
a xinique travel series, has been

pursued his
by journey.
the figure
"13"New
all
through
Leaving
One of the most difficult assign- York on Dec. 13, it took exactly 13
ments recently handed out ivas that
days for him to cross; his address
of lighting the enormous area of in Rome has 13 letters; he wot
Madison Square Garden for the first
away for 13 weeks; sailed from
Cherbourg on Friday, the 13th, and
of theries,
Vitaphone
"Sportslants"
sewhich stars the New York was presented with a copy of the
Rangers, hockey team. Ray Foster 13th edition of the Film Daily Year
was chief cameraman on the job Book on his arrival here.
and the results are surprisingly

good.
George Folsey, chief cinematographer at the Paramount New York
studios, together with Charlie Ruggles, has challenged Harold Sugarman and Don Laurie, present studio ping pong champions, to a match

tor and has won praise from Rupert
Hughes, Adele Rogers St. John, Jim
Tully and other
*
*writers.
*

Sarah Y. Mason, M-G-M scenarist, who recommended the purchase
motion picture rights to "Thej
the
of
Man in Possession" when she saw
year, is now1
the play in London last
of it for
adaptation
the
writing
M-G-M.
*
*
*

Jack Pearl, musical comedy comedian and former partner of Ben
Bard, has been signed to appear in
a one reel Vitaphone comedy, Burnet
Hershey is now at work on a story
to be built around the comedian,
whose chief humor lies in his heavy
accent.
"Honor Among Lovers," with
Claudette Colbert and Fredric March
co-featured, which was recently
completed at Paramount's New York
studio, is the current attraction at
the New

York and Brooklyn Paramount theaters, following "Stolen
Heaven,"
also made
here.

Among the unsung workers vital
to the sticcess of any studio are the
projectionists. Warner Vitaphone
has two of the best in the business,
Frank Friedman and J. H. Castle,
from
d
returne
has
who operate under the supervision
Benny Rubin
a personal appearance of 14 weeks,, of Bert Frank.
during which he shattered several
house records. His most successful
Ernest Zatorsky, mike control enengagement was at the Mastbaum;
gineer, began work on "The Smiling
Philadelphia, where he broke the Lieutenant" on Friday, the 13th, and
thousand this was the 13th feature with which
by several
record
house
dollars.
he has been associated since joining
*
*
*
the
Paramount
New
York
studio
"Paul for all— all for Paul," is the
slogan created by Chuck West;
campaign manager for Paul Snell,
who is a candidate for vice president
of the Wampas. "If he's a Paramount candidate, he's the best candidate in town" is another slogan
from West's *typewriter.
*
*
"'Dear' Wamp:

Bert Wilson, assistant to Bert
Frank, Vitaphone 's supervising film
editor, made his entry into the business as studio manager of the Cranmer Court studios in London, owned
by his father, Rex Wilson, who later sold out to DeForest.

(If ineligible to

vote, eliminate 'dear'"), is the salutation from Chuck to members of
the Wampas.
*
*
*
Geoffrey Kerr, Broadway and
London stage favorite, has arrived
in Hollywood to make his talkie debut with Radio Pictures. The latest of his many successful Broadway plays, "This Is New
just completed its run.

York," has

Reading,s Pa.
— Manager
"Reno" A. B.
LewisTaxi
of the Sell
Park tied up with
the local taxi company to have
their 53 taxis carry a sign on
the spare tires in the rear:
"We're Going to 'Reno' I"
Twenty odd indie cabs with
their stand at the depot also
plugged the Sono Art pix to
travelers arriving in town.

THE

8 FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
NOW UNDER WAY AT RKO
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

S^a
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Denver — Claiming that the weekly
Hollywood — Eight feature produc- gross at the Comet was represented
tions are in various stages of work to be $400 weekly instead of $250,
Clara Moidel is suing Mrs.
at the RKO studios. "Bachelor Mrs.
Frances Micheletti for $2,000 and the
Apartment," featuring Lowell Sher- cancellation of a $2,000 note given
man, Mae Murray and Irene Dunne
as part payment for the house. The
is in the cutting room. "Board and additional
$4,000 was paid in cash.
Room," directed by Gregory La Cava The house was part of the estate of
and featuring Dorothy Lee, Hugh
Herbert and Edna May Oliver is John Micheletti, who died as the result of an auto accident last fall.
shooting, as is "Traveling Husbands,"
directed by Paul Sloane, featuring
Evelyn Brent, Hugh Herbert, James
Kansas City — Robert Recob is new
Gleason, Frank McHugh, Stanley booker and office manager of the
Fields and Mae Clarke. "Madame Columbia Exchange here, replacing
Julie," with Lily Damita, O. P. Heg- Leon Abraham.
gie, Anita Louise, Lester Vail,
Miriam Seegar, Ruth Weston, and
Coats, Kan. — Mr. and Mrs. John
Halliwell Hobbies,- -to- be directed by Gallopy, owners of the Dora, at TuVictor Schertzinger, will soon go into ron, Kan., visited this town recently
production.
looking for a location for the erection of a theater.
Preparing are "Big Brother," Richard Dix's next starring film; "WaitOklahoma City — Fred Wooley is
ing at the Church," a Technicolor
picture featuring Mary Astor and now contract agent for Warner Bros.
Robert Ames, to be directed by Mel Theaters in this city, succeeding
Brown; "Too Many Cooks," to be
who was transdirected by William Seiter, featuring George ferredWeigand,
to St. Louis in the same caBert Wheeler and Dorothy Lee, and
pacity.
"High River," to be directed by
Richard Boleslavsky.
Sandusky, O. — Jack Keegan, formerly assistant to the general manager for Warner Bros.' Wisconsin
theaters, has been transferred to
city.
manage
the circuit's houses in this

25 Atlanta Area Indies
Open
Co-operative Unit
(Continued from Page 1)

opened an office in the 101 Marietta
Bldg. with the object- of booking and
buying product, working out exploitation, obtaining expert supervision
of sound equipment, and otherwise
serving the indie members. T. O.
Tuttle, until recently manager of the
Universal branch here, heads the new
unit.

DAILY

San Francisco — New officers of the
Film Colony Club, an organization
composed of young ladies employed
in the- celluloid industry of this city,
were elected as follows: Hulda McGinn, president; Rae Telfer, secretary; Nora Adams, Helen McMahqn,
Hazel Watson, Bee' Watt and Edna
MacCarthy,
executive board.

from

Page

1)

Danville, Va.— Red/action of the
afternoon admission price from 40
cents to 35 cents, with an "early
bird" matinee at which the admission for the first hour of the opening of the house is 25 cents, has
been placed in effect at the Rialto
here by J. C. Hester, manager.
San Jose, Cal. — Frank Galvin, former manager of the Alhambra, Sacramento, has taken over the management of the American
here.
Seattle — W. S. Boutell, auditor for
Fox West Coast, has been transferred to the Seattle division. He is
being succeeded in the San Francisco
territory by H. S. Rutherford.

"Ten Cents a Dance," Columbia
picture starring Barbara Stanwyck,
has been booked by Warners for a
run at the New York Strand starting March 5. "River's End," which
was to go into the Strand next, wifl
play later at this house or at the
Warner. Booking of the Columbia
Dickinson Circuit Staff Changes
film into the Strand follows announcement by Warners that they
Kansas City — Recent staff changes
(Continued from Page 1)
'.n
the
Dickinson
Circuit
include
the
have
signed
Miss Stanwyck followpending bill is passed billboards of following: F. Vern Silver replaces C.
ing
expiration
of her Columbia conless than 100 square feet will be taxed
tract, which has some time to run.
as manager of the Dick$3.50 and those over that size at the E. Reynolds
inson, Marceline, Mo.; M. Moulder,
rate of three cents per foot. A bill formerly with Paramount, is taking
Helen Hayes for M-G-M
aimed at Sunday openings and in^ over the Dickinson at Slater. ClayHelen Hayes, Broadway stage
troduced by Senator A. Crozer
ton Bacon, former manager at Slater,
Reeves, majority leader, is in a Sen
will succeed F. A. Regan at Inde- star, now appearing in "Petticoat Inate committee.
fluence," has been signed to a fivependence, Kan. Regan resigned.
Allen B. Myers of Slater is being year contract by M-G-M. This will
transferred to Osawatomie, Kan., as be her first screen appearance and
Answers the Questions
operator, while the operator at she will divide her time between the
Osawatomie will take over the pro- stage and the films, starting after her
E. M. "EMO" Orowitz, Rjection booth at Slater. Ned Wright present vehicle fills engagements in
K-O's exploitation director, has
Boston and Chicago.
tucked a 1931 FILM DAILY
has taken over the two new DickinYEAR BOOK under the arm
son acquisitions in Albilene, Kan.
Howard Allen in Alexandria, La.
Dave Graves is the new manager at
of Francis X. Bushman, Jr.,
with the announcement that
Beeville, Tex. — Howard Allen, forOsawatomie, Kan., Bob Stevens succeeds Neale Gordon in Odessa, Mo.
Bushman will answer through
merly connected with Hall Industries here, has completed plans to
the local newspapers all quesC. J. Caskey promoted from mantions about the motion picture
ager of the Dickinson theater at open a house in Alexandria, La.
Neodesha, to manager of the Booth,
industry sent to him during his
Personal Appearances for Denver
at Independence, Kan., while John
R-K-O vaudeville tour. "When
Tarr, former assistant manager of
I gave Bushman the YEAR
Denver — More personal appearthe Booth at Independence, Kan.,
BOOK, I gave him all the info
ances are to be featured by the Densucceeds Caskey, as manager of the
ver. Lillian Roth will be followed
he'll need," said EMO.
Dickinron
theater at Neodesha.
later by Helen Kane.

None of N. J. Bills
Reported Up to Now

House state affairs committee killing
the Blood bill covering the Sunday
show question alone. A bill to permit local option on the question was
defeated last week.

75% OF CHICAGO HOUSES
PLAYING DOUBLE FEATURES
(Continued from

Page

U

by double-header bills, the policy is
beginning to lose its value as a draw-,
ing card and there is considerable apprehension over the future consequences.

Dramatists' New Terms
Involve Screen Rights
(Continued from Page 1)

Hagerstown, Md. — Charles C.
Clarke has been named to succeed
H. A. Doman, who resigned because
of ill health, as manager of Warner
Bros. Maryland.

Stanwyck-Columbia Film
Sunday Show Bill Loses
Last Chance in Kansas Booked for Warner-Strand
(Continued

Monday, March 2, 1931

sage of the Vestal bill, are included
in a revision of the basic agreement
between the Dramatists' Guild of the
Authors' League of America and the
producing managers. The new terms,
which are to run for five years, have
been ratified :by the dramatists and
will now be submitted to the managers for signature.
Clauses affecting the participation
of managers in motion picture rights
have been clarified and the powers
of their arbiter more specifically defined. Provision has been made to
take care of the situation arising
when an unsuccessful play opens
here on a Tuesday or Wednesday
night, in which case, in order to hold
his share of the motion picture
rights by three weeks of performance, the manager at present would
have to continue the play into a
fourth week. Under the new agreement he may close on the third consecutive Saturday by paying a royalty for the omitted performances.
Among those instrumental in the
adoption of the new agreement were
Edward Childs Carpenter, president
of the Guild; Owen Davis, Warrer
P. Munsell, Elmer Rice, Marc Connelly, Sigmund Romberg, Oscai
Harnmerstein 2d and Robert E
Sherwood.

Operators' Unions Oppose
One (Continued
Day's from
RestPagein1) Seven,
tually repeal the law passed last yeai
granting one day of rest in seven tc
operators. A public hearing will b<
held on the bill here March 11.

Seek to Give Censors
Right
to Cut Dialogue
(Continued from Page 1)
Clubs to Roland Boynton, attornej
general. Under the ruling mad<
some time ago, the censors may cui
sections of pictures that do not comply with the laws, and may now
delete sections of the talkers, bu
cannot censor the words that ma3
be spoken in a picture.

Paul Ash Changes Mind
Paul Ash, who recently went
on record as determined to
desert the stage show biz in
favor of radio, returns to the
New York Paramount Friday
as
show.the highlight of its stage
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Publix Makes Opening Wedge in New Jersey Field

5HORTCJ5ALES HIT W DOUBLE-FEATURING
Heaviest Production Drive in Two Years at M-G-M
Mazda Names
— have pulling power
^^-By

JACK

AL1C0ATE

18 Features in Works at
Coast Studios — Five
Being Prepared
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — In the heaviest production drive in two years, the MG-M studios currently have a dozen
feature productions in work, including two French, one German and

Some nine months
Uars vs. ago the argument
Production waxed long and
(Continued on Page 8)
merry between
hose favoring the star system and
hose considering names as of secmdary importance to story and
>roduction. Foremost of those
oming out on a 100 per cent star
>latform was Metro. The consisLeasing of 14,000 feet of additional
ent success of M-G-M product floor space at 729 Seventh Ave.

marks the fourth time in one year
that Columbia has had to enlarge its
home office quarters in order to handle its growing activities. The new
move gives Columbia two and a half
floors. The entire tenth, the eleventh
and part of the seventh.

If "the newspaper is the greatest
factor
in public
progress,"
as reently asserted by none other than
>ur own ex-Governor Al Smith, then
notion pictures surely must run this
ried and proven institution called
he Fourth Estate a close second in
he field of the advancement of
hought, ideals and behavior. The
irculation of the daily motion picure is no doubt as great as that of
he daily newspaper. Its influence
s surely as important and in some
ninds even more compelling. Herein
ies the duty of the screen. To preserve and advance the finest tradiions of its peoples at every opoorunity. Al Smith advances another
nteresting thought. He says: "The
American people would never stand
or a censored press." If not a cenored press, why a censored screen?
I he question indeed has possibilities.
* " *
*
* f*i l
Looks
like
18 LOlor
color, cinematiComing Back?
caliy
speaking,
is getting
its
econd wind.
No less an authority

Soviet Sound Newsreel
Dickering for U. S. Release

(.Continued on Page 2)

New

Haven — Taking advantage of a dispute among
members of the school board
over the character of films
shown in public schools, Secretary Edward G. Levy of the
M.P.T.O. of Connecticut has
issued a statement approving
the school board's stand and
urging that schools hereafter
stick to the showing of educational films.

Spread of Double-Header
Policy Cuts Business
of Short Subjects
Increased playing of double feature
programs has made serious inroads
into short subject bookings, it is
shown in a checkup of distributors
handling short product. A. S. Kirkpatrick, assistant general manager
(Continuedandon E.Page
8)
of Educational,
J. O'Leary
of

COLUMBIA EXPANDS SPACE
RETURN OnifCALS
FOURTH TIMEIN ONE YEAR INDIE EXCHANGE COMBINE
PREDICTS BY LASKY
HAS $3,000,000 ASSETS

uring the past season is a rather
ompelling argument in favor of the
hought that you must have pulling
ames to draw them in. With the
eturns counted and in the bag, it
Doks like the Stars have it.
*
*
*

\l Smith
m Progress

Practical Advice

Combined assets of more than $3,000,000 and a yearly gross of $20,000,000 are represented in the newly
formed Monogram Pictures Corp.
formed last. week in Atomic City by
20 of the country's leading exchangemen, it was stated by W. Ray Johnston, president of the organization,
on his return
to New York yester(Continned on Page 8)

Kansas City — Although musica's
are now regarded with disfavor by
both the studios and exhibitors, they
will slowly come back, said Jesse L.
Lasky before his departure following the Paramount conferences here.
"The producers overdid musicals,
at
start," he
they
havethe learned
theirdeclared,
mistake. "but There
(Continued

on Page

8)

Negotiations are under way with
Pathe Discontinuing
two American newsreel companies for
Jersey City Laboratory
the exclusive release of the Soviet Wallace, Michaelson Made
sound newsreel in this countiy on a
Pathe's Congress St. laboratory in
RKO Division Managers Jersey City will soon be dispc ;ed of
basis of three issues a month. The
first Soviet sound reel to reach here
Appointment of Clifford C. Wal- by RKO, The Film Daily .earns.
lace as Western Division manager J. T. Richards, for years general
opened yesterday at the Eighth St.
Playhouse. It presents the Soviet and Harry Michaelson as Eastern manager, resigned Saturday followthe dismissal of practically the
treason trial. In the Soviet repub- Division manager was made by entireing office
and administrative force.
lic the reel is issued four times a Charles Rosenzweig,
vice-president
(Continued on Page 8)
month.
Bob Richard, formerly laboratory
superintendent, has been out for the
past month, with Charles De Muth
taking over the reins.

First New Jersey Theaters
Acquired in Publix Invasion
Minnie Comeback
Miniature golf had a spring
workout around Times Square
the other day, when the course
in back of the Roxy went
into action. Al Altman, well
known in film circles, will
formally open the course
March 15.

Making its opening wedge in territory dominated by Warner Bros.,
Publix has acquired two houses
operated by Pete and Adam Adams.
They are the United States in Paterson and the Newark in Newark.
George Skouras, in charge of Publix expansion in the Philadelphia and
nearby territories, negotiated the
purchase. Other properties in New
(Continued on Page

8)

600 Collegians at M-G-M

College men and women
employed as players, directors,
technicians or in other capacities at the M-G-M studios
have formed a university club,
the first of its kind in the picture field. There are said to
be close to 600 at M-G-M
eligible
this
club. for membership in
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than Dr. Kalmus, maestro at Technicolor, makes the direct and unequivocal statement that 50 features
in color are planned lor 1931 and
that there are 50 new Technicolor
precision cameras primed and loaded
and ready to shoot 'em. Costs are
to be lower, we understand, and
that's good news, too.

Exhibs in Albany Area
Forming Organization

PHIL REISMAN OPTIMISTIC
AFTER NATION-WIDE TOUR
Improvement in business conditions is beginning to show in many
places and the outlook for the year
is encouraging, says Phil Reisman,
general sales manager of Universal,
on his return from a nation-wide
tour which included conferences at
Universal City. Universal itself has
enjoyed a fine increase in business
since Jan. 1, everv week being far
ahead of the same w^ek in 1930, according to Reisman. Speaking ot
Universale increased program of 26
features for next season, he said

Albany — Exhibitors in this locality will meet at the Ten Eyck Hotel
at noon tomorrow to form an organization similar to the units existing in New York City and Buffalo. the program will "create a sensation"
Aid in the formation of the organi- when details are announced.
zation will be given by Charles
O'Reilly, president of the New York
T.O.C.C.; Sam Sonin, secretary of Abe Schnitzer Joining
the association, and John Michaels,
Pathe Home Office Staff
president of the Buffalo organizaAbe Schnitzer, RKO manager in
tion. A. Stone of the "Eagle," this
city, who has been named temporary Pittsburgh, joins RKO-Pathe soon
chairman of the organizing commit- in an executive post in its sales detee, is a leader in the movement.
partment. He will work undec
day.
supervision of Ned Depinet, who asC. J. Scollard Appointed
sumed his duties as vice-president
Vice-Pres. of RKO-Pathe and general sales manager yesterC. J. Scollard has been appointed
NEW
YORK
STOCK
MARKET
vice-president of RKO-Pathe, it was
Net announced yesterday by Lee Marcus,
High
Low
Close
Chg.
president. Scollard, who returned Mrs. Somma Now Heads
Con.
Fm.
Ind.... 14
13yi
13'A
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 17H
17'A
17% +
X from the coast Friday, immediately
Son's Theater Interests
East.
Kodak
177J4 171
171
—6
resigned as executive vice-president
Fox Fm. *'A"
36
34'A
34Ji — l'A of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to accept
Richmond, Va. — Mrs. Theresa G.
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 13^
13
13
- 1
the new post. His headquarters will Somma, mother of Charles A. SomS7'A 57'A — 2
Loew's, Inc
61
do pfd. ww
(6'A) 97'A 97!4 97J4 — 1J4 be at the 45th St. executive offices.
ma, has become president of her
97
97
—
ft
do pfd. xw (6'A). °7
son's
theatrical enterprises. CharParamount
47'A 46
46'A — 1
ters have been obtained for the HipPathe Exch
2)i
Heads
2'A
2'A —
'A Richard Moncure
do "A"
4
3X
Iti —
H
podrome and the Globe, each cap20'A 20'A — 1
Virginia Censor Board
RKO
"A"
22
italized at $50,000. Charles Somma
Warner
Bros.
... 16J4 isn i6
— h
Richmon
d, Va. — Richard C. L. is listed as secretary-treasurer, while
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
brother, Bennie K., is named as
Moncure,
one of Virginia's censors, his
Fox Thea. "A"...
5'A
SH
S'A
has been appointe
d director of the vice-president..
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. 28# 28'A 28$6 — H
Loew, Inc., war.. l'A 1H l'A + lA State Division of M. P. Censorship,
succeeding the late Evan R. ChesterLoew's do deb its. 21
2Q'A
21
+3
Trans-Lux
9J4
8#
9
+
'A man. State Senator Edwin
S. Reid Para. Holding Sales Meet
Technicolor
ll'A
10J4
10J$ —
%
of Chatham becomes a member of
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
In Atlantic City April 15
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 69
67
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— 2'A the censorship division.
Loew
6s 41ww...l09
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109
+
#
Paramount will hold its Spring
do 6s 41 x-war... 99'A
99
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sales convention about April 15 in
Paramount
6s 47. 96 U
96'A
96^ +
H
Atlantic City. District and branch
Par. 5^s50
87
87
87
+
H
Pathe 7s37
71^
71
71+1
managers from all territories will atWarner's
6s39
.. 64&
(,3'A 64
+
'A
tend. This matter and the 1931Mrs. J. C. Graham Dies
HOUSE PETERS leaves Saturday for 32 program, which will be formally
coast after a visit in N»w York. He announced at the convention, was
London — Mrs. John Cecil Gra- the
expects to line up a story before his de- discussed at a meeting held at Kanham, wife of Paramount's general parture.
sas City over the week-end with
TREM CARR, who has been in the east
European representative with headParamount executives from both the
on with the forming of Monoquarters here, died Sunday after a in connecti
gram Pictures Corp., new group of inde- East and West
coasts attending.
long illness.

Fin
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New York
1540 Broadway
BRYant 9-4712

pendent exchanges, leaves Thursday for »he
coast to start production for the co-operative
organization.
. WILLIAM LEVY, formerly with M-G-M
in
is on his way to Rio de Janeiro
Long Island City J*: as Syracuse,
assistant manager of the company's ex154
Crescent
St.
J'{
change
there.
STIllwell 4-7940 it

ft

ft

M

D£?.°Rf/£ E' STONE. the Sol Levy of
♦.} KK.U
s
Cimarron,"
is in New
York' for

1 Eastman Films!ft

ft

L>5
i 'Jtt-U-M,
IVVX ?r ?URCELL,
is on her waystage
to theactress
coast. signed
M. soulh.
BOSTPOKD returned yesterday
fromA. the
ROBERT ARMSTRONG,
feature
:: Player now in New York onPathe
a vacation,
ft sails Thursday
for Europe
PHIL
ern trip. REISMAN is back from his west-

I J. E. Brulatour, Inc.|
Chicago
Hollywood
1727 Indiana Ave.
6700 Santa Monica
CALumet 2691
Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

iix
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ft
PARAMOUNT
executives. including
:.:
::
:.:
Atlolph Zukor, Sidney R. Kent, George
}.: Akerson. Ralph Kohn. Harry
Goelz, Sam
:: Katz

\Valter Wanger and Russell Holman,
are back from the production conference held
in Kansas
City.
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THEdate
INDUSTRY'S
cocr
Mar. 3-4: Hotel
Northwest
AlliedMinneapolis.
Ass'n meetin
Nicollet,
Mar. 7 : Annual midnight theater party I
the Kaplan
Projection Society f<
the benefit of the Sick Fund,
the Hippodrome,
New York.
Mar. 10-11: M.P.T.O.A. Board of Directo
meets in New
York.
Mar. 14: First
- Wamp
Roast, Annual
Biltmore Writers
Hotel, Hollywoo
Mar. 31: Annual Ball of the Warner Cl\i
New
York.
Mar. 28 : First annual benefit dinner, ente
tainment and dance at the Hot'
Astor and
by greater
New York
tors
distributors
to aidexhit
pe
manent benefit fund.
April 4-11:Week,
Players'
and benefit
Patrons'
national
for Jubil
N. \
A. Club.
April 23-24 :
State of
Convention
of Indiana
dorsers
Photoplays,
ClaypoiIi
Hotel, Indianapolis.
May 25-28: Spring meeting of the Societ
of Motion Picture Engineer
Hotel Roosevelt,
Hollywood,
Ca

German Version Follows
Same Talker in Frencl
Leo Brecher is introducing an
other new wrinkle at his Little Car
negie Playhouse on Thursday, whei
the current attraction, "La Nuit Es
a Nous," French talker, w-11 be fol
lowed by a German version of th'
same picture under the title of "Di
Nacht Gehort Uns." Carl Froelicl
directed the German edition an>
the cast includes Charlotte Andei
Hans Albers and Walter Janssen.

Two More Theaters
For Hughes-Franklir
Seattle — Hughes-Franklin Thea
ters has taken over the Olympia am
Lncoln in Port Angeles, it is an
nounced by Edwin Halbert, presi
dent of Port Angeles Theaters, Inc

Frudenfeld Buried
Des Moines — Funeral services foi
Nathan Frudenfeld, division manage:
here for Publix, were held Friday
He died at his home here after ;
month's
illness.
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Are you sure you are INSURED

?

Let us look over your POLICIES— It may prevent a
heavy loss!
INSURANCE of every description

Motion Picture Insurance a Specialty
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Established since 1910
551 Fifth Avenue
New York City
Phones: Murray Hill 7838-9,

Millions have
read the sen*
sational novel.
They are waiting to see it
on the screen!

She puts the'JT'iii Profit!
BEBE

DANIELS

r

in the tell tale biography of Dora Macy's life!
LITTLE
ROCK, ARK.
TAKES IT BIG
"'My Past' doing
tremendous business at
Capitol in spite fact we
are in heart drought
—Ralph Noble
area."

MY PAST
with BEN LYON, LEWIS STONE, JOAN
BLONDELL, NATALIE MOOREHEAD
Directed by Roy Del Ruth

Another bitj hit from the dependable

WARNER

BROS.

—JZM
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n.\I)lo PICTURES lias given
1V Claudia Dell a new term con
brother
Charles O'Malley,
tract
of "Waiting
of Pat, joins the castDorothy
Andre,
at the Church"
Thelma Woodruff, Harry Watson,
Billy Watson. Georgia Odell, Barney Fury, Tex Higginson, Ethan Allen, Bob Lafferty, Alice Jans, Richard Alexander and Wilfred Lucas
are new additions to "Too Many
and
Wheeler
with
Bert
Cooks"
Dorothy
Lee
Mary
Astor will
be featured in "Nancy's Private Affair" by Myron C. Fagan, to be
supervised by Betrani Milhauser. . ...
Lowell Sherman is to be starred in
Willard Mack's "High Stakes."
*
*
*
M-G-M has cast Leslie Howard
opposite Norma Shearer in "A Free
Soul," which Clarence Brown will
direct .... Nick Grinde has bee n assigned the direction of Joan ('rawford's "Girls *Together."
*
*
Warner Bros, have changed Teddie Walters' first name to Polly
and assigned her to make her talker
debut with Edward G. Robinson in
"The Idol".. ..William Powell has
reported at the studio ready to start
on his first under the W. B. banner,
a Roland Pertwee story to be dfrected by Alfred E. Green. .. .Bobby
Jones arrived Sunday from Florida
for the making of his 12 Vitaphone
two-reelers
on golf.
*
*
*
D. J. Mountan, president of
Richmount Pictures, has signed
Dorothy R evier and Virginia
Browne Faire for the two feminine
leads in the first of a series of action picttires to be produced for
Richmount. The story, "Broadway
Knights," is an original from the
pen of Arthur Hoerl.
*
*
*
Fox has assigned Herbert Bunston to
"Always
.. .Brandon Hurst
and Goodbye".
Louise Mackintosh
will appear in "Cure for the Blues,"
in which Terrance Ray and Rosalie
Roy also will get their first real
opportunities
"Riding for a Fall"
is the new title of "Six Cylinder
Love."
*
*
*
Douglas McLean and Lorraine
Eddy have filed notice of intention
to wed.

Amount

On

WILK.

of raw stock used

• • • FILM CALENDAR for the month of March
March 3, the stars say that this is a very lucky day to invest
your money in some film enterprise
that is, lucky for the
March 4, new governguys you invest your money with
same
ment of the United States went into effect, 1789
government still operating this day, but not very effective
March
5, Ash Wednesday
a lotta film guys will wear
ashes on their heads, and they won't all be Jewish, either
on this day in 1770, occurred the Boston Massacre
this
anniversary has been celebrated quite regularly the last few years,
as the Boston box-office records of some of the big producers
will clearly indicate
March 9, National Sign Week
this is the week in which film salesmen try to kid the exhibs
into believing they're not patriotic if they don't sign on the
dotted line
March 10, first complete and effective sentence
of speech transmitted over a telephone wire by Alexander Graham Bell to Thomas A. Watson, Boston, Mass., 1876
on this day some Wall Street brokers will celebrate by calling
some film execs and saying: "You're wiped out." It will also
be a complete and effective sentence
March 12, Thomas
Buchanan Read, poet, born 1822
and on this day in 1889
George W. Harvey, poet of the printed advertising film word was
born
March 13, France announced treaty of alliance with
the U. S., 1778
Washington officials will observe the day
very quietly, reading France's I.O.U's for 4 billion smackers
borrowed from the Youessay during the War which haven't been
paid yet
March IS, Federal income Tax returns are due
today!
Happy
Returns,
Everybody!
March
17,
St. Patrick's Day
the biggest day in the year for Scotch
exhibitors, giving them a chance to advertise on their marquee
that the Irish patron saint was really a Scotchman
a marvellous exhib opportunity — to have their theater wrecked
March 20, Patrick Henry delivered his historic address, 1775,
with that famous utterance: "Millions for defence, but not one
cent for tribute."
the Chicago
theater owners
shelling
out to the racketeers have revised it to read: "Millions for tribute, and not a penny left for the defenceless exhibs."
March 21, first day of Spring
also that glad and glorious
day on which some producers spring a lotta palookas on the
exhibitors under the guise of "special features."
March 29,
Palm Sunday
this year some exhibs will observe it by
singing psalms and passing out palms while other exhibs will
be merely looking for alms
March 30, Alaska purchased
from Russia in 1867 for $7,200,000 by the Youessay
but
a handful of Russian immigrants came over and grabbed up some
theater circuits and have been getting that much from the
Youessay every year since.
• • • HAROLD
B. FRANKLIN
has given the famous
theater house organ, "Now," a fresh start
it comes out
as the organ of the Hughes-Franklin
Theaters
it was
founded in 1919 by Harold Franklin as "Close-Up"
it saw
an Idea become a Circuit
saw 100 theaters swell to 600
many a showman owes his schooling to the methods and
principles enunciated and repeated in "Now"
it has always been a great li'l mag
why?
because within
its friendly leaves all are equal
ushers can top its columns
assistants can rank in lineage with their head men
no doorman is so humble that he can be kept from its notice
under its new impetus as a mag devoted exclusively to
a big theater circuit, it will plug theaters first, last and all the
time...
we of this li'l trade paper have always welcomed
"Now," for every issue is constructive, alive
may it grow
and prosper under its new regime

in 1930 was 1,140,000,000 feet.
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BOOKS

the Art and Business
of Motion Pictures

CINEMATOGRAPH EXHIBITOR:
DIARY: 1931. Published by S. Pre.
bury & Co., Ltd., London. 5/-. Bi
sides containing 15 months of diat
space in which exhibitors may keep
daily record of film shown, rente
footage, cost, receipts and local cot
ditions, this book offers a collectio
<>f interesting special articles, a direc
tory of picture houses in Great Brii
ain and Ireland, publicity pointers, li<
of holidays, import and export ste
tistics, list of variety agents, hints i
connection with exhibition and advet
Using contracts, list of trade organ!
zations, legal matters and variou
other data of a helpful nature.

€)

*
*
*
KINEMATOGRAPH YEARBOOK
1931. Published by Kiuematograp
Publications, Ltd., Loudon. 10/-. Thi
British counterpart of The Fill
Daily Ykar Book contains 516 page
of trade information covering th
production, distribution and exhibition
activities in England during 1930. I
gives resumes of the year in Grea
Britain, America, Australia and Can
ada; a trade directory of 23 countries
financial, legal, equipment and techni
cal sections; list of circuits and the
aters in England, Wales, Scotlam
and Ireland; Who's Who in the Brit
ish trade, including studios; film
tradeshovvn, films registered tinder th
Act, trade organizations, etc.

GROUND NOISE REDUCTION
Paper from the Technical Digest Ser
• ■ice of the Academy of M. P. Art
and Sciences, Hollywood. 25 cenh
Contains three papers, by Ralph H
Townsend of RCA Photophone; L. E
Clark of Pathc Studios, and Hug)
McDowell, Jr., of RKO Studios, oi
ground noise reduction in connectioi
with Photophone system. Along sann
lines as a previous paper on noiseles
recording applying to Western Elec
trie system.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS

&

Best wishes and congratulation! are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following
members of the inbirthdays
:
dustry, who are celebrating their

March 3
Larry Kent
Edmund Lowe
Sigmund S. Scheffel
Myrtle Stedman

It is our official guide
book. It would be
impractical

to be

a copy."

without

(Signed)

HERSCHEL

STUART,

General Manager
Fox New England Theatres, Inc.

NOW

BEING

DISTRIBUTED
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Chart based on survey of entire world theatre field.
Letters A — N represent other makes of equipment.
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MK. SALESM AIVAGER :

Are You Taking Advantage of the Changing Cycle ?
AN OPEN

LETTER

to the CLEAR-THINKING

EXECUTIVES

of this INDUSTRY

THE trend of this business during the past year or two has been toward a new method
of selling — PERCENTAGE booking. And through that system alone an already
vast market has doubled in importance to every producer and distributor; it has
even made each exhibitor's own theatre an enterprise of greater importance to himself.
5 Roadshow pictures were the first to introduce the percentage system. No producer who
put a picture out on roadshow booking would think of doing such a thing without using
other than ordinary methods of selling the picture — to the theatre manager and, with
him, to the public. He gave more attention to this type of booking and even organized
special forces who worked with theatre managers in advertising and exploiting his attraction— by merchandising it. 5 Why did the producer do this? To insure a better return on
his production investment. The percentage arrangement gave him an opportunity to
share in fair proportion with the exhibitor in the proceeds at the box-office to which he
felt he was entitled. BUT — percentages are only as worthwhile as grosses are big.
What's the good of a percentage arrangement, if it never returns more than a nominal
guarantee? What's the use of setting split figures, if the split figure is never reached?
5 The big opportunity today lies in the subsequent runs — in giving them more consideration— in sustaining their interest in individual pictures after they have bought the product— in more real effort to help them to sell the public — in adapting practical merchandising methods. 5 Of the 14,000 wired houses in the U. S. more than 10,000 are independently owned subsequent runs. Here are 70,000 play dates — a colossal market from which a
profit on production investments must be realized. The diminishing foreign field has made
this domestic market even more important to every producer and distributor of motion
pictures. At an average of only twenty dollars per date these 70,000 play dates make up
an 80 million dollar market. 5 First runs are important, of course. They always will be;
there is no gainsaying that. Producers first started to operate their own theatres as
"show windows" for their pictures. But who were those "show windows" supposed to
impress? The subsequent runs!— those self -same 70,000 play dates— that 80 million dollar market, which can be two, perhaps three, times as remunerative, if only given
more consideration and attention. 5 As a result everybody in this business will be a heluva
lot happier. Good Will won't be just something to talk about— it will live and breathe in
this industry. The opportunity to make two dollars grow where only one grew before—
for exhibitors as well as for producers— is here. Don't just see it— SEIZE IT! 5 You can
best reach this vast market of subsequent runs (first runs, too) with a ten-fold punch
through the exhibitors' HOME trade papers— the ten Associated Publications. Ben Shlyen,
General offices, Kansas City, Mo.
president and publisher.
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ACADEMY RENEWS EFFORTS
TO SILENCE CAMERAS
FILM

West Coast Bureau, THE

Heavy Broduction Drive
Way at M-G-M
Under
(Continued from Page 1)
one Spanish. Four English pictures
and two in French also are being
edited. The list includes Cecil B.
De Mille's "The Squawman," "Step
ping Out," "The Torch Song,"
"Shipmates," "A Tailor Made Man,"
"Cheri-Bibi," W. S. Van Dyke's new
picture based on Peter B. Kyne's
"Never the Twain Shall Meet," "Sea
Eagles," "Daybreak," "It's A Wise
Child," "Strangers May Kiss" and
"Among the Married."
Foreign versions embrace "The
Big House" in German; "The Bachelor Father", "Trial of Mary Dugan"
and "The Easiest Way" in French.
In addition there are five features
in preparation, namely, "Susan
Lenox," "Mata Hari," "A Free
Soul," "Five and Ten" and "The
Great Lover."

SECOND

1

Capitalizing Domestic Grief
Dallas — Bill Cunningham, newspaper sports writer, has written
up and sold his marital troubles to RKO for a, heart-throb screen
story, collecting $3,000. He and his wife were divorced, only to remarry and spend their second honeymoon in Hollywood.

DAILY

Hollywood— As the first step in
a renewal of its efforts to solve the
problem of silencing the camera, a
committee of M. P. Arts andof Scithe
ences is conducting a survey
first
all
of
ns
experiences and opinio
cameramen in Hollywood studios
with regard to camera covers
(blimps, bags, etc.). In this survey
the committee is receiving the cooperation of officials of Local No.
659 International Photographers of
ries, and of the
Indust
the M.~P. and
M.P.M.O. Leader*
I.A.T.S.E.
of the American Society of Cinemased aptographers have also expres
proval of the survey. The questions
call particular attention to the effects
of new developments in noiseless recording and directional microphone
devices.
The Camera Silencing Sub-commit-,
tee consists of Kenneth F. Morgan
Frederick M. Sammis, and Lester
Cowan, manager of the Academy
Technical Bureau.
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Indie Exchange Combine
Has
$3,000,000 Assets
(Continued from Page 1)
day with Trem Carr, vice-president
for production. The group, which is
to be entirely co-operative, will start
out with 28 pictures for the first
year, with the idea of increasing this
number from year to year until ultimately the entire program for the
combined exchanges will be produced by their own units.

Wallace, Michaelson Made
RKO Division Managers
(Continued from Page 1)

SHORT SUBJECT SALES HIT
BY DOUBLE-HEADER POLICY H
(Continued from Page 1)

Pathe, both report a decrease in
sales during the past month. Kirkpatrick predicts short life for the
Publix Takes Over
programs. "It can't be
done for long," Kirkpatrick told a
First Jersey Houses two-feature
Film
Daily
representative yester(Continued from Page 1)
day. "Two features in an evening,
Jersey are being surveyed by Publix representatives.
with usually only one being worthwhile entertainment, will act as a
In the Philadelphia area Publix exboomerang
to those who now sponpects to acquire between 30 and 35
houses by Aug. 1, according to an
sor
that
form
Investigation of
hasprogram."
brought out that
executive of the company. Warners
also are actively lining up more many exhibs are opposed to doublehouses there. Skouras is making his featuring, but resort to it in order
Philly headquarters at the Tower, to meet competition of other houses
which with the Roosevelt, Frankford adopting such policies. One manand Nixon will be taken over by
ager, however, declared that with
Publix about March 30.
nearly every other theater playing a
heavy program of two features, he
Return of Musicals
sees a grand opportunity for enterprising exhibs to get the crowds by
Predicted by Lasky
playing good diversified bills.
(Continued from Page 1)
will be occasional musical productions this year featuring high type Publix Plans to Build
scores and occasional ones featuring
$500,000 Miami House
jazz, but such films won't be turned
Miami, Fla. — Publix is planning to
out
in
anv
large
numbers."
Lasky
also said he sees no letdown in build a $500,000 house on Flagler St.
underworld pictures, although Para- and S. E. Third Ave., the site of
mount is not going in for quantity the old Royal Palm Park. It probably will be a stadium type theater
production of "machine gun melowith 1,800 seats.

in charge of distribution for Radio
Pictures. Wallace, who was formerly identified
the company's
Pittsburgh
and with
Jacksonville
offices,
will work under supervision of
Cleve Adams, general sales manager
for the West. Michaelson, who has
been manager of the RKO Cincinnati branch, is under the jurisdiction
of Jerry Safron, general sales manager for the East.
Al Mertz, Cleveland exchange
manager, has been named manager
of the Cincinnati office. F. H. dramas."
Hathaway, salesman in Cleveland,
becomes manager of that office. Nat
Levy joins the organization as manager of Detroit, succeeding E. C.
Murphy, who becomes kev point
man at that branch.

THEY'RE

SAYING

GOT A

B.I.P. German Version at Princess
"Nacht-Bummler," German dialogue version of "Night Birds," British International Pictures production, will be the opening feature at
the Princess, former legitimate house
on 38th St. "Nacht-Bummler" is a
Richard Eichberg production made
at Elstree. The German cast is
headedlotte Susa.
by Hans Albers and Char-
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Adopting Own Checking System— Jobs for 200

2,888 CLAIMS SETTLEDBY CENTRALJJUREAU
Tiffany-Educational
The Mirror
—a column of comment
RICHARD A. ROWLAND, before the week is out, will undoubtedly be the latest addition to the
happy Paramount family
and
big
The status he will assume
there will be somewhere in the
perhaps in conproduction withend,
nection the lining up of story

material. In this line particularly
Rowland has an established reputation, consequently he would bring to
Paramount a distinctly valuable
background at a time when the keen
judgment born of long and successful experience is most urgently needed throughout this film biz. The
association should be constructive
and profitable.

Deal

Negotiations Expected to
be Concluded Within
Few Days
Distribution arrangements probably will be the only thing involved
in the Tiffany-Educational deal which
has been in negotiation over the last
few weeks. Under the plan, the
Educational exchanges would handle
the Tiffany product. Closing of the
deal is expected in two or three
day.
days, E. W. Hammons said yester-

for

Distribution

Attendance Booster
Willoughby — A 50-cent admission ticket bought on Friday, Saturday or Sunday at the
Willoby entitles the patron to
a coupon which, if presented
at the theater on Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday, is equivalent to half of
the admission price. Dan
Stearns, manager, reports this
is pulling business the end of
the week and also equalizing
the first half week's business.

$676,426.31 Involved
3,969Since
CasesMayFiled

in

Indicating the effectiveness of the
central legal bureau established last
May by the New York Film Board
of Trade, is the statement that out
of 3,969 claims filed by distributors
in connection with contract violations and involving $676,426.31, total
of 2,888 representing $470,071.13,
have been settled and collected. This
information
is contained
in letters
(.Continued

on

Page

4)

EUROPEAN WIRED HOUSES Validity of Ries Patent Upheld;
JUMP 1,320 IN 3 MONTHS W. E. Infringement Ruling Reversed
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A gain of 1,320 wired
houses in the three months from
Oct. 1 to Jan. 1 is reported for England and the continent in a despatch
from Trade Commissioner George
R. Canty at Paris to the M. P. Division of the Department of ComUNDER LEADERSHIP of W. Ray
merce. The total at the latter date
exchanges
independent
20
Johnston,
was 7,720, divided as follows:
have combined
to form Monogram
Great Britain, 3,163; Germany, 1,Pictures Corp
For a long time 801; France, 565; Sweden, 411; Italy,
there has existed a genuine need for 218; Spain, 173; Czechoslovakia, 159;
(Continued on Page 4)
such an organization, national in
scope and particularly keyed to serve
the interests of the smaller houses. Frank E. Woods May Join
At the moment most of the compaPara, in Advisory Post
nies seem to be training their produc- West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
tion Big Berthas on the de luxe house
Hollywood — Frank
E. Woods
is
market. And, from their viewpoint, reported joining Paramount
in an
rightfully enough, no doubt, as this advisory capacity.
market affords the big-dough grosses.
But while all this high-calibre shooting is going on the comparatively
little fellow is frequently having a
mighty difficult time in securing the
type of product which his patrons
go for. It's an old, old legend that
what clicks on Broadway often 2 Simultaneous Showings
doesn't
in theNow
sameintogrand
manner perform
elsewhere.
the

Philadelphia — Validity of the Ries
patent, owned by General Talking
Pictures, is upheld, but infringement
thereof by Western Electric is denied, in a ruling yesterday by the
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals for
(Continued

on

Page

4)

publix hIseTsigned
for vitaphone shorts
Negotiations which had been
pending some time for the playing
of Vitaphone shorts in Publix houses
have been closed, it was announced
yesterday by Norman H. Moray,
(Continued

on

Page

6)

New RKO Checking System
Will Employ 200 Film Men

picture comes an association of independent exchangemen which intends to specially cater to this more
or less ignored market. It's likely
to find a comfortable spot in the
moving picture sun.

Only

CREDIT DECREE ORDER
Preparation of an order of decree
which major distributors will file in
connection with the Supreme Court
decision outlawing the credit system was discussed by several distributor attorneys at a meeting at
the Hays office yesterday afternoon.
The Federal Government has prepared its order of decree. Provided
both sides fail to agree as to the
details intended under the opinion,
the dispute will be taken to court
for a decision as to which decree
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Fox Houses to Revive
Old Chaplin Pictures

With indications of a strong vogue
for Charlie Chaplin films at presAgency checking of houses playent, as a result of the widespread
ing pictures on percentage will be
publicity
now being given to "City
For "Lights" in Denver discontinued immediately by RKO. Lights", Harry
W. Woodin, division
Denver — Charlie Chaplin's "City Frank O'Heron, vice-president in manager of Fox theaters in Manhatcharge of operation yesterday told
Lights" will play day and date in The
tan and the Bronx, has recommendFilm Daily that the new
ed to his managers that they pick up
two
of
Harry
Huffman's
houses,
the
Aladdin and the Tabor, starting checking arrangements being adopted
or two of Chaplin's old pictures
March 13. This is the first booking will put to work about 200 film men one
and use
ture bills.them as part of double feaof its kind here.
(Continued

on Page

6)
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Boston House Destroyed by Fire
Boston — Twenty minutes after an
audience of 500 had filed out, a blaze
broke out at the Hollywood in Cliftondale and burned the house to the
ground.
New York

1540 Broadway
§
11 BRYant 9-4712

Dallas — A Sunday opening bill
Philadelphia — Thirty-six Warner
which allows towns to regulate Bros, houses in this territory are
amusements on that day has been understood to be dark. In some inrecommended by a House committee
stances they have been closed owing
for passage by the State Legislature. to the fact that the company is
A Senate committee has recom- operating opposition theaters in the
mended passage of a measure aimed same locality.
at stench bombing. It provides both
aers.fine and imprisonment for offendIndianapolis — A bill which would
impose a license fee in connection
with the exhibition of pictures in Indiana has been killed in the state
legislature.

ft

lEastiman.
Films
ft

Monogram Pictures Group
pearance.
Will
Aim
at
"B"
Houses
Executive committee of Monogram Al Selig Will Direct
Pictures Corp., new independent exCol. Adv'g, Publicity
changemen's organization, will meet

in New York within two weeks, said
Appointment of Al Selig as director of advertising, publicity and exPresident W. Ray Johnston yesterploitation was announced yesterday
day. Among other matters the committee will approve the 28 titles to by Columbia. Selig also will have
the sales promotion and art divisions
be used on the company's initial pro- under his direction.
gram. Monogram will aim at the B
houses, Johnston stated, and its
Frankenberry
Promoted
schedule will comprise pictures in
which action predominates, such as
Jimmy Frankenberry, formerly asmelodramas and Westerns.
sistant to the director of publicity
and advertising for the A. H.
Schwartz Century Circuit, has been
elevated to the director's chair due
i to the resignation of Larry Cowen,
Cleveland — M. B. Horwitz, gener- who has held that post for the past
al manager of the Washington cir- two years. Mannie Friedman, formerly with the Brooklyn Paramount,
cuit, is leading a drive in Northern
Ohio for funds on behalf of the Al- is now assistant.
lied States Ass'n. He has written
RKO Sales Meet Sunday
letters to exhibitors throughout the
Charles Rosenzweig and Frank
territory urging them to contribute
to the funds being raised to carry O'Heron, RKO vice-presidents, will
out the program outlined at the Chi- address a meeting of eastern sales
cago meeting, Horwitz has not representatives on Sunday at the
agreed to form an Allied unit in this Park Central Hotel. A score of managers from cities along the eastern
section, it is stated, but he has expressed the hope that the M.P.T.O. seaboard will attend. Jerry Safron,
of Ohio will eventually adopt Allied eastern general sales manager will
principles and become affiliated with also speak.
the Myers organization.
"Ingagi" for Central
13."Ingagi" will follow "Ten Nights
Report of Death "Exaggerated"
London — Through a telegraphic in a Barroom" at the Central, March
inadvertence, Mrs. John Cecil Graham, wife of Paramount's general
Zanft V. P. of Trans-Lux
European representative, was erronJohn Zanft has been elected viceeously reported as having died Sunof the Trans-Lux Daylight
day. Mrs. Graham is seriously ill president
Picture Screen Corp.
in Switzerland, with slight hope being held for her recovery.

M. B. Horwitz Raising Coin
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Harry Hershfield, the Abie Kabibble
cartoonist,
guest of
honor atwill
the beA. tomorrow's
M. P. A.
luncheon at the Hotel Dixie. He
will come "direct from the Palace",
where he is making a vaudeville ap-

Louis M. Boas Recovering
Boston — Louis M. Boas, theater
circuit manager, is recovering from
a second operation at the Cardinal
O'Connell House in St. Elizabeth's
Hospital.

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STIllwell 4-7940

Harry Hershfield, Guest
For A.M.P.A. Luncheon

BREWSTER COLOR
FILM CORPORATION
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Street,
Newark,
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THEdate
INDUSTRY'S
cccr
Today: Hotel
Northwest
Ass'n meeting,
Nicollet,AlliedMinneapolis.
Mar. 7 : Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome.
New
York.
Mar. 8 RKO Reginal sales and operation
meeting at the Park Central Hotel New York.
Mar. 10-11: M.P.T.O. A. Board of Directors
meets in New
York.
Mar.14: First Annual Writers - Wampas
Roast, Biltmore Hotel, Hollywood.
Mar. 21: Annual Ball of the Warner Club,
New
York.
Mar. 28 : First annual benefit dinner, entertainment and dance at the Hotel
Astor by greater New York exhibitors and distributors to aid permanent benefit fund.
April 4-11:Week,
Players'
and benefit
Patrons'
national
for Jubilee
N. V.
A. Club.
April 23-24:dorsers
State of
Convention
of Indiana
InPhotoplays,
Claypool
Apr. 27

Hotel, Indianapolis.
tic City. sales convention, AtlanFox Film

May 25-28:ofSpring
meeting
of the
Society
Motion
Picture
Engineers,
Hotel Roosevelt,
Hollywood,
CaL

Says Producing in Canada
Killed by Big Companies

Toronto — A. D. Kean, former
Vancouver producer, now of Toron- 1
to, testifying at film industry probe,
blamed the big moving picture firms
for his inability to mak=. a success of
the production of W-stern Canada
films. He admitted he had been able
to sell his pictures to many theaters,
but said he had not been able to get
wide distribution for his pictures.

Lewis Warner Out of Hospital
Lewis Warner, accompanied by H. |
M. Warner and Mrs. Warner, left
Havana yesterday for New York.
They are making the trip from
Miami in a special car. Lewis Warner, who has been suffering from an
infection of the jaw, is considerably
improved.
Budd Rogers on Sick List
Budd Rogers, Sono Art's director
of sales, is ill with influenza at his
home, 235 West 76th St.
Phone

Stillwell
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A LITTLE FROG
IN A BIG POND!
A cartoon comedy must
be great to play the
Capitol, N. Y. and other
De Luxe Theatres —

HE was only a tadpole
a few months ago —
AND now he's croaking
lustily in the big ponds
of America —

"UB" IWERKS created many
of the cartoon characters
that are famed today —
BUT "Flip the Frog" is his
funniest, most imaginative
creation —

Frag
(ask)

NO wonder Flip has established himself as a leader
in his very first season!

l-G-

about the FROG!
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R1ES PATENT UPHELD;
INFRINGEMENT DENIED
(Continued from Page

1)

the Third Circuit, thereby altering
in some respects the decision handed
down last summer by the District
Court, Wilmington, Del., which
ruled that the Ries patent had been
infringed.
The suit was originally brought
by General Talking against the Stanley Co. of America, whose houses
are equipped with W. E. system.
A rehearing can now be asked before the Circuit Court of Appeals
or the case may be carried to the
Supreme Court. In reversing the
infringement decision, the Circuit
Court said that the W. E. system is
a wholly different structure from the
Ries patent. Only the reproducing
process is involved, the recording
principle not entering into the case.
Commenting on the decision, M.
A. Schlesinger, president of General
Talking Pictures, expressed his opinion that by the refusal to declare
the Ries Patent invalid, the court
has made his contentions against the
electric companies a strong one insofar as he believes they have from
the beginning, still are, and will for
some time to come, continue to use
the Ries method in the recording of
sound-on-film.

Distributors Discuss
Credit Decree Order
(Continued from Page

1)

conforms with the intentions of the
Supreme Court decision. When one
decree or the other is accepted and
signed, an injunction will be granted
restraining distributors from operating the credit system.
RCA Installed in Eltinge
RCA equipment has been installed
in the Eltinge on 42nd St., preparatory to its opening Friday with talkers and a one-hour burlesque show.
Edward Menderian and Max Rudnick, operating the Rudhadan
Amusement Corp., will handle the
house as manager and producer, respectively. Max Schmeling in
"Love in the Ring" will be the first
picture played, with a weekly change
to follow.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN
:the
m Hiwuit
or niMDQM
A.M.P.A. holds first formal dinner at Biltmore.
*
*
*
Mack Sennett completes Paramount contract. Studio temporarily
closed.
*
*
♦
Alliance Film shuts English studio.
Directors may come to America on
reorganization.

N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y
took over the theater from
Arkansas City, Kan.— A permit to recently
Fred Creswell.
Foxthe
issued
operate has been
Burford provided no Sunday shows
are included in the weekly schedule.
Chicago — W. N. Kent has been
appointed .country salesman for
Cole Camp, Mo.— C. P. Jung, op- Pathe by J. J. Clarke.
erator of the Star, recently damaged
by fire, has completed alterations and
Saginaw, Mich. — Kenneth Tallreopened his theater here. Phototone sound equipment has been in- madge, formerly of the Temple, has
stalled.
been appointed special publicity director for all houses of the ButterEustis, Fla. — H. C. Wales has ac- field circuit.
quired the Mt. Dora. Western Electric equipment will be installed.
Durham, N. C. — Publix-Sanger
has renewed its lease on the Rialto
here for a period of five years.
Atlanta — Henry T. Kimmel, foi
the past year identified with the
Rialto, has assumed operation of that
house. He succeeds J. P. Allen, who

Fort Valley, Ga. — The Peach has
been purchased by U. S. Shumate
of Detroit. S. T. Maughon was the
former owner.
Gainesville, Ga. — Construction on
a $25,000 theater will begin here
shortly, it is announced by Mrs.
Mary Cinciolo.

CENTRAL LEGAL
SETTLES 2,
(.Continued from Paqe

1)

just received by distributor members
of the board and covers a period up
to and including Feb. 25. Excluding claims suspended because of
closed houses or changes in ownership, there are actually pending 617,
involving $98,721.97.
Should central legal bureaus be established in the various zones
throughout the country, distributors
would save approximately $15,000,000 annually through collections on
contract violations, according to an
estimate made by a sales manager for
The Film Daily yesterday. The New
York metropolitan territory alone
would produce about $1,000,000, it
was figured.
More settlements on contracts
have been brought about in the New
York zone under the present legal
bureau than under the old arbitraton system it is understood. Attorney Louis Nizer, questioned concerning this matter, declined to comment
for publication.

Progress Being Made
Three Salem, 0., Houses
By Portuguese Industry European Wired Houses
Leased by Walken Bros.
Lisbon — Although in existence for
Jump
1,320 In 3 Months
Salem, O. — C. V. Rakestraw, own(Continued from Page 1)

er of the State, Grand and Royal, only six months, the talker indushas leased the theaters and entire
try in Portugal is making satisfacbuildings to N. I. Walken of Washtory strides. Demand for Portuington, Pa., and his brother, H. L.
guese talkers took a spurt immeWalken of Tarentum, Pa. The new
after the big success of "The
owners will take charge April 1 and Cradle diately
Song," in which Corinne
will improve the properties to the Freire sang the leading role. Anextent of approximately $50,000.
other picture, "Severa," after the
Walken brothers have been asso- play of Julio Dantas, is almost comciated with the Harris Amusement
pleted, with a cast made up mostly
Co. Virgil Rakestraw is retiring of members of the National Theater.
from the picture business.
Nickelodeons Crop Up in Philly
"My
Past" for Winter
Garden
"My Past", Warner production
starring Bebe Daniels, and featuring
Ben Lyon, Lewis Stone and Joan
Blondell, opens March 10 at the Winter Garden, succeeding "Sit Tight".
E. M. Loew Gets Gayety, Boston
Boston — E. M. Loew is now operating the Gayety, former burlesque
house.
Grover
Burkhardt
is manager.
Whitman,
Mass., House
Changes
Whitman, Mass. — Metropolitan
Amusement Agency of Boston has
taken over the Empire. F. W.
O'Connell will manage the house.
Leon Janney on Tour
Leon
Janney,
youthful
Warner
player, opens a personal appearance
tour in Pittsburgh
this week, playing houses in the Warner circuit.
George Lynch Rejoins Schine

Philadelphia — Five-cent movies
are cropping up again in this territory. The Norris here is advertising
admission at this price and the same
goes for the Grand at Williamsport.
No

Opera House in Radio City

Maps and models for the Rockefeller-Radio City will be placed on
exhibition Thursday in the ^ravbar
Bldg. The models include a new
home for the Metropolitan Opera,
but
sponsors
the Fifth
Ave. n-oiect say
that aof deal
for housing
the
opera company in the big amusement
center has not materialized altlm"-*1
it was exoected that the Metropolitan would be included when plan-;
for the project were drawn up.
Marcus

Retains

Gorman

Tom

Gorman, formerly representative at Pathe home office for
Joseph P. Kennedy, has been assigned bv Lee Marcus to executive
contact field duties for RKO-Pathe.

_ Cleveland — George Lynch has reM-G-M
Signs Van Druten
signed as head booker for Warner
theaters in this territory to resume
John Van Druten, playwright and
his former position with Schine En- author of the stage play "Young
terprises in Gloversville. S. D. Woodley" has been signed as a
Blowitz,
Lynch's
assistant, succeeds writer bv M-G-M. Van Druten is
him.
now in England.

Austria, 153: Netherlands, 150; Denmark, 125; Hungary. 118; Switzerland, 104; Belgium, 100; Puimania,
89; Yugoslavia, 68; Baltic States, 67;
Finland, 65; Poland, 62; Norway, 39;
Portugal,36;9. Turkey, 23; Bulgaria, 22;
Greece,
New Publix Mass. House Started
Lawrence, Mass. — Ground has
been broken for, the million-dollar
Publix house being erected here and
completion of the project is expected
by fall, according to announcement
by the Salem Realty Co., sponsor
of the development.
2 B'klyn Houses Change Hands
Two more Brooklyn houses have
changed hands the past few days.
Oscar L. Hausner enters the exhibition field through acrjuisition of the
Newkirk. J. Harrigan, active in
Brooklyn politics, has taken over
the Graham at Gerritsen Beach from
the Marine Park Theaters, Inc.

New Incorporations
Foreign Theaters Corp., motion pictures;
Haaern & Barrett, 225 Broadway, New York.
200 shares common.
Goetz Road Show Productions, theatrical
enterprises; L. Mogreen, 25 West 43rd St.,
New
York.
100 shares common.
National Arenas Corp., amusements; B. B.
Turkus, 105 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
200 shares common.
Director Managers, motion pictures; A. L.
Furman,
381 Fourth Ave., New York. 200
shares common.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Delperu, Jersey
City, N. J., motion picture exchange; United
States Corporation Co., New York City.
J. H. & S. Theaters; C. Jaffa, 1540 Broadway, New York.
$300.
$5,000.
National Production Co., furnish entertainment; I. Berkelhammer, 1440 Broadway,
I New
York. $10,000.
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HOLLYWOOD
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Short Shots from
New York Studios

FLASHES
WILK~.

been achas reception
f^EORG
enthusiastic
cordedE anO'BRIEN
in the Orient, according to word
from John Ford, who is travel'ng
with him. Upon his return to Hollywood, George will be starred in
"The Rainbow Trail" and "Riders
of the Purple Sage."
*
*
*
M-G-M has signed George Kelly,
playwright, and Dorothy Appleby
and Charlotte Granville of the
David Belasco stage production of
"Dancing Partner."
*
*
*
Pathe has added Marion Jackson
to its writing staff, and taken up its
option on Daphne Po'lard, who will
make six more comedies, the first
of which probably will be a story
bv Charles "Chuck"
Callahan
Robert Williams. Walter Walker.
Robert Ames, Hedda Hopper and
Louise Closser Hale are among the
first to be picked for Ina Claire's
supporting
in "Rebound,"
which
Edward H.cast
Griffith
will direct
for
Pathe.
*
*
*
Wallace Smith, author and film
writer, who recently returned from
a trip to Mexico, says that coy,n*ry
is fast improving both politically
and economically.
*
*
*
Hal Roach has placed Thelma
Todd and Zasu Pitts under contract
to appear in comedies for M-G-M
release. Their first vehicle probably
will be "Let's Go Places," by Tom
Seymour, Charley Rogers and Dietrich Kohlsaat.
*
*
*
Laurel and Hardy have finished
■ the English, Spanish
and French
versions
of
"Laughina
Gravy,"
formerly titled "True Blue," under
the direction of James Home.
*
*
*
Charley Chase is working on an
untitled comedy under the direction
of James Parrott. Peggy Howard
has the feminine lead.
*
*
*
Hal Roach's Our Gang is busy
going to school and waiting for the
return of- their director, Robert McGowan, who is talcing a short vacation. Immediately on his return
the next Our Gang comedy will
start.

Exports of positive film in
1930 totaled 290,000,000 feet.

^^

• • • SUNDAY MORN after breakfast we sat back in our
lounging chair comfortably, perusing with interest the newspaper
report of the great progress made by the Anti-Saloon League
as we sipped a highball made with genooine ole Vat 69
boy, this new bootlegger is starting off with real promise
and
just then
Phil Joonior tuned in on the new
radio set and caught the announcement of Mischa Levitzki nlaying Liszt's Concerto in E Flat Major at the Roxy Dollar Svmphony Concert
then we forgot all about the Anti-S?loon
Leaerue monies to our soul
and as Mischa's
magic
divide
and ole
Vat fingers
69 did wafted
the same
for harour
stummick

well, it was just a perfect Sunday morn, th^ssall
and did that Roxy audience applaud?
for th^ee
solid minutes by the clock
why, we got up and app'aud'jd
ourself
and just then the damosel who guides our earthly
destinies drifted into the picture and the room
"Wot
heavenly harmony!" we exclaimed
"Wot lousy Scot-h,"
sez she as she sniffs the bottle
so you see what a musician like Mischa can do to h<=lo a bootlesrger
or did the
bootlegger help us to appreciate Mischa?
wondering the
prob'em, it occurs to us that the unemployed musicians and the
bootleggers should get together
for their miss:on in life
is the same
to thrill you, lift you out of yourself
to make you look at life in rosy hues when you know darn well
it's mostly indigo
*

*

*

*

• • • THEY ARE starting to tout Havana as the
of America"
and what with night life, racing, go'f,
ling senoritas and liquor, no wonder these film execs are
ing right on past Miami
no passports required
Lawrence Gray and W. A. Downs, Loew exec, are the
to join the Cuban capital's
film colony
*
*
*
*

"Paris
sparkkeeplatest

• • • BILLY FERGUSON, the Exploiteer Expert who
puts the roar in the otherwise silent yawning Lion in the M-G-M
trade mark, has qualified as the industry's only publicity chief
to cover the key spots in his own airplane
Billy started
off Feb. 15 and was back four days ago, meanwhile having hit
into 14 big cities as widely scattered as Atlanta, Boston, Minneapolis, Omaha, Buffalo and St. Louis
in every spot he
planted roadshows for "Trader Horn" playing two-a-day at $1.50
top
yesterday afternoon his plane zoomed from Curtiss
Field
and when it brings Billy back Sunday nite he will
have covered eight more cities
22 roadshows blanketing
the
nation
in key
spots
in a short three weeks!
yea,
the Lion may yawn
but it's not asleep
neither
is Billy
• • • TED MACK will continue to act as emcee for the
Paramount stage show when Paul Ash returns to his old stand
there on Friday as conductor
of the orchestra
Eddie
Dowling will journey to Washington
on St. Patrick's Day to
be honored by the National Press Club
they will elect
him to life membership
he will be one of but two actormembers, the other being Will Rogers
Sally Phipps, ingenue lead in "Once in a Lifetime," is entertaining the Duke and
Duchess
Charles d'Argue who arrived from Paris
Jean
Le Roy wants it known that he is the sole representative of
George Melies of Paris, and the only one authorized to distribute
the famous "Star" Films produced by Melies many years ago
it seems that certain prints were stolen in 1920, and
any exhib showing 'em is probably headin' for trouble
• • • PARAMOUNT
pulled a novel stunt in a new use
for the autogyro
the airplane was used to rush last minute
newsreel pictures to the Isle De France to be used in the first
issue of Paramount's new British Newsreel
the windmill
plane hovered over the ocean liner and lowered the package of
film to the deck

«

«

«

»

»

»

By HARRY

N. BLAIR

i__

gENIAMINO
famous
Metropolitan GIGLI,
tenor, predicted
that before long all the great musical dramas would find their way to
the screen, after attending a performance of "Pagliacci," the first
sound screen opera, recently completed by Audio Cinema.
Betty Morrissy, who played a
small role in "Honor Among Lovers," in addition to rentinq her
Packard car to the studio for use
in one of the scenes, took her family to see the picture and instead
of looking for her, they kept asking when the car tvould appear.

Love's labor lost might apply to
Mrs. Jack Norworth so far as a
recent scene in "The Naggers at
the Prizefight'' is concerned. Told
to "take it big" when her husband
douses her with a bucket of water
and then rams the bucket over her
head, the former Dorothy Adelphi
bucket.
found herself "mugging" under the

Paramount notes: Barney Rogan,
film editor, polishing off the recently complete
"Tarnished Lady"
Larry
Kent d home
sick with a painfull attack of quinsy
Harold
Fingerlin, his work as monitor man
on "Tarnished
Lady"
completed,
has gone fox hunting
Natalie
Hammond, daughter of John Hays
Hammond, and her cousin, Addison
Pelletier, lending the proper touch
to a drawing room scene.
The three Arron sisters, seen at
the R-K-O Palace in support of
Eddie Dowling, have been signed
'o make a short at one of the East
Coast studios.
An imposing street scene, extending the entire length of the Paramount New York studio and boasting real cobble stones, is now in use
for various scenes in "The Smiling
Lieutenant," ivhich Ernst Luhitsch
is
g, with Maurice Chevilierdirectin
starred.

MANY
HAPPY
RFTURNS
Best wishes ana ^unKiaiutdnum are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

March 4
Dorothy
Mackaill
David Bader
Robert J. Rubin
Edward Chandler

THE
DAILY

Theater

Changes

MISSISSIPPI
Re-Openings

Houston — Houston ; Newton— Palace ; Sumner— Strand ; Tutwiler — Tutrovansum.

MISSOURI
Changes in Ownership

Reported

by Circle Thea-. Corp.; E.. Syracuse —
Steele's Roxie, sold to E. Syracuse Thea.
Corp. by L. Steele ; Geneseo — Rex, sold to
Anthony Aprile by Carrie Aprile ; Hammondsport — Park, sold to Gaby & Cohen
by Mr. and Mrs. Grimaldi ; Jordan — Hippodrome, sold to Frank Bryant by Stanley F. Harris ; Middletown — State, Stratton, receiver, O. S. Hathaway by Quittner
Thea. Ent. ; Millbrook — Strand, sold to A.
J. McKennan by Ira Beach ; Niagara Falls
■— Rialto, sold to Joe Chapponeby Orphane
& Domura ; Rochester — Lake, sold to Elmer Loritz by Lake Thea. Corp. ; Roesselville — Fireman's Hall, sold to Harry Lamonte ; Salem — Star, sold to Grace Robinson by J. M. Gilles Est. ; Utica — Oneida,
sold to Harry Lux by Schine Ent. ; Watervliet — Grand, sold to Cronin & Geleta by
I. B. Tetrault ; Marlboro — Advance, sold
to McConnell, Staut & Marks ; Poughkeepsie — Strand, sold to Ben Knobel by George
Cohen.

by Film Boards of Trade
Amuse. Co. ; Republic — W. 42nd St., sold
to Republic Amuse. Corp. ; Ritz — 180th
St., sold
Edmund Mantell by 1014 E.
180th
St. to
Corp.

Brooklyn

New

MONTANA
Changes in Ownership
Red Lodge — Iris, sold to J. N. Cornelio by
O'Keefe & Fregger.

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership
Ashland — Isis, sold to W. E. Dyer by Naomi
Becker ; Big Springs — Seaman, sold to A.
C. Bratton; Blue Hill — Sterling, sold to
Commercial Club by O. W. Persons ; Falls
City — E'ectric, snld to G. L. Hooker by
J. F. Mullen ; Sun, sold to G. L. Hooper
by Rugg & Hoberson ; Miniatare — Grand,
sold to Ernest Holcomb ; Osceola — Auditorium, sold to F. E. Klein by M. E. Will.

Closings
Decatur — Goldlight ; Ewing — Quality ; Gibbon— Gibbon ; Grainton — Powers ; Rising
City— Star.

Re-Openin?s
Bassett — Kozy ;
Bruno — Operat Hoiuse ;
Campbell — Community ; Crofton — Crofton ;
Deshler — Empress.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Changes in Ownership
Dovet — Broadwav
sold
to Lloyd
Bridgham by M. White; Portsmouth — Arcadia,
sold to P. Markell & D. Sherman by C.
Morse.

NEW JERSEY
Changes in Ownership
Camden — Standard, sold to David Shapiro by
Solomon Amuse. Co. ; Lyndhurst — Lyndhurst, sold to Eugene Woodhams bv Colbro Amuse. Corp. ; Mi'lburn — Millburn,
sold to Ervin H. Burns, Morris Jacobs by
Thos. Gorman ; Newark — American, Cameo, sold to Stern & Gottesman by Herman Stearns : Mindlin's Playhouse, sold to
Ben Knobel by Mike Mindlin : Rosell Park
— Park, sold to Sam Cocalis by Twin
Boro. Amuse.
Co.

Openings
Paterson — Grand ; Lyceum ; Union
City.

City —

Re-Openings

Newark — Playhouse.

Hobbs —

NEW MEXICO
Changes in Ownership
Fawn, receiver, Robert A.
Closings

Estes.

Lowville — Avalon ; Mohawk — Bates ; Rotterdam
man'sJunction
Hall. — Family ; Schoharie — Fire-

New York City
Changes in Ownership
Bennenson — Washington
man Gordon, Charles

Ave., sold to HerLevine by Edmond

Forest Hills — Metropolis ; Richmond Hill —
Garden ; Sag Harbor — Sag Harbor.

NORTH
CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

OHIO
Changes in Ownership
Andover — Gibbs. sold to A. W. Gibbs by
Kenneth A. Rood : Cleveland — Roxy. sold
to Ninth-Vincent Thea. Co. by Roxy Thea.
Co. ; Columbus — Wilmar ; sold to Tom
Snowden by I. O. McLaughlin ;' Dover —
Ohio, sold to Tom White by M. C. Benson ; Hicksville — Crescent, sold to Emile
Stephan by C. A. Young; Lansing — Lansing, sold to Louis Faccinto by John Pagot; Lockland — Avenue sold to C. O.
Johnson by J. K. Barnett ; Lorain — Park,
sold to Bela Andorka by M. Schuster Co. ;
Orrville — Grand, sold to John Dike by E.
P. Mott; Portsmouth — Strand, sold to H.
G. Underwood by
Roscoe & F. Brady.
Clos'ngs

China Grove — Welcome, sold to W. G. Sells
by W. T. Adams ; Durham — Wonderland,
sold to F. K. Watkins by Feogre Logan ; Dayton — Eastwood; New Boston — Lyric;
ton— Garden.
New
Matamoras
— Palace; South CharlesRe-Openings

OWN CHECKING SYSTEM
FOR VITAPHONE SHORTS BEING ADOPTED BY RKO

Cincinnati — Gem.

OKLAHOMA
Changes in Ownership

(Continued from Page 1)

(.Continued from Page 1)

Erick — Liberty, sold to W. A. Morgan by
Mollie Mayes; Ft. Cobb — Rialto, sold to
Smith by U. G. Raines ; Ringling — Majestic, sold to Thompson Bros, by V.
Hamm.
Closings

short subject sales manager of Vitaphone, who closed the deal for the
Warner company. The contract takes
in houses in the Chicago, Minneapolis, Omaha, Des Moines, Denver,
Salt Lake City, Dallas, New Orleans, Atlanta, Buffalo and Boston
divisions.

who will be assigned to RKO Exchanges throughout the country to
both check houses playing percentage pictures and assist in exploiting
features locally.

Binger — A-Mu-Su ; Butler — Gem ; Cement —
Princess ; Marietta — Palace ; Empress ;
Minco — Royal ; Osage — Osage ; Shawnee
— Victory : Texola — Star ; Tipton — Dixie ;
Tryon — Liberty; Webb City — Liberty.

Webb Doing Another for Gaumont
London — Millard Webb, who recently completed directing "The
Happy Ending" for British Gaumont, is to do one more picture for
this firm. He also is reported considering offers to make a series of
European newspaper stories.
New Indianapolis Firm
Indianapolis — Theaters Holding
Corp., headed by John Servaas,
George O. Hill and Cora Hunt, has
been formed here "to own, control
and sell theaters throughout the
United States and to hold stock in

same."
Projection Room Improved
FitzPatrick
Pictures has improved
NEVADA
its projection room with the instalChanges in Ownership
lation of a complete Western ElecWe'ls — Nevada, sold to Winifred Goble by
tric synchronous motor system and
Inez Mackley.
NEW
YORK
the outfitting of «~ — complete rutting rooms for editing. Arthur Raff
Changes in Ownership
Buffalo — Circle, sold to F. Ullman, Jr. by and_ I. Brody are in charge of the
B. B. Krystaniak;
Keith's, sold to Pratt projection department.
Bernalillo — Crown ; Fort Sumner — Granada j
Hagerman — Hagerman ; Loving — Rodeo.

Closings

Changes in Ownership

Re- Openings

Theaters

Louisburg — New, sold to Louisburg Thea.
Co.. by H. P. Howell ; Winner, sold td
Louisburg Thea. Co. by R. R. Kissell ;
Rocky Mt. — Manhattan, sold to Armstrong
& Rawlins by C. E. Rich ; Savoy, sold to
Burnett-Burnett
& Stokes by Standard
Amuse.
Co.

Armory, sold to Simon Goldstein, Sidney
Berg by Armory Photoplay Inc. ; Berk- Aberdeen — Dixie ; Andrews — ■ Dreamland ;
shire, sold to Hensig Theatrical Ent. by
Badin—— New;
Badin Enfield
; East
Bend — Leak
E'k
Park
— Masonic;
Mt. ; Olive
Fox Metropolitan Playhouses ; Bluebird,
sold to Harold Eldridge by Moe Kerman ;
Victory ; Plymouth — Dixie ; Trenton —
Fifth Ave. (342 Fifth Ave.), sold to De
Community ; Wilson — Carolina.
Grosse & Marelli ; Imperial, sold to NelNew Theaters
son & Renner by Irving Stitch ; Lee, sold
Stanley
Amuse.
Co.,
to Louis Dreiling by Sarah Zack ; Park Albemarle
owner. — Stanley,
Ritz sold to Hensig Theatrical Ent. by
Fox Metropolitan Playhouses ; WilliamsNORTH DAKOTA
burg, sold to J. Marcovici by Fox Metropolitan Playhouses.
Changes
in Ownership
Closings
Fairmount — State Closings
sold to Paul G. Melhus
by L. O. Peterson.
New Plaza — 156 High St.; Paragon; Sun
Ray; Van Buren.
House. — Edgeland;
Edgelandl
Walhalla — Opera

Cabool — New Cabool, sold to F. A. Lane by
O. L. Gentry ; Galema — Electric, sold to
O. A. Dickson by Kahler & Weaver ;
Jackson — Palace, sold by Fox West Coast
Thea. ; Joplin — Sun, sold to Joe Allard by
Gibbens & McAbee ; Kansas City — Beaufort, sold to Henry Dieter by Telgemeir
& St. James; Lindberg, sold to Hughes
Franklin Thea., Inc., by A. Baier; Kennett — Ford, sold to E. B. Vandiver by
Tom Ford ; Kohuka — Kosy, sold to A. T.
Blum by J. McLoughlin ; Knox City —
Cozy, sold to Mable Anderson by Frank
Anderson ; Portageville — Lyric, sold to J.
C. Shannon by G. & V. Cronan ; Reed
Closings
Springs — Liberty, sold to D. C. Emerson
by Howard Claybough ; Stanberry — Prin- Andover — Auditorium ; Aurora — Library ;
Long Island
cess, sold to I. W. Maple by L. E. Maple;
Broadbrook — Broadbrook ; Cannonsville —
Changes in Ownership
Vandalia — Orpheum, sold to Cecil E. MayCannonsville
Comm.
Assoc.
;
Devon
—
Deberry by J. A. Wade.
von ; Downsville — Onera House; Marcellus Forest Hills — Inwood, sold to Spuro Amuse.
Closings
Corp., Morris Kutinsgy by Small-Strauss■ — Parson's Hall ; Nassau — Grande Hall ;
berg Circuit ; Richmond Hi'l — Garden, sold
Peru — Peru ; Phoenicia — -Keen's ; Plattsburg
Bernie — Elite ;
Ellington — Imp ;
Hayti—
to Fleishman & Hirsh Mondrick Thea.
Barracks
;
Pulasko
—
Opera
House
;
RemMaxy ; Kansas
City — Maple ; Kennett — ■
Corp. by Muller Closings
& Schwartz.
sen — Remsen ; Scotia — Strand ; Round
Ford ; Lilbourne — Rex ; Madison — PrinLake — Round Lake Ass'n ; St. Regis Falls
cess ; Steele — Steele; Union Star — Waldo.
— Regent; Schoharie— Mier's : Sherrill —
Island City — Vernon. — Arverne ; Long
Re-Openings
Community ; So. Otselic — Dew Drop ; Utica Arverne
—
Liberty; Webster — Grange
Hall.
Marthasville — Morhaus ; Oran — Majestic.
Re- Openings
Louisiana — Lumo, Cecil E. Mayberry, owner.
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OREGON
R-K-O
Theater
Staff Shifts
Changes in Ownership
— Lyric, sold to Myrtle BuckmilDivisional and house - manager Huntington
Ier by Wm. Musil ; Medford — Holly, sold
to Neidermeier Bros, by Pacific Thea.,
changes announced yesterday by RK-O are as follows:
Inc. ; Portland — Adler, sold to John Hamrick
by Leon
Bullier; Hawthorne,
sold to L.
A. S. Rittenberg, transferred from
B. Kay by R. J.Closings
Struble ; Prineville— Lyric,
division manager, New York State
sold to Milton Oden by C. E. Wicks.
Division, to division manager, St.
Arlington — Arlington.
Re-Openings
Louis Division; L. Golding, transferred from division manager, St.
Louis Division to division manager, Portland — Blue Mouse; Westport — Westport.
New York State Division; M. Shure,
SOUTH
CAROLINA
transferred from assistant manager
Changes in Ownership
State-Lake, Chicago, to manager, Allendale— Imperial, sold to Fred All by
Asa Godbold ; Pastime, sold to Asa GodStrand, Dayton, O.; M. M. Blaettbold by Ulmer & Ward; Barnwell — Vamp,
ner, transferred from manager,
sold to H. C. Creech by Jack Herndon ;
Batesburg — Batesburg, sold to C. H. AlStrand, Dayton O., to manager,
bretch by A. P. Boatwright; Denmark —
State, Dayton; Herbert Morgan,
Dulamae, sold to N. C. Black by Wm. F.
transferred from manager, State,
Shillito; Edgefield — Victoria, sold to R.
E. Bryan by W. S. G. Heath; Winnsboro
Dayton, to manager, Temple,
— Public,
ford Bros.sold to Boyd Brown by CrawRochester, N. Y.; Russell, Carew,
Closings
transferred from manager, Temple,
Rochester, N. Y., to manager, TU- Branchville — Majestic : Fountain Inn — Rex ;
Greenville — State; Lando — Lando ; Ninetyyou, Coney Island; Jack Edwards,
Six — Ideal ; Pickins — Alexandra ; Wagener
transferred from manager, Orpheum,
New* Wagener;
York — Carolina.
St. Paul, to manager, Majestic, Fort
Worth.
SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership
Warners Take Lynchburg Theater Fairfax — Community, sold to L. A. Iller by
C. M. Malloy; Midland — Legion, sold to
Lynchburg, Va. — Warner Bros.
L. B. Lee by American Legion ; Platte —
have taken possession of the Trent
Lyric, sold to Roy
Mundon by H. Kass.
Closings
and will operate it on a first run
policy.
Fairfax — Community ; Artesian — Lyric.

this publication has become an
integral part of the industry. Its
usefulness is unlimited and want
to particularly congratulate you
for the latest issue/7
(Signed)

Sam E* Morris
Vice-President
Warner Bros.

THE
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Only 2,435 Affiliated Houses in U. Sv Survey Shows
19,304

of 21,724 Listed
As Independent
Theaters

Independent theaters in the United
States total 19,304 as compared with
2,435 houses affiliated with producers interests, according to a survey
just completed by the Film Boards
of Trade. According to the checkup,
made by zones, theaters in the country aggregate 21,724, of which 13,515
are wired for sound.
Total of 6,053 use both disc and
film. Houses using only film are figured at 2,468, while those using only
disc total 5,000, says the report.
Silent theaters closed total 3,830,
while closed sound houses aggregate
797.

Second Pittaluga Talker
Scheduled for Belmont
Following the current run of "NaChe Chanta," which is in its
poli
third week, a second Cines Pittaluga
production, "La Canzone Den'Amore," 100 per cent Italian talker,
will go into the Belmont, former
legitimate house in Times Square.
Attendance at the Belmont, where
the program also includes "Moses'
Prayer," an Italian musical short,
has been very encouraging, says J.
V. Cremonim, who is handling the
Pittaluga product over here.
Special interest in the foreign productions is being shown by various
organizations, and Cremonim believes that through the medium of
these groups the foreign dialogue
pictures will be able to enjoy considerable distribution in this country.

THEATER

STATISTICS BY ZONES

Xo. of

Film Board of Trade T heaters
550
Albany
Atlanta
1097
816
Boston
Buffalo
510
508
Charlotte
1074
Chicago
1357
Cincinnati
616
Cleveland
Dallas
479
933
Denver
Des Moines
Detroit
588
582
785
Indianapolis . .
Kansas City . .
967
608
Los Angeles
..
404
Memphis
1189
Milwaukee . . .
509
Minneapolis . . .
194
New Haven . .
497
New Orleans .
1119
New York . . .
470
Oklahoma
City
Omaha
651
835
798
Philadelphia . .
Pittsburgh
176
Portland
1042
St. Louis
677
Salt Lake Cii>
San Francisco
426
Seattle
758
Washington
Totals

..

Only

Disc
108

Film

Sound
283
38
77
83
43
105
135
110
93

176
231
100

733
560
328
326

111
154
137
196
241
105
177
175
139
237

635
575
580
442
278
365
492
303
544
229
431

380
915

65
103
98
91
135

78
179
111

63

467
30
165
143

62
98
25
34
109
57

141
282
275
182

700
371

75
139
16

173
55

156
551
370
297

Disc258and
137
Film

267
Silent
256
184
364

4/4
124
183

180
439
174

244
376
195
186

153

19

359
725
167
330

104
66
98
46
38

118
96

359
163
55

509

21,724

Only

353
217
201
782

219
85
82
99

440
177
425
175
96
150
27

291
172
55
140
118
160

167
464

130
130
725

204

73

280
20
247
135
90

379
201
97
55

146
380
146
672
307

131
203
127

451
280
198

13,515

Permanent Relief Fund
Endorsed by M. P. Club

Endorsement of the permanent relief fund planned by greater New
York exhibitors and distributors was
7 Paramount Releases Set
made by the Motion Picture Club
Release dates on seven productions yesterday. Lee A. Ochs was appointhave already been set by Paramount
ed to co-operate with the commitfor March and April. They are:
tee arranging the first annual benefit dinner, entertainment and dance
"Rango", March 7; Ruth Chatterton scheduled
for the Astor Mar. 28.
in "Unfaithful," March 14; "Honor Contributions to the fund were made
Among Lovers", with Fredric March
and Claudette Colbert, March 21 ; by Al Lichtman, who gave $250, and
"Dishonored", with Marlene Dietrich Emil Jensen, who donated $50.
and Victor McLaglen, April 4; TalPara. Superimposes Jap Titles
lulah Bankhead in "Tarnished Lady",
Tokio — First showing of AmeriApril 11; "City Streets", with Gary
can talkers with superimposed JapaCooper, April 18; "Skippy", April 25.
nese titles has taken place with the
Warner House Managers Shifted
of Paramount's "MoMiddletown, Conn. — J. M. Weiss, presentation
rocco" and "Tom Sawyer." Use of
for several months manager of the these titles
dispenses with the benCapitol, has been transferred to the shi, or talker, who had been a necesColonial in Hartford, and his place
sary of the picture theater.
here has been assigned to R. G.
Mailer, who comes from Lawrence,
Rivoli and Rialto Change Bills
Mass.
All are Warner houses.
Mary Pickford in "Kiki" succeeds
"Rango" tomorrow at the Rivoli,
and Marlene Dietrich in "DishonRepartee
ored" replaces "The Devil to Pay"
Scene: Strand Theater, manat the Rialto.
ager's office.
Howard P. Kingsmore (to
Jule Francke in Fitchburg
Morton Levine his assistant),
Fitchburg, Mass. — Jule E.
"Well?"
Francke, one time manager of the
Levine: "After 'Divorce
Empire in New London, Conn., and
among Friends' we get 'Woformerly manager and agent for the
man Hungry'."
Shuberts and Frohmans, has taken
Kingsmore: "Are you telling
over the management of the Coming here.
ME?"

5,000

90
2,468

8,163

Roach Studio Laying Off
During Month of April
Coast Bureau,

THE

FILM

37
22
12
104
32
26
27
None
178
15
21
50
19
24
27
13
7
83
9

39
116
Silent
Closed
145
137
102
172
247
95
113
201
189
128
27
247

iated
60
17388
15768

512
919
pendent
459
740
450
49
IndeAffil- 1325
106
916
55
58
32
30
11213
12608

48
15

58
17

283
24
90
111
42
175
118

84

13
379
64
160
93
94

11
92

29
8
2382
27
12
2017
65
70
32
98

561
846
421
567
552
725
854
480
427
387
1105
136
375
400
619
628
159
881
733
648

43
49
62

2,435

377
696
944
462
19,304

71
3,830

Don L. Brodie, Cincinnati
stock actor recently signed by
Universal, is being tagged
"Steve" Brodie for his screen
work. 'U' feels it is giving
him an auspicious sendoff because the name is a famous
synonym for daring. But there
are no Brooklyn Bridges in
Hollywood.

West

35
29
28
21
16

797

6,053

Tagging Brodie

27
Sound
Closed
164
28
29

Fox Holding Sales Meet
April 27 in Atlantic City
Fox plans
its 27annual
sales City.
convention for April
in Atlantic
It will be national in attendance.
"Last

Parade"

Holding

Over

Columbia's "The Last Parade" will
be held for a second week at the
R-K-0 Mayfair. Business over the
week-end broke previous records, the
house management
reports.
Pathe's "The Painted Desert",
with Helen Twelvetrees and Bill
Saturday.
Boyd, goes into the Hippodrome on

DAILY

Hollywood — Hal
Roach's
studio
will take its yearly one-month layoff
starting April 4.
Paramount Bookings
March bookings for the New York
Paramount include Ruth Chatterton
in "Unfaithful," opening Friday;
Jack Oakie in "June Moon," March
13, and William Powell in "Man oi
the World," March 20.
Only 2 RKO Releases in March
Only two RKO productions are
on the schedule for release this
month.

They are "The Lady Refuses," with Betty Compson, and
"Kept Husbands," with Dorothy
Mackaill and Joel McCrea.
Two British pictures, "The W
Plan" and "The Perfect Alibi," also
are under consideration for release
in March.

Joe Krenitz Breaks Arm
Cleveland — Joe Krenitz, Universal
city sales representative, broke his
arm playing handball.

Home Talent
John Hix, who makes the
"Strange As It Seems" series
for Universal, thought he had
hit on a good novelty when he
discovered a woman who reproduced with a pen the
Lord's Prayer three times in
a circle the size of a dime. But
John Connelly, a studio artist,
went one better, and reproduced the Lord's Prayer six
times. A magnifying lens is
used to reproduce the acccmplishment on the screen.
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Probe of Filmlndustry" Immunity" Askedby Sen. Dill

ENDS
ESS^
CONGR
aS
DIET
BILL
T
RIGH
COPY
Stuart Walker
Joining Paramount
Production
Staff
Experimenting

— and a Russian thought
■By JACK

ALICOATE

Advertising- films
have moved
right into
the little old homestead. Their

The Experiment
Dangerous

career, obviously, will depend upon
their entertainment value and quality. We have no fault to find with
them provided they are entertaining,
amusing or educational. We do not
believe that the public will care a

Prominent Dramatic Stock
Operator Being Added
to Coast Personnel
In addition to Richard A. Rowland, the Paramount personnel will
soon include Stuart Walker, one of
the foremost dramatic stock operators and directors in America, Jesse
L. Lasky told The Film Daily yesterday. Walker will come to New
(Continued

on Page

10)

GREATER DIVERSIFICATION
FOR 1931-32JAYS LASKY

And a Few Annexes
Trem Carr suggests that a
10-story hotel be constructed
in Hollywood to house all film
industry rumors.

100 N. Y. EXHIBS MEET
TO FORM ORGANIZATION
Albany— More than 100 exhibitors
operating in Central New York
State attended a meeting held yesterday to form an exhib organization.
The following were named to select
a president; vice-president, secretary
and treasurer of the unit: A. Stone,
Albany; C. H. Buckley, Albany;
William (Continued
H. Shirley,
Schenectady,
on Page 10)

tinker's hip-hip-hooray who sponsors
Paramount will introduce a numa film, or where it comes from, provided they enjoy it. BUT, bore them
ber of new presonalities in its 1931with it and then look out. And there, 32 program, said Jesse L. Lasky yesin our modest opinion, is the danger.
terday. Several all-Technicolor features will be included in the new
Paramount and Warner Bros, are alhe stated.
The
program
ready operating in this advertising or schedule,
(Continued on Page 10)
so-called industrial picture field. Practically every major company will soon
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
be doing likewise. If the quality of
Hollywood — DeSylva, Brown and
these advertising pictures is such that
Henderson have broken up their
the public will continue to accept West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY combination, thereby sacrificing a
them, all well and good, but exhibiHollywood — George Bancroft is $900,000 contract with Fox and
tors should be doubly careful of com- again negotiating with Paramount United Artists. Brown and Henderson will return to New York to
mitting the showman's cardinal sin
renewal of his starring conof boring patrons. All the money in on a tract,
which lapsed some time ago. write and produce stage shows. Dethe country to be derived from ad- Since his agreement with Paramount
Sylva is writing a story for Janet
vertising films is not worth one
Gaynor
and will produce it for Fox
expired
he
has
been
reported
dickerquarter the loss of driving regular
on
his
return from a vacation in
Europe.
ing with various producers, includpatrons from the box-office through
ing Warner Bros, and Universal.
dissatisfaction over them.
*
*
*

Bancroft Negotiating
Renewal with Paramount

Directors, cameramen and producers on the
alert for the unusual might do well to catch the latest Russian offerings coming through
and being shown mostly at the little
arty theaters. In two things the
Russian excels. He has a very definite touch of the tragic and a delightful and sure flare for the fantasI tic. The Russian cinema school is
! one of realism. Unlike the French,
German and Italian, the value of
Russian production as staple entertainment is practically nil. In its
technical aspect, however, it is up
ifcre with the most progressive, and,
at times, a step ahead.

The Russian
Cinema School

DeSylva Splits From
Brown and Henderson

Senator Dill Asks Inquiry
Into Films — Public Relations
Film Sequences in Play
About

25 minutes

of the

running time of "Miracle at
Verdun," stage production
which the Theater Guild will
present at the Martin Beck
starting March 16, will be occupied by sound and talking
picture interludes. The scenes
are exteriors made in Europe
with the cast that is to appear
in the stage production.

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Relations between
the film industry, particularly the
producers association, and various
government departments, women's
and civic organizations, financial interests, etc., would be made the subject of investigation by a Senate
committee under the terms of a resolution introduced by Senator Dill
shortly before adjournment of the
session.
No action was possible on the
(Continued

on Page

10)

Vestal Measure Expected
to be Re-Introduced
at Next Session
Washington Buieau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington —
Congress adjourned yesterday without final action by the Senate on the Vestal
copyright bill, which accordingly i s
dead and must be re-introduced as a
new bill in the next session if it is
to be enacted into a law. Sponsor^
of the measure are understood to be
determined to bring it up again.

RCA REAR PROJECTION
FOR TRANS-LUX HOUSES
Specially designed RCA Photophone reproducing equipment, designed for rear projei tion, will be
used in the circuit of store-room
movie theaters operated by . the
Trans-Lux Movies Corp., the first
of which will be located at 625
Madison Ave. and two at 1619
Broadway,(Continued
New
new
onYork.
Page 10)The

Protection Necessary,
Canadian Probers Told
Toronto — Declaring that it wou.ii
be
impossible
to continue
in busine's
without
a protection
system,
Arthur
Cohen, general manager of Famous
Players Canadian Corp., testified at
the Government investigation that
if there were no protection the second run houses would take advantage
(Continued

on Page

10)

Central Park Doubling
In conjunction with the talker version of "Pagliacci," now
showing at the Central Park,
Leo Brecher is presenting revivals of a series of recent
screen hits including "Africa
Speaks," "Tom
Sawyer,"
"Doorway to Hell," and
others. Each will be shown
for two days as an added attraction to the operatic film.

±^mk
Of HIM COM

RKO sales convention will be held
in Los Angeles during the first week
in May, according to present plans
Vol. IV Nt. 53 Thursday. March 5, 1931 Price S Cents to be definitely set by Charles Rosenzweig, who leaves tomorrow for
iOHN W. UICOATE
Editor aid Publisher the coast to confer with Joseph I.
Schnitzer. Arrangements will possibly be made to congregate the enPublished daily except Saturdays and holidays
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it 16S0 Broadway, New York, N. Y..
managers, branch managers and all
by Wid's Films an.
and copyright (1930)
Film Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President, salesmen tor the conference. About
,
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Donald
;
Publisher
Editor and
150 will attend.
Manager
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STOCK

Walt Disney Opens
New York Headquarters

1540 Broadway
BR Yant 9-4712

MARKET

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STIUweU 4-7940

of Motion Picture Engineers,
Hotel Roosevelt,
Hollywood,
Cal.

Sam
Warshawsky
111
Sam Warshawsky, RKO
publicity
man, is ill at his home, 609 West
114th St., suffering from an attack
of grippe.

COMING

& GOING

TREM CARR leaves New York for the
Coast tomorrow.
CHARLOTTE GRANVILLE, stage player signed by M-G-M, left yesterday for
Hollywood to appear in the screen version
of David Belasco's "Dancing Partner," in
vliieh she appeared
on Broadway.
MLLE. GABRIELLE CHANEL, French
;"ashion
from
the
otherexpert,
side, who
leavesarrived
today yesterday
for Hollywood,
where she is to work with Samuel Goldwyn.
FELIX ELLISON FEIST, son of Felix
F. Feist, general sales manager for M-G-M,
left last night with his bride for the coast,
where he is associated in production at the
M-G-M studios. Marriage of the couple took
place yesterday at Temple Emanu-El, folHotel. lowed by a reception at the Savoy Plaza

i

I Eastman Films |

e Sin"
"Singlway
Tiffan
For y's
2 Broad
Houses
Tiffany's
Sin"
been
booked "The
for a Single
first run
at has
the
Warner on Broadway starting the
week of March 14. Immediately aftei^
Beacon.
this run, it will play at Warne.s'

African Theater Field

Entrance of M-G-M into the South
African theater field again looms as
a possibility with sailing last night
of Col. Ed. A. Schiller and Harry
Moskowitz of the Loew theater department, who are bound for South
Africa on a trip that is to last about
three months.

JOSEPH K. PLUNKETT, BEN SERKOWICH and A. M. GLUCKSMAN left
the coast for New
York yesterday.
M. A. LIGHTMAN, M.P.T.O. A. prcslclent. arrives in New York tomorrow pre
liminary to attending the organization's
hoard of directors' meeting.
FELIX F. FEIST left New York for the
Chicago
Hollywood
Coast yesterday.
He returns late tills month.
1727
Indiana 3692
Ave.
6700 Santa
Monica **;
WILLIAM F. CANAVAN of the I. A
CALumet
Blvd.
*
HOLlywood 4121 g T. S. E. and M. P. O., who is out-of-town
recuperating from an illness, will return to
New York in about three weeks

Philly in a Panic
Over Censor Slashes

Philadelphia — Circuits and exchanges here are tearing their hair
over the current epidemic of pictureslashing by the Pennsylvania board
of censors. The cutting is described
First Sono Art 'Noiseless' Talker
"Air Police," Sono Art-World as the worst in local film history.
Wide production and first to be made Four pictures which have been badunder the Balsley and Phillips process for the elimination of extraneous
ly mangled by the censors are "The
Blue Angel," "The Easiest Way,"
noises, has been completed and will "Stolen
Heaven" and "Millie."
be released next month. Kenneth
Harlan, Josephine Dunn and Charles
Delaney head the cast.
Dickering
Withmajor
Publix
on "Lights"
With three
circuits
already
"Easiest Way" Held Over
having booked "City Lights," United
"The Easiest Way," M-G-M pic- Artists is now negotiating with
ture co-starring Constance Bennett Publix to play the Chaplin picture.
and Robert Montgomery, is being
circuits. Bros., Loew's and R-K-O
held
have bought the picture for their
itol. for a second week at the Cap- Warner

Are You Buying

$

it

Mar. 7 : Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
Mar. 8: RKO Regional sales and operation
meeting at the Park Central HoYork.
tel, New A.
Mar. 10-11: M.P.T.O.
Board of Directors
meets in New
York.
Mar. 14: First Annual Writers - Wampaa
Roast, Biltmore Hotel, Hollywood.
Mar. 21 : Annual Ball of the Warner Club.
New
York.
benefit dinner, enterMar. 28: First annual
tainment and dance at the Hotel

Philadelphia — Substitutions are
Hollywood — Bryan Foy is making
scheduled to provide plenty of fire- preparations to branch out as an
works at a meeting of the board of edies.
governors of the M^ P. T. O. Thurs- independent producer of short comday, next week. According to one
claim, a major company has made M-G-M May Invade
21 substitutions in its 1930-31 lineup.

GEORGE FEINBERG sailed last night
on the Europa for a five weeks' trip abroad,
where he is to arrange for the outfitting of
Paramount theaters with Heywood- Wakefield
chairs. Feinberg, who is to visit England,
France, Belgium, Switzerland and Germany,
will also survey the field with respect to
:,: cooling and ventilating systems for theaters.
J.t
HARRY MOSKOWITZ and ED. A.
J.* SCHILLER of Loew's, Inc., sailed on the
Europa last night en route to South Africa.
CHARLES ROSENZWEIG leaves for the
coast
tomorrow.

J. E. Brulatour, Inc|

5, 1931

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
rc«jr

At least 20 productions, the output of the Deutsches Lichtspiel Syndikat, largest organization of its kind
in Germany, will be handled in the
U. S. and Canada by the International Film Import Co. in the current season. The pictures, all talkers will be in German, French and
English versions. The D.L.S., of
which Emil Schilling, German film
pioneer, is president, has about 800
German theaters in its affiliation. International Film Import will distribute the entire D.L.S. output on this
side.

Bryan Foy to Produce
Substitutions Hot Issue
Independent
Comedies
For Philly M.P.T.O. Meet West Coast
Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

2 Yiddish Religious Shorts
"Feast of the Passover," a tworeel short featuring the Vilna
a
on Trial,"
"Cantor Cantor
Troupe, andfeaturing
one-reeler
Lewis
Waldman, have been completed by
Sidney M. Golden for Judea Films.
They will be released by the Syndicate Exchange.

it
K
New York

March

New York
byand greater
Astor tors
perto aidexhibidistributors
Walt Disney has opened offices in
manent benefit fund.
Xew York, taking over the space M. J. Mintz Renews
Patrons'
and benefit
Players'
N. V.
for Jubilee
national
at 1540 Broadway formerly occupied
Columbia Contract April 4-11:Week,
A. Club.
by Caddo. Irving Lesser is Eastern
M. J. Mintz has signed contracts April 23-24 : State Convention of Indiana Inrepresentative for Disney. The new with
dorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Columbia for another series of
offices also will be used as Mickey
Hotel, Indianapolis.
13 Krazy Kat cartoons for next sea- Apr. 27 : Fox
York. Film sales convention. New
Mouse Club headquarters, which son.
formerly were on the coast.
May 25-28 : Spring meeting of the Society
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RKO Sales Convention
Internat'l Film Import
Set for May on Coast Bringing Over 20 Pictures
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Performance ?
Throughout the country, theatres, both large and small
depend daily upon the "time and money saving" advantages of Peter Clark, Inc., equipment. In every instance
more thoroughly coordinated operation has resulted.
•
"Stage Equipment with a Reputation"

PETER
544

WEST

30TH

CLARK,

INC.

Stage Equipment Specialists for Ovtr 25 Years
ST.
NEW

YORK

CITY

MARCH comes in
like a LION!
On your toes,
folks! You ain't
seen nothin'
Leo's
the Lionyet!
who's doing the
roaring in this
industry —
Ain't we got fun! Ain't
we got hits! Look what
"Parlor,
Bedroom &.
Bath"(Keatonck4Stars)
is doing! The surprise
sensation of the year!
"The Easiest Way"
(Constance Bennett) is
packingtheCapitol.N.Y.
Held over 2nd Week!
"Inspiration" (Garbo)
and "Dance, Fools,
Dance" (Crawford) continue to mop up! M-G-M
has had big years before,
but folks this Is a BIG
one, even for us !

Good-bye "Divorcee" Records!
Here conies the star of stars!

Norma

STRANGERS
MAY KISS
Let the reviewers tell it: "Norma hits
bull's-eye for third straight time. Real boxoffice bet for any house," says M. P.
Herald. "Far superior to 'The Divorcee'.
It's a 'Special' in every sense of the
word," says Hollywood Reporter.

The Gilbert they dream off!
You can't believe your ears!

GILBERT
LEMAN'S
GENTFAT
E
This picture was so important from a
public point of view that the N. Y. Evening
Telegram printed a special news story
from Hollywood saying "Gilbert back in
old high status. A success in Talking
pictures with "Gentleman's Fate". Agreat
cast: Louis Wolheim, Leila Hyams, Marie
Prevost, Anita Page. Tell your public now:
Gilbert's coming in a tremendous hit!

It's a
pleasure!

This stage play is the best
vehicle he's ever had!

William HAINES

THE TAILOR
MADE MAN
This story packs sympathy as well as
laughs. That's why it's going to be a great
box-office winner. Hollywood Reporter
says: "A comedy hit. Just fits star. Will
click anywhere."

He's reaching for the top
spot of male talkie stars!

Adcphe MENJOU

MEN CALL
IT LOVE
When you see Menjou in this thrilling
romantic drama you're going to agree
that there's a new money-magnet in
talkies. He's a joy to watch! A great cast!

M ETRO-GOLD WYN-M AYER

—JX^*i
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Timely Topics
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EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion

=©—
Hack Writing
Taboo for Screen
AUTHORS

no

longer need

feel that they must "write
down" to the screen. Motion
pictures as they are produced
today are worthy of the best that
can be provided for them in literary material. There has too
long existed an impression that
second or third-rate writing was
good enough for pictures, and
that cinema audiences could be
entertained with that type of
material. It is time for those
who would supply screen drama
to realize that the hack is no
longer good enough for the industry, and that the best is none
too good for the scenario department. There was a time
when we were not equipped to
deal in the higher type of
drama, and when audiences who
patronized the pictures were
satisfied with plays that were
mediocre from a literary standpoint. Happily we have outgrown that era, but judging
from some of the material that
is submitted to the studios, it
is not generally realized. The
producing companies are prepared to pay generously for
stories ?nd plays which they
find suitable for their standards,
but they have long since learned
to recognize the good from the
bad. There is no longer any
reason why the most conscientious and talented author
should keep himself aloof from
the scenario field. The remuneration is more than ample and
the screen carries a dignity today that is comparable to that
of any other medium.
— Graham Baker

A
FILM
FACT
A
DAY
Over $500,000,000 is paid in
salaries annually in the film industry in the United States.

• • • THEY TOOK us for a ride Tuesday nite
Mannie
Lee and Joe Rivkin, over at Tiffany
just a coupla exploitation gunmen in the film racket
out to give the press
gents a thrill
as a preliminary to viewing
"Drums
of
Jeopardy" up in the Bronx
they chartered a bus, which
started in front of 729 Seventh Avenoo
quite appropriate
a lotta wise film gents have started on a ride from that
building
the bus lurched forward,
with a motor
cop
clearing the way
my, wotta dizzy dash through the city
past red lights
past — thankgawd! — elevated pillars that loomed up like Gibraltar
almost past corners
on two wheels
on one wheel
wotinell did
the driver care?
it wasn't his bus
while the siren
kept up a continuous
blare
faster
faster
we looked at the rest of the press gang
some were praying
kin y' imagine a newspaper gink praying?
funny sight
wanted
to laugh
but all that came
out was a moan
"Aw, this is nothing," sez Mannie
"Wait till that driver gets warmed up," comforts Joe
we
snooped around after the bus came to a halt at the theater
and learned that the driver's wife ran off with a newspaper gent
"So," we sneered at him, "and ya wanted
ta take it out on us."
and he sez: "Say, feller, y' got
me wrong.
I was CELEBRATING.
That newspaper guy did
me a FAVOR."
so you never can tell
but the
point is this
they took us to see a thriller
and
knocked all the thrills out of us before we got there
our humble suggestion is that the next time they want to spring
a pre-view or a thriller on the trade press gang
they provide us with kiddie kars
and let us grow up by easy
stages to the thrill in the pix
*
*
*
*
• • • IN OUR
March
Film Calendar the other day, we
had Ash Wednesday
occurring today
obviously, that is
slightly incorrect
how can you have Ash Wednesday on
a Thursday?
it doesn't sound reasonable
several
critical readers have called the matter to our attention
we _ were elated
it proved what we have always stoutly
maintained
that this kolyum has readers
an explanation is due these critical souls
we were consulting
a 1930 almanac for dope when we wrote that faux pas
just a year late
excuse it, please
in order to play
safe, we now predict, without fear of contradiction
that
Ash Wednesday in 1932 will fall on a Wednesday
Carl
Laemmle, who is receiving many honors on the occasion of his
25th anniversary in the picture world, has been invited by cable
to be the guest of honor at the annual dinner of the Faculty of
Arts, London, on May 9, when presentation will be made of the
Gold Medal awarded by the Faculty of Arts to "All Quiet on
the Western Front" as
motion *picture of the year. . .
*the greatest
*
*
• • • MILTON KRONACHER writes us from Fallsburgh, N. Y., that he is recovering rapidly from his long siege
of illness
he expects to be back in the selling game this
coming season
just to show how popular Milton is, and
that this industry doesn't forget its old pals, a surprise party
flocked down on him Washington's Birthday
Rob Wolff,
Joe Felder, Meyer Solomon, Louis Wexler and Arthur GreenMatt
Harry Hershfield, creator of "Abie Kabibble," will
come to the A.M.P.A. luncheon today at the Dixie, fresh from
a headline spot at the Palace
and Harry will NOT read
any literature brochures
pos-it-ive-ly
*
*
*
*
• • • YOU'VE GOT to hand it to the editors of Columbia's
"Showman,"
house organ, for speed and enterprise
boxed paragraph appeared in The Film Daily on Monday abouta
"The Last Parade" breaking the record at the Mayfair
and doggone if ye Columbia eds didn't have the reprint in their
mag on Tuesday
and a 28-page paper in three colors
that's beating the ole dead line, kid
Armstrong, RKO Pathe feature player, arrived in our Robert
hamlet this
week en route for a European vacashe

«

«

«

»

»

»

Played Up

©

Change of Policy
'"THE inauguration of a vaudeville policy at the Broadway,
Council Bluffs, Iowa, was a signal for manager R. K. Fulton to
start bombarding the town with
advertising and exploitation on
his new policy. 3,000 7x9 postal
cards were mailed on the rural
routes in the theater's drawing
area. 10,000 heralds were distributed from house to house.
The theater took one side of the
herald and a local merchant
used the other side. The merchant paid for all printing and
the theater handled the distribution. Illuminated marquee displays consisting of beaver cutout letters studded with electric
— Broadway,
lights, were built for the
gala
occasion.
Council Bluffs,

la.

Blotter Tie-up
Helps
QNE "Paid"
of the

in manager outstanding
Lawrence stunts
Starsmore's campaign on Joan Crawford in "Paid"
the PublixSterling, Greeley,at Colo.,
was a
blotter tie-up. The tie-up was
arranged with the largest dry
cleaning establishment in the
city; the dry cleaners distributing blotters in their monthly
statements. The blotters carried
copy advertising Joan Crawford
in

— Sterling,
"Paid."

Greeley,

Colo.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to
the following members of the inbirthdays:
dustry, who are celebrating their

March 5
Edwin
Carewe
Jules Furthman <*
William H. Jenner
D. A. Doran
Irving Sinclair

*

DISHONORED

//

-^

"•Don't worry
about me.

I

am not afraid

dangerous
career,

to live, and I
am not afraid
.

'- v

young lady"

to die".

II
■Ha
":- .'■■•- '<
!jfo

f'

"You are afraid of me, my brave soldier. Me — a woman

and your prisoner.

Tomorrow at sunrise you will take me
out against a wall and shoot me — perhaps. Iam not afraid of
you — or of love. Before
it is too late, let us love
and be happy. Kiss me,

soldier".

"Morocco", "Blue
Angel'* — and now
comes"Dishonored",
most fascinating of
all dramas in which
"the woman who is

The swaggering hero
of "The Cock Eyed
World" and "Hot For
Paris" meets his
match w h e n h e

encounters the ravishing charms of
all women" has yet
Marlene Dietrich in
appeared. Once
again Miss Dietrich "Dishonored". A
carries the movie love duel you will
millions
by storm ! never forget.

MARLENE
VICTOR
DIETRICH VH U.IIN
in

DISHONORED

S
T'
UN
MO
RA
PA
sensational box
Written and directed

by JOSEF VON STERNBERG

Greatest natural recor
wrecker of the
opened March 5th al

THE

€)
*

EAST

NEWS
*

Bronx, N. Y.— The York, formerly
operated by Harry Freedman, has
been taken over by Sam Cocalis.
Hartford, Conn. — Crown, formerly operated by Anthony De Lorenzo, who controls the Liberty, has
changed
hands and is now closed.
Little Falls, N. Y.— The Oxford
has been taken over by the Oxford
Amusement Co. from H. R. Church.
Orange, Mass. — The voters of this
town expressed themselves in favor
of Sunday picture shows by a vote
of 695 to 293 at the recent town
meeting.
Brooklyn — Berman and Victor
have acquired the Lee from L.
Dreiling.
Somerville, Mass. — The newly remodeled Davis Square, formerly the
Day St. Olympia, has been reopened.

mn

OF THE

Maiden, Mass. — Pictures or stock
will return to the Auditorium here
next fall, according to George Ramsdell of Ramsdell Bros., lessees of the
house.
Brooklyn- — Recent theater changes
here include the transfer of the
Kings Park from Joseph Bengot to
James Sporo; the Flora is now being operated by the Flora Amusement Corp.; the Newkirk has
changed from Louis Roman to Antoine G. Francis; the Nassau has
been taken over by the Raj' Amusement Co. from Sterncrest Theaters,
and the Van Buren, formerly operated by Henry Lightstone, has
been acquired by Al Hodes.

*

WEST

*

Garner, la. — The Avery is the
name chosen for the theater being
erected here by a company of local
business men. The theater will be
ready to open about the middle of
March.

San Francisco— Harry Foxe, former booker at the local Educational
Exchange, is now affiliated with the
Albany, N. Y. — Lew Goulding is Chas. Peterson circuit with headthe new division manager for R-K-O
quarters at the Broadway, Burlinhere, returning to the post he left
last fall to go to St. Louis in the game.
same capacity. Arnold S. RittenDenver — The M-G-M exchange i^
berg succeeds Goulding in St. Louis.
Alton Cook, former newspaper man taking larger quarters around the
of St. Paul, Minn., has been named corner from their present location,
and will move as soon as alterations
director of publicity here.
are made.
Buffalo — Keith's has been taken
over by Harry Pratt, owner of the
building.

DAILY

San Francisco — The Coliseum,
first local all modernistic theater,
has opened.
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Grand
Junction,
Colo. — Theodore
St. Joseph, Mo. — Publix has reW. Thompson, Avalon manager, has opened the Missouri with Joe Cooper
as manager. The house is equipped
married
Makel
Kurre
with Western
Electric.
Washington, la. — Ralph and Clyde
Pratt have opened
the State here.

Luray, Kan. — Earle E. Sarver has
reopened the Hickman here with
Universal
sound-on-film
equipment.

Stanberry, Mo. — L. E. Maple has
Fort Morgan, Colo. — The city
council has voted the blue law off sold the Princess to Z. W. Brown
of Glidden, la.
the books, but will hold a special
election March 17 to decide the question as the result of petitions from
Hubbard, O. — M. Weintraub,
both sides.
formerly of Youngstown, has 1 ased
the Liberty here and after making
extensive improvements will open it
Sac City, la. — Manager W. F. with talkers.
Weary has introduced Sunday shows
to the Casino theater here. AnSt. Louis — The Park here has been
other innovation is the presentation
of the Wedncsdav evening show for purchased
Goldman. by James Drake from S.
10c.

•

CENTRAL

•

Kenton, O. — Judge Foster is managing the local Schine house. He
was formerly well known as mantheater, Marion.
ager of the Marion
Goodland, Kan. — Central States
has purchased the SherTheater
man hereCo.from E. E. Sprague.

St. Louis — Harry Liss has sold the
Family
to G. Lange and James Guman.
Milwaukee — Ed

Murry

has been

named
of Warner
Downer manager
here, succeeding
CharlesBros.'
Secord. Bryan Griffith has been named
headert of
Gross.the State, succeeding Rob-

•

SOUTH

*

Madison, Wis. — Paul Norris.
formerly of the Jackson Players,
Bowden, Ga. — The Dixie, of which
stock company, has been named L. G. Hobson is owner, reopens this
manager of the Eastwood, succeed- week.
ing J. H. Rupp, who has gone to
Houston to manager R-K-O's MaGreenville, N. C. — E. B. Fergujestic.
son,
havinghas
purchased
ater here,
changed the
the New
name theto
Kansas City — M. G. Shackelford
has severed his connection with the the Capitol.
exchange here as assisUniversal
tant cashier and bookkeeper.

Yonkers, N. Y.— Robert Thompson has succeeded Kurt Becker, who
resigned, as assistant manager of the
R-K-O
Proctor.

Omak, Wash. — Greime and Fasken, Wenatchee Valley operators,
have added the Gem here to their
circuit.

Denver — Marjorie Nash is now
Newburgh, N. Y. — Harold Gabri- organist at the Mayan, succeeding
love, formerly resident manager of Helen Sharmon.
the Capitol, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., has
been transferred by Publix to the
Broadway here as manager, succeedSan Francisco — Mark Corey, local
ing Edward Dowling, who goes to RKO Pathe branch manager, is hita large theater in Scranton,
Pa.
ting par on the Johnny Farrell golf
series, having signed up five circuits
this week to play this series of single reelers. They are the Arkush,
3,200,000 Kid Members
Blumenfeld, Golden State, George
Membership of Mickey
Mann, T. & D., Jr., Enterprises and
West Coast circuits.
Mouse Clubs throughout the
country now numbers more
than 3,200,000 kids. The clubs
Denver — Geo. Luce and a Mr.
organized so far have been
Taylor have bought the Moon at
mostly in connection with Fox
Berthoud and will wire and renovate
houses, though the exploitait before reopening.
tion idea is available to all theaters. First Publix house to
adopt the stunt will be the
Portland, Ore.— The Nob Hill, for
merly operated by C. M. Dunn, Inc.,
Strand, Stamford, Conn.,
starting March 14.
has been taken over by N. I. Odegard.

Belief ontaine, O. — Harry Miller
has been appojnted manager of the
new Holland, 1,500-seat house just
built by Schine.

Iverness, Fla. — S. C. Beach has
leased the Valerie for immediate reopening.

Gainesville, Ga. — The Royal, new
Chetopa, Kan. — The Lyric has $75,000 theater, opens about April 1.
been purchased by J. J. McCarthy, according to Frank Plaginos, owner and operator.
It seats 900.
Tiffany salesman, from Nick and
John Kotsis. The house is being
remodeled and Western Electric
Baltimore — Joe Young, formerlysound
stalled. equipment will probably be inrepresenting Sono Art in the Washsal.
ington territory, has joined UniverYoungstown, O. — Joe Trunk,
prominent in exhibitor activities here
for the past 20 years, is devoting
his daytime to insurance, having recently allied himself with the Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co.
Troy, Kan. — The Leland, of this
city, has reopened on a three-nighta-week policy under the management
of Groh and Nixon.
Ness City, Kan. — L. C. Snyder,
has acquired the Doris here from
T. E. Bondurant. Western Electric
sound equipment will be installed.

Scandal
During the recent Hollywood stormy spell, the
sound engineers at the Metropolitan Studio placed mikes on
the roof of one of the sound
stages and secured two fine
specimens of thunder crashes.
The
California Chamber of
Commerce
will probably pay
'em a good price to suppress
the damaging evidence.
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Theater

Changes

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership
Altoona — Mischler, sold to A. N. Notopolous
by Mischler Thea. Co. ; Farrell — Capitol,
sold to A. P. Jim by Sam
Friedman ;
. . Frackville — Garden, sold to M. J. Kerrigan
by M. Paret ; Huntingdon — Grand, sold to
A. N. Notopolous by Patriotic Order Sons
of America ; Knox — Knox, sold to Odd
Fellows Assoc, by Knox Thea. Co. ; Monaca — Penn, sold to Louis Stoll by A. A.
Naessner ; Mt. Pleasant — State, sold to J.
B. Cix by C. Trivelas ; Nazareth — Royal,
sold to Lewen Pizor by Autin Amuse.
Co.; Oil City — Drake, sold to A. P. Jim
by Vemark Thea. Co. ; Philadelphia —
Europa, sold to Europa Cinemas by Daniel Dever ; Pittsburgh — Lyric, sold to I.
Levine by I, E. Armstrong; Midway, sold
to Geo. Haus by Sam Simon ; Washington, sold to E. J. Murray by John Keil ;
Scranton — Favini, sold" to Louis Favini by
N. Pagnani ; Throop — Lyric, sold to A.
Magliocchai & J. Caria by Comerford Publix Corp. ; Verona- — Olympic, sold to A.
Buby by A. Belda ; Weston — Palace, sold
to Martin Lescowitch by Frank Calvello.

Closings

Austin — Austin ; Bentleyville — Safety ; Confluence— Liberty ; Dayton — Dayton ; Durant
City — Community ; Dushore — St. Basil's
Church j Erie — Lyric ; Fayette City — Bell ;
Girard — Denman ; Glassmere — Liberty ;
Greenville — Lyric ; Hazleton — Liberty ;
Heilwood — Star ; Hopewell — Strand ; Indianola — Indianola ; Loganton — Community ; Luczerne — Messinn ; Martinsburg —
Martinsburg; Mill Hall — Bluebird;
Millsboro — New Hawthorne ; Mt. Morris —
Alameda ; Nanticoke — Globe ; Newell —
Newell ; Philadelphia — Bell, Penn ; Pittsburgh— Highland, Variety ; Racoon — Jeffry;
Ramey — Pastime;
St.
Michae's —

Reported

Dream.; St.
Lake
Erie — Park,

by Film Boards of Trade
Closings

VERMONT
Closings

Mary's — Family ; Treveskyn —

New Theaters
Schwartz, owner.
Re-Openings

Accoville — Accoville ; Burnsville — Burnsville ;
Claremont — Claremont ; Dorothy — State;
Eckman — Pastime ; Erbacon — Erbacon ;
Henlawson — Princess ; Huntington— Lincoln ; Kermit — Kermit ; Midd.ebourne—
Nadene ; Milton — Picture Garden ; Norton
— YMCA; Parkersburg— Camden ; Pullman— Pullman ; Rhodell — Stone Coal ;
Richwood
— Oakford ; Rosemont — State ;
Seth — Virginian.

— Colonial.
Basin
Harbor — Basin Harbor Lodge ; Bristol

Harry

Avonmore — Delmore ; Bellwood — State ; Berlin— Rialto; Boswell — Morrison; Boyer —
Boyer ; Cadogan — Cadogan ; Coalport —
Dixie ; Curwensville — Strand ; Emporium —
Theatorium ; Fayette City — Bell ; Holidaysburg — Grand ; McKeesport — Lyric ; Norristown — N orris; Pittsburgh — Davis; Sharpsville — Ritz ; Spangler — Gray ; Salisbury
— Dreamland; St. Marys — Family; Wilcox
— Star ; Wilmerding — Grand ; Zelienople —
Strand.

TENNESSEE
Changes in Ownership
Memphis — Cameo,
sold to Palace Thea. Co.
by Kate Maingault ; Chelsea, sold to Palace Thea. Co. by A. R. Richards; Normal,
sold to Palace Thea. Co. by Mary Newman.

New
Bristol — Holley
owner.

Theaters

Hall, John

S.

Sherwin,

VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

Re-Openings

Luray — Page, sold to Page Thea. Inc. by
D. F. Aleshire ; Onley — Bijou, sold to
Watson & Morris by Morris & Lang.

Midd'eourne — Nadene ; Moundsville — Park ;
Pine Grove — Paramount ; Ripley — Ripley ;
Warwood — New Lincoln.

Closings

Chatham — Ritz ; Lovettsville — Opera House .
Raven — Raven ; Schuyler — Schuyler.

New

Theaters

Warrenton — Fauquier,

Benj.

WASHINGTON
Changes in Ownership

Crowell — Rialto, sold to W. R. Womack ;
Eastland — Connelle, new lessee, Geo. W.
Belcher; Pilot Point — Queen, sold to C. S.
Edwards ; Wiaskom — Rex, new lessee, W.
R. Lewis; Wolfe City — Palace, sold to R.
M. Fuller ; Whitewright — Palace, new
lessee, Huciaby & Henderson ; Wortham
— Palace, sold to
E. E. Lutz.
Closings

Brewster — Brewster, sold to Rolland &
Clemons by Guy Merrill ; Tonasket — Tonasket. sold to Edward Newman by A. J
McDermot ; White Center — Cameo, sold to
Fred Tuefel by George Sprigley.

New

Marshall—Palace,

Theaters

F. E. Hendon,

Odessa — Empress ; Seattle — Royal ; St. John
— Gem ; Wilbur — Liberty ; Stevenson —
Wigwam.
Re-Openings
Winlock — Roxy.

owner.

UTAH
Closings
Goshen — Victory.

Closings

Theaters

B. Fox, owner.

Dodgeville — Crystal, sold to S. G. Honeck
and C. T. Kraegel, Metropolitan Amuse.
Co., by,
Benn;Mohr
Ellsworth
Commu- ;
nity, soldA.to J.
Conrad
by A. —Schwahn
Fountain City — Auditorium, sold to Town
Board by H. C. Tibbets ; Milwaukee — Midget, sold to Albert Nyklewicz by Bernard
Lassack ; New Holstein — Majestic, sold to
Fred Boeselager and W. H. Steiner by
Oliver H. Wittkopp ; Tomah — Tomah, sold
to Doctor & Watson by Thompson & Scott.

New

Theaters

Arthur Brumgraber has opeed an Opera
House in each of the following cities,
Baileys Harbor, Ellison Bay, Fish Creek.

WEST VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

Closings
WYOMING

Davy — Palace, sold to Sam Harris by C. O.

PICTURE EVER P

W.

WISCONSIN
Changes in Ownership

Pitts, owner.

TEXAS
Changes in Ownership

Breckenridge — Alhambra ; Rising Star —
Queen;
Rankin — Palace; Terrell — Palace.

New

Huntington — Fox,

Encampment — Encampment ; Guernsey — Star.

Quinn.

ppa
"CARRILLO
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STUART WALKER JOINING
PARA. PRODUCTION STAFF
(Continued from Page

1)

York next week for a conference
before
going to
company's West
Coast studio
to the
direct.
Rowland joins Paramount in the
East next week, said Lasky.
Whether he will be located at the
Long Island studio or at the home
office has not been determined as
yet, he stated.

Greater Diversification
For 1931-32, Says Lasky
(Continued from Paqe

1)

\By

RALPH

"(^UILTY GENERATION," a
^ stage play thriller of gangland
written by Jo Milward and J. Kirby
Hawkes, has been secured by
lumbia for its new season's sclied*

Lew Lipton, comedy writer, has
been signed to a long term contract
by RKO
Pathe.

Bill Boyd's first starring vehicle
oh the new schedule for RKO-Pathe
will
"Suicide Fleet," a submarine
war be
story.

1)

RCA Rear Projection
For Trans-Lux Houses
(Continued from Page

1)

loud speaker and directional baffle
are used in this Photophone apparatus, which involves several changes
:n the standard small theater model.
The necessary alterations were
worked out by M. C. Batsel, chief
engineer of Photophone.

Frank

E. H. Allen, general manager of
Educational studios, appears in the
Mermaid comedy, "Windy Riley
Goes Hollywood."

HAfTLD B. FRANKLIN
for reviving the publication of "Now,"
pen and idea dispenser and one of
the most welcome weekly visitors
to the theater manager's desk,
as the
house
organ
of
Hughes-Franklin
Theaters.
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"Good Deeds"
Series

Gladys Lehman will do the
tation of Fannie Hurst's
Street" for Universal. John
will direct, with Rose Hobart
ing the lead.
Leon
contract
picture
will be

adap"Back
Stahl
play-

Janney has signed a new
with Warners, and his first
under the new arrangement
"Penrod and Sam."

Educational has started production on a new Vani+y comedy starring Glenn Tryon.

Otterson Says Decision
First 4 Monogram Films
Ready for Release July 1 Ends DeF.-W. E. Litigation
Monogram Pictures Corp. plans
to have four features ready for release by July 1. Production on the
first starts April 15 at the recently
acquired studio, operated some years
ago by the Stern Bros. Trem Carr
will supervise all production and intends to have five directors continually at work, three handling
Westerns and two on melodramas.
An addition will be built to the
studio to allow space for re-recording and dubbing. New York headquarters of Monogram Pictures are
located at the offices of Syndicate
Pictures, W. Ray Johnston having
renewed his lease covering his offices at 723 Seventh Ave.

Rembusch Sells House
Greenfierd, Ind. — The Riley, opp-ated by Frank J. Rembusch for the
last seven years, has been sold to
the Greenfield Amusement Co. The 2 Publix Ohio Openings
Scheduled
mnsideration was $50,000. Ira J.
Publix will strengthen its position
Stevens will continue as manager.
in Ohio by the opening of
two new houses. The Paramount
at Hamilton opens March 25 and.
:the
about one month later the ParaOf IIIMtX>M
mount at Middletown makes it=
bow. Each theater seats approximately 1,800.

Congratulates :

nder

Court" has gone into production at the Paramount
studio,
direction of John Cromwell.

Carey Wilson will adapt the William Hurlbut play, "Lilies of Broadway," for Universal.

100 N. Y. Exhibs Meet
To Form Organization
Paae

'Night

Douglas MacLean and Lorraine
Eddy were married Tuesday by the
bridegroom's father, the Rev. Dr.
C. C. MacLean.

Fay will play the name
part in Arthur Caesar's "Poor Gigolo," for Warner.

(Continued from

WILK

Paramount's "Up Pops the Devil"
has gone into production under
direction of Eddie Sutherland.
Leading roles are played by Norman Foster, Carole Lombard,
Sheets Gallagher, Stuart Erwin and
Lilyan Tashman.

will be the most widely diversified
one in the history of the company,
Lasky declared, and said it is being
based on audience reactions as reported by Publix theaters throughout the country.

Morris Silverman, Schenectady; M.
J. Kallett, Rome and Utica; William
F. Benton, Saratoga, Glenn Falls,
Plattsburg and Cohoes; William
S m a 1 1 e y, Coooerstown; Henry
Grossman, Hudson; Jacob Rosenthal, Troy; Morris T. Schine, Glo
versville; William Farley, Albany
and Schenectady.

PROBE OF FILM INDUSTRY
ASKED BY SENATOR DILL

FLASHES

HOLLYWOOD

Pawtucket
House
Reopens
Pawtucket,
R. I. —The
Broadway,
formerly
the Circle, has reopened.
A new ventilating and heating system has been installed.
Ravnor
Central Park Manager
William E. Raynor, formerly New
York
Pathe
branch
manager,
has
been appointed manager of the Central Park by Lee Brecher.
Nunes and Astor Sell Out
New Haven, Conn. — Morris Nunes
and Louis Astor have sold out their
interests in the Whallev to their associates, the Bailey Brothers.
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(Continued from Page

1)

measure because of the approaching
close of the session, nor was any I
effort made by its author to discuss
it. The committee proposed would
develop facts regarding the relations
between the industry and various
organizations, including the "explanation" for its apparent immunity
from prosecution bv the Department
of Justice since 1922, the floating of
securities and the activities of the
copyright
protection bureau.

Protection Necessary,
Canadian Probers Told
(Continued from Page

1)

of the expensive advertising campaigns conducted to put over weak
pictures and would show the films
without paying for this exploitation.
Replying to a statement that Famous
takes 75 per cent of the revenue that
comes out of the film industry in
Canada,
Cohen
would Our
be
amazed if
that said,
were "Itrue.
rentals are not 75 per cent, but only
35 per cert. Cohen also denied that
Famous contracted for first pick of
each distributor's product and that
the independents got what was left.

Warner Ball Committee
Announcement was made yester- j
All patent litigation in the U. S.
day of
the personnel
of the
tee which
is planning
the commitWarner
brought by De Forest against Western Electric is disposed of by the
Bros,
employees'
organization
ball
decision handed down Tuesday in scheduled for the Hotel Commodore,
Philadelphia by the Circuit Court March 21: Arthur Sachson, chairof Appeals, which held that the Ries
man; Margaret Peterson, assistant
patent owned by De Forest had not chairman; Sally Jacobson, Marie
been infringed by W. E., according Paulsen, Joe Lees, Bernard Friedto a statement yesterday by J. E.
man, Mae Stern, Etta Hibberd, MilOtterson. The latter company still
ton Sachson, Alice Harvard, Made- |
has several infringement suits pend- line May, Lee Frankel, Francis
Greenberg, Sally Sukin, George
ing against De Forest.
Gleng, Sylvia Schultz, Florence
Brooks, Molly Binion, Billy Berkes,
"World" Film Critics Resign
Beatrice Salzman and Harvey
Owing to acquisition of "The Lasku.
Morning World," "Evening World"
and "Sunday World" by the ScrippsRKO Signs Jill Esmond Moore
Howard interests, both George
Jill Esmond Moore, English playGerhardt and James Gow, motion
picture editors identified with the at the
er nowTimes
appearing
in "Private
Square,
has been Lives"
signed
papers, have resigned. William
by RKO on a long term contract
Boehnel, critic of the "Telegram," and leaves for the coast in May.
Scripps-Howard daily, continues to
occupy his post.
5 Warner-F. N. May Releases
Five of the major Warner and
First National productions of the
season will be released in May.

fEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
THE

They are: George Arliss in "The or
IN
nCNnrSMTtt
HIM DOM
Millionaire," "The Public Enemy,"
John Barrymore in "Svengali," Loretta Young and Grant Withers in
"Too Young to Marry," and Billie
National Association adopts resoDove and Conway Tearle in "The
lution calling for clean screens. Intends prosecuting offenders.
Lady Who Dared."
*
*
*
Okla. City House Back to Films
Classic Dramas, Inc., to make
Oklahoma City — R-K-0 vaude- four features yearly.
*
*
*
ville will be switched this week from
the Liberty to the Warner, which
"The Kid" playing in 70 New
has been playing Warner Bros, York theaters day and date. Out-ofstage talent. The Liberty goes back town bookings heavy.
to straight pictures, with two
changes a week.
4B

May I congratulate you on this
splendid volume? I daresay no
executive in the industry could get
along withoutonetoday for itsurely
is a ready reference and I might add
that you have succeeded in making
it bigger and better than ever."
(Signed)

DAVID

BERNSTEIN

Vice President & Treasurer
Loew's Incorporated
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on the New York

STRAND
where

Broadway's Latest
Stellar Sensation

Barbara Stanwyck
a

opens Friday, March 6, in

TEN CENT
A DANCE
with Ricardo Cortez -- Monroe Owsley -- Sally Blane
Story by Jo Swerling - Based on the popular song hit.
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North Carolina Anti-Zoning Battle Still Waging

TWO-OPERATOR BILLSJN 15 LEGISLATURES
Takes

Issue With Carl Laemmle on Advertising Films

The Mirror
— a column of comment
AS THE legislative season draws
to a close there are still numerous
bills pending which, if passed,
would work Itardships on the entire
Independent exfilm industry
hibitors are in an extremely advantageous position to deal with
these injurious legislations. Outof-state interests, although highly
organized and efficient, frequently
cannot induce the same consideration that local exhibitors can. The

Commercials Defended by
D. E.
Mowry,
Screen
Ad Mgr.
BureauNat'l
Detroit — Taking issue with statements of Carl Laemmle, who last
week directed a strong attack on
screen advertising, Don E. Mowry,
manager of the National Screen Advertising Bureau, declares there is
no danger of ruin to» the theater
business (Continued
from motion
ad'veron Papepicture
12)

Statistical
After some tall figuring, the
statistical wizards of Radio
Pictures announce that 10,000
miles of film were used in 1930
to
company's
on put
the the
screens
of the product
world.
The total was exactly 52,741,400 feet. So figure it out
yourself.

Projectionists'
Unions
in National Drive
to Add Men
In a national drive by projectionists' unions throughout the country,
at least IS bills requiring t\yo operators in a booth have been or will be
introduced in State Legislatures now
in session. Nine legislative bodies
have already received these measures
and notice of the future introduction
of three more have already been
filed in other states.
The latest legislature to receive
projectionists'
(Continuedbills
on is
Paqe Pennsylvania,
12)

PATHE DELIVERING ONLY 9
FOUR UNFAVORABLE BILLS
OF 20 UNDER OLD REGIME
DEFEATED IN NEW MEXICO
FOX FINANCING IN APRIL
MAY TOTAU75,000,000

Pathe will deliver only nine of its
Santa Fe — Four anti-film industry announced program of 20 features
operator who owns the house he bills have been defeated in the New for 1930-31. "Beyond Victory" will
conducts, and has for years, gen- Mexico Legislature, all having been
reported unfavorably by committees. be the final picture on this season's
erally has that valuable, "personal Three of the measures concerned program. Following product <s officially included in 1931-32 prciram.
touch." He's usually a resident of taxes. Two would impose admission
the state — a chap who knows some assessments and another proposed a Cutting down of schedule is attributed to change in management due
levy on footage of films. The fourth
of the legislative powers by their
RKO.acquisition of the company bv
bill killed provided state censorship. to
first name. As he approaches lawmakers he doesn't carry with him 20 Chaplin Comedies
the alleged stigma of representing
Being Revived in Sound Warners Set Dates For
"New York interests." Legislators
Twenty of Charlie Chaplin's old
East- West Sales Meets
realize that his backing is some- comedies have been bought by Joseph Seiden, president of Melody
Warner
Bros, has definitely fixed
thing worth having. Now'sthe
time for indie exhibs to definitely Productions, who will distribute 'hi.- dates for its sales conventions.
them to state rights purchasers and The Eastern gathering will be held
emphasize their value to the indus- generally in about two weeks. The in Atlantic City, April 20, 21 and 22.
try as a whole.
comedies will be synchronized, (Vates for the Coastj meeting are
•
sound-on-film only, with sound ef- April 28. 29 and 30 at the St. Franfects and musical
scores.
cis Hotel. San Francisco.
MUSICALS WILL slowly stage a
comeback, says Jesse L. Lasky . . . .
Regaining of public favor is certain
to he a tough job. It requires cooperative efforts on the part of both
studios and exhibitors. Musicals
will have to be edged back into proriams.
Bttt they've got to be gold Stanley Earned $880,582
Raleigh — Having taken the Harris
ioihI entertainment, loo.
•inti-zoning
bill off the committee
In Quarter Ended Nov. 29 hlr. the Senate
•
today is expected
Consolidated net profit of Stanley to consider the measure which has
SOME HOUSES in the Chicago Co. of America, owned by Warner
\ierritory are playing three features Bros., for the quarter ended Nov. 29 already passed the House. The bill
»t a bill... .The double feature situ- was $880,582 after depreciation, in- had been placed on the table Wedaction was rebut and the
ation is bad enough, but this, condiconsequently the
terest, federal taxes, etc. This com- in sday night considered
ion goes it one worse. Not only
pares with net loss of $736,941 in measure will reach a vote in the
Iocs it provide a bad example to preceding quarter and net profit of Legislature's upper body.
Indications
are that the bill will
pve public, but also seems to chap- $1,179,970 in quarter ended Nov. 30.
(Continued on Pane 12)
rrone houses
along suicide way.

Fight Against Protection
Still On in North Carolina

1929".

Financing by the Fox organization next month, principally to meet
the $55,000,000 one-year notes due
April 15, and also to meet certain
obligations of Fox West Coast Theaters, with the probability that some
additional funds will be raised to
strengthen the company's working
capital, mav go as high as $75,000,000, according to latest reports in
Wall St. circles.
Bankers say the whole plan is now
being studied, while an audit is being made preliminary to completing
the program, and a definite announcement will be issued shortly.
It is likely that the new arrangements will include both long and
short term notes or bonds, and possible an issue of common stock, with
(Continued on Pane

12)

Wild Animal Series
For Release by RKO
Frank Buck, explorer and author
of
the has
book,appeared
"Bring
which
"Journal" in serial
shortly
for and
a tour
tra. Asia
the

'em
in theBack
New Alive,"
York
form, will leave
of
India,
Suma-to
East
Indies

picturize his book for the Van Beuren Corp. Clyde Elliot, director,
has been assigned to accompany
Ruck with the idea of preparing a
cries of wild animal shorts for RKP
release.

—JZfr*
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With the Albany exhib unit now
set. the next step in its plans is to
create an advisory board which will
be composed of three representatives
of producer-owned theaters and
three members of the board of directors which was named at the meetmg Wednesday. The president of
the zone organization will also act
as the seventh member when necessary. Membership of the board of
iirectors wholly comprises individuate.
'1s who own the houses they oper-

were

represented

at

the

gathering."

Universal Executives
Honor Szekler at Dinner
Al Szekler, new general manager
of Universal, was guest of honor last
night at a dinner given by Universal home office executives and heads
of departments, at the New York
Athletic Club on Travers Island. R.
H. Cochrane, vice-president, presided, and officially welcomed Szekler to the home office family. Others
present included P. D. Cochrane,
C. B. Paine, Phil Reisman, Ted
Schlanger, Fred J. McConnell, N.
L. Manheim, Sig Wittman, E. D.
Leishman, Sidney Singerman, Geo.
Cochrane, Paul Gulick, Milton Silver, Joe Weil, Herman Stern. Ben
H. Grimm, D. C. Werner, Frank
Mastroly. Julius Singer, Sam Jacobson, Verne Porter, Adolph Schimel
C. MacKain, O. C. Binder, J. V
Ward, D. B. Lederman, Leo Abrams, Sam Sedran, A Steinbuch, G.
Byrne, Al Raynis, E. F. Walsh.

Mufflers

motor
cars in "The
Imposter"
with William
Haines.
Sam
Wood is directing.

Long Island City

it

1 54 Crescent St.
STIIlwell 4-7940

j't
i't
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Eastman Films!

New
Loew
House for East Side
Loew is drafting plans for a 3,000-seat house to be erected on East
72nd St., at Third Ave., New York
Theater will be ready next fall.

COMING

& GOING

I

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa
Monica
Bird.
HOLlywoon

«I21

«
|
*•tt

♦«
g

CHARLES
B.
MINTZ
and
JTMMY
BRONIS
leave tomorrow for Hollywood.
B.
B.
KAHANE
has returned
from
abroad.
HARRY THOMAS
returns to New
from
abroad
March
12.
.{

York

Mar. 14:

First Annual Writers - Wampas
Roast, Biltmore Hotel, Hollywood.
Mar. 21 : Annual Ball of the Warner Club.
New
York.

Cuast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

First annual benefit dinner, entertainment and dance at the Hotel
Astor tors
byand greater
New York
distributors
to aidexhibipermanent benefit fund.

April 4-11:Week,
Players'
and benefit
Patrons'
national
for Jubilee
N. V.
A. Club.

Hollywood — One of the features
of the spring meeting of the Society April 19: Lambs Gambol, Metropolitan
Opera
House,
New
York.
of Motion Picture Engineers to be
: Warner
Bros.
Eastern
salen
Atlantic
City.
held here May 25-28 will be an ex- Apr./ 20-22 convention,
hibit of new motion picture equip- April 23-24 : State Convention of Indiana Indorsers
of
Photoplays,
Claypool
ment developed within the last year,
Hotel,
Indianapolis.
it is announced by the Program
sales convention.
Ne«
Committee. The Board of Gover- Apr. 27 : Fox
York. Film
nors also announces that the conWarner
Bros,
Western
salea
vention will be extended over a per- Apr. 28-30: convention,
Hotel
St.
Francis,
iod of five days to permit ample
San
Francisco.
time to visit studios and all other May 25-28: Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers,
points of interest.
Hotel
Roosevelt,
Hollywood,
CaL
The equipment exhibit will not
be in the nature of a trade exhibit,
since there will be no booths for Simultaneous Engagements
exhibits, although definite free space
will be allotted to each exhibitor. No For "Lights" in Milwaukee
pamphlets or advertising literature
Milwaukee — "City Lights" has
will be permitted. All exhibition
at L. K. Brin's Garden and
space will be furnished gratis and opened
Alajestic simultaneously. The picthe apparatus to be exhibited will
ture has also been booked for seven
be cenored by the Apparatus Ex- days or more by theaters in Racine,
hibits Committee.
Madison, Fond du Lac and Green
Bay, opening almost simultaneously
Claude Collins Appointed with the Milwaukee theaters.

News Editor Pathe Reel

Claude R. Collins, formerly of
Fox-Hearst, M-G-M News and International Newsreel, has been appointed news editor of Pathe News,
't was announced yesterday by Courtland Smith president of the organization.
Schertz'nger Going To Spain
Victor Schertzinger, director, is
planning to leave shortly for Madrid where he will make atmosphere
hots for "Marchita", in which Richard Dix and Irene Dunne will be
featured.

Mrs. Graham's
Funeral in London
London — Funeral of Mrs. John
Cecil Graham, wife of the Paramount general foreign representative,
is expected to take place here late
this week. Mrs. Graham died Wednesday night at Davos Platz,
Switzerland, following a long illness.

Studio
and
Location
Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Ratei

Powers Clnephone Equipment Corporation
723-TTH

AVE., N. Y.

BRYANT

9-8067

Lambs Gambol April 19
The public "Lambs Gambol" will
be held this year at the Metropolitan
Opera House, April 19, according to
an announcement yesterday by A.
O. Brown, Shepherd. The next private gambol will take place March
29 ati the clubhouse with Charles
King as "Collie".

NICHOLAS
SCHENCK, now en route
" the Coast, will return to New York in
one month.

Annual midnight theater party by
the Kaplan Projection Society for
the benefit of the Sick Fund, at
the Hippodrome,
New
York.
Mar. 8: RKO Regional sales and operation
meeting at the Park Central Hotel, New York.
Mar. 10-11: M.P.T.O.A. Board of Directors
meets
in New
York.

Exhibit of New Equipment
For S.M.P.E. Spring Meet

J. E. Brulatour, Inc J:
—

7:

Mar. 28:

West

March 6, 1931

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
DC OR
Mar.

Maxim silencers have been
introduced by M-G-M sound
technicians for use on automobile mufflers during the reception scenes when society
extras are unloaded from

59+44
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Formation of a New Vork state
exhib organization to be known as
the M. P. T. O. of the State of New
York is now .in progress. A board
of directors will soon be named with
each of the three zone units having
two representatives. This board will
he empowered to elect officers of the
or anization, which will embrace the
New Vork, Albany and Buffalo territories.

In addition to the 100 exhibitors
who attended the Albany organization meeting, 42 more have already
indicated their intentions of affiliatng with the unit. Sixty per cent
of the houses served out of Albanv

Fin ancia
NEW

Friday,

COLOR

BREWSTER COLOR
FILM CORPORATION
First

Street.
Newark,
Humboldt 2-422S

Most Completely Equipped
and Perfectly Appointed for
the Projection of Sound Motion
Pictures in New
York
City.

R C A PHOTOPHONE, INC.

PRINTS

Color sound cameras available for
short subjects, or advertising films.
Color prints from Bi-pack negatives.

58

Studio Theatre Available

N.

J.

411 Fifth Ave.
SCREENING

AShland 4-7605
— PREVIEWS

New RCA Photophone all AC
operated
sound
reproducing
equipment.
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HAPPENINGS

- Coast Wire Service
►//

TWO CARTOON SERIES
BEING MADE BY MINTZ
Charles B. Mintz and Jimmy
Bronis leave New York for the
Coast tomorrow to start production
on two series of cartoons for the
new season. One group of 13 will
be released by Columbia under a
renewed contract. Releasing arrangements on the other series have not
been definitely set as yet. Mintz will
remain at the Coast for tour weeks.
All subjects from now on will be
produced under the trademark of
Charles B. Mintz instead of Winkler
Pictures, which has been in the short
subject production field for the past
15 years.
"High River" As Special
William LeBaron, vice-president
in charge of Radio Pictures production, today, decided to make a special of "High River," which Richard
Boleslavsky will direct. LeBaron
has assigned Gerrit J. Lloyd to make
the screen adaptation.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By

RALPH

PDUCATIONAL is making a sequel to "Three Hollywood
Girls" under the title of "Crashing
Hollywood." Rita Flynn, Phyllis
Crane and Virginia Brooks are featured.
*
*
*
George Arthur, veteran editor,
has been appointed head of Paramount's cutting department.
*
*
*
Lew Kelly has been assigned a
featured role in the RKO Pathe
comedy,
Tales," directed by
Wallace "Twisted
Fox.
*
*
*
Una Merkel has been assigned by
Fox to featured parts in "Young
Sinners," and* "Daddy
*
* Long Legs."

Having had his cast approved by
William LeBaron, chief Radio executive, Mel Brown is having the
script for "White Shoulders," the
Rex Beach story which is his next
directorial assignment for this organization, meticulously scanned and
De La Falaise Signs New Contract
by Howard F.ftnbrook of
Henri de la Falaise has signed a tightened
fame.
new long term contract with Radio "Cimarron"
*
*
*
Pictures. He will be in charge of
Gavin
Gordon
has
completed
his
all French versions, to direct, cast
featured
role
opposite
Dorothy
and supervise, William LeBaron announces.
"Madame
will be the Jordan in "Shipmates," which
next Radio
film
to Julie"
be Gallicized.
Harry Pollard directed for M-G-M.
Almost immediately following, Gordon was sent for by another direcLaura La Plante With Columbia
tor on this same lot who is seekLaura La Plante has been signed ing a leading man.
*
*
*
by Columbia to play the leading
feminine role in "Meet The Wife. '
William Bakewell is seen as a
A. Leslie Pearce will direct this
naval lieutenant in "The
adaptation of Lynn Starling's stage dashing
Registered Woman," Charles R.
play at the Christie studios, under Rogers
production which Harry Joe
the supervision ol Al Christie.
Brown i_s directing for RKO. Bakewell plays the leading role opposite
Fox Changes Title
Helen Twelvetrees, having been borrowed from M-G-M to whom he is
"Quick Millions" has been selected
by Fox as the final title for the Spen- under long term contract.
*
*
*
cer Tracy, Marguerite
Churchill
vehicle, previously titled "Skyline."
Director Roy Del Ruth, in company with Ricardo Corte?, a fea10 Englishmen in Cast
tured player in Warners' "A Woman of the World," went to San
Out of 14 featured and bit
Francisco to take various scenes
roles in "Lost Love," r««unobtainable locally for the production.
stance Bennett's new RKO
Pathe vehicle, 10 are British
*
+
*
born. These include Paul
Loretta Younsr will appear oppoCavanagh, Anthony Bushell,
site Walter Huston
in
"Upper
Frederick Kerr, Claude King,
Richard Lancaster, Edmund
Pathe Signs Gleason
Breon, Mary Forbes, Daisy
Belmore, Fred Esmelton and
James Gleason has been signed to
Reginald Sharland. All have
a lone-term contract bv RKO Pathe
had previous experience in
whereby
he will be kept busy all
the time on the Pathe lot.
American talking films, some
being Hollywood veterans.
Marcia Harris in Rogers Film
Paul L. Stein is a native of
Fox has added Marcia Harris to
Vienna. The screen play is
the cast of the Will Rogers producby Ernest Pascal, who was
born in London.
tion, "Cure for the Blues." an adaotatibn from a story by George Ade.

WILK

©

=

PATHE ADDING 3 STAGES
IN STUDIO EXPANSION

Underworld." The role she was to
RKO Pathe's Culver City studios
have
played
Three" has been are to be enlarged by the addition
assigned
to in
Rose"WeHobart.
of three new stages to afford facili*
*
*
ties for the production of the 21 feaJohn Natteford, who is in charge
ture productions and the 48 two-reel
comedies to be produced during the
of stories for the Hoot Gibson pic- fiscal year.
tures being made by M. H. Hoffthe completion of the
man, Jr., has completed the continu- newPending
stages, several of the first group
ity of the first, "Clearing the of Pathe features will be produced
Range," an original by Jack Cunningham.
at outside studios in order to com*
*
*
of release
dates.
plete the productions
well in advance"
Emile de Recat, who directed the
Spanish
version
of "Trader
will
direct
Buster
Keaton Horn,"
in the
French

version
* of* "Doughboys."
*

Marion Jackson is adapting an
untitled original, by Lew Lipton,
which will be produced by Pathe.
*
*
*
Jerry Asher, formerly with the
Fox West Coast circuit, has joined
the M-G-M
publicity department.
*
*
*

Claude Flemming Going to Africa
Claude Flemming, actor and announcer in the series of "Romantic
Journeys" which Brown and Nagel
are making for Educational, is going east upon completion of "Dream
World," a Romantic Journey which
pictures the wonders and beauties
of Southern California, including
shots of Palm Springs with its beautiful Garden of Eden growing in the
heart of the desert.

Flemming. together with his production staff, is to sail for Northern
Charles "Chuck" Callahan has
written "Whose Who?" an original, Africa, which will be the scene of
which will star Daphne Pollard.
Flemming's
adventures will not capitalize
the most
The comedy will be produced by a new "Journey."
Pathe.
commonly known features of the
*
*
*
countries he visits, but will bring
"Wine — Women — But No Song" into the fore the romantic lure of the
places, introducing also the most inis the latest of Columbia "Specialteresting characteristics of the peoties," Eddie Buzzell, noted stage
and screen star, is responsible for
the story, direction and stellar role
in the short, and the cast also inFox Signs James Kirkwood
cludes Alyce McCormick, Patricia
James Kirkwood has been signed
Caron, Esther Muir, Virginia Whitfor
ple. "Young Sinners," replacing Wiling and Jack * Mack.
*
♦
liam Holden, who will appear in another Fox production. Another addiGerrit J. Lloyd, for the past 10
tion to the "Young Sinners" cast is
vears scenario editor for D. W. Griffith, is writing the adaptation of Joan Castle.
"High River," which will be a Radio
Pictures' special, with Richard Boleslavsky directing. Lloyd wrote the
dialogue for *
"Abraham
*
* Lincoln."
John Meehan, who has fashioned
the scripts for several Norma
Shearer successes, also adapted
"The Free Soul," which will star
Miss Shearer, with Clarence Brown
directing, Meehan wrote the dialogue for "Strangers May Kiss"
and "The Divorcee."
Sports Writer Sells Screen Story
Bill Cunningham, eastern soorts
writer, during a visit with Myles
Connolly, associate producer at the
Radio Pictures studio, inadvertently
dropped an idea which netted him
a voting fortune. "The Consolation
Marriage" is the working title of
the storv which will be directed for
Radio Pictures by Paul Sloane. Connolly will be the associate producer.

Van Dine Completes First
S. S. Van Dine, author of mystery stories, has turned over to F;rst
National
"Blue Moon Murder"
his first original
feature length story,
in which Philo Vance, the detective
made famous by the author, will be
the pivotal character.

Loretta Young's Story
Loretta Young, who has a
literary streak besides being a
stellar film player, may be
starred in a story which she
wrote herself. The script, submitted to the storv department
at First National some time
ago and subsequently filed
away, has been brought out for
consideration as Miss Young's
next vehicle following "Upper Underworld."
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Timely Topics

EXPLOITETTES
A. Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion

— €)=
Evils of Dialogue
Overemphasis
T~)UE to overemphasis of dialogue (which is getting to
be as much discussed as overemphasis of football) the highly
developed art of pantomime
characterization has been almost
completely lost sight of in pictures. In fact the value of characterizations is much lessened
in any event through the use of
dialogue medium. On the stage
the audible actor has opportunity to impress merely through
the physical reactions of audience to player and vice versa.
This does not exist on the
screen of course. The creation
of mood and the coloring of
shadings of character building
are pushed in the background by
the cry of — lines, lines, lines.
There never will be a line so
brilliant as to outweigh a well
executed piece of "moving picture." With few exceptions our
current picture technique has
forced the actor into artificial
channels of expression. Hence
many of our performances are
superficial at best. Of course
under superlative, understanding direction of picture-trained
directors and with actors of
long silent screen experience the
restrictions and limitations are
often overcome but we are still
struggling to find a new road
to more effective expression. We
must forget all stage formulae.
They do not belong in pictures.
We must use dialogue sparingly,
only when lines definitely highlight character or point up situation. Fortunately recent developments which have produced
"The Blue Angel," "Morocco,"
"Outward Bound" and other
cinematic gems are leading the
way into a better understanding
of our future needs.
— Arthur Carew,
Los Angeles "Express"

Sponsored advertising films
command an audience of 18,000,000 weekly.

•

•

HARRY HERSHFIELD, widely known as a cartoonist, author, boulevardier, raconteur and vaude headliner,
knocked those Ampians hot and cold at their Dixie luncheon
yestiddy
after delivering a line of his inimitable funny
stories, Harry proved his versatility with a fine dissertation on
some vital subjects
such as The Sentiment That Underlies Broadway
and Things That Endure
among the
latter he mentioned the A.M. P. A
in contrast to so many
societies and clubs that start off pyrotechnically and wind up
with a weak sputter and heavy liabilities
which reminded
him of the Cheese Club, of which he was president
and
five years ago he resigned
and nobody had been around
to the meeting place since to accept his resignation
so
he is still president
pro tern, as it were
Harry
seemed to find some sort of analogy between the A.M.P.A. and
the Hebrew
faith
but was slightly puzzled as to how
the

Association's prexy, Mike Simmons,
came by that name
which reminded him of a Joosh father who called his
son after his own name
and Harry reminded him that
according to the Jewish ritual you can't call a son after the
living father
and the father sez: "It's all right.
It ain't
my name, either."
Mike seemed to extract a lot'.a consolation from this one
Harry told about the Hebrew
gent who was a Charlie Chaplin fan, and somebody told him
Charlie was one of the chosen peepul also
and the Hebe
sez: "Mygawd, I ain't been praising him half enough!"
speaking of how busy he was, what with vaude engagements,
speechmaking at banquets and newspaper work, Harry said there
was only one other man in New York as busy, and that was
Mayor Walker
"Why, Jimmy is so busy," chirped Harry,
"that he had to get a special dispensation from his Church to
phone in his confessions."
then there was the story about
the gent with his pockets full of aspirins
it seems that
every time he went into a drug store
but you better ask
some Ampian who was there to finish that one for you
we can't
we're still laffink
okay, Harry
you
rolled a perfect score
;...now it's perfectly understandable
why
second busiest guy in the town
and one
of theyou're
most the
popular
• • • NOW THAT Congress has adjourned, the film biz
can rest in peace, with the exception of a few State legislatures
where adverse legislation is still pending
according to
tradition, the House of Representatives ended the session with
singing
they sang "Old
Folks At Home"
but
judging by lack of results during the session, most of the old
fogies were in Congress
Ralph Stitt informs us that Mary
Pickford went through such strenuous fights and tussels in the
making of "Kiki" that she was all bruised
she was probably trying to do a Doug Fairbanks
*
*
*
*
• • • NOT SO long ago a foreign sales manager who is
no longer in this biz, was at luncheon
with a German
film
buyer
the latter was all set to sign a contract for showing
the sales manager's product on the other side
"If it's all
the same to you," sez the s.m., "do you mind postponing this,
and signing it in Berlin?"
"Sure," answers the surprised
buyer, as the sales manager jumped up and hastily said goodbye
some time later the s.m. showed up in Berlin, and the
buyer asked him why he postponed letting him sign in New York
"Aw," informs the s.m., "I felt the need of a li'l European trip."
and now you know how SOME
of these
foreign
trips
are
'fenagled'
And
you
mustn't
th'nk
your dentist is unhappy just because he always looks down that
in
the mouth
;

e

•
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Arranged "Shopping Tour"
for "Madam Satan"
J?. ofMcCULLOUGH,
manager
the Madison, Peoria,
111.,
included a novel "shopping tour"
in the exploitation campaign on
"Madam Satan." McCullough
tied-up with the Peoria Star and
six of the city's leading merchants for a "Madam Satan"
Shopping Tour. The Star gave
the shopping tour three days
advance publicity and the merchants advertised the fact that
on Friday, "Madam Satan" would
visit their shops at a certain
time. The Star also published
photographs of the mysterious
woman who, it was advertised,
was not to be masked on her
shopping tour, but was merely
to visit each store at a certain
time and give a pair of tickets
to the first ten persons who approached and identified her in
each of the six stores.
— Madison, Peoria, III.

Essay Contest
On "Devil to Pay"
'JTE-UPald with
withdaily
Syracuse
stories Herand
prize of a dog to writer of best
100-word letter on "Why Ronald
Colman's Dog Should Be Given
To Me"; dog on display in window of pet shop, with special
ater.
stills and placards referring to
engagement at Loew's State the— State, Syracuse

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

March 6
Laverne Davis
Charles Hovaten
Agnes Arnold
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ir ycu need a ice— ir you have a
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CPEN-- ADVEBEISE IE EEEE
IN EEIE FILM DAILy

Many splendid, efficient men and women are out of employment in the motion picture industry. With conditions picking up many jobs
should soon be open. To help along a worthy cause FILM DAILY will print WITHOUT COST your advertisement in classified form
under "Help Wanted" or "Situation Wanted." FilmEach
advertisement
limited
25 words.
Simply address your letter to Advt. Mgr.
Daily,
1650 Broadway,
New to York
City.

HELP

WANTED

WITH YEARS
EXPLOITATION, ADVERTIS- A SHOWMAN
ING and PUBLICITY MAN, well OF EXPERIENCE — Efficiency
Salesman with following among Ex- known in the industry served four and theatre manager publicity. One
hibitors to handle established line of years with one of the foremost cir- firm 15 years. Best of reterences.
cuits in the mid-west as advertising Will go anywhere. At your service.
Bound screens direct from Manufac622, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
turer to theatre. Exceptional propo- manager. Also past experience good, Box
sition in all territories. Box 653, references excellent. Box 606, THE Broadway, N. Y. C.
THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad- FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway",
New
York City.
EX-EXHIBITOR, experience manway, N. Y. C.
ager, booker, licensed operator, Al
SALESMEN, acquainted with the- YOUNG MAN, wide experience in mechanic on Western Electric and
atre exhibitors in N. Y. State, Conn., motion picture and theatrical public- RCA.
Al reference. Desires position where service is recognized.
Penna., and Mass. States, to carry
ity and exploitation, theatre management and newspaper work. Wants Box 623, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
as a side line novelties for exploitations, on a commission basis. Box either full or part time publicity po- Broadway, N. Y. C.
sition. College graduate, ambitious.
575, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Requests interview. Box 540, THE Motion Picture Operator— Licensed,
Broadway, N. Y. C.
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N.
15 years' experience, all machines
LEADING exponential horn speaker Y. C.
equipment, also RCA Western Elecand microphone manufacturer detric Sound. In or out of town. Box
sires representation on a strictly 10 PUBLICITY— Exploiteer— Manager 654, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
per cent commission. Opportunity — Recent arrival from West Coast; Broadway,
N. Y. C.
to secure representation for the new ten years' experience Film, Vaudeville, Productions. Seeks connection POSITION WANTED,
year. Write now. Box 537, THE
Young
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, with independent circuit of individ- man, 25 years old, can rewrite also
N. Y. C.
ual owner. Last assignment as per- do newspaper advertising. Excellent
sonal representative for film star on references. Will accept position
vaudeville tour. Box 574, THE
SITUATIONS WANTED
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, out of, town. Box 652, THE FILM
DAILY,
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
N. Y. C.
FRENCH YOUNG LADY— expert
YOUNG LADY, desires position, 3
interpreter and translator in both REWRITE and ADVERTISING
years' film experience, also capable
languages, knowledge German, exMAN, seven years' experience with typist and stenographer. Box 655,
perienced in advertising, journalis- large
trade paper. Excellent refer- THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadtic, foreign film publicity fields, seeks
ences. Will travel if necessary. Box
way, N. Y. C.
connection. Box 601, THE FILM 620, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York Broadway, New York City.
YOUNG MAN, 18, conscientious,
City.
ability and initiative. Position in ofMANAGER or PRESS AGENT—
fice or theatre. Knowledge of bookNATURAL COLOR CHEMIST
Former manager, wants position
keeping and typing. Salary minor
experienced in developing and proc- with a capable theatre, can also do object, superb references. Box 657,
essing machines; can produce the
finest lifelike colors on double press agent work. Edward J. Can- THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
c-o Josephson, 1548 Minford
coated stock. Seeking a position in Place, ter,Bronx,
N. Y.
N. Y. or out of town. Box 613, THE
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New FILM GIRL, 21 years of age, seek- ACCOUNTANT and ^AUDITOR,
college graduate, banking experiYork City.
ing position. Two years experience
ence, expert at
treasurer's
reas booker and examiner in a 16mm
conciliations
and payrolls.cashSeeks
YOUNG PLAYWRIGHT — asso- film exchange, also has experience
connections
with
theatrical
firm.
Exciate member dramatist guild. Seeks in German translation — good typist.
cellent references. B. Rubin, 2210
connection menial capacity to start Willing to start with concern where
Union St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
— in scenario department. Good dia- there is an opportunity to advance.
logue, will submit own work as Box 617, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
EXHIBITOR and MANAGER, 15
evidence of ability. Box 603, THE Broadway, N. Y. C.
years'
experience de luxe A theatres.
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N.
Advertising publicity, promotions,
Y. C.
A
THOROUGHLY
EXPERIexploitations, buying, booking films
ENCED SHOWMAN: 18 years ex- and vodvil. Can put over any house
perience
as
theatre
manager,
road
A THOROUGH SHOWMAN, with
regardless of local conditions, on
many years experience as theatre show advance agent and company straight salary, percentage or commanager,
film
salesman
and
cameramanager, film buyer and booker.
mission basis. Victor J. Hayes,
man hustler and live wire producer Babylon, L. I., N. Y.
Exploitation and ad writing. Possess
all qualities that make an alert show- desires position as theatre manager,
man and go-getter. Box 605, THE will go anywhere, Box 619, The TRANSLATIONS: Film titles, patFILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N.
ents, trademark specifications, appliY. C.
New York City.
cation designs, copyrights, legal matters, into and from English, French,
FILM EDITOR, 34 years of age,
STENOGRAPHER— Office experi- 15 years experience for Universal German, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian,
ence, also knowledge of bookkeeping. and Fox, desires position with film Roumanian, Serbian, Bulgarian, Russian and Greek. Demetrius N. Tsecos,
Salary immaterial. Excellent refer- company. Conscientious worker, Al
ences. Box 609, THE
FILM references. Box 621, THE FILM 1230 Park Row Bldg., New York
City.
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C

BOOKKEEPER
and ACCOUNTANT, years of experience, expert
in pay roll accounts. Box 639, THE
York City.
FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, 23, with
excellent references, wants work at
once. Can break down. Salary a
City.
minor object. Will travel. F. J.
Huss, 501 West 148th St., New York
PUBLICITY WRITER, thorough
knowledge of printing, proofreading
and advertising. References. Box
540, THE N. FILM
Broadway,
Y. C. DAILY, 1650
EXPERIENCED
TYPIST and
Switchboard Operator, excellent refreasonerence, years of experience, Herman,
Miss Hattie
able salary.
534 West
179th St., N. Y. C.

GRADUATE of Foreign School
in export distribuwishes position nt.
Executive and
tion departme
sales ability. Experienced abroad,
ce. Good knowlstenographic experien
edge Spanish and French. Employed
in research capacity in government
department. Box 641, THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
AUDITOR and Bookkeeper college
graduate, experienced in theatre and
production accounts, desires position
of responsibility with firm in N. Y.
or Philadelphia. Box 643, THE
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
N. Y. C.
BOOKKEEPER, Stenographer with
college education, desires position.
years' . expeKnowledge
Box
references
excellent five
rience with German,
1650
DAILY,
FILM
THE
642,
Broadway, N. Y. C.
FORMER Secretary Large Film
Board — detail expert with circuit and
theater operation experience nine
years in industry — speedy steno —
take meetings and handle office administration. J.D. Abramson, 1605
South Millard Ave., Chicago, 111.
STENOGRAPHER — Four years
motion picture experience, college
training. Can operate switchboard.
Box 645, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway, N. Y. C.
GOOD

SECRETARIES

are hard

to find, but here's one — 4 years with
first line motion picture company—
a find for any advertising, publicity
exploitation executive. Box 564,
THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

"I beg to acknowledge receipt of the
1931 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK.
I want to congratulate you and your
organization on this issue— it is without question the finest YEAR BOOK,
Film Daily has ever gotten out and I
am very glad to have it in front of
me at all times.
(Signed)

JAMES

R. GRAINGER

Vice President in Charge of Distribution
Fox Film

Corporation

THE
Friday,
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DIFFERS WITH LAEMMLE
ON ADVERTISING FILMS
(Continued from Page 1)

tising if it is properly handled, but
that at present there is no unified
approach to the problem and each
group is attempting to handle its
screens in its own way. Mowry
says:
"A limited amount of direct advertising, regularly on the screens,
has not produced audience objection. All theater audiences arc often bored by parts of the show:
Habituation tends to make each member of the audience forget his disapproval of certain parts because of
his satisfaction with that portion
which really pleases. If, as Carl
Laemmle states, there is audience
objection to advertising, there is apparent objection to the advertising
which the theaters do to announce
new attractions that are coming.
Many times the audience does not
like them but sometimes these announcements are pleasing and interesting. The audience does not state
that it objects to them and that
these announcements must be eliminated and that the newspapers are
sufficient for that purpose.
"Long experience with motion
picture advertising has resulted in
an allotment of from 300 to 400 feet
for short! trailer advertisements at
a given performance. This footage
is considered the unobjectionable
maximum and represents from 3 to
5 per cent of the average show time.
Experience in contacting several
hundred active agents, during 12
years time, in 6,000 theaters, serving
40,000 local advertisers, resulted in
the determination of this standard
short length policy.
"With sponsored films, indirect
advertising, we have a new problem. We should not condemn this
form of advertising before we have
given it a test. Leaders in the industry should work together. By
working together it is entirely possible to derive a legitimate revenue
that is needed and serve the advertiser effectively. The theaters of the
country have made substantial investments in sound equipment.
When these theaters are again upon
a firmer basis added new attractions
can be offered to the public. Few
advertisements that have been run,
to date, in the sponsored film class,
have met with the approval of all
leaders in the industry. The future
offers an opportunity to the industry to really produce interesting and
pleasing advertisements which will
he wanted by the public in advancing their knowledge of creative, ingenious, technical and inventive
achievements bv presenting them in
a dramatic and pictorial way."

New

Incorporations

Vonrath Productions. motion pictures;
Win?. Lakin. Russell & Whedon. 14 Wall
St.. New York.
100 shares common.
Ogden Theater, theatrical: N. Burkan,
1451 Broadway, New York. 100 shares common.
Plumb Theater. M. M. Kotz. 16 Liberty
St.. New
York.
$5,000.

A West
Dog's
Life—
And DAILYHow!
Coast Bureau,
THE FILM
Hollywood — M-G-M has finished construction of a "Dog Unit"
where, in addition to dog stages, property rooms, wardrobe buildings and dressing rooms, the canines appearing in "Dogville" Comedies will be housed in dog bungalows with all modern improvements, including open plumbing.

TWO-OPERATOR BILLS FOX FINANCING IN APRIL
IN I5JEGISLATURES MAY T0TAU75,000,000
{Continued from Page

1)

where Representative Dietrich had
sponsored two, one in each house.
Another measure presented to the
Pennsylvania legislators provides
that all projectionists must be
licensed
by the Department of Labor.

Radio City Plan Shown;
Project to be Up by 1934
First public glimpse of the Radio
City to be erected on Fifth Avt. bv
the Fockefeller interests in association with the RCA was given
to the public last night at the
offices of Todd, Robertson & Todd,
engineers for the enterprise. The
50-story skyscraper is to be ready
by 1934, according to present plans,
although it is understood that some
of the property to complete the site
is yet to be acquired.
There will be 27 studios in the
structure at first, according to M.
H. Aylesworth, president of National Broadcasting Co., but the center
will be designed to permit construction of at least 16 more. Plans also
are being laid with a view to practical television, which is expected to
emerge definitely from the laboratory at about the time Radio City
s completed, says Aylesworth.
Report that RCA is interested in
buying the site now occupied bv St.
Patrick's Cathedral on Fifth Ave.,
Hrectly opposite its proposed site for
Radio City, was )in circulation in
New York yesterday. It said that
the church authorities had declined
to sell. RCA desires the land to
develop as an approach or plaza in
onnection with its gigantic amusement project, according to the story,
which was emphatically denied by
oersons identified with the company.
Racine Amusement Co. Bankrupt
Milwaukee — A petition in bankruptcy has been filed in the federal
court here by the Racine Amusement Co., operators of the Capitol
and Uptown in Racine, with liabilities listed at $27,229.38 and assets
at $60. The Capitol is closed temporarily but is expected to open
shortly under the direction ol Matthew Andis, owner
of the building.
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ANTI-ZONING BATTLE
STILL WAGING IN N. G.
{Continued from Page

1)

be defeated in the Senate. Its passage by this body will mean that it
goes on the statute books, as in
North Carolina, unlike other states,
the Governor does not possess veto
power.
"Cim"

is Opening Feature
For RKO London Theater

London — The Leicester Square,
London, recently acquired by RKO,
present shareholders being given opens tonight with an invitation
"Cimarron."
It house
is intendbuy additional shares be- preview
rightslow thetomarket.
ed to holdof the
feature at the
for
a
long
run,
following
which
features
Fox's stock holdings in Loew's
Inc., and in the Gaumont British and stage presentations under the
circuit, held by bankers as security direction of Basil Dean will be the
for the present indebtedness, are ex- policy.
pected to be put up again in connection with part of the new financing.
Para. Dines Japanese Editor
Members of the Paramount forFox-Loew Film Buying
eign department gave a farewell
luncheon
Sardi's yesterday for Y.
Consolidation is Denied Tamura, ateditor
of "The Movie
Consolidation of the Fox and Times" of Tokyo, Japan, who is returning home after several weeks in
Loew film buying departments, re- New York editing the first of the
ported yesterday as due to be effected by June 1, was denied by Paramount pictures to be shown in
Charles C. Moskowitz, general the- Japan with superimposed titles.
iter executive identified with the Those present were George Weltner,
Clarence Margon, Al Deane, O. R.
latter circuit. The idea "even hasn't Geyer, John Nathan, Eugene Schosbeen thought of," he said.
berg, Samuel Cohen, Norman Kohn
and Y. Uchida.
Reopening Norwich
House
Norwich, Conn. — The Strand has
RKO Host to 550 Kiddies
been taken over by Huntington
Amusement Enterprises, Inc., of
Ruth King
RKO's
radio
willOwen,
be host
tomorrow
Boston, and will be reopened this announcer
week. Charles Morse is treasurer morning to 550 children and their
of the concern. The Empire, New- guardians at a special showing of
interests.
London, is operated by the same "Cimarron" at the Globe. The
children were invited during che
"Stage and Screen" talks broadcast
Tuesdav and yesterdav at noon over
Fox Theater Assignments
Art Smith has been made manager WJZ.
of the Fox Park Plaza, Bronx, reNew House for New Britain
placing A. Mike Vogel, who has been
transferred to the main office to
New Britain, Conn. — A store
handle special exploitation for the building at 413 Main St., owned by
Manhattan and Bronx division. Otto Richard H. Erwin, is bentg reHess is now assistant manager of the
modelled into a film house, to be
Park Plaza and Arthur Clarke as- ready about June 1.
sistant manager of the Tuxedo,
Bronx.
iTHE
{Continued from Page

1)

Mile. Chanel 111
Mile. Chanel, the Parisian fashion
authority signed by Samuel Goldwvn. had an attack of the grippe on
her arrival in New York this week,
and as a result will defer her deparcovered.
ture for Hollywood until she is reHerzog Handling Midwesco Adv.
Milwaukee — ■ Howard C. Herzog
has been promoted to advertising
director for Fox Midwesco Theaters, succeeding James C. Keefe.
who has joined R-K-O in a similar
capacitv in Minneapolis.

Racine House Changes Hands
Racine. Wis. — Tom Xorman has
Dewitt Damaged by Fire
taken over the Rex from M. Silverman, head of Columbia Enterprises.
New Haven — Damage of $700 was
who operated the houses for several caused by fire in the Dewitt March
months.
2. Origin of fire was undetermined.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN
nKNCwsnua
or
niMDOM

Allan Dwan Prod., Inc., formed.
Producers makes financial arrangements for four pictures.
New

York
threatened
with
sage of Clayton censor bill.

pas-

Federated Film Exchange directors to hold session in New York
beginning March 21.
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by W. R. Burnett . . . author of

"LITTLE CAESAR"

Carl Laemmle, Jr.
^Iduced by
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Permit me to state that in the Roxy
Theatre, where every branch of the
theatrical craft is represented, THE
FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK has
always proved to be an indispensable source of information and
guidance.
(Signed)

C. W. GRISWOLD
MANAGER
ROXY THEATRES CORPORATION
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RKOl 930ProfitsRun 1 03% Aheadof Previous Year

PRODUCERS LAUNCHING SURVEY ONTASTES
Extending

Matinee

Business Boosting Stunt
Being Used With
Success
Boosting of business by the extension of matinee prices until 6:30
P. M. for store and factory workers, who usually are employed up
to 5:30 or 6, is being practiced with
generous success by an increasing
number of theaters in the larger
(Continued on Page 9)

inexpensiveIrprises'
small-townvaud. policy
In its policy of giving occasional
vaudeville in small towns, Publix has
instiucted managers to stick to "surprise"
an inexpensive
nature. acts
Localofradio
favorites, High
School, National Guard or organization bands, local glee clubs, etc.,
are cited as the most likely possibilities. The order is understood to
have been issued after it was found
that high-priced stage talent failed
to draw enough extra business to
warrant the expense.

Prices

to

Draw

Shop

Big West
Money
for Little Actors
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Court approval of a contract with Paramount
calling for $7,500 a week was sought Friday by Jackie Coogan.
At the same time Mitzi Green asked the Superior Court to make
official her Paramount contract at a salary that will increase from
$625 to $1,250.

Workers

Theater Operators, Public
Being Quizzed About
Stories, Stars

In an effort to get a line on what
exhibitors want in their 1931-32
product, major producing and distributing companies are inviting theater operators throughout the country to register their ideas on what
constitutes box-office. Questionnaires
being given them via exchanges and
salesmen enquire what stars had the
strongest draw during the past year,
what type of pictures did the best
and other questions conPara. Appoints Marin
Raleigh — The Harris anti-protec- business cerning
box-office reactions.
Assoc. Producer in East
tion bill was killed by the State SenParamount's
production
ate
by
a
vote
of
25
to
17
yesterday
ment
is
conducting
a survey departamong
Ned Marin will join the production staff at Paramount's New York afternoon. The measure, which had Publix theater managers to get an
studios in a week or so, it is an- been severely attacked by representa- accurate idea of what type of stories
nounced by Jesse L. Lasky. Marin,
tives of national distributors, reached the public wants for its stars.
who is now on the coast, was with
the
floor
of the Senate after having
Paramount once before, joining the
been
tabled
in committee. A vote to
company just after the war, and has
since been with Universal, First Na- reconsider the bill brought it before
tional and Fox.
the upper body of the Legislature.

ANTI-PROTECTION BILL
GETS THE FINAL KAYO

175 shorhIiects

George W. Weeks Testifies
At Canadian Industry Probe

Universal Producing
Serial in the East

Toronto — Testifying at the inquiry Censorship Measure
into the Canadian film industry,
Introduced in Illinois
Universal is quietly making a George W. Weeks of Sono ArtWorld Wide was subjected to severe
Springfield, 111. — Hitting at "imtalking serial, "The Shadow" in the grilling by Government counsel, as
moral pictures," a state censorship
East, working at the Audio Cinema
bill
has been introduced in the Illistudio. Production soon starts on well as cross-questioning by Mrs.
nois Legislature. It would create a
(Ray Lewis, editor of
the second episode of the 13-chapter Joshua Smith
(Continued on Page 9)
state department to pass on films.
picture. George Cochrane is directing with Joe McGuire as his assistant.
Tied up with the serial is a series
of radio sketches, duplicating the
chapters, which are being regularly
broadcast.
Stark Plans to Release
Net profit of RKO and subsidiaries for the year ended Dec. 31
10
German
Talkers
Here
amounted to $3,385,628.41, equal to
Where Men are MenRolf Stark, representative of Lo- $1.45 a share, an increase of approxiFirst National's "Little
thar Stark, veteran German producmately 103 per cent over the $1.Caesar," presenting Edward G.
er, has arrived in New York in con- 669.564.25 reported for 1929, when
Robinson as one of the toughnection with his plans to release 10 earnings amounted to 92 cents a
est g^nersters ever pictured on
German
dialogue features here dur- share. In the report mailed yesterthe screen, has been endorsed
ing: the next six weeks. Among th°
day to stockholders by David Sarby the reviewing committee of
pictures in the group is "Two Peo- noff, chairman of the board of dithe Y.M.C.A. on the west
rectors, and Hiram S. Brown, presiple," produced
by Cicero
in ascoast.
sociation with the
German Film
Universal
dent, it is pointed out that the 1929
(Continued on Page 9)
A. G. in Berlin.

Earnings of $1.45 a Share
Reported by RKO for 1930

FOR fjN 1931-32

Universal will offer 175 shorts on
its 1931-32 program, in addition to
its two weekly newsreel issues. One
hundred of the shorts will be single
reels and the balance double reels.

Pathe Studio Wins Medal
For Unemployment Aid
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — An honor certificate
for constructive work in relieving the
unemployment situation has been
awarded to the RKO-Pathe Studio
by Post 46 of the American Legion.

George Stone Honored
In appreciation
of his remarkable characterization
of
Sol Levy, the harassed Jewish
peddler in "Cimarron," Georgo
E. Stone will be presented with
a silver loving cuo by Harry
Hershfield. in behalf of the
Jewish Children of New York,
at the snecial performance of
the RKO production this
morning (Saturday) at tho
Globe.
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Minor Pathe Employes
Tiffany Deal Awaits
Receive Salary Cuts
Examination of Books
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Byron Morgan Okay

Wist Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Byron Morgan,
has been reported as dead in
York, wants the world to know
he's here, alive and working as
arist at First National.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRYant 9-4712

who
New
that
scen-

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STIllwell 4-7940

»

! Eastman Films
| J, E. Brulatour, Inc.
Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Bird.
HOLlywood 4121

Examination of Tiffany's books by
Educational is understood to be one
of the reasons why the impending
deal involving both companies has
not been actually closed as ( yet.
Under the deal, Educational will finance unmade features on Tiffany's
current season program, as well as
distribute the company's product.

Several minor Pathe home office
employes holding clerical and stenographic positions have received
salary cuts. The campaign for
greater economy at the home office,
is being managed by Mannie Goldstein. It is understood that the axe
will not shave the incomes of any
higher-ups at this time.

State-Wide Baby Contests
Local Talent Talkers
Sponsored by W. B. in N. J.
Being Made by McGuire
Warner
Bros,
will sponsor
wide contests
to determine
the statemost
Joe McGuire has returned to New
York after directing a talking picture at Rochester for the Capitol
theater and the "Rochester Journal."
Local people were used in the cast.
McGuire plans to Jnake a similar
picture, also using sound on film, at
Buffalo soon.

Crime Pix, Sunday Shows
Draw Churchmen's Fire

Perth Amboy, N. J.— Attacks on
crime pictures and against the film
industry for its efforts to "break
down Sunday observance" are contained in the report of the 95th session of the New Jersey Conference
of the Methodist Episcopal Church.

popular baby
the various
communities in Newin Jersey,
with Harry
Kalmine, N. J. zone manager for
Warners, handling the plans from
his Newark headquarters. The contests, endorsed by Governor Larson,
start April 6.

Symon Gould Launches
Foreign Film Service
Foreign Films Booking Office has
been launched by Symon Gould at
55 West 42nd St. as a booking and
publicity service in connection with
foreign pictures, including German,
Italian, French, Spanish, Polish,
Swedish, Hungarian, Greek, Czechoslovakian and Russian. Gould plans
to function as intermediary between
distributors and exhibitors, providing effective methods of selling the
various pictures, arranging school
tieups, etc.

K-A-O and Orpheum Dividends
Directors of Keith-Albee-Orpheum
have declared a regular quarterly
dividend of 134 per cent on the preFuneral for Emanuel Hoffman
ferred stock, payable on April 1 to
Funeral services for Emanuel
stockholders of record March 20.
Directors of Orpheum Circuit also Hoffman, Loew theater manager,
have declared a regular quarterly di- who died Wednesday at his home
vidend of 2 per cent on the pre- in New York, will be held Sunday.
ferred stock, payable at the same The body is at the West End Funtime.
eral Chapel, Broadwav and 91st St.
Hoffman, who was 55 and had been
connected with the circuit for 17
vears, was managing director of
COMING & GOING
Loew's 83rd St. theater at the time
of his death.
CHARLES ROSENZWEIG left for the
coast yesterday
afternoon.
JEANNETTE MACDONALD has arrived
from Hollywood for a short vacation in
New
York.
'ROBERT
has sailed
for counsel
Italy.
WILLARD RIPLEY
S. McKAY,
general
for Universal returned Friday from his
Winter
vacation in Havana.
ARTHUR LEE of Amer-Anglo Corp., is
en route to New York on the Bremen after
spending
several
months
abroad.
SAM DEMBOW, JR., and LEON NETTER will return next week from a tour of
the Publix circuit.

Special Premiere for "Tabu"
Premiere of "Tabu" at Leo Brecher's Central Park on March 18 will
be a reserved seat affair. Continuous
run of the F. W. Murnau south sea
picture will begin the following day.

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C

New
byand greater
Astor tors
rs York
perto aidexhibidistributo
manent benefit fund.
April 4-11:Week,
Players'
and benefit
Patrons'
national
for Jubilee
N. V.
A. Club.
April 19: Lambs Gambol, Metropolitan
Opera
House,
New
York.
Apr., '20-22 : Warner Bros. Eastern sales
convention,
Atlantic City.
April 23-24:
State of
Convention
of Indiana
Indorsers
Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.
Apr. 27 : Fox Film sales convention. New
York.
Apr. 28-30: convention.
Warner Bros.
sales
HotelWestern
St. Francis,
San Francisco.
May 25-28 : Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers,
Hotel Roosevelt,
Hollywood,
CaL

COLOR

PRINTS

Color ablesound
availfor shortcameras
subjects,
or
advertising films. Color
prints from Bi-pack negatives.

BREWSTER COLOR
FILM CORPORATION
58 First
Newark,

Street
N. J.

Humboldt

2-4228

Gary Cooper 111
FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Gary Cooper is at the
Hollvwood Hospital suffering from
a mild case of jaundice and a serious
attack of influenza.

Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialistsin

1540 B'WAY

RKO Regional sales and operation
meeting at the Park Central Hotel, New York.
Mar. 10-11: M.P.T.O.A. Board of Directors
meets in New York.
Mar.14: First Annual Writers - Wampas
Roast, Biltmore Hotel, Hollywood.
Mar. 21 : Annual Ball of the Warner Club,
New York.
benefit dinner, enterMar. 28 : First annual
tainment and dance at the Hotel
Today:

West Coast Bureau. THE
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Growth of
Foreign Films

•

AN

Irishman once spoke of the
old bridge separating one
bank of the river from the other.
Today he might be moved to
point out how the talking pictures have erected a barrier of
language which is bringing
America and Europe nearer to
each other. The amusement advertisements in "The Times"
this week show running in New
York City two French talking
films, one of them a successor
to a notable French hit; two
German talking films, and one
Italian film. The film addicts
also recall in the recent past a
Swedish talking picture and a
Greek sound picture. Naturally,
these entertainments are housed
in the little theaters; differing in
this respect from the successful
foreign silent films which, with
titles in English, have filled
some of our biggest houses. But
there are obviously more of these
modest little foreign talkies than
there were of the soundless pictures. The explanation that suggests itself is that in New York
and other cities with a large
number of foreign-born and a
still larger population of foreign
descent the talking picture can
make an appeal beyond the reach
of its predecessor. The silent
film might bring before the new
American scenes and sights from
a European homeland; the vocal
picture brings the thrilling sound
of a mother tongue. To such
ancestral audiences may be added, in our large cities, the oldstock Americans with a knowledge of foreign languages. They
would not be enough in numbers to make the walls bulge at
Roxy's or the Paramount, but
they should count in the small
houses. Another factor is the
students of foreign languages in
our public and private schools.
—N. Y. Times
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A MOST amazing thing has happened in Hollerword
all the big producers have got together and produced
a two-reel feature comedy
and all the big publicity boys
are out plugging it harmoniously
can you imagine this
bunch of rival publicity hounds working harmoniously together?
Mark Luescher of Arkayo, A. M. Botsford of Publix,
A. P. Waxman of Warners, Oscar Doob of Loew's and Joel
Swenson of Fox?
well, so 'elp us, it's happened
but it's in a Good Cause
it's the special production in
which the stars of all the big producing companies get together
to plug the Players and Patrons Jubilee Week, scheduled for
Easter week
it's the N.V.A. Jubilee feature which will
be shown under the auspices of all picture and vaude theaters
in America
and listen to what Pat Casey, treasurer of
the Executive Committee, has to say about it
"Without
question the finest two-reel comedy ever made
more than
40 of the most prominent stars giving 100 per cent value

any theater that doesn't do business during the week it plays
this picture should close up"
the N.V.A. is a most worthy
cause
it's up to everybody in the theater end of this
biz to get behind the Jubilee Week and send it over Big
the general committee includes Harry Arthur, Pat Casey, Harry
Charnas, Sam Dembow, Jr., Charles Moskowitz, Oscar S. Oldknow, Joseph Plunkett, E. A. Schiller, Moe Silver, Spyros Skouras,
L. E. Thompson and Joseph Vogel
oh, yes, the name of
this outstanding offering is "The Stolen J-o-o-l-s"
and
when it comes to a steal, where could ya find a more representative bunch of experts than this, we arsk ya
*

*

*

*

• • © HOWARD DIETZ and some unknown gent, both
tennis experts, decided on a championship match the other afternoon loser to pay all the other's tennis expenses for the
season
we haven't learned the outcome
in case
Howard won, this automatically enters the class of Big News
if Howard lost, oh well, if you meet him, just talk pingpong
speaking of one of our representative
Broadway
musical revue writers, reminds us of the yarn George Spelvin
tells in the N. Y. "Press"
a highbrow writer on one of
those intellectual mags approached Howard and asked him what
particular group of writers he and his partner, Arthur Schwartz,
belonged to
and H. D. sez: "There are two schools of
opinion about us. Some think we are punk, and the others
have never heard of us."
*

*

clear-cut, conclusive
*
*

• • • THE LATEST jool racket would make a swell plot
for some enterprising indie producer
to wit
a
gent bought a black pearl from a Fifth Avenoo jeweller, and had
it set into a ring
later he returned and requested an exact
duplicate for a shirt stud
black pearls are rather rare,
but as the customer stated his willingness to pay a few thousand
more for the dupe, the jeweller corresponded with pearl dealers
the world over
at last he located a dealer in Berlin who
sent photographs and a description of a black pearl that was the
exact replica of the one in question
so the Fifth Avenoo
jeweller forwarded a handsome check and in due course received the pearl
he's still got it
for it happens
to be the one he sold to the particular gent in the first place,
who forwarded it to his confederate in Berlin
just another racket

«

«

«

»

»

»

Used a Double
for Al Capone

€)

A

WANT ad issued in a
Springfield, Ohio, paper
calling for five men to impersonate Al Capone all but created a riot at the Fairbanks theater. The men were to be used
in an exploitation stunt in connection with the showing of
"Little Caesar." Police had to be
called to preserve order. The
campaign preceding was
thorough. Teaser ads were
spread through the daily papers,
heralds were distributed and
rbaused
nks, in
door knob hangers— Fai
were
quantities.
Springfield, O.

Sono Art Tieup
With National Distributor
CONO ART-WORLD WIDE
has effected a tie-up with
Nusheen, Inc., national distributors of a hair rinse. Nusheen,
Inc., is the company which has
popularized the "platinum
blonde" vogue in women's hair
dress. Taking Josephine Dunn,
star of "Air Police" as an ideal
type
personifying
blonde,"
Nusheen, the
Inc. "platinum
will use
her photograph in a newspaper
advertising campaign of national
proportions, in sales promotion
accessories, magazine advertising, and in dealer tie-ups for
window displays in over 2000
cities and towns. Augmenting
this campaign will be a series
of radio broadcasts over
the Columbia Broadcasting —Sono-Art
System.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILT
to the following members of the Inwho are celebrating their
birthdays dustry,
:

March A.7-8
Kenneth
Rogers
Ted Holt
Colette Merton
Hal Hodes
Lester B.
Solberg
Edgar
Harrick

TWO PROMINENT WRITERS
ADDED TO M-G-M ROSTER

■F.N. i
AGAIN HUMWiTH ACTIVITY
Activity at the Warner Bros, and
First Mational studios is gradually
getting back to the capacity level.
At present there are six productions
in work, including "The Reckless
Hour," starring Dorothy Mackaill;
"The Idol," with Edward G. Robinson in the stellar role; "Upper Underworld," the story of grait in high
places having Walter Huston as its
star; "We Three," in which Rose
Hobart will be seen, and "Night
Nurse," starring Barbara Stanwyck.
h picture, "The Genius," in
A sevent
which John Barrymore will be the
star, will go into production at the
Warner studio on Monday.
Bevan, Finlayson in Pathe Comedy
Billy Bevan and Jimmy Finlayson
return to two-reel comedies in
Pathe's "Frozen Face," by Harry
Fraser, just placed in work undei
the direction of Ralph Ceder. Vivian
Oakland and Billy Franey also are
in it. Two comedies just completed
at the RKO Pathe studios are
"Twisted Tales," with Arthur Hous.man, Marion Douglas, Gertrude Astor and Lorin Raker, directed by
and "Open House,"
Wallace byFox,
directed
Harry Fraser, with Nat
Carr, Nick Stuart, Marion Shockley,
Kane Richmond and Claire Du Brey.
In "Annabelle"
William Holden and Ruth Warren will appear in Fox's "Good Gracious Annabelle," co-featuring Jeanette MacDonald and Thomas Meighan.
Connie Bennett Film Titled
"Born to Love" will be the release title of Constance Bennett's
new RKO Pathe vehicle formerly
known as "Lost Love." Miss Bennett will start in "The Common
Law" next.
Lloyd Postpones Baseball Film
Harold Lloyd's next picture will
not be the baseball story recently
bought from Al Boasberg, it is announced. This script has been filed
away for the future.
Walter Walker in "Rebound"
Walter Walker, who played in the
New York and Los Angeles stage
productions of "Rebound," will appear with Ina Claire in the RKO
Pathe talker version.

A LITTLE from "LOTS'
By

MJLLPH

W1LH

the latest and "The Idol" for Warner BrothL is
PURCEL
JRENE
Broadway
favorite
to join the
ers, are now working on their third
movie colony. She has been signed original story* for * the *company.
by Metro and will make her screen
debut soon. Her last stage engageRalph Hammeras, head of the
was in "Dancing Partners," miniature and trick photography dement
which
was
produced
by
David
partment at Fox, has been signed
Belasco.
to a new two-year contract. He was
*
*
*
with First National for several
Our Passing Show: Winfield Shee- years, before*joining
Fox.
*
*
han, J. J. Murdock, H. B. Franklin,
Joseph Plunkett, John Considine,
Zita Moulton. who played in "Big
jr., Mervyn LeRoy, James J. Corhas returned from San
oett, Al Rockett, George McManus, Money,"
Francisco, where she appeared in
£. A. Butcher, Spencer Tracy, Dave
"Tea for Three." Her stage enEpstein, Buster Collier, Ben Jacksen, Leslie Howard, Sid Hickox at
gagements include "This Thing
Called Love," "Cooking Her Goose"
the
Masquers
"Revel";
Una
Merkel
and Edward Everett Horton making and "Smooth *as *Silk." *
screen
at Fox. tests for "Riding for a Fall",
"Dream World," the third sub*
♦
*
ject in the "Romantic Journeys"
Howard Higgin, director-author, series being produced by Brownhas completed a story of the South Nagel Prods., has been completed.
Seas, which will go into production Exteriors were shot at Palm
in the near future. Elliott Clawson
Death Valley, Lae Arrowcollaborated
in the preparation
of Springs,
head and other points.
the script.
*
*
*
*
*
*
Bill Boyd and Dorothy Sebastian
Roy J. Pomeroy is known for his
are enjoying a belated honeymoon direction of "Inside the Lines' and
in Honolulu. Boyd was busy, work- "Interference," yet prior to the making of these pictures, he served
ing on "Beyond Victory" at the time briefly
as short subject director.
of his marriage.
*
*
*
When talking pictures descended
Here and There: Elissa Landi and uoon the industry, he was besieged
Myrna Loy on the Beverly Hills for voice tests by practically every
bridle path; William Collier, Jr., big star, because of his expert knowlwriting a vaudeville sketch; Will
edge of sound equipment. Instead
Rogers, wearing blue denim trous- of employing the usual test methods,
ers, cowboy boots, open collared he wrote playlets, in which he directed Clara Bow, Norma Shearer,
white shirt, shooting jacket and battered hat, seated on the running Mary Pickord, Kichard Dix, Wallace Beery and others in their first
board of somebody's automobile and
swapping stories with Thomas apnearance before the microphone.
Meighan; "Chic" Sale, Louis Brock
and
Ben Holmes chatting at Radio
Pictures.
*
*
*
Kubec Glasmon and John Bright,
who wrote the "The Public Enemy"
"The Flirt" is Final Title
Booth Tarkington's story, "The
Flirt," just completed by Universal
under the working title of "Gambling
Daughters," will be released under
the title Tarkington originally gave
it. Featured are Conrad Nagel, Sidney Fox, Bette Davis, Slim Summerville and Zasu Pitts.

Directors Switched
John Francis Dillon will not direct "We Three," one of the new
First National productions upon
which work was begun a few days
ago. Dillon has been assigned to
"The Reckless Hour," with Dorothy
Mackaill and Conrad Nagel. John
Adolfi has taken over Dillon's directorial responsibility for "We
Three," the cast of which includes
Ben Lyon and Rose Hobart.
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HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
Hollywood's most convenient hotel . .
for your stay in Southern California
RI'GHT
In theto center
everything
to see cafes,
and doand. .
next door
famousof studios,
theatres,
shops . . near golf courses, bridle paths, and other
amusement places.
The Plaza offers you every modern convenience, unexcelled service, and a unique, homelike atmosphere that
makes you feel at home as soon as you enter its well
known "doorway of hospitality." Here, too, you may
enjoy the company of interesting and famous people.
European plan. $3.00 and up, single. $4.00 and up,
double. $5.00 and up, twin beds. Special low weekly
and monthly rates.
Remember the Plaza for an unforgettable stay in
Hollywood. Write for free folder.

Constance Cummings Loaned
RKO
has
borrowed
Constance
Cummings from Columbia for whom
she has appeared in "The Criminal
Code" and "The Last Parade."

Philo Vance Not in It
Philo Vance, the S. S. Van Dine
detective character, will not figure
Added to "Subway Express"
Robert St. Angelo and John Kelly
in "Blue Room Murder," first of a
series of mysteries being written by have been added to the cast of CoVan Dine for First National.
lumbia's "Subway Express."

John VanDriiten, who wrote
"Young Woodley," "Unfaithful," the
Ruth Chatterton Paramount vehicle,
and other plays, and Eric Hatch,
author of two novels and numerous
magazine stories, have been signed
by M-G-M and will be added to the
writing staff here.

BOLLYWOOD
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HOTEL..
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CALIF.
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VITAPHONE AT CAPACITY;
MANY B'WAY BOOKINGS
With record activity expected due

to. recent bookings by Publix and
other circuits, the Warner Vitaphone
studio is operating at capacity in order to keep up to schedule.
No fewer than eight recently completed Vitaphone shorts are now
playing on Broadway these being
"Angel Cake," an extravagant musical comedy; George Jessel and his
Russian Art Choir, and "Stars of
Yesterday,"
all at thetheater
Winter has
Garden,
while the Warner
Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Norworth in "The
Naggers Go Camping," "With Pleasure" and "The Love Nest," the latter featuring Billy Wayne and Thelrha White.
Other Vitaphone shorts now being
shown on Broadway are "Henry
Santry and His Soldiers of Fortune, '
and "Donkey Business," with Edgar
Bergen and "Charlie McCarthy," his
popular dummy.
Eddie Cantor Writes Short
Eddie Cantor is author of a short
comedy which Paramount is preparing to make with Tom Howard featured. The title is "My Wife's
Jewelry."
Alan Hale Cast
Alan Hale has been added to the
cast of "The Scarlet Hour," which
Edmund Goulding is preparing to direct at Paramount's New York
Studio.

WHAT'S

WHAT

IN THE EAST
IN GREATER

NEW

YORK

CHEVALIER OPERETTA |
TO HAVE FRENCH VERSION

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
,By HARRY

W/1LLIS & McFARLAN, vaudevilli- headliners, who are great
favorites in London and on the continent, appear in "Nine O'Clock
Town," a recent Vitaphone short.
A. D. Otvos and Jack Norworth
are authors of "The Naggers at the
Ringside," recently completed by
Mr.- and Mrs. Jack Norworth at
the Warner Vitaphone studio and
which promises to top all previous
efforts of this popular pair:

N. BLAIR

STUDIOS

,

Jean Ga-ndell, Vitaphone script
man, who has the distinction of being one of the few males holding
down that job, speaks French,
Hungarian, German and Spanish.
When Candell recently witnessed
his first ice hockey game at Madison Square Garden, during the filming of a Vitaphone Sportslant, he
got so excited that he rooted for
the New York Rangers in all four
languages.

"The Smiling Lieutenant," now
being directed by Ernst Lubitsch at
the Paramount New York studios,
will.be
the. first
be'.rnade
in
the East.
Theoperetta
entire to
score
is by
Oscar Strauss, composer of -''The
ettas.
Chocolate Soldier" arid otheY ' oper-

In addition: to. the regular production, there will be a French version
is which all songs will be.., sung in
Edward Senz, recently added to
by Maurice.. ChevalEddie Ryan, seven years old, who the Paramount studio force to create that ierlanguage
and Claudette Colbert, featured
leads. A portion of the dialogue
plays the role of "Junior" in Joe character make-up for "The Smiling also
will be in French.
Penner's latest Vitaphone comedy,
a story of pre-war
is one of the busiest juvenile actors Lieutenant,"
Vienna,
was
born
in
that
city
and
in the East. He recently appeared came to this countrv as a child.
Tallulah's Second > ■ ■
in "Laughter" and "Stolen Heaven"
for Paramount, in addition to play"My Sin," Tallulah Baiikhead's
A typical street scene in gay second talker for Paramount, is
ing a role in "When Hell Froze,"
Venice was built on the Vitaphone scheduled to start production at
Jane Cowl's recent stage vehicle.
studio lot, under the supervision of Paramount's New York studio about
Vitaphone Vitamins: Joe Archer,
April 15. It is probable that George
Namczy,
"Carnival,"
an
prop, man, in the social spotlight at Frank
elaborate
short for
starring
Giovanni
who has just completed "Tarthe recent hassenpfeffer dinner Martinelli, opera star, which Roy Cukor,
nished Lady," will again direct Miss
Bankhead.
given by the Deer Club, of which Mack directed.
he is treasurer. . . .Alf Gouldlng, director, happy over the recovery of
his young son, who was right sick.

Miriam Hopkins appears with
Claudette Colbert opposite Maurice
Chevalier in the French version of
"The Smiling Lieutenant."
Joe Frisco, now appearing in
"The Gorilla," made his film debut
at the Warner Vitaphone studio
after many years of headlining in
Ray Directing Penner
vaudeville and also playing feaAlbert Ray, who recently comtured roles in musical revues.
pleted "Babykins" as his first assign- Frisco, one of the most widely imiment for Warner Vitaphone, has
tated stars, is himself quite a mibeen slated to direct the next of the
mic, his impersonation of Helen
Joe Penner comedies.
Morgan having become almost a
classic.
Victor Moore Signed
Frank Tours, musical director at
Victor Moore has been signed by
Sam Sax to appear in Warner Vita- Paramount's New York studio, and
phone comedies. His first will be Mel Shauer have enrolled in the
"Baby Face," which he also wrote in studio ping pong contest in competition for a silver cup, of which
collaboration with Stanley Rauh.
Maurice
Hanline is custodian.
"Scarlet Hour" to Start
Casey Robinson, Vitaphone writer
"The Scarlet Hour" is the latest and director, is gathering material
title of Edmund Goulding's next pro- for a new underworld story, followduction for Paramount. It has been
ing the success of "The Last Parvariously known as "Between Two
ade," which he authored.
Worlds"
and "Forever."
picture is scheduled
to start This
the latter
part of next week, with Nancy Carroll starred.
SequelRoth
to "Yamerkraw"
Murray
and Glen Lambert,
who collaborated in the directing of
Alison Skipworth Cast
"Yamerkraw," for Warner VitaAlison Skipworth, recently seen in
phone, are now preparing a new film
"Outward Bound," has been added in similar vein, tentatively entitled
to the cast of "The Scarlet Hour," "Symphony of New York." Ray
and is expected to arrive in New Foster, cameraman, is doping out
York next week.
some brand new angles for this one.

Just a Sign of the Times
(Editorial from

OEOPENING

the Tulsa

Tribune)

of the Akdar Theatre . . . calls to

public attention changes that have occurred
in theatre life in the last three or four years. It
directs especial attention upon a matter that has
been the subject of heated discussion in a nationwide advertising campaign. There is an orchestra
in the Akdar pit — an honest-to-goodness orchestra
with a leader and players in full view of the audience. . . . There are many who will, as the musicians advertisements have argued, get a real enjoyment out of hearing live music again.

THE AMERICAN
JOSEPH

N. WEBER,

FEDERATION

OF MUSICIANS

President, 1440 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
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Sundav.
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Replacing Worn Parts Important
In Maintaining Sound Efficiency
It is rarely that any mechanical
or electrical component fails without
•giving due warning, and if one is
g this warning litcapable of detectinwill
be caused. The
tle or no trouble
trouble is that, by reason of its very
gradualness, the operator or other
employe of the theater may fail to
notice any depreciation in quality
of reproduction. But frequently an
examination of the installation itself
what one's ears in the
will show
ium do
auditor
not detect.
Many projection rooms were
equipped with sound apparatus and
possibly new projectors six or twelve
months ago. There may be a tendency to think that, because the new
projectors have not so far needed
attention, they never will. Particularly is this view likely to prevail
since projectors are not generally a
part of the service man's job.
The projector of today is without
question of much greater importance
than in the silent days. Faults such
as speed variation, oil leakage, or
vibrations were overlooked — faults
which today must be absolutely
eradicated. The fact that talkies
are run generally at a higher speed
than silent films is another reason
for giving projector every care.
To the operator who is familiar
with his equipment, the regular hum
of it will prove the best assurance
that everything is right mechanically. If the sound should vary at all
— and one's ears get very susceptible to any such change — find out
the cause at the earliest possible
moment. It may be, and probably
is, something quite trivial — but
equally it may be something serious
— the prelude to breakdown.
The service man is invaluable in
maintaining the set at full efficiency
— but he is the ally of, and not a
substitute for the projectionist, who
after all is primarily responsible for
the satisfactory running of his installation.
The following is a list of minor
replacements and adjustments which
the service engineer may find necessary to accomplish during the period
of a routine inspection, and which
may also be included in the projectionist's daily inspection.
Replacing: Grind batteries, P. E. C.
batteries, lens assembly, motor
couplings, take-up discs, 4-A reproducer, exciting lamp rheostat, photo
electric cells, 703-A, 705-A, 706-A
shafts, milliammeter (where it is unnecessary to disassemble apparatus),
tension pad assembly (1-A sound
unit), fader contact springs or cleaning guide rollers, pad rollers, motor
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control cabinet, and replacing vacuum
tubes (only in period before show
or during intermission).
Adjusting: 708 drive, guide rollers,
attendance or equalizers.
The sound head sprocket is a very
vital part of the equipment. At the
slightest sign of wear, have it
changed. The same applies to its
guide rollers.

Adjustable Lens Holder
Enables Quick Change
An adjustable lens holder for
Powers, Simplex and Motiograph
equipment that is said incorporates
quick lens change, side movement by
simple lever control for centering the
image, and accurate focusing adjustment, is being marketed by the Chicago. cago Cinema Equipment Co. of Chi-

By M. P.

MILES REPRODUCER CO.
MARKETS NEW GIANT HORN
YW"HAT is the condition of your
fire fighting equipment? Just
because you have been fortunate not
to have had to use it, does not mean
to say that you never will. Fire
fighting equipment should be regularly inspected to make sure that it
is in operating condition. Foam and
soda-acid type extinguishers should
be recharged annually. There should
be regular inspections of carbon
tetrachloride extinguishers every six
months to make sure that the pump
is in working condition, the nozzle
free from dirt and the device filled
with, fire-fighting liquid.
The application of colorful tapestry and banner decorations on
side walls of auditoriums lends itself very advantageously to the decorative and acoustical qualities of
a sound theater. The use of gold
and glitter in the decorative scheme
should be avoided, as well as the
use of mirrors or glass decorations
on side walls of auditoriums where
disadvantageous reflections might
disturb patrons during the picture.

The mounting bracket of the device carries
a clamping
w'hich
engages
the lens
barrel byring
means
of
Did it ever occur to you that there
a split collar tightened by a convenient thumb screw. Lenses may might be a sufficient number of deaf
be changed instantly, focused and people in your neighborhood to warshifted into position for projecting
rant the installation of ear equipnormal or sound film, the company
ment for increasing business? Deaf
claims.
sets have proved their value. As an
item of good-will building, the adoption and installation of this equipReports Conditions Improving
ment by many owners in their theaters throughout the country has had
Pittsburgh — According to an announcement recently made by E. B. few parallels.
Morton, manager of the National
Theater Supply Co.'s branch office
Setting*
of this city, theater conditions are
Draperies
improving and business is on the up.
Acoustical
Decoration*
From salesmen's reports after trips
Treatment*
around the territory and from perkfagnncop*
sonal observations, Morton is of the
AcouiticaJ
Screen*
opinion that improved conditions in
Banner*
Western Pennsylvania and West 340 W. 4 1.1 St.
Virginia are making for better theater business.

A new and improved giant horn
unit and nine-foot exponential horn
with a 32-inch round bell, 36 inches
deep, has been marketed by the
Miles Reproducer Co. of New York,
manufacturers of horns and unit
speakers.
The new horn and unit gives a
clear, powerful and most natural reproduction ofspeech and music, and
may be obtained with or without
matching transformer or exciter for
alternating current, the company
claims.

First New York Theater
With Latest RCA Model
The Eltinge, for many years one
of theaterscity's
theand the leading
latest to legitimate
.turn to sound
motion pictures, is the first in the
Times Square section to install
RCA Photophone's newest model,
the A.C. operated device requiring
no batteries or motor generators.
Representing Ad-Vance in K. C.
Kansas City — Tommy Taylor is
now representing Ad-Vance Trailer
Service in this territory, with headquarters here.
Bring

back the prestige lost
through faulty sound
in your theatre
by installing

SYNClQCflLM

perfect sound
reproduction
and thereby gain additional steady
customers and more dollars through
WEBER
59 KUTTER

your box.
MACHINE

CORP.

STREET, ROCHESTER, N.Y.

Export Deft.: 15 Laighl Street, [New York
Cablt
Addrtit : Arlab,
New
York

New York City'

1 STAGE LAMPS

"Thide"
Automatic Shutter Control
with 3-wire circuit foot Switch
Standard equipment in over 1500 theatres. Fits Motiograph Model B, Simplex
and Super-Simplex and Sure-Fit. With
or without Rear Shutter Mounts.
Rear Shutter Mounts require Model D
type. Convert your Model A to Model D
type. Brackets and parts on order.

DOWSER

MFG. CO.

691 Lincoln Place, Brooklyn, New York

HIGH
intensity lighting units, properly designed, give excellent service — spotlights,
floodlights, strip lights, sciopticons, or any other
form of lighting apparatus used on the stage — also
color frames,
lighting
supplies.connectors, and miscellaneous stage

KLIECL

BROS

Universal Electric Stace Lighting Co., Inc.

321 West 50th Street

- New

York. N.Y.
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BOOTH

COMPLETE DUAL SYSTEM
FEATURES SOUND DEVICE
A complete dual system, whereby
it is claimed that ini the event of a
breakdown or faulty tube, by merely
pressing a switch another complete
system is brought into use, is being
marketed by the Eastern Electric
Systems, Inc., of Buffalo, manufacturers of complete sound-on-film apparatus and equipment.
Eastern Electric amplification, it is
said, is licensed under the patents of
the Radio Corporation of America,
General Electric, Westinghouse Electric, and American Telephone &
Telegraph Co.

New Bell & Howell Lamp
Extends Field for 16 MM.
What is claimed to be the first 75volt, 375-watt lamp ever perfected
for 16 mm. movie projection, is announced by the Bell & Howell Co.
of Chicago.
Said to achieve a light intensity
more than 40 per cent greater than
was previously available for this
type of projection, it depends primarily for its unusual results on a
tremendous light concentration. Repeated scientific tests, made under
widely varying conditions, are said to
justify the statement that Filmo
projectors, when equipped with this
new lamp, can easily project black
and white pictures 12 feet wide with
entirely satisfactory distinctness and
can attain excellent Kodacolor projection on a larger than ordinary
screen.
This new 375-watt lamp is expected to open up a tremendous field
for the 16 mm. film, in that the little
16 mm. projector can now go into the
auditorium and assembly hall and
show pictures of entirely adequate
size, clearness, and brilliance.
Offers New Deal on Giveaways
Five new deals for the exhibitor in
increasing B. O. receipts have been
announced by the Pyroloid Sales Co.
of Athol, Mass., pioneer manufacturers of the dresserware giveaway
plan in theaters.
This product, the company says,
is now being used by exhibitors from
Maine to California.
W. E. Nears 100 Mark in N. Z.
Wellington — With 96 installations
completed, two to be finished soon
and one on which work has just been
launched, W. E. is nearing its 100th
installation in New Zealand.
Premium
Co. Incorporates
New Haven, Conn. — Theatrical
Premium Co. has been incorporated
by Morris Nunes, Samuel Baily and
David
Sugarman.

NEW

THEATERS

Chicago — Erection of a 500-seat theater
at an approximate cost of $500,000 is being
planned here by M. A. Salkin.
Knoxville, Tenn.- — Frank Dowler, president
of the Reliance Amusement Co., has announced that a theater is to be erected
here at a cost variously estimated from
$350,000
to one million dollars.
Yakima, Wash.— Jacob Lentz has let the
contract for a theater to be erected here to
cost between $15,000 and $20,000.
Louisiana, Mo. — Arrangements for the
erection of the 900-seat Lou-Mo theater here
have been completed and work on the conately.
struction is expected to be started immediMartinez, Cal. — A theater is to be built
here
Rosa. by Henry Tochinni & Son of Santa
Colusa, Cal. — Ned Steel, owner of the
Colusa, has closed a deal for a site here
on which he plans the erection of a theater
with large seating capacity.
Falmouth, Mass. — Erection of a 1,000seat theater is reported as being planned
here by Benjamin A. Richardson of the F.
W.
Norris
Co., Boston.
Fitchburgh, Mass. — Work has been started
in clearing up the debris in the Universal
theater block, recently destroyed by fire, and
rebuilding will be rushed, according to N.
Cnfman,
owner.

HANDY FLOOD UGHT UNITS
PUT OUT BY DISPLAY CO.

ALTERATIONS

Best's Carbon Saver
A carbon saver for low intensity
arcs that is said will permit projectionists to get at least one more reel
from each set of stubs and made in
7, 8, 9, 10, 12, and 13 mm. sizes, is
being put out by the Best Devices
Co. of Cleveland.

Introduction of the new all AC
operated sound motion picture equipment for theaters up to 1,000 seating
capacity, has aroused wide interest
among exhibitors, according to Sydney E. Abel, general sales manager
of RCA
Photophone,
Inc.
"Since the RCA Photophone announcement that the new all AC
operated equipment was ready for
the market, we have received many
contracts and constantly increasing

ally compact amplifier, seem to be
attractions that appeal strongly to
the operator of the small theater.
An important factor in connection
with the installation of this new
equipment is that the discarding of
batteries and motor generators
makes installation possible wTtli6T3t
extensive booth alterations. The obvious decrease in maintenance cost*

requests for further information,"
said Abel. "Our studio theater at
411 Fifth Ave., New York, in which
the new apparatus was installed has
been visited by many exhibitors and
demonstrations have been conducted
almost without interruption for the
past week. The fact that batteries
and motor generators have been
eliminated and that the power supply is fed to the machines through
the medium of the new and unusu-

♦ ANYTHING

ASBESTOS
we have it

BLUE SEAL ASBESTOS CORP.
264 Wyckoff
St., near Nevint
Brooklyn, New York Triangle 0290
Distributors for Johm-Manville Corp.

A supplement to the second
edition of the Victory directory, containing the names of
the isources of 16 mm. films
with sound-on-disc for nontheatrical use and listing a
great many titles of available
films, has been published by
the Victor Animatograph Corp.
of Davenport, la., manufacturers of the 16 mm. Animatophone, sound - on - disc talkie
equipment for home use.

A series of handy portable flood
lighting aluminide reflectors, designed as compactly as possible for maximum efficiency for various size pearshaped lamps, with the socket enclosed in metal, arranged with yoke
for angling and mounted on a base
which may serve as a standard or
which may be fastened to wall or
ceiling, is being offered by the Display Stage Lighting Co. of New
York.
These units are light in weight,
portable, reinforced with a wire cage
and will be found extremely useful
for covering? a large area with a
powerful well diffused white light.
Newburgh, N. Y. — New seats and other
For outdoor use it is said the lights
equipment are to be installed in the Broadare equipped with super service
way here under the direction of E. C. Hart,
city manager
for Publix.
cable and galvanized cage.

New A C Operated Sound Device
Boosts RCA Photophone Sales

If it ii

16 mm. Film Directory

also

is important."

CAN

BE SOLD

Quincy, 111. — Nat Williams, operator of
the Enterprise, has closed the theater for remodeling and installation of new sound
equipment.
Gainsville, Ga. — Mrs. Mary Cinciolo has
leased a local building and plans to remodel
it into a modern
theater.
Warsaw, Mo. — A. J. Nelson having purchased the Warsaw of this city from O. A.
Dickinson, plans to remodel the theater and
make general improvements.
Danville, Pa. — Remodeling and general improvements are being made at the old Luna
here, and when work is completed the house
will be reopened as the New
Ritz.

the secret of good sound
v IS
SILENCE!
Absolute silence in the opera-

tion of auditorium and stage
equipment is essential to
good sound presentation. Foreign noises and distractions
are fatal. The Vallen All
Steel len
Safety
and offer
ValElectricTrack
Controls

this important factor in addition to their unmatchable
Write
for t
smoothness
and dependability.
complete
tion.

THAT

informaVALLEN ELECTRICAL CO., Inc.
AKRON
OHIO

TO

THE FILM INDUSTRY,
CAN BE SOLD BY ADVERTISING IN THE FILM
DAILY AND THE FILM
DAILY YEAR BOOK ♦

"*4im^
mT2y/

in advertisements of
THIS Stamp of Approval

equipment and supplies means:
That the NATIONAL GUARANTEE
of highest quality is coupled with
that of a manufacturer.

RE
ONAL THEAT
NATI
COMPANY
SUPPLY
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LATEST
NEWS
FROM
LONDON.
PARIS,
BERLIN,
IYDNEY,
MELBOURNE
AND
OTHER
FOREIGN
CENTERS

UFA STUDIOS MAINTAINING
ACTIVE PRODUCTION PACE
Berlin —

Production at the Ufa
studios in Neubabelsberg is maintaining an active pace, with two new
Ufatones completed, four in work
and six independent producers engaged in the making of various pictures. - vv>
The two Ufatones completed are
"The Man Who Hunts His Own
Murderer," filmed under the direction of Robert Siodmak and featuring Lien Deyers and Heinz Ruhmann, and "Her Highness Commands," an operetta starring Kathe
von Nagy and Will Fritsch in the
German version, and Lillian Harvey
and Henry Garat in the French.
Hanns Schwarz directed.

ation are "On Trial," an
In prepar
tion of
the stage play by Max
adapta
Alsberg and O. E. Hesse, which is
to be directed by Robert Siodmak;
ss No. rial
Alfred
Late,", anfeaturi
13 Is vehicle
"Expre
ng
Zeisler directo
n
tte
stage star;
Susa, Germa
Charlo
an untitled film based on a story
dealing with the world war, in which
Brigitte Helm will enact the lead
under the direction of Gustav
and "The Human Pest,"
Ucickyd; from
the play by Toni
adapte
Impekoven and Hans Reimann, with
Max Adalbert stage comedian scheduled to play the title role.
Among the six independent units
operating at Neubabelsberg, two
have completed their productions and
the other four are shooting. Terra
Film has finished work on "The Man
Who Committed Murder," directed
by Kurt Bernhardt, with a cast including Conrad Veidt, Heinrich
George and Trude von Molo, and
the Alliance Co. has completed its
historical talker, "Danton," featuring Lucie Mannheim, Fritz Kortner
and Gustaf Grundgeons.
In the course of production are
"In the Realm of the Circus," which
Heinz Paul is directing for HaaseFilm; the Carl Heinz Wolff-Film
vehicle "The Hunt for the Murderer"; Joe May's "
And That is the
Main Thing," and Aafa's "Renata
Langes
Fate."

All-Spanish Congress
Madrid — Plans are now under
way for an all-Spanish film congress, which is to take place in
either this city or Barcelona
sometime in May. The LatinAmerican countries, it is reported, will participate in the
meet.

Foreign

Markets

New British Recording System
London — A new British sound recording system, Fidelytone,
of the variable area type had its initial presentation here recently
at a trade showing of "Madame Guillotine." High quality is
claimed for the device on the basis that the variable area recording
is carried on without the aid of oscillating mirrors or of any moving parts. Purchase price of Fidelytone, according to the manufacturers, covers all charges and no royalties are demanded.

Italian Studio, Censor
Equip with RCA System
Rome — A special RCA recording
truck and film editing apparatus
have been added to the equipment of
the L.U.C.E., Italian producing company, and will be used in newsreel
activities. RCA reproducers have
also been installed at the headquarters of the Film Censor.

New Production Unit
Under Way in London
London — Henry Edwards and E.
G. Norman have purchased the Weir
House Studios at Teddington and plan
to reconstruct the plant and develop
the large estate surrounding it into
a talker production center. Primary
object of the new company will be
the production of its own pictures,
but other producers will be accommodated at the studio. RCA recording system' will be used.

New British Sunday Bill
Would Grant Local Option

HAPPENINGS
IN OTHER
LANDS
OF
INTEREST
TO
PRODUCERS,
DISTRIBUTORS
AND
OTHERS
IN THE
U. I

DISTRIBS PREPARE AGAINST
MORE AUSTRALASIAN TAXES

Sydney — As a protective move
against any further tax legislation
introduced in New Zeathat may bedistributors
land,
are attaching a
clause to all contracts providing that
or taxes make it imBritish Exhibs and Unions if future possibleduties
to carry out their part of the
t, the contract may be
Plan Arbitration Board agreemen
terminated in 30 days. It is underLondon — At a joint meeting of
stood that contracts for film distribution in Australia are also being
committees representing the London
and Home Counties Branch of the drawn up to cover this eventuality.
C.E.A., and the Entertainment In- In addition, contracts are including
dustries Federation, the latter a trade
a minimum
admisunion organization, an agreement the provision
sion charge forofadults
of one shilling
was reached on the setting up of an and children half-price. New Zealand exhibitors have already filed
arbitration board to consider any differences that may arise from time to protest with the Government over
time on the question of wages and the 30-day clause.
conditions of employes in motion
picture theaters. A clause drafted German, Scottish Houses
at the meeting calling for a six-day
Re-instate Orchestras
week for employes has been forThe
Henschel company, Operators
warded to the Home Secretary, to be
included in any bill dealing with the of a circuit of eight houses in and
question of Sunday opening intro- around Hamburg having witnessed
duced into Parliament.
a gradual drop in receipts since the
adoption of a straight talker policy,
has re-instated orchestras in nearly
all
of its houses, and in a number
Paris Houses Must Honor of instances
have added stage turns.
Edinburgh, Scotland, five of
Silent Deals, Body Rules theInilarger
houses have re-engaged
Paris — Exhibitors who have equip- musicians. These theaters are the
ped their houses for sound, must Capitol, Playhouse, Palace, Rutland,
nevertheless honor their silent con- and the New Victoria.
tracts, is the recent decision handed
down by the Chambre Syndicale Audible Filmcraft Making
here.

London — A bill, sponsored by the
Home Office, which would give local
authorities throughout Great Britain
the option on Sunday opening liB.I.P. Industrial Finished
censes, is expected to be introduced
shortly in the House of Commons.
London — British International PicThe measure, which embraces only
tures has completed a single-reel
motion picture shows and concerts, industrial, produced for interests parcontains the provisions that licenses
ticipating in the forthcoming British
may be granted on condition that a Industries Fair. Important stars apfixed percentage of the proceeds of
pearing in the subject are Evelyn
the performance be turned over to Laye, Cicely Courtneidge, Nelson
charity.
Keys and Ruby Miller.

Repeal of Prohibitive Tax
Seen by Argentine Exhibs
Buenos Aires — Repeal of the new
import tax, which went into effect
a few days ago, increasing the tariff
from $2 a kilogram (2.2 pounds) to
Paris — A new type of film stock $37.50, is expected eventually by Argentine exhibitors following a series
made from paper, said to be transof
protests
to the government. Since
parent and difficult to burn, has been
the
prohibitive
tax will cause all. fordemonstrated here by the Ozaphone
eign distributors to stop sending
company. It is further claimed that product here, which would mean the
the new film can be run 6,000 times, closing of practically every house in
and is of such slight texture that 8,- the country, it is believed the government will see the situation in this
000 feet can be compressed into one
spool-box. The new stock is to be light
ment. and make the necessary adjustmarketed at low cost.

Film Stock Made of Paper
Demonstrated in France

Sunday, March 8. 1031

"Derby Secrets" in Sound

London — "Derby Secrets," a series
of sport shorts, formerly released in
silent versions, are now being made
as talkers by Audible Filmcraft, producer-distributor organization. The
series, comprising six subjects, is being produced
at direction
Audible's ofElstree
studios
under the
Widgey

Newman.
Another Super for Paris
Paris — Latest of a large number
of motion picture houses that have
recently sprung up in this city is the
Secretan Palace, seating 2,500. Leon
Brezillon is the owner.

Juvenile Restrictions
London — Under the terms of
new rules recommended by the
Theaters and Music Halls committee and adopted by the L.
C.C., no child under the age
of seven years will be admitted
to motion picture houses unless
in the charge of a guardian.
Standing of minors in the aisles
is prohibited, except in instances where the child is under the effective control of an
adult.
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RKO'S 1930 PROFITS
1039& AHEAD OF 1929
(Continued from Page

i)

profits included an item of $525,035.05 representing non-operating profits, whereas similar items in 1930
amounted to only $36,197.50, therefore without considering these items
the 1930 profits actually were 193 per
cent ahead of 1929.
Chief items of income in the statement are: theater admissions, $50,646,182.46; film rentals and sales,
$16,466,344.56; rents, concessions and
other income, $4,245,304. Principal
expenses are: artists' salaries, other
salaries and film service, $30,500,450.78; cost of film sales and service,
$10,083,634.03; film selling and general expenses, $3,141,490.67; other
operating and general expenses, $18,749,028.37.

Ohio Sunday Measure
Coming Up in Few Days

N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y
Baltimore — Joseph Fields, Tiffany
William here.
K. Saxton, Loew's city
manager,
salesman, who was operated on for of
appendicitis recently at the Sinai
Hospital here, has recovered and is
New Orleans — Margaret Lee,
on the job again.
press agent of the Tudor, has been
made
acting manager.
New Orleans — Tony Vivrito has reopened the Columbia, neighborhood
house.
Jefferson, la. — Ernest Michael who
has been operating theaters here, has
Providence — Samuel Bomes, who purchased the interest of his brother,
recently built the Hollywood in East John Michael, in the new Strand,
Providence, is having considerable Leon, la., where he opened March
1. He has installed RCA system.
difficulty obtaining a license for Sunday movies. Bomes has a lengthy
Baltimore — Mrs. Marie A. Doyle,
petition signed by 7,400 who want
wife of William F. Doyle, chief of
Sunday movies.
maintenance of Warners' MetropoliBaltimore — Vocal interludes are to
tan, died from injuries suffered when
the
coupe she was driving and a bus
cently.
be introduced in the overtures played by the orchestra at Loew's Cen- collided on the Annapolis Blvd. retury, according to the new plans

George W. Weeks Testifies
At Canadian Industry Probe

Columbus — Senate Bill 77, seeking
to legalize Sunday shows throughout the state, comes before the Senate for consideration on Tuesday or
Wednesday. The judiciary commit(Continued from Page 1)
tee of the Senate already has ap- the Canadian M. P. Digest). Weeks
that his company endeavored to sell
proved its passage.
agreed with the suggestion put for- as many productions as possible to
ward by A. C. Heighinton, K. C, the independent
owners.
Chinese House Opens with RCA
Nanking, China — The National, government counsel, "that it was
"And
who
is
your
best customer?"
one of the extensive Lokan circun, common for large producers to own asked G. Mason, counsel for the dishas opened with RCA Photophone circuits of theaters" Asked if First
tributors, "Famous Players."
"Why?" "They control the bettersound reproducing apparatus. Lokan National was formed as the result
recently completed negotiations with of the difficulty of independents in class theaters in Canada."
Photophone for the installation of securing pictures, Weeks said, "No.
Mrs. Smith also had another clash
its equipment in theaters in various First National was formed as a with Arthur Cohen, managing disections of China.
rector of Famous Players. Cohen
money-making
proposition."
Questioned about the indie exhibs denied that certain executive officers
RCA Installations in Italy
being forced to take bad pictures of F. P. were interlocked with Wall
Rome — RCA Photophone sound under the block booking system, St. and Canadian bankers He also
reproducing equipment is being in- Weeks said they could turn down stated that zoning and protection
stalled in the Teatro Principe at Pa- undesirable product.
have been inherent in the film idusdua; the Salone Moderno at Siena
"But you a Imit that the block try ever since he has been in the busiand the Institute Nazionale Luca
ness. Witness denied having said
booking system is open to abuse?"
here.
that Mrs. Smith was blackmailing
'Any system is open to abuse."
Permitted to cross-examine "on him for advertising purposes, or that
"Trader Horn" in Stockholm
the understanding that she confine there had been any efforts to put
Stockholm — M-G-M's "Trader herself to questions, and leave out the Digest out of business.
Horn" opened Wednesday at the long statements," Mrs. Smith said
It was asserted by Mrs. Smith that
Palladium before a distinguished that she wished to urove that many the change in control of Paramountaudience which included Prince Carl, producing companies were com- Publix and Famous Players Canaof Sweden, Prince Axel of Den- bined.
dian was a subterfuge to shift control
mark, the Crown Prince and Prinof Britifb Gaumont out of Canada
"That
has
nothing
to
do
with
this
cess of Norway and the Crown Prin- K.C
inquiry," protested R. H. Parmenter, to Fox in the U. S. and thus prevent
cess of Belgium.
British films from entering Canada.
Commissioner White, before whom
"Quite
so.
What
if
they
are?"
said
the commissioner.
the hearing is taking place, said it
"And I also wish to prove that was clear that Paramount had virtual
Educational is affiliated with Para- control of F-P-C. but they had
possessed that control before the exmount-Publix,"
stated Mrs. Smith.
IN
Weeks denied that he had anychange which had altered the operation of the voting trust. That the
thing to do with the distribution of
!THE
British pictures by the World Wide exchange of control in F.P.C. had
no >i(*MAjit>
been effected to make money, and
Of HlMfOM
organization. "I am a producer, not er.
not for the purpose of taking cona distributor," he said.
trol of the company from Canada,
"Do you know anything- of the inwas
the
opinion of the Commissionquiry
made
by
the
United
States
G. B. Samuelson of England to
federal trade commissioner into the
make
land. "Peg O' My Heart" in Eng- affairs of Famous-Lasky?" "No, I
"Adolph Zukor is quite satisfied
*
*
*
am not interested.
control to remain in Canada,"
for
Cohen.
said the
"It was for the same thing that
Ben Blumenthal leases London
Cohen also stated that Canadian
inspired this probe,'" claimed Mrs. stockholders had of their own volitheater to show German pictures.
Smith.
*
*
*
tion traded five shares of their stock
"It does not matter to this court
for four in Paramount, and that
Goldwyn to distribute "The Cabi- if there are 500 monopolies in the British
Gaumont never had made
net of Dr. Caligari."
United States."
cussed.
although a deal was disoffer,
any
J. P. O'Laughlin, general manager of Fox Films in Canada, said

TrIN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

EXTEND MATINEE SCALE
TO DRAW SHOP WORKERS
(Continued from Page

1)

metropolitan and industrial centers.
Among the first to adopt the plan
were the Strand and Wisconsin, Fox
houses in Milwaukee under Division
Manager H. J. Fitzgerald, who inaugurated the policy. It turned out
so well there that the Fox home office urged other houses to follow
suit. The idea is for the theaters to
induce the shops to issue a tag of
some kind to their employes, and
on presentation of these tags at the
box-office any time before 6:30 on
certain nights of the week the holder receives the benefit of the matinee
scale, which otherwise is changed
at The
5:30 tags
or 6 issued
o'clock.by the shops incidentally serve to promote good-will
between employers and their personnels, and the holders of these tags
also automatically become members
of a Club in the name of the theater concerned, and the house gains
additional good-will and exploitation
through the medium of this club.

Pathe News Personnel
Complete personnel line-up of
RKO-Pathe News under the new
management is announced as follows, Courtland Smith, president;
Jack Connolly, general manager; Edward Percy Howard, editor; Thomas
Chalmers, associate editor; Harold
E. Wondsel, assistant editor; Claude
R. Collins, news editor; Ted Smith,
assistant news editor; Ruth Nichols,
aviation editor; Carl L. Weagant,
yachting editor; William G. O'Brien,
European
Joe chief
O'Brien, chief representative;
cutter; R. E. Mann,
of technical department; Walter
Scott, chief of photographers; Bert
Kalisch, title writer; Charles de
Moos, chief of laboratories; Bill
Baer, assistant; Jack McCarron,
chief title department; James Darst,
Midwest director, Chicago; Edgar L.
Kaw, west coast director; Al Holland, Washington manager; Marvin
Mclntyre, Washington editorial representative, and A. J. MacPhail,
auditor.
King Alfonso Likes Talkers
Madrid — A talker program consisting of a feature and several
shorts, the first entertainment of its
kind ever held in the royal palace,
was presented Thursday night with
RCA Photophone portable equipment. King Alfonso, Queen Victoria
Eugenia and the Princes and Princesses comprising the royal family
and a number of invited guests were
present. King Alfonso was so
pleased with the performance that
tonight.
he requested another program for

Holiday Shorts
Two Holiday shorts. "Songs
of Mother" for Mothers' Day,
and "The Trumpeter" for Decoration Day, have been competed by Van Beuren for
RKO
Pathe release.
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Barbara Stanwyck in

"Ten Cents A Dance"

Columbia

Time, 1 hr., 20 mins.

UNEVEN
PRODUCTION
WITH VERY UNCONVINCING
STORY AND RAGGED CONTINUITY FAILS TO IMPRESS.
This one was made as a sort of
glorification of the dance hall hostess, but the story rambles all over
and is so unconvincing and with
so many loose ends thai it loses its
interest long before the final flash.
Barbara Stanwyck plays the part of
the dance hall hostess who marries
a young chap earning a moderate
salary. He turns out to be a weakling, parties around nights and finally absconds funds from his employer. By one of those far-fetched coincidences, his employer happens to
be a very fine upstanding type of
man who has met the hostess in the
dance hall. She goes to him and
borrows the money to make good
the money stolen by hubby so he
will not have to go to jail. And so
on to the climax with the rich employer offering his pure love and a
trip to Paris where she can divorce
her palooka hubby and marry him.

Mary Pickford in

"Kiki"

United Artists

with

"Dishonored"
Dietrich and

Marlene

Victor

McLaglen
Time, 1 hr., 31 mins.

Time, 1 hr., 25 mins.
MARY
PICKFORD
SEEMS
MISCAST IN HOYDENISHAND
VERY
ARTIFICIAL
ROLE
THAT
LACKS
CONVICTION.

Paramount

When this was done originally as
a stage play by Belasco the .actress
who took the name part had the fire
and temper to fit the role of the litle spitfire. Mary Pickford gives he
impression that she is just a little
tomboy and cute little cut-up. She
acts in the manner of her earlier
girlish roles, when she wore curls
down her back. Besides, the screen
version has been changed to meet
the censor restiictions, and the plot
becomes very unconvincing. Here
is Mary wishing herself on the stage
manager after she has ruined his
show. She is a perfectly sweet and
innocent girl in the screen version,
yet she lives in his apartment lor a
week or so in spite of his efforts to
get rid of her. Reginald Denny as
the stage manager who eventually
falls in love with the little hoyden
is far more effective and convincing.
Many of Mary Pickford's fans may
go for this strong, for it has a lot
of comedy situations that bring the
chuckles.

About the most important assets
this production packs are the names
of McLaglen and Miss Dietrich,
who has started to build up an
healthy following. McLaglen, however, isn't very convincing as a Russian officer with a pronounced English accent. Miss Dietrich is attractive and languid — so languid that her
performance tends to slow up the
entertainment. Von Sternberg, who
wrote the yarn and directed it,
seems to be experimenting with the
Continental technique. He gives too
much attention to details and superimposed shots which, after a while,
becoming tiring. Miss Dietrich does
an Austrian spy who matches wits
with McLaglen, a Russian spy. He
captures her and sentences her to
death, but she escapes. Later he in
turn is captured and she commits
treason by aiding him to get away.
At the fadeout she dies before a firing squad. There is but little love
interest in the plot.

Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Ricardo
Cortez, Monroe Owsley, Sally Blane, Blan
Cast: Mary Pickford, Reginald Denny,
che Frederici, Phyllis Crane, Olive Tell, Margaret Livingston, Fred Walton, Phil
Victor Potel, Al Hill, Jack Byron, Pat Har- Tead, Joseph Cawthorn,
Fred Warren.
mon, Martha Sleeper.
Director, Sam Taylor; Author, Andre
Director, Lionel Barrymore ; Author, Jo Picard; Adaptor, Sam Taylor; Dialoguer,
Swerling; Adaptor, same; Dialogue:, same; same ; Editor, Allen McNeil ; Cameraman,
Editor, Arthur Huffsmith ; Cameraman, Karl Struss ; Recording Engineer, not listed.
Ernest Hallor; Recording Engineer, Russell
Direction, satisfactory. Photography, exMalmgren.

JUST FAIR SPY DRAMA.
DRAGGY STORY AND DIRECTION MAKE THIS PRETTY
SLOW
ENTERTAINMENT.

Cast: Marlene Dietrich, Victor McLaglen, Lew Cody, Gustav von Seyffertitz;
Warner Oland, Barry Norton, Davison
Clark, Wilfred
Lucas,
Bill Powell.
Director, Josef von Sternberg; Author,
same; Adaptor, Daniel N. Rubin; Dialoguer, not credited ; Editor, not credited ; Cameraman, Lee Garmes; Recording Engineer,
Harry D. Mills.
Direction, slow.
Photography,
excellent.

pert.

"Drums of Jeopardy"

"Sea Devils"

Tiffany
Time, 1 hr., 15 mins.
FAIR THRILLER
THAT
HARKS BACK
TO SERIAL
DAYS. SPOOKY SITUATIONS,
REVENGEFUL MURDERS, AND
MYSTERY.

W. Ray Johnston
Time, 1 hr., 17 mins.
INCREDIBLE STORY BADLY
DIRECTED AND ACTED IN
THE STYLE OF OLD MELODRAMAS.

Here is a wild yarn done in the
It appears that the director has
taken too manv liberties with Har- old ten-twenty-thirty Diamond Dick
old MacGrath's novel, resulting in style that even youngsters are likely
an overabundance of mystery and to laugh at because of its absurdities. The cast, direction, story and
purported thrills that tend to weaken
everything
about it are poor. All
the original story. Warner Oland,
about a young man railroaded for a
in the role of a Russian doctor whose crime he did not commit. He escapes
daughter's suicide has been caused the jail, miraculously runs into the
by the deception of "one of the real killer and his gang, and overhears them plotting to seize a sailPetroffs,"
is well
Revengeful,
Oland decides
thatcast.
the lives
of the
ing schooner after it salvages a shipPetroff brothers and others must be
ment of gold bullion from the bottom of the ocean in a wrecked vessacrificed. Poison gases, torture,
sel. The gang is headed by the
machine-gun fire, near drownings
and bullet-proof vests are all brought mate of the vessel. The convict hero
into play to aid Oland's diabolical gets aboard as a stowaway, and
schemes and it all makes a mildly latei helps the loyal crew, the captain and his daughter to overcome
entertaining melodrama. A few
sparks of comedy relief are intro- the mutineer cutthroats. There are
duced by Clara Blandick in the part some pretty phoney shots of deep
of the fussy aunt of June Collyer, sea diving, a hectic battle on board
who gets all she can out of a thank- ship with the mutineers, and the
rest is pretty much of a jumble.
less part.
Cast: Warner Oland, June Collyer, Lloyd
Hughes, Georfe Fawcett, Ernest Hilliard,
Wallace MacDonald, Hale Hamilton. Florence Lake, Mischa Auer, Clara Blandick,
Ann Brody.
Director, George B. Seitz ; Author, Harold MacGrath ; Adaptor, Florence Ryerson ;
Dialoguer, same; Editor, Otto Ludwig;
Cameraman, Arthur Reed.
Direction, fair.
Photography, good.
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Cast: Walter Long, Edmund Burns,
Molly O'Day, Paul Panzer, Theodore Strohbach, Henry Otto, James Donnelly, Jules
Cowles.
Director, Joseph Levering ; Author, Scott
Littleton ; Adoptor, same ; Dialoguer, same ;
Editor, Dwight Caldwell ; Cameraman, not
credited ; Recording Engineers, Neal Jack, C.
F. Franklin.
Direction, poor.
Photography, fair.

Jack Perrin in

"Wild West Whoopee"
Cosmo

Time, 57 mins.

WESTERN
PEPPED
UP
WITH RODEO
SEQUENCE
THAT IS THE HIGHLIGHT OF
THE PRODUCTION TO MAKE
UP FOR LACK OF ACTION.
A rodeo sequence, apparently
shots from a genuine contest of this
kind, is the outstanding feature ol
this western, which is a typically
constructed production for the outdoor fans. Story is pretty much on
the order of the customary western formula, dealing with the rancher's daughter, the invincible hero and
the lowdown villain. Jack Perrin as
the hero is thrown while riding because the heavy has cut his saddle
girth. Later the heavy, working on
the ranch of the girl's father, has
his gang kidnap the girl and take
her to a mountain cabin. Jack Perrin trails them there, and goes into
a fight with the heavy that looks as
if two amateurs Were performing
Before this he disposes of the three
other members of the gang in an
amateurish manner. Jack Perrin is
good on his riding stuff, and his
handsome horse, Starlight, cuts some
figure in the proceedings.
Cast: Jack Perrin, Josephine Hill, Fred
Church,
Horace Carpenter.
Director, Robert J. Horner; Author, same;
Dialoguer, not credited ; Adaptor, not credited ;
Editor, not credited; Cameraman, Jules
Cronjager.
Direction, poor.
Photography, fair.

"The Perfect Alibi"
RKO

Time, 1 hr., 16 mins.

GOOD MURDER
MYSTERY
OF ENGLISH SOCIETY LIFE.
WELL STAGED AND CLEVERLY ACTED.
Produced in England under the
direction of Basil Dean, this society
drama holds attention and interest
except in a few spots when the action retards. It is the type of story
that carries considerable appeal due
to its suspense, mystery and romance. Plot concerns two fugitives
from justice who plan with fiendish
precision to murder the man whom
they consider responsible ifor the
capture of their former co-conspiraor. Under assumed names they accept the hospitality of their victim
at his country estate. They plan a
'perfect alibi' but it is gradually
broken down by Dorothy Boyd, the
victim's ward. The entire cast is
satisfactory and the direction forceful except in sequences when excessive dialogue becomes tiresome.
Cast: Robert Loraine, Frank Lawton,
Dorothy Boyd, Warwick Ward, C. Aubrey
Smith, Ellis Jeffreys.
Director, Basil Dean; Author, A. A.
Milne; Adaptor, Basil Dean; Dialoguer, not
credited ; Editor, Jack Kitchen ; Cameramen,
Jack McKenzie,
I. C. Martin.
Direction, good.
Photography,
fair.

"Treason Trial in Moscow"

Amkino Corp.
Time, 1 hr., 30 mins.
FEATURE - LENGTH
NEWSREEL COMPILATION COVERING SOVIET TRIAL
FOR
TREASON HAS LITTLE THEATER VALUE. POOR PHOTOGRAPHY AND SOUND.
This is nothing but the unedited
newsreel taken by the Soviet of the
trial last November in Moscow when
eight men were accused and convicted of treason against the Soviet
government. It is a poor piece of
film from any angle. The lighting
in the courtroom is dim, and half
the time the faces of the participants
are pretty much in shadow. The
sound recording is poor, scratchy and
uneven. Of course, it is all in Russian, consisting of the testimony of
the eight guilty men in turn who
describe in detail their part in attempting to wreckPlan
the bySoviet
Indus-at
trial Five-Year
striking
the heart of production and raw
stock in the major industries. Their
testimony is given in a steady stream
of talk, without any dramatic highlights. The only action in the film
is in occasional shots of the huge
mobs parading the streets outside as
the trial proceeds, carrying banners
and shouting in protest against the
men on trial. It is very monotonous,
dull and boring, and only of interest to the Bolshevist sympathizers
in this country. As film house fare
it is a total loss.
No credits, this being a straight
newsreel subject, depicting only the
participants in the Moscow trial,
audience, judges, etc.
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ment"
Apart
elor
Dunne
n, Irene
Sherma
Lowell
with"Bach
23 mins.
hr.,
1
Time,
o
Radi
SPARKLING SOPHISTICATED COMEDY WITH SNAPPY
DIALOGUE, BEAUTIFUL
MOUNTING AND FINE DIRECTION AND ACTING.
enEvery moment of this one isfinely
joyable. It starts off with a
written story on a very modern and
sophisticated theme. The dialogue
is snappy and sparkles with wit.
The tempo is fast, and Lowell Sherthe bachman, who plays the part of also.
He
elor, directs the picture
has done a swell job on both. Irene
Dunne, as the stenog whom he falls
for, gives a sweet and convincing
performance. The theme is that of
a Park Avenue bachelor trying to
dodge all his vaiious amours. One
of his old flames turns up married
to his friend, and the complications
that follow are laughable, smart and
novel. Meanwhile he is trying to
convince his secretary that he is sincere and really trying to get rid of
the other dames. It works up to an
unusual ending, and is the sort of
entertainment that will appeal .to
everv variety of audience.
Cast: Lowell Sherman, Irene Dunne, Mae
Murray, Norman Kerry, Claudia Dell, Ivan
Lebedefr. Noel Francis, Roberta Gale, Arline
Judge. Purnell Pratt, Charles Coleman, Kittv Kelly, Bess Flowers Arthur Housman,
Florence Roberts, Boston Winston.
Director, Lowell Sherman ; Author, John
Howard Lawson; Adaptor. J. Walter Ruben; Dialoguer, same; Editor, not listed;
Cameraman,
Leo Tover; Recording Engineer, not listed.
Direction, expert.
Photography,
the best.

"La Regina di Sparta"
("The Queen of Sparta")

La Itala Film Co.
Time, 1 hr., 20 mins.
MILDLY
ENTERTAINING
HOLLYWOOD-MADE ITALIAN
PART-TALKER, POORLY HANDLED FROM ALMOST EVERY
ANGLE.
Produced in Hollywood, apparently as a silent with the later addition
of some dialogue and synchronized
music, this production is below the
passing grade no matter how you
look at it. There is very little to
the story, which is something about
the kidnapping of Helen of Troy
and the 10-year war that followed
between Trov and Soarta. Direction
is weak, photography is of poor
quality and the cast fails to iniecl
anv special values into the affair
All of the players are Italian and
their names are of no particular consequence. Itis possible that, because
of its several sequences of Italian
dialogue, the picture will fine a measure of welcome among Italians,
i Consenuently its only chances seem
to be for special showing in Italianpopulated neighborhoods or as a
more or less novelty attraction in
the artv type cinemas.
Cast: Antonio Moray. Viola Larosa, Franco
Fan's.
Bernardo
Carlo Borelli.
Putro Camilli,
Costo. Giuseppi Laroy,
Director. Manfred S. Noa ; Authors, Casare
On'ern. Guito Redaelli : Adaptor, Not listed;
Dia'oeuer. Not listed • Cameraman, Not listed.
Direction, Poor.
Photography, Bad.

"Nacht-Bummler"

"Si l'Empereur
Ca"
M-G-M
Time, 1Savait
hr., 30 mins.
("NightTime,Birds")
FAIR FRENCH DIALOGUE Columbia
1 hr., 21 mins.
VERSION WITH
AN ALLFINELY ACTED AND DIFRENCH CAST OF COMPERECTED. GERMAN VERSION
TENT PLAYERS. HANDSOMELY PRODUCED.
OF ENGLISH
MYSTERYThis is a French version of the THRILLER
WITH GOOD PLOT
Ferenc Molnar play, "Olympia," AND ACTION.
formerly done in English. Cast was
imported from France and shapes
This is a German version of
up as a troupe of highly competent "Night Birds," made at Elstree and
players. Production is attractively shown recently at the George M.
amounted, and the whole job looks Cohan theater. It was produced by
as though it should strike the favor Richard Eichberg with a fine Gerof French fans. The plot of the
man cast, making a better job of it
affair concerns a dashing young ad- than the English company, both in
venturer, ostensibly a peasant, who acting and directing. The story is
is out to win the hand of a princess. that of London night club life, with
When the high-born lady finds out a killer sought by the Scotland Yard
he is of the lower class, she turns inspector. It is done in society setagainst him, whereupon the lad sets
ting, and carries thrills and suspense
out to demonstrate to her that he is right to the end. Charlotte Susa in
a more worthy suitor than any of the part of the night club singer is
her royal prospects. A very enjoy- a stunning and fascinating blonde
able performance is given by Tania who can act. She is worth shouting
Fedor in the role of the princess, about on any exhibitor's program.
and Andre Luguet plays the part of The rest of the cast is very competent, especially Hans Albers who
the hero with nice effect, getting
plays the
leading male role as the
both comedy and romantic interest clever
sleuth.
out of the situations. Jacques FeyCast: Eugen Burg, Harry Hardt, Hans
der did exceedingly well with the Albers,
Margot Walter, Charlotte Susa, Karl
direction, considering the slimness Ludwig Diehl, Hermann Blass, Erich Schoof the story material, and the Oscar enfelder, Jack Mylong-Muenz, Hugo FischerKoepees, Milo de Sabo, Senta Soeneland,
Strauss music is enjoyable.
Hartha van Walter, Wera Engels, Leo MonCast: Tania Fedor, Andre Luguet, Francoise Rozay, Andre Berley, Georges Mauley, Susan Delve.
Director, Jacques Feyder ; Author, Ferena
Molnar; Adaptor, Yves Mirande ; Dialoguer,
same ; Editor, Gunther Fritsch ; Cameraman,
William Daniels; Recording Engineer, Douglas Shearer.
Direction, Good.
Photography Fine.

osson, Charley Roellinghoff, Peggy
White.
Director, Richard Eichberg ; Author, Victor
Kendall ; Adaptors, Rudolf Katscher, Egcn
Eis ; Dialoguers, Curt I. Braun, Max Ehrlich ; Editor, not listed ; Cameramen, Heinrich
Murray.
Geartner,
Bruno Mondi ; Recording, Alec

"La Jaula de los Leones"

"II Richiamo del Cuore"

("The Lion's

Cage")

J. H. Hoffberg Time, 1 hr., 14 mins.
FAIR SPANISH DIALOGUE
PRODUCTION TURNED OUT
IN HOLLYWOOD.
RATHER
POORLY
HANDLED
TECHNICALLY, BUT STORY
SHOULD APPEAL TO SPANISH TRADE.
For Spaniards wanting talker entertainment ina language that they
understand, this Hollywood-made
production in the Latin toneue
should prove fairly satisfying. The
plot concerns an adventurous lad who
assumes the care nf a blind woman
and her infant child. He gets a job
with a circus as a lion tamer and
through this manages to build himself up into quite a big personality,
accompanied by dough. Meanwhile
the girl grows up and decides to get
married, at about the same time as
the mother dies, leaving- the benefactor so heartbroken that he throws
himself open to his lions and is
killed. Somewhat on the order of
the "laugh, clown, laugh" theme that
always goes good with the foreign
crowd. The picture has a suitable
musical score. Ci-Ti-Go is credited
as the producing companv.

Cast: Romualdo Tirado, Amelia Bell, Alicia
Bell. Maria Alba. Matilda Linan.
Director. Romualdo Urada : Author, Not
credited : Adaptor. Not credited ; Dialoguer,
Not credited ; Cameraman, W. C. Thompson ;
Music by Gonzales
Tinirez.
Direction, Fair.
Photography, Poor.

Direction, very good. Photography, excellent.

("The Appeal of the Heart")
Paramount

Time, 1 hr., 23 mins.

SATISFACTORY ITALIAN
DIALOGUE
VERSION OF
"SARAH AND SON." IDEAL
DRAMA FOR AUDIENCES UNDERSTANDING THE LANGUAGE.
Produced at the Paramount studios in France, this Italian dialogue
version of "Sarah and Son" is a well
made piece of entertainment that
should appeal to folks who know the
language. The role of the mother,
which brought laurels to Ruth Chatterton in the English version, is
played by Carmen Boni, who gives a
very creditable performance. Story
has been unchanged. The lazy and
drunken husband of the lower East
Side runs off with the baby boy, who
is the wife's main incentive for living. Years later the woman finds
the father dying in a war hospital
and she makes him tell her what he
did with the child, who was left with
a rich family. Legal difficulties get
in her way, but the mother, who has
become a famous opera singer, fights
for herwins.
baby, and mother love eventuallv
Cast: Carmen Boni. Anna Fontana. Carlo
Lombardi. Alessnndro Salvini. Alfredo Robert,
Dino di Lucca. Elio Cosci, Ada C. Almirante,
Caesar Zoppetti.
Director, Jack Salvatori ; Author. Timothy
Shea ; Adaptor, Oreste Biancoli ; Dialoguer,
same.
Direction, satisfactory. Photography,
good.
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Gay Roman Holiday
Holds Sway at Roxy
Something in the nature of a "Roman Holiday" is being presented this
week on the Roxy stage. Jt is called
"Impressions of Rome," and is
divided into three parts, "The Colosseum," "March of the Gladiators"
and "Nero's Feast." The production background is elaborate and
colorful, with settings designed by
Clark Robinson and costumes by
Marco Montedoro. Participating in
the procession and banqueting is a
large cast headed by Maude Runyan,
English mezzo-soprano and protegee
of Lady Astor, together with Nina
Polsley, Leonide Massine and the
Roxy ensemble. In contrast to this
impressive classic production is a
modern singing and dancing specialon rendition
"The Peanut
alsoty abased
vocal
of theVendor,"
Cuban
rumba by Vincent Dimitry, new tenor
at the Roxy, with the Symphony Orchestra putting added value into the
number. There also are the usual
delightful routines by the Roxyettes,
and the orchestra does itself proud
with Rossini's "William Tell."
The Roxy screen feature, "Don't
Bet on
was reviewed
in
The
FilmWomen,"
Daily, issue
of Feb. 15.

Return of Paul Ash
Feature at Paramount
Chief interest in the Paramount
stage show this week centers in the
return of Paul Ash, as conductor of
the Paramount Orchestra, with Ted
Mack heading the stage unit, a Frank
Cambria production entitled "Westward Ho.' Ash bows in again strong
with a trio of musical numbers that
get a big hand. Particularly the
first selection, "Give Me Something
to Remember You By," the Libby
Holman song hit from the current
Broadway stage revue, "Three's a
Crowd." The other two are "Allah's
Holiday" and "Sweet and Hot." Another neat batch of musical pieces is
provided by Jesse Crawford in his
organ concert, which includes "Out
of
Nowhere," and
"The"Walkin'
King's Mv
Horses,"
"Heartaches"
Baby
Back Home." The Cambria unit
consists largely of vaudeville offerings, the performers including Karl
Emmy's Pets, the Lone Pine Rangers, Mrs. Riley's Son George, and
Queen, Queen
Queen. Markert
An attractive troupeand
of Russell
Dancers furnish the ensemble work.
The feature picture, Ruth Cbatterton in "Unfaithful," was reviewed
in The Film Daily last Sunday.

Capitol Show Held Over
With Some Cast Changes
For the second week of the Capitol stage show, "Novelties," being
held oyer with the screen feature,
a slight change in lineup has been
made. Castleton-Mack and Owen,
eccentric dancers, replace Barto and
Mann, while Cecil Graham, novelty
dancer,
takes the place of Tanglefoot.

DAILY
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REVIEWS OF SOUND
"The Wife 0'Time,
Riley"
19

mins.
RKO
Weak Number
Evidently made for the kid trade,
of youngfeaturing as it does a gang of
a Wop
sters who are the children
widower, played by Nick Basil. A
woman from the Children's Society
comes to take the kids away to a
home, and the father arranges with
the wife of Riley, a neighbor, to impersonate his wife to save losing the
kids. The gags are heavy and fail
to register the laughs. The story
treatment is too heavy for anything
designed to pass as a comedy. The
only angle is that of the kid interest,
which may get it over in the right
spots.

"Rodeo Dough"

Columbia
Time, 8 mins.
Good Cartoon
Krazy Kat cartoon starts with a
swing and carries on at a good pace
throughout. The gags are clever
and the animal antics laughable. A
song by a Hebrew cowboy and another by Krazy's sweetheart are well
done and excellently animated and
synchronized. Although laughed at
by the animal cowboys on the ranch,
Krazy rides and tames the wildest
steed at the rodeo much to the delight of his girl friend who sings
"Pony
stand. Boy" to him from the grand-

"She Went for A Tramp"

RKO
Time, 20 mins.
Snappy Comedy
There is a lot of comedv plot in
this one, with a three-cornered theme
involving a railroad president, two
tramps and two bank robbers, all
working at cross-purposes. The comedy is supplied by Hugh Herbert
and Rosco Ates as the tramps. Ates
is verv funny with his famous stutter. They impersonate the railroad
president and the secretary after
gaining
to thethepresident's
private car,access
and have
latter thrown
off his own railroad. The gags are
food throughout, and it is a lively
number that will click anywhere.

"Tons of Trouble"
Paramount
Time, 6 mins.
Good Juvenile Stuff
Plenty of amusing action centering around a kid who is crazv about
animals. The climax is reached when
he trots home with a full-grown
elenhant which he has borrowed from
a circus-owner friend of the family.
Kid is out to bed bv his irate parents and eets up in the middle of the
m'eht
tries
to get
the wrecking
elephant
in
the and
front
door,
almost
the house. As a result he is banished
to the barn, where he goes to sleep
w'tfi the elephant and his pet dog.
P'nal scene showing elephant figur'ncr in a fantastic dream could have
been elaborated upon. Written and
directed by Walton
Butterfield.

"Tigers of the Deep"
(Grantland Rice Sportlight)

"Curiosities"

Sunday, March 8. 1931

SHORTS

Columbia-No. 219
Time, 9 mins.
Average Novelty
This Futter production is filled
with interesting subject matter, but
is hampered by a mildly interesting
and unfunny description written by
John P. Medbury and delivered
tamely by T. Roy Barnes. The subjects are, the poisoned streams of
Arizona, the "suicide tree" and
above-the-ground graves of New Orleans, hypnotizing a chicken, a gold
detecting machine, a fire eater who
does some really startling stunts and
Chinese
cormorant
fishing.

RKO

"Duffer Swings"

Pathe
Time, 9 mins.
Good Sport Number
Another in the Johnnie Farrell golf
series, with Kay Hush as the golf
champ's partner. As they go over
the course, Johnny explains to her
the wrong and right methods of
making the various shots. Then Kay
and another girl try some duffer
shots together. This film will hold
interest for women as well as men,
as it emphasizes the femme angle
in golfing. Kay Hush is not only,
a charming new screen personality,
but she plays snappy golf.

Pathe-Van Beuren Time, 9 mins.
Great
A Sportlight that packs a score
you're a fishing
whether
of thrills or
enthusiast
not. A trip in a cabin
cruiser to the fishing banks off the.
Florida coast is photographed. The
skipper does most of the fishing and
in a variety of deep sea specibrings mens
that most anglers merely talk
about. No faking in this reel. Big
"boys" weighing nearly 100 pounds
are hooked, played and landed, right
before your eyes. It is an entertaining reel combining excitement Karl Dane and George K. Arthur in Karl Dane and George K. Arthur in
and beauty.
"Lime-Juice Nights"
"Dumbbells In Derbies"
RKOGood GagsTime, 21 mins.
RKO
Time, 20 mins.
"Shadow of the Dragon"
Just Average
Karl Dane and George K. Arthur
RKO-Pathe
Time, 10 mins.
are the comedy team in a story with
A fair comedy, with Karl Dane
Interesting Travel
atmosphere. In a LonGeorge K. Arthur as two dumb an English
don night club Arthur is a waiter,
A Vagabond Adventure with Tom and
workers
in
an
oil
field
who
desert
Terriss describing a jaunt through
and Karl is the drunk patron with a
China, covering such interesting their jobs to visit the big city. Their pretty wife. Dane gets Arthur drunk,
spots as the life on the river boats, employer needs their help, so frames and the latter is carted off by misthe street scenes with all classes of it with a gang in the city to make
take for the lady's husband, she havthings so hot for them that they will
ing instructed two roughnecks to
natives, and a journey along the pic- return.
The gags are nothing to shout
turesque old Wall of China, centuries
bring him home. The complications
old, that winds tortuously up and about, and there is too much repeti- arise when the wife discovers the
tion. Karl Dane and George K. Ar- mistake, and hubby comes home. It
down the mountains. As usual, Terthur are much better than the mate- is well gagged and carries a good
riss' descriptive talk is very interrial. They manage to spear the
quota of laughs.
esting, and he is at his best in draw- laughs in spite of the handicap.
ing colorful pictures of the interesting and unique shots that the camera
Humanettes No. 8
discloses.
RKO
Time, 10 mins.
Humanettes No. 7
Weak Number
"Model Women"
Another in the series of novelty
RKO
Time, 10 mins.
Paramount
Time, 6 mins.
dummy figures showing only the
Novelty Comic
Fair Comedy
heads of the screen players. The
Novelty number with the screen
Entire action of this short takes actors only showing their faces as scene is in Russia during the war,
place in front of an exclusive shop they are manipulated on grotesque with the American doughboys mixed
where the supposed wax models in dummy figures against a black drop. up in a Russian plot to destroy the
the window come to life and discuss This one has Nat Carr, the Jewish contingent by the Bolsheviks. The
the comments made by the various school teacher, with several pupils, sergeant loves a Russian girl, who is
playing him into the hands of
passers-by. What little humor there one being the class dunce who stut- only
the Reds. Also a dumb Swede
ters. Nat recites a poem parodying
is lies entirely in the lines, which
consist mostly of wisecracks from the "Dan McGrew," and then the scene soldier. The laughs aren't there and
this one fails to hold much interest.
models. Scene opens with two mov- shifts to the Alaskan mining saloon
ing men discussing the girls, these where we see Nat in search of the
Toby the Pup in
parts being played by Tammany man who stole his wife. Has a tag
Funny
Young and Eddie Roberts, both good ending with Nat refusing to take his
"Down South"
Time, 7 mins.
types. Director Howard Bretherton wife back after he finds her. It is RKO
did the best he could with the mate- clever, and the comedian has some
rial offered.
All hands have done a fine job
good lines and business that bring
the chuckles easily.
with this cartoon comedy. Animation, photography and gags are of
"Screen Snapshots" No. 5
the first class. Plenty of cute stuff
Columbia
Time, 9 mins.
with Toby and his little sweetheart
Daphne Pollard in
in a down south setting. Two or
Not So Good
three neat little songs help the fun
"Bare Knees"
Starts off well but gradually fades RKO Pathe
Time, 21 mins. along. Synchronization doesn't miss
a beat.
down to a slow pace and weak finNot There
ish. T. Roy Barnes does the talkThis one falls pretty flat with Daing, but heof isHollywood
uninteresting.
A shown
bird's"The Explorer"
eye view
is first
phne Pollard failing to get over the
comedy
in
a
very
wheezy
and
limpy
followed by close-ups of some of
(Terry-Toon)
Educational
Time, 7 mins.
the studios and sets. Mary Pick- story. But it wasn't the fault of the
Good Animated
comedienne.
The
laugh
material
simpford's miniature golf course is next
The hero goes on an exploration
described. Shots of Dorothy Sebasly isn't there. As a reporter she is sent
tian, William Boyd. Buck Jones, out to get a line on a big crook, and trip to the North Pole, and has some
Hobart Bosworth, T. Roy Barnes, stumbles into him at a society affair diverting adventures negotiating for
Dorothy Christy, Glenn Tryon, Mr. disguised as a Count. There is a lot the purchase of the Pole before he
and Mrs. Fred Kohler and Joe E. of mixed up business concerning the finally succeeds in bringing it back
Brown follow, finishing with a foot- stealing of a pearl necklace, with as a souvenir of his trip. Done in
ball game between Andy Clyde and Daphne finally landing the) crook. the usual clever Paul Terrv manner,
the Mack Sennett girls. Too much The fun is forced and mechanical, with the incidental music helping to
and fails to click.
talk and too many unfunny puns.
put over the comedy antics.

Eastman Announces
THE GREATEST

FILM

IMPROVEMENT

IN YEARS

OOME years ago Eastman marked an epoch in
emulsion making with its announcement of
panchromatic motion picture negative film.
Now Eastman makes another great advance
with a remarkable super-speed emulsion which
will unquestionably improve the quality of
sound pictures, and which promises to effect
substantial reductions in producers' lighting
expenses. Yet it costs no more than previous
panchromatic films. Its great advantages, gained
without sacrificing any other desirable feature,
represent clear gain to the motion picture industry. They stamp Eastman Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative, Type 2, as a real
achievement
Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, New York. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc.,
Distributors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

Eastman Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative, Type 2
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Pictures
Years Old

a CENTS

Warns Against Reaction from Gangster Pictures

MORE TEMININE APPEAL BEING PUT JNFILMS
Invasion of Foreign Talkers Makes Producers Sit Up
Schools, Clubs, Organizations Help Put Over
European Films
With about 15 houses in the New
York metropolitan district playing foreign dialogue talkers, and other key
cities of the country also showing a
steady increase in bookings of European product, U. S. producers have begun to sit up and take notice of the
situation with no small degree of concern. At least one major company has
already started a quiet inquiry into the
situation, and the findings thus far
indicate that the success of the German, French, Italian and Spanish
dialoguers over here is largely due
to support from schools, colleges and
(.Continued

on Page

Berlin — A total of 660 educational pictures were produced
in Germany last year, against 728 the year before, 808 in 1928
and 870 in 1927. Although the number of films declined, total
length was ahead of both 1929 and 1927, meaning that average
length was greater. The biggest producer of the educational
subjects was Ufa, with 70 pictures, followed by Lolo Kreutzberg, 42; Emleka, 34; Hubert Schonger, 29; Cabinet-Film, 23,
and 163 companies providing the remainder.

Rowland Starts At Paramount

8)

RKO TECHNICIANS LEAVE
FOR BRITISH EXPANSION
West Coast Bureau, THE

660 German Educationals in 1930

FILM

DAILY

Richard A. Rowland has officially
begun his duties as a member of the
executive staff of Paramount, formal
announcement to that effect being
made Saturday by Jesse L. Lasky.
Rowland will spend some time in
the home oince and then will be assigned to production duties at the
Paramount New York studio, said

Hollywood — Expansion of RKO
production in England is seen by the Lasky, adding that "Rowland is consending of a large technical crew to
sidered one of the best judges of boxLondon to assist Basil Dean in six office values in the picture business,
forthcoming productions for Ameri- and will be a tower of strength in our
can release. Several cameramen, cut(Continued on Page 8)
production operation."

Blue Law Repeal Favored
By Wisconsin Assembly
Madison, Wis. — The Assembly has
gone on record in favor of repeal of
the state blue laws. In doing so, it
over-ruled the public welfare committee, which had recommended that
the Sunday opening bill sponsored by
Assemblyman John W. Grobschmidt
be killed.

Local Reel Clicks
St. Paul — Don Alexander, advertising manager of the local
Paramount, designed a homemade newsreel of building construction activity in this section
which is a hot news topic. It
jammed his theater and copped
265 inches of free space in a
newspaper.

Substitutions to Receive
Special MPTO A Attention

Substitutions is due to be one of
the important topics discussed at the
spring meeting of the M. P. T. O. A.
board of directors which starts tomorrowquarters,
at the
organization'sReports
head1600 Broadway.
will be presented on score charges,
service charges, music tax and express rates. These matters originally
received attention from the M. P. T.
O. A. at its annual convention last
fall at Philadelphia.

Campaigns to enlist local support
against block booking, "salacious pictures and advertising," protection
and the music tax are urged by Abram F. Myers, president of Allied
States Ass'n, in a letter which he
has sent to members who attended
the recent Chicago convention. In
his communication he recommends
that exhibitors familiarize their local
newspapers, civic organizations and
patrons concerning these issues.

Definite moves to attract greater
woman patronage are being made
by most of the major producing
companies, according to a Film
Daily survey. Story departments
will give preference to scenarios carrying a and
special
appeal
the "weaker sex"
advice
fromto fashion
experts will be accorded feminine stars
with the view of displaying advanced
models in women's apparel.
With the
signingon of
Gabri(Continued
PageMme.
8)

: BAN L'lrniL QUIET'

Berlin (By Cable) — Banning of
Universal's "All Quiet on the Western Front" in Germany last December
was unjustified, the Reichstag has
ruled. A speedy re-examination of
the picture is to take place. The
Reichstag also decided that films
(Continued on Page

8)

Kansas Legislature Kills
5 P. C. Amusement Tax

Topeka — The House committee on
assessment and taxation has killed the
measure calling for a 5 per cent tax
on commercial amusements, as well as
the bill providing for level income
taxes in the state. A constitutional
amendment
for a graduated income
Warning against the over-saturation
of the screen with underworld and tax will be submitted to the people,
gangland pictures was sounded by M. the legislature decided.
A. Lightman, M. P. T. O. A. president, Saturday, upon his arrival in
Industrial Theme Song
New York. Pictures of this class
make excellent ammunition for reformDetroit — "Every Third
ers, he said in an exclusive interview
Wheel,"
eight-reel
picture the
being
made industrial
by Jam
with The Film Datly. Lightman declared that they exercise a bad psyHandy for the Goodyear comchological influence over children. As
pany, will be the first picture of
its kind to have original musical
in the case of musicals, mass produccompositions written especially
tion of underworld pictures will
for this production, with Jean
jeopardize attendance, he asserted.
Goldkette 8 Orchestra furnishDiscussing business conditions
throughout the country, Lightman said
ments.ing the symphonic arrangethat they show improvement compared
with three months ago.

Over-Saturation'in Gang Films
Is Feared by M. A. Lightman
Allied Starts Campaign
To Enlist Local Support

Major Producers Making
Efforts To Increase
Woman Patronage
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DISTRIBUTOR
PICTURE
"Zwei Herzen im
94 Takt"
Asso. Cine, of Amer.
55th St. Cinema
"Cimarron"
RKO
Globe
"Trader Horn"
M-G-M
Astor
"City Lights"
United
Artists
Geo. M. Cohan
"Napoli Che Canta". .J. V. Cremonim
Belmont
"Sit Tight"
Warner Bros
Winter Garden . .'
"Comrades of 1918". . Forenfilm
Cameo
"Pagliacci"
Audio Cinema
Central Park
"Ten Nights in a
Bar-room"
L. E. Goetz
Central
"Nacht-bummler". . . .Columbia
Princess
"Dishonored"
Paramount
Rialto
"Kiki"
United Artists
Rivoli
OPENING THIS WEEK
"My Past"
"Ingagi"

New York
1540 Broadway

( BRYant 9-4712

Warner Bros
Congo Pictures

Oklahoma City — Charging breach
of contract and attempts to! gain
a monopoly of certain motion picture
show business in Oklahoma City, the
Midwest Theater Operating Co., Inc.,
has filed suit in District Court asking $100,000 damages against the
Griffith Amusement Co., the Rialto1
Theater Co., the Universal Film Exchanges, Inc., and Blanche L. Cutler.
It is charged that the directors of
the Rialto, interlocked with the other
companies, refused to give Midwest
possession of this house in accordance
with a lease made with Blanche L.
Cutler to extend until October, 1935.
The Midwest company has about IS
theaters in Oklahoma and Texas.

20 Theaters in Texas
Being Closed by Publix
Dallas — Approximately 20 Class B
houses in Texas are being closed by
Publix, according to information
along the local film rialto. Some already have been darkened in recent
weeks. Among the theaters closed
or closing are the Wigwam in El
Paso, the Rex in Waco, the Grand in
Corsicana, the Majestic in Abilene
and the smaller house in Paris. No
closings in AmariHo are contemplated
at present.
Shubert Loss $1,123,289.45
Consolidated annual report of Shubert Theater Corn, and subsidiaries
for the six months ended Dec. 31
net loss of $1,123,289.45.

Long Island City ft
154 Crescent St. g
STIUwell 4-7940

..t

Releasing Goodyear Film March 15
Detroit — Jim Handv Picture Servgg
ice has completed the final scenes for
ft the eight-reel Ooodvear sound film
orodurtion at the mammoth Goodvear-Zeppelin dock in Akron, and
that the completed picture is scheduled for release about March 15.

iEastnian Films |
\j. E. Brulatour, Inc.|i
Chicago
Hollywood
1727
Indiana 3692
Ave.
6700 Santa
Monica
CALumet
Blvd.
HOLlywood4121

j'{
♦'{
ft
ft

g

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
DCOtt

OPENING

Winter Garden
Central

Sept.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

DATE

12
26
3
6
15
17
19
20

Mar. 10-11: M.P.T.O.A.
meets in New

H. C. Coney Promoted by Photocolor
H. C. Coney has been promoted to
the post of secretary and treasurer of
Photocolor Corp. A. G. Waddin^ham formerly was treasurer and N.
C. Webb secretary.

Board of Director!
York.

Mar. 14: First Annual Writers - Wampas
Roast, Biltmore Hotel, Hollywood.
Mar. 21 : Annual Ball of the Warner Club,
New York.
Mar. 28 : First annual benefit dinner, entertainment and dance at the Hotel

Feb. 27
Mar.
4
Mar.
6
Mar.
6

Astor tors
byand greater
New York
distributors
to aidexhibipermanent benefit fund.
April 4-1 1 :Week,
Players'
and benefit
Patrons'
national
for Jubilee
N. V.
A. Club.

Mar. 10
Mar. 13

April 19: Lambs Gambol,
Opera
House,
New

Midwest Theater Co. Asks National Gets Exclusive
On Visitron Cell Sales
$100,000 in Lease Suit

chows

I
I
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DAILV

Arrangements have been concluded
by National Theater Supply for the
exclusive direct-to-theater distribution of the Visitron photoelectric
cells made by the G-M Laboratories.
At the same time the G-M Lab. has
enlarged its line of Visitron cells to
meet the needs of all types of sound
on-film equipment.

R-K-0 Playing "Lights"
In Minneapolis, St. Paul

Metropolitan
York.

Apr. 20-22:
Warner Atlantic
Bros. Eastern
sales
convention,
City.
April 23-24 dorsers
: State of
Convention
of Indiana
InPhotoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.
York. Film sales convention. New
Apr. 27: Fox
Apr. 28-30: convention,
Warner Bros.
gales
HotelWestern
St. Francis,
San Francisco.
May 25-28 : Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers,
Hotel Roosevelt,
Hollywood,
Cal.

1,178 Tobis-Klangfilm Wirings
Berlin — Tobis-Klangfilm claims a
total of 1,178 installations in Europe,
788 of which are in Germany and
300 in other countries. Of the installations, 55are in various studios
and projection rooms.

Minneapolis — Charlie Chaplin's "CitLights" has been acquired by Morgan
Ames, R-K-0 Northwest district manager, for the R-K-0 Seventh St. here
New Paris Super Opens
and the St. Paul President for simulParis — Gaumont-Franco-Aubert's
taneous runs starting March 14. Pubthe Elysee Gaumont, lolix has the United Artists product for new super,
cated in the Champs Elysees, was
the
Cities,from
but its
"Citygroup.
Lights"Theis opened
sold Twin
separate
picture will have a minimum engagement of four weeks in bot!i houses.

this past week.

Leigh Griffiths Heads
RKO Mechanical Staff
Leigh Griffiths, formerly head of the
Lahgley Field research laboratory, has
been signed by Joseph I, Schnitzer to
head the mechanical engineering staff
of RKO. Griffiths will begin immediately on the designing of precision
ratory.
equipment
for RKO's new Coast laboPhone

Stillwell

7932

for
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Current Opinion
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Big Campaign
On "Aloha"
A N extensive campaign is being arranged for the opening
of Tiffany's "Aloha," the first
talking motion picture to play
the Los Angeles theater, Los
Angeles. Three hundred twentyfour sheet boards, a great number illuminated, have been posted. A large number of car cards
for trolley cars will be posted
throughout the city and outlying towns, along with ten thousand window cards for display.
A special musical score and an
elaborate stage production built
around "Aloha," have been prepared.
— Los Angeles, Los Angeles

BVD Sales Drive
On Van Beuren Shorts
A

SALES drive in behalf of
short subjects produced by
the Van Beuren Corporation has
been inaugurated by RKO
Pathe under the name of the
BVD Olympics, which is being
used with the permission of the
BVD Company. The Van Beuren Corp. recently conducted a
contest among the RKO Pathe
branches for the best slogan
concocted as to the meaning of
BVD.
The following two
phrases were submitted by Roy
Sachs of Dallas: "Boost Van
Beuren Drive" and "Big Van
Beuren Dragnet." J. P. Uxa, of
St. Louis contributed the following: "Ballentine's Victory Drive"
and "Book Van Beuren's Daily."
— RKO Pathe

An average of 25,000 miles
of celluloid passes through
American film exchanges every day of the year.

• •
Now

•

Things We Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till
that the Palace theater will be completely reconditioned during the next two weeks with new carpets, lighting

equipment, drapes and every thin'
that these columnistheadliners seem to muss up theaters as well as their columns,
making reconditioning necessary
that there will soon be
a shakeup affecting an important department in one of the big
producing companies
and your guess is WRONG
that it's a cinch to write "blind" news (?) items like the foregoing, for there is bound to be a shakeup somewhere soon
and then we say: "See! Didn't we told you?"
that the
problem of taking and projecting pictures in relief (third dimension) has been perfected by Dr. Herbert E. Ives of the Bell
Telephone Laboratories, with the pictures projected on a screen
composed of horizontally ribbed cylinders, or from the back
on a screen or celluloid in which cylindrical grooves are cut
that you don't know any more about this sensational,
revolutionary and amazing scientific discovery now that we've
told you than you did before
neither do we
that
censors love to read the clean li'l scenarios, but they get mad
and cut the heart outa the obscenarios
that P. A. Parsons is feeling better, especially since they electrified the Lackawanna
that a tribe of vegetarian cannibals in Africa only
eat grass widows
that Valeska Surratt, one of the greatest
of the old screen vamps, is now a trained nurse in a Manhattan
hospital
.... that Estelle Taylor got her Big Break when
she was hired by Fox as a successor to Theda Bara when
Theda got temperamental and quit
that if you have a
li'l Veterans' Adjusted Compensation Certificate in your home
you're a lucky devil
that the profits from tomato juice
cocktails sold during the Xmas holidays could sustain the manufacturers and pay the overhead for seven months if the worst
should happen
or does it leave you cold?
that
with this splitup of De Sylva, Brown and Henderson costing
the famous team a $900,000 contract with Fox and U. A.,
there must
REASON
thatthatyou'd
be surprised if youhave
knewbeen
whata it
really was
a great
big
merchandising concern will invade New York soon in a Big
Way that will vitally affect all local merchants and department
stores and raise merry 'ell
that Eddie Cantor reports
his negotiations with Sam Goldwyn for a production are pronicely withhearguments
a story,
Eddie
mind thatgressing
because
sez he canover
holler
much but
louder
thandoesn't
Sam
can
that a lotta self-made men are horrible examples of
employing cheap labor
that Harley L. Clarke is a devotee
of Shakespearian drama, even to the point of subsidizing the
Fritz Leiber troupe in Chi
that Carl Laemmle wrote
to Jean Le Roy that his recent Jubilee anniversary was the happiest day of his life
that according to Sid Weiss it's no
longer news when a newspaper columnist crashes the footlights
to do an alleged vaude act, but that Eileen Percy, former screen
star, is conducting a column in the Losang "Express"
and that's News
that the North Pole is not always the
coldest spot on earth, registering at the lowest 70 below, whereas
in Siberia the mercury often hits 90 below
that Daniel
Carson Goodman's book, "Sad, Sad Lovers," has sold 2,000
copies in Greater New York before publication, and that the
work contains some dandy screen material
that ole Uncle
Remus who told the whopper about a rabbit climbing a tree
when chased by Brer Fox wasn't so far wrong, for Fotonews
had a shot of a fox chased up a tree at Pinehurst
that
Fred G. Pangborn has submitted the longest name of a famous
American
George Washingtwothousandtwohundredandfortypoundsavoirdupois
that M. Wolf and Irving G. Perlman,
well known in film circles, are now plugging
Chryslers, and
wouldn't come back to the film biz for a million
.er, well,
so THEY say
that marriage is a game of give and take
what you don't give, she takes

«

«

«

»

»

»

—€)—
How Star Material
Receives Recognition
THE importance of the screen
personality, basis of what is
known as the star system, again
looms as a factor in film productions more formidably than ever
before. This is interesting
especially inasmuch as the decline of the star has been freely predicted by observers since
the advent of sound. Their predictions appeared to have reasonable ground until recently
when the vogue of the individual
player with outstanding ability
and personality began to assume
unprecedented favor. It is
doubtful whether the industry
will ever be able to dispense with
the star, demanding tremendous
money and proving worth it
when the returns at the boxoffice are considered. No matter
what producers and critics may
regard as star material it is the
public that invariably nominates
these fortunate individuals and
elevates them to stardom. The
fact that players with every
qualification for popularity fail
to stimulate the interest of the
fans, while many capture popular fancy who seem to lack the
academic attributes for stardom, makes the picking of valuable actors a fascinating but uncertain gamble. It is a tribute
to the discrimination of the fan
that
it. his favor seldom is extended to an actor or actress lacking in genuine ability. This ability may have been overlooked by
the critics in their first estimate
of the actor, but the public is
certain to discover and reward
—Roy Del Ruth

MANY
HAPPY

RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulation! are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following member* of the Inbirthdays dustry,
:
who are celebrating thalr

March 9
Bobby Vernon
Walter Miller
Arch R. Zimmer
Laura E. Schulz
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
Oj

KALfH

HOLLYWOOD
JOHN G. ADOLFi, who directed
J George Arliss in "The Millionaire," starts work this week on "We
Three," which will feature Ben Lyon
and Rose Hobart. Ben Silvey will
t* director.
act as Adolfi's
* assistan
*

WILL

Voight at the luncheon tendered
J. L. Warner; RobBoDDy Jones byand
Walter DeLeon
ert Presneil
First * National
mnching at *
* .

Carl McBride staged the "G Sisters" special dance number for "The
Registered Woman," which Harry J.
Brown
is directing.
Homer B. "Rasty" Wright, man*
*
*
ager of Grauman's Chinese, has
In
Hollywood,
many
a tuxedo
been re-appointed to the board of
stomach.
management of the Hollywood. covers an empty
*
*
*
Y. M. C. A. His "pep" talks have
Here
and
There:
Bobby
Jones,
inspired the membership campaign
Howard
Hughes
and
George
Marcommittee members, and "Rasty"
shall golfing at the Lakeside Club;
practiced what he preached by being one of the first to bring in his Dick Neill teaching the rudiments
of tennis to a bunch of youngsters
quota of new inembers.
*
*
*
at the Hollywood
*
* Y. M.
* C. A.
James Gleason, signed by RKO
Pathe under a three-year exclusive
Humphrey Pearson, whose origincontract, will be starred in a series
ing Husbands," is
story, "Travell
of two-reel comedies. His contract nowal being
made by Radio Pictures,
also calls for service as writer and with Paul Sloane directing, has been
actor in feature productions.
given
a long term contract by Radio
*
*
*
Pictures.
*
*
*
Roy Chanslor, novelist and at
present assistant literary editor of
Martin Cornica and Solly Biano,
the New York Evening Post, has
members of the film colony, are conbeen signed by Columbia for its writtenders for the lightweight tennis
ing staff and is coming West im- championship of the country. They
mediately.
*
*
*
each weigh 130 pounds and challenge all playeis
weight.
*
* of their
*
Jack Conway will direct "Dancing Partner" for M-G-M. Irene
Purcell and Charlotte Granville of under
Anthony
Bushell's
role
his new
contract initial
with First
the New York stage production are National will be opposite Dolores
in the cast.
*
*
*
Costello in "The Passionate Sonata."
Louise Closser Hale has been re- He is completing
work
*
*
*in "Chances."
engaged by Charles R. Rogers of
Seton 1. Miller has resigned from
RKO Pathe for the mother role in
M-G-M to write the screen play and
"Rebound"
with
*
*Ina Claire.
*
for "Scar face," which will
be made by Howard Hughes, with
Cecil De Mille has assembled dialogue
camp at Castle Hot Springs, Ariz., Howard Hawks
* directing.
*
*
for location scenes for "The SquawMae Clarke, one of the busiest
man," in which Warner Baxter and actresses
on the Coast, will play an
Lupe Velez have the leads.
*
*
*
Idol," for
role in "The
important
First
National.
Helen Twelvetrees' first of four
*
*
*
specials on the new RKO Pathe proHoot Gibson will stage his Goldgram will be "The Registered Woen State Rodeo at the Baker Ranch
man," produced by Charles R. Rogers and directed by Harry Joe April 25 and 26. Gibson, himself a
Brown. In the supporting cast are world's champion rider, plans many
H. B. Warner, Nance O'Neil, Lew innovations for the wild west shows
Cody, Zasu Pitts and Edward Earle. he will present at the Baker Ranch.
*
*
*
*
*
*

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
i By HARRY

ROBERTA
ROBINSON,
who recently returned
from Hollywood,
where she was featured in several
edy.
Radio pictures, appears opposite Joe
Penner in his latest Vitaphone com-

N. BLAIR ,

next picture which promises
to be
quite dramatic.
Robert Milstein of the projection

department
New
York studio, at
had Paramount's
the good fortune
to be presented with a bouncing
Eddie Younger and his Moun- baby boy. Both Mrs. Milstein and
taineers, radio artists, have been the baby are doing well.
signed by Larry Kent for a ParaVitaphone has signed the Arron
mount short~subject. Their special- Sisters, crooning trio discovered by
ty is syncopated "hill billy" music. Eddie Dowling in the Mississippi
Valley, to appear in a Vitaphone
The cast of "The Tarnished short. The girls have just played
Lady," recently completed by George the R-K-O Palace week with Eddie
Cukor for Paramount, has in its cast
Roy Mack has been asfour bit players, hired at $15 a day Dowling.
signed to direct the sisters in their
who, within the past two years have first screen appearance.
all had their names in lights on
Broadway. These actors are not
Nancy Carroll is proud of her nadown and out. They simply realize
tionality, as evidenced by the fact
that a chance to speak a few lines that her new car, a Packard sports
in a feature picture is better than model, is painted a brilliant shade
any test.
Ethel Merman, starring in the

of green.
hit, "Girl Crazy," has been
Nancy Carroll will be guest of stage
honor over Station WOR on Thurs- signed by Larry Kent, short subject
day evening at 7:30, at which time production head, at Paramount's
she will be interviewed by Radie New York studio, to appear in a seHarris.
ries of short subjects. Her first picture will be "Old Man Blues," written by J. P. Murray, Barry Trivers
An imposing array of production and Ben Oakland. Miss Merman is
heads may be found lunching at the now filling an engagement at the
Paramount studio these days. On Central Park Casino, assisted by
Thursday Adolph Zukor headed a Jack Carroll at the piano. Carroll
table at which Jesse Lasky, Walter is a member of the musical staff at
Wanger, Hector Turnbull, Richard the Paramount New York studio.
Rowland and James Cowan were also
seated. At an adjoining table was
Ferd Graf, hairdresser at the
John Fingerlin, Larry Kent, Arthur Paramount New York studios, will
Cozine and Max Hayes.
talk over Station WJZ on Thursday,
March 12, from the Convention Hall
Vitaphone Vitamins : Johnny
the International
Hairdressers'
Walker amusing the studio gang of
Convention
at the Pennsylvania
with tales of the old Vitagraph Hotel. "How Hair Styles of the
days. . . Joe Penner, acting funny
Movie Stars Influence the Public"
without half trying. . . .Sam Sax will be his topic.
shaving at his desk, with the aid
Playing in Vitaphone shorts has
of a new fangled razor.
proven the entree to feature work in
Paramount Notes: Joe Boyle Hollywood for three Broadway stage
scouring the foreign sections of players who were noticed by Sam
Manhattan for backgrounds to use Sax, Vitaphone production manager,
and recommended to Warner offiin "The Smiling Lieutenant" . . .
cials. These players are Don Cook,
George Cukor and Donald Ogden
cast
for
a leading role in John BarStewart receiving congratulations on
rymore's "The Genius"; Teddy Wal"Tarnished Lady" following an exters and Claire Trevor, the two latecutive showing . . . Edmund Gouldner
stockbeing
company.
ter
now
groomed in the WarOur Passing Show: Darryl ZanGuy Kibbee, who crashed into ing preparing to rehearse Nancy
for his
uck, Sheriff Bill Traeger, O. B. fame in the New York production Carroll and Fredric March
Keeler, William Koenig, C. Graham of "The Torch Song," is losing litBaker, Hal Wallis, Bobby North,
tle time between stage and screen
At Home
H. Politz, George Marshall, Hubert engagements. He is now working at Ranch," the western comedy featuring Jack Oakie, June Collyer, Mitzi
When Stuart Walker, noted
M-G-M, but next week will start Green,
Stuart Erwin
and Eugene
repertory theater exponent just
his engagement with Frank Craven Pallette.
Heart Throb
*
*
*
signed by Paramount, arrives in
in "That's
tal! here. Gratitude" at the El CapiIn directing Constance BenHollywood"
to begin
new
Pola Negri who is now in France,
*
*
*
duties
he will
find his
himself
nett's new RKO-Pathe "Lost
is expected in Hollywood about the
among many familiar faces.
More Passing Show: Two former middle of May to make her debut
Love," Paul L. Stein did not
Among the screen celebrities
Minneapolis newspapermen, Frank in talkers. She will probably aponce refer to the script. He had
Burke, who represents Olsen and
lived with the story from its inwho have been in Walker's varipear under the
RKO
banner.
*
*
*
ous stock companies are Helen
ception, and had come to love
Johnson,
and
"Bill"
Bastedo,
editor
Twelvetrees,
Bert Lytell, Marit. He knew it as a mother
Claude Gillingwater, Emma Dunn,
of the San Pedro "Pilot," holding a
jorie Rambeau, Catherine Dale
knows her chee-ild. This tale
re-union at First National; Michael Julette Compton and Joe Donahue
Owen, Basil Rathbone, Monroe
of a great mother love whisCurtiz busy *
at First
National.
are among the supporting players in
*
*
pered around the Hollywood
Owsley, Ben Lyon, Kay Fran"We Three,"} feacis, Gavin Gordon, Elizabeth
bungalow firesides proves that
Because of his knowledge of ranch First National's
turing Ben Lyon and Rose Hobart.
Patterson,
Sessue Hayakawa,
even a director has his human
life, Gary Cooper has been called Story is by Edith Fitzgerald, with
Charles Starrett and others.
side.
adaptation
by
Florence
Ryerson,
and
upon by Paramount to serve as consulting technical director on "Dude John Adolfi is directing.

Speak with

confidence !
know
own and
your
industry
speak with
confidence

The wealth of valuable information contained in this important volume is amazing.
Only by sitting down quietly and perusing its thousand or more pages can you fully
appreciate the tremendous amount of interesting and valuable information that is
contained within its covers. It will be a revelation to you to know how many theatres
are still among the unwired and to easily and quickly be able to find out at a glance
who directed a certain feature, who distributed the picture, what the running time is
and who played the lead, the cameraman's name and all other credits on pictures produced last year. To be able to ask yourself what pictures a certain director made
during the past two years and be able to turn to a certain page and find the answer
quickly, with the same applicable to stars, writers, cameramen, etc., should be a service to you. 11,950 titles of pictures that have been released. Original titles and the
release title and author's name. These are only a few of the highlights. There are
more than 1,000 pages; it is bound with stiff leatherette covers, stamped in gold and
weighs nearly 4 pounds. AND IT'S FREE to Subscribers to THE FILM DAILY.
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MORE FEMININE APPEAL
BEING PUT IN FILMS

N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y

(Continued from Page 1)

die Chanel, French fashion expert,
United Artists moved in the direction of added appeal for women in
its productions. Other companies
with "fashionists" on the payroll
are Pathe, with Gwen Wekeling designing gowns for Constance Bennett and other Pathe stars, and
R-K-O with Betty Mindlin, fashion
expert for vaudeville headliners and
who is likely to act in a similar capacity for Radio Pictures stars.
Several companies have given instructions to their story readers that
scenarios particularly appealing to
women patronage be given preference. According to an RKO official,
the subject of greater femme attendance will be one of the paramount
subjects of discussion at the May
sales conference in Los Angeles. A
Warner Bros, executive has also
gone on record in sating that "women bring the men to the theaters,
as a rule, therefore, pictures for the
women must be prevalent."
Even in underworld pictures the
feminine anglers now receiving attention. "Put on the Spot," the Jack
Lait story to be produced by Pathe.
is to present the feminine angle of
gangster life.

Chicago — Joe Shure, formerly connected with the theater management
department of R-K-O, has been
transferred to the Dallas office, where
he will be assistant division manager
under Len Brown.
Chicago — M. Brazee, who used to
manage the Jeffery, is now officiating
in the same capacity at the Grove.
Chicago — Tiffany's exchange is
now located in new quarters at 1304
South Wabash St.

Clermont, Fla. — L. D. Morrison
has reopened his house here with
Western
Electric sound equipment.

FOREIGN TALKER INVASION
MAKES PRODUCERS SIT UP
(Continued from Page 1)

other educational institutions, as well
as from the respective nationality
organizations. General American patronage has been found to be moderWilson, S. C— R. A. Phoenix has
ate, being comprised mostly of the
been appointed manager of the Caro- intelligentsia class that usually patronizes the arty houses.
lina theater, recent addition to the
Publix-Saenger chain here. Starkey
School groups lend themselves to
Howard, identified with the house tieups with the foreign talkers because of the educational value of
under the old regime, is house manhearing the different tongues spoken.
ager.
Importers and distributors of these
Silver City, N. C— R. R. Kissel foreign talkers will bring over a record number of pictures this year, achas succeeded W. T. Colins as mancording to plans already announced.
ager of the Gem here.

Atlanta — Two and one-half hours
Frankfort, Ind. — Valos and Gregafter
the death of his son from tyory have taken a 99-year lease on the
phoid fever, Sam Mclntyre, for the
site formerly occupied by the Leader
past
five
years identified with the
Store and plan to erect an atmossales force of the M-G-M branch in
pheric theater on the site.
this city, died as the result of a
stroke of paralysis.
Chicago — Dave Dubin has been
placed in charge of Columbia sales
Pittsburgh — Max Shulgold has
outside
the Jack
city of
Chicago.
Johnson ofand
Sinclair
will "Red"
work succeeded A. H. Schnitzer as branch
under him. Roy Alexander is ex- manager for RKO Pathe. Schnitzer
has been promoted to a post in the
change manager.
home
office.

RKO Technicians Leave
For British Expansion
(Continued from Page 1)

ters and sound experts left Saturday,
having been given the European asj
signment by Joseph I. Schnitzer in re*
snonse to optimistic reports on th«
possibilities of future RKO EnglisH
activities cabled by Dean last week!
The "star system" will be institute™
by RKO with many leading Englisff
players under consideration.

French Firm to Market
New Wide Screen Devici

Meadville, Pa.— The Strand has
Bennettsville, S. C. — The Carolina,
operating under the management of been transferred from C. C. Eiler to
Eiler.
George Hendrickson through the Mrs. Mary
Marlboro Amusement Co., ha? been
Paris — A new company, the French
banned by the censor should be per- taken over bv D. M. Eaves.
Societe Technique d Optique et da
mitted for private showing.
Pittsburgh — Burke's theater has
been leased by E. Burke to David Photographie, has been formed to
Following the prohibition of "All
Rom.
market the Hypergonar, a device inStatesville, N. C— Three local theQuiet" across
in Germany
theaterson inall
various
vented by Professor Henri Chretien!
aters, the Carolina, Broadway, and
towns
the border
sides
which is claimed to make possibly
Palace, have been temporarily closed
of the Rcir'i have been doing big busi- nendine new leases. The houses, owned
Franklin, Pa. — Houghton and Mc- the projection from ordinary film to
ness with it, in some cases even warkay. formerly in the picture business wide screen without revamping
bv
V.
C.
Schlev,
have
been
operated
ranting special daily transportation
at
Montgomery, W. Va.. have taken apparatus. The Hypergonar is del
city
schedules from Germany.
by J. L. Caudell.
over the Orpheum and Park of this scribed as an optical system, whiclT
is placed in front of the camera when
scenes are shot, and compresses the
"King of Jazz" Breaks Records
images optically.
Atlantic. la. — O. C. Johnson, who
Singapore — "King of Jazz," the sold the Iowa and Strand here to
Cleveland — Abe Chapman, manUniversal picture which had its preager of the Pittsburgh Standard Film
miere last Wednesdav at the Queens Finkelstein Theaters, is retaining the
he owns in Elk Horn and Service branch, is returning to this
in Pennang, Straits Settlements, is houses
city
soon.
reported to have broken all records Red Oak.
for an opening night at this house.
Baltimore — J. Louis Rome, manSharpsville, Pa. — Ownership of the
aging director of the Associated Ritz here has been taken over by
Oslo, Norway — Universale "King
of Jazz" is playing to record-breaking Theaters hf>re. recentlv returned Harry Blackburn from John Muller.
business at the Colosseum here, from a trip to Europe and North
Africa.
Scandinavia's largest house.
Pittsburgh — Christv Wilbertv of
the local Warner publicity bureau,
Orange City. la. — Elmer Raak. will be married in June to Ruth
new owner of the Cottage, has open- Miller of the Enright theater dancannounces the
ed the house with new improved
ing staff here.
IN
sound equipment.

Reichstag Overrules
Ban(Continued
on IPs
from "AH
Page 1)Quiet"

Trem Carr
Pictures

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
STHE

nKNcwsnua
or nuwDQM
Whitman
Bennett
to make
specials only. First National
release.
*
*
*
David Hartford to make four pictures for First National.
*
*
*
Lionel
Barrymore
to appear
in
one Cosmopolitan
production.

Madison. Wis. — Suit of the Irving
Meriden, Conn. — Fox-Palace has Berlin, Inc.. music publishers.
installed vaudeville for the last half against Charles Bateson and William Wolfe, Gotham, Wis., for inof
fringement of convrights on the
five the
acts.week, opening- March 5 with
song-. "Ten Little Miles From
Town." has been
Green Bay. Wis. — As a result of Judge F, A. Geiger. dismissed by
a foreclosure of a lan^ contract under which Harri' K. Timm was purLondon — On an unopposed petif-hasinfr the Ornheum here, the
house has rPverfp^ Tn Virginia p0_
tion by Ideal Films. Ltd.. suoported
ven. who has been annointcd re- by 11 other creditors, an order was
ceiver. The theater was built sev- recently issued for the compulsory
eral months ago bv Dr. T. R. Mina- widing un of Associated Sound
Ltd.
Cinemas,
han at a cost of $300,000.

preparation of
the continuity
for a

Motion Picture
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50% Cancellation Clause Advocated at N. W. Meet

PUBLIX VS. HUGHES-FRANKLIN IN MIDWEST
Lee Ochs Takes Over Six Fox Metropolitan Theaters
Filmusicals
--and other thoughts
^^By

JACK

ALICOATE

—

Independent
Circuit Now Exhibitor's
Totals
10 Houses
Another batch of houses in the
New York metropolitan territory is
being re'inqnished by Fox to an independent exhibitor. Lee A. Ochs
on March 21 takes over six theaters,
bringing the total of his circuit up

What's
the
matter
with
Musical Whirl screen musicals
as produced in
(Continued
on Paqe 8)
Hollywood? The question has most
film-folk, including ourselves, somewhat dizzy and a fortune awaits the
one who has the correct answer.
screen
Surely it's not talent. The
boasts of the best. Stories, then?
No, for outstanding stage smashes
have proven outstanding screen flops.
Transition from stage to screen?
Despite the defeat of the Harris
Probably. There is a new crop of
anti-protection
bill in North Caroscreen musicals on the way. Experilina, at least two similar measures
ence of the past year has taught are understood due to be introduced
some producers at least what not to in state legislatures. Lateness of the
do. That, then, may be a start along legislative season, with the periods
the road to better things.
for the introduction of new business
having expired in numerous of the
bodies, will serve to obstruct filing of
other states.
It is our experi- like bills in some
The Public ences with life that
Be Pleased <he biggest men are
not only the most
courteous but the most understandEdward L. Klein Corp., pioneer
ing. A little authority, like a litexporting firm, has distle knowledge, is a dangerous thing. independentcontinued
business. In making the
The point we have in mind is that announcement, Edward L. Klein said
in a business such as this, with pub- the step was made necessary by the
lic contacts as frequent as snowindependent proflakes in a snow-storm, there is no collapse ducersofand certain
the failure of others to
room whatsoever fur arrogance. This
(Continued
on Paqe 8)
business is founded, primarily, on
good will. All employees, especially
minor ones, having contact with the
public should be taught the value of
courtesy, first, last and always.
The

Merry

Hold Preliminaries
A preliminary discussion of
matters to be taken up at the
spring meeting of the M. P.
T. O. A. directors today and
tomorrow was held yesterday
at

the organization's headquarters. It was made possible by the early arrival of
Fred Wehrenberg, R. R. Biechele, Charles Williams, Edward M. Fay, Charles Picquet
and President M. A. Lightman, all indie operators.

Paramount Expanding in
Farm Belt Through
Northwest Unit
Des

Moines — Through its Northwest Theaters, formerly the Finkelstein & Ruben circuit, Publix has
launched an expansion program in
the small towns of Iowa and surrounding territory, principals in
communities of 5,000 to 10,000 population. The move is regarded as a
defensive measure against the lively
activities(Continued
of Hughes-Franklin
Theon Paqe 8)

MORE ANTI-ZONING BILLS
LOOM IN LEGISLATURES See Way Cleared for Passage
Of Copyright Bill Next Session
30 ASST. DIRECTORS JOIN
M. P. ACADEMY ON COAST
Edward L. Klein Corp.
Discontinues Business

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Consideration of the
Vestal copyright bill which failed of
passage di'ring the closing hours of
the 71st Congress, has cleared the
(Cmitinned

on

Pane

8)

West Coast Bureau. THH

PREDICTED BY DE SYLVA
A synchronized musical score as
a background to all feature productions is predicted by Bud G. De
Fox
(.Continued on Paqe 8) for
producer-composer
Sylva,

N. W. Exhibs Oppose Protection
Beyond First-Run Closing Date

We
sat in the office of a small-town
exhibitor friend o f
ours the other day
and listened to a salesman, representing one of the first line outfits,
do his stuff. Ten per cent of his
time was used in selling his product.
30 per cent in knocking his competitors and the other 70 per cent in
peddling gloom, great big gobs of it.
SoBusiness everywhere was bad.
Gloom
Peddling

(Continued

on

Paqe

2)

Good Showing
Amusements and drug companies were the only two
groups among industrials to
show an aggregate gain in
profits last year as compared
with the previous year, according to a compilation by Ernst
& Ernst taking in the reported
earnings of 1,432 leading corporations.

the Northwest Theater Owners'
Ass'n here. Resistance to block
I ooking also was urged.
.All officers were re-elected, (he
slate including Hen Berger. presi(Continued

on

Paqe

8)

DAILY

Hollywood — Thirty assistant directors already have joined the recently
Directors'
Section of created
the Assistant
Academy of
M. P.
Arts & Sciences, it was announced
by Frank Lloyd, chairman of the Directors' Branch, at the first meeting
of the board
of directors
for 1931.
(Continued

on

Pane

8)

Lesserman Appointed
W. B. Western Sales Mgr.
Carl Lesserman, who has had
charge of the Warner-First National
branch office in Chicago, succeeds
Gradwell
L. Sears as western
sales
(Continued

Minneapolis — ■ Eliminations of 50
per cent in film contracts and an end
to protection for circuits beyond the
closing dale for a prior nm were advocated bv Ben Berger and Al SfefFes at the loth annual convention of

FILM

on

Paqe

8)

Koniingent Up Again
Berlin (By Cable) — The
kontingent system, long a
troublesome subject for the
American film industry, is due
stag.
to again occupy an important
position in discussions at the
current session of the Ke;ch-

DAILV
More Stockholders
To Join in Pathe Suit

Filmusicals

:TME
m NlVMAJtb
Of HlMtOM

— and other thoughts
(Continued

fiom

Puf/c

1)

and-so company was in trouble and
Vol. LV No. 57 Tuesday, March 10, 1931 Price 5 Cents shortly going into bankruptcy. The
president of Company B, is now a
I0HN W. ALICOATE
:
Editor and Publishei pauper, etc., etc. Here* as far as we
are concerned, was good and sufficient reason for justiriable homicide.
Sales managers represented by gloom
holidayand
Saturdays
except
daily
Published
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peddlers deserve all the bad breaks
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Publix Takes Long Lease
On $400,000 Texas House
Amarillo, Tex. — A 25-year lease
has been acquired by Publix on the
$400,000 theater being erected at
Ninth and Polk. The structure is to
go up in the next 90 days.
Earle Sanders Dies
Earl Sanders, booker for Publix
and identified with show business for
years, died at 4:20 o'clock yesterday
morning in the Nassau Hospital, following a rupture of the appendix.
He had been ill about a week
Sanders had been with Publix since
inception of its unit stage shows
policy. Previously he was associated
with RKO and other amusement enterprises. He is survived by his wife.
Burial will be at Connersville, Ind.,
Sanders'
home town.
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& GOING

CLEVE ADAMS, western general sales
manager for RKO, is back from a vacation
tour.

ISIDORE WITMARK is on a vacation in
the West Indies with Mrs. Witmark and
their daughter, Carolyn.
HERMAN SHUML1N left yesterday for
Hollywood to begin work under Samuel Goldwyn.
65% — 1<A
ARTHUR W. STEBBINS is on his way
76
from Hollywood to New York by way of
107J4 -f 2
the
Panama
Canal.
99^ +
A
JOSEPH K. Pl.UNKETT, A. M.
94
—
J4
GLUCKSMAN and BEN SERKOWICH ar104'/.
rived from the coast Saturday.
86'^—
Va,
6954
BUD G. DE SYLVA sails for Europe
Friday.
51
— 6% on the Bremen,

Several other stockholders will
join Lena M. Vincent in her suit
against Pathe Exchange, Inc., which
ionics up tor trial in the Supreme
Court in two weeks, according to
Harry L. Kreeger, attorney for the
plaintiff. 1 he stockholders will ask
tor a receiver for the corporation and
also that the directors lie compelled
to account for any waste or damage
sustained by the firm in the recent
sale of Pathe assets to RKO. Coudert Bros, are representing the defendants.
George
Gerhardt Joins U. A.
George Gerhardt, formerly motion
picture critic for the New York
'Evening World," has been added to
the publicity department staff of
United Artists.

«
Yt
8

New York
1540 Broadway
BRYant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STIUwell 4-7940

8

::
J.t

will now be carried by the "WorldTelegram." With the recent addition
of six newspapers, there are at present /8 dail.es allied with the 'U' reel.
Eschmann Joins Van Beuren
Eddie Eschmann, formerly identified w.th several producing and distributing companies, has been added
to the special sales force of the Van
Beuren Corp., of which Harry Scott
is general sales manager.

H J. E. Brulatour, Inc. |
&
8
u

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
BWd.
HOLlywood4121

g
g

1

Board of Director!
York.

Mar. 14: First Annual Writers - Wampas
Roast, Biltmore Hotel, Hollywood.
Mar. 21 : Annual Ball of the Warner Club,
New
York.
March 22 : Annual Communion and Breakfast of Catholic M. P. Guild of
America, Church of the Good
Shepherd, Beverly Hills, Cal.
Mar. 28: First annual benefit dinner, entertainment and dance at the Hotel
Astor by greater New York exhibitors and
to aid permanentdistributors
benefit fund.
April 4-11 :Week,
Players'
and benefit
Patrons'
national
for Jubilee
N. V.
A. Club.
April 19: Lambs

Gambol,

Metropolitan

of Motion Picture Engineers,
Hotel Roosevelt,
Hollywood,
CaL

Bell Equipment Corp., motion picture
cameras; A. J. Whynman, 239 Broadway,
New York.
100 shares common.
Adams Amusement Co. ; T. Hogan, Syracuse, N. Y.
$20,000.
Brown

STORIES
FOR—

BY
FOR

STARS

STARS

GO
TO COOPER
VIOLA
IRENE
9 E. 59th St.
New York
VOL
S-SS43

Are you sure you are INSURED

?

Motion Picture Insurance a Specialty

JOHN

Mar. 10-11: M.P.T.O.A.
meets in New

Nagel Productions,- motion picture

apparatus; G. D. Zahm, 551 Fifth Ave., New
O'Hara Joins Warner Publicity
200 shares common.
John OHara, former motion pic- York.
Biltmore Theater; J. J. Di Sesa, Harrison,
ture editor of the ''Morning Tele- \\ Y.
100 shares common.
graph" and at one time a member of
the staff of the "Herald-Tribune,"
has joined the Warner- First National advertising and publicity department under S. Charles Einfeld,
O'Hara is a Fordham man and has
been
azines.a frequent contributor to mag-

Let us look over your POLICIES — It may prevent a
heavy loss!
INSURANCE of every description

| Eastman Films

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
ECCK

Opera
House,
New
York.
'World-Telegram"
in U Reel Tieup
Apr. 20-22:
Warner
Bros.
Eastern
sales
convention,
Atlantic City.
I mversai's newsreel tieup in New
York with "The Evening World," April 23-24:dorsers
State of
Convention
of Indiana
InPhotoplays,
Claypool
recently merged with "The TeleHotel,
Indianapolis.
gram," is now in effect with the
Film sales convention. New
merged "World-Telegram," through Apr. 27: Fox
York.
a deal negotiated by F. J. McConnell, short subject sales manager for Apr. 28-30: Warner
sales
convention.Bros.
HotelWestern
St. Francis,
Universal. Free listing of all houses
San Francisco.
in Greater New York playing the
Graham AIcNamee talking newsreel May 25-28 : Spring meeting of the Society
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Timely Topics

EXPLOITETTES

A Digest of
Current Opinion

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

o

New Wrinkle
In Voting Contest
FF, r of WarINCOtheate
MELL
]U. ner
Bros,
staff in
New England, has utilized a new
kink in a voting contest. The
contest in which a Pontiac Sedan
was to be given away to the
patrons of the Warner theater in
Lawrence, Mass. was to be decided on Monday night. Mellincoff had all the contestants
listed and last week mailed announcements stating that unless
each contestant was present in
person on Monday night he
would not be eligible to receive
the car. As nearly every one in
Lawrence wanted the car it is to
be imagined what happened
around the theater on the closing night of the contest. The
theater was packed to the doors
and admission had to be limited
to contestants.
— Warner, Lawrence, Mass.

Radio Tie-up
For Acsops Fables
A

PROMOTION
campa'gn,
during which 150,000 Aesops
Fables children's books are expected to be circulated has been
inaugurated by the Van Beuren
Corp. through a series of regular
radio broadcasts during the

— €)—
• • •
IT'S A pleasure to cover a projection-room showing
of M-G-M shorts
where they invite us trade paper gents
over to see some comedies
and you see COMEDIES
plural
jection room

and laugh your fool head off
without any audience

cold, in a proreaction to back up

your judgment that the stuff has the laughs
and that's the
acid test of any comedy, short or long
if it can make
a bunch of hardboiled trade paper ginks laugh out loud
then, bozos and bozinas, it's the unadulterated Box Office Panacea
that exhibs cry for
and so yestiddy morn we
laughed on and off — mostly on— for two solid hours
on
a blue Monday
and had a throughly enjoyable time
and went
stride

out into
viction that short

the blustery March
features
have
made

that is, Emgeem

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

Big company under way. To build
theaters in France.

but mebbe that is a

screen production the bard's instructions are especially pertinent, for simplicity in reading

shorts

backhand way to express our delight
for, come to th'nk
of it, these Emgeem
showings of shorts have always been a
pleasure
so let us say, then, that the Lion brand of abbreviateds are just about setting the pace
for the entire field
with consistent high-grade stuff in all departments
f'rinstance
a Flip the Frog cartoon that sparkled
an Our Gang, "Little Daddy," with a real heart-punch in a wow
kid-comedy
Benny
Rubin
in "Crazy
House,"
a cuckoo
color-comic
Charlie Chase in "The Pip from Pittsburg,"
with the press sheet calling it a Laugh Panic and UNDERSTATING it
c'n y' imagine that happening in a press book!
and "The
Devil's Cabaret," one of the best color extravaganzas ever produced
and finally, the Laurel-Hardy
screamario,
"Chickens
Come
Home"
which
shoots
the
Laughometer up so high that it almost busted from trying- to
clock the gurgles, haw-haws and hilarity
and if all this
be treason to any other short subjects producing organizashe
then let 'em go out and shoot against this M-G-M High
Score
we said, let 'em
there's no harm in trying,
is there?
they may
touch
it
but they can't top
it
for y' can't bat more'n
1,000 in this or any other
racket

• • • A NEW slant on the film salesman's job comes from
Carter, Oklahoma
a Warner salesman found the only theater there closed
with the exhib hanging
crape on the
house
front
and decorating himself with what
was left
over
and the Warner
mug
mooched
around
with the
local merchants
and got them to agree to take a certain
number of tickets at reduced prices for each picture shown
the tickets to be given for certain purchases
of merchandise
and with this boost, and the advertising given the pix
by the storekeepers
the li'l ole playhouse
is zooming
along
and the exhib is using the crape for cleaning rags
on
the new bus he's bought
with b.o. receipts
it CAN
be done
*
*
*
*
• • • RUTH NICHOLS, the Pathe News aviation editor,
zoomed six miles up in the air to establish a new altitude record,
and the newsreel this week helps you to get the thrills that Ruth
got
Third annual Banquet and Ball of the Warner Club
will be held Saturday eve at the Commodore, and Arthur Sachson can be prevailed upon to sell you tickets at the home ossif
Eddie Klein's organizashe has folded, due to economic
conditions
in the foreign
field
Eddie's
was
the oldest
independent export firm in the biz
pioneering abroad with
some of the leading European concerns
Eddie has a host
of friends on both sides of the pond
and it's a cinch he'll
make his mark in anything he undertakes
And have you
ever noticed that most girls carry their years well because they
drop a few

«

«

«

»

old Globe Theater was London's
favorite playhouse. Since dialogue has been a prime factor in

IN

Developments
in Peoples
Theaters, Inc., expected.
*
*
*
Arthur S. Kane to handle release
of Triart
Productions,
Isaac Wolper's new company.
*
*
*

$HAKESPEARE'S advice to
actors, particularly Hamlet's
warning against "mouthing" their
lines, is as applicable to the profession today a- it was when the

wind with a solid cona marvellous
forward

R-K-O "Stage and Screen" noondav talk each Tuesday, Friday
over WJZ. Aesop's
Saturday
and
Fables
books will be given to all
children sending a ticket stub
showing that they have attended
a theater playing the cartoon
comedy, to either the radio station or R-K-O.
— Radio Pictures

Restraint in Acting
Is Test of Screen Player

»

»

speeches is one of the most effective and desirable attributes
in an actor's technique. Bombast
and lofty elocution were once
considered surefire means of
"putting over" a difficult role, the
untutored critics mistaking this
grandiloquence for art. Today
restraint, while most difficult to
master, is more effective in playing screen roles. Simplicity is
often less impressive to the unobservant critic, while bombast
frequently is mistaken for great
acting. While the actor who refuses to yield to the temptation to
rant in his big scenes may seem
to be working with less effort
than another, the trick of being
repressed and restrained is much
harder to master than the more
spectacular elocutionary style.
— Robert
Warwick

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulation! are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are
celebrating
their

March

10

Lowell Calvert
Melville
Brown
Stuart Holmes
Gregory La Cava
Elaine Rasmussen
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A.

Many splendid, efficient men and women are out of employment in the motion picture industry. With conditions picking up many jobs
should soon be open. To help along a worthy cause FILM DAILY will print WITHOUT COST your advertisement in classified form
under "Help Wanted" or "Situation Wanted." FilmEach
advertisement
limited
25 words.
Simply address your letter to Advt. Mgr.,
Daily,
1650 Broadway,
New to York
City.

SITUATIONS

WANTED

CASHIER-BOOKER-CONTRACT
MANAGER,
14 years'
ence in moviewith
houses,
good experihouse
MAN experienced with all details of
man,
film
buyer
and
booking,
handle
home
office
and
exchange.
Ten
years
or
LIVE-WIRE Theatre Manager,
experience, can furnish excellent ref- publicity and exploitation. Widefor house, 10 years' exawake and a hustler. Lew Goldreyer,
publicity man
erences. Will appreciate interview.
perience, recently 5 years with
2494
Morris
Ave., Bronx, N. Y.
Box
608,
THE
FILM
DAILY,
1650
ility
responsib
assume
Can
Loew's.
Broadway,
N.
Y.
C.
or exploitation reof any publicity
sults. Box 658, THE FILM DAILY,
WANTED— Position with motion
16:*0 Broadway, N Y. C.
WRITER, 25, doing editorials and picture company where experience
features past four years with national with a foreign newsreel office, can
ADVERTISING, Publicity, Exploi- magazine, desires theatrical or film take full accounts of assignments of
tation, experience covering 12 years, connection; publicity experience. French, Spanish, Polish or under
ad manager magazine, campaign di- Arnold Kaplan, 2397 Grand Ave., stands and speaks German slightly.
rector, principal in advertising agen- New York.
Salary no object. Box 649, THE
cy, director exploitation Universal
FILM
N.
Y. C. DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
director
ng
managi
Pictures Corp.,
FORMERLY
CONTACT MAN,
Colony theatre. Advertising, public- also Assistant Production Manager
ity, Warner de luxe houses, Newark
Executive of advertising agency .everal years prominent studio. Later Motion Picture Operator — Licensed,
organized company producing indushnadling straight accounts, and radi
Desires position, any capacity, 15 years' experience, all machines
broadcasting. Reasonable salary. :rials.
affiliated with cinema industry. Box equipment, also RCA Western ElecBox 659, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
tric Sound. In or out of town. Box
Broadway, N. Y. C.
512, "THE N.FILM
Broadway,
Y. C. DAILY, 1650 654, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway,
N. Y. C.
EXPERIENCED all around film
examiner and cutter. Also part tiirr FILM SALESMAN, 32, fifteen
Young
work done at all hours. Write o- /ears' experience, desires opportunity POSITION WANTED,
wire Box 660, THE FILM DAILY,
where ability, intelligence and hon- man, 25 years old, can rewrite also
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
est effort are appreciated. Also ex- do newspaper advertising. Excellent
perienced on equipment. Will go references. Will accept position
YOUNG MAN, 20, knowledge of mywhere. Best of references. Box out of town. Box 652, THE FILM
THE FILM DAILY, 1650 DAILY,
1650 Broadway,
N. Y. C.
accounting, good office worker. Sal- 500,
Broadway, New York City.
ary secondary. Box 662, THE
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
YOUNG LADY, desires position, 3
EXPLOITATION of the right type
N. Y. C.
==
years' film experience, also capable
to fit your locality and patronage typist and stenographer. Box 655.
YOUNG LADY Stenographer, ca^
will
bring your business up to where THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadoperate switchboard; do filing. Skilled t used
to be when business was not
in office routine. Box 661, THE
way, N. Y. C.
?o
hard
to get. I am qualified to
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway
do this work for your theatres and
N. Y. C.
isk that you give me an opportunity YOUNG MAN, 18, conscientious,
THE MAN YOU WANT! Exhibi- }f demonstrating the box-office ad- ability and initiative. Position in office or theatre. Knowledge of bookvantages that result from SELL
tor, owner and manager, 12 years' ING PICTURES
PROPERLY
buying, booking films and vodvil.
keeping and typing. Salary minoAdvertising, publicity, exploitation, If your theatres and managers re- object, superb references. Box 657.
quire the stimulation that only effec- THE FILM DAILY, 1650 BroadSound RCA, Western Electric, Deway, N. Y. C.
Forest. Married. Age 33. Open
tive exploitation provides, communicate with the advertiser at Box. 651,
for immediate offer anywhere. Wire.
Victor J. Hayes, 20 Suydam Place, THE FILM DAILY, 1650 BroadACCOUNTANT and AUDITOR,
way, N. Y. C.
Babylon, N. Y.
college graduate, banking experiYOUNG
MAN, experienced as STENOGRAPHER and Typist, forence, expert at treasurer's cash reAssist. Director, continuity, scenario
conciliations and payrolls. Seeks
mer newspaper man, years of experience. References. Box 646, THE connections with theatrical firm. Exetc. Speaks fluent German, derireposition with film company. Victor FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
cellent references. B. Rubin, 2210
Newburghe, 355 East 187th Street N. Y. C.
Union St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Bronx, New York.
TRAVELING AUDITOR and AS- DESIGNER and Originator of the- NEWSPAPERWOMAN,
24, five
atre lobby displays and creative ideas
SISTANT SALES MANAGER,
and
Connecti
experien
vears
cut
ce
young man thoroughly experienced for B. O. exploitation stunts. Many New York newspape
publialso
rs,
years
of
experience.
Box
647,
THE
with every phase of home office and
city and advertising experience exFILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway
exchange detail. Fifteen years ex- N.
f-ellenr references. Box 614, THE
Y. C.
nerience. Will appreciate interview.
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
Box 607, FILM DAILY, 1650 BroadNew York City.
LIVE WIRE THEATER MANAway, New York City.
GER or assistant, house manager,
STENOGRAPHER and Typist — theater advertising lay-outs, copy,
VOTING MAN, 12, college student.
thoroughly experienced, ex-theatrical oublicity. Moderate salary. South W«1]
H0 anything. Box 610, THE
newspaper man. Box 646, THE -preferred.
Box
647,
THE
FILM
City.
FILM
1650 Broadway, New York N.
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, DAILY,
Y. C. DAILY, 1650 Broadway.
N. Y. C.

SECRETARY - STENOGRAPHER
— expert initative — personality — motion picture secretarial experience,
capable of assisting busy executive
handle detail work — references. Box
538, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway, New York City.
YOUNG MAN, 25, newspaper
torial, publicity and playwriting
perience, knows film field; any
moderate salary. References.
535, THE FILM DAILY,
Broadway, New York City.

ediexjob;
Box
1650

YOUNG

MAN, willing to do anything. A-l references. Box 604,
THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York
City.

HELP

WANTED

Salesman with following among Exhibitors to handle established line of
;ound screens direct from Manufacturer to theatre. Exceptional proposition in all territories. Box 653,
THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
AN EXECUTIVE who requires an
ASSISTANT thoroughly experienced in every branch of the entertainment industry and with an especial knowledge of the essential that
constitute box-office attractions, can
get in touch with a young man possessing these qualifications and a capacity for hard and loyal work, by
communicating with Box 650, THE
FILM
N.
Y. C.DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
WANTED
BUSINESS MANAGER and PUBLICITY MAN for
an attraction for stage and screen,
must be acquainted with personnel
and routing of vaudeville and screen,
producing offices. Small investment
and opportunity of a lifetime for a
live-wire go-getter. State fully qualifications. Box 627, THE FILM
DAILY,
1650 Broadway,
N. Y. CJ
EXPERIENCED Theatre Contact
Men to obtain screen rights for a
syndicated slide service or theatre
owners should communicate direct
to Box 618, THE FILM DAILY,
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

FEMALE, SPANISH CORRESPONDENT and TRANSLATOR
who is intelligent enough to handle
own correspondence and take charge
of department. Nominal salary to ;
start with but position is permanent
and future assured. Box 611, THE
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
N. Y. C.
I
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LATEST HOLLYWOOD

HAPPENINGS

= Coast Wire Service ==========
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9 Productions in Work
At Paramount Studios

Bud De Sylva to Be
Producer for Fox Film

Paramount's current schedule of
pictures in work is the biggest in
many months. A total of nine features are presently being made here,
in addition to three in the east. The
coast group includes:
"Skippy", featuring Mitzi Green,
Robert Coogan, Jackie Cooper and
Jackie Searl, all children; "Dude
Ranch", starring Jack Oakie; "Kick
In", starring Clara Bow; "Honeymoon Hate", a Spanish production;
"The Vice Squad", featuring Paul
Lukas; "An American Tragedy",
with Phillips Holmes and Sylvia
Sidney; "Up Pops the Devil", with
Norman Foster and Carole Lombard; "City Streets", directed by
Rouben Mamoulian, and "Ladies
Man", starring William Powell.
At the New York studios, "The
Smiling Lieutenant", starring Maurice Chevalier, is in full swing; finishing touches are being put on Tallulah Bankhead's starring picture,
"Tarnished Lady" while Nancy Carroll's next stellar production, the tentative title of which is "Scarlet
Hours," will go before the cameras
within a few days.

Buddy De Sylva, of the late firm
of De Sylva, Brown & Henderson,
song writers, has signed under a long
term contract to produce pictures for
Fox. He will be known as George
De Sylva, and when he returns from
a European vacation in September,
will begin work on a feature starring Janet Gaynor.

A
TAMES

LITTLE from "LOTS"

CAGNEV

By

has two

K.ALPH

WILH

more

comedy sets. Now she is playing
J roles waiting for him upon com- the leading feminine role in "Meet
pletion of "The Public Enemy" at the Wife," which the Christies are
Incidentally, her name
the Warner studios. The company'-, producing.
LaPlante.
executives are forcibly impressed by is Laura
*
*
*
Cagney's
work
pictures.
* in * recent
*
William Keighley, who was the
In the cast of "You and I, ' the d.atogue director on. "Resurrection,"
Phillip Barry play being talkerized has been signed by Belasco and
by First National, are Lewis Stone, Curran to direct their stage producEvalyn Knapp. Charles Buttertion of "Queen Elizabeth."
worth, John Darrow, Doris Kenyn,
Una Merkel, Oscar Apfel and Nella
Walker. Robert Milton is directing,
and
Robert
Presnell
adapted
the
play for the *screen.
*
*

Boris Karloff, who scored a hit
in "The Criminal Code," is playing
an
important role
in "The Idol," at
Warner-First
National.
*
*
*

"Upper Underworld" In Work
First National has started producring
Huston.
tion onWalter
"Upper
Underworld,"

star-

Hoot Gibson Back
Hoot Gibson has completed his
vaudeville tour and will start work
immediately under his contract with
M. H. Hoffman. His first will be
"Clearing the Range."

Ed Dearing, who appears in
Glenn Tryon, with William WatGloria Swanson's Next
United Artists has decided on
Pathe's "Bare Knees," was a deputy
son, sailing the "Wilette," took
sheriff for the Federal narcotic squad third place in an exciting yacht "Obey That
Impulse" as the final
shortly after the war, and at one race from San Pedro to Long Beach.
release
title
of
Swanson's proThere
were
seven
other
entrants.
tiiye was a motorcycle
officer.
duction writtenGloria
by De Sylva, Brown
*
*
*
Mc
Carey.
& Henderson and directed by Leo
Robert Presnell has completed
Abe Levine, formerly casting director at Tiffany, has joined the the screen play and dialogue for "As
Fox Re-Signs
Lichtig & Englander agency.
Blystone
Good as New," which will be made
*
*
*
Under terms of a new contract,
by First National.
*
*
*
Joan Blondell, Walter Byron,
John G. Blystone will direct four
Guild's Seventh Annual Communion
G. Wellesley Wong of Malaya more pictures for Fox. He is now
The Catholic M. P. Guild will hold Helen Ware, H. B. Warner, Allen
its seventh annual communion and Lane, William House and Dorothy has arrived in Hollywood to study directing his 52nd picture for Fox,
breakfast Sunday morning, March Peterson compose the strong group sound technique. His story, "Pagan "Young Sinners."
22, with mass beingl held at the of players surrounding Dorothy River," is now running in "RoChurch of the Good Shepherd in Mackaill and Conrad Nag el in
mance," an English magazine. His
Cruze Completes "Salvation Nell"
Beverly
Hills.
"The Reckless Hour," which John latest picture, "Black Sand," has
James
Cruze has completed "SalFrancis Dillon is directing for First been shoivn in England and the
vation Nell," his fourth for Tiffany.
National.
Orient.
Leong To Shoot Scenes in China
*
*
*
*
*
*
John Meehan
Preparing
Adaptation
J. B. Leong, Chinese author and
John Meehan is preparing the
Helen
Chandler,
appearing
with
Twelve
years
ago,
a
dimpled
little
producer, plans to sail for China
shortly to shoot some original miss with blonde hair applied at the Ramon Novarro in "Daybreak" for adaptation of "The Free Soul," Norma Shearer's new starring vehicle
scenes for his production, entitled Christie Film company for a part M-G-M, once worked in Macy's de- for M-G-M.
partment store, New York, for a
in pictures. She was given an as"The
Confession
of Marco
Polo."
signment as a bridesmaid and for week, before she got her chance to
Marilyn Miller Returning
many
weeks
graced
the
Christie go on the stage.
Marilyn Miller will return from
Arline Judge Signed
Europe within two weeks to begin
Arline Judge
has been signed by
work April 1 at First National on a
Paramount
for Joseph
von
Sternvehicle not yet selected.
berg's production of "An
American
Tragedy."
Columbia
'Find' Gets Part
Loretta Sayers, society deb discov"Chances" Completed
, By HARRY N. BLAIR ,
ered by Columbia, will play her first
First
National
has
completed
Various personalities of the sport- role opposite Buck Jones in "Red
"Chances," starring Doug Fairbanks, LJF.LEX BRODERICK, who is
Jr.
ing world are introduced by Ted
Rogues."
rapidly becoming a screen per- Husing, radio announcer, in his first River Laemml
e Signs Newcomer
sonality in her role of Helen, the
John Barrymore Starts
"Sportslants," for Warner Vitaphone.
Universal
^old-digging
manicurist,
has
just
has given a long-term
Production has started at the completed her latest comedy, entitled Among these are Frank Judson and contract
to Arthur
Grange,
a Los
\ngeles
Clevio
Messino,
wrestlers;
Al
Joabov who has never appeared
Warner studio on "The Genius,"
Cold Turkey," for Vitaphone, The
starring John Barrymore, with Mar- >tory,
which is laid in a Turkish
chim, six times world's champion in pictures.
ian Marsh playing the femme lead. harem, was written by Stanley gymnast; the New York Rangers,
Michael Curtiz is directing.
champion ice hockey team; and the
Kauh.
Roy Mack directed.
tette.
His First Star
St. John's champion basketball quinWallace to Direct Clara Bow
Old
memories have been reRichard Wallace will direct Clara
The all-negro cast of "The Green
called to Carl Laemmle by reBow in her first straight dramatic Pastures," Pulitzer prize play, is
George Lederer, one of the
ceipt of a congratulatory telefinding additional activity hi motion
vehicle, "Kick In."
gram on his anniversary from
pictures. Stanleigh Morrell, who pioneer stage and screen producers,
Mrs. Edward C. Davis- She
plays two roles, has just completed will present "Milk White Skin," a
recalls the time when she stood
A Climber
at the Avon thean important part in "The Exile," modernater, comedy,
on a soap box and sang songs
on
April
6.
This
play
is
produced by Oscar Micheaux.
Eddie Nugent, who broke
Charles Moore, of the play cast, adapted from the German of
in Uncle Carl's first movie
into pictures as as laborer in
house in Chi, and she was listalso has a leading role. The film, Rudolph Lothar, who wrote "The
a film stud:o, appears in the
made and acted entirely by negroes, cast.
Command to Love." Mildred Mced out front as the big "attracall-star cast of Paramount's
is in eight reels and was made a> ('"H and Donald Brian head the
"Up Pops the Devil."
one of the Fort Lee studios.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

Tuesday, March 10, 1931

30 ASST. DIRECTORS JOIN
M. P. ACADEMY ON COAST
1 1 ontinued

from Page

1)

William I), de Mille presided at the
meeting.
Among tb'; new Academy members admitted since the first of January are Nicholas M. Schenck, Joseph I. Schnitzer, Harley L. Clarke,
Lee Marcus, Robert Stephenoff, Willard Mack, William Slavens McXutt,
Kndre Bohem, Puniest Westmore, EJ
E. Paramore, lr., Lumsden Hare and
Dr. N. M. LaPorte.
The two chief items of business
were the discussion and settlement of
the questions on membership and
awards policy for 1931. The name
"foundation membership" was changed to "academy members" and the
name "academy member" was
changed to "associate academy members." The president of the Academy appointed the chairmen of the
five branch executive committees as
a committee to revise the constitution bring it up to date, and to make
such changes as the board should
consider. This committee will be
composed of Sam Hardy, actors'
branch; Frank Lloyd, directors'
branch; B. P. Schulberg, producers'
branch; Nugent H. Slaughter, techAl Cohn, writers'
branch. nicians' branch;
The list of the merit awards will
remain the same as last year, except
there will be two awards for writing, one for the best adaptation and
one for the best original motion picjture story.
The date for the bestowal of
awards will be the annual meeting
of the Academy, held the first week
in November. Louis B. Mayer was
made Chairman of a special committee to emphasize the importance of
this function and to increase the attendance at the annual banquet by
special invitation to industry executives and artists of prominence in
the east.
The art and technique committee
announced its next meeting will be
held March 18 at the Beverly Wilshire Hotel. Louis B. Mayer will speak
for the producers' branch, Howard
Green for the writers, Marie Dressier for the actors, and a prominent
director to be chosen. William C.
de Mille will preside.

Twenty years from now about 90 per cent of the instruction in
public schools will be conducted with the aid of motion pictures,
says Charles Forbes Taylor, evangalist, who is conducting a revival
campaign at the Washington Heights Baptist Church.

London — Surrounded by a
mob of several thousand admirers, who snatched him from
his car and carried him on
their shoulders to the train,
Charlie Chaplin departed for
Berlin to attend the German
premiere of "City Lights."

(Continued from Page 1)

"Fox Rules Own Destiny in Canada",
Manager Declares at Govt Probe
of a sensaToronto — Something
tion was caused at the film industry
probe when Commissioner Peter
White, in charge of the inquiry, read
a letter purported to have been writM. Thomas, western diten by H. manager
vision
of Famous Players,
to J. P. O'Loughlin, manager of Fox
Films, complain, ng that Fox was under-selling its product to independents and pointing out that " a firstrun is worth 30 cheaper showings."
O'Loughlin said that he had not replied to the letter. Asked what the
threat in the letter meant, O'Loughlin said, "Fox Films have always
been the master of their own destiny in Canada, and are not going
to be dictated to by anybody.'
"O'Loughlin admitted that his
company gave first choice of pictures
in Toronto for 1930-31 to Famous
Players, although the Regent, indie
house, had taken 100 per cent of his
releases the previous season. Question on houses
this, O'Loughlin
said "the
first-run
had to be looked
af-

See Way Open for Passage
Of Vestal Bill Next Fall

ter." (Continued from Page 1)
way for introduction and possible enactment of a similar measure during the 72nd Congress, according to
Senator Hebert of Rhode Island, who
had charge of the bill in the Senate.
Senator Hebert expressed the beief that the next measure to be introduced, because of the great
amount of attention given the matter
during the session just closed, will
be more simplified in nature and less
involved in its provisions. Additions
and amendments to the original bill
as introduced in the House caused
it to be unwieldy and difficult to present concisely, he pointed out.
However, there probablv will be
no great change in the essential proEdward L. Klein Corp.
the measure, except the
Discontinues Business provisionsvisions offor
entry into the Berne
(Continued from Page 1)
convention and the accompanying
carry out their agreements with the arrangement for international copyKlein Corp., as well as inability to
right, Senator Hebert said, adding
enforce judgments aggregating near- that the time for entry into the
Berne convention expires Aug. 31,
ly $200,000. Klein intends to remain 1931.
in the film business, but is not decided yet on future plans.

On to Berlin!

LEE OCHS TAKES OVER
SIX HOUSES FROM FOX

Ins true five

50 Organizations Back
Penna. Blue Law Repeal
Philadelphia — More than 50 local
organizations have been lined up by
Councilman Roper to back the campaign for amendment of the Sunday
blue laws. Representatives of these
organizations will be on hand when
the matter comes up in the Legislature on March
17.

Publix, Hughes-Franklin
In Midwest Theater Race

to 10. The houses he is acquiring
are: Tuxedo, Moshula, Kingsbridge,
U. S., and Ogden in the West Bronx,
and the Manhattan in Manhattan.
Ochs'
other four theaters are in
Manhattan.

Musical Backgrounds
Predicted by De Sylva
(Continued from Page

1)

and United Artists, who arrived from
aters in acquiring and building houses the coast yesterday. According to
throughout the midwest.
De Sylva the technique of less dialogue with more pantomime and acPublix already nas a group of thetion is the basis upon which producaters m the state through its coners are planning future productions.
trol of the A. H. Blank Circuit. The
the "silent" sequences, the musHughes-Franklin group has about For ical
background is essential, he said.
105
theaters
to
date,
all
west
of
the
Al ississippi.
De Sylva sails Friday on the Bremen for Europe for a vacation, during which he will be on the lookout
for
a
new feminine star for Fox on
50% Cancellation Clause
Advocated at N. W. Meet the order of Greta Garbo and Marlene Dietrich. He will visit Eng(Conlin.ied from Pa<ie 1)
land, France, Germany, Copenhagen
dent; O. N. Raths, F. C. Riggs, C. and other
continental centers.
L. Hyde and W. M. Miller, vicepresidents; W. W. Arnold, secretary; H. E. Hoffman, treasurer; W. $350,000 House Planned
A. Steffes, general manager
By Publix in Charlotte
Charlotte, N. C— To fill the gap
caused by the recent destruction of
Lesserman Appointed
by fire, Publix is planW. B.(Continued
Western
Sales Mgr. the Imperial
ning to build a $350,000 house here. ^
iiom Page 1)
Rapp & Rapp of New York are the
manager, while Joseph Vergesslich, architects.
formerly manager of the New York
Plans also are under way by unand metropolitan district branch for
disclosed parties, said to be experienced theater men, to reopen the old
First National, takes over Lesserman's duties in Chicago, it was an- Strand as a second-run house. It
nounced yesterday by Sam E. Mor- will have DeForest sound equipment
the name of the theater will be
ris. Sears is now chief of the west- and
changed.
ern and southern sales division.
(Continued from

Page

1)
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Weekly Tab on Substitutions Planned by M.P. T. O. A.

SCORlTCHARGES AGAIN TO BE SLASHED
33 Foreign Version Features Completed by M-G-M
The Mirror
-a column of comment

19 Spanish, German, French
and Italian Talkers
Now in Work

Now It's Ducks

W est Coast Bur. THE

Hollywood

—

FILM

DAILY

Following up

the success of M-G-M's allThirty three Spanish, French, Gerdog
man and Italian features, in addition
chimpcomedies
comedies,and
Al Tiffany's
Christie
is turning out for Educational
^OARD OF directors of the M. P. to 85 subjects of shorter length, have
release a two-reeler using 150
T. O. A. is discussing industry prob- been turned out to date on the 1930ducks and chickens as the perby M-G-M. The Span'ems at its spring meeting in New 31 schedule
ish features total 12, excluding the
formers, with human voices
Kor£....This body of men, represendubbed in. The comedy, titled
:ative of hundreds of exhibitors in Charley Chase and Laurel-Hardy
most of which are in four,
"A Fowl Affair", has a ro:very section of the country, con- comedies, (.Continued
mance, too.
on Page
6)
stitutes one of the most powerful,
instructive influences in the indus:ry. Drastically unlike other exhib
jroups which have flared through
ilm business history, this board,
ichieves its ends, not through wavng a firey cross or shouting to heav:n, but through quiet, intelligent
novements. Its methods are not of
Sponsored pictures need not fear
he 24-sheet type with racuous sound adverse audience reaction, provided
Attacking
competition
from
noneffects — or defects, if you care to shorts of unqualified entertainment,
lave it that way. Its policy has value are the only films subsidized by
lever involved the chip-on-the-shoul- advertisers, according to Grant L.
ler attitude or the loud-mouth threat Cook of Tiffany. Although distrib
o avalanche the wrath of Congress tion companies
that do not contro
(Continued on Page
6)
ipon an already-harassed industry,
its above-board dealings with distributors have gotten somewhere because they have approached them in
t spirit of co-operation and underGlenn Griswold, until recently ediitanding. Not with six-guns spoutCleveland — C. J. Latta has been
ng animosity and suspicion. The
tor of the Chicago "Journal of
Vf. P. T. O. A. directors have faught Commerce" has been appointed a appointed district manager of Warner theaters in this territory. He
he industry that more evils can be vice-president of Fox Film in charge
succeds
Phil Gleichman, who is in
:radicated through round-table dis- of the company's public relations and
policies, it is announced Florida convalescing from a serious
:ussions than through tossing TNT advertising(Continued
on Page
6)
(Continued
on Page
6)
>romiscuousIy

Second Drastic Cut Being
Brought About by
M.P.T.O.A.
Another drastic cut in score1
charges will be effected in connection
with new season product it was indicated at the M. P. T. O. A directors' meeting yesterday. This wilj
be the second cut brought aboiit
through efforts of the national exhib
organization.
A committee has been
(Continued on Page 8)

SPONSORING OF SHORTS
Exhibs Seek Hays Office Aid
FAVORED BY GRANT COOK
In Combatting Non-Theatricals
auaience in
CONSOL. FILM ASSETS UP;
COMMON DIVIDEND PASSED
Ij-aughs, screams

Fox'
d Joins
Griswol
Glenn
s Heac
As Public
Relation

MUSICAL
backgrounds
for pictures
ire predicted by Bud G. DeSylva
Regardless of which way the wind
)lows, music will remain an all>owerful emotional stimulant. It's
uture in connection with talkers is
rertainly deserving of much serious
study.

OCCASIONAL booking of inexpensive vaude acts in small towns has
>een found successful bv Publix . . . .
Kn idea for the independent operator
o paste in his tryout notebook. One
vay of helping kick up grosses when
'ou have a weak sister set in.

M.P.T.O.A. Members To Get
Weekly Info on Substitutions
Rotating Organists
Milwaukee — Organists in
six local Midwesco houses
have been formed into a club
and are being rotated around
the stands on a fortnightly basis under a plan instituted by
Division Manager H. J. Fitzgerald. Besides giving the public a change, the club affords
an exchange of ideas and mutual criticism among the organists.

Although earnings for the first
quarter of the current fiscal year covered both preferred and common dividends and left a return to surplus
account of approximately $80,000,
Consolidated
Film on Industries
direc(Continued
Page
6)

Free Entry for Cameras
Is Rescinded by Canada

Ottawa — Free entry of camera
outfits for filming Canadian landscapes, sound pictures and industrial
activities, including vehicles for
transporting the equipment, has been
rescinded by an order-in -council just
v re; a a w«.
ly service to notify passed. Heretofore motion picture
M. P. i. O.
members of substi- apparatus has been admitted withtutions will 1 -'e its inception as a
out duty as tourist outfit.
result of action taken by the board
r
of directors of the organization at its
spring meeting which started yesBrylawski on Watch
terday. Decision to take this step in
order to alleviate the situation was
Julian Brylawski was yesterday appointed Washington
made after a warm discussion, led
representative of the M. P. T.
by Jay Emanuel of Philadelphia, who
O. A., following his highlyproposed the plan.
satisfactory report concerning
The directors decided not to go
his work on the Vestal bill in
to the Hays organization on the matCongress. He will function as
ter, but instead send the information
(Continued on Page
8)
a legislative "watchdog.
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Popularity of Travel Films
Threatened, Says E. M. Newman
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The present high popularity of
travel pictures is threatened by individuals who either consciously or
unconsciously distort the facts in
the opinion of E. M. Newman, who
has been presenting travel films to
the public for the past 18 years.
Newman, who is now preparing a
series for Warner Vitaphone points
out that travel pictures are one of
the really constructive influences of
the screen and, as such, should be
carefully guarded against sinister influences which, once discovered by
the public will give a "black eye"
to what promises to be one of the
most important departments of the
industry.

Fourth Roxy Birthday
Fourth anniversary of the
Roxy will be celebrated on
Friday, without regard to the
fact that the day is another
"Friday the 13th". As a special feature of the stage show,
Tony Sarg is building a marionette production that will be
a complete duplicate in miniatation.ture of a typical Roxy presen-

Confer on British
Propaganda Pictures

Further co-ordination of the proIn his quest of travel pictures.
paganda film activities of Great
Newman has crossed the Atlantic 92 Britain and Canada is the object of
times and has been eight times com- a series pf conferences going on bepletely around th? world.
tween John Grierson of London,
writer and publicist, and Capt. Frank
Badgeley of the Canadian Government M. P. Bureau in Ottawa. AfAllied States Directors
ter a few days in New York where
Hold Meeting Tomorrow the standards of non-theatrical product were examined, Badgely left last
Final steps for the consummation
night for Ottawa. Grierson has gone
of the Oscar R. Hanson "sponsored to Washington
' I
and returns in time
picture" p'an for independent exhibi- to sail Saturday
on the Carmania.
tors, will be discussed at a meeting
NEW
YORK
STOCK
MARKET
the Allied States Ass'n board of
Net of
directors to be held tomorrow at the Girl Gangster Story
High
Low
Clo->e Chg. Hotel Warwick. Details of the twoAcquired by Tiffany
Con. Fm. lnd
13 10'A 10J^ — 3H
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 18H 17J4 17K —
^ vear agreement whereby 400 exhibitors gain the exclusive riarht to 104
"Gangster Girl" the Jack Lait
East. Kodak
174% 172 172 — 1
Fox Fm.
"A"....
34'A 32% 32% — 2% ^nonsored pictures annuilly, and the story serialized in the Hearst newsGen. Th. Eq. (new) UK 12)4 12% —
!4 financial arrangement which Hanson
papers throughout the country, has
Loew's, Inc
59
57
57 — 1% estimates will bring $250,000 to Al- been bought for a Tiffany vehicle on
do pfd
97
97
97
lied the first year, will be fully dis the current schedule. Rudolph FloParamount
44!^ 43% A3V% —
'A
Pathe
Exch
2K
2
2 —
% cussed. W. A. Steffes and Aaron tow, vice-pre
sident and general mando "A"
3%
3%
3%
Saoerstein were among the Allied
ager of Al Rogell Productions, closRKO
"A"
22% 21% 21% —
Vt
ed the deal with Lait. It will be an
Warner
Bros.
... 12% 11% 12 —
% chiefs who arrived in town vesterdav.
Al Rogell production.
NEW
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Heb
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d
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Carl
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— %
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I.oew's do deb rts. 18% 17!^ 17^ — 'A
ief that the next measure to be in- appointed yachting editor of Pathe
Trans-Lux
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V%
troduced, because of the great Smith.
Technicolor
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News, it is announced bv Courtland
amount of attention given the matter
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
during the session just closed, will
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 65 %
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%
Loew
6s 41ww...l08 108 108 -f
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do 6s 41 it-war... 99% 99% 99J4 —
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Additions
COLOR
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cameras
available for
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films.
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Color prints from Bi-pack negatives.
Inc., has been incorporated with 10,BREWSTER COLOR
if 000 shares of $10 each for leasing or
Alf Goulding in Hospital
FILM CORPORATION
Alf Goulding,
Vitaphone
director, seljing motion pictures, records, ma58 First Street, Newark.
N. J.
chines, etc. President and treasurer
is in a Manhattan hospital recovering
Humboldt 2-4228
is
Harrv
Segal.
from a serious attack of erysipelas.
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DATE
ECCr

M. P. T. O. A. Board of Directors
meets in New York.

Mar. 14: First Annual Writers - Wampas
Roast, Biltmore Hotel, Hollywood.
Mar. 21: Annual Ball of the Warner Club.
New
York.
March 22: Annual Communion and Breakfast of Catholic M. P. Guild of
America, Church of the Good
Shepherd,
Beverly Hills, Cal.
Mar. 28 : First annual benefit dinner, entertainment and dance at the Hotel
Astor by greater New York exhibitors and
to aid permanentdistributors
benefit fund.
April 4-11:Week,
Players'
and benefit
Patrons'
national
for Jubilee
N. V.
A. Club.
April 19: Lambs Gambol, Metropolitan
Opera
House,
New
York.
Apr. 20-22: Warner Bros. Eastern sale*
convention,
Atlantic City.
April 23-24 :
State of
Convention
of Indiana
Indorsers
Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.
Apr. 27 : Fox Film sales convention. New
York.
Apr. 28-30: convention,
Warner
Bros.
sales
Hotel Western
St. Francis,
San

May 25-28:

Francisco.

Spring meeting
of the Society
ofHotel Motion
Engineers.
Roosevelt,Picture
Hollywood,
Cal.
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WHY BILL SAXTON
WENT NUTS!
BILL Saxton is the
Manager of the Century
Theatre, in Baltimore—

Cops! Crowds!
S.R.O. Packed
lobbies! Riots!
Laughs! Laughs!
Laughs! Laughs!

CLEVELAND
Biggest opening
of the year at
Stillman.

WASHINGTON
Biggest Monday
in 2 years at
the Palace.

BALTIMORE
Bill Saxton went
nuts at the
Century!

RICHMOND
The same sweet
story.

COLUMBUS
Panicles them
at the
Ohio Theatre

HE has a sound-proof
office off the balcony
where he thinks up swell ideas*
to bring in the customers
BUT last week he heard a
terrible uproar, right through
those sound-proof doors—
HE dashed out of his office
to locate the trouble—
HE found the audience in
a bedlam of laughs, screams
and shrieks—
IT'S been going on all week

PARLOR
BEDROOM
and BATH
•

•

•

•

Four Star Comedy
Buster

KEATON
Charlotte

GREENWOOD
Reginald
DENNY
Cliff

EDWARDS
From
the play
Charles DiaVt'.
Bell and
Mack bySwan.
logue Continuity by Richard
Schayer. Additional Dialogue
by Robert E. Hopkins. Directed by Ldward Sedgwn k.

now—
BILL Saxton's sound-proof
office isn't sound-proof any more!
THE reason is

PARLOR, BEDROOM
TkiZ^Zr METRO

AND BATH

- GOLDWYN

- MAYER

DAILV

Timely Topics

EXPLOITETTES

A Digest of
Current Opinion

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

c

Novel Telephone Stunt
for "Inspiration"

A NOVEL telephone exploitation stunt was included by
Russell Lamb, of the Fisher theater, Danville, 111., in the campaign for "Inspiration." Lamb
used a telephone operator for
special service in calling up a
list of telephone subscribers in
Danville and vicinity. She told
them that "The management of
the Fisher theater had just previewed the latest Greta Garbo
picture, 'Inspiration,' and the
entertremendous import of the
tainment value of this great star
and picture, inspired them with
the idea that it would be adyisable to notify their patrons immediately that due to the importance of other bookings the
picture could only be held for
only three days."
— Fisher, Danville, III.

Tieup With Unemployed
On "Madonna"
"ROTH the unemployed and the
■^ RKO Orpheum profited by
the run of Columbia's "Madonna of the Streets." Bags for unemployed fruit vendors were provided by the theater which
blanketed the city with a fresh
supply daily. Copy on the bag
read, "Thank you for your generous assistance. Help the unemployed. See and hear the Columbia super production, Evelyn
Brent in 'Madonna of the
Streets'."
— Orpheum, New Orleans

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

:toe
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• • • INSIDE STORY of how
the real dirt, contributed by Wallace
ing we have endeavored to keep this
feel ourself slipping
it seems

a newsreel cameraman got
West
up to this writkolyum clean, but now we
that while taking pictures

of the S. S. Leviathan's spring overhauling at Hoboken, Al
Mingalone, Paramount news stunt cameraman, wanted a shot
looking down
from one of the giant smokestacks
the
Leviathan has two live funnels and a dummy
as Al didn't
want to be suffocated by smoke, he had a deckhand point out
the dead stack
and just as he was all set atop the smokestack ready to shoot, he was enveloped in a blast of inky smoke
and soot
Al has asked for extended leave of absence
he is still hunting for that deckhand
• • • JOSEPH
C. SHEA, recently appointed head of the
Fox reading dep't in New York, will have Doris Halman as his
assistant
There's a sandwich
man on Broadway with a
sign advertising a showing of "Ten Nights In A Barroom."
the front of the sign reads: "It Made A Bum Out Of Me"
the saloon or the picture?
these sign writers should be
more explicit
• • • NEWCOMERS
to the studios in Hollerword
are
sometimes confused by the slang terms used
one of the
favorite characters on the Arkayo Pathe lot is a grip (laborer)
namedhandles
Eddie the Manriquez
they bearing
call him that
"gobo"
he
black muslin frames
name, because
which
are used to shade light from the camera lens
a new standin, taking a star's place while the lights were being adjusted,
called Eddie over and introduced him to some visiting friends
"Folks," she sez, "I want you to meet Mister Gobo."
• • • NANCY CARROLL, a true daughter of the ould
sod, is heralded in a recent fan mag blurb as being of "French
and
Dutch
extraction"
next
thing
you
know
Stepin
Fetchit will be passing himself off for a Caucasian, explaining
he got his complexion sunning hisself at Miami
A Hollywood director has revised the poet's famous lines, to wit
"Of all sad words of tongue or pen, the saddest are these, 'It
might have been — A Picture'."
Moe Streamer,
U. A.
branch manager,
recently found a dog in Albany
next
morning when the dog overheard Moe selling an exhib on "City
Lights," the mutt up and beat it
• • • BY WAY of making it pleasant for the film buyers,
Bob Wolff, manager of the RKO Pathe local exchange, has installed a minnie golf putting machine
Robert Armstrong
and Kay Hush, two of the company's players, dropped over there
the other day and took a lesson from Bill Brown, the Scotch
golf champ
Assemblyman Louis A. Cuvillier of New York
City has introduced a bill making the Star Spangled Banner the
official anthem for New York which must be sung or played
at the opening of all public assemblies at which an admission
is charged

— o—
How They Discipline
the Screen Players
'TIMES

have changed in Hollywood, and how!

Witness, if

you please, the official spanking given Fifi Dorsay as a result
of the faked story circulated by
her press agent, Fred B. Nicholson. Time was — and it was not
so long ago, either — when the
"planting" of a faked p'ress yarn
was deemed highly laudable by
film producers and their publicity directors. Compared with
some of the stunts employed in
the past Fin's offense actually
was nothing over which to get
excited. Nicholson merely concocted a yarn that his employer
had been involuntarily shanghaied aboard a Canal Zone liner
bound for Hamburg. Which she
had not. Mam-selle Dorsay is
paying heavily for the publicity
the story brought her. The Fox
studio is eliminating her name
from all press copy, including
that of her next release, "Mr.
Lemon of Orange," and she has
been withdrawn from the cast
of "Women of All Nations," in
which she was to have played
with Victor
mund Lowe. McLaglen and Ed-

— Chester B. Bahn,
Syracuse Herald

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS

of niMvon

Christie studios to make comedies
only for next six months.
*
*
♦
Prominent
foreign film men
in
New York.
*
*
*
Frothingham
Productions
to go
through Associated Producers, Inc.

• • • A MOUSE stopped a show the other day over at the
Pioneer in Brooklyn
they found the rodent electrocuted
across the 180-volt terminals in the sound equipment, shortcircuiting 'em and killing the sound on the screen
which
reminds us that Mickey Mouse has been a pretty consistent showBillie Gould, who runs the "Where To Feed
stopper, too
Your Face" column for a tab rag, met a new boy friend who
took her out to show her all the swell eating places, and spent
a lotta jack, not knowing that Billie could have taken him to a
slew of joints and
eaten for NOTHING

«

«

«

»

»

»

Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to
the following
members of the inbirthdays
:
dustry,
who are celebrating their

March

11

Ralph A. Kohn
Raoul Walsh
George N. Loebe
Lois Moran

based

on

BOOTH

TARKINGTON'S
smashing drama of the girl who couldn't
be good. Directed by Hobart Henley
with Conrad Nagel . . . Sidney Fox

. . . Humphrey Bogart . . . Bette Davis . . .
Zasu Pitts... Slim Summerville... Charles

Winninger . . . Emma Dunn.

presented by CARL

LAEMMLE

Nothing succeeds like a UNIVERSAL

j<rodNcrii bv
CARL LAEMMLE,

picture

Jr.
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TAB ON SUBSTITUTIONS
PLANNED JNM.P.T.0A
(Continued from Page

1)

ditectly to exhibitors. A weekly
bulletin or letter will be issued to
disseminate the information, with M.
ing the matter and
handl
O'Too
J.
l leassist
ing.
Emanue
In the discussion Emanuel pointed
out that M-G-M, during the current
season, cancelled seven pictures and
notified exhibitors to this effect, then
ng
selling seven new ones. By treati
theaters in this way they developed
their good-will, he said. M. A. Lightman urged that exhibitors put agreements with exchanges into their contracts so as to avoid disputes at later
dates.

Seek Hays Office Aid to
t Non-Theatricals
Comba
(Continued from Page 1)

months after it has been played by
theatrical houses. A committee was
appointed to confer with the Hays
organization on the matter. Members of the committee are- M. A.
Lightman, Frank C. Walker and Jack
Cohen.
The problem has been partly solved in Chicago and Washington, it
through arrangewas pointed out, the
Film Boards
ments made with
of Trade. In these territories nontheatrical houses are not given pictures until six months after they
have been generally released in their
immediate vicinity. Ed Kuykendahl
said that he had spoken to the Mississippi Press Ass'n on the subject
and that the organization had later
voted to oppose unfair competition
from non-theatricals.

Robb & Rowley Retain
Three Towns in Texas
Dallas — Three towns were retained
bv Robb & Rowley in the recent sale
of the circuit to Hughes-Franklin
Theaters, it has just been learned.
The locations are Cisco, McKinney
and Hillsboro.

Billboard Zoning Bill
Introduced in Albany
Albany — A bill to confine billboard
to restricted ones and requiring owners of signboards to pay something
towards the upkeep of the highways
has been introduced in the assembly
by Frederick L. Zimmerman of
Queens.
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Sidelights

2ND SCORE CHARGE CUT
TAKES PLACE NEXT SEASON
(Continued from Page

/^HARLIE PICQUET has become
hl's report on the
Ed Kuykenda
rical situation indicated
non-theat
a night-owl— but not for social
that he's been doing plenty of mishe's
reason's
The day
purposes.
night down
and because
been working
terests. sionary work in behalf of exhib inRaleigh way in a successful effort to
help slay legislations offensive to this
Frank C. Walker reported for the
industry of ours.
committee which has been taking up
Fred Wehrenberg had intended to grievances with Erpi.
aviate to New York, but blizzards
The directors, as our best columnbetween St. Louis and this here
town kicked a hole in his plans.
mitts"
calloused
"clapped
ists say,work
f-or the
of Julian
Brylawski
and Sidney Lust in connection with
Fred Desberg, who's a Loew main- the Vestal bill.
stay in Cleveland, is championing the
cause of contract bridge.
William Benton from up Saratoga
provided the info that things
way
Pete Woodhull, former national
president, dropped in yesterday to are pretty quiet in that pop spot
owing to *he inqu'sit'veness of the
see and hear.
authorities.
Jay Emanuel's
town for
withthea
beautiful
blonde.in Just
records, she's Mrs. Emanuel.

M. E. Comerford was on hand,
after a vacation in HafitFlorida.
lookingvana and

Riley Succeeds Weinstein Kill Bill Prohibiting
Passes for Lawmakers
As Columbia Frisco Mgr.

conferring
matter.

with

distributors

\)

on

the

Following a conference with Electrical Research Products officials, it
was announced that that company
feels that at present there can be no
reduction below the $15 minimum on
service charges. However, in the
near future a cut is anticipated which
will bring the present $20 charge
down to $15 and the $25 and $30
charges down to $20 when the corresponding equipment services the
same capacity
theater.
these than
reductions are carried
out Ifmore
2,000 houses will benefit. Expectations are that the costs of parts will
be reduced later.
The Vestal copyright bill was discussed and reports on irts career
were presented by Julian Brylawski
and Sidney Lust. The measure will
be rewritten, it was stated, and introduced at the next session of Congress. A representative of the M.
P. T. O. A. will likely sit in on the
sessions at which the revised bill is

prepared.
Attending the directors' meeting
are: M. A. Lightman, Charles PicAustin,
Tex.
—
A
bill
forbidding
San Francisco-— Jim Riley from
quet, R. R. Biechele, Frank C. Walto accept passes from thethe east replaced Phil Weinstein, re- lawmakers
Jay Emanuel, William
M. J. O'Toole,
was disapproved in a minority Fred ker,
Wehrenberg,
Benton,
signed, as manager of the Columbia vote. aters
The measure was introduced Jack Cohen, M. E. Comerford, Fred
branch here.
by B. J. Forbes, who also filed the Desberg, Edward M. Fay, Jack Milwitz.
ler, Ed Kuykendahl, Major L. E.
Screen Ads Going on Spot state censorship bill for Will Hor- Thompson
and Charles Williams.
The meeting will be resumed this
At M.P.T.O.A. Meeting "Adventures in Africa" Out Soon morning.
Philadelphia — Screen advertising
Completion of exploitation acceswill go on the pan when the M. P.
sories on "Adventures in Africa", 50-Star N. v7A7Film
T. O. A. meets here Thursday.
new series of Vitaphone two-reelers,
Shown for M.P.T.O.A.
is expected this week, with release
Another RKO Radio Party
"Stolen Jools," with the greatest
of the subjects to follow shortly
Another radio-invitation partv for thereafter.
cast ever assembled (about 50 stars,
school children, similar to the one
strictly on the up and up), was
held last Saturday at the Globe, will
"Trader" Opens in London Friday
shown to the M. P. T. O. A. direcbe held next Saturday at this house
tors yesterday. It was produced
London
—
"Trader
Horn"
is
schedfor school children of Brooklyn.
uled to open at the Empire, on Fri- through the co-operation of Coast
Long Island, Westchester and New
day. A preview
has already been studios and Chesterfield cigarettes as
Jersev. The invitation is extended given the trade and news press.
a plug for N. V. A. Week, which is
by Mrs. Ruth King Owen, who apto be observed by theaters throughVanni Managing Fox House
out the country April 4-1 i. The
pears on the "Stage and Screen"
period at noon over WJZ, and apWorcester, Mass. — A. J. Vanni, cream of Hollywood stardom takes
plication for tickets is made at anv for more than 23 years connected
part in the proceedings, which burRKO theater.
lesques a detective drama. At the
with the C. Z. Poli and Fox interests, has been named manager of finale Bert Lytell makes an appeal
for the N. V. A. fund.
the Fox-Poli Elm St. For a num"Way
Down
East" for Cameo
After playing two weeks at the
ber of years Vanm served as booker
in Premium Biz
Shubert Majestic in Boston, the syn- for all pictures in the Poli houses Barrist, Goodwin
chronized version of D. W. Grif- and supervised the programs of
Philadelphia — Dave Barrist and
these houses.
Charles
Goodwin
are entering the
fith's "Way Down East" opens FriRobert R. Portle will continue as premium
business.
day at the RKO Cameo for an extended run. Al Grey is handling manager of the Fox-Poli Plaza
the picture.
through the remainder of the burlesPublic Service
que season, after which he will return to the Fox-Poli Palace.
New Denver R-K-O House by Oct
As an act of co-operation
with the New York City water
Denver — Work on R-K-O's new
Sued by 3 Firms for Bicycling
million-dollar Orpheum to replace
department to combat the serthe house torn down last winter will
Louisville — The Parkview Amuseious drain on the city's water
start in a few weeks and the house
ment Co., owner of the Captiol, the
supply due to the prolonged
should be readv bv October, it was South End Amusement Co., owner
drought,
released anFox
item Movietone
locally urging
stated bv Joseph K. Plunkett as he of the Shelby, and Sylvester Grove,
passed through Denver.
manager of both theaters have been
the public to economize on
water as much as possible. A
sued by M-G-M, Universal and
Downey in Return Engagement
Pathe in three separate actions
few days later the commisMorton Downey, who was in the charging that Grove showed pictures
sioner of this department reNew York Paramount stage show at both theaters, when the contract
ported to Fox that there had
two weeks ago, nlays a return en- called for onlv one. Damages of not
been a noticeable drop in congagement at the Times Square house asked.
less than $250 an infringemnet are
sumption of water.
starting Fridav.
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30 Houses in New York Area Reopened Last Month

COMMERCIAL FILMS OPPOSED BY MPJ.0.A.
Trailer Costs
Squawks

— from a kibitzer
■By JACK

ALICOATE

„
,
bquaWK
N umber 1

Attacked

Committee Appointed
Seek Reduction
in Costs

at
Exhib Directors'
Action Instead of Words
See Public Meeting
Resentment and
to

Trailer costs were under fire at
the final session of the M. P. T. O.
A. board of directors yesterday, and
as a result a committee was named
to take up the matter of a reduction with the proper authorities.
Comprising
the committee
are: M.

Where,
oh
where,
are the laughs of yesterday? True, we
have giggles, chuckles
(Continued on Page
10)
and smiles that come from the sophisticated handling of subtle humor,
but belly laughs are a lost art. We,
for one, have a custard-pie complex
and would not trade a full bushel of
giggles from thin ice dialogue for
one big belly laugh from a straight
shot to the beezer of an over-ripe
lemon merangue pie. We arise
The M. E. Comerford circuit has
herewith on the nearest soap-box and taken over entire management of the
squawk out loud in behalf of a hundred million more mugs who want eight houses comprising the Binghamton Theater Co. in New York
to laugh without thinking why, and
has been interplead, on pressed trousers but bend- State. estedComerford
in the theaters, which have
ed knee, for the occasional return
been handled by Ned Kornblite, now
of the .-.lap-stick, custard-pie and walresigned. The houses are the Rirus mustache.
veria, Strand, Capitol, Binghamton,
Star and Symphony in Binghamton;
Strand in Johnson City, and Strand
We
are
sore
at, in Endicott.
Squawk
tired
of and
maliciNumber 2 ously intolerant of
the rattle-brain who
goes about whispering that the country is on the verge of bankruptcy
West
Coast Bureau.
THE
FILM
DAILY
and that the picture business is but
Los Angeles — F. W\ Murnau, dia glide ahead of the sheriff. Of
rector of "Sunrise" and other piccourse he is out of work, has been
tures and producer of "Tabu" in
even in better times, and probably the South
Seas, was killed in an auwill continue to be. The picture
tomobile accident Tuesday
night
(.Continued
on Pane
10)
business was probably never more
healthy. The country is on the upcurve. When fear rules, nothing
moves. Those who lose hope, ambition and nerve in times like these
are weaklings and don't belong. The
next one who talks depression to
us regarding motion pictures, we
promise to up and smite on the
Beaut for Columbia
schnozzel.
Latest development in Columbia's quest for new screen
faces is the signing of Susan
_
.
It
looks
through
Alva Fleming, former Ziegfeld
bquOWK
the
color
of
our
beauty, singer and dancer, who
appeared in several editions of
Number 3
glasses
that there is
entirely
too
much
the "Follies" and also in
pansy
advertising
floating
about.
George White's "Manhattan
When
Prof. Hays
edicted his cele-

The

Newspaper Antagonism
Over Ad Pictures

M. P. T. O. A. directors' session which concluded
yesterday goes down in exhibition history as one of the
most resolution-less meetings
on record. Sentiment expressed was that resolutions
are usually efforts which seldom get anywhere and the
only way to get something
done is to set a committee to
work on the job.

Practically unanimous opposition
to commercial pictures on theatrical
programs was expressed by members
of the M. P. T. O. A. directors during their two-day session which ended yesterday. In addition to the

Allied States Ass'n directors, who
convene in New York today, will
approach J. E. Otterson and David
Sarnoff on a plan whereby they will
not pay a weekly service charge on
reproducer equipment, but instead
pay as service
is needed 10)
from time
(Continued on Page

Replying to exhibitor inquiries concerning when the new standard exhibition contract will be put into effect. President M. A. Lightman of
the M.P.T.O.A. yesterday said that
he will exert every effort to bring
this about before the start of the
new selling season.
"I firmly believe," he stated, "that
the new contract embraces a number
of better points from the exhibitor
standpoint than the individual contracts now being used by distributing companies. I hope to work out
a plan which will serve to bring

(Continued

on

Page

10)

WILL TRY TO INSTITUTE
comerford¥charge
of 8 b1nghamt0n houses ALLIED WILL ASK ERPI _ NEW CONTRACT BY SUMMER
FOR SERVICE CHARGE CUT

F. W. Murnau Killed
In Automobile Crash

Warner Bros. Disband
St. Louis Stock Company
St. Louis — Warners' dramatic
stock company experiment at the
Grand Central has come to an end
after a brief season. The experiment, which was spoken of at the
time as a possible training medium
for Warner screen talent, failed to
show
the necessary
profit.

30 Metropolitan Area Houses
Resumed Operation Last Month

(Coutinned

on

Pane

Thirty closed houses in the New
York metropolitan area reopened
last month, while only two went
dark, it is shown by the current report of the New York Film Board
of Trade. The theaters resuming
operations are:
New York City: Liberty, 116th
St.; Rose, W. 102nd St.: Brooklyn:
Berkshire, 8th Ave.; Boro Hall,
Court
St.; Glassique,
Marcy
Ave.;
{Continued

2)

Mary."

on

Pane

10)

about

its adoption."

Sunday Movie Bill
Passed by Maryland

Annapolis — The Michel Sunday
movie bill, lifting all blue laws in
Baltimore and every town of more
than 6,000 population excepting 11
counties at the discretion of legislative bodies, has been passed by the
House of Delegates, the vote being
72 to 42.

Nixon-Nirdlinger Killed
Nice, France (By Cable)—
Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger, 54,
prominent Philadelphia theater owner, was shot and killed
last night by his wife following
a quarrel.
Mrs. Nixon-Nirdlinger, now under
arrest, says
she shot in self-defense. She
was the former Isabel Nash of
St. Louis and was the theater
man's third wife.

z&zak
:iHE
mNHSMra
Of H1MDQM

—

AD PLUGS IN FEATURES
CRITICIZED BY MPTOA

uawks
Sq
from a kibitzer
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M-G-M
Buys "Night Court"
Screen rights to "Night Court," an
unproduced play by Mark Hellinger
and Charles Beahan, have been
bought by M-G-M.
8
»>
ft
8

New York
1540 Broadway
BRYant 9-4712

Alleged insertion of advertising
in features, in violation of exhibition
contracts, was decried at the M. P.
T. O. A. directors' meeting yesterday, when several of the members
attacked the reported practice as unfair and detrimental, especially in
view of newspaper opposition to
commercializing of the screens.
Ed Kuykendahl complained that
$100,000 Corporation
nationally-known products are freFormed by Hanson
quently plugged through backgrounds and dialogue in features sold
A New York state charter has
as theatrical entertainment. The asbeen obtained by the Oscar Hansociation went on record as opposed
son Corp., with an authorized cap- to the alleged practice and instructitalization of $100,000, to engage in
ed a committee to investigate the
the motion picture business. Han- matter.
son is behind the plan to supply
short advertising films to Allied
All Publix Fla. Houses
Ass'n theaters.
from ad copy, he had a very definite
thought in mind. Surely he did not
suggest that advertising be so dull,
uninteresting and pale that it die
from anemia. We have better pictures; let's have better advertising.
Together they make a pretty swell
pair.
Alone they're strangers.

Placed Under Morrison

George Stone for AMPA Meet
Miami — All Publix theaters in
George E. Stone, the Sol Levy of
Florida have been consolidated into
"Cimarron," will be the headline at- one division, with Ernest Morrison
traction at todav's luncheon gathering of the A.M.P.A. in the Hotel of Miami in charge. Headquarters
for all Florida operations from now
Dixie. Another speaker will be Earl on
will be in Miami.
Allvine, and there may be a surprise
number in the form of a prominent
Luncheon
for Vergesslich
feminine screen star.
Members of the New York Film
Board of Trade and other associates,
See Defeat for Mo. Ticket Tax
St. Louis — -Indications are that the including those from Warner Bros,
proposed
ordinance
to impose
a 5 and First National, will tender a luncheon to Joe Vergesslich, First Naper cent admission tax on houses in
tional manager for greater New
this citv will die in committee.
York territory, who leaves Sunday
for Chicago to assume charge of the
Warner branch there. The affair
COMING & GOING
will be held tomorrow at the Astor.

II

A. C. BLUMENTHAL arrives today on
the west coast in company with Mayor James
J. Walker.
DANIEL ENGDAHL, Swedish film man,
is in New York to confer with American
producers.
MERVYN LE ROY, First National director, arrives today from the coast. He is
accompanied by his wife, EDNA
MURPHY.
RUDOLPH FLOTOW of Al Rosell Pro
dnctions is on his waj to the coast.
RICHARD RODGERS, composer of the
First National roster, returns to Hollywood
this week after a sojourn in New
York.
AL LICHTMAN has left for the coast
to confer with Joseph M. Schenck.
LEON SCHLESINGER, producer of the
"Looney Tunes" Vitaphone shorts, is returning to California after a New York
visit of three weeks.

& 47th ST., N. Y

WILLIAM

MORRIS

'S
JACK LAITGIRL"
"GANGSTER
Al Rogell Productions
Tiffany Release
LOS

ANGELES,

I J. E. Brulatour, Inc. |

depend daily upon the "time and money saving" advantages of Peter Clark, Inc., equipment. In every instance
more thoroughly coordinated operation has resulted.

Chicago
Hollywood
H
1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica
♦•♦
CALuraet 3692
Blvd.
«
HOLIywood 4121
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"Stage Equipment with a Reputation"

PETER

CLARK,

INC.

Stage Equipment Specialists for Ov:r 25 Year
544

WEST

30TH

ST.

Apr. 28-30: Warner Bros. Western sales
convention. Hotel St. Francis,
San Francisco.
May 25-28: Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers,
Hotel Roosevelt,
Hollywood,
Cal.

All-Tiffany Program
Chicago — An all-Tiffany program
opens March 21 at the Woods. The
feature attraction will be "The Single Sin," supplem
by a Tiffany
Talking Chimp ented
Comedy and a
"Voice of Hollywood."
TO

NOW

For

READY

This
Sexsational

Road

^»^5V

ROAD

Show
Smash

HELL

723

WELFARE
7th Ave., N.

State

AllSinging
Talking
Rights

PICTURES
Y. C.

on trees

Performance l

§

April 19: Lambs Gambol, Metropolitan
Opera
House,
New
York.
Apr. 20-22:
Warner Atlantic
Bros. Eastern
sales
convention,
City.
April 23-24 : State Convention of Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.
Apr. 27 : Fox
York. Film sales convention. New

FRUIT
1 here's

CAL

Throughout the country, theatres, both large and small

!ft
Eastman Films 1y

April 4-11:Week,
Players' and Patrons' Jubilee
A. Club.national benefit for N. V.

Call-Board

|

|

First
Annual
Writers - Wampas
Roast, Biltmore Hotel, Hollywood.
Mar. 21:
Annual Ball of the Warner Club.
New
York.
March 22 : Annual
CommunionM. P.and Guild
Break-of
fast of Catholic
America,
Church
of the Good
Shepherd,
Beverly Hills, Cal.
Mar. 28: First annual benefit dinner, entertainment and dance at the Hotel
Astor by greater New York exhibitors and
to aid permanentdistributors
benefit fund.

JOOK

?

*,i
♦.{
it

Mar. 14:

PUBLIC

Are you Buying

#
Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STIHwell 4-7940

BROADWAY

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
ECO*

NEW

YORK

CITY

— But —
have to
you
PICK
it off

Not For

MIL
\s

S<fl&

Bllt for the
TENS of
MILLIONS
Who have read
this tell-tale
biography of
Dora Macy's life

/

BEBE

DANIELS
MY PAST
III

with BEN LYON, LEWIS
STONE, JOAN BLONDELL,
NATALIE
MOOREHEAD
Directed by Roy Del Ruth

A

WARNER

BROS.

DEPENDABLE
STAR HIT

N EW

Most Popular
Woman on the
Screen Today!

"As a woman of the world, Marlene Dietrich is devastating as
— N. Y. Daily News

"Dietrich proves that her rise to screen celebrity
was not luck, accident or publicity. Her air and I
her physical appeal make her one of the great I
personages of the drama."— N. Y. Herald Tribune-

"Von Sternberg's production is a marvel.
Miss
Dietrich is a dynamic personality who can shake
Bernard Shaw loose from his anchor.
'Dishonored' is high powered entertainment and high I
pressure box office value."
_/v V ^

Written and directed by

JOSEF VON STERNBERG

MARLENE

DIETRICH

in "DISHONORED
with VICTOR

McLAGLEN

"The completeness of THE FILM
DAILY YEAR BOOK stamps it in
my mind as the most valuable volume
that can be found on anyone's desk
in this business. We constantly refer
to it throughout the year, and find it
to be the most useful book in the
w hole b usiness.
(Signed)

LEE MARCUS
President

RKO PATHE

DAILV

10

TRAILER COSTS ATTACKED
AT MPTOA DIRECTORS' MEET
m Page

11

N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y

Cleveland — -Albert Preisman of the
Canton, O — Charles Shearer, formerly owner of the Lyric, Massilon, RCA Photophone educational diviA. Lightman,
M. J. O'Toole,
Fred
VVehrenberg
and Jack Miller.
s on, after addressing the members
has the
purchased
Ben Anslow's
interest
The matter entered the proceed- in
Windsor
here. Fred
T. of the local operators' union the
ings when Miller pointed out that Rickert maintains his interest in the other night, has been asked to pretra lers frequently cost more than hi >u-c.
sent a series of lectures on the theshort subjects. M. E. Comerford
ory and practice of sound operation.
said he found trailers were needless.
Cleveland — C. Leroy, Pacent repSan Francisco — George Archibald,
resentative, is now connected with
nceed of "Mother's ntDay" the Warner sound department in who resigned his position as VitaObserva
ap- Cleveland.
with the sentime
was discuss
enphone booker at the Warner exparently that the organization
es the plan.
has movedfills
overtheto vacancy
Columbia.change,Archibald
St. Louis — John Bruce Hearn.
Ed Kuykendahl brought the non- formerl\ treasurer of the Fox, has created through the resignation of
theatrical picture- situation into the ueen promoted to assistant manager
conversation again. He cited a case under Harry Greenman, managing John De Costa.
at Oxford, Miss., where the univer- director. Frank B. Hicks, formerly staff.
St. Louis — Walter
Light i3 no
sity is running picture shows in of Atlanta, has succeeded Hearn as longer a member
of the Fox sales
competition with the regular exhibi- treasurer.
tors. Through arrangements made
with distributors the regular exhibi- 30 New York Area Houses
St. Louis Committee
tor has been getting first rims on
product but now the Governor of
Reopened
Last Month
Rejects Warner Offer
{Continued from Page 1 >
Mississippi has written to Will H.
St.
Louis
committee
Hays demanding that he give the Nassau, Nassau Ave.; Long Island: for owners —of Protective
Class A stock of
university auditorium the same S. Ozone, So. Ozone Park; New Skouras Bros. Enterprises and St.
break. Kuykendahl declared. The Jersey: Cameo, Jersey City; Court, Louis Amusement Co. has advised
Governor's threat to make things un- Newark; Clifton, Clifton; Com- stockholders in the two companies
pleasant for the film industry was
munity Club, Midvale; Crescent Arcade, Ridgefield Park; Empire, New to reject the offer of Warner Bros,
discounted by Kuykendahl, who asexchange their stock for Warner
serted that his political influence is Brunswick; Forester Hall, Park to
shares. The committee declares the
now
unimportant.
Ridge; Embassy, Freehold; Fort stock of the former companies is
President Lightman told of a sit- Lee, Fort Lee; Hunting, Red Bank; worth more than Warners have ofuation confronting his circuit at Fort Idle Hour, Hamburg; Liberty, Say- fered.
Smith, Ark., where a fraternal or- reville; Liberty, Irvington; Liberty,
ganization with 3,000 members there Aladison; Minerva Hall, Hampton;
is running shows in its auditorium Monticello, Jersey City; Newton, M. R. Blair Now Heads
in competition with his interests. New Milford; Park, Passaic; Palace,
Iowa Theaters Corp.
Cranbeny; Queene Anne, Bogeta;
I he treasurer's report was adopted.
State, Elizabeth; Strand, Bradley
Cedar Falls, la.— M. R. Blair oi
A monthly bulletin covering na- Beach; Tenafly, Tenafly.
this
city has been elected president
tional exhibition news and the acThe only closings reported were of the Iowa Theaters Corp. by the
tivities of the M. P. T. O. A. will
the Bay, on Bath Ave., Brooklyn, board of directors. He has also
soon be inaugurated by the theater and the Maplewood, Maplewood, N. purchased the controlling interest
and will move the executive offices
men's one
organization.
Beginning
in
about
week, the bulletin
will be
from Mason City to this city. Blair
issued free to about 10,000 exhibitors Allied Will Ask ERPI
is
manager of the Regent here. W.
and will be distributed via the variE. Millington of Mason City was the
ous state units throughout the counFor (Continual
Servicefrom Charge
Cut former president.
Page 1)
try. Xews contact men will be ap- J.
pointed in each territory. The proj- to time. Their contention is that
Don Nichols With Warners
ect is being worked out by M. J. at present exhibitors are paying for
service whether they require it or
Charlotte, N. C. — Don Nichols,
O'Toole and Jay Emanuel.
not. Among other matters, Allied formerly with Publix-Saenger in
will ask the abolition of the score High Point, has succeeded Tom
charge.
Brown
manager
of has
Warner's
Broadwayas here.
Brown
been
transferred
to
Hartford,
Conn.
O'Brien as Pathe News Sports Ed.
Joseph O'Brien, chief cutter of
Pathe Sound News since its incep- K-A-O and Orpheum Nets Higher
tion and a Pathe Sound News pioof Keith-Albee-Orpheum
J^SY TIME
"M. A.",
.signineer in France and England, has forReport
fies Lightman,
getswhich
weary
of
the year ended Dec. 31 shows net
running a flock of pitcher houses been appointed sporting editor of profit of $1,360,725, equal to 75 cents
and presidenting the M. I'. T. O. A., the reel by Courtland Smith.
a share on the comjmon after payhe'll have no trouble getting a conment of 7 per cent preferred diviJoseph
Ryan
Acquires
Site
tract as an entertainer. He handles
dends!. In the previous year the
Joseph P. Ryan, owner of the Conbusiness and magic with equal skill.
company
had a net loss of $2,362.
course in the Bronx, has acquired
Orpheum Circuit in the year ended
a plot on Fordham Road at David- Dec.
31 earned a profit of $402,479,
son and Grand Avenues, partly ocDick Biechele is installing sound
equal
to $6.30 on the 8 per cent precupied by the Bandbox theater. On
in his Kansas City.
ferred stock, against $142,830 in
expiration of the present least, which 1929.
has a year and a half to run, the
property will be enlarged and reSecretary Mike O'Toole
Ed Lowry for Publix Houses
modeled, and the new theater operenough papers to Mart acquired
another
ated under management of Aflred C.
St. Louis — Ed Lowry, big drawCongressional
Record.
Goldreyer.
ing card as master of ceremonies at
the Ambassador, is to leave shortly
RKO Opens Panama Branch
for a tour of Publix houses. The
Sidney Lust injected a lot of enPanama City — A branch office of move is taken as another outcome of
thusiasm in the directorial galaxy RKO opens today with Roberto the Paramount-Warner fight. Warconcerning plans for the coming Trillo as manager. The exchange
ners have a half interest in the AmWashington bicentennial celebra- will serve Panama. Jamaica, Central
bassador, with the Skouras brothers
tion.
America,
Venezuela and Colombia.
holding the other half.
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COMMERCIAL PICTURES
OPPOSED BY M.P.T.O.A.
(Continual from Page 1)

prospects of driving patrons from
the theaters, stress was laid on the
danger of arousing the antagonism
of newspapers which have always
lined up with exhibitors in fighting
legislative
and other
battles.
tors canvassed
by The
Film DirecDaii.i
individually took an adverse attitude
toward screen advertising of this
type. rected
This
not diagainstsentiment
the use ofwas
advertising
slides
in
certain
of
the
smaller
houses.
The M. P. T. O. A. also indicated
its desire to steer clear of commercial films by its action in tabling
propositions from National Sponsored Films, Inc., and Semler Sinema Service which wanted its members to play product of this type on
a percentage basis.
M. E. Comerford, known as the
largest independent operator in this
country, yesterday registered his
disapproval of commercial pictures.
He sees them as an instrument which
will help kill patronage and a means
of antagonizing newspapers which
have continually supported the film
industry in its battles.

F. W. Murnau Killed
In Automobile Crash
{Continued from

Page

1)

about 20 miles north of Santa Barbara, when his car, driven by his
chauffeur, John Freeland, collided
with thrown
a heavy over
truck.
catwas
an Murnau's
embankment
about 36 feet deep. The director received severe head and internal in
juries, broken ribs and several lung
punctures. He died about five hours
later at the Santa Barbara Cottage
Hospital. Present with him when
he died were Ned Marin, interested
with Murnau
in "Tabu",
another close friend,
Berthold and
Viertel
Murnau, at the time of the acci'
dent, was on his way to visit Gou
vcrneur Morris, the well-known author, at his home in Monterey, to
ing.
talk with him regarding the serialization of "Tabu", Murnau's latest
picture, which Paramount is releasMurnau had planned to go to New
York via Los Angeles on Friday o
this week to attend the world premiere of "Tabu" at the Central Park
and then go to Berlin to visit hi;
mother. Following that he plannec
tQ start
on a new
nau waswork
42 years
old. picture. Mur"Cimarron" in Paris
Paris — The
American
dialogue
version
of RKO'sElysees
"Cimarron"
open
at the Champs
on Monday

"Exhib" Official Organ
"The New York State Exhibitor" has been named the
official
the P.recentlyformed organ
Buffaloof M.
T. O.
All of which ought to, and
happy.
does, make Jay Emanuel

THE
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HAPPENINGS

Sol Lesser Returning
Fox Starts 5 New Ones
To Production Field
Within Last 10 Days
Within the last 10 days, five pictures have gone into production at
the Fox Studio. They are the Will
Rogers film, "Cure For The Blues";
"Riding For A Fall," in which
Spencer Tracy will have the leading
male role; "Young Sinners," Thomas
Meighan's comeback film; "Red
Handed," Elissa Landi's second
American talking picture, and "Daddy LongBaxter
Legs," vehicle.
the Janet GaynorWarner

Soi i esser is giving up his post
in the theater division of United
Arti-ts and will return to production. He is understood to be negotiating with one of the major companies, and if nothing materializes
there he may become an independent
producer.
Robinson
Edward
G.

to Be Starred
Robinson
will

be

starred by First National
in "Five
Star Final," which
goes into work
after completion of "The Idol."

Three Warner Assignments
Warner Bros, have assigned Reginald Owen to "The Passionate SonAdded to "Big Brother"
Robert
Wilber
and
Harry
Tenata" (with Dolores Costello, Alan brook
have been added
to the cast
Mowbray to "Alexander Hamilton"
with George Arliss, and Morgan of RKO's
Brother,"
starring
Richard Dix."Big
Wallace to "The Idol" for a role
previously assigned to Robert Elliott.
Brenon's Next Starts March 16
Herbert
Brenon's
next production
Alice Day a Mother
for RKO,
"The March
Next 16.
Corner," goes
into
rehearsal
Alice Day
is the mother
of an
eight-and-one-half-pound
boy
Tuesday.
Miss
Day
married
B. Cohn, broker, last summer.

born
Jack

Warners Pick Story for Connie
Warners have decided upon "Virtue's Clothes," adaptation of "Jackdaws Strut," as the vehicle to introduce Constance Bennett under its
banner. Charles Kenyon has made
the adaptation and Archie Mayo
will direct.
Monroe Owsley Assigned
Monroe Owsley, recently placed
under a new contract by M-G-M,
lias been cast for a leading role with
Xorma Shearer in "A Free Soul."
Clarence
Brown
is directing.
Lloyd Bacon to Cruise
Lloyd Bacon, who has just comGertie"
"Gold
pleted directing
for Warner
Bros.,
willDust
sail shortly
family for a two
with his
vacht
cruise.

weeks'

Eddie Cantor's Next
"Palmy Days" will be Eddie
tor's second talker, written by
rie Ryskind and Guy Bolton.
uel Goldwyn expects to begin
duction before the end of April.

CanMorSampro-

Walter
Browne
Rogers
Recovers
Walter Browne Rogers, featured
in "All Quiet," has recovered from
an illness of several months, and will
soon leave his home, in Denver for
Hollywood.
Leo McCarey Going Abroad
Leo McCarey, director, will make
a European trip to visit the theaters
of Paris, Berlin and Vienna and
study technical developments in the
French and German studios.
Minna Gombel
Minna
Gombel,
leading woman,
has
a long-term contract

With Fox
popular
stage
been signed to
by Fox.

James Whale to Universal
James Whale, Tiffany director who
turned
out "Journey's
End,"
is reported signing with Universal.

Boasberg's Contract Renewed
Al Boasberg's contract with RKO
has been
renewed
for another
six
months, it is announced by William
LeBaron.

John Farrow Busy
John Farrow has had to call off
his trip to Europe due to an assignment to write the screen treatment
of Robert W. Chambers' "The Common Law," next RKO Pathe vehicle for Constance
Bennett.

Bela Lugosi Signed
Bela Lugosi
has been signed by
Fox for "Women
of All Nations."

"Flirt" Changed
to "Bad
Sister"
Title of Universale
"The
Flirt'
has been changed to "Bad Sister.'

"New "Looney Tunes"

Leon Schlessinger, who is on
his way back to Hollywood
from New York, has closed
with Warner Bros, for the release of another series of his
"Looney Tunes".

RKO Buys Lebedeff-Levy Story
"Strange Women," an original by
Ivan Lebedeff and Benn W. Levy,
British playwright, has been bought
by RKO for production next month.
Doris Anderson will do the screen
version and Henry Hobart has been
assigned
as associate
producer.
Pathe Re-Engages Marion Shockley
Marion Shockley has been re-engaged by RKO Pathe for the feminine lead in another comedy, "Open
House,"
opposite
Nick and
Stuart.
Carr.
Kane
Richmond
Claire Nat
Du
Brey also are in it, with Harry
Fraser directing.

A.
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Many splendid, efficient men and women are out of employment in the
motion picture industry. With conditions picking up many jobs should
soon be open. To help along a worthy cause FILM DAILY will print
WITHOUT COST your advertisement in classified form under "Help
Wanted' or "Situation Wanted." Each advertisement limited to 26
words. Simply address your letter to Advt. Mgr., Film Daily, 1650
Broadway, New York City.

SITUATIONS

WANTED

EXPERIENCED
BOOKER, manager, licensed operator, on Western
Electric, and R.C.A., Exhibitor desires position where services are appreciated. Al references. Box 663,
N. Y. FILM
C.
THE
DAILY, 1650 B'dway.
MANAGER

or ASSISTANT— Experienced. Knows how to prepare
attractive and selling advertising.
Moderate salary. N. L. Yerkes, 37
West
Moreland Ave., Hatboro, Pa

EXHIBITOR and MANAGER, 15
years' experience de luxe A theatres.
Advertising publicity, promotions,
exploitations, buying, booking films
and vodvil. Can put over any house
regardless of local conditions, on
straight salary, percentage or commission basis. Victor J. Hayes,
Babylon, L. I., N. Y.
Motion Picture Operator — Licensed,
15 years' experience, all machines
equipment, also RCA Western Electric Sound. In or out of town. Box
654, THE
FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway,
N. Y. C.

YOUNG
LADY, desires position,
POSITION
WANTED,
Young
seven years' experience as Manager
of film office, understands all man, 25 years old, can rewrite also
branches, can keep books, type, take do newspaper advertising. Excellent
dictation, and handle all sales work, references. Will accept position
and all correspondence pertaining to out of town. Box 652, THE FILM
any department, will consider any DAILY,
1650 Broadway,
N. Y. C.
city. Box 664, THE FILM DAILY,
1650 B'dway, N. Y. C.
YOUNG LADY, desires position, 3
MOVIE
PUBLICITY
DIREC- years' film experience, also capable
typist and stenographer. Box 655,
TOR, European Experience. American, 33, Polyglot, seeks employment THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
in publicity, scenario dep't, any creative writing capacity; long newsYOUNG
MAN, 18, conscientious,
paper, publicity, magazine experience; author numerous articles, ability and initiative. Position in office or theatre. Knowledge of bookstories leading periodicals including
keeping and typing. Salary minor
fan magazines. Box 665, THE FILM
object, superb references. Box 657,
DAILY, 1650 B'dway, N. Y. C.
THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
LIVE-WIRE Theatre Manager, or
ACCOUNTANT
and AUDITOR,
publicity man
forrecently
house,
years' with
experience,
5 10
years
college graduate, banking experiLoew's. Can assume responsibility
ence, expert at
treasurer's
cashSeeks
reof any publicity or exploitation
conciliations
and payrolls.
stunts. Box 658, THE
FILM connections with theatrical firm. ExDAILY,
1650 Broadway,
N. Y. C.
cellent references. B. Rubin, 2210
Union St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
ADVERTISING, Publicity, Exploitation, experience covering 12 years,
ad manager magazine, campaign director, principal in advertising agency, director exploitation Universal
Pictures Corp., managing director
Colony theatre. Advertising, publicity, Warner de luxe houses, Newark.
Executive of advertising agency
handling straight accounts, and radio
broadcasting. Reasonable salary.
Box 659, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway, N. Y. C.

YOUNG
GIRL, experienced in
clerical work — knowledge of German,
translation of titles and short subjects. Box 615, THE
FILM
City.
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York
FORMER LAB. SUPT. wants position with capable concern. Excellent references, 20 years experience
in film industry. Box 616, THE
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
New York City.

EXPERIENCED
all around film
examiner and cutter. Also part time
work done at all hours. Write or
wire Box 660, THE FILM DAILY,
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

YOUNG
MAN, 20, knowledge of
accounting,
good office worker. SalN. Y. ary
C. secondary. Box 662, THE
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway.

YOUNG
MAN, experienced as
Assist. Director, continuity, scenario,
etc. Speaks fluent German, desires
position with film company. Victor
Newburghe, 355 East 187th Street,
Bronx, New York.

SPANISH-ENGLISH
stenographer
several years' experience, also translator. Capahle, conscientious, dependable. Best references. Box 666
FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway. N.
Y.
C.

DAILY
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NID-SEASON SALES MEET
BEING HELD BY COLUMBIA

RCA

Ready for Home

Thursday, March 12, 1931

Talkers

RCA is ready to begin commercial production of home talker
apparatus as quickly as the necessary associated services are sufficiently developed, it is stated in the annual report of the corpothe continuous
ration released yesterday. The "services" includes ts,
a system of
production of pictures to meet the home requiremen
"lit20,000,000
serve
to
able
may be
distribution which eventually
tle theaters" of the home, and technical developments to bring th&
cost of film service within the range of the public at large. RCA
attempt to market television equipment this year, the statewill not
ment also says.

Columbia opened its mid-<season
-ales convention yesterday at the
I'ark Central Hotel, where sessions
will continue for three days. Home
Office executives, Division Managers and Eastern exchange managers
are attending, with Jack Cohn presiding and Joe Goldberg acting as
chairman. Among those attending
are: Rube Jackter, Abe Schneider, A.
L. Selig, Lou Weinberg, Phil punas, Abe Montague, Joe McConville,
Sam Moscow, Chas. Johnston, Joe
Miller, H. E. Weiner, Jim Sharkey,
Lou Astor, Phil Meyer, T. F.
and Sam Galanty.
O'Toole
The convention opened unofficialLess dialogue, more music, and
ly yesterday, with the private prethat are better understandview of "Dirigible" at the Globe. themes
to foreigners, are the remedies
able
This picture is being tipped as another Columbia winner.
for a decided increase in foreign distribution, according to Ambrose S.
RKO foreign sales man,
Dowling
Columbia Appoints Stern
ager, who returned from Europe
on the Olympic. These
Studio Business Manager Tuesday
recommendations will be made next
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Walter Stern has week. Another suggestion will be
been appointed business manager at the exchange of stars between England and the U. S.
the Columbia studios, succeeding
Sam BischofF, who was appointed
"In order to better satisfy the forsupervisor.
eign theatergoers, I believe American producers should first look to
Fregger Acquires Billings House
"Withsaid Dowling.
Billings, Mont. — Max Fregger, the outscript,"
at all hampering
the value of any
formerly associated with Eugene story it can and should be formed
O'Keefe in the operation of three with the foreign trade in mind. It
local houses, has bought the Liberty must also be remembered that folks
from Steve Roman. Fregger will on the continent are extremely
take possession March 16, at which musical. We over here like good
time the house will he closed for music too. A musical background
extensive alterations, including the and good songs, in their proper
installation of new sound equipment, place, should be included in more
after which the theater will be oper- pictures.
ated as a first-run with a continuous
"With the exception of France,
policy. Roman plans to devote all there is a general business depreshi-, time to his Red Lodge house.
sion on the continent, but American
producers will feel it to a much lesDramagraph Bankrupt
ser degree if more thought is given
A bankruptcy petition against
the
matter of not only foreign acDramagraph Motion Picture Corp.,
tors and dialect, but the fundamenhas been filed in the Southern Distal theme of the scenario.
trict Court by Armstrong & Sons,
"The English speaking market
Inc., for $245; Harold H. Short, $600, throughout
the world will welcome
and Frederick Bradley, $89.
the exchange of stars. British-made
pictures will derive greater benefit
Lusty on Sick List
Lou Lusty, publicity director for through additional American sales
Warner Theaters in New York, is and vice versa."
ill at his home, 350 Central Park
West.

Music, Less Talk, Star Exchange
Dowling s Foreign Market Formula
Mississippi
Press
Ass'n
Opposes Film
Advertising
Jackson — Sentiment against commercial picture^ has expressed itself
in action of the Mississippi Press
Ass'n in adopting a resolution condemning screen advertising.
New

German

Film

for

Carnegie

SHORTS SERIES
ON WASHINGTON
EVENT

A series of five or six single reel
subjects will be produced by Warner Bros, for exhibition in connection with the bi-centennial George
Washington birthday celebration.
The ical
pictures
will deal spots
with historand governmental
in the
Capital. The deal was arranged by
Sidnev Lust and Julian Brylawski
through the M. P. T. O. A. after
conferences with Sam E. Morris.
This series will be in addition to the
Washington
feature planned.

Kansas Bill Gives Censor
Power to Delete Dialogue
Topeka — -Kansas censors will be
empowered to pass on dialogue in
talkers under a bill passed by the
Senate and amending the present
state law. The measure is now in
the House committee preliminary to
action bv the House.
Coffee-Cowen Play for Broadway
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

"Wien, du Stadt der Lieder"
("Vienna, City of Song") will be
Hollywood — "The Majestic Blunthe next German talker for the Litder," by Lenofe J. Coffee, scenarist,
tle Carnegie Playhouse. It follows and William J. Cowen, director, has
the current bill on March 19. Char- been acquired by Nagel Overton for
tures. lotte Ander is featured in both pic- presentation on Broadway next fall
by a prominent legitimate producer.

"Atta boy, Slim!
are knocking
Your comedies*
the spots off
Old

Man

Des at
box - officepression
EVERYWHERE!

First Trans-Lux Movie
Opening on Saturday

Congratulates :
BELA LUGOSI
for

his polished characterization of the terrifying "vampire" in Universal's
production of the mystery
thriller, "Dracula"

No. 11 of 1931

"Good Deeds"
Series

New York will get its initial look
at the new Trans-Lux turnstile-theaters on Saturday morning at 10
o'clock, when the first of one opens
at 615 Madison Ave., at 58th St. The
house will run 14 hours a day, giving
a show every 40 minutes with an allnewsreel program consisting of
Pathe, Paramount, Universal newsreels and other items of news interest clipped from screen magazines. The theater is modern in all
respects and seats 180 in a 30 x 90
enclosure. Ed Manley, formerly
with Fox. has been appointed manager by John Zanft. Two TransLux houses in the Lefcourt Building.
50th St. and Broadway, are scheduled
to open March 28 with one theater
runninp a one-hour feature and the
other showing newsreels.

10 two-reel lough riots
Produced under supervision of
M. Stanley Bergerman

NOTHING
BUT
BOX-OFFICE
IN UNIVERSAL
SHORT SUBJECTS!
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6 Major Distribs Deny Shorts Tie-in With Features

URGESJNDIE EXHIBSJJET CONTRACTOKAY
Newspaper

Advertising

The Mirror
a column of comment

Move

is Intended
Forestall Newspaper Attacks

Tieup on
to

Warner

Bandits' Target
Chicago — For the fourth
time in a little over a year,
and the third time in about
two months, bandits have held
up Alice Lewis, cashier of the
Piccadilly on Hyde Park Blvd.,
a Negro this time getting $60.
Two previous holdups took
place Jan. 24 and Jan. 10, the
latter haul amounting to $1,047.
In January of last year Miss
Lewis was robbed of $1,200.

A contract for four sponsored
short subjects for a total productionTHAT SUNDAY shows sentiment is distribution cost of $150,000 has been
groiving nationally is] indicated by the entered into between the Warner
industrial film department and
action of various state legislatures in Bros,
the Atlantic and Pacific Tea Co.
atcan
You
passing favorable bills
tribute a certain percentage of this Simultaneously with the release of
more congenial legislator attitude to he shorts, which will be travelogues,
the untiring efforts of exhibitor and the A. & P. will conduct a newspaper advertising campaign, th s
other film industry agencies. But
made to forestall any atbeyond this explanation the citizens move bein°r
(Continued
on Page
8)
ofthese United States are manifesting more and more a tendency to
junk that antiquated blue law spirit,
generally speaking. Broadmindness
is beginning to chuckle at narrowmindness. This increasingly sympathetic treatment of the open Sundaj
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
' uestion is onlv one shred of eviHollywood — While actual producdence to this effect. Steer your eyetion is temporarily at a standstill the
Philadelphia — Steps to force Pathe Universal
studio staff under Carl
sight over some of the box-office hits ;o deliver all features sold on its
of the past few years — since talker?
:urrent program were taken by the Laemmle, Jr., is busy preparing 12
came roaring onto the screen. The M. P. T. O. at a meeting yesterday features for production starting next
The pictures are:
conventional happy ending whose
vvhen it was decided that members month.
artificiality has ruined many a pic- will not play Pathe
"Blind {Continued
Husbands,"
Erich
short subjects
on Pagewhich
8)
(.Continued
on Pane
8)
ture is no longer a requisite to every
production. Subjects which were
Pathe Sales Convention
taboo a few years ago are now aclarry L. Gold Promoted
cepted as within the pale of motior
To Asst. G. M. at U. A
In Chicago April 20-22
All these enlargec'
picture
RKO Pathe will hold its sales conlatitudespropriety.
give the industry greate.
Harry L. Gold, who has been asvention April 20-22 at the Drake
;istant to General Manager Al Lichtbreathing
space — expansion
area.
nan of United Artists since last Aug- Hotel, Chicago, it was announce'!
ust, has been promoted to the post yesterday by Lee Marcus. Charle
■}{ assistant general manager, Licht- R. Rogers, production held, will
OPINION THAT paid advertising is nan announced yesterday before come on from the coast and join
being inserted in theatrical features leaving for the coast.
Gold has been with President Marcus; Ned E.
(Continued
on Pane
8)
(Continued
on Paor
K)
is being expressed by some exhibs
There's nothing by way of concrete
evidence at present to substantiate
the opinion. It may be partially accounted for by the fact that frequently, in order to build a gag, reference to some nationally-known
product
is necessary.
Distribution heads of six feature
Charles Flarity Managing companies
releasing a majority of
Office
Albany
shorts yesterday definitely assured
Educational
COMMERCIAL films are generally
Charles Flarity, member' of the the M.P.T.O.A. that it is not their
opposed
bv
members
of
the Philadelphia
branch office staff of
Educational, has been made branch policy to compel exhibitors to buy
M.P.T.O.A.'
board byof these
directors
Ideas expressed
veteran manager in Albany, succeed ng the their short subjects in order to uet
•■bowmen warrant an attentive hear- late J. Howard Morgan, it was an- their features. The companies stiting. The problem, however, cannot
nounced yesterday by Stanley VV.
this Dolicj are: Pararii (tint, Mbe worked out in a blanket treatment. Hatch, sales manager. Flarity has ing
G-M, Warner Bros.. Universal,
(Continutd on Page 8)
been with Educational for nine years,

Industrials

Lightman
Would
Clear
Way for Exhibition
Agreement
In view of the fact that the new

standard exhibition contract has not
yet been put into operation, suggestion that a committee of independent
exhibitors submit the agreement to
the Dept. of Justice for its approval
was made last night by M. A. Lightman, M. P. T. O. A. president. He
based his proposal on the distributors' statement that the contract
drafted at the 5-5-5 conferences has
not been placed in effect because they

12 FILMS IN PREPARATION
WANT PATHE TO DELIVER
AT
SOME IMPROVEMENT IN BIZ
AIL 1930-31 FEATURES
IS INDICATED BY SURVEY

Shorts Tie-in With Features
Denied by 6 Major Companies

It's a puzzle for individual solution.

(Continued on Page 7)

Some

improvement
attendance is indicated inby theater
a survey

made by The Film Daily contacting members of the M. P. T. O. A.
board of (Continued
directors, on representing
varPage
8)

Sunday Show Measure
Passes Arkansas House
Little Rock— The Raney bill
galizing Sunday shows passed
house after a close fight, the vote
ing 31 to 30. It now goes to
Senate for consideration.

lethe
bethe

Indianapolis — The Indiana Legis'ature has adjourned without a single
measure effecting the film industry
having been passed.

Tiffany's
"Hell Ace
Bound"
For Para.
Houses
Tiffany's "Hell Bound," gangster
oicture with a cast headed bv Leo
Cnrrillo, has been booked bv Publix
for simultaneous showing at the New
York and Brooklyn Paramounts the
week of April 17. it is announced bv
Carl
J. Goe. the
Tiffany
who closed
deal. sales manager,
This is the first Tiffany picture
hooked for the ace Paramount
houses, and one of very few indie

productions ever to play either house
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SPECIAL CHILDREN'S SHOWS
HURT GROSS— KUYKENDAHL
The theory that special shows foi
children helps a theater's gross is a
fallacy hecause this policy results in
a reduction of adult attendance, said
Ed Kuvkendahl, Mississippi member
of the M. P. T. O. A. directors, in
an interview with The Film Daily
yesterdpy. When a child attends a
regular performance, he is generally
accompanied by adults, Kuvkendahl
pointed out, but when he goes to a
special show which has a program
suitable for juvenile patrons, only
his admission counts at the box-office. The exhibitor believes that
there are enough pictures which are
entertaining and yet unharmful to
children to play on regular bills with
short subjects supplementing
them.

Dept. of Agriculture Opens
RCA-Equiuued
Studio
Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
Washington — Before a group of
high officials and other representatives of the government, the new
sound studio and projection room of
the Department of Agriculture, in
which RCA Photophone sound recording and sound reproducing equipment have been installed, was opened yesterday afternoon. Raymond
Evans, chief of the office of motion
pictures of the department, officiated
at the opening of the studio. J. W.
Rafferty, assistant sales manager,
together with G. K. Rudulph and
other RCA Photophone executives,
also were present.
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Brady on Visugraphic Board
James Cox Brady, Jr., nephew of
the late Nicholas F. Brady, has been
elected to the board of directors of
Visugraphic Pictures. Other directors have been re-elected.
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DAVE FLEISCHER, song cartoon direcbean. tor, has returned from a tr'p to the CarriWILLIAM R. FRASER, general manager
of the Harold Lloyd Corp.. arrives from
the coast Monday with Mrs. Fraser. After
Fraser has conferred with Paramount on
Europe.
Lloyd's next picture, the couple will sail for
FRED J. DOLLE, Kentucky and Indiana
theater operator, is in New York for a visit.
RICHARD RODGERS, First National
composer, has postponed his trip to the coast
until next week.
CLIVE BROOK, having completed his
role in the Tallulah Bankhead picture at
the Paramount New York studios, is preparing to leave Monday
for Hollywood.

Studio
Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Bird.
HOLlywood 4121
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Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly

Floyd D. Morrow Handling
W. B. Portsmouth Houses
Portsmouth, O. — Floyd D. Morrow,
formerly
manager of has
Warners'
man in Chillicothe,
been Shermade
general manager of the four Warner
houses here. R. H. Drew, who has
been managing the Universal in
Cleveland, takes over the Sherman.
Melford To Produce in Rio
Production of a series of features
n Spanish and Portugese in Rio de
laneiro is planned by Frank Melford,
who leaves New York in a few
weeks. Raquel Davido, who has just
eturned from a personal appearance
tour in Mexico City, will be starred.
She recently appeared in Spanish
pictures made at the Coast by M-GM and other companies.
Another Luncheon for Vergesslich
Warner and First National sales
ilepartment people gave Joe Vergesslich a luncheon
yesterdaycongratulate
at Sardi's
estaurant
to formally
liim on his promotion to Chicago
manager of the Warner exchange.
A Film Board of Trade luncheon to
Vergesslich takes place today at the
Hotel Astor.

Mar. 14: First Annual Writers - Wampas
Roast, Biltmore Hotel, Hollywood.
Mar. 21 : Annual Ball of the Warner Club.
New York.
Communion and BreakMarch 22: Annual
fast of Catholic M. P. Guild of
America, Church of the Good
Shepherd, Beverly Hills, Cal.
Mar. 28: First annual benefit dinner, entertainment and dance at the Hotel
Astor tors
byandgreater
New York
distributors
to aidexhibipermanent benefit fund.
April 4-11:Week,
Players'
and benefit
Patrons'
national
for Jubilee
N. V.
A. Club.
April 19: Lambs Gambol. Metropolitan
Opera
House,
New
York.
Apr. 20-22: Warner Bros. Eastern sales
convention, Atlantic City.
April 23-24:
State of
Convention
of Indiana
Indorsers
Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.
Apr. 27 : Fox Film sales convention. New
York.
Apr 28-30: Warner Bros. Western sales
convention. Hotel St. Francis,
San Francisco.
May 25-28:ofSpring
meeting
of the
Society'
Motion
Picture
Engineers.
Hotel Roosevelt,
Hollywood,
CaL

"Roxy" To Take on Former Aids
Several former employees will join
S. L. ("Roxy") Rothafel immediBrill and Kutinsky Open One
ately upon his return from his concert tour, April 1, and others will
Sol Brill and Morris Kutinsky,
who are working together on the- be called upon as the necessity occurs. Roxy will establish offices in
iter deals, opened the Inwood at
Forest Hills last night. The house the Times Square district and start
his numerous
staffs for
-eats 1,400. Kutinsky is also de- organizing
veloping a circuit of his own, he said the administration of Radio City.
Several hundred people, experienced
Change Pathe Branch Managers
in various phases of theater operaH. L. Persy, formerly Pathe
tion, will be employed in the work
branch manager in Portland, Ore., of organization.
has been placed in charge of the
Seattle office to replace C. L. Theurkauf, resigned L. E. Hess, has been
transferred from vhe sales staff ot
the Salt Lake City office to the management of the Portland
branch.

CENTURY

RKO Hipp Continuing Till July
At a meeting of R-K-O officials
yesterday the question of closing the
Hippodrome was discussed. It is
likely the house will continue
throughout the spring and the demolishing of the building started
about July. Fred F. French Co. are
owners of the land and will erect a
skyscraper on the site.
COMING
Chills!
Thrills!
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Short Shots from
New "•■ HARRY
York N.ft Studios
BLAIR

Timely Topics
A Digest of
Current Opinion

— €)—
Prime Problem
In Screen Dramas
'T'HE effort to prevent drama
from "dragging" as its story
is unfolded to an audience, is
the prime problem which confronts the picture industry today. It is a sign of these days
in which speed is the watchword that people are impatient
of detail and urge the story on
to its conclusion as quickly as
possible. The trend of literature has been in response to that
demand, as witness the popularity of the modern style of writing which has relegated Dickens, Thackery, Scott and the
once-popular Victorians to the
background. On with the story;
more and more action is the
demand. In these days when the
cinema is attempting to adapt
novels and plays to its medium,
the problem of condensing into
the most compact form possible
is not the easiest to handle by
any means. The process of selection is a delicate one, and the
writer and director is often puzzled by what to omit and what
to emphasize. One dare not
neglect the foundations of plot
or characterization, yet the process of "planting" these with the
audience requires deft and imaginative touches if extended
and prolix scenes and dialogue
are to be dispensed with.
— Richard

Wallace

Government
census for
1930 shows
Hollywood with
a population of 153,294 permanent residents.

^^

• • • THE GUY who makes "Cimarron" simmer, and even
boil over, as far as we are personally concerned, was the guest
speaker at the A.M. P. A. luncheon at the Dixie
you remember him
the li'l Jewish gent in a characterization
that is so finely drawn
and individualistic that it stands out
from the common ruck
George E. Stone
George
told how he had wanted to play such a type ever since he's been
in pictures
but they always made a gangster outa him
till finally it got to be a habit
and every time he
wanted to blow his nose he would absentmindedly pull his handkerchief outa his hip pocket and point it at his companion and
yell: "Stick 'em up!"
this was very embarrassing to
George, and annoying to his friends, as you can imagine
so George useter practice nights in front of his mirror, drawing
his handkerchief
and blowing his nose,
and one time
when he was rehearsing a scene in a gangster pix, he drew a
gun from his hip pocket and blew his nose in it
and almost blew his head off
so naturally George was much
relieved when he graduated from gangster types to the next
step up— Hebrew characterizations
we're not insinuating
that Hebrews are just one step above gangsters
we're
talking technically in the trade right now
please don't
misunderstand us, and quit interrupting
as we were saying, George got his Big
Chance
and
made
good
he knows the Jewish types in all phases
for he
was born and raised in Poland
and recalls the time of
the dreaded Pogroms
he sez it was the custom in those
days when the merry villagers had consumed all the vodka and
there were no more wimmin, for some one to ask: "Wotta we
gonna do now?"
and some gink would say: "Aw, let's
go out and kill a few Jews."
so George was raised in
this playful atmosphere, and for self-protection made himself look
tough and dirty
so he looked just like the Poles, and they
let him alone
that's how he became a natural gangster
type
he's a great li'l guy, modest and sincere
and
made a strong impress on the hardboiled p.a's
who are
naturally skeptical of all actors
and then there was Earl
Allvine, the cameraman who was with the Fox news expedition
that circled the globe
Earl proved a model after-luncheon
speaker
he covered the entire universe in a few minutes
of well chosen epigrammatic
sentences
describing the
highlights of the important world centers in a few descriptive
words
a visitor at the luncheon was Frank Harris, special
representative
of Harold (Lloyd
Frank
probably
holds
the record for long-distance representation of one film celeb
he has been with Harold since he started
he has
sold every one of the comedian's pix since the time he made his
first single-reeler, "Lonesome
♦
*Luke,"*for Hal
* Roach
• • • MICKEY MOUSE today ranks as the most universally
popular screen star throughout
the world
the French
call him Michel Souris
the Japs love him as Miki Kuchi
over the flowing steins the Germans sing the praises of
Michael
Maus
the Spaniards
toast him over the wine
glasses as Miguel Ratonocito
current issues of big mags
like the "American," "Times" and "Theater Guild" carry learned
articles about him
a scenario conference
for a Mickey
Mouse
cartoon is as big and noisy as that over any feature
production
with this difference
the star never goes
temperamental
but
he's
always
present
conferences corked up in a bottle of India Ink at these Howard
Lichey has been chosen to direct the transcontinental tour of
the Arkayo theaters for Beth and Betty Dodge, international
stage stars
Howard for the first time will exploit a headline vaude act with national tie-ups with manufacturers of ladies'
apparel
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T. LAWRENCE BAKER formerly
^ of I'hotocolor, who recently deserted the film ranks for the field
of aviation, writes us that being "up
in the air doesn't feel at all strange
after several hectic years in the
moom

pitcher business."

Speaking of being up in the air,
Charles Glett of Audio Cinema, accompanied byNick Rogalli and Joe
Freeman, cameramen, spent several
hours on top of the Chanin building, the other day, taking some extra fine 'shots of the Manhattan
skyline, for use in an Industrial
picture.
A severe attack of laryngitis has
put Casey Robinson, Vitaphone
writer director, to bed. Robinson,
although the mildest of men, makes
a specialty of underworld stories,
having authored "The Nightingale"
and
bia. "Mardi Gras" for Vitaphone
and 'The Last Parade" for Colum-

Among the "old-timers" recently
seen on Broadway are Walter Miller, Guy Coombs, Claire Whitney,
Kate Bruce and Wray Physioc, all
looking as good as new.
Chorus girls of the big, buxom
type which flourished in the "Gay
Nineties" were selected by Vitaphone's casting department for "The
Dandy and the Belle," recently completed at Warner Bros. Brooklyn
plant. Frank McGlynn, Jr.. Mary
Murray, Pauline Dee and Harold
Moffat head the cast.

MANY
HAPPY
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KI1IIMS

Best wishes and congratulation! are
extended by THE FILM DAILT
to the following member! of the Inwho are celebrating their
birthday! dustry,
:

March

13

Charles A. Buckley
Orvil P. Kaley
Paul Fix
Henry Roquemore
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There's GOLD
in the mountains — But you have to DIG for it.
There's OIL
in the earth — But you have to DRILL for it.
There's FISH
in the waters— But it takes good BAIT to catch them.
There's GAME
in the forests— But it takes good AIM to bag it.
There's FRUIT
on trees — But you have to PICK it off.
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PLAYDATES
—70,000 of them among the
10,000 SUBSEQUENT RUNSDIG

out to the greater opportunity —

DRILL
BAIT
AIM
PICK

ASSOCIATED
PUBLICATIONS
National in Scope — Local in Service
Ben Shlyen, President and Publisher
General
New
SSI

Offices:

York
Office
Fifth Ave.

KANSAS

CITY,

MISSOURI

beyond "time-worn tradition"up with good product —
straight for the box-office —
M. M.* as a sales aid—

then
ADVERTISE
to beat hell!

Chicago Office
1018 So. Wabash

Ten Distinctive Publications Sold as a
Single Unit to National Advertisers

'Merchandising Methods

-Zen
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By

RALPH

HOLLYWOOD
A/f ARQUIS HENRI DE LA FALAISE will start production
next week on the French version of
"Madame Julie" for Radio Pictures.
The cast includes Jeanne Hebbling,
Emile
Chautard,
Georgette
Rhodes
and Geymon
Vital.
*
*
*
Paul Lukas, Kay Francis and
Lilyan Tashman will head the cast
of "Girls About Toivn," by Virginia Kellogg, to be made by Paramount. Percy Heath is adapting the
story.
*
*
*
Rosco Ates is doing a short for
Radio under the direction of Harold Schwartz. The supporting cast
includes Warner Richmond, Charles
K. French, Nelson McDowell, Harold Berquist and Lon Poff.
*
*
*
Howard C. Brown, who with
Curtis F. Nagel has been directing the "Romantic Journeys" for
Educational, has married Betty
Caldwell, who played a part in the
first of the series with Claude
Flemming.
*
•
e
Otto Lodwig, film editor, will
bring his services to Associated
Radio Pictures in England, it is announced by RKO. A crew is being
sent over to assist Basil Dean in
the making of six pictures for RKO
release.
*
♦
*
George R. Batcheller's next Chesterfield production will be a newspaper-gangster yarn, "The Inside
Story," by Arthur Hoerl. Barney
Gerard, writer and producer of the
stage, will be associated with Chesterfield in making
the picture.
*
*
*
Jane Murfin will adapt her play,
"Women Who Take," for production by Radio.
*
•
*
Richard Bennett is to play opposite Marion Davies in "Five and
Ten" for M-G-M.
*
*
*
Elizabeth Meehan has been assigned to adapt Herbert Brenon's
Next Corner," an RKO re*
*
*
Marlene Dietrich, now in Europe,
is due back at the Paramount studio the latter part of this month.

"The
lease.

Galaxy of Champs
Among the fighting champs
assembled for RKO's "Big
Brother" are: Frank Goddard,
former European
heavyweight champion; Jack Perry,
former American welterweight
champion; Charlie Sullivan,
champion lightweight of the
AEF and Pacific Coast; Sailor Vincent,champion
for 12 years
dleweight
of them'dU.
S. Navy; Nate Slott Phil
Bloom, and Jack McKenzie,
the professional wrestler.

WILK.

She recently visited the Paramount
plant in Joinville, near Paris.
*
*
*

URGES INDIE EXHIBITORS. .
GET CONTRACT OKAY
{Continued from

Poor

i)

see a possibility that the Government
will throw it out as illegal.
Frederick Kerr, who appears in
This committee, said L'ghtman.
Pathe's "Born to Love," starring would make it clear to the authoriConstance Bennett, has made 28
ses that independent operators can
round trips between England and
America.
obtain "a great deal of relief" providing the agreement becomes opera*
*
*
tive. At present cacli distribut'ng
Damon Runyon's original, for- company has its own exhibition contract and none of them give eNhibs
merly called "All Scarlet," has been
given the new title of "Agua Cali- 'he consideration that the new agreeente" by Radio.
ment provides.
*
*
*
"The M. P. T. O. A. i- ready t»
Harold Lloyd's next picture for co-operate with Allied or an IndeParamount release is being written
pendent Exhibitor Organization in any
by a prominent combination of stage such effort," said Lightman. "Ii
and screen authors whose identity will have the effect of bringing about
is being withheld.
*
*
*
i showdown in the situation."
Abram F. Myers, president of AlLew Cody has been signed by Co- l:ed, last night said that his organilumbia for the leading male role in
zation, which helped draft the contract along with distributor and M.
"Meet the Wife," Al Christie's production of the Lynn Starling stage P. T. O. A. representatives hopes
success.
for its operation and stands ready to
*
*
*
back it. He is in New York attendCarl Laemmle, Jr., announces the
an Allied directors' meeting,
selection of three vehicles in which which ingconcludes
today at the Hotel
Lew Ayres will star for Universal Warwick.
In a letter to the M. P. T. O. A.
next season. The first, "The Outcasts of Poker Flat," is now being Sidney Kent, who sponsored the 5adapted by Joseph Moncure March 5-5 conferences and acted as chairand goes into production next month
man at them, said that Paramoun'
under the direction of William Wy- has no intention to "throw over" the
ler. "Baby Faced Killer." by Don new contract because of the Suprerm
Clarke,
and will
"Mississippi,"
by LiK'i- Court decision which outlawed th°
en
Burman,
follow.
*
*
*
arbitration and credit systems. "Tf
it cannot be worked out legally.''
Our Passing Show: Groucho and he
declared, "my company will use
Harpo Marx, Dave Thompson and its own contract and try to carry ou'
Arthur Stone studying horticulture
agreement."
at Paramount; Erwin Gelsey busy at the spirit of the new
Smith-Dale Short As Vaude Act
Columbia: Lloyd French, Mauri
Reversing the usual practice of
Grashin and Harolz Schwartz lunchmaking a screen version of a stage
ing at the Ambassador.
*
*
*
hit. the comedy team of Smith and
John Howard Lawson has turned Dale is opening at the Palace in Newout the first two originial stories York this week with the stage verunder his new contract with RKO
sion of their Paramount short. "The
calling for four a year. The titles S. S. Malaria," two-reeler made las*
fall and not to be released for anare "Every Girl" and "Daughters of
other few weeks.
Joy."
*
*
*
After having seen 17 shows in
'RCA
Gets New
Tele"i<=ion
Perm:»
New York, Max Ree, art and cos- Wn'hingtrm Bureau of THE FTLM DAII,\
tume director for Radio
Pictures,
Washington — Pernv't for the n«e
has returned to Hollywood.
if an additional transmitter for vis*
*
*
nal broadcasting has been granted bv
rhe T.Radio Commission to Station
RKO's "Board and Room" haK V.
had its title changed to "Laugh and W3XAD, RCA Victor Co., Camden
Get Rich." The cast includes Fdna
May
Oliver,
Hugh
Herbert
and
The commission aNo has authorDorothv
Lee.
ed removal of the transnvtter of
*
*
•
*he Tenkins Television Corn.
"Am all out of 'loaning money' and W2XCR. from Terser Citv to 65?
am waiting patiently for the return Fifth Ave., New York.
of monies loaned, to again loan it to
$1.31 a Share for Technicolor
those Paul
in need,"
from
Hurst.is an announcement
Net
profit of Technicolor for the
*
*
*
'•ear ended Dec. 31. arfe- t*»xe« an^
Walter Huston, instead of Wil- other deductions, amounted to $1.31
'•am Powell, has been decided upon i share on the 517.548 shares nf rom'iv First National for the lead in •non stock outstanding. This compares with $2.20 a share iti 1029 and
"Blue Moon Murder," original S. S. '2 cents
in 1928.
Van Dine mystery. Florence Rveron is doing the script and will help
to direct it.
*
•
*
Four "Sit Ti°+ir" H-Ho»«"-<!
"Sit Tight," the War«<*- ni-tur"
Jean Hersholt is the direct repre- with Joe E. Brown :>"■' YVinnt"
sentative of the King of Denmark
T iVhtner, has been held Fo- second
weeks at the Untown and O'vmnn
;n arranging that country's participation in the Olympic Game* in Lot in Boston, the Blue Mouse in SeatAngelts n*xt ytar.
tle and the Metropolitan in Boston.

ON TOP OF
THE WORLD/
ACKNOWLEDGED!
- - by the public as
the funniest character on the screen!
- - by exhibitors
everywhere as the
sweetest boxoffice draw in the
shorts field!

26 one-reel
cartoons
Produced under
•upervliion of
M. Stanley Bergerman

Nothing
But BoxOffice
In UNIVERSAL
Short Subjects I

THE

■

^S^KnmJhDAILY
NEWSPAPER AD TIEUP
FOR WARNER 1
(Continued from Page 1)

tack by newspapers on theater
showing advertising subjects. Local
papers will carry display ads calling
attention to the theater and the
sponsored short subiect. Thein conal'
tract involves distribution
Warner theaters and many independent exhibitors who subscribe to the
Warner service. Approximately 650
houses will plav the pictures to an
estimated audience of 4,000,000 people.

Harry L. Gold Promoted
To Asst. G. M. at U. A
(Continued from Page

1)

with U. Al for eight years. He
started as a salesman in Cleveland
and subsequently was elevated to
Cincinnati branch manager, district
manager and eastern division manager.

Pathe Sales Convention
April 20-2?
Chicago
In(Continued
from Page 1 )

Depinet, sales chief, Vice-President
ry an''
J. O'Lea
rd, E.heads,
Scollaoffice
C. J. home
in the first
other
comget-together of the reorganized ives.
pany heads and the field execut
Depinet will preside at the meeting.
Just before the convention, Marcu
will visit the Culver City studios for
final conferences with Rogers on the
and 152
company's 21 features
shorts, excluding newsreels, planned
for the new season.
Chaplin Two-Reelers Soon Ready
"Caught in a Cabaret," "The Property Man" and "The Knockout" wil'
be the first three of the 20 Keystone Comedies starring Charlie
Chaplin being revived with musical
scores and sound effects by Joseph
Seiden, president of Melody Productions. The trio will be ready for the
state right market in about a week.

New

Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Rudolf Mayer Pictures, motion pictures:
Silverman & Stern, 2 Lafayette St.. New
York.
200 shares common.
American Picture Talkiner Record Corp.,
talkine machines; H. H. Oshrin, 1501 Broadway, New York.
$20,000.
Ritchet Export Corp., motion pictures;
F. Petigor, 19 West 44th St., New York.
$10,000.
Atlas Soundfilm Recording Studios, motion pictures; Fitelson, T.erman & Mayers,
70 West 40th St.. New York. $50,000 pf.,
500 shares common.
Oscar Hanson Corp., motion pictures: S.
F. Peavey, Jr., 27 Cedar St.. New York.
$100,000.
DELAWARE
CHARTERS
Paramount
Films, Inc., Wilmington.
Del.,
motion
tvctures;
Corporation
Trust
Co.,
Dover, Del.

Name

Changes

Douglas Fairhanks Pictures Corp., Man
Httan, to Douglas Fairhanks Pictures Corp..
r.td.
I
Greater Buffalo Theaters, Buffalo to
Loew'«
Buffalo Theaters,
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SIX MAJOR COMPANIES

N-E-W-S OF T-H-E D-A-Y
Atlanta— Yeggmen. entering the
office of the Cameo drilled the safe
and escaped with between $250 and
4>JU0 in cash, according to F. F
Owens,
manager.

Star voters.
was passed
the

upon

favorably

I

by

DENY SHORTS TIE-IN

(Continued from Pone

1)

RKO and Columbia.
President M.
A. Lightman
said.
Pursuant to an action taken by
Broadbrook, Conn. — The Broad- .he M.P.T.O.A. directors at the
brook, formerly operated by Thomas meeting this week, a committee took
Cuprak, has been taken over by John the matter up with sales department
San Jose, Cal. — Fox West Coast Minkiewitz, who plans to run it sil.vJl spend approximately $50,000 for ent.
^executives. In expressing their attitudes in the situation, the officials
mprovements on the California and
Mission. The Mission will entail
made
it
clear that they're out to sell
all their shorts, but not via this
Cleveland — Eugene Vogel of the method.
the greater expenditure of the allotted sum through extensive remodel- local M-G-M sales staff is working
ig and renovation. The California out of the Albany M-G-M office for
Commenting on the matter, Light- scheduled for a new inagnascopic a few weeks during the illness of man urged that in event violations
less
Goldberg.
jf this policy occur in any of the
recti among other improvements.
erritories, exhibitors involved should
Both houses are under the supervion of Art Miller.
eport the cases to sales managers of
Hartford, Conn. — The ushers in companies concerned, reminding
the Warner theaters here are or- them of their statements.
Eastland, Tex. — Mr. and Mrs. G.
ganizing a club. A bowling league
vV. Belcher, formerly of Iowa Park. will be one of the features they will
ire again established in the theatei start with.
Want Pathe to Deliver
• usiness, having recently opened the
All 1930-31 Features
Id Connollee
here.
(Continued from Page 1)
Valdosta, Ga. — The Ritz theater and Pathe
News unless the features
North Brookfield, Mass. — At a re- building has been purchased by Mr. so far unproduced are delivered.
and Mrs. M. R. Ousley, the consid- Statement was later made that the
ent town meeting the article to em- 000.
>ower the selectmen to issue a Suneration being approximately $100,exhib organization in taking this at'av moving
picture
license to the
itude, acted on legal advice. During
.he session it was said that the WarSome Improvement in Biz 12 Films in Preparation
ner Bros, legal department has written to Pathe asking for delivery on
At Universal Studios features
Is Indicated by Survey
which have not been made
(Continued fiom Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
try.
von Stroheim
is writing and which up to the present time.
oils territories throughout the coun- he will also direct.
Pathe has stated that all new features, except those announced for
"Strictly
Dishonorable,"
the
PresBusiness in the big cities of Neton Sturges prize play.
immediate release, will be considered
braska is fair enough,
but not so
"The Outcasts of Poker Flat," in as The
part association
of next year-'s
rood
in the
small
towns,
said
votedprogram.
to write to
Lew
Ay
res
will
star,
air'
harks Williams of Omaha.
Agri- which
which
Joseph
Moncure
March
i Dr. Broome, Superintendent of Pubiil < u-r. | conditions
are largely re- tion.
lic Education in Pennsylvania, asksponsible for the situation, with pro- adapting for William
ing him to prevent school teachers
Wyler's d'rec!ure prices at a low mark.
Bank
"Back Street," the Fannie Hurst from seeking support of the Brookfailures also have injured the situa- best-seller, with Rose Hobart, which hart bill from parents of their pution.
pils. The action was inspired by a
John M. Stahl will direct.
Theater attendance in the MemPhiladelphia
incident in which a
"Waterloo Bridge." the Robert E
ihis territory remains "off," accord- Sherwood play which Tom Reed i teacher gave her pupils form letters
ng to M. A. Lightmau Big pic- preparing in scenario form.
urging their parents to write to the
ures, however, will bring the cusIowa senator endorsing his bill.
"The
Impatient
Virgin,"
which
Plans were made for a service to
omers
he
said. in despite general conditions, Francis Edwards Faragoh is adapting inform
members
of substitutions.
from Donald Henderson Clarke''
"Fair" is the wav Fred Wehren- novel.
*erg described
business in the St.
Third "Season" Short Finished
"White
Captive,"
which
Georg
Louis zone.
First runs are doing Melford will direct, as far as inter"In the Good Old Summer Time",
well compared
with
the neighboriors go, and for which
Dale Van fhird of the "Four Seasons" series
hoods, he figured.
fhe
Everystory.
and Don Ryan are preparing '*eing made by Ideal Pictures Corp.,
has been finished under the super_^ Business is looking up in North
Carolina. Charles Picquet asserted.
vision of Allyn B. Carrick. The
"A Ladv of Resource,"
probabl' first two were "When Winter
It's a little better than it was six ceaturing
John Boles in the leading
-nonths ago, he said.
male role, and which Edwin
Knopf Comes" and "Spring is Here".
Tn the Kansas Citv territory, busi- is preparing.
ness has improved since the holidays,
"Saint Johnson," the W. R. Buriccordntr to R. R. Biechele, who is
nett story which Edward Laemmle
iptimistic about the months ahead. will direct.
Business is "picking ud" in the
"The Behavior of Mrs. Crane."
Rhode Island area, said Edward M. which
Ernst L. Frank will direct.
IN
Fav of Providence. A good show
"Mississi
ppi,"
starring
Lew
Ayres
will null natrons in regardless of
Ray Dovle is adapting it from Ben
THE
conditions, he asserted.
ncNEKSMrn
Of
HUH DOM
Exlvbitors in the Saratoga terri- Lucien Burman's novel.
"Lilies of Broadway," to lie di'or\- are finding that business is fair,
rected by John Murray Anderson,
'n Whethe
the opinion
of William
from the original story bv William
U.B.O. seeking features for its own
r or not
business Benton.
is good Hurlbut. for which Carey Wilson is theaters.
Pathe to distribute.
lepend« largely upon the product a writing the script.
*
*
*
house
is
playing
said
Jav"
Emanue
l
tion,
>* Ph;'adelphia ,who emphasized the
Metro
abandons
eastern producfact that the public shops carefully he said, but last month and so far
*
*
*
entertai
nowada
when it poes after screen into March hasn't shaped up as wel;
ysnment.
as exhibs had hoped.
Famous Players surplus for 1920
"Not so good" is the way Jack Desberg,
In the Cleveland zone business is over $5,000,000.
M t'ler labels business in the Chi- improving, is the opinion of Fred
cago territory.
January
was fair,
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2<S CENT/

nd

Menjwomen
Lovers will glory n it!
Directed by JOHN

STAHL

From Charles G. Norris'
►nsational best-selling novel

i

Presented by
.RL LAEMMLE

ES
hn
Genevieve

BIN
ILSON
Raymond

HACKETT
Zasu
PITTS
Jed Prouty
Richard Tuckei

Nothing succeeds like a UNIVERSAL
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NEWS of the studios, the
distributing
centers
and
the theater field. Daily reports of current activities
and trends, with constructive interpretations for the
benefit of the exhibitor
who wants to be informed.

picture!

____________^_^__^___^^______^_^_-___^^^_^^g^^_

film Daily Service — =

EXHIBITION
Film Daily Service

REVIEWS
of the
new
films, both features and
short subjects.
Brief and
dependable.
Written from
the angle of box - office
value and judged
solely
on intrinsic
merit,
with
neither fear nor favor.

r

L
¥?OOT

A
for foot of film, minute for minute of

time, your patrons will get more real fun
and entertainment from one of Educational' s
comedy or novelty short fea- ^
tures than from almost anything else on the program. If

selling your audiences, and not just so many
minutes of playing time, a program of these
short subjects, properly balanced around a
good feature, will give you a

exploitation value.

it's real entertainment you are

EDUCATIONAL

FILM

bill that can't be beat, either
for amusement merit or for

EXCHANGES,

Inc., e. w. hammons, !*»*»/

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., Will H. Hays, President
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International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Motion Picture Equipment Exports Doubled in 1930

UNIVERSAL-ALLIED STATES BOOKIMTtIEUP
Wilmer & Vincent Building 4 Super Size De Luxers
New Houses to be Located
in Reading, Harrisburg,
Richmond, Altoona
Convinced that this is the day of
de luxe houses, theaters seating between 3,000 and 4,000, Wilmer &
Vincent has inaugurated a building
policy of this calibre. In addition to
a 3,500-seat house which will open
at Reading, Pa., early next month,
the circuit has three more planned
averaging between 3,000 and 4,000
seats. They will be in Richmond,
Harrisburg and Altoona. Opening
of the new Reading house will give
Wilmer & Vincent five theaters in
that town. The circuit now embraces 40 houses.

SERIES OF INDIE FEATURES
BEING MADE BY DARMOUR

Sound Test in Air, Under Sea, Underground
An experiment that is expected to result in valuable scientific
data for sound engineers was conducted last week from the NBC
studios in New York by Westinghouse Electric, Paramount, Goodyear and the Navy Department, when a radio program was broadcast to three special audiences, one in a Goodyear blimp flying over
Hollywood, another on board a U. S. submarine undersea in the
Pacific, and a third in Mammoth Cave, Ky., 30 stories underground.
At each point a sound crew filmed the audiences and recorded the
program. Prints were turned out by the Paramount lab. in New
York, and research engineers are now studying them.

Roxy Ushers Strut Stuff
Roxy ushers, 65 of them under
Chief-of-Staff Riley, get their
annual spotlight break this
week in conjunction with the
fourth anniversary of the
house. They appear on the
stage in one of their regulation
drills as a prelude to the regular performance.

it a "co-operative arrangement."
"Details of the agreement are not

'ELECTRIC EYE' REGISTERS
ADMISSIONS TO THEATERS WILL HORWITZ RESIGNS

i < ontinued "it Pane 9)

Coincident with the opening of the
Broadway
run ofits"Dirigible,"
bia will launch
roadshows Columof the
special production. Jack Holt heads
the cast.

A booking deal tieing in Allied
States Ass'n theaters and Universal
Pictures, one a national independent
exhibitor organization and the other
the oldest independent producer, has
been definitely set. The formal joint
announcement made Saturday termed

complete as yet," President Abram
F. Myers of Allied told The Film
Daily.
He
observed
that,9) "with the
(Continued
on Page

An up-to-the-minute check on theater admissions at all hours of the
day, with the attendance indicator located either in the manager's office or
in the circuit's home office, is now
possible through the perfection of the
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
"Electric Eye Auditor" by D. H.
Hollywood — Production of a series Fink of Chicago. The device was
of independent features is planned by demonstrated in the last few days before theater and circuit officials, who
Larry Darmour Productions, it is
announced by Darmour. First on received it with keen enthusiasm.
With the use of this indicator it
the list will be "Defender of the
Law," for which Catherine Dale will be possible not only to have a
Owen and John Holland have been constant check on theater attendance,
signed as co-stars. Supporting play- but the free admission evil can be
ers will include Robert Gleckler, Edgreatly reduced, said Fink in an ex(Continued on Page 9)

"Dirigible" Roadshowing
Starts with B'way Run

Indie Exhib Organization
in Co-operative Deal
With Producer

MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGNS
BYM.P.T.0.A.
Campaigns to boost the M. P. T.
O. A. membership roster will soon
begin in various territories. The exhibitor organization has been invited
to explain its objectives and methods
before several state units which are
at present unaffiliated with either of
the national associations.
Pursuant to action taken at the
board of (Continued
directors'

on meeting
Parte 9)

the past

$9,1 72, 824 Worth of Equipment
Exported by U. S. Last Year
Adverse Bills in Oregon
Die as Legislature Ends
Portland— The Oregon Legislature
has adjourned without passing either
of the two film industry bills of an
adverse
nature.
Montgomery — Alabama legislators,
who recessed March 7. will reconvene March 31 to act on measures
designed to provide revenue for the
state treasury. So far no anti-film
industry measures have been introduced.

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

AS TEXAHLLIED HEAD
Dallas — Will Horwitz has resigned
of the Allied exhibitor
as
unit president
of Texas. His successor will be
elected at a meeting to be held this
coming week. Denial was made yesterday that H. A. Cole has resigned
as an officer of the unit, as reported.

l to Film Board
Appea
On Non-Theatrical Issue
Philadelphia — In an effort to reduce unfair competition from nontheatricals, the M. P. T. O. has written to the local Film Board of Trade
enquiring if the policy established
five years ago, whereby only product
which lias been in general release for
one year is given such accounts, still
holds good. The exhib organization
has also written to its members urging them not to play pictures on a

Washington — Exports of American motion picture equipment for 40 or 50 per cent basis.
1930 amounted to $9,172,824 in value,
Educationals Compulsory
nearly double the figure for the preBucharest — Under a decree
vious year, it is shown in a preliminary compilation by N. D. Goldissued by the Minister of
Education, it is compulsory for
en, assistant chief of the M. P. Division, Bureau of Foreign and Domesexhibitors to include a minitic Commerce. Exports recorded by
mum of 1,000 feet of educathe Bureau for 1929 had a value of
tional film in the daily pro$1,442,803, excluding sound apparagram. Police have been
tus and arc lamps, which were not
ordered to close all kinemas
listed under export classification, but
disobeying the order.
{Continued »n Page 9)
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Being Prepared at RKO
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — In addition to five pictures now shooting, one in rehearsal
and two in the cutting room, the
RKO forces have 16 productions in
preparation.
These include:
"The Spy," by Benn Levy in collaboration with Ivan Lebedeff, adapted by Doris Anderson; associate producer, Henry Hobart; cast headed by
Lebedeff; "It Would All Depend,"
by Albert Pay son Terhune; adaptation by Daisy Wolf; "The Passionate
Prince," by Achmed Abdullah and
Robert H. Davis; "Marcheta," from
song by Victor Schertzinger, adapted
by Louis
"High Stakes,"
directed byStevens;
Lowell Sherman,
from the
play by Willard Mack, adapted bv J.
Walter Ruben, cast headed by Sherman; "Consolation Marriage," by Bill
Cunningham, directed by Paul
Sloane, associate producer, Myles
Connelly;
Sphinxadapted
Has Spoken,"
bv
Maurice "The
DeKobra,
by Jane

Burlesque Ads Go Movie

Burlesque, which has entered
the Broadway sector through
two 42nd St. theaters, has gone
for motion picture type of exploitation. Fronts of the
nouses are doggy with compo
board tailoring which resembles the style employed by the
large Main
Stem
de luxers.

Vergesslich Presented
With Traveling Bag Set

A traveling bag and set was presented to Joe Vergesslich, just appointed Chicago exchange manager
for Warner Bros., at a luncheon given him Friday at the Astor by Warner home office executives and members of the Film Board of Trade.
Attorney Louis Nizer was toastmaster and the speakers were:
Claude Ezell, Gradwell Sears, Andy
Murfin, directed by Victor Schert- Smith, Carl Lesserman, Joe Lee,
zinger; "High River," adapted by Attorney Louis Phillips, George
Charles Logue, directed by Richard Balsdon and Leon Rosenblatt.
Boleslavsky; "The Next Corner," by
MARKET
STOCK
YORK
NEW
Kate Jordan, directed by Herbert More Sono Art Bookings
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OF
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ney around the world with his proLangdon in Vaude.
duction staff, making new material
Harry
Langdon has been booked
Ed Phelan Dies
for his Famous TravelTalk series.
Boston — Edmund
V. Phelan, the- His next stop will be Bangkok, Siam. by Abe Feinberg. New York agent,
a vaudeville
at Fay's,is
atrical producer and former manager From the Far East he will sail for for
Providence,
this engagement
week. Langdon
of the Majestic and Colonial, died Honolulu, returning to New York
making several weeks of personal
in May.
in Lynn on Friday.
appearances in the east.
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Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 21 Years of Experience Qualities Us as Specialistsin

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY

N.Y.C.

telephone

bryant

9-1040

Mar. 21 : Annual Ball of the Warner Club.
New York.
March 22 : Annual Communion and Breakfast of Catholic M. P. Guild of
America, Church of the Good
Shepherd,
Beverly Hills, Cal.
Mar. 28: First annual benefit dinner, entertainment and dance at the Hotel
Astor by greater New York exhibitors and distributors to aid permanent benefit fund.
April 4-11: Week,
Players'
and benefit
Patrons'
national
for Jubilee
N. V.
A. Club.
April 19: Lambs Gambol, Metropolitan
Opera
House,
New
York.
Apr. 20-22:
Warner
Bros.
Eastern
sales
convention,
Atlantic City.
April 23-24 dorsers
: State of
Convention
of Indiana
InPhotoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.
York.
Apr. 27 : Fox Film sales convention. New
Apr. 28-30: Warner Bros. Western sales
convention, Hotel St. Francis,
San Francisco.

May 25-28: Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers,
Hotel Roosevelt,
Hollywood,
Cal.

Archbishop Opposes
Sunday Shows in Md.

Baltimore — Archbishop Curley has
aligned himself with the Citizens'
League for Better Motion Pictures
in fighting the Sunday motion picture bill now before the legislature.

COMING

& GOING

GEORGE DE SYLVA and wife sailed
Friday
night
on the Bremen
for Europe.
GEORGE MOSKOV, who has been with
United Artists and Universal at the coast
as assistant director and writer, has arrived
in New
York.
JOE VERGESSLICH is on his way to
Chicago
take charge of the Warner-First
National toexchange.
DORA MACY, author of First National's
"My Past" and "Night Nurse,' is on her
way to the coast.
BASIL WOON and ROWLAND BROWN
sailed Friday night on the Paris for a European vacation.
ROBERT MONTGOMERY is due in New
York on Wednesday
from the coast.
BUDDY FISHER, player, has arrived in
New York from the Coast. He returns to
Hollywood
on Wednesday.

COLOR

PRINTS

Color sound cameras available for short subjects, or
advertising films. Color
prints from Bi-pack negatives.

BREWSTER COLOR
FILM CORPORATION
58 First

Street

Humboldt

2-4228

Newark,

N.

J.
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Timely Topics

EXPLOITETTES

A Digest of
Current Opinion

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

©
Ambulance for
Street Ballyhoo

A NOVEL street ballyhoo was
included by C. E. Worley,
manger of the Madison, Peoria,
111., in campaign
"WartheNurse."
Worley
arranged onwith
Army
Hospital at Dwight, 111., to send
an army ambulance to Peoria to be
used for a street ballyhoo. U. S.
Army inscriptions on both sides
of the ambulance were covered
with cloth banners containing
copy on the picture. The driver
was uniformed as a private in the
army and two charming young
ladies, dressed as nurses, rode on
the rear seat. The ambulance was
driven through Peoria for two
days in advance of playdate.
— Madison, Peoria, III.
*
*
*

Pathe Has
Golf Tieup

HTHEATERS booking the RKO
Pathe Johnny Farrell golf
series will have the merchandising cooperation of some three
thousand department, sports and
other links apparel dealers carrying the McGregor line of sportswear through a national tie-up
with the D. D. Doniger Company. Farrell is being featured
in a de luxe window card in action poses from his film subjects
and a space is allowed for local
sniping of playdates and theater
names. These cards will be the
focal point around which special
window displays will be centered.
In addition, the Doniger Company is featuring Farrell and the
picture tie-up on the front cover
of sixty thousand special booklets to be broadcast to all sports
wear dealers. A publicity campaign in behalf of the cooperative tie-up will be featured by
Doniger in sporting goods publications to promote dealers to
team with theater exploiteers.
— Pathe

7*mm
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TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

•

•

• EVERY ONCE in so often that exponent of extreme phraseology in picture publicity, Hy Daab, bursts titanically athwart the horizon of humanity riding Radio to victory
and crashing this valiant young show machine irresistibly to the
heights
doggone
it, Hy, you've got us babbling that
way, too
and we've tried so hard to preserve intact our
own peculiar style
yea, "peculiar" is right, sez you, but
we beat you to it
but if we visit your ossif a few more
times, we'll be a full-fledged Titan
everybody
in your
department does things with an Invincible Sweep
Sam
Warshawsky talks with a Vibrant Note
your own sec
moves with Dynamic Force
while you thunder instructions to your army of Storm Swept Spirits as they carry aloft
the Torch of Victory
everything is Titanic on the 16th
Floor
but when you proffered us your cigarette lighter,
the doggone thing only phh-hted and sputtered weakly
how come?
to preserve the atmosphere, you should sport
a lighter charged with dynamite operated with a trip-hammer
crashing on brimstone
but what we started out to say
when you so rudely interrupted us is that Hy is launching another nation-wide fan mag advertising campaign
reaching a combined circulation of 12,000,000 Palpitating Souls
who will sway and tremble ecstatically as this new message
of Radio's star personalities impinges dynamically upon their
Inner Consciousness and impels them irresistibly in Thundering
Hordes toward the theaters of the Supermen of the Show World
who all play Radio Pictures
please pass that thunderbolt
and a coupla streaks of lightning, Hy, so's I can light my cig.
*

•

*

*

*

•

• ROXY THEATER, which will ever remain a monument to the Show
Magician, no matter where he may go, is
celebrating its Fourth Anniversary
another glorious year
of splendid achievement
on stage and screen
the
entire industry might fittingly pause for a brief moment and
pay tribute to the genius of the man who has done so much
to advance the standards and prestige of the Motion Picture.
*

*

*

*

• • • TECHNICOLOR
recently received a phone
call
from a Chi politician
he wanted
to know
the cost of
filming
a notorious
a
sort
of patriotic
film gangster's
laid funeral
to rest in
withTechnicolor
the Colors
Charlie Ulrich recalls the first scenario written for the old Selig
Polyscope company about 26 years ago
a one-reeler for
which Charlie was paid at the rate of 10 cents a foot
he also wrote one of the first of the two-reelers, "Queen of the
Harem," for Selig
incidentally, C. U. originated the first
newspaper-size press sheet
for a Paramount Wally Reid
special, in 1920

IN

Theater Owners' Chamber of
Commerce says First National has
broken faith *
on "The
Kid"
bookings.
*
*
William A. Brady says reforms in
industry will come about when agitators get out. *
*
*
William M. Vogel to handle Hodkinson product for foreign markets.

• • • THE BIG THREE of Emgeem theater publicity,
Joe Vogel, Howard Dietz and Billy Ferguson, are responsible
for those roadshow engagements
that have blanketed the key
spots with "Trader Horn"
the backbone of the campaign
hinges on the greatest splash of billboards ever used on a feature
pix
there are several stands of 96-sheets
one covers
the entire side of a four-story building in Philly
there
must be something to this Big Splurge thing, for the feature
has broken several "Big Parade" records which hitherto stood
supreme
Phil De Angelis, pioneer paper-paster, is handling
the work on the billboards
By winning
three straight
games last week, the Fox bowling team made it six victories in
a row scored over the Paramount
five

«

«

«

»

»

»
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The Serious Business
of Being Funny
TTNLESS you are naturally of
rather a serious, introspective
temperament don't harbor any
ambitions to be a comedian. The
gay fellow is always more apt to
be on the receiving end of a joke
than the broadcasting. One cannot make people laugh until he
learns what will arouse their
mirth. Of course, it is possible to
hit on the right formula occasionally through sheer accident.
But continuously ringing the bell
of fun requires deep study of
human beings. Even the village
buff on soon senses this sad fact.
The border lines of comedy are
vaguely defined but yet disastrous
to cross. Without the exact shading which one person learns to
give and another does not, a
situation or a joke can easily fall
flat. Or it may become too involved for the average sense of
humor. Comedy must be subtle,
and yet not over the heads of
anyone. If a gag is funny enough
the most righteous are willing to
find amusement in something
slightly risque. But if it broadens
into the really vulgar, even the
most tolerant are, quite correctly,
offended. Good taste enters into
the manufacture of fun quite as
much as any other department of
life. Believe me, this business of
comedy
is a serious
If you're
not willing
to workone.hard
at it,
don't try at all. Laugh at the
other fellow's efforts instead.
— Edward Everett Horton

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS

-JH-

Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following
members of the inbirthdays
:
dustry,
who are celebrating their

March 14-15
Joseph
Charles I.F. Schnitzer
Reisner
James McCoy
Maitland Rice
Howard Higgin
George Sidney
Lee Shubert
Marion
Lissing
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GLENN TRYON LATEST NAME
SIGNED FOR PATHE SHORTS
latest "name"
Tryonto isthethearray
to Glenn
be added
of talent
appearing in RKO Pathe two-reel
comedies. Several years ago Tryon
was featured in his own series of
rooster brand two-reelers produced
by Hal Roach.
Tryon is already at work on his
first vehicle, "Three Wise Clucks,"
a story by L. B. Jefferson directed
by Wallace Fox. Others in the cast
are Marion Douglas, Frederic Howard, William Robyns, Rodney McLennan, Jerry Drew, Martha Mattox
and Billy Barty.
Billy Bevan has completed work in
his return appearance under the
brand in "Frozen Faces," in
rooster
which he was associated with Vivian
Oakland, Jimmy Finlayson and Billy
Franey. Ralph Ceder directed from
his own story which was adapted by
Harry Fraser.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

DOLAND
BROWN'S initial directorial effort for Fox has been
titled "Quick Millions." The picture
has had several titles, including
"Skyline,"has"Hoodlum"
and a"Yellow."
Brown
been given
trip to
Pans, because of his good work on
the picture, and is being accompanied
by Basil Woon, the veteran Paris
boulevadier,
who
speaks
excellent
French.
*
*
•
Eleven years ago, Thornton Freeland and J. Eddie Robbins worked
together at the old Vitagraph studio
in Brooklyn. Now, Freeland is directing "Riding for a Fall" for Fox,
and Robbins is editing the picture.
*
*
»
Here and There; Bill Tilden and
Bayard Veiller chatting at Metro:
Milton Schwartz of New York visiting friends at Fox; Richard Dix and
Louis
A.
Sarecky
conferring
at
Radio Pictures.
*
*
*

Connie Bennett Resuming
Constance Bennett, recovered from
her slight illness, will resume work
Complete cast of "The Public Enat the RKO Pathe studio in a few
days, her next starring vehicle being Tiffany Chimp Comedies in Spanish
"The Common Law," adapted by
Two additional Tiffany Talking
John Farrow from the Robert W.
Chambers story. Paul L. Stein will Chimp comedies have been "dubbed"
direct.
into Spanish by Fernando C. Tamayo, expert Spanish translator and
veteran foreign-film man. They are
Doug, Jr., Starting New Film
Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., will start "Chasing Around' 'and "Nine Nights
work this week in his new First Na- in a Bar Room." The Tiffany Talking Chimps are released by Parational production, "I
Like
Your
mount throughout the SpanishNerve," by Roland
Pertwee.
speaking world with the exception
of Mexico, where they are handled
Added to "Subway Express"
Dorothy Bay and James Goss will by D. Ferio.
appear in Columbia's adaptation of
Travis Banton
Returns
Express."
"Subway
the stage
Travis Banton, Paramount
stylist,
Both
Miss play,
Bay and
Goss are of the
after a tour
legitimate stage and make their is back in Hollywood
lasting two months.
screen debut in "Subway
Express." of Europe
Added to Ina Claire Cast
Ann Harding Vehicle Chosen
Hale Hamilton and Leigh Allen
Ann Harding's first of the four
starring pictures she is to make for are late additions to the cast supRKO Pathe on the 1931-32 program
porting Ina Claire in her new picture for RKO Pathe. Others in the
will be an adaptation of Pamela
Wynne's novel, "A Little Flat in cast of the Donald Ogden Stewart
the Temple." Charles R. Rogers play are Robert Ames. Robert Wilhas just obtained the screen rights
liams, Hedda Hopper. Walter Walkfrom the British novelist. Horace
er and Louise Closser Hale. EdJackson will write the dialogue.
ward H. Griffith is directing.

Silent Talker
London — A deaf and dumb
picture, with dialogue in sign
language such as used by those
who have lost their hearing
and power of speech, is being
shown among deaf and dumb
institutions here. It runs 12
minutes and features a short
sermon by Father W. Hayward, of Manchester, who lost
his speech in the war.

EDW. GOODMAN TO DIRECT
CHATTERTON FOR PARA.

Hoot Gibson Picture in Work
Production is in progress on
"Clearing the Range." the Allied
Picture Corp. vehicle that marks the
return of Hoot Gibson. M. H. Hoffman, Jr., is in charge of production,
with Otto Brower directing. Sally
Eilers plays opposite Gibson, and
others in the cast include Hooper
Atchlev, Madame Eva Grippon,
Robert Homans, Edward Peil and
George Mendoza. Story is by Jack
Cunningham, and Jack Natteford
prepared it.

W1LK

»

emy," gang thriller by two young
Chicago newspaper men, Kubec
Glasmon and John Bright, now in
production at the Warner Bros.
West Coast studios, is as follows:
Edward Woods, Joan Blondell,
James Cagney, Jean Harlow, Beryl
Mercer,
RobertLeslie
Emmet
O'Connor,
Mae Clark,
Fenton,
Rita

Edward Goodman, for 17 years a
playwright, stage director and stage
producer, has been assigned to direct
Ruth Chatterton's new Paramount
starring picture, "Women Love
Once," from Zoe Akins' stage success, "Daddy's
A-Hunting."
Paul Lukas
has Gone
been assigned
the

Flynn, Robert Homans, Ben Hendricks, Jr., Louise Brooks, Snitz Edwards, Clark Burroughs, Murray
Kinnell, Mia Marvin, Adele Watson,
R. Shannon. William Wellman is
directing the picture.
*
*
*

lead opposite the star of "Anybody's
Woman" and "Unfaithful."

Lloyd Knechtel has returned from
Detroit, where he photographed exteriors for "Traveling
Husbands,"
which Paul
Sloane is directing.
Universal is angling for Gavin
Gordon to appear in a forthcoming
production. Gordon is now working
in "Shipmates," which Harry Pollard is directing for M-G-M.

Dorothy Mackaill Plans N. Y. Visit
Dorothy Mackaill, who has been
working in three successive pictures without a let-up, will go to
New York for a brief visit as soon
as her present First National picture
is finished. She is now working in
"The
Reckless Hour," which is belon.
ing directed by John Francis DilLloyd Hughes, Marceline Day Cast
Lloyd Hughes and Marceline Day
will furnish the love interest in "The
Great Air Robbery," Columbia's second production in the new "Money
Getters"
will
direct. series. Christie Cabanne

Slim Summerville on Vacation
Having appeared in nine features
and starred in 18 short subjects dur- Rose Hobart in "Waterloo Bridge"
Carl Laemmle, Jr., has decided to
what he terms his
'fiscal year,'
Sliming Summerville,
Universal
comRose Hobart in "Waterloo
edy star, is going on a vacation trip put
Bridge," the Robert E. Sherwood
by motor to San Francisco, Portland, play, as well as in the role in Fanny
Seattle, Vancouver, Lake Louise and Hurst's "Back Street" previously asBanff.
signed to her. Her engagement on
the Warner
lot enable
in "Chances"
and
"We
Three" will
her to start
Jesse De Vorska in Fox Films
work on "Waterloo Bridge" early in
Jesse De Vorska, vaudeville and April. Benn Levy has been drafted
screen comedian,
has been assigned
to assist Tom Reed with the diaa principal role in Fox's "Women
logue and the script of "Waterloo
of All Nations."

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
Bridge."

Hollywood's most convenient hotel . .
for your stay in Southern California
RIG HT in the center oF everything to see and do . .
next door to famous studios, theatres, cafes, and
shops . . near golf courses, bridle paths, and other
amusement places.
The Plaza offers you every modern convenience, unexcelled service, and a unique, homelike atmosphere that
makes you feel at home as soon as you enter its well
known "doorway of hospitality." Here, too, you may
enjoy the company of interesting and famous people.
European plan. $3.00
double. $5.00 and up,
and monthly rates.
Remember the Plaza
Hollywood. Write for

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

HOTEL

and up, single. $4.00 and up,
twin beds. Special low weekly
for an unforgettable
free folder.
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PRODUCTION
WHO'S

WHO

AND

EXPANSION UNDER WAY
AT VITAPHONE
Due to the demand for Vitaphone
.short subjects exceeding the capacity of the present studio, Warner
Bros, are now in the process of enlarging various departments.
With six writers under contract,
new quarters have been arranged allowing more space. The art department also has been moved to a larger
room on the ground floor, while the
studio lunchroom will be increased
to double the present size.
There is also a strong possibility
of Warner Bros, erecting a new
stage on space recently acquired adjacent to the present studio building.
In this event, it is probable that production will be suspended while the
new building is being erected.

WHAT'S

WHAT

Ormston's Half Dozen
Frank Ormston has signed a contract to write, edit and voice six
novelty shorts for distribution by M.
J. Kandel.
Frank Ziesse Married
Francis Ziesse, former business
manager of International Photographers' Local 644, was recently married to Mary Dziubanska. Ziesse is
expected to shortly announce a new
connection with the RKO
interests.
Vitaphone Favoring Opera
"Carnival," just completed for
Warner Vitaphone by Giovanni Martinelli, is the thirteenth short made
by the Metropolitan Opera tenor for
that company. Martinelli has the distinction of appearing in the first
Vitaphone short made by Warner
Bros., over three years ago.
"Scarlet Hours'' Cast Set
Phoebe Foster and Estelle Winwood are the latest additions to the
cast of "Scarlet Hours," Edmund
Goulding's Paramount production
starring Nancy Carroll, with Fredric March opposite. Alan Hale and
Allison Skipworth are also in the
cast.

IN THE EAST
IN GREATER

NEW

YORK

, By HARRY

N. BLAIR ,

'TED HUSING, sports announcer
for the Lo.umD.a Broadcasting
system, upon hurrying ort the set a.
ihe Warner Vitaphone studio, where
his "Sportslants series are uemg
made, found himself trying to get
an outside connection over a prop
telephone!

Geard Swope, president, General
Electric Co., according to a recent
survey made by Visugraphic pictures, producers of industrial films.

When George Lederer, then a producer for Mutual Film Corp., sent
Lew Cody and Dorothy Dalton to
the old Thauhauser studio in reipomse to a call for two leads to send
co California, they were turned
down as not beiny good screen types,
ind they could have been signed for
the enormous sum of $40 weekly per
each!

beauty in Vitaphone's "Cold Turkey," has been selected to become a
Spanish senorita in Martinelli's next

Billy Wayne and Thelma White,
Vitaphone comedy team, are preparing to start "Fast and Furious.,"
which Albert Ray will direct. At
the, same time, they are doubling in
vaudeville.

Venice in the heart of Flatbush
's latest
as the setting forisMartinelli
but one of the
Vitaphone short
shed
modern marvels accompli
by
Frank Namczv, art director, and his
staff of experts at the Warner Vitaphone studio.

Among the business leaders who
use and indorse film advertising
may be included R. R. Deupree, president of Proctor & Gamble; J. M.
Tuttle, president International
Printing Ink Co.,; S. L. Willson,
President of International Writing
Paper Co.; Karl A. Bickel, president, United Press Publications, and

THE

For YMOON
HONE

It is definitely understood that the
Publix organization, which has been
housed in an annex adjoining the
Paramount New York studio, will
shortly be moved back to New York.
At the time Publix enlered the
production picture, there was an idea
under way to film presentation acts
to supplant the present system of
flesh-and-blood units. A. J. Balaban, assisted by Frank Cambria.
Jack Partington and several other
unit directors were in charge of the
few pictures made under the plan,
which really never got under way.
With the withdrawal of Balaban
from, the Paramount organization,
the whole thing was definitely dropped. Since then, the annex has been
used as a rehearsal room for Publix unit acts but this has been found
unsatisfactory and, in view of the
fact that more storage space is needed to keep pace with extra film production, the Publix
people
are slatei'
to soon return
to New
York.

Edna Story, upon completing the
role of a Venetian belie in Martinelli's latest short and a harem

picture.
Vitaphone

Vitamins:

STUDIOS

T
MOVING BACK TO NEW YORK

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

The high praise accorded "Stars
Feld With Goulding
of Yesterday" and "Evolution," two
Vitaphone novelty shorts, has
Fritz Feld, who has been associatfurther releases of that naprompted
ed with Herman Shumlin in the diture which are now being compiled
BroadwayHotel,"
and
edited
by Bert Frank.
rection of "Grand
stage success, has been engaged as
"Scarlet Hours,"
director on Goulding
technical Edmund
"The Exile," an all-\'egro picture
starts
which
recently completed by Oscar MichMonday, at Paramount's New York eaux at the Metropolitan studios,
studicT.
Fort Lee, N. J., is intended for release in white houses as well as in
those catering to Negro patronage.
Jack Pearl Set
Jack Pearl's first Vitaphone short
will be "The Meal Ticket," by Bur-net Hershey.
Al Ray will direct.

DAILY

The annual

Deer
Club attract
beefsteak 30on Vitaphonites,
St. Patrick's
eve will
Geo. Ackerson having instigated the
jxtrty, which includes Roy Mack and
Phil Quinn, both loyal sons of Erin
. . . . J. B. French, studio veteran, exof the to
"magic"
used to doplaining
as sonieassistant
Hermannhe
The Great at the old Forbes theater
in Washington. . . .Ed Hennessey
and Charlie Smith having their usual
argument over a poker game, durn g lunch hour.

Now Available for Immediate Bookings!
The

World-Acclaimed

Zwei Herzen

German

Screen

Operetta

Im 3 4 Takt

(Two Hearts in Waltz Time)
Now in the 23rd week of its sensational run at the

55TH ST. PLAYHOUSE
in New York!
Establishing

New

Records

Wherever

Shown!

Also Available for Immediate Bookings!
SEIN LIEBESLIED
(His Lore Song)

V Musical

Romance

of Gay Munich

By the I'roducers of
Zwei Herzen Im 3/t Takt

>

and

(Two

DAS LIED 1ST AUS

Hearts

in If'nlt:

Time)

(The Song Is Orer)

VOM

DIE LINDENWIRTIN
A

Romantic

(The Inn at the Rhine)
Screen Operetta with
German
and

Captivating

RHEIN
Delightful

Tunes

Humor

by ARNOLD BENNETT
and

The Little Shepherd of
Kingdom Come
by JOHN

VIOLA

FOX,

IRENE

go to
9 E. 59th St., N. Y.

Jr.

COOPER
Vo. 5-5543

Address —

Cinemas of Anieriea.Im*.
Associated
1560 Broadway. New York City
Tel : BR yant 9-1458

Cable Address— Cinema

By M. P.

RCA -Auto Cinema Demonstrate
Sound -on -Film Ad Projector
Auto Cinema's new sound-on-film
advertising projector, produced by
Auto Cinema in collaboration with
RCA Photophone, was demonstrated
e a group of repreFriday befor
sentatives of motion picture trade
and technical publications at the former.corporation's offices at 1775
Broadway
Enclosed within an attractive cabinet which stands about five feet six
inches high and is approximately
three feet square, the sound reproducing equipment, comprising the
ier, motor and sixprojector, amplifr,
operates as a unit
inch loud speake
from power supplied from a lamp
socket. The picture is projected upon a transparent screen 18 by 22
inches in dimension located at the
top of the cabinet.
An outstanding feature of the apparatus is that the film may be projected indefinitely. This is made
possible by means of an endless rewinding device invented by an electrical engineer of Berlin, Germany,
and upon which the Auto Cinema
Corp. has been granted patent rights
in the United States and Canada.
At the demonstration a number of
sound trailers and what might be
classified as "short short" subjects
were projected for the purpose of
emphasizing the importance of this
feature in connection with the reproduction of trailers for current and
forthcoming attractions in the lobbies
of theaters or advertising subjects in
Vends, railroad stations or other public places.
The sound attachment was developed in the engineering laboratories
of RCA Photophone, to which the
Auto Cinema Corp. had taken a model of a silent projector into which the
endless rewinding feature had been
fabricated. With the only difference
being in the size of the objects upon the screen, both projection and
sound compare favorably with the
the sound and projection obtained on
standard size RCA Photophone reproducing equipment.
Hans R. Kossman formerly identified with Consolidated Film Industries, is president of the Auto Cinfira Corp.
Allied Seating Co. Moves
Allied Seating Co., formerly of 34
East 20th St., specializing in reseating, repairing and reupholstering
of theater seats, is now located in
new and larger quarters on the fourth
floor at 303 Fourth Ave., New York.
According to B. E. Jufe, president,
increase in business necessitated the
change.

LIGHTING CONTROLLED
BY ORGAN SWITCHBOARD

Pointers and Suggestions

T-TAVE you checked up on your
marquee and theater lront signs
lately, or do you just turn them on
National to Distribute
and trust to luck that they are in
and need no attenArmstrong Equipment working tion?order
The theater front with its
Distribution of stage equipment
designed and manufactured by the electric signs and displays, is unArmstrong Studios, Inc., of Los
questionably a most important factor in the solicitation of patronage,
Angeles, has been taken over by the
National Theater Supply Co. The and the manner in which presentations are announced and made disArtone sound screen unit, one of the
tinguishable from a distance is vitallatest developments of Armstrong
ly important in informing the pubproducts, is being put into production immediately at the coast plant.
lic of the current program.
A factory is also being built in
Chicago by Armstrong.
The use of rubber mats in the
Lebensburgers Combine
vestibule during rainy and slushy
A. C. Lebensburger is now asso- weather ivill make your patrons
ciated with Maurice Lebensburger, more foot-sure, as well as take up
Inc., theater novelty company, in a lot of underfoot dirt and rubbish,
both the novelty and brokerage end conserving your carpet and saving
of the business.
your cleaners.
New Pittsburgh Home for National
Pittsburgh — The National Theater
Supply Co. will occupy the first floor
with office and shop in the him
building being erected here on the
Boulevard of the Allies.
Opens Atlanta Sales Office
Atlanta — P. A. Strachan has opened the new office of the Southern
Sales Promotion League at 154 Walton St. here. The purpose of the
league will be to handle all forms of
sales promotion, especially with reference to exclusive specialties of
value to show business.

A unique console lighting switchboard which operates by meahs of
vacuum tubes, enabling a light artist
to have hue and intensity of auditorium and stage lighting at his finger
and toe tips, just as a pipe organist
finds pitch and volume of sound at
his command, is the latest development of the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing
Co.
A new means of governing the
grids of vacuum tubes enabled engineers to concentrate the nerve centers of nearly 4,000 lighting combinations in an ordinary console. The
different scenes can form a continuous program, one scene automatically merging into the other at accurately controlled rates.
Like piano keys, this light console
has 36 main control drums projecting
three-quarters of an inch above the
face of its keyboard panel which
brighten or dim the 110 lighting circuits as the operator fingers them. If
Millions of dollars are being spent the operator needs his hands for other
annually in the production of good work, or his fingers tire, a flip of a
pictures, and it takes these good pic- switch transfers the intensity control
tures well projected and well pre- to a horizontal group of nine foot
sented to get business — but,
The console is portable and a 40
you can't expect to keep patrons foot extension cord allows it to sit
coming to a shabby show shop, pedals.
even with the best of screen enter- on the stage or ride the elevator
tainment. If you have allowed platform in the orchestra pit, the
your theater to become dingy and company claims.
uninviting, wake up and take action
before you begin to slip. Just reBring back the prestige lost
member that your competitor puts
through faulty sound
on a good show, too, and the one
in your theatre
who keeps his place most inviting
and
trade. attractive will get most of the
by installing

Weber Synchrofilm at Princess
Weber Synchrofilm, sound-on-film
apparatus, is being used at the Princess, one of the latest of former New
York legitimate theaters to go over
to a talker policy. The installation
was made in a short space of time
under the supervision of J. A. Tannenbaum, Inc., eastern sales representative for Weber Machine Corp.

INVISIBLE

perfect

Rear Shutter Mounts require Model
D type. Convert your Model A to
Model D tj>e. Brackets and parts
on order.
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Lights

For sound and motion picture photography — lamps
of all kinds, both incandescent and arc types,
floodlights, spotlights, overhead lights, side lights,
etc. ; for close-up or long-range work. Also wiring devices of various 'kinds, portable plugging
boxes, pin-plug connectors, etc. — made by the
creators of Klieglights.
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ROCHESTER, N.Y.
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3-** ire circuit foot switch

Standard equipment in over 1,500
theatres. Fits Motiograph Model
B, Simplex and Super-Simplex and
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Shutter
Mounts.
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NEW AIR-BLAST H. I. LAMP
PUT OUT BY A8HCRAFT CO.
A new high intensity projection
lamp, known as the Air-blast lamp
and said to contain many advantageous features in its construction, has
been put on the market by the Ashcraft Automatic Arc Co. of Hollywood,
Amiong the many features claimed
for this lamp are: Two equalized
contacts on each side that cannot
oxidize or pit, protected from heat
of the arcj and require no attention;
a powerful and dependable automatic striker fully enclosed; arc image
visible from both sides of lamp; a
pyrex mirror cooled by air circulation; carbon release operating outside of lamphouse and closing automatically with door, and entire
mechanism removable by sliding out
rear of housing without use of tools,
making it accessible for care or inspection.
The ,air cooling system of this
new product is claimed one of rhe
outstanding features in that the air
blast is generated by a silent, powerful blower operated by the arc control motor. By a unique method, the
air stream is diverted to all parts of
the lamp and housing, lowering the
operating temperature to such an extent that a perfect running machine
is thereby maintained, entirely removing the destructive effects of the
generated heat of the arc. Not only
is the air blast claimed a protective feature, but of more importance
is the fact that it provides for a
great increase of illumination by allowing a greater amount of current
to be earned in the same diameter
of carbon than formerly. Heretofore, it is said, lamps of the high
intensity reflector type were only designed to operate at 72 amperes when
using the 9 mm. electrode. With this
new type, the normal current is 85
amperes, although its operation at
70 amperes is perfect and currents
as high as 90 may be used with ease.
Every working part of the lamp,
including contact shoes, carbon feed
mechanism, bearings, shafts and
gearing, as well as all current carrying leads, are entirely enclosed.
Malta 100% W.

E.

With the recent signing of a contract for the installation of its
equipment in the Empire Cinemla on
the Island of Malta,. Western Electric has obtained a 100 per cent representation inthis British possession
in the Mediterranean. The other
three theaters in Malta, the Gafety,
International and - Manoel, had already installed the W. E. System.

Rolla, Mo. — Construction bids have been
received for the erection of the Rollamo here
at an estimated cost of $75,000. Johnson
& Mack
of St. Louis are the architects.

INTERNATIONAL MARKETS
IMPROVED LENS TURRET

Practical in design, easy to adapt
to all models of Simplex projectors,
Boston — Plans are in progress by Arthur and attractive in appearance are
M. Bowditch, architect of this city, for the
erection of a 1,800-seat theater here for the among the descriptive details given
Adams Realty Corp. The house, to be by
the International Projector
known as the Paramount, will "be leased by Corp. of New York in connection
Publix.
with its new triple lens turret, just
Frankfort, Ind. — -An atmospheric theater is placed on the market.
to be erected here by Valos and Gregory on
Each of the three lens mounts may
the site formerly occupied by the Leader
be separately adjusted both verticalStore.
ly and laterally and each may be
Pullman, Wash. — Work has been started separately focused; also, these lens
by Martin, Lycan & Jenner on the Audian mounts accommodate all makes and
theater here. The house will seat 400 and
focal lengths of lenses either half
is to cost about $30,000.
or quarter size. It is only necessary
to insert, adjust and focus three
lenses of the desired focal lengths,
after which any one of the three maybe instantly swung onto the optical
Berlin — Dr. Bruno Lange, assistant
at the Institute for Silicate Research axis. One lens of. the proper focal
of the Kaiser-Wilhelm Gesellschaft length may be used for silent or
has developed a new photoelectric sound-on-disc prints, the second for
cell, which is claimed to be superior sound-on-film, and the third tor
to the varieties now in use.
Magnascope or other types of effect.
The new cell is said to generate a
The turret proper is mounted in
stronger current, though the currents
that it has so far been possible to a substantial frame on four 90 deobtain were not sufficiently strong to
gree V grooved rollers with provisions for taking up all end and
perm-it the use of the cell in the moradial
play
in roflers, thereby protion picture industry without the adviding a free-turning turret which is
dition of amplifiers. The use of the
cell would reduce simplification by rigidly supported and free from
one, or possibly two, stages, but it is shake and vibration. With the turret a new film protector and gate
insisted that there can be no queslatch assembly are furnished, the use
tion of using the cell altogether with- of which eliminates the necessity of
out amplifiers.
the projectionist placing his hand
within the mechanism when closing
Dworsky
Rewind
Machines
An enclosed automatic rewind ma- the gate while threading. A mirror
chine for theaters, which stops auto- arrangement is also provided on the
matically on breaks and at end of rear of each lens chamber by means
film, and an inspection control re- of which the aperture may be observed for checking up on framing
wind machine are being marketed by
the Dworsky Film Machine Co. of after film is threaded in place.
Long Island City, N. Y.
50th in Spain for W. E.
Both rewinds stop by foot control. This eliminates drag on film,
Ferrol,
Spain — With its recent inthus avoiding scratches.
stallation at the Joffre Cinema here,
Western Electric has completed its
Theater Statuary Specialists
50th installation in Spain. The
Statuary in bronze and marble and Joffre serves a district of approxiilluminated marble figures, as well as
mately 30,000 inhabitants.
pottery, urns and jars, are being
turned out for theaters by the FerBing & Co.'s Successors. Inc.,
of New dinand
York.

Photoelectric Cell
Developed in Berlin

Named Representative
Pittsburgh — Fred Solomon and
Buckey Zeiders have been named local representatives of the American
Blower Electric Ventilating.
Tf It li

ASRESTOS
BLUE SEAL ASBESTOS CORP.
264 Wyckoff
Brooklyn.
New

St.. near Nevins
York Triinrle
0290

Distributors for lohni-Msnville Corp.

ALTERATIONS
Centralia, 111. — The Grand, operated by
the Fox West Coast, is to be remodeled at
a cost of about $75,000. Plans are being
drawn by Kennerly & Stiegemeyer of St.
Louis.
Rochester, N. Y. — The Lake, recently
leased by Elmer Loritz of Amgood Theater
Corp., is undergoing renovat on and the installation of Western Electric sound equip
ment.

Kansas City — Work is now under way for
the remodeling and redecorat.ng of the Madr d
and
the Hughes-Franklin
circuitBenton
at a thea.ers
cost of by
approximately
$75,000.
Lynchburg, Va. — Warner Bros., new operators of the Trenton, will ;pend from
$J^.i,u.) to !>j *f0OJ in remodeling the house
into u de luxe iheater.
Billings, Mont. — Extensive alterations and
the installation of new sound equipment will
be made at the Liberty.

Making Home Talkie Set
Using Standard Size Film
North Adams, Mass. — Sprague
Specialties Co. of this city is reported
planning to put on the market a
home talking picture equipment confilm.
sisting of a combination of turntable
and projector, using standard size

the secret of good sound
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LATEST NEWS FROM LONDON, PARIS. BERLIN.
■YDNEY. MELBOURNE AND
CENTERS
FOREIGN
OTHER

Foreign
By

KIBA, AUSTRIAN CIRCUIT
ENTERING RENTING FIELD

Markets
GEO RGB

London — Opposition to the Local Option Sunday shows bill
to be given a free vote of the House, is seen as growing stronger.
Secretary of the Lord's Day Observance Society, who recently
completed a provincial trip, indicated that there would be a "no
compromise" policy on the part of the society, and the Variety
Artists' Federation has also come out strongly against the bill.

Eric Boulby Dies
Ontario To Restrict Billboards
London — Eric Boulby, with UniToronto
Legislation forbidding
versal for the past three years, died erection of —billboards
where they are
recently from pneumonia.
apt to destroy the appearance of the
countryside is planned as one of the
A. B. C. Acquires Two
steps in a campaign for more stringent regulation of signs in Ontario.
East Lancashire — Associated British Cinemas, Ltd., has taken over the It is also intended to prohibit billboards within 500 feet of road inSavoy Kinema at Blackburn and the
tersections. The present limit is 300
Olympia at Darwen from Reginald feet.
Yorke, who is retiring from the business.
Ufa Star Returns
Berlin
—
Gustav Froehlich, Ufa star
"Captivation" Completed
who has returned to Germany folLondon — "Captivation," first of
lowing appearances in pictures in
four John Harvel productions, has
Hollywood, will soon resume work at
been completed at the British Lion the
Ufa studios.
studios at Beaconfield. The picture
is now being edited.
McKay Made Visatone Sales Head
London — James W. McKay has
Takes Over Montreal Roxy
Montreal — Robert Hurel has taken become associated with Stoll Picture
Productions, Ltd., in the capacity of
over the Roxy and has opened it as*
a key house for French pictures in director of sales for Visatone, a recording system held by Stoll under
Canada.
patent license from Marconi's Telegraph Co., Ltd. McKay, who is
To Release French
Operetta
widely known through his various
Paris — "Un Caprice de la Pompa- trade activities, is the pioneer of
dour," produced by Haik's, will be overseas transmission of market rereleased here soon.
Andre
Bauge,
ports by wireless, and was British
baritone, has the leading role.
trade advisor at the German Embassy at the close of the war.

"Lights" Advance Sale

London — A $25,000 deal has
been made between the Libraries and the Dominion theater
in connection with the run of
"City Lights." Advance sale
on the Charlie Chaplin picture
is unusually heavy.

HAPPENINGS
IN OTHER
LANDS OF INTEREST TO
PRODUCERS, DISTRIBUTORS
AND
OTHERS
IN THE
U. S.

RBDDT

Sunday Show Opposition Stronger

Vienna— The Kiba, a Social Democratic organization, which operates
a circuit of more than 10 houses in
this city, is planning to enter the field
of film distribution in the near fu- British Technicians Okay
ture. Thus new activity of Kiba,
will be under the supervision of Phil- Constitution of New Ass'n
ip Hamber, and it is reported that
London — A representative gathering of technical men, attending the
the company is negotiating for the
of the Dupont and Pabst or- recent meeting of the newly-formed
product ons.
British Cinematograph Society,
ganizati
voted their approval of the association's constitution, and elected officers for 1931. Membership of the
Annual K.R.S. Meeting
new society is almost as large as that
Elects New Council of
the London Branch of the S. M.
London — Council of the Kinema P. E.
Renters Society for the current year
was selected at the recent annual
Moss Empires Profits Off
meeting. Firms elected were: ButchEdinburgh
— Profits of Moss Emer's Film Service, F. B. O., First
pires Theaters for the past fiscal year
National-Pathe, Fox Film, Metro- were off $250,000, according to R. H.
Goldwyn - Mayer, National Screen
Service, New Era, Paramount, P. D. Gillespie, managing director of the
C, Radio Pictures, United Artists, company. It was further stated that
Universal, Wardour, Warners and H. although a dividend of 10 per cent
was being paid, there would be no
S. Coxall (Provincial nominee).
bonus this year for shareholders.
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Novel Sound Device
Developed in England
London — A novel device in connection with sound-heads is incorporated in the Ultramonic equipment
that has been marketed by R. W.
Munro,
Ltd., of Tottemham.
The sound-head forming part of
this set is unique in that it contains
no optical components whatever.
The exciting lamp is carried in a
chamber immediately behind the film
— in the production model two lamp i
are embodied, easily interchangeable— the light being transmitted
through the film and through a
mechanically produced slit onto the
photo-electric cell. In the Ultramonic sound-head the slit is produced between the edges of two
drums, the axis of which are parallel with the film. By means of a
belt these two drums are caused to
rotate.

E
OVEN BY GAUNONT REEL
London — Free insurance against
reproducer breakdowns will be given
to all subscribers to Gaumont Sound
News, according to an announcement by W. J. Gell. Policies will
automatically become effective when
reel.
exhibitors agree to book the newsItalian Color Film Co.
Milan — Societa Generale Cinematografica has been formed here to
produce color pictures. Dr. Guilio
Bonola is president and Conte Alessandro Attendoli managing director.
Bans "Compromising Daphne"
Sydney
— "Compromising
Daphne,"
B. I. P. picture,
has been banned
by
the Commonwealth censor. It is posversed. sible that the decision may be re

Decrease in German Companies
Berlin — Total of 156 companies
liquidated during 1930 against 153
newly formied companies, according
to the German press. The figure does
not include liquidations by legal authorities, making the total companies
The whole device is situated between the projector mechanism and out of business considerably more.
the lamp house. The photo-electric Capitol invested in the industry incell, which is of the caesium type, is
creased some 2,000,000 marks, liquimounted inside the drums.
dations still not being considered.
Haik Opens New Paris Studios
Paris — The new studios erected by
Haik at Courbevoie, to replace those
destroyed by fire last year, are now
in operation. The plant now consists of a main studio 100 ft. long
and 60 ft. wide, a smaller studio and
a pool for water scenes. RCA
Photophone and Cinevox-Haik sound
equipments are installed. M. Berthomieu is now producing "Earn Thy
Living" at the studio.
London
Hipp Goes Sound
London — The Hippodrome, for 30
years one of the most famous legitimate theaters of London's Wesi
End, is to show talking pictures. A
contract has been signed for the installation ofWestern Electric equipment. Charlie Chaplin was in the
cast of the first of the many famous
spectacles that made the Hippodrome
famous throughout the world. Under the present plan talking picture
equipment will be u»ed to show pictures between stage plays and also
to
trade shows. The house has
1473give
seats.

B. & D. to Film Farnol Novel
London — British & Dominions
Film Corp. has secured the talker
Two Canadian Robberies
rights to the popular Jeffrey Farnol
Victoria
— In blowing open the
novel, "The
Broad
Highway." Production of tins
story
will mark the safes of two Victoria theaters, robfirst ambitious attempt on the part of
bers obtained over $2,300 in cash.
an English producer to film a big At the Dominion the robbers got
out-of-doors talker vehicle.
$1,021 and at the Capitol, $1,214.

Three Working at Paris Studio
Paris — Three pictures are now in
work at the Gaumont-Franco-FilmAubert studios in the Rue de la Villette. They are: "Road No. 13," diby Pierre
directedrectedby
HenriBillon;
Debain"Mephisto,"
and Nick
Winter, and "Bombance," directed
by Pierre Billon. Leon Mathot will
soon start direction of "Passport No
leading
13,444," part.
with Tania Fedor in the
New Durham House
• Durham, Eng. — The 1,400-seat
house being built here will be opened in May. The theater is to be
constructed
for talking pictures.
Plan London Theater Block
London — Messrs. Webb and Ash
have received provisional approval
from the Urban Council for a proposed theater, block of stores and
parking
Circus. space, to front on Hendon

Best B. O. of 1930
Sydney — "Everyone's," has
picked "All Quiet on the
Western Front/' "Gold Diggers ofNook"
Broadway,"
and
"Rookery
as the best
box office pictures of 1930.
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MP. EQUIPMENT EXPORTS
INCREASED DURING 1930

N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y

*U' MAKES BOOKING TIEUP
WITH ALLIED STATES ASS'N
I from Pafu 1 )

-"line of independent pictureSan Francisco — Negotiations have Kwing,
Stanton
E. Ewing
and Lu- dwindling through consolidations of
which are estimated at $3,500,000.
Workman.
been completed for the leasing of cretia
producing and distributing compaA total of 2,160 projectors of the property in the downtown district of
nies, such a plan is advisable from
35 mm. type were exported in 1930, San Jose by United Artists for the
Elkville,
111.
—
R.
E.
Atkins
haerection of a $150,000 theater, it is
the standpoint of the independent opsold the Lyric to the Harry Rivers
against 1,989 the year before. The announced.
erator." Universal, on the other
Co. The same company has pur- hand, will benefit through acquiring
principal markets were United Kingchased the Miners' in Dowell. 111., a large block of playdates. Unlike
dom, 646; Japan, 339; Canada, 134;
Orange, Mass. — The town hall has from Atkins.
other major companies the Laemmle
France, 126; British India, 77; China, been leased for a period of one year
organization operates but a few the77; South Africa, 76; Switzerland, to the Orange Amusement Co., which
Kennett, Mo. — Tom Ford has sold
aters and these are being gradually
is
headed
by
Eddie
Markell
of
Bosthe Ford to E. B. Vandiver.
73; Spain, 66; Australia, 55.
disposed of.
ton. The price stipulated is $1,000
Exports of 16 mm. projectors in and the theater company has the
The announcement said that "un1930 dropped to 1,634 from 2,311 in right to show pictures seven days a
Madrid, la. — Myron Spencer, lessee
der the arrangement Allied and its afthe previous year, with Canada, week with the town reserving the of the Lyric, has changed the name
filiated units throughout the country
Japan and the United Kingdom as option of using the hall 30 times dur- of the remodeled building to the
will
promote
the interests of Unithe chief markets.
Madrid. Sound equipment has been
ing the year.
versal as a means of securing an adeinstalled.
Of the $7,736,059 worth of sound
quate supply of high grade product
apparatus and parts exported last
San Francisco — Forrest Nine has
for their members and Universal will
year, the principal buyers were: resigned the position of head booker
Columbus, O. — J. Everett Watson, assist in the upbuilding and strengthUnited Kingdom, $2,390,456; France, and office manager at the Universal
manager of Loew's Broad, is recovening of the theater association."
$1,032,860; Australia, $452,952; Can- exchange. "Rats" Ratliff, booker,
dicitis. ering from an operation for appen- It was stated that Allied units have
ada, $404,044; Italy, $344,928; Philli- moves up to the new post.
an aggregate membership of approxipines, $197,226; New Zealand, $194,mately 6,500 theaters.
102; South Africa, $192,609; Brazil,
San Francisco — Completely reCleveland — Arthur Goldsmith, forPhil
Reisman
general sales man$181,752; Spain. $179,174: and Chile,
modeled, the new Union Square,
merly Pathe Pittsburgh branch manager for Universal, could not be
Mexico, British Malaya, British Inager, has joined the local exchange formerly the Hippodrome, has reached
for a statement.
dia and Belgium, more than $100,- and sales representative.
opened with a second-run picture
000 each. There was a slight depolicy under the management of Otto
Two Warner-F. N. Releases Set
crease in 35mm. cameras exported in
Lichbaum. A five-year lease has
Hartford, Conn,— C. B. Thompson
Warner Bros, have set April 25
1930, the total being 946, against is the new owner of the Crown, been secured on the house by O.
1,038 in 1929. Value of these cam- formerly operated by Anthony De M. Larson, who hails from Montana. as the release date for "God's Gift
to Women," with Frank Fay, Laura
eras, however, increased from $364,- Lorenzo.
The house is now closed.
La Plante, Charles Judels, Joan
544 to $405,906. Exports of cameras
Elondell, Louise Brooks and Charles
of less than 35mm. fell from 3,082
Holyoke, Mass. — Lawrence Lasky, Winninger.
Conyers, Ga. — Harry Langford has
in 1929 to 1,677 in 1930.
who
has
been
manager
of
the
Pubtaken over the management of the lix Strand, has also taken over the
First National's "Misbehaving
Dixie.
Ladies," with Lila Lee, Ben Lyon,
management of the Publix Victory.
Louise Fazenda and Lucien Littlefield, will be released April 18.
Steubenville, O. — Papers have been
riled with the secretary of state charGreenfield, Mass. — The Lawler,
tering the New Rex Theater Co. which has been completely remodeled
Providence — Edward M. Fay is in
charge of the entertainment for the with an authorized capital of $25,- since the disastrous fire, has re000.
Incorporators
are Isabel
H. opened.
testimonial performance being given
tonight (Saturday) to Col. Wendelschafer on the occasion of the last
show at the Providence Opera
V
When yOU Go To
House. Eddie Dowling, George M.
(Continued from Paue 1 )
(Continued
from
Pane
1)
Cohan, Ray Dooley, Ted Healy, elusive interview with The Film
Fritzi Scheff and the entire bill at Daily.
week, more expansion and contact
Fay's theater are among the stars
activities
will work out of the MemThe "electric eye" consists of G. E.
expected to appear. Seats are selling
photo-electric
cells
and
an
electric
phis
office,
where President M. A.
at $25 each and boxes up to $500.
auditing machine, a product of the Lightman headquarters. Aid in
Ohmer Fare Register Co. It is
keeping in touch with exhibitors,
placed at the entrance door to the
whether members of the M. P. T.
London Sees "Outward Bound"
theater and will supply statistical inO.
A. or not, will be furnished 1>\
London — "Outward Bound" is to
formation, Fink says, giving the exbe given its first screening in Engact number of patrons that have nre- the monthly bulletin to be issued.
land today (Saturday) at the Regal, sented tickets to the doorman. Each
one of London's fashionable West half-hour the device makes a tape
End cinema palaces. Delay in the
release of the Warner picture was record Riving the number of admissions, tiirie, date, month, year, emdue to its being banned by the Lord
identification keys, auditor
Chamberlain, the latter holding that and dailyployer
turnback registers.
(Continued from Page 1)
in its treatment of life after death
Pilot lights connected to the device mund Breese, Mae Busch, Philo
it was treading on religious grounds.
are placed in the ticket booth, man- McCullough, Al Cooke, Paul Panzer, Fred Kohler, Jr., Kit Guard, lack
ager's office or wherever they might
be desired, and these lights will go Richardson, Joseph Girard and Eddie
Talkies Boost Trade
off and on each time a patron enters direct.
Featherstone. Joseph Levering will
Introduction of talkies in
the theater. Thus a manager in hi*
f^FfcO Single with
South America has served to
office can tell by the flicker of his
foster a demand for many U.
pilot light the business being done
at the box office.
S. products, especially clothes,
Ulman Joins Paris Studio
Fink also states that with the use
home furnishings and mechanWilliam
Ulman is the latest addiWE
HAVE
TME*%
ical implements, said L. A.
of the "electric eye" in circuit houses.
tion to the Paramount studio pubran
Kissling, president of the
office
home
the
with
connections
licity forct. Ulman, with a backbe made so that registers at the home
Eighth Ave. Ass'n, on his reground of both production and newsturn from a tour of Latinoffice will tell how many admissions
paper activity, comes well equipped
American countries.
theaters
individual
entered
have
for his new duties.
39M fc cuts**!'* $i»..rmLMiruim
around the country every half hour.
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Edward M. Fay Handling
Wendelschafer Testimonial

Membership Campaigns
'Electric Eye' Registers
Admissions to Theaters
Planned by M.P.T.O.A.

PHILADELPHIA

Series of Indie Features
Being Made by Darmour
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"The Hot Heiress"

with Ben Lyon, Ona Munson
First Nat'l
Time, 1 hr., 25 mine.
A LAUGH FEST. CORKING
COMEDY PLUS A CHARMING
ROMANCE, WITH
A FEW
NEAT SONG NUMBERS APPROPRIATELY SPOTTED.
Broad comedy and delightful romance are neatly blended in this lively yarn constructed on the Cinderella
formula, except that here it's the girl
who is the rich princess, while the
lad is a poor but honest and handsome riveter. Ona Munson, the
wealthy eyeful, spots the laboring
Ben Lyon hammering away on the
steelwork of a new skyscraper that
is going up just across the way. She
plays sick so she can stay in her
room and be near him. After they
get acquainted Qna invites Ben and
his comic friend's to a house party,
where their differences in stations
and manners re/suits in the usual embarrassments afnd objections from the
girl's parents/ winding up with Ben
making his^exit. But; it's all fixed up
in the end. Besides the excellent performances ofLyon and Miss Munson,
who also sing a few catchy numbers,
there is some swell comedy work by
Tom Dugan and Inez Courtney.
Should click nicely with any audience.

Jack Oa kie in

"June Moon"

Pat amount
Time, 1 hr., 19 mins.
SWEET LITTLE COMEDYDRAMA FROM STAGE PLAY
GIVES JACK OAKIE SWELL
PART WHICH HE GETS OVER
STRONG.
The popular stage play of the same
name has been made into swell movie fare. The part of the lovable
sap song-writer fits Jack Oakie
down to the ground, and he puts it
over in great shape. Frances Dee is
a perfect type for the sweety . and
wholesome girl from upstate who
loves the song manufacturer. The
story tells of an upstate youth who
thinks he's a song writer and gels
fixed up with a gold digger who
takes him for the works while his
little country sweetheart stands by
helpless. Then the disclosure comes
that he's just a punk, and can never
make the grade as a song writer in
the big town. The finale has him
going back home with the country
girl, licked but happy. The dialogue
is up-to-the-minute, breezy, and carries a load of laughs. Characterizations well handled throughout, and
that goes for the direction. A
wholesome picture with tender sentiment and plenty of laughs.

Cast: Jack Oakie, Fiances Dee, June
MacCloy, Ernest Wood, Wynne Gibson,
Harry Akst, Sam Hardy, Ethel Sutherland,
Cast: Ona Munson. Ben Lyon, Tom
e'ranK Darien, Harold Waldrige, Jean Bar
Dugan, Etise Bartlett, Thelma Todd, Holmes ry, Eddie Dunn.
Director, A. Edward Sutherland ; Authors,
Herbert, Nella Walker, Inez Courtney,
George
Irving, Joe Bernard.
Ring Lardner, George S. Kaufman ; AdapDirector, Clarence Badger; Authors, Hertors, Keene Thompson, Joseph L. Mankiebert Fields, Richard Rogers, Lorenz Hart ; wicz ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor, not listed ;
Adaptors, same ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor, Cameraman, Allen Siegler ; Recording EnThomas Pratt ; Cameraman, Sol Polito.
gineer. Earl Hayman.
Direction, smooth.
Photography,
okay.
Direction, good.
Photography,
good.

"Body and Soul"
ivith Elissa Landi and Charles

Fa rrell
Fox
Time, 1 hr., 10 mins.
FAIR ROMANCE AND DRAMA OF THE WAR. WELL DIRECTED AIR-RAID SEQUENCES. STORY THIN
IN SPOTS.
This production starts out with a
bang and carries on at a fair speed
throughout although at times the
dialogue becomes tiresome. Elissa
Landi's debut in American made pictures is uneventful but not through
any fault of this clever actress who
was assigned a part that carried with
it few , opportunities. Charles
Farrell Ms satisfactory, except in the
scenes when he becomes intoxicated.
Then he is unconvincing. The story
tells of Farrell, an American ace who
falls in love with Elissa believing
her to be his dead pal's sweetheart
while in reality she was his wife.
Elissa is believed to be a German
spy and Farrell's infatuation for her
brings him face to face with court
martial proceedings. The tangle is
straightened out in interesting fashion. The supporting cast is okay.

Cast: Charles Farrell, Elissa Landi, Humphrey Bogart, Myrna Loy, Donald Dillaway.
Craufurd Kent, Pat Somerset, Ian MacLaren,
Dennis D'Auburn,
Douglas Dray, Harold
Kinney,
Bruce
Warren.
Director, Alfred Santell ; Authors, Elliott
White Springs, A. E. Thomas ; Adaptor,
Jules Furthman ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor
Paul Weatherwax ; Cameraman, Glen Mac
Williams;
Recording Engineer. Donald Flick
Direction, good. Photography,
good.

"The Great Meadow"

"Way Down East"

(Synchronized)
Al Griffith-Grey
Time, 1 hr., 30 mins.
D. W. GRIFFITH MELODRAMA
CLASSIC STILL
HOLDS
STRONG
ENTERTAINMENT
APPEAL PLUS GOOD EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
The D. W. Griffith melodrama
classic still holds a big entertainment
appeal and should go strong on the
basis of the sentiment attached to
this famous melodrama the D. W.
Griffith name, and the appeal of seeing such personalities as Lillian Gish,
Richard Barthelmess and Lowell
Sherman as they were in the early
days of their careers. The wholesome story of the wronged girl, to
whom true love comes after many
trials and tribulations also still has
its appeal. The musical score has
been well synchronized including all
the old-time melodies that should
make a hit with the older generation. Sound
_
effects are incidental to
certain pieces of business. There is
still a big kick in the final scene,
where Lillian Gish is about to go
over the falls on a cake of ice, with
Dick Barthelmess rescuing her in
the nick of time.
Cast: Lillian Gish, Richard Barthelmess,
Lowell Sherman, Burr Mcintosh, Kate
Bruce, Creighton Hale, Mrs. Morgan Belmont, Mrs. David Landau, Josephine Bernard, Patricia Freun, Florence Short, Vivia
Ogden, Porter Strong, George Nelson, Edgar
Nelson, Mary Hay, Emilv Fitzroy.
Director, D. W. Griffith ; Author, Lottie
Blair Parker ; Adaptor, Anthony Paul Kelly ;
Cameramen,
G. W. Bitzer, Hendrik
Sartov!
Direction, fine. Photography,
good.

M-G-M
Time, 1 hr., 15 mins.
MILDLY
ENTERTAINING
DRAMA AGAINST HISTORICAL
BACKGROUND. OUGHT TO GO
BEST IN THE SMALL STANDS.
The frail, episodic story oi this
piece has been garnished with stene
after scene depicting the hardships
and perils experienced by the Virginia settlers who pioneered into
Kentucky in 1777. It's generally
slow-paced and the Indian fight
scenes seem unreal. After heartbreaking months of travel through
the wilderness, the pioneers reach
Kentucky. John Mack Brown's
mother is scalped and he leaves his
wife to kill the Indian who did the
job. When he returns two years
later, after getting his man, he finds
his wife married to another settler,
who generously steps out of the situation to allow them to resume matrimony. The acting is generally
competent. Eleanor Boardman's visual performance is fine, but she occasionally drops her Southern drawl

Bebc

Daniels

"My Past"

in

with Ben Lyon, Lewis Stone
Warner Bros. Time, 1 hr.,
23 mins
SMART AND SOPHISTICAT
WITH DELIGHTFUL COMEDY
ED CHE
MOD
TOU
S ERN
THA LOVE STORY*
THE FEM
MES. T WILL WIN
A delightful love drama finely
act,ed by Bebe Daniels, Lewis Stone
and Ben Lyon as the principals in a
very modern and unusual triangle
situation. The "past" in question is
that of Bebe Daniels, a stage comedy
star, who re-enters the life of an old
flame, played by Lewis Stone. The
latter is a playboy, while his serious
young partner keeps their business
going. On a yachting party, the
junior partner v falls hard for the
actress, although he is married. From
then on the situations mesh into a
suspenseful plot with the junior partner's wife returning from Paris, then
deciding to get a divorce, leaving him
free to marry his new love. But she
feels under obligations to the elder
man, who finds himself torn between
devotion to the girl and to his young
partner, who is like a son to him.
A rather daring situation, and not
made for the kiddies. But it is delicately
doesn't give ofhandled^inand
fense. Itlags
spots.

Cast : Bebe Daniels, Ben Lyon, Lewis
m»n T J'MhnTMa,c,k B'Own, Eleanor BoardPnrH
JrPadden,
°re- LaHelen
» e^e'Jerome
Anita Eddv
Louise> Gavn ' Stone, Doree Macy, Bob Byrne, John ThornSarah
Director
CharlesWilliams,
Brabin; Russell
S ,t
i>, £Tnn
Author Simpson,
Eliza- ley, Marian Moore, Joan Blondell, Consuelo
Byrne. Natalie Mooreliead, Lionel Reisch,
bin, Edith Ellis; Dialoguer, Edith Ellis;
Gran, Virginia Sale, Daisy Belmore.
Edi- Albert
tor, George Hively ; Cameramen, William
Director, Roy Del Ruth; Author, Dora
Bra,
Charles
S'
Daniels
Adapt°r
Clyde
?0^
Macy;
Adaptor, Charles Kenyon; Dialoguer,
De
Vinna ; Recording Engl
bfe F^f
same ; Editor, Ralph Dawson ; Cameraman,
Direct
ion,
weak.
Chick
McGill.
r.
Photog
are
raphy,
neer, Douglas
She
B
fine.
Direction, smart.
Photography, very good.

"River's End"

"Ingagi"

Charles Bickford, Evalyn Rna
pp
Warner Bros.
Time, 1 hr., 15 miL.

(Synchronized)
Congo Pictures
Time, 1 hr., 15 mins.

MOUNTED POLICE
STORY
EST
WITH
01^0 S NORTHW
a/^Ht^CHARLE
D
BfCKFOR
TAKING HONORS IN A DUAL

KULE.

Charles Bickford's excellent portrayal of a double role is the highlight of this romantic and adventurous James Oliver Curwood yarn
about the Canadian Northwest Moun
ted Police. The story itself has some
weak stretches, both in action and
dialogue, but interest is kept alive
with fair consistency by the work of
Bickford and his supporting players,
principally Evalyn Knapp, Zasu
Pitts and J. Farrell McDonald, as
well as by the curiosity that inevitably rises over the clever double
exposure photography and sound
recording. Bickford is seen as the
Mountie who goes to the frozen
north to get his man, who is wanted
for murder. WhileY/returmng with
his prisoner, the officer dies, whereupon the prisoner, being a dead ringer for him, poses as the Mountie and
returns to headquarters. A love affair develops between him and the
Mountie's sweetheart. Since it was
another man who committed the
a happBickford,
murde
s.
y endinEvalyn
g occurKnapp,
r, Charles
Cast:

THRILLING AFRICAN PICTURE WITH A
GORILLA
HUNT
AMONG
THE
OUTSTANDING FEATURES. HAS
SYNCHRONIZED
DESCRIPSOUND
FECTS. TIVE TALK AND
EFFor those who like pictures of
big game hunting in Africa, this production should provide some choice
moments of entertainment. Several
rhinoceros, zebras and lions are
trailed, shot and subsequently divided, the skins going to the hunters,
the meat to the natives and the remainder to the vultures. The lion
shots are particularly thrilling. The
feature ends with a venture into the
"Ingagi" or gorilla country, where
hugh specimens are caught by the
camera both in long shots and closeups. A 500-pound gorilla dragging a
native woman through the jungle
is particularly startling. Louis Nizer delivers the descriptive talk in a
graphic and interesting manner. The
film is synchronized throughout,
with a musical background and also
with effects simulating1 the animal
roars and native sounds.

J.
Farrell McDonald, Zasu Pitts, David Torrence, Junior Coghlan, Walter McGrail, Tom
Santschi.
Director, Michael Curtiz ; Author, James
Oliver Curwood ; Adaptor, Charles Kenyon ;
Director, William S. Campbell ; Author,
Dialoguer, same; Editor, Ralph Holt; Cam- Adam Hull Shirk ; Adaptor, same ; Editors,
eraman, Robert Kurrle.
Grace McKee, Adam Hull Shirk.
Direction, f.-uir. Photography, fine.
Direction, good. Photography, fair.
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"The Devil's Cabaret"

M-G-M
Time, 17 mins.
Classy Extravaganza
Swell comedy extravaganza done
entirely in Technicolor, with Eddie
Buzzell as the Devil's personal representative promoting a bunch of
girls and boys from the Earth to
visit his cabaret in Hades. Here he
puts on a pip show, acting as m. c.
There is a futuristic background,
with fine color effects, depicting
Hades in a most attractive manner.
Good gags and patter by Buzzell,
with the rest a tuneful, jazzy eyeful,
and a bevy of girlies who would do
credit to a Ziegfeld "Follies". Ballet
staged by Afbertina Rasch. Directed
by Nick Grinde.

"The Farmer"
Universal
Time, 7 mins.
Good Animated
An Oswald cartoon, with the
funny rabbit down on the farm doing chores for Peg-leg, his rival for
the affections of the dairy maid. At
a barn dance, Oswald and the maid
get too chummy to suit Peg-leg.
The harmonious accompaniment of
the orchestra, "Listening to the
Mocking Bird," furnishes funny atmosphere for a bout between Oswald and his rival, finishing with
the big stiff taking the count and
listening to the mocking bird.

"Legend of the Time,
Skies"
Ideal Pictures
7 mins.

"Crashing

Time, 21 minsUniversal
Rough-and-Tumble
This one reverts to the roughhouse and slapstick variety of comedy, with Charlie Murray and
in a diGeorge Sidney as partners
vorce business. Lena Malena takes
the part of an Oriental dancer, who
calls at the office to secure a divorce
from her hubby who is a sword and
fencing expert. The two partners
both date her up at her home, and
hubby arrives as the two make for
cover. The main gag comes with
Murray appearing disguised as a
gh"
"The Pip from Pittsbur
M-G-M
Time, 21 mins. woman, and Sidney showing up as
her irate husband and accusing the
Laugh Panic
dancer's husband of stealing his
One of the wow laugh fests of the
wife. It has a lot of rough-andfinesse. comedy done without any
Charlie Chase will panic 'em tumble
season.
in this
one.
It's gagged
to the
muzzle, snappy, fast and fizzing with

Nice Scenic
Nice scenic, with the atmosphere
built up with an artist painting at his
canvas, and then going into a series
of scenics of cloud effects under various conditions and with a variety of
landscapes of sea, mountain and
countryside. Done in a blue tone,
with good camera work. A speaker
paints word-pictures of the various
shots that heighten the effect of the
beautiful scenes.

Charlie's friend
sputtershimof inhilarity.
ropes
on a party to escort a
gal from Pittsburgh. Charlie gets the
idea she is a freak trying to make
on his friend's old
he puts
him,
clothesso and
looks like a bum, while
classy
Charlie's
wears
the
clothes.friend And
when
Charlie
meets
the girl, Thelma Todd, the Pip, he
spends the rest of the evening trying
to square himself.
One of the best
that ever came
comedy concoctions
from
Hollywood.
Charlie
pulls a
succession
of laughs
with a great
He has eaten garlic to frighten
gag.
freak partner, and all
the supposed
"A
Shotgun
Wedding"
Educational
Time, 20 mins. evening at the party talks out of the
corners of his mouth to the girl who
Lively Comic
You can shout
proves a knockout.
A Vanity comedy featuring Buster
as if it were a feaone
this
about
and
fast
a
in
West
John
West and
ture. It is. Laugh
feature.
snappy two-reeler. Buster is in love
with John's daughter, and tries to
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth in
rescue her from what he thinks is a
ganga
by
given
being
party
rough
"Naggers Go Camping"
ster. The gags are mainly built Vitaphone
1170
Time, 8 mins.
around a trick flivver, with Buster
Up
to
Standard
doing some fast stepping and some
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth folgood comedy antics. It is a good
low their familiar pattern in this latburlesque on the hero stuff and the
fair heroine in danger.
est of "The Naggers" series. Entrance is a wow with Mr. dressed
scout while Mrs. affects
boy
a
like
Home"
Come
ens
"Chick
garb. Follows usual
scout
girl
the
M-G-M
Time, 31 mins.
beefing about leavwife
with
patter
Riot of Mirth
ing a comfortable home for the quesThis is a Laurel-Hardy screamario
tionable pleasure of camping out.
that will rock 'em in their seats. Not much action in this with laughs
This ace comedy team may have depending on lines, some of which
touched this one for all-round hil- are a trifle reminiscent. Should go
arity, but they've never topped it. over, however, in view of strong following built up by this pair.
And they probably never will. The
comedy situation is a natural, and
these boys play it for all the laughs
that are in it. Hardy is running for
"Laughing Gas"
Time, 7 mins.
mayor, when an old flame turns up M-G-M
Smart Cartoon
and starts to blackmail. He sends
A snappy cartoon created by Ub
Laurel to the girl's apartment to keep
her from visiting his home vyhere Iwcrks with Flip the Frog doing his
he is giving a dinner to prominent stuff as a dentist at work on a hippeople to boom his campaign. And
popotamus. The doc has to use
when both their wives start to smell rlvnamite to blast the tooth eventualthe dirt and mix in, with Hardy Iv, but before that happens he gives
franticallv trying to cover up, this the patient gas, and the cartoons
comedv Keeps hitting the Laugh- show the jazz dream the hipp goes
ometer so steady and heavy that you on. A clever animated with plenty of
laughs.
couldn't clock the laughter.

Hollywood"
Time, 20 mins.

Educational

"Divorce A La Carte"

Pip snappy
Number comedy with
A bright and
Hollywood
as the locale, and the
story of three girls endeavoring to
crash the studios.
It gives the lowdown on how girls exist while trying to make
the screen, all done
from
a
highly
humorous
angle.
There
i$' a swell sequence
where
they frame a "rough" party to kid a
girl from Iowa.
She thinks it is the
real thing, with doubles of a lot of
famous stars present. These doubles
include Charlie Chaplin, Greta Garbo, and many
others, and they do
their stuff in a manner
that will
tickle all the fans.
The tag bit is

"Spring Is Here"
Tdeal Pictures
Time, 8 mins.
Timely Reel

a pip, with the gal from Iowa leaving the film producer at the altar to
join her sweetie, an Iowa rube, who
arrives in his flivver in the nick of
time.
Modern,
nicely paced, and
with some
snappy
comedy dialogue
unusual in shorts.

"Sacred
Elephants Time,
of India"
Pictures
8 mins.
A timely subject, showing spring- Ideal
lime in its changing and varied
Novelty Spectacle
moods, in mountain, field and marshA very interesting pictorial deland. A speaker describes the various
scription ofthe great Durbar, the annual event in India when the sacred
scenes and makes the reel an interesting journey through the highways elephants are paraded in a gorgeous
in- ceremonial procession. The mahouts,
and byways of nature. Shots of are
teresting animals in their haunts
or trainers, are seen preparing the
interspersed, showing how they react great beasts for the affair with a bath
to the call of spring.
in a pond, risking their lives in the
process. Then artists go to work
and paint beautiful designs on the
M-G-M
Time, 16 mins. elephants' beads and trunks, after
zy House"
Cra
which '.hey are decorated in splendid
Pip Spectacle
embroidered silk and gold trappings
A comedy novelty in Technicolor,
worth a king's ransom. Finally the
featuring Benny Rubin in a sanitar- ceremonial parade itself, a very stirreally
he's doctor
that the
ring spectacle.
ium!. house,
Benny findsandout even
in a nut
is balmy. He meets different patients in turn, and by the time they
get through with him, Benny is nutty,
too. Strong cast with Vernon Dent,
Polly Moran, Karl Dane, Cliff Edwards and an Albertina Rasch ballet. There is a spectacular feature
with the Albertina Rasch ballet, "The
Dance of the Devil," with the girlies
dressed as fetching and alluring
"devilettes," that is a pip. The sort
of thing you expect in a feature
spectacle. Nothing of its type has
ever topped this sequence. This
alone makes the offering a standout.

"The Black Widow"17

Educational
Time,
Fair Mystery,
A

William

J. Burns

"Clowning"

Educational
Time, 7 mins.
Neat Cartoon
A Paul Terry-Toon in which the
hero, as a clown, enters into some
romantic adventures and eventually
traps the villain in the dungeon ot
castle and rescues the fair heroine.
The cartoon work is picturesque and
imaginative, and the accompanying
harmonies are in the usual high-grade
manner of Philip Scheib's orchestra.

"Little Daddy"

M-G-M
Time, 19 mins.
Wow Kid Comedy
mins.

Detective

with an introducopening
Mystery,
tion by the
famous sleuth, and then
going into a pictorial reproduction
of the highlights of a noted mvstery
of the police annals. A prominent
financier was apparently murdered
and his nephew is sentenced to death
for the crime. The detective agency
still keeps working, however, ftnd
discloses that the victim died from
the poison of a venomous spider
The plot is unique, and will app ,.aj
to mystery-lovers.

An Our Gang featuring Farina as
the little daddy who has adopted
Stymie, the cute pickaninnv. These
two make a great kid team, and put
over a comedy with a heart-punch
that is a darb. One sequence is a
riot, with Farina trying to tell Stymie
the story of Noah's Ark, and Stymie
getting him all balled up with funny
questions. The usual mechanical contrivances are in evidence, also a kid's
pee wee golf course that the youngsters will go for. The rest of the
Gang are all here. This kid komic
I will click strong anywhere.
{Continued

on
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"Dangerous Daze"

Universal
Time, 20 mins.
Good Goof Comic
An adaptation
of the Amos
and
\iulv gag of two partners in the
trucking business. Raymond Hatton and Hal Roach are the comics.
\ gang leader sends them with a
load of bootleg stolen fronim a rival
to be delivered at his hideaway
where the gang are disguised as old
ladies in a fake sanitarium. The
comedy consists in the fact that the
two dumb truckmen handle dynamite bombs and guns, thinking they
are harmless merchandise, taking orders for the rival gunmen who are
both trying to get rid of them. This
creates a nice suspense element, with
the danger to the boobs tied up to
the gags, which carry some good
laughs.

Preceding

Pathe

Presentations
By

Page)

Snappy Rhythm"
"Rough-House

RKO

C

Time, 21 mins.

JACK

"Number, Please"

Nicely diversified reel of oddities,
starting with a view of Fred Pohl,
German adventurer, starting on a
10,000-mile sea trip in a little collapsible sail boat. A young man
without hands, the result of a railroad accident, is seen making a copv
of a famous painting, working with
nalette and brush as deftly as if he
had all his digits. Father Bucci, retired Catholic priest, has made novel
decorations on the walls and ceilings
of his home, employing thousands
of cancelled postage stamps for the
unique designs. The famous marksman. Captain Hardy, is seen doing
his new art of rifle painting, shoot;ng drawings onto a target as fast
as he can pull the trigger. The reel
closes with the Hcilywood Baby
Svmphonv Orchestra harmonizing
under direction of their leader,
three-vear-old
Billy Bartv.

C

HARROW ER

Paramount Stage Show
Roxy Anniversary Bill
Carries Good Diversity
Replete with Novelties
Paramoun

The Fourth Anniversary presentaA Whoopee comedy, very modern,
tion program at the Roxy this week
showing a "happy" honeymoon with
the couple trying to keep house in is packed with variety, color, novelone of these modern service-plan arty and surprises. "Gems from Faust"
rangements. The wife's brother played by the symphony orchestra is
camps with them, a sort of domestic embellished by the Roxy chorus,
racketeer. What with the cramped
quarters and other troubles, poor stationed in the upper boxes and
hubby and his wife have a hectic costumed in appropriate gowns. The
time. Finally in desperation they go
out to a restaurant to eat, and find first stage feature "In a Clock Shop"
it run by their landlord who has is a unique novelty. Huge clocks
been giving them so much trouble. decorated with living "ornaments"
Edgar Kennedy, Florence Lake and tick-tick throughout the action of
Franklin Pangborn make this a the scene in which the "ornaments"
snappy and laughable number, with ccme to life and in turn provide fine
plenty of snappy gags and nicely entertainment. In this, the Jansley
Troupe, a quartette of foot-jugglers,
paced.
perform several thrilling stunts. In
"Doughboys," a melange of old-time
war songs are sung by the male
"College Capers"
"Ship
Ahoy"
RKO
Pathe
Time,
8
mins.
chorus dressed as doughboys, the
Vitaphone 4285
Time, 9 mins.
Fair Musical Number
Fine Animated
singers stand behind a scrim drop on
The unusual talents of Esther
An unusually good Aesop Fable, which wartime motion pictures are
Howard as a smart comedienne seem
with the mice appearing as collegiates projected simultaneously with the
wasted in this short, which is made and going through all the campus rendition of the medley. The finish
in the familiar musical comedy style. stuff, the highlights being a football gives the effect of a mamouth parMiss Howard, as a modern mother game with the Hippo team. Things
ade marching on Fifth \A venuei (toward
who keeps daughter's date with a look tough for the mice, till they the audience. A snappy dance numsailor in order to check up on his
employ some college headwork and
ber, "Yankee Doodle Doll," is then
fidelity, is fine in what little she is solve the problem with strategy and danced by the Roxy^ettes, dressed in
allotted to do. Here is a real per- some very ingenious and laughable red, white and blue costumes with
sonality that could be developed with
effective blue feathered headdresses.
proper handling. Clarence Nord- gags.
"The
Roxy Birthday," the final numstrom and Jack White, as the two
ber is divided into three parts. The
gobs, are satisfactory. Considering
"Partners"
rotunda of the theater is depicted
shortage of musical features, this Vitaphone
Time,
21 mins. and as the orchestra plays a stirring
should prove acceptable to most
march tune, the entire Roxy usher
Plenty Laughs
audiences.
force
marches on to the stage, salutes
Billy Gaxton is the comedian in a
fast and hilarious sketch done on the audience and returns to the auditorium. It is done well and is ef"A Poem In Stone"
vaude lines, but it's 'way above
fective. Then follows a miniature
Ideal Pictures
Time, 8 mins. strict
average. Billy is trying to run a
Ordinary
business on nothing, and his office presentation of a Roxy presentation
Nothing new in this one, with
Tony Sarg's Marionettes. The
drawn
a salary
he's by
toy orchestra rises on a miniatun
views\ of various New York sky- boy
been hasn't
there.
Their
first since
customer
scrapers taken at all, sorts of (tangents, walks in, and Billy goes through a platform and a dwarf leader enters
in the same fashion a^ does Erne
and camera angles. Many airplane
succession of goofy business in tryshots are included, giving a panorama
Rapee. The Marionettes give seving
to
make
good
as
a
big
business
of the waterfront and the skyline. man.
eral dancing and singing numberending with a Roxyette ensemble
Speaker's
voice
keeps
up
a
running
comment on the stone monuments of
which is gradually enlarged by a mocommerce, intended to carry out the
tion picture strip until the curtain
"Strange
As
It
Seems*'
title.
Universal
Time, 11 mins. rises and the Roxeyettes continue the
Nice Novelty
dance
to a fast and colorful finish.
Vitaphone 1115
Time, 11 mins.
Snappy Comedy
The rather Shavian theme of developing atough hotel telephone operator into a finished drawing room
ornament is the basis of this comedy.
Leslie Barrie, as a titled Englishman,
makes a bet with a friend that any
girl can acquire finish in a short time
under the proper tutelage. He picks
on Margie, the phone operator, played
amusingly by Sheila Barrett, who is
a past master at timing her laughs.
Margie, after acquiring all the social
graces and winning the bet for her
friend goes back to the hotel to ritz
her old acquaintances. The blundering work of the new operator gets
on her nerves and she throws off her
new found polish and returns to the
exchange and her easy going, wisecracking ways. Tag line is a wow.
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t's current stage show is
called "Oh, Lester," because of the
fact that Lester Allen is featured
as the comic, but there is no plot or
anything but a series of specialty
acts to justify the name. Morton
Downey is featured before the regular stage show, singing several numbers, with a song at the piano and

also an Irish ballad for St. Patrick's
Day atmosphere. The stage show
opens with a boardwalk set, and the
Fred Evans Girls as Pajama Cuties
doing a number. Lester Allen is on
for a short bit with a monologue that
is just on the border line of questionable taste with dhyming lines that
suggest something which he never
says. Ted Mack has some patter
with Allen, and then a girl tapper
who is good. A team made up as
boy and girl in gingham frocks have
a good take-off. Then the girls are
back for a bathing beauty number
with snappy costumes. The stage
goes dark, and their lifebelts are
illuminated in colors as thev make
patterns. Good novelty, and very
effective. Two acrobatic steppers,
and then Allen is back for a short
skit with several girls, all wanting
him to go places but he has his
pants off as he was about to go in
bathing, and covers up with a blanket and a lot of wisecrack patter.
The scene changes to a hotel veranda
with the orchestra, and three acrobats feature some nifty slow turns
and balance numbers. A boop-adoop girl clowns with Ted Mack,
Allen is on for a goofy number singing songs in a funny costume that is
all shirt front. The finale is a Spanish number with the JFred Evans
Girls and a couple featuring a fast
dance. Principals are Mayo and
Marie, Ginger Kennedy, The Three
Cressos, Floria Vestoff and Jimmy

"On Your Toes" Pleases
As Capitol Stage Show

Jay.
RKO

"Speed
Pathe

Limit"
Time,

10 mins.

Sport Thriller
Here is a corking Sportlight that
whizzes along with a fine demonstration of speed in many fields of sports.
Starts with the slowest form, a tortoise race, and keeps increasing the
tempo with sprint swimming, track
running, horse racing, Olympic bobsledding, the fastest railroad train,
speedboat, the fastest automobile, and
finally, a flight with the record
holder of flying. The reel tops off
with an interview with the champs in
various fields of speed, such as
Paavo Nurmi, Gar Wood, Sir Malcolm Campbell and Captain Frank
Hawks. This is a pip offering that
looks
the last word
in speed.

"On Your Toes," Arthur Knorr
production, is the Capitol stage attraction this week. It reveals itself
to be entertaining material, ably
presented. Bert Frohman is headlined in the affair, which features
Wilbur Hall, Lomas Troupe, Dick
and Edith Barstow, Bert Faye, Chester Hale Girls and the Capitolians.
The

Capitol
Grand rendition
Orchestraof furnished a delightful
the
overture,
"Blue
Hour,"
with
Yasha
Bunchuk
conducting.
Two New Italian Films Open
Two new Italian talkers open this
week on Broadway. They are "La
Vacanza del Diavolo," at the Presiand "La Canzone dell'Amore"
at the dent,Belmont.
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I have always regarded the FILM
YEAR
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complete and
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industry, I think the 1931 issue is so far
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MYSTIFYING
MURDER
MAKES
MELODRAMATIC
MARVEL
Around the globe on the heels of a murderer
— and Charlie Chan gets his man! Every
moment a thrill, a heart throb and a laugh.
Hair-raising, seat-filling melodrama. Warner
Oland superb and sinister in an Oriental role,
and a great cast. Loaded with suspense and
hitting the box office.

Charlie Chan
Carries On
with

WARNER
LAUGHS

ON

THE

SPOT

OLAND

JOHN GARRICK, MARGUERITE CHURCHILL
WARREN HYMER, MARJORIE WHITE
C. HENRY

GORDON,

WILLIAM

By Earl Derr Biggers

Double-barrelled comedy with El Brendel in
both barrels — a roar from start to finish.
Gunmen in a jam and gun molls on a jamboree in a picture that puts racketeers on the
spot for laughs.

Directed by HAMILTON

in siren and making El
gh
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e
th
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f
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i
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tingle like El-

FILM

to the theatre, smiles to the

CORP.

Brings laughs
box office.

BRENDEL
FIFI DORS AY
MR. LEMON
OF ORANGE
with

WILLIAM

COLLIER, Sr., RUTH WARREN
DONALD
DILLAWAY
By Jack Hayes

Dialog by Eddie Cantor and Edwin Burke
Directed by JOHN

BLYSTONE

HOLDEN

MacFADDEN
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Pictures
Years Old

<S CENTS

Amer- Anglo Closes Deal for Nine Foreign Talkers

KINOGRAMS-ALUED INAD NEWSREELPROJECT
M-G-M

Passing Up Originals for Tested Material

The Mirror
a column of comment

14 Pictures Now in Work
All from Published
Stories, Plays

Original stories, unless of exceptional merit, are being passed up by
TIFFANY has achieved the unusual M-G-M. Of 14 pictures now in production, all have been adapted from
distinction of having one of its pic- either stage successes, published
tures, "Hell Bound," a James Cruse stories, or both. Contracts were signed
special production, booked for day- Saturday for the motion picture rights
..,.a-uate showing at the New York to "The Red Headed Woman," a story
by Katherine Brush that will shortly
(Continued on Page 3)
and Brooklyn Faramounts. . . .The
immuch
present season has seen
provement in the quality of product
lurned out by the smaller big companies and various independents. Co.^niuia is currently clicking with "The
^ast Parade" and "Ten Cents a
^ance." Charles R. Rogers, before asExhibitors throughout the country
„u»»ung charge of RKO Pathe studios, will immediately be approached by
^..•eci out "Millie." Universal ^is at Radio Transcriptions, Inc., on a new
the b.o. with "Dragladdening are
resent All
in the big-time type of exploitation involving broadthese
cula."
casting from electrical transcriptions.
class. In addition, there has been
noticeable betterment in the general A series of talks entitled "Movie Moments," dealing with intimate movie
run of program pictures turned out.
matters and personalities, will be prewith strong b.o. attractions at a premium, it looks as though the chances casting. sented for spot and regional broadnever ottor the smaller producers right
now.
ortered more incentive than
Radio Transcri
(Continuedptions
on Pagehas
8) been

"Birth" Revived Abroad
London (By Cable) — Universal is releasing a synchronized version of 'The Birth of
a Nation" in the British Isles.
The picture, which is now
playing in the United States,
was bought through Arthur
Lee of Amer-Anglo, New
York.

Reel Embracing News and
Advertising Will Be
Issued Bi-Weekly
A bi-weekly newsreel containing a
limited amount of advertising material will be released under an agreement just completed between Kinograms,
Allied agent
States of
Ass'n
Oscar
R. Hanson,
the and
exhibitor
association. Kinograms, which has
been active for the past 12 years will
prodiice this sound
iiuwsiccl.
The bulk of the reel will be straight

MORE FOREIGN MUSICALS
NEW 1YPE EXPLOITATION BEING BROUGHT TO U. S.
MACK SENNETHENEWS
BY RADIO TRANSCRIPTIONS
EDUCATIONS. CONTRACT

(Continuedby onKinograms'
Page 3)
news, supplied
world-

Success of the German musical,
"Zwei Herzen im 3/4 Takt," now in
its sixth month at the 55th St. Playhouse, has spurred the production of
similar musicals abroad, and the Associated Cinemas of America, who
control the U. S. rights for this production, already have three more of
its kind on the way here. These are
"Sein Liebeslied" ("His Love Song"),
musical romance of Munich ; "Das
Lied 1st Aus" ("The Song Is Over"),
new type (Continued
of screen onoperetta
Page 8) in a Ber-

Branson Taking Over
Pathe's Chicago Office
Walter E. Branson, who has had

•i/AY DOWN EAST,"
the D. W. Hays' Office Checking
If Films Foster Crime
in rerevived
Iriffith masterpiece,
of the RKO Pathe branch oflucnated form with music and sound
A jail investigation to determine charge
fice in St. Louis, has been promoted
u'ccts, opened Friday for a run atafter
the whether motion pictures have any inalong Broadway,
Cameo
RKO
fluence in prompting crimes is being to manager of the Chicago exchange,
a preliminary engagement in Boston.
sales
in the company's
d by the Hays' Office. Among a pivotal point
is announced
than passing interest at- conducte
I he cases being checked up is that of system, it
1 1 tmtinued
on Page by
3) Neil E.
. . More
(Continued on Page 8)
taches to this old melodramatic gem.
It is surrounded by a vast sentimental
interest, and it gives the Lillian Gish,
I'ichard Barthelmess and Lowell Sherman fans a chance to see these favorites in earlier efforts.
On top of this,
the story itself is a perennial classic

Nine Foreign Productions
Coming Under Amer- Anglo Deal
Western Electric Sales
Dropped 12 P. C. in 1930

Buying for
of release
nine foreign-language
features
in this country,
three
in
conjunction
with Harry
EXPORTS of motion picture equipment in 1930 was almost double the
Thomas,
was
announced
by Arthur
Sales of Western Electric Co., inQuantity for the previous year . . .
Lei
of
Amer-Anglo
Saturday,
followProducts,
Research
Electrical
It stands to reason that if an increas- for 1930 cluding
were $361,478,000, a drop of
ing
liis
return
from
a
two
months'
ing amount of exhibition apparatus is
cent compared with 1929, but trip to London, Paris and Berlin.
being bought by the various counuics 12 per
than all previous Thomas was with Lee on the nip.
of the world, these same countries will considerably greater
I ee's organization will handle three
be in the market for an increasing years, it is shown in the annual reEarn(Continuedwhich
on Page
today.
out
an-:8) "Sport of
erson Page 8)
amount of pictures.
port to stockhold
English talkers,
(Coutinued

Negotiations for renewal of contract
between Educational and Mack Sennett have been consummated, it is announced by E. W. Hammons, president
of Educational. Under the terms of
the new agreement, which is now
being drawn up, Educational will continue the exclusive distribution of a
number of comedies for next season
similar to the current schedule of Sennett product. This makes the third
consecutive season that the comedy
producer (Continued
will release
his 8)short feaon Page

Jack Goldhar Promoted
To U. A. Division Manager
Jack Goldhar, sales manager of the
Detroit office of United Artists, has
been promoted to division manager of
the district comprising Buffalo, Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh and Indianapolis, succeeding
Fred Zimmerman, resumed Joseph
Cantor,
in the Pittsburgh office, salesman
succeeds Goldhar.

RKO Sales Convention
Set for L. A., April 27

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
I os Angeles — April 27 is tin
officially set by Joseph I Schnitzer
I lie RKO sales convention. All
branch managers and salesmen have
been notified to he on hand here at
that time.

—X0»h
Local Option Will Rule
Under Ohio Sunday Bill
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Cleveland — "Dracula,"
Universal
eature,
went
over
so big
at the
IKO
Hippodrome
last week
that
being held a second week.
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Andersen Joins Warner Theater Staff
Richard
Anderson,
formerly
with
he Hearst Newsreel, lias been added to the advertising and publicity
itafi
of
Warner
Bros.
Broadway
heaters. Anderson has been as- gned to the department under Dave
Weshner.
Ed H. Morris Father of Girl
A daughter has been born to Mr.
ni'l Mrs. Edwin Morris, at the
I 'ark End Hospital. Morris is general manager of M. Witmark and
Sons, and son of Sam E. Morris,
vice president and general manager
of Warner
Bros.
Ohio Stench Bill Amended
Columbus, O. — The stench bomb

bill,

unanimously
house comlast'
week, is now passed
before bythetheSenate
mittee in an amended form, Josenh
N. Ackerman, Republican, of Cleveland has amended the bill so that, if
passed in its present form, it will be
Felony to throw a stench bomb anywhere at all. The original bill made
t a felony to throw stench bombs in
theater lobbies or any places of public
gatherings. The bill now protects individuals as well as institutions.

Griffith
Planning
Coast
Trip
I >. W. Griffith who has been ill for
"tunc
time
at the Astor
intends
to
cave for the Coast within three weeks.
Kranz
Leaves
United
Artists
(leveland— Charles Kranz has rc-igned as manager of the local United
\rtists' branch and is succeeded
by
\\ illiam Rosenthal, who held this position three years ago when he resigned
to go into another line of business.

S J. E. Brulatour, Inc. I
8
Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave
CALumet 3692

6700 Hollywood
Santa Monica
BWd.
HOLlywood 4121
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M. A. LIGHTMAN left New York Sat$.: urday for Memphis after attending the M.
P. T. O. A. board of directors' meeting.
K»*JOHN BOLES arrives in New York today from the Coast.
:•:
K
»i.B'
F' VYONCanadian
sales manager for
Warner
Bros., has
returned
from a trip
through
British Columbia.

March
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21 :

Annual
Ball of the
New
York.
March 22:
Annual
Communion
fast of Catholic M.
America,
Church
Shepherd.
Beverly
Mar. 28:
First annual benefit
tainment
and dance
Astor by greater New
tors and distributors
manent benefit fund.

Warner

and
Break
P. Guild ol
of the Good
Hills. Cal.
dinner, enter
at the Hotel
York exhibi
to aid per

April 4-11: Week,
Players'national
and benefit
Patrons' for Jubile.
N
V
A. Club.
April 19:
Lambs
Gambol.
Metropolitar
Opera
House.
New
York
Apr. 20-22: convention,
Warner
Bros.
Eastern
sale*
Atlantic Citv

Apr. 28-30:

May 25-28:

Warnern. Bros.
conventio
Hotel
San Francisco.
geles.

Western
sale?
St.
Fiancis

Spring meeting
of the Societj
ofHotel Motion
Roosevelt.Picture
HollywoEngineers
od.
Cal

Fox Theater Changes
Jacques
J.
Benjamin,
for
years
liaison officer to S. L. Rothafei and
who accompanied "Roxy" on his last
trip abroad,
has
been
assigned
the
post
of special
assistant
to Charles
E.

Kurtzman,
executive
field
sentative for Fox
Theaters.
jamin will spend a few weeks

repreBenin the

field and then be assigned a definite
post in a de luxe house.
Other Fox
assignments
include the installing
of
Monte
Salmon
amanager
of the
Fox.

Brooklyn,

and the promotion

oi
Kahn,
formerly
chief
doorman at the Academy of Music. New
^ ork, to floor manager
of the Fox
Brooklyn,
succeeding
Willard TaterHenry

eau,
who
is now
supervising
the
service
staffs of the Fox
Washington and the Fox,
Philadelphia.
Bernard P. Arons
has been
made
purchasing agent of the Row and Russell Market assigned the directorship
of the Roxyettes.
A. J. Kennedy,
formerly
in charge of advertising
at
the Fox, Philade.Johia, is now on the
home
office
advertising
department
staff.
Maury

Kennedy
Foldare.

of
the
formerly

Tuxedo.
manager

is
succeeded
by
formerly
manager
A-Mike
of the Park

Vogel,
Plaza,

is nov
director
of advertising
for
the Fox. Detroit, and
H. C. Herzog
is now director of advertising of the
Fox
Midwesco
Theaters.

Studio
and
Location
Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Ratea
Powers Clnephone Equipment Corporation

T23-7TH

AVC.

N. Y.

brvant a-eoar

>ez

Cluh

Columbus — A shake-up of the Ohio April 23-24:
State Convention of Indiana In
Censor Board in which John L. Clifdorsers
of Photoplays.
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.
ton will not be reappointed as head
York
of the Board upon the expiration of Apr. 27 : Fox
Film
sales convention.
Nev
his term of office in June is preRKO
Sales Convention.
Los Andicted by those who claim to know

#4)

1

It

:nforcing
the bine
law, Senator
Joepb N. Ackerman said that communtics will continue to have the right to
put it up to their voters, and that the
state law will not have precedence over
the community law.

«
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Columbus,
O. — The
l>ill to legalize
Sunday
movies
in Ohio
is on
the
Senate calendar and
will probably be
presented for a vote this week. Everything looks favorable
for its passage,
I is reported.
Asked what effect this
.iw
will have
on communities
now

Shakeup Is Predicted
For Ohio Censor Board

ITNE

f _

"Way Down East"
( Synchronized)

Al

Griffith-Grey
Time, 1 hr., 30 mins.

D. W. GRIFFITH MELODRAMA CLASSIC STILL
HOLDS STRONG ENTERTAINMENT APPEAL PLUS
GOOD EXPLOITATION
ANGLES.
The
classic

I ). W. Griffith melodrama
still holds
a big entertainment appeal and
should
go
strong on the basis of the sentiment attached to this famous
melodrama,
the D. W.
Griffith
name, and the appeal of seeing
such
personalities
as
Lillian
Gish,
Richard
Barthelmess
and
Lowell Sherman as they were in
the early days of their careers.
The
wholesome
story
of
the
wronged girl, to whom true love
comes
after
manv
trials
and
tribulations also still has its anneal. The musical
score
has
been well synchronized including
nil the old-time
melodies
that
should make a hit with the older
generation.
Sound
effects
are
incidental
to certain
pieces
of
business.
There
is still a big
L'Lk
in the final scene,
where
1 illian Gish is about to go over
the falls on a cake of ice, with
Pick
Barthelmess
rescuing
her
in tin- nick of time.
Cast: Lillian Gish, Richard
Barthelmess. Lowell Sherman,
Burr Mcintosh, Kate Bruce,
Creighton Hale, Mrs. Morgan
Belmont. Mrs. David Landau,
Josephine Bernard, Patricia
Freun, Florence Short, Vivia
Ogden. Porter Strong, George
Nelson, Edgar Nelson, Mary
Hay.
Emily
Fitzroy.
Director, D. W.
Griffith;
Author, Lottie Blair Parker;
Adaptor, Anthony Paul Kelly;
Cameramen, G. W.
Bitzer,
Hendrik Sartov.
Direction, fine. Photography,

NOW READYF0R RELEASE
good.
Write or Wire
ALBERT GRIFFITH -GREY
729 7th Ave. N. Y. C.
LRyant 9-1393
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KINOGRAMS AND ALLIED
IN AD NEWSREEL PROJECT
(Continued

from

Pane

The Broadwav
(Current
PICTURE
"Zwei
Herzen im
3A Takt"
"Cimarron"
'Trader
Horn"..
"City
Lights"
"Pagliacci"
"Nacht-bummler".
"Dishonored"
"Kiki"
"My Past"
"Ingagi"

1>

wide staff.
Industrial material to be
included in the reel will be subject to
approval by a committee representing
Allied tbcaters.
Contracts for showing Kinograms
will be obtained through the joint efforts of Allied leaders and Hanson.
Allied and its affiliated units will be
reimbursed in proportion to the number of contracts secured.
The formal announcement made
Saturday said, in part:
"The new arrangement is the result
of the action of Allied at its recent
convention in Chicago, when Oscar
Hanson was designated as agent to
represent the members in the matter
of advertising reels. It represents a
determination by the exhibitors that
their screens shall not be used for advertising without compensation, and
that all advertising shown in their theaters shall be subject to their control."

Branson Taking Over
Pathe's
Chicago Office
(Continued from Pane I )

"Way Down East'
"La Canzone dell'

Extended

Run

DISTRIBUTOR

THEATER

Amore"

..

OPENING

THIS

ORIGINAL MATERIAL

DATE

i ( ontinued

Sept. 12
. Jan 26
Feb
3
Feb.
6
Feb. 20
Mar.
4
Mar.
6
Mar.
6
Mar. 14
10
Mar. 13
Mar. 13

Diavolo"
"Tabu"
"Wien, Du Stadt der
L:eder"
"Front Page" ......

Mar. 17
Mar .18

Leo Brecher
United Artists

Little Carnegie
Rivoli

Mar
Mar.

Pictures now in production on the
M-C-M lot are: "A Tailor-Made
Man." "Stepping Out," "The Secret
Six," "The Torch Song." "Shipmates."
"Never the Twain Shall Meet." "Se i
Eagles," "The Squaw Man," "Five and
Tin." "A Free Soul." "Dancing Part-

19
19

ler," "Flying High." "(.iris Together,"
'Man in Possession."

New Stage-Talker Combination
Called 'Third Dimension' in Sound

are used entirely for sound effects.
and two iii the nroscenium arch and
four in the auditorium. The effect
that ihcse speakers arc expected to
introduce is alreadv being referred
to as a complete innovation even
pictures— a "third dimenfor ta'king
sion" in sound. Western Electric
equipment provides both recording
and reproduction.
J. Harold
|

I 1 ■irold

Murrav.

Murray
hilled

111
to

open

al

the Palace on Saturday,
was fori < I
to cancel the 1 king '\\u- to a severe
attack o) laryngitis.

Zukor Goes West
Adolph Zukor has left for the
Coast on his annual spring trip, during which he plans to combine inspection of production
conditions
with a slmrt vacation.

t

■■■■ ,

II

Scenario based mi the novel "Poli-

WEEK

President
Central Park

Page

'"!ii Stuart Boylan, author, to write a

Mar.

Paramount
Paramount

from

he published
in "Saturday
Evening
Post," and also for "Bridge vs.
Bridge" by Edward McKenna, which
has
appeared
"Liberty."
\uithi alreadv
r contract
was theinsigning
of Mal-

"La Vacanza del

Open'ng of the Theater Guild production. "The Miracle of Verdun,"
at the Martin Beck tonight, will introduce for the first time in stage
historj a new technique combining
the possibilities of the stage with
talking pictures. To accentuate the
sweeping dramatic possibilities of the
stage script the director, Herbert
New Pathe Branch Mgrs. Hibernian, is introducing talking picIn Portland and Seattle lure sequences and sound reproduction in a good part of the action.
Ned Depinet, general .sales manager
The idea which the director had
of RKO Pathe, has transferred H. L. Tor enhancing the vivid action of the
Percv from the branch managership
ii'.'u crystallized into material form
of Portland to the Seattle office, suc- after several conferences with John
resigned.
f,
Theuerkau
ceeding C. L.
F. Otterson, president of Electrical
L. E. Hoss, salesman at Salt hake
Research Products. ERPI's staff of
managerCity, has been promoted to
out details oi
ship of the Portland office. Percy engineers helped work
salesman
a
as
joined the organization
develop Hibernian's
to fully
i plan and
Audio-Cinema
produced
in 1923 and became branch manager ideas
the
seven
talking
picture sequences
in Portland in the fall of 1929. Hoss
used in the production.
has been with the company since 1927. that will he
ERPI has installed three -eparate
reproducers in the Martin Beck theFarewell Party to Mertz
ater, all elcctricallv interlocked so
Cleveland — Frank Drew, president that sounds and scenes reproduced
of the local Film Board of Trade,
presided over a farewell luncheon held by each will synchronize perfectly
last week in honor of Al Mertz, who with one another and with the action on the stage. Two of the prohas been transferred from the manjectors are mounted on 1 11 e turnagement of the Cleveland RKO branch
tables s,. that their projected sounds
to the management of the Cincinnati
branch office. The board presented may he merged into each other producing an entirely new effect for
him with an engraved wrist watch.
talkies.
Mertz was president of the P.oard
Seventeen loud speakers are used.
preceding Drew.
11 of them hack-stage, three of which

George Stone, the Jew in
"Cimarron," having made the
rounds of Broadwav night
clubs until 5 o'clock Saturday
morning, went to his hotel and
remained up the rest of the
nieht so as to be on time to
address R-K-O's children's
party at the Globe on Saturday morning. In his ta'k,
George told the youngsters to
be good kiddies and "to go to
bed early nights."

OPENING

. . Belmont

Depinet. Branson, who replaces John
Clark, resigned, was instrumental in
bringing the St. Louis office to the
front ranks of business getters for
Pathe. He formerly was ace salesman in Des Moines and later manager
of that branch.

Stone Tells 'Em

Parailt*
Attractions)

Asso. Cine, of Amer.
55th St. Cinema
RKO
Globe
..M-G-M
Astor
United
Artists
Geo. M. Cohan
Audio Cinema
..Central Park
.. .Columbia
Princess
Paramount
Rialto
United Artists
Rivoli
Warner Bros
Winter Garden
Congo Pictures. .
.. Central
. A. Griffith Grey
Cameo
. J. V. Crcmonim

M-G-M PASSING UP

tics."
Writeoffs
Bring Down
Universal's 1930 Net
Due to heavy writeoffs on several
pictures released in the final quarter
and not on the market long enough
to be reflected in income account.
Universal's earnings statement for
the vear ended Nov. 1 showed a loss
of $2,047,821, against a profit of $491.358 in the preceding year. The company
declared
regular
dividend has
of $2
on thethefirst
preferred
stock, payable April 1 to stockholders
of record March 24.

■JAM

1

^^^^B»

Wf W0^

"GEE, BUT I'M HAPPY!"—

LLEsays SLIM
- - - the manSUMM
with the ERVI
bugle
"Exhibitors everywhere say
that me and my comedies*
bring the blush of health
to their box-offices! . .

How about giving us
reelers
MO
two-

a crack at yours?"

Produced

under

supervision of
M. Stanley Bergerman

NOTHING
BUT
BOX-OFFICE
IN UNIVERSAL
SHORT SUBJECTSI

"AG
em

»>

Shth

Words

cannot describe this

wonderful volume, it's a gem"
and should be on the desk of
everyone

who

is in any way

interested in the motion picture
industry, regardless of what
branch he may be in."
(signed)

THOMAS

LANCASTER,

Mgr.

Theatre Grande, Detroit, Michigan

Monday,

March

16, 1931
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Timely Topics

tr*9H^

4 Digest of
tirrpnt Opinion

— e—
Urges a Library
Of Film Science
TV7ITH all knowledge about
motion picture production
that has been acquired since the
first camera crank was turned,
comparatively little has been written and classified so as to make
possible a library of film science.
While a tremendous amount has
been learned and evolved about
making pictures, most of it resides in the minds of those directly associated with them. Men
who have accomplished anything
worthwhile as a contribution to
better pictures, should be encouraged to record their knowledge in books, in order that an
encyclopedia of the science may
be available to those interested.
— Jean Hersholt
*
*
*

Illusion Is
Screen Keynote
"VOU can probe and diagnose
plays and pictures to the bitter end, but you can't get away
from the fact that people go to
the theater to be lifted out of
everyday life. They crave illusion as a nepenthe for the harassments of everyday life. Men
want to forget business worries.
Women want to forget fretful
details of everyday life. Humanity in general wants to be carried
away from dullness and hopelessness for a little while. Eyes
too dry to shed tears over individual^ troubles
weepa real
vicariously
over drama,
giving
release
to the heart. Lips that haven't
sm'iled for days curl into saving
laughter over comedy. The ability to answer this need marks
the fine line of demarcation between screen hits and flops,
which, one notices, are always
settled by public verdict and not
that of critics.
— Russell Mack

o ne-third
film houses
for sound.

of
are

A

Clearing House

for

Tabloid Exploitation Idcn-

PHILM.DALY
•

•

•

THINGS

WE

Never

0

Thought

Worth

Mentioning

Till Now
that George
Harvey's
business
card for his
Harvey-Jaediker Advertising Art Service is a visible demonstration of the artistic cleverness
of the service
that Ned
Depinet belongs to the Liberal and Progressive school, for as
soon as he became RKO Pathe general sales manager, he issued
orders that his office door be kept open at all times, except
when he is ACTUALLY in conference
that the Greatest
Optimist we ever heard of is the aged Scotch exhib who came
to New York for one of those youth rejuvenation operations,
and

arranged for a child's half-fare
that Oscar
Hanson fell for
stunt from
a phoney
to make
him
Oscar is regular and will get a kick

ticket for the return trip
the ancient
telephone-call
disgorge
some
news, but
outa reading this

that Educational claims Mayor Jimmy Walker's problem deciding "where to go" on his vacasfte was just a gag, as they solved
the problem with an advance print of "Dream World," exploiting the charms of Palm Springs, where Jimmy has gone
that we know a gink who got an awful fright on his wedding
day — and he's still married to it
ducing the Chimp
Comedies, has

bought

that Bud Barsky, proa scenario
from his

young son for 5 berries, aptly titled "Little Sneezer"
that over in Brooklyn we passed a sign the other night reading
"Kick, the Printer," but the shop
fulfilling the craving of a lifetime

was

closed and we missed
that G. J. Mauer, of

Educational's accounting dep't, was appointed to the East Hempstead volunteer fire department, and on his first fire call dashed
out without his tin hat
that when we called BRadhurst
6-6666 the other day, central operator
reported
that we were
hissing at her
numeral
under

the

that if you can't recall that additional key
new
phone
system,
ju*t give central anv

number up to 9 that comes into your head
she's given
YOU
a lotta wrong: numbers,
and this is a Swell Chanc°
to
eret souare
that when Buddy Fisher stepped off a train at
the Grand Central, h° was handed a summons mesnt for Bennv
Rubin, because they look so much a'ik<>
and Buddv Fisher
isn't bragging about it
that hi looks like Bennv Rubin.
we mean
that General Electric Refrigerator uses the slogan: "A Sound
Investment"
but who
in 'el' wants
a
sound eauirjment with their refrigerator?
that Lloyd B-1con sez: "It is amazing how one idea can be tw!sted around in
a screen story so as to be unrecognizable."
that a lotta
screen
writers
have
noticed
this phenomena,
too
that
fishing trips are not what they used to be
not by a jugcul
that both Dorothy and Lillian Gish are scheduled for
new Broadway plays
that a certain Scotchman we know
has quit taking his girl to the movies, because she can't get any
more passes
that A. S. Kirkpatrick of Educational onte
went on a hunting trio and actually brought a big grizzly bear
back into camp ALIVE
he beat the bear into camp by a
foot

A
FILM
FACT
A
DAY

• • • MERVYN LEROY, Hollywood's youngest-appearing
director, came
to town
to look over the stage hit, "Five Star
Final," preparatory to making it into a talkie for Warners
the office arranged for a pair of seats, which were located in a
bad spot
so Mervyn went back to the box-office, explained who he was and what he wa^ there for, and asked for
better seats
and the b.o. dignitary
snootily refused
to
make an exchange
so LeRoy planked down $7.70 of his
own
coin for two in the third row
and next day when
Warner officials checked up on the discourteous treatment, they

the
still

were told that "some fresh YOUNG feller who didn't look anything like a big movie director" had tried to crash better seats.

nation's
unwired

EXPLOITETTES

«

«

«

»

»

»

Regular Newspaper
Edition
for "Caesar"
TT has remained
for the

manager
in Sioux City,

of the Iowa

Iowa, to go a step further in the
exploitation of "Little Caesar"
than any of his fellow exhibitors. Instead of using a tabloid
of his own he tied up with the
Sioux City Iowan, using the regular home edition of the newspaper to call attention to the
film. The paper carried under its
mast head on the front page deep
headlines in Gothic type, "Crime
King in Sioux City; Hiding in
Underworld Den.-' The 7th and
8th columms were occupied by a
display story containing a picture
of Edward G. Robinson as the
hunted criminal.
— Iowa, Sioux
City, la.
*

Waltz Contest

*

*

Helps "New Moon"
JyJ. the
A. MALANEY,
manager inof
Allan, Cleveland,
eluded a novel contest in exploiting "New Moon." Malaney arranged a tie-up with the Crystal
Slipper Ballroom, whereby they
held
a special
"New Moon''
waltz
contest,
and offered
cash prizes
and free tickets for the best
waltzers during the playing of the
numbers. In connection with the
contest at the Crystal Slipper,
Malaney arranged for radio announcements tobe made for four
nights previous to the contest and
the opening of picture.
— Allen, Cleveland

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations «, c
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the in
dustry, who
are celebrating theii
birthdays
:

March

16

Conrad
Nagel
Harry Lee
Harrison
Ford
Junior

Coghlan

THE

m
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IE YOU
JCD

NEED A JCB--IE yCE HAVE
OPEN— AEVEREISE IE EEEE
IN THE
EILM EAIEY

A

Many splendid, efficient men and women are out of employment in the motion picture industry. With conditions picking up many jobs
'should soon be open. To help along a worthy cause FILM DAILY will print WITHOUT COST your advertisement in classified form
under "Help Wanted" or "Situation Wanted." FilmEach
advertisement
limited
25 words.
Simply address your letter to Advt. Mgr.,
Daily,
1650 Broadway,
Newto York
City.

HELP

WANTED

STENOGRAPHER, can do bookkeeping,
4 years' Frances
film experience, dictaphone,
best references.
Salesman with following among Ex- Gold, 1491 Montgomery Ave. Bronx,
hibitors to handle established line of N. Y.
sound screens direct from Manufacturer to theatre. Excepional proposition in all territories. Box 653, YOUNG MAN, high school graduate,
position as stenographer, can
THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad- wishes
do bookkeeping. Box 667, THE
way, N. Y. C.
FILM DAILY, 1650 B'way, N- Y. C.
STENOGRAPHER, rapid, capable
handling quantity production. State MOTION PICTURE Operator, licensed, non-union, 26, married, wishes
essential information for interviewBox 671, THE FILM DAILY, 1650 work. Mechanical and technical
ab'lity all sound installations. Box
B'way, N. Y. C.
668, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
B'way, N. Y. C.
trade;
theater
nced
experie
MAN,
good correspondent; master of detail; knowledge business law for fol- BOOKER or Play Date Auditor,
low-up work. Write giving experiyears' experience, with one of
ence, references. Box 670, THE eight
the largest distributing and exhibiting
companies. At liberty, and can go
FILM DAILY, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.
anywhere. Box 673, THE FILM
BUSINESS MANAWANTED
GER and PUBLICITY MAN for DAILY, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.
an attraction for stage and screen,
must be acquainted with personnel MANAGER, with 14 years' experience in movie houses, good house
and routing of vaudeville and screen
man, film buyer and booking, handle
Small investmen'
g offices.
producin
ity of a lifetime for a publicity and exploitation. Wideand opportun
awake and a hustler. Lew Goldreyer,
live-wire go-getter. State fully quali- 2494 Morris Ave., Bronx, N. Y.
fications. Box 627, THE FILM
N. Y. C.
1650 Broadway,
DAILY.
WANTED— Positi on with motion
EXPERIENCED Theatre Contact picture company where experience
wsreel office, can
Men to obtain screen rights for a with a foreign ne
take
full
accounts
of assignments of
syndicated slide service or theatre
Spanish, Polish or under
owners should communicate direct French,
German slightly.
to Box 618, THE FILM DAILY, stands and speaks
Box 649, THE
Salary
no
object.
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
1650
Broadway,
FILM
DAILY,
N. Y. C.

SITUATIONS

WANTED

EXPERIENCED BOOKER, manager, licensed operator, on Western
Electric, and R.C.A., Exhibitor desires position where services are appreciated. Al references. Box 663
THE
FILM
DAILY, 1650 B'dway
N. Y. C.

NEWSPAPERWOMAN,
24, five
years experience Connecticut and
New York newspapers, also publicity and advertising experience excellent references. Box 614, THE
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
New York City.

AN EXECUTIVE who requires an YOUNG MAN, 22, college student.
ASSISTANT thoroughly experi- Will do anything. Box 610. THE
DAILY, 1650 Broadway
enced in every branch of the enter- FILM
N. Y. C
tainment industry and with an especial knowledge of the essential that
constitute box-office attractions, can SECRETARY - STENOGRAPHER
get in touch with a young man pos- —expert initative — personality — mosessing these qualifications and a cation picture secretarial experience,
pacity for hard and loyal work, by capable of assisting busy executive
communicating with Box 650, THE handle detail work — references. Box
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway. 638, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
N. Y. C.
Broadway, New York City.
YOUNG MAN, 6 years with motion
picture, and theater publicity dep't.
Wiping to do anything. Good references. Box 669, THE FILM
DAILY,
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

YOUNG
THE

MAN.
willing to do anything. A-l references.
Box 604
FILM
DAILY,
16c0 Broadway, New York
City.

EDITOR, Press Sheets, for 14 years
with Paramount, P.D.C., and Pathe.
Trained publicity writer; exploitation, and advertising; layouts; translations. Available whole or part
time. Chas. Ulrich, 88-18 150th St.,
Jamaica, L. I.
MANAGER

or ASSISTANT— Experienced. Knows how to prepare
attractive and selling advertising.
Moderate salary. N. L. Yerkes, 37
West Moreland Ave., Hatboro, Pa

EXHIBITOR and MANAGER, 15
years' experience de luxe A theatres.
Advertising publicity, promotions,
exploitations, buying, booking films
and vodvil. Can put over any house
regardless of local conditions, on
straight salary,
commission basis.percentage
Victor J.orHayes,
Babylon,

L. I., N. Y.

Motion Picture Operator — Licensed,
15 years' experience, all machines
equipment,
RCAout Western
tric Sound.also
In or
of town. ElecBox
654, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway,
N. Y. C.

YOUNG LADY, desires position,
seven years' experience as Manager
of film office, understands all POSITION WANTED,
Young
branches, can keep books, type, tak3 man, 25 years old, can rewrite also
dictation, and handle all sales work, do newspaper advertising. Excellent
and all correspondence pertaining to references. Will accept position
any department, will consider any out of town. Box 652, THE FILM
city. Box 664, THE FILM DAILY, DAILY,
1650 Broadway,
N. Y. C.
1650 B'dway, N. Y. C.
MOVIE
PUBLICITY DIRECTOR, European Experience. American, 33, Polyglot, seeks employment

YOUNG LADY, desires position, 3
years' film experience, also capable
typist and stenographer. Box 655,
THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
YOUNG MAN, 18, conscientious,

in publicity, scenario dep't, any creative writing capacity; long newspaper, publicity, magazine experience; author numerous articles,
and initiative. Position in ofstories leading periodicals including I ability
fice or theatre. Knowledge of bookfan magazines. Box 655, THE FILM
keeping and typing. Salary minor
object, superb references. Box 657,
DAILY, 1650 B'dway, N. Y. C.
THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway. N. Y. C.
LIVE-WIRE Theatre Manager, or
and AUDITOR
publicity man
forrecently
house,
years' with
ex- ACCOUNTANT
perience,
5 10
years
graduate,
banking
experiLoew's. Can assume responsibility college
of any publicity or exploitation
ence,
expert
at
treasurer's
cash
re
and
payrolls.
Seeks
stunts. Box 658, THE FILM conciliations
connections
with
theatrical
firm.
Ex
DAILY,
1650 Broadway,
N. Y. C
cellent references.
B. Rubin, 2210
Union St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
ADVERTISING, Publicity, Exploitation, experience covering 12 years,
YOUNG
GIRL, experienced in
ad manager magazine, campaign di- clerical work — knowledge of German,
rector, principal in advertising agen- translation of titles and short subcy, director exploitation Universal
jects. Box 615, THE FILM
Pictures Corp., managing director City.
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York
Colony theatre. Advertising, publicity, Warner de luxe houses, Newark.
Executive of advertising agency
handling straight accounts, and radio FORMER LAB. SUPT. wants position with capable concern. Excelbroadcasting. Reasonable salary.
lent references. 20 years experience
Box 659, THE FILM DAILY. 1650
in film industry. Box 616. THE
Broadway, N. Y. C.
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
New York City.
EXPERIENCED all around film
examiner and cutter. Also part time YOUNG MAN. 20. knowledge of
work done at all hours. Write or accounting, good office worker. Salary secondary. Box 662. THE
wire Box 660. THE FILM DAILY.
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway.
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
N. Y. C.

YOUNG
MAN, experienced as
Assist. Director, continuity, scenario,
etc. Speaks fluent German, desires
position with film company. Victor
Newburghe, 355 East 187th Street.
Bronx, New
York.

SPANISH-ENGLISH stenographer
several years' experience, also translator. Capable, conscientious, dependable. Best references. Box 6*56
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N.
Y. C.

THE
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LATEST HOLLYWOOD

NEW "FAST" FILM ONLY

B\

RALPH

ANDERSON,
formerly
After making the first test with QORIS
with Paramount and M-G-M, is
he new Eastman "fast" film in con- writing the dialogue for an untitled
fection with the production of "The original, which will star Ivan LebeRegistered Woman," Charles R. Rog- den. It will be produced by Radio
rs, head of RKO Pathe studio ac- Pictures.
*
*
*
uities, announces that he will hereifter use the super-sensitive panchroOur Passing Show: John Murray
matic type of film exclusively in the Anderson, John Wexley, Ivan St.
;ompany's features.
John, Martin Broones, Charles Ken"The new film is the same size and yon, Dorothy Lee, James Fidler at
general appearance as the old type," "That s Gratitude"; Rufus LeMaire
ays Hal Mohr, president of the Amer- and John Rutherford lunching at
can Cinematographers Society and First National.
*
*
*
icad cameraman for Rogers. "The
lili'crcnce is in the emulsion" explains
George Amy, who edited "The Girl
Hohr who is conceded to be the foremost authority on the use of this new of the Golden West" and "The Gorilla," is cutting "Upper Under:ype of film.
world,"
by
Rowland
V. which
Lee.is being directed
"In daylight the film requires one*
*
*
:ialf as much light as the old film and
m a stage it requires just one-third
evening, Arthur Caesar
f the electric lighting we have for- wasT'other
among those present when the
merly used," he says.
Apex Club, a Negro cabaret, was
Probably
Art
was looking
"Its advantages
in addition to this raided.
re numerous. It cuts down the heat
*
*
*
ind glare on actors and actresses mak- for "blackouts."
ing them more comfortable as well
Harry Mills, who has recorded all
as more natural. On the screen it
of
Josef von Sternberg's pictures,
approaches closer than any other film,
will handle the sound on "The Amerthe appearance of natural light.
ican Tragedy."
"It is a higher quality film giving
more
brilliancy as it records objects.
Howard C. Brown, co-producer of
t has a finer grain, cutting down
Bicker and a number of other bad ef- "Romantic Journeys," and Miss Betty Caldwell, actress, were married
fects film shows
in projection."
Saturday. They plan to start their
In addition to the technical advantages it will improve the quality of own "romantic journey" March 22
by making a honeymoon trip to
performance by the players, claims northern Africa.
.\!ohr.
Working
under
lighting as
*
*
*
latural as this the tendency to squint
tnd such is eliminated.
Fred Nihlo, Jr., and Dale Van
The elimination of the terrific heat from
Every, former M-G-M and Columhe use of many lights and the almost unbia writers, are working on an origbearable glare from a battery of arcs, points
)Ut Mohr. will put the actors at ease with
inal story. "Murder at the Post," for
Universal.
nothing to interrupt their concentration on
*
*
*

Al. hough the use of the super-sensitive
lype of film will revolutionize methods now
Employed by cinematographers in "lighting"
scene* it will in the long run be to their adantagc as the new film requires a more
exper. handling of lighting as well as more
are in the actual photographing. "However,"
■ays Mohr. "most cameramen can eas ly
adapt themselves to it when they discover
that the nearer a scene looks like natural
light through their lens the more perfect it
will be recorded
by the new film."

Irish Meet
For St. Patrick's Day they
have arranged a grand li'l party
among the First Nash workers
of Irish extraction, with the folowing committee: Frank McHugh, Joe Donohue, Loretta
Young, J. Farrell McDonald,
John Francis Dillon, Tom Dugan, Frank Fay and Barbara
Stanwyck.

©

=
= Coast Wire Service - —
WAR ON STORY PIRATES
LAUNCHED BY MAGAZINES
A LITTLE from "LOTS"

WO PATHE STUDIO TO USE

A'hat they are doing. Production will also
ie automatically speeded up as there is not
tearlv so many lights to move.

HAPPENINGS

Gene Merritt, veteran Paramount
recording engineer, has just completed the sound
*
*work * on "Skippy."
Monte

Carter is playing a shyster

lawyer inmount."Night
for ParaThis is hisCourt,"
first acting
part
since leaving Pathe. where he directed several comedies.
Sally Sweet
May
Get Lead
Sally Sweet, who sang with Eddie
Cantor in Miami, has been given a
screen test and if it turns out favorably she will be a possibility for
Cantor's leading woman in "Palmy
Days." which Samuel Goldwyn will
produce
tor United
Artists.
Phyllis Elgar for M-G-M
Phyllis
Elgar,
popular
English
player, now appearing
in New
York
m "The First Mrs. Frascr." has been
signed by M-G-M.

WILK

Charles Gordon Saxton has completed "Feud for Thought," an original story, ivhich Eddie Buzzell wdl
direct for Columbia. It will be a
one-reeter.
*
*
*

A close check on the use of western story material by small producers is being made by magazine publishers who believe that there have
recently been many violations of the
copyright laws. Court orders will be
Donald Cook, Warner-First Na- handed any producers who have used
tional contract player, who was loan- published western stories without
ed to Paramount for a picture, is permission or compensation to the
authors or publishers. Watch is being
playing
an important
role in "The
directed to state right and independGenius,"
at *
Warner-First
National.
*
*
ent producing companies by the
Benny Rubiyi and Edward I. magazine men.
Luddy are at work on an untitled
story,
will picture
serve asfor
Benny's
initial which
starring
RKO
Pathe. Benny is to be starred in
comedy shorts and co-starred in features. Luddy will direct the first
picture,
which
will be supervised
by Charles R.* Rogers.
»
*
The

dialogue and

continuity of

Joan Crawford's latest picture, "GirL
Together," was prepared by Sylvia
Thalberg and Frank Butler from
the original story by Mildred Cram.
It will soon go into production
at
Metro.
*
*
*
Haroldwriter,
Shumate,
RKO Pathe's
newest
is working
on an
original story for Bill Boyd. He
recently completed two assignments
at Columbia. He has had a colorful career as executive and writer
for M-G-M, First National and the
independent Gotham company during its heyday.
*
*
*
Joe E. Brown and his baseball
team travelled to Catalina Monday
to play the Chicago Cubs. Sunday.
Brown
Keaton's andteam hisfor players
charity. "Buster"
*
*
*
Charles Lamont will direct "The
Gossiping
for RKOa
Pathe, withPlumber"
Arthur Wanzer,
vaudeville headliner, featured. Lamont will start his new
contract
with Universal on May 1.
*
*
*
Dudley D.gges. wdto scored a hit
in "Outward Bound," is playing an
important role in "Upper Underworld," which Rowland V. Lee i<
directing for First National.

Casting of Minor Roles
Important, Says Parker
The real test of good casting is
hown in the selection of minor
players, especially in character roles,
n the opinion of Albert Parker,
New York representative for the
Fox West Coast studios. In these
days, when stories are bought to fit
•he requirements of the principals,
the greatest amount of care must
be exercised in order to get supporting actors with sufficient personality and ability to carry the picture over the spots where there is
little or no action. The success or
failure of a picture often rests in
hese supposedl
Parker
believes. y unimportant bits,

Milton's Contract Extended
Robert Milton, who was rushed to
Hollywood to direct the production
of the Harvard prize play, "You and
I," is now
to become
a permanent
esident in the film
capital, First National having signed him to a long
term contract.
His next assignment
s to be the Douglas Fairbanks, lr.,
oicture, "I Like Your Nerve," adapted from an original story by Roland
Pertwee, author of "Interference."
Fox May Get Dolores Del Rio
Dolores Del Rio is understood to
he negotiating with Fox. There
have been some differences over a
previous contract with Edwin Carewe, resulting in no contract being
signed between Miss Del Rio and
United Artists to play in "The

Busby Berkeley with Goldwyn
Busby Berkeley, the stage director, who has specialized in dancing
ensemble work with outstanding
success, may become associated
with Samuel
Goldwyn.

Para. Signs Claire Dodd
Claire Dodd, former Ziegfeld girl,
has been signed by Paramount and
will appear with Sylvia Sidney and
Phillips Holmes in "Confessions of
a Co-Ed. "

Stage Helps Screen

Universal is convinced that
roadshowing of a legit stage
play does not take the edge off
Dove."
patronage for the picture version, but on the other hand is a
strong build-up for the pixThey proved it in the case of
"Dracula,"
where it has played
capacity in every city where it
played as a stage attraction.
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AMER-ANGLO CLOSES DEAL
FOR NINE FOREIGN TALKERS
{Continued from Page 1)

Kings," directed by Victor Savilli
Gainsborough; "Hounds of the Baskervilles," Gainsborough, and "Down
River," Gaumont picture. With Thomas lie will distribute three German and
three French talkers. Each of the
nine pictures will be given special exploitation, said Lee.
The Amcr-Anglo official visited Ins
offices in Berlin, London and Pans,
i Miunont is constructing a new studio
at Shepherd's Bush, near London, he
said, and the Gainsborough plant is
being remodelled. He noted considerable improvement in English and G«. rman dialogue product, but believes
that French pictures are not doinu so
well. One handicap imposed upon the
, said Lee, is the narFrench producer
row limits of his market.
Among English distribution deals
Lee closed for American product are :
12 Felix the Cats to Gaumont; Syndicate westerns to British Lion ; James
ct to W. & F., and "YanCruzekee produ
Don" to Ideal.

New Type Exploitation
o Transcriptions
By Radi
(Continued from Page 1)
ganized by H. Emerson Yorke, who
is production supervisor, and Rudy
Wiedoeft, who functions as musical
resupervisor. In this project Yorke afturns to the sound recording field
ter being identified with Paramount
as Eastern casting director and previously with Brunswick. Wiedoeft is
virknown as the greatest saxaphone
tuoso in this country and a radio star
artist.
,
by
ed
plann
are
Seven programs
talsuch
using*
ions,
Radio Transcript
ent as Walter Scanlon, Billy Murray,
Gloria Palmer, in adFrank Banta andeft.
dition to Wiedo

John Boles Returning to Stage
John Boles arrives in New York
today to consider theatrical offers
which have been made to Universal
Eor his services. Carl Laemmle, Jr.,
general manager at Universal City,
rary return
has agreed to Boles' tempo
to the legitimate stage. The star just
completed work in "Seed."

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Ken-Bert Amusement Co.. S. Elirhch, 819
$3,000.
N. Y.
Sutter Ave., Brooklyn,
Al Richard, operate dance halls, theaters;
A. C. Drucker, 1440 Broadway, New York.
$1 000
Million Amusement Corp. ; H. M. Wolfson. 640 East 139th St., New York. Ia0
shares common.
NEW
JERSEY
CHARTER
Kingogram Newsreel Corp.. Guttenberg,
motion picture accessories; Simon F. Peavey,
fr., New York.
$400,000.
DELAWARE
CHARTERS
Essex Amusement Corp., Wilmington, Del.,
theatrical proprietors; Corporation Trust Co.,
Dover,
Del.
1.000 shares common.
Passaic Theaters Corp.. Wilmington, Del. ;
Corporation Trust Co.. Dover, Del. 1.000
shares common.
NAME
CHANGE
Belasco Amusement Corn, to Floridian
Pii
tines. Inc., New
York
City.

N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y
Woburn, Mass. — Frederick J. Mcfliigh of this city has filed a petition
in bankruptcy as a motion picture
theater owner at Gloucester, Mass.
Liabilities are $2,962, with no assets.
Schedules are to be filed later.
San Francisco — Bob Gilmour
moved his publicity desk into
Warfield, where he continues as
ploitation director for that house
the Fox.

has
the
exand

Lyons, 111. — Harry Kanter has
purchased the Lyons from Henry
Bambara.
Portageville, Mo. — J. C. Shannon
non has purchased the Lyric from
G. & V. Cronan.
Clay Center, Kan. — The Avalon, a
new house, will be opened soon by
Harrell and Mcintosh. It is being
equipped
with Sono-film sound system.
Vandalia, Mo. — J. A. Wade has sold
the Orpheum
to Cecil E. Mayberry.
Kansas City — The Fox Vista here
is being redecorated and 1,000 new
seats added. A new 250-car parking
station is being laid out.

Cleveland — The Ezella, belonging
to the Scoville, Essick and Reig circuit, suffered approximately $15,000
worth of damage in a fire which took
place shortly after midnight recently.
A short circuit is blamed for the
fire. The house is being rebuilt and
will
be completed
Easter
Sunday.
Albany
president
serve as
the late

— Kenneth Robinson, viceof the local film board, will
acting president in place of
J. Howard
Morgan.

Elmira, N. Y. — The following
changes have occurred in the Warner theaters here: Adolph J. Rachell,
manager of the Keeney, has resigned. H. G. Carroll, former manager
of the Strand, becomes manager of
the Keeney. Milton W. Smith has
been
Strand. appointed manager of the
Buffalo — The Circle has reopened
under Elmwood Operating Co., being managed by Maurice Osterman.
Extensive alterations have been made
and the house now operates with
double feature policy with four
changes weekly.
Paterson, N. J.— Mrs. Marie Liner,
wife of Irving Liner, manager of the
United States theater, has returned
after an extensive tour with the
German
Grand
Opera
Company.

Syracuse — A. DiBello, owner of
the Palace, has filed plans with the
Bureau of Buildings for expenditure
of $425,000 in enlarging and decoratBinghamton — Following several
ing the house.
conferences between Dave Cohen,
associate manager of the Comerford
Tonawanda, N. Y. — J. B. Whitney, string of houses here, Manager Fred
formerly with Schine Enterprises, is Perry and M. E. Comerford, they
now associated with the New Star, announce there will be no change in
owned
by the Niagara Amusement
operation of the six houses recently
Corp.
taken over here.
Warsaw — J. Sunderland has taken
over operation of the Oatka from
Fred Rice.
Newburgh, N. Y. — E. M. Hart has
been promoted by Paramount to city
management, taking charge of the
Broadway as well as his present asemy.
signment as manager of the AcadPittsburgh — Frank Silverman, office manager and city salesman for
Standard Film Service Co., has been
promoted to manager of the exchange to succeed Abe Chapman,
who is now selling for an independent exchange.

Lima, O. — Ray C. Brown has been
named manager of the Ohio theater,
recently acquired by Warner Bros.
Brown previously managed the
Union Square, Cleveland, for Associated Theaters. Prior to that he
was connected
with Warner
Bros.
Cleveland — E. E. Oliver, of the
Oliver Moving Picture Supply Co.,
announces that he has been made
exclusive northern Ohio sales representative for the Heywood Wakefield theater chairs. Oliver is also
distributing the Sonofilm sound
equipment manufactured by the Sono
Equipment
Corp. of Indianapolis.

Western Electric Sales
Hays' Office Checking
If Films Foster Crime
Dropped
12 P. C. 1)in 1930
(Contint'cd from Pane
(Continued from Page 1)
three youths who last week
received
long sentences
in Connecticut
for a
S13.000 bank holdup.
The boys said
thev got the idea from the movies.
Various surveys along this line in
the past, made by different welfare
bodies, have shown that pictures
nlaved little or no pari in influencing
law breaking.

March

16, 1931

MACK SENNETT RENEWS
EDUCATIONAL CONTRACT?
(Continued from Page

1)

tures through Educational exclusively, j:
the affiliation having marked the en- \
try of both Educational and Sennett
into the sound comedy field.
On the current program Sennett has
already completed 14 two-reel comedies and four of the single-reel
Brevities Series. Production is now
being speeded up in order that releases may continue without a break,
according to schedule, throughout the
spring and summer months.
"In Conference," a take-off on "Once
in a Lifetime," has just been finished,
and nearing completion now are a
trans-continental flight comedy and a
comedy which was shot in the exclusive Olsen Club in Hollywood and in
which practically everyone who counts
in Hollywood is pictured.

More Foreign Musicals
Being Brought to U. S.
(Continued from Page

1)

lin stage setting, and "Lindenwirtin
vom Rhine" ("The Inn at the Rhine"),
romantic operetta marking the first appearance of Kaethe Dorsch, prominent
German musical comedy star.
Publishing and record rights for the
three new pictures already have been
acquired by American companies and
the main songs of the productions
will be broadcast and exploited in connection with the showing of the pictures.
Building Contracts Decrease
Only 30 contracts for new theater
projects, with an aggregate of $1,044,600 involved, were awarded in February, according to the monthly report of the F. W. Dodge Corp. covering 37 eastern states.
FitzPatrick

Holiday

Shorts

Twoandspecial
shorts
Mother's
Day
Memorial
Dayforwill
be released by FitzPatrick Pictures. These
novelties, each about 300 feet in
length, complete the series of 10
American Holidays from FitzPatrick.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
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Rellcraft
tion field.

enters
*

feature
*

uimim
AUTUIIIMt

distribu-

*

ings dropped from $31,556,000 in 1929
T.O.C.C. election to be held March
to $20,298,000 last year, and this 29.
amount fell short of meeting interest
*
♦
*
payment and dividends by $7,625,000.
Telephone companies of the Bell System arc the principal customers of
Anders Randolf to be starred by
VV. E. At the end of the year ERPI Frontier Pictures.
had installed W. E. sound apparatus
in 7,600 theaters throughout the world.
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Exhibitors Cashing in on East Texas Oil Strike

PROBEJJEVEALS UEMMLE'S AID OFJNDIES
Allied States Ass'n
May Launch Own Exchange
System
Universal Chief Ordered
Organization Would
Just Chatter^
— on nothing much

Handle Industrials
Exhibitor Unit's

In event that distribution arrangements for Kinograms, containing 30
There seems to per cent of industrial matter, are
not made with some established naNot More, But be a certain
tional organization, Allied States
o f Ass'n may launch its own exchange
unanimity
Better Talk!
opinion upon system, The Film Daily learned
The two-releases-a-week
the weak- yesterday.
schedule would not necessitate an
the question of what is production
elaborate or expensive setup.
est spot in the present
One
industrial
subject
will be
cinthe
of
critics
Nine
armor.
=By JACK

ALICOATE

=

ema out of ten will answer dialogue. Pictorially you can hold
almost any audience if the action

{Continued

on Page

20 Censorship Bills

Twenty state censorship
bills have been introduced in
Legislatures this year compared with seven two years
ago when approximately the
same number of legislative
sessions were held. A censorship measure introduced in
Connecticut will be given a
hearing at Hartford on Thursmittee.
day by the joint finance com-

7)

Oil Boom in East Texas Brings
Circuit Scouts Hunting Sites

on

Page

Toronto — Refusal of Universal to
give exclusive rights to W. P. Dewee, circuit owner at Trail, B. C,
reserving the right to sell to A.
Laurenti, independent exhibitor, was
in accordance with Carl Laemmle's
policy
give according
the small theater
owner the to
break,
to testimony
at the government inquiry into the
Canadian film situation.
Commissioner Peter White, in
charge of
the probe,
{Continued
on Pageread
7) a ietter

LEWISTON EXHIBS DEEEAT
SEALING SHIP BLOWS UP
HIGHER LICENSE MEASURE SUNDAY SHOW BILL SIGNED
WITH FILM MEN ABOARD
BY NEW MEXICO GOVERNOR

is sufficiently thrilling, enticing or
entertaining. Trying to hold that
self-same audience with a two-hour
load of inane, stupid talk is quite
Lewiston, Pa. — Following a strenanother and more difficult problem.
uous fight by exhibitors, the borough
St. John, N. F.— Varick Frissell,
Of course, every writer of dialogue
cannot be constantly brilliant, but director, and A. E. Penrod, camera- council has rescinded its motion
men, were aboard the sealing ship, boosting the monthly license fee of
he is conone thing is certain, unlesshis
picture Viking, which blew up at sea yes- each theater from $15 to $45.
tinuously entertaining
cannot be commercially successful.
terday off the North coast of Newfoundland. Frissell last year made
And that's being
*
* proven
* every day.
"The
Silent
Enemy",
Paramount
re- Warner-Publix War
{Continued on Page
7)
The result of the
Looms in Charlotte
survey now being
Many Uses
by the Cresson E. Smith Made
ted
conduc
es
Pictur
Of
UT flexures
Charlotte, N. C. — With Publix
Mot.on p.cture Di_
Pathe Dist. Sales Mgr. planning
to reconstruct the ImperComof
tment
vision of the Depar the exact and
ial, recently destroyed by fire, into a
Cresson E. Smith has been apmerce to determine
de
luxe
house,
while Warner Bros,
pointed midwest district sales manmany uses of motion pictures in
are
reported
negotiating
to erect an
ager for RKO Pathe, it was anelaborate theater as well as investibusiness, and the relative value atnounced
yesterday
by
Ned
E.
Depitending their employment commer- net, vice president and general
gating sites for additional houses in
cially, should be of more than pass- sales manager. Smith resigned from the future, opposition between the
Para similar post with United Artists two companies appears to be under
ing importance to this industry.
ticularly so now that practically evway here.
ery large outfit has its finger in the to join Depinet's staff.
industrial cinema pie. Up to date
some 200 companies in the U. S. have
tried motion picture advertising. Advertising isbut one phase of the inquiry that will take in the entire
field of motion pictures other than
reYes?
that of so-called exhibition.noThedoubt
Dallas — Oil strikes in northeast
sult of the survey will
Texas,
likely to make this section
West
Coast
Bur.
THE
FILM
DAILY
prove illuminating to those who
one of the biggest oil fields in the
think of motion pictures only in
Hollywood— "Quiet" is reworld, is turning a group of little
terms of the * theate* r. +
movie houses into veritable bonanzas,
placingword,
"yes" as according
the studios'
most used
to
and attracting a horde of promoters
It is violating no
a Pathe statistician, who says
and
circuit scouts seeking sites for
theaters.
To Version
industry
confidence
he
counted
162 on
"quiets"
used
in
four
hours
Constance
perto suggest that
Or Not To
In Kilgore, where the population
haps the most irriBennett's new pix, "Born to
of the
jumped from
800 to
tating production problem
{Continued
on about
Page
)J 5,000 al(Continued

Relief
Small Exhibs for
in Canada

2)

Love."

Santa Fe, N. M. — The governor
has signed the measure "emitting
theaters to operate on Si1- ly.

Waxman Joins Pati
Counsel, Short P

; Ad
ducer

A. P. Waxman, forme special
exploitation director fc Warner
Bros., has been appointe dvertising counsel and short su~/ect producer with RKO Pathe. Waxman
assumed his new duties yesterday
with Charles Giegerich as executive
assistant. Plans for the production
of short subjects by Waxman have
not as yet been announced. The
present RKO Pathe advertising and
publicity staff will be kept intact, according to Waxman.

Al

Dry Comedies

Christie, a teetotaller,

qualifies
as the with
screen's
est reformer
hisgreattwo
productions,
"Charley's
and
"Meet the
Wife." Aunt"
The
first features Charlie Ruggles
and the latter Lew Cody and
Harry Myers, all players
hitherto portrayed on the
screen as heavy drinkers. In
Al's productions they GO
DRY.
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First Trans-Lux Movie
Doing Good Business

— on nothing much
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Paramount Signs Robinson
Casey Robinson has been signed
by Paramount on a long term contract to write and direct. Robinson
was formerly attached to the Warner Vitaphone studio here.

moment is this foreign version packId version or not to version.'
That seems to be the question. It
that the foreign
is rather "accepted proven
anything
version jaunt has
but financially satisfactory and that,
of Spanish ediexcept in the case scheme
may be
tions, the present
anbefore
ashcan
the
to
consigned
other year rolls around. With the
foreign sound situation being mastered locally and production in several countries abroad taking on a
certain definite shadow of class, the
problem becomes constantly more
complicated.

Westinghouse Offers
Shorts to Theaters

Near capacity business at all times
during the 14 hours it was open
yesterday, was checked up to the
first Trans-Lux store movie, which
An all-newsreel
opened Saturday.
program
is presented lasting 35
minutes. The unique auditorium
seats 188 and is decorated with a
metallic-platinum finish. Pictures
are shown on a daylight screen and
projected from behind. Yesterday a
small crowd was continually gazing
at the front of the house, which offers an unique "turnstile" method of
entrance with a 25-cent admission.
The program which is made up of
Pathe, Universal and Paramount
newsreel subjects, also includes several interviews with celebrities who
speak
for Trans-Lux
and
welcomeespecially
the audiences
to the new

departure
motion
tion Theinhouse
staffpicture
consistsexhibiof a
Pittsburgh— At the last meeting of manager, assistant and five projecthe M. P. T. O. of W. Pa. and W.
tionists. Thomas Murray has replaced Ed Manley as manager and
Va. a representative of Westinghouse
ed
submitt
g
Electric & Manufacturin
John M. Begg, formerly connected
to the members of the organization with Fox Movietone, has been
reels named national news editor by
a proposition to supply short
to the theaters. It was decided to Courtland Smith, president. Another
refer the matter to the national or- addition is William F. Githens as
editor of the New York group of
ganization.
Trans-Lux
houses.

West Va. Censorship Bill Irvin Willat Planning
Favored by Committee
Undersea Sound Picture

on, W. Va.— The commitCharlest
tee on education in the Legislature
has favorably considered a bill to
create a board of censors in this
state. Under the measure there will
be an examination fee of $5 on film
prints and $2 for duplicates. Poster
advertising also is included in the
proposal.
censorship
$6,900 Judgment for Sheffield
Denver — In a lawsuit over the
question of conversion of property,
J. T. Sheffield was given a judgment
of $6,900 against Thos. Sullivan and
H. T. Nolan. The case concerned
the alleged forceful entry of the
Gothic at which time Sheffield's
manager was evicted and his property was used to operate the theater. Both sides will ask for a new
trial, Sheffield having asked for $10,000, and Sullivan and Nolan claim
the judgment is excessive.
Theater Co. Formed in Boston
Boston — Berfin Amusement, Inc.,
has been formed to operate theaters,
minnie golf courses, etc. Incorporators are Max A. Finn, Philip Berlin and Elias M. Loew.

Plans for the first undersea sound
feature, based on the autobiography,
"The Pearl Diver," by Victor Berge,
are being contemplated by Irvin
Willat. Production would be in the
South Seas. Willat is now in New
York.

Mrs. E. L. Klein Appointed
Ideal's Foreign Sales Mgr.
Mrs. E. L. Klein, who was assistant to her husband in the Edward
L. Klein Corp., which recently discontinued operation, has been appointed foreign sales manager of
Ideal Pictures Corp. by M. J. Kandel,Ideal
president.
has just completed four
shorts in Spanish dialogue with a
musical background.
Tearle Completes British Tour
Conway Tearle, who has arrived
in New York from England, plans
to leave for the Coast in a week.
With his wife Adela Rowland, he
played 12 weeks in a sketch, "The
Valiant," in British theaters. He
also lish
worked
in "Captivation," Engtalker.
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Ball of the
Annual
New
York.
CommunionM.
Annual
March 22:
fast of Catholic
America,
Church
Shepherd,
Beverly
Mar. 28:
First annual benefit
tainment and dance

Mar.

21 :

Club,

Warner

Break-of
P.and Guild
of the Good
Hills, Cal.
dinner, enterat the Hotel

Astor torsbyand greater
New York
distributors
to aidexhibipermanent benefit fund.
April 4-11: Week,
Players'national
and benefit
Patrons'for Jubilee
N. V.
A. Club.
April 19:
Lambs
Gambol,
Metropolitan
Opera
House,
New
York.
Apr. 20-22:
Warner
Bros.
Eastern
sales
convention,
Atlantic City.
April 23-24 :dorsers
State of
Convention
of Indiana
InPhotoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.
York. Film
Apr. 27 : Fox
sales convention.
New
RKO
Apr.

Sales

Convention,

Los

An-

28-30:

Warner
Bros.
Western
sales
convention,
Hotel
St. Francis,
San Francisco.
May 25-28: geles.
Spring meeting
of the Society
of
Motion
Picture
Engineers,
Hotel Roosevelt,
Hollywood,
Cal

Virginia Censor Clips
14 Pictures in Month
Richmond— Deletions in 14 pictures out of 77 examined have been
ordered in less than a month by the
state censorship division. The number of cuts is unusually high.
Wis. Allied Unit Incorporates
Madison, Wis. — Articles of incorporation have been filed by the Allied Independent Theater Owners of
Wisconsin. Signers of the articles
include L. K. Brin, F. R. Trottman,
H. H. Perlewitz and E. F. Maertz,
all Milwaukee exhibitors.
Six New M-G-M Releases Set
M-G-M has added six productions
on its March-April release schedule.
They are "It's a Wise Child,"
"Strangers May Kiss," "Daybreak,"
"The Secret Six," "Stepping Out"
and "A Tailor-Made
Man."

WANTED: 170° Bell Howell camera
head with shuttle. Other accessories
unnecessary but will consider if
priced right. Give particulars and
lowest price for cash. Alpha Films.
3437
Park Heights
Ave.,
Baltimore.

AN ASSET TO YOUR
EASTER WEEK
SHOW
Our Sound

and Music

NOVELTY EASTER
GREETING TRAILER
HOLIDAY FEATURE

NATIONAL

SCREEN
SERVICE
CORP.
126-130 W. 46th St., N. Y. C.
Also:
Chicago,
Dallas, Los Angeles

They came out

CHEERING!

-to a man, they acclaime
Critics search frantically to findj
to describe adequately box-offi<o

says Billy Wilkerson — Hollywoo*}

"Oh, Boy, WHAT a picture! Packs wallop tha
cannot describe terrific punch this picture pacfl
a Menjou! WHAT a treat is in store for the f(
kind ever made. Far superior to stage produ<|i

says Hollywood Daily Screen*
//

Howard Hughes scores NEW BOX-OFFICE I
the final fadeout, it is a genuine piece of bni
portrayals, plenty of thrills and excellent direji
real sensation/7

Adolphe

Mary

Pat

Menjou

Brian O'Brien

Another go-getting

Edward
Everett

George

Horton

stone

Mae
Slim
Clarke
Summerville

Frank
McHugh

Walter
Catlett

H

Matt
Moore

f

I

it greatest hit in years.
per-superlatives with which
reatness of this picture.

iorfer

v

II bang box-office. Words
WHAT direction! WHAT
GREATEST picture of its
i.
A GREAT PICTURE/'

Produced by

HOWARD
HUGHES
the man who gave you

Hells Angels

1ASH. From first scene to
int entertainment. Perfect
n make this production a

Directed by

Lewis
Milestone
who made

All Quiet on the

gatherer

Western Front"

from

NOTED ARTISTS

Adapted by Bartlett
Cormackfrom the sensational stage success
by BEN HECHT and
Charles MacArthur
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A Little
from

Short Shots from
New York Studios
By HARRY

By

N. BLAIR

13ETTY LAWFORD, who worked
-D in a number of pictures at the
Paramount New York studio, is backShe's unrily. Bros.
stage tempora
on the
to Warner
der contract

D. A. Doran, Jr., Paramount' s
hustling scenario editor, is show8a t>i rated. Meaning he's keeping at
a tremendous pace in order to learn
what's going on on the Broadway
stage.
Vitaphone has signed
Moore, musical comedy star,
pear in a short to be entitled
Face," a burlesque on gangster

Victor
to ap"Baby
films.

Johnny Walker has just finished
for Vitaphone "Speaking Out of
Turn," a short subject burlesquing
talking pictures. Prominent players
in Walker's support are Dudley
Clements, Carroll Ashburn and
Frances McHugh.
Eight

different nationalities are
represented in the making of "The
at Paramount's
Lieutenant"
Smiling
New York
studio. Ernst Lubitsch,
director, and Hans Drier, art director, are both German: Chevalier and
Claudette Colbert, French; George
Folsey, cameraman, Irish; Ernest
Zatorsky, sound man, Polish; Miriam
Hopkins, actress, and Sam Raphaelson, adaptor, American; Oscar
Strauss, composer, Austrian; Clifford
Gray, lyric writer, English, and
Ernst Vajda, writer. Hungarian.
Paramount Notes: Clive Brook
and his inevitable umbrella . . .
George Cukor now a confirmed Coca
Cola addict due to the insidio7<s influence ofTallulah Bankhead, hopeless slave of the drink . . . Mrs.
Locke. Tallulah's companion, likes
New York but would give the Woolworth building for a sight of her
family in dear old London.
Miriam Hopkins has been chosen
to aDoear opposite Phillips Holmes
in "The Man I Killed," Ernst Lubitsch's next picture for Paramount,
scheduled to start June 1, with Emil
Jannings starred. Miss Hopkins is
at present appearing in "The
ing Lieutenant."

Smil-

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN
SINE
mNnsnufb

• • • A LITTLE matter of a 10,000-mile race around the
world to scoop the field is nothing to these Paramount newsreel
fellers
we have it on the word of Earl Wingart and Wallace West that their organizashe scored a two days' beat on the
first pictures of the late New Zealand earthquake
a few
hours after the tragedy occurred at the city of Napier, S. H.
Craig, manager
of Paramount's
New
Zealand
office, had the
pictures aboard the steamer Aorangi, leaving for Victoria
the 10,000-mile race to Broadway was on
when the Aorangi
steamed into Honolulu, it was still anybody's
newsreel had their films on the same steamer

race,

as another
but at the

Hawaiian capital the wide-awake Paramount boys pulled a fast
one
there was a chance of catching a boat sailing for
San Francisco a few minutes before the Aorangi was due to
dock
this boat would reach San Francisco two full days
ahead of their steamer
so special emergency authorization
was secured from the Treasury Dep't at Washington, permitting
the film to be transferred from one boat to another at sea
a launch met the Aorangi as it steamed into the harbor
three minutes later the transfer had been made to the outward
bound Asama Maru
two days later, when the Asama Maru
reached 'Frisco harbor, a seaplane pulled up alongside, carrying
Joe Rucker of the Newsreel's staff
the gent who made
himself famous on the Byrd Expedition
the film was tossed
over the side to him, and cleared by a customs inspector who
accompanied
him
as the airmail
was
not leaving
for
New York for a few hours, the negative was rushed to a local
lab, developed, duped and some prints made
thus when
the plane reached New York the films were all ready for theater
distribution
a two-day scoop in a 10,000-mile race
to show
a coupla
minutes
of newsreel
why they still call it Paramount
*

*

that's

*

probably

*

• • • EDWARD
STRAUSS, manager of the recording
dep't of Brunswick Radio Corp^, when recording on film for a
producer, extends himself to the limit on painstaking care and
courtesy
and this goes for his entire dep't, from
studio
hands to engineer
Charles Stuart Edwards, veteran stage
and screen actor, proved his versatility by jumping from a screen
part of an aged emotional character to portraying a light comedv
role in "Doctor X" at the Hudson theater
If we call the
druggist "doctor," does that make the soda clerk a fizzician?
all replies will be treated in strictest confidence
*

*

*

*

• • • DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS' intimates are saying that
he will never make another pix, figuring that it's about
time
to settle down and enjoy his huge fortune
Pathe News is
building up an editorial staff just like a big newspaper
first it was an aviation editor, and now it's a yachting editor
...... .Joe Rivkjn has worked out a nifty li'l novelty throwaway
for "Hell Bound," with a card showing a newsboy
under
his arm is a miniature newspaper with the name of the pix
splashed across it in heavy black type
*
*
*
*

RALPH

Lots

a

IVILK
HOLLYWOOD

'JTM
McCOY
has beenforsigned
by
Stanley
Bergerman
the lead
in the first of next year's Universal
series, entitled "Battling With Buffalo- Bill." Universal is to make
four
pictures in its complete
serial sound
program.
*

*

*

John

M. Stahl is reported preparing to march to the altar in May
or June with Roxana McGowan
Ray, former Sennett beauty and
leading woman.
*
*
*
"The Age for Love," Ernest Pascal novel, has been selected by Howard Hughes as Billie Dove's first
starring picture for United Artists.
Frank Lloyd will direct, in addition
to collaborating with Pascal on the
film treatment.
*
*
*
RKO has bought the talker rights
to "Drusilla With a Million," produced eight years ago as a silent.
*
*
*
Mary Kornman, who recently
completed her contract with Hal
Roach, was immediately engaged for
another picture. She will appear in
the first of a new series co-starring
Thelma Todd and Zasu Pitts.
*
*
*
Robert Milton will direct "I Like
Your Nerve," in which Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., will star for First
National.
*
*
*
Jack Warner was one of the first
to greet Mayor Jimmy Walker on
his arrival here.
*
*
*
George Arliss will start work in
"Alexander Hamilton" on April 6.
Alan Mowbray and Doris Kenyon
duction.
ivill
have roles in the Warner pro*
*
*
Ross Lederman has been signed
to direct Buck Jones in another
western for Columbia.
*
*
*
Richard Barthelmess in "The
Finger Points" will be seen on
Broadway next month. A print of
the picture has been sent east.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS

Of nUMfO.M

Educational signs contract to handle 20 Mermaid comedies yearly.
*
*
*
Double convention of exchangemen and exhibitors for Rochester in
April.
*
*
*
Stoll cuts sales force.
tribute through Pathe.

Will dis-

• • • THE BENEFIT for the Permanent Film Industry
Relief Fund scheduled for the Astor hotel on March 28 will have
Maurice Chevalier, Belle Baker, Watson Sisters and Willie and
Eugene Howard in the entertainment lineup
Agnes Smith,
frau of Frederick James Smith, the empey crit and editor is
columnmg jn the N. Y. "American"
under
the headline,
"The
Last Word"
title suggested by hubby, who ought to know
Now, children, don't take life too seriously
if you
must bump somebody
off, do it with a Smile

«

«

«

»

»

»

Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following
of the inbirthdays
: who aremembers
dustry,
celebrating thdr

March 1 7
Edward

Golden

Sid Grauman
Harry Reichenbach
H. D. Goldberg
John McCarthy

THE
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OIL BOOM IN EAST TEXAS
ATTRACTS CIRCUIT SCOOTS
(Continued from

Page

1)

most overnight, the old Dixie operated
by C. O. Murphree, has been renamed
the Crim, in honor of L. M. Crim, who
owned the house and who has made
a million in oil, and the house is doing such a lively business that two
bouncers are on duty to handle the
boisterous clientele. Murphree formerly was associated with the Griffith Amusement Co. Crim is understood to be planning to spend some
of his oil money on an elaborate
modern house for the town.
C. T, Thompson, who recently
bought the Aladdin in Longview
from G. H. Mercer, is taking in
plenty of money with the house.
Longview is another community that
has blossomed out big since oil came
in. Tracy Flanagan is negotiating
to build a large house in Longview
for the East Texas Theaters circuit,
which has various expansion plans
under way in the newly prosperous
region.
The little town of Gladewater also
is looked upon as a coming show
town.
Dallas and other places in the surrounding region are likewise benefiting from the boom. Hotels, merchants and theaters all report a lively pickup in trade.

JWl

Exhibs Go for Action
Sono Art-World Wide has
already signed 2,000 theaters
for its series of 10 Thrill-oDramas. First to be released,
"Air Police," was trade-shown
yesterday. It features two air
fights with machine guns and
falling planes — just a sample
of the action stuff that's coming in this series.

ALLIED NAY LAUNCH
OWN .EXCHANGE SYSTEM
(Continued fiom Page

1)

.ncluded in each reel, the remainder
of the issue being devoted to news
events oj national and international
significance. An explanatory voice
will be dubbed in with the industrial
sequence. All advertising contracts
will be handled by Kinograms.
The reel will be turned over to
the various Allied state units, said
Oscar R. Hanson, agent of Allied,
and they in turn will distribute them
to their members. Exhibitors will
pay a minimum of 50 cents a week
for the reel. All rentals go to the
state organizations. Sample reels
are now being sent to each unit.
Hanson's contract with exhibitors
covers five years. After three years,
agreements may be cancelled by
mutual
consent.

DAILY

LAEMMLES AID OF INDIES
REVEALED IN CANADA PROBE
(Continued from Page IJ

ironi M. \ an Praag, then general
.-.ales manager of Universal, to Clair
Hague, Universal man in Canada,
advising him to give fullest po>siule
and immediate relief to any small
exhibitors whose business existence
was threatened by excessive rentals
on sound pictures.
"What is the reason for this inin the small exhibitor?"
asked tense
theinterest
commissioner.
"Our president. Carl Laeimnle, has
always been a very strong supporter
of the
exhibitor," replied independent
witness.
Commissioner White leaned over
his desk and slowly surveyed the
court.
"I find great difficulty in understanding this business," he said.
"The other day we were told it was
not a paying proposition to supply
the independent. Now we get a letter moving heaven and earth to keep
niin in business."
"It looks like a conspiracy against
Famous Players," suggested Strachan Johnston, K. C, counsel for
that corporation.
There was the "very keenest of
competition" between Universal and
clared.
other film exchanges, witness de-

In the final taking of evidence,
Frederick Ravell, Canadian representative of British International
Pictures, said it was practically impossible to distribute British pictures
London — Gaumont British Corp..
in Canadian key centers, due to the
(Continued
from
Page
!)
largest circuit in England, has reexistence of theater combines. On
lease, and "Vikings
the Chanler
North," in
jected "City Lights" under Charlie association
with W.of C.
of cross-examination, R. H. Parmenter,
Chaplin's terms of 50 per cent. The
representing Famous Players, sought
Cinematograph Exhibitors' Ass'n New York. Another picture, "White to produce evidence to show that
has advised exhibitors to not pay Thunder," was started about a year British productions did not have the
more than 30 per cent for the pic- ago, but the expedition had to be
box-office value of American picture, and that in the case of smaller abandoned on account of the ice, and tures.
the present trip was for the purpose
houses 25 per cent is sufficient.
Chaplin is now in Vienna visiting of getting atmospheric sequences to
complete the production. Harry
Prof. Albert Einstein.
Sargent, Boston explorer, also was in
Boston Studio for Commercials
the party. The Viking had more
Philadelphia — Emphasis on local
in all.
Boston — East Coast Sound Pic- than 100 aboard
overseating conditions is placed by
Tugs
were
rushed
immediately
to
ture Corp., organized to produce
just made which intalkers for the advertising and edu- the scene of the disaster, and at last a theaterdicatessurvey
that this city has 175 theaters
cational fields, has opened a studio reports about 70 had been saved and
with an aggregate of 194,778 seats.
at 45 Broadway. A laboratory may about 20 reported lost. The fate of
be added later. F. W. Adams is Frissell, Penrod and Sargent was un- Population of Philadelphia is slightly under 2,000,000.
known late last night.
president and treasurer of the company, with Robert Duncan and
A. C. Added to Goldman Territory
Frank B. Wallis as directors, James
Taking Over Racine House
Philadelphia — William Goldman,
W. Clow as business manager, and
Racine, Wis. — The Uptown Majes- Stanley-Warner district general manF. H. Herrick in charge of the stutic Theater Corp. has been formed
dio.
ager, now includes the Atlantic City
for the purpose of operating the Up- territory in this jurisdiction. This
town, which together with the Cap- district had been under General
Melrose
Auditorium
Burns
itol was formerly conducted by the Manager Marks, who has returned
Melrose,
Mass. — Fire destroyed Racine Amusement Co. The latter to Chicago.
the Melrose
Auditorium,
owned
by concern recently filed a petition in
Irving Green.
bankruptcy. Incorporators of the
Fight Pictures in Brooklyn
new concern are Mr. and Mrs. AnFirst showing of pictures of the
ton Draginis and Bryan
Draginis.
fight between Primo Camera and
Still Sunny
Jim Maloney in Miami will take
Ralph Staub, director of
place starting Friday at the Warner
Rebuilding in Huntsville, Ala.
Strand
in Brooklyn.
"Screen Snapshots," photoHuntsville, Ala. — Lyric Amusegraphed several screen celebs
ment Co. has leased the site of the
during the recent Hollywood
Beedle, Panoplos Made Directors
Lyric, destroyed by fire last Christrains, and being a loyal naPittsburgh — Eddie Beedle of
mas, and will erect a 1,000-seat house
tive son, he gagged up the diaon the premises. Charles A. Crute Canonsburg and Frank Panoplos of
logue to make audiences beis manager of the Lyric Amusement McKeesport have been added to the
Co., which is a subsidiary of the board of directors of the M.P.T.O.
lieve the rain was "the sun's
Crescent Amusement Co. of Nash- of W. Pa. and W. Va. The board
perspiration."
ville.
now
includes
11 members.

THE LUCKY
RABBIT

Gaumont British Rejects
Sealing Ship Blows Up
50-50 Deal on "Lights"
With Film Men Aboard
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Marcus Answers Ex hibs on Pat he 20- Film Contracts

NATHANSON GOING BACK TO PARAMOUNT?
Musicals With New Technique Coming, Says LeRoy
The Mirror
a column of comment

in effect on May 1 by Cameramen's
locals. This is a 100 per cent increase over the present initiation fee,
which differs in various sections but
averages about $500 for the country
as a whole.

A. & P. Tea Company
Working on Movie Plans

Plans of the Great Atlantic &
Pacific Tea Co. in connection with
the use oi screen advertising are still
in the formative state and probably
will not be completed for another
(Continued on Page 7)

Expatriated
Next Friday night, on the
occasion of the 1,000th performance of the German screen
operetta, "Zwei Herzen im 3/4
Takt" at the 55th St. Playhouse, the arty house will be
rechristened the Europa. This
is in keeping with its policy of
showing foreign product.

'8

0
$1,00
TO

WHETHER OR not pictures stimulate crime will be determined by a
jail survey now in progress. .. .It
ought to produce evidence of vast
interest and illumination. Likely
enough it will indicate that the
movies are unjustly libeled when
stigmatized as a crime prompter.

A uniform initiation fee of $1 ,000
throughout the country will be placed

ED

TWENTY STATE censorship bills
have been introduced this legislative
season as compared with seven tzvo
years ago .... Something important to
think about. It indicates that somewhere in this gigantic piece of machinery known as the film industry
there's something wrong to induce
such an avalanche of injurious legislations.
•

(Continued on Pope 8)

BOOST

earnestly to the complaint. It's distinctively good business tactics to
foster and protect the exhibs who
make the industry's financial wheels
go 'round.
•

Return of musical films within six
months, but with a new technique
embracing a faster tempo and an interweaving ofthe music with the plot,
is predicted by Mervyn LeRoy, First
National director, now in New York
on a visit. Progress is being made in
the coast studios toward creating the
kind of picture employing music

BEING

UNFAIR COMPETITION from nontheatricals is the subject of an exhibitor protest to the Hays organization No
question
but
theatrical
operators -ought to be given the most
adequate protection possible from accounts which fall under this classification. By comparison, revenue
reaching distributor tills from nontheatrical houses is nil. Users of
theatrical product are, generally
speaking, rental-payers year after
year. Non-theatrical competitors are
like tent shows — here today and
1 Heaven knows where tomorrow. Regular operators conduct their business
like any other legitimate commercial
enterprises, paying rent and taxes.
Their non-theatrical opposition, however, usually are exempt from these
burdens. And yet, despite all these
advantages which give them an unfair start over their competitors, they
want to get the same break on releases as accounts which constitute
the backbone of film biz income. No
doubt but distributors will listen

Faster Tempo Favored by
First National
Director

Former Head of Canadian
Famous Players May
Resume Post
Toronto — Reports current here say
that N. L. Xathanson, who resigned
as head of Famous Players Canadian
in 1929 following a dispute with
Paramount Pubiix, may return to His
former
strong
would
circuit,

executive post. Nathanson's
"in" with Canadian officialdom
be especially beneficial to the
which is the largest group of
1 1 ontinucd on Paije 8)

O'LEARY, MCALOON DIVIDE
PATHE SALES TERRITORY FOX ABANDONS PLANS
TOR PRODUCING

E. J. O'Leary and J. E. McAloon
have been named RKO Pathe general sales manager for eastern and
western divisions, respectively, The
Film Daily learns. Formal announcement and other changes in the field

ICest

Coast

Ihoeau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Plans of Fox to produce foreign talkers abroad have
been abandoned, it is indicated in an
(Continued on Page 8)
announcement by John Stone, head
of foreign production, stating thai all
foreign pictures produced b\ Fox will
be made at the company's studios in
Toronto — Lawyers representing Beverly Hills. Stone recently went
to survey the production situthe government and counsel for the abroad ation
there, and upon his return he
film interests attended a special sit- brought over 1(1 Spanish players an 1
ting of the industry probe yesterday
before Commissioner Peter White to a Spanish playwright, box plans t i
in Spanish
sum up the evidence submitted. Com- make ersapproximately
during the coming
year. talkDon
missioner White says he will speed
Jose
Mojica
will
be
featured
in
three
up his report for the government
while the details of the investigation
are fresh in his mind.

Speeding Up Report
On Canadian Inquiry

Exhib Contracts for 20 Films
"D
SINGER
ZZ EEK
"JAERW
VING
REVI
SOV
CAR
PAS
AS
Not Assumed in RKO Pathe Buy
A

WALTER J. RICH SUED
OVER TALKER IDEA SALE

Answering exhibitors at large who
have voiced demands that RKO
Pathe deliver all of the 20 features
on the current program sold by
Pathe before the merger with RKO,
Lee Marcus is informing exhibitors
that the contracts made by them with
White Plains, N. Y.— Suit has been Pathe were not assumed by RKO
filed in Supreme Court here by Mrs. except in the case of three pictures.
This trio, bought outright as part
Irene Weeks Jackson, widow of William B. Jackson, against Walter J. of the deal with Pathe. includes "Sin
Rich, formerly of Vitaphone, asking Takes a Holiday," "The Painted
(Continued on Pag* 8)
(Continued on Page 8)

nation-wide revival of Al Jol

son in "The Jazz Singer," the pic
ture that catapulted the industry from
silent to sound, is announced by
Warner Bros, for the week of March
27, the release being timed to catch
the Passover Week holiday crowds
for whom this attraction has [ the
strongest appeal. Passover Week ordinarily is one of the big business
periods of the year for theaters, while
Holy Week is one of the worst. This
year the two weeks come at the same
(Continued

en Page

7)

Wednesday, March 18, 1931
— — I
iii
1

OAIUV

Dialogue Censorship Bill
Passes Kan. Legislature
Topeka, Kan. — Before ending its
session the Legislature passed the
bill authorizing the film censor board
III LV Nl 14 Wednesday, March 18, 1931 Price 5 Cents to delete sound as well as picture
scenes from talkers. A representative
Jin 1. IUC0ATE
Editor and Publisher of the industry was given five
minutes to present the film angle
s
holiday
and
on the move by the legislative committee.
Published daily except Saturdays
■t J650 Broadway, New York, N. X..
and
by Wid's Fi lms nt,
and copyright U»iO)
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1918,
matter, May
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unde!
Y.,
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at the post-office at
the act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage
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bers
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New Falmouth House Planned
Falmouth, Mass. — Benjamin A.
Richardson of Boston plans the erection of a theater at Main St. and
Elm Arch Way here.
lamlllllHI %*%•%*+* **.* ♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦ ♦.*♦.• ♦.* ♦.♦ ♦.* ♦.♦♦.* *.* *.* *.*
Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STIllwell 4-7940
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Eastman Films

:.:

New York
1540 Broadway
BRYant 9-4712

J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

§

a
:.:
:.:
:.:
:.:

Chicago
Hollywood
1727 Indiana A vs. 6700 Santa Monica
CALumet 3692
Bird.
HOLlywood 4121

STRY'S
INDUECOK
THEDATE

First practical television reception available to the metropolitan district will be a reality
Dy April 1, according to plans
ot DeForest Radio, now operating from
a daily
television
cast
Passaic,
N. J.broadNew
studios are nearing completion
at 655 Fifth Ave.

Mar.

Six officers and 56 enlisted
divided between the Scouting Fleet
at the Brooklyn Navy Yard and the
Naval Station in San Diego, Cal.,
have been graduated in the first
classes of the sound technician
schools organized by RCA Photophone to instruct students in the
nt soon to be inn of equipme
operatiostalled
on naval ships and at various
stations.

Annual

Ball of the

Warner

York exhibito aid per-

April 4-11: Week,
Players'national
and benent
Patrons'for Jubilee
N. V.
A. Club.
April 19:
Lambs
Gambol,
Metropolitan
Opera
House,
New
York.
Apr. 20-22:
Warner
Bros.
Eastern
sales
convention,
Atlantic City.
RKO
Pathe
sales
convention,
Drake
Hotel, Chicago.

offices in eight key cities, Sam Dembow, Jr., arrives in New York today
from a two weeks' trip. He visited
Chicago, Minneapolis, Des Moines,
Omaha, Denver, Kansas City, Mo.,
Dallas and New Orleans. Dembow
will soon announce appointment of
a district manager for the Des
Moines territory to succeed Nate
Frudenfeld,
who died recently.

April 23-24 : State Convention ot Indiana Indorsers
of Photoplays,
Claypoo!
Hotel, Indianapolis.
York.
Apr. 27 : Fox
Film sales convention.
New
RKO

Sales

Convention,

Los

28-30: convention,
Warner
Bros.
sales
Hotel Western
St. Francis,
San Francisco.
May 25-28: geles.
Spring meeung
of the Society
of
Engineers,
Hotel Motion
Roosevelt,Picture
Hollywood,
Cat

"Symphony" Released April 15
"Symph
ony inwill
2 Flats,"
Sono April
Art's
newest
feature,
be released
15. The production is based on the
1930. produced by the
play
Shuberts in

Paris.
JOHN

EBERSON

returned yesterday from

SAM DEMBOW, JR., is back from a
tour of Publix houses.
ROBERT
\ ork
today. MONTGOMERY arrives in New
ADELE COMANDINI, coauthor of TifYork.
tany's
"Hell Bound," has arrived in New
ELMER RICE leaves tomorrow for the
coast to assist Samuel Goldwyn in the filming
of his Pulitzer Prize play, "Street Scene."
JOSEPH FRIEDMAN, Berlin representative for Columbia, arrived in New York
yesterday.
W. RAY JOHNSTON is back from a trip
through the southeast.
ARTHUR FIEDELBAUM, M-G-M home
office representative, and ALLAN BYRE,
managing director for the French territory,
arrived yesterday from abroad.

COLOR

PRINTS

Color sound cameras available (or
short subjects, or advertising films.
Color prints from Bi-pack negatives.
58

BREWSTER COLOR
FILM CORPORATION

First

Street, Newark,
Humboldt 2-4228

N.

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialistsin

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY

N.Y.C.

An-

Apr.

San Francisco — James B. Reilly
Mervyn LeRoy, First National director who turned out "Little Cae- has been appointed manager of Cosar,'' Edna Murphy, his wife, and
lumbia's exchange here, replacing
resigned.
John Boles will be the chief guests Phil Weinstein,
at tomorrows luncheon of the A.M.
Reilly was branch manager with
P.A. in the Hotel Dixie.
United Artists for two years and
manager of the Pathe Cleveland exchange the following two years,
Vallee Returning to N. Y. Stand
which post he resigned to assume bis
new duties with Columbia.
comes into the ParaRudy Vallee
mount, New York, the week of
gs
bookinthe
seven weeks'
3 afterhouses
Universal Wins Contract Suit
AprilPublix
throughout
in
g
in
playin
is
he
tly
Curren
y.
countr
Okmulgee, Okla. — The District
Toledo and previously worked in Court of Okmulgee County has just
New
handed down a decision in favor of
Publix houses in Boston, Miami,
Orleans, Chicago and Detroit. In Universal enforcing performance of
addition to playing in the stage shows an exhibition contract between Universal and Haniotis Bros., operating
in these theaters he has been broadthe Yale here. The decision resting
Parawith
t
contrac
Vallee's
casting.
mount expires June 1.
upon
the enforcibility
Universal'sin
exhibition
contract, wasof rendered
a suit based upon a breach by the
Forbstein Succeeds Franklin
exhibitors of Universal's complete serWest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
vice contract. The court gave judgment in favor of Universal for $750
genFranklin,
Hollywood — Arthur
eral musical director, and Major Na- and costs, the total amount claimed
than Levinson, executive in the sound by Universal
in the action.
department of Warner-First National, have resigned. Franklin is succeeded by Leo Forbstein.
Metro-Goldwyn Calls Pfd. Stock
Metro-Goldwyn Pictures has callA. H. Schnitzer in New Duties
ed 3,741 shares of its preferred stock
for redemption on June 15 at $27
A. H. Schnitzer, formerly in Pittsburgh, has started his new duties as a share. This will leave about 160,special representative of RKO Pathe 000 shares still outstanding.
Distributing Corp. in New York
under Ned E. Depinet.

MOTION

Club,

Break-of
P.and Guild
of the Good
Hills, Cal.
dinner, enterat the Hotel

Astor by greater New
tors andmanentdistributors
benefit fund.

James B. Reilly Managing
LeRoy, Murphy, Boles
Grace AMPA Board Thurs. Columbia's 'Frisco Branch

Sam Serwer Marrying
Sam Serwer, director of music
publicity for Warner Bros., will be
married to Mildred Jacobs of New
York on Friday. Mr. and Mrs. Serwer sail Saturday for a honeymoon
in Bermuda.

21 :

York.Communion
March 22 . NewAnnualfast
of Catholic M.
America,
Church
Shepherd,
Beverly
Mar. 28:
First annual benent
tainment and dance

Sam Dembow Completes
62 Navy Men Graduated
Publix Inspection Tour
l
By RCA Sound Schoo
After inspecting Publix booking
men,

GainesvUe
House
Opens
April 1
Gainesville, Ga. — Opening of the
Royal, now nearing completion,
:.: has been set for April 1, it is announced by Frank Plaginos, owner
:.:
of the State. The new house seat9
S about 1,000.
:.:

Television by April 1

TELEPHONE

BRYANT

9.3040

J.

TAKE IT
AGAIN
NORMA!
Last year this statue was
presented to Norma
Shearer by the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences for her
performance in "The
Divorcee," the best of
the year.

When this prize is
voted again, a leading
contender will be

NORMA
SHEARER
STRANGERS
in

»«. ROBERT
(HIS PERFORMANCE

NEIL HAMILTON

BRINGS

MONTGOMERY
HIM A WELL

— MARJORIE

directed by GEORGE

MAY KISS
DESERVED

RAMBEAU

FITZMAURICE

STARDOM!)

— IRENE RICH

From the book by Ursula Parrott
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Short Shots from
New York Studios

Timely Topics
A Digest of
Current Opinion

0

Hollywood Is
Becoming Cosmopolitan
bids fair to
T-TOLLYWOOD
become one of the most cosmopolitan cities in the world
of foreign
with the production
pictures by foreign actors increasing at a rapid pace. Already there are several hundred
actors, well known in their recalling
spective countries, now
exand
home
their
Hollywood
tending the influence of their
and
manners
foreign customs,
The
speech upon the natives.
influence of this new phase of
to
is bound
picture production
od.
Hollywo
on
place its mark
These visitors, brought here for
the purpose of making pictures
are
theaters,
native
for their
mostly men and women of culIt is inture and personality.
disputable that they will exert
They will, of
a marked effect.
course, augment the influence of
the foreign societies already organized here, part of whose purpose is to impress the language,
literature and culture of their
the
upon
countries
respective
community in which they reside.
they
Tn countless other ways
litan
will bring about a cosmopo
be
cannot
that
atmosphere
matched in many cities. Not the
least important effect of this situnderstanduation is growing
ing between peoples, that always
works toward more peaceful relations.
— George

Archainbaud

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN
STHE
Of HIM DOM

Arrow
Film contracts for 26 features and comedy series.
*
*
*
Interstate M. P. Corp., Virginia
company, plans studio in Richmond.
*
*
*
First National to handle MacDonald pictures for two more years.

— « By HARRY

• • • AN ILLUMINATING slant on "what's the matter
with screen musicals" is furnished by our columnist-brother,
Norman Clark, juggling word-pictures in his graphic style in the
Baltimore "News"
Norman picked up a thought expressed
in an editorial comment of ye publisher of this li'l paper the
other day
in which he discussed the dubious showing of
screen musicals to date
and hoping that when they start
a new crop, the producers will have learned from their initial
efforts what NOT to do
and Norman rises to the opportunity by describing a personal experience, that throws a helluva
lotta light on the problem
seated beside him in a Baltimore theater one evening were a middle-aged
couple
before the start of the feature, a musical comedy, the wife left
her seat, and it was about 15 minutes before she returned
when she reappeared, hubby tried to sketch in for her what had
happened
in the musical comedy
thus far
then Mister
Clark heard him add: "Every now and then somebody starts
singing or dancing — but I don't know what for. There's no
reason for it."
then a sudden light dawned on the columnist-reviewer here was a man who probably had never
seen a musical comedy on the stage
stand why characters should suddenly

burst

he couldn't underinto a song or a

dance
without
any logical reason
"it just didn't
make any sense to him," Norman comments
and he's so
struck by the incident and Mister Alicoate's editorial comment
that he sits down and analyzes it in an entire column
which every producer and director should read
IF they're
still interested in filmusicals.
here are a few points he
makes
there are thousands of persons scattered everywhere throughout the Youessay, especially in small towns, who
have never seen a musical comedy or a revue
that may
astonish the Broadway boys and the Hollywood contingent
but 'sfact
so imagine
their surprise when
Hollywood
thrust
this
strange
monstrosity
upon
them
they
know what it was all about, sez Mister Clark
the didn't
story
would suddenly stop while somebody went into a song or dance
and in a revue, there wasn't any story at all
so this commentator concludes by stating a self-evident truth:
"Before screen musicals become a success, the audience must
be accustomed to them."
simple, isn't it?
strange
that nobody ever thought of it before
or that producers
and directors and song-writers and filmusical writers don't sit
in audiences
and just LISTEN
for pearls of wisdom
that will net 'em thousands
yes, millions
dropping
from the mouths of Mister and Missus Average Patron
like the foregoing sample
opinions of the only Critic and
Expert who really MATTERS
the guy who planks his
dough down at the b.o. to be entertained
and while the
Big Boys are milling over this one
let 'em go ahead and
educate the public in the hinterlands to the peculiar charms of
musical comedies and revues
which are typically Broadway. remembering that there are a slew of folks patronizing pictures in towns like Wahpeton
and Beaver
Creek who
don't give a whoop about Broadway
but if they don't
care to incur the necessary expense of educating 'em
drop into the 55th Street Playhouse
where
a German
filmusical, "Two Hearts in Waltz Time"
is still packing
'em in after 23 Weeks
because it gives folks like the
couple in the Baltimore theater just what they WANT
a filmusical with a real heart story, done simply, sincerely, humanly and with REAL harmonies that haunt you
for weeks after
there's nothing the matter with filmusicals sure, folks want 'em
but they want 'em with
Story Interest
Continuity
and music as is Music
;in Wahpeton
and when
gives
that in
paand
and send
ma
and Hollywood
Beaver Creek
will'emflock
the kids
ALL
yell for moreand

«

grandma

«

«

and

grandpa

»

»

and

»

they'll

N. BLAIR

W'U-George
STEINER.
by I
Bolisario.assisted
is in charge
of the camera end of "Scarlet \
Hours," Edmund Goulding's latest
production, now under way at Paramount's New York studio. C. V.
Tuthill, entirely recovered from a
recent
tor man.operation, is acting as moni-

Vitaphone is going in for radio
talent these days, the latest to be
signed being the Siberling Singers,
popular quartette.

1 he present week found plenty of
activity at Paramount's New York
studio, there being as many as five
units at work, all at the same time.
In addition to "The Smiling Lieutenant" and "Scarlet Hours." the annual Convention trailer is being
made, besides advertising shorts and
foreign versions.

The

much maligned advertisements offering to turn out expert
musicians and linguists in ten easy
lessons, has been put to shame by
the music staff at Paramount's
New York studio. For instance,
' laudette Colbert, in addition to
playing the violin and piano, also
acts as musical coyiductor during the
course
"The
Thanksof to
theSmiling
music Lieutena
department."
nt,
Chevalier will also play the piano
and Miriam Hopkins warble most
charmingly, gifts that neither
dreamed they possessed.

Yitaphone's short subject, "Angel
Cake," a two-reel musical, has been
placed on the program at the Dominion theater during the London
run of Chalin's "City Lights." The
cast of this Roy Mack comedy includes, in addition to the Albertina
Rasch dancers, Cy Landry, Jimmy
Ray. the Paige sisters and a bevy
of Broadway chorus beauties.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

March

18

Edward Everett Horton
Bartlett Cormack
Eugene A. Fawcett
Harry C. Bourne

need
*
u
o
e
thYes ad mats
when you play

DRACULA
-world's
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HOLD

OVER

and you'll want our big
campaign book too.
You've never seen such
posters and newspaper
ads as those illustrated
in this book. Get it now!
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on this page for 60 f
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Eft
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"the

5*° week by popular demand!
MORE HOLD-OVER
DATES — Cleveland,
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CAN GET THE BIG REPEAT BUSINESS LATER!
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TREM CARR LEASES STUDIO
FOR MONOGRAM ACTIVITY
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Lease on the National
Recording
Studios on Sunset Blvd.
Ihas been acquired by Trem
Carr,
'vice-president tor production of Monjogram Pictures Corp., and the plant
has been renamed
Monogram
Pictures Studios. Soundproofing of the
1third stage and building of sound
projection rooms, cutting rooms and
re-recording rooms are no.w in progress. Completion of the work is exipected by April 15, when production
is to start on the Monogram
program of 28 features. Stars, directors,
land writers are now being signed.

Bromberg Representing
Monogram in Southeast

Arthur C. Bromberg, member ot
the board of directors of Monogram
Pictures Corp., will act as southeastern district manager of the new independent company, covering the Atlanta, Charlotte, Tampa, Birmingham
and New Orleans offices. W. Ray
Johnston, president of the company,
»pent the last week in the south with
Bromberg.

Day-and-Date for Play and Film
'1 Like Your Nerve," the Roland
I'ertwee vehicle for Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., now being screened and
which is to be produced on the legitimate stage in the fall, may be presented on Broadwav simultaneously
on stage and screen, according to
talk at First National. Pertwee is
writing a second original which may
be similarly handled.
"Finger" To Open Erie House
Erie, Pa. — Warner's
$1,000,000
house here will be opened April 10
with the Richard Barthelmess picture,
'The Finger Points."
Miami Theater Firm Chartered
Miami, Fla. — Grand Theater, Inc.,
has been chartered with a capital of
50 shares, par value $100 each. A. B.
Bernstein, E. M. Brostow and H. D.
Williams are the incorporators.
"Cracked
Release
Nuts" has
1 to April

Nuts" Release April 18
date on RKO's "Cracked
been changed from April
18.

High-Pressure Stuff
Getting a leading man for
Dolores Costello in "The Passionate Sonata" has been no
cinch. Selection finally focused
on Warren William, Broadway
leading man, who greatly resembles John Barrymore and
who is understood to have been
the tatter's own choice to play
opposite his wife. With
production positively set to
start on Monday, high-pressure
negotiation had to be employed
by Warner Bros, to get William released from "The Vinegar Tree," in which he is now
playing, and he leaves by plane
in time to reach the coast
Sunday.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

WILK

HOLLYWOOD
Coast graduates of the New York
ALBERT
KELLEY
has
been "World" held a "wake" for the
signed by M. Stanley Bergerman "dead" paper last week. Among the
.o direct the Knute Rockne football former 'World" men now members
eels for Universal.
Kelley leaves of the film colony are Winfield R.
Sheehan, Joseph Johnson, Robert
April 15 for South
*
* Bend.*
Benchley, William Slavens McNutt,
David Manners will have the lead- Harvey Thew, Eugene Walters,
Joseph Jackson, Ralph Block, J. K.
;j male role in Columbia's
"The McGuinness, Norman Krasna, A.
i.racle Woman," starring Barbara Jacoby, W. S. Gill, Oliver H. P.
itanwyek,
Garrett, Sam Hoffenstein, Sam
* *
*
Spewack,
Basil Woon, Quinn MarEdgar Allen Woolf and Malcolm
tin, Edward Dean Sullivan, Herman
Stuart Boylan have signed new con- J. Mankiewicz, Tom Lewis, Julian
racts with M-G-M.
Johnson, Dudley Nichols, E. Lloyd
*
*
*
Sheldon, Edwin Justus Mayer, Tom
Monte Collins will appear with L. Geraghty, Edmund H. Hanson,
Jimmy Finlayson, Edgar Kennedy Sarecky.
Jack Francis, Wells Root, Louis A.
and Jay Belasco in "One of Those
Things," RKO Pathe comedy under
the direction of Harry Sweet.
*
*
*
Fox has only four more pictures
Charlotte Greenwood and Adolphe to make on its 1930-31 program.
*
*
♦
Menjou, in addition to Robert Montgomery, are understood to be slated
Charley Chase, having finished
for stardom by M-G-M.
*
*
*
his 1930-31 schedule of Hal Roach
Jeanette MacDojxald is on her comedies for M-G-M, has left with
way back from New York to start Mrs. Chase for a trip to Cuba.
*
*
»
work in "Good Gracious, Annabelle"
Here
and
There:
Pat Casey,
for Fox.
*
*
*
James J. Corbett, Moss Hart, Marian
George Archainbaud is apportion- Spitzer, Edgar MacGregor at the
ing his time so he can work on two preview of the N. V. A. pictures;
stories for_ RKO. In the jnorning Martin Flavin, "Scoop" Conlon,
he sits in with Beulah Marie D;x who Harvey Gates, Kathryn White, Pat
is working on "Helga" for Betty Cullinan at a preview of "Front
Compson, and in the afternoon he
confers with Wallace Smith, who is
*
*
*
writing the screen version and diaClaude Allister essays an imporlogue for "The Dove," an original by
tant role in the RKO Pathe comedy,
James Whittaker.
*
*
*
"Rough
House Rhythm," directed by
Page." Sweet.
Harry
Kinjg Vidor will direct "Street
*
*
*
Scene" for Samuel
*
* Goldwyn.
*
Edward
Montagne,
whose
contract as an J.
associate
editor,
has been
Claude Gillingwater and Effie Ellsler have been added to Fox's "Daddy renewed by Paramount, began his
film career in 1914 at Vitagraph. He
*
*
Long Legs." *
served as a Vitagraph editor for five
James Gleason avill be director years and was scenario editor with
general of entertainment, and Ed- Selznick Productions for four years.
die Cantor master of ceremonies, at He has been with Paramount for the
the first annual Writers-Wampas past two years.
«
*
*
Roast on April 18. Former Wampas
baby stars will serve as hostesses.
Our Passing Show: Al Rockett,
*
*
*
Harry Wurtzel and S. George UllJohnny Hines will act as toast- man chatting at Fox; Hal Wallis,
master at the seventh annual break- Joe E. Brown and Henry Duffy con
fast of the Catholic M. P. Guild.
ferring at First National; Arthur
*
*
*
Sheekman busy at Paramount.
F. Hugh Herbert has been signed
*
*
*
by M-G-M and is writing "By CanMark Sandrich, Radio director, has
*
♦
been assigned to direct the First
dle Light." *
Joan Standing has been given a Chic Sale comedy for RKO and will
also handle the noiseless megaphone
role in "Cure for the Blues," Fox on
comedy.
the new Ned Sparks starring
picture starring Will Rogers.
*
*
*
Clive Brook, on his way here from
New York, will start work immediately on his arrival in "The
Lawyer's Secret," Paramount picture.
*
*
*
Sam Hardy and George Andrew
Beranger have been assigned by Fox
to "Good Gracious Annabelle.

56 SHORTS SCHEDULED
BY RKO FOR NEXT SEASON
In addition to the 36 features
planned by RKO for 1931-32, word
has been received from Charles
Rosenzweig, who is now on the coast,
that 30 two-reelers and 26 novelty
short subjects are also planned for
production. The 36 features will not
contain any "specials," according to
the present plans.

A. & P. Tea Company
Working
on Movie Plans
(.Continued from Page 1)

two or three months, according to
A. G. Peart of the Paris & Peart
advertising organization, which is
handling the matter. Number of
shorts and amount to be expended
have not been determined, Peart
says, nor has anything been done
about running local newspaper ads
in connection with the showing of
the pictures.
It is understood, however, that the
A. & P. has elaborate movie plans
in view, but official information is
being withheld at this time because
of numerous details still to be worked
out.

.Reviving
"Jazz Singer"
As (Continued
Passover
Week Card
from Page 1)
time, so the smart show brains in the
Warner outfit figured that "The Jazz
Singer" would exert enough extra
drawing power among Passover
Week crowds to offset the Holy
Week holdouts.
Showing of the Jolson picture in
New York will take place at the
Warner, where it had its original
presentation on Oct. 5, 1927.
Talkers for K. C. Orpheum
Kansas City — Rumors persist that
the Orpheum here is to be reopened
soon with sound pictures. The Oberfelder-Ketcham Players lost money,
then the Players, Inc., locally-backed
stock, took it over and finally gave
up a few months ago.
Jill Esmond Signed by RKO
Jill Esmond, English legit actress
now appearing on Broadway in Noel
Coward's "Private Lives," has been
in May.
signed by RKO on a five-year contract. She is to leave for Hollywood
Billboard Tax Introduced in N. M.
Sante Fe, N. M. — A bill providing
annual taxation of five cents a square
foot on billboards has been introduced in the House of Representatives. Proceeds would go to a fund
children.
to buy textbooks for public school

4 Directors With Clara
Harvey Thew has completed his
21st talking picture script. This year
he has written the screen play and
dialogue for "The Genius," starring
John Barrymore, and "The Passionate Sonata," which will star Dolores
Costello. He also wrote the script
for "The Public Enemy."

West Coast Bur. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood
— Four
tors, Donald Crisp,
Paulex-direcHurst,
Wade Boteler and Donald
Mackenzie are playing in support of Clara Bow in Paramount's "Kick In."
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MARCUS ANSWERS EXHIBS
ON PATHE FILMCONTRACTS

NATHANSON REPORTED

(Continued from Page 1)

Woodville, Wis.— O. M. Jordahl
has taken over the Village here from
niothis
at
on,
Domini
the
in
theaters
George Kyle.
• •
ment owing to the anti-American
investiAn
ent.
sentim
y
rihn industr
Ridgefield Park, N. J.— Joe Quittgation of what is termed American
ner has taken over the Rialto from
domination of the Canadian industry D. and S. Amusement Corp.
his
is now in progress. Following son
break with Paramount, Nathan
announced plans for a big circuit but
Newburgh, N. Y— Harold Gabriit failed to materialize.
love, assigned as resident manager
of the Broadway, is the youngest in
tion.
this capacity in the Publix organizathat
report
Asked concerning the
associa-^
his
resume
would
n
Nathanso
tion with Famous Players Canadian,
Allentown, Pa. — Phil Levy, for six
John Balaban in New York yester- years
auditor of the Nathan Appell
day said: "It's Greek to me."
Amusement Enterprises in York, and
who since the sale of the houses
of
that company to Warners has
New Technique Musicals
been assisting Louis J. Appell, is
in this city managing the Lyric,
On the Way, Says LeRoy now
legitimate house.
(Continued from Page

{Continued from Paqe

1)

1)

which is essential in advancing the
plot, says LeRoy.
The youthful director is entirely
sold on the fast tempo idea and also
has evolved a new method of photographing whereby practically all of
the action is shot from an angle as
near as possible that of the average
audience in viewing the finished picture. The result is a natural flow of
action seen without any of the usual
distortion.

LeRoy, who turned out "Little
Caesar" and "Gentleman's Fate" and
has made a careful study of criminology, declares emphatically that
underworld pictures do not encourage
lawbreaking on the part of youngsters. He points to the old time
westerns with gunplay and various
forms of lawlessness, yet no bad effects on the morals of youth have
ever been traced to these pictures.
Underworld stories are the modern
successor to the wild west type of
movies and are equally harmless, LeRoy says.

Walter J. Rich Sued
Over Talker Idea Sale
(Continued from Page

$350,000 as her late
in $1,000,000 said to
ized in the sale of
tric's
Bros. talking picture

Philadelphia — Fred Cassin is now
connected with ihe Warner Bros,
publicity department here, having
been transferred from the management of the Rialto, York.
Denver — August Herman, exploitation chief for M-G-M is here directing the campaigning for the roadshowing
of "Traderstarts
Horn"
at the
Rialto. Showing
March
20
and $1.50 is the top.
Wilson, N. C— W. F. Thomason,
Winston-Salem, has assumed management of the Carolina here, recently annexed by Publix-Saenger.
He succeeds Kermit High, assistant
manager of the Wilson. Prior to
his present assignment, Thomason
was connected with Publix-Saenger
in other North Carolina points.
St. Paul — Herb Gehagen, formerly exploitation and publicity man
for the Paramount, has been promoted to a house managerial position in.Duluth. He is replaced temporarily by Don Alexander, who has
been working out of the main office.

1)

husband's share
have been realWestern Elecidea to Warner

Chicago — Replacing Kenneth
Holmes, who had to move his
permanent residence to Cincinnati
on account of the serious illness of
his mother, the position of country
booker at Paramount is now filled
by Jack Berman, formerly in the ad
sales department.

Explorers Still Missing
St. Johns, N. F. — Varick Frissell
and A. E. Penrod, director and camHarvard, 111. — Elmer Barker, who
eraman on the Viking expedition
formerly
operated the Apollo, Belvetfip, were still missing up to late
dere, now has the Harvard here. He
last night. Harry Sargent, third
member of the film party, has been is putting in new DeForest equipment. The former DeForest apparrescued.
atus was removed when the theater
was closed.

Pun
Mervyn LeRoy says he sees
no reason why underworld and
musical pictures should not be
combined, seeing that the most
famous prison in the country
is called Sing Sing.

Macon, Mo. — A deal has just been
consummated whereby the Glen W.
Dickinson Theaters, Inc., has concluded a20-year lease on the Valencia, formerly operated by the S. E.
Pirtle Circuit of Jersey ville, 111. This
gives Dickinson two houses here.

Kansas City — M. B. Shanberg,
and "Beyond Victory," and
Fox-Midland official, has left for a Desert"
contracts for the productions will be
Pathe.
ten
business trip to Fox West carried out by RKO
Coastdays'
Theaters.
Under the RKO Pathe deal only
four stories for pictures were acPhiladelphia — The Grant, assessed
quired, these being "Rebound,"
at $40,000 has been conveyed by A. "Chance-Mates," "Lonely Wives" and
M. Cohen to Warner Bros., subject "Vau Banque," of which only "Rebound" was included among the feato mortgages of $65,000.
tures announced by Pathe for 193031. This picture will be made and
Philadelphia — Following acquisi- sold by RKO Pathe as its own production and exhibitors who contion of the Frankford by Publix, the
tracted with Pathe for the picture
house has been closed. The Bert
will not be entitled to it, says Marcus.
Smith Revues that played the FrankRKO Pathe expects to have at
least four productions of the new
ford have been shifted to Fay's.
before
7.
season'sSept.
program
ready for release
Columbia, Pa. — Under the provisions of a new lower admission schedule now in effect at the Alto here,
adults are admitted to matinee3 for
(Continued from Page 1)
20 cents, and 25 cents in the evenings. Children are admitted at all sales staff are to be released today.
performance for 10 cents.
Previous to the sale of Pathe assets
to RKO, O'Leary was general sales
for Pathe and McAloon was
Wauwatosa, Wis.— Builders of the manager
his assistant.
$25,000 theater and office building
under construction here, must apKridel Houses Book G. E. Shorts
pear in circuit court March 21 to
The Kridel theaters in northern
show cause why construction should New Jersey have booked the three
not be halted. Although a building General Electric sound shorts, enpermit was issued by the suburb, it
titled "The Conquest of the Casis contended the property deed forcades," "The Electric Ship" and
bids use of the ground for business "Mountains
of Copper." All of these
subjects have had Broadway
runs.
purposes.

O'Leary, McAloon Devide
Pathe Sales Territory

Now

Available — Road Show Basis
1931 BOX OFFICE

WILLIAM

SMASH

FARNUM

THOMAS

SANTSCHI

TENNICHTS
IN A BAJt-IMOM'7

New All-Talking Version of the World Famous Play
$14,830.00 in one week at Newark, N. J.
Every record smashed at Newburgh, N. Y.
Held over 2nd Week Shubert Central on Broadway.
—WHAT

THE

CRITICS

SAY—

Pete Harrison — "An excellent melodrama-"
Film Daily — "Will get the crowds, swell fight."
Arthur James — "Another Box Office buster."
Zits — "He man fight, lifts it above the average,"
Film Digest— "An Absolute 'natural,' watch this one."
Motion Picture Daily — "Smash bang meller, should clean up."

Gigantic circus ballyhoo, special constructed calliope trucks,
walking bottles, street displays, every conceivable kind of exploitation. Tieups with Schools, Churches, WCTU, Women's
Clubs, Etc. Wire, Write.
All rights controlled by L. E. Goetz. Pres.

ROAD SHOW
325 WEST

45TH

ST., NEW

PRODUCTIONS,
YORK

CITY

INC.

LONOACRE
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40/oNONJHEATRICALBIZ FOR PH0T0PH0NE
200-Theater
The Professor
— asks a question
—By

JACK

AUCOATE—

Educators,
h- like bankers
Why Not Worts?
while Picture
and incomet a x collectors; are usually inquisitive. We
recently went temporarily intellectual and spent a delightful
evening with a college professor. "Why," asked he, "does
not the motion picture industry
?"
worthwhile
makehavepictures
We
heard the question
so often

Circuit

in

Milton Diamond, Connected
With Project, Now in
Europe on Product
A circuit of about 200 U. S. theaters for exclusive showing of German talkers is understood to be proposed by Milton Diamond, who has
been active in various important deals
(Continued

on

Pane

11)

NEW COLOR CAMERA DEVICE
WILL FIT m_ PROJECTOR

_

U. S. (or German
In the N.V.A. Spirit
As its 'contribution' to the
N.V.A. Fund drive, which will
be in progress Easter Week,
the Kansas state censor board,
headed by Hazel Meyers, has
waived censorship of "Stolen
Jools," the short feature produced by the combined studios
with a cast of some 55 stars
for special showing in theaters
throughout the country during
N.V.A. Week. This action by
the Kansas censor will permit
shipment of prints direct to
theaters without need of censorship seals.

Rotocolor is jfhe latest entrant in
the color market. Invented by Harold Muller, 160 West 45th St., the
process involves a shutter device attachable to any standard projector and
that it has become trite and we usually put the inquirer in the category which is quickly removable, allowing
of he who talks but says nothing. switching between black and white
That was not the case, however, in and color. The process does not conNewsreel producers are determined
cern laboratory processing of film. to scrap it out with the four camerathis instance. The question was seriously and honestly propounded. Claim is made that compared with
men's unions over the latter's standWe answered it just as honestly, for other color systems now in use this
ard contract demand. Registering
to us the question is automatic and one is inexpensive.
absolute thumbs down on the agreeanswers itself. What type of picment, (theContinued
producerson declare
Page
11) that curture could be more worthwhile than
"Lincoln," "With Bvrd at the South
Pole," "Disraeli," "Old English,"
An admission tax bill has been
"Outward Bound," "Old Ironsides"
spanked by the Vermont legislature
and "King of Kings?" Each an ar- through action of the House voting
Six features and 12 shorts will comtistic success and each, apparently,
pose the 1931-32 program of Talking
something the great 90 per cent did it down 125 to 36.
The last feature on
The
Utah
Legislature
has
ad- Picture Epics.
not care particularly to see.
(Coutini'ed

The

motion picture industry and
its army of dependents cannot exist
or carry on to the tune of raving
critics or the approval of a decidedly intellectual minority. Its definite
duty is to provide the great 90 per
cent with the type of screen entertainment it prefers. Catering to a
hundred million is naturally a levelling influence. The limitations of the
producer of the average picture,
through painful and expensive experience, isobviously rather clearly defined. Until the public, generally, respond to the subtle and more intellectual aspect of
screen
writing,
(Continued

on

Pope

2")

Films

rge percentage of 1931
side of Theaters
staljations
To Be OutlU'A 1'hotophone expects to corral
40 percent of its 1931 business from
non-theatrical installations, Sidney
Abel, general sales manager, tojld
The
Film
Daily
yesterday.
The best-seller on the RCA Photophone list at present is the new A. Cooperated reproducer for small-sized,
houses, said Abel, and stated that 16U
of these devices have been sold since
marketing started on Feb. 15. Photophone installations now total 3.00D,
(Continued on Pooe

11)

Newsreel Producers Will Fight
Cameramen's Contract Demands
SIX NEW B.I.P. TALKERS
DUE HERE NEXT MONTH

Vermont Tax Bill Killed;
Two Other Measures Filed Six Features, 12 Shorts
On T.P.E.'s New Program

Pleasing the
Great 90%

/

on

Paoc

11)

(Continued

on

Pane

11)

Sees No Chance of Screen Ads
Cutting in on Newspaper Biz
Recording on Wire
Ft. Worth, Tex.— Voice recording on a small wire under
a system whereby about 75
minutes of talk can be absorbed
and retained indefinitely by
one pound of No. 30 steel wire,
has been given its first public
demonstration by Dr. Harold
Warwick of this city, the inventor. The wires can be
cleared of their impressions by
passing a magnet over them.

Conflict between picture interest?,
and the newspapers over the use of
screen advertising is not likely to
develop into anything serious, in the
opinion of Richard L. Strobridge,
secretary of the Newell-Emmett Co.,
advertising company, who spoke at a
demonstration of "talking advertising" presented yesterday by the Motion Picture Group of the Advertising Club of New York.
"We cannot see the slightest likelihood that our screen advertising will
(Continued

on

Paoe

11)

Simultaneous^ with the arrival
next month of\ Arthur Dent, vice
president of British International Pictures, six new [Elstree productions
will be placed in] the American marContinued
11)
ket. <They
are "C onapePageForlorn."
fea-

"Tabu"
Fascinating entertainment! Not only
is this last effort of F. W. Murnau a
decidedly different and highly artistic
achievement, but it possesses a compelling charm, photographic beauty and
pleasing thrills seldom equalled in a
picture of this kind. The story is so
straight, simple and sincerely acted by
the South Sea cast, that absence of dialogue is not missed, and the action is
so direct as to require practically no
titles. ciated
Robert
J. Flaherty
was assowith Murnau
in the production
and Floyd Crosby did the camera
work. One of the picture's assets is
its appropriate musical accompaniment
by Hugo Riesenfcld, recorded by RCA
Photophone. The picture had a spellbinding effect on the premiere audience
last
at Leo Brecher's
Park. night
Paramount
will release Central
it.
GILLETTE.

—&M.
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"Roxy" Leases Apartment
S. L. ("Roxy") Rothafel has leased
a 10-room apartment on the 16th
floor of the new Majestic Apartments, Central Park West, for occupancy next fall.
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Production of short subjects at the
Paramount New York studios will
resume March 30, it is announced by
Larry Kent. First to be made for
the 1931-32 program will be "One
Hundred Per Cent Service," one-reel
comedy starring Burns and Allen.
Others who will appear in the one
and two-reelers are Ethel Merman,
Mitchell and Durant, Hage Trio,
Tom Howard, Billy House, Smith
and Dale, George Dewey Washington, Ben Blue and Charlie Ruggles.
Ray Cozine and Aubrey Scotto will
alternate on directorial assignments
and Max Hayes will supervise and
stage all dialogue. It is planned to
turn out an average of three reels
weekly.

Willy Pogany Becomes
Goldwyn Art Director

?•»
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RKO

STRY
INDUBCCt
THEDATE
t 'S
Mar. 21:

Annual Ball of the Warner

Only a routine announcement, that
the regular quarterly dividend of $1
had been declared, was made yesterday following the meeting of the
board of directors of Fox Film. The
dividend is payable April 15 to Class
A and B stock of record March 31.
Lively rumors have been current
in Wall St. that Albert H. Wiggin,
chairman of the governing board of
the Chase National Bank, would succeed Matthew C. Brush, president of
American International Corp., on the
board of directors in connection with
the forthcoming Fox refinancing.
Full details of the new financing
are still to be worked out. Total
amount may run as high as $75,000,000, which would take care of the
$55,000,000 one-year notes due next
month, as well as some Fox West
Coast obligations, and it may be partly in the form of a bond issue and
partly in new stock.

Pathe's basketball five, cham-

Erber Opens Agency
ond, in the armory of the U. S. S.
St. Louis — Joseph Erber, former
Illinois, Saturday evening. Dancing, manager of the Erber and Avenue in
bridge and a vaudeville entertainment East St. Louis, has opened an enterof
cade Bldg.tainment booking agency in the Artest.R-K-O acts will follow the con-

Club,

York.
March 22: NewAnnual
Communion
Break-of
fast of Catholic
M. P.and Guild
America,
Church
of the Good
Shepherd, Beverly Hills, Cal.
Mar. 28:
First annual benefit dinner, entertainment and dance at the Hotel

"Nothing."

Willy Pogany, noted artist, scenic First Sectional Reel
designer and architect, has been signed by Samuel Goldwyn as art direcMakes Its Bow Soon
tor for his United Artists productions. Pogany, who created the setThe first sectional sponsored newstings for Gilda Gray's picture, "The reel will soon make its bow under
Devil Dancer," leaves for Hollywood auspices of Westchester Newsreel,
next week. His first work probably Inc. Having suspended their theatrical reel issued exclusively for
will be on "The Unholy Garden"
Westchester county, backers of the
and "Street Scene."
company now plan to produce a
newsreel serving Westchester, Long
Comerford and Walker
Island, Buffalo and Albany territories.
Chaperoning Al Smith The idea is to have an advertiser
M. E. Comerford and Frank C. sponsor the entire reel.
Walker go to Scranton today with
Al Smith, who is entering the coal
biz as chairman of the board of Keystone Corp. Reviving
Meenan Coal Co. They're going to
Chaplin Comedy Series
give him some points on the industry and territory.
A series of six one-reel Charlie
Chaplin comedies, with music and
■ound effects synchronized by RCA
Photophone, is being released on the
Edgar Waite Joins Fox
ndependent market by Keystone
Kdgar Waite, formerly dramatic
Film Distributing Corp. George S.
editor of the San Francisco "Examiner," has joined the Fox organiza- Jeffrey is ^ales manager of the comtion as director of advertising in
Washington, D. C, succeeding Louis pany.
K. Brown who has been transferred
Exhibitors'
Congress
Set
to the home office advertising department.
Rome — Plans have been completed
and invitations sent out for the International Exhibitors' Congress
to
Basketballers To Whoop it Up
be held here May 18 to 22.

J5
pions of the movie league will meet
♦.♦
•*• the RKO team, which finished sec-

».*
Chicago
Hollywood
fj
».♦ 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica ?•#
*.♦ CALuraet 3692
Blvd.
8
JJ
HOLlywood 4121 K

Elstree Studios is looking for
"Nothing." A cutter lost
"Nothing" while editing "Dreyfus." So the word "Nothing"
is missing from the sound track
and if "Nothing" is not found,
Gary Marsh, who spoke the
word, will receive another day's
pay for returning to the studio

Fox Meeting Just Routine;
Para. Eastern Studio
Resumes Shorts Mar. 30 Change on Board Rumored
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direction and production, the process
of. reincarnating the motion picture
to the point of intelligentia-complex,
must, of economic and financial necessity, be at least temporarily held
in abeyance. In other words, the
public evidently prefers to laugh and
be amused, and not to have to think.

Much
Ado— Over
'Nothing'
London
Everyone
at the

Astor torsbyand greater
New York
to aidexhibipermanentdistributors
benefit fund.
April 4- 11 : Week,
Players'
and
Patrons'
Jubilee
A. Club.national benefit for N. V.
April 19 : Lambs
Gambol,
Metropolitan
Opera
House,
New
York.
Apr. 20-22:
Warner
Bros.
Eastern
sales
convention, Atlantic City.
RKO
Pathe
sales
convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.
April 23-24 : State dorse™
Convention
of
Indiana
Inof Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.
Fox
York. Film sales convention.

Apr. 27:

RKO

Sales

Convention,

New

Los An-

Apr. 28-30:

Warner
Bros.
Western
sales
convention.
Hotel
St. Francis,
San Francisco.
May 18-22: geles.
International
Exhibitors'
Congress, Rome.
May 25-28 : Spring meeting
of the Society
of
Motion
Picture
Engineers,
Hotel Roosevelt,
Hollywood,
Cal.

Liveright as Pathe Director
Horace Liveright, the publisher
and stage producer, who recently
signed with RKO Pathe to assist
Charles R. Rogers in the search for
stories, will eventually serve in a
supervising capacity and probably as
a
director,
Pathe
office. according to the RKO

COMING

1

& GOING

BEN HECHT and CHARLES MACARTHUR leave Sunday for the coast with
the script of "The Unholy Garden," Ronald
Colman's
next picture for United
Artists.
DONALD OGDEN STEWART has been
called to California by the illness of his
mother.
TOM BRADY, Canadian representative of
RKO Pathe, is in New York for conferences
with Ned Depinet.
BEN SHLYEN of Associated Publications
visit.
plans to return west today after a New York
JOHN BOLES goes back to the coast next
week to resume work at Universal.
MR. and MRS. WILLIAM R. FRASER
are en route to Europe.
AMBROSE S. DOWLING left for the
coast yesterday to confer with Joseph I.
Schnitzer and William Le Baron on RKO
foreign production
policy.
CARMEN LARRABEITI, Spanish actress,
left yesterday for the coast where she will
tions.
appear in Spanish versions of Fox produc-

"SAfETy
GEVAECT
15 & 35 MM

B & W and Colors
UNIFORM— BRILLIANT
FINE
GRAIN— DURABLE
The Gevaert Company of
America, Inc.
423 W. 55th St. 413-21 No. State St.
N. Y. C.
Ch:cago
Originators
of the Tinted Base
M. P. Film

The SHOT
That Was Heard

ROUND

THE WORLD
You don't have to be told it's

GTheone

There's only ONE Bobby Jones.
Known to every man, woman and
child, around the world and back
again! Most popular personality of
the age. By far the greatest attraction the screen has ever known!

He Cannot Be Imitated!

Sold to
the public before they are
sold to you !
Front page
space used for
months to announce Bobby
Jones' screen
debut to a
waiting world!

himself

-H OW
> LAY GOLF
L SERIES OE]2-OXE-UEELiy|YAWj5?!!§H^^

THE FIRST

OF ITS

DYNAMIC DRAMA OF
A NEW DEVELOPMENT
IN POLICE
PATROL
with

Kenneth Harlan
Josephine Dunn
Charles
D e Ia n e y
Directed by Stuart Paton

Motion

Picture Daily says:

"ACTION
FANS WILL
EAT
THIS
UP

//

Associated Publications says:

w!

"A THRILL-O-DRAMA
WITH A THRILL A
MINUTE.

Sfe*#Ss

REMARK-

ABLY WELL DONE"
•
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T •-
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Short Shots from
New»- HARRY
York N. Studios
BLAIR

Timely Topics
A Digest of
Current Opinion

The Silent Film
Will Come Back?
of the most interesting
contributions to the symposium on the subject of silent films
versus the talkies comes from
Prof. Sawyer Falk, head of the
dramatic department of Syracuse University. Professor Falk
r\NE

says: "What is at once apparent
in any discussion of the respective merits of the silent films
and the talkies? It is whether
they are esthetically true to their
respective mediums; actually
they are two entirely different
art forms, partaking of mutual
characteristics in some regards,
but distinctively separate in several others. So the question of
the survival of the better is really not the question at all, any
more than one could say that
painting was better than sculpture or would supersede it in an
art form. The silent movie may
be dormant at the present moment and may continue to be so
for some time to come, but it is
unreasonable to suppose that an
art form which was capable of
stirring the imagination as the
silent movie was, is dead and
gone forever. The inaudible film
will come back, the exact time of
this recrudescence is hard to
place, since so many factors of
the commercial theater — crowd
fadishness, etc. — are involved. I
personally feel, however, that if
the talkies continue to use speech
as an adjunct to the screen story
in the interest of what the crowd
looks upon as realism, the swing
back to the silent movies is imminent."
— Chester Bahn,
Syracuse

L
■

"Herald"

A
.FILM
FACT
A
DAY

There are still 1,183 film
houses in Greater New York
showing silent pictures.
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• • • OVER AT the Roxy projection room they gathered
together the greatest lineup of screen stars ever seen in one
performance
55 stellar names were represented in a single
fillum
c'n y' imagine how an exhib can shout about offering a film with 55 names such as Dick Barthelmess, Warner
Baxter, Norma Shearer, Maurice Chevalier, Buster Keaton, and
so on right through the lists of major producers?
this
record-buster will be used to focus attention in 2,500 theaters
throughout the nation on Patrons' and Players' Jubilee Week
April 4 to 11
sponsored by the entire film industry, it will be under the auspices of all film theaters and vaude
houses in the Youessay
so they showed the short feature
comedy, "The Stolen Jools," to the press the other day
and as the various stars were caught before the camera doing
their individual stuff, the boys had a swiftly moving panorama
of a half hundred screen personalities that left 'em dizzy
never in the history of the film biz has such a splendid cooperative spirit all along the line been shown
every studio exec offered full facilities
every player called upon
did his or her bit cheerfully
and we must not overlook
E. K. Nadel, known everywhere in the theatrical world, who
personally supervised the production
he worked out there
in Hollywood night and day, getting people out on the sets in
time
keeping everybody
in good temper
throughout
a
most unusual piece of production.^
probably no projection
room showing to the press was ever sponsored by the personal
appearance of so many leading lights
Major L. E. Thompson acted as host, assisted by Mark Luescher, George Gray,
Joel Swenson, L. L. Edwards, Richard L. Strobridge, Fred H.
Walsh, Oscar Doob and "H.M.S." Kendrick
a swell li'l
party for a great Big Cause
• • • OVER AT the Film Center building the gang turned
out on St. Patrick's day to do honor to the one and only original
"Zip,"
being ofa testimonial
at 25 cents a
head inthe the occasion
Gold Room
the Cafeteriadinner
downstairs
"Zip," if you don't know, is the odd-job man extraordinary of
Film Row in our hamlet
he does any odd job in his own
odd way
"Zip" always delivers the goods — and how!
Senator Frank opened the fest with a touching eulogy of "Zip"
then Eddie Cantor told the story of the time when he
was
manager
of asaid
burlesque
houseto be
many
years ago, and
"Zip"
came to him and
he wanted
an actor
so Eddie
gave him a part as a butler, with one line
the butler
comes in and announces:
"Samuel
Isaacs"
after careful
coaching for three months, "Zip" was letter perfect
and
on the opening night "Zip" walks on the stage and bellows:
"Smilox!"
and "Zip" went right back to the film biz
the next day, and has been there ever since
Mister Behrend
and Matty
Kahn
arranged
the testimonial
that netted "Zip"
plenty.
a wire was received by "Zip" from Rin-Tin-Tin:
"Counting on you to double for me next fall."
but "Zip"
sez he never heard of Rin-Tin-Tin,
and won't double for no
small-timers
the auspicious
affair was
arranged
by a
special committee of the New York, New Jersey and Brooklyn
Chamber of Horrors
and they sure made a horrible swell
job of it

• • • IN ADDITION TO Mervyn LeRoy, Edna Murphy
and John Boles, the list of honor guests at the A.M.P.A. luncheon
in the Dixie Hotel today will include Jack Osterman, the snappy
comedian from vaude and musical comedy
Fred Schaeder,
who has been doing publicity work at the Fox in Detroit, is
back in New York journalizing for the H'wood "Reporter"
Jesse Long, box-office man at the Cort, where "Five-Star Final"
is playing, protests at the in-sin-yu-a-shun that he didn't do the
right thing by Mervyn LeRoy, youthful First Nash director, when
the latter applied for an exchange of seats one eve last week
Jesse says, and convincingly, that the Cort b.o. is one legit
place where patrons are treated right, and that includes directors
but he insists that Merv neglected to make himself known,
and
how
was little Jesse to know that the 'youngster* was the big
fillum director?

«

«

«

»

»

»

TT IS understood that the Warner
Vitaphone studio will shut down
on May 9 for a period of six weeks,
with a skeleton crew remaining during that period. Production has been
speeded up in anticipation of the layoff which is primarily lor rebuilding
purposes. At least one new stageis planned to supplement the two
large and one small stage already in
use, with extra office and storage
space a strong probability.
Vitaphone Vitamins: Ida Kebec,
secretary to John Condon, is a
handy girl to have around the studio, when a close-up of hands is required, hers are usually photographed . . . Dorothy Walters, character
actress, talking over old times with
Victor Moore . . . Saw Sax having
his "soup and fish" retailored for
the Warner Club ball on March 21
at the Hotel Commodore.
John W. Green, Paramount staff
composer, has been< commissioned
by the Victor Talking Machine Company to write a tone poem for solo
pianist and orchestra, which will be
recorded by Mischa Levitski. Green
is at present assisting on the musical
end of "The Smiling Lieutenant,"
now being directed by Ernst Lubitsch. Among his most popular
works are:
Soul," "I'r
Yours"
and "Body
"Out ofand
Nowhere."
Random Notes: "Pagliacci," first
screen opera, produced here by Audio Cinema, now in third week at
the Central Park theater . . . Herbert Rawlinson, Ben Bard, Ruth
Roland and Olive Borden, all seen
on Broadway, but not together . . .
Metropolitan studio in Fort Lee getting ready for independent activity.
Hubert Druce, Catherine Emmett,
Donald Meek, Francine Dowd, Tod
Waller, Clarence Derwent, Cora
Witherspoon, Francia Pierlot and
Charles Howard, all Broadway stage
players, have been added to the cast
of "Scarlet Hours," now being directed by Edmund Goulding, at
Paramount's New York studio. Most
of the action takes place in the old
quarter of Prague, Czecho-Slovakia.

MANY
HAPPY

RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

March

19

William Sistrom
Charles G. Clark
Arthur Hoyt
Jim Sweeney

Announcement
March 16, 1931

In order to clear up any misunderstanding or confusion that may exist among exhibitors with respect to the deal recently
concluded between Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corporation and Pathe Exchange, Inc., we desire to bring to the attention of
exhibitors the following facts:
1. REO purchased from Paths certain specific assets, including the Pathe News business, the Culver City studios, the Pathe branch exchanges
In the United Stales and Great Britain and other properties but REO did not assume

any contracts made by exhibitors with Pathe Exchange,

Inc.. except those expressly mentioned below.
2. REO has organized new companies
REO PATHE

PICTURES,

to operate certain of the properties so acquired from Pathe. The name

INC. and Us distributing subsidiary is REO PATHE

DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION.

of the new parent company

is

Exhibitors must bear in mind that

these new companies are entirely new entities, wholly distinct and separate from Pathe Exchange. Inc.
3. The new Company.

REO

Pathe Pictures, Inc., will inaugurate an entirely new

feature production program, the sale and distribution of

which 'will be handled through the branch exchanges and offices which were acquired from Palhe Exchange. Inc. This program of releases,
with the one exception mentioned below, is distinct from the program of announced

releases of Pathe Exchange. Inc. for the season 1930-1931,

and is in no wise related to or affected by any contracts made by Pathe Exchange. Inc. with exhibitors covering such announced

releases.

The exception referred to above Is:
Although REO

as a pari of the deal with Palhe made an outright purchase of the pictures "Sin Takes a Holiday", "The

Painted Desert" and "Beyond Victory", all valid contracts made by exhibitors with Pathe Exchange, Inc. for these pictures,
prior to the sale thereof to RKO, will be carried out and serviced by REO Pathe Distributing Corporation.
4. REO

has agreed to distribute through the new REO Pathe Distributing Corporation, but for the account of Pathe Exchange. Inc. all features

and "short" productions which were completed and released by Palhe Exchange. Inc. prior to the making of the contract of purchase (December
4th. 1930). Exhibition contracts covering such pictures made by the Pathe Exchange. Inc. and which have not been performed, will be carried
out and serviced by REO Pathe Distributing Corporation, as distributor for Palhe Exchange, Inc. REO Pathe Distributing Corporation will also
continue, for the account of Pathe Exchange. Inc.. the sale and servicing of such of those pictures as have not to dale been shown

by the va-

rious theatres in particular localities.

5. Under Ihe deal REO

acquired from Pathe Exchange. Inc. only four stories for picture production, namely — "Rebound", "Chance -Mates"

"Lonely Wives" and "Van Banque". of which only one story ("Rebound") was included among
Inc. for release during the season of 1930-1931. "Rebound"

the features announced

is to be produced and sold by ihe new REO

by Pathe Exchange.

Pathe Pictures. Inc. as its own produc-

tion, and exhibitors who may have contracted with Pathe Exchange. Inc. for a picture under such title will not be entitled, under any such
contract, to the picture to be produced and released by REO Palhe Pictures, Inc.

The new REO Pathe Pictures, Inc. has reorganized its studio personnel, is making physical improvements and additions
to the studios acquired, and will push forward its new production program as rapidly as circumstances permit, so as to
make pictures available as soon as possible to exhibitors who may desire to contract for them.

It is expected that REO Pathe Pictures, Inc. will have at least four feature pictures of the new season's program available for release prior to September 7ih, 1931.
Respectfully,
HIRAM

S. BROWN

President, Radio-Eelth-Orpheum

Corp.

LEE MARCUS
President, RKO

Palhe Pictures. Inc.

-. &W
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2 MORE TERRITORIES SIGN
E

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

Universal has either completed or
lined up the nine pictures yet to be
released on the current program.
"Bad Sister" is finished, and will be
followed by "Many A Slip," with
Joan Bennett and Lew Ayres; "Virtuous Husbands," with Betty Compson; "Iron Man," with Lew Ayres
and Jean Harlow: "Seed," with John
Boles; "Up for Murder," with Lew
Ayres and Genevieve Tobin; "Blind
Husbands," Erich von Stroheim production; "White Captive," with a
Far East background, and "Strictly
Dishonorable."

HOLLYWOOD
TVAN LEBEDEFF'S first starring
picture will go into production
next month at Radio Pictures. It is
"Strange Women," an original_ by
Lebedeff and Benn W. Levy, British
who is now under conplaywright,
tract to Radio.
*
*
*
Anstrnther Macdonald, veteran
M-G-M recording engineer, will handle the sound on "A Free Soul,"
starring Norma Shearer. Macdonald
did the recording on "Strangers
May Kiss" and
* "Trader
*
* Horn."
R-K-0 Circuit Ad Staff
Busby Berkeley, who has been
Undergoing More Changes signed by Samuel Goldwyn, will start
^ut as production assistant to Arthur
Further changes in the R-K-O the- Hornblow preparatory to directing.
ater advertising department under the
*
*
*
direction of Jack Hess will be made
May Robson, veteran stage star,
Monday, when George Brown, who
replaced Hess as R-K-O midwest ias been signed to a long term conProductions.
advertising chief, leaves Chicago for ract by Liberty
*
*
*
Los Angeles, where he will assume
Dorothy Peterson has been added
similar duties for R-K-O in that city.
Brown will succeed William Adler, o the cast of "Traveling Husbands."
Paul Sloan will direct for
who has left the coast for New York which
to resume work as assistant to Hess, Radio.
*
*
*
which position he held for years when
Harold
Beaudine
will
direct a comHess was publicity director for Lubliner and Trinz, the Marks Brothers "dy starring Glenn Tryon for Edu"ational. from, an original story by
and R-K-O in Chicago.
Bill Weber.
*
*
*
Sunday Shows Finally Win
Our Passing Show: Watterson
George Fitzmaurice, RichApproval in Southampton Rothacker,
ard Barthelmess, Ronald Colman,
Southampton, L. I. — After two de- Myron Selznick, King Vidor, Eleanor
feats, the Sunday show issue finally Boardman, Wells Root, Oliver H. P.
lias won out here by a vote of 720 to Garrett, James Whittaker, Pandro
305. As a result, residents of this Berman, George Archainbaud, Karl
fashionable colony will be able to Struss, Fred Schuessler, Jay Chapattend Sunday movies this summer
man, George Irving at the Bill Tilafter 2 P. M.
den-Karel Kosuluh matches.
Wesley Ruggles Improving

Anthony Veiller is adapting Al
Boasberg's
original, "Should Wives
Hollywood — Wesley Ruggles, who
is confined to his Malibu Beach resi- Work?" for Radio. Dorothy Anderwill adapt
"Strange Women" for
dence, suffering from a heart ailment, the son
same
company,
is improving, according to attending
*
*
*
physicians. During Ruggles' absence
El Brendel has been added to the
from the RKO lot, Howard Estabrook is preparing a story to be ready cast of Fox's "Riding for A Fall,"
an adaptation of William Anthony
as the director's next assignment.
McGuire's
play,
"Six
Cylinder
*
*
*
:the
IKNEWMfEb
ve." Lincoln, former leading lady
LoCaryl
Of HIM DOM
for Tom Mix, will appear in the
*=*%-DAILYRKO
Pathe
featurette,
"Open
*
*
*
use." and There: Joseph Schenck
HoHere
Al Rockett, William LeBaron, Lily
Damita, Harry Ruby, Bert Kalmar,
Benny Rubin, John M. Stahl, Pandro Berman, Carmen Barnes, Leonfor an exceptionally clever and
ard Spigelgass at the premiere of
highly amusing double por"Strangers May Kiss"; Ben Silvey
busy at First National.
trayal in RKO
Pathe's
*
*
*
"Lonely Wives"
Lloyd Hamilton completes his
series of Educational comedies with
"Ex-Plumber."
No. 12 of 1931
*
*
*
"Good Deeds1 '
Pauline Garon, Jacques Lory and
Arthur Hernie have been signed for
Series
the French version of Radio's "Madame Julie."
West Coast Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

Congratulates :

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON j

WILK

Roland Young has been signed by
Fox for a principal part in "Good
Gracious, Annabelle," in which Jeanette MacDonald and Thomas Meighan ivill have the leads.
*
*
*
Fred Niblo is about to put into
production
"Big Brother"
starring Richard
Dix, withfortheRadio,
cast
including Marion Shilling, Boris
Karloff, Frank Sheridan, Jackie
Cooper, Fred Kelsey, Dick Rush,
Robert Wilber, Harrv Tenbrook and
Jane Talent.
Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur are due here next week with

J. Berkowitz, president of Standard Film Exchange of Albany and
Buffalo and of the Graphic Exchanges in Detroit, has signed a
franchise for the Monogram Pictures
in these territories.
J. H. Alexander of Pittsburgh has
closed for the Pittsburgh territory
and Sam Flax of the Liberty Film
Exchange, Washington, D. C, has
closed for that territory, leaving but
four territories open in the United
States.
Harry H. Thomas has taken up
his duties as vice president of Monorope. gram following his return from Eu-

the which
story Samuel
of "TheGoldwyn
Unholy isGarden,"
in
to star Pat Flaherty Forms
Ronald Colman for United Artists.
New Music Company
Hecht is under exclusive contract to
Goldwyn, while MacArthur was
Pat Flahertv, formerly vice president and general manager of Red
borrowed from M-G-M to collaborate on the Colman script.
Star Music Co., Fox subsidiary, has
*
*
*
formed a new firm known as Sterling
Charles Rogers has signed Pola Songs, Inc., with offices at 745 Seventh Ave.
Negririve for
on theRKO
CoastPathe.
in May.She will ar*
*
*
"50 Million Frenchmen" for W. G.
Elizabeth Patterson and John
"Fifty Million Frenchmen," WarArledge have been signed by Fox
ner production based on the Broadto appear with Janet Gaynor and
way musical hit, opens next Wednesday at the Winfer Garden. WilWarner
Baxter
in "Daddy
Long
liam Gaxton, Helen Broderick and
*
*
*
Lester Crawford of the stage cast
Louis Brock will produce for Radio
the Roscoe Ates' feature, "Rough
Houses." On
the Roof."
Lloyd Schwartz
French,
Maurin
Greshin
and Harold
Leg
are the authors.
*
*
*
Polly Walters, 19-year old vaude
player signed by Warners, will have
a part in "The Passionate Sonata,"
which will feature Dolores Costello.
*
*
*

appear in the picture, which also includes Olsen and Johnson, John
Halliday, Claudia Dell, Evalyn Knapp
and Charles Judels.
"Bad Sister" Next for Globe
Universal's "Bad Sister" will go
into the Globe on March 27, succeeding RKO's "Cimarron." Sidney Fox and Bette Davis make their
screen debut in the picture.

Harry Bannister is the latest
Jack Pickford
Hurt in Auto
screen
to be
granted his
a pilot's
San Bernardino, Cal. — -Jack Picklicense player
and has
purchased
own
ford was badly cut and bruised near
plane. Ann Harding, who is Mrs. here
when the auto in which he was
Bannister, in private life, is also tak- riding struck a depression and was
ing flying lessons and soon expects hurt.
thrown about 30 feet. Frank Esto pilot her own plane.
trada, chauffeur, also was seriously
*
*
*
Robert Harris, who begins his
new duties as story supervisor at
Paramount on April 1, served for
!THE
four years as scenario-editor-inchief at M-G-M. He then became
a supervisor for Columbia, joining
Universal as an associate producer
and chief of the scenario department.
IN
mNHBMra
*
*
*

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
oi him com

George of
O'Brien
fastnesses
northerncables
Chinafrom
that the
he
expects to return to Hollywood in lease.
"Rip Van Winkle" to be made by
about 30 days. That will be the end Ward Lascelle for Hodkinson reof an unusual vacation trip he is tak♦
*
*
ing with John Ford, the director.
*
*
*
N.A.M.P.I. questions good faith
Edward Woods, who recently of Dr. Crafts in divulging details of
completed work in the leading role Federal M. P. Commission.
*
*
*
of "The Public Enemy" at WarnerFirst National, was approached last
Pathe threatens action on Tarzan
week with an offer to return to the
Company's
Lynne." Three
stage. His stage engagements have versions
now "East
on market.
included appearances in "June
Moon," "What Price Glory?"
"Speakeasy" and "House Party."
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40% NON-THEATRICAL BIZ
EXPECTED BY PH0T0PH0NE
(Continued from Page

N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y CIRCUIT FOR GERMAN FILMS

1)

Kilgore, Tex. — R. H. Laird is
he declared, 2,000 of these being in
erecting a theater building in this
the United States.
new oil town. The structure will
Asked concerning prospects for a cost about $25,000.
Reduction in service charges on reproducers, Abel said that his comMilton, Pa.— West Branch Thepany is trying to work out a solution
aters, Inc., of which Nikitas Dipson
favorable to exhibitors.
is head, has taken over the Bijou
and Legionaire here.

Reel Producers To Fight
Cameramen's
Demands
(Continued from Page 1)

rent newsreel costs are too exorbitant
ito stand the wage
schedule asked.
Under the proposed contract news
Icameramen would be graded first and
second class, the former to receive
$200 a week and the latter $150 a
week. Each class would require assistants, who would get $60 a week.
A process man also would be assigned to each sound truck to operate
the sound. Such a policy, it is understood, might start a row with the
locals now having jurisdiction over
sound
equipment.
Newsreel cameramen at present are
paid from $60 to $150 a week and no
(assistants are carried.
Cameramen's locals in New York,
Hollywood, Chicago and Toronto are
behind the contract plan.

Six Features, 12 Shorts
On T.P.E.'s
(Continued New
from PageProgram
1)
!the current schedule, entitled "Mexico Today," is being prepared for reeaM' in April. Emma Lindsey
ISquiers produced the picture, which
wiil carry a synchronized lecture.

Vermont Tax Bill Killed ;
Two Other Measures Filed
(Continued from Page

1)

Milwaukee — Local exhibitors,
members of the Film Board of
Trade and musicians will stage a
drive for $50,000 for the benefit of
drought sufferers on April 7 at the
Auditorium. All halls in the auditorium will be used.
York, Pa. — Paul Rhoades, formeris now asRitz,the
the of
ly manager
sistantofmanager
Warner
Strand.
Trinidad, Colo. — The Isis, new
400-seater, will open this week with
DeForest sound. It is owned by the
Western Amusement Co.
St. Louis — Premier Pictures Corp.,
headed by Barney Rosenthal and
Nat Steinberg, has moved into new
quarters at 3214 Olive St.
Reading — Paul E. Glase, formerly
district manager for the StanleyWarner interests in this territory, has
joined Wilmer & Vincent as mariager
of the State here. Glase succeeds
Raymond Novitsky, who has been
transferred by W. & V. to the Embassy, a4,000 seat house being erected in this city, as assistant to Herman Novitsky, his brother, who is
supervising construction.

Six New B. LP. Talkers
Due Here Next Month

journed without passing bills offensive to the industry.
A measure which would impose a
(Continued from Page 1)
four per cent admission tax on theaters has been introduced in the Wisturing Fay Compton; "The Woman
<~' -in Assembly.
State censorship in Arkansas is Between," starring Adrienne Allen;
"Uneasy Virtue," with Fay Compprovided under a bill presented by
ton; "The Skin Game," "The BrideSenator Bailey in the Legislature.
groom's Widow" and one other feature now in the making. Stanley
Columbia's Southern Managers Meet Whiteley has replaced Capt. Harold
Atlanta — Branch managers of Co- Auten as American general manager
lumbia's southern division convened for B. I. P.
here for their annual sales conference. Sam Moscow, southern divi•Dollar" Concerts Suspending
sion manager, had charge of the
The
"dollar" symphony
meeting. Those attending included concert eleventh
to be given next Sunday
W. W. Anderson of Atlanta, R. J. morning at 11:30 at the Roxy will
Ingram of Charlotte, J. B. Under- be the last until after Easter, the
wood of Dallas, J. J. Rogers of series being suspended for Palm
Memphis, H. Duval of New Or- Sunday and Easter Sunday. The
leans, and P. L. Stocker of Okla- concert by the orchestra of 200 will
homa City. Ted Tod'dy, public re- be given under the direction of Erno
lations man, discussed "The Public Rapee.
■and the Picture."
Books Three Tiffanys in Row
Baltimore — Three Tiffany pictures
London Golf Society
for successive showing have been
London — Film men of this
booked by the Rivoli. The deal, made
town have formed a golf soby Irving Hanower of the Washingciety. Headquarters are at the
ton branch, is for "Caught Cheatexclusive Kit Kat Club, no
ing," opening March 28, followed by
less.
"The Single Sin" and "Drums of
Jeopardv "

Halletsville, Tex. — Bids are being
asked by P. M. Brown for a new
theater building here. It will be of
hollow tile and stucco and will cost
about $25,000.
Denver — Ray Thome, publicity
director for the Paramount, has announced his engagement to Katherine Matthews of San Francisco.
They future.
will be married here in the
near

(Continued from Page

1)

between American and foreign interests, including the Warner-Klangfilm
deal. Before leaving for Berlin recently Diamond lined up a group of
30 houses as the nucleus of his projuct. ect. His trip to Germany is understood to be in connection with prod-

Newspaper-Screen Clash
Unlikely, Says Ad Head

St. Louis — Clarence Loewe, who
recently joined the Fox theaters real
estate department, has been here the
past week closing deals for the rentbuilding.
ing of stores in the Fox theater

(Continued from Page 1)

in any way affect Chesterfield appropriations for newspaper or magazine

advertising, now or in the future,"
Strobridge said. "The printed page
and the motion picture screen are so
Houston, Tex. — The Majestic is to vastly different that any attempt to
compare them statistically would be
be remodeled and re-equipped at a futile.
cost of $125,000. Eddie Bremer, manager, is supervising
the work.
"The screen has very definite limitations as an advertising medium. It
York, Pa. — Al Schwartz, manager is dedicated, and rightly so, to the
of the Strand, has been transferred duty of entertaining those who pay
by Warners to Allentown, where their admission at the box-office.
Therefore, it can offer nothing but
he is managing the Earl. Jack Mul- entertainment
if it i$ to keep faith
hall, who has been managing the
Capitol here, for Warner Bros., has with the public. This fact alone
been shifted to the Strand in place places it at once in the category of
of Schwartz, with James Gladfelter, secondary advertising media, for its
former assistant to Mulhall at pres- sole purpose — that of entertainment
ent handling management of the — bars its use for direct advertising
Capitol.
or sales appeal."
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British- American Producing Co. Launched on Coast

BACHMAN AND HOFFMAN FORMING COMPANY
Mercy Circuit in Northwest Goes to Hughes- Franklin
Latest Acquisitions Make
H-F Sixth Largest
Group in U. S.
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Acquisition ot 18
'more theaters, including the Mercy
Circuit of 12 houses in the Pacific
Northwest, is announced by HughesFranklin Theaters, these deals giving
the new group approximately 100
houses to date and making it the
sixth largest circuit in America. More
than $1,000,000 was involved in
swinging the deal.
The Mercy houses include: Liberty,
(Continued on

Page

12)

Getting the Family Slant
Rome — Under the regulations that will govern the new board
of motion picture censorship just set up by the Council of Ministers,
a mother of a family will be required to sit with the censorship body.
With her will be a representative of the fascist government, a member of the Ministry and a judge of the lower court.

New Producing-Distributing Unit Planning 18
Features First Year

A production
and distribution organization isbeing
formed by J. G.
Bachman and M. H. Hoffman, who
have just arrived in New York in
connection with the project. Eighteen features are scheduled for the
initial program covering the 1931-32
season. So far no short subjects
are planned.
Product will be handled through inEighty-two shorts are set for the
Monogram Capitalization Tiffany
dependent exchanges throughout the
1931-32 program, said Grant
Increased to $75,000 L. Cook Friday. Sixty of these will country under an arrangement whereby Bachman
and Hoffman will be
Monogram Pictures Corp., headed be single reels. The program will
(Continued on Page 12)
by W. Ray Johnston, has increased include Chimp, Voice of Hollywood
the Coach Howard Jones football
its capitalization from 100 shares, no and
series.
par, to $75,000.

82 SHORTS FOR TIFFANY

PUBLIX MGRS. GET ORDERS
SIX-DAY WEEK MEASURE
AGAINST INDIE AD SHORTS Bell & Howell Establishing
DEAD UNTIL NEXT YEAR
Engineering Division on Coast
All Publix theater managers have
been notified by A. M. Botsford that
advertising, commercial and sponisored films must not be shown
without official approval of the home
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Gaumont Circuit Loses
office. The order was necessitated
Hollywood — In announcing acquion account of insistent solicitation by
Chaplin Film Booking
of a site with a 240-ft. frontage
independent producers of advertising on La sitionBrea
Ave. for the erection of
London
— Unwillingness of the
reels, in an effort to place their spon- a Class A building to house both
Gaumont-British circuit to book
sored shorts in Publix houses.
professional and amateur activities,
Chaplin's
"City
President J. H. McNabb of the Bell Charlie
der the terms
offered
has Lights"
resulted unin
Tom Terriss Buys Off
& Howell Co. states that it is the a deal being made with another cir
Van Beuren Contract company's(Continued
plan toon establish
Page 12) an enWest Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Tom Terriss, known
as the Vagabond Director, has
bought off his contract with Van
Beuren and is considering a world
tour for the purpose of making a new
Series of travel shorts in color. Terriss made 26 Vagabond Adventures
last year for Van Beuren and had
started on this year's series.

Softies!
London — The British Board
of Motion Picture Censors has
ruled that a picture of the
"Little Red Riding Hood"
story has "a terrifying effect
on neurotic children."

Jack Buchanan, Harry Edwards
Head British- American Unit
A. E. Penrod. cameraman who has
been missing in the Viking explosion
off Newfoundland, was one of three
Americans saved, according to a radio message received Friday. Varick Frissell, head of the expedition,
is still missing.

Pathe
1931 Comedy Lineup
year.
All Finished by March 31
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
— RKO Pathe's
comedy
department,
under two-reel
H. F.
Lalley, is speeding up activity with a
view of completing the 1930-31 program of shorts not later than March
31. Four two-reelers are now in
work, leaving only three more to
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
wind
up the schedule.
Hollywood — B. & E., Limited, a
British-American producing company, has been formed with Jack
Frisked
Buchanan as president and Harry
An underworld story withEdwards as vice-president in charge
out a gun in it has been bought
of
"Pagan made
Lady"at will
be production.
the initial picture,
the
by Radio Pictures. Tentative
title is "The Dove." And it
Tec Art Studios, and Walter Camp,
was written by James Whitpresident of Inspiration Pictures, will
be associated with Edwards in the
taker — a former Chicago newsColumbia will distribute
production.
this feature.
paperman.
cuit-

A. E. Penrod Saved;
Frissell Still Missing

Albany — The Assembly Committee
on Labor and Industries has sent to
the Rules Committee the Sargent bill
amending the labor law to provide
one day of rest in seven for motion
picture operators. This means that
the bill is probably dead for this

me
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DAILY
New Boston Distributor
26 Keystone Two-Reelers
To Release 12 Features Being Revived With Sound

:THE
mNCWMPBt
Of rilMf-OM

Boston — Twelve features will be
released this season by New England Film Corp., which has been
Vol. LV No. 67 Sunday, March 22. 1931 Price 25 Cents
formed with George Jeffrey as president and Harry (Zippy) Goldman
JOHN W. AL1C0ATE
:
: Editor and Publisher
of Boston as secretary and treasurer.
Releases planned will include "Ten
Published daily except Saturdays and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., Nights in a Bar Room," "Call of the
Rockies," "Birth -of a Nation" and
and copyright (1930) by Wid's Films and six Charlie Chaplin one-reel reFilm Folk, Inc. J. W. Aliooate, President,
issues. The first of the series of
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau,
Chaplins have been sold to RKO
Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager;
Arthur W. Eddy, Associate Editor; Don for houses in Portland, Providence,
Carle Gillette, Managing Editor. En- Boston
and Lowell.
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage
tree) United States outside of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
should remit with order. Address all communications to THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone Circle
7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. Cable address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood,
California — Ralph Wilk, 6426 Hollywood
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607. London — Ernest
W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn,
Lichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
— rP. A. Harle, La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour-des-Noues, 19.

Fin ancia
NEW
YORK
(QUOTATIONS

STOCK
MARKET
AS OF FRIDAY)

Net
High
Low
Close
Chg.
Con. Fm. Ind
9H
^A
9J4 —
54
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 18
18
18
East. Kodak
175
172
17254 +
y2
Fox Fm. "A"
37JS
36^
37
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 13Js
13J4
13J4 —
Ya,
Loew's, Inc
61 54 5954
60& —
A
Paramount
4654
4554
4654
Pathe Exch
254
2
254
do "A"
4
ZYt,
3?4 —
lA
RKO
"A"
2454
23*6
23^ +
H
Warner
Bros.
... 13J4
1354
135^
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Columbia Pets. Vtc. 1854
18
18
—
^g
Fox Thea. "A"...
5S6
554
5 54 —
Yt
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. 2854
28%
28% —
%
Loew, Inc., war. . .
%
54
lA
Loew's do deb rts . . 21
2054
2054
Technicolor
13^
13%
13% +
Va
Trans-Lux
11
1054
\W% —
V%
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 72
7054
7054—2
Loew 6s 41ww
108% 108
108
— 1
do 6s 41 x-war. . . 99
99
99+54
Paramount
6s 47.. 96
96
96
Par. 554s50
8654
8654
8654
Pathe
7s37
77%
77
77
Warner's 6s39
5854
57
5754

Roslyn Theater Fire
Roslyn, L. I.— A $50,000 fire completely destroyed the Tower leaving
the town without a motion picture
theaterThere were no casualties.

Senator Davis Offered
Post in Film Industry
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Senator James J. Davis, now on his way here for the purpose of "transacting some motion
picture
reportedassociated
to have
received business,"
offers to isbecome
with the film industry.

Vaude, Burlesque Talent
Signed for "Blackouts"
A group of vaudeville and burles-

New
York
Long Island City
1540 Broadway
154 Crescent
St.
BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940

a
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|*|
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I Eastman Films |
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Chicago
•> 1727 Indiana
Awe. 6700 Hollywood
Santa Monica 8
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8
ft
CALumet 3692
Blvd.
HOLlywood
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Screen Classics Makes
"Strange" Series Tieup
Twelve one-reel novelties, based on
the "Stranger Than Fiction — Do
You Know Why?" feature being
syndicated by Underwood & Underwood in about 1,400 newspapers, will
be made by Screen Classics Productions, itis announced by Stewart B.
Moss, production manager. A tieup
has been entered into between Screen
Classics and the Underwood firm.

que comedians are being signed for
a series of one-reel novelties, known Warners Name Supervisors
as "Blackouts," to be made by Jay
For Milwaukee Theaters
Raymore Productions, formerly in
the vaudeville field, in association
Milwaukee — Eugene Arnstein and
with "Bud" Pollard, it is announced E. W. Van Norman have been named
by Raymond Lewis, manager. Wil
and north side supervisor, reliam M. Pizor of Imperial Distribut- south
this city.
spectively, for Warner theaters in
ing Corp. will distribute the shorts.
Casting is being handled by Clyde
Harry Karp, formerly manager of
Griffith.
Fox's Wisconsin, is now manager of
Warner's Juneau, while Phil KilpinFleischer Studios Expand
ski has been named manager of the
An additional floor at 1600 Broad- circuit's Kosciusko.
way has been leased by the Fleischer
Studios, turning out the "Bimbo" car- Cuts by Censor Delay
toons and "Screen Songs" for Paramount release. In addition to ex"Frenchmen" Pa. Release
panding the art staff, more room will
Philadelphia — Release of "Fifty
be devoted to the research depart- Million Frenchmen" in this territory
ment which carries on experiments has been held up by deletions made
with the Fleischer method for syn- by the state censorship boara.
thetic sound.
Marilyn Miller 111 in Berlin
Berlin — Marilyn Miller is convalescing here following a severe attack of grippe. Miss Miller plans
to sail for New York April 1 on the
Bremen.
Giegerich Out of RKO
Pathe
Charles Giegerich has resigned as
director of advertising and publicity
for RKO Pathe.
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A series of 26 two-reelers made by
the old Keystone Co. and now titled
"Famous Stars of Today and Tomorrow" is being released by the
recently formed Keystone Film Distributing Corp., of which George S.
Jeffrey is sales manager. Such names
as Gloria Swanson, Marie Dressier
and Ford Sterling are included
in the series, which is being
synchronized. In addition to this
group Keystone is to sell another reissue series comprising six Charlie
Chaplin single-reel comedies known
as "Hits of the Past." They are being synchronized via RCA apparatus at the Ideal studio.

"Reaching for Moon" at Rialto
"Reaching for the Moon" will succeed "Dishonored" for a pop run at
the Rialto on April 2. The Douglas
Fairbanks film recently played a special engagement at the Criterion.
Favor Maryland Sunday Shows
Baltimore — A favorable report on
the bill by which
the Legislature
would permit Sunday shows has been
reported by the House of Delegates.

Let Us Solve Your Problems!

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE DOCK
Today:

Annual

Mar. 28:

Commission
and
Breakfast of Catholic M. P. Guild of
America,
Church
of the Good
Shepherd, Beverly Hills, Cal.
First annual benefit dinner, entertainment and dance at the Hotel
Astor by greater New York exhibitors andmanentdistributors
to aid perbenefit fund.

April 4-U : Week,
Players'national
and benefit
Patrons'for Jubilee
N. V.
A. Club.
April 19:
Lambs
Gambol,
Metropolitan
Opera
House,
New
York.
Apr. 20-22: convention,
Warner
Bros.
Eastern
sales
Atlantic
City.
RKO
Pathe
sales
convention.
Drake Hotel, Chicago.
April 23-24: dorsers
State of
Convention
of Indiana
InPhotoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.
York.
Apr. 27 : Fox
Film sales convention.
New
RKO
Apr.

Sales Convention,

Los An-

28-30:

Warner
Bros.
Western
sales
convention,
Hotel
St. Francis.
San Francisco.
May 18-22: geles.
International
Exhibitors'
Congress, Rome.
May 25-28:
Spring meeting
of the Society
of
Motion
Picture
Engineers.
Hotel Roosevelt,
Hollywood,
Cal

Indefinite Run at Strand
For Barthelmess Picture
Richard Barthelmess in "The Finger Points" will go into the New
York Strand
definite
run. on April 3 for an in

Idzal Managing Fox, Washington
FILM DAILY
Washington — David Idzal, former
ly associated with the Fox in Philadelphia, has been appointed manager
of the Fox here, succeeding Hardie\
Meakin,
former
newspaperman.
<TJ' Denies James Report
Washington Bureau of THE

Universal yesterday emphatically
denied that Arthur James is joining
the company in any capacity, as reported.

COMING

& GOING

CLAUDE C. EZELL has gone to Florida
for a fishing trip with E. J. Sparks.
BEN
GOETZ,
who is understood
to be'
slated
for the presidency
of Consolidated
Film Industries, with H. J. Yates becoming
chairman
of the board, arrives in New York
Sunday morning on the Century.
MERVYN
LEROY
returns to the coast
next
week.
J. G. BACHMAN and M. H. HOFFMAN
are in New York from Hollywood.

COLOR

PRINTS

Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialistsin
8.
MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Color sound cameras available for short subjects, or
advertising films. Color
prints from Bi-pack negatives.

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates

BREWSTER COLOR
FILM CORPORATION

INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE

58 First Street
BRYANT

9-3040

Newark,

Humboldt

N.

J.

2-4228

I

Small Towns As
Critical As Cities
'THE provincial attitude toward
A the theater, once associated
with rural communexclusively
ities and small towns, no longer
manifests itself there; while, on
the contrary, the larger cities exhibit quite as much naivete toward drama and theater folk as
the "tank towns" ever did. The
lesser centers of population are
quite as critical of the motion
picture today as their metropolitan neighbors ever were, and it is
equally true that there is a surprising want of discrimination
among the fans of the large cities.
It is no longer profitable to exploit the small towns with inferior pictures. The demands
there are for the most sophisticated and modern productions.
— Richard Wallace
•
♦
*

Serials Belong
In Neighborhood Houses
CERIALS are "box office" for
J the neighborhood theaters but
not for the major houses. That's
the verdict of Syracuse exhibition, based upon the experience
of the past few months. Patrons
of the down town theaters are
too sophisticated in their amusement tastes to accept the chapter plays, but in the ward houses
the youngsters are eating 'em up
and yelling for more. Providing,
if anything, that kids are still
kids. Neighborhood exhibitors
report that the serials are chiefly responsible for their successful opposition to the special
children's matinees run down
town by the majors. One answer is that the outlying houses
permit the kids to hiss the villain and cheer the hero, practices verboten down town.
— Chester B. Bahn,
Syracuse Herald

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

• • •SPRING IS in our midst, boys and girls
and
we hope you were up bright and early this morn to greet the
fair maid
we got our dates mixed, and jumped up Friday
morn at the break of dawn
and rushed out to the front
doorstep to greet her
and plunked right into the milkman
we have been dodging for a month, who handed us the bill
along with the milluk
however, we were not to be de
nied
to us, Spring had started on the 20th
so to
work with unwonted enthusiasm, gusto and whatnot
we
dashed into the home ossif of RKO Pathe
and found the
Rooster strutting and crowing all over the place
evidently
we were not alone in our belief that Spring was here
the whole gang was springing around like a load of Mexican
jumping beans
in rapid succession we flew into the coops
of Lee Marcus, Ned Depinet, Manny Goldstein, A. P. Waxman,
C. J. Scollard, E. J. O'Leary, Joe O'Sullivan and Rutgers Neilson
they were all in fighting trim, spurred and kicking
up dust and shaking their plumes
several of these champs
have lately been recruited from other film barnyards
all
have records to crow about
and with those 21 promising
features in the new RKO Pathe lineup to go to work on, this
aggregation looks like a winning
combination
they've
already started to strut their stuff
yezzir, Spring is here
and you realize it when you walk in on this bunch
the Rooster has undergone a rejuvenation treatment
you
wouldn't know the ole place now
*
* |
*
*
• • •
exec, and
research
is paying

AND THERE was the gink who became a big film
hired a genealogist to trace his ancestry
and the
developed such surprising things that now the exec
him hush-money

• • • AFTER THAT testimonial dinner the Film Center
boys gave him, "Zip," the odd-job man known to everybody on
the Film Curb, feels that he owes it to his public to appear and
give everybody a thrill
he has sent us a series of photographs, intended to show him registering the entire series of
human
emotions
they are captioned respectively Fear,
Happiness, Misery, Anger, Sorrow, Puzzlement
but to us
they all show Puzzlement
• • • ANDY KELLEY, feature writer for the Washington
"Times,"
wafts this fair bouquet in the general direction of
Emgeem
"Trader Horn," say D. C. showmen, was the
best exploited and publicized roadshow picture to hit Washington since 'Birth of a Nation'."
them's powerful woids
Andy
but happening to know the work that Exploiteer
Chief Billy Ferguson, and his ally, Dewey Bloom, did on the pix
in the Capital, we know this praise must be deserved

IN

THE idea of giving away an
electric refrigerator to the
holder of a lucky coupon, tried
out at the Playhouse in Ridgewood, N. J., has proved so excellent abox-office stunt that it
is likely to be widely copied.
Manager Costa arranged with a
furniture house for the electric
refrigerator. The contest ran
for a week, during which time,
"Little Caesar," "Divorce Among
Friends" and "Outward Bound"
were the bills.
— Playhouse, Ridgewood, N. J.

Comedy
Stunt
Gets a Play
AMONG the means taken by
the management of the Regent in Springfield, Ohio, to
awaken interest in "Sit Tight,"
was the distribution of what apto be adried
doctor's
tion, apeared
small
pea prescripthe size
of an ordinary pill accompanying
it. The "prescription" advised its
possessor to take the pill in a
tub full of fervent water and then
rush madly to the theater, disregarding traffic signals, and meet
Dr. Winnie and Jojo the tiger.
The "prescription" was signed by
"Dr. Bunkem." The stunt had
the merit of putting people in
good humor.
— Regent, Springfield, Ohio

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS

• RALPH STITT of the Rivoli blurbed that in translating "The Front Page" from the stage to the screen, they had
soft pedaled on the lurid, pungent phrases to avoid censorship,
and still retained the PUNCH as big as ever
it sounded
exaggerated
us
but
seeing the oh,
pix, boy,
we'rewotcon-a
vinced Ralphto understated,
if after
anything

Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

Wallop!
Lillian Bleeker, sec to Max Fleischer, is motoring
to
Miami
in
a Itbaby
and itmuch
ain't no cartoon
car. either
costsLincoln
nothing, but buys
it is
born in an instant, but lives forever
it means as much to
the film exec as it does to the ossif boy
A Kind Word
Moral to Ossif Boys: Give the Film Exec a kind word,
once in a while

Sam
James Hardy
Ford
W. S. Van Dyke
Edward Cronjager
Sidney Franklin

•

Sigmund Lubin leaves for Europe
where he expects to perfect important producing
* combine.
*
*
J. Gordon Edwards to produce for
Fox in Europe.
•
*
*
Harley Knoles, Alliance production
chief, returns from England. Denies
serious difficulties in company affairs.

Lucky Coupon
Wins Refrigerator

•

«

«

«

»

»

»

March 21-22

Henry
Bernice Hobart
Claire
Carmelita Geraghty
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HOLLYWOOD
CURRENT

HAPPENINGS

FLASHED

ACTIVITIES
BY WIRE

FROM

THE COAST

►//

HENRY HOBART ASSIGNED
FOUR RKO PRODUCTIONS

"LOTS
from
A LITTLE
. By RALPH
WILK

6 NEW PICTURES FINISHED'
AT FIRST NATIONAL STUDIO

Since resuming operations the
BERT L. JOHNSON, who
Spencer Tracy and Warren Hy- First National studio has completed
held the distinction of being the mer will appear together again in work on six features. Some of them
Fox's "Blondie."
are now in the cutting rooms and
youngest member of the scenario dethe others are already on their way
partment in the Paramount New
The group includes:
iork studios, has arrived in Los AnWilliam Haines has begun work East.
geles, following a vacation spent in
"Big Business Girl," with Loretta
Havana. Before leaving New York, in his new starring vehicle, "Danc- Young, Frank Albertson and Ricardo
ing Partner," at M-G-M. The cast
"Party Husband," with
he completed the adaptation of "Up of this adaptation of the recent New Cortez;
Dorothy Mackaill, James Rennie and
Pops
the
Devil"
in
collaboration
with Evelyn Gerstein.
York stage play includes Irene PurPeterson; "The Finger
cell of the original stage cast; Char- Dorothy
*
*
*
lotte Granville, C. Aubrey Smith, Points," with Richard Barthelmess
William Collier, Sr., has been add- Lilian Bond, Lenore Bushman, Ger- and
FayforWray;
"Broad
vehicle
Joe E.
BrownMinded,"
and Onaa
ald Fielding and Albert Conti. Jack Munson;
ed to the cast of Fox's "Misbehav"Chances," the Douglas
ing," formerly known as "Good Gra- Conway is directing.
Fairbanks, Jr., picture with Rose
cious, Annabelle." Tom Meighan
Hobart,
and "You
and I," Knapp.
which has
heads the cast with Jeanette MacLewis Stone
and Evalyn
Our Passing Show: Abraham
Donald. Meighan's third picture for
Stein to Direct Connie Bennett
Fox will be "Hush Money," with
Joan Bennett as his leading woman. Lehr, Mrs. Lawrence Tibbetts, Molly Merrick, Mark Larkin, Harry WilPaul L. Stein has been assigned
*
*
*
son, J. Leo Meehan, Pat Cullinan, by RKO
Pathe to direct Constance
Margaret Ettinger, Harriett Par- Bennett in "The Common Law."
George
O'Brien
is
homeward
bound from two months of fun in
sons, Edward Woods, Lynn Farnol,
the Orient. His homecoming, on a Harry Brand, Nat Dyches at the repalatial ocean liner from Manila, is
ception in honor of Mile. Gabrielle
not so exciting, perhaps, but vastly Chanel; Ivan Lebedeff, Andres de
cries
more comfortable than this voyage Segurola and *Richard Boleslavsky
Ernesto Vilches, star of the Span- to the East on a Norwegian tramp chatting at Radio Pictures.
ish stage, has started the first of a freighter.
*
*
*
series of Spanish talkies for John
H. Auer Productions at MetropoliHarold Schwartz has completed
Neil Jack, Charles Ftanklin and
"I'm coming on a personal aptan Studios. The first picture is "The the direction of "Six-Stutter Leon M. Leon are handling the
Comedian," which Vilches will also Sheriff," a comedy short, starring sound on "Defenders of the Law,"
direct with the assistance of Leon- Rosco Ates. The comedy has a little a feature being produced by Larry
pearancOj
ard Fields. Release will be through record of its own, as its cast is recting.
Darmour,
with
Joseph
Levering
diParamount. In the supporting cast minus any feminine principals.
tour by arr a n gements
*
*
*
are Betty Norton, Angelita Benitz,
between WALT
Antonio Vidal, Sorieno Viosca, ManMatt Taylor, former Fordham tenDISNEY
and
uel Arbo, Romnaldo Tirado, Maria
Here
and
There:
Messmore
Kennis
star,
who
has
been
a
scenarist
Calvo and Carmen Rodriquez.
FANCHON
and
dall
of
New
York
and
David
Menfor several years, is writing the
MARCO. Watch
doza
resuming
acquaintances
at
First
treatment
for
the
M-G-M
shorts,
Ed Hearn, Jack Byron Cast
for me and the
National; Ken Whitmore, formerly
which will star William Tilden.
Edward Hearn and Jack Byron
*
*
*
of Paramount, assuming his new dugirl
friend
have been added to "Clearing the
ties in the First National publicity
Warner Oland has been assigned
Range," Hoot Gibson's western be- to "The Black Camel," Fox picture department.
ing made by M. H. Hoffman, Jr., for
Allied Pictures Corp. Others in the in which Sally Eilers and Frank
Albertson also
roles.
* have
* principal
*
cast are Sally Eilers, George MenMinnie."
doza, Robert Homas, Mme. Eva
Ruth Weston, New York society
Grippon, Hooper Atchley and Ed- girl signed by Radio Pictures, has
ward Piel. Otto Brower is directing.
been cast in Frank Craven's "Too
Manyder Cooks,"
in production unWilliam A.now
Seiter.
Wesley Ruggles Recovered
*
*
*
Wesley Ruggles, RKO director
Robert
Williams
and Walter
who had a breakdown following his
Walker, who were in the New York
HoUyu>ootl'» most convenient hotel . .
strenuous work on "Cimarron," is
back on his feet at his Malibu Beach stage production of "Rebound,"
for your stay in Southern Culifornia
have been assigned roles in the
home and will start soon on "Cock- screen version being made by RKO
RI'G
HT door
in theto center
everything
to see cafes,
and doand. .
next
famouiof studios,
theatres,
Eyed Youth," an original written by Pathe.
him.
shops . . near golf courses, bridle paths, and other
*
*
*
amusement places.
The Plaza offers you every modern convenience, unexMarjorie Rambeau, Monroe Owcelled service, and a unique, homelike atmosphere that
New Color Films
sley, Charles Knox Robinson, Armakes you feel at home as soon as you enter its well
mand
Kaliz
and
Zelda
Sears
have
George Hill, directing for
known "doorway of hospitality." Here, too, you may
enjoy the company of interesting and famous people.
been selected as members of the supM-G-M, is working on four
European plan. $3.00 and up, single. $4.00 and up,
stories which are simply titled
porting cast of "Girls Together,"
double. $5.00 and up, twin beds. Special low weekly
Joan Crawford's new starring film,
and monthly rates.
"the blue story," "the red
which will go into production as
Remember the Plaza for an unforgettable stay In
story," "the white story" and
soon as the star completes work in
Hollywood. Write for free folder.
"the green story," according to
the color of paper on which
"The Torch Song." Nick Grinde will
HOLLYWOOD PLAZA HOTEL.?. HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
they are being written.
direct. Story is from the "College
Humor" serial by Mildred Cram.
Henry Hobart, who is back on the
job at RKO after an illness of several weeks, has four production assignments ahead of him. First of
the quartette which he is to supervise is "White Shoulders," based on
the story by Rex Beach. It has started
of Melthe adirection
shooting
ville under
Brown with
cast including
Mary Astor, Jack Holt, Ricardo
Cortez, Sidney Toler and Kitty Kelly. Then comes "High Stakes," the
next acting-directing vehicle for
Lowell Sherman, adapted from Willard Mack's Broadway play. Third
is "Cock-Eyed Youth," an original
by Wesley Ruggles, adapted by
Howard Estabrook. Last comes
"Strange Women," comedy-drama
with a Russian locale, to be directed
by Richard Boleslavsky from an
adaptation by Benn W. Levy, with
Ivan Lebedeff in a principal role.

Ernesto Vilches Starts
Spanish Talker Series

DO

"Exhibitors, Ahoy'
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GREATER MUSIC ACTIVITY
UNDER WAY AT PARAMOUNT
Paramount's music department,
jnder the supervision of Frank
Tours, is operating at full speed in
mticipation of the return of musical
films to favor. "The Smiling Lieutenint," an out and out operetta, will
be replete with songs and musical
effects, while "Scarlet Hours," Edmund Goulding's production, will incorporate a great deal of gypsy music
n the action. A new musical idea
pf utilizing bells and chimes to denote lapses of time, will also be
used, requiring considerable research.
It is expected that a large percentjage of the current shorts program
will be of a musical nature. The
inumber will, at least, approximate
last season's average, when the total
of musical shorts was about one in
every three. Ethel Merman in "Old
Man Blues" will be the first musical,
scheduled to start during the week
of March 30.

WHAT'S

WHAT

IN GREATER

NEW

YORK

, By HARRY

CMITH and Dale, vaudeville and
screen comedians, are currently
presewting "S.S. Malaria," a comedy
sketch based on a motion picture
short of the same name which they
recently completed for Paramount.
Max Hayes is author of the latter,
which will not be released until June.
The sketch is on the program at
the Palace, New York, with Adele
Carples in support.

N. BLAIR

STUDIOS

SYLVA, BROWN, HENDERSON
CONTINUE AS MUSIC TEAM

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
,

Doris Rankin, most recent addition

Although they have dissolved their
joint contract with Fox Film, DeSylva, Brown & Henderson make
formal announcement that they will
continue to write songs together as
well as individually, the same to be
published by the firm of DeSylva,
Brown
& Henderson,
Inc.

to the cast of "Scarlet Hours," Edmund Goulding's Paramount production, made her talking picture debut
last year at the RCA Gramercy
studio, with Norman Foster, in "Love
At First Sight," an independent production.

Vitaphone has signed Peggy
Foreign Locales Favored
Foreign locales are being favored
Shannon, now appearing opposite
Ernest Truex in "Na}>i," for a fea- by Paramount in the new schedule
tured role in "The Meal Ticket," of pictures to be made at the New
Eddie Roberts, who has appeared Jack Pearl's first talking picture York studios. "The Smiling Lieuin various Eastern productions in short. Burnet Hershey is the autenant" is set in a mythical Balkan
an assortment of roles, such as a rect. thor, with Albert Ray slated to di- kingdom, "Scarlet Hours" action
soldier, sailor, marine, prizefighter
takes place in Prague while "The
Man I Killed," now in preparation,
and gangster, is also a welterweight
Eight years in film business is a is a story of post-war
boxer on the side. He has lost only
Germany.
seven decisions out of a total of 104 long time, yet Ernst Lubitsch has
New Para. Continental Star
had George Hippard associated with
him for that length of time as assisGeorges Metaxa, London musical
fights.
tant director and Eric Locke as unit comedy favorite, has been signed by
Ilka Chase, screen comedienne, production manager. The latter is a Paramount. His first picture will
who recently played a prominent role graduate of Heidelberg and bears the
be "Secrets of a Secretary," in which
in
Loose,"
Paramount's
scars usually associated with
New"Fast
Yorkandstudio,
has at
been
signed by sabre
he appears opposite Claudette Colthat institution.
bert. George Abbott will direct.
David Belasco for "Veiled Eyes,"
opening in July. Roberta Robinson,
who has also worked here for both
Paramount and Warners, will soon

New Distance Lens
Bausch & Lomb have developed
a new photographic lens now being
tried out in the east. Paramount engineers, using copies of The Film
Daily in the test, were able to read appear in "The Band Wagon," a
stage musical.
the news print from a distance of
100 ft. with a 50 mm. lens.
The true artist is always ready
to make sacrifices. Thus it was that
Para.'s Condensed Recorders
Mrs. Nellie Malcolm, character
Two miniature sound booms, spe- actress, removed her wedding ring
cially designed to fit into small sets, for the first time in many years, in
have been installed at the Paramount
order to play the role of a spinster
Nevy York studio and are now being in a Vitaphone short starring Billy
used in filming "The Smiling Lieu- Wayne and Thelma White.
tenant." This new apparatus, the
juniors of the microphone arms more
generally used, permit the megaphone
Preparatory work on Maurice
to move in any direction from a set Chevalier's next Paramount production has been halted by the sudden
point.
departure of Donald Ogden Stewart,
Paramount East Coast Roster
author, who has been called to California by the serious illness of his
Preparation of the annual Con- mother. Stewart, who wrote the diavention trailer reveals that a goodly
logue for Harry D'Arrast's "Laughproportion of the Paramount starter," was in the midst of collaboratare working at the East Coast
ing with the latter in the adaptation
studios. Those photographed here of a popular stage play to follow
for use in the trailer include Maurice
Smiling Lieutenant." in which
Chevalier, Nancy Carroll, Fredric "The
Chevalier is now being directed by
March, Claudette Colbert. Clive Ernst Lubitsch.
Brook, Charles Ruggles, Tallulah
Bankhead and Miriam Hopkins, with
Emil Jannings scheduled to arrive
A novelty musical number, set in
shortly.
a rural town, and entitled "Nine
O'Clock Folks," is the latest short
subject to be completed at the
For
Brooklyn Vitaphone studios. A cast
of prominent Broadway players includes Roy Fant, the Arron Sisters,
or
Good
"Shorts"
Writers
the Mound City Blue Blowers' Band,
and Bert Fay, eccentric dancer late
go
to
VIOLA
IRENE
COOPER
of "The Gang's All Here." Roy
9 E. 59th St.. N. Y.
Mack mandirected
from a script by HerVo. 5-5543
Ruby.
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. . . Starring W. C. Fields,
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THEATER
By M. P.

Portable Sound-on-Film Projector
Put Out By Newly Formed Company
m proA new portable sound-on-fil
jector, known as the American Ace,
has been put out by a newly formed
company and is being made by the
Blair Tool Machine Corp. of New
Ysrk, and manufactured for export
by the Hersey Metal Products Co. of
Derby, Conn.
The company claims that after
years of experiment and research, it
has developed a machine which
meets every demand and requirement in a portable sound-on-film projector using 35 mm. film.
Simple enough so that it may be
operated by anyone without experience or training, and plugged in on
any connection using 110-volts alternating current, this projector, it is
said, will reproduce a full, dulcet,
mellow tone without any trace or
suggestion of vibration, showing a
clear, brilliant picture, light enough
in weight to be carried anywhere,
yet sturdy enough to stand severe
service.
Personnel of the company marketing the new American Ace portable
projector are: N. P. McTigue, president; E. W. Jones, vice-president
and general manager; P. Monahan,
vice-president and secretary; M. A.
Price, treasurer; J. M. Uley, sales
executive, and S. Edwards, general
engineer.

National Screen Service
Opening New Laboratory

Pointers and Suggestions

REMOTE CONTROL SPOTS
MARKETED BY KLIEGL

THE hot, stuffy and sticky weather
will soon be upon us. Have you
An incandescent spotlight, with
started thinking about the comforts electro-magnetically operated color
of your patrons when the dog days frames, said to produce an endless
arrive? Have you given any con- variety of changing color-lighting
sideration about making your theater effects, all controlled from a central
A voltage regulator for sound amplifiers, which is said to provide a a year 'round paying proposition, or point, is being marketed by Kliegl
positive means of insuring that the will you sit back and watch the Bros., Universal Electric Stage Lightsound amplifying system will be pro- crowds swarm into the cooled coming Co., Inc., of New York.
fortable houses? Whatever your
tected from excessive voltage, is beFor lighting the stage, curtains,
plans
for
cooling
your
theater,
ing put out by the Ward Leonard
drops and orchestra with varyElectric Co. of Mount Vernon, N. Y. whether it be just ordinary electric front ing
color schemes, blending the
fans
or
a
complete
installation
of
a
colors at will, these spotlights can
The device includes a voltmeter,
which indicates the voltage, and a refrigerating system, now is the time be installed in the most inaccessible
busy on day
it. comes
Don't wait
rheostat by which the voltage may- to
the getfirst
along until
to places, and operated from back-stage,
you hot
up.
be controlled. This enables the pro- wake
the projection
booth
or other
convenient location.
A group
of these
jectionist to maintain proper voltage
*
*
*
across the supply of the sound syscan be operated individuThe use of glass panels on the spotlights
ally or simultaneously, as desired.
tem, thereby increasing the life of
the vacuum tubes, the company rear rails is being adopted by
claims.
many theaters to insure greater
Issues Ventilating Booklet
comfort and less distraction for paAll types of fans, stationary, osciltrons in the rear rows of the audilating,
and ventilators,
Simpson to Make Sound Trailers
scribedceiling
and pictured
with the are
aid deof
torium. The glassing-in of the entire
color
in
a
booklet
recently
issued
by
Dallas— Haying recently purchased floor not only shuts off all outside
Century Electric Co. of St. Louis
latest recording equipment which en- noises from, patrons seated even in the
ables them to do recording on a par the last rows, but at the same time and Chicago.
with the recording of the large pro- affords standees a clear view of the
Advance
Opens Phila. Office
ducing companies, the Jas. P. Simp- screen and sound from the screen
Philadelphia
— Advance Trailer Serson Co. of this city is now producing rier.
reaching them from over the baradvertising trailers in sound, as well
vice
Corp.
has
announced the open*
*
*
ing of a regular exchange and office
as in color.
branch at 1239 Vine St., this city,
If you must have advice, get it
under
the management of B F. Stern.
from the proper authority and stop
Heat Resisting Mirrors
taking chances pn hearsay. The exhibitor who accepts advice regarding
Heat resisting mirrors and condensers made in standard sizes for projection equipment, acoustical
Bring back the prestige lost
through faulty sound
use in motion picture projection, spot- treatment, horns, amplifying apparalights and flood lighting are being
tus, etc., from other than engineers
in your theatre
manufactured by Matisse Bros, of representing the respective products
by installing
New York.
is deserving of no sympathy if he

Device Protects Excessive
Voltage in Sound System

doesn't

get

satisfactory

SyNCCCfILM

results.
Settings

Dallas — Work of installing a comEstablish Operators' School
plete laboratory with the latest deThe American Motion Picture Opvices for developing and printing
erators' School, Inc., under the direcmotion picture film in the National
tion of Ed Rowlands, has been established at 20 West 22nd St., New
Screen Service's big distributing office here, serving several states, is York. Complete courses will be
now almost completed, it is an- given in sound projection. Day and
nounced by Wallace Walthall, dis- evening classes will be held.
trict manager.
This department is inaugurated in
order to serve the theaters economiINVISIBLE
cally with a special trailer service for
Changeover
the individual house. Any sort of
"Thide"
trailer with special copy will be rendered by National at a low scale
Automatic Shutter Control
footage, Walthall reports.

perfect
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witb 3-wire circuit foot switch

Markell Representing Weber
Eddie Markell has been appointed
New England representative to handle exclusively the Syncrofilm
(sound-on-film) equipment, a product of the Weber Machine Corp of
Rochester, N. Y. The device, it is
said, eliminates bloop, scratch and
blur, and may be attached to any
projector.

Standard equipment in over 1,500
theatres. Fits Motiograph Model
F, Simplex and Super-Simplex and
Sure-Fit. With or without Rear
Shutter Mounts.
Rear Shutter Mounts require Model
D type. Convert your Model A to
Model D type. Brackets and parts
on order.
Send for literature.

DOWSER
157

Rogers

Ave.,

MFG. CO.
Brooklyn,

N.

s,
ard
y of
varietus
abledesign
music
adjust
and stand
witha spacio
IN
rests, evenly illuminated without
glare or light leaks; stable and sturdy ; artistically finished ; furnished
completely wired with an extension
cord. We also manufacture a complete line of stage lighting specialties.

KLIEGL
Universal

Y.

Electric

reproduction

and
thereby
gain
additional
customers
and more
dollars

BROS

Stage

321 West 50th Street

Lighting

Co.. Inc.

New York. NY
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Vojectionist Is Responsible
In Maintaining Talkie Efficiency
From the manufacture of raw film
he process leading up to the produclon of the finished print are of purey academic interest to the projectionist, but from the moment he receives the reels of film from the exchange he is responsible for the rest
from the celluloid to
!>f its journey,
ce.
n
e
i
d
s
u
Iinia is projectionte room is apparausI noh less delica
thsan that used
e
s
s
s
ucu
e
o
c
i
n nt,he dvar uallypro pable of proidning
io anctioenq
ca
of ru
u
enntys one ldof the nun
f
o
reprod
i
a
p
m
o
c
mteiroonus.
shou
fall short
of perfec
It is regarded without (question
that today more than ever the projectionist runs the show. But at the
same time it is a fact insufficiently
realized by the operators themselves,
and if the operator does not realize
it, it is up to his manager to see that
he does so.
In saying that the projectionist
runs the show, it should perhaps be
said that his apparatus does so. But
since the talkie set capable of running with unskilled attention has not
yet been evolved, it is vitally necessary that the operator should know
and understand every portion of his
equipment, and moreover keep every
individual portion of it in perfect
working order.
No two makes of sound equipment
are identical in the attention they
will require. Furthermore, different
manufacturers vary in the thoroughness of their service.
Irrespective of these facts, howit is there
the projectionist's
duty his
to
know ever,all
is to know about
particular installation, not with the
idea of supplanting the service man,
but of giving the set the continual
skilled attention which prevents
breakdown. Yet he must restrain
that very human tendency to meddle
and interfere unnecessarily with the
working of the set.
In the case of an emergency, it is
imperative that the projectionist
should be in a position to carry on
until the service man can arrive.
This naturally means that he must
be able to locate the fault, and, if
not cure it, at least repair it temporarily, and so enable the show to
proceed. Great responsibility is
therefore placed on the projectionist
and the more he knows about his
equipment the better results will be
obtained in maintaining talkie efficiency.
130 Houses Wired in Austria
Vienna — Approximately 130 houses
are wired for sound in Austria, 80
of which are in the Vienna territory.

New 30 Amp. Rectifier
Developed by Garver
A new rectifier model, with a maximum amperage of 30, and called the
Garver Kurrent Charger, has been
developed and is being marketed by
the Garver Electric Co. of Union
City, Ind. This rectifier is said to
be highly satisfactory for exchanges,
test rooms, laboratories and small
theaters.

Hungary Plans Stiff Duty
On Sound Device Imports
Budapest — As a protective measure
for the domestic sound-film equipment industry, the Hungarian Ministry of Commerce is reported planning to institute a heavy customs
duty on foreign sound-film devices
imported into the country. At present there is only one Hungarian
manufacturer of sound equipment, the
Ungarische Telephonfabrik.
Tobis Installs First in Egypt
Cairo — : First Tobis-Klangfilm reproducing apparatus to be installed in
Egypt, was completed recently at the
Cameo here. Negotiations are reported under way for the equipping
of three more houses by Tobis in this
situation.
National to Hold Meet
Philadelphia — The district meeting
of the National Theater Supply Co.
is to be held here in June. The last
meet was held in Boston and lasted
two days. Rotation of meeting places
is understood to be part of the company's policy.
Q. R. S. Photoelectric Cells
Photoelectric cells for use on all
types of sound equipment, claimed
to be non-microphonic, possessing
longer life and not affected by heat,
are being put out by the Q. R. S.DeVry Corp. of Chicago.
New French Projection Equipment
Paris — A new French sound projection equipment known as the
Norma has been placed on the market by Societe d'Exploitation de
Procedes Cinematographiques Francais. The apparatus is sold at around

NEW

THEATERS

New Britain, Conn. — The erection of a
ouo-stat tneater- here is being planned by
11. li. Erwin.
Aniarillo, Tex.- -All contracts have been
siy hclI and architect s plans approved tot
tne erection ot a i'ublix house nere at an
estimated cost of $400,000. The new house,
whicn Will have a seating capacity of 1,S00,
win be Known
as the .Paramount.
Franklin, N. 11. — Plans and specifiations
vmiI be ready soon tor bids on the JSUU-seat
iiouse to be erected here by Samuel Kurson
.<i Bangor,
Me.

Ossining, N. Y. — An option on a two-acre
tract here has been taken by an independent
.neater concern, reported to be headed by
kick Alien, operating theaters in Newburgh
and PoughKeepsie. the erection of a 1,500seat house is being planned at an estimated
cost of $150,000.

Helena, Ark. — A new brick and concrete
theater is reported as being planned here
by

Publix.

Inglewood, Cal. — Plans are in progress by
Walker & Elsen of Los Angeles for the
erection of a theater here for the United Artists Theaters of California, Inc., at an es.lmated cost of $150,000.
Red

Bank, N. J. — Boylan & Levine, architects of New Brunswick, N. J., are preparing plans for a two-story brick theater to
be constructed here at an estimated cost of
$150,000.
Beaumont, Tex. — A theater is to be erected
here at an estimated cost of $25,000 by Elmo
Willard.
Hackensack, N. J. — J. McWilliams Co.,
Inc., of New York has been awarded the contract for the construction of the Fox theatei
at an estimated
cost of $500,000.
Wyandotte, Jlich. — Plans are in progress
for a theater to be constructed here at an
estimated cost of $500,000 for the Wyandotte
Theater
Corp., H. Roeherg,
president.
Attleboro, Mass. — Erection of a theater here
by E. M. Loew's Theaters of Boston, at a
cost estimated to exceed $150,000, is reported
as being planned.
Charlotte, N. C. — Bids will soon be r«aa>
on the theater to be erected in this city b>
Publix at an estimated cost of $350,000.

MAKE

have it

BLUE SEAL ASBESTOS CORP.
264 Wyckoff
St., near
Nevins
Brooklyn.
New
York Trianele 0290
Distributors for Johoi-Manville Corp.

Adds Acoustic Engineers
Johns-Manville Corp. is reported
to have maintained a national staff
of engineers to study conditions,
make recommendations for proper
acoustical treatment and supervise
the installation of treatment material.
Organize Screen Renovating Co.
Dave Solomon and Fred Ungar
have organized what is known as
the Perfect Screen Renovating Co.
with headquarters at 341 West 44th
St., New York. The company will
specialize in the cleaning of motion
picture screens.

the secret of good sound
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Absolute silence in the opera'*$

tion of auditorium and stage
equipment is essential to
good sound presentation. Foreign noises and distractions
are fatal.
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Super-Lite Lens, put out by the
Projection Optics Co., Inc., and
adaptable to any projector, will increase illumination and reduce electricity expense, according to claims
made by the company.
The construction of the lens, it is
said, deviates radically from all previous types heretofore known and
is guaranteed to increase the illumination and greatly reduce the electricity expense on projection.
The very long over-all length permits the rear lens to come as close
as possible to the gate and therefore
gather all the light rays, it is said.

REPAIR YOUR
CHAIRS!

$4,200.

ASBESTOS

CLAIMS SUPER-LITE LENS
INCREASES ILLUMINATION

in advertisements
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"The Front Page"

/ 'nited Artists

Time, 1 hr., -11 in i us.
SURE-FIRE BOX OFFICE ENTERTAINMENT. NEWSPAPER
COMEDY-DRAMA KICKS OUT
THRILLS AND LAUGHS AT
GREAT SPEED.
Audience stuff for any house. This
Howard Hughes production, sophisticated though it is and with plenty of
raw meat tossed in, is the kind that
everybody will get excited over.
Hildy Johnson, reporter, is going to
ditch the newspaper game for marriage. He is about to leave for New
York with his future wife and her
mother, when a condemned murderer
escapes and eventually falls into his
hands. The newspaper instinct in
him makes him sidetrack the wedding
and plenty of exciting complications
result. Adolphe Menjou, playing the
hard-boiled editor, turns in a swell
performance.
Pat ofO'Brien
is excellent and the rest
the players
are
also fine. The dialogue is grand stuff.
Milestone's direction is corking.
Cast: Adolphe Menjou, Pat O'Brien, Mary
Brian, Edward Everett Horton, Walter Catlett, George E. Stone, Mae Clarke, Slim
Suramerville, Matt Moore, Frank McHugh,
Clarence H. Wilson, Fred Howard;. Phil
Tead. Eugene Strong, Spencer Charters,
Maurice Black, Erne Ellsler, Dorothea Wolbert, James Gordon,
Dick Alexander.
Director, Lewis Milestone; Authors, Ben
Hecht, Charles MacArthur ; Adaptor, Bartlett
Cormack ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor, W. Duncan Mansfield; Cameraman, Glen MacWilliams ; Recording Engineer, Frank Grenzbach.
Direction, box office. Photography,
good.

"Behind Office Doors"

Rare and out-of-the ordinary entertainment of a class order is provided in this simple but dramatically
engrossing romantic story of the
South Seas. It is the work of F. W.
Murnau, in association with Robert
J. Flaherty, and was made in the
true natural surroundings of the
Polynesian race. The scenic beauty
and alluring atmosphere of the South
Seas have been caught with remarkable effectiveness, and this achievement alone makes the picture distinctly worth while. In addition
there is the touching story of the
love between a gay, daring pearl
diver and a charming maid who has
been chosen for consecration to the
native gods. The love of these two
is so strong that they defy all and
run away to another island. But they
are eventually overtaken, and in order to save her lover from being
put to death for his offense the girl
consents to return and fulfill her

William Powell in

"Man of the World"

Para/mount

MODERN STORY OF OFFICE
SECRETARY WHO WINS HER
BOSS AFTER TOUGH STRUGGLE, WILL GET THE FEMMES.

WEAK AND DRAGGY DRAMA
OF A SHAKEDOWN
RACKETEER. MOTHBITTEN YARN
AND SLOW DIRECTION HANDICAPS GOOD CAST.

Time, 1 hr., 11 mins.

This story is just a bad break for
Powell and the players who support
him. It travels a familiar route and
incompetent society dame who can't
hold the boss after she becomes en- attached to it, is a burden of generally
gaged to him. It is done in the inane dialogue. Powell in Paris is a
strictly modern manner, with Mary shakedown artist who falls in love
Astor as the secretary looking very with the niece of one of his victims.
sweet and competent. Robert Ames
is the boss whom his secretary builds The third party in the triangle is his
up from a salesman to the head of accomplice, a fair femme, who tries
the organization. But he doesn't to monkeywrench the stuation.
realize she is the cause of his suc- Powell reveals his life to his sweetcess till he loses her when he beheart and she okays him. Then realcomes engaged to the society dame
izing that his past will some day pop
and his sec quits. It looks as if
his matrimonial hapshe is going to go to the devil with up to jeopardize
piness, he again works his shakedown
the rich rounder, Ricardo Cortez, but
to convince the girl that he's
her pride saves her, and she returns aracket
dyed-in-wool bad egg. The finale
to her secretay job when the boss is that the marriage is off, with
finds he can't do without her. Then Powell and his accomplice heading
the breaking of his engagement with for South Africa and his ex-sweetthe society belle, and all is roses and
heart for America. It's highly unhoney for the sec. Has the pop ap- satisfactory.
Cast:
William Powell, Carole Lombard,
peal.
Cast: Mary Astor, Robert Ames, Ricardo Wynne Gibson, Guy Kibbee, Lawrence Gray,

Cortez, Kitty Kelly, Edna Murphy, Catherine
Dale Owen, Charles Sellon, William Morris.
Director, Melville Brown ; Author, Alan
Brener Schultz ; Adaptor, Cary Wilson ; Dialoguer, same; Editor, not credited; Cameraman, Roy Hunt; Recording Engineer, George
Ellis.
Direction, smart.
Photography, very good

Kenneth Harlan, Charles Delaney,
Josephine Dunn
Son,, Ait-World
Wide
Time, 1 hr.,

3 mins.

GOOD

ACTION ENTERTAINMENT FOR THE POP CROWDS
WITH THRILLS IN AIRPLANE
BATTLES.
This production was obviously
made for the action-loving crowds.
Kenneth Harlan and Charles Delaney are two buddies who enlist in
the border patrol airplane service
and are sent across the Mexican line
to break up a gang of smugglers.
The two buddies fall in love with
Josephine Dunn, who plays the role
of the dancer in the Mexican cantina which the gang uses as its hangout. They land their plane, labeled
"Air Patrol," in an open field near
the gang's hangout and saunter into
the cantina on several occasions before they are spotted. The punch is
[here with the airplane fights, machine-gun battles, falling planes, and
Harlan being "taken for a ride" in
his own plane. Acting at times is
unconvincing. The thrill lovers will
go for this action stuff.

destiny. Cast is entirely native and attractive
to look upon. There is no dialogue and very
few titles are needed to explain the straightforward action. Excellent musical accompaniment supplied by Hugo Riesenfeld and reCast: Kenneth Harlan, Charles Delaney,
corded by RCA helps the production maJosephine Dunn, Richard Cramer, Arthur
outstanding. terially. Floyd Crosby's camera work is Thahasso, Tom Loudon, George Cheseboro.
Director. Stuart Paton ; Author, Arthur
Director, F. W. Murnau; Authors: F. W.
Hoerl ; Adaptor, Dennett Coh ; Dialoguer,
M urnau and Robert J. Flaherty ; Cameraman, Floyd Crosby.
>ame ; Editor, same ; Cameraman, not creditble.Direction, painstaking. Photography, notaed ; Recording
Engineer,
not credited.
Direction, fair.
Photography, okay.

with Mary Astor, Robert Ames,
RKO
Time, 1 hr., 26 mins.

This is a natural for all the business
girls, especially the secretaries, for
it gives them a great break over the

"Woman Hungry"

"Air with
Police"

"Tabu"

Paramount
Time, 1 hr., 20 mins.
ENCHANTING SOUTH SEA
ROMANCE
WITH NATIVE
CAST. SUPERB PHOTOGRAPHY, APPEALING STORY AND
FINE
MUSICAL
SCORE.
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"Charlie
Chan Carries On"
with Warner Oland
Fox
Time, 1 hr., 16 mins.
EXCEPTIONALLY
WELL
MADE
MURDER
MYSTERY
WITH WARNER OLAND FINE
AS GENIAL DETECTIVE-PHILOSOPHER.
The adaption of this Earl Derr
Biggers novel proves to be a natural
for the screen and Warner Oland
a perfect selection for the part of
Chan. It is a well developed murder
mystery with the finger of suspicion
continually pointing to various characters leaving the solution or any suggestion of it, to the very end. Several murders take place and are investigated by a Scotland Yard inspector who in turn is seriously injured and Charlie Chan, a Chinese
detective, carries on. Charlie is more
than a detective. He is a witty
philosopher and in this characterization Oland is at his best. Well cast,
and excellently directed by Hamilton
MacFadden.

Cast: Warner Oland, John Garrick, Marguerite Churchill, Warren Hymer, Marjorie,
White, C. Henry Gordon, William Holden,
George Brent, Peter Gawthorne, John T.
Murray, John Swor, Goodee Montgomery,
Jason Robards, Lumsden Hare, Zeffie TillTom Ricketts, Andre Cheron, George Chand- bury, Betty Francisco, Harry Beresford, John
Rogers, J. G. Davis.
ler, Tom Costello, Maude Traux.
Director, Hamilton MacFadden; Author,
Director, Richard Wallace; Author. HerEarl
Derr Biggers; Adaptors, Philip Klein,
man J. Mankiewicz ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, not credited ; Editor, not credited i Barry Connors; Dialoguers, same; Editor, Al
Cameraman, Victor Milner; Recording En- De Gaetano ; Cameraman, George Schneiderman, Recording Engineer, George P. Costello.
gineer, not credited.
Direction, excellent.
Photography,
fine.
Direction, sluggish.
Photography,
good.

with Sidney Black mer, Lila Lee
First National Time, 59 nth
ADAPTATION OF OLD STAG
PLAY OUTDATED AND DRAC
ALONG PLOT.
WEAKLY
WORN

WITH

OU'

This is an adaptation of "The Gre
Divide," the old stage play th
thrilled them two decades ago, b \
since then western dramas have be.
snapped up considerably, and this oi
shows the contrast very much to i
disadvantage. It is an all-color pr
duction, and in many spots the col.
runs too heavy, blurring the facial e:
pressions of the players. The pi
follows the old stage play, with thn
bad hombres crashing a cabin whe
an Eastern girl is alone, and gar
bling as to who will take her. Sidnt
Blackmer plays the part of the eh;
who wins, and later marries her ai
falls in love with her. But the gi
sulks and he can't make her forg
how he won her. And so on and ;
on till the thing grows tedious, wi1
no action to stir it up and put a kic
in it. Finally comes reconciliatio
but no real story interest has bet
created meanwhile.

Cast : Sidney Blackmer, Lila Lee, Raymoi
Hatton, Fred Kohler, Kenneth Thomso
Olive Tell, David Newell, J. Farrell McDo
aid, Tom Dugan,
Blanche Frederici.
Director, Clarence Badger ; Author, Willia
Vaughn Moody ; Adaptor, Howard Est
brook ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor, Al Hal
Cameramen, Sol Polito, Charles Schoenbaut.
Direction, handicapped by material. Photo
raphy, good.

"Laugh and
with Get Rich"
Edna, May
RKO

Oliver, Hugh Herber
Dorothy Lee
Time, 1 hr., 13 min

VERY FUNNY FAST-MOVIN';
COMEDY-DRAMA WITH SNAI i
PY
DIALOGUE,
EFFECTIV
SITUATIONS
CAST.

AND

GREA'

Edna May Oliver and Hugh Hej
bert have been happily teamed an|
they form a combination
that, fc
well
delivered
repartee,
laughab
comedy
and clearly handled
situil
tions, is pretty near perfect.
Th]
story matters little, but with thes
clever
players,
entei-tainmerl
is handed
out genuine
and every
type aud
ence should be satisfied.
Miss Oil
ver, as a boarding-house
landlad;
and Hugh
Herbert, her genial bi
good-for-nothing
spouse,
encountt
many domestic difficulties, one bein
the selection of a husband for Dorc
thy Lee,
their
daughter.
Herbei
buys
oil
stock
with
money
"borrow
ed" from his wife and also sponsor
a "crazy"
invention
of black
Dorothy'
sweetheart.
Things look
unt
both the oil and the invention brin
them fame and fortune.
Cast: Dorothy Lee, Edna May Olive
Hugh Herbert, John Harron, Russell Gle:
son, Joyce Davis, Maude Sealy, Charles Se
Ion, Robert Emmett Keane.
Director, Gregory LaCava ; Author, Dou(
las McLean ; Adaptor, Gregory LaCava ; Dil
loguers, Gregory LaCava, Ralph Spenet
Editor, Jack Kitchen ; Cameraman, Jac
MacKensie.
Direction, good.
Photography,
good.

THE

"The Spy"

nth Kay Johnson, Neil Hamilton
Time, 1 hr., 5 mins.
'ox
FAIR DRAMA WITH RUSIAN SETTING PACKS PUNCH
VITH TENSE SITUATIONS
*.ND STRONG LOVE STORY.
>LENTY OF ACTION.
This production
boasts a strong
•lot by Ernest Pascal, while the atnosphere of Russia during the time
if the reconstruction period when the
Bolshevists took control, is finely
jresented.
it hinges around the op•ration of the ''Tcheka," the dreaded
secret police system.
Neil Hamilton
s one of the exiled aristocrats who
eturns to visit his wife and child'
and also to kill! the head of the
'Tcheka."
Complications involve his
wife with the spy of the system, and
the action and suspense is finely sustained. An interesting feature of the
picture is the introduction of a gang
of homeless waifs who steal for a
living, and carry a big part in the
strong climax, which works up to a
big dramatic punch.
A pop number
with a fine love story. Kay Johnson,
Neil Hamilton and the entire support
are above par.
Cast: Kay Johnson, Neil Hamilton. John
Halliday, Freddie Frederick, Milton Holmes,
Austen Jewell, Henry Kolker.
Director, Berthold Viertel ; Author, Ernest
Pascal ; Dialoguers, Ernest Pascal, Robert
Presnell ; Adaptor, not credited ; Editor, Eddie Robbins ; Cameraman, Lucien Andriot ;
Recording Engineer, Eugene Grossman.
Direction, fine. Photography, good.

"Transport of Fire"
(Silent)

Amkino

Time, 1 hr., 16 mins.

POPULAR APPEAL SOVIET
PRODUCTION WITH STRONG
DRAMATIC SITUATIONS AND
FAST ACTION
AND THRILLS.
This Sovkino silent production
with English titles deals with the up, rising of 1905 and the activities of
! the Central Committee for the workllers. The main figure is Krot, who is
!;delegated to take charge of the arms
supplies and see that the secret shipment reaches the frontier safely. An
ingenious plan is used to conceal the
weapons. They are concealed in the
mechanical figures of a wax museum
which travels innocently through the
country. Then come plots, counterplots, activities of a spy within the
workers' ranks, and all the time the
"museum" is traveling steadily on
its way. Krot, the leader, is arrested,
and his escape ingeniously planned at
a railway station. Later the spy is
uncovered in their midst as he is
about to give the signal for the
Czarist troops to swoop down on the
hideout with the wax figures. Carries a good action punch, with lots
of suspense.
Cast: Cleb Kuznetzov, Fedor Slavski,
Nikolay Michurin, Ksenia Klyaro, Alexei
Goriushin, Lev Butarinskii.
Director, Alexander Ivanoff; Author, not
credited : Adaptor, not credited ; Titler. Shelley Hamilton ; Editor, not credited ; Cameraman, Alexander Gintzboorg.
Direction, fair.
Photography,
spotty.

"Wien, du Stadt der
("Vienna, City of Song")

"
Leo Breaker Protex
Corp.
LiederTrading
Time, 1 hr., 30 mins.
FINE GERMAN
FILM OF
VIENNESE LIFE FULL OF
ROLLICKING FUN, CATCHY
MUSIC AND GOOD
CHARACTERIZATIONS IN VERY HUMAN STORY.

SOUND
"A Fowl Affair"

Educational
Time, 21 mins.
Wow Novelty
First of the Gayety comedies by Al
Christie featuring a cast of barnyard
fowl. It's a pip novelty that easily
A nice little offering that carries ranks along side the best of the animal comics. The dialogue is espemuch of the charm of those other
cially clever, witty and snappy. A
two popular German productions,
good plot is worked in, with the
"Two Hearts in Waltz Time" and setting a small town, the robbery
"Gretel and Liesel." At the Little of a pearl necklace, kidnapping of the
Carnegie Playhouse it was received
girl, and rescue by the hero. The
enthusiastically by a crowded house, mechanical
effects are ingenious. The
and the laughter was spontaneous chickens, roosters and ducks are
and almost continuous throughout
dressed up as cops, farmers, sheriffs
the showing. Tells of a little Vien- and all the well-known comedy hick
nese group comprising a music shop types. The finish is a big laugh, with
proprietor, his daughter, a tailor and the scene in a maternity hospital, and
his son, a butler with a musical soul, the doctor bringing out a load of
a proprietress of a cafe and her head ducklings to the rooster father, while
waiter, a printer kibitzer and a travel- the duck villain laughs fiendishly in
ing salesman. The plot hinges on a
A wow in any showman's house.
lottery prize which involves them all, the background.
ant leads to many highly amusing
and very human situations. Every
"Under Par"
player
Good GolfTime, 10 mins.
study. is an individual character RKO Pathe
Cast: Sigi Hoier, Dora Hrach, Charlotte
Ander, Paul Morgan, Igo Sym, Max Hansen.
Irene Ambrus, Crete Natzler, Sieefried Arno.
Gust! Stark-Gstettenbauer. Paul Graetz, Max
Ehrlich.
Director, Richard Oswald : Author, Ernst
Neubach ; Musical Numbers. Hans May ;
Adaptor, Richard Oswald ; Dialoguer. same ;
Editor, same ; Cameraman,
same.
Direction, good.
Photography,
fair.

"La Vacanza del Diavolo"
("Devil'sTime,
Holiday")
1 hr., 11

Paramount

mins.

RKO

"Swim Fine
or
Pathe

Sink"

Time, 9 mins.

A very splendid Sportlight, with
Johnny Weismuller, the swimming
champ, showing how the various
strokes are accomplished. He works'
with a bevy of beautiful bathing girls
in the clear swimming pool in Florida. After he instructs the girls, they
go into the water and try out the
various strokes. Many of the shots
are under water, and are beautiful.
Then Weismuller and Stubby
Kruger, another champ, give an exhibition of tandem strokes. Group
diving in slow motion rounds out a
pip aquatic subiect that will go big
with the swim-lovers.

"Honeymoon Land"

Educational Time, 15 mins.
Fair Scenic
First of a series in Multicolor
called Romantic Journeys, with
Claude Fleming as the talking traveller, appearing in the pictures and supplying the incidental
explanatory
versation. This one
is a tripcon-to
One of the Johnny Farrell golf
series, with the pro at the Florida
Hawaii,
opening
with Fleming*
on
a liner
to Honolulu,
telling his
golf club showing some of the finer board
points in the use of the driver, experiences to a girl. Then into the
mashie, niblick and putter. The shots of the Island, native hula hula
camera work is fine, and Johnny's dances, etc. Finishes with cut-back
explanatory talk will interest all golf- to the end of the conversation on the
ers trying to get their score down steamer. Looks like veiled plug for
railroads and steamship lines interto par — or under.
ested in tourist trade, for Fleming

"Hitting the High
Seas"
Time, 11 mins.

Vitaphone 1196

The BrittonsPoor
are featured with
their band on the deck of a warship,
amplifying their jazz numbers with
some specialties and comedy highlights. The material rates pretty orTaking it solely on its own merits,
dinary, with a stepper doing routine
without comparison with the excel- stuff, and a comic team of violinist
lences of the English production in and pianist who put on a second-rate
which Nancy Carroll starred, thin vaude turn. Finishes with a roughnoisy. smashing of all the orchestra's
Italian version of "The Devil's Holi- house
instruments that isn't funny. Just
day" is a satisfying piece of enterOkay
tainment and ought to have no trou"Voice
of
Hollywood"
ble Retting across in its intended
Time, 10 mins.
field. Carmen Boni, who plays the Tiffany
Scene is in one of the Hollywood
role of the manicurist essayed in the
night
clubs, with announcer at mike
original edition by Miss Carroll,
does very creditably in the part. Her introducing the various screen celebs
present. Camera is focused on the
supporting cast also gives a good ac- screen stars in turn. The reel is different from the average of its type,
count of itself, and while the direction does not reflect the finesse of as it catches the players in natural
Edmund Goulding, it is nevertheless poses as they dance or dine. The
a workmanlike job and serves the night club revue with the girls doing
occasion. No deviations of any condance in novel snake cossequence have been made from the a serpentine
tumes is good, and the girls are not
original story, which concerns a hard to look at — not at all.
who marries a likeyoung ablemanicurist
country youth to get even for
his brother's insults, and finally wins
"Ups
and Downs"
(Looney Tune)
over the lad's hard-hearted family.
Vitaphone 8
Time, 7 mins.
Cast: Carman Roni, Maurizio D'Ancora,
Breezy Cartoon
Camillo Pilotto. Alfredo Robert, Casare Zoppetti, Oreste Balancia. Sando Salvini, ArA peppy little cartoon. _ with the
mando Ansel, Ada C. Almirante, Maya
dog entering his mechanical horse
Moreno,
Enzo Bozano.
Director, Jack Salvatori : Author, Edmund in the grand sweepstakes and beating
Coulding ; Adaptor, Dino Falconi ; Dialoguer, the other animal-riders bv a head.
tame; Cameraman, Enzo Riccioni.
Animated work is very ingenious and
Direction, satisfactory.
Photography,
fair. gags smart and funny.

GOOD FOREIGN DIALOGUE
VERSION ABLY PERFORMED
BY ALL-ITALIAN
CAST.

SHORTS

makes a reference to "the Southern
Route" as the best of 'em all. Disnothing before
that hasn't
been doneof
many closes
times
in scenics
Hawaii.

"Ex-Sweeties"
Educational Time, 21 mins.
Fair Comic
Harry Gribbon and Marjorie Beebe
are the funsters in this Mack Sennett comedy, assisted by Betty Boyd
and Wade Boteler. Harry is the
dumb egg engaged to Marge, but his
rival messes in and gets Harry in
Dutch through a siren who drags him
away from Marge on a rowboat trip.
The finish develops that the siren has
a hubby, who makes it hot for the
rivals. Carries a fair amount of gags,
but
it doesn't
recent
numbers compare
Gribbon with
and several
Beebe
have teamed in.

"Chasing Around"

Tiffany
Time, 16 mins.
Pip Chimp Comedy
A Chimp Comedy that rates one of
the best of this clever monkey series.
It's a good kid on the hard working
dad and his wild college son who has
fallen for a gold-digger. Sonny
speaks with a Harvard accent, and
wears college clothes. Dad has invented a new style of airplane, and
thev go for a ride. Tt has a funny
finish, with the plane over a battlefield and dad pointing out to snnn<
the foolishness of humans killing each
their plan.hits anywhere,
as a shell
justcrash.
other,thev
and
Surefire
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HARROWER

Heavy Shooting Schedule
3 B.I.P. Films Finished;
Slapstick Vaude Act
Lively Variety Program
Under Way at Ufj
Paramount Show Hit
5 Others in Preparation
Berlin— A heavy schedule of pro
On Stage at the Capitol
A snappy and thoroughly entertaining stage program is currently
on view at the Capitol under the title
of "Let's Go Collegiate," produced
by Chester Hale and supervised by
Louis K. Sidney. Three names that
guarantee special enjoyment are on
the bill, these being Chester Fred
ericks, the young vaude and musical
comedy Stepper who ha^ plenty oi
nifty tricks in his feet; the delightful
Nina Olivette, one of the leading
stage comediennes, and Dezso Rettcr, knockabout artist whose efforts
are good for a load of big laughs.
Fredericks and Miss Olivette are
starred, while Retter is featured
along with the Galenos, standard acrobatic troupe- and the stage ensemble including the Capitolians and
Chester Hale's girl- doing their precision work with a collegiate flavor.
The Capitol's screen feature, Joan
Crawford
in "Dance,
Fool,Daily
Dance,"
was
reviewed
in The Film
on
Feb. 1.
Roxy Show Held Over
The Roxy is holding over its fourth
anniversary stage show for a second
k. In keeping with the theater's
annual custom, this birthday celebration show is one of the most elaborate of the year.

Vat"*
V

When YOU Go To

PHILADELPHIA

The vaude flavor is stronger than
ever in the Paramount stage show
this week, with an old-time variety
act, featuring Willie, West and McGinty, closing the bill in slapstick
grandeur. The act, an old settler,
packs plenty of laughs in a rowdy
way. It concerns the comic antics of
three bricklayers who tumble about,
do pratt falls, fall off scaffolds and do
other insane and entertaining tricks.
The show, produced by Boris Retro ff, carries the title "Down Came
McGinty," which seems to apply to
the featured sequence. Opening the
presentation is a garden set with Ted
Mack and his band centered. The
Merriel Abbot Girls do a tap dance
routine and Wilton Crawley contributes a fast-motion exhib of tap work.
Follows a period of chorus acrobatic dancing and a picco number,
done by Phil Arnold in blackface,
which is corking. He juggles plenty
good as a sideline. Sugar Marcelle
sings acceptably- Paul Ash, with his
band in the pit. appear in a sequence
prior to the main show. They delight with "Waltz of the Danube,"
"Falling in Love Again," "Two
Hearts in Three Quarter Time," "My
Lover Has Gone" and "Stampede."

Mercy Circuit in N. W.
Goes (Continued
to Hughes-Franklin
from Pane
1)
Capitol. Roxy and Keylor Grand,
Walla Walla; Liberty, Pasco; Liberty, Kenewick; Liberty, Sunnyside;
Liberty and Victory, Toppenish,
Wahl, Bellingham; all in Washington; Granada and State, LaGrange,
Ore. Other deals, some being confirmed following previous published
reports, includes the Andrews, Olathe, Kan.; Maywood, Kansas City;
Granada, Independence, Mo. ; Belvedere. Pomona, Cal., and Nomar,
Wichita, Kan.

Bachman and Hoffman
Organizing Company

C\\\J t&

(.Continued from Pane

\)

interested in them.
Expectations are
that the company will start functioning in about six weeks.
Foreign distribution may be taken
care of by Arthur Lee of Amer-An
«lo Corp., it is understood.

Coast Engineering Branch
Planned by Bell & Howell
(Continued

Single with
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gineering division here for the purpose of collaborating with the studios
and laboratories in the technical problems of the industry. B. & H. has
had a branch here for the last IS

years.
Osso Sells 2 for
Paris — Films Osso
of their productions,
"The
Mystery ofin the
for distribution
the

Argentina
have sold two
"Arthur"
and
Yellow
Room"
Argentine.

Elstree, Eng. — With three productions completed and in the cutting
room, and five now in preparation,
British International Pictures is
maintaining a fast production pace
on the new season program.
Films on which camera activity
has been finished, and which are now

duction is now in progress at thi
Ufa studios in Neubabelsberg am
Tempelhof, with a number of inde
pendent producers turning out pic
tures, in addition to activity of Ufa
on its own product.
At the Neubabelsberg plant tht
following independent pictures havt
either been just completed or are in
work: "In the Shadow of the Sawdust
produced by Haase Film
Co. andRing,"directed
by Heinz Paul;
"Tater Gesucht," a C. H. Wolff production; "The Fate of Renate
Lange," directed by Rudolf Walter
Fein for Aafa Pictures; "The Cousin
from Warsaw," an Allianz film being
filmed under the supervision of Carl

in the cutting stage, are: "Dreyfus,"
produced by J. W. Kraemer and Milton Rosmer; "Press Gang," an Alexander Esway vehicle, and "Cupboard
Love," a two-reeler featuring Marjorie Mars, Maurice Evans and
Helena
Pickard.
Pictures now in preparation are:
"Keepers of Youth," to be directed
by Thomas Bentley; "My Wife's
Family," casting of which will soon
and a Joe May vehicle "
be started by Monty Banks; "The Boese,
thatTempelhof
is of Chiefstudio,
Importance."
Shadow Between," an original by And
At the
Folsom
Dion Titheradge, author of "Loose Film Co. is shooting "Three Days
Ends"; "The Limping Man," now
being adapted from the London stage of Love," and Super Film is windplay, in which Franklin Dyall and
ing up camera work on "The Privy
Merry Daughters."
Arthur Hardy of the original cast are Councillor's
Ufa features now in the camera
to be starred, and "The Lovelorn
Lady," a modern comedy, to be stage at Neubabelsberg are: "The
filmed under the direction of Milton Wrong Husband," with Bruno DuRosmer.
day supervising and Johannes Guter
directing; "Express-Train No. 13 Is
Late," direction of which is in the
Austrian Import Taxes
of Alfred Zeisler. "Her HighIn Effect Until 1935 hands ness
Commands" was recently completed under the direction of Hans
Vienna — New rates of film import
Schwarz.
taxation, which went into effect in
Subjects recently turned out by the
Austria the beginning of the year,
Ufatone
educational branch include:
will remain at their present level until
the end of 1935. as the result of a "Hunting Bear in the Carpathian
decision reported to have been made Mountains," filmed with German,
by the Vienna Finance Commission. English and French dialogue by Dr.
Austrian motion picture import U. K. T. Schulz; "Europe' Last
" and "How Jack and s Roger
licenses range from $250 to $300. and Pelicans,
there are also municipal and Govern- different
Became Friends,"
tongues. produced in seven
ment taxes on admission tickets.
Fifty per cent of films imported into
Austria are reported as American, 40 20 Productions Planned
per cent German, and the remainder
British and French.
Paris
Films Osso,
of the
newBy— Films
Ossoone for
'31-32
er French producing organizations,
Emil Schilling Re-elected
Berlin — Board of directors of plans the production of 20 pictures on
Deutsches Lichtspiel Syndikat. pro- its 1931-32 program. Four of the
ducing organization, owned and oper- company's films have already been
completed, and four more are now
ated by a group of German exhibi- in
work.
tors, have re-elected Emil Schilling,
founder of the syndicate, as president
Another Super for Glasgow
for another term of five vears. The
Glasgow
— In addition to two new
company shortly celebrates its fifth
anniversary.
houses planned for the Stirling section of this city by the A.B.C. and
Menzies interests, a private company
Two Plavers Get Ufa Contracts
Berlin— Werner Krauss and Hans is contemplating building of a 2,000Albers. prominent German players, seat super in that territory. This will
have been signed to long term con- bring the number of cinemas in this
tracts by Ufa. Krauss. a star of the well-populated locality up to six.
stage and also the screen in the
silent era, will make his talker debut
under the Ufa banner. Hans AIber«
Tobis Players? School
received his contract on the strength
Berlin — A school for the
training of new film players
of his performance in "The Blue Anhas been established here by
the Tobis Company. Tobis
3 Versions for Finnish Film
also plans the production of a
Helsingfors, Finland — Filmbvra
number of talker shorts, in
which only young players with
Record
is
producing
"Tundra"
in
German. Swedish and International
screen possibilities will be
versions. The latter release is to have
given tryouts.
sound effects, but no dialogue.
gel."

Eastman Announces
THE

GREATEST

IMPROVEMENT

FILM
IN YEARS

SOME years ago EaStmanmarked an epoch in
emulsion making with its announcement of
panchromatic motion picture negative film.
Now Eastman makes another great advance
with a remarkable super-speed emulsion which
will unquestionably improve the quality of
sound pictures, and which promises to effect
substantial reductions in producers' lighting
expenses. Yet it costs no more than previous
panchromatic films. Its great advantages, gained
without sacrificing any other desirable feature,
represent clear gain to the motion picture industry. They stamp Eastman Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative, Type 2, as a real
achievement
Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, New York. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc.,
Distributors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

Eastman Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative, Type 2

The Most Captivating Detective of Fiction

Charlie Chan Carries On
WARNER

OLAND

JOHN GARRICK
WARREN HYMER
C HENRY GORDON
>ON

MARGUERITE CHURCHILL
MARJORIE WHITE
WILLIAM HOLDEN

By Earl Derr Biggers
Directed by HAMILTON

Mac FADDEN

El Puts ELL into Gangs of Gundom

El Brendel and
FlFI DORSAY.n

mr* Lemon op Orange
WILLIAM

COLLIER, Sr.

RUTH WARREN

DONALD

By JACK HAYES
Dialog by EDDIE CANTOR and EDWIN BURKE
Directed by JOHN

BLYSTONE

DILLAWAY

i
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Pictures
Years Old

.5 CENTS

51 Noiseless Recording Units Now In Use by Studios

SES 'STAJTSYSTEM' REVIEWING
PUBLKOPPO
Television Seen as Boon for Motion Picture Actors
Manufacturers Rushing
Work on Television
Receiving Sets
Employment for hundreds of now
idle stage and screen players will be
made possible through the medium
of television in the near future, is
the forecast of an executive of the
Jenkins Television Co., now establishing studios at 655 Fifth Ave.
Practical broadcasts of sight and
sound will necessitate the engaging
of artists of particular type and appearance and will eliminate many

Laemmle
Diagnoses
Declaring that
merchants in allCountry's
lines of endeavor Needs
will profit
by the persistent enthusiasm of the film industry, Carl Laemmle
has issued a statement urging increased advertising, immediate
purchasing for future needs and a more rigid regulation of employment. Laemmle, who has just completed a six months'
survey of business conditions, advocates more showmanship and
a wholesome optimism.

Protection Hurts Business,

Circuit Campaigning for
Better
Style in
Writeups
Publix is campaigning against reviews which use the star system of
evaluating
The circuit'spolicy
contention is pictures.
that this publication
tends to discourage reading of the
text of notices and that consequently
it is unfair as frequently the body of a
review produces information which
(Continued on Page 8)

ONLY 2 COLORADO CITIES
Lawyer
Gov't
Canadian
SaysSucceeds
NOW CLOSED ON SUNDAY
FOUR MORE FOX HOUSES Werner
Porter
REVERT TO INDIE TOLD As Universal Story Head
(Continued

on

Pane

7)

Four more Fox Metropolitan
houses are being returned to the independent field. Louis Frisch, who
was formerly in the circuit business
with Samuel Rinzler and Hyman
Rachmil, is acquiring the Duffield,
New Colonial and Highway, all in
Brooklyn, and the Maspeth in Maspeth, Long Island.

W. A. Futter Organizing
Two Sound Expeditions
Walter A. Futter, president of Wafilms, who is now in New York after
15 months of production activities at
the Columbia studios in Hollywood,
(Continued

on Pane 7)

Hand in Hand
Pottsvill.
P^>
rJ on being
assigned a
r of the
Hippodrom
h
Milton
A.
Schosberg ..cl r.t the leading local newspa i-r had no
regular movie critic. He immediately volunteered his services, and they were accepted.
Now this town boasts of being
the only place in the country
with a movie critic who never
slights the good points of a
picture.

Toronto — Continuing his argument
before Commissioner Peter White in
the probe into the Canadian film inDenver — Inauguration of Sunday
dustry, B. H. L. Symmes, lawyer for
Verne Porter, Eastern story head the Dominion Government, declares shows in Fort Morgan, following a
in which voters fafor Universal, is leaving the company that the protection system as prac- specialvoredelection
the .theater side, leaves only two
simultaneous with a reduction of perticed was "injurious to the trade and cities of any consequence in Colorado
sonnel of this department. Dave WerSundays. These are ColHe
further that the exchanges with linsclosed
ner, who has been identified with Uni- public said
and Loveland.
welfare."
versal
for
some
years,
will
succeed
acquiesced in this to "a greater or
him.
(Continued

on

Pane

7)

$365,000 Standing Film Offer
Admitted by Mayor Walker
West

Coast Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

R. M. Copeland Heads
Des Moines Film Board

Hollywood
— Mayor
James
J.
I )es Moines — New officers have been
Walker, who is resting in California,
admits he has a standing offer from elected by the Des Moines Film Board
to serve for the coming year.
a Hollywood picture company which of Trade (Continued
on Page 8)
(Continued

on

Pane

7)

Studios Speedily Adopting
W. E. Noiseless Recording
Practically every Western Electric
producer-licensee is now using the
recently introduced noiseless recording system, with 51 of these units
Publication of high box-office re- having
been placed in duty among
ceipts was one of the hading factors
the
various
studios.
Forty-one
are
film
in
increase
resulting in the recent
(Continued on Paae 8)
import tax levied by the Argentine

Argentine Tax Blamed
On "Dollar" Publicity
(Continued on Pape 8)

Fliesler To Release
16 Foreign Talkers

Sixteen foreign language talkers are
to be imported and released here by
Toseph R. Fliesler under the distributCorp.
ing name of Foreign Feature Films
Fleisler has resigned as managing
director of the Fifth Ave. Playhouse,
which is now being operated by the
landlord, but retains his post as vicepresident of the Washington Square
Theaters, Inc., which operates the
Eighth St. Playhouse, of which he is
managing director.

Routine Stuff
Cherokee, la. — E. I. Hanson,
owner of the Empress theater,
was robbed of a $250 diamond
ring by a bandit who posed as
a film salesman. And Mister
Hanson sez it isn't the first
time he's been robbed by fellers posing as film salesmen.

fHE
Monday,

DAILV
:the

STRY'S
INDUBOOK
THEDATE

In co-operation with the Hays office,
RKO will hold three special morning
\ ings of "Cimarron" at the Globe
this week. Several hundred churchmen and heads of parochial and private schools will view the picture this
IOHN W. AUCOATE
:
: Editir aid Publisher
morning. The Wednesday morning
performance will be given for the ofPublished daily except Saturdays and holidays
ficers of women's clubs of the metroat 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
politan district and on Saturday, with
.ind copyright (1930) by Wid's Films and
Film Folk, Inc. J. W. Aliooate, President,
added co-operation of the Board of
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau,
Education, the superintendents and
Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager ;
Arthur \V. F.ddy, Associate Editor; Don principals of all New York public
schools will be invited. The showings
Carle Gillette, Managing Editor. Entered as second class matter, May 21, 1918, were arranged by Mark Luescher
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage Charles McDonald and Hy Daab reoresenting RKO, and Governor Carl F.
I United States outside of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, ^5.00; 3 HiHiken and Arthur H. Debra acting
For the Hays office.
months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
Vol IV No B8
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Price 5 Cents

should remit with order. Address all communications to THE FILM DAILY, 1650
llroadway, New York, N. Y. Phone CIrcl
7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. Cable ad
dress: Filmday, New York. Hollywood
California — Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Hlvd. Phone Granite 6607. London — Ernest
\V. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., \V. I. Berlin— Karl WolfTsohn
I.ichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
— P. A. Harle, La Cinematographic Fran
caise. Rue de la Cour (les-Noues, 19.

Fin ancia
NEW
YORK
(QUOTATIONS
Con.
Con,
East.

Ini. Ind....
Fin. Ind. pfd.
Kodak
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"Ingagi" will be released in the New
York territory by First Division Pictures, Inc., rights having been acquired
From Congo Pictures. Release in this
'istrict was held up owing to litigaion. All other territories have been
sold.

Mar. 28 : First annual
entertainment andbenefit
danct dinner,
at the Hotel
Astor by greater New York exhibitors and distributors to aid permanent benefit fund.

exhibitor in

March 31: M.P.T.O. of Western Penna. and
West Va. meet in Pittsburgh.

this and

April 4-11: Week,
Players'
and benefit
Patrons'
national
for Jubilee
N. V.
A. Club.
April 19 : Lambs Gambol,
Opera
House,
New
Apr.

20-22:

Metropolitan
York.

Warner
Bros.
Eastern
salea
convention, Atlantic City.
RKO
Pathe
sales
convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

April 23-24:
State of
Convention
of Indiana
Indorsers
Photoplays,
Claypoo)
Hotel, Indianapolis.

Net
Low
Close
Chg.
9</2
9</2
18 18
168!/> 168^ — 3H
36
36'A
V>
U'A ——
H

Fox Fm. "A" .... 37
Gen. Th. Eq. (new)
1
l.oew's. Tnc
60$j
59'A
5954
Paramount
46
Pathe
F.xch
2%
2\i
24''.
23 7 i 24 Mi +
X
RKO "A"
..
Warner
Bro*.
1334
13>8
13'/. -'A
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET

RKO

Sales

Convention,

Los

An-

Apr. 28-30: Warner Bros. Western sales
convention, Hotel St. Francia.
geles.
San Francisco.
May 18-22: International Exhibitors' Congress, Rome.
May 25-28: Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers.
Hotel Roosevelt,
Hollywood,
Cal.

Ian Keith's Mother Dies
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Mrs. Mahala Keith. 60,
nother of Ian Keith, stage and screen
ictor, died at a local hospital as a remit of burns
suffered
at her home
Claude Flemming, talking traveler
when a cigarette spark exploded alcoin
the new series of "Romantic
hol being poured
from
a five-gallon
can.
Journeys" to be released by Educational, and C. F. Nagel, co-producer,
have picked northern Africa, includAberdeen Fox House Reopens
ing Algeria, and the Mediterranean
Aberdeen, Wash. — Following cum
for the locales of their next subjects.
pletion of renovating work, the Fox Accompanied by Mrs. Flemming and
v'*eir has
been
reopened
by Cecil Mrs. Nagel, they sailed Friday on
Gwinn, manager.
The house has been the France.
closed since October.

After New "Journeys"

I ux Thca.
"A". . 5tf 554
Hi i>n. Th. E<|. pfd. 28"5 28
28
—
3^
Art Stebbins Back
Loew,
Inc..
war..
'/•
'/.
.
Y>
Technicolor
13'/. 13'/<
\VA —
X'
Arthur
W. Stebbins is due to arTrans Lux
ll'/s 10^
10^—
'A
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
rive in New York today from
Los
Angeles aboard
the liner California.
6* 41 ww... 108'^ 108 108$*
do 6s 41 x-war.. 08?4 98^ 98^
|
Paramount
6s 47.. 96
96
96
Par. 5V5s50
8(i';. S6'< 86H 4- V*
Vincent Richards' Debut
Paihe 7s37
78J4
7RM 7Ri^ 4- \'A
Vincent Richards,
professional
tenWarner's
6s39 ... 5 7
57
57 +
*i

W.B.-F.N. in All Seattle First-Runs
Seattle — It is all iWarner
f
Bros, and
First National here this week, with
the three first irun
houses given over
f
to the product of these organizaif
tions. "Little Caesar"
is at the
Paramount,
"Mother's Cry" at the
Box.
Fox and "My Past" at the Music

Philly Benefit Show April 12
Philadelphia — A benefit show for
the local film industry relief fund
is planned for the Stanley on April
12. William Goldman, Warner
Bros, chieftain here, arranged for
the use of the house.

R-K-O if Radio from Leviathan
if if Theater of the
The next R-KO
if
Air broadcast will be given Friday
night from the Leviathan Club, pier
86, North River.
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nis champ, makes his Grantland Sportht debut on April 5 in "Tennis Tup
notchers," the first of a scries being
made
release.hy Van Beurcn for RKO Path<
Sunday

Midnight

Shows

in Pitts.

Pittsburgh — The Warner last nighl
inaugurated a regular Sunday midnight
show.

|| J. E. Brulatour, Inc. fj
:•:
::
Chicago
Hollywood
1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica
CALumet
3692
Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121
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GEVAERT

Universal Signs Juvenile "Find"
Derek Fairman, playing the juvenile role in the Broadway stage show,
"In the Best of Families," has been
signed by Universal on a term contract.

Stud<o
and
Location
Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly K«i*.
Powers Clnephone Equipment
Corporation
BRYANT 9-6067
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any other
country is
interested in

Apr. 27 : Fox
York. Film sales convention. New

Flemming and Nagel

STOCK
MARKET
AS OF SATURDAY)
llish
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First Division Releasing
"Ingagi" in New York

23, 1931

Every

Special "Cimarron" Shows
For Three Civic Groups

01 IIIMIOM
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The
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and there will
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interesting and
informative data
about this
season s product
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that's probably
why they still call it Paramount.
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EXPLOITETTES

Timely Topics

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion

€)
are tricks in all
trades, the motion picture industry is no exception and, in
fact, has more than its share.
By tricks one does not imply
they are employed for the purpose of deceiving or cheating, but
as means of accomplishing in a
quicker and more economical
manner what might take much
more work to perform in an
orthodox way. The business of
acting has its tricks as well, and
every skillful performer has
methods of doing things that are
effective to an audience, although the initiated can detect
the artificiality of the performance at once. All great actors
TF

THERE

had their "tricks," but the fact
that they made use of them on
occasion did not detract from
the artistry. In fact, these unorthodox methods added to the
effectiveness and smoothness of
the performance. Similarly there
are tricks in scene painting, stage
carpentry and lighting effects
which enable the production to
assume size, beauty or brilliance
which would not be given it by
ordinary methods. The more
tricks the theatrical man knows,
the more valuable he is around
a studio, lot. Many stage productions have won renown because of the success of some
novel trick which was introduced to lend a startling or
weird effect.
— Leo McCarey

xi*?
Or-***!

PC

€

• • •
Till Now

Screen Has
Its Trick Stuff

A
FILM
FACT
A
DAY

Total
value of American
film exports in 1930 exceeded
$8,100,000.
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THINGS
that

Thought
Never
WE
the
Hendee,
Harold

Mentioning
Worth
research specialist

," made a
who builds atmosphere into Radio pix like "Cimarron
bum outa that historical painting of Washington crossing the
Delaware, by proving that the American flag in the rowboat
that the famous picture shows the Betsy
was incorrect
in a circle, which was not made by Betsy
stars
the
with
flag
Ross
Washington paddled across the DelaAFTER
months
till seven
that the Colonial troops were using the flag with
ware
the stars in the form of the Cross of St. George, if you must
Walter vacationing at Palm
that Mayor Jimmy
know
Springs took a sun bath in a bedsheet and was PHOTOthat now we believe all the CaliGRAPHED that way
that the
fornians say about their climate being "balmy"
anexpecting
be
to
said
are
Irving Thalbergs (Norma Shearer)
that
other li'l ray of sunshine in their home this Fall
Esther Ralston, Laura La Plante and Patsy Ruth Miller, playing together in RKO Pathe's "Lonely Wives," are all graduates
of the rough-and-tumble school of Westerns
that Pathe
News claims the first pictures of ill-fated "Viking," blown up
in the Arctic, are shown in their current release
that
eating onions is the secret of health, but you can't keep the
secret
that E. J. Sparks of the Sparks circuit has arranged a fishing trip off the Florida coast and has barred all
cameras on the trip, so that the guests can get away with their
"big fish" stories
that this is a Great Break for Claude
C. Ezell who is on the trip, for Claude is a loudzee fisherman
that Warren Nolan must be recuperating rapidly from
his illness, for he has sent us a souvenir that he claims was
given to him by Mordaunt
Hall's Great Dane, which is the
berries
that synchronization and score for "Tabu" was
arranged through Abe Myers' Synchronizing Service
that
the trade paper notice photographically enlarged which stands
outside the 55th Street Playhouse has been there for over two
months, which is the heighth of something or nothing
that if you try to guess who wrote it you will make us blush
terrifically
that in RKO
Pathe's "Born to Love" there
is a christening scene of a baby, and the Swedish parents liked
the film name given the kid so well that the Swede bambino
will go through life officially as Wilfred James Edwin
that Lent has knocked most of the Broadway stage shows for
the proverbial loop, and the cast of all the musicals have had to
take a cut, with one exception
that before the advent of
the auto, gasoline was merely a by-product of kerosene and
regarded as a dangerous waste, and so was carried out to sea
and dumped
that autoists are still paying for the dumped
gasoline
that Truman H. Talley, of Fox Movietone, has
leased a large apartment at 50 East Ninetieth Street
that
the only reason we mention it is by way of a hint that a housewarming would be in order
that Tommy Reilly, an amateur boxer in the Arkayo vaude booking dep't, wanted to put
the company triangle on his bathrobe, and his boss said "No."
that Tommy went out to a Jamaica ring and knocked
a gink cold in three rounds that were a whiz, and then the boss
sez "Yes."
that Dave Bader and Jack Ross are having
a very tough time stopping with Carl Laemmle
at the ritzy
mineral hot springs at Murietta, Cal
that they get PAID
for it, the dirty soan'-sos
that Count Herman Keyserling, authority on sex, sez that everyone
is by nature polygamous
and women
MORE
SO than men
that this won't be
news to a lotta you gents
that the new song, "Southern
Moon," is rumored to be a new development in the song racket,
being
industryan industrial sponsored song for the Southern moonshine
«

«

«

»

»

»

Personal Diary
ForA "My
Past"
PARTICULARLY

effective
exploitation stunt gotten out
by the Warner staff at the Strand
in Albany, N. Y., and used in
connection with the showings of
"My Past," was the getting out
of a pocket diary. The little book
had written across it the name
Dora Macey and was marked
"Personal." The inner pages
contained a number of addresses
and then in a feminine hand was
a daily record of events in the
life of the heroine of "My Past"
This very "personal" diary was
extremely well written and appeared genuine. The little books
were dropped all over Albany to
be picked up —byStrand,
the inquisitive.
Albany

Special Headline
On Local Newspaper
WfHEN
inhabitants of the
town of Menominee, Michigan, set up their morning newspapers on the breakfast table,
they were electrified by the eightcolumn headliners: "Police Hunt
Costello Slayer!" But further
reading proved the story to be a
swell publicity stunt on the part
of Manager M. Rosenblatt of
Lloyd's theater, for "Costello
Case." Manager Rosenblatt had
made a deal with the local Herald-Leader to run off a measurable number of copies, with the
headline in question, and early in
the morning he had a flock of
boys deliver them at the doors
of the most crowded residential
district. With the excepion of
the headline, the paper was an
exact tion
duplicate
the regular ediissued thatof day.
— Lloyd's, Menominee, Mich.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays dustry,
:
who are celebrating their

March 23
Joan
RobertCrawford
Ames
Emma Hill

Could not do without it"

"\ don't know of any year book
in any
or volume comparable
other industry and I know that
we have been very fortunate indeed inhaving this work handled
by you in such a wonderfully
successful way.
We could not
do without the FILM DAILY
YEAR

BOOK/7

(signed)
CHARLES H. CHRISTIE
Vice-President and Gen. Manager
Christie Film Company

Monday, March 23, 1931
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LATEST HOLLYWOOD

—
Four Comedies in Work,
Three To Go, at Pathe
Four of the seven two-reel comtnadc on the RKO
Pathe 1930-31 program are now in
work. They are "Chasing Trouble,
directed by Fred Guiol and featuring
Franklin Pangborn, Dot Farley and
Coghlan; "Not So Loud," di
Junior
rected by Harry Sweet, with Edgar
Kennedy, Jay Belasco, Monte Collins,
and fimmy Finlayson in the cast;
"Three Wise Clucks," megaphoned bj
Wallace Fox, with a cast consisting ol
Glen Tryon, Marion Douglas, Frederic
Howard, William Robyns, Rodnej
McLennan, Jerry Drew, Martha Matand Billy liarty;-and "The Gossipy Plumber," a story by Arthur
Wanzer of the vaudeville team ol
Wanzer and Palmer, who also plays
the leading role under the direction
of Charles Lamont.
Harry Fraser and Charles Callahan
are now writing two of the three comedies which will draw the present prom to a close. They are "Night
(lass," which will feature Nat Carr
and "Who's Who," a vehicle for
Daphne Pollard.

HAPPENINGS

- Coast Wire Service
Scandinavian
►//

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By

RALPH

fHAKLKS
E. SCHOENBAUM,
chief cameraman for all the
James Cruze productions, had charge
of the camera work on "Hell
Bound," the Tiffany release that
was booked by Paramount for dayand-date showing at its ace houses
in New
York
and Brooklyn.
*
*
■Jimmy Finlayson, immediately o>i
completion of a featured role in the
RKO Pathe two^reeler, "Frozen
Face," teas re-engaged for a part in
•'Not So Loud," directed by Harry
Sweet.
*
*
*
Wallace Smith will adapt "The
Dove," tentative title of an underworld story by James Whittaker, to
be produced by RKO with Bertram Milhauser as associate producer.
*
*
*

Although "RKO's "Cracked Nuts"
was practically completed, William
LeBaron has decided to spot a song
Donald Cook in "Side Show"
in the film for Bert Wheeler and
Donald Cook has been selected by
Dorothy
Lee. It's to be called
Warner Bros, for an important role m "Dance," and
Harry Tierney, composer, and Ray Eagan, lyric writer,
"Side Show," the comedy selected for
the introduction of Winnie Lightner are busy on the orchestration.
*
*
*
and Charles Butterworth as co-stars.
k is a recruit from the legitimateJosephine Lovett is completing the
stage. Guy Kibbe has also been signed
screen play and dialogue for "Stepfor a prominent part.
daughters of War," which will star
Ruth Chatterton.
Armstrong on New Contract
*
*
*
RKO Pathe has signed Robert ArmBeryl Mercer continues to be one
strong to a new long term contract. of the busiest actresses in pictures.
In addition Armstrong has a two As soon as she completes work in
months' leave of absence which he is "Always Goodbye," at Fox, she will
spending in Europe. When he re- go to Columbia to play an importurns it is probable that he will herole in "The Miracle Woman,"
assigned to an important role with which tant Frank
Capra will direct.
Helen Twelvetrees in her next star*
*
*
ring picture.
Russell Hopton, who plays "Jerry"
in "Once in a Lifetime," is seen on
Montagu Love in Arliss Play
Montagu
Love
has been assigned the screen as "Whitey," a gangster,
to the role of Thomas
Jefferson in in "Dance, Fools,
*
* Dance."
*
irge
Arliss'
next
for Warners,
Hugh McDowell, Jr., who devel"Alexander Hamilton.''
John Adolfi
oped and perfected the anti-noise
is directing.
system on variable area track, is
using his device on "Madame Julie,"
Lilyan Tashman Signed
for Radio Pictures. Victor Schertzinger is directing.
Lilyan
assignment
under
herTashman's
Paramount first
contract
is in
*
*
*
Ruth Chatterton's "Women Love
Simile — As generous as a gag-man
Once,'' adapted from Zoe Atkins' in giving others credit for a new
"Daddy Goes a-Hunting."
gag-

WILK

Marion Davies and Robert Z.
Leonard faced each other from opposite ends of the camera for the
seventh time in filming a photoplay
when work was started a few days
ago on Miss Davies' new M-G-M
starring film, "F^ire and Ten," a
picturization
Hurst's
novel, adaptedofto Fannie
the screen
by
Edith Fitzgerald. The cast includes
Leslie Howard, Richard Bennett,
Irene Rich, Kent Douglass, Halliwell Hobbes and Lucy Beaumont.
Richard Dix, upon completion of
"Big Brother" under the direction
of Fred Niblo, will find himself provided with another strong vehicle,
"The
Splendid
Crime," by George
Goodchild.

Do you remember when Al Boasberg was selling jewelry to vaudevillians in Buffalo? When Johnny
Miles was in editing
an undertakers'
magazine
New York?
When Don
Eddy was ivriting for the Los Angeles "Examiner" and other papers?
When Herb Moulton was an actor?
Theatrical blood unquestionably
flows in the veins of Edward McWade, who is featured in "Parents
Wanted," an RKO Pathe farce directed by Fred Guiol. Edward is the
son of Robert McWade, a countrywide favorite of the 19th century
who, in the role of "Rip Van Winkle." was the only rival of the great
Joseph Jefferson. Edward's brother,
Robert, Jr., is a currently prominent
stage and screen character actor.
Marie Dressier is recovering from
a rather serious illness.
Hugh Trevor, William Hawks and
Larry Lebaron are forming an agency to handle affairs of screen folks.

Marking his '6<dth comedy for
RKO Pathe within the past 12
months, Charles Younger, sound recording expert, has completed work
on "Rough House Rhythm," a tworeelcr directed by Harry Sweet.

Coincidences
Hedda Hopper is a Quaker.
The first important role she
ever played on the stage was
"The Quaker Girl." She was
born in Holidaysburg, Pa., and
came into recent screen prominence with Ann Harding in
"Holiday."

0

Loretta Young

Cast

The combination of Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Loretta Young will appear in "I Like Your Nerve," an original story by Roland Pertwee for First
National, Miss Young also will have

Story for Ben Lyon

Fields, Rodgers and Hart, responsible for "The Hot Heiress," have
completed a new story that has been
accepted by First National It is entitled "The Love of Michael." Ben
the feminine lead in "Blue Moon." tinoriginal written for First National by Lyon has already been selected for the
lead in the comedy.
S. S. Van Dine

-

Versions
Planned by Universal

Universal is planning to go in for
versions for the Scandinavian countries the coming season. The first deal
is on for the English screen rights to
'Faust," which
carries a clause for
lie Scandinavian rights.
Marion

Douglas in Pathe

Short

Marion Douglas, pretty blonde comdienne, has been selected to play opposite Glen Tryon in the RKO Pathe
comedy, "Three Wise Clucks," which
vVallace Fox is megaphoning. Miss
Douglas recently appeared in a short
for the same company entitled "Twist•d Tales."
Complete Cast for Mackaill's Next
The cast assembled by First National
for "The Reckless Hour," Dorothy
Mackaill's next starring vehicle, includes Conrad Nagel, Joan Blondell,
B. Warner, Ivan Simpson, Walter
Syron, Claude King, Joe Donahue,
William
House,
Dorothy
Peterson,
lelen Ware, Mae Madison and Robert
\llcn. Florence Ryerson wrote the
piece; Robert Lord adapted it; John
Francis Dillon is the director, assisted
by Bill Cannon; James Van Trees is
the
photographer
and Harold Young
\?. film
editor.
Ben Lyon Opposite Connie Bennett
Ben Lyon has been cast as Contract. stance Bennett's leading man in "Virtue's Clothes," her first starring vehicle under her new Warner conJoe Brandt in Hollywood
Joe Brandt, president of Columbia, has arrived from the East to
confer with Harry Cohn on the company's new program.
Robert Ellis, Harlan Knight Cast
Robert Ellis and Harlan E. Knight
have been added to "Red River
pletion of "The Party Husband."
"As Good as New" for Mackaill
Thompson Buchanan's stage success
>f last season, "As Good as New," is
to 1k> made over for Dorothy Mackaill's use on the screen. This farcical
comedy of married life is to be adapted
' v Robert Presnell and Walter Deleon
Mid will go into production at the
First National studios upon the completion of "The Reckless Hour."

Another Player Up in Air
The

latest screen player to

obtain an airplane pilot's liis Ed Deering,
"hardboiled" censecomedian
appearing
in
RKO Pathe comedies. This
automatically entitles Deering
to a membership in the RKO
Pathe Pilots' Club, which is
headed by Danny Mandel, cutter, Dewey Wrigley and Bill
Dietz, cameramen.
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SAYS CANADIAN LAWYER
(Continued from

Page

\)

lesser degree," but that all were guilty.
He suggested that the commissioner
should pay particular attention to the
documentary evidence
submitted.
Symmcs reviewed the theater situation, pointing out that there were about
1.100 theaters in Canada, and that Fad" in 182
mous Players
Famous Players
these,"intereste
Of were
of them.
owned 22, one of which was kept
closed; leased 31, four of which were
"an agreement,"
29 under
; had
closed
were closed, and had
which
foui of
125 as "subsidiaries," 16 of which were
maintained closed.
Then Symmes pointed out that in
the key centres, Famous Players was
dominant in first-run houses.
"Few towns of 5,000 or over but
have Famous Players' 'competing,' " he
pointed out. "And substantially no
towns over 10,000 but find the independent theater owner without Famous
Players' competition,"
Famous Players, Ire said, had a purchasing power of 3^2 millions annuallv.

W. A. Futter Organizing
Two(Continued
SoundfromExpeditions
Pane 1)
is equipping two expeditions with
Tanar sound recording outfits for
trips into countries so far unfilmed,
according to Charles McDonald, his
associate in New York. Two well
known explorers will head the expeditions.

$365,000 Film Offer
Admitted by Mayor Walker
(Continued

from Pane

1)

would pay him $365,000 a year. "But
I have a contract yet with people of
New York to be their mayor," he
said, and "that contract comes first."
Racon Charges Horn Infringement
Racon Electric Co. has instituted
suit in the U. S. District Court, Eastern District, against Macy Manufacturing Co. for manufacturing horns
that are said to infringe on U. S.
Patent 1,781,489. Racon has also
instituted a separate suit against one
of their customers for using these
horns.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Turner
and Dahnken
Junior
Circuit operating in Northern California.
*
*
*
Ralph Proctor and Nicholas Kessel
secure attachments against Stoll Film.
*

•cEtH

+

*

Famous
Players-Lasky
subsidiaries.

has

147

Compiling Legal Guide
Buffalo — A compilation of court decisions applying to the
film industry, handed down in all parts of the country over the
last 10 years or more, is being made by Herbert T. Silverberg,
local attorney who specializes in film cases. The work, to be put
out by a big New York publishing house, will be in two volumes,
one dealing with distribution and the other with exhibition cases.
It is to be the most comprehensive effort of its kind ever attempted and is intended to serve as a guide for exhibitors and
distributors in determining procedure when similar situations confront them. In order to make the volumes as complete as possible, Silverberg, whoses offices are in the Rand Building here,
invites distributors and exhibitors to send him details and rulings
on any cases in which they figure.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
,Sj HARRY

ARTHUR

COZINE, assistant executive manager at the Paramount New York studios, has been
appointed honorary chairman of the
committee arranging a mammoth air
meet to be held at Cozine Field,
Rhinebeck, N. Y., July 4-5, under
the auspices of the American Legion.
Included among the active participants will be many noted Army
and Navy
pilots.
Joe Penner is joint author, with
Andrew Bennison, of his latest Vitaphone comedy, "Moving In," which
is now being cut and edited for early
release.
Albert Ray directed.
Paramount Notes: Larry Kent
laid up on account of tonsil operation . . . Ernst Lubitsch rejoicing in
a new apartment with large windows overlooking the park . ._ .
Rupert Hughes and Owen Davis,
two distinguished -literary lights,
among recent visitors, Chester Erskin, noted stage director, chattina
Carroll, on the "Scarlet
with Nancy
Hours"
set . . .
Edmund Goulding was guest of
honor at an impromptu birthdav
on the "Scarlet Hours"
partv, given
set last Friday evening. An enorwith 16 candecorated
mous cake,
dles, was furnished by the cast, supplemented by other refreshments
Gouldine's response was an operatic
aria delivered in a manner to put
Gigli and Martinelli to shame.
Yitaphonc Vitamins: Studio crew
just about recovered from the annual Warner ball on Saturday niaht
. . All hand extendina a wejeow
to Edyth Silvers, re'-ent addition to
the staff . . . Harold Lcrru. studio
conductor, admitting that he 7«os 0
concert pianist at the age nf nine
years . . .

Tack Norworth. Vitaphone headliner, and Phil Ouinn. assistant director, are the latest converts to the
cra/e for pocket T.eica cameras
which are canable of 40 cxnosures
Rnv Foster, cameraman, was the first
to htiv the mideet camera and now
it threatens to become a fad among
the stndio force.
Vitavhnn,- Vitamins: Monty Fh.naf
rivtanvdiva his co-workers with n
thirl- German accent— the result "(

N.

BLAIR

,

listening to Jack Pearl, Vitaphone
comedian. . . Jay Rescher, cameraman, and his startling likeness to
Eugene Pallette, screen star. . . .
Rag Foster recovering from too
great an indulgence in hot dogs
rvhile shooting exteriors at Coney
Islaytd.
Hans Drier, art director, has completed designs for the settings for
"The Man I Killed," Jannings' next
picture for Paramount. They are of
i rather impressionistic nature as befits a stark tragedy, such as it is
olanned to make the picture. Drier
is responsible for the elaborate sets
used in "The Smiling Lieutenant,"
now nearing completion.
John

W. Green, youthful Paramount composer, was guest pianist
with Maurice Chevalier in the latter's regular Sunday night broadcast on March 22. Among other
compositions Green played "Out of
Nowhere," his own recent song success, in addition to a concert arof "Body and Soul," another of his rangement
hits.
With the starting of Edmund
Goulding's "Scarlet Hours," Mae
Slattery and Wesley Stark have
again been engaged by Paramount to
act as stand-in for Nancy Carroll and
Fredric March, respectively. Both
are almost exact duplicates of the
stars they represent and have even
come to "take on similar mannerisms
through close association on the set.
Alf Goulding, Vitaphone director,
is convalescing from a severe illness
and is expected back on the lot
shortly. He is slated to do the next
of "The Naggers" comedies starring
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth. And
the Norworths stopped battling long
"nough to send him a telegram wishing him well.
The title of "chamoion college
vamp" is claimed by Claire Trevor,
comVitaphone college
now appearing
edies, who hasin attended
nroms at Yale. Harvard, Princeton.
Tolerate and N. V. U., to name but
a few. Miss Trevor recentlv returned from St. T.nnis. wherp che
was
Feminine
lead in the Warner

TELEVISION SEEN AS BOON
FOR ACTORS IN M. P. FIELD
{Continued

from

Piuic

singers, actors and

1)

actresses who

ties. made an "air reputation" solely
have
on their speaking or singing procliviActors who are favored with appearance and talent, plus the knack
of performing effectively before a
camera and mike instead of an audience, are expected to stand the best
chances in the television field.
It is estimated that 10,000 television sets are now in operation in the
U. S., the majority being home-constructed. Factory-built television
sets may now be purchased for about
$200, with "knock down" sets, including all parts necessary for reception, selling at $100. Combination
television and radio receivers will not
lie built for the retail trade, for the
present, the manufacturers believing
that the high standard of radio receivers now in use are satisfactory
and that users would be slow to replace them with the combination.
Manufacturers are rushing work on
factory-built television receivers to
cope with the expected demand as
soon asonregular
broadcasts are trans•nittcd
schedule.
stock company
weeks.

for a period of eight

Tollulah Bankhcad spends moat
of her spare time catching the various feature pictures on Broadway.
So far, she has seen over 30 films
since returning to America thret,
months ago, which is a pretty good
record considering that most of the
time ivas taken up in making "Tarnished Lady."
Yitaphone's wardrobe mistress,
Helen McCullough, tells an amusing story on herself. "The Dandy
and the Belle" required plenty of
false mustaches and beards in addition to costumes of the "Gay Nineties." Checking these over at the
end of the day, she came across one
extra who seemed bent on making
off with a particularly luxuriant
beard. Imagine her dismay on trailing him to the studio door to find
that heard wouldn't come off since
it happened to be the real McCoy!

Vpu> Incorporations
New

York Charters

New
York
Moviette
Corp.,
slot vending
machines;
J. Kruniholz.
570 Seventh
Ave.,
New York,
200 shares common,
Transatlantic
Talking
Pictures
Corp., op
motion
picture
films;
E. Creenberg,
II Court
St.. Brooklyn,
X. V.
100 share's
common
Sound
Theater,
motion
Ricko
Nassau
St..
$3,000.
Gremarley
Schenectady,

Theater
Co.,
X. Y. $1,000.

Delaware

pictures:
.T. I'.
New
York
Cit]
G.

A.

Marcus,

Charters

I Ifficial Catholic
Films
Corp., Philadelphia.
Pa
motion
pictures.
Corporation
Guarantee
,u,l Trust Co., Dover, Del.
$50,000.
1iharea

common.

Monogram

Capital
Pictures

Increases
Corn . Manhattan

100
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STUDIOS FAST ADOPTING
W.E. NOISELESS SYSTEM
(Continued from Page

1)

in the West and 10 in the East, located as follows:
West Coast: Warner-First National, 16; Metropolitan Sound Studios,
2; M-G-M, 2; Paramount, 13; United
6; Universal, 1, and ColumArtists,
bia, 1.
East Coast: Audio-Cinema, 1;
Eastman Kodak, 1; Jam Handy, 1;
Paramount, 5; Paramount News, 1,
and Warners,
1.
While Noiseless Recording does
not entail any parts replacement as
far as the reproduction is concerned,
Klectrical Research Products recently undertook a nationwide inspection
and adjustment of the apparatus in
every Western Electric-equipped theater. This inspection is more than
two-thirds completed, according to
H. M. Wilcox, vice president in
charge of operations.

Argentine Tax Blamed
On
"Dollar" Publicity
(.Continued from Page 1)
government,
according to Joseph A.
Hopfenberg of Jacobo Glucksman Co.,
film export house. A retraction of the
government's action is a bare possibility, says Hopfenberg,
although
South
and
distributors
Vrgentine
American
representatives
of U. S.
is have met to form a basic appeal
For retrenchment. Hopfenberg also believes that Italian and Spanish talkers
will supplant many U. S. films l bat
will be withheld because of the tax of
about $70 a reel.

The (Current
Broadway
Extended
Run

Parade

Attractions)

THEATER
PICTURE
OPENING DATE
DISTRIBUTOR
"Zwei Herzen im
Yt Takt"
Asso. Cine, of Amer.
55th St. Cinema
Sept. 12
"Cimarron"
RKO
Globe
Jan. 26
"Trader
Horn". . ... .M-G-M
Astor
Feb.
3
"City Lights"..
United
Artists
Geo. M. Cohan
Feb.
6
"Nacht-bummler". . . .Columbia
Princess
Mar.
4
"Dishonored"
Paramount
Rialto
Mar.
6
"My Past"
Warner Bros
Winter Garden
Mar. 10
"Ingagi"
Congo Pictures
Central
Mar. 13
"La Canzone dell'
J. V. Cremonim
Belmont
Mar. 14
"LaAmore"
Vacanza del
Diavolo"
Paramount
President
Mar. 17
"Tabu"
Paramount
Central Park
Mar .18
"Wien, Du Stadt der
Lieder"
Leo Brecher
Little Carnegie
Mar. 19
"Front Page".
United Artists
Rivoli
Mar. 19
OPENING THIS WEEK
"Fifty Million
Frenchmen"
Warner
. Winter Garden. ......... Mar. 25
"Bad Sister"
Universal
Globe
Mar. 27
"Reaching for the
Moon"
United Artists
Rialto
Apr.
2*
"The Finger Points". .Warner
Strand
Apr.
3
'Pop.

price

engagement.

N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y
Denver — F. H. Butler, former
Union City, Tenn. — The Capitol is
undergoing extensive improvements. Pathe branch manager here, has left
New sound equipment is being in- for the Coast.
stalled. A. L. Cox is manager.
Sherman, Tex. — The new R. and
R. theater will open the latter part
of March.

Denver— J. S. MacLeod, director
of maintenance for M-G-M, was
here looking over the new exchange
quarters and buying furniture for
same.

Monday, March 23, 1931

'STAR SYSTEM' REVIEWS
OPPOSED BY PUBLIX
(Continued from Page

1)

would stimulate the reader's interest in
the
picture. Thethe"Chicago
Tribune"
has discontinued
star system
upon
protest from Publix and the matter
is now being taken up with "Liberty"
and the "New York Daily News."

Hess, Orowitz Handling
R-K-0 Trailer Dept.
With the resignation Saturday of
Abe Brin as head of the R-K-O trailer department, this work will be handled by two divisions with J. J. Hess
supervising trailers for motion picturestrailers.
and E. M. Orowitz, the vaudeville
It is estimated that $250,000 will
be spent
this which
year by
R-K-O for
trailer
service,
is now
in the
process of reorganization with new
ideas and novel departures planned
for the coming season.

R. M. Copeland Heads
Des Moines Film Board
(Continued from Page

1)

R. M. Copeland of Paramount was
elected president; B. T. McCarthy of
RKO, vice-president; W. E. Bahford
of M-G-M, secretary-treasurer ; and
Marget Strecks, executive secretary.

Special Train Will Carry
RKO Conventioneers West

A special train, making up the section of the California Limited on the
Denver — The Paramount has the
Santa Fe Lines, will take the RKO
Conners New Manager
field to itself for Saturday night preconvention crowd from Chicago to
Spirit Lake, la.— C. E. Narey has Hollywood,
views, the Denver having disconFor
"U"
in
New
Orleans
where the confab opens
tinued
them.
Xcw Orleans — Lucas Conners, for
leased the Royal here from F. F. April 27- The
New York contingent
Varney. Davies and Livingston, pro- will leave April 22 in three private
the past six years local branch manager for First National, has been apprietors of the present theater, an- cars attached to the Lake Shore
1 t. luted manager of the Universal exGarner,
la.
—
The
Avery,
Garner's
nounce
they plan to erect a theater Limited, picking up various other
change here.
newly erected picture theater, opened
groups on the way. Arrival on the
P. L. Spindler, who has been man- March 18. Charles Marks, formerly building, 44x150 feet, with business coast will be at 8:15 a. m.. April 26.
houses each side of the entrance. It is estimated that more than 250
ager, goes back to his former duties of St. Paul, is manager.
as salesman for the exchange.
Their present lease expires in April. will be in attendance.

n "Aunt"
Scorin
DAILY
THE FILM
Bureau,g Foreig
Hollywood — Myers Synchronizing
Service is handling music on the
Aunt"
"Charlie's
version
foreign
for
Christie
and of
Columbia
release.
Myers
Coast
If est

Theater Manager Held Up
Lake Worth, Fla.— Ted Crowther,
manager of the Oakley, was waylaid by two bandits as he approached
his apartment in the hotel building
at 4 A.M. and forced to open the
office safe. The bandits got $350
cash.

2,000 Wired in Germany
Berlin— The 2,000 mark in
German wired houses has been
reached. Tobis-Klangfilm made
the largest number of installations, with a total of about 760,
followed by Kinoton with
about 315.

Exira, la. — The Palace, recently
damaged by fire, is resuming operation after repainting, redecorating
and overhauling of equipment.

Italy Gets Back of Film Biz
Rome — An ambitious move, for
Albany— E. J. Hayes, manager of the purpose of bringing about a betterment in the Italian film industry,
the local Tiffany exchange, has closed
contracts with the Olympic in Utica, has been made by the Fascist Cabinet. A bill recently presented to
whereby it will play three Tiffany the Chamber and approved
by the
Remsen, la. — Manager Fred Koch features withi
n the next two weeks. Mussolini government provides for
of the Grand Opera house here has
financial support in the form of a
cut the price of his Friday and Sat- The pictures involved are "Aloh
a,"
urday night performances to 25 cents "The Singl
to producers of all-Italian
e Sin" and "The Drums premium
and 10 cents.
productions, made from stories by
Italian authors, acted and directed
of Jeopardy."
by Italians, and filmed in Italy.
Funds for these production grants
New Haven — Sound equipment is
Baltimore— "Sit Tight," starring are to be derived from the proceeds
being installed in five state instituof the entertainment tax.
tions which are on the gratis account Joe E. Brown and
Winnie Lightner,
list of the Connecticut Film Board
is
of Trade.
tan.being held over at the MetropoliReel House Drawing
London — During the period
of six months that the Avenue
Boston — Continuance of its activiPavilion, newsreel theater seatTacoma— "My Past," with Bebe
ties in behalf of better films was
ing 500, has been in operation,
emphatically favored at a meeting of Daniels. Ben Lyon and Lewis Stone,
an attendance of more than
the Massachusetts Daughters of the
half-a-million has been recordAmerican Revolution at the Hotel is being held over for a second week
ed by the house.
Statler.
at the Blue Mouse.
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Five Sound Stages Being Added at Pathe Studios

FREE TRAILERS WANTED FROM PRODUCERS
New Selling Season Faces Maze of Individual Contracts
Short Shots
from feature subjects

Action to Put Standard
Agreement
in Effect
Urged by P. J. Wood

Although a new standard exhibition contract has been drafted, indications are that distributors will en-WITH THE BROADWAY
legit
ter the new selling season with their
narket shot full of holes by a bad
ieason, there will naturally be fewer individual contracts in use, as during the past year. Approximately
han the usual number of plays trans- a dozen different agreements are
erred to the screen during the comcross-word puzzles for exng season. Making the acute prob- providing
hibs and exchangemen
alike.
etn of where to find acceptable
A movement
to submit
the new
{Continued
on Page 8)
naterial just that much more irritatng.
*
*
*
-By JACK

ALICOATE

—^

-IN THE OLD DAYS, when picures were more sedate and less
alkative, it took at least several
>ictures to bring popularity. In these
lectic days of the loquacious cinema,
itars are made over-night. The op>ortunities were never greater for
he artist who can strike the public
ancy.
*
*
*
-THE COMING of dialogue has
»roven a great levelling influence in
lictures. No longer is the extravagance of production the yard stick by
vhxh it is measured. No longer can
ou make it BIG and let it go at
hat. Looks like the delicate shades
>f production finesse have at last
aken the place of dollars.
-LAUGHS WANTED.
You hear
: on every hand. From every exibitor and from nine out of ten paylg customers. Start a laugh col:ge. Bring back Joe Miller. Start
laking comedians and gag men from
ae cradle. Do anything, but don't
eglect laughter. It's the one screen
Dnic that never fails to rejuvenate
ided customers.
-THE QUESTION of the reducon of admission prices is bobbing
here and there. Personally, we
ave always believed it was the at■action and not reduced admission
[rices that bring additional patron■ge. Keep your show and theater up
) standard and admission prices will
ike care of themselves.

Wage Cuts Opposed
Wash. Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — That the
American Federation of Labor
will fight any attempt to reduce union wages in the film
industry was indicated by
President William Green in a
statement issued here. Speaking of the "current depression,"
he declared that "reductions in
wages, forced by some employers, are delaying a return

M.P.T.O.A. Seeks to Class
Announcement Reels
As Accessories
Producers will be asked by the
M.P.T.O.A. to make their own
trailers and give them without
charge to theaters playing their
product. A committee appointed at
the recent
board of directors'
ing will approach
producing meetfirm
executives
on
the
proposal
within a
few days.
Claiming
that trailer costs to ex{Continued on Paqe 7)

to prosperity."

T. P. E. CUTTINGFEATURES 'Superfilm' Illusion is Created
INTO SERIESOF SHORTS
By Television on 10 -Ft. Screen
DOUBLE FEATURE POLICY
DISCOURAGED BY WARNERS
Answering the demand for serials and series type pictures, Talking Picture Epics will cut all present
and future feature productions into
five and six separate reels and reedit them
so that all productions
{Continued on Pape

7)

10 Per Cent Ticket Tax
Looms Again in Georgia
Atlanta — The 10 per cent admission tax bill, which had been apparently defeated, now threatens to
pop up again at the special session
of the Legislature to begin June 24.
Object is to raise revenue through
special taxation.

Chicago — Television pictures on a
10-foot screen, with the images clearly defined and reflecting a depth that
gave them the illusion of a superfilm,
have been successfully demonstrated
in the obscure machine-shop laboratory of U. A. Sanabria, 24-yearold
inventor. Among the most interested
(Continued

on

Page

8)

Hays Office Election
Set for Next Tuesday
Officers of the Hays organization
will be re-elected at the annual meeting scheduled for next Tuesday. Annual reports
to be onpresented
(Continued
Page 8) will in-

Expansion of Pathe Studios
Includes 5 New Sound Stages
Almost Twins
Harry Storin, Arkayo exec
in Rhode Island, yesterday met
Harry Storin, Pathe home office projectionist, for the first
time. They compared notes,
and discovered that they are
the same age, both have been
in the biz 20 years, wear the
same kind of glasses, and doggone if they don't look alike.

West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Five new sound -tages
and an office building are among the
improvements to be started immedi'
ately at the RKO Pathe studios, it
is announced by Charles R. Rogers.
production chief. About $1,400,000
will be spent on the expansion work.
The added facilities are in preparation for a larger production program
to be placed in elicit by RKO
Rathe.

Double feature bookings are being
discouraged by Warner Bros, according to E. L. Alperson, assistant
to Dan Michalove. Although orderprohibiting(Continued
the two-feature
on Page 7) program

French Newsreel Circuit
Being Formed by S. Ford
Paris — A circuit of newsreel theaters in France is planned by Sam
Ford, English financier who at one
time headed Fordys Films and later
(Continued on Page 7)

"Seed," directed by John M.

"Seed'
dshowi
Roafrom
Stahl
the ng
Charles
G. 'Norris novel, with John Boles,
Genevieve Tobin and Lois
Wilson heading the cast, will
be roadshowed by Universal, it
has been decided by Carl
Laemmle. The picture opens
at the Carthay Circle, Los Angeles, for a run starting the
end of April, and special key
city engagements will follow.
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Financial Circles Lukewarm
Toward Screen Advertising
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STOCK

MARKET
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Low
Close
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— 1
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A lukewarm attitude toward screen
advertising is indicated by a report
prepared by the 1930 Research Committee on Motion Picture Advertising
Ass'n.
Financial
of the
The
report,
writtenAdvertisers'
by Ruth Pearse,
chairman, of the First Wisconsin
Bank, Milwaukee, recognizes the
"tremendous" influence exercised by
films over "the buying and living
habits of the American people."
Banks contacted during the survey mostly felt that the screen is a
good medium "for general advertising." Total of 158 banks were question naired in the report.

British Producer Plans
Six Features in Color
London — Associated Talking Pictures, Ltd., has been granted a license
by Raycol British Corp. to make six
productions in color under the latter's patents, on a royalty basis of
$500 for each 1,000 feet of cut negative. This will be the sole cost
to the producer, except for the
equipment
producer's
own
camera
withof a the
battery
of Ravcol
lenses, costing approximately $500
per lens.
Raycol system uses black and white
negative and positive stock, printed
and developed in the ordinary way.
and is subsequently protected through
the Raycol lens when shown in color.
The Raycol projector lenses are to
be rented to exhibitors at a cost of
not more than $5 a week.

"Women of Nations" for Roxy
World premiere of Fox's "Women
of All Nations" will take place April
24 at the Roxy, it is announced by
J. R. Grainger.

Bancroft Set for First
Of New Paramount Series
West

Coast

Bureau.

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — "The Monev King,"
story of the business world, has been
decided upon as the first of a series
of dramatic vehicles in which George
Bancroft will star under his new contract with Paramount, it is announced
by B. P. Schulberg, who negotiated
the star's new agreement with his
manager, Henry Fink.

"Finger Points" Opening Sooner
Richard Barthelmess in "The
Finger Points," originally scheduled
;«w«W#«W««'«w«»»
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•♦♦•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦
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a
*.* to open April 2 at the New York
8
New
York
Long Island City U Strand, has been moved up to
if
1540 Broadway
154 Crescent St. K
March 26. The First National proJ|
BRyant 9-4712
STillwell 4-7940
|-|
goes into the Broadway
ft
# house for duction
a run.

I Eastman Filins|

Warners Shift Division Mgrs.
Tom Soriero and Frank Gere have
H
ft been named division managers for
Ohio by Warner Bros. Frank Phelpa
a
8
ft
has_ been placed in charge of War8
ft
Chicago
Hollywood J.t
ner's three Cleveland houses as city
•v 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica 5.5 manager. C. J. Latta, formerly manager of the Roger Sherman. New
;•;
CALumet
3692
Blvd.
i.i
;*♦
it HOLlywood 4121 8
ft Haven recently was appointed zone
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I J. E. Brulatour, Inc. jfj

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BCCr
Mar. 28:

First
annual
tainment
and benefit
dance dinner,
at the em
Hot
Astor by greater New York exhil
tors and distributors to aid pe
manent benefit fund.
March 31 : M.P.T.O. of Western Penna. ai
West Va. meet in Pittsburgh.

A.M.P.A. to Hear Darrow
Clarence Darrow, internationally famous trial lawyer,
has been invited to address the
A. M. P. A. at the weekly
Hotel Dixie luncheon, Thursday, April 2. He is expected
to accept.

LAWYERS DENY FAMOUS
VIOLATED COMBINES ACT
Toronto — Neither motion pictures
nor admission prices to theaters are
commodities of trade and therefore
are not subject to the jurisdiction of
the Combines Act, it was stated by
Strachan Johnston, counsel for
Famous Players; G. W. Mason, representing RKO, Warners, Universal,
United Artists, Educational, Fox and
Tiffany, and M. H. Ludwig, representing Columbia exchange, at the
Canadian film probe hearing.
Ludwig said that stipulations in
the Combines Act necessitated that
a contract must be detrimental to the
public's
interest, andto on
ment he endeavored
pointthis
out arguthat
only by showing that Famous Players had offended public policy bv "recould its
alleged
combine straint
be of trade"
found unlawful
under
the
Act. Mason said there had been no
strained.
evidence that trade had been re-

Balaban & Katz Pushing
Evanston Sunday Fight
Chicago — Efforts to force Evanston to cancel its closed Sunday law
will be pushed by Balaban & Katz,
notwithstanding the adverse ruling
of the court.
Boles in Personal Appearances
John Boles leaves New York today for a three weeks' personal appearance tour under auspices of Universal. His first stop is the Alhambra, Milwaukee, with the Capitol,
Atlanta, and Rialto, Washington, to
follow. After a few days in New
York he returns to the Universal lot
at the Coast.

April 4-1 1 : Week,
Players'national
and benefit
Patrons'for Jubil
N. ^
A. Club.
April 19:
Lambs
Gambol,
Metropoli
Opera
House,
New
York.
Apr. 20-22: convention,
Warner
Bros.
Eastern
sale
Atlantic
City.
RKO
Pathe
sales
convention!
Drake
Hotel, Chicago.
April 23-24 dorsers
: State ofConvention
of Indiana
Photoplays,
ClaypocI
Hotel, Indianapolis.
Apr. 27: Fox Film sales convention, Ne
York.
RKO
Sales Convention, Los Alt
Apr. 28-30: convention.
Warner Bros.
salt
HotelWestern
St. Francir
San Francisco.
geles.
May 18-22: International Exhibitors' Cot,
gress. Rome.
May 25-28 : Spring meeting of the Societ
of Motion Picture Engineer
Hotel Roosevelt,
Hollywood,
Ci

Albany Exhibs To Elect
Albany — New local exhib organ
zation will elect officers at a meet
ing tomorrow.
Richards as Pathe Purchasing Agt
J. T. Richards, formerly in charg<
day.
of the Pathe Congress St. laborator
in Jersey City, has replaced E. M
Arnold as purchasing agent for RKC
Pathe. Arnold resigned last bySatun

COMING

& GOING

kee.IRENE
DUNNE
returns
RKO studios on the coast.
JOHN

BOLES

Saturday

left yesterday

for

to th<
Milwau

JACK
O'DONNELL
is on his way t]\
Hollywood to join the Fox writing staff.
ti
SAINT
GRANIER,
French
actor in sevjl
eral Paramount
productions,
arrives
toda;
on the He de France for a vacat'on.

M

Just

arrived

in Port

Captain Nobody
HAMILTON
VIOLA

THOMPSON

see

IRENE

9 E. 59th St., N. Y.

COOPER
Vo.

5-5543

Are you sure you are INSURED

?

Let us look over your POLICIES — It may prevent a
heavy loss!
INSURANCE of every description

Motion

Picture

JOHN

Insurance

a Specialty

J. KEMP

Established since 1910
551 Fifth Avenue
New York City
Phones: Murray Hill 7838-9,

To work with you on

AIR
A startling drama
development

of a new

in police Patrol.

A sure-fire exploitation angle
for cooperation with police departments! Thrills Galore! A
Sensational Fight in the sky!
A Strange Romance!
with
KENNETH

^
tCTURES

/Arcv

HARLAN, JOSEPHINE
and CHARLES DELANEY

DUNN
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Short Shots from
New York Studios

Timely Topics
A Digest of
Current Opinion

— ©—
Advertising Talkies —
Asset or Handicap?
(~\Ffronting
THE major
problems
conthe cinema
industry
at the present time, there is none
more pressing or more heavily
charged with "dynamite" than
the "sponsored" advertisof films.
that ing
Since the inception
of the moving picture, its primary purpose or mission has
been to entertain. It is true, of
course, that the newsreels have
purported to inform and report,
and that subjects of an educational nature have been presented. But, as box office statistics from the nickelodeon era
up to this writing will establish,
the industry's prosperity is
grounded solidly upon entertainment. Even the most artistic
and the most thrilling pictures
have failed to enjoy popular success when an attempt has been
made to substitute a text-book
lesson for simon-pure entertainment. "With Bvrd at the South
Pole" and D. W. Griffith's
"Abraham Lincoln" are fair examples. With the fan attitude
upon extraneous material on the
screen thus well established, is it
reasonable to suppose that the
free injection of commercial advertising into pictures, either
short subjects or features, will
be ignored? The Chicago packer's boast of utilizing everydying
save the
M|iieal thing
bids
fair porker's
to bei shaded
by Big Business' by-products
"achievements" in the cinema
if the "sponsored"
field. That is,
advertising
evil is permitted to
run its course. Happily, however, there are signs that it will
be eradicated before the industry
suffers box office setback of
heroic proportions.
"Syracuse
— Cheater

By HARRY

•

•

•

WARNER

CLUB

held its third Annual Banquet and

and we're still
Ball at the Commodore on Saturday eve
what with the genooine spirit of
somewhat in a dazey daze
good fellowship, the swell chow they fed us, and the dazzling
not to mention the beaucoup brand of entertainment
dames
but what we liked best about it all was the way the Big
why, you could go up to Major Albert
Shots MINGLED
Warner and slap him on the back, and say: "Well, Maje, how's
things?"
and he'd slap you back on the back or the side of
what we facetiously term our head, and say: "Great, Phil!
And
how is it by you?"
boy, it's great to be able to meet a Big
Guy on common ground
today when we go up to his ossif
the sec will probably tell us he's not
that
we still have our Treasured
and the show was G-R-A-N-D
kuties
Ted Husing, Joe Frisco.
roy, Hal LeRoy and Joe Penner

in
but never mind
Memories
ain't we?
N.T.G. with his knockout
Jack Whiting, Irene Deland there were so many

pips among the femme guests that y' didn't care whether you met
any of N.T.G.'s charmers after the show or not
and that's
some admission
from US
it's a pleasure to give
credit to Arthur Sachson, committee chairman, and Margaret
Peterson, who did wonders in making the shindig a swell
GEDILLE, as we Armenians say

• • • IT SOUNDS exaggerated, but out in Chi many houses
are running not only double bills, but three pix on a program
and when his competitor booked in three pix, the proprietor of a neighborhood house went him one better with FOUR
and a gink rushed up breathlessly to the box office at
6:30 in the evening, and asks: "Am V too LATE for the last

show?"
•
• •(with
A CERTAIN
paper
yesterday
ran : As
thiswelcome
item: "Add
Similes
one eye toward
Frank
Wilstach)
as a
wart on a celluloid star's nose"
we think this is a pip, and
like to give credit where credit is due
but truthful reporting compels us to note that Walter Winchell called Frank Wilstach's attention to the very same simile in his column in August,
1930
which makes it just 8 months old
and Walter
gave us Proper Credit for originating it in this kolyum dated July
28, 1 930
we still think it's a pip
and still like to give
credit where credit is due
please pardon our modesty
here's another good Simile we just thought up, right out of our
own head
"As welcome as Anonymous Appreciation in an
other guy's kolyum"

Herald"
Bahn,

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN
!TNE
mNnsMfa
Of HIM DOM

W. E. Shallenberger again heads
Arrow Film.
Analysis shows film receipts are
four times in excess of those from
other theaters.
Whitman Bennett buys Triangle
studio in Yonkers.

• • • WE ALWAYS like to extend a helping hand to li'l
gals trying to get along in the pix
there's a demure miss
who has been struggling along since she made her first appearance
at five years with the Valentine Stock Company in her native city
of Toronto
David Belasco some years later gave her a
chance in "The Warrens of Virginia"
then D. W. Griffith
offered her a screen opportunity in a 500-foot pix, "Her First
Biscuits"
since then this li'l gal, Gladys Smith, has made
a few million in the movies
now she struggles to count all
her dough
...wonder if Gladys Smith would have so much
dough
to count if Belasco in an inspired moment hadn't christened
her Mary Pickford?

• • • CHESTER BAHN, cinema crit of the Syracuse "Herald," sez: leadership
"Watch United Artists under Sam Goldwyn's
production
who realizes that worthwhile stories
cannot be written on clock-punching schedules"
and leaving you kiddies to mull over that one, we bid you sayonara

«

«

«

»

»

»

N. BLAIR

CAM SAX headed the studio ccw
tingent at the Warner Banqu
with Monty Schaff, Ed Savin, Ro
Mack, Herman Ruby, Ed DuPsu
Ray Foster, Jay Rescher, Dick Willi
and Frank Kingsley also on hand t
help in celebrating a bang-up evt
ning. Shirley Frankel, Sajn Schne
der's charming sec. cast her lot wit
the studio crowd, knowing a bunc
of good fellows when she sees then:
All in all, it was a great affair.
Maurice

Chevalier, now

in th

midst of making "The Smiling Lieu
tenant" for Paramount, will be gues
of honor at a supper dance to ba
given by the French War Veteran
at the Hotel Roosevelt on the nigh
of April 11.

Forty -two gallons of grape juice
not to mention a similar quantity 0)
near beer, was required for use it
Edmund Goulding's "Scarlet Hours?
in which most of the action take*
cafe.
place in "The Duck," a color fw

Neely Edwards, the original stai
of the "Hall Room Boys" comedies,
is
featured
in about
Vitaphone's
"Junior,"
which
is all
a mischievous
youngster, played by little Jackie
Ryan.
Hugh O'Connell, comedian
"Once in a Lifetime," has star <
work on "The Smiling Lieutenant'
and the entire cast is hereby warned
that, given a half chance, he's liable
to run away with the entire show,
for he has a reputation of doing
just that thing.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays:
dustry, who are celebrating their

March 24
J. A. Duffy
Jameson
Thomas
Carrie Daumery

"I have spent considerable time
looking this over and it seems to be
a much more comprehensive edition
than any you have put out in the
past. You are certainly to be congratulated forthe amount of research
work and time that your organization
has put in on it as it is invaluable to
the people in the industry .
(Signed)

RAY JOHNSTON
Syndicate Pictures Corp.

-. £Sfr*:
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Theater

Changes

ALABAMA
Changes in Ownership

Pell City— Lyric, sold to J. G. Lee by R. P.
Higginbotham.

Reported by Film Boards of Trade

Carty by R. Sansone; Jasper — Jasper, sold
to P. J. Henn by Guy McWhorter; Macon
— Douglass, sold to Bijou Amuse. Co. by
C. H. Douglass.

Closings

Closings

Thomasville — Rivoli.

ALASKA
Closing

Juneau—

Atlanta
— Mad'son
Hartwell
— Star. ; Greensboro —

Greenland ;

Tensed — Pastime, sold
Wm. Chamberlain.

Hanna

IDAHO
Changes in Ownership

Petersburg — McCregor.

Re-Openings
Capital.
ARIZONA
Closings

to H.

S.

by

Closings

McCall— Pages

Electric.

ILLINOIS
Changes in Ownership

Douglas — Lyric, Royal ; Globe — Globe ;
Lowell — Central ; Nogales — Lyric ; Yuma — Bensonville — Center, sold to Bensonville Bus.
Arizona.
Men's Assoc, by Charles Irwin; Chicago —
Re-Openings
Avon, sold to J. Sandman by E. E.
Flagstaff — College ; Morenci — Royal.
Benesch ; Bell, sold to Louis, Brecka by
ARKANSAS
Friedman & Eisenberg ; Ogden, sold to C.
J. Nomicos by Lindsie & Wolcom ; Verdi,
Changes in Ownership
sold to Verdi Thea. Corp. by N. AntonOsceola — Gem, sold to Emma Cox by C. E.
apolis ; Webster, sold to Henry Kalcheim
Colter ; West
Helena — Palace, sold to J.
by
A. Cuser; Danville— Tivoli, sold to Nils
F. Herd by E. T. Hawks.
Frye by W H. Ogle ; Dupo — Dupo, sold
Closings
to B. Hill by Hall & Gray; HarvardHarvard, sold to Elmer Barker by A. E.
Arkansas City — Palace; Cotton Plant — Princess; Des Arc — Dixie; Little Rock — Roxy.
Pierce ; Lyons — Lyons, sold to Joseph Vicy
Re-Openings
by H. Bambara ; Niles Center — Niles Center, sold to Ed Trinz by L. B. Waldron ;
Boonevi'le — Joyland ; Glenwood — Glenwood ;
Oregon — Blackhawk, sold to Russell Lamb
Piggott — Franklin.
by F. E. Allaben ; Rockford — Strand, sold
CALIFORNIA
to Dr. D. B. Morgan by C. Albert Johnson.
Changes in Ownership
Closings
Downey — Meralto, sold to J. P. Hansen by
Halberg & Fair ; Folsom — Folsom, sold to
Bluffs
—
Bluffs
;
Harvard
— Palace ; Joppa —
Wm. Yount by J. B. Travelle; Long Beach
Golden Rod ; Lexington — Scenic ; New
— Lyric, sold to Schaak & Goldberg ; Los
Athens — Central O. H. ; Paimyra — Star,
Ange'es — Ambassador, sold to Geo. Hines
Perry — Majestic ; St. Anne — St. Anne O.
by G. Harrison ; Florence, sold to D. R.
P. ; WeMon— Palace.
Irvine by F. A. Richey ; Melrose, sold to
Re-Openings
Berinstein, Bershon & Lustig by A. Alperstein; National, sold to Jack Berman by Buckner — Cozy ; Chicago — Belmont, Sheffield.
New Theaters
Berman, Popkins & Robbins ; Rimpau, sold
to Hughes Franklin Circuit by F. Ketcik ; Crossville — Merchants,
H. L. Rudolph,
mgr.
Riviera, sold to Hughes Franklin Circuit
INDIANA
by Geo. Brown ; Unique, sold to Robbins,
Changes in Ownership
Popkins & Berman by Lustig & Sugarman ; Oakland — B. & A., sold to J. A. Cayuga — Princess, sold to H. E. Stevens by
J. W. Hughes ; Indianapolis — Broadripple,
Angenent by Justine B. Toles ; Orange —
sold to Ed. Holman by Smith Martin;
Orange, sold to Hughes Franklin Circuit
Sellersburg — Empire, sold to Thos. and R.
by Crawford & Langley San Francisco —
Green
by Maude Zettwoch ; South Bend —
Bayshore, sold to McDermott & Shaw by
Oliver, sold to James Fushanes ; South
Geo. Lindley ; Parkview, sold to Phil
Whitley — New Whitley, sold to Hubert A.
Zenovich by Chamberlain & Lindley ;
Stump by L. E. Tschantz ; Veedersburg —
Santa Cruz — Unique, sold to Golden State
Tokyo, sold to Whistler by A. N. Vance
Thea. by Frank McCauley ; Solvang — Misand George Claire.
s:on, sold to Albert Berg by Knudsen &
Closings
Neilson ; Southgate — Garden, sold to J. P.
Howarth by A. E. Delmore.
Indianapolis — Clifton; Liberty — Union; West
Closings
Terre Haute — National.
Re-Openings
Calexico — Rialto; Colma — Colma ; La Habra
— Garden; Los Ange'es — Florence Mills; Wheatland — Star.
Pasadena ■— Raymond ; San Bernardino —
IOWA
Isis; San Diego — Hillcrest, Victory; Santa
Changes in Ownership
Paula — Columbia.
Atlantic — New Iowa, Strand, sold to FinkleRe-Ooenings
stein Thea., Inc., by O. C. Johnson; ArmBurbank— Victory ; Dos Palos — Dos Palos ;
strong— Gem, sold to Henemen & FitzDownievil'e — Downieville ; Los Angeles —
gibbons by M. Peterson ; Buffalo Center —
Gloria, Mirror ; Orange — Colonial.
Iowa, sold to G. G. Beaning by Sutton
New Theaters
& Aistrup; Cascade — Cascade, sold to CasAuburn— State, T. & D., Jr., owner; Calexcard Amus. Co. by C. Niles; Cedar Rapids
ico— Fox Capitol, Fox West Coast, owners.
— Granada, sold to Peck by E. M. WorCOLORADO
sham ; Davenport — Mirror, sold to H.
Pabst; Eldon— Circle, sold to W. R.
Closines
Smock ; Emerson -Opera House, sold to
Cedaredge— Cedaredge : Hereford— Hereford ;
Wm. Huntsman by J. V. Wilkins ; Ft.
Sedgwick — Opera House.
Dodge — Iowa, sold to Central States Thea.
Re-Openings
by Iowa Thea., Inc. ; Lyric, sold to R. W.
Fowler — Star ; Manzanola — Rex ; Otis — Sun ;
Crawford by Richey & Rhodes; Goldfie'd —
Two Buttes— Two Buttes.
Casino, sold to Grimes; Lake City— Star,
CONNECTICUT
sold to R. M. Bernau by L. W. Sievert ;
Lakeview — Lakeview sold to L. Wilcox by
Changes in Ownership
1.
M. Wilson; Madrid — Lyric, sold to MyBroadbrook — Broadbrook, sold to T.. Cuprak
ron Spencer by C. Hales; Muscatine —
by J. Minkiewitz;
Norwich — Strand, sold
Arcade, sold to O. C. Terry by C T.
to Norwich
Strand Amuse. Co. by HuntWhittman; Orange City — Cottage, sold to
ington Amuse. Ent., Inc.
Elmer Raak by H. VonBoxtell; Webster
Closings
City— Granada, sold to Finklestein Thea.,
Inc., by Stevens & Puffer; Isis, sold to
East Haven — Annex ; Hartford — Crown ;
Windsor — Tunxis
Finklestein Thea., Inc., by A. C. Scheuneman.

FLORIDA
Changes in Ownership

Blountstown — Eagle, sold to R. L. Bailey
by R. W.
Foster;
Bradenton — Lincoln,
sold to Joe Burton by Manuel Patris ; Fort
Myers — Edison, sold to E. J. Sparks by
Palm City Amuse.
Co. ; Mt. Dora — Princess, sold to Herbert C. Wales by W. T.
Gorman; West Tampa — Cazin, sold to P.
J. Albano by Leon S. Cazin.

Closings

Avon

Park — Avalon : Fort

Meade — Majestic

GEORGIA
Changes in Ownership

Atlanta — Ponce de Leon, sold to Swint by
Universal ; Griffin — Rex, sold to A. H. Mc-
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Closings

Bettendorf — Bettendorf; Elgin — Opera
House; Merrill — New Palace; Moville —
Moville; Primghar — Princess; New Lon—Princess. don—Iowa ;Riverside — Rainbow ; Sanborn

Re-Openings

Emc-son — Opera

House.

KANSAS
Changes in Ownership

Abilene — Lyric, Seelye, sold to Glen W.
Dickinson by H. F. Strowig ; Chetopa —
Topa. sold to J. G. McCarthy bv John
Kotsis ; GrinnHl —Lyric, sold to B J.
Rueschhoff by E. J. Peterson ; Goodland—

Sherman sold to Central States Thea. by
E. W. Sprague ; Parsons — Cozy, sold to
H. M. DeWitt by Paul McConnell ; SimpLeo son—S.Cozy,
Porter.sold to Shaffer & Jones by
Alton — Pastime; Bonner Springs — Bonner;
Bronson — Plaza ; Buffalo — Lyric ; Chicopee
— Jewell ; Conway Springs — Opera House ;
Mound City — Idle Hour; Mound Valley —
Community ; Munden — Electric ; Overland
Park — Star; Robinson — City Half; St.
Paul
Midway ; Tescott — Tescott ; Water ville —— Isis.

Closed Part Time
Agra — Electric ; Fulton — Cozy ; Nickerson —
Gem ; Oketo KENTUCKY
— Eclipse.

Changes in Ownership

Fishman ; So. Troost, sold to HughesFranklin by E. A. Gleason ; Diamond, sold
to Wimberly & Dowker by Algood &
Bryant; Central, sold to Edward Kinkle
by Geo. Costa ; Columbia, sold to George
Ellis by Geo. West ; Tivoli, sold to HughesFranklin by Geo. West ; Liberal — Lyric,
sold to Frank Ellis by John Travis ; Monroe City — Colomal, sold to W. M. Nolen
by
Porter ; by
Princeton
— Grand,
sold;
to Legg
F. A. & Lambert
Lambert
& Silvejr
St. Louis — American, sold to L. Douhit by
Rex Amuse. Co.Closings
; Vandalia — Orpheum, sold
to Joe Wade by Cecil E. Mayberry.
Herculaneum — Fairyland ; Madison — ■ Princess ; VandaliaRe-Openings
— Orpheum.
Elite.
Buffalo — Grand; Cole Camp — Star; Nixa —

Berea — Seale, sold to Liberty Amuse.
Co.
by S. R. Seale; Hartford— Star, sold to C.
Taylor and C. Rowe ; Danville — Kentucky,
sold to Warner
Bros, by Principal Thea.
Corp. ; Louisville — Rialto, sold to F. J. Troy
Dolle by RKO Closings
; Stanford— Opera
House,
sold to R. L. Overstreet
by J McAllister.

MONTANA
Re-Openings
-Lincoln.

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

Beattyville — Lyric ; Earlfngton
—
Temple ; Clearwater — -Palace, sold to Henry G. Vienker by Simpson & Asmussen ; Decatur —
Hartford — Bean ; Louisville — Downs ; VerPrincess, sold to W. W. Small by Carrie
sailles— Lyric.
Re-Openings
Closings
Mayberry ; Stuart
— Granada, sold to A. E.
Gardner.
Bardo — Bardo ; Greenup — Theatorium ; Hardinsburg — Lyric ; Nicholasville — Model ;
Ansley — Ansley ; Bloomington — Rialto ; Falls
Paris — Bourbon;
Wheatcroft — EMBA.
City — Sun ; Nelson — Empress ; Omaha —
LOUISIANA
Closings
BMA. Lyric ; Venango — Avalon ; Yutan —
Grand,

Re-Openings

Winnfield — B uck's.

MARYLAND
Changes in Ownership

Hampstead
— Central,
sold to Julian Terry by
H. B. Jones,
Jr.

MASSACHUSETTS
Changes in Ownership

Madlen— Royal, sold to D. Kaplan by A.
Lambert ; Southbridge — Strand, sold to
Blanchard Bros, by M. Pouzzner ; Whitman— Empire, sold to R. Snider by E.
Belcher.
Closings
wood.— Orient Gardens;- Cliftondale — HollyBoston

Re-Openings

Gayety.

MICHIGAN

Big Springs — Seeman ; Decatur ■— Princess ;
Grainton
— Powers ; Lyman — Lyman ; North
Bend — Star.

NEW JERSEY
Changes in Ownership

Little Falls — Oxford, sold to Oxford Amuse.
Corp. by R. A. Church ; Woodstown —
Closings
Opera House, sold
to Samuel Berman by
Harry Rosen.
edo.
Maplewood
— Maplewood ; Phillipsburg — Tux-

Re-Openings

Bogota — Queene Anne ; Bradley Beach —
Strand ; Clifton — Clifton ; Cranberry — Palace ;Elizabeth — State ; Freehold — Embassy ;
Fort Lee — Fort Lee ; Hamburg — Idle
Hour ; Hampton — Minerva Hall ; Irvington
— Liberty ; Jersey City — Cameo, Monticello ; Madison — Liberty ; Midvale — Community Club ; Newark — Court ; New Brunswick— Empire ; New Milford — Newton ;
Park Ridge — Forester Hall ; Passaic — Park ;
Tenafly.
Red Bank — Hunting; Ridgefield Park —
Crescent ; Sayreville — Liberty ; Tenafly —

Boston- Changes in Ownership
Detroit — Amo, sold to Gus Coplan by Otto
Freidrich ; Brooklyn, sold to S. D. Short
by Lillian Goldberg; Catherine, sold to Joseph Bershas by Harry Smith ; Davison,
sold to Orris J. Rogers and Ernest J.
Januzzu; VaVeeda, sold to Lee Carrow
by Samuel L. Carver; Loyal, sold to Fred
NEW
MEXICO
B. Miller by Miller & McConnell; New
Eagle, sold to Stanley Janlczki by Frank
Changes in Ownership
Dolecki ; Stratford, sold to Dix Thea. Co
Las Cruces — Del Rio. sold to Fox West Coast
by C. & W. Operating Co. ; W;arren, sold
Thea. by AbelClosings
Davis ; Portales — Palace,
to Sam t). McCain ; Ferndale — Ferndale
sold to J. C. Parker by J. C. Cummins.
sold to T. H. Ealand by Ferndale Amuse.
ReOpe
nings
Co. ; Grand Rapids — Savoy, sold to Murray
W. and W. E. Goodrich by Savoy Amuse.
Hurley — Chino.
Co. ; Owosso — Rialto, sold to L. A Trumble; Stockbridge — Starland, sold to Lionel Fort Sumner — Granada.
Closings
NEW YORK
S. Barker by L.
E. Flint.

Cassopolis — Colonial ; Eaton Rapids — Capitol •
Grayling— Rialto
Re-Openings
; Maple
Rapids — Elmac.

Detroit — Catherine-Warren ; Owosso — Rialto

MINNESOTA
Changes in Ownership
St. Paul— New Bay, sold to H. A. McGoon
Closings

by Jensen.
Clarkfield — S'ar ; Clarissa — Rex
Elysian ; Sanborn — Pleasure
Star ; Triumph
— Ope
Star.nings
ReNorwood — Crystal.

Elysian Sherburn-

MISSISSIPPI
Changes in Ownership

Blue Mountain — Nu Theater, sold to W
L
Robinson
by H. L. Tibbetts ; Sumner—
Strand,
Murphey. sold to Fred Hamilton by Smith
Closings

Houston — Temple ; Fulton — Dixie.
Re-Openings

Fulton — Dixie;
Houston — Houston;
— Strand ; Tutwiler — Tutrovansum.

MISSOURI
Changes in Ownership

Sumner

Hamilton— Plaza, sold to J. E. Houston by
Townsend & Kohler ; Kansas CityMadrid, sold to Hughes-Franklin
by Toby

Changes in Ownership

Castleton— I.O.O.F. Hall, sold to I.O.O.F.
Lodge by F. Green ; Cazenovia — Town
Hall, sold to N. L. Googin y Geo. W.
Ludington; Glens Falls — Empire, sold to
Empire Real Estate & Thea Co. by J. A.
Hutcheon ; Greenwich — Star sold to H. L.
Mausert by G. A. Woodard ; Groton—
Groton, sold to F. E. Norton by Firemen's
Picture Show Comm. ; Jordan — Hippodrome, sold to Frank Bryant, Geo. Payne
by Stanley F. Harris; Middletown — State,
Stratton, sold to O. S. Hathoway by Quittner ; Millbrook — Strand, sold to A. C. McKennato by
Beach; New Rochel'e — Hudson,
sold
Rosenbloom
& Fagin by Kathryn
Mattram ; Troy — Palace, sold to G Battagha by J. Robert Yates; Warsaw—
O-AT-KA,
sold to Walter L. Sunderland
by Fred A. Rice; Waterford — Casino, sold
to A. Feltman by Hinds & Crane; Yonkers
— Model,
to Kathryn Mattram by
Closings
Allock
Thea., sold
Inc.
Cape Vincent— Strand ; Chichester — Social
Hall ; Cohoes — Majestic1; Earlville — Douglas; East Kingston — Cameo; Ft. Jackson —
Past:me; Ilion — Temple; Keene Valley —
Opera House; Kerhonkson — K. of P. Hall;
Marlboro — Advance ; Montgomery- -Senior
Hall ; Poland — Lindy ; Rosendale — Fire; Westport
— Memorial
Wh'tnevman's Hall
Point
— Crescent;
Willsboro — Hall
I.O ;
O.F. Hall.
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FREE TRAILERS WANTED
FROM PRODUCING FIRMS

T. P. E. CUniNG FEATURES

INTO SERIES OF SHORTS

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

WILK

HOLLYWOOD
for Paramount. Mamoulian's new
way.
permits him to continue
will be offered in both feature length WflLLIAM K. WELLS is writing agreement
and series form. Film editors are
his
direction
of stage plays on Broadan original screen play as Win*
*
*
now preparing "The Girl from the
nie Lightner's next Warner Bros.'
Reeperbahn" for release as a serial, starring vehicle. "Side Show"" is its
title.
Wells
wrote
the
screen
play
and "Mexico Today", an Emma
John Cromwell and Norman McLeod have signed new contracts as
Lindsey Squier-John Bransby pro- and dialogue for "Sit Tight," Winnie
duction, is now being prepared in Lightner-Joe E. Brown current re- Paramount directors. Cromwell is
both forms. According to Max lease.
*
*
*
now directing "The Vice Squad."
Weisfeldt, vice-president, Talking
McLeod's next assignment will be
Our
Passing
Show:
Adolph
Zukor
Picture Epics will send three expeditions abroad within the next two and Samuel Goldwyn motoring to the with Norman Taurog on "Queen of
*
*
*
months. Feature productions and Paramount studio; Don Alvarado,
Hollywood."
series pictures will be made in Ja- Ray Lissner and Sammy Fuller chatWilliam McGann will direct First
ting at Radio Pictures; George E.
pan, Mongolia and South America.
National's
"I Like Your Nerve,"
An explorer and two cameramen Marshall, Andrew Bennison and with Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., and
using portable sound equipment will Bobby Jones conferring at First Na- Loretta Young.
tional.
head each expedition.
*
*
*
*
*
*
(Continued from Page

1)

French Newsreel Circuit
Being Formed by S. Ford
(.Continued from Page

1)

sold his interest in the Aubert organization before its merger with
Gaumont and Franco Films. Ford
expects to start by opening several
houses in Paris, followed by others
in the provinces. He is also reported seeking to purchase the Kermesse
theater in the Saint Denis
district.

Howard Hughes's next picture following his sensational "The Front
Page" will be an original aviation
comedy as yet untitled. This film will
go into production April 6 under direction of Edward Sedgwick, MG-M
director, who was borrowed for the
occasion. Robert Benchley, humorist,
is polishing off the script. "Scarface," which Howard Hawks will direct, will be the next picture placed
in production after the air comedy.
"The
Age forvehicle
Love,"on Billie
Dove's
first starring
the Hughes
contract, will follow.
*
*
*

Fox Theater Assignments
Sally Eilers has received a long
Recent managerial assignments in
Fox theaters include: Charles Rose, term contract from Fox. Her first
appointed manager of the Colonia, picture under the new agreement
Norwich, N. Y.; Benjamin Idson, will be "The Black Camel." Others
now managing the Roebling, Brook- in the cast include Warner Oland,
Albertson,
Victor
Varconi
lyn; Harry Milstein, formerly assist- Frank
ant manager and treasurer of the and Bela Lugosi.
*
*
*
Congress St., Brooklyn, now manStuart
Erwin,
versatile
comedian,
ager and treasurer of the Duffield, replacing Louis Liss, made assistant has signed another long term feamanager and treasurer of the Contured player contract with Paramount. Erwin is now playing an
gress.
* in * "Dude*
important role

Ranch."

Sen. Davis Visits Mayer

George R. Batcheller. president of
Chesterfield Motion Picture Corp..
Hollywood — Senator James J. announces the signing of Richard
Davis, who is reported to have re- Thorpe to direct the second of a
ceived several motion picture offers, series of six melodramas, the workhas arrived by plane and is a guest
ing title of which is, "The Inside
at the Santa Monica home of Louis
*
*
*
B. Mayer.
West Coast Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

Jack O'Donnell Goes to Fox
Jack O'Donnell, who co-authored
"The Sap from Syracuse." from
which Paramount made a talker, has
been signed by Fox.

Another for the Kids
Another production especially designed to appeal to juve
niles as well as to grown-ups
has been set by Paramount. It
is "Queen of Hollywood,"
from Sinclair Lewis' "Let's
Play King,"
adventures of child depicting
film celebrities.
Mitzi Green and Jackie (Sidney) Searl will be featured.
Norman Taurog and Norman
McLeod will direct.

,

Story."
Bill Boyd of RKO Pathe has completed his beach shack at Malibu.
*
*
*
Arnold Lucy will be a butler
again, this time in "Young Sinners," Fox production featuring
Thomas Meighan. Hardie Albright
and Dorothy Jordan.
*
*
*
Nancy Gardner, known on the
Broadway stage for many years ac
Minna Gombel, will be a principal
in the Janet Gaynor-Warner Baxter
picture, "Daddy
* Long
*
*Legs."
Lumsden
Hare
has been signed
for a part, ivith Elissa
Landi
for
Fox's
"Always
Goodbye."
*
*
*
Rouben Mamoulian has signed a
new directing contract whereby he
will devote most of his time and
talents to the production of picture-;

Harry Myers and Claud Allister
are the latest additions to "Meet
the Wife," being produced under the
supervision of Al Christie for Columbia release.
*
*
*
John M. Stahl has been assigned
by Universal to direct "Strictly Dishonorable," the Preston Sturges
stage hit.
*
*
*
Owen Marks, veteran film editor
ivho has edited several George Arliss pictures, including "Disraeli"
and "Old English," has completed
the cutting
of "The
which
also stars
Arliss. Millionaire,"
Marks also
edited

"Divorce
*

Among
*
*

Friends."

(.Continued from Page 1)

hibs are too high, the committee will
assert that inasmuch as trailers exploit
their own pictures, producers ought
to furnish them as an accessory.
In another effort to influence a reduction the committee will also confer with the trailer companies on the
subject of a downward readjustment
of prices

Double Feature Policy
Discouraged
by Warners
(Continued from Page 1)
in their houses have not been issued,
every means possible to meet competition is being advanced without resorting to the double feature shows,
says Alperson. Several instances are
now under consideration where a
strong feature and a well balanced
program of shorts will be Warners
offensive in answer to double feature
competitive houses. Stage talent also
is being used in some of the Warner
houses.

German Firm to Exploit
Swiss Color Invention
Berlin — A German company under
the name of Arena has been formed
to exploit Spectrocolor, said to be a
low cost color process based on the
adding system. The company controls about 40 patents covering the
invention.
Lee.
featuring Bert Wheeler and Dorothy

*
*
*
Leo McCarey, who directed Gloria
Orr, wrote "The Mad Parade," whose Swanson's latest picture, "Obey
cast consists exclusively of women, is
now
staff. a member of the Fox scenario That Impulse," has been signed by
Howard Hughes to twirl the megaphone on "Queer People," the sensational story of Hollyivood by Carroll and Garrett Graham. The CarCaptain Ted Duncan, in charge
of the Columbia information de- ham brothers, in collaboration with
partment, knows his calls and cues. McCarey, will write the film treatHe was a stage and screen actor ment.
*
*
*
for 26 years and has also appeared
in light, opera.
B. C. (Babe) Stafford is finishing
*
*
*
the last shots on Mack Sennett's
Daughter," feaHarry Ruby of Kalmar and Ruby, "The Cowcatcher's
turing Andy Clyde, Harry Gribbon,
the authors and composers, is spend- Marjorie Beebe and Frankie Easting his vacation in New York, whilf
man. This
is Stafford's
diBert Kalmar will sail on March 28
rectorial
assignment forsecond
Sennett.
for a visit to Hawaii. In 1917. Kal- Stafford is credited with being the
mar wrote a song, "Hello, Hawaii, industry's youngest director, he is
How Are You," in connection with but 22 years *old. *
*
the opening of telephonic connection
between the United States and
Madame Iso Asabuki, woman tenHawaii, and now he will be making
nis champion of Japan, was the guest
his first trip to Hawaii.
of Joseph Cawthorn at Radio Pic*
*
*
tures' studio. She met and lunched
with a number of the stars, including
Jacques Lory and Arthur Harari. Mary Astor, Lowell Sherman and
French actors, have been engaged Ricardo Cortez.
by Henri de la Falaise to work in
the French version of "The Woman
Tom Meighan To Sing
Between." formerly called "Madame
Julie." de la Falaise will direct and
Thomas Meighan, who was
supennse the picture, which will be
a
popular
musical comedy playmade
by Radio
Pictures.
er before he became a screen
*
*
*
star, will give screen audiences
a sample of his voice in his
As a result of her work in "The
Woman Between." Ruth Weston has
forthcoming talker, "Young
had her option taken up bv Radio
Sinners." He will sing "When
Pictures. She has been, assigned a
Irish Eyes Are Smiling."
role in "Too Many Cooks," a comedy
Doris Malloy, who, with Gertrude

a
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MONOGRAM PICTURES'PLAN
MAKES IT PERPETUAL UNIT

N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y
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NEW FILM SELLING SEASON
FACES MAZE OF CONTRACTS
(Continued from Page

l'nder the requirements of its organization setup, completed and announced yesterday by W. Ray Johnston, the newly formed Monogram
Pictures Corp. vyill become a perpetual unit of national proportions.
The new plan calls for the issue
of 7,500 shares of no par value stock,
available to a closely limited number
of stockholders. Each of these stockholders will be independent distributing agencies, operating under a
perpetual franchise, to distribute all
Monogram-produced product, with a
plan whereby each franchise holder
must be a stockholder and, with the
provision that their stock cannot be
sold or transferred except to the corporation or other existing stockholders, the plan creates out of Monogram's distribution forces virtually a
national organization closely knit
under one banner.
Offices in 20 separate territories
insure coast-to-coast coverage. An
office in Canada and one for foreign
distribution provide for extra American commerce.
The officers of the now completely
organized company are: W. Ray
Johnston, president and general manager; Trem Carr, vice-president for
production; Harry H. Thomas, vicepresident for exchanges; James V.
Ritchey, vice-president for foreign;
Albert Fiedler, treasurer; J. P. Friedhoff, assistant treasurer, and M. S.
White, secretary. Monogram's home
office will be at 723 Seventh Ave.,
New York.

Hays Office Election
Set
for Next Tuesday
(.Continued from Pane 1)

elude one covering the functions of
the Film Boards of Trade, which
will be continued. Their continuance will necessitate another appropriation, the previous one only having covered the first four months in
this year.

1)

Roseau, Minn. — Lawrence Haaby standard exhibition contract to the
Chippewa Falls, Wis. — A Minneapolis group has purchased the Rivoli has bought up the half interest of Department of Justice for its sanchere at a reported price of $115,000. Walter Bell in the Princess here.
tion is urged by P. J. Wood, business manager of the M. P. T. O. of
George Miner, who formerly oper- Haaby and Eugene Johnson are now
ated the house with W. L. Crouse, operating the house.
Ohio, in letters to Will H. Hays, the
has been retained as manager by the
presidents of M. P. T. O. A. and
new owners.
Hagerstown, Md. — Henry Wein- Allied, and the heads of the leading
berg has opened the Henry here.
producing and distributing companies. In his statement he says that
Washington — J. W. Lay cock is
Washington — Lew Lang, formerly "one rumor has it that the distribunow assistant to Steve Eilbacher,
connected with Paramount here and
tors have refrained from adopting
manager of the Warner Tivoli, succeeding Harry L. Krafts, Jr., who has in Philadelphia, is now district book- this new contract because of the
been transferred to the Ambassador
er for Universal, covering the Pitts- fear that the Dept. of Justice may
as assistant manager.
tories. burgh, Philadelphia and local terriconsider it illegal."
Baltimore — The Flag, recently acPipestone, Minn. — Jerry Hines will New Erpi Photo-Elec. Cell
quired by Herbert Zimmerman, own- be manager of the 500-seat house
Increases Sound Output
er of the Echo, has been reopened as under
construction here for the Gem
Greater
sound output-, with more
the De Luxe Playhouse, following Theater Co. The house will be ready
effectiveness, immunity from the efrenovations at a cost of $15,000. Ed- for occupancy by April 15.
ward Zimmerman is in charge.
fects of shelf life and high temperature, greater stability and longer life
Minneapolis — Clyde Pratt, formerly
advantages claimed by ElecDanville, Va.— Universal's Capitol with First National here as salesman. are thetrical
Research Products for its newhere has adopted a lower admission is now devoting his entire time to
ly developed photoelectric cell, to be
orice schedule. The scale at night his theatrical interests in Washingknown as the 3-A, which will be
has been cut from 50 to 40 cents,
ton, la.
supplied with all Western Electric
and afternoon prices are 25 cents
sound installations in future. The
from 1 to 3 o'clock, with a 35-cent
Lake City, la. — R. M. Bernan is cell also will be listed as a regular
'evel in effect from 3 to 6:30 P.M. again owner of the Star here. Bernan
The Rialto and Broadway, are also operated the Star seven years ago, replacement part.
operating on a lower matinee scale. and until this time lias been running
the King at Ida Grove.
'Superfilm' Illusion
Washington — Leonard VanderIn Television Test
burgh, who in a short space of time
Norfolk. Va.— William R. Sparrow
(Continued from Paqe 1)
has been doorman, usher and chief has closed the Central and is now
usher at the RKO Keith house here, operating the Ghent, dark since the spectators were radio and motion picT
has now been appointed assistant first of the year. The Ghent is ture executives, who showed keen inmanager.
terest in the life-size wireless picequipped with W. E. apparatus.
tures, which many had believed
would not be possible for some years
Minneapolis — M. M. Hall has been
Washington — Edgar Watte, trans*
Sanabria has invented a "tripleferred from one of the Fox West promoted from cashier to office man- yet.
scanning" idea which makes detail in
Coast houses, has replaced Louis
ager of the Fox branch here, suc- television pictures possible. He also
Brown as publicity man at the Fox
ceeding Jack Lorenz, who has been devised an electrical retouching syshere. Brown has returned to his transferred to Milwaukee. Irvine
tem to obviate the ghastly makeup
Good, for a number of vears with considered necessary by early teleregular
post
at
the
New
York
home
office.
vision performers. The lamp used,
F. & R.. has taken the nlace of Hall.
invented by W. G- Taylor, gives the
pictures a slightly pinkish tinge, but
this will be corrected.

Depinet Completes Reorganization
Of Pathe National Sales Personnel

Complete lineup of the RKO Pathe
national sales personnel has been
Irene Dunne for RKO Radio Party '•omnleted bv Ned E. Depinet, vicepresident and general sales manager.
Irene Dunne of RKO's "Cimarron"
Depinet's immediate assistants are
is extending her vacation so that
E.
T. O'Learv. eastern sales manager.
she may appear on the "RKO The- T. F.
McAloon. western sales manater of the Air" broadcast from the
ager,
and A. H. Schnitzer, special
Leviathan on Friday night. J. Har- =a1"<- representative.
old Murray, Peggy Hopkins Joyce
O'Learv is assisted bv E. L. M<~and Willard Robison also will be
Evov, eastern district manager; W.
on the program.
E. Callawav. southern district manager, and T. W. Bradv. Canadian
~epre=entat've. McAloon is assisted
Chaplin's French Honor
bv T. H. Maclntyre, western district
Paris — Charlie Chaplin, who
manager, and C. E. Smith, midwestwas the guest of Aristide
ern district manager.
Briand yesterday at a small
The exchanee manager personnel
informal luncheon at the Forof the eastern district is composed of:
eign Office, will be formally
T.. GarvfM-. Alhanv: R C. Cropper.
named a chevalier of the
Roston: H. T._ Dixon, Buffalo: S. C.
Legion of Honor this week, acTacques. Cincinnati: Harry G'bbs.
cording to Havas, French news
ripT-HonH: Nat Fnrst. N"w Haven;
agency.
R S. Wolff. New York; R. Mochrie.
Philadelphia:
S. Lefko, Pittsburgh,

Policies Changed in 4 Fox Houses
Four Fox houses in the New Engand district have been given a change
of policy. The Palace, Hartford, will
and C. W. Stombaugh, Washington. open April 6 with a dramatic stock
The exchange manager personnel company. The house will be dark
of the southern district is composed for a week starting March 30 to prepare for the new departure. The
->f: C. W. Allen. Atlanta: R. C.
Price. Charlotte: A. M. Avery. Dal- Palace, Meriden, is now presenting a
1as; S. M. Sachs, Memphis; G. C. three-day vaudeville program, and the
Brown, New Orleans, and W. R. Pit- Plaza, Worcester, has been closed
ten^er, Oklahoma
Citv.
following a burlesque season. Vaudeville and first-run features on a split
The exchange manager personne'
of the western district is composed week policy will be shown at the Elm
"f: I. H. Ashbv. Denver; A. T. O'- St., Worcester.
Keefe, Los Aneeles; L. E. Hoss.
Portland; R. W. Drew. S*lt Lake
Citv: M. E. Corv. San Francisco,
anrt H. L. Percv. Seattle.
The "Fifty
Million
FrenchCountsign
'Em
The exchanee manaeer personnel
men" electric
will do more
of the midwestern district is comto make Broadway "the great
posed of: W. E. Rranson. Ch'^aeo:
white way" than any other
N. Sandler. Des Moines; H. SMver
light display on the main stem,
bere, Detroit: G. T . Lew. Tndianaaccording to Zeb Epstein,
"olis; R^' Nolan. Kancas Citv: Lou
manager of the Winter GarElman. Milwaukee: M. C. M^nteomden. Zeb sez that 3,500 bulbs
erv, Minneapolis; R. S. Ra.llantvne.
are
used
in the sign, and if you
Louis.
Omaha, and C. R. Lundgren, St.
don't believe him — count 'em.
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Paramount Stepping Up Coast Production Activities

2 OPERATOR UNIONS FIGHTING FOR CONTROL
Screen Ad Users Want Circulation Over More Circuits
The Mirror
— a column of comment

National Advertisers Not
Satisfied With One
Theater Group

Working on the theory that 50
per cent of the movie patrons of the
country do not attend more than
INDICATIONS are that the new selling season will start without the new one theater each week, national advertisers are demanding greater cirstandard exhibition contract in operaculation for sponsored short subjects
tion and instead distributors will use than can be obtained through the
their individual agreements. . .Accord- m,edium of only one circuit, The
learns.
According
to
ing to the general impression dis- Film Daily
(Continued
an Page 6)
tributors take the attitude that in
view of the Supreme Court decisions banning the old arbitration and
credit systems, legality of the new
contract is questionable. Assuming
this to be the correct motive, you
can hardly blame them for marking
time in the matter of putting into
operation the new distribution maMascot Pictures Corp., will produce
chinery— an expensive undertaking. serials exclusively for the 1931-32 seaAs long as this situation continues to
son according to Nat Levine, president, who leaves for the coast today.
exist, however, the theater man accumulates the bulk of the headaches. Four all-talking serials, of 12 epiA standardized contract is plenty
sodes each, have been set as the production schedule which will be put
tough enough to digest. But a dozen
individual agreements is, well, 12 into work as soon as Levine reaches
(Continued
on Pane 6)
times worse. Additionally, under
current circumstances the exhib is
minus a number of benefits he would Columbia Earnings Drop;
receive via the new contract. From
$282,409 for Half- Year
a number of sources have come recNet profit of Columbia Pictures for
ommendations that the contract be the six months ended Dec. 27
submitted to the Department of Jus- amounted to $282,409, compared with
tice for its okay. Such action would $479,129 reported for the correspondmightily help clear the beclouded
ing period of 1929.
atmosphere.
•

RKO's 'Noiseless" Device

A recording device that is
said to eliminate about 98 per
cent of the "frying" and "spitting" ground noises in sound
reproduction has been perfected
by Hugh McDowell, young
recording engineer at the RKO
studios in Hollywood. The
process, which is to be used in
all Radio pictures, makes all
but the speech lines opaque, so
there is no possibility of dirt
or abrasions being translated
into crackling sounds.

FOUR 12 PART SERIALS
EIGHT MYSTERY DRAMAS
ON MASCOTS PROGRAM
PLANNED 8Y MOUNT

A COMPILATION of court decisions
concerning the film industry is being
made... A volume of this sort should
possess considerable value. It no
doubt will serve to more comprehensively define the rules by which the
film game must be played.
A PENNSYLVANIA exhib signs up
with local neivspaper as movie critic
. . .An idea which might be sold by
enterprising operators to other
papers lacking a regular picture ediIt's a grand double-barreled
service tor.thought.

A series of dramas taken from
popular detective and secret service
novels and magazines, to be known
as "The Supreme Eight", will constitute the production schedule of
Richmount Pictures, according to
(Continued

on

Pane

8)

S.M.P.E. Committees
To Study Projection

Three committees have been appointed by the Society of M. P. Engineers to conduct a specialized study
of all phases
of projection.
( Continued
on Pane 6) The Pro-

Seven Productions a Month
To Be Turned Out by Para.
Welcome Back!
Kansas City — A "return of
good
golf week
tourney
will
be heldtimes"
the last
in May
by exhibs belonging to the local Film Board of Trade.
Harry Graham of Universal,
Robert Withers of Midwest
and E. S. Olsmith of Tiffany
are handling the arrangements.
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Hollywood — A production program
that will mean turning out an average of seven pictures a month for
the next four months is being
launched at the Paramount studios
here in the most ambitious schedule
undertaken within the last seven
years. More than 400 workers have
been engaged to construct about 100
new settings, and from 1,700 to 2,100 persons, exclusive of players and
extras, will he employed <l;iilv.

Local 306 Battling With
Empire State Group
in New York Area

An intensive battle for the control
of the projectionist situation in the
New York metropolitan area is being
waged beween Local 306, identified
with the I. A. T. S. E. and M. P. O.,
and the unaffiliated Empire State M.
P. Operators Union.
Empire (Continued
is backedon by
union
Pageformer
8)

HARRY CAMPBELL DIES
AFTER BRIEF ILLNESS
Boston — Harry Campbell, Fox district manager for New England and
identified with that company for 17
years, died at 7:40 o'clock yesterday
morning at his home at Newton
Highlands,(Continued
following
a brief
illness.
on Page
8)

Robert Edeson Dead
From Heart Disease
West

Coast Bureau.
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Hollywood — Robert
Edeson,
veteran stage and screen actor, died at
his home
early yesterday of heart
disease.
He had been ill for several
(Continued on Page

Twisted

8)

Kansas City — Latest change
in opening
daytown
of the
Pantages
has this
stumped.
Years ago the houses started
their new bills on Sunday.
Then it was changed to Saturday. So the Pan. moved its
opening to Friday. The other
houses soon followed suit, and
one day the Pan. went to
Thursday. Not wanting to be
too persistent imitators, the
other houses let it go at that.
But now the Pan. has shifted
its opening to Monday, and
what local showmen are trying
to figure out is whether this is
the Monday ahead of them or
the Monday behind their Friday opening I

THE
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Leo Brecher Forms Company
To Distribute Foreign Product

nmsua

Of HtMOQM

»il. LV Ni.70 Widoesiiy, March 25, 1111 Price 5 Cuts

Importation and distribution of
and shorts on an exJOIN W. AL1C0ATE
Eiltir and P.blshir foreign features
tensive scale is planned by Leo
Brecher, operator of the Plaza, LitPublished daily except Saturday* and holiday!
tle Carnegie and Central Park theat 1«30
Broadway,
New
York,
N.
Y..
aters, through the medium of his
by Wid's Films and
and copyrightInc. (1930)
J. W. Aliooate, President, newly organized Protex Trading
Film Folk,
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Corp. Brecher already controls a
number of French and German films,
Secretary-Treasurer
and
General
Manager
Arthur
W.
Eddy,
Associate
Editor;
Don
Carl*
Gillette,
Managing
Editor.
En- including "Wien Du Stadt der Lietered aa second class matter, May 21, 1918,
"La Nuit est a " Nous," "Le
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under der,"
Collier de la Reine" and "The Mounthe act of March
1, 1879.
Terms
(Postage
Guide of
free) United Statea outside of Greater New which tainhave
hadZacopane,"
successful some
runs of
at
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, 15.00; 3
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Paramount Fixes Dates
For Two Sales Meetings

13 ANIMAL SHORTS ADDED
TO NEW COLUMBIA LINEUP
A series of 13 one-reel animal
comedies, directed and supervised by

§ Eastman Films
J. E. Brulatour, Inc.
Chicago
Hollywood
1717 Indiana Ave 6700 Santa Monica
CALuastt »6»l
Blvd.
HOLlywood 4111

First annual benefit
tainment and dance

dinner,
at the

ante
Hota

Astor
by greater
New York
tors and
distributors
to aidexhibi
per
manent benefit fund.
April 4-11: Week,
Players'national
and benefit
Patrons' for Tub
N. lis
V
A. Club.
April 15-17 tic Paramount
sales
con
City. Hotel eastern
vention,
Ambassador, Atlan
Lambs
Gambol,
lfetropolitai
Opera
House,
New
York.
Apr. 20-22: convention,
Warner
Bros.
Eastern
sales
Atlantic
City.
RKO
Pathe
sales
convention
Drake Hotel, Chicago.
April 22-24
Paramount western sales conven
tion, Palace Hotel, San Francisco
April 23-24: doners
State ofConvention
of Indiana
In
Photoplays,
Claypoo)

Irene Dunne, Montgomery
Tomorrow's AMPA Guests

Apr. 27:

Vitaphone's series of 12 one-reelers
by Bobby Jones on "How I Play
Golf," set for release April 27, will
have foreign versions for France,
Germany and Spain.

April

19:

Hotel, Indianapolis.
York. Film sales convention,
Fox
Nev.
RKO
Sales Convention, Lot An

Apr. 28-30: Warner Bros. Western sales1
convention. Hotel St. Francis,
San Francisco.
geles.
May 18-22: International Exhibitors' Con
Rome.
May 25-28 :gress,
Spring
meeting of the Society]
of Motion Picture Engineers,
Hotel Roosevelt,
Hollywood,
Car

Lewis Warner Improving
Lewis Warner, who has been seriously ill for several weeks, yesterday showed the first definite turn for
the better and is now on the road
to recovery, it was stated yesterday
by H. M. Warner, his father.

Expansion of the Ross Federal Accounting Service to cover key cities
in Canada is planned following open- Kansas Circuit Defies
ing of branches in all keys in the
Anti-Sunday Show Law
Two Ohio Houses Bankrupt
United States. Up to the present
timle 22 offices have been established
Kansas City — Although Kansas ofO. — George
ficials have refused permission for andToronto,
in this country. The next one to be
Washington
theaters,Manos'
closed Rex
last
opened is in Galveston. Recent Sunday shows, the Okay-Mason week by order of the court, will be
openings were at Los Angeles, San Theaters in the western part of that disposed of by bankruptcy proceedstate intend to give performances on
Francisco and St. Louis.
ings March 27th.
the Sabbath
son and Greatin the
Bendcircuit's
houses.Hutchin-

Sen. Davis With M-G-M?

West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Vitaphone Signs Langdon

Hollywood — Senator James J. DaHarry Langdon has been signed
vis is understood definitely set to
Vitaphone to make a series of 12
join M-G-M to specialize on rela- by
at the Brooklyn
studio.
*
tions between the studio and labor. comedies
As
former
Secretary
of
Labor
he
is
*
intimately familiar with labor matBruce Gallup to Coast
ters.
Bruce
Gallup, director of advertis*
ing
and
publicity
for United Artists
Roxy Returns Saturday
will leave for the coast Friday to
Farrow Rescues Actress
S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel ends his confer with Al Lichtman and Samuel
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
concert
tour with his "gang" on FriHollywood — Katya Sorina, RKO
day, in Bethlehem, Pa., and arrives Goldwyn on next season's product
actress was rescued Sunday by John
German Film for Cameo
Farrow, Pathe scenarist, when a tide in New York on Saturday to begin
carried her out into the ocean while organization of his staff for the ad"Rosenmontag" ("Carnival's End"),
ministration ofhis "Radio City" the- German talker, opens Friday at the
she was swimming
alone.
ater.
RKO Cameo.
Nsw
York
Long Island City
1540 Broadway
154 Crescent St.
BRyant v-4712 STillwell 4-7940

Mar. 28:

Bryan Foy, will be part of the coming season's program of Columbia.
The trained animals will enact comic
stories, with human voices providing
dialogue to fit the action. World
distribution of these shorts will be
handled by Columbia.

Robert Montgomery and Irene
Dunne will be tomorrow's honor
Paramount's Eastern sales conven- guests
at the A.M. P. A. luncheon in
tion is definitely set for April 15, 16 the Hotel
Dixie.
and 17 at the Hotel Ambassador,
Atlantic City. The Western sales
meet will take place at the Palace Bobby Jones Golf Shorts
Hotel,
and
24. San Francisco, April 22, 23 To Have Foreign Versions

Ross Accounting Service
Opening Canadian Offices
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Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialistsin

MOTION

PICTURE INSURANCE
INCOHPORATKO
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2-4228

N. J.

EASTER GREETING TRAILER
(Siee
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feet — Sound

On

Film)

The finest — cleverest — highest
class synchronized EASTER
Greeting to your patrons
you've ever seen.
Ordered by Circuits Everywhere.
READY FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
$4.00

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
1540 E^WAY

COLOR

Color sound cameras available for
short subjects, or advertising Cms.
Color prints from Bi-pack negatives.
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Changes

Theater
NEW

YORK

Changes

CITY

in Ownership

Republic- W. 42nd St., sold to Wm. Minsky
by Republic Amuse. Corp. ; Verona, sold
to Frank Yalli by Ledig Thea. Corp.

Re-Openings

YY.

Rote— 182

St.;

1 16th
Liberty—
St.

New

102nd

Theaters

Cantral Park— Leo Brecher, owner, formerly
legitimate owned by Lee Shubert ; Princess
owner, formerly
-W. 39th St., Hoffman,
legitimate.
BROOKLYN

Changes

in Ownership

OKLAHOMA
Changes in Ownership

Re-Openings

Berkshire— 5913 Eighth Ave.; Boro Hall—
102 Court St.; C assique — 958 Marcey
Ave. ; Nassau — Nassau Ave.
LONG
ISLAND

Changes

in Ownership

Bayshore — Bayshore, sold to Prudential Playhouse Opera Co. by Charles Moses ; Kings
Park — Kngs Park, sold to James Poro by
Joseph Beugnot.

Re-Openings

So. Osone Park — So. Ozone Park.

New Theaters
Astoria — Triboro,

Loew

Circuit,

owners.

NORTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

Re-Openings

Re-Openings

Binger— Amusu ; Ft. Cobb — Rialto ; GraniteCozy; Oilton — Gem; Ringling — Majestic;
Tipton — Dixie.

OREGON
Changes in Ownership

RHODE ISLAND
Changes in Ownership
Pawtucket — Circle name
changed
to Broadway, sold to M. Stanzler by Circle Thea.
Co.

SOUTH
CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

Allendale — Imperial, sold to John Black by
Fred All ; Belton — Cameo, sold to Cameo
Thea. Inc. by Ed. C. Curdts; McColl—
McColl.
sold to Humphrey-Stanton by J.
E.
Dudley,
Rainbow,
sold to
F. W.
SmithJr.";
by Marion
S. G. —Rogers
; Newberry
— Imperial, sold to C. H. Albretch by Eavej
Thea.
Inc.
Closings

Brownsville — Strand, sold to Brownsville Anderson — Liberty; Ritz; Bath — Mills; CamAmuse. Co. by P. J. Demas ; Evans City
den— Imperial ; Chester — Mills ; Columbia —
— Pastime, sold to C. E. Glenn by A. D.
Royal ; Denmark — School ; Greenwood —
Long ; Franklin — Orpheum, sold to T. L.
Pastime ; Iman — Amuzu ; Iva — Iva ; LangHoughton by M. Bacharach ; Park, sold to
ley — Mills ; Landrum — Landrum ; Ridgeland
T. L. Houghton by T. Kinney ; Hazleton —
— Ritz ; Rock Hill — Aragon Mills Mt. Zion
Liberty, sold to Robert Rothrock by Steven
Church ; Sumter — Garden, Lyric ; TimmonsKorpa ; Meadville — Strand, sold to Mae
ville — Show ; Varnville — Strand ; WarrenEiler by C. C. Eiler ; Norristown — Gloria,
ville
— Community ; Whitney — Mills ; Wilsold to A. Rovner by Chas. Tremont ;
liamston — Star.
Palmerton — Colonial, sold to Pat Amuse.
Co. by Austin Amuse. Co. ; Philadelphia —
SOUTH DAKOTA
Frankford, Roosevelt, Tower, Palm, sold to
Paramount-Publix Corp. by Frankford Mcintosh — Lyric, sold to C. W. Richards by
W. L. Chapin.
Amuse.
Co. ;byPittsburgh
David Rom
E. Burke— ;Burke's,
Hiland, sold
sold to
to
I. W. Shearer by David Miller; Wyalusing — Wyalusing, sold to R. N. Merrill by
Lee & Van Dyke ; Philadelphia — Elm, sold
to Elm Amuse. Co. by Jos. Zaions.

Closings

Bellwood — State ; Benton — Universal ; Bristol
— Riverside ; Hills — Grand ; McKeesport —
Harris; Mt. Carmel — Valeninte ; Montgomery— Lyceum ; Philadelphia — Apex ; Pitts-

Closings

jection Practice Committee, dealing
with problems such as the ideal layout of the projection room and is
collaborating with theater architects
to insure the most satisfactory location of the projection room, is composed of H. Rubin, chairman; T. Barrows, S. Glauber, J. H. Goldberg, C.
Greene, H. Griffin, J. Hopkins, R. H.
McCullough, R. Miehling, M. Ruben,
F. H. Richardson, H. B. Santee and
P. A. McGuire.
The Projection Theory Committee
is making studies of the optical system of the projector, methods of
diminishing eye strain, projectors
with optical intermittents, and rear
screen projection. It is composed of
W. B. Ravton, charman; F. A. Benford, H. P. Gage, H. Griffin, A. J.
Holman, J. F. Leventhal, W. F. Little and C. Tuttle.
The Projection Screens Committee
is assembling data concerning the
optical and acoustical characteristics
of screens and from these data will
make recommendations to the Standards Committee of the Society on a
standard of screen intensity. It is composed of S. K. Wolf, chairman; Dr.
De'Amicis, F. Falge, H. Griffin, W.
F. Little, A. L. Raven, C. Tuttle, D.
F. Whiting.

Aberdeen — Dixie; Allerbee — Pleasure; Ashe▼ii:e — Booker T. Wash ; Atlantic — Movie,
Hamilton ; Aulander — Bertie ; Ayden — Princess ; Be'mont — Princess ; Concord — Westmore ; Davidson — Lincoln ; Forest City —
Imperial; Fremont — Grand; Gastonia—
East End ; Gibsonville — LaHoma ; High
Point — Ritz ; Landis — Liberty ; Marshall —
Princess; Mooresville — Artcraft ; Mt. Airy
— Elmont ; New Brookland — Dixie ; Newport— Strand: Oxford — Liberty; Pittsboro
—Pilot; Robbinsvile — Dixie; St. PaulGrand ; Statesvil'.e — Dunbar ; Sylva — Lyric.

Re-Openings

-Wanoca.

NORTH DAKOTA
Re-Openings

Milnor— Iris.

Changes

Three I

Siminole — State, sold to Griffith Amuse. Co. ;
Tulsa— Dixie, leased to C. V. Fleming by Erie — Lyric ; McKees Roscks — Orpheum ; Mt
Mrs. Wm. Redfearn.
Jewett — Palace; Sunbury - — Chestnut
St
Opera House.
Closings
Re-Named
— Yukon.
Asher
— Melba ; Taloga— Community ; Yukon
Scranton — Favini, renamed Victory.

Andrews — Carolina sold to F. H. Frady by
T. M. Worthey ; Concord — Concord, sold
to Cabarrus Amuse. Co. by Concord
Amuse. Co. ; Greenville — Capitol, sold to E.
B Ferguson by R. E. Borbitt, Jr. ; Siler
City— Gem, sold to R. R. Kissell by W. T.
Collins ; Sylva — Lyric, sold to Hastings &
Wilkes by H. E. Buchanan; Taroro —
Opera House, sold to A. M. Smith by
Bright Leaf Thea. ; Wilson — Carolina, sold
to Publix-Saenger by A. J. Price.

Wallace

burgh— Columbia ; Sharon— Gable ;
Springs — Lone Star ; Troy — Family.

Changes in Ownership

Closings

OHIO
in Ownership

Andover — Gibbs, sold to M. E. Ames by
Kenneth A. Rood ; Cincinnati — Pekin, sold
to R. C. Lewis by J. Barnes; Riveria, sold
to Floyd Sapp by G. Widmeyer ; Columbus
— -Alhambra. sold to Glessie Barton by H.
L. Boek ; Fifth Avenue, sold to Voute by
Earl Vaughn ; Dayton — Peoples, sold to
Semetroth by C. H. Shook ; Lepsic —
New Mystic, sold to E. L. Staup by
Gladys Dishong ; Lorain — Standard, sold
to S. T. Reed by M. Schuster Co. ; NoBaltimore — Virginia, sold to Wm. Gibson,
Jr., by Mrs. Wm. Gibson; Payne — Strand,
sold to Carl Armbrust by R. E. Stewart.

Closings
Bainbridge — Ooera House; Cincinnati — Gem;
Columbus — Exhibit ; St. Paris — Hem ; Seamon — Gem ; Seville — Seville.

2S.

1QM

Reported by Film Boards of Trade

Art — Marcy Ave., sold to Frank Koren by
B'way. Nehalem — Nehalem, sold to Geo. Ludkte by
Corp.;byBobby—
Argosy
sold to Amuse.
H. Bloom
D. & 1160
B. Amuse.
Mrs. W. H. Holmes ; Portland — Lincoln,
Corp. ; Flora — sold to Flora Amuse. Corp.
sold to Phil Carlin by Joe Berg; Nob Hill,
16th
sold to N. I. Odegard by C. M. Dunne,
Avon, Garfie'd,
by
St.—R.soldN: toLevinson
Harold ;Eldridge
by Park CirInc. ; Westport — Westport, sold to Geo. F.
cuit, Inc. ; Kismet, State, Sumner — sold to
Mosteller by H. B. Paul.
J.H.N. S. Thea. Corp. by Fox Metropolitan
Closings
Playhouses ; Lee — Lee Ave., sold to Abe
Berman and Jules Victor by L. Dreiling ; Beaverton — Beaver.
Nassau — Nassau Ave., sold to Ray Amuse.
PENNSYLVANIA
by Charles Stern ; Newkirk — sold to
Corp.
A. G. Franois by Louis Roman.
Bay— 2001 Bath Ave.

March

Changes

in Ownership
Closings

ium. — Community ; Morristown — AuditorFairfax

1)

New

Names

Cotulla — Majestic ;Closings
Edna — Edtex ; Kilgore—
Crim ; Victoria — Frels, changed to Uptown.
Breckenridge — Alhambra ; Rankin — Palace ;
Rising Star — Queen; Terrell — Palace; Texarkana — Gem.Re- Openings
Amarillo — Rex ; Big Lake — Palace.

New F.
Marshall — Palace,

Theater
E. Hendon,

owner.

UTAH
Changes in Ownership

Beaver — Lyric, sold to Joseph A. Manzione
by H. A. P. Frederick & M. M. Sonday;
Fountain Green — Fountain Green, sold to
C. M. Plyler by C. T. Christiansen ; Monticello — Monticello Ward, sold to Ralph
Bailey y L. F. Redd ; Provo — Orpheum,
sold to M. S. Smart by S. C. Ruschmeier;
Sugarhouse — New Hyland, sold to Adolph
L. White & Nat Wolfe by George L.
Edginton.

VERMONT
Closings

VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

Trenton — Gem.

(.Continued from Page

Araarillo — Rex, sold to B. Golding; Cleveland— Rhodes, sold to Mrs. A. B. Rhodes;
Drowell — Rialto, sold to W. R. Womack ,
Dallas — Hippodrome, sold to Tol Teeter ;
Dayton
— Datonia,
sold 'to
MartV. Cole
; Doucette — Hoo
Hoo, sold
to B.
Ferguson;
EastlanrT^Connellee, new lessee, Geo. W.
Belcher ; Edna — Boon, sold to J. G. Long ;
Floresville — Arcadia, sold to Mart Cole ;
Ft. Worth — Texas, sold to E. E. Penix ;
Frankston — Palace, sold to Frankston
Amuse. Co. ; Hobbs — New Mexico, receiver Robert A. Estes ; Kilgore — Dixie, sold
to C. O. Murphy ; Longview — Alladin, sold
to C. T. Thompson; Pilot Point — Queen,
sold to C. S. Edwards ; Waskom — Rex,
new lessee, W. R. Lewis; Whitewright —
Palace, new lessee, Huckaby & Henderson ;
Wolfe Citjr — Palace, sold to R. M. Fuller;
Wortham — PaJace, sold to E. E. Lutz.

East Highgate — Gem ; Highgate
Center —
Town
Hall; So. Shaftsbury— Cole's Hall;
Wilmington — Memorial.

TENNESSEE
Re- Openings

Screen Ad Users Demand
S.M.P.E. Committees
More Circuit Coverage
To Study Projection
{Continued from Page

TEXAS
Changes in Ownership

1)

a representative short subject producer, the question of cost is of little consequence to the advertisers,
and for more complete coverage they
are willing to spend millions. Although some circuits are guaranteeing a positive reader-attention of
over 5,000,000, advertisers reply that
each circuit only represents its own
"fans'" to a great degree and that a
large percentage of prospective customers will not see the ad films unless some arrangement is made
whereby two or three theater circuits may be combined for the circulation of the film.

Four 12-Part Serials
On(Continued
Mascot's
from PageProgram
1)
the coast. An intensive advertising
campaign in national and regional
trade papers is now being planned
by Charles Reed Jones, director of
exploitation. Featured in the first
production, to be released June 1,
win be Rex, the horse. "Rin-TinTin" will be starred in the second
of the serials "The Lightning Warrior." Two mystery pictures, "The
Daredevil Reporter" and "The Shathe Eagle" have also been
set fordow ofproduction.

Monterey — Righland, sold to C. E. Gorsuch
by
Phillip
; Tappahannock
—
Essex,
sold &to Stncland
Essex Holding
Co. by C. R.
Winfree.

WASHINGTON
Changes in Ownership

Kent
— Kent, sold to Renton Valley Thea.
Corp.
by Roy Czerney ; Omak — Gem, sold to
Grieme & Fasken by Guy Merrill ; Renton
— Grand, Renton. sold to Renton Valley
Thea. by B. W. Fey; Seattle— Follies, sold
to Midland Thea.
Corp. by Follies Thea.
Closings
Garfield — Lomita ; Lind — Columbia.

Re-Openings

Everson
Seattle —
Avenue,— Liberty;
Lyric.

Ritz, Yakima,

WEST VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership
Clarkaurg — Ritz, sold to Warner Bros, by
Tack Marks ; Minton — Masonic, sold to C.
E. Williams by Masonic Thea. Co. ; Kimball—Rialto, sold to C. C. Keesling by E.
L. Keesling ; Lumberport — Opera House,
sold by A. DutyClosings
; Sharpies — Sharpies, sold
to R. C. Morton by M. G. Alley.
Cass — Cass; Guyandotte — Dixie; Huntington
— Avenue, Iola ; Kermit — Kermit ; New—
Amuzu.
burg
— Crystal. Re-opening
Anated — Lyric ; Lorado — Lorado ; Marlington

WISCONSIN
Changes in Ownership

Manitowoc — Capitol sold to Robt. Guiterman
& Morris Rothschild by L. H. Bump ;
Woodville — Village,
sold to O. M. Jordahl
Closings
by George Kyle.
Muscoda — Muscoda;

Racine — Rex.

WYOMING
Changes in Ownership

Basin— Rex, sold to J. S. Ward.
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Short Shots from
New York Studios

Timely Topics
A Digest of
Current Opinion
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extras are extras because

they hope to get a break — to
use a frayed film phrase — they
might change their minds and
enter a more profitable profession, like ukulele playing or
journalism, if they looked into
the annals of movie history.
Scarcely more than a score of
current film notables, a checkup
shows, came from the ranks of
the extras. There are approximately 20,000 full and part-time
extras in Hollywood; judging by
previous standards the chance of
any one of them rising to stardom is indeed slight. Most of
the comparative few who have
risen from the $5-a-day class to
their present $l,000-a-day positions patiently struggled for
their break. The talkies have
increased the odds against the
extra. Directors looking for
new faces today are more likely
to look to the stage. . . . Charlie
Chaplin saw in Adolphe Menjou,
an extra and bit-player, the type
he wanted in >"A Woman of
Paris." Clara Bow won a beauty
contest, played a lead and then
became an extra. Subsequently
a producer decided, and rightly,
that she had possibilities.
The story is told that Rex
Ingram, the director, made a bet
that he could make a star of an
extra. He selected a youth
named Ramon Novarro.
From the "ranks" also have
come Jack Mulhall, Mary Brian,
Fay Wray, Laura La Plante,
Esther Ralston, Lew Ayres,
Myrna Loy, Carole Lombard,
Frances Dee and Raquel Torres.
Syracuse, Herald

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

• • • OUT AT the Paramount Coast stude there is one gent
whose long sojourn in Hollywood
and the California
Climate
hasn't lulled him into innocuous desuetude
a lotta good
guys with pep, ideas and initiative get that way in the soporific
atmosphere of God's Chosen Climate
it sort of puts 'em
in a state of Nirvana
that spiritual state where they are
neither on earth nor in Heaven
hovering somewhere in
between
in a word, Hollywood
and in this Hollywood Nirvana all things are Good, Perfect, Beautiful
including themselves
and they forget to Exert the old bean
convinced that Great Ideas will just ooze out
and as they are a tiart of the Great Perfection, being in the perfect state of California, what's the *sense in exerting yourself,
anyway?
how in 'ell can you improve on Perfection?. .....
but some gents resist this insidious opiate that dulls so many
minds in the Never-Never-Land of studios, self-satisfaction and
smoosh
one shining example is Arch Reeve
who
sends out "Advance Inside," a smart, brainy folder on the latest
dope covering Paramount pix
it gives you preview results
if he thinks a pix will be big at the b.o., he says so. .... .
if he doesn't, he doesn't say so
a snappy, concise service
on the new
product
giving short, pithy down-to-earth
info on story, cast, director
everything the showman needs
to know
hail, hello, hellsbells to you, Arch
you're
still in the flesh, and not metamorphosed into a spiritual, disembodied Great Soul of Cal— ee-for-nigh-he-he-hey
we can
UNDERSTAND
your language
• • • A FILM salesman, traveling in his Austin car through
Ohio, had the beetle stolen in Canton
the cops found it in
Youngstown
so the fillum gent gives the cop a two-bit
tip
"Whazzamatter?"
sez the indignant cop
"Just
a midget tip for a midget car," sez the f. s
• • •
GETTING
SET
for the 18th Anniversary
of the
Palace, commencing Saturday
with Jack Hess, handling
Arkayo's national advertising, cooking up some beaucoup stunts
with the able assistance of Bob Sylvester, Johnny Cassidy, Arnold
Van Leer
and George Hoffman of the Art Guild kicking
in a few
they'll have Milt Schwartzwald and the Arkayolians in the theater lobby
ballyhooing in oldtime minstrel
style
searchlights
huge birthday cake with 18 candles giant candles on marquee
and a pip stunt is
an enormous candle burning in a nearby shop window for a week
with a prize to the galoop who guesses the exact time
when it will phfft and go blooey
"guest of honor" nights
will reveal Mister Belasco and Mister Ziegfeld, somewhat known
in these parts

•

• FRANK ORTH and Ann Codee have to date completed over 35 short subjects, and will start next week on their
next Vitaphone short
Frank and Ann have headlined on
the Arkayo circuit since it started
Virginia Morris is now
definitely set at RKO Pathe as general assistant to A. P. Waxman on advertising
of which subject Virginia knows nothing else but, and you should know half as much about it as
she does
Morton Downey is being swamped with floral
tributes from radio fans while convalescing rapidly from laryngitis
Mort will be back knocking 'em dead at the New York
and Brooklyn
Paramount pronto
•

New York censor bill expected to
become law.
t
*
•
Col. William
Selig
tive as producer.
*
*

N. BLAIR

^^

PARAMOUNT
studio Her
gets name
its firsti.Platinum Blonde.

Extras'
for FameChances
Are Slim
TF

By HARRY

becoming

ac-

*

John Emerson and Anita Loos sign
new Schenck contract.

•

•

•

THIS

WHEEZE

of being busy

all the

time

is the

hooey
as per a line in Harvey-Jaediker's "Art-Throbs":
"Many a great sales promotion idea has been born while feet
were at ease on the top of a desk."
the busiest guy we
ever knew was an elephant cleaner
as soon as he got
through at one end of the pachyderm, he had to start right over
on the other end
and what did it s;et him?
only
elephant hairs in his lungs
he died of hairy-kairy

«

«

«

»

»

»

Rosemary McHugh and she's just
six months old. You'll see her with
lahuiah Bankhead in "Tarnished
Edmund Goulding, in the midst
of directing, is a human dynamo.
He knoivs every line of the script
by heart and acts out every part,
noLady."
matter how small, in order to
show hoiv he wishes it played.
Frank Kirby, who recently rejoined Paramount's still department,
under Herman Zerrenner, was still
photographer on the first expedition
made by Yarick Frissell into the
frozen North last year.
Bob

Granet, formerly of Paramount's New York studios, is working on a book titled "Five Wenches,"
for Vanguard Press.
"Smiling Lieutenant" gave the
musicians a break. Over a dozen
used for the many operetta sequences.
Add Lillian Gray to the list of
potential stars. No less an authority than Edmund Goulding recently
picked her from the extra ranks for
a small role in "Scarlet Hours" and
she shows great promise.
Roy Mack has been placed in
charge of directing all musical shorts
made at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studio. His next will be "The Milky
Way," featuring Neely Edwards and
the Muriel Abbott dancers. Herman
Ruby is the author.
Edmund Goulding has composed
"Answer to Love," which is sung by
a chorus of mixed voices during
various sequences of "Scarlet
Hours," which he is in the midst of
directing
at Paramount's New York
studio.
Vernon Duke, Paramount staff
composer, having just completed the
score for "Tarnished Lady," has
placed two songs with Famous
Music Co. their titles being "Until
Today" and "Strange as it Seems."

MANY
HAPPY

RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations art
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of th« inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

March 25
El
BrendelMillhauser
Bertram
Ray Enright

Wednesday, March 25, 1931

DAILV

16 WESTERNS, 12 MELLERS
COMPRISE MONOGRAM LIST
Sixteen westerns and 12 melodramas will comprise the first 28 features to be produced by Monogram
Pictures Corp., it is announced by W.
Ray Johnston, president of the new
indie combine.
The westerns will be made in two
each featuring a well-known
groups,
star.
The 12 melodramas are: "The Arm
of the Law," by Clarence Swinton;
"Ships of Hate," by William Barstow; "Klondike," by Charles Steuben; "The Western Limited," by
Wellyn Totman; "The Law of the
Sea," by J. P. McCarthy: "Police
Court," by Bennett Standing;
"Strangers of the Night," by Wellyn
Totman; "Forgottent Women," by
Isobel Thornton; "The Midnight
Patrol" by James Bradbury, Sr., "Isle
of Hunted Men," by Albert Bridges;
"The Fatal Alarm," by Edward
Hickson, A.andMalvern.
"In Line of Duty,' by
Charles
Trem Carr, vice-president for production of the new organization, will
have direct supervision of all activities on the west coast. Charles A.
Post has been signed as business
manager of the studios and Ernie
Hickson as technical director.

Eight Mystery Dramas
Planned by Richmount
(Continued from Page

1)

,By

MYERS

RALPH

and Jules White,

originators of the "talking dog"
comedies, have renewed their contracts with M-G-M and will continue
to make these shorts.
*
*
*
Charles Hutchison is on his way
here from New York to start work
on the second picture of the group
of four under schedule, the first of
which was "Women Men Marry,"
with Sally Blane, Natalie Moorhead,
Randolph Scott and Kenneth Harlan. Headline Pictures Corp. will
distribute the productions throughout the world.
*
*
*
Ben Ketcham, operator of stock
companies, picture theaters and
vaudeville houses in Salt Lake City,
Seattle, Portland, Denver, Des
Moines, Wichita and Kansas City for
a period of over 10 years, has assumed charge of the dramatic productions, stock and vaudeville department for Lichtig and Englander.
*
*
*
Howard J. Green, speaking at the
second of a series of forum discussions of the Academy of M. P. Arts
and Sciences, praised the practice of
keeping the writer of the story on
the picture throughout production,
working in close association with the
director, and thereby producing better results. Louis B. Mayer and
William C. de Mille also spoke.

D. J. Mountain, president. The first
to be comoleted is "The Last Ride",
to be released April 15. Featured
players signed for the series are IPs "Dracula" Smashes
8-Yr. State-Lake Record
Dorothy Revere, Charles Morton,
Frank Mayo, Virginia Brown Faire,
Chicago — Every week-end record at
Tom Santschi and Blackie Whitford. the Stak -Lake for the last eight
Duke Worne will direct. The en- years has been broken by Universal's
tire eight have been sold for Eng- "Dracula," which took in $26,000
lish distribution to Universal Pic- over the past Sunday. The picture
will be held for a second week and
lures Corp.
possibly a third.

Robert Edeson Dead
From Heart Disease
(Continued from Page

1)

weeks. Edeson, who was 63 years
old, began his stage career about 45
years ago, making his first film appearance in 1914.
iTHE
nttM»MAI!fc
«f HIM COM

Congratulates :
ADOLPHE

MENJOU

— who delivers a pleasant surprise by giving a punch performance as the
hardboiled editor in. Howard
Hughes'
"The Front
Page."

No. 13 of 1931
-Good Deeds'1
Series

FLASHES

HOLLYWOOD
VIOX

TWO OPERATOR UNIONS
FIGHTING FOR CONTROI

W1LK

(Continued from Page

1)

Peggy
Ross,
hailed
as Frank
Borzage's
latest discovery,
makes
her debut in * Fox's* "Over
the Hill."
*

officials. The union, which unlik
Local 306, is not identified with th
American Federation of Labor, i «
trying to replace 306 men with it
Harry Beresford, prominent Broad- own members. A number of thes
way stage actor, has been added to switches are reported to have bee
Paramount's "Up Pops the Devil," effected in independent houses, es
based on the stage hit. Edward
Sutherland is directing and others in pecially in Brooklyn.
the cast include Skeets Gallagher,
Stuart Erwin, Carole Lombard, Harry Campbell Dies
Lilyan Tashman, Norman Foster,
After Brief Illnes:
(Continued from Page 1)
Edward J. Nugent, Theodor von
Eltz, Eulalie Jensen, Effie Ellsler, Funeral services will be held tomor
Guy Oliver, Pat Moriarity, Matty row with a number of home offic
sales officials attending.
Roubert and Sleep 'n' Eat.
Before joining Fox, Campbell ra.
a circuit of theaters in Salem am
Hamilton MacFadden will direct these were wiped out in the famou
"The Black Camel" for Fox. The Salem fire. He then became man
cast leaves March 28 for Honolulu ager of Boston Film Rental Ex
to make exterior scenes. Warner change in 1914, later going to Fo:
Oland, Sally Eilers and Frank Al- as manager of its Boston branch. Ii
bertson head the cast.
1917 he left Fox to organize th<
Boston Film Feature Exchange, bu
Davidson Clark has been cast by after a few months, returned to th
national organization.
Paramount for a major role in "The
Campbell is survived by his widow
Vice
Squad,"being
original
by Oliver
H.
P. Garrett
directed
by John
two daughters and one son. He wa
Cromwell, with Paul Lukas, Kay 56 years old.
Francis and Helen Johnson heading
the cast.
16MM. Group Opens Headquarters
*
*
*
Permanent headquarters of th«
16MM. Motion Picture Board o:
Victor McLaglen is now appear- Trade have been opened at the Hote
ing opposite Jeanette MacDonald in Victoria. Julius Singer is president
"Misbehaving," ivhich Alfred Werk- Max Mayer, treasurer and A. D. V
er is directing.
Storey, executive secretary.

Four New
12 Episode Serials
(FIRST READY

JUNE 1st)

'U' also reports "Dracula" holdovers at the Downtown, Detroit, and
in Dayton, O., where the picture was
moved from Keith's to the Strand.

Lou Baum to Survey
Cuba and Porto Rico
Lou Baum, assistant general manager in charge of foreign export for
RKO, leaves Saturday for Cuba and
Porto Rico to survey the situation
there and arrange with exhibitors for
better exploitation of product.

Charles R. Jones Handling
Mascot Adv. and Publicity
Charles Reed Jones has been appointed director of advertising and
publicity for Mascot Pictures Corp.
Jones recently completed "The Public Enemy", an original story for S.
S. Krellberg, and his fourth murdermystery novel, "Rum Row Murders", has been announced for publication by the Macaulay Co.
Fox Opening New Philly Office
day.Philadelphia — Fox opens its new
exchange at 13th and Vine on Fri-

FROM
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Only Serial Specialist
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DETAILED

MASCOT

ANNOUNCEMENT

PICTURE

NAT LEVINE, President
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Sunday Shows in Ohio Approved By Senate 23 to 1
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Overselling Blamed for Mass of Unplayed Contracts
.

The Spring
— and other clean thoughts
By JACK

A LI CO ATE.

Probably nothing is so distasteJo Clean Up fui to patrons as
a shabby theater.
And nothing is quite so cheap as
soap, water, polish, paint and
brooms. Check the lights on your
marquee. Wash them regularly
and they will be twice as brilliant.
A little touching up and your lobby frames will shine like new.

Ifs Time

Give an inquiring double O to seats,
carpets, drapes, booth and theater
front. All can stand a little spring
cleaning. You may go wrong occasionallyby
pickingkeeping
a show, your
but house
you'll
never miss
constantly
spick,
span,
clean
and
bright.
*
*
*

. m

High - Pressure
Salesmen
Held Largely Responsible for Evil
Memphis — Stigmatizing over-selling as a great industry evil, President
M. A. Lightman of the M. P. T. O.
A., in an exclusive interview with
The Film Daily yesterday, attacked
high-pressure salesmanship methods
which, he said, forces an exhibitor
{Continued

on Page

14)

Slay Rumor

Both Paramount and Fox
yesterday stamped as cockeyed
stories circulated in New
York to the effect that Sidney
R. Kent would become president and general manager of
Fox. "Bunk" was the way the
rumor was described. Fox refinancing amounting to $85,000,000 has been arranged, it was
definitely learned. Formal annoucement will be made within
a few days.

And while on the
subject let us suggest as the part of
wisdom, regardless
of some thought to the contrary, the
strict policy of keeping clean your
program, advertising and exploitation
contact matter. This does not mean
freeing it from guts, but it does
mean divorcing it from smut. In the
entire history of the show business
there was not even one individual to
make either a permanent name or
fortune by trading in dirt and suggestiveness.

Toronto — Declaring he did not believe there are sufficient British pictures of merit to make a 20 per cent
English quota possible, Col. J. A.
Cooper, president of the Motion Picture Distributors of Canada says a
stiff fight will be waged against the
Ontario government's
plan 14)
to set such
(Continued on Page

DOUBLE LANGUAGE BILL
TO GET WARNER TRYOUT 25 Amkino Releases for U. S.
Twenty-five Russian features will
German dialogue versions of War- be distributed in this country during
ner Bros, productions will follow the 1931 by Amkino, said President L. K1N0GRAM AD NEWSREEL
revival next week of "The Jazz Sing- I. Monosson yesterday. In addition
er" at the Warner theater, according his company will bring '^over eight
to the present plans.
It is also sound shorts, including musical, eduIN NEW ALLIED CONTRACT
cational and cartoon subjects.
(Continued

on Page

10)

The features, silent, dialogue and
synchronized, will include the following tentative titles: "The Soil
Thirsts," "Road Into Life," "The
re- West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
have
We
t
Quiet Don," "Jim Shuane,' "The Son
Important
cently learned a
Hollywood — Another vote will of the Land," "Mother," "Rubikon"
Is the Screen little more about have
to be taken on April 7 to descreens and their
cide the new president of Wampas, and "Mircho."
intimate relation to first-class projecfollowing
week'sLeroy
results
of 31 Screen News Company
tion. Screens must have constant votes
each this
for John
Johnston
Formed in Montreal
and intelligent attention. Dust is and Joseph Steele. Phil Gersdorf
their arch enemy and must be kept has been elected first vice-president;
Montreal — Associated Screen
away for dust not only causes a grey Paul Snell, second vice-president, News, Ltd., with B. E. Norrish as
and hazy picture but muffles sound Lincoln Quarberg, secretary, and managing director, has been formed
here.
and increases current cost as well. Jack Hill, treasurer.
Don't
screen
is
wornblame
out. the
Get print
a newif your
one and
let
it have your constant and intelligent
attention.
Patrons are unanimous in
liking brilliant* projection.
*
*

ni
D Clean
He
Minded, Too

Number of Good British
Pictures Declared
Insufficient

Two Candidates Tied
For Wampus Presidency

A newly-drafted contract whereby
exhibs identified with Allied units
agree to use the Kinograms n<
reel containing ;>•
>een
prerared by tlu
R. Hanson
Corp.
The contract former!
in which theaters i
ively play commercial shorts produced
by Hanson, will not be
1 in
con

_

iienoicti

u«.«ii.

It may be brought into use at a later
date provided Hanson decides to
make advertising films. This policy
is contingent upon developments in
the advertising
and industrial picture field.

Ohio Legislature Approves
Performances on Sundays LAEMMLE NAMES LESSER
Columbus — Sunday movies in Ohio
are
now permitted on Sunday afterEXECUTIVE ASSOCIATE
PHIL GLEICHMAN DIES
noon and evening, following adoption
by the Senate yesterday of the Marby a vote of 23 to 1. The
IN MIAMI BEACH, FLA. measureshall billprohibits
exhibition Sunday
Hollywood — Carl Laeinmle has
Wtrt Coast Bmeau, THE

Miami Beach, Fla. — Phil Gleichniaii, who recently gave up his post
as district manager of Warner theaters in Ohio to go South for the
benefit of his health, died here yesterday. Gleichman at one time was
a prominent exhibitor.

morning and by inference permits
afternoon and evening shows. A
large number of houses throughout
the state already have been giving
Sunday shows, but local opposition
has
been a sore spot in many communities.

FILM

DAILY

engaged Sol Lesser as an executive
associate. In this new post, which
was especially created for him, Lesser will act as Laemmle's personal
representative and relieve him i f
various details.

THE
Thursday, March 26, 1931

T CO. FIGURING FAIL TO FIND VERDICT
IN TIFFANY PURCHASE? IN $350,(M VITA. SUIT

:the
IK MVMAI1L

Of nLMDQM
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Thursday. March 26, 1931

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
CCOr
Mar. 28 : First annual benefit dinner, entw
tainment and dance at the Hotel
Astor by greater New York exhibi
tors and distributors to aid per
manent benefit fund.

Price 5 Cents

'A

White Plains — Jury in the Supreme
Gaumont
yesterdaj
was reported
Court here which heard evidence in
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher interested in acquiring Tiffany. This
was understood to be one of the rea- the suit brought by Mrs. Irene
sons for delay in closing of the deal Weeks Jackson as executrix of the
estate of her husband, William B.
Published daily except Saturdays and holidays whereby Educational would take over
at 1650
Broadway,
New
York,
N.
Y„ distribution of Tiffany
current year Jackson, to recover $350,000 which
and copyright
(1931)
by Wid's
Film
she alleged was due him as a partiFilm Folk, Inc.
J. W. Aliooate, President, product.
Editor and Publisher ; Donald M. Mersereau,
cipant in the invention of the VitaSpeaking in behalf of Gaumont,
Secretary-Treasurer
and
General
Manager
Arthur Lee said that the story was phone, disagreed after deliberating for
Arthur
W.
Eddy,
Associate
Editor ; Don
without foundation. Lee also handles six and a half hours, ft was reported
Carle
Gillette,
Managing
Editor.
Enthat it stood eight to four for the
tered at second class matter, May 21, 1918, Tiffany product abroad.
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., undei
Contracts in the Tiffany-Educa- plaintiff.
the act of March
3, 1879.
Terms
(Postage
Mrs. Jackson brought the action
tional deal have been ready for signfree) United States outside of Greater New
against
Walter J. Rich, former presiing
for
several
weeks.
York $10.00 one year; 6 months,
(,5.00; 3
dent of the Vitaphone Corp. She
n.onths, $3.00.
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers
asserted that the patent originated
should remit with order.
Address
all com- Columbia
Students Prefer with
munications to THE
FILM
DAILY,
1650
her husband and William H.
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone CIrcl
Movie Shows to Museums Hilles, and that they aided
Rich in
7-4736,
7-4737,
7-4738,
7-4739.
Cable ad
dress:
Filmday,
New
York.
Hollywood
Students of Columbia University the sale of the rights to Warner
California — Ralph
VVilk,
6425
Hollywood
Bros, for $1,00(1,000. Rich, she alBlvd.
Phone Granite 6607.
London — Ernest would rather go to a movie show
leged, failed to pay her husband his
W.
Fredman,
The
Film
Renter,
89-91 any day than visit a museum, accordshare,
or $350,000. Hilles has inWardour St., W. I. Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn
ing to a survey just made by the
stituted asimilar suit before the New
Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse,
225.
Parit
"Spectat
or", university publication. York Supreme Court for $400,000.
— P. A. Harle,
La Cinematographic
Fran
answerstudents
the
of
half
Nearly
caise, Rue de la Cour-des-Noues, 19.
ing the questionnaire had never visited the American Museum of Natural Robt. Flaherty To Produce
History and only 25 knew of the
For Soviet Film Combine
existence of the Morgan Librarv, but
Robert Flaherty, who last proall except 20 had been to the big
movie houses.
duced "Tabu" in association with the
late F. W. Murnau, has gone to
NEW
YORK
STOCK
MARKET Net
Russia to discuss a picture-making
Jackman Gets Five- Year Contract
West
Coast
Bureau,
Che.
project
THE
FILM
with Sovkino officials. He
DAILY
High
Low (lose
Hollywood — Fred Jackman, head may make either one feature or a
I on. Fm. Ind
9'4 9'A 9'A
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 18
18
18
of the Warner-First National special series. The single picture under
Last. Kodak
171 170J4 170 '4 —
effects department, has been signed consideration would deal with tribal
Fox Fm. "A"
life in Central Asia and particularly
Gen. Th. Eq.
(new) 38
14 36M
13 37j*s
13
—+ a to a new five-year contract, without
options.
i
concern
itself with the economic orLoew's, Inc
60^ 58^ 58?^ —
ganization of the Tartars and Mondo pfd. xw (6'/2). 98
98
98
+
'U' Club to Celebrate
Paramount
47^ 46J4 46J4 —
golians.
Pathe Excb
2'A 2% IVs, —
In celebration of Ca-1 Laemmle's
do "A"
4)4 454 4!^
.
silver
French Talker for Fifth Ave.
jubilee
in
the
industry, the
KKO
"A"
24^ 23% 24'4 +
+ ! Universal Club will hold
Warner
Bros
14J4
\3Yt
14
an Anni"L'Amours, Maitre des Choses"
54
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
versary Dinner Dance on April 25 ("Love Above All"),
h talker
at the Hotel Edison. Sam Sedran with Anna May Wong, Frenc
Thea. "A" .. 5*6 554 SU .
will have its
28 —
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. 28^ 28
is arranging the entertainment and American premiere Saturday at the
18-^ —
18
Loew's do deb rts. 20
Helen E. Hughes heads the ticket Fifth Ave. Playhouse. Cast also inTechnicolor
13!4
13
13
committee. Herman Stern is presi- man. cludes Marcel Vibert, Robert Ancelin,
Trans-Lux
12^4
11 7/s 12^ +
dent of the club.
Miles Helene Darlv and Claire Ro154
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET

April 4-11: Week,
Players
' and benefit
Patronsfor
national
' JublUx
N V
A. Club.
April 15-17 Paramo
tic City. vention,
untHotel eastern
salesAtlanconAmbassador,
April 19;
Apr.

Lambs
Gambol,
Metropolitan
Opera
House,
New
York.
20-22: convention,
Warner
Bros.
Atlantic
Eastern
City.
sales
RKO
Drake

'A

70
106^4
98
94'A
10254
86J4
79
58

70
— l
106J4 —
98
—
94'A —
102VS + 4 Vi
54
8654
.
S3J4 +
Yz
H54
58
—

M-G-M Signs Broadway Ingenue
Dorothy
Lee, Broadwav
ingenue,
has been signed by M-G-M and will
leave next week for the coast.

Gov. Milliken on R-K-O Radio
Gov. Carl E. Milliken of the Havs
office will speak over Station WJZ
Saturday noon during the broadcast
of the R-K-O "Stage and Screen
Guide." Ruth King Owen will announce the program and speaker.

Schenck Expected in London
London — Joseph M. Schenck is expected here next month, at which
time it is said plans will be announced
»»♦>♦>*.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦*♦•♦.♦♦>♦.•♦>♦.♦♦.*♦,••«•••,•♦.♦♦♦♦••.♦••♦.♦♦,%
in connection with United Artists'
« t * # * » % «V*V* v* ♦♦♦♦♦♦ « * ♦ • * • % • % V* ♦ ♦ * ♦ ♦ * V ♦ ♦ * ♦ • ♦ ♦ > * ♦*;♦ production
activities here.
New
York
1540
Broadway
BRvant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STillwell 4-7940

K
8
8

Eastman Films |
J. E. Brulatour, Inc.|

Paramount western sales convention, Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
April 23-24 : State Convention of Indiana InHotel, Indianapolis.
April 25:
Laemmle of ^oyPteys,
Anniversary
Dinner
Dance
uS3*t°1Universal
Club,Claypool
Hotel
Edison, New
York.
Apr. 27:

Fox
Film sales convention.
New
RKO
Sales Convention, Los An-

Apr. 28-30:

Warner
geles.

Chicago
Hollywood
17M
Indiana At*. 6700 Santa Monica
CALtmiet 1692
Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

IS
IS
C*
i|
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Hollywood— Charles Clary, actor,
is dead at his home here after a fouryear illness. He was 58 years old and
made his screen debut with the Selig
company in Chicago.

Western

sale.

May
Spring meeting E*hibit°rS'
of the Societ
"^ 25-28:
^""gress^Rome0"31
C°*y
Hotel Roosevelt,
Hollywood.
Cat

Held Over

fL.i

Dt,0n

fIctur"

Engineer^

Joan Crawford in "Dance Fool
Dance ,s bein
g held over for a sec
ond week at the Capitol.
'Transport of Fire," Sovkino
production, is holding over
at the Eighth
it. .Playhouse.
Meyer Beck
R-K-O
Meyer P. Beck,Joins
formerly of the
V\ artier metropolitan theaters publicity department, has joined R-K-O a<
assistant to E. M. Orowitz, natio
nal
exploitation head.

COMING

EMANUEL

Show

Charles Clary Dead

Bros.

& GOING

JACK WHITE has returned
Harry Liebman Promoted
.oFGe™NE'J°NES
is back A™
tri
to the^scoast
Harry Liebman, formerly with the
EOET BERNSTVN,
United Artists reoreMusic Sales Corp., retail outlet of sentative in Holland, is on a visit to New
the Warner Bros, affiliated music
companies, has been made sales manager of De Sylva, Brown & Hender°UNNE
)eaves for the coast toson, following the appointment of nightENE
William
Burns
detective
for
Educational,J. has
Dan Winkler to the vice-presidency Hollywood.
returned to Newmysteries
York from
VVilliamLTFFRRD
R,EID'- producer
of the
of Remick Music Corp.

Morris Kaplan Buys Another
Cleveland — Morris Kaplan, who
owns the Crown and Arion theaters,
has purchased the Superior from
Dr.Dr.Eckener at "Dirigible" Preview Frank Gross. He is installing the
Hugo Eckener, Commander of first new AC-operated RCA Photothe Graf Zeppelin, will be the guest phone equipment
in Cleveland.
of honor at a private pre-release
showing of Columbia's "Dirigible" at
TO
NOW
ACCEPTING
DATES
the Chanin Auditorium-in-the-Clouds,
Write
For
Dates
on
floor of the Chanin Build-'
A Road
ing, the
this50 evening.
West Coast Bureau. THE

sales
Chicago.
convention.

April 22-24

'A

Gen, Th. Eq. 6s40. 71 V2
1-oew 6s 41ww
108
irr. . 98 'A
Paramount
6s 47.. 95
By. 5j4s5J . . .102!/
5j4s50
8"'/2
Pathe
7s37
8354
Warner's
6s39 . . . 5854

Pathe
Hotel,

returns from

Europe

tins week.
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EXPLOITETTES

Timely Topics
A Digest of
Current Opinion

A. Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€

Russians Adopting
Foreign Sound Systems
J^ SOCIETY of Friends of the
Cinema in Moscow uses the
screen to teach the masses by
exhibiting before clubs, schools,
factory workers. Dr. Dillon declared that "It is difficult for
foreigners to realize the vastness of the task undertaken by
Soviet film producers, the importance of the part played by this
invention." Much money has
been spent to develop a Russian
film industry equipped to make
talking pictures. Their value for
propaganda lends films, silent
and talking, to exploitation in
support of many governmental
practices and laws; moreover,
sound reels are considered by
the Soviets a high-priced export
commodity. The Government
would capitalize, if it could, the
worldwide interest in its experiment in Communism by selling
to foreign theaters talking reels
that picture certain of the successful phases of the present regime and its culture. The masters of the Soviets are adroit
press agents. A United States
Trade Commissioner in Paris
said last week that all attempts
to make marketable sound pictures in Russia have failed. He
reports that the technical equipment of the Soviet film industry
is "extremely poor," and that
most of the studios for sound
reels are nothing more than experimental laboratories. At present the Government is scrapping
domestic sound systems and arranging for installation of systems by foreigners.

—New

York "Sun"

€
• • • THE
BOYS in Tin Pan Alley have heard the call
of Spring, and are responding blithesomely
their musical
souls art turning to the verdant hills and rippling brooks
soon you will tune in on your radio and hear the call of nature
as the song-boys express it in such numbers as "The Wind in
the Willows"
"When You Were the Blossom of Buttercup Lane"
and "Little Sweetheart of the Prairie"
but we're desolated after checking over all the new song lists
there isn't a single one where a guy is pining to be
carried back to the Southland, to Mammy, or the ole homestead
in the Virginny mountings
they seem to have been hit
by the general economic stringency, judging by their current output
one song-blacksmith must have hocked his bus,, and
moans about "Walkin' My Baby Back Home"
another
busted gent sighs hopefully : "We Can Live on Love"
then there is the crooner who finds himself fabulously wealthy
these parlous times, and warbles: "I've Got Five Dollars"
another galoop who must be getting ready to cut hisself a slice
of throat, moans: "Say a Little Prayer For Me"
but the
most interesting offering is from some disillusioned bozo who
chants cynically: "I Have To Laugh When I Think How I
Danced With Tears In My Eyes Over You"
a good companion number to this would be: "I Have To Sneer When I
Think of the Sucker Who Danced With Tears In His Eyes Over
Me"

here is the start of a very intriguing song cycle
you Tin Pan Alley boys are welcome to develop the idea
but f'r gawdsakes, don't fight over it
as for us,
we don't even ask for a cut-in on the royalties
just a bighearted Scotchman
thassall

Helps
"Inspiration"
A . GONSIOR, manager

of the
Virginia, Champaign, IlL,
used an interesting contest on
"Inspiration." Gonsior had eight
hundred special cards imprinted
with the picture of the star, theater and playdate, also copy
reading "What creates the allure
in Greta Garbo? Write a letter
to the manager of the Virginia
theater, giving your impression
as to what sums up the allure
in this exotic and fascinating
star. Just a few words may be
the means of your winning one
of the ten monthly passes which
are to be awarded as prizes. See
and hear her in her latest and
most fascinating role as the idol
of
in 'Inspiration.'
wereParis
distributed
in all the" These
sorority and fraternity houses of the
Illinois University, and mailed to
a selected list of undergraduates
at the University.
Virginia, Champaign, III.

Diversified Stunts
For "Cimarron"

• • • PLAYERS AND PATRONS Jubilee Week got a
good start when the largest combined meeting of theater managers and execs ever held in this hamlet convened at the Astor
theater the other day, to discuss plans and details
present
at the meeting were Sam Katz, Sam Dembow, Dave Weshner,
Elmer
Rogers,
Charlie
Moskowitz,
Major
Thompson
and
"H.M.S." Hendrick
Some gent writes in anonymously to
state: "If the village blacksmith should spend a week in studying
THE FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK, he could qualify as a good
district
manager
one of the large
circuits"
thanks for
them kind
woids, for
stranger
whoever
you are
• • • THE A.M.P.A. will put on display for you Robert
Montgomery and Irene Dunne, if you toddle over to their luncheon at the Dixie today
RKO Pathe has the distinction of
being the only industrial organization on which the American
Legion has conferred a citation
the honor came as a result of the company's efforts in relieving the unemployment situation in the Culver City district when they used 2,000 extras
among local residents in Constance Bennett's "Born to Love."
•

Censorship in Pennsylvania
for the current year cost the
state $175,000.

Student Stunt

•

• ALL SET for the RKO Pathe double-header basketball game, dance and bridge party, Saturday nite, aboard the
S. S. "Illinois"
these boys have the basketball championship all sewed up in the family
Pathe leads the movie
league, and Arkayo is runner-up
Robert Montgomery is
much in the limelight these days, he being guest of honor on
Major Bowes' Capitol Family Hour Friday eve over WEAF
Bob also was the honor guest at the Hollywood Gardens last nite
and N.T.G.'s cuties were so interested in
him that they muffed their routine
the big lady-killer
What worries us is not whether our face is red
but whether this kolvum is

«

«

«

»

»

»

VfANAGER
EDGAR
B.
HANDS of the PublixParamount theater, Texarkana,
Tex., used a series of stunts in
exploiting
"Cimarron."
ture was
announced The
at picall
schools by teachers; a window
display appeared in one of the
windows of a leading department
store, this store comparing present day styles with those depicted in the"picture. A ballyhoo
was used — an usher being inside
of
book display and walking
the astreets.
Pu blix-Paramount,
Texarkana, Tex.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Bhi wishes and congratulations are)
«*t«nded
by THE
FILM
DAILY
to the following members of the. Inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating tWear

March 26
W. S. Van Dyke
Alfred A. Conn
Billie W. Davis

THE
JO

INNERARITY WILL GO WEST

&&*l

HOLLYWOOD

TORumblings
DEFEND ofJ125,000
SUIT
the suit instituted in rv\VID

,By

RALPH

O. SELZNICK has signed
1926 by the Cinema Financing Corp.,
a new contract whereby he continues for the third year as executive
against Pathe Exchange Inc., for
$125,000 in payment for the Spitzer- assistant to B. P. Schulberg.
*
*
*
jones production, "Heir-Loons," were
heard yesterday when several depoJune Collyer is a late addition to
sitions were taken in the offices of
the cast of "Alexander Hamilton,"
Lord, Day and Lord, eastern attor- the
next George Arliss vehicle for
neys for the plaintiff. Pathe was Warners.
represented by Louis Innerarity, who
*
*
*
will leave for the coast in April to
defend the case, which will be heard
Fox has signed Nora Lane for
in Los Angeles. Neil McCarthy is "Young Sinners," also Julius Molnar,
western attorney for the plaintiffs.
Jr.,
for "Over
Hill/'William
and Dorothy
Revier,
Violet the
Dunn,
Post,

Committee Rules Against
Undue Ads in Pictures

A resolution expressing the need
for maintaining a high degree of
quality in the production of films
and the avoidance of any undue
emphasis upon advertising that might
intrude distastefully upon the entertainment or educational element of a
picture program, was passed yesterday by the American Ass'n of Advertising Agencies.
Gloria Swanson Release in April
Gloria Swanson's new picture, "Indiscreet," also known off and on as
"Obey that Impulse" and "Indiscrewill be released
by
United tion,"Artists.
Ben next
Lyon,month
Monroe
Owsley, Barbara Kent, Arthur Lake
and Maude Eburne comprise the
chief support.
Judea Films at Cleve. Hall
Cleveland — Judea Film Company's
all-talking and singing Jewish picture program will be shown in the
Music Hall of the Public Auditorium
for five performances starting April
3. Joseph Finger, local representative has leased the Auditorium for
the showing. Admissions have been
at 75 cents top.
10 R-K-O Towns Book "Air
"Air Police " the second of the
lice"
series of Sono ^it-World PoWide
Thrill-O-Dramas, has been booked
with R-K-O in Madison, Wis. South
Bend, Ind., Rochester, N. Y.,
ingham, Champaign. 111., Cin cinnati,
BirmColumbus, Dayton, Dallas and Grand
Rapids, it is announced by Budd
Rogers, sales director.

DAILY

FLASHES
WILK

Charlotte Greenwood has been
signed by M-G-M to a new longterm contract.
*
*
*
Thomas Boyd, war hero and ivriter, has reported, at the RKO studio
under a 10 weeks' contract. He is
to write a war story about the famous Belleau Woods fight.
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DOUBLE-LANGUAGE BILL
TO GET WARNER TRYOUT
(Continued from Page

1)

planned to run an English dialogue
feature on the same program. Several of Warner's German talkers are
ready for release. "The Way of All
Men," with an entire German cast,
is the probable opener.

Braman Named Engineer
For Atlas Sound Studios

Verne Braman has been appointed
Howard Hughes has bought "Riv- chief recording engineer of the new
ets," the Jack McDermott play,
which was to have been produced Atlas Soundfilm Recording Studios,
on Broadway by Crosby Gaige, and Inc., at 130 West 46th St., it is anJ. M. Kerrigan, Murray Kinnell and will probably use it as his second
nounced by J. Burgi Contner, presiRobert
Young
for
"The
Black vehicle for Pat O'Brien of "The dent.
Contner and Braman are known
*
*
*
*
*
*
for
their invention of the Cineglow
Front
Page."
"
l.
Came
Sound
System, marketing the CineEddie Quillan's first RKO Pathe
M-G-M has bought "Pigboats,"
starring picture, "The Whoop-to-Do story by Edward Ellsberg published glow three element recording lamp
Kid," will be staged at Agua Call-*
now being used by the leading inente, according to Charles R. Rogers. in "Adventure."
dependent studios.
*
*
*
Al
Rogell
will
direct
the
Lew
Lipton
story.
Ground has been broken for the
*
*
*
U. A. Remodeling Frisco House
three-story Radio and RKO-Pathe
San Francisco — Remodeling of the
film laboratory to be erected at
Premiere is planned by United
Mary
Ann
Jackson's
contract
at
Gower
and
Waring
Sts.
It
is
exthe Hal Roach studio expires this
Artists Theaters, new operators of
week.
pected that five months will be re- the house formerly known as the
*
*
*
quired to finish the building, which
was designed by Frank E. Garbutt Imperial. Western Electric feound
"Peaches" Jackson, once a popu- and is to be the largest of its type equipment will be installed and it is
lar child star, is returning to the in the world.
planned to open the theater about
screen. She is now 18.
*
*
*
April 15 with "City Lights."
Thomas Jackson has been signed
New Boston Amusement Firm
Glenn Tryon has started work in
Boston — Orange Amusement Co.
for a part in Chesterfield's newshis second Educational comedy, "Elpicture, "The
Inside
Story." has been incorporated for theatrical
will
direct.
4ow Room," under the direction of Richard paperThorpe
and general amusement enterprises.
*
*
*
Harold Beaudine. It was adapted
Incorporators are Kenneth H. Forby Ernest Pagano and Jack Townkey, president; Edward Markell,
William Powell's first starring pic- treasurer,
'ey from an original story by Bill
and Frajicis B. Markell.
ture for Warners is due to start in
Weber. Betty Lorraine and Vernon
about 10 days. It's called "Heat
Dent are in supporting roles.
rect.
Sharkey Handling Branch
Wave" and Alfred E. Green will di*
*
*
Pittsburgh — Following the (trans*
*
*
fer of Marty Solomon to St. Louis as
Eleanor Hunt appears opposite
Columbia
branch manager, the local
Bert Roach in the new Educational
"The Woman Between," formerly office is being handled temporarily
Tuxedo comedy, "Bride And titled "Madame Julie," featuring by Jim Sharkey, district manager,
Lily Damita, will be the first pro- who makes his headquarters here.
*
*
*
duction in which RKO uses the
Gloomy."
Mae Murray has been signed by 'noiseless' recording system invented
William LeBaron for another RKO by Hugh McDowell, recording en- Booking Deals on "Lonely Wives"
RKObooked
Pathe's
"Lonely
has
been
for all
seven Wives"
Fox houses
talker, "High Stakes," in which she
will appear with Lowell Sherman and gineer.
in Chicago, also for the McColIom
under his direction. J. Walter Ruben
circuit in southern Illinois and by
Theodore Dreiser is in Hollywood eight theaters in St. Louis.
has adapted the Willard Mack play.
for a short visit during which he will
*
*
*
meet Director Josef von Sternberg
Saugus Theater Planned
"The Cowcatcher's Daughter" is and the players in Paramount's verSaugus, Mass. — Erection of a thethe title of Mack Sennett's new comater at Mt. Vernon and Essex Sts.
sion of his novel, "An American
edy, now in production. Andy Clyde, Tragedy." Dreiser made the trip here is planned by Albert
E. Foy of
Harry Gribbon, Marjorie Beebe and from New York by air. He was acFrankie Eastman comprise the cast.
companied by W. T. Powers, Para- Lynn.
mount executive.
Babe Stafford is directing.
*
*
*
Adding Incentive

"Trader" Breaks K. C. House Record
Kansas City— "Trader Horn" has
been held over a second week at the
Shubert, and all records have been
broken for this legitimate house.
Spencer Tracy is playing the part
Sixteen thousand saw the picture
Bobby Jones' series of shorts for
from reserved seats the first week of a high-powered auto salesman in Vitaphone
will be distributed under
on a two-a-day
schedule.
Fox's "Riding* for* a Fall."
the title of "How I Play Golf."
»
George E. Marshall has charge of
producing
the subjects, which are to
Dolores
Costello's
"The
Passionate
Roach Studio Vacation
Sonata" has gone into work at the be completed next month.
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Warner studios under the direction
Hollywood — Having comof Hobart Henley. Warren William,
pleted the current season's
H. B. Warner, Reginald Owen, Joe
program, the Hal Roach stuS. S. Van Dine's first original
Donahue
arid Polly Walters also are story
dio closed yesterday for a six
for the talkers, "Blue Moon
in the cast.
Murder," is nearing completion, with
weeks' vacation. The reopen*
*
*
Florence Ryerson assisting the auing is scheduled to take place
thor on the adaptation. Walter
Raoul Walsh has decided to proabout May 6, when work will
Huston and Loretta Young will
duce
no
more
Flagg
and
Quirt
picstart on the 1931-32 product.
head the cast.
tures.

Jean Hersholt, who declares
that the annual awards of the
Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences are an incentive to
better film production, urges
an
extensiontoof include
the Academy's
selections
several
types of acting. Instead of one
award for the best individual
performance of the year, he
proposes at least three, covering the best comedy, character
and all-around performances by
men and by women.

GONE! GONE!
old familiar faces!
and in their places
new
new
new
new

stars - names - faces - box-office
values I

AYRES
King of the movies
— the boy who
made good with
• vengeance . . .
the box-office records of "All
Ouie t on the
Western Front"—
"The Doorway to
Hell" and "Common Clay" tell
the whole story
. . . now comes
IRON
MAN
from the great
novel by W. R.
Burnett who wrote
"Little Caesar."

Rose

HOBART
Broadway stage
favorite. ..she has
in great measure
. . . that illusive,
mysterious something that nobody
can describe but
which everybody
knows and recognizes soon as they
see it... a shining,
lustrous, moneygetting star of first

magnitude.
cart
for the She's
lead
role in Fanny
Hurst's "Back
Street," "WaterBridge" and
otherlooUniversals.

John
BOLES
You all know John
Boles,you'veseen
his
stuff . . . you
know it's good...
he's the sympathetic, romantic,
handsome husband in SEED...
his fan following
is increasing by
leapsand bounds.
Keep your eyeon

do in "A Lady
Surrenders" and
"Free Love".,,
and she does an
equally gorgeous
piece of work in
SEED, the Charles
G. Norn's
tional bestsensaseller
. . . she's
office
namea box„ < .
getting bigger and
better. Only Universal can give you
Genevieve Tobin.

Sidney

John
. . he's
devil . with
thea

ladies.

FOX

Genevieve

Her first screen
role is the title

TOBIN
You've already
seen what she can

ngto
storyh
arkiin
then Boot
fart
of the girl who
wanted everythinq . . . BAD

SISTER . . . petite,
lovely, enticing..,
and what an actress forthe young
>eople. Full of
fire,.. full of pep.

Bette

DAVIS
No ordinary girl
this ethereal
blonde lady . . .
See her work in
BAD SISTER and
SEED . . . then
watch her popularity increase
picture by picture
. ..day by day.. .

you'll see her in
a lot of Universals
and inyou'll
her
more. want

Slim

SUMMERVILLE
a real box-office baby. . . the man
with the bugle. ..the man with the
following . . . the man with everything a comedian needs including
a smile that won't come

Slim
Summerville

off.

Nothing succeeds like a UNIVERSAL

picture!

You Can Y Get Bg

TODAY

with YESTERDAY'

Ideas I

■

RICHARD

BARTIIELMES§
as the racketeering reporter
who was put on the spot in

THE
FINGER
POINTS
■(■HI

with Fay Wray, Regis Toomey, Robert Elliott
Although critics have said "his greatest" of every Barthelmess
picture, "The Finger Points" exceeds hy far, any of his
previous accomplishments.
It will get the world aflame!

stoH™!8 FIRST NATIO

e

and TODAY
the Big Idea is

Think How Much MORE you get when a star as
famous as
BE BE

DANIELS i±
brings a character as popular as
DORA MACY to the screen in

1

PAfl'O

with BEN LYON, LEWIS STONE, JOAN BLONDELL,
NATALIE
MOOREHEAD,
RICARDO
CORTEZ
Directed by Roy Del Ruth
TOOK YEARS RECORD AT WINTER GARDEN, X. Y.
ECHOING BIG BUSINESS OF WASHINGTON, CHICAGO,
BOSTON,
FRISCO,
PITTSBURG,
INDIANAPOLIS

ependon VVARNER

BROS*

Backbone Product

THE

■3

&?

k

DAILY
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CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS
FIGHT 20 PER CENT QUOTA
(Continued from

a quota
for
province.

pictures

Pane

1)

shown

in

the

N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y
San Francisco — Joe Enos was recently appointed manager of the St.
Francis.

Long Beach, Cal. — Les Fountain
has returned to his post as district
chief in this situation for Fox West
Coast, following a year as district
manager for the circuit in San Diego.
Fox has eliminated district headquarters in San Diego, and managers in
that territory are now reporting to
H. L. Hartman, Los Angeles district head. Cliff Chellew, who was

H. T. Long, Toronto branch manSeattle — Mickey Carney, former
ager for Gaumont, states that as far
us lie knows his company would head booker at the Pathe exchange,
rather have British films stand on has taken over the booking desk at
succeeding John B. Smyth.
their own merits, but if theater man- Tiffany,
agers do not appear to be willing to resigned,
show them, no doubt the legislation
Lynchburg, W. Va. — With the acting D. M. in Les Fountain's abwould be favored. H. V. O'Connor, purchase
sence from Long Beach, is now manof the Trenton by Warner
Toronto manager of Regal Exaging the Fox theater, San Diego.
change, which distributes British has
Bros.,been
a projectionists'
strike
which
in effect here since last In the new lineup in San Diego, J.
International Pictures product, says
September has been brought to an L. Hendricks is at the California and
he has always been in favor of Britend.
Union operators have gone into Ed Graham, former manager of the
ish pictures, but would not commit
the
Trenton, which as an inde- Otpheum. becomes publicity director
himself with regard to compulsory
houses.
exhibition.
pendent house employed non-union of the Fox San Diego
boothmen. Publix, in taking over
Arthur Cohen, managing director three other strike houses in NovemBasin, Wyo. — The Rex here has
of Famous Players, declares the
ber, placed union projectionists in
Canadian public does not take its these houses in accordance with their been sold to the Basin Theater Co.,
organized by J. S. Ward, who also
pictures patriotically, and consequent- regular policy.
controls the Douglas Amusement
ly British films could not compete
Co., operating the Princess in Dougsuccessfully with American producSeattle — James M. Hicks is at
las. Name of the Rex has been
tions.
changed
to Wigwam, and the house
present acting
the Ross
F"ox,
assisted
by Johnmanager
Boles. of
Henry
will open April 5.
has replaced Robert Williams as
Penrod Film Booked
treasurer
of the Fox
Fifth Ave.
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM
DAILY
Elkville, 111. -- R. ]•;. Atkins has
Los Angeles — "The Land of Evansold the Lyric here to the Harry
Corvallis,
Ore.
—
Charles
and
ClarRivers Co. The same company has
geline," last picture made by cameraman A. G. Penrod, before he left
ence Whiteside, former theater oppurchased
the Miners. Dowell, 111.,
erators here, have announced plans
from
Atkins.
on
has the
beenill-fated
booked "Viking"
for a six expedition,
week run for a $100,000 building project, which
at the Carthay Circle. The picture will include a 600-seat house. It is
Kennett, Mo. — Tom
Ford has sold
pertains to Nova Scotia and the reported that George Roy of Eugene
will lease the theater.
the Ford
to E. B. Yandiver.
north-country and is handled In
Talking Picture Epics.
Idaho Springs, Colo. —
Idaho
Portland, Ore. — Walter Tebbetts
has
purchased the Laurelhurst.
Spring
Opera
House
Ass'n
has
leased the Opera House here to Fred
Eisenstein in Virgin Locations
Strubel
is manager.
Lind and S. D. Weisbaum. who have Ralph
Mexico City — Locations heretofore changed the name to the Mines. Lind
untouched
by American
producer
and Weisbaum. who also operate the
Sugar City, Colo.— The Rialto, reare being
photographed
by S. M
cently taken over by M. C. Myers,
Chief at Steamboat Springs, are reEisenstein's company which is makdecorating the Mines and sound has
been
equipped with the Royaltone
device.
ing a picture dealing with Mexicar
equipment
is being installed.
life.
With the Russian director ar
Edouard
Tisse, his cameraman,
and
David Perkins in Boston
Brenon, Jr., to Greenfield
Boston — David F. Perkins, who
G.
V.
Alexandoff,
Eisenstein's
assistGreenfield,
Mass.
—
Herbert
Brenant.
on. Jr., son of the producer, is now managed the Merrimack Square in
managing the new Garden here. He Lowell, is doing special publicity
recently had charge of Publix.' s Or- work at the Metropolitan here, folK. C. House Changes Policy
the temporary closing of the
pheum and Uptown in Gardner,
Lowell lowing
house.
he is succeeded by Erwin
Kansas City — A new policy of pic- where
Moffet.
tures and vaudeville, the latter supplied by the William Morris office of
Change in Cleveland U. A. Staff
New York, is to be instituted at the
Jack Lorenz to Milwaukee
Cleveland — Walter Loewe has rePantages, which has housed a burMilwaukee — Jack Lorenz. formerly
signed from the local United Artists'
lesque troupe for the last 10 weeks. assistant manager of the Fox ex- sales force.
William K. Selman, forThe burlesquers were left stranded
change in Minneapolis, i- now conmerly
with
United
Artists, succeeds
Loewe.
nected with the local branch in the
this week when Jack Dickstcin, manager of the operating company, dis- same capacity. N. F. Hall was proappeared.
moted to office manager in MinneFleischman Acquires Third House
apolis and I. G. Good, formerly with
Toledo,
O. — George Fleischman,
Publix,
took
over
Hall's
duties
as
cashier.
owner of the World, Atlas and State
Would Tax Ad Films
theaters, has just purchased the SylA bill for presentation to
G. H. Mercer May Enter Texarkana
\an
from
T. C. O'Connell.
the New York State legislaTexarkana — G. H. Mercer, who reture that will provide for a
cently sold his Aladdin in Longview,
Enlarging Evanston House
tax to be paid for each sponTex., to C. T. Thompson, is resored or advertising film
ported planning to take over the
Eyanston, 111. — Enlargement of the
lix.
local leasehold abandoned bv Pub- seating capacity of the New Main
shown in a theater, and a provision that will force exhibifrom 700 to 1,000 or more is exE. G. Pollard in Worcester
pected to get under way soon. H. E.
tors to display signs informing
Worcester, Mass. — Edmund G. Olson, who owns the leasehold on
the public that their theater is
Pollard, who managed the Majestic the building, has acquired adjoining
showing advertising shorts, is
and Universal in Fitchburg. has property and will rebuild the entire
being framed by a local state
taken over the management of the structure into a 3,000-seater if Sunsenator, The Film Daily learns.
day shows are approved
here.
Olympia here.
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OVERSELLING IS BLAMED
FOR UNPLAYED CONTRACTS
(Continued from Paac 1)
to buy more
product
than he can
play.
Lightman said:
"One of the chief complaints of the
distributor is that there is a great
number of exhibitors who will not
play out pictures contracted for, resulting in an enormous annual loss
to the producer. Far be it from me
to condone the exhibitor who will
not live up to the terms of his contract, at least to the satisfaction of
the other party. There is no inten
tioti of excusing anyone in this statement, but rather to put a tremendous
part of the blame where it belongs.
When an exhibitor has contracted
for 20 per cent to 25 per cent more
product than he can use, he has no
further place for a block of pictures.
A film salesman who forces 30 to
60 pictures on this exhibitor is just
a- guilty of breaching the contract
as the exhibitor is. And startling as
it may sound, in main- instances the
salesman often shows the exhibitor
how to avoid playing certain pictures
that he already has under contract.
This maytheless it is
be true.
a serious charge, never"So let's get at the source if this
evil is to be reduced. Let's curb
overselling. Branch managers who
submit contracts to their home office
when thev know full well that the
exhibitor is already overbought are
very much to blame.
"You cannot add extra days to thd
year. If a company is too late to get
in a town it is up to it to either pass
up the contract or permit the exhibitor to select a fair percentage of pic-;
tures from the block' so that he may
feel justified in paying for a few that
he already has under contract and
thus make room for a few more. If
a practice of this kind were adhered
to,
the becomplaints
of thethan
distributor
would
reduced more
50 per
Warner House Cornerstone Laid
Youugstown. O. — Cornerstone has
been laid for the house being erected
here bv Warner Bros, as a memorial
to Sam Warner. Dave Robbins will
be cent."
manager of the theater.
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Newrated Independents
Film Exchanges. to join Fede-
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Developments expected in New
York censorship situation. G. ARogers working with Senator Lusk.
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THERE COMES

A TIME IN

EVERY MAN'S LIFE
WHEN HE CAN USE
MORE KNOWLEDGE
♦

It is not so much what
you know, it's knowing
where to find out what
you want to know
when you want to

know it —

Wise Showmen

the world

over use the Film Daily and the
Film Daily Year Book.

They Swear by Them

GETTING NEW FACES
IS NO CINCH!
But how audiences respond when you
give 'em new personalities and ideas!
The first principle
of good showmanship ischange of
pace! Hal Roach
knows your folks
and what they
like! That's why
his group of flaming flappers and
handsome youths
is the new short
subject pep that's
getting on to more
and more screens
every week!

THE BOY
FRIENDS

They get the dates
with the American public!

D^r M-G-M.-

comedf Savour
Orders" ,• U?ct°r's

Sg& COHEN,

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

of manyone
Here's
praiseful
letters'.
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Star Acquisition Campaign Being Launched by RKO

NEW GERMAN KONTINGENT 105 TALKERS
UFA

Sending Over English, German, French Versions

The Mirror
a column of comment
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY students
prefer picture shows to trips to museums, a survey
made
by the school
publication
indicates
Scholastic
minds are apt to translate the announcement as a sign that young
America is going to the familiar bowwows. Not so, however. School
books and museums make pretty dull
sources of education compared to motion pictures plus dialogue. Talkers provide a painless method of acquiring education. Pictures, which
are still the basis of present-day
screen entertainment, make a deeper
and more graphic impression than
words spoken in class rooms. In
showing a preference for motion pictures, students are simply selecting a
pleasant, yet effective, route to knowledge. P'rom the screen views and
talk they contact, and in particular
the newsreels, they no doubt will
gather education far beyond the scope
of museums. Information of today,
tomorrow and yesterday.

IMPROVEMENT of projection standards is the object of three S. M- P. E.
committees now at work .... Efforts to
better screen presentation of pictures
are constantly being made by this
and other groups. No phase of the
industry is receiving more constructive attention than projection.

CONTINENTAL atmosphere will be
injected in a Broadway house which
Ufa will rent for showing of its dialogue features. .. .Presenting an idea
which ought to be adaptable for theaters playing foreign language talkers. A swell novelty angle, it seems,
which ought to help entice customers
pa's the b.o.

12

Features,
26 Shorts
on the Way for Broadway Showing

Twelve Ufa talking features, four
in English and the remainder in German and French, will be distributed
in this country, said F. WynneJones, managing director of Ufa, yesterday. In addition, his office will
handle 26 single-reel Oddities, all in
color, said Wynne-Jones, who has
(Continued

on

Pane

Ufa House for B'way
A continental atmosphere
will be given a Broadway
house which Ufa intends to
rent for the showing of its
German and French dialogue
pictures. Its characteristics will
include a food and beverage
bar. Opening in about one
month.

Sound
Film Importation
Increased 15 Over
Last Year
Berlin (By Cable) — Importation
i< feature-length sound pictures for
the 1931-32 season are increased to
105 under the new kontingent regulation adopted yesterday by the
Reichstag. (Continued
Last

onyear's
Page

kontingent,
11)

11)

Half of New Paramount Talent
A. H. BLANK TO RESUME
Being Recruited from the Stage
MANAGEMENT OF CIRCUIT
_
CIRCUITS VIE FOR LEAf
IN N.V.A.DRIVE RESULTS
Des Moines- — A. H. Blank has returned from a visit in Hollywood
and is planning to resume active
management of his 22 theaters in the
state, the circuit being known as the
Central States Theater Corp. Blank
has been officially retired for the
last three years.

Fifty per cent of new talent being
developed by Paramount comes from
the stage, said Felix Young of the
West Coast studio yesterday. He
is in New York in quest of players
for the Paramount stock company.
Twelve players rose to feature and
starring roles on the Paramount roster during the past year, said Young.
(Continued

on Pane

11)

Baltimore Sunday Bill
Consol. Film Directors
Passed by Md. House
Re-elected for 3 Years
Baltimore — Thomas D'Alesandro's
bill to repeal the local law against
Sunday shows has been passed by the
House in Annapolis with little opposition. The measure now goes before the Senate with the Michel local
option Sunday bill being considered
by the Judicial Proceedings Committee.

Four retiring directors of Consolidated Film Industries were re-elected for three years at the company's
annual meeting yesterday. The directors are H. J. Yates, R. I. Poucher, W. W. Vincent and G. W. Yates.
Business transacted at the meeting
was of a routine
nature.
All acts
(Continued

on

Paiie

11)

Schnitzer, LeBaron See Stars
As Only Hope of Box- Office
A Real Fish Story

1

"Fisherman's Paradise," an
M-G-M one-reeler returns to
Broadway today for its second
engagement at the Capitol and
its third engagement on the
main stem. The short played
five weeks at the Astor with
"The New Moon."

West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

With the starting day of the 1930
N.V.A. Drive near at hand, reports
from the field to the headquarters of
the campaign, which will be known
as Players'
this year
Jubilee
Week,
indicate aand
keen Patrons'
rivalry
among the different circuits for the
honor of bringing in the best results.
Each of the five presidents cc ..
(Continued

on

Pane

11)

Shea Houses in Buffalo
Cut Admission Prices
Buffalo— Three Main Street theaters of the Shea Operating Corp.,
Hippodrome and Bufthe Century,
falo, announce a downward revision
in admission prices ranging from 5
to 15 cents. Top price at the Buffalo
is now 60 cents; Hippodrome! SO
cents and Century. 35 cent-.

DAILY

Hollywood — Failure of non-star
pictures to show satisfactory box office results has resulted in a determined effort bv Joseph I. Schnitzer
and William LeBaron of RKO to
go after all available stars for addition to the RKO players' roster. It
is likely that Dolores Del Rio will
on Paneother
11) "names"
RKO, with
sign with(Continued

Officer I'ierson

If you sneak up on Wayne
Pierson, Eastern rep for
Howard Hughes, and jerk
back his coat lapel, you will
find a bright new shiny deputy
sheriff's badge reposing on his
manly bosom.
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Boston — The local amusement rialto is 100 per cent motion picture, plus a little vaudeville, until Easter Monday. Not a legitimate
attraction is on view. Squawks have arisen from the natives over
the complete absence of drama and musical comedy. The public
and press blame this on bad theater management, rather than a
dearth of stage attractions.

Board of Review Elects
Judge Davies Chairman

"Hell's Angels" Barred
On Anti-German Charge

Berlin (By Cable) — As a result of
Former Municipal Court Justice
John R. Davies, senior member of the protests being made by German
law firm of Davies & Lesser, has Consuls throughout the world,
been elected chairman of the National "Hell's Angels" has already been
Board of Review of Motion Pictures, banned in two countries, China and
succeeding Walter \V. Pettit, who Honduras. Claiming that the picture
continues as an active member of the is antagonistic to Germany, consuls
efforts in all lands, inboard's executive committee, it is an- are making
cluding this country, to have the war
nounced by Wilton A. Barrett, execu- talker suppressed.
tive secretary of the organization.

First Unit Managers
Named by Fanchon-Marco
First appointments of company
managers in line with the new policy
adopted by Fanchon and Marco for
their travelling "Ideas" have been
announced by M. D. Howe, general
booking manager. William McKnight
Roddy takes executive charge of "Icy
Hot" Idea at Detroit; William J.
Riley takes charge of "Vaudeville
Echoes" and William W. Decker
takes charge of "Prosperity" Idea at
Milwaukee. Additional company managers are being appointed.
Harry Singer, eastern production
manager of F. and M., came in from
Milwaukee to confer with M. D.
Howe on the road manager policy
and to meet personally the new appointees.

Free Ads for Theaters
In 'IT Newspaper Tieup

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
DCCr
Mar. 28: First annual benefit dinner, entertainment and dance at the Hotel
Astor by freater New York exhibitors and distributors to aid permanent benefit fund.
April 4-11: Week,
Players'
and benefit
Patrons'
national
for Jubilee
N. V.
A. Club.
April 15-17 Paramount
tic City.
eastern sales convention, Hotel Ambassador, AtlanApril 19: Lambs Gambol, Metropolitan
Opera
House,
New
York.
Apr. 20-22: convention,
Warner
Bros.
Eastern
sales
Atlantic City.
RKO
Drake

Pathe
Hotel,

sales
convention,
Chicago.

April 22-24 Paramount western sales convention, Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
April 23-24 : State Convention of Indiana Indorse™ of Photoplays. Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.
April 25: Laemmle Anniversary Dinner
Dance of Universal Club, Hotel
Edison, New York.
Apr. 27: Fox
York. Film sales convention. N»

Free advertising for theaters tied
up with the Universal Newsreel is
being provided by Universal through
RKO
Sales Convention,
Los Ana series of ads being run in newspapers affiliated with the company on Apr. 28-30: Warner Bros. Western sales
convention. Hotel St. Francia.
its reel project. The campaign in
geles.
San Francisco.
New York is concentrated on the
"World-Telegram," which has already May 18-22: International Exhibitors' Congress, Rome.
run a full page, with another to fol- May 25-28 : Spring
meeting of the Society
low. Later smaller space will be
of Motion Picture Engineers.
Cal.
Hollywood.
Hotel Roosevelt,
used regularly twice a week.

Al Mannon to Survey
Indie Producing Field
A survey of conditions in the independent producing field will be
made by Alfred Mannon of Tec-Art
Studios, Hollywood, who is now in
New York. He is also interested in
the Tiffanv situation.

Pathe News Adds Editor
For Women's Activities

Small Town Gets Vaude
Denison, la. — Manager H. Saggau
of the Ritz is offering RKO vaudeville in connection with his picture
RKO Pathe News added another
programs,
using the same attractions
Trans-Lux
13 \2% 12% +
Y» editor to its staff yesterday with the
as offered in Des Moines, Sioux City
NEW
YORK BOND
MARKET
appointment by Courtland Smith of and Omaha. Denison is the first
Mary K. Browne, tennis expert, as town of its size in this section to
154
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 70
69'4 70
Loew 6s 41ww
107 105
of women's activities. Miss adopt the plan.
% editor
do 6s 41 x-war. . . 98
97'/$ 105 —
Par. 5Ks50
86Vi 86J4 97% —
% Browne formerly held the national
amateur and professional tennis
Pathe 7s37
83% 83
83!4
86% — ..
Previews in Lowell, Mass.
championships and also has held woWarner's
6s39
... 58
56^
57/s —
Lowell, Mass. — Previews of the
fornia.
mens' golf titles in Southern Califollowing week's features are being
Tod Browning to Tour Europe
given at the Victory here. The adTod Browning, Universal director,
vance-showing performance starts at
is coming east in about 10 days and German Film for 8th St. Playhouse show.
10:30 P. M. following the regular
will sail April 9 on the Bremen for
German singing
a three months' vacation-tour abroad. and"Bockbierfest,"
talking picture, opens Monday
for an extended run at the Eighth
N. O. House Booking Indie
New
Orleans — Andrew Hynes,
St.
Playhouse.
"Springtime
on
the
::
♦.♦
Rhine," scenic short, will be on the lessee of the Dauphine, the largest
g
New
York
Long Island City J-J same
program.
independent house here, having a
5
1540 Broadway
154 Crescent St. ♦•}
seating capacity of 1,800, is booking
g
BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940
S5
independent product and road shows.
African Series Release in May

Para. Starring Ruggles
Charles Ruggles achieves stardom
with "Girl Habit," which starts April
10, at Paramount's New York studio,
under the direction of Eddie Cline.
It was adapted bv Owen Davis and
Purcell from "Thirty Davs",
Gertrude
a stage play
by A. E. Thomas.

Ritz, Jamestown, Bankrupt
Jamestown, N. Y. — Elbert W.
Sandberg, trading as the Ritz Theater, has filed a voluntary petition in
bankruptcy, scheduling liabilities of
$18,001. Unsecured claims are $13,724, owing mostly to film exchanges
and distributors. Assets are listed at
$3,500 in equipment.
Howard Payne Dies
Pawtucket, R. I.— Howard Payne,
general manager of the Leroy, died
suddenly in his office Wednesday afternoon. He had been identified with
the house since its opening.

Paramount After Harlow, O'Brien
Paramount is understood to be
seeking Jean Harlow and Pat
O'Brien for featured roles in pictures to be made at the New York
Studio. Both players are under
First release in Vitaphone's 12
Sinclair Joins Pathe News
Co.
two-reelers, "Adventures in Africa",
James
Sinclair, film librarian for contract to Howard Hughes' Caddo
has been set for May 17. The sub- Kinograms newsreel for the past five
jects will then be issued at weekly
« intervals.
Pathe
An intensive advertising years, has joined the RKO
news
staff
as
keeper
of
the
"morgue."
campaign
is
to
precede
the
release.
Studio
and Location
s.J
♦.♦
'U' After Foreign Rights

I Eastman Filinsl!
I J. E. Brulatour, Inc.
ft
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"Dirigible" for Central
"Dirigible," Columbia's
roadshow
production, opens its Broadway twoa-day run on April 4 at the Central.

I

Universal is dickering for the foreign rights to the Hoot Gibson picture made by Allied Pictures Corp.
Arthur Lee is agent for Allied.

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Rates

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corporation
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Nine smash weeks at the Globe
New York at $2 with thousands
still clamoring for admission • • •
Terrific grosses in all keys • • •
Start your pre-advance campaign
NOW. Don't pull your punches
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131,000 Great
"Lights'
For
eland
At Clev
Cleveland — Stormy weather, keen
legitimate competition ' and Lent
couldn't stop "City Lights," which
polled $31,000 for a near-record at
the Stillman, in the first week of a,
three-week
run.

'Lights' Nicks
Chi Record
Chicago— "City Lights" established
a new house record at the United
Artists Theatre here, grossing $46,- ■
562 for the week ending Thursday J
night. This figure includes a preview ,
night gross of $2,700.
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length
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In Chicago

124,000 a Wowi

Big
^haAtplin ,90
$28 0
hts".l
For
At Buffalo!
at Prov
Film "Lig
Providence— Charlie Chaplin's "Cityl
Lights" clambered into the big money!
here this week, garnering about $24,000 at Loew's State. So insistent was
the demand for seats that Manager^
McCarthy ran eight shows a day, the
last starting at 10:30 P. M„ an innoj
j<ation for this town.

Buffalo-r-"City Lights" went over)
so well at the Great Lakes that it was
i held over on the high take of $28,900.
I This is the first holdover since the
house adopted its stage shgw policy.

view York, brought $45,000
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Story by Edward
Dean Sullivan & Adele Comandini
with

the

adaptation

by

Julian

Josephson

A JAMES CRUZE PRODUCTION
Directed by WALTER

LANG

• Produced by SAMUEL

ZIERLER

• recorded by RCA Photophone

crime - sensation
Crossroads
the
film
world !
M

y^

_^^

BOOKED

DAY

ARID DATE INTO N. Y.
H ^^^^
^^ AND BROOKLYN PARAMOUNT
Big drive starts in a blaze of glory ! Unlimber that super-super artillery ! For HELL BOUND, mighty Tiffany gang film the
trade's raving about, makes its debut as the big-time attraction of all time at the Crossroads of the World . . . TiffanyCruze-Carrillo have created an immortal film that stands head and shoulders above any crime picture yet made —
absolutely without exception ! With Leo Carrillo, filmland's terrific new sensation, giving a gang-leader
performance without parallel in the history of motion pictures. It's your cue to shoot the works !

'HELL BOUND" -SET TO SWEEP
NATION'S CLASS-A HOUSES!
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EXPLOITETTES

Timely Topics

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion

— €)—

Power of Screen
As Thrill-Producer

the superna
pERIE
nerves.still ofshake
tural tales
y
eth
centur nerves
Even twenti
whose owners presumably scoff
at ghostly and inexplicable manifestations as "a lotta boloney."
This was proven at opening performances of "Dracula," a talkie
being shown at a Binghamton
theater. One woman fainted at
the afternoon performance and
another in the evening as the
film unwound the tale of a human vampire, one of those shadowy creatures found in the folklore of many lands, who are said
to rise from the grave at night
in search of human blood. Most
of us remember rainy evenings
when we shivered over pages of
"The Hound of the Baskervilles,"
glancing backwards over our
shoulders every now and then.
Wasn't that a stealthy sound
from the hall? And hadn't shadows outside the friendly circle
of light cast by the lamp suddenly taken on new and alarming shapes? And do you remember the first time that you
read "The Black Cat" and "The
Fall of the House of Usher,"
and other tales by Edgar Allen
Poe, master of words that made
you tremble? How very dark
and beset with unknown terrors
familiar stairs could appear at
bedtime! But few of us fainted
over the printed page. It has
remained for the talking picture
— so very definite in its portrayals of horrors — with actual
be "heard
and shrieks
moans
o we tocould
only
which hithert
imagine — to make chillier chills
rush up and down vertebraes and
goose flesh rise to the surface of
our trembling selves. Ghostly
happenings become so realistic
that some of us faint — despite
the comforting presence of other
shivering persons, a solace denied us in days when we shivered alone in shadow-haunted
rooms!
— The Binghamton "Sun"

Out of 823 features released
in Australia during 1930, 713
were produced in the U. S.

• • • WELL,
WELL,
here is the Duffer Foursome out
for the first time this season
braggin' to each other what
they're gonna do in the way of dazzling long drives, expert iron
shots and those winning putts on the green
.now remember, you duffers, a safe, clean, naturally-hit ball at the start will
give you a feeling of security that will mentally shorten the distance to the green
it's Johnny Farrell speaking
in his great campaign of getting the Nation properly Golf Conscious through the medium of that beaucoup
series of
Golf Shorts that RKO Pathe is now launching on golfers, goofers, and gents who are in between
but they all THINK
they are Golfers
so wotth'ell
and Mister E. M.
Orowitz, national exploitashe director for the company, has pondered over those woids of Johnny
and applied them directly to the Show Biz
he has given them the wherewithal
to assure a safe, clean naturally-hit ball at the start that will
shorten the distance to the box-office green
meaning the
slickest, most comprehensive and practical campaign on a short
series that these tired orbs have lamped in lo, these many moons
any theater manager who couldn't follow through on this
set-up and collect must be the worst kind of a duffer
unfit to play in this here Showman's Tournament
dealer
tie-ups that TIE
a new patented golf tee accessory that's
a darb
a tie-up with local caddies with a special caddy
card, which gets the golfer to read the Golf Series message
thereon and sign his name and address, b'gosh
tieing up
the local club pro with Johnny Farrell, and selling club members on taking lessons from him
to perfect the shots
they've seen Johnny put over in the golf pix
a private
preview to sporting editors, golf writers and golf officials
?
a special personal letter from Johnny Farrell to the secretary of
the exhib's local golf club secretary, urging his co-operation
a splendid series of small heralds with golf lessons written by Johnny on Iron Play, Putting, Driving, The Chip Shot,
etc
a dozen mimeographed pages of Dynamic Dope to
the showman, of which we have only scratched the surface
and with the Golf Season upon us, this Johnny Farrell Golf
Series campaign is a NATURAL
any way you want to
figure that word
step up to the committee, Mister Orowitz,
and accept the silver cup
we know your gang is gonna
win it, before the Tournament starts

•

•

•

DOWN

IN South Africa they handle things different-

ly
there's a rag published in Johannesburg called "The
Sjambok," which published certain injurious statements concerning the English
film organizashe,
"Kinemas,
Ltd."
Kinemas sued, and the result of the court action was that the
publishers printed an apology on their front page, apologizing
for "the defamatory statements concerning the integrity of
Kinemas Ltd.' and Sydney Hayden and other directors thereof."
in addition to the public apology, they had to post onesheets all over the territory, which stated in glaring blue letters:
"We Apologize to Kinemas Ltd. and Directors."
and pay
over $20,000 fines in the bargain
what makes this verra,
verra funny to us, with our perverted sense of oomer, is that
"Sjambok's"
sub-title is: "A Weekly
Critical Paper for the
Spreading of the TRUTH!"
and their slogan is: "Africa's
Brightest
Weekly"
oh, well, mebbe
in South
Africa
apologizing on your front page, posting the "crawl" all over the
town and coughing up 20 grand for running wild in print is considered "bright"
oops

«

«

«

»

»
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Window Display
For "Min and Bill"

€)

HRUBY,
manager
of
JJOHN
the Harvey,
Harvey,
111., included a novel tie-up on "Min
and Bill." Hruby arranged for a
window display with the local
Hartman Furniture Co., whereby
they used two oil paintings
which were brought down as a
tie-up for home furnishings.
They displayed the paintings on
the wall of a living-room display, and a card on the table
contained
copysay:
reading:
'Min and Bill'
'There "Both
is no
place like home when it's furnished by Hartman.'
See Marie
Dressier
and Wallace
Beery
break up their's in 'Min and Bill'
Harvey, Harvey, III.
at the Harvey."

Easter Fashion Show
With Dealer Tieup
AN

exploitation stunt particularly timely around Easter is
a fashion show run in connection
with the big department stores.
The management of the Stanley,
one of the Warner chain in
Utica, N. Y., has just put over a
"fashion week" that had the cooperation of the merchants and
the daily newspapers. At the
theater a parade of mannikins
wearing the latest fashions was
held daily. The show was exclusively advertised. The Daily
Press issued a special section of
its Sunday edition in which all
the merchants took considerable
space calling attention to the
theater exhibit in all the ads.
The whole idea was covered
thoroughly and attracted people
from all the towns surrounding
Utica.
Stanley, Utica, N. Y.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inwho are celebrating their
birthdays dustry,
:

March 27
Gloria Swanson
Edward F. Clarke
Andre Beranger
Otto Matiesen
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LATEST HOLLYWOOD

Radio Pictures Finishes
'Woman Between,' 'Cooks'

"The Woman Between" and "Too
Many Cooks" have been completed
at Radio Pictures studios. Lily Damita, Miriam Seegar, Anita Louise,
Lincoln Stedman, Lester Vail and
Blanche Frederici are* in the cast
of "The Woman Between", while
"Too Many Cooks" has a cast that
includes Bert Wheeler, Dorothy Lee,
Florence Roberts, Hallam Cooley,
Roscoe Ates, Sharon Lynn and
others.
Schubert Adapting Dix Vehicle
Bernard Schubert, New York playwright recently signed by Radio Pictures, has been assigned the adaptation ofnext
"The vehicle
Reckoner",
which is
to
be the
for Richard
Dix.
It is based on the George Goodchilcl
story, "The Splendid Crime".
Rubin Has Writing-Acting Contract
Under the terms of his new actingwriting contract, which is similar to
James
Gleason's,
Benny
and and
his
characteristic
dialect
willRubin
be seen
heard in a series of two-reel comedies from his own pen to be produced by RKO Pathe this season,
according to Charles R. Rogers, production chief at the Culver City studio.
Rubin will also be available to the
company for comedy roles in feature
productions in addition to writing
and acting in his short comedies.
Another Comedian Turns Author
Arthur Wanzer, of the vaudeville
team of Wanzer and Palmer, wrote
the original story and essays the
leading role in the RKO Pathe comedy, "The Gossipy Plumber", under
the direction of Charles Lamont. Associated with Wanzer in the cast of
this two-reeler are Vivian Oakland,
Robert Graves and Al Alt.
New Vehicle for Wheeler
Radio Pictures has purchased "If
I Was Rich" for Bert Wheeler, it is
announced by William LeBaron.
It's one of William Anthony McGuire's stage hits.
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"Murders in Rue Morgue"
Third 'U' Horror Film
"Murders in the Rue Morgue,"
famous Edgar Allan Poe story, will
By RALPH W1LK
be the third in Universal's trio of
"horror" pictures. The first, "DraBill Boyd of the RKO Pathe i» cula", has been going over big. It
QRADUATES
of the St. Paul
with his bride,
"Daily News" seem to be de- Honolulu-bound
be followed by "Frankenstein",
scending on the studios in droves. Dorothy Sebastian. Meanwhile, will
prothe Mary Shelley novel, set for
Arthur Sheekman, former movie and RKO Pathe writers are preparing a
pro1931-32
Universal
duction
on
's
dramatic critic on the paper, is writ- script for Boyd's next picture based
ing material for the Marx Brothers on an original story by Lew Lipton.
at Paramount, while two blocks west,
gram.
Daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Hurley
"The Lawyer's Secret" has gone
at Radio Pictures, Thomas Boyd, auPatricia Ann Hurley is the name
into
production
at
Paramount
under
thor of "Through the Wheat," is
writing an original story. Boyd was the direction of Louis Gasnier and of the newly arrived daughter of Mr.
formerly literary critic on the Max Marcin. The cast includes Clive and Mrs. Harold Hurley. Patricia
Brook, Richard Arlen, Charles Ann weighed seven pounds, eleven
"News."
Rogers,, Jean Arthur, Fay Wray and one-quarter ounces and was born
Francis McDonald, Harold Goodwin, at Good Samaritan hospital. Harold
LaMarr.
Seville Reay, whose father owns Sid Saylor and
Hurley is executive assistant to Da* Lawrence
*
*
vid O. Selznick at the Paramount
the "News," is a veteran Coast press
In a yacht that no longer belongs studios in Hollywood. Both mother
agent, and is now with the Parato him, Richard Barthelmess is en- and new arrival are doing well.
mount ■publicity department.
joying a vacation cruise He sold
the Pegasus several months ago, but
Janet Gaynor Resuming
Marion E>avies is working in "Five after completing work on "The
Janet
Gaynor has fully recovered
and Ten," the seventh picture in Finger Points" he wanted to have a
which she has been directed by Rob- vacation trip before beginning re- from her recent appendicitis operaert Z. Leonard, and William Haines
tion and will return to the Fox stuhearsals for "Spent Bullets." So
dios within a few days from Palm
he
prevailed
upon
the
purchaser
of
has started in "Dancing Partner,"
directed
by Jack Conway, both on his yacht to let him have one more Springs, where she has been recupthe M-G-M lot. In support of Miss cruise. Production work on "Spent
erating, to resume her part in "DadDavies are Richard Bennett, Leslie Bullets" probably will begin next
Long Legs", in which she will
Howard, Irene Rich, Kent Douglas, tveek at the First National studios play dyopposite
Warner Baxter.
Halliwell Hobbes and Lucy Beau- in Bitrbank.
*
*
*
mont. Haines' cast includes Charlotte Granville, Lilian Bond, Lenore
AddedMartindel,
to "High Charles
Stakes" ColeFrank Ware is editing "Party HusEdwin
Bushman, Gerald Fielding and Alband" at First National. He also
bert Conti.
man,
Leyland
Hodgson,
and Karen
edited the English and French ver- Morley have been added to
the cast
sions of "The
"Mothers'
Cry." Bad Man" and cut of "High Stakes", the Willard Mack
*
*
*
play which is to star and be directNorma Shearer in "A Free Soul"
ed by Lowell Sherman for Radio
and Joan Crawford in "The Torch
Max Ree, head of the art and Pictures.
costuming
departments
at
Radio
Song," both adapted from Broadway stage hits, are practically com- Pictures, can boast of degrees in
law and architecture. He was born
pleted at M-G-M.
McLaglen in New
Home
Victor McLaglen has bought an
in Copenhagen and studied architecture at the Royal Academy of Archi- estate at Flintridge, Cal., and moved
tecture at Copenhagen. Turning to from his old home. The new place
Albert Benham, one of the voungest assistant directors in the indus- designing, he handled all sets and has a guest house with eight bedrooms and a swimming pool. It is
try, is working on two-reel comedies costumes for Max Reinhardt's Eusurrounded by huge trees.
ropean productions.
at RKO Pathe. Benham who was
recently elevated after an intensive
apprenticeship as a script clerk has
uist completed his second assign
as assistant to Wallace Fox inment
the
making of "Three Wise Clucks", featuring Glenn
Billy Barty. Tryon, Jerry Drew and

A LITTLE from "LOTS"

Spence Doing "Notions" Dialogue
Ralph Spence is working on the
dialogue tor "Full of Notions", latest
creative effort of Douglas MacLean.
Katherine Brown on Coast
Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey
will play the chief roles in this RaKatherine Brown, eastern scenario
dio Pictures production.
editor for Radio Pictures, is now in
Hollywood discussing final selection
of
a number of stories with Radio
Crying Success
production
executives.
Delmar Watson, four-yearold, who can automatically
burst into tears at a cue from
Preparing New Barthelmess Pilm
his father, has been signed by
Preparations are in (progress at
First National for "We Three",
First National for the next Richard
in which a real weeping scene
Barthelmess picture, "Spent Bullets",
is required. Although Delby John Monk Saunders. John Mack
mar's father can induce him to
Brown, Leslie Fenton and Elliot Nucry at any time, it isn't always
gent already have been sigiaed for
so easy to make the kid stop.
roles.
Wilhelm
Dieterle will direct.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Bollywood's most convenient hotel . .
for your stay In Southern California
RIGHT in the center of everything to see and do . .
next door to famous studios, theatres, cafes, and
shops
. . near
golf courses, bridle paths, and other
amusement
places.
The Plaza offers you every modern convenience, unexcelled service, and a unique, homelike atmosphere that
makes you feel at home as soon as you enter its well
known "doorway of hospitality." Here, too, you may
enjoy the company of interesting and famous people.
European plan. $3.00 and up, single. $4.00 and up,
double. $5.00 and up, twin beds. Special low weekly
and monthly rates.
Remember the Plaza for an unforgettable
Hollywood. Write for free folder.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

HOTEL. I.HOLLYWOOD,

stay in
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NEW GERMAN KONTINGENT
Short Shots from Eastern Studios
CALLS FOR 105 TALKERS
t8y HARRY

N. BLAIR,

ii

MULTI-LINGUAL VERSIONS
COMING FROM UFA STUDIO

(Continued from Page 1)
production" with a vengeance, now
(^HARLES RUGGLES, now featured in "The Smiling Lieuten- unit.
being a part of the "Scarlet Hours" just returned from a six weeks' business trip to Berlin.
ant," will be starred in "A Friend in
Four English pictures, all Erich
Need," two-reel comedy, which
Aubrey Scotto will direct.
Jack Caput, office boy in the War- Pommer productions, are: "Bombs
ner home office, scored such a hit
of Monte Carlo," "Ronny," musical;
"The Naggers Go Shopping" and in the "Warner Gaieties," employes' "Congress Dance," with music, and
promise a big comedy bargain as a affair, that he was given a role in an Emil Jannings feature. The Gerresult. This latest Mr. and Mrs. "Baby Face," a Vitaphone short.
man and French dialogue pictures are
Jack Norworth short for Vitaphone
titled: "Her Highness Commands,"
Louis Adlon, son of the famous with Willy Fritsch and Kaethe von
has Billy Griffith, musical comedy
European hotel proprietor, plays the
comedian in the supporting cast.
Nagy; "A Student's Song from Heidelberg," with Betty Bird, Willy
role of a waiter in "Scarlet Hours."
J. Franklin Whitman, Jr., Para- With ambitions to some day produce Forst and Hans Brausewetter; "The
mount art director, has been assigned his own pictures in Germany, young Blonde Nightingale," with Else Els(Continued from Page 1)
create settings for Chevalier's next Adlon is starting as an extra in order ter and Arthur Hall; "Three of the
posing the executive committee of the to
picture, the locale of which is Paris. to
up. learn the business from the ground Gasolene Station," with Lilian Hardrive is anxious to have his circuit
Harry
D'Arrast
will
direct.
vey and Willy Fritsch; "Dolly's
come out first in the showing, and has
Career," with Dolly Haas and Kurt
sent out personal letters to pep up the
Paramount is remodeling its old Gerron; "Flute Concert of San
Johnny Walker, who made "Speakmen in direct charge of the work. The
ing Out of Turn" at the Brooklyn projection room — and what a dif- Soucci," with Otta Gebuehr and
presidents include Hiram S. Brown, Vitaphone
studio, is quite proud of
Renate Meuller; "The Great Tenor,"
Sam Katz, Nicholas M. Schenck, his younger brother, Harry, who ference!
with Emil Jannings, Renate Meuller,
Harry M. Warner and Harley L. plays baseball with the Newark nine.
Olga
Tschechowa and Betty Bird;
An excellent job of casting is repClarke.
resented in the selection of more than "Burglars," with Willy Fritsch, Lilian
Harry Walker, who plays third base,
Zone chairmen, including A. M. is the Babe Ruth of the International 100 hand-picked extras for use in Harvey, and Kurt Gerron.
Botsford, Louis R. Brager, Oscar A. League with his many circuit clouts.
Tendency in German production is
"Scarlet Hours" and "The Smiling
Doob, L. L. Edwards, Mark A.
Lieutenant." Widely assorted types, to reduce the amount of dialogue,
Luescher, Joel Swensen, A. P. WaxHarry Baldwin, formerly attached lending interest and color, are every- said Wynne-Jones, eliminating it
man, Frank Whitbeck and G. S.
where in evidence.
wherever the visual action is selfexplanatory. He declared that GerYorke, report their respective terri- to the executive offices, has "gone
tories all set to go.
man product has improved considerably and pointed out that in Germany, as well as in this country, independent producers are vital to a
successful industry. Broadway show(Continued from Page 1)
ings will be given all Ufa product
During the coming season Carmen
brought to this country, said WynneBarnes, discovered by Jesse L. LasSioux City, la. — Mickey Gross,
Indianapolis — Aiming a revolver at
ky, and Sylvia Sidney are scheduled
the cashier, a youthful bandit ob- manager of the Orpheum here, has
for star ratings, he said.
been promoted to the managership
Experienced film players are al- Colonial.tained about $100 in a robbery of the of the RKO Orpheum and President Jones.
ways given preference by Parain St. Paul. Richard Zeller, former
(Contimted from Page 1)
mount, asserted Young, when their
assistant manager here will become to follow. According to an RKO
talker acting qualifications are okay.
Staples, Minn. — G. A. Carlson and manager of the Orpheum.
official, it has been clearly demonYoung will remain in New York Clarence
Groveland have reopened
about one week.
strated that non-star features, reCleveland — The Stillman policy
the Grand here. Western Electric
gardless of the excellence of the
has been extended to nine shows,
equipment has been installed.
story and cast, are no longer in the
Italian Color Company Formed
from 8:30 A. M. to midnight,>: 'daily money class when competitive houses
Milan — Societe Generale Cinematoduring
the run of "City Lights."
grafica was formed here recently, for
Dell Rapids, S. D— The Grand, for Grosses just came short of reaching are playing features of inferior story
the house record during the first tion.
the production of color pictures, with
quality but with a star as the attracowned and operated by the O'Dr. Guilio Bonola as president, and years
Leary Brothers, has been purchased week. The picture is in for three
Count Alessandro Attendoli, general by Fred Long.
weeks.
manager. The company, which is to
Seville, O. — The New Hope, now
exploit a new Italian process, is alNorthfield, Minn. — Sunday show- operated by Leo Jones and Bill
legedly backed by Italian financial
(Continued from Page 1)
ings
of
motion
pictures
was
approved
and artistic interests.
ly.
Whatmaugh, is open four days a
at a vote here recently.
and contracts of the past year were
week instead of two davs as formerapproved. Nothing came up regarding the reported change whereby Ben
Aberdeen, S. D. — The Capitol, local
Goetz would become president of the
Omaha — The Iola Amusement Co.
Publix house, will reopen about May
company and H. J. Yates chairman
1, according to an announcement of of this city will have a new 600-seat of
the board.
house
ready
in
Iola,
Kan.,
about
July
J. T. Stroud, manager.
Yates
said current business is go1. It will be known as the Iola.
ing along satisfactorily, with some
subsidiaries showing substantial profTomah, Wise. — Thompson and
Cincinnati — Stanley Jacques, branch
its, and earnings for 1931 should be
Scott have sold the Tomah to Harold
manager for RKO Pathe, who was at least as good as the past year.
Watson and Harold Olson.
confined to his home by a siege of
Shuberts reported interested in
the flu, has recovered and is back at
Jackson M. P. Corporation, which
Woodville, Wise— O. M. Jordahl his desk.
Film Broadcast April 5
will make 12 pictures a year.
is the new owner of the Village, havExperimental broadcasts of
*
*
*
ing taken over the house from George
Roseburg, Ore.— The Ross, a new
Kyle.
motion pictures
"flesh" and
entertainment byaand
television
Reported Charlie Chaplin's remainhouse, will be opened April 12 by L.
ing First National Pictures will be
voice hookup of stations
W. Cleaver and O. L. Wood.
of feature length.
Des Moines — Robert C. Gary, manW2XCR, Jenkins Television,
*
*
*
ager of the Des Moines for six
and WGBS, General Broadmonths, has been transferred to
West Bend, la. — The Orpheum
casting System, will start here
Mack Sennett plans four full length
cently.
here,
belonging
to
A.
Sutton
of
Des
Omaha as manager of the ParaApril 5. Daily programs will
pictures a year.
follow the first test broadcast.
mount. He is succeeded here by Har- Moines, was destroyed by fire reold R. Sheridan.
(Continued from Page

1)

which expires in July of this year,
permitted 90 sound features. The
new regulations also leave 20 kontingents in reserve at the disposal of
the Ministry, and furthermore specifies 70 silent pictures for distribution to film renters, of which 60 will
be sound kontingents according to
the quota of German sound productions from the U. S. in 1930.

Circuits Vie for Lead
In N.V.A. Drive Results

50% r0 of New Para. Talent
Recruited from Stage

N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y

Star Acquisition Drive
Being Launched by RKO

Consol. Film Directors
Re-elected for 3 Years

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:

Nothing

succeeds

THE Real Talk of NEW

YORK

"Place 'Front Page' at top of things to be seen." — said N. Y. World Telegram
"A film that will send everyone away talking about it." — Morning Telegraph
" 'The Front Page' best yet.
Don't miss it." — Daily Mirror
"Vast Success.
Racy, vigorous, hearty photoplay." — Tribune
"Sure-fire box-office scoop.
Sure to go to extra editions." — American
"Fast paced.
Rousing entertainment. "—Times
"One of the best screen entertainments of year." — Journal
"What a Picture.
Will have them standing for weeks to come." — Graphic

Another UNITED

VIEWS
weighing, clarifying
and interpreting
the highlights
of the chief
events and
topics of
the day

ARTISTS

big business maker

NEWS
of the entire motion
picture industry, from the
studio to the screen, handled
constructively to inform and guide
the trade, as well as further its prestige.

FILM

DAILY

SEItVHE

REVIEWS
Careful estimates of the
hox-office possibilities
of features and short
subjects, written
up
from
the
exhibitor
angle.
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Gaumont Officials9 Trip to New York Stirs Rumors

MED 4JEARS TO WIRE REMAININGSILENTS
3ov't

Withholding Television

'ederal Radio Commission
Issuing No Permits Till
Demand Warrants
ashington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Although the Fed•al Radio Commission is watching
tid encouraging the strides being
lade in television, the present ruling
hich restricts television broadcastrs to experimental work will not
s lifted until public demand warints, says Federal Radio Commisoner Harold A. Lafount. Three
-anufacturers are understood to be
(Continued

on

Page

2)

. H. SCilTZEMEADS
PATHE »T8 SALES
A. H. Schnitzer, recently brought
1 from Pittsburgh to be special repsentative of Ned E. Depinet in
e RKO Pathe home office, has
:en appointed short subject sales
anager of the company, effective
lmediately.

Vm. Fox Refuses Offer
For Site Behind Roxy
LA New York banking group has
|ade an offer to acquire property
vned by William Fox adjacent to
,e Roxy theater for use as the site
a project similar to Madison
juare Garden. Fox, however, has
iclined to sell. The property, which
400x200 and extends between 51 st
id 50th St., is now occupied by a
iniature golf course and a parking
ace.

Exhibit's Third Year
Atlantic City — For the third
successive year the Hollywood
Motion Picture Exhibit, showing a group of life-size wax
figures of screen luminaries,
costumes, props, etc., will be a
feature of the Steel Pier. Ed.
F. Corcoran is director and G.
Burling Jarrett manager.

Until Public

Halsey, Stuart Out of Fox Financing
Halsey, Stuart & Co. is understood to have voluntarily withdrawn from the syndicate that is to take care of the new Fox
financing next month. Chase Securities Corp. is now expected
to be the principal factor in the money arrangements.

Weiss Bros. Enter Legit. Field;
Also Planning Films on Coast
73 Silent Houses Open
In Los Angeles Field
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Weiss Bros, have entered the the-

Is Ready

HalfFromof NowElectrics'
on To Be Biz
Replacements
The electrics are understood to be

figuring that selling and wiring of
approximately 5,000 eligible silent
houses left will require about four
years. Estimate is made that from
now on, about 50 per cent of their
business will be replacements in
houses which originally installed
"bootleg'' reproducers.

FIVE NEW MATERS GIVE
W.B.I3.200M0RE SEATS

atrical production field with "Her
Unborn Child," stage play which
•they made into a talker about a year
Hollywood — Latest checkup of the ago. Elisha Cook, Jr., who worked
Los Angeles theater situation by the in the picture, is also in the cast of
Total of 13,200 seats will be added
Film Board of Trade indicates that the play, which opens at the Windsor
of the 608 houses in this district, 431 on Monday and plays the Boulevard to the Warner Bros, capacity between
(Continued
on Page 2)
now and June 13 through the open(Continued' on Page 2)
ing of five houses. In Erie a 2,500seat theater is scheduled to bow in
April 10. A Youngstown house seating 3,000 will be ready for action
May 1. On May 15 a Milwaukee
theater with 3,500 capacity will have
Paris — Charlie Chaplin on Friday
was accorded the distinction of being
its premiere. A 2,200-seater in Morgantown, W. Va., opens June 1. The
the first foreign film comedian to be
Warner Torrington, Conn., theater,
decorated with the French Legion of
Warren Nolan, publicity director of which seats 2,000, opens June 15.
Honor, the presentation of the ribbon United Artists and one of the ablest
and diploma being made at the and most popular men in his line,
Foreign Office. Philippe Berthelot, died of a brain abscess Friday at
secretary-general of the Foreign OfMedical
Center
after olda and
month's
illness.
He was
28 years
had
fice, told Chaplin that Foreign Min- the
Under an agreement made with S.
ister Briand desired to extend his handled the U. A. publicity work for
L. Rothafel, the Roxy theater will
congratulations and his appreciation the last five years, previous to which continue to be known by that name
(Continued
on Page 2)
of Chaplin's art.
for a period of 18 months from Sunday, when
his association Roxy
with the concludes
house. He
joins
the RCA interests immediately. Stage
shows at the Roxy will continue to
be produced by Leon Leonidoff, who
has been with the theater since its
inception.
London (By Cable) — Departure
for New York next Thursday of IsiAnother Merger!
dore Ostrer, chairman of GaumontBaltimore — Stockholders of Radio- British, together with W. J. Gell, M.
Nancy Carroll, Paramount
star, has been borrowed by
Keith-Orpheuni at the animal meet- E. Balcon and Simon Rowson, has
ing here authorized a reduction in the stirred up a variety of rumors as to
Samuel Goldwyn for his talker
number of directors from 25 to 23.
version of Elmer Rice's "Street
All of the 23 retiring directors were the purpose of their visit. The reason given is "special business for
Scene," United Artists producre-elected. The two recent resignation, which is to be directed by
may have
tions were Walter P. Cooke and the
some corporation".
connection withThis
the refinancing
Mrs. Caroline Kohl.
(Continued
on Page 2)
King Vidor of M-G-M.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN DECORATED

Warren Nolan Dies
From Brain Abscess

Roxy
Good Theater's
for Next Name
18 Months

Ostrer, Gell, Balcon and Rowson
N. Y.- Bound on Gaumont Biz

RKO Board of Directors
Reduced to 23 Members
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W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn
Lichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
— P. A. Harle, La Cinematographic Fran
caise, Rue de la Cour-des-Noues, 19.
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NEW
YORK
STOCK
MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

Net
High
Low
Close
Chg.
Con.
Fm.
Ind
9l4
SVt 8^ —
*/2
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 17H
17
17'A —
%
East.
Kodak
167^5 164^ 164^ — 3%
Fox Fm. "A"
3654
355-g 36
—
%
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 13J4
12J4 12J4 —
J4
taw's,
Inc
S»Vi
57
57
— Wt
do pfd. xw (6y2). 98
98
98
M-G-M
pfd
26'A
26J4
2WA
Paramount
46
445^ 44^ — 1
Pathe Exch
2*4
2% 2\b —
Va,
do "A"
55^
S'A 5VS —
Vt
RKO
"A"
23^
22'4 22^g — VA
Warner Bros
13S*
\2% 12$^ — 1
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Columbia Pets. Vtc. 19
19
19
Fox Thea. "A"'....
5%
5
5'^ +
Vi
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. 27 U
27\i 27Y± —
J4
Loew's do deb rts.. 18
1654 16% —
Va
Technicolor
13
12% \2Ya, —
!4
Trans-Lux
1314
12$6
13
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 70
68
68
— 1
Keith A-0 6s 46.. 76J4
76
76
Loew 6s 41ww
105J4 IOS'4 105!^ +
V*
do 6s 41 x-war...
97^4
97
97% —
M
Paramount
6s 47. 95 J^ 95% 95% + 154
Par. 5%s50
86
85J4 85J4 —
Vi
Pathe 7s37
82'
81% 82
+1
Warner's 6s39 .... 56%
53
54% — 2Vi
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i.i New
York
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1540 Broadway
55
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STillwell 4-7940
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plans of Fox Films, inasmuch as preparingvision receivers.
to introduce
home
teleFox's holdings in the Gaumont circuit
The
Federal
Radio
Commission
were put up with the bankers as
also will seek to exercise strict censecurity in last year's financing arsorship over television broadcasts.
rangements and it is understood the
stock is again to be deposited in the Advertising in "radio talkies" will
new financing plans. Another report have to be kept down to a minimum,
and particular watch will be kept on
has it that some negotiations involving Tiffany are in the air.
anything
of an "immodest"
nature.
Will Evans, who resigned recently
as joint managing director of Gau- Warren Nolan Dies
mont-British, ended his service with
From Brain Abscess
the company on Thursday.
(Continued from Page 1)
he worked four years on the New
Weiss Bros. Enter Legit.; York "Times" and two years on the
serving as motion picAlso Plan Films on Coast "Telegram,"
ture critic on the latter. Nolan leaves
(Continued from Page 1)
a widow and a five-year-old daughter,
in addition to his parents and several
at
Jackson
Heights
before
coming
to
Broadway.
brothers. The body will lie at Campbell's Funeral Church, 66th and
The company is considering plans
for producing several features at the Broadway, until Monday, when services will be held at 10 A.M. in the
Coast. It is expected that the first
tery.
Church
of Blessed Sacrament, Brookwill go before the camera in about
60 days.
lyn, with burial in St. John's Ceme-

73 Silent Houses Open
In Los Angeles Field Dave Weshner To Discuss
(Continued from Page 1)
Local Publicity Problems
are sound, as compared with 177
silent. One hundred and four silent
theaters are dark and 27 sound
houses. This leaves 73 silents operating in the territory.

lEastmaan Films I*♦♦
it
% J. E. Brulatour, Inc. jf
•"♦
Chicago
Hollywood
}*♦ 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica
•••
CALumet 3692
Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

»"♦
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«.♦
«.j
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COMING

& GOING

Allied Theaters of Massachusetts
luncheon meeting, Boston.
Players' and Patrons' Jubilet
Week,
City. national benefit for N. V. A
4-11:
:Club.
Paramount eastern sales conven
tion, Hotel Ambassador, Atlantic
15-17
Lambs Gambol, Metropolitan Open
House, New York.
19: : Warner Bros. Eastern sales con
vention, Atlantic City.
RKO
Pathe
sales
convention
20-22 Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Paramount western sales conven'
tion, Palace Hotel, San Francisco
State Convention of Indiana In
22-24 dorsers
of Photoplays, Claypoo
23-24 Hotel, Indianapolis.
Laemmle Anniversary Dinner Dane*
of Universal Club, Hotel Edison
25:
New York.
Fox
York. Film sales convention, New
27 :
RKO Sales Convention, Los An

March 31

1)

Local publicity problems will be
discussed by David Weshner, director
of advertising for Warner Bros, theaters, while on a two weeks' tour
of his company's houses in 10 cities
during which he will confer with publicity men. Weshner will visit New
Jannings Starts for U. S. in April .
England, Albany. Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis,
Berlin (By Cable) — Emil Tann:ngs,
who has been working for Ufa, leaves Oklahoma City, Washington and
for the United States late next Philadelphia.
month to start work for Paramount
at its New York studio. The picture
Novelty Nights at Beacon
scheduled has a World War backMonday
night hereafter will be
ground and Ernst Lubitsch, who has
novelty
night
at Warners' Beacon
previously directed him for Para- on upper Broadway.
Talent from the
mount, will make the production.
stage, screen and radio, with identities of the performers kept secret
until the moment of their appearance,
Marcus Loew Estate $1,713,293
will be featured on these nights.
In a reappraisal of the estate of
Marcus Loew filed bv Deputy State
St. Louis House
Robbed
Tax Commissioner Stephenson, the
original appraisal was upheld with
St. Louis — While "The Gang Buster" was on the screen at the Conthe exception that $40,000 in securiLeon Janney on Vaude. Tour
gress, two men walked into the lobties, reported bv the estate after the
Leon Janney, young Warner play- previous appraisal, raised the total
by,
pointed revolvers at Delia Gieber, opens an eastern vaudeville tour to $1,713,293. The chief item in the ler, cashier,
and Don Primo, dooron April 4 at Fay's, Providence, estate was $1,467,721 in securities.
man, and made off with $85 from
booked by the Abe Feinberg office.
the ticket office.
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THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BOOK

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Apr. 28-30

: Warner Bros. Western sale
convention, Hotel St. Francis, Sa
Francisco.

:geles.
International Exhibitors' Con
gress,
Rome.
:
Spring
meeting of the Societ
May 18-22
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hote
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.
May 25-28

Steve Bauer Disposes of House
Milwaukee — Bernhard Lassack anc
Preston Tracy have taken over th(
Elite, neighborhood house, frorr
Steve Bauer.
Dickinson Leases Macon, Mo., Housi
Macon, Mo. — A 20-year lease or
the Valencia, formerly operated b}
S. E. Pirtle, has been taken by th(
Glen W. Dickinson circuit, which alsi
has the Dickinson here.
Meakin
Managing
Keith's, Wash'n
Washington
— Hardie
Meakin
formerly with Fox, is now managing
R-K-O Keith's, replacing C. Harrj
Schrieber, transferred to Cincinnati.
Business Men Opening Theater
Chillicothe, Mo. — Business m
here, headed by Vernon
R. Croo
shank, plan to open a picture theat
on the first floor of the Masonii
Temple building about April 22. TH
interior will be remodeled to accord]
modate about 600.
La Favor Managing Globe, N. Y
Edward La Favor, a few months
ago chief usher at the Globe anc
more recently assistant manager ot
the Mayfair, has been advanced t<
the management of the Globe bj
Charles McDonald, in charge of the
ater operation for R-K-O.

Let Us Solve Your Problems!

J. H. SEIDELMAN of Paramount^ foreign department returns Monday on the
Europa from an eight weeks' trip abroad.
FELIX F. FEIST has arrived in New
York from the west.
CLAIRE WINDSOR is back in New York
from
Hollywood.
HARVEY DAY has returned from a six
weeks' visit to Educational exchanges.
JACK L. WARNER is due in New YorkSunday
from
the Coast.
DOROTHY LEE arrives from the coast
Monday.

Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

DONALD OGDEN STEWART has returned from Los
Angeles.
GLENDA FARRELL flew to California
yesterday to attend the funeral of her mother.

1540 B'WAY

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE
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INCORPORATED
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EXPLOITETTES

Timely Topics

A. Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion
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Screen Is Not
Incentive to Crime

HTHE charge often and loosely
made that the motion picture
screen is an incentive to crime
"has no foundation in fact," according to Dr. Carlton E. Simon,
well known New York physician
and criminologist and former
psychiatrist for the New York
Police Department. "The actual
truth of the matter, so far as per! sonal experience is concerned,"
I! tion
he says,
"is that leads,
after investigaof numerous
no record
is obtainable in a single instance
where the cinema was the actual
cause of a criminal career. On
the other hand, innumerable instances have been found where it
has been the incentive and directing influence that led to criminal
reformation." Nobody but the unthinking would accuse the screen
of turning honest boys or girls
into criminals merely through the
pictures shown upon it. We think
it might be demonstrated in some
cases that where an impressionable youth had a natural bias toward crime, he could be badly
influenced by something shown
upon the screen, but in all likelihood he would find a bad influence somewhere else, if he
never went inside a motion picture theater. There were crimes
and criminals, of course, before
the days of motion pictures. It
seems to us a little absurd to suppose that normal boys and girls
seeing, for instance, a picture
about crooks will come out imbued with the desire to be crooks.
There are charges, some of them
serious, to be made against the
screen, but we do not believe that
is one of them. There are pictures
and plenty of them that give false
emphasis to life, that make the
unimportant things seem important and the trivial great.
— Utica "Observer-Dispatch"
•-

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
iTHE
NHBMftt
Of OlMDOM

Al Kaufman sells interest in "ManWoman-Marriage"
to
Joseph
Schenck.
*
*
*
F. B. Warren withdraws as general
manager of distribution of Associated
Producers.
Al Lichtman his successor. * *
*
Reported Famous Players will star
Richard Barthelmess.

C
•

•

•

BEGINS

TO

look as if Charlie Chaplin has bought

up the New York "Times"
almost any day since he journeyed to Europe, you can pick up "the world's most dignified
newspaper" and find columns and columns of news items about
Charlie's adventures in the capitals of the Continent
and
all special cables, too
here is one of the hot news stories
the Parisian correspondent shot over the wire for yesterday's
paper: "Stiff and sore from a boar hunt on horseback, Charlie
Chaplin said yesterday he had cancelled his trip to Aintree to
watch the running of the Grand National"
and that wasn't
the end of the sensational news story so hot that it had to be
cabled
the Paris news hound
went on: "He (Charlie)
spent another 24-hour session with a masseur, and retired to
his hotel to pass the quietest day of his stay in Paris.
He
vowed he would go to bed early last night."
boy, that's
scooping the rest of the field!
another cable devotes an
entire column to the description of the boar hunt
now
we are all aflutter to read the "Times" follow-up cables
when we pick up today's sheet, we may expect to find this
"Although Charlie Chaplin after his boar hunt vowed he would
go to bed early, he changed his mind.
He sat up all night.
He
was so sore after the bore hunt that he HAD to sit up."
now this all proves conclusively one thing
if a publicity
blurber sent that stuff from the United Artists home office to
the newspaper, it would hit the wastebasket as unadulterated
Whoosh

but when it is cabled
oh, well, mebbe we're wrong

from

Paris, it's NEWS

• • • F.WYNNE-TONES, the big Ufa man, took Joe Seidelman to luncheon at the famous Neu Babelberg in Berlin on his
recent trip
all the way to the restaurant Joe raved about
the food he had heard so much about but had never tasted
when they were seated in the restaurant, he was still raving
"Well," sez the host, proud of the gastronomic thrill he was giving his guest, "wot will y' eat, Joe?"
and Joe sez: "Er —
ham and eggs!"
• • • STAND BY for a real pep campaign that Mannie Lee
and his lieutenant, Joe Rivkin, are getting in work for the opening
of "Hell Bound," April 23, at the New York and Brooklyn Paramount the "Youth Team" of the industry are out to show
Charlie Chase kids the marriage
the old-timers some form
situations in his comedies, but in real life he happens to be' very
the handcuffs were put on him 17 years
happily shackled
and right now the couple are CELEBRATING the
ago
sounds like
event at the Sevilla Biltmore Hotel in Havana
a plot for another comedy

•

•

•

FIRST

NATIONAL

«

«

Help "Scandal Sheet"
HTHREE

thousand tabloid heralds, which were on sale at
the Paramount exchange, were
distributed by Manager A. S.
Goldsmith of the Publix-Majestic, Perth Amboy, New Jersey,
several days in advance of the

opening of "Scandal Sheet," beginning February 15. Distribution was made from house to
house, also in lunch rooms, drug
stores, etc. These tabloid heralds
were particularly well
suited to
— Majestic,
the picture.
*

Perth Amboy, N. J.
* *

Wax Model
For "War Nurse"
XA/fA ANAGER
WELL
of
the C.PublixHARRY
STOParamount, Middletown, N. Y.,
had a lobby display that got a lot
of
Nurse."
A attention
life-sized for
wax"War
model
was
dressed in a nurse's uniform with
hand raised pointing at a cut-out.
This cut-out was made up very
attractively by the artist who
supplied sales copy and cast in
metallic letters and set in stills.
The model was placed at the side
of the cut-out with a spotlight
shining on both. — Paramount,
Middletown, N.

»

»

»

Y.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

publicity department sent out a

"The Finger
for without
recordsr film
unique
yarn
drink
a singlePoints"
newspape
was the first
said itclaiming
revolver was
single
a
not
,
gangsters
with
dealing
also that while
and with our own eyes we saw a gang
drawn in the pix
the publicity
murder and a reporter bumped off in the pix
a gun on
draw
didn't
they
truthful
blurber was absolutely
the
oops
they used a machine gun
him
made
have
they
film
a
Dep't of Agriculture is all excited about
this to gel by
can't allow
pruneare to ourwe certain
the life of athere
showing
knowledge a lotta
as a record
Hollywood prunes in the pix

«

Tabloid Heralds

9
ch T.28-2
Mar
William
Gleason
William

Evans

William
Sparks
Joseph M.H. Ellsworth
Wm. Laidlaw, Jr.
Warner Baxter
Joseph
Cawthorn
Arthur Caesar
John
Otterson
Frank E.Merlin
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PATHE 10 STAR MCHUGH
IN SIX TWO-REELERS
Frank McHugh, stage and screen
comedian, is the latest player in the
roster of important names being assembled by RKO Pathe to be featured in two-reel comedies. McHugh
will be starred in a series of six featurettes on the 1931-32 short subject
program, according to an announcement by Charles R. Rogers, head of
production.

HAPPENINGS

EASTERN STUDIO ACTIVITIES
.B.v

WILK

A Little

from "Lots"
£HARLES BRABIN is getting
ready to direct "Horse Flesh," a
racing story by Frederick Hazlitt
Brennan, for Ai-G-M. The big
Handicap at Agua Caliente will be
filmed as part of the picture.
*
*
*

HARRY

FEATURE PRODUCTION
SWINGING EASTWARD
The value of New York as a talkie
production center having been established as illustrated by the fact that
Paramount plans to increase next
season's East Coast quota, it is expected that other major producers
here.
will shortly begin feature production

While definite figures on the Paramount increase have not been made
Carmel Myers has opened her
house at Santa Monica; Evelyn public, it is understood that more
Viertel, John Wexley
Brent is already at Malibu Beach; than two dozen features are to be
East for the 1931-32 proSigned by Paramount Constance Bennett is taking over made ingram,thecompared
with 17 on the presBerthold Viertel, former European Corinne Griffith's -place at Malibu,
ent program.
stage producer who has been direct- and other members of the film colThere is also considerable strength
ing in Hollywood for the last three
ony are preparing for the summer. to the rumor that the present plan
*
*
*
years, and John Wexley, author of
of Warner Bros, to add another siage
"The Last Mile," Broadway stage
Frances Beranger, daughter ot to their Vitaphone studio in Brookhit, have been placed under contract
lyn is with an idea ot starting feaby Paramount. In addition to his clara Beranger, will have a role with
ture production there, in addition to
work as a director, Viertel wrote the
Marion
Davies in "Five and Ten." the present shorts product.
story for F. W. Murnau's "Four
Devils."
Wexley
Musicals to Get Play
mount scenario
staff.joins the ParaPaul Lukas and Lilyan Tashman

Milton Will Direct Ann Harding
Robert Milton has been borrowed
by RKO Pathe from Warner Bros,
to direct "A Little Flat in a Temple,"
the first of the four Ann Harding
specials to be released on the 1931-32
schedule.
Vera Reynolds, Carroll Nye Signed
George R. Batcheller has signed
Vera Reynolds and Carroll Nye for
the leading roles in Chesterfield's
"The Inside Story," now in production at the Tec Art studio.
Newcomer Gets Contract
Robert George, who made his theatrical debut with the Community
Players of Pasadena, California, has
been signed to a long-term contract
with M-G-M. He is six feet two
inches tall, with brown hair and
brown eyes.
M-G-M Signs Ruth Selwyn
Ruth Selwyn, wife of Edgar Selwyn, has signed a contract with
M-G-M. Miss Selwyn appeared in
George White's "Scandals," and proRevue."
Her
husbandduced theis"Ruth
underSelwyn
contract
to direct
for M-G-M.
New Contract for Gene Markey
Gene Markey has been signed to a
new long-term M-G-M contract. He
is now completing an adaptation of
the stage
Great
Lover,"
which
wiTl play,
be a "The
starring
vehicle
for
Adolphe Menjou.

40 Completed
Forty of the 49 pictures on
Fox's 1930-31 program have
been completed, three are near
the finish mark and six will go
in work shortly. Of the 40 productions already turned out, 32
have been released.

have so far been selected by Paramount for "Daddy's Gone A-Hunting," the Zoe Akins stage success.
*
*
*
Byron Morgan hung up what is
believed to be a record when he
wrote the adaptation, continuity and
added dialogue for "Five-Star Final"
in 16 days, without any changes being requested. He is now writing
the screen play and dialogue for
"Spent Bullets," which will star
Richard Barthelmess. Mervyn LeRoy will
direct Dieterle
"Five-Star
while
Wilhelm
will Final,"
direct

On Para. Shorts Program

Musical numbers will get a fair
share of attention on the new short
subject program that is scheduled to
get under way next week at the
Paramount studios. Aubrey Scotto,
one of the two directors so far engaged for the resumption of one and
two reel activity, will specialize on
the musicals.
Ray Cozine is the other director,
with Larry Kent continuing in
charge of all production, and Max
Hayes staging the dialogue.
Elizabeth North and Helen Strauss
are on the executive staff.

N.

BLAIR\

Short Shots trom
JSew York Studios
gILLY
WAYNE,
is teamed
with Thelma
Whitewhoin Vitaphone
shorts, did a female impersonation
in a recent picture so now Thelma is
getting even by playing a bell-hop
release.
in "Fast and Pleasant," their latest
Marcelle
Edwards,
daughter
of
Neely
Edwards,
screen
comedian,
late of Hollywood,
via Ziegfeld'i
"Smiles," now appearing in "Sea:
letParamount
Hours."
Notes: George Cukoi
recovering from an attack of ptol
maine poisoning contracted at At?
lantic City . . . Ray Cozine gettinB
ready
turn out some record-breaktall. ing to
shorts . . . Mary Hulsey, studio
nurse, limping about after a severe
Vivienne Giesen, who played tho
role of the nun in "The Miracle"
for over a year, was a recent visitor to the Paramount studio, where
Fritz Feld, who played the piper ti
the same production, is now attach-*
ed to the Goulding set.
An unexpected bit of realism was.
injected into Jack Pearl's Vitaphone
short, "The Meal Ticket," when the:
popular comedian opened a wii
bottle to have the cork pop ten fe
up into the air.
Helene Turner, Paramount fi*%
editor, wants to sell her Buick
country club coupe.

Hershey Completes Year
Burnet Hershey, Vitaphone staff
Francetta Molloy, late of "Amel
writer, is celebrating his first anni- ica's
Sweetheart," and now rehears
Leonard Fields will make his diversary at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
ing
for
Sam Shipman's new play, ha
rectorial bow on "The Comedian," a studio. His latest short, "Old Lace,"
Spanish picture, which will star is an elaborate musical written in col- signed for a Vitaphone short.
laboration with Stanley Rauh.
Ernesto Vilches. Fields also wrote
Barbara Sheldon, whose face a
the screen play for "The Comedian,"
D'Arrast Here to Direct
which
will
be
released
by
Paraadorns numerous advertising
figure
mount.
H. D'Abbadie D'Arrast has arrived posters throughout the country, v>
from Hollywood and is preparing to a recent addition to the "Scarlet
direct Maurice Chevalier's next star- Hours" cast.
ring picture for Paramount which
Endre Bohem is so optimistic over
the possible return of musical pic- D'Arrast is also adapting from a popBurnet Hershey, Vitaphone staff
ular French play, in conjunction with writer, turned thespian when called
tures that he has bought a canary
Donald
Ogden
Stewart.
and has named the bird "Theme
upon to play the role of a French
woman in a recent Lambs' Gambol
Claudette's Next
skit.
Claudette Colbert will be starred
Song."
Gavin Gordon, who became an
in anon completion
adaptationofofher
"24 role
Hours,"
upIvis Goulding, a London stag*
opposite
actpr in spite of an ambition to be a
writer, has completed a story based Maurice Chevalier in "The Smiling favorite, visited the "Scarlet Hours"
set where her brother, Edmund
upon an episode in the life of Robert rect.
Lieutenant." George Abbott will di- Goulding,
is directing.
E. Lee. He intends eventually to
submit it as the basis of a picture,
Silent System Installed
but only on the condition that he
Far East Expedition
enact the role of the Southern genWestern Electric's new sound
eral. Gordon, who is a direct de- suppression unit has been installed
A camera
crew
being recruited here
to isaccompany
scendant of Lee, has a large collec- generally at the New York ParaFrank Buck on a photographic
mount studio, following its successthe latter's letters and data
life. tion of with
dealing
his public and private
expedition
to Indo-China.
ful
performance
in
"Tarnished
Lady,"
recently completed here.
"Spent

Bullets."

TECHNICOLOR
alone

TECHNICOLOR

ALONE

has brought motion pictures in natural color
to their present high state of development.

TECHNICOLOR

ALONE

has spent sixteen years in color research.

TECHNICOLOR

ALONE

can meet all requirements for any type of picture production.

TECHNICOLOR

ALONE

has a special method which gives outstanding
sound reproduction.

LOWELL

SHERMAN
IRENE
SENSATIONAL

DUNNE
STAR OF "CIMARRON"

SPRINGTIME /
EXPLOITATION SMASH

DOROTHY
LEE
EDNA MAY OLIVER
HUGH
HERBERT
DIRECTED

BY GREGORY

LA CAVA

Laughs bloom, depression scrams,
as Radio leaps ahead of season
with parade of quick cash attractions • • •
Spring in the air — Spring in the
blood — and now spring literally
SPLASHED

ACROSS

THE

SCREEN

in

an

array of money — getting joy
shows . . • Money Names . . . Sound
Entertainment Values . . . Titles
and themes . . . destined to set
an epidemic of optimism
'trough the show world!

raging
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SIMPLICITY AND ACCURACY
FEATURE OF SAFETY DEVICE
The Vigilant automatic safety control, said to cover all the danger
points of the projector and to be
noted for its simplicity, accuracy,
neatness, durability and "lightninglike" action, and which claims various
features including non-interference
with sound, no undue stops and no
over-sensitiveness, is being manufactured by the Vigilant Safety Device
Co. of Sharon, Pa.
This control does not use mercury
tubes for switches, nor does it require a lot of "BX" wire for installation. Film control switches are located at exact points where trouble
is likely to occur. Full protection is
given against danger of film fire,
damage to sound equipment and failure of take-up.
The device is designed to function
properly on Simplex, Powers, Motiograph and Superior Projectors.

Cooling System Helps
Prevent Fire Damage
Fairmont, Minn. — When fire broke
out recently in a store immediately
adjoining the Strand here, the manager, H. F. Colwell, by turning on
the theater's Arctic Nu-Air Cooling
and Ventilating System, was able to
clear the house and keep it free of
the dense smoke that filled the theater, thus preventing the smoke from
settling and doing a vast amount of
damage.

Northwest Supply Depot
Planned by E. E. Fulton
A retail office with headquarters in
Minneapolis, Minn., to serve the
Dakotas, Minnesota and portions of
Iowa and Wisconsin, is being
planned by the E. E. Fulton Co.,
nationally known theater supply and
accessory manufacturers and distributors of Chicago.
Shearer Opens S. F. Studio
San Francisco — The B. F. Shearer
Co., specialists in the theater decorating and equipping field with offices in Los Angeles and Seattle,
have extended their activities with
the opening of a new studio here under the direction of Homer I. Tegtmeier.
DeForest's New Rectifier
A new half-wave mercury vapor
rectifier, Audion type 575, especially
designed for use in circuits when the
inverse peak voltage is greater than
Type 572 will normally handle, has
been announced by the De Forest
Radio Co. of Passaic, N. J.

PRE-COOLING AIR SYSTEN
BASED ON NATURAL LAWS
A/fANY theaters throughout the
The Commander, a complete system
country are still equipped with
of
air pre-cooling, natural refrigerathe old-fashioned snap switch 'for
tion, providing completely controlled
putting lights on and off. Dimmers
are inexpensive and should be used coolness based upon natural laws of
to control the theater auditorium physics and embodying new prinlighting. This eliminates the abrupt
ciples, setting new standards of coolness and silence in operation, has
in lighting intensities, which are annoying. Just before -the performance been announced by the Supreme
begins, the illumination of the audi- Heater & Ventilating Corp. of St.
torium should be gradually decreased Louis, Mo.
and at the end of the performance
the lighting should be brought up Visitron Cells for All Type Devices
National Theater Supply Co. regradually.
*
*
*
cently acquired the exclusive distribution rights by direct-to-theater sales
The sooner yon find out your lob- of Visitron photoelectric cells, a prodby is to your theater what clothes
uct of the G-M Laboratories, Inc..
are to a woman, the sooner you will of Chicago. Coincident with this, the
begin to realize a bigger take at the G-M laboratories are said to have enbox-office. If your lobby is tasteless,
larged their line of Visitron photojunky, dirty and cheap, you are
electric cells so that they can now
building up a lot of opposition foi furnish these cells for all types of
your house. Your lobby is also your sound on film equipment.
show window. Consider the care and
Horn Suit Called Renewal
money that the small well-run retail stores devote to their show winRecent suit by the Racon Electric
dows, most of them tiny compared Co. in the U. S. District Court against
with the space you have to play Macy Manufacturing Co. for alleged
with. A well-kept lobby and arrange- infringement of patent in the manument of display frames conspicufacture of horns is probably a reously placed in a neat, yet artistic,
newal of action heard before the Apmanner will draw the attention of
pellate Division last January, at
the observer to the present as well which time Macy was favored in the
as future showings. Exploitation ruling, according to J. J. Auerhaan
stunts in the lobby, when cleverly of the latter company.
planned and elaborateness avoided
Theater Print Shop for Dallas
as much as possible, will draw atDallas — A complete
plant and all
tention and pleasing comments.
new
material
for theater
outdoor
printing has been purchased here by
Slip covers will soon be hauled out, D. H. Evans and Rupard O. Evans.
checked over and made ready for
placing on seats. Why not do this
now so that all necessary repairs can
be made and the covers properly
cleaned and made ready for use at
(he first sign of hot weather? Remember your patrons like cleanliness in your house, and clean slip
covers emphasize the careful upkeep
of your house if they are properly
cared for.

NEW

THEATERS

Franklin, N. H. — Plans are reported in
progress for the erection of a theater here
Kurson.
by Samuel

San Mateo. Cal. — Construction has started
$100,000 theater to be built here for
on
S. J,eadley.
\V. the
San Jose, Cal.— Work has been started in
clearing property here in preparation for the
erection of a $500,000 theater. The show
house is to be leased by United Artists.
Brainerd. Minn.— Jake Gruesner, former
operator of the Grand at New Duluth, is
building a theater here.

Humphrey, Neb.— The old theater building
and sites adjoining have been razed to
make
room for a new theater to be constructed by
Mrs. Elizabeth Lewejohan.

Chamberlain, S. D.— W. R. Beck and E.
G. Soren on. theater owners of Dolans, will
erect a theater here at an estimated cost ot
$25,000.
Marshall, Minn. — Option has been taken
on Property here by George Grodnik and
Ji. K. Grodnik of Minneapolis for the erec
tion of a 600-seat theater.

by

W eyauwega, Wis.— Plans are reported completed for the construction of a theater hen
Henjum.
Mrs. Henrietta

REPAIR YOUR
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SQUAB

Repairing

SEATS
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Allied Seating Company
GRamercy
303 4th Avenue
5-5833 New York City at 23rd St.
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That the NATIONAL

HIGH
intensity lighting units, properly designed, give excellent service — spotlights,
floodlights, strip lights, sciopticons, or any other
form of lighting apparatus used on the stage — also
color frames,
lighting
supplies.connectors, and miscellaneous stage

of

means:

GUARANTEE

KLIECL BROS

of highest quality is coupled with
that of a manufacturer.

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY
COMPANY

Universal

Electric

Stage

321 West 50th Street

Bra nt lifs in all Principal Cilia
C^M
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San Francisco — A one-story reinforced concrete theater, which will have a seating capacity of 1,000 and cost approximately $90,000,
will Ije constructed in South San Francisco
by Charles E. Peterson of this city. R. C.
Stickle has been awarded the construction
contract.

Lighting

- New

Co., Inc.

York. N.Y.
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BOOTH

OFFERING SOUND HEADS
FOR DISC EQUIPMENT

ALTERATIONS
Chillicothe, Mo. — Plans are under way tor
the remodeling of the nrst floor interior of
the Masonic Temple here into a 60(J-seat theater. K. Warren Roberts, local architect, is
urawing the plans.

Announcement has been made by
the Perfectone Sound Systems, a subKansas City — The Indiana of this city is
sidiary of the Brinner Optical Co. of being
remodeled and will be equipped with
Photophone
equipment.
Chicago, to the effect that the com- the new type RCA
pany will install sound heads to be
used with present amplifiers and
San Jose, Cal. — Approximately $50,000 will
horns.
be spent by Fox Yvest Coast Theaters for
improvements on the California and Mission

The equipment heretofore has been theaters here. The Mission will entail the
expenditure of the allotted sum through
sold in its entirety only, but with a greater
extensive remodeling
and renovation.
large and consistent demand for readaptation of former disc machines
San Francisco — The Union Square, formerto sound-on-film, the company is now
ly the Hippodrome, has been completely remodeled and reopened.
offering heads, pre-amplifiers, and
faders only along with a hook-up to
present
amplification
and horns.
Meridian, Ida. — Martin Teker, having reAn interesting feature of the Perfectone system is said to be a new
type fader, mounted on a panel which
also contains the meters and other
vita! accessories of which frequent
and convenient observation is valuable. The equipment is moderately
priced and is guaranteed to deliver
an excellent quality of sound in theaters of any size.

New X-Cell Eliminates
Amplifiers, 'B' Batteries

cently taken over the Meridian here, has
changed the name of the house to the S»ar
and plans for remodeling and the installation
of sound equipment are being made.
Great Barrington, Mass.— The Mahaiwe has
been closed by its new owners, the Interstate Theater Corp., and extensive changes
and improvements
will be made.
Watsonville, Cal. — Work on completely remodeling the California of this city and the
California in Richmond is expected to be
started within the next 30 days.

GOOD RESULTS REPORTED
WITH SONOFILM SYSTEM
Sonofilm sound equipment, put out
by the Sono Equipment Corp. of Indianapolis, isreported to be giving
good results. Eliminating miany of
the present-day complicated operations of sound equipment, its chief
attributes are said to be efficiency
and simplicity.
Sonofilm, a complete, compact
sound - on - film equipment, contains
two universal bases with double
channel amplification mounted completely on these bases and permanently wired and tested before leaving
the factory. Two sound heads are
mounted on the base. A special
Sonofilm control unit, with either
two dynamic speakers or one air
column horn, at the option of the
purchaser, are furnished with the
Sonofilm S-3 equipment. Any type
projection is adaptable to the universal base, it is claimed.
The company also markets a portable Sonofilm, available for schools,
churches and lecture halls.

Specializing in Steel Equipment
Berger
Manufacturing Co., division
Osseo, Minn.— Remodeling and acoustical
treatment of the Osseo is being conducted by of the Republic Steel Co. of Canton,
S. H. Anderson, who recently purchased the O., is specializing in the manufacture
theaier from Frank Andrus.
of Berloy steel shelving, lockers, cupboards, filing cabinets, ticket cases,
Evanston, 111. — H. E. Olson, owner of the
leasehold on the New Main theater budding safes, and desks for theater use.

The X-Cell, a new photo-electric
cell which is said to eliminate the
use of head amplifiers and "B" bat- here, is reported to have acquired a lease on
teries, requiring only a "C" battery the adjoining property and plans to remodel
for its operation, is being put out by and increase the seating capacity of the theater from 700 to 3,000.
the Public Address Service Co. of
Dallas.

Dallas — Buffalo Engineering Co.,
manufacturers of several models and
types of theater cooling equipment,
has doubled its capital stock in an
expansion program to enlarge its resources for expediting sales and installations in theaters over several
states, and also to enlarge facilities
for placing Buffalo cooling equipment in other business establishments.
Besides the several models and
types of equipment for large and
small theaters, the company has perfected a special air washer and distributing unit for quick installation
in buriness houses.

are being drawn by Kennedy & Stiegemeyei,
St. Louis architects.

H. H. Dutton Joins British RCA
London— H. Hales Dutton, for the
past three years director of advertisBritish Instrucfor Films,
ing and
tional publicity
and Pro Patria
Ltd., has
joined RCA Photophone, Ltd., in a
similar capacity.
If it ii

ASBESTOS
we have it

BLUE SEAL ASBESTOS CORP.
264 Wyckoff
St., near Nevins
Brooklyn,
New York Triangle 0290
Distributors for Johm-Manville Corp.

Universal Poster Dept.
Working Out Successfully
Chicago — The recently instituted
Universal poster rental department,
whereby exhibitors are furnished advertising material on Universal pictures at rental rates instead of former outright purchase prices is working out successfully, according to the
Universal exchange.
The rates, it is said, compare
orably with rentals charged by
mercial poster rental concerns,
the advantage to Universal of

favcomwith
four

or
the same
at five
grossshowings
rental ofof more
than "paper"
former
purchase prices, as well as an advanlage to the exhibitor of paying less
ial. own particular use of the mafor te;his

INVISIBLE
Changeover

Acquires Equipment Lines
Heywood Wakefield theater chairs
and Sonofilm sound reproducer have
Independence, Kan. — The Granada, recent- been acquired by the Oliver Motion
Having been tested by some of
ly added to the Hughes-Franklin circuit, is to Picture Supply Co. of Cleveland, in
the larger sound manufacturers, the be remodeled at cost of approximately $30,000. extending its equipment activities in
the interest of theater owners.
new cell is non-microphonic, vibraChillicothe, Mo. — Several changes are being
tion proof, eliminates gear noises, and made
in
the
interior
of
the
Empire
here.
can be mounted rigid in any sound Complete booth equipment, including the new
Leeds Nearly 100 Per Cent Wired
head without resorting to pads, the RCA sound apparatus, will be installed. Glei.
Leeds — Of the 60 motion picture
company claims. It is not subject tors.
W. Dickinson Theaters, Inc., are the operahouses in this territory, only three
to damage from excessive light and
remain unwired. These are the Headis guaranteed for one year.
Centralia, 111. — The Grand, operated by the
Fox West Coast Division, is to be remodeled ingley Picture House, the Domestic
at a cost of approximately $75,000. Plans Street,
Hunslet.Holbeck, and the Pictodrome,

Buffalo Engineering Co.
Increases Capital Stock

Price Cut Later
Price of the improved 3-A
photo-electric cell recently put
out by Electrical Research
Products and now being supplied with all Western Electric
sound systems, besides being
listed as a regular replacement
part, will be reduced to $16.50
each as soon as manufacture
on an adequate scale is placed
in effect. The cell is now being furnished in some cases in
response to exhibitor demands
at $25 each.

Automatic Shutter Control
with 3-Hire circuit font switch

Standard equipment in over 1,500
theatres. Fits Motiograph Model
F, Simplex and Super-Simplex and
Sure-Fit. With or without Rear
Shutter Mounts.
Rear Shutter Mounts require Model
D type. Convert your Model A to
Model D type. Brackets and parts
on order.
Send for literature.

DOWSER
157

Rogers

Ave.,

MFG. CO.
Brooklyn,

N.

Y.

the secret of good sound
Here's

Your

Idea

of Sound

The instant you hear a sound-track
going through Syncrofilm you'll say,
"How long has this been going on?"
Then you'U add: "Why the so-and-so
didn't I install

LM"
Sound
on RO
Film FI
Reproduction
NC
SY
WEBER

MACHINE

CORP.

59 Rutter St.
Rochester. N. Y.
Export Dept., 15 Laight St., N. Y. C.
Cable Address, Arlab New
York
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Absolute
silence in the opera, IS
tionSILENCE!
of auditorium and stage
equipment is essential to
good sound presentation. Foreign noises and distractions
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Steel len
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Controls
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Richard

Barthelmess

in

"The Finger
Points"
First Nat'l
Time, 1 hr., 30 mins.
GANGSTER - NEWSPAPER DRAMA CARRYING
STRONG ELEMENT OF SUSPENSE FROM START TO FINISH.
GOOD

Newspaper business and racketeering have been effectively combined in
the latest Richard Barthelmess vehicle, the result being a thoroughly
engrossing melodrama that ought to
click satisfactorily in any locality.
Dick plays the role of a reporter who
comes up from the South to the big
city and lands on a paper that is
crusading against vice. He exposes
a big gambling venture after refusing a heavy bribe to keep mum,
whereupon the gang break a tew ot
his ribs. When he comes out of the
hospital the paper refuses to pay his
injury bills or help him out with an
advance of cash, so he makes a deal
with the racketeers, and the big coin
then rolls his way. Meanwhile Dick
has struck up a love affair with a sob
sifter on the same sheet. She urges
him to break away from the gang,
but he refuses. Finally another reporter on the paper breaks a hot vice
story which Dick had been paid 100
grand to hold back, and as a result
Dick is trailed and bumped off.
Cast: Richard Barthelmess, Fay Wray,
Regis Toomey, Robert Elliott, Clark Gable,
Oscar Apfel, Robert Gleckler.
Director, John Francis Dillon ; Authors,
John Monk Saunders, W. R. Burnett ; Adaptor, Robert Lord ; Dialoguer, John Monk
Saunders ; Editor, Leroy Stone ; Cameraman,
Ernest Haller; Recording Engineer, Ralph
Thomas.
Direction, tense.
Photography,
fine.

"Mr.
Lemon of Orange"
ivith El Brendel, Fifi Dorsay
Fox
Time, 70 mins.
GOOD
COMEDY
NUMBER
WITH EL BRENDEL DELIVERING THE LAUGHS IN DOUBLE
ROLE WITH GANGSTER ATMOSPHERE.
A good pop number that will please
the crowd. It has a double appeal
in its unique plot, furnishing gangster thrills along with Brendel's individual style of humor. He is a toy
salesman who bears a remarkable resemblance ito a well known gang
leader. He is mistaken for the
gangster, and his enemies arrange to
put him on the spot at a night club
that evening. The comedy develops
from the efforts of the gang to get
him in a telephone booth where they
can riddle him with machine guns
all set to cover that spot. But Brendel is intoxicated and stumbles
around everywhere, but never into
the fatal booth. He is well supported by Fifi Dorsay and William Collier, Sr. Brendel springs a surprise
with the capable way he handles the
gangster part which is so different
from his comedy role of a dumb
Swede.

"Fifty
MillionTime,
Frenchmen"
Warner Bros.
1 hr., 8 mins.

AMUSING LIGHT COMEDY
IN TECHNICOLOR BASED ON
BROADWAY STAGE HIT. HAS
GENEROUS AMOUNT OF ACTION AND LAUGHS.
With the song and dance numbers
eliminated, and action being substituted in their place, this screen adaptation of the Broadway musical success comes off as a fairly satisfying
piece of comedy entertainment. The
action is mostly of a nonsensical order, dispensed by the popular nut
team of Olsen and Johnson, together
with William Gaxton, Helen Broderick and Lester Crawford of the
original stage cast. Charles Judels,
Nat Carr, John Halliday, Claudia
Dell and Norman Phillips are among
the other names in the cast. The
story, which is immaterial, concerns
a $50,000 bet between Halliday and
Gaxton whereby the latter, relieved
of all his money and valuables, must
get along in Paris on his own resources for a specified time in order
to win the hand of Miss Dell. Gaxton gets a job as a guide and wins
out despite the constant obstructions
placed in his path by Halliday. Direction iswell-paced and the Technicolor photography is favorable, but
the material generally lacks outstanding punch.
Cast: Olsen and Johnson, William Gaxton, John Halliday, Helen Broderick, Claudia
Dell, Lester Crawford, Charles Judels, Carmelita Geraghty, Nat Carr, Vera Gordon,
Norman
Phillips Jr.
Director, Lloyd Bacon ; Author, Herbert
Field ; Adaptor, Joseph Jackson ; Dialoguers,
Al Boasberg, Eddie Welch ; Editor, Roberv
Crandall ; Cameraman,
Dev Jennings.
Direction, lively.
Photography,
good.

"Subway Express"

with Jack Holt, Aileen Pringle
Columbia Time, 1 hr., 8 mins.
MURDER MYSTERY ENACTED IN SUBWAY CAR CARRIES
SUSPENSE AND THRILLS IN
NOVEL KILLING.
The chief interest centers in the
novel setting, the entire action taking
place in a car of a subway express in
New York. It is an adaptation of a
Broadway stage play. It involves a
slew of characters who are typical
of New York life, but centers around
a broker, his wife and partner who
are passengers. A fight starts over
a fancied insult to the wife, the lights
go out, a shot is fired, and when the
lights go up the broker is found shot.
Jack Holt as the police inspector
takes charge, locks everybody in the
car, and starts to re-enact the tragedy, questioning all witnesses. A
medical examiner shows that the
shot didn't kill the victim, that he
was already dead from electrocution.
The solution is an ingenious contact
by a wire with the third rail with the
murderer wearing a pair of "electrocuting" gloves. Ought to get by on
the novelty angle.

Cast: Jack Holt, Aileen Pringle, Freo
Kelsey, Alan Roscoe, Jason Robards, Sidney
Bracy, Selmer Jackson, William Humphrey,
Ethel Wales, Max Asher, Bertha Blackman,
Cast: El Brendel, Fifi Dorsay, William Lilliane Leighton, James Goss, Maston Williams, Robert Linden, Harry Semeles, RobCollier, Sr., Ruth Warren, Joan Castle, Donert St. Ang^lo, John Kelly, Dorothy Bay,
old Dillaway, Eddie Gribbon, Nat Pendleton.
Bob Nortman, Sally St. Claire, Mary Goidon, Earl Seid, Ginger Connolley.
Director, John Blystone; Author, Jack
Director, Fred Newmeyer ; Authors, Eva
Hayes; Adaptor, same; Dialoguers, Eddie Kay
Flint, Martha Madison ; Adaptor, Earl
Cantor, Edwin Burke ; Editor, Ralph Dixon ;
Snell ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor, Arthur HuffCameraman, Joseph August ; Recording En- smith
; Sound Recorder, E. L. Bernds ; Camgineer, William Lindsay.
eraman, Joseph Walker.
Direction, Good. Photography, Okay.
Direction, satisfactory. Photography,
good.

Bob Steele

Sunday, March 29, 1931
in

Tiffany

"The Sunrise Trail"

Time, 1 hr., 5 mins.
PEPPY LITTLE WESTERN
WITH BOB STEELE GETTING
OVER STRONG IN ACTIONTHRILLER. GOOD DIRECTORIAL TOUCHES.
This one was directed by J. P.
McCarthy, \vho has been steadily
forging ahead as a director of Westerns. McCarthy has a knack of injecting new twists and treatment into
the old routine of the cowboy operas,
and lifting them out of the common
ruck. But in this case he also had a
story with an intelligent plot to work
with, which helps a lot. Bob Steele
is working under cover to help the
sheriff line up a gang of cattle rustlers. He teams up with a chap
named Kansas as partners. Kansas
is one of the rustlers, headed by
Rand. The latter takes Bob Steele
into the gang. The girl who is running the hotel pretends to be interested in the leader of the gang in
order to protect the hero, whom she
loves. This leads to some good complications and situations through
misunderstandings on the part of all
hands. A strong wallop in the climax
with the roundup of the gang.

"The Conquering Horde"

with Fay Wray and Richard Arlen
Paramount
Time, 1 hr., 15 mins.
EXCITING DRAMA AND ROMANCE OF TEXAS PIONEER
DAYS LIGHTENED BY WITTY
COWBOY
DIALOGUE.
The wide open spaces of Texas
form the background of this drama
of pioneer days when rangers were
forced to drive their cattle for days
and miles in order to dispose of
them for real cash. This story is
centered around such a drive, which
proves to be successful, but not without misadventures and attempts to
prevent its safe arrival. Fay Wray,
in
_ charge
of her
father's
ranch,
being
pressed
for late
money,
decides
to
drive her cattle to a distant city
where they may be easily marketed.
She is assisted by Richard Arlen, a
friend of schoolhouse days, but whom
she has not seen for years. She is
led to distrust Arlen and, because of
her suspicion, nearly defeats her own
purpose. The cast is satisfactory
and the cattle-drive scenes have been
well handled by Director Edward
Sloman.
Cast: Richard Arlen, Fay Wray, George
Mendoza, Ian MacLaren, Claude Gillingwater, Arthur Stone, Frank Rice, James
Durkin, Charles Stevens, Edwin J. Brady,
Robert Kortman, Harry Cording, Chief
Standing Bear, John Elliott, Kathrin Clare

Cast: Bob Steele, Blanche Mehaffey, Jack
Clifford, Gennaine De Neel, Eddie Dunn,
Fred Burns.
Ward.
Director, Edward Sloman ; Author, EmerDirector J. P. McCarthy; Author, Wellyn
son Hough ; Adaptors, Grover Jones, WilTotman ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same ;
liam; Slavens McNutt; Dialoguers, same;
Editor, Charles A. Post ; Cameraman, Archie Editor, Otho Lovering; Cameraman, A. J.
Stout.
Stout ; Recording
Engineer,
Harold
Lewis.
Direction, snappy.
Photography,
good.
Direction,
Excellent.
Photography,
Fine.

"The Right of Way"

"Rosenmontag"

First Nat'l
Time, 1 hr., 5 mins.
OUTDATED STORY ADAPTED FROM OLD NOVEL FAILS
TO CLICK IN MODERN LIGHT.
POOR CONTINUITY AND UNCONVINCING PLOT.

Ufa
Time, 1 hr., 13 mins.
HEAVY
GERMAN
DRAMA
WITH TRAGIC ENDING- AND
NO COMEDY RELIEF. SLOW
ACTION
MAKES IT DRAGGY.

This was adapted from Gilbert
Parker's famous novel of several decades ago, and has been done before
on the screen. The present version
shows that the old melodramatic and
moralizing themes of bygone days
won't click on the modern talkie
screen. Either that, or the adaptation and general handling muffed the
story. It has been considerably
changed from the original, with the
big punch scene of the cross-branding of the lawyer by the fanatic entirely eliminated. Other changes
have been made that seem to have
messed up the plot considerably. The
dialogue is heavy, preachey and outdated. So is a lot of the action.
Conrad Nagel plays the role of the
brilliant lawyer who loses his memory and starts life all over in the
Canadian backwoods. Loretta Young
is the little French girl he falls in
love with, and Fred Kohler is the
murderer he saves in the court trial.
Material handicaps
them.
Cast: Conrad Nagel, Loretta Young, Fred
Kohler, William Janney, Snitz Edwards,
George Pierce, Holliwell Hobbs, Olive Tell,
Brandon Hurst, Yola d'Avril.
Director, Frank Lloyd ; Author, Sir Gilbert Parker ; Adaptor, Francis E. Faragoh ;
Dialoguer, same ; Editor, Terrill Morse ; Camerman, John Feitz ; Sound Recorder, not
credited.
Direction, weak.
Photography,
uneven.

This is from the stage play of the
same name, and the cast and dialogue are all-German. The story has
an army atmosphere, concerning a
German officer who is in love with a
girl of lowly station, put he gives
her up on learning that she has had
an affair with a brother officer.
Then he becomes engaged to the
daughter of a superior officer. Later
he learns that the betrayal of the
girl was staged by his cousin m order to get rid of the poor girl so
the hero can marry someone of his
own social station. From here on
it is a series of heavy and sombre
scenes between himself and the girl,
who are madly in love with each
other. On Rosenmontag, or Rose
Monday, the festive day, they go to
the masquerade, and are discovered
by the other officers, to whom
he
had previously given his word that he would
have nothing more to do with the girl. Having broken his word of honor, he has no
choice but to kill himself, according to the
officers' code.

Cast: Gertrud Arnold, Eduard von Winterstein, Alexander Sasche, Peter Voss,
Lutiz Altschul, Harry Halm, Karlludwig
Mathias Wieman, Huert von MeyeDiehl, Heinz
rink,
Glahn, Lien Deyers, Lucie
Euler, Fritz Alberti, Lotte Spira.
Director, Hans Steinhoff; Author, Otto
Erich Hartleben ; Adaptors, Ludwig V. Wohl,
Phillip L. Mayring ; Editor, not credited ;
Cameraman, W>. Brandes ; Recording Engineer, Walter Tjaden.
Direction, Heavy,
Photography,
All right.
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"Heroes of the Flames"

—JXfr*
Janet Reade in

Universal
Time, 18 mins.
"Sky High"
Vitaphone 1200
Time, 11 mins.
Serial Has Kick
Novelty
Musical
Here is a meller serial of the fireAn unusual setting is the chief
fighters that carries a lot of wallops
and fast action and excitement in the highlight of this musical short directed by Roy Mack. It is somefirst three chapters. It's a natural
thing of a satire on a modern woman
for the kid patronage, and they will
go for it strong. Tim McCoy, the husband-hunting in the clouds. The
stunt man, is the fire hero, a member various singing and dancing numbers
of the big city fire department, and and comedy are of fair quality, while
he gets a punch in his rescues and the general activity helps to keep
keeps the suspense hopping. Marian matters going at a good pace. A cast
Shockley is the girl, the daughter of of popular stage talent is used, the
a rich promoter who is interested in principals including, in addition to
a fire-extinguisher invention of the Janet Reade, Raynor Lehr, Dudley
hero. Bobbie Nelson is her kid Clements, Helen Goodhue, Larry
brother, saved from the feet of the Adler and the Lovey Sisters.
dashing fire horses by McCoy, and
they become pals. This angle will
"Parents Wanted"
appeal strong to the kids. Several
Time, 22 mins.
spectacular fires occur in the first RKO Pathe
Fair Comedy
three chapters, with McCoy doing the
big hero act in a spectacular manner.
A Folly Comedy, following the
The fire stuff is well staged. The general formula of several previous
long arm of coincidence is overworked
ones in this series, with Edward Mcin several places, but for serial pur- Wade as the grouchy old bachelor
poses that is secondary to the fact mixing in the affairs of the young
that /this serial, packs a powerful
lovers. It is rather mechanical, failwallop and has plenty of fast action
ing to show any real comedy worth
and thrills aplenty.
talking about. The hero tells his
boss a sob story about supporting his
"Call of Mohammed"
parents in order to get a raise in salary. Then when the boss wants to
RKO Pathe
Time, 10 mins.
meet his parents, the hero has to go
Good Travel-Scenic
A Vagabond Adventure, with Tom out and dig himself up a pair of substitute parents. The latter get their
Terriss leading a very interesting trip cues mixed, and on this situation
through India, showing some unique
they try to build laughs.
sights among the natives. Terriss'
comments are interesting and convey
the peculiar charm and atmosphere
"On the Job"
of the Orient perfectly. Scenes in
Vitaphone
1150
Time, 12 mins.
the crowded market places, with
Plenty Laughs
Afghan merchants selling their rugs,
This one has the laughs plenty
the Kashmiri brass workers, a snake
charmer, and a unique iron pillar with Ann Codee and Frank1 Orth
made before the Christian era. A supplying plenty of hilarity. Frank
fanatic sitting on sharp points of nails is the clerk in a small hotel, and when
unconcernedly is an interesting shot. Ann Codee as a French madame registers, he steers her into a party going
Final scenes are of a gorgeous
mosque as the natives assemble for on in another room. He poses as
prayers, with hundreds of devotees Mr. Brown, the owner of the hotel
kneeling toward Mecca on their in- who is throwing the party. The gags
dividual prayer rugs. A neat num- are fast and funny, with Ann Codee
ber that should click.
bouncing him up and down like a
doormat when she gets a little giggle
water. The finish is a big laugh, with
Joe Penner in
the hotel proprietor putting the finish
on Frank Orth as his hotel clerk.
"Making Good"
Vitaphone 1163
Time, 9 mins.
Swell Comedy
"In the Good Old Summer
One of the best comedies in which
Joe Penner has appeared to date.
Time, 8 mins.
Stanley Rauh wrote the yarn and Ideal
Alf Goulding directed, both doing
Timely Number
A variety of Time"
shots of scenes and
pip work. While idea is not specially new, it belongs to the sure-fire animal life typical of the summer
class for any audience. Deals with season. Youne animals learnine their
a small-town shoemaker's apprentice
without anv parental guidwho goes to the big city to make his way about
ance, nature shots with thunder and
fortune. He gets tangled up with
lightning storms, a beaver busily resome underworld characters, particpairing a broken dam. and the old
ularly a girl crook, following the robfishing
hole
with a country lad catchbery of a valuable bracelet. Compliing sun fish with his hickory pole.
cations follow, with Joe landing in A running fire of comments hv J.
jail, but finally getting out and re- F. Clemenger snaps it up with a
turning to the home town.
very pleasing voice.
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"One Punch O'Toole"

Tiffany
Time, 18 mins.
Weak
A Paul Hurst comedy, with the
comedian as the dumb pug getting
knocked cold in the first round.
Meanwhile at the boarding house
they are listening in on the radio as

11

"Slopes
of the Time,
Andes"
Warner
Bros.
8 mins.

Obvious Industrial
This is an outright plug for the
A. & P. stores, and any house trying
to pass it off as entertainment will
do itself damage with discriminating
patrons. The short, apparently inthey
have arranges
all bet on another
O'Toole. fight,
His
tended to get by as a travelogue, has
manager
a synchronized talk in which A. & P.
which isn't much more successful. coffee is strongly plugged. In adPaul Hurst gets over a neat chardition there are closeups of the comacterization, but he is far better than
pany's trade-mark and the name of
his material. This one is weak on
American Coffee Corp., of which
story and gags.
A. & P. is a subsidiary. Subject
shows scenes of the coffee country
of Colombia, South America, and
"Sing, Sing, Song"
Educational
Time, 7 mins. traces the coffee bean from the vine
Lively Cartoon
to the cup. While the travelogue angle
Done in the modern gangster-pic- holds some interest, its entertainture manner, the animals stage a jail
ment value is practically nullified by
break, and go through many exciting the obvious commercial purpose of
adventures. But the hero and his the short. It is almost certain to
pal who were the ring-leaders finish leave a resentful feeling and bad
in an explosion that blows them right taste with many paying patrons
back into the jail yard, in time to whose reaction to pictures of this
join in the chorus of the jolly jail kind seems to be that something is
song telling how happy they are to being slipped over on them.
be with their alma mater. The catchy
tunes keep this one lively and snappy
throughout.

"Peculiar Pets"

Pathe Review No. 9
An interesting trip with Nicholas
Cavallieri, ace Pathe Cameraman,
through historic St. George in Bermuda, showing the seventeenth century architecture which delights the
present-day honeymooners. A fine
shot of the "Graveyard," the famous
coral reef where scores of vessels
have foundered is shown. The best
feature of this reel is an intimate

Ideal
InterestingTime, 8 mins.
Some very rare specimens of animal life are presented from all corners of the world, denizens of the
wild who have been made over into
harmless household pets. Their habits
and antics are very entertaining and
sometimes amusing. The reel is pepped up considerably by the accompanying talk of J. F. Clemenger,
who has a knack of getting over instructive information in a very chat-

study of the illustrator, James Montgomery Flagg, at work in his studio
He is seen with a beautiful model
whose portrait he completes as he
ty manner.
gives a talk on what constitutes
feminine beauty. The women will
'Ace of Spades"
go for this first-hand info from a
(Talkartoon)
recognized expert. At the General Paramount
Time, 6 mins.
Electric plant a demonstration is
Good
Cartoon
given of a secret metal cutting tool
that slices steel as if it were a loaf
Right up to the high standard of
of bread.
the Fleischer cartoon product. Bombo, playing the part of a card sharp,
enacts his comicalities at a card
s"
Enemie
pearing Time,
RKO"Disap
Pathe
21 mins. ga%e. Song numbers are in a Negro
spiritual vein. Whole job is well
Weak
This one lacks snap and spon- handled, and the subject should click
taniety, being a mechanical stringing anywhere.
together of some dull situations supposed to be funnv, but they prove to
"Some Wild Appetites"
be rather sad. Trouble is they had
Ideal Pictures
Time, 8 mins.
no real comedian in the cast. Dot
Farlev and Edward McWade were
Interesting A nimals
supposed to furnish the laughs, but
Intimate studies of wild animal
they fail to click, due in ereat nart
to weakness of materia!. Thev both life, showing how the various animals
disport themselves at feeding time
arrive at the home of the newlvweds
There are a diversity of shots in the
who are their niece and nephew respectively. The aunt and uncle have zoo, with monkeys, chameleons, allia tortoise, and outdoor scenes
been sweethearts for vears, but quar- of the gators,
habits and life of the otter,
"-ot
rel so much that thev never
and many other interesting
married, although thev want to. The possum,
mammals. An announcer keeps up a
conia
in
youne folks frame them
running fire of interesting comment
and get the min- on the various animals.
promising
ister in to situation,
do the dirty work.
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By GEORGE

Paramount Theater Tops
Novelty Numbers Feature Snappy Colored Show
Holds Paramount Stage Paris 1930 B. 0. Receipts
Program on Roxy Stage
The current Roxy stage entertainment consists of three numbers entirely distinct from each other. The
first is "Les Papillons," an atmospheric butterfly number, with Leonide
Massine and Margaret Sande as the
featured dancers, and the ballet in
some light routines in gorgeous butterfly costumes. The next is "The
King's Horses," a novelty spectacle,
with the Roxyettes dressed as Hussars with an accessory costume giving them the appearance of riding
horses. The background has an
enormous coach of the king, with the
horses and riders. The final number
is another novelty, with the stage set
as an enormous soda fountain, with
a big cash register and two gigantic
soda clerks. The Roxyettes seat
themselves before the fountain on
stoo'p, and do a number. Then
bandits appear and the girls run off
stage. When a bandit opens the
cash register, the girls jump out and
troop on the stage for another routine. Their costumes represent dollar bills. The finale is good, with the
bandits caught in the hand of a giant
cop lowered from the wings as they
are about to corral the "dollars."

Paris — Box-office figures for the
There is plenty of pep in this
year ended December, 1930, place the
week's
stage show
the nimble
Paramount.
Bill Robinson
withat his
feet Paramount here far ahead of other
and Cab Calloway and his Cotton houses with a take of 36,074,498
Club orchestra contribute the out- francs against 10,582,241 for its nearest competitor. The Paramount also
standing pieces of entertainment. The
topped the list in 1929 with receipts
presentation, "Hot from Harlem," is
all-colored and includes John Mason, of 28,354,695 francs, compared with
the next best figure of 7,117,440
Rutney Dandridge, Alma Smith, Hot francs.
Feet Sambo and Ada Ward. A preprohibition scene gives the comedians
a chance. Then follows a scene in American Features Head
Hades where 16 dusky girls do some
Czechoslovak an Imports
fast and furious dancing. Cab CalPrague — Imports of feature films
loway and his boys play several numinto Czechoslovakia during 1930, tobers with Cab singing his famous "St.
taled 521, with the U. S. heading
James Infirmary Blues." Robinson the list with 279, Germany second
finishes the proceedings in royal
style with his famous staircase dance. with 172, France 25, Russia 18, England 11, Austria 8, and Italy 3.
Paul Ash and his orchestra and
Jesse Crawford at the organ are the Czechoslovakia produced only 24 productions in 1930, against 36 in 1929.
first two numbers of the presentation.
Norweigian Houses Have Big Year
Oslo — Film theaters in Norway
Ask Transfer of Studio Case
witnessed a highly successful year in
A petition has been filed in Su- 1930, with total receipts amounting
preme Court for a transfer of the
Pathe studio fire trial from Criminal to 13,000,000 crowns. Of the profits,
4,700,000 crowns were reported taken
Court to Supreme Court. John C.
city, where cinemas are conFlinn and Henry F. Lalley assert in this trolled
by the municipal government
that newspaper publicity has inflamed and proceeds distributed among local
city.
the public mind to the extent that a and national charitable and artistic
fair trial would be impossible in this institutions.

TRULY

W1EKICVS FIRST
CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE

St.OrV THE
Moritz
PARK
50 Central
New

Park
York

South

City

Old world hospitality in the
spirit of the new world; old
world service with the newest
of the new world's comforts.
A cuisine that is the essence
of Europe's finest, under the
inspired direction of

UrtySL£&ri<zy0

of Paris, London and the Rivieria.
Rooms single or en suite, facing
Cental Park and but a moment
from
city's amusement and
businessthesectors.

Cines German Version for Atlas
Berlin — Herr Morawsky, director
of Atlas Film of this city, has returned from Rome with the negative
of the German version of "Mother
Earth," produced for Atlas by
Cines-Pittaluga. While in Rome,
Morawsky arranged with Cines for
the production of another film having
a Sicilian background. The German
version of "Mother Earth," directed
by C. I. David and featuring Maria
Solveg, Mary Kid, Hans Adalbert
Schlettow and Eduard Winterstein,
will have its German premiere here
this month.
Himalayan Film Shown in Berlin
Berlin — A German film of the International Himalaya Expedition, in
which German, English, Austrian and
Swiss explorers were reoresented,
was presented here recently. Sound
effects have been added to the picture by Tobis-Klangfilm, and an English edition is contemplated.
German Firm Increases Capital
Berlin — In preparation for an extension of its activities, HegewaldFilm G.m.b.H. is increasing: its canity 1 from 125,000 marks to 500,000.
The company, in addition to the production and distribution of its own
nroduet, also releases the output of
the Silva companv.
F-Vst B.I.F-B.IP.
Vehicle
Started
London — Production is now under
wav at British Instructional studios
on "The I.impine; Man," first picture
to be made under a new agreement
between B.I.F. and British International. Wardour Films will distribute.

MARKETS
REDDY

Latest Convenience
Paris — Lobbies of motion
picture theaters in France will
serve as branch betting offices,
where people unable to attend
the races may place wagers,
according to a recent decision
of the French authorities. Betting headquarters are already
being established in six houses.

British Recording System
Giving Excellent Results
London — Results from the initial
uses of the Visatone sound recording
system, manufactured and sold by
the Stoll Picture Productions, Ltd.,
under patent license from the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.,
have been highly satisfactory. Part
of the dialogue from "Other People's
Sins," the last picture made by Stoll
with Visatone, recently was broadcast by the British Broadcasting
Corp. and the reaction in the trade
was that, for purity and clearness of
tone, the reproduction matches the
high standards set by the best American equipment.
"City Lights" in Vienna Apr. 4
Vienna — "City Lights," Charlie
Chaplin production acquired for distribution inAustria by Hauser & Co.
(Superfilm), will have its Austrian
premiere here at the newly constructed Sascha Palast on April 4.
Basil Dean Signs Czech Star
London — Francis Lederer, Czechoslovakian actor, who is to appear in
"Autumn Crocus," a play which Basil
Dean is about to produce at the
Lyric here, has been signed by Dean
to a contract which includes an option on his services for three years
for work in U. S. productions under
the RKO banner.
German Opera as Talker
Berlin — Terra Film Co. will soon
start production on "Boccaccio's Love
Adventure,"
an
adaption
of the
popular comic Opera of Suppe.
Pabst Preparing Three Productions
Paris — Three stories being prepared at the Pabst studios, Nice, are
"La Metisse," "Holiday" and "Love
Time," the latter two being operettas.

1,178 Wired by Tobis

Berlin — Total number of installations made by TobisKlangfilm, as of Feb. 1, were
1,178, according to a report
from this firm. Of these, 788
are installed in Germany (including Gaumont sets) and 390
abroad, 41 of which are in studios and private projection
rooms in Germany and 14 in
foreign countries. The total
number of sets installed is divided as to the following
makes: Klangfilm. 897; Tobis,
247; Gaumont, 28; combined
Klangfilm-Gaumont, 6.

Sixteen Million
to One . . . m,

LOTION picture projection

today demands a source of light sixteen million
times as brilliant as the screen.
Due to losses through aperture, shutter, film,
optical system and screen absorption, only a
small percentage of the light from the source is
reflected from the screen. This is spread over a
picture a half million times the area of the arc
crater from which it comes. That is why the
crater brilliancy must be sixteen million times
the brilliancy of the screen.
National Projector Carbons hold their leadership in the motion picture theatre because they
provide a source of steady, white light surpassing
the sun in intrinsic brilliancy.
Over fifty years of experience, constant research
and

the

most modern

manufacturing facilities

assure their uniformity. Yet they are paid for, at
each performance, by two satisfied patrons.
NATIONAL

PROJECTOR

CARBONS
. . . Sold exclusively through distributors and dealers.
National Carbon Company will gladly cooperate with the
producer, exhibitor, machine manufacturer or projectionist
on any problem involving light.

NATIONAL
Carbon

CARBON

COMPANY,

Sales Division

'

Unit of Union Carbide I jljj
Branch Sales Offices:

New York

INC.

Cleveland, Ohio
and Carbon Corporation

Pittsburgh

Chicago

San Francisco

\

Honorable Dick Ducks Death And Gets His Man . . .

CHARLIE CHAN

CARRIES ON

with
\

WARNER
JOHN GARRICK
*
WARREN HYMER
C. HENRY GORDON

OLAND
MARGUERITE CHURCHILL
*
MARJORIE WHITE
*
WILLIAM HOLDEN

By Earl Derr Biggers
Directed by HAMILTON

Excitement!

MacFADDEN

Kisses!

Mystery!

i
!

Popular El and Fiery Fiji Make Your Box Office Merry

\

El Brendel
Fifi Dorsay

and
in

mr* Lemon of Orange
with

WILLIAM
kjr*

COLLIER, Sr. *
RUTH
DONALD
DILLAWAY

WARREN

By Jack Hayes

Dialog by eddie cantor and edwin burke

Directed by JOHN

BLYSTONE

When you arent laughing, you re throbbing with thrills
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Change in Fox Directorate Expected in Refinancing

SINGLEFEATURES RETURNING IN CHICAGO
Laemmle, Jr., Combing Colleges For New Screen Talent
'U'

Production Chief To
Conduct School for
Collegians

West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— With the return of Arthur Ungar, associate producer at Universal, from a two months' tour of
western colleges, Carl Laemmle, Jr.,
announces the launching of a plan to
bring picked college personalities here
and trai.i theni lot screen luuij under the Universal banner.
Ungar, on his tour, addressed gath(Continued

on

Page

2)

OF YIDDISH PICTURES

Building Kid Attendance
Racine, Wis. — Warner's Venetian theater here has been offering afree pass good for one month to 50 boys and girls as a
means of helping to increase its kiddie business. Each time a
child enters the Venetian he is given a button with a movie
star's picture on it. There is a set of 10 and when the child
has assembled the set, he is instructed to bring them to the theater and receive a monthly pass good any time.

Rork, Bischoff and Seitz
Columbia Production Execs
Charles Wilcox Becomes
Independent Producer

Sam Rork, pioneer producer, Sam
Bischoff, former business manager of

Two Circuits Planning To
Abandon Dual-Film
Programs
Chicago — Reversion to programs of
features and shorts is expected to
get started here shortly as a result of
plans now under consideration by at
least two important circuits. Doublefeaturing in the local territory recently reached the stage where about
three-fourths of the houses were following a dual policy either regularly
or off and on. Some houses even
went so far as to put three features
on one bill. Reaction to the overdose of full-length fare is now being
felt by many houses, with the result
that changes of policy are being contemplated.

London — Charles Wilcox, one of Columbia, and George B. Seitz, author-director, have been signed as
the founders of the British & Dominions Film Corp., has severed his production executives of the Columbia
Answering the increased demand connection with that company to con- west coast studios. All three have
for Yiddish dialogue pictures, Joe Seicentrate on the independent produc- been identified prominently for years
den, president of Judea Films, has set
tion of British pictures. He expects with the production end of the moix units comprising 72 reels, as to start actual production next
tion picture industry'- Rork returns to
udea's 1931-32 schedule. Each unit month. Herbert Wilcox will not be active work after an absence of two
vill consist of a feature, two 2-reelers, affected by the change.
RKO is going in for double-feature
years due to illness.
policies in at least two sections, Troy
ine single reel religious short and
and Schenectady. This is another deme novelty picture. Production on
velopment in the trend whereby de
he first unit will start in three weeks
it the R.L.A. Studios. Exteriors will
luxe houses, many of them producerowned, are adopting twin feature proit taken in the metropolitan district

DOUBLE FEATURE POLICIES
BEING TRIED IN RKO SPOTS

INDIES OFFER HOUSES TO H-F

{Continued

on

Page

6)

Kansas City — Independent theater
owners throughout this section, as
well as in other parts of the country,
are besieging the offices of HughesSono Art-World Wide is planning Franklin Theaters, offering to sell
i Spring sa'os drive for April and their houses to the new circuit. Col.
May, said Budd Rogers, director of David E. Dow, division manager
;ales, Saturday. Salesmen will be here, is getting telegrams and phone
lrged to make the most of the situa- calls day and night from indies anxion developing from the increase of
ious to help H-F toward the goal of
louble-feature policies in various ter- 500 theaters by next September.
ritories throughout the country.

Budd Rogers Launching
Spring Drive for Sono Art

British Circuit Prospers
London — Annual report of
Provincial Cinematograph Theaters, Ltd., one of the two
largest circuits in England,
shows net profit of approximately $2,000,000 for last year,
an increase of $350,000 over the
previous year. Isidore Ostrer
is chairman of the P.C.T.

Texas Theater Tax
Killed in Committee
Austin, Tex. — Death of the theater
tax bill is reported following a committee hearing on the measure. The
bill to tax film distribution, however,
was referred to a sub-committee and
it is likely that this measure will be
sidetracked
like the others. ,

Stuart Expected to Withdraw
From Fox Board of Directors
Monta Bell Rejoining
Para. Director Ranks

Withdrawal of Halsey, Stuart & Co.
from the syndicate thai is to handle
the new Fox Film financing next
Monta
Bell has been engaged
by month is expected to also bring about
Paramount
to direct Nancy
Carroll the resignation of Charles B. Stuart
from the Fox board of directors and
in "Personal Maid," at the New York
(Continued
on Page 6)
(Continued

on

Pane

Double featuring is now in vogue
in Mew England, Chicago, St. Louis,
grams.
Birmingham, Atlanta, Syracuse and
other districts.

New Texas Exhib Unit
Planning First Meet
Dallas — First general convention of
the Theater Owners Protective Ass'n
will be held lure at an early date,
according to announcement by President Roy Walker.

New
Conn."No"?
— Pupils
Who Haven,
Will Say
of New Haven High School
are planning to stage a debate
April
10 on
the subject
of "Areto
Moving
Pictures
Beneficial

C)

Children?"

//

Th

RONT

Smashes way to stupendous figures, backed
4-Star approval of critics and public

by

*

//

!

Place 'Front Page' at top of things to be seen/'— said N. Y. World Telegram
//

A film that will send everyone away■ir
talking about it."— Morning Telegraph
///

The Front Page' best yet.
//

Vast Success.

Don't miss it."— Daily Mirror

Racy, vigorous, hearty photoplay."— Tribune

//

Sure-fire box-office scoop.

Sure to go to extra editions/7— American
*

'Fast paced.

Rousing entertainment/'— Times
*

7One of the best screen entertainments of year/7— Journal
'What a Picture.

Will have them standing for weeks to come/7— Graphic
*

UNITED (?) ARTISTS
where

the big

^^ones

I

come

from

Wows
Broadway
I

^

^[hughes

,/*'&*■

LEWIS
MILESTONE
for directing it

ADOLPHE
MENJOU
for his great work as
"Walter Burns"

Based

on the Tremendous

Stage Hit

by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur
Adapted to the Screen by Bartlett Cormack

PAT O'BRIEN
whose work as "Hildy
Johnson" in his first screen
effort makes him one of the
finds of the year.
screen

THE

FOX DIRECTORATE
EXPECTED IN REFINANCING
{Continued from Page 1)

the
the
The
the

election of Albert H. Wiggin of
Chase National Bank in his place.
Chase Securities Corp. is to head
refinancing arrangements, it is understood. In addition to the $55,000,000
one-year notes due April 15, there arc
sonic West Coast Theaters obligations
coming due, and it is estimated that
an additional sum of about $35,000,000
will be arranged to take care of this
and to give the company additional
working capital. Halscy, Stuart & Co.
probably will have some interest in
the senior financing of some of the
Fox theater properties.

G. T. Cummins Handling
Para. British Newsreel
G. T. Cummins has been placed in
charge of the Paramount British
newsreel working under supervision
of Emanuel Cohen, who has just returned from Europe after putting the
finishing touches on his English organization. E. B. Dascomb, who has
been associated with the Paramount
reel in this country, is temporarily
remaining with the British organization.
The next Paramount Newsreel to
be inaugurated will be in in Frame,
said Cohen Saturday. A. Glattli will
be in charge of the reel, which gets
under way within a few months. A
contract with Ufa prevents starting
of a reel in Germany until after a
year has elapsed.
W. E. Photo-Elect. Cell Price Cut
Price of the new 3-A photo-electric
cell for Western Electric Sound
equipment is now $16.50, reduced
from $25, it is announced by Electrical Research Products. The improved cell, besides being supplied
with all new Western Electric systems, has been listed as a regular replacement part.
Six Conn. Institutions Wired
New Haven — Gaylord Farms Sanitarium is to install sound equipment,
making the sixth Connecticut institution on the gratis account list of the
Film
Board
of Trade
to be wired.
New B. & K. House Opening
Chicago — Balaban & Katz will open
the new
Nortovvn
at Western
and
Devon Avenues on April 4.

Parliament's Okay

Fifteen members of the British Parliament who served in
the World War have signed a
manifesto protesting against
the German ban on "All Quiet
on the Western Front," according to advices received at the
Universal home office. The
signers declare the picture does
not damage or lower the honor
and prestige of Germany, but
on the contrary shows the
heroic struggle of the Germans
against great odds.
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INCREASING PRODUCTION
OF YIDDISH PICTURES
(Continued from Page I)

San Diego — The Victory here has
been renamed the Imperial by the
new owner, Edward Zabel.
Melrose, Mass. — A three-alarm
tire, causing damage estimated at
$25,000, occurred at the Melrose here
recently. The blaze wrecked the
auditorium of the house, and several
shops and offices in the building. The
house is owned and managed by Irving Green of Brookline.
Oakland, Cal. — A policy of presenting vaudeville with talkers has been
adopted by the Hippodrome here.
Under the new arrangement there are
four changes of bill each week, on
Saturday, Monday, Wednesday and
Thursday.
Myersdale, Pa. — Oscar Steifel has
purchased the Main here from C. A.
Robertson.
Kansas City — Bennie Taylor has
been appointed field representative
for the Dickinson circuit.

San man,Marcos,
Tex.
in association
will open the Plaza
house seats 350 and
phone sound.

—with
F. WT.
his Zimmerbrother,
on April 1. The
has RCA Photo-

Philadelphia — Harry S. Brown,
manager of Tiffany's local exchange,
has booked "The Command Performance," James
a
Cruze production,
for a first run at the Arcadia here.
Alta, la. — Mr. and Mrs. Fred Everts have given up their lease on the
Legion. L. W. Splichael is the new
manager. He also operates a theater
in Correctionville, la. Mr. and Mrs.
Everts returned to their home in Moville.
Parkersburg, W. Va.— R. Hiehle
of this city, George Brown of Bluefield and H, Bank of Williamson
have been elected to the board of
directors of Allied Theater Owners
of Southern Ohio, Kentucky and
West Virginia.

San Francisco — James Fadem, forSt. Louis — Frank B. Hicks, formermerly with United Artists, is now
ly of Atlanta, has replaced John
Bruce Hearn as treasurer of the Fox. vertising.
connected with RKO, handling adHearn is now assistant manager of
the house. Harry Greenman is manKansas City — F. O. Williams, foraging director.
merly manager of the Electric in St.
Portageville, Mo. — -J. C. Shannon Joseph, is now managing the Lindhas purchased the Lyric from 0- & cuit.
burgh for the Hughes-Franklin cirV. Cronan.

Monta Bell Rejoining
Charlotte Soon to Get
Para. Director Ranks
Publix Regional Office
(Continued from Page 1)

Charlotte, N. C. — Opening of a
regional office here by Publix is expected in the near future, according
to information making the rounds in
local real estate circles. Publix already has a division office here, and
the regional headquarters would be of
wider scope.
Search for suitable quarters was
started, it is said, immediately following the tabling of the Harris bill by
the North Carolina legislature. It
was claimed by Publix and others that
this bill, directed at the present zoning system, would have had the effect
of driving a great part of the motion
picture distribution from the state,
forcing about 12 exchanges out of
North
Carolina.
A Publix home office representative
has been here to arrange for the
regional headquarters. About six connecting rooms are required, it is
stated. Space probably will be obbuilding. tained in the First National Bank

Educational
Manager
to Broadcast
Vancouver— Basil Horsfall, manager of the F.ducational branch, has accepted an invitation to make a radio
address April 15 on the history of
the motion picture industrv, as part
of a series of important broadcasts
on the leading industries sponsored
schools.
by
the principals of tin- Vancouvei

with
Melotone
portable
souud-onfilm equipment, recently perfected by
Seiden.
The equipment weighs slightly more than 100 pounds.
"The Eternal Fools," the last Yiddish talker unit, has completed showings in England, France, Belgium,
Holland, and will soon open in Bucharest, Rumania. Morris Goldman is
representing Judea on the continent.
Seiden also reports the closing of a
deal wdiereby the entire South American territory will be served with the
Yiddish talking units.

Mascot Awards Franchises
With the signing of seven franchise
agreements in the past week, Masc il
Pictures has practically completed
distribution arrangements for its four
talking serials on this year's program. Tom Brenon, Affiliated Producers, Inc., Atlanta, will handle the
product in North Carolina, South
Carolina. Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Florida, Louisiana and Tennessee. George Montgomery, AllStar Feature Distributors, Inc., Los
Angeles, holds the franchise for
Southern California and Arizona.
Earl Cohn, All-Star Feature Distributors, Inc., San Francisco, will distribute in Northern California and
Nevada. Herman Gluckman, Capital
Film Exchange, New York, is the
.Yew York- and Northern New Jersey
distribute-. Meyer Fischer, Fischer
Film Exchange Co., will distribute
the four pictures in Ohio and Kentucky. Herman Rifkin, Hollywood
Films Corp., Boston, will handle the
product in all New England.

studio. Story was adapted by AdeB'way
With who
'U'
laide Heilbrun from an original by
Derek Juvenile
Fairman, Starting
stage juvenile
Grace Perkins. Production is sched- has been appearing in "In the Best
uled to start late in May.
of Families" at the Bijou, leaves tomorrow for the Coast
to begin
a j
R. G. Block Handling German Film five-year
contract
with Universal.
Richard G. Block, formerly connected with Universal, has taken over
sole distribution of the German singing and talking picture, "Bockbierfest," which open Monday for a run
at the 8th Street Playhouse. This
picture opened its Berlin run simultaneously at two big first run houses,
the
Atrium and Primus Palast simultaneously.
New M-G-M Minneapolis Exchange
Minneapolis — M-G-M has selected a
site for a new exchange building,
which will make the fifth new exchange building erected berc in the
past two years.
Secures R. & R. Film Ad Rights
New Orleans — Screen advertising
sales rights in the R. & R. circuit have
been granted to Theater Service Corp.
The latter will sell service through
its southern division, the M. P. Advertising Service Co. here.
Reopen Parsons House
Parsons, Kans. — The Orpheum lias
been reopened by Ralph McAleer after being dark nearly three years.

New

Incorporations

NEW YORK
CHARTERS
Manhattan Theater; N. Burkan, 1451
Broadway, New York.
100 shares common.
Kingshridge Theater; same as above. 100
shares common.
Leemosh Theater; same as above. 100
shares common.
U. S. Theater; same as above. 100 shares
common.
Tuxedo Theater; same as above. 100 shares
common.
Screen Novelties, motion pictures ; Bushel
& Gottlieb, 270 Broadway, New York. 100
shares common.
Harmony Theater Corp., motion pictures ;
B. Ammerman, 16 Court St., B'klyn, N. Y.
Astro Amusement Corp., theatrical; L. M.
$5,000. 11 West 42nd St., New York. $1,000.
Levin.
Cleo Theater Corp. ; B. Rich, 50 East
42nd St., New
York.
$10,000.
NEW
JERSEY
CHARTERS
Eastern Amusement Corp., Camden ; Charles
E. Kulp, Camden, N. J. 2,000 shares common.
DELAWARE
CHARTER
Vocamat Corp., New York City, sound
recording devices ; United States Corporation
Co.
1,000 shares common.
The Gerlaw Corp., Belleville, N. J., literary,; Registrar
dramatical, musical,
motion Co.,
pictureDover,
pursuits
and Transfer
Del.
100 shares common.
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Short Shots from
New York Studios

from "Lots"
HOLLYWOOD

RINGER
ROGERS
will be guest
artist on the Postal
Telegraph
hour over Station
WABC,
at 6:30
tomorrow night.
Giovanni Martinelli has appeared
in more short subjects for Vitaphone than any other one artist. He
has just finished a new number,
with Spanish background, in which
Fowler and Tamara, specialty dancers, are also featured.
Paramount studio is having an unusual amount of recording these days.
In addition to a Cuban rumba orchestra and a Hungarian band, a 31piece operation combination was busy
on the "Smiling Lieutenant" set.
One of the most colorful sets seen
in any recent picture made here is
that of "The Duck," a cafe in Prague,
the setting of most of the action in
Edmund

Goulding's

"Scarlet Hours."

Vitaphone Vitamins: Plenty of location shots, taking advantage of
the perfect spring weather . . . Dick
Willis, make-up man, bandaging extras for a hospital scene . . . Al Ray,
director, reminiscing on the days
when he played in burlesque, 15
years ago . . . "Schnopps," Stanley
Rauh's police dog, the studio mascot.
The Vitaphone studio is getting to
look like an animal farm, with two
German police dogs, a Russian bloodhound and a half dozen cows being
used on the stage last week. The
cows proved to be very temperamental, to the annoyance of the prop
department who played nursemaids
to the camera-shy beasts.
Extras appearing in "The Smiling Lieutenant" and "Scarlet Hours"
have to park their chewing gum at
the studio gate. Both pictures have
European settings and it seems they
don't chew gum in Europe like they
do over here.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Famous Players directors re-elected
at annual meeting.

William Brandt again heads Theater Owners' Chamber of Commerce.
Al
Lichtman
plans
no
drastic
changes at Associated Producers.

McCREA,
Cody, Marion
Gilbert
JJOEL
Roland,
Walter Lew
Walker,
Shilling and Bobby Williams have
•
• •
THINGS
WE
Never
Thought
Worth
Mentioning
Till Now
that the current stage spectacle at the Roxy,
"Les Papillons," uses a new lighting effect never before attempted on the stage
that a special glass stage has been
constructed for the number, and the costumes are treated with
luminous paints, and the butterflies on the dancers' costumes
become animated when lights produced by invisible ultra-violet
ray's are thrown on the stage
that Ziegfeld, Earl Carroll,
et al, will curl up with envy when they lamp this spectacle
that Walt Winchell states in his Saturday kolyum that we see
16 different pictures a second
in a movie
that Walter
evidently desn't know that we've changed from silent to sound
pix, speeding up the projector to 90 feet a minute, which with
16 frames to the foot makes exactly 24 different pictures we see
on the screen every second
that if we kolyumists don't
get our facts straight, readers will begin to consider us as unreliable as the news
columns
that in the newly
built
apartment houses, all apartments above the 15th floor are called
"pent houses" if there is an iron rail outside your windows
that this is just a scheme to make you pay pent-house prices, of
course
that Irene
Thirer,
the Daily "News"
two-andthree-quarter-star expert, almost got her picture in the rival rag,
the "Mirror" as a society deb at a costume ball she attended,
but some goop told the cameraman who she was after he flashlighted her and spoiled the whole thing
that Ethel Barrymore, who has spurned numerous talkie offers, appeared in several pix during the silent daze
that the current "MidWeek Pictorial" gives the new Educational Barnyard Comics a
swell full-page layout AHEAD of a layout of Hollywood stars
that Marie Dressier made her first public appearance as
Cupid
but she was
only five years, it being a church
performance
that John Gilbert was once a cowboy extra
in the old silent Bill Hart westerns
that the modern girl
no longer marries a man for better or worse
she marries
him for more or less
that the Big Desert is pronounced
"Sa-HAR-ah" and not "Sa-hair-ah"
that Harold Hendee
is the first gink in this biz we've ever struck who pronounces it
correctly
that Hunter
Mann,
an amateur
movie-maker,
has a pix showing a snake blown up to the size of a young elephant, after a two-days' job of swallowing a full-grown kangaroo
six feet long and three feet in diameter
that Greta Garbo
was once a lather girl in a Swedish
barber shop, where
she
learned her technique of soft-soaping these male galoops
that with the price war now raging in local barber shops, you
can get a shave, tonic, sun-tan, haircut, shampoo and manicure
ALL
for $2.10
that is, if you don't tip the manicurist
that the unusual layouts and copy on newspaper ads for
"Finger Points" at the Strand has set a new standard in the
field, the box-office results proving that the public is influenced
by the ads more than the newspaper crits
that THAT is
Good

News to the Ad and Pub Dep'ts of all producing companies that 30 years ago it took 3,000 worms to spin silk
enough to make a lady's evening dress
that nowadays one
small worm working evenings at the office and Sundays can manage the job by himself
that Emgeem's roadshow campaign on "Trader Horn" has smashed all previous records on
big national tie-ups, having 22, with such concerns as Shell Oil,
Underwood
Typewriter,
Packard,
Coca
Cola, etc
that
Cliff Hess, Remick's big contest man with the Tin Pain-in-theAlley boys, sez the country is again becoming organ-conscious
that due to too much grief and too many complaints,
resulting in production delays, Fox and M-G-M have issued orders prohibiting all players
from
seeing the daily rushes
in
Hollywood
that by painting the baby with luminous paint
at night, parents can find the brat quickly in the dark in those
emergencies that arise in the best regulated families
that
Carl J. Goe, after working for three years at Tiffany and being
promoted to sales manager upon the departure of Oscar Hanson,
ups and quits to join Hanson in his sponsored newiireel venture.

«

«

«

»

»
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been signed for Constance Bennett's
new
"The Common Law,"
RKO vehicle,
Pathe production.
*
*
*
Joa)i Marsh and William Janney
will play the young lovers in Columbia's "Meet the Wife."
*
*
*
George Green, song composer, is
now under a contract with RKO
Pathe to write original stories.
*
*
*
Elmer

Rice, author of the stage

play, "Street Scene," is preparing
Artists.
the screen adaptation for United
*

*

*

Horace Jackson is writing the
adaptation of "The Little Flat in the
Temple," the Ann Harding vehicle.
*
*
*
Ford Sterling is making "The
Foolish Forties" for Christie, with
William Watson directing.
*
*
*
Warner Bros, have selected "The
Honor of the Family" for Bebe Daniel's next starring vehicle. James
Creelman is writing dialogue and
continuity. Miss Daniels and Ben
Lyon, who is now working in "We
Three," will leave soon for a three
months'
European
tour.
*
*
*
The title of the latest Roscoe
Ates two-reeler made by RKO has
been changed from "Six Stutter
Sheriff" to "The Lone Starved Ran*
*
*
Dorothy Mackaill, instead of going
to New York for a visit upon completion of "The Reckless Hour" at
First National, has changed her plans
and will go to Honolulu for a vacation of four weeks. She leaves April
4, and on her return will start in
"As Good as New," by Thompson
Buchanan.
ger."
MANY

HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays:
dustry, who are celebrating their

March 30
Henry Lehrman
George
Lederer
Lee Jaffee
Margaret

O'Donohue
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Public Shifting from Rawness to Romance, Says Hays

KUHrUOEB SEEKS PART IN FOX FINANCING
Producers and Writers To Hold Confab on Problems
Formula for Good Pictures
Will Be Sought at
Conference
West Coast Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A joint conference of
producers and writers will be held
in the near future, under the auspices of the Academy of M. P. Arts
and Sciences, to discuss story problems and attempt to work out a
formula that will make it possible to
turn out a hifc!.cr percentage of bc::office pictures. As a preliminary to
this confab, the Writers' Branch of
the Academy has called a special

Industry Comes Through, Says Clarke
Motion picture receipts, which stood up better than almost any
other business in the depression of the last 18 months, reflect the
present stability of the film industry and show that it is no longer
in the volatile class, says Harley L. Clarke, president of Fox, in a
statement released today. The recent setback will do the business
considerable good by bringing about, through necessity, greater
standards of efficiency and higher quality of product, Clarke declares. Development of the newsreel was one of the outstanding
accomplishments of the past year and a half, according to Clarke.
Another was the increase in foreign demand for American pictures,
•
ng about 50 per cent increase last

in

2 NEW RKO SHORTS SERIES
BEING MADE BY VAN BEUREN

(Continued

on

Pape

7)

Lalley Made Studio Mgr.,
Lipton Supervising Shorts
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Lew Lipton has been
appointed to supervise all comedy
shorts at the RKO Pathe studios,
succeeding Fred J. Lalley, who is
now business manager of the studio.

Cartoon:

by Television

Three i...imated cartoons
used by the N. Y. State Health
Department were broadcast by
television last night through
the De Forest station,
W2XCD, Passaic, N. J. Music
accompanied the pictures. Sight
was transmitted on 2035 kilocycles and sound on 1604 kilocycles, with the range of the
stations extending beyond the
Mississippi River and from the
Gulf of Mexico into Canada.
Two similar broadcasts will
take place April 6 and 13.

Kuhn, are
Loebdickering
& Co., toParamount's
bankers,
participate
in the Fox Film refinancing. The
Film Daily learns. If negotiations
go through it is likely that Kuhn,
Loeb, instead of Chase Securities
Corp., will head the new financing
arrangements. The deal also may
involve some changes in Fox directorial personnel, with this point now
in process of being threshed out.

SCHNITZER AND BRANDT
ition of Data
//
swa i^n Ad Overdose ADDED TO HAYS BOARD

(Continued on Page 7)

A new series of 13 cartoon comedies for RKO release will be made
by the Van Beuren Corp. for iy3132, in addition to 26 Aesop Fables
cartoons now being produced by
Van Beuren for RKO
Pathe.
This

Paramount Bankers
May
Head Refinancing
Arrangements

Harry Huffman Leases (A
Sixth House in Denver
Denver — Harry Huffman has taken
a five-year lease on the Rialto, owned
by the Joslin Dry Goods Co. and
now
run by Publix.
The
present
(Continued

on

Page

7)

T

Detroit — A central clearing house
for information on all types of screen
advertising, together with theaters
playing such pictures, is urged by
Don E. Mownr, manager of the National Screen Advertising Bureau, as
a means of controlling the volume of
(Continued

on

Page

At Paris Studios, Says Seidelman

(Continued on Page 7)

Tod Browning to Direct
3 Pictures
West Coast
Bureau, THE for
FILM M-G-M
DAILY
Hollywood — Tod
Browning,
Universal director, has been signed to
direct three productions for M-G-M.

Screen Debunking Gangsters,
Says Hays in Annual Report
Tiffany-Educational Deal
Going Through This Week
The Tiffany-Educational merger,
which has been hanging fire for the
past month, wll be consummated this
week, Film Daily learns. Final conferences were held yesterday.

(Continued

on

Page

7)

7)

Para. Plans 50 Features This Year
Expectations are that the Paramount studio at Joinville, France,
will make about 50 multi-lingual features for the new season. This was
indicated yesterday by L H. Seidelman of the Paramount foreign de-

Joseph I. Schnitzer and Joe Brandt
were added to the Hays organization's board of directors at its annual
meeting yesterday. Other members
elected yesterday are: Capt. George
McL. Baynes, Hiram S. Brown, Har-

"The screen in recent months lia>
done much to debunk the American
gangster in films dealing with current crime conditions," declared Will
H. Hays in his report submitted yesterday at the annual board of directors' meeting
of theon M.P.P.D.A.
He
(Continued
Page 7)

5,000-Seat~Theater
Planned in 'Frisco
San Francisco— A $13,000,000 combination hotel, garage, theater and office building is planned here by a syndicate of local capitalists. The theater
will seat 5,000. A preliminary resolution to close and relocate one
small thoroughfare, to consolidate
the site, has been approved by the
Board
of Supervisors.

Healthy Sign
Renewal of optimism on the
part of exhibitors is construed
by Fox officials from the fact
that the company's accessory
sales for the past week exceeded any previous week in the
history of the organization.
The increase, which took place
both in volume and in gross,
according to the report of Lee
D. Balsley, accessory sales
head, to Victor M. Shapiro, is
regarded as a healthy reflection
on general business.
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Another appointment, and the reallotment of duties of two of the RKO
Pathe publicity staff, were made
yesterday by A. P. Waxman. Eve
Bernstein has been engaged to handle fan magazine and newspaper
contacts. Miss Bernstein was for
seven years connected with Warner
Bros., but for the past two years
has been away from the industry.
Rutgers Neilson is now in charge of
national newspaper publicity and
Jack Level will contact trade papers
in addition to editing the RKO
Pathe "Sun."

Louisville — Col. Fred Levy has
been appointed representative of
Warner Bros, to act in negotiations
for additional theaters in Kentucky.
First step in Warner's creation of
a circuit in this state was the acquisition of 13 Strand Amusement
Co. and Principal Theaters Corp.
houses, first reported in The Film
Daily on Jan. 15.

Warner-First National
Set Convention Dates

Definite dates for the Warner
Bros, and First National sales conventions have been set. The Eastern gathering will be held at the
Louisville — Great Lakes Theaters,
which recently acquired the Walnut Traymore, Atlantic City, April 20,
and National here and the Opera 21 and 22. The Coast meeting will
House in Lexington, is planning to be staged at the St. Francis on April
move its executive offices to Louis- 29 and 30 and May 1.
ville. The Walut, now closed for remodeling, opens about Easter as a
second run house. The National Associated Screen News
may play independent vaudeville.
Celebrates 10th Year

Great Lakes Offices
Shifting to Louisville

Strand Amusement Co.
Fighting Sunday Verdict

Montreal — Ten years of activity has
been rounded out by the Associated
Screen News Limited, with head office here and branches in Toronto,
Owensboro,
Ky. — The
Strand
Amusement
Co. plans to test the Victoria and Banff. B. H. Norrish
validity of the commercial
amuse- is managing director of the all-Canadian company, which
boasts
the
ment ordinance here by carrying it
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New W. & V. Reading House
Reading, Pa. — Wilmer
& Vincent
will open their new Embassy here on
Saturday evening.

26tlTYe
terome
to Celebra
HippR-K-O
The
Hippod
willirir'
cele- '
brate its 26th anniversary during the
week of April 11. Johnny Cassidy,
press agent for the house, is now
preparing special exploitation based
on the Thompson and Dundy production, "A Yankee Circus on Mars,"
which
opened the theater April 12,
1905.
Start Work on New Loew House
Workmen yesterday began demolishing the building at the northwest corner of 71st St. and Third
Ave., to make way for a new Loew
theater which is expected to be completed in the fall.

t'e

Coc\lPg of the! the
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Marilyn Miller Returning
Marilyn Miller sails from the other
side today for New York and on
her arrival here will proceed to the
First National studio in Burbank to
prepare for her next picture.

Today :

Allied Theaters of Massachusetts,
luncheon meeting, Boston.

City.
Apr. 4-11: Week,
Players'
andbenefit
Patrons'
national
for N. Jubilee
V. A
Apr. 15-17: Club.
_ Paramount
eastern sales Atlantic
convention. Hotel Ambassador,
Apr. 19: Lambs Gambol, Metropolitan Opera
House, New York.
Apr. 20-22: Warner Bros. Eastern sales convention, Traymore, Atlantic City.
RKO
Pathe sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Apr. 22-24 : Paramount western sales convention, Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
Apr. 23-24 : State Convention of Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.
Apr. 25: Laemmle Anniversary Dinner Danct
of Universal Club, Hotel Edison,
New York.
York. Film sales convention, New
Apr. 27 : Fox
RKO

Sales

Author's Representative
go to
9 E. 59th St.
Vo. 5-5543

New Gainesville House Opens
Gainesville,
— Ga«.iesviue's
new
motion
pictureCa.theater,
the Royal,
built by Frank Plagines, owner of
the State, at a cost of approximately
$75,000, opens this week.
Will Vote on Sunday Shows
Ft. Collins, Colo. — The question of
Sunday movies will be voted on at a
special election here April 21.

Easter Greetings
To Your
Patrons
and
Fun
for the Kiddies
You
Will Be More
Than
Satisfied
With
Our Sound
and Music

EASTER
TRAILER

SCREEN

SERVICE

CORP.
126-130 West 46th Street, New York
Also: Chicago,
Dallas, Los Angeles
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Are

you

sure

you

are

INSURED

?

Let us look over your POLICIES — It may prevent a
heavy loss!
INSURANCE of every description

Motion

Picture

JOHN

Insurance

a Specially

J. KEMP

Established since 1910
551 Fifth Avenue
New York City
Phones: Murray Hill 7838-9

An-

Fifth House for Chesbrough
Columbus, O. — The Alhambra,
dark for several months, will be reopened soon by W. C. Chesbrough,
who operates three other theaters in
Columbus and one in Springfield.

NATIONAL

Irene Cooper

Los

May 18-22:geles.
International Exhibitors' Congress, meeting
Rome.
May 25-28: Spring
of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.

GREETING

REGINALD
WRIGHT
KAUFFMAN

Convention,

Apr. 29-May 1 : Warner Bros. Western sales
convention.
Hotel St. Francis, San
Francisco.

NOVELTY

For

STORIES

Viola

THEdate
INCLSTPy'S
cccr;

GEVAECT
IS & 35 MM
CAWSTCCr

A

B & W and Colors
UNIFORM— BRILLIANT
GRAIN— DURABLE
FINE
The Gevaert Company of
America, Inc.
423 W. 55th St. 413-21 No. State St.
N. Y. C.
Chicago
Originators
of the Tinted
Base
M. P. Film
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NATO THEWODOIOR
with these pictures
in current release
SWANEE

RIVER

//

//

COSTELLO

(A Thrill -O- Drama)
With

Grant

Withers

and

Thelma

Todd.

M.

P.

Herald: "A nice piece of entertainment. Title offers
many

With Tom

Moore

and

//

tola Lane. "Sure-fire box-

office
at any theatre."—
N.Y. Telegraph; "Excellent"
—
Harrison's
Reports.

selling angles "

JAWS

OF

(A Gainsborough

HELL

//

//

DAMAGED

"SYMPHONY

IN

TWO

JUST FOR A SONG
(A Gainsborough

//

Production)

Production)
A

the Shubert Stage
Hit. Featuring the "new
million dollar star," Ivor Novello and
Jacqueline Logan

FLATS"
//

II

Starring June Collyer; from Thomas
Broodhurst's
stage success. Variety said: "Far superior to average talkie. Sure-fire for stenogs.

//
(A Gainsborough

LOVE

(An Irvin Y/illat Production)

Picture)

Based on Tennyson's immortal "Charge of the Light
Brigade", starring Cyril MacLaglen. N. Y. American
said: "A thrilling picture".

From

CASE

(A James Cruze Production)

AIR

powerful tale of the price a woman
the illusion of success. Starring
Constance

POLICE

paid

for

Carpenter.

//

(A Thrill O -Drama)

With Kenneth Harlan, Josephine Dunn, Chas. Delaney.
M. P. Daily: "Action, fans will eat this up." Assoc. Pubs.:
"A thrill a minute."
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Short Shots from
New York Studios
'

San Francisco — Harry Johansscn,
newspaper man, is a new addition to
of R-K-O
the
here. publicity- department
Bentleyville, Pa. — After being
closed for some time, the Majestic
is to reopen. R. G. Baker has taken
over the house for Baker and Johnson.

Orange, Mass. — Eddie Markell has
made acoustical adjustments and has
had the Town Hall redecorated and
will run talking picture shows nightly
with three matinees.
Pittsburgh — Eugene L. Connelly,
local public relations and free lance
publicity man, has been chosen to
represent the National Broadcasting
Co. Artists' Service and R-K-O private entertainment bureau in western Pennsylvania, eastern Ohio and
West Virginia.
Atlanta — Ray Youngblood has been
made assistant to Manager Mike
Minday of Loew's Grand, and Lewis
M. White is now assistant manager
of the Fox. Both started in a short
time ago as ushers.
Bridgeport, Conn. — The Astor, 877
East Main St., has been closed by
M. Prezzioso, owner and operator.
San Francisco — John De Costa,
formerly office manager of the local
Columbia branch is now connected
in a sales capacwith
ity. Co-Operative

Jefferson, la. — The new Iowa opened March 28. Local merchants planned Easter Sales Week in co-operation with the event.
Klamath Falls, Ore.— H. E. Heacock will shortly open his New Vox
equipped with RCA sound.
Vandalia, Mo. — J. A. Wade has
sold the Orpheum to Cecil E. Maberry.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

:the
mNnsMra
o* him pom
Alexander Pantages enters film
producing field. Fred Quimby interested in distribution.
*
*
*
Local exchanges cutting advance
deposits.
*
*
*
Warner Brothers to make one-reel
comedies for Federated.
*
*
*
Morosco Holding Corp. formed.
Capital $11,500,000.

• OUT AT the RKO Pathe stude in Hollerword, publicity blurber Bill Rice had seen 'em shooting scenes for Constance
Bennett's "Born to Love"
the scene was Armistice Day,
with much excitement and scurrying hither and yon in a more or
less crazy manner
more so than the usual routine on a
studio lot
so Bill gets an inspiration
he barges into
his typewriter, and knocks the following off for this kolyum extra
•

•

let's go, and don't
are you all set?
special exclusive
hold us responsible
"Armistice Day
the studio lot
doubling for London
2,000 people going mad
whistles drowned
by voices
sirens battling with horns
five tons — count 'em — of confetti
prop boys doling it out
like ammunition
cameras on busses
roof tops
bagpipes shrilling
assistant directors worrying
girls on car tops
shapely legs dangling
uniforms
everywhere
men and women dancing, kissing
a burly bobby chewing gum, being called down by Director Paul Stein
dontcha know Lunnon bobbies don't chew
gum, ya goof?
a script girl screaming
caught in the
hysteria
a band marching
placid cab horses standing patient
bewildered
taxicabs honking
careening
swaying
hysteria mounting.
while
the confetti cloud thickens
cameras jamming
bugles
blowing
a wrinkled extra woman weeping"
hellsbells,
Bill, that's enough to make an extra woman weep without
wrinkles
*****
• • • A NEW radio star has blossomed on the air to give
the fernmes a thrill with his "come-hither" voice, to hear the
pressagey of Campbell's Soup radio hour tell it
this Lew
Conrad person's fan mail is being scooped in with shovels
what one might term a souper-success
*****
• • • TIMELY SUGGESTION in the press book on "City
Lights" has resulted in electric light companies in key spots getting back of the Chaplin pix
folders and window displays
tell the citizens the history of Light in their city, going through
the stages of gas lamps, Welsbach mantles, Brush arc-lamps, incandescents, and finally the present Mazda
which brings it
right down to "City Lights"
another good theater plug is
aimed at kid patronage
celluloid buttons with portraits of
the stars are distributed to the youngsters after the show
if they get the series of 10, it entitles the kid to a month's free
pass
Green Duck Co. of Chi have the bright idea
and mebbe the boys don't go for those buttons of western stars
that RKO Pathe basketball team winds up the season undefeated by trimming RKO
• • • WASHINGTON FLASHES
balmy days, these,
at the Capital
everybody waiting for Easter and cherry
blossoms
with Michael Cullin trying to make the citizens
believe that the impending arrival of "City Lights" at Loew's
Columbia is a more important event than either
Hardie
Meakin going from Fox to the Arkayo theater across from the
national Treasury, and looking for an underground connection between the two
that doughty showman, Idzal
David
to you
now in charge of the Fox, and Philly mourning his
departure
Universal's Rialto scans the horizon for another
"Dracula" and someone to replace the departed Spencer Slavin
and now that Dewey Bloom has hit back to New York,
the Capitolians are wondering
when
they'll ever see another
"Trader Horn" campaign
which they probably never will
the Rev. Ted Lewis has wowed 'em at the Palace, and
most of the local trade have broken
their Lenten vows to catch
a glii.,pse of his battered headpiece
Washington, a great
town
birthplace of Hoover Prosperity
from which
the rest of the country ain't yet recovered

«

«

«

»

»

»

'THE first short subject on the 193
schedule was put into production
at the Paramount
New
York studio
yesterday, when Ethel Merman, start
of many
Paramount
shorts and feaj
tured in "fori Crazy," the Broadway
musical, started rehearsals- far "OI<l
Man
Blues."
The cast, which
is
being directed by Aubrey Scotto. includes Hal Young, Hal Forde. Alney
Alba
and
Demetrios
Vilan.
The
story
is
the
work
of
Murray,
Oak-J
land and Trivers.
Sol Halperin, head of Fax photographic tests on the coast, is in New
York to supervise camera work on
various tests to be made here.
Caddo Productions is making tests
for roles in "Scarface" at the Fox
studios here. Dal Clawson is in
charge of cinematography, and Fred
Ryle is chief of make-up.
Charlie Ruggles, Paramount play\
er, who is shortly to be featured in
"Girl Habit," a comedy production
will make a short subject film before
the longer picture to be known as
"A Friend in Need." The short
on Paramount'.
the second
will
schedul
1931 be
e and will be directet

by Aubrey Scotto. Hoivard Emmett
Rogers wrote "A Friend in Need."
Ruggles is at present appearing in
Maurice Chevalier's new vehicle^
"The Smiling Lieutenant."
Edward Hyland has been advanced
to the position of second cameraman
by Paramount. His first assignment
is Ethel Merman's short, "Old Man
Blues." Ed Horton, formerly of
Vitaphone, is now an assistant
cameraman on the Lubitsch set.
Claudette Colbert, Paramount star,
will sing over the air for the first
time on Wednesday evening.' Until
"The Smiling Lieutenant" was started she never knew that she had
voice. Her numbers will be "Out of
Nowhere" and "Reaching for thi
Moon" both of which were orchas
trated by John W. Green, studio
composer, who is also doing the
coaching.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to
the following
members of the inbirthdays
:
dustry,
who are celebrating their

March 31
Eddie Quillan
Victor Varconi
M. Mclnerney
CliffordG. Brooke
John
Bennett

THE

THRILLING

WESTERN

DRAMA

Always a fascinating subject for motion pictures — now
nating through the medium of the talking picture.

even more fasci-

The Mounted Police — the Texas Ranger — the Outlaw — all these and
other characters you will find in the Greater Series of Action Pictures
released through Monogram Exchanges, located in every principal city.
Two series of eight — each series featuring a well known and popular
western star, recorded by Western Electric Sound System.
Here They Are — Book Them All
THE MONTANA KID
PARTNERS OF THE TRAIL
DUG AN OF THE BADLANDS
VANISHING MEN
THE LAW OF THE NORTH
GALLOPING THRU
THE MAN FROM DEATH VALLEY
SO THIS IS TEXAS
TWO FISTED JUSTICE
OKLAHOMA JIM
LAND OF WANTED MEN
HONOR OF THE MOUNTED
SINGLE HANDED SANDERS
MASON OF THE MOUNTED
THE MAN FROM NEW MEXICO
a HE
(jrHOSl
CI1 scnzwcig predicts an unusually
_ selling season and states that
NOW

BOOKING
110
404
252
151
505
154
714

630 Ninth Avenue, New York
56 Piedmont Street, Boston
1046 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.
505 Pearl Street, Buffalo
610 Film Exch. Bldg., Detroit
1024 Forbes Street, Pittsburgh
Mather Building, Washington

AT THE

FOLLOWING

BRANCH

West 18th Street, Kansas City
No. Illinois St., Indianapolis
E. First South St., Salt Lake City
Granite St., Butte
West 4th Street, Charlotte
Walton Street, Atlanta
Twiggs St., Tampa

early
seven
OFFICI feature producing units are now in
work at the RKO studios, with six
1001 Perdi productions already completed.
Film Exch

3308 oiive1 Jiarry Huffman Leases

808 South
Wabash
Ave.,~Ciiic«(4«. "
2075
Broadway,
Denver
462 Glisan St., Portland
2418 Second Ave., Seattle

~

or Communicate with

MONOGRAM
EXECUTIVE

723 Seventh

PICTURES

OFFICES:

Ave., New

CORPORATION
STUDIOS:

York

Foreign Rights: RITCHEY

6048 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood
EXPORT

CORPORATION

723 Seventh Avenue, New York
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LATEST HOLLYWOOD

M.P. Academy Technicians
Will
Discuss "Speed" Film
A symposium on the new high-

speed panchromatic negative film
-locks recently brought out by Eastman and Dupont will take place this
evening at a meeting of the Technicians' and
Branch ofSciences.
the Academy
M.
P. Arts
H. of
Keith
Weeks, executive manager of Fox
studios, will preside. Emery Huse
of Eastman, and J. Wesley Smith for
Dupont, will describe the new stocks
and show- demonstration reels. J.
M. Nickolaus, head of the M-G-M
laboratory, will summarize the effects
of the negatives on laboratory practice. L. E. Clark of Pathe Studios
will talk on changes in lighting
equipment and practice being brought
about by the high-speed film.
Demonstration film, with talks, will
be shown by Virgil Miller, KarlStruss, Ray June, and others. The
meeting, arranged by the Papers and
Programs Committee, of which Carl
Dreher is chairman, will be at RKO
Studio.

Three New Productions
Start Soon at First Nat'l
First National is getting ready to

place three new features in work.
One is "Five Star Final", based on
the Broadway stage hit, which Mervyn LeRoy will direct. The others
are "I Like Your Nerve" with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., as its star and
Loretta Young as its leading woman,
and "As Good As New," the play
by Thompson Buchanan selected for
Dorothy Mackaill.
Added to French Version
Eva Grippon, Suzanna Hugo,
Audre Columbet and Yvonne Darcy
have been added by RKO to the cast
of the foreign version of "The Woman Between," to be known as "Une
Femme
Libre."
sold the Orpheum to v_,ccu tt. ivi<iberry.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Preparing
New
Gibson
Pictiture
M. H. Hoffman, Jr., will start
preparations this week on the second
of Hoot Gibson's series for Allied
Pictures Corp. Filming of the first
production, "Clearing the Range" has
been completed.

Soft

Assignments

Six real newspapermen have
been drafted by Paramount for
the roles of reporters in the
courtroom scenes of "An
American Tragedy." Their instructions are to "act naturally just as though they were
engaged in their regular work."
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HAPPENINGS

- Coast Wire Service =====
5 Film

©

s in Preparation
At Warner Bros. Studic

Five new productions are being
prepared at the Warner Bros, stu
£f\ RALPH
WILK
dios. ^ Casting for "Alexander Hamilton", the new feature starring
Evelyn Brent has completed work George Arhss, is nearly completed
and Harold
Only one part remains to be filled ir
FRENCH
J^LOYD
Schwartz,
director-writers, will in "Traveling Husbands" and is the
cast to be seen in support oi
spending
her
vacation
at
her
Malibu
alternately write and direct the six Beach home.
Barba
Stanwyck in "Night Nurse.'
forthcoming Rosco Ates two-reel
*
*
*
Otherra stori
es in preparation by
starring comedies
that Louis Brock
Warne
Hunter
r
Lovelace
Bros,
has
joined
for immediate producRuth
will produce *for *
Radio * Pictures.
Collier, Inc., and will be in charge
Wave,star;
" with "Virtu
Willie's
of the writers and stories depart- Uon
Powea,re
am
ll "Heat the
Our Passing Show: Alfred E. ment.
Clothes, as
starring Constance
BenGreen, Edward G. Robinson and
*
*
*
James Cagney chatting at First NaWinnie"Slde
Lightshow"
ner, ,Charl
Will Rogers made a hit with his with
ButnCtu' «?.d
a es
comed
tional; Busby Berkeley, Gregg Toy
terworth, Guy
Kibbee and Donald
wit
and
generosity
at
the
benefit
Cook.
land and "Lucky" Humberstone busy entertainment which netted $10,000
at United Artists.
*
*
*
for the Duarte Sanatorium for Consumptives. In addition to his per- Howard Estabr
Warren William, an Aitken, Minn.,
ook Signs
sonal appearance, Rogers gave his
boy, who made good on Broadway, check for
$500.
Long Term RKO Contract
is working in his initial talking pic*
*
*
Howard Estabrook, who adapted
ture, "The Passionate Sonata," which
More Passing Show: Joseph JackHobart Henley is directing for First
Cimarron , has signed a new long
National. His silent pictures were
son, George Barr Brown, Bert Dor- term contract with Radio Pictures
"The Town That Forgot God" and ris and Harry Friedman among the it is announced by William Le Baron!
"Plunder," a serial, starring Pearl former publicity men at the Wampas Estabrook is now doing the adapt
White.
aelection; Harry
J. Brown
busy at
*
*
*
RKO Pathe.
tion for Wesley Ruggles' orginal
*
*
*
story, temporarily titled "Cockeyed
Ralf Harolde, although labeled as
John Robertson, who is directing
a "heavy" in Hollywood, has played
leads in more than 100 different pro- John Gilbert in "Cheri Bibi," for
ductions in the legitimate theater. M-G-M, was chosen by the studio Bryan Foy Directing
He is now playing a "heavy" in "The to be the first to use the new "suFirst Masquer Short
persensitive film," just developed in
Idol," starring Edward G. Robinson, and which is being directed by Eastman laboratories. Robertson de- Yout
h." Foy is directing "Honest
Bryan
clares it is a scientific marvel and Hearts
Al Green.
and Willing Hands", the first
*
*
*
that it uses only one-third of the of a series of six comedies which
Francis Edwards Faragoh has light of the old time films, thus elim- will be produced by the Masquers
inating heat on the stages and the club for release by RKO Pathe. The
moved his typewriter to the Fox stustory was written by Walter Weems
* eyes.
"*
*
dios'. The playwright and author danger of kleig
and Al Austin.
wrote eight scripts for First NaWilliam Dietz is en route to New
tional, including "Little Caesar." He
wrote two scripts for Universal and York and will make a trip to Lon- Anna May Wong in Rohmer Story.
a like number for Pathe.
don, Berlin and Paris to photograph
"Daughter of the Dragon",
*
*
*
exteriors for Caddo Prods., RKO on Sax Rohmer's story, "Daugbased J
hter
Howard Higgin, author-director, Pathe and Gloria Swanson Prods. of Fu Jvlanchu", has been selected
by
Param
ount
for
recently visited Santa Cruz Island He is a special effects photographer
Anna May Wong,
to look over locations for a forth- and his recent pictures include who is due to report here June 1
coming picture. Among the various "Front Page" and "The Registered after
New York
the road
stage
tourplay.
of "On the Spot",
spots he viewed was a location he
*
*
*
built several years ago when he was
a studio art director. The scene was
Mae Clarke is playing the title role
Robert
Woolsey's Next
a South Sea Island village and his Woman."
Robert
Woolsey
is to be starred by
in
"Thebia.Good,
Bad
Girl"
at
Columcrew planted many trees, including
Her recent pictures include RKO
Going, Gone," an
banana, cocoanut, palms and the "Front Page," "Men on Call" and originalinby"Going,
Al Boasberg,
which goes
like. These trees have flourished and "The Dancers." She is a graduate into production this week. Anita
one has grown
19
feet.
of the New *
York * stage.*
Louise will be the feminine lead and
*
*
*
John Darrow the romantic juvenile
Mark Sandrich, who is now directArthur Mac Arthur, who has been lead. Florence Roberts and Lita
ing Ned Sparks in comedy shorts active in every phase of production Chevret also are in it.
at Radio Pictures, has also directed during the past 10 years, has opened
Clark and McCulloueh, Bennv Ru- his own agency in the First National
bin, Nat Carr, Ford Sterling, Lucien Bank building, Beverly Hills, and
Different!
Littlefield, Walter Catlett, Henry will represent writers, actors and
Frederick Kerr, who plays in
directors.
Armetta and Nick Basil.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"

Barbara Stanwyck Starts Next
Three Added to "High Stakes"
Production has started at Columbia
Alan Roscoe, Phillip Smalley and
Maud Turner Gordon have been add- studios on Barbara Stanwyck's latest
"The Miracle Woed to RKO's "High Stakes" with starringman," anvehicle,"
adaptation of the stage play
Lowell Sherman and Mae Murray. "Bless You Sister," by R. R. RisEthel Levey also will have a role in kin and John Meehan. Frank Capra
it. Other players include Edwin is directing and prominent members
Martindel, Charles Coleman, Leyland of the supporting cast are David
Hodgson and Karen Morley. Sher- cer.
Manners, Sam Hardy and Beryl Merman will direct.

Constance Bennett's new starring picture,
"Born forTo 50 Love,"
has been
an actor
years
and has never kept a press
clipping, never owned a scrap
book, doesn't know how many
plays he has appeared in and
couldn't possibly name all of
the famous and near great figures of the theater with whom
he has worked.

THE
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TO CONFERON PROBLEMS
(Continued from Page

1)

meeting for Thursday, at which the
screen writer's situation will be discussed.
"Similar discussions between other
groups have proved valuable in bringing about better understanding," says
Alfred E. Cohn, chairman of the
Writers' Branch executive committee. "The studios are faced with the
constant problem of reconciling individual creative effort with the demands of mass production. Readjustments to dialogue were made
under pressure and the relationship
of the writer, director and supervisor within the production unit does
not always make for the most efficient co-operation. In view of the
transitions that have taken place, it is
very desirable to take inventory and
analyze the situation with a view to
developing methods which have been
resulting in good pictures and also
to find any improvements that may
be possible."

Schnitzer and Brandt
Added
to Hays Board
(.Continued from Page 1)

ley L. Clarke, R. H. Cochrane,
Charles H. Christie, E. W. Hamtoons, D. W. Griffith, Will H. Hays,
(chairman); F. L. Herron, J. J. Murdock, David Sarnoff, Joseph M.
Schenck, Nicholas M. Schenck, Albert H. Warner, Harry M. Warner
and Adolph Zukor. Cecil B. De Mille
is not a member of the new board.
Hays was re-elected president and
Carl E. Milliken secretary of the organization. Tiffany and RKO Pathe
were elected to membership.
Continuance of the Film Boards of
Trade was assured by recommendation to this effect made by Hays to
sales managers of the major distributing companies. The annual report
bf C. C. Pettijohn dealt with their
(successful operation, despite the elimination of the old arbitration system,
and indicated their value in connechandling of legislative stfion
.
ationswith

Buck Sails April 24
For Shorts Material
Frank Buck, explorer and author
of "Bring 'Em Back Alive,"
with Clyde Elliott and two
cameramen will sail April 24 on
he Statendam for France on the first
leg of their expedition which is destined for the Malay jungle. From
prance the party will sail for Singapore and immediately begin photographing material for a series of
shorts to be presented by the Van
Beuren Corp., and released by RKO.

15 Out of the Way
Fifteen state legislatures
have adjourned without enacting laws adverse to the film
industry. Most of the assemblies still in session adjourn sine die within the next
month.

Stk

DAII.Y

Menjou Picks Beau Brummels
Adolphe Menjou has picked the following as the 15 best dressed
men in the world: Prince of Wales; Perugia, Parisian shoe millionaire; Douglas Fairbanks; Count Mario Carraciollo of Naples; Frank
Elliott, English actor now in Hollywood; William Rhinelander
Stewart of New York, Clive Brook, Adolphe Reingentz of Brazil,
John Barrymore, the Duke of Connaught, Henri Letellier of Paris,
Gene Markey, King Alfonso of Spain, Marquis Antonio de Portago
of Spain, and the Crown Prince of Kapurthala, India.

50 FEATURES PLANNED CENTRALIZATION OF DATA
AT PARIS PARA. STUDIO
URGED FOR SCREEN ADV'G
(Continued from Page

1)

(Continued from Page 1)

partment, following his return Sun- advertising that should be permitted
day night on the Europa after a two on the screen and providing that advertisers with the regional or namonths' trip during which he visited
tional circulations desired for their
all Paramount branches in Europe.
The Joinville plant is now operat- particular requirements.
Users of sponsored, industrial and
ing on a three-months plan. Between 12 and 15 features will be pro- commercial shorts are beginning to
duced during August, September and demand specific coverage in localities
October, the first quarter of the new of their own selection, rather than
year. No definite program of shorts making deals for the playing of their
nas been mapped out. Subjects will pictures by one particular group of
ue made as they appeal to the studio theaters, says Mowry, and a centralofficials. Features will be made in
ized bureau could operate for all of
five languages.
its constituent or affiliated members,
"Dialogue in their own language no prepare special data on various
longer constitutes a distinct draw hook-ups and give to the advertiser
iroiii the standpoint of European pic- impartial presentations to guide him
ture audiences," said Seidelman. "As in his screen exploitation. It is not
in this country, pictures must have difficult to visualize metropolitan
real entertainment values nowadays." coverages, presentations for cities
Business conditions throughout the from 25,000 to 50,000, and even rural
Continent are worse than they were coverages, when all available theaters
a year ago, said the Paramount ex- are listed at one place for the inforecutive.
mation and guidance of clients,
Mowry declares. This centralization
would not prohibit the various organizations) from, contracting independently, he says, but merely proA talker star stepped into the
vides a working arrangement whereLambs' Gambol Sunday night and bv an advertiser desiring more than
circuit can readily obwell nigh stole the show. He was one particular
tain it.
Maurice Chevalier, who wowed the
The National Screen Advertising
packed auditorium with impersonations and songs.
Bureau now has nearly 6,000 theaters
The show was entertainment plus listed as users of direct advertising
films.
all the way and was called the greatest in Gambol history. The artists
included Al Jolson, Smith and Dale,
Albert K. Goodman Expands
Fredric Fradkin, Joe Laurie, Jr.,
Albert K. Goodman, Inc., who have
Clayton, Jackson and Durante, Waring's Pennsylvanians and others. been, preparing lobby displays for
Charlie King was collie and the ap- the independent trade, have branched
plause indicated how well he staped out with a complete service and have
the show. John Hobble, formerly taken larger quarters at Room 1719,
Paramount Bldg.
a writer with Warner Bros., was general stage director and the associate musical directors included Frank
Tours.
Harry Pimstein Marrying
Harry M. Pimstein, an attorney
Publix Miami Changes
with the R-K-O legal department,
Miami, Fla. — Robert M. Swanson will be married tonight to Sylvia
has been transferred from the Hippodrome here to the Community, Miami Cassidy, at Sherry's on Park Ave.
Beach, as manager. He succeeds Al The ceremony will be performed by
G. Shear, who returns to the New Dr. Stephen S. Wise and will be
followed by a reception and banquet.
York office of Publix.
The couple will honeymoon in the
West
Indies.
Adding Stage Show
Denver — Stage
shows
are
being
added
at the Palm,
Pueblo,
and at
Merchants Back Theater
the Fox houses in Trinidad and La
Sanborn, la. — J. S. Sanders has reopened the Princess after it had been
Junta.
closed a month. The merchants of
Robert Ryan with Pathe
Denver — Robert
Ryan,
former the town made a canvass and pledged
Warner salesman, is now with Pathe a sufficient monthly quota to enable
him to operate.
in the same capacity.

Chevalier Takes Honors
On Lambs' Gambol Bill

E
SAYS WILL HAYS IN REPORT
(Continued from Page 1)

declared that "the tide of public opinion i> rapidly shifting from rawness
to romance and a new era of entertainment progress is opening up for

Hay> hailed as an encouraging sign
the screen."
the fact
that produced
"the outstandi
feang dealt
ture pictures
in 1930
with great biological subjects, with
themes of prison and civic reform,
and with stirring epochs of American
"I am aware how often in the
past
pictures that dealt with such
history."
themes have proved abject and utter
financial failures, but those who in
1931 are planning to invest millions
in such future productions are no
longer embarking on the great unMore than 30 pictures based on
historical, sociological, travel and
other
known."educational themes were made
in 1930, said Hays.
Partly referring to censorship Hays
asserted that in its program of selfregulation the success of the motion
picture
industry challenges comparship.
ison with any instance of industrial
or social progress effected through
the fiat of law, the action of political
censorship or the tyranny of dictator-

2 New RKO Shorts Series
Being (Continued
Made byfromVan
Beuren
Page 1)
series will replace the "Toby the
Pup" cartoons, which will be discontinued along with the "Humanettes", the latter to be supplanted
by 13 novelty shorts also of Van
Beuren make. According to Charles
Rosenzweig, RKO
vice-president
who returned from the coast yesterday, the 30 two-reelers scheduled for
the new selling season will include
six Chic Sale comedies, six Mickey
McGuire comedies, six Broadway
Headliners, six Rosco Ates comedies
and six featuring Ned Sparks. Rosenzweig predicts an unusually early
selling season and states that seven
feature producing units are now in
work at the RKO studios, with six
productions already
completed.

Harry Huffman Leases
Sixth House in Denver
(Continued from Page

1)

lease expires in July and Huffman
will close the house for two months
and entirely refurnish^ and redecorate
it. This will give Huffman six
houses in Denver, two of which are
first-run. The Rialto is a first-run,
1,040-seat house.

Columbia
$40,"Dirigible'
Plug ison spending
Big
000 on its campaign in connection with the New York
premiere
"Dirigible," said
Jack
Cohn ofyesterday.

SHOWMEN
IMPORTANT!
The Annual Sales Convention of the FOX FILM
CORPORATION will be held in New York City
starting
MONDAY,

APRIL 27th

At that time the magnificent line up
of FOX pictures for the coming season
will he announced.

iI

Our salesmen will call upon you qn or about

MAY nth
/

at which time they will present for your
consideration the greatest array of box office
attractions ever offered to showmen.

/

On May 1 1 we start selling
\

\

\
\

\

i

i

48 DEFINITE ATTRACTIONS

;

\ \ I
\

\ \ ]

Complete with stars, casts, directors and authors.
l l

/

/

: ? / / /

HAPPY OMEN for
HAPPY SHOWMEN

/

We urge you to await the announcement of the
FOX pictures in the trade papers, for the

Happy Days Season of 1931-1932

Vice President in charge of Distribution,

FOX FILM CORPORATION

Intimate

in Character

International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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RKO Adding 14 Salesmen in Early Sales Campaign

BEGIN JOVE FOR GOVT OKAY ON CONTRACT
Two

N. J. Circuits Declare Against

The Mirror
— a column of comment
THROUGH A com wit tee of independent exhibitors, the M. P. T. O. A.
intends to ask the Department of Justice to okay the new standard exhibition contract
At present the agreement, which shapes up as the most
idii-nnndeu exhibition contract yet
drafted in this business, is on the
shelf. It's too important and vital
a document, representing days of bigmind processing, to allow to go to
waste. Major companies say they
would like to put the contract into
operation. But they fear that, in view
.of the recent Supreme Court decisions concerning distributors acting
in concert, the pact might be thrown
out as illegal. And setting up the
new machinery provided under the
contract is a laborious and exr ensive
undertaking. Now along cc n ;s the
M P. T. O. A. plan to brii % about
a show-down in the situat o i. It
seeks a clear-cut decision, y« ; or no.
That decision, when and if r ;i dered,
will help the industry t<_ chart a
future course.
•
TELEVISION broadcasting permits,
except those for experimental 'work,
will be withheld by the Government
until there is a distinct public demand
for such entertainment
A sensible
treatment of a situation which might
otherwise pack plenty of trouble.
Better for everybody concerned, including the film industry, that television be approached safely and
sanely— without
a disrupting panic.

Hunt and Hildinger, With
28 Houses, Opposed to
Dual Bills
Double-feature bills are, and will
continue to be, barred from the Hunt
Circuit in New Jersey, according to
William C. Hunt, president. The
circuit consists of 16 houses in towns
along the New Jersey seaboard. A
similar viewpoint is held by Charles
C. Hildinger, operator of 12 houses
(Continued on Pane 7)

J. A. COOPER AGAIN HEADS
CANADIAN INDUSTRY UNIT
Toronto — Col. John A. Cooper was
re-elected president of the M. P.
Distributors and Exhibitors of Canada at the annual meeting of the organization yesterday. G. O. Burnett
was appointed treasurer, while P. C.
Taylor, C. Hague, H. M. Masters,
M A. Milligan, B. F. Lyon, James
Travis, J. were
P. O'Loghlin
and H. L.
Mathanson
named directors.

Para. First Quarter Net
Estimated $1.35 a Share
Earnings of Paramount-Publix for
the first quarter of the current year
will amount to around $1.35 a share,
according to Wall St. estimates yesterday. Under prevailing conditions,
this showing will be considered highly favorable.

Double

Darrow Accepts
Clarence Darrow, noted lawyer, has accepted the invitation
to address the A.M. P. A. gathat tomorrow's
luncheon
in the eringHotel
Dixie. His
topic
will be censorship.

CANADA'S 1930 GROSS
BIGGEST IN HISTORY
Toronto — Gross business of distributors in Canada for the year 1930
exceeded any previous year, it was
stated at yesterday's annual meeting
of the M.
P. Distributors and Exhibitors of Canada.

Features

Committee Will Seek Dept.
of Justice's Approval
for New Agreement
A

definite movement

is being

launched by the M.P.T.O.A. to obtain the official okay of the Department of Justice on the new standard
exhibition contract, drafted last year
at the New York and Atlantic City
5-5-5 conferences. It is planned to
appoint a commitice of indcptiiudit
exhibitors to take the matter up with
John Lord O'Brien, who is in charge
of film industry actions in the DeJustice.
O'Brien and
willtold
be
enlightenedpartment ofon
the situation
that exhibitors want the contract.
M. A. Lightman,
M.P.T.O.A.
presi(Continued
on
Pane 7)

Nat'l Screen, Advance Trailer
Reported Negotiating Merger
Han* are understood to be in progress toward a merger between National Screen Service and Advance
Trailer Corp. Such a deal, if consummated, would make this the only
(Continued

on

Page

7)

Knute Rockne Killed
In Airplane Explosion
Emporia, Kan. — Knute Rockne,
famous Notre Dame football coach,
who
last year made
several shorts
(Continued

on

Page

7)

WARNER TO GET OWN TERMS
IN ST. LOUIS STOCK DEAL
St. Louis — Reported disbanding of
the Stockholders' Protective Committee, formed to negotiate for a better
price in the exchange of minority
shares of the Skouras Bros. Enterprises and the St. Louis Amusement
Co. for stock
of Warner
Bros., who
(Continued
on Page 7)

14 Salesmen Being Added
In Early RKO Sales Drive DISNEY SUES TO STOP

200 V1TAPH0NE SHORTS
SCHEDULED FOR 1931-32

OTHER MOUSE CARTOONS

In preparation for an early selling
season and to give impetus to future
sales campaigns, the RKO sales stall
will be augmented by the addition of West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
14 salesmen before the Los Angeles
Los Angeles — Walt Disney ProNEll'SPAl'ER stories originating at
the Coast tell of motion picture offers
convention. Six men have already
been assigned and the remaining has filed suit
being made to an internationallyductions, against
acting I'm- Mickey
Mouse,
Pathe and
Van
Schedule calling for 200 Vitaphone eight will be named next week.
mown underworld figure ... .RegardBeuren
Corp.
seeking
an
injunction
According to Jerry Safron of RKO,
less of their authenticity, they con- shorts for release during 1931-32, is
stitute a deplorable brand of publi- being prepared at the Warner Bros. S. Steinberg has been assigned to to prevent the defendants from
cartoon charanimated
using
city from the standpoint of the indus- Brooklyn studio. All will be released the Pittsburgh branch, H. C. Gould further acters
"in any
variation so nearly
(Continued
on Page 7)
try.
in series.
(Continued

on

Page

7)
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Harrisburg — With a view to effecting necessary readjustments in the
matter of censoring motion pictures
in Pennsylvania, M. E. Comerford,
national director, and M. J. O'Toole,
of the Motion Picture Thesecretary,
ater Owners of America, have had an
interview with Governor Gifford Pinchot.
They explained to the governor
that censorship is at best a costly procedure which at times interferes with
the continuity of the story and has
a tendency even to destroy the value
of the picture to the theater and the
public.
Comerford suggested that the situation in Pennsylvania be handled in
a mutual and business way where the
industry would be entirely protected
and the interests of the state and
people also conserved. The governor is inclined to help all forms of
industry in the state, and a line of
procedure will be worked out to that
end as rapidly as possible.
'A

Fin

Penna. Censorship Relief May Follow
Direct Appeal to Governor Pinchot

'A

Hoffberg Co. Will Handle
Mascot's Foreign Sales

NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

Raps Censorship
Censorship is linked to politics, and this, is the most violent argument against it, said
Mrs. Miriam S. Price, member
of the executive committee of
the National Board of Review,
in
an addressof atthetheSociety
Women's
Conference
for
Ethical Culture.

Caddo Closes N. Y. Office
With Wayne Pierson Out
H. Wayne Pierson, Eastern representative for Caddo Co. since its inception several years ago, ends his
association with the firm Saturday
when it discontinues its New York
office. Its affairs in the future will
directly be handled through the
United Artists office, which is releasing the Howard Hughes productions.

Hawkinson Now Gen. Mgr.
Of Pathe International

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
DOCK
4-11: Players' and Patrons' Jubilee
Week,
national benefit for N. V. A.
Club.
City.
15-17: Paramount eastern sales convenApr.
tion, Hotel Ambassador, Atlantic
Apr.

19: Lambs Gambol, Metropolitan Opera
House, New York.
Apr.
Apr. 20-22 : Warner Bros. Eastern sales convention, Traymore, Atlantic City.
RKO
Pathe sales convention.
Drake Hotel, Chicago.
22-24 : Paramount western sales convention. Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
23-24 : State Convention of Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Apr.
Hotel, Indianapolis.
May25: Laemmle Anniversary Dinner Dance
Aprof Universal Club, Hotel Edison,
Apr.
New York.
27 : Fox Film sales convention, New
Apr.
York.
May
RKO

Sales

Convention,

Los

An-

1 : Warner Bros. Western sales
Apr. 29-Mayconvention,
Hotel St. Francis, San
Francisco.
18-22:geles.
International Exhibitors' Congress, Rome.
25-28 : Spring
meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.

New K. C. Film Center
Expected Ready in May

Kansas City — Work on the building being erected at 18th and CenR. K. Hawkinson, formerly assis- tral to house the offices of United
tant secretary of Pathe, has been Artists, Columbia, Midwest and National Theater Supply, is expected
appointed by Arthur B. Poole, treasurer of Pathe Exchange, to the post to be completed in May. The tenants have taken 10-year leases on the
of general manager ot Pathe International Corp., foreign division of new quarters.
Pathe, which will continue to handle
Grau Back at Ufa N. Y. Office
the overseas sales and distribution of
Herbert Grau has resumed his duall product
released before RKO's
ties at the Ufa office, following his
purchase
of Pathe.
return from Germany on the Europa.

J. H. Hoffberg Co. will handle
foreign
distribution on the four 12High
Low Close
episode serials to be made by MasCon. Fm. Ind
854
8
8
—
cot. First of the series featuring
54
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 17
16& 17
+
East. Kodak
167
161 162J4
..
Rex, the horse, will be available
Fox Fm. "A"
35
33H 34
June 1. The remaining "X
three serials,
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 12 H
12 lA 12 J| + 1
tentatively
titled
"The
Daredevil
ReLoew's, Inc
5654
54& 56
+
do pfd. xw (6^). 96
96
96
— 1
porter," "Lightning Warrior," starParamount
44
43
43 54 +
ring Rin-Tin-Tin, and "The Shadow
Pathe Exch
2H
2V% 2}i +
of the Eagle," will be released at
do "A"
6»4
5J4 6
+
He spent three months abroad in
intervals.
RKO "A"
22$*
2154 22
+ 1*4 three-month
connection with foreign department
Wm.
Morris
Branch
Heads
Warner
Bros
12|4
12>4 12J4 -f
Hoffberg reports that in England,
activities.
NEW YORK CURB
MARKET
Butchers is distributing "The Lone Meet in New York April 6
Fox
Thea.
"A"..
4J$
4J4 4Vt
■■
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. 28
26Y* 28
+
Defender," Mascot picture, and
Heads of the William Morris ofBritish International is handling
Loew's do deb rts.. 16
12
15
fices in this country and abroad will
Technicolor
12
UH
12
-fCOMING & GOING
hold their annual conference in New
Trans-Lux
12^
WVt 1154 — 2/8 "The Phantom of the West."
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
York on April 6. Murray Feil of
2'54
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 67
65J4 66J4 + 2*S
Keith A-O
6s46 .75
75
75
Cecil
Mayberry
Sells
GLENDON ALL VINE has arrived in New
the Hollywood office and Morris SilLoew 6s 41ww... 10254 100 102^
ver and Max Turner of Chicago al- York from the Fox studios on the coast.
do 6s 41 x-war
97
95
97
Vandalia, Mo., Theater
ready are in town. Cliff Fischer of weeks'
WALLACE
sojourn. BEERY is in town for a twol
Paramount 6s 47.. 95
95
95
Vandalia, Mo. — Cecil E. Mayberry, Berlin arrives April 6 on the Paris
Par. By. 5$4s51 ... 102*4 102*4 102*4
.
JOHN HOWARD LAWSON has returned
Par. 554s50
85
85
85
who sometime ago was reported lin- in company with Pola Negri, who from
coast to his New York farm, where
Pathe 7s37
8154
79*4 8154 + 1
ing up a circuit of theaters in this has been booked for vaudeville and he is the
writing a third original for RKO.
Warner's
6s39
... 54
S2'A 54
+
section, has sold the Orpheum here picture appearances. William MorM. A. LIGHTMAN arrived in New York
ris has postponed his trip to Europe yesterday from the south.
to
Joe Wade. The house has been
closed.
Three Weeks for "Finger Points"
to be present at the meeting. Sale
G. S. YORKE left yesterday for Chicago
"The Finger Points," new Richard
of King Feature broadcasting pro- on a tour of Fox theaters.
Barthelmess picture, will probably
DOROTHY LEE, RKO player, is in New
grams is one of the subjects to be York
discussed.
hold for three weeks at the New Jack Goetz to Handle
for a visit.
York Strand, according to First NaMAUREEN O'SULLIVAN returned on
Sales for Cameo Studio
tional.
the Olympic last night from Ireland. She
will remain in New York for a brief period
Jack Goetz of Consolidated Film James Dermody Made
before reporting back at the Fox studios in
if
Industries joins the Cameo Broad•^•♦^•♦♦•♦♦•♦♦•♦♦•♦♦'♦♦•♦♦•♦••♦♦•♦♦••♦•♦.•..'♦♦•♦♦'♦♦•♦♦•♦♦•♦♦'♦♦•♦♦•♦v.j
Fox Boston Manager Hollywood.
casting & Recording Studios today
R. K. HAWKINSON of Pathe has reNew
York
Long Island City
to supervise distribution of the electurned from a sales trip to the West Indies
James Dermody, Washington and Central
1540
Broadway
154 Crescent St.
America.
trical transcriptions, permitting M. J. branch manager for Fox, has been
§ BRyant 9-4712
STillwell
4-7940
Mintz, president of the company, to appointed Boston manager by J. R.
g*>
JOEager, GOLDBERG,
sales manleaves for the coastColumbia
today.
take over the field activities and per- Grainger. Samuel Wheeler, Pittsif
sonal contact with radio stations.
TO
burgh salesman, has been made maniiff
Cameo, in association with William
NOW
ACCEPTING
DATES
ager of the Washington branch. Both
Morris, is making the King Feature men have been associated with the
Write
A Road
electrical transcriptions, including Fox organization for 10 years.
For
Show
Dates
"Bringing Up Father," "Tillie the
Toiler" and others.
Arliss Film Premiere April 7
World
premiere of George Arliss
DeMille
Remains on Hays Board
Chicago
Hollywood if
A revised list of new directors of in "The Millionaire" will take place
K 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica if
H
CALumet 3692
Blvd.
if the Hays
organization
includes the next Tuesday night at the Winter
For State Kigma
or booking
it is announced by Warner
name of Cecil B. DeMille, who has Garden,
HOLIywood 4121
'
Bros.
S. Cummins, 723 7th Ave., N. Y.
been re-elected to the board.
Chg.
Net
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Squawks

1931

ALICOATE

Where, oh where,
Squawk
are the laughs of yesNumber 1
terday ? True, we
have giggles, chuckles
and smiles that come from the sophisticated handling of subtle humor,
but belly laughs are a lost art. We,
for one, have a custard-pie complex
and would not trade a full bushel of
giggles from thin ice dialogue for
one big belly laugh from a straight
shot to the beezer of an over-ripe
lemon merangue pie. We arise
herewith on the nearest soap-box and
squawk out loud in behalf of a hundred million more mugs who want
to laugh without thinking why, and
plead, on pressed trousers but bended knee, for the occasional return
of the slap-stick, custard-pie and walrus mustache.

is

truly,
"* ^PlUayyer .
your

an •««*£«•

— from a kibitzer
;By JACK

■revi,

Keato

ir

Charles a
Your.

PARLOR
BEDROOM

and BATH

* • * * 4 -STAR COMEDY

BUSTER

KEATON— charlotte greenwood

REGINALD

The Answer to
Every Prayer!

DENNY-CLIFF

EDWARDS

Hollywood Reporter says: "Parlor, Bedroom &. Bath" is doing a
clean-up business in the West Coast houses, topping practically
all figures of the past few months with only 'Reducing' showing a
better take."
That goes for theatres, North, South and East too!
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Timely Topics

<mm^

A Digest of
Current Opinion

— C—
Carl Laemmle
Replies to Sherwood
"CROM
Carl
Laemmle
(who
writes most of this column)
comes the following communicacation: "You
ask me what
I
would do if Lwere running a theater and did not happen to have
a good picture to advertise — and
you add that you do not expect
any reply.
But there is a perfectly valid reply just the same.
If a theater is caught with a picture which is not so good, there
are still certain points which will
interest many movie fans. These
should be stressed in the advertising. Itis certainly not necessary to say the picture is bad, for
the divergence of opinion as to
entertainment value is so wide
this would be folly. I have seen
enthusiastic
newspaper
reviews
on pictures which I thought were
so terrible that no one could
speak a good word for them.
I
have seen pictures I considered
almost perfect ripped to pieces by
some one with either a different
point of view or a stomach ache.
Of course, I don't believe that
every picture should be advertised as the greatest in the world.
But I do believe that the good
points of every picture — and there
are always
some — should
be
'sold' to the prospective
audience without misrepresentation
but with enthusiasm.
You favor
advertising
with
'the
highest
esthetic appeal.' You might get
by with that if you were running
a theater for esthetes, Mr. Sherwood, but I hope for your sake
you never experiment with it elsewhere, unless you are backed by
a bank roll which can weather a
permanent business depression."
Mr. Laemmle's kindly advice is
hereby accepted and put into effect. Nevertheless, I still insist
that P. T. Barnum is dead, whereas Bruce Barton, who believes in
dignity in advertising, is alive and
extremely prosperous.
— Robert E. Sherwood,
Bell Syndicate

Six billion linear feet of film
are used by the motion picture
industry each year.

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

PHILM.DALY
•

•

•

WISE BABIES
that Monogram Pictures crowd
they have read the handwriting on the motion picture
wall
.while some other producers find in it only a Wailing
Wall
they have scratched beneath the surface
and
found cause for Great Rejoicing
for they have observed
the shortage of product for the indie houses
listened to the
yawps of John Public for more ACTION and less TALK in pix
and are coming through with two series of eight Westerns
on which they oughter make a cleanup
for Westerns are, have been, and always will be
the One Sure Source
of Action
producers can kid themselves all they want to
about the Dominance of the Sex Pix
but wotin'ell does a
kid of 9 to 12 care about Sex?
this poisonous Blight hasn't
yet come into his sweet young life
the kid wants Action
and then MORE Action
and so do a raft of grown-up

kids
going

can y' imagine the average plumber or taxicab driver
nertz over a snooty society-sex-psychological drammer?
and when you figure all the kids, physical and mental,
among our great body politic
you're figuring considerably
more than half the population
that patronizes the li'l ole
b.o
IF they get Action
to give 'em a run for their
dough
yezzir
SOME Wise Babies
this Monogram Pictures bunch
and so we likewise, following their
example, read the handwriting on the Motion Picture Wall
you don't
have toBack
be a claivoyant
the indie producer is Coming
strongto read it

Tab Paper

Boosts "Finger Points"
'pMES
the midtown SQUARE
reaches ofandBroadway
were treated to a new tabloid
paper on Thursday evening. It
was called "The Press" and it certainly looked to be "the goods."
In most modern style its front
page was given over to crime,
the spread being on a reporter
who defied the vice ring and was
shot for his daring. "The Press"
was the work of the First National's publicity staff and was
gotten out to announce the opening of the new Richard Barthelmess picture, "The Finger
Points," at the Strand.
— Strand, New York

Long Distance
Phone Stunt
AN

• • • SWELL BREAK for Educational on the front pages
of all the metropolitan dailies the other day
but it cost
prexy E. W. Hammons about 27 grand
for his missus lost
that amount of jooels on the way from Mamaroneck, her home
town, to New York
expensive
but still Educational
*
*
*
*
LISTENED IN on Heywood Broun on the radio the
other nite, working a brand new racket
Heh-heh-wood
didn't have anything much to talk about
so he starts asking the radio announcer about the latter's war experiences
and y' can imagine how that announcer, a former actor, took advantage of the Great Opportunity to TALK!
wotta break!
........ after being muzzled
nite after nite to merely saying :
"Mister Whoosh is your announcer"
so Heywood lolled at
his lazy ease, allowing the other mug to earn his money for him
........ interjecting a comment occasionally just to let the radio
audience know it was the Heywood Broun Hour
and everybody had a good time
at the close, the announcer sez :
"You have been listening to Heywood Broun"
and Mister
Broun collects the dough
wotta racket!

• • • CLAUDE
EZELL is back from his Florida fishing
trip
and the Warner bunch have been listening politely to
his stories about the weight of such-and-such a fish
and
when Claude mentioned a theater gross of 37,000, some absentminded goof sez: "SOME fish!"
now Claude ain't telling
any more fish stories
Richard Empey, former treasurer at
the Rialto, has been appointed assistant manager at the Globe
Dan H. Duggers, Jr., projectionist for Rexserve at 1600
Broadway, went matrimony
last Saturday
with Helen L. McCormick,
a Pennsylvania
lass
alas!
In his rounds of
theaters on the "Trader Horn" roadshows, Billy Ferguson struck
an ancient theater where they haven't made any improvements for
three generations
each family of patrons uses the same
seat..
grandad, dad and son in turn have carved their initials in the seats
Now, children, we will dismiss the class
after singing a patriotic songr "The Land of the Fee, and the
Home of the Knave"

«

«

«

»

»

»

€

interesting stunt which had

a bearing on "My Past"
proved quite successful in its results in Syracuse, N. Y. The
Herald of that city had an. idea
it would like to interview Bebe
Daniels, star of "My Past," on
how she felt about playing opposite her husband, Ben Lyon, in
the picture. Of course, there are
a lot of other questions and the
interview was arranged over the
long distance telephone from
Hollywood. The interview was
broadcast from Syracuse over
Station WSYR and —printed
Warnersin
its entirety in the Herald.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

Wallace Beery
JannRevi
Leon
ey er1
DoroApril
thy
Jack Cunningham
Harry Green
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N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y
Chicago — W. H. Clark, formerly of
Detroit, is now manager of the Byrd
theater here for Essaness.
Arkansas City, Kan. — R. C. Howard, owner of the Howard building
and theater, which were recently destroyed by fire, hopes to rebuild soon.
Baxter Springs, Kan. — Harry
Paugh, having been transferred to the
Fox Strand in Ottawa, Kan., has been
succeeded as manager of the Fox
Baxter here by George Montray, former manager of the Benton in Kansas City.
Bowdon, Ga. — The Dixie has been
reopened by L. G. Hobgood.
Rochester, Pa. — The
will be opened soon.

new

Oriental

Clay Center, Kan- — Claire Mcintosh has purchased the Lincoln from
Clyde Bomar. The house will be remodeled and sound equipment installed. Bomar will continue as
manager under the new ownership.
Nickerson, Kan. — The Gem has
been taken over by Gene Hamilton
from Ralph M. Lambert.

Quincy, Fla. — A motion picture
theater is being built here by the Interstate Enterprises, of which Nat
Williams is local manager.
Vermillion, O. — Howard Carter of
Toledo has purchased the Liberty
here and after making a number of
improvements will reopen the house.
Sound has been installed.
Madison, Wis. — Mac Bridwell, organist at the Parkway, has resigned
to become organist at RKO's
tic, San Antonio.

Majes-

Cuba, Kan. — The Star is now being
operated by Mr. and Mrs. Mondell
Rose and son, Merle.
Hickory,

N. C. — Renovation, remodeling and installation of new
equipment has been completed at the
Rivoli.
J. F. Miller is the operator.

Atlanta— W. H. Dowell, for the
past six years covering the Missouri
territory for the Alexander Film Co.,
has been appointed district manager
for that concern with headquarters
in this city.

Topeka, Kan. — Maurice W. Jencks.
who last year sold the National
Theaters Corp. and the Jawhawk
Theater Corp. interests to Fox Midwest, has been elected president of
the Topeka
Chamber
of Commerce.

Little Rock — RKO
is reported
making plans for a de luxe house
here. At present the circuit operates
the old Palace on lease from Rowley
and Publix and this house is off the
main stem.

Kansas Tightening Blue Laws
Herington, Kan. — C. L. McVey,
local theater manager, has been notified by the county attorney that
prosecution will follow any further
attempts to operate on Sunday. Sabbath performances have been given
here for years, but the state attorney
general recently registered opposition. Sale of newspapers on Sunday
also is to be prohibited.

Columbia Closes 2 Circuit Deals
Columbia
has closed a deal with
the Glen
W.
Dickinson
Theaters,

IN

A. J. Bimberg seeks injunction to
estrain showing of "Black Panther's
:ub."
*
*
*
C. K. Young Productions sold for
anada.
*
*
*
Famous Players reported negotiatng for Stanley Co. of America.

t is a rather interesting

fact that The Film Daily
received orders for
more new subscriptions
during the month

of

March than any similar

Fowler, Kan. — C. A. Spainhour has
sold his Idle Hour to M. M. Hayes.

Maurice W. Jencks Heads New House in Little Rock
Topeka Comm. Chamber
Being Planned by R-K-0

fEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

I

midwest
circuit, for the company's
lineup of Buck Jones westerns.
A hooking also has been arranged
with the Frels theaters in Texas for
Barbara Stanwvck in "Ten Cents a
Dance."
Maloney Joins Associated Circuit
Cleveland — H. H. Maloney, Jr.,
formerly with Loew and Warner theaters in the east, replaces Bert Todd
as manager of the Jennings, one of
the houses belonging to the Associated Theaters circuit.
Mansfield Publix House Named
Mansfield, O. — The new Paraniount-SkirbolI 1,600-seat house now
being erected here will be called the
Madison. It is being built on the
site of the old Madison, destroyed by
fire. Specifications call for completion of the theater in August.
Tri-State Exhibs Meet in October
Memphis — Annual convention of
the Tri-State exhib organization willbe held in October. The unit has
just begun issuing a monthly bulletin
in charge of Secretary M. S. McCord.

period in its historyaveraging eight a day
in fact and coming
from every State in the

good old U. S. A.—
Proving again that
nothing takes

the

place of reader interest
and reader confidence
in the news columns and
advertising pages of
a publication *****
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HAPPENINGS

====!====== Coast Wire Service
►//

Hamilton, Bosworth Cast
Neil Hamilton and Hobart Bosworth have been added by M-G-M to
the cast of Joan Crawford's new
-tarring vehicle, "(jirls Together."
Picture is now in production under
Nick Grinde's direction. It is an
adaptation of Mildred Cram's story,
published in "College Humor."
Three More Ken Maynard Titles
Three additional titles for forthcoming Ken Maynard westerns have
been set by Tiffany. They are: '"The
Two Gun Man," followed by "Alias
The Bad Man" and "The Arizonian."
Maynard, with "Tarzan," the Wonder Horse, recently completed a personal appearance tour in Publix Theaters throughout the southwest.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
B\

RALPH

YOUNG
T GEORGE
J^OBER
Pasadenais
graduate of
the latest
Community Playhouse to be signed
by M-G-M. The others are Karen
Morley and Jeane Wood.
*
*
*
Chances of Buddy Rogers appearing on the New York musical comedy
stage as juvenile in the next George
White "Scandals" are considered
good. White recently made Rogers
an offer, which is now under consideration.
*
*
*
Our Passing Show: William Slavens McNutt, Bob Mclntyre,
"Lucky" Humberstone, Ernest Pagano, Kenyon Nicholson, Harold
Beaudine, H. B. "Rasty" Wright at
the Writers' club entertainment; Ted
Sears learning to drive a Ford.
*
*
*
Writing comedy material to highlight the performances of two stars
is again the task allotted to William
K. Wells through assignment to
"Side Show," an original for Winnie
Lightner and Charles Butterworth.
Wells' most recent effort was a similar dual assignment, "Sit Tight," costarring Miss Lightner and Joe E.
Brown. Since concocting "The
Cock-Eyed
several screenWorld."
hits. he has written
*
*
*
Here and There: Jack Santoro, the
pride of Palm Spring, visiting old
friends at First National; Garrett
Fort motoring on Hollywood Blvd.;
Louis Brock *
busy * at Radio
Pictures.
*

Soussanin in RKO Pictures
Bernard Levey has arrived from
Nicholas Soussanin. Russian screen
New
York and will produce "Bed
actor, has been added to the cast of Fellows'
and "Knock Wood," at local theaters.
"White Shoulders,' the RKO pro*
*
*
duction from Rex Beach's novel,
Along with his directorial activi"Recoil,"
being directed by Melville
Brown.
ties, Rowland V. Lee nurtures an
interest in one of the leading colorfilm processes, now widely used in
Sally Eilers in "Bad Girl"
Sally Eilers has been given the title talkers. His interest is not only
technical, but also financial.
roleis in
"Bad Girl,"
by Vina Sheehan
Delmar,
*
*
*
it
announced
bv Winfield
Rita Roselle, Mary Gordon and
of Fox. Miss Eilers recently was
signed to a Fox long-term contract. Otto Yamoaka were last minute additions to the cast of "The Black
Camel"
just
before Director Hamilton
Glazer to Adapt "Farewell"
Barney Glazer has been signed by McFadden and company of 40 departed for Honolulu to make exterior
Paramount to adapt "Farewell to scenes for the Fox production.
*
*
*
Arms," which Paramount will produce with Gary Cooper in the leadEmerson
Treacy
and
Ed Le Saint
ing role.
have been assigned roles in Columbia's "The Sky Patrol." Christie
Cabanne is directing and the cast inFiH Likes U. S.
cludes Marceline Day. Llovd Huelies.
ler.
Wheeler Oakman and Walter MilFifi Dorsay has filed an application in Los Angeles for
*
*
*
United States citizenship. She
gave her birthplace as MonKathlyn
Williams,
character
acttreal.
ress, has been tigned by Fox for
"Daddy Long Legs."

-

Dolores Del Rio, Arlen
In "Rose
of the
Rancho"
Dolores
Del Rio
has been
signed

Foreign Personnel Dined
By Fox Film Executives
Growing importance attached to
foreign talker versions was cited at
a dinner given by Fox Film executives to the personnel of the company's foreign department. The
hosts were Winfield Sheehan, James
R. Grainger, and Sol M. Wurtzel.
The occasion served as a welcome
to the 12 Spanish players recently
Mailed to Fox contracts by John
Stone, foreign department head.
They are Miguel Liguro, Felix de
Pomes, Enriqueta Soler, Jose Nieto,
Carmen Jiminez, Anna Maria Custodio, Jose Alcantara, Carmen .Larrabeiti, Carlos de Mendoza, Rafael Cairo and the Spanish playwright, Nicholas Jordan de Urries. Among those
who greeted them were several players already appearing in Fox Spanish
versions, among them Don Jose Mojica, George Lewis, Juan Torena,
Carlos Villar and F. Moro de la
Torre.

©

by Paramount for the role of an aristocratic senorita in "The Rose of the
Rancho", talking picture version of
Eddie Cronjager, who was the the stage success by David Belasco
and Richard Walton Tully. Jesse L.
chief cameraman on "Cimarron," is
Lasky says the picture will be filmed
handling the photography on "Big entirely
in Technicolor under the diBrother," starring
Dix.
*
* Richard
*
rection of Edward Sloman. Richard
One of the lesser executives at lo- Arlen will play opposite Miss Del
and production is scheduled to
cal studios likes to do a "Mikesim- Rio,
start the middle of May.
mons" (using six-syllable words) but
usually misuses them. He sign3 all
Three Get Fox Contracts
his letters and orders, "respectively
Three
new players, Paul Cava*
*
*
nagh, Nancy Gardner and George E.
Dave Garber, who has been an art Stone, have been signed to long term
director at Universal for the past five contracts by Fox. The company's
contract list now includes 44 players,
years,
yours."has joined RKO Pathe as assistant to Carroll Clark, head of the 14 of whom have been signed in recent months.
art department.
*
*
*
Wilbur Morse is making an autoLord to Adapt "Five Star Final"
mobile tour of the country for the
Robeit Lord will adapt "Five Star
"Moving Picture Magazine," which Final" for First National. The screen
is supporting Will Rogers for presiplay will have Edward G. Robinson
York. dent. The tour will end in Neiv in
the Arthur Byron role. Robinson
is the only actor who has been cast
*
*
*
so far.
Mervyn LeRoy will direct.
John Kelly, character actor, is the
proud father of a baby boy. The
Louise Fazenda, Edna Oliver Cast
youngster
has been christened John
Louise Fazenda and Edna May
Francis.
Oliver have been assigned, together
*
*
*
with Juliette Compton, to important
Ralph B. Staub, "the one man roles in the forthcoming Paramount
company of filmdom," has written,
supervised, directed, edited and pho- production of "Queen of Hollywood,"
on Sinclair Lewis' latest storv,
tographed more than 300 one-reel- based
"Let's Play King." It will be directed by Norman Taurog.
ers. He is now making "Screen
Snapshots" for
* Columbia.
*
*
Sally Blane, Joyce Compton Assigned
Wrallace Smith's newest magazine
Sally Blane and Joyce Compton
story. "Another One of Your Gang- have been assigned to the cast of
sters" which is shortly to be filmed, "Misbehaving," Fox production feahas elicited offers from two promturing Victor McLaglen and Teanette
inent New York stage producers, ac- MacDonald. Principals include Ruth
cording to telegraphic communication
Warren, Roland Young. William Collier, Sr., Sam Hardy, William Holden
received from the author's publishers,
George Putnam & Sons.
and George Andre Beranger.
*
*
*
Lloyd Bacon, Warner director, is
spending a week up north following scenarist created. Miss Coffee, it is
the Gentry tent show in order to understood, is receiving a big price
get atmosphere and color for hi* from the star, who is in dire need
of a good opus.
next production,
"Sideshou\"
*
*
*
*
*
*
One of the biggest productions on
Leo McCarey is making extensive
the Warner program for the year is
to be directed by Roy Del Ruth. preparations for the filming of
"Safe in Hell," an unproduced stage "Queer People," which he is to direct for Howard Hughes.
play, has
been
assigned
this ace
IV ILK

megaphonist. *

*
*
George Archainbaud, recognized
as one of filmland's ?nost capable
tennis players, and Dick Hunt, representing the newspaper profession,
hare created no little interest in
court.
their engagement on Archainbaud' 's
*
*
*
Lenore Coffee, it is reported, has
received a personal assignment from
one
of thestars,
screen's
most anprominent
feminine
to write
original
story

based

on

an

idea

which

the

Tellegen in Comeback
Lou Tellegen, who retired
from the screen several years
ago, returns in "The Public
Enemy," which S. S. Krellberg
will make with Tellegen playing the heavy. The former
stage star has been garnering
much publicity recently
through press comments on his
book, "Women Have Been

i
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TWO NEW JERSEY CIRCUITS
Short Shots from Eastern Studios
OPPOSE DOUBLE FEATURES
\By HARRY

(Continued from

Page

1)

with headquarters in Trenton. Hunt
and Hildinger, along with William
Keegan and Isaac C. Levy, their general managers, were in New York
yesterday in conference with E. M.
Orowitz, national exploitation head
for R-K-O.

14 Salesmen Being Added
In Early
RKO Sales Drive
(Continued from Page 1)

T ULU McCONNELL
has been
signed to make four two-reelers
for Paramount's new schedule. Miss
McConnell is now touring the Publix
circuit with Graham Velsey, Virginia
Mann and Robert Hyinan in support.
Ruth Etting, featured in
Ziegfeld shows besides being
ord, radio and tulkie star, is
the midst of making her
short for Warner Vitaphone.

a Vitaphone one reel comedy, "In
Your bombrero,'' written by Burnet
tiershey and Glenn Lamoert. Roy
Mack will direct

several
a recnow in
Ray Cozine, Paramount director,
fourth while making a power dive in his
airplane, at the rate of 300 miles pei
hour, was struck by a hawk winch
Betty Blythe was among the guests had become caught in the propeller,
at a farewell party given Anna- May thereby inflicting a painful cut on
The irony ot the situaWong by Ricardo Salcedo, corre- his forehead.
tion is that Cozme was accompanied
spondent, at the Hotel Pierre. Claire
Windsor, Mrs. Charles Ray, Stanley by Chet Cross, only survivor of the
Smith, Mary Lawler and Blanche original Three Sea Hawks, noted
Sweet were also present.
Navy flyers.

to Kansas City, Benjamin Abrams to
New Haven, C. P. Lester to Atlanta,
John
Bruce
to Cleveland
and William Horn to Buffalo.
An additional salesman will be
sent to Cleveland and Buffalo and
one man to each of the following
cities; Jacksonville, Philadelphia,
Xew Orleans, Dallas, Memphis and
Paramount Notes: Alison SkipOklahoma City. L. Rosenfeld, a
Chicago salesman has been trans- worth, grand old trouper of the
"Scarlet Hours" set is affectionately
ferred to the Cincinnati branch.
known about the studio as "Skippy"
. . . Carolyn Putman, studio stylist,
*s back at work after a nervous breakdown .. . Ilka Chase recovering from
a recent operation . . . Emma Hill,
(Continued from P*"c 1)
for Pathe release, and recently was film editor, assigned to "Scarlet
signed by Universal for a group of Hours" . . .
similar subjects, was one of eight
Josephine Borio, who two years
persons killed in an airplane explosion near Bazar, Kan., yesterday. ago played in "The Quarantined
Rockne was on his way to Univer- Rivals," produced by Sam Sax, then
sal City for conferences with Carl
Laemmle, Jr., and Stanley Bergerman in connection with the proposed
shorts, which were to constitute the
football section of the Christy Walsh
Springfield, Mass. — The Olympia
Ail-American Sports series being
which controls a cirCo., in
Operating
made by U.
cuit of houses
Massachusetts, has
filed a bill in equity in the Suffolk
Publix Booking Office in Cleveland
Superior Court against Local 15 of
Cleveland — A Publix booking office
International Ass'n of Billposters
ha» been opened here in the Para- the
and Billers. Judge Wilford D. Gray
mount exchange with George Tice,
formerly of Pittsburgh, as head issued a temporary injunction restraining the members of the union
booker.
from conspiring to injure the company, from placing it upon an unfair
Skirboll Distributing Premiums
list, from starting a boycott, from
Cleveland — W. N. Skirboll has
taken over for distribution in Ohio threatening a strike or picketing.
Edward Hutchings of this city
and Michigan a set of ten books, all
appointed special master to hear
was
standard classics including bronze
the evidence and report the facts to
book-ends, for premiums in de luxe the court.
theaters.
The bill alleges that the union has
demanded that the company employ
St. Louis House Changes Hands
at each of its theaters at $40 a week
St. Louis — L. Douhit
has bought
the American from the Rex Amuse- a member of the union to put adverment Co.
tising and cards in the lobbies of the
theaters.

Knute Rockne Killed
In Airplane Explosion

X. BLAIR,

president of Gotham Pictures, has
again been signed by Sax, now in
charge of production at the Brooklyn \ itaphone studio, to appear tn

Every day is "red letter day" on
the "Scarlet Hours" set at Paramount's Long Island studio. Edmund Goulding insists that his hardest job is in deciding which of the
"takes" are best. Wm. Steiner, Jr.,
is in charge of the camera end.
Casey Robinson, author of "The
Last Parade," who recently signed
with Paramount to write and direct,
is now working on five different assignments at the New York studios.

LAUNCH MOVE TO OBTAIN
GOV'T OKAY ON CONTRACT
(Continued from Pane

1)

dent, who is now in Xew
York, will
name the committee.
Various requests that steps be
taken toward making the contract
operative have been received by the
M I'.T.O.A. from state unit officials
during the past month. President
Abram F. Myers of Allied recently
stated that his organization stands
behind the agreement, which its delegates helped to draft.

Disney Sues to Stop
Other
Mouse Cartoons
(Continued from Page 1)
similar as to be mistaken" for the
original Mickey and his side-kick.
Minnie. The petitioner demands an
accounting, damages and surrender
of all profits made on the alleged imitations. In the Disney action, which
is supported by several affidavits,
contention is made that Mickey's alleged double is doing all sorts of
things
wouldn't
of doing andMickey
has brought
downthink
a flood
of
irate letters and complaints.

Warner to Get Own Terms
In (Continued
St. Louis
Stock Deal
from Page 1)

hold the controlling interest in the
local subsidiaries, is taken to mean
that Warners will be able to effect
the exchange on the terms originally
set by them. The local stock lined
up by the protective committee,
amounting to more than i 0,000
Plans for issuing a weekly bulle- shares, is understood to have been
tin were discussed by the M. P. Club
board of directors at a meeting held deposited with the Franklin-American Trust Co. of St. Louis under
yesterday noon. The initial issue the stock exchange offer made by
will appear early next month. Mar- Warners. The terms called for one
tin Stern, who was named assistant share of Warner stock for each share
secretary and director of publicity of
of St. Louis Amusement Co. and one
the club, will have charge.
and
share of Warner
Xew officers of the organization stock one-quarter
for each share of Skouras.
are: Lee A. Ochs, president; Jack
Alicoate, first vice-president; James
Ryan, second vice-president; Paul
Gulick, secretary; Lee A. Ochs,
(Continued from Paqe 1)
treasurer. Comprising the board of
directors are: (for one year) Sam major
trailer company
in the held.
Katz, David Loew, Sam Stern, Leo Officials of both firms yesterday denied a deal was under way.
Klebnow, E. H. Goldstein and James
Ryan; (two years) Arthur W.
Columbia Releasing 6 Shorts
Stebbins, Lee A. Ochs, Harry Reichenbach, Arthur W. Kelly, Moe Mark
Columbia's
line-up of short suband Al Lichtman; (three years) Jack
jects for April release include six
Alicoate, Emil C. Jensen, Lee Marcus, E. H. Schiller, Jack Shapiro and subjects; "Streets of Cairo," a Rambling Reporter release; "Swiss MoveLouis
Blumenthal.
The company says its own employments," a Krazy Kat ~ Kartoon;
"Mother Goose Melodies," a Disney
ees do this work in a half hour, once
to four times a week.
Earthquake Wrecks Theater
Silly Symphony; "The Castaway," a
Mickey Mouse cartoon: "Curiosities
Managua. Nicaragua (By Cable) — C-226,"
and a "Screen Snapshot" in
Warner Managerial Shifts
The earthquake which devastated this which Kddie Buzzell acts as master
Cleveland — Pat Pendie, formerly of city yesterday played havoc with the of ceremonies.
Xew Haven, has been appointed local theaters.
Lake.
Warner's
of former
house manager
Willott
M. Warner,
manager,
Amos 'n' Andy in Person
Dickinson Not Invading Jerseyville
has been transferred to Pittsburgh.
Amos 'n' Andy are expected
Jerseyville, 111.— Glen \Y. Dickinto
make their New York stage
son
of
Kansas
City
has
decided
not
Toledo Paramount Changes Policy
debut at the Paramount soon.
Toledo — With the transfer of stage to lease the Orpheuin here and run
Under an agreement made with
presentations from the Paramount it in competition with the new theater planned by S. E. Pirtlc, who has
Publix, this circuit has an ophere to the State in Youngstown, adtion on all stage work the famission prices at the local house have been operating the Orpheuin. Work
mous blackface team does.
been reduced from 65 cents to 50 on new house is expected to start
cents top.

Weekly Bulletin Planned
Circuit Gets Injunction
By Motion Picture Club
Against Billposter Union

r

Nifty Press Book
Columbia's publicity department has distinguished itself
on the press book for "Dirigible." It is a 32-page affair,
on white coated paper 21 % x
1334, with a three-colcr varnished cover. The pages are
so devised that everv left-hand
leaf may be torn out and used
as a lobby card or window display. Room is left for theater
imprints or other announcements. The exploitation section contains 52 national tieups. A tabloid also is tipped in.

Nat'l Screen, Advance
Trailer Merger Reported

June

1.

"SKIPPY" Amazingly Fine Show
for Adults and Kids ... Easter
Vacation Mop -Up!
... Nat ■1 Tie-Ups!

|
JACKIE

COOPER

(of "Our Gang")

ROBERT

COOG AN

(Jackie's little brother)

cPercy L..
Crosby aud
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Dave Schooler Plans Circuit of Vaude-Film Houses

3 MAJOR CIRCUITS BAN, 2 FAVOR ADFILMS
Scarcity of New Acting Talent Alarms Film Producers
Getting Hot
— this ad controversy
^-By

JACK

ALICOATE

—

The controversy
A Knotty
over paid advertisProblem mg on the screen
through the medium
of sponsored pictures is getting
hot. The reunion ana value of this
new so-called commercial idea
threatens to assume both major
and national proportions. And
this both from without as well as
within the recognized borders of
the motion picture industry. That

B'way Stage Attractions
Yielding Fewer Promising Players
Present dearth of new acting talent
is record-breaking, according to casting officials in the East. Broadway
shows, which have been particularly
watched since talkers came in, are
now being scrutinized with increased
intensity, but little is being discovered in the way of new personality material, the scouts declare.
During the first two years of the
(.Continued on Page 7)

6 INDEPENDENT FEATURES
PLANNED BY BUD BARSKY

Not So Hot
New York City authorities
have asked the major circuits
to defer as long as possible putting their cooling and refrigerating systems into operation.
Reason is the extreme shortage
of water and the fact that the
air-conditioning apparatus uses
great volumes of it.

Circuit of 12 First-Run Houses
Proposed By Schooler in East

Page

(Continued

2)

r~

on

Policies of three major circuits at
present ban commercial pictures, while
the other two producer-owned groups
play only films made by their own
companies. (Continued
Fox, Loew
and8) RKO are
on Page

Gang Pictures Incite Kiwanis Clubs
To Have Kids Barred from Theaters

Prevalence of gangster and underworld pictures in New Jersey theaters is the cause of a resolution being passed by the Kiwanis Club of
the screen is a valuable advertising
Englewood, calling upon the local
medium seems to be recognized by
Six features for the independent chief of police and commissioner to
competent advertising authorities as market will be produced this year by invoke the state law which prohibits
well as large national advertisers. Bud Barsky, producer of the Chimp children under 15 years of age from
(Continued
on Page 7)
The big argument, however, centers Comedies which are being released by
around something much closer to Tiffany. According to Barsky, he has
the heart of filmdom.
fulfilled his contract with Tiffany for Fecke Named Secretary
*
*
*
the chimpanzee shorts, with six reOf New Eng. Exhib Unit
leased and two to come, and is now
The hub of the
Boston — George Al. A. Fecke, reGood Or Bad controversy around dickering with other national distribcently in charge of the non-theatrical
utors for a 1931-32 release.
whirlthe
department of Paramount in this terwhich
InHuence
wind is gathering is
ritory, has been appointed executive
whether or not the revenue derived
secretary of the I.M.P.T.O. of New
"Jazz Singer" Revival
England, succeeding Ernest H.
by the industry from national advertisers will offset the possible harm of
resigned. It is underFails to Interest B'way Horstmann,
stood the organization plans to
alienating the good will of millions
Revival of Al Jolson in "The Jazz
of picture fans by forcing them to Singer" failed to create much inter- change its name to Allied Indepenest among Broadway film fans, and
dent Theaters and become more actake something they do not want.
Those favoring the idea maintain as a result Warner Bros, pulled the
tive. Election of officers and directors will take place shortly. Nathan
that the entertainment quality of picture after three days at the War(Continued on Page 8)
Yamins is president of the group.
sponsored pictures will and must always be as high as the conventional
picture house product of the houi.
This, from personal contact and observation, we doubt. We have lately seen patrons leave their seats in
chagrin over an advertising film of
decidedly mediocre quality.
A circuit of 12 theaters in New
*
*
*
Indies Fight Invasion
England
and upper New York State
Minneapolis
—
A
pledge
of
The
opponents
of
is planned by Have Schooler, former
$100,000 is understood to have
Hidden
screen
advertising,
theater operator, also at various times
been made by the Allied States
Dynamite
and
j"st now
they
master of ceremonies at the Capitol
unit in the Northwest for the
seem to be in definite
and
now playing at the R-K-O Palace
protection
of
Allied
members
majority, point to the fact that in a
Schooler says he will leave tin- stage
periodical or newspaper you can pass
against producer-circuit invaami open three houses about the mid
sion of their towns.
the ads if you wish, and in radio you
(Continued

Fox, Loew, RKO Hold Off
on Commercials — Publix,
Warner Using Own

on

Pane

8)

JACK LEO BUYS INTEREST
IN ADVANCE TRAILER CORP.
Jack Leo, formerly treasurer of
Fox, hasterest" purchased
a "substantial
inin Advance Trailer
Corp. and
has assumed general charge of the
company. His joining the organization will influence no changes in its
personnel, he said. Leo began his
new duties yesterday.

Boston Inter
s Acquire
All Southbridge Houses
Southbridge, Mass. — All three theaters in this city, the Strand, Phelps
and Blanchard, have been taken over
by Boston interests. Control will be
under the name of Interstate Theater
Corp., of which Edward Ansin is
president and Harold Stoneman treasurer. Arthur A. Blanchard has been
made
resident
manager.

Puzzled Manager
Kansas City — Yeggs started
to blow open the safe at the
Summit, and, after setting the
nitroglycerine, were scared
away. Manager C H. Burkey
had to call in safe experts to
open the safe without exploding the nitro, as there was
nothing in his manual of theater management to cover this
situation.
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Howard Matthews Now Salesman
Salt Lake City — Howard Matthews, formerly with Columbia, has
joined the local RKO Pathe sales
staff under the management of Bob
Drew.

».♦ New
York
».«
1540 Broadway
»
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STillwell 4-7940

Eastman Filmns
J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

:.:

Chicago
Hollywood
Indiana Awe. 6700 Santa Monica
CALumet 3692
Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

8

Irom advertising influence, it's not
too late to turn about-lace from this
innovation that seems traught with
TNT. Vve have no hgures giving us
the revenue involved, out it must be
comparatively small. To gamble, loi
one minute, with the thought of displeasing thousands ol patrons and
have them seek amusement elsewhere
to us, rather elemental business
is,
tactics.

Honorary membership in the
Deutsche ivinotechnische Gesellschaft,
German Society of Motion Picture
1 (.clinicians, has been conferred upon
the presidency of the Society of AiuLion Picture Engineers, according to
the announcement trom Professor E.
Lehmann, president ot the German Society, and received by J. 1. Crabtree,
president ot the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, bimilar honorary
membership was conterred upon the
presidency of the German society by
the S.Ai.P.E. last May during the
spring meeting of the Society.

10 Industrial Firms
Install Photophones

Increasing interest in talkers for
entertainment and edification of employes has resulted in 16 RCA Photophone devices being installed recently
uy 10 industrial firms in auditoriums
and recreation halls maintained as social centers. The companies include :
Good Pine Lumber Co., Good Pine,
Publix Interested In
La. ; Merrimack Manufacturing Co.,
New Philly Theater Huntsville, Ala. ; Consolidated Coal
Philadelphia — Publix is reported in- Co., three locations, Jenkins, Ky., Mcterested in acquiring the Midway, Roberts, Ry. ; Van Lear, Ky. ;
which is under construction for Abe Newton Palls Paper Co. ;
Sablosky and Sam Shapiro. The house
Newton Palls, N. Y. ; Pelzer Manuwill seat about 2,500.
facturing two
Co., P'elzer,
S. C. ;Powellton,
Kopper's
Publix is also understood to have Stores, Inc.,
locations,
taken options on several theater sites W. Va. ; Weeksbury, Ry. ; Riverside
in Wilmington, preliminary to build- and Dan River Cotton Mills, Schooling a house there.
held, W. Va. ; Pacific Lumber Co.,
Sqetia, Cal. ; Pacific Aiills, Vancouver,
B. C. ; Irwin Cotton Mills, West DurTwo Pittsburgh Houses
ham, N. C.

Yield $500 to Bandits

Pittsburgh — Bandits held up two
theaters here this week. At the Brushton they got $200 from E. H. Goldberg, proprietor, and at the Capitol,
Southside, they escaped after taking
$300 from Morris Finkel, the owner.
Joe Salman Married
Joe Salman, manager of the Riverside, is now a benedict. He married
Betty Bentley of London, the ceremony taking place at City Hall with
Harry Woodin, Fox division manager in the Bronx, as best man.

Jack Corbett Managing
Pathe Indianapolis Otfice
Indianapolis — Jack Corbett, for a
number of years with the S. A.
Lynch enterprises in the South and
at one time a theater executive with
Publix, has been appointed by Ned
E. Depinet as manager of the RKO
Pathe branch here.

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BCCr
Players'
andbenefit
Patrons'
Apr. 4-11: Week,
national
for N. Jubilee
V. A.
City.
15-17:Club.
Paramount eastern sales convention, Hotel Ambassador, Atlantic
Apr.
19: Lambs Gambol, Metropolitan Opera
Apr.
House, New York.
20-22:
Warner Bros. Eastern sales convention, Traymore, Atlantic Cii
Apr.
Drake
Hotel,
RKO
Pathe Chicago.
sales
convent '
22-24 : Paramount western sales convention, Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
23-24 : State Convention of Indiana InApr.
dorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.
Apr.Ma
y25: Laemmle Anniversary Dinner Dance
Apr.
of Universal Club, Hotel Edison,
New York.
York.
May 27: Fox Film sales convention, New
Apr.
RKO
Sales Convention,
Los An1 : Warner Bros. Western sales
Apr. 29-Mayconvention,
Hotel St. Francis, San
Francisco.
18-22:geles.
International Exhibitors' Con25-28: Spring
meeting of the Society
gress, Rome.
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.

Walt Disney to Prosecute
All "Mouse" Infringers
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Walt Disney intends to
prosecute all producers who are ina
fringing on his Mickey Mouse rights,
he said yesterday. In connection with
his injunction action against Van Beuren and Pathe, a hearing is scheduled
for April 13, when the defendants
must show cause why a preliminary
injunction should not be granted.

Hammons and Cook
Going West on Product
Following completion of the Educational-Tiffany deal, which places Educational in the feature distribution
field. Earle W. Hammons and Grant
L. Cook will leave for the Coast to
discuss new season production plans.
This indicates that they may depart
late this week.

"Comrades" for Fifth Ave.

Bill Gueringer in Town
Bill Gueringer, formerly general
manager for the Saenger interests, is
"Cimarron" at Mayfair
in New York. He has recovered
RKO's "Cimarron," which recently from a year's illness.
closed a two-a-day run at the Globe,
Governor at Milwaukee Opening
opens tomorrow at the Mayfair for
a popular-price engagement.
Milwaukee — Governor LaFollette
has accepted an invitation to make
Warners to Close Mosque, Newark the dedicatory address at the opening
Newark — Warner Bros, are report- of the new Warner house, which is
ed planning to close the Mosque expected to be finished next month.
here in about two weeks and reopen
it in August.
Ministers Modify Sunday Stand
East Providence, R. I. — Ministers
Maclyn Arbuckle Dead
of this town may modify their stand
Ogdenburg, N. Y. — Maclyn Arbuc- on the Sunday movie question and
kle, 65, stage and screen actor, is instead of fighting against the issue
dead at his home in Waddington, St. they may request a board of censorLawrence County. Most of his proship to establish the character of pictures to be shown on Sunday.
fessional activity has been on the
stage.

Joins Kansas Censor Board
Olathe, Kan. — Jesse Hodges is taking over her duties as member of
:.: the Kansas censor board, succeeding
Mrs. Minnie L. Henderson of Kansas
City.
:.:

*■♦ 1727

can quickly turn to another program.
j\ot so with the screen. Tney give
it to you and you take it, like it or
not. A powenui newspaper press, too,
is commencing to irown and look
with a certain degree ol apprehension on this new idea that plans to
take revenue trom its advertising
cotters. .Personally, we would like to
see the industry as a whole take a
decideu stand in the matter and keep
the screens ot America torever free

S.M.P.E. Presidency Made
Member of German Society
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Two RKO
Theaters Go Continuous
Two RKO uptown theaters, the
Coliseum and Chester, will augment
their Saturday and Sunday policy and
will have continuous shows throughday.
out the entire week, beginning Satur-

Anna May Wong in "Liebe Uber
Alles" ("Lover Above All"), scheduled to open Saturday at the Fifth
Ave. Playhouse, has been postponed
to April 11. Next week's bill at this
house will be "Vier Von Infanterie"
("Comrades of 1918"), which had its
local
Cameo.premiere recently at the RKO
New
Fox House
Opening
May
IS
Hutchinson,
Kan.
—
Fox's
new
theater here is scheduled to have its
grand
1,500. opening May 15. It seats

WALTER FUTTER has returned from the
coast.
WILL H. HAYS is on his way to the
Coast.
ADOLPH ZUKOR arrives from Hollywood this week.
JOE GOLDBERG leaves this week for a
visit to the Columbia
studios on the Coast.
NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK has returned
from the West.
MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN leaves today
for Hollywood.
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Hold your sides! Stem your tears! Get set for the merriest
melange of comedy ever showered on a laugh-starved public!
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8ebe Daniels in"My
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i Here's comedy that will kill you — slay you — roll you out in the
aisles! Bring your handkerchiefs because you'll laugh until you
cry at the irresistible, uncontrollable laugh comedy of all time!
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They Got
What They

William Gaxton
and
Helen Brodtrick
m PCRSON
ol PDCMICRC
ff>< WORLD
Tutidar Night
9:45
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A Warner

Bros, and

Vifaphone

S

Picture

girl ever made

A $7.70 sensation on
the stage— a superpanic on the screen!

WINTER

a

with life!

"WOMAN HUNGRY"
A First National & Vitapkone Picture

GARDEN

LIU LEE, Sidney Blackmer, FredKohler

Broadway & 50th St.
Pop. PriceB
- Midnite Shows
Smoking in Balcony

Pop. Prices : Midnite Show9
STRAND
S^'sf

f Way

Brooklyn STRAND
Popular Prices

it,. Right
Loretta Young

Wailteil-ffrrYlf

500,000 NEW YORKERS

The itrana

The strangest gamble

Conrad
Nagel

WERE

"HOT HEIRESS'
MALONCY
Fight
t.
CAffNfftAPieturts

RIGHT!

They each paid $6.60 per seat to see it during
its two-season showing on the stage. Now they
are rushing to see it at popular prices on the
screen, bigger, better, snappier than ever. No wonder the Winter Garden reports S. R.O. business
With Olsen and Johnson, William Gaxton, John Halliday, Helen Broderick, Claudia
Dell, Lester Crawford. Directed by Lloyd Bacon. Photographed by Technicolor Process

The BETTER WAY is the WARNER

WAY!
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EXPLOITETTES

1

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

The Rise
of Elissa Landi
'"THOSE stars in Hollywood
who began at the bottom and
fought hard and long to reach
the top have reason to look with
some disgruntlement at Elissa
Landi. For Miss Landi was not
compelled to make the Arduous
ascent under her own power;
she was provided with a swift
elevator. . . . Before the release
of her first picture, "Body and
Soul," she had become a star,
and now that the film is on view,
her name is being featured above
that of the firmly established
Charles Farrell. Which brings
us to the inevitable questions:
Docs she deserve it? Is she a
legitimate luminary? Has she
proved that it was no false alarm
when the Fox publicity boys
shouted "Fire! Fire!" to herald
her arrival? In reply to these
questions, most of the more discerning of the film critics have
said, "No," with the charitable
reservation that Miss Landi
might appear to better advantage
in a better picture. My own
answer, on the other hand, is an
emphatic "Yes." She impresses
me as a distinctly valuable acquisition to the Hollywood, smart
set. She has beauty, power and
skill, and a fine, ringing sincerity. Furthermore, there is about
her an atmosphere of cultural
superiority, of good breeding,
which is certainly not a necessary
feature in a film star's equipment
(as has been proved in too many
cases), but which is none the less
desirable.
— Robert E. Sherwood,
Bell Syndicate

Weekly attendance at film
houses is 115 million, with a
gross of $30,000,000, according
to the M.P.P.D.A.

• • • FOLLOWING THE usual trade custom of publishing
each month a Showman's Calendar, we are going to try and make
this one really constructive and helpful
now that spring
is here, what could be more appropriate than a general housecleaning?
spruce up your theater with all kinds of new
equipment
give your patrons a break
also the equipment manufacturers
of course this is not a new thought
the only thing stopping you, we realize, is what to use
in place of dollar bills to pay for it all
but we have solved
that problem, also
the plan is simple, if you will follow
this Showman's Calendar
April 2, New Equipment Day
completely renovate your theater, installing new seats,
projection booth, lighting and ventilating equipment
and
any other little thing that occurs to you
give the equipment dealers notes that become due April 14
now don't
start asking questions how you're gonna meet the notes
we've taken care of that
all this extensive renovating will
keep you fairly busy for a few days
April 5, Easter Sunday
by this time you will be worrying considerable about
paying for the new equipment
pshaw
forget it
doll yourself and family out in new Easter outfits and look prosperous on the strength of your newly equipped theater
you can get all the clothing credit you want
April 6,
Anniversary of Peary's discovery of the North Pole
this
gives you a legitimate excuse to dodge all your creditors, who
have meanwhile checked up your credit rating, and found your
credit ain't
hang a sign outside your theater: "Gone to
the North Pole to celebrate Peary's discovery."
if you
go by airplane, you can get back by April 14
the date
when your notes fall due
it also happens to be the anniversary of Lincoln's assassination
as soon as you arrive
at your theater, decorate the front with crepe and wreaths to
properly observe the occasion
then walk inside to your
office
you will find all your equipment creditors awaiting
you there
be nonchalant
light a cig
the
particular brand doesn't matter
any cig will do
it won't be long now
you should worry whether it's the
proper brand or not
as you light the cig, laugh lightly
ha-ha-ha
just like that
then speak in an
airy tone like the hero in the underworld pix facing the gangsters he has double-crossed
you say blithely: "Boys, I'm
busted.
How is it by you?"
then in beautiful unison they
will BUST you
and how
leaving your lifeless form
on the floor, they will walk out quietly, and survey the Lincoln
memorial decorations or crepe and wreaths you placed out front
in chorus they will chant: "How appropriate!"
and your name will go down in history with that of Lincoln
as a Martyr to a Great Cause
'cause y' couldn't pay your
creditors
we can give you a lotta other novel ideas for
the remainder of the month
but if you've been croaked
by the 15th
what
* does
* it matter?
*
*
• • • GOING BACK 25 years, the Syracuse "Herald" digs
up what certain celebs were then doing
Buster Keaton
was on the bill at Proctor's Twenty-Third street theater
Will Rogers was doing a vaude bit
Cecil De Mille was appearing on the stage in "Lord Chumley"
H. B. Warner
was a member of Eleanor Robson's company
Fred Niblo
was doing a vaude monolog
Marie Dressier was in the
Weber and Fields company
The Week's Best Joke: The
biggest part of Tia Juana, with its swell hotel and gambling
joints, is owned by three Hollywood
film magnates
on
Sundays they take back from the visiting film stars the dough
they gave 'em in their pay envelopes on Saturday
oops.

«
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Salt Lake City

f~10LF profess
ional
on "Kiki"
Campaign

appearing ,
in lobby of the theater during afternoon and evening giving free golf instructions prior
to opening of local season at
links. Classified tie-up with
Deseret "News." Eight column
streamer banner line across page
daily. Five ads in classified columns, publishing telephone numbers for a guest ticket prize. Promotional ads and copy throughout paper. Ten special set pieces
in main street windows. "Kiki"
Bob" at beauty parlors. 100 window cards placed in downtown
windows, 1,000 stickers pasted.

Special window on Coty's per"Kiki
Drug Stores.
OwlGranad
Dance"fume atat
a Ballroom on
Saturday night. Special newspaper ads with cut of Pickford.
announcand
Saturday stand
and orchest
Friday ments
efrom
ra
radio in advance; special sign in
front of dance hall in advance.
Special golf shoe window at
Walk-Over shoe store with golf
— United

Artists

Drug Store Tieup
pro.

On "Dance, Fools, Dance"
SON effected a tie-up with
PATT
F. J.
d inERexhelpe
drug
a]y[
GER that
ANAstore
"
"Dance Fools
Danceta
ploiting x-Str
and, Wichi
at the Publi
Falls, Tex. The nature of the
tie-up was a contest on how
many times "Joan Crawford uses
Cara Nome Perfume" on the
back of a card. The front side
of this card carried a photo of
Joan together with copy about
picture, as well as details of the
contest, prizes, etc.
— Strand, Wichita Falls, Tex.

Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

E. M.
Schnitzer
April
Arthur
Hirsch 2
Charles P. Payne
Jack Buchanan

A LONG-RUN PICTURE for Fox's Carthay Circle
Theatre, Los Angeles, Seed goes into the key spot
of the whole West Coast —
A LONG-RUN PICTURE for the Publix Rialto Theatre,
New York, Seed is the first outside picture to play
this ace house in six years —
A LONG-RUN PICTURE for YOU, "Seed"
you your big money chance of the season!
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Another Big John Stahl Production From Universal
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios

CTANLEY

or over ten years

The Film Daily through
its Year Book and
Directors Annual

&

Production Guide has
been the recognized
reference window to the
motion picture industry
and all of its branches
scattered throughout
the world*****

If it

is information or statistics or past performances ordata that you
require and you cannot
find it in Film Daily reference books call our
Information Dep't. ***
It is at your service
at all times.

SMITH

,By HARRY

is enjoying the

regularity of stage work as juvenile lead in "You Said It," Broadway
musical success, after working in nine
pictures in a row last year

Vitaphone has adopted "I Don't
Believe It, But Say It Again," a
popular ditty by Harry Riehman
and Abner Silver, as the theme song
of their Robert L. Ripley "Believe
It or Not" series.
Paramount's feature directorial
force has been augumented by Monta
Bell, Harry DArrast and Eddie Cline
in addition to Ernst Lubitsch, Edmund Goulding, George Abbott and
George Cukor. Quite a formidable
line-up, if you ask us.
Warner Vitaphone's stage
hare organized a baseball team
iiuiy be seen practising on the
In* during noon hour, these
Spring days.

crew
and
back
fine

No chance of Paramount studio
force to using their back lot for games
since crowded production has forced
numerous exterior scenes. One setting, for "The Smiling Lieutenant,"
shows a railroad trestle in the mountains while another is a restaurant
exterior to be used for one of the
sequences in "Scarlet Hours."
Alice Hunter, 18-year-old script
studio girl whose buxom figure and
vouth brought her to the attention of
Ernst Lubitsch, directing Maurice
Chevalier in "The Smiling Lieutenant," has been given a "break" and
assigned a role in this latter production.
Victor Moore, musical comedy star,
has completed his first role in a Vitaphone short "Baby Face."
Support-

10 Shorts Being Released
By RKO Pathe This Month

Ten short subjects, exclusive of
newsreels, will be released by RKO
Pathe in April. Among them are
four two-reel comedies. "Rough House
Rhythm." "Tree Wise Clucks," "Frozen Face" and "Chasing Trouble"; two
Vagabond Adventure pictures, "The
Call of Mohammed" and "Hurricane
Island"; two Grantland Rice SportIiehts, "Tennis Topnotchers" and
"Hunting Thrills"; and two Aesop's
Sound Fables, "Cinderella Blues" and
"Mad Melody."
Another House for Ralph Snyder
Palmer, Mass. — Ralph Snyder of
the Metropolitan Amusement Agency, Boston, and operator of the New
Palmer here, has taken over the other
local house, the Strand. The Palmer
is being closed temporarily for renovation. While this work is in progress all shows will be given at the
Strand, which will operate on a parttime basis after the Palmer reopens.
M. L. Silverman is local manager for
Snyder.

N.

BLAIR',

ing cast is headed by Dorothy Walters Harry Shannon and James La
Curto. Roy Mack directed from a
story by Stanley Rauh and Victor
Moore.
Otis Sheridan, veteran Broadway
actor, has been assigned a prominent role in Edmund Goulding' s
new Paramount picture, "Scarlet
Hours," which co-stars Nancy Carroll and Fredric March. Others m
the cast are Phoebe Foster, Alison
Skipworth, Alan Hale, Hubert
Druce, Catherine Emmett, Francine Dowd, Tod Waller, Clarence
Derwent, Cora Witherspoon, Francis Pierlot, Charles Howard and
Doris Rankin.
STATEMENT
OF
THE
OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT,
CIRCULATION,
ETC
REQUIRED
BY
THE
ACT
OF
CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912.
OF "THE FILM DAILY," published daily
except Saturday
at New
York, N. Y., for
April
1931. York,
State of1, New
)
Before of me,Newa notary
public,
and for the
County
York.aforesaid,
\ ss' : in
State and
County
personally appeared Donald M. Mersereau, who, having
been duly sworn according to law, deposes
and says that he is the General Manager ot
"THE FILM DAILY," and that the following is, to the best of his knowledge and
belief, a true statement of the ownership,
management (and if a daily paper, the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publication
for the date shown in the above caption, required by the Act of August 24th, 1912, embodied in Section 411 Postal Laws and Regto wit : ulations, printed on the reverse of this form
1. That the names and addresses of the
publisher,
editor,
ness manager
are: managing editor, and busiPublisher, John W. Alicoate, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. ; Editor, John \V.
Alicoate, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. ;
Managing Editor, Don Carle Gillette, 1650
Broadway, New York, N. Y. ; Business Manager, Donald M. Mersereau, 1650 Broadway,
New
York, N. Y.
2. That the owners are: "Wid's Films
& Film Folk," Inc., 1650 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.; John W. Alicoate, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. ; Pearl Dannenberg,
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.; Addie
Dannenberg, 1650 Broadway, New York,
N. Y. ; Edna Sussman, 1650 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees and other security holders owning or
holding 1 per cent or more of total amount
of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are:
None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above,
giving the names of the owners, stockholder;.,
security holders, if any, contain not only the
list of stockholders and security holders as
they appear upon the books of the company,
but also in cases where the stockholder or
security holder appears upon the books of the
company as trustee or in any other fiduciary
relation,
the name
the person
or iscorporation fur whom
such of
trustee
is acting,
givei..
also that the said two paragraphs contain
statements embracing affiant's full knowledge
and belief
as which
to the stockholders
circumstances
conditions under
and and
security
holders who do not appear upon the booKs
of the company as trustees, hold stock and
securities in a capacity other than that of a
bona fide owner and this affiant has no reason to believe that any other person, association or corporation has any interest direct or
indirect in the said stock, bonds or other
securities than as so stated by him.
5. That the average number of copies
of each issue of this publication sold or
distributed, through the mails or otherwise, to
during the six months prepaid subscribers
ceding the date shown above is 5.488.
D. M. MERSEREAU,
General Manager.
before me this
to and subscribed
Sworn
1st day of April, 1931.
(Seal)
Abraham
S. Lang.
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HAPPENINGS

= Coast Wire Service
A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By

Lugosi in "Frankenstein"
Bela Lugosi, who played the title
role in "Dracula," has been assigned
by Universal to play the lead in
"Frankenstein," the thriller which
Hamilton Deane is now playing in
England and which may possibly be
seen in this country on the stage
before it appears in pictures. Carl
Laemmle, Jr., has placed Lugosi under a long term contract and it is
likely that the actor will also play
in "The Murders of the Rue Morgue."
Third Thrill-o-Drama

Starts

"In Old Cheyenne," third in the
series of Thrill-o-Dramas being made
by Sono Art-World Wide, has gone
into production. Rex Lease and
Dorothy Gulliver play the leads, with
Stuart Paton directing.

Bebe in "Honor of the Family"
As the next vehicle for Bebe Daniels, First National is having prepared a modernized version of Balzac's story upon which the play,
"The Honor of the Family," was
based.
Dolores Costello Film Renamed

RALPH

QEORGE
FITZMAURICE,
borrowed from
M-G-M, is preparing
to direct Gloria Swanson in her next
picture,

Eddie Quillan on Location
Director Al Rogell has started production of Eddie Quillan's first 193132 RKO Pathe starring vehicle, tentatively titled "The Whoop-Te-Do
Kid," on location at the Agua Caliente Racetrack in Mexico. Lew Lipton wrote and adapted this Quillan
story. James Gleason also is in the
cast.

—

Educational Comedy Units
Finishing '30-31 Program

Sequel
Quiet" Soon
Goes to
In "All
Production
One of the first productions to go
in work when the Universal studios
resume full activity following the
current vacation period will be
"Fate," original by Erich Remarque,
a sequel to this author's "All Quiet
on the Western Front."

©

"Rockabyc."

William Boyd and his wife, Dorothy Sebastian, are back from their
honeymoon trip to Honolulu, and
Boyd is to start work soon in "Suicide Fleet," his next for RKO Pathe.
Lew Upton wrote the story and
Marion
tation. Jackson is doing the adapBen Hecht and Charles McArthur
have finished writing "The Unholy
Garden," the next Ronald Colman
vehicle for United Artists, to be directed by Sidney Franklin.
Betty Grable, 17, pretty and blonde,
has signed a document in Judge Marshall McComb's chambers in Los Angeles which transforms her from an
obscure dancer into a film actress
with a future. With the signing of
Ihe document Betty for the next five
years becomes a member of the
United Artists staff of players. Out
of competition with thousands of
young beauties in a search which has
ranged the whole country over, Betty
Grable was selected by Samuel Goldwyn. She is the first of five girls
Goldwyn is seeking to develop for
stardom.
*
*
*
Leo McCarey has been exceedingly busy for the past three weeks in
preparation for the making of
'Queer People," which he is to direct for Howard Hughes. McCarey
is reported to have evolved an angle
of filming this sensational novel
that will prove a surprise.
*
*
*
Wallace Smith's recent trip to Mexico is serving him in good stead in

IV ILK

connection with his assignment to do
RKO.screen version of "The Dove" for
the
*
#
*
In securing Harry Joe Brown as
an associate producer at the RKO
Pathe studios, Charles R. Rogers,
production head, is continuing a long
association which had its beginning
when he was an independent producer. Brown has directed several
Rogers productions, the latest being
"The Registered Woman," starring
Helen Twelvetrees. To his new position Brown brings long experience
m every branch of the motion picture business. He has been actor,

starring vehicle, titled "Don't

Di-

Casting has just been completed
vorce Him."
actor's manager, publicity man, direc- and preparations
are now being
tor and associate producer
made
for the shooting of the final
*
*
*
comedy in the current Gayety series.
Sam Hardy and Beryl Mercer Ford Sterling has been signed for
have featured roles in "The Miracle the leading role, while June MacCloy
Woman," Columbia's adaptation of will appear in the feminine lead in
the Alice Brady stage play, "Bless "The Foolish Forties," which goes
You Sister," by Robert Riskin and into production under the direction
John Meehan. This production is of William Watson. Others selected
Barbara Stanwyck's second star- for the cast are Alyce McCormick,
ring vehicle for the company. Stella Adams and Eddie Baker. The
Frank Capra is directing and comedy is from an original story by
David Manners has the leading Frank Griffin.
The Mack Sennett studios also are
male role opposite
Stanwyck.
*
* Miss
*
humming catcher's
with Daughter"
activity, with "CowMae Clarke, former stage player,
just completed,
"Speed" and an untitled comedy in
who appeared in the screen version
the final stages of production, and
of "Front Page," has been signed several other comedies being preby Columbia for the leading feminine
pared for production.
role in "Good Bad Girl," which will
be brought to the screen under the
direction of R. William Neill.
*
*
*
Assembling "Side Show" Cast
Evalyn
Knapp is the latest selecCecelia Parker, brown-eyed blonde,
tion for the cast of "Side Show,"
who has been doing bits and extra the comedy
by William K. Wells that
work for about a year, has been is to introduce Winnie Lightner and
signed by Fox and will be given her Charles Butterworth as co-stars for
big chance. Her first contract as- Warner Bros. Others already assigned to this production are Donald
signment is in "Young Sinners,"
with Thomas Meighan, Hardie Al- Cook and Guy Kibbee. Roy Del RutR
will direct.
bright and Dorothy Jordan.

Kiwanis Clubs Would Bar Scarcity of New Faces
Alarms Film Producers
Children
from Gang Films
(Continued from Pane 1)

"Expensive Women" is the new
title of the Dolores Costello picture, entering motion picture houses unaccompanied bya parent or guardian.
previously known as "The Passion- Headed by Carl Mettberg, president
ate Sonata," from the novel by Wil- of the Englewood chapter, a score of
son Collison. Harvey Thew and Arthur Caesar adapted the story and members have pledged to devote certain afternoons to picketing movie
Hobart Henley is directing it for
houses, and both insist on minors beWarners.
ing accompanied by an adult and to
discourage the practice of children,
Charlie Doubles
with the necessary admission fee,
Nice, France — Charlie Chapasking strangers to "take them in."
According to H. E. S. Wilson, Kilin was given the same reception on his arrival here as has
wanis governor for the state of New
been planned for President
Jersey, a meeting of all chapters unDoumergue of France on his
der the New Jersey chapter will bevisit next week. The local auheld in East Orange on April 21,
when the resolution as presented to
thorities made Charlie's welcome a dress rehearsal for the
the International body by the Englepresidential
event.
wood club, will be read and similar
action of all local chapters urged.

Every Educational production unit
operating at the Metropolitan studios is working at top .speed to complete releases on the 1930-31 program. With the Vanity comedy, "A
Shotgun Wedding," recently finished,
the Vanity production unit is already
shooting "Elbow Room," the final
subject in this series. The picture,
starring Glenn Tryon, has gone into
production under the direction of
Harold Beaudine, with a supporting
cast that includes Betty Lorraine,
Vernon Dent, Eddie Baker, Glenn
Cavender and Jack Henderson. The
comedy is from an original story bv
Bill Weber.
Production is also under way on a
new Tuxedo comedy, a Clyde Cook

Chatterton's First W. B. in Dec.

(Continued from Page 1)
Ruth Chatterton's first picture under the Warner banner is to be made
talker era a considerable amount of in the fall and released in December,
star and feature talent was found by the company announces.
the New York Paramount and Warner Bros, studios. The field now,
however, has been pretty well scoured,
Story for Connie Bennett
in the opinion of casting execs. Talent
"The
Dangerous
Set"
has
been
scouting throughout the country has
by Warner
Bros, as a vehipractically been discontinued in favor bought
cle for Constance
Bennett following
of
concentrating the eternal quest on
Broadway.
her completion of "Virtue's clothes."

Tear-Wringer

Hoerl's Second for Richmount
\rthur Hoerl, who wrote the story
and
dialoguePictures,
of "The isl.a^t
for
Richmount
now Ride"
at work
on his second story for this company.
It is a secret service yarn.

At a showing of "All Quiet
on the Western Front" at a
theater in Athens, the audience
wept to a man. Some dirty
Greek released a load of tear

gas.
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3 MAJOR CIRCUITS BAN,
2 FAVOR AD PICTURES
(Continued

from

Pane

1)

keeping their screens free of advertising films. Paramount and Warner
Bros, are playing their own.
Publix so far has played about 25
commercial films, its policy being to
use not more than one subject a week
on each house. Product made by
companies other than Paramount
Business Films is not being used. The
company is now considering its policy
its commercial proas regardsductionsplaying
in theaters of other circuits.
Warner Bros, is playing commercial
subjects made by its industrial department exclusively, said Sam E. Morris
this, theout.circuit's
. Beyond
yesterday
being worked
policy is now
RKO, said Joe Plunkctt, is now
developing its policy on commercial
pictures. Loew has no intentions of
playing commercial pictures, said
Charles Moskowitz, and the same applies to Fox.

"Jazz Singer" Revival
Fails
to Interest
(Continued
from Page 1) B'way
ner. "Divorce Among Friends" was
substituted. Reaction to the pioneer
sound film was that it appeared tremendously out of date in the face of
the fast progress made by talkers.
2 Memphis Houses Change Hands
Memphis — Malco has leased two
neighborhood houses, the Malco and
Capitol, to the Memphis Theater and
Equipment Co. Malco still retains
three theaters here.
Pearson Giving Second Film Lecture
Second program of designed motion pictures arranged by Ralph M.
Pearson will be shown at the New
School for Social Research, 66 West
12th St., on Saturday afternoon at
3 and 8:30 P. M. In showing these
creatively designed pictures, Pearson
is stressing the pictorial qualities
which add effectiveness and an excitement of their own to the story.
Eisenstein's "Old and New" will be
shown together with two Silly Symphonies and a Talkartoon.

New

Incorporations

NEW
YORK
CHARTERS
Ross Theater Corp. ; Attorney's Albany
Service Co., 299 Broadway, New York. 100
sliares common.
Cumberland and Amusement Corp.. theater
owners; S. B. Bradie, 47 W. 34th St.. New
York.
200 shares common.
Progress Films, film brokerage ; M. G.
Cutler, 11 W. 42nd St., New York.
$1,000.
Fenbel Theater Corp.; J. Gitelman, Rochester, N. Y.
$20,000.
DELAWARE CHARTERS
Cathay Copyrights Corp., New York City,
acquire copyrights, literary, compositions,
magazine articles, scenarios ; Prentice Hall,
Inc. of Delaware.
1.000 shares common.
Tiffany Productions of California, Im.
Ltd., New York City, producing motion pictures; Corporation Trust Co., Dover, Del.
1.000 shares common.
DISSOLUTIONS
Vitascope Co., Manhattan.
Bolton, Kalmar
Ruby, Ltd., Manhattan.
NAME
CHANGE
Italo-American
Theater
Arts Co., Manhavtan, to I. A. T. A. C. Corp.

N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y
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DAVE SCHOOLER PLANNING
CIRCUIT 0N2 THEATERS
(Continued from Page 1)

Pittsburgh — Jack Henley has been
engaged by Warner Bros, to act as
master of ceremonies at the Stanley

Weirton, W. Va. — N. G. Anas has
remodeled his Manas theater here and
the Palace in Wellsburg.

die of August, with others to follow
at monthly intervals, provided business at the initial houses warrants exhere.
pansion. Each theater will have a
Fla — Management of policy of eight acts of vaudeville and
Dupo, 111 — B. Hill has bought the theBlountstown,
Eagle has been taken over by R. first-run pictures. Schooler, who had
Dupo from Hall & Gray.
L. Baily, local business man, succeed- several houses in the New England
ing R. W. Foster. The house will be territory six years ago, states that he i
Prospect, O. — W. N. Hatch, man- opened four days weekly.
will book both pictures and vaudeville
ager of the Orpheum in Marion, who
for his houses independently. After
was formerly manager and owner of
Spearville, Kan. — Ernest Quick, op- a few weeks more in R-K-0 vaudethe Prospect Picture House here, reville, Schooler will devote his time
erator of the UeLuxe, has reopened
cently visited the village and made arbeing closed more than two entirely to formulating operating
rangements to re-open the house. The after
months.
plans for his proposed circuit.
house is owned by the city, which
will make repairs before the theater
is opened.
Quincy, Fla. — The Enterprise of Unsettlement of Market
this city has been completely reChetopa, Kan. — The new theater stalled.
Factor in Fox Financing
modeled and sound equipment inrecently opened here by J. J. McDue to the unsatisfactory turn of
Carthy has been named the Topa.
the stock market during the past week,
The house was erected on the site of
Sedalia, Mo. — Management of the plans for the Fox refinancing this
ihe old Lyric.
Star has been assumed by J. N. Gould month will probably be somewhat different from original expectations.
Milford, la. — The Strand here has of Kansas City, succeeding Joseph T.
been sold to F. F. Jungkunz of Goshen, who will devote his entire Latest indications are that a shortCherokee, la., whose two sons will time to his theater at Eldon, Mo.
term note issue, secured by the comoperate it. The former owners, Mr.
pany's Loew stock, will be offered
and Mrs. A. M. Leitch will continue
Newton, la. — The Strand was clos- publicly, with the remainder of the
ed March 23. It had been in opera- financing deferred until later.
,o operate the Uptown in Arnolds
t.on for 10 years.
lJark, la., this summer.

Universale Own Newsreel
Philadelphia Censors
Expects to Start in June
Hold Up — "Finger
Universal will be ready about June
Philadelphia
Although Points"
newspaper

Getting Legal Opinion
On Unmade Pathe Films

Philadelphia — A legal opinion as to
whether Pathe can refuse to deliver
ads have been announcing the opening to gather newsreel pictures with its unmade features on its current year
of "The Finger Points" at the Stanley own staff. The co-operative arrange- program is being obtained by the M.
tomorrow, the censors have decided
ment whereby Universal and Kino- P. T. O. here. In the meanwhile members are declining to date in Pathe
grams have worked together is beotherwise.
It won't open.
The sex angle in theater ads has
ing dissolved as first reported exclu- shorts. It is expected that the opinion
been gradually creeping back into
sively in The Film Daily on Dec. 30, will be ready within a week.
copy, but the newspapers, operating anil the Universal Newspaper Talkunder their own censorship code, are
ing Newsreel will be produced enL. J. Boone Shifted
keeping it well under control.
West Palm Beach, Fla. — L. J.
tirely by "U" under the editorship of
Sam Jacobson.
Boone, who has been managing the
Different Title for Eastern Dates
Rialto in West Palm Beach, has been
returned to the Hippodrome, another
Fox Theater Staff Shifts
"Not Exactly Gentlemen," with
Victor McLaglen, Lew Cody and
Re-assignment of managerial posi- Publix unit. He managed the HipEddie Gribbon, becomes "Three
podrome before going to the Rialto.
tions in the Fox Theaters recently
Rogues" as it plays Fox houses in included the following: Richard A.
the New York and New Jersey ter- Foster, formerly manager of the
Theater Company Formed in Newark
ritories. Original title of the picture,
Newark — Leo Knoller, Carl C. Berwhich opens at the Roxy tomorrow. Manhattan, Bronx, to assistant manager and treasurer of the Terminal, ner and Paul Tarabour have formed
will be retained in connection with
Newark; Perry Spencer, formerly as- the Kay Theater Co., with a capitaliits general release.
sistant manager of the Audubon, is
zation of $125,000. The incorporation
now handling special exploitation for in
papers
name William Hodes as agent
"Music Masters" for Near East
charge.
James A. FitzPatrick, who is mak- the Bronx and Manhattan division;
ing a series of travel shorts and who Frank Shepherd, formerly manager
is due to arrive at Keilung, China. of the Olympic, Watertown, is now
op. Saturday, has sold Near East managing the Cataract, Niagara
Falls, N. Y.; C. E. Oliver, formerly
rights on his "Music Master" serie- manager of the State, Corning, N.
to Near East Film Distributing Co..
the deal having been arranged Y., is now manager of the Olympic,
IN
through D. Dubash. After leaving Watertown; A. G. Hamel replaces
Keilung, FitzPatrick will next visit Oliver a_t Corning.
Shanghai.
w niMvoM
Fred Schram Sells House
Policy Changes for Fox Houses
TSXSSSKSS
Xew Philadelphia, O. - — Fred
Two upstate Fox houses have alSchram
has
sold
the
Bijou
to
Nate
F. B. Warren sues Associated Protered their policy and now operate on
ducers for $100,000.
Schultz and Art Simon of Cleveland,
Saturdays and Sundavs only. They change.
*
*
*
are the Liberty in Watertown and who operate an independent exArthur S. Kirkpatrick leaves Robthe State in Corning. The Liberty's
ertson-Cole. Charles R. Rogers his
new policy starts Sunday under the
successor.
K. C. Orpheum Opening
•upervision of M. M. Shenkman. The
*
*
*
State has aiready adopted the change.
Kansas City — Opening of the OrVaudeville has been discontinued at
Lord Beaverbrook bans American
pheum in the near future is reported
the Park Plaza in the Bronx. A under contemplation. Taylor Myers pictures in England.
of the Mainstreet will be manager
straight
sumed. picture policy has been re- and the house will play talkers.
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Five More States Likely To Get Sunday Opening

HEARSTPLANS STRINGOF LOCAL NEWSREELS
Public May Get Only $15,000,000 of Fox Financing
Revision of Plans Partly
Due to Condition of
Stock Market
Developments in the Fox refinancing situation yesterday indicate that
a much smaller amount than originally intended will be negotiated at
this time, with the public participation being limited to from $15,003,000
to $25,000,000. Bankers interested in
the money arrangements have nothing official to say as yet, but the

DeMille's
Favorite
Plot
West Coast Bureau,
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Cecil B. DeMille will produce Edwin Milton"
Royle's "The Squawman" every 10 years of his life and his children
and
carry out
scheme,
if the M-G-M
director's
wish grandchildren
is fullfilled. will
DeMille
madethe silent
versions
of the picture
in
1913 and 1918 and is so devoted to the theme that he wishes the
production perpetuated.

Detroit Gets First Issue
of Reel in Association
With Newspapers
William Randolph Hearst is reported planning local newsreels in
association with his newspapers in
various cities throughout the country. The initial reel has already been
made in Detroit.
Cities lined up for the reel include:
New York, Boston, Albany. Rochester, Syracuse,
Detroit,
Chicago,
Mil(Continucd
on Page
7)

Darrow Urges Use of Screen
To Battle Blue Law Efforts PUBL1X MAY TAKE OVER
NEW HAL ROACH PROGRAM
(Continued

on

Page

4)

INCREASEDT040 COMEDIES
Hal Roach's comedy contribution
to the 1931-32 M-G-M program will
be 40 two-reelers, said Nicholas M
Schenck yesterday, following his return to New York after spending four
weeks at the Coast. This is an increase in Roach shorts, the producer
having furnished 30 for the current
schedule.
M-G-M will continue to build up
star personalities during the new
year, Schenck
stated.
No
present
(Continued

on

Pane

7)

East Rutherford House
Makes 6 for Gottesman
Purchase of the Rex theater build\-'C in East Luuierford, N. J., makes
the sixth house in the new circuit
being built up by Al Gottesman.
Other recent buys were the Grove
and West End in Newark.

12 Trees Saved!
The "copy desk" of the New
York "Daily News" has
cleared the way for the shortTwelvetrees'
of Helen morning
name. ening
Thursday
the
tablo:d carried the head
HELEN 12 TREES GRANTED DECREE, thereby making the 11 -word name safe for
all marquees.

Design for Radio City
Undergoing Alterations
As a result of criticism of the recently exhibited model of Radio City,
architects are at work on the preparation of a new design. The original
plan was characterized as too modernistic and likely to quickly pass
out of date.

7

That exhibitors use their screens
to battle against Blue Law-ism and
other movements which infringe upon
personal liberty and conduct, was
Shamokin, Pa. — Publix is underurged by Clarence Darrow, internastood likely to take over the Chamberlain houses in this territory. The
tionally-known attorney, in addressing the A. M. P. A. yesterday at its circuit comprising seven theaters has
weekly luncheon. Declaring that no been operated under a receivership
other industry
is occupying
such a during the past year.
(Continued

on

Pane

8)

British House of Commons
Passes Sunday Show Measure
London (By Cable) — At its first
reading yesterday, the Sunday Performance Bill was passed by the
House of Commons. The measure,
sponsored by the government, seeks
to legalize the operation of motion
picture theaters on the Sabbath
throughout the British Isles.

Theater Guild Stars
Sign M-G-M Contract
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne,
for years the outstanding stars on
the roster of the Theater Guild, have
signed
a (Continued
contract on with
to
Page M-G-M
8)

Sunday Motion Picture Shows
Likely for Five More States
Stockholders Form Group
To Battle Pathe-RKO Sale

With the Sunday opening forces
winning out in Arkansas, indications
are that during the current legislaWith the purpose of protecting all
tive season five more states will dePathe stockholders desiring to join
cide to allow Sabbath shows. New
Lena M. Vincent in her suit against Mexico a few weeks ago definitely
Pathe Exchange for a complete ac- joined the Sundav shows ranks, and
of similar statutes in Ohio,
counting by Pathe for loss or dam- instituting(Continued
on Pane 4)
(Continued on Pane 81

Klenke Joins Photophone
As Recording Executive
John Klenke, for the past seven
years identified with the production
and distribution of commercial motion pictures of the General Electric
Co., Schenectady, has been appointed
assistant manager of the department
of recording operations of RCA Photophone by Lowell V. Calvert, manager. Klenke will i—1.. his headquarters in Hollywood, where, in addition to functioning as head of the
recording
sales he
organization ondepartment's
the west coast,
will
maintain direct contact with RCA
Photophone recording licensees.

Third U Serial for Roxy
"Heroes of the Flames,"
Universal talking serial, has
been booked for the Roxy and
will start its run there April
11. This makes the third U
serial to play the mammoth de
luxer. It is figured as a summer draw for the kids.

—JXfr*
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London — C. A. Reed, formerly superintendent of service and
technical inspection for W. E. in Australia, has sailed for South
Africa, where he will supervise the installation of W. E. equipment
in
M-G-M key
Durban. This will be Western Electric's
firsttheinstallation
in house
South atAfrica.
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Says Van Beuren Mouse
Simple Simon Comedies
Distributing Independently
Came newspaper
Before reports
Disney's
Answering
of a

Simple Simon Comedies. Inc. makers of two-reelers starring Louis
Simon, has joined the ranks of independent producer-distributors. New
and larger quarters have been taken
by the company at 729 Seventh Ave.,
and initial release will be made April
20, with "Hot Shivers" and "A
Shocking
Affair"
as the first of a
series
of six
comedies.
Mack Stark, general manager, announces that distribution will be
made through the following exchanges: Capital Film Exchange,
New York; B. N. Judell, Chicago;
Masterpiece Film Attractions, Phila.;
Worldart Pictures of N. E., Boston;
Standard Film Service, Cleveland;
Progressive Pictures, St. Louis; Syndicate Pictures, Dallas; Celebrated
Players Film Co., Milwaukee; Celebrated Film Exchange, Minneapolis;
Capitol Pictures Corp., Omaha; Sheffield Exchange System, Denver; All
Star Features Distributors, San Francisco; All Star Features Distributors, Los Angeles; Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions, Atlanta, and Excellent Film Exchange, Toronto.

Primo Camera Signed
For Vitaphone Short

suit being instituted by Walt Disney
Productions against Pathe Exchange
and the Van Beuren Corp. over the
Mickey Mouse character, Amedee J.
Van Beuren yesterday issued the following statement:
"The only information we have
thus far received that such action is
pending is contained in articles in the
papers. In my judgment the action
is entirely without merit or foundation. Aesop's Fables created the
characters Milton and Mary Mouse
at the inception of the company in
1921 and the company has been using
them. _ If there has been any imitation, it would appear to be at the
door of Walt Disney Productions,
whose characters of Mickey Mouse
and Minnie Mouse are so similar to
ours. As soon as we are served with
papers we shall be prepared to defend the action."

lEastnian Films 1
% J. E. Brulatour, Inc. p

I

German Film Held Over
"Bockbierfest," the German talking
and singing film now playing at the
Eighth St. Playhouse, will be held
over for another week.

Apr. 4-11: Week,
Players'
andbenefit
Patrons'
City.
national
for N. Jubilee
V. A.
Club.
Apr. 15-17: Paramount eastern sales convention, Hotel Ambassador, Atlantic
Apr. 19 : Lambs Gambol, Metropolitan Opera
House, New York.
Apr. 20-22 : Warner Bros. Eastern sales convention, Traymore, Atlantic City.
RKO
Pathe sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Apr. 22-24 : Paramount western sales convention, Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
Apr. 23-24 :dorsers
State Convention
of Indiana
Inof Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.
Apr. 25: Laemmle Anniversary Dinner Dance
of Universal Club, Hotel Edison,
New
York.
York. Film sales convention, New
Apr. 27 : Fox
RKO

Sales

Convention,

Los An-

Apr. 29-Mayconvention,
1 : WarnerHotel
Bros.St. Western
Francis, sales
San
Francisco.
geles.
May 18-22: International Exhibitors' Congress, Rome.
May 25-28:of Spring
of the Society
Motion meeting
Picture Engineers,
Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.

"Roxy" Resting

S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel left yesterday for a vacation in the country,
where he will rest for about a week.
Lightman Taking Three
his return Roxy will establish
From Publix in Arkansas Upon
offices in the Palace Theater BuildM. A. Lightman, who is now in
ing with several of his theater staff
New York is understood to be taking joining him. Plans for the organizaover 3 Publix houses in Arkansas.
tion of his new work in connection
They are the Paramount and Pastime with Radio City will be formulated
Bluff.
at
Helena, and the Saenger at Pine immediately upon his return.

Primo Camera, pachyderm of the
prize ring, has been signed by Vitaphone to make a talking film at the Robbers Take $850
Brooklyn Vitaphone plant. For his
In Two St. Louis Jobs
talkie debut, Camera will have a
story especially written for him by
St. Louis — About $850 was taken
Fox Thea. "A"... 454
4-54 4-54—
% Murray Roth. Albert Ray has been in two theater robberies here this
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. 27^4 25% 27 Vg —
Vt assigned to handle the megaphone.
week. At the Missouri, Grand Blvd.
Technicolor
llyi 11
11
—
Yt
and Lucas Ave., a bandit held up
Trans-Lux
W/z 10
10
Grace Matthews, cashier, for $150
NEW YORK
BOND
MARKET
while two detectives were in the
Marcus Visiting Coast
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 66
63
65—54
house.
400-pound safe containing
Before Pathe Convention $700 was A carted
Loew 6s 41
97
96>4 96M +
H
away from the Palm,
Paramount
6s 47.. 94*4 94
94—54
Lee Marcus, president of RKO managed by Victor Thien.
Par. By. 554s51 ..10254 102% 10254
.....
Pathe, expects to leave next week
Par. 554s50
85^ 85
85—1
Pathe 7s37
85
8254 85
+3
for the Coast to confer with Charles
Regular B. & K. Dividends
Warner's
6s39
... 5354 5054 5154 +
54 R. Rogers, production chief, previous
Chicago — Regular quarterly dividend of 75 cents on the common and
to the company's sales convention
April 20-22 in Chicago. On his way $1.75 on the preferred stocks have
Laemmle
Due Here in June
Carl Laemmle arrives in New York back Marcus will address the field been declared by Balaban & Katz.
force in Chicago.
Both are payable June 27 to stock
in June preliminary
to making
his
of record June 15.
annual trip to Europe.
A. B. Blacker Takes Over House
Josephine Borio in Hospital
Indianapolis — A. B. Blacker, who
Just after completing her role in
has been local manager for various
Vitaphone's "In Your Sombrero,"
Long Island City JJ theaters of the Community Photo- Josephine
♦.« New
York
Borio was operated upon
play Houses, has taken over the
£
1540 Broadway
154 Crescent St. J-J
for
appendicitis
at the Presbyterian
STillwell
4-7940
SS
Colonial from the corporation and
*.?
BRyant 9-4712
Hospital. Miss Borio, who has apwill personally direct the house.
peared in western pictures opposite
Buck Jones and Tom Tyler, intends
covery.
Wm.
Goldman
Going Abroad
to return to the coast after her rePhiladelphia — William Goldman,
Warner Bros. Theaters general manager here, plans a vacation in Europe
next month.

5J
Chicago
Hollywood
»> 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica
W
CALumet 3692
Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
DC€r

Studio
and
Location
Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Rates

Powers Clnephone Equipment Corporation
723-7TH

AVE..

N. Y.

BRYANT

9-6067

COMING

& GOING

J. R. GRAINGER
week for New
York.

leaves the coast next

LEON JANNEY, Warner Bros, juvenile
player, is in New
York.
WILLIAM LeBARON and KATHERINE
Monday.
BROWN, RKO eastern scenario editor,
arrive in New York from the Coast on
GLENDON ALLVINE left yesterday for
the coast after a brief visit to the Fox
home office.
HARRY M. GOETZ, assistant treasurer
and comptroller of the Paramount production department, is accompanying AMoJph
Zukor to New York.
LOUabroad.
B. METZGER
from

arrives next week

PROJECTION ROOMS
CENTRALLY

LOCATED

Western Electric Equipped.
Two complete cutting rooms.
Synchronized motors.
Rates:
$1.25

per

reel

$7.50 perAnyhour
Available
Time

FITZPATRICKPICTURES.Inc.
729 7th AVE., N. Y. C.
BRyant

9 — 4384-5
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Raw-Film Output by Soviet Units
Set at 300,000,000 Ft. by 1933
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

2,264 Day-and-Dates

Washington — Annual raw-film outA world record for day-andput of approximately 300,000,000 feet
date bookings will be estabby 1933 is the goal of the Soviet molished tomorrow with the retion picture industry, according to
lease to 2,264 theaters from
reports received by the M. P. Divicoast-to-coast of "The Stolen
sion of the Department of Commerce
from Trade Commissioner George R.
Jools," the NVA Week sponsored short subject, in which
Canty in Paris. To accomplish this
55 stars appear. All major
end a third raw-film plant, in addicircuits and many independent
tion to two under construction, is
groups are included in the
planned.
booking. The policy of the
The first of the two units being
R-K-O Palace, which only runs
built is expected to produce 150,000,a newsreel in addition to vaude000 feet of raw film a year, and the
ville, will be changed to insecond 75,000,000 feet. They are exclude the subject.
pected to start turning out supplies
about the end of the year, as there
will be only experimental work for a
few months. About 150,000,000 feet
of raw film will probably be produced
in 1932, and double that amount in
Indianapolis — As the outcome of
1933. The third factory proposed is
to have an annual output of around nine suits filed some time ago by distributors charging copyright viola450,000,000 feet.
tion, a permanent injunction against
the showing of the pictures by FranReopening Parsons House
cis Key, Anderson exhibitor, has
Parsons, Kan. — The Cozy has been been issued by Federal Judge Robert C. Baltzell. The court also orequipped with Sono-film sound. It
is being remodeled and reopened by
dered that the film in question be
destroyed.
Paul McConnell, new operator.

Indiana Exhib Restrained
In Nine Copyright Actions

SYNDICATE

PICTURES

Present

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
,By HARRY

N. BLAIR',

beauty contest in St. Louis, her home
(^LAUDETTE
COLBERT
en- town.
tirely recovered
from shockis and
slight injuries incurred in a recent
automobile accident suffered while enDudley Clements, seen in several
route to the theater with Mr. and recent Paramount features directed
Mrs. John Green, the latter a staff by George Cukor, has a supporting
composer
at Paramount's New York role in a Vitaphone short just comstudio.
pleted by Frank Orth and Ann
Codec.
Philadelphia is mighty proud of
Albert Ray, Warner Vitaphone ditwo local boys who, oddly enough,
rector, is a great believer in moving
are both making good in Vitaphone
and works them into his picshort comedies after years of suc- shots tures
whenever possible.
cess on the stage. Jack Norworth
and Frank Orth are their names and
both are among the few performers
Lucille Sears, sigyied by Warner
signed to make a series.
Vitaphone for "The Week End," is
a niece of Zelda Sears, noted stage
Patricia Lynn, who has appeared and screen writer and actress. Miss
in several Vitaphone shorts as well Lucille has appeared in numerous
as numerous color test reels, began John Golden stage productions.
her professional career with Earl
Carroll's "Vanities," after winning a
Lyda Roberti, Polish comedienne,

New Incorporations

who
Said
will
gles
next

scored a personal hit in "You
It," Broadway stage musical,
appear opposite Charlie Rugin "Girl Habit," which starts
week at the Paramount studio.

NEW
YORK
CHARTERS
C. & D. Productions,
motion
pictures ;
Hulbert & Heermance, 551 Fifth Ave., New
York.
$10,000.
Falor Amusement
Corp., motion pictures,
plays; J. Gitelman, Rochester, N. Y.
$20,000.

Short subject production in New
York has reached a new peak with
both the Paramount and, Warner
studios each averaging three shorts
a week.

NEW
JERSEY
CHARTERS
Empire Sound Film Co., West New York,
photographic
business ; David
H.
Sterner,
Jersey City, N. J. $2,000.
DISSOLUTIONS
Lupino Lane Comedy Corp., Manhattan.

Eddie Dowling, former assistant director at Paramount's New York
studio, has been assigned to the short
subject department.

The Sensational Serial Play

"THE MYSTERY TROOPER

yy

with

BUZZ BARTON
ROB'T FRAZER
BLANCHE MEHAFFEY
CHARLES KING
AL FERGUSON
RED EAGLE
AND
"WHITE

CLOUD"

(The Wonder

Horse)

Produced by
WONDER PICTURES

Directed by
STUART PATON

A Smashing Ten Episode All-Talking
Serial Picturization of the Romance and
Adventures of the Canadian Northwest
Mounted Police
Released May 1st

SYNDICATE PICTURES CORP.
Foreign Distributors

RITCHEY

EXPORT

CORPORATION

723 Seventh Ave.

New York
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SMALL PART FOR PUBLIC
SEEN IN FOX REFINANCING

FIVE MORE STATES LIKELY
TO ALLOW SUNDAY SHOWS

(Continued from Paae

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

Primghar, la — H. Van Boxtel of unfavorable situation in the security
Osseo, Wis. — S. H. Anderson is
Maryland and Tennessee is now con- the new operator of the Fox, former- Orange City, la., has leased the market is said to be partly responPrimghar here and reopened it.
sidered certain.
ly operated by Frank Andrus.
sible for the change in plans. NothThe Arkansas bill became a law at
ing
has materialized so far in connecToledo, la. — Frank Green of WellCasper, Wyo. — Fd Schulte, owner
midnight Wednesday, when Gov. man,
tion with Kuhn, Loeb & Co's part in
of the three theaters here, has gone the financing.
la.,
has
leased
the
Wieting
here
Harvey Parnell failed to sign the
will open it as the first local tion.
measure passed by both houses of and
to California for a six weeks' vacatalking
picture house.
the Legislature and introduced by
Burlesque Short Series
Senator Raney. It provides that the
Lyons, 111. — Harry Kanter has purPlanned at Empire Studio
various towns exercise local option
Lexington, O. — J. L. Hatcher has
chased the Lyons from Henry Bam- leased the New Rex and opens it
in deciding whether they shall have bara.
John G. Jermon, for years a promwith RCA Photophone equipment on
Sunday shows.
inent producer and operator in the
Easter Sunday. Hatcher formerly
In Tennessee a Sunday measure
burlesque
field, has completed arO. — Howard R. Carter
has been okayed by both houses and hasVermillion,
the Metropolitan in Circletaken over the Liberty from H. operated
"Bud" ofPollard
ville.
the Governor is expected to approve B. Kishman.
Productions rangements
for with
thethemaking
a serof the plan. A like situation exists
ies of two-reel comedies at the EmColumbiana,
O.
—
Mr.
and
Mrs.
in Ohio. In Maryland a Sunday bill
pire Studio, West New York, N. J.
Martins Ferry, O. — C. F. Neugart
has been adopted by both legisla- and A. J. Poirot hav& leased the Jack Myler, who have been operating Popular burlesque players and burtive bodies. It opens up the entire
the Globe, have taken over the interlesque bits will be used in the shorts,
ests of Harry Lungren.
state with the exception of Baltimore, Elzane and are installing RCA Phowhich are to be directed by Pollard.
tophone.
where a referendum on the matter
will be taken at the next city elecSt. Louis Resumes Daylight Fight
Mineral Point, Wis.— R. W. BelWilloughby, O. — Dan Stearns,
tion.
manager of the Willoby, has reduced lack has taken over the Municipal
St. Louis — Annual agitation for
here from the Waldemar Amusement
admission prices to 35 cent top.
daylight
saving time has been reCo.
and
Fred
Scharbach.
Preston, Ida., Gets Sunday Shows
sumed here. The Board of Aldermen have defeated all previous bills
Mound City, Kan. — A new theater,
Preston, Ida. — Sunday
shows will
Elkader, la. — The Rivoli is closing and the present chances do not look
be permitted here under an amend- known as the Aladdin, will be opened
ment to the city ordinance made by here in April in the building formerly for installation of new sound equip- any better. Mayor Miller is indifment and addition of new seats.
ferent to the proposal.
the City Council.
occupied by the Idle Hour.
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CONGRATULATIONS

ON YOUR SUPREME ACHIEVEMENT

OF MOTION PICTURE INFORMATION

CHRONICLED IN THE NINETEEN THIRTY ONE FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK WHICH JUST
REACHED MY DESK IT WILL BE MOST HELPFUL UPON VARIOUS SUBJECTS CONCERNING
LEGISLATION EFFECTING OUR INDUSTRY NOW BEING DISCUSSED IN OUR STATE
ASSEMBLY THE BOOK CANNOT HELP BUT PROVE OF MOST VALUABLE SERVICE TO
THE INDUSTRY
THOMAS D VANOSTEN SECY MGR ALLIED AMUSEMENT INDUSTRIES INC

I
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EXPLOITETTES

Timely Topics

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion

— e^=
The Modern Actor
Gets the Breaks
THE
luxurious existence to
which the successful actor of
today has been elevated by the
motion picture is one of the most
spectacular phenomenas of the
cinema. Compared to the stars
of the past generation, the ordinary bit player in pictures nowadays lives a royal existence.
Even an actor who enjoyed the
utmost fame in the olden days
submitted to hardships in a season's work that the ordinary actor of today would loudly rebel
at. What would a star of today
think of rising at 4 A. M. on a
winter's morning in a cold and
barren hotel room in order to
catch a train for the next night's
performance? But this wasi a
regular feature of the actor's
routine in those days and only
one of the many hardships he
was called upon to endure, no
matter how lofty his position in
the theatrical world. Our Hollywood actors, with their commodious and comfortable homes,
magnificent cars, modern refinements of a thousand different
kinds ought to stop now and then
to make a comparison. They
would enjoy and appreciate far
more the Utopia in which they
live.
— Lloyd Bacon

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN
:THE
nUNEWSMfOL
Of fHMDQM

Doraldina to make three pictures
a year.
Ernest Shipman interested.
Exhibitors and exchangemen leave
for Rochester convention.

Beaverbrook urging all English exhibitors to ban American films. Serious situation developing.

• • • THINGS WERE rather quiet over at the Empey Club
yestiddy around luncheon hour
somebody suggested that
it was due to the Passover
but as a matter of fact, all the
big matzoth-manglers of the Empey were over at the Dixie, getting an earful of Clarence Darrow headlining a wow show for
those A.M. P. A. boys
proving the old showman adage that
it isn't the house but the attraction that counts
and Clarence sure proved SOME attraction
but how in 'ell did a
he-man like that ever get tied up to a monicker like Clarence?
Mister Darrow
started off gentle as a purring brook
and gradually eased into his pet subject
Personal
Liberty
and pretty soon he was metamorphosed into a
dynamic thunderbolt
shooting steel- jacketed truths right
through the armor of the pin-headed fraternity of "Thou-ShaltNots" who try to tell you and us how to regulate our personal
habits and deportment
the speaker went right down the
line of Prohibitionists of Pleasure in all forms
and slayed
them with epigrammatic thrusts
about the most brilliant
swordplay
in syntax the assembled
Ampians
ever listened to
anywhere
just a few gems culled from a carload
CD. spilled in prodigal profusion
"I believe that churches
and movies should run all day Sunday, and let the one that puts
on the best show get the business."
"Sin is a thing that
a person WANTS to do."
"A sermon isn't my idea of
entertainment, although I'll admit some of the sermons are very
funny."
"You can't be free alone. If you fight for yourself, you must fight for everybody else."
"The film industry has the weapons to fight for the general cause of personal
freedom."
it was Mister Darrow's well considered opinion
that these meddlers in other folks' personal liberty were really
sadists
they extracted pleasure in denying other people
pleasure
the famous champion of personal liberty admitted he was never much of a drinker before the Great Artificial
Drought
but now he never refuses a drink, as he believes
he should take it as a matter of principle
Charlie Pettijohn, just to prove how human his friend Darrow was, mentioned
a li'l incident involving an encounter with some gals from a
boarding school they met on a train
and the mademoiselles
made a great fuss over Clarence, and ignored Charlie
"It
must be sex appeal," explained Charles
"I wish it was,"
frankly admitted Mister Darrow, "but if you must know, I'm
not keeping any POSITIVE engagements"
that guy isn't
just the greatest orator the Nation
can boast
he's
HUMAN
which helps to explain his tremendous popularity

• • • MAYOR WALKER has been phoning Harry Hershfield almost every day from California, to inquire how the whitefaced boy is progressing since his illness
which is a great
tribute to Harry
or to Jimmy
any way you want
to figure it
Robert Montgomery will be the guest artist
on Major Bowes' Capitol "Family" program tonight
John
E. Hennegan, of the Hennegan Company, is on from Cincinnati
for a few days, with his local representative, Al Barlow, piloting
him around the high spots

€)

Street Ballyhoo
For "Dracula"

fective campaign was re]y[ANAGER
H. S. Glover's
efsponsible for breaking
of house
records during showing of "Dracula" at the Publix-Majestic,
Shreveport, La. One of the highlights was a street ballyhoo of a
man attired in identical fashion
as "Dracula" appeared in the
picture. The ballyhoo man
walked the streets in the downtown district, entering the major buildings— all the while
speaking to no one. At each assemblage of people he would
grasp the sides of the cloak and
spread it open its entire width —
giving the on-lookers a glimpse
of the word on. the inside —
arousing their curiosity. On the
dickie worn with the outfit were
the words: "Majestic Theater
One Week Starting Sunday,"
this appearing on the front side.
— Majestic, Shreveport, La.
*

*

Coin Lobby Display

*

For "Big Money"
BRANS used an exhibition
DOY adver^/[AN
bills to
coins andBARNE
of rare AGER
tise "Big Money" playing at the
Publix-Dudley, Roxbury, Mass.
The coin and bill exhibit was on
display in the foyer for three
days in advance and throughout
run of picture. Dobrans contacted the Children's Museum in
for the exhibit.
Plains Publix-Dudley,
Jamaica
Roxbury, Mass.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS

• • • WILLIAM R. FRASER, general manager of the
Harold Lloyd Corp., now in Europe, cabled sales manager C. A.
Neeper at the New York office that the engagement of "FeeS:
First" at the Plaza in Lunnon has been extended to run four
weeks
"Beau Geste" is the only pix that ever topped four
weeks at this stand
And when Charlie Petti John introduced the subject of Sex into that A.M.P.A. luncheon, prexy Mike
Simmons suggested that Charlie should be CENSORED
that's volleying the ball
kid
* back* fast, *
*

«

«

«

»

»

»

Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

Jean April
Laverty 3
Duncan Renaldo
Vivian M. Moses
A. V. Plews
George Jessel
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ir yeu need a jcb—ie you have a
JCB
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Many splendid, efficient men and women are out of employment in the motion picture industry. With conditions picking up many jobs
should soon be open. To help along a worthy cause FILM DAILY will print WITHOUT COST your advertisement in classified form
under "Help Wanted" or "Situation Wanted."
Each advertisement limited to 25 words.
Simply address your letter to Advt. Mgr.,
Film Daily, 1650 Broadway, New York City.

HELP

WANTED

SALESMEN needed who can earn
$10,000 to $20,000 yearly, selling motion picture advertising to progressive merchants. Alexander Film Co.,
Colorado Springs, Colo., Dept. F.
FILM SALESMEN, contact exhibitors on novel B.O. screen stars' contest. Territory awarded men qualifying- Screen Players Syndicate, 861
Seward St,. Hollywood, Cal.
CINEMATOGRAPHER and laboratory man, owning camera equipment. Write fully giving description
of equipment, experience, and starting
salary required. Box 677, THE
FILM DAILY, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.
Salesman with following among Ex.
hibitors to handle established line of
sound screens direct from Manufacturer to theatre. Exceptional proposition in all territories. Box 653,
THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
WANTED
BUSINESS MANAGER and PUBLICITY MAN for
an attraction for stage and screen,
must be acquainted with personnel
and routing of vaudeville and screen,
producing offices. Small investment
and opportunity of a lifetime for a
live-wire go-getter. State fully qualifications. Box 627, THE FILM
DAILY,
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
EXPERIENCED Theatre Contact
Men to obtain screen rights for a
syndicated slide service or theatre
owners should communicate direct
to Box 618, THE FILM DAILY,
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
STENOGRAPHER, rapid, capable
handling quantity production. State
essential information for interviewBox 671, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
B'way, N. Y. C.
MAN, experienced theater trade;
good correspondent; master of detail; knowledge business law for follow-up work. Write giving experience, references. Box 670, THE
FILM DAILY, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.

SITUATIONS

WANTED

MOTION Picture Machine Operator,
steady or relief. Theaters, institutions. Will go anywhere. P. Morgese, 62 Mulberry St., N. Y. C
Phone 9445.
OWNER
AND MANAGER, 18
years' experience, thorough knowledge of industry. Best references.
Box 687, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
B'way, N. Y. C.

LABORATORY TECHNICIAN, 23 EDITOR, Press Sheets, for 14 years
years in motion picture industry, can with Paramount, P.D.C., and Pathe.
do anything in laboratory. Was with Trained publicity writer; exploitation, and advertising; layouts; transa large concern the past 16 years.
lations. Available whole or part
Box 679, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
B'way, N. Y. C.
time. Chas. Ulrich, 88-18 150th St.,
EXECUTIVE Management, and
Jamaica, L. I.
sales. Capable, forceful, high-pres- YOUNG WOMAN, seven years' exsure man, successful in film industry
perience news film work, desires posi- EXPERIENCED BOOKER, manager, licensed operator, on Western
tion. Thoroughly expert title writer,
twenty years. Available for immediate connection where experience correspondence, news reel make up, Electric, and R.C.A., Exhibitor desires position where services are apand ability are required. Box 681, news assignments. Splendid referpreciated. Al references. Box 663,
ence from Pathe. Will start in any
THE
FILM DAILY, 1650 B'way,
N. Y. C.
N.
Y.
C.
THE
FILM
DAILY, 1650 B'dway,
department of news film work, possibly in conjunction with secretarial
SPANISH PUBLICIST. Young work, also stenographer. Whole or
lady, Spanish-American, who has part time. L. Gretsch 145 W. 4th St., AN EXECUTIVE who requires an
ASSISTANT thoroughly experibeen handling Latin-American pub- SPring 7-6810.
licity for one of the big distributing
enced in every branch of the entertainment industry and with an especompanies is at liberty. Thoroughly SECRETARY-stenographer, 6 years'
cial knowledge of the essential that
capable publicist. References. Box
Warner'srecently with
Box 678,
THE constitute box-office attractions, can
experience,references.
685, THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Excellent
B'way, N. Y. C.
FILM DAILY, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C. get in touch with a young man possessing these qualifications and a capacity for hard and loyal work, by
FREE LANCE ANNOUNCER, A SHOWMAN, pictures and vaudeville, in leading circuit theaters. Man- communicating with Box 650, THE
available for synchronizing scenicsi,
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
aging, booking, exploitation. Now N.
trailers, industrials, write own scripts
Y. C.
managing one of Brooklyn's de luxe
if necessary. Box 683, THE FILM picture
Houses.
Will
go
anywhere.
DAILY, 1650 Bway, N. Y. C.
Box 689, THE FILM DAILY, 1650
STENOGRAPHER, can do bookB'way, N. Y. CMANAGER with 15 years' experi- ASSISTANT FILM DIRECTOR,
keeping,
4 years' Frances
film experience, dictaphone,
best references.
ence, handling houses and road atGold,
tractions, will go anywhere. Salary young and with excellent references N. Y. 1491 Montgomery Ave. Bronx,
no object. Box 686, THE FILM wants work at once. Can handle
breakdown, Traveling no objection.
DAILY, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.
Box 676, THE FILM DAILY, 1650 YOUNG MAN, 6 years with motion
PHOTOGRAPHER, well known, B'way, N. Y. C.
picture, and theater publicity dep't.
has photographed in all parts of the
Willing to do anything. Good referANIMATOR,
fast,
accurate,
sound
ences. Box 669, THE FILM
world, desires position. Will go anywhere. Best of references from the experience. Grotesque gags, desires DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
changes
Box
780,
THE
FILM
foremost producers. Box 688, THE
FILM DAILY, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C. DAILY, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.
MANAGER,
14 years'
ence in moviewith
houses,
good experihouse
FILM TECHNICIAN, has handled A-l PUBLICITY MAN, with nation-wide connections in aviation man, film buyer and booking, handle
film in all stages. 20 years' experi- field, seeks work with company plan- publicity and exploitation. Wideence. Best references, willing to do
awake and a hustler. Lew Goldreyer,
ning or producing aviation picture.
anything pertaining to film. Box 690, Can supervise
technical direction. R. 2494 Morris Ave., Bronx, N. Y.
THE
FILM DAILY, 1650 B'way, Y.
Stuart
N. Y. C.
C. Murray, 551 Fifth Ave., NWANTED— Position with motion
EDITORIAL, college woman, ex- YOUNG MAN, high school graduate, picture company where experience
perienced fiction editor, newspaper wishes position as stenographer, can with a foreign newsreel office, can
reporter, handles personality public- do bookkeeping. Box 667, THE take full accounts of assignments of
ity from woman's angle. Able critic, FILM DAILY, 1650 B'way, N- Y. C. French, Spanish, Polish or understands and speaks German slightly.
9-5590.
can
write anything- Call RAymond
MOTION PICTURE Operator, li- Salary no object. Box 649, THE
FILM
non-union, 26, married, wishes N.
Y. C. DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
YOUNG MAN, college graduate, work. censed,
Mechanical and technical
speaks Russian, French, expert corre- ability all sound installations. Box
spondent; 11 years' motion picture 668, THE FILM DAILY, 1650 STEN OGRAP
HER-SECRETARY,
experience. Expert production, for- B'way, N. Y. C.
eign booking, general office details.
do bookkeeping. Five years' film
Now connected as theater executive. BOOKER or Play Date Auditor, can
experience. Excelle
nt references.
Box 684, THE FILM DAILY, 1650 eight years' experience, with one of B'way,
Box 672,N. THE
Y. C. FILM DAILY, 1650
B'way, N. Y. C.
the largest distributing and exhibiting companies. At liberty, and can go
YOUNG MAN, college education, anywhere. Box 673, THE FILM
YOUNG LADY. In office of reliable
ambitious, experience in advertising DAILY, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.
department of a leading motion picSeveral Knowledge
years' experience
ture Co. Will do anything, will go YOUNG WOMAN, many years film firm.
bookkeeper.
office ass't
routine.
Best
references.
Box
No. 691,
anywhere. Best references. Box 682, experience, will do anything. Excellent references. Box 675, THE THE FILM DAILY, 1650 BroadTHE
DAILY, 1650 B'way,
N. Y. FILM
C.
way, N. Y. C.
FILM DAILY, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.
YOUNG LADY, first rate stenographer, executive ability, capable handling details. References furnished.
Miss S. Simon, 1210 40th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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LATEST HOLLYWOOD

= Coast Wire Service
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"U" Signs Walter Huston
As Co-star in "Boulevard"
Walter Huston has been signed by
Carl Laemmle, Jr., to co-star with
Genevieve Tobin in "Boulevard," an
original written for Universal by
Ernest Wolf. Selection of director
and supporting cast will be made
soon, and the film will enter production with the reopening of the Universal studios on April IS.

HAPPENINGS

©

-

Last of 1930-31 Comedies
In Work at Pathe Studio

RKO Pathe has started production
on "All Gummed Up" and "Night
Class," the final two-reelers to comWILK
plete the current schedule of comedy shorts.
men April 9, and will return to Holly"All Gummed Up" is an original
wood in September on the second of
her bi-annual trips in her agreement story by Harry Sweet, director, and
was adapted by George Green. Ed
with Goldwyn.
Kennedy, Florence Lake and Louise
*
*
*
Carver head the cast.
"Night Class" is an original by
Because of his work on the story Harry
Frazer. director, adapted by
and dialogue for Greta Garbo's "In- Charles Callahan. Nat Carr is featured and the cast includes Hooper
spiration," Gene Markey has been
signed on a new long term contract Atchley, Wade Boteler, Marie Astair, Michael Visaroff, Walter Long,
with M-G-M and as his first assignment has written the adaptation and and Brooks Benedict.
With the completion of these
dialogue for "The Great Lover," shorts, RKO Pathe will have comwhich will star Adolphe Menjou.
Markey, who is a noted short story schedule.pleted 52 comedies on this season's
writer and novelist, recently brought
out his new book, "The Road to
Bacon At First National

A LITTLE from "LOTS
^ By

RALPH

and John

'J'HE
Hustons— Walter
— are holding a reunion in Hollywood. The father, who is completing

work in "Upper Underworld," made
it clear that he had absolutely nothing to do with the invitation of his
Wilbur Mack Signed by Fox
son to enter the motion picture field.
Wilbur Mack has been engaged by The veteran actor of the stage and
Fox for a role in "Misbehaving," an screen is elated over the fact that his
adaptation from the stage play,
son made his writing connection with
"Good Gracious, Annabelle," cast of
which already includes Victor Mc- Samuel Goldwyn entirely "on his
Laglen, Jeanette MacDonald, Sally
Blane, Joyce Compton, William Collier, Sr., William Holden and Ruth
Warren.
own."
Our Passing Show: Joe Dugan,
Stuart Walker to Direct Clara Bow Charles Gehringer, Earl Whitehill of
the Detroit Tigers, Harry Bullion,
Stuart Walker, stage director recently placed under contract by Par- baseball expert of the Detroit Free Rouen."
Edward McWade and Marion
amount, has arrived on the coast and Press, Eddie Connors and Carl Mc- Shockley, who recently completed
is preparing to direct Clara Bow in a Bride visiting points of interest at leading roles in the RKO Pathe comnew picture to follow "Kick In," on Radio Pictures; Max Shagrin motoredy, another
"Disappearing
Enemies,"
are
which the star is now working.
seen in
Margaret
Echard
ing on Hollywood Boulevard.
comedy titled "Parents Wanted," directed by Fred Guiol. Others in the
Submarine Vehicle for Bill Haines
cast are Ethel Wales, A. Austin, William Janney and Harold Goodwin.
Howard Estabrook, scenarist, and
"Pigboats," a story dealing with
submarine adventure, has been-selectWesley Ruggles, director, who
ed by M-G-M as the next starring
vehicle for William Haines, who is worked together on "Cimarron," are
Gavin Gordon says he practically
now completing work on "Dancing whipping into shape Ruggles' next completed a course in naval sciences
Partners." "Pigboats" is an adapta- directorial assignment, "The Cake
while playing his role of naval of:ion of a story by Lieut. Commander
Eater." Estabrook goes daily to
Edward Ellsberg.
in "Shipmates"
What ficer
with
the books he at
was M-G-M.
obliged
Ruggles' Malibu beach home, where to read and the technical lessons he
Ruggles is convalescing from a recent
was given by experts on the set, he
"Suicide Fleet" At Naval Base
heart attack.
feels he ought to have at least the
"Suicide Fleet," William Boyd's
rank of ensign.
nitial release on the RKO Pathe
1931-32 program, will be staged at
the U. S. Navy Base, San Pedro.
By the way, Joe Pasternak, who
Harold Shumate, author of the story
was
Ruggles' assistant director at
s now at the base conferring with
naval officers, who will act as tech- Universal and who is now a Euronical advisors on the production.
pean production executive for Universal, was recently married in Berlin to Miss Margaret Flader.
Feyder Again Directing Novarro
Jacques Feyder, French director
»vho made his talker directorial deMile.
Gabrielle
Chanel,
famous
jut on "Daybreak," M-G-M producion starring Ramon Novarro, will Parisian designer and style authority
igain direct Novarro in "The Son under contract to Samuel Goldwyn,
if the Rajah." This film will go into is on her wav to New York bound
>roduction in the near future.
for Paris, following several weeks
spent here in conference with the
Goldwvn production staff and in
Going Native
meeting United Artists stars. Mile.
Influx of foreign actors is
Chanel sails for France on the Breimproving the cuisine of local
restaurants, according to Anthony Coldewey, who sez the
artists from abroad are taking
Hollywood chefs into their con(Continued from Page 1)
fidence about the secret of
stars
will
be turned loose, he said.
famous continental dishes.
Nevertheless, declares ColdeRobert Montgomery, who is being
wey, most of the foreign playelevated to starring roles, will appear
ers become converts to the
in three pictures on the M-G-M progreat American combination of
gram, which will comprise 52 feaham and eggs.
tures.

Llcyd Bacon, Warner Bros, director, has been borrowed by First
National to direct "The Honor of
the Family," with Bebe Daniels.
Bacon originally had been assigned
to direct "Side Show," which will
have Winnie Lightner, Charles Butterworth, Donald Cook and Guy
Kibbe. Roy Del Ruth will now direct the latter production.
Bert
"We added
Three" toCast
BertRoach
RoachJoins
has been
the
cast of "We Three," the First Na
tional picture with a cast headed by
Rose Hobart and Ben Lyon. Others
include Claude Gillingwater, Emma
Dunne, Juliette Compton, Joe Donahue, Florence Britton, Adele Watson,
Louise Mackintosh, Eddie Anderson. John Adolfi is the director.

Ruth Selwyn in Davies Film
As her first assignment under conWilliam Powell, whose first veh
tract to M-G-M, Ruth Selwyn will
icle under his Warner Bros, contract
will go into production within the play a society debutante in Marion
next two weeks, is taking an active Davies' new picture, "Five and Ten."
part in the selection of the cast. The Robert Z. Leonard is handling the
adaptation of this Fannie Hurst
list of players is now almost complete novel.
and will be announced in a few days.
Alfred E. Green will direct the picture, which has been adapted by
New Title for "Trader" Burlesque
"Trader Hound" replaces "Trader
Roland Pertwee and J. Grubb AlexAiredale" as the title of the newest
ander from a script by Pertwee.
release in the M-G-M series of
"talking dog" comedies. This comic
venture.
burlesques the feature of African ad.7. D. Peters, nationally known designer of modern architecture, has
joined Paramount' s art department
under Van Nest Polglase.

Big Spanish Troupe

Hearst Plans String
New Hal Roach Program
Increased to 40 Comedies
Of Local Newsreels
(Continued from Page

1)

uaukee, Seattle, San Francisco, Oakland, Los Angeles, Omaha, San Anington. tonio, Atlanta, Baltimore and WashIssuance of local newsreels, it is
understood, will have no effect on the
Fox-Hearst newsreel setup.

A

total of 31 players engaged in the making of Spanish
films are now on the Fox roster. They represent seven different Spanish-speaking countries. The company plans to
turn out 20 Spanish versions in
the coming season. Pure Castillian is followed in the making of these productions for
foreign consumption.

-. 9&*h
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DARROW URGES SCREEN
TO BATTLEBLUE LAWS
{Continued from Page

1)

narthis form of
position to combat row-mindedness,
he recommended
that theaters adopt a program of
intelligent propaganda."
"wholesome,
Darrow panned reformers who seek
to restrict the operating hours of a
theater, and pointed out that the
film industry never tries to regulate
the hours during which churches hold
services. "The fellow who puts on
the best show gets the best audi
ence," he asserted.
The attorney deplored the political
influence wielded by churches in the
Blue Law situation. Personal conduct, he said, must be determined individually and not through legislations effected by a majority. Blue
Laws are practically .unknown in
Continental Europe, Darrow pointed
out, and declared that the film industry possesses the weapons needed to fight for general freedom from
meddlesome laws.
Darrow was brought to the luncheon bv C. C. Pettijohn, who spoke
briefly after the lawver. Others who
were presented by President Michael
L. Simmons were: M. E. Comerford,
Conm'e with
Miles,
and picture
editor
the dramatic
Hearst publications;

FOREIGN
By GEORGE

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM
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Theater Guild Stars
Signs
M-G-M Contract C.E.A. Chiefs to Attend
(Continued from Pane 1)
Rome
Internat'l Congress
make
a picture this summer,
with
Rome — The
Switow Bros. Acquire
National, Louisville
Louisville — The National, at Fifth
and Walnut Sts., has been leased for
25 years by Switow Bros, at an approximate value of $1,000,000. A.
Bass, owner of the building has been
operating the theater and recent reports had it that Great Lakes Theaters were taking it over. The new
policy is vaudeville and secona-run
pictures with two weekly changes.
Switow Bros, own about 25 theaters
in Kentucky and Indiana, some of
which are leased to Publix.
Pollard Preparing Hoxie Serial
"Bud" Pollard is synchronizing
and cutting a 10-episode serial starring Jack Hoxie and Marion Sais.
This picture will be released shortly
by Guaranteed Pictures Corp.

Spring Influence
Martha L. Wilchinski, press
relations director of the Roxy,
goes on the air over WOR at
10:30 tonight in a reading of
some of her published and
some unpublished poetry.

REDDY

German Film Imports
3,336 Play Dates Abroad
For German Sound Films
Showing an Increase

Washington — Out of approximately
7,720 wired houses in Europe, exclusive of the Soviet Union, it is estimated that there are a total of 3,336 available play dates for German sound
films and 805 play dates for French
talkers, according to a compilation
made by the M. P. Division of the
Department of Commerce. The figures
were arrived at by totaling the number of wired houses in countries or
sections where either of these languages has the first preference with
those cinemas in which films of the
languages in question have secondary
appeal as well.
The German sound playdates are
distributed as follows: Germany, 1,801; Austria, 153; Baltic States, 67;
Bulgaria, 22; Czechoslovakia, 159;
Hungary, 118; Netherlands, 150;
Yugoslavia, 68; Sweden, 411; Denmark, 125; Norway, 39; Finland, 65;
Switzerland, 69 ; Rumania, 89.
M. A. Lightman, Felix Feist, M. J.
French playdates are : France, 565 ;
O'Toole, Maurice D. Kann, Frank Belgium, 100; Greece, 36; Turkey, 23;
Wilstach and Ex - Assemblyman Switzerland, 30; Rumania, 46; BulPhelps.
garia, 5.

an option calling for an additional
film the following year.
This will
be their first talker appearance.

MARKETS
Berlin — Film imports in Germany
are on the upgrade, it is shown in the
report of pictures censored. During
January, 27 feature films are censored, 15 being German-made and 12
foreign, including four American.
This compares with 14 German and
nine foreign in December, and eight
German and eight foreign in November. Total length of all films censored in Germany during January
was approximately 450,000 feet, of
which 258,000 feet represented educational and newsreels. This was an
increase over both December and November.

French Retailers Oppose
Theaters Selling Records

Colon, C. Z. — Paramount-Publix's
new 1,200-seat house here has been
completed and opened.

RESONANCE ELIMINATED
BY NEW PACENT AMPLIFIER
Pacent Electric Co. has acquired
the rights to a new system of compensated amplification, that is said
to solve the problem of resonance in
auditoriums, as well as eliminate resonance in mechanical and electrical
equipment, i The system was developed by Julius G. Aceves, radio
engineer and member of the firm of
Amy, Aceves and King.
Aceves' system of tone compensation provides for a series of controls
which enable the operator to accentuate or attenuate any particular frequency or any particular groups of
frequencies which he may desire.
With an amplifier so designed it is
possible not only to compensate for
losses in recording and reproduction,
but also to attenuate those particular
frequencies which are emphasized
through resonance in the electrical
or mechanical network for that caused

Paris — Claiming that the practice
now in effect in theaters here of selling photograph records of popular
tunes from films has made heavy inroads into music retailers' business, by physical properties in the place
the French Talking Machine Retail- of reproduction, it is stated.
ers' Ass'n is seeking to bring an end
The system also is said to make
to this form of competition. The asacoustical treatment of thesociation plans to approach exhibitor elaborate
aters unnecessary.
bodies on the matter.

2 U. S. Firms Seek Rights Stockholders Form Group
Of Soviet Reel for Eng. To Battle Pathe-RKO Sale
(Continued from Page 1)

London — A Soviet newsreel may
soon be given general distribution
throughout Great Britain via one of
General Council of the two American companies now negoBritish C.E.A. has accepted an invitiating for its rights, according to a
tation of the Federazione Nazionale report here. In Russia the newsreel
Fascista dell' Industria dello Spetta- is issued weekly, but under the plans
colo to participate in the Internation- of the U. S. firms, three issues monthal Congress to be held here May 18ly are contemplated for England.
22. C.E.A. representatives attending
will be the president, vice president,
Film Confab
Held in Paris
treasurer.^ and general secretary of
Paris — An international conference,
the association.
attended bv representatives from various countries interested in educational films, was held here recently.
"Heart Breaker" Completed
Among those present was M. de Feo
Rome — Camera work on the Cines of the League of Nations. The main
of discussion at the meet was
Pittaluga production "Rubacuori" topic
("'Heart Breaker"), has been com- the formation of an international
oleted under the direction of Guido library of educational pictures. This
Brienone. The film is now in the conference was a preliminary to the
cutting room. Cast includes Arman- third International Educational Film
Congress,
which will take place in
do Falconi, Mary Kid, Grazia del Vienna
in Mav.
Rio, Maria Lattanzi, Mercedes Brig'ione, Alfred Martinelli and others.
Buvs French Film for Germany
Berlin — Froelich Film of this city
Author Makes Debut as Director
has purchased from BraunbergerLondon — Leslie Howard Gordon, Richpbe. French comoanv, the rights
playwright and author of a number to "Midnight Love," from which a
of successful screen productions, version will be made for German dismakes his debut as a British director
tribution. Daniele Parola and Pierre
on "The House of Unrest," his latest BatchefF. stars in the French version
storv, which will shortly be released of the film, will also head the cast
of the German veh'cle.
by P.D.C.-Stoll.
Paramount House in Colon

Friday. April 3, 1931

B.C.S. Membershin
Now
140
London — Membership
of the new
140.
British
Cinematoeraoh Society, technical organization, is now reported at

age alleged to have been incurred
in the sale of Pathe assets to RKO,
several hundred stockholders have
formed
the Pathe
Ass'nA
with offices
at 542 Protective
Fifth Ave.
circular letter on the subject is now
being prepared by Harry L. Kreeger,
attorney for the association and it
will be sent to 15,000 stockholders,
who will be informed of present conditions of Pathe Exchange and invite them to join the association. According to Kreeger, the Supreme
Court will be petitioned, within the
next month, to permit the inclusion
of all members of the association as
plaintiffs in the case, in addition to
Miss Vincent. Kreeger also stated
that the remaining assets of Pathe
Exchange include an option on 49
per cent of Dupont-Pathe stock; over
$4,000,000 in RKO notes in payment
of the Pathe assets; the Bound Brook
Laboratories; receipts of certain motion pictures now in circulation and
the balance of monies due from world
right sales of Pathe pictures.

War and Peace
In Yugoslavia the King
objected to "AH Quiet on
Western
sor has Front"
banned and
it the
on

has
the
centhe

thatnot"it
war."
far condemns
away in
ground And
Vienna the pix caused such an
uproar at its recent opening,
that efforts are being made to
ensure a "peaceful" showing.
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IT DOESN'T TAKE A KING
SOLOMON TO DECIDE /
The

box-office

values of these
United

Artists

naturals SHOUT
for themselves.

Coming— another great dramatic triumph by the star of
"The Trespasser".

SWANSON
"INDISCREET"
A DE SYLVA, BROWN AND
PRODUCTION

HENDERSON

Presented by JOSEPH M. SCHENCK
with BEN LYON — ARTHUR LAKE
Directed by LEO McCAREY

■
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56 Piedmont Street, Boston
1046 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.
505 Pearl Street, Buffalo
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1024 Forbes Street, Pittsburgh
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462 Glisan St., Portland
2418 Second Ave., Seattle
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Standard Print Results in Big Saving To Industry

NAT'LJCREEN acquires advanceIrailer

Lou Metzger To Head Columbia Sales Department

Joe Goldberg Will Handle
Company's
Western
Division
Lou B. Metzger, who has been
representing Columbia in England
since he left Universal last year, is
to succeed Joe Goldberg as Columbia's general sales manager, The
Film Daily learns. Metzger arrived
from abroad quietly on Friday, coincident with Goldberg's departure for
the west. It is understood that Goldberg will handle western division activities for the company.

NEW GAUROhTSTUDIO
PLANNINGjO A YEAR

State Police Ass'n Assails Gang Films
Morristown, N. J.— A resolution calling for "an adequate and
foolproof law" to bar the showing of underworld pictures dramatizing gunmen and racketeers was adopted at the annual meeting of
the New Jersey State Police Chiefs' Ass'n held here. It was contended that gang pictures have a bad effect on juveniles and that the
glamorous aspects of racketeering and gunplay make a more vivid
and lastingin impression
than the "punishment" that is meted out to
criminals
pictures.

West

Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

4 NEW PUBLIX HOUSES
SLATED TO OPEN SOON
Publix will open four new houses,
adding 6,000 seats to the circuit, between now and June 15. The theaters include the Paramount, Kankakee, 111., opening April 15; a house
in Ashland, Ky., opening May 1: the
Paramount, Steubenville, O., opening
June 1, and a house in Aurora, 111.,
opening June 15.

Big Saving on Film Prints
Follows Use of Standard

BIG MEMBERSHIP DRIVE

in "The Finger Points," First
National, at the Strand; "Three
Rogues," Fox. at the Roxy, and
"Dirigible," Columbia, at the
Central.

on

Page

2)

Best Film Processing Methods PUBLiX STARTS CAMPAIGN
To Be Determined by Survey

Import-Export Office
Opened by John Wild

Fay Wray is currently appearing on Broadway in three
different pictures made by three
different companies and playing
three different theaters. She is

Acquisition of Advance Trailer by
National Screen Service, fir>t reported exclusively in The Film Daily
last Wednesday, was definitely consummated Friday. It is understood
the merger will not involve any
changes in the methods of operation
(Continued

Hollywood — A survey to obtain a
concensus of opinion on the best
processing practices for picture and
London— From 30 to 40 talkers a sound film has been launched by the
year are to be turned out by the new Producers-Technicians Committee of
Gaumont studio now nearing com- the Academy of M. P. Arts and
pletion at Shepherd's Bush, according Sciences. The survey is being conIto W. J. Gell, managing director of
ducted by the Film Processing Subcommittee of the Producers- Technithe company. Production of multilinguals also is expected to begin
cians group, composed of M. C.
when the new floors are ready.
Levee, chairman, C. Roy Hunter,
Douglas Shearer, H. Keith Weeks,
Emery Huse, W. C. Harcus, Wesley
Miller, Nugent H. Slaughter and J.
Theodore
Reed.
A comprehensive
John Wild, who recently arrived
(Continued
on Page
2)
from London, has opened an export
and import office in New York under
the name of International Film Distributors Co. Wild was in the export
business here 10 years ago as representative of Hepworth and Gaumont.
He has acquired "Monsters of the
Deep" from Congo and two series
of Westerns produced by R. J. Horner at the Coast.

Hard-Working Gal

No Changes Contemplated
in Operation Methods
Of Two Firms

West

Coast Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A big decrease in unnecessary film mutilation which has
cost the industry thousands of dollars annually is resulting from the
adoption of the standard release print,
according to reports from exchanges
throughout the country received by
Allied States Ass'n is planning an the Academy of M. P. Arts and
intensive membership c a m p a i g n,
starting at an early date. About Sciences, With a view to further
the specifications for reeight exhib meetings, sponsored by improving
lease print makeup which have been
various state units, will be held at used for the last three months by
which the policies of the national or- producers, the Academy is now compiling suggestions from projectionists
ganization are to be explained. President Abram F. Myers will attend in a survey
being on conducted
from
(Continued
Page
2)
meetings.

PLANNED BY ALLIED ASS'N

In an intensive campaign to offset
the competition of summer attractions, Sam Katz has advised all Publix managers to immediately concentrate and act on individual local situations(Continncd
and conditions.
Theater
manon Page
2)

Referendum Proposed
In Wis. Sunday Fight
Madison, Wis. — Although the bill
to repeal the state blue law was recently defeated in the Senate, another
attempt along the same lines will be
made during this legislature. The
question would be put to a referendum, according to plans reported under way in the assembly.

"Dirigible"
Here is one that is thrilling, spectacular and unusual,
Columbia
presentedthisto "Dirigible"
Broadway that
last
night at the Central. The story is of
the typical Capra. Graves. Holt formula, but it serves well enough for a brilliant background, thanks to splendid
co-operation on the part of the U. S.
Navy Department, that is authentic,
educational and inspiring. A sequence
in wide-film is used to splendid advantage. It is not what might be
termed a woman's picture, but it is as
clean as a hound's tooth and as fresh
as the proverbial spring breeze when
contrasted to the present sex and crook
cinema indigestion most theaters are
at present
experiencing.
offers
unusual
exploitation "Dirigible"
opportunities and should please every type of
audience.
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Publix Starts Campaign
Survey to Determine
On Summer
Competition
Best {Continued
Processing
Methods
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Publix Makes D. Kennedy
Montgomery City Manager

agers and advertising directors have
been given a free hand to carry on
local exploitation campaigns. The
danger of tie-ups with baseball parks,
beaches, miniature golf courses and
other summer attractions is stressed
by Katz. who also has ordered that
trailers, advising patrons of the theater's cooling system and comfort, be
prepared for showings starting Ma}'
1. In Boston, 150 different stunts,
ideas and suggestions have been accumulated which will form the basis
of an intensive campaign for summer business in Publix theaters.

National Screen Service
Acquires Advance Trailer

questionnaire, covering all phases of
the subject, is being circulated, and
the results obtained will serve as a
basis for recommendations to be
issued in report form. The questionnaire covers sensitometry, development, fixing, drying densitometry and inspection of picture negative, sound negative and sound-onfilm prints, over-all checks of the exposure-transmission relation for sound
tracks, printing process, and standards for sound and picture quality.

Eastmaan Films
J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

?**
H
5J

Apr. 20-22 : Warner Bros. Eastern sales convention, Traymore, Atlantic City.
RKO
Pathe sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

Big Saving on Film Prints
Follows Use of Standard

Apr- 22-24 : Paramount western sales convention, Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
Apr. 23-24:dorsers
State Convention
of Indiana
Inof Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.

(Continued from Pane 1)

New Publix House for Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh — Recent conferences
here between Spyros Skouras and
real estate people has given rise to
reports that Publix is to erect a theater here on a downtown site now
occupied by a department store.

Komp Lab Assets to be Sold
Public auction of the assets of the
Film Komp Film Lab. Inc.. bank;•♦
Chicago
Hollywood
rupt, will be held Tuesdav afternoon
••{ 1727 Indiana Are. 6700 Santa Monica •*♦ CALurnet 3692
Blvd.
'•
it
HOLlywood 4121
! at _ 630 Ninth Ave. bv the Underwriters Salvage Co. Irving Trust Co.
8
!
vu»::~uu::::::::::::^::::::.u.::.::.::::^.::.f is receiver.

Apr. 25: Laemmle Anniversary Dinner Dance
of Universal Club, Hotel Edison,
New York.
York.
Apr. 27 : Fox Film sales convention, New
RKO

Sales

Convention,

Los

An-

Apr. 29-Mayconvention.
1 : WarnerHotel
Bros.St. Western
Francis, sales
San
Francisco.
geles.
May 18-22: International Exhibitors' Congress, Rome.
May 25-28: Spring
meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.

Cleveland Booking Office
Detroit Allied Exhibs
Reopened by Publix
Threaten Fox Boycott
Cleveland — Publix has reopened its

Detroit — Members of the Allied
Cleveland District Booking office,
with George Tice as district book- unit here are reported planning to
ing manager, serving Youngstown, boycott Fox product in their houses
Toledo and Marion. Tice will func- unless admission prices at the local
theater are raised. The Fox
tion as booker
divisional
head. under Louis Notarius Fox
sometime ago cut its scale to 25
cents for matinee and 50 cents top
at night, with 15 cents at all times
Chjxton Takes Over 'Frisco House
for kids. As a result the pictures
San Francisco — Tack Cluxton
has
playing
this house lose their draw
taken over the Hayes,
closed for
borhoods.
when
they
get around to the neighsome time, and is reopening it with
a sound policy.
Bob Gary at Omaha Paramount
C. R. Wilson
Retires
Omaha— R. C. (Bob) Gary, reLiberty, Mo. — C. R. Wilson has
disposed of the Liberty to C. A.
cently at the De Moines and ParaSchultz of the Midwest Film Dismount in De Moines, is now managing the Paramount here. Harold R.
tributors, Kansas Citv, and is retiring from the theater business. Wil- Sheridan, formerly with Fox in the
East, succeeded Gary at the De
liam Myer of Cape Girardeau will Moines.
manage
the
house,
which
is
being
remodeled.

Sulzer Starts Trailer Service
Atlanta — James C. Sulzer, for the
oast four vears production manager
Leases Atlanta 'U' House
Atlanta— Paul F. Gaston of East
of the Strickland Industrial Film LabAll security markets were closed oratorv. has started his own trailer Atlanta has leased the Fairfax here
yesterday in observance of Good Fri- •"id photographic service at 1481/? from Universal and is now operating
the house.
day.
Walton St. Offices will be with the
»,••««#«
♦ •.♦ ♦.* ♦.♦•«•»»»«»•«»»«««»««#»#«»«««•
*.* •.* *.* ♦.* ♦.* ♦.♦ •.* •.* •.* •.♦ *.» •.♦ *.* ».*
♦.* ♦.* •.* • * ♦.•♦••/ Zurbach Laboratories, which will de»♦*«♦.• «*»•*•*♦»*•<>
•**
velop for Sulzer.
11
Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STillwell 4-7940

Apr. 19: Lambs Gambol, Metropolitan Opera
House, New York.

both Hollywood and New York with
the co-operation of the Projection
or personnel of either company. Ad- Advisory Council, American Projecvance will continue to produce sound
tion Society, Film Boards, distribtrailers as in the past, while Nationuting companies and various indusal Screen will turn out talking trailtry organizations.
ers with scenes from the pictures
One of the primary aims of the
themselves. It i^ felt that, with each Standard is to keep the prints in betfirm concentrating in its respective
ter condition for the subsequent runs,
field, waste will be eliminated.
and special efforts are being made to
get comments and recommendations
from the projectionists in sman
10 Must Stand Trial
houses.

ancia

|.j New
York
».;
1540 Broadway
;.♦
BRyant 9-4712

Apr. 4-11: Week,
Players'
andbenefit
Patrons'
national
for N. Jubilee
V. A.
City.
Club.
Apr. 15-17: Paramount eastern sales convention, Hotel Ambassador, Atlantic

[Continued from Pane 1)

For Giving Articles
Montgomery, Ala. — R. M. (Dick;
Kenned}', for some time resident
Toronto
—
Charged with distributmanager of the Wilby Circuit s
ing articles of value as an inducehouses in Birmingham, is now Pubment to patrons, 10 theater officials
lix city manager here in charge of here must
go on trial next week for
the Paramount,
Empire and Strand. alleged breach of the Theater Act.
The defendants are Sam Fine, Sam
E. Texas Circuit Buys Out Bloom, Leonard Murphv, Constance
Yvonne Floyd. Harry Lester.
Opposition in Marshall Flovd,
Louis Mazza, Harold Kav. Charles
Marshall, Tex. — Gene Hendon and Rottenberg and John Bnrdon.
Gus A. Doering, who have been operating the Palace for about a month
in competition with East Texas The- Increase in British Films
aters, have sold out to the latter. The
Seen by Canada This Year
East Texas circuit had threatened to
Toronto — An increase in British
build an opposition house in Mineola,
where Doering also operates.
film imports, as well as improvement
in qualitv of the English product, is
P. M. Lewis to Rebuild Strand, A. C. forecast for this year by the British
Atlantic City — P. Mortimer Lewis, Film Guild following a survey. A
operating a local circuit, is planning bulletin just issued by the Guild
to rebuild the Strand on the Board- states that eight producers in Engwalk. He also is considering plans
land plan to nav more attention to
for a new house.
the tastes of Canadian film patrons,
and that thev will send 30 pictures
for release here.

Fin

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BCCI^

Let* Us

Solve

Birmingham Managers Shifted
Birmingham — Vernon Reaver, for
merly manager of the Ritz, is nov
1
handling Publix's Alabama, succeed- jf
Florida.
to t~transferred
Lake,
Clinton
ing

Your

Problems!

Over, 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists™

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY,

N. Y. C.

BRyant 9-3040

Spring
Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles,
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Mutual 5356
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Timely Topics

EXPLOITETTES

A Digest of
Current Opinion

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas
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• • • ONE OF our British cousins, Sir Gordon Craig,
managing director of New Era National Pictures, recently stated:

Good Lobby
On "Africa Speaks"
jyfANAGER L. P. WEAVER
dressed up his foyer in such
a manner that it aided materially

"The British public is thoroughly weary of most American
talkies
expressed through voices that not only sound unpleasantly nasal or shrill to British ears, but speak a lingo that
is often incomprehensible"
we picked up a file of clippings

and right after reading
from London papers

from cousin Gordie's home town, no less
British crits raved over one of these American

that,

in which the
talkies that Sir

in selling "Africa Speaks" at the
Publix - Rialto, Phoenix, Ariz.
The display consisted of a background of palm leaves — and
spotted in the display were
stuffed mounted lions, leopard
skins, mounted eagles and native
African spears and relics. The
display was illuminated with baby
spots.

every one of those seconds with a yell of laughter"
People's: "It is one of the cleverest and funniest things
I have seen for a long time"
Observer: "The man who
fails to get a warm satisfaction from this Sennett comedy has

— Rialto, Phoenix,
*
*
*

no kinship with real cinema"
Well, well, Cousin Gordie,
that seems to let you down in the rough rather blotto, eh, what?

Ariz.

Photo Contest
For "Painted Desert"
P. DRACHjyf ANAG
MAN ERusedROY
several excellent
ideas in his campaign on "The
Painted Desert" at the PublixRialto, Tucson, Ariz., that proved
worth while in boosting business.
Perhaps one of the best mediums
used was a photographic contest.
Inasmuch as the picture is laid
in Arizona, the photographic contest asked for pictures of Arizona
desert scenes. Prizes, in the
form of guest tickets were
awarded to the winners. The entries were displayed in a window
along with an art panel playing
up the picture, theater and playdates. Drachman also secured
three stories in the papers in advance announcing this novel contest.
Rialto, Tucson, Ariz.

rEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

'i Exhibitors
keep screenagree
clean. with
Hiram Abrams
rtists.
*

N. A. M.P.I,

again heads United
*

*

Adolph
Zukor and other Famous
layers officials to be re-elected.

Craigie sez they are "so weary of"
here are a few of
the raveviews
Daily Express: "I have just seen an ideal
Educational film"
Sunday Pictorial: "It should be measured in seconds, because any audience seeing this picture will
punctuate

it's dashed nawsty of the bloomin' blighters, your own
countrymen, to make a monkey outa you in this 'orrid manner
here you go and say that the British public is thoroughly
weary of American talkies
and C. A. Lejeune, conceded to
be one of the most astute cinema crits in England, sez that if
you can't appreciate this laugh-riot of Educational's, "A Hollywood Theme Song," then you have "no kinship with the cinema"
far be it from us to take a British cousin to task, dear
Gordie
your own British review experts have done it a
darn sight better than we could ever hope to do

• • • IT ALARMS us considerably to note that some of
the pressageys are going slightly screwey in some of their blurbs
these days

here are a few recent samples
"REPUTED comedy riot, opens
Friday"
pretty
soon
the
pressageys will be speaking of the comedies they tout as "alleged"
and they'll be correct as 'ell in some instances
another publicity ossif sent us a statement that with the signing
of So-and-So, the cast of a certain feature "has been completed"
and we REVIEWED
the pix LAST
WEEK
but the prize piffle was a statement concerning the increased
consumption
of ciggies last month
to 8,836,067,903
and
the blurber stated that "of that number a FAIR SHARE" could
be traced DIRECTLY to the consumption of cigarettes during
the filming of a certain pix
oh, well, mebbe we're too
slow to grasp it
mebbe this publicity stuff is too fast and
speedy for us to follow, as it whizzes by our dormant mentality
but we will admit it has us verra, verra DIZZY

9, •
•
GOOD NEWS, this
the Roxy will resume its
"Dollar"
Concerts next Sunday morn under direction of Erno
Rapee
that means we gotta tumble
outa the bedsheets
and listen
but it ain't a sacrifice
it's a pleasure!
To date the Van Beuren Corp. has produced 470 subjects including silent and sound, all released through Pathe
Animateds, built on the principle of the comic cartoons, will be
used by Dr. Harry Schmser of Memphis to teach medical students all about
the humany
anatomy
We
referred
to
Mayor Walker phoning Harry Hershfield, the white-faced boy,
from
California
slight error, folks
should
have
read "Harry Reichenbach, the white-haired boy"
outside of
that, the item was substantially correct
oops to us
Jack Cohn gave a party at the M. P. Club last night following
the premiere
"Dirigible"
at the Central. The attendance included variousoffilm
executives.

«

«

«

»

»

»

Development of
Foreign Productions
THAT there has been so little
increase in foreign film production since the advent of the
talkies, is the most surprising
thing about the entire so-called
"revolution" in the motion picture business of the world. Immediately itbecame evident that,
to hold their highly important
foreign trade, it would be necessary for the Hollywood studios
to make
productions
in several
• other languages besides English.
American producers looked forward to a tremendous surge upwards of active foreign competition. Why it has not occurred
no one seems to know. Certainly
the challenge was there. A long
period went by before Hollywood
did anything at all about production in foreign languages. Amerij can theater owners, many of
them also producers of pictures,
have such an enormous investment tied up in theaters that they
could not lessen in any degree
their intense absorption in the
making of films in the English
language. Things adjusted themselves, however. The quiet period in foreign production came
to an end, and now Hollywood is
making foreign versions by the
score. ... It is not good for any
one country to have such a decided "edge" on the market as
that America now holds on tin
film art, due to a various change
of circumstances. Heavier foreign competition will be better
for American films, and better
for all the world.
—Cecil B. De Mille

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE
FILM DAILY
to
the following members of the inbirthdays:
dustry, who are celebrating their

April
4 and 5
Harold B. Franklin
Carmel Myers
L. S. Cooper

V.

Zienke

Spencer Tracy
Estelle Bradley
Michael Simmons
Frank Conklin

THE
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LATEST HOLLYWOOD

HAPPENINGS

= Coast Wire Service
►//

Linda Watkins, popular Broadway
stage actress, has been signed by Fox
and is due here in about a week to
prepare for her talker debut.

A LITTLE from
WILK "LOTS

Betty Compson, who is now making "Helga" lor RKO, is understood
» By RALPH
to have tentatively accepted an offer to appear on the stage in Portland and Seattle, two Henry Duffy JOSEPH W. FARNHAM, promidialogue writer, has recoverStock company locations. She is to J nent
ed irom an illness of several months
be starred in "The Barker" and "The
and resumed his writing at M-G-M.
Shady Lady."
Among his most successful dialogue
work is that in "The Big House,'
Jean Hersholt With Garbo
War Nurse," "Love in the Rough,1'
Jean Hersholt has been awarded Way Out West" and "Good News."
He was awarded the Academy ot
the role of Greta Garbo's Swedish Ai. P. Arts and Sciences award for
uncle in the M-G-M star's new vehi"The Big Parade."
cle, "Susan Lenox, Her Fall and ■us work on *
*
*
Rise." The adaptation of David
Graham Phillips' novel is now under
Our Passing Show: George Creel
way after several weeks of detailed vrisiting Geohrey Kerr and other
advance work on the story by King iriends at Rad.o Pictures; Arthur
Yidor and his company staff. This Kober, Joe Mankiewics and S. J.
will be the first production in which Perelman walking on Vine Street;
Yidor has directed Miss Garbo. Her- Emile de Recat motoring on Hollywood Boulevard.
sholt's task of making up for his new
*
*
*
part will
require
two
hours'
preparation each morning, it is said.
"Is the telephone here to stay?"
asked a new writer, jestingly. "Not
Four Assigned by Columbia
•n your office," was the reply.
*
*
*
Columbia has assigned Richard
Samuel "Pop" Schwartz, veteran
exhibitor, who operates theaters in
Brooklyn and Long Island, is visiting Hollywood. This is his first trip
here in five years. His son, Marty,
is manager
Warner Bros.' Huntington Parkoftheater.

Gilbert Roland in "Common Law"
*
*
*
Gilbert Roland will share menace
Norman McLeod, who with Joe
honors with Lew Cody in "The Common Law," new Constance Bennett Mankiewics, wrote the screen play
starring vehicle for RKO Pathe. Rehearsals start soon, with Paul L. and dialogue for "Skippy," has been
signed to a new contract by ParaStein directing.
mount. He will direct and write.
*
*
*
Leo
Morrison
has
taken
over the
Ona Munson in "Five Star Final"
Ona Munson has been selected by management of John Wayne, star
First National for the sob sister role of "Big Trail," ivho is leaving Fox
to free lance. Morrison is also repin "Five Star Final."
resenting Erin O'Brien Moore, Hoiace Braham and Mary Servoss, of
the New York cast of "Street Scene."
"Idol" Nearing
Completion
*
*
*
"The Idol," with Edward G. Robinson, will be completed in a few
Hugh MacDowell, Jr., has been asdays at the Warner studio. Alfred
signed to record
E. Green is directing.
initial solo
starring Robert
vehicle Woolsey's
for Radio
Schoedsack Arrives

=

Linda Watkins of Stage
Signs Contract With Fox

Betty Compson to Act
On Stage in Northwest

Cromwell to "Fifty Fathoms Deep";
Edgar Norton to Al Christie's "Meet
the Wife," and Tom Bay and Paul
Fix to "Red River Rogues," Buck
Jones western.

©

ling, and "Elbow
Room,"
starring
Glen Tryon.
*
*
*
More Passing Show: Sid Grauman,
Bebe Daniels, Ben Lyon, Dr. Leon
Tiber, "Skeets" Gallagher visiting
Mrs. Mae Sunday at the Cedars of
Lebanon hospital; Eddie Rubin visiting Universal on business.
*
*
*

Fox Assignments
Jean Harlow has been given the
feminine
lead in "Blondie," with
Spencer Tracy
and Warren Hymer,
to be directed by Benjamin Stoloff.
Joan Bennett and C. Henry Gordirect. don will be featured in "Hush
Money," which Sidney Lanfield will
Lloyd A. French is making his diSheila Manners is a late addition
rectorial bow on "A Clean-up on the
Curb," the) second of a series of to "Daddy Long Legs."
Rosco Ates' comedies being produced
by Lou Brock for release through
Radio Pictures.
*
*
*
Modern dialogue was dubbed into
"Ruined," a silent melodrama made
says:
several years ago. This short had
• ts initial showing at Loew's State,
"Thousands of theatre-goers may
Los Angeles. The dialogue was
laugh at me, i
written by Paul Gerard Smith and
Joe Traub.
*
*
*
and 'Literary
Frank Healy, who spends his winters juggling lights on sets at Radio
but 'Time'
Digest' take me
Pictures, will manage the St. Joseph
seriously by the
baseball club in the Western league.
*
*
*
space they give
me
and
my
Charles A. Callahan, RKO Pathe
writer, who has worked on 18 comboss
edies at the Culver City studio,
WALT
DISNEY
wrote the screen play for "Night
Class," starring Nat Carr. The picture was directed by Harry Fraser.

MICKEY MOUSE

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

Hollywood's most convenient
hotel. . . for your winter stay in
Southern California

Pictures,
Going!
MacDowell, "Going!
Jr., is the
inventorGone!"
of a
"frying noise" eliminator now a part
of studio sound recording equipment.

Ernest B. Schoedsack, whose "Rango" was recently released by Paramount, has arrived by airplane for
Tod Browning will celebrate his
a brief visit. He returns to New
latest contract before starting work
York next week.
under it. Browning, just signed on
a long term contract by M-G-M, is
Aid for Unemployed
en route to Europe for a two months'
visit, after which he will return to
Proceeds from the series of
the studios to start work on a new
shorts to be made by the
picture.
Masquers, in association with
RKO, will go to a fund for unErnest Pagano and Jack Townley,
employed members of the industry. Six two reel comedies
who, under contract to Educational,
were loaned to the Christies to write
are planned, with a host of star
talent in each one.
the adaptation and dialogue for "The
Foolish Forties," starring Ford Ster-

ONEhotels.
of California's
winter
Right in themost
heart popular
of movieland
...next door to famous theatres, studios,
cafes, and shops. ..near golf courses, bridle
paths, and other amusement places.
The Plaza offers you luxurious appointments,
excellent service, homelike hospitality, and
the company of interesting and famous
Write for beautiful illustrated folder showing
things to do while in
Southern California.

European plan. Special Winter Rates Now;
people.
S3.50,single. $5.00, double. $6.00, twin beds.
Ask for weekly and monthly rates.
Remember the Plaza... for an unforgettable
winter in Hollywood.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

HOTEL.

.. HOLLYWOOD.

CALIF.
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FOREIGN
W. E. Noiseless System
For European Studios
London — British and Dominions has
concluded negotiations with Western
Electric for the immediate installation of the new noiseless recording
equipment in its production plant at
Elstree. First B. & D. picture to be
filmed with the improved recording
method, which eliminates mechanical
and ground noises, will probably be
"Carnival,"
starring Matheson
Lang.
According to a local press report,
picture audiences on the Continent
will have a similar opportunity to
witness the benefits of the new W. E.
recording system, with installations
scheduled for the near future in the
studios of Paramount at Joinville,
and Braunberger-Richebe at Billancourt. Western Electric, in anticipation of the adoption of its noiseless
method in the United Kingdom, has
for a number of weeks been speeding
the revamping of theater reproducing
sets to bring out the value of the new
recording. Approximately 400 British
houses have had their devices adjusted to date, and W. E. recently completed schooling of 120 additional engineers for the furtherance of this
work.

New Production Company
Formed in New Zealand
Wellington — New Zealand Cinema
Sound Films, Ltd., has been formed
for the production of talker pictures.
The company, in addition to making
its own product, has a working agreement with Fox Films to supply the
latter with New Zealand news events,
constituting a third of the Fox Movietone reel issued weekly in this country.
Three Scottish Houses Planned
Glasgow — Plans have been passed
for the construction of the Orient, a
2,700-seat house in the Gallowgate
district here, in which the A. B. C.
circuit is said to hold a major interest. Other houses are to be built in
Burnside and Stranraer.
$300,000 Super for Blackburn
Blackburn, Eng.— A license for a
new super has been granted here to
Associated British Properties, Ltd.,
or Rochdale. The house will be erected on Penny St. at am approximate
cost of $300,000, and will scat over
2,000.

Fast Work
Elstree — British International Pictures has probably established a record'
in filming
lightning
production
with the
of
"Shivering
Shocks,"
a
talker
short. It is claimed that the film
was

cast, rehearsed and produced in two days.

EASTERN STUDIO ACTIVITIES

MARKETS

By GEO RGB

OAILY

RBDDY

,B.v
i

Long Wait
Paris' —release
"The ofLittle Match
Seller,
which has
owing
been held up for three
over
right, to litigation
has finally
shown
here.
been copyyears

Five New B.I.P. Features
Soon to Enter Production
Elstree — Five new features are being readied for production at the British International Pictures studios
here. The first, "The Limping Man,"
will be placed before the cameras this
week. The other four pictures in
preparation are "The House Opposite," for which the cast is being assembled bydirector Walter Summers ;
"Rich and Strange," now in the hands
of Alfred Hitchcock for screen treatment; 'The Lovelorn Lady," script of
which has been completed by Milton
Rosmer, and "The Knight Errant,"
to be directed by Henry Edwards.

Para., M-G-M May Work
Independently in Germany

HARRY

Short Shots from
New York Studios
JhOX
FILMS studio
is making
tests atAve.
the
Movietone
on Tenth
for the lead in "Over the Hill," originally assigned to Cecilia Loftus.
Irene Hurley and Sarah Edwards
are leading contenders for the role
played in the silent version by Mary
Carr.
As his first directorial assignment
since joining Paramount, Walton
Butterfield will put Solly Ward
through his paces in "Coffee and
Aspirin," a one-reeler.
Authentic costumes worn by the
Vanderbilts were borrowed from the
family collection for use in Ruth Etting's
setting. latest Vitaphone short, "Old
Lace," which has an old-fashioned

Berlin — A conference was held here
Vitaphone Vitamins: Al Ray, director and former musical comedy
recently between Gus Schaefer and
F. L. D. Strenghold, German manag- juvenile, is often mistaken for an
ers of Paramount and M-G-M re- actor . . . the studio lunch room has
spectively, pertaining to the future of added matzoths to the bill of fare
Parufament, which jointly handles the . . . Louise Weyrauch of the execuwork of the two companies. Reports
tive office sporting a brand new silare current in the trade that the two
ver fox as part of her Easter finery
organizations may conduct their Ger- . . . Murray Blasche, drummer, tryman activities independently
ing out louder and funnier sound
Berlin Stage Producer Joins Ufa
Berlin — Lrik Charell, German stage
producer, has been signed by Ufa to
direct "The Vienna Congress," under
the supervision of Eric Pommer. The
film will be made in several foreign
language versions.
Keith
Trevor,
Osso
Vice-Pres.
Paris — At a recent board meeting
of Films Osso, Keith Trevor was
elected vice president of the organization, Andre Haguet appointed to
an important executive post, and M.
Rupp was made general secretary.
Trevor will devote his efforts mainly
to the administration of the company's financial affairs.
Ufa Adds to Circuit
Berlin — Ufa recently opened the
Palace in Coblenz, and on October 1
another addition to this circuit of
houses will make its bow at Cologne.
The latter house is to be constructed
on Hohenzollernring, one of the
busiest thoroughfares in Cologne, and
will have a seating rapacity of 2,000.
Froehlich Returns to Germany
Berlin — Gustav Froehlich has returned to Germany from the U. S.,
where he apneared in films for Warner Bros. Froehlich has been signed
bv Ufa for the title role in '"'The
Trial," to be made at Nenbabelsberg
under the supervision of Eric Pommer.

effects.
The two children of Frank Orth
and Ann Codee usually visit the
Brooklyn studio while their parents
are making a Vitaphone short, thereby absorbing fine points on the art
that was also practiced by their
grand-parents.
Paramount is responding to the
demand for kid pictures with two
one reel shoi'ts, now in production,
both of which boast an all-juvenile
cast. Aubrey Scotto is directing both
I ictures, the names of which are
"Hey, Hey School Days" and "BackYard Follies." The Haig Trio, juvenile team, is featured.
Ruth Roland is understood to have
been in negotiation with Paramount
to make a film at the New York
studio. Her first talker, "Reno,"
proved her still a box-office name.
Walter Strenge, president of Cameramen's Local No. 644, is recovering from a recent illness.
Walter Wanger has been booked
to play a return engagement %ts
headline attraction at next Thursday's luncheon of the A.M. P. A. at
the Hotel
Dixie.

N.

BLAIR

Paramount Using Music
To Supplement Dialogue
Paramount's New York studio has
adopted the policy of providing a musical background for most dramatic
scenes consisting entirely of dialogue.
This is especially noticeable in "Tarnished Lady," recently completed
here, in which the music is modern
in trend and not the customary classical tunes. Score is entirely by Vernon Duke, staff composer, and arranged and played under direction of
Adolph Dcutsch and Frank Tours
with Max
Marine supervising the muscat recording.

Warners Get Big Names
For Vitaphone Shorts
Following a scries of conferences
between Jack Warner and Sam Sax,
production chief at the Vitaphone studio, the signing of numerous stage
stars and internationally known celebrities isshortly to be announced. The
1931-32 schedule, as already outlined,
is considerably in excess of the present program.

New Film Brings About
Change in Makeup Style
Adoption of the new super-sensitive film for all tests made by Fox
in New York has necessitated decided changes in makeup, according
to Fred C. Ryle, makeup chief.
The new film allows a very low
level of light, requiring not only the
use of more makeup, but decidedly
darker shades than formerly used,
according to Ryle.
Break

for

Extras

Hundreds of extras found employment during the past week at the
Paramount studio with "The Smiling Lieutenant" and "Scarlet Hours,"
both big pictures, in production.
High was reached about the middle
of thein week,
350 extras were
used
one dawhen
v.
Paramount Signs Starrett
Paramount has exercised
its opby
tion on Charles Starrett,
seen in
"Fast and Loose" and "Royal Family of Broadway,"
bothyear.
made here.
Contract
runs for one
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Keeps faith with adoring fan host and lands
smash repeat triumph

»i
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I REN
DUNN

Pat. Off.

SHE TROUPES AGAIN

declaim of amazed multitudes
who thrilled, wept, and gave their
hearts to her 'Sa bra' of Cimarron/
sweeps Irene Dunne into top flight
of stardom... Millions are asking
"Where did she come from?". . .
"When will we see her again?"...
Here's when... and here's how!...
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io Pictures turns sensation into cold cash with a cowill send Irene Dunne stock
soaring into the dizzy blue..
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THEATER
By M. P.

Proper Seating, Decorations
Highly Important to Theater
The following remarks by Bernard E. Juffe, president of the Allied Seating Co., are recommended
for careful consideration by theater owners who are interested in
proper seating and decoration as a
factor in creating contented audiences.
The motion picture theater in the
the last 25 years has passed through,
the gamut of stages from a glorified
peep-show
the world's for
greatest
vehicle of toentertainment
the
classes as well as the masses. Such
sums as $5,000 to $1,000,000 represent
quite modest capital values in modern picture theater construction, and
patrons demand standards of luxurious comfort not dreamed of in even
the palmiest days of the theater.
The various theaters compete .with
one another to obtain and present
the best entertainment |in an endeavor to attract patrons to their
particular house, and one goes to a
theater to spend a few pleasant
hours to relax and enjoy a 'feeling
of well-being.
Unfortunately, however, in very
many
instances
comfort
does not
receive the
thepatron's
same care
and
thought as is expended on the film.
It should be remembered that the
psychological effect produced by
cleanliness, tidiness, and quiet comfort are most important factors, inasmuch as they subconsciously suggest
to the patron that he is really enjoying himself — in fact, the effect of a
poor film is to a great extent mitigated by a good atmosphere. It,
therefore, behooves all who are responsible for the running of theaters
to pay the utmost possible attention
to their decoration and lighting, and
above all to the seating, floor coverings and hangings. The last two
items need not be elaborate, but
good quality is essential, for what
can look worse than holes in the
carpets or exit door, curtains with the
linings in ribbons and the fittings all
caught up?
Comfort of seats is, however, most
important in the furnishing items. If
a person experiences intense discomfort after being ^eated for 20 or 30
minutes, it very little matters how
good the picture may be, he will not
be able to give it his full attention.
The
a theater
with sois
many cramming"
rows of ofseats
that there
insufficient knee room, thus causing
cramp in a yfery short time, should
be avoided as much as possible. During the past few years great strides
have been made ill the question of
acoustically correct and proper seating, which have become much more

luxurious and comfortable than they
were six or even three years ago.
There are many reputable theater
furnishers who are only too pleased
to advise and demonstrate what is
most suitable for a particular theater.
A specialist firm should always be
employed, not a firm who merely
jfc'ish to make a sale, but someone
*who can and will make a proper
survey of what can be done with
your present equipment and send in
a detailed report and comprehensive
quotation. Today there is such a
range of covering materials and the
development of new ways in the
changing of styles of chairs that the
specialist can readily suggest something which will give to a theater
that feeling of comfort and luxury
which may have been lacking, and
thus enable it to exert that subconscious hold on its patrons.

Theater Acoustics Aided
By Upholstery Fabric
An upholstery fabric, known as
Chase Velmo, that is claimed to be
acoustically perfect and to offer the
maximum of comfort, is being made
by the Sanford Mills and distributed
by L. C. Chase & Co. of Boston.
Acoustical engineers and other technical experts, it is said, have found
by testing that a luxurious pile mohair fabric is the positive solution to
acoustic problems in theaters insofar
as they are affected by upholstery.
Velmo fabrics do not only prove
best for reducing reverberation, but
it is claimed they constitute an invaluable unit in economical theater
construction because these mohair
fabrics are practically impervious to
wear, renovate easily, and are exceptionally comfortable. The fabrics
come in plain and figured effects.

8,000 Cooled Houses
Approximately 8,000 theaters
are now equipped with some
kind of equipment for cooling
and ventilating, it is indicated
in responses to inquiries made
by THE FILM DAILY. There
also is a growing trend toward
installation of cooling plants by
theaters not yet equipped, as
well as a tendency on the part
of houses with inadequate systems to make improvements in
their facilities.

NEW

THEATERS

Uvalde, Tex. — Erection of a theater is being planned here by Congressman Garner, a
resident of this city, according to reports
made by C. H. Weaver, operator of the
Princess at Victoria, who will be in charge
of the new house when
completed.
Strong, Kan. — A new theater is reported
as being planned here by Charles Lancaster
and Paul Gish.
Franklin, N. H. — Plans are ready and
have been placed on exhibition here showing
the 850-seat theater to be erected in this
city by Samuel
Kurson.
Cliftondale, Mas?. — A site
of a new theater to replace
destroyed by fire is reported
by the former owner of the

for the erection
the one recently
as being sought
Hollywood.

Haverhill, Mass. — Plans are reported in
progress for the erection of a theater, store
and office building here by M. & J. Bloomfield at an estimated cost of $300,000.
Bids for the rebuilding of the theater and
office building at Broadway and Sixty-sixth
St. will be taken soon by the Empire Square
Realty Co. of New York. Estimated cost
is $500,000. The building recently was the
scene of a fire.

BY TEXTURAL COATING
Paint-Point Products Co. of Brooklyn is offering New-Tex Textural
Coating in white and 15 tints, with
which they claim textured panels,
walls or ceilings can be obtained
with amazing ease.
With the use of single tones, it is
said, all painting and finishing can
be eliminated. Having prepared the
wall, simply brush on the textural
coating and designs can be worked
out to suit your fancy.
For the more formal effects, a
white plastic paint is offered to start
with, and designs in oil colors can
be worked out.
Tru Tone Opens Portland Othce
Portland, Ore. — Tru Tone Products
System, specializing in sound repairs
and amplifiers, has opened headquarters in this city under the direction
of L. W. Ballard, manager.
FOR
16 mm
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animating outfit. Mechanism

& Cooper
Hewitt lights.
camera is a remodeled
35 mm The
Erneman,
holds 400 ft. of film.
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BOOTH

HEAVY DUTY MICROPHONE
BEING PUT OUT 8Y MILES

SKOUR-NU CLEANING CREAM
DKlVtS OUT 1HEATEK DIRT
VOU

A new heavy duty two-button microphone of the carbon type for use
in making announcements in theaters as well as picking up sound and
music in the house and transferring
it to loud speakers in front of the
theater for ballyhoo purposes is being
marketed by the Miles Reproducer
Co. of New York, manufacturers of
exponential horns and dynamic units.
The microphone, which is four and
one-half by three-quarter inches
thick, has a net weight of two pounds
and a resistance of 100 ohms per button. It operates up to six volts at
8-15 mils. Both buttons are well
balanced and thoroughly matched.
Special alloy diaphragm of the
stretched type and careful skill embodied with finest of material, it is
claimed, enables this microphone to
reproduce all frequencies between 30
and 7,500 cycles most uniformly.

W.E. Small-Theater Device
Placed on English Market

London— Western Electric is introducing on the English market its
sound reproducing set especially designed and priced for use in smaller
theaters, according to an announcement made by E. S. Gregg, managing director of Western Electric Co.,
Ltd.
The new equipment is an attachment system for use in connection
with Simplex projector heads and
pedestals, and is designed to operate
from A.C. 50-cycle power supply. It
will be available for theaters up to
1,000 seats and of normal acoustic
conditions.
Further tests now being made are
expected to shortly result in the new
lyp'' of equipment being available for
use also in connection with Kalee and
Ernemann projection heads and for
DC. power supply.

Firms Offer Give- A ways
On Profit-Sharing Plan
Give-aways to patrons on the profitsharing plan are being offered to theater managers by the Waltham Watch
Co. of Waltham, Mass., and the
Amoskeag Manufacturing Co. of Boston.
The plan, which is spread over a
period of ten consecutive weeks, consists of Parisian Boudoir sets by the
Amoskeag Co. and leather boudoir
clocks by the Waltham Co. On gift
nights each adult patron, aside from
receiving a gift, gets a stated number of votes, at the end of the tenweek period the prizes arc presented
to the first ladies turning in the highest number of votes. The plan is said
to be meeting with success in many
houses.

can offer the best attraction

Skour-Nu, a cream for cleaning
spotted and stained carpets, upholstery and drapes regardless of how
dirty, greasy, ink-stained or grimy
they might be is being ottered by
the Skour-Nu Manufacturing Co.,
Inc., of New York.
The carpets and upholstery of an
entire house cleaned with this cream,
it is said, will dry within a few
hours. The cleaner is absolutely
harmless to the finest fabric, as well
as odorless. It contains no acid, is
non-inrlammable and when applied
with an ordinary hand brush and
The use of the telephone is be- wiped with a clean rag after applicacoming popular by many managers
tion it will not leave a ring or mildew, the manufacturers state.
in plugging for increased patronage
Diluted with water it will also be
and keeping patrons informed oj
attractions playing their theaters. found economical for use in cleanEach morning a group of names
ing painted surfaces, marble, walls,
are selected. The parties are called, tiles, etc. The cleaning can be accomplished without removal of the
asked to name the show that is playing that night. If they are able to carpets or furnishings.
name the title right off, they art
informed that one free ticket, good New Baby Spotlight
for any performance during the ruit
Marketed by Neumade
of the picture, is at their disposal.
A new small-sized spotlight, comIf you are in a neighborhood where
plete with four color frames and 250
this can be #
used, * it's *worth a try. watt bulbs, and known as the Beauty
Spot, has been placed on the market
Sound and talking pictures has by the Neumade Products Corp. of
New York.
raised the projection room and proThis new Beauty Spot is a supplejectionist to a position of prime immental lighting unit, said to be a powportance, and cleanliness is emphayet simple lighting device for
sized as all-important for proper pro- theatererful use
in the spotting of acts
jection of sound. While in most in- from footlights, vases, flowers, lobby
stances the warning is unnecessary,
a reminder always should be wel- cut-outs and displays of all descriptions.- It is being offered at a recome. Keeping the batteries clean,
markably low price, the company
well vaselined, with connections tight claims.
and clean, as well as all other equipment of the booth clean and oiled,
Artificial Flower Specialists
should be a standing order for every
Artificial flower designs in all colsound projectionist. In the case of
ors, shapes and forms with fireproof
sound-on-hlm, the least bit of dirt and waterproof materials for theamay prove disastrous, so far as proter decorations is the specialty of
jection of the picture is concerned.
the Botanical Decorating Co. of Chicago. Decorations are supplied to
meet the requirements of any house
State Hospital Installs RCA
and designs can be had in any color
Dayton, Q. — RCA Photophone has to fit the scheme of the theater.
been installed at the Dayton State
Hospital here. This is the third
large state institution to provide
I'hotophone sound for inmates and
employees. The Toledo State Hospital and the Ohio State Penitentiary
are the two other institutions to adopt
MAKE YOUR
this type equipment.

of the year and build up a program of unequalled entertainment,
but, if the ventilation of your theater is not what it should be, the patron will not enjoy the show. Ihe
rapid changing ot weather temperature at this season of the year has
spoiled many a fine program by a
manager's neglect in checking house
ventilation daily. It takes more than
good entertainment to assure complete amusement satisfaction to the
patron. He must also be comfortable.
*
*
*

H.ckory, X. C. — Comple.e removal, remodel.ng and the installation of new sound apparatus and theater equipment has been competed at the Rivoli 'ltre under the direction
of J. F. Miller, operator.
Mound City, Kan. — Remodeling of the old
Idle Hour here into a sound proof building
is being made and the house will reopen as
the New Aladdin.
Shawnee, Kan. — The add.tion of 200 more
seats and other improvements are be.ng made
at the Mission by M. A. Summer, mayor
and theater owner here.
Melrose, Mass. — Remodeling and
of the Melrose, recently damaged by
been started by Fred Green and
Irvin, lessees and managers of the

repairing
fire, has
his son,
house.

Markets New Sound Portable
Minneapolis — Elliott Film Co. of
this city has announced that it will
place on the market for northwest
distribution a new portable complete
sound equipment known as the Phototone. The apparatus is made by
Ind.
the Phototone Co. of North Vernon,
Tiffin Curtain Control
A curtain control which it is said
will not stall or jam, and will start,
stop or reverse at any point, is being
marketed by the Tiffin Scenic Studios of Tiffin, Ohio.

INVISIBLE
Changeover

"Thide"

Automatic Shutter Control
with 3-xire circuit foot snitch

Standard equipment in over 1,500
theatres. Fits Motiograph Model
F, Simplex and Super-Simplex and
Sure-Fit. With or without Rear
Shutter Mounts.
Rear Shutter Mounts require Model
D type. Convert your Model A to
Model D type. Brackets and parts
on order.
Send for literature.

DOWSER
157

Rogers

MFG. CO.

Ave.,

Brooklyn,

N.

Y.

RLPAIR YOUR
CHAIRS!
SQUAB

ASBESTOS

Repairing

SEATS
SPRING SEATS

- Reseating

BLUE SEAiTaSBESTOSCORP.

Allied Seating Company

264 Wyckoff
St., near Nevios
Brooklyn,
New York Triangle 0290
Distributors for Johns-Manville Corp.

GRamercy
303 4th Avenue
5-5833 New York City at 23rd St.
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"Skippy"

Para mount

Time, 85 mins.

THOROUGHLY
ENJOYABLE
COMEDY
DRAMA
OF BOYHOOD. HUMAN AND INTEREST - HOLDING PICTURE
SPLENDIDLY
ENACTED.
Audience will find both infectious
comedy and pathos in this picture —
principally the former. For the most
part the director has caught the
necessary juvenile spirit. The story,
light but not injuriously so, is humanly treated and the two principal
youngsters, Jackie Cooper, as Skippy,
and Robert Coogan, as his pal, always command sympathy and attention. Skippy'sdad is
health
doctor and
intends
to the
demolish
Shantytown, wrrere the no-accounts
of
city in
live.
pal,
whothelives
the The
pooryoungster's
section, loses
his dog via the city dog catcher and
the youngsters try to raise enough
money to save the pup. The dog is
shot before they arrive with the
salvage
eventually money.
turns moreSkippy's
charitablefather
and
allows the poor folk to remain in
their district.
Cast: Jackie Cooper, Robert Coogan, Mitzie Green, Jackie Searl, Willard Robertson,
Enid Bennett, Donald Haines, Helen Jerome Eddy, Jack Clifford, Guy Oliver.
Director, Norman Taurog ; Authors, Percy
Crosby, Sam Mintz ; Adaptors, Joseph L.
Mankiewicz, Norman McLeod ; Dialoguers,
Joseph L. Mankiewicz, Norman McLeod,
Don Marquis ; Editor, not credited ; Cameraman, Karl Struss ; Recording Engineer,
Eugene
Merritt.
Direction, Swell. Photography,
Fine.

"Three Rogues"

with Victor McLaglen and
Fay Wray
Fox
Time, 70 mins
FAIR WESTERN MELODRAMA OF LAND RUSH DAYS INTERSPERSED WITH SOME
LAUGHABLE
SITUATIONS.
A great fight and some thrilling
land rush scenes that come late in
this feature help to strengthen a
somewhat draggy story. Victor McLaglen, Lew Cody and Eddie Gribbon, three rogues who are wanted by
the police, raid a covered wagon, kill
the driver and ride on with Fay
Wray, the dead man's daughter. McLaglen falls in love with Fay and
promises to protect her although he
and his partners are desirous of securing the map of a gold claim known
only by Fay's late father. There is
much shooting and quite a bit of
comedy in the working out of the
plot which terminates with a land
rush of hundreds of wagons and riders. Although the cast is adequate,
the story is draggy and the direction
spotty.
Cast: Victor McLaglen, Fay Wray, Lew
Cody, Robert Warwick, Edward Gribbon,
David Worth, Joyce Compton, Louise Huntington.
Direction, Benjamin Stoloff ; Author, Herman Whitaker ; Adaptors, William Conselman, Dudley Nichols, Emmett Flynn ; Dialoguers, William Conselman, Dudley Nichols;
Editor, Clyde Carruth; Cameraman, Daniel
Clark ; Recording Engineer, Arthur Von
Kirbach.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.

Buster Keaton

in

"Bad Sister"

with Conrad Nagel, Sydney Fox
"Parlor, Bedroom and
Universal
Time, 73 mins.
GOOD DOMESTIC COMEDY
M-G-M
Time, 69 mins. DRAMA
WITH
PLENTY
BUSTER
KEATON
WOWS
'EM
LAUGHS
AND
HEART
APPEAL,
IN LAUGH RIOT. BEDROOM
FARCE KEEPS THE LAUGHS BUT TO FRANK FOR KIDS.
Sydney Fox, a newcomer from the
GOING STEADILY.
Bath"
Broadway stage, is introduced in this
The adaptation from the well vehicle, and she shapes up as a fine
known stage play looks like a big screen bet, though her charming
laugh success. At the Capitol in speech sounds out of place here. The
New York it had the audiences in production, however, has a lively
a continuous round of laughter every story and excellent cast, and ought to
time Buster Keaton appeared, and do nicely anywhere. Action concerns
that is most of the time. The come- a spoiled daughter who chases
dian is ably supported by Reginald around recklessly, denounces her
Denny, Cliff Edwards and Charlotte
fatherluxuries
becauseshehe desires,
can't give
her his
all
Greenwood. The adaptation follows the
forges
the stage farce closely, with the con- name to aid a crooked big-town
tinuous rounds of mixups in the
and finally, after being
hotel, and Buster in hot water all promoter,
lured away and compromised by the
the time. His scenes with the var- dishonorable slicker, returns home
ious dames where he tries to show
and worms herself into a protective
that he is a he-man lover cause near- marriage with a good-natured sap
riots among the audience. It is a whom she previously spurned. Populong time since they have heard such
larity of this ending is questionable.
generous guffaws produced by a feaThere's
a load of laughs in the wiseture comedy on Broadway. It is all
cracks of David Durand, the kid
good, clean fun, and for that reason
should click in the small towns as brother. Bette Davis, another newcomer, furnishes nice contrast as the
well as the big cities. Buster is at
good
sister.
Winninger and
his best in this one, getting most of Emma Dunn Charles
handle the parent roles
his laughs over in his action and
nicely, while Zasu Pitts and Slim
pantomime.
Summerville help the comedy. Hobart
Cast: Buster Keaton, Charlotte Greenwood, Reginald Denny, Cliff Edwards, Dorothy Christy, Joan Peers, Sally Eilers, Natalie Moorhead, Edward Brophy, Walter
Merrill, Sidney Bracy.
Director, Edward Sedgwick ; Authors,
Charles W. BeU, Mark Swan ; Adaptors,
Richard Schayer ; Dialoguers, Richard
Schayer, Robert E. Hopkins ; Editor, William Levanway ; Cameraman, Leonard
Smith ; Recording Engineer, Douglas Shearer.
Direction
Expert.
Photography,
Fine.

Bob Custer in

"Riders of the North"

Syndicate
Time, 59 mins.
FAST WESTERN THRILLER
OF THE NORTHWOODS
AND
THE
MOUNTIES
PACKS
THRILLS
AND
ACTION.
One of the routine Northwest
Mounted thrillers, but done with lots
of entertainment value, with the action and suspense kept going throughout the footage. Bob Custer is the
Northwest Mounted officer who goes
after a killer who has slain a brother
officer. A gang of fur thieves have
framed the brother of the girl to
make it appear as if he killed the
officer while drunk. When the boy
comes to and the leader of the fur
gang tells him he killed the officer, he
believes it. This forms the basis
for building a lot of good complications, and the final trapping of the
gang and uncovering the real criminal. It has the atmosphere, along
with th,e action and fights to keep
the fans interested throughout. The
scenes in the Northwoods are unusually well handled and realistic, as
well as the business with the Northwest Mounted. Bob Custer is a litte light on his love scenes, but when
it comes to the fighting stuff and
hard riding, he is there plenty.
Cast: Bob Custer, Blanche Mehaffey, Eddie Dunn. Buddy Shaw, George Rigas, William Walling, Frank
Rice.
Director, J. P. McGowan ; Author, G. A.
Durlam; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, Charles Hunt ; Cameraman, Carl
Himm ; Recording
Engineer,
Joe Phillips.
Direction, Snappy.
Photography,
Okay.

Henley's
Cast:

direction

is intelligent.

Conrad Nagel, Sydney Fox, Bette
Davis, Zasu Pitts, Slim Summerville, Charles
Winninger, Emma Dunn, Humphrey Bogart,
Bert Roach, David Durand.
Director, Hobart Henley ; Author, Booth
Tarkington ; Adaptors, Raymond L. Schrock,
Tom Reed ; Dialoguer, Edwin Knopf ; Editor,
Ted Kent ; Cameraman, Karl Freund ;
Recording Engineer,
C. Roy Hunter.
Direction, fine.
Photography,
fine.

"The Sin Ship"

with Louis Wolheim
Radio Pictures Time, 65 mins.
MILD
ENTERTAINMENT
WITH
MIXED
STORY
OF
TOUGH SEA CAPTAIN GOING
RELIGIOUS. ACTION STUFF
GETS IT BY.

Robert Woolsey and Bert Wheeler in

"Cracked Nuts"
RKO
Time, 78 mins.
MILDLY AMUSING COMEDY
WITH A FEW NEW GAGS AND
MANY OLD ONES. EDNA MAY
OLIVER RESPONSIBLE FOR
MANY LAUGHS.
There are two situations in this
production that will draw much
laughter from audiences but as a
whole the story is weak, the dialogue
filled with unfunny puns, and Woolsey and Wheeler at a loss for new
antics or| novel pieces of business.
Edna May Oliver's characteristic
facial gestures and excellent reading
of lines, helps greatly in holding interest. The theme centers around a
mythical monarchy in which both
Woolsey and Wheeler desire to be
king. Woolsey wins out and runs
into revolutions and intrigues. There
will be plenty of laughter while the
pair figure out, with the aid of some
toy soldiers, how the revolution will
be staged.
Cast: Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey,
Dorothy Lee, Edna May Oliver, Lent Stengel, Stanley Fields, Harvey Clark, Boris
Warloff.
Director, Edward Cline; Authors, Douglas
MacLean, Al Boasberg; Adaptors, Douglas
MacLean, Al Boasberg; Dialoguers, Ralph
Spence, Al Boasberg; Editor, not credited;
Cameraman, Nick Musuraca ; Recording Engineer, Hugh MacDoweli.
Direction, Fair. Photography,
Good.

Delroy
"Divorce Among
Friends

n

with James Hall, Lew Cody, Irene
Warners
BANAL

Time, 71 mins.

OFFERING

WITH

VERY

THIN AND IMPROBABLE STORY TRIES TO BE
FARCICAL BUT MISSES. RATES
LOW.

This was the last film work of the
late Louis Wolheim, and also his
first directorial effort. On the latter
score it wasn't very successful. But
in the action stuff Wolheim is good,
as always. But when he goes religious, it strikes the viewer as a little
far fetched for such a tough old sea
roisterer to fall so hard for the sentimental and spiritual stuff. Wolheim is captain of a sailing vessel
bound from San Francisco to Honolulu. He gives passage to a supposed
mi/iister and his wife, who are really
a bank robber and his moll escaping
from a job. When Wolheim, lickered
up, tries to make advances to the
woman, she pulls a fast line of
preaching on him, and he falls for
it so hard that it reforms him. The
windup has the couple uncovered by
the police, and the girl and Wolheim
falling hard for each other. A moralizing piece that the sticks should
like.

The setting is typical Hollywood, although it may not have been meant
to reflect a Hollywood atmosphere.
The quarreling couple must be immensely wealthy, judging by their
mansion and the parties they throw.
But it is all done in the atmosphere
of a bunch of extras out for a merry
evening's fun and horning in on some
Hollywood crowd where they really
don't belong. The comedy is mechanical, and so is most of the acting
and
directing. Altogether it is pretty
comedy.
tedious, and fails to get over real

Cast: Louis Wolheim, Mary Astor, Ian
Keith, Hugh Herbert, Russell Powell, Alan
Roscoe, Bert Stanley.
Director, Louis Wolheim ; Authors, Keene
Thompson, Agnes Leahy ; Adaptor, Hugh
Herbert ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor, not
listed: Recording Engineer, Hugh McDowell,
Jr. ; Cameraman,
Nick Masuraca.
Direction, Eneven.
Photography,
Okay.

Cast: James Hall, Lew Cody, Irene Delroy, Natalie Moorhead, Edward Martindel,
Margaret
Seddon.
Director, Roy Del Ruth ; Author, Jack
Townley ; Adaptor, Arthur Caesar ; Dialoguer,
Editor, Owen Marks ; Cameraman, sameDev ;Jennings.
Direction, Weak.
Photography,
Good.

Can't give this one much from any
angle. It centers around the bickerings and petty quarrels of a young
married
of hubby's
flirtatious couple,
habits. because
Half a dozen
times
they repeat the old stuff of friend
husband walking out of the house in
a huff, or to bluff the wife that he's
going -fornomer,good.
The title
is a place.
misfor no divorce
takes
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"Bockbierfest"

"The Lightning Flyer"

with James Hall, Dorothy Sebastian
Columbia
Time, 65 mins.
GOOD
RAILROAD
MELLER
PACKS THRILLS AND
SUSPENSE WITH SOME
NICE
COMEDY, MAKING IT A POPULAR NUMBER.
Here is the good old railroad meller back again with all the trimmings.
It has the advantage of giving some
real inside dope on railroading, showing the work in the railroad yards,
the signal room and the repair shop,
and this part has been intelligently
handled and should appeal to those
who know something about railroading. The story packs a punch all the
way, with James Hall disowned by
his father, the railroad president, for
his flaming youth. So James gets
himself a job in the yard, works up
to engineer, and is transferred to
the mountain station as switch operator when his nerves fail after his
engine accidentally kills his pal-.
There is the big climax, with the limited flyer rushing toward a runaway
freight, and the hero fighting desperately with an escaped convict who
tries to prevent him from derailing
the runaway. Good love interest,
and some good comedy touches give
it nice balance.

Richard G. Block

11

Time, 85 mins.

LIGHT AND GAY COMEDY,
IN GERMAN, OF THE ANNUAL
BOCK BEER FESTIVAL. HAS
GOOD
MELODIES.
Produced by Central Film in Berlin. The setting is Berlin in the
springtime when they hold the bock
beer carnival and the principal scenes
are laid in a beer garden where the
citizens in a carnival spirit drink
many seidels and make merry. The
plot is light, dealing with a middle
aged manufacturer who is a prohibitionist. Visiting Berlin with his wife
and daughter, he encounters his former mistress. She induces him to
attend the Bockbierfest as her husband, dressed as the captain of an
ocean liner, to cover her story that
her husband was such. The comedy
centers around the manufacturer
getting pretty well hopped up on the
bock beer, and furnishing entertainment for the audience. There are
tuneful melodies and a general spirit
of carnival throughout the picture
that makes it light and agreeable entertainment.

Cast: James Hall, Dorothy Sebastian, Walter Merrill, Robert Homans, Albert J. Smith,
Ethan Allen, Eddie Boland, George Meadows.
Director, William Nigh ; Author, Barry
Barringer; Adaptor, Barry Barringer; Dialogues same ; Editor, James Sweeney ; Cam
eraman, Teddy Tetzlaff; Recording Engineer,
Glenn Rominger.
Direction, box office.
Photography,
good.

Cast: Ludwig Stoessel, Margaret Kipfer,
Margot Walter, Hans Adalbert von Schlettow, Jack Mylong-Munz, Ida Wust, Trude
Brionne, Kurt Lilien, Lucie Engelke, Gerti
Kutschera, Fritz Steiner, Gaston Briese,
Gerhard Gamman, Dicke Stern.
Director, Carl Boese ; Authors, Friedrich
Raff, Julius Urgiss ; Adaptors, same ; Dialogues, same ; Editor, Leo Meyer ; Cameraman, Walter Robert Lach ; Recording Engineer, Hermann Birkhofer.
Direction, satisfactory.
Photography,
fair.

"The Lion and the Lamb"

"L'Amour, Maitre des

Columbia
THRILLING

Time,

74

MELODRAMA

mins.
OF

LONDON UNDERWORLD
CARRIES EXCITEMENT THOUGH
STORY
IS UNCONVINCING.
A screen adaptation of the novel
by E. Phillips Oppenheim. Though
it is filled with a lot of very improbable situations that could never
happen in real life, the entertainment
is there, along with the thrills and
excitement. And if taken on that

("Love Above All")

ChosesTime,
"

Capitol Film Exch.

85

mins.

INFERIOR FRENCH
DIALOGUE FILM WITH RUSSIAN
SETTING WEAK
IN ALL DEPARTMENTS. HAS DEPRESSING STORY.

This offering was made at the Elstree studios in London with a French
cast, with the exception of Anna
May Wong. The latter plays the
part of a Chinese girl who is a dancer in a Russian cafe. The story is
basis, the film has appeal for un- morbid and heavy, and dragged out
critical audiences. Walter. Byron as until it becomes monotonous. Most
an English earl gets mixed up with of the actors overdo their parts, and
the direction is very ineffective. It
an underworld gang of jewel thieves. deals with the days of the Czar, with
His buddy is Raymond Hatton, who a young Russian officer, Boris, in the
furnishes the comedy relief in a most services of a grand duke. Boris, the
enjoyable and laughable manner. In hero, is in love with the Chinese girl,
fact, Hatton steals the picture easily. and the duke takes a fancy to her
Most of the events transpire in rhe and orders her to a private supper
baronial hall of the young earl, where party. The girl's father attempts to
he is trapped by the gang he has kill the duke to save his daughter
double-crossed to save himself and from his advances. To save her father
the girl. Carmel Myers and Miriam from the death penalty, she gives
herself to the Duke. Later, when
Seegar are the femme attractions.
she joins her young sweetheart, she
Cast: Walter Byron, Carmel Myers, Ray- takes poison over her dishonor. Tragmond Hatton, Montagu Love, Miriam Seeic, heavy, uninteresting. It is doubtgar, Charles Gerrard, Will Stanton, Charles
ful if any class of audience will find
Wildisih, Harry Semeles, Robert Milasch,
Yorke Sherwood,
Sidney Bracey.
much real entertainment in it.
Director, George B. Seitz ; Author, E.
Phillips Oppenheim ; Adaptor, Matt Taylor ;
Dialoguer, same ; Editor. Gene Milford :
Cameraman, Henry Sharpe ; Recording Engineer, Bruce Piersall.
Direction,

okay.

Photography,

good.

DAILY

Cast: Anna May Wonir. Marcel Bibert,
Robert Ancelin, M. Lurville. Yvette Daily,
M. Viguier, Gaston
Dupray,
Director, Pierre Matidru : Author1. Jean
Kemm: Adaptor, same: Dia'oguer, not
credited : Editor not credited : Cameramen,
Tamos Wilson, M. Ford.
Direction, poor.
Photography,
spotty.
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Good Variety Lineup
Paramount Stage Bill
Aimed At Juvenile Trade
In Roxy Easter Show
"Carnival of Youth" stage show
current at the Paramount, is obviously aimed at the Easter period juvenile
trade. The presentation, viewed from
this angle, is okay. From the standpoint of adults it's pretty commonplace stuff, reminiscent of secona
rate vaudeville. The show is presented in vaudeville style without effort being made at continuity. Charlie
Davis and His Joy Gang play in,
crackerjack fashion and highlight the
show. Other numbers include the
Allan Foster Girls, Charlie Hill, Anna
Chang, Dub Taylor, Tommy Wonder
and Bernice and Emily. Billed as
"Easter Greetings," the Paramount
orchestra, with Edward Paul conducting and Jesse Crawford at the
stage console, present a program
which
is okay.

The Easter Week presentation at
the Roxy offers a variety of entertainment in which attractions especially appealing to children are featured. Following the "Dance of the
Hours" overture, several choristers
draped in white appear in an upper
box and Viola Philo, also in white
robes, appears in a box opposite. "O,
Divine Redeemer" is sung by Miss
Philo at the finish of which the stage
curtain rises disclosing an excellent

posed reproduction of Da Vinci's
"Last
Supper."
"Easter costumed
Greetings"
introduces
the Roxyettes
as
easter eggs and later as chicks. "In
Old New York" closes the program
featuring Joe Jackson, the tramp
comedian who provides 10 minutes
of genuine comedy with his unique
pantomime.

Albany Plans New Move
To Legalize Sunday Shows
Good Novelty Material
Albany — Another effort will be
Peps Up Capitol Stage made
to give this city Sunday shows
This week's stage show at the Capitol, "Manhattan Serenade," presents
several scenes showing silhouettes of
New York skyscrapers. The Chester
Hale girls are employed generously,
and brighten up the proceedings with
novel routines and very snappy costumes. There is a souse comedy tumbler who does some good acrobatics
atop a trick lampost. The Three
Gobs, colored boys, do some fast and
fancy stepping. A routine with the
girls under colored lighting effects
is very good. William O'Neal, the
Broadway stage warbler, is the hisrh
spot, doing two pop numbers in full
dress. The finale has the girls back
for a swagger costume fini=h, with
the skyscrapers in the background
whirling around. The featured olayers are William O'Neal. Ben Dova.
Rrvant. Rains and Young, and the
Three
Gobs.

Baltimore a Step Nearer
To Sunday Opening Goal
Baltimore — Sundav movies here are
a step nearer with the passage bv the
Senate in Annapolis of the MichelMelvin homo rule bill, givine the
mayor and citv council of Baltimore
the right to decide and control Sabbath laws subject to referendum.
Eleven counties and all towns under
6.000 are excluded The measure
now eoes before the House acrain
for passace. due to the Melvin
amendment.
Publix Northwest Staff Shifts
Minneapolis — With the closinc of
the Centurv here for the summer.
Harold Kaplan, manager, goes to
Rochester, Minn.. in temporarv
charge of the three Publix theaters
there. Rav Niles, who has been ritv
manar/er in Niles, is ioining Finkelstoin Theaters. Fav Tayler, publicity
man at the Centurv, fo^s to Des
Moines to do Publix publicitv there.

under the state local option law. A
bill will soon be presented to amend
the city ordinances. RKO, which is
building a de luxe house here, is understood to be anticipating Sunday
shows.

Goldhammer
to Take Vacation
Minneapolis — L. E. Goldhammer,
local branch manager for WarnerFirst National,
is taking a month's
vacation
in California.
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"In Conference"

Educational
Time, 21 mins.
A Nifty
Mice chuckle number, with Harry
Gribbon, Andy Clyde and George
Wilson, the comedy trio who send
it over with a lot of merriment. It
is a kid on the Hollywood star who
is a wow in silent westerns but turns
out to have a falsetto voice in the
talkies. Gribbon is the actor, and
he docs his part aces. Andy Clyde
and his Jewish partner, Wilson, are
the producers who sign the star up
for a million. When they hear his
falsetto voice in a he-man role in
the preview, they go cuckoo. The
way they frame the dumb star to
cancel his contract is a wow. Will
chalk up chuckles in any cinema.

"Birds of a Feather"

Ideal
Time, 8 mins.
Good Bird Number
An interesting presentation of the
varied bird life on the Isle of Bonaventure in Nova Scotia. All bird
lovers will enjoy it, showing as it
does such unusual specimens as auks,
murres, quillemots, and the more
widely known penguins, cormorants
and pelicans. Some novel water
shots are shown of the birds diving
and swimming for their diet of live
fish. The reel is voiced very entertainingly byJ. F. Clemenger with
a good descriptive talk.

"Twisted Tales"

RKO

Pathe
Time, 21 mins.
Snappy Comedy
Nicely
gagged as
number,
with who
Arthur Houseman
the souse

Walter O'Keefe in

Mickey's Crusaders"
RKO
Time, 19 mins.
Pip Juvenile Comedy
Lots of action, clever comedy and
an interesting circus background
In a night club setting, with hard- make this one of the most enjoyable
ly a customer around, Walter
of the Mickey (Himself) McGuire
O'Keefe, as master of ceremonies
comedies turned out by Larry Darand radio announcer, puts the enter- niour.
The kids d;g an underground
tainers through their stuff and stirs
passageway
leading into the circus
up
lot impression
of whoopee that
to givea Hstenersin athe
big and tent, but are quickly discovered, and
the action that follows, especially
merry gang is present. The person- when one of the lions escapes from
able Collette Sisters and the Muriel
Abbott Dancers are among the fea- his cage and enters the tunnel, is fast
tured performers. There are some and funny. A great number for the
and very enjoyable for the
humorous touches to the skit, in ad- kids,
dition to the singing and dancing. rected.
grownups as well. Al Herman diDirection is by Roy Mack, with Harold Levey handling the music.
Edgar Bergen
in
"Night
Cluh Revels"
Vitaphone
1193
Time, 11 mins.
Fair Musical

RKO

"Tennis
Top-Notchers"
Pathe
Time, 10 mins.

"Hocus Pocus"

Vitaphone 1195
Time, 7 mins.
sneaks away from his wife and at"Winning Putts"
Good Ventriloquist Novelty
Snappy Sportlight
tends
a
masquerade
disguised
as
a
RKO Pathe
Time, 10 mins.
Very enjoyable Sportlight reel on
lion. Meanwhile a real lion has expert
In the latest of his series of ventennis and the inside stuff on
Good Golf
broken loose from the zoo, and walks how the big tennis stars execute their triloqulal skits, with his popular dumAnother of the Johnny Farrell Golf in on the party. Houseman, pretty
my, "Charles McCarthy," Edgar
Opens with Grantland Rice
Series. The champ golfer shows his well pickled, thinks some other guy plays.
as a vaudeville perintroducing Vincent Richards, who Bergen appears
former. The dummy does tricks with
form on putting, meanwhile carry- is stealing his stuff and starts an gives a talk on tennis from the inside,
ing on an instructive conversation on argument with the lion. Here is a
the use of watches and other valuables borrowed from the audience.
how and how not to hold the putter, good gag, with the lion slapping him and illustrates his points first with a
bunch
of
girls,
and
then
with
some
the stroke, the stance, etc. Slow mo- in the face with its paw till the drunk
After making a girl's wrist watch
tion and glass shots help to diversify realizes his mistake. Then along young men. Follows with shots from disappear and bringing back an imitabig tennis championships, showing
tion, he is haled into court. Climax
the reel and add to the interest. It's comes the wife, knocks the lion out, the work of such stars as Richards,
comes when a load of trinkets falls
a good number, and well up to the thinking it is her hubby, and drags
Helen
Wills,
Suzanne
Lenglen,
Bill
preceding reels in a very unusual sport it home. Into a fast finish with lots
from under the dummy's blouse.
series that the golfers will like.
of excitement when the lion comes to. Tilden, Carl Kozeluh and others. A out
The patter is good and the sketch as
snappy reel that will make a big hit a whole makes a nice number for alwith all tennis enthusiasts.
most any bill, with especial appeal
for kids. Arthur Hurley directed.
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Old world hospitality in the
spirit of the new world; old
world service with the newest
of the new world's comforts.
A cuisine that is the essence
of Europe's finest, under the
inspired direction of

of Paris, London and the Rivieria.

"Monkey Business"
Ideal
Time, 8 mins.
Unusual Monkeyshines
An unusual assembling of simians,
showing several varieties of monkeys never before seen in motion
pictures. The funnv antics of the
monks and their almost human appearance and characteristics makes
this a popular subiect. One unique
shot shows the real missing- link between animals and humans in great
detail. The reel covers soecimens of
monks from all nuarters of the world.
The accompanying talk explains the
scientific facts concerning each specimen in an interesting way for the
pop

crowds.

"Windy Riley Goes Time,
Hollywood"
Educational
21 mins.
Doesn't Click
There was no particular story to
hang gags on in the first place, so
that all the efforts of the cast fail
to make this very amusing. Jack
Shutta is the bragging guy who hits
Hollywood and tries to show the producer and the head of the publicity
department how to get publicity in
the papers for their star, played by
Louise Brooks. He kidnaps the director and locks him in an empty
freight car, and then the producer
beats him up when he tells him of
his
theregreat
is to"stunt."
it, with That's
no realabout
gags all
to

"Tohy's Halloween"
RKO
Time, 6 mins. snap it into the laugh division.
Excellent Cartoon
Another highly amusing Winkler
Hugh Cameron in
cartoon creation in which Tobv the
Pun disports in a Halloween setting.
"Africa Shrieks"
Time, 8 mins.
Snooks and witches participate in the Vitaphone 1151
Good Travesty
livelv' activities, which are accompanied by the customarily appropriate
Burlesque on the African jungle
music.
and animal pictures. Hugh Cameron,
popularturer.
stage
player,
lecTravestied
scenesactsof as
thethe
jungle
"Dublin and Nearby"
M-G-M
Time, 9 mins. are shown, with trained animals and
Interesting Travelogue.
imitators, while Cameron spiels off
First of the new croup of Burton humorous comments. After relating
Holmes subiects. Shows a number the bravery required in making the
of charming scenes of the Trsh at
scenes, Cameron is scared into seeknlav, swimming, attending the races
ing safety on a chair when a mouse
and engaged in various other pur- runs across the stage. Roy Mack
suits in their beautiful homeland.
directed and there is a musical acGood number of its kind.
companiment byHarold Levey.

TWICE AS FAST!
l\ST LEAST twice the speed of ordinary
emulsions ... .that is the greatest distinguishing trait of Eastman Super-Sensitive Panchromatic Negative. And
along with doubled speed comes a
combination of qualities never before assembled in a motion picture
film. In this remarkable new negative film Eastman makes another
notable contribution to the advance
of the motion picture industry.
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.
(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,
New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

Eastman Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative, Type 2
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Turnstile Circuit Being Formed in Indiana- Ohio

R-K-OTlGHTING FAKE MOVIE SCHOOLS
Hughes-Franklin Reported Invading Baltimore Field
Five Neighborhood Sites
Acquired by Undisclosed Circuit
Baltimore — Acquisition of five strategic theater sites here by an invading circuit has given rise to reports
that Hughes-Franklin Theaters are
the interests involved. The locations
selected are already covered now by
local exhibitors.
The H-F circuit has indicated at
(Continued

on

Page

2)

WARNER BROS. ALL SET
ON NEW STARS' STORIES

Plans of Warner Bros, for their
newly acquired stars, including Ruth
Chatterton, William Powell and Kay
Francis, have been completed, it was
announced Saturday by Jack L. Warner, who is now in New York. Miss
Francis reports for work soon at the
Warner studio and will be starred
first in "The Hungry Woman," for
release by Nov. 1. Miss Chatterton's first Warner picture is a society story, to be released about Dec.
1. Powell will make his Warner debut in "The Co-Respondent," for
early release on the 1931-32 schedule.

Hiram Brown to Round Up
More Star Talent for RKO
Hiram* S. Brown, RKO president,
is planning to leave for the Coast
next week where he will sign several
stars to RKO contracts and make
arrangements for additional star taljoin RKO at the expiration of
ent_ tocontracts.
their

High Type Exploitation

A dirigible moored to the
top of the new Empire State
Building during the R-K-O
Theater of the Air broadcast,
May 1 is the plan now being
worked out by Mark Luescher
and his assistants. They're
making a play for the Los Angeles, and haven't been turned
down yet.

LEWIS J. WARNER
Lewis J. Warner, only son of H. M. Warner, president of
Warner Bros., died at 9 o'clock Saturday night in the Doctors'
Hospital after an illness of about two months.
Warner was taken seriously ill in Havana about the middle
ot February following a wisdom tooth extraction. His parents,
in Miami at the time, rushed to Havana and subsequently brought
him to New York. His condition gradually became worse, with
pneumonia finally setting in. Throughout the illness his parents
were constantly at his bedside. Warner, who was 23 years old,
was being schooled in all ends of the film business. For a time
he was attached to the Vitaphone studio in Brooklyn, and more
recently was active in theater construction and operation. He
was graduated from Worcester Academy, where he made a record both as a student and as an athlete. Later he attended Columbia University, taking special courses.
Funeral services will be held at 11 o'clock tomorrow morning in Temple Emanu-El, with interment at Salem Fields Cemetery. The body will rest today at the Riverside Memorial Chapel,
76th St. and Amsterdam Ave.

Local Option Sunday Bill
Passes Senate in Texas
Austin — Abolition of the ban on
Sunday amusements is provided in
a bill just passed by the Senate calling for local option. A similar bill,
but without the local option feature,

previously had been reported favorably by "the Committee
on Criminal
Jurisprudence
in the House.
In view
of the 15 to 8 vote favoring the new
local option measure, sponsors are
hopeful of putting it into effect.

25 Ohio-Indiana Theaters
Going Into Turnstile Circuit
Indianapolis — A circuit of low-admission theaters, employing the turnstile system and requiring a very
small house staff, is planned by Syndicate Theaters, Inc., which has just
filed a charter here. Incorporators
are H. C. Harrington, M. J. Thompson, J. H. Wanner, Troy Edgar and
Harry E. Taylor.
The group plans

to acquire 15 houses in Indiana and
10 in Ohio now operated under one
circuit. Independent theaters also
will be taken over. Programs will
consist of short reels and run about
an hour to an hour and a half, according to present plans, with a scale
of around a quarter or less. One
house town
is section
to behere
opened
in the
by May
1. down-

Using Stage and Press in
Conducting Expose of
Schemes of fake
Expose Gyp
and denouncement
movie schools and sharpers who offer'
"screen opportunities" to the stagestruck juveniles of the country is the
basis of a campaign started Saturday by R-K-O. A series of six newspaper articles, prepared by E. M.
Orowitz, will be sent to every theater manager whose house plays "Taking a Movie
T/*&t," r> vaudeville
headed
by William
Edmunds, act
in
which "bunco"
movie
tests
are
ex(Continued
on Page 2)

IT
PARA. DELIVERING 64

Paramount will deliver 64 features
on its current season program. At
the opening of the season the comschedule
that betweenpany's
70 and
75 indicated
pictures would
be
made.

M. P. Operators'
Union
Picketing
by Sound
Truck

Use of sound trucks to augment
regular picketing has been introduced
in Brooklyn by Local 306, M. P. Machine Operators. Signs attached to
the trucks announce the picketing,
and through the reproducer, using a
double turntable non-sync outfit, music is played to attract attention.

Presto!
Quebec — Sono Art-World
Wide has sold 14 Englishspeaking talkies to the Arlequin, a silent house with a
French-speaking audience. The
company's representative sold
the manager the idea of having
a French stock company at the
house read the dialogue in
French from behind the screen.
Thus
talkies! the pix become French
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Hughes-Franklin Reported
ore Field
ng Baltim
Invadi(Continued
from Page 1)
various times that it would stick to
the other side of the Mississippi, for
the present at least. John J. Franklin, California division manager of
the new theater organization, recently resigned to go out and create a
circuit of his own. Jeff Lazarus was
appointed to succeed him, in addition
to
continuing his duties as publicity
director.

'A
%

"Subway Express" Release in April
Max Fleischer will make 52 cartoon
"Subway
Express,"
adapted from
the stage play of the same name, is
shorts for Paramount's 1931-32 proColumbia's first April release.
gram. Twenty-six will be Talkartoons
and the remainder song cartoons.
Fleischer produced the same number
of shorts
for the company's current
Long Island City JJ season
New York
schedule.
154 Crescent
J't
STillwell
4-7940St. ft

::
i.t

|Easttim.an
Films il
ft
ft
%8
J. E. Brulatour, Inc. 8
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Chicago
J.t 1727 Indiana Ave.
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Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121
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John Josephs Joins R-K-O
Josephs,
andJohn
motion
pictureformerly
critic of dramatic'
the Chicago "Herald-Examiner" and more
recently publicity man for Publix
Balaban & Katz midwestern theaters,
has been appointed by J. J. Hess,
R-K-O national advertising director,
to replace Ceorge Brown as advertising and publicity director for the
R-K-O midwest division. Brown
recently was transferred to the Los
Angeles territory.

Apr. 4-11: Week,
Players' and Patrons' Jubilee
City. national benefit for N. V. A.
Club.
Apr. 15-17: Paramount eastern sales convention, Hotel Ambassador, Atlantic
Apr. 19: Lambs Gambol, Metropolitan Opera
House, New York.

19
19

Mar. 25
Mar. 27

Apr. 20-22: Warner Bros. Eastern sales convention, Traymore, Atlantic City.
RKO
Pathe sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

Apr.
April.
Apr.

Apr. 22-24 : Paramount western sales convention, Palace Hotel, San Francisco.

4

April.

R-K-O Conducts Expose
Of Fake Movie Schools
(Continued from Page 1)

posed. Managers will be instructed
to place the articles in local newspapers and thereby wage the campaign,
in addition to exploiting the act and
the theater. First copies of the newspaper stories will reach Rochester,
where the act is now playing, today
and will subsequently be sent in advance of R-K-O Intact Show No.
37, of which the act is a part.

Plan International Revues
Candidate Promises Aid
In Sunday Show Fight To Draw Nationality Trade

Fleischer Again Making
52 Cartoons for Para.

It

Winter Garden

OPENING

engagement.

Baltimore — Frank J. Bauer, seeking
Democratic nomination for the city
council presidency, says he will fight
CURB
MARKET
for Sunday motion pictures if elected. The Mkhel-Melvin home rule
Fox
Thea.
"A"..
4§£
4^
4%
Trans-Lux
1054
1056
1054 +
54 bill for Baltimore passed by the
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
House and Senate in Annapolis, is
now before Governor Albert C.
Par. 554s50
85
85
85
Pathe 7s37
86
85 54 86
+1
Ritchie for signature. Passage is asWarner's 6s39
5154
50^
SVA —
M
sured in view of the fact that the
Governor worked for the bill. The
Lightman to Memphis
Lord's Day Alliance, however, is expected to make efforts to block the
M. A. Lightman has returned to
adoption of Sunday shows.
Memphis after closing a deal whereby he takes over three Arkansas
houses from Publix.

1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Attractions)

THEATER

PICTURE
"Zwei Herien tm
M Takt"
Asso. Cine, of Amer.
Europa
"Trader Horn"
M-G-M
Astor
"City Lights"
United
Artists
Geo. M. Cohan
"Tabu"
Paramount
Central Park
"Wien, Du Stadt der
.
Ljeder"
Leo" Brecher
Little Carnegie
, . . Rivoli
"Front Page"
United Artists. . .
"Fifty Million
Winter Garden
Warner
Frenchmen"
Strand
"The Finger Points". .First National. . .
"Reaching for the
.
Moon"
United Artists
Rialto
"Cimarron"
RKO
Mayfair
"Dirigible"
Columbia
Central
OPENING THIS WEEK
"The Millionaire"

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
DCCr

a

+ 2
+
54
+
54
+
H
+
%

++

Run

Parade

A series of international revues,
designed to especially attract patronage from the respective nationalities,
is planned by the Roxy. The shows
will be given at intervals during the
year, ian
starting
April A
10, committee
with an Italentertainment.
of

Apr. 23-24 :dorsers
State Convention
of Indiana
Inof Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.
Apr. 25:. Laemmle Anniversary Dinner Dance
of Universal Club, Hotel Edison,
New
York.
York. Film sales convention. New
Apr. 27 : Fox
RKO

Sales

Convention,

Los An-

Apr. 29-May 1 : Warner Bros. Western sales
convention. Hotel St. Francis, San
Francisco.
geles.
May 18-22: International Exhibitors' Congress, Rome.
May 25-28: Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.

No Film
Post for Sen. Davis
2*

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington
3* — Senator James J. Davis upon his return from Hollywood
yesterday, said that reports that he
was to join M-G-M was started as
a "practical joke" by some of his
friends. He stated that they broke
the yarn on a story that film companies were negotiating for the screen
rights to his book, entitled "The Iron
Murnau

Leaves $42,000

West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Puddler."
Los Angeles — Approximately $42,patrons composed of citizens of Ital- 000 was left by the late F. W. Murian extraction and Americans interaccording to his will just admitested in Italian activities has been lin. tednau,
for probate here. Bequests were
organized in conjunction with this made to persons in various parts of
the world, with the residue, about
presentation.
$25,000, going to his mother in BerCalif. Theater Firm Incorporated
Sacramento — Northern Counties
Theater and Realty Co., Ltd., of San
"Aloha"
10-Day First Run for "Aloha"
has
Tiffany's
Antonio—
San booked
Francisco, has filed articles of in- been
for
10
days
at
the Emcorporation with the secretary of
pire marking the first time that this
state. It is capitalized at $75,000 and first-run house has played a picture
intends to engage in all kinds of the- more than a week. J. S. Groves, Dalater enterprises.
las, Tiffany manager, who made the
deal, also has placed this picture into
the Royal, Little Rock, Ark., for a
Five Warner-F. N. Releases in May full week instead of the usual split
Next month's feature releases by week.
Warner and First National will include George Arliss in "The MillionJackBureau,
Ross THE
Is Father
West Coast
FILM DAILY
aire," Loretta Young and Grant
Hollywood — Jack Ross, secretary
Withers in "Too Young to Marry," to Carl Laemmle, is the father of a
John Barrymore in "Svengali," Bil- noon.
lie Dove and Conway Tearle in "The seven-pound boy born Friday afterLady Who Dared," and "The Public
Enemy."
Smeltzer Heads Pathe Exchange
Washington — Robert Smeltzer has
been made head of the RKO Pathe
exchange here. Smeltzer was forbranch. merly chief of the local Warner

Studio
and
Location
Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Rates

Powers Clnephone Equipment Corporation
723-7TH

AVE., N. Y.

BRYANT

9-606T

SUBWAY

EXPRESS crashes

into PROCTOR'S Theatre,
Yonkers, and rocks patrons
off their seats with laughs,
thrills and chills in the

JACK HOLT

Laughing'Smashing
Mystery Melodrama

AILEEN PRINGLE
From the play by
Eva K. Flint &
Martha Madison
Directed by

FRED

BROADWAY STAGE SENSATION
ROADSHOW SMASH ALL OVER
U.S.THEN BACK TO BROADWAY
NOW A COLUMBIA
BOX OFFICE RIOT
Coming to GLOBE Theatre. N. Y.

NEWMEYER
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THE
Monday.

Short Shots from
New "■■ HARR
YorkY N.Studios
BLAIRi

HOLLYWOOD FLASHES
,By

RALPH

fVILK.

W/TLLIAM COLLIER, JR., has
been signed by Samuel Goldwyn
to appear opposite Nancy Carroll,
borrowed from Paramount, in "Street
Scene," the Elmer Rice Pulitzer Prize
play.
*
*
*
Erich Remarque may arrive here
next fall to help supervise Universale production of his "The Road
Mean"All Quiet."
sequel to original
Back," while
Remarque
another
story, "Fate," will go into production for June release.
*
*
*

Lily Damita, whose contract with
Samuel Goldwyn expired last week,
has been signed to a new agreement
running for three years. Miss Damita, who has been loaned to RKO,
returns to the United Artists lot in
the fall.
*
*
*
Samson Raphaelson is writing the
adaptation of- Leonard Merrick's
"Laurels and the Lady," the next
Ruth Chatterton vehicle for Paramount.
*
*
*
Rushing production so that he
"Chic"
CharlesSandrich
new Mark
the time,
start on
might
Sale series
hung up a record at Radio Pictures
when he filmed 69 scenes in one day
while directing Ned "Suffering"
the Party."
"The Strife
SparksSalein series
The
will beofproduced
by
Louis Brock.
*
*
*
Hoot Gibson and his wife, Sally
Eilers, are headed suddenly for a
belated honeymoon in Hawaii, on
the S. S. Los Angeles. The trip was
entirely premeditated by Mrs. Gibson, who went to play the feminine
role in "The Black Camel," for Fox.
But Hoot's departure was a bit precipitated. The couple will return
April 15.
*
*
*
Will Kernell and Paul Perez are
writing a Spanish musical for Don
Jose Mojica. This makes the third
musical to be written by Kernell for
Mojica, and he is to write still another for the popular opera singer.

TEN YEARS INAGO TO-DAY
:the
HNCKMKI
Of HIMDOM

Universal signs Peter B. Kyne.
*
*
*
Block
of Italian films expected
here. U. C. I. official here.
*
*
*
Charles O'Reilly elected president
League.
of N. Y. State
* Exhibitors'
*
*
deto cut all advance
T.O.C.C.
posits in Greater New York next season.

April 6. 1931

TACK
• • •
Till Now

THINGS

WE
Never
Thought
Worth
Mentioning
that when it comes to signing dividend checks
and thousands must be signed for each dividend when
empey
companies
are out of the red
the gents who
wield the Watermans go downtown to a place where a new
machine makes it possible for them to sign 20 checks at a time
19 pens in addition to the "master" pen held by the writer, simultaneously dash off the signature as the treasurer or
comptroller writes
a sheet of 20 checks automatically moves
under the pens
and away
the company
owning
the apparatus charges one cent per signature
and you
can't buy
rent
borrow
hire or lease one
of the darn things
wotta racket
that in case you
don't receive any dividend checks, it's nice to know how it's
done, don't you think?
or don't you?
that Charlie
Chaplin has never taken out his naturalization papers
that
Doug Fairbanks has several times been reported as contemplating
chucking his status as a Youessay citizen to accept a British
title
that Mary Pickf ord was born under the British flag,
and did not become an American citizen until she married Owen
Moore

that a lotta guys have electricity in their hair because it's connected with a dry cell
that the last A.M.P.A.
meeting with Clarence Darrow as the "draw," brought the largest turnout in the history of that organizashe
that the
American Philosophical Society is the oldest and most distinguished learned organization in this country, nine presidents of
the Nation having been members
that Robert Lord, First
National supervisor, is an authority on Shakespeare
that
when you leave Tia Juana to cross the border into this country,
the immigration authorities make you walk a white line in case
you have any likker aboard, and if you can't negotiate it, they
politely put you in a comfortable hoosegow till you sober up
that A. S. Kirkpatrick of Educational can unload more
interesting motion picture history in a half hour than you can
get outa the regular magazines in a week
that Herb Cruikshank, fan mag writer, had 17 articles published among the periodicals in one month
that the world's greatest public demonstration isstaged at Moscow every May Day, when practically
the entire population marches past the Kremlin in honor
of
Lenin and the founders of the Soviet State
that Herman
Kobbins has changed his brand of cigars, and the guy who told
us hopes
Robbins reads
the gink
likes likes
Herman's
old
brand Mister
BETTER
that this,
Ireneas Thirer
STILL
those
Webster Hall parties in spite of everything that happened — or
didn't
that Pierre Arnaud is a bloomin' Syndicate, operating Conquest Pictures, the Arno Publicity-News Service, the
St. Moritz Golf Club and a few other odds and ends by way of
relaxation
that Walter Winchell has 30,000 more readers
on a Monday than any other day
that John Gilbert sleeps
in an old-fashioned night shirt, scorning pajamas as too effeminate that Claudette
Colbert is said to have the most
beautiful stems in pictures
that a few years ago Florenz
Ziegteld refused to glorify Nancy Carroll and Norma Shearer
because they were too plump
that in Argentina they call
the Hollerword pix "Wah-Wahs,"
because to the Spicks the
American dialogue sounds like "wah-wah-wah"
that Mayor
Jimmie Walker is back, and still no newspaper has carried the
REAL story of why he went to California
that something brand new in shorts will soon be announced by W. Ray
Johnston, who expects to become a grandfather any day now
that Charlie Pettijohn merely respects Clarence Darrow's
ability at law, but definitely fears his prowess at poker
that Budd Rogers was once one of the ace football players of
America
that that "That"
that that kolyumist left out
may get a certain mug sore
but there's a reason
and that's that

«

«

«

»

»

»

PEARL

makes his screen do-

^ but in Vitaphone's "The Meal
Ticket," directed by Albert Ray from
an original by Burnet Hershey. Pearl
was for some years featured in vartous Winter Garden shows in partnership with Ben Bard.

"Girl Habit/' featuring Charlie
Ruggles, starts April 13 with Eddie
Cline directing. Larry Williams will
officiate at the camera.
Harold Levey, Vitaphone musical
director, has completed the recording of a special musical score for
two of E. M. Newman's travel talks,
the first of a series. Thejr will be
released under the titles of "Animals
of the Amazon" and "Down the Blue
Claudette Colbert's next picture
Danube."
for Paramount, "Secrets of a Secretary," is now in rehearsal, with
George Abbott directing. George
Folsey will be in charge of the cameras; Frank Cavett, assistant director; Pat Donahue hold script, and
Gertrude Turchin check dialogue.
Spring has come to the Paramount
New York studios, which are in the
process of being painted both inside
and out. In addition, all departments
are being uniformed, same to be
changed twice each week so that all
workers about the plant will look
spick and span.
"Voice of the Jungle," a wild animal hunting feature, is being prepared for distribution sometime this
month by "Bud" Pollard, who also
is completing a Jack Hoxie serial
for Guaranteed Pictures and a series of burlesque "Blackouts" for
Jay Raymore Productions.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inwho are celebrating their
birthdays dustry,
:

April 6

J. C. Nugent
Dudley Nichols
Arthur Cozine
Walter Huston
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H-F Closes Contracts for 16 of 33 New Theaters

DISTRUST CHECKING UPMOST PLAYING TIME
Standard Contract for Writers Sought by M. P. Academy
(({

ippy'
—grandSkentertainment
j>

=^—

By JACK

ALICOATE^

Like the motorman
who takes a streetcar ride on his day
off, we decided to spend Easter
seeing pictures rather than watching the Fifth Avenue parade. Our
first cinematic social call was the
Paramount and thereby hangs a
A Page
From Life

tale. "Skippy" was the attraction, and after seeing this compelling
bit of humanness we had no alternative than to stop work for the day.
Why
seekthewonders
one's Why
first
visit to
Grand after
Canyon?
look for a thrill immediately after an
Army-Notre Dame game? "Skippy"
is more than a picture. It is an
inspiration.
*
*
*

Entertainment

"Skippy" is the

type of thing

not
could
that
be put across the
legitimate footlights. Its wholesome
philosophy could not be reflected
from the printed page. It could not
be told, as a story, by mere words.
It is an enchanting and beautiful page
of life, as honest as an old-fashioned
garden and as exhilarating as the first
breeze of spring. In a way that is
refreshingly different, it has everything. And as far from the usual
cinema emotional conventions as daylight from dawn.
Plus

We
defy anyone
not to get a kick
from the thrilling
but short-lived business careers of Skippy and his old
side-kick, the sentimental Sooky. Try
and hold back an honest tear when

A Laugh
And a Tear

Committee to Confer With
Producers on Working
Agreement
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — A move has been
launched by the Writers' Branch of
fhe Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences to obtain a standard contract
for screen writers along the same
lines as the contract put into effect
(.Continued

on

Page

4)

26 ROAD SHOWS PLANNED
A record of at least 26 road shows
of Columbia's "Dirigible" will be sent
out, according to Jack Cohn. H.
Wayne Pierson, has been signed to
handle the productions.

Rick Ricketson Appointed
District Manager for H-F

Kansas City — Rick Ricketson, former theater owner and later manager
of the northern Rocky Mountain Division of Fox theaters, has been appointed district manager of HughesFranklin Theaters and will make his
headquarters here.
H-F will open the remodeled former Benton here next week
under
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Favorable

Outlook

John K. Fitch, industrial
statistician, in a survey of the
film industry, says in part:
"Management in the movie field is
becoming increasingly identified with
the leading banking interests and with
this indentification has come an increased awareness of the need for
placing operations on a progressive
up-to-the-minute plane that will insure
not only the requisite stability of earning power, but healthy expansion over
a period in meeting the country's ever
growing
entertainment
needs."

West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Sam Berkowitz has
organized the Pioneer Pictures and
will make eight westerns. Joe Wolf
will be associated with Berkowitz.
Norman Berry and Kenneth Harlan
the dog-catcher takes away Sooky's have been signed to play in at least
mutt to be shot, or a hearty laugh
over the wholesome philosophy of one picture and they will be surrounded by players like Tom Wilson,
Skippy and his views on women,
business and life. We particularly Tom O'Brien and Flinor Fair. Production will start April 20, with head"Skipp
recommend
d
on y"Pageto 2)the con(Continue
quarters at Tec-Art Studios.

An intensive effort to check up the
amount of playing time and rental
receipts that are lost as a result of
exhibitors holding over, bicycling and
sub-renting pictures without authority or payment of rental is being
made by distributors, with a view
to stopping
this leakage,
which
is
(Continued

on Page

4)

$69,500,000 Increase in Assets
Reported by Paramount for 1930
Assets of Paramount Publix increased $69,500,000, while book value
of the company's stock rose from
$46.82 to $50.26 a share, in the year
ended Dec. 27, according to the annual report being released today.
Total assets of the company are
$306,269,158, against $236,710,407 at
the end of 1929. Net profit in 1930
was $18,381,178, equal to $6.15 a share
on the average number of shares outstanding during the year. Approximately 66 per cent of net income was
paid out in dividends, while earned
surplus increased from $26,764,000 to
$33,004,000;
net working
capital is
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Contracts for 1 6 New Houses
Awarded by Hughes-Franklin
Berkowitz Forms Company
To Produce 8 Westerns

Headway Is Being Made in
Campaign To Stop
Bad Practices

West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Contracts have been
closed by Hughes-Franklin Theaters
for 16 of the 33 houses to be erected
this spring and summer, H. B. Franklin announces. The 33 theaters
planned will be in California, Oregon,
Washington, Texas, Montana, Kansas
and Missouri. Contracts just arranged include the following locations: Lcimert Park section of Los
Angeles, to be erected by Walter H.
Leimert; theater named the Chief,
Sunset and Laurel, Hollywood; the
(Continued on Poo* 4)

FOUR JUVENILE PICTURES
ON PARA'S 1931-32 LIST

Between three and four features
with juvenile appeal will be made for
the Paramount 1931-32 program,
Adolph Zukor told The Film Daily
yesterday, following his return from
a two weeks' visit to the Coast. Asked
concerning the status of color in the
Paramount schedule, he stated that
its use will be dependent upon sub-

Would Require All Houses
To Hire Chief Electrician

jects.

Albany — A bill requiring every theater to employ a master electrician,
adding about $160 weekly to overhead, is expected to conic- up before
the legislature adjourns Saturday.
< harles O'Reilly, Louis Geller and
Sam Sonin are coming here today
from New York to watch for any
industry legislation.

"Skippy" Set to Break
Kid Attendance Record
"Skippy"
seems
certain to smash'
the New
York
Paramount' s record
for kiddie attendance this week.
At
the theater
yesterday
estimate
was
\tinued on Page 4)
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"Skippy"

:THE
rat Ncwsnwi

o» niMtOM

— grand entertainment

Colorado
Colo.
Alexander Film Co.,Springs,
which for
12 —years
has
firmed pessimist. If it does not effect produced and distributed silent advertising shorts, is now turning out
a cure, there is no hope. Never mind
who is in it. Never mind who direct- sound service. The sound playlets
ed it. Never mind who produced it. also are of short length, the dialogue
Happily it exemplifies the great fu- or monologue usually consisting of
ture of the talking screen. If audi- about 40 words. The company supences, everywhere, will not take
plies service to more than 2,000 the"Skippy," then there is no future aters.
for the picture business, and more,
no hope in the future of these sevAl Mannon To Produce
eral and United States.
(Continued irom Page
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Ed Golden Names 3 Agents
On Book Selling Scheme
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Tiffany Football Series

Apr. 4-11: Players' and Patrons' Jubilee
Week,
Club.
City. national benefit for N. V. A.
Apr. 15-17: Paramount eastern sales convention, Hotel Ambassador, Atlantic
Apr. 19: Lambs Gambol, Metropolitan Opera
House, New York.
Apr. 20-22 : Warner Bros. Eastern sales convention, Traymore, Atlantic City.
RKO
Pathe sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Apr. 22-24 : Paramount western sales convention. Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
Apr. 23-24 :dorsers
State Convention
of Indiana
Inof Photoplays,
Claypool

Alfred T. Mannon, who makes
Hotel, Indianapolis.
"The Voice of Hollywood" for Tiffany
release,
will
also
produce
this
Edward Golden, who is now selling
Local Laws Will Rule
popular classics to exhibs for exploi- company's series of football shorts,
tation purposes, has appointed three titled "Pigskin Problems," featuring
Under Ohio Sunday Bill
territorial representatives. They are: Howard Jones, university of SouthColumbus
— Under the Sunday
ern California coach. Production will
Harry Asher, Boston; Bill Skirboll,
opening bill, up for final vote in the
Cleveland; Joe Skirboll, Los Angeles. be at the Tec Art Studio in Hollywood. Mannon has been in New House today after passing the SenThe books are covered in a fine,
ate by a vote of 23 to 1, local orYork
conferring
with Grant L. Cook.
heavy material which resembles leadinances in towns that are closed will
ther. Their titles are "Treasure Ishave precedence over the state bill
land," "Scarlet Letter," "Dr. Jekyll
legalizing Sunday shows, thereby
Farrell Managing Keith's Boston
and Mr. Hyde," "Murders of the Rue
putting
issue up to the residents
Providence — Dick Farrell, who has of each the
district.
Morgue," "Hunchback of Notre
been
assistant
to
Harry
Storin
at
the
Dame," "Three Musketeers." "DetecBurmaster Manager in Ft. Worth
tive Stories" by A. Conan Doyle; RKO Albee and director of publicity,
Forth Worth — Bud Burmaster,
"Last of the Mohicans."
has
been
transferred
to
Keith's,
BosGolden is using trailers and heralds
ton, where he becomes assistant man- formerly publicity director for the
to advertise his proposition.
ager.
Hollywood, has replaced C. T. Donnelly as manager of the house.
RCA Photophone Sales
"Millionaire" To Open
Erie House
Erskin May Make 3 for Paramount
Reported at High Rate
Chester Erskin, stage director, is
Erie — George Arliss in "The MilSales of RCA Photophone sound
lionaire" has been decided upon as understood to have signed with Paraequipment in the last 60 days have the opening attraction for the new
mount to make three features at its
broken all records, says Sydney E. Warner here on Friday night.
New York studio.
Abel, general sales manager of the
company. Non-theatrical business
also has increased to a marked degree, he reports. The state of Washington has just placed an order for
four complete reproducing units, the
largest order ever to come from state
authorities. The units will be installed in the State Reformatory, Monroe;
in
State Penitentiary, Walla, Walla;
Eastern State Hospital, Medical
Lake, and State Training School.,
Chehalis,

LAUGH with
CHARLIE
CHAPLIN

II Eastman Films §

&

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
DCCr

1)

Shubert House Books "Rio" Run
"Rio's Road to Hell," state rights
attraction being handled by Samuel
To Address Warner-F. N. Meets
Cummins, has been booked by the
H. M. Warner, Major Albert War- Shuberts for a run at the Detroit
ner, Jack L. Warner, Sam E. Morris, Claude Ezell, Gradwell L. Sears, Opera House, Detroit.
Pennsylvania and New York ^cenS. Charles Einfeld, Max Milder, A.
sor boards, as well as the National
W. Smith and Carl Lesserman are
ture.
Board of Review, have passed the picamong the Warner-First National executives who will address the comEastman Goes Back
pany's
sales meetingsnextin month.
New York
and San Francisco
Rochester — The Eastman, operated
by Publix under lease, has gone dark.
The house, which seats 3,500, is
K
New York
Long Island City :,: owned by the University of Rochester
K
1540 Broadway
154 Crescent St. J.J and is considered one of the finest
K
BRyant 9-4712
STillwell 4-7940
:.:
♦.♦
if de luxers in the country.
#
U
"Dirigible" at Grauman's
Los Angeles — Columbia's "Dirigible" will have its west coast premiere
v
it
tonight at Grauman's
Chinese.

« J, E. Brulatour, Inc. |
**
s

Alexander Film Co.
Enters Sound Field

Studio
and
Location
Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Ratei
AVE.. N. V.

BRYANT

COMEDIES

First Release

"HITS

OF THE
COPYRIGHTS

PAST"

RESERVED

Now playing leading circuits in the country

SOUND

— MUSIC— EFFECTS

Recorded by RCA Photophone
Prints — Accessories — Available immediately
Write — Wire — Phone for territory rights

KEYSTONE FILM DISTRIBUTING CORP.
H. E. AITKEN, Pres.
Room 513

513 GRAYBAR BLDG.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
Phone:

Powers Clnephone Equipment Corporation
723-7TH

KEYSTONE

9-6067

MOhawk

4-8873

■■■■^H
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1 00% Jump in British Production Forecast by Gelt

NAT'LJTRE ASS'N SEEKS NEW SAFETY CODE
Forming Combine to Push U. S. Equipment Sales Abroad
New Firm Plans To Build
Up Sales in Foreign
Countries
Application for a charter has been
made by a company to be known as
the World Wide Theater Equipment
Corp., the object of which will be
to act as exclusive representative of
U. S. theater equipment manufacturers and build up sales in foreign
countries.
The
plan is to have a
(Continued on Pane 4)

A Natural
Yesterday's big rumor, which could not be confirmed, was the
completion of the Paramount-Fox deal for joint operation of theaters under the direction of Sam Katz. From the present drift of
things, it looks like a natural, at that.

Harley L. Clarke Lines Up
New Banking Group for Fox

INDUSTRY LEADERS ATTEND
FUNERAL OF LEWIS WARNER 3 N.Y. STATE INDIE UNITS
BEING MERGED THIS MONTH
Attended by a congregation which
included many of the industry's outstanding figures, funeral services for
Lewis J. Warner, son of Harry M.
Warner, were held yesterday morning at Temple Emanu-El. Rabbi
Nathan Krass officiated. Interment
followed in Salem Fields Cemetery.
As a mark of respect to the deceased, operations were suspended all
day in the Warner Bros, organizations, including the studios.

Penna. Blue Law Fight
Will Be Carried to Polls

Harley L. Clarke yesterday made
announcement of six new directors
from the banking field to be recommended by him to the stockholders
for election at the annual meeting on
April 15. The list includes:
Albert H. Wiggin, chairman of the
Welding of the three exhib units governing board of the Chase Nationin New York state into a state oral Bank; Cornelius Yanderbilt, capitalist; Philip Stockton, president,
ganization will be effected within two
weeks. Officials of the T. O. C. C. First National Bank of Boston;
in New York City and the Albany Philip R. Clarke, president The Cen(Continued on Pane 4)
(Continued on Page 4 1

Dunning Process and Less Dialogue
Seen by Rowson as Foreign Solution

Solution of the foreign market sitPhiladelphia — Fight to repeal the
uation from the standpoint of the
ancient blue laws in this state will
American producer is likely to be
be carried to the polls at the next found in the making of pictures with
election if the Legislature votes un- a minimum of dialogue and use of
favorably on the bill now before that the Dunning or similar processes, said
body, says Francis J. Walsh, presi- Simon Rowson upon his arrival on
dent of the Anti-Blue Law Ass'n of the Bremen yesterday. Rowson statPennsylvania.
ed that British producers are now
spending two and one-half times as
much on their sound productions than
Strictly Business
they did on their silents.
Gainsborough,
said Rowson,
will
Sam E. Morris has in(.Continued on Pane 4)
structed that the term "convention" be dropped in connection with the coming Warner Bros, and First National
sales gatherings, and "meetings" substituted. He says this
is due to the greater business
scope now being covered at
these get-together affairs. And
perhaps less of the traditional
"conventioning."

ANTI-GANG EILM MOVEMENT
LAID TO HOT ADVERTISING
The New Jersey M. P. T. O. will
maintain a "hands off" policy in connection with the recently developed
agitation against underworld and
crime pictures, said Sidney Samuelson president
(Continuedof onthe Pane organization.
4)

Gell Predicts 100% Jump
In British Studio Output

A 100 per cent increase in British
production during the year ahead,
with the aggregate output being
jumped to 2(10 features as compared
with 100 last year, is forecast by W.

J. Cell,
managing
Gaumont
Co.
Cell
York yesterday on
Cell estimated that
(Continued on

director
of the
arrived in New
the Bremen.
of approximatcPane 4)

Complete Revision of Fire
Regulations Sought by
Protection Body
Complete revision of the standard
regulations governing measures for
fire prevention in the handling of
film in exchanges, laboratories,
studios and theaters will be recommended at the 35th annual meeting
of
National
Fire Protection
Ass'n
to the
be held
in Toronto,
May 11 to
14.
The new regulations, drawn up by
the association's committee on hazardous chemicals and explosive1-,
provide for
fire-resistive
(Continued
on Pane construction
4)

STRESSING WOMAN ANGLE
IN 12 ON PATHE PROGRAM
Twelve of the 20 features on the
RKO-Pathe program for the new season will be particularly given the
woman angle. They will star Ann
Harding, Constance Bennett and
Helen Twelvetrees, the three femme
names vehicles
on the will
company's
Their
include roster.
smart,
sophisticated material similar in character to "This Thing Called Love"
and "Rebound," and strong emotional
dramas. William Boyd and Eddie
Ouillan will continue as stars.

Laemmle Plans House
For Fox West Coast
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
l.os Angeles — Carl Laemmle plans
to build a $250,000
theater
seating
900 on Hollywood
Blvd. and Yine
St., for lease to Fox
West
Co;
Theaters.

Producing on Roof
London — Converting of the
roof of the new Gaumont studio at Shepherd's Bush into a
production lot is planned.
Land being high-priced in this
locality, sets will be erected on
the roof of the structure,
which has been specially built
to permit
such operations.
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McConnell Joins Mascot
Hutchinson Productions
As General Sales Manager
For State Rights Market
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"Little Caesar" Allowed in Chi.
Chicago — After having been barred
by the police, "Little Caesar" is to
get a showing here as a result of
action by Judge Kavanagh, who dissolved the injunction against it.
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Thomas McConnell, who was recently with First National in a sales
capacity, has joined Mascot Pictures
Corp. as general sales manager. He
has been associated with Fox, Paramount and M-G-M, as well as First
National. Mascot's first serial of the
new season, "The Vanishing Legion,"
will be ready for release June 10.

Simon Rowson Elected
Head of British Society
London CBy Cable) — Simon Rowson, now in New York, has been
elected president of the new British
Kinematograph Society, founded
upon the old S. M. P. E., which
seceded from the S. M. P. E. in the
United States last Fall. Other officers are: A. S. Newman, vice-president: Paul Kimberley, treasurer; Leslie Eveleigh, secretary. Membership
is now at 200.

"Women Men Marry," the first of
four productions by Charles Hutclvnson, will be released on the state
rights market by Headline Picture.-,
Corp. The picture is an all-talker,
directed by Hutchinson, with Natalie
Moorhead, Sally Blanc, Kenneth
Harlan and Randolph Scott in the
cast. Hutchinson is now in Hollywood arranging for the production
of his second vehicle.

Wanger To Tell A.M.P.A.
About Talker Production
Production of talkers will be the
subject of the talk to be given by
Walter Wanger, Paramount eastern
producing executive, who is tomorrow's guest of honor at the A.M.P.A.
luncheon in the Hotel Dixie. Wanger will tell about the inspirational
and instructional aspects of production in its relation to the advertising
man's work.

New Film Cabinet
To Get Fire Tests Cremonim Importing More
A new film cabinet manufactured
Cines Pittaluga Pictures
by the Neumade Products Corp. of

1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

HOLlywood 4121

8
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THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
DOCK
Apr. 4-11:

Players' and Patrons' Jubilee
Week, national benefit for N. V. A.
City.
Club.
15-17: Paramount eastern sales convenApr.
tion, Hotel Ambassador, Atlantic
Apr. 19 :

Lambs Gambol, Metropolitan Opera
House, New York.
20-22 : Warner Bros. Eastern sales convention, Traymore, Atlantic City.
Apr.
RKO
Pathe sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.
22-24: Paramount western sales convention, Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
May
State Convention of Indiana InApr. 23-24 :dorsers
of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel,
Indianapolis.
Apr. 25: Laemmle Anniversary Dinner Dance
Apr.
of Universal Club, Hotel Edison,
New
York.
Apr.

29-May 1 : Warner Bros. Western sales
convention. Hotel St. Francis, San
Francisco.
18-22:

International

Exhibitors'

Con-

gress, Rome.

Frank Whitbeck Leaves
Fox West Coast Theaters
West

Coast

Bureau.

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Frank Whitbeck has
resigned as advertising director of
Death of Stefano Pittaluga, head Fox West Coast Theaters. Oscar S.
Xew York will be given a series of
of
Cines Pittaluga, foremost unit in Oldknow, executive vice-president,
severe fire tests Friday before a
has sent G. S. Yorke from the home
group of officials of the New York the Italian film industry, will not
office
to handle the advertising demean
any
curtailment
in
the
activities
City Fire Department, the New York
partment here until a permanent sucFire Underwriters Exchange of the of the company, according to J. V.
cessor to Whitbeck is named.
National Board of Fire Underwrit- Cremonim. who handles the showing
ers, theater managers and others. of Pittaluga pictures here. A staff
The tests are to be held at 2:30 of prominent men compose the comSchlesinger, Harman-Ising
o'clock at 207th St. and Ninth Ave.
pany's board of directors and this
Making 13 Novelty Shorts
group will carrv on the work. Other
talkers from the Rome studios are
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Fregger Reopens Billings House
on
the
way
here,
Cremonim
says.
Hollywood — Leon Schlesinger and
Billings, Mont. — Max Fregger has
reopened the Liberty, which has been
Pittaluga was a progressive per- the Harman-Ising Studios, producers
sonality and chiefly responsible for of "Looney Tunes," will make
closed for several weeks to undergo
extensive improvements. Western the recent advancement of the Ital- "Merry Melodies," a series of 13 oneian film industry. He introduced reel subjects. "Lady, Plav Your
Electric sound equipment and an
Ortho-Krome screen are part of the American methods over there. In Mandolin" is the first.
new equipment.
recognition of his efforts, the government conferred upon him the title
of Commendatore Ufficiale of the
__ Upstate Exhibitor Bankrupt
RELIABLE
MANUFACTURERS
George Cohan, operator of two Italian Crown.
houses in Poughkeepsie and two in
of theatre equipment who desire to introduce and sell their
M-G-M Signs Madge Evans
Newburgh, has filed a voluntary petiMadge Evans, appearing on the
products through the world,
tion in bankruptcy in the U. S. DisUnited States excepted, at a
trict Court, listing liabilities of $1,- stage in "Philip Goes Forth," now
cost much less than they now
in Philadelphia, has been signed by
284.662 and virtually no assets.
coast.
M-G-M and will leave shortly for the
pay fortisingliterature
advermatter, will and
be greatly
U Preparing
Feature
on Evolution
benefited by communicating
Universal is preparing an eight-reel
Baltimore Sunday Bill Held Up
with
feature on the subject of "Evolution,"
Baltimore — Due to opposition from
with an introduction featuring Clarence Darrow, noted criminal lawyer
Box 698
co- Film Daily
Lord's Day Alliance and other
and lecturer. This portion of the the
Protestant groups, Governor Ritchie
1650 Broadway
N. Y. C.
picture is being made at the Audio announces he will not sign the open
Cinema studios here, under the di- Sunday bill until the opponents have
rection of George Cochrane, from views.
had opportunity to present their
material compiled bv W W. Young.
1*t *.»♦.» ■ % ♦ »« * » « » % » ♦ t % » « » w«» w.w»+w»«.»«.»».». >*>*A*'.'H
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Making motion picture history in 32 Road- ^
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SAFETY CODE REVISION

$75,538,686^ IN MARCH

SOUGHT BY FIRE ASS'N
(Continued from Page

1)

wherever feasible, automatic sprinkler protection over all rooms where
film is handled in any quantity,
standard vaults for storage, and strict
control of smoking and any other
potential source of ignition of the
film.
The regulations adopted in 1919
and amended in minor details in 1922
and 1926 have proven fully satisfactory in their application to exchanges,
but with new developments in the
industry it seemed advisable to revise them in order to bring them up
to date and make them more inclusive in application.
Representatives of the film industry will be accorded a hearing at
the Toronto meeting.

Harley Clarke Lines Up
6 New Fox Film Directors
(Continued from Page 1)

tral Trust Co. of Illinois, Chicago;
Frank O. Watts, chairman of board
of directors of First National Bank
of St. Louis; J. A. Moffett, vice president and director, Standard Oil Co.
of New Jersey.
Those of the present board who are
expected to be re-elected are: Harlev
L Clarke, Matthew C. Brush, C. W.
Higley, Winfield Sheehan, William
Fox.
Among the directors who will leave
the board are C. B. Stuart, E. W.
Niver, John L. Kuser, J. Dryden
Kuser, W S. Ingold, Walter S. Hammons, Murray Dodge, Oscar L.
Gubelman, S. C. Munoz, Joseph Higgins and Edward W. Cox.
Details of the financing are still
being worked out. Latest reports are
that a new company may be formed
to take over the Fox holdings of
Loew stock, with bankers purchasing
some $30,000,000 of the senior securities of the new holding corporation.

Anti-Gang Film Movement
Laid to Hot Advertising
(Continued from Page

1)

yesterday. He attributed the situation in "a great measure" to salacious
advertising on the part of major circuits. Samuelson said that he has
written at least 10 letters to those in
authority protesting against advertising of this kind.
The association will hold its next
meeting in New York on April 14.

COMING

& GOING

EDDIE DOWLING, accompanied by his
wife, RAY
DOOLEY.
leaves for the coast
tomorrow
to
-tar
in
"Honeymoon
Lane" for
Paramount
release.
WILLIAM LeBARON is in town from
the coast.
NED SPARKS arrives from Hollywood
this week for a vacation.
J. R. GRAINGER is due from the coast
tomorrow.
JESSE J. GOLDBURG has returned from
California.
NORA GREGOR, M-G-M German actress
arrived on the Bremen, en route for Kelly
wood .
JULES LEVY has returned from California.

• • •
anthem

AT

LAST this country now has an official national
President Hoover signed the Act of Congress on

March 4th making "The Star Spangled Banner" the one and only
patriotic hurrah in harmony
just about 118 years after
Francis Scott Key wrote it on that historic occasion when he
awoke from his imprisonment on a British frigate to see Old
Glory still waving over Fort McHenry
a little slow in
approving this anthem, you may think
but those boys in
Congress are slow thinkers, remember
to them 118 years
means nothing
trouble is the anthem has become slightly
obsolete
remember when you were a kid in school at general assembly
and got up on your hind legs and yelled
"O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave" at the top
of your young and ardent lungs?
when Mister Key wrote
that song it WAS the land of the free
that was before
the days of Prohibition, censors, and all the rest of the low-brow
highbinders who now regulate our lives for us
but you've
got to hand it to these Congressional boys for havin' a sense of
humor
after they take our freedom away from us they
make the "Freedom Song" the official national anthem
and
the National Music Week committee has entered into the spirit
of the joke
they have made the anthem a highlight of their
annual observation the week of May 3 to 9
RKO
Pathe
will distribute a swell collection of musical shorts for this event
including one called "The Star Spangled Banner," tracing the dramatic episode of Francis Scott Key's career from boyhood to the War of 1812
every patriotic American should
see this film, by all means
it will give you a thrill and a
strange and weird feeling
also a shock
to realize
that long, long, ago this ACTUALLY was "the land of the
free"
• • • ADD
TOUGH
BREAKS
Eddie
Dowling,
stage and screen star, is encountering plenty of grief-inspiring
publicity these days
the gink that was married and divorced by Betty Compton
has the same moniker
Eddie
l>egs to recall to his many friends that he's been happily married
to Ray Dooley for the past 17 years

•Sooky,
• • Eloise,
HI, and
FELLERS!
Ol' ofSkippy
is in
townof comic strip
with
all the rest
the kid
gang
fame
out in Kansas City they are observing the event with
due ceremony
for you must know that Skippy is universal
for he might be anybody's boy
every parent will
recognize Skippy
every kid will sure recognize him
as the personification of his own hopes, despairs, smiles and tears
so the Newman theater in K. C. worked out a beaucoup
stunt with the "Journal-Post," whereby the newspaper distributes
tickets to entire families who cannot afford to see the pix during
its week's run
the guy who thought up this stunt has a
Heart
it will bring joy into innumerable families where a
li'l ray of sunshine is needed in these parlous times
• • • SHOWMANSHIP BRAINS stick out all over that
campaign that the Chesterfield people are putting in back of the
ballyhoo on the N.V.A. "Stolen Jools" film
sponsoring the
screening of 52 Hollywood stars in this pix, they have sent hundreds of attractive cartons of the cigs to motion picture and
theatrical people with an appropriate card
mebbe the fact
that George Arthur Gray, the vet film man, is part of the Chesterfield ad campaign, has a lot to do with the showmanship class
displayed
Famous Last Lines; "Where's that memorandum?— holy jumpin' wheezers! — oh, here it is! — thanks, SO
much !" — A. P. Waxman

«

«

«

»

»

»

Market value of amusement shares
dropped from $590,501,790 to $514,963,104, a decrease of $75,538,686,
during the March slump, according
to a compilation made by the New
York "Times."

Forming Company To Push
(Continued from
Page Abroad
1)
Equipment
Sales

nucleus of 15 or more non-competitive companies, all of which will have
an interest in the new corporation
and will be represented on its board
of directors.
The new company intends to conduct various campaigns to put over
the U. S. products in foreign territories. A bureau of information, to
work with the U. S. Department of
Commerce, also is planned.

3 N. Y. State Indie Units
Being (Continued
Mergedfrom This
Page 1)Month
and Buffalo groups will attend an organization meeting. Expectations are
that the state association will take
over an old charter, now in disuse,
and thereby adopt the name of the
M. P. T. 'O. of the State of New
York. Organization work has been
deferred owing to the concentration
of exhib leader attention on the legislative situation at Albany.

Dunning System, Less Talk
Seen (Continued
as Foreign
from Page Solution
I)
make 20 or more features for the new
season. Twelve had been scheduled
for the current year but a disastrous
fire at its studio prevented complete
carrying out of the program.

Gell Sees 100% Jump
In(Continued
British
Production
from Page 1)
ly 3,800 picture houses in the British Isles, only 800 are unwired. He
said musicals have flopped in popularity in his country, and the public
has indicated little interest in color.
Before returning to England within
several weeks, Gell mav go to the
Coast. While in America he will
set distribution deals for Gaumont
product.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays: dustry, who are celebrating their

8
MaryApril
Pickford
Victor
Schertzinger
Alfred Allen
Leo Hauck
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Miniature Golf Menace Looms Again This Summer

FOX FILM SHIFTS LOEW STOCK HOLDINGS
Programs
Next
Leading theSeason's
Way

on
Features
20 TechnicolorNew Lens
and Sound Track
Irritations

-and film racketeering
- By JACK

ALIC0ATE

=

Give Better Results,
Officials State

West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

SALES COMMITTEE OF 10
APPOINTED BY COLUMBIA

Worst pain-in-the-neck
among
space
grabbers
is the minor executive
who insists upon seeing
his name constantly in print. He
never has anything worth-while to
say and is constantly saying it. He
keeps his publicity man always in
hot water with the press. This form
of minor racketeering is usually the
result of a minor-league mind.
*
*
*

Like our poor relations, the crook
promoter is constantly with us. He paints
an alluring and beautiful word picture of his plans and the millions he
can make for those who invest with
him. It's the old army game. If
you want to invest in the picture
industry, do so in the stocks^ of the
old-line companies. Forty-nine out
of 50 promotions are simply stockselling schemes.
*
*
*
Bogus
Promotions

Every so often the industry, particularly in Hollywood, is flooded with programs, special editions and
"Mug Books" that have no real advertising value whatsoever. Advertisers are mostly black-jacked into
taking space. The smoke screen is
sometimes charity. No one profits
but the promoter. Advertising should
be confined to the recognized mediums of the industry.
Mlig
Books

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The screen has
a great opportunity to lead the
world of fiction and drama on
its way back to decency, said
Will H. Hays in addressing
the Association of M. P. Producers.

DAILY

Hollywood — Production programs
now taking shape indicate that 20
A major racket ex- all-Technicolor features will be made
Bunk
traordinary in filmdom for the 1931-32 releasing season, according to officials of the color procAgents is the unscrupulous
ess company. Radio has just comagent with nothing to
pleted "Waiting
stallsat the
work Church"
soon and
on
sell but a giit of gah. He hooks Paramount
the artist, director or writer and "Rose of the Rancho,"
old
David
(Continued on Page 8)
from then on all is trouble, with a
lawsuit usually at the end. There
are many recognized agents of stability, background and character.
Those hooking up with chiselers
deserve what they eventually get.
*
*
*
Space
Stealers

West Coast Bur. THE

AUTHOR SEEKS TEST CASE
OVER HANDLING OF STORY
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Declaring
that the
screen
version
of "An
American
Tragedy" does not meet with his fullest approval, Theodore
Dreiser will
Paramount from exUnder
the new sales policy in- seek to enjoin
hibiting the picture, and demand an
stituted by Columbia,
a committee equity ruling
defining the rights of
of 10, headed by Lou B. Metzger, an
author in general.
will handle all national distribution
under the supervision of Jack Colin.
Metzger, as exclusively reported in
The Film Daily last week, will be Edgar Wallace's "On Spot"
director of sales. Others on the comNext
Be Griffith
May
W. Griffith's
next 's
production
mittee are Abe Montague, Joe Mc- forD. United
Artists
is
expected to be
Conville,
Lou
Weinberg,
Morris
(Continued on Page 8)
"On the Spot," based on the Edgar
Wallace mystery play. The English
vriter has just arrived in New York
John LeRoy Johnston
to straighten out matters in connection with the title and to transact
Elected
Wampas
Head
West Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
other business. Financing of the production, itis understood, will be acHollywood — John LeRoy Johnston
has been elected president of the
complished through Charles Christie
aii English group friendly to
Wallace.
Wampas.
Joe Sherman is the retir- and
ing head of the organization.

Revival of Minnie Golf Fad
Looms As Summer Headache
Weather Unchanged
Although
the Wall
Street
sector yesterday was a-buzzing
with reports that the Paramount-Warner Bros, exchangeof-product situation had been
ironed
out,
a checkup
in
Times Square indicated that so
far no blanket deal has been
set.

Competition from miniature golf on
as big a scale as last summer, and
probably bigger, looms again as the
warm weather draws near. A checkup by The Film Daily shows that
the majority of the midget courses
built last year are being dolled up
and improved
for another try this
summer.
In most cases they are being made(Continued
more elaborate
than before
on Page 8)

$30,000,000
of FiveDebentures
BeingYear
Offered Today

Official announcement of the details of the Fox Film financing is
made today in the offering to stockholders of $30,000,000 of five-year 6
per cent convertible gold debentures
due April 1, 1936. The offering has
been underwritten by a group headed by Chase Securities Corn anH including Dillon, Read & Co., Bancamerica-Blair Corp., Harris, Forbes
& Co., Chatham
Cen(Continued Phenix
on Page Corp..
8)

MAYER IS NEW PRESIDENT
West

OF PRODUCERS' ASS'N
Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Louis B. Mayer is the
new president of the Association of
M. P. Producers. Other officers
elected at the annual meeting are:
Fred dent
Beetson,
executive
and secretary;
J. L.vice-presiWarner,
first vice-president; Joseph I. Schnitzer, second vice-president.
A resolution in memory of the late
Lewis Warner was adopted.

Radio Execs Hold Meet
To Decide "Roxy"JPost

A meeting, to establish the official
title of S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel in
connection with his duties in Radio
1 ity, was held last night with Hiram
S. Brown. David Sarnofr, M. H.
\\lesworth
"Roxy" in atten-of
dance. and
Formal announcement
"Roxy's" executive capacity may be
announced today.

No Movies, No Wifie
Cambridge, Mass. — Applying
for divorce, Mrs. E. V. Tuells
told the judge that only three
times during the seven years
of their married life had her
husband taken her to the
movies.
She got the divorce.

f-^^
^isirict Court Refuses

:the
IM NL«MU1k

"Reducing"
Injunction
Declaring that on
it would
be a waste

Of rilMDQM
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$8.84 a Share for Eastman Kodak
Net profit of Eastman Kodak for
the year ended Dec. 27 was $20,253,788, equal to $8.84 a share on
the common stock, against $9.56 in
1929. Francis C. Mattison, administrator of Eastman's European companiesy was elected a director. Retiring directors were re-elected.

ot tne court's time to have a trial oi
die issues, Judge Frank J. Coleman
ol the U. S. District Court yesterday
ietused to grant a preliminary injunction to Ivan Abramson in Ins
suit against M-G-M Distributing
Corp. in connection with the Mane
Dressier-Polly Moran picture "Reaucing, ' which Abramson said was
plagiarized from the picture, "Enlighten ihy Daughter,' which was
produced in 1917. The damages demanded were all of the profits of
"Reducing" plus $250,000.
judge Coleman after viewing both
pictures said the similarity was not
sufficient to justify an injunction

London Studio Deal
Is Completed by RKO
London — Arrangements for a London studio have been completed by
RKO with the announcement by
Basil Dean that the plant now in
course of erection at Ealing will be
known as the Associated Radio Studios. Four large stages and the necessary offices will be provided, and
production for both RKO and RKO
Pathe is to take place there. British
capital is financing the studios, which
will be owned and operated by
A.R.P., Ltd., with Basil Dean, R. P.
Baker, S. L. Courtauld and R. F. W.
Holme on the board of directors

Double-Featuring Hits
Sales of Accessories
Playing of double feature bills in
various territories is exercising a depressing effect upon sales of accessories, according to reports made by
distribution executives in New York.
Long a problem to distributors, accessories are now reported to be
moving unusually slow in these districts as many exhibs are making up
their own posters when they bill
twin features.
Pathe Signs Austin Parker
Pathe has signed Austin Parker
to join its writing staff at the Coast.
Parker, who has been with Paramount and is a playwright, leaves for
Hollywood tomorrow.

Plunkett Taking Month's Vacation
Joseph K. Plunkett, R-K-O theater
head, plans to leave for Europe next
week for a one month's vacation.
Nat Blumberg, assistant to Plunkett,
will handle the executive position
during Plunkett's absence.
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Short Subjects Excluded
From Monogram Lineup
Short subjects will not be included in the selling schedule of
Monogram Pictures, according to W.
Ray Johnston, who stated yesterday
that only a very small minority of
independents have expressed a desire
for the inclusion of shorts. The
product of several short subject producers has been under consideration
for some time, but following yesterday's
the Monogram
offices,meeting
Johnstonatdecided
to abandon
ihe consideration of anything but features and serials.

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STillwell 4-7940

♦*$
J*{
J*J
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[Eastman Films p
18 J. E
our, Inc. §
8

the local first-run situation, which
now includes five theaters, one oi
these large downtown houses may be
closed soon, according to insistent
reports. It is said that at present
only
of the first-runs are really
makingtwomoney.

U. S. company with Canadian headquarters in Toronto, announces that
a $400,000 theater is to be built here,
to be followed by similar projects
in other cities in the Maritime Provinces. He has obtained options on
two main street properties.

•♦

Chicago
8 1727 Indiana Ave.
% CALumet 3692

8

8
Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

8
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J.

KEMP

Fifth Ave.
New
Phones MUrray Hill 2-7838-9

MOTION

Apr. 19: Lambs Gambol, Metropolitan Opera
House, New York.
Apr. 20-22 : Warner Bros. Eastern sales convention, Traymore, Atlantic City.
RKO
Pathe sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Apr. 22-24: Paramount western sales convention, Palace Hotel, San Francisco.

agers in Warner's Broadway houses
has just been made. Edgar Wallach, formerly manager of the Warner, is now at the Winter Garden, replacing Zeb Epstein, who returns to
the New York Strand, succeeding
Howard P. Kingsmore. Arthur
ner.
Block, formerly treasurer at the Hollywood, isnow manager of the War-

Chicago — First National's "Little
Caesar" opened yesterday for simultaneous runs at the Orpheum and
Woods here.

Paramount Officials Honored
Lisbon — The Portuguese government has bestowed a decoration, the
Order of Santiago, on four Paramount officials for the service rendMerritt Davis Handling
ered in producing the first dialogue
W. B. Washington Branch picture in the Portuguese tongue. The
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY recipients are Adolph Zukor, Robert
Washington — Merritt Davis, for- T. Kane, M. J. Messeri and Andre
merly Warner Bros, manager at Daven.
Charlotte, has been placed in charge
Clarence Darrow for Roxy Concert
of the company's
exchange who
here,joined
sucClarence Darrow will be guest
ceeding Robert Smeltzer,
Pathe as manager of its Washington speaker at the "Dollar" Symphony
branch. Charles Stombaugh, who Concert to be given at the Roxy
has
been- in charge for Pathe, has re- next Sunday morning at 11:30.
signed.
Kansas Censor Board Changes
Topeka
— Helen R. Dodderidge of
M.P. Club to Get Wised on Cards
Lawrence and Abbie A. Bellcort of
"Every crooked device, used in pro- LaCrosse will become inspectors of
fessional gambling" will be given the the state moving picture censor
expose treatment at the M. P. Club board late this month, taking the
places of Mrs. Lizzie K. Robinson
tomorrow
afternoon
Canfield, famous
gambler,bywho"Kid"
has of Lawrence and Mrs. Ella Malonev
matched his skill with the late Arnold of Kansas City, Kan.
Rothstein and other w.k. gamblers of
the past 30 years. Canfield will show Two Minneapolis Loop Houses Dark
marked cards with which Rothstein
Minneapolis — Closing of the Cenby Publix
makes
two
loop
lost $360,000 before the shooting houses tury dark.
which ended his career.

would be non-shrinkable, non-fluctuating, payable to you
each month YEAR AFTER YEAR, even though you
should live to be a hundred years old.
For further information, write

JOHN

Apr. 15-17: Paramount eastern sales convention, Hotel Ambassador, Atlantic

New Theaters Planned
In Maritime Provinces Simultaneous Showings
Munch. n, N. B. — W. A. Betheth of
For "Caesar" in Chicago
Toronto, who says he represents a

IT'S
SURE-IT'S PERMANENT-IT'S YOURS
How would you like to look forward to an INCOME that

551

Apr. 4-11: Week,
Players' and Patrons' Jubilee
City. national benefit for N. V. A.
Club.

Another Shakeup Made
Overseating May Force
In Warner B'way Houses
Closing of First-Run
Another shakeup of theater manSt. Louis — Due to overseating in
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Short Shots from
New York Studios
\By HARRY

NEW
On

€

of Motion Pictures

•

•

•

NOTHING

WORTH

while is ever accomplished in

this li'l ole world without the Dreamers
first the Dream,
then the Actuality
that is one reason why the film biz is
where it is today
gents
guys with

it's full of a lotta optimistic, enthusiastic
DREAMS
cast your eye over a

The Warner Vitaphone studio was
cast into sorrow by the untimely
passing of young Lewis Warner who
spent many months there last year,
during which time he endeared himself to the entire force.

few of 'em that were sprung on a startled world within the past
year
true, these Dreams didn't come True
but ya
can't expect all the dreams a gent has are gonna click
give
'em credit
they at least Dreamed
and dreams, as
you must know, are a very beautiful thing
we like to think
of these Dreamers sitting back and speculating on What Might

Paramount Notes: Dick Blaydon
will be assistant to Eddie Cline on
"Girl Habit" . . . Everything on the
up-and-up with three different stairwav scenes being shot at once for
"Scarlet Hours" and "The Smiling
Lieutenant," the latter now practically completed. . . . Claudette Colbert's debut as a radio singer was a
complete success but she almost collapsed when it was all over.

Have Been
on the Big Events that didn't Event
f'r instance, remember when Harold B. Franklin was working on
theater construction plans for West Coast Theaters to take care

Ruth Etting has been signed by
Vitaphone for a new scries of four
her latpictures. "Freshmanbe Love,"
shown at the
est release, will
Winter Garden in conjunction with
George Arliss in "The Millionaire."

Larry Kent feels he has a great
comedy bet in the team of Burns
and Allen and after watching this
pair go through their antics in "Oh,
My Operation," it's a cinch that this
one-reeler will prove a better spring
tonic than all the medicine in the
world.
Frank Mclntyre, rotund stage
comedian, has been approached tvith
the idea of making a screen comedy
but hasn't yet found a script that
units his particular style.
"Secrets of a Secretary," featuring
Claudette Colbert, is scheduled to
start in two weeks at the Paramount
studio.
:THE
IHt NI»S!\llIi

or himdom

Congratulates :
RAD10-KEITH-0RPHEUM
for its commendable campaign
to expose and denounce fake
"moving

the Art and Business

N. BLAIR',

C^ASEY ROBINSON will direct
Solly Ward in his first onc-reeler
for Paramount, and not Walton
Butterfield, as previously reported.
The latter, originally slated to rejoin
the Paramount forces with resumption of shorts activity, is now preparing to go to the Coast for another company.

picture

schools."

No. 14 oS 1931
"Good Deeds"
Series

BOOKS

of "the imminence of wide film
one of those li'l thoughts that
Harold's own company, now
mus of Technicolor stated that
white motion picture will be as

and third dimension"
just
will keep for a few years — for
16 months ago Mister Kal"within two years the black and
out of date as the silent picture

today"
well, he's still got eight months to go
and
there was that new color process known as Fox Color, and Mister
Sol Wurtzel when interviewed about it was quite optimistic
he figured that within a year it was possible that every Fox pix
would use it
the year was up three months ago
First
National planned a $250,000 music building on the Coast, with 50
sound proof rooms
oh, well
all Arkayo houses were
to be equipped with the Spoor-Berggren wide film process by the
end of 1930
the Publix experiment in stage presentations,
featuring tabloid versions of pop musical revues, such as "Chauve
Souris"
a splendid idea
what happened to it?
70 feature productions from the various producers were scheduled
for production in color in 1930
remember wotta time the
publicity boys had writing about those?
boy, they certainly
slammed out the copy by the ream
love's labor lost
ah, well
and what happened to that Eastern chain of 10cent picture houses that started in Schenectady?
a gorgeous Dream, that one
make a great feature story
The Chain That Was Dreamed
or The Dream That Was
Chained
don't be so fussy, hypercritical and didactic
also a year ago a lotta theaters declared they would remain silent
forever
sure enough, a slew of 'em are now silent
forever
and do y' recall the big splurge when Red Star
Music Company had it's grand gala opening?
all set to
put the theme song idea over in pix in a big way
but
somebody was careless and mislaid the theme song notion
or was it that the Public didn't Go For It?
so long ago,
we forget
about 14 months since it died
how time
Hies!
in the film biz
some of us fly with it
others do a nose dive
you don't have to answer "yes" or
"no"
we know the flyers and the divers
'ell, that's
our business
then there was Jack Cohn of Columbia, who
stated that his company would make Spanish, German and French
versions of
the 1930-31
betcherRomance
y' don't Derememberhalf
when Fox
launchedprogram
its Great Outdoor
partment 14 months ago, to make pix in their natural locations in
the Argentine pampas, the African veldt and the Tropics
why, they even built special stables at Movietone City for the
'osses to be used in these Outdoor Romances
we mustn't
overlook the 37 odd new film execs who, on taking office, stated
in that big-hearted way: "The present staff will POSITIVELY
remain at their posts."
and when the race started, most of
'em did remain
at the post
so, of all these gents
with worth while dreams, the only ones who delivered were the
37 new execs
but the guys outa jobs aren't rooting for
the gents whose Dreams Came True
nozzir

«

«

«

»

»
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THE LIFE AND ADVENTURES
OF CARL LAEMMLE, by John
Drinkwater. Foreword by Will H.
llaxs. Published by G. I'. Putnam's
Sons, New York. $3.50. John Drinkwater has done what may be called
a workmanlike job in setting down
the history of Carl Laemmle and his
rise from an errand boy in Germany
to theican grand
old manForof the
the general
Amerfilm industry.
reader, as well as for picture people,
it is an engrossing and informative
record. What keeps it from being a
truly fascinating story is that it
sounds too much like a direct compilation of facts, rather than an intimate revelation of a warm personality. This robs the book of much
of
the
romance
venture glamorous
that has filled
the and
life adof
Laemmle. There also are too many
evidences and admissions of the biographer's superficial familiarity with
his subject matter. Consequently,
as a revelation of Laemmle's personality and character it leaves much
to be desired. But the volume is of
historical value. Especially interesting is theandaccount
of Laemmle's
strenuous
successful
fight with
the motion picture patents combine.
The evolution of the Universal company, in which R. H. Cochrane
played a prominent part, also makes
good reading. The data for the book
was
gathered
by
Dave
Badcr
of
Laemmle's staff.
*
*
*
WHO'S WHO in FILMLAND, eon,
piled and edited by Langford Reed
and Hetty Spiers. Published by Chapman & Hall, Ltd., London. 3/6 net.
This is the third edition of a handy
and helpful volume containing nearly 2,500
film personalities ofbiographies
all countries,of together
with
a series of articles by John Maxwell,
Sir Gordon Craig, Alfred Hitchcock,
Douglas Fairbanks, Maurice Elvey,
Erich Pommer and Norma Talmadge, and various other information. It is a 350-page book, illustrated. A special section is devoted
to

the

Soviet

film

industry-.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to
the following members of the inbirthdays:
dustry, who are celebrating their

April 9

Al Lichtman
Thomas
Meighan
Carmel Myers
William Stuber
Sharon Lynn
Jeff Lazarus

Stoppx
T HROW

your hats in the air!

Sing in the streets. SKIPPY'
IS HERE! It's a priceless gem.
A riotous hit! A gorgeous
surprise for every one from
6 to 60. A picture picnic for
the whole world. SKIPPYthe kid you can't forget."
— Review from New York American, typical of SKIPPY"
reviews everywhere.

Wins Ndttcn /
Upward Surge of Business from Coast to Coast
Starts as Crowds of All Ages Rush to
Theatres Showing "SKIPPY"!
NEW

YORK

Packed houses since opening.
Holding picture second week at
Paramount.

DENVER
"Skippy'' equals house record at
opening. Business mounting all
the time.

PITTSBURGH

CHICAGO
Tremendous

business forces

Chicago Theatre to stop ticket sale
hour after opening.

They're hanging on the rafters at
both Fulton and Sheridan Sq.
Theatres to see "Skippy".

BUFFALO
ST. LOUIS
Even extra de luxe shows fail to accommodate mobs at Ambassador.

LOS ANGELES

In spite of Good Friday opening,
record audiences from start greet
"Skippy".

KANSAS

Tumultuous applause.

CITY

Lines two blocks long wait to see
Outstanding business despite preEaster opening at Paramount.
Critics high in praise.

NEW

HAVEN

"Skippy" far outgrossing "Tom
Sawyer" Audience reaction and
newspaper comments wonderful.
By Sam Mints

"Skippy" at Newman Theatre.
Journal- Post says picture is so
great, it will buy tickets for all
unable to do so, because whole city
'must see this picture"

NOTE
All comments based on actual wires!

Based on Percy Crosby's story. Directed by Norman

Taurog

PARAMOUNT'S

WONDER-SHOW!
The Greatest Spring Product in History!
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LATEST HOLLYWOOD

- Coast Wire Service

Four New Productions
Launched at Fox Studio
Four new pictures have been started at the Fox studio. Three are
among the last few on the 1930-31
schedule and one is for the 1931-32
season. "Misbehaving," with Victor
McLaglen and Jeanette MacDonald;
"Blondie," with Jean Harlow, Spencer Tracy and Warren Hymer, and
"Hush Money," with Owen Moore,
Joan Bennett and C. Henry Gordon
are current season pictures. "TransAtlantic," directed by William K.
Howard, with Edmund Lowe, Greta
and
Dixie isLee,
X'issen,
48 pictures
of theHalliday
one John
Moran
Lois
to be released next season.
George Raft and Hugh White
have been assigned gangster roles in
"Hush
Money."
Sam Hardy has been signed for a
part in "Misbehaving."
Robert Young has been added to
the cast of the new Charlie Chan
mystery story, "The Black Camel."

©

HAPPENINGS

om "LOTS"
A LITTLE frHooper
Atchley, Wade Boteler, WalBy

RALPH

WILK

ALFRED JACKSON, former
ter Long and Brooks Benedict. Harry
newspaperman and playwright, Frazer
is directing.
is the new owner of a writing con*
*
*
tract at Radio Pictures. He has
Marian
Marsh
will
have
the femincompleted three scripts, the latest beine
lead
in
William
Powell's
first
ing "Waiting
the Church,"
in collaborationat
with Barney
Sarecky.
Warner picture, "The Co-Respond*
*
*
ent,"
now being adapted by J. Grubb
Alexander.
Our Passing Show: John F. Good*
*
*
rich and cane on Hollywood Blvd.;
Robert N. Lee motoring to Culver
Lester R. Foster, who has directed
City; Arvid Gilstrom, Frank Mc- several comedies for Larry DarHugh and Jefferson Moffitt confer- mour, has completed work on
ring at RKO ♦ Pathe.
"Blondes Prefer Bonds," starring
♦
+
Louise Fazenda.
*
*
#
Fay Wray has been picked by
Erich von Stroheim for the feminine
Esther Ralston has opened a beaulead in Universal's "Blind Husbands,"
ty and health institution to be known
with Walter Byron, Gibson Gowland
as
Esther's Beauty
and George Grendt. Filming starts
*
* Salon.
*
April 16.... Lew Ayres will star in
Robert Ames will be Betty Comp"Man Hunt," directed by William
son's leading man in "Helga" for
Wyler trom Bret Harte's "Outcasts RKO. Martin Flavin wrote the story,
of Poker Flat," with adaptation by an original, and George Archainbaud
Joseph Moncure March. .. .Cyril is directing.
Gardner's first directorial effort for
*
*
#
U
will
be
"The
Impatient
Virgin"
from the Donald Henderson Clarke
More Passing Show: Sol Lesser

George Weeks on Coast Trip
George Weeks has left New York
for the Coast in connection with Sono
Art programs, this year's and next.
He expects to place "Honeymoon
Lane," starring Eddie Dowling, in
production within 30 days. This fea- story, adapted by Francis Edwards
ture, for Paramount release, is slated
Faragoh,
who has
for July distribution.
term
contract
with signed
U. a new long*
*
*
Noei Francis Borrowed by Warners
Gregory LaCava and William
Warner Bros, have borrowed Noel Seiter have been given contracts by
Francis from RKO
for a role in Radio Pictures .... Kay Francis has
been borrowed by this company for
"The Four Flusher."
the leadDonin "The
which
AlvaradoNext alsoCorner,"
appears,in
Russell Mack to Direct 'IT Film
Herbert
Brenon
directing.
Russell Mack has been chosen by
*
*
*
Carl Laemmle, Jr., to direct "Heaven
Buster Keaton's next for M-G-M
on Earth," formerly known as
will
"Sidewalks
of New Ates
York", and
by
"Mississippi."
from
the
Ben
Lucien
Lou beEdelman.
. . .Rosco
Burman novel.
John Miljan have been added to
"Politics," the new Marie DressierRoy Del Ruth to Direct
*
*
Roy Del Ruth has been assigned Polly Moran *picture.
bv Warner Bros, to direct "Side
Charles Bickford and Rose Hobart
Show." Lloyd Bacon, originally
scheduled to handle the megaphone ivill play the leads in Universal's
"White Captive," for which George
on this production, has gone over to Mel
ford will *make* the # studio shots.
the First National lot.
Elissa Landi and Spencer
Tracy
are to be starred bv Fox.
Birinski to Adapt "Murders"
Leo Birinski, European playwright,
*
* " *
has been engaged by Carl Laemmle,
Samson Raphaelson is adapting
Ir., to write the adaptation and diaRuth Chatterton's next for Paralogue of "Murders in the Rue mount.
*
*
*
Morgue," Edgar Allan Poe story of
Paris, which will reach the screen
Warren William of the New York
next year as a Universal picture.
stage has been cast by First National
opposite Bebe Daniels in "Expensive Women.". ...H. B. Warner and
Combination Repeating
Helen Chandler will appear with EdBetty Compson and George
ward G. Robinson in "Five Star
Archainbaud, the actressdirector combination that mads
George B. Seitz has been assigned
Final."
"The Lady Refuses." will be
by Columbia to supervise "Good Bad
used aerain by RKO in "Hel*
*
*
ga," original by Martin Flavin,
adapted bv Beulah Mare Dix.
Marie
Astaire
of
the
stage makes
Bertram Milhauser will supervise.
."
her
comedy debut in RKO
Girltwo-reel
Pathe's "Night Class," with Nat Carr,

-

Major Fairbanks Named
RKO Studio Supervisor
Major Fairbanks has been named

as the new RKO studio supervisor
to head the reorganized research department. He will have full executive power to attend all story conferences and supervise the authenticity of sets, costumes and foreign
customs. Miss Kenneth McCaffey,
former Pathe studio librarian, will
assist Fairbanks.
M-G-M Resuming German Versions
With the return from abroad of
Nora Gregor, German actress, the
resumption of German dialogue features by M-G-M is strongly indicated. All foreign talkers on the
M-G-M production schedule have
been completed, none being added to
the iist during the past two months.
Miss Gregor is now on her way to
Hollywood to play the title role in
a German production.

Lowell
Sherman's
Next
Following completion of his latest
acting-directing vehicle for Radio
Pictures, "High Stakes," from the
Willard Mack stage hit, Lowell Sherman will assume dual duties of a similar order for "The Passionate
Prince," from the pen of Achmed
and Harry Carr chatting at Univer- Abdullah, who collaborated with Robert H. Davis on the piece. J. Walter
sal; Sidney Fox and Slim Summerville posing for publicity pictures at Ruben will do the adaptation.
Universal;
Sinclair visiting
RKO-Pathe. Upton
M-G-M Buys Two Plays
*
*
*
M-G-M has acquired two more
Lowell Sherman, who starred in plays for screen production. One is
the stage version of "The Passionate Ivor Novello's "The Truth Game.'
Prince," will also star in the screen which closed a four months' Broadverson,
way engagement last Saturday. The
Pictures.which he will direct for Radio
*
*
*
other is a Hungarian play, "Ferike
As
a Guest," by Goth.
Ladislas Bus Fekete
Harlan Wilkiyison Phillips, better and Alexander
M-G-M also has signed Phyllis
known as "Bill," and Mary Ruth
Brooks are on their honeymoon. The Elgar, Australian actress who rebridegroom is a member of Radio
cently appeared on the New YorkPictures makeup department.
stageisinnow
"The
Mrs. this
Fraser."
She
on First
tour with
play
*
*
*
and
is
expected
to
come
here
within
Making foreign language versions a few weeks.
paved the way for Arthur Robison
to win a contract to direct pictures Eleanor Boardman Signed by Para.
in English. His first assignment
Eleanor Boardman has been signed^
under his new contract with M-G-M
to a long-term contract bv Paramount. Her first picture will be the]
is to direct Adolphe Menjou in "The
Great Lover." He directed the Ger- feminine lead opposite Paul Lukas
man version of "The Trial of Mary in "Women Love Once," from a
Dugan" and the French versions of screen play by Zoe Atkins. The cast
"Let Us Be Gay" and "The Easiest so far listed also includes Geoffrey
rect.
*
*
*
Kerr, Juliette Compton and Helen !
Here and There: Perry Lieber and Johnson. Edward Goodman will diJack Grant chatting at Radio Pictures; Gerritt J. Lloyd and Johnny
Miles ."walking on Melrose Boulevard;
Way Herzbrun visiting Radio PicWalter
tures on business. Phil H.
Ryan, Noel Gurney and Phil H.
flu.
Ryan, Jr., chatting at the Metropolitan studio; Robert C. Bruce convalescing following an attack of the
*
*
*
Through Eddie Rubin, Don George,
the wrestler, has been signed by MG-M to appear in a sport short.

Quick Stardom

Sidney Fox, newcomer to
the screen from the stage who
made her talker debut in Universal's "Bad Sister," will be
starred by this company in
"The Impatient Virern," by
Donald Henderson Clarke.
Francis Edwards Faragoh is
adapting the story.
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AY after day, year after year,
keeps to
FDAILYits well charted course of providing
THE NrtSHUfi.

WLm fjll^WI

Of HlMDOM£^J§«^"^^nLM

WEILIY

TICESI

this tremendous world-wide industry
with an influential and reliable daily
newspaper now backed by 14 years of
prestige and reader interest. To print
the news, all of it, minus press agent
bunk. To be strictly independent in
its editorial and reviewing policy.
To present, constantly, in attractive
form, the good natured chatter
of the industry. To provide annual
statistical volumes of reliability and
comprehensiveness. That, in a nut
shell, is FILM DAILY SERVICE.
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MINIATURE GOLF MENACE
LOOMS AGAIN FOR SUMMER
(.Continued from Page 1)

with a view to making them increasingly attractive to customers.
In several localities, where theaters
are closed on Sunday, court rulings
have heen obtained making it permissible to operate the golf games on the
Sabbath. These decisions, however,
will be strenuously fought by exhibitors.

20 Technicolor Features
On
1931-32 Programs
{Continued from Page 1)

Keeping
Folks Cheered
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — To the motion picture comedy belongs much of
the credit for the ability of the American public to weather the recent financial and economic storm with a fortitude and optimism
that is a credit to any nation, said Dr. Clinton Wunder, executive
manager of Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences, in a talk before
the Breakfast Club yesterday. Screen entertainment with laughter
as
keynote has played a great part in keeping the people cheered,
he its
said.

FOX FINANCING COMPLETED
(Continued from Page

Thursday, April 9, 1931

SALES COMMITTEE Of 10
APPOINTED BY COLUMBIA
(Continued from Page

1)

Safier and Wayne Pierson, director
of roadshows, all of whom will work
out of New York; Joe Goldberg,
handling the West Coast; Phil Dunas, middle west; Sam Moscow,
south, and Phil Meyers, Greater New
York. All except Goldberg and Moscow are now in New York for conferences.

1)

tral-Illinois Co., and Hayden, Stone is that the corporation will apply the
& Co.
net cash proceeds realized from the
This financing, together with the sale ot ail or any part of its stock
cash payment which the corporation interests in Wesco Corporation or in
Belasco stage success. The latter or- will receive from Film Securities
Investing Corp., inganization isalso reported consider- Corp. in part consideration for the United American
cluding Metropolis & Bradford Trust
ing plans for remaking "The Vanish- purchase from Fox Film Corpora- Co., Limited, or in Film Securities
ing American" in color.
tion of the 660,900 shares of Loew
to the retirement of these deDuring the lull in the color situa- stock, will provide the funds required Corp.,
Dentures by purchase or redemption.
tion. Technicolor has effected a number of improvements in its service, for payment of the corporation's $55,lhe $15,000,000 of 2-year 6 per
issue of one-year 6 per cent cent gold notes of Wesco Corporaofficials state. Laboratory facilities 000,000
secured gold notes maturing April lion representing a part of the presfor turning out prints have been im- 15.
ent financing program, have been
proved, it is stated. A new lens
Fox Film is readjusting its interest sold by the company.
which has been developed affords
In a statement issued yesterday,
in the commonthisstock
of Loew's
by
sharper definition and an improved transferring
interest
to Film
quality of sound is available through Securities Corp., recently organized Harley L. Clarke said:
a new sound track process.
"The new financing by Fox Film
under the laws of Delaware, for apDuring the coming production seaproximately $29,000,000 in cash and completes a task of fiscal re-organization taken over by the present
son Technicolor will use "Whoopee" 462,000 shares of the class A stock
as an example of its process at its
management
and necessitated by a
of Film Securities Corp. Film Securbest.
ities Corp. upon consummation of comprehensive program of acquisition and expansion undertaken by the
these plans, will have outstanding
Gamby Coming to Capitol
senior to these class A shares, $20,- company during and prior to 1929.
Maria Gamberelli, premiere daneuse 000,000 of two-year 6 per cent se- This financing program reduces the
formerly identified with Roxy and
cured gold notes (secured by the 660,- consolidated tunded debt of the corHis Gang, opens an engagement 900 shares of Loew's common stock)
poration by more than $25,000,000
April 24 at the Capitol, where she and 100,000 shares of $7 dividend and leaves it with more than $9,000,will remain four weeks or more. Miss cumulative preferred stock, with a 000 of cash and more than $16,000,Gamberelli is also sponsoring several preference on liquidation of $100 per 000 of working capital.
ballet units.
share. The $20,000,000 two-year notes
"The annual report will show that
of Film Securities Corp. have been gross income increased about 23 per
Letting Tax Bill Die in Committee purchased by the same banking cent during the year. The gain of
approximately $19,000,000 in gross
St. Louis — Following strong op- group.
The class A shares of Film Securi- income was accounted for in part by
position from local exhibitors against
ties Corp. will participate in dividends acquisition of theaters and increase
the bjll calling for a 5 per cent tax
on all amusements, to provide funds on a share for share basis with ap- in theater income, and in part by an
proximately 51,000 shares of common increase of nearly 11 per cent in dofor charitable work, the board of almestic film rental and approximately
dermen has decided to let the meas- stock to be acquired by a banking
ure die in committee with the final syndicate, but will be entitled to a 55 per cent in foreign film rentals.
preference over such common stock The total of film rentals and sales
adjournment of the board.
1929. 1930 increased $4,000,000 over
on liquidation up to $100 per share, for
and to participate as a class on a parRKO Closing Louisville House
ity with the common stock in any
income has increased during
Louisville — RKO's Mary Anderson distribution of assets in excess of the"Film
last six months while production
closes in two weeks until fall, unless such preferential amount. The class
costs were declining sharply. There
it is leased for the period.
A stock will have no voting rights in has been a reduction of 24 per cent
respect of election of directors, this in production costs compared with
right being reserved exclusively to film rentals for the six months ended
COMING & GOING
the common stock, but it will be en- March 28, 1931. Selling and admintitled to vote on other matters share
istrative expenses compared with film
for share with the common stock.
rentals have been declining steadily
The outstanding capitalization of for the past five years, the decline
LEE MARCUS leaves today for the coast
Fox Film upon completion of the being more than 18 per cent during
to confer with Charles R. Rogers on RKO
Pathe product.
present financing program will conCLAUDE EZELL returns to the Warner
sist of $30,000,000 of five-year debenoffice today following a brief trip to Washtime." Opens Atlanta Office
tures, 2,425,660 shares of no par value thatAlexander
ington. Gradwell L. Sears also is due back
class A stock and 100,000 shares of
in a few days.
Atlanta — Alexander
Film Co. has
MAX MILDER is back at the Warner no par value class B stock. Fox sub- opened
a local office, with W. H.
home office after a trip to Cincinnati, Insidiaries have outstanding with the (Bill) Dowell
in charge as district
dianapolis and Cleveland.
public, bonds, notes, mortgages and manager,
to serve Georgia, Florida
WALLACE BEERY is on his way back
purchase money obligations aggregat- and Alabama exhibitors.
to the coast in his own airplane.
ing $27,909,132 and preferred stocks
JOHNNY FARRELL, star of RKO
of the par value of $250,000.
2-Foot Television for Home Ready
Pathe's
golf
series,
has
arrived
in
New
York
from the south.
The new debentures redeemable at
Chicago— Two-foot television for
OSCAR STRAUSS, composer, has arrived
110 per cent, are convertible at any
from Vienna to work at Paramount's New time after October 1, 1931 into class the home is now practical, it is anYork studio.
nounced by Clem F. Wade, president
HAL YOUNG, Chicago manager for Na- A common stock of Fox Film Cor- of Western Television Corp. Pretional Screen Service, arrived from the west
poration, on the basis of 30 shares of
vious apparatus has been able to revesterday.
produce pictures only a few inches
ROBERT MONTGOMERY left for the such stock for each $1,000 debenture.
coast yesterday.
Another provision of the indenture
square.

10 Television Patents
Acquired by Boston Firm
Boston — Ten independent patents
pertaining to television have been
acquired by the Shortwave and Television Corp. of this city. The move
is said to open up an independent
market for inventors who have ideas
or patents which, while not basic
enough to be of value individually,
may be combined with existing patents.
"Skippy" Holding Over
Both the New York and the
Brooklyn Paramount will hold over
"Skippy" for another week. As an
inducement for repeat patronage,
each house will have a different stage
show for the second week.
"Cracked Nuts" Held Over
RKO's "Cracked Nuts," with Bert
Wheeler
and
Robert
Woolsey,
is
being
held over at the Globe on
Broadway.
Italian Talker for 8th St. Playhouse
"La Straniera," Italian talker based
on Alexander Dumas' "The Stranger," opens Saturday at the 8th St.
Playhouse. This attraction will be
followed
by with
"Skandal
Eva," German talker
Hennyum Porten.
Billboard Tax in Maryland
Annapolis — A tax on billboards and
a $200 annual fee on outdoor advertising companies are included in
a bill passed by the Maryland legislature and sent to the Governor for
signature.
First on Para. British Schedule
London — "These Charming People," the Michael Arlen play, is the
first production planned here by
Paramount, which has leased a studio at Elstree. Work is to start this
month.

New

Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Vitascope
Corp., motion
picture cameras;
Otterbourg.
Steindler & Houston.
200 Fittn
Ave., New
York.
100 shares common.
Luxor Holding Corp.. theatrical enterprises ;C. Segal, 570 Seventh Ave., New
York.
200 shares common.
G. C. Reid. motion picture cameras; Ossining, N. Y. ; Holley & Oxenberg, 40 East
41st St., New
York.
200 shares common.
Thirteen Fifty Southern Boulevard Corp.,
theatrical enterprises; O'Brien. Malevinskv &
Driscoll, Times Square, New York. 200
shares common.
CAPITAL
INCREASES
Kingsbridge
Theater,
Manhattan,
100 to
300 shares no par.
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Bill Banning Gang Films Defeated in California

LOCALJILM BUYINGTOLICY FORTUBLIX
Alexander Film Signs 700
Company Enters Sponsored
Reel Activities With
107 Men in Field
The signing of exclusive theater
contracts for sponsored films, reaching an average weekly attendance of
1.749.000, secured through 700 theaters in 35 states was announced
yesterday by Leonard E. Fransene.
eastern manager
of Alexander
Film
and non - exclusive contracts for
straight advertising films arc now
held by Alexander Film with 4.000
houses in 48 states, > according to
Fransene,
who predicts that several
{Continued

on
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5 MORE rlTTciRCUIT;
COL. DOW GIVEN NEW POSI
Ka :sas City — Deals for five more
theaters to be added to the HughesFranklin Circuit, and the appointment
of Col. David E. Dow to new duties
in the coast headquarters of the organisation, with Rick Ricketson replacing Dow as manager in this district and F. A. Regan remaining as
(Continued on Page 7)

RCA-Gramercy Studio
May Resume Activity
Production at the RCA-Gramercy
studio, wh'ch has ' , ..n-ti'-e for
the past year, will be resumed shortly, it is reported. Principals in the
new deal are understood to be Ra.\
Hall, formerly editor of Rathe News,
and Montrose Newman, at one time
with Audio Cinema.

Another Tragedy
West Coast Bin-. THE

FILM

Theaters

for Ad

New Fox Debentures at 98
The new $30,000,000 five-year 6 per cent convertible gold debentures of Fox Film are being placed on the market at 98 and
interest, yielding slightly more than 6 per cent.

"Roxy" Organizing Big Staff
For Radio Amusement Project
Samuel L. "Roxy" Rothafel officially joined the R-K-0 organization
yesterday. The announcement was
made by Hiram S. Brown, president,
following a conference with M. H.
Aylesworth, president of the National
Broadcasting Co. and David Sarnorf
of RCA. "Roxy s" duties will be to
immediately formulate an organization which w 1! operate
the Radio

City theaters and conduct all R-K-0
radio broadcasts. Hundreds ol men
and women, experienced in motion
picture administrative work will be
congregated to carry on the project
and will be engaged as the construction of Radio City progresses.
Radio
hours
that have heretofore
been handled
by J. H. Turner,
as(Continucd

on

Pan,-
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Warners Abandon $2 Showings
Broadway showings of feature
films at $2 top have been abandoned
by Alperson.
Warner Bros.,
L.
Releaseaccording
delay andtocosi]•"
of
on set
Broadway,
areroadshow'iiL;
the man films
reasons
forth

poFcy

pressed disapproval, the popular price
was decided
upon,
Holrywood, Warner house on
i

which

has been closed for

some time, will not again be opened
for t; in . tccording to present plans.
George Arliss in "The Millionaire," It is likely that Warners will prowhich opened Wednesday night at
duce a musical comedy i>^' showing
I all. A policy
'he Winter Garden on grind, had ::'• !h. house i rl
been considered for a $2 shewing, of guest movie -tars is now under
but after several conferences; during considerat:on. It :s al o planned to
which
the
theater
department
ex- - ale (lie horse at $3 top

Anti-Gang Film Bill Defeated;
Reports on Other Legislation

DAILY

Hollywood — With Theodore
Dreiser yelping that his "An
American Tragedy" is not
being filmed by Paramount the
way he desires, B. P. Schulberg parries with a statement
that the contract enables the
company to accent or reject the
author's suggestions.

First legislative move to ban undetIvorld and gangster pictures has met
defeat in Cal Eornia. An Assembly
bill, prohibiting pictures with scenes
depicting crimes and imposing a serious penalty, has been killed in the
jud'eiary coinmittee.
\ bill propos:ng a tax on general
■ales has been defeated in the North
i in e

i,\

a

\ off

of

to 24 Proponents
i>\ the measure,
hi wever, are trying to put through ;
• ■ to reconsidf r the bill.
The
Scheifele
bill establis Ii n •
censorship
board
for Delaware
and
introduced
in tie'
I egislature
h.ibeen withdrawn
bv its autho
With sine die adjournment of the
Vermont
Legislature a mea; ui

26

(Cant hi

Pictures

Circuit To Discontinue
Blanket Booking from
Home Office
Disearding its old policy of blanket
buying of product for all its houses,
Publix is understood planning to institute alocalized booking plan undti
which bookers will deal directly with
the exchanges. Instead of setting
national deals in Xew York w*th distribution heads oi other companies the
circuit, this new season, will authorize
its booking centers to select product
suited to their different requirements.
On a date to be fixed in the near
(Continued

on

Poor
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NEWQUEBECCENSOR RULES
EXPECTED TO BE LIBERAL
Montreal — A new set oi standard:
adopted by the Quebec board of censors, to be formally announced within a few days, is understood to b
drastically more liberal than the old
rules. Severity of the provincial censors has long been regarded as a serious handicap to American
pictures.

Writers' Committee Named
To Confer with Producers
West

Coast

Bureau.

TUP

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Alfred A. Cohn, chairman of the Wr'ters' Branch of the
Academy
M. P. Block,
Arts and
ociciMeec~es
has
namedof Ralph
John
han, I'm ' Heath. Benjamin Gtaser,
Frank Woods. Richard Schavcr.
Waldcmar Young and James Seymour as a committee to formulate
oroposals
producers for
for writers.
improvement of theto conditions

Horning In
Bur. TUP. FILM

DAILY

Los Anceles — John Gilbert.
Frances Marion and M-G-M
ar« named co-defendants in a
suit for $1,100,000 damages
b-^u?ht by Ina Kuhn. who
claims authorship for the basic
He* in Gilbert's "Mask of the
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Circuit Starts Spring Cleaning
Cleveland — Associated Theaters
have started a clean-up policy over
the entire circuit. The Lincoln and
Dennison Square are the first to
undergo general cleaning and redecorating. The work is being done by
Axel Jacobson & Son, theater specialists.
* *.* *.♦ ♦.♦ ♦.♦ ♦.* ♦.♦ ♦.♦ ♦.♦♦.♦ ♦.*♦.*♦.*♦>♦.♦♦.♦♦>♦>♦.♦♦.♦•.•♦.*♦.♦♦•*♦-•»
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York
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STillwell 4-7940
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**
T. E. Brulatour, jInc. §

Chicago
I 727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
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HOLlywOod 4121
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hundred will be added to the sponsored reel contracts weekly. A force
of 1U7 salesmen working under l'>
d strict managers now blanket the
country for the purpose of establishing the sponsored film outlet for
Alexander.
Theaters already signed have been
listed according to location, seating
capacity and average attendance, and
a definite rate of $5 per 1,000 seats
will be charged advertisers. Accordng to Fransene, his company is offering "space" for advertisers and will
not necessarily insist on entering into
production of sponsored film. Any
film of entertainment value, with
sponsorsh'p on main title and trailer
only, will be available for distribution through Alexander at the charge
per seat plus cost of prints and transportation.

Dickinson Signs 100%
For Universal Product
Kansas City — Dickinson is the first
circuit to sign 100 per cent for Universal's 1931-32 program. The deal,
which covers 20 towns and includes
both feature and short product, was
negotiated by District Manager
■'Peck" Gomersall and Harry Graham, manager of the local 'U' office.

Pane
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future all bookers will confer with
exchangemen on their individual
deals. Sam Dembow, it is understood, will draft the general policy
to cover the buys. Product confabs
will be held in the following cities
where Publix operates booking offices: New York, Buffalo, New Orleans. Dallas, Denver, Kansas City,
Charlotte, Atlanta, Scranton, Boston,
Memphis, Salt Lake City, Chicago
Detroit, Des Moines and Minneapolis.
The plan is in accordance with
Sam Katz's recently announced
policy of further localizing operations
of Publix theaters.

'IP Delivering Full 20
On Its 1930-31 Program

Universal will deliver all 20 features announced for its 1930-31 program, it was statedWork
at theon company's
office yesterday.
the three
as yet unmade will start when Universal City resumes operations April
20. These productions are: "Blind
Husbands." directed bv Eric Yon
Stroheim with Fay Wray, Walter

10,

19 Si

I lit IMCUSTUT4!
DATE DCCI^

Apr. 4-11:

Players' and Patrons' Jubilee
Week,
City. national benefit for N. V. A
Club.
15-17: Paramount eastern sales convention, Hotel Ambassador, Atlantic
Apr.
Apr. 19:
Apr.

May
Apr.
May
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Lambs Gambol, Metropolitan Opera
House, New York.
20-22 : Warner Bros. Eastern sales convention, Traymore. Atlantic City.
RKO
Pathe sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.
22-24 : Paramount western sales convention. Palace Hotel,
San Francisco.
23-24: State Convention of Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel,
Indianapolis.
25 : Laemmle Anniversary Dinner Dance
of Universal Club, Hotel Edison.
New
York.
29-May 1 : Warner Bros. Western sales
convention. Hotel St. Francis, San
Francisco.
18-22:
25-29:

Apr. 27

International Exhibitors' ConSpringgress. Rome.
meeting
of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood. Cal.
York. Film
Fox
sales convention,
New
RKO

Sales

Convention,

Los

An-

Tentative
Set
geles. Program
For SMPE Spring Meet

Tentative program for the spring
Byron
Gibson
"Fate,"
originalandstory
by Gowland;
Erich Remarque;
meeting of the Society of M. P. Enginners to be held in Hollywood, May
"Strictly Dishonorable," directed by 25 to 29, just announced by W. C.
John Stahl.
Kunzmann, chairman of the convention committee, will allow eastern
members to see as much of the studios
as possible and also permit the stuOccupants of buildings on the site
dio workers to attend meetings without interfering w.th their regular
Radio City have, it :s understood,
Commenting on reports from sev- of
been given notice to vacate by May work. Only one afternoon session
eral compaives that double feature
will be devoted to papers, while the
bills are seriously affecting sales of 1 as a preliminary to razing of the other three will be given over to
structures to make way for the
accessories. Jack Cohn of Columbia
gigantic amusement project. So far trips to studios and other points of
stated yesterday that his company's no deal has been negotiated wth interest. Two technical meetings w;11
accessory sales in the past week William Fox who owns part of the
be held at night. The banquet will
reached the second highest figure
be held on Wednesday evening in
oroposed
site,
property
fronting
on
since the inception of the advertising Sixth Ave.
the Hotel Roosevelt, convention
-ales department. Exhibitors are alheadquarters.
All technical sessionways willing to spend money on adCleveland House Robbed
will be held at the American Legion
vertising if the accessories are suf
Auditorium.
Clevek'^d — Loir's Swee. manaerer
fic'entlv novel and imbued with an of the Knickerbocker. ;mrl Tuanita
Peter Mole has been appointed
unusual showmanship angle, Cohn Boyd, cashier, played the leading roles
said.
chairman of the arrangements committee. Ten Los Angeles women,
in a robberv in which three youths
got away with SI. 100 of th^ theatc s headed by Mrs. Donald MacKenzie,
Wolever Marries
receipts, $25 belonging to Swee and will provide entertainment for the
New Orleans — H. Wolever. former Swee's cold watch.
women present.
manager of the Strand and "Tommy"
Hug. former secretary to Howard
Gallagher fo'phrating Anniversary
New Manager at Mpls. Orpheum
McCoy in the Saenger office, were
T. H. Gallagher
leaves todav
for
Minneapolis - — Mickey Cross has
married this week at 7616 Freret Atlantic Citv on a week-end sojourn
been
made manager of the RKO OrStreet, and left immediately for St. niversary.
in celebration
of his wedding
an^uorustine. Florida, and New York
pheum, Lee
succeeding
Rav O'Oonne'l,
transferred.
C. Davis
will be asCity. Wolever is now manager of a
sistant
to
Gross.
Sheehan
Due
East
in
Two
Weeks
theater in Palm Beach. Howard McWinfield
Sheehan
is expected
in
ding. Coy was best man at the wedding,
Philly Exchanges Move
New York from the coast in about
two weeks.
Philadelphia — Two local exchanges
are moving. M-G-M goes into its
Operation
Successful
WestLloyd's
Coast
Bureau.
THE
FILM
DAILY
Repass
Managing
Crown.
Hartford new building the latter part of this
month and Universal has just gone
Hartford, Conn. — Charles Repass
Hollywood — Appendicitis operation performed on Harold Lloyd yes- formerly associated with the Srhu- into the Film Center Bldg. Fox and
terdav morning at the Good Samarman houses before they were sold to building.
RKO already occupy quarters in the
itan Hospital was announced as suc- Warner Brothers, has become mancessful. The star had been gaining
ager of the Crown, recently bought
:;
strength at Santa Barbara in prep- by
renzo.
C. B. Thompson from A. De Loaration to undergoing the operation.
Studio
and
Location

Columbia Accessory Sales
Running High, Says Cohn

Tom
West

Coast

Santschi Dies

Bure"H.

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Tom Santschi, veteran
creen actor, died yesterday of heart
trouble.

Razing for Rad?o Citv
Starting Next Month

Vaude
at Riverside,
Milwaukee
Milwaukee — RKO's
Riverside
has
brought back the eight-act vaudeville
show to this city.
J. William Deubach is local manager for RKO.

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Male*

Powers Clnephone Equipment
Corooratinn
BRYANT
9-6067

723-7TH

AVE..

N. V.

"Little Caesar", "The Doorway
to Hell", "Front Page" and "The
Big Fight" showed very definitely
what the public taste is like. For
that reason, you'll want to book

//

GOSTELLO

CASE

A slashing, underworld drama, charged
with tenseness
and
heart
interest.

With

TOM

MOORE, LOLA LANE
RUSSELL HARDIE
'NUFF SED, It's a

James Cruze Production
//

AIR

POLICE

A stirring epic of a new development
in police patrol. Action galore, replete
with thrills, and a smashing air battle.
With

KENNETH HARLAN
JOSEPHINE
DUNN

A THRILL- O- DRAMA
And

don't

"Swanee

forget

"Damaged

Love",

River", "Jaws of Hell", "Just for

a Song" and "Symphony

in Two

Flats".

DAiLV

A. ( leaving House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Dige>t of
Current Opini< ti

c—

about the baleful influence of motion pictures
on children has subsided to a remarkable degree, a fairly good
indication that it was much
ALARM

over-emphasized in the beginning. Children are consistent patrons of the cinema and if allowed to choose their own programs will usually do a more
discriminating job of it than their
elders. Two factors are exerting
a wholesome influence over child
life today that were absent in
past generations. They are the
public playground and the motion picture. The latter is, perhaps, a more passive influence
than the former but nevertheless
is a boon to adolescence. Idleness has always been the insidious factor in demoralizing children. Without a definite interest to engage them children are
certain to be led into channels
of thought and deed that are not
good for them. It is idleness
that the playground and the motion picture do away with. I
have noticed that children in selecting their own pictures, can
usually be trusted to choose the
wholesome ones. They do not
appear interested in the sophisticated type of play, but enjoy the
comedies, the westerns and the
dramas with vigorous action and
adventure. The hours they
spend enjoying the picture, might
be much more harmfully devoted
to an idleness productive of real
moral danger.
— George

Archainbaud

A
Vis*/
f< FILM
FACT
A
JBt"**^
• DAY
About 25 per cent of the feature productions have a foreign
locale.
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EXPLOITETTES

Timely Topics

Children Best Judges
Of their Film Entertainment

Friday, April

• • • JUST BY way of variety those Ampians gave the
Thursday luncheoners at the Dixie a guest speaker who knew
something about the inside workings of the film biz
it was
a delightful surprise. .
here were all the presragjys gathered
around the festive board
and a gent was introduced who
told 'em plenty about their industry they had never heard before
he supplied 'em with more hunches, leads and tip-offs on
new angles of adveitising and publicity than they can incorporate
in their campaigns this season
after listening to Walter
V/anger, Paramount prcduction chief at the Nsw York studios,
there's no mystery at all why that outfit over on Longisle consistently ticks
and clicks
there is a Thinker at the
head of it
a gent with Vision
Horsesense
in a word
a Real Showman
oh, we almost forgot
the most important attribute of all
Mister Wanger has a
keen analytical sense
he can take trends, developments,
reactions, policies
uiing these as an artist employs
his
pigments, he can paint a broad canvas of the entire showmanship
panorama
and presto
when he finirhes, you have
a vivid picture of where the film biz is headed for
and
What
It's All About
in the brief time allotted, Walter
could only sketch in the main highlights
tut they were
enough to set receptive minds thinking in a Serious Way
assuming that yours is a Receptive Mind, 'and begging pardon if
we have you wrong,
we spread a few of the Wanger
Pearls
before you
to wit
in times past, this industry has
been afflicted with gigantic and sensational mismanagement
none of us appreciates the power and strength of our industry
and its potentialities
times have changed, and we must
change
with them
we are now gunn'ng
for the entire
entertainment-seeking public, and not just the so-called motion
picture audiences
distribution often proves itself hidebound as evidenced
by many
exhibitors who scratched
"Sk'ppy" and "Tom Sawyer" off the advance booking lists because they hadn't been educated up to the potential box-office
possibilities of such subjects
there is something needing
correction when stars in third-rate pix get a bigger advertising
play than worthwhile
productions
there has never been
a time when producers, exhibitors and distributors were working
so closely together as right now
talkies have produced
this change
when it comes to personal production, no one
producer can turn out more than three good talkies a year
the day of the glorified super-production has gone forever
the current writers, stars and directors are getting their Creative
Way in pictures
because the officials have seen the light,
and realize that you can't mechanize picture production, muzzle
initiative and creative effort, and still get PICTURES
the technical side of pictures has always been okay
it's
the lack of showmanship in the production end that has throv/n
the works out of joint
the epidemic of gang stories is inexcusable Variety in the season's schedule is imperative
■_
the Theater Guild opened up a new channel of possibilities when they sold four roadshows of "Strange Interlude" with
advance propaganda and oversubscribed the performances
we of the film biz have been asleep at the switch
here is
a Natural that this industry should develop
Special Message to P.As: Get behind pictures that have the QUALITY, regardless of the star
let's get together in all divisions
realize the other fellow's problems
and get this biz where
the Public is crying for it to be
the office clock has just
peeped "Cuck Coo"
but, baby, you've been reading Sound
Dope
from a very Wise
Owl
thanks for the kolyum,
Walt

«

«

«

»

»

»

Scout Stunt

t)

Helps "Father's Son"
worked out a neat idea when
Jy[ANAGER Eugene Lavoy
the Boy Scouts co-operated in
exploiting
"Father'sGrand
Son" at the
Publix-Orpheum,
Forks,
N. D. Three groups of Scouts
were stationed on the top of low
buildings in the heart of the
business section during the business hours. The Scouts wigwagged signals back and forth;
the signals spelling out the title
of the picture. As each letter
was received, one of the groups
hung two-foot high letters on a
special frame, 12 ft. long. When
the full complement of letters
were hung on the special frame,
it read, " 'Father's Son' now
playingblew
at the
Scout
bugleOrpheum."
calls at inter-A
vals calling attention to the signs.
— Orpheum, Grand Forks, N. D.

Shattered Contest
On "Unfaithful"
was literally swamped with
answers on a C.Ruth
JyjTANAGER
E. Chatterton
O'Donnell
Shattered Contest in exploiting
the star's latest vehicle, "Unfaithful," at the Paramount, Baton
Rouge, La. Broken pieces of
Ruth's picture appeared well in
advance in one of the local newspapers. Underneath was copy
about the contest in detail. All
one had to do was to cut out the
pieces of the photograph, arrange
them in their proper order, and
mail to the Ruth Chatterton
Contest Editor. — Paramount,
Baton Rouge, La.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to
the following members of the inbirthdays:
dustry, who are celebrating their

TomApril
Geraghty10
Joe
Moskowitz
Nick Stuart
Tim
George McCoy
Arliss

3 UNIVERSAL SERIALS
IN A ROW FOR ROXY S, N.Y !
'dm!
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There's a Reason — A
Great Big Box -Office
Reason I
A Twelve Chapter Adventure Picture
with TIM McCOY
Marianne Shockley, Bobby Nelson,
Grace Cunard
Directed by Robert F. Hill
Associate Producer, Henry McRae

Nothing But Box-Off ice in Universal Short Subjects!
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HAPPENINGS

= Coast Wire Service
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Sono Rushing Production
In Line with Sales Drive

Fanchon & Marco Finish
New Production Studio

In conjunction with the spring
sales drive being conducted by Bud4
Rogers, sales director of Sono ArtWorld Wide, from April 15 to May
15, completion of Sono's "In Old
Cheyenne," "First Aid," and "Hell
Bent for Frisco" will be speeded up
on the arrival of George Weeks, who
is due here next week to> personally
superintend and expedite these productions. Sono already has 11 pictures on its 1930-31 schedule in current release.

Construction activity on what
is termed the largest stage show production studio in the world has been
completed here for Fanchon & Marco. Fifty thousand square ieet of floor
space is provided in the seven buildings comprising the plant, which employs a staff of 250.
When operation of the studio attains capacity, the present producing
budget will be doubled, it was stated
yesterday. From this plant will
emanate complete stage show units
to fill 36 consecutive week bookings.

Vivian Oakland Cast
Vivian Oakland has been selected
by Lou Brock to play opposite Rosco
Ates in his new Radio Pictures short
subject, "A Cleanup on the Curb,"
to be directed
by Lloyd
French.
Added to "The Lawyer's Secret"
Francis McDonald, Wilbur Mack,
Harold Goodwin, Sid Saylor, Robert
Perry and Lawrence La Marr have
been added by Paramount to "The
Lawyer's
Secret,"
being directed
Max
Marcin
and Louis
Gasnier. by
Robert Keith in "White Shoulders"
Robert Keith has been added to the
cast of "White Shoulders," Radio
Pictures' production now being adapted to the talking screen under direction of Mel Brown from the Rex
Beach novel, "Recoil."
Syndicate Completes Another
Syndicate Pictures has completed
work on "God's Country and the
Man," starring Tom Tyler with Betty
Mack, and directed by J. P. McCarthy. "A Son of the Plains," starring Bob Custer, directed by Robert
Bradbury, is now in work. The former is a story by Al Bridges, while the
Custer story is by Bradbury. Only
two more Bob Custer and three more
Tom Tyler releases remain to complete Syndicate's yearly program.
Chic Sale Starting First
Chic Sale, vaudeville star and newly signed by Radio Pictures for a
series of six comedy shorts to be
known as the "Lem Putt" series, began work this week on the first of
these two reelers under direction of
Mark Sandrich, according to Louis
Brock, the producer. The supporting
cast includes Charles Dow Clark,
Robert McKenzie, Ben Holmes and
Aileen Carlyle.

Doubling
Tempe

Pigott, appearing in

RKO
Pathe'sher"Born"
Love,"
is dividing
time tobetween
this picture and a stage role
with Leon Errol in "Lost
Sheep" at the Biltmore. Fred
Esmelton, another player in
"Born to Love," runs a profitable catering establishment Tn
Hollywood.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By

RALPH

W1LK

Ralph Staub is all smiles these
days. Staub, who directs "Screen
Snapshots," lor Columbia release,
has been informed by some prominent
stars that they have had a tremendous
Clifford Dempsey ivill have a com- increase in their fan mail since apedy role with Robert Woolsey in
pearing inhis "Snapshots." One star,
"Going! Going! Gone" for KKO.
declared that he reClyde Bruckman is directing. Al m particular,
ceived more fan mail from a 100 foot
Boasberg and Ralph Spence did the
dialogue.
publicity stunt in "Snapshots" than
*
*
*
he did from several feature pictures
Walter Miller and Ashley Buck
were recently added to "1 he Sky
Dave Garber, formerly of UniPatrol," tor
beingColumbia.
directed by Christie
versal, isnow designing the sets for
Cabanne
*
*
*
all RKO-Pathe comedy shorts.
Geoffrey Kerr appears opposite
Lily Damita in Radio s "The Sphinx
Solly Biano, Wells Root, Cedric
Has
tnger Spoken,"
directing. with Victor Schertz- Gibbons, Oliver H. P. Garrett, James
*
*
*
Seymour, Martin Cornica, Francis
Erwin Gelsey, Ted von Eltz,
"Queen of Hollywood" is now be- Perrett,
ing directed by Norman Taurog at Phil Aioore, Fredrick Smith, John
Paramount. In the cast are Mitzi Cromwell, Karl Hovey, Craufurd
Green, Edna May Oliver, Louise Fa- Kent and Mauri Grashin are among
zenda and Jackie Searl. The story the players tuning up their rackets
is by Sinclair Lewis and those who for the second annual Motion Picture
worked on the adaptation and di- association tennis tournament that
alogue include Don Marquis, Edward will be held next month.
Paramore, Jr., Joseph Mankiewicz
and Agnes Brand Leahy.
*
*
*
Earl Baldwin is writing the treatLillian Worth and Nena Quartaro
ment for an Eddie Quillan vehicle,
will appear with Buck Jones in "Red which will be made by RKO-Pathe.
River Rogues,"
directed
by Louis Baldwin recently wrote an original
King for Columbia.
*
*
*
story, "The Lion's Share," which
Fox will make, with El Brendel as
Max Ree, head of the RKO art the star.
*
*
*
department, has been invited to design the interior for a huge new
Raymond L. Shock and Howard J.
transport plane being built by the
Green are writing the screen play
Douglas Aircraft Co.
*
*
*
Carey.dialogue for "Queer People,"
and
Says Al Boasberg, Radio Pictures which will be directed by Leo Mc*
*
*
associate producer: "A bird in the
hand is vulgar*— use* a knife
and fork."
*
Millard Webb is preparing the
Dan Totheroh has returned to
story for another British Gaumont
Paramount and is writing the screen production in London, having complay for "The* Rose
pleted "The troductory
Happyassignment.
Ending,"
his in* of * the Rancho."
Meanivhile,
A little success goes to the heads his wife, Mary Eaton, is continuing
of some people — and make them big her sucess in "Folly to Be Wise," a
"heels."
Paul Murray Revue which has en%
*
$
joyed a run of many months at the
An important event in sound re- Picadilly in London.
cording was achieved when the Radio
Pictures' "Going! Going! Gone!"
company, starring Robert Woolsey,
SaysbrowRobert
"A low-a
tells you Woolsey:
what he thinks;
succeeded in recording the rustling
of leaves, bird calls and natural wind highbrow tells you what somebody
effects during a location trip to Sher- else thinks.
wood Forest, 35 miles from Hollywood. The recording was accomplished by the silencer and ground
William K. Wells, stage and screen
noise eliminator invented by Hugh
playwright under contract to WarMcDowell, Jr.
ner Bros., is an ardent sportsman.
*
*
*
He has fished the sporty streams
Our Passing Show: Fred Guiol and from Portland, Me-, to Portland,
Charles "Chuck" Callahan chatting at Ore., and has done a goodly share
RKO-Pathe; Frank E. Woods busy of deep sea angling as well. His
at Paramount; Edward Goodman and gun racks disclose a fine collection
his staff lunching at Paramount.
of modern firearms.
("LIVE
BROOK,
"The
Lawyer's
Secret"nowformaking
Paramount,
will next be *
featured
m * "Silence."
*

Susan Fleming Opposite Buzzell
Susan Fleming, tormer Ziegfeld
beauty, will play her first role for
Columbia opposite Eddie Buzzell in
"Kings or Better," the latest short
series.
subject in the company's "Specialties"
Fitzmaurice Again Directs Colman
George Fitzmaurice will again direct Ronald Colman in "The Unholy
Garden," by Ben Hecht and Charles
MacArthur. Samuel Goldwyn will
produce for United Artists.
First Monogram Goes in Work
John P. McCarthy, formerly with
M-G-M,Monogram
will direct Pictures
"Ships of vehicle,
Hate."
first
which goes into production April IS.
Wellyn Totman is responsible for the
storv.
Jack Neville Signed by U
Jack Neville, adaptor of "Trader
Horn," has been engaged by Universal to do the script of "A Lady of
Resource." Edward Laemmle will direct this Arthur Somers Roche story,
which was serialized in Colliers.
Albright
"Hush Albright
Money"
Fox hasAss'gned
assignedto Hardie
to the juvenile lead opposite Joan
Bennett in "Hush Money." Douglas
Cosgrove is another addition to the
production, which will be directed by
Sidney Lanfield.
Paramount Renews Contracts
Richard Arlen, Frances Dee and
Charles Starrett have had their contracts renewed by Paramount. Arlen
is
now appearing
in "The
Lawyer'sto
Secret,"
Frances Dee
is shortly
begin work in "Confessions of a CoEd," and Starrett is en route to the
Coast to play the lead opposite Clara
Bow in her picture to follow "Kick-

Time Saver
George Archainbaud found it
so expedient to use an airplane
in the work of inspecting locations for "Helga," Betty Compson's next starring vehicle, that
he will use this method again
in future.

In."
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W' ORGANIZING STAFF
FOR AMUSEMENT PROJECT
(Continued

from

Pniir

1)

iistant to Hiram Brown, Milton
Schartzwald, leader of the R-K( Mians." and Mark Luescher, will be
supervised by "Roxy" with Luescher
as consultant. The Roxy theater will
continue to be known by its present
name until September. 1932. after
which the "Roxy" veil be discontinued.
Offices in the Palace build'ne have
been made ready for "Roxy's" entrance Monday, at which time Leah
Klar, for years his private secretary
:it the Roxy theater will join him.
Mark Luescher, R-K-O national publicity director and
public
relations
lead will be closely aliened
with
Roxy"
and with all work
in connection with Radio
City and radio
roadcasts.

5 More for H-F Circuit;
iCol. Dow Given New Post
(Continued

from

Pane

1)

assistant to Ricketson, were announced by H. B. Franklin vesterday.
The Nomar in Wichita lias been
urchased by H-F. It is a 1.200-seat
rst-run and will be managed by Al
Hartman, former owner. Deal for
the Granada and Maywood in Inlependence, Mo., has been closed, and
i tentative arrangement made for the
louse being bir'lt in Chillicothe, Mo.
Two sites are being considered foi a
lew house in Lawrence, Kan.
Frank M. McDonnell, accountant
if Los Angeles, has been elected
reasurer of Hughes-Franklin TheUers.

Abusing A Pastime
Warner-First National take first prize in the popular pastime of
title changing. Wi'.hin the space of a single 24 hours the following
six alterations were announced: "Woman of the World," originally
"The Maltest Fa con ' and later "All Woman," changed back to
original title; "V rtue's C'othes," originally "Jackdaws Strut," now
called 'Bought"; "Hercu'c;:, Esquire," changed to "Mister Hercules";
"Spent Bui ets," from S ngle Lady," now "Spent Heroes"; "The
Four Flusher," new tit'e for "The Idol"; "Upper Underworld"
changed to "The Menace, ' and "I Like Your Nerve," title withdrawn
— this apparently being a new wrinkle.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN
TH
nKNEWSMftt
Of HlMtO.M

Louis B. Mayer to film "The Wanlering Jew."
Court refuses to restrain showing
if "Wallingford" film made by Cosnopolitan Productions for Paranount release.
Censorship killed in Iowa, Nebras:a and New Jersey.

(< ontinued

from

Pane

1)

posing a 10 per cent admission
tax
died in committee.
Completion of the session of the
Iowa Legislature resulted in the demise in committee of bills ordering
a censorship commission and levying
a tax on admissions.

Double Feature Policy
Brattleboro Houses
Makes Its Newark Debut Home Office Exploitation
Drop Sunday Shows
Being
Analyzed by R-K-0
Newark, N. J.— Showing of two
Brattleboro, Vt — George E. SbarA te^t campaign to determine the
features on one bill at the Rialto

by, manager of the Auditorium, and
Spero Latchis, manager of the
Latchis, have decided to discontinue
the Sunday shows due to the fact
that the legislature failed to pass the
bill giving towns and cities the right
to decide whether they would have
Sunday amusements or not. These
houses have been presenting Sunday

shows in defiance of the "blue laws"
and the legislature's failure to decide
the issue brought the decision to stop
rather than face any legal action in
the matter.

1,683 Erpi Replacements
Replacements of other reproducers,
mostly
"bootleg,"
Electricalclassified
ResearchasProducts
up by
to
the present time total 1,683. Estimate is made that one-quarter of the
company's business throughout the
world are replacement jobs.

Howard McCoy's Hard Luck
New Orleans — Howard McCoy, division manager of Publix theaters in
Louisiana, Arkansas, Mississippi and
Florida smashed his car driving
home from Jacksonville, Sunday, and
Contest for Washington
Scenario
A public scenario contest will be then when he got home found that
burglars had ransacked the house
conducted by the Washington (D. during his absence.
r.) Chamber of Commerce for a
cript to be used in the making of
he Washington Bicentennial picture,
vhich Warner Bros, will produce.

Frank Fay Film for Strand
"God's Gift to Women," with
rrank Fay, will follow "The Finger
'oints" at the New York Strand on
16, after a three weeks' run of
;\pril
he latter.

ANTI-GANG FILM MEASURE
DEFEATED IN CALIFORNIA

value of home office exploitation and
advertising campaigns sent to R-K-O
theaters has been started by J.
J. Hess, R-K-O advertising director,
and E. H. Orowitz, exploitation head,
who have gone to Providence to closely observe the box-office reaction to
their campaigns on Universal's "Bad
Sister" and RKO's "Batchelor
Apartment." Advertising and exEast Providence — The practice of
ploitation matter sent out by distributors ofpictures booked over the
permitting the Police Chief to issue
licenses for picture shows will be R-K-O circuit wil be augmented by
temporarily suspended when Samuel additional
R-K-O
homematerial
office. compiled at the
Bonies applies for a license to operate his nearly completed theater here
Th's is looked upon as an attempt
Five Circuits Buv "Lonely Wives"
to hold up Bonies' license and preRKO Pathe's "Lonely Wives" has
vent his operating
the house.
been booked
by five e'reuits in different parts of
the country during
Centralia House Opens
the week. These include the DeCentralia, 111.— G. W. E. Griffin, Lodder and Butterfield houses in DeMayor of this citv and formerly a triot, Fox-Shanberg in Kansas Citv.
theater manager, has remodeled a Warners theaters in Milwaukee, John
building here into a theater -known Danz circuit, Seattle, and the Casey
and Wheeler houses in New York.
as
week.the Playhouse. It opened this
William Altman in Auto Post
William
S. Altman, formerly with
New Levin Theater Named
Fox, has formed the Royal Motor
San Francisco — Lev:n Bros.' new
theater on Ocean Ave., will be known Club, the object of which is to protect motorists. He is secretary and
as the El Rev. Pat Casey won the
prize offered for the best name for
the house
treasure
of Prem
the iere
organiza
'
r d"
"See
on tion.
Coast
marks the debut of the dual policy
here. The Rialto has been reopened
as a straight picture house due to the
closing of the Capital, recently damaged by fire.

New E. Providence House
May Be Refused License

" est

N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y

Louisville — Western Kentucky
Amusement Co., Shelbwille. has been
formed with a capitalization of $2,000 by Estes Snider, Virginia Lee
Snider, Anna L. Transchina and
Sarah B. Tinslev.
Concinnati, la. — The Opera House
here is scheduled to close April 15.
Kansas City, Mo. — Jack Truitt,
Dickinson circuit execut've, has been
laid up for several days by the flu.

Pittsburgh — Joe Cantor, formerly
United Artists sales representative
here, has been transferred to Detroit.
Pete DeFazio has been engaged by
Bert Stearn to replace Cantor.
Detroit — The Catherine and the
Warren have reopened. The former
has been taken over from Harry
Smith by Joseph Bershas. Sam D.
McCain
owns
the Warren.

Wilmar, Minn. — Although 1,300
residents signed a petition asking for
Montrose, Colo. — Charles Ernst is a referendum on Sunday movies, the
now manager of the Fox here.
local city council has refused to sanction the vote. Sunday shows have alMcMechan, W. Va — John Kiappes
has purchased the Midway from town. ready been defeated twice in this
Louis Velas.
Clarion, Pa. — The Orpheum is now
operating on Friday and Saturday
only.
Buffalo — Branch Manager Harry
Dixon of RK<) Pathe has sold
"Lonely Wives" and the Farrell golf
series to the Schine Circuit.

San Francisco — E. O. Bondeson is
now managing the Alcazar, replacing
George Hood, who has returned to
Seattle.

Los
Coast
cle
is set

Coast

Bureau.
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New Incorporations
New

York Charters

Radiocasting Service Corp.. make radio
broadcasting transcriptions; Strelsin & Sor
rin. 167 East 86th St., New
York.
$5
Walker Towne, theatrical; Golden &
non.
Golden, 225 Broadway. New York. $101,Jardine-See,
••hares
common. theatrical enterprises; A. M
Yuzzolino, 277 Broadway, New York. 100
United
Theater
Advertisers;
A. T. Sapins
ley. 52]
Fifth Ave.,
New
York.
$25,
I
Raynor Productions, theatrical; R. Eisen
berg, 551 Fifth Ave., New
York.
$10,1
Lnlien.
motion
pictures;
P.
Haas,
130
West
42nd
St., New
York.
$20.

New

Jersey

Charters

C, M. Vanderbilt.
inc., West
Englevt
'niton
picture projectors,
etc.; Filed by
company,
1,000 shares common,

Delaware

Charters

the

Independent
Union
Motion
Picture
0|
ators of America,
W tmington,
Del
union;
Corporation
Service
Co., Dover,
Del.
No capital
Stock,

Name

Owosso, Mich. — The Owoss.o, formerly the Rialtn, has reopened with
L. A. Trumblc as owner.

THE

Angeles— "Seed" will have its
premiere at the Carthay CirApril 17. Its New York opening
for the Rialto early in May.

Hartley
Ii
ision
Brooklyn

& Hartley,
and
Amusement

Changes
Ne«
Corp.

York,

I

BEST BUSINESS
Pof the year during the

ORST WEEKS

of the year ! . • . Ripped
through Palm Sunday,
Good Friday, Easter
Holidays and Passover
for a record ! ! ! * . .

TP
\

\

e^ev

i&-

\t*

with FAY WRAY, REGIS TOOMEY, ROBERT ELLIOTT. Directed by JOHN FRANCIS DII LON. Written by John Monk
Saunders and W. R. Burnett,
authors of 'Dawn Patrol" and "Little Caesar."
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THE DRAMATIC ANSWER T
A NATIONWI »U»»ifiFiig|i;
EfER sine* the sensational success
Gloria Swanson in "The Trespasser"/
there has been an Insistent clamor for
the star's appearance in another modern
drama. Here It is. Gloria Swanson In
"Indiscreet" is the triumphant

vehicle

the public has been asking for— the vivid
story of a woman

who finds that twentieth

century society exacts a fearful penalty
for those who violate Its edicts. A poignant love drama

with the glamorous

star In the type of role that will sweep
her to new

Comedies

Newsreels

heights of box-office fame.

Novelties

SHORT SUBJECT QUARTERLY
Cartoons

In this Issue

ITravelogues |

naal
iotr
Educ
ain th
ages
Once
e atex
prov
profit exploitation
value of its short features with a comedy

<

so unique that it commands smashing publicity practically without effort. Just show
your local newspaper
editor the stills. That's
II. They're getting
La displays everywhere. No editor has

Actual stills from
"A Fowl Affair"
available at
Educational Exchanges for your
newspaper publicity

f

n

yet turned them down.

BH.
t

» ,

presents
NO

For Better Entertainment
For Bigger Exploitation

'A FOWL AFFAI

11

v.VjW

A rare novelty, with a cast of
chickens, ducks and
turkeys

•

GAVETV
COMEDIES
An

AL

y

CHRISTIE
(QcltOOClXicrn&J! (J IctuAJU-s

PRODUCTION
Directed by NEAL BURNS
and
BARNEY
McGILl

XCHANC
NGES,
Inc.
ent
EDUCATIONAL FILM E
E. W. HAMMONS , P&sidei
Member,

THE SPICE

Motion

Picture

OFTHE

Producer.

PROGRAM'
»nd

r»i^

Intimate

International

in Scope

Independent

in Thought
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10 New York Sites Lined Up for Trans Lux Houses

crimeTnd sex filnToutput dropping
Sponsored Vaude Looms as Sponsored Film Competition
Commercial Advertisers
Using Stage Ads for
Exploitation
Sponsored vaudevile, paid for by
commercial concerns as in the case
of advertising films, is the latest entertainment-plus-advert sing hook-up
likely to invade the theater field in
a big way.
Nationally-known radio acts are in
I ine for this kind of booking. Loew
is experimenting- with the idea with
Bosch radio band which opens at the
(Continued

on

Page

26)

DELAHANTY TO SET UP
PATHE BRANCHES ABROAD

The Real Thing
A world's record for fast shooting is claimed by the Paramount
New York Studio. A thrilling underworld scene, in reality, was
shot extemporaneously in the street outside the studio on Friday
as a result of a bandit chase by armed payroll guards of the Dennison Co., whose plant is near the studio. Larry Williams, cameraman, instead of shooting, was shot at. Gus Anderson, electrician,
was wounded in the shoulder, and another man was pinked in the ear.

100 One -Reel Novelty Shorts
Being Made at Eastern Studio

90% of Gang Pictures Get
Public Endorsement,
Says Dr. Wunder DAILY
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM
Hollywood — Production of pictures
with crime and sex themes is taking
a drop, according to figures cited in
an address by Dr. Clinton Wunder,
executive manager of the Academy
of M. P. Arts and Sciences. In January and February of this year, out
of 48 features released by studio
members of the Hays group, only
nine contained crime or sex in any
degree of prominence, says Dr. Wunder, and of these nine, eight received
endorsement by one or more of the
official reviewing groups representing

Contracts for the production and novelty sketches and 13 single reelsynchronization of more than 100 sin- ers. the nature of which has not as
gle reel subjects during the coming yet been announced. Several industrials also will be produced at Ideal, great national organizat'ons includseason have been signed by the Ideal
ing the D.A.R., University Women's
Studios, Hudson Heights, N. J. Van in addition to the contract with Na(Continued Federated
on Page 26)Women's
Beuren, will make or synchronize
tional Screen Service for trailers be- Ass'n, Y.M.C.A.,
ing
carried
out.
The
Ideal
studio
is
T. S. Delahanty, general manager 65 subjects there for release through
bf RKO Pathe Export Corp., leaves RKO and RKO Pathe. The list equipped with RCA sound and a
next week for Europe to establish
cathedral pipe organ with Emil
comprises 26 Aesop's Fables car- [Velazco, radio organist.
toons, 13 Clay modeling
shorts, 13
jranch offices for the new company in
ill important centers on the continent. In London he will complete
plans to launch production of British quota pictures by P.D.C., the
RKO Pathe releasing unit in EngCharlotte, N. C. — After eight
and.
hours' debate, the Senate has refused
Trans Lux has so far selected has been decided to open the two tax
to place
Hinsdale
"luxury"
in thethebiennial
revenue
bill. sales
The
about 70 locations in the metropoli- Trans Lux houses at Broadway and measure called for a 10 per cent levy
tan district as sites for newsreel the- 50th St. on May 2. One of the lat- on gross receipts of theaters.
ter will show newsreels exclusively,
aters seating less than 300, The
Columbus — Having passed the
i House of Representatives by a vote Film I )aily lea ns. With the Trans while features or a short subject
>f 12 to 42, after a favorable vote of Lux house at 58th St. and Madison program will comprise the bill at the
3 to 1 in the Senate, the bill legaliz- Ave., playing to satisfactory business other theater.
Courtland
Smith,
president
of
ng Sunday shows in Ohio is now since its opening three weeks ago, it

Trans Lux Has 70 Locations
Already Lined Up in New York

10% GROSS RECEIPTS TAX
REJECTED BY N. C. SENATE

Governor's Okay Awaited
On Ohio Sunday Measure

(Continued

awaiting the Governor's signature,
vhich is expected shortly. William
J. James and P. J. Wood of the
l.I'.T.O. of Ohio have been leading
he fight for passage of the bill.

SHORT

26)

SUBJECTS

West

Coast

By DON

GILLETTE

NO

STRONGER commentary has sprung up lately in favor of
shorts than the growing practice of playing two, three and even
four features on one bill. A plurality of features constitutes variety.
The more variety, the wider the appeal. The wider the appeal, the
greater number of tastes it will cover. More tastes covered, more
customers attracted.
And shorts can embrace from three to six times
(Continued

on

Page

23)
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Hollywood — M. C. Levee has been
presented by B. P. Schulberg with a
new contract as executive manager
of the Paramount
studios.

— long on value

Arliss Clicks Again
In its first full day at the
Winter Garden, the new
George Arliss vehicle, "The
Millionaire," smashed the house
records by grossing $8,000, the
Warner office reports. The
theater, seating 1,400, did
S.R.O. at nearly all of the seven shows.

on Page

Levee Given New Contract
As Paramount Studio Mgr.

A Wiz
Dave

Bershon, newly appointed chief film buyer of
Hughes-Franklin Theaters, is
credited not only with knowing
the value of pictures, but also
the location, condition, type and
b. o. price of every theater
west of the Mississippi.

ZJ^S

Latest Television Test
6,000 Serial Accounts
Now on Universal Books
Equals Movies in Clarity
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NEW
YORK
STOCK
MARKET
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Net

High
Low
Close
Chg.
Con. Fm. Ind
8
8
8
+
H
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 16*$
16J4
16M —
V%
East.
Kodak
161&
156!4 159
+
V2
Fox Fm. "A"
27
255/6
26
—
H
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 10H
10
WA —
H
Loew's Inc
5314
52^
53
—
V\
M-G-M
pfd
27
26^
27
+
'/2
Paramount
44
43!4
43^ —
*A
Pathe Exch
2A
2Vi
2ft —
ft
do "A"
SVs
S%
SU —
Vi
RKO
"A"
22^
20&
2\Vi +
34
Warner Bros
12J4
11J4
lift—
V*
do pfd
24M
24J4
2434 — VA
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Fox Thea. "A" ...
454 454
454
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. 2454 235i 24^ —
Technicolor
10*8 10*6 1036—
Trans-Lux
954 9ft 954—
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.
Loew 6s 41 x-war.
Paramount
6s 47..
Par. 554s50
Pathe 7s37
Warner's 6s39

62^s
9754
95
8554
8654
56

6034
9654
95
8454
8554
5354

j£
Vs
Vs

61
— 2%
9754 + 154
95+34
8454—
54
8554 —
34
5454 +
34

Compile Data on Industrials
Viola Irene Cooper has established
a free information bureau on industrial pictures at her agency, 9 East
59th St. Miss Cooper's staff has
made a complete survey of the industrial field and is preparing to publish the findings in booklet form.

Reflecting the growing interest in
serials is the fact that Universal's
books show approximately 6,000 accounts of this kind. This is an increase of about 1,000 accounts over
the previous year.

Chicago — Television on a two-foot
square screen, with close-ups almost
as clear as motion picture scenes, was
demonstrated here Friday by Ulysses
A. Sanabria, youthful inventor. Black
and white pictures of near-by persons
were reproduced across a room. Harold Hayes, Federal radio supervisor,
described the images as, the best he
had seen in three years of watching
television development.

Tiffany Has Sole Interest
inWestTalking
Chimp Comedies
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Anti-Padlock Bill Up to Governor
Albany — The Buckley-Post Bill,
exempting actors, musicians, stage
hands and spectators from arrest
pending a hearing as to the morality
of a raided play, passed the Senate
Friday and is now up to the Governor. Actors' Equity Ass'n has been
actively campaigning for passage of
the measure.

Hollywood — Tiffany not only will
produce the second series of six
Talking Chimp comedies, but also
will continue making these shorts,
and no one else has any interest in
them, according to Phil Goldstone,
studio executive at Tiffany. The announcement was made following
statements in the East that Bud Barsky had been producing these subjects for Tiffany. It is understood
Barsky made one independent chimp
lease.
short, which he is offering for re-

"Skippy" Grosses $75,000
In its first week at the Paramount,
New York, "Skippy" grossed $75,000,
according to Publix. The picture,
Mrs. Beery, Sr., Dies
which is now in its second week, is West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
understood to have broken the house
Hollywood — Mrs. Noah Beery, Sr.,
record for child admissions.
mother of Wallace and Noah, is dead
at her home here after a siege of
Alfred D. Hickman Dead
pneumonia.
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Alfred Devereux
B.I. P. Studio Chief on Way Here
Hickman, 57, actor and husband of
London (By Cable) — J. A. Thorp,
Nance O'Neil, has succumbed to a production manager of the B.I. P.
cerebral hemorrhage at his home studios at Elstree, sails for the U. S.
here.
today (Saturday) on the Berengaria
to check up on noiseless recording,
Rex Lease, Eleanore Hunt Married color and wide film.
Las Vegas,
_ Nev.Hunt
— RexwereLease
and
Eleanore
Louise
married
here Thursday.
West

Mae

Coast

Marsh

Bureau,

Returning

THE
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DAILY

_ Hollywood — Mae Marsh has been
signed by Fox and will return to the
screen in "Over the Hill."

COMING

& GOING

****AN

UNFAILING

center

1931

City.
Apr. 15-17: Paramount eastern sales convention, Hotel Ambassador, Atlantic
Apr. 19: Lambs Gambol, Metropolitan Opera
House, New York.
Apr. 20-22 : Warner Bros. Eastern sales convention, Traymore, Atlantic City.
RKO
Pathe sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Apr. 22-24: Paramount western sales convention, Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
Apr. 23-24 :dorsers
State Convention
of Indiana
Inof Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.
Apr. 25 : Laemmle Anniversary Dinner Dane*
of Universal Club, Hotel Edison,
New York.
Apr. 29-Mayconvention.
1 : WarnerHotel
Bros.St.Western
Francis, sales
San
Francisco.
May 18-22: International Exhibitors' ConRome.
May 25-29:gress,
Spring
meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.
inn
Apr. 27 : Fox Film sales convention, Now
York.

INDEPENDENT
EXCHANGES
and

FOREIGN

BUYERS

6$
»

■

I

"The
Twelve
(1 reel Ideal
each — Sound
on film)

B

NOVELTY
TRAVEL
Available ANIMAL
in aU languages

1-

g

Have

=

you

seen

Ideal Pictures Corp.
M. J. KAN DEL,
Pres.
Seventh Ave. New York City
Cable:BRyant
KandelFilm
9-4417 N. Y.

729
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When yOU Go To

PHILADELPHIA

of
for "4 star"
scenarios
thatsupply
will attract
the consumer
the advertiser, and money to
the producer
of the picture

CLAYTON SHEEHAN
of Fox and
GEORGE MET AX A, London actor, arrived
from abroad Friday on the Aquitania.
ALISON SKIPWORTH, having completed
her role in "Night Angel" at Paramount's
New
wood. York studio, leaves Sunday for Holly-

12,

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
DOCK

H

****TODAY'S vortex of discussion in the motion picture
world is the advertising short;
****THE heart of a successful
industrial film is its idea or
culation;
story — keeping it in active cir-

April

is
to

* * * * *

BRUCE GALLUP of United Artists left
the Coast on Friday for New York.
ABE MEYER of Meyer Synchronizing
Service leaves for the Coast today (Saturday)
after two months
in New York.
JOHN WALSH and TOM McKEAN, who
operate the Progressive exchange in St.
Louis, are in New York to line up product.

,m

VIOLA IRENE COOPER
9 E. 59th St., New York
VOlunteer 5-5543
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PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3040

«4*M

Problems!

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Mutual 5356
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PARAMOUNT1
SOUND NEWS

PARAMOUNT
NEWS
SOUND

FIRST

FIRST

pictures
viking
disaster

PARAMOUNT
NEWS
SOUND

F1R5T

PICTURES

PICTURES
KANSAS
AIRPLANE
CRASH

MANAGUA
EARTH-

f

QUAKE

^Jl The Three Biggest News Stories of One Crowded Week— AND IN EACH CASE
PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS HAD THE PICTURES ON THEATRE SCREENS
FIRST!

Cj Continuing this news reel's habit of scooping the field on all the big

news that's fit to fotograf. Cj Being first is no accident with Paramount Sound
News; it's a policy. Our news reel is geared up to a faster, more modern pace.
It glories in the leadership, showmanship, equipment and far-flung resources
that make it second to none. That means real money in your pocket. You
sell more theatre tickets when you can show, day in and day out, pictures of
the big headline events of the day ahead of your competitors. Cj Add dollars
to your

profits

by

booking

the

industry's

best in

its line —

PARAMOUNT
SOUND

NEWS
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Italian Atmosphere At Roxy
.-tage show goes ConThe Roxj
tinental this week, with several stage
hits that are very lavishly produced
as to costumes and sets. "Piazza
San Marco" is a colorful number,
featuring Margaret Sande and the
ballet corps. "The Barcarolle" shows
a Venetian scene, with carnival merrymakers dining on a terrace and a
gondola arriving with the dancers.
rhe principals are Leonide Massine,
Nina Polsley, Nicholas Daks, Irene
Mc Bride, George Kiddon and Jennie
Delaroff. "Carnival of Venice" is an
interlude, with Beatrice Belkin singing her high notes from a side balcony box. "The Lido" is another
Italian setting, with a novelty effect revealing the Roxyettes forming
a gorgeous gondola. Specialty numbers follow with some final vocalizing and a mechanical doll that is a
pip. Principals are Gomez and Winona, Reeves and Leu, Harold Van
Duzee, the ballet, chorus and Roxyettes.
New Show With "Skippy" at Para.
Although the screen feature, "Skippy." is being held over at the New
York Paramount, a new stage show
is being offered at this house with
the idea of heightening the inducement to those desiring to see "Skippy" twice. The current presentation
is Frank Cambria's "Winging
Home," a nice variety lineup with
Sylvia Froos,' Conrad's Pigeons,
Three Allison Sisters, Webb and
Douglas, Mary Reade Girls, and
Charlie
Jesse
Crawford
also
doesDavis's
his bitgang.
at the
console.
Capitol Show A Knockout
One of the most entertaining and
colorful Broadway stage shows in
many a moon is the way to describe
the Chester Hale production, "Rivera
Revels,"out.at Mitchell
the Capitol.
It's a tumble
knock& Durant
through some excellent acrobatic
dancing and win plenty of applause.
Big-time adagio work is presented by
Dolores, Eddy and Douglas. Louis
Barrison and Silvia Nelson also toss
in their entertainment chips.
STHE
nKNHKRUtt
Of HLMIOM

Congratulates :
NORMAN

Foreign Dispatches

TAUROG

for his painstaking and sympathetic direction of Paramount's delightful production of "Skippy"

No. 15 of 1931
"Good Deeds11
Series

• • • THE
WISE
GUYS
in Hollerword
have suddenly
made a surprising discovery
it is that Latin folks south
of the Rio Grande speak an entirely different Spanish from that
which is taught in the universities of old Madrid
or along
the Barcelona waterfront
or even on the sunny mountain
slopes of Sierra Morena
but up to the present writing
they have been turning out Spanish talkies with players wrio
spoke the Spanish of the mother country
and wondering
why the folks in Mexico, Argentina, Colombia, Chile and Uruguay
didn't go for these
situation that has
Britain
c'n
Oakie and Robert

pix in a big way
in spite of the parallel
always existed between this country and Great
y' imagine
Clara Bow,
Will Rogers, Jack
Woolsey appearing in Elstree pix and trying

to pass 'emselves off as products of Oxford and Piccadilly?
might strike Britishers as rather absurd, don't you think?
that's exactly the way these Hollywood Spanish pix strike the
citizens of the countries south of the Rio Grande
but
did that stop the Big Minds from going ahead and makin' these
absurdities?
nozzir
not until Argentina slapped a
prohibitive tariff on Hollywood
product
just about 15
times greater than before
with the other South American countries getting ready to follow suit
and now the
boys in the Town of Know-It-All are scratching their heads, and
beginning to realize that their Latin cousins are teaching 'em
Something
and it's proving an awful tough lesson
running into millions of pesos
in American dollars
which recalls to us that many months ago a big Argentinian of
wealth and influence came to Hollywood
he pointed out
in his politest manner the situation
his people wanted to
see Argentinians in the casts of these Hollywood Spanish pix
sent to his country
he explained patiently how Argentinians are a proud people
proud of their traditions, their
language
which is QUITE
different from the Spanish
idiom
and that it is no compliment to an Argentinian
or a Mexican to be taken for a Spaniard
they are proud
of the fact that they are Argentinians or Mexicans, as the case
may
be
sounds
reasonable,
doesn't it?
but the
Hollywood
Hierarchy just yawned in a bored way
..and
went right on filling casts with Spanish players for pix designed
to get revenue from Mexicans, Argentinians, etc
so this
is the nice stew they face today, dished up with their own clumsy
hands
the prohibitive tariff is operating
beautifully in
Argentina
there are a couple of hundred pictures waiting
in the customs house to be taken out
an Argentina syndicate has subscribed 10 million pesos (about three and one-half
million dollars) for a big native studio
which will be in
operation next month
with a schedule of 12 pix every
three months
another syndicate has built a studio near
Buenos
Aires
Mexico
has started its own
productions
and now they are figuring on a reciprocity agreement
between all Latin- American countries
barring out Hollywood product
the result is that Hollywood production of
Spanish talkies is almost dead
with the exception of slight
activity at one or two studios
now they are trying to
work out a scheme for a jury of representatives of the five nations
previously named
these men will pass on the qualifications of all players to be cast in pictures for Latin-American and
Mexican consumption
a very intelligent idea
that
may mollify the outraged nations
and make 'em let down
the bars again
which brings us back to the elementary
principle
of Merchandising
sell the
customer the merchandise
he WANTS you've got
and towhen
he stands
ready and eager
stoppin' us?

«

to

buy that
let's go!

«

«

merchandise

»

»

well,

»

what's

i By GEORGE REDDY',
Germany
Drops Levy on Shorts
Berlin — Following agitation by the
Schutzverband, leading body in the
German film industry, local authorities have promised that no more
taxes will be levied on abbreviated
types of shorts which do not run
to more than 200 metres.

Made Fox Reel Head in Australia
Paris — Harry Lawrenson, for sixyears news editor here for Fox
Movietone, leaves shortly for Australia, where he takes charge of his
company's newsreel operations there.
Among the equipment Lawrenson
trucks.
will
take with him, will be two sound
Carlyle Blackwell With Radio
London — Carlyle Blackwell has been
signed by Basil Dean to star in three
pictures to be made this year by Associated Radio Pictures in conjunction with RKO. First of Blackwell's
trio of _ films will probably go into
production early in May, under the
personal direction of Basil Dean.
Madan, RCA Distrib. for India
Calcutta— RCA Photophone, Ltd.,
has appointed Madan Theaters, as
official distributors of RCA apparatus
in India, and until further notice
Pathe, India, will share the extension
of territory in Burma and Ceylon.
Myerson, Fox Singapore Manager
Hong
Kong — Ralph Myerson
has
left this city for Singapore, where he
will take over the duties of manager
for Fox Films there.
A.B.C. Circuit Books "Cim," "Beau"
London — A.B.C. has booked "Cimarron" and "Beau Ideal" for engagements over the entire circuit.
300 Wired in Italy
Rome — There are more than 300
Italian
theaters
wired
for sound.
American devices make up about 80
of the total.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their
birthdays i

April
11 12
Frank O'Connor
James Ryan
Edna Morgan
Frank
Borzage
Rena Lewis
Walter W. Lilley
Homer G. Delabar
Frances Teague
Virginia Cherrill
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West Coast Short Subject Personnel
PRODUCERS
Animated Pictures, 9713 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills.
Auertbach Motion Picture Productions, 170 Golden Gate Avenue, San
Francisco.
Stanley
Bergerman — Universal.
Beverly Hill Billies— Clyde Slater
Producer.
Educational
Release.
Bud Barsky — Producer, "Barsky
Chimp" Comedies.
Louis Brock— Producers and Supervisor, Radio Shorts.
Brown-Nagel — Romantic Journeys
series, in Multicolor. Metropolitan
Studios.
Robert C. Bruce — Outdoor talking
pictures, Metropolitan Studios.
Christie Comedies — Paramount Release, Metropolitan Studios.
Jack Cummings — Supervisor, Universal.
Walt
— "Mickey
series. Disney
Columbia
release. Mouse"
Larry Darmour Productions — RKO
release.
Dwain Esper Productions, Culver
City.
Bryan Foy — Series for The Masquers.
RKO-Pathe release.
Fashion Features — Tec-Art Studios.
In Multicolor.
Fowler Studios — 1108 N. Lillian
Way.
Samuel Freedman — Supervisor, Lloyd
Hamilton Comedies.
Universal.
Walter Futter — "Curosities". Columbia release.
Tom Griffith — Series on American
Wild
Animals,
in Multicolor.
Harmon-Ising
—
"Looney
Tunes."
Jackson Productions — Tec-Art Studios.
Edward Kaufman — Supervisor. Universal.
Lewis Lewyn — "Voice of Hollywood."
Lou
Lipton — Supervising all RKOPathe shorts.
Mascot Pictures — Specializing in serials.

Vagabond Adventure
Art Studios.
Welshay
Studios.

Series — Tec-

Productions

—

Tec-Art

Winkler Pictures
lumbia release. — "Krazy Kat." CoTiffany — Chimp series.

DIRECTORS
Robert
Picts. C. Bruce — Outdoor

Charles

Ser-

Harry Edwards — Universal.
Lewis R. Foster — Darmour.
Wallace
Fox— RKO-Pathe.
Lloyd French— RKO.
Meredith
E. Fulton — Fashion
tures.

Fea-

Series.

Al Kelley — Universal.
Del Lord — Mack Sennett.
Charles
Lamont — Universal.
Edward I. Luddy— RKO-Pathe.
Leo McCarey — M-G-M.
Robert
McGowan — Hal Roach.
Henry
MacRae — Universal.
George Marshall — Warner Bros.
Zion Myers — M-G-M
Marshall Neilan — Mack Sennett.
Sig Neufield— Barsky Chimp series.
James
Parrott — Hal Roach.
Charles
Rogers — Hal Roach.
Stephen
Roberts — Hal Roach.
Nat Ross — Hal Roach.

Ralph
Staub — "Screen Snapshots."
Columbia.
Mark
Sandrich—
RKO.
Jack Nelson — "Tarzan the Terrible,"
12 episode serial.
Telefilm Studio. Harold Schwartz— RKO.
G. C. Reed Productions ■— Tec-Art Mack
Sennett — Sennett
Studios.
Studios.
George Stevens — Hal Roach.
Sennett.
Phil H. Ryan Productions — Metro- B. C. Stafford— Mack
politan Studios.
Warren
Doane — Hal Roach.
Leon Schlesinger — Associate produc- William Watson — Christies.
Jules White— M-G-M.
er, "Looney Tunes."
Screen Interviews ■— Produced by Phil Whitman.
Jesse Weil, in Multicolor.
PLAYERS
Mack Sennett Comedies — Studio City,
North Hollywood.
Strange As It Seems — Produced by Roscoe Ates — RKO.
Beebe — Mack
Sennett.
Nathan, Hahn and Fairbanks for Marjorie
Eddie
Buzzell — Columbia.
Universal,
in Multicolor.
Charley Chase— M-G-M.
Nat Carr— RKO-Pathe.
Ann
Christy — Mack Sennett.
Fowl Tie-Ups!
Andy
Clyde — Mack Sennett.
Frank
Eastman — Mack
Sennett.
Prize chickens, freak chickens
and other variety of fowl make
Jimmy
Gleason
—
Baer
series.
RKOPathe.
natural tie-ups with the EducaHarry Gribbon— Mack Sennett.
tional-Gaiety short, "A Fowl
Lloyd
Hamilton — Universal.
Affair," in which trained fowl
are the actors. Chicken fanciers
Oliver Hardy— M-G-M.
or farmers in your town will be
Paul Hurst — Tiffany.
Ed Kennedy.
glad to exhibit their fowl in
your lobby or in a store winStan Laurel — M-G-M.
dow. This should also be worth
Frank
McHugh— RKO-Pathe.
a story in local newspapers.
Patsy
O'Leary — Mack
Sennett.

Daphne Pollard— RKO-Pathe.

William
Mack

Callahan— RKO-Pathe.

Harry Fraser — RKO-Pathe.
Mauri Grashin — RKO.
Johnnie Grey — RKO.
Frank Griffen.
Clarence Hennecke — RKO.
Ben Holmes— RKO.
Harry McCoy — Mack Sennett.
John P. Medbury — Curosities, Walter
Futter, Columbia.
Jefferson
Moffett — RKO-Pathe.
tie.
James
Mulhauser — Universal.
Ernest Pagano — Educational, ChrisArthur Ripley — Mack Sennett.
Earle Rodney — Mack Sennett.
Natt Taylor— M-G-M.
Jack Townley — Educational, Christie
Joe Traub — Columbia.
Harold
Schwartz — Radio
Pictures.
Ned
Sparks—
RKO.
Harold Tarshis.
John Waldron — Mack Sennett.
Phil Whitman.
Walter Weems.
Hampton Del Ruth.
Bill Weber.
Sid Levee — Universal.
Marty Martin — Universal.

CAMERAMEN
James
S. Brown, Jr. — Darmour.
Jack MacKenzie — RKO.
Gus Peterson — Christie.
Alex Phillips — Christie.
William
Wheeler — Christie.
Harry W. Forbes— Pathe.
John W. Boyle— Pathe.
Harry Jackson Bennett — Pathe.
Charley
Boyle — Pathe.
George Unholm — Pathe.
Dwight
Warren — Educational.
Harry
Newman — Universal.
Johnnie
Hickson — Universal.
Robert
Cline — Universal.
Ralph
A. Staub — Columbia.
Art Lloyd— Hal Roach.
Jack Stevens — Hal Roach.
Bill Hyer— Tiffany.

"BABE"

Hornbeck — Editor-in-Chief,
Sennetts.

Charles Hockberg — M-G-M.
John
Link— Pathe
RKO.
David Miller — Columbia.
Lynn
Harrison — Universal.
Arthur Hilton — Universal.
Harold
Palmer — Universal.
Edgar Scott — Darmour.
Russell
Schoengarth — Universal.
James Sweeney — Columbia.
Anson
Stevenson — M-G-M.
Alvin Todd — Universal.
Edward Todd — Universal.
Holbrook Todd — Universal.
Sid Walsh — Christie-Educational.

RECORDING

ENGINEERS

Charles A. Younger — Pathe Radio.
Ralph Spotts— RKO.
W. C. Smith — Educational.
Fred J. Lau — Educational.
Ralph
O. Gordon — Educational.
Harry Foy — Educational.
Neil Jack — Larry
Darmour.
Chas. S. Franklin — Larry Darmour.
Leon M. Leon — Larry Darmour.
A. F. Blinn — Mack
Sennett.
K. Van Horn — Mack Sennett.
W. Enyeart — Mack
Sennett.
Phil Faulkner— RKO.

ROSCOE
ATES
Starring in

LOUIS BROCK
FEATURETTES
RADIO

PICTURES

STAFFORD

Director
"THE COW

Film

Jack English — Christie- Educational.
Doane
Harrison
—
Editor-in-Chief
RKO-Pathe.

Monty Carter— RKO-Pathe.
E. mour.
V. Durling — Scenario editor, Dar-

Walter
lumbia.E. Futter — "Curosities". CoArvid Gillstrom— RKO-Pathe.
William Goodrich.
Tom
Griffith — American Wild Animals.
Fred Guiol— RKO-Pathe.
Arch Heath— RKO-Pathe.
Albert
Herman — Darmour.
Robert
F. Hill.
James Home — Hal Roach.
RKO. Jason — Humanette
Leigh

Dwight
Caldwell — Darmour.
Ted Cheesman — RKO.
Richard
Currier — Supervising
Editor, Hal Roach.

WRITERS

Talking

Eddie Buzzell — Columbia.
Ralph
Cedar.
Monte
Carter
Hugh Cummings.
ies. C. Disney — Mickey Mouse
Walt

FILM EDITORS

Franklin
Pangborn — RKO-Pathe.
Benny
Rubin— RKO-Pathe.
"Slim" Summerville — Universal.
Chic Sale— RKO.
Marion Sayers — Mack Sennett.
Ned
Sparks— RKO-Pathe.
William
Tilden— M-G-M.
Bobby Jones — Warner
Bros.

CATCHER'S

DAUGHTER"
"JUST
A BEAR"
MACK SENNETT STUDIOS

EVERYWHERE
Great
White Way you onseetheMickey,
chumming with all the celebrities.
He has been at every big opening on
Broadway this year — with Charlie
Chaplin at the George M. Cohan
Theatre in "City Lights," with
Douglas Fairbanks at the Criterion
in "Reaching for the Moon," and
now with Jack Holt, Ralph Graves
and Fay Wray at the Central in the
Great Roadshow, "DIRIGIBLE."

13

of the Funniest

Cartoons

of the Screen

Backed by a daily serialization in
more than 1,000 newspapers and
reams of magazine space.
♦

A WALT

♦

♦

DISNEY COMIC

Co/amAla fiaA the Best Sliorid!

MICKEY

MOUSE

Young and old — they all roar over the antics of
Mickey Mouse. He is the most celebrated of all
cartoon characters, a world-wide favorite. A ribtickling, side-splitting splash of humor that always
brings the house down. An unconventional,
immensely funny Walt Disney cartoon.

K R AZ

y

K AT

This scries fairly sizzles with laughs. It Is
riotous— uproarious. Hilarious talking comedies that arc enjoyed all pver the world.
Comedies that arc rich in hearty laughter
and arc fun for everyone. Here is the
famous Kartoon Kat brought to the screen.

m/

Eddie
Buzzel

CURIOSITIES
Extraordinary, weird and almost unbelievable.
The camera catches the most fantastic aspects
of nature — pictures things so bizarre that
people can hardly believe their eyes. This is

SPECIALTIES

something that's really new in motion pictures.
It's unique, novel and intensely interesting.

SILLY

Fun — fast and furious. Speedy comedy
skits that are loaded with novelty and
hilarity. This scries will immediately
prove one of the most popular
features on your program. Surefire
laughs spiced with uniqueness
and originality.

SYMPHONIES

A Walt Disney cartoon that is delightfully different. It has
a rhythmic melody and is absurdly whimsical. This feature
has a universal appeal. Its fantasy and originality have
made it an outstanding success. It is an intriguing attraction that your patrons will surely enjoy.

SCREEN

SNAPSHOTS

Here's an exceptional feature. This popular magazine of the screen brings the famous movie
stars to your theatre. It shows them in interesting offstage moments. Pictures their homes,
their families — flashes humorous highlights
which have a tremendous human interest appeal.

THE RAMBLING

REPORTER

There is something new under the sun. In the farthest corners ofthe strangest lands, J. R. Bray, internationally famous
traveler, proves it. He brings to the screen intriguing photographic impressions of the manners and customs of curious
peoples. He goes way out of the beaten track and shows
you the romantic, picturesque lands in which strange
people live.
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256 Shorts, Including News, on New Pathe Program
Three Van Beuren Series
in Lineup for Next
Season
KKO-Pathe will distribute 256
shorts, including 104 issues of Pathe
News, said Ned E. Depinet, vicepresident and general sales manager,
yesterday in discussing pre-convenlion plans. The line-up will include
the Van Beuren trio comprising
Aesop's Sound Fables, Grantland
Rice Sporthghts and the Vagabond
Adventure series.
Of the total to be released, 208
will be single reelers including the
News, Review and the Van Beuren
subjects. Forty-eight two-reel comedies will complete the lineup.

On

Closing
\By ARTHUR

A FTER long, arduous and painstaking research, my experts report
the following methods guaranteed to
darken any cinema.
able.
(1) Make your patrons uncomfort(2)
(3)
(4)
short

Provide bad projection.
Run your feature backwards.
Give
stuff. 'em uninteresting or bad

An admirable method of providing
for the discomfort of your patrons is
to substitute pine-boards for upholstered seats. Another method is
to stop all ventilation — especially
when (and if) your house is crowded.
"Star Spangled Banner"
Bad projection may be achieved by
Fine Music Week Short providing
your operator with a box
President Hoover's signing of the of fat seegars, smoked glasses, and
Act of Congress on March 4, making a non-synch machine that will play
jazz for him while the picture is
"The Star Spangled Banner" our offi- running.
cial national anthem, and the consequent action of the National Music
Running your feature backwards
Week Committee in making the
as "art" by the highsinging of the Francis Scott Key might bebrows.hailed
To insure their disliking your
composition a highlight of its annual observations, attaches particu- program, decide by "eenie, meenie,
lar interest to the RKO Pathe short meinee, mo" which reel will follow
This should have the defilm picturing high-lights of the life which.
sired effect.
of Key and the events leading up to
the creation of the anthem.
As to bad short stuff — students in
To permit this film to play its part the art of darkening houses are unanimously of the opinion that this is
in bringing "The Star Spangled Banner" directly to the people at this not only the best method, but the one
time, RKO Pathe is making avail- n most common use. It is the choice
able to theaters this picture made by of all exhibitors expert in the study
Pictorial Clubs, who have made some of closing houses.
scores of pictures of both educaM-G-M is apparently woefully
tional and entertainment interest.
negligent
in the art of keeping paThis film of one of the most dratrons from theaters, especially abroad
matic episodes in American history
in the matter of short subjects. A
traces
the highlights
Key'sof career
from boyhood
to theof War
1812. glaring example of M-G-M's backwardness in this respect is the numThe words superimposed upon the
ber of short subjects made in various
waves of the Chesapeake Bay conclude the reel.
languages other than English, for
The fact that this film is a silent patrons who do not understand English. Of course, success in keeping
one makes it particularly suitable for
the National Music Week programs patrons away
could be attained by
as it permits local clubs to supply
vocal and instrumental accompaniment in conformance with their community observations.

Your

House

M. LOEW.
supplying Italian exhibitors with
French short subjects, and German
exhibitors with Spanish short subjects, etc. Political crises might even
be provoked if our German and
French short product were so distributed that Berlin would show
French subjects and Paris, German.
However, this policy has not yet
been introduced.
In line with its backward methods
in the dandy art of darkening cinemas
is the M-G-M distribution in Spanish-America and Spain of the Laurel and Hardy, Charlie Chase, Our
Gang and Harry Langdon short features, all in the Spanish language. In
addition, M-G-M dog comedies bark
in Castilian, in the Latin countries,
and Senor Burton Holmes has made
his one-reel travelogues using Spanish exclusively.
For France and countries using
the French language, we now havt
all-French Laurel and Hardy, Charlie Chase and Our Gang comedies,
and French all-dog comedies, and
Monsieur Burton Holmes has given
us his travelogues in French.
In German and Italian, we, likewise, have Laurel and Hardy, Our
Gang and Harry Langdon comedies,
besides the M-G-M all-dog comedies,
and Herr Burton Holmes and Signor
Burton Holmes have given us travelogues in each language.
This M-G-M method of giving exhibitors what the public wants in the
particular language of that public,
has been tremendously successful. In
addition to an M-G-M feature in the
language of the country, the patrons
find shorts also in their language.
Something will have to be done
about it. Exhibitors showing M-GM shorts are entirely too prosperous
to be interested in the fine art of
darkening
houses.

Nagel and Flemming Reach Algiers
Curtis F. Nagel, co-producer of the
Educational-Romantic Journeys, and
Claude Flemming, featured actor and
announcer in the series, have arrived
in Algiers and will immediately commence shooting the first Journey thev
will make on this trip to Northern
Africa.

Under its new management, headed by Courtland Smith, Pathe News
is extending its scope and making
every effort to continue turning out
a modern newsreel.
The executive personnel of the
Pathe News organization includes the
following line-up: Courtland Smith,
president; J. S. Connolly, general
manager; Edward Percy Howard,
editor; Thomas Chalmers, associate
editor; Harold E. Wondsell, assistant
editor; Claude R. Collins, news editor; Ted Smith, assistant news
editor; Ruth Nichols, aviation editor;
Carle L. Weagant, yachting editor;
Mary K. Browne, women's editor;
William G. O'Brien, European representative; Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith,
science editor; Captain Bob Bartlett,
special feature editor; Joseph
O'Brien, sporting editor; R. E. Mann,
chief technical department; Walter
Scott, chief of photographers; Bert
Kalisch, title writer; Charles Del
Moos, chief of laboratories; BL1 Baer,
in charge of home negative laboraB
tory; Jack McCarron, chief of title
department; A. J. McPhail, auditor?
James Darst, Mid-West director?
Chicago; Edgar L. Kaw, West Coasi
director; Albert Holland, Washington manager; Marvin Mclntyre,
Washington editorial representative.
Major Ross D. Whytock heads the
contact department.

Mascot Is Only Company
Specializing in Serials
Mascot Pictures, of which Nat Le-d
vine is president, is the only coml
pany specializing in the production of
serials. Four all-talking chapter
plays, all in 12 episodes, will be made
this year. First will come Rex in
"The Vanishing Legion," scheduled
for June 10 release. Breezy Eason
is directing it, and Frankie Darrow
has one of the leading roles.
Another important Mascot serial
will be "The Galloping Ghost," with
Red Grange, famous football star.
This will be released next fall.
The third will have Rin-Tin-Tin,
and
the other
will bemystery.
"The Eagle's
Shadow,"
detective
Eddie Lambert
Lambert has
in "Humanette"
Eddie
been assigned I
to play the lead in the next Leigh
Jason "Humanette," Radio Pictures
noveltyette"short
feature.
The by
"HumanNewman.
series are
produced
Frank

Back on Old Job

Serial for Newsreel
Pathe News has adopted the
serial idea in connection with
pictures of present conditions
in the Soviet Republic and the
working out of the Five-Year
Plan.

NEW PATHE NEWS REGIME
WORKING TODtTEND SCOPE

Crowds of kiddies milling around the entrance to the Ceo. M. Cohan Theater, New York,
waiting for the opening of the first chapter of the Universal serial, "Spell of the Circus."
The caps worn by the children are a regular accessory on this chapter play.

Ned E. Depinet is back
where he started — from one angle. Recently appointed general
sales manager of RKO Pathe,
he is again selling Pathe News,
whicheralheFilm peddled
the Pathe
GenCo. whenfor the
rooster was only a chicken.

TENS OF MILLIONS ARE
WAITING TO SEE HIM
ON THE SCREEN! •
•

•

&

•

The One and Only

most popular personality of the age in

HOW I PLAY GOLF
Movie patrons are DEMANDING
Bobby Jones — and nothing else
will do! Known and worshipped
as the hero of the hour. You'll
get him at the right time to cash
in on the nation's golf hysteria!

Now he aims
at YOUR records. And he's
the greatest
record-maker

ONE

OF A SERIES

OF 1% |II iTOPifQWE^S^S

HERE ELSE COULD YOU

LIKE THESE
i

.F that Educational Pictures salesman
seemed to strut just a little like a bantam
rooster, and occasionally to crow like one,
too, it's because he knows he's got the
stuff you've been crying for . . . laughs!
You know it, too, of course, because comedies like "A HOLLYWOOD THEME SONG",
"GIRLS WILL BE BOYS", "DANCE HALL
MARGE", "THE BRIDE'S MISTAKE ", "PETE
AND REPEAT", have been making audiences howl and exhibitors throw out their
chests everywhere.
You may not know that salesman's latest dope, though . . . that Educational' 's
spring releases are going to outstrip even these famous record breakers. "CRASHING HOLLYWOOD" has already started crashing ribs. "IN CONFERENCE" is one
of the greatest satires Mack Sennett has ever done. And you just cannot understand that salesman's latest little flourish until you've seen "A FOWL AFFAIR."
Then you'll flap your wings and do a little crowing yourself . . . that is, if you've
got the Gayety Comedy series that brings you this greatest novelty comedy
since sound.
Where else could you get comedies like these? And where else could you
get advertising support for your short subjects like the steady month in and
month out magazine advertising that is always making more customers for
you when you play and plug these pictures?

THEY CAN BE HAD ONLY FROM

;et short feature comedies
,.0/JADV

£$*uZ**«
»^

JSo'

K

HE SPECIA
PUCATIONAL

FILM

EXCHANGES,

Inc.,

E. W. HAMMONS,

Member. Motion Picture Producer! and Distributors of America. Inc., Will H. Hays, President

President
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52 Two-Rcelcrs Completed by Educational — 10 to G'

NAMES VITAL TO SHORTS
SAYS A. H. SCHNITZER

Program of One-Reelers
Also Well on Way to
Conclusion
With 40 of its comedies completed,
and six more practically done, only
10 two-reelers remain to be made on
Educational's 1930-31 line-up of 62
two-reel comedies.
"Cowcatcher's Daughter," one of
the most ambitious comedies made
by Mack Sennett, with an all-star
comedy cast, including Andy Clyde,
Harry Gribbon, Marjorie Beebe and
is'
just completed,
Frank
the
16th Eastman,
comedy produced
by Sennett
of
stages
final
the
In
this season.
an
"Speed" and
now are Activities
production
untitled comedy.
at the
Sennett studios are at a peak, with
eight more comedies on the comedy
producer's
program of 36 still to be
made.

The Lloyd Hamilton series comthe Eduwith "Ex-Plum
pletedcational
studios haveber,"
in production
the last in the Ideal Series, which
will also be the third in the series
of Hollywood Girl comedies. The
new one, tentatively titled "The
Lure of Hollywood," will feature the
same three girls who appeared in
"Crashing Hollywood." "The Back
Page," a newspaper comedy, featuring George Chandler, Virginia Brooks
and Wheeler Oakman, has just been
completed at the Educational studios,
and will be released as the seventh
subject in the Mermaid series. The
eighth and final Mermaid will shortly
go into production.
At the Metropolitan studios, several Educational-Christie units are
working at full speed, the Gayety
unit now shooting a new Ford Sterling comedy, tentatively titled "The
Foolish Forties," the direction of
which has been assigned to William
Watson. June MacCloy has been
signed to appear in the feminine role
opposite Sterling, while others selected for the cast are Alyce McCormick, Stella Adams and Eddie
Baker. The comedy is from an origA new
inal story by Frank Griffin.

A. H. Schnitzer, recently appointed
short subject sales manager tor RKO
Pathe, believe that "names" are just
as essential tos two
reel comedies as
they are to features.
"When the first of the comedy
talkers came out they got over on
sheer novelty," sa'id Schnitzer.
"\ audeville and musical comedy material was re-enacted or worked over,
the stars meant little or nothing to
the draw. With the depletion of
ready-made stories, the two reel comedy star began to come into his own
and today' production officials are
matching original stories and costly backgrounds with big names.
"Witness the signing by Charles
Excellent theater front display, featuring the Educational Romantic Journey, "Honey-Moon
R. Rogers, production head of the
Land,'' used by Harry J one, manager of the Orpheum, St. Joseph, Mo. Universal's "Strange RKO Pathe studios, of James Gleaas It Seems," a Charley Chase comedy and Metrotone News also are played up.
son to write for and star in tworeelers of the Rooster brand. Few
names are better known to the stage
Vanity Comedy Vehicle is also under way at the Metropolitan studios,
and feature field. Then RKO Pathe
with Harold Beaudine at the direchas just added to its roster of comtorial helm, and Glenn Tryon in the
edy names that of Frank McHugh,
starring role. Neal Burns, as asprominent stage and screen comedsistant director, and Bobby Vernon
ian, to be
d in a series of six
Because novelty and diversity are featurettes starre
as special comedy writer, are also
on the new program. A
working on the picture. Betty Lor- of vital importance to the short sub- third comedy player of feature caliject program, and because this type
raine has been signed for the leading
bre to join the compa
Benny
feminine role, while the support. ng of picture usually can be turned out Rubin, who has appear ny inis numered
cast includes Vernon Dent, Eddie better by independent producers owous pictures for the leading distributing to the time spent on them and
Baker, Glenn Lavender and Jack
ing companies.
Henderson.
the big overhead that a national pro"Certainl
ducer-distributor would be obliged to
the come-bac
k of
Shooting has started on the new
ture starsy must
mean the
use feaof
charge against one-reelers, theater
Tuxedo,
titledClyde
"Don't
Divorce
and
starring
Cook.
WorkHim,"
will circuits should consider it a duty to dominant names in short comedies."
also commence soon on the sixth support the indie producer who is
and final Tuxedo.
trying to make first-class novelty
shorts, says Ira H. Simmons, general
On Educational's program of onereelers, Frank Moser and Paul Terry tures.
sales manager of FitzPatrick Pichave completed 19 Terry-Toons, with
seven more to go to complete the
"The present situation for the inseries of 26.
dependent producer of shorts is not
Production is being speeded up on as promising as it might be, owing
the Lyman H. Howe's Hodge-Podge, to the subsidized subjects now being
of which "A Flying Trip," "Over released," Simmons declares. "The
the Air." "A Medley of Rivers" and producer of shorts today must continually create new novelty ideas, care"Speed
haveof been
while in Up"
the series
Mack released,
Sennett
fully conceived and intelligently proBrevities, there have been released
duced. In the days of the popular'fake Your Medicine," "The Bluffity of vaudeville, the successful showmen, such as William Hammerstein,
er," "Strange Birds" and "A Poor
and Percy Williams, were noted for
The William J. Burns Detective the perfect arrangement of their
Mysteries
and the Romantic Jour- vaudeville bills. The same principle
Fish." neys, two series
of one-reelers taken
to every type of picture theon after the opening of the current applies
ater in arranging their short subject
production season, will continue to be program leading up to their feature
production, which presentation is
produced
tion season.through the next producbased on the same principles."

INDLE N0VEL1Y PRODUCERS
MERIT CIRCUIT SUPPORT

Reviewing From Juvenile Ang'e

of "Golf
Lesson"
herald issued
RKO • Pathe
in connection
with showing
Farrell golf series.

by
of

Almost as a direct answer to the exhibitor's prayer for the
return of the younger element to the picture theater, "The Open
Road for Boys," a magazine with a large juvenile circulation, is
inaugurating the policy of reviewing motion pictures with special
recommendations made from the juvenile angle. This is recognized
as an effective stimulant for the boys of the country in motion pictures, and the best possible value should accrue to exhibitors from
reviews which will send the boys to the pictures they are sure to
like, insuring satisfaction to this part of their patronage, which is
certain to rebound to the benefit of the exhibitor.

One of a series of full pane, full-color mafiazinc ads to appear in "Ladies' Home Journal,"
"Delineator," "Good Housekeeping" and
"Woman's Home Companion," carrying an
Our

Gang

tie-up.
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New York Short Subject Personnel
PRODUCERS
Audio Cinema, Inc., 2826 Decatur
Ave. Producers of Industrial shorts
and "Terrytoons." Joe W. Coffman, Pres.
Bray Pictures Corp., 729 Seventh
Ave. ''Rambling Reporter" travel
series, released monthly by Columbia.
Film Exchange, Inc., 729 Seventh
Ave. "Living Book of Knowledge"
series of 10 talking shorts in English, Spanish, German and French.
FitzPatrick Pictures, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave. Producers of Travel,
Musical,
and General
shorts.
Ideal Pictures, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.
Novelty and animal shorts.
Inkwell Studios, 1600 Broadway. Producers of Inkwell
Cartoon series.
McCoroy Studios, Inc., 110 W. 46th
St. Producers of Buster Bear
series.
( (rmston, Frank D., Inc. Producers
of Travel shorts.
Paramount, 35th Ave. & 35th St.,
Long Island City. Larry Kent,
supervisor. Producers of one and
two-reel shorts.
Simple Simon Comedies, Inc., 729
Seventh Ave. Producers of one
and two-reel comedies. Mack Stark,
general manager.
Van Beuren Corp., 1560 Broadway.
Yisugraphic Pictures, Inc., 247 Park
Ave. Producers of advertising motion pictures. Edward F. Stevenson, Pres.
Vitaphone Corporation, 321 W. 44th
St. Producers of one and two-reel
short subjects at studio, 1400 Locust St.. Brooklyn, under supervision of Sam Sax.

DIRECTORS
Bradley
Barker.
Mort
Blumenstock — Simple
Simon.
Walton
Butterfield — Independent.
George
Cochran — Universal.
Ray Cozine — Paramount.
Clyde
Elliott — Van
Beuren.
Charles Glett — Audio Cinema.
Alf Goulding — Vitaphone.
Max Hayes — Paramount.
Arthur
Hurley — Independent.
Roy Mack — Vitaphone.
Albert
Ray — Vitaphone
Casey
Robinson — Paramount.
Murray
Roth — Vitaphone
Aubrey
Scotto — Paramount.

PLAYERS
Armida — Paramount.
Burns
& Allen — Paramount.
Ann
Codee — Vitaphone.
Sarah
Edwards — Vitaphone.
Ruth Etting — Vitaphone and
mount.
Bettv Garde — Paramount.
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Two

Mae
Slattery — Paramount.
Smith
& Dale — Paramount.
Wes Stark — Paramount.
Claire Trevor — Paramount.
Solly Ward — Paramount.
Billy Wayne — Vitaphone.
Thelma White — Vitaphone.

jumps

ahead

FROG

in sound

WRITERS

UB" IWERKS
"iin"

The World Famous
Cartoonist

CAMERAMEN
Dal Clawson — Fox.
Ed DuPar — Vitaphone.
Ray Foster — Vitaphone.
W'm. Miller — Paramount.
Jay Reseller — Vitaphone.
Joe Ruttenberg — Paramount.
Al Wilson — Audio
Cinema.
FYank
Zukor — Simple
Simon.

FILM

EDITORS

Released by

Bert Frank — Vitaphone.
Russ Shields — Simple Simon.
J. P. Sweeney — Paramount.

RECORDING

ENGINEERS

Marc S. Asch — Metropolitan.
N. Dean Cole — Vitaphone.
Porter H. Evans — Vitaphone.
Win. Jordan — Fox.
George J. Oschmann — Ideal.
Louis Pallav — Paramount.
Second Series Under Way
First of the second 12 short subject productions for 1931-32 release
by Ideal Pictures has been completed
by Allan B. Carrick, editor, and Arthur Q. Bryan, radio announcer at
the "mike." It is titled "The Tra:l
of the Lonesome Pine." A male
quartette is included in the synchronization.
Second Fables Book Printing
A second edition of the Aesop
Movie Fables book is now being
printed by the Sonnet Publishing Co.,
in cooperation with the Van Beuren
Corp. The book is given by exhibitors to children visiting a theater
ten times. Syndicate and five and
ten cent stores also sell the book.

Film

Para-

MILLER
Editor

"CURIOSITIES"
"TRAVELAUGHS"

COLUMBIA

MARK
"It's

cartoons

Drawn by

Walton
Butterfield.
Win. F. Grew — Simple Simon.
Burnett
Hershev — Vitaphone.
Howard
Emmett
Mack.
A. Dorian
Otvos — Vitaphone.
Stanley
Rauh — Vitaphone.
Casey
Robinson — Paramount.
Herman
Ruby — Vitaphone.
Rube
Welch — Simple
Simon.

DAVID

Tom"
Hogan—
Pathe.
Tom
Howard —RKO
Paramount.
Billy House — Paramount.
Lulu
McConnell — Paramount.
Giovanni
Martinelli — Vitaphone.
Ethel Merman — Paramount.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth — Vitaphone.
Frank Orth — Vitaphone.
Toe Penner — Vitaphone.
Robt. L. Rioiey — Vitaphone.
Lilvan
Sabalis — Vitaphone.
Olive Shea — Vitaphone.
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METRO

- COLD WYN

- MAYER

ATip from the Leaders
todayg
housenss Livin
re patro
best g pictu
THE are givin
their
Music. Many of them returned
to the flesh-and-blood policy after exand. findperimentingdwith "alling "power
drawsound
ing that it lacke
•

The wisest men in the show business
cannot be wrong on this question after
three years of box office observation.
They know that Living Music pays.
•

PICTURES

What is true in one community must
be true in others.

SANDRICH
says

a pleasure

to work

with

THE AMERICAN
JOSEPH

CHIC SALE"

N. WEBER,

FEDERATION

OF MUSICIANS

President, 1440 Broadway, New York. X. Y.
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Releases on New

117 One-Reel
Good

The animal comedies will be directed and supervised by Bryan Foy,
and will consist of hilarious stories
with trained animals taking the place
of human actors. In place of animal
sounds, human voices will be synchronized to fit the action. An entire menagerie consisting of an assortment of animals, including lions,
tigers, giraffes, dogs and cats will be
used.
"Mickey Mouse" has become internationally famous, not only on the
strength of its own merit, but also
as a result of the publicity it receives
through the medium at the Mickey
Mouse Clubs, The "Mickey Mouse"
newspaper cartoon strip, syndicated
in newspapers, and the lately publish-

West

Coast

Bureau,

ed "Mickey Mouse" books being sold
in department, five-and-ten and stationery stores.
"Silly Symphonies," another cartoon classic, presents members of the
bird and animal families disporting
themselves to appropriate music, with
a comedy plot in each case.
The "Krazy Kat Kartoons," a boxoffice attraction for many years, receive wide publicity and reach great
potential audiences through the syndicated Herriman cartoon strip.
"Curiosities," a sound and talking
news reel, deals with freaks of the
world. "The Rambling Reporter"
aims to get away from the stereotype travelogue.
The "Specialties" are a series of
unusual comedy skits and uproarious
black-outs selected from the best efforts of the outstanding humorists.
Eddie Buzzell depicts the starring
roles in the films and directs them
as well.

First series consisting of
six two-reel comedies starring LOUIS SIMON. "Hot
Shivers" and "A Shocking
Affair" both ready for release.
Now in preparation : A series of startling
one-reelers with proven box-office value
to every type of house ... in addition to
terrific entertainment value.

SIMPLE

DAfLY

RKO Pathe Releasing
10 Shorts This Month
RKO Pathe is releasing 10 short
subjects in April, in addition to
Pathe News and Pathe Disc News.
In the group are four two reel comedies, "Rough House Rhythm,"
"Three Wise Clucks," "Frozen Face"
and "Chasing Trouble;" two Vagabond Adventure pictures, "The Call
of Mohammed" and "Hurricane Island;" two Grantland Rice Sportlights, "Tennis Topnotchers" and
"Hunting Thrills;" two Aesop's
Sound Fables, "Cinderella Blues"
and "Mad
Melody."
"Rough House Rhythm," released
April 5, features Franklin Pangborn,
Edgar Kennedy, Florence Lake and
Claude Allister. "Three Wise
Clucks," released today, features
Glenn Tryon, Marion Douglas, Frederic Howard, William Robyns, Rodney McLennen, Jerry Drew, Martha
Mattox and Billy Barty. "Frozen
Face," released April 19, features
Billy Bevan, Jimmy Finlayson, Vivan Oakland and Billy Franey. "Chasing Trouble," released April 26, features Junior Coghlan, Franklin Pangborn and Dot Farley.
"Tennis Topnotchers," released
April 7, introduces Vincent Richards
as a screen instructor of the popular
racquet game. With Richards appear such notables of the courts as
William Tilden, 3rd, Helen Wills
Moody. Suzanne Lenglen and Carl
Kozeluh. "Hunting Thrills" is released on April 21 and features the
excitement of alligator hunting.
"The Call of Mohammed." a story
of India, was released on April 7
and "Hurricane Island," relating an
adventure on the Island of Santo
21st.
Domingo,
will be released on April

22 "ODDITIES" FROM UFA
ON CURRENT RELEASE LIST
Ufa rent
hasrelease
22 list
"Oddities"
on country.
its curfor this
They include:
"Mysteries in an Egg," "Sea Monsters' Den," The Curiosity Shop,"
"How the Weather Is Made," "Thunder, Lightning
and Rain,"
the Ocean,"
"Nature's
Quick"Mites
Changeof
Artists," "Traces of Ancient Civilization in Java," "On Skiis in Midsummer," "Under the Tropical Sun
of Java," "A Bear-Hunt in the Carpathian Mountains," "The Last Pelicans in Europe," "How Jack and
Rover Became Friends," "Microscope, the Detective," "Secrets in
the
Lives
of Plants,"
"Karpathengold," "Robbers
and Giants
Among
the Birds," "Love Life Among
Plants," "Orchids," "How Plants
Change Into Animals," "Married
Couples on Wings," "Farting Monand Fighting
Thekeys coming
yearCats."
will bring from
ence.
15 to 20 additional
"Oddities."
containing
microscopicUfapictures,
pictures of animal life, and popular sci-

Membership Card Designed
By U for Shorts Clubs

To assist exhibitors playing the
Universal serials and .comedies, in
their exploitation, Universal has prepared a standard membership card
that features each comedy and serial
and can be used by exhibitors in
building up their special club memberships. Special space is provided
for punching and a general set of
governing rules is printed on the
back. All the theater has to do is
insert its name in the space provided.
Members of the club retain the ticket
and have it punched at every performance of the features listed. Completely
punched
cards entitle members to special
prizes.

Toy Monkey Tied Up
With Tiffany Chimps

COMEDIES,

729 Seventh Ave., New York.
NEW YORK— 630 Ninth Ave.
CHICAGO— 831 S. Wabash Ave.
PHILADELPHIA— 1329 Vine St.
CLEVELAND— 508 Film Bldg.
DETROIT— 500 New Film Bldg.
CINCINNATI — 1632 Central Parkway
PITTSBURGH— 1014 Forbes Street
PORTLAND. ORE. — 462 Glisan St.
SEATTLE — 24;8 Second Avenue

FILM

"Cinderella Blues" will be released
Today and "Mad Melody" on
April 26. Pathe News is releasing
two issues weekly and Pathe Disc
News, one issue per week.

♦

SIMON

THE

Hollywood — Out of about 1,500 short subjects released during
the past year, 60 per cent were comedies, said Dr. Clinton Wunder,
executive manager of the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
before the Los Angeles Breakfast Club recently. The other 40
per cent included travelogues, sport life and other subjects.

Simple Simon Comedies

♦

Columbia Schedule

60 Per Cent Comedies

Diversity of Subjects Lined Up
for 1931-32

A unique and unusual line-up of
diversified short subjects is embraced
in Columbia's schedule of 117 one
reel releases for the coming season.
Besides the Disney "Mickey Mouse"
cartoons ' and "Silly Symphonies,"
and the "Curiosities," "Specialties,"
"The Rambling Reporter," "Talking
Screen Snapshots," and the Krazy
Kats, which are breaking records for
length of run and billing, a new series of 13 animal comedies will supseason. plement the company's list for next

Sunday, April 12, 1931

INC.

Gen. Mgr., Mack Stark

SALT LAKE CITY — 252 E. 1st So. St.
ST. LOUIS — 3320 Lindell Blvd.
DENVER— 2075 Broadway
LOS ANGELES— 1910 S. Vermont Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO— 298 Turk Street
BOSTON— 28 Piedmont Street
MINNEAPOLIS — 70 Glenwood Ave.
OMAHA — Finn Exchange
Bldg.
TORONTO (E)— 44 Dundas St.

Tiffany has completed a tie-up with
the Gund Manufacturing Co., which
is marketing a toy monkey dressed
in cowboy clothes. When the toy
is wound up it revolves on its heels.
The box which the toy comes in has
pictures of the Tiffany Chimps on it.
Exhibitors who wish to use the toys
as prizes or decorations can obtain
them at at a special low price.
Tiffanv is also distributing: a novelty booklet of jingles and rhymes
in the form of an eight-page cut-out.

Doll for tie-up with the "Tiffany
comedies.

Ckimp'
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Shorts For National Music Week
Get Special Attention From Pathe
As a special aid to showmen who
wish to take advantage of National
Music Week, May 3 to 9, RKO
Pathe has selected a number of musical subjects particularly suitable for
presentation
during that period.
Outstanding among the films
chosen for this purpose is the reel
called "The Star Spangled Banner,"
a picturization presenting Francis
Scott Key writing the immortal
composition.
The Van Beuren Song Sketches,
a series of pictures interpreted by
famous radio singers in appropriate
settings, are also available at the
RKO Pathe exchanges throughout
the country. These subjects are:
"Mandalay," "The Trumpeter,"
"Songs of Mother," "Love's Memories," "Voice of the Sea" and "Deep
South."
Pathe Review subjects of special
suitability for Music Week constitute additional attractions for the occasion. Instrumental selections of
unusual beauty in the 1930 series of
Pathe Reviews are: "Two Story
Pianos," issue No. 17; "Violins," issue No. 18; "Cellos," issue No. 29;
"Music," issue No. 29; "Virginals,"
issue No. 46; "Octavina," issue No.
50. In the 1931 series, "Musical Oddities," issue No. 3, is a fitting feature.
Orchestral selections are: "Scoring
a Picture" in Review No. 10 (1930)
and "Damrosch" in No. 45 (1930).
Vocal song renditions in the Pathe
Review, 1930 series, are offered in
"Ernestine Schumann-Heink," issue
No. 52; "Songs of the Steppes," issue No. 1; "Cossack" in No. 4, and
"La Paloma" in No. 22.
A considerable number of shorts,
in addition to those listed here, will
be released by RKO
Pathe exchanges.

Pop Contest Subject
Mack Sennett has proven the
most popular contest subject In
the experience of "Film Fun,"
according to Lester Grady, editor of the fan magazine, who
reports a larger number of entries on the Mack Sennett contest than were ever made in the
past. The Sennett contest,
sponsored by Educational, running over a period of several
months, has just closed, and
winners of the 75 prizes offered, including $250 in cash, will
be announced in an early issue
of "Film Fun."

Special Exploitation Tie-up
For Farrell-Pathe Shorts
A special exploitation campaign,
consisting of tie-ups with national
merchandisers, has been built up for
RKO Pathe's Johnny Farrell Golf
shorts. Four companies have been
tied up to date.
D. D. Doniger & Co. is featuring
a golf ensemble of McGregor Sportswear in their ads. Special mats calling attention to the shorts series are
run with the showing of the pictures.
The company has also issued onesheets, cut-outs and a leaflet giving
golf instructions. Wilson Western
Sporting Goods Co., which makes
the Johnny Farrell golf sticks, has
special posters and booklets for use
by sporting goods dealers. PuttWell Golf Corp. is loaning its PuttWell miniature golf courses for lobby displays. Special booklets of golf
tees, with Farrell's picture on them
are being distributed by the Nif-Tee
Manufacturing
Co.

i tun
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Starring in

PATHE

— RADIO

Management:

J. G. MAYER

Ltd.,

— SH OR T S
HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.

Toys and Drawing Book
Prepared on "Oswald"

Through arrangements made by the
Universal home office exploitation department, "Oswald," the Lucky Rabbit, will be on sale in the form of a
doll at toy shops throughout the
country at $1, 75, 50 and 25 cents.
There will also be a special celluloid
model on sale in five-and-ten cent
stores for ten cents.
Another exploitation novelty for
Oswald will soon be available in the
Universal Exchanges. This is a cutout head of the Lucky Rabbit, lithographed in bright colors on extra ply
card board.
Through the Universal Music Co.,
Ltd., a special "Oswald, The Lucky
Rabbit" book has been made for the
kiddies and is now being sold in toy
stores. It contains verse and pictures
about Oswald and is provided with
Advertisement
of Olympic,
Miami, on RKO tracing paper over each page so that
Pathe's Grantland Rice Sportlight, "Tigers of the kiddies can' make the Oswald
the Deep," exemplifying how anglers and fish- pictures themselves. A Special Osinn enthusiasts may be attracted.
wald song is featured in the back.

JACK TOWNLEY w ERNEST PAGANO
(CO-WRITING FOR EDUCATIONAL)
Now on Eleventh Story Since Oct. 1st

"The Foolish Forties," "Crashing Hollywood," "Elbow Room," "The
Bark Page," "Pete and Repeat," "Lure of Hollywood," "Ex-Plumber,"
"The Love Bargain," "Windy Riley," "Three Bollywood Girls," 'Shooting of Dan the Duck"

THE

O PATHE
Pre-sold direct to the whole family
every Friday night; 10:30 to 11 E.S.T.
R.K.O. Theatre of the air; 42 stations,
coast to coast N.B.C.

OLD
CK
CO
N'
FIGHTI
Has seen them
Come
JUT HE'S GOING

and Go
STRONGER

THAN

EVER!

Now preparing his biggest year yet!
Now, as always, first in newsreels, first
in comedies, first in short novelties!
And he's getting ready to crow
about some brand new sensational
surprises that will stand the short subject field on its ear!

Definite Detailed Announcement

Soon

■%
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Big Increase in Universale
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Shorts for 1931-32

New Program Will Include
150 Subjects and Four
Talking Serials

TELEVISION IDEA ADOPTED

With approximately 150 one and
two-reelers and four all-talking serials on the 1931-32 schedule, Universale output of short product next
se ■>on will be the biggest and most
distinctive ever offered by the company. Line-up of short subjects for
the new year has practically been
completed by Carl Laemmle, jr., and
M. Stanley Bergerman, in charge of
^hort reel production.
Fifty-two two reel comedies, with
an array of star players, including
Slim Summerville, George Sidney .
Charlie Murray, Lloyd Hamilton,
Daphne Pollard. Eddie Gribbon, Don
I.. ("Steve") Brodie. Gene Morgan,
Walter Merrill, and Charles Lawrence will be released.
Directors under contract for the
^hort subject division at Universal
City are Charles LaMont, Albert
Keller, Stephen Roberts, Kurt Neunian and Harry Edwards, with others
to be added. The writers include
Sidney Levee, James Mulhauser,
George Plympton and Henry Johnson.
Prominent on the schedule is the
26 Christy Walsh Ail-American
Sports Series, which will be one-reelers, ^tarring the" brightest names in
various sport fields. Babe Ruth will
appear in the baseball pictures of
this series; Charlie Paddock will be
seen in his specialty; and football
will be represented by an outstanding figure, still to be determined, who
will take the place of the late Knute
Rockne in the series. Other sport
celebrities will also be signed.
\ brand new angle in shorts will
be offered in "The Shadow" series,
of which there will be 13 two-reelers.
These detective stories from the best

IN "VOICE 0FH0LLYW00D"
Alfred T. Mannon's new "Voice
of Hollywood" series is under way,
with the first of the group to be released in about two weeks. Each
issue will be made to look as though
the pictures were being televised
from a television studio. A specially designed set is being used for this
In exploiting the "Voice of Hollypurpose.
wood" series, Tiffany has effected a
tie-up with the Fawcett Publications,
for "Screen

Secrets"

and

"Holly-

wood Magazine."

RAY FOSTER
Cinematographer
WARNER
VITAPHONE

Our Gang display for store windows.

the Deepsea Diver, the City Fireman, the Air Mail Pilot, the Movie
Stunt
Man,
and others.

Tie-up arranged with the Dcnnison

Co.

Universal Has 24-Sheet
On 1931-32 Short Product

Universal has prepared a special
John Hix's "Strange As It
featuring its line-up of
Seems" series, now syndicated to 156 24-sheet
metropolitan dailies, will continue. shorts.
The poster covers the following
They will be produced, as at present,
in sound, color and dialogue. There
series: Christy Walsh All-American
in the series. Sports Reel, Slim Summerville Comin Street & Smith's Detective Story will be 13 one-reelers
Magazine are enjoying great popuedies, Sidney - Murray Comedies,
In the one reel division also is
larity over the Columbia Network,
Daphne Pollard comedies, Lloyd
and will be filmed with an all-star "Oswald, the Lucky Rabbit," of Hamilton comedies, Strange as It
which there will be 26.
Seems, Universal Newspaper Talking
cast of Broadway players. The first
Following up its big success in the News Reel with Graham MacNamee,
subject has already been completed
at the Audio Cinema Studio, in New serial field, Universal will again make
and others. It is lithographed in
'(i ork, under the direction of George four all-talking chapter-plays des'gn- bright colors and carries the title of
Cochrane. In picture form, they will ed for the lirst-run market. The new
each series in bold lettering below
the illustration.
supply a much needed box-office serials will be
"Battling With Buffalo
stimulant in the shape of short draHill." heroic story of the famous
matic films, of feature quality.
Rita LaRoy Borrowed by Fox
Universal also steps out with a scout; "Heroes of the Law," romance
of the men who battle against the unRita LaRoy has been borrowed by
new idea in the "Dangerous Jobs" sederworld. "The Air-Mail Mystery."
iH s, 13 one-reelers, showing the thrilling story
for "Hush Money."
of the government pi- Fox from RKO
heroes who risk their lives to get
lots; and "Danger Island," story of
their daily bread — the Steeple Jack,
the struggle between whites and sav:m&.~zjsTnz
ages for possess. on of a magic isle.
Henry McRae, who is in charge of
serial production at Universal City,
will shortly start work on the making
of the new season
thrillers.
THEATRE
when Urn card has been punched for TEN ADMISThe
Universa
l
Newspap
er Talking
SIONS to this theatre, the holder will receive, frmtii,
Newsreel, with Graham McNamee,
one copr of the AESOP'S MOVIE FABLES BOOK, with
the compliment, of the Management of this Theatre and
The Van Beurcn Corporation, producers of Aesop', Film
will be well into its new plan of opFable,. CrnMland Rica Snorllifht and Vagabond Advenenre Series.— Released by PATHE.
eration before the new season starts
This card U non-transferable. The holder will please
airn hta or her name and address below.
next fall. Editor Sam Jacobson is
now assembling his own staff of cameramen throughout the world, and
the reel, of which there will be 104
issues, will be produced entirely inCard issued in connection with Aesop's Movie
dependently. Elaborate expansion
Fables Book'' as a hook-up with the Van
plans arc now under way.
Beurcn shorts distributed by FKO Pathc.

JOE TRAUB
"Comedy Writer"

COLUMBIA PICTURES

RAU.H
WARNER

VITAPHONE
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Trend Toward Novelty and Variety
Gaining Momentum, Says Hammons
"The trend toward novelty and
variety in short features has been
so heartily approved," says E. W.
Hammons, president of Educational,
"that although Educational's plans
for future production have not yet
been completed in detail, one thing
is certain, and that is that they will
provide for a wide range of entertainment."
"During the past year," continues
Hammons, "the scope of the short
feature has been widened to a remarkable extent, adding unprecedented importance and new value to
the short feature. Originality and
novelty in short features have been
in greater evidence recently than ever
before.
"In addition to the greater variety
in types of comedies, the field has
expanded in other directions. Travelogues, with dialogue and music,
have been handled from new angles
and have been tremendously popular;
clever novelties such as chimpanzees,
dogs, and even chickens and ducks,
have been introduced during the past
-eason with excellent results. Our

Few Dramas
Dramatic playlets will be in
the minority on the new releasing schedules, a survey shows.
Most producers of shorts are
content to leave the heavy
drama to the feature field. An
instance of the small position
occupied by dramatic subjects
may be taken from the current
Vitaphone program, which lists
only eight dramas out of more
than 200 shorts. Comedies iead
the field by a big margin, a total of 80 being listed.

Elaborate Exploitation
For African Subjects

Special treatment is being accorded
by Vitaphone in the matter of accessories for exploitation of "Adventures in Africa," photographed under
the supervision of Wynant D. Hubbard of the American Geographical
Society, who spent two years with his
own Gayety Coined}', 'A Fowl Af- expedition in Rhodesia and Portuguese East Africa obtaining the mafair,' featuring barnyard fowl, has
terial for these 24 reels.
been getting such wide acclaim, that
we are encouraged to continue to dig
Special treatment is being accorded
up ideas that deviate from the rou- this amazing series of wild animal
tine. Our series of William J. Burns
Detective Mysteries, also a departure pictures to supply exhibitors with advertising accessories which will sell
from routine short subjects, is scoring tremendously, attesting once the series and each individual picture in it to the public. A specially
more to the value of the unusual in
shorts.
prepared press sheet of 12 pages contains attractive ad layouts, complete
"Sports subjects are enjoying
successful vogue, and it is my beliefa and interesting line of stories for the
that next season, in addition to the newspapers; there are slides, oneever-popular comedies, necessary to sheets, three-sheets, a colored herald,
the well-balanced program, short snappy window cards, a set of 23
feature producers will be on tne sharp stills, 8x10, and a set of lobby cards,
lookout for original ideas so that pro- all of which will be in the exchanges
in time for the showing of the first
grams_ will reach the very height' of release, May
17.
diversification."

JOE
PENNER

.
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Making a series
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One and Two-Reel Comedies
for
WARNER
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VITAPHONE
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AS&L
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Cornf ►leted
"Seeing Off Service"
"Stepping
Out"
"Stuttering
Romance"

NINE

"Service
Stripes"
"Making
Good"
"Sax Appeal"

MORE

"Big
Caesar"(2
reels)
"Where Men are Men"
(2 reels)
"Moving
Out" (2 reels)

IN PREPARATION

^A

DAILY

FRED

GUIOL
Director

RKO— Pathe
"Campus Champs"
"Traffic Tangles"
"Breakfast in Bed"
"Parents Wanted"
"Over the Radio"
"Chasing Trouble"
"Boss' Orders"
"Rich Uncles"

-. Xfr*
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Feature
New

Production

Program
Calls for
Greater Attention to
Small Product

Radio Pictures is definitely committed to a polity of producing short
subjects to be ranked in producing
values and casting talent with big
feature productions for the season
1931-32.
Nation-wide tours of investigation
by Charles Rosenzweig, vice-president in charge of distribution, and
divisional contacts by Jerry Safron,
general .-ales manager of the East,
and Cleve Adams, general sales manager of the West, have convinced
Radio officials by first-hand contact
with exchange managers and exhibitors that the short subject has assumed a position of genuinely major
importance on the talking screen.
These have led to tri-cornered conferences in Hollywood between Joseph I. Schnitzer, president, William
l.e Baron, vice-president in charge of
production, and Charles Rosenzweig,
on ways and means of bringing
Radio's
short subjects production to
the
forefront.
Short subjects, hitherto regarded
as a minor element in production circles, will henceforth get the benefit
ut major producing talent at Radio
Pictures studios. The large list of
contract players at Radio Pictures
will be liberally drawn upon and
made available for these "featurettes." The Radio Pictures art staff
under the direction of Max Ree will
supervise production values. And the
staff of writers will include authors
who have contributed to the big features for the coming year. This represents adistinct departure in Radio
Picture- production circles.
According to present plans there
will be 30 two-reelers and 26 singlereelers released for the 1931-32 season. Of these, 24 two-reelers will

Values

Planned

for RKO

In response to public demand, Vitaphone will continue to make
a reasonable number of musical subjects and flash numbers. It is
even likely, from present audience response, that there may be an
increase in this type of short. Some of the leading personalities
of the vaudeville and musical stage are used in these numbers,
among them being Jack Hazzard, Cy Landry, Dolly Gilbert, George
Jessel,cers,
Walter
O'Keefe,
Albertina
Rasch Lupino
Girls, Muriel
Abbot Reade,
DanHenry Santry,
Douglas
Stanbury,
Lane, Janet
Neely Edwards, Collette Sisters, Billy Wayne, Frank and Milton
Britton and others.

Vitaphone will release the Bobby
Jones "How I Play Golf" series, and
Ted Husing "Sportslants." Earl
Sande recently made a two-reeler,
"The
Handy
Primo Carnera will
soon Guy,"
make and
a subject.

VERITABLE "WHO'S WHO"

Also releasing Knute Rockne football shorts made last year, and the
regular
Grantland
Rice "Sportlights."
Universal
will release
a series of
26 to be known as the "Christy
Walsh Ruth,
All-America
Series."
Babe
Charlie Sports
Paddock
and
others will appear.
Educational may release a series
of wrestling shorts with Gus Sonnenberg,
and
Nagel.to be produced by Brown

Tiffany will release a series of one
reel football shorts named "Pigskin
Problems." The series will be pro
duced by Alfred T. Mannon and
Howard Jones, football coach of the
University of Southern
California.
M-G-M planning a series. Bill
RKO
Pathe is now releasing the
Johnny
Farrell Golf series of shorts. Tilden to star in one.
be produced by Louis Brock and will
include six "Chic" Sales, six Roscoe
Ate-, six Ned Sparks, and six "Head-

Shorts

GRANT RICE SPORTLIGHT

Musicals and Flashes

Larry Darmour will concentrate on
liners."
six two-reel Mickey McGuire comedies, adapted
from
cartoons.
Mickey
willFontaine
continue Fox's
to be
-upported by the child stars who
have been identified with his past
successes, among them being Tomboy Taylor, Katinka, Hambone Johnson, Stink}- Davis, and others, according to present plans.
The complete program for production of the 26 one-reelers has, as
yet, not been announced, but it is
definitely stated that the "Toby the
Pups" and "Humanettes" will be
continued. Charles Mintz is producer
of "Toby" and Frank Newman of the
"Humanettes."
Among those who will be aligned
with the Brock production forces are
Um, va: MOWWNG
Mark Sandrich, director: Scott Dara/ 1130 AM
ling, director and writer; Charles
Saxon, humorist and cartoonist, to
'it «£&»• ' •'" 'if«i>s *?&f ■;&»write one of the "Headliners"; and
Ned Sparks, who will both write and
star in the Ned Sparks series.
Sparks' first short subject, "Fish
Sometimes Swim,'' is already in final
process of editing. Scott Darling,
Mauri Grashin, and Mark Sandrich
have done the adaptation and dia*
CC
MS
..IM
logue. Max Ree, Radio Pictures'
art director, created and supervised
sets, art, and costumes. In the cast
supporting Ned Sparks are Addie
McPha'l, Roberta Gale, Charles
Dow Clark. George MacFarlane. Bud
Jamieson, Hairy Holman and Bob
M cKenzie.
The "Chic Sales" will bring to the
//ore the Roxy,
New
York, advertised its screen one of the most eminent of
presentation of VmversoPs
serial, "The In- stage artists. "Chic" Sale, in the famous rural character created bv him.
dians Are Coming."

THE MOANS
ARECOMHK?
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Sale, who is himself a famous humorist, will personally help to write
the scenarios.

A veritable screen version of
"Who's Who" is the way many exhibitors are beginning to regard the
Grantland Rice Sportlight, which
annually is introducing scores of internationally-famous celebs to theater audiences.
During the current season the list
of stars represents the elite of the
social register of Sportdom.
The golf fans enjoyed hearing and
seeing Bobby Jones, Johnny Farreii,
Tommy Armour and Glenna Collett.
Air-minded folks were entertained
bv
Ruth Elder and Captain Frank
Hawks.
Violators of the traffic laws were
thrilled by Sir Malcolm Campbell.
Tennis players had the opportunity
of checking their game with Bill Tilden, Vincent Richards, Suzanne
Lenglen, Helen Wills Moody and
Carl Kozeluh.
Johnny Weismuller and Stubby
Kruger did a lot of fancy swimming
and diving,
and aGar
Wood
strated how fast
motor
boat demondriven
by a master hand can really go.
Willie Hoppe, the billiard champion, showed what could be done
with the cue ball, and Mort Lindsey,
the bowling champion, knocked down
a bunch of pins just to make the
average bowler envious.

The first of the "Headliners" is already completed. It stars Ford
Sterling and Lucien Littlefield, under
Pavo Nurmi, the world's distance
the title of "Trouble from Abroad." champion,
and George
champion high
jumper, Spitz,
were world's
among
The first of the three "Human- the track stars.
ettes" isin production. The story is
an original by Al Boasberg and
Irving Cobb, world-famous humorist, and incidentally a fisherman of
Charles Saxon, with a cast including
Charles Judels, Gus Arnheim and renown, proved fish will bite on the
Boys.orchestra, and the Three Rhythm
his
right bait.
Baseball was represented by several heroes, including John McGraw.
Ates. who has attained almost
stellar dimensions through his unique Mickey Cochrane, George Earnshaw
artistry in "Cimarron" and other and Dazzy Vance.
For lack of space we must omit
talking picture successes, has just
completed his first short, tentativelv the formidable list of football favorites who are numbered among the
called "Caught with a Short Straw."" friends of Grantland Rice.

\
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Greater Novelty is Prime Need of Shorts, Says Stark
PREPARING SPECIAL ANGLES
TO EXPLOIT U SPORT FILMS

Serials (or Next

Producer

Season

Novelty Shorts Get the Applause

tions ■:- Photoplays
Originals -:- AdaptaFOR
Originals

*
TWO PLUS FOURS*
**
LE
NG
TA
C
FI
TRAF
PALS**
!*In collaboration with Fred Guiol

(193031)

Photoplays
KNEES

OPEN

HOUSE

CLASS* Fox
NIGHT— Wallace
*Harry Eraser
Monte Carter — Arch Heath

Considering the great mass of
shorts product turned out, only subjects with a distinctly different angle
can possibly stand out, despite quality of production.
Simple Simon Comedies feel that
they have worked out an entirely
new technique, which is aimed entirely after "belly laughs" and which
has an appeal that children of all
ages can understand and appreciate.
Broad in style, it is presented in the
best of settings, aided by good photography and is as different from the
old type of slapstick comedies as it
is possible to conceive, although
achieving the same effect so far as
laughs are concerned.

ED. DU PAR
Chief

Cinematographer

WARNER VITAPHONE

FRANK

STARS

CLERK*
WIDOWER

HARE

Novelty is the prime requisite of
the short subject, in the opinion oi
Mack Stark, general manager of Simple Simon Comedies, Inc., makers of
Simon.
"
two-reel comedies
Louis
Laughsstarring

CODEE

Adaptations
PARADING IN PAJAM \>
BREAKFAST IN BED
ENDURANCE BOUND
NIGHT
COLLEGE

Series

O and RANTN H

Charles A. Callahan
FRIDAYS OFF
HOT WIRES
CAMPUS CHAMPS
WHOSE WHO
HOLD THE BABY

New

Aims at "Belly

"The Galloping Ghost," starring
"Battling
versal.With
AdventuresBuffalo
of the Bill."
scout Uniand Red Grange.
Mascot.
Stunt serial.
plainsman.
"The Ljghtning
Warrior," starring
Rin-Tin-Tin.
Mascot.
Universal'* home office exploitation
"Heroes of the Law." Universal.
department is planning a series of
Mystery.
"The Eagle's Shadow." Mascot.
heralds to be made available for the Battling with the underworld.
Christy Walsh Ail-American Sports
Serial (synchronized) starring Jack
"The Air-Mail Mystery." Universal. Exploits of government pilots.
Reels, a series of shorts dealing with
Hoxie and Marion Sais. Guaranteed
American sports and featuring such
("Bud" Pollard).
"Danger Island." Universal. Strug- Pictures
stars of the sports world as Babe
gle between whites and savages for
"The Mystery Trouper," with RobRuth and Charlie Paddock. Other possession of a magic isle.
ert Frazer, Blanche Mehaffey, Buzz
stars are to be added later.
Barton and White Cloud, trick horse.
"The Vanishing Legion," starring Syndicate Pictures. Northwest
A separate herald will be issued for Rex.
the horse, and Frankie Darrow,
each reel and will carry the rules and Mascot.
Mounted
Police storv.
instructions governing the game featured in the reel. This will make
the heralds exceptionally good as an
exploitation medium, as the fans can
-ave them and acquire a complete set
of rules on all the popular American
By M. J. Weisfeldt
-ports.
Vice President, Talking Picture Epics
Special newspaper tie-ups are also
being arranged to exploit this series
of shorts. They will be worked out
How many of us in the picture and myriads of other subjects too
so as to make it possible for the business go to the picture theaters numerous to mention, and such reels
exhibitor to use them in his city ourselves? - How many exhibitors, are vigorously applauded.
during the run of the series.
independent or managers of circu.tMy observation of the production
owned theaters, attend other theaters
than their own to observe audience and sale of novelty shorts of the
reaction? How many managers (if "worthwhile" kind is that many manExcellent Tie-up Angles
agers are not often in their theaters
any) watch their own performances
at the time these demonstrations
In "Heroes of the Flames" for reaction?
"Heroes of the Flames," latest UniThese are things I have often pon- take place, so they get by unnoticed.
versal chapter-play, dealing with the
dered over. Even if I am not per- Often we learn of managers who
hazardous life of the brave fire ladsonally different, I manage to crowd wouldn't even try a short subject of
dies, offers many practical exploita- in four or five cinema performances a travel or scientific nature because
tion angles, which are outlined in the in various types of theaters weekly "he himself" may not like them, or
Universal press book.
and I find that, "that something dif- perhaps because he feels that the few
Featuring the complete campaign is
ferent" on the bill — the "novelty dollars expended is an expense he
a practical fire hat, available as a short" — actually gets the "hand" and might save. These factors are no
regular accessory on the picture at often thunderous applause. The fea- doubt temporary. Production of
Universal Exchanges. This hat is
ture picture may be great, but is not novelty subjects will continue, and
full man-size with a head size that as often applauded. The dancing and
research in this field by famed sciensinging numbers in flesh may be martists is one of our foremost plans
will
fit
any
child's
head,
a
feature
made possible by a special cutting
velous, but seldom is audience ap- for next season.
process. It is printed in flaming
preciation noted. But let that little
colors and carries the picture ad in reel — showing the little beaver buildlarge letters. There is plenty of iming a home, the eagle feeding its
print space for the use of the theater young, the river flowing up stream
provided on the wide brim. It is al- and down stream at the same time,
ready making a big hit with exhibi- the natives in Bermuda and in Sutors and kiddies.
matra, the queer life in Hong-Kong,
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Shorts in Series Being Favored on New
Vitaphone Plans Bigger
Number of Shorts
in Groups
In line with a trend that is being
ored more and more by a majority of producers, Vitaphone is changing its short subject production
program for the coming season ands
mstead of making individual picture
will make them in series. Production executives are now at work lining up the stars and the series to be
made, and titles of the series and the
names of the stars will be announced
within a short time.
1 wo outstanding series on the current program, which will be released
to exhibitors during the spring and
summer months are the Bobby Jones
golfing pictures entitled "How I Play
Golf," and the 12 two-reel "Adventures in Africa" series, filmed by
Wynant D. Hubbard.
Other series now being shown
throughout the country are the Revert L. Ripley "Believe It or Not"
topical flash series of which 10 have
been released, with another awaiting
release; the "'Looney Tunes" series
of animated cartoons, of which Leon
Schlesinger is the associate producer
and of which 10 have been released;
the "Naggers" series of domestic
comedies, starring Mr. and Mrs. Jack
X or worth, seven of which have been
released; the Joe Penner Comedy series; the Ruth Etting dramas with
songs; the Billy Wayne-Thelma
White Comedies; the Helen Broderick manicurist comedies; the series
of one-reel comedies, of two-reel
comedies, of musical and flash numbers and of dramas.
Coming series of shorts announcement of which have already been
made include the E. M. Newman
travel series, Ted Husing's "Sportplants" and more of the Ruth Etting
dramas
with songs.

Tiffany's Football Shorts
Will Get Syndicate Tie-up

Tiffany's series of football shorts
to be known as "Pigskin Problems,"
will be well publicized through a series of illustrated football problems
and newspaper articles by Howard
Jones, to be distributed by the Sper
Newspaper Syndicate. The series
will feature Jones, well known football coach of the University of Southern California who has coached Iowa,
Vale. Syracuse, and other colleges.

McGuire Clubs Popular

An important factor in the
increased public favor built up
for the Mickey McGuire comedies turned out by Larry Darmour for RKO release is Darmour's enterprise in organizing
Mickey McGuire kid clubs and
personal stage presentations of
Mickey and his supporting
players. These stunts have
proved highly popular and the
policy will be continued and
expanded upon by Darmour in
the new season.

Current

Vitaphone

OUTDOOR PILMS LOOM BIG

Series

bard. "Adventures in Africa," 12 two-reelers, directed by Wynant

Programs

D. Hub-

Current and forthcoming Vitaphone short subjects are invading
the open spaces in a big way. The
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth in "The Naggers." Five directed by Alf perfecting of the methods of recordGoulding, two each by Arthur Hurley and Roy Mack.
Three to come.
ing sound in the open has made it
"Looney Tunes" cartoons, 11 in series. Leon Schlesinger, associate possible to make talking pictures outof-doors
producer.
sound-proofalmost
stage.as easily as on the
Bobby
Jones
"How
I
Play
Golf,"
series
of
12.
Directed
by
George
E. Marshall.
Among the series of short subjects announced by Vitaphone which
Ruth Etting dramas, with songs. Four directed by Roy Mack, one
will be located almost entirely out
by Arthur Hurley.
Helen Broderick comedies. Five in series. Two directed by Arthur in the open are the Bobby Jones series of 12 one-reelers on "How I
Hurley, one each by Murray Roth and Harold Beaudine, one to come.
first of which, "The PutJoe Penner comedies, nine in series. Five directed by Alf Goulding. Play,"ter,"the
will be released this month; the
two by Roy Mack, one each by Harold Beaudine and Arthur Hurley.
series of 12 two-reelers, "Adventures
Edgar Bergen Ventriloquist series. Two directed by Arthur Hurley, in
Africa," selected from the 103,000
one each by Murray Roth and Roy Mack.
feet of film shot by Wynant D. Hubbard on a two-year photographing
Codee and Orth comedies. Two directed by Alf Goulding, one by
safari in upper Rhodesia and PortuRoy Mack.
guese East Africa. The first of the
Frank Orth comedies.
Two directed by Del Lord, one by Alf Goulding.
Hubbard
shorts, "Into the UnGiovanni Martinelli operatic series of seven. Four directed by Roy
known," will be released on May 17,
Mack, two by Arthur Hurley, one to come.
with the other 11 following at weekly intervals.
Coming series, which will be deLipton Being Kept Busy
Red Grange to Receive
voted mainly to outdoor activities
Record Salary for Serial As Writer and Supervisor and occasions are the E. M. NewLew Lipton, comedy writer, who
man travel talks and the Ted HusUnder his contract with Nat was recently signed by RKO Pathe
ing
"Sportslants."
The first releases
Levine, president of Mascot Pictures, and subsequently appointed super- of both of these series
have been
Red Grange will receive a record
visor of all comedy shorts, succeed- shot and are now being edited. Vitasalary, reported at about $50,000, for
ing Fred Lalley, who was made busphone has as yet announced no reiness manager of the studio, will perhis part in "The Galloping Ghost,"
lease dates on either the travel picserial being made for release by Massonally write stories and serve as
cot next September. Grange has gag constructionist in addition to
ture or the locales
"Sportslants."
Outdoor
have been utilized
previously appeared in one picture, supervising all shorts.
entirely or in part on a number of
"One Minute to Play " Upon comLipton's first assignment with the individual shorts on the current
pletion of the present serial, he will RKO
Pathe was a feature for Eddie
return to Chicago to begin training Quillan, which he has completed and program, notably in Earl Sande's
for the football season.
racetrack drama, "The Handv Guy,"
carries the tentative title of "The in Eddie Lambert's "Laff Tour of
Alaska," in "Honeymoon Trail," and
Whoop-Te-Do
Kid."
Some of Lipton's early contributions in the comedy field were sto- n the two travel pictures, "Algiers"
Four-Language Versions
ries for Buster Keaton on the M-G-M and "A Trip to Tibet."
For
"Book of Knowledge" lot where he was for six years, Preparing Third Prizefight Short
English, Spanish, German and among his outstanding yarns being
Tiffany is preparing
the third in
French versions are being provided "Spite Marriage" and "The Camits series of prizefight shorts starby The Film Exchange, Inc., on its
ring Paul Hurst.
series of 10 "Living Book of Knowleraman."
edge" all-talking subjects.
The titles include: "Let's Go To
The Zoo"; "Let's Go Fishing"; "Solace Of The Hills"; "Lonely Soul";
"Pageantry Of India"; "Silvery Salmon"; Birds Of A Feather"; "Jungle
Babies"; "Lost Romance" and "Dinnertime In Animal
Land."
Robert L. Ripley's "Believe It or Not." Five directed by Roy Mack,
five by Murray Roth and one by Arthur Hurley.

HAROLD SCHWARTZ
Director

RALPH B. STAUB
"THE
Supervisor-Director
OF

LONE
ROSCO

STARVED

ATES' FIRSTFORSTARRING

RANGER"
COMEDY

Screen Snapshots
FOR

COLUMBIA

PICTURES

LOUIS BROCK

PRODS.— RKO
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MICKEY MOUSE CLUBS
SWEEPING THE COUNTRY

ati

SHORT

DAILY

SUBJECTS

— long on value

Since the first Mickey Mouse Club
(Continued from Pane 1)
meeting got under way last NovemThe Cry for Novelty
ber, with approximately 5,000 en- as many tastes as an extra feature
ihusiastic kiddies joining the club of
Novelty and more novelty seems
Under the Bushel
the Fox Modjeska, Milwaukee, the
to be the cry of the moment. The
.Mickey Mouse Club movement has
short
that is different and unusual
Shorts are better today than the}'
swept the country. The movement were six months and a year ago. is at a premium. Some of the least
was brought about as a result of the Better in material, better in talent,
expensive and least elaborate subDisney animated cartoon films, dis- better in technical efficiency. But
jects, such as shots of animals caught
tributed internationally by Columbia. they are not being sold to the publ.c unexpectedly by the camera, or the
L'nder the supervision of Manager any better than five or ten years ago. seemingly endless ingenuity of the
Joe Kinsky, who because of his ef- Shorts are crying out loud for sales- animated cartoons, often evoke the
forts in behalf of this first club will
manship. Ten and 15 years ago most demonstrative reaction from an
handle all Mickey Mouse Clubs in vaudeville strode up and down the audience. Diversity is of utmost imthe state of Wisconsin, and E. J. land, into every city and hamlet. The
portance in booking shorts programs,
Vaughn of the New York office, the vaudeville acts were sold to patrons and the diversification must not stop
organization of the club, securing as a show and on their personality at the numbers selected for one bill,
.-ponsors, etc., was completed in less basis. The bill of acts, with names but must be applied to the programs
than two weeks.
and brief details, drew the trade. In of one week as compared to the next
The mayor of Milwaukee publicly about 85 per cent of the same field and the one after that. With so
endorsed the policy of the club and now there is none of the old vaude many varieties of shorts to select
urged the parents to have their chil- left. Shorts have taken the place. from — comedies, cartoons, musicals,
dren become members. This en- But the shorts are kept hidden under serials, sport subjects, newsreels,
dorsement was secured by Vaughn a bushel. They are not sold to the timely subjects, travelogues, animal
and Kinsky and will be used to fur- public in billing or trailer announce- comedies, juvenile comedies, and
ther promote the clubs in other Fox
ments like vaude was, consequently novelties galore — an exhibitor has
theaters in the Midwesco division.
they don't exert the same drawing plenty of material a_t his disposal. He
Some of the most prominent memhas only to apply his showmanship
bers in the city were secured as power.
in the matter of selection, remembersponsors. The charge for sponsors
Try This:
ing always that contrast and surprise
was made high enough so that it
Book five or six judiciously select- are vital considerations. The fault
took in the other Fox theaters in
ed shorts in conjunction with a fea- with the average exhibitor is that he
Milwaukee. All de luxe theaters in
ture. Announce the shorts lineup on books a few Ion.", series of weekly
Milwaukee will have their Mickey your screen as far in advance as you subjects, repeating practically the
Mouse Clubs in full swing in less do the feature picture. Give the folks same set routine of shorts week after
than one month. After the Milwau- the full menu for the coming week. week, instead of using theatrical
kee clubs have been organized, Kin- Let them know you're going to have sense and supplementing the diversity
sky will devote his time to placing Laurel and Hardy, Mickey (Himself) of the subjects on each program with
a club in each of the Fox theaters McGuire, Andy Clyde, Mickey similar diversity of the week to week
in the state.
Mouse, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth, bills.
Among the sponsors is the Gridley etc. Get this same information into
Potential Patrons
Dairy Co., largest in the Northwest, your newspaper ads and posters.
Some years back the suggestion
who will advertise the Mickey Mouse Plaster the front of your house with
that talking shorts would displace
Club with cards displayed on the catchy displays on your shorts dur- vaudeville brought many comebacks
sides of 400 milk delivery wagons.
ing their run. Then check up rethat the "canned" stuff could never
sults. It may prove a revelation.
They also will distribute enrollment
hold its own in comparison with the
cards in the homes. Another sponreal thing in the flesh. Even when
"—and
Selected
Shorts"
sor, the Boston Store, largest merthe screen act was a better piece of
Few greater crimes are committed entertainment than the flesh act, most
chandising store in the citv, will devote their radio broadcasting time by theaters than that of tagging their
over the air to the promotion of the weekly feature trailer with the cut- die-hards would not concede the
superiority. It was largely a matter
Mickey Mouse Club.
and-dried " — and Selected Short Sub- of sentiment and sometimes just
jects." The same, unvarying, stereo- plain stubbornness. Today vaudeville
typed line week after week. Flat — is not even a memory any more with
Plan Complete Campaign
incapable of rousing any expectancy
large part of the American public.
for Bobby Jones Series — meaningless. It tells nothing, and aThe
number of theatergoing folks
Vitaphone has prepared a complete it draws no customers. Worse than
who
have
never seen variety acts in
line of advertising, publicity and ex- that, it gives audiences the impresthe
flesh
has
greatly increased. These
sion
that
the
shorts
must
be
pretty
ploitation tie-ups for the Bobby
audiences have no prejudices or compunk
or
they
would
be
announced
by
Jones "How I Play Golf" series, di- name.
parisons to militate against shorts.
rected by George E. Marshall. ExWith them, the subjects can get by
ploitation and advertising aids inProduction Values
clude posters, press book, four color
on their own merits. All that's necessary is to sell the shows to them.
lobby and window cards, black and
There are more production values
white stills, a life size cut-out of going into short subjects these days
Bobby Tones and many other nov- than ever before. Stars from the
elties.
screen, the dramatic stage, musical
"The Putter," number one of the comedy and vaudeville are about as
>> ries. will be released April 27. numerous in the screen brevities as
Others will follow at two-week in- they are in their own respective fields.
tervals.
And this doesn't count the host of
Production Manager
highly popular stars developed in the
short subject field itself. These stellar players are being backed up with
Mickey Mouse Dolls
•
material from first-line writers, smart
Mickey Mouse dolls, as big
and pretentious staging, fine musical
as a sizable baby, are being disaccompaniment, and the best in ditributed by exhibs in prize conLOUIS BROCK PRODS.
rectorial and technical facilities.
tests and sold by department
With all this box-office material in
stores throughout the country,
hand, only lack of showmanship
through a tieup made by IrvRADIO PICTURES
could result in short subjects not
ing Lesser in behalf of Walt
Disney.
proving a drawing card of major proportions.

JAMES HARTNETT

TRAILERS ON SHORTS
BOOST TICKET SALES
Special trailers on M-G-M short
features are being made and used
with fine success by the Greater
Talkie Theaters circuit in Detroit.
Dave Davidson, advertising manager of Greater Talkie Theaters, is
responsible for the development of
this innovation which he describes
in part as follows:
"1 have been using a very effective
method of selling shorts via screen
mention in the form of one frame
trailers made up at a local trailer
outfit. These trailers are routed
around our Greater Talkie Theater
circuit, nine theaters in all, and managers of the houses are reporting that
this method

really

sells tickets."

U's Detective Series
Has Big Publicity Aids

Universal's detective series, "The
Shadow," from the Street & Smith
publication, "Detective Story Magazine," will have the advantage of
some excellent exploitation through
the medium of this magazine, as well
as a broadcasting hookup over the
Columbia network. The radio hookup already
carried
out on "The
dow" in its
magazine
form Shahas
boomed the circulation of the Street
& Smith story book. Since this
magazine will carry the advertising
message of the screen version in big
space, value
the netof result
will aid the boxoffice
the series.

CHARLES A.
YOUNGER
Recording Engineer

ON

Patlie-Radio

SHORTS
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Reviews of the Latest Sound Shorts
"The Ring Leader"

"Cowcatcher's Daughter"

Educational
Time, 21 mins.
Plenty Laughs
A lively Mack Sennett comedy,
\ William J. Burns' Detective
Mystery, This one gets over a good with Harry Gribbon, And}' Clyde and
kick with a surprise finish, showing Marjorie Beebe making it a good
how the head of a big mercantile three-angled laugh number. Gribbon
concern hired the detective agency to is the cowboy on Andy's Ranch, in
uncover the ringleader of a gang love with the latter's daughter, Marstealing goods from his establishjorie. The handsome stranger apment. After various interesting dispears, and wins Margie's heart.
closures, itfinally develops that the There is a lot of fun injected with
-"ii of the head of the concern is the a comedy horse that gives the horse
ringleader.
laugh to the human actors at the
most embarrassing moments. A
strictly modern fun film, with a series
Giovanni Mart 'nielli in
of clever gags that keep the humor
"Carnival"
constantly in evidence. Good work
Vitaphone 1213
Time, 10 mins. by the three principals, who work
Fine Operatic
well together and share the laughs.
J 'resents the great operatic singer
in a very attractive setting of Venice,
where he appears as the gondolier
"Hello, Sucker!"
singing an aria as he brings his
Time, 11 mins.
gondola to the landing where a fes- Vitaphone 1173
Flat
tival is taking place. He alights and
sings another aria, and then as he
Hugh O'Connell has the role of a
departs in the gondola, finishes the business man, a wise New Yoi ker
refrain. His voice is in fine form, who thinks he knows night clubs and
with plenty of volume and resonance. the sucker racket. He takes a hick
Photography unusually good.
customer to a night club and tries to
Educational
Time, 11 mins.
Entertaining

"The Fireman's Bride"

Educational
Time, 7 mins.
Lively Cartoon
A Paul Terry-Toon cartoon featuring the hero in the fire department, and rescuing the heroine in his
own novel manner from the flames.
This is a lively animated, pepped up
with a lot of droll antics, with incidental music that heightens the comedy effects.

"The Back Page"
Educational
Time, 20 mins.
Good Comedy

"Strange
As It Seems"
No. S
Entertaining
Universal
Time,
11 mins.

A good series of novelty shots of
A Mermaid Comedy with George strange
events and people, done
Chandler as the dumb hero. George color. An Arizona woman whoin
is a printer in the newspaper office, catches rattlers and makes fancy cosand goes out to locate a desperate
tumes from their skins Views of
criminal in town sought by the police,
the Navajo reservation, showing how
and thus get a scoop for the paper. the mother-in-law never looks at her
He meets the gangster by accident, son-in-law, which is a great break
for
and the latter tells him he will help
the
latter.
The
Oklahoma
reservahim capture the bandit. He has
tion, with an Indian millionaire still
George kidnap this gent, and he
brings him back to the newspaper living in his little tepee while his
office, and the editor starts to run fine residence alongside is unoccupied. A Kansas man locates springs
off the extra of the great capture.
and digs wells with the help of a
Then the editor discovers it isn't the peach branch that acts as a locator.
bandit after all. A lively number,
with a lot of fast action and funny An armadillo farm in Texas. Finally, aNevada man eating a meal of
gags that keep the humor rolling razor blades, electric light bulbs and
right along. It has a tricky finish tacks. There seems to be no
fake
that will have 'em all laughing at the about it, and the producers assure us
fadeout.
that it really is done as pictured.

"Cross Roads"

Educational
Time,
11 mins.
Fair Scenic
The second in the Romantic Journeys, with Claude Fleming conducting a trip through Hawaii and the
interest. It is done in Mulprove to him that they can't play him points ofticolor,
and Fleming gives a running
for a sap. A golddigger gets hold of
him. makes him buy wine, and other- talk throughout the reel. Opens with
wise takes him for the works. The a shot of a family gathering, with
windup has the hick friend displaying Fleming starting to describe his trip,
his badge of the home town volunteer which is then shown. Nothing par'ights.
ticularly new, the best part being
fire department, and scaring the night
club gang into thinking the place is shots of an airplane flight over the
pinched by a federal officer. The beach at Waikiki. Hawaiian dancers
gags are pretty flat and it lacks any- doing their specialty with swords,
real laughs. O'Connell does good also a hula by the girls, are the highwork, but the material
licks him.

"Thetiona
Triangle
Murder"
Educa
l
Time, 11 mins.
Flat
A William J. Burns DetectiveMystery. Opens with the detective
chief in a short introductory talk.
and then into a pictured enactment
of the murder and its solution. It
develops that a butler and two accomplices are the criminals. They
kill their victims right before the
eyes of the detectives at the hour
stated when he fails to put up the
ransoin. The crime is committed by
a poisoned needle operated on an
electric
wire direction
attached isto too
the mechanivictim's
chair. The
cal, and fails to get over the necessary punch.

"Thorn, the Unknown"
RKO

Pathe

Time,
Misses

11

mins.

"Arabian Knights"

Universal Time,
Weak

A vagabond Adventure,
with Tom Terriss, conducting
his travel-talk through Cambodia on the Bay of Bengal near the China Sea. The
principal events take place in
the ruins of the temple of
Thorn, the goddess of the
vanished race that once inhabited this country. An air
of mystery is attempted by
introducing a prowling native figure whom Terriss follows about the ruins, and who
is supposed to be a madman
searching for hidden treasure.
But he doesn't appear particularly mad, and does nothing exciting, so that the whole
build-up of suspense falls flat
and strikes you as rather
phoney. Not up to most of
the series. Terriss is good
when he sticks to his interesting travel story, but he fizzles when he tries to work in
a dramatic
story like this.

19 mins

A

Slim Summerville comedy, with Slim still in the
army, his division this time
moving to Arabia. But the
kick of the preceding numbers of the series is missing
with the substitution of Tom
Kennedy

for Eddie

Gribbon

as the tough sergeant. Kennedy fails as a good foil for
Slim. Gribbon and Summerville were a perfect team for
this doughboy comedy stuff.
It has the same standard idea

Display

card furnished
eomieet'ou
zvtth

by
the

merchants
sponsoring
popular
Halt
Disney

the Miekcv
Mouse
Clubs
organized
cartoon
distributed
by Columbia.

of the series, with the sergeant and Slim always fighting over a particular dame.
Sally Blane as an Arabian girl
doesn't click. There is only
one real gag that gets the
laughs, and that is a scene
where Slim conceals himself
from the sergeant by having
the girl sit on his lap and
cover him with her robes as
Slim manipulated his hands
as if thev were hers.
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Reviews of the Latest Sound Shorts
"Hunting Thrills"

RKO

Pathe
Time, 9 mins.
A Wow
Here is a corking Sportlight, w.th
exciting and thrilling shots of hunting alligators alive in Florida. One
of the Sportlight crew goes hunting
with a native Florid. an alligatorcatcher. The latter catches the alligator by the snout, and then goes
into a wrestling match before he
subdues it. One sequence shows him
diving for an alligator, and you see
the struggle through the churning
water, and wonder if he is coming
up with an arm or leg missing, or
coming up at all. But he lands his
alligator just the same. It's a wow
for thrills, and will go over big anywhere.

"Screen Snapshots No. 6"

with Eddie Buzzell
Columbia
Time, 7 mins.
Fine
An unusually good collection of
stage, screen and sporting world
celebrities are included in this issue
of Columbia's fan reel. Eddie Buzzell does a good job as master of
ceremonies on the trip through Hollywood, and among the personalities
.ntroduced are: Miss Des Moines,
i,eauty winner; Bebe Daniels and her
l.usband, Ben Lyon, Doug Fairbanks,
j.., Zasu Pitts, John Boles, Lew
.iyres, Eddie Lambert, Mary Pick»ord, Will Rogers, Louis B. Mayer,
Will H. Hays, Cecil B. De Mille,
Wheeler and Woolsey, Olsen and
Johnson, John P. Medbury, George
Sidney, Charlie Murray, Lew Cody,
Monte Blue, Kalmar and Ruby,
Charles Mosconi, Bert Levy, and Al
Singer, former lightweight boxing
champion of the world.

RKO

"Open House"

Pathe
Time, 20 mins.
Weak
Much excitement, but little comedy,
with Nat Carr as the comedian in
a campus opus. As the college tailor, the comedian puts a quarantine
sign on the frat house where the
boys and girls are having a party,
and then follows a lot of repetitious
stuff with the boys trying to get out,
as they are scheduled to play in a
basketball game. There is a lot of
wild running hither and yon, but no
real story or comedy situations to
bolster it up.

"Algiers"

Vitaphone 1181
Time, 8 mins.
Nice Scenic
In addition to its interesting scenes,
this travel novelty has some engaging dialogue by Burnet Hershey that
adds value to the entertainment. The
short, which was edited by Bert
Frank, covers various highspots of
the Algerian community, which has
been called the Paris of North Africa.
Both the modern and the ancient
note is shown, along with the gay
and exotic atmosphere. A good subject of its kind.

"The Fireman"

Mickey

(Himself)

McGuire

in

"The Big Butter and Yegg

Universal
Time, 6 mins.
"Mickey's Stampede"
Universal
Time, 21 mins.
Nice Cartoon
Mechanical
RKO
Time, 19 mins.
A fair Oswald
cartoon,
with the
Fairly Good
A George Sidney comedy, that fails
unny
rabbit taking his girl to the
Although Larry Darmour has turn- to click. Sidney is a banker, and gets
firemen's picnic, and having a lot of
ed out better comedies with Mickey a tough bank robber pinched for
rouble with the girl's little brother, (Himself; McGuire, this one ought
holding up the bank. Later the robvvho insisted on butting in.
Introber breaks jail, and arrives at Sidduces the nursery rhyme of the Three to get by all right. It shows Mickey's
gang in a football tussle with a rival
ney's home as the new butler. Then
Blind Mice in a clever sequence.
outnt. Lots of action and some fun- a lot of horse play with the comedian disguising himself as his wife
ny incidents, especially in the man"Opening Night"
and trying to fool the robber. Pretty
ner
of
making
touchdowns
and
runMan"
/itaphone 1138
Time, 9 mins.
mechanical stuff that
lacks any real
ning the field with the ball.
Good Burlesque
gags to score the laughs.
Director Roy Mack has employed
"Let's Play"
some ingenuity in this burlesque on
"Cinderella Blues"
premiere nights in the New York Universal
Time, 19 mins. RKO Pathe
Time, 8 mins.
theater. The affairs are given some
Cartoon Fun
Fair
amusing satirical jabs that will be
A Slim Summerville comedy, with
An Aesop Fable, with the Cinderappreciated most by folks who know
ella story as the theme. Cinderella
something about the Broadway first- Shm and the tough sergeant in the
night mania. Dorothy Sands, Tom Orient with the A.E.F. The same is magically outfitted by the fairy for
P. Jackson and Leo Hoyt are the routine is followed, with the two the ball at the prince's palace, and
principal actors, and Harold Levey doughboys getting into mixups over on the way home he follows her in
nas supplied some fitting music for the girl. Slim manages to make this modern style in an airplane and they
the number.
reasonably funny with his tricks that start on their honeymoon. A fair
he plays on the sergeant. But the cartoon, that is made for the kids.
film lacks the spontaneous fun that
"Getting On the Green"
RKO Pathe
Time, 9 mins. featured the series when Eddie GribGood Golf
bon was the sergeant. The substituted player opposite Slim is a poor
Johnny Farrell in another of his
golf series, illustrating the fine points comedy foil for the lanky comedian.
in landing the ball properly on the
Ruth Etting in
green. Farrell gives a fine exhibiSnappy
tion of some very difficult shots, such
"Freshman Love"
as driving on a slope, out of a bunker
and the rough, to get the ball up Vitaphone 1204-05 Time, 16 mins.
close to the pin every time. Slow
motion shots and glass shots, with
They have given Ruth Etting a
Farrell's instructive talk, make this snappy little skit to clothe her vocal
a fine number in a very fine series numbers, three of which she delivers
Current Picture
of golf pictures.
in her usual snappy manner, getting
over the personality element strong.
The theme is that of a freshman col"One Day to Live"
lege chump who falls hard for her,
Universal
Time, 20 mins.
and the other boys frame letters from
Pretty Awful
There seems no excuse for this her answering his love notes. When
one. They tried to build a comedy the chump's little college sweetie
on such funny things as a timid goes to plead with Ruth at her dressing room to give her back her boy
young man going to a surgeon's of- friend, they frame a joke on the colfice while the latter hints at gruelege razz that make a pig tag for
some operations and all the diseases the fade ers that brin s a big laugh.
out,
gs
the patient is liable to haVe. One
shot shows an attendant carrying out
a patient all bundled up in a white
sheet and marked "Opened by mistake." Then it switches to a wild
nightmare of shooting and running
around by a group of people for no
apparent reason. Not a laugh in
the entire film.
Pretty awful.

Jack English
FILM EDITOR

"Meet the Wife"
Christie Productions

ANSON STEVENSON
FILM

EDITOR

"BILL TILDEN"
Tennis Shorts
for
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

James A.
FitzPatrick
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70 NEW YORK LOCATIONS
LINED UP FOR TRANS LUX
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continue^ from Page 1)

of
Federation
International
Clubs,
Catholic Alumnae, and others.
From January to July, 1930, the
representatives of public groups who
examine pictures here reviewed 607
new productions and nine out of
every ten pictures won the endorsement of at least one group, Dr. Wunder said.

Sponsored Vaude Looms
Film Competitor
As "Ad"
(Continued from Page 1)
Metropolitan, "Brooklyn, Saturday.
1 he orchestra, whicn plays during
the Bosch Magneto period over
NBC, is billed in all advertising as
"the Bosch Radio Band with Joe La
France."

Denver — Wayne Ball, formerly company's division here, where he
manager ERPI in this territory, is will manage a theater under the direction of John Harris.
now with the Warner Bros.' exchange as a salesman.
Grand Rapids — Savoy Amusement
Powell, Wyo. — Mrs. Lee Mote, Co. has sold the Savoy to Murray
owner of a house in Riverton, Wyo-, W. and W. E. Goodrich.
is organizing another company and
has taken over the Lyric here.
Camden, N. J.— Fannie Cohen is
the new owner now operating the
Cleveland — The Ezella, closed for Star here.
two weeks because of fire, reopens
with
new equipment and new decScranton, Pa. — Tim Collins, former
orations.
manager of the Orpheum, died recently in his 70th year.
Pueblo — Glen Wagner, manager
of the Pueblo, has resigned and
Haddonfield, N. J.— The Colonial
taken a position outside the trade.
Frank Morris, assistant, succeeds has been acquired by A. Brown, ophim.
erating under the name of the Highland Amusement Company.
Cleveland — Morris Israel has leasfone.ed the Erie and is installing Duo-

Trans Lux, would not say exactly
how many locations have been selected. "It is possible that we have
10,000 locations where, if we wish,
we may install Trans Lux and open
theaters," he said.
It was also learned that contracts
for 10 "Tiny Tours in English" have
been signed by Pathe-Trans Lux
with Kerry Conway, author of the
book, "Laugh and Learn." Three in
the series have already been produced at the Pathe Long Island studios, and the first, which is about
250
feet in length, has been shown
house.
in the Madison Ave. Trans Lux

Imperial Releasing
73 Varied Subjects

A variety of subjects, 73 in number, will be released by Imperial this
year. The company's lineup includes:
26 one-reel Port O'Call Travels, 26
one-reel C. L. Chester Scenics, six
Seville, O. — The New Houe, retwo-reel Novelties, six one-reel Edgar
cently leased by Bill Whatmaugh
Guest shorts, six one-reel special suband Leo Jones of the Cleveland Mjects, three one-reel musical revues.
Graettinger, la. — L. W. Meade has
G-M booking department, closed last
Sunday following a fire in the pro- purchased the Hawkeye from A. J.
Macaulay Publishing Jones Mystery
jection booth. It will reopen as soon
Johnson.
as repairs are completed.
"Rum Row Murders," third mystery story by Charles Reed Jones,
Six Mile Run, Pa.— The Old Home
advertising and publicity director of
Salem, O. — Papers have been filed theater has reopened.
Mascot Pictures, will be published
with the secretary of state chartering the Walken Theaters Co. with a
Boosting N. Y. as Summer Resort
May 6 by the Macaulay Co. Another
Center, la. — The Rialto
A movement to "Boost New York capital of $50,000. Incorporators are hasGrundy
been
sold
by W. R. Smock to Jones story, "The Public Enemy,"
will be produced soon by S. S. Krellas a Summer Resort" is receiving the H. L. McCarthy, N. I. Walken and E. P. Smith.
berg at the Metropolitan Studio, Fort
support of the RKO theaters and H. L. Walken. The company recentLee, with Lou Tellegen and Johnny
other houses, co-operating with
ly acquired the Grand.
Milbank, S. D.— B. J. Benfield, of Walker, under the direction of Larry
hotels, railroads and merchant associations.
Cleveland — Paul Gusdanovic, head Morris, Minn., built and will operate Wyndham.
of a local circuit, has returned from the Milbank, which recently opened
with elaborate ceremonies. Harold
a vacation in California.
"Alexander Hamilton" Starts
Signed for Chic Sale Short
Johnson and Tom Burke, Minneapolis
Florence Enright and Billy Ingle
George Arliss in "Alexander HamBoston — Frederick J. McHugh, managers for Educational and Tifhave been signed for the first of the
ner Bros.
ilton" has started production at Warfany, respectively, were guests of
Chic Sale short subjects for Radio theater owner, has filed a voluntary honor at
the opening.
Pictures, to be known as the "Lem petition in bankruptcy. Liabilities
are given at $3,696, with no assets.
Putt" series,
featuring
the celebrated
New Barrymore Film Finished
vaudeville
artist
in a series
of rural
San Francisco — Joe Enos has been
Work has been completed on John
Cleveland — Charles Schwerin has appointed manager of the St. Francis. ners.
comedy sketches.
Barrymore's
latest, "The
Genius,"
joined the local Pathe sales force,
Devon, Conn. — Henry Banks and directed by Michael Curtiz for Warsucceeding
Jack
Lawrence.
Cain to Produce Play Abroad
Earl Wilson are to reopen the Devon,
Robert
Cain,
screen
heavy, left
Melrose, Mass. — An architect is to renaming it the Plaza.
New York Friday night on the Hom- be selected soon for rebuilding the
M-G-M Acquires "Huddle" Rights
M-G-M
has acquired
the screen
eric to produce a play in England.
Gettysburg, Pa. — Robert Monroe,
theater and offices at 433 Main St.,
formerly of Bradford, has succeeded rights to "Huddle," Francis Wallace
for Edward M. Dangel of Boston.
story published
serially in College
Jack White as manager of the Ma- Humor.
jestic here.
Cleveland—The RKO Hippdrome
has closed its balcony for a month
for alterations. Seven rows of loges
Atlantic City — Changes in Warner
IN
will be installed.
theater personnel in this district include: J. Lester Stallman becomes
:THE
WNnfWU
Macon, Ga — The Grand, exten- general manager; "Buddy" Somers
succeeded at the Virginia by Ed
or nuvtroM
sively modernized, has reopened.
NEW
YORK
CHARTERS
Muhlman; Walter Lindlar replaced
L. B. Productions, motion pictures; P. AdAtlantic City — After being closed by Carl Schaeffer at the Colonial. ler,
8 West 40th St., New York. 100 shares
common.
Stanley Company of America to for some time, the Palace has been Lindlar will go to the Wissinoming,
Kill-N-Our Motion Picture Corp.; L. K.
over and reopened bv Harry Philadelphia, and Somers to the Lansbuild theater at Broadway and 46th taken
Slatko.
Simon, common.
350 Madison Ave., New York. 100
downe.
shares
St., New York.
*
*
Harry Miller Productions, motion pictures;
The last of the Franco-AmericanCleveland — J. S. Wilkinson, who
Lykens, Pa. — The Theatorium here J.
Ritz,common.
274 Madison Ave., New York. 200
shares
Cinematograph dream. Andre
Him- has operated the Broadway for the has been taken over by R. J. Budd,
mel in Paris confesses he forged let- past 17 years, has retired from busi- who will install RCA equipment and
NEW
JERSEY
CHARTER
ness. The house is closed.
reopen the house.
ters in an effort to interest capital.
mon.Madison Amusements Corp., Kearny ; An*
*
*
thony E. Casale, Kearny. 400 shares comHartford, Conn. — Liberty, owned
DELAWARE
CHARTER
Harry Levey plans chain of theaPittsburgh, Pa.— William L. Peaters to show educationals.
Trusound Corporation of America, Wilcock, formerly in Wilmington, Del., by A. De Lorenzo, has been closed
mington, Del., records of all types; Corporaunder the Warner banner, has been for reseating and will be reopened in
tion Trust Co., Dover, Del. 290,000 shares
common.
transferred at his own request to the a week or so.
Passage Unlikely for Albany Bills
Albany — Indications are that all
motion picture bills will fail of passage when the Legislature adjourns
sine die this morning (Saturday).
Measures which will be defeated include a plan, sponsored by projectionists' unions, to compel exhibitors to
use two operators in each booth, a
measure to repeal the present censorship law and a bill requiring theaters
to employ master electricians.

Philadelphia — Arthur Cohen, formerly with Advance Trailer in New
York, has joined Stanley-Warner
here and will handle publicity among
other duties.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

New Incorporations

NOTHING BUT BOXOFFICE IN UNIVERSAL
SHORT SUBJECTS I
Critics and reviewers sing the praises of this year's hits . . . Exhibitors
acknowledge their box-office greatness with unparalleled bookings . . .
Publix, Warner Bros., R.K.O., Fox, Loe w's, Canadian-Publix, and practically
every important circuit and independent exhibitor have climbed aboard
the Universal Short Subject band wagon.
What about you?

10 SLIM SUMMER VI LLE

4 GREAT ALLTALKING SERIALS

2-reel comedies

THE INDIANS
ARE COMING

George mmm Charlie
SYDNEY
MURRAY

• • •

THE SPELL OF
THE CIRCUS

2-reel i

•

104 UNIVERSAL TALKING
NEWSREELS . . .
GRAHAM McNAMEE
TALKING REPORTER
26 OSWALD

FINGERPRINTS
• •

STRANGE

10 LEATHER
PUSHERS
2-reel

CARTOONS

AS

1 -reel novelties

•

HEROES OF
THE FLAMES

1-reel comedies

13

• •

come dies

IT

SEEMS

■

10

RED

STAR

2-reel comedies

28
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DROPPING STAGE METHODS
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STUDIOS

DOMESTIC BRAWLS PROVE
POPULAR LAUGH MATERIAL

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
\By

YORK

BLAIR.

Clarence Darrow, master intellect,
■RREDRIC MARCH, now appearing in between takes on a picture being
opposite Nancy Carroll in "Night made at the Audio Cinema studios
Angel," under the direction of Ed- by Universal, amuses himself by
mund Goulding, is slated to play the working out cross-word puzzles.
title role in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Donald Brian, noted stage actor
made at Paramount's
to be
Hyde,"
New York
studio.
who has made numerous short subjects in the East and Taylor Holmes,
Walter Strenge, prexy of Camera- father of Phillips Holmes, have the
men's Local No. 644, had a narrow
escape when recently taken down featured roles in "Joy of Living," a
with an attack of appendicitis. He stage play from the German, recentproduced here by G. Fred Wornis
now home and on the road to re- rathly and
covery.
George Lederer.

Casey Robinson, who both writes
and directs short subjects for Paramount, firmly believes that the camera is still the most important element in the making of pictures.
This is especially true of shorts,
he says, for, probably because so
many of them are adapted from
vaudeville material, there is a great
temptation to merely set up the
cameras as though the actors were
doing their stuff on the stage.
Robinson, who insists on writing
his own material with the needs of
the screen in view, makes it a point
to shoot his picture with a special
"Night Angel" is the new title of
eye to camera effects, discarding the
Edmund Goulding's latest picture for
hackneyed stage technique entirely.
Paramount, formerly known as "ScarSpecial Aesop Fable for Music Week
let Hours."
Feeling that a touch of humor will
be appreciated by patrons of motion
Having finished a Spanish number
picture theaters during National for Vitaphone, Giovanni Martinelli is
Music Week, Van Beuren is pre- to turn gypsy in his next short. The
paring a special Aesop Fable cartoon opera star is to offer songs in four
reel that will treat this ordinarily different languages, Hungarian, Russerious topic in a lighter vein. It is
sian, Spanish and English, in this
one film. Roy Mack has been astitled
"The
Mad
Melody."
RKO
Pathe will release it.
signed to direct.

Growing popularity of the teams
of Frank Orth and Ann Codee and
Mr. and Mrs. Norworth, both of
which are making a series for Warner Vitaphone, proves that the public never tires of seeing domestic
wrangles mirrored on the screen. In
the case of Orth and Codee, it is generally the situation of a timid husband and a suspicious wife, while
the Norworths confine their comedy
to everyday situations in which both
"nag" each other, it is all in the
spirit of good, clean fun.
The fact that these teams have
Primo Camera, the giant Italian
made
more shorts for Warner Vitafighter who is making a Vitaphone
phone than any other attractions
comedy, was telling the gang some
of his ring experiences with ges- proves that what the customers want^
tures and everything. Little BtUy, is comedy in which they can picture
the midget actor, is to appear in tne themselves in the principal roles and
short with Camera.
enjoy a good laugh at something
which it is easy for them to underWith seven directors working at stand.
Paramount's New York studio out of
a total of twenty, makes one third of
Pathe Studios All on Trans- Lux
directorial force working in the East.
The RKO-Pathe studio on Long
Credit Bill Laidlaw, screen writer, Island, formerly kept busy turn ng
formerly with Paramount, with play- out the Pathe Audio Review, is now
devoting its entire capacity to filming
up the dog principal
angle inreason
"Skippy"
story,ingconsidered
tor feature news subjects for the Transpicture going over. Monta Bell was Lux theater organization.
Paramount Finishes 5 Shorts
one
of natural.
the first to see "Skippy" as a
screen
A good time was had by all the
studio hands during the making of
a Vitaphone comedy which depicted
amateur night in a ten cent movie
house. All kinds of vegetables were
hurled at the unfortunate players.

Two juvenile one-reelers lead off
Paramount's short subject production
at the New York studio, under the
supervision of Larry Kent. Two
Burns and Allen comedies and an
Ethel Merman short, all one-reelers,
completed
the week's
program. and
Next week,
Tom Howard

Phillip A. Scheib, musical director Solly Ward will each be featured in
for Audio Cinema has completed the one-reelers with Smith and Dale set
scoring of 37 Terrytoon comedies to for a two-reel comedy.
date, most of which consist of original compositions.
Eddie Dowling
will be Associate"
associated
Dowling,
Ray Cozine
The added poundage and new mus- with Ray Cozine on all shorts directtache acquired by Jack Kirkland,
ed by the latter at Paramount's New
Paramount staff writer, has made it
York studio. Their next will be "My
necessary for him to get re-acquaint- Wife's Jewels," by Eddie Cantor, foled with his small daughter, Patricia,
lowed by "Gigolo,"
featuring the team
of Mitchell
& Durant.
whose
mother
is Nancy
Carroll.

AUIBIRET

JCCTTC

Now Directing at
PARAMOUNT'S

66 Old Man

NEW
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Bines" with Ethel Merman
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HOLLYWOOD
CURRENT

HAPPENINGS

•AM COMPLETES LAST
1930-31 TWO REELERS
RKO Pathe completed the 1930-31
chedule of 52 two reel comedies the
»ast week with the shipping of "All
jummed Up," featuring Ed Kenledy, Florence Lake and Louise Career, and ';Night Class," featuring
vJat Carr, Hooper Atchley, Wade
Joteler, Marie Astair, Michael Visaoff, Walter Long and Brooks Benelict, to the home office.
: More
Two

Chimp Comedies in Spanish
additional Tiffany Talking

L'himp comedies have been "dubbed"
Into Spanish by Fernando C. Taiiiayo, expert Spanish translator and
■eteran foreign-film man. The complies are "Chasing Around" and
'Nine Nights in a Bar Room."
These shorts are released in Spansh-speaking countries through Parimount, with the exception of Mexco, where they are handled by D.
Ferio.
Parrott to Do Swanson

29

Original

Ursula Parrott, author of "The
pivorcee" and "Strangers May Kiss,"
irrives in Hollywood next week to
vrite an original for Gloria Swanson,
o be produced by Samuel Goldwyn
'or United
Artists.
June MacCJoy With Educational
June MacClpy. beautiful "Scandals"
jfrl, and exclusive night club enterainer, who was brought to the Coast
)y B. P. Schulberg, and who has
ince worked at all the important stulios in Hollywood, is now at the
kletropolitan Studios working oppoite Ford Sterling in a new Educaional-Gayety comedy, titled "The
"oolish Forties."

ACTIVITIES

FLASHED

Von Stroheim to Direct Huston
Erich von Stroheim will direct
Walter Huston in his Universal pro'uction for next year's schedule.
J. Walter Ruben Made Director
J. Walter Ruben has been elevated
from scenarist to director at RKO.

FROM

►//

By

RALPH

£)OUGLAS MacLEAN, who has
just finished producing "Too
Many Cooks," for Radio Pictures,
starred in the play prior to his debut in pictures and has always nursed
a desire to film the play. He attempted to make it into a silent picture, but because of dialogue restrictions, found it impracticable. Bert
Wheeler and Dorothy Lee head the
cast of the talker.
*
*
*
Simile
As restful
visit
to —New
York. as a movie star's
*
*
*
Richard Thorpe has completed the
direction of "The Lawless Woman,"
for Chesterfield Prods. Vera Reynolds, Gwen Lee, Wheeler Oakman
and Thomas Jackson are featured.
Melville
"Buddy"
Shyer
assisted
Thorpe.
*
*
#
"In Hollywood, the reluctant are
coaxed and the pleaders rejected,"
according to Alma Whittaker of the
Los Angeles Times.
*
*
*

THE COAST

TWO BIG PRODUCTIONS
COMPLETED BY RADIO

A LITTLE from "LOTS
WILK

Two of the most important of the
Radio Pictures features on the current program have been completed.
a gambler in "A Free Soul," which
Brown is directing for M-G-M. Tid- One is "Big Brother," starring Richard Dix, directed by Fred Niblo, and
den also played a gambler in "The
the
other "White Shoulders," Rex
Trail
of
'98",
which
was
directed
by
Brown.
Beach novel featuring Mary Astor
*
*
*
and Ricardo Cortez under the direction of Mel Brown. "A Cleanup on
Roscoe Karns, who probably is the
finished.
Curb," Rosco Ates short, also is
given his biggest screen opportunity
in "Dirigible," is one actor who has
never earned a single dollar in his
life except in the theater or on the
screen. His first job was as an usher
in a Los Angeles theater and on his
second day of employment he was
made head usher. Since that time
he was worked almost continually
as an actor behind the footlights or
in front of a camera.
*
*
*
Fritz Tidden, press agent for Clarence Brown, is enacting the role of

Ted CHEESMAN
Film Editor

Jules White and Zion Myers, directors of all the M-G-M "talking dog,"
comedies, will have as their next assignment the Buster Keaton feature

LOUIS BROCK

comedy,
"Sidewalks
of Paul
New Gerard
York."
This is an
original by
George Archainbaud, Dick Hunt, v Smith and George Landy.
Montagu Love, Karl Struss, Eileen
Percy, Mrs. Ernst Lubitsch and Dick
Neill are among the players practicing for the second annual Motion
Picture Tennis association tournament, which will be held next month.
*
*
*
Our Passing Show: the two Als —
Boasberg and Rivkin — lunching at
Radio Pictures; Mack Sennett entertaining the press at his studio;
Gregory La Cava busy at Radio Pictures.
*
*
*
"Bah, I don't like golf," said an
extra. "I can't afford it either," said
his friend. Sammy Fuller is responsible for this one.
*
*
*

Adapting "Strictly Dishonorable"
Gladys Lehman is adapting "StrictDo you remember when Harold
ly Dishonorable," the Preston Sturges Lipsitz studied piano? When Allen
olay, for Universal. She will follfciw
;his with the screen treatment of Rivkin attended the University of
Minnesota? When Jim Keefe was
'Back Street," Fannie Hurst novel.
a traveling Boswell for Babe Ruth?
When Jack Lloyd worked on the
Para. Gives Bobby Coogan Contract Denver Post?
Robert Coogan, five-year-old brother of the famous Jackie, has been
•igned to a long-term
contract
by
aramount.
Harry Pollard Signs for Term
Harry
Pollard
has signed a new
fxtended term contract with M-G-M.
o has Paul Fejos.
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SANDRICH

Contract Director
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Recording
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By M. P.

MANY THEATERS ADOPTING
TURF-TEX FLOOR COVERING

Metallic Surface Sound Screen
Embodies Advanced Features
Walker-American Corp., manufacturers of the Walker sound screens,
announces the development and perfection of a new metallic surface
sound screen to be known as the Silversheet. This product, it is said,
embodies many new and exclusive
features which have never before
been associated with metallic surface
screens.
Designed primarily to meet the
constant demand for "more light,"
and particularly adaptable for incandescent and low intensity light
sources, it will give three times more
screen illumination than any ordinary white surface screen, it is
claimed.
Some of the features which, the
company states, marks it as an advanced step toward better sound
screens include the retaining of a
new metallic surface which produces no glare nor the consequent
eyestrain, clearness of definition comparable to a white surface screen, an
even field of illumination, the absence of highlights and a wider angle of distribution factors.
Economy is another factor in that
the new metal surface is not exposed
to the air, consequently prolonging
its illumination efficiency.
Webbed with double reinforced
webbing and grommeted, it can be
laced in any present type lacing
frame. This method of installation,
it is said, provides a more even and
better tension than could be obtained
with the former old type stretcher
frame.
Distribution of the Silversheet
sound screen, the company states,
will be exclusively through the National Theater Supply Co.
Hirschfield Joins Icedaire
Leo Hirschfield, for the past five
years associated with Arctic Nu-Air
Corp., has resigned and joined the
Icedaire division of the Typhoon Fan
Co. with headquarters in New York.

INVISIBLE
Changeover

Automatic Shutter Control
with 3-wire circuit foot switch

Standard equipment in over 1.500
theatres. Fits Motiograph Model
F, Simplex and Super-Simplex and
Sure-Fit. With or without Rear
Shutter Mounts.
Rear Shutter Mounts require Model
D type. Convert your Model A to
Model D type. Brackets and parts
on order.
Send for literature.

Rogers

Ave.,

TT IS of the utmost importance that
booths be kept absolutely clean.
Turf-Tex, a pure rubber floor covAll waste material of any and all
ering which is adaptable to theater
kinds should be kept off the floor. use, being durable, sanitary and said
Reels not in use should be kept in to be less expensive than carpet, is
the film cans. Inspect port hole open- being marketed by the Carnie-Goudie !
ings daily and keep them in perfect Manufacturing Co., of Kansas City.
condition so that they can be dropped
Frank Whittman, formerly connected with Warner-First National
instantaneously. Above all, entrance
A new film measuring machine, re- and exist doors should be kept closed and now in charge of commercial
cently has been announced by the and not blocked open with a piece sales and distribution of Turf-Tex,
Theater Engineering Service Co. of of wood, or hooked open. Cleaniness claims that the new floor covering
Hollywood and has been taken over is the foreruner to safety and should is meeting with great success and
has been adopted by the Glen W. r
for distribution
ater Supply Co. by the National The- be strictly adhered to in the booth Dickinson Theaters, Inc., who are
The new device, which is known by every projectionist.
now using it generally over their entire circuit of theaters. Many indeas the T. E. S. precision film measThis is the time of year to clean
uring machine, is said to consist of up and paint up your theater. Spring
pendents are also said to be using
a heavy cast iron base, will not move housecleaning will do much to boost Turf-Tex as a floor covering. Cararound while measuring film, has business and prepare you for the
nie-Goudie Manufacturing Co. are
large 64-tooth sprocket, constructed annual fight against summer. Ex- the sole distributor of the new prodof dualumin, directly connected to
tend the process to every part of uct.
counter, no gears, sprocket supported your theater, making sure that
on two bearings, frame numbers en- equipment is in first-class shape. Regraved on edge of sprocket, counter
Motiograph for New Texas House
place old equipment your theater
placed at 30-degree angle, easy to has outgrown.
It pays.
Dallas — Three projection machines
read, and with base open under
with complete sound units will go
sprocket. When placed over light
It seems strange that the manage- into the booth of the new Texas in
on work bench it allows frame lines
ment of large circuits of theaters, as Oak Cliff, a Hughes-Franklin house.
to be easily distinguished without re- well as many independent operators, There will be double amplification
moving film from sprocket.
should not appreciate the fact that and latest light valve volume controls used. The Motiograph Model
the velvet coverings of their seats
catch dust and dirt to an alarming F sound-on-film system exclusively
extent, and in a very short time the will be installed.
dust, having accumulated, forms a
Hall & Connolly of New York,
manufacturers of high intensity spot hard grit and ultimately plays havoc
»sS<F5
with the pile of the velvet. All theand stage lighting equipment, have
ater owners will find it a matter of
designed a mounting for the special economy to use seat covers, especially
condensers so that they can be used
the summer months. In thewith all other types of lamps. This during aters
where smoking is permitted,
THIS Stamp of Approval
new mount, or holder, it is claimed, fireproof covers should be used to
is readily attached to any of the old- protect the chairs from falling sparks,
in advertisements of
er type lamps and is furnished in one cigars or cigarettes that might be
equipment and supplies meansi
complete assembly unit which utilizes dropped into the seat.
That the NATIONAL GUARANTEE
the original screw holes in the lamphouse when the old mounting, in its
Invents Color Process
of highest quality is coupled with
entirety, is removed.
Harold Muller of New York is the
that of a manufacturer.
inventor of a new color process,
Scooter Giveway Plan Offered
Rotocolor, which is said to involve
A plan whereby a three-wheel a shutter device attachable to any
NATIONAL THEATRE
scooter is given to each child filling standard projector and which is reSUPPLY
COMPANY
movable easily, allowing switching
a specified card totaling 24 adult admissions isbeing offered by the Steel between black and white color.
Stamping Co. of Lorain, O. The
record card bears the name of the
theater and has 24 printed squares
on one side, which the doorman or
cashier stamps with a rubber stamp.
The instant you hear a sound-track going through SyncroWhen all 24 of the squares are filled,
the child turns in his record card and
film you'll say, "How long has this been going on?" Then
you'll add: "Why the so-and-so didn't I install
receives one of the three-wheel safety
scooters.

Hall & Connolly Design
Special Condenser Mount

Here's Your Idea of Sound.

"Thide"

DOWSER

12. 1Q31 '
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MFG. CO.
Brooklyn,
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we have it
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ON FILM REPRODUCTION
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EQUIPMENT*

BOOTH

SUPERIOR 'IT PROJECTOR
UNDERGOES IMPROVEMENT

ALTERATIONS

NEW PORTABLE RECORDER
PUT OUT BY ELECTROTONE

Milton, N. D. — Redecorating and
the installation of sound equipment
A new portable studio sound reCoxsackie Holding Corp., projec- is being made at the Star here by
cording system that is said to offer
tion equipment manufacturers of Carl and Lawrence Wild, who rea remarkable combination of advanCoxsackie, N. Y., have announced
cently acquired the theater.
tages for the recording of synchronthat several outstanding improveized sound-on-film on location or in
ments have been made in their Model
Marshfield, Mo.— W. R. Wilhoit the studio, has been announced by
"U" Superior projector, universally
completed remodeling and the the Electrotone Corp. of Detroit.
adapted to all types of sound repro- has
This portable recording device,
ducer equipment for either film or nstallation of Western Electric sound
which not only eliminates unwieldly
equipment in his Ritz here.
disc recording.
motors, generators, tubes and meThe outstanding improvements inchanical light valves, but enables
clude: new head mechanism espesynchronization
to be made by means
Bovey,
Minn.
—
The
Star
of
this
cially adapted to sound without rea most remarkable remote control
being remodeled and recondi- of
device.
quiring special^ adapters; practical city is tioned
by P. J. Barlow.
rear shutters; improved framing deThe Electrotone is described as
vice; quick changeover mask that is
being
a complete sound recording
simple and efficient; new mounting
Toledo, la. — The Wieting here has
that is especially adapted to sound been leased by Frank Green, who system for studio use which has the
attachments; lower magazine with plans the installation of sound equip- added advantage of being portable.
The entire equipment may easily be
take-up bracket and pulley, and
ment along with other improvements. taken to any location and used to
other refinements.
produce results fully as satisfactory
Leavenworth, Kan. — A new facade, as studio recording, it is said.
Among the outstanding advantages
New Loud Speaker Aids
women's lounge and men's smoking
room, reinforced concrete and tile are: Complete portability, elimination
Naturalness of Voice floor, new lights and an air cooling of the glow lamp and light valves,
A loud speaker called the Volf and ventilating system are among the recording by variable area system,
Resonator, consisting of a square box improvements to be made at the independent recording of sound on
about four feet high in which more Orpheum here by Dubinsky Bros. separate film, absolute synchronization obtained by electrical control
general contract has been let to
than 150 resonating tubes are sus- The
system which eliminates synchronous
pended, has been invented by Chris- W. F. Edgell.
motors and generators.
tian A. Volf, an acoustical engineer.
Aluminum is used wherever pracThe new device, it is claimed, is in
Central City, Neb. — Installation of
tical, which coupled with the simplicmarked contrast with usual systems new
sound equipment, signs, chairs
ity of design, provides the lightest
of sound distribution by horns, which and carpets is being made in the new
divides the wave into separate Sun here under the supervision of possible weight.
streams that pour out in different di- Jack Riggs, manager.
Belt-Driven Blowers
rections from the sides of the horn.
The effect of the Volf Resonator
For Theater Cooling
shows in the remarkable naturalness
Ogden, la. — F. F. Kellum, who reUniblade blowers of the motor or
cently leased the Treloar here, is re- belt driven type for theater cooling
of the human voice, the clarity of
decorating, remodeling the front and
musical tones, a greater audability in
are being offered by the Autovent
the range of the unit, and the even installing new sound equipment.
Fan and Blower Co. of Chicago.
distribution of sound throughout the
These blowers are guaranteed to
theater, the inventor states.
Houston — Plans are being made perform in accordance with their
for complete rejuvenation of the rated capacities. The fan wheels are
Poster Exchanges Combine
Queens here. The house is being of the uniblade design and accurately
Kansas City — The Kansas City managed by W. W. Jackson.
balanced, fan housings are of rigid
Poster Exchange and the Premier
construction, well riveted and motor
Advertising Service have been comis mounted on a motor pedestal base,
Liberty, Mo. — Complete remodel- built integral with the fan housing
bined and will operate under the latter
ing and redecorating of the Liberty to insure accurate alignment of motor
name in the former location of the
Kansas City Poster Exchange, with here is being planned by the Mid- to fan. A staff of skilled ventilating
west Film Distributors, who recentCharles Burns and Ed Clark in
ly acquired the house from C. R. engineers is also maintained.
charge.
Wilson.

MAKE

EACH

PERFORMANCE

Exira, la. — F. C. Eaton, owner and
operator of the Palace here, is making repairs on his theater, which
with
was damaged by fire recently to the
Vallen All Steel Safety extent of about $1,800.
Track, Vallen Noiseless
Circular Track, Vallen
Settings
Electric Curtain Control, Vallen Automatic
Draperies
Acoustical
Screen Modifier.

BETTER

Decorations

Magnascope
Screens
VALLEN ELECTRICAL CO., Inc.
AKRON
OHIO

340 W. 4 1 si Si.

resl

IhoveityI
1/CrMICf
VTuwon

Treatments
Acoustical
Banners

New York Cilj

NEW

Crawford, Neb. — A theater is being constructed here on the site of
the old Elite by Mrs. G. V. Higgins,
who plans to have the house ready
for opening June 1.
Sioux City, Neb. — Work has been
started on the theater to be erected
here by A. E. Thacker at an estimated cost of $10,000. The house
will seat 500.
Elkton, S. D. — Construction has
been under way for two weeks on
the theater that is to be erected here.
Cuyuna, Minn. — The old Cuyuna
here has been purchased from the
Max Greenberg estate and razed to
make room for a new structure.
Blackduck, Minn. — S. J. Ronning,
operator of the Bijou, plans the erection of another theater here.
Grand Rapids, Minn. — S. E. Heller
has taken over the Grand here from
Charles Perrizo. A new theater
building, it
will bybe J.con-C.
structedislaterreported,
this spring
Madson.
Baudette, Minn. — Plans for the
construction of a theater developed
by Bob Long, who died Feb. 22,
have been taken over by business
men and organizations of this city
who are going ahead with the project.
The structure will house a theater
in the main floor and a dance hall
in the basement.
Issues Electrical Catalogue
A catalogue consisting of 30 pages,
describing and illustrating various
electrical products for use in the construction and maintenance of a theater, has been issued by the Metropolitan Electric Manufacturing Co.
of Long Island City, N. Y.

MUSIC

and LEADER STANDS
s,
y of
varietus
abledesign
music
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IN
rests, evenly illuminated without
glare or light leaks; stable and sturdy ; artistically finished ; furnished
completely wired with an extension
cord. We also manufacture a complete line of stage lighting specialties.
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"Dirigible"
with
Jack Holt, Ralph Graves, Fay Wray
Columbia
Time, 102 mins.
BIG MONEY PICTURE. SPECTACULAR AIR THRILLS AND
SOUTH POLE EXPLORATIONS
CARRY BOX-OFFICE WALLOP.
Showmanship was employed to excellent advantage by Director Frank
Capra in
this air story.
The of
picture's
chief
highlights
consist
some
amazing air stunts involving rivalry
between an airplane and a dirigible,
a plane crash at the South Pole, terrific battles with the elements, and
Some genuine aviation scenes on land
and sea obtained with the co-operation of the Navy Department. Clever
interspersing of beautiful location
shots with the studio scenes helps to
sustain the realism. The heart interest side of the story is subordinated to the air stuff. It concerns
two rival navy fliers, one in favor of
dirigibles and the other preferring
airplanes. Both love a woman who
is married to one of them. After a
dirigible expedition to the South
Pole meets with disaster, the airplane
lad ventures the trip and gets lost at
the pole. Whereupon the dirigible
pilot comes to the rescue, besides
serving to keep the wife from divorcing her wandering hubby.
Cast: Jack Holt. Raich Graves, Fay Wrav.
Hobart Rosworth. Roscoe Karns. Harold
Goodwin, Clarence Muse, Emmett Corrigan,
Al Roscoc,
Selmer
Jackson.
Director, Frank Capra : Author. Lt. Commander F. W. Weacl : Adaptors. Jo Swerling.
Dorothy Howell ; Dialoguer, Jo Swelling; Editor, Maurice Wright ; Cameramen. Joseph
Walker. A.S.C., Elmer Dyer; Recording Engineer, E. L. Bernds.
Direction,
box-office.
Photography,
fine.

"Beyond
Victory"
with Bill Boyd
RKO

Pathe

Time, 71 mins.

Norma

George Arliss in

"The Millionaire"

Warner Bros.
Time, 82 mins.
CHARMING CHARACTERIZATION BY GEORGE
ARLISS
MAKES MILD STORY A DELIGHTFUL ENTERTAINMENT.
CLEVER DIALOGUE AND HUMOR.
Again the master shows his versatile powers and makes of a light and
frail story something that will linger
in the spectator's memory for a long
time. The characterization of George
Arliss as the tired millionaire is so
finely drawn and human that it will
probably prove more popular than
his outstanding work in "Disraeli"
and "The Green Goddess." The star
is a constant joy every time he appears, and he is on the screen the
greater part of the time. He lifts
slight bits to heights of dramatic
power, or makes of them delicate
gems of sly humor and flashing brilliance. It will undoubtedly rate as
one of the finest characterizations of
this or any other year. In the hands
of the average actor, the film would

have been just another of those things, for
the ent're motivation is built around the name
part. The well known story, "Idle Hands."
by Earl Dcrr Bigeers, has been cunningly
directed, with sparkling dialogue by Tarkington. Fine support throughout. A screen treat
— with plenty wholesome,
sparkling comedy.
Cast; George Arliss. Evalyn Knapp. David
Manners. Florence Arliss. Noah Beerv, J.
Farrell MacDonald. Bramwell Fletcher. James
Cagney. Tully Marshall, Ivan Simpson, J. C.
Nugent.
Sam Hardy.
Director. John Adolfi ; Author, Earl Derr
Biggers: Dialoguer, Booth Tarkington : Adaptor, Jul'an Josephson
: Editor,
Marks-,
Cameraman,
James Van
TreesOwen
; Recording
Enginer, not credited.
Direction, expert.
Photography, the best.

Buffalo Bill, Jr., in

"The Pueblo Terror"

Cosmo
Time, 59 mins.
SNAPPY LITTLE WESTERN
PACKS A GOOD PUNCH WITH
SURPRISE TWISTS AND COMMENDABLE WORK OF BUFFALO BILL, JR.

DAILV

Sunday,

Shearer in

"Strangers
M-G-M

May
Kiss"
Time, 85 mins.

A

NATURAL. STAR TREMENDOUS IN SOPHISTICATED DRAMA WHICH IS CERTAIN TO CLICK WITH ANY
AUDIENCE.
A worthy successor to "The
Divorcee," by the same author,
Ursula Parrott, and with the same
star
who goaled which
'em in deals
it. It's
adulta
entertainment
with
dangerous subject but treats it delicately. Norma's in love with a wandering journalist and is willing to
forego the conventions in order to
be with him. On a trip to Mexico
he is suddenly called to Rio de
Janeiro. As he is not the marrying
kind he leaves her there. She goes
to Europe and lives with this and
that chap. The journalist returns to
Paris with the intention of marrying
her, having divorced his wife, when
he learns of her affairs and the wedding's off. Later, in New York, they
meet for a reconciliation. Shearer
gives one of the best performances
of the year. Robert Montgomery
clowns through the story in corking
form
the Shearer,
entire Robert
cast isMontgomery,
splend'd.
Cast:and
Norma
Neil Hamilton, Marjorie Rambeau, Irene
Rich, Hale Hamilton. Co-ich'a Mon'enegro,
Jed Prouty, Albert Conti, Henry Armetta,
George
Davis.
Director, George Fitzmaurice ; Author,
Ursula Parrott : Adaptor. John Meehan ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor. Hugh Wynn : Cameraman, William Daniels ; Recording Engineer,
Douglas
Shearer.
Direction, great.
Photography, A-l.

"Playthings of Hollywood"

Hollywood Pictures

Time, 81 mins.

April

12,

1931

Will Rogers in

"A Connecticut Yankee"

Fox
Time, 1 hr., 18 mins.
WILL ROGERS GETS OVER
STRONG IN NOVELTY COMEDY THAT CARRIES POPULAR
APPEAL,
THE
KIDS. ESPECIALLY FOR
With a modernized version of Mark
Twain's famous story, Will Rogers
scores heavily as a Yankee radio announcer who is transported in a
dream back to the time of King
Arthur and the Knights of the Round
Table. Looks as if they spent considerable dough on this one, with the
ancient costumes and sets, and the
knights in real armor. The sequences
are naturals for the laughs, with
Rogers looked upon as a magician by
the King, and forced to do stunts to
prove his magic. First his cigarette
lighter establishes his rep as a magician, and when they are about to
burn him at the stake later, he uses
"magic."
an
eclipse of the sun as part of his
It is filled with a lot of pleasant
absurdities, done in a kidding manner
that gets over for the laughs. The
final scene, with an army of Austins
carrying armored knights coming to
his rescue as he is about to be hanged
is a ber
riot.
Good pop merriment numanywhere.
Cast:

Will

Rogers. Wrlliam

Farrium,

Myrna Loy,
Maureen
bertson.
Mitchelll
Harris,O'Sullivan.
Brandon Frank
Hurst. AlDirector, David Butler; Author. M ■<.< -k
Twain ; Adaptor, William Conselman ; Dialoguer,Ernest
same ; Palmer
Editor, ; Irene
Mora ;Engineer.
Cameraman.
Recording
Joseph
E. Aiken.
Direction,
good.

Photography,

fine.

"Cities(Silent)
and Years"

AN INFERIOR PRODUCTION
THAT TRIES TO BE SENSATIONAL BUT ONLY PROVES
AN AMATEURISH
FLOP.
ED.
POORLY DIRECTED AND ACT-

Amkino
Time, 81 win",.
DREARY
SOVIET PROPAGANDA WITH LITTLE APPEAL FOR FILM HOUSES.
RAGGED STORY AND ACTION.
This is an adaptation of a novel by
Some good directorial touches spotKonstantin
Fedin, and is unadulterThe heart interest created by the
One of those attempts to try to
ted through this picture have resultated propaganda for the Soviet and
fine performance of Marion Shilling
ed in a bright and entertaining horse collect on playing up the sensational the Workers of the World movement.
is the chief element of merit in this opera that follows the usual formula.
side of Hollywood, and not the type The film is poorly produced, with a
war production. The story concerns Which all goes to prove that it's not that will do the industry any good jumpy and ragged story that holds
little entertainment. It tells of the
four American soldiers at the battle- the material,
but theAlvin
way Neitz
it's handled. And Director
has with the public. It purports to show struggle of the masses against the
front in France. In turn, three meet made a good job of it. Buffalo Bill, the experiences of three sisters who
classes as exemplified in the war sittheir fate and, before they die, de- Jr., with a pleasing personality and go to Hollywood looking for careers.
uation during 1914 when Russia is
scribe the episode in their lives that an unusually modest air, gets over
seen declaring war and the news is
One
gets
a
job
as
a
secretary
to
an
compelled them to enlist. Bill Boyd, nicely with his snappy work. A good oil magnate, another has a job in a received in the German city of Munich. There we see a Russian artist,
before he is shot down, tells how surprise near the close comes with
the hero apparently giving himself up department store, while only the who is set upon by the populace,
he was about to marry Marion Shil- to the sheriff's posse, wanted for a third crashes the studios as an extra. while at the same time in Petrograd
ling, a German girl. It is in this murder he did not commit, of course. Then the love triangle, with two sis- a German is beaten up by a Russian
ters loving the same man. For no mob. Then war carnage scenes with
"flashback" that Miss Shilling, who The hero then kidnaps the girl, lures
possesses a contagious German ac- the real criminal and his henchmen logical reason, the sister who loses
dying are contrasted with home
cent, is introduced. Bill is wounded
and maneuvers a confes- out decides to go on a bungalow trip men
with the wives and families
scenes,
and Marion as a German Red Cross to follow,
sion which is overheard by witnesses. with her boss, the oil man. Of course of the suffering soldiers trying to
nurse submits to a transfusion of her
the
other
sister
and
the
boy
friend
It is so seldom that originality is employed in handling these westerns arrive there, too. The old rogue carry on at home. Violent class
blood to save Bill's life. James Gleason offers some laughable comedy re- that it is a pleasure to give credit drops dead of heart failure, the gal propaganda is featured throughout,
lief.
such bits as a German striker
shooting him, but ev- with
Cast: Bill Boyd, Lew Cody, James Glea- to whoever may be responsible. Ac- is accused erythingof
his companions that they have
telling
is cleared up. A sloppy,
tion is there plenty, with lots of susson, Marion Shilling, Zasu Pitts, Lissi Arna,
pense. A pop number for the thrill tiresome film, promising a kick but no Fatherland— that the workers
Theodore von Eltz, Mary Carr, Russell Glea- fans.
not delivering.
son, Fred Scott, Frank Reicher, Wade Bote
have nothing in common with counler, E. H. Calvert. Charles Coleman, Max
Cast: Buffalo. Bill. Jr.. Jack Harvey,
Cast: Phyllrs Barrington. Rita La Roy.
nothing but themBarwin.
Hedwig
Reicher.
trv, patriotism,
Wanda Hawley. Jim Spencer. Aline Goodwin,
Sheila Manners. Edmund Breese. Donald
selves. Bad dope for anv film house.
Director, John Robertson ; Authors, Horace
Reed. Charles Delanev. Tack Richardson,
FAIRLY GOOD WAR DRAMA,
WITH THE WAR STUFF PREDOMINATING. EXCELLENT
WORK BY MARION SHILLING
IN HEART-INTEREST
ROLE.

Jackson. James Gleason; Adaptors, same;
Dialoguers, same; Editor. Daniel Mandell;
Cameramen, Norbert Brodine; Recording EnWinkler. gineers,
H. Charles
Stine.O'Loughlin, T. Carmen, B.
Direction, satisfactory.
Photography, good.

Art Mix, Yakima Camitt, Hora'-e Carpenter,
Al Ferguson,
Hank
Bell. Boh Walker.
Director. Alvin J. Neitz: Author. L. V. Jefferson; Adaptor not credited: D:a'oguer not
credited ; Editor, . not credited ; Cameraman,
William Thompson.
Direction, smart.
Photography,
okay.

BerCast: Ivan Schuveler. G. Michurm. FutDe'i Henderson.
Sid Taylor.
Sophie
nard Goetzke.
kin. Magarill. David
Kostriczh
D'r'ctnr, William O'Connor: Author, Ida man. A.
May Park ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same ;
Editor, Tom Persons ; Cameramen, Henry
Director. Evgeni Cherviakov : Author. Konstantin Fedin ; Adaptor, not listed ; Tit'er, not
Cronjager,
James
D:amond.
listed ; Cameramen, S. BfEditor,r notBeliaez.
Direction, amateurish. Photography, spotty. liaez.
listed ;Alexande
poor.
Photography,
amateurish.
Direction,

Why 1715 Changed
to Western Electric
^

Listed below
'O are the reasons given by a large and representative group of exhibitors for changing from their initial
sound equipment to Western Electric.
made the change because poor reproduction of the first equipment drove away business.

29%
26%
3%

made the change because investigation convinced them that
Erpi service and continuous dependable performance would
make W. E. the most economical.
made the change because a survey of all equipments convinced
them that W. E. was the best.
made the change because the Western Electric name, they felt,
had definite box office drawing power.

Some exhibitor comments

after making

the change: "Tripled receipts"... "Profits 30% higher".. ."Like an aspirin for a headache after bootleg equipment". ."No
.
trouble with W. E. equipment". . ."Know we
have the best". .."Stands up well under use."

The best is the most profitable in the long run

Westerti
SOU

\Electric

S D

SYSTEM

Northern Electric in Canada
Distributed by

Electrical Research Products fnc.
250 West 57th Street, New York
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It speaks
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U's Biggest Writing Staff Preparing New Lineup

FILM SECURITIES STOCK GOING TOTUBLIC
15 Warner - F. N. Features
The Menace
— that lurks without
—By

JACK

Two-Timing
An

Industry

ALICOATE—
It was not so many
moons ago that
ERPI, tion \van
i t horganizarather

Sam E. Morris Sees Signs
Of Upturn in
Trade
Release of 15 Warner and First National features for spring showing
was announced Saturday by Sam E.
Morris, vice-president and general
manager of Warner Bros. Distribution of these pictures, said Morris,
was timed with the arrival of an upward trend in business which is now
making itself felt. The Warner re

powerful ancestors and equally powerful connections, became real chummy and friendly-like with the motron
{Continued
on Pane 3)
picture industry. So much so, that it
leased, sold or otherwise bargained
with the aforesaid industry for plentyplus of equipment at boo-koo jack,
thereby, we presume, making for itself
a most satisfactory profit. In addition
it gave a splendid performance of tieing up an industry as tight as a
Letters have been sent to all EduScotchman's dime bank and for a
cational branch managers outlining
period that may prove an eternity.
The juice has now been squeezed the new Tiffany-Educational arrangement, The Film Daily learns. The
from the picture orange.
And then
what?
letters,
signed by an executive of Ed*
*
*
ucational, are in the form of an announcement of the deal and contains
We now find this
Industrious ERPI-WE combine instructions for the handling of the
product.
closing increased
practically
Electrics
the window as far
as this industry is concerned and reorganizing its forces and shock
troops for a powerful offensive on
the non-theatrical front. Installations
Great Bend, Kan.— Repeal of an
in Hotels, Clubs, Churches, Schools, old ordinance prohibiting Sunday
movies has been voted by citizens
Colleges, Institutions, etc., is the objective. The number of sound repro~ here. The shows were closed three
weeks ago on complaint of a local
ducing outfits that could be Teased, minister.
financed and placed in operation in
this group by ERPI and its allies
within a short space of time might
Bonner Springs, Kan. — Voters
well run above
50,000.
And
then have approved an ordinance calling
for movies and other amusements
what?
*
*
*
on the Sabbath.

Released in Spring
Harmonious Minds
Kansas City — On his way
East from his tragic experience
in Hollywood with his "American characterized
Tragedy," Theodore
iser
the Film DreCity
as "just a small town with notions." He sez also that films
"are making the American mind
smaller than it is, if that is possible." All this may help to
explain the success of his novel.

11 SALESMEN ARE ADDED
EDUCATIONAL
TO RKO FIELD STAFF
GET DOPE ON MERGER DEAL
Eleven salesmen have been added
to the RKO field force by Jerry Safron and Cleve Adams, general sales
managers, making a total of 17 since
April 1. In the eastern territory,
supervised by Safron, the following
men have been engaged: John Schaeffer, Philadelphia; H. Starrett, Cleveland; Paul Shaver and Myron Stahl,

Drive

Distribution of Controlling
Loew Stock Mav
A move that may bring about the
Government's approval of the method
being used to divest Fox Film of its
Loew : .ock holdings is seen in the
plan of Film Securities Corp.. newly
formed corporation to which Fox ha<
just sold its Loew stock, to make
public offering in the near future of

Satisfy

00,000

uf

Gov't

nt

: ei

eon

notes. It had been stated, when Film
Securities was formed, that this $20.000,000 note issue was taken by the
bankers, with no intimation that the
securities would be passed on to the
The same
group on that
the
(Continued
Page handled
3)
public.

FLOYD GIBBONUO STAR
IN WAXMANSHORTS SERIES

Floyd Gibbons, world-famous war
correspondent and radio personality,
has been signed to star in the series
of shorts to be produced by A. P.
Waxman and Michael Mindlin in association with Van Beuren Corp. for
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
RKO Pathe release. The subjects,
Hollywood — Spencer Bennet, pro- titled "Floyd Gibbons' Supreme
ducer and director, has started the
Thrills," will show Gibbons interfirst of a series of two-reelers at
viewing war-time and all-time celebMetropolitan Sound Studios. This
rities,
obtaining first-hand
(Continued
on Page the
3) human
will be a series of celebrated crime
cases taken from records of the internationally famous criminologist,
Nick Harris. The first production
will be "Facing the Gallows." George
A new long term contract has been
R. Rogan is making the adaptation.
awarded by M-G-M to Willard Mack,
actor, director, playwright and dialogue writer. Others signed by
M-G-M during the past week are:
Harold Austin,
Fitz(Continued director;
on Page Edith
2)
(Continued

on Page

3)

Two Kansas Towns Favor Spencer Bennet Starts
Movie Shows on Sunday
Series of Two-Reelers

The

Jolly

Double-CrOSS

With 50,000 nontheatrical
outfits

in the field, th«>

pic t u r e industry
would be outnumbered more thai,
three to one. Would this hurt the
legitimate picture business? Answer
it yourself, for we haven't the heart.
Being somewhat of an amateur
sportsman, we don't particularly
blame ERPI for being a smart outfit. What gets our auburn angora
is that this industry was such a collective sucker as to fall for this howdo-you-do, knowing exactly what
happen.
would

10 Artists Awarded

.Contracts by M-G-M

23 U Writers Readying Scripts
For Studio Reopening April 20
Triple Showing
Boston — Richard Barthelmess in "The Finger Points"
is to have simultaneous showing in three local houses, the
Uptown, Washington St. Olympia and Fenway, starting
day.Fri-

West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — In preparation for the
reopening of the Universal studio on
April 20, Carl Laemmle, Jr., has no
less than 23 writers, the biggest staff
in the company's history, at work
on scripts under the direction of E.
Richard
Schayer,
scenario
editor.
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Inducements Allowed
Toronto — Judge Coatsworth
in Toronto Court absolved
Harry Lester, local theater
owner, from guilt in distributing articles as an inducement
to theater-going in violation of
the Theater Act.
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Pat O'Brien With Nancy Carroll
Pat O'Brien, who makes his talker
debut in "The Front Page," will play
opposite Nancy Carroll in "Personal
Maid" at the Paramount New York
studio. Monta Bell will direct.
O'Brien is under contract to Howard Hughes.
9 •• ♦*>♦.♦♦.**.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦>♦.**>*.♦*.♦•.**.*♦.*♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦*•**•£?£!•'£
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New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STillwell 4-7940

}{
it
i\

H Eastman Films I♦V*.*

Ij-e. Brulatour,

5

},{ Chicago
it 1727 Indiana Ave
it CALumet 3692

IncJf

6700 Hollywood
Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywOod 4121

::
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«
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Extended

PICTURE
DISTRIBUTOR
"Zwei Herzen im
34 Takt"
Asso. Cine, of Amer.
"Trader
Horn"
M-G-M
Artists
United
"City Lights"
"Tabu"
Paramount
"Wien, Du Stadt der
Leo Brecher
Lieder"
United Artists
"Front Page"
"The Finger Points" . .First National
"Reaching for the
.
Moon"
United Artists
'Cimarron"
RKO
Columbia
"Dirigible"
Paramount
"Skippy"
"Cracked Nuts"
RKO
"Cities and Years". . . .Amkino
"The Millionaire". . . . Warner
'Pop.

price

Parade

Run
Attractions)
THEATER

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
DCCr
City.

OPENING

Europa
Astor
Geo. M. Cohan
Central Park
.
Little Carnegie
Rivoli
Strand

Sept. 12
Feb. 3
Feb. 6
Mar .18

Rialto
Mayfair
Central
Paramount
Globe
Cameo
Winter Garden

April
April
April
April
April
April
April.

DATE

Apr. 19: Lambs Gambol. Metropolitan Opera
House, New York.
Apr. 20-22 : Warner Bros. Eastern sales convention, Traymore, Atlantic City.
RKO
Pathe sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

Mar. 19
Mar. 19
Mar. 27

Apr. 22-24 : Paramount western sales convention, Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
Apr. 23-24: State Convention of Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.

3
3
3
3

Apr. 25 : Laemmle Anniversary Dinner Dance
of Universal Club, Hotel Edison,
New York.
Apr. 29-May 1 : Warner Bros. Western sales
convention, Hotel St. Francis, San
Francisco.

engagement.

10 Artists Awarded
Musical Shorts Series
Contracts by M-G-M
In Work at Atlas Studio
(Continued from Page 1)
A series of musical shorts for forand the independistributi
eign market
is onbeing made at the
dent
Atlas Soundfilm Recording Studios
by S. Edwin Graham, formerly of
Vocafilm and M-G-M.
Bristolphone,
For the last two weeks the Atlas
own prodplant has been busy on its 12,
and the
uct, a color film series of
production of an all-Arabic dialogue
feature, directed by Jack Cameron,
for Syrian American Talking Picture
Co., whose producers are Edward
Dibe.
Gillett and Edward
S. Gullette is sales manGeorge
ager of the Atlas Studios.

A

Low Daily or Weekly Rates
Powers Clnephone Equipment Corporation
723-7TH

AVE., N. Y.

BRYANT

9-6067

May 18-22: International Exhibitors' Congress, Rome.
May 25-29: Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.
York. Film sales convention, New
Apr. 27 : Fox

gerald, author; Zion Myers, Tod
"Roxy" Heads NVA Pageant
Browning, Jules White and Paul Fejos, directors; Charlotte Greenwood,
S. L. ("Roxy") Rothafel has been]
actress; Robert Young, actor, and appointed chairman of the stage comUlrich Steindorff, translator. Options
mittee in charge of presenting the
2*
on contracts with William "Bill" Til- pageant of stars for the NVA Fund
den and Bayard Veiller will not be at the Metropolitan
Opera House on
3*
continued. Veiller's present contract Sunday evening, April 26. The proexpired April 7.
gram will be a joint performance

Arrested for Selling Screen Space
Pittsburgh — Two men, listed as
Richard Carroll and J. J. Hayes,
both of Philadelphia, are being held
by police here, accused of selling advertising space on the screen of the
Edgar Wallace's Agent in New York Triangle in East Liberty, and assurEdgar Wallace, British author and
ing merchants that photographs of
playwright, has sent over one of his stars would be provided for their
representatives who iwll act as his customers. John Davis, manager of
agent in negotiations for the screen the theater, told police the men were
presentation of "On the Spot," which not authorized to sell space on the
theater's screen.
may tion
be forD.
W. Griffith's
producUnited
Artists. next
It had
been
reported that Wallace came over
Roxy Alters Admission Scale
here himself.
Admission price for Saturday, Sunday ond holiday mornings at the
McDonough
on RCA-Victor
Board
At a meeting of the board of di- Roxy has been reduced to the regular week-day morning scale of 50
rectors of RCA-Victor, J. R. McDonough was elected executive vice cents for balcony and orchestra. This
president of the company, according price will prevail until 1 P. M. Admission for the midnight show has
to an announcement by E. E. Shumaker, president of the company. been made 65 cents throughout the
McDonough, in addition to his new house on week days and 73 cents
duties, will continue as assistant to on Saturday, Sunday and holidays.
David Sarnoff, president of RCA.
Johnny Farrell on Radio
Kravetz in Kansas City
Johnny Farrell, golf champ, will
Kansas
City — Max
Kravetz
of make his first appearance on the air
Hughes-Franklin
real estate depart- at the RKO Stage and Screen noonment will be in Kansas
City this
day period tomorrow. He will be
week.
interviewed by Mrs. Ruth King
Owen on women goiters.
Schorgle Joins Pathe
Kansas City — James Schorgle, formerly booker for Hughes-Franklin
NOW
ACCEPTING
DATES
here, has gone with Pathe.
Write

Studio
and
Location
Sound on Film Recording

Apr. 15-17: Paramount eastern sales convention, Hotel Ambassador, Atlantic

Road
Show

TO

ROAD

HELL

Dates
For

For State Rights or Booking
S. Cummins, 723 7th Ave., N. Y.

contributed
the motion
picture '
and vaudevilleby all
interests
in America.
Ann Harding Buys Plane
Ann Harding leaves Chicago this
morning with her husband, Harry
Bannister, en route to Detroit to receive their new Bellanca plane at
the Air Show there. The screen star
expects to fly to New York before
returning
to for
Hollywood
to start her ■
next feature
RKO Pathe.

COMING

& GOING

WM. ANTHONY McGUIRE has left for
Hollywood to write originals for Fox.
JOHN L. MURPHY, production manager
for Harold
arrived in New York yesterday from Lloyd,
the coast.
J. C.arrived
GRAHAM
THAL
in New and
YorkIKE
last BLUMENweek from
the other side.
HOWARD PHILLIPS, stage actor, signed
in New York for the leading male role in
Fox's "Over the Hill," is on his way to
Hollywood.
CHARLES
FARRELL
and
VIRGINIA;
VALLI
have returned from abroad.

PROJECTION ROOMS
CENTRALLY

LOCATED

Western Electric Equipped.
Two complete cutting rooms.
Synchronized motors.
Rates:
$1.25

per

reel

$7.50 perAnyhour
Available
Time

FITZPATRICK PICTURES,Inc.
729 7th AVE., N. Y. C.
BRyant

9 — 4384-5
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FILM SECURITIES STOCK
BEING OFFERED TO PUBLIC

15 WARNER-f. N. FEATURES

RELEASED IN SPRING DRIVE
(.Continued from Page 1)

leases are: George Arliss in "The
Millionaire," Earl Derr Biggers
stSTy, dialogue by Booth Tarkington,
directed by John Adolfi; "God's Gift
to Women," comedy with Frank Fay
and Laura La Plante, directed by
Michael Curtiz; "The Public Enemy,"
a gangland story by Kubec Glasmon
and John Bright with James Cagney
and Jean Harrow, directed by William Wellman; John Barrymore in
"Svengali," with Marian Marsh, directed by Archie Mayo; "The Four
Flusher," by Kubec Glasmon and
John Bright, with Edward G. Robinson, Evalyn Knapp and James Cagney, directed by Alfred E. Green;
"The Maltese Falcon," mystery romance ~adapted~~from Dashiell Hammett's best seller, with Bebe Daniels
and Ricardo Cortez, directed by Roy
del Ruth; "Night Nurse," by Dora
Macy, with BarT5afaT^S?anwyck and
Ben Lyon, directed by William Wellman; "Gold Dust Gertie," with
Winnie Lightner and Olsen and
Johnson, directed by Lloyd Bacon.
The First National releases are:

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By

RALPH

gECKY GARDINER, screen writer, has been signed by M-G-M
on a long term contract. Miss Gardiner was with M-G-M for some years
previous to a recent leave of absence,
during which she completed a number of short stories contracted for
by national magazines. She was responsible for the scripts of "The
Trial of Mary Dugan" and "War
Nurse." She is working on an original story of her own for the 1931-32
program
of M-G-M.
*
*
*

WILK

Harry Chandlee and Douglasb
Churchill,
soldto"Money
Brides,"
an original who
story,
Columbia,
have
completed "Boiler Plate," another
original. Chandlee Is a veteran
screen writer, while Churchill is a
recruit from the newspaper field.
*
*
*

(Continued from Page 1)

Fox financing last week, including
Chase Securities, Dillon, Read & Co.,
Bancamerica-Blair, Harris, Forbes &
Co., Chatham Phenix, Central-Illinois
Co. and Hayden, Stone & Co., will
take care of the Film Securities offering which may be delayed until market conditions are more favorable.
It is believed the Government will
sanction this method of transferring
the Loew stock from Fox, particularly if it is the intention to finally
Fox.
distribute
the Loew stock to the public or to interests not associated with

Henry Blanke, who has been in
charge of foreign version productions
at Warner-First National, will supervise "Spent Bullets," which will
be made in English, with Richard
Barthelmess as the star. Wilhelm
Frances Starr of the stage is to Dieterle will direct.
make her talker debut in First NaWith Loew stock selling at $53 a
tional's "Five Star Final."
T'other day, a screen writer was share, the block of 660,000 held by
venting his spleen in very pictur- Film Securities, which controls
esque language. He was so bitter Loew's, Inc., has a value of someColumbia
has
signed
Edmund
what more than $35,000,000. Against
Breese and Marie Prevost for "Good that he did not notice two priests
Bad Girl," also Lillian Leighton and who were nearby. Turning to the this present market valuation of the
Clarence
Muse
for "The
Fighting writer, one of the priests said, Film Securities holdings is to be out"Don't mind me, I'm hard of hear*
♦
*
standing $20,000,000 in notes, $10,000,000 in preferred stock, the 462,000
*
*
*
"
Sheriff.
Class A shares held by Fox Film and
Leonard Spigelgass, -transferred
to the Fox coast studios from the
Allen McNeil is working with 51,000 common shares held by the
New York story department last Harold Lloyd on an original story, bankers. The equity of Fox Film in
which
the
comedian
will be the holdings of Film Securities therefall, has been appointed assistant in
starred.
to William Goetz, supervisor. An
fore, is equal to about $10 a share for
*
*
*
"The .Finger. Points," new Richard original story on which Spigelgass
ing."
Barthelmess picture, with Fay Wray,
each
share of Class A Film Securicollaborated is now being adapted
ties stock held by Fox. In the sale
directed by John Francis Dillon; "Big by Maurine Watkins.
"Safe in Hell," which Houston
Branch wrote, is expected to be a of the Loew stock, Fox Film also reBusiness Girl," with Loretta Young,
Frank Albertson and Ricardo Cortez,
ceived $29,000,000 cash, besides the
starring vehicle for Barbara Standirected by William A. Seiter;
wyck.
It
will
be
produced
by
War462,000
Class A shares of Film Securities.
23 Writers Preparing
ner Bros.
"Chances/^ based on the novel by A.
For U Studio Reopening
Hamfhori with
"" Gibbs
Waldemar
Young,
Douglas by
Fairbanks,
Jr.,
(Continued from Page 1)
and Rose Hobart, directed by Allan
Dwan; "Men of the Sky," air story Writers and the scripts they are doThe Sensation of the Independent Market!
with Irene Delroy and Jack Whiting,
ing include: Gladys Lehman, "Strictdirected by Alfred E. Green; "Party Edwin
ly Dishonorable"
"Back
H. Knopf,andDale
Van Street";
Every
Husband," starring Dorothy Mac99
kaill, "aided by Donald Sook, Dorothy and Don Ryan, "Whitg^Jiagtive";
Peterson and Paul Porcasi, directed Ray Doyle, "Mississippi"; lorn Reed
by Clarence Badger; "The Reckless and Benn W. Levy, "Waterloo
A POWERFUL SOCIETY MELODRAMA
Hour," Robert Lord's adaptation of Bridge"; Carey Wilson and William
WITH A NOTABLE HEADLINE CAST
Willa Cather's novel, starring Dor- Hurlburt, "Lilies of Broadway";
othy Mackaill, supported by Conrad Francis Edwards Faragoh, "Impatient Virgin"-- Joseph Moncurt
Nagel, Joan Blondell and H. B. Warner, directed by John Francis Dillon; March," 'TVlan Hunt": Jack Neville,
"A and
LadyRaymond
of^Rejsource";
Johnuntitled
Mof"Broad Minded," with Joe E. Brown fitt
L. Shrock,
starred, Ona Munson and William
Collier, Jr., and Marjorie White, di- original; Leo Birinski, "Murders in
the Rue Morgue"; Fred Niblo, Jr.,
rected by Mervyn LeRoy.
Francis J. Martin, Ardel Wray and
Karl Freund, originals.
Directed by CHAS.
HUTCHISON
Floyd Gibbons to Star
Writers in the short subjects division
are
likewise
busily
engaged.
Recorded by RCA PHOTOPHONE
In Waxman Shorts Series
George Plympton is writing the dia(Continued from Pane 1)
AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
logue for "Battling With Buffalo
interest stories which were their supreme thrill in the war. Production Bill," written by Henry MacRae, serial supervisor. Three contract wriwill be in a New York studio and
Write or Wire EXCLUSIVE WORLD'S
DISTRIBUTORS
ters— Sidney Levee, lames Mulwill not interfere with Gibbons'
hauser
and
Henry
Johnson
are
turnbroadcasting
activities over NBC.
ing out scripts for production as
short subjects.

ce

WOMEN

MEN

Natalie Moorhead
Kenneth Harlan
Craufurd Kent

Nifty Date Books
Paramount has issueJ two
nifty leather-bound Date Books
for exhibs, one covering Saturday openings and the other
Sunday. Columns, are provided
for the program, price, receipts,
star, paper used, insert card,
heralds, rotos, slides, ads, and
cost of advertising. Complete
— compact — a beaucoup Exhibit
Service.

MARRY

Sally Blane
Randolph Scott
Jimmy Aubrey

11 Salesmen Are Added
To RKO Field Staff
(Continued on Page 3)

Buffalo. In the western division, under the direction of Adams, E. Stein
has been assigned to Denver; J.
Stout to Los Angeles; G. Almond to
Memphis, H. C. Fuller and C. Boulet to Salt Lake City; Hal Vaughn
to Portland, Ore., and Paul M. Desbon to New Orleans.
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NEWS of the DAY

Short Shots from
New York Studios
\By HARRY

N. BLAIR\

T. JAMES WILKINSON, associate
director to Edmund Goulding on
the "Scarlet Hours" set, is among the
several contributors to "Recording
Sound for Motion Pictures," a new
volume compiled by the Academy of
M. P. Arts and Sciences.
That tonsil operation didn't do
Larrywith
Kenta sore
much throat.
good. He's home
sick
In a recent location trip to Long
Island, a Vitaphone camera unit was
met with a lusty sand storm and returned to the studio many pounds
heavier because of the sand which
stuck to them. The scenes were used
in the Vitaphone comedy, "In Your
Sombrero," with Billy Wayne and
Josephine Borio.
The use of motion pictures in a
national publicity campaign for a
State was demonstrated last month
in the Chamber of the House of
Delegates of Maryland, when Visugraphic's "Coast to Coast in 48
Hours" and "One Day," both sponsored films, were shown.
Harold Fingerlin will be monitor
man on "Secrets of a Secretary,"
Claudette Colbert's next picture for
Paramount, which George Abbott
will direct.
VITAPHONE VITAMINS: Sam
Sax and Murray Roth discussing
next season's product with happy
smiles .... Primo Camera, the "big"
"short"
Vitaphone
making
shot
.... The
studio a bowling
team misses
Tom Darby, Sr., its ace man, who
isn't feeing well. . . .Neely Edwards
inviting the crew to his hotel in
Long Island. . . .he claims the fishing can't be beat. . . .
Jack Delany, bridge expert, stayed
out three nights in succession to get
the proper pallor for the hospital
scene in "Night Angel."

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN
:the
nUKKMItt
Of niMDQM

London hears U. F. A.-Famous
Players deal has been closed.
*
*
*
Distributors
reported having
cut
rentals in southeastern territory.
*
*
*
Britain removes ban on theater
construction. Move of tremendous
import to both American and English film men.
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• • • THINGS
WE
Never
Thought
Worth
Mentioning
Till Now
that Wallace Beery as the police sergeant in
the N. V. A. film, "The Stolen Jools," pulled a Fast One in his
Chinese Chatter which seems to have got by everybody — including the censors, the dopes!
that the boys and girls who work
for the empey companies around Times Square are going strong
for tickets on the English Derby Sweepstakes
that they
got this pernicious Gambling Habit from observing their bosses
sinking heavy dough
on a lotta Picture Palookas
and
STILL making money!
that Heywood Broun runs counter to Popular Opinion on a lotta Vital Topics, yet retains his
place as the Most Popular Columnist
that this conclusively proves that folks don't want to be yessed to death, assistant directors to the contrary notwithstanding
that A. P.
Waxman would prefer to have you think he is a hard guy,
walking around the 5th floor of RKO
Pathe snapping a long,
rawhide whip
that Abe ain't foolin' Virginia Morris one
li'l bit, because your sec always has the Real lowdown on^ou
that the virus of Publicity lingers after death in Hollerword, for they have a cemetery out there that spells out the
names on the tombstones in Neon lights
that the way
Louis Sobol raves in his "Graphic" kolyum about those Harlem
Hot Spots, it looks as if Louis has gone Sepia for keeps
that he is right, though, in raving about "the Rabelaisian ditties"
of Leitha Hill at the Cotton Club
that Leitha's "lullabies" are not for innocent film producer muggs to hear, for it
might soil their pure outlook on Life and the Hays Code
that for the first time in history a Broadway film house has given
the public the honest lowdown
that it occurred at the Paramount showing of "Skippy," with the uniformed sidewalk announcers telling the mob the next show required a wait of one
hour and thirty minutes!
almost unbelievable, but 's fact
that George Arliss in his portrayal in "The Millionaire"
gets more real drama and comedy outa slight situations than
most screen stars get out of their biggest bits
that eating escargoes (snails to you) is becoming the rage at all nite
parties
but it's the way the parsley-garlic butter is made
that counts
that Joe Weil is handling U's serial, "Heroes
of the Flames," the same build-up as a big feature in the advertising and publicity
that the Fireman's hat he sent us
will knock Phil Joonior cuckoo, and have all the other neighborhood kids Green with Envy
that on the solemn word
of Teddy Pitts of the Capitol managerial staff, we can assure
you sneering skeptics that when Nancy Carroll saw Joan Crawford do her stuff in "Dance, Fools, Dance," Nancy just broke
down and sobbed
that this is not unusual, as newspaper
crits on viewing the work of certain stars, break down and sob
regularly
that Walter Futter has doubled the personnel
of his organizashe during the past year
that Frank Orth
and Ann Codee have completed "Our Wife" at Vitaphone stude,
marking the 36th short funmaker in which they have been starred
that this team is loaded up with screen and vaude engagements for the next year, so they must have Something
that the Arkayo Theater of the Air program was okay
Friday nite, but we got terribly tired of hearing the announcer
mention "Arkayo" a dozen times in about a dozen minutes, so
tuned out
that Earl Wingart
is one gent who
can
reminisce about this biz, and make you Like It
that with
daylite screens it is unnecessary to feed the baby garlic so you
can find the brat in the dark
that Billy Ferguson has
finished his great roadshow bally for "Trader Horn" by opening
up the 34th show in Quebec
that this breaks all previous
roadshow records in the film biz, both for number and speed
in the time allotted

«

«

«

»

»

»

Pittsburgh— The Harris here has
reduced its prices for this week. All
seats on the first floor and balcony
will be 25 cents at any time of the
day. The seats in the second balcony will remain at 10 cents.
Denver — Construction work has
begun on the new Orpheum here.
It will be a 2,800-seater and will cost
around a million.

Denver— Ray Thome, publicity director at the Paramount, has left
Publix and gone to the West Coast.
Denver — Eloise Rowan of the
Jackie and Jean team of organists at
the Paramount has been transferred
to the Denver, and Katherine Kaderly is awaiting assignment. Stuart
Barrie, from the Brooklyn Paramount, succeeds them.
East Providence— The New Hollywood has opened and the first several
days have been better than expected
in patronage.
Rockdale, Pa.— After being closed
for the past two years, the Rockdale
has
taken over by F. Eshback,
silent.been
who
plans to operate the house as a
Ocean City, N. J.— Strand Theater
city.
Co. have taken over the Showboat
theater and Doughty's Pier of this
Stockbridge, Mich.— Lionel S. Barker has taken over the Starland here
from L. E. Flint.
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Murray W.
and W. E. Goodrich have acquired
the Savoy here from the Savoy
Amusement Co.
Owosso, Mich. — The Rialto has
been reopened under the name or
Owosso by L. A Trumble.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inwho are celebrating their
birthdays dustry,
:

Malcolm
AprilStuart
1 3
Richard S. Spier
M.
McHugh
Clarence
H. Greenwood
Arthur Hurley
Charles H. Christie
Tully Marshall
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M. P. T. O. A. Wins Reduction in Score

Charges

BROADWAY HOUSES LOOK FOR RECORD WEEK
Dual Bills and Cut Prices Flop, Says Exhib
Texas Ass'n Head Averse
To Longer Programs
and Lower Prices
Dallas — Double-feature polxies and
cutting of admission prices are failures as business stimulators, declares
Judge Roy L. Walker, president of
the Theater Owners' Protective
Ass'n, after giving both a fair trial.
"A two-hour show is long enough,"
says Judge Walker. "A 10-cent day
now and then is O. K., but not as a
regular thing. I was advised by good

Strong
Line-Up
of Good
Films
Bringing
B. 0.
Joy

Amos West
'n'Andy
To THEMake
Two More
Coast Bureau,
FILM DAILY
Hollywood — RKO is planning another "Amos 'n' Andy" feature
along different and classier lines than their first production. Negotiations are now under way between Joseph I. Schnitzer and H. M.
Aylesworth of the National Broadcasting Co. A third feature, of
elaborate proportions, also is contemplated.

Jason Plans 40 Pictures

New

models in standard sound reas the "Z"
producing systems, known
series and designed
primarily to meet
the small exhibitor's requirements for
low cost sound, have just been placed
on the market by Pacent Reproducer
Corp. This complete A. C. operated
sound-on-film device for small houses
(Continued on Page 8)

Legal Arbitration Plan
Provided in Ohio Bill
Columbus — The way for a film arbitral >n system in which decisions
may be legally enforced is provided
by a b;ll which has just been passed
by the Ohio legislature. It now
goes to the governor, who is expected to sign the measure.

Honoring Nation's Heroes
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

Hollywood — A series of 40 pictures honoring the winners of the
Congressional Medal of Honor will
be made by Leigh Jason, producer
at the RKO studios, who has just
completed an exhaustive survey of
heroism
in the United
States mili-

FILM

DAILY

tary service. Individual stories about
the national heroes will be written
by John Peere Miles, winner of eight
war-time citations. Among the heroes whose bravery will be made
permanent on the screen are Major
General Smedley Butler, Sergeant
Alvin York and Frank Luke, Jr.

Film Industry Doing Its Part
In Prosperity Revival, Says Hays
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — All branches of the
film :;dubtry have cooperated to the
fullest extent in relieving depression,
according to Will H. Hays, in a letter made public today by the President's emergency committee for employment.
Word of the passage of the bill
"The industry," Hays declared, "js
was received at the Hays office in mobilized for vigorous cooperation in
New York late yesterday afternoon.
Asked if distrbutors might set up an
arbitration system in Ohio, C. C.
Pettijohn said that as far as he
knew «uch a plan has not been contemplated.

the national emergency program,"
with producers not only keeping employment and wage levels as nearly
normal as possible, but also seeking
to contribute to return of prosperity
by placing orders for materials which
would affect other groups, including
building of new houses and studios,

A reduction of from 30 to 40 per
cent in score charges that will mean
a saving of about $750,000 to 2,000
small exhibitors has been placed in
effect by Electrical Research Products, following continued efforts on
the part of the M.P.T.OA. to bring
lower these charges. On March 10 a
committee from the national exhibi-

tor organization called on C. W.
Bunn, general sales manager of Erpi,
and after several hours' conference
concluded an arrangement for reducing theerable
score
As a considnumbercharges.
of installations
were

(Continued

on

Page

7)

Reduction in Score Charges
Won by M.P.T.O.A. from Erpi

Thurs. Opening in Dallas
Dallas — With the change of
openrng day at the RKO Majestic from Friday to Thursday, other houses here are expected to follow suit.

Week-end grosses in the Broadway houses indicate that receipts for
the current week will make one of
the biggest aggregates in a long
while, according to statements of
house managers yesterday. The lineup of pictures being presented is
among the strongest in months, the
attractions
including:
Paramount,

(Continued on Page 8)

EQUIPMENT
INTRODUCER BY PACENT

Leader

effecte-1, the work of making the readjustment fitinto oneach
(Contiiuicd
Panecase
8) was be-

"Skippy"

(second

week); Strand, "The Finger Points,"
(third week); Capitol, "Strangers
May Kiss"; Winter Garden, "The
Millionaire": Rialto, "Reaching for
the Moon"; Cohan, "City Lights";
Astor, "Trader
"Di(ContinnedHorn";
on PageCentral,
8)

WALT DISNEY REPORTED
RELEASING THROUGH U. A.
Wert

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Papers were expected
to be signed last night, whereby Walt
Disney will release 18 "Mickey
Mouse" cartoons and 18 "Silly Symphonies" through United Artists on
next -eason's program.

Loewenberg Supervising
Fox Midwesco Theaters
Madison, Wis. — Charles Loewenberg, for the last six months manager of Fox's Strand here, has been
named state supervisor of Fox Midwesco theaters in Wisconsin. Loewenberg formerly handled publicity
for Universal in Chicago. He fills a
vacancy caused by the resignation
some time ago of Robert S. Guitcrman,
now operator of the Capitol in
Manitowoc.

Kill Admission Tax
Des Moines — The State Senatesionyesterday
killed
an admistax bill by
a vote
of 29
to 21. Passage of this measure
had been thought likely.
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Fox Stock Ex-Rites April 20
Fox Film stock will be ex-rites
April 20, the New York Stock Exchange has ruled. Rights, which
may be traded in on and after that
date, must be settled April 30 and
will expire May 13. The rites are
in connection with the new $30,000,000 Fox issue of five-year 6 per cent
convertible gold debentures.

Spanish Dialogue Versions
Being Abandoned by RKO
RKO has abandoned Spanish dialogue versions of their features and in
their stead will release to all LatinAmerican countries American dialogue films with Spanish titles.
Whenever it will work to advantage,
titles will be changed to meet with
the pecularities of speech of different
countries and communities, according
to Louis Baum, RKO foreign department representative, who has just
returned from a trip to Havana and
the West Indies.
"The deserved amount of money
due American films in Latin-America
will not be realized until the films
with titles made espeare prepared
cially for the people to whom it is
playing. American stars who either
now speak Spanish or who will learn
the language, will not solve the problem. The people of Cuba and South
America are jealous of their dialect
and one manner of pronounciation
will not suffice for more than one
community," said Baum. "Native
Spanish stars are not wanted. American stars are in demand and as long
as titles explain what is transpiring
in the film, the natives don't object
to listening to a language not understandable to them."

TAX ON GROSS INTAKE

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
ECCtt
City.

Apr.

15-17 : Paramount eastern sales convention. Hotel Ambassador, Atlantic

19: Lambs Gambol, Metropolitan Opera
House, New York.
20-22: Warner Bros. Eastern sales conApr.
Apr.
vention, Traymore, Atlantic City.
RKO
Pathe sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.
22-24 : Paramount western sales convention, Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
23-24: State Convention of Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
MayMay
Apr.
Hotel, Indianapolis.
Apr.
25: Laemmle Anniversary Dinner Dance
Apr.
of Universal Club, Hotel Edison,
May
New York.

Madison, Wis. — A bill calling for
a 4 per cent tax on the gross receipts of theaters, to provide funds
for the common school fund, has
29-May 1 : Warner Bros. Western sales
convention, Hotel St. Francis, San
been introduced in the state assem- Apr.
Francisco.
bly. A license fee of $5 would be
18-22: International Exhibitors' Conpaid to the secretary of state annugress, Rome.
ally. Violation of the law carries a
25-29 : Spring
meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt. Hollywood, Cal.
penalty of from $100 to $300 or sentence in the county jail of not more
26-27: Annual convention of the M.P.
than six months, or until the fine is
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri,
and St. Joseph, Mo.
paid. Second offenders would lose
their license for a year.
There is a likelihood that the introduction ofthis measure may serve M.P.T.O. of Kan.-Mo.
to bring the M.P.T.O. of Wisconsin
Meet in St. Joe May 26
and the Allied Theater Owners of
Kansas City — At a special direcWisconsin together in a joint effort
meeting of the M.P.T.O.
to defeat the legislation. A meeting Kansastors'
and Western Missouri it wasof
27.
of the boards of the two units is to
decided to hold the 13th annual contake place either this week or next,
vention in St. Joseph on May 26 and
at which time their differences may
be threshed out.
Three new directors were elected
to replace former exhibitors. The
Hays Office Opposes
new members of the board are: C. A.
Schultz of Kansas City, replacing C.
Detroit Legal Bureau R.
21 Legislatures Adjourn
Wilson; E. B. Danielson of RusDetroit — Plans for a legal bureau
replacing Ernest E.
With No Anti-Film Action to aid distributors in enforcing con- Spraguesell,ofKan.,Goodland,
Kan.; A. C.
Twenty-one state legislatures have
tracts and securing credit informa- Bowman of Nevada, Mo., replacing
tion are being projected here by H. Frank G. Weiry of Richmond, Mo.
adjourned sine die without passing
bills unfavorable to the film industry. T. Siivcrberg, attorney representing
States whose law-makers are still in a company which is understood alsession are: California, Illinois,
ready to have established an office
Massachusetts, North Carolina, Tex- in Buffalo. A meeting of exchangeas, Connecticut, Iowa, Michigan, men yesterday afternoon at the Film
North Dakota, South Carolina, Flor- Board of Trade was called when the stay.
ida, Miss., Rhode Island, Georgia, secretary received a wire instructing
AL LICHTMAN arrives in New York
Maryland, Nebraska, Colorado, New that the board have nothing to do from the Coast on Friday.
Hampshire, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin with the plan.
HAL ROACH is in town for a two weeks'
and Tennessee.
T.
S. DELAHANTY of RKO Pathe ExAsked concerning a report that
port Corp. sails tomorrow on the Leviathan.
Gift Presented to Bessie Mack
proposal has been made that lawyers
LOUIS BAUM of RKO has returned from
A handsome wrist watch was pre- replace film board secretaries the West Indies.
FRANK FAY is due in New York Thurssented to Bessie Mack, director of throughout the country, C. C. Pettiday from the coast.
publicity of the Capitol, at the dinner john yesterday said: "Not as long as
SOL LESSER, recently appointed as an
tendered by the Jewish Theatrical I have anything to do with film executive associate to Car! Laemmle, arrives
in New York today from Hollywood.
Guild to Mayor James J. Walker
BRUCE GALLUP, director of advertisSunday night at the Hotel Coming and publicity for United Artists, and
modore. George Jessel made the boards."Hollywood Lensers Here
LYNN FARNOL, publicity director for Samuel Goldwyn. arrive today from Hollywood.
presentation in behalf of the comChas. Van Enger, Jos. Valentine
CHARLES FARRELL ami VIRGINIA
Howard
Dietz,
West
Coast VALLI
mittee in charge of the affair, in ap- and
leave today for Hollywood after a
are now in New York brief honeymoon
abroad.
preciation of Miss Mack's efforts in cameramen,
arranging the function.
shooting exteriors.
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Let us look over your POLICIES — It may prevent a
heavy loss !
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SMASHING ITS WAY TO NEW
RECORDS EVERY WHERE!
>
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TOD BROWNING'S Greatest Production with
Bela Lugosi, David Manners, Helen Chandler,
Dwight Frye, Edward Van Sloan, Herbert
Bunston, Frances Dade, Charles Gerrard.
Based upon the play adapted by Hamilton
Deane and John L. Balderston from Bram
Stoker's novel of the same name.
Produced by
Presented by
CARL
MOTION

PlCTUflE
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These outstanding features tell you why Pacen

1. Simple to operate. NO COMPLICATED
ANISM.
2. Compact installation. NO BULKY
PLANT.

MECHPOWER

3« Even sound distribution with dynamic speakers
on directional baffle board. NO DEAD-SPOTS NO DISTORTING HORN SPEAKERS.
4. Silent, unwavering operation. NO CRACKLING
NOISES, NO FLUTTERING SOUND.
All prices quoted f.o.b. New York.

MORE

THAN

40 COUNTRIES

ARE

Sound apparatus that has
continually packed 2500
large houses— now available to small exhibitors.

EACENT

EEERCEECER
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ANNOUNCES
\e delivery

SERIES
IUCER

SYSTEMS

COMPLETE
SOUNDON-FILM EQUIPMENT
FOR SMALL THEATRES
FROM

$795.

DEMAND

TO

NO

COMPULSORY7
SERVICE

$2295.

FOR

LOW

COST

SOUND

A.. C. equipment is ideal for the small theatre:

5. Convenient terms if desired. NO COMPLICATED
CONTRACTS WHICH MIGHT COMPEL YOU
TO CHANGE YOUR EQUIPMENT.
6. Sold outright. NO FORMIDABLE LEASING
AGREEMENTS.
T. Prices include complete equipment. NOTHING
ELSE TO BUY.
8. Ready for immediate delivery. NO LONG WAIT
FOR EQUIPMENT.
Immediate delivery on orders placed now.

NflNG PACENT

SOUND

SATISFACTION

Your box office figures
will tell you that it is
impossible to get better
sound -AT ANY PRICE.
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TT is not astonishing that travel
films and feature pictures on
historical or sociological themes
are more
popular
today
than
ever belore, as reported by Will
H. Hays to the Motion Picture
Producers
and
Distributors
of
America.
Sound
and dialogue
have brought new life to films of
a type which seemed to be doomed to academic
halls.
Before
the screen became
articulate a
large part of the theater public
resented the showing of scenic
reels in an ordinary motion picture show. Unless it displayed
a swarm of dancing girls on a
tropic
beach
in moonlight
or
something
equally
sensuous
a
travel reel was resentfully regarded an intrusion into a program otherwise exciting. Giving
to the screen a voice, however,
opened a thousand new possibilities in human interest and variety. Now a camera trip through
the Swiss Alps or down
the
Mississippi can be made almost
thrilling by a running commentary of intelligent but light patter. Humor as well as sentiment
can be injected into "shots" of a
Cairo bazar, an Alaskan glacier,
a Brazilian junkie.
Color and
more
expert photography
offer
further means to vitalize all instructive forms of screen entertainment. These same features
have transformed other types of
films formerly
shown
only in
lecture
halls
and
classrooms.
Scientific pictures, expertly directed by astronomers and biologists are likely to be included
among
many
more
popular
screen programs in the future.
— New York "Sun"

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN
:the
mNcasMfa

or niMDQM

Henry M. Hobart forms Distinctive Productions. Plans three or four
a year.
*
*
*

Actor's Equity to launch move for
high tariff and exclusion of foreignmade pictures.
*
*
*
Robertson-Cole acquires three outside productions.
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EXPLOITETTES

Timely Topics

Talk Gives
Scenics New Life

B3

• • • IT'S ABOUT time some fearless feller got up on his
hind legs and exposed the Bunk in back of the Screen Kiss
it really doesn't take much courage, at that
for all
the evidence indisputably proves that the Screen Kiss is a lotta
Siamese salami
there is no such thing as a meeting of
lips when the hero and heroine get together in a passionate embrace there are two distinct Schools of the Screen Kiss
in one the lips take hold directly under the schnozzle
of the antagonist
in the other, the lips clutch your opponent just above the chin
is this KISSING, we arsk ya?
study any still picture of a screen kiss, and prove to
yourself that this is so
this studio rule of avoiding actual
lip-contact is the result of a peculiar situation that happens
every time a gent kisses a lady smack on the lipstick
she
may happen to like it
so might he
and the consequence is that they forget all about the scene
the fact
that the cameras are grinding
and that they have an
AUDIENCE
after about two minutes of this lip-clutch,
the cameraman forgets to crank
the director wants to be
the hero
and all the rest of the cast are unnerved, and
they have to quit work for the day
so they invented the
Screen Kiss
giving hygiene and sanitation as the reason
ignoring the obvious fact that kissing a gal under the
schnozzle when she has a bad Spring cold is far more dangerous
than kissing her smack on the lips
it's about time something was done about debunking this Fraud
the situation
is upsetting enough on the screen, to fool the public this way
but now the advertising boys are taking up the fad
Sono Art runs an ad showing the synthetic kiss, with the gal's
lips resting passionately under the gent's nostrils
and labels
it "Meeting the Popular Taste!"
such popularity must be
deserved
the guy probably had halitosis
or was
it the gal?
neither was willing to take a chance
and there is that series of cigarette ads
"Keep Kissable"
and in every one of 'em the gal keeps kissable
and
then the goof kisses her under the beezer
what's the
sense in a poor girl tryin' any more?
it doesn't get her
anything
likewise Pepsodent advertises a sure antiseptic
mouth wash and germ-killer
and then shows the lovers
engaged
in
a
kiss
where
they
can't
even
the stuff
wasted 37 cents on
a clear case oftaste
wasted
mouththey've
wash
but what of the picture-going public?
if all the
flappers adopt the Screen Kiss, the disillusioned male populace
will go which
in seriously
outdoor
golf
means for
another
toughsports
summer for."like
the minnie
film houses
let the screen stars wear adjustable rubber lips
and go to it in Nature's way
and bring back Emotional
Thrills to the screen and the audience
the first producer
to adopt the Great Idea will clean up
*
*
*
*
• •
last

AL CAPONE has decided to enter the film biz at
he has made a survey of the Mid-West theater situation believing that a lotta theaters need his "protection" j
and if he decides to "protect" the indies, mebbe
that won't cause the circuits to do a li'l figuring
Floreriz
Ziegfeld, once a bitter opponent of the beauty contests, has capitu•ated
he has agreed to act as one of the judges of the
International
Beauty
Pageant
at
Galveston
Johnny
Johnstone, aide to prexy M. H. Aylesworth at NBC, will continue to handle publicity for that outfit
*
*
*
*

Tiffany Display
At Atlantic City
AN

elaborate Tiffany Chimp
display will be a feature of
the Hollywood Motion Picture
Exhibit at the Steel Pier, Atlantic City, scheduled to open to the
public the latter part of May,
continuing throughout the entire
summer. Ed F. Corcoran, manager of this exhibit, in co-operation with Tiffany will devote a
special section of the pier entirely
to the Tiffany movie animals.
One hundred life size Chimp
dolls will be on display. Also
the distribution of one hundred
thousand cartoon booklets, each
page containing a ditty— on
Tiffthe
any
funmakers in the series. Seventyfive thousand Chimp buttons will
be given away to the children.
*

*

*

Big Overseas Stunt
OnTHE
"Dawn
Patrol"
largest and most

effective
exploitation stunt ever carried
out in connection with a motion
picture in Sydney, New South
Wales, was that recently in
which an aerial exhibition and
"The Dawn Patrol" figured.
Opened by the Governor of New
South Wales, the exhibition attracted thousands of visitors.
There were parades of boy
scouts and sea cadets and the
Warner-First National staff arranged for a series of airplane
stunts over the— beaches.
First National

•

• • • HARRY RETCHENBACH will be tendered the first
radio banquet next Sunday night at 9 o'clock
the testimonial was to have taken the form of a dinner given by the
Empey Club, but because of Harry's illness and inability to attend
the affair it was decided to hold it with every
feature except the
actual banquet itself
The half -hour will be sponsored by
the Empey Club, with Donald Flamm donating the time, Harry
Hershfield as toastmaster, and Al Lichtman, Bugs Baer, Jack
Lait. Lee Ochs, Mike Simmons, Nan Halperin, Jay Flippen! Sime
Silverman and Grover Whalen among those who will be heard
having read the kolyum, there is nothing of any further importance
to
keep you
from barging up to the season's opening game at the
Yankee
Stadium

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following
of the inbirthdays
:dustry, who aremembers
celebrating their

1 4
William
Steiner
LeeApril
Tracy
Bert
Adler
Walter Petrie
Claire Windsor
Ralph Dietrich
Morris
Small
Kenneth
R. F. HillWard

«

«

«

»

»

»
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Film Industry Doing Its Part
In Prosperity Revival, Says Hays
(Continued from Page 1)

Use of Color Increasing

while the leading raw film producer
Multicolor Lab Reports
has developed plan for employment
stabilization, news reels showing im- West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Use of color, in both
proving conditions have been used,
and exhibitors have run benefit per- entertainment and commercial films,
formances.
is showing a decided increase, according to officials of Multicolor, Ltd.,
"In these
ways,"
Hayshassaid,
motion
picture
industry
tried"the
to the Howard Hughes concern.
The McMillan Expedition to the
do its part in meeting the national
emergency. It is the intent of our North Pole will be filmed in Multicolor, under contracts just completed,
group to continue along these lines
with the hope of contributing toward and a number of other spectacular
an accelerated recovery of business filming projects are being planned
with this process.
as conditions improve."
The Brown-Nagel company, producers of "Romantic Journey's" for
Educational, has just arrived in
Morocco to begin a new series of this
Multicolor travelogue. Nathan-Hahn
Detroit— Art Elliott, former RKO and Fairbanks, producing "Strange
branch manager, and Henry Zapp, As It Seems" for Universal, have
started a fresh series of this
who was with Pathe, have taken over also
the local representation of Kinograms novelty in Multicolor.
in the drive for subscribers to the
Griffith Productions and a number
new advertising newsreel.
of other independent companies have
signed contracts with Multicolor for
special feature pictures.
Mary Nolan for Stage
Mary Nolan is returning to the
Yonkers Theater Burns
Fire of unknown origin swept
stage in James W. Elliott's production of "Strong Stuff," by Samuel through the Broadway, Yonkers,
Shipman and John B. Hymer, open- early yesterday morning, causing
ing April 27 in Atlantic City.
about $70,000 damage. The entire
building which houses the theater
and four stores burned from 1 to 5
Sponsored Film Rate Card
a.m.
What is probably the first screen
advertising rate card to be issued,
Lillian Roth Married
covering sound and silent sponsored,
Lillian Roth, film and vaudeville
ommercial and other advertising
films, has just been put out by the actress, was married Saturday in AtAdvertisers' Motion Picture Co. of burgh. lanta to William C. Scott of PittsNew York.

Elliott and Zapp Handling
Kinogram Drive in Detroit

Theaters in Devastated Area
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. — Fire
sweeping northern Wisconsin and the
upper peninsula of Michigan is
threatening Crandon, Phillips and
Park Falls, all Wisconsin towns with
a theater in each place. The villages
pf Wa'lace and Eagle in Michigan
have been burned to the ground.
Chippewa Falls, Prestigo, Lena and
Ocomto are other towns in the
threatened area.

Congratulates :
GEORGE

ARLISS

for his sparkling, witty and
human characterization in the
Warner
Bros, production,
"The Millionaire"

No. 16 of 1931

"Good Deeds"
Series

Maurice Abrahams Dies
Maurice Abrahams, 48, composer
and husband of Belle Baker, died suddenly early yesterday morning at his
home in New York City. Besides
his
bert,wife he is survived by a son, HerFrank Fay in Person
Frank Fay, now on his way east
from Hollywood, will make personal
appearances at the New York Strand
in connection with his new Warner
picture,opens
"God's
Gift to
which
Thursday
night.Women,"
"Meet the Wife" Release
"Meet the Wife," Al Christie production adapted from the Lynn Starling
stage
be Columbia's
third April success,
release. will
Laura
La Plante
and Lew Cody are featured.
Don Douglas in Theater Deal
Dallas — Don C. Douglas, secretary
of the local Film Board of Trade, will
do the film buying for the Strand,
Uvalde, Tex., recently sold by B. H.
Hunter to H. W. Little, with Douglas also reported interested in the
deal.
Legit. House Installs RCA
Installation of RCA Photophone
equipment is being made at the Belmont, legitimate house on West 48th
St. Lee Kugel will operate the theater.

The UP a UP
Film Daily
Tirhcautl'astion.
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Growing,
Growing
Every Day
And Covering
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Of the Industry
Through
Prestige
Reader Interest

And Reliability

SCORE CHARGE REDUCTION
ISWONBYM.P.T.O.A.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By

RALPH

W ILK

vyn LeRoy, Arthur Jones, Tony
(Continued from Page 1)
HOLLYWOOD
Gaudio,
Peter Shamroy, Manny Wolf,
gun at that time and completed a T? ALF HAROLDE, "suave heavy," Arthur Wenzel in the audience.
few days ago.
who played the menace opposite
The committee of M.P.T.O.A. ofIdol,"
"The signed
d
include
Bunn
Robinsonhasin been
ficials who waited on
Edward
FirstG.National,
for
Paramount has cast Juliette
M A. Lightman, Charles Piquet,
"Alexander
in
berg,
role
Wehren
Compton
and Helen Johnson to leadFred
,
heavy
play a
to
Frank C. Walker
Arhss.
George
Hamilton," starring
*
*
*
ing
roles
in "Daddy's Gone A-Hunt.
and M. J.inO'Toole
M. Fay reduction
E. Another
score charges
ing,"
and
Dell Henderson to "Queen
Our Passing Show: Leo Tover
at some future date is believed likely.
reading a letter from Ted Pahle, of Hollyivood."
the Parawho is a cameramanle, atFrance,
and
New Standard Equipment
mount studio, Joinvil
Ken Maynard has completed "The
who is also an enthusiastic reader of Two Gun Man" his second feature
Introduced by Pacent THE FILM DAILY; Erwin Gel- under his new Tiffany contract. Pro(Continued from Page 1)
and Albert Cohen playing tennis
duction will begin shortly on "Alias
will be sold outright at a cash price sey
at the Beverly Hills Club.
The Bad Man," to be followed by
*
*
*
with no compulsory service charges
"The Arizonian."
involved, says Louis Gerard Pacent,
Kubec Glasmon and John Bright,
president of the company.
What is expected to be the most who wrote "The Public Enemy" and
"First Aid," a glorification of the
"The Idol" for Warner Bros., are American ambulance surgeon, from
popular model in the line is the douworking on an untitled original, a magazine story by Mike Simmons,
ble projector sound-on-film installawhich will also be made by Warner will be the first Sono Art-World
tion at $1,695, and the new series Bros.
Wide to be cast and placed in work
will mean a saving of 20 per cent to
*
*
*
upon arrival of George W. Weeks,
the exhibitor, says Pacent.
who
is now on his way here to exthe "Dirigible" preGlimpses atan's
pedite production for the company.
e: Arthur
Chines
Graum
at
miere
*
*
*
National Ad Campaign
Caesar arriving in a silk hat; Gabe
ing his initial Coast preDan Totheroh has been signed by
Completed on Coast York attend
miere; Leland Hayward, Milton Paramount to prepare the adaptaWest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Rubin, Morrie
Holhwood — The new motion pic- Schwartz, Benny
tion for "The Rose of the Rancho,"
, Leon Schles- in which
Gelsey
Erwin
Dolores Del Rio and Richture department of Hanff-Metzger, Ryskind,
Merne,
ard Arlen ivill appear.
Ree, Bill Beaudi
headed by Hank Arnold, has com- inger, Max
pleted the first national newspaper
assistance advertising campaign ever
Distribs. Await Details
to be originated and completed on the
West Coast. The ads, on Gloria
On New Argentine Tax
Swanson's "Indiscreet," were preSpeculation was rife in New York
pared in collaborat:on with Harry film circles yesterday as to whether
B-and and Lance Heath, represent- or not the new Argentine tax, taking
ing Joseph M. Schenck. They will
of net profits of distribubreak in 20 key cities at the time 20 pertors, cent
is a marked improvement over
"Indiscreet" will be shown and will +he high tariff duty which the new
be released bv Bruce Gallup, adver- assessment replaces. Action of
t'sing head
United
in asso-of Enrique Perez, Minister of Finance,
ciation withofthe
New Artists,
York office
in issuing the decree yesterday folHanff-Metzger.
lowed vigorous protests made by
American distributors and Argentine
Famous Players Canadian theater men.
department executives in
Earned $5.05 Last Year NewForeign
York yesterday said that they
Reports for the year ended Au- lacked sufficient details concerning
gust 30. 1930, show Famous Players the new decree to be able to deterCanadian Corp., Ltd., has a net inmine how the plan will work out
come of $1,906,255 after interest, de- from their standpoint. It provides
D"-ec'at:on, proportion of movietone that the Government appoint a comwite-oft. federal taxes, etc., equivamission of six. composed of three
"«» to S5.05 a share, against $2,044,- Government officials, two of whom
?24 or $6.24 a share in 1929.
must be accountants, and three representatives offilm importers, to con<b;
trol the accounts.

th "Cohens-Kellys"
To Be Made bv Universal

Another of the "Cohens and Kel- Star Series Policy
''-" series. w!th George Sidney and
On Paramount Short?
Charlie Murrav, will be made for
Star series will principally be the
"nxt season's Universal schedule. It
will be entitled "The Cohens and paramount short subject oolicv during the new season, with producKellvs in Hollywood" and will be
the sixth of the feature series.
tions to be made at the New York
studio under supervision of Larry
Kent. Present program calls for 84
Added Attraction
shorts, 32 of which will be double
reelers.
Emptying of hostesses is the
Series to be included are: twolatest in minnie golf course opreelers.
Smith and Dale. Billv House,
erat:on. The putting field adLulu McConnell and Charles Ruei?cent to the Roxy has lined up
eles; sinele-reelers, Tom Howard,
oi^ht beauts who begin work
Burns and Allen, Lillian Roth and
Saturday.
Ethel Merman.

BROADWAY THEATERS
LOOK FOR RECORD WEEK
(Continued from Page 1)

rigible";
Mayfair,
"Cimarron";
Rivoli, "The Front Page."
"Strangers May Kiss," with Norma
Shearer starred, will be held for a
second week at the Capitol. Its firstweek gross is expected to approach
the house record held by "Anna

Dual Bills and Cut Prices
Christie."
Flop, (Continued
Says from
Exhib
Page 1)Leader
showmen to not cut prices, but tried
it in Lampasas and found they were
right, so I put the prices back. We
are out of the picture show now and
running a theater, so we must meet
the changed conditions by giving the
best and charging for the best."
Commenting on exhibitor-distributor tie-ups, Judge Walker said he is
not in favor of such affiliations for
fear they may turn out like some
of the franchise tie-ups of the past.

Goe Stays with Tiffany
Carl J. Goe is remaining with Tiffany as general sales manager. This
decision cancels his plans to join
the Oscar R. Hanson Corp. as genmanager, as announced several
weekseralago.
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Wall St. Financing for Hughes -Franklin Expansion

INDIE PRODUCT SHORTAGE CREATINGCRISIS
1931-32 Sales Season Opened
The Kids
— are back again
-By JACK

ALICOATE-

„ .
, Now that a definite
Patrons of trend has been es_
Tomorrow
tabHshed in bring.
ing the youngsters back to pictures, itmight not be out of order
to suggest the charting of a
straight course in regard to these
regular patrons of tomorrow.

Atlantic City Convention
Being Attended by
215 Delegates
Atlantic City — The first Big
Bertha in the 1931-32 sales season
will be fired by Paramount this morning when its four-day Eastern sales
convention gets under way. Indications are that about 215 will be
in attendance.
Sidney R. Kent will announce the
new
season's
product. George
Schaefer, Eastern division sales manager, will preside. Arrangements for
the convention have been made by
G. B. J. Frawley.

Wide-awake exhibitors appreciate
This morning's
(Continued session
on Page will
4) be givand will not again risk the loss of
juvenile patronage. We find them
offering special Kid Matinees and
Saturday morning performances. Adjusting their admission prices for
"Kiddie Clubs."
rs. Forming
youngstesouvenir
s to children. Having
Giving
a "Kid" page in their program. ConWarner Bros, have invaded San
ducting contests in schools and making their houses more attractive to Antonio with the acquisition of the
the younger generation in many Empire, an independent 1,600 seater,
ways. As a matter of established from Frank Brady, owner, effective
domestic record, our own picture- Oct. 1. Another theater just taken
minded youngsters take us, nine
(Continued
on Page 7)
times out of ten, to the picture of
their choice. So do millions of others.

WARNER BROS. INVADE
SAN ANTONIO TERRITORY

Iowa Amusement Tax
Defeated in Senate

Today by

20th Anniversary
Atlantic City — Plans for a
big jubilee in celebration of
Paramount's 20th anniversary
will be disclosed today by S.
R. Kent at the opening session
of the company's annual sales
convention here. Observance
wide.
of the event will be world-

San Francisco — Double-featuring
is the champion of box-office blunders and the policy has brought drastic results in houses operated by the
Kaliski-Harband Theaters, declares
Ray R. Kelsall, supervising manager
of the Eastbay neighborhood circuit.
He says: "An analysis of the situation leads
us to believe
(Continued
on Page that
7) the pa-

Directors Give Dinner
To Assistants on Coast
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A dinner will be given

tonight by the Directors' Branch of
Des Moines — By a vote of 28 to 21 the Academy of M. P. Arts and SciYou don't say so!
And now along with the State Senate has defeated the
to the Assistant Directors'
amusement tax bill which has caused Branch ences
of the Academy. The affair
sponsored films
is
intended
as a compliment to the
comes
sponsored Iowa exhibitors considerable apprevaudeville. And as a chaser, why not
hension since its introduction. Lead- assistants upon the constructive progress they have made, according to
ers in the fight against the measure
Grand Opera at the Met. advertising
a hair tonic, an international polo included Lester Martin, secretary of Frank Lloyd, chairman of the directors' branch.
match by a favorite brand of baked Allied Theaters of Iowa.
beans and the next World's Series
with the Athletics sponsoring a new
corset and the Giants the newest lipstick. It's business.

Bond Issue May Be Floated
By Hughes-Franklin Theaters

In line with our
charitable spirit of
Department giving constant and
gratuitous advice to
West Coast Bureau, THE
FILM
DAILY
this industry, we now propose an ofHollywood — John Arnold has been
ficial fault-finder in each head office
elected president of the American
and studio. His duty would be diametrically opposite that of the well- Society of Cinematographers, succeeding Hal Mohr. Arnold formerestablished "YES" man, for he would
ly
was
the
treasurer of the organization.
say "NO"(Continued
to everyon question
Page 2) and on

John Arnold Elected

Cinematographers' Head

Supply of Family Pictures
Falling Below the
Demand
Lack of independent ftatures is
forcing a crisis among New York
State and upper New Jersey exhibitors, according to Jack Bellman, vicepresident of Hollywood Pictures, independent distributors.
the(Continued
on Page Many
7)

'Drastic Results' from Double Bills
Reported by Coast Circuit Official

Sponsored
Vaudeville

Free Advice

Paramount

Hughes-Franklin Theaters is understood tobe planning to put a bond
issue on the market in connection
with the financing of its development

FRIEDMAN HANDLING ALL
COL. DISTRIBUTION ABROAD
Joe Friedman, who has been continental manager for Columbia, has
been placed in charge of all European distribution. He sails tonight
on
the Europa
after
several
weeks'
conferences
with
home
office
officials. Friedman will have offices in
Berlin and London, dividing his time
between the two places.

Harry Asher Returning
To Independent Field
HarryversalAsher,
whoBoston
held for
the many
Unifranchise at
years and retired from the exchange
business about eight months ago
when that company took over distribution of its own product there,
plans to return to the independent
field. He was in New York yesterday in connection with his new
project.

Ohio Stench Bomb Bill
Vetoed by Governor
Columbus — On the ground that it

was too loosely drawn, the bill passed
program. Noah Dietrich, financial by the Legislature providing heavy
man for Howard Hughes, arrives in penalties for throwing or possessing
New York today to work out details stench bombs in theaters has been
of the plan.
vetoed
by(Continucdthe Governor.
deon Pane 7) He

*7
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154 Crescent St.
STillwell 4-7940

Dr. Mees Will Preside
At SMPE Color Session
Dr. C. E. K. Mees, director of research for Eastman Kodak and a
foremost authority on photography,
will preside at a special color photography session to be held during
the Society of Motion Picture Engineers' spring meeting in Hollywood, May 25 to 29. At this session
a number of papers will be given by
leading authorities and specialists in
the various color processes and out
standing examples of color photog
raphy will be shown.
Tomasino Back on Job
Haven, Conn. — Michael Tomasino, operator of the White Way
and Legion, both of this city, has
resumed active management of the
houses after an illness of several
months.
New

2%

Extending Buying Combine

Chicago — Illinois Allied plans to
extend its booking combine to include country and down state theaters. The buying central is serving between 35 and 40 theaters in
Chicago and the body is aiming at
doubling its membership.
It is expected that an effort will
be made to enroll the entire membership of Allied Theater Owners of
Illinois, numbering about 150 theaters, into the booking combine.
U's "Iron Man" for Globe
"Iron Man," Universal picture
starring Lew Ayres, opens at the
Globe on Friday for its Broadway
run. Jean
Harlow is Ayres' leading
woman
.

Francisco.
Apr. 29- 22: International Exhibitors' Con•29 : Spring
meeting of the Society
gress. Rome.
of Motion Picture Engineers. Hotel
May 18Roosevelt. Hollywood. Cal
-27: Annual convent:on of the M.P.
May 2526
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri,
and St. Joseph, Mo.

Mary
NolanS.forKrellberg
"Public Enemies"
Sherman
announced
yesterday that he had signed Mary
Nolan for the star role in "The
Enemies of the Public," an original
story by Charles Reed Jones, which
will go into production in Fort Lee
next Monday. Johnny Walker will
play the leading role opposite Miss
Nolan, and Lou Tellegen. Bert West,
stage player, has been engaged for
another important part. Lawrence
Windom will direct. Harold Godsoe
will be the assistant director, and
duction.Zukor will photograph the proFrank

Lou Lusty Leaves Warners
Lou Lusty has resigned as publicity man for the Warner metropolitan theaters and has been replaced by Frank Smeltzer. Lusty has
G. R. O'Neill Joins Erpi Subsidiary been confined to his home for the
G. R. O'Neill, formerly of Pathe,
has joined Talking Picture Programs, past week on account of illness and
resigned Saturday in order to take
Inc., Erpi subsidiary, who are install- health.
a vacation in an effort to regain his
ing talkie apparatus in the leading
hotels of the country.

%
%
%
%
1%
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"Skippy" Plays 2 St. L. First-Runs
St. Louis After playing to big
it business at —the
Ambassador, Paramount's "Skippy" has been transferred to another local first-run, the
Missouri.

i

8 J. E. Brulatour, Inc. i
8«K

Hollywood
it 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica W
J.t CALumet 3692
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Nat'l Cinema, Howe-Stevens Merge
St. Louis — National Cinema Service has acquired the Howe-Stevens
Service, non-theatrical picture producer with a studio here.
Topeka House Reopens
Topeka,
Kan. — The
Isis has
opened after being remodeled.
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JOE FRIEDMAN, Columbia foreign chief,
sails tonight on the Europa.
JOE BRANDT arrived in New York yesterday from the coast.
GIOVANNI MARTINELLI, opera star,
Italy.
who has been making Vitaphone musical
shorts, sailed yesterday on the Vulcania for
MRS.

REGINALD BARKER
terday on the Aciuitania.

sailed yes-

Your Problems!

Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specie I stsin

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY,

N. Y. C.

BRyant 9-3040

re-

City.
-17: Paramount eastern sales convention. Hotel Ambassador, Atlantic

: Lambs Gambol. Metropolitan Opera
House. New York.
Apr. 19 -22: Warner Bros. Eastern sales conApr. 20
vention. Traymore. Atlantic City.
RKO
Pathe sales convention,
Drake Hotel. Chicago.
■24 : Paramount western sales convention. Palace Hotel. San Francisco.
-24: State Convention of Indiana Indorsee of Photoplays. Claypool
Apr.
22'
Apr. 23
Hotel. Indianapolis.
Laemmle Anniversary Dinner Dance
of Universal Club. Hotel Edison,
Apr. 25
New
York.
-May 1 : Warner Bros. Western salea
convention. Hotel St. Francis, San

Reflecting an expected announcement of unfavorable earnings for the
Montreal — "Crimes against the law last quarter of 1930, Fox Film stock
shall never be permitted in such a yesterday dropped more than three
way as to inspire sympathy with the points to a new low for the year,
crime as against law and justice or with other motion picture shares suffering a severe setback in sympathy.
to inspire others with the desire for
imitation," according to the new Paramount ended with a nejt loss ot
standards adopted by the province 2H, Loew V/s and RKQ \y&.
of Quebec censors. The code is generally much more liberal than the
old one.
Allied Ass'n Unit in Illinois

jfEasttnian Films li
%
v
j;
Chicago

Apr. 15

Amusement Stocks Drop
On Fox Earnings Report

"Cimarron" Runs to May 2
RKO's "Cimarron" will end its oin Columbia Des Moines Sales Staff
popular price engagement at the
Des Moines — Joe Levy, manager
Mayfair on May 2. The feature will of the Columbia exchange, has added
—
be replaced by RKO Pathe's "Born Curtis C. Brydon and Robert P.
nett.Love," starring Constance Ben- Abelson to the sales staff. Abelson
Cincy Court Upholds Picketing
to
was formerly with Warner Bros.
Cincinnati — Judge Alfred Mack in
Common Pleas Court has handed
Columbia Television by June 1
Services for Jethro Warner
down a decision refusing to enjoin
Television activities by the ColumFuneral services for Jethro Warthe Motion Picture Operators' Probia Broadcasting Co. will start about
ner, 56, stage and screen actor, who
tective Council, Local No. 165, from
1, upon completion of altera- died Sunday, will be held today uncarrying a banner in front of the June tions
now being made at the comder the auspices of the Actors' Fund
Evanston, operated by William Finke.
pany's studios on Madison Ave. of America.
This will make the fifth television
Iy*#V»* *♦>♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦> V#*>4 W» ♦>♦♦♦>♦>*♦*>♦♦* ♦♦♦*♦•,♦ broadcaster in the New York area.
—
—
—

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
DCCr

Titled
"Mystery
"The
Mystery
of Life" of
will Life"
be the
title of the Clarence Darrow picture
on evolution being made in the east
{Continued from Page 1)
every occasion. The far-reaching by Universal. Work is nearing comand brilliant thought in mind is that
pletion at the Audio Cinema studio
from material collected in part by
by
saying
"NO"
the
subject
involved
is thereby and forthwith opened to Samuel Cummins and Milton Kolb.
controversy by others, in place of The picture aims to take a scientific
biological story and present it
personal adjudication by a single self- and
dramatically.
appreciative mind. We know the
idea is worth a trial, for we have one
in our office.

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Mutual 5356
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THE FACTS SO FAR
and it's just beginning:
PHILADELPHIA— Largest gross of
year at Mastbaum!
KANSAS CITY— Breaking every
record!
MEMPHIS — Beats any picture of past
few years!
LOUISVILLE—
Tremendous /
NASHVILLE—
Opening biggest in
history!
SYRACUSE— Beating the year's
biggest! BURG — Best business in
HARRIS
months!
BALTIMORE— Biggest ever!
NEW

YORK— Capitol records going!
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Paramount Convention Today

Opens 1931-32 Sales Season
(Continued from Page

1)

Real Test

en over to problems of the foreign
Screen tests for new Fox
department and of the news reel and
talent hereafter will be made
short subject divisions. Speakers will
by having the candidates apGrabe J. H. Seidelman, John Cecil
pear in one-act playlets or
ham and Ike Blumenthal. Emanuel
vaudeville sketches, instead of
Cohen also will discuss plans fot
the usual practice of merely reproducing Paramount Sound Newscording a voice and camera
reels in France, Spain and Germany.
test.
Kent's keynote address on next
season's production will be the highW. H. Erbb, E. Ruff, A. M. Kane,
light of this afternoon's
session.
is understood
he will report,
amongIt J. T. Howard, J. F. Cubbins, J.
other things, that the campaign
started at the convention last spring Moore, T. Duane; New Haven — E.
X. Callahan; C. W. Powers, H. Gerto bring children back to the the- maine, A. E. Poulton, P. J. Riordan;
aters has been a big success.
Maine — J. H. Stevens, E. C. Bradley,
Adolph Zukor will make the fea- W. L. Hughes, D. Sweeney; New
ture address of Thursday's morning
J. J. Unger; M. S. Kusell, M.
meeting. At this session also Kent York—
Broad, M. E. Sattler, I. Lesser, T.
will introduce George Akerson, form- J. Bennett, H. Loun, C. Hendrickerly secretary to President Hoover,
who resigned recently to become a son; Brooklyn, H. Randell, B. G.
Kranze, E. H. Bell, L. Bergson; JerParamount executive. Other speaksey— E. W. Sweigert, M. Kurtz, A.
ers will be Charles E. McCarthy,
Gebhart,
J. Ferley; Albany— K. G.
Russell Holman and A. O. DillenC. G. Eastman, R. D.
beck and J. A. Clark. Thursday Robinson,
Haves, H. R. Bassett, L. Beecher;
afternoon's addresses will be made by Buffalo— M. W. Kempner, W. A.
Ralph Kohn, Sam Katz and Kent.
Leith, M. Rose, F. J. Young, G.
Friday will be given over to sec- Westergren; Philadelphia — W. E.
tional meetings of branch and district managers. The sessions will Smith, P. A. Bloch, J. F. Kirby, H.
adjourn late Friday afternoon so that Rubin, V. Goldberg, T. Aber, U.
officials of the corporation may catch Smith, G. Beattie; Washington — H.
a special train for San Francisco Hunter, J. Oulahan, H. C. Thompson, C. A. Wingfield, R. M. Grace,
where the western division convenG.
M.
Richardson; Cleveland — J. E.
tion will be held April 22 to 25 in- Fontaine,
J. Himmelein, M. Greenclusive.
Executives and other home office wald, G. A. Robb, M. Cummins, H.
men in attendance include Adolph Roth, J. Spiegle; Columbus — M. R.
Zukor, S. R. Kent, Sam Katz, E. Clark, J. B. Gardner, G. H. Peterson,
J. Ludvigh, Ralph A. Kohn, Emil H. J. Eberts, T. L. Erwin, H. GalE. Shauer, George J. Schaefer, John braith; Pittsburgh— H. H. Goldstein,
D. Clark, Eugene J. Zukor, Charles E. M. Stuve, D. Kimmelman, F.
E. McCarthy, Russell Holman, Myers, Jr., G. Elmo, A. Valentour;
George Akerson, Dr. Emanuel Stern, Cincinnati — G. A. Smith, T. Saunders, M. Kaplan, H. Rollins, R. WilFrank Meyers, G. B. J. Frawley,
liams, J. C. Rodman, A. Fromuth;
James A. Clark, John H. Hammell,
Leon J. Bamberger, Lawrence Flynn, Atlanta— H. G. Ballance, D. Prince,
A. O. Dillenbeck, William Sussman, J. D. Campbell, E. B. Price, L. C.
G. Knox Haddow, Horman Lorber, Lowe, C. Goodson, O. L. Freeman;
S. A. LeRoy, Emanuel Cohen, Stan- Memphis— P. S. Wilson, W. F.
Bugie, H. Owen, G. Wray, D. Reed;
ley Waite, Miles Gibbons, Sam Dem- Charlotte— P. Longdon, E. H. Crobow, Jr., E. J. Chatkin, A. M. Bots- well, E. M. Adams, R. S. Mitchell,
ford, T. C. Young, John H. Fitzgibbons, John Balaban, Leon Netter, R. E. Parson, W. G. Bradley; Jacksonville, S. E. Chestnut, M. L.
William Saal, Bert Kelly, Harry
Rubin, Milton Feld, Joseph H. Sei- Stevens, O. O. Ray, J. H. Wheatlev;
delman, George Weltner, O. R. New Orleans— H. F. Wilkes, F. P.
Geyer, Albert Doane, John Cecil Murphy, W. Shiell, Jr., E. E. Shinn,
Graham, Ike Blumenthal, Paul Alli- H. Brunies; Dallas — J. B. Dugger,
son, Weldon Waters, Don Velde, S. R. Simpson, H. L. Dean, C. E.
House, H. Simmons, R. T. Kav; San
Jerry Novat, Arch Reeve. Earl WinRart, Alfred Wilkie, Frank Vreeland, Antonio— H. E. Pickett, S. O'Hara,
Wallace West, Cliff Lewis, Alvin F. Larned. L. W. McClintock, K.
Adams, Robert Moriarty, Leonard Chalman; Toronto — M. A. Milligan,
J. Hunter, H. Q. Burns, L. D. HatDaly, Vincent
Trotta Leslie
and" Carl
Harfield, E. Stuckey, W. T. O'Neill;
rison, Creed Neeper,
Whelan,
Frank Harris, John L. Murphy, and Montreal— E. English, T. Dowbiggan; St. John— P. J. Hogan; WinniF. Wynne-Jones.
peg—D. M. Brickman; Calgary— W.
Branch office delegates include:
Boston
Exchange — T. H. Bailey, O. Kelly; Vancouver — W. Hanscher.

Steal Equipment
St. Louis — Burglars bored
holes in a door at the American, on S. 12th Blvd., and stole
the sound equipment and projection machines. Otto H. Rawhut is owner of the house.

Donald
Jacocks Honored
New Haven, Conn. — Donald Jacocks, now booker for Warner houses
in New York, was tendered a testimonial dinner at the Hotel Taft here
recently by his former associates in
the New Haven Warner office. He
was
silver. presented with a large set of

MORNING!
Executives
Everywhere
In the
Motion Picture
Industry
Invaribly
Start off
Their day
By reading
Film Daily.
With them
It's a
14 year
Happy habit
:THE

IKNEKSMfa
Of IILMDQM
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Timely Topics

EXPLOITETTES
A. Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas
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Extensive Tie-up Made
To Draw German Fans
'"TO increase interest in German dialogue films and create
greater patronage for theaters
playing German pictures, a fivecornered tie-up with far reaching possibilities has been arranged by the Leo Brecher enterprises between Brecher's Little Carnegie Playhouse, the
"Staats-Zeitung" and "Herold,"
The New York City Board of
Education, Radio station WMCA
and the North German Lloyd
steamship company. The tie-up
is built around a German spelling and language contest to be
held at the Little Carnegie where
"Zwei Herzen im 34 Takt" is
playing. The Board of Education will send letters to all high
schools requesting the pupils to
read the "Staats-Zeitung," a
morning paper, and the "Herold,"
published evenings, and to follow
through on contest broadcasts
over WMCA. The three best
German language scholars will
be selected from each school to
compete in the contest at the
theater. The main prize will be
a trip to Germany on a North
German Lloyd Liner. Brecher
executives are now working out
final details of the plan, which is
expected to be completed within
the month.
*
*
*

Mechanical Man
Plugs Keaton Pix
M. S. Suggs of
AGER
]y[AN
the
Paramount, Bristol,
Tenn., used several excellent
stunts in putting over "Parlor,
Bedroom and Bath." One of the
stunts was a mechanical man in
front of the lobby passing out
cards. This man was clad in
a loud suit of pajamas and would
take cards from a small easel;
the cards containing copy about
the picture. The man worked in
front of the theater.
— Paramount, Bristol, Tenn.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
-

IN

maaeaa
Of H1MDQM

Rentals reported cut in southeastern territory. *
*
*
Pathe Exchange grossed $14,000,000 in 1920. Reported Paul Brunet
may retire as*president.
*
*
Famous Players to film "The Little Minister." Betty Compson as
Lady Babbie.

PHILM.DALY
•

•

•

OVER

THE

Central theater on Broadway they have

a captive baby blimp as a ballyhoo for "Dirigible"
the
other morn the Navy dirigible Los Angeles flew right over the
theater
the ballyhoo baby blimp hadn't been set in position so early in the morning
and a goop employed at
Columbia saw the Los Angeles go over the theater
he
dashed excitedly up to the ossif, yelling that the ballyhoo blimp
had broken loose
the publicity staff rushed to the windows and mournfully watched the Los Angeles, now a mere
speck in
advertise
and boys
return it

the distance
some bright boy suggested: "Let's
a reward for its return."
so if any of you girls
find the Los Angeles in your backyard, will you kindly
to Columbia, and collect the reward?

• • BY WAY of kidding Hollerword, the home of talking shadows, the largest factory for producing flesh-and-blood
shows is in full blast right in its midst
there is something sardonically ironical in that
just 12 years ago Fanchon and Marco were just a dancing act in vaude
today
they head a mammoth organizashe employing 2,000 performers
producing vaude and unit presentations in 36 cities
a new
act almost every week is turned out
they occupy seven

A Digest of
Current Opinion

— ©—
Mental Catalogue
Of Film Types
film actors
in HollyJ{ the
MENTAL
catalogue
of all
wood with a classification of the
special talent and abilities of
each would be a most valuable
asset to a director. For every
role there is some actor who is
uniquely qualified to play it. To
be able to make the best selection for a cast, the director
should have a mental picture of
hundreds of film actors in their
favorite roles. This being manifestly impossible, exhaustive taste
of as many people as can be considered isthe next
best method.
— Melville
Brown

•

large buildings
in this Idea Factory, the "Ideas" are conceived, cast, rehearsed and made ready for nation-wide tour without any member of the production
staff leaving the buildings
all this is more or less stereotyped dope, interesting but
merely statistical
what intrigues us is the fact that youngsters showing promise are entered in huge training classes
they get expert coaching along the lines of the things they are
best adapted to do
no hit or miss system here
which makes us wonder why the film studes can't adopt the same
idea
many an extra has been submerged
for years, till
some accidental break gave 'em a chance to do the things they
can do superlatively well
and then the producers yelp
about their Great Screen Find
under the Fanchon
and
Marco system, these players would have been captivating the
public and earning big dough for all hands years before
not to mention potential talent in the armies of extras who never
even got before the camera or the mike
and drifted out
of Hollywood
and into oblivion
while the studios keep
hollering for new faces and new personalities
mebbe a
school f6r proper coaching of ALL promising screen material
conducted by the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
f'r instance
would prove the Great Boon they have been
searching for since film studios were built
in other industries they use their Raw Material
in the film biz they
dump it into the discard
if the system can build a milliondollar organizashe like Fanchon and Marco, seems reasonable to
suppose it can help the films
whose raw material is stupendous
*
*
*
*
• • • BERT LAHR, star of "Flying High" and "Hold
Everything," will start to work on his first talkie, a screen version of "Flying High," for M-G-M in July
Bert is currently wowing 'em at the Palace
N. Brewster
Morse,
screen writer, is suffering from a severe case of title-trouble
he advertised the titles of his two plays scheduled for
Broadway production in the Year Book. ...... .and both titles
are being used by film producers
the titles are "Tarnished
Lady" and "The Inside Story."
Sorry, boys and girls
no
Dirt
to
dish
up
today
but
be downhearted
lookit all the other kolyums at your don't
disposal

«

«

«

»

»

»

Largest Buyer
Gets First Attention
£IDNEYing situation
KENT inputs
the book-in
a nutshell
a letter to the M.P.T.O.A., in
which he declares that Paramount seeks to sell its product
intensively and that, while it
does not insist upon block booking, it naturally will give preference to those exhibitors taking
the greatest proportion of the
program. Felix Feist and others
have announced similar stands.
It will not be insisted that the
product be taken in a block,
but it is the most elementary
business proposition that the
largest buyers should receive
first attention. There may be
slight difference between this
attitude and block booking, but
it would seem to be common
sense to seek to sell the entire
product
— and generally it is.if possible
— Jay Emanuel,
"The Exhibitor"

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to the following members of the inbirthdays :dustry, who are celebrating their

Richard
AprilC. Travers
15
James Jeffries
Mabel Haskell
Basil B. Mallicoat
J. Schwartz
J. Horowitz
Edward E. Mullin

-. &&*l
O

LATEST HOLLYWOOD
■■

Five More Contracts
Are Renewed by M-G-M
M-G-M has signed new long-term

Yachting to New York
John Barrymore is having
his yacht, the Infanta, overhauled in preparation for a
trip to New York this summer by way of the Panama
Canal. Barrymore recently
finished "The Mad Genius" for
Warner Bros, and his wife,
Dolores Costello, will soon
complete "Expensive Women."
They will take their baby
along.

HAPPENINGS

Coast Wire Service ==========

C

►//

Tyler, Cody and Shuf ord
For Monogram Westerns

A LITTLE from "LOTS

contracts with Joan Crawford, Polly
By RALPH
Moran, Becky Gardiner, and two directors, George Hill and Marcel de
Sano.
A/fARQUIS Henri de la Falaise
has been assigned his third
Gus Shy, stage comedian, reports
at M-G-M on April 20 to resume French production at the Radio Picwork on his contract, which has 16
tures studios. This will be "The
more weeks to run.
Next Corner," which Herbert Brenon
is filming for Radio with Kay Francis featured in the American version.
Fox Assigns Players
The
Marquis has selected Jeanne
Jean Hersholt, John Swor, Ruth
Helbling
and Geymond Vital for the
Donnelly, Goodee Montgomery and French version
leads.
Rosalie Roy have been assigned parts
in Fox's "Transatlantic." Dixie Lee
Andrew Callaghan of Technicolor
will have a featured part in "Over
The Hill," with Howard Phillips, is all smiles these days. His son,
Donald Dillaway, Nat Pendleton,
aided the Hollywood AthJames Kirkwood, Gerard Stewart "Duke,"
letic Club team in winning first
and Cecelia Parker. Henry King will honors at A.A.U. swimming meet
direct. George Byron has been
in Chicago. "Duke,'* who is only 17,
signed for the cast of "Hush Money," also clipped several seconds from
featuring Joan Bennett and Hardie his former records. He has the disAlbright.
tinction of being the youngest man
ever to be entered in national comPreparing "Queer People"
Raymond Schrock and Howard petition.
Green, well-known screen writers,
Grover Jones and William Slavens
have been signed by Howard Hughes
to write the continuity and dialog McNutt, who wrote the screen play
for "Queer People," that satire of and dialogue for "Tom Sawyer," have
Hollywood by Carroll and Garrett
the script for "HuckleGraham. The Graham brothers have completed
berry Finn." They also wrote the
been retained to write screen treat- scenario and dialogue for "The Conment of "Rivets," unproduced play
quering Horde."
by John McDermott, which Hughes
*
*
*
also will picturize, both being for
Prior Karns
to hishad
work
in flown
"Dirigible,"
United Artists release. Leo McCarey Roscoe
never
in an
will direct "Queer People."
airplane. Since working in the pic±
ture he has been in the air more
than 30 hours.
Bryan Foy*s Indie Feature
*
*
m
"Half Way to Hell," by Anthony
Coldeway, is to be the first feature
Dave Garber has been promoted
to be made by Byran Foy as an independent producer. Agnes Ayres, to technical director, in charge of
Grant Withers, George Cooper and the construction of sets at Pathe.
Noah Beery are among the members
of the cast.
When the annual award for the
best screen cinematography is held,
Melville Brown's Next
"Cimarron" is expected to be an outstanding candidate. Eddie CronMelville Brown's
next directorial
jager
had
Richard
effort for RKO will be "The Lady," Dix, star of photographed
the picture, in several
from the stage success. Irene Dunne
has been selected for the leading role. Paramount releases.

"Humanette" by Paul Gerard Smith
Paul Gerard Smith has sold a short
original, "The Gunman at Home" to
Leigh Jason, who is producing it as
the 11th in his "Humanette" series
for RKO release.
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Francis Edwards Faragoh has been
invited to attend the Philadelphia
Hedgerow theater's production of his
play, "Pinwheel." This play, which
was a hit in New York and Europe,
was Faragoh's initial dramatic effort. Ann Harding gained her early
stage training under Jasper Deeter.
at the Hedgerow theater.
*
*
*

Monogram Pictures has signed
Tom Tyler to star in eight of the 16
WILK
westerns to be released through this
James Gleason declares that the exchange system in 1931-32.
earliest known cure for dandruff was
The second series of eight will
feature a new starring team created
the guillotine.
*
*
*
by Monogram, consisting of Bill
Glenn Tryon did his initial comic Cody and Andy Shuford. Cody is a
work in pictures for Hal Roach. recognized western star, having previously been on the F.B.O. program,
The latter offered him a contract
after viewing him on the stage in while Andy Shuford is a 12-year-old
George Tyler's
of "Bab." cowboy who made a hit in "The B'g
* production
*
*
Trail," "The Great Meadow" and "A
Hazel Flynn, who is the "Rob Rider
of the Plains."
Production
of both series starts at
Reel" of the Chicago "American," once.
is making the rounds of the studios.
*
*
»

Spencer Bennet and George RoSpencer Tracy in Hughes Film
gan, who were fellow oarsmen on
the Harlem River several years ago,
Spencer Tracy has been borrowed
have been re-united. Bennet has from Fox for the leading role in
"Ground Hogs," tentative title of the
started directing "Facing the Gal- aviation
comedy to be made next by
lows," the first of a series of 15
two reel dramatic subjects based on Howard Hughes for United Artists.
"In the Shadows," Nick Harris' Edward Sedgwick wrote the story
book, which deals with famous de- and will direct. Continuity and dialogue are by Robert Benchley, Ebba
tective cases. Rogan is writing the
Havez and Carroll and Garrett Grascreen plays for the subjects.
ham.
*
*
*
Josephine Lovett, who is just completing work on the script, "Stepdaughters of War," which will star
Ruth Chatterton, was graduated from
Sargent's dramatic school, New York.
During her stage career, she acted
with Henry Miller and other stars.
*
*
*
A simile — As certain as death,
taxes — and uninvited guests at a
Hollywood party.
*
*
*
Richard Wallace, upon expiration
of his Paramount contract in June,
will become affiliated with another
organization, it is reported. The director, who recently completed work
on "Kick In," starring Clara Bow,
is understood to have several offers
awaiting his consideration.
*
*
*
M-G-M has acquired film rights
to Faith Baldwin's "Skyscraper," to
be published in "Cosmopolitan Magazine" in the near future.
*
*
*

Jimmy Durante Coming West
Jimmy Durante, the Broadway
night club and stage comedian signed
by M-G-M, will come to Hollywood
in the near future to begin work
under his contract. Durante is now
appearing in the revue, "The New
Yorkers," with his partners, Lew
Clayton and Eddie Jackson.
Sutherland to Direct Cantor
Eddie Sutherland has been borrowed from Paramount to direct Eddie Cantor in "Palmv Days," the
new comedy which will be produced
by
Samuel Goldwyn for United
Artists.
Columbia Signs Charles S. Belden
Columbia has added Charles S.
Belden. newspaperman, playwright
and scenarist to its writing staff.

"Miracle Woman" Cast Completed
Jo Swerling is well represented on
the screen and at Columbia. He
Signing of Al Stewart, Thelma
wrote the screen play for "Dirigible," Hill and Harry Todd completes the
which is at Grauman's Chinese, and cast of Columbia's "The Miracle
for "Ten Cents a Dance," which is
at the Los Angeles Orpheum. He
also did the scripts for "The Miracle
Woman" and "The Good Bad, Girl" Woman."
the
only pictures in production at
Archainbaud's 50th
Columbia.
With the launching of pro*
*
*
To get authentic data for his
duction on "Helga" for RKO,
screen play "Marcheta," which
George
Archa'nbaud
begins
ihs
Lawrence
Tibbett,
on
completion
will be made by Radio Pictures,
direction of his 50th
picture.
Louis Stevens will visit the bvll fight of his present schedule of concert
Archainbaud came to Hollyarena at Jaurez, Mexico. Stevens, engagements, will return to the
wood in 1922, after working
M-G-M
studio
to
begin
work
in
a
who is writing the story based on new film.
in pictures under his father in
France. He first directed
Victor Schertzinger's song hit, has
*
*
*
written several novels and biograElaine Hammerstein and ConGeorge E. Stone has been given
phies, including "All the King's
Horses" and "Here Comes Pancho an important role by First National
way Tear'e in Selznick's "One
"n "Five Star Final."
Week of Love."
Villa."
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REPORTS DRASTIC RESULTS
FROM DOUBLE FEATURES

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
~mBy HARRY

(.Continued from Page 1)
ATURRAY ROTH, director-in-chief
trons believe you are offering them a
at the Warner Vitaphone stubargain because you have purchased
dios, has made another raid on
the goods at a bargain price your- Broadway and is preapring an announcement of some brand new talself. It has always been my contenent which he unearthed. Jack Haley,
tion that the secret of success in the
show business is a well balanced pro- popular comedian who has appeared
gram. Short subjects play an im- in "Good News," "Follow Thru" and
portant part in this respect.
many other Broadway musical successes is the latest Vitaphone recruit.
"Another drawback of the double
feature is the disappointment of the He will appear in a baseball yarn
patrons attending the second show. called "Success" which was written
The combined running time of the Dy Fred Allen.
,double feature makes it impossible
for them to see both features. Again
Ben Bloomfield, formerly of Parathey feel they have been duped. In
mount and more recently with Simmy est.mation the double feature has
Comedies, has been approven itself a bad bargain all the pie Simon
pointed studio manager of the RKO
way around. To continue the prac- Pathe studio in Long Island City.
tise stamps your house as an emporium of cheap entertainment and
Lee Renee, social registerite, lent
eventually puts a de luxe cinema palproper atmosphere to a recent Vitalace in the grind class."
phone short with a society background .. . Mildred Lasker, tormerly
of the Universal exchange, has
turned to acting, having appeared in
several shorts made at the Warner
(Continued from Page 1)
studio.
clared that such a law is badly need- Vitaphone
ed, but believed that the act as
framed is unconstitutional and makes
Walter Strenge has joined the
no exceptions for banks, police and Paramount camera staff. He will be
pthers authorized to have tear bombs assisted by Frank Landi.
in their possession.

Ohio Stench Bomb Bill
Vetoed by Governor

Press
Luncheon for Floyd Gibbons
Floyd Gibbons, war correspondent
and
NBC
radio personality,
whose
entry into the movies as the star of
an RKO
Pathe series titled "Floyd
(Gibbons'
Supreme Thrills" was announced this week by A. P. Waxman, will be tendered a press lunchbon by RKO
Pathe and NBC today
at the St. Regis Roof, Fifth Ave. and
>5th St. Among those who will atend are Hiram Brown, Frank Buck,
H. H. Aylesworth,
Grantland
Rice,
J. H. Turner, S. L. (Roxy)
Rothafel, Mark Luescher, Amedee J. Van
Beuren,
Terry
Ramsaye,
Maurice
Kann,
Sime
Silverman,
Jack
Ali:oate, Ned
E. Depinet
and
C. J.
icollard.
Fox Sued Over Lexington Ave. Site

Warner Bros. Invade
San Antonio Territory
(Continued from Page

1)

is the Trenton,
over by Warners
Lynchburg, W. Va.
At the Earle, Philadelphia, Warners have decided on a change in
policy, and starting Friday, eight
vaudeville acts in addition to the picture will be programmed.
Western for 31 Publix Houses
Boston — Herman Rifkin, president
of Hollywood Films Corp., Boston,
distributors of Syndicate and Monogram output in the New England
territory, has booked "The Mystery
Trooper," Syndicate's latest talking
serial, into 31 Publix theaters
throughout this territory.
Carl (Red) Crawford recently joined the staff of Hollywood Films as
city salesman.

Action to foreclose i mechanics'
lean on the property in 58th St., between Third and Lexington Aves.,
pn which the Fox Film planned to
Duild a theater, and for $150,000 damages for breach of contract, was beLower Electric Bills for St. Louis
gun yesterday in the Supreme Court
St. Louis — If the new schedule of
by Aronberg-Fried Co.. Inc., contractors.
rates submitted by the Union ElecBuilding operations on the protric Light & Power Co. is approved
posed theater were suspended a lit- by the state Public Service Commisle over a year ago. Others named
sion, local theaters will save more
n the suit as defendants are Fox
than 25 per cent in their electric light
bills.
(Theaters, Inc.; Roxy Circuit, Inc.;
Real Estate Enterprises, Inc., and the
exington Ave. and 59th St. Corp.
Goldhar and Elliott Honored
Detroit — Jack Goldhar and A. M.
Elliott, two retired members of the
Yiddish House in Paris
Film Board of Trade, were given a
Paris — A theater that will
testimonial dinner Monday night at
specialize in Yiddish talking
the Book-Cadillac Hotel. Elliott was
films will soon be opened here.
president at the time of his retirement. Goldhar was appointed district
It
w'll
be
the
first
of
its
kind
in France.
manager
for United Artists last
month.

N.

BLAIRi

Joe Penner,
comic, wowed
in a personal
the Beacon in

Vitaphone's stuttering
a Broadway audience
appearance made at
conjunction with the

showing
"Making
est short of
comedy.

Good," his lat-

LACK OF INDIE PRODUCT
BRINGING ABOUT CRISIS
(Continued from Page 1)

aters will be forced to close before
summer

unless the supply of "wholesome, family pictures" is greatly increased to meet the demand, says

Bellman. "Sophisticated and gangster features offered by the larger
Paula Schmidt, fresh from Germany, was chosen by Ernst Lubitsch circuits are not box-office attractions
for the role of a Tyrolean girl in to the smaller independent houses,
"The Smiling Lieutenant," while where the community is one of homevisiting her sister, Frieda Schmidt, life and not night-life," Bellman told
studio manicurist.
a Film Daily representative yesterday. "The outlet is ready but the
production of available independent
Thursday night is Paramount night productions is at a standstill. Wouldat the Park Central Hotel pool.
be producers cannot secure financial
backing, no matter what they offer
as a story or star. The field is wide
Maurice Chevalier, having comopen. The independent shownmen
pleted his role in "The Smiling Lieu- are prepared to pay reasonable
tenant," isplanning a brief vacation
in Atlantic City with Kid Francis, prices for good, but not necessarily
lightweight boxer, a friend of long exceptional, pictures. Right now is a
standing.
great chance for production and if it
does not come, it's hard to say what
Yvonne Vallee, headlining at various New York theaters, is no relation to Rudy Vallee. However, this
diminutive French comedienne is very
closely related to another celebrity,
being Mrs. Maurice Chevalier in private life.

will happen."
Photophone Equips 2 Hotels
RCA
Photophone
has been
installed in the Biltmore Hotel, Phoenix Ariz., and the Broadmoor Hotel,
Colorado Springs, Colo.

M]\ Scan theatre reports on such PARAMOUNT

knockouts as "Animal

-*" Crackers", "Manslaughter", "Anybody's Woman",

"Monte Carlo",

"Feet First", "Tom Sawyer", "Morocco", "Dishonored", "Scandal Sheet"
and "Skippy" — to pick a few at random — and you've found another of the
many reasons exhibitors today have PARAMOUNT foremost in their
minds in thinking of product for the present and for the future.
■fc * T>^MNJtW
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Star Series Out on Paramount9 s 1931-32 Program

govTends SUIT AGAINST fox
35-40 Tiffany -World Wide
Details of Merger With
Educational Formally
Announced
From

35 to 40 features is next

year's tentative program for the combined Tiffany and World Wide forces
under the merger with Educational,
E. W. Hammons told The Film
Daily yesterday at the luncheon in
Sardi's, where the completion of the
deal was formally announced to the
press. It 's expected that Tiffany
and World Wide will be joined as
one feature production unit, turning
out an aggregate
number
of pic(Continued

on

Page

Decision Reserved
After a hearing yesterday in
the suit brought by Edwin M.
Stanton, stockholder, against
Nicholas M. Schenck, David
M. Bernstein and Arthur
Loew, charged with making an
illegal profit of $9,200,000 in
the sale of Loew stock control
to Fox, Supreme Court Justice S. Cotillo reserved decision until April 20 on a motion
to dismiss the suit for lack of
sufficient facts. Nathan Burkan and Henry W. Taft represented the defendants.

8)

Features Next

Transfer of Loew Stock to New Corporation
Gets Court Okay and Ends Long Litigation
Washington

Bureau

of THE

Clayton Act through
to an end yesterday
U. S. District Court
the transfer of the

announced yesterday by the Attorney General.
The decree holds that the acquisition of the stock was a violation of
the law, but approves
the plan for
transfer of the securities.
One
of
the conditions of the transfer is that

Up 20% in First Quarter

$4,000 Penalty Decreed
For Holding 16 Pictures

Louis Morris Organizing
New Circuit in England

11)

Coast-to-Coast Release
Simultaneous coast-to-coast
key city release of "The Millionaire," new George Arliss
vehicle which is clicking strong
at the Winter Garden in New
York, is planned by Warner
Bros, for April 25.

Paramount's
Program
To Be Sold on1931-32
Individual
Basis
Daylight Saving Illegal
Under Proposed Wis. Bill

DAILY

acquisition of control in Loew's, Inc., was brought
with the handing down of a consent decree by
for the Southern District of New York approving
Loew stock to the Film Securities Corp., it was

Contracts calling for the production in France of two English diAtlantic City — Paramount's foreign
alogue features and the making of
six French and German versions of business increased 20 per cent in the
first quarter of 1931 as compared
Universal pictures have been signed with the corresponding period last
Marquette, Mich. — Final decrees agby Universal and H. P. Carver, rep- year, said Joseph H. Seidelman at
gregating $4,000 were signed by
resenting the Consortium InternaJudge
Raymond
the U. S.
Disthe opening
session
of
the
company's
tional Cinematographique, 11 Rue annual
convention here. Paramount
trict Court for theof Western
District
Mogador, Paris.
An option for the now owns 48 theaters abroad and has
of Michigan at the copyright in(Continued on Page 11)
fringement trials of Ben and Dan
six more under construction. Fiftythree per cent of foreign playdates Grobaski, of L'Anse, for holding over
are being served by English dialogue five Warner, six Paramount and five
pictures Seidelman declared. Spanish First National pictures an additional
versions take care of 14^ per cent clay. These actions were being
London — Another circuit of from of the foreign territory and French watched nationally, the exhibitors
20 to 30 supers, each to seat about talkers 13 per cent. Owing to the having attacked the complaints on
2,000 or more, is planned by Louis
grounds which were
in Germany, this ter- 10 separate
Morris, who recently disposed of patent situation
(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued
on Pane 61
most of the theaters in his previous
circuit. A company known as the
Capitol, St. Albans, has been registered for the erection of a 2,000-seater in St. Albans. A site for a simion Page

FILM

Washington — Suit instituted in 1928 by the Government against
Fox Film, Fox Theaters and William Fox, charging violation of the

H. P. CARVER TO PRODUCE Paramount Foreign Sales
IN FRANCE EOR UNIVERSAL

(Continued

Season

Atlantic City — Paramount features
for the 1931-32 season will be sold
individually and not as star series,
Madison, Wis. — A bill is being said Sidney R. Kent in announcing
drafted by George Hampel, Milwau- the production program at the comkee Socialist assemblyman, which
pany's 20th annual sales convention
would make the adoption of daylight which started yesterday at the Amsaving time by any county or city in
bassador Hotel. Although
Para(Contitiued on Page 6)
Wisconsin
illegal.

(Continued on Page

11)

FOX FILM ANNUAL MEETING
Annual meeting of Fox Film stockholders yesterday was adjourned to
May 1 without action being taken
on either the election of the new
board of (Continued
directors onor Page
the 8)
annual re-

Consolidated Film Earns
$537,940 in First Quarter
Net profit of Consolidated Film Industries for the first quarter of the
current year, after federal taxes and
depreciation,
was on $537,940.03.
com(Continued
Page 11)

More Advertising
Atlantic City — In times of
depression it is necessary to go
ahead and spend larger sums
than ever for advertising, said
Sidney R. Kent in addressing
the Paramount sales convention
yesterday. Paramount will go
in more heavily than before in
its 1931-32 ad campaign, using
all classes of publications, and
extra effort will be made to
exploitileethecelebration.
company's 20th jub-

—2tfr*
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Para. Quarter Net $1.10
Estimated net of Paramount for
the first quarter of 1931, to be announced at the end of the week, is
expected to be $1.10, according to
Wall St. reports yesterday.
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In Interchanging Players With U. S.
Conferences for the main purpose
of deciding upon plans to surmount
difficulties which involve the interchange of stars between RKO in this
country and Radio Pictures, Ltd., in
England will be held next week in
Los Angeles between Joseph I.
Schnitzer and Earle Kramer, representative ofthe British company, who
arrived Tuesday on the Europa.
Under present British laws, 75 per
cent of employees on all motion picture production pay rolls must be
British, which prevents an open interchange of high salaried players.
According to Kramer, six product'ons will be made in England by
Radio, Ltd., under the supervision

Harry Thomas Handling
Indie Film in New York
Negotiations have been completed
between Harry Thomas of First Division Exchange and Headline Pictures
whereby Thomas will handle the re"Women
Greaterlease ofNew
YorkMen
and Marry"
Northernin
New

Jersey. The picture was directed by Charles Hutchison with
Natalie Moorhead, Sally Blane, Kenneth Harlan and Randolph Scott in
the cast. The production is being
released for the state rights market.

of Basil Dean, for 1931-32 release. R-K-0 Books First Nat'l
Eight branch offices are now in operInto K. C. First-Runs
ation for Radio, Ltd., employing a
R-K-O
has booked First National
branch manager in each and a total
of 28 salesmen. Offices are located product for its Kansas City first-run
in London, Manchester, Birmingham, houses, the Main Street and OrCardiff, Leeds, Glasgow, Dublin and pheum. The arrangement, which was
Newcastle.
negotiated
for
R-K-O and bv
A. Johnny
W. SmithO'Connor
of WarnerF. N., starts with Richard BarthelDisney-U.A. Deal for Long Term
Under its deal with Disney, first mess in "The Finger Points" opening on April 24.
reported in The Film Daily on Tuesday, United Artists will release the
"Mickey Mouse" and "Silly SymFox Theater Assignments
phonies" for a term of years, says
Charles Steinman has been apU. A. in officially announcing the arpointed assistant to Samuel Rinzler,
langement. Distribution will start
in March, 1932. Joe Brandt, presi- manager of the Brooklyn and Long
1 dent of Columbia, which is now re- Island divisions of Fox Theaters.
leasing the Disney shorts, announced George Steiner has been transferred
yesterday that his company still has from the Walker to the Republic;
a contract for an extended period David Sarecky from the Parthenon
covering the international distribution to the Walker; Louis Cohen from
of these cartoons. New series of both the Ridgewood to the Parthenon;
subjects will be on the Columbia Harry Davey from the Lefferts to
the Ridgewood; Robert McCabe from
program next season, Brandt said.
the Fortway to the Lefferts, Harold
Garfinkle from the Stone to the
Spanish Writer Joins Columbia
Maria M. Garrett, Spanish trans- Fortway; Louis Fishkin from the
lator and writer, has left for the Beverly to the Stone; Milton VarCoast to assume a post in the for- nelle from the Terminal to the Beveign production department at the
erly; Irving Ste'n
from to
manager
Columbia studios, where she will the Midwesco
Division
the Ter-in
minal; M. Kleinman from the Comwork on the preparation of Spanish
modore to the Ridgewood; M. L.
versions of Columbia's current outDickinson from the Palace in Oneonta to the Liberty in Herkimer,
Pathe Advance Men Off to Chicago switching places with Cliff Smith;
put.
Jack Level and Guy Fowler of the Tules Fields from manager of the
RKO Pathe home office are being Tuxedo to special exploitation at the
dispatched to Chicago via airplane Academy of Music; G. W. Allen from
today by A. P. Waxman, advertising the Modjeska in Milwaukee to the
counsel, to look after arrangements Savoy. William I. Wilson becomes
assistant manager of the Commodore;
in connection
with Drake
the company's
convention
at the
Hotel in Harry O. Jarboe has been made manager of the Cameo in Jersey City,
that city, April 20-22.
and R. A. Jones is now managing
Kadow Incorporated
the Audubon.
Madison, Wis. — Articles of incorporation have been filed here by the
Great Lakes Amusement Co., of
Talbot, Para. N. Y. Music Head
Manitowoc.
The concern will optf
Irvin Talbot of Paramount's West
erate the Mikadow in Manitowoc, Coast
music department, has been
conducted for many years by John made
musical director of the New
Kadow. Signers of the articles of York studio.
incorporation are his son, Francis
Kadow, George Erdman and Arthur
Wvsemann.
No
A.M. P. A. Meet
Today
A. M.P. A. will forego its usual
Clifford R. Wilson Dead
Thursday luncheon at the Hotel
Pittsburgh— Clifford R. Wilson, 71, Dixie this week due to many of the
for 54 years connected with the man- organization's members being in
attendance at sales convention meetagement of the old Bijou and Ly- ings.
ceum, died yesterday at his home.
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City.
15-17: Paramount eastern sales convention, Hotel Ambassador, Atlantic
Apr.

19: Lambs Gambol, Metropolitan Opera
House, New York.
20-22 : Warner Bros. Eastern sales conApr.
vention, Traymore, Atlantic City.
RKO
Pathe sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.
22-24 : Paramount western sales convention, Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
23-24: State Convention of Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
May
Apr.
Hotel, Indianapolis.
25: Laemmle Anniversary Dinner Dance
May
of Universal Club, Hotel Edison,
New York.
May
Apr.
Apr.

Apr.

29-May 1 : Warner Bros. Western sales
convention. Hotel St. Francis, San
Francisco.
18-22: International Exhibitors' Con<
Rome.
25-29:gress,
Spring
meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.
26-27 : Annual convention of the M.P
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri,
and St. Joseph, Mo.

African Shorts Release Set
Release of Vitaphone's "Advenin Africa,"
series
tworeelers,tureswill
start May
17. of
The 12Bobby
Jones golf shorts have been set for
release April 27.
Bronx House Changes Hands
Luxor Holding Corp., of which
Max Richter is president, has bought
from the Donald Robertson Trust
the theater and store property at
Sheridan Ave. and East 170th St.,
Bronx. The house, seating 1,500, is
operated by Consolidated Amusement
Enterprises.
Gorelick Goes to RKO Pathe
Chicago — Sam Gorelick, present office manager for United Artists, will
soon join RKO Pathe as assistant
manager. Pathe is now installed in
their new and modern quarters at |
1029 So. Wabash Ave.

COMING
Germany.
MILTON

& GOING

DIAMOND

has arrived from

EARLE KRAMER, Radio Pictures, Ltd.,
representative,
is here
from
England.
JOSEPH K. PLUNKETT sailed for
Europe
on the Aquitania
Tuesday
night.
JACK LEVEL and GUY FOWLFR of
Pathe leave today for Chicago.
DEWEY BLOOM has left for Canada
showings.
in connection with "Trader Horn" road-

GLEVAERT

"urtTy"

CAWSTCCLK
15 & 35 MM

B & W and Colors
UNIFORM— BRILLIANT
FINE
GRAIN— DURABLE

SAMPLES of the
rave notices by
N. Y. critics • • • •
••Lines will be forming outside Winter Garden for weeks to come"
Graphic
it
*
*
*
"Superlatively charming. Definitely
another hit.
Magnificent entertainment."
Daily News

thisT!
get G
STRAI H
although

GEORGE

in

ARLISS

tii k MILLIONAIRE'

is the talk of the
entire "industry—
"Excellent film. George
Arliss contributes still another outstanding film portrait"— Journal
"If it doesn't break box-office records then count us
wron g"

Graphic

"Good
of waves
cinematic
work. piece
Aroused
of
merriment" — Times
"Deserves to remain for
some time! Plenty of
laughs" — World-Telegram
"Bargain at popular prices.
Worth $2."— American

it is only the
forerunner of
the greatest
hits ever grouped for immediate release!

WE TOLD YOU!-"Depend on Warner Bros"- NOW LOOK»

Wherever you go! Wherever
turn! You heur uhout

The

you

PUBLIC
ENEMY
it's a whisper that will turn to a thundering echo of
cheers by May 15th when this masterpiece is issued
to a waiting world. Date it NOW! — It's guaranteed!

with JAMES
JEAN

CAG1VEY,
HARLOW,

Edward Woods, Joan Blondell

3€uy 22 nd you get the great

GOD'S
GIFT
TO
WOMEN
is here— and it's
there!

FRANK

FAY

. . . . and seven gorgeous girls including
LAURA LA PLANTE
and JOAN BLONDELL

John BARRYMORE
as the hypnotist and
MARIAN

MARSH

as Trilby in

"SVENGALI

11

The greatest attraction since
"Dr. Jeckyl and Mr. Hyde"
Barrymore's supreme masterpiece.1
Bated on novel by

George Louis DuMaurier
DONALD
CRISP
FLETCHER
th
• BRAMWELL Wi
CARMEL MEYERS

J^
.^^—

RIGHT
AFTER
ANOTHER
RICHARD

BARTHELMESS
in
"The Finger
3 sensational
weeks N. Y. Points"
Strand. Held
over B'klyn
Tremendous
everywhere! Strand.
Another Barthelmess
knockoutl

BIG BUSINESS GIRL
with Loretta YOUNG
FRANK ALBERTSON, RICARDO CORTEZ,
JOAN BLONDELL What a show! What
a title for exploitation. (See press sheet
for greatest list of stunts, tie-ups,
ideas ever used for one picture.)

From
FIRST
NATIONAL

DOROTHY

MACKAILL

puts the reverse English on "Office Wife"

in

rany nu»unu
"Party
Husband"

with JAMES RENNIE and a great cast!

JOE
//

E.
in another

BROAD

BROWN
wow

comedy

. . .

MINDED"

with ONA MUNSON, WM. COLLIER,
JR. ond MARJORIE WHITE

—and the picture that will break
"Dawn Patrol" records
Douglas FAIRBANKS, Jr.

i

i

a a a A. Hamilton Gibbs' sensational air story with ROSE
HOBART, Anthony Bushel!, Holmes Herbert, Mary Forbes
Doug, will double his tremendous
following with this one

fjg^S
STAR SERIES ARE OUT
ON NEW PARA. PROGRAM

Paramount

Thursday, April 16, 1931

DAILV

Convention

Sidelights

FOUR SILENT-DAY STARS
IN PARA. SHORTS SERIES

Atlantic City

(mongrel) as a ticket-taker. If a
customer
failed to drop his paste"DUSS
HOLMAN
is receiving
board in the slot — it was news for
plenty of congrats
on the an- the local
newspaper.
nouncement book turned out by he
and his aides.
J. J. Unger is heading his New
York
exchange representatives. He's
Sidney Kent's oration on coming
Paramount product will go down in the manager, in case you don't know.
sales history as a classic. If the
Scotty Chestnut, who is always a
sales boys retain that brand of pep
colorful
figure at Paramount sales
when they go after biz, the ZukorLasky outfit will ring up another confabs, is having a blankety blank
time in greeting old friends.
record-breaking year.

Atlantic City — Four stars of silent
day fame will appear in short submount stars will figure prominently
ject series to be included in the
in lineup, Kent declared that series
Paramount
1931-32 program. The
of star pictures are not called for by
players are: Karl Dane and George
Arthur, Ford Sterling and Al St.
the company's policy. Paramount
features will be sold exclusively on
John.
They will work in two-reel
the basis of their potential and accomedies to be made under supertual box-office value, he declared
vision of Larry Kent at the ParaWith the program calling for from
mount New York studio, each series
65 to 70 features, between $22,000,000
to comprise four subjects.
on
expended
be
will
and $25,000,000
production, as in past years, said
Less Than 3% Rejection
Kent. Only one feature, "Rose of
will be all-color. An
the Rancho,"
Harry Ballance, who hails from
George Schaefer, Eastern division
ined number of shorts will
undeterm
In Reel Material — Cohen
sales head man, is performing as Atlanta, flew part of the way to A.
be made in color with the KellerAtlantic
City — Citing the improvepresiding
officer,
chairman
or
whatC.
in
his
own
'plane.
Dorian process. A laboratory to hanment that has taken place in newsever you want to dub him — and effidle this color process is being con- ciently.
Production execs are conspicuous reel making, Emanuel Cohen of
structed on Long Island.
by their absence. This will be the Paramount, speaking at the comComing down on the Pa. rolling first convention that Jesse Lasky
pany's annual convention here, said
Paramount Foreign Sales stock
Joe Seidelman and Ike Blum- has missed in a number of years.
that less than 3 per cent of the mateenthal, whose address is Paris;
rial made now is rejected. The Parain First Quarter swapped
Up 20%
mount reel soon will encircle the
Philadelphia and environs is being
(Continued from Page 1)
angles on the foreign situation, according to our itinerant spy. ably represented bv Bill Smith, who globe, Cohen told the convention
ritory so far has not figured imporis down on the records as an old- crowd. A French issue is scheduled
tantly in foreign revenue.
to start in September, followed by
Jack Dugger, who chases contracts timer in this here film biz.
John Cecil Graham of London, also
others in Germany and Spain. These
down
Dallas
way
in
the
role
of
exyesterday's opening sesat Paramount
speaking
Home office executives, numbering will supplement the British reel.
sion, said
is selling 50 mania. change manager, has a roller chair
a dozen, leave in a special car Friper cent of all foreign accounts. The
European market demands talkers in
day night for San Francisco to at- Undersea and Air Films
tend the Coast sales convention.
its native language, he stated. Three
If
you'll
believe
Cliff
Lewis
once
John
Clark,
Western division sales
countries, Roumania, Czechoslovakia upon a time in Anderson, Ind., there
Planned By Paramount
used a dog manager, will preside.
and Finland, were added last year was a theater which
Atlantic
City — Paramount Sound
to the list for which dialouge versions
News
will
exclusively
record the Sir
are being made by Paramount.
Hubert Wilkins expedition to the
North Pole in the submarine Nautilus
Paramount Growth Shown
and the trans-Atlantic solo flight of
Ruth Nichols, it was announced by
In Convention Trailer
Emanuel Cohen at the Paramount
Atlantic City — A convention trailer,
convention
here yesterday. The Wil"Wild Beauty" and "Personal
depicting the growth of Paramount
Atlantic City — Paramount will
kins undersea Polar voyage will be
make
from
65
to
70
features
on
its
Maid," with Nancy Carroll.
and including scenes from many of
the first of its kind ever attempted,
Tallulah Bankhead in three pic- and
Miss Nichols will be the first
the company's big grossers, was 1931-32 program, said Sidney R. Kent
Europe.
shown last night at the Eastern sales in speaking on the new schedule at
woman
to attempt to fly alone tc
tures,
first
of
which
is
"China."
convention here. It includes shots
the company's sales convention yes"Murder by the Clock."
"Sooky."
terday. Among the productions will
showing the late Wally Reid, Lon be:
Chaney, Geraldine Farrar, Theodore
"Huckleberry Finn."
Howard Allen With Publix
Roberts, Dustin Farnum and other
"Strangers
and Lovers."
Harold Lloyd in one picture.
former big names. Scenes from
Dallas — Howard
Allen, who with
"A Farewell To Arms."
Buck Weaver
and Congressman J.
"Twenty-four
Hours."
"Tom Sawyer,
Detective."
Adolph Zukor's first feature, "Queen
"Manhandled," with Clara Bow.
Elizabeth," are also embraced in this
H. Garner was reported interested i
"No One Man."
eight-reeler, compiled by Arch
the erection of a house in Uvalde, hai■s
"Morals and Marriage."
"Evenings
for
Sale,"
with
Paul
Lukas.
Reeve, coast publicity director.
"The Man I Killed."
become Publix booker here. He succeeds L. B. Rust, who has bought an
"Graft," with Gary Cooper.
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," with
Fredric March.
independent exchange. The new
Memphis House Reopens
"Mr. Noodle," with Jack Oakie and house in Uvalde will be handled by
"Stepdaughters of War," with Ruth Skeets
Memphis — Following redecoration
Gallagher.
Weaver, according to Allen
and installation of Western Electric Chatterton.
George
Bancroft in three pictures,
sound equipment, the Rosemary has
"Marlene Dietrich in two pictures.
"Perfect Alibi" for Cameo
been reopened by the Memphis TheThree Maurice
Chevalier pictures, the first of which will be "Rich Man's
ater and Equipment Co., of which
"The Smiling Lieutenant."
"The Perfect Alibi," a British made
Charles F. Boyd is general man- including
"Help
Wanted."
"Cheated."
"Love Me Tonight."
on Friday.
ager. The circuit also operates four
RKO
production, opens at the Cameo
"Girls About Town," with Paul
other neighborhood
houses.
"Caught."
Lukas.
Folly."
(Continued from Page 1)

65-70 Features Planned
'.On New Paramount Program

Sunday
Story
City,
were allowed to
sult of a record

Shows Win
la. — Sunday
movies
remain here as a reelection.

Honor 100% Salesmen
Atlantic City — Members of
the One Hundred Per Cent
Club, comprising salesmen who
bring in 100 per cent of their
quotas, will receive the club
buttons at the Thursday session. Presentation will be
made by Sidney R. Kent.

"Monkey Business," with the Marx
Brothers.
"Secrets of A
Claudette Colbert.

Secretary," with

"Uncertain
dette Colbert. Women,"
"Tabu."

with Clau-

"Imperial Palace."
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer."
"An American Tragedy."
"The Kaiser's Coolie."
"Shop Girl."
Eleanor Boardman has been signed
"Rose of the Rancho," with
Dolores
del Rio.
to a long-term contract and will appear first opposite Paul Lukas in
"Silence."
Love Once."
"Strange Guest," with Paul Lukas. "Women
"Roundup."
At least four of the productions
are to be specifically designed for
"This Is New York."
juvenile
draw.
"The Daughter of the Dragon."
Formal announcement and further
"The Marines Have Landed," with
meeting.
Buddy Rogers.
titles will be made at tomorrow's
"Tomorrow and Tomorrow."

Good Night!
So as their sales force will
be sure to hear a bed-time
story each night before they
crawl, or are thrown into their
upper berths en route to the
coast, RKO has equipped the
Radio Special with an RCA
radio-phonograph combination
set. Discs of Rudy Vallee singing "How Dry I Am" have
been provided for those who
off.
stay up after the stations sign

Thursdav.
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EXPLOITETTES

Timely Topics

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinion

€

— ©—
Advocates New
Unit Program Idea
CPURRED

on by the success

of the idea at Keith's Theater,
Philadelphia, Al Boyd, one of the
country's leading showmen, advocates a new thought in programs,
unified ideas to be distributed by
producers through their present
distribution units. Fundamentally, here is the plan: The feature distributors would prepare
an entire show, feature, short,
newsreel and other subjects, and
book it to the theater after its
value has been tested and balanced. In other words, if the
feature were a Paramount, the
shorts might include a Para
newsreel, Columbia cartoon and
Pathe travelogue. The producer
would guarantee 400 days or
more on this and guarantee distribution. In this manner, the
exhib, who wouldn't otherwise
know the calibre of the shorts,
would be assured the right kind
Locally, Keith's
of a program.
deserves praise for the type of
program it presents. There is
a balance to the show which indeed brings satisfaction. A program of this type would guarantee a good shorts program as an
aid to a weak feature. Where
the average exhibitor cannot see
the shorts before he plays them,
and there a strong show would
help the feature, it would seem
that an experiment might be in
order. Exhibitors would be
saved work and gain through
the box-office. Shorts producers
could get a break from this sort
of idea, with a guarantee of
more days and more revenue.
— "The Exhibitor"
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_
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A
FILM
FACT
A
DAY

The average amount of film
handled
daily through
exchanges in the U. S. is 25,000 miles.

• • • A REAL Big Note in Progressive Publicity was
struck by A. P. Waxman in his introductory speech for Floyd
Gibbons at the joint luncheon to the ace war correspondent and
radio personality given by National Broadcasting — RKO-Pathe
at the St. Regis yesterday
Abe sez : "The newspapers have
done so much for the motion picture industry, it's about time
the empey industry did something for the newspaper boys"
that's about all the advertising chief of the RKO-Pathe outfit
said
but it was enough
considering that the luncheon tables on the roof of the St. Regis were lined with outstanding personalities in the journalistic field embracing big newspapers
from Massachusetts
to Maryland
and mebbe
that li'l
speech didn't make its impress on the journalists on the big
dailies
we happened to be in a group of these boys who
mean something in a little party staged after the main event
and we got an earful of just what their personal reactions are
to these motion picture ballyhoos
and the main topic of
conversation revolved around A. P. Waxman's remark
they were frankly amazed that at last an advertising chief of a
big film production outfit had publicly acknowledged the debt
which the film biz owes to the newspapers
this gent Floyd
Gibbons needed no introduction to them
he's one of their
very OWN
but it tickled 'em silly to have proved to 'em
that one film production organization was intelligent enough to
publicly acknowledge that the newspapers have done their share
in putting the motion picture on the map in a Big Way
it's a safe bet that this trenchant remark from A. P. has created
more good will in the newspaper field for his organizashe than'
any single gesture that any film outfit will make in the next
year
these newspaper gents are a peculiar bunch
they don't give a hoot how much money the film guys spend
in the advertising department
they are loyal to the journalistic fraternity as a group of writers who want to see the individual writer HONORED
and they sure saw it in the
case of Floyd Gibbons
and when that series of his talks
with World War celebs is offered to the exhibitor, just watch
the write-ups in the big newspapers
it won't be based
on the amount of advertising revenue spent with the individual
paper
it will be based principally on the FIRST impression created in the minds of newspaper men by the luncheon
at the St. Regis
and Floyd Gibbons made a typical address in his pithv, snappy gatling-gun style
he sed that
it was the first time that a newspaperman had been confronted
with a "morality clause" in signing a contract
he had to
swear his young life away when he signed up with Amedee J.
Van Beuren to make the series of pix for RKO-Pathe
but
he was very happy about it
he defied the film guys to
alter his personal phiz
after all, what came outa his mouth
was the main thing
his stuff was going great with the
newspaper syndicate and the radio mobs
and he felt confident that the film fans would go for it. too
no argument
this boy Floyd sure has a PERSONALITY
he's gonna bring something New and Umque into the film program and can the screen stand it?
don't be silly
as Floyd Gibbons remarked: "If we can transfer newspaper reporting to the screen, it will be a great opnortunity for
all of us."
and did that get a hand from the newspaper
ladies and gents forgathered ?
ask Roxy, Hiram Brown,
Ned Depinet. J. H. Turner, Harrv Scott. George Enpels, C. W.
Johnstone, Tom McVeigh, Mannie Goldstein, J. J. Hess, T. J.
O'Leary, E. T. McEvoy, Tom Forman, Kelcev Allen, Frank
Buck, Clyde Elliott, E. M. Orowitz. Arnold Van Leer, Herb
Cruikshank, Regina Crewe, Irene Thirer, A. A. Sorensen, Julia
Shawell, Terry Ramsaye
Mark Luescher, C. F. Zittel
and a host of other celebs
and if they deny it,
we'll personally give 'em the razberry
right here

«
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Advance Stunt
On "Bat Whispers"
the Paramount,
Bristol,
JypiNAGER
M. S. Suggs
of
Tenn., greatly enhanced the selling value of his trailer with a
special stunt to advertise "The
Bat Whispers." As soon as the
trailer opened, green clutching
hands were thrown on the magnascope curtain with the effect
machine. At the same time the
trailer went on, all house lights
were out and a bat circled the
walls — made up also by the effect machine.
— Paramount, Bristol, Tenn.
*

*

*

Roulette Wheel
Gets A Play
^LTHOUGH the playing of a
roulette wheel is illegal, Manager A. H. Vincent secured one
from the police department and
used it to advantage in advertising "Don't Bet on Women,"
playing at the Rex, Greeley,
Colo. A large window in a vacant store on the business thoroughfare was secured. The roulette wheel was placed in the
window. And so were six people who played the roulette wheel
— and using "phoney" money.
— Rex, Greeley, Colo.

MANY
HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and congratulations are
extended by THE FILM DAILY
to
the following
of the inbirthdays
:dustry, who aremembers
celebrating their

AprilChaplin
1 6
Charles
Doris Dawson
Fifi Dorsay
Paul Sloane
Marian Douglas
Lawrence
Fasolo
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35-40 FROM TIFFANY-W.W.
SCHEDULED FOR NEXT YEAR
(Continued from Page

1)

tures about equal to the combined
output of the two companies at present. These pictures will be aimed
at the independent field that is now
exper'encing
type product. a shortage of family
L. A. Young and Grant L. Cook
were present at the luncheon and
each made a brief speech. Young
has been elected a member of the
board of directors of Educational, it
was announced by Hammons.
Abram F. Myers also attended.
Asked how the merger would affect
the Tiffany-Allied franchise, which
has about three years to run, he said
it was impossible to say until he had
familiarized himself with the details
of the new combination. Cancellation of the franchise, however, is believed possible.
The official announcement, made
jointly by Hammons, Young and
Cook, follows:
"Under the agreement, the sales,
exploitation, and distribution activities of Tiffany will be taken over by
the enlarged organization within a
few weeks. One exchange system
will operate for the physical distribution of Educational, Tiffany, and
World Wide pictures. Educational's
exchanges being retained for this
purpose, except in a few locations
where the Tiffany exchange offers
more adequate space or greater
adaptability. Production of pictures
still to be made on the current Tiffany proeram will go forward immediately, through the newly formed
corporation known as Tiffany Productions of California, Inc., Ltd., of
which Hammons
is president.
"Educational's policy of dealing in
short features exclusively will in no
way be affected by this arrangement.
Educational will take over the handling of theleaving
short subjects
program,
Tiffany onandTiffany's
World
Wide dealing in full length feature
pictures only, and Educational specializing inshort subjects.
"A separate feature sales force will

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Film Securities Corp., motion picture films;
Rushmore, Bisbee & Stern, 20 Pine St., New
York.
$5,000.
San Pedro Amusement Corp., theatrical;
H. D. Mencher, 1450 Broadway, New York.
$2,500.
NEW JERSEY
CHARTERS
DeLuxe Theaters, Inc., Newark; Levy &
Stampler, Newark.
$100,000.
Metro Goldwyn-Mayer de Venezuela, Jersey
City, operate motion picture thalers, &c. ;
United States Corporation Co., New York
City.
$5,000.
DELAWARE CHARTERS
North American Distributing Corp., New
York City, motion pictures; Corporation Trust
Co.. Dover, Del.
10.000 shares common.
Film Securities Corp., New York City,
securit'es;
Trust Co., Dover,
Del.
655.000 Corporation
shares common.
National Visionola Distributing Corp., Wilm'ngton, poration
Del.,Trust motion
pictureDel.
machine;;
CorCo., Dover,
100 shares
common.

D°"?;giations

N-E-W-S OF T-H-E D-A-Y

NEW
YORK
Trans-Lux Movies Corp., Delaware, motion
picture supplies.
5,000 shares no par.

Chicago — Frank Young is once
more associated with the United
Artists branch here.
Kansas City — Jimmy Schorgl has
taken over his old post as booker of
Pathe exchange, succeeding Joe Morrison, resigned. Schorgl will act as
assistant manager.
Dallas — O. C. Easter has purchased the interest of his partner, M.
S. White, in the Peak, neighborhood
house. White, formerly owner of
three local houses has narrowed down
his theater holdings to the Dai-See.
Hammond,
has acquired

111. — Louis Reinheimer
the Calumet here.

Delphi, Ind. — The State previously
known as the Arc, is now being operated by R. E. Stults.
De Kalb, 111. — Sam Katzman has
taken over the De Kalb here, and the
Fargo at Sycamore from Polka Bros.
handle the sale of the Tiffany and
World Wide feature subjects, operating out of Educational's branches in
the United States, but maintaining
the Tiffany identity. This feature
sales force is to be ready to take the
field on the day of the transfer of
activities in two to three weeks.
"Young will continue as president
and Cook as vice-president of Tiffany Productions.
"With more than half of the Tiffany
program completed, Hammons and
Cook will leave for the west coast
this week to speed up current production activities and to settle arrangements for 1931-1932, which will
include additional James Cruze, Al
Rogell, Ken Maynard and Bob Steele
features.

Midland, Tex. — Griffith Amusement
Co. has closed the Palace here, leaving the Ritz as the only house in
operation out of four.

nnr rlau.
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FOX FILM ANNUAL MEETING
(Continued from Page 1)

port. Harley L. Clarke announced
that the annual earnings statement
has been delayed because until this
week
cing. three firms of accountants have
St. Louis — E. R. Fitzgerald has re- been auditing the company's books
opened the Bridge, formerly known for the purpose of the recent finanas the Kozy, with Joseph J. Greene
as manager. The house has RCA
R-K-0 N. W. Theater Changes
sound.
Minneapolis — Several personnel
Detroit — Creditors who have been changes in R-K-O theaters are announced by Mogran Ames, division
operating the Regent here since the manager. Lee Davis from Phoenix,
house failed to meet its bills three
weeks ago, will probably continue to Arizona, formerly with Publ'x, has
do so for another month until the been appointed assistant manager of
the St. Paul Palace Orpheum, resituation is cleaned up.
signed. placing Irving Koeningshrider, reFlat River, Mo. — Collins Theaters,
Roland Davis, former assistant
Inc., has been incorporated by W. A.
manager
at the Omaha Orpheum, has
Collins, Agnes Frances Collins, Louis
lins.
been
promoted
to advertising manV. Collins and Donald Eugene Colager. Cleaton Neary, former assistant manager at the Minneapolis Orpheum, has been transferred to OmaSt. Louis — Bob Taylor, former ofha as assistant manager. Jules GerRKO.fice manager for Columbia, has joined
son has resigned at Omaha. William
Orrel is the new assistant manager
at the Minneapolis Orpheum.
Youngstown, O. — Lou Brager is
Ray O'Connell, manager of the St.
here arranging for the formal openPaul ous
Orpheum
frominjuries
nerving
of
the
new
million
dollar
Warbreakdownsuffering
following
ner theater.
sustained in an automobile accident,
St. Louis — John Morfit, recently has
been granted a six weeks' leave
with Tiffany, is now with RKO of absence and will recuperate on
Pathe.
the West Coast. Mickey Gross, formerly of the Sioux City Orpheum, will
Belleville, O — The Opera House, be manager of the St. Paul Oroheum
O'Connell's absence. Rxhard
closed for several months, has been during
Zeller replaces Gross at Sioux City.
reopened under the management of
C. E. Hall.
Beechler Plans St. John's Theater
Johns, Mich.— C. R. Beechler
Seymour, Conn. — The Strand, op- of St.
Charlotte, former local man and
erated
by
Harry
Olshan,
has
been
closed.
the owner of the Iris here, is formuwhich he
result inlating
theplanserection
of hopes
a new will
picture
Canton, O. — Because the lease of house in St. Johns comparable to the
the Orpheum cannol be renewed, it new Eaton that he recentlv opened
will be dismantled and added to an
adjoining department store. W. in Charlotte. If sufficient ind'vidual
Steuve and Frank Nolan were the capital can be interested locally to
lessees.
adequately supplement the funds already available, a site will be secured
and the project started.
New Haven, Conn. — Mildred Orloff, cashier in the RKO offices here,
W. B. Sheboygan Mgr. Transferred
recently became the bride of Harry
Sheboygan, Wis. — Henri Margo,
Sugarman, a New Haven attorney.
production has
manager
at _ Warners'
Sheboygan,
been appointed
in a
Cleveland— The Cleveland M. P.
the circuit's Venetheater in toRacine.
Exhibitors Ass'n announces an open similartian capacity
luncheon meeting for April 22 at
12:30 o'clock.

"There will be no immediate
change in the studio locations at
which the various units producing
for Tiffany are working, although
some changes in production plans
may be announced later. For the
present, production work on the Tiffanv features will continue at the
Tiffanv studios, with James Cruze
operating at the Educational studios,
and Al Rogell working at Metropolitan.
!THE
"Production on the Tiffany short
Milton, Mass. — Adams Theaters,
subjects for the season is practically
complete, and distribution of these Inc., have been incorporated to engage in the theatrical and general
nictures, including the Talking Chimp
Comedies. Voice of Hollvwood, and amusement business. Incorporators
niNnsMftt
several other comedv and novelty se- are: Charles L. Varney, president;
Frank A. Grady, treasurer, and Of HIMIOJM
ries, will be handled by Educational's Charles D. Wilson.
sales
force."
In the
elimination of duplicate exF. B. Warren
Corp- to have ten
Toledo — Nat Charnas, local circuit completed
chaneres. the largest and most desirpictures by August.
able in each location will be retained. owner, is hobbling around with a
*
*
*
Home office personnel will undereo broken ankle.
Baltimore
exhibitors
suing First
onlv minor changes, it is understood.
National over attempted breaking of
with Gordon S. White having suoerCleveland — Selected Pictures, local
*
*
*
Chaplin contracts.
vis'on of the combined advertising independent exchange distributing
pnH nttbricity force, including Man- throughout Ohio, has ourchased a seC. L. Chester to add two new profred B. Lee and Toe Rivkin of Tifducing units.
ries of six Buffalo Bill, Jr., all-talk"iv, and Mike Simmons of World
ing westerns. Nate Schultz and ArWide.
thur Simon operate the exchange.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
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Wild Triumvirate Abroad in the Big Town
. . . Turn Machine Guns of Laughter on Met.
Fun-Seekers! Slam-Bang Fun Overwhelming Critics and Hoi Poloi Alike!
Reg. U. S.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By

RALPH

HOLLYWOOD
TNA CLAIRE will have the role
which was to have been played
by Norma Tahnadge in Samuel Goldwyn's production of the Zoe Akins
play, "The Greeks Had A Word For
It," to be presented by United
Artists under the title of "Three
Blondes." Sidney Howard will adapt
it. Production starts in July. Meanwhile Miss Claire, who has just made
"Rebound" for RKO Pathe, will appear in a Paramount picture.
*
*
*
RKO has added Doris Lloyd, Ruth
Weston and, Paul Cavanaugh to
Herbert Brenon's "Around the Corner," featuring
* Kay
* Francis.
*
Dolores Del Rio has been signed
by
RKOBelasco
for "The
the
David
stage Dove,"
hit of from
the same
name by Willard Mack.
*
*
*
James Hall has been selected by
Columbia f-or the leading male role
opposite Mae Clark in "Good Bad
*
*
*
Girl."

WILK

is negotiating with one of the major companies to do a part totally
different from anything he has
tried on the screen, but similar to
those he has played on the stage
when he appeared opposite Doris
Keane, Pauline Frederick and other
noted actresses.
*
*
*
A local doctor is treating insomnia
sufferers by radio. Many radio performers, minus doctor degrees, have
been doing this
time.
* for
* a long
*
Bert Ennis relates the story of
two chorus girls heard talking on
Broadway. "What would you give
for my hair and complexion?"
"I
don't know. *What* did * you give?"

"Complete Surrender" is the final
title of Joan Crawford's new
M-G-M film, an adaptation of Kenyon Nicholson's stage play, "The
Torch Song," and directed by Harry
Beaumont. The supporting cast includes John Mack Brown, Marjorie
Rambeau and Neil Hamilton.
*
*
*
Myrna Loy has been assigned a
James Stewart, former RCA Photophone expert, has been added to
role in Fox's "Hush
the studio engineering staff of Radio principal
Money,"
to be directed by Sidney
Pictures.
Lanfield.
*
*
*
*
*
*
Jay Eaton and Kit Guard have
Charles Brabin will direct "Horseflesh," a racing story, as his first been added to Columbia's "The Sky
M-G-M production since "The Great Raiders" being directed by Christie
Cabanne. Lloyd Hughes and MarMeadow."
*
*
*
celine Day are featured.
*
*
*
Paul Sloane is preparing to film
Charles
Kenyon
and
Raymond
"The Consolation Marriage" for Radio Pictures. Myles Connolly is as- Griffith have finished adapting Harsociate producer and the screen adapHenry's novel,
"Jackdaws
Strut"
tation is by Humphrey Pearson from as arietWarner
starring
vehicle
for
the story by Bill Cunningham.
Constance Bennett. On the screen
*
*
*
the story will bear the title "Bought!"
A. A. Kline has been added to the and will be directed by Archie Mayo.
Ben Lyon will appear opposite Miss
Paramount scenario staff.
Bennett.
*
*
*
*
*
*
The "Dominos" are entertaining at
Eddie
Boland
and
Aileen
Carlyle
a tea at their clubhouse on April 21.
The hostesses will be Louise Dres- will appear in "The Miracle Woman" for Columbia.
ser, Lois Wilson, Mary Brian, Thel*
*
*
ma Todd, Laura La Plante, Una
As soon as she arrives at the Coast
Merkel, Marion Nixon, Barbara Stanwyck, Irene Rich, Dale Winter, Zel- from Philadelphia, where she is now
in "Philip Goes Forth,"
ma O'Neal, Marguerite Churchill, playing
Helen Twelvetrees, Estelle Moor- Madge Evans will be assigned the
head, Dorothy Sebastian and Car- feminine lead in Ramon Novarro's
melita Geraghty.
"The Son of the Rajah," an original
*
*
*
screen story adapted by Ernest VajEncouraged by the increasing pop- da and to be directed by Jacques
Feyder. Others in the cast to date
ularity of announced
"kid pictures,"
Darare Conrad Nagel and C. Aubrey
mour has
a newLarry
series
of Smith.
six short comedies, starring Mickey
*
*
*
"Himself" McGuire for Radio PicFrank Beale has been added to
tures release. The series, based on
the cartoons by Fontaine Fox, will the cast of "Going! Going! Gone!"
be directed by
Robert Woolsey's first solo starring
* Albert
*
* Herman.
effort for Radio Pictures.
*
*
*
Edward Woods, who plays tough
gangster roles, may do a romantic
Arline Judge is back at the Radio
juvenile, just for a change. Woods Pictures studio following completion
of her work in "An American Tragedy" for Paramount.
*
*
*
Changed Again
Le
Roy
Prinz,
who
was placed
Edward G. Robinson's next
under contract by M-G-M to assist
picture for Warner Bros., forCecil B. De Mille on the latter's
merly known as "The Idol"
and "The Four Flusher.'^ is
new
production,
"The
Squawman,"
is well
known in
local
theatrical
now entitled "Smart Money."
circles.
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The "KIDS
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Film Daily
Announces
A special
Kids" Number
Out May 2nd
Covering
Kid Pictures
Patronage
Exploitation
And Ideas
For building
Better business
From the regular
Patrons
Of to-morrow
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GOVERNMENT APPROVES
LOEW STOCK TRANSFER

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
\By

HARRY

N.

BLAIR*

is now headlining at the Club Lido,
rendezvous of the elite.
"QOROTHY
BELL
GOFF,
of
New
Orleans,
who
won
the
title
the Attorney General may apply to
the court for further appropriate of "Miss Universe" of 1931, in the
Having spotted the column whereremedy under the decree in case any recent beauty pageant held in Galin we credited him with playing up
veston, has an important role in Vitaattempt should be anade later to
phone's "Opportunity Night," based the dog angle hi "Skippy," Bill
lessen substantial competition be- on
an original by Herman Ruby.
tween the Fox enterprises and Loew.
Laidlaw wires us as follows: "Saw
your credit line regarding my ivork
Mary Boland, Ginger Rogerb, with 'Skippy' . . . quite true I creThe decree ordering Fox to divest
ated a dog where there was no dog
Hugh
Herbert Marshall,
itself of controlling interest in BunstonO'Connell,
Churchill, Betty Lawford . . . also quite true that my dog had
Loew's, Inc., was signed yesterday and Averill Harris have all been his fun interrupted by a villainous
by Judge John C. Knox in the Fed- added to the cast of "Secrets of a dog-catcher. But, whereas my dog
eral Court. The defendant corporaescaped, the boys on the Coast killed
tions and their officers, agents and Secretary," which George Abbott theirs off, turning it into a murder
to direct at the Paraemployes are perpetually enjoined is preparing
mount New York studio, with Clan- mystery, disguised as the best picfrom either directly or indirectly ac- dette Colbert featured.
ture of the year."
quiring, receiving, holding, voting or
acting as the owners of these shares.
Monta Bell, who sponsored "SkipRupert Hughes is author of "The
py" as a picture bet, was also the Silent Partner," a Vitaphone short
first to recognize him as a cartoon in which William Gaxton is scheduled to appear. The latter, a musicharacter, the "Skippy" strip first apcal comedy favorite, appeared in both
pearing in the Washington paper
(Continued from Page 1)
which
Bell was then editing.
the stage and. screen versions of
overruled on a preliminary motion.
"Fifty Million Frenchmen." Frank
At the same session, Judge RayThe time element is entering into McGlynn, Jr., is in the supporting
mond signed a final decree for $750 most of the new stories being filmed cast.
against D. A. Kooker of Ewen for at Paramount's New York studios.
switching three Universal pictures to "Scarlet Hours" is rapidly nearing
Susan Conroy has been signed by
another theater.
Paramount
to appear opposite Charcompletion; Claudette Colbert's next
lie
Ruggles
in "Girl Habit." about to
was
originally
called
"24
Hours,"
while Charlie Ruggles will soon start go into production. Miss Conroy,
on "Girl Habit," adapted from the who was signed through Mike Connelly, is a stage actress who formerplay, "Thirty Days."
ly appeared in Pathe comedies here.
(Continued from Page 1)
Paramount Notes: Bill Miller has
pared with $555,464 in the preceding
been
placed in charge of camera
corresthe
in
$667,158
and
quarter
ponding quarter of 1930. January work on all shorts . . . Merill White
net was $179,697.58, February $179,- busy editing "The Smiling Lieuten441.80 and March $178,800.65. Earnant," complicated by a French version . . . Lewis Milestone lunching
ings for the current first quarter
amount to 58 cents a share on the with Rosalie Stewart and George
and com- Cukor.
924,987 shares of preferred
mon now outstanding, against 95
cents on 700,000 shares in the first
Jimmy Wilkinson, assigned to
quarter of 1930.
"Scarlet Hours" set where Lonnie
D'Orsa is assisting Edmund GouldPublix Changes in Northwest
with D'Orsa
workedstudios
last FBO
ing,
the old
in 1921,back
whenat
Minneapolis — A number of managerial changes are being made by the latter was assisting Mai St. Clair.
Publix Northwest division.
Harold Kaplan, manager of the
Richard Blaydon, assisting Eddie
Century, which has closed for the
on directing of "Girl Habit,"
Cline
main
the
of
summer, will work out
combines
office. He had been slated to go to featuring Charlie Ruggles,
of actor, author, diqualities
the
rector and world war veteran.
Rochester, Minn., temporarily, to replace Ray NUes as city manager of
the Publix houses there. Niles de"China," by John Colton, has been
cided to remain with Publix at Roch- added to Paramount's schedule as a
ester.
vehicle for Tallulah Bankhead. FredDave Wells comes from the Para- ric March has been tentatively set
mount, Bismarck, N. D., to the Aster for male lead.
in Minneapolis. G. F. Spaeth, formerly at the Aster, goes to the Lyric,
nt's
s Metaxa
George
ion, ,whoParamou
will make
Duluth. J. B. Reisman has been London
importat
transferred from the Lyric in Duluth
his screen debut in "Secrets of a
to the Grand, Minneapolis.
Secretary," opposite Claudette Colbert, considers it a good omen that
the music for that picture will be
Far North Films Received
composed by Vernon Duke, of the
Paramount writing staff, who also
Ottawa — Film totaling several thousand feet in length, decomposed "For Goodness Sake," the
hit song in his first London success.
picting the primitive life of the
Eskimos in the Coppermine
There is an air of expectancy about
region of Coronation Gulf, far
within the Arctic circle in
the Warner Vitaphone studio these
days. The reason is that Helen
Northernmost Canada, have
Morgan, who sings love songs like
just been received by the
nobody else, is due to make a short
Northwest branch of the Denext week. Miss Morgan, fresh
partment of the Yukon.
from a successful
season
in Miami,
(Continued from Page 1)

$4,000 Penalty Decreed
For Holding 16 Pictures

Consolidated Film Earns
$537,940 in First Quarter

11

H. P. CARVER TO PRODUCE
IN FRANCE FOR UNIVERSAL
(Continued from Page 1)

production
of six additional
foreign
versions
of Universal
pictures, following the first six, is also included
in the contract.
Carver, who last year produced
"The Silent Enemy," which was released through Paramount, will sa;l
Friday on the Majestic, to join Serving
Wilson,
of athestudio
Consortium D.outfit,
and toalso
select
site
for the productions. Modern sound
equipment will be installed and production started immediately.

Louis Morris Organizing
New Circuit in England
(Continued from Page 1)

lar house has been acquired in North
London and four other sites in various parts of London have been
bought. Work also is starting on
the first of a circuit for Yorkshire,
and the Capitol in Upminster has
been acquired. D. J. James and John
and Ivor Pugh are associated with
Morris.
"Gun

Smoke"

for

Rialto

Paramount's
western,
"Gun
Smoke,"
with
Richard
Arlen
and
Mary
Brian, succeeds "Reaching for
the Moon" at the Rialto on April 22.
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Two New Groups Plan To Launch Turnstile Movies

COURTUPHOLDS DIVISIBILITY OF CONTRACT
Kent Hopeful of Paramount-Warner
The Parade
— as we see it

Philly Exhibs Assured 50%
of Paramount Product
Despite Truce

Atlantic City— "We expect to resume booking relations with Warner
This double Bros.," said Sidney R. Kent yesterin an exclusive interview with
Double Feature feature bogey is The day
Film Daily.
Kent is understood to have held
cropping
again
Indigestion
up in many sec- several conferences with Dan Michaions of the country. Our observaWarner theater departions lead us to the conclusion that love of the
(Continued on Page 8)
it is quality and not quantity that
wrings seekers of entertainment to
the box-office. Giving a man two
Orders of ham and eggs for the price
jf one will give him indigestion, and
perhaps ptomaine poisoning, if either
he ham or eggs are bad. Rather cut
/our admission price in line with the
present economic trend, but keep
Philadelphia — Publix has no intenkway from double features. To us
tion of halting its expansion program
this policy represents depression in- in this territory despite expectations
sanity.
that Paramount and Warner Bros,
*
*
*
will iron out their differences. Publix is understood to be planning seven
Someone, perhaps it houses here. Spyros, Charles and
Thrills on
was Walter
Winchell George Skouras will get 25 per cent
Broadway
or Shakespeare,
said of the profits of all theaters they operate, it is said. A house in the
that life is made
up
Germantown district will be erected
f a series of thrills.
There's a few
ot sequences current on Broadway. by Publix.
-By JACK

ALICOATE-

L CONTINUE
PHILADELPHIA EXPANSION

"o the seeker of "Kicks" we recomnend the following for an evening's
liversion: The lion killing in "Trader
hlorn." The double-crossing of Sooky
n "Skippy."
The break-up in "Dirigible." The land rush in "Cimarron"
ind Menjou's
final coup in "Front
Dage."
Then
try to sleep.

-,.,

We are somewhat

New Film
j„ sympathy
with
Personalities young Mr. Laem-

mle and his quest

Booking Truce

Mutual Aid
Indianapolis — An interesting
business-building combination
has been arranged by Cullen
E. Espy, district manager for
Skouras-Publix, with the Indianapolis Street Railway Co.
Trolley passengers may obtain
without cost on "Indiana Theater Transfer," which when
presented at the theater boxoffice is worth 10 cents on an
adult ticket before 1 o'clock on
week-days and 15 cents at
other times. Trolley line and
theater both report good results.

Philadelphia— RKO Pathe is within its legal rights in not delivering
the unmade product on the 1930-31
Pathe program set before the merger
with RKO, according to an opinion
by Justice Robert Van Moschiszker,
formerly of the State Supreme Court.
The ruling was given at the request
of the M. P. T. O. here.

Paramount-Publix, in a statement
issued yesterday, estimates its net
profit for the first quarter of this
year, after taxes, depreciation and
other deductions, at $1.12 a share.

Turnstile Movie Houses in N. Y.
Planned by Two More Groups

'or
new Newsreels
film faces.offer
But awhymuch
the betcoleges?
er hunting ground. Bernard Shaw
s coming fast and will soon make a
Miniature theaters of the Transfreat character man. Jimmy Walker
I.tix type will soon blanket the enlas a personality effervescing with
tire metropolitan district if plans of
.nagnetism. Mussolini oozes "It,"
two
groups k<> through. The
Due partly to loss on sale of cer- Film new
but we are frankly disappointed with
Daily learns that one group,
tain assets to RKO, a total loss of
Mr. Hoover. After following his $2,650,258.86 i, reported by Pathe headed by Max Kramer and Herbert
screen career now for more than two
Inc., and subsidiary com- Krapp, part owners of the Fdison
hears, it pains us to report that as a Exchange,
panies tor the year ended
Dec. 27. Hotel, has several sites picked out
screen actor he has but little future.
(Continued
on Page 2)
(Continued
on Page 8)

Pathe's $2,650,258 Loss
Due Partly to RKO Sale

In a sweeping decision that is expected to be followed by all of the
U. S. District Courts throughout the
country, the U. S. Circuit Court of
Appeals for the Fourth Circuit has
handed down a decision holding that
a distributor is not required to proceed first to arbitrate as provided in
the Standard Exhibition Contract before bringing action against an exhibitor for breach of contract. The
case involved is that of Paramount
(Continued

from

Page

2)

Judge Rules Pathe Within Rights
In Not Delivering Unmade Product

Fire Code Prepared
By S.M.P.E. Committee $1.12 a Share Estimated
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — A proposed fire code By Para, for First Quarter

governing theaters and projection
booths in particular is understood
ready for presentation to the S. M.
P. E. It has been developed by a
sub-committee working in New York.

Distributors May Enforce
Agreements Without
Arbitration

GANG FILMS OPPOSED
BY EDUCATION BOARD
Hackensack, N. J.— A resolution
protesting against the presentation of
gangster and underworld pictures has
been passed by the Board of Education of Lyndhurst and forwarded to
the State Board.

Committee Chairmen
Named
by Writers'
Coast Bureau,
THE FILM Group
DAILY

West

Hollywood — Waldemar Young has
been named chairman and Frank
Woods

secretary of the special committee which seeks to improve conditions for writers. Subcommittee
chairmen chosen are: Ralph Block,
ethics; Benjamin Glazer, legal aspects; Richard Schayer, credits;
Percy Heath, writer-supervisor relations; John Meehan, writer-director
relations, and James Seymour, general survey.
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Foreclose on Madison Theater
Madison, Wis. — The Eastwood has
been sold under foreclosure of a mechanic's lien. The house, operated
for the past several months by the
Atwood Theater Corp., with Paul
X'orris
dark,
but
will as
be manager,
redecoratedhasandbeen
reopened
under new management within 10
days.
.♦♦♦♦.♦♦.•♦.•♦A
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Appellate Court Upholds
Divisibility of Contract
(Continued from Page 1)

vs. National Theater Corp., in which
the distributor charged breach of
contract in the distribution of certain films which the company furnished and for which the defendant
agreed to pay. The theater concern claimed among other things that
the plaintiff could not maintain the
action because it had not submitted
the matters in controversy to arbitration as provided in the contract.
Paramount countered with the statement that this condition could not be
compiled with because the arbitration
boards specified in the contract had
ceased to function due to being outlawed by the Thacher decision. The
case, however, was decided in favor
of National Theater Corp. by the U.
S. District Court for the Western
District of Virginia, Lynchburg.
Paramount then carried it to the
Court of Appeals, and among the
points raised was whether or not the
contracts sued on are entire and indivisible. The Appellate Court ruled
that, where agreements in restraint of
trade are unlawful in part, they are
enforcible as to the parts that are
not unlawful, and that this holding
runs back to the earliest authorities.
In consequence, the judgment of the
lower court was reversed.
Commenting on the Appellate
Court ruling, Gabriel Hess of the
Hays Office said yesterday:
"The importance of the decision of
the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
for the Fourth Circuit in the case
of Paramount-Publix vs. National
Theaters Corp., lies in the fact that
it will be followed by all of the
U. S. District Courts throughout the
country. While the District Court in
several jurisdictions has decided some
of the questions involved in the instant case in this
favor is
of the
contention,
the distributors'
first case
passed upon by any United States
court of appellate jurisdiction which
squarely holds that the distributor is
not required to proceed first to arbitrate as provided in the Standard Exhibition Contract before bringing an
action for breach of contract; that the
Standard Exhibition Contract is divisible and that where agreements in
restraint of trade are unlawful in
part, they are enforceable as to the
parts that arc not unlawful."
Eddie Bonns Operated On
Eddie Bonns. formerly assistant
general manager of Warner Bros.
Broadway theaters and now personal representative of James J.
Grainger of Fox, is recovering from
an appendix operation at Flower
Hospital.
"Strangers May Kiss" Held Over
Norma Shearer in "Strangers May
Kiss" will be held for a second week
at the Capitol.
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Pathe's $2,650,258 Loss
Due (Continued
Partly fromto Page
RKO1) Sale

April
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THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
DOCK
City.
Apr. 15-17: Paramount eastern sales convention, Hotel Ambassador, Atlantic
Apr. 19: Lambs Gambol, Metropolitan Open
House, New York.
22: Warner Bros. Eastern sales conApr. 20
vention, Traymore. Atlantic City.
RKO
Pathe sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

Gross sales and rentals for the year
24 : Paramount western sales convenamounted to $14,581,209.59, with extion, Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
penses running to $15,601,371.35.
24 : State Convention of Indiana InThere was additional income of
dorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Apr.
Hotel, Indianapolis.
$223,069.62, which included interest Apr.
on advances to outside producers,
Laemmle Anniversary Dinner Dane*
of Universal Club, Hotel Edison,
and deductions for interest, amortiza- Apr.
New
York.
tion, depreciation, etc., totaled $1,- Apr 25:
May 1 : Warner Bros. Western sale*
210,678.88, bringing the operating
convention. Hotel St. Francis, San
loss up to $2,007,771.02. Loss on the
Francisco.
sale to RKO, including goodwill
22
:
International Exhibitors' Concharged in at $1,087,824.65 and the
gress, Rome.
writeoff of production, scenario and
of the Society i
22- 29 : Spring meeting
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
treament costs of pictures aban- May 18- Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.
23- ■27 : Annual convention of the M.P.
doned, was $637,518.20, plus a mis26
cellaneous adjustment of $4,969.64, May
May 25T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri,
and St. Joseph, Mo.
making the total of $2,650,258,86.
Capital surplus balance at the end
of the year was $2,819,786.33.
Warners Shift Wis. House Managers
29Joseph P. Kennedy, chairman of
Racine,
Wis. — Lon Ramsdell has
the board, in his letter to stockfrom Warners'
holders, said the DuPont-Pathe Film been transferred
netian here to manage
a theater Ve-in
Manufacturing Co. stock has been
forhere the
sucset up on the balance sheet at a Appleton ceeded
by circuit.
Charles He
B. isNebel,
value of $4,000,000.
formerly vice president for Commun-j
ity
Theaters,
Inc.,Burlington
operators and
of houses'
Bud Barsky Selling
in West
Allis,
Lake
Geneva. Henri Margo, formerly of
3 Chimps to Tiffany the circuit's Sheboygan, succeeds Bf
Contracts will be signed today F. Clark as assistant manager.
whereby three chimpanzee performers will be sold to Tiffany by Bud
Rosita Moreno to Work in Paris
Barsky. Included in the contracts
Rosita Moreno is clue in Xewl
will be the sale by Barsky to Tiffany York from the Coast tomorrow tol
of a two-reel chimp comedy recently sail for Paris, where she will workl
finished on the coast. The three
chimps which will become the prop- in Spanish versions to be made afl
erty of Tiffany have been the lead- the Joinville studio.
ing
actors in last year's chimp
comedy animal
releases.
Flinn-Lally Hearing Postponed
Because the application for change
of venue which would take the case
out of Greater New York jurisdiction
has not as yet been acted upon, the
trial of John C. Flinn and Henry
F. Lally in connection with the Pathe
Studio fire yesterday was adjourned
to May 6 by Judge Allen in General
Sessions. Nathan Burkan and Frederic Coudert, Jr., appeared for Lally
and Flinn, respectively.
Wm. S. Hart Sues U. A. for $500,000
Claiming that $500,000 is due him
from the proceeds of the picture
"Tumbleweeds" which was released
in 1926 by United Artists, William
S. Hart has brought suit for that
amount against United Artists in the
Supreme Court. O'Brien, Malevinsky and Driscoll, attorneys for United
Artists, will answer the complaint and
ask for a bill of particulars.

Warners to Produce "Flit" Ad Films
A deal for a commercial animated
cartoon advertising "Flit" has been
made by Warner Bros, and Stanco
Broach Reopens Maplewood House Co., manufacturers of the article.
Maplewood, N. J.— The Maplewood Production has started at the Audio
has been taken over and completely Cinema studios with the TerryToon
renovated by Howard E. Broach, for- animated cartoon department hanmerly of Hightstown, N. J.
dling production.

COMING

& GOING

S. CHARLES EINFELD. Warner pub]
licity head, leaves for Hollywood on Monday
SAM MOSCOW, southern division mill
ager for Columbia, is in New York con
ferring
with Lou B. Metzger, director ol
Sales.
ROBERT ARMSTRONG, who return*
Tuesday from his vacation abroad, is on hid
wav to Hollywood to resume work at thj
RKO
Pathe studios.
IRENE DUNNE has left for Hollywod|
to resume
work at RKO.
KATHERINE
BRUSH,
writer, sails t
day on the Majestic for Europe.
GLORIA SWANSON will arrive fro*
the const next week.
NOW
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Opening FOR A RUN, Friday, April 17th,
at the RKON. Y. WATCH IT HIT THE HIGH
SPOTS
EVERYWHERE!

A

TOD

BROWNING

Production.

Presented by CARL LAEMMLE with ROBERT ARMSTRONG, JEAN
HARLOW. Produced by CARL LAEMMLE, JR. from the prize
winning novel by W. R. BURNETT, author of "Little Caesar."
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From the great stage play that 1
Broadway for a year and then pill
return engagement by popular "diT
after being road-showed throughoi
United States. By Eva Kay Flir
Martha Madison. Directed by FRED
MEYER.
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right through box office
CRASHING
records — Rochester, Akron, Youngstown,
Minneapolis, St. Paul — Due soon, jammed
to the doors, St. Louis, Omaha, Hartford, Ft.
Worth, San Antonio, Dallas, Allentown, Milwaukee, Little Rock, Birmingham, Toledo
and other important cities.
Watch the signals!
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
By

RALPH

W1LK

HOLLYWOOD Paramount to play opposite Eleanor
TO SWERLING, who is writing at Boardman in *"Women
*
* Love Once."
J Columbia, started his career as a
Baby Jean Rickert has been signnewspaper and magazine writer. For
amusement, he dashed off a few
ed for a child role in "Everything's
vaudeville sketches so well, that he Rosie," Robert Woolsey's first solo
starring
vehicle for Radio Pictures.
chucked his routine job and wrote
Anita
Louise,
John Darrow, Flora play. That clicked, too, and he
ence Roberts, Lita Chevret, Clifford
"Kibwrote several more, including
Dempsey and Frank Beale are
itzer," "Obey That
Impulse"
and others in the featured cast. Clyde
"One of Us."*
Bruckman is directing.
*
*
*
*
*
Given Wakeling, head of the
RKO Pathe costume designing deRadio Pictures has purchased "The
partment, designed the costumes Grath.
Other
Passport"
by Harold
Mc*
*
*
for "Holiday" and "Sin Takes a
Holiday." She has also designed the
Charlotte Greenwood has been
costumes for "Rebound" and "The
Common
Law,"
which are now in signed for "Palmy Days," Eddie Canproduction.
n.
tor's starring vehicle, which will be
*
*
*
Samuel
Goldwyn's first
1931 picture
release.
Dorothy Howell is working oi\ for United Artists
*
*
*
two stories for Columbia. She is
Frederick Kerr will appear for
completing the script on "Lover
the "McCall's'' Warner Bros, in "The Co-ResponCome Back,"
magazine
storyfrom
by Helen Topping dent," starring William Powell, and
Miller, and "Fifty Fathoms Deep," for First National in "Honor of the
undersea story, which will serve as Family,"
starring
♦ ♦ Bebe♦ Daniels.
a vehicle for Richard
Cromwell.
*
*
*
Aline MacMahon, Oscar Apfel.
Beryl Mercer
has been added to Purnell Piatt and Boris Karloff have
Fox's "Merely Mary Ann."
been Final.
added to First National's "Five
Star
*
*
*
Lila Lee is back at her home in
Hollywood after a long rest at PresJosephine Lovett, veteran screen
cott, Ariz., where Renee Adoree also writer, lias been given a long term
is under treatment. Miss Lee ex- contract by Paramount. She wrote
pects to resume
work
in about a
the screen play for "Stepdaughters
month.
* *
*
of War," which will star Ruth
Chatterton.
*
*
*
Helen Twelvetrees was married in
Reno recently to Frank J. Woody,
Our Passing Show: Margaret EtHollywood real
man.
* estate
*
*
tinger training a new group of tadpoles; Ralph Block practicing for the
Slim Summerville and Harry
Beresford have joined the cast of annual Motion Picture Tennis Ass'n
tournament; Harry J. Brown directUniversal's "Heaven on Earth," starring Lew Ayres.
Russell Mack will ture. ing the RKO Pathe convention picdirect.
*
*
*
*
*
*
Sam
Mintz
has
sold
his sketch,
Joan Bennett, instead of Janet
"Father
Knows
Best,"
to
the ParaGaynor, is to be Charles Farrell's
mount New York studios. Ford
hading woman in "Surrender," ac- Sterling will be starred in the piccording to studio talk at Fox.
turized version of the sketch.
*
*
*
*
$
*
Constance Cummings will appear
Here and There: the two Eddies —
with Jack Mulhall in "Lover, Come
Back" for Columbia, with Erie Ken- Kane and Luddy — chatting at RKO
Pathe: Helen Johnson and Claire
ton directing.*
*
*
Doodds posing for publicity pictures
The eleventh in the series of Leigh at Paramount; Clarence Hennecke
comedy material at RKO
Jason's "Humanettes" being produced writing
Pathe.
by Frank Newman for RKO will go
*
*
*
into production soon with Ann Brody
playing opposite
Eddie
Lambert.
Samson
Raphaelson
is
writing the
*
*
*
screen play and dialogue for "LaurGeoffrey Kerr, Radio Pictures conthe Lady," In
which
will star
Chatterton.
collaboration
tract player, has
been
loaned
to Ruthels and
with Ernst Yajda, he wrote the
screen
version of "The Smiling LieuGood Doctor
tenant"
as a starring
for
Maurice
Chevalier.
He vehicle
also wrote
Believing that a director
should take a dose of his own
the screen plav and dialogue for "The
Man I Killed," which will star Emil
medicine occasionally, Mack
Sennett has cast himself for a
Jannings" and which will be directed
by Ernst Lubitsch.
minor role in one of his forth*
*
*
coming comedies. Babe Stafford, who directed the Educa"// Charlie Chaplin doesn't get a
title in England on his present trip,
tional-Sennett comedy, "Cowmaybe someone will give him a subcatcher's Daughter," also will
play a part in "Ghost Parade."
observes.title," the Los Angeles "Herald"
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Timely Topics
A Digest of
Current Opinion
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George Arliss Sees
Films As Drama Stimulus
'"THERE has never been, in ray
opinion, such a stimulus to the
drama as that which is offered by
the mechanical contrivance which
permits the best that the country
can produce to be seen and
heard in the most obscure corners of the United States. I
think there can be no doubt
about the educational possibilities to be derived from talking
pictures. It is, in fact, difficult
to realize the immense stride that
has been taken from the silent
to the talking screen. To tell
stories by means of pictures, is,
I suppose, the most primitive
stage of education; whereas the
literature of any country is its
crowning glory. And just as
soon as you get talking pictures
you automatically get literature.
The great authors of the world
will soon be turning their attention to writing for the screen;
in fact they are doing so now.
The great mass of the movie
public is quick to learn and to
appreciate style in writing as they
have already learned to appreciate good music
My experience in the movies has taught me
many things that have been useful to me in the theater as well.
First and foremost it has brought
home to me the value of sincerity; I found that every flicker
of an eyelash, every shade of
thought was registered on the
screen, and so I reason that what
is seen by the camera may be felt
by an audience. The art of restraint and suggestion may be
studied by watching Charlie
Chaplin on the screen; he is in
my opinion the ideal moving-picture actor.
George Arliss,
— Syracuse "Herald"

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

STNE
■ msMis
0* HIMDOM

Narimova terminates contract with
Metro.
*
*
*
T.O.C.C. to urge adoption of standard contracts and elimination of advance deposits.
*
*
*
Germany gradually lifting embargo
against importation of foreign film.

EXPLOITETTES

ri\ito
THE

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

nun

IUILM

• • • IF THE class will come to order, we will go into a
learned discussion of the subject of Ingratitude
teacher
will first bring to your attention what an ungrateful bunch of
brats you are where this kolyum is concerned
you let
teacher do all the work
and send all your good (?) original (?) stories to some other kolumist
and when he
publishes the junk, you run around shouting your fool heads
off what a Great Kolumist he is
which either proves
what saps you are or what a wise guy he is
Sell your
stuff
get real Dough for it
starring tomorrow we
will pay in real Spanish pesetas of the defunct Alfonso monarchy for all contribs published
and when
you go to
Lunnon you can match pesetas with the exiled Kink
he
has a lotta outdated pesetas he doesn't want, too
but to
get back to Ingratitude
lookit poor King Alfonso
after his family ran the Spaniolas for 982 years, they kicked
him outa his life job over the week-end
now he can't
even get a job in Hollerword as an extra
which brings
us to the subject of a lotta former extras who are now stars
and when
interviewed, most of 'em have marvelous
memories about their past
going back to early childhood
and recalling the most insignificant details
such as swallowing their first rattle
or the joke the doc was telling
ma as she came outa the ether
boy, they remember Everything perfectly
everything but giving credit to the
guy who gave 'em their First Chance in the movies
there are a coupla dozen oldtimers in the film biz who can
produce the Evidence
they'll show you documentary evidence written in the star's own
handwriting
thanking 'em effusively for the First Break which landed 'era
on the Starry Path
years ago
and now?
if they happen to meet the guy who was the Cause Of It All,
they say in a cool but civil manner: "Er — what was the name,
please?"
it useter be different in the old days
take
Pearl White, f'r instance
before she clicked with "Perils
of Pauline"
and Betts & Fowler were her booking agents
in the old Knickerbocker theater building
and the boys
useter kid the firm as Beatem an' Foolem
two of the
squarest shooters that ever staggered through
this dizzy biz
B and F started Pearl with Pathe in the days when
Ouida Bergere was casting director
Ouida is now married to Basil Rathbone
formerly married to Fitzmaurice,
at that time director general of the ole Pathe stude at Congress
Square in Union City, N. J
pardon the digression
and when Betts and Fowler grew old and were on the ole toboggan
as happens to a lotta us event-u-ally
did Pearl
White
forget 'em?
nozzir
she paid their office
and home rent and supported 'em to their dying day
lots
of you oldtimers will recall it
remember when the partners were at 1482 Broadway?
with Pearl's dough keepin'
'em in the game?
it's a sweet thought
Pearl, the
gal who was White
and didn't have a lapse of Memory or
Gratitude
but today there are still a few regular fellers
and gals
there's Ann Harding
who on her
recent trip to New York
took important and valuable time
out to stop off at a certain town
there she visited the gent
who was responsible for her First Start
and thanked him
publicly
giving him Full Credit for the job
which
confirms what we've always suspected of Ann
as sweet
a gentlewoman off the screen as she is on
also Norma
Shearer
who over the nation-wide hookup the other day
exploded all the bunk about her many Discoverers
and
stated flatly that a certain gent in this hamlet did the Magic
Trick that started her skyrocketing
and that gent is still
walking around in a daze
after cynically believing for
years that all stars were ungrateful
Jack Livingston is
again believing in Santa Claus
the Big Sill!
some
film gents are So Sentimental
«

«

«

»

»
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Flash Front
for "East Lynne"

€)

SOMETHING
quitehouse
unusual
a neighborhood
was fora
de luxe front constructed at the
Fox Hempstead, L. I., for the
feature
picture "East
Lynne."
Monty MacLevy
and assistant
manager Philip Hecht, with the
aid of the house staff built a compo board flash display that completely covered the front of the
theater, alongside and above the
entrance up to the marquee, and
took in two stores adjacent to
the house. This stunt was effected at a nominal cost of $25,
and got over an effective play for
the attraction.
— Fox Hempstead,
Hempstead, L. I.

Novel Lobby
forAT"Finger
Points"
the Stanley in Jersey

City
the Warner staff utilized a
novel idea in the exploitation of
"The Finger Points." The idea
was to get away from the stereotyped form of lobby decoration
with posters, stills and cut-outs.
The order was to get up something with life to it. The problem
was solved by taking a big corner of the lobby fitted up as the
city room of a daily newspaper.
All the fixings were there, including a news ticker, telephones
and typewriters. There was a
staff of editors and reporters on
hand and with phones constantly ringing and visitors rushing in
and out an appearance of reality
was the scene that resulted in attracting crowds.
— Stanley, Jersey City, N. J.

MANY HAPPY
RETURNS
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

April Gallagher
17
Raymond
Charles Brabin
Harry Gottlieb
M.
Hughes
Oscar
Reed
Otto Lederer
Ernest Wood
Nathalie Hammerstein

THE

$130,000,000 INVEST
— ED
KATZ

Paramount

&S

DAILY

Convention

Sidelights

\By ARTHUR
W. EDDY',
Atlantic
City
A. M. Botsford and Leon BamVtlautic City— Publix has $130,- CAM KATZ, Sam Dembow, Dave
berger, according to a seemingly au000,000 invested in theaters, said Sam
thentic report, invested SO cents each
°
Chatkin
and
Milton
Feld,
all
Pubin
a
cane.
Katz yesterday in addressing the
Paramount eastern sales convention lixites, took advantage of the balmyspring weather and drove down to
at the Hotel Ambassador. The cir- this
Representing the Harold Lloyd
conventioneering town.
cuit is not looking for any quarrels,
Corp. are: C. Neeper, John Murphy
and Les Whelan.
but is preparing to protect itself, he
A galaxy of Paramount publicity
stars
are
on
hand
to
keep
the
conSidney R. Kent spoke on sales.
vention in the public prints. They
Obeying his physician's orders,
are: Charles McCarthy, Earl Win- Emil Shauer, Paramount foreign department head, checked out of Atgart, Al Wilkie, Frank Vreeland
Akerson Says Clean Films and
lantic City just before the sales proWatty West.
ceedings got under way.

Outlive Sex, Gang Stuff

Atlantic City — Clean pictures have
longer life, while the vogue for underworld and sex stories passes, said
George Akerson in addressing the
Paramount convention yesterday.
Advertising plans for the new season were discussed by Russell Holman. He also spoke on public relations work, substituting for Charles
E. McCarthy, who was called to
Middleboro, Mass., by the serious illness of his father.
James H. Clark, ad sales manager,
talked on his activities. Ralph A.
Kohn discussed the company's financial history.
Importance of manpower in the
field was stressed by Sam Katz, who
talked on theater operations.
A. O. Dillenbach of HanfT-Metzger
spoke on the Paramount advertising
campaign.

Livingston's
Directory
First to Cover
Television
First issue of Livingston's International Casting Directory, put out
by Jack Livingston, came off the
press yesterday. It is the first publication of its kind to cover television, as well as talkers, legitimate
stage, radio, vaudeville an<-l the musical field. The initial edition, attractively printed, contains 128 pages of
photographs and information on talent, together with other data of value
to artists and program
arrangers.
Little Theater Leader to M-G-M
Dallas — Oliver Hinsdell, for eight
years director of the Dallas Little
Theater and widely known as a leader in the local drama movement, is
leaving here after this season to go
to Hollywood and direct for M-G-M
Para. Signs Lillian Roth
Lillian Roth has been signed by
Paramount for two short subjects of
a musical nature, which Aubrey Scotto will direct at the New York studio.

Council on Stories
Atlantic City — Paramount
is now
conducting
a story
council for the selection of all
material, said Sidney R. Kent
yesterday.
Members
include
Kent and Adolph Zukor, Jesse
L. Lasky, Sam Katz, Emanuel
Cohen, Russell Holman, Walter
Wanger, Richard A. Rowland,
Charles
E. McCarthy,
B. P.
Schulberg, George Schaefer and
John Clark.

Plenty of screening material has
Boby Moriarty and hen Baly
been brought to the convention. Features to be shown include "Tarnished were among the conventioneers who
Lady," starring Tallulah Bankhead, gave a tryout to the Ambassador
and "Kick In," Clara Bow vehicle.
Max Fleischer has made a special
cartoon which does some tall kidding
Consternation was heaved at the
pool.
of Paramount execs.
Paramounteers when a truck carrying a quantity of their luggage got
Marlene Dietrich is sailing for
New York tomorrow from Germany stuck in the mud somewhere in Atlantic City en route to the hotel.
following a vacation, according to
John Cecil Graham.
Andy Callahan of Technicolor is
giving
out optimistic talks concernF. Wynne-Jones
is
doing
the
convention honors for Ufa.
ing the future of color in pictures.
John D. Clark baptized a new pair
of sport shoes, which were about
the most doggy pieces of footgear
around the convention hall.

L. P. Flynn is due for a lot of
paging
He's in charge
of
return tomorrow.
transportation.

Paramount s New Lineup Embraces
Stellar Writers, Directors, Players
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PARAMOUNT SALES ACES
AWARDED PRIZES BY KENT
Atlantic City — J. H.

Stevens,

branch
manager was
of awarded
Paramount's
Maine exchange,
first
prize yesterday by Sidney R. Kent for
the highest figures on his quota in the
company's national sales contest.
Fourth prize went to H. Randell, of
the Brooklyn exchange.
Prizes were in the form of checks.
Salesmen also participate in the
awards.
Fourteen salesmen are receiving
memberships in Paramount's One
Hundred Per Cent Club, Kent announced. These include: M. E. Sattler, New York; J. T. Howard, Boston; N. B. Kaplan, Cincinnati; J. J.
Oulahan, Washington; S. R. Simpson, Dallas; G. Germaine, New
Haven; H. E. Stuckey, Toronto.
Others who will receive One Hundred Per Cent Club buttons at the
coast meet are: H. R. Hamburg,
Chicago; T. R. Young, Minneapolis;
E. D. Nash, Sioux Falls; W. A.
Wandel, St. Louis; A. R. Taylor,
San Francisco.

Warner-Para. Resuming
(Continued
from Page 1)
Booking
Relations
— Kent
ment on the coming season's deal.
In Philadelphia independent exhibitors are said to have been assured
that those who have played Paramount pictures will be able to buy
SO per cent of the new program even
though
Warners.Paramount gets together with

Two New Groups Plan

Turnstile
Movies in N. Y.
Atlantic City — Paramount's lineup Holmes, Skeets Gallagher, Carole
(Continued from Page 1)
of features for the 1931-32 season Lombard, Miriam Hopkins, Sylvia
will embrace the biggest galaxy of Sidney, Frances Dee, Kay Francis, for the possible remodeling of stores
writer - director -player talent ever Warner Oland, Norman ^Foster, into small movie houses. At the same
Toomey, Stuart Erwfn, Eu- time another group, represented by
presented by the company, accord- Regis gene
Pallette, Mitzi Green, Robert Charles James of Hartsdale, N. Y., is
ing to the program announcement
Coogan,
Jackie Cooper, Junior Dur- taking similar steps. Although the
made by Jesse L. Lasky yesterday. kin
and others.
projects are still in an embryo stage,
Pictures will be made from the writOther players signed in recent information is being obtained on the
ings of Mark Twain, Theodore
Dreiser, Louis Bromfield, Rupert months, with a view to strengthen- net profit of the present Trans LuxHughes, John Colton, Phillip Barry,
ingclude
the company's
talentDolores
roster, Del
in- house on Madison Ave., as well as
Anna May Wrong,
data on cost of projection, film and
Charles Brackett, Robert E. SherEleanor
Boardnian,
Lilyan
Tashoverhead, and type and length of
wood, Arthur Stringer, Sam Rohmer, Rio,
las.
houses.
most adaptable to the small
Percy Crosby, Dashiell Hammett, man, Carman Barnes and Tom Doug- programs
Max Marcin and others.
About 45 titles, out of the 65 to
Directors include Ernst Lubitsch,
Start Scarsdale Theater
70 features planned, have been deJosef von Sternberg, Edmund GouldExcavation has been started for the
cided upon so far. These were pubing, Dorothv Arzner, Richard Wallish yesterday in The Film Daily. theater to be built in Scarsdale, N.
The remainder have been left open Y., for Irving Rosenthal, owner of
lace,
H.
D'Abbadie
D'Arrast,
Rouben Mamoulian, John Cromwell,
with the elastic policy es- the Bronxville. The house, seating
George Cukor, Edward Sutherland, in keeping tablished
last year to permit change
Monta Bell, George Abbott, Frank of production plans to meet any 1,200, will cost about $400,000.
Tuttle, Victor Heerman, Stuart Wal- changes in public tastes, Lasky said.
Safecrackers Get $1,000
ker, Norman Taurog, Lothar
Indianapolis
— Cracking open a safe
Music
plays
a
part
in
only
one
MaurMendes, David Burton, Lloyd Corice Chevalier picture, in so far as in the Granada, yeggs got away with
rigan, Edward Goodman, Louis Gas- the present announcement shows, approximately $1,000.
nier, Marion Gering, Norman Mc- and the list contains no ganglandLeod, Dudley Murphy, Edward Slo- racketeering-crime stories. In addiman,
Cort. Berthold Viertel and Harry
tion to the several pictures with juveSwell Assignment
nile appeal, the new product will
Among the chief players will be
Ralph Stitt of the Rivoli is
woman's
Harold Lloyd. Marlene Dietrich, give
share more
in therepresentation
World War, to
particularly
issuing an invite to every newsMaurice Chevalier, George Bancroft, on the humane side. "Stepdaughters
paper
metro-at
Nancy Carroll, Ruth Chattcrton, of War" is along these lines.
politanreporter
dailies toonbethe
guests
Clara Bow, Tallulah Bankhead. Jack
Star series will be employed in the
a special midnite screening of
Oakie, the Marx Brothers. Fredric one-reel and two-reel shorts, as pre"Front Page" next Tuesday
March, Gary Cooper, Charles Rogeve. Police cards will serve as
viously pubished in The Film Daily.
ers, Richard Arlen, Clive Brook, There will be 100 one-reelers and 32
ment. on this welcome assignpasses
Claudette Colbert, Charlie Ruggles, two-reelers, in addition to 104 issues
Jackie Coogan, Paul Lukas. Phillips of the Sound
News, Lasky said.
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THEY ALL AGREE
"JUDGE" AND "LIFE" JOIN STEP
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Announcing Pre-Cratered 9 mm x 20

If

High Intensity Projector Carbons
A

/ VNOTHER

achievement

of National

Carbon

research.

The history of National Projector Carbons is one of constant improvement. But the merit of each new idea is
definitely proved, by exacting laboratory and service tests,
before it is applied to the product.
The latest improvement

is the pre-cratering of 9 mm

x 20" National High Intensity Projector Carbons.
Exhaustive tests, both in the laboratory and in actual
theatre projection, have shown that pre-cratering achieves
two highly important results. It enables the arc to "burn
in" much more quickly and smoothly. It results in clean
burning when the arc is struck on a new carbon. The
Projectionist will recognize the value of these features.
All 9 mm

x 20" High Intensity Carbons now leaving our

factory are pre-cratered. Also, the holder end of each
carbon is beveled for easy insertion in the holder jaws.
There is no extra charge.

NATIONAL

R O J E CTOR

CARBONS
Sold exclusively through distributors and dealers.
National Carbon Company

will gladly cooperate with the

producer, exhibitor, machine manufacturer or projectionist
on any problem involving light.

NATIONAL
Carbon

CARBON
Sales Division

Unit of Union Carbide
Branch Sales Offices:

COMPANY,
»

INC.

Cleveland, Ohio

| I | M M and Carbon Corporation

New York

Pittsburgh

Chicago

San Francisco
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Music Tax Upheld Despite Score Charge Payment

doubuTfeatures menace kid attendance
Fox Re-Entering Shorts Field With
Movietone Subjects With
Musical Background
Being Made
Fox will re-enter the short subject field next season with the distribution ofat least 52 one-reel travel
pictures under the general title of
"The material
Magic Carpet
Movietone."
The
for theseof subjects,
the

52 Travelogues

Stumbling Block
Atlantic City — Persistent featuring of crime news by the newspapers is one of the chief obstacles confronting film producers in
their efforts to keep away from gangster and crime pictures, it was
pointed out at the Paramount convention. Notwithstanding the
policy of the newspapers, however, Paramount will play down the
underworld stuff and make practically no pictures of this kind, said
Sidney R. Kent.

first of which is being given a prerelease showing at the
Embassy

Zukor Is Opposed to Dual
Bills— Felix Feist
Raps Policy
Characterizing double-feature programs as non-stimulants for poor
business and bad for the kid trade,
and predicting a short life for the plan,
several film executives interviewed by
The Film Daily on Friday said exhibitors will soon revert to the presentation
of a singleonfeature
(Continucd
Page 9) surround-

M-G-M Makes First Move
ALL RKO PATHE SALESMEN
In South African Invasion FOX CONVENTION PLANS
(Continued on

Page

12)

ATTENDING CONVENTION

First move

in the invasion of the

super cinema on the newly acquired
South African theater field by M-G-M plot. This follows closely upon the
Johannesburg of Col. EdArrangements have been completed has been made with the purchase of arrivalward in
A. Schiller of the Loew theater
for the entire sales staff, including a plot of ground on one of Johannesorganization and Harry Moskowitz
all salesmen, to attend the RKO
burg's busiest corners by the South of the company's construction departI'athe sales convention starting on African office of the Company. Acment, and makes M-G-M the first
Monday at the Drake Hotel in Chicording to Arthur M. Loew, in charge company to depart from the custom
Africa.
cago, it is announced
by Ned
E.
of M-G-M's export policy, plans are of state-righting pictures in South
(Continued on Pane 9)
now
being drawn
for a 3-000-seat

100 Monogram Salesmen
Going Forth on May 1
A hundred salesmen will lie turned
loose May 1 in 24 branches by Monogram Pictures in the first gun of its
drive for contracts on the 28 pictures
to be released next season by this
co-operative exchange group, it is announced by Harry H. Thomas, vicepresident for exchanges.
The personnel in charge of the
various branches for this drive is as
follows:
Morris
Epstein,
Xew
York;
Her(Continued

on

Pane

11)

Hays Office Moving
Headquarters of the Hays
Office will be moved on May
1 to the 21st floor of the National Ass'n Building, 28 West
44th St., bringing the offices
nearer to the center of film
industry headquarters. The
Hays staff has been in its present location, 469 Fifth Ave.,
for the last s;x years. New
telephone number will be
BRyant 9-9400.

Home Talker Firm To Turn Out
25,000 Projectors Annually
Indianapolis — Organization of two
firms, one to manufacture home talker projectors and the other to supply
film> for the machines, with a yearly
capacity of 25,000 projectors and a
business volume of $5,000,000, has
been completed here with the filing
of articles of incorporation
for the

Cinetrope Corp. and the [National
Sound Films, Inc., it is announced by
Clifford G. Dunphy, manager of the
industrial commission of the Chamber of Commerce.
Burton
F. Swain
of Seymour
is
president of Cinetrope, which is cap(Continued

on

Pane

12)

High Court Upholds Music Tax
Despite Score Charge Payment
Washington

Bureau

Washington — A decision upsetting
the theory held by many exhibitors,
that payment of score charges precludes payment of the music tax,
and entrenching the distributors' position in the matter of damages recoverable on infringements against those
who bicycle or hold over pictures, has

of THE

FILM

DAILY

>een handed down by Justice Rrandeis of the Supreme
Court.
The case involved was Jewell-LaSalle Realty Co. vs. Gene Buck as
president of the American Society of
Composers,
Authors and Publishers.
In a case disclosing
infringement
i Continued

on

Pane

12)

COMPLETED BY GRAINGER

Plans for the 27th annual Fox Film
sales convention, to be held in the
auditorium at the home office the
week

of April 27, have been completed by J. R. Grainger. Besides
outlining the 48 features and 52 travel
shorts to be released next season,
Grainger will announce a number of
promotions from the ranks. There
will be sessions every day except
Friday, when
a golf
tournament
(Continued
on Page
12)

will

World Peace by Television
Predicted by J. G. Harbord
Cleveland — Speaking before the
National Industrial Congress, General
James

G. Harbord predicted international peace conferences and other
meetings of international delegates
would
be(Continued
held through
the
medium
on Page
11)

Grauman

After Alfonso

West Coast Bur. TUB

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Sid Grauman
has cabled ex-King Alfonso of
Spain inviting him to play the
leading role in a picture depicting the Burbon dynasty,
which has just been ended by
Alfonso's resignation. Grauman said he believes a picture
monarch's
basedful on
careerthecould
gross colorabout
$3,000,000, part of which would
be given to charity, according
to the showman's plan.
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BY DICKINSON CIRCUIT

Today:

Kansas City — The following shifts
in personnel, representing promotions, have been made in Dickinson
Circuit theaters:
John Irwin succeeds Clayton Bacon
as manager of the Strand and Emp re, Chillicothe; Tommy Gavin succeeds Roy Campbell as manager for
the Dickinson and Electric. Independence; P. A. Delhaunty succeeds
M. A. Dameron in Macon; C. C.
Sprague succeeds F. Silver in Marceline; Fred Lawn succeeds C. C.
Payne in Fayette; Weig Weigand
succeeds Charles Marshall as manager of the Victory, Rogers, Ark.;
Gordon McMannon promoted from
assistant to manager in Beloit, Kan.;
Mac McMullin has been promoted
from assistant to manager in Trenton, Mo., and Delhaunty, former
manager, has been transferred to
Macon; Bill Gable succeeds C. J.
Casky as manager of the Booth and
Beldorf. Independence, Kan.

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
ys
56

April 26: N.V.A. tional
Pageant
of Stars
(NaVariety Artists
benefit),
Metropolitan Opera House, New
York.

Church Would Regulate
British Sunday Movies

April 27-May 1 : Fox Film sales convention.
Home
office, New
York.
Apr. 29-May 1 : Warner Bros. Western sales
convention. Hotel St. Francis, San
Francisco.

London (By Cable) — Provided the
receipts are given to charity, and the
authorities empowered to regulate the
character of the films, Sunday motion
pictures are endorsed by the ModDean ern
W.Churchmen's
R. Inge. Union, headed by

Wisconsin Houses
Change Hands
Milwaukee — Recent changes in
theater operation in Wisconsin include the Majestic in New Holstein,
Kansas City — Another town, mak;ng the 26th to date, has been en- the new operator of which is E.
tered bv the Glenn W. Dickinson cir- Gruner. W. H. Steiner and Fred
cuit with the acquisition of the 500- Boeselage were the old owners.
=eat Penn in Smith Center. This
The Boscobel in Boscobel has
srives Dickinson 42 theaters. The been taken over by H. C. Tebbetts
house will be improved at a cost of from C. J. Nugent and R. J. Rink,
$15,000.
while at Loyal the Viking is now
being conducted by F. M. ChristenHerbert Crooker Writes Another
son, E. W. Etta being the old operaHerbert Crooker, who is assistant
tor. C. Holt has disposed of his Ledirector of advertising and publicity
gion in Elmwood to J. Ginsbach.
for Warner Bros, during business
hours, and a writer of mystery thrill- Savoy to Handle Italian Film in N. E.
ers in his spare time, has turned out
Savoy Pictures Corp., subsidiary
:> new detective romance, "The
of
Talking Pictures Corp.,
Crime in Washington Mews." which hasBroadway
taken over the Massachusetts,
will be on sale in the bookstores
next week, bearing the imprint of Rhode Island, Connecticut and PennThe Macaulay Co.
sylvania distribution of "Napoli Che
Canta" ("When Naples Sings"), the
Cines Pittaluga Italian production
"Born to Love" for Mayfair
Constance Bennett's new picture, recently shown on Broadway by J.
"Born to Love," which will be show- V. Cremonim. The picture opens
ins: at the State-Lake in Chicago this week at the Fine Arts, Boston,
during the RKO convention, will be for a week's run, and, on April 24
the next attraction at the Mayfair at the Metropolitan Opera House,
on Broadwav. followine; the extend- ment.
Philadelphia, for a two-day engageed run of "Cimarron."

Richardson Leaving Censor Board
Philadelphia — Harry Starr Richardson, member of the state censorReooenine' Aberdeen House
ship board for about eight years, is
Aberdeen, Wash. — After being
understood leaving that body. Gov.
closed since last October, the Fox
Pinchot will not reappoint him.
Weir is beine reopened. The house
was remodeled
and renovated.
Cecil Gwinn, who manages the
Weir as well as the D. & R. in HoNew York
If
Long
Island City
♦'{ quiam. says the latter house will add
154 Crescent
St. JJ
K
1540 Broadway
STillwell 4-7940
ft
musical comedy two nights a week.
| BRyant 9-4712
Hoffberg

Acquires

German

Musical

Lambs Gambol. Metropolitan Opera

House, New York.
Twenty state institutions in Massachusetts will be immediately equipped Apr. 20-22 : Warner Bros. Eastern sales convention, Traymore, Atlantic City.
with sound projectors and motion
RKO
Pathe sales convention,
picture programs will be run twice
Drake Hotel, Chicago.
weekl}' as soon as installations are
western sales convencompleted. The first apparatus was Apr. 22-24: Paramount
tion. Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
installed Thursday at the Pondville
State Convention
of Indiana
InState Hospital, Wrentham, Mass., Apr. 23-24 :dorsers
of Photoplays,
Claypool
and a program of one feature and
Hotel, Indianapolis.
;everal short subjects projected the
Anniversary Dinner Dance
same evening. The equipments will Apr. 25: Laemmle
of Universal Club, Hotel Edison,
New York.
all be supplied by RCA from its
ijlant at Jamaica
Plain, Boston.

Another Town Entered
By Dickinson Circuit

Fin ancia

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
DCCr

Theuerkauf Selling for W. B.-F. N.
Seattle — Les Theuerkauf is now
covering Eastern Washington territory for Warner-First
National.

Let

Us

Solve

May 18-22: International Exhibitors' Congress, Rome.
May 25-29 : Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.
May 26-27: Annual convention of the M.P.
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri,
and St. Joseph, Mo.

Fox Cameramen on World Tour
Joseph Valentine and Charles Van
Enger, Fox cameramen, are now in
New York on the first leg of an
around-the-world journey for Movietone. They are scheduled to sai
Monday

on

the "Berengaria."

Jimmy Campbell to St. Louis
Memphis — Arthur Jimmy Campbell, publicity director for the Orpheum, has left to take a similar
position with RKO in St. Louis. Ben
Wilson, formerly of Chicago, succeeds Campbell here.

COMING

& GOING

BEBE DANIELS arrives in New York
Tuesday from the Coast. While here the;
Warner star will take part in a radio broadcast.
MARILYN MILLER leaves Wednesday fo
Hollywood to resume work at the First Na>
tional studios.
NAT LIEBESKIND, sales mangaer
Cuba for Warner-First National, arrived in
New York Thursday on his way to thl
annual convention.
WILL
H. HAYS
is due back from t
coast next week.
WILLIAM
HAINES
leaves the coast
Monday
for New
York and sails April 2
on the He de Fiance for a vacation abroad.

Your

Problems!

American rights to a new German
I Eastman Films I musical,
"Tingle Tangel," produced

Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specie Ustsin

88 J. E. Brulatour, Inc. i:

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates

».*
♦.♦

by Erich Engels Film, have been acquired bv Hoffberg, Cornfeld Co.,
Inc.

Don Conley with Columbia
£
Chicago
Hollywood
li
Denver — Don Conlej-, formerly asJ,: 1727 Indiana Ave.
6700 Santa Monica t-J sociated with Warner, M-G-M and
y CALumet 3692
Blvd.
« Columbia exchanges in Seattle, is
g now selling Columbia products in the
HOLlywood4121
|.|
iVMHM.H**>*,**.Ht«H.t«.H»H«**ii«»H«#wt«ttt'<!
Colorado territory.
it
♦.$

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY,

N. Y. C.

BRyant 9-3040

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Mutual 5356
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Timely Topics
A Digest of
Current Opinion

— c—
A Word
About Manpower
of the pet words of the
is "manbusiness
picture
power." A circuit buys a numThe cry is raised:
ber of houses.

QNE

"Where

will they get the manpower?" Production plans are enlarged. The same question of manpower crops up. To hear the discussions, one might imagine that
important
the
was
manpower
problem.
Yet many of the home
offices, the studios and the circuit theaters continue
to
be
packed with relatives of the big
bosses, most
of whom
do not
feel the spur of necessity to give
the best that is in them. More
and more this is getting to be a
you
"whom"
in which
business
know
is of far greater
importance than "what"
you
know.
When
economic
pressure
squeezes,
the bosses
cut a few
dollars
here,
a few
hundreds
stenogra
there, fire some more
phers— and raise their own salaries in appreciation
of their
cleverness. That is not developing manpower.
It is putting a
premium
on pull.
Circuits are
taken over on the 50-50 basis.
Friction develops
The partners
are
bought
out.
More
real
manpower is lost, for the partners are generally shrewd showmen who often show up the relatives. They can make
better
buys;
they can advertise
more
adroitly;
they can deal better
with the unions.
But they are
far too independent for the yesmen in the home office, so they
are bought
out and manpower
is destroyed.
Not even the new
move toward local direction can
replace the lost partners.
Other
chain enterprises seek men who
have a financial interest in their
stores.
Every big business seeks
for its board
of directors
men
whose own fortunes are tied to
the enterprise.
It is only in the
picture business that progress is
being made backward.
— Jay Emanuel,
"The Exhibitor"

About 75,000 people are employed in the production of motion pictures.

• • •
GET
AN eyeful of our new kolyum-head, girls and
boys
there's more to it than meets the eye
you
probably think it shows Mussolini taking us on a personally conducted gondola tour of Venice
but a moment's thought
will show that you're wrong
Mussolini always has one hand
raised above his head
and his mouth is always open
this illustration strikes a New Note in modern film advertising
it recognizes the Age of Racketeering in which we live
that gent with the bandanna handkerchief wrapped around
his bean is our bodyguard,
Giuseppe
loaned
to us by
Al Capone
we tipped you off the other day that Al is
about to break into the Mid- West theater game
here is
the proof
we're on the Inside
already they're takin' us for a ride
in a gondola
the building silhouette in the background
is merely
atmosphere
let your
imagination be your guide
mebbe it's Hollerword
or a De Mille set
or Broadway after a Spring rain
anyway you figure it, you can see it's all wet
your kolumist is posing in a high hat
symbolical of the Big Shots
in the biz
with a blank poker face
tells nothing
nothing to tell
the Modern Sphinx
with a
telescope
peering
into the Future
looking
Wise
saying nothing
Perfect Picture Psychology
and not forgetting the kidding atmosphere
that saturates
and
permeates this kolyum like a boll weevil blight
let's tip
you off to the Li'l Joker
that doggone gondola ain't goin'
Anywhere
it's Anchored
to a typewriter
and so is Yours Untruly
let's go, Giuseppe!
keep
paddling the gondola around
in a circle
as Usual.

•

• • ALL YOU advertising and art fellers can get the latest slants on Modern Typography in the current issue of "Commercial Art"
it contains a splendid article about the work
of Albert Schiller, the typographical pioneering art. director of
Advertising Agencies' Service Co
the creator of a new
school of styles and traditions in commercial type material
Doug Fairbanks reached Bombay after a hunting trip with 180
suits presented by various maharajas
it's a good thing he
didn't visit Mahatma Gandhi, or that poor guy would be walking
around without his loin cloth
oh, these souvenir hunters!
• • •
REMEMBER
WHEN
the Paramount
organizashe
saw its inception in a li'l 2 by 4 office in the old Heidelberg
building at 42nd St. and Broadway?
that was before the
days of Jesse Lasky
when
Mister
Zukor
and
Mister
Schulberg were selling stock in the Famous
All-Star Pictures
burned
the thenZukor
film went
world out
with to "Queen
Elizabethand they and
when up Mister
lunch,
Mister

Schulberg had to get up from his desk to let him out
reason
why
is the
plentyCoast
of studio
space
available that's
at thetheParamount
hometoday
ossif there
and at
these gentlemen learned at that early date that it's bad
to cramp any feller's style
that's why Paramount has the
rep of giving its men plenty of leeway
oh, well, it makes
a good story, anyway
In addition to the names already
announced
for the radio banquet
to be given over WMAC
Sunday night at 9:30 to Harry Reichenbach, there will be Walter
Winchell, Fred Allen, Jimmie Durante and Ethel Norris
Harry Hershfield is the master of ceremonies and the air time
is being donated by Donald Flamm

•at the
• •Empey
THOSE
called
the proposed party
Club A.M.P.A.'s
due have
to lack
of off
enthusiasm
or
Dough
same thing
Hortense Schorr over at Columl>y-aye has done a sweet publicity job on the newspaper campaign on "Dirigible"
we know,
because
when
we visited
Hortense,
she was so tired and happy
she couldn't even talk
and when a press gal can't Talk
thus endeth the
first trip in our Parked Gondola

«

«

«

»

»

»

Birthday Cake
for Lobby Display
rsanniveker
4th Whita
the E.
celebrated E.
Jy[AXAGER
ary of Publix-Carolina, Charlotte,
in a big way. A local bakery cooperated by donating a hundredcake. This cake
birthday
pound
was placed in the lobby one week
To instill further
in advance.
cake, a
interest in the birthday
was
contest
guessing
weight
with the result of over
staged
8000 people filling out the speslips
cially-printed slips.— These
Carolina,
also had copy giving credit to the
bakery for the cake donation.
Charlotte, N. C.
*
*

*

Hat-Designing Contest
Helps Put Over "Illicit"
of the Publix-Paramount,
Baton NAGE
Rouge
La., essold
a nell
local
O'Don
R , Charl
]y[A
millinery the idea of a hat-designing contest which helped
ly in publicizing "Ilconsiderab
nery store oflicit." The milli
fered a$10 hat to the girl or woman submitting the most original
hat design; the Paramount kicked
in with guest tickets— a two
weeks and a one weeks pass for
second and third prize winners.
ners. one guest ticket each to see
And
"Illicit" to the next twenty win— Paramount,
Baton Rouge, La.

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and congratulations
are extended by
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

April 18-19

Glen
Frank Allvine
King
Marion Douglas
Vondell
Darr
Frank Leigh

ConstanceO'Brien
Talmadge
George
Lina Basquette
Al Ferguson
Bernard Kearney
Pauline Neff
Herbert Wilcox
Dr. William Axt

THE
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DAILV

HOLLYWOOD
CURRENT

HAPPENINGS

10 FILMS IN PREPARATION,
FOUR IN WORK AT M-G-M
M-G-M has 10 features in preparation at present, while four others
are now shooting. The latter include Norma Shearer in "A_Eree
Soul," directed by Clarence Brown;
Marion Davies in "Five and Ten,"
directed by Jack Conway; Joan
Crawford in "Girls Together," directed by Nick Grinde, and William
Haines in "Dancing Partners," directed by Jack Conway.
Pictures preparing are "Susan
Lenox" for Greta Garbo, directed by
King Vidor; "Sea Eagles" for Wallace Beery and Marjorie Rambeau,
directed by George Hill; "Man in
Possession" for Robert Montgomery,
directed by Sam Wood; "Flying
High," directed by Charles Riesner;
"Lullaby" for Helen Hayes, directed
by Edgar Selwyn; "Sidewalks of New
York" for Buster Keaton; "The
Great Lover" for Adolphe Menjou,
directed Dy Arthur Robinson; a new
Ramon Novarro vehicle, directed by
"Horse Flesh," diJacquesrectedFeyder;
by Charles Brabin, and a new
Dressler-Moran picture, directed by
Charles Riesner.
First Bud Barsky Feature
"Where Is My Wandering BoyTonight," first of the six features to
be made by Bud Barsky for independent release, will go into production
about May
10.
Buck Jones Completes Eight
With the completion of "The
Fighting Sheriff," Buck Jones has
wound up his present series of eight
westerns for Columbia. Loretta
Sayers, society debutante discovered
by Columbia, plays the feminine role
opposite Jones in this picture, which
Louis King directed.

ACTIVITIES

FLASHED

BY WIRE

FROM

FOUR F. N. PICTURES
i
OUT OF CUTTING ROON

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By

RALPH

WILK

WALTER
BYRON
will replace Fox. George O'Brien, Virginia
Cherrill, Humphrey Bogart and
Leslie Fenton in "Spent Bullets," James Kirkwood will be featured.
the next Richard
Bartnelmess
starring vehicle.
*
*
*
*
*
*
Robert Presnell and Walter De
Tod Browning, while vacationing Leon have completed the script of
in Europe, plans to gather material
for several forthcoming stories. The "As Good as New," Dorothy Macdirector, who recently signed a new kaill's next First National vehicle, an
long-term contract with M-G-M, adaptation of Thompson Buchanan's
sailed last week from Neiv York.
play.
*
*
*
*
*
*
Arthur
Robison,
direcVirginia Sale is moving her maketor who has
been Continental
making foreign
up kit over to the Fox Film studios
to enact another of her comedy parts, versions at M-G-M, will direct "The
Great Dunne
Lover," and
with Baclanova.
Adolphe Menjou
this time in "Over the Hill" under Irene
Henry King's* direction.
*
*
*
*
*
Lucien Littlefield appears with Will
"Confessions of a Co-Ed," with
Phillips Holmes, Sylvia Sidney and Fox.
Rogers
in "Young As You Feel" for
Norman Foster, has gone in work at
*
*
4
Paramount under the direction of
David Burton. Cast also includes
Gary Cooper and Carole Lombard
Martha Sleeper, Claudia Dell, Florence Britton, Dorothy Libaire, Bruce have started work in "I Take This
Woman" at Paramount. Clara BlanColman and Marguerite Warner.
dick and Mildred Van Dorn also are
*
*
*
in the cast. Marion Gering and
Stanley Fields has been signed for Slavko Vorkapich are directing.
a part in "Wyoming
Wonder"
by
Sammy Fuller relates the story of
Ina Claire to Make RKO
Picture
two extras who were seated at a
Ina Claire will appear in at least
one picture for RKO next season, it table in a studio mess hall. "What'll
we order, kid?" asked the male extra
is announced by William LeBaron.
of his fair companion. She looked
around and whispered, "Wait till I
"U" Signs Elliott Nugent
Elliott Nugent has been signed on see if there's anyone we know
a long term contract by Carl
Laemmle, Jr. He will have featured around here."
roles, and his first film under the
new agreement will be "The Whole
Town's Talking," the play by John
Emerson and Anita Loos.

"East of Borneo" Starts Soon
Director George Melford will start
April 23 filming "East of Borneo,"
an original story by Dale Van EvSheekman Adding Dialogue
ery and Don Ryan, with a cast headArthur Sheekman, New York reed by Rose Hobart and Charles
vue writer, is supplying the addition- Bickfor
d. Another important role
al dialogue
for "Monkey
which
will star
the Marx Business,"
brothers. will be played by Lupita Tovar,
Sheekman was formerly a columnist Spanish actress, who has been signed
on a long term contract by Univeron the Chicago "Journal" and dra- sal.
matic critic of the St. Paul "Daily
News."
Added to "The Sky Raiders"
With the signing of J. Jerome
Lawson to Do Hope Williams Story
John Howard Lawson will write Hansen and Dick Rush, Columbia's
Sky Raiders" went into its last
the first screen story for Hope Wil- "The
week of production.
liams, stage star, who has been signed by RKO.
Warners Complete Four
Warner Bros, have completed four
more productions on this season's reDouble Exposure
lease schedule. Among the pictures
Out of seven pictures in
are "Svengali," with John Barrymore
which Jeanette MacDonald
and Marian Marsh; "Smart Money,"
in which Edward G. Robinson is the
has appeared, six have shown
her rising in the morning and
star;
Dust Gertie," starring
Winnie"Gold
Lightner
with Olsen and
three have included bathtub
Johnson, and "The Maltese Falcon,"
scenes. In her latest, "Two
the mystery story with Bebe Daniels
Can Play," she will do both.
in the role of the designing woman.

THE COAST

Four new First National pictures
have passed through the editing and
cutting rooms of the Burbank studio
and prints are now being sent to the
exchanges. Heading the list is
"Chances," the Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., picture in which Rose Hobart
plays the feminine lead. Following
is "Broad Minded," starring Joe E.
Brown, with Ona Munson and Marjorie White also in its cast; "Big
Business Girl," with Loretta Young,
Frank Albertson and Ricardo Cortez,
and "Party Husband," starring Dorothy Mackaill.

MICKEY MOUSE
wishes me to thank the
Saturday
American
Magazine
Evening Post
Life
Time
Vanity Fair
The Nation
Literary Digest
and the 1001 other
publications
giving himvelous
such
marrecognition.
Cordially yours,

WALT

DISNEY

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

Hollywood's most convenient
hotel. . m for your winter stay in
Southern California
ONEhotels.
of California's
winter
Right in themost
heart popular
of movieland
...next door to famous theatres, studios,
cafes, and shops. ..near golf courses, bridle
paths, and other amusement places.
The Plaza offers you luxurious appointments,
excellent service, homelike hospitality, and
the company of interesting and famous
Write (or beautiful illustrated folder showing
things to do while in
Southern California.

European plan. Special Winter Rates Now;
$3.50, single. $5.00, double. $6.00, twin beds.
people.
Ask for weekly and monthly rates.
Remember the Plaza ... for an unforgettable
winter in Hollywood.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

HOTEL.

.. HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.
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RETURN OF MUSICALS
PREDICTED BY
Musical pictures are due for a revival of interest that will far outshine their former popularity, in the
opinion of Oscar Straus, Viennese
composer, who is now at the Paramount New York studio writing additional music for the synchronization of "The Smiling- Lieutenant,"
the entire score of which is also his.
All that is needed to revive interest in musical films is one good picture of that nature, Straus believes.
He is confident that the picture to do
the trick will be "The Smiling Lieutenant," consisting almost entirely of
mus.c. all introduced in a perfectly
logical manner.
An important point in reviving
musicals, Straus says, is in having
directors who have a thorough
knowledge of music. He is particularlj happy in being able to work
with Ernst Lubitsch who, he claims,
combines rare musical gifts along
with his directorial skill.
The fact that the majority of
screen actors and actresses do not
have powerful singing voices is not
a serious handicap to the composer,
according to Straus, as sound engineers have brought recording to a
perfection that permits an ordinary
pleasant or small singing voice to
put over musical comedy or operetta numbers in an effective enough
fashion.

Vaude Best Training
For Comic, Says Orth
Vaudeville training is invaluable to
the talkie performer, in the opinion
of Frank Orth, Vitaphone featured
comedian. Appearing in Variety
teaches an actor to sell himself on
his first entrance and to condense
his material, retaining only the "surefire" stuff. Orth usually appears
with his wife, Ann Codec Together
they have made more talkie shorts
for Vitaphone than any other performers on the program.
Talbot

Joins

Music

Department

C. A. Beute, manager of Paramount's eastern studio music department, now has Irvin Talbot, formerly in the company's west coast music department, under him here.
Frank Tours also is musical director
under Beute.

Some Traveler
E. M. Newman, now making
a series of "Travel Talks" for
Vitaphone, has crossed the Atlantic 92 times and circled the
globe eight times.
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PARAMOUNT TRYING OUT
MORE TALENT FROM STAGE

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
\By

HARRY

N.

STUDIOS

BLAIR,

Paramount's New York studio has
T-TARRY MOREY, star heavy in entertai'neis
will, make
for Vitaadopted a definite policy of recruitold Yitagraph days, returned to
ing supporting players from the
the scene of his former triumphs to phone.
The honor of being the only Amer- Broadway stage with the idea of deplay a featured role in a Yitaphone
ican actor to be admitted as member
veloping potential screen material.
short subject. Morey relates many
Evidence of this is seen in the
of
the
Engineers' Club in
interesting anecdotes concerning the London, exclusive
belongs to William Gaxton, casts of all recent features made in
Costello and Talmadge girls, among musical comedy star, who recently
others who
started with Yitagraph.
the East, especially "Tarnished
completed
"The Silent
Partner,"
Lady," "Honor Among Lovers" ami
two
reel Vitaphone
comedy,
writtena "Stolen
Heaven." It is also evident
Coney Island was treated to an by Rupert
Hughes.
unexpected thrill when Yitaphone
in the casts of "Girl Habit" and "Sea Secretary," the next two
decided to make a Joe Penner comJoe Penner takes to the sea in his featurescrets of to
go into production.
edy off-shore. Most of the action latest Vitaphone comedy entitled
Stage players who have already
concerned a chase between supposed ''Rough Sailing." This two-reeler,
) mn-runners and revenue officers written by Stanley Rauh and Glen registered to the extent of being
for additional pictures inwith many shots being fired. Those Lambert, has a large cast including signed clude
Miriam Hopkins, Phoebe Foson shore were kept in a high state Margaret Mitchel, Harry Morey,
ter, Charles Starrett and Betty
of excitement, thinking that the John Hamilton and Scott Moore.
Garde, in all of whom Paramount
chase was really on the level.
seem to be showing a great deal of
Sam Sax is the recipient of several interest as worthy of bigger things.
John W. Green, Paramount staff interesting photographs from Robert
composer, who gained fame as the Ripley, who is now in South Africa.
Mrs. Strauss With
Para
writer of "Body and Soul," seems to The creator of the "Believe It or
have followed up that success with Not" series is collecting some new
Mrs.
Florence
Strauss,
formerly
another world-beater, "Out of No- material for use in his Vitaphone New York story editor for Fox, has
ihorts, production of which will be joined
where," now heard everywhere.
the editorial staff at Pararesumed upon his return.
mount's New York studio.
Vitaphone Vitamins:
Alt'
Gouldivg, fully recovered from his recent
illness, back on the lot ... . Ray
Foster spurting a pre-summcr sunburn, picked up on location . . .
Murray Blaschc, trick, drummer,
spends his spare time writing feaTRIT.Y AMERICA'S
CONTINENTAL
FIRST HOTEL
ture stories .... Dick Willis, makeup chief, anxiously awaiting arrival
of a new heir ....

the

Paramount is banking strong on
two London favorites which it is introducing as talkie stars. The first
is Tallulah Bankhead, soon to appear
in "Tarnished Lady," while the other
is Georges Metaxa, who recently arrived here to play opposite Claudette
Colbert in "Secrets of a Secretary."
Tallulah is a combination of Jeanne
Eagels and Marlene Dietrich, while
Metaxa suggests the late Rudolph
Valentino.
Roy Muck, who was a night club
impresario before turning movie director, has been assigned to the
Helen Morgan short which the acknowledged queen of all night club
Ray Out of Vitaphone
Al Ray, who recently came from
Hollywood to join the Vitaphone
staff as director, has severed his connection and is planning to return to
the Coast.
Herbert Marshall Signed
Herbert Marshall, English stage
actor now appearing on Broadway,
has been signed by Paramount for
two pictures, the first of which, "Secrets of a Secretary," is in rehearsal
at the New York studio.
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THEATER
By M. P.

HORN SPECIALLY DESIGNED
FOR SOUND-ON FILM USE

Properly Cared for Equipment
Should Entail Less Servicing
Service is a most necessary consideration if proper operation of
sound reproducing equipment is desired, but compulsory service is basically unsound, in the opinion of
Louis Gerard Pacent, president of
Corp.
the Pacent Reproducer
"It is impossible to make sound
equipment, or any mechanical or
electrical apparatus for that matter,
that does not require a certain
amount of service during its lifetime,'' says Pacent, "but necessary
as it is, service can be overdone.
Speaking for myself, I would hesitate to purchase an automobile from
a manufacturer who insisted upon
i ompulsory service whether I needed
it or not, and who at the same time
i barged me a substantial fee for
such service. The man who drives
carefully, and changes oil frequently
will have little need for service in
comparison to the one who grinds
gears and puts a terrific strain upon
his car, and it seems unfair that both
should be called upon to pay service
fees of a like amount.
"What is true of the automobile is
also true of talking motion picture
reproducing systems. Careless operation by the projectionist may often
result in unusual service costs, while
a reasonable amount of attention will
a wire trouble-free operation. Why,
then, penalize the exhibitor who
takes care of his equipment by
charging him for service that he does
not require?
"Hundreds of exhibitors using Pacent Reproducer Systems report service costs at less than $100 a year.
Since we entered the theatrical field
three years ago, we have stood by
the policy that users of Pacent equipment were the best judges of their
service requirements, and since that
time we have had no reason to
change our belief in this respect. Pacent will continue the sale of the
new "Z" series equipment on the
same basis that we have been selling
for the past three years, and we remain today the only one of the three
largest manufacturers of sound
equipment in the theater that sells its
equipment outright, and does not enforce compulsory service."
Pacent now claims to be the only
remaining major manufacturer of
standard sound equipment selling on
an outright basis to the exhibitor.
Defending this policy, the head of
the company says it would be unsound for anyone to buy an automobile from a manufacturer who merely
leased the engine in the car to the
purchaser.

ALTERATIONS
Lynn, Mass. — The Comique, closed
since June, 1929, is to be remodeled,
redecorated and equipped with new
sound. Louis Brown of Danvers,
Mass., will reopen the house upon
completion of the work.
Arkansas City, Kan. — Redecorating
and the installation of sound equipment is to be made at the Strand
here. The theater, owned by the
Fox interests, has been closed for
more than a year.
Kansas City — The Benton, a
Hughes-Franklin house, is installing
700 new seats along with other improvements calling for new equipment.
Dallas — Remodeling is being made
at the Ro-Nile here by J. B. Salmon.
Chattanooga — Improvements are
to be made on the Bijou here at an
estimated cost of $50,000.
Victoria, Tex.— About
$15,000 in
mprovements
to the Princess here
are planned by Jefferson Amusement
Co. of Beaumont.

Carrier Engineering Co.
Busy on Installations
The Palace, Burlington, la., is the
first theater to have installed the
totally enclosed fully automatic Carrier plant made for theaters seatin?
1,000 or under, according to B.
Kroeschell, manager of the theater
division of the Carrier Engineering
Corp. The system requres no engineer or attendant and is controlled
entirely
by the manager from his
office.
Other theater installations include:
Earl Carroll, New York: Trans Lux
houses. New York; Capitol, WilkesBarre, Pa.; Capitol, Pottsville, Pa.;
Strand, Scranton, Pa., and the Paramount, Muncie, Ind.
Settings
Draperies
Decorations
Masnascope
Screens

tlOVHW

yjuoiorf
/CEtiie

Acoustical
Treatments
Acoustical
Banners
New York Ciu

340 W. 41st St
_ai'ii<g'-.»".iic

r^ON'T
spoil your posters.
theater front
with misplaced
One
often sees a theater front where no
provision has been made for posters,
and the management has applied
great placards across architectural
features, and even windows, to the
detriment of the design of the house.
Small poster frames and cut-out
scenes can be incorporated in the
lower part of the elevation, and, if
well proportioned and placed, can
be an attractive asset to the building
as well as a business-getter.
*
*
*
The use of baskets or vases of
electric flowers offer many possibilities ina decorative way for theaters. Many a nook or corner now
barren and unattractive or unsightly
can be transformed into a beauty
spot by means of an electric bouquet.
*
*
*

St. Paul, Minn. — A new theater
speaker and horn that is said to have
been made especially for sound-on- J
film and requires only two minutes
to change over to disc reproduction
is announced by Wright-DeCoster,
Inc., manufacturers of horns and
unit speakers.
The newly developed speaker, the
company engineers claim, eliminates
the throaty grumblings so often encountered with sound-on-film, and
the acoustical adjustment of the device makes it possible for anyone
without electrical knowledge to properly adjust the speaker to the ]
theater.
Emergency Lighting Folder
A new folder on emergency lighting for theaters giving completespecifications with illustration of an
A.C and D.C. model, has been issued
by the Kohler Co. of Kohler, Wis-

Have you checked over your theater seats lately to find out if they
are in good condition? Remember,
Installs Largest Cooling Plant
a patron comes to a theater to relax
New Havenconsin.
— What is' said to be
and enjoy the show, and if the seats the largest refrigerating plant in New
are uncomfortable, loose and untidy
the fan will lose interest even in his England will be installed in the Foxmost favorite star. The comfort of Poli and Bijou theaters here, according to Arthur J. Benline, construcyour chairs is without question one
tion
land engineer
theaters. for the Fox New Engof the most important items in maintaining theater patronage, and a regcheck-up of seating conditions is
most ular
essential.

New Projector Put Out
By Bell Equipment Corp.
Bell Equipment Corp. of- New
York lias placed on the- market a
new portable sound-on-film projector
to be known as the Bell Junior.
The projector has a total weight
of 60 pounds and fits into a case 11
inches deep, 18^4 inches wide and 20
inches high. Light source is 110
volts, with 1000-watt lamp, and the
optical system employs a 2 3-16 inch
lens, with projection of pictures from
throws of from 30 to 95 feet.

REPAIR YOUR
CHAIRS!

MAKE

YOUR
SQUAB SPRING
SEATS SEATS

Repairing

- Reseating

- Upholstering

Allied Seating Company
GRamercy
303 4th Avenui
5-5833 New York City at 23rd St.

'STAGE

LAMPS

HIGH
intensity lighting units, properly designed, give excellent service — spotlights,
floodlights, strip lights, sciopticons, or any other
form
of
lighting
apparatus used on the stage — also
color frames,
lighting
supplies.connectors, and miscellaneous stage

KLIECL BROS
Universal

EtECTRic

Stage

321 West 50th Street

Lichtinc

Co., Inc.
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This will be the first time in the
history of the Rooster organization
that the entire sales staff has attended a sales convention.
Depinet and the home office and
New York branch delegates leave
Arkansas City, Kan.— Space in th' today (Saturday) on the Twentieth
A. C. Office building annex here ha
been leased by S. M. Westmore, wh< Century for the Windy City. Acplans making it into a theater.
companying Depinet J.
areF. E.
J. O'Leary, C. J. Scollard,
McAloon,
A. H. Schnitzer, A. P. Waxman,
Arkansas City, Kan. — Plans for th< Courtland Smith, Jack Connolly,
erection of the Fox Howard theate Harry Scott and E. J. McEvoy.
have been submitted to R. C. How
President Lee Marcus, who has
ard, owner of the site of the old the been visiting the coast to complete
ater here, destroyed by fire recently the production schedule with Charles
The Fumetite Fireproof Film Cabinet, manufactured by the Neumade
R. Rogers, production chief, also is
Berkeley, Cal. — A site for the erec- tion.
Products Corp. of New York, has
tion of a theater by United Artists en route to Chicago for the convenbeen successfully put through a se- at an estimated cost of $500,000 has
vere test at the testing grounds of been purchased here.
the New York Fire Department in
the Bronx, in the presence of heads
Sacramento,
Cal. — Work is sched
of the Fire Department, Fire Under- uled to start within the next 60 days
Atlantic City — Sidney R. Kent and
writers and a large group of theater on the new $1,250,000 theater to be
other Paramount sales executives
managers,
insurance
and
newspapererected
here
by
Warner
Bros.
men.
left Friday afternoon for San Francisco, where the western sessions of
An outside test was first made on
Long
Beach,
Cal. — Work
is ex the annual Paramount convention
the Fumetite cabinet to determine its pected to start soon on the $150.11(11)
will
place April 22-24 at the
resistance to fire. The cabinet was theater to be erected here by Wa
Palace take
Hotel.
filled with 16,000 feet of cellulose ter R. Carlton.
At the closing day's meeting here
films, the door was closed and a
the branch and district managers met
Portland, Ore. — Work has begiir
quantity of paper, excelsior, loose film
in one session, and the sales manother.
and other highly inflammable mate- on the new Elwha Theater Buildin jg
agers, salesmen and bookers in anT
rials were packed around it, together being built by James Coyne.
with a quantity of boxes, lumber, etc.,
A short subject depicting activities
Falmouth,
Mass. — The erection (•>
over which two gallons of gasoline
studio in Joinville,
here b at
near Paramount's
Paris, was shown.
was thrown and then lighted. The a theater is being planned
of the
Finaiue
fire raged for about 15 minutes, and B. A. Richardson
of New
England,
Boy
after it had nearly burned out, the Corporation
cabinet was opened and the reels of
l"
film were found intact in every re- ton.
All Paramount division directors
Asbury
Park,
N.
J.—
A
two-story
spect so that they could immediately
brick- theater is to be erected hein will meet in New York the latter
be put on a projection machine and
of this month to discuss with
run off without any trouble.
by Warner Bros.
v part
Sam
Dembow, Jr., the individual
e
The second test was an inside test.
Trenton, N. J.— Warner Bros. pla„ booking requirements of every PubThe cabinet was filled with 16,000 a theater here at an estimated co;
lix theater manager. In accordance
feet of film, ignited and the door of $350,000.
John
Eberson
is tlrn with the new policy of localized bookclosed. A furious fire raged inside architect.
y
>.
ings, Publix managers have been inthe cabinet, throwing off volumes of
structed to relay their exact needs
heavy fire fumes and smoke, which
Kooler-Aire Moves Quarters k to district managers who in turn will
was carried off through the vent pipe.
Chicago — Kooler-Aire Engineerit/is turn over the information to the division directors for the conference.
At no time did the fumes or smoke Corp., formerly in the State Lai-'1
escape from any other part of the Building, has moved into new qua<e
cabinet. After the fire subsided the ters at 1223 South Wabash. An a4.
Voice Photographs
door of the cabinet was opened and tive installation will be set up lithe inside 'of the cabinet showed a
the show room, where it can be denfVisitors to the Architectural
red heat, while the outside walls were onstrated, and it is expected this win
and Allied Arts Exposition bestill cold. The spectators were then be in operation every day during th
5,
ginning Saturday at Grand
invited to make a close inspection, summer months.
Central
Palace
will be given
and all voiced the opinion that both
MAKE EACH
PERF
ORMANCE
tests had proved highly satisfactory.
A 2,000-foot reel of film that vas also
Here's Your Idea of Sound
laid on top of the cabinet during the
with
later demonstration
failed to ignite.
The instant you hear a sound-track
Vallen All Steel Safety
Among the various features of
going through Syncrofilm you'll say,
Fumetite is the self-closing door with
Track, Vallen Noiseless
"How long has this been going on?"
Circular Track, Vallen
a three-point locking device in case
Then you'll add: "Why the so-and-so
didn't I install
of accidental ignition of the films.
Electric Curtain Control, Vallen Automatic
Screen
Modifier.

Brightening Up the Theater
For the Nearby Summer Season
FILM CABINET STANDS UP
UNDER SEVERE EIRE TESTS

(Reprinted from the Western Edition of Fox's
"The Last Word.")

Spring is here! Not a time for
ennui, rather a time to check the
house over from top to bottom. The
time to cast off winter habiliments
... to burst forth in the fresh newness of the season ... to get ready
for summer.
Lots of things to be done. Heating equipments have to be checked
over . . . put in condition to withstand their long summer, vacation.
Heavy drapes, whose colors and texture have reflected warmth, must be
prepared for the storeroom. Winter
ornaments and decorations must be
packed away. Plans must be made
for giving the entire theater a good
old-fashioned spring cleaning. Ev
ery house in the circuit is one year
older than it was 12 months ago.
Things that were permitted to slip
by last year can't be ignored now
. . . they need attention all the more.
Patrons are quick to note renovations. They are equally quick to
note what has not been done. Therefore . . . the need for evident change.
Outside, the marquee needs repainting. Cracked and broken letters replaced and the old ones freshened up a bit. Lobby frames and
easels, the box-office, front doors
must take on a new dress. The tile
floor needs some acid, soap and water.
There's work for the janitor, yourself and all the staff inside. Carpets
and rugs cleaned: walls brushed
down; lighting fixtures thoroughly
cleaned out: burned-out bulbs replaced and a touch of paint to covef
up nicked, scratched and time soiled
surfaces.
New

Premium

Co.

Formed

New Haven — Lester Tobias has
formed the National Profit-Sharing
Corp. to deal in theater tickets. The
concern was formerly known as the
Ritz Film Exchange, Inc.

NEW

THEATERS

e>

Paramount Sales Heads
Off To San Francisco

Publix Division Heads
Meet in N. Y. This Month
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Service is a most necessary consideration if proper operation of
sound reproducing equipment is desired, but compulsory service is ba-

Markets

Foreign
GEO RGB

Prices
Urges Maintainsing
to drop price cutting

and
Sydney— An appeal to exhibitor
concession tactics, an expression of opinion that, regardless of
the financial depression engulfing Australia, good pictures will
still draw, and a reference to the necessity of strengthening the
association "because the political attitude towards the industry is
are contained in the annual report of the N.b.W.
in the dark,"
Exhibitors' Association.

sically unsound, in the opinion of Ten Film Distributors
Louis Gerard Pacent, president of
Operating
in Estonia

the

REDDY

Low Priced Reproducer
From British Acoustic

HAPPENINGS
IN OTHER
LANDS
OF INTEREST TO
PRODUCERS, DISTRIBUTORS
AND
OTHERS
IN THE
U. S.

S. A. Theater Situation
Reaches Saturation Point
Johannesburg — A serious condition
of overseating now exists throughout
South Africa, according to a checkup of the theater situation conducted
here by a film trade correspondent.
Statistics compiled show that in the
entire South African Union, there is
a population of but 1,676,600 white
people of which total 500,000 are approximated as potential patrons of
theaters. Seating accommodations in
the Union's motion picture houses
alone, exclusive of legitimate houses
are 1,301,504, which means that if every one of the 500,000 patrons attended picture shows daily there
would still be more than 800,000
seats unoccupied.

Pacent Reproducer
Corp.
. „
-,
,. . -v.
London— The Gaumont company,
, Tallinn, Estonia — Ten film distnb,
.. ,
, . .
"II is impossible
to make
sound utJ
organizations are at present
sole concessionaires for British Acousequipment,
or any
mechanical
operating in Estonia, all of whom opare
tic equipments, has announced a new
electrical apparatus for that matter, headquartered
in this city.
Films
priced reproducer set that will
that does not require a certain are rented to exhibitors in complete low
shortly be placed on the market. The
amount of service during its life- programs and methods of payment new apparatus known as the B. A. F.
time," service
says Pacent,
necessary are cash, film against payment at a all mains minor model (sound-onas it is,
can"but
be overdone.
local bank, and film rented on credit film), costs $3,000, with an addi- W.E. Indicator Ensures
tional charge of $325 for duplicate
Speaking for myself, I would hesi- terms with or without security. AvNoiseless Efficiency
tate to purchase an automobile from
erage rental for first runs is $250, amplifiers. It is adaptable to all types
of
projectors,
and
has
an
output
of
London — To ensure efficient reproa manufacturer who insisted upon with the percentage system being 60 watts.
duction of films produced
over the
compulsory service whether I needed used occasionally on the basis of 25
of noiseless recording.
The set is designed to operate with new system
Writit or not, and who at the same time to 40 per cent of gross receipts.
Electric is now issuing to
concluded an A.C. 50 cycles supply, but it is Western
ten contracts are seldom
charged me a substantial fee for between Estonian distributors and claimed that it can be adapted to all all of its service men
throughout
such service. The man who drives exhibitors, and unfair practices are electrical main supplies by special ar- Great Britain a trouble detector incarefully, and changes oil frequently reported to be entirely absent from
strument known as the power level
rangement. Itis further claimed that
will have little need for service in fhe film trade in this country,
the device is assembled in very com- jindicator,
comparison to the one who grinds
the level of
The device measures
pact fashion, requires only a small
gears and puts a terrific strain upon
from
ranging
frequencies
for
output
inbe
may
and
wiring,
of
his car, and it seems unfair that both U. S. Topped Film Imports amount
stalled ir. an exceptionally short space the deepest bass to the highest tre
should be called upon to pay service I Into Rumania Last Year of time. A new hypersensitive selen- ble, so that -the sound of the faintest
fees of a like amount.
ium cell is used in connection with rustle of a leaf, or the loudest boom
s issued recent- the apparatus, which is said to be unFigure
—
st
Buchare
(
"What is true of the automobile is
of a gun may
be perfectly reprofilm
ly by the Rumanian board50 of
affected by atmospheric changes, and duced.
also true of talking motion picture censors
meters
show that 1,021,2
reproducing systems. Careless oper- of motion picture film were imported therefore assures a greater measure
Hungarian Film Imports Off 25%
of immunity from extraneous noises.
ation by the projectionist may often
y in 1930 and apresult in unusual service costs, while into theprovedcountr
Budapest — Imports of foreign films
ion by the body.
a reasonable amount of attention will *U. S. ledfor exhibit
into Hungary declined about 25 per
other countries in the German Theater Building
cent during the past year, according
assure trouble-free operation. Why, •amount of film supplied with a tothen, penalize the exhibitor who
to report here. Principal importers
Lowest
in
Three
Years
secy
German
meters;
tal of 673,520
takes care of his equipment by
were
and the United States,
ond with 254,486; France, 148,614;
Berlin — Theater construction in with Germany
Germany making the larger
charging him for service that he does England, 17,178; Italy, 6,633; Sweden,
Germany
in
1930
reached
its
lowest
contribution of the two. Austria and
not require?
4,500- Hungary, 4,400; Poland, 4,000; ebb in three years, with but 60 new France came next in line.
houses being built with an estimated
"Hundreds of exhibitors using Pa- Austria, 4,000; Palestine, 2,300; Jacent Reproducer Systems report ser
pan, 1,619. Of the total amount of seating capacity of 40,000, as comin Ru
Joseph Schildkraut
for showing
& D. — Signs
pared with 123 houses with 80,000 B. London
$100 a year.
thantheatrical
at less the
vice
British & Dominions has
Since costs
we entered
field ! ,film. approved
seats
in
1929
and
157
houses
with
conwere
meters
14,640
only
mania,
tributed by the native industry.
three years ago, we have stood by r
105,000 seats in 1928.
signed Joseph Schildkraut, U. S. acthe policy that users of Pacent equip- 1
in "Carrole Lang
important
tor, fornival,"an
ment were the best judges of their 1 Australian
in which
Matheson
rePerfects Sound
Device
Ideal's Cinemagazine in Sound
service requirements, and since that
he
characterization
starring
peats
the
London — The Ideal Co. is making
engineer
of Union
t.me we have had no reason to ( Sydney — An
on the stage and in the
portrayed
change our belief in this respect. Pa- 'Theaters, Ltd., is reported to have preparations for the reorganization silent film version. Schildkraut arcent will continue the sale of the 'perfected an entirely new Australian of its silent Cinemagazine reel into
rives in England April 28, and proa sound unit, and plans to extend
duction starts at Boreham Wood
new
"Z"
series _£cininmp">
r.n tln> 'sound recording apparatus with which
stuits
the circuit is now equipping
tents.
considerably,
the
scope
of
its
conbe the
"Carnival" towill
at St. Kilda,
studios MayD. 3.production
dios and laboratory
be filmed
Protest Censoring
Authors
first B. &
German
has alThe company
Melbourne.
Berlin — The German Society of
new Western Electric noisethe apparatus.
with less
of its
ready synchronized several
Two Manchester Supers Planned
Film Authors has voiced protest travelogues with the new device, and
Manchester — Two new de luxe
against the action of the domestic is building a sound truck for operation in Victoria, principally in the supers, each with a seating capacity
Mystery
censor in the banning of a number
of 2,000, are planned here, bringing
of recent pictures.
production of an audible newsreel.
the city's total number of theaters
Sydney — Although Fox owns
over the 100 mark. Both houses will
controlling interest in Hoyts,
Pacent in French House
be built at a cost of $250,000.
2 German Films Banned
the company sold "The Man
Cannes, France — Pacent reproducWho Came
to at
Union
in
Theaters
for aBack"
long run
the
d
installe
been
has
proequipment
ing
German
Two
—
st
Budape
Fox
Foreign
Man
Promoted
the Cinema Riviera. Mile. Bignon,
State here. In view of the
ductions, "The Beggar's Op"war" so freely talked about
Lille, France — M. Roberts, for two
owner of the house, also has ordered
era," and "1914," a film dealing
several months ago, local film
with the origin of the World
equipment from the same company years a member of the Fox sales staff
War, were recently banned
circles are puzzled over the
for her Casino in Chamonix. M. Car- in the Marseilles branch, has been
from showing in Hungary.
is an- branch in this city. of the company's
rol, owner of the Rialto, here, s.
deal.
appointed manager
other to install Pacent apparatu
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ALL RKO PATHE SALESMEN

DOUBLE FEATURE BILLS
MENACE KID ATTENDANCE
(Continued

from

Page

1)

ed by a light and enjoyable short
subject program.
Adolph Zukor voiced Paramount's
attitude by stating "Double feature
programs are not looked upon kindly by Paramount They work
to no one's advantage. Only in spots
are we sanctioning the idea, but our
policy is against them as a general
thing. Competiton can be met without going to such an extreme."
According to Felix Feist, M-G-M's
opposition to double-features is unalterable under present conditions.
"They can't carry on for several reasons, 'saidboth
Feist.
"In the
of cases
features
are majority
old or
bad. In houses where one picture is
good and the other makes a bad impression, the result is bad, anyway,
because of the one inferior picture.
Worst of all, double features help to
drive the juvenile trade from theaters. The younger folk rely on good
shorts to liven up the bill, they don't
want three or more hours of heavy
stuff. Double-feature advocates had
better watch out this summer. Those
who build their shows so that the
younger generation will prefer indoor
amusement to outdoor performances,
will soon reap the benefit."
According to The Film Daily survey, exhibitors are forced to pay
generously for their double feature
programs due to the establishment of
the policy at their theaters and the
necessity of having to rent two pictures. "Sellers and not the buyers
are the ones who come out on top
when it comes to double-features,"
said another executive.

Overhead Brought Down
By Eliminating Waste
Cost eliminations, effected from
every phase of theater operation in
keeping with the general order sent
to all Publix houses to curtail avoidable expenses, resulted in a saving of
$10,768.69 in the New England Division during Holy Week, according to
Sam Katz. Special emphasis is also
put on economy in traveling expenses
by Fred L. Metzler, comptroller, who
has suggested lower berths instead
of staterooms, moderate priced hotels
and more attention to incidentals.
Big British Booking for "Dracula"
London
—
"Dracula,"
Universal
thriller, has been booked by P.C.T.Gaumont
British circuit for showing
in more than 300 houses.
Checking
Service
in 'Frisco
San Francisco — Ross Federal Service has opened an office here for
the checking of percentage pictures,
under the direction of O. M. Young.

No Silents
Atlantic City— There will be
no silent versions on Paramount's program for
1931-32,
it was announced
at the
closing session of the sales convention here.

Paramount

Convention
'.By

ARTHUR

p. A. BLOCK,
Philly branch
ager for Paramount,
pulled manJay
Emanuel, publisher of film trade
prints in the same community, out
of bed at 8 A. M., no less, to tell him
about the wonders of Paramount's
new season product.
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Columbus
and Cincinnati delegates left the
convention Friday to return to their
respective jobs. Other Eastern conventioneers stayed till Saturday.
Bill Smith of the Quaker town got
entangled with a case of grippe (yes,
it was grippe) and had to pay about
four bucks for grape fruit juice. And,
oh, how it hurt!

IV.

Sidelights

EDDY,

A highlight of an evening session
was the showing of a Max Fleischer
cartoon, "Paramount on Parade to
Zukor's Farm," which wowed the
conventioneers. It does some powerful kidding with various Paramount
execs depicted.

(Continued

from

Par/e

1)

Depinet,
vice-president and general
sales
manager.

This will be the first time in the
history of the Rooster organization
that the entire sales staff has attended a sales convention.
Depinet and the home office and
Mike Strifel, formerly active in New York branch delegates leave
Philly exhib circles, dropped in to
today (Saturday) on the Twentieth
say "hello." He is still interested in Century for the Windy City. Acthe Iris in that burg.
"Chump chairs," is the way Roy
Furman terms roller chairs.
The low-down on the Canadian situation was provided by M. A. Milligan, general
of the Paramount branch manager
there.

RKO Convention Delegates

companying Depinet J.
areF. E.
J. O'Leary, C. J. Scollard,
McAloon,
A. H. Schnitzer, A. P. Waxman,
Courtland Smith, Jack Connolly,
Harry Scott and E. J. McEvoy.
President Lee Marcus, who has
been visiting the coast to complete
the production schedule with Charles
R. Rogers, production chief, also is
tion.
en route to Chicago for the conven-

Paramount Sales Heads
Off To San Francisco

O'Loughin.
SEATTLE— E. A. Lamb, J. Burk, J. J.
Atlantic City — Sidney R. Kent and
Among those slated to attend the
other Paramount sales executives
RKO
convention in Hollywood, Frace.
SIOUX FALLS— T. M. Eckert, E. J.
left Friday afternoon for San FranApril 27-30, are:
cisco, where the western sessions of
SALT LAKE CITY— T. J. Walsh, C. C.
HOME OFFICE— C. Adams, L. Baura, Hawks,
H. C. Fuller, Clarence Boullet.
the annual Paramount convention
W. Dahler, H. Gittleson, P. Hodes, E. KraWASHINGTON— F. L. McNamee, R. J.
will
place April 22-24 at the
mer, H. Michalson, F. O'Heron, J. Safron, Folliard, H. Kahn.
Palacetake
Hotel.
C.

Rosenzweig,
L. Gaudreau,
ALBANY— C. R. Halligan,
ATLANTA— C. B. Ellis, B.
P. Lester, F. W. Salley.
BOSTON— W. H. Gardiner,
stein, C. L. De Vizia, E. F.
Kennedy.

J. P. Skelly.
R. S. Smith.
S. Bryan, C.

H. F. GoldHaley, J. E.

BUFFALO— J. W. Holden, L. P. Murphy,
Paul Shaver, Myron
Stahl.
CHARLOTTE— Wm. Conn, C. Alexander,
Rt. Good.
CHICAGO— W. W. Brumberg, M. A.
Kahn, E. A. Phelps, J. M. Schwartz, M. M.
Krueger, Irving Parnass.
CINCINNATI— A. J. Mertz, R. L. Kinsler, S. H. Nesbitt, L. Rosenfeld, J. G.
Wilson.
CLEVELAND— F. H. Hathaway, H. G.
Gerson, J. Bruce, T. Starrett.
DALLAS — L. E. Harrington, E. Blumenthal, J. H. Gruben, T. R. Barber.
DENVER— S. N, Feinstein, J. A. Hughes,
F. J. Lee, Earl Stein.
DES MOINES— B. J. McCarthy, A.
Danke, R. F. Crawford.
DETROIT— Nat Levy, R. W. Abbett, E.
C. Murphy, H. R. Schilds.
INDIANAPOLIS— C. E. Penrod, R. L.
Brentlinger, G. C. Charles, A. J. Gelman.
JACKSONVILLE— H. M. Lyons, R. R.
Garner.
KANSAS CITY— R. E. Churchill, D. M.
Major,
Gould. A. A. Renfro, H. S. Stulz, H. C.
LOS ANGELES— N. P. Jacobs, J. Rubenstein, F. A. Wagner, J. Stout.
MEMPHIS— P. M. Baker, N. J., Colquhoun. Geo. Almond.
MILWAUKEE— A. N. Schmitz, M. Anderson, A. E. Ashkin.
MINNEAPOLIS— C. Wallace, M. J.
Frisch, Lh. Coen, F. Mantzke,
P. Perrizo.
NEW
HAVEN— B. Pitkin, B. Ahrams.
NEW ORLEANS — P. H. Tessler, E.
Ortte, Paul Desbon.
NEW YORK— J. Ellis, L. T. Kutinsky,
L. E. Wehsler, H. Zeitels, L. Fox.
OKLAHOMA CITY— S. Benjamin, C. D.
Burton, K. Weinberger, Eph Johnson.
OMAHA— S. W. Fitch, W. J. Foley, F.
Horn.
PHILADELPHIA— S. Rosen, S. Palan,
Perlsweig, H. W. Tyson, John Schaeffer.
PITTSBURGH— M. M. Schugold, C.
Kosco, L. Padolf, S. Steinbere.
PORTLAND— W. B. I. Kelly. F.
Blake Hal Vaughn.
SAN FRANCISCO— G. W. Wolf, J.
Randolph, G. E. Seach, I. Wolfe.
ST. LOUIS— E. W. Penrod, E. Ro^en,
Sanders, T. C. Tobin.

S.
B.
M.
N.
H.

CANADA— J. Allen, Toronto; S. H. Decker, Winnipeg; A. L. Gaudet, St. John; W. S.
Jones, Vancouver; W. M. H. Mitchell, Calgary; P. C. Taylor, Toronto; E. H. Wells,
Montreal.

the closing
day's managers
meeting here
theAtbranch
and district
met
in one session, and the sales manTreasurer's representatives to be picked up other. agers, salesmen and bookers in anat Chicago — J. J. McFadden, D. Pratt, J. J.
Schnitzer, T. Smith.
A short subject depicting activities
at Paramount's studio in Joinville,
Educational Releases for May
near Paris, was shown.
Five two-reel comedies and three
one-reelers have been set for May
release by Educational. Mack Sennett will have two comedies, "CowAll Paramount division directors
catcher's Daughter," released May
will meet in New York the latter
10, and "Ghost Parade," May 24. In
both comedies Andy Clyde, Harry part of this month to discuss with
Gribbon, Marjorie Beebe and Frankie Sam Dembow, Jr., the individual
Eastman are featured.
booking requirements of every Publix theater manager. In accordance
"Windy Riley Goes Hollywood,"
based on an original story by Ken with the new policy of localized bookKling, the creator of the comic strip,
ings, Publix managers have been instructed to relay their exact needs
"Windy Riley," will be released May
10. This comedy co-features Jack to district managers who in turn will
Shutta and Louise Brooks. This is turn oyer the information to the division directors for the conference.
the fifth in the Mermaid series, with
the sixth and final Mermaid. "The
Back Page," to be released May 24.
Voice Photographs
The latter co-features George Chandler and Virginia Brooks. Both MerVisitors to the Architectural
maids were directed by William
Goodrich.
and Allied Arts Exposition beginning Saturday at Grand
"Don't Divorce Him," a Tuxedo,
Central Palace will be given
featuring Clyde Cook, John T. Murthe opportunity of having
ray and Vernon Dent, directed by
photographic records made of
William Watson, will be released
their voices, by means of a
Mav 31.
rapid record oscillograph which
"Cross Roads," a new Romantic
is used to record photographiJourney featuring Claude Flemcally sounds of even the most
ming, and "The Fireman's Bride," a
complex
nature. The demonnew Terry-Toon, are scheduled for
stration will be a part of the
demonstration
to be given by
May 3 release, while "The Sultan's
Cat," another
Acoustic Consulting Service
leased Mav 17.Terry-Toon, will be reof Electrical Research Products in its exhibit at the exBellingham
House
Reopened
position. Several other acoustic
Bellingham, Wash. — Earl Crabb,
instruments used in measuring
northwestern manager for Hughessound will be on demonstraFranklin, has reopened the Grand
tion at the exhibit during the
exposition.
here
"Our Theater."
Lorenunder
Wahl the
willname
manage.

Publix Division Heads
Meet in N. Y. This Month
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"City Streets"
Gary Cooper and Sylvia

with
sidney
Paramount
Time, 70 mins.
EXCITING GANGSTER MELODRAMA THAT COMBINES
MANY WELL-KNOWN
SITUATIONS. SYLVIA SIDNEY FINE
AS GUN-GIRL.
There are many tense moments
and a score of heart-thrills in this
underworld-racketeer production. Director Mamoulian has used nearly
every trick known to gangster production and has added a few neat
hits which all go to make up a fine
piece of entertainment for those who
want this style picture. The story
revolves around Gary Cooper, who
starts out as a circus concession man
only to be roped into the beer racket
through a series of events that force
Sylvia Sidney, his ^wdetheart, behind prison walls. UpWi her release
Sylvia tries to make Gary quit the
racket, and he does, but there is a
murder, some fast and furious automobile riding and plenty machine
gun firing before the final clinch.
Miss Sidney carries the burden of
the piece and handles her lines and
situations with ease and conviction.
Cast: Gary Cooper, Sylvia Sidney, Paul
Lukas, William Boyd, Guy Kibbee, Stanley
Fields,
Wynne
Gibson.
Betty Sinclair.
Director, Rouben Mamoulian ; Author,
Dasluell Hammett ; Adaptors, Max Marcin,
Oliver H. P. Garrett; Dialoguer, not credited;
Editor, not credited ; Cameraman, Lee
Garmes; Recording Engineer, J. L. Goodrich.
Direction, fine.
Photography,
fine.

Buck Jones in

"The Avenger"

Columbia
Time, 61 mins.
BREEZY WESTERN MELLER
WITH VERY UNUSUAL STORY
KEEPS SUSPENSE MOUNTING
TO A THRILL CLIMAX. BUCK
JONES IS THERE STRONG.
Every once in so often they spring
a real novelty in the routine western schedules, and "The Avenger"
qualifies as a pip in the originality
class. It is all in the plot, which is
a natural for getting over the suspense and holding it right to the end.
Buck Jones is forced to witness his
brother's hanging for horse-stealing
on a frame-up by the leader of the
unscrupulous
to gettakes
his place
mining property. gang,'
The story
in the old lawless mining days. Some
years later he appears disguised as
an entirely different person. Meanwhile a mysterious bandit has been
holding up the stage cj/ach and stealing the gold shipments from the
mine. Of course Buck and the bandit are one and the same. The bandit chalks up the names of the three
ringleaders for death, and engineers
each killing so it is done by the gang
themselves. This series of three killings under highly novel circumstances carries a great kick and
builds the suspense to the limit. The
western star does a fine piece of
work.
Cast: Buck Jones, Dorothy Revier, Edward
Peil, Sr. ; Otto Hoffman, Sidney Bracy, Edward Hearn, Walter Percival.
Director, Roy William Neill ; Author, Jack
Townley ; Adaptor, George Morgan ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor, Ray Snyder ; Cameraman, Charles Van Enger; Recording Engineer, Russell Malmgren.
Direction, snappy. Photography, good.

Frank Fay in

The father decides to put the suitor's
intentions to a test, and frames it
up for a doctor to tell the lad that
if he kisses tWgirl the attendant excitement will prove fatal to his heart.
Having sworn that he loves her more
than life itself, Fay decides to go
through with it, first making arrangements for his own funeral. This
brings the story to a strong laugh
climax before the happy finale.

"Quick
Millions"
"Iron Man"
with Spencer
Tracy
with Lew Ayres, Robert Armstrong,
Jean Harlow
Fo*
Time, 72 mins.
Universal
Time, 73 mins.
RACKETEER' FILM MISSES
FAIR ENTERTAINMENT IN A
STORY THAT HAS A WEAK WITH JUMPY AND DISCONING.
AND UNSATISFACTORY ENDNECTED STORY THAT CONFUSES. LACKS ANY
BIG
This film lacks any definite motiva- PUNCH
SCENES.
tion and rambles along to a weak and
unsatisfactory ending. Lew Ayres
Here is a very episodic story that
the rise of an industrial racklooks miscast as the' tough iron man trace? eteer
from his days as a truck driver.
who becomes the ^ring champ. In
fighting togs he belies his name. Jean The sequences jump too abruptly and
Harlow has a very unsympathetic it lacks any smooth continuity or
building to a punch climax to which
part as the champ's wife who proves the public
has been educated in these
untrue to him. And Lew Ayres also
picks an unsympathetic part as the gangster stories. It has a Cinderella
fighter who falls for the blandish- quality about it in the fairy fortune
ments of his wife, and walks out on that desecends upon the boy who was
his manager and makes a fool of once a truckman and is later seen ashimself generally and loses the champiring to the. han-'d of a rich society
pionship. There seems no particular girl. It's tob improba
ble to carry
point to the story. When the hero any convictioi\/and fails to build to
becomes the champ, he goes ritzy, anything but a quiet fadeout for the
and snubs all his old friends. In the racketeer who is bumped off in a full
climax, he meets a practically un- dress setting very gently and quietly. Spencer Tracy did the best he
known fighter that his former mancould with the part. The motivations
ager
has
trained.
News
of
his
wife's
unfaithfulness disclosed just before of the story and the characters are
the fight licks him. Things happen not clearly drawn in manv instances,
which adds to the confusion of the
that could never happen at a cham- disconn
ected sequences. Thev put a
pionship bout, and the whole thing
of good camera work into it, and
sounds more Hollywood than realis- lot
some fine atmosphere shots.
such be.
as this type of film was
meanttic, to

Director: Michael Curtiz ; Author, Jan Hinton ; Adaptors,
Joseph
Jackson,
Raymond
Griffith ; Dialoguers,
same;
Editor,
jimmy
Gibbon ; Cameraman, Robert Kurrle.
Direction,
lively.
Photography,
fine.

Cast: Lew Ayres, Robert Armstrong, Jean
Harlow, John Miljan, Mike Donlin, Morrie
Cohan, Mary Doran, Mildred Van Dorn, Ned
Sparks, Sam Blum, Sammy Gervon.
Director, Tod Browning ; Author, W. R.
Burnett ; Adaptor, Francis Edward Faragoh ;
Dialoguer, same ; Editor, Milton Carruth ;
Cameraman, Percy Hilburn ; Recording Engineer, C. Roy Hunter.
Direction, fair.
Photography,
good

"God's
Gift to Women"
with Laura LaPlante

Warner Jlros.
Time, 71 mins.
MERRY FRENCH
FARCE
WITH AMUSING PLOT AND
DEFT COMEDY
WORK
BY
FRANK FAY. FINE FEMININE
SUPPORT AND GOOD DIRECTION.
Frank Fay gives one of his best
screen performances in this French
farce about notorious lady-killer. Fay
meets a stunning American girl,
Laura LaPlante, whose rich father
has strict ideas. The boy and girl
fall in love, and Fay has an awful
time proving his sincerity in the face
of embarrassing situations created by
the intrusion of his various flames.

Cast: Frank Fay, Laura LaPlante, Joan
Blondell. Charles Winniger, Alan Mowbray,
Arthur
D'Avril. Edmund Carewe, Charles Judels, Tyrell Davis, Louise Brooks, Billy House, Yola

"The Naughty Flirt"

First National Time, 79 mins.
WEAK NUMBER WITH RAMBLING STORY THAT FAILS TO
BUILD ANY REAL ENTERTAINMENT. ALICE WHITE
HEADS CAST IN UNSYMPATHETIC ROLE.
Alice White appears as the spoiled
daughter of a rich lawyer who has
the reputation of an outrageous flirt,
given to wild parties and the whoopee
atmosphere. She meets a clerk in
her father's employ, played by Paul
Page, who gives a creditable performance. Whin he ignores her, she
starts out to\*rin him after he has
kidnapped her on the point of marchap after her father's money.
Then rying a follows
some rather silly
events, with the girl taking a job in
the law office to prove to the Jiero
that she is sincere and trying to
make something out of herself. But
the hero learns that she did it on a
bet, and he figures she has tried to
make a fool of him, and gives her
a spanking at a party. And so on and
so on, without any interest or real
story developing. Then he rescues
her again on the point of marrying
the fortune hunter. Pretty weak stuff
from all angles.
Cast: Alice White, Paul Page, Myrna Loy,
Irving. Agnew, Douglas Gilmore, George
Robert
Director. Edward Cliue; Author, Frederick
A. Bowen ; Adaptors, Richard Weil, Earl
Baldwin; Dialoguers, same; Editor, not credited; Cameraman,
neer, not credited ; Sid Hickox; Sound EngiDirection, weak.
Photography,
good.

"Women Men Marry"

Headline Pictures

Time, 76 mins.

NICE PROGRAMMER
WITH
PLENTY OF SUSPENSE IN
MODERN SEX DRAMA THAT
WILL
APPEAL
TO THE
FEMMES.
Here is a commendable production
by an independent that has been well
handled in most departments. It tells
a somewhat artificial story of modern marriage in the great metropolis,
but the situations are very absorbing
and build strong suspense. A young
couple from the South arrive in New
York, and the wife gets mixed up
with another married woman who is

fcally
tilers, Robert
Burns,
John Wray
Ware nasU,Spen£e';
Tracy>
Marguerite
Churchill,
ner Richmond, George
Raft, John
Director, Rowland Brown ; AuthorsSwor.
, Courtenay Terrett, Rowland Brown; Adaptors,
same ; Dialoguers, Courtenay Terrett, Rowland Brown, John Wray; Editor, Duncan
Cramer; Cameraman, Joseph August; Recording Engineer, W. W. Lindsay, Jr.
Direction, handicapped by material. Photography, -very good.

"Captain Applejac

k"
Warners
Time, 61 mins.
THEATRICAL MELODRAMA
WITH
DREAM
SEQUENCE
VERY FAR FETCHED AND UNCONVINCING. JUST A FILLER.
An adaptation of the stage play,
which is too stagy in its construction
to register as good screen fare. The
pirate sequence is good, showing the
hero dreaming of his ancestor, the
pirate and buccaneer, Captain Applejack. The latter goes through hrs
swashbuckling with his crew and his
women, and/the stuff has atmospheie.
Then the\$ero wakes to confront a
similar situation with some modern
bandits who are after a hidden treasure in his old mansion by the seaside. This part of the story is very
far fetched and fails to click. The
hidden treasure proves to be the real
thing,consi
with
the ofbucca
neer's hidden
loot
sting
a barre
l of gold
coins and sacks of pearls. Which
brought snickers from a Broadway
audience. Shapes up as pretty hoke
material, with nothing of much imthe effort. portance in the finale to justify all

a g/Sld digger. The latter promotes
the young wife into parties staged
by a rounder, who happens to be her
husband's employer. Events happen
fast, with hubby discovering the situation through a tell-tale wrist watch
the philanderer has given the wife.
She is innocent of any wrong. Then
comes an apparent murder of the
man in the case, involving the two
young married couples. The settings
are modern, the acting capable
throughout, and the sex angle has
Cast: Mary Brian, Kay Strozzi, John
been handled delicately and won't
Halhday, Louise Closser Hale, Alec B. Frangive offence.
Allister, Julia Swayne Gordon,
cis,

Cast: Natalie Moorhead, Sally Blane,
Randolph Scott, Kenneth Harlan, Craufurd
Kent, Jean Del Val, James Aubrey.
Director, Charles Hutchison; Author, John
Francis Natteford ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer,
Shamroy.
same; Editor, B. B. Ray; Cameraman, Leon
Direction,
okay.
Photography,
good.

Claude
Arthur Edmund Carew, Otto Hoffman, William Davidson.
Director, Hobart Henley ; .Author, Walter
Hackett ; Adaptor, Maude Fulton ; Dialoguer,
same; Editor, Bob McLernoh ; Cameraman,
Ira Morgan.
Direction, ordinary.
Photography,
okay.

Talhdah Bankhead
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Anna

in

"Tarnished Lady"
Time, not

Paramount

Mai/ Wong

in

SOUND

"Liebe, Uber Alles"
set.

WEAK
SOCIETY DRAMA.
FRAIL AND DRAGGY
STORY
TOO BIG A HANDICAP FOR
PLAYERS.
Tallulah Bankhead, who is a cross
between the late Jeanne Eagles and
Nancy Carroll, has plenty of ability,
but it is largely wasted in this story.
There's nothing siartlingly new in
the yarn and its dialogue is not so
good. For the most part the characters attract but little sympathy.
Brook is the only picture name. Miss
Bankhead plays a society girl whose
anemic financial condition compels
her to marry a wealthy chap although
she loves a struggling writer. Eventually she breaks away from hubby
to go to sweetheart and then learns
that the boy didn't mean it. After
a period of poverty, including a baby,
she gets together with her husband.
The story is almost entirely bare of
comedy.

Cast: Tallulali Bankhead. Clive Brook.
Phoebe Foster, Alexander Kirkland, Osgood
Perkins, Elizabeth Patterson.
Director, George Cukor ; Author, Donald
Ogden Stewart; Adaptor, same: Dialoguer,
not listed ; Editor, Barney Rogan ; Cameraman, Larry Williams ; Recording Engineer,
Harold Fingerlin.
Direction,
fair ; Photography,
good.

"La Straniera"
("The Stranger")
Film Exch.
Time, 76

Capital
mins.
ITALIAN VERSION OF ALEXANDER DUMAS' NOVEL MODERNIZED MAKES FAIR ENTERTAINMENT. CAPABLE
CAST
AND
FINE
SETS.
This is an all-Italian production,
with a modernized version of the
well known novel by Alexander Dumas. The cast is very capable, and
seems greatly superior to the direction, or the continuity, whichever
may be the blame for the rather
jumpy 1 manner in which the story
goes forward to its dramatic climax.
Opens in. Paris with a reception by
the millionaire business man to his
beautiful South American wife. She
disappears during the reception, and
phones him that she is on the way
to South America to adjust certain
important matters, after which she
will return to him. Then the scene
shifts to South America, where a series of events of more or less dramatic importance transpires, involving
revenge as the motif. It is a typical
Dumas story, and seems outdated in
comparison with the modern film
themes involving mixed loves and
the usual sex problems. Sets are very
impressive, with superior photography throughout, and the Tobis sound
recording is very clear. Should get
a play from Italian audiences, with
the excellent work of the all-Italian
cast.
Cast: Ruggero Lupi, Romano Calo, Sandro
Salvini. Enrico Signorini, Tina Lattanzi,
Carla Martinelli, Mirny Aylmer, Maya Moreno.
Directors: Gaston Ravel, Amleto Palftrti:
Author, Alexander Dumas: Adaptor, nol
credited; Dialoguer. not credited; Editor, not
credited ; Cameraman, not credited.
Direction, fair.
Photography,
very good.

("Love Above All")

Capitol Film Exch.
Time, 81 mins.
GERMAN
VERSION
OF
"FLAME OF LOVE" IS HEAVY
MELLER
WITH
ACTING OF
STAR AND CAST SAVING IT
FROM TOTAL LOSS.
This is the third in the cycle of
British films made at the Elstree

"Frozen Face"

Pathe
Time, 19 mins.
Gets Over
One of those modernistic comedies,
with a home equipped with all the
studio, the original being "Flame of latest devices. The fun centers around
Love," followed by the French ver- a refrigerating system that works the
sion, "L'Amour, Maitre Des Choses."
This German version is superior to wrong way and freezes up the apartment and the household. Billy Bevan
the other two, because of the excel- takes the part of the mechanic sent
lent acting by the entire cast. Anna
to repair the refrigerator, although
May Wong, who has played the he
is not dressed for the part. Vivian
stellar role of the little Chinese dan;er in the three versions, somehow Oakland and Jimmie Finlayson lend
seems more at ease in this German nice support. It is nicely gagged, and
edition. And the rest of the cast moves fast, with plenty of fun to
please the customers.
give a more convincing performance.
But the story is the same as the
French offering, with a tragic ending
"Three Snappy
Wise Clucks"
and general gloom and depression RKO Pathe
Time, 21 mins.
hanging over the entire proceedings.
Miss Wong is the dancer loved by
A snappy comedy showing how
the young officer in employ of the the tables were turned on a trio of
Russian Grand Duke, who forces the practical jokers. The boys get stuck
girl to do his will and sacrifice her in a hick town, and outside the hotel meet their pal, Freddie. They
honor, in order to save her brother
from death after wounding the tell him about a blond mamma at the
Grand Duke for molesting his sister. hotel who is the only attraction in
May hold some appeal for German town, and bet him that lie can't
audiences, but with the heavy Rus- "make" the dame. Fred takes the
sian plot it offers them a poor con- bet and escorts her into the dining
trast to the very fine light and hu- room, winning the bet. But the boys
morous films that have emanated have framed Fred by one of them
from the Berlin studios.
impersonating the lady. There is a
Cast: Anna May Wong, George Schnell. good kick in the ending, and the fun
Franz Lederer. Hueo Wennerkohle. Edith is fast and good for the laughs all
D'Anara. Lav On, Herman Blasz.
Director, Richard Eichberg ; Author, Jean the way. Glenn Tryon is the comedian, and scores easily.
Kemm ; Adaptor, Ludwig Wolff : Dialoguer,
Ludwig Wolff ; Editor, not credited : Cameraman. Heimlich Gartmer ; Recording Engineer, Cecil Thornton.

RKO

SHORTS
"Laughing
Africa"
with John P.in Medbury
Columbia
Time, 9 mins.
A Riot
This Walter Futter production answers the cry for more comedy on
theater programs. It is a burlesque
on travel films and does not only
rely on funny pictures to force the
laughs but rather a side-splitting description delivered in rapid-fire fashion— the result is nearly ten minutes
of continuous "belly laughs." Medbury's gags have been cleverly timed
to fit the scenes although he should
slow up a bit after each wisecrack
to give the audience a chance to stop
laughing and therefore not lose out
on hearing the chatter that follows.
It's a genuine excellent laugh-maker.

"The Land of Evangeline"

Talking Picture Epics Time, 10 mins.
Good Scenic
Good scenicof Nova Scotia, showing the attractive landscape and especially interesting views of the St.
John's River, with the "reversing
falls," with the water at low tide
and then reversing itself with a miniature tidal wave which occurs every
day at a certain time. The photography is exceptionally good, and has
been handled in a way to convey
graphically
the poetic charm of this
famous
country.

"The Old Hokum

100 Monogram Salesmen
Going Forth on May 1

World Peace by Television
Predicted by J. G. Harbord

RKO

Bucket"

Pathe
Time, 7 mins.
Fine Cartoon
"Dumb Luck"
An Aesop Fable in the barnyard
Vitaphone
Time, 9 mins. locale with the slick city salesman
Snappy Comedy
selling the farmer magic pills to put
Frank Orth plays the role of a life in the broken down animals on
(Continued
from Paae 11
dumb detective. He has been taking the farm. This is a swell gag for
French lessons from a slick dame,
man Rifkin, Boston: B. H. Mills, Alcartoon purposes, and the results are
who happens to be the moll of a laughable and cleverly handled. The
bany; Jay Berkowitz, Buffalo; Sam crook outfit, so he is assigned to
cartoon work is exceptionally good.
Seplowin, Detroit; Sam Flax, Wash- track down a gang of Frenchies who
ington, D. C : H. H. Everett, Char- are passing counterfeit money. Frank
lotte; Arthur C. Bromberg, Atlanta; runs into the dame again and she
"The Cat's Time,
Paw" 17 mins.
Leo Seicshnaydre, New Orleans; takes him in, but is caught by a cou- Universal
ple
of
smarter
dicks.
At
the
station
Tames Alexander, Pittsburgh; Irving house she is about to be allowed to
Weak
Daphne Pollard
featured in a weakMandel, Chicago; W. M. Sipe, In- go free, after having planted a wad sketch that fails to carrv any real
dianapolis: Nat Steinberg, St. Louis;
comedy. Daphne gets aboard a
counterfeit dough in Frank's vest
Robert Withers, Kansas City: Harrv of
pocket, but as she turns to go Frank sleeper with her pet canary in a cage,
Silverman, Oklahoma Citv; Toe Sil- gets hold of her skirt, vanks it off, and the conductor tells her that no
verman, Dallas: J. T Sheffield, Den- and reveals a whole flock of the pets are allowed. Then follows a
ver; M. D. Dryness, Portland: M. ment.
series of mixups with the rest of the
Hammond, Salt Lake City; W. H. phoney bills attached to an undergarpassengers in the berths as the canLamont, Seattle. Other managers
ary gets loose and Daphne stars
will be announced next week.
chasing it. Most of the gags are built
Alexander, manager in Pittsburgh,
"Air Tight"
around a vacuum cleaner which t'»<*
stepped out ahead of the drive last M-G-M
Time, 17 mins. comedienne employs to capture the
week to present to the home office
Fast Fun
bird, resulting in pulling the clothes
contract No. 1 with the State, HuntOne of the Boy Friend Series. off the sleeping passengers.
ington, W. Va., and contract No. 2
Here
is a fast and snappy comedy,
with the Nelson, Fairmont, W. Va.
with the club going in for gliding.
"Betty Co-ed"
The president, Alabam, goes up by Paramount
Entertaining
Staff One reel
mistake, and the comedy consists in
This Max Fleischer Song Cartoon
the frantic efforts of the gang on the
packs much entertainment. Rudy
ground giving him all kinds of direc(Continued from Parte 1)
tions how to land safely and his Vallee and his band play through tin.f television within the next few equally frantic efforts to follow in- piece and the crooner himself appears
structions. There is a good climax,
ears. Harbord also forecast that at
a few moments to sing part of "Coiu- -;ame time, homes would be with the glider getting mixed up with F.d." Verses of the song arc flashed
on
"nipped with electrical sets, coin- a tent and a Ford, and Alabam ing. the screen with the bounding ball
'lining receivers, recorders and othei taking another flyer with the tent marking time. The cartoon antics of
intricate forms of musical instru- as a sort of parachute. It has the Betty and the collegiates are amusments.
laughs, and is fast and snappy.
Frank Orth and Ann Codee in
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COURT UPHOLDS MUSIC TAX
DESPITE SCORE CHARGES ©
OHtinued from Page 1)

of a copyright covering a musical
composition, there being no proof of
actual damages, Justice Brandeis ruled
that a court is bound by the minimum
amount of $250 set out in the socalled "no other case" clause of the
Copyright Act.
Where more than 25 infringing
performances are proved, and there is
no showing as to actual loss, Justice
Brandeis said the court must allow
the statutory minimum, and may, in
its sound discretion, employ the
scheduled $10 a performance as a
basis for assessing additional damages.

Music Society Would Tax
Hotel Room Radio Sets
Copyrighted musical compositions
broadcast from a radio station and
received in hotel room sets are taxable and must be paid for by the
hotel, according to a decision handed
down Tuesday by Supreme Court
Justice Brandeis. Gene Buck, president of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, is
now working out a plan whereby all
hotels providing radio reception for
their guests will be checked and
billed accordingly by the society.
Hotels from coast to coast are advertising "radio in every room" as
competition exploitation and many
hotel chains have recently signed contracts for the installation of receiving
apparatus.

PRESENTATIONS
By

JACK

©

HARROWER

Patricia Bowman Returns Fred Evans Production
As Ballerina at the Roxy
On Stage at Paramount
Patricia Bowman's return as prima
ballerina after an absence of two
months is the highlight of the current stage show at the Roxy. Miss
Bowman appears in a charming lace
ballet entitled ''Land of Lace," assisted by the Ballet Corps, the Roxyettes and the Chorus. Renoff and
Renova, a popular team of Russian
adagio dancers, appear in "The Fish
Bowl," another ballet number, and
do a sensational leap from a staircase
erected on the stage. Ann Tyson,
formerly of the Philadelphia Opera
company, is a new member of the
Roxy group. She gives excerpts
from "II Trovatore" with the aid of
the Chorus. "Happy Feet" brings
out the Roxyettes in another smart
precision number designed by Russell E. Markert. The music portion
of the program includes both popular
and classical selections.

"Sweethearts," a Fred Evans production, brings another pleasing collection of stage numbers to the Paramount this week. Charlie Davis and
His Joy Gang again hold forth as
the stars of the presentation, while
among the featured performers are
"Red" Donahue and company. Stadler and Rose, Syd Mann, Jimmy Ray
and a troupe of 24 Evans-Bines Girls.
Jesse Crawford at the organ features
"Down the Old Back Road."

following a feature picture in which
he is about 85 per cent of the show,
Frank Fay opened a week's personal
appearance engagement at the Strand
on Thursday and went over big. Arriving from the Coast only a few
hours before he was scheduled to go
on, Fay did a more or less extemporaneous act, with the sole aid of a
pianist, but the audience ate it all up
and hollered for more.

{Continued from

22 More Houses Install Audiphones
Twenty-two more installations ot
Western Electric Audiphones for the
hard-of-hearing have been made by
Electrical Research Products. The
houses are:
Jefferson, Beaumont, Tex.; Babcock, Billings, Mont.; Capitol, Dover,
Del.; Granada, Duluth; Strand, Fairmont, Minn.; Texan, Houston; Fox
Watson, Salina, Kan.; Rivoli, La
Crosse, Wis.; Kinckerbocker, Nashville; Rivoli, San Benito, Tex.; Texas,
Segum, Tex.; Orpheum and Ritz,
Tulsa, Alcyon, Hghland Park, 111.;
Redondo, Long Beach, Cal.; Wilshire,
Santa Monica, Cal; Miller, Wichita,
Home Office — Jack Sichelman, W.
Kan.; National Louisville; Arkansas, J. Kupper and E. C. Grainger, asLittle Rock; Elks, New Iberia, La.;
sistants toMr. Grainger; John Nolan,
Stamford, Stamford, Conn. and home office representative; George A.
Grand Opera House, Dubuque.
Roberts, personal director; E. H.
Collins, supervisor of exchanges;
Clarence Hill, playdate department
manager; N. B. Finkler, contract
New Incorporations
manager; Roger Ferri, who is in
charge of all convention arrangements; Edward Bonus, special representative; Alan Freedman. manager
New York Charter
Community Amusement Corp., operate the- of the laboratorv: Victor M. Shapiro
aters; K. L. Simon, 350 Madison Ave., and Clendon Allvine, co-directors of
Now
York.
100 shares common.
publicity and advertising; Lee Balslev,
accessories department manager.
Delaware
Charter
Managers— W. A. Rvan, Albany;
Hudson Theaters Corp., Wilmington, Del.;
Corporation Trust Co., Dover, Del. 1,000 G, W. Fuller, Atlanta: J. F. Dershares common.
mody, Boston; Sidney Samson. BufName Change
falo: J. W. Fuller. Charlotte; C. W.
Fenbel Theater Corp., Rochester, to Civic Eckhardt. Chicago; Max Roth, CinCinema Association of Rochester.
cinnati; I. J. Schmertz, Cleveland;
DISSOLUTIONS
C. E. Hilgers, Dallas; R. J, Morrison,
Sterncrest Theater Corp., Brooklyn.
Denver: Stanley Mayer, Des Moines;

{Continued from Page 1)

Newsreel theater today, will be
gathered by the Fox Movietone organization throughout the world. A
feature of the shorts, in addition to
the fact that they will have natural
sound recorded on the spot at the
same time as the pictures are made,
will be a special musical treatment
to be given them with an orchestra
under the direction of Erno Rapee.
A new issue of these travel shorts
will be shown weekly at the Newsreel
theater, it is announced by Truman
H.
Talley,
Hearst
Corp.general manager of Fox-

Frank Fay in Person
Wows 'Em at Strand New Firm Will Turn Out
Notwithstanding the handicap of
25,000 Home Units Yearly

Fox Convention Plans Completed
be held at the Lawrence, L. I.,
Country Club. On Wednesday night
the delegates will be the guests of
Harry Arthur of Fox Theaters.
Reports to be made will include
the announcement that all records for
ales volumes have been broken during the current season. A record for
speedy selling of an individual special
oroduction also was established on
"East Lynne."
Harley L. Clarke, W. C. Michel
■lid Winfield Sheehan will be among
the other speakers. Sheehan, accompanied by Raoul Walsh, arrives from
the coast on the opening day.
Among others who will attend the
convention are S. R. Burns, vicepresident; Clayton P. Sheehan and
Truman H. Talley, as well as the
following:

52 TRAVEL SUBJECTS
ON NEW FOX PROGRAM

Page
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Lester Sturm, Detroit; George Landis, Indianapolis; Ward E. Scott,
Kansas City; Ben Gould, Los Angeles; T. W. Young, Memphis; Harry
Melcher, Milwaukee; M. A. Levy,
Minneapolis; B. L. Simon, New
Haven; B. L. Dudenhefer, New
Orleans; H. H. Buxbaum, New York;
R. A. Higdon, Oklahoma City; C. R.
Hlubaugh, Omaha; Edgar Moss,
Philadelphia; Ira H. Cohen, Pittsburgh: Charles Powers, Portland;
B. B. Reingold, St. Louis; C. L.
Walker, Salt Lake City; John Dillon,
San Francisco; G. M. Ballentine,
Seattle; Sam Wheeler, Washington;
V. M. Skorey, Calgary; H. J. Bailev,
Montreal; R. G. March, St. John;
J. P. O'Loghlin, Toronto (Canadian
district manager) ; C. R. Dippie, Vancouver, and J. T. Huber, Winnipeg.
Others who will attend: Louis Blunv
enfeld. Buffalo; G. E. McKean, St.
Louis; Herndon Edmond, Washington; David Davidson, Cleveland;
Alfred Davis, Philadelphia; Sam
Gross, Philadelphia; William Reid,
Toronto; William O'Hara, Montreal;
John Jennings, Boston; T. F. Jennings, Boston; Sam Berg, Boston:
F. J. Kelly, Philadelphia; Joseph
Hanna. Pittsburgh; J. H. Lorentz,
Milwaukee: Roy Miller, Chicago;
leorge Benson, Chicago; George
Derr, Chicago; Edward Cooke, Los
Angeles; Ernest Landaiche, New
Orleans; Joseph Lee, New York;
Edward Schnitzer, New York, and
M. Sanders, New York.
Representing the foreign department will be Irving Maas and
Maurice Ahern, New York; R. S.
Dawes and J. H. Craine, London,
England; J. G. Smart, Leeds, England: L. Lafon. Paris, France, and
E. Balk, Brussels, Belgium.

{Continued from Page 1)

italized at $40,000, and Julius Frankenberg of Chicago is president of National Sound Films, capitalized ?f
$20,000. Offices will be at 1510 Merchants Bank Bldg. Other officers of
Cinetrope will be Frankenberg, and
Burrell Wright and Russell W.
Langsenkamp of Indianapolis. Swain,
Langsenkamp, and Harry J. Lurie of
board.
Chicago are on the film corporation
The Cinetrope machine consists of
a single unit for reproducing talkers
in the home, educational institutions
and industrial fields. It will use 16mm.
film, and with a special lens attachment will show a picture 9x12 feet.
Films for use with fhe Cinetropes will
be made and rented by National
Sound Film.

Pathe Product Screening
At Cinema Art, Chicago
Chicago — In connection with the
RKO Pathe annual sales convention
next week at the Hotel Drake here,
arrangements have been made by
Cresson Smith, midwestern district
manager, and Walter E. Branson,
local branch manager, for the screening of the new season's product at
the Cinema Art, just a short block
from the Drake. Both feature and
short product will be shown.

JTHE

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

niNnsMra
m HLMIOM

ing.
Jules E. Mastbaum hints at formation of successor to National Book$
♦
$
Four comedy units turning out
Coast.
product for Warner Brothers on
*
*
*
Number of prominent film men go
to Albany to attend censorship hearing before Governor Miller.

TWICE AS FAST!
x\ST LEAST twice the speed of ordinary
emulsions ... .that is the greatest distinguishing trait of Eastman Super-Sensitive Panchromatic Negative. And
along with doubled speed comes a
combination of qualities never before assembled in a motion picture
film. In this remarkable new negative film Eastman makes another
notable contribution to the advance
of the motion picture industry.
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.
(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,
New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

Eastman Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative, Type 2

roxy

ROGERS ROCKS
with ROARS//

N. Y. Jams World's Biggest
Theatre As Reviewers Say
"It's a Natural-THE GREAT
BIG WINNING 7 OF SCREEN"

\

\

PACKED

A KNOCKOUT

WITH

LAUGHS

"Most entertaining Will
Rogers talkie yet . . . Connecticut Yankee
is film comedy at its highest. Rogers at

"Rogers' best. A knockout . . .
This movie presents hilarious gags, magnificent lines . . . Settings lavish. Acting
excellent. Laughs happily timed and hearty
. . . Rogers never funnier . . .The wit and

his best ... It is packed
with laughs."
— N. Y. Evening
Graphic

gags are modern and original . . . Don't
miss it."
\
— N. Y. Daily Mirror
\
\

SIMPLY GRAND
ENTERTAINMENT

4 STARS. SPLENDID
"A grand and glorious bolt
of celluloid ! . . Charming, intriguing and
wondrously diverting... Each succeeding
scene is wittier than the one before . . .
Will is perfect. Take yourself to the Roxy
by our advice and we'll guarantee you'll
have a 4 star time."
— N. Y. Daily News

NEW

ALL-TIME

RECORD

\

"Simply grand entertainment.
Connecticut Yankee ideal Will Rogers
story ... Is great fun . . . Tremendously
funny lines ... Packed with gorgeous gags
that kept audience howling from beginning to end."
— N.Y. Evening Journal

IN HILARITY!

/

/

"A new all time record in hilarity is established at the Roxy in that sparkling gem of entertainment 'A Connecticut Yankee.' It is a natural — the great big winning seven of the screen. Never has film fun been so fast, so furious and so sustained.
It's one long loud peal of laughter from beginning to end . . . The finest sort of high
comedy pervades every scene . . . There's never any let-down. It's all a mad melange of
merriment . . . Not once but a dozen times does the Roxy audience burst into applause
. . . Will brings down the house . . . The picture is perfection. It's absolutely ideal fun
for the whole family. If you miss it you've lost one of laugh's big laughs." — N.Y.American
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WILL
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in
A CONNECTICUT YANKEE
By
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Screen Advertisers Seek International Coverage

COMEDY^SEEN AS NEW SEASON'S BEST BET
De Forest Backs Laemmle on Sponsored Film Stand

Declares Injection of Ads
Will Cost Industry
Millions
Carl Laemmle's stand in opposition to sponsored screen advertising
has elicited a statement from Dr.
Lee De Forest, who endorses the
Universal chief's attitude and declares that theaters now are faced
with the same menace that has cost
the radio industry millions of dollars.
Dr. De Forest for several years has

Production Rivalry in Australia
Sydney — Following upon the launching of F. W. Thring's
studio project with "Sentimental Bloke," Stuart F. Doyle of
Union Theaters is entering into rival talker production activities
with "On Our Selection." One is using local sound equipment,
and the other imported apparatus. The outcome is being watched
with keen interest.

Public Is Expected to Go
Best for Cheery
Stories

Comedies will prove the biggest
b. o. bets next season, and the majority of producers are arranging
their schedules to provide for this
contingency, it is shown in a threeway survey made by The Film
Daily. Home office executives, studio officials and exhibitors contributed to the forecast.
Out of about

Saraoff, Hiram Brown to Address
Opening of Pathe Sales Confab RKO TO CONDUCT SCHOOL
PLUNKETT'S VISIT REVIVES
FOR NEW MANAGER TALENT
BRITISH CIRCUIT REPORT
(.Continued

on

Page

(Continued

&)

Chicago — Addresses by David Sarnoff, president of Radio Corp. of
America, and Hiram S. Brown, president of RKO, both of whom will
speak from New York by long-distance, will be among the highlights

London — Arrival here this week of
Joseph K. Plunkett, head of the RK-O theater department, accompanied by an announcement here from
Basil Dean, the European represenative of RKO, that the visit "may
je
as of great
las regarded
revived reports
that significance,"
expansion of
RKO in the British theater field is to
iet under way in the near future.
Atlantic City — An outline> of plans
Immense developments are forecast for the group of newly acquired stars
or RKO on this side, says Dean. will be among the chief items of
on the program of the three1'he organization recently acquired interest
he Leicester Square, which is gen- day annual eastern sales meeting of
■rallv referred to as its "first London Warner Bros., First National and
Vitaphone at the Traymore Hotel
heater."
here.
The organization's list of new

of the opening session of the RKO
Pathe sales convention which gets
under way this morning in the Tower
Room of the Drake Hotel. Ned E.
Depinet, vice-president and general
sales manager,
will preside.
Some
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Big Plans for Newly Signed Stars
Will Be Told at Warner-F. N. Meet

Warners' Hollywood
Goes Grind on May 1
Opening of the new John Barrynore picture, "Svengali," at the Holywood, has been fixed by Warner
Bros, for May 1. The run will be
•ontinuous, at pop prices, making
his the first grind attraction to play
he luxurious Broadway house, which
las been closed several months.

Exhib Elected Mayor
Alamosa, Col. — Everett Cole,
one of the best known and most
popular exhibitors in Colorado,
and owner of two local theaters,
the Rialto and Isis, has been
elected mayor of this city.

stellar lights is headed by Ruth Chatterton, Kay Francis, William Powell
and Bebe Daniels, with the likelihood
of other big names being added.
Sam E. Morris, vice-president and
general manager, will open the conference at 9:30 this morning with
an address of welcome and will then
(Continued

on

Page

8)

International Coverage Sought
By Users of Screen Advertising
International coverage being sought
by American manufacturers through
the medium of advertising and sponsored films has prompted several proDenver — Gus Kohn, former manager the southern division, has been
ducers on this side to start investigations into the possibilities of the
made manager of the combined northern and southern Rocky Mountain di- foreign field with respect to screen
visions of Fox theaters. Frank Culp advertising. Tin-: Film Daily learns.
will be his assistant and will continue Maurice Pereles, advertising expert,
his work as Denver city manager. sailed for Europe last week for the
Rick Ricketson, former manager the specific purpose of surveying the distribution outlets for ad films on the
northern division, is now with
Hughes Franklin in Kansas City as other side. His findings will be redistrict manager.
ported to American producers.

Kohn Handling Fox Houses
In Rocky Mountain Div.

on

Page

8)

To provide managers for the four
new R-K-O houses to be opened beore summer, as well as to be prepared for any
managerial
changes
hey may wish to make this spring,
R-K-O theater home office officials
will call to New York in June for a
post-graduate course in theater management, 24 former college men who
are now (Continued
placed
in
R-K-O8) houses
on Page

Rocky Mountain MPTOA
Meet in Denver, May 12-14

Denver — Annual convention of the
Rocky Mountain M. P. T. O. A. will
be held at the Brown Palace hotel
here May 12-14. The meeting has
been advanced from the usual July
dates so that the convention can
season.
form policies for the coming buying

Big Town Goes Serial
The biggest representation a
serial has ever received in the
metropolitan district has just
been acomplished with the
booking
of Universal's
"Heroes
of the Flames"
by three
big
circuits for the maximum playing time. The circuits are Fox,
Loew and the RKO-Century,
with more than 80 houses in
the Greater New York, suburban Jersey and Westchester.
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Attractions)

PICTURE
DISTRIBUTOR
THEATER
"Zwei Herzen im
3A Takt"
Asso. Cine, of Amer.
Europa
"Trader Horn"
M-G-M
Astor
"City Lights"
United
Artists
Geo. M. Cohan
"Tabu". . .
Paramount
Central Park
"Wien, Du Stadt der
Lieder"
Leo Brecher
Little Carnegie
"Front Page"
United Artists
Rivoli
"Reaching for the
Moon"
United Artists
Rialto
'Cimarron"
RKO
Mayfair
"Dirigible"
Columbia
Central
"The Millionaire". . • . Warner
Winter Garden
(Opening
This Week)
"Gun Smoke"
Paramount
Rialto

OPENING

DATE
Apr. 20-22 : Warner Bros. Eastern sales convention, Traymore, Atlantic City.
RKO
Pathe sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

Sept. 12
Feb.
3
Feb.
6
Mar .18
Mar.
Mar.
April
April
April
April.

Apr. 22-24: Paramount western sales convention, Palace Hotel, San Francisco.

19
19

Apr. 23-24 :dorsers
State Convention
of Indiana
Inof Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.
2*
3*
3
8

200
managers,
are
salesmen
and
managers
branch
present.
Lee Marcus, president of RKO
Pathe, together with Depinet, C. J.
Scollard, and Courtland Smith, president of Pathe News, will give personal talks at todays sessions.
Charles R. Rogers, vice-president
and production manager, will speak to
the delegates tomorrow morning from
the sound screen. Those who will address the afternoon sessions include
E. J. O'Leary, eastern sales manager;
T. F. McAloon, western sales manager; A. P. Waxman, advertising counsel; E. W. Ballentine, manager of
exchange operations; Cresson Smith,
midwestern district manager; J. H.
Maclntyre. western district manager;
W. E. Callaway, southern district
manager, and E. L. McEvoy, eastern
district manager.

17
1754
4
4
18*4 1834 — 154
834 854 +
54
9
9
—1
Just prior to entering the convenMARKET
tion hall, the delegates were filmed
54
55+1
;n an impromptu episode by Pathe
97
97
News cameras with Lee Marcus as
8254
8234—
J4
8154
82—54
"star," in a little talk to the "boys."
In addition to those already named
5054
50-54

the following are attending: A. H.
Schnitzer, short subject sales manager: Jack Connollv, general manager
The program for the Arkayo Thea- of Pathe News; Harry Scott, general
ter of the Air next Friday will have sales manaerer of the Van Beuren
a quartette consisting of Grantland
Bradv, Canadian repRice, Frank Buck, Ruth Roland and Corp.; T. W.resentative;
Jack Level, and Cuv
Blossom Seeley.
Fowler, puhlicitv department, and T.
C. DeWahl. Elmer Sedin. E. F.
Clarke and Leo Adler, special home
»>*♦*♦*♦***# * ♦ »«»»««« ♦ * ♦ *W# * ♦ * ♦ ♦ ♦ * ♦ *♦♦♦*♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦%{ office representatives.
it
...
,Long
..._,_._.
„.. ft
♦.*
i.t
Branch managers and salesmen inNew .,__.
York
Island. City
clude:
:.t 1540
Broadway
154 Crescent St. ft
i.: BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940
it
Albanv — L. Carvev, manaerer; Rus:.:
&
sell Sulley, salesman. Atlanta — C.
:.:
W. Allen, manager: F. T. Sands, W.
T Collins. B. A. Wallace, salesmen.
Roston — R. C Cropper, manaerer: F.
r . Ross M. M. Ames, E. H. Warren.
C. D. Wilson, salesmen. Buffalo — H.
ft
:.:
ft T\ Dixon, manager; E. C. Markens.
ft
R. A. Bertschv, salesmen. Charlotte
ft
ft — R. C. Price, manager: R. F. Branon
ft
Hollywood
jf and J. IT. McCormick. salesmen.
ft
Chicago
ft 1727 Indiana Ave.
6700 Santa
Monica ♦■♦ Chicago — W. E. Branson, manager;
Blvd.
ft
CALumet 3692
ft
HOLlywood4121
$
j| 1*. E. Delanev, E. L. Bri^hetto. S.
ft
Decker W
A. Kent, T. F. Woodfca:
\y;n-d, Sam
Gorlick.
salesmen.
CinThree Film Celebs for RKO

| Eastman Films I

I J. E. Brulatour, Inc. H

I!

1

Laemmle Anniversary Dinner Dane*
of Universal Club, Hotel Edison,
New York.

April 26: N.V.A.

Pageant of Stars (National Variety Artists benefit),
Metropolitan Opera House, New
York.

April 27-May 1 : Fox Film sales convention.
Home
office, New
York.

Sarnoff, Hiram Brown to Address
ning of Pathe Sales Confab
Opeisales
executives,

Apr. 25:

April 23

engagement.

(Continued from Page 1)
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cinnati— S. C. Jacques, manager; M.
Blackschlager, A. L. Sugarman, H.
R. Callaway, salesmen. Cleveland —
H. Gibbs, manager; H. S. Laws, A.
Goldsmith, salesmen. Dallas — A. M.
Avery, manager; D. P. Rathbone, H.
G. Krumm, W. B. Wesley, salesmen.
Denver — J. H. Ashby, manager; R.
J. Behymer, F. P. Brown, R. C.
Ryan, salesmen. Des Moines — N.
Sandler, manager; L. S. Braun, salesman. Detroit — H. Silverberg, manager; F. Strubank, M. Brodsky, F.
Bonnem, salesmen. Inidianapolis —
J. P. Corbett, manager; H. L.
Kreighbaum, H. A. Calloway, salesmen. Kansas City — R. V. Nolan,
manager; J. W. Lewis, R. R. Thompson, E. Dyson, salesmen. Los Angeles— A. J. O'Keefe, manager; S.
W. Whitehead, F. A. Bateman, salesmen. Memphis — S. M. Sachs, manager; R. B. Williams, J. Greig, salesmen. Milwaukee — Lou Elman, manager; T. J. MacEvoy, S. Schuster, E.
E. Sapiro, salesmen. Minneapolis —
M. E. Montgomerv, manager; H.
Dale, D. Latshaw, W. C. Winters, W.
L. Hamilton, salesmen. New Haven
— Nat Furst, manager; J. V. Pavone.
salesman. New Orleans — G. C.
Brown, manager; R. E. Pfeiffer, H.
F. Cohen, salesmen. New York — R.
S. Wolff, manager: F. L. Drumm,
assistant manager; C. F. Kenneth, M.
Fellerman, M. Westebbe, E. C. Carroll, J.J. Dacey, J. J. Felder. Oklahoma City — W. R. Pittenger, manager; J. Brainard, P. D. Fielding,
salesmen. Omaha — R. S. Ballantyne,
manager: E. A. Harms, B. R. Greenblatt, salesmen. Philadelphia — R.
Mochrie, manager; O. Derr, D. Heenan, E. Ginzburg, W. Madison, salesmen. Pittsburgh — S. Lefko, manager; G. W. Collins, H. D. Price, J.
H. Lyons, salesmen. Portland — L.
F. Hoss, manager: A. K. Bennett, J.
C. Stapleton. salesmen. St. Louis —
C. R. Lundgren. manager: H. D.
Dvvyer, P. Frederick, D. T. McElhinney. salesmen. San Francisco — M.
E. Corv, manager; J. Rue, J. Erickson, salesmen. Seattle — H. L. Percv,
manager; A. Gallofon, W. A. Crank,
salesmen. Washington — Robt. Smeltzer. manager; E. W. Grover, J. L.
Whittle, S. A. Stant, salesmen.

Apr. 29-Mayconvention.
1 : WarnerHotel
Bros.St. Western
Francis, sale*
Sao
Francisco.
May

12-14 Annual convention of the Rocky
Mountain M. P. T. O. A., Brown
Palace Hotel, Denver.

May 18-22:

International
Exhibitors'
Congress, Rome.
May 25-29: Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.

May 26-27 : Annual convention of the M.P.
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri,
and St. Joseph, Mo.

Rowson

to Address

A.

M.

P. A.

j,

Simon Rowson, who recently ar-B
rived from England, representing
Ideal Films, Ltd., in this country,
will address the A. M. P. A. at next
Thursday's luncheon in the Dixie
Hotel. Eddie Klein, past president
and
foreign film buyer, will introduce
Rowson.

COMING

& GOING

CHARLES B. MINTZ. producer of Krazy
Kat
York. cartoons, left the coast Saturday for New
CHESTER
MORRIS and
his" wife, the
former
SUE KILBORN
of Paramunt,
arJ
rive in New
York tomorrow
from abroad.
S. W. SMITH of British Lion Film Corp.. I
London,
who arrived in New
York several
days ago, will visit Canada before returning
to England.

New Incorporations
NEW YORK CHARTERS
Gramercy
News
Reel, motion
picture apparatus; G. Block, 60 East 42nd St., Newl
York.
200 shares common.
Auburn Capitol Theater Corp., Auburn ;
H. Sargent, Syracuse, N. Y. $20,000.
DELAWARE CHARTERS
Pictures
Holding
Co.,
Inc., New
York
City, motion pictures ; United States Corporation Co. 9,000 shares common.
Gold Medal Film Co., Inc., Media, Pa.,
motion picture films ; United States Corporation Co. $25,000; 50 shares common.
W.

Studio
and
Location
Sound on Film Recording
Low Dolly or Weekly Rates

Powers Clnephone Equipment Corporation
T23-TTH

AVE.. N. V.

BRYANT

9-6067

THE OLD
FIGHTIN' COCK
challenges the world
to show a bigger
box-office attraction
RKO PATHE

THE BIGGEST THING

in

BORN
TO LOVE
with

JOEL

I
i

McCREA

Story by ERNEST PASCAL
Directed by PAUL L. STEIN

Pre-sold direct io the
whole family every
Friday night; 10:30 to 11 E.S.T.
RKO THEATRE OF THE AIR
42 stations, coast to coast N.B.C.

SHES EVER

DONE

,««w

W

■4\t_ - ,.^^.s?

r

,-■•

^T:^A*2»Sha*

BORN FOR THE BOX-OFFICE!
and

Booked for the Biggest

First Runs!

Opening Thursday— MAYFAIR^NEW YORK CITY
Now Playing— STATE LAKE, CHICAGO
Opening Soon
ORPHEUM, LOS ANGELES
ORPHEUM, SAN FRANCISCO
BOYD, PHILADELPHIA
ENTIRE RKO CIRCUIT

THE

-SVK

A Little
from IVILKi
"Lots
\By RALPH

>>

HOLLYWOOD

JOHN ROBERTSON, who has
J just completed directing "Cheri
Bibi" for M-G-M, found his assignment particularly interesting because
of the memories that it recalled. The
locale of the picture is London, and
as Robertson spent a great deal of
his time there several years ago, he
was particularly
to
* fitted
*
* direct it.
Betty Bronson will
inine lead in "Lover,
opposite Jack*Mulhall,
*

play the femCome Back,"
for Columbia.
*

"Cheyenne Kid," third of the
Sono Art-World Wide's
schedule
series of of
Thrill-O-Dramas, has just
been completed under the supervision
of George W. Weeks. The story
features Rex Lease and Dorothy Gulliver, with Harry Todd, Joy Hunt
and Harry Woods in support. Stuart
Paton directed from a story by Bennett Cohn.
*
*
*

y Mouse"
of the
Making
, release
d by"Micke
cartoons
Columbia, gives
work to 70 persons at the Disney
Studios. Forty of these are artists
who are required to draw from 5,000
to 6,000 separate drawings to make
six minutes of Mickey Mouse entertainment on the screen. Walt Disney
originated the series in the backyard
t/n rage.
*
*
*
The "Guzzlers" club, a luncheon
organization, has been formed at
First National with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., as president. The members include Wilson Mizner, Robert
Presnell, Walter DeLeon, Mervyn
LeRoy, Byron Morgan, Waldemar
Young, Manny Wolfe, Ernest Haller, Roland Pertwee, William McGann, Irving Asher and James Ashmore Creelman.
*
*
*
Hugh Herbert, who is under contract to Radio Pictures, is en route
to New
York, where he will visit
for several weeks.
*
*
*
Charles Vidor has completed the
treatment for "Los Angeles, Ltd."
his original story, which will be produced by Fox.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

SINE
01 HIMDQM

Louis Barnstyn here. Says his
new Dutch trust will have 50 houses
by 1922.
William
Desmond
formed on Coast.
Will Rogers
Artists.

may

Productions

go

to

United

ALON
G
lilt

Short Shots from
New York Studios

MAITO

IWILMD4LY

crets of a

mode will be brighter clothes for men, but the Louisville "Times"
is worried about getting brighter men for clothes
that in
England if a producer doesn't give a preview and make whoopee
for the trade, he can't do much biz
that Senator Frank
had a good horse opera knocking 'em cuckoo at an Eighth Ave.
theater around the corner from his ossif, but he was so doggone
busy with politics that he didn't even know about it
that
Jack Livingston gives full credit to his editor, Dorothy Konritz,
for her part of the work on his first International Casting Directory that at some Loew theaters last week they had the
audience singing the chorus of their ballyhoo song on the screen,
"April Shower of Hits," that they are expected to come in and
pay money to see later
that you boys and girls can now
sing this kolyum
which will be just about as sensible
that — oh, "that" yourself, and see how you like it
or send some in for next Monday's kolyum

«

«

»

»

HARRY N.and
BLAIR',
GARDE
not Ginger
will appear opposite Hugh

O'Connell

• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till
Now
that the N.V.A. Pageant at the Metropolitan Opery
House next Sunday nite will have the greatest lineup of artists
ever seen at a benefit performance
that if every one of
'em does a ten-minute bit, the show will last till breakfast
that the list is alphabetically complete, starting with Fred Allen,
Phil Baker, Fannie Brice, Irving Berlin, Maurice Chevalier, etc.,
and going straight down the line to Rudy Vallee, Frances Williams and Ed Wynn
that Mister Zittel may make the alphabet complete by reading a monolog from the current "Zit's,"
mentioning all the artists who have appeared before him for the
benefit of late arrivals
that the "N. Y. World-Telegram"
last Friday ran a cut of John Barrymore and his wife, Dolores
Costello, in place of the correct cut of Norma Shearer and Robert
Montgomery in "Strangers May Kiss"
that this may be
a tip-off on a merger between Warners and Emgeem
that negotiations have been under way for months by one of
the big producers to put the former Kink of Spain in a Hollywood pix
but now that he has been given the air, the
deal has been called off, fearing Government opposish
that this makes Sid Grauman's cable to the Kink to play in a
pix look sorta anti-climactic, irrevelant and a waste of cable tolls
that two big advertising agencies refused a wad of dough
from a would-be advertiser who wanted to start a campaign
against "the disgusting habit of gum-chewing," because it would
have cost 'em the accounts of the chewing gum manufacturers
which pay them Plenty
that the drug-store cowboys have
a working agreement among themselves not to hand you your
check before you leave, hoping this will induce you to slip 'em a
tip
that our Kolyum
about Ingratitude
of film stars
brought a raft of replies to show that execs are more Grateful
than the stars
that Frank
Myers, f'r instance, was lab
superintendent for Adolph Zukor when getting good black and
white prints for the old Famous Players was a problem in 1913
that today Myers is still lab head of Paramount and a
wealthy man, due to the Zukor-who-didn't-f orget
that when
the Schenck boys made their start at Palisades Park it was a
tough 24-hour grind, assisted by Eddie Mannix
that Eddie
is still with Nick Schenck, in the M-G-M coast stude, and is well
fixed, thanks to his own loyal efforts and the interest of both
Schencks
that 11 years ago Bert Adler's publicity office
took on a tiny account and gave it national publicity, digging
down in his own pocket, because he had Faith
that Bert
has had their biz ever since, and doesn't need anything else than
this Fanchon & Marco account, thank you kindly just the same
that it is a nice thot that Gratitude has not been swamped
by Greed in the hearts and souls of a bunch of other film execs
we could mention, but space only forbids
that Gambling,
Investing and Speculating are one and the same thing, for if
you speculate in stocks it may turn out a risky investment on a
poor gamble
that the style dictators tell us the spring

«
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"Serelief in
Secretary," which
George
Abbott
is as comedy
preparing
to
direct
for
Paramount
with Claudette
Colbert
featured.

Newman
ed 's
E. M.
of been
for
complet
travel
thirdhas
The talks
the subject.
as
ne, with "Southern India"
Vitapho
Ernst Fegte will be art director
on "Girl Habit," starring Charlie
Ruggles, while Sam Corso will act
in the same capacity for "Secrets of
a Secretary," both of which are
production
about to go
amount's
NewintoYork
studio. at ParFred Allen, Broadway comedian,
has been signed by Warner-Vitaphone for a one-reel comedy.
One of the features of a recent
ring.
Paramount short is Nelson's trained
cats, two scrappy tabbies who actually go at each other with boxing
gloves, within the confines of a prize

The success of "Evolution" and
"Stars of Yesterday" has led Vitaphone to present an "An Old Time
News Reel," gathered and edited by
Bert Frank, with musical accompaniment by Harold Levey.
The recent signing of Floyd Gibbons by RKO-Pathe adds another
name to the rapidly gaining list of i
radio announcers now doubling in
pictures. Some of the others are
Ted Husing's "Sportslants" for ViMacNamee's "Talktaphone, Grahamfor
NorReporter"
Brokenshire Universal,
in Vitaphone
shorts.ing man

Vitaphone Vitamins: Glen Lambert, the latest Hollywood recruit
to join the studio writing staff . . . I
Jack Norworth visiting the studio
to talk over the script of his next
"Naggers" comedy .... Visitors
from the home office including
Bijou
Fernandez, Al How son and Al
Zimbalist

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Fred
Kohler
Harold
Lloyd20
April
Sidney

Lanfield

Roy J. Pomeroy

CHOICEST
BOOKINGS
IN EVERY CITY
IN THE LAND;

Circuits give it preferred
dates (or their 'A' houses !

LEW
You've

AYRES

Seen

"DOORWAY
now watch
//

IRON MAN

//

//

Presented by CARL LAEMMLE.
With ROBERT ARMSTRONG,
JEAN HARLOW. Produced
by CARL

LAEMMLE,

A UNIVERSAL

IN

TO HELL

JR.

PICTURE

SMASHING

IRON MAN

//

Directed by TOD
BROWNING,
thte same
man who made
Dracula.
From the prize -winning//
novel by W. R. BURNETT, author of "Little Caesar.

All RECORDS At GLOBE, N. Y.
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BIG PLANS FOR NEW STARS
WILL BE TOLD AT MEETING
(Continued from Page 1)

turn the gavel over to Claude C.
Ezell, eastern general sales manager,
who will conduct the business session. More than 200 delegates are
now here from the cast, middle west
and Canada for the three-day series
of conferences.
In addition to the eastern delegates there will be present J.L.Warner, vice-president in charge of production; Major Albert Warner, vicepresident and treasurer; Gradwell L.
Sears, western general sales manager; A. W. Smith, Jr., southern
sales manager, and Carl Leserman,
western sales manager.
H. M. Warner is expected to be
present at some of the sessions, but
the likelihood of his attendance is not
certain.
With minute care have plans for
the conferences been laid and addresses are scheduled to be made on
sales, production, advertising and
other problems confronting the industry. A departure will be made
in having a number of department
heads address the sales forces, thereopportunity for mubytual
affording
criticism. an
Following the roll call, Morris will
welcome the delegates and the assembly will get down to business.
In his opening address Morris is expected to rapidly sketch the past activities of the companies and then
plunge into the future.
Following Morris, Ezell will introduce Gradwell L. Sears, Max Milder, eastern sales manager, A. W.
Smith, Jr., B. F. Lyon, Canadian
sales manager; Carl Leserman, Norman H. Moray, short subject sales
manager, and Joseph Hummel, one
of the home office department heads.
Short addresses will also be made
by J. L. Warner and Major Warner.
Tomorrow the subjects will include advertising and the value of
good will. The speakers handling
the various topics will be Sears,
Smith, Leserman, Milder, Lyon, S.
Charles Einfeld, director of advertising and publicity, and A. W.
Schwalberg.
Wednesday will be given over to
the definite policies of the companies. R. W. Perkins, of the legal
department, will talk on contracts,
and Dan Michalove, head of the
Warner Theater circuit, will talk on
his branch of the business. The
highlight of the conference will come
with J. L. Warner's address on the
product of the companies for 19311032.
The following is the roster of the
delegates at the eastern meeting:

Flying Dope
Good pointers for the newsreel boys in taking airplane
shots are contained in an article in the May issue of Bell &
Howell's "Filmo Topics," giving technical dope on atmospheric conditions, altitude, camera angles, etc.

Film Stars as Lecture Subjects
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — The University of Southern California has
started a radio broadcast over KMPC, Beverly Hills, in conjunction with their film course, on pictures and screen personalities. Constance Bennett will be the first subject of a lecture by
a faculty member.

Hess Wins Newspapers ' Okay
On Heavier Type Display Ads
As the result of a four-months'
campaign waged by J. J. Hess,
R-K-O advertising manager, against
newspapers assuming the right to
change heavy black display ads submitted by motion picture advertisers
to conform with the light Cheltenham type make up of the paper, a
meeting was held in the offices of the
New York "Times" on Thursday of
last week during which the paper
agreed to run "as is" all motion picture copy submitted, with the exception of "reverse blacks."
The "Herald - Tribune," another
"light" paper, let down the bars last
week, permitting heavy black display

Film Men Pay Honor
To Joseph Leblang
A group of prominent film execuives were among the honorary pallbearers for the late Joseph Leblang,
"cut-rate ticket king," who died Friday. Funeral services were held yesterday in Temple Emanu-El. Honorary pallbearers included, among
others, Adolph Zukor, H. M. Warner, Albert M. Warner, Nicholas
Schenck, David M. Bernstein, Dr. A.
H. Giannini, William Morris, George
Tessel and Al Jolson.
C. E. Ezell, Max Milder, eastern
sales manager; B. F. Lyon, Canadian sales manager; Norman H. Moray, Vitaphone sales manager; Geo.
Balsdon, Jr., Metropolitan sales manager.
Eastern division branch managers
— Benjamin
Kalmenson,
Albany, T.
B. Spry, Boston; H. A. Seed, Buffalo; R. F. Cloud,
Cincinnati;
J.
C. Fishman, Cleveland; F. E. North,
Detroit; T. B. Wildman, Indianapolis; H. E. Elder, New Haven; E.
Goldstein, New York; Nat Beier,
New Jersey; Harry Decker, Brooklyn; J. S. Hebrew, Philadelphia; R.
H. Haines, Pittsburgh: M. W. Davis,
Washington;
H. C. Davis, Calgary;
C. R. Osborn, Montreal; J. Butler
St. John; F. Meyers. Toronto; J
Plottel, Vancouver; Wolfe Cohen,
Winnipeg.
Sales representatives — George
Goldberg, B. Frank, Albany; T. A.
Donahue, William Horan, S. Broidv,
D. E. Purcell, J. B. Magann, Boston: J. R. Levee, J. M. Sitterlv, T.
G. Fater, Buffalo; H. C. Bugie. j.
P. Eifert, W. F. LaSance, C. L. Kendall. Cincinnati; William Lissner, M.
A. Mooney. R. O. Flemm. William
Onie. Cleveland: W. B. Collins, S. D.
Chapman, W. Wilson, Detroit: M.
Moore.
Sol Greenberg,
H. A. Gor-

ads to appear. The "Times" agreed
that in today's issue of the paper the
change would be made to accept art
lettering and darker outlines in copv.
The
York to"Sun."
another
paner,New
is still
be heard
from."light"
( Hess argued that the making of
"light" cuts for certain papers was
costing motion picture companies between $100 and $250 per campaign:
that the nature of the motion picture
business demands sensational advertisemein
nts _ keeping with certain
type
of
picture;
amper with costlythat
art "light"
work andpapers
that
Motion picture ads should have the
same handling and privilege as dry
goods
store copy.
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R-K-0 TO CONDUCT SCHOOL
FOR NEW MANAGER TALENT
(Continued

from

Page

1)

throughout the country as assistant
managers and treasurers.
The men will be instructed in the
method of conducting radio broadasts for R-K-O hours, which will be
sent in script for local broadcasting.
They will also be taught the mechanics of booking acts and pictures,
the technique of sound recording and
reproduction, and given a short
course in exploitation and public relations work. The course will be
conducted under the direction of
Joseph K. Plunkett and his assistants,
E. M. Glucksman and N. J. Blumberg.
The new houses to be opened by
R-K-O are in Denver, Davenport, Albany and Schenectady. All will seat
more than 2,000 with Albany theater
seating 3,900.

De Forest Backs Laemmle
On Sponso
redfrom Film
(Continued
Page 1) Stand

been fighting against the increasing
amount of broadcast advertising,
which
he says has reduced the radio
Baltimore Sunday Bill
audience by millions. The screen
Signed by Governor now is up against the same situation,
Baltimore — The Michel-Melvin he declares, and unless the move is
Home Rule bill has been signed by devastating.
Governor Richie after a public hear- checked by wise leaders it will prove'
ing at which 100 attended to protest
acceptance of the measure. The City Comedy Seen As New
Council and the mayor can now deNew(Continued
Season
cide on Sunday sales and amusefrom'sPageBest
1)
Bet
ments, subject to a referendum, which
100
representative exhibs, 72 look
they are authorized to order.
upon comedy as the favorite brand
of product for the new season, most
Ray Thome in Youngstown
Youngstown,
O. — Rav Thome has of the theater owners basing their
been transferred from the Paramount opinion on the public's desire for
in Denver to the Paramount here as cheery stories to offset the depression. Melodrama ranks second in
director of publicity.
preference.
Studio executives generally feel
Haven. man, Indianapolis; I. Goetz, New that the public frame of mind calls
for more comedy, while most of the
Leo Jacobi, I. Rothenberg, New home office chiefs declare that trie
York; J. Herzog, R. Gledhill, New new schedules will be flexible enough
Jersey; G. Solomon, A. Ferrara, to conform to the trend.
Brooklyn; B. F. Duffv, W. G. Mansell. H. L. Dembow, R. Binns, Phil- Malco Circuit Taking Over
adelphia; P. S. Krumenacker, G. R.
Termain, R. H. Dunbar, Pittsburgh; Another House in Memphis
F. W. Beiersdorf, Charles Rich, R.
Memphis— Malco Theaters, headed
C. Robin, Washington; A. Gorman, bv M. A. Lightman is preparin
g to
,
Montreal; H. Pavnter, A. W. Perry,
-lose
a
long
lease
on
the
Linden
Toronto;
G. A. Matthews, M. Plot- '•le here. The house will be Cirtel. Winnipeg.
remodeled into a de luxer. Lightman,
Home office representatives — Dan :n association with Max Prunski of
Michalove and E. L. Alperson, thea- North Little Rock and M. S. Mcters: D. L. Blvthe. A. C. Brauninger
ArArk.,
ty recently took
Cord, of
A. W. Schwalberg. H. M. Doherty, over the Camden,
Saenger in Pine Bluff and
C. C. Ryan, S. M. Shernow, P. Abra- *he
and Paramount in Hefrom Publix.
hams, distribution organization; S. 'ena, Pastime
Carlisle, comptroller; K. MacDonald,
foreign department; H. A. Rosenquest, short subject distribution department: Robert Perkins, repreLondon — The current issue
senting Warner's legal staff; Harold
Rodner, president Continental Theaof the "Orbit," the journal of
the Faculty of Arts, contains a
ter_ Accessories, and Joseph Hornstein, general purchasing agent.
woodcut supplement of scenes
The conference will close Wednesfrom "All Quiet on the Westday nieht and the western sales manern Front" by Pierre Savoie,
aerers attending will leave at once for
the first time any film has been
thus honored. The issue is dedSan Francisro, where the three-dav
icated to Carl Laemmle.
western conference will ooen at the
St. Francis Hotel on the 29th.
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Continuance of Pathe Separately Assured By Brown

CIRCUJTOF TWO-FEATURE HOUSES PLANNED
Sam Morris Quotes Bankers on Business Upturn Soon
Trans-Lux
■a tour of inspection
By JACK

ALICOATE
And now, ladies
Follow the
and gentlemen of
Guide, Please the pix biz, we
stop at 58th and
Madison to explore the ultra-modern,
Trans-Lux, semi-automatic theater,
that threatens to cut a few slices of
importance in the M. P. industry.
After a few weeks of experimentation, the idea might safely be regarded as over. An average weekly
gross of 4,000 silver dollar-tokens is
man's
coughed at in any
not to beWithin
the month two more
league.
of these demi-tasse cinema palaces
will be opened side-by-side in the
Lefcourt Building on Broadway, with
a string of 10, including Grand Central and Pennsylvania Station locations being readied.
*
*
*

Modernistic

And now let's
give this little flagTransup
this the
ship offleet
Lux

In Style
and down. It takes up no more
ground space than the average store.
Its corner location offers a natural
background for its pleasing futuristic scheme of decoration. A crew
of four handle everything. You give
your quarter to the charming lady
at the window and pass thru an automatic aluminum turnstile directly into the auditorium of the little theater. Sitting comfortably in a wider-than-usual leather orchestra chair
you enjoy approximately a half hour
of news reel and tabloid entertainment in a house as light as day. The
old daylight pictures idea modernized.
The decorative scheme inside is
pleasing, and the appointments both
lavish and comfortable. A smart
little waiting room completes the picture. We leave via the back door.
No confusion. Our fleeting entertainment has cost us about a penny
a minute and we have thoroughly enjoyed it.
*
*
*

Upturn Due Within Three
Months, Says W. B. Exec
At Sales Meet
Atlantic City — "Unmistakeable
signs" of general business improvement within three months are in evidence, said Sam E. Morris at the
opening session of the Warner-First
National sales meeting here yesterday
morning. Morris said that the fpre-

For Family Trade
Atlantic City — Warner-First
National will make pictures for
the family trade, with subjects
diversified, said Sam E. Morris at of
yesterday
afternoon's
session
the sales
meeting
being held here.

Dual

Bill

Houses

Would

Compete With
stile MoviesTurnA circuit of double-feature theatese
with 25 cents admission, to be located in and around the Times Square
district, is being planned, The Film
Daily learns. The houses will give
a two and a half hour program and

WARNER-PARA. TO CONFER
"SEED" T
ON DEAL FOR PRODUCT R-K-0 THEATER^ LAUNCH
SCHEME LOR SUMNER BIZ
IN AT LEAST 45 CITIES
(Continued

on

Page

be

6)

Roadshowings in at least 45 cities
in the U. S., Canada and abroad are
for "Seed,"
planned
which hadbyits Universal
world premiere
Friday
at the Carthay Circle in Los Angeles.
The Broadway showing of the picture, adapted from
the Charles
G.

Atlantic City — Settlement of the
Warner-Paramount trouble is seen as
a certainty, with conferences on a
deal whereby Paramount will buy
Warner product slated to take place
in New York late this week. Due
to Claude C. Ezell leaving for the
(Continued

on

Page

b)

in

(Continued
on Page
direct
opposition

8)
to

"minia-

In a drive for summer business and
to establish advantageous local public relations in the larger cities of
the country,
all R-K-O
divi(Continued
on Page theater
8)

Para. Building Up Player Roster
DEATH OP OSCAR PRICE
With 10 Recruits from Bway Stage
(Continued

on

Page

8)

MOURNED BY INDUSTRY

In a move to further strengthen
its player personnel, Paramount has
just placed 10 well known artists
Death of Oscar Price, who passed from the Broadway stage under conaway in New York last Thursday
tract. The group includes Ravniond
after a heart attack, spread sorrow Guion, Peggy Shannon, Tamara
throughout film circles yesterday, Geva, Allen Vincent, Dorothy Tree,
when the news first became generally Vivienne Osborne, Leneta Lane,
known. Price was one of the prom- Charles Trowbridge, Charles D.
inent pioneers of the industry and Brown and Frances Moffat. This
at one time filled the presidency of makes the second group of Broadway
United Artists. Funeral is being
annexed by Paramount folheld from his home in Washington. players lowing
screen tests recently.

Pathe Stays as Separate Unit,
Hiram Brown Tells Convention
Felix Malitz Leaves Ufa,
Going in for Himself

Chicago — Continuance of RKO
Pathe as a separate picture entity
apart from Radio Pictures was assured bv Hiram S. Brown, president
Felix Malitz, vice-president and
,r,
•,
This
initial
model general
of RKO, in his telephone greeting
manager
of
Ufa
in
America,
economic
house
cost
approxi- has resigned from that post and is to the RKO Pathe convention, which
mately $50,000 to inPicture
stall. Under Fordian going into business for himself. started yesterday at the Hotel Drake.
or mass production this cost can be Malitz will handle imported produc- "That there is need for both com(Continutd on Page 6)
tions over here.
(.Continued on Past 2)

MISSOURI THEATERS WIN
CUT IN ELECTRIC RATE
'./ .

St. Louis — A reduction in electri
power
rates, entailing
a saving
of
about $. .i.OOO a year to St. Louis tb
aters, ha-- been granted by the State
I'ublic Service Commission, effect. ve
Fred Wehrenberg, president of the M. P. T. O. of St. Louis.
Eastern
Missouri and Southern
111
April
nois, appeared
before
the
Commission
(Continued on Page 8)

Indie Product Included
On Vitaphone Program
Atlantic City — Independent producers of shorts will contribute to
the Vitaphone program next season.
although the bulk of the product will
be made at the Brooklyn studio, it
was stated at the Warner-First National sales meeting yesterday. T^e
new product will be made in se

—PtH^L
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Trans-Lux

IUI M »M Ull
W IHMIOM

— a tour of inspection
(Continued
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Veiller Doing Original for M-G-M
West Coast Bwreau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Bayard Veiller's contract with M-G-M has been extended
and he is now writing an original
story, "Guilty Hands," for the company's new program.
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reduced to about $20,000 a unit.
Twenty-six shows a day are given
with a grind policy from 11 in the
morning to midnigiit. The atmosphere bespeaks tone, class and efficiency. There are little or no acoustical problems involved. Unlike the
big theaters, these houses can be
quickly turned back into conventional merchandising stands in locations
that prove unprofitable. They tell us
that this little Trans-Lux house has
played to an average of 16,000 persons weekly since it opened. Present
plans call for approximately 1,000
Trans-Lux theaters in operation all
over the United States within two
years. Multiply 16,000 by 1,000, either
by straight arithmetic, algebra or trig,
leaving out the fractions, and you
will get the rather startling figure
of 16,000,000. And 16,000,000 paying
patrons loitering weekly around
Trans-Lux locations is something
again for the executive maestros of
picture-land to think about. And
that's why we took you on this tour,
so that if this thing ever does get
good and hot you cannot say we did
not give you the tip-off.

Tuesday,

WARNER BROS. MAKE UP
WITH INDIANA EXHIBS
City — "Marked
of Atlantic
Indiana exhibitors
toward hostility"
Warner
Bros, has been dissipated by the new
policy of giving them more consideration and "reasonable
adjustments,''
said Charles
G. Metzger,
general
manager and attorney of Associated
Theater Owners of Indiana, in a letter read at the opening sessions of
the Warner-First National sales
meeting here. The Indianapolis
branch office has been more helpful
during the last six or eight months,
especially to small exhibitors, he said.

Salesmen Not Attending
M-G-M Sales Convention
Home office officials, branch managers and district managers only will
attend the M-G-M sales conference
at the Drake Hotel, Chicago, Sunday
and Monday. Salesmen have not been
included in the call. The conference,
which will be presided over by Felix
M. Feist, will be officially opened at
the
night."Trader Horn Banquet" Sunday

April 21,

1931

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BDCtt
Apr. 20-22: Warner Bros. Eastern sales convention, Traymore, Atlantic City.
RKO
Pathe sales convention
Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Apr. 22-24 : Paramount western sales convention, Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
Apr. 23-24: State Convention
of Indiana
Indorse™ of Photoplays,
Claypoo)
Hotel, Indianapolis.
Apr. 25: Laemmle Anniversary Dinner Dance
of Universal Club, Hotel Edison,
New
York.
April 26: N.V.A. tional
Pageant
of Stars
(NaVariety Artists
benefit),
Metropolitan Opera House, New
York.
Apr. 26:27: M-G-M
sales convention, Drake annual
Hotel, Chicago.
April 27-May 1 : Fox Film sales convention.
Home
office. New
York.
Apr. 29-Mayconvention,
1 : WarnerHotel
Bros.St. Western
Francis, sales
San
Francisco.
May
12-14 Annual
convention
of the Rocky.
Mountain
M. P. T. O. A., Brown
Palace Hotel, Denver.
May 18-22: International Exhibitors' Con
Rome.
May 25-29 :gress,
Spring
meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.
May 26-27: Annual convention of the M.P
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri,
and St. Joseph, Mo.

A. C. Blumenthal Testifies
Lab. Patent Hearing
In Loew Stock Hearing
Scheduled for May 13 Deny Fox- Warner Deal
Involving Jersey Houses
Wilmington, Del — Hearing in the
A. C. Blumenthal was on the stand

suit of Cinema Patents against Craft
Rumors of a deal whereby Warner
Film Laboratories has been placed Bros, would operate all the Fox
on the calendar of the Federal Dis- houses in Northern New Jersey are
trict Court for May 13. Counsel for denied in the Fox camp. According
Craft appeared before Judge Nields to the reports, Warners would handle
last week and asked that a date be the Fox houses in Jersey City, the
set for final hearing of this case, Terminal in Newark, the Pascak in
which has been pending for more Westwood, the Leonia in Leonia, the
than a year. Counsel for Cinema Queene Anne in Bogota, the Liberty
Patents also appeared.
in Elizabeth and the house under
construction in Hackensack. Saul R.
Rogers, Fox counsel, tnrough whose
Film Exchange Importing hands
the deal would have to pass,
he knew nothing about it.
12 Musicals from Europe saidHarry
D. Goldberg, New Jersey
Twelve musical features made in
Europe will be imported by the Film division manager for Fox, also said
Exchange, Inc., for release in the there was no truth to the rumors of
U. S., Canada and Latin America. a Warner-Fox deal.
First of the series, "Troika," is now
here and will be trade-shown this Melrose
Building House In Pitts.
afternoon, at which time music pubPittsburgh — Melrose Amusement
lishers also will witness the picture Co. is buildin
g a new de luxe neighwith a view to negotiating for pubborhood house seating 1,200 on
lication of the music.
Brownsville Road in the South Hill
section here. The house, plans
Van Leer Handling Palace Publicity which were drawn by Victor of
A.
Arnold Van Leer, recently with Rigaum
hearing.ont, New York
t, will
Warner Bros, as assistant to Harry include earphones for architec
the hard-ofCharnas, yesterday was appointed
publicity director for the R-K-O Palace, succeeding Bob Sylvester, who
resigned last week.

COMING

& GOING

ROWLAND BROWN, Fox director, arrives Thursday from Paris on the Bremen.
PAT O'BRIEN is en route to New York
from the coast to play opposite Nancy CarMaid."
"Personal
roll in Paramount's
BEBE DANIELS arrives tomorrow from
the coast.
MRS. HAL ROACH reached New York
yesterday from California by way of the
Panama
Canal.
AL SZEKLER sails Saturday on the
Bremen
for Berlin.
J. J. ROBBINS of Robbins Music Corp.
is back from a trip to the Coast.

yesterday before Justice S. A. Cotillo
in the hearing of the suit brought
by Edwin
M. Stanton
against
olas M. Schenck
and others
overNichthe
sale of the Loew stock control to
Fox. Motion by the Schenck counsel
for dismissal of the suit was denied
by
the Judge.
trial is expected
to run
for some Thetime.

Herbert Elder Managing
W. B. New Haven Branch
New Haven — Herbert Elder, former Boston manager for Warner
Bros., and later district manager, has
become manager of the Warner exchange here, succeeding Joseph
Davis, who has held the post for the
past five years.
$150,000 on Gramercy Studio
More than $150,000 is being spent
at the RCA-Gramercy studio for a
sprinkler system and fire escapes to
comply with safety regulations, in
preparation
for reopening of the studio soon.

IT'S
SURE-IT'S PERMANENT-IT'S YOURS
How would you like to look forward to an INCOME that
would be non-shrinkable, non-fluctuating, payable to you
each month YEAR AFTER YEAR, even though you
should live to be a hundred years old.
For further information, write
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STRAND!
. . . Play It day
and date with
Broadway • • . .

real!
devastatingly

real, thrillingly real,

blasting, bursting with LIFE!

real!!
in its challenge/
JAMES

its spirit, its

strength of purpose.

CAGNEY

HARLOW

in its power

•

WARNER

•

•

to hit at emotions

— to smash every
record ever made!

COOK

•

real!!!

JEAN

DONALD

• • • • •

box-office
• • • •
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THE OLD
FIGHTIN' COCK
tells exhibitors
the world over the
most important
news of the season
in RKO Pathe's
beautiful color
announcement

which appears
EXCLUSIVELY
in

THE FILM DAILY
Thursday April 23rd*

"Every exhibitor will read this one"

THE
■
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PATHE STAYS SEPARATE
BROWN TELLS CONVENTION

MORRIS QUOTES BANKERS
CHICAGO
Jack Level, Rooster Booster ediwas observed giving the glad
cast is quoted from the Warner TEE MARCUS, prexy, and Charlie hand tor,
to many old friends.
bankers.
Rogers, head man at the RKOThe Warner vice-president and Pathe Studios, both started in the biz
Fred Brown, Denver, used to sell
general manager stressed the com- in Buffalo.
cash
registers.now.
Making 'em click for
pany's policy of promotion from the
the Rooster
ranks, citing the case of Grandwell
Jimmie Greig, Memphis salesman,
Sears.
is, so far as we know, the only
Others who spoke briefly included Scotchman in the lot of RKO Pathe
Ned Depinet, Pat Scollard and
Claude C. Ezell, who presided; Sears, conventionites at the Drake.
Johnny McAloon saw the Cubs trim
Sunday.
Max Milder, Andy Smith, S. Charles
the Cardinals at Wrigley Field on
i eld, Joe Hummel, B. F. Lyons,
Ralph Behymer, of Denver, was
Joe Hebrew, George Balsdon, Nor- seen leaning out of a window in the
man Moray, Carl Leserman, Dave Tower Room. Ralph, who was in
Charlie Wilson, Boston salesman,
Blvthe, Paul Swift, A. W. Schwal- the A. E. F. air service, just loves was unable to attend Chicago conberg, A. C. Brauninger, Arthur altitude and pure oxygen.
fab on account of a hurt leg. All
Sachson, Harrv Rosenquest and
the boys are sorry and wish CharThomas Namack. E. M. Newman,
Jack Brainard, Oklahoma, was
lie quick recovery.
who is making a series of travelogues born in Grand Rapids and groomed
for Yitaphone, was another speaker. to be a furniture salesman, but
The western delegation was first to
vhen he went to the movies he arrive in the Windy City. Southern
"Red" Kami also spoke briefly.
Experience of Warner Bros, with decided those were the things he
advertising pictures, from both pro- wanted to sell — and so he's selling crop got in Sunday afternoon, folby eastern tenderfeet and midduction and exhibition angles, will them.
westernlowed delegates.
be discussed at luncheon tomorrow.
A. Pam Blumenthal, Dan Michalove
The boys fooled Jim Stapleton of
Lon Hoss, Portland branch manaand E. L. Alperson will speak.
Portland
with fake wires signed by
ger,
goes
modernistic
in
calling
his
The conventioneers will attend the
girls . . . Herb Maclntyre of Los
rights at the Athletic Club tonight, preview invitations "Pre-vue Invita- Angeles carted along autographed
photos of RKO Pathe femme stars
and
the play,tomorrow
"Men Must
the Apollo,
night.Fight," at tionale."
John McAloon, Jack DeWaal and . . . fishing enthusiasts can throw
The Warner Bros. -First National Walt Branson, triumvirate of male lines
out of Drake Hotel windows.
programs for 1931-32 will be an- pulchritude, gave Chicago a real
nounced to the sales force at_ the
RKO Pathe sales staff has three
final session of the eastern business treat when they strolled down "Boul
Callaways,
Bill of Dallas, Henry of
meeting tomorrow. Jack Warner
Indianapolis and Harvey of Cincinwill break the product news. As
Joe Felder, New York, is a former
nati. Two Jacks in San Francisco,
Mich."
Erickson and Rue.
previously
reported,
each
company's
schedule will provide 35 features, tion.
prexy of the film salesmen's associasame as last year.
Walt Branson dolled up his ChiSam Lefko, young dynamo, says
cago exchange in fine style with
Warner-Para, to Confer
he doesn't want to return "clean" to greetings and hospitality the byword, but reports have it the boys
which may be an inferOn Deal for Product Pittsburgh,
found the steaks scarce.
ence of something or other.
(Continued
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cannot be disputed," said
"and I believe it is equally
that the best results can be
by their functioning as absolutely separate and independent

David Sarnoff, president of RCA
and chairman of the board of RKO,
also addressed the meeting by long
distance from New York and welcomed Pathe into the RKO
fold.
units."
"We are pleased with this new association, and I am personally as
well as officially gratified to welcome
RKO Pathe as a member of the
growing
RKOtouched
family,"
saidindustries
Sarnoff.
"Radio has
older
and given them new life. Radio
progress made possible the perfect
synchronization of sight and sound.
RCA desires to perform the widest
possible service in radio communication and in the electrical entertainment arts. RCA has been directed
into its association with motion pictures not through whimsical or undefined reasons, but because radio
This
morning will be devoted to
led
it there."
screening
of new product at the
Cinema Art. Charles R. Rogers will
address the delegates from the sound
screen. ' In the afternoon Floyd Gibbons will be the chief speaker. Others
who are to talk include Jules Levy,
RKO film booking head; A. H.
Schnitzer, Pathe short subject sale?
manager; Jack Connolly, manager of
Pathe News and Harry Scott, general sales manager of Van Beuren.

11 Warner-F.N. Execs
Going to Coast Meet

Atlantic City — Eleven Warner
Bros. and First National executives
will leave New York on Saturday
for the Coast sales meet at Los Angeles. The group will comprise: Jack
Warner, Sam E. Morris, Claude
Ezell, Gradwell Sears, Herman H.
By ARTHUR
W. EDDY
Moray,
A.erman,W.A. W.
Smith,Schwalberg,
Jr., Carl Les-S.
ATLANTIC CITY
Two pieces of Warner and First
Charles
Einfeld
and
A.
C. Brauinger.
CAM
MORRIS
is all geared
to National feature product are current
Morris Denies Chatterton
More
than
125
Eastern
and Canaoff new sales records during in boardwalk houses. "The Milliondian sales organization people are
Going Back to Paramount the knock
coming season.
And has he got
aire" is at the Stanley and "The FinWarner.
ger Points" is entertaining 'em at the registered here at the Traymore conAtlantic City — Reports that Ruth enthusiasm —
fab. Enrollment at the Coast sesChatterton will be returned to Parasion is expected to approximate 200.
mount under the truce deal with
A. C. Brauninger, in charge of
Joe Tisman gets the credit for
Warner Bros, arc denied by Sam E. eastern sales promotion, has done turning out the art work on the
Morris, who says he knows nothing a grand job in planning this here color enlargements of stars tvhich Four 16-Year Men
of the matter.
party. The hotel arrangements at adorn the convention room. He is
On Warner Roster
the Traymore are just about per- also the creator of a cut-out Basco
Atlantic
City — Four men in the
Sam Morris Plans Trip Abroad
which greeted the contract-chasers Warner Bros, organization have been
Atlantic City — Sam E. Morris, fect.
with the company 16 years or more,
as they entered the room.
vice-president and general manager
Claude Ezell is looking longingly
said Claude C. Ezell at the sales
of Warner Bros., plans a trip to
Norman Moray is loudly cheering
at
the
big
pond
alongside
the
boardmeet
yesterday. They are Joe Heluirope in September.
for the Bobby Jones short series in
brew. Philadelphia; John French, at
walk, suspecting there's fish in them which various stars appear to build
thar waters, but press of business prethe Brooklyn studio; George Balsvents him from experimenting.
don, New York, and Joe Hummel,
up the picture's audience appeal.
New York.
(Continued from Pane
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coasl on Saturday, Max Milder, eastern sales manager, will handle the
Warner end of the negotiations.
Sam E. Morris and Ezell already
have conferred with Sidney R. Kent
and other Paramount sales executives.

Warner-First National Sidelights

Ideas Wanted

Atlantic City — Constructive
idea swapping is planned as a
feature of the Warner-First
National annual business meeting which got under way yesterday. Orders have been issued for the department heads
and their employees to offer
"public
improvement" suggestions.

This is Grad Sears' first convention as western general sales manager. He's rarin' to go.

W. B. Prize Winners

Atlantic City — Winners in the
national billing and collection drive
conducted by Warner Bros, were anMax Milder, eastern sales chieftain,
nounced by Claude C. Ezell at the
convention yesterday. Frank Meyers
is getting a lot of "hellos" out of his of Toronto took first place: Harry
system, greeting old friends.
Decker of Brooklyn, second place;
Charles Muehlman of San Francisco,
Charlie Einfeld is the convention's fourth.
licity.
head man when it comes to pub- third, and Wolfe Cohen of Winnipeg,

Gibbons at Pathe Meet
Chicago — Floyd Gibbons,
who is being featured in 13
"Thrill" shorts sponsored by
A.
Michael
Mindlin P.
andWaxman,
Van Beuren,
is making
a special trip to Chicago to
address the RKO Pathe sales
convention here this afternoon.

S/iorf Shots from
I New York Studios
|^—

N.

By HARRY

;A LBERT

RAY

"'

Chicago — Charles Kranz, formerly
branch manager for U. A. in Cleveland, is now assigned to the comsentative.pany's local office as special repre-

""

has been signed by

Larry Kent to direct short subjects at Paramount's New York studio. Among his assignments will be
the Al St. John, Ford Sterling and
Karl Dane-Geo. K. Arthur series.

• • •
IDLE
THOUGHTS
of
walking
around
the home
offices
ground
and his eyes open
on

Princess Spotted Elk, a f nil-blooded Indian, who is featured dancer
at the Hollywood cafe, has a role m
Smith and Dale's latest. Paramount
comedy, "Fur Fur Aivay."

e Thunder"
"Whit
ue to ted
prologcomple
A been
at the Audio
has
Cinema studios here. It was in the
making of this picture that Varick
Frissell, explorer, and A. E. Penrcd,
cameramen, were recently lost in a
powder explosion off the coast of
Labrador.
Terry Hunt, stunt man extraordinary, who recently came on from
Hollywood, took plenty of punishment in an up-and-at-em scene in
'Night Angel," now nearing completion at Paramount's New York

studio.

Nancy Carroll is doused with a
pitcher of water in the same scene,
necessitating quick work on the part
of Ferd Graf, studio hairdresser, who
was on hand to dry and recurl her
hair, between takes.
Bert West and Claire Sheldon are
the latest additions to the cast of
"Enemies of the Law," an independent production formerly known as
Enemies of the Public," now in
rehearsal. Mary Nolan is starred
with Johnny Walker and Lou Tellegen featured. Sam Krellberg is the
producer.
Lester Elliott, who has been associated with Charlie Ruggles for the
past seven years, first as vaudeville
partner and later as secretary, boasts
a total of 15 years in show business,
despite his youthful appearance.

a

Casual
Observer
with his ear
trying to get

what's stirring
and who, if anybody, has
hensive idea of which way the film wind is blowing

to the
a line

a compreand

what the immediate future portends
but we couldn't learn
a thing
in some offices they are rushing around like mad
hectic
excited
pounding typewriters
jangling phones
conferences
never ending
in other offices all is calm and peace
on the surface
execs doing their daily stint with poise and serenity
every
home office has its own distinctive Atmosphere
no two
are alike
in some you get the sensation of treading fearsomely
around
an earthquake
area
rumblings
furtive looks from the hired help
everybody on edge
wondering when the Upheaval is gonna crash
others are
in a state of Constant Eruption
wild-eyed heads of departments semi-hysterical
stenogs
execs
closeted
behind closed doors
so you can't figure whether they too
are wild eyed and hysterical
for when you're announced
they have time to smear an "everything's lovely" smile
over their muggs
and hand
you the old salve without
batting
visiting

an eyelash
in other home
offices it's just like
City Hall
a lotta politicians mooshing around
looking mysterious
and wise
but saying

nothing
and in one or two spots you find 'em functioning
like regular Business Organizations
system
routine
orderly schedules
a general air of Moving Forward with confidence, like folks who know where they're Going —
and Why
and so we started wondering
what effect
these various Atmospheres of the home offices have on the picture product
and were startled
to note a very close
parallel
some
pix reflect an air of orderliness,
system,
intelligence
some are uneven, hit-or-miss
and some
are downright
hysterical
producing
companies
are run
from New York
pictures are made several thousand miles
away in Hollywood
yet they show the home office influence just as if they had been made next door to the execs'
private offices
it's just an idle thought
but mebbe
directors, stars, writers and studio officials ALONE
can't turn
out b.o. product
Hollywood opinion to the contrary
the product of the picture biz has to be manufactured on the
same principles as that of any other industry
meaning a
Smooth Organization all along the line
with the smoothness starting
and continuing
at the Home
Office.

Dallas. — George Hartley, connected
G-M. film companies in Cincinnati
with
and Detroit, has been assigned to
special work in this territory by M-

Chicago — Al Bowman, formerly
branch manager for Columbia in Dehere.
troit, is now connected with Fox

Cleveland— H. H. Maloney, Jr.,
has succeeded Bert Todd as manager
of the Jennings. Maloney has been
managing houses for Warner Bros,
and Loew in the east.
Chicago — Irving Parnes, who was
city sales manager for Warners, has
assumed the duties of South Side city
salesman for RKO. Milt Krueger is
covering the northern Illinois territory for RKO.
Lexington, O. — J. L. Hatcher, who
has been operating the Metropolitan
in Circleville, has acquired the lease
of the New Lex here and is installing RCA apparatus.
Chicago — J. Szanto has sold
Lucille to S. Krowal.

Martins Ferry, O. — C. F. Neugart
and \. J. Poirot are the new owners
of the Elzane. The house is being
changed over from silent to sound
with RCA Photophone.
Dallas — Joe Silverman, district
manager for Monogram Pictures, has
announced that Monogram will open
an office at 302 S. Harwood, Film
Exchange building, within a week.
Tiffany, la.— L. J. Miller has resigned as manager of the Tiffany.
Ed Cohen is the new manager.

Many Happy
• • •
NEW IDEA in the morning's mail!
have
knocked usandover
withanother
a canary's
a letter
found
letterfeather
enclosed

[TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Officers
of Associated
First National re-elected.
*
*
*
Universal to star Marie Prevost.
*
*
*
Film men ask Governor Miller to
appoint commission to study conditions, rather than censorship board.

-

ya could
we marked
opened

"Opened by mistake"
with a South American stamp
and a postmark "Kingdum of El Dorania"
and the letter purported to be from the Kink, asking advice on running his kingdom
after we saw Arkayo's pix, "Cracked Nuts," so we
could advise him intelligently
a beaucoup
publicity gag
with
all honors
to the originator,
E. M.
("Enio")
Orowitz
intelligent exploitation on a nutty picture
with one pressagey throwing out all the old stuff the boys have
been conscientiously copying from each other for yars and yars
and grabbing
off a Brand
New
Idea
which
is
bound to click strong
for it's the kind of novelty you'll
carry around in your pocket
and show to all your friends
we'd rate it Four
Stars
but Four
Stars don't
mean anything
any more

«

«

«

»

»

»

the

Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

April 21

Billy Bitzer

David Bernstein
Harold S. Bareford

DAILY

DOUBLE-FEATURE CIRCUIT
PLANNED IN MET. AREA
{Continued from Page

1)

ture" theaters offering shows of less
than an hour at the same price. Max
of Wallack's, on
Cohen,
42nd
St., operator
is said to be the main factor
in the plan.

"Seed" to Be Roadshown
In at Least 45 Cities
(.Continued

from

Page

1)

Norris novel, will take place at the
Rialto. Foreign locations where it
will be shown at advanced prices include Berlin, Paris, London, Stockholm, Barcelona, Rio de Janeiro,
Havana, Mexico City, Brussels,
Alexandria, Vienna, Rangoon, Manila, Shanghai and Tokio.

Missouri Theaters Win
Cut in Electric Rate
(Continued

front Page

1)

,By

RALPH

Belittliri

FILM

DAI'.Y

Hollywood — Declaring his
fame as an actor was belittled
because Tiffany loaned him to
other studios at only $750 a
week, exactly what the company is paying him, Paul
Hurst has brought suit against
Tiffany for $100,000 damages
and $16,000 salary.

WILK

schedule, while
Over
the Hill"
and
ES B. MINTZ, producer of season.
CHARL
are for
the new
"Transatlantic'
New
to
^ "Krazy Kat," is en route
York. While in Hollywood he signed
*
*
*
new contracts with artists who are
When Constance Bennett appears
employed at *his local
*
*studio.
in "Bought," the father role in the
picture will be played by her honestWarner Bros, have bought "At- to-goodness dad, the noted Richard
lantic Liner," an original sea story lead.
Bennett.
Ben Lyon plays the male
by Stanislaws* Orloff.
*
*
*
*
*
Creary Wilson, scenarist, has field
Speaking of things unique in
suit against Paramount charging that
in signing
new of con"Scandal Sheet" is a plagiary of his Hollywood,
tract with RKO,
ClaudiaherDell
the
*
story, "Iron *
Man *Mooney."
stage is said to have voluntarily speEddie Buzzell has started work on
cified that she is not to be starred —
she believes her own inter"Kings or Better," his latest one- because
ests will be better served by playing
reel specialty for Columbia, hi the
supporting cast are Susan Fleming, featured roles only until she has established herself on the screen.
new Columbia discovery; Oliver
*
*
*
Eckhardt, Agnes Steel, Paul Power,
"Just a Gigolo" has been chosen
John Winters, Nick Copeland and
\Y. S. McDonald.
Paul
Gerard as the next M-G-M vehicle for
William Haines, who is now on his
Smith wrote the story.
*
*
*
way to Europe
vacation.
* for* a brief
*
Ken Maynard's four remaining
Among the new stories lined up
westerns in his series of eight for
Pathe's story department are:
Tiffany will be titled "Range Law," by
"Branded
Men," "Sunset Trail" and "Pick Up," by Eunice Chapman, for
Helen Twelvetrees; "Lady with a
"Fighting Mad."
*
*
*
Past," by Harriett Henry, for Ann

on behalf of exhibitors. He argued
that theaters are becoming larger
users of power because of increased
amperages of light required for projecting talkers, and also on account
of the growing use of refrigerating
and ventilating plants.
Tax Legislation Defeated
Seven features are in work simAlthough the Legislature in Jefferultaneously at Fox. "Daddy Long
son City has passed the cigarette tax
bill, which was part of the amusement Legs," "The Black Camel," "Two
tax measure, the theatrical portion of Can Play," "Goldie" and "Hush
the bill was left out. A bill for the Money" will wind up the 1930-1931
regulation of carnivals also was
passed by the House.
Midwest Distributors
The St. Louis 5 per cent tax bill
died in committee.
Opening Omaha Office
Kansas City — Midwest Film Distributors will establish a film exSzekler Going to Berlin
change in Omaha sometime in the
ToAl Handle
Showingof near future for covering Iowa and
Szekler, 'Quiet'
general manager
Nebraska territory. C. M. ParkUniversal, leaves Saturday on the hurst,
long time representative of the
Bremen for Berlin to handle the Ger- midwest in this territory, will be
man showing of "All Quiet on the manager.
Western Front," which is expected
to be presented there shortly as a
result of the Reichstag's recent ac- Dave Dubin Appointed
tion in rescinding the ban on the picColumbia Chicago Mgr.
ture.
Chicago — Dave Dubin, formerly
"Rooster
Booster"
Replaces
"Sun" special sales representative for Columbia, has been appointed manager
Chicago — After 16 years of service,
the "Pathe Sun," believed to be the of the company's local office, replacoldest house organ in film business,
ing: W. L. Alexander, resigned. Dupasses out of the picture today with )in at one time represented First
National and Educational in this
the appearance of the "Rooster territory
Booster" at the RKO Pathe convention. Among the former editors
of the "Sun" were Tom North and Sam Bischoff Becomes
(ieorge Gray. Jack Level, who has
'U' Associate Producer
been at the helm for the last three
West Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
vears, will continue as editor of the
Hollywood — Sam Bischoff has re"Booster."
signed from Columbia to join Universal as associate producer.
West Coast Bur. THE

FLASHES

HOLLYWOOD

Two
More Fox Houses Go Indie
Two more Fox houses in the metropolitan district have been leased
to private owners. They are the
Star at 107th St. and Lexington Ave.,
Manhattan, and the Cumberland at
327 Cumberland St., Brooklyn. The
former was leased to Max Greenberg
and the latter to John Pullman. Saul
E. Rogers, general counsel for Fox,
handled the deal.

Harding and "Dangerous to Love,"
by Austin Parker and Chares Beahan. "The Common Law," by Robret W. Chambers, also was acquired
recently for Constance Bennett.

Tuesday, April 21, 1931

RKO THEATERS LAUNCH
SCHEME FOR SUMMER Bli
(Continued from Page

Interstate Takes Over
2 Rochester, N.H., Houses
Boston — With acquisition of the
Colonial and Scenic in Rochester,
N. H., from F. A. Couture, the Interstate Theater Corp. circuit now
embraces 22 houses, it is announced
by Edward Ansin.

Ed Eschmann Appointed
Pathe Pittsburgh Manager
Eddie Eschmann has been appointed RKO Pathe branch manager
at Pittsburgh. Eschmann recently
resigned from the Van Beuren Corp.
sales force.

WAIT
FORTH

1)

sion managers have been notified t<
sound out local R-K-O theater man
agers on the theory of interesting,
merchants, hotels, factories an<
transportation lines in promoting
campaigns to boost the local towi
as a vacation center. The plan i<
based on the current "Boost New
York
idea
Letters asarea enSummer
route toResort"
all divisior
managers from Mark A. Luescher
enclosing copies of a letter from Ra>
Lyman Wilbur, secretary of the interior, who stamps the plan as "a
good
one," and a letter from Hiram
S. Brown.
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Second Quarter Gaining, Zukor Tells Stockholders

NLY 15^ DROP EXPECTED IN 1931 EARNINGS
talker Production in China
2 Features and 26 Shorts
To Be Made in Chinese
Language
Production of 12 features and 26
lorts in China with native casts is
lanned by Leon Britton, who arved in New York yesterday from
a 18 months' tour of the Far East
badshowing U. S. talkers.
Britton
now arranging for a complete prouction personnel and recording
juipment to take back with him to
le Orient. He leaves again in about
) days.
During his tour Britton played 42
(Continued

on

Page

7)

'ATHE TO AIM PRODUCT
AT ALL-AROUND TASTES
Chicago — Pathe's production proram for 1931-32 will be designed to
lclude attractions appealing to allround tastes, according to statelents convention
at yesterday's
sessions
of the
lies
here.
Number
of
atures and shorts, as previously anounced, will not vary materially
(Continued

on Page

Planned

by Leon

RKO Gets "Bird of Paradise"
Talker rights to "Bird of Paradise," the famous Richard Walton

Earnings of the film industry this
year should run only about IS per
cent below last year, according to
the latest survey of the industry just
issued by Standard Statistics Co. A
moderately better showing, depending largely on employment conditions, is preliminarily suggested for
the second half of 1931, the report
states, and the leading individual
companies probably will make a
J. D. Williams has re-entered the much better showing than the indistribution field with offices at 11
dustry as a whole. Entrance of the
West 42nd St., for the purpose of Trans-Lux movie idea is regarded
London — Second reading of the
and presenting "Way as a stimulating influence, but the
bill to permit Sunday movies resulted exploiting
Down North," the film of the arctic foreign situation shows no improveIn 210 to 258 victory for the sponsors regions during the making of which
ment, according to the survey.
of the measure, despite a deluge of Varick Frissell, and A. E. Penrod
propaganda against the measure, lost their lives in the explosion on
which now goes to committee. Prime the sailing ship Viking off Newfoundland last March. Associated
Minister Ramsay MacDonald is in
(Continued on Page 7)
favor of the bill.

J. D. Williams Back in Field
British Sunday Movie Bill
Wins on Second Reading

Gangster Angle in Exploitation
Being Toned Down by Hays Order

Stressing of the gangster angle in
exploitation and advertising of underworld films has been ordered out
by the Hays Office, The Film Daily
learns. Objection is specifically
Harry Carey, featured in M-G-M's raised against illustrations of thugs
Trader Horn," has been signed by holding guns and other references to
[at Levine for the leading male role
gang activities.
The press book on
l "The Vanishing Legion," 12-part
(Continued
on Page 7)
liking serial written by Wyndham
ittens and Ford Beebe. Mascot
ictures will release the serial this
immer. B. Reaves Eason will di'ct, with Levine supervising. Frankie
•arrow and Rex, the horse, also
ill be in it.

jevine Signs Harry Carey
For New 12-Part Serial

J. Hebrew Now Dist. Mgr.
For Philly and Washington
Atlantic City — Joe Hebrew of the
Warner theater department in New
York has been made district manager
for Philadelphia and Washington,
succeeding William Heenan, resigned.

Adolph Zukor Reports Gains
In
Paramount9 s Second Quarter
Maurice Goodman Becomes

Cincinnati — Out of five firstruns here, four are playing
Warner-F. N. product this
week. "The Millionaire" is at
the Capitol; "Finger Points,"
Palace; "Right of Way," FamStrand. ily, and "Father's Son,"

Financial Survey Sizes Up
Film
Outlook
Encour
aging as

Tully stage production, which has been the object of vigorous bidding by talkie producers, have been bought by RKO. Contract
was closed in New York with Tully. Terms are understood to
involve one of the largest figures for a screen story. During the
silent days, bids for the play were said to have run as high as
$400,000.

2)

Well Represented

Britton

Col. Finance Chairman

Maurice Goodman, for years vicepresident and general counsel of the
Keith-Albee-Orpheum interests until
his resignation about 18 months ago
to resume private law practice, has
joined Columbia as chairman of the
finance committee, following negotiations which had been in progress for
some
Cohn. time with Joe Brandt and Jack

ON FOREIGN PRODUCTIONS

Atlantic City — No foreign production schedule has been prepared by
Warner Bros, to date, and action to
this end will await the return of H.
A. Bandy from Europe in about 60
days, said Sam E. Morris at yesterday's session of the Warner-F.N.
sales meet here. B-ndy, now in
Paris, will survey
th> foreign field.
No new pictures in color have been
planned (Continued
so far by
Warners, who
on Page 7)

Tarkington To Write
Vitaphone Kid Shorts

Booth Tarkington will write the
>tories for a series of 13 one-reel
shorts with juvenile appeal to be
made by Vitaphone next season.
Business of Paramount Publix for There
will be 13 series of shorts on
the second quarter of this year is the Vitaphone schedule, eight of
showing gains, although there has them one-reelers.
been a falling off in industrial centers where a high rate of unemployment prevails, Adolph Zukor told
Agents Completing Plans
stockholders at the annual meeting
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
yesterday. Foreign sales are well
Hollywood — Plans of agents
ahead of last year, he said. With
here for an organization are
regard to the company's future diviexpected to be completed about
dend policy, Zukor declined to comthe early part of next week.
mit himself, but expressed optimism
over the outlook.

—JXfr*
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All RKO salesmen who had sold
80 per cent or more of their individual
possibilities by the week ending April
17 will be awarded prizes by Joseph
I. Schnitzer at the company's sales
convention in Los Angeles starting
Monday. In addition, the three highest rating salesmen will be rewarded
with valuable life-long gifts ranging
in volume according to their standings.
Every salesman in the RKO organization isscheduled to attend the
confab, which will be made a gala
event in L. A. On Monday there is
to be a tour of the RKO studios and
screening of several finished productions. Tuesday will be given over
to the introduction of studio personnel and artists, and Wednesday to
sales policies, with Charles Rosenzweig and Frank O'Heron in charge,
assisted by Cleve Adams, Jerome
Safron, Harry Michalson, C. C. Wallace, Phil Hodes
and Harry
Cohn.

Pathe to Aim Product
At Ail-Around Tastes
(Continued from Page

NEW

YORK

STOCK
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MARKET

Chicago — Honor men of the RKO
Pathe sales staff were announced by
Ned sionE.of the
Depinet
yesterday's sesannual atconvention.
The Western District, commanded
by Herb Mclntyre, led the field in
weekly billings
on branch
films and
acces-in
sories. Individual
leaders
this department were Nat Furst, New
Haven; Al O'Keefe, Los Angeles;
Bob Ballantyne, Omaha; R. C. Price,
Charlotte; Mark Cory, San Francisco; Guy Brown, New Orleans.
Eastern District, under Ed. McEvoy, topped the nation on accessory
sales.
Ten foremost salesmen on films
and accessories were Dwyer, St.
Louis; Dunne, St. Louis; Frederick,
Salt Lake City; Wallace, Omaha;
Whitehead, Los Angeles; Dale, Minneapolis; Price, Pittsburgh; Branon,
Charlotte; Erickson, San Francisco;
Brydon, Des Moines.
Sales on features were headed by:
Furst, New Haven; Mochrie, Philadelphia; Lefko,Cropper,
Pittsburgh;
O'Keefe,
Los Angeles;
Boston.
Leaders in sales of two-reel comedies were: Ballantyne, Omaha;
Montgomery, Minneapolis; Price,
Charlotte; Drew, Salt Lake City;
Furst, New
Haven.
Pathe News sales honor men were:
Price, Charlotte; Cory, San Francisco; Jacques, Cincinnati; Furst,
New Haven; Garvey, Albany.
On sales for all other shorts, the
head men were Ballantyne, Omaha;
Dixon, Buffalo; Montgomery, Minneapolis; Drew, Salt Lake City;
Sandler, Des Moines.

April 22, 1931

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
DCCr
Today:

Warner

Bros. Eastern sales convention, Traymore, Atlantic City.
RKO
Pathe sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

Apr. 22-24: Paramount western sales convention. Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
Apr. 23-24 : State Convention
of Indiana
Indorse™ of Photoplays,
Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.
Apr. 25: Laemmle Anniversary Dinner Danes
of Universal Club, Hotel Edison,
New
York.
April 26: N.V.A. Pageant of Stars (National Variety Artists benefit),
Metropolitan Opera House, New
York.
Apr. 26:27:

M-G-M annual sales convention, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
April 27-May 1 : Fox Film sales convention.
Home
office, New
York.
Apr. 29-Mayconvention,
1 : Warner Bros. Western sales
Francisco. Hotel St. Francis, San
May

12-14 Annual convention of the Rocky
Mountain M. P. T. O. A., Brown
Palace Hotel, Denver.

May 18-22: International Exhibitors' Congress, Rome.
May 25-29 : Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.
May 26-27: Annual convention of the M.P.
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri
and St. Joseph, Mo.

Eustace

Hale

Ball

West Coast Bureau, THE

Dies

FILM

DAILY

from the originally scheduled proHollywood — Eustace Hale Ball
Net
gram of 1930-31, except for the inone of the early screen writers anc
Chg.
High
Low
Close
clusion of some westerns.
directors, is dead here following <
Con.
Fin. Ind
7H 7YA 7H
■
President Lee Marcus addresses
cerebral hemorrhage. He was th<
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd 16^ 16^ 16H +
the sales force today on production
East. Kodak
1 S(,Vi I52y2 153J4 —
author
of "The Voice on the Wire,'
23lA 22'A 23
— 2Vs activities, pinch-hitting for Charles
Fox Fm. "A"
"Traffic in Souls" and other serials
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) SVz 8
8
—
R. Rogers, who was unable to get
Loew's, Inc
46J4 A3H 43Vs —
away from the coast due to heavy
Paramount
37*A 34/2 34?* —
Bargain Matinees at Capitol
Pathe Exch
2' \% m — A production work under way. Ned E.
Under a new schedule of matinei
A Depinet will close the sessions this
do "A"
554 4&
4& —
H afternoon with announcement of the
RKO
"A"
21^ 20J4 20*8 —
prices just placed in effect at th(
Warner Bros
10% 10J4 10J4 —
Capitol, admission will be 35 centi
do pfd
complete new lineup. The de luxe
22
21'/2 22
—
1%
up
to 1 P. M. on week days with tht
NEW
YORK CURB
MARKET
year books prepared by A. P. Waxexception of holidays, and 50 cent;
Columbia Pets. vtc. 19 18
1 man and his staff will be distributed Arthur W. Kelly Resigns
18
—
up to 1 P. M. on Sundays.
% at that time. There will be a banFox Thea. "A"...
m
iVt 37/g —
Gen. Th. E<i. pfd.. 20
19
19 —
As
Chaplin
Representative
quet tonight at the Drake Hotel. BeTechnicolor
9H
9U
9H +
Sam Lefko to Philly
Arthur W. Kelly of United Artists
Trans-Lux
954 8%
8% .
fore entraining for home tomorrow
Pittsburgh
— With the appointmen
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
morning, sales chiefs will hold in- has resigned as representative for of Ed Eschmann
as RKO Path
dividual
conferences.
Charlie
Chaplin,
a
post
he
had
held
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 54
53% 53'A Vi
branch manager here, Sam Lefko ha
for many years.
I.oew 6s41
x-war.. 97
97
97 —
A
Paramount
6s47. . . 94
94
94
been added to the sales staff in Phil
adelphia.
Par. By. 5>4s51 . . . 102% 102% 102!4
AMPA's
Star
Bill
Chicago
Bandits
Get
$1,800
Par. 5%s50
83"4 83& 83%
One of the most imposing groups
Pathe 7s37
83% 82
83% + 1%
Chicago — Three bandits who held
Warner's 6s39. . . . 50% 50% 50% —
% of honor guests ever assembled at up
Benjamin
Anderson,
assistant
n A.M.P.A. luncheon will be present manager of the Orpheum, got away
COMING & GOING
Whitman Sound Process Abroad
Introduction of the new Whitman at tomorrow's weekly date in the with about $1,800.
Hotel Dixie. A gala stage, screen
Sound Process abroad will be han- and
radio bill has been arranged,
RKO
Books
Air Police
dled by M. McAllister Smith, who
SAMthe ECKMAN
from
other side. is en route to New Yor
with
Frank
Fay
as
master
of
cere"Air
Police,"
Sono
Art-World
sailed yesterday on the Lafayette for
monies. Other celebrities will include Wide production, has been booked
BASIL WOON arrived yesterday on tr
Europe. The equipment will be in- Hal Skelly, Chester
Morris, Monte by the RKO circuit for first run in He de France from abroad.
stalled in various studios and truck
JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT sailed on tl
son.
Brice,
Al Shayne and Simon Row- Providence, Sioux City, Des Moines Lafayette
yesterday
for London.
units.
and Davenport.
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remains job!"
KING OF THE
MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY!
Zip goes the King of Spain! But there's one throne that's
secure! That's Metro-Qoldwyn-Mayer! We keep our
people happy and prosperous with hits like:

NORMA SHEARER in STRANGERS MAY KISS
JOAN CRAWFORD in PAID and DANCE FOOLS DANCE
MIN AND BILL with Wallace BEERY, Marie DRESSLER
GRETA GARBO in ROMANCE and INSPIRATION
MARION DAVIES in ITS A WISE CHILD
Marie DRESSLER, Polly MORAN in REDUCING

and the hit of the century TRADER

HORN!

Wear the crown of METROGOLDWYN-MAYER
and Rest Easy!
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Hail the Return of the Goldm Days! Warner's Mastaum Gives Barnum and
to "Cracked
Treatment
ailey
uts and
Grabs Top
Grosses,
how Replete with Pink
emonade, Peanuts and
Crackerjack Aimed Flush at
American Youth with Big
fop Atmosphere Bringing

oy to Phillie!
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IGHT-RING
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DAILV

Warner-First National Sidelights
By

ARTHUR

W.

Rooster Convention

EDDY

ATLANTIC CITY
Irving Rothenberg has been trying to explain how he got sunburned
TTHAT permanent smile on George
one
So far all versions have
Balsdon's face is due to the fact been night.
rejected.
that his met district, including Manhattan, Brooklyn and New Jersey,
has climbed into first place in the
Andy
Smith
taught bridge while
Sam Morris drive.
bag and baggaging to the meeting.
Atlantic City newspapers nearly
Some regret is being expressed
yot a break in their lost and found
departments when Harry Decker that Bert Lyon, g. s. m. for Canada,
forgot his bagpipes. We said, some.
got himself lost soon after his arrival.
Telegrams from 21 Warner Bros,
Ben Kalmenson officially opened and First National production people, including stars, were on display
the pinochle season for the convention. Truly Wildman was reported at the entrance of the convention
as one of the first victims.
room. And one from John F. Kumler, Toledo exhib, who also wished
Eddie Goldstein, New Yorker, had the organization luck.
the Warner-First Nashites all agog
over his display of three snmrt suits
Donald Flamm, who operates Stain one day. And all paid for, sez he.
tion, WMCA, and his assistant, Sam
R. C. Cloud is convinced that this Leselbaum, left their calling cards
is the only vacation he is ever going the other day.
to get. If you call a sales confab a
convention?
Chicago Extends Official Welcome
Chicago — Ross A. Woodhull, repProminent in the Canadian conresenting Mayor Cermak, who is vatingent is Jake Berman of Toronto,
cationing in Florida after the strenas the "mayor"
uous election which put him at the
known
of
that unofficially
town.
head of the city's government, officially greeted Lee Marcus, Ned
The highlight of the meet is scheduled for this afternoon when Jack Depinet and the RKO Pathe sales
Warner talks new season product. organization at the opening of the
Sam Sax will outline the short sub- Drake
companv's
Hotel.annual convention at the
ject production bill.

Ramblings

CHICAGO
Los Angeles

Dave McElhinney enriched the
Union Pacific when he purchased
14 bottles of tomato juice. And at
salesman,
up way
at across
6 o'clock
every
morning got
all the
the tomato.
the time Dave couldn't pronounce
country. Not having anything to
do or any place to go, Sam helped
Pittenger, Brainard and Fielding
the porters.
are
the bigCity.
oil and rye men from
Oklahoma
Herb Maclntyre and Francis
Bateman took on Hap Frederick and
Max Westebbe, Neiv York, claims
Bob Drew at ten pins last night. his cohort, Max Fellerman, had
Herb and Frank struck while the never been on a train before the
iron was hot and copped all bets.
journey to Chi.
CAM

WHITEHEAD,

Jack Rue, San Francisco, and Dave
Billy Cuddy, Boston booker, is
McElhinney, Salt Lake City, enter- selling in New England where Chartained with a pajama wrestling
lie Wilson covers territory. Charlie
match.
suffered an accident recently which
kept him away from the Convention.
Cress Smith's car was sold to him
Ross Cropper, dean of branch
for 150-mile speed. Gang did not
fail to remind Cress that they had managers, is attending his \5th
straight annual
meeting.
often passed him on the road.
Elmer Sedin and Jack DeWaal,
special reps., stood by with Eddie
Ballentine through thick and thin.

Johninent
Dacey,
York,
a prom-in
veteran. New
Started
withis Pathe

1918.
One of company's aces.
Howard Dale, Minneapolis, is tarThey say two deputy sheriffs
for jokes. He hails from Oshboarded train at Cheyenne, and Lon kosh,getWis.
Hoss and Bob Drew called the role
after they departed at the next stop.
Sig Decker, local salesman, studied
law at Missouri college. Also sold
corsets before entering biz.
Williams
andJimmie
GeorgeDarst,
Craig "Windy''
of the local
Pathe
News office, helped the publicity
A. P. Waxman and Floyd Gibbons held rapid-fire conversation, too
boys from New York contact Chifast for reporter to cover.
cago's big shots.

►//

NAT

A LITTLE from "LOTS
i By

RALPH

HOLLYWOOD

the lead of a fellow
pOLLOWING
cameraman, Eddie Cronjager,
Harry Wild has joined the list of
benedicts. His bride is Josephine
Lyon. Eddie was married recently
to Murrel Finley, glorified by Florenz
Ziegfeld as California's "Golden
Eddie are graduGirl."ates ofHarry
studios.
Easternand
*
*
*
Estelle Taylor has been signed by
Samuel Goldwyn to appear with
Ronald Colman in "The Unholy
Garden."
*
*
*
Brian Marlow, S. K. Lauren and
Madame Condes Noves, playwrights,
have been added to the Paramount
roster. A. A. Kline also was signed
recently.

A Magic Short
Wild animal pictures will take a
new lease on life if producers will
follow the formula set down in the
making of "The Magic Carpet of
Movietone" series to be released by
Fox. "Giants of the Jungle" is the
first to be put on the carpet and,
aside from wonderful elephant pictures, the magic of interposing beautiful and fitting music over the
natural sound adds a hard-to-explain
thrill which should encourage exhibitors to exploit the subject in a feature manner.

W ILK

is privileged to announce
that he has just completed
negotiations whereby

Harry

Chandlee, eastern newspaperman, is a new member of the
Universal writing staff.
*
*
*
Ruth Chatterton's next for Paramount will be "Laurels and the
Lady,"
from
the Mendes
novel bywillLeonard
Merrick.
Lothar
direct.
*
*
*
Charles Lamont, who has directed
several Charley Murray-George Sidney comedies, will also direct the
funmakers in "Models and Wives,"
for Universal.
*
*
*
Simile — As lonesome as a gag man
in a deaf and dumb asylum.
*
*
*
Ernest Schoedsack, producer and
director of "Rango," and James Tinling, director, will be represented by
Myron Selznick, Ltd.
*
*
*
Our Passing Show: Charles Danziger, Bernard Levey, Myra Brooks,
David Arlen, Sada Cowan, Munroe
Lathrop at "Easy Living" at the Theater Mart; Ivan Lebedeff and Gerrit
J. Lloyd chatting at Radio Pictures.
*
*
*
Imogene Stanley, Irene Kuhn and
William McGrath are among the
graduates of the New York "Daily
Neivs," who are writing originals
and scenarios for Fox.

LEVINE

MR. HARRY

CAREY

will star in
his next serial
II

SHING LEGION"
THE VANI
with a including
supporting cast
Rex, the King of Wild Horses,
and directed by

BREEZY EASON
the greatest of all action directors
Distributed by
Leading Independent Exchanges Everywhere for
MASCOT PICTURES CORPORATION
1650 Broadway, New York City
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PLANNED BY BRITTON
(.Continued from Page

1)

theaters. He carried a company of
jfive and 31 trunks of equipment,
using General Talking Pictures apparatus. "Rainbow Man" was the
first talker to play the Far East, according to Britton, who also bought
product from the foreign exchanges
pi Fox and other big companies and
(roadshowed it. About 95 per cent
pf the films shown in the Far East
^re American, and pictures with
music and sound effects plus dialogue
are preferred to strictly dialogue
talkers, he says.

J. D. Williams Returns
To Distribution. Field
(Continued from Page 1)

ivith Williams is Roy P. Gates, associate producer with Frissell, who
will represent the production interims. Also with Williams are W. J.
Morgan, E. Bruce Johnston, Joseph
S. Skirboll and C. L. Yearsley, who
s in charge of publicity and exploitaion. A prologue, in which Sir Wilfred Grenfell will speak, is now in
^reparation with the film scheduled
or showing early next week.

Hays Orders Soft Pedal
On Gangster Angle in Ads
(Continued from Page

1)

Columbia's "The Last Parade" is unerstood to have been recalled, with
ither press books on gangster films
low under consideration for similar
ction.

Warner Bros. Undecided
On Foreign Productions
(Continued from Page

1)

^ere the leaders in using color. This
latter is to be taken up on the coast
vhen Jack Warner returns, Morris
tated.
Exchange activities were discussed
!t yesterday morning's session by
iradwell Sears, A. W. Smith, Jr.,
dax Milder and B. F. Lyon. S.
"harles Einfeld talked on advertisig. Carl Leserman spoke in the
fternoon.

EN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

George Arliss pictures for United
rtists distribution.
"Deception"
held for third week at
ew
York Rivoli.

*

*

*

More
United
Artists deals
g. After additional product.

pend-
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MUSIC
IS coming back to the films
coming
back intelligently
in a manner, as Jesse Lasky of Paramount says, that will appeal to the finer tastes of moving picture audiences
it was inevitable
for Music is the
Soul of all the Arts
or should we say that Music interprets audibly the soul of all artistic expression?
therefore to speak of audible pictures that lack proper musical expression as an artistic achievement is rather silly
and that
is one of the reasons why the audible motion picture has met
with so much
criticism from
highbrow
and lowbrow
from the artistic soul and the artless mug
Music moulds
all humanity in one big harmonious union
it is the only
Universal Language
and it has been conspicuously lacking
in the motion picture with sound
they tried to foist socalled "theme" songs on the public as a substitute for Music
and the tragic result is something that even today makes
any film exec shudder
it should
for they made the
public shudder as they sat through those terrible tripe offerings
facetiously styled "film musicals"
they tried to build entire pictures around some sappy song emanating from a tin-panalley mind
and were amazed that a music-loving and understanding public didn't go for 'em enthusiastically
but
a Great Light has dawned in the Darkness
one organization has taken stock of the situation
correctly analyzed
the crying need for Real Music
and gone about providing
it in pictures in a sane and intelligent manner
for many
months Paramount-Publix Music Department has been building
a foundation
and a competent staff of musical specialists
in the East and on the Coast
and now Mister
Lasky assures us that the Paramount studio execs, writers, directors and technicians have mastered the problems called for by
musicals
we sincerely hope so
for pictures in
sound that call for musical atmosphere and interpretation can
be made the Cream of the Cinema
appealing to the highbrow and lowbrow
the esthete and the mug
for
Rosy O'Grady and the Colonel's Lady are alike under the skin
and you can get under their skin with musicals intelligently treated
which radio broadcasts long since proved
with their fine musical programs of classical and pop music which
all can enjoy
so here's tipping the glass to Paramount
we're rooting for 'em
to Show the Way
to Real Music in Pix

• •
term

•
THERE'S
A tang of romance and adventure in the
Wandering
Newsreel
Unit
conjures
up visions of

fun and danger in far places
which' is exactly the daily
experiences of the Fox newsreel wandering unit consisting of
Al Brown, associate editor; Charlie Peden, sound engineer, and
John Tondras, cameraman
who a few weeks ago hit into
the interior of the island of Beqa
in the Fiji Islands
where the savages are still savage
and wear almost
as
few clothes as American
flappers
and among
other interesting shots they photographed a Fire Dance
with the
Fijians dancing..
or walking
over red-hot
stones
according
to how
much
callous they had on their
soles
and one stone was so hot it burst like a cartridge
•
..and shot toward
the cameraman
who
ducked
just in time
and after it was all over the newsreel boys
were entertained with the usual native hospitality
feasting on suckling pigs
wotta
life!
here's editor Al
Brown and his gang editing live copy
and here's Giuseppe
and us in a Parked
Gondola
some
mugs
get all the
breaks

«

«

«

»

»

»

San Francisco — Paramount's western sales meet opens today at the
Palace Hotel here with John D.
Clark, western division sales manager, presiding. Delegates include:

Chicago— N. F. Agnew, J. O. Kent, W. P.
Wiens, E. J. Barnard, K. T. Smith, E. L.
Goldberg H. R. Hemburg, L. V. Kuttnauer,
W. H. Hamm, E. I. Rubin.
Detroit— O. W. Bolle, C.
Ball, K. E.
Brown.
Rider, T. M. Harper, K. M. J.Canty,
J W

Milwaukee— A. Usher, F. L. Good, R T
Wirthwe
Bassett,in.W. Phillipsthal, J V. Lenaban, U.
Indianapolis— C. M. Reagan, R. H. Baker
D. C. Newman, W. H. Esch. M. Ettinger
G. A. Mygrant.
Kansas
City— R C. LiBeau, O. A. MorHannon.
K. E. Carme, R. Larned, J. H. States, P

!an,r/VH- Co,e^ J- T- Manfre- J- R- Yo«"e-

St. Louis— M. Schweitzer, R. D. Thornson, J. T McBride, J. W. Stark. T J
Canavan,
W. A. Wandel,
W. W. Sharpe.
Oklahoma City — R. E. Hoffner, \V. D

Bobb,
W. —Loewe,
Brunk, d, C.P. C.W. UarK.'
Des J.Moines
R. M. S. Copelan
Robbins, E., R. Rushing, H. H. Savereide, M E
Anderson
F. V. Thomas.
Denver— H. W. Braly, E. M. Loy, C. T.
M.
Williams.
M^rn-L- J°hns°n, E. E. Douerman, W.
Salt LakeE I Reed, C. G. Epperson,
A. Heid.
K. Shepherd, F. J. Murphy, F. Smith,
A.

San Francisco— H. Webber, M. H. Lewi's
Myers,
{;
J- P?tr'dge
J. M. Bettencou
H. W. ,Haustein,
rt, 1. P.
A. R. Taylor.
Price.
M,
C. A"&eles—
n,rLoA
C. N.
G. WhiteR
Buries, H.
H. Peacock,
Haas, C.I. Piercy,
Glanfield,

D.

L. Spracher,

R. C. Brown.

nSef,!f~r?-,NoEast' M- Se&e'. H. M.
W. Hudson, FrL. %G. CiarkStang, J-H. J- West.
wPo£laPd—
Donohue, C.
Minneapolis — B. Blotcky, C. A. Roeder.
W D. Woods, G. Hinton, A. Kloepper, C.
Jackson, P. Mans, R. Palmquist.
Sioux Falls— A. R. Anderson, E. D. Nash,
I\ C. Anderson, C. E. Sessler, V. J. Sessler.
Omaha — A. Mendenhall, J. McCarthy F
Home , Office
Eisenberg
W. E.Distribut
Barker,ion—A. S S. R.Carr
Kent' J

B-.J-Clark,
u'.
Holman,
McCarthy
D.
Frawley,
J.Sussman.
A. Clark,, L.R. Flynn,
A. O.
Dillenebec
k, C.W. E.
News Reel — Emanuel
Cohen, S. Waite.
Production Department — J. L. Lasky W
\\ anger, B. P. Schulberg, M. A. Shauer!
H M. Goetz, R. E. Rogers, H. Hurley, J.
Johnson.
Foreign Department — J. H. Seidelman, J.
L. Graham.
Ad Sales — J. Haas, J. J. Curry
Outside Producers— C. Neeper, L. Whelan,
F. Wynne Jones.
Executives— George Akerson, Dr. Emanuel
Stern.
Publicity— Arch Reeve, T. Bailey, T. Carle,
C. West, M. Howe.

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and congratulations are extended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

April 22

Fred Hounsbell

George Henderson
Alfred Gartner

/

llAD

*

STARS!

*

f Another reason the whole industry is talking and thinking PARAMOUNT at the present time
Ji because of the sensational star strength of this company. There never was a time before in tl
business when so many great stars and big box-office names could be secured for your theatre frc
one producing organization. €fl The best of the established drawing cards are PARAMOUNT. T
most promising stars of the future are PARAMOUNT. The beauty of it is that every one of the
personalities will be even more valuable to you six months from now.
another reason for thinking PARAMOUNT now and later.
'•MM *«•*♦»-»'*-

They're growing.
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Charge U. S. Electrics Getting Grip in England

iCREENAD 0PP0SIT10NGR0WING STRONGER
Pictures

8 Multicolor Features on Pioneer
Television
— is moving rather fast
-By JACK

A LI CO ATE -

While authoEach Day
rities televistic
ore
Progress
unaniin
are
ss
rore Progre
mity of opinion
that the commercial stage of this
ethereal entertainment is far, far
away, still it is a matter of record
that the present experimental interim presents news of unusual

progress almost daily. A recent
demonstration in Chicago was pronounced by electrical experts and
press as nothing short of marvelous.
The screen was enlarged to two feet
square and the definition and action
were said to be as satisfactory as the
ordinary picture. In addition, the
first satisfactory results in televistic
color were demonstrated.
*
*
*
They tell us that a
Sets Now
satisfactory receiving
Being Sold set can be purchased
fur about $250. Oyer
ja thousand sets exist and are in daily
usq in the middle' west.
Equipment
for the broadcasting of a nine-foot
the Chiby
readied
P cture is being
cago "Daily News." Five eastern
-tations are regularly broadcasting
television programs, and applications
from every section of the country
are before the Federal Radio Commissi, ,n for the broadcasting of commercial programs. Progress
not to
In- winked at.
*
*
*

Personally we do
„,,t believe the motion picture industry
need have any great
fears regarding television. However,
the fact does remain that it is an
amusement competitor and its future
will be planned, backed and guided
by powerful interests. During the
past few months the advance of television has been rapid. Its progress
t,. date, technically, artistically and
commercially, is parallel to that of
pictures and the radio.
An Ear To
The Ground

Program Marks First Indie
Productions With
Hughes Process

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — A production program
including eight pictures in Multicolor
is announced by Pioneer Pictures.
These will be the first independent
feature-length films to be made with
the color process now controlled by
Howard
Hughes.

Gigantic Force
"Talking pictures have made
a broader and fuller life available to the world .... they are
an instrument that will profoundly influence economical,
political, cultural and religious
thought in future. .. .the medium of universal opportunity,"
said J. E. Otterson over the
radio last night on the HalseyStuart hour.

Schedule

Newspapers Preparing To
Act Against
Commercial Shorts
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Behind closed doors
tomorrow the subject of screen advertising will be put on the spot by
the American Association of Advertising Agencies, which is holding its
annual convention
this week at the
(Continued on Pane 2)

-F.N.

PARENT-TEACHER GROUPS Warner Bros. Will Enter
SPONSORING KID FILMS
Radio Broadcasting Field
Bristol, Conn. — Complaining that
too many sophisticated films are
National exploitation through electrical transcriptions played over a
being shown, Parent-Teacher groups
here plan to present a series of pic- lineup of independent radio stations
tures for children. An organization
is being planned by Warner Bros.
comprising ticket distribution, adver- Stars will (Continued
participate
on in
Panethe 54)programs,
tising and publicity committees has
been set up, with a housing committee now being chosen.

Australian Bank Closing
Involves No U. S. Funds
Closing of the New South Wales
Savings Bank in Canberra, Australia,
reported by cable yesterday as scheduled to take place today, will not tie
up any funds of American distributors, nor in any manner directly affect them, according to an investigation made yesterday by The Film
Daily. The indirect effect may be
Page 54) ' funds,
(Continued
up ofon exhibitors
in the tying

"Mickey Mouse" To Get
NBC Radio Exploitation

Atlantic City — Sixty-six star and
feature players will appear in 1931,?J feature product of Warner Bros,
For the first time in the history and First National, stated Jack
of radio advertising radio programs
as the Pastern
sales conexploiting a motion picture series of Warner (Continued
on Page 53)
short subjects and sponsored by a
national merchandising advertiser,
will be put on the air next fall, ac- No Musicals Indicated
cording to plans now being worked On New W.B.-F.N. Lineup
out by Walt Disney, producer of
Atlantic
sicals fromCity
the— Elimination
Warner
Bros,of muand
"Mickey Mouse" cartoons, and M.
H. Aylesworth, president of the Na- First
Xat'onal
feature release protional Broadcasting Co.
grams i- indicated by the new season
The stunt will be in connection
(Continued

on

Pane

54)

U. S. Electrics Charged With
Seeking British Movie Control
Sam

Morris

on

Hoard

Atlantic City — Sam Morris
has been elected a member of
the Warner Bros, board of directors, it was stated at the
Warner - First National sales
meet yesterday.

66 HEADLINE PLAYERS

London — Charges that the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. and
the Western Electric group through
subsidiaries recently obtained control
,,f the Gaumont British Corp, and
were engaged in an "Americanization program" were made in the
House of Commons yesterday.
Gau(Continued

on

Pane

.')

(.Continued

on

Page

54)

^—

Mystery Solved

A possible solution of the
mystery as to why theaters
don't do more to prevent b.o.
holdups is revealed in a publicity item from a big distrib
which had a picture playing at
a house that was robbed of
$1,800. The p. a. intimates that
the bandits should be thanked
— because the publicity was
worth more than $1,800 to the
house.
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Mayflower Hotel. Only members of
the association will be admitted to
the discussions, which will deal with
sponsored films, industrial pictures
and trailers.
Meanwhile newspaper publishers
are reported making headway in their
plans for aggressive action against
screen advertising. The movement
has just been given impetus by an
article by Eugene V. Castle, president of Castle Films, New York, appearing in the current issue of "Editor and Publisher," stamping the
commercial shorts as a "menace" as
far as the newspapers are concerned.

F. N. Signs Lil Dagover
Lil Dagover,

prominent

German

actress,tionalhas
beencome
s'gned
Naand will
to bv
thisFirst
country
soon.
'A
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$3,000 Decrees in Copyright Suits
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Decrees aggregating $3,0(K), plus attorneys' fees
of $400 and court costs, were signed
by Judge Raymond of the U. S.
District Court in the copyright infringement cases against Herman A.
Bird of Grand Rapids for holding
over six Pathe, three M-G-M and one
Warner short subject pictures.
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New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City j'j
154 Crescent
St. }':
STillwell
4-7940
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| Eastman. Filocis«U
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I J. E. Brulatour, Inc. 8:.:
8
it
Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
C ALumet 3692

li
8

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

Television Programs Start Sunday
Daily
broadcasting
of television
programs
will
he
started
Sunday
night
by WGBS
and
W2XCR
in
New York. Some of the programs
will he reproduced from special films
run off before the mike, and others
picked up from living performers.
Monogram's Coast Franchise
San Francisco — Co-operative Film
Exchange, with offices here and in
Los Angeles, has been awarded the
Monogram Pictures franchise for
California. Arizona, Nevada and
Hawa'i. Floyd St. John will represent Co-operative on the Monogram
advisory
committee.
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%
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"Skandal Um Eva" Holds Over
"Skandal Um Eva," German film,
is being held over at the Eighth St.
Plavhouse. "Liebeswalzer." with
Lilian Harvey and Willy Fritsch, will
follow it.

COMING

& GOING

MARLEXF.
DIETRICH
arrives from
abroad
today
on the Bremen.
MR. and MRS. IRVING THAI.RERC,
(Norma Shearer) are hooked to sail May 2
for Europe
on the Europa.
ALLISON SKIPYVORTH has left for the
coast
for Universal and
Warner with
Bros, assignments
pictures.
VAN
BEUREN'S Far EaM expedition
party, including Frank Bnck. Clyde Elliott.
Carl Berber and Nicholas Cavaliere. sails
tomorrow on the Statendam. Buck and
Elliott are accompanied
by their wives.
GLORIA
SWANSON
arrived yesterday
from
the coast
MR. and MRS. DONALD HENDERSON
CLARKE
sail next week
for Nice.
MR. and MRS. CARL HOBLITZELLE
are
on the Augustus, sailing tomorrow
for booked
Italy.
HERMAX
SHUMLIN
tomorrow
to resume
Goldwyn.

from
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niont British is one of the largest
producers and exhibitors in this country. William Graham, president of
the Board of Trade, was asked by
one member if he would introduce
legislation to prevent the use of
"British" in the title of a company
controlled by foreign interests, while
another wanted him to publish a list
of American financial interests controlling British theaters, but Graham
replied that the suggestions would
be impracticable in the present condition of Parliamentary business.

Trans-Lux Merging
With News Projection
Trans-Lux Daylight Picture Screen
Corp. and the News Projection Corp.
announced yesterday that all litigation has been settled between them.
A new company, to be called the
Trans-Lux Movie Ticker Co., will be
formed to take over and consolidate
the movie ticker business of both
companies.
Dr. James W. Decker will be president of the new company and Percy
N. Furber chairman of the board.
Fannie Hurst Original for RKO
Fannie Hurst has been signed by
RKO to wr:te an original, titled
"Symphony
of Six Millions."
Chester Morris 111
Chester Morris, who arrived from
abroad on Tuesday, is laid up at the
Biltmore by an attack of ptomaine
poisoning. He is expected to be well
enough in a few days to leave for the
United Artists studios in Hollywood.

THE

INDUSTRY'*
date
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Apr. 22-24:

Apr. 25:
April 26:

Laemmle Anniversary Dinner Dance
of Universal Club, Hotel Edison,
New
York.
N.V.A. Pageant of Stars (National Variety Artists benefit),
Metropolitan Opera House. New

York.
Apr. 26:27: M-G-M annual sales convention, Drake Hotel,
Chicago.
April 27-May 1 : Fox Film sales convention.
Home
office,
New
York.
Apr. 29-Mayconvention.
1 : WarnerHotel
Bros.St. Western
Francis, sale*
San
Francisco.
May

12-14 Annual convention of the Rocky
Mountain M. P. T. O. A.. Brown
Palace
Hotel,
Denver.

May 18-22:

International Exhibitors' Congress, Rome.
May 25-29: Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.

May

26-27 : Annual convention of the M.P.
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri,
and
St. Joseph, Mo.

"Dirigible" Roadshow
Openings
Columbia's "Dirigible" will open
its roadshow season April 26 with
simultaneous presentations at the
Chicago.
Hanna, Cleveland, and the Apollo,
"Iron Man"

James K. McGuinness

West
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Hollywood — James K. McGuinness, writer and production executive,
has been added to the Paramount
writing staff.

For FARCES
and
OH.
HIS

"Gold Dust Gertie" for W. G.

by

Warner Bros, will bring "Gold
Dust Gertie." with Winnie Lightner,
into the Winter Garden following

I

SAY!

WILD

OAT

Sydney
Blow
and Douglas
Hoare
HIGH
COST
OF
LOVING
by Sydney Whitehead
Blow and Gordon
MIXED

DOUBLES

by Frank Stayton

George Arliss in "The Millionaire,"
which is expected to run four weeks.

Go

to

VIOLA IRENE

Film for Cameo

COOPER

Agent for Authors

"Lumpenball"
("Vagabond
Ball.'*)
German
production
released
by
American General Film Co., will be
the coming week's bill at the Cameo.

Holds Over

Lew Ayres in "Iron Man," Uniway.
versal picture, is being held for another week at the Globe on Broad-

Fire at H-F
House in Kansas City
Kansas City— Fire did about $6,500
damage to the Tivoli, a HughesFranklin house, managed by Irving
Simpson.

German

Paramount western sales convention. Palace Hotel. San Francisco.

Apr. 23-2* : State Convention of Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel,
Indianapolis.

9 E.

59th

St., N.

Vo.

m

C.

& 47th ST., N. Y.|g

WILLIAM

O, K.

Y.

5-5543

BROADWAY

MORRIS

m

leaves for the coast
work for Samuel

FRANCES HYLAND, Tiffany writer, returns
to Hollywood
today.
THOMAS
McCONNELL,
general sales
manager for Mascot Pictures, has left for
a trip through
Canada.
COLLEEN MOORE arrived in New York
from
the West
Indies.
jf yesterday
J. FRANK
BROCKLISS
is here from
it abroad.
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HOLLYWOOD
By
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FLASHES
IVILKi

ORIS KENYON will appear with
William
Powell
in "The
Coespondent"
for
Warner
Bros.
farian
Marsh
also has a leading
[eminine role in the picture.
*
*
*
Benn Levy has completed the
idaptation of "Waterloo Bridge" for
'.Universal, and Tom Reed will do
escenario. James Whale is to
Ith
direct.
*
*
*
Charles Butterworth has been cast
for the featured comedy role in First
National's "Merry Wives of Reno,"
m original by Robert Lord.
*
*
*
Title of Sono Art-World Wide's
th ird Thrill-O-Drama, heretofore
known as "Cheyenne Kid" has been
■hanged to "In Old Cheyenne." The
picture, co-featuring Rex Lease and
Dorothy Gulliver, will be released
late i)i May.
Radio Pictures bits : Dolores Del Rio has
been signed to a one-year contract ... ."The
Slander Girl." by Rex Beach, will be on
the new schedule. .. .Fred Santley is a late
addition to the cast of "High Stakes"....
A. LeBailley will do the adaptation and
dialogue for the French version of "The
Next Corner" .... Contracts have been closed
with John McGowan. Guy Bolton and
George and Ira Gershwin for all screen
rights to the Broadway musical, "Girl
Crazy". .. .Richard Dix's new picture has
had its title changed from "Born to the
Racket" to "Young Donovan's Kid"....
Conrad Nagel, Bodil Rosing. Robert Emmett
O'Connor and Dickie Moore have been added
to the cast of "Helga."

A. A. Kline, who has joined the
Paramount scenario staff, has arranged for the production of two
plays on Broadway. "John Smith's
Body' is slated for fall production,
but may be given a summer tryout.
Kline was formerly with Fox, M-GM and Pathe.
Mae Clarke has completed her
title role in "The Good, Bad Girl"
for Columbia. The part provides
Miss Clarke with one of the finest
emotional roles of her brief screen
career.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Hugh Ford leaves Famous Players.
D. W. Griffith to use talking pictures with "Dream Street." Postpones "Faust."
George H. Davis to make westerns
with Roy Stewart.

ALON

Short Shots from
New York Studios

THE
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\By HARRY
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• • • LITTLE JOURNEY to the Home of an Organizashe
that Brains Built
this home being more in the nature of
a reconstruction job
putting a modern front on a structure that is built on a marvelous foundation
firmly planted
in a bed rock of Good Will and Fair Dealing
from which
you probably infer that we are talking about the recent alignment of RKO Pathe
born, Feb. 18
just two short
months
ago
and today they are all set in their stride
having just finished their sales convention at Chi
right now Ned Depinet is in conference with his sales managers
giving 'em final instructions on the new lineup
the rest of the Roosters having flown back to their various
perches throughout
the territories
this sales convention
is in the nature of an announcement to the Film World that the
new organization is all set to go
and if there is any question in your mind, perusal of the pages of this issue and the
company announcement ought to convince you that here is a company that must be reckoned with
for it has been built
carefully
scientifically
on the basis of sound business economics
marking the modern trend in big motion
picture organization
weeding out all superfluous material
whether in physical structure or the human element
and beautifully balanced
and co-ordinated
starting
with Lee Marcus, president
a name that has been consistently associated with Success
a gent with vision
sane, broad-minded
one of the first of the new modern
order of Business-Showmen
we have had gents in this
biz who were good business men but poor showmen
and
vice-versa
Mister Marcus
admirably combines that nice
balance between the two
and for his lieutenants he has
selected the same type as himself
just look 'em over
Charles R. Rogers, vice-president and production manager
who has surrounded himself with a staff of directors and writers
with hit records
just to name a few
there's Edward H. Griffith, of "Holiday" fame
Paul Stein, responsible for "Sin Takes a Holiday"
Robert Milton, who engineered that classic, "Outward Bound"
Tay Garnett with
"Her Man"
Harry Joe Brown with "Millie"
and
Charlie Rogers has his own ideas about Westerns
he knows
their potential pulling power with grown-ups as well as kids
so his series of six Western features are being modeled
for the entire family
then there's Ned Depinet, general
sales manager
the man who did wonders for First National and Universal
in similar capacities
no hoorah
about Ned
just a go-getter traveling on Experience, guided
by Horse Sense, and knowing exhibitor and fan psychology as
good as any individual in the film biz
and finally, A. P.
Waxman, completing the trio of Production, Sales and Advertising
the three main cogs that make the picture wheel turn
smoothly and surely to some Purpose
and one weak cog
in the three and the darned Wheel just buckles up and goes ga-ga
but they don't have to worry about the Advertising Cog
A. P. is there with the fundamental knowledge and
experience gleaned from actual contact with all angles of advertising and publicity
backed by a native and natural ability for his life work
so, messieurs and mesdames, we present for your consideration as neat and exceptional a quartette
of film execs as ever were gathered together
Messrs. Marcus, Depinet, Rogers and Waxman
not overlooking that
single reel specialist, A. J. Van Beuren
and Courtland
Smith and Jack Connolly handling the pioneer Pathe Newsreel
how can they miss?
the setup is Sound from any
angle you view it
as Waxman sez: "Blah and Ballyhooey
are out of the Picture."
and also out of the organizashe.
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N. BLAIR,

LAWFORD,

recently seen

with George Arliss in "Old English," following which she appeared
in a Broadway production, has a
prominent role in "Secrets of a Secretary," at the Paramount New York
studio, where she previously took
part in "Gentlemen of the Press" and
"The Return of Sherlock Holmes."
"Too Perfect," with Alan Brooks,
and "A Pair of French Heels" comprise the shorts program at the
Paramount studio this week. Casey
Robinson will direct the former and
Ray Cozine the latter, with Mitchell
and Durant featured.
Plenty of activity over at the RKO
Pathe studios on Long Island, whero
Ben Bloomfield, as manager, has
supervised the filming of three separate fashion shows, besides other
subjects, during the past ten days.
Mary Boland, who makes her
talkie debut in "Secrets of a Secretary," between performances of "The
Vinegar Tree," in which she is starring on Broadway, was once featured by the old World Film studios,
over in Fort Lee, N. J.
Charles Reed Jones, author of
"The King Murder" and other mystery tales, is author of "Enemies of
the Law," which Regal Pictures are
about to put into production with
Mary Nolan starred. Jones also
wrote the dialogue and continuity.
Lawrence Windom will direct.
Edward Senz, who was recently
placed in charge of make-up at the
Paramount New York studios, formerly officiated there during silent
days as assistant to his father, who
was then make-up
chief.
Vitaphone will be well represented
in the cast of the new "Ziegfeld Follies of 1931." Helen Morgan, who
has just finished a musical two-reeler, will be starred. Other principals include Ruth Etting and Jack
Pearl, both of whom have appeared
in Vitaphone shorts.

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

AprilRenaldo
23
Duncan
Miriam Dufour
Ernest Matterson
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21 Star Features, 6 Westerns, on New Pathe Program
PATHE PRODUCTION FORCE
Wide Range of Shorts Also
Family Favorite
on 1931-32 Lineup Announced byMarcus
IS COMPLETED BY ROGERS
Twenty-one vehicles for the company's six contract stars, and six
westerns designed for the family trade,
in addition to a long list of shorts,
will constitute the RKO Pathe program for 1031-32, it is announced by
Lee Marcus, president.
The six stars who will comprise

Westerns constitute one of the best types of attractions for
pulling family trade, in the opinion of Ned E. Depinet, vicepresident and general sales manager of RKO Pathe. The vogue
of westerns has never waned, says Depinet, and their appeal is
strong abroad as well as here.

Depinet and Waxman Map Out
Pre~Selling Drive for 1931-32

A "pre-selling" campaign, designed
to give exhibitors of the new RKO
Pathe product the benefit of extensive direct-to-the-public exploitation,
has been mapped out by Ned E.
Depinet, vice-president and general
sales manager, and A. P. Waxman,
advertising counsel.
Details of the campaign will be
will direct, with Joel McCrea, Lew
handled by Waxman, and among the
Cody, Robert Williams, Hedda Hop- media to be employed in the drive
per, Marion Shilling and Paul Ellis
in the supporting cast.
Ann Harding will also appear in edies and short subjects. The high
four productions, the first of which spot of the shorts will be "Floyd
is temporarily titled, "Devotion," Gibbons' Supreme Thrills," superbased on a novel by Pamela Wynn,
vised by A. P. Waxman and Michael Mindlin for Van Beuren. There
to be directed by Robert Milton.
Helen Twelvetrees will have four will be 13 of these, starring Floyd
starring vehicles, the first of which Gibbons, famous war correspondent,
author and radio artist, in a series of
is "A Woman of Experience," di- interviews with wartime celebrities
rected by Harry Joe Brown. The
script has been prepared by John who confide in him their supreme
Farrow and players assigned to the thrills of the World War.
supporting cast include William
Bakewell, Lew Cody. H. B. WarVan Beuren Series
ner, Zasu Pitts, Franklin Pangborn,
Van
Beuren will also produce 26
Nance O'Neil and others.
Ina Claire will be the star of "Re- Aesop's Fables, presenting in animated cartoons such famous characbound," the Arthur Hopkins stage
ters as Milton and Mary Mouse, Don
play by Donald Ogden Stewart. Edward H. Griffith will direct from the Dog, Flossie Hippo and others. In
script by Horace Jackson. The fea- addition there will be 26 Grantland
tured cast will consist of Robert Rice Sportlights presenting popular
Ames, Myrna Loy, Hedda Hopper, sports personalities. Also 13 VagLouise Closser Hale and others.
abond Adventures which take audiences to remote corners of the world.
Bill Boyd and Eddie Quillan will
be sold as the "He-Man Power" of
the Personality Group. Each will
Pathe News and Review
have four starring pictures. The first
Pathe News will have 104 issues
for Bill Boyd will be "Iron Chalice"
by Octavus Rov Cohen, and the first covering current events on five continents. These will be released every
for Eddie Quillan will be a meloWednesday and Saturday throughcomedy temporarilv titled, "Whoopout the year.
Te-Do Kid."
Pathe
Review, the Magazine of the
The six westerns to be produced
Screen,
will
be issued 13 times durby RKO Pathe will be action stories.
ing 1931-32, and will cover a diversity of subjects.
the company's personality group are
Constance Bennett, Ann Harding,
Helen Twelvetrees, Ina Claire, Bill
Boyd and Eddie Quillan.
Constance Bennett will be starred
in four productions, the first of
whichert W.
is Chambers.
"Common Law,"
by Stein
RobPaul L.

Floyd Gibbons Heads Shorts

An ambitious part of the company's plans for next year are its com-

Favors Star System
Stars are demanded by the
public, consequently RKO
Pathe will follow the star system more definitely than ever
in its 1931-32 program, says
Lee Marcus. In addition to
stars, the public wants youth,
declares the RKO Pathe president, and wholesome youth
holds the strongest appeal for
the whole family.

Masquers Club Shorts
An unusual box office novelty from
RKO Pathe this year will be six
two-reel comedies produced by the
Masquers Club of Hollywood. These
will feature big-time stars, many of
whom are appearing in shorts for
the first time.
The initial Masquer release will be
"Stout
Hands"
bv Al Hearts
Austin and
and Willing
Walter Weems.
Brvan Foy will direct. The cast
will include Frank Fay, Lew Cody,
I. aura La Plante, Alec B. Francis,
Mary Carr. Tom. Owen and Matt
Moore. Eddie Quillan, Bryant Washburn. Mathew Betz, Ford Sterling,

will be the radio, newspapers, fan
publications, etc. Full-page layouts,
dealing with the RKO Pathe group
of stars, the company's 21 feature
productions and the short subjects
program, are to be run in the magazines and key city newspapers.
The radio broadcasting will be conducted weekly through 42 stations
from coast to coast through the RKO
Theater of the Air hookup with National Broadcasting Co.
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Hollywood — Organization of the
RKO Pathe studio personnel in
preparation for activity on the 193132 schedule has been completed by
Charles R. Rogers, vice-president in
charge of production at Culver City.
Harry ducerJoe
Brown is associate prowith Rogers.

Sid Rogell is executive assistant
and Fred Lalley is studio business
manager. Harry Poppe is studio
superintendent. The casting director is Charles Richards. Phil Gersdorf, former newspaper man, is in
charge of publicity.
Rogers has established a literary
research department with Horace
Liveright, New York publisher, and
James Seymour, former dramatic
ment.
critic for the Boston "Traveler," in
Mack Swain, Chester Conklin, Clyde charge of the studio story departnon.
Cook, Hank Mann and Bobby VerThe rest of the staff consists of
Graydon B. Howe, auditor; Carroll
Clark, art director; Arthur Lange,
42 Comedies in Series
musical director; Doane Harrison, film
There will be 42 RKO Pathe com- editor-in-chief; L. E. Clark, chief
edies. Six will star Jimmy Gleason,
six will star Frank McHugh, six will sound engineer; Frank Richardson,
star Benny Rubin, and six more, in charge of the wardrobes; Gwen
Wakeling, costume designer; Walter
comprising
series, will the
star "Traveling
Louis JohnSalesman"
Bartels. E. Herrmann, director of makeup;
Fred Campbell, manager, camera deThere will also be six "Mr. Average
partment; Oscar Wright, purchasing
Man" starring Ed. Kennedy, six agent; I. F. Dawson, casbier; George
"Gold Diggers" starring June Mc- cian.
Sawley, property custodian, and William Whisler, chief studio electriCloy, and six "Manhattans."

Radio Exploitation

in all departments is
RKO Pathe will pre-sell to the in Production
progress.
public their entire program of stars,
features and shorts in an aggressive
advertising campaign through key- Ellman Lining Up Houses
city newspapers, national fan magaFor 111. Co-operative Plan
zines and a weekly radio broadcast
Chicago — Henri Ellman, formerly
every Friday night, from 10:30 to 11,
E. S. T., through 42 coast-to-coast local Tiffany manager, who is now
stations of the National Broadcasting with the Illinois Co-operative Booking Circuit, the group of houses doCo.
ing their booking out of the Allied
Ass'n offices, expected to have about
Elimination of Blimps
75 houses lined up by July 1. There
now close to 30 theaters in the
Sought by Cameramen are
fold. Aaron Saperstein, president of
W est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
the local Allied, is doing the buying
Hollywood — Through the medium for the circuit at present.
of the Camera Silencing Sub-committee, consisting of Kenneth F. MorPublix House for Columbia, S. C.
gan. Frederick M. Sammis and LesColumbia, S. C. — Work on the
ter Cowan, the Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences is making efforts $600,000 Publix theater to be erected
to have camera manufacturers elimi- here is expected to get under way
nate blimps or covers of any sort. next month, according to R. B. TolIn a survey conducted by question- bert, city manager, and J. A. Koernaires to cameramen, it was revealed pel, division manager at Charlotte.
that there is almost unanimous opposition to the blimps because of
Hokum Clicks
their weight, the difficulties they
That often despised quality
create in focusing and the space they
take up on sets.
known as hokum is the very
element of human interest that
Gordon Greene Taking Rest
grips all classes, declares Carrington North, New York story
Minneapolis — Gordon Greene, maneditor of RKO Pathe. Miss
ager of the Minnesota, has gone
North favors more hokum and
north for a much needed rest. Harless highbrow stuff as essential
old Kaplan is handling Green's duto wide appeal on the screen.
ties during the latter's absence.

IKO Pathe Home

Vice-President

Office and Studio Executives

Charles R. Rogers
Vice-President
in Charge
of

Ned E. Depinet
and General Sales Manager

Production

Lee Marcus
President

J. S. Connolly
Manager, Pathe News,

C. J. Scollard
Vice-President
Courtland
Smith
President, Pathe News.

Paul L. Stein
Director

Lew Lipton
Short Subject
Supervisor

Inc.

Amedee J. Van Beuren
President,
Van
Beuren
Corporation

Edward H. Griffith
Director

Thomas Buckingham
Writer

Tay Garnett
Director

A. P. Waxman
Advertising Counsel

Inc.

Robert
Milton
Director

A. H. Schnitzer
Short Subject Sales Manager
Ernest Pascal
Writer

Horace Jackson
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Writer
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James Seymour
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Michael Mindlin
Producer

Harry JoeProducer
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Horace Liveright
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Grantland Rice
Edltot Spoitlights
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Pathe News To Have 97 Additional Trucks Next Season
Greater World
Coverage
Being Arranged by
Pioneer Reel
Pathe News will launch the new
season with the addition of 47 sound
truck-- and the assurance of 50 more
m the course of the next few months,
making a total of ''7 extra trucks,
according to Courtland Smith, president, and .lack Connolly, general
manager, of tlic pioneer reel.
Aggressive expansion plans, entailing the "lost comprehensive world
coverage in the history of Pathe
News, are now being worked out l)>
Smith and Connolly for the 1931-32
season. The schedule calls for 104
issues of the News, to he released on
Wednesdays and Saturdays.
The executive personnel assembled by Smith and Connolly presents
the following line-up: Edward
Percj Howard, editor; Thomas Chalmers, associate editor: Harold E.
Wondsell, assistant editor; Claude
R. Collins, news editor; Ted Smith.
assistant news editor; Ruth Nichols,
aviation editor; Carl E. Weagant,
yachting editor; Mary K. Browne.
women's editor; William G. O'Brien,
European representative; Dr. Alfred
X. Goldsmith, science editor; Captain Boh Bartlctt. special feature editor;
JosephMann,
O'Brien,
editor;
R. E.
chief sporting
of technical
department; Walter Scott, chief ol
photographers; Bert Kalisch, title
writer: Charles DeMoos, chief of
laboratories: Bill Baer, in charge of
home negative laboratory; Jack McCarron, chief of title department; A
J. MacPhail, auditor; James Darst,
Mid-West director; Edgar L. Kaw,
West Coast director; Albert Holland,
Washington manager; Marvin MacIntyre, Washington editorial representative; Major Ross D. Whytock,
head of contact department, and a
•-taff of cameramen and sound engineers composed of recognized leaders in the field, many of them having started with the pioneer reel in
its inception.

RKO

Chicago — Ned E. Depinet, vicepresident and general manager ol
RKO Pathe, greeted the entire reorganized sales staff of the companj
for the first time at the sales con-i
vention here this week.

Constance

1,100 New Accounts

An increase of 1,100 theater
accounts now contracted for
the Pathe Review, "Magazine
of the Screen," is reported by
A. H. Schnitzer, short subjects
sales manager for RKO Pathe.
Thomas Chalmers, present editor of the Pathe Review, is lining up new material and new
angles of interest to incorporate
in the 13 releases scheduled for
the coming season.

Bennett

Ann

Depinet's executive cabinet is composed of A. H. Schnitzer, short subjects sales manager; E. J. O'Leary,
eastern sales manager; J. F. McAloon, western sales manager; E. W.
Ballentine, manager of exchange operations; Cresson Smith, midwestern
district manager; J. H. Maclntyre,
western district manager; W. E. Callaway, southern district manager; E.
L. McEvoy, eastern district manager,
and T. W. Brady, general Canadian
representative.
Special home office representatives
are: J. C. DeWaal, Elmer Sedin, E.
F. Clarke and Leo Adler.
Branch managers include: L. Garvev. Albany; R. C. Cropper, Boston;
H. T. Dixon, Buffalo; R. C. Price,
Charlotte; W. E. Branson, Chicago;
S. C. Jacques, Cincinnati; Harry
Gibbs, Cleveland; A. M. Avery, Dallas; J. H. Ashby, Denver; M. Sandler, Des Moines; H. Silverberg, Detroit; J. P. Corbett. Indianapolis; R.

Harding

Ina Claire

Eddie

Quillan

Amedee Van Beuren Celebrates
1 4th Year as Pathe Producer
RKO Pathe Officers
Chairman of Board . . Hiram S. Brown
President
Lee Marcus
Vice-President
C. J. Ecollard
Vice-President
. . Ned E. Depinet
Vice-President
...Chas.
R. Rogers
Treasurer
Herman
Zchbel
Secretary
William Mallard
Asst. Sec.-Treas
Amos Hiatt
E. H. Goldstein

Local Option Fight in Ga.
Planned at June Sessions
Atlanta — Liberal members of the
Georgia General Assembly are making plans for a concerfed fight at the
June sessions to bring about local
option in the matter of Sunday
amusements. An influential leader is
being selected to present the measure to the lower house.

Pathe's Personality Group

NED E. DEPINET GREETS
NEW PATHE SALES STAFF

Amusement Tax Bill
Again Looms in Mich.
Lansing, Mich. — Although a proposed amusement tax, termed a "luxury tax," was defeated in 1929 by
a big lobby, 30 of the 31 members
of the House are now in favor of the
measure, which has been returned to
the Legislature.
$500,000 House for Rockford, 111.
Rockford, 111. — Plans have been
announced for a 3,000-seat $500,000
theater, store and apartment building to be erected on South Main St.
between Elm and Chestnut. Loren
L. Whi*ehead of Whitehead Realty
Co. is handling the deal, and reports
have it that Warner Bros, may lease
the

house.

Amedee J. Van Beuren, president
of the Van Beuren Corp., is celebrating his 14th year as a producer of
short subjects for Pathe, his product
for the coming season forming a conspicuous part of RKO Pathe's new
line-up of short material.

V.
Kansas
A.J. Memphis;
O'Keefe,
LosNolan,
Angeles;
S. M.City;
Sachs,
Lou Elman, Milwaukee; M. E. Montgomery, Minneapolis; Nat Hurst,
New Haven; G. C. Brown, New Orleans; R. S. Wolff, New York; W. R.
Pittenger, Oklahoma City; R. S. Ballantyne, Omaha; R. Mochrie, Philadelphia; E. Eschmann, Pittsburgh; L.
E. Hoss, Portland; C. R. Lundgren, St.
Louis; R. W. Drew, Salt Lake City;
M. E. Cory, San Francisco; H. L.
Percy, Seattle; Robert Smeltzer,
Washington.
Other members of the RKO Pathe
sales organization at the home office
are: Tom Gorman, in charge of playdates; E. Helouis, branch auditing;
E. J. McGuire, contract department;
A. Schubart, sales control; L. Miller,
sales promotion, and Jack Level,
house organ editor.

Van Beuren's belief that no series
of shorts can be successful without
novelty, dramatic punch and showmanship, will be well illustrated in
John Maher in Hornell
the treatment given his 1931-32 outHornell, N. Y. — John Maher, for- 1
put. This will include a new Van merly assistant manager of the Pal- 1
Beuren series by A. P. Waxman and ace, New Haven, Conn., has become
Michael Mindlin starring Floyd Gib- manager of Warners' Majestic here.
bons, war correspondent, author and
radio star. The series will be entitled
Big Audience
"Floyd Gibbons' Supreme Thrills."
In addition Mr. Van Beuren will conA
potential
audience of 112,tinue to make his long established
000,000 fans exists for the forth"Aesop's Sound Fables," Grantland
shorts, itcoming
is Floyd
estimated
RKO
Rice Sportlights and Vagabond Adventures.
Gibbonsby "thrill"
Pathe, which will release the
subjects. The figure is based
The president of the Van Beuren
on the following that Gibbons
Corp. has an interesting record as a
has built up through broadcastpioneer of box-office shorts. He
ing as an NBC star, writing
sponsored the two reel comedies stara column
hunring Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew.
dreds of syndicated
newspapers,to doing
Other early enterprises of Van Beuren in eluded Ernest Truex comedies
books.
magazinemerousarticles,
and his nuand
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RKO PATHS ANNOUNCEMENT

RKO

PATHE

herewith

announces its plans, policy and

product for its first year.
Stars — tells the whole story. The public wants stars — and
it wants youth. Stars of today — and tomorrow. Stars who
appeal to the whole family.
Our stars will have hand picked box-office stories. Stories
they themselves are enthused about, stories that will inspire
their best efforts. Star directors and star supporting casts
will be provided to insure Class, Quality and Distinction.
Our short product will measure up to the superior standards
of our features.
We

invite wide awake

exhibitors to participate in the

box-office success guaranteed by our stars.

<J-j<je_XXX c
IEE MARCUS,

OUR

stars are first in demand

President

by theatres. And first in

demand by competitive studios. But this year you can get
them only from RKO PATHE.
There will be just 21 productions. Each with a star who
has made money for every type of theatre. There will be
no deadwood

to shelve.

The 21 will be pre-sold to the whole family via aggressive
advertising campaigns covering newspapers, fan magazines and radio.
Our shorts are the short road to profits. They too will be
headed by stars of proven box-office value. There's a
golden view to '31 —'32, for the RKO

PATHE exhibitor.

NED E. DEPINET, Vice-President
and General Sales Manager
f*toT.»7»*

PATHE

Studios at Culver City are working for one

master — the exhibitor. To him we pledge that every foot of product

^

■

THE RKO

made by us will be made for the box-office.
We

have the biggest stars of the screen and this year we will not

lend them to any other studio. We

will surround them with every

production advantage. Fine stories. Fine directors. Fine supporting
casts. Their new vehicles will be the most superlative profit attrac-

HARRY

JOE

BROWN

Associate Producer

tions the exhibitor has ever played !

CHARLES

R. ROGERS

Vice-President
In Charge

of Production

RKO

PATHE

*

•
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ntroclucing

the

PERSONALITY

nrst 01
GROUP

the

CONSTANCE
BENNETT
n iour productions
the first

of which

is

THE

I

COMMON

*

•

LAW

*

HE princess of profits!

The first star of today

— and every day her name builds bigger! Her
four new

pictures will be greater at the box-

office than Sin Takes A Holiday, The Easiest
Way

and

Common

Clay.

rt

LIFT THE FOLD
AND

BEHOLD!-

*

he

biggest

draw

in

pi ctu res '

HE

LOVELIEST

STAR

ON

THE

SCREEN

f

LIFT THE FOLD
AND

BEHOLD!-

«■*

^

V

■

LIFT THE FOLD
AND

BEHOLD!-

o
THE
COMMON

LA

As great a story as Constance Bennett is a star!
Millions know the novel by Robert W. Chambers.
Star value throughout the supporting cast with
Joel McCrae, Lew Cody, Gilbert Roland and
others. Direction by Paul L. Stein.

(-lass! Quality! Distinction I

*

•

*

*

ntroaucmq
the second 01 the
PERSONALITY GROUP

. I

0:

%►.

^

t

he

whole

GLAMOROUS

wants

world

FAVORITE

OF

CLAMO

•

ANN
HARDING

•

11
the

iour productions

first

of

which

is

DEVOTION
(TEMPORARY

^

H
I

IER name in lights is a bright sign of box-

office prosperity. Her stories for the coming year

will be made to surpass any picture she's ever
made. And that means bigger than The Girl of
the Golden West,

Holiday

or

East Lynne.

TITIEI

DEVOTION
(TEMPORARY

Robert Milton is now

TITLE)

directing Miss

Harding in her first picture for next season, temporarily titled, DEVOTION. It's
a mighty drama made to order for
her beauty and talent. Pamela Wynne
wrote the novel

C^Iassf

\

on which

it is based.

Quality! Distinction i

•

•

*

•

ntroducmg

the third of th

PERSONALITY

GROUP

f

'* kite* 'jp'ifto

<^

I
» Jfe

ffl&

A WOMAN
OF
EXPERIENCE
will be the pieasantest box-office experience
you ever had! In addition to the magic name
of Twelvetrees you can sell William Bakewell,
Lew Cody, Zasu Pitts and H. B. Warner. Harry
Joe Brown will direct.

•

•

*

*

Q> 'introducing
the
PERSONALITY

Tourth
ol
GROUP

th

INA
CLAIRE
in

*

REBOUND
t ro m

N

the

OW

A rthur

I I op k i n 8

stage

sucee

*

s 8

when her name is fame, Ina Claire
*

comes in a comedy drama of Park Avenue,
whizzing with sixteen -cylinder speed — ritzy,
racy, and as up-to-date as tomorrows society
scandal. It will attract the thousands she charmed
in The Awful Truth and "The Royal Family
of Broadway.

^

*

Dnd
STAR

sophisticated
FOR

SMART

—

SHOWMEN!

I

The play by Donald

Ogden

Stewart registered a

record

run on the stage. As a picture
it will be a wholesale hold-over.
Edward H. Griffith has directed
Miss Claire and a notable cast
which includes Robert Ames,
Myrna Loy and Hedda Hopper.

L-.lass! (Duality ! .Distinction f

*

•

*yC

*

*

ntroaucing the he-man power
.»

of the

PERSONALITY

GROUP

SUICIDE

FLEET

Will fire the opening gun in the four Bill Boyd productions aimed -at the box-office. Boyd is the fastest
building male star on the screen today — his stories
the fastest pictures on the screen tomorrow! SUICIDE

Up

FLEET by Lew Lipton tells the melodramatic story of
submarine chasers and their hazardous adventures
in the World War.

For

the

Kids

and

the

G ro \v n

s !

h
BILL

BOYD
*
*
•
*

cJ n

to a r
t A <•

/) r o a (/ c t i o n s

I i in i

o /

w n ic n

SUICIDE

is

FLEET

WHOOP-TE-DO
Riding first in the box-office sweepstakes
to sweep aside old records with new
grosses! Action and comedy, the two

•

best elements of showmanship, will characterize allthe Quillan group. Typical
of them is WHOOP-TE-DO KID, a race
track melo-comedy, photographed at
the famous Mexican racing resort,
Agua Caliente. James Gleason heads
the star supporting

F'o r

the

cast.

KID

(Temporary Title)

RKO

We

PATHE

sterns

Six wild and woolly whirlwind westerns! Bing, bang, shooi-'em-up action!
Cowboys, Indians; sheriffs, posses, cavalry; greasers, desperadoes, gringoes;
dance hall girls, bad men, good
women! Thrills! Thrills! Thrills! Speed!
Speed! Speed! Action! Action! Action!
Stampeding kids from eight to eighty
to the box-office!

"!

»

For

the

Kids

and

the

G r o \v n - U p s !

RKO

VAN

Funny enough to make a
horse laugh 1 Funny
enough to have actual
drawing power beyond
many features. The first
stars of the screen would
be incomplete without
Milton and Mary Mouse,
Waffles Cat, Don Dog and
Flossie Hippo. Their fantastic capers and their animal antics, synchronized
with silly sound, will be 26
playful playdates of profit!

*&%»

26

BEUREN

FABLES

AESOP'S

They humanize the public's greatest hobbySports. They magnetize
the showman's greatest
hobby — The Box - Office.
Grantland Rice, America's
leading sports writer, covers every phase of sports
and all the stars oj the
sporting world. New portable eguipment will make
this season's 26 Sporilights
more complete and exciting than ever before!

26

GRANTLAND

RICE

SPORTLIGHTS
For

t /i

e

K

PRODUCTIONS
Floyd Gibbons, idol of a hundred million radio listeners,
newspaper and magazine
readers. In the most revolutionizing box-office series of
the day. Intimate interviews
with war-time and all-time celebrities. Revealing for the first
time the heart interest and
human interest stories which
were their supreme thrills in
the World War. Nothing like
this series ever seen upon
the screen!

13

SL'LS
N
O
B
B
I
G
D
Y
O
L
F
THRI
SUPREME
Supervised by A. P. Waxman

and Michael Mindlin

By box-office test, the most
successful series on the maradseason's
ket today!venturesNext
will be even
greater
than those the delighted
public has already seen.
Your patrons are shown
strange sights in strange
lands — from South Africa to
Alaska. They thrill at a hundred breathless experiences
that make these releases absolutely unigue in the short
subject field!

13

VAGABOND

ADVENTURES
a n a

the

O r o w n - U j) s !

Fathe

N

Forty-seven new sound
trucks have jusi been added to get the news of
five continents. The field
and laboratory forces
have been increased to
hasten the news to your
screen while it is news.
Whatever happens —
wherever it happens — the
rooster is first to crow
about it! Released every
Wednesday and Saturday.
THE

EARLY

•-«. i

1
/

BIRD

fe
r or

m

WHO

the

ETS

Ki as

a n d

THE

the

NEWS!

G r o w n = ly p s !

P a th e

w
THE

SCREEN

13 Issues

a Year

Typical Contents
The Story of Speed
Not So Dumb

Animals

This Amazing Age
— Seeing the Unseen
The Murmuring
' Fountains of Rome

Ihort in Footage — Long in Audience
rXids

ana

the

Grown

I 'b s !

Appeal

PATHE

RKO

-COMEDIES
2 Reels Each

6 JIMMY

GLEASONS

Wise exhibitors want this wise-cracking
wizard of will His two-reel laugh riots
are big little pictures of riotous mirth!

LAUGH
and the world LAUGHS

V>
with you!

6 BENNY

£5

RUBINS

Bigger and better ropes to hold back
the crowds who will crowd in to laugh
at Bennyl Better bets than his
"Humaneties"!

6 FRANK

McHUGHS

The comedy high spot of "Front Page"
"Dawn Patrol" and other big hits! Now
a short subject star! He makes showbusiness a pleasure!

6 MANHATTANS

6 GOLD

Third successful season —
and this year three times
better than ever before!
Extra big stars and extra
fine story values!

Hot babies out for cold cash! Digging box-office admissions from
willing victims — and giving them
the time of their lives!

6 TRAVELING
SALESMANS

Up
6 COO-COO

Starring the star stage comedian, Louis John Bartels. Howling fans hailed
him in "Sin Takes a Holiday". A hundred per cent
comedy personality!

tor

the

iVids

ana

DIGGERS

COPS

These two goofy flatfoots are funnier
than the whole force of Keystone
cops! They cop the coin and enforce the law to laugh!

the

Gro wn

!

THE

SOMETHING

NEW

IN

COMEDIES

The First Release

STOUT HEARTS AND WILLING HANDS
by Al Austin and Walter Weems
Directed by Bryan Foy
THE

CAST

Hero

FRANK

FAY

Q
T Wp° " REELE R S
°
THE
MASQUERS
OF
HOLLYWOOD

LAURA LA PLANTE
Girl of Gambling House
Head
. JACK HOLT
HeavY
LEW CODY
Bartenders
TOM MOORE
OWEN MOORE
MATT MOORE
Keystone Cops ....

MAL ST. CLAIR

klin
r con
Chesteclyde
cook
ford sterling
Father
ALEC FRANCIS
„Gambling
... „
House

Employees

glenn tryon

FRANKLIN PANGBORN

frank
COOLEY
LLAM McHUGH
HA
Chief of Police .... MACK SWAIN
Mother
MARY CARR
Other Heavies .... MATHEW BETZ

MAURICE
EARLEBLACK
FOX

fQf

c-

i

i

i_ ■

,1

Super-star casts bigger than
any feature release! Marguee
names never before in shorts!
„
, ,,
,.
, .,
x. .
Read the line-up of the first
to be convinced

that they

~r„ r<:irrllv_
Uit^ lfc!,aui
SOMETHING

t/lc

/^J,

NEW IN COMEDIES!

,nJ

t/,c

Grown-Upal

■
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REYOUR

SELLING
PATR O N S

We won't jusi sell our pictures to you. We will
sell them for you. In the most intensive, highpowered, person-to-person, go-get-'em advertising campaign ever aimed direct at the
box-office.
Key city newspapers, leading fan magazines.
And a weekly broadcast every Friday night,
10:30 to 11, Eastern Standard Time. "RKO Theatre
of the Air," NBC hook-up of 42 coast to coast
stations.
Your audiences all know our stars. And they'll
know what our stars are in!
f

\i
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f'KTHE

CHICAGO
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OLD FIGHTIN' COCK
THE
is going
stronger
than
Ever!
A. P. Waxman,
Advertising
Theodore
laediker. Art Director

Counsel
Ft K O
• Gordon - Baker

Pathe, acknowledges
his appreciation
to his collaborators:
Virginia
Morris. Editor-in-Chief
Printing Corporation
in association with Commanday
Roth Company,
Incorporated
• New York City
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A * Little * from * the * RKO
By RALPH

Pathe * Lot

W1LK

(^HARLES
R. ROGERS,
vice-president in charge
of production
for
RKO Pathe, made his entry into the
film business as the builder and
Although they may be sought after by competitive studios,
owner of the Star in Buffalo. He
RKO Pathe contract stars will appear exclusively under this
later was an exchange man handling
company's banner next season, says Ned E. Depinet, vice-presistate rights for Fox and Selznick,
dent and general sales manager.
then Boston branch manager for the
latter and subsequently general sales
David S. Garber, superintendent of
manager of Select Pictures. From "TURECTORS who will have a hand
construction, and Ralph C. Langley,
there he went to R-C in the same
in turning out the RKO Pathe
capacity until FBO was organized. 1931-32 program include Edward H. general foreman, have plenty to keep
At that time he became an indie pro- Griffith, Paul L. Stein, Robert Mil- them busy these days when expansion and improvement of facilities is
ducer.
ton, Tay Garnett, Wallace Fox, Har- the order of the hour around the
ry Sweet, Fred Guiol, Charles LaPathe studios.
mont and Harry Joe Brown, who RKO
Among the stars who were under also is associate producer, and Al
the early guidance of Charles R. Rogell.
*
*
*
In addition to acting and writing at
Rogers are Jack Mulhall, Dorothy
Mackaill, Corinne Griffith and BilHarry Joe Brown was in charge RKO-Pathe, Benny Rubin finds time
lie Dove. He also was associated
to act as a master of ceremonies at
of the making of "Millie" for Charles
with Hunt Stromberg in the produc- R. Rogers. Edward H. Griffith has various benefits. He recently performed at a benefit for the Thalians,
tion of Pauline Frederick and Har- "Holiday" to his credit. Paul L.
ry Carey series.
Stein directed Constance Bennett in an organization of young screen players, who are raising funds with which
'Sin Takes a Holiday" and "Born to
Love." Robert Milton was co-author to build a clubhouse.
KO PATHE'S feminine stars of the story of "Sin Takes a Holihave a high batting average for
day" and directed "Outward Bound."
recent screen successes. Constance Tay Garnett *
made * "Her* Man."
Walter E. Herrmann, director of
Bennett appeared in "Common Clay," WTRITERS on the RKO Pathe makeup, has made many a hand"Sin Takes a Holiday" and "Born to
some face look handsomer. Or vice
roster are: Horace Jackson,
Love." Ann Harding was the lead
versa, when occasion requires.
in "Paris Bound," "Holiday," "East Harold Shumate, Thomas Buckingham, who also directs; Edward H.
Lynne" and "Girl of the Golden
West." Helen Twelvetrees has "Her Griffith, likewise a director; Tay Garnett, Harry Fraser, Ernest Pascal
Man" and "Millie" to her credit. Ina
Gwen Wakeling, designer of gowns
Claire appeared in "The Royal Fam- and Lew Lipton.
for Constance Bennett, Ann Hard*
*
*
ing, Helen Twelvetrees and Ina
ily of Broadway."
Claire
on the RKO Pathe lot, is a
The writing staff is supervised
and assisted by Horace Liveright, Detroit girl whose creations commost favorably with those of
In the male line, Eddie Qnillan he New York publisher, and James Paris pete
modistes.
scored with "Night Work" and "Big Seymour, former dramatic critic for
Money." Bill Boyd's latest were "Be- the Boston "Traveler," who are in
yond Victory" and "The Painted charge of the literary research deDesert."
partment.
*
*
*

Stars to Be Kept on Home Lot

R1

Among the popular names who will
appear in the featured casts of new
RKO Pathe pictures are: Joel McCrea, Lew Cody, Marion Shilling,
Hedda Hopper, Paul Ellis, Marion
Nixon, James Gleason, Robert Ames,
Myrna Loy, Robert Williams, Hale
Hamilton, Louise Closser Hale, William Bakewell, Zasu Pitts, Franklin
Pangborn, Nance O'Neil, George
Fawcett, Edward Earle, William
Tooker and Ricardo Cortez.

UARRY

JOE BROWN is chairman of the
Masquers'
entertainment
committee and Club
sponsor,
as well as associate producer, of the
series of two-reelers being made by
the Club, for RKO Pathe release.
The Masquers' Club has at its call
the first stars of the industry. More
than 60 big names appear in the first
short. "Strong Hearts and Willing
Hands," written by Al Austin and
Walter Weems, and being directed
by Bryan Foy.

DAVID

started theGOODRICH
^MLLIAM
has
direction of Louis
John Bartels in his first six "traveling an
salesmen"
comedies, "That's My
Line,"
original
*
*by Goodrich.
*
Harry Sweet is currently wielding
the megaphone on "Buttered Side
Up," the first of six "Mr. Average
Man" comedies
nedy. * starring
*
* Edgar Ken-

A. L. "Whitey" Schafer is one of
the veterans at the RKO-Pathe studio. He began work at the Culver
City plant 11 years ago as a color
technician and negative developer. He
is now a "still" photographer and
has worked on "Her Man," "Beyond
Victory," "Big Money," "Night
release
Work" s.
and * numerou
* s * other Pathe
Benny Winkler, Denzil A. Cutler,
Homer Acker man and Earl A. Wolcott are among the busy recording
engineers at the RKO Pathe studios.
*
*
*
Edward Snyder, who was cameraman on "The Painted Desert,"
"Lonely Wives" and "Her Man," is
now doing similar duty in connection with the new Eddie Quillan
vehicle, entitled "The Whoop-Te*
*
*
Charles R. Rogers will have a
background
Doo Kid." of helpful experience to
aid him in connection with the six
westerns planned by RKO Pathe.
He once guided the destinies of two
Carey.
of the roes,
screen's
popular and
outdoor
heKen Maynard
Harry

S. GARBER

Superintendent of Construction

RALPH C. LANGLEY
General Foreman

EDWARD
SNYDER
Cinematographer
"HER MAN"
PAINTED DESERT"
"LONELY

(Current picture)
"WHOOP-TE-DOO KID"

R. K. O.PATHE

WIVES"

April 23, 1931

R.K.O.- PATHE
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BENNY

WINKLER
Recording Engineer

"Pardon My Gun"
"Painted Desert"
"Beyond Victory"
"Born to Love"

R. K. O.-PATHE STUDIO

Denzil A. Cutler
Recording Engineer

RKO Pathe • Staff • Personalities
TEE MARCUS, president of RKO
Pathe, though one of the youngest executives in the film industry, is
a veteran in experience. He started
as a salesman for Realart in Buffalo,
where he was born. Bigger opportunities took him to New York,
where he learned foreign distribution in Selznick Pictures. Then he
joined the sales force of R-C, and
when this unit merged into F. B. O.
he became assistant to the sales
manager. Soon he was promoted to
general sales manager. When the
RKO Producing and Distributing
Corp. was created, he was made executive vice-president, and with the
formation of RKO Pathe he was the
unanimous choice for the post of
president.
Ned. E. Depinet, vice-president
and general sales manager of RKO
Pathe, is one of the outstanding sales
executives of the picture field. He
has been actively associated with the
producing and selling of films since
1907. Before joining Pathe he was
general sales manager of First National, and previous to that, sales
manager of Universal.

"REBOUND"
with
(Ina Claire and Robert Ames)

C. J. "Pat" Scollard is well versed
in RKO Pathe affairs on both coasts,
he has been spending some time each
season at the studio, although making his headquarters in New York.
E. J. O'Leary started right off on
sound pictures from their inception,
having been charge of sales on De
Mille's "King of Kings," which incidentally isstill doing good business.

Director of Makeup
A
"Beyond
Victory"
(William Boyd)
"Painted
Desert"
(William Boyd)
"Born To Love"
(Constance

Bennett)

' TIT

"The (Constance
Common
Law"
Bennett)
"Liddle Sizzer"
(Benny

Rubin)

R. K. O.-PATHE

Jack Connolly, general manager of
Pathe News, internationalized on a
high plane the early issues of Fox
Movietone News through obtaining
camera interviews with the crowned
heads of Europe and other foreign
countries.

HOMER
ACKERMAN
Recording
Engineer
♦

R. K. O.-PATHE

Carrington North, story editor of
RKO Pathe in New York for the
last two years, began her film career in 1919. She has been with
Paramount' s New York story department, assistant editor at Metro
under
publishers'
contact Col.
for Brady,
P.D.C. fiction
and the
same at
Universal. Miss North also has had
wide experience on the speaking
stage and, is a prolific writer.

Virginia Morris, advertising manon A. P. Waxman' s RKO
Courtland Smith, president of Pathe ager
staff, is one of the few women in this phase of the industry,
Pathe News, is among the foremost
personalities responsible for the de- and her "selling copy" makes her a
velopment and perfection of sound on leader.
film. He is the pioneer of the talking news and is known as the father
of the sound reel.

A. P. Waxman, advertising counsel for RKO Pathe, has had long and
extensive experience in his line. Just
before entering the Rooster fold he
spent five years as head of advertis\

ing and publicity for Warner Bros.
Years ago he was identified with the
legitimate theater.

WALTER E.
HERRMANN

RKO-PATHE

George

Rosener

RKO-PATHE
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FOREIGN CO-ORDINATION
IMPORTANT PATHE STEP
Establishing of RKO Pathe offices
abroad and co-ordination of the various foreign branches with the home
office will be completed in about six
weeks by T. S. Delehanty, vice-president and general manager of RKO
Pathe Export Corp., recently sent
abroad by Lee Marcus to engineer
this important task. Delehanty is
due back about the end of next
month.
In Great Britain RKO Pathe has
taken over the Producers Distributing Co., Ltd., which will continue to
handle all the product of the new
company in that territory. Delehanty
is also going to London to complete
arrangements for the distribution of
'.iie new season's program. The English organization is headed by Reginald Smith, managing director.
The personnel of the RKO Pathe
Export Corp. is: Lee Marcus, president; C. J. Scollard, vice-president;
T. S. Delehanty, vice-president and
general manager; J. Zohbel, treasurer; William Mallard, secretary, and
Amos Hiatt, assistant treasurer and
assistant secretary.

Exhib is Master
"We are working for but one
master," says Charles R. Rogers, production chief of RKO
Pathe, "and tnav is the exhibi-

FLOYD GIBBONS SERIES
GOING IN WORK MAY 4
tor."

First of the series of "Floyd Gibbons' Supreme Thrills," to be produced by Van Beuren under the supervision of A.
P. Waxman and
Michael Mindlin
for RKO
Pathe
release, will go
in work May 4.
G i b b o n s returns to his old
role
of war
correspondent in
this
series
of
personal

interviews with wartime and alltime
celebrities,
obtaining
firstinterest
stories
human
the
hand
supreme thrills in

Floyd Gibbons
Clearing Site for Publix House
which were their
Boston — Contract has been award- he World War.
Production will be in a New York
ed for wrecking the Adams House
on Washington St., where a new studio so that it will not interfere
Publix house, to be known as the n any way with Gibbons' broadcastParamount, will be erected.
ing activities.

PAUL L. STEIN

TERSE TRUTH IN ADS
ADVOCATED BY WAXMAN
Simplicity and directness are advocated by A. P. Waxman, RKO Pathe
advertising counsel, as the most effective medium in the advertising of
pictures.
"The exhibitor is a busy man, too
busy to be required to figure out type
faces and complicated phraseology,"
saystheWaxman.
"In my
experience
in
show business
I have
never
seen a ticket sold by a barker or by
a one-sheet on an ash can. Blah and
ballyhoo are out of the picture. Exhibitors today are intelligent men
who know what it's all about. A
layout should be simple and should
conform with the copy."

«

BORN

r

BLOOMFIELD

"The
Common
(Starring Constance

Studio Manager

Law"

Bennett)

For

RKO-PATHE

STUDIO

R. K. O.-PATHE

Long Island City, N. Y.

GWEN
WAKELING
Costume Director

RKO-PATHE
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??
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Recording Engineer
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Director
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The
that book
every
live showman
should have at
his finger tips
at all times

The wealth of valuable information contained in this
important volume is amazing. Only by sitting" down
quietly and perusing its thousand or more pages can you
fully appreciate the tremendous amount of interesting
and valuable information that is contained within its
covers. It will be a revelation to you to know how many
theatres are still among the unwired and to easily and
quickly be able to find out at a glance who directed a certain feature, who distributed the picture, what the running time is and who played the lead, the cameraman's
name and all other credits on pictures produced last
year. To be able to ask yourself what pictures a certain
director made during the past two years and be able to
turn to a certain page and find the answer quickly, with
the same applicable to stars, writers, cameramen, etc.,
should be a service to you. 11,950 titles of pictures that
have been released. Original titles and the release title
and author's name. These are only a few of the highlights. There are more than 1,000 pages ; it is bound with
stiff leatherette covers, stamped in gold and weighs

Pathe Convention Pipes

^MEDEE

J. VAX BEUREN presented delegates to the convention with nice pocketbooks as a token
from hi~ shorts producing organization.
*
*
*

Jack S. Connolly, g. m. of Pathe
News, addressed the gang Tuesday
night and told about his interesting
experiences abroad.
*
*
*
Floyd Gibbons filled in a lot of enj gagements
during
*
*his *brief visit.
Johnnie McAloon, Western sales
manager, is sorry he brought golf
sticks instead of fishing rods... Incidentally, "Mac" is strong on the
drives, whether sales or merely golf.
He packs a wallop that delivers the
"green goods."*
*
*
Jack Corbett, Indianapolis manager, brought two new live wires of
his force, Elmer Donnelly and Abe
Kaufman, who got a big hand from
lie gang.
*
#
+
Lou El man, Milwaukee, said he
lives right near the place where a
b;g beer plant will be constructed.
Two salesmen asked to be switched
to Milwaukee.
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66 HEADLINE PLAYERS (Get this book todav'
t0
aa
y'
DO
OK
mi
S
RO
ST
ER
^1
ON WARNER-F.N.

vention came to a close yesterday.
on
He made the statement in announcas the convention
Beau
Brummel.
ing production plans to the sales
*
*
*
force and spoke upon the highlights
Al Gold of the Central Press of the schedule.
Announcement was made of signBureau has been hot-footing around
ing of Lil Dagover, continental
the boardwalk in picturizing Warner
actress, on a long-term contract. Her
and First National folks.
*
*
*
first will be "I Spy," directed by
William Dieterle, foreign director
Ray Cloude, now selling product just signed.
out Cincinnati way, is still a booster
Other stars and featured players
for Detroit, where
the Warner roster will be: Kay
*
* he *formerly was. on
Francis, William Powell, Marian
P. S. Krumenacker, G. R. Germain Marsh, John Barrymore, Joan Blonand R. H. Dunbar, all representa- dell, Robert Elliott, Warren William,
tives of the Smoky City, were fre- Ben Lyon, Reginald Owen, Winnie
quently in a huddle discussing local Lightner, George Arliss, Constance
problems.
Bennett. Doris Kenyon, H. B. War*
*
*
ner, James Cagney, Dolores Costello,
Tim Donahue, who helps Tom Frank Fay, Barbara Stanwyck, Anthony Bushell. Fvalyn Knapp, DudSpry dig up contracts in Boston, also
Digges, John Halliday, Donald
attracted plenty of attention with his Cook, ley Charles
Butterworth.
dashing display of haberdashery.
On the First National program
*
*
*
will appear: Richard Barthelmess,
Milt Mooney, who had a hearty Bebe Daniels, Edward G. Robinson,
handclasp and pat-on-the-back for Marilyn Miller, Joe E. Brown,
everybody, is also an exhibitor, in Dorothy Mackaill, Ona Munsoii,
Robert Allen, Joe Donahue, Polly
case you don't know.
Walters, Mae Madison, Allan Lane,
Gladys Ford, Dorothy Peterson,
David Manners, Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., Leon Janney. Walter Huston,
Loretta Young.
CHICAGO

DAILY

As previously reported each company will make 35 features. Ruth
Chatterton is not included in the
lineup, as printed in The Film Daily
on Tuesday.
New H-F Offices in Kansas City
Kansas City — Midwest divisional
offices of Hughes-Franklin have been
moved from Madrid to the Davidson
building here.
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Morty Levine at Hollywood
Morty Levine, formerly assistant
manager of the Xew York Strand
and before that at the Winter Garden, has been promoted to manager
of the Hollywood, which reopens
May 1 under a grind policy with
"Svengali,"
new
picture.
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WARNER BROS. WILL ENTER
RADIOBROADCASTING FIELD
(Continued

from

Page

inursaay,
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N. 2. TRAVEL SHORTS SERIES
BEING PREPARED HERE

N-E-W-S 0-F T-H-E D-A-Y

1)

Newark, N. J.— Weed-end receipts
West
Bend,
la. — The
Lions
club
of
$2,100 were stolen by three men
discussmeeting
at their last weekly
who held up the R.tz, managed by
ed ways and means of erecting a Louis Stein.
modern theater building here. Several projects are under consideration.
Detroit — No future plans have been
announced for the Regent, which was
Opelika, Ala. — The Rainbow has
by the Stebbins Theclosed for remodeling and improve- closed recently
atrical Enterprises.
ments. When it reopens under the
name of the Opelika, it will have a
Olin, la. — The Olin was damaged
(C on 1 1 mi id from Page 1 I
stage and approximately 600 seats.
by fire recently to the extent of $4,with the Mickey Mouse clubs, of Harry Wade
is new
manager.
000. The loss is covered by insurwhich there are about 600 in the
ance.
country with a goal of 2,000 to be
Brownsville,
Pa.
—
Fire
of
unknown
readied before the radio hour is
origin recently destroyed the Plaza,
Detroit — Double features are unstarted. 1 he required number of with loss estimated
at $80,000.
der consideration for the State, Pubclubs, averaging 1,500 juvenile memlix first-run. The circuit has been
bers each, or a total of 3,000,000 chilMilton, la. — Berl Harbridge of presenting dual bills in its neighdren, are expected to be under way
borhood houses here.
Keosauqua,
la., who owns the opera
within the next few months as a rehouse
here,
is
making
plans
to
reopen
Milt of the recent signing of all
and to install talking apHuron, O. — The Huron, which has
I'uhlix theaters in New England and his theater paratus.
He is assured guaranteed been taken over by W. A. Wynne,
the Warner houses in Pennsylvania
theater support from the merchants, has been renamed the Ritz. Wynne
to permit Mickey Mouse clubs. Ac- through a system of advertising
is connected with the Western Eleccording to Edward Vaughn, in charge
tric Co. as technical sound engineer.
of the club organization for Disney
He is improving the house.
an expansion of the club plan is now
Detroit
' — Freddie Dixon of the Counder way to take in theaters from
slides
Steubenville, O. — Papers have been
(oa^t to coast.
operative Booking Office is back
from his Florida vacation.
filed with the secretary of state
chartering the Dennison Theater
Charlie Klang Pinch Hitting
Charlie Klang, Philadelphia repreGarner, la. — G. R. Allen and son, Co. with a capital of $10,000. Incorporators are Lee Van Tilburg,
sentative for Van Beuren, is substi- G. T. Allen of this city, have purtuting for Harry Scott, general sales
chased the Garden in Guthrie Cen- can.
James Barkhurst and Eugene Dunmanager, at the home office while
ter, la., from George L. Schwenker.
Scott is attending the RKO Pathe
and RKO
conventions.
George Arliss being the first to
record. Entrance of Warners into
the broadcasting
field places
three
major film companies in this activity,
the other two being Paramount and
RKO.

"Mickey Mouse" To Get
NBC Radio Exploitation

A. L. (Whitey )
SCHAFER
Still Photographer

"Her Man"
"Beyond Victory"
"Big Money"
"Swing High"
"Painted Desert"
"Night Work"
"Pardon My Gun"
(Current

production)

No Musicals Indicated
On New
W.B.-F.N.
Lineup
(Continued
from
Page
1)

program, announced at the sales
meeting yesterday. Two series of
musicals, Broadway Brevities and
Melody Master, are planned among
the 150 Yitaphone shorts.

Australian Bank Closing
Involves No U. S. Funds
(Continued

from

Two Denver Exchangemen Married
Denver — J. R. Beale, manager
of
he Columbia exchange, and Barbara
Rigdon, were married at Greeley,
Colo. Don Connolly, salesman for
the same exchange, and Georgine
Fox, Casper, Wyo., were married at
Chadron, Neb.

Page

1)

making it difficult for them to meet
obligations. M-G-M, RKO and Paramount monies are deposited in commercial institutions in all cities in
the Antipodes.
Another

House

for

T.

L.

Brownell

Hicksville, O. — A five-year lease
on the Haber here has been signed
by T. L Brownell, who operates a
number of picture theaters in this
section of the state. He will take
possession June 15 and will make
extensive repairs including the inment.
stallation of modern sound equip-

WAIT

F. & M. Sign Jessel
Fanchon and Marco have signed
George Jessel for a tour of Fox
theaters, starting May 1, at the Fox
Brooklyn, followed by the Academy
of Music, Manhattan, and Crotona,
Bronx.

"Whoop-te-doo Kid"

R. K. O.-PATHE

A series of from six to twelve
travel short subjects taken in New
Zealand will soon be put on the market by Hershell Jones, New York
produce merchant, who is backing
the project. The film was shot by
Charles Wilson, New Zealand publisher, and contains scenes of the
Maoris and native life of New Zealand. The first six shorts have been
edited and will be synchronized next
week with
Edouarde being considered forCarl
the job.

"Cim" in Third Times Sq. Spot
RKO's "Cimarron," which played
a special two-a-day run at the Globe
and is now in its pop run at the Mayfair, will play its third stand in the
Times Square district when it opens
at the Hippodrome.
Saturday

K. C Orpheum Opens
Kansas City— R-K-O will reopen
the Orpheum tomorrow with a
straight talker policy. Taylor Myers,
now managing the Mainstreet, will
have charge of the house.
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550 Warner Houses Will Play Paramount 1 OOP. C.

STANDARD PRINT ELIMINATES CUEJHEETS
England Plans 120 Features (or 1931-32, Says Rowson
Reciprocal Arrangement
Urged Between U. S.
and Britain
Great Britain will produce 120 features during 1931-32, according to
Simon Rowson, managing director of
Ideal Films, Ltd., of London, who
was' a guest speaker at the A. M.
P. A. luncheon yesterday. "America
will send to Great Britain 350 feature films this coming season, and
under the quota we are required to
produce but 50. However, our production will be approximately 40 per

Spring Golf Frolic
You can polish up those old clubs, for it won't be long now.
Film Golf Tournament Committee for 19th pow-wow conducted
by The Film Daily already in huddle. The time: First week in
June.
The place: somewhere
in Westchester.
More later.

Wm. Fox's Merger Plans Revealed
In Hearing of Loew Stock Suit

An important point in the suit of
Edward M. Stanton against Nicholas
(Continued
on Page 4)
M. Schenck and others, in connection with the sale of the Loew stock
control to Fox, was brought out at
yesterday's hearing in the Supreme
Court when the plaintiff attorneys,
House, Holthusen & McCloskey, introduced aletter written by William
Fox on April 13, 1929, to the comLondon — British National Film m.ttee on stock listings of the New
Corp., which recently was reported York Stock Exchange. In this communication Mr. Fox, who had reto have concluded negotiations in
cently obtained the controlling inGermany, France and Belgium for
terest in Loew,
sought
permission
the international screening of national advertising films, announces
that it now holds agreements enabling it to show ad pictures in approximately 6.000 theaters. The company states it has entree to 2,000
houses in France, 900 in Germany,

6,000 FOREIGN THEATERS
SIGNED FOR SCREEN ADS

(Continued

on Pane

4)

Canada Using Screen
For Dry Propaganda
Toronto — Use of the screen for
temperance propaganda is about to
start in Ontario schools, the Ontario
Temperance Ass'n having, obtained
the necessary permission from the
Government department of education. The pictures will be outdoor
subjects presenting "practical and
scientific temperance facts" and
showing indirectly the advantages of
abstinence and the horrors of the
drink evil.

Modern Film Miracle
Claude Ezell, Max Milder
and Joe Hummel, all Warnerites, arrive at their respective
offices regularly
at 7.30 A.M.

for the listing of about 1,400,000 additional shares of Fox Film stock,
which was to be used in exchange
for the shares of Loew and Fox
Theaters. These merger plans subsequently fell through.
Bringing out of the fact that a
merger of these companies was definitely planned by Mr. Fox greatly
strengthens Stanton's case, according to his attorneys.
Nicholas M. Schenck again was
on the stand yesterday, with most
of the time being taken up by the
introduction
of exhibits.

Discontinuance
of Sound
Projection Guide Will
Mean Big Saving
West

Coast

Bureau,

(Continued

FILM

DAILY

on Page

4)

PUBLIX SHEA CIRCUIT
BOOKS WB-FN PRODUCT
Buffalo — Under the ParamountWarner Bros, peace just effected,
Warner is reported to have sold its
and First National product 100 per
cent to the Publix-Shea circuit of
seven houses.
The theaters involved
(Continued

Comerf ord To Take Over 20 Houses
If Percentage Deal Goes Through

THE

Hollywood — As a result of the establishment of the standard release
print, cue sheets for the projection
of sound picture? may now be eliminated, it is announced by the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences.
Studios and exchanges have been
notified that it is safe to discontinue
the distribution of the cue sheets with

on Page

4)

$26,500,000 Plans Filed
For Radio City Project

Plans involving $26,500,000 for construction of four buildings in the
Radio Center project on Fifth Ave.
were filed yesterday with the Bureau
eration in the plan are now dark. of Buildings in Manhattan. EliminaScranton — Deal through which the
tion of the 14-story oval building is
M. E. Comerford interests will take One phase of the project involves installation of Western Electric repro- the only major departure from the
over operation of 20 independent
ducing equipment. Both Comerford original plans. A 60-story office and
houses in western Pennsylvania is and Erpi would be compensated un- studio structure to cost $15,000,000.
-till hanging fire, it is understood.
der a percentage - of - the - receipts a 30-storv office building and theater
agreement.
involving" $7,000,000, and a two-story
Many of the theaters under considtheater cluded costing
$3,000,000 are inin the plans.

Para. Product 100 Per Cent
For 550 Warner Theaters
Not Enough Kid Films,
College Survey Shows

Approximately 550 Warner Bros,
houses throughout the country are

Charlotte, N. C. — Only a small embraced in the deal whereby Parapart of the films regularly shown in
mount 1931-32 product is played.
theaters arc suitable for children The transaction, just completed,
under age, says Dr. Duane Mc- books the new Paramount program
Cracken of Guilford College after a
three-month
survey by a committee. 100 per cent.

Keeping Tab

Rochester — Local newspapers
are understood to have instructed their reviewers to keep
a sharp eye for advertising
films shown in local theaters.
The info will go to the managing editors so they may formulate their editorial policy in
connection with houses going
after advertising revenue.
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Beaded Corp. Perfects
Two New Sound Screens
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"Warner Bros, and First National
sound screens, designed primarily to meet the demand for more Will make no public or trade announcement of their product until
light on the screen, have been per- May 3 at the close of their Western
fected by the Beaded Screen Corp.
One, known as the Chromolite, is a business meeting at the St. Francis
white, porous, diffusive screen with a Hotel, San Francisco," said Sam E.
reflective value of over 90 per cent, Morris yesterday. "Although a trade
perfect permeability to sound, with- publication made an effort to guess
out unsightly perforations, and with at the product we will offer exhibitors for the new year, we wish to say
the ability to render all color values
projected through color films, the that its statement is incorrect and
company states. The other, Silver- that the only authentic information
to combine the best qual- regarding our plans will be issued
tite, isitiessaid
of the silver and gold fibre
screens of the past, improved and after our Western conference closes."
brought up to date. An agreeable Nine More Roadshows
half-tone effect is another characteristic of these screens, according to
the manufacturer, and provision has
le"w
"Dirigib
for9 more
roadsho
has set
Columbia Set
been made for the absorption of the
harmful ultra-violet rays which are engagements for "Dirigible." Under
supervision of Wayne Pierson the
present in the arc sources.
following dates have been fixed: May
3, Shubert Opera House, Detroit;
Five Foreign Versions
Tech, BufMay 4, Pitts, Pittsburgh;Chestnu
t St.,
falo; Majestic, Boston;
For Movietone Travelogs
Erlanlphia;
Foreign versions for five countries Opera House, Philade
; May
are planned for the entire series of ger,
Shubert,s
17, Shubert'
May 10,
St. Louis;
Rialto,Atlanta
Kansas City; May 31, Davidson,
52
Carpet
Movietone"
short"Magic
subjects
being ofmade
by the Milwaukee.
Truman Talley organization for distribution by Fox next season. The
subjects, which are in natural sound England Seeks To Push
and synchronized musical backBritish Films in Colonies
ground, will have titles in the five
London — Introduction of British
foreign languages.
films into the British colonies and
protectorates has been requested by
Churches Opposing
the Colonial Office in a communication to the Federation of British InOhio Sunday Shows
dustries. A scheme to this end is to
Columbus — Opposition to the Sun- be drawn up. Cultural films will receive major consideration, but all
day show bill, which has passed both
branches of the Legislature and now types of pictures are to be included.
awaits the Governor's signature, has
developed from the ministerial ranks Wynant Hubbard on New Expedition
Wynant D. Hubbard, leader of the
and a few other sources. The Governor must act by the end of next two-year expedition to Rhodesia and
week, and while he is believed to Portugese East Africa which resulted
favor the measure the M.P.T.O. of
in the material used in Vitaphone's
Ohio nevertheless is continuing its "Adventures in Africa" series, leaves
efforts
to see that the bill gets the May 2 on another African expedition.
final okay.
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Strand Opening at 9 A.M.
Starting today the New York
Strand,film,
playing
Enemy.'
gang
will "The
open Public
at 9 A.M.
and
present about 10 shows a day.

Universal Signs Tennis Star

West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Vincent Richards,
noted tennis star, has been signed
by Stanley Bergerman, head of Universal short subject production, for
two subjects in which he will demonstrate the fine points of the game.

Roxy's Final Dollar Concert
Last of the Roxy dollar symphony concerts will be given Sunday
"' ■ — *^-^— •*-! morning under the direction of Erno
»*♦.**.*♦.**.♦*.*♦>«.♦*.♦*.*♦.**>*.•♦>♦.*♦.*•.*♦.*♦.♦♦.*♦.*♦.*♦,*♦.**.• Ranee. The final performance is the
••*
*v 14th in the series.
M
M
ii

THE DATE
INDUSTRY'S
ECCr\

Two

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

it

Long Island City j'|
154 Crescent St. ft
STillwell 4-7940 «

t'

I Eastman Films!$
s
||
J. E. Brulatour, Inc. \i
g
#
g
m
«
«

*
$
S

B
Chicago
Hollywood
« 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica K
« CALumet 3692
Blvd.
S
ft
HOLlywood 4121 g

Paramount western sales convention, Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
State Convention of Indiana Indorse™ of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis.
Apr. 25 : Laemmle Anniversary Dinner Dane*
of Universal Club, Hotel Edison,
New York.
April 26:

N.V.A.

Pageant of Stars (National Variety Artists benefit).
Metropolitan
Opera House, New
York.

Apr. 26:27: M-G-M annual sales convention, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
April 27-May
Fox Film
convention.
Home1 : office,
New sales
York.
Apr. 29-Mayconvention.
1 : WarnerHotel
Bros.St.Western
Francis, sales
Saa
Francisco,
ay 12-14 Annual convention of the Rocky
Mountain M. P. T. O. A., Brown
Palace Hotel, Denver.
May 18-22: International Exhibitors' Congress, Rome.
May 25-29 : Spring
meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.
May 26-27: Annual convention of the M.P.
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri,
and St. Joseph, Mo.

George Goodale in Atlanta
Charlotte, N. C. — George G.
Goodale, assistant manager and
booker for the A. C. Bromberg attractions, has been transferred to the
Birmingham branch. D. O. Graham,
who has been occupying a like position in Birmingham, will take the
position formerly occupied here by
Goodale.
Midwest Distributors Buys House
Kansas City — Midwest Film Distributors has purchased the Calvin
at Washington, Mo. The house will
be closed about a month for $30,000
worth of remodeling and installing
of new equipment, according to C. A.
Schultz, head of the company.

McWhorter Joins Pathe
Charlotte, N. C— J. A. McWhorter.
S. H. Cain Becomes Exhib
Denver — S. H. Cain, manager
of formerly of Universal, has accepted
he Tiffany branch until it was taken a new position with Pathe.
3ver by Educational, has leased the
Jritchen in Pueblo from Mrs. Sofia
Critchen.

COMING

Publix Stage Shows Stay in Dallas
Dalas — Publix has cancelled its intentions of discontinuing stage shows
at the Palace here. M. K. Moore,
manager of the house, protested
against the plan.

Studio
and
Location
Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Ratea

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation
723-7TH

AVE., N. V.

BRYANT

9-6067

& GOING

W. R. SHEEHAN is due in New York
from the Coast Monday.
FRANK FAY is returning to the coast
this week-end.
ROWLAND BROWN arrived from abroad
yesterday on the He de France.

Binghamton House for Comerford
Binghamton, N. Y. — Comerford
circuit has added the Cameo to its
:.:
group of local houses.

"Born to Love" Day-and-Dates
Yukon, Pa., House Burned
"Born to Love," RKO Pathe picture starring Constance Bennett, has
Yukon, Pa. — Fire starting in the.
Lyric destroyed an entire business
been booked for day-and-date show- block
here yesterday.
ing in 35 R-K-O circuit houses the
week of May 2, to be followed by
later runs in the remainder of the
circuit.
New Salesmen in Denver
Denver — Jack Anderson of Seattle
has joined Universal as salesman, and
Carl Stein of Los Angeles has been
added to the RKO staff.

Today:

GEVAERT
"SAFETY"
RAWSTOCK
16 & 35 MM
B & W and Colors
UNIFORM— BRILLIANT
FINE
GRAIN— DURABLE
The Gevaert
of
America,Company
Inc.

*.♦ 423 W. 55th St.
413-21 No. State St.
|.J N. Y. C.
Chicago
♦*♦ Originators of the Tinted Base M. P.
8
Film

■
*}
:.j

HELD
OVER

#

AT THE GLOBE, N. Y
FOR A 2nd WEEK!
After Doing a Bigger
Business the First 4 Days
Than the Average Picture Does in a Week!

LEW AYRES
IN

//

IRON MAN
Directed by TOD
Dracula.

From

W. R. BURNETT,

BROWNING,
the

prize-winning

//

who made
novel

author of "Little Caesar."

Presented by CARL LAEMMLE. With ROBERT ARMSTRONG,
HARLOW. Produced by CARL LAEMMLE, Jr.

by
JEAN

Nothing succeeds like a UNIVERSAL

picture!

THE
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FLORENCE
ENRIGHT, stage
actress signed by Paramount, will
George
Ari£"-orican importation," said make her screen debut in "Women
' 'kV)\\ son also argued that a recipro- Love Once," talker version of the
cal arrangement of distribution should
Akins play, "Daddy's Gone Abe made between the two countries. Zoe
I hinting," which Edward
Goodman
America should guarantee British i> directing. *
*
*
pictures a certain distribution, and in
Virginia Brooks, Rita Flynn and
I urn Great Britain should assure
American pictures a like sale," Row- Phyllis Crane have completed "The
son declared. "A better understand- Lure of Hollywood," their third
ing of British needs in films will help comedy for Educational glorifying
distribution of American films. Amer- the extras. William Goodrich
directed.
ican dialects, vernaculars and atmos*
*
*
phere, not clear to British audiences,
X. Brewster Morse, screen writer,
should not be forced upon them."
Rowson, who is in this country to has received a wire from his New
arrange bookings of American fea- York agent that Dwight Deere
tures for Ideal, was introduced by Wiman has bought a blackout comedy sketch, written by Morse, for
Eddie Klein.
i^e in the "Third Little Show."
It
is entitled "Merrv
Depression."
Publix-Shea Circuit
*
"* *

Books WB-FN

Product

(.Continued from Page 1)

Glimpses at the opening of "Seed" at the
Carthay
Circle:
Carl
Laemmle.
Jr., all
smiles; an innovation — the scenarist. Gladys
T.ehman.
being introduced
from the stage;
M. C. Levee, Henry Henigson. Raoul Walsh.
H. M. Gumbin, Walter Huston. Francis
Edwards
Faragoh.
Ralph
Farnum.
A. A.
Kline. Charles Bever, Manny
Wolfe, Erwin
Gelsey,
Howard
Strickling.
Hubert
Voight.
Bobby
Jones.
Samson
Raphaelson
in the
audience.

in the deal, which is the first of a
series now being set between sales
executives of the two companies,
are the Bailey, North Park, Kensington, Elwood, Roosevelt and
Seneca, in Buffalo, and the Shea in
*
*
*
North Tonawanda. Max Milder,
eastern sales manager for WarnerWallace
Beery has signed a new
First National, is understood to have contract with M-G-M.
closed the deal.
*
*
*
Mary Pickford and Mr. and Mrs.
Dreyfus Film Passed With Cuts
Selmer Chalif sail May 13 for
London — After making numerous Europe. William Haines has postruts in it, the French Embassy has
poned his trip
* abroad.
*
*
l .proved the B. I. P. talker. "The
Thelma
Todd,
Tom
Kennedy,
Dreyfus Affair," dealing with Captain
Dreyfus, who was convicted of William B. Davidson and Rockliffe
espionage.
Fellowes have been added bv Paramount to the Marx Brothers pic2 British Talkers Banned
ture, "Monkey
* Business."
*
*
Sydney — Two British talkers.
Fox assignments: Robert Burns,
"Cape Forlorn" and "The Woman
Between," have been banned bv the Henry Sedley, Louis Natheau, Robcensor here. An appeal is planned
ert Montgomery and Earle Fox, for
by the importers.
"Transatlantic?'; C. Henry Gordon,
Mariorie White, Robert Homas,
Dwight Frye and Richard Tucker,
N. C. Houses Change Hands
Charlotte, N. C. — Recent theater for "The Black Camel": John
transfers in this area include: the Arledge. for "Daddy Long Legs."
Lyric, Honea Path, S. C. from Fox also has signed Jesse De
Messrs Aubrey Brown and Robert- Vorska, Jewish
* comedian.
*
*
son to J. W. Henderson, and WonGarnett
Weston
has
been added
derland Durham, N. C, from George
W. Logan to the Bijou Amusement to Columbia's* writing
staff.
*
»
Co. operated out of Nashville, Tenn.
Title of
"The starring
Co-Respondent."
Warner
vehicle
William
Powell, has been changed to "The
Other Man." Marian Marsh and
■M'son Skipworth are prominent in
♦he supporting cast. Alfred E. Green
IN
will direct.
*
*
*
SINE
IK MWNlsUU
Anthony Bushel! has been given
01 HIMIXW
the romantic juvenile lead in Firsr
National' & "Five
*
* Star * Final."
Charles Swickard
Productions
to
Maude Fulton, veteran screen
star House Peters.
-vritpr. is now working on "Safe
*
*
*
■- Hell." which
he made bv
Censorship killed in 30 states since W Tiier Rrns. Shewill
also worked on
Jan. 1.
*
*
*
'The Maltese Falcon" and "The
Command
Perform
*
*ance."*
Forward
Film
Distributors
may
have own exchanges.
Among the signs at the Wamnn.
Writers "Roast" were the followine:
"Preview— A sidewalk conference of

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

FLASHES
WILK

'yes men'"; "Friendship is one thing
you cannot afford to give your
neighbors, if they are not working,
too"; "Friendship begins with your
contract and *ends *
with *your option."
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CUE SHEETS ELIMINATED
BY STANDARD
T
(Continued from

Page

1)

prints. Spaces left for this purpose
in the standard print will be used
by studios for any special information or statement of fader settings
which projectionists should have to
run the show.
Abandonment of the cue sheets will
mean an annual saving of thousands
of dollars to all the companies which
have been sending them out with
prints since the introduction of
sound.

Motion picture rights to the "Uncle
Remus" stories arc now being
offered to producers by Walter
Herzbrun, who represents Mrs. Joel
Chandler Harris, widow of the
author. Before talkers started, Mrs.
Harris refused to allow the stories
to be filmed in silent form.
*
*
*
After a lapse of four years, Leo
Tover is again photographing a
Herbert Brenon production. Tover
6,000 Foreign Theaters
handled the camera on "The Great
Signed for Screen Ads
Gatsby," "The Telephone Girl" and
"God Gave Me Twenty Cents,"
(Continued from Page 1)
which Brenon directed at the Para- and some in Belgium, India, Ceylon
mount Long Island studio. Tover and other places.
British Publicity Talking Films reis now photographing "The Next
cently made an ad picture for the
Corner,"
which
is
being
made
at
Radio Pictures.
New Health Society that was shown
*
*
*
in more than 100 British houses.
Tyler Brooke is playing an important role in "Whoop-te-do,"
New Publix Division Manager
which is being produced at RKODes Moines, la. — Barry Burke, who
Pathe. He played in "Monte Carlo,"
"The Divorcee," "Playboy of Paris," has been handling southwest territory for Publix with headquarters in
"Madame
Satan"
and
numerous
Dallas, has taken over his duties as
other pictures.
*
*
*
new division manager here for Pubfeld.
lix, succeeding the late Nate FrudenThrough Charles Beyer, Mitchell
Lewis has been signed for a leading
role in "The Son of the Rajah," at
M-G-M. Beyer also placed Baclanova
in "The Great Lover," at M-G-M,
and Florence Roberts in "Over the
Hill," at Fox.
»
»
*
Through Lichtig & Englander,
Frankie Darro has been signed by
Mascot Productions for a serial to
be made by Nat Levine.
Production
starts about Mav 15.
*
*
*
Beryl Mercer recently completed
orominent roles in "Always Goodbye" for Fox, and "The
Miracle
Woman" for Columbia.
*
*
*
Aline MacMahon is making her
Producers
screen debut in "Five Star Final,"
Directors
which Mervyn LeRoy is directing at
First National. Miss MacMahon
Players
came to the Coast to play the femiExhibitors
nine lead in the Los Angeles production of "Once
Theatre Operators
*
*in a Lifetime."
*
Cameramen
Warren William, who made his
debut on the talking screen by plavProjectionists
ing opposite Dolores Costello in
"Expensive Women" for Warner
Play Brokers
Bros., will play opposite Bebe DanAnd all
iels in "The Honor
Those
*
* of the
* Family."
Production has started on Columbia's "The Good Bad Girl." Mae
Clarke plays the featured feminine
part, with Robert Ellis and Edmund
Breese prominent in the support. R.
William Neill is directing.
*
*
*
Title of Columbia's "The Sky Pa'"abanne.
Vo/." has been changed to "The Sky
Raiders." It features Lloyd Hughes
'ind Marceline Day in the leadinq
roles, under the direction of Christy

In any way

Interested in
Motion Pictures
Use the
FILM DAILY
YEAR
BOOK
Each Day.
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Timely Topics
A Digest of
Current Opinion

— ©—
Film Treasure
Guarded In Vaults
CEVEN

steel and cement-concrete vaults, fireproof, earthquake proof, burglar proof and
proof against any other calamity
or act of God, hold one of Hollywood's greatest celluloid treasures, "irreplaceable and beyond
value. The seven vaults, side by
side and joined together by walls
of solid stone, sit in an area of
open ground near the center of
the Paramount studios. In them
are stored not only prints and
master negatives of all Paramount pictures of the past and
present — some 700 in number —
but they also hold what is admitted to be the most comprehensive film library in existence.
This library consists of thousands
of feet of film upon which is the
photographic record of practically all countries, all peoples, and
all human activity in the world.
Each foot of this film is indexed.
Tom Middleton, young librarian
in charge, can produce on short
notice any one of these many
thousands of subjects. This film
is the result of the untiring energy of Paramount cameramen
scattered around the globe. Stock
shots of the streets of Paris,
Bombay, Buenos Aires, Casa
Blanca, Wellington, London,
Sitka, Riga, or New Orleans, are
staples in the stock. Jai Alai
games in Havana, bull fights in
Seville, wolf hunts in Siberia,
cock fights in Java are there as
they may be needed. There are
pictorial records of volcanic
eruptions, earthquakes, floods,
tornadoes, monsoons and howling blizzards from the four corners of the earth. Each bit of
action, each natural or man
made drama is authentic, filmed
right on the spot.

— Syracuse "Herald"

Approximately 200,000 miles
of film is used annually.
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EXPLOITETI
A Clearing House
Tabloid Exploitation
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WHAT A BET the film biz is passing up on King
Prajadhipok of Siam, now in our midst
the greatest
Royal Rooter for films still perched on a throne
we have
the evidence in black and white before us
written on the
Kink's
exclusive
stationery
giving all his titles
which translated from Siamese in our free and easy style discloses him as
Supreme Arbiter of the Ebb and Flow of
the Tides
Half Brother of the Sun
Possessor of
the Four and Twenty Golden Umbrellas
and doggone it,
when he stepped from the train at White Plains, it was rainin',
and all the golden umbrellas were locked in the baggage
and the Kink got his royal carcass all wet
which only
goes to prove that one $1 umbrella in the hand is better than
20 golden ones in the baggage car
so the Kink is learning as he tarries in our midst
and what a shock he's gonna
get when he visits a nite club and pays a cover charge
and they won't allow him to take the cover home after he's paid
for it
but what we started out to say is that Kink Prajey's most significant title is
Supreme Arbiter, Dictator
and Censor of the Most August Hollywood Films Whose Brilliance, Beauty and Blah Dazzles the Consciousness of the Lineal
Descendant of Gautama Buddha and His 11,500,000 Worshipful
Subjects
not only the Supreme
Censor
the Kink
is the ONLY Censor in Siam
*
%
*
&
• • •
AND DID the film industry do this Supreme Censor
honor?
nope
does the film industry
realize that
this royal censor is a rabid rooter for Hollywood pix?
nope
do the film execs realize that this Absolute Monarch
of life and death over 11 million people and 11 million reels of
Hollywood product is the Alost Liberal and Broad Minded censor in the entire world?
nope
wotta chance
to
ballyhoo him as such!
here is a royal censor with ABSOLUTE power over films
to kill 'em
emasculate
'em
to do worse than even the Pennsylvania censors do
if he wanted to
yet he is liberal
tolerant
just and broadminded
toward
ALL
Hollywood
product
what a chance to show up our local brand of censors!
and has the film biz jumped at this marvelous Opportunity? say, a lotta film execs never even heard of Siam
till they read about the Kink's arrival in the newspapers
their Pal
their World
Champion
and thev're just
learning
have proves
a Royal how
Champ
read this that theywhich
well rooting
posted for
the 'em
film asbiztheyis
on some things that Really Matter

• • •
SO
FOLLOW
the lowdown
right from
the Royal
letterhead as we translate it to you from the Siamese
oh, yes, we belong to the Most Glorious Order of Whah Tah
Nah Siam
if you repeat this Order out loud
slowly
you'll get it
so you're one of us, eh?
now we can proceed as brother members of the Order
the Kink in this letter to Leon Britton in reference to Leon's
recent roadshowing of several American pix throughout the kingdom
gives his candid impressions
to wit
he sez that some of the pix shown to him in private audience
at his palace at Hua Hin would make a poor showing without
sound
he thinks
music helps
'em
* real *
*
* tremendously
• • •
THE ROYAL
critic and friend of films goes into a
scientific analysis of sounds on the screen
it's marvelous
men's voices are better than women's
producers
are too intent on having every sound heard
every sound
should "say something"
American producers do not handle Royalties very well
love scenes should have the voices
modulated, for Love is Soft
and the Kink finished with
expressions of co-operation for American pix
the Supreme
Censor ballyhooing us
and they didn't give him a tumble!

«

«

€<

»

»

»

Complete Campaign
On "Front Page"
'JTE-UPner," itswith
Nashville
"Banboy carriers
marching
from the newspaper office to the
theater carrying streamer banners with theater copy, the boys
being guests of the theater;
newspaper gave front page display to the stunt on three days
and on inside newspaper on Sunday. . . . The
"Banner" also ran
a "Swap"
classified
ad. contest
tying up with Loew's Vendome
theater and "The Front Page."
. . . Broadcasting WLAC advance and current. . . . Special
street car cards. . . . Hat store
window display featuring male
characters in "The Front Page"
headlined "Personality in Hats,"
illustrated with star stills of
"Front Page" male characters
wearing hats. . . . Newspaper cooperative ad. page with the background representing the newspaper's own front page.
— Vendome, Nashville, Tenn.

Seven-Day Plug
On Radio Tieup
J^DDIE
FURNI, manager
of
the Paramount,
St. Paul,
Minn., included radio broadcasts
in the campaign he used to exploit "New Moon." Furni arranged with radio station KSTP,
whereby every morning for seven
days, they played a record of
"Lover Come Back to Me," the
were also
made Anof
song hit from nouncements
"New
Moon.''
the theater and playdate and the
fact that two famous singers
were being co-starred in the production, namely Lawrence Tibbett and Grace Moore.
— Paramount, St. Paul

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and congratulations
are extended by
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays :

April 24

Melville Baker
Marceline
S. Edwin Day
Graham
Frances
Sydney

C.

Richardson

Singerman
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CONNECTICUT
Changes in Ownership

ALABAMA
Changes in Ownership

Centervillc Franc.-, sold to J. \V. Oakley
bj |a< i J'.iulW.

Closings

Birmingham
Monroeville-

Fairfield;

Fairfield

Cameo;
Strand

ARKANSAS
Changes in Ownership
W.

Dickinson

Closings
Beebe— Pioneer ;
Royal;
Arkadelphia
Rex.
Queen ; Starkville
Village

Lake

Re- Openings
Glendale;
Glenwoodtor Palace.

Huttig

Closings

FLORIDA
Changes in Ownership

Sommerton.

Victory -Rogers, sold to Glen
bj C. A. Marshall.

Guilford— Guilford, sold to United Theater
Corp. by Leo Shapiro; Hartford — Crown,
sold to A. DeLorenzo by C. B. Thompson;
sold to United TheArts, Domden.
Westport
by Geo.
aters —Corp. Fine
Bridgeport — Astor.

ARIZONA
Closings
Sommerton

Reported by Film Boards of Trade

Changes

Theater

Princess;

Rec-

CALIFORNIA
Changes in Ownership

Alameda— Lincoln, sold to A. R. Matthews
by Joe Prescio; Arcadia— Arcadia, sold to
; Colma
fanet Molbom by R. L. McConnell
-New Colma. sold to John (.omes b)
lacob Schlussel ; Chico — Broadway, sold to
"(. N. Toccliini ; Irvington — Leal, sold to
Leal ; Long Beach—
John Comes by F. A. Brasky
by E. Allen
Redondo, sold to M.
sold to Gus
Arcade,
Smith; Los Anf-e'es
Metzger by Gore Bros.; Arlington, sold
10 Zaruba, Micks and Xenerberg by Leo
Zaruba; Avalon, sold to A. Willis by M.
Hoffman; Belvedere Strand, sold to Paul
Swickard by Lowe-Le Grande Co. ; Gem,
sold to Neuerberg, Hicks & Zaruba by
Paul Neuerberg ; Nadeau, sold to Gladys
Brown bv Gust Pappas ; Riverside, sold
to R. B. Stevens by C. J. Chandler; Pomona—Belvedere, sold to Hughes-Franklin
— ImCircuit by Don Knapp ; San Diego
perial, sold to Edward Zabel by V. Russo ;
San Francisco— Hays, sold to J. J. Cluxton
by R. A. Waschau ; Lux, sold to A.
Peters by N. H. Basin; Parkview, sold to
McCreggor by Phil Zenovich ; Santa Paula
— Lyric, sold to J. L. Asher by S. D.
Brown ; Stockton — Royal, sold to John
Gomes by T. Miwa & S. Hattori ; Suisun-Arlington, sold to B. C. Wilson by V.
Watts — Largo, sold to HughesNaggiar;
Franklin Circuit by Robbins
& Berman.

Closings

Brooksville-- Victory, sold to C. M. Biggers
M. Whaley ; Lakeland — Strand,
by
sold Edw.
to John Cunningham by James M.
Raulerson ; Manatee — Manatee,
sold to J.
C. lierkstrcsser by I). J. Willig : Fort
Meade -Majestic, sold to L. V. Goodbread
I.n 11. Sanford Mayhall.

Closings

■— Pompano.
Carrabelle
— Booth ; Millville — Alco ; Pompano

Mackay
Priest

IDAHO
Changes in Ownership
-American,
sold to Steve Murgic.
Closings
River — Cozy ; Stites — Stites.

ILLINOIS
Changes in Ownership

Fairfield — Pershing, Rex, sold to Pittner &
Barnes by R. C. Cluster Thea. ; New Athens
— Community, sold to H. L. Klingenfus
by Sauerwein, Smatlik & Chrisman ; Newton— Star, sold to F. A. Warford by Home
Thea. Circuit ; Oblong — Home, sold to T.
J. Price by Home
Theater
Circuit.

Closings

Chicago — Center ; Clifton — Rialto ;
— Crescent ; Ipava — Garden ; New
Central O. H. ; Prairie Du Rocher
ville.
Stewardson — Liberty ; Wjlsonville

Hamburg
Athens —
— Strand ;
— Wilson-

Re-Opening
Joppa — Golden

Rod.

INDIANA
Changes in Ownership

Albion — Mystic, sold to John Singleton by
Mrs. Sinderson ; Delphi — State, sold to R.
E. Stultz by Georg' Kendall ; Veedersburg
— Tokio. sold to Whistler by Vance &
Clair; Whiting— Capitol, sold to A. J. Obreshk by A. S. Frank.

Closings

Anderson — Fawn; Lapel — Strand; Morristown — Liberty ; West Terre Haute — National ; Remington — Lyric.

Re-Openings

Carlisle — Lyric ;

Ft.

New

Wayne — Allen.

Theater

& B. sold to lialyeat &• Brooks by L. O.
Nickels; Delphos — Auditorium, sold to Eli
Mullinox by Maude Broune ; Florence —
Mayflower, sold to H. F. Strowig by H.
C. Musgrave ; Independence — Best, sold to
E. Van Hyning by Viola G. Butler;
Luray — Hickman, sold to Earl E. Sarver
by W. T. Girardot ; Oneida — Community,
sold to Potts & McCarthy by Patti Mercantile Oxford—
;
Strand, sold to L. H. Lucas by Wm. J. Clements; Troy — Leland,
merman.
sold to Nixon & Groh by Hagen & Zim-

Closings

IOWA
Changes in Ownership

Arroyo Grande — Mission; Brawley — Azteca ;
La Habra- -La Habra; San Francisco- Alta — Legion, sold to L. W. Splichel by T.
D. Everts ; Atlantic — Iowa, Strand, sold to
Union Square.
Finkelstein Thea., Inc., by O. C. JohnNew Theaters
son ; Clarinda — Rialto, Armory, Swan, sold
to Herman Fields by Lannon & Bleuchal ;
Los Angeles — Fox Stadium, Fox-West Coast
Danbury — Opera House, sold to M. J.
Theaters, owners; Martinez — Avalon. J. N.
Nathan by E. H. Keller : Graettinger —
Tochinii o w n er : San Pedro — Warner
Hawkeye,
sold to L. W. Meade by A. J.
Bros., Warner Bros, owners; Vallejo —
Johnson ; Grundy
Center — Rialto. sold to
Balmar,
Phil
Frease
&
Louis
Trager,
E. P. Smith by W. R. Smock; Little
Rock — Gem, sold to Albert Christians d>.
A. H. Miller; Ogden — Iowa, sold to F.
Change in Name
F. Kellum by W. C. Treloar ; Primghar—
La Habra — Garden, changed to La Habra;
Princess, sold to H Von Boxtell by M. J.
Los Angeles — Rimpau, changed to The
Nathan ; Schleswig — Palace, sold to H. T.
Metro ; San Diego — Victory, changed to
Hollander by Emil Kuhl ; Toledo — WhitImperial ; Santa Paula — Mission, changed
ing, sold to Frank Green ; Tripoli — Opera
to Lyric ; Weott — Willett, changed to Weott.
House, sold to C. J. Kimball by M. W.
Bennett.

COLORADO
Changes in Ownership

Berthoud — Moon, sold to R. D. Taylor byMrs. J. Brinkley ; Brush — Emerson, sold
to John Anderson by Leta Henderson ;
Denver — Annex, sold to Lawrence Cohen
by Williams & Archer ; Idaho Springs —
Mines, sold to Lind & Weisbaum by Idaho
Springs Opera
House
Ass'n.

Closings

Central City— B. P. O. E. ; Crook— High
School Thea. ; Longmont — American ;
Sugar City — Rialto.
Trinidad — Isis.

Re-Openings

Closings

Arnolds Park — Uptown ; Dickens — Rivoli ;
Eldon — New ; Elkhorn — New ; Glidden —
Princess ; Kanawha — Star ; Lake Park —
Grand; Lansing — Princess; Moneta — Movie ; Mondamin — Opera House ; Peterson —
Opera House ; Randolph — Sells ; Sandborn
— Princess : Stanton — Community ; Terrill
— Rialto ; West
Bend — Orpheum.

Re-Openings

Danbury — Opera

House;

Washta — Iowa-.

KANSAS
Changes in Ownership

Cimarron — Morris, sold to A. C. Wooten
by F. D. Morris ; Clay Center — Lincoln,
sold to Mcintosh
& Harrel ; Colony — B.

Adrian — Princess ; Bovey — Star ; Dassel —
Lakeland ; Lamberton — Star ; Little Falls
— State ; Radio.
St. Re-Opening
Joseph — School ; St. Paul —
Tuxedo,
Franklin — Unique ; Staples — Grand.
Pipestone — AIo. Jerry Hines, owner.

New

Re-Openings

Havensville Photoplay; Nortonville — Crty
Hall: Waterville- -Isis.

Change in Name
KENTUCKY
Changes in Ownership
Bowling Green -American, sold to Chas. E.
McGary by W. S. Conway ; Warner Bros,
have taken over the following theaters from
Principal Thea. Corp.: Danville — Kentucky;
Fulton — Grand, Orpheum ; Henderson —
Grand, Kentucky ; Mayfield — Dixie, Princes*,
Princeton, Savoy; Owensboro — Bleich, Empress ;Lawrenceburg — Lyric, sold to Harmony Amuse. Ent. by Thos. Peck ; Newport— Hippodrome, Temple, sold to Frankel
Amuse. Co. by Brown & Praeger ; 01rv»
Hill— Dixie, sold to E. H. Thomas by
Peoples Bank. Closings

Theater

MISSISSIPPI
Changes in Ownership

Oxford — Palace ; Spearville — DeLuxe.

Natchez — Hamilton, sold to J. W. Meyers;
Yazoo — Yazoo, sold to Vic Maurin.

Closings

Calhoun — Bluebird;
Blue Mountain — Nu.
Re-Opening
Calhoun

City — Bluebird.

MISSOURI
Changes in Ownership

Center — Community, sold to Smith-Goug*.
Brothers- Young ; Chaffee — Empress, sold to
J. E. Whitten by Pullman Thea. Co. ;
Hale — Trio, sold to Lyons & Cox by Fay
H. Barr ; Independence — Majestic, sold to
J. J. Griffith by H. A. Stone ; Kansas City
— Benton, sold to Hughes-Franklin by r ■.■>..
Midland ; Keytesville — American, sold" to
Owen & Hughes by Elliott & Crow ; Macon— Valencia, sold to Dickinson Thea..
Bedford — Florence ; Dry Ridge — New Theater ; Earlington — Temple; Hartford — Bean
Inc., by S. E. Pirtlc ; Marshfield— Ritz.
sold to W. R. Wilhoit by O. A. Dickson ;
Opera House ; Lackey — Lackey ; Louellen
Richmond — Fan-is, sold to Glen WI. Dick— Louellen ; Seco — Seco ; Three Point —
Akers ; Verda — Verda ; Walton — Unique ;
inson by F. G. Weary; St. Louis — Bridge,
Whitesburg — Kentucky.
sold to E. R. Fitzgerald by W. BrueggeRe-Openings
man ; Stanberry — Princess, sold to Z. W.
Brown by L. E. Closings
Maple.
Benham — Benham ; Hardinsburg — Lyric.

LOUISIANA
Changes in Ownership
Bogalusa — Magic City, leased to J. W. Meyers by P. Blanchard; Monroe — Dreamland,
sold to J. W. Meyers
by J. W. Coker.
Closings
Church. — Taylor ; Cloutierville — St. John's
Coushatta

Re- Opening

Waterproof — Castleman.

MASSACHUSETTS
Changes in Ownership

Franklin — Morse Opera House, sold to Philip
Smith by J. Austin ; Jamaica Plains — Madison, sold to J.Closing
Saranga ; Mattapan — Anderson, sold to H. Segal by A. Anderson.

Chino — Iris; Chowchilla — Chowchilla; Clov- Lafayette — Main. Boiler & Wells, owners.
erdale — Clovcrdale ; Cucamonga — Paris ;
Melrose — Melrose.
Reverting Back to Old Owner
Gardena — Alamo ; Guadulupe — Crescent ;
Lomita — Lomita ; Oakland -Roxie ; San North Manchester — Strand, C. M. Walters ;
MICHIGAN
Sellersburg — Empire.
Maude
Zettwoch.
Diego — Key-O ; San Francisco — Avalon.

Re-Openings

King & Solson by G. E. Kiser ; Grand Rapids-Grand, sold to S. Heller by Chas.
Perizo ; Hinckley — Liberty, sold to Chas.
Christianson
by Closings
G. & L. Thea. Corp.

Bagnell — Edmonds ; Bernie — Elite ; Ellington
— Imp ; Leonard — Star ; Lewistown — Gem :
Lilbourne — Rex ; Kansas City — Beaufort ;
Macon — Valencia ; Russellville — Russellviln. ,
Springfield — Mulliken.
Re-Openings
Gilman

City — Rex ; Triplett — Opera

House.

MONTANA
CEanges in Ownership
Billings— Liberty, Closing
sold to Max Fregger
Veronica

Roman.

by

Darby — Enterprise.

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

Changes in Ownership

Bertrand — Bertrand. sold to J. M. Reynolds
by Gail Bailey ; Dorchester — Colonial, sold
Cassapolis — Colonial, sold to Fred E. Pen.
to N. L. Curtis by J. H. Burgess; Dunnell by C. C. Owners ; Detroit — Amo, sold
to Alvin Tucker by Gus Coplan ; Chalmers,
bar— Opera House, sold to Business Men
sold to Tony Lombardo & John B. Jacobs
by Owen & Smith ; Gering — Muse, sold to
by John Jacobs ; Crown, sold to Wjn.
L. J. Cross by Ernest Holcomb ; Haigler —
M.W.A., sold to Garnet E. Hoover by M.
Pristupa by Steve Carnegie ; Davison, sold
to B. A. Wojoiechowski by O. J. Rogers
W. A. Lodge ; Oxford — Auditorium, sold
to
Heaton & Wilcoxson by A. D. Brigner :
and E. J. Janizzi ; Mack, sold to Paramount Amuse Co. by T. A. Jeager ; MaPalmyra — Nash, sold to L. R. McWilliams by E. R. Buchanan ; Scotia — Selk.
ple Rapids — Elmac, sold to Earl Boling
by P. H. Seager ; Port Huron — Opera
sold to W. Dudley Carter by E. H. ShilHouse, sold to M. J. Chargot by Milton
lins ; Steele City — Lyric, sold to MerGoff.
chants of Steele City by M. O. Sampson .
Closings
Trenton — Gem, sold to Edward Zorn by
E.
J. Walters
; Venango
Au Gres — Pictureland ; Bay City — Columbia ;
Bancroft
and Davis
by —PaulAvalon,
Burge.sold to
Caro — Strand ; Detroit — Dix, Crescent ;
Closings
Flushing — Ideal ; Ludington — Cozy ; Morenci — Ritz ; Muskegon — Heights; North
Branch — Strand ; Orion — Silver ; Brookville Abie — Sokol Hall ; Alliance — Rialto ; Alvo —
— Community ; Sheridan — Gould ; WyanCommunity ; Beaver Crossing — Liberty ;
dotte— Rialto.
BeWMere — Belvidere ; Bushnell — Seaman :
Re-Openings
Brule — Liberty; Burr — Burr; Cairo — Gem:
Central City — Donelson ; Columbus — CoBattle Creek — Elite; Colon — Booster; Delumbus ;DeWitt — Opera House ; Dunning
troit— Catherine, Charles, Van Dyke, New
Gravely ; Farnam — Bob's ; Hubbell — Com— Temple.
Eagle.
Warren ; Ewen — Happy Hour ; Mamunity ; Huntley — Movie ; Milligan — Cenple Rapids — Elmac ; Oxford — Oxford ;
tral; Ragan — Empress; Roseland — AudiOwosso — Rialto ; Pigeon— Gem ; Unionville
torium ; Rulo — Crystal ; Stapleton — Paramount ; Shubert — Shubert ; Sutherland —
Pastime ; Swanton — Swan ; Tryon — Legion
New Theater
Hall; Yutan—Re-Openings
B.M.A.
—Star
Middleton — Gould.

MINNESOTA
Changes in Ownership

Eagle Bend — Eagle, sold to Ralph Orr by
Wm.
Rodman;
Elk
River — Elk, sold to

Brownville — Opera House ; Bertrand — American Legion ; Columbus — Swan ; Laurel —
Auditorium;
Lexington — Rolf; Rising City

THE
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
'mBy

HARRY

N.

BLAIRi

and Jack riod of two months, during which a
JACK NORWORTH
skeleton crew will be retained.
Pearl were on hand at the WarrepCity,
ntic
ner sales meet in Atla
resenting the Vitaphone talent workA most realistic setting of a court
ing in the East. Mrs. Norworth was room has been erected on the upper
how
boys
the
also present to show
stage at Paramount' s New York
really pleasant she is in person.
studio for a scene in "Night Angel,"
in which Fredric March plays the
role of a. young attorney opposite
staff
nt
Paramou
Green,
W.
John
Nancy Carroll, who has the title
role.
composer, has completed a "tone
,
poem" for piano and l orchestra
commissioned by Nathanie Shilkret,
The decision of Fox Films to make
by courtesy of Paramount. Green is
best known as the composer of "Over the Hill" as a talkie on the
coast recalls the fact that Johnnie
"Body and Soul."
Walker, now rehearsing for a prominent role in "Enemies of the Law"
at the Metropolitan studios, had the
Lou Tellegen, whose book, "Womexen Have Been Kind," tells of his
leading male role in the silent production, which starred Mary Carr.
ploits as a heavy lover, will forsake
to
screen clinches for the first time
play a dyed-in-the-wool villain in
What looks like a good omen hap"Enemies of the Law," a Regal
Talking Picture production, now in
pened on the "Secrets of a Secreal.
rehears
tary" set on the first day of shooting. Joseph Gabel, sound guard,
An all-star camera crew has been ■won $1,000 by picking the right setery. ries in the Treasury numbers lotassigned to the "Secrets of a Secretary" unit, of which George Abbott is director. George Folsey is in
charge, with Joe Ruttenberg and
Paramount is cashing in on the
George Hinners heading a crew present vogue for the Cuban rhythm
which includes Herman Zerrener, in music. Revva Reyes, formerly of
still cameraman, and Charles Soler- the Club Argonaut, has been hired
no, Richard Hartel and Walter Hol- to do a rumba for the cabaret scene
comb, assistants.
in "Secrets of a Secretary," now in
production.
Sam Sax wants it understood that
the Warner Vitaphone studio will
not close down. There will merely
be a curtailment of production starting May 9 and extending over a pe-

New

Incorporations

New

York Charters

Gotham Productions, theatrical enterprises;
Abels Green, 580 Fifth Ave., New York.
200 shares common.
Gramercy Pictures, motion picture apparatus; A. M. Israel, 1441 Broadway, New
York.
$10,000.
Atlas Pictures Corp., motion pictures; E.
Petigor, 19 West 44th St., New York.
$20,000.
Bobby Theater, Brooklyn; H. Herman, 27
William St., New York.
$5,000.
Amherst Amusement Corp., Williamsville;
G. W. Waltus, Williamsville. $5,000 pf.,
1,500 shares
common.
Elite, Circuit, theaters; C. Segal, 570
Seventh Ave., New York. 200 shares
common.
Lesser
Productions,
theatrical ; Lesser
&
Ippolito, 1501 Broadway, New York.
$5,000.
Hayes
Theater
Corp.;
B. Rich,
50 East
42nd St., New
York.
$10,000.
James C. Bradford Corp., motion pictures;
P. M. Rosenfeld, New York. 100 shares
common.

Designations
Duo-Pone Corp., Michigan, motion picture
devices, 500 shares preferred, $10 each. 1,500,
no par.

New
G.

Jersey Charter

& M. Amusement
ters; Samuel K. Sobel,

Co., Newark,
theaNewark.
$100,000.

//

KID" Number
Judging from
Enthusiastic
Co-operation
And response
The coming
"KID" Number
of FILM DAILY

"Torpedo Kiss," an original by
Ben Hecht, has been purchased by
Paramount for early production at
the New York studios.

Out May 2nd

"Millionaire"
Bookings
Bookings already arranged by
Warner Bros, in the drive for simultaneous showings of George Arliss in "The Millionaire" in the key
cities of the country on May 24 are
as follows: Strand, Syracuse, N. Y.;
Stanley, Jersey City; Stanley, Atlantic City; Strand, Albany; Fairfax,
Miami; Metropolitan, Boston; Cameo, Bridgeport; Branford, Newark,
Warner, San Francisco; Ambassador,
St. Louis; Auditorium, Baltimore, and
the Eagle, Washington.

Will mark
Another
Industry

Publishing

Earle, Philly, Resuming
Vaude
Philadelphia — Beginning tomorrow,
vaudeville will be resumed at the
Earle here. A bill of eight acts is
scheduled in connection with the
feature picture. Walter Meyers of
the Warner casting bureau will do
the booking.
India's First Talker
India's first all-talking feature, produced by the Imperial Film Co. and
titled "Alam-Ara," was shown recently at the Chitra in Calcutta, according to advices received by Donald Campbell, New York film exporter. Movietone was used in recording the sourd.

Milestone.
:the
numnHMrifi

Of niMDOM

IT'S RADIO'S WEEK IK

SHOW

WORLD

EYES OF THE INDUSTRY FOCUS SHARPL
ON RKO- RADIO AS FIGHTING TITANS
ENTRAIN FOR VICTORY CONCLAVE
; 'TTprrjt^

Crack express trains. ..zooming planes. ..fleet steamers...
are carrying the Titans to
Hollywood for their annual
sales convention.

Radio's Program, shortly to
be announced/ will burst like
a bombshell across the horizon of the show world.

"Cimarron" has set a new
standard for Radio Pictures.
Watch the trade press for the
throbbing details of Radio's
dramatic line-up for 1931-32!
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A timely number dedicated to the work of
bringing back the kids
to the theater.

Producti
I. ■' on

A Practical Feature

speM JUVENILE

FILMS /««.

A Week from Today

P'CTURf

Marking

another

chapter in constructive service by Film
Daily to the industry.

£

Ji

x^

Have cooked

;

\

u

new and
spicier
comedy dish!
P a

^

They put a little more

paprika in it— they serve it with more

dash and pep. They've tickled the public's taste with the Hollywood life stories in their refreshing new group of—

Virginia
Brooks

COMEDIES
//

THREE HOLLYWOOD

GIRLS

//

Rita
Flynn

was a real box-office appetizer, a two-reeler ,
according to Photoplay, "with pace and dialogue that put many a feature in the shade."
Phyllis
Cran*

"CRASHING

HOLLYWOOD"

was

another sensation on the movie bill"A wow . . . oh,
of-fare.
M. P. Daily said:
boy, here's a pippin'."
And

the next course

sweetest

will

be the

dish of all —

"THE
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Dearth of Plays, Books Spurs Demand for Originals

rko Sans radio campaign fortalent

U.
S. Producers' Scouts Combing EuropeNew for
Players
Star Candidates Will
Greater Influx of Foreign
Players Seen Under
New Plan

Under a new plan whereby American film producers hope to supply
the foreign demand for international
"name" stars plus genuine dialogue
in the language of the respective
countries, scouts representing U. S.
producers are now combing Europe
for new star possibilities to be
brought over here and built up into
name attractions. The major produc(Continucd on Page 9)

AMERICANTOBISOFFICE
REPORTED OPENING SOON
Establishment of an American
branch of the Tobis interests of Germany is understood to be nearing
completion with the arrival from
abroad of Milton Diamond, member
of
board
of American
directors.
Onetheof company's
the first tasks
of the
unit of Tobis, according to dispatches
from Paris quoting Diamond just be(Continued

on Page

11)

M. P. Baseball League
Opens Season on May 9

Warns of Music Imitation

Because "hack writers" are turning out "deadly parallel" music
resembling compositions by established writers, film producers are
laying themselves open to music copyright actions amounting to
hundreds of thousands of dollars annually, declared John Gregg
Paine of the Music Publishers' Protective Ass'n on Friday.

Standard Sound Equipment
Gaining in Foreign Field
Warner Sales Executives
Coast-Bound for Meeting

Home office executives of WarnerFirst National leave in special cars
on an advance section of the Century today (Saturday) for the threeday western sales meeting, which
starts Wednesday at the St. Francis
(Continued on Page 9)

N.V.A.'s Big Show

Charles Rogers Making
More Stage Appearances

Charles Rogers, Paramount star, is
due in the East on Monday from
Hollywood for a series of personal
appearances in New York, Brooklyn
and Chicago. He has just completed
his first straight dramatic role in
"The Lawyer's Secret."

Demand for Originals Growing
Due to Play and Book Shortage
Pynchon & Co. Insolvent;
Handled Fox Film Stock

A
star
talent for the screen will be inaugurated June 6 by RKO and RKO
Pathe through a series of radio auditions similar to the Atwater Kent
annual contest, with subsequent
vaudeville appearances in R-K-O
houses previous to final selection of
candidates for the screen.
The campaign,
which
(Continued on
Page will
12) be car-

$6,000,000 PAID OUT
IN TIFFANY PURCHASE

Final consummation of the Educational-Tiffany deal was completed
just back
from a five
ness trip abroad.
Film weeks'
patronsbusion Thursday with payment of $6,000,000
(Continued on Page 9)
to Tiffany, The Film Daily learned
Friday. The deal was officially announced about ten days ago jointly
by E. W. Hammons, L. A. Young
and Grant L. Cook.

20 Chaplins Among 124 Shorts
Being Issued by Exhib Exchange

Twenty releases of old short comedies starring Charlie Chaplin are inEight baseball teams, comprising
cluded in a schedule of 124 subjects
the film industry league, will open
the season May 9, according to plans being released on the independent
just completed by the M. P. Athletic market by the Exhibitors Film Exchange. Four of the Chaplins are
Ass'n.
The association
also
has
(Continued on Page 11)
two-reelers, and 16 one-reelers. Exhibitors Film Exchange also is makelogues.
ing 52 nature subjects and 52 travFinal rehearsals for Sunday
night's N.V.A. show at the
Metropolitan Opera House will
take place on four stages.
These will be under Frank
Cambria at the Paramount,
Louis K. Sidney at the Capitol,
Leon Leonidoff at the Roxy,
and Janette Hackett at the
Palace. All will be co-ordinated
by S. L. Rothafel ("Roxy"),
m.c. of the big event. Erno
Rapee is to direct the orchestra.

Equipping of theaters in England,
France, Italy and other foreign countries with standard sound reproducing apparatus is going steadily ahead,
to the exclusion of nondescript devices, says M. C. Batsel, chief engineer of RCA Photophone, who is

Be Given Vaudeville
Break-In
campaign to discover new

West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Due to the scarcity of
good plays and book material, original stories promise to play a bigger
Recent weakness in Fox Film stock,
which had an unsettling effect on all part than ever on the forthcoming
amusement shares, was explained production schedules, a Film Daily
yesterday with announcement of the survey shows. Story departments in
suspension of Pynchon & Co. from New York
have been
il dif(Continued
on Pagefinding
11)
(Continued on Page 9)

60 Sales Executives
Attending M-G-M Meet
About 60 M-G-M sales executives

and district and branch members will
attend the annual sales conference
which opens Sunday for a two-day
session at the Drake Hotel, Chicago.
The New York contingent leaves
Saturday afternoon. A banquet is
planned for Sunday night and at the
session on Monday announcement
of the new season product will be
made.
Felix Feist will be in charge
(Continued on Pagt. 12)

New Strand Record
All records for receipts at
the New York Strand were
broken Thursday by "The
Public Enemy," which grossed
$7,437, according to Warner
Bros. The previous record
holder at this house was "Little Caesar."
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Paramount Financial Ratios
Exceed Bond Requirements
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Editor and Publisher

Balance sheet of Paramount for
1930, completed by Price, Waterhouse
& Co., the accountants designated in
the two indentures under which
Paramount 6% and Sl/2% sinking
fund gold bonds were issued, will be
filed soon with the trustee, Chase
National Bank, and will disclose that
at the year-end 1930 the ratio of
consolidated current assets to consolidated current liabilities calculated
as set forth in the indentures is 2.58
to 1, that the ratio of total consoliassets s to total contangible indebtednes
dated solidated
is 2.03 to 1,
and that the net consolidated earnings before income taxes and interest show a ratio to total interest
charges of 5.65 to 1. All of these ratios
are far in excess of the requirements
of the indentures which provide that
current assets be twice current liabilities, that tangible assets be at
least one and one-half times consolidated indebtedness, and that earnings before taxes and interest be at
least twice consolidated interest
charges, before common dividends
may be paid.
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Am. Seat
7
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fi
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fi
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Hays Office Moves Monday
Hays organStarting Mondayy the
ization will occup its new quarters
at 28 West 44th St., on the 21st
floor. The new telephone number is
BRyant 9-4000.
New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STillwell 4-7940

Eastniam Films
J. E. Brulatour, Inc.
Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

Whitbeck Starts Monday
As 'IF Exploitation Man
FILM

DAILY

Sam Brody With Century Circuit
Sam Brodv has been appointed asi.j
sistant publicity director bv the Cen:.:
::
tury Circuit. Brodv was formerly
a staff.
attached to the Roxy theater press

N.V.A. tional
Pageant
of Stars
(NaVariety Artists
benefit),
Metropolitan Opera House, New
York.

Apr. 26:27: M-G-M annual sales conven
tion, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
April 27-May 1 : Fox Film sales convention
Home
office. New
York.
Apr. 29-Mayconvention.
1 : WarnerHotel
Bros.St.Western
Francis, sale
Sat
Francisco.
ay 12-14 Annual convention of the Rock}
Mountain M. P. T. O. A., Browt
Palace Hotel, Denver.

May 18-22: International Exhibitors' Con
gress, Rome,
May 25-29 :of Soring
meeting Engineers,
of the Socier
Motion Picture
Hot« J
Roosevelt, Hollywood. Cal.
May 26-27 : Annual convention of the M.F
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missour
and St. Joseph, Mo.

Hollywood — Frank Whitbeck starts
work Monday as an exploitation
counsellor at Universal. His duties
are to establish close contact between the New York office and the
the creation of exploiand
studio, tation
ideas for complete campaigns St. Louis Site Acquired
while the pictures are in production. For Non-Theatrical Studi*
He will also create exploitation anSt. Louis — National Cinema Set
gles to be injected into pictures be- vice, Inc., has bought the fireproc
fore they go in work.
building at 4327 Duncan Ave. for us
as a studio for the production of ec
Gramophone Company
ucational, advertising and religiov

Enters Film Production

Signed by Governor

i1

fir*>*.^^^.**ii^*.**.%*.**^*.**.l'.**ititiiiiiiiiSiii^i'

Three - star entertainment,
HelJessel,Lopez
George
presenting
en Kane and
Vincent
and his band, is booked for the
Capitol the week beginning
May IS.

London — Production of talkers has
been started by the Gramophone Co.
its own sound-on-film
(H.M.V.) with
Gov. Issues Proclamation
system. The first picture,
recording
To Paramount Convention made at the company's studio at
x, is a four-reel
San Francisco — Governor James Hayes, Middlese
Roman
propaganda talker for the
the
issued
Catholic Church. Activities, however,
Rolph, Jr., of California,
proclamation to the Para- will be expanded in the field of pubfollowing
mount western convention:
licity and other pictures.
"Greetings from the Governor — I
welcome the executives of the Paramount-Publix Corporation to Cali- Sound Recording Studio
fornia. In San Francisco for an inOpened by Joe Seidenn
ternational convention, these makers
placed in operatio
Seiden
Joe
of world entertainment are celebrat- his new soundhasrecordi
ng facilities at
ing the twentieth birthday of their 729 Seventh Ave. The studio is
rompanv. In that time Adolph
put sound track on silent
Zukor. Jesse Lasky, S. R. Kent, equipped towell
as to make talkers.
Sam Katz and their colleagues have films as sound
cameras also will be
Portable
brought to us hundreds of famous rented.
stars and hundreds of fine pictures.
I congratulate them and wish them
Tiffany Department
Moving
continued prosperity. I know that
-Educational
to y the Tiffany
the State of California is glad that
Owing
deal recentl consummated, part of
Paramount has again come to this the former organization is moving to
state and we are very proud of all
thev do for the welfare of our peo- the Educational space in the Paramount Bldg. The accounting department has already been transferred
and the publicity department will
make the change next week. Tiffany
N. Y. Immorality Bill
has completed disbanding of its art
department.

ple." — Governor Roosevelt has
Albanv
8 signed the Post Bill specifying that,
in the case of a theatrical performance of any kind that is deemed immoral, only the owner, manager, producer, director or agent may be arrested. Actors, musicians, stage
§
t.x hands and spectators are excluded
:.i from arrest.
it
:.t
:.:
:.:
:.:
&
:.:

Today:

Three-Star Show

West Coast Bureau. THE

STRY'S
INDUBOCr
THE DATE

Let

pictures.
Eddie Bonns Leaves Hospital
Eddie Bonns, formerly assistai

theateWarner
re
manager
personal
general
y and ofnow
Broadwa
on
Graing
R.
James
resentative for
of Fox, left the Flower Hospital c
Friday
dicitis. after an operation for appe:
"Public Enemy" Release Advanced
of "The Publ
Generalhasrelease
Enemy"
been advanced by Wa
ner Bros, to May 15.

POLA NEGRI is on her way to Hoi
studios.
wood to begin work at the RKO Pa'
BROWN and BASIL WOC
for the coast.
MR. and MRS. WILLIAM HOLD!
are sailing on the Pennsylvania, leaving N
York Saturday morning, for the west co
st, Nels
of Panam
ot
by way comedi
Bonner
Lin "Sunki
andEddie
an, a.
stage
"World-Telegram," are on the same t
work
en route to Hollywood to do picture
A. FITZPATRICK is back ft
worldS tour.
his JAME
1
MRS. PATRICK CAMPBELL sailed
day on the Bremen

ROWLAND
leave Monday

Us Solve Your Problems!

.eciaI«tsin

Over21|Year5ofExperienceQualifiesUsaSSt

MOTION

PICTURE. INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
1540 B'WAY,

N. Y. C.

BRyant 9-3040

INCORPORATED

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Michigan 8761
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EXPLOITETTES

Timely Topics
A Digest of
Current Opinion

— ©—
On the Proper
Use of Slang
CLANG has become so vital a
■ part of the English language
that it is difficult to guard against
its introduction in dialogue where
it doesn't belong. A slang word
familiar today, may have been
unknown five years ago, and to
use it in scenes supposed to take
place several years ago creates
an anachronism that hundreds of
film fans notice and criticize. In
a recent picture showing scenes
in the days of '49 a cowboy used
the
expression,
"Ohwere
ye-ah?"
and
scores
of letters
received
at the studio denouncing the producers for their carelessness.
Actors are sometimes permitted
to fill in ensemble scenes with
"ad lib" dialogue, wherein there
is a danger of their using expressions utterly out of place in
the situation.
— Wallace Smith
*
*
*

Shakespearian Style
Vot for the Talkies
CHAKESPEARE can still show
the way to dramatists in some
respects but he would be a flop
on a Hollywood picture lot. The
bard's poetic soliloquies and beautiful figures of speech would fit
in a modern picture about as
well as a canoe in a motor boat
race. Some of the ambitious
young writers submitting stories
to the studios still have the
Shakespeare complex, judging by
the flamboyancy and poetic
adornment of their dialogue. The
writer was asked to read an original script recently which would
have required locations in all of
the five continents and most of
its dialogue set to music. Few
writers without experience realize that modern requirements
[are for dynamic action, crisp dialogue and above all originality
of plot.
— Graham Baker

SN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

RUM

\M

M
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• • • WE HAD our first voice test the other day
with the new rapid recording oscillograph of the Electrical Research Products over at their exhib in the Architectural Exposition at the Grand Central Palace
we just spoke one
word into a telephone
"Hello"
and it came out on
a photographic chart immediately
the strip of photograph
measured exactly 1 foot, 9 inches
the tone vibration chart
looks like a seismograph record of the Nicaragua earthquake
doggone, we were proud to learn we had so much Dynamic Force in our speech
so we are now thinking of
hiring ourselves out to the Hollerword studes for Impressive
Sound Effects
they can scrap all their devices for creating
thunder, gangster shootings, railroad wrecks
all we gotta
do is say "Hello" with the proper atmosphere in our voice
and if we use any of Hy Daab's Dynamic Words in place of
"hello," the effect will be simply Titanic
• • • ACOUSTIC
CONTROL is the idea in back of the
Erpi exhib
and you can't begin to appreciate what these
engineering wizards are doing for the motion picture theater
until one of 'em takes you for a technical ride through these
magic devices
one shows you to the second how long
it takes any spoken syllable to die down in a theater auditorium
by a lighting device
they can accurately chart
and analyze any noise from the subway to a typewriter
Noise has been reduced by Erpi to an exact science
any
desired Noise Level can be built into a theater architecturally
and only when this has been achieved can a theater get
the ultimate out of its sound equipment on the screen
that's why they dismantled
the old Century
theater
if
was built in an age when they knew nothing about sound control but with these Erpi wizards, it can't happen today.
• • • SIMON ROWSON, the British film man who knows
all the angles of production, distribution and exhibition, gavei
the A.M.P.A. boys a fine discourse on the Anglo-American setup
here is one Britisher who meets us with an open mind
„•
he knows our problems
and has faith in the ability of the leaders in both countries to get together on a reciprocal
basis
he visualizes the day when British pix will receive
guaranteed bookings here in exchange for a like courtesy in England leading to creation of pictures in Hollywood and
Elstree intelligently built to meet the requirements of the public
in Great Britain and the Youessay respectively
we over
here can no longer be isolated, sez Mister Rowson
the
problems of both countries, filmistically speaking, are mutual
..;
and when a Britisher meets us with that type of Open
Mind
we oughter get up and give him a hand
like that California weather, it's so Unusual
call again,
Simon
you're now one of us
we speak the same
language

IN

JEastman Kodak making raw stock
{colors.
*
*
•
California defeats censorship meaIres.
*
*
*
Nazimova
Productions
to be reused through United Artists.

• • • TED TODDY, Columbia's public relations man in
the southern division, is editor of the regional house organ just
launched in that territory
the best of its type we've ever
lamped
you're there, Ted, you're there !
Mrs. Joseph
I. Schnitzer, dramatic soprano, was soloist at the opening of
the Detroit wing of the Duarte Sanatorium in Hollywood
Herbert Brenon has added Sammy Fuller to his staff, Sammy
being well known as a former police reporter and staff artist
for the New York "Graphic"
Robert Coleman is producseries of one-reel Visucolor subjects on astrology with
Mme.ing a Lucile

«

«

«

»

»

»

A. Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€)

Screen and Church
In Co-Op Drive
pRANK COSTA, manager of
the Play House in Ridgewood, N. J., in his desire to cooperate with the Council of
Churches in a "Go-To-ChurchSunday drive" recently exhibited
a trailer suggested by the Council on the screen. For a month
the trailer was part of the daily
screen program. In acknowledgement ofthe theater's help in
the drive, Costa has received a
letter from Orton S. Clark, secretary of the Council, thanking
him and the Warners for "unusual and splendid cooperation."
— Playhouse, Ridgewood, N. J.
*

*

*

Co-Operative Page
For "Cimarron"
the Capitol, Frank
Salisbury,
N. C,
J^ANAGER
Burns
of
put over a novel co-operative
page
to advertise
"Cimarron."in
Two merchants
co-operated
paying a pro rata share of the cost
of the page. Across the top of
the page appeared in large bold
face type,
"50 people
tickets
to Capitol
theatercanto win
see
Richard Dix in the sensational

— Capitol,
picture,
'Cimarron.'
" ry, N.
Salisbu

C.

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

George
April Hill25-26
Dorothy Yost
Camilla Horn
Abe Schneider
Dorothy Sebastian
Guinn
Dorothy Williams
Dwan
Peter Ginter
William
Williams

HOLLYWOOD
CURRENT

HAPPENINGS

CONVENTIONEERS TO SEE
6 RKO FEATURES IN WORK

FLASHED

ACTIVITIES
BY WIRE

FROM

THREE '31-32 FEATURES
UNDER WAY AT EOX STUDIO

"LOTS"
om
fr
LE
TT
LI
A
When Bill Beaudine arrives
T AURENCE OLIVIER, recently
By RALPH

THE COAST

WILK

home
Two productions for 1931-32 reusually
is
he
script,
new
a
g
with
•*"
signed
by
RKO
for
groomin
as
While the RKO sales convention
lease, "Over the Hill" and "Trans-,
the
about
here
due
is
lead,
c
romanti
27
a
April
offing
Atlantic," are now in work at the
Beaudine
pounced upon by three
is in progress here start
they
parts
,
the
out
seven
pick
who
bly
springs
there will be six, and possi
end of May. He is at present play- would like to play. William, Jr., who Fox studios, while a third, "Wyomfeatures in work at the Radio Pic- on Broadway.
Wonder," is about ready to start.
s "Private Lives" is ten years old, made his film debut Mae ingMarsh
ing in Noel Coward'
is making her comeback
*
*
*
e "open house
tures studios, wherfor
ates.
in
"Father's
Son."
Beaudine
will
di'
deleg
the
in "Over the Hill." Lois Moran and
will be maintained
nickname of rect "Penrod *and * Sam."*
Dyke's
W. S.
Edmund
in "TransThe productions include "Nancy s "Van"
much any more
not used
is Van
Atlantic."Loew
The appear
third vehicle
has
Private Affair," directed by Gregory
Jack Young, veteran cameraman,
ofan
made
recently
was
he
since
Hera
r,'
George
O'Brien
and
Virginia
CherLaCava; "The Next Corne
ficer on the staff of the Governor of is photographing "Ropes of Sand," rill at the head of the cast.
bert Brenon production; "The Splenwhich is being produced in EngWork also is in progress on the
initial
's
Ruben
r
Walte
J.
did Crime,"
Kentucky. He is now called "Kerlish and Spanish by the Miracle
n,
Wome
nge
di"Stra
;
Horn"
l
effort
"Trader
The
mostly.
five
remaining pictures for the curdirectoria
nel"
Pictures
Corp.,
Ltd.
Young
was
one
rector is at present working on
directed by Richard Boleslavsky;
rent schedule. These are "Daddy
"Never the Twain Shall Meet" for of the first men to work the stereo"Helga," directed by George Archain- M-G-M.
Long
Legs," "The Black Camel,"
remembered
is
and
scopic wide film
*
*
*
on Marriage,
baud, and "Consolati
"Two Can Play," Goldie" and "Hush
hone.
megap
the
for
the
remarkable
pictures
he
obat
e
Sloan
with Paul
tained ofthe Mississippi Flood, with
Arthur Caesar, who usually has the
Among finished pictures to be
of President Hooscreened for the delegates will be last laugh in a battle of wits, was in- the co-operation
ver, who was then in charge of the
jured while playing polo recently. His flood relief. *
Added to Halligan,
"Everything's
"The Woman Between," "Young
Money."
*
*
William
JamesRosie"
Quinn,
Donovan's Kid," "High Stakes.' horse stepped on his left hand, thereGeorge
Chandler,
Charles
Gillette,
laugh.
last
the
gaining
by
*
*
*
"Five million men want Kay
"Traveling Husbands," "Too Many
Ford West, Edward Piel and Leo
Cooks" and "Everything's Rosie."
telephone number, but I'm Willis have been added to "EverySimile — As patient as a movie au- Francis'
the only one to get it from her
thing's Rosie," the Robert Woolsey,
tograph hunter.
*
*
*
Dick Talmadge Starting
without trouble," says little Sammy starring vehicle for Radio.
Second of Indie Series Do you remember when Ned Fuller, assistant to the diminutive
is Herbert BrenLissner, who
Ray assistant.
Richard Talmadge will start shoot- Sparks was stranded five times in one on's
Miss Francis is playWhen
la.?
Boone,
in
all
season,
ing April 27 on "Dancing Dynamite,"
picture,
in Brenon's
the second of his series of six pic- Melville Brown was a football star at "The ingNext
the lead
Corner,"
and Sammy
was
tures which will be made for the in- Cornell? When Rosco Ates headed following instructions
in getting her
in
dependent market. All the exteriors famous dance orchestras on tour? number.
*
*
*
a
will be made at Catalina Island, When Billy Hamilton was assistant
which is the locale of the society
/'Dancing
Dynamite
Two important developments are
Archainbaud's initial direccomedy drama.
on George
torial assignment? When William scheduled to occur in the career of
(Now in Production)
e
Seiter was in the china and glasswar
Archie Mayo during May. His
business. When Wesley Ruggles op- "Svengali," starring John Barryerated an automobile agency?
COMING
more, will be released next month.
*
*
*
Florence Britton, who is playing If it catches the public's fancy as
Lowell Sherman has been borrow"ON YOUR GUARD"
ed by Samuel Goldwyn for the male an important role in "Confessions of predicted, Mayo will achieve three
"HOT RAILS"
successes
in
a
row.
"Doorway
to
"The a Co-ed," at Paramount, achieved Hell" and "Illicit" were his latest.
lead opposite Ina Claire in Sher"SAILOR FROM SATAN"
Greeks Had a Word for It." Art- screen prominence when the "extra The second event is the beginning
man also will direct this United
"DEVIL BOUND"
girl's
dream"
came
true.
She
apof "Bought" on May 10. It will star
ist release. Jean Harlow and Carole
plied for extra work on Ronald Col- Constance Bennett.
Lombard also will be in it.
man's "Devil to Pay," but was tested instead, because of her appeared
Promot
Rigdon
e
Gertrud
ance and vivacity, for the role of
of
Gertrude Rigdon, former head
Colman's sister. She won the part
ent for Metropolithe story departm
tan Studio and lately secretary to and has also played in "Chances"
and "We Three."
Douglas MacLean, has been prodeparto
scenari
RKO
moted to the
ment.
New Educational Comedy Starts
A new Educational-Tuxedo com"Lifetime" for 1932 Release
edy, the sixth in the series, has gone
"Once in a Lifetime," the stage into production at the Metropolitan
Hollywood's most convenient hotel . .
play kidding the film industry, re- Studios, with Jack Duffy, Frances
for your stay in Southern California
cently acquired by Universal, will Lee, Ernest Wood, Ronnie Rondell
not be released until 1932, according and Jack Lipson in the cast. The
of everything to see and do . .
RI'GHT in the center
next door to Famous studios, theatres, cafes, and
to present indications.
comedy, as yet untitled, is from an
shops . . near golf courses, bridle paths, and other
amusement places.
by Frank Rollin Conkstory
original
lin. Robert Hall is directing.
The Plaza offers you every modern convenience, unex-

RICHARD TALMADGE

Lowell Sherman Borrowed
For Dual Duty at U. A.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Multi-Murdered

Robert Perry probably figures as the most murdered man
in the world. He is bumped off
for the 112th time on the screen
in Paramount's "The Lawyer's
Secret." He has been "killed"
by guns, knives, dynamite,
bombs and automobiles.

celled service, and a unique, homelike atmosphere that
makes you (eel at home as s oon as you enter its well
known "doorway of hospitality." Here, too, you may
enioy the company of interesting and famous people.
European plan. $3.00 and up, single. $4.00 and up,
double. $5.00 and up, twin beds. Special low weekly
and monthly rates.
Remember the Plaza (or an unforgettable stay In
Hollywood. Write for free folder.

Pandro Berman Recuperating
Pandro Berman, assistant to William LeBaron, is recuperating from
an appendicitis operation.
Robert Ellis, Nance O'Neil Cast
O'Neil
and Nance
Robert
have
been Ellis
awarded
important roles
in Columbia's "Good Bad Girl."

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

HOTEL..

.HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.

fr<$gj£2
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PRODUCTION
WHO'S

WHO

AND

WHAT'S

IN THE EAST

WHAT

IN GREATER

NEW

YORK

AT REACHES PEAK
ACTIVITY

25 SHORT SUBJECT SERIES
Short Shots from Eastern Studios
SCHEDULEDBYPARA., VITA.
\By

About 25 individual series of short
subjects will be made by the Paramount and Vitaphone studios in the
East for next season, according to
present plans.
Vitaphone has announced at least
13 series, including Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Norworth, Frank Orth and Ann
Codee, Robert L. Ripley, Ted Husing, E. M. Newman and Bobby
Jones. This is in addition to the
S. S. Van Dine detective series of
12, the Booth Tarkington series of
13 juveniles, 12 "Broadway Brevities" and 12 one and two-reelers featuring big names, such as the Helen
Morgan short, just completed. In
all, a total of more than 100 onereelers and SO two-reelers will be
made at the Eastern plant.
Paramount is also committed to a
policy of making shorts in series.
According to Larry Kent, those already signed for a series are Smith
and Dale, Burns and Allen, Lulu McConnell, Billy House, Charlie Ruggles, Tom Howard, Al St. John, Ford
Sterling, Karl Dane and George K.
'Arthur,man, the
Lillian
and musicals.
Ethel Merlatter Roth
two for
Metaxa Opposite Del Rio
Georges Metaxa, upon completing
his role opposite Claudette Colbert
in "Secrets of a Secretary," will leave
for Hollywood to be leading man to
Dolores Del Rio in "Rose of the
Rancho."
"Smiling Lieutenant" Opens May 16
Paramount's "The Smiling Lieutenant," with Maurice Chevalier starred, opens at the Criterion on
May 16.

HARRY

RICHARD
ROWLAND,
newest
addition to the production staff
at Paramount's East Coast plant
was responsible for such outstanding successes as "Four Horsemen
of the Apocalypse," "Black Oxen"
and "Flaming Youth."
Burnet

Hershey, Vitaphone

staff

N.

BLAIRi

white wig for a scene in "Secrets of
a Secretary" . . . George Abbott, director on same set, demonstrating
how the "Rumba" should be done
. . . and how!
A. D. Otvos, Vitaphone staff
writer, spends his spare evenings
trying to track down a Paramount
short called "The Spy," which he
sold them over two years ago and
which he has yet to see on the
screen.

writer, is author of Helen Morgan's
musical two-reeler, just completed
here. He is also co-author, with Glen
Lambert, of "In Your Sombrero," in
Cardinal Hayes made an address
which Billy Wayne and Josephine
Borio are featured.
for Fox Movietone, at the Tenth
Ave. studios, on behalf of the Catholic Charities drive.
Albert Parker is working on a
twelve-hour basis turning out some
Greg Blackton, a graduate of the
extra fine tests for Fox West Coast
studios. Jimmy Dunn is among the Paramount school, was chosen by
recent candidates tested out under Vitaphone as the perfect gigolo type
the new system put into effect by to play a role in "The Gigolo
Parker, being considered for the male Racket,"
starring
Helen
Morgan.
lead in "Bad Girl."
"Uncertain
Women"
will
be
Claudette
Colbert's
next
starring
Sidney Rechetnik forsook his du- vehicle
for Paramount.
It is adapted
ties as publicity purveyor at the
Warner Vitaphone studio long from
Edgar
Wallace's
"The
Girl
enough to satisfy an urge for dra- rom Scotland Yard."
matics. You'll see him in the role
of
a
scenic
artist
recent short.
Royin Helen
Mack, Morgan's
director,
announced that, as an actor, Sid is
still a darned good publicity man.
Having exposed the underworld,
Paramount is starting in on Park
Ave., which is only fair enough.
"Secrets of a Secretary," "Tarnished
Lady" and "Personal Maid" all give
the real lowdown on the "upper

Alf Goulding's first assignment for
crust."
Vitaphone after an extended illness
ants"
"Sportsl
in
Champs
Girl
Helene Madison, holder of all was to direct Jack Haley in
American free-style swimming cham- "Success," from the pen of Fred
pionships, as well as most of the Allen, Broadway comedian.
world records, and Georgia Coleman,
diving champion, appear in the secMary Nolan is a very busy person these days. Immediately upon
"Sportslants."
Husing's
ond of Ted
completion of "Enemies of the Law,"
FitzPatrick Back With Material
a Regal Talking Pictures feature
James A. FitzPatrick has returned
on New York's racketeers, she
from his latest world tour with a based
will begin rehearsals for a new play
load of new material for preparation
by Sam Shipman and John B. Hylas traveltalks. Release of the next mer.
(FitzPatrick series of travel shorts
will be through M-G-M. Work of
Stanley Rauh, dean of Vitaphone
putting the subjects in shape will staff writers, was interviewed over
jet under way immediately.
Station WGBS and revealed to his
listeners-in the best way of becoming a short subjects writer. .. .and
Re-Union
he
didn't
recommend marrying the
It will be like old times when
boss' daughter.
Al Ray starts directing Al. St.
John and Ford Sterling over
Paramount Notes: Emma Hill
at the Paramount studios on
burning midnight oil cutting "The
Long Island, since all are
Night Angel" . . . Vivienne Segal
graduates of the Educational
looking things over . . . Lewis Mi if
school of comedy.
stone, likewise . . . Claudette Colbert looking very
ravishing
in a

STUDIOS

Paramount's New York studio
reached a peak of activity last week
with three features and three reels
once.
of shorts, plus the usual foreign language versions, all in production at
Features started during the week
included "Secrets of a Secretary,"
starring Claudette Colbert, with
Georges Metaxa appearing opposite;
Mary Boland, Herbert Marshall and
Betty Lawford. George Abbott is
directing.
AnotherRuggles,
is "Girlin Habit,"
starring Charlie
which
Tamara Geva, Donald Meek, Douglas Gilmore, Margaret Dumont and
Betty Garde have supporting roles.
"The Night Angel," Edmund Goulding's feature with Nancy Carroll and
Fredric March, is rapidly nearing
completion.
Freund to Work

Here

Karl Freund, noted German cameraman, until recently at Paramount's
West Coast studios, has been engaged for a forthcoming feature to
be made here.

TRULY

AMERICAS FIRST
CONTINENTAL HOTEL

the

St.O Y THE
Moritz
PARK
50 Central
New

Park

York

City

South

Old world hospitality in the
spirit of the new world; old
world service with the newest
of the new world's comforts.
A cuisine that is the essence
of Europe's finest, under the

inspired direction of
^m/i^t^}-

of Paris, London ana' the Rivivria.
Rooms sin»le or en suite, facing
Cental l'ark and bat a moment
from the city's amusement
business sectors.
Personal Direction of S. GREGORY

T.^ 1 (Hi

and

THE
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DAILV

^THEATER
Racon Electric Markets
Two Improved Sound Horns
Development of two new horns
embodying advantageous features has
been completed by the Racon Electric Co., Inc., of New York, manufacturers of horns and speakers.
The two-unit six-foot trumpet
horn, pictured below, has a bell 30
inches round, length 54 inches, and
has a metal beaded edge, cast aluminum thoat section, loose couplings
for units and is said to be a powerful public address horn where great
projection is desired.

ALTERATIONS
Cleveland — The Hippodrome has been closed
for improvements.
Falls City, Neb. — Redecorating and other
improvements
are being planned at the Electric here.
Victory, Tex. — Improvements to the Princess here by the Jefferson Amusement Co.,
at an estimated cost of $15,000, are planned.
Danbury, la. — Work of remodeling the Old
Opera House into a modern picture theater is
Hearing completion.
Mcintosh, S. D. — Improvements to the Lyric are planned by William Chapin, who recently took over management
of the house.
Rembrandt, la. — Rembrandt Amusement
Co. announces plans for remodeling and
equipping
the Community.

Two-Unit

Trumpet

Horn

Burlington, la. — The Palace is to have an
$18,000 refrigeration and air-conditioning sys-

tem installed, according to H. D. Barnes,
This horn, perfected after exhaus- manager.
tive research in the Racon laboratories, is equipped to operate with
two giant units, weighs 23 pounds, is Organization Is Formed
demountable and is said to have been
constructed so as to withstand all
For Resurfacing Screens
A new organization, affiliated with
weather conditions requiring no servicing or replacements.
the Beaded Screen Corp., with headquarters at 47 West 24th St., New
York, has been formed for the purpose of cleaning and resurfacing motion picture screens of all types.
By servicing screens under this
method, the company claims it is possible to create a surface superior to
that of the average screen when it
was originally installed.
A minimum price for this service
Nine-Unit Aeroplane Horn
has been established for screens up
The other model, Aeroplane Horn, to 12 x 16 feet in size. For screens
an especially designed horn equipped above this size, a definite price per
to operate with nine giant units, is square foot will be charged.
said to be a super powerful and efficient public address horn for extreme
Named Penn-Felt Distributor
long range projection, having a threeKansas
City — Stebbins Theater
mile ground projection capacity. It Equipment Co.
of this city has been
has a length overall of 54 inches, a appointed distributor in the midwest
30-inch round bell, weighs 48 pounds, for Wm. Scholes and Sons of Philahas a metal beaded edge, heavy alumdelphia, manufacturers of Penn-Felt
inum throat section, loose couplings carpet lining
for theater use.
for units, demountable, and is also
The hair used in this product is
claimed to be stormproof against all obtained from cattle hides which
weather conditions.
have been cured in lime, thus making
The tonal qualities of both horns it impossible for vermin, bugs or
are exceptional, it is said. A descrip- germs of any type to exist. At the
tive catalogue on horns and speak- same time it acts as a preservative
ers, both for interior and exterior for the product.
use, is issued by the company.

Spotlight Color Plates
Patented color plates said to be of
heat proof construction, with glass
strips, metal spacers, giving a permanent gorgeous color for spots,
floods, 5 inches x 6 inches and up,
are being offered by the Reynolds
Electric Co. of Chicago.

3

Draperies
Decorations
Magnascope
Screens
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CEILING FAN LINKED
WITH LIGHT FIXTURE

Pointers and Suggestions
VOU would not trust your janitor
to run your theater, yet there are
many who hire a house painter to
decorate and brighten up their theater during spring cleaning time.
Even though you may feel that you
must keep your spring decorating
costs down to a minimum, you can
ill afford to eliminate the services of
a skilled theater decorator. An ordinary painter may give you a good,
honest job of paint, but decorating
under artificial light, the proper and
free use of color, and effective placing of patterns and designs, come
only after
of experience in theatrical years
work.
*
*
*

A three-speed ceiling fan, reversible and consisting of a lighting unit,
is being offered by the Century Electric Co. of St. Louis.
This combination unit, which is
being offered in 36-inch and 60-inch
alternating current, is furnished electrically arranged for reversible operation, controlled by an easily accessible switch in the shade-holder or by
a wall switch, either of which permits immediate reversal of the direction of blade rotation while the
fan is running on any of the three
standard speeds. Their downward
distribution of air over wide areas
at a moderate velocity is especially
Regardless of the size of a thea- desirable for extreme temperatures,
ter, the directional sign plays a most
claims, and their upimportant part in the comfort and the company
ward distribution of air is desirable
convenience of patrons. The use of
directional signs not only relieves for moderately high temperatures,
the patron of asking embarrassing since it assures even circulation
questions and other inconveniences, throughout the entire room and also
vitalizes the air during all seasons
but adds color to a house. Remem- of
the year.
ber, a patron is paying his way into
the theater and he deserves every
consideration.
New
Mesh
Screen Installed
*
*
*
North Attleboro, Mass. — A new
The use of perfumed disinfectants
to overcome disagreeable odors $5,000 fine mesh screen, a product
which are unfortunately a usual con- of the Mandalian Manufacturing Co.
comitant of crowds, particularly in of this city, has been installed at
such compact enclosures as the mo- the Community here.
tion picture auditorium, are being
adopted by many theater owners.
Perfumed disinfectants of this kind
are usually sprinkled about the
house, or they may be used in ornamental cones placed on the auditorium walls to sweeten the air in
mT*y*J
THIS Stamp of Approval
the theater and make it agreeable
^-ii *t!
in advertisements of
and comfortable .
equipment and supplies means:
That the NATIONAL GUARANTEE

Miles Reproducer Co.
Takes Larger Quarters

of highest quality is coupled with
that of a manufacturer.

Miles Reproducer Co., formerly of
45 West 17th St., is now located at
26 East 22nd St., New York, where
it has taken over a complete floor in
the
for the company's offices
and building
show rooms.

OruDio

5

NATIONAL
THEATRE
SUPPLY
COMPANY

Brandies in all Principal Cities

Lights

For sound and motion picture photography — lamps
of all kinds, both incandescent and arc types,
floodlights, spotlights, overhead lights, side lights,
etc.; for close-up or long-range work. Also wiring devices of various kinds, portable plugging
boxes, pin-plug connectors, etc. — made by the
creators of Klieglights.

Settings
Acoustical
Treatments
Acoustical
Banners
New York Gty

340 W. 4 1st St.

By M. P.

KLIECL
Universal

BROS

Electric Stage Lighting Co, inc.

321 West 50th Street

-

New

York. N.Y.

—2&i*.
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EQUIPMENT

BOOTH

Sound Projection Defects
And Their Causes Explained
Knowing immediately the cause of
any strange and unusual sounds that
are liable to develop, and how to
correct them so that the show will
not be interrupted, is of paramount
importance to every projectionist.
Some of the more common defects
and their causes are listed below:
Plutter (undulating sound). This
may be caused by dirt on sound gate,
worn sound sprocket, bad record, oil
on sound track, dirt on sound sprocket, failure to close 1A unit door, slipping of lower magazine take-up, film
tension pad out of adjustment, turn!table out of alignment, loose take-up
chain.
Loss of volume. This may be
caused by dirty optical trairi lens,
blackened exciting lamp, sagging filament in exciting lamp, defective photoelectric cell, soft toned needle used,
worn record, thumb marks on PEC
window or exciting lamp, PEC window out of line, exciting lamp filament out of focus, current on exciting lamp too low, low B battery
voltage, dirty sound aperture, defective tubes, dirty contact points on
fader, bad connecting plugs to horn
units, disconnected plug at horn
units.
Bell noises. This may be caused
by defective microphone
tube.
Periodic sound. This may be
caused by a warped record, dirt on
turntable, turntable out of line.
Ripping sound. This may be
caused by needle jumping groove,
iirt on record, cut grooves in sound
track, loose wires at connections.
Off pitch sound. This may be
caused by running above or below
synchronized speed of 90 feet per
minute, dirty contact on _ machine
motor commutators, defective tubes
n control box.
Crackling, frying sound. This may
e caused by defective tubes, excitng lamp or PEC, defective batteries,
lirty battery terminals, loose connecions, vacuum tubes loose in socket,
Bring

back the prestige lost
through faulty sound
in your theatre
by installing

perfect

sound

reproduction

and thereby
gain
additional steady
customers
and more dollars through
your box.

WEBER

MACHINE

CORP.

59 RUTTER STREET, ROCHESTER , N.Y.
Export Dtpt.: 15 Laight Street, New York
Cabli
Addrtn:
Arlab,
New
York

dirt on end of lens tube, dirt on
sound track.
Distortion. This may be caused
by gain control out of order, fader
setting too high.
Out of synchronism. This may be
caused by improper loop, improper
framing at start when disc is used,
improper reproducer position at start
when disc is used, reproducer arm
stuck at the holder, record not
clamped on turntable.
Motor boat sound. This may be
caused by improper adjustment of
film guide roller.
Change in pitch at change-over.
This may be caused by defective motor box control.
Change in volume at change-over.
This may be caused by attenuators
improperly balanced, exciter lamps
or PEC's not matched.

Photoelectric Cell
Given Rigid Tests

NEW

THEATERS

Artesian, S. D. — The erection of a theater
here is being planned by H. H. Silkensen and
J. O. Foote.
Rockford, 111. — Plans have been announced for the erection of a 3,000-seat theater here at an estimated cost of $500,000.
Loren L. Whitehead of the Whitehead Realty Co., is handling the deal and the house
may be leased by Warner Bros.
Selden, Kan. — A theater building with a
seating capacity of 350 is being planned here
by the American Legion Post No. 321.
San Francisco — Work on the new 2,000seat theater to be known as the El Rey,
being constructed here by the T. & D., Jr.,
Enterprises, Inc., is rapidly progressing and
is expected to be finished by August.
Miami, Fla. — Erection of a theater here
with a seating capacity of 1,800 at an estimated cost of $500,000 is reported being
planned by Publix.
Glens Falls, N. Y. — Contract for the erection of a theater building here by Publix at
an estimated cost of $250,000 has been
awarded
to Thompson Starrett Co. of New
York.
Pittsburgh, Pa. — Plans have been completed by Victor A. Rigaumont of New York
and Pittsburgh for a 1,200-seat theater to be
erected here by the Melrose Amusement
Co.
Fitchburg, Mass. — Contract for the construction of a theater here at an estimated

The new W. E. 3-A photoelectric cost
$150,000 has been let by the Coffman of
Estate.
cell, recently announced by the Electrical Research Products, was subWhittier, Cal. — Plans are being made for
jected to severe tests by the Bell the construction of a 1,000-seat house here
at an estimated cost of $150,000 by A. WardTelephone Laboratories in which a man.
number of improvements, both physKilgore, Tex. — Theaters being erected in
ically and electrically, over its predecity and in Henderson by the East Texas
cessors, 1-A and 2-A cells, were this
Theaters,
Inc., are to be opened May 15.
noted.
Another house being constructed in LongThe completion of this work by the view will open June 15.
Bell Telephone Laboratories now
provides in the 3-A cell a photoelec- New Model Sound Head
tric unit which is not only much more
efficient than the 1-A or 2-A cell,
Embodies Refinements
but is also more stable, has a much
Designed as a refinement of the
longer life both in storage and in
use, and is immune to the effect of earlier models, a new mode1! of Saftemperatures up to 125 degrees Ray sound-on-film has been developed by Simplimus, Inc., of Boston.
Fahrenheit, the company states.
This model also employs the prinScreen Renovating Process
of the "light from
ray"; the
instead
of
wired cipleconnections
exciter
A new screen renovating process
photo-electric cell, doof fireproof solution known as Nu- lamp ingtoawaythewith
batteries,
Life that is said gives new life to chargers and motorstorage
generators.
faded, discolored and dirty screens of
all types, has been developed by the
Sound Screen Cleaning and Renovating Co. of New York, under the direction of Benjamin Perse.
The use of this cleaning process
ofttimes brings a screen into better
reflective condition than it was on
MAKE YOUR
original installation, the company
claims.
SQUAB SEATS
SPRING SEATS

REPAIR YOUR
CHAIRS!

ASBESTOS
we have It

BLUE SEAL ASBESTOS CORP.
264 Wyckoff St., near Nevins
Brooklyn, New York, Triangle 0290
Distributors for Johns-Manville Corp.

Repairing

- Reseating

- Upholstering

Allied Seating Company
GRamercy
303 4th Avenus
5-5833 New York City at 23rd

c

IMPROVEMENT IS MADE
IN PROJECTOR CARBONS
The pre-cratering" of 9 mm. x
20 National high intensity projecto
carbons is announced by the Nationalr
Carbon Co., Inc., of Cleveland, as
an important improvement in projector carbons.
Pre-cratering consists of forming a
crater at the burning tip of the carbon during the process of manufacture. In addition to the pre-cratered
tip, the holder end of each carbon
is beveled to permi
in the holder jaws. t easy insertion
Pre-cratering, the company claims,
gives better initial performance of
the carbon in two respects. It results in clean burning when the arc
is struck on a new carbon and it
reduces the time required for the arc
to burn in.
The advantages of this latest improvement in projector carbons, it
is said, have been conclusively demonstrated by exhaustive tests, both
in the laboratory and in actual theater projection. All 9 mm. x 20"
high intensity carbons now leaving
the factory will embody these improvements the company states.

MAKE EACH

with
Vallen All Steel Safety
Track, Vallen Noiseless
Circular Track, Vallen
Electric Curtain Control, Vallen Automatic
Screen Modifier,

VALLEN ELECTRICAL CO., Inc.
AKRON
OHIO

INVISIBLE
Changeover

"Thide"

Automatic Shutter Control
with 3-wire circuit foot switch
Standard equipment in over 1,500
theatres. Fits Monograph Model
F, Simplex
and Super-Simplex
and
SureFit. With
or without Rear
Shutter Mounts.
Rear Shutter Mounts require Model
D type. Convert your Model A to
Model D type. Brackets and parti
on order.
Send for literature.

DOWSER
St.

PERFORMANCE

BETTER

157

Rogers

Ave.,

MFG. CO.
Brooklyn,

N.

T.
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LATEST

NEWS FROM LONDON, PARIS, BERLIN.
SYDNEY, MELBOURNE
AND
OTHER
FOREIGN
CENTERS

Foreign
By

U. T. AND HOYTS ACQUIRE
CIRCUIT OF EIGHT HOUSES
Sydney — Acting jointly, Union
Theaters and Hoyts have acquired
the Dan Clifford circuit of eight
houses located in the Adelaide suburbs. Theaters involved in the deal
are the Thebarton, Thebarton; Torrensville,/ Torrensville; Unley, Unley; Star, St. Peters; Star, Norwood;
Star, Mount Gambier; Wondergraph,
Port Adelaide, and Wondergraph,
Semaphore.
U. T. and Hoyts are already operating with a joint film buying committee, and certain clauses in the cooperative working agreement restrict
the individual expansion of either
concern. The agreement called for a
suspension of building activities and
the first project jettisoned was Union
Theaters' plan to build a large house
in Adelaide to offset Hoyts' Regent.
Mutual acquisition of the Clifford circuit maintains the balance of power
in South Australia. The Adelaide
circuit will be operated as independent unit controlled by both companies, but no information concerning the operating personnel has been
released as yet.

S. W. Smith Brings Over
Edgar Wallace Talker
London — S. W. Smith, managing
director of British Lion Film Corp.,
Ltd., is now in America with some of
the company's latest productions, including the first of the Edgar Wallace
talkers and the first Maisie Gay production, "To Oblige a Lady." After
concluding his business in New York,
Smith goes to Toronto to negotiate
deals for both British Lion and British & Dominion product, which Regal Films will market throughout
Canada.
Sascha

Palast

Opened

Vienna — The Sascha Palast, a new
super with a seating capacity of 1,300,
opened here recently. The house,
built in the record time of eight
weeks, contains two Klangfilm soundon-film and one sound-on-disc reproducing installations. A section of
the house is equipped with earphones
for the hard-of-hearing.

48 New Spanish Houses
Madrid — Forty-eight new
motion picture houses with a
total seating capacity of 51,588
seats were constructed in Spain
last year. Number of sound
equipment installations made
was 158.

Markets
GEO RGB

HAPPENINGS
IN OTHER
LANDS
OF INTEREST TO
PRODUCERS, DISTRIBUTORS
AND
OTHERS
IN THE
U. S.

REDDY

German Invents 3- Color Process
Berlin — A new and extremely simple 3-color film process
is reported being perfected here. The process is the idea of
a German photo-chemist, W. Leyde, who is to give a public
demonstration of the system in the near future.

GERMAN PRODUCERS PLAN BRITISH MOVIETONE NEWS
MAKES STAFF ADDITIONS
London — In order to cope with
Fl man— producers
Berlin
A group of leading Gerincreased
news gathering activities
including Fellner-

Somlo and Froehlich Film, are re- of British Movietone, and the growported planning a combined distributing number of successful news theaters in Great Britain, editor Gerald
ing organization for the renting of
their product in Germany. This plan,
Sanger erating
has personnel.
expanded the reel's opit is said, will not affect the individual status of the companies, but is
Leslie Landau, contact man for the
being worked out as a means of organization, has been appointed editor of the national editions of both
bringing down film handling costs.
British Movietone News and Gazette,
Sanger for other duties. A
Warner Bros. N. Z. Mgr. relieving
special department of the editorial
Promoted to Sydney Post staff has been created under the supervision of Norman Hulbert to comSydney — H. E. Schureck, for a
pile the news theater programs, and a
number of years manager for War- number of additions have been made
ner-First National in New Zealand,
technical staff of the produchas been appointed personal repre- to the
tion section. D. Dean, formerly with
sentative to Ralph Clark, head of the Gaumont,
has been assigned to the
company in the Australasian terri- cutting department.
tory. Schureck has begun his duties
at the headquarters here. The appointment issaid to have a bearing R-K-0 House in London
upon Warner-F. N.'s contemplated
extension of activities in Australia, Gets New Revolving Stage
London— A new revolving stage,
leaving Clark free to handle new developments which are expected to the first of its kind to be introduced
follow his visit to the U. S. soon. in Great Britain, will be installed by
Schureck's promotion does not incur RKO at the Leicester Square here.
any change in the company's present The stage, ordered from Berlin, is the
personnel, as it is the creation of a invention of Edward Winterfelt,
new executive post.
prominent German electrical engineer,
and is a later improvement upon the
2 New Houses for Athens
type of stage the inventor has had
Athens, Greece — Negotiations are in successful operation at a Munich
understood to have been completed theater during the past year. RKO
here between a newly formed Gre- plans to run vaudeville acts at the
cian-American company, Santiko Leicester Square in addition to its
Bros.-Papageorgiou and the Societe film program.
Pour Favoriser l'Enseignement, for
Another Aberdeen Super Planned
the leasing over a period of 20 years
of a modern house which the latter
Aberdeen — Another super to be
organization will build on an impor- known as the Regent is planned for
tant site in this city. Seating ca- this city by J. R. Poole and William
pacity of the house will be 2,000, and Firth, owners of the local Palace.
the equipment will include up-to-date The house will be built at a cost of
air conditioning machinery to enable $150,000 with a seating capacity of
the theater to run during the hot
summer months. Annual rental is 2,500. The Palace is at present undergoing extensive reconstruction at an
said to be $22,750. Another new de expenditure of $185,000, and when
luxer, seating 1,800, is now nearing completed will hold 2,200 people.
completion here. The house has not
yet been rented, but a number of in- English Version of German Success
terests are reported to be angling
London — Gainsborough Pictures, in
for it.
conjunction with the German firm of
Fellner and Somlo, has acquired the
Para. Revises Title in Australia
English rights to the German film,
Sydney — Famous Lasky Film Ser- "The Private Secretary," from Greenvice, Ltd., has been registered here baum-Lustpiel Co. The English verunder the new name of Paramount
sion will be produced here by GainsFilm Service, Ltd.
borough.

PROPOSED FRENCH QUOTA
WOULD HIT GERMAN TRADE

Paris — An important development
in the French quota situation is likely
to occur soon, as the result of a conference held recently by the Chambre
Syndicale on the question. It is believed that certain proposals will be
made to the Government, the effect of
which would be to establish an op- j
position to the German Kontingent.
Under the provisions of the latter
trading with Germany is impracticable, as it demands the regulation of
imports on a reciprocal basis of one i
for one.

French Exhibs Demand
Better Renting Terms
Paris — The Syndicat Francais,
French exhibitor organization, is preparing a campaign to force better
film renting terms which are reported
to have been refused them by renters and distributors.
The exhibitors' demands
include:
Absolute liberty to choose method of
rental, of percentage
or fixed;
supres-a
sion
blind and block
booking;
revision

of

prices, taking into consideration that the public has ceased
to regard talking films as a curiosity;
suppression
of a minimum
when
a .
film is booked on a percentage ba-f
sis, and a larger proportion of publicity costs to be met by the renter.
The
campaign
also
includes
the
pressing forward of certain claims onj
authors' royalties.
Lussiez Heads French Exhib Body
Paris — M. Brezillon, for several
years president of the Syndicat Francais, French exhibitor organization,
and who has been a prominent figure
at international conferences, has
been succeeded in the presidency by
M. Lussiez, formerly vice-president.
Aubert Manager Resigns
Paris — Mons. Tavano, who has
been manager of Etablisements
Aubert for 20 years, has resigned.
Tavano remains artistic manager of
Gaumont- Franco-Films- Aubert, and
is now to work as director on his
own.

French Film Inquiry
Paris — A commission to inquire into the control and position of the French film industry is being appointed by M.
Petsche, Under-Secretary of
State for Beaux-Arts, who is in
charge of motion picture matters for the Government.
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Theater

Changes

Reported by Film Boards of Trade
Long Island
Changes in Ownership

NEW JERSEY
Changes in Ownership

Irvington — Grove, sold to Another Amuse. Forest Hills — Inwood, sold to Spuro Amuse.
Corp. by Rivoli Holding Co. ; Iselin — IseCorp. by S. & S. Circuit; Maspeth — Maslin, sold to Kay Thea. Inc. by George
peth, sold to Randforce Amuse. Co. by
Torak ; Lyndhurst — Lyndhurst, sold to
Fox Metropolitan ; Smithtown — Assembly
Hall, sold to Reed
& Fitzpatrick.
Lyndhurst Thea. Inc. by Eugene WoodClosing
hams ; Maplewood — Maplewood, sofld to
Leon Rosenblatt by Thomas Gorman ;
Roslyn — Tower.
Montclair — Bellevue, sold to Draclair
NORTH CAROLINA
Amuse. Corp. by Stanley Fabian Corp ;
Newark — Lewis, sold to Alfred C. CerriChanges
in Ownership
gone ; Newark, sold to Paramount Publix
Corp. by Adams Bros. ; West End, sold Belhaven— Cameo, sold to C. B. West by
Mr. Lassiter; Charlotte — Strand, sold to
to Another Amuse. Corp. by Louis HyCriterion Amuse. Co. by John Von Barre;
man ; Paterson — U. S., sold to Paramount
Enfield — Masonic, sold to C. M. Rumley
Publix Corp. by Adams Bros. ; Ridgefield
Park — Rialto, sold to Park Ridge Amuse.
by H. T. Highsmith ; Morganton — CaroCorp. by D. & S. Amus. Co. ; Atlantic City
lina, sold to Vernon C. Davis by Nathan
— New Palace, sold to Harry Slatko by
Ginsberg; Mt Olive — Victory, sold to
Elmes Thea. Corp. ; Camden — Star, sold to
Highsmith & Roberson by W. L. KorneFannie Cohen by Harry A. Meyers ; Hadgay ; Rocky Mount — Manhattan, sold to
Jackson Dillard & Co. by Armstrong &
donfield — Colonial, sold to Highland Amuse.
Rawlins; Selma — Playhouse, sold to C. P.
Co. by L. M. Cronmiller ; Ocean City —
Harper by H. P. Howell; Statesville—
Doughty's
Pier,
Showboat,
sold
to
Strand
Thea. Co. by Hunts Ocean Thea., Inc. ;
Broadway, Carolina, Palace, sold to V. C.
Westville — Victoria sold to Morris D.
Schley by J. L. Caudell.
Rauer by Pierce & Sperling.

Closings
Paterson — Lyceum ; Tenafly — Bergen.

Re-Opening

Paterson — Lyric ; Summit — Lyric ;
mede — Runnemede.

Runne-

NEW MEXICO
Changes in Ownership

Fort Sumner — Granada sold to J. W. Allen
by W. C. Snelson.

Closings
Clovis — Rex ; Mountainair — Mountainair.

NEW YORK
Changes in Ownership

Jamestown — Roosevelt, sold to Jamestown
Roosevelt Thea. by Chadokin Amuse. Co. ;
Liverpool — Liverpool, sold to L. Horsman
by G. T. Imeson ; Poughkeepsie — Strand,
sold to Ber, Knobel by Frances Herron ;
Rochester — Monroe, sold to Falor Amuse.
Corp. by Geo. Kircher ; Salem — Star, sold
to V. E. Sweet by Mrs. Grace Robinson ;
Utica — Rivoli, sold to L. J. Carkey by V.
Daniels

Closings

Binghampton — Laurel ; Ithaca — Crescent ;
Jamestown— Ritz ; Jordon — Hippodrome ;
Hammond — Hammond ; Montour Falls —
Opera House ; Oakfield — Star ; Phoenix —
Strand ; Rochester — Eastman, Clinton ;
Schenectady — Happy Hour ; Webster —
Grange.

New Theater

Geneva — Geneva,

Schine

Ent.

Inc.,

New York City
Changes in Ownership

owners.

Fifth Ave. Playhouse — 66 Fifth Ave., sold to
Foreign Thea Inc. by Barbara Hope Thea.,
Inc. ; Kingsbridge — Bronx, sold to Kingsbridge Thea., Inc. by Playhouses, Inc. ;
Manhattan, sold to Manhattan Thea. Inc.
by Fox Metropolitan ; Moshulu — Bronx,
sold to Mosholu Thea. Inc. by Playhouses,
Inc. : Ogden, sold to Ogden Thea., Inc. by
Playhouses, Inc. ; Tuxedo — Bronx, sold to
Tuxedo Thea. Inc. by Playhouses, Inc. ;
U. S.. sold to U. S. Thea. Inc. by Playhouses, Inc; Verona — Second Ave., sold to
Frank Valli by Ledig Thea. Corp.; Yorke
— Bronx, sod to Lerox Thea. Corp. by
Friedman.

Closings

Belmore — Third Ave. ; New Third Ave.

New Theaters

Eltinge — 236
W.
42nd
Amuse Corp. ; formerly

St.,
Rudhadian
legitimate.

Brooklyn

Art — 958 Marcy Ave., sold to Frank Koren,
Korman Corp. by Marcy Ent., Inc. ; Bobby, sold to Block & Oxenhorn by D. & B.
Amuse. Co. ; Boro Hall, sold to Gill &
Gonzales by S. T. Strassberg ; Duffield.
sold to Randforce Amuse. Corp. by Fox
Metropolitan ; Highway, New Colonial,
sold to Randforce Amuse. Corp. by Playhouses, Inc. ; Lee, sold to Louis Dreiling
by Berman & Victor ; Newkirk, sold to
Oscar L. Hausner by A. G. Francis;
Sheldon, sold to Sound Thea., Inc.; Subway, sold to Barr, Block & Kutinsky by
H. Barr; American, sold to Ru-Art Amuse.
Corp. by Hennet Amuse. Corp.

New Theater

Majestic— 651
Fulton
St., Majestic
Corp., owners, formerly legitimate.

Thea.

Closings

Andrews — Carolina ; Asheville — Strand ; Belhaven — Cameo; Durham — Wonderland; Elk
Park — Park; Enfield— Masonic ; Fairbluff —
School ; Marion — Colored ; Mt. Airy —
Broadway ; Salisbury — Strand ; Sparta —
Sparta ; Stanley — Palace ; Sylva — Sylvan ;
Trenton — Community ; Tryon — Strand ;
—
Imperial. — Dreamland, New ; Warrenton
Washington

NORTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership
Neche — Movies, sold to Herbert
Re-Opening
R. C. Kolleson.

Cladhue

by

Grandville — Gem.

OHIO
Changes in Ownership
Berghobs — City, sold to W. B. Urling by
E. Marshall ; Canton — Windsor, sold
Windsor Thea. Co. by Benj. Anslow
Fred Ricker ; Cincinnati — Crescent, sold
D. R. Kautz by Mrs. Crone; Cleveland
Superior, sold to Maurice Kaplan, Jr.

H.
to
or
to
—
by

Standard Sound Devices
Warner Sales Executives
in Foreign Field
Coast-Bound for Meeting Gaining
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

the other side are more particular
Hotel in San Francisco. In Chi- than Americans about the quality of
cago the cars will be attached to the
Overland Limited to Omaha, and sound, declares Batsel, and exhibifrom the latter city the train will be mand.tors are forced to recognize this deWarner Bros. Special through to the
"American-made pictures are the
coast, with the Union Pacific prom- backbone of the industry in these
ising to set a new record for fast foreign countries, although local protime to the coast.
ducing companies are beginning to
Among those leaving from New
moreCinema
active," and
BatselJacques
states. "The
York are Sam E. Morris, G. L. Sears, get
Pathe
Haik
A. W. Smith, Jr., Carl Leserman, studios in France are the most acClaude C. Ezell, S. Charles Einfeld,
tive producers in that country. In
Norman H. Moray, Joseph Hummel, England the British International,
Al Brauninger, J. L. Warner and British Lion, Gainsborough, NettleHoward Smith.
fold, Twickenham, First NationalMorris will make the opening ad- Pathe and Gaumont studios are condress at the conference. He will be
tinuously busy. Splendid recording
followed by Sears, Ezell, Smith and is being done in the Pittaluga and
Leserman. On the second day ad- Luce studios in Italy. I looked at
dresses will be made by Einfeld and a number of films in the viewing
Hubert Voight of the coast publicity room of the Luce studio, which is
department. Speakers on the closing sponsored by Mussolini and which
day will include J. L. Warner, Moe does considerable Government work,
Silver, Daryll Zanuck, Hal Wallis and while there was told that the
viewing room had been a Roman
and Graham Baker.
bath in the time of Nero and Caesar.
They go in extensively for billboard
display in Italy and all over the
U. S. Scouts Combing
country the stars of American-made
Europe for Players tion.
productions are on constant exhibi(.Continued from Page 1)
"Seven out of eight large studios
ers are particularly anxious to obtain
artists who speak several languages, in England record by RCA Photosystem, and the two principal
and negotiations are reported under phone
way for a number of continental stars studios in both France and Italy also
who are already established in their employ this method. The new
all AC operated standparticular countries but who would Photophone
ard reproducing equipment recently
have drawing value after a Holly- was installed in six British houses
wood build-up.
and the higher quality of sound
created much comment among exShowing Silhouette Film
During his stay in London, a
hibitors." was given to Batsel.
"The Adventures of Prince Ach- banquet
med," a German silhouette motion
picture made by Lotte Reiniger over
a period of three years and for which Pynchon & Co. Insolvent;
Handled
Fox Film Stock
Wolfgang Zeller wrote a special mu(Continued from Page 1)
sical score, will be shown Sunday
afternoon and evening at the West- the New York Stock Exchange because of insolvency. W. F. Ingold,
chester County Center, White Plains,
for the benefit of the Westchester one of the partners of the firm, joined
Girl Scout Camp. The picture, em- the Fox Film board of directors
ploying 250,000 silhouettes, has cre- when Harley L. Clarke stepped into
ated unusual interest abroad and in the company, and the financial house
Boston, where it has already been has
stock.been identified with Fox Film
shown.

Frank Gross; Columbiana — Globe, sold to
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Myler by H. W. Lundgren; Columbus — Alhambra, sold to Wm.
Chesbrough by Glessie Barton ; Columbus
Grove — Roma, sold to Homer H. Harris
by Raymond Dishong; Dennison — Lincoln,
sold to Lee Van Tilburg by Jacob Smith;
Findlay — Lyceum, sold to McKinley by
Mrs. Leslie Kraft ; Freemont — Freemont,
Strand, sold to Schine Thea. Co., Inc., by
C. F. Miller; Huron— Huron, sold to William Wynne by Robert Knapp; New Lexington—New Lex, sold to J. L. Hatcher
by New Lex. Thea. Co.; New Philadelphia
— Bijou, sold to F. Arthur Simon & Nate
Schultz by F. G. Schram ; Payne — Strand,
sold to Carl Armbrust by R. E. Stewart;
Sa.em — Grand, Royal, State, sold to The
Walken Thea. Co. by C. V. Rakestraw ;
Seville — Hope sold to W. Watmough, Ed
Care & L. Jones by Mathews & Dienke;
South Charleston — Garden, sold to L. E.
Meadows by D. E. Porter ; Vermilion —
Liberty sold to The Vermilion by H. B.
Kishman & A. B. Current; West Union —
Closings
sold to Earl Hewett.
Jeromesville — Liberty ; Lynchville — Lyric ;
Re-Opening
Ohio City — Princess.
Cedarville — Opera House; Marion — Orpheum;
Tippecanoe City — Auditorium.

OKLAHOMA
Changes in Ownership

Clinton — Del Rio, part interest sold to John
Terry by C. Lyles; Gage — Toy, sold to C.
M. Gladgow by E. W. Shutt; Haskell—
Orpheum ; sold to
James A. Collins by J.
Closing
C. Hinds; Sallisaw — Wonderland, reverted
to E. B. Bugher.
Blair
erty.— Palace ; Earlsboro — Rex ; Jenks —
Jenks; Kaw City — New Kaw ; Oilton —
Gem; Waurika — Home; Webb City — Lib-

Re-Opening

Lawton — Orpheum ; Waynoka — Eaton.

New Theaters
Buffalo — Sooner, C. W. Sliattuck, owner;
Durant — Metro, John Terry, owner.
Mercy ; Portland — Alberta, sold to Ray
Henderson by Pacific Theaters Inc. ; Capitol, sold to Blumauer Estate by C. M.
Dunne, Inc; Hawthorne, sold to L. B.
Kay by L. R. Struble; Laurelhurst, sold to
Walter Tebbetts Closings
by Ray Henderson.
Eugene — Rex ; Lakeview — Roundup ; SpringRe-Openings
field, Bell.
Roseburg — Rose.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

Dell Rapids — Grand, sold to Fred Long by
O'Leary Bros. ; Platte — Lyric, sold to Roy
Munden by E. L. Lloyd; Presho — Lyric,
sold to J. & H. Libner by Albers &
Schmert ; Revillo — Audit., sold to Willis
Youells by Carl Closings
Swanson.
Veblen — Star;

Selby
— Opera House.
Re-Opening

Fairfax — Community.

New Theater
Milbank— no

name;,

B. Benfield,

owner.

Grecian Talking Pictures; Fitelson, Lerman
& Mayers,
70 West 40th St., New York.
200
shares common.
Lydal Operating Corp., theatrical; B. Rich,
50 East 42nd St., New York. $10,000.
Capital Increases
Samuel Goldwyn, New York, 1,000 shares
no par to $1,000,000.
DELAWARE CHARTERS
Warner Bros. Pictures of Chile, Inc., Wilmington, Del.; Corp. Trust Co., Dover, Del.
Paramount Films of Philippines, Inc., Wil$10,000. mington, Del.; Corp. Trust Co,, Dover, Del
250 shares common.
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Constance Bennett in

"Born to Love"

with

"Dude Ranch"

Jack

Oakie, Eugene Pallette,
June Collyer
RKO Pathe
Time: 84 mins.
Paramount
Time: 71 mins.
BELOW AVERAGE BENNETT
GOOD KIDDING FARCE ON
VEHICLE OWING TO POOR WESTERN ATMOSPHERE CARRIES PLENTY LAUGHS BUT
STORY.
STAR'S PERSONAL THEY CRASH IT WITH HOKE
FOLLOWING WILL HELP B. O. MELLER CLIMAX.
APPEAL.
A swell novelty idea handled nicely on story, directing and acting with
A commonplace and inadequately fine
kidding atmosphere, and then
motivated yarn is the chief fault of they stuck a typical old-time hoke
this picture, which nevertheless meller ending on it which is on a
ought to draw well due to Connie par with the serials of ten years ago.
If they had kept it in the burlesque
Bennett's big following. At times and kidding tempo all the way, it
the star. herself goes a bit meller in would have been a pip. As it is,
it is a strong laugh number, with
her acting. The story has Miss Ben- some
very clever dialog that also
nett doing a nurse, who falls in love gets the chuckles. Jack Oakie and
with an American officer on leave in Eugene Pallette running a troupe,
London. He returns to the front and are stranded with Mitzi Green and
a woman of the company. The
is reported killed. About to bear a proprietor of a dude ranch hires
child, she marries a Britisher after them to impersonate wild westerners
telling him all. The American re- to give his guests a thrill. So the
turns and the result is that the Brit- troupe puts on an act, and the kidisher divorces the nurse but retains
ding stuff is aces. Then a gang
custody of the child. Finally the leader and his crowd arrive as big
youngster dies and the nurse and the business men, intent on sticking up
American get together. Joel Mc- the mine payroll in the nearby town.
Crea, good-looking and he-man type, Hoke ending with Oakie doing big
does the American officer well hero stuff, a miscue, but otherwise
a swell laugh number.
enough.

with
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William Haines in

"Gun Smoke"

Richard
Arlen,Boyd
Mary
Brian,
William
Paramount
Time, 72 mins.
NOVELTY WESTERN INTRODUCES GANGSTER ATMOSPHERE INTO COWBOY SETTING. FAIR ENTERTAINMENT,
BUT TOO
FAR
FETCHED.
They started with a pip of a novelty idea, with a gang leader and his
mob muscling in on a little western
community where they still believe in
honesty, good sportsmanship, and all
the other old-time virtues. But the
theme was loosely handled and is
unconvincing in many spots. Still,
it's lively and novel entertainment,
with a smash thrill finish and good
comedy touches throughout. The
gangsters take over the heroine's
ranch where gold has been discovered, and sew up the nearby town
with another mob from the Eastern
city. Richard Arlen on the range
with his cowboys, hears of the setup, andThere
adoptsis athe
gang's
tactics.
finish
fight killing
in the
town, and then the cowboys ride
after the fleeing leader with his
lieutenants, and wipe them out.
Eugene Pallette lends fine comedy,
and the work of Boyd, Arlen and
Mary Brian is ahead of the loose

Cast: Richard Arlen, Mary Brian, William
(Stage) Boyd, Eugene Pallette, Charles
Cast:
Jack
Oakie,
Stuart
Erwin,
Eugene
Cast: Constance Bennett, Joel McCrea,
Winninger, Louise Fazenda, Brooks BeneAnthony Bushell, Paul Cavanagh, Louis Pallette, Mitzi Green, June Collyer. Charles plot. dict, William Arnold, Carroll Nash, Stanley
Sellon, Cecil Weston, George Webb, Guy Mack, Guy Oliver, James Durkin, William
Closser Hale, Frederik Kerr, Mary Forbes,
Oliver, James
Crane.
Elizabeth
Forrester.
Mong, Dawn O'Day, Willie Fung.
Director, Frank Tuttle ; Author, Milton V. Director,
Edward Sloman ; Authors, Grover
Direction, Paul L. Stein ; Author, Ernest
Krims
;
Adaptors,
Percy
Heath,
Grover
Jones,
William Slaven McNutt, Adaptors,
;
same
Dialoguer,
;
Pascal ; Adaptor, same
Editor, Claude Berkeley; Cameraman. John Tones, Lloyd Corrigan ; Dialoguers, same ; same ; Dialoguer, not credited ; Editor, not
Mescall ; Recording Engineers, Charles Editor, not listed ; Cameraman, Henry credited ; Cameraman, Archie Stout ; RecordGerrard ; Recording Engineer, M. M. Paggi.
ing Engineer, Harold
Lewis.
Ben Winkler.
O'Loughlin,
Direction, fair.
Photography,
good.
Direction, very good. Photography, fine.
excellent.
Photography,
Direction, fair.

"The Public Enemy"

with James Cagney, Edward Woods,
Jean Harlow
Time, 74 mins.
Warner Bros.
TRIKE,
TEN-S
A
LIKE
LOOKS
AND PERHAPS THE BEST
GANGSTER PIX OF 'EM ALL.
HAS EVERYTHING — ACE DISTORY, ACTING.
RECTION,
IT'S POWERFUL.
Exhibs are due for several surprises when they lamp this one. So
is John Public. The work of James
Cagney as the gangster is positively
brilliant. He packs a punch in the
slightest gesture and action. He
sways the audience every time he
shows. Direction of William Wellman is masterly. The story is a searing indictment of gang law, showing
the inexorable retribution that finally
awaits them. It follows the careers
of two nice kids who come under
the influence of a gang leader and are
finally changed into two killers. The
character development of these two is
a treat. The picture snaps along with

crisp crackle of the gangster guns. Dialogue
is way above average. The cast is exceptional throughout. The femme interest is subordinated to the grim development of the plot,
which builds thrills mountingly to a wow
climax that seldom has been equalled. All
in all,
pix that should slay 'em
at
the aoldbeaucoup
b.o.

Cast: James Cagney, Edward Woods,
Donald Cook, Joan Blondell, Jean Harlow,
Beryl Mercer, Ben Hendricks, Jr., Robert
Emmett O'Connor, Leslie Fenton, Louise
Brooks, Murray
Kinnell, Mae Clark.
Director, William Wellman ; Authors,
Kubec Glasmon. John Bright ; Adaptor,
Harvey Thew ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor. Ed
McCormick ; Cameraman, Dev Jennings ;
Recording
Engineer,
not credited.
Direction, aces.
Photography,
fine.

Fox

"Doctors' Wives"
Time: 80

SLOW
BOTH
RELIEF.

mins.

MOVING SOPHISTICATED DRAMA THAT LACKS
PUNCH AND COMEDY

American "Lumpemball"
General Film
Time: 70 mins.
GERMAN FILM WITH CARNIVAL SETTING CARRIES
SLIGHTLY
HUMOROUS
STORY, BUT TOO DRAGGY
AND
REPETITIOUS.

Can't give this one much, with a
Warner Baxter and Joan Bennett fair farce atmosphere but too much
repetition of scenes and action. All
in thankless parts do their best with about a rich old codger with a pracvolumes of uninteresting dialogue
tical joking sense and his son-in-law
and weak-kneed situations, but these who get in a jam with their wives.
two sterling artists cannot pull this The old boy's wife and daughter are
tipped off that their hubbies have
production into the money. The story gone to a carnival ball with two girls
concerns Joan, who marries Baxter, from a show in the city. The husbands swap clothes with two musia prominent and much sought after
cians, and dash back home for their
surgeon. On their wedding night
alibi. Meanwhile hubby has framed
Baxter leaves Joan to visit a patient. it with the gang of show people to
The same thing happens often. Joan get ma liquored up. They do it
so well that the dignified old lady
becomes jealous of her husband's pro- gets pie-eyed, is made queen of the
fession— and of a woman who seems
Vagabond Ball, and gets her picto be vamping him. Her jealousy
ture in the paper holding a bottle
and a misunderstanding lead to their in her hand and her hat over her
ear. Later when the party is brought
separation and Joan's infidelity with back to the house, with the two show
Baxter's best friend. They are finally girls posing as countesses, the husreconciled but without the expected
band flashes the newspaper phcto on
his wife, and she has no comeback
punch or intense climax.
for his little escapade.
Cast: Warner Baxter, Joan Bennett,
Kurt
Vogt,
L'nd,
Earl

"A Tailor
M-G
-M

Made
Time:Man"
77 mins.

SURE-FIRE GENERAL AUDIENCE STUFF IN THIS ROLLICKING FARCE. ONE OF
HAINES'
BEST
IN SOME
MONTHS.
William Haines clowns through
this picture in a pleasantly entertaining mood. Dialogue is bright, but not
o wisecracking, generally speaking,
is in other Haines
vehicles.
The
ituations are frequently hilarious.
Star does a tailor's pants pressei
who, in a borrowed dress suit
crashes society and wins the confidence of a big department store
president. He becomes general manager just at the time the store is in. a
heap of financial difficulties and pulls
the company through by his antidepression policy. Love interest \s
brought in through the tailor's
daughter, played attractively by Dorothy Jordan. Joseph Cawthorn does
some riotious work as the old German tailor. The entire cast turns in
competent performances. Screen story
based on famous stage play.
Cast : William Haines, Dorothy Jordan,
Joseph Cawthorn, Marjorie Rambeau, William Austin, Ian Keith, Hedda Hopper, Hale
Hamilton, Henry Armetta, Walter Walker,
Forrester Harvey, Joan Marsh and Martha
Sleeper.
Director, Sam Wood ; Author, Harry
James Smith ; Adaptor, Edgar Allan Woolf ;
Dialoguer, same; Editor, George Hively ;
Cameraman, Alfred Gilks ; Recording Engineer, Douglas Shearer.
Direction, fine.
Photography, good.

"Other Men's Women"

with Mary Astor, Grant Withers
Warner Bros.
Time, 70 mins.
WEAK

AND

UNCONVINCING

STORY WITH A RAILROADING BACKGROUND. GOOD
CAST PRACTICALLY WASTED.
This picture was released some
time ago as "The Steel Highway,"
but is only now reaching Broadway.
Story lacks definite purpose and will
prove disappointing to the big majority. Grant Withers, an easy going
drunkard, is taken in hand by his
railroading pal, Regis Toomey, and
the latter's wife, Mary Astor, who
make a decent man of him. Withers
and the wife fall in love, eventually
resulting in a fight between the two
men on a locomotive, with the husband being blinded as a result, and it
all ends in the latter going to his
death in a bridge washout. Since
little sympathy has been built up for
any of the characters, least of all the
intruding lover, the outcome lacks
dramatic justification and proves very
unsatisfactory. The cast is capable

Cecilia Loftus, Ruth Warren, Marion Lessing, Victor Varconi, John St. Polis, Paul
Porcasi, Helene Millard, George Chandler,
Violet Dunn, Louise Macintosh, William
Maddox.

Cast: Harry Frank. Irene Ambrus,
Lilien, Anna Mueller-Lincke, Carl de
Fritz Kampers, Paul Kemp. George
Anny
Ann, Earl Platen, Wolf George,
Harbacher.

Director, Frank Borzage; Authors, Svlvia
Lieferant, Henry Lieferant ; Adaptor, Maurine Watkins ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor,
Jack Dennis ; Cameraman,
Arthur
Edeson.
Direction, fair.
Photography, good.

Director, Carl Heinz Wolff : Author, same;
Adaptor, Franz Ranch : Dialoguer, same ;
Director, William Wellman ; Author. Maude
Editor, Carl Heinz Wolff ; Cameramen,
Fulton ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, William
George Muschner, Han« Gottschalt ; Record- K. Wells; Editor, Edward McDermott ; Caming Engineer, Walter
Ruhland.
eraman, Chick McGill.
Direction, poor.
Photography,
spotty.
Direction, fair.
Photography, okay.

and does
good work,of but
overcome the weakness
the can't
material.
Cast: Grant Withers, Regis Toomey, Mary
Astor, James Cagney, Joan Blondell, Fred
Kohler, Long.
J. Farrell MacDonald, Lilian Worth,
Walter

"Troika"

Henny Porten in

"Skandal Urn Eva"

("Scandal About Eva")

Foreign Film
Time, 89 mins.
AMUSING GERMAN TALKER
WITH INCIDENTAL MUSIC.
WELL ACTED AND GENERALLY BETTER THAN AVERAGE
FOREIGN
PRODUCT.
While it lacks anything of a very
.distinguishing nature, this Germanmade talker has a pleasing and easily
understood story, requiring no knowledge of German to follow the action,
and a musical accomoaniment that
is fairly agreeable. Hennv Porten.
leading woman of the production, is
quite well known over here by now
and mav be counted upon for some
b. o. value among the German and
arty fans. Storv is about an innocent school teacher who unwittinglv
becomes involved in a scandal when
she adopts a little boy. The lad turns
out to be the son of the minister of
education, with whom the teacher is
in love, and in due course everything
is made right and the way paved for
the happy ending. Good work of the
players is one of the principal enjoyments of the picture.
Cast: Henny Porten, Adelc Sandrock, Paul
" Henckels, Karl Ettlinger, Ludwig Stoessel,
Oscan Sima, Claud Clausen, Franz Odemar,
Kaethe Haack.
Director, G. W. Pabst ; Author, not credited: Adaptor, not credited: Dialoguer. not
credited : Editor C. W. Pahst : Cam»r»min,
Fritz Arnow Wagner ; Recording Engineer,
Dr. Cuido Bagier.
Direction, good.
Photography,
good.

"Just for a Time,
Song"
Sono Art
56 mins.
POOR
BRITISH PRODUCTION BUILT AROUND OUTDATED BACK-STAGE THEME.
WEAK ON STORY AND ACTING.
A British Gainsborough production
that looks as though it had been
made some time ago in imitation of
the outdated theme song back-stage
Hollywood films of a year ago. On
a London variety stage we even see
the hero and heroine, a dance team,
doing a typical vaude turn with cheap
wisecracks and everything. Story is
weak, and fails to build to any real
climax, with a sloppy continuity and
poor motivation. The acting is also
below par, due to the musical comedy nature of the cast. Can have little appeal to American audiences
with its outworn theme and English
mannerisms. All about a vaude team
called Jack and Jill, with a misunderstanding occurring when Jack
tries to help out another girl performer bv writing her a song, and
Jill thinking tljere is more in back
of it. And so it rambles on, with
sequences of stage acts and theater
atmosphere that Hollywood abandoned several years ago. The cast
includes some names with popularity
on the musical stage, among them
being Rov Royston, Dick Henderson and Lilian Davies.
Cast: Lilian Divies. Roy Royston, Constance Carpenter, Cyril Ritchard, Nick Adams,
Dirk Henderson.
Director. V. n.-ireth Cundrey ; Author,
same ; Adaptor, V, Oareth Cundrey : Dialoeuer, not credited ; Cameraman,
not crcd

ited.

Directon,

poor.

Photography,

u
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spotty.

Film Exchange
Time, 90 mins.
GOOD RUSSIAN SILENT
FILM WITH MUSICAL AND
SOUND EFFECTS. HAS FINE
PHOTOGRAPHY AND CHARACTER PORTRAYAL.
This production was made by Hisa
Film in Russia, in conjunction with
a Berlin organization. It is chiefly
notable for the fact that unlike the
Soviet product, it is a straight entertainment film without any propaganda. Tells of a peasant coachman
lured by a fine lady of the city away
from his wife and child. Then laughs
at him, and when he returns to his
home his child is dead, and his wife
prepares to enter a convent. Up to
this point it is fine drama, but then
follows a series of anti-climaxes
which drag the film out to interminable length. The finale shows the wife
deciding at the last moment to take
up her life again with_ her broken
husband. Photography is exceptionally good, with typical Russian atmospheric shots and symbolic treatment in contrasting scenes of the life
of the fine lady vamp and that of the
peasant wife. Characterizations are
finely drawn, with Olga Tchekova
very impressive and alluring. H. A.
Schlettow as the coachman gives an
impressive performance. Russian atmosphere isbeautifully handled, but
it's
too
long
and too detailed in
treatment.
Cast: H. A. Schlettow, Helen Steele, Olga
Tchekova,
M. Tcliekov.
Director. W. Strijevsky ; Authors. M.
Linskv, J. Salkind ; Cameraman, Nicolai
Tonorkosf.
Direction,
lent.

very

good.

Photography,

excel-

©

PRESENTATIONS
By

JACK

CIRCUS ATTRACTIONS
FAST ENTERTAINMENT
IN CAPITOL STAGE SHOW HOLD SWAY AT ROXY
Fast-motion stage entertainment is
what customers are getting at the
Capitol this week via Benny Davis
and his "Future Broadway Stars,"
supplemented by the ever enchanting
Gamby and Kate Smith of ether
fame. Title of Davis' show sounds
like a genuine prophecy as the talent
certainly is talent.
In her divertissement Maria Gambarelli presents a "syncopated toe
dance," "Rhapsody in Blue," which
she executes with splendid technique
and charm. It's a number which is
especially conceived for more intelligent audiences.
The Davis part of the entertainment is always rollicking. Duke
McHale contributes a fast tap routine and Marguerite and LeRoy turn
in some nice dance work. The
Three Ryans harmonize in big time
fashion, Vilma and Buddy Ebsen
dance and sing and the latter handles
a blues number in hot style. Jackie
Heller also chimes in with good
vocalizing. Kate Smith gets plenty
of encores for her work. Closing
the bill Davis and his wife sing, the
composer reviving several of the
numbers
and
dough.which brought him fame

A real "three ring" circus is the
feature of the Roxy presentation this
week. Three acts, working simultaneous!}', one on the stage and the
other two in boxes on opposite sides
of the auditorium, give a novel effect.
Adele Nelson Reed and her performing elephants are introduced by a
ringmaster, who appears before the
curtains. Miss Reed puts three elephants through some clever paces.
Another circus act, the 6 Gordonians,
provides the thrills with some exceptional spring-board jumping and
trapese stunts. The highlight of the
show is the performance on the hanging rope of Bee Starr. There are
many other fine circus acts and the
whole show is brightened up by the
appearance and fine dancing of the
Roxyettes costumed as downs. The
overture, "Pagliacci," lead by Erno
Rapee, includes solos by Alfredo
Chigi and Harold Van Duzee. tenors.

M. P. Baseball League
Opens
Season on May 9
{Continued from Page 1)

Nicely balanced show at the Paramount, with a Boris Petroff production,
featuring Lulu
McConnell"Parloras Sports,"
the comedienne.
She
has a long stretch doing a scene at
a bridge party, bringing her mild
hubby into a swell layout of their
neighbors, and pulling her fast patter and gumming everything up. She
gets the laughs and the audience
seemed to enjoy it. Charlie Davis
and his Joy Gang are on the stage,
and do a couple of novelty numbers,
one ostensibly plugging the Royal
typewriter, which is not so hot. A
sax player
wasSmith
good &in Fields,
a solo goofy
number. Fields,

"The Lawless Woman"

Chesterfield Time, 63 mins.
ABOUT THE BEST GANGSTER PIX FROM AN INDEPENDENT. GOOD NEWSPAPER
ATMOSPHERE AND HUMAN
LOVE STORY MAKES IT REAL
ENTERTAINMENT.
This one will stand up easilv as a
nice programmer on any bill. It
has been handled very intelligently,
'elling a strong drama of gangster
'ife intertwined with good newspaper
itmosohere. It has an exceptionally
^ice l'ttle love story, sincerelv and
humanly presented. Carroll Nve as
he cub reporter hits into a killing
of a gang leader, with Vera Reynolds
-'s the show girl involved, as the mur'er took place in her apartment. But
she won't talk, so the dick and the
•eporter work hand in hand to trail
;t down. The trail involves a rival
-"angster, played by Wheeler Oaknan with convincing power. Works
■n to a strong climax, with the reporter taken for a ride, and believ:ng that the girl, whom he loves, has
betraved him. He breaks awav from
'he death car, and he and the detective return to the girl's apartment
to stage a tense scene with the gangster leader. An unusual finish, with
plenty of action drama throughout.
Cast: Ve" Revno'ds. Carroll Nye. T'-omas
Tackson. \\n,'*'iW Oikman, James Rurtis,
Own
T.ee, Phillips Smalley.
Director, Richard Thome; Authors. A.
Hoerl. Barney Gerard. Rich-n-d Thorpe; Dalo<*uer. Barncv Gerard : Editor. Tom Persons :Cameraman, M S. Anderson ; Recordin? Engineer, L. A. Tope.
Direction, very good.
Photography,
okay

©

H ARROW ER

Hected new officers for the year as
follows: Ed. Wherity, RKO Pathe,
oresident; Gordon Vroome, National
Theater Supply, vice-president; Bill
Rrennan, Columbia, secretary; E.
Waxberg. RKO, treasurer; R. S.
Gavin, RKO, chairman of sports.
Teams in the league include Columbia, Fox, RKO, Consolidated
Film Industries, Electrical Research
Products, RKO Pathe, National Theater Supply and Warner Bros. Joe
Cicato of Barrington Press has donated ahandsome trophy, which must
be won three times before it can be
permanently retained, and Jack
Baker of Wyanoak-Elco also has
contributed a prize. In addition a
cup is being offered by the League.
The season will run for 14 weeks.

Play and Book Shortage
Spurs
Originals Demand
(Continued from Page 1)
ficult to obtain the kind and quality
of material wanted by the studios,
and as a result greater effort is to be
exerted for first-hand stories constructed to fit the specific and the collective needs of star and feature
plavers. Another determining factor
with gome of the studios has been
the necessity of making such drastic
changes in a large number of the
published stories and produced plays

LULU McCONNELLGHS OVER
ON PARAMOUNT LAUGH BILL

gob acrobatic dancers, have a well
routine heavily gagged. The program
rounded out with the Dorothea Berke
Girls, who had some nifty costume
changes and supplied the atmosphere.

American Tobis Office
Reported Opening Soon
(Continued from

Page

1)

fore he left for this country, will be
to enlist a staff of experts to advise
licensees regarding operations in
Europe, and another staff to advise
American distributors on what European language films should be released in the U. S. The latter staff
is to work in connection with a circuit of 100 houses being organized
for the showing of foreign pictures.
The American Tobis will be in the
nature of a liaison officer in the film
world between Europe and America.
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SHORTS

REVIEWS OF SOUND
Billy Wayne

and Thelma White in

"Taking Chances"

Time, 10 mins.
Vitaphone 1164
Fair Comedy
In order to be near his sweetie^
Thelma White, whose aristocratic
parents do not favor him, Billy
Wayne impersonates a house maid
the girl's
getsmana job
and ice
starts
and home.
comesin around
The
the new
with good
getting
several
for "maid."
follows,
A tusslefresh
laughs. The lovers plan to elope
at a certain hour, but as Billy is letting himself down the side of the
apartment house he smashes a window, and a tough guy drags him in
for a beating. Should prove generally acceptable.
«/

'Giants
of the Time,
Jungle"
7 mins.
x

Fo

Great

This is the first of the "Magic
Carpet of Movietone" series and for
scenic con-;
photography, interesting
tent and musical treatment it rates
unusually high. Scenes taken in In-,
dia, with natural sound, of elephants;
and how they are handled by the na-j
tives, from the monsters' baths to a
parade of the beasts in full regalia,!
form the well directed and excellently photographed pictorial matter. Ajl
appropriate and characteristic musical background has been interposed
over the natural sound resulting in a
satisfying effect. It is good envery
tertainment.

"The Putter"

"The
Last Straw"
with Romney Brent

"Chip
Shots"
with
Bobby
Jones
Vitaphone
5202
Time, 9 mins.
Vitaphone 1142
Time, 7 mins.
Good for Golfers
A Puzzle
For those who understand the
Whatever the purpose of this short
game
of golf with its technical terms
may be, it's neither apparent nor effective enough to make the number and idioms, this release in the "How
worth much as entertainment. The
Golf"
series will
prove
inter-it
action starts off with a bunch of I Play esting
and helpful,
but to
others
will be mild entertainment. The
drugstore boys in class — being taught
how to make sandwiches. Then the presence of Charles Winninger, John
action switches to a drug store, Halliday, Robert Elliot and Bill Davidson in the cast means little, as they
where one of the lads, Romney
Brent, appears to be driven cuckoo merely appear and toss a bit of unfunny dialogue. Jones performs some
by the onrush of customers. The
fine shots and hands out considerable
action is something like a modernistic nightmare, but the point is too professional instruction.
obscure to get over with the crowd.
"Animal World"

Talking Picture Epics
Time, 10 mins.
Interesting

(Magic Carpet of Movietone)
Fox
Time, 8 mins.
Fine Novelty
Just how the new generation in the
Tyrolian Alps are tutored in the native art of yodeling and dancing
while slapping their thighs "and the
soles of their feet, is cleverly and interestingly brought out in a series of
novel scenes in natural sound. Late
in the reel, the grown-ups take a
turn in showing what advanced yoJelers can do. Aside from the action
and sound, the scenic matter is magnificent. A musical background by
Erno Rapee rounds out this unusual
short.

"A 1182
Trip to Tibet"10 mins.
Vitaphone
Usual Travel Time,
Stuff
Outside of the fact that it shows
scenes of a little known country, this
travelogue is pretty much along the
usual lines. It depicts the bleak and
barren plains and mountains of Tibet,
and the struggles of man and beast
for existence in those difficult regions. A synchronized lecture accompanies the reel.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth in
Majestic
With all the pomp and majesty befitting the ruler of Siam, King Pra- "The Naggers at the Dentist's"
Vitaphone 1192
Time, 10 mins.
This is the fifth of the "Interview"
Fairly Funny
series made by Dr. Raymond L. Dit- jadhipok, who is now in this counmars, curator of the New York Zoo
try, is shown acclaimed by his naA fair amount of comedy is extive subjects as he rides through the
and a noted authority on animal life.
tracted from this dentist's office sitIt shows how nature has provided streets surrounded by the dignitaries
uation that serves as the latest vehiof his court. Excellent shots of the
certain animals with a protective apcle for the Norworths. Jack, as the
paratus to ward off dangerj The King and some extremely interestslam-bang
tooth aggravator, is about
ing
subject
matter.
The
natural
camouflage system is shown as used
by such animals as the rabbit, brown sound and synchronized musical to quit work for the day and go out
in summer ana white in winter, and background aid in making this a to play golf, when the wife rushes
in with an aching molar. The comthe desert lizard, which changes most novel and fascinating picture.
edy revolves around the idea of a
colors to blend in with its surroundhusband having his nagging wife at
ings. A switch to undersea life "Ye Old Time News Flashes"
mercy in the dental chair. Will
Time, 9 mins. his
shows such interesting curiosities as Vitaphone 1194
where.
get a fair amount of laughs anyPlenty Laughs
the rock crab, cuttle fish and still
An arrangement of library shots
another finny creature who is able
to throw a smoke screen around it- produced with the idea of getting
self while in danger. Many other na- laughs. In this it succeeds, showing
ture novelties are shown to round some of the old time bathing beauties, fire engines and horse cars.
out a reel that is not only entertainThere
are also flashes of Wilbur
ing but very educational.

Vitaphone 5201
Time, 13 mins.
Better Than Average
This is the first number in the 60 Sales Executives
"How I Play Golf" series starring
Attending
M-G-M Meet
It's good entertainJones.
Bobby ment,
(Continued from Page 1)
better than the average short
the
meetings.
Nicholas
M.
subject. Dick Barthelmess, Joe E. of
Brown and Frank Craven are work- Schenck will not attend.
Among the delegates will be:
ed into the golf course business and
District Managers — J. E. Flynn, Detroit;
the latter out-puts his playing com- G. A. Hickey, Los Aneeles; C. E. Kessnich,
panion after the professional has Atlanta, Ga.; S. A. Shirley, Chicago; H. P.
shown him what it's all about. The Wolfberg, Kansas City.
Branch Managers — R. Pielow, Albanv;
picture is entertaining from both the
W. Han'on, Atlanta; M. N. Wolf. Boston;
standpoint of non-players as well as J.
E. K. O'Shea, Buffalo; I. Furman, Charlotte,
golf bugs. George E. Marshall di- N. C.J F. Mendelssohn, Chicago; E. M.
rected.
Booth. Cincinnati; F. D. Drew, Cleveland;

"Happy Days in the Tyrol"

"The Pageant of Siam"

(Magic Carpet of Movietone)
Fox
Time, 8 mins.

Wright's first attempts at aviation
and Houdini in one of his death-defying stunts. Edited by Bert Frank,
also responsible for "Evolution" and
"Stars of Yesterday," and with amusing talking accompaniment by Burnet Hershey, this should prove interesting everywhere.

L. Bickel, Dallas; J. S. Homrnel, Denver;
W. E. Banford, Des Moines; F. J. Downey,
Detroit; W. W. Willman, Indianapolis; F. C.
Hensler, Kansas City; J. J. Milstein, Los
Angeles; J. F. Willingham, Memphis; S.
Shurman, Milwaukee; W. H. Workman, Minneapolis; J. R. Smith, New Haven; C. J.
Briant, New Orleans; D. A. Lew. New
Jersey; J. Bowen. New York; W. B. Zoellner,
Oklahoma City; H. J. Shumow, Omaha; T. J.
Maloney, Pittsburgh: S. E. Applegate. Philadelphia; R. Lynch, Philadelphia; L. Amacher,
Portland, Oregon; C. T. Lynch, St. Louis:
G. C. Parsons, San Francisco; M. Saffle.
Salt Lake City; L. Wingham, Seattle; R.
Bereer, Washington.
Home Office— ¥. F. Feist, E. M. Saunders,
T. J. Connors, W. F. Rodgers, F. C. Quimby,
J. Gove, M. Alin, A. F. Cummings, J. S.
MacLeod, W. Ferguson, H. Dietz, S. Seadler.
E. Aaron, W. Marsh, T. Gerety, E. McRoy,
J. Bezahler.
Regal Films — H. L. Nathanson, Toronto;
W. Hayner, Toronto: H. V. O'Connor,
Toronto; A. Larente, Montreal; A. E. Smith,
St. Johns.
Miscellaneous — H. Roach, E. Hatrick.

Radio Campaign Planned
For New Screen Talent
(Continued

from

Page

1)

ried on in connection with the Harry
Delmar Revue during its tour of the
R-K-O circuit, will result in the selection of 10 talented young persons
fitted for the talking screen and
chosen by a director assigned by
Hiram S. Brown and Lee Marcus.
Letters requesting co-operation will
be sent to the governors of 10 states
and to the mayor, director of public
safety and president of the Chamber
of Commerce in all cities played by
the Delmar act. Previous to Delmar's arrival the radio auditions will
be heard and local winners selected
through coupon votes published in a
local paper and by a chosen jury
of local leaders.
Contracts ■ for 30 weeks with the
Delmar act will be awarded the winners with an additional four weeks
of professional training. Screen possibilities will be selected from the
act. The campaign will start in
Cincinnati and be divided into 10
zones, with one winner from each.
The zones are, Ohio, New York,
Twin Cities, Northwest, California,
Utah, Nebraska, Missouri, Texas and
Louisiana.
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Today

How do they get theirs today?

NOW!

Who's got the square cut diamonds and rubies . . .
limousines . . . champagne . . . pent houses . . . country
homes . . . fashion's frills . . . society thrills?
Do women, politicians or bankers rule?
Does fashion or passion, might or right, rule?

\ I I

They're making money quicker today.
Who? Where?
How?

He got his!

You'll get yours!
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Four Million-Dollar Features on New RKO Program

SUNDAYM0V1ES NOTTaBOR, COURTrULES
Production Schedules

Musicals Ignored on New
Return of Song and Dance
Films May
Come
Gradually Later
That musical features will be almost entirely ignored during the new
season is indicated by the programs
prepared by the major producing
:ompanies and being announced durng the current sales convention pe-iod. Producers are convinced that
during the year ahead the public will
joiuinue its adverse attitude toward
(Continued

on

Page

7)

CLEVE. EXH1BS PROTEST
ADVERTISING IN FILMS
Cleveland — The Cleveland M. P.
Exhibitors Ass'n at its monthly
meeting went on record as protesting the amount of advertising now
appearing in feature films. The organization also recorded a unanimous
yote of thanks to William M. James,
president, and P. J. Wood, business
Imanager, for their successful efforts
bin getting the Sunday Movie Bill
passed by both houses of the State
(Continued

on

Pane

7)

A. B. Poole, G. N. Armsby
On Pathe Directors' Board

Arthur B. Poole, treasurer of Pathe
Exchange, Inc., and George N.
Armsby have been elected members
pf the board of directors to fill exist,ng vacancies as a result of C. J. Scollard becoming a vice-president of
RKO Pathe and Joseph P. Kennedy
resigning as chairman of the board
and as a director. Stuart W. Webb
is the new executive vice-president
:>f Pathe Exchange.

Joke (?)
Tracking to his lair that big,
shy novelist, Booth Tarkington, the Atlas Soundfilm Recording Studios has recorded
on film the famous novelist for
the first time. Does this make
Tarkington a Projection Booth?

340 Chicago Houses Double-Featuring
Chicago — Out of 360 theaters in the local area, 340 are playing double feature bills. The list includes two de luxers, the
Granada and Marbro. A year ago only about a dozen of the big
houses were offering dual bills.

Personalities Featured
In Fox's 48 for 1931-32
Emphasis on personalities is being
made in Fox's 1931-32 production
program of 48 pictures which will
outlined
at the being
company's
Post-convention plans of RKO be
annual
sales today
convention
held
Pathe for the nation-wide launching this week in the home offices. In
of the 1931-32 product, call for E. J. addition to the old-line stars on the
O'Leary, eastern sales manager, and Fox roster, the new pictures will present 10 recruits from the stage, eight
J. F. McAloon, western sales manplayers
recently
signed
ager, to swing around their respec- prominent (Continued
on Page 6)

O'Leary and McAloon
On Tour of Exchanges

(Continued

on

Page

7)

Harry Taylor Joins Glen Dickinson
In Midwest Circuit Partnership
Kansas City — Glen W. Dickinson
of the Dickinson circuit, and Harry
Taylor, formerly Universal branch
manager here and more recently a
divisional sales manager out of New
York for the same company, have
formed a corporation owned equally
by each. The corporation already
owns four Plaza theaters, located at
(Continued

on

Page

is to be augmented «by the addition
of a "talking reporter," it was announced by E. B. Hatrick, general
manager
of International
Newsreel
(Continued

on

Page

7)

36 RKO Features for 1931-32
Include Million-Dollar Quartet
The U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
for the Third
Circuit
has
denied
General Talking
Pictures a re-hearing of the(Continued
case against
Western
Elecon Page
7)

moving picture for the entertainment

of thebor"public
on meaning
Sunday is
"lawithin the
of not
a New
Mexico statute prohibiting persons
from being engaged on Sunday in
"labor, except works of necessity,
charity or mercy." This ruling, just
handed down by the State Supremo
Court in the case of New Mexico t-s.
Hardwick,effect.
is expected to have firreaching

10,000 NEW PLAY-DATES
FOR SONO THRILL-DRAMAS
Ten thousand new play-dates have
been contracted on the Sono ArtWorld Wide series of 10 Thrill-oDrarnas, according to Budd Rogers,
director of sales, who attributes the
impetus in bookings to the newly
elicited '-.terest of child patronage.
As a result of this demand, there is
a likelihood that the Sono Art provanced. duction schedule may have to be ad-

Hearst Metrotone News
Adds Talking Reporter Music Ass'n Seeks to Tax
Electrical Transcriptions
Chicago — Hearst Metrotone News

7)

G.T.P. Denied Re-hearing
In Suit Over Reis Patent

New Mex. Supreme Court
Upholds Sabbath
Santa Fe,Operation
N. M. — Operation of a

West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Four million-dollar
productions arc included in the 193132 Radio Pictures program to be announced at the opening of the annual sales convention here today.
(Continued
on Pane 7)
The big quartette includes "Frontier"

Music Publishers Protective Ass'n
is insisting that makers of electrical
transcriptions for radio broadcasting
pay 50 cents for each musical composition used. The new assessment
affects a number of picture companies, including Warner Bros., which
are planning to use this method to
exploit their pictures and players.

70 Per Cent Political
Approximately 70 per cent of
the pictures now being shown
in the Soviet republic are for
political education, according to
Leon I. Monosson, president of
Amkino, in a talk at the New
School for Social Research.
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Run

THE DATE
INDUSTRY'S
DCCI\

Parade
Attractions)

DISTRIBUTOR

THEATER

% Takt"
"Trader
Horn"

Asso. Cine, of Amer.
M-G-M

Europa
Astor

Sept.
Feb.

"City
Lights"
"Tabu"
"Wien, Du Stadt der
Lieder"

United
Artists
Paramount

Geo.
M. Cohan
Central Park

Feb.
6
Mar .18

PICTURE
"Zwei
Herzen

Leo Brecher

"Front Page"
United Artists
"Dirigible"
Columbia. .
"The Millionaire" .... Warner
"Gun Smoke" ....
. Paramount
(Opening
'Svengali"

OPENING

DATE

im

Warner

Little Carnegie
Rivoli
Central
Winter Garden
Rialto
This

Mar.

12
3

19

.May

May 18-22:

International Exhibitors' Congress, Rome.
May 25-29 : Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.

May

1

g
8

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood Ji
6700 Santa Monica vJ
Blvd.
ii
HOLlywood 4121 g

sales convention,

Dickinson Circuit Leases
Warners Make Shifts
Two Chillicothe Houses Managerial Promotions
In Wisconsin Houses
Kansas City — The Dickinson cir- Made by Dickinson Circuiti
Milwaukee — Harold F. Janecky
cuit has leased the Strand hotel and
has been named manager of new
Warner Bros. $2,500,000 theater
scheduled to open May 1. Janecky
has been connected with Warner for
about two years and was formerly
manager of the circuit's Kenosha
theater. He is succeeded in Kenosha by F. M. Westphal, transferred
from the circuit's Appleton theater.
Lon Ramsdell, for the past several
months manager of the Venetian in
Racine, succeeds Westphal in Kenosha. Ramsdell in turn is succeeded by Charles Nebel, formerly with
the Community Theaters, Inc., here.

Kaufman With Capital Exchange
Henry Kaufman, who recently
handled the exploitation and publicity on "The Girl from the Reeperbahn," has been appointed general
press representative of Capital Film
Exchange, which is now distributing
"Die Foersterchristl" ("The Foresters Little Christina"), German
screen operetta, which opened Saturday for a run at the Belmont, former legitimate theater.

theater and the Empire theater at
Chillicothe, Mo., for 20 years from
Johnny Kling, owner. About $50,000
will be spent on the Strand, $20,000
for a refrigeration plant, complete
reseating, redecorating, etc., and the
name will be changed to the Dickinson. 'Some improvements will be
made on the Empire.
Mrs. E. H. Brauer Dies
Cleveland — Mrs. E. H. Brauer,
wife of Eddie Brauer, M-G-M special representative, died last week
after a long illness. Beside her husband, she is survived by two small
daughters.

COMING

& GOING

JOHN
THORPE,
general manager of
B. I. P., is on his way to Hollywood to
studv
"noiseless"
recording.
E. M. NEWMAN,
MRS. ADOI.PH ZUKOR and ROSITA MORENO
sailed for
Europe on Saturday aboard the He de France.

Kansas City — Dickinson Theaters,
Inc., has
the following promotions andmade
changes:
Leland I. McMullen, promoted
from assistant manager to manager
of the Plaza and Dickinson, Trenton, Mo., succeeding P. A. Dela-<
hunt)-, transferred to Macon, Mo
where he will manage the Valenci
and Dickinson, succeeding Fran
Dameron,
resigned.

Carl Sprague,
formerly
assista
manager
of the Dickinson,
Hiaw
tha, Kan., promoted
to manage th
Dickinson,
Marceline,
Mo., to sue
ceed F. V. Silver, resigned.
Fred Lawn, assistant manager
the Dickinson, Horton, Kan., pro
Horwitz
Closing House
nioted to manage the Dickinson,
Cleveland — Harry E. Horwitz is Fayette, succeeding C. C. Payne,
closing the Broadway on May 1 for transferred to manage the Dickinson
the summer.
and Electric, Independence, Mo.
Payne, succeeded Tom Gavin, resigned.
Zapp Managing Detroit Exchange
Detroit — Henry Zapp has been apJohn Irwin, appointed manager of
pointed manager of the local Stand- the Strand and Empire, Chillicothe,
ard Film Service exchange. Zapp
Mo., succeeding Clayton Bason, rewas local Pathe branch manager fot signed.
the past four years.

lEasttnian Filimsl
H
s
i.t
:.:
8

26-27: Annual convention of the M.P.
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri,
and St. Joseph, Mo.

April 27-30 RKO
annual
Hollywood.

"Public Enemy" for Run
Arthur Goldsmith Joins Pathe
As a result of the big business
"Women May Marry" Sold
Cleveland — Arthur Goldsmith
sucdone by "The Public Enemy" in its
ceeds Henry Laws
as Pathe
city
"Women May Marry," first of four first two days at the New York
S. A. Gerson
has been
productions scheduled by Headline Strand, Warner Bros, figure on a salesman.
Pictures for this season's release, has long Broadway run for this gang added to the Pathe sales personnel.
been sold to Herman Rivkin of Hol- film. Second day's gross was $8,200
lywood Films for New England for nine showings, the house reDan Stearns Buys Horse
States, and Irving Mandel of Secu- ported.
Willoughby,
O. — Dan Stearns,
InIllinois,
for northern
ritydianaPictures
owner-manager of the Willoby, has
and Wisconsin.
4 Cleveland Bandits Caught
purchased a thoroughbred pedigreed
saddle horse. Horseback riding, gon,
Cleveland — Four hold-up men who lines.
assaulted and robbed A. V. DeShet- and real estate are Steam's main side1
Long Island City
New York
ler, manager of the Capitol, and the
154
Crescent
St.
1540 Broadway
two young chaps who held up Louis
STillwell
4-7940
BRyant 9-4712
Swee, manager of the Knickerbocker,
C. C. Mcintosh Opening House
were caught last week. Both houses
Kansas
City — C. C. Mcintosh will
belong to Associated Theaters cir- open a new
cuit.
theater next week
in
Clay Center, Kan.
It is equipped
with Sonofilm.

g J. E. Brulatour, Inc. i

M-G-M
annual
sales
convention, Drake Hotel,
Chicago.
April 27-May 1 : Fox Film sales convention.
Home
office, New
York.
Apr. 29-May 1 : Warner Bros. Western salet
convention, Hotel St. Francis, San
Francisco.
ay 12-14 Annual convention of the Rocky
Mountain M. P. T. O. A., Browtt
Palace
Hotel,
Denver.

Mar. 19
April
3
April.
8
..... April 23

Week)
Hollywood

Today:

Studio
and
Location
Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly

Kale*

Powers Clneohnne Equipment Cornoration
723-7TH

AVE.. N. Y.

BRYANT

9-6067

New

Theater

Firm

in Madison

Madison, Wis. — Articles of incorJ
poration have been filed for the Fain
Oaks Theater Co., organized under!
a court agreement to take over the
Eastwood here. Capitalization is)
$65,000. Signers of the articles are!
George Vogel, J. J. Gerhardt and Al
M. Toussaint.

PROJECTION ROOMS
CENTRALLY

LOCATED

Western Electric Equipped.
Two complete cutting rooms.
Synchronized motors.
Rates:
$1.25

per

reel

Available
Time
$7.50 perAnyhour

FITZPATRICK PICTURESJnc.
729

7th AVE..
BRyant

N. Y.

9— 4384-5

C.

no th e r R e cord
he
cannot
be
imitated!!
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greatest
recordmaker of
First
release
APRIL
and every
Not only the greatest golf
pictures, but the greatest entertainment inthe short subject field

2 weeks
thereafter
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Mexico Anxious
To Co-operate

HTHE Mexican government is
*- anxious to have its cities and
resorts exploited in American
pictures in the manner which
Paris, London and other simportant places are. Official with
whom I talked in Mexico City
urged me to write a story with a
Mexico City locale, promising
to the proevery cooperation
ducer who will film it. There is
enough romance and historical
background in Mexico City for
a hundred pictures, the difficulty
fewer writers are fabeing that
miliar with it than with Rome,
Paris and Vienna. The Mexicans believe that with some such
exploitation American tourists
will look more favorably toward
their country as a place to visit
and enjoy.
— Wallace Smith
*

*

#

Applying Mathematics
To Picture Tempo
T EINSTE
ALBER
■T)R.
would
tics IN'S
for mathema
genius
to the
valuable
ly
extreme
prove
science of motion pictures if the
savant would consent to devote
himself thereto. Mathematics
play an important part in every
phase of production, although no
formulae have ever been devised
by means of which the producer
can be guided. In the matter of
detempo alone, a of mathematical
termination the proportion of
speed proper for various sequences of a picture would be
invaluable. There exists a correct proportion but the director
depends upon his instinct to determine it. The writer has devised adiagram based upon conceptions of tempo as applied to
various types of drama, and variations of that tempo is required
by various types of scenes.
While this diagram is a convenient guide to the director, it requires a mathematical formula
upon which both artist and mechanic depend for guidance.
— George Archainbaud

A
FILM
FACT
A
DAY
The first Nickelodeon
was
opened in Los Angeles in 1902.
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A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

RIMI
• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till
Now
that the most significant film pronouncement of the
week was made by Charles E. McCarthy, advertising chief of
Paramount, who stated at the company's Coast convention that
"newspaper advertising has been and will continue to be the
backbone of motion picture campaigns"
that Paramount
will increase its appropriation for newspaper space next season
to the highest point in the company's history
that this
Diplomatic Statement will do a lot to mollify the newspaper publishers, who were up in arms over the "invasion" of their domain
by film companies
with sponsored pix ballyhooing
nationally
advertised products
that while Charlie was making his
tactful speech, the Broadway Paramount was showing a cartoon
plugging Texaco Oil and a gink on the stage put over a song
plug for Royal Typewriter
that this proves there should
be more co-ordination of tactical maneuvers between the advertising department and the theater department
*
*
*
*
•

• © THAT there is in course of preparation an exhaustive history of the motion picture biz by an authority who knows
his onions
that it will upset a lotta generally accepted
fairy tales about Big Deeds of Big People and give credit to
the guys who should have got credit in the first place
that all this will be backed up with incontrovertible proof in the

shape of documentary
evidence
that A. P. Waxman's
statement that "blah and ballyhooey are out of the picture and
the advertising of the pix" will now apply also to blah and ballyhooey about Picture Events and and Personalities
*
*
*
*
• • • THAT Jack Hess, advertising director of Arkayo
Corporation, has sounded a New Note in Summer theater advertising and exploitation in his bulletin of tips, suggestions and
ideas
that many of the old and revered Summer Gags
that theater managers have sworn by for yars and yars are
herein shown to be the Siamese salami
that, f'r instance,
reproductions of polar bears, ice and snow do not attract people to the theater
that these stunts drive 'em away, as
folks don't want to be frozen in a theater when they are boiling
outside
that the Correct Impression for a theater manager to convey is that his house is merely "a cool and comfortable
relief from excessive heat"
that if this biz keeps getting
Saner and Saner as indisputably proved by all the foregoing,
Giuseppi and Yours Untruly will have to get ourselves a Sane
Gondola to keep up with the parade
that is, a gondola
with a bottom to it
or else one of these days you'll look
at the column illustration and find us SUNK
*
*
*
*
• • • THAT
predicts the new

J. J. Robbins of the Robbins Music Corp.
musical picture will be without chorus girls

and the usual "props" that characterize musical comedies
that the new filmusical will be a combination of drama and comedy with ONLY
incidental music and songs
that this
kolyum predicted the very same thing several months ago, when
the German filmusical, "Two Hearts in Waltz Time," proved
that beyond peradventure of a doubt (beautiful phrase, that, although itmeans nothing)
that Mike Simmons contributes
to the gayety (?) of this dep't by citing the case of the Dixie*
theater in Galveston,
which advertised
Sono Art's "Damaged
Love"
as "a story of vigorous
marital infidelity"
that
THAT
makes it martial infidelity
if you follow us just
a little bit
but why should you?
we ain't goin'
anywhere

«

«

«

»

»

»

Railroad Cooperates
On "Painted
N attractiveDesert"
window

€)

display

put up in the downtown ticket
office of the Southern Pacific
Lines as a tie-up on "The Painted Desert" eventuated in considerable comment and the resultant good showing at John Hamrick's Alder theater, Portland,
Oregon, during the run. The Alder had the cooperation of Albert Hedwall of the accessories
department
RKO up Pathe's
local
office, who of
made
the display
and used it as an advance attraction in the exchange office.
Hedwall made excellent use of
the color press-sheet available on
the picture. By mounting the
front cover of the press-sheet on
beaver board and cutting around
the border line, a cutout was
made. The back cover of the
book was used to make up
a 24 sheet billboard for the
display. No details were missed
in the construction from the
green latticed stand of the billboard to whitened bones on the
sandy wastes and a coiled rattler
on the rocks; even a miniature
Indian of
stood
in the
center
the challenginerly
set. —RKO-Pathe
*

*

*

Special Radio
W. H. HEMPProgram
On "Dracula"
M ANAGER

HILL got plenty of mention
over a local broadcasting station
at the cost of one pass to advertise "Dracula" playing at the
Publix-Ellanay, El Paso, Tex.
Station KTSM mentioned a special midnight matinee for three
days in advance. And then on
Sunday night, on opening day of
picture, the theater put on a program over the same station from
10:10 to 10:50 at no cost to thi
theater.
— Ellanay, El Paso Tex}

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays :

April 21

George K. Arthur
George
Watters
William Manker
Rand
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THE PRODUCTION
REVUE
OF 1931
Being the 12th Annual Edition of the

DIRECTORS
ANNUAL
and PRODUCTION GUIDE
Words and Music

By THE

STAFF

of

FILM

DAILY

assisted by what they could steal from the outside
JACK ALICOATE,

—A

Master-of-Ceremorries

Cast
Extraordinary—
of over 5000 film-folk including

370
280
480
[Newspaper

Directors 2,500 Featured Players
Cameramen
130 Producers
Writers
80 Distributors
men, extras, press agents and other atmosphere]

Admission

Complimentary

to Film

Daily

Subscribers

An annual production revue that is this year

BIGGER

AND

BETTER

THAN

AND

ALL

EVER
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OUT

AS

USUAL

JULY

1st

GOING

OVER

THE

WORLD
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Personalities Are Featured
In Fox's 48 for Next Season
{Continued

and eight new artists who are regarded as potential stars. The personality
policy also is being extended to the
ranks of directors and writers.
Titles and details of the 48 productions follow:
"Delicious" — Janet Gaynor and Charles
Parrel! in a romance with musical background by George Gershwin, Ira Gershwin
.nicl Guy Bolton.
El Brendel as chief comic.
Directed by David Butler.
"Merely Mary Ann" — Janet Gaynor and
Charles Farrell in an adaptation by Jules
Furthman of Israel Zangwill's play and
novel.
Directed by Henry
King.
"Salomy Jane" — Janet Gaynor and Charlie
Farrell in Raoul Walsh's production of Paul
Armstrong's
play.
"Heart Free" — A Janet Gaynor special codirected by George DeSylva and David
Butler.
"Surrender" — Charles Farrell, Joan Bennett and Hardie Albright under the direction of William K. Howard. Adapted by S.
N. Behrman from a novel by Pierre Benoit.
"Sob Sister" — Charles Farrell in a newspaper story by Mildred Gilman, adapted by
Bradley King with dialogue by Maurine Watkins. With Linda Watkins, Allan Dinehart,
Una Merkel, Warren Hymer, William Collier, Sr., and Marjorie White. Directed by
Sidney Lanfield.
"Young As You Feel" — Will Rogers in a
Frank Borzage production based on George
Ade's play. With Fifi Dorsay, Lucien Littlefield, Donald Dillaway, Ro-alie Roy and
l.ucile Brown.
Adapted
by Edwin
Burke.
"The Plutocrat" — Will Rogers in Booth
Tarkington's
story adapted
William Conselman
and directed
by Davidby Butler.
"Ambassador From U. S." — Will Rogers
in a comedy by Guy Bolton, directed by Sam
Taylor.
"Disorderly Conduct" — Victor McLaglei.
and Edmund Lowe again in "Flagg" and
"Quirt" characters in a story of the police,
force written by Barry Connors. Raoul
Walsh will direct and the leading woman
will be Greta Nissen.
"Wicked" — Victor McLaglen, Elissa Landi
and Spencer Tracy in a story by Gordoi,
Rigby, adapted by Adela Rogers St. John,
directed by Allan Dwan.
"While Paris Sleeps" — Victor McLaglen.
Joan Bennett and Fifi Dorsay in a story of
Paris by Basil Woon. Rowland Brown will
direct and in the cast will be Paul Cavanagh. Virginia Cherrill, Gaylord Pendleton.
Terrance Ray. Joan Castle and Yvonne Pelletter.
"Rogues Gallery" — Victor McLaglen in
Peter B. Kyne's story directed by Rowland
Brown. Support will include Linda Watkins and Allan Dinehart.
"The Heir to the Hoorah" — Victor McLaglen in Paul Armstrong's play, directed
by John Ford, with Lois Mora-n as leading
woman.
"Over the Hill" — Mae Marsh in talker verof Will Carleton's
adapted
Tides sion
Furthman
and directedpoem,
by Henry
King.by
Cast will include Howard Phillips. Dixie Lee.
Nora
Lane,
Donald
Dillaway,
James
Kirk
WWP—

BB—>WP.'HI'

m »l'l

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

:the

rai Nmwuu
01 niMfOM

Omaha
exchanges
win
Binderup
suit.
Involved legality of operative
methods of distributors.
*
*
*
Wesley
Barry to be starred in
"School Days"* for* Warner
Brothers.
*
Guy Crosswell Smith to represent
United Artists in Continental Europe.

jrom Pai/c 1)
wood. Lucien Littlefield
Cecelia Parker and
Nat Pendleton.
"Bad Girl" — Vina Delmar's novel and play.
Directed by Frank Borzage. Sally Eilers
in title role.
""The Yellow Ticket" — Elissa Landi m
adaptation by Jules Furthman of Michael
Morton's s'.age play. Directed by Alfred
Santell.
Hardie
Albright in juven.le role.
"Transatlantic" - Edmund Lowe. Greta
Nissen. Lois Moran. Myrna Loy, John Halliday, Dixie Lee and George E. Stone in a
story of sleuthing on an ocean liner by Guy
Bolton.
Directed by William
K. Howard.
"Silver City" — Edmund Lowe and Warner
Baxter in a story of a boom town written
by Quinn Martin and directed by Irving
Cummings. Myrna Loy and Greta Nissen
as feminine
leads .
"The Midnight Cruise" — Edmund Lowe.
Virginia Cherrill and Allan Dinehart in a
mystery melodrama from the play by Fulton
(busier and Lowell Brentano. Adaptation
and dialog are by Barry Connors and Philip
Klein.
Hamilton
MacFadden
will direct.
"In Her Arms" — Warner Baxter and Elissa Landi, co-directed by William Cameron
Menzies and Kenneth MacKeuna in a story
by Pierre Frondaie. Paul Cavanagh in an
important role.
"Cheating" — The «ame trio. Baxter, Land:
and Cavanagh in a story by Gene Towne, codirected by Menzies and MacKenna. Una
Merkel in a leading feminine part.
"Alimony Queens"-— Warner Baxter, Joan
Bennett. Paul Cavanagh. Myrna Loy. Una
Merkel and Marjorie White in a story by
Vernie E. Connolly, adapted by Leon Gordon and directed by Seymour
Felix.
"A Ticket to Hell" — Warner Baxter. Sally
E'lers. Hardie Albright. Cecilia Loftus.
George E. Stone featured in a story by
Barry Connors,
directed by Raoul Walsh.
"The Brat" — Maureen O'Sullivan and
Frank Albertson featured in Maude Fulton's
play directed by John Ford. Others in the
cast are J. M. Kerrigan, Cecilia Loftus.
James
Kirkwood. Joyce Compton and Myrna
Loy.

THEATER
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CHANGES

Reported by Film Boards of Trade
PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership
Annville — Astor, sold to Wm. F. Kneller ;
Berwyn — Berwyn. sold to F. C. Schwerdtferger by Ira M. Lowry ; Export — Liberty,
sold to Frank Zvir by L. Cupraggi ; Hummelstown — Star, sold to Earl F. Levens byNed George; Meyersdale — Roxy, sold to
Oscar Steifel by C. A. Robertson ; Milton
-Bijou, Legionnaire, sold to West Branch
Theaters Corp by Milton Thea. Co. ; Norristown — Gliria, sold to Ruth Amuse. Co.;
Philadelphia — Palm, sold to Morris Somerson by H. J. Elliott; Schaefferstown —
Weigley.
American, sold to Mark S. Mock by Rex.

Closings

Athens — ■ Morley ; Danville — Victoria ; Erie
— Beverly ; Farrell — Capitol ; Greenville —
Strand; Huey — Huey ; Indianola — Indianola ; Mill Hall — Bluebird; Nuremburg —
Liberty ; Palmerton — Colonial ; Pittsburgh —
Lyric ; Plymouth — Rialto ; Sharpsville —
Ritz: Weston — Palace; Wilmerding —
Grand.
Re-Openings

Jr., El Co.
Paso; —Ennis,
Iris, Grand,
sold toLyric,
International
Amuse.
sold to
Hughes-Franklin Theater Corp.; Ganado —
Iris, sold to W. H. Melton ; Houston —
Logan, sold to E. E. Luke ; Granbury —
Palace, sold to M. Shanley ; Marshall —
Palace, sold to East Texas Theaters, Inc. ;
Orange — American, sold to E. B. Buffington ; Troup — Rex, sold to Gilbert Van
Alst : Uvalde — Strand, sold to G. M. Little; Winnsboro — Amusu, sold to G. M.
Cain and F. M. Ferguson; Mobeetie — Mobeetle, reverted to D. A. Hunt.

OREGON
Changes in Ownership

Beaverton — Beaver, sold to N. G. Freeman
by C. J. Beach ; La Grande — Liberty, State,
sold to Hughes-Franklin Theaters by Fred

New Theaters

Arp — Texas, Gilbert Van Alst, owner ; Miles
— Aztec. W. B. Tyler, owner; San Marcos
— Plaza, Henry
Zimmerman,
owner.

Change in Name
Marble

Falls — Riggs ; Raymondville — Ramon.

UTAH
Changes in Ownership
Closingsold to J. H.
Wellsville — Opera House,

Bentleyville — Safety ; Clarion — Orpheum ;
tensen and Aaron Farr.
Confluence — Liberty ; Franklin — Ritz ;
Greensboro — Davis ; Perryopolis — - Perry ;
Rockdale — Rockdale; Danville — Ritz; Salt Lake City — Esspee.
Roscoe — Roscoe ; Six Mile Run — Old
VIRGINIA
Home;
Scranton — Family.

New Theaters

Bentleyville — Majestic. Baker & Johnson,
owners; Erie — Warner, Warner Bros., own-

RHODE ISLAND
Changes in Ownership
Olneyville — Royal, sold to D. & R. Amuse.
Co. bv P. Smith.

SOUTH
CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

Bennettsville — Carolina, sold to Eaves Theaters. Inc. by Marlboro Amuse. Co. ; Carolina, sold to Bennettsville Thea. Corp by
leaves Theaters. Inc. ; Lake City — New.
sold to L. L. Propst
by M. L. Abranis.
Closings

"Swindle" — Spencer Tracy in a story by
Charles Francis Coe, directed by William
K. Howard, with James K'rkwond, Cecelia
Parker. Humphrey
Bogart and Peggy
Ross.
"Devil's Daughter" — Spencer Tracy, supported by Myrna Loy and Una Merkel. Di- Bennettsville — ■ Lincoln ; Chesterfie'd — Star ;
rected by Henry
King.
Spartanburg — Dunbar.
New Theaters
"Price No Object" — Spencer Tracy and
Warren Hymer. directed by Allan Dwan. Greenville — Temple, Temple Theater Corp.,
owners.
The feminine roles will be played by Dixie
Fee and
Louise Huntington.
Closing
TENNESSEE
"Sugar Daddies" — Spencer Tracy. Marguerite Churchill and El Brendel, directed
by Seymour
Felix.
Old Hickory -Community.
Re-Opening
"Some Girls Are Dangerous" — Elissa Landi. Donald Dillaway and Rosalie Roy. di- Martin — Capitol.
rected bv Alfred Werker.
TEXAS
"Skyline" Hardie
Albright,
Thomas
Meighan,
Myrna
Changes in Ownership
Loy
in a Maureen
drama of O'Sullivan
New York, and
adapted
by
sold to T. B. Richmond,
Kenyon Nicholson from a novel by Felrx Crowell — Rialto.
Reisenberg
and directed bv Sam
Taylor.
Her, Sr., and Donald Dillaway,
directed bv
"She Frank
Wanted
a Mill'onaire"
Cherrill,
Albertson.
Humphrey— Virginia
Bogart. Benjamin StolofF in : story by Edwin
Dail
Torgerson.
Peggy Ross. Cecelia Parker. Rosalie Roy.
Yvonne Pelletier. Roxanne Curtis. James
"L'pstick" — Joan Bennett. Hardie Albright,
Kirkwood. Gaylord Pendleton and Terrence Sally Eilers, Frank Albertson and James
Ray in a story by William Anthony Mc- Kirkwood in a story bv Rex Hardy, under
d-rei-tion
of William
Cameron
Menzies.
Gu're, directed by John Blystone.
"Sink or Swim" — El Brendel. Mar'orie
"The Royal Road to Romance"— George
White,
Cecelia
Parker.
Rosalie
Roy. Joyce
O'Brien, Frank Albertson and Maureen
O'Sullivan in Richard Halliburton's story. Comnton. Dixie Lee. and Peggy Rose directed
adapted by William Conselman, directed by by Henry
Lehrman.
"Thoroughbreds" — Peter
Benjamin
Stn'off.
Kvne's
featuring
Frank
Albertson, B.
directed
by =tnry
John
"Riders of the Purple Sage" — Zane Grev
Sally
Flers.
Tohn
-torv with George O'Brien. Virginia Cher- Arledge and Peggy Ross,
rill. Marguerite Church :U and Tames Kirk- Blystone.
wood. directed by Irving Cummings.
"Human
Tovs" — Tohn
and Greta Nis"The Rainbow Trail" — Another Z'ine Giev ite Churchill. Paid Cavanagh
sen.
directed
bv Sidnev Lnnnebl.
Aidedstory
Geortre O'Br'en.
AlLn
Marguerbait. featuring
Gaylord Pendleton.
Rosalie
Roy Dine
and
"The'PanGreat
Arr Robbery" — George O'Brien.
;
Linda Watkins.
Terrance
ry King. Ray. Fifi Dorsay, directed by Hen
"Charlie Chan's Chance" --Warner Olnnil
"The Hysterical Age" — El Brendel. Frank
in Earl Derr Biggers' story, with Allan
D'liehart and Linda Watkins featured, di- Albertson. Joan Castle. Rosalie Rnv and Roxrected by Hamilton
MacFndden.
aiinri Curtis, directed by Sidnev Lanfield.
"Champagne" — Fifi Dorsay. Paul Cavanaeh.
Another Charlie Chan S'ory- — As yet untitled, which Earl Derr Bigeers :s writing,
Humphrey
Bogart
and Joyce Compton. di— Fifi MacKenna.
rectedma"
bv Kenneth
to be directed bv Ben'am'n
Sto'off.
IV
...v
"o^s
and
Dorsay.
Warren
Hvmer.
"Young America"- -Don. M DiHov'iv. Oivlord Pendleton. Pegg> Ros«. Rosalie Roy,
Joan
Ca-tle.
directed
by
Warren Hymer. Roxnnna Curtis. Maureen Alfred Santell.
O'Sullivan. William Co1l:er. Sr.. and Frank
irginia
Albert-on in a story by Fred Ballard, directed
phrey Bogart. Warren
Hymer.Cherrill.
Terrance HumRav
and
Yvonne Pelletier.
directed by Hamilton
Honeymoon"
— V
MacFadden.
by "Son-in-T.aw
John
Ford."- Lois
Moran.
William
Col-

Chris-

Changes in Ownership

Bluefield— Little, sold M. K. Murphy by R.
F. Longworth ; Lynchburg — Trenton, sold
to Warner Bros, by I. B. Trent ; Newport
News — Rialto, sold to R. H. Harwood by
Rialto Thea. Co. ; Olympic, sold to Paramount-Publix by Olympic Thea. Corp. ;
Tappahannock — Essex, sold to Essex Thea.
Corp. by C. Re-Openings
R. Winfree.
Manassas — Dixie ;

Ferndale
E. W.

Schoolfield — Y.M.C.A.

WASHINGTON
Changes in Ownership
— Ferndale, sold to Frank Ripley
Swanson. Closings

Duval- Duval;
Red
Apple;
Grand. Ritz.

Morton — Arcade;
Seattle — Arcade.

b>

OmakColumbian,

WEST VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

Chester — New Lincoln, sold to Harry Zamsky by
J. to
H. M.
Zamsky
; Keystone
Community, sold
K. Murphy
by— McDowell
Co. ; McMechan — Midway, sold to John
Kiappescade, by
L. A.
Velas
Morgantown
— Arsold to
S. ; Maple
by A.
G.
Haynes ; Ronceverte — Grand, sold to P. L.
Dysard sold
by J.to C.Knights
Shanklinof ;Pythias
Terra Alta—
Alpine,
Lodge
by C. A. Tower ; Yukon — Yukon, sold to
M. K. Murphy Closings
bv J. M. Jones.
Elverton —
Lorado —
— Van :
Yukon ;

Elverton ; Gassaway — Davis, Dixie ,
Lorado : Matewan — Matewan ; Van
War — Family. Murphy ; Yukon —
Sun —Re-Openings
Community.

laeeer
Alta —
— Taeger
Alpine. ; Matewan — Matewan ; Terra

WISCONSIN
Changes in Ownership

Elmwood — Legion Hall, sold to J. Grinsbacn
bv C. Holt; Lova' — Viking, sold to F. M.
Christenson by E. W. Etta ; Milwaukee —
Elite, sold to S. Bauer by Bernard Lassack and Preston Tracy ; Mineral Pt —
Municipal, sold to R. W. Bell^ck by Waldemar Amuse Co. ; Osseo — Fox. sold to
Frank Andrus by S. H. Anderson ; R=cine
— Uptown, so'd to R^c'ne Amuse. Corp.
by Uptown Majestic Thea ; Tom=>h — Tomah. sold to Watson & Ob-en by Thompson & Scott; Woodvil'e-— Village, sold to
O. M. Jordan! bv
George Kyle.
Closings
Amberg— -Alamo : Cudahv — Cudahy ; Goodman— Goodman; Luck — Opera House;
Pembine — Alamo ; Racine — Capitol ; Strum
Re-Opening
— Opera
Hou=e.
Lodi — Shadows.
Powell —

WYOMING
Changes
in Ownership
Wigwam,
sold
to Basin Thea.

Co.
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4 MILLION-DOLLAR FILMS
ON NEW RKO PROGRAM
(Continued from Page

1)

and "Marcheta," both starring Richard Dix; "Bird of Paradise," starring
Dolores Del Rio, and an untitled
story giving the lowdown on Hollywood and motion picture folk. The
schedule also includes three Lily
Damitas, two Lowell Shermans,
three Edna Mae Olivers, three costarring Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey and Dorothy Lee, two Rex
Beach stories, three originals by John
Howard Lawson, one Fannie Hurst
story, and Ina Claire in "Folly."
Irene Dunne, Mary Astor, Ricardo
Cortez and Ivan Lebedeff will be
among the featured players.

O'Leary and McAloon
On Tour of Exchanges

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD
J-JARRY
McCOY,
staff writer,
has Mack
a little Sennett
record
of his own. Since October, 1928, he
has worked on 52 Sennett shorts,
four Sennett features and 12 Christie
shorts. Before becoming a screen
writer he was a vaudeville and screen
actor.
*
*
*
Jo Swerling, who did the adaptation of Columbia's "Dirigible" and
"Ten Cents a Dance," is one of the
most prolific of screen writers. Both
productions are playing simultaneous
runs in Los Angeles, while "The
Miracle Woman" and "Good Bad
Girl," Swerling's latest efforts for the
company,
are in production
in the
Columbia
Hollywood
Studios.
*
*
*

WILK

National in "I Spy," from Baroness
Carla von Jenssen's romance of international espionage, expects to sail
for the U. S. the latter part of May.
She is now finishing a picture at one
of the Berlin studios. "I Spy" will
start production as soon as1 Miss
Hollywood.
reaches
Dagover
*
*
*
Lew Ayres will be teamed by
Universal with Sidney Fox in
"Heaven On Earth," which Russell
Mack will soon place in production.
*
*
*
Universal has borrowed John Huston from Samuel Goldwyn to make
an adaptation of \V. R. Burnett's
novel, "Saint * Johnson."
*
*
Noble Johnson has been, added to
the cast of "East of Borneo," which
George Melfors has started directing for Universal.
*
*
*
Fletcher Norton, who is a villainous gentleman on the screen, is the
>atest addit.on to the cast of "Son of
the Rajah," starring Ramon Novarro
and being directed by Jacques Feyder.
Norton played prominent roles in
"The Big House" and "The Secret
*
*
*
Eddie Cantor, Benny Rubin, Rosco Ates, Harry Green, Dorothy Ates,
Buddy Rogers, John P. Medbury,
Charley Murray, Dixie Lee, Fifi Dorsay, George E. Stone, Mrs. Bert
Wheeler
Six." and the Mosconi Brothers
were among the performers at the
Thalian Club entertainment.
*
*
*

(Continued from
Page
1)
Lloyd Hughes has been signed by
tive territories in the near future. Monogram Pictures to star in "Ship
They will team with branch managers of Hate." first of the new company's
in starting the first season of the productions. Others in the cast are
young company off in veteran style, Dorothy Sebastian and Charles MidJ. P. McCarthy will direct.
it was learned at the office of Ned dleton.
*
*
*
E. Depinet, vice-president and genRobert
Bradbury,
formerly
viesteral sales manager, on Saturday.
ern supervisor at FBO. is now fillO'Leary will cover Albany, Bosing a similar capacity for Monoton, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Cleveland,
gram Pictures.
New Haven, New York. Philadel*
*
*
phia, Pittsburgh, Washington, Atlanta, Charlotte, Dallas, Memphis,
I. A. R. Wylie's story, "The Last
Virtue," has *
been *bought* by RKO.
New Orleans and Oklahoma City.
McAloon will cover Chicago, Des
Moines. Detroit, Indianapolis, KanMax Ma rein, author of "Silence,"
also will direct the production
for
sas City, Milwaukee, Omaha, St. Paramount.
*
*
*
Louis, Denver, Los Angeles, Portland, Salt Lake City, San Francisco
Marion Shilling plays the second
and Seattle.
lead in Constance Bennett's new
Charles O'Loughlin, veteran sound
RKO
Pathe vehicle, "The
Common
man, is in charge of the recording
*
*
*
on "The Whoop-te-do Kid," being
Pathe.
RKO
Ricardo Cortez has been cast for made at
*
*
*
(Continued from Page
1)
Law."
two RKO pictures, "Dance, Gigolo,
Sum Freedman will supervise the
Legislature. Word has been received Dance" and "The Chicago Dove."
*
*
*
series of Universal football shorts,
hat Governor George White will
Fox assignments in the past few which will be directed by Al Kelly.
ign the bill this week. The organiKelly and his unit are now at South
ation also went on record as obRita La Roy for "Wy- Bend, Ind.,
Frank Carideo
ecting to the use of combination days include:
oming Wonder," Louise Mackintosh and members using
of the Notre Dame
lisc and sound track prints. They for "The Black Camel," Jesse de
pant sound track prints only. George Vorska, Lina Basquette, Lelie Kar- eleven, in the pictures. Later, Kelly
fV. Erdmann, secretary, acted as host nelly, Eleanor Hunt, Eddie Kane and and his unit will go to Stanford for
other subjects for the football seb approximately 65 members who
Billy Barty for "Goldie," and Joan ries.
ttenderi the luncheon, which pre- Castle, Henry Armetta, Andre Che*
*
*
eded the business meeting. J. J. ron, Nella Walker and George IrJarwood
presided.
The sixth annual tennis tournaving for "Hush Monev."
ment to be held under the auspices
Margaret Lee Made Press Agent
*
* upon
"* completion of the Motion Picture Tennis Ass'n
Hedda Hopper,
New Orleans — Margaret
Lee, act- of her work in "Rebound" with Ina will open May 24 and continue for
three Sundays. The matches wifl
into another
RKO
ig manager of Saenger's Tudor, has Clair, jumped
een made press agent of the Saenhe played at the Los Angeles Club
er.
Pathe vehicle,
Law." and will be conducted with William
* "The
* Common
*
C. DeMille, veteran player, as the
Lil Dagover. famous German ac- official referee.
tress, who will be starred by First

Cleve. Exhibs Protest
Advertising in Films

MG-M

Week for Detroit

All Publix houses in Detroit
will show M-G-M first run pictures during the week of April
25 to May 1, according to word
received by W. F. Rodgers
from F. J. Downey, Detroit
resident manager for M-G-M.
The houses and pictures book
ed are as follows: Paramount,
"Secret Six"; Michigan, "Shipmates"; Fisher, "A Tailor Made
Man"; State, "Strangers May
Kiss."

1. B. Kennedy in Madison, Wis.
Madison, Wis.— J. B. Kennedy.
formerly manager of the Apollo, Indianapolis, has been named manager
of Fox'-. Strand lure to succeed
Charles Loewenberg, recently named
slate supervisor for the circuit in
Wisconsin.
$65,000 for Remodeling Racine House
Racine. Wis. — Fox's State is being
remodeled at a cost of $65,000. Bob
Ungerfeld is manager of the theater.

Radio Signs Phillips Lord
Radio Pictures has signed Phillips
Lord, National Broadcasting star,

known on the air as "Seth Parker,"
to appear in pictures.
Columbia's K. C. Office Moving
Kansas City— The Columbia branch
here, under
Benny
Benjamin,
moves
May 1 to larger quarters in the new
building

at

18th

and

Central.

MUSICAL FILMS IGNORED
ON 1931-32 SCHEDULES
(Continued from

pictures
extent.
musical

Page

1)

of this kind.
Several
concerns, however, are planning to make
shorts, but to no important

Scenario editors contacted by The
Film Daily on Saturday expressed
the opinion that during the next season musical features are likely to
come back through a gradual, insinuating process.

Hearst Metrotone News
Adds Talking Reporter
(Continued irony Paoe
I)
Corp., at the M-G-M sales convention being held at the Drake Hotel
here. Under the new arrangement,
Hatrick says, The Globe Trotter,
who at present broadcasts the day's
news
highlights in every city where
Hearst newspapers are located, will
become part of the newsreel. He will
be known as "The Globe Trotter, the
radio voice of the Hearst newspapers," and
describe the important eventswill
included
in the current
reel, which also will have news subjects in natural sound.
The M-G-M convention will wind
up today with formal announcement
of the new production schedule.

Harry Taylor, Dickinson
Midwest Circuit Partners
(Continued from

Page

1)

Crane and Lamar, Mo., and Harrison and Bentonville. Ark.
The new organization plans the
addition of new towns immediately.
The merger, according to Glen W.
Dickinson, "brings the buying
strength of the Dickinson circuit up
to 30 towns, and with the prospective additions the Dickinson circuit
in all probability will be the largest
in the Kansas City territory in a very

Taylor has moved
short
the Dickinson
that oftime."

his office to
circuit.

G.T.P. Denied Re-hearing
In Suit Over Reis Patent
(Continued

from

Pan,'

1)

trie over the Reis patent held by
G. T. P. This, according to W. E.
attorneys, marks the end of the De
Forest patent litigation which started
about a year ago in Wilmington.
W. E.'s patent suits against G. T.
P. are now pending in the U.
S.
District Court. Southern District of
New
York.

An Old Custom
RKO has decided to replace
the title of "Waiting at the
Church" with "An Old Broadway Custom." Richard Dix's
new vehicle,
from Rex BeacTi's
"Big
Brother,"
also has been
renamed a second time, the latest being "Young

Donovan's
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THEY CHEER THROUGH
THEIR BEARDS T • I AY!

HOORAY for Trader Leo and his pals—
THEY'RE in Convention at Chicago today
GETTING a face-full of graceful
FACTS about M-G-M's line-up in
THE coming season—
SEASONS don't mean much to them!
THE hits come along regularly
EVERY season of the year!

v"

RIGHT now it's pictures like
"TRADER

Horn", ''Strangers May Kiss" (Norma shears greatest!)

AND a flock of others that assure the boys
THAT no exhibitor will think of next season
UNTIL he has heard about

THE CROWNING

of Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer
in

1Q?1-?9

GLORY

v ^ gm
wW%:^
%
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N. J. Governor Joins Clubs in Anti- Gang Film Drive

RKO-FOX W. C. 100%]>RODUCT DEALLOOMS
Patchwork7 Films
Not Wanted New Abroad,
Says
Lubitsch
Wrinkle Ahead
West Coast Circuit After
Shoddy Foreign Versions
Double-Feature?
— depression dynamite
=By

JACK

ALICOATE-^=

Hurt U. S. Reputation,
States Director

Unless American producers make
first-class product for the foreign
market they had better abandon this
field, said Ernst Lubitsch in an exclusive interview with The Film
Daily yesterday. Foreign audiences
prefer their home-made talkers to
"patchwork" American productions,
he declared, and said that shoddy

Forthcoming changes in the
presentation of pictures, affecting independents as well
as Fox houses, was predicted
by Harley L. Clarke at the Fox
sales convention yesterday.
General Theaters Equipment
will play a big part in perfecting the changes, he said,
but details will not be revealed for the present.

A short while
ago this column
opined in no
unmistakable
terms that the
double-feature
plan was bad
pictures jeopardize
Hollywood's
business, bad economics and world-wide
fame.
Lubitsch
sees
but
little
promise in
otherwise generally all wet. De(Continued on Page 6)
pression insanity, we called it.
As a direct result, amid the
controversial correspondence ot
our morning mail, we find, from
Chicago — More than half of the
het-up exhibito:r
ap
g me
Itha
inly
ownt
ntal outburst
llre
en
fopa
feature releases on M-G-M's 1931-32
"All You
Can Drink
For a Nickel'

Entire New Radio
Program

West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A deal for the playing
of the new Radio Pictures program
100 per cent by Fox West Coast Theaters is expected to be closed soon,
The Film Daily learns. Charles Rosenzweig, (Continued
RKO
general
manon Page sales
8)

15 Stars Will Headline

NEW OKLAHOMA CIRCUIT
EXPANDING INTO TEXAS

"What do you wise-cracking New
York writers know about double-features or even running a theater, anyhow? You say don't run double-features, and when I tried it for the
I[first time this week, already (Wednesday) my receipts are 20 per cent
[ahead of last week. Hooray for not
taking your advice." This column
asks you with tears in its eyes, how
are you going to answer a mug exhibitor like uat? However, now that
we are in
geometrical center of
this thing, let's carry on.
*
*
*

program of 48 pictures will be vehicles for the 15 leading stars under
Oklahoma City — Formation of a contract, it was announced by Felix
new circuit in Oklahoma and the
F. Feist at the windup of the annual
panhandle of Texas, to be operated sales convention here yesterday. The
independently at first, but later to
forthcoming
on Pageshort
8) subject
have a parent company, has been company's(Continued
started with the chartering here of
four individual theater companies.
Deals are pending for acquisition of
six or seven other theaters, according to officials of the new group.
Principal stockholders are P. R. Isley, F. M. Isley, W. P. Moran and
F. B. King of Oklahoma
City.
D.
G. Johnson is attorney for the new
Half of Fox's 1931-32 program of
group.
48 features will be completed by Oct.
The four theaters chartered are the 1, Winfield R. Sheehan told those
Lyric, Circle, Main Street and Plaza, present at the sales convention yesall Tulsa
showhouses
taken
over
terday. Twelve productions will be

PRODUCTlWS START
BEING ADVANCED BY FOX

Let us give a glance
at the general economic picture as reflected from the dou(Continued
on Page 8)
ble-feature mirror. It
gives the producer-distributor wider
distribution, but at considerably lower rental. With the problem now
confronting producers of making a
I
satisfactory profit, or even getting
back negative cost on the average
picture, there can be but one obvious
result under any plan resulting in
lower gross rentals. Lower negative
pr production costs. What then?
Madison, Wis. — With no one apPoorer pictures. You cannot lay a
floor of pine and wish into it the
pearing to argue for the bill imposing a 4 per cent tax on theater
quality of oak. Our observation leads
is to the conclusion that the average grosses, the assembly committee,
a hearing, has voted unani>icture today is poor enough.
Give following (Continued
on Page 8)
(.Continued on Page Z)

Economic
icture

Half of New M-G-M Lineup

(Continued

on

Page

8)

Governor of N. J. Joins Clubs
In Drive Against Gang Films

Wisconsin 4% Tax Bill
Indefinitely Postponed

In an effort to prohibit children
under
attending
"gangster"to
movies, 16or from
if that
is not possible,
forbid the showing of underworld
films in Northern New Jersey, the
Lions Club of Hoboken has joined
the Kiwanis of several New Jersey
cities in (Continutd
a campaign
against
underon Page
8)

RADIO NAY INCREASE
MILLION-DOLLAR FILMS
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — In addition to the
four million-dollar productions definitely planned by Radio Pictures, as
exclusively announced in The Film
Daily yesterday, other features of
similar proportions may be decided
upon later in the season, it was intimated by Joseph I. Schnitzer, president of Radio Pictures, at the opening of the annual sales convention
here yesterday.
The new program,
(Continued

on

Page

6)

Gov't Ruling on Contract
Expected Within Week
Hope
charge
provide

that
JohnAttorney-General
Lord O'Brien, assistant
to the
in
of film industry affairs, will
a Department of Justice expression on the legality of the new
standard exhibition contract within a
week was voiced by President M. A.
I.ightman of the M. P. T. O. A. in
New York yesterday. In an effort
O'Brien.
to
clear the way for placing of the
contract into operation, Lightman
has been in communication with
In a letter to the government
(Continued

on

rage

8)

offi
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Two Series of Features
Planned by Meteor Corp.

Two series of features, the first
comprising eight starring Ted
(Continued from Page 1)
Thompson, brother of the late Fred
patrons even less, and then what ol Thompson, and Silver King, the
horse, are planned by the recentlythe future?
Let's * carry* on.
*
formed Meteor Pictures Corp. "Hot
Double-features Lead" is the first picture, set for
Knifing the
as policy invari- release Aug. 1. The second series
the will be announced within a few days.
mean
Short Subject ably
of the J.
fade - out
P. McGowan is supervising and
directing.
short subject. Newsreels, cartoons,
Irving Briskin is president of the
travelettes, musical shorts and novelties are recognized business builders. new company, with Barnett Briskin
They add variety to every program. as
vice-president. Offices are at 1540
Broadway.
They kill the deadly monotony of a
drab or mildly interesting feature.
They are a tonic and add color to Laemmle on Way East
an otherwise jaded bill. Double-feaFor Universal Convention
tures bring on cinema indigestion.
We repeat that it is quality and not
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, left the Coast on Saturday en
quantity that the picture-minded public want in this day and age.
route
to
New York, for his semi*
*
*
annual visit to the home offices. He
And like a kitten will arrive tomorrow to complete the
A Rolling becoming entwined in line-up of pictures for next year and
attend the Universal convention.
a ball of yarn, after
Snow Ball double
- features then
what? Triple and quadruple-features
and then eight different productions
on a day's program like in some
parts of South America? There
must be a stop somewhere. History
tells us that the show business never
stands still. It either goes forward
or backward. Double-features and
backward look the same color to us.
*
*
*

Mel Shauer Transferred
To Para. Coast Studios

THE DATE
INDUSTlQy'S
D€Or\
April 27-May 1 : Fox Film sales convention.
Home
office. New
York.
Apr. 29-Mayconvention.
1 : Warner Bros. Western sales
Francisco. Hotel St. Francis, San
May 12-14: Annual convention of the Rocky
Mountain M. P. T. O. A., Brown
Palace Hotel, Denver.
May 18-22: International Exhibitors' Congress, Rome.
May 25-29 : Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.
May 26-27: Annual convention of the M.P.
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri,
and St. Joseph, Mo.
April 27-30 RKO annual sales convention,
Hollywood.

Manny Lee Joins Pathe
Manfred B. Lee, who has been director of advertising and publicity for
Tiffany since Al Selig left to join
Columbia, has resigned to join RKO
Pathe, effective immediately.

Mel Shauer, in charge of ParaRobinson Heads Albany Board
mount's foreign department during
Albany — Kenneth G. Robinson,
the prolonged illness of Emil
Shauer, is to be transferred to the local Paramount manager, has succeeded the late J. Howard Morgan
Coast studio, where he will join B.
as president of the Film Board of
NEW
YORK
STOCK
MARKET
P. Schulberg's staff. He will be sucNet
ceeded by George Kates, his assis- Trade here. Ralph Pielow of M-GHigh
Low
Close
Chg.
tant, the change to become effective M. is vice-president; C. Russell Halsecretary.
.
We have asked
Am.
Seat
6'A 6^
t% —
H Blaming the
several executives in about 10 days. Geoffrey Shurlock ligan, treasurer, and Bonnie Long,
Con. Fm. Ind
SJ4 5%
5J4 —
$i
of the Coast Paramount foreign deCon. Fm. Ind. pfd. 13*6 13'A Uyi —
'A Other Fellow
for an analytical
partment is now in New York to
answer to the
East. Kodak
155 149J4 152^ — 2^
Fox Fm. "A"
17}4 16^ 17}* +
Vi economic questions involved, and the aid Kates as he assumes his new duFox Films its... 1-128 1-128 1-128
ties.
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 4
3tt 3Vi —
'A most sensible reply tabulated to date
Loew's,
Inc
44
41J4 42J4 —
ii
Theater Owner Wins Ejection Case
do pfd. (6-4)
... 95
95
95
—
A is: "My competitor is doing it and
Paramount
31lA 28& 30J4 — 1J4 I am forced to." And the bid is inSt. Louis — Upholding the right of
variably re-doubled from the afore- a theater owner to eject a person for
Pathe Exch
\%
*A
1H —
H
said competitor. Which again brings disorderly conduct, with refund of
do "A"
4<A *A
VA —
V*
RKO "A"
\%Vi 17*$
18
admission, the Circuit Court here has
Warnar Bros
8*4 8
2>A —
H up the highly arresting ethnological
do pfd
22
21*$ 21*$ —
*$ question, as once more propounded awarded a decision in favor of Fred
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
by the observing Phil Reisman, of Wehrenberg, owner of the Michigan,
which came first, the hen or the egg.
Fox Thea. "A"... 3 A
3 54 354—54
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd... 854 7*$
8
in a suit for $15,000 over an ejec*
*
*
Technicolor
754 754
754
tion back in August, 1927. The
And
now
dear plaintiff said he was forcibly put out
Trans-Lux
7*$ 7*$ 7*$ —
%
NEW
YORK BOND
MARKET
A Soft
irritable
exhibitor, and injured.
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 45
4354 4454 +
-54
of
sweetest
Loew 6s 41 xwar.. 95 54 94*4 94*4 —
54 Answer, Etc. in the
Mrs. Gabriel Hess Dies
friendship we have
Paramount 6s 47.. 90
8954 8954 —
54
given you our tabloid views on the
White Plains, N. Y.— Mrs. GabPar.
554s50"
80J*
80*4
80^
+
*i
Daily
Pathe 7s37
82*4 81*4 82
—1
subject. It is rather obvious that
riel Hess, wife of the Hays Office
Warner's 6s39
4754 45
45
— 3
The
one of us is slightly cracked. If you counsel, died Sunday in the White
will send us a comparative statement, Plains Hospital of a fractured skull
Leo Carrillo on Air
Film
say six months from now, and be as a result of being thrown from a
Leo Carrillo, star of Tiffany's "Hell strictly on the up-and-up with it, horse while with a riding party on
Bound," arrives in New York tomorrow for a radio appearance and showing that your double-feature the Warburg estate in Hartsdale.
Year
to attend the opening of his picture policy is making you more money, Funeral services were held yesterday
Book
still
and
patronage
new
building
at the New York and Brooklyn Para- holding old customers, we perhaps at the Little Church Around the Corner in New York.
mounts on May 8.
may be willing to modestly admit, in
contains
private, that this column is the one
everything
j*# » ♦ ♦ « ♦♦**♦■•♦** ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦ ♦♦♦*♦ ♦ ttnni iiwftw" ♦♦ *4 •% $ that's nuts.
New
Strand
Record
With
"Enemy"
With a record-breaking take of

Fin

B8
B

1
§

New York
1540 Broadway
SRyant 9-4712

ancia

-

§

Long Island City jf
154 Crescent St. %\
STillwell 4-7940
it

1

Static Mars Television Broadcast

Static due to atmospheric conditions marred the initial television
broadcast by Jenkins Television and
»
? General Broadcasting on Sunday
8 J. E. Brulatour, Inc. 8 night. On the program, which was
called "radio talkies," with W2XCR
(Jenkins) transmitting the images and
8
*f WGBS (General Broadcasting) pro'A
8
viding the sound microphone, were
Hollywood
ft
Chicago
6700 Santa Monica
B 1727 Indiana Ave.
numerous Broadway theatrical perBlvd.
ft
CALumet 3692
sonalities. Broadcasts are to be conHOLlywood 4121 ^|
f
tinued daily, partly with films and
partly with living entertainers.

iEastimam Filmnsl
t

I

i!

$28,300 over the week-end, indications are that
Public
will shatter
the"The
Strand
week Enemy"
record
with a gross approximating $77,000,
it was stated at Warner Bros, yesterday. House record now is held by
000.
"Little Caesar" with a take of $74,-

Studio
and
Location
Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Rale*
Powers Clnephone Equipment Corporation
723-7TH

AVE., N. Y.

BRYANT

9-6067

anyone
might
want to
know
about
the
Motion
Picture
Industry.
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A
NEW
STAR!

<§
The truly great stars of the show world are originals. Like no others.
Hence difficult to describe in advance. <J When
is released, the screen will instantly know

"TARNISHED

LADY"

that it has been enriched by an

original and very important new personality — TALLULAH

BANKHEAD.

A star destined to stand with filmdom's elite. €][ Because she is a vital, splendid
actress; because she is supremely attractive in a startling new way; because she
is the glorious symbol in appearance and action of all that modern women
hope to be —

TALLULAH

BANKHEAD

will quickly become

own sex. We who have seen her, co-starred with CLIVE

an idol, particularly of her

BROOK,

are as sure of this as of tomorrow. We believe TALLULAH

in "TARNISHED

BANKHEAD

LADY"

will give to theatre

business a new impetus and thrill.

TALMLAH

ItAiMillOAII „„,# CLIVE

KKOOK

in

cuvniAWith Phoebe
Foster.
Original, story, "New
York Lady" and
adaptation by Donald Ogden Stewart. Directed by George Cukor

■>AR/II%1

OU

.Jfl

TALLULAH

BANKIIGAD
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'PATCHWORK' PICTURES
NOT WANTED ABROAD
(Continued from

Paue

1)

wide film. Enlarged pictures, he said,
are fine for mass action, but not for
intimate business. He believes that
the eventual solution will be reached
through changing from a wide screen
for big scenes to a regular-sized one
for smaller action and closeups. Music and color will both return to the
screen, but not in a hurry, he said.

Predict Para. Financing
In Buying Back of Stock

Rumors in Wall St. yesterday that
Paramount might soon obtain some
financing in order to meet agreements
made in the purchase of theater properties, whereby the company is
obligated to buy back at $80 a share
the Paramount stock given in the
deals, had an unsettling effect on
Paramount shares yesterday, sending
them to a new low of 28%. A total
of 153,485 shares remain to be bought
back in installments due Sept. 1, Dec.
31 and March 1, 1932.
Last year the company repurchased
52,651 shares under similar conditions without recourse to bank loans
or public financing, and the management expects to handle the remainder
of the obligation out of current resources this year. Paramount owns
a number of large and very valuable
real estate parcels, including a block
on Times Square, on which there are
only small mortgages. Substantial
sums could be raised on these sites
if required. The Wall St. rumor also
hinted at a possible reduction in dividend.

Michalove to Inspect
New Warner Theaters
Dan Michalove, head of the Warner theater circuit, is leaving for
Milwaukee tomorrow to take part in
the opening of the new Warner theater there on Friday evening. While
away Michalove will look over the
Chicago territory and inspect the
work now being completed on the
Sam Warner Memorial theater in
Youngstown, O., as well as the house
being erected in Morgantown, W.
Va. The new Warner house in Morgantown opens about May 15, and
another in Torrington, Conn., is set
to make its bow June 15.

New Incorporations
NEW YORK
CHARTERS
Lictor Theater Corp.; B. Rich, 50 East
42nd St, New York.
$10,000.
Lydig Theater Corp.; Same
as above.
Ufa Theater U. S. A.; Banzhaf & Richter, 130 West 42nd St., New York.
$20,000.
Lyon Amusement Corp.; Gilbert & Gilbert,
10 East 40th St., New
York.
$10,000.
Quality Film Corp., talking sound films;
Attorneys' Albany Service Co., 299 Broadway, New York.
100 shares common.
Marlow Operating Corp., realty, theatrical
enterprises; Attorneys' Albany Service Co.,
299 Broadway, New York. 200 shares common.
Booker T. Amusement Corp., theatrical;
M. J. Junger, 11 West 42nd St., New York.
$20,000.
NAME
CHANGES
William Fox Amusement Co., New York,
to Greenvine
Theater.

Temperament
The black cat in John Barrymore's "Svengali" was tricked
into doing a bit of necessary
business calling for scratching
at a rat hole by imprisoning
three mice just out of its reach.
And when the cat found out
how it had been fooled, it got
sore and walked off the set.

FLATTERY

Radio May Increase
Million-Dollar
Films
(Continued
from Page 1)

If imitation
Is Flattery

which does not include the names
of Amos 'n' Andy, who were the subject of recent negotiations for another picture, was announced by
Schnitzer as follows:
"Birds of Paradise," with Dolores
Del Rio, directed by Richard Walton
Tully; "Marcheta," with Richard DixIrene Dunne, directed by Victor
Schertzinger; "The Woman Between," with Lily Damita, directed
by
Victor
Schertzinger;
Dove,"
with Dolores
Del Rio, "The
by Willard

Then the
Film Daily

Mack; "Frontier," with Richard DixIrene Dunne; "The Slander Girl";
"Symphony of Six Millions," original by Fannie Hurst; "Traveling Husbands"; "Too Many Cooks," by
Frank Craven; "Are These Our
Children," by Wesley Ruggles;
"Miracle City," by Howard Estabrook; "Should Wives Work," by Al
Boasberg; "Divorce Lawyer," and
"Aristocrat,"," with Lowell Sherman;
"Consolation Marriage," with Irene
Dunne; Wheeler and Woolsey in
three; "Every Girl," by John Howard
Lawson; "The Sphinx Has Spoken,"
with Lily Damita, Geoffrey Kerr, directed by Victor Schertzinger; "Folly," with Ina Claire, by John Howard
Lawson; "Glamour"; Edna May
Oliver and Hugh Herbert in two;
"Exposed"; "If I Were Rich," with
Bert Wheeler and Dorothy Lee, by

Year Book
Directors
Annual

Are the most
Flattered

William Anthony McGuire; "One O'clock Girl," by Charles Mac Arthur;
"Love a La Carte," by John Howard
Lawson; "Fannie Foley Herself,"
starring Edna May Oliver; "The
Chicago Dove," with Ricardo Cortez;
"Penthouse," original by John Howard Lawson, starring Hope Williams;
"The Last Virtue," with Dolores Del
Rio, by I. A. R. Wylie; "Love Affair"; "The Other Passport," with
Irene Dunne; "Dance, Gigolo,
Dance,"
other Rexwith
BeachRicardo
story. Cortez; AnDavid Sarnoff and Hiram Brown
sent messages of confidence to the
RKO
York. convention by radio from New

Publications
In the

Motion Picture
Industry

Para.-FitzPatrick Deal
For Latin-Amer. Countries
ck's
of FitzPatri
Spanish
lks versions
TravelTa
and Music
Master series for the past season will be distributed in all Latin-American countries by Paramount, under a deal
closed by Ira H. Simmons, general
sales manager for FitzPatrick.
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Charles G. Williams Dies
Detroit — Charles G. Williams, fordead. mer manager of Keith's Temple, is

1
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Short Shots from
New York Studios
H^^By

HARRY

N. BLAIR^^

GEORGE ABBOTT believes that
the Argentine tango made fanous by Rudolph Valentino is due
or a revival. He has, accordingly,
:ngaged Kendall Lee, night club exjonent of the dance, to teach Claudette Colbert and Georges Metaxa
'or an important sequence in "Se:rets of a Secretary," which he is
low directing.
Al Ray's next assignment for
Paramount will consist of directing
i series of 12 one and two-reelers
itarring Ford Sterling, Al St. John
tnd Karl Dane and George K. Arhur, scheduled to start around
'une 1. Meanwhile, he is busy Unrig up the right material.
Miriam Hopkins has been signed
»y Paramount to a new long-term
ontract.
"Gypsy Romance" is the title of
he latest Vitaphone short to be
ompleted by Giovanni Martinelli,
ipera, concert and radio star. In
his he sings four numbers, each in
different language, Spanish, Rusian, Hungarian and English.
The name of Tallulah Bankhead
? shortly to blaze in lights on
iroadway for the first time in
ight years, when "Tarnished Lady"
pens at the Rivoli. In the interening time, Tallulah has been the
signing queen of the London stage,
'here she played a wide variety of
oles.
Mrs. Mary Ward, matron, in
harge of dressing rooms at Paralount's New York studio, is the condant of numerous stars appearing
lere, many of whom confide their
inermost secrets to her. Mrs. Ward
.vears she'll never tell.
Rumania, the country that made
ueen Marie famous, is represented
t Paramount' s New York studio in
Xe persons of Georges Metaxa,
laudette Colbert's new leading
•an, and George Popovici, one of
le studio sound engineers.

ENmsMia
HLMIOJW

Congratulates :
JAMES CAGNEY
for a gripping characterization
in Warners'
pip gangster
film,
"The
Public
Enemy."
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"Good Deeds"
Series

• • • DID
THEY
put it over?
referring to that
N.V.A. show at the Met Opry House Sunday eve to aid the
Saranac sanatorium
it netted around 18 grand
one
of the greatest shows ever staged for a Worthy Cause
why{ even standing room was at a premium
the specs
outside went cuckoo, and offered ANYTHING for your tickets
but nobody was selling
everybody in the show
world who means anything helped put it over
for the
first time in history ALL the stars billed on a benefit performance appeared
at midnight there were still 50 of the Biggest Names waiting patiently for the call: "You're next"
the list of names who made the show possible and the celebs
who did their bit on the stage would fill this kolum several times
ALL did their share
the Spirit of helpfulness was
something to write songs about
and up at Saranac there
are a lotta old timers today with strong hearts but weak voices
who are uttering a grateful "Thank you"
a "thank you"
that pays everybody *
for everything
*
*they did
*
• • • A SQUAWK from Lew Blix, business representative
for studio technicians local 37 at Hollerword
Lew chides
us for calling a "grip" a laborer in a recent squib
he sez
if we have occasion to again refer to grips, "please do not define them as laborers"
okay with us, Lew
we were
only quoting from a blurb right from a studio which defined
grips as laborers
if your own gang doesn't know
any
better, how should we know?
but what shall we call 'em?
...artists?
executives?
the title of your own
organizashe is that of International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees
and it sure must require some Labor to wrestle
with sets and lights *
and everythin'
*
*
*
• • • COME
TO think of it, even the Bible talks about
Moses "laboring" with his people
and the greatest Teacher
of 'em all presents the "laborers" in the Vineyard as the Very
Best People
and Abe Lincoln made one of his inmortal
speeches in the cause of those who "labored"
and the
ruling government in Great Britain today is the Labor Party
mebbe there's nothing so terribly humiliating about the
word "labor," after all
if the I.A.T.S.E. boys didn't do
a li'l laboring, there wouldn't be any sets made ready for the director and players to labor on
and then there wouldn't
be any picture biz for any of us to labor over
then we
could quit this kolyum and join the I.A.T.S.E
and we
could all LOAF happily together
why kid yourself, Lew?
the only guy who doesn't labor is a racketeer or a bum
and they labor like 'ell trying to keep from Laboring
we're sending our High Hat at the top of the kolyum
to Hollywood Studio Local No. 37 as a souvenir
as a
Laborer, we're gonna wear a bandanna
like Giuseppe
if we keep the High *
Hat, folks
liable to
* are *
* think we're a Grip.
• • • JEAN LE ROY, the daddy of the empey projector,
fets a deserved tribute in the current issue of the "American
rojectionist," which credits him with being the first to show
motion pictures on a screen in a regular theater, the originator
of the Road Show, and inventor of the rear Shutter
..
enough
honor for any mug
and they even stick this
mug's mug on the front cover!
Believe it or not, Doug
Fairbanks in Asia arranged for the private picture show of
Chaplin's "City
Lights"
to theN. Kink
of other
Siam at
of Mrs.
Whitelaw
Reid at
Purchase,
Y., the
nitethe home portable
RCA

Photophone sound equipment was used in giving the performance.
*
*
*
*

• • • FLORA LE BRETON, who has been in plenty "reel"
gang fights, got mixed up in a "real" one Sunday while on the
way to Scarsdale with Capt. and Mrs. Alex MacKenzie, English
dancing specialist, and Bradley Ward, another film player, to act
as judges at a dancing contest
at a busy intersection up
in the Bronx their car got wedged in between a busload of gangsters and a pursuit car loaded with detectives
with the
two outfits firing at each other and the bullets whizzing past the
ears of Miss Le Breton and her friends, all of whom managed
to dodge and escape, although three others were shot
and
Miss
Le
Breton's
only
regret
is
that
she
didn't
have
a
sound
camera along

--
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HOLLYWOOD
TOE E. BROWN has sued the Al G.
J Barnes circus for $100,000 damages
for use of a likeness of his face in
advertising matter. A temporary injunction has*been * granted.
*
Rogers P. Davis, noted artist, has
been signed by Fox to design the
ture.
settings for a Paris underworld pic*
*
*
Fay Wray will have the ingenue
lead opposite Ronald Colman in "The
Unholy Garden," which Samuel Goldwyn will make for United Artists.
Ben Hecht, co-author with Charles
MacArthur on this story, has been
Goldwyn.
signed to an exclusive contract by
*
*
*
Betty Bronson returns to the
screen in Columbia's "Lover Come
*
*
*
RKO Pathe has signed the Sisters
G for a dance in "A Woman of Experience." Zasu Pitts and Franklin
Pangborn have been teamed to proin this Helen
Back."vide the comedy
Twelvetrees
vehicle.
*
*
*
Elmer Rice has moved into his
Samuel Goldwyn studio office for
final work on the script of "Street
Scene," which King Vidor will direct. Nancy Carroll is due here next
month from the east to play in this
*
♦
*
picture.
Mrs. James Gleason, Evelyn Brent
and June Collyer will be hostesses
at the benefit bridge to be given
Thursday at the Montmarte Cafe by
the Hollywood Women's Press Club.
Among those who already have made
reservations for the event are Mrs.
Paul Sloane, Mrs. Lawrence Tibbett, Genevieve Tobin, Mrs. George
Archainbaud. Mrs. Ralph Block, Joan
Crawford, Marie Dressier, Barbara
Stanwyck, Mrs. T. J. Fleming, Helen
Harding, Mrs. Jean Hersholt, Mrs.
Robert Z. Leonard, Bessie Love,
Esther Ralston, Mrs. Al Rockett, and
Virginia Sale.
*
*
*
Ben Turpin is recovering from a
major operation for an intestinal
ailment.

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Lionel
Barrymore
April
28
Carl Laemmle, Jr.
Bryant Washburn
Daniel B. Clark

THE
DAILY

PRODUCTION YEAR'S START
BEING ADVANCED BY FOX
(Continued from Page 1)

finished by Aug. 1, and the entire
schedule of 48 ready by Feb. 1, 1932.
Feb. 1 has been set as the date for
the next Fox production fiscal year
to start, Sheehan said.
Harley L. Clarke and James R.
Grainger also addressed the sales
group of about 145. Meetings will
continue through Thursday.

Gov't Ruling on Contract
Within Week
Expected
{Continued
from Page 1)

Fox

Convention

Sidelights

TLTARLEY L. CLARKE, who Sheehan's and thought he was kidding the bunch.
opened the Fox sales convention
yesterday with a short but snappy
talk, was out of the building and
can't
from
Ryan the
Tony
to forget
wideAlbany
open spaces
on his way back to Wall St. a half seem
hour after the session opened.
of Oklahoma City, his former stamping ground. Tony weighs 200 and
is gaining rapidly.
J. P. "Bugler" O'Loghlin, district
manager from Canada, was swamped
with whispered requests, but the
Roger Ferri's secretary has to follow Roger all around with three
wouldn't
that hecustoms
the lads
bugler a told
— steno books and a dozen pencils.
chance with the
take
but if they knew of a good speaky —
George Roberts, sales manager for
Eddie Bonns, special home office Movietone has been barred from atrep., looked worried about the aptending the shore dinner at the Delcassian Club, Friday night. The boys
pendix he lost two weeks ago.
are afraid he'll get the long black
R. S. Dawes, British general sales ribbon from his specs, mixed up
manager showed the boys the way with the lobster claws.
with his black coat-stripped trousers
get-up. Several lads from up state
The Golf Tournament to be held
spent the evening with R. S. prac- Friday at Lawrence, L. I., has 60
ticing accent.
entrants with Jimmy Grainger and

cial Lightman offers to stop off at
Washington and discuss the matter
with him. O'Brien has assured him
the subject will be given conthat
sideration.
"Many independent exhibitors have
appealed to the writer, urging that
a strong effort be made to have the
contract adopted," says a Lightman
letter to O'Brien.
"Under the present arrangement
we exhibitors are far worse off than
Bill Kupper
admitting
"Buxy"
swears
a betterthat
game
than
Geo. "Dad" McKean, Movietone Buxbaum
we were before," says the communi- special rep., proved to be a great they do.
cation. It points out that attorneys
He organized seven unfor the distributing companies feel organizer. suspecting
ginks into a draw poker
A silent tribute was given three
that "it is just as possible for the game to be played at the Park Cen- branch managers who passed away
government to throw this contract
tral— but not in room 349.
within five weeks. Heads were
out as it was for them to throw out
bowed to the memory of Harry F.
the other one."
Campbell,
Max Roth from Cincinnati showed Fred
Voigt. W. C. Bachmeyer and
up with a sister hat to Winnie

"Jimmie" Bradford Forms
Own Synchronizing Firm
James C. with
"Jimmie"'
connected
the Bradford,
music endlong
of
the film industry and founder of the
Cameo Music Service, has left the
Affiliated and Cameo Recording
Studios to form his own company,
known as the James C. Bradford
Corp., with offices in the General
Motors Bldg. He will provide all
forms of synchronizing service, specializing on original music that will
be tax-free.
Fox Promotions Announced

15 Stars Will Headline
Half of New M-G-M Lineup

(.Continued from Page 1)
Nick Grinde, George Hill, Robert
output
of 197
subjects,
including maurice,
Z. Leonard, Zion Myers, Harry Pollard,
newsreels,
also
will
be
strong
on
Charles
Riesner,
John Robertson, Arthur
names.
Robison, Edgar Selwyn, W. S. Van Dyke,
Vidor, Jules White and Sam Wood.
On the star lineup, which will be King
Stories and dialogue will be supplied by
such
famous writers as Beatrice Banyard,
the largest in the history of M-G-M,
are Marion Davies, Joan Crawford, Malcolm Stuart Boylan, Frank Butler, Ruth
Jack Cunningham, Delmar Daves,
Greta Garbo and Norma Shearer, Cummings,
Daves, Joe Farnham, Edith Fitzgerald, Martin
who will appear in at least two pic- Flavin, Becky Gardiner, Harvey Gates, Benjamin Glazer, Ralph Graves, Howard Green,
tures each; John Gilbert, William
Haines and Robert Montgomery, Eric Hatch, F. Hugh Herbert, Robert Hopkins, Cyril Hume, Boris Ing?ter, L. E. Johnson, Gordon Kahn, George Kelly, Hans Kraly,
who will appear in three each; RaLandy, Max Lief, John Lynch, Charles
mon Novarro, Marie Dressier, Bus- George
MacArthur, Willard Mack, Frances Marion,
ter Keaton, Wallace Beery and Law- Gene Markey, Sarah Y. Mason, John Meerence Tibbett, all of whom will be han, Helen Meinardi, Bess Meredyth, Lucile
starred in one at least. Laurel and Newmark, Leonard Praskins, W. L. River,
Root, Aurainia Rouverol, Madeleine
Hardy also will do a feature, while Wells
Ruthven, Paul G. Smith, Zelda Sears, Matt
several prominent stage names, in- Ernest
Taylor,Vajda,.
Sylvia Thalberg, Wanda Tuchock,

John Lorenze, formerly Fox assistant manager at Minneapolis has
been promoted to the management
of that office, succeeding M. A. Levy,
who is now in charge of the enlarged
Chicago office. Clyde W. Eckhardt,
cluding Alfred Lunt and Lynne Fonfor years branch manager in Chi- tanne, Helen
Hayes, Bert Lahr and
cago, has been made district man- Jimmy Durante,
likewise will be in
ager supervising Chicago, St. Louis,
production.
Chicago, Minneapolis and MilwauPlayers under contract to M-G-M who will
kee. William C. Gehring returns to support these stars, or who will appear themselves in leading roles, include Dorothy Apthe Fox organization as manager of
Lionel Barrymore, Edwin Bartlett,,
the Cincinnati branch, succeeding William pleby,
Bakewell, Charles Bickford, Lilian
Max Roth, who has been assigned Bond, Edwina Booth, John Mack Brown, J-»>
Reginald Denny, Kent Dougthe post of district manager for Kan- net Currie,
lass, Cliff Edwards, Phyllis Elgar. Madge
sas City, Des Moines, Oklahoma Evans, Clark Gahle, Ralph Graves, Charlotte
City and Omaha.
Greenwood, Neil Ham'lton, Leila Hyams, Jean

Industrials in Person
Pittsburgh — Going a step beyond the showing of commercial films, the Stanley and Enright, Warner houses here, are
now exhibiting industrial displays.

Hersholt, Hedda Hopner, Leslie Howard, Dorothy Jordan, Joan Marsh, Adolphe Menjou,
John Miljan, Ray Milland, Conchita Montenegro, Polly Moran, Karen Morley, Conrad
Nagel, Ivor Novello, Monroe Owsley, AnitP
Page, Irene Purcell, Marjorie Rambeau, C.
Aubrey Smith, Ruth Selwyn. Gus Shv, Lewis
Stone, Ernest Torrence, Lester Vail and
Robert Young.
Directors are: Harold Austin, Harry Beaumont, Clcence Brown. Tod Browning, Jack
Conway, Cecil B. DeMille. Marcel DeSino,
Paul
Fejos,
Jacque9
Feyder,
George
Fitz-

Among the four Cosmopolitan productions
included in the M-G-M lineup for the comBaldwin.
ing year is "Skyscraper Souls," by Faith
Other productions include: "The Christian," from Hall Caine's novel; Cecil B. De
Mille's "The Squawman"; "Guilty Hands,"
an original by Baynard Veiller; "Arsene
Lupin," with Tod Browning directing: "West
of Broadway"; "After All"; "Bridge vs.
Bridge"; "The Red-Headed Woman"; "Night
Court"; 'The Awakening"; "Honolulu";
"Boarding
School"
and "Flying
High."
An additional group of pictures classified
as "The Marquee Five" productions, will
include some of the most important titles of
the year, and information about these re
leases is to be made public in the near future
The Hal Roach lineup includes eight comedies starring Zasu Pitts and Thelma Todd,
eight Laurel-Hardy, eight Charley Chase,
eight Our Gang, and eight Boy Friends. Also
among the shorts are six Dogville comedies,
four Harry Lauder one reelers, 13 FitzPatrick
TravelTalks, 12 Flip the Frog cartoons, 12
Sport Champions
Metrotone
News. and the 104 issues of Hearst
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GOVERNOR JOINS CLUBS
AGAINST GANG FILMS
(Continued from Page

1)

world pictures. According to Jame
M. Neri, president of the Hobokei
Lions, a committee has been formec
to investigate the reaction of chil
dren and their parents on the sub
In addition to the luncheon clubs
drive against the gangster films, ex
Governor A. Harry Moore, who i
running for re-election, has come ou
ject.
strongly in favor of the campaign
"I see no sane reason for glorifying
or
justifying
the Something
"gangster inmust
the mob<
tion
picture.
done Daily
about representative
it," Gov. Moore
told i
Film
yesterday

New Oklahoma Circuit
Expanding
Into Texas
(Continued from Page 1)
from the Mid-West Theater Operat
ing Co., which will remain as ;
subsidiary organization of this group
Some theater buying and operat
ing may be done through the Mid
West, according to Johnson. This
company, the four individual the
ater companies, and the Ismo Equip
ment Co. to handle equipment fo
the theaters to be acquired, form th<
companies owned by this group.
The four charters were each fo:
capital in Oklahoma of $10,000, wit!
principal incorporators being F. B
King, M. G. Palmer and W. P
Moran. The program now in prog
ress contemplates expenditure
about $300,000, Johnson said.

100% Product Deal Looms
Between
RKO-Fox
W. C
(Continued
from Page 1)
ager, at the opening session of th(
company's sales convention here ves
terday, declared that Fox Wes
Coast want the entire Radio lineuf
for next season.

Wisconsin 4% Tax Bill
Indefinitely
Postponec
(Continued
from Page 1)
mously for indefinite postponemen
of the measure. C. A. Miller, Free
S. Meyer, E. B. Genrich and Sen
Oscar Morris were among those whe
attended the hearing and spoke
against the bill.

Amos 'n' Andy To Play
Paramount Ace Houses
Amos 'n' Andy have been booket
to play the New York Paramoun
next week, and the Brooklyn Para
mount the week following.

Wolheim's Successor
Prague — Because of his broken nose, which gives him a
striking resemblance to the late
Louis Wolheim, Dr. Karl j
Nemeny, an unknown advocate
of Bratislava, is understood to
have been signed by Universal.
He will appear first in some
trial pictures in Germany.

Intimate

in Character

International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Extortion Gang Terrorizing New England Exhibs

GOVERNMENT DROPSlWO TRUST CHARGES
Hiram Brown Issues Edict Against
Misleading, Objectionable
Matter Ruled Out by
RKO Head
Misleading and objectionable advertising matter and lobby displays
in R-K-O theaters are banned in a
letter sent yesterday by Hiram S.
Brown to all publicity men and managers of R-K-O houses from coast
to coast. Admitting that considerable improvement can be made in the
selection of titles for productions,
Brown in no uncertain terms denounced the practice of hinting that

Bad Advertising

Vice-Presidency
as Birthday Gift
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Coincident with his 23rd birthday, Carl Laemmle,
Jr., received a telegram yesterday from R. H. Cochrane, vice-president of Universal, advising him that, at a special meeting of the
board of directors, young Laemmle was elected second vice-presirlent
of the corporation.

Court Grants Revision in
Federal Trade Action
Against Para.
The Federal Trade Commission
has

abandoned

two

of its three

chargessist"inanti-trust
its famous
and deaction "cease
long pending
against Paramount. Charges of
"conspiracy to monopolize" the film
industry and of "acquiring theaters
with purpose of compelling exhibitors" to buy Paramount product have
been dropped.
(Continued Permission
on Page 6) to elimi-

Loews First Half Earnings
Exceed Full- Year Dividends 456 INDIE HOUSES EMPLOY
RKO EXCHANGE SYSTEM
(Continued

on

Page

7)

Net profit of Loew's, Inc., for the
28 weeks of the current fiscal year,
up to March 13, while below the
corresponding
period
of 1930, was
substantially more than the comWest Coast Bureau, THE FILM
DAILY
pany's common dividend requirements for the entire year, according
Hollywood — RKO now has film
exchanges in every country of the to the statement issued yesterday by
world except South Africa, where the David Bernstein, treasurer. Gross
company is represented by an agent, for the 28 weeks was $9,765,410,
Joseph I. Schnitzer, president of against $10,893,972 in 1930 and $7,Radio Pictures, told the sales con- 376,267 in 1929, while net after devention delegates yesterday.

NOW COVERS THE WORLD

Butterfield Circuit
Signs WB-FN Product
Detroit — Butterfield Theaters
through a booking arrangement completed yesterday, will play all Warner Bros, and First National product in its first run houses. The new
arrangement is to go into immediate
effect. The negotiations were con(Continued

on

Page

7)

Falling in Line
Following close upon the announcement afew weeks ago
that THE
FILM DAILY
would issue a "Juvenile Films"
issue on May 2, the May issue
of "The Open Road for Boys,"
monthly magazine with a wide
circulation, inaugurates a motion picture department devoted to telling the boys about the
types of pictures they will enjoy.

preciation and taxes amounted to
$6,879,960 in 1931, compared with $8,243,584 in 1930 and $5,251,958 in
1929. The current net is equal to
approximately $4.70 a share, against
dividend requirements of $3 for the
whole year.
The showing is regarded as remarkable in view of the fact that so few
corporations, including U. S. Steel
and other leading industries, are currently earning even enough to cover
their dividends.

New Canadian Lab To Turn Out
20,000,000 Ft. of Film Annually
Toronto — A processing and reprinting capacity of more than 20,000,000 feet of film annually is announced for the Film Laboratories
of Canada, Ltd., newly incorporated

company, which has leased 10,000
square feet of floor space at 358-62
Adelaide St. West. The lab will do
work that is now being handled in
the U. S.

New England Exhibs Terrorized
By Cranks ' Blackmail A ttempts
Police and postal authorities yesstance, was theofwork
a "crank."
Publication
news of stories
conterday combined forces to trace the
cerning
the
destruction
threat by
origin of a blackmail letter carrying
a death threat sent to 15 theater man- Connecticut newspapers was reportagers in Hartford, Waterbury and
ed yesterday as having depressed theater attendance in those cities.
Bridgeport, Conn. Consensus of
The
storv came to the attention of
opinion was that the communication,
the Hays office on the theory that it
(.Cenlinuid on Pugt 2)
signed by "W. T. B. E. Association"
and demanding
$1,500 in each in-

AD SALES REPRESENTATIVE
Falling in line with the policy of
showing ad films, 456 independent
houses in 45 states are now receiving representation through the
Screen Special Agency Division of
General Business Films, which negotiates contracts for the showing of
talking shorts sponsored by auvertisers. The agreement, according to
Francis Lawton, Jr., president of
(Continued

on

Page

S)

Sunday Midnight Shows
To Beat Kan. Blue Law
Great Bend, Kan. — Sunday midnight shows have been launched here
following recent enforcement of the
'ate tion
blue
laws
desp'te
local elecfavoring
movies
on aSunday.
Bv
starting the performances at 12:01
A.M. Monday, the theaters will beat
the blue law.

Hoover Felicitates HnO
Hiram
of RKO,

S. Brown, president
yesterday received a

message from President Hoover felicitating the Radio Pictures organization on the occasion of its annual sales convention and expressing "good
wishes for continued success in
providing clean entertainment
for the public."
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According to the letter the "association" would return the money in
"due time with a lawful six per cent
interest.'1' An envelope containing
the $1,500, said the instructions, was
to be sent in each instance to the
Western Union office at Bridgeport
with word to hand it over to a "Mr.
N. Farris without a question asked of
him at all." Postal officials tracing
the case yesterday learned that instructions had been given for forwarding the envelope from Bridgeport to Jersey City and then to a
Western Union office in Newark.
Up to last night the trail had ended
there. All letters were postmarked
New York City.

Seattle— Out of 426 theaters
in this area, 377 are independently owned, against 49
belonging to affiliated circuits,
making an indie ratio of 8 to
1. Wired houses total 280, of
which 19 are closed.

Charles L. Glett Joins
Simple Simon Comedies
Charles L. Glett has resigned as
production manager of Audio-Cinema
Studios to join Simple Simon Comedies, Inc., as general supervisor, it
was announced yesterday by Mack
mon.
Stark, general manager of Simple Si-

Ira H. Simmons Forms
Own Distributing Firm

THE DATE
INDUSTRY'S
BCCr
April 27-May 1 : Fox Film sales convention.
Home
office, New
York.
Apr. 29-May 1 : Warner Bros. Western sales
convention.
Francisco. Hotel St. Francis, San
May 6: Movie Ball, under auspices of M.
room, Chicago.Union, Trianon BallP. Operators'
May 12-14: Annual convention of the Rocky
Mountain M. P. T. O. A., Brown
Palace Hotel, Denver.
May 18-22: International Exhibitors' Congress, Rome.
May 25-29 : Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.
May 26-27 : Annual convention of the M.P.
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri,
and St. Joseph, Mo.
April 27-30 RKO annual sales convention,
Hollywood.

Thomson To Speak on Ad Films
P. L. Thomson, director of public
relations for Western Electric, left

Ira H. Simmons, general sales
afternoon for a week's conmanager of FitzPatrick Pictures, has Monday vention
trip to Atlantic City, Washresigned to form an independent disington and Baltimore. In Atlantic
tributing organization for several ser- City he will attend the convention
ies of product for next season.
Frederick F. Bryant has been apof the U. S. Chamber of Commerce
pointed New York representative for
and serve as representative of both
Technicolor, filling the vacancy creLoew
Changes in Cleveland
the Associated M. P. Advertisers and
ated by the resignation of J. E. D.
Cleveland — Managers of Loew the- the Non-Theatrical M. P. Chamuer
aters have been shifted around as of Commerce. He also is scheduled
Meador on April 11. Bryant has
been affiliated with Technicolor in follows: Arnold Gates, from the
various capacities since 1916.
Cameo to the Granada; George Gil- to give a speech on "Talking P.ctures as an Advertising Medium" at
Technicolor has opened new offices
liam, from the Stillman to the ton.
the convention of the American Ass'n
at 400 Madison Ave.
Cameo; Arthur Catlin, assistant man- of Advertising Agencies in Washingager at the Allen, succeeds Gilliam
at the Stillman; Kenneth Reid, who
Receiver's Sale for Gordon Square
Cleveland — The Gordon Square formerly managed the Doan, and
theater property, consisting of a then the Liberty, is back at the
U. A. Theater Deals Closed
1,200-seat theater, two storerooms Doan, and Al Gregg from the pubSan
Francisco — Sanction of the
and four office suites, will be offered
licity department to take over the
Berkely
City Planning Commission
management
of
the
Liberty.
at receiver's sale this week in
has been received on the $500,000
the offices of J. Paul Thomptheater planned by United Artists at
son, receiver. Pursuant to
Chicago Movie Ball May 6
Bancroft Way and Shattuck Ave.
court order, the property will be sold
The Richmond deal, whereby U.A.
at not less than two-thirds of the
Chicago — This year's local Movie
Ball will be held May 6 at the Tri- will erect a $150,000 house directly
appraised price of $54,500.
anon Ballroom. Thomas E. Maloy,
opposite the Fox California, also has
business
agent of the M. P. Opera- been concluded.
Publix Managers Shifted
tors' Union, which will stage the
Kansas City — Albert Palmer, as- function,
is rapidly completing plans theNegotiations
the remainder
of :
sistant manager of the Springfield,
lease on thefor Premier
here likewise have been concluded.
Mo., Paramount, has been trans- for the annual event. Several Hollywood stars are expected to attend,
ferred to Fulton, N. Y., to assume
along
with
who will be in
charge of the Publix house there. town at theluminaries
time.
McDonald
Returns to Ritz
Wilton Gross, formerly treasurer at
the Newman, succeeds Palmer in
Holyoke, Mass. — Robert McDonTheater Bandit Caught
Springfield.
ald of Springfield has been appointed
Kansas City — After holding up the manager of the Ritz, which he formerly managed about 10 years ago
Mary Pickford Arrives
Isis and forcing Manager Herb GoldMary Pickford arrives today on
when
it
was known as the Holyoke
berg to hand over $488, a drunken
the Twentieth Century en route to bandit was overtaken by the police Opera House.
Europe to meet Douglas Fairbanks. and arrested.

F. F. Bryant Representing
Technicolor in New York

Fin ancia
YORK

8 to 1 Unaffiliated

{Continued from Page 1)

was a publicity stunt, possibly tied
: Editor and Publisher in with an English feature, "Blackmail," which had its premiere in this
country about two years ago. A
Saturdays and holidays checkup, however, indicated this to
New Yfork, N. Y., be untrue.

JOHN W. ALICOATE

NEW

New England Exhibs Terrorized
By Cranks9 Blackmail Attempts
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Film Heads at Mrs. Hess' Funeral
Various film industry executives attended funeral services for Mrs.
Gabriel Hess held yesterday morning
at the Church of the Transfiguration,
New York City.
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Let

Us Solve

Your Problems!

Over 2 1,Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY,

N. Y. C.

BRyant 9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Michigan 8761

INDEPENDENT
EXCHANGES
FOREIGN
Have

and

BUYERS

you seen

"The
Ideal Twelve"
(1 reel each — Sound on film)

NOVELTY

ANIMAL

TRAVEL

Available in all languages

Ideal Pictures Corp.
M. J. KANDEL,
Pres.
729 Seventh Ave., New York City
9-4417 N. Y.
Cable:BRyant
KandelFilm
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ASK HIM WHAT
LAST
SEASON!
his sock appeal)

HE DID
(When a ball player brags about

ASK HIM WHAT
LAST
SEASON
going to break par.)
A

ASK WHAT
5k.AwvN

! (When a golfer tells you he's

HE DID LAST

■ [Before you bet on a horse!)

ASK HIM WHAT
DID

LAST

HE DID

HIS COMPANY

YEAR!

(When a film salesman

comes to talk about product for '^1-^2.)

WE'LL STAND BY OUR
RECORD FOR THIS SEASON
(To name just a few: REDUCING, MIN AND BILL, PAID, INSPIRATION,
DANCE FOOLS DANCE, STRANGERS MAY KISS, IT'S A WISE
CHILD, SECRET SIX, THE EASIEST WAY, TRADER HORN, etc.)

When we talk about THE

CROWNING

GLORY of

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in 1931-32
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EXPLOITETTES

Timely Topics
A Digest of
Current Opinions

€)
More Chance for
Writers Than Actors
COLLEGE students who aspire
to associate themselves with
the motion picture industry are
advised to concentrate on writing
rather than acting. Not only
will the future see the importance
of screen writing greatly emphasized and generously paid, but
the training for it will be of
great value as an education and
means for self expression. The
numbers of those striving for
success as actors will always be
far in excess of the demand for
them, while the field of writers
is always open to trained and talented people. There are always
more readers than patrons of
the theater and the market for
well written books, plays, essays, scenarios and even poetry
was never so alive as it is now.
There is every prospect that it
will become greater in the near
future.
— Roy Del Ruth
*
*
*

What Makes
Successful Comedy
'TOO many young writers fail
on the score of humor. Most
of those who do attempt comedy
try to inject this element bodily
without the natural reference to
the development of the story.
The most successful comedy
comes as the result of good characterization, and not by the abrupt introduction of gags and ina characsituations. Once
tereptis conceived
in a humorous
or eccentric vein, his natural reactions and speeches will supply
abundance. The charcomedyacterinshould
not be allowed to
go outside of the plot for his
comic dialogue or situations, but
that will not be necessary if the
characterization is ingeniously
drawn.
— Melville Brown

A
FILM
FACT
A
DAY
Motion pictures in the U. S.
furnish work to 325,000, with
75,000 of these connected with
production.

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

• • • AT LAST one director has courageously started to
take the talk outa the talkies
that is, he has used Talk
sparingly
where
pantomime
and action and suggestion
could tell the story, he has cut out the conversation
and
the result is a real Novelty
an old-fashioned Motion Picture the picture is mostly Motion
you should see
it
and get a real treat
it will remind you of the
old silent days when you could go to the movies and get what
you paid to get
movement, characterization and action
not an hour of a Gabby Marathon with all the cast trying to outalk one another
the rare achievement has been
attained by William Wellman in his direction of "The Public
Enemy"
all the local newspaper reviewers went overboard in praising the pix
but ONLY one of 'em noted
the Big Achievement in question
which makes the film
stand out as much as it's hardness and grimness
it's simple directness
the surpassing performance of James Cagney
so, cast the laurel wreath over the modest brow of
Pare Lorentz, for his review in the "Evening Journal"
in which he notes exclusively the Outstanding Achievement: "His
sjmple, direct story telling, DEVOID of dialogue where POSSIBLE, marks him as one of the most able directors in the business." we muffed this vital fact in our own review. ......
so that qualifies us for lambasting the other reviewers for being
a bunch of goops, too
Pare, we salute you
*
*
*
*
• • • DAVE WESHNER has turned out a bunch of fine
newspaper copv on "The Public Enemy"
as good as anything of its kind we've seen
but why overlook a pood
bet like this?
an ad, f'r instance, saying: "It'« Grim,
Stark Drama
May
Thrill You to Death
But it Won't
TALK You to Death"
and that would be a real Noveltv
Ad
• • • WHILE ON the subject of Talk, there is another
novelty in town
over at Wallack's theater they are showing pictures with a new hydro-dynamic speaker
when you
first saunter in and take your seat, the sound from the screen
strikes you as odd
there is a different "feel" to it
gradually you find yourself relaxed
then you start to
analyze
you miss that jarring, tense crackle of sounds
and dialogue constantly assailing your ear-drums in the average
sound-equipped theaters
and if you are sufficiently intrigued, as we were, vou may be permitted backstage
and learn how
sound filtered through
water pipes kills off
Mechanical Sound and leaves only Natural Sound
Action
and Sound blending together naturally
as thev do in real
life
mebbe we're all wrong
but it looks to us as
if the inventor, Christian Volf, has hit on Something
• • • ED F. CORCORAN, advertising manager of Keith's
theater in Philly, has just launched "Movie Fan Magazine," distributed free to patrons
the primary purpose is exploiting of the Paramount trademark in that territory
a 16page mag with colored cover covering stage, screen and radio. . . .
it has a perfect fan mag atmosphere
and goes 'em one
better by cutting out all the sugary sap and hooey that gums
up most of the fan rags so thev stick to your fingers like flypaper just straight, intelligent human interest dope that
all the fans eat up
Ed can now spell his name
Editor
he's a Real One
• • • GLORIA SWANSON is still swimming around free
of any contractual
obligations, according to the Inside Dope
but with five of the big producers~angling for her.
with Warners making a strong bid with some type of bait that
seems to have Gloria quite interested
well, the open fishing season is on

«

«

«

»

»

»

Co-Op Ad

€)

Helps Charlotte House
ra,
of the Publix - Alhamb
R M. S.PHILLIPS
]y[ANAGE
Charlotte, N. C, worked one of
the local newspapers for a cooperative ad that helped in publicizing "It Pays to Advertise."
The first ad was 2 col. x 15"
with this caption. "Help Wanted
— Male!" A picture of Carol
Lombard appeared and alongside
of the picture in a box, "It Pays
to Advertise in the Charlotte Observer Want Ad Section if you
desire the Right Man for that
opening says Carol Lombard,
blonde charmer of It Pays to
— Alh
e amb
modofra,
Advertise — A romanc
ern go-getters at the Alhambra."
Charlotte, N. C.
*
*
*

Fashion Revue
Gets Space

of Saenger,
Hattiesburg,
A^fANAGER
MATT
PRESS
Miss., got a fine break when he
effected a fashion revue tie-up
with one of the prominent stores.
The store announced the fashion
revue in a four-column ad on the
Saturday
prior Copy
to Wednesday's
date
of revue.
in this ad
read, "Easter Fashion Revue displaying on living models the
newest modes and distinctive
footwear in conjunction with the
showing of Greta Garbo in 'Inspiration' at thein Saenger."
ture of Garbo
the center Aof picthe
page and cuts of stylish
dresses
—
and
shoes
surrounding Sae
it,nge
setr, off
the ad
nicely.

Hattiesburg,

Miss.

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and contended bygratulations
THE
are exFILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Henry
Ginsberg
April
29
Harold J. Flavin
Henry A. Barrows
Bert Woodruff
Warren M. McGrath

NO
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WarnerF. N. Western Meet Starts Today in 'Frisco
Sam Morris Opens Annual
Sales Session on
Coast

San Francisco — Warner Bros.,
First National and Vitaphone will
open their three-day western sales
meeting today at the St. Francis
Hotel. Sam E. Morris will deliver
the opening address, followed by
Gradwell L. Sears, Claude C. Ezell,
A. W. Smith, Jr.. and Carl Leserman.
Tomorrow's sessions will open with
a talk by S. Charles Einfeld. Others
scheduled to speak are Hubert
Voight, Norman H. Moray and A.
W. Smith, Jr. On Friday the opening address will he by Moe Silver,
after which Jack L. Warner will announce the new product. He will be
followed by Darryl Zanuck, Hal Wallis and Graham Baker.
Several stars are to come up from
Hollywood. After being introduced,
they will speak on their coming pictures.
Branch managers attending the
meetings include: J. T. Ezell, Atlanta; F. B. Bryan, Charlotte; J. Wgesslich, Chicago; F. M. Jack, Dallas; C. R. Gilmour, Denver; E. T.
Tilton, Des Moines; M. C. Simft.
Kansas City: H. Lustig, Los Angeles; H. D. Hearn, Memphis: R. T.
Smith, Milwaukee; L. E. Goldhammer, Minneapolis; F. F. Goodrow,
New Orleans; J. O. Rohde, Oklahoma; G. W. Taif, Omaha; W. C
Brimmer. Portland; A. M. Weinberger. St. Louis; W. F. Gordon,
Salt Lake: Charles Muehlman, San
Francisco; N. H. Brower, Seattle.
Sales representatives on hand are:
ATLANTA— T. M. Young, G. T. Chester,
R. Fulton, R. R. Bryan.
CHARLOTTE— R. M. Boovy, P. Sasseen,
D. S. House.
CHICAGO— E. Silverman, T. R. Gilliam,
Wm. J. Kahl, R. C. Herman, P. R. Barr,
H. Charnas.
DALLAS— R. R. McCoy, W. O Williamson, S. L. Pilkinton, H. J. Ochs.
DENVER— Wayne C. Ball, Fred Knill, E.
Gerbase, L. R. Hobson.
DES MOINES— C. A. Pratt, Jack L.
Raper, Don West.
KANSAS CITY— T. O. Byerle, H. L.
Cass, R. Melcher, F. Greenberg, C. C.
Vaughn.
*
LOS ANGELES— L. O'Brasky, J. K. Burden, A. S. Bailey.
MEMPHIS
J. W. Greenleaf,
H. D.
Parks.
W.

MILWAUKEE— N. S. Bieringer,
S. G.
Honeck,
C. K. Olson.
MINNEAPOLIS— R. Lohrenz, Wm. Shar-

Treat for AMPAS
An unusual treat is in store
for the A.M.P.A. luncheon
gathering tomorrow, when
Floyd Gibbons, ace story teller, is to appear as guest of
honor. A. P. Waxman, RKO
Pathe advertising counsel, who
also is associated with the series of shorts to be made by
Gibbons, will bring the noted
talker to the feast.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY

gILL WILLIAMS has been placed
in charge of designing
all sets
used in Paramount
short subjects,
under supervision of William Saulter.

N. BLAIR

Lady"
Rivoli. on Wednesday evening, at the

TWOTRUST CASE CHARGES
(.Continued

from

Page

1)

nate these two counts from the commission's petition has been granted
by the U. S. Circuit Court of

Leon Trotsky, noted Bolshevik leader, was once a movie actor, having
Nick Basil, who has just com- taken a small role in Vitagraph's
pleted work as co-star on vine Louis "My Official Wife," on which he Appeals.
The remaining chapter of the petition asks for a court order to force
Brock "Nick and Tony" comedies was also technical director. This infor RKO, has arrived in New York
teresting bit of information is re- Paramount to end its block bookvealed by Harry Morey, former Vitaand is planning a vaudeville act in
which he will headline throughout graph heavy, who has several stills tober.ing policy. Trial is expected in Octhe country in conjunction with his to prove it.
Origin of the case occurred in
pictures. He will have the team of
Bill Black is glad to be back in 1921. Testimony was taken at interWillis and McFarlan in support.
vals between 1923 and 1927, when the
pictures after a brief excursion into
were completed. The "cease
Helen Tucker, who has played fea- the legit. The shoiv in which he was hearings
1927. desist" order was issued July 9,
tured roles in a number of shorts understudying Lynn Overman lasted and
made at the Paramount studio, has exactly one week.
returned to New York after playing
Pathe Minority Group
George Dewey Washington, colopposite Walker Whiteside in "Chiored headline performer, is featured
Air Objections at Meet
nese Bugalow."
in "Rhythm in the River," a Parainson.
Objections
of the Pathe minority
mount short directed by Casey RobVitaphone is receiving excellent restockholders to the sale of the comports from all over the country on
"Junior." a recent short starring
pany's assets to RKO were voiced
Neely Edwards. It is a comedy of
Owen Davis and Gertrude Purcell at the annual meeting of Pathe Exa mischevious youngster who is the collaborated on the screen version
change, Inc., yesterday. Jacob Conn,
bane of his uncle's assistance. Eddie of "Girl Habit," Charlie Ruggles' Providence theater owner and holder of Pathe stock, came to town for
Ryan plays the kid to perfection.
first
starring vehicle, which started
this week.
the meeting. A separate meeting of
the minority group may be held to
What promises to be something
neio in short subjects has been turnBlanche LeClair, who graduated discuss new ways of attacking the
ed out by Casey Robinson for Para- from the Paramount school of acting merger, it was stated. Stuart Webb
mount. It is high comedy presented
presided, replacing Joseph P. Kenin the manner of a class feature. with Buddy Rogers, Josephine Dunn,
nedy who resigned from the Pathe
Thehna Todd and others, will henceboard
in the week. The entire
The title is "Too Perfect" and Alan
forth be known as simply Ann Brew- board early
of directors was re-elected.
Brooks and Natalie Schafcr are feaster,
the
name
LeClair
(her
real
tured.
monicker, by the way) sounding too
theatrical. She has been engaged for
Moe Gould Joins Fox
Helen Morgan will introduce a back.
a
show preparatory to a movie comebrand new sonsr. written esoeciallv
Pittsburgh — Moe J. Gould, who ha
been away
for several months
fo
for her use in "The Gigolo Racket,"
the sake of his health, is back in towi
a recent Vitaphone short. Bud Green
Harold Godsoe, who has officiated and has joined Fox.
He will cover
and Sam Stent wrote the tune which
on yiumerous productions made in West Virginia.
is titled "I Know He's Mine."
the East, will act as assistant direcMinneapolis House Opens
tor on "Enemies of the Law," a ReParamount Notes: Alison Skipgal
Talking
Pictures
production,
Minneapolis
— The New Metro, upivorth biddina everyone a fond
now being made at the Metropolitown house of which Joe Charon is
"good-bye" vrior to leaving for the red. tan studios, with Mary Nolan star- manager, has opened.
coast via air . . . Extras and nrinripals alike freezina on the back lot
durina niaht shots for Edmund.
Warners Buy Coshocton House
Willie Hopkins and his special efGoulding's
"Night
Angel,"
now
comCoshocton, O. — Warner Bros, have
pleted.
fects crew, from Paramount's Long purchased the Pastime, owned and
Island studio, hung suspended from operated
for the past 18 years by the
Charlie Ruggles officiated as mas- a perilous perch on the Queensboro Chacos Amusement Co. The deal
ter of ceremonies in "ery much +he Bridge, getting some marvelous was closed through Lebensburger
grand manner at the formal opening shots of the Manhattan skyline for Bros, of Cleveland, theater brokers.
use in a forthcoming feature.
of Tallulah
Bankhead's
"Tarnished
Iowa Billboard Tax Killed
Des Moines — House Bill 87, calling
killed.
Showhegan
O. H. for Movies
Hn. A. W. Anderson, E. E. Gruenberg. L. A.
for a tax on billboards, has been
Hummell.
C. Hanson.
Skowhegan, Me. — Representatives
NEW
ORLEANS— E. A. Kelly.
J. R. of the Priscilla Theater Co. of LewMcEachron.
iston plan to release the Opera
House for a picture theater, as a reOKLAHOMA
CITY— W.
C. Blackstone, ing.
Stars Among the Stars
M. M. Holstein.
sult of a vote taken at the annual
Harry Richman, Bernice
town
meeting
when
a
committee
was
OMAHA— F. J. Hannon,
L. Patz,
L.
Mendelson.
Claire,
Weber and Fields and
appointed to have charge of the leasFloyd
Gibbons will achieve
PORTLAND— V. Stewart, M. F. Keller,
new heights Friday night when
W. R. Walsb.
the RKO Theater of the Air
Toledo House Changes Hands
ST.
LOUTS— H. Walsh,
J. Zipp, L. J.
is broadcast from the tower
Bona, J. Hill.
Toledo, O.— Allied Theaters, Inc.,
of the Empire State Building,
SALT
LAKE— J. Connors,
H. Levey, M. of which Jack O'Connell is president,
N. Guslaveson.
has taken over the Ivanhoe. The
1,000 feet above ground. Gibbe the m.c. and inSAN
FRANCISCO- Newt
Levi,
N.
C. house will remain closed until the
honor. bons willtroduce
Al Smith, guest of
Wheel, -r, II. B. Fish.
end of May, during which time it
will be extensively redecorated.
SEATTLE— Al Oxtohy, L. Theurkauf.
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Radio Will Keep Screen Vitalized, Says Sarnoff
►//

AGAINST BAD ADVERTISING
(Continued from Page 1)

scenes and situations occur in pictures that are in reality devoid ot
sensationalism or sex problems. To
a Film Daily representative yesterday Brown cited several instances
both in RKO and other companies
productions where badly selected
titles, evidently selected to make the
public believe that the picture contains risque sequences or dialogue.
have either kept the better class of
patron away from the theater or
caused others to leave the theater
feeling that they were not shown
what the title implied.

Butterfield Circuit
Signs
WB-FN Product
(Continued from Page 1)

ducted for Warner Bros, and First
National by Max Milder, eastern
sales manager.
Milder is also understood to have
closed with Mike Kallet on a 100
per cent deal covering his houses
m Oneida, Rome, Canastota and
Utica, New York.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD
ROBERT MONTGOMERY
made
his film debut two years ago in
"So This Is College" under the guidance of Sam Wood, the director.
Now Montgomery is at work in
"Man in Possession," with Sam
Wood again at the megaphone. The
film is taken from the stage play by
H. M. Harwood and was adapted
by Sarah Y. Mason, with additional
dialogue by Miss Mason and P. G.
Wodehouse.
*
*
*
Maurice Black, the "put- em-onthe-spot" man of "Little Caesar,"
appeal's in Benny Rubin's new RKO
Pathe vehicle, "Julius Sizzer," gangLuddy.ster burlesque directed by Edward
*
*
*
Fox has signed James Todd, Theater Guild juvenile,
*
* to *a contract.
Marguerite Churchill will appear
in Fox's "Over
* the
* Hill."
*

WILK

New Methods Constantly
Being Evolved, RCA
Head Declares
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Freshness and vigor
of the music on "Palmy Days," star- will be imparted to the screen at frering Eddie Cantor. "Palmy Days"
quent intervals by the ever-changing
will have four or five numbers and
developments of radio art, said David
incidental music.
*
*
*
Sarnoff, president of Radio Corp. of
Frank Ware, veteran film editor, America, in his message to the RKO
sales convention here.
is cutting "Five-Star Final," which
"The name of your organization
Mervyn LeRoy is directing. Ware
has been with First National for sev- bears evidence of the union that has
eral years.
taken place between the older motion
*
*
*
picture and the new industry of
Clem Portman, who recently han- radio," said Sarnoff. "Radio breathed
dled the sound on "Traveling Hus- its vitalizing force into the silent film.
bands," will be in charge of the re- It gave not only new methods, but
cording on "Helga," which will also it bestowed also a spirit of progress,
be made by Radio Pictures.
the incentive for an onward move*
*
*
ment to the accomplishment of greater tasks, such as has been and should
The cap,
injury
to George
knee
when
bitten byO'Brien's
a seal continue to be the guiding thought
while George was swimming near througho
ut this organization."
his home at Lake Malbu, proved trivThe sales convention delegates
ial, and the Fox star is hard at
work, rehearsing for his next pro- yesterday saw screenings of "Young
duction. He has a double assign- Donovan's Kids," "White Shoulders"
at the Church." Wilment— the leading roles in two Zane and "Waiting
liam LeBaron spoke on production,
Grey
stories, "The
Rainbow
Trail" and various stars and production
executives were introduced.
and "Riders *
of the* Purple
Sage."
*
A tribute was paid to Lee Marcus,
Joan Stapleton, a promising Hollywood extra girl, has been selected former RKO vice-president, who is
now president
of RKO
Pathe.
as Ruth Chatterton's "double." She
will be coached by the star.
Many
of
the
salesmen
at
the con*
#
#
vention have been with Joseph I.
Schnitzer, Radio Pictures president,
John Miljan is spreading his screen for
the last 10 years.

"The Great Lover," adaptation of
Leo Dietrichstein's stage success of
the same name, is now in production
at M-G-M with a cast including
Adolphe Menjou, Irene Dunne, Olga
Reavis Left $73,800
Baclanova, Lilian Bond, Hale Hamilton, Ernest Torrence and Cliff EdSan Francisco — Two children and
wards. Arthur Robison is directing.
the widow of Thomas C. Reavis, of
villainy. He is doing a "heavy" in
*
*
*
"The Son of the Rajah" and is also
Speakers
today's
sessions will
inSanta Rosa, who was interested in
clude at
Charles
Rosenzweig,
Louis
Emma Dunn, prominent Broadway aM-G-M.
the Klein and California theaters,
villain
in
"Politics,"
both
at
star, has been signed by RKO Pathe
Brock,
Scott, Frank O'Heron
*
*
*
will share his $73,800 estate under the
and
PhilHarry
Hodes.
terms of a will filed for probate in for a prominent role in Eddie QuilN.
Brewster
Morse,
the
scenarist,
lan's new picture, temporarily titled
;the Santa Rosa superior court.
"Whoop-Te-Do Kid," which Al Rog- will be represented in the third edi2 Hotels and Church Install Sound
ell is directing.
*
*
*
tion of the "Little Show" in New
May
Increase
Organ
Solo Releases
York by "Merry Depression," a
Minneapolis — ■ Non-theatrical comM-G-M will make a series of short sketch,
which he sold to Dwight
National Studios, which is now repetition is expected to take a spurt
leasing a series of organ solos, known features presenting world champion Deere Wiman, the producer.
here with the wiring of two hotels,
*
*
*
track
stars.
The
series
will
be
dias Super Orgologues, at the rate of
the Nicollet and Lowry, and the
one every two weeks, is planning to
rected by Ray McCarey, who diChurch of the Redeemer. An AfHenry
Armetta,
the
character
comrected
the
Tilden
shorts.
increase the issues to a weekly basis.
*
*
*
rican travel feature already has been
edian, is being kept busy. FollowThe Orgologues consist of from 25
shown at the church.
ing
engagements
in
"The
TailorFrances Moffat, Broadway in'to 30 lantern slides per set, combingenue, has just arrived in Holly- Made Man" and "Dancing Partners,"
ing entertainment with community
wood
from New York to start her he was assigned a role in "Five and
so
Oak Cliff House Makes Bow
singing. Six have been prepared
motion
picture
career
under
her
*
*
*
far.
Dallas — Hughes-Franklin Theaters
Paramount contract.
*
*
*
More Passing Show: Esther How- have opened the new Texas in Oak
ard, Carmel Myers, June Collyer, Cliff. The house, which was being
Edward Dean Sullivan has been
"Grand Hotel" Author With Para.
Vicki Baum, the Viennese writer engaged by M-G-M to make a screen Lon Young, Florence Britton, Helen constructed by Robb & Rowley when
Gurley, Edward Stevenson, Howard this circuit was taken over by H-F,
whose novel, "Menschen im Hotel," adaptation of the unproduced Mark Strickling,
Ten."
Julie Lang at Kathryn is one of the largest and finest neighwas dramatized into the Broadway Hellinger - Charles Beahan play.
borhood theaters in the southwest.
White's
tea;
M. C. Levee and NoriStage hit, "Grand Hotel," has been "Night Court." Other M-G-M conman Taurog chatting at Paramount.
tracts have just been signed with
added to the scenario staff at Para*
*
*
mount's New York studio. Her John McDermott and Elliott Clawnitial assignment will be an original ers.
J. Grubb Alexander, who wrote
son, scenarists and short story writWhere Credit is Due
the screen play and dialogue for
story for future direction by Ernst
*
*
*
Lubitsch.
It isn't often that a player
"General Crack," John Barrymore's
Our Passing Show: Will H. Hays, initial talking picture, has written
declines praise, even when it
Joseph Schnitzer and Howard Esta- the script for "The Co-Respondent,"
belongs to someone else. But
Practical
brook lunching at Radio Pictures; which will mark William Powell's
Marion Shilling is an exception.
Sam Zierler and Dave Epstein tak- debut with Warner Bros. AlexanWhen the performance of Lissi
Supporters of industrial films
der also wrote the screen play and
ing a "workout" at the Hollywood
have advanced a unique arguY.M.C.A.
Arna in RKO Pathe's "Beyond
ment to strengthen their stand.
Victory" was inadvertently in
dialogue for "The Mad Genius," star*
*
*
ring
John
Barrymore.
They contend that these expo*
*
*
our review as "the splendid
George Crosby, veteran casting
sitions of industry and achievework
Miss Shilling,"
this
agent,
has
resumed
work
in
the
film
modestof young
lady herself
ment are of great value because
sketch,
"Scarlet,"
industry and is now a talent scout hasMaude
hastened to advise that the
been Fulton's
played by
the Masquers,
they show, not only how to win
for Samuel Goldwyn.
the girl, but how to support
the Dominos and at the Writers'
credit belonged to her fellow*
#
*
Club. Although all the characters
her in comfort after you get
player.
That's what we call
the
real spirit.
are
feminine
a
male
cast
was
used
Alfred Newman, musical director
her.
at United Artists, will be in charge by the Masquers.
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National Advertisers To Meet on Trade Development
Film Industry Represented
in Convention Being
Held June 14-20

Discussion of plans for reviving
trade through the medium of more
and better advertising is scheduled
to take place at the 27th annual convention of the Advertising Federation of America, which will be held
in New York the week of June 14
under the auspices of a committee
comprising 325 prominent business
and advertising executives, with Will
H. Hays, Adolph Zukor and Hiram
S. Brown among those representing
the film industry. Grover Whalen is
chairman of the committee.
Sponsored, industrial and other
forms of advertising pictures will
cmne up for comment at the sessions.
Screen advertising also was one
of the subjects discussed at the convention of the Association of National Advertisers held this week in
Detroit, where the matter was taken
under consideration. The same topic
will be on the program of the Association of Advertising Agencies,
meeting tomorrow and Friday in
Washington.

Fox

Convention

(^HRIS BUCKLEY, who owns IS
^ Albany theaters and whose slogan
is "Good cheer no matter who you
cheer," strutted his stuff all day as
the only official annual convention
member. Chris has no alternative
because his franchise with Fox states
that he MUST be on hand and get
up early in the morning.
*
*
*
Several of the lads got lost last
night trying to find the Office
Tavern on Ease Slst St. By the
time John Nolan of the H. O. had
rounded up the provincials, the beefsteak was cold and the foam had
subsided.
*
*
*
Clyde Eckhardt from Chicago had
a great time proudly showing the
"Moth?"
his sleeve.
hole in Ben
men a innocent
asked
Gould from
Los
Angeles. "Naw," replied Clyde, "A
south-side exhibitor said 'No' with
*
*
a forty-five." *

Little Izzie Schmertz is celebrating his 25th year with Fox. Every
time he opened his mouth you could
hear, "Oh yeah? Well, back in 1905
sell 'em
this
way."
*
*
Paris (By Cable) — Development of we used to *
stars to suit the tastes of all counJimmy Grainger vows that next
tries being sold Paramount multilingual talkers will be concentrated year he'll wear mittens. He shakes
hands with the boys four times each
on
by the
company's
studio are
in Jointhe phrase,
vdle.
Present
indications
that day and has adopted

Para, to Develop Stars
For Individual Countries

the company's current production
program will run about 60 features.
Flexibility will be an important characteristic of the schedule.

"Clap

Sidelights
calloused
*

PRODUCT, SALES POLICY
DISCUSSED AT FOX MEET

hands for Fox pic*
*

Sales policy was discussed and the
new season's product analyzed at
can'tto seem
to yesterday afternoon's session of the
getAltheFreedman
lads downjust
stairs
see his
Fox sales convention. James R.
tures."
new
lab.
Grainger, general sales manager, presided and outlined the method of
Everyone thought Fox had signed group selling for the 48 productions
Frank Craven until they discovered scheduled
for 1931-32.
that it was R. J. Morrison of the
Denver
office
who
was
hanging
around.
*
*
*
Joe Lee and Morris Sanders offered to take the bmich on a tour of
Chinatown
tasted Chop but
Suey.they said they'd all
*
*
*
The Beau Brummel of the troupe
is Jack
Sichelman,
assistant
to
Grainger.
*
*
*
Clarence Hill sneaked out for 15
minutes and returned with three
dozen colored shirts with collars that
don't match. He got a bargain at
a haberdashery that has been selling out for the
seven
years.
* past
*
*
George Ballentine showed up wearing a flaming red tie.
"Must
be
a bull-fighter,"
* someone
*
* wisecracked.
Nat Finkler said he favored a
new form of contract or an old form
of contract or any form of contract
just so that it was a contract.

IPs Dallas Booking Office M.P.T.O. of New Jersey
To Hold Meet in June
Scheduled to Open May 1

456 Indie Houses Employ
Ad (Continued
Sales Representative
from Page 1)

General Business Films, provides
that each exhibitor has the last word
on whether or not any picture is acceptable to him. If objectionable,
he has the privilege of refusing it.
Theaters receive $2.50 per thousand
attendance for the showings. Westinghouse Electric, American Gas
Ass'n, and Great Atlantic & Pacific
Tea Co. are among the clients
whose ad films already have been
shown.
Callaghan to Coast Conventions
After conferring with production executives in New York concerning
color plans for the new season, Andrew J. Callaghan, vice-president of
Technicolor, is en route to the Coast.
He plans to attend the Western sales
meetings of Paramount and WarnerFirst National, as he did the Eastern
meets recently at Atlantic City.

Lou Anger Takes Over House
Bridgeport,
Conn. — Louis Anger,
Atlantic City — Protection, substituForeclosure Suit Filed
tions and new product are among the owner of the Capitol, Bostwick and
New Britain, Conn. — Louis Jaffer
topics which will be discussed by the Colonial here, and the Plaza in East
of West Hartford and Samuel A.
Hartford, has taken over the Astor,
New Jersey
M. P.scheduled
T. O. at here
its an-in
Shulansky of Hartford have sued
nual convention
here,
formerly operated by M. Prezto foreclose on two mortgage notes
June. Re-election of President Sid- zioso, and recently closed.
totaling $115,250 on the Embassy,
ney Samuelson is expected.
formerly the Lyceum. Defendants
Loew's, Dayton, Changes Managers
are Joseph Dzicek of New Britain
Ft. Collins Votes Sunday Shows
and Marshall Davenson of Hartford.
Dayton, O. ■— Martin C. Burnett,
Fort Collins, Colo. — Sunday movies
Abraham Shimelman of Hartford has
won in a special election by 1,883 to formerly of Cleveland, is now manbeen appointed receiver of rents. The
ager of Loew's here succeeding Ern1,547. Shows will be allowed beest Austgen, who will be transferred
house is under a long-term lease to
tween 1and 11:30 p.m. Billiard halls,
"Rio's Road" for Brooklyn House
to
another
Loew house.
Warner Bros.
"Rio's Road to Hell" has been bowling alleys and like places of
booked for a run at the Shubert amusement are still under the SunTom Wickham With Sheffield
day ban.
Majestic, Brooklyn.
Chaplin Finishing Scenario
Denver — Tom Wickham, for years
with First National, is now selling
Marseilles — Charlie Chaplin, arrivEarl Payne Joins Warners
"Hell Bound" for Paramount May 9
for Sheffield Film Exchanges.
Milwaukee — Earl Payne, formerly
ing from Algiers with a slight at"Hell Bound," Tiffany gangster
tack of lumbago, said he was on his
film, which was tentatively scheduled manager of RKO's Palace-Orpheum,
way
to
to finish the scenario of
to play the New York and Brooklyn has resigned to take over the man- his next Nice
picture.
She Made Good
Paramounts the week of May 1, has
agement of a Warner house in Chicago. J. Wffl. Deubach. supervisor
been set to play these houses the
Following the showing of
of RKO theaters here, is looking
week of May 8.
after the Palace.
"Young Sinners" at the Fox
Four to Go
sales convention yesterday
New
German
Film
for
Carnegie
morning, the members present
Jersey House
Destroyed
Only four legislative battlewere asked to vote on whether
"Student Sein, Wenn die Veilchen
fronts now remain. Admission
Hammonton,
N.
J.
—
Fire
early
they wanted Dorothy Jordan,
Bluhen," or "Student Days, When Monday destroyed the Landisville,
tax and censorship bills are
who plays opposite Tom MeigViolets Bloom," German picture of about 12 miles north of here.
pending
on Ohio, North Carouniversity life, succeeds the present
han in the picture, signed for
1 na, Michigan and Nebraska.
future Fox productions. An
foreign attraction at the Little CarNew Theater for Larchmont
Other legislatures have adnegie tomorrow.
affirmative vote was unanijourned and in others, the sitLarchmont, N. Y. — Plans for a
mous. Whereupon Winfield
uations are under control.
$140,000 theater to be built here in
Last Denver Silent Goes Sound
Sheehan wired the coast to
Georgia begins its session June
24th.
the
near
future
are
understood
to
be
under
way.
Denver — The Majestic, last of the
sign Dorothy for "The Brat."
silents here, has installed sound.
Dallas — Universal's central booking office, embracing about 15 states
in this section, is scheduled to open
May 1 under the direction of Lew
Bray, southwest division booker. It
will be operated along the lines of
similar offices already established by
U for the efficient handling of prints
to afford exhibitors quicker playdates and effect various savings in
operation.
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Standard Contract Illegal, Federal Court Holds

$25,00<MKK) THEATER PROGRAM FOR WARNERS
Goldwyn

Making

Criticism
— and other things
By JACK

ALICOATEMuch of the bitter and sometimes
The Guilty
One Per Cent biased criticism
levelled at the motion picture industry and its people
is the result of the doings of a small
minority of film folk. Perhaps one
per cent would be high. Observation leads us to the conclusion that
the average executive, artist and
workman in the screen world is no
better nor worse in morals, habits
and behavior than the great 90 per
cent of Americans. His or her collective good deeds invariably remain
unsung, while the pitiless light of
publicity is sure to illuminate the
slightest of indiscretions under the
subterfuge of news value. Such is
the penalty of fame and the burden
that seemingly must be carried by
the great majority
because
of the
unthinking one per cent.
*
*
*
The
art
Merchandising,
of merchandisA Lost Art
ing a picture
seems to be

8 for United Artists

First Four Pictures Are
Set — Gloria Swanson
In Second Group
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Theater Grosses Up
Grosses are approximately
15 per cent better than a month
ago, according to M. E. Comerford, speaking from the boxoffice experience of his houses
in
Pennsylvania and New York
state.

Hollywood — Eight productions will
be made next season by Samuel
Goldwyn for United Artists release,
it is announced by the producer, who
says it is physically impossible for
one man to personally supervise
more than that number. The first
group of four, which will go into production within two or three weeks in
the order named, are:
"Palmy (Continued
Days," with
Cantor
on PageEddie
4)

BOSTON BARS CHILDREN

PROGRAM TYPE PICTURES
BEING DROPPED BY RKO

Boston — Showing of racketeering
and sex problem pictures to children
is barred here under an order unanimously adopted by the City Council. Posters advertising love and
hate scenes also were ordered out of
theater lobbies.

West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Program type of pictures are being dropped by RKO, and
the company likewise will steer clear
of gangster,
sexy, sophisticated
and
(Continued

u

on

Page

4)

A.ToSelling
"Front Page"
Philadelphia
Indies

' rapidly becoming obsolete. Produc| tions are planned, written, produced
and readied with elaborate fanfare,
Philadelphia — United Artists is reand then, apparently, left to shift for
ported selling "The Front Page" to
themselves. Sold to exhibitors, yes. independent houses, including Al
Offered to the public by the theater Boyd's Keith, as a result of a booking dispute with Warner Bros. here.
owner as regular film fare, yes. Merchandised in the modern manner — Disagreement is over terms of the
contract.
decidedly NO. Two outstanding sucj.cesses of the minute have reached
\ the top in SPITE of themselves.
Properly exploited in advance they
would each have grossed a half million additional to their producers. In
its present merry whirl this industry seems to forget that it is first,
last and always a showman's business
and that this is an age of driving,
sledge-hammer, dynamic merchandising. Producers who expect exhibiChicago — Motion pictures, as well
tors to go into rhapsodies of exploitation enthusiasm over productions as stage plays, depicting this city as
they are acquainted with by name a crime center will be suppressed here
only, are slightly out of key with it is announced by Mayor Cerniak,
the modern spirit of showman-sales- who says he intends to personally
watch the situation.
manship.

from mm

FILMS

Season

Big Construction
Plans
Announced at Western
Sales Meet
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

San Francisco— A $25,000,000 theater building program is planned by
Warner Bros., it was announced by
Jack L. Warner at the opening of
the western sales meeting yesterday. He also said Warners and
First National will stress the star
system next season. Sam E. Morris
praised the sales organization, whose
gross volume of business for the last
three months has exceeded the predepression
period.

GENERAL THEATERS BUYS
FILM SECURITIES STOCK

General Theaters Equipment, of
which Harley L. Clarke is president,
has bought $10,000,000 of the preferred stock of Film Securities Corp.,
recently formed to acquire the Loew
stock control holdings from Fox
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Film, it was reported in Wall St.
Hollywood — On motion of Walt
yesterday. The stock was bought
Disney Productions, a temporary in- from a syndicate headed by Chase
junction has been issued by Federal
Bank, which
still 4)holds voton Page
Judge Cosgrave enjoining Pathe and National (Continued
Van Beuren from further distribution
of cartoons alleged to be imitations
of Mickey and Minnie Mouse pending final hearing of the case. The
injunction is preliminary to the milAn $850,000 theater is to be built
lion-dollar suit filed by Disney on
March 31.
for Loew's, Inc., at 72nd St. and
Third Ave., Manhattan. Thomas W.
Lamb is the architect, and contract
has
Fried been
Co. awarded to the Aronberg

Disney Wins Injunction
In Mickey Mouse Suit

Plan $850,000 Loew House
At 72nd St. and Third Ave.

Exhibition Contract Illegal,
Philly Federal Court Rules
Chicago Crime Pictures
Banned by Local Mayor

Next

Philadelphia — The old standard exhibition contract is illegal, according
to a decision yesterday by Judge
Dickinson in the Federal Court,
Eastern district, in an action brought
by Vitagraph Exchange to compel
Clayton Buss, Easton exhibitor, to
1929-30
on his M.
pictures
play outtract.
George Aarons,
P. T.conO.
(Continued

<■»

Page

4)

Sennett Studios to Work
Through Summer Months
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Mack which
Sennett's
production —department,
is turning
out Educational's biggest series of
two-reelers, will work throughout the
summer on the wind-up of this season's product, while his writing staff
will work on ideas for the coming
(Continued
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Hollywood — Joseph Levigard, Universal director, is critically ill following an attack of spinal meningitis.

?.* ♦♦♦*♦♦♦*♦*♦♦♦♦♦*♦*♦♦♦♦♦•♦•#*♦*♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦< t
New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Apr. 29-May 1 : Warner Bros. Western sale*
convention.
Hotel St. Francis, San
Francisco.
May

6:

Movie Ball, under auspices of M.
P. Operators'
room, Chicago.Union, Trianon Ball-

May

12-14:Mountain
Annual convention
the Brown
Rocky
M. P. T. O. ofA.,
Palace
Hotel,
Denver.

May 18-22:

International Exhibitors' Congress, Rome.
May 25-29 : Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.
May 26-27: Annual convention of the M.P.
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri]
and St. Joseph,
Mo.

San Francisco — As a result of
Technicolor's cut from ten to seven
cents a foot, net, on orders of 20 or
more prints, some color productions
may be included on the new Warner-First National schedule, it was Exhib Wins Decision
learned here today coincident with
On Standard Contract
the
the latter'salsiP
western
Webster, S. D.— Ruling that the
salesopening
meet. ofTechnicolor
has
arbitration clause in the standard
A tri-cornered sales convention will announced a new print that is said contract invalidated the agreemen
t,
to be smoother, more brilliant and
be held in May with all three com- free from grain.
and that the latter is null and void in
this state, Circuit Court, Judge Howpanies participating. Date of the meetings will also be fixed upon Hamard Babcock has decided in favor of
mons' return.
Charles E. Bailly of the Lyric here
Fay, Rogers, Camera
in the suit brought by Fox for $800
Added to Ampa Program on
Paramount Executives
uncompleted contract.
Frank Fay, Charles (Buddy) RogEn route From Hollywood
ers and Primo Camera will be guests
Swanson Film at Rialto May 7
Executives of Paramount will ar- with Floyd Gibbons, previously an"Indiscreet," Gloria Swanson's
rive in New York on Saturday after
nounced, atHotel
today'sDixie.
A.M.P.A. lun- third United Artists talker, starts its
cheon in the
a three-day visit at the company's
New York run May 7 at the Rialto.
Hollywood studios. The officials,
who stopped in the film capitol on
Laemmle Has Active Itinerary
their way home from the convention
Cecil Mayberry Firm Chartered
Upon
his arrival in New York
in San Francisco last week, include
Louisiana, Mo. — Articles of incorCoast yesterday Carl LaemSidney R. Kent. John D. Clark, Her- from mlethe
poration have been issued to the Loutold The Film Daily he plans Mo Amusemen
man Wobber, Charles E. McCarthy,
ts, Inc., of this city,
to
attend
the
Universal
sales
meetDr. Emanuel Stern, M. H. Lewis,
with
Cecil
E.
Mayberry holding 490
early in May. From
John Cecil Graham, Ike Blum- thereing inheChicago
shares out of 500, the remainder bewill
go
to
Louisville
on
his
enthal, A. O. Dillenbeck, C. A.
ing held by William B. Haley, seven
annual visit to the Kentucky Derby
Xeeper, Leslie Whelan, Russell Hol- and
then to France. Afterward shares, and Davis Benning, three
man, Stanley Waite, James A. Clark,
shares.
Paid in capital is $30,000.
G. B. J. Frawley, Harry Flynn, and Laemmle will spend three weeks at
the Coast, then returning to New
William Sussman.
Double Features at Missouri
York to sail on his yearly visit to
Germany.
St. Louis — A double-feature policv
Gerber With "Dirigible" Roadshow
has been started at the Missouri,
Ned Gerber, recently director of
marking the inception of this pracParamount Opening Day Earlier
advertising for the Fox Washington,
tice in a first-run house here. In
has joined the Columbia roadshow of
This week's change of bill at the announcing the change,
Charles P.
New
York
Paramount
is
taking
place
"Dirigible" opening May 4 in Boston.
today, instead of Friday as has been Skouras said it would be temporary.
At the same time the Fox today
the custom. William Powell in
places
summer rates into effect, with
U Releasing Liberty Production
"Ladies' Man" is the incoming screen
stage show and pictures.
Universal has acquired distribution
attraction, succeeding "Dude Ranch."
rights ducedtoby Liberty.
"Mother's Millions," proWilliam Cohill Dies
The cast includes:
Dunn Signed by Fox
West
Coast Bureau.
THE
FILM
DAILY
May Robson, Lawrence Gray, James
James Dunn, stage actor has been
Hall and Frances Dade. A preview
Los
Angeles
—
William
Cohill,
forby Fox to a long-term conwill be given the trade press tomor- signed tract,
and leaves for Hollywood
merly casting director at Paramount's
chelle. row night at Proctor's, New Ro- Saturday. His first assignment will Long Island studio, died here yesterday of a heart attack.
be the male lead in "Bad Girl."
'%

Bureau,

Whether or not Tiffany and Sono
Art-World Wide product will be
sold separately under each trademark or under one name will be determined by executives of the merged
companies when Earle W. Hammons
returns to New York from the Coast
early next week. Hammons is now
lining
up next season's product for
Educational.

April 27-30 RKO
annual sales convention,
Hollywood.
April 27-May 1 : Fox Film sales convention.
Home
office, New
York.

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STillwell 4-7940

■j BROADWAY

IT'S
SURE-IT'S PERMANENT-IT'S YOURS
How would you like to look forward to an INCOME that

Eastman. Films
J. E. Brulatoor, Inc.

4

Levigard

Vi
154
54

54

Coast

Technicolor Price Cut
Tiff any-Sono Art Status
Spur THEColor
Films
Being Settled Next Week Wesc May
Coast Bureau,
FILM
DAILY
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INDUSTRY'S
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High
Low
Close
Am.
Seat
6 Ms
6
6
—
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Fm.
Ind
5J4
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Detroit — No matter how good a picture is, when it ends with a
hanging, shooting or death of the hero, heroine or principal characters, alarge part of the public will not patronize it, said W. S.
Butterfield upon his return from a three months' trip to California
during which he spoke to various exhibitors on the subject. "While
we are in an age of realism," says Butterfield, "it is positive that
the rising generation still believes in love and marriage and still
insists on the old-fashioned happy endings. It is too bad that
directors and producers forget themselves for the sake of 'art,'
which does not mean 10 cents at the box-office or anything in the
life of the average theater-goer."
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would be non-shrinkable, non-fluctuating, payable to you
each month YEAR AFTER YEAR, even though you
should live to be a hundred years old.
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^IJ* After all, you judge the success of your
JJ theatres by how much money they put
in the bank for you. You judge producing
companies by how much

profit their pictures

bring you. <fl This season more than ever the
PARAMOUNT

exhibitor has been conspic-

uous by the amounts of profits hehas banked.
His prosperity has stood out among all the
merchants in his town. Everywhere business
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the next few weeks and in the coming season
of 1931-2 exhibitors need PARAMOUNT'S
consistent quality more vitally than in any
other season in history. Thinking showmen
know that and are acting upon it.
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GOLDWVN MAKING EIGHT
FOR U. A. NEXT SEASON
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and Charlotte Greenwood. Morrie
Ryskind, David Freedman and Guy
Bolton are the authors. It will have
one song by Con Conrad and Cliff
Friend. Directed by Edward Sutherland.
"The Unholy Garden," with Ronald
Colman, Estelle Taylor and Fay
Wray. Story by Ben Hecht and
Charles MacArthur. Directed by
George Fitzmaurice.
"Street Scene," Elmer Rice's Pulitzer Prize drama, with Nancy Carroll and Buster Collier. Adaptation
by Elmer Rice, and to be directed
by King Vidor.
"The Greeks Had a Name for
Them," adapted by Sidney Howard
from Zoe Akins' Broadway comedy
hit. Ina Claire as star, with Jean
Harlow, Carole Lombard and Lowell
Sherman, who will also direct.
Willy Pogany and Capt. Richard
Day are supervising the settings for
all four of the initial group.
The second four are not yet definitely set, but may include a second Ronald Colman picture, and a
picturization of a famous novel.
"Love Goes Past," an original story
by Ursula Parrott, with Gloria
Swanson in the leading role, is likely to be another, and a current
Broadway stage hit will probably be
the fourth.

General Theaters Buys
Film Securities Stock
(Continued
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Page
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ing control through having obtained
51,000 shares of the common stock of
the new company.
The adjourned Fox annual meeting,
scheduled for tomorrow, may be postponed to enable the company to complete its annual report, which is required by the Stock Exchange before the meeting is held.

Sennett Studios to Work
Through Summer Months
(Continued

from

Page

JOHN

& GOING

BLYSTONE, Fox director, is vacationing in New York.
WILL H. HAYS is due in New York
late this week from the Coast.
FRANK FAY returns to the coast today
to start work on his next picture for Warner Bros.
SAM TAYLOR is in New York making
atmospheric shots for "Skyline," Fox production.
BEBE DANIELS leaves on the Century
today for Hollywood to begin work in "The
Honor of the Family" for First National.
ARCHIE BUCHANAN, assistant to Raoul
Walsh at the Fox studios in California, is
visiting New
York.
BEN BARD has left for the Coast.
LOUIS CAHERN leaves for the Coast on
Sunday to work in Warner's "Co-Respondent."
CARL DREHER, director of sound for
KKO.
leaves for the coast today.

(Continued

• • • THE OUTSIDER
Looking In
the gent with
a Fresh Slant, whose opinions and observations might teach the
film biz something
IF it is willing to listen
so
Herman Shumlin, who produced the stage plays, "The Last Mile"
and "Grand Hotel," two of the real hits, may be worth listening to
back in New York for a visit after his first Hollywood trip, where he has associated himself as production exec
with Sam Goldwyn, he unburdened himself to a "Times" interviewer thusly
"Hollywood is too darn pleasant and balmy
to do any real constructive work
New
York, with its
harsh, foggy days, is more of an incentive to create
it's
what you might call dramatically conducive to work
most
of the people who write and create are from this sort of environment
NEVER
from
warm
climates
Hollywood
isn't the place to buckle down
Hollywood should be transplanted bodily from the West to the East."
#

*

*

• • • THIS ACCOUNTS, no doubt, for the fact that so
many fine creative writers go blooey after they have been lulled
semi-unconscious
by the Hollywood
Hasheesh
they breathe in
the very air
shoot yourself a mental panorama of all the
fine creative writers in the past two years who have left New
York for Hollywood
and when
their work emerged
on
the screen it was comparable to the efforts of a high school
youth
they were the same writers who
started out
with brave ambitions and high vision
with every production facility to put their stuff over
what happened?
it must be that Herman Shumlin has hit close to the Truth
It's the Hollywood High Hatmosphere
the climate turns
the brain cells to mush
and mush can only produce mush
so let's move the Entire Works to New York, where the
Urge to Do Things is in the air
where folks move fast
think fast
and to a Purpose
as Herman
sez
"the picture biz depends on ideas, stories
the
demand
for material is terrific
yet it is located as far
from the exact center of culture in this country as it can get
without being in the middle of the ocean."
just a li'l food
for thought
but why think?
in the film biz
which has traveled for years on the propelling impetus of Public
Patronage
just like the subway
because the public
has to take
it
or
leave
it
for
there's
no
SUBSTITUTE
yet

1)

program. Sennett has so far completed 18 of the 26 comedies on his
current schedule. The Educational
Studio has completed its program and
the Metropolitan Studio is nearly finished.

COMING

*

&

*

*
•

*

*

*

• BEBE DANIELS threw a gay party the other afternoon at the Sherry-Netherlands Tower
John O'Hara of
the Warner publicity staff was host
this Bebe girl goes
on perennially
just as beautiful, charming and mentally
alive as she was ten years ago
Walter Huston, outstanding character actor in films, applied at the cashier's office of the
stude for his pay check
"What's your name?" asks the
clerk
"Huston"
"First Name ?"
"Walter"
"Got any identification?"
"No, I'm in costume"
followed a whispered conversation among all the mugs in the
cashier's dep't
"Sorry," sez the first mug, "no identification— no check"
Hollywood is like that
*
*
*
*
•

•

•

• CLIFFORD BROOKE, director of the National Theater Players in Washington,
has his organizashe
going great
guns
the other day the Players were given an official
welcome,
and presented
with the keys to the city
but
what good will it do 'em?
the politicians on Capitol Hill
haven't left anything after they use the key
just one of
those Noble Gestures that doesn't mean
a thing
Paul
Benson, former publicity assistant at Paramount Broadway, has
signed for "Enemies of the Law"
Dave Bader is back
from the Coast
the big Ghost Writer of Biogs

«

«

«

»

»
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salacious stories in its new schedule,
said William Le Baron at the sales
session yesterday. Judicious use of
musical enterpolations will be welcomed by the public, salesmen suggested.
Joseph I. Schnitzer said the company will develop contract players of
ability to stardom.
Lou Brock announced he will star
Jimmy Savo, Clark and McCullough
and Gus Shy in comedy shorts.

Butterfield Theaters
Continuing Expansion

Detroit— W. S. Butterfield Theaters, Inc., and the Butterfield Michigan Theaters Co. will continue their
expansion plans throughout the year,
said W. S. Butterfield on his return
this week with his family from a va- i
cation in California. The program
includes the building of a theater in
Holland, remodeling of the house in
Big Rapids, and the building of three
modern small capacity theaters in
three new towns to be taken over this
summer. Recent upturn in automobile sales has created some improvement in the state, Butterfield says.

Federal Court Holds
Contract is Illegal
(Continued

from

Page

1)

official, who appeared
in behalf of
the defendant, pointed out that the
Thacher
decision outlaws
the old
standard contract.
Flinn-Lalley Trial May 21
Trial of John C. Flinn and Henry
F. Lalley in connection with the
Pathe studio fire will probably begin May 21 before Judge Max
Levine in General Sessions, following
failure yesterday of Nathan Burkan,
counsel, to quash the efforts of the
district attorney's office for a special
panel to hear the evidence.
Bandit Gets 10 Years
Oklahoma City — Harry Walters,
convicted in the holdup of the Ritz,
was sentenced to 10 years in the
state prison.

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

April
30
David
Manners
George Harcourt
William Demond
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Theater Managers9 School Launched by Dickinson

fox goTng ahead with wide fil¥plans
Over-Selling
Flexible Percentage Plan
Adopted as RKO
Sales Policy
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Over-selling of product to exhibitors will not be countenanced by RKO, declared Joseph
I. Schnitzer and Charles Rosenzweig
at yesterday'sRosenzweig
session of announced
the sales
convention.
Jto the salesmen that a flexible perentage agreement has been worked
ut, and it is expected that the bulk
>f the product will be sold that way.

FUTTER TRAVEL SERIES
SIGNED BY COLUMBIA
Walter Futter's new series of travel
jinovelties, known as "Travelaughs,"
Jeaturing dialogue by John P. Medt>ury, have been signed for release by
Columbia on the 1931-32 schedule.
The series consists of 13 one-reelers,
and release will be at the rate of
one a month.

Banned

/

by Schnitzer and Rosenzweig

N. C. Luxury Tax Expected To Pass
Charlotte, N. C. — After being voted down at two readings ;n
the Senate, the 10 per cent luxury tax on all amusements was favorably reported yesterday by the House conference committee and is
expected to be passed at its third reading in the Senate today. The
House passed the measure on its second reading, by a vote of 67
to 31, and the Senate has accepted the report, by a count of 24 to 19.
The tax applies to all admissions down to 5 cents.

RKO First Quarter Profits
Profits of RKO and subsidiaries
for the first quarter of the current
year, to March 31, show a drop of
50 per cent from the corresponding
period last year, according to the
statement of Herman
Zohbel, treas-

urer, released today. Earnings, after
deducting preferred dividends, taxes,
etc., amounted to $1,013,218.31, equal
to 44 cents a share, against $1,607,622.30 in the 1930 quarter, or 87 cents
a share on a smaller capitalization.

Diamond Forms Staff To Handle
All Tobis Interests in America

A complete staff to handle the
quarters next week and assume an
executive Co.
position with the Tobis
American branch of the Tobis in- American
terests in Germany has been formed
According to Milton Diamond, the
Harrisburgh — Elated over action of by Milton Diamond, who recently houses secured by the Tobis Co., will
the state House of Representatives returned to this country to form a
be run on the continental, plan aliin passing a bill allowing Sunday circuit of 100 theaters for distributhough to a lesser degree than the
baseball, proponents of Sunday
tion of foreign talkers. The entire typical Paris theaters with their
phows believe that they have driven 35th floor of 595 Madison Ave., has "judge's bench" ticket booths. It is
the opening wedge in the "Blue been leased by Diamond for execu- known that Diamond has secured
tive offices of the Tobis American several contracts for American disSunday" situation. M. E. Comerford swung his entire Lackawanna Co., the Tobis Theaters Corp., and
tribution of foreign films, but to a
ICounty delegation behind the meas- Tobis Forenfilm. David Diamond, Film Daily representative yesterday,
ure, which has its third and final in charge of distribution of Foren- he would not divulge the names of
reading Monday. Liberal interests films with offices in the Paramount the producers already pledged to the
in the state will make no particular Bldg., will move
to the new headon

Page
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Midwest Circuit Operator
Launches Managers' School
plan.

What's In A Name?

West Coast Bur. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Mrs. G. F.
Racket and Mrs. H. Silent are
members of the committee that
will entertain the wives of
delegates to the convention of
the Society of M. P. Engineers next month.

dual projectors, adaptabje to both
standard and wide film, is being started immediately, with the object of
having the entire circuit so equiooed
by the 1932-33 season, The Film
Daily learns. At the 'same time
plans are in progress for the making
(Continued

on

Page

11)

NEW BRITISH
Drop 50% Under Last Year
SEEKS AMERICAN OUTLET

Chances More Favorable
For Sunday Shows in Pa.

(Continued

Theaters Being Equipped
For Wide Screen ShowKquipping of ings
allin 1932-33
Fox theaters with

Kansas City — Glen W. Dickinson,
head of the Dickinson Theaters, Inc.,

has opened a theater managers' training school at the Dickinson, Lawrence, Kan. Managers of Dickinson
theaters are all to take the practical

course, which embraces every phase
of the business, including publicity,
floor management, sound and color
effects, etc. The service is offered
to outsiders, who will be charged
tuition.

Dr. Rudolph Becker, former foreign manager of Ufa, Berlin, and
now chief of the Associated1, Sound
Film Industries, Ltd., London, a recently formed British patent- holding
and producing
link(Coutinuedcombine
on Page closely
11)

First Dividend by Ufa
Expected This Year

Berlin (By Cable) — Ufa, /eading
German film organization, is/expected to declare a 4 per cent /or 5 per
cent dividend on 1930 operations,
marking the first distribution since
formation of the concern, it is reported in financial circles here.

'Svengali"

It is a creeping, intense, human
and at times believable Svengali that
moves into Warner Bros.' Hollywood
TheateT on Broadway today as tenant. It is strictly a star production,
with the brilliant John Barrymore in
the title role of the George Louis Dti
Maurier novel. The production is
elaborate, the cast splendid, and the
background well in keeping with the
feline atmosphere of the story. Wo
believe the tale will still hold a kick
for the younger generation, same as
it did 30 years ago. John Barrymore,
artist de luxe, adds another undying
screen portrait to the gallery of screen
immortals. "Svengali" may be slightto knock
over at
thely too
boxhighbrow
office, but
it is 'em
a welcome
exception to the current film menu
and is artistically swanky enough to
hold its own in any sort of cinema
company.
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A new invention, designed to
achieve perfect synchrony in animated cartoon subjects, has been perfected by George Rune, an animator
Aesop's
Van Beuren's The
staff of department.
the cartoon
on
Fables
new
device, which is now being used by
Fableswhite
cameramen,
consists
small
ball affixed
to the ofsidea^
of the photographic frame. A chart
representating various music speeds,
or beats per minute, is affixed beneath the ball. Following the selection of the tempo desired by the musical director the cameraman has
merely to select the proper chart and
move the ball up and down the required distance, according to the
chart, each time a frame or exposure
is made.
When the work is projected on the
screen the ball bobs up and down
in perfect rhythm with the action or
musical score. The ball is photographed"von the negative on the space
ordinarily *reserved for the sound
track. For the final print, the ball
is masked off the negative and the
sound track printed in its place.

Madison, Wis. — R-K-0 has taken
a 10-year lease on the Parkway and
Strand here, giving the circuit complete control ofhouses.
the city's
first
run downtown
The four
Parkway
will be taken over directly and about
$40,000 spent in remodeling it. The
Strand, only Fox house in the city,
will not revert to the new lessees
until the end of 18 months, when the
present lease expires. R. R. (Doc)
Miller is expected to continue as
manager of the Parkway which features legitimate shows.
The deal leaves RKO practically
in control of the city. The Majestic, independent house managed by
A. P. Desormeaux, is the only other
theater in the city. The Eastwood
was recently purchased under a mortgage lien and is expected to reopen shortly.

Milwaukee
House
Changes
Hands
Milwaukee — A partnership consisting of Ed Jacobs and L. C. Schroeder has taken over the Pastime from
lack Kraker.

New Haven, Conn. — Samuel Weber, manager of Rosen's Film Delivery, Samuel Rosen and Harold Eskin of the New Haven Warner office,
are off on a cruise to Nassau, Bahamas, abroad the Aquitania.
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STRY'S
INDUBCCK
THE DATE
Today:

DEALS GIVE R-K-0 CIRCUIT
CONTROL IN MADISON, WIS.

May

Fox
Film
sales convention,
Home
office, New York.
Warner
Bros.
Western
sales convention, Hotel St.
Francis,
San
Francisco.
Movie Ball, under auspices of M.
P. Operators'
room, Chicago.Union, Trianon Ball-

May

6:

May

12-14: Annual convention of the Rocky
Mountain M. P. T. O. A., Brown
Palace
Hotel,
Denver.

May 18-22:

International

Exhibitors'

Con-

gress, Rome.
May 25-29: Spring
meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.
May 26-27: Annual convention of the M.P.
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri,
and St. Joseph,
Mo.

Tiffany Staff Moves
Into Educational Offices

With the Tiffany-Educational tieup becoming officially effective tomorrow, the managers and bookers
of practically all the 24 Tiffany exchanges will join the Educational
sales force. In some instances film
inspectors are being taken over.
The 14 salesmen still remaining
with Tiffany will also be provided
for on the Educational payroll.
Clerks, stenographers and office help
will be dismissed.
Color to Be Lively Topic
At the Tiffany home office, Carl
NEW
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Net
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with Loretta Young; "Divorce
Stanley V. Gibson, lately with the
Famous Canadian Board Among Friends," "Other Men's WoHollywood — Joseph Levigard, Uni- advertising firm of Erwin, Wasey &
men," "Fifty Million Frenchmen" and
Toronto — R. S. McLaughlin, presversal director, died yesterday. He Co., has resigned to become presi"The
Lady
Who Dared," with Billie
dent
of
Motion
Picture
Publications
ident of the General Motors Com- Dove and Conway
suffered an attack of spinal meninTearle.
pany
of
Canada,
and
Victor
Ross,
gitis a few days ago.
and publisher of "Motion Picture
Magazine" and "Motion Picture vice president of Imperial Oil, Ltd.,
Samuel
Kramer
Joins Warners
Classic." He formerly was in the were elected directors to fill two vaNew
Haven,
Conn.
— Samuel Kra&**#•#« •♦♦'♦♦«♦♦•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦•♦♦*♦♦ ♦*,; publishing
cancies on the board of Famous
business for 12 years.
mer hasIOjoined the sales staff ot
New York
Long Island City
Players Canadian Corporation, Ltd.,
154 Crescent St.
1 540 Broadway
Dorothy Lyons Changes Name
Bros.,
succeeding
"Izzy"
Goetz.
at
the annual meeting of sharehold- Warner
STillwell 4-7940
BRyant 9-4712
Dorothy Lyons, protege of Lou
:;
ers.
Retiring
directors
were
reTellegen, has changed her name to
elected. Adolph Zukor president, ocCohan Goes Dark
Dorothy Cevahly. She plans to sail
for Europe at the end of May and fiscal year
cupied the chair.
The corporation's
was
changed
to
end
on
Lights"
thisWith
week,thetheclosing
Georgeof M."City
Cohan
goes
♦V
♦.♦ continue her dramatic studies at the Dec. 31 instead of Aug. 31.
dark temporarily.
studio to be opened by Tellegen in
J. E. Brulatour, line, p Paris as a branch of his dramatic
and
a
art establishment in Steinway Hall
New Haven Film Boys Sail
here.

Fin

ancia

Eastman

a

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOL'.ywood

4121

Recording
Location
"nwers
Stud
d on Film
Soun Loo D ail* or Weekly Rate*

r.ineohone Equipment Corporation
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UNIVERSAL STAR

-

s
\

\

Winsome, sophisticated, captivating!
. . . You've already seen this blonde
beauty of the stage and screen in "A
LADY SURRENDERS," "FREE
LOVE," and "SEED."
... She plays the sympathetic "other
woman" and dutiful wife with equal
facility and grace, and you'll enjoy
her charming presence in many more
UNIVERSAL pictures this coming year.

EXPLOITETTES

Timely Topics
A Digest of
Current Opinions

Popularity of
Our Pix in Japan
'THE youths of Japan flock to
the theaters where American
talkies are exhibited in an eagerness to learn English. The immense popularity of the Ameiican motion picture throughout
Japan, and the influence it is having in bringing about an understanding of America on the part
of the Japanese people, is noticeable everywhere. Careful scrutiny
is given to all imported pictures
by the Japanese censors. Cenoring film is one of the chief functions of the government, whose
officials are watchful of any details that encroach on Japanese
ideals, particularly any reflection
on mcYiarchial government. Much
difficulty is averted by the importers, of course, who are familiar with the restrictions and do
not bring in any film likely to
antagonize the officials. It
is surprising how few
American pictures are barred or
even altered in spite of the severe
attitude of the censors. Translators are required to submit the
dialogue into the Japanese language for the officials to examine
and they go over it carefully to
detect any allusion or reference
that conflicts with the social or
legendary ideals of the nation.
— Richard Wallace

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Adolph Zukor, from Berlin, denies
his company is negotiating for purchase of Stanley Co.
National Non-Theatrical M. P. Exchanges, Inc., formed. All important cities to have offices.

"Deception" held for fourth week
at Rivoli. Famous Players asking
"Humoresque" prices for it.

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

MAIT
•

•

•

UPS

AND

DOWNS

of Hollywood

as portrayed

recently in selecting extras for the big courtroom scenes in "An
American Tragedy"
several of those who were thankful to
get extra bits were important figures in the film world a few
short years ago
one was a successful and glamorous figure as a director in the days of the silents
another who
was the right-hand-man to one of the biggest producers will sit
in the court room scenes with other extras who once begged him
for jobs
and another was a nationally famous character
actor

so they will appear submerged
as "atmosphere"
but playing as big a part as the unfortunate youth on
trial for his life
even bigger
for they will be LIVING their Tragedy
he will simply be acting a part
theirs is the daily tragedy of The Gent Who Used To Be Somebody but Life is queer
it kids you with Hope
'\Tust bad breaks, that's all
I'm as good as I ever was
they've got to recognize me
watch me, kid
I'll be back
stronger than ever
all I need is a
Break"
and
that,
girls
and
boys,
is
the
Real American
Tragedy
*
*
*
*
• • • AND
SO from Tragedy
to Comedy
over to
the A.M. P. A. luncheon at the Dixie
don't get us wrong
Frank Fay was there
and he gave a characteristic
description of an air trip he made from Croydon to Paris
"for six guineas"
sez Frank
and then as he glanced
at Primo
Camera sitting alongside him, added politely ..••... .
"Nothing
Personal"
and later the Italian Ichthyosaurus
shook the dining room tables as he lumbered to his feet and took
a bow
and as he retired to his corner, Mike Simmons sez
"Don't anybody ring a bell"
*
*
*
*
• • • FLOYD GIBBONS was the main A.M.P.A. attraction in the program of Brains, Banter, Brawn and Beauty
oh, yes, Charles (Buddy) Rogers was also there
and Brains
are still an attraction with pressageys
for there was an
overflow mob
and Floyd startled them by looking into
the future
speculating as to the reaction of his Historic
Highlights series of screen interviews with celebrities
on
the kids 20 years from now
and Floyd was frankly appalled at the magnitude of the Responsibility
of creating
screen impressions of vital events in the World War
recording history on the Living Screen
which in years to
come would help mould the Youth of a Nation
and he
cited just one ot the Historic Episodes as an example
an
interview with Mrs. Woodrow
Wilson
starting with the
tragic figure of a man
pacing the floor all night
making the fateful decision that would plunge a nation into war
when he announced it in Congress the following morning ... and from there Floyd leads the interview through all
the series of epochal War happenings
down to the final
tragic scene
of the death of the man whom Fate had selected as its pawn
what a series of pictures this will be!
if they don't cramp Gibbons' style
yezzir
the A.M.P.A's started a new and uniaue page in history when
they invited Floyd Gibbons to show Showmanship how to look
beyond its nose
into the future
and Primo Camera
on the same bill!
a Perfectly Balanced Program
ain't
cakes !these pressageys got no sense of humor?
f'gawd's

• • • FOUR
DIFFERENT
Hollywood
fashion tips give
us the lowdown for milady's frocks this season
clouds of
tulle will be all the rage, sez one
plaids will rule, sez another fur on all cuffs, sez the third
military brass
buttons on everything, sez the fourth
making
a perfect
Hiillvvvood costume

«

«

«

»

»

»

Exploiting the
Short Subject

€)

^AN a short
be The
exploited to goodsubject
results?
wide difference in exploiting the
short as compared to the feature, is that in the latter the
ballyhoo is for the one time only,
whereas with the short of a series, you are building your patronage over a long period of
time. I have a number of communications from exhibitors who
have used solid exploitation on
our Mickey McGuire comedies.
The results in each case have
been highly satisfactory. Particularly has it helped the exhibitor in building the kid matinee
business. Wherever, for instance, aMickey McGuire Club
has been organized, the exhibitor
assures us that the attendance of
kids has increased each time one
of the Mickey series was shown.
There is such a thing, however,
as hopping on at the right time.
As in the case of the feature,
one short may have better exploitation possibilities than another. Illustrating this point let
me again call your attention to
the Mickey series. Our latest
release is "Mickey's Crusaders,"
a comedy of Toonerville dealing
with the circus. Here is a form
of exploitation that always has
brought good results. There is
color and lots of it in circus
exploitation. Clowns, parades,
stuffed animals in cages and
plenty of noise. We learn that
this year there hasn't been a circus picture produced for release
during the present circus seasonM
Here, then, is the opportunity- to
give
full exploitation to a short
cess.
subject with almost assured suc— Larry Darmour

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

May 1

Robert Lord
Richard Arlen
J.
G. Bachman
Leila
Hyams
Josephine Dunn

THE OLD
FIGHTIN' COCK
Calls

RKO PATHE

out

the

Box-office

crowds

TO THET YEAR'S ION
BIGGES
SENSAT

m&
wilh
Story by

JOEL McCRE/
ERNESTDirectedPASCA
by
PAUL

L.

STEI1

RECORD
RASHING
WE
MAYFAIR, New York
STATE LAKE, Chicago
BOYD,
Philadelphia
Book it — and
Bank Book it NOW I
THE OLD
FIGHTIN'

COCK

is going stronger than ever]
Pre-sold direcl io the
whole family every
Friday night; 10:30 io 11 E.S.T.
RKO THEATRE OF THE AIR
El H^ 42 siaiions, coast iocoasiN.B.C.

RKO PATHE

The Titan Hurls His Challenge Across the Sky. . . Radio's Victory Year
Begins!
The Golden

Tornado

World . . • Heading

Thunders

Down

the Corridors

the

Show

Lickety-Split for Leadership!

Thirty-six Titan Attractions for 1931-32... With Modern
Keyed to A Fabulous Scale!

Season
The New
Comes Out . . .

of

Begins

Officially

Vatch for the Golden Tornado
uction Story of the Year!

When

Radio's

Showmanship

Announcement

of the Titans . . . Most Dramatic Pro-

—2&<
Friday, May

DAILY
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Variety of Product on New

WB-FN

Warner Program
Will. am
Powell
in three
pictures:
"The
Other Marsh
Man," in byleading
Roland feminine
Pertwee, role,
with Alfred
Mari
an
I-., 'ireen directing; "Divorce
Detective," by
i-a-hiell
Hammett,
and an untuled
vehicle.
(jeorge Arliss in "Alexander Hamilton,"
with lioris Kenyon, Dudley Digges, June
i "liver, Montagu Love, Lionel Belmore. A
second Arliss is in preparation.
John Barrymore in "The Mad Genius,"
l.y Martin Brown, with Marian Marsh,
t harle., Butterworth, Carmel Myers, Donald
Cook.
Barbara
Stanwyck
three
pictures: "The
Purchase Price," by S. K. Morehouse; "Betrayed," adapted from the play "Top of the
Hill," by Charles Kenyon; "Desirable," from
llnuston Branch's play "Safe in Hell."
Constance Bennett in "The Dangerous Set,"
by Uregory
Stone.
Kay Francis in at least three starring vehicles including "The Hungry Wile," from
Arthur Kichman's play, "Heavy Traffic";
'Exclusive."
titled story. by Carolyn Sharpe, and an unDolores Costello in "Expensive Women,"
from Wilson Colhson's novel, "The Passionate
Sonata," with Warren William, Anthony
Bushell, H. B. Warner, Joe
Donahue, Morgan Wallace, Billy House.
Winnie Lightner in three pictures, "Side
Show," an original by William K. Wells,
also featuring Charles Butterworth; "Big
Hearted Bertha," by Leona Wilkins; third
picture as yet untitled.
Frank
from the
"Paid
probably

Seattle — At the April meeting of
the Allied Exhibitors of Washington the main topic was the favoring
by the association in that state of
Kinogram Newsreels. L. J. McGinley, manager of Universal, agreed to
cooperate with the Allied at all times
in the upbuilding and strengthening
of the association.

"Honeymoon Hotel," by Steuart M. Emery.
"The Hubbard
Star .Witness,"
city life story by
Lucien

"Theof Mouthp
iece,"
by Frank J. Collins,
story
a crimina
l lawyer.
The House of Seven Sins," by Nicholas
A iniand, society drama.
"Man in the Case," story of a man whose
secret controlled
by Harry Leason.the lives of an entire family,
"WiiiKs of the Sea," by Fred J. Russell,
centering about
the U. S. naval flying service
Society Lane." by Catherine E. Knox, expose ol intimate life among
certain wealthy
circles ol -New York.
"The another
Submarine
Jones,
naval Comman
picture.der,'" by M. J.
"For Sale.' by Frederica Descrau, woman's
story.
"The
Booth Tarkington allAmerican Yankee
boy-and-Kid."
girl astory.
"Midnigbl
Subway,"
by Owen
J. Barnes.
Larceny
Lane," by Lubec
Clasmon
and

Film Puts Over Book
As a result of the outstanding b.o. success of "The Public Enemy," Warners' talker
version of the novel by Kubec
Glasmon and John Bright, a
popularized version of the book
is being put out by Grosset &
Dunlap, publishers.

ago
and talking equipment
installed.

has

been

New Haven, Conn. — "Izzy" Goetz
has resigned from the sales department of the Warner-First National
exchange here.
Denver — E. Burns Ellison, secretary-treasurer of the Federal and
Lucille E. Neary, employed there
also, were secretly married recently.

Greenville, Ala. — The Greenville
Opera House was recently sold to
W. J. Ray who has closed the house
Fairfield, 111. — Pittner & Barnes
for two weeks. During this time it
will be remodeled after which it will have purchased the Pershing from
R. C. Cluster Theater Co.
be opened under a new name.

Baltimore — Oscar R. Hanson's advertising newsreel project was iurther developed at a meeting of the
Allied States Ass'n board of directors here yesterday. Hanson was
present.
Whether or not the reel is to be
released through Universal or via
some other arrangement has not yet
been formally announced. First issue is dated for Aug. 1.

Sinclair Lewis Novel
Bought by Sam Goldwyn
Samuel Goldwyn

has bought the

Grundy Center, la. — E. P. Smith
of Des Moines is the new manager
of the Rialto here replacing Otto
Rankin. The theater was recently
purchased by the Central Iowa Theater Co. from W. R. Smock of Eldon.

to Sinclair
"Arrowsmith,"
bigChaffee, Mo.— The Pullman The- talker
selling rights
novel by
Lewis, only
ater Co. has sold the Empress to J. American
novelist ever to receive the
E. Whitten.
Nobel Prize for literature. The
story will be a vehicle for Ronald
Stanberry, Mo. — The Princess has Colman, with Lewis probably doing
been
Brown.sold by L. E. Maple to Z. W. the adaptation himself.

Providence — In the last days of
this session, the Rhode Island General Assembly passed a bill authorizing the Town Council of East
Providence to issue show permits.
It is now expected that Samuel
Bomes, owner and manager of the
new Hollywood, will apply for a license to run on Sunday.

Newton, 111. — F. A. Warford is the
new owner of the Star, formerly
operated by the Home Theater Circuit. The circuit has also disposed
Price.
of
the Home. Oblong, 111., to T. J.

Gilmore City, la. — Fred Hersom
has purchased the Metro here from
Fred Sandham. The theater has been
rebuilt since the fire several months

Fay featured in "Mr. Hercules,"
novel by Gwen
Williams.

to Dance," by
Caesar also
will be a Frank Arthur
Fay vehicle.
"Pleasur
e First," from the novel by Marjorie
Fischer.

Lineups

ALLIED REEL DISTRIBUTION
NOT DEFINITELY SETTLED

Programs of 2 Companies
Announced at Western
Sales Meeting
San Francisco — A wide variety of
subjects, including some stories with
juvenile appeal and numerous social
.mines, are embraced in the 1931-32
production programs of Warner Bros.
and First National, officially announced by Sam E. Morris yesterday
at the sales meeting here. Each company will make 35 features, as already reported, and nearly 70 stars
and featured players have been signed
in date for these pictures.
The product lineup follows:

1, 1931

John
Marsh.Bright,

with

James

Cagney and

Marian

"The Green Cat," German mystery play by
A. M. Willner and E. Rubricus.
William Almon Wolff's "Manhattan
Nights," from the popular book.
"Beauty and the Boss" is title for which
a plot will be found through a contest in
Photoplay Magazine.

First National Program
Richard Barthelmess in two pictures:
"Spent Bullets," based on John Monk Saunders' Liberty Magazine serial novel, "Nikki
and
Her War Birds,' and another to be
selected.
Dorothy Mackaill in four productions:
"Rival Wives," from the novel by Ann Austin; "As Good As New," based on Thompson Buchanan's stage play; "The Single Lady,"
original story by Howard I. Brooks and
a picture not yet titled.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in four vehicles;
"I Like Your Nerve," original written by
Roland Pertwee: "Flying Eagles," by John
Monk Saunders, author nf "The Dawn Patrol." and two others.
^ Bebc Daniels will have lbree pictures:
"The Honor of the Family," from Balzac's
novel: "Bed and Board," by Lenore J. Coffee, and a mystery thriller. "The Name on
the Reg ster," by H. H. Long.
Edward G. Robinson will -tar in three vehicles: "Five Star Final," based
Louis
\\ t tzenkorn s current Broadwav on
hit, and
'"I lie lns.de Man," by Melville Crossman,
bo.h directed by Mervyn LeRoy, and
"The
Hawk." by Chester M. Bennett.
Marilyn Miller is in star in three coniedv
pictures, all lie.ng written especially for her':

New Athens, 111. — H. L. Klingenfus has purchased the Community
man.
from Sauerwein, Smutlik & ChrisIllmo, Mo. — The Illmo Theater,
has been incoporated with J. E. Dunnegan heading the stockholders.
"Blondie," by Courtland Brown; "Our Social
Whirl."
by Sari L. Barnes, and "Mamie." by
John
Phillips.
Lil Dagover
willJenssen.
star indirected
"I Spy."
by
Baroness
Carla von
by Wilhelm Dieterle.
Joe E. Brown will be in three pictures.
"Local Boy Makes Good," by Walter De
Leon: "The Tenderfoot" from the musical
comedy in which Richard Carle once starred;
"The Bouncer,"
comedy by Bert Kalmar and
Harry
Ruby.
Leon Janney. 13-year-old actor, will play
Penrod in "Penrod and Sam," from Booth
Tarkington's
stories.
Walter Huston will star in "Upper Underworld,'" byLore.ta
Roland V.
Lee and
Donald
"'
Lee, with
Young,
Doris
Kenyon.
David Manners, John Halliday, Dudley Dig
ges and "Blue Moon Minder Mystery," by
S. S. Van Dine, also with Miss Young a?
leading woman.
"Fellow Prisoners," by Sir Phil'p Gibbs,
drama of the prison camps of the Great War.
throp.
"The Lady Downstairs." by Frances I. a
Robert Lord's "Merry
Wives
of Reno."
ner."The World Changes." by Wilson M'z"Pent I louse." by Bernice Babcock.
"The (lay Ones." screen version nf the
novel by Charles Hanson
Towne.
"School Days." by Walter De Leon, will
glorify the "Good Old Golden Rule Days."
"We Three." by Edith Fitzgerald, with
Ro
e Hobart,
Lyon.Compton,
Claude C'llingwater,
Emma
Dunne, Ben
Juliette
Bert Roach.
"Fame," screen version of Philip Barry's
Harvard prize play, "You and 1," w.th Lewis
Stone. Dors Kenyon. Charles Buterworth.
F.valvn Knapp, Una Merkel.

Vilches Completes First
Spanish Talker for Auer
"The Comedian" featuring Ernesto Vilches, Spanish stage and screen
star, has been completed by the John
Auer Productions for Paramount release. The Auer-Paramount deal,
which was negotiated by Edward L.
Klein, calls for three Spanish dialogue features.
■
Circuits Book "Lonely Wives"
Warner theaters in Chicago and
Milwaukeo have booked RKO Pathe's
"Lonely Wives." Other circuit bookings on the feature have been made
by Publix in Chicago, Des Moines and Omaha; T & D Jr. in San Francisco; Lasker and Midwest in Chicago.
Publix has al*o booked Mie lohiinv
Farrell golf pictures in Omaha and
Des Moines.
Legit at Fay's Carlton
Providence — The Carlton, operated
by Edward M. Fay, is now Providence's only legit tryout house, having succeeded the Opera House, now
being demolished. First legit show
to play the theater was "Cherries
Are Ripe." Fay will book in vari
ous attractions.
Add

Good

Deeds

New Britain, Conn. — Peter
Perakos, owner of the Palace,
was listed as the contributor
of 500 loaves of bread to the
needy during a recent drive for
the relief of unemployed. Pefund. rakos has been a consistent
contributor to the city relief

a
"
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Sales Convention Is Extended

FOX 1$ GOING AHEAD
WITH WIDE FILM PLANS
(Continued from Page 1)

)f wide film versions of all Fox feaures in 1932-33. The projection apparatus and wide-screen versions will
>e made available to theaters outside
he Fox circuit as well.
Harley L. Clarke in his address
conit the opening of the Fox sales
'ention on Monday referred sketchily
o the subject. Where replacements
if projection machines are required in
Tox houses from now on, it is undertood the new dual purpose machines
vill be installed in anticipation of
he wide-film production schedule.
General Theaters Equipment will
(istribute the machines. Camera and
ound equipment is reported ready at
he Fox west coast studios to take
jare of production.

Moulding and Mack
Get New Contracts

►//

Another

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD
QEORGE pointed
B. SEITZ,
recently approduction executive
for
Columbia, will combine his new
duties with direction when he takes
up
the megaphone on the company's
"Arizona."
*
*
*
Frances Lee has been signed for
a featured role in the EducationalTuxedo Comedy, as yet untitled, now
in production. Playing principal
roles also are Jack Duffy, Ernest
Wood, Ronnie Rondell and Jack Lipson. Robert Hall is directing from
an original story by Frank Rollin
Conklin.
*
*
*
"Pick Up," current best-seller by
Eunice Chapin, has been bought by
RKO Pathe as a forthcoming starring vehicle *
for Helen
*
*Twelvetrees.
Keene Thompson, contract writer
for Radio Pictures, has been loaned
to Samuel Goldwyn to write the
script for the Eddie Cantor starring
production, "Palmy Days," from an
original story by Morrie
Ryskind
and Guy Bolton.
*
*
*

Alt Colliding and Roy Mack, Viaphone directors, have had their
ontracts renewed for a period of
ne year. Goulding will remain on
uty at the studio during the two
Kenneth Harlan heads the cast of
lonths of inactivity starting May 9,
first of the Unirtiile Mack is planning to spend the "DangerversalIsland,"
serials for the new season.
me in Europe.
Work starts soon under the direction
of Ray Tarlor. The cast also includes Lucille Brown, leading wolov. LaFollette Opening
man, Beulah Hutton, Tom Ricketts,
Thorne, Andy Devine and
Warner House Tonight William
Walter
Miller.
Milwaukee— Opening of the new
*
*
*
lillion-dollar Warner Bros, theater
M-G-M has signed new contracts
ere will take place tonight with with
Lionel Barrymore
and Nils
rovernor LaFollette making the prin- Asther. Marjorie Rambeau has been
in
Arliss
e
ipal address. Georg
added to the cast of Ramon NovarThe Millionaire" is the opening atraction. Dan Michalove, head of ro's "The Son* of *the Rajah."
*
theaters, is here for the dediEarner
Roy
Del
Ruth
is
said
to be estabation ceremonies.
lishing a precedent for directorial accomplishments. Although he has only
"Hell Bound" Held Over
been
working
on
"Sideshow" for one
Vest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
week, Del Ruth is almost finished
production's filming, accord— Tiffany's initial with ingthe
Los Angeles
to report.
gangster
*
*
*
"Hell Bound,"Angele
flowing of at
thes
the Los
lm current
Arthur Lange, new head of the
has been held over a second
ter,
eek.
RKO Pathe musical department, is
a composer as well as an orchestra
leader. With Ernest Klapholtz, his
g
Openin
Houses
Texas
ew East
assistant, he prepared the scores for
three
the
of
Kilgore, Tex.— Two
30 features and 12 shorts at M-G-M,
ouses now being constructed by and also did the musical scores for
uled
ast Texas Theaters are sched
"Millie" and "A Woman of Expeirtii , open May IS. One is located here rience.
*
*
*
i-id the other in Henderson. A third
about
open
will
iew,
Longv
in
suse, 15.
Robert Lord, supervising storv edjne
itor at First National, is a prolific
writer. His original, "Merry Wives
of Reno," is going into production,
io
while his other original, "S. S. AtTelleqen's Paris Stud
Paris— Lou Tellegen will
National. lantic," will also be made by First
shortly establish a studio of
*
*
*
dramatic art in this city, it is
with
tion
connec
in
d
reporte
George
initial assignment
under
his Hill's
new directorial
contract
the forthcoming arrival of the
alHe
at
M-G-M
is
"Sea
Eagles,"
a
drama
star.
screen
and
stage
of naval aviation. Hill, in the past
ready has a similar studio in
New York.
season, has directed two of the outstanding hits of the year, "The Big

W ILK

House" and "Min and Bill." He re*
*"The * Secret Six."
cently completed
Wallace Smith has completed the
screen version and dialogue for "The
Dove," an original by James Whittaker, which George Archainbaud is
to direct for RKO. For the next
week Smith is to confine himself to
putting the finishing touches on his
painting, which is to be presented to
the Mexican
Art Institute.
*
*
*
Anthony Coldeway, it is reported,
may shortly forsake Hollywood for
New York. The former WarnerFirst National executive has been
the subject of negotiations between
Paramount' s Easteryi organization
and his representative and if a satisfactory deal is
consummated,
Coldeway will
* accept.
*
*
Mel Brown, RKO megaphonist,
accompanied by Mrs. Brown and his
daughter, Dolores, are cruising in
Mexican waters aboard a palatial
yacht owned by English nobility.
Following his return this week.
Brown will launch into preparing his
cast for
"Every Girl," which is hi
next
assignment.
*
*
*
Jean Hersholt has started work
in William K. Howard's production
is unfor Fox, "Trans-Atlantic."
derstood that Universal, Itthrough
General Manager Carl Laemmle, Jr.,
has started negotiations for this
character star to play the stellar
role in "Sutter's Gold," which they
plan on producing
*
* this * summer.
Richard Thorpe will direct Hoot
for Allied
"Wild Horse,"
Gibson
Pictures. in Alberta
Vaughn will play
*
*
*
opposite Gibson.
Isabel Dawn, who is playing the
role of "Poppy" in "The Shanghai
Gesture," at the Hollywood Music
Box, was once a newspaper reporter.
Incidentally, her first stage role was
that of a girl reporter.
*
*
*

Charles Lang, who has photographed several Ruth Chatterton pictures, is now doing the camera work
on "Let's Play King," which is being
directed bv Norman Taurog. (Lang
also did the camera work on "Tom
Court."
Sawyer" and *"Night
*
*■
Minnesota has furnished the industry with many scenario writers.
The list includes C. Gardner Sullivan, who hails from Stillwater;
Harvey Thew, Mankato; Sidney
Buchman, Wellyn Totman, Duluth;
Thomas Boyd, St. Paul; Allan Rivkin, Cloquet; Arthur Sheekman, Si.
Paul.
*
*
*
Arthur Tavares, veteran film editor, is cutting "East
for Universal.
He of
alsoBorneo,"
edited
"Seed." He was with First National for several years and has worked
in studios abroad.

Day

Important Discussion On
SalesMeet
Will Today
Wind Up
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood
— RKO's
conven-is
tion scheduled
to end sales
yesterday,
being held over an additional day.
The announcement was made following the screening of three features Thursday morning which delayed an important discussion on
sales policy and percentage bookings
by Cleve Adams, Jerry Safron, Henry
Cohen, Clifford Wallace, Harry
Michalson and Percy Taylor.
Discussion of co-operative advertising by Lou Gaudreau and Jack
screenings.
Pegler was heard following the
The one-day extension did not effect the dinner, dance and gala send
off scheduled for last night. All memberswoodweretonight.
instructed to leave Holly-

New British Combine
Seeks American Outlet
(Continued

from

Pane

1)

ed with the important German patent interests of the KuechenmeisterKlangfilm-Tobis groups of Berlin
and Amsterdam, is in New York
to negotiate distribution of his comproduct throughout the Americanbine'scontinent.
The combine's first picture is
"City of Song," starring the Polish
tenor, Jan Kiepura. It has a German version under the title "Die
A.
S.F.I,
is closely associated with
Singende Stadt."
the Tobis Co., which now has a
New York office under the direction
of Milton Diamond.

Chances More Favorable
For (Continued
Sunday fromShows
in Pa.
Page 1)
effort towards passage of the several Sunday opening bills now in
committee. Treatment of the Sunday baseball matter during the current legislative session is regarded
as satisfactory progress.
West Coast Theaters Book U Serial
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Fox West Coast
Theaters has booked the Universal
serial. "Heroes of the Flames," for
32 houses, said to be the biggest representation a serial has ever received
on this circuit.

Dramatic Stock Losing
Dramatic stock companies
are nearing the zero point as
competitors of picture houses,
with
45 of the as"flesh"
units only
now operating
compared with 85 a year ago, according to a national checkup
made by THE FILM DAILY.
Of the 45. the reports indicate
money.
that about five are making any
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World Wide Equipment Agency To Operate in U. S.

BRINGING BACK THEJCIDS
Juvenile Influence Recognized
More Productions Being
Made With the Kids
Directly in Mind
By CARL

E, MILLIKEN

Secretary, Motion Picture Producers &
Distributors
of America

by

Film

Third Dimension Idea Patented
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A film for creating the illusion of third dimension
has been patented by Jakob Burkhardt of Detroit, and the patent
assigned to Third Dimension Pictures, Inc., New York. The idea
involves two pictures in each frame, one for action and the other
for background.

Industry

Move To Revive Juvenile
Attendance Gaining
Momentum

Concrete results are beginning
to show throughout the country in
the newly launched movement to
bring ater,the
to the theit is children
shown inback
a survey
just

£)ETERMINATION of the motion picture industry to produce
an increasing number of pictures with
concluded by The Film Daily.
child as well as adult appeal, and the
In a canvass of 50 important sitready acceptance of such pictures by
uations, replies indicate that 36 are
the theater-going public, emphasize
West
Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
experiencing more or less increase in
the progress of sane thinking on the
juvenile attendance, while 11 report
ancient problem of the child and
Los Angeles — Hughes-Franklin
no change
screen entertainment. For the first Theaters have acquired the Redwood Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY been
a drop.and three state there has
Theater Circuit of 10 houses in
Washington — Action with regard to
time seemingly,
it has become
obNorthern California from George M. sponsored, industrial and other com(Continued
on Page
8)
Simultaneous canvass among indiMann. The deal adds 15,000 seats to
vidual
exhibitors brings
mercial shorts has been deferred by
(Continued
on Page out
2) the conthe H-F circuit. Divisional office
the American Ass'n of Advertising
headquarters will be in San Francis- Agencies, following a report by R.
(.Continued
on Page
8)
co, with Charles Koerner in charge.

H-F Acquire Redwood Circuit

Agencies Defer Action
On Screen Advertising

NEW EASllmUDIO UNIT
PLANS JUVENILE SHORTS U. S. Territory is Added

Royal Studio has taken over the
old E. K. Lincoln Studio, Grantwood,
N. J., and plans to soundproof the
plant for motion picture production,
radio broadcasting and as a television station. A stage will be built
and it is planned to use the new
Neon cool tube studio lighting equipment, which provides a pure daylight.
A series of one-reel children's pictures on the order of the Our Gang
{Continued

on

Page

By World Equipment Agency

Plans are under way whereby the
recently formed World Wide Theater Equipment Corp., originally designed as a distributing combine to
represent American manufacturers in
all foreign countries, will add the U.
S. to its territory, The Film Daily
learns. It is also learned that a
prominent New York theater equip
(Continued

Weft
Coast Bureau.
THE
FILM
DAILY
ment man will soon join the organHollywood
—
RKO
will
insist
on
ization
as
general
manager
of
all
activities.
full percentage where exhibitors play
Since first announcement of the double features, said Joseph I.
new company, reported exclusively in Schnitzer at the sales convention
The Film Daily, it is understood
yesterday. Schnitzer exthat American jobbers have been which ended
pressed himself emphatically opposed
making strenuous efforts to sign up to dual bills.
equipment
manufacturers
on exclu-

on

Page

8)

8)

Fox's Annual Meeting
Put Over Until May 15
Annual
stockholders'
meeting
of
Fox Film was again postponed Fri] day until May IS, as a result of delay in preparing
the yearly report
required by the Stock Exchange.

Vnusuai
An exclusive interview with
James Nannery, notorious
gangster arrested after his escape from Sing Sing, is included
in the current issue of Pathe
News. This is believed to be
the first time in many years
that a newsreel has used crime
material.

The Kids
— Backbone of the BoX'Office
BY

DON

GILLETTE

JUVENILE PATRONAGE is the foremost concern of the
movie industry today. How to attract it . . . how to increase
it . . . how to hold it . . . are the problems over which many watts
of midnight electricity are being clicked off at present.
Until a comparatively short time ago the kids were looked
upon by most movie men as just low-fare customers. Now they
have become recognized as the force that figures influentially in
family attendance.
Their interest and good-will are considered important, not
only for their immediate value, but even more for the part they
will play in years to come when these same kids become the
(.Continued

RKO ACTS TO DISCOURAGE
DOUBLE FEATURE POLICIES

on

Page

18)

Goldstein Brothers
May Start New Circuit

Springfield, Mass. — Goldstein
Brothers, who at one time operated
a circuit of houses in western Massachusetts, but sold out to Publix
last year, plan to build a 1,200-seat
house on the side of the State St.
Baptist Church here. It is reported
this may be the first of a new group
of Goldstein
houses.

Heavy on Advertising
West Coast Bur. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — RKO will spend
approximately $100,000 in
newspaper advertising on each
of several of its principal pictures for next season, it was
stated at the closing session
of the sales convention.

—Zilfa
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Signed for U Sports Series
Glenn ("Pop") Warner, football
coach at Stanford University, and
Dr. Meanwell, basketball mentor at
the University of Wisconsin, have
been signed by Universal to appear
in its Christy Walsh All-America
Sports Series.

Move To Bring Back the Kids
Gaining Momentum Everywhere
(Continued

from

Page

STRY
INDUBC€t
THE DATE
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census that, while current releases include quite a number of pictures with

Arthur Gottlieb Completes
Plans for Canadian Lab

some appeal for the kids, "there is
Arthur Gottlieb, vice-president and
such a marked scarcity of stories ot treasurer
of Du-Art Laboratories, is
direct interest to children that when
back from Toronto, where he coma picture like 'Skippy' comes along
pleted arrangements for the establishment of Film Laboratories of
it stands out like Pike's Peak."
Types of pictures that prove the Canada, Ltd., just incorporated as
best kid draws, according to S. J.
the Canadian branch of Du-Art. Film
Switow, Louisville theater operator, and Slide Co. of Canada, Ltd., Toronwho voices practically the same sento, also is affiliated with the Du-Art
timent as about 100 other exhibitors, Lab., of which H. N. DeWitt is
are "westerns and action features or president
Machinery is now being installed in
stories such as 'Tom Sawyer'; slapstick comedies, cartoon subjects and the Toronto plant, and operations
time. expected to start within a short
serials." I. Breuninger of the Jay- are
hawk, Salina, Kan., heads a list of
exhibitors who find mystery pictures
the best drawing card with children
at present.
Ufa Leases Cosmopolitan
Juvenile matinees are being given by
As New York Showhouse
a comparatively small percentage of
houses, but those who have tried out
Ufa has leased the Cosmopolitan,
the policy report almost 100 per cent one-time legit, and burlesque house
success with it. Sentiment is gen- at Columbus Circle for the exhibition
erally against any drastic concessions of German dialogue features and
in admission prices as a means of shorts. The house will be revamped
inducing greater kid attendance.
to give it a continental atmosphere.
Thomas D. Goldberg of Baltimore The last three rows in the orchestra
is one of several who recommends will be taken out and a buffet bar
that, when a kid picture also has in- and promenade built. Another bufterest for grownups, as in the case
fet-promenade will be on the balcony
of "Skippy," more publicity should level. The Cosmopolitan, formerly
be given to the adult appeal.
the Majestic, has housed almost every
About 30 per cent of the exhibitors phase of theatrical entertainment
answering the questionnaire said that since it was built over 20 years ago.
a juvenile picture adversely affects
their adult attendance, but, the maTerritory Sold for Headline Film
jority of this group admitted, there
are compensating influences in alSamuel Goldstein, treasurer of
most every instance to offset the Headline Pictures, is back from a trip
adult loss.
to the middle west where he sold terIn the way of general suggestions,
ritorial rights on "Women Men Marnearly 50 exhibitors urged that, in
ry" to Excellent Pictures, for Michimaking pictures with juveniles in
gan; Security Pictures for northern
mind, the story should be designed Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin; Midand carried through so as to appeal
west Film Distributors, for western
to adults at the same time.
Missouri,
Kansas, Iowa and NebrasBoosting of kid attendance by the
ka, and Masterpiece Film Attractions
exertion of more effort is believed
for Virginia, Maryland, District of
possible bv most of the exhibs.
Columbia, Delaware, southern _ New
Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania.
Al Boasberg Leaves RKO
The company's second production,
t Coast Bureau,
THE FILM DAILY
tentatively
titled
"Wrongin Side
Street,"
is now being
prepared
Hollywood.
Hollywood — Al Boasberg
has re- John Francis Natterford is doing the
Pictures.signed as associate producer at Radio dialogue and Charles Hutchison will
direct.

Movie Ball, under auspices of M.
P. Operators'
room, Chicago.Union, Trianon Ball-

May
May 11-14: Annual convention of the National Fire Protection Ass'n at
Toronto, Canada.
May 12-14:
May
Annual convention of the Rocky
Mountain
M. P. T. O. A., Brov
Palace Hotel, Denver.
May
IS:
Fox Film annual stockholders'
meeting.
New
York.
18: Fifth annual golf tournament and
May
outing sponsored by the Kan
sas City Film Board of Trade.
18-122:
Conference
of
Internationa
Federation
of Cinematograph
ExMay
hibitors, Rome, Italy.
25-29: Spring meeting oi the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers. Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood. Cal.
26-27 : Annual convention of the M.P.
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri,
and St. Joseph. Mo
26-31 : International conference on educational films under patronage of
the
Federal Minister of Education,
Vienna.

"All Quiet" Wins in Japan
In a competition
conducted
by
"The
Movie
Times,"
leading film
publication of Japan, "All Quiet oik
the Western Front" won the unanimous decision of 10 judges, and also
topped the list in a competition conducted by the
magazine
among
Japanese motion picture fans.
Anti-Blue Bill Before N. H. House
Concord, N. H. — Having passed
the Senate by a vote of IS to 6,
the Sunday modification bill proposed by Governor Winant now
goes to the House. The measure
would allow movies after 6 P.M. on
the Sabbath.

New

Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Leander Theater Corp. ; B. Rich, 50 East
42nd St. New York.
$10,000.
Worth Theater Operating Corp. ; Aaron &
Dautch, Buffalo, N. Y.
100 shares common.
Avan Productions, theatrical; M. Steiner,
222 Fulton St., New York.
$20,000.
Wassman
& Wassman.
theatrical
enterprises ; Fitelson, Lerman & Mayers, 70 West
40th St., New York.
200 shares
by common.
DELAWARE CHARTERS
Nubest Picture Service, Inc., New York
City, motion picture films ; United States
Corporation Co., Dover, Del. 5,000 shares
common.
Southern California Olympic Features Co.,
Ltd., Dover, Del., operate stadiums, auditoriums, theaters ; United States Corporation
Co., Dover, Del.
$250,000.
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New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City ♦'♦
154 Crescent St. ;'{
STillwell 4-7940
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Eastman Films I♦V
J. E. Brulatour, Inc. p
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Let

Us

Solve

Your

Problems!

Over 2 l[Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specie listsin

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

1540 B'WAY,

N. Y. C.

BRyant 9-3040

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Michigan 8761

Does"B.O." History Repeat?
It will for whoever films

SKIPPY

BEDELLE

Owen

Johns

o

Handled exclusively, asn are this
author's other boy stories, by

VIOLA

IRENE

COOPER

9 E. 59th St., N. Y.
VOL
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NOW more than ever
ADVERTISE

THE QUALITY
SHORTS are
M-G-M!
Coming to the
Capitol Theatre,
Btoadway, N.Y.

OUR GANG

LAUREL
& HARDY
in their latest

with

screamie, LAUGHING GRAVY. How
kids of all ages love this comedy pair.

JACKIE
COOPER

No wonder audiences
howl — the dog stars of
the talkies in M-G-M

DOGVILLE
COMEDIES

are a magnet for young
them!
and old because

there's

nothi

The most versatile
comedian of the talk-

CHARLEY
ing screen —
CHASE
He dances, sings and
plays a score or more of musical instruments in his series of laughed-packed
fun films.
What a draw these
juveniles have for boy
friends and girl friends
— and all who were
current
appears in OU
sevenR
GANG comedies
PUPS IS PUPS
PET

UtTU

©ASflN

TEACHER'S
OUT
SCHOOL'S
HELPING
GRANDMA
LOVE
BUSINESS
LITTLE
DADDY
BARGAIN
DAY

Never so successful as right now; Our Gang comedies mean
real profits! The new Gang comedies, built along new lines,
with story values predominant combine fun, drama, pathos and
all the laughter of regular kids in real life. Advertise them!
They're
the comedies that grown-ups as well as youngsters
want to see!

WATCH

and WAIT!

M-Q-M will soon announce its Short Subject line-up for
1931-32. We have added new ideas and new names, a
larger and greater short product, making M-G-M more
than ever the leader in shorts as in features.

The BOY
FRIENDS

ever either —

Action and hilarity combined
and funny entertainments.

in fast

Color, music and laughs set the pace
that intrigues youthful imagination —

M-G-M COLORTONE
REVUES The shorts De Luxe

are indispensable.
Play one and you'll play them all
All the world
to travel — and
the greatest of
films with a
that's known!

BURTON

wants
here is
travel
name

Around the
World with

HOLMES

The livelier cartoon
comedies of them
all are

FLIP the
FROG

What merriment as
Flip leaps fromlaugh
to laugh.
They more than satisfy!

METRO-QoUi^n-MAYER

OUTSTANDING

TWO

F or y

oung

A

mericc

The inspiring romance

and drama of the irr

mortal Lincoln —ideal and hero of Americans c
all ages, has a sure-fire appeal for the youngster;
Charlie Chaplin in

City Lights ' is bringin

the kids back to the theatre in droves.
by

The Parents Magazine

Sclccte

as being ideal entes

tainment for children. The magazine gave thj

CHARLIE

film its highest award — The Seal of Honor

CHAPLIN
IN

CITY
Written,

LIGHTS
Directed and

CHARLES

Produced by

CHAPLIN

UNITED ARTISTS PICT
I

ATTRACTIONS
rom

Eight

to

Eighty!

JOSEPH M.
SCHENCK
presents

t>. W. GRIFFITH'S
ABRAHAM LINCOLN
Supreme Achievement

wi th

SALTER

;s

and UNA

HUSTON
MERKEL

The World's Best

BILL
BOYD
In Four Productions
First release IRON

EDDIE
QUILLAN
In Four

CHALICE

Productions

First release WHOOP-TE-DO
(temporary

KID
title)

6 WESTERNS
Whirlwind, feature-length westerns! Shoot-'em-up action,
thrills and speed!

Pre-sold direct io ihe
whole { a m i 1 y every
Friday night; 10:30 to 11 E.S.T.
RKO THEATRE OF THE AIR
42 stations, coast to coastN.B.C.

^

for the KIDS am

RKO

VAN

BEUREN

PRODUCTIONS

GIBBONS'
THRILLS

13 FLOYD
SUPREME

Supervised by A. P. Waxman

and Michael Mindlin

Floyd Gibbons, the man of ihe hour! Interviewing wartime and all-time celebrities!

26
GRANTLAND

26

13
RICE

SPORTLIGHTS
The world's greatest sports authority! With the greatest heroes
of sports!

VAGABOND
ADVENTURES
Strange sights in strange lands!
Instructive and thrilling! The kids
adore them!

AESOP'S FABLES
Milton and Mary Mouse — and all
tneir palsi Children cheer! Parents
applaud!

6

MASQUERS
Two reel comedies. Each with
a hundred stars!
STOUT
HEARTS
AND
WILLING
HANDS
is the first release! The Best Comedy
You, I, or Anybody Else Ever Saw!

M
A WEEE

PATHE

NEWS

The Early Bird Who Gets The News!

*

COMEDIES
6 JIMMY
6 BENNY

GLEASON
RUBIN

6 FRANK

McHUGH

6 GOLD
DIGGERS
6 MR. AVERAGE
MAN
6 TRAVELING
SALESMAN
6 MANHATTANS

PATHE

REVIEW

The Magazine of the Screen

Good, clean fun and hearty hilarity
for the whole family!

THE

he GROWN-UPS

OLD

FIGHTIN'
COCK
is going stronger than

ever)

rko pathe

DAILY

Good-Will
g
Brin
s
Film
Kid
Ultimate
Profit Seen in
Experiments With
Clean Pictures
By M. A. LIGHTMAN
President, M.P.T.O. of America
ANE of the most constructive and
helpful steps that can be undertaken by the producer is the making
of more pictures with special appeal
to the kiddies.
Most companies have side-tracked
this type of production because past
experience has indicated that the
public will not support them. It is
logical to assume that a certain percentage of pictures made by each
and every company will not click,
they are just fillers. Why not be
willing to gamble with a few of these
so-called fillers and make some worth
while pictures to which a father and
mother can bring the youngsters? I
think that a most healthy reaction is
in store for such a proceeding. The
source of supply for suitable material
is virtually untouched.
Assuming the worst results, it is
much more desirable to take a flop
on a clean, wholesome, worthwhile
picture that will receive favorable
comment of a community than it is
to flop with a mediocre sex picture,
and exhibitors should be very willing
to lend 100 per cent co-operation in
encouraging the exhibition of this
type of entertainment. The way we
are headed right now, we certainly
need something of this nature to
serve as a balance wheel.
But — suppose we find that this type
of picture clicks! We can't assume
that, simply because one or two trials
have not proven box-office smashes,
the public taste can't be developed to
a degree of where the experiment
will prove profitable. The publicity
angle affords unlimited possibilities.
The urge of a means of parents
spending more time with the children
lends itself to creating a regular
night or two each week when parents may take their kiddies to the
theater. The amount of good-will
and friendly contact that this can
create is unlimited. Certainly it is
worth a trial.

For Kids Only
Nat Levine, president of
Mascot Pictures, claims the
distinction of being the only
producer making pictures exclusively for the kids. All the
productions are serials, and
Mascot is turning out four talking chapter plays next season.
Harry Carey, Red Grange and
Rin-Tin-Tin as the stars of
three. The fourth is a detective yarn.
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Bad Titles Doing Harm, Says Hiram Brown
Negligence of producers in seeing that appropriate titles are given
to pictures that contain juvenile appeal is responsible for much lost
patronage in the opinion of Hiram S. Brown, president of RKO.
Mental reaction of the children to what appears in marquees should
be kept constantly in mind, says Brown.

Exhibs

WORLD EQUIPMENT AGENCY
ADDS U.S. TO TERRITORY
(Continued

from

Page

1)

sive contracts in the foreign fields,
but World Wide officials say they
have already received applications
from about 50 important manufacturers for membership in the new
combine. Under the proposed plan,
World Wide will have a departmental supervisor looking after each foreign country, enabling the American
companies to dispense with their exrom Page 1 )
port departments.
(Continued f
to
add
to
the
solution
by
seeing
that
World
plans for operating
vious to all that the constructive solu- the child in the audience is served in the U. Wide's
S. call for the handling of
tion of the problem lies in the pro- with suitable screen entertainment. accessories either with or without exduction and support of a group of
clusive contract.
pictures appealing to the family unit, Acceptance and support of such picIn addition to the executive slated
rather than in the over-restriction of which tures
responsibility,
we is the
now public's
have reason
to believe for the general managership of the
adult films to juvenile themes and will
be fulfilled.
company, it is understood several
taste. In other words that it is betIt
is a fact that with the advent other prominent men in the equipter to direct child attendance to those
ment field will become associated
films which are produced with his of dialogue, fewer children were attracted to the motion picture theater. with World Wide.
needs directly in mind, than to at- Pantomime had been a language they
tempt to cut and mould to their tastes
George S. Mabee and August S.
the more sophisticated themes which could easily understand, while dia- Torres are among the sponsors of
logue, in its sophisticated form, was the organization.
an adult dramatic-art must also provide if it is to serve its full purpose. often beyond their capacity for appreciation. The distinguishing trait
We all realize that the child must
of the current so-called juvenile pic- Agencies Defer Action
be taken into account in motion pictures— and perhaps the best augury
ture entertainment, and for nine years of their success- — is that the producers
On Screen Advertising
(Continued from Page 1)
the organized industry has been enattempted
to they
"writeresorted
down" L. Strobridge of New York, vice
gaged in the task of developing com- have
to thenotchild
nor have
chairman of the committee on screei
munity programs of selectivity. The
varied nature of each community, of to namby-pamby themes. One of the
dangers always is to confuse what advertising. Speaking at Friday'
each theater in relation to its com- grown-ups think children want, with session
of the A.A.A.A. annual con
munity, and of parental habits locally what children themselves actually vention, Strobridge said that adver
in
supervising make
the child's
interest to
in want. Usually these are not the same tising films should be sufficiently e
entertainment
it impractical
thing at all. Action and more action tertaining to deserve a place on th
develop a uniform program which is the demand of children.
programs of first-run theaters Th
will meet the needs of every comIt is my belief that the so-called use of pictures is still in the pionee
munity. Divers methods have been
picture has just as great ap- ing stage, he declared, and the grea
tried — the Saturday Morning Movie, juvenile
peal to adults as it has to the child, est problem is that of distributio
the Family Night Programs — the for who among us does not find Properly handled, screen advertisin
parents and interested groups in each pleasure in the works of Mark Twain, can prove a highly profitable medium
community being left to decide for
said Strobridge. The subject is to
Booth Tarkington, and the other in- receive
further consideration by th|
themselves the particular type of prospired historians of childhood? In association.
gram best suited to their individual the advertisement of one of the currequirements.
rent juvenile pictures of this character, a formula was written which
Brown Leases Louisville House
Lately the large number of pictures appealing to children, as well as the industry and the public as well
Louisville — Louis Brown of Browd
the increasing number of such pic- may well take to heart. It is a "Pic- Enterprises, Marion, Ind., operating
ture for everyone that has a kid, is a
tures in preparation, speak for themhouses in Indiana and Ohio, has
selves of the industry's determination kid, or was a kid."
leased the National and will reop^
it
as a first-run.
Semler Sinema Plans

Influence of Juveniles
Recognized by Industry

New Eastern Studio Unit
Plans Juvenile Shorts
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Lower Priced Trailers

A new trailer idea, under which
trailers will be sold at a greatly reduced price is being developed by
Semler Sinema Service.

W. E. Has Farthest South Wiring! ,
London — The farthest south instal
lations of sound apparatus are in
Invercargill, New Zealand, a city of
20,000 inhabitants supporting three
theaters, all Western Electric equip-

comedies, and a series of single reel
musical shorts with all the dancing
numbers staged by Ned Wayburn.
are included in the production plans.
Expedition Leaves
Studio contracting and manageLouis Bigelow and John P. Bradment are under the personal superford sailed Friday on the Bacchus, of
vision of George Orth. The plant
the Royal Netherland S. S. Company,
is expected to open June 15.
for Central America, South America
Publix Booster Clubs
and the West Indies to shoot the
With
object of stimulating
D. Gross Joins Kaliski-Harband
"Travelaugh" short subjects being
juvenile
attendance,
various
San Francisco — Dean Gross, for produced by Wafilms for release
by ped.Publix houses throughout
the
three years manager of the Parkway Columbia. The expedition plans to
country have formed Booster
in Oakland, has been appointed be gone five months.
Clubs in connection with spemanaging director of the Kaliskicial matinees. The club with
William
F. Klatt Dies
Harband theaters. He will have
Detroit— William F. Klatt, 54,
charge of the New Uptown, Strand
the largest membership is located in New Orleans.
and Lorin, with headquarters at the treasurer of the Reget was found
former house.
dead in his garage Friday.

Ya-ay Skin-nay \
Lookit these from Universal !
Lew Ayres
in Iron Man

All American

A TOD BROWNING
Production
from W. R. Burnett's
novel

Cohens & Kellys
in Africa
with those two old comedy standMurray
bys, George Sidney and Charlie

Sports Reels
On26the —inside with

the brightest
lights of the Sports World, including such brilliants
"Babe"
Ruth, Charlie
Paddock,as Vincent
Richards, "Pop" Warner, Doctor
Meanwell, and a series of football
shorts, written by Knute Rockne
featuring
Notre Dame's Star
Football Team,

See America Thirst
with Harry Langdon, Slim Summerville, and Bessie Love

Strange As It Seems

The Cat Creeps

The reel of a thousand wonders
... 1 Reel Each

13—

with Helen Twelvetrees

Two*Reel Comedies
With an
list of
— extraordinary
52players
star
including Slim
Summerville, George Sidney,
Charlie Murray, Eddie Gribbon, Daphne Pollard, Lloyd
Hamilton, Gene Morgan, Walter Merril, "Steve" Brodie.

The Shadow
Stories
3 —
1Detective

Oswald
—The Lucky Rabbit . . 1 Reel Each

26—
Feature All
Talking Serials
"Battling with Buffalo Bill"
"Heroes of the Law"
"The Airmail Mystery"
"Danger Island"

4—

Two-reel features made from the
best stories in Street & Smith's
Detective Story Magazine . . .
broadcast over the all-encompassing Columbia Network . . . with
an all-star cast of Broadway

Universal Talking
—
104— McNAMEE,
Newsreel
GRAHAM
TALKING

REPORTER

players.

UNIVERSAL

PICTURES

bring

back

the

kids!

-. WW
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Features With
PICTURES PLAY BIG PART
IN LIFE OFJOUNG FOLKS

Appeal

for Juveniles

■RELOW

is a representative list of feature pictures possessing either primary appeal for juveniles, or sufficient incidental appeal for the kids to
qualify the pictures as exploitable for juvenile patronage. The list, supplied
by the various distributing companies and in some instances amplified by
information from other sources, is necessarily subject to additions.

SHORTS MATINEES URGED
AS JUVENILE ATTRACTION

PARAMOUNT— "Tom Sawyer," "Finn and Hattie," "Skippy," "Gun
Smoke," "It Pays to Advertise," "Dude Ranch," "Rango," "The ConBy A. H. SCHNITZER
quering Horde." Coming: "Sooky," with Robert Coogan; "Huckleberry Short Subject Sales Manage, RKO Palh<President, Van Beuren Corp.
Finn," featuring Jackie Coogan, Junior Durkin, Mitzi Green, Jackie Searl; W/"EALTH of action and brevity
inception, motion pic"Tom Sawyer, Detective," featuring same group; a Harold Lloyd picture;
PROM
as provided in shorts makes this
tures their
if given a fair opportunity,
"Monkey Business," with the Marx Brothers.
have appealed to children.
type of product an excellent movieto draw the juvenile trade.
The addition of sound has offered WARNER-FIRST NATIONAL— "Father's Son," "The Millionaire," magnet
Whether
the short be an animated
"River's
End."
Coming:
"Penrod."
g
unlimited possibilities for enhancin
cartoon, an adventure trip or a sports
tena
RKO — "Cimarron," "The Cuckoos" and other Wheeler-Woolsey pictures. reel or a two-reel comedy, the rapid
that appeal, but there has been
dency on the part of producers to enComing: "Frontier" and "Marcheta," both with Richard Dix and Irene tempo of the action necessary to get
ter into superlatives that are over the
Dunne; more Wheeler-Woolsey comedies.
the story over within the footage
heads of not only children but, to a
synchronizes
perfectly with the spirit
FOX
—
"A
Connecticut
Yankee,"
"Seas
Beneath,"
"Mr.
Lemon
of
Orange,"
certain degree, many adults as well.
"Three Girls Lost," "Charlie Chan Carries On," "The Black Camel," of our modern youth.
To have appeal to children does not
I believe that exhibitors can build
"Daddy Long Legs," "Not Exactly Gentlemen," "Wyoming Wonder,"
mean that pictures must be infantile
up
excellent matinee business several
"Girls
Demand
Excitement,"
"Under
Suspicion,"
"Fair
Warning."
in either story or handling. The averdays
a week by running complete
Coming:
"Delicious,"
Gaynor-Farrell-Brendel;
"Young
America";
screen
his
to
looks
age youngster
"Riders of the Purple Sage" and "The Rainbow Trail," Zane Grey programs of shorts. A typical profavorites for inspiration and guidance
stories with George O'Brien; "The Great Air Robbery," with George
gram could be made up right from
in forming his dream of what he or
O'Brien; "Charlie Chan's Chance" and another Charlie Chan story; our own product, as follows:
she will be in later life. Parents do
"Heart Free," with Janet Gaynor; "Royal Road to Romance," with
An Aesop Fable, a Grantland Rice
not object to bringing their children
George O'Brien; "Thoroughbreds," with Frank Albertson, Sally Eilers; Sportlight, or a Johnny Farrell golf
to theaters if they know they are
"The Hysterical Age," with El Brendel, Frank Albertson.
reel, a Vagabond Adventure, one of
going to see the lives of normalminded adults portrayed. Offense, M-G-M— "Shipmates," "Never the Twain Shall Meet," "Sea Eagles," "The Floyd Gibbons' Supreme Thrills, a
as a rule, is taken only to character
Great Meadow," "A Tailor-Made Man," "Trader Horn," "Sidewalks of two reel comedy and Pathe News.
portrayals of roles in life that this
New York." Coming: "Cheri-Bibi," with John Gilbert: "Huddle," with
world would be a better place in
Robert Montgomery; "Pardon Me," with Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy;
which to live if such people did not
"Flying High," from the George White
musical comedy.
exist.
RKO PATHE— "Swing High," "Night Work," "Big Money," "Painted
Desert." Coming: "Suicide Fleet" and three others starring Bill Boyd;
"The Whoop-te-do
Kid" and three others starring Eddie Quillan; six
action
westerns.

By A. J. VAN

BEUREN

RADIO PICTURES MAKE BID
FOR YOUNGSTER TRADE

PUBLIC SCHOOL HEADS

COOPERATION STUNT
Fox's Valencia in Walsenburg,
Colo., has enlisted the co-operation
of the local public school heads on
the Educational Juvenile Harmonica
Playing Contest which it is putting
on in a drive for juvenile patronage.
The contest, which is being widely
campaigned, is sponsored jointly by
the local newspapers and the theater,
with local merchants further co-opcrating in advertising tie-ups and
window displays specially prepared
by Educational.
The Radio is the third medium
employed in the support of this stunt,
with Station KGIW pledged to entertain the winners of the contest, in
addition to which the winners will
broadcast from this station.
The school heads have sanctioned
the distribution of heralds and applications for entrance in the contest,
among the pupils, and also tq lend
their support in any way possible.

Happy Ending

Exhibs who have made a
study of juvenile reactions report that the sugary fadeout
in love stories frequently are
razzed by the kids, whereas a
comedy finish in which the
principals, young or old, wind
up by getting a spanking, invariably draws laughs and applause.

COLUMBIA— "Dirigible," "Rain or Shine," "Africa Speaks," "Tol'able
David," "Charley's Aunt," eight Buck Jones westerns. Coming: "Arizona," "Fifty Fathoms Deep," eight Buck Jones westerns.
UNITED
ARTISTS— "City Lights," "Abraham Lincoln."
UNIVERSAL— "See America Thirst," "Bad Sister."
TIFFANY
westerns. — "Hot Curves," "Drums of Jeopardy," eight Ken Maynard

ITZER
I. SCHN
PH Radio
By JOSE
President,
Pictures

'"THE

KIDDIES

be served as well

as the grown-ups," has become
one of the guiding tenets of the producing heads of Radio Pictures. With
juvenile audience of somea potential
thing like 20,000,000, this company
SONO ART-WORLD WIDE- Series of 10 Thrill-O-Dramas.
intends to frame its 1931-32 program
westerns with Andv with an eye on the box-office support
MONOGRAM
PICTURES— Eight "Bill and Andy
Shuford, juvenile cowboy star.
fraternity in conjuncof thetion juvenile
with their elders. That this is
M. H. HOFFMAN,
JR.— Series of Hoot Gibson westerns.
possible in a big way has been demFITZPATRICK— "The Lady of the Lake," from Sir Walter Scott's poem.
onstrated by "Cimarron." The Richard Dix productions have been genRICHARD
TALMADGE — Series of action pictures in production.
erally successful in this respect, beIMPERIAL
DISTRIBUTING— "Uhangi,"
six-reel African hunt picture.
cause of their adventure and cleanliness of subject. Our new producing
CHESTERFIELD
— "Midnight
Special" and several other action melo- schedule will contain several more
dramas.
Dix vehicles along the same lines.
ROADSHOW
PRODUCTIONS
(L. E. Goetz and Al Dezel)— "Ten The Wheeler and Woolsey pictures
also have met with favor among both
Nights in a Bar Room."
classes, and we will have more of
these next season. We also expect
the team of Hugh Herbert and Edna
May Oliver to click.
In the short subject end, the
Mickey McGuire comedies, the Chic
Sales, Ned Sparks and Rosco Ates
two-reelers, and the Van Beuren cartoons and! novelties all will have
UNIVERSAL — "The Indians Are Coming," "Spell of the Circus," "Finger
Prints," "Heroes of the Flames." Coming: "Battling With Buffalo Bill," strong appeal for the kids as well as
the grownups.
"Heroes of the Law," "The Air-Mail Mystery," "Danger Island."
MASCOT— "King of the Wild," "The Lone Defender," "Phantom of the
Timely Slogan
West." Coming: "The Vanishing Legion," "The Galloping Ghost," "The
"For the kids and grownLightning Warrior," "The Eagle's Shadow."
ups" is suggested by A. P.
SYNDICATE— "The Mystery Trouper."
Waxman, RKO Pathe advertisJACK NELSON— "Tarzan the Terrible."
ing counsel, as the slogan of
GUARANTEED
PICTURES ("Bud" Pollard)— Jack Hoxie serial, synthe day for the film industry.
chronized.
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Short Subjects Appealing to the Kids
DARMOUR'S KID CAMPAIGN
BRINGS COOD RESULTS
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

EDUCATIONAL — Mack Sennett comedies: "Don't Bite Your Dentist,"
"One Yard to Go," "The Dog Doctor," "Just a Bear," "Ghost Parade."
Lloyd Hamilton comedies: "Follow the Swallow," "Good Morning,
Sheriff," "Polished Ivory," "Honk Your Horn," "Prize Puppies," "Won
by a Neck," "Up a Tree." Mermaid comedies: "The Big Jewel Case,"
"Western Knights," "His Error," "Shooting of Dan the Duck," "The
Back Page." Ideal comedy, "Pete and Repeat." Gayety comedies: "Don't
Leave Home," with Johnnie Hines; "A Fowl Affair," with all-fowl cast.
Tuxedo comedy: "Girls Will Be Boys," with Charlotte Greenwood. Vanity comedies: "The Freshman's Goat," "Don't Give Up," "College Cuties,"
"A Happy Little Honeymoon." Romantic Journeys: scenic series. Lyman
H. Howe's Hodge Podge: series of amusing one-reelers. Mack Sennett
Brevities: comedy and educational shorts in color. Paul Terry-Toons;
animated cartoons.
William J. Burns Detective Series.

Hollywood — A policy of staying
away from sophisticated and "dialoguey" talkers, with more attention
being paid instead to the proven elements that meet with juvenile favor,
will be maintained by Larry Darmour, producer of the Mickey McGuire comedies for RKO, who re- RKO PATHE — Aesops Fables, with Milton and Mary Mouse, Flossie
Hippo, Don Dog, etc.; Grantland Rice Sportlights; Pathe Review, conports excellent results so far in his
taining the Sue Hastings Marionettes and other subjects of juvenile apcampaign to build up kid patronage.
Darmour was one of the first propeal; Vagabond Adventures; the coming Floyd Gibbons "Supreme
Thrills," interviews with war-time celebrities, and the series of Masquers
ducing executives to take notice of
Club shorts, presenting groups of stars. Also various two reel comedies
the waning patronage from children
with Daphne Pollard, Jimmy Gleason, Benny Rubin, Frank McHugh
following the introduction of talkers,
and other comedians popular with juveniles, and the animal series being
and he immediately set to work to
made by the Frank Buck expedition to the Far East jungles.
do something about it.
His plan of action included a personal campaign to newspaper critics VITAPHONE — Looney Tunes, animated cartoon series; Robert L. Ripof the country with enlightening
ley's "Believe It or Not"; Edgar Bergren ventriloquist series; "Adventures in Africa" series. Coming: Series of juvenile stories, written by
| facts on the dangers of an over-sophisticated picture program. The
Booth Tarkington; S. S. Van Dine Detective Stories; "The Girl Friends"
danger lay, he maintained in the loss
comedies, starring little Thelma White and big Fanny Watson; "Merrie
Melodies" cartoon series; "How I Play Golf," Bobby Jones series; Newof kid patronage and the possibilities
man Travel Talk series, also more Looney Tunes and Ripleys.
of youngsters never forming the
movie-habit. These statements were
published by many reviewers with M-G-M — Our Gang comedies, Boy Friends comedies, Laurel and Hardy
comedies, Charley Chase comedies, Dogville comedies, Burton Holmes
pertinent
comments
of their own.
travelogues, Flip the Frog animated cartoons.
He provoked interest with an exhibitor campaign that pleaded for the
necessity of a balanced bill which RKO — Mickey McGuire comedies, produced by Larry Darmour; Lou Brock
shorts, with Chic Sale, Ned Sparks, Rosco Ates and others; Van Beuren
would include subjects appealing to
children. To exhibitors, whenever
cartoons and novelties; Leigh Jason "Humanettes," produced by Frank
Newman.
convenient, Darmour has lent aid by
offering the McGuire youngsters for
— Screen Songs, Talkartoons, Robert C. Bruce scenics,
personal appearance. Finally he has PARAMOUNT
Paramount Pictorials, and comedies with Skeets Gallagher and Stuart
inaugurated a nation-wide chain of
Erwin, Charlie Ruggles, Smith and Dale, and Billy House.
Mickey McGuire Clubs.

7 COMMERCIAL TIE-UPS
ADVERTISE "OUR GANG"

FITZPATRICKTravelTalks.

-Music

Master

series,

Holiday

Subjects,

Horoscopes,

IMPERIAL DISTRIBUTING— Edgar Guest one reel novelties, stories
and poems; Port O'Calls, travelogues; Chester Scenics; "Barefoot Boy"
and "Green Mountain Justice," two reel melodramas; "Ole Bill," comedy;
"Musical Moments," "Spanish Rhythm" and "Pinaforettes," two reel
musicals;
Renaldo. "The Mask," romantic fantasy, with Bela Lugosi and Duncan

Hal Roach's "Our Gang" is receiving some exceptionally fine national publicity of value to exhibitor COLUMBIA — "Krazy Kat," "Mickey Mouse" and "Silly Symphonies," ani'through the medium of seven tie-ups
mated cartoons; Walter Futter's "Curiosities," Bray's "Rambling Rewith big commercial firms. Among
comedies. porter," "Screen Snap Shots." Coming: Series of Bryan Foy animal
the most important is a window display arrangement with the Dennison
Others are: B. T. Babbitt, UNIVERSAL— "Strange As It Seems"; Oswald the Rabbit; and the comMfg. Co.
ing Christy Walsh All-America Sports Series, Dangerous Jobs series,
jOur Gang newspaper, magazine and
"The
Shadow" detective series, and two reel comedies with Slim Sum"Babwindow display advertising on
merville, George Sidney, Charlie Murray, Eddie Gribbon, Lloyd HamilO"; Borgfeldt, Our Gang china dolls
ton, Daphne Pollard and others.
and wooden figures; All Fair Corp.,
Our Gang Tipple-Topple game; Wm.
Lubin & Son, Our Gang all-over box TIFFANY — Talking Chimp comedies; "Voice of Hollywood"; "Pigskin
Problems," football series.
paper designs; Central Tablet Co.,
Our Gang writing paper tablets, and UFA— Oddities.
the Wolf Co., Our Gang cut-out figures, paper cups, and ice-cream win- TALKING PICTURE EPICS— Novelties.
dow displays.
TOM

Covers All
Paramount advertising copy
on "Skippy" in the metropolitan district carried the following pip line: "For every one
who is a kid, has a kid, or ever
was a kid."

GRIFFITH — Wild animal series in Multicolor.

IDEAL

PICTURES— Novelty and animal shorts .

INKWELL

STUDIOS— Cartoon

McCRORY

STUDIOS— Buster

novelties.
Bear

series.

FILM
EXCHANGE,
INC.— "Living Book of Knowledge" series.
SIMPLE
SIMON
COMEDIES— Series with Louis
Simon.

ONLY 6 OUT OF 30 FILMS
GET OKAY FOR CHILDREN
Scarcity of feature pictures
distinct appeal for juveniles is
cated in the April tabulation of with
Educational Screen" giving the
bined judgments of a national
mittee on current pictures and their
suitability for children as
adults.
Out of a total of well as
indi30 films
appraised, only six are rated suitable
for children under 15. Even out of
this half dozen, some are passed with
reservation. In addition to the group
comcomof six, four are described as more or
less doubtful.
The 30Ideal,"
pictures are: "Bad Sister,"
"Beau
"Caught Cheating,"
"Captain Thunder," "Charlie Chan
Carries On," "City Lights," "Connecticut Ya n k e e," "Conquering
Horde," "Dracula," "Drums of Jeopardy," "East Lynne," "Fifty Million
Frenchmen," "Gentlemen's Fate,"
"Honor Among Lovers," "Hot
Curves," "It Pays to Advertise,"
"Kismet," "Lion and the Lamb,"
"Lonelv Wives," "Man of the
World," "Men Call It Love," "Milhe," "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath,"
"Seas Beneath," "Single Sin," "Skippy," "Tailor-Made Man," "Unfaithful," "Viennese Nights."
Approved pictures are: "Charlie
Chan," "City Lights," "Connecticut
Yankee," "It Pays to Advertise,"
"Skippy" and "Tailor-Made Man."
"Hot Curves" and "Seas Beneath"
are labeled "perhaps," while "Bad
Sister" and "Viennese Nights" rate
"of little interest." All others receive a definitely negative comment.

INCIDENTAL KID APPEAL
HELPED PUT FILMS OVER
By General
C. C. Sales
EZELL
Manager,

Eastern

Warner Bros.

"THOUGH the various pictures of
ours in which we had the juvenile
element, such as "Courage," "Doorway Hell," "Old English," Father's
exSon," todid not feature children
clusively, they owed a good part of
their success to the human interest
motif of the child. "Penrod," which
First National will produce, is the
comedy-drama of a boy of 12. Special pains will be taken with the casting of the roles, and we expect to
have in it a box-office ace.

Few Censor Troubles
Pictures produced with the
juvenile angle in mind seldom
run into any censor trouble, it
it pointed out by Lou Brock,
who turns out short features
for RKO.

RADIO

LANDS

ON

THE B.O. BUTTON
POWER
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ix an
Prosperity. Brought In While Show
of "Cimarron"

News
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Still Sizzles with Grosses

and "Skippy"!

Stars of the Minute, Radio Pictures Blends Their Draw in an Attraction That Stands on
Both Feet and Swings for the Chin . . • Action, Snap, Humor, Resounding

Heart Wallop

in Rex Beach's Clean-Cut Story of Two Fighting Mates Who

Be Licked . . .

Wouldn't
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Clean Juvenile

Timely Tonic

Refreshing Youth Themes
Offer Contrast to
Crime, Sex

The Exhibitor's Friend

By S. R. KENT

V ice-President and General Matiager, Warner Bros.

/ 'ice-President, Paramount-Publix
p1HE
development of the youthful

players in such pictures as "Tom
Sawyer" and "Skippy" at; a - time
when there were a large number of
gang and sexy pictures was worth
a great deal to the film industry as
a whole in the way of trade, and
I'm glad
the way in that
that Paramount
movement. has led
This company is fortunate in that
it has a great bunch of child stars
with drawing power. We have Jackie
and Robert Coogan, Mitzi Green and
Jackie Searl, who showed in "Tom
Sawyer" and "Skippy," what a great
appeal they have to all classes of
film fans.
On the basis of these past performance, Ihave high hopes for the forthcoming series of pictures with youthful stars which are to be an outstanding feature of the Paramount
schedule of talking films for 1931-32.
These pictures will include "Huckleberry, Finn," with the same group
of lively and talented
youngsters who
made "Tom Sawyer" memorable.
I he hunch of Paramount executives
when Jackie Coogan returned to the
screen in the first Mark Twain classic to be pictured audibly, that his
re-appearance would be something of
a sensation, was amply borne nut
by events.

HARMONICA TIEUP PROVES
. ENDURING EXPLOITATION
The Harmonica Playing Contest
idea, developed in an exclusive arrangement between Educational Pictures and M. Hohner, Inc., manufacturers of harmonicas, is one of the
biggest juvenile exploitation stunts
to have endured over a period of
years. Due to its fundamental appeal
to the youngster continent, it has
grown within the past five years to
nationwide importance. Whereas
Educational formerly confined the
harmonica tie-up to one series of its
comedies, it has now extended the offer to cover all of Educational's comcd'es,
thengexhibit
or greater
freedom giving
in selecti
his program
.
Generosity of the Hohner people in
presenting prizes of great value,
coupled with the fact that the juveniles of America are harmonicaconscious, makes this one of the most
feasible and effective campaigns for
bringing children to the theater.

Adventure
"Floyd Gibbons' Supreme
Thrills," the RKO Pathe releases dealing with the deeds
of heroic personages in the war,
are expected to make a strong
appeal to the adventurous inclinations in juveniles.

By SAM

WHOLESOME YOUTH FILMS
DRAW BETTER CLASSES

E. MORRIS

A GOOD juvenile film is the exhibitor's friend, for the quite obvious and demonstrable fact that it appeals not only to the young
folk, but to the adult population as well. A first-rate juvenile picture is a contradiction in terms unless it is chockful of human appeal
and humor. It gives the young a reflection of themselves, and affords the grown-ups a glimpse into their own childhood.

Juvenile Shorts Will Draw Kids
When Feature is of Adult Type
By E. W. HAMMONS

President, Educational Film Exchanges
INHERE ment inis
probably
no one that
elescreen
entertainment
is as sure-fire with juvenile audiences
as comedy, and because juvenile patronage has always been one of our
major concerns, the largest part of
Educational's program is devoted to
comedy. Apparently the great importance of bringing children to the
theater was for some time lost sight
of by some producers and many exhibitors, for the necessity of bidding
for juvenile patronage has now mani-
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fested itself more forcibly than ever.
The action that is often lacking
in screen dramas, is always inherent
in comedies, for action 'and comedy
are virtually synonymous. At no
time, therefore, need an exhibitor be
at a loss for effective bait for the
child element, for even where, of necessity, the main feature is not typical juvenile fare, it is still possible
for him to satisfy the youngster contingent with a surrounding program
of well-selected comedies.
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CENSORSHIP has reached the
home. Through the continual
pounding, pounding on the screens
of the nation of the gangster's fist,
the racketeer's machine gun or the
innuendoes of the sophisticated man
or woman of the world, censorship
of the movies by mothers and fathers,
has surely and steadily crept into the
home.
Xo longer do we hear, "Let's take
the kiddies to the movies," but rather,
"What's at the movie house tonight?
Is it all right to take the kids?"
The solution is simple. "Singer's
Midgets" did it. The circus does it.
The old Hippodrome did it and so
successfully that its memory should
put the "die-hards" to shame. Entertainment for old and young. Good
wholesome programs, thoroughly
sufficient for adults, entertaining for
juveniles. Is it coming back or will
the motion picture industry completely forget the newer generation
upon whom the seed must be cast?
Story readers continually cast
aside manuscripts that fail to glorify
the modern gangster or exploit the
degenerated "s.a." Directors frantically order re-takes because their
<'ars do not satisfactorily emulate
'he passionate lovers. Producers burn
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up long distance wires with orders
for more "kick" in productions and
offer cash prizes for titles that in
the majority prove to be repulsive to
the decent mother and father.
Lastly, publicity directors bemoan
their fate at having nothing upon
which to base a sensational advertising and exploitation campaign, regardless of the money appropriation.
And all the time they are blind to
the juvenile trade that is voluntarily
staying away from the unattractive
entertainment created by these modern pictures or are forbidden to attend the theater by their parents.
Too many productions today are
playing sweetly into the hands of
the proverbial blue-noses who denounce movies any day of the week.
The industry fights' the blue noses
with legislation, but not with the one
weapon that will subsidize civic action and even the action of the opponents— pictures for all. entertainment for the whole family, so that
they may attend tonight, tomorrow
or anytime without home censorship.
The solution can be met by the
producers getting together — and only
by getting ALL together and reverting to entertainment for the generation that won't forget 10 and 20
vears hence.

By W. RAY JOHNSTON

President,

Monogram

Pictures

Corp.

T AM glad that a concerted effort is
being made to bring the juvenile
patron back to the theater. Juveniles
always have been one of our best
seat sellers, for they not only boost
sales by their own patronage, but by
bringing along the parents as well.
I have been happy to see Paramount bring out "Tom Sawyer" and
"Skippy."
After seeing these pic- 1
tures,
particularly
the
delightful
"Skippy," one cannot help but wonder what the movie patron sees in
the string of gangster
stories that
have been filling our screens.
Certainly by that type of picture we are j
driving away from our theaters the
better type of patron as well as the
, The
newly
formed
Monogram
juvenile.
Pictures Corp., realizing the importance of the juvenile, has included in
its new program
a series of eight
out-of-door
productions
known
as
the "Bill and Andy" series, featuring
Bill Cody and little Andy
Shuford,
the clever cowboy juvenile of "The (
Big Trail," "The Great Meadow" and
"A Rider of the Plains."
Andy
is ]
only 12, but he is one of the fastest I
of riders, an expert marksman
and \
can give a performance that puts you 1
in hysterics one moment and in tears i
the next. The "Bill and Andy" series I
will be clean, light, out-door western j
dramas
which will appeal to young j
and old alike.

Use of "Daring" in Ads
Taboo'd by Fox Theaters
In conforming with the recent instructions from the Hays Office
against spicy and strong advertising,
Fox theaters have been notified by
the home office to drop the word
"daring" from the advertising campaign of "Seed." Similar censoring
of ads, including the elimination oij
anything deemed salacious, guns oC
commission of crimes, and anything j
that
mightordered
"stir to
has been
out.baser emotioi i *

Contrast
Among
the week'salong
items the
of
keen
conversation
Main Stem was the strikingly
contrasted combination of fare
on the bill at Loew's State. In
conjunction with the "family
type" screen attraction, "Skippy," there was a stage show of
highly sophisticated flavor t>rovided by the unrestrained
Texas Guinan gang of night
club diverters.
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Westerns Perennially Popular With Kids
EXH1B REACTIONS DECIDED
SONO ARTCKID POLICY
By BUDD

ROGERS

Director of Sales, Sono Art-World Wide
A

SPECIFIC attempt to incorporate into its pictures such material and themes as will stimulate
the interest of children, was a definite part of Sono Art-World Wide's
production policy in scheduling its
scries of Ten Thrill-O-Dramas, and
was a direct consequence of my
seven weeks' tour of the company's
exchanges and contacts with exhibitors throughout the country.
My

talks and analytical discussions, with all types of theater operators, left me no other conclusion
but that there was a crying need for
screen stuff that has the children in
mind as well as the grown-ups. On
all sides, I was informed that there
had been too much of static themes
and situations since dialogue took
the screen, and that the real guts in
story and situation, such as originally won all classes and ages to the
silent movie, had been woefully lacking .
After call
all,the
it'sturn.
the exhibitor
who
should
He is closest
to the ultimate audience. He hears
their direct complaints and criticisms.
And when exhibitors in different
parts of the country are in single accord as to what the audience wants,
it certainly
must
be so.
And so, for the sake of good business, we went ahead with the foregoing policy in mind, and instituted
the Thrill-O-Dramas, the first three
of which have already been completed, i.e., "Swanee River," "Air
Police," and "In Old Cheyenne."
The idea is for each picture to contain the old-time thrill, the old-time
dj namic action and simple plot
which in the old silent days originally won millions to the allure of the
screen.

Comedy Matinees
By S. W. HATCH

Sales Manager, Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.
/""OMEDIES have always been made with one eye to the reaction of the youngster. Children love comedies because they
love to laugh, and because comedy, with its attendant element of
action, is most comprehensible to them. The 100 per cent short
comedy program is a "natural" for stimulating child attendance. It
has many times in the past proven its worth as a stimulant for the
box-office in general, and as a builder of juvenile patronage in particular. The field is rich with comedy material which, presented in
special laugh matinees, can accomplish two very important things;
namely, bring in extra shekels to the box-office, and more important
yet, revive the interest of the youngsters in pictures.

Columbia's Juvenile Pictures
Followed Up With Exploitation
By JOE BRANDT

President, Columbia Pictures
theater after .the picRECOGNITION of the importance the exhibitor's
ture has been booked.
of maintaining juvenile interest
For instance, a nation-wide radio
in motion pictures is at all times in
campaign
was conducted on "Dirigithe forefront of Columbia's plans and
ble," whereby a live, active interest
operations, not only in the selection
of vehicles but also in our advertis- on the part of school and college students is maintained throughout the
ing and exploitation.
life of the picture, and in every city
Such films as "Dirigible," "Tol'able where "Dirigible" plays the picture
David," "Africa Speaks," "Charley's will be brought directly and interAunt," "Arizona," "Fifty Fathoms
estingly to the attention of the
Deep" and others, were chosen for younger mind.
Columbia's line-up with juvenile paColumbia's program of short subtronage very definitely in mind.
jects stands high in the favor of
But Columbia has not been satisfied with merely producing pictures young people. "Krazy Kat," "Mickey
"Silly Symphonies," "Curiwith an especial interest for the Mouse," osities,"
"The Rambling Reporter"
younger people. In various ways it and "Screen Snapshots" are as popular with the juveniles as with the
has gone directly to them with plans
for the purpose of bringing them into grown-ups.

Exploitation
Has Longer Value
When Applied to Series Subjects
By LARRY

Benson
Planning
Circuit
Adrian, Minn. — R. E. Benson, formerly of the Princess here, is reported planning formation
of a circuit
i n ihracing several surrounding towns.

A Happy Return

An item of keen interest to
juvenile fans of many years
ago, and an event that should
create joyful moments for the
youngsters of today as weC, is
the return of the Keystone
Kops in the Masquers Club
comedies to be released by
RKO Pathe. Mack Swain will
be the captain of the group, as
in the old Keystone days, when
the brigade included Ford Sterling, Chester Conklin, Clyde
Cook, Hank Mann, Jimmy Finlayson and Bobby Vernon.

Outdoor

Action

Pictures

Grownups
Appeal
to the
By NED

E. DEPINET

Vice-President and General Sales
Manager, RKO Pathe

"V'OUTH

passes, but romance lives.
The old fashioned western pictures entertained youngsters from
eight to 80 and we believe their charm
has not decreased. Their disappearance from the screen may be attributed to a passing change in public taste, but the public still wants
ofthe
fer. thrills that only westerns can
More than that, with sound and
the modern perfection of photography, there will be more beautiful
scenic effects, naturally, with more
realism from every standpoint.
To help bring back the family
trade and thus aid exhibitors in one
of their box-office problems, RKO
Pathe is producing for the new season six feature length westerns in
addition to the 21 specials.
This series will be designed to appeal to the entire family and regain
for exhibitors the patronage of the
younger generation. They will appeal to all classes. They will be
western action pictures with plenty
of romance and adventure staged in
the atmosphere of the West of the
wild and
esque past.wooly days of the picturCharles R. Rogers, who guided the
destinies of two of the screen's mosl
popular
heroes,
Ken
Maynard
and
Harry
Carey,
will supervise
th
RKO
Pathe
westerns.

Missouri
Houses Reopen
St. Louis — The Opera in Triplett,
the Rexsouri,inand the
Gilman
City,Rod
bothat inJoppa,
MisGolden
111., have reopened.

DARMOUR

Producer of Comedies for RKO
CHORT subjects not only bring just
as good results as features when
properly exploited, but in the case of
series the advantages are of a far
more lasting nature.
The wide difference in exploiting
the short as compared to the feature
is that in the latter the ballyhoo is
for the one time only, whereas with
the short of a series you are building
your patronage over a long period of
time.

Wolfson
Succeeds
Starz
each time one of the Mickey
scries
Dallas — William N. Wolfson, adwas shown.
There is such a thing, however, as
vertising manager
Publix's Starz
Palace, succeeds
Frankfor Orlando
hopping on at the right time. As in as publicity and advertising manager
the case of the feature, one short of the Majestic. Starz formerly handled publicity and advertising lor the
may have better exploitation possiCircuit in Texas.
bilities than another. Illustrating entire Interstate
this point, let me again call your attention to the Mickey series. One of

our latest releases is "Mickey's
Crusaders," a comedy of Toonerville
dealing with the circus. Here is a
form
of exploitation that always lias
I have a number of communications from exhibitors who have used brought good results. There is color
solid exploitation on our Mickey and lots of it in circus exploitation —
McGuire comedies. The results in clowns, parades, stuffed animals in
each case have been highly satisfac- cages and plenty of noise. We learn
tory. Particularly has it helped the
that this year there hasn't been a
exhibitor in building the kid matinee circus picture produced for release
business. Wherever, for instance, a during the present circus season.
Mickey McGuire Club has been or- Here then is the opportunity to give
ganized, the exhibitor assures us that full exploitation to a short subject
(he attendance of kids has increased with almost assured success.

Civic Service
Olathe, Kan. — In a drive to
clean up the city the Gem cooperated with the Chamber of
Commerce by giving a free
morning matinee, to which all
children of Olathe were invited, admission charge for
each being six tin cans. A city
truck was parked in front of
the theater to take care of the
"admission fees."
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subjects. Advertise them for the
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Modern

Material Important in Kid Films

Stories Must Be in Tune
With Thoughts and
Moods of Today
First

By JESSE

Vice-President,

— Backbone

L. LASKY

travelogsasTessons

FOR SUMMEITSCrlOOLS"

Widespread approval has been
given by parents and teachers to the
plan of aters,summer
"school"
moviePathe
theas suggested
by in
RKO
through the medium of the Vagabond
Adventure series produced by Van
Beuren,
This idea offers theaters an opportunity for providing entertainment
and a community service at the same
time. It also helps draw patrons at
a time when the heat may make the
out-of-doors more attractive than a
theater interior.

45 for Albert Herman
Albert Herman, who will
again direct the new series of
Larry Darmour's Mickey McGuire comedies for RKO, has
handled the megaphone for 45
of the 47 McGuire comedies
made by Darmour since he
started the series in 1926. Herman's experience as a comedy
director dates back to the Keystone days.

of the Box-office

(Continued

Paramount-Publix

"CKIPPY" and "Tom Sawyer"
^ point the way to the kind of entertainment that the American public is ready for in every period in
every generation.
We have been passing through an
age of real sophistication and, naturally, we have been influenced by that
type of material. "Skippy," "Tom
Sawyer" and other pictures which
appeal to everybody from eight to
80 years of age are definite evidence
of a real departure from this sophisticated trend. There is a lot of truth
to the phrase, "when you reach the
heart of a child, you reach the heart
of a nation." Going back to the
classics, such as "Little Lord Fauntlcroy" and "The Prince and the
Pauper" you will find that the stories
which had the theme of youth always
had a very wide sale and always had
an appeal to adults. I think that the
success of the so-called "kid" pictures will depend upon rather modern
or materialmaterial,
that stilllike
is "Skippy,"
in tune with
our
thoughts of today, such as Mark
Twain's stories. Children of today
and parents want material showing
the small-town American background,
and epics of children of the streets
or slums of big cities.
"Kid" pictures, of the type that
appeal to both children and adults,
are about to ride a new wave of popularity.

KID SCENES ALWAYS EVOKE
RESPONSE FROM AUDIENCE

THE KIDS
heads of families with kids of their
own.
*
*
*
"EXHIBITORS are quite generally
agreed that drawing juveniles into
the theater is not a difficult task provided the show fulfills the double requirement of interesting the kids and
meeting the approval of their elders.
One of the stumbling blocks in the
situation is the difference that frequently exists between what the
youngsters like to see and what their
parents or public welfare guardians
consider proper for them to see.
Although a canvass of the courts
of the land has failed to show that
juvenile delinquency or law infractions are traceable to motion picture
influence, censors of all descriptions,
with and without portfolio, continue
their magnifying-glass scrutiny of
films in search of anything that may
be construed as harmful to the tender
mind.
'I hese activities, however ludicrous
they may be at times, partly atone
for themselves in the unconscious
tribute they pay to the power of the
screen, and, to some degree, in their
cumulative effect on the producing
centers, resulting in constantly more
efficient censorship at the source.
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action — is the fundamental basis of
kid appeal. Sound is a great adjunct
of action, but when the story goes
into dialogue to any extent it loses its
giip on the majority of young minds.
The axiom that one picture is
worth a thousand words, either
printed or spoken, holds especially
true with children, and application of
the principle to motion pictures means
that no important point should be
put across with words when it is posture. sible to do so with some act or gesReplies to a questionnaire, sent out
by The Film Daily to exhibitors in
connection with this special issue, indicate an overwhelming demand for
virile action in dramas and bioad
slapstick in comedies. These are reported as the qualities most readily
understood and enjoyed by juveniles.
The supply of such pictures has
gradually diminished since sound
came along and started a wave of
verbal sophistication that sometimes
is over the heads of even the most
veteran

movie*-goer.

Injecting

the

Double

Editor,

Pathe

News

Y"OU can't beat a kid story foi
human interest in <
news putting
film.
The spontaneous and usually comi
cal antics of youngsters1 supply a
spirit of comedy that is just as im^
portant for contrast to the more seri^
ous stories in a news reel as comedy
relief is in a feature production.
Sometimes the story may b<
"Babies Weigh in at Health Clinic]
or perhaps "Bov Tests Glider H<
Of course,
Made
Himself."with its general new)
interest, too, the usual news reel i
suitable for juvenile audiences.
ploitation efforts and his ingenuity
in getting the most out of his show

Local Co-operation
TN

Appeal

A SKED for their opinion as to why
"Skippy" has scored such a universal hit, nearly 50 exhibitors replied
that itstory
is because
of the
picture's
The Elusive Happy Medium
consistent
interest,
holding
the
OW to give the. youngsters what attention of all classes and ages.
they want in the way of screen
Numerous exhibs further sugfare without causing adult customers
gested, of their own accord, that proto stay away is another troublesome
ducers
of juvenile pictures should alwrinkle. Some exhibs find that, when
ways make it a point to see that a
playing a picture with primary ap- good human interest story is used as
peal for kids, their night business is a basis, thereby adding the necessary
more or less affected.
quality to attract the adults as well.
It is also intimated that there need
But enterprising showmen have
discovered various ways of equalizing not l>e a deluge ot kid films, but
the situation. One good idea, when merely a reasonable and steady supan attraction has obvious appeal for
ply which, added to the exploitable
the kids, is to exploit the adult juvenile angles contained in the genangles. Another is the practice of
eral run of product, will give exhibibooking a strong lineup of shorts
tors all the material they need in
with juvenile appeal on a bill where this line.
the feature is of adult type, and vice
features vs. Shorts
versa.
THE
possibilities of short subjects
An additional advantage on the side
in
attracting
kid attendance are
of good kid pictures is the amount
of excellent free advertising, boosting still being largely missed by the rank
and b.o. support that they voluntarily and file of exhibitors. A properly
enlist from schools, clubs, civic or- chosen bill of shorts can be just as
ganizations and other bodies. If the effective as any juvenile feature in
wide-awake exhibitor makes the most drawing the young folks.
of these valuable features they will
It is vitally important for the exhibitor to realize the juvenile values
more than compensate for any loss of
revenue sustained through grownups in shorts because the supply of these
staying away on account of the juve- subjects is steadier, more ample and
nile nature of the picture.
at present more dependable than the
Then there is the automatic balanc- output of juvenile features. One or
ing process whereby, for ever}' adult two comedies or novelties often are
that stays away from a kid picture, sufficient to attract a large number
a family combination of two or more of youngsters regardless of what may
is sure to attend.
be the feature of the program. This
makes it possible to insure kid appeal
Action Is Basic Quantity
at a comparatively low cost. And it
far preferable to the suicide policy
PRODUCERS who aim to catch the is
juvenile fancy must be constantly of double features. But the results
guided by the rule that pantomime —
depends largely on the exhibitor's ex-

H(

By E. P. HOWARD

every live community there are
from half a dozen to more than
score of women's clubs, educations
groups and other civic organization;
willing and anxious to co-operati
with local theater managers. Thesi
interested bodies not only can be o
service in keeping the exhibitor in
formed on the likes and dislikes o:
the community, but their interest
sympathetically cultivated, consti
tutes a backlog of patronage.
Exhibitors too often have a ten
dency to resent the attentions o
civic groups, and thereby make th
mistake of creating antagonism,
whereas a little toleration would com.
pensate them even for the sometime
unduly annoying, though well-mean
ing, activities of these individuals.
Motion pictures have developed I
far
into public
the "public
utility"
class espe
tha
intense
interest
in them,
cially from authoritative sources, i
unavoidable.
If properly humored and dealt
with, this interest can be turned into
valuable co-operation. If resented, it
may do much harm.
Next to acquiring a thorough fa
miliarity with product, there are few
things of greater importance to the
theater manager than knowing hi
community.
With a knowledge of these two inj
hand, the task of drawing both
youngsters and oldsters into the the
ater becomes a much simplified operation.

20,000,000

There are something like 20,000,000 children who should
patronize the moving picture
theaters,
according
mate made
by RKO.to an esti-
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And There Are 101 VITAPHONE SHORTS
That Will Draw the Kids and Crowds!
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Young
Contests
Draw
Thousands
Unusual
Success Folks7
Greets
SERIALS PLAYING BIG PART
Censor
Proof
Entertainment
Kid Stunts Put On
by Fox Houses
(Editor's Note: Fox Theaters has
been the most active circuit in creating and carrying out exploitation
ideas to bring children into the theater. The highlights of the work done
are presented in the following article.)

By LOUIS A. BROWN
Fox Theaters Home Office
BOOSTING juvenile patronage, not
only in conjunction with pictures
having kid appeal, but in various
other ways as well, has been receiving intensive attention from Fox
Theaters for quite some time. Results have proven so worth while that
this will be pursued even more diligently in the future.
In going after the young folks
various methods were employed,
usually depending upon conditions in
each individual situation.

Mickey Mouse Clubs
Mickey Mouse Clubs have been established in theaters throughout the
country. These clubs are composed
of children who meet on Saturday
mornings at the theaters where they
are shown special pictures and where
contests are held with prizes provided
by neighboring merchants who act
as sponsors of the organization. The
clubs have tended to increase children's attendance not only on the
meeting day but during matinees and
evening shows.
As an illustration of some of the
contests, the managers of the Fox
theaters in Kenosha and Sheboygan,
Wis., inaugurated a doll dressmaking
contest. The fascination that dolls
evoke from girls of all ages was
keenly manifested. The first two
contests drew record attendance of
aspiring dressmakers, as well as their
mothers. Furthermore, photographs
of girls holding dolls are readily acceptable for publication by the majority of newspaper editors. Not only
did this dressmaking contest attract
the girls but a great number of boys
as well.

By ARTHUR

TN THESE days when some states
are making menacing legislative
cracks at gangster and so-called sex
type of pictures, productions especially designed for children are particularly of vital value to the industry.
They are not only family-trade-developing, but also censor-proof entertainment. Any pictures which help
reduce pressure on the film business
at this moment ought to be welcome
Here is a class of screen fare that
guests.

W.

EDDY

is exclusively constructive in theme
and character. It's free from sophistication which the average talker
packs and which, in many instances,
has induced antagonistic laws. And,
viewed from a box-office angle, it
embraces material which appeals to
both juvenile and adult tastes.
Pictures of this category ought to
be encouraged via the playdate
method. Exhibitors who use them
will help ward off plenty of legislative grief, locally and nationally.

est, each member of the club was
given a button and a membership
card. Each Saturday morning the
names of ten children are posted in
the lobby and they are admitted free.
These lucky ones are given the privilege of singing through the microphone of the public address system
during the organ solos, with the rest
of the children joining in.

Ark Week. Children are asked to exhibit their pets a certain hour every
day and patrons are asked to cast ballots for the best specimens in each
class. This stunt is bound to attract
attention of newspapers and gives the
theater excellent publicity breaks and
at the same time builds patronage.

Dancing Schools

Another is a soap carving contest
and a tie-up can be made with some
soap distributor in the town and it is
up to him to publicize the contest in
store windows and other places where
he has contact. Prizes are awarded
for the best pieces of soap sculpture
entered by children of 16 or under.
The idea of the contest is to have
children take a bar of soap and make
carvings of various figures, which are
judged and prizes awarded. The winning carvings can be placed in the
It bby for exhibition.

Soap Carving

Another means of attracting children to the theater is through the
medium of the Fox Fanchon and
Marco free dancing schools. These
schools have been established in
many of our theaters and the membership is astounding.
As an
example,
the inchildren's
follies
staged
by thein Fox
Detroit
recently, 950 children participated.
There are more than 1,200 members
in the class. The dancing school is
worked under the following plan:
Rope Skipping
Children purchase an admission ticket to the theater, which entitles them
to dancing instructions. As they
Another contest especially suitable
show progress they are advanced and for girls is a rope skipping tournagiven instructions accordingly.
ment in which prizes are awarded for
the number of skips without stopJuvenile Revue
ping. Fancy skipping and double
skipping also for rope dancing.
Another incident of the dancing rope
fi is contest should be run on the
school is shown through the revue
stage at
any consist
children's
performance.
staged by Manager Douglas C. Mac Other
ideas
of tying
up with
Naughton of the Fox Rivoli in
a
music
store
for
a
harmonica
conHempstead, Long Island. This revue
test, roller skating contest, tie-up with
was staged on a week-end and the boy scouts
for knot tying contest and
Glee Clubs
business was the largest week-end
business in eight months. The cost a city-wide spelling bee for children.
In every instance it is a good policy
Another means of bringing chil- attached to the operation of a danchave merchants donate prizes or
dren to the theater was inaugurated
ing school is very small compared to
by Manager Harvey Fleischman of to the results it brings. Generally, it some refreshments for the children.
the Fox Carroll in Brooklyn in the requires only services of an instructor It will be found that merchants in
form of a glee club which already has and a pianist but, of course, when any community are generally willing
a membership of 1,500 children. To the classes are as large as those of to cooperate with the theater as it
make this club a success. Manager Detroit. Washington and St. Louis, means additional publicity and sales
Fleischman distributed thousands of it is necessary to employ one or two for them. Fromi time to time it
heralds throughout the community assistant dancing
would be wise to sell parents on
instructors.
sending their children to pictures by
announcing his plan. As a result 500
means of a good mailing list.
children were present for the initial
Trick Animal Contests
meeting.
To create additional interMany contests have been suggested
to Fox theater managers as a means
of tempting the children back to the
Students Vote for "All Quiet"
Andy Clyde's 37th
theater. Some of these have already
Members of the senior class at CoAndy Clyde has made 37
been successfully used. One is a trick
comedies for Mack Sennett in
University have voted "All
animal contest on the stage in which Quiet onlumbia
the ofWestern
the
a little over two years. And
children bring their pets and have best picture
the past Front'
year. asErich
them do tricks. Judges award prizes Maria Remarque's novel also was
he's still going strong!
to the winners. Another is a Noah's voted the best book.

IN BRINGING THE KIDSBACK
By STANLEY

BERGERMAN

In Charge of Short Subject Production,
Universal Studio
TN the rush to sound the industry
came near losing sight of first
principles. One of these was that
new audiences must continually be
created, and that the enthusiastic
support of each younger generation
must be won as it comes along. There
were, and are, problems aplenty in
sound and dialogue in all their ramifications. But it is a healthy sign
that the industry has now swung
back to first principles in the allimportant matter of child patronage.
Just as one picture crystallized the
whole sound revolution, so one production proved to be the spark that
ignited the movement on the part
of the major theaters to get the kids
back to the movies. Loss of their
patronage had been evident for some
time. The musicals and the sophisticated talkies, excellent as many of
them were, were mostly minus the
thing you must have in pictures to
interest the child — action, adventurt
and plenty of it.
It remained for a serial incident
to point the way. This was the
crashing of the Roxy by "The Indians Are Coming," the Universal
chapter-play that startled the industry with its unprecedented Broadway
booking. When the announcement
was made that this serial would play
the Roxy, the movement to bring the
children back to the movies got under way fast in other de luxe houses,
with the result that these theaters
have since been playing an important
part in reviving juvenile interest in
pictures. It was not long before the
showing at the Roxy was followed by
bookings on the screens of first-run
theaters throughout the country.
The spirit of adventure, of which
the serial is the prime exponent, had
been restored to the screen; the recognition of the right of the child to
his own kind of entertainment was
made a fact.
mapping next
season's is
schedule,
theIn Laemmle
organization
giving
a prominent place to films of juvenile
appeal. As was the case this season,
four all-talking chapter plays will be
produced. In addition we will have
numerous other attraction* of distinctly juvenile appeal.

Physical Education

Due to the fact that they
specialize in outdoor sport and
athletic
Van Beuren's
Grantlandevents,
Rice Sportlights,
released by RKO Pathe, not only
fill the bill as entertainment,
but alsocation foract
a physical
theasgrowing
boy eduend

girl.
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Boys7 Magazine Boosting Juvenile
Films
EACH NEW GENERATION

"Open Road" Inaugurates
Dept. for Pictures
With Kid Appeal

Pictures appealing to boys will
hereafter enjoy the advantage of valuable publicity through the medium
of a motion picture department just
inaugurated by "The Open Road for
Boys,"rectmonthly
magazine close
with atodi-a
influence embracing
half-million boys. The first appearance of this department is in the May
issue of the juvenile publication and
the editors say that it was prompted
by the recognition that, since talkers
came along, juvenile attendance at
theaters has dropped considerably.
The editors of "The Open Road"
also state that they will extend every
co-operation to producers in the work
of building up juvenile attendance.
In the initial department, under
the heading of "Movies You're Sure
to Like," the boys are told about
"Trader Horn," "Skippy," "Dirigible," "Cimarron," "Rango," "A Connecticut Yankee," "Father's Son,"
"The Great Meadow," "Fighting Patrol" (Buck Jones).
Also listed, under "Watch for
These Films," are "Charlie Chan
Carries On," "Gun Smoke," "River's
End." "Daddy Long Legs," "City
Lights," "Drums of Jeopardy," "Not
Exactly Gentlemen," "Finger Prints,"
"Jaws of Hell," "The Millionaire,"
All-America Sport Series, and How
I Play Golf.
A "free photograph" reader on
Andy Clyde likewise is included.
Arrested for Sunday Operation
Caldwell, N. J.— Frank Gerston,
local theater operator, must appear
in court again next Tuesday and pay
another $3.60 for running his house
last Sunday. At a hearing held this
week in connection with a previous
arrest of Gerston for blue law violation, it developed that the theater
manager, as a result of being convicted of furnishing amusement for
gain on Sunday, can insist upon all
other businesses in town being
closed. But he does not intend to
do so.
"Big Business
Girl" Release
Warner Bros, will release "Big
Business Girl," starring Loretta
Young, on July 4, accompanied by
an elaborate campaign.
"Public Enemy" May Stay 4 Weeks
"The Public Enemy," now in its
second week at the New York
Strand, looks good for three or four
weeks, according to Warner Bros. It
will be generally released May IS.

Repertory at Cameo
RKO's Cameo has gone
repertory with three revivals
scheduled for the week. "The
Yellow Pass" is being shown
Friday to Sunday; "Cain and
Artem," Monday and Tuesday,
and "A Shanghai Document,"
Wednesday and Thursday.

JUVENILE FILM PLAYERS
WEST

Aber, Clara Lou
Adair, Elizabeth
Adair, Josephine
Albright, Wally, Jr.
Anderson,
Billy
Anderson,
Eddie
Anderson, Philip
Archette
Atkins, Tommy
"Baby" Princess Pat
Bailey, Junior
Bailey, Lois
Basford, Betty Lou
Basford, Beverly
Basford, Billy
Bassette, Billy
Beard, Mathew
Bennett, Mickey
Berendzen, Ray and Roy
Big
Boy (Ma'.colm
Billings,
Georgie Sabiston)
Binns, Baby Ruth
Book-asta, Basil, George
Boudwin,
Billy
Boudwin, Jimsy
Bowman, Children
Brandon, Dicky
Brock, Dorothy
Brown, Beverly Jean
Brown,
Billie, Bobbie
Eleanor Julia, Virginia
Buckley, Patsy
Buckingham, Archlette
Burke, Bobby
Butts, Billy
Byrne, Roger
Cabezud, Pablo
Cane, Violet
Carroll, Bernadine
Carter, Betty
Chaney, Chubby
(Roach)
Clark, Muriel
Coad, Joyce
Cobb, Joe
Coghlan, Junior
Combs, Jackie
Condon, Jackie
Conlin, Tom
Cooper, Jackie (Roach)
Coogan, Jackie (Paramount)
Coogan, Robert (Paramount)
Craig, Godfrey
Daniels, Mickey
(Roach)
Darling, Jean
Darr, Vondell
Darro, Frankie
Dart, Jack
Davis, Virginia
DeBorba, Dorothy
(Roach)
DeLacy, Phillipe
De Vilbiss, Robert
DeVito, Sylvia Jane
Dodd's Boys
Downs,
Johnny
Dunning, George
Durkin, Junior (Paramount)
Druand, David
Ellis, Mary Jo
Farina (Roach)
Finke. Harold
Fischer, Eugene
Fischer, Frances
Fisher, Gloria
Fisher, Sonny
Folz, Artye
France, Dorothy
Francone, Joe
Fredericks, Freddie Burke
Garner, Charles
Gazelle, Anna Lou
Gazelle, Edward
Genardi, Frank, Lilliana
Gestring, Marjorie Claire
Giraud, Wesley
Goldstein, Bernard, Leonard
Gordon, Bobby
Gordon, Marjorie Grace
Goudell, George
Goudell, Paul
Grace, Ruth
Graham,
Betty Jane
Gray, Dorothy
Greear, Geraine
Green, Mitzi (Paramount)
Greer, Dougie "Turkey Egg"
Gregory, Roberta
Haggerty,
Master Billy
Haig, Douglas Patrick
Haines, Donald

COAST

Hanlon,
Jack
Hatchey, Joseph
Haupt,
Hawkins, Illruch,
Joe Jr.

Hawkins, Patricia Nanette
Headrick, Richard
Hendryx,
Helen
Hicks, Tommy
Hill Twins
(colored)
Hisle, Betsy Ann
Holt, Cheryl
Holt, Hammond
Holtz, Bernine
Hoskins, "Farina" (Roach)
Hoskis, Jannie (colored)
House, Newton
Howell, Audrey
Huff, Jack
Hurst, Phyllis
Hutchins, Wheezer
(Roach)
Ichioka. Meada
Irish, Nancy
Issberner, Junior
Jackson, Bobby
Jackson, Eugene, Jr.
Jackson, Mary Ann (Roach)
Jackson, Neil
Janney,
Leon (Warner)
Jaeger, Peggy
Jane~
Jewell, Austen
Johnson, Carmencita
Johnson, Dick Winslow
Johnson, Kenneth
Johnson, Seesel Anne
Johnston, Jean
Johnston, Junior
Jones Children
Jones,
Billy (Red)
June, Eileen
Kaplan, Baby Harold
Keever, Elizabeth Ann
King, June
LaFond, Baby Virginia
Landers, Gloria Jeanne
Lauder, Jack, Junior
Laymon,
Lee, Davy Billy
Levine, Helene
Levine,
Jack
Lensky, Dorothy Day
Linder, Ruth
Lord, Billy
Louise, Anita
Lowell,
Ellen & Loretta
Loy, Sonny
MacRormac
Madden,
Jerry(Baby) Muriel
Magness, Annabel
Marsh, Beatrice Earl
Marshall, Donald
Marshall, Virginia
Mazee, Madeline,
Margaret, Irwin
MacCormac,
Muriel
Mason, Warren
McBan,
Mickey
McComas, Kendal!
McGuire, Mickey (Darmour)
McHugh, Jack
Melman,
Billy
McLane,
Mary
Frances
McLaughlin, Gaby, Jackie
McNeal, Buddy
McWilliam Twins
Michaud,
Dorothea
Jean
Migdall, Sonny
Miller, Mary
Louise
Mills, Edwin
Mills, Evelyn
Mills, Warren
Millsfield Children
Moluar, Julius
Moore,
Dickey
Moore, Mickey
Morgan,
Patsy Ruth
Mozee, Irwin,
Madelaine. Marg
Munoz,
Cristina
Mawby Children
Naylor, Billy
Newman,
Bobby
Newman, Sidney
Noyes, Vera Jean,
Farris and Fae
O'Day, Dawn
O'Grady,
Monty
Paige,
Parker, Patsy
Jack and Jackie

Parrish, Robert,
Gordon, Helen
Peck, Virginia Mae
Phelps, Billie, Cooke,
S. V. Gerald
Junior
Pierce,
Pierce, Joan
Pieie, Helene
Price, Nanci
Pritzloff, Paul
Rader, Virgil
Ramsey,
Theo.
Ranaldi, Bill
Randoll, Ivan
Randoll, Orville
Rentsch'er, Robert
Rhoades, Harold
Rlckert, Shirley Jean
(Roach)
Rivero, Baby Lorraine
Rogers, Lambert
Rolfe,
Rollins, Bernetta
Dolly Ernest
Sage, Byron
Schaefer,
Albert, Anita
Schiler, Billy
Scott, Douglas Frazer
Searl, Jackie (Paramount)
Seay, Dorothy
Seary, Billy
Sewall,
Joe
Shirley,
Shuford,
Shuler,
Slater,
Slavin,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,

Dorothy
Andrew
Billy
Baby Jane
Buster
Betty Lou
Buddy
Jr.

Smith, Pat
Smith, Richard, Robert
Spear, Harry
Stone, Doris, Jean
Stratton, Gene
Streeter, Reginald Denny
Suman,
Bertine
Swanson,
Jack
Swanson,
Lawanda
Teaver, Elizabeth Ann
Thorpe, Gordon
Timmons, Betty Alliene
Todd,
Tolen, Marion
Paul J.
Torres, Loretta
Tucker, Tommy
Turner, Doreen
Velick, A. Preston,
Frank S.
Von Stoheim, Erich, Jr.
Von, Viola
Wain,
Kit
Ward,
Jay
Walsh,
Patsy
Warde,
Watson,
Watson,

George
Billy
Coy

Watson,
Delmar
Watson,
Harry
Wedler,
Beverly
Wells, Bryon
Wella,
Widmann,Jacqueline
Shirley Alyce
Wilkinson,
Walter
Wilson, Raymond
Wilson, Virginia Ruth
Wilson, Jackie Lee
Winslow, Dick
Wise, Billy
Young,

EAST

COAST

Stanton
Joe

Bolden, Nathaniel
Bolden, Jr., David
Brown,
Romaine
Cassan, Herbert
C'arke,
Jackie Austin
Cohen, Stanley
Conanon, Claire
Coyne, Marjory
Davis, Willa
Denhard,
Ray May
Dinita,

President, Universal Pictures Corp.

THE
importance of producing pic-j
tures that will hold the present ju-j
venile audience, and capture the ir
terest and enthusiasm
of each nev
generation as it comes along, cannot
be over-estimated.
I am glad to sei
that this fact is now fully understood
by the industry, and that a gooJ
many fine pictures with especial ap-I
peal to youth are being produced. Of
course, we of Universal feel that wl
were
among
the pioneers
in this
movement, with the release of "The
Indians
Are Coming,"
which
was
the first serial in history to be booked
by the leading theaters, including,
the Roxy. This success has been followed up by others of our serials.
Take care of the entertainment dej
mands of the children and you haVl
done much to insure the future of
motion pictures, to say nothing
the present. There is an unmistak^
able demand from exhibitors for firs}
class productions for the juvenile
audience.
Donald, Jr., Peter
Dwyer,
Agnes
Dwyer, Joseph
Glantz, Harold
Goldberg, Herbert
Griffin, Russell
Hagen, Edna
Haige, Raymond
Haige, Sylvia
Haige, Vernon
Hall, Howard
Hamley,
Blair
Hayes, Billy
Jason, Larry

Lizotte, Madeline
Luckman, Milton
Lyons, George
McCallion, Jimmie
McDonnell, Grace
McDonnell, Raymond
Meier, June
Minot, Clinton
Morris,
Moody, Betty
Linda
Morris, Edna
Morris,
Frances
Morris, Joan

Jay. Joey
Johnson, Archie
Jordan, Bobby

Nunes, Anita
Pion, Gerard
Proctor, George A.
Richardson, Jr., Jazzlip

Jordon, Jackie
Kagno, Marcie
Kellogg, Edith
Kelly,
Klamkin,Marie
Gladys

Roberts,
Roberts,
Roberts,
Roland,

Eleanor
Valdi
Virginia
Helen

Sammon,
Caroly
Ryan, Edward

Koch, Elaine
Lawless, Kathleen
Lee, Lelia
Lee, SybilRoy
LeMay,

Scanlon, Arthur
Talley, Anna Marie
Taubin, Mary
Seymour
Teufel,

Lewis, Viola

Yosco,

Bob

Bobbie

Ann, Marie
Bailey. Ruth
Ball,
Bartley.JuneBetty
Bier,
Bird,

MUSTjECULTIVATED

By CARL LAEMMLE

Arline

Pola Negri's Surprise

Pola Negri has developed a
singing voice and is due to
spring a big surprise when she
steps out on RKO Pathe
sound stages to resume her
motion picture career, says
Malcolm St. Clair, director,
who has just returned to
Hollywood from a vacation in
Paris, where he saw Miss
Negri before she returned to
this country recently.

THE BIGGEST FACTO* IN BRINGING.
THE KIPPIEX BACK TO THE MOVIES'/
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The smart showman knows the magnetic pulling power
of the world-famous Mickey Mouse Club . . . knows that
it is the biggest box-office natural ever to hit the
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Timely Topics

EXPLOITETTES

A Digest of
Current Opinions
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Eternal Lure
Of Hollywood
AS

long as glamor continues
to surround stars of the
screen, just so long will Hollywood be overrun with young
men and women knocking at the
studio gates. Few of these thousands manage to earn a fair livelihood in pictures, but neither
want nor continued disappointment seems able to diminish their
ranks. toIndiscourage
spite of the
industry's
effort
people
from
coming here in search of work,
the illusion of fame and wealth
seems constantly to lure them
on. As long as human nature is
what it is, Hollywood will always
have this somber spectacle of
young men and women engaged
in a hopeless struggle for success in pictures. The personnel
of the extra ranks is not, of
course,, constant, for hundreds
leave every year convinced that
the battle is hopeless. They are
quickly replaced by others, however, refusing to be convinced
until they have served their dismal apprenticeship.
— Richard
Wallace
*
*
*

"Sensing" A
Big Production
"pVERY
actor andin mechanic
who participated
the production of "Cimarron" sensed
the fact that an epochal picture
was being produced from the
first few shots. When critics and
the public both acclaimed the
production, there was an "I told
you so" chorus in Hollywood
several hundred strong. The long
hours and severe physical strain
incident to the difficulties of production were endured cheerfully
and without complaint by the
hundreds of extras, mechanics as
wells as featured players. Only
the feeling that they were engaged in an enterprise of importance, destined to outstanding
success could have produced this
harmony.
— Howard Estabrook

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

A. Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

•

•

• INTIMATE STUDY OF A Sunday School Superintendent Selecting a Nice Little Motion Picture For the Kiddies
to See
he holds in his hand an announcement of the new
season's product, and commences to read out loud
.the little kiddies in the Sunday School class gather around him attentively "Ah, children, here we are
Gun Moll with
a baby — was she wicked or weak?
h-m, we'll pass that
one for the time being
what is this next one?
Lovers, Wantons and Wastrels
e-r, u-m-m
no, no.
Bobbie, it isn't a Western picture
ah, what's this?
A dame on every beat
my error, little darlings
we'll soon come to the pictures made specially for you dear little
ones
ah, here!
Red Lipped shop girl aching with
suppressed emotion
yes, yes, Gladys, that's probably what
it means — the poor shop girl had a toothache
don't get
discouraged, children
there MUST be some kiddie pictures
listed here
haven't the producers been filling the newspapers with stories of all the picture treats in store for you kiddies? let's turn another page
Fond old fool picks
beauty
goodness,
gracious
my error, dear little
ones
well, here's the last
perhaps
who can
tell?
they included a kiddie picture through an oversight
From stolen kisses in tenement hallways to frozen embraces in night clubs
e-r, h-m, tut, tut!
was I reading out loud, little dears
come, come
I'm going
to read you the story of Little Bo Peep
and I DO HOPE
those movie people haven't REWRITTEN it
else we're
liable to find Little Bo Peep a Wanton who has left her husband
and gone to Reno looking for a New Sucker"

Imperial Productions to star Cleo
Madison.
*
*
*
English exhibitors appoint committee to take up block booking question. Beaverbrook resolution to be
ignored, pending investigation.

Laundry Tieup
On "Unfaithful"

€)

effected
tie-u
AMOS a
. pH. with
NAGER aCHAS
Jy[A
nent
ry
rn
promi
laund
conce

that

helped in
putting over "Unfaithful" at the Paramount, Nashville, Tenn. The laundry company
paid for a 30-inch ad in which appeared a cut of Ruth Chatterton
and copy about the picture. Also
incorporated in ad was details
about a contest to win tickets to
the Paramount. All that was
necessary was to write a letter
stating why you prefer your
laundry and dry cleaning being
Paramount,
ry.
sent to the Ideal —Laund
Nashville,

Tenn.

Male Impersonator
For "Charley's Aunt"

• • • ALL OF the foregoing is kidding
but kidding
with a basis in Fact
for the quoted lines the Sunday
School superintendent read actually appear in printed ads
great stuff for sophisticates
but what of the 20,000,000
kids which statistics reveal as potential patrons of movies?
don't they deserve a Break?
and where are they getting
it?
except in the serials and comedy
shorts
the
cartoons and Westerns
and an occasional "Skippy" and
"Tom Sawyer" and "Father's Son" and — well, you try and think
of some other pix specially made
for 20,000,000 kids
whose money is just as good at the b. o. as that of their parents
or mebbe 20,000,000 potential patrons don't mean much
so why bother about such trifles?

Publix - Paramount,

Long

LAN of the
ANAGER
JyJ
Branch,
N. J., PHE
employed a man,
impersonating a woman (dressed
as "Charley's Aunt"), two days
prior to the showing of this picture. Charley's Aunt paraded the
streets of Long Branch, carrying
a suitcase on which appropriate
— Paramount,
copy was lettered.
Long Branch, N. J.

•

• • MEANWHILE, the showman lacking picture product for his kid audiences, is frantically trying to keep 'em coming with all sorts of devices
kiddie clubs
special
performances
contests
souvenirs
some producers have tackled the problem seriously from the theater angle
one made a brave stab at the all-kid theater
another has put the Kid Club on a sound community basis
and they're all pushing over the kid slant in advertising any pix
that has the faintest appeal to juveniles
great !
now if they'll all get together and agree to turn out a certain
proportion
of kid pix on the coming
programs
a big
percentage
of
those
20,000,000
juveniles
can
be
turned
into
"regular picture patrons
the kids want
Pictures
you
can't fool 'em forever with Clubs and Toys

SINE
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Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

May 2
William Bakewell
Denison Clift

• • • IT'S A tough problem, any way you figure it
this Kid Picture proposition
mebbe
some
bright indie
producer
will start making
cheap kid features from the old
Horatio Alger stories, brought up to date
or any one of
a number
other popular
children's book
tion from ofchildhood
memories
and series
mebbe you
he can
will menlose

Otto F. Hoffman
Arthur Moskowitz
Walter Strenge

his shirt
gamble
to

Mary Astor
Juliette Compton
Seton L. Miller
Jack Rieger

then again, mebbe he won't
it's worth a
Bright Boy
in a Gambling
Business.

some

«

«

«

»

»

»
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Shaw and Lee Star at Paramount
Shaw and Lee, popular comedy
team from musical comedy and
vaudeville, are the stars of the current stage show at the New York
Paramount. They head a Frank
Cambria unit labeled "Contrasts."
The surrounding troupe of entertainers include Rome and Dunn, Goss
and Barrows; Ray, Ellis and Larue,
and the Sanford-Martin Girls, in addition to the usual contributions of
Charlie Davis and his Joy Gang. Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Crawford appear in
their first twin organ concert in nearly a year, and Rubinoff conducts the
Paramount Orchestra in "Comic Opera Gems."
Roxy Show

Has Nautical Flavor

In keeping with its title, "A Fiesta
Afloat," this week's stage bill at the
Roxy takes place aboard a U. S.
cruiser, which makes port in the
West Indies. An interesting set, to
bear out this theme, has been designed by Clark Robinson. The entertainers for the occasion include
Paul and Nino Ghezzi, equilibrists;
the Rimacs, Cuban dancers, and the
regular Roxy ensemble groups. Patricia Bowman, Nicholas Daks, supported by the Chorus and Ballet
Corps, do the stage interpretation of
"Symphony of Spring," symphonic
number directed by Erno Rapee. A
"Production Overture," spring musical number with stage accompaniment, also is on the bill.
Commanders

Headline Capitol Show

Irving Aaronson's Commanders, a
topnotch orchestra, headline "Bag of
Blues," the Arthur Knorr presentation at the Capitol this week. The
entertainers also include Christine
Marson, Red Stanley and Phil Sax,
while the Chester Hale girls contribute their usual stunts. Yasha
Bunchuk's overture for the occasion
is entitled "Gounod's Melodies."

This book for the kiddies is being put out to
txptn
0 Pathe's animated cartoon release.
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Clubs Building Up

Tremendous

Juvenile

Following

cial club cartoon in which Mickey
An amazing development of the
past year along the lines of interest- himself calls the youngsters together
ing juvenile attendance at theaters and speaks to them, and a host of
has been the immediate popularity other attractions hold the juvenile
and practical success of Mickey patronage.
Mouse Clubs, with the resultant inWorking arrangements with local
crease in child patronage, stamping
merchants is the greatest factor as an
the idea as unique and of inestimable
value not only to producer and dis- actual business getter for the exhibitor. Following the tie-up, merchants
tributor, but more forcefully to exhibitors playing the popular Walt are designated as "official Mickey
Mouse merchants" and members are
Disney cartoons.
urged to trade with them when possible. In turn, certain florists have
The plan has taken on such widespread proportions that a 35-page 8 agreed to send flowers to any ailing
x 10 leaflet has been prepared by club member, local bakers present
Edward Vaughn, in charge of organi- members with a birthday cake on
zation, in which every step necessary their birthday, dairies have gone so
in the bringing together of the chil- far as to have a black and white
dren and the subsequent method of sketch of Mickey Mouse printed on
procedure is clearly and minutely out- their milk and cream bottle tops,
lined. The primary purpose of the drug stores advertise Mickey Mouse
clubs is two-fold. They provide an sandwiches and malted milk drinks
easily arranged and inexpensive and photographers offer 20 per cent
method of securing and holding the reduction in price for all portraits
patronage of voungsters, and through of members. These are but a few
nspirational, patriotic and character- of the local merchant tie-ups perbuilding phases, they aid children in
fected and carried out by exhibitors.
learning good citizenship, which, they
For
the
past two and a half years
claim, in turn fosters good-will among
Fox houses have sponsored the idea
parents.
and, according to Vaughn, Publix
A strong appeal is made to the houses in New England and Warner
"gang" instinct in children. Through theaters in Pennsylvania will bring
Mickey Mouse Club matinees, usu- the number of clubs to about 2,000,
ally held at noon Saturdays, pracwith an average membership of 1,tically every house that has tested 500
children each.
the idea has reported considerable
In order to continue the interest,
increase in business that day and
also throughout the week when the especially among exhibitors on whom
adult patronage responds to the good the burden of organization and continuation rests, a bulletin is issued
will and salesmanship instilled in the
children who attend the club matinees twice monthly and sent to all theater managers sponsoring a club.
and programs.
Membership cards and buttons, the Mickey Mouse books costing 10 cents
have been put on the market and a
Mickey Mouse Club "creed," birth- new and large book costing 50 cents
day greetings extending free admiswill soon make
its appearance.
sion on the child's natal day, a spe-

EXTENSIVE EXPLOITATION AESOP'S FABLES BOOK, 1
AIMED AT JUVENILES HELPS DRAW THE KIDS
Among the accessories and other
material for exhibitors used by Columbia to attract child patronage are:
Balloons, such as were used with
"Rain or Shine" and "Dirigible";
games, used on "Dirigible," and lobby
hangers in the form of subway cars,

A sure-fire kid attraction for the
Aesop's Fables animated cartoon
series has been put out by Van Beuren in the form of a book published
in cooperation with the Sonnett Publishing Co. titled "Aesop's Movie

used in connection with' "Subway
Express," which are priced reasonably enough so that they may be
used as give-aways to kids.
Then there are the Mickey Mouse
Clubs, described elsewhere on this

This attractively printed book
has
been prepared with an appeal to
Fables."
children primarily in mind and is on
sale in book stores, department stores
and
leading chain stores throughout
the country.

page.
"Mickey Mouse books, another accessory, have reached an unprecedented circulation through their distribution in 5 and 10, stationery and detry.
partment stores throughout the coun-

For theater use specially printed
punch cards are furnished gratis with
orders for 100 books or more. The
cards have 10 numbers inserted in an
attractive animal border and arc given out to children patronizing the
theater. Thereafter each time a child
visits a theater with a card, the ticket
taker punches a number until 10 admissions have been reached, when
the holder of the card i^ presented
with a copy of the Fables Book.

Lobby cut-outs, of the Krazy Kat
and Mickey Mouse type are another
popular accessory, and the Krazy
Kat theme song, on sale at local limbic stores, are a recognized aid to
juvenile theater patronage.

Foreign
Dispatches
"-■ GEORGE
REDDY^^
De Feo Seen as Pittaluga Successor
Rome — Luciano de Feo, head of
the Luce, the) international educational film institute here, is regarded
as a possible successor of Pittaluga
as Italy's chief commercial film organizer. It is reported that Signor
de Feo has been offered this executive
post, but it is known that he desires
also to retain his position as head of
the institute.
Ufa Signs Four New Directors
Berlin — Four new names have recently been added to the directorial
staff of Ufa at Neubabelsberg. Kurt
Gerron, German stage actor and producer, has been engaged to megaphone a number of shorts; Reinhold
Schunzel has been signed to direct a
new Ufatone farce, and Franz Wenzler and Eugen Schuftan, the former a
stage producer and the latter a camera expert, were engaged to co-direct
"The Grouch," a comedy featuring
Max Adalbert.
Audible Sole Britivox Distributor
London — Britivox, Ltd., has completed negotiations whereby Audible
Filmcraft will act as sole distributor
for the company. The various inventions controlled by Britivox including
the "Coleman Mike," are to be installed in the Audible private theater.
Britivox will confine its future efforts
to production and to the completion
of patents.
British Firm Expands
London — Increased activity of Atlas Film has compelled the company
to shift its headquarters nearer the
local film center. Atlas is now located at 74-76 Old Compton St.,
W. I.
Tourneur

Directs for Pathe Natan

Natan's "Partir,"
_ Pathe
Paris all-talke
r, was completed reFrench
cently under the direction of Maurice
Tourneur.
Braunberger Bi-lingual in Work

Paris — French version of "Mam'zelle Nitouche," a BraunbergerRichebe bi-lingual production is now
in work at the Billancourt Studio,
with Anny Ondra in the title role.
A German version will also be made.

Foreign Specialist
West Coast Bur. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A new type ot
business has been established
by Joseph B. Polonsky, as a
foreign relations counselor. For
the past five years in charge
of the foreign press department
at M-G-M studio, Polonsky is
an authority on matters affecting foreign production, censorship, copyrights and research.
A lawyer and a linguist, he will
act as advisor to producers and
sel.
individuals needing such coun-
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ACTIVITIES

HOLLYWOOD
CURRENT

HAPPENINGS

HOLLYWOOD PLANNING
TO ENTERTAIN 8. M. Pi.

FLASHED

T~)ORIS
MALLOY,
who
wrote
"The Mad
Parade," in
collaboration with Gertrude Orr, has sold another original, "Honeymoon," to Fox,
She wrote
in collaboration with"Honeymoon"
Leonard
*
* Spigelgass.
*
Martin Cornica, Francis Perrett
and Solly Biano have been participating in several tennis tournaments
i>i preparation for the sixth annual
tournament of the M. P. Tennis
Ass'n. Biano, who was runner-up
■ n the 1930 tournament, will be
teamed with Ted von Eltz, while
Cornica and Perrett will also comprise a doubles
* team.
*
*
Our Passing Show: Phil Gersdorf,
George Brown and Andy Hervey
conferring at RKO Pathe; Norman
Krasna making his initial trip to San
Francisco, to attend the First National sales convention.
*
*
*
Lillian Harmer, who is attracting
much attention by her work in
"Mother's Millions," played 68
weeks in "Tish."
She is a character
comedienne.
*
*
*

RKO Pathe To Star June McCloy
June ^McCloy, Broadway recruit
who appeared with Douglas Fairbanks in "Reaching for the Moon,"
Claire Whitney, Mrs. Elliott Nuhas been signed by RKO Pathe on
gent, Ona Munson, Mrs. Sam Hardy,
a five-year contract and will be
groomed for stardom. She will first Alden Gay Thomson and Margarita
star in a series of six two-reel com- Fisher are among the members of
the Dominos Club, who are studying
edies.
French.
Clara Bow to Start on "Secret Call"
Following a three weeks' vacation
Clara Bow will return to the Paramount studios in Hollywood on Monday to start rehearsals for her next
starring picture, "The Secret Call."
Erin O'Brien Moore for M-G-M
Krin O'Brien Moore, who played
for two and a half years in "Street
Scene" in New York, London and
Chicago, has been signed by M-G-M
and will begin work at the studio
as soon as the coast production of
"Street Scene" ends its run.

'DANCING

DYNAMITE'

with

RICHARD TALMADGE
(His Fastest

Yet)

If ill Be Ready For Release

June 1, 1931
WESTERN
ELECTRIC
RECORDING

BY WIRE

FROM

Harry J. Brown, M. H. Hoffman,
Joe Brandt, J. W. Alicoate, Glen
Allvine, Jesse Goldberg, Harry
Green, Joseph B. Polonsky and I. E.
Chadwick are among the graduate
lawyers who are active in the film industry.
*
*
*

THE

COAST

THREE 1931-32 FEATURES
IN WORK AT PATHE STUDIO

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH

Klal>orate plans are being made
lor the entertainment of delegates to the annual convention of
the Society of M. P. Engineers,
which will be held here May 25-29.
The Hotel Roosevelt will be convention headquarters, with the sessions
being held at the American Legion
auditorium. About 250 visitors are
expected.
Peter Mole heads the local committee on arrangements, which includes Donald MacKenzie, K. F.
Morgan, J. P. O'Dpnnell and C. W.
Hanley. Theconsists
women's
committee
of entertainment
Mrs. Donald
MacKenzie, chairman; Mrs. Emory
Huse, Mrs. G. F. Racket, Mrs. R. G.
Fear, Mrs. Peter Mole, Mrs. L. E.
Clark, Mrs. C. W. Hanley, Mrs. H.
Silent, Mrs. J. C. Mitchell, Mrs. E.
C. Richardson. John Boyle is chairman of the photographic committee,
while Carl Dreher is head of the
publicity committee.

May 3, 1931

H'ILK
Production is under way at the
George Goodchild's story, adapted RKO Pathe studios on three of the
and dialogued by Bernard Schubert
features, in addition to various shorts,
. . . Ethier Crispin Martini and Al- for the 1931-32 program.
phonse DeCruz have been affixed to
Another of the new season's picthe cast of Herbert Brenon's forthtures, Helen Twelvetrees in "A Wocoming Radio Picture, "The Next
man of Experience," already has been
Corner" . . . Wesley Ruggles has recovered from his recent illness and completed. In work are "Rebound,"
is now at the studios preparing for with Ina Claire; "Common Law,"
future endeavors.
starring Constance Bennett, and "The
*
*
*
Whoop-Te-Do Kid," starring Eddie

Radio Pictures recently inaugu- Quillan.
rated a clearing house for titles subIn ^ preparation
are "Gangster's
for Helen Twelvetrees;
"Iron
mitted by employees. Gertrude Rig- Wife,"
Chalice,"
for
Bill
Boyd,
and
"Devodon and Allen E. Rivkin of the scetion," starring Ann Harding.
Completed comedies include the
nario department file the titles, submitting adaily list to studio execu- Masquers short, "Stout Hearts and
tives. The arrangement was necessary to systematize the hundreds of Willing Hands"; "Julius Sizzer," starring Benny Rubin, and "Against the
titles submitted, especially as $100 Rules,"
with Franklin Pangborn.
is paid for each one accepted.
*
*
*
Shooting is in progress on "That's
News
to Me,"
McHugh's first
two-reeler,
ArvidFrank
Goldstein
directing.
Harvey Thew, who adapted "The
Public Enemy," is writing the screen
play
dialogue
for "Mr.Fay.
Hercules,"
whichandwill
star Frank
Thew
also wrote the scenario and dialogue
says
"I shared,
for
"Expensive
Dolores
Costello. Women," starring
*
*
*
Mervyn LeRoy is the first First
honors with
National director to use the new suDOUGLAS
per-sensitive film. His current proFA
IRBANKS
duction is "Five-Star Final." Lein 'Re
aching
Roy, who also directed "Little
Caesar," directed "A Gentleman's
Fate," starring John Gilbert.
CHAR
MooE
the LI
for
*
*
*
CHAP
LIN n,'in
'
Robert Ellis. Fred Kelsey, Harvey
'City Lights'
Clarke. Jack Ackroyd, Walter Brennan and Stanley Blystone are sup'Cocutn-Yankee' with WILL
and now necti
ROGERS at Criterion, Los
porting Richard Talmadge in "Dancing Dynamite," the second of a series of six pictures he is making for
the independent market.

"America, Here's My Boy," "Virginia Lee" and "In the Sweet Long
Ago" are among the songs that were
written by Arthur Lange, who is
now head of the RKO Pathe music
department. His "Water Whisper's
Suite" and other symphonic poerm,
are played by all the large symphonic orchestras throughout the
entire country.
*
*
*
Clem Portman, Radio Pictures
recordist, who just completed work
on "Traveling Husbands" has been
assigned to "Helga," now in production.
*
*
*
Radio Pictures Notes: Addie McPhail, Aileen Carlyle, Leyland Hodgson and Bud Jamieson have been
placed under contract . . . Shirley
Grey has been borrowed from Samuel Goldwyn to play leading lady foi
Richard Dix in "The Reckoner," j
which goes into rehearsal in a week
under direction of J. Walter Ruben,
with Henry Hobart supervising, It's

MICKEY MOUSE

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
Angeles."

Hollywood's most convenient hotel . .
for your stay in Southern California
RUGHT in the center of everything to see and do . .
next door to famous studios, theatres, cafes, and
shops . . near golf courses, bridle paths, and other
amusement places.
The Plaza offers you every modern convenience, unexcelled service, and a unique, homelike atmosphere that
makes you feel at home as soon as you enter its well
known "doorway of hospitality." Here, too, you may
enjoy the company of interesting and famous people.
European plan. $3.00
double. $5.00 and up,
and monthly rates.
Remember the Plaza
Hollywood. Write for

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

HOTEL

and up, single. $4.00 and up,
twin beds. Special low weekly
for an unforgettable
free folder.
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PRODUCTION
WHO'S

WHO

AND

WRE ALL-JUVENILE CASTS
FOR PARAMOUNT SHORTS
The possibilities of juvenile shorts
qual if not exceed the feature field,
n the opinion of Larry Kent, in
harge of all short subject production
ur Paramount.
Last year Paramount made two
tiddie shorts, "Kandy Kabaret" and
Story Book Parade," both musicals,
trhich found a most enthusiastic reeption all over the country. Based
n these favorable reports, two more
iusical two-reelers have been comleted with an all-juvenile cast, and
wo more are planned.
Kent believes in the musical idea,
rst, because indications point to a
elvrn of musical pictures and also
ecause he feels that the "Our Gang''
fpe of comedies, because of location
ecessities, are better adapted to
Vest Coast production.
So far as juvenile talent is conerned, there is plenty to be found in
lew York, Kent says, and only
rained professionals are considered.

WHAT'S

WHAT
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HALF OF VITA. PRODUCT
WILL HAVE KID APPEAL

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY

STUDIOS

N. BLAIR

Maid," to be started next month.
J-IARRY
is scheduled
to directD'ARRAST
Maurice Chevalier
in his
Alf Goulding, Vitaphone director,
next feature for Paramount. It will
have a Parisian background and is has been kept on the jump since returning after a severe illness. Last
set for the New York studio.
week he was on three pictures at
once, these being Jack Haley in
Betty Garde, Paramount comed- "Success," the Norworths in "The
ienne, has a role in both "Secrets of Naggers at the Races," and "What
a Secretary" and "Girl Habit," now a Day," with Hobart Cavanaugh.
in production at the New York studios.
The laugh of Joe Penner, Vitaphone comedian, which is as much a
Robert L. Ripley, appearing in the part of his stock-in-trade as Chaplin's
"Believe It or Not" series for War- walk or Frisco's stutter, found its inspiration in the laughter of kids. It
ner Vitaphone, is expected back next
week from, an around-the-world is a development of the boyish horselaugh. Penner took it, changed it a
cruise during which he collected a
little, and finding that audiences liked
variety of new material.
it, developed it to the comedy asset
that it is today.
Ned Marin is producer of "Girl
The Vitaphone Bridge Club is in
Habit," which Eddie Cline is directfull swing, with fierce competition
ing
at
Paramount's
New
York
studio
with Charlie Ruggles starred.
waging at the studio, every other
Tuesday night. Members include
Thelma White and Fanny Watson Monty Schaff, Roy Mack, Alf Goulding, Blanche Schneider, Mary Rosenhave been signed by Warner Vitaphone to appear in a new series of feld, Jay Rescher and Harvey Lascomedies, wi t h six two-reelers ker, chairman.
planned. Both are well known in
musical comedy.

In line with the present movement
to bring children back to the theater,
fully ries
one-half
Vitaphone's
seof shortsof will
have a new
definite
juvenile appeal, according to Sam
Sax, in charge of production at the
Eastern Vitaphone studios.
Heading the kid product will be a
series of 13 one-reelers written by
Booth Tarkington, creator of the
characters
"Penrod"
andseries.
"Sam,"
who
will be offeatured
in the
In
addition there will be the Edgar Bergen series in which the famous ventriloquist will be aided by his dummy,
"Charlie McCarthy"; 13 Robert L.
Ripleyers; the
"Believe
It or Not"
one-reelS. S. VanDine
series
of 12
two-reel detective stories; the E. M.
Newman "Travel Talks" and Ted
Husing
"Sportslants."
In addition,
there will be numerous
comedies featuring players with a
definite juvenile appeal in material
written from the kid angle. There
will also be a good lot of musicals
and band shorts which children en-

joy.
Random jottings: Mary Nolan
busy playing the lead in an independent feature, says she may star
in
stage by
revival
"Mary Rose,"
lasta played
Ruth ofChatterton.
. . .
Ruth Roland may make a picture in
the East before returning to Hollywo d. .. . Betty Blythe playing stock
in Rochester. . . . Billy Bitzer has
made a film built around the U. S.
Mail service

CDW4CD
CYAN
7 years old
Motion picture experience includes: "Jealousy," with Jeanne
Eagels; "Return of Sherlock
Holmes," with Clive Brook;
"Laughter," with Nancy Carroll; "Stolen Heaven," with
Nancy Carroll, also the following shorts: "Putting Party,"
"Home Edition," "Makers of
Melody," "Moving Out," "Kiddies Kabaret," "A Sailor's
Luck"
"La Cowl
Schnapps,
WithandJane
in theInc."
Broadway production
"When Hell Froze."

Address: 10 Midwood St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Tel. FLatbush 2-1411

Ted Husing, ace sports announcer,
accompanied by a Vitaphone camera
unit, went to Philadelphia to shoot
the main events of the thirty-seventh
Penn relays. The scenes are to be
included in the second of his Vitaphone "Sportslants."
Frank Kingsley, casting director
at the Vitaphone studios, is expecting a land-office busiyiess next week
when various candidates for the
roles of "Penrod" and "Sam," in the
Booth Tarkington series of shorts,
will be considered. Tests will also
be conducted for the central character in the S. S. Van Dine detective
series, which is that of an absentminded professor.
contributions
to
theBroadway's
talkies are latest
Herbert
Corthell and
Jerome Daley, both of whom have
been signed by Paramount to work
at the New York studio. Daley goes
into "Girl Habit" at once, with Corthell slated for a role in "Personal

TRULY

AMERICAS FIRST
CONTINENTAL HOT] I

TIME

St.O V THE
Moritz
PARK
50

Central

Park

JVetc York

South

City

Old world hospitality in the
spirit of the new world; old
world service with the newest
of
the new that
world's
A cuisine
is thecomforts.
essence
of Europe's finest, under the
inspired direction of

u*7yLe&rt.<
of Paris, London and the Rivieria.
Rooms single or en suite, facing
Cental Park and but a moment
from the. city's amusement ami
business sectors.
Personal Direction of S. GREGORY TAYLOR
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'THEATER
HEWES--GOTHAM MARKETS
SCREEN ICLEANiNG LIQUIDS
Development of two new liquids,
known as Screen Nu-Clean and
Renu-Kote Spray, which can be used
by any theater operator for re-surfacing or cleaning dirty screens has been
announced by the Hewes-Gotham Co.
of New York.
Screen Nu-Clean, it is declared, will
perfectly and harmlessly remove dirt
from beaded, cellulose and rubber
screens with little effort on the part
of the user, and bring them back to a
new freshness as well as adding longer life to the screen with each application.
Renu-Kote Spray is a liquid for resurfacing cellulose and rubber screens
and its use, it is claimed, will make
the screen whiter than when it left
the factory as well as building up the
fabric of the screen.
Both products consist of ingredients inherent in both coating and
fabric of sound screens and can be
applied by any individual, the company states.

NEW

THEATERS

Yonkers, N. Y. — Damage estimated at $35,000 was caused by the
fire which gutted the Broadway theater here recently. The house will
be rebuilt.

new Photolytic cells, designated as Type P-23 and P-27 and designed especially for use in equipment
where space is limited, yet maintainthe photo-sensitive area, have
Scarsdale, N. Y. — Work has been been ingplaced
on the market by the
started on the 1,200-seat theater Arcturus
Radio Tube Co. of Newark.
being erected here by Irving RosenBecause of the ruggedness and
thal, owner of the Bronxville. Rapp
principle
of the photolytic cell, these
& Rapp are the architects, and it is
expected the house will be ready by units are non-microphonic and require no polarizing potential, the
fall.
company claims. Background noise
is entirely eliminated and because of
Melrose, Mass. — A new theater and the extremely low impedence of
office building is to be erected on the
site of the house recently destroyed these cells there is no pick-up of
by fire here. The new house, it is parasitic noises. The high sensitivity of these cells provides an excepsaid, will be leased by the Melrose
tional audio frequency response
Theaters, Inc.
which is characteristic of the Photolytic principle, it is said.
Daytona Beach, Fla. — T. K. Apgar
A new folder describing the comConstruction Co. has been awarded
plete line of photolytic cells has just
the contract by the Eastco Theater been issued
by the company.
Company for the erection of a new
negro theater here at an estimated
Named N. W. Distributor
cost of $25,000.

Starkville, Miss. — Plans are under
way
by the Masonic lodge for the
Easy Way to Adjust
early rebuilding of the Rex theater
Simplex Rear Shutter recently destroyed by fire here. KuyA practical and simple method of kendall-Sanford Enterprises, Columbus, and Goodman Bros., Starkville,
determining when the rear shutter
on the new Simplex machine is in a are said to be negotiating for the
neutral position, has been worked operation of the new house.
out by Max Silverman, projectionist.
Ever since these machines were
Mullins, S. C. — Outside interests
introduced, operators have had great are planning early erection of a moddifficulty in placing the shutters in
ern theater here according to an anthe neutral position. It has necessinouncement made by Mayor Lawson
tated much craning of the neck, try- Jordan.
ing to get the pilot light in just
the right position so that they could
see, and then doing more or less ex- Free Photos of Stars
perimenting until the neutral position was found.
Help to Attract Kids
Following is the method which
San Francisco — A plan whereby
Silverman worked out for the solv- pictures of screen stars are given out,
ing of this cantankerous little prob- under a detachable stub system, for
lem:
increasing juvenile patronage is being
There is a shaft that protrudes offered by the Moo-Vee-Star Service
from the front of the machine where Co.
the original shutter was held in place.
Aimed directly at the juvenile patBy the easiest means practical, place
ronage, the plan offers opportunities
the blades of the rear shutter in a for tie-ups with local merchants and
neutral position. Then with white is calculated to arouse the interest of
paint make a little arrow on the hub the children through prizes.
of the shaft in front. This arrow
The plan, now being used on the
will at all times indicate the posit'on West Coast, is said to be meeting
of the blades of the rear shutter, and with great success.
when the arrow is directly in front
the blades will be in neutral.
gk--1
to^ya
Settings

Gum Remover
A liquid solution for removing gum
from theater seats, carpets, floors,
etc.. with very little effort on the part
of the user, is being put out by the
West Disinfectant Co. of Long Island City, N. Y.

TWO PHOTOLYTIC CELLS
DEVELOPED BY ARCTURUS
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Decorations
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Screens
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Treatments
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Two

For New Sound Equipment

Minneapolis — Northern Theater
Supply Co., an independent supply
nouse with headquarters
here, has
ccmired exclusive distribution rights
in the northwest
for the new Syn. otone sound-on-film
system which
;uorporates the new improved Universal Sound Heads.
The device is licensed under De'oclevis
e^t onRadioCorp.Co. and the Jenkins

By M. P.

ALTERATIONS
Seattle — The old Strand, dark for
several years, will be completely
overhauled and renovated at a cost
of $75,000 and reopened by the
Hughes-Franklin
Theaters.
Aberdeen, Wash. — C. D. Beale Has
taken over a building here which he
is having remodeled into a motioi.
picture theater.
Oberlin, Ohio — Remodeling of the
Apollo, which calls for the enlarging
of the house, a new facade and the
installation of new equipment, including 700 seats, and new heating and
ventilating systems has been started.
Roseburg, Ore. — Remodeling and
the installation of new seats will be
made
at the Rose, operated by Claver
and Wood.
Sioux City, la. — A. Sanford has
plans by Rapp & Rapp, architects,
for an addition to the theater here.

Hannibal, Mo. — Harry Brauch of.
Decatur, 111., has been awarded the
contract calling for the remodeling
of the Opera House here into an upto-date picture theater. The house i
was recently acquired by Clark and
Russell Armentrout of Pittsfield, 111.

Markets New 16 mm. Projector
A new portable 16 mm. projector
esigned
especially
for sound
and
insisting of only three controls, with
rlrive of turntable separate, set speed
• ntrol, no rheostat and fool proof in
peiation, has been put out by the
'vinpro Corp. of Chicago.
The new
ev ce, which weighs only 85 pound?
vhen packed for transporting, can be
set up for operation in less than three
minutes, it is claimed, and is adaptable to kodacolor.

YOUR PATRONS
$\< Know the difference!
The smooth, silent sweep of
Vallen - controlled Curtains
puts an added punch in every
picture and stage production.
Your patrons know the difference . . . Increase their
'"lj»N^ ^

enjoyment and you increase ■
your patronage. Send for a
ment today.of Vallen Equipcatalogue

VALLEN ELECTRICAL CO., Inc.
AKRON

MUSIC

and LEADER STANDS

IN

designs.
a variety of standard
* t'.i . pacious and adjustable music
i ess. evenly illuminated without
sturglare or light leaks; stable; and
furnished
dy ; a tistically finished
completely wired with an extension
We also manufacture a comcort!line
p'eie
of stage lighting specialties.

KLIECLBROS

Universal Electric Stace Lighting Co.,i«.

321 West 50th Street

NewYork.NY.
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PRESERVATONE PROCESS
PROTECTS SOUND TRACK

Proper Cooling of Theater
More Important Than Ever
Rcpitntcd from the Eastern Edition
■■The Last Word.")

of Fox's

ARE you using the proper lighting
J to help put over your show?
Light is the essence of show busiIf your theater has no refrigeratness. There are few contributing
ing plant, it is absolutely necessary factors of a program which aid as
that your lobby have a cool appear- greatly as light in putting over a
ance as to color and lights.
show. Borderlights, floodlights, spots,
The lobby may have a cool and striplights, floods and dimmers, plus
soothing effect upon the patron and the stage effects possible through a
still be of such a nature that it does
good lighting system, make or break
not carry the North Pole idea in ice a show. Inside and outside the theand snow This is the type of lobby
ater, lighting offers the showman inthat the theaters having no refrigcreased profits. Therefore, the upkeep
erating plant must strive to main- and proper use of lighting equipment
tain. It can be done with care and
is vitally essential.
thought. Some of the colors which
can be used in various combinations,
Spare parts in the projection
and which are cool and pleasing to
room are often locked up in a cupthe mind and eye, are:
board and forgotten. This is bad
All shades of blue, except the dark practice. Take them out and check
Prussian. All shades of green.
up your spare list occasionally. Also
Magenta. Various shades and com- test them. Dud Lamps, cells, etc.,
binations of lavender. Tan, in com- have a habit of getting mixed with
binations of slightly darker shades of good ones, spares that have been
brown. These are times when even taken out of service, for old age or
warmer colors may be used if com- perhaps a slight fault, but may be
bined with the cooler dominating. For
of getting a show over in an
instance, a little Copy
orange may be used capable
emergency, should not be placed
where the blue dominates.
with good spare parts unless propEach Cooling System Requires, Own
erly labeled, stating reasons for being discarded, the date of discard,
Don't hang out a refrigerated sign etc. In case of breakdown, you can't
unless your theater is refrigerated. always remember the condition of a
Don't hang up icicles unless your spare part when put away, but when
you may be saved contheater is cool. Don't say "twenty it is labeled
siderable time in making repairs.
degrees cooler inside." If you have
the washed-air system,
say:
For increased profits the use of
Washed Clean Air — It's Cooler inside.
candy vending machines are becoming more popular than ever before
Or if you have refrigeration, say
so:
_ i by exhibitors for the accommodation
of patrons in obtaining candies, etc.,
Cooled
by Refrigeration.
Or:
inside the theater. Machines of this
kind not only serve the purpose of
It's Healthfully Cool Inside!
In all advertising in lobby or in the bringing in additional revenue, but
paper, stress the words Healthy and are now obtainable in designs that
Comfortable.
add to the decoration of the house.

Last May, after a chilly and wet
Vpril, we kicked off the covers and
tepped out into the street one mornhg to find ourselves sweltering in the
lottest five days May had staged in
•ears. Everyone was caught untwares; the hot spell was nationvide. You all remember that hot
vind that took every patron out of
'our theater and into the open.
May is approaching. It is time
o do something about the weather.
those of you who have refrigerating
plants should get ready to manufacure it. Those who have fan-cooled
heaters should see that the fans are
nspected and ready to go. Those
jvho have washed-air systems should
jest them out and have them ready.
3ut, don't stop there. Cooling preparations should extend to everyone
h the theater.
Clean up! Freshen up! Get ready!
Not tomorrow, but now. Get your
irtist busy, have the cooling posters
Inade, and everything) in readiness
lor that hot spell. You may get
up most any morning now and find
;t too hot for comfort.
[ If you have a refrigerated theater,
ftart bragging about it now. Get your
dvance trailer and start running it
[,t once. Get your message to your
matrons! before they start thinking
ibout the beach.
„ Refrigerated theaters can go the
limit on icicles, polar bears, or all
fhe known lobby methods of smashing home the cool idea to hot paxons. But if you have volume enough
lo send a cool draught out through
irour lobby doors, it will be perfect
So matter what you do about the
tides and refrigerated signs, be
iure that your posters are done in
tool colors. There is a wide variaA new drip-proof motor, which
iion of colors and tints that are cool. assures protection against water or
other liquids dripping in it or splashed in through the ends, has been
marketed by the Ideal Electric &
Bring
back
the prestige
lost
Manufacturing Co. of Mansfield, O.
through faulty sound
As the water is thrown into the
in your theatre
motor, its action is to immediately
discharge it through the vent at the
by installing
bottom of the center enclosing jacket. Air circulation is from both ends
toward the center and out through
•perfect sound
reproduction
this vent.
and
thereby
gain
additional
steady
Should any water get onto the
customers
and more
dollars through
windings, the strong blast of air
your
box.
which is continually being forced
WEBER
MACHINE
CORP.
through the motor while in opera59 K UTTER STREET, ROCHESTER, IN.Y.
tion, is more than sufficient to immediately evaporate any water that
Exmn Dipt.; 15 Laight Street, New York
York
New
Arl.b,
Addr,,,:
Cabl,
may reach the windings, the companj' states.

New Drip-Proof Motor
Marketed by Ideal Elec.

SYNCCCflLH

Distributing Theater Specialties
Seattle — Clarence Hill has opened
offices in the Slater-Hurst Building
here and will distribute theater specialties under the firm name of
Olympic Sales

Development of a process that is
said to protect the film emulsion from
scratches, abrasions, oil, etc., thereby
reducing the cost of replacements and
additional prints, has been announced
by the Preservatone Co. of New
York.
The process, consisting of a pure
chemical compound, without the aid
of artificial heat or dryer, when
applied to the emulsion, will harden
it, render it scratch-proof, and protect
the sound track from injury. It does
not affect the flexibility nor the moisture content, so as to make the film
dry and brittle, the company states.

Novel Lobby Frames
Keep Pace With Styles
A complete line of decorative ticket
booths and metal frames for display
in lobbies of theaters, as well as in
front of the house, and designed particularly tokeep pace with the changing styles of theaters is being put out
by the Stanley Frame Co. of New
York City. They can be had in various types and sizes with designs to
meet the demand of any exhibitor.

INVISIBLE
Changeover

"Thide"

Automatic Shutter Control
wilh 3-wire circuit foot switch
Standard equipment in over 1,500
theatres. Fits Motiograph Model
F, Simplex and Super-Simplex and
Sure- Fit. With or without Rear
Shutter
Mounts.
Hear Shutter Mounts require Model
I) type. Convert your Model A to
Model D type. Brackets and parts
on order.
Send for literature.

DOWSER
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Rogers

Ave.,

MFG. CO.
Brooklyn,

N.

Y.

Co.

REPAIR YOUR
CHAIRS!
MAKE
vVom^/
V^JJ^i,^

THIS Stamp of Approval
in advertisements of

equipment and supplies meansi
That the NATIONAL GUARANTEE
of highest quality is coupled with
that of a manufacturer.

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY
COMPANY
Branches in all Principal Cities

YOUR
SQUAB SPRING
SEATS SEATS

Repairing

- Reseating

- Upholstering

Allied Seating Company
GRamercy
303 4th Avenuj
5-5833 New York City at 23rd St.
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William Powell in

"Ladies' Man"
Paramount
Time, 70 mins.
UNSYMPATHETIC MOTIVATION AND DISAGREEABLE
THEME MAKES THIS POOR
ENTERTAINMENT, PUTTING
WILLIAM POWELL IN A
PART TO WIN SYMTOUGH
PATHY.
One of those films that lacks anything to arouse real sympathy or
even interest, with William Powell
in a role that makes him one of
that despised male class of leeches
who lives on women's bounty. He
has a married dame in society infatuated with him, and also her
daughter. Everywhere he goes women fall all over him, for no apparent reason. Finally he meets a
girl of class with who he really falls
in love. She is supposed to be a
woman of refinement and breeding,
yet shrt Has every evidence of the
kind of^a life he has led, never
questions it, and goes right on falling for him, like all the rest. To top
it all, the picture has a tragic ending, with the husband of the society
dame dropping him over a balcony
of a high building to the street below. It's all very depressing, disagreeable and lacks logic.

"Three
Girls Lost"
with Loretta Young
Fox
Time, 80 mint.
HIGHLY
SOPHISTICATED
WITH GANGDRAMA
LOVE
STER ANGLE. NOT FOR THE
KIDS. JOAN MARSH FINE AS
GOLD-DIGGER.
Plain talk, which is risque at times,
coupled with worldly-wise situations,
stamp this production as being strictly for adult business. Three smalltown girls, played by Loretta Young,
Joyce Compton and Joan Marsh,
land in Chicago to make their way
in the world. Joan vamps the first
man who speaks to her. He is John
Wayne who lives in the apartment
opposite theirs. Loretta mothers the
girls but meets with much opposition from Joan who wants to hit the
high spotsA, Loretta falls in love
with John and after many mildly interesting situations have been worked
out. with John being accused of the
murder of a gangster, Loretta and
John hurry into the final clinch. Joan
gives a fine portrayal and is the greatest factor in keeping the picture in
the money.

Cast: William Powell, Kay Francis, Carole Lombard, Gilbert Emery, Olive Tell,
Cast: Loretta Young, John Wayne, Lew
Martin Burton, John Holland, Frank AtCody, Joyce Compton, Joan Marsh, Cathkinson, Maude Turner
Gordon.
erine Claire Ward,
Paul Fix, Bert Roach.
Director, Lothar Mendes ; Author, RuDirector,
Sidney
Lanfield
; Author, Robpert Husihes; Adaptor, Herman J. Mankieert D. Andrews; Adaptor, Bradley King;
wicz ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor, not listed ;
Dialoguer, same; Editor, Ralph Dietrich;
Cameraman, Victor Milner ; Recording" Engineer, H. M. Lindgren.
Cameraman,
L. W. O'Connell.
Direction,
Good.
Photography,
Good.
Direction, Weak.
Photography,
Good.

"Svengali"
Warner Bros.
Time, 7G mins,
ANOTHER
BARRYMORE
TRIUMPH
WHICH
IS DISTINCTLY A CLASS PICTURE.
ARTISTIC AND SPLENDIDLY
ENACTED VERSION OF FAMOUS STAGE SUCCESS.
This is a John Barrymore field
day all the way through. The star
provides a performance which is expert and striking. The story is an
eerie but somewhat sluggish affair,
with the star doing a composer and
pianist who possesses strong hypnotic powers. Through this influence
he induces the immortal Trilby,
artists' model, to go away with him,
giving her English sweetheart _ the
impression that she has committed
suicide. Under his spell she becomes
known as a famous prima donna.
The Englishman learns the true
situation and tries to free the girl
from Svengali's X>ower. While conducting in a Cairo cafe the hypnotist
dies and takes fTrilby's life with him.
Seldom has a picture been given such
a painstaking production. Both sets
and photography are of the highest
grade. Marian Marsh, playing Trilby,
is attractive and the rest of the cast
is splendid.
Cast: John Barrymore, Marian Marsh,
Ti ram well Fletcher, Carmel Meyers, Lumsden
Hare, Donald Crisp, Luis Alberni and Paul
Porcasi.
Director, Archie Mayo ; Author, George du
Maurier : Adapter, J. Grubb Alexander ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor. William Holmes ; Cameraman, Barney McGill.
Direction, A-l ; Photography,
100%
good.

Tom Tyler in

"Rider of the Plains"

Time, 57 mins.
Syndicate
GOOD WESTERN
WITH
STRONG KID ANGLE, SHOWING TOM TYLER'S KID PAL
TAKING HONORS WITH THE
STAR.
This one was aimed right at the
kids, and it sure will get their patronage. Here is one western that is
practically devoid of gun play. It
tells a very human story of an orphan kid (Andy Shuford) whom Tom
Tyler takes under his wing. Tom is
an ex-outlaw, under cover in a
strange town, when he adopts the
boy. The townspeople take the boy
away from him, figuring the man is
a vicious influence. There is a neat
love story worked in. and a lot of
good kid business. Finally the inevitable robbery of the express company, with the sheriff's posse pinning
the crime on Tom. It works up to a
Rood surprise climax, with the boy
clearing his pal by stating he saw two
enemies of Tom coming out of the
express office just before the robbery.
Then the youngster confesses to the
minister after it is all over that he
didn't see them at all — just had a
hunch, which proved correct. Surefire for the juvenile trade.

"The
Secret Beery
Six"
with Wallace

M-G-M

Time, 83 mins.

ANOTHER
BOX-OFFICE
GANGSTER DRAMA INCLUDING GOOD COMEDY. BEERY
IMPORTANT PART OF EXCITING SHOW.
Wallace Beery again kicks in with
an outstanding performance, this
time as a dumb stockyard hand who
develops into a tuxedoed gang leader— still dumb. His work is a source
of comedy as well as drama, both
excellent. The story, although
loosely constructed, is fast-moving
and covers plenty of entertainment
territory. Beery eventually wins absolute control of a city through his
association with a crooked lawyer,
played splendidly by Lewis Stone.
The Secret Six is formed by lawabiding citizens in order to blot out
the gangsters. Armed with gats and
federal warrants the vigilantes of
law and order finally stage a showdown which sends Beery to the chair.
In the background there's a minor
love story which ends when a reporter is bumped off. No fault of
importance may be found with the
suppporting cast. Plenty of production in this one.
Cast: Wallace Beery, Lewis Stone, John
Mack Brown, Jean Harlow, Marjorie Rambeau, Paul Hurst, Clark Gable, Ralph Bellamy, John Miljan, DeWitt Jennings, Murray Kinnell. Fletcher Norton, Louis Natheaux, Frank McGlynn and Theodore Von Eltz.
Director, George Hill ; Author, Frances
Marion ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same ;
Editor, Blanche Sewell ; Cameraman, Harold
Wenstrom ; Recording Engineer, Douglas
Shearer.
Direction
Box-office.
Photography,
Fine.

"Soldiers Plaything"

"The Flood"

with Monte Blue, Eleanor Boardman
Columbia
Time, 69 mins,
FAIR MELODRAMA
WITH
SOME
EXCELLENT
RIVER
FLOOD SCENES,
BUT HANDICAPPED BY OBVIOUS
STORY.
Some very good river flood scenes,
showing the break in levees and the
washing away of property, are the
highlights of this melodrama. The
story itself is rather weak. It concerns a small-town girl who, after
being compromised by the town
slicker, thereby bringing down the
wrath of her family upon her, goes
away to the city and winds up by
marrying
The which
husband is senta rich
to herengineer.
home town,
is threatened by rising waters, and
she goes with him. The other man
appears again, turning out to be a
friend of the husband, and makes a
play for the wife, whose past he
threatens to expose. It winds up
with the unscrupulous lad being shot
by has
the tricked
wife inherself-defense,
he
into comingafter
to
his apartment, and the woman being
saved by her husband when she
walks into a pile of debris that is
about to be dynamited. Miss Boardman gives a good performance, and
Frank Sheridan's brief role is enCast: Eleanor Boardman, Monte Blue,
David Newell. William V.
Mong. Violet Barlowe, Eddie Tamblyn. Arthur Hoyt, Ethel Wales, Buddy Ray, Ethan
Allen.
Director, James Tinling ; Dialoguer Director, Perry Ivins ; Author, John Thomas
Neville; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, Gene Milford ; Cameraman, John
Stumar; Recording Engineer, George Cooper.
Direction, Good. Photography,
Good.

Frank Sheridan.
joyable.

"Die Forsterchristl"

Warner Bros.
Time, 71 mins.
WEAK NUMBER USING THE
W O R N-O UT DOUGHBOY
STUFF AND DEVELOPING NO
REAL
ENTERTAINMENT.
STORY POINTLESS AND FLAT.

Capital Film Exchange
Time, 85 mins. I
PLEASING
VIENNESE
COSTUME COMEDY DRAMA WITH i
GERMAN DIALOGUE CLICKS.
This is a Cinderella type of story,

This is the type of material that
they use in the two-reel shorts, with
the story of the doughboy overseas
and the mixups with the girls. There
wasn't enough plot in it to stretch to
feature length, and the whole thing
shows it all too plainly. Ben Lyon
is the hero, with Harry Langdon as
his buddy. They eventually land in
Coblenz on the Rhine, with the Army
of Occupation. Langdon is continually pulling his dumb plays, and
manages to score some laughs. He
is the only bnigjFit spot in the entire
affair. The seij/timental angle is very
weak, the dialogue is trifling and banal, and altogether it is a miscue production that offers very little in the
way of entertainment. The title is
misleading for there is nothing in it
of a real sexy slant, and any way
you figure it, it is just a filler, and
a very weak one at that.

taking place in the time of the composer Mozart, and involving the then
young Emperor Joseph and a little
forest girl whose father has charge
of one of the Royal game preserves.
It is a very well staged costume
piece, and the settings have been
handled to create the atmosphere of
that romantic and leisurely period.
The girl meets a young hunter in
the forest, and later when she calls
on the Emperor concerning her
father's forest preserves, she discovers that the handsome hunter is the
Emperor. Then into a pretty little
romance, with a scandal attaching
to the girl's name, although quite
innocent of any wrong. But the Emperor straightens everything out, and
she returns to her forest home and
marries the young corporal, her
sweetheart. A light comedy with a
hint of drama that will please German audiences, although the action is
slow, and it needs cutting. Irene
Eisinger, the girl, has a rich soprano
voice.
Mozart melodies throughout.

("The Forester's Daughter")

Cast: Irene Eisinger, Paul Richter, Oskar
Cast: Ben Lyon, Harry Langdon, Lotti
Andre Pilot. Tibor von Halmay,
Loder, Noah Beery, Jean Hersholt, Fred Karlweis,
Kohler, Otto Mattieson, Lee Moran, Marie Fritz Daghofer, Jelly Staffel.
Director, Friedrich Zelnik ; Author, Bruno
Campeau.
Cast : Tom Tyler, Andy Shuford. Lillian Astaire, Frank
Granichstaedten : Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer,
Bond, Al Bridge, Gordon De Main, Ted
Director, Michael Curtis; Author, Vina not credited ; Editor, not credited ; CameraAdams.
Fern Emmett,
Slim Whittaker.
Delmar ; Adaptor, Perry Bekroff ; Dialoguer,
men, Mutz Greenbaum, Akos Forkas ; ReDirector, J. P. McCarthy; Author, Wellyn Arthur Caesar ; Editor, Jack Killiser ; Camcording Engineer,
Dr. Leistner. Photography,
eraman, J. O. Taylor.
Direction,
Commendable.
I Very
good.
Totman ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same ;
Editor, not listed : Cameraman, Archie Stout.
Direction, Poor.
Photography,
Okay.
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"In Old Cheyenne"
\with Rex
Lease,
Sono Art

Dorothy
Gulliver
Time, 60 mins.

PLEASING WESTERN, WITH
LOTS OF PEPPY ACTION AND
NICE DIRECTORIAL TOUCHES PLACING IT ABOVE THE
AVERAGE.
A pleasing little western, that has
jeen directed and nicely paced, with
;i story that holds the interest all the
ivay. Rex Lease is framed by a gang
'jf rustlers to make it appear to the
jwner of the ranch that he is the
guilty party. So he loses his job as
I cowpuncher, and with his pal starts
out to uncover the work of the gang.
He discovers the gang is using a
white stallion to lure the horses to
i secret ravine where the gang is in
hiding. He gets the dope on them
by disguising himself at a masquerade ball at the ranch. There is a
knock-down fight at the finish, with
the hero -and the heavy fighting all
lover the ranch and then the final realization on the part of the ranch owner that Rex has been his pal all the
time. There is an unusually pleasing
love interest with Dorothy Gulliver.
All in all, this number will please
the western fans with its intelligent
treatment and interesting story.
Cast: Rex Lease, Dorothy Gulliver, Jay
Hunt, Harry
Woods,
Harry
Todd.
Director, Stuart Paton ; Author, Bennet
Cohen; Adaptation, Betty Burbridge; Dialogue, same ; Editor, Carl Himm ; Cameraman, William Nobles.
Direction, Good. Photography,
Okay.

"Student Sein"
("Student Days")

Protex Trading Corp. Time, 65 mins.
JOLLY GERMAN
MUSICAL
PLAY WITH COLLEGE BACKGROUND. LIVELY ACTION
AND PLEASING TUNES.
A thoroughly pleasing story of college life in the attractive city of
Wurzburg has been turned out by
Ines-Film, Tobis unit, in this German production with music. In addition to the very agreeable tunes and
the general effervescence of the action, it has a background of rare
scenic beauty, enhanced by fine
photography, and the two principal
players, Fred Louis Lerch and Anita
Dorris, are types that should register
with almost any audience. Another
excellent artist is Franz Baumann.
The story deals with the student life
and romances of the lads at the university in Wurzburg. There is the
rich boy who has a love affair with
the daughter of humble servants, resulting in parental objections and difficulties, all of which are eventually
overcome. Dueling matches, festive
celebrations, singing of drinking
songs, and other happy-go-lucky
activities make up a good part of the
action.
Cast: Franz Baumann, Anita Dorris, Fritz
Alberti, Fred Louis Lerch, Edith Schollwer,
Ernst Belimer, Else Reval, Paul Biensfeld,
Carl Platen, Hans Hamm.
Director, Heinz Paul ; Author, Josef
Buchhorn.
Direction, Lively. Photography,
Excellent.
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"The Yellow Pass"
Amkino

Time, 80 mins.

SILENT RUSSIAN
FILM
FULL OF DREARINESS AND
MISERY. HAS LITTLE APPEAL
FOR
REGULAR
PICTURE
HOUSES.

EXECUTIVES

Here is a typically heavy and
melancholy Russian effort from the
Sovkino factory, pushing over the
usual propaganda. We have the arrogant upper classes persecuting and
exploiting the lower. This is done
through the device of a rich landowner's daughter and her husband
who get into their employ a peasant
girl as nurse to their baby, taking

It takes
More than

her away from her husband and children on the farm. In the city the
girl is not allowed to receive the

A paste pot
And scissors

true messages from her husband's
letters, and finally when he comes to
the house to visit his wife, he is told
she has become a bad woman. He
leaves with their child, and she quits
her job, and gets mixed up with the
police and the yellow ticket women of
the streets, and is classified as one
of them, being given a ticket, too.
And so on, and so on, this dreary
narrative winds its heavy way. Out
for the regular picture patrons.

To hold the
Reader Interest

Cast: Anna Stenn, I. I. Koval-Samborski, M. Narokoff, Annel Sudakevich, V. P.
Vogel,
S. Yakovleva,
D. Baksheev.
Director, O. Ozep ; Author, same ; Adaptor, same ; Editor, not listed ; Titler, not
listed ; Cameraman,
not listed.
Direction, Poor. Photography,
Good.

Lilian

Harvey,

Willy

Fritsch

Of the BIG men

in

"Liebeswalzer"

OF an industry
For 14 years,

("The Love Waltz")

Ufa

Time, 90 mins.

DELIGHTFUL
GERMAN
OPERETTA WITH SETTING
PARTLY
IN AMERICA
AND
SOME ENGLISH DIALOGUE.
Erich Pommer has combined
American and German interests with
no small degree of success in this
charming operetta. Part of the action
takes place in the U. S. and the plot
revolves around a "Henry Ford"with
an unruly son who leaves home, after differences with his father, becomes secretary and romantic ambassador for a Continental archduke, and
winds up by marrying a princess who
was supposed to have become the
archduke's own bride. Some English
dialogue is interpolated in the opening sequences of the comedy. Music
is of a pleasing quality and the romantic team of Lilian Harvey and
Willy Fritsch ought to satisfy the
popular fancy without any trouble.
The action is direct and clear enough
for anyone to follow even without
an understanding of German.
Cast: Lilian Harvey, Willy Fritsch, George
Alexander, Karl Ludwig Diehl, Karl Ettlinger, Hans Junkermann, Vicktor Schwannecke,
Julia Serda, Lotte Spira.
Director, Wilhelm Thiele; Authors, Hans
Mueller, Robert Liebmann ; Adaptor, same ;
Dialoguer, same ; Cameraman, Werner Brandes; Recording Engineer, Dr. Erich Leistner.
Direction, Fine. Photography,
Fine.

And 90% of
Film Daily
Subscribers
Are BIG men.
:the

IHI MWMMIl,
Of
HIM DOM

"Ghost Parade

Educational
Time, 22 mins.
Okay Comedy
Patterned along lines of the popular type feature mystery-comedy, this
Mack Sennett release personally directed by the comedy producer, and
featuring the capable comic trio of
Andy Clvde, Majorie Beebe and
Harry Gribbon should find acceptance
on any program. The plot centers
around a supposedly haunted estate
inherited by Andy, and on which
unknown to him there is oil. A prospective crooked buyer knowing this
seeks to make a quick purchase of
the place, and to accomplish his end
sets the stage to scare Andy out.
When Andy, accompanied by his
dizzy secretary (Marjorie Beebe)
visit the weird mansion to show it to
the crook plenty of laughable situaentions are supplied as they become
meshed in a series of mysterious
happenings machinated by the latter.
Harry Gribbon adds considerably to
the fun as the blundering hick detective.

"Here's Luck"

Universal
Time, 20 mins.
Laugh Number
\ Slim Summerville comedy, with
the comedian and the tough sergeant
still scrapping, this time as part of
the Army of Occupation on the
Rhine. Slim pulls one of his funniest gags with a graphophone, which
has a record giving the drill commands. Slim slips this on the sergeant, and fixes the needle so the
disc
"Right
Face!"in
The keeps
dumb repeating:
sergeant digs
a hole
the ground as he keeps following
this repeated command for several
hours without stopping. Another
good gag was a Big Bertha shell
that Slim fools with till it starts to
fizz, and chases everybody out of
town and finally blows up the brewery, giving ajl the boys free beer.
This one will get laughs in any house.

"Maid to Order"

Vitaphone 1144
Amusing Time, 9 mins.

A travesty on the servant problem,
fairly consistent in its action and
"The Mad Melody" mins. comedy. The idea, quite familiar,
Time, 7
RKO Pathe
concerns an independent house serLaugh Cartoon
vant who gives orders to her mistress
Here is one of the best of the
instead of taking them from her.
recent cartoon comics, with Professor Lion writing on opera based on Script is by Burnet Hershey and
Casey Robinson, with Alf Goulding
steals from all the classic composi- as director. Principals are Eleanor
tions. He gives a recital for all the
other animals at the Opera House, Shaler,' Pauline McLean and Bob
and the stage presentation is full Lynn.
of funny gags, with a wow climax
"Don't Divorce Him"
as the piano gets sore at the pounding, and knocks the Professor for Educational
Time, 20 mins.
the count.
Fair Comedy
Although this number in the Tuxedo series, featuring Clyde Cook, depends for the most part on situations
Educational
Time, 9 mins.
Good Animated
of a slapstick nature to get the
This issue in the Paul Terry-Toon laughs, the result is fair comedy entertainment. Cook plays a sap clerk
cartoon series is cleverly animated
and rates among the best of these in the employ of a divorce lawyer
releases. Terry on this occasion has who assigns him to serve papers on
cast old Farmer Al in the role of the a hard-boiled surgeon in a hospital.
Sultan, who when his sleep is dis- Cook tricks himself into the institution via a fake auto accident, and
turbed by his romantic cat, heaves
puss into a well. Al returns to then all the familiar hokum gags of
slumberland, and it is at this point the hospital chase are brought into
as he endeavors to get his man.
that the versatility of Terry's pen play
is revealed, as it takes friend Sultan Cook scores several good laughs
for a crazy nightmare ride through through disguises and contortionist
the spirit world with many humorous stunts he employs to avoid detection.
situations being evolved. Incidental In all, the piece offers a fair share
music and sound effects are effec- of fun of the type that the kids will
probably get the bigger kick out of.
tively introduced.

"The Sultan's Cat"

"Where East Meets West"

(Magic Carpet of Movietone)
Fox
Time, 8 mins.
Interesting
An intimate view of Singapore and
its strange people and customs. Nawith "wings,"
tive traffic
barbers
that policemen
pull whiskers with pliers
from customers, laundrymen who do
their best to ruin clothes and a miriad
of other novel scenes fill this release
with genuine entertainment. The reel
ends with scenes taken at the Outram
School, where native children hold a
spelling bee in English.

Lew Fields

in

"23— Skidoo"
Vitaphone 1017
Fair

Time, 9 mins.

Due to a rather weak idea and material, the veteran comedian, Lew
Fields, doesn't register very heavily
in this comedy. Scene is an old
beer garden, with Fields as the proprietor although his wife does most
of the bossing. He does some flirting
with a pretty waitress, thereby arousing the wife, but it is all very mild
and punch-less. Arthur Hurley directed.

"Wings of Tomorrow"

Visugraphic
Time, 10 mins.
Airplane Novelty
This is in the nature of a newsreel, showing the new type airplane,
the auto-gyro, with a descriptive talk
explaining the various features of the
device as the plane takes off, flies at
low and high altitudes, and lands in
back yards and the most unlikely
spots from a perpendicular position.
The mechanical features of the windmill device are shown in detail, and
it should prove an interesting film for
all the air-minded fans. The reel is
devoid of any advertising reference,
and has been well photographed, with
a very interesting explanatory talk.
It has real audience interest for any
house.

"Sunny South"
Universal
Time, 7 mins.
Peppy theCartoon
Oswald plays
part of the hero
coming back to his home town in
Dixie. There is a lot of excitement
on the railroad trip, with a cow getting on the track and making things
uncomfortable for the engineer. Finally the train reaches the home town,
and Oswald is received by a band, his
sweetie, and the mayor. Winds up
with a funny gag with watermelon
dance.
seeds that spoil a nice cake walk

"Down to Damascus"
(Magic Carpet of Movietone)
Fox Good Time, 8 mins.

A trip through the ancient town of
Damascus, through the "Street called
Patsy Kelly in
straight."
Modern
ancient customs
and Syria,
a visitwith
to its
a real
desert sheik. The reel ends with
"The Grand Dame"
Vitaphone 1023
Time, 9 mins. some startling views of a camel corps
— soldiers of the desert. Although
Snappy Comedy
lacking action the subject matter will
Star of this short, Patsy Kelly, is interest and entertain.
a comedienne who has scored big on

"No Privacy"
Broadway this season in "Earl Carroll's Vanities" and other musical Unive
rsal
Time, 20 mins.
shows. The sketch, written by StanFair Comedy
ley Rauh and directed by Arthur
Hurley, is a gag satire on society. It
A typical Lloyd Hamilton comedy,
is snappily done and should click with Lloyd buying a new hat and
generally.
suit to visit
banker's
daughter.
Buthisthegirl,
herothemakes
the
mistake of charging his purchases to
his father-in-law's account, and the
"Wild West of Today"
old
man has no use for Lloyd. While
(Magic
Carpet of Movietone)
for his girl to appear in the
Fox
Time, 8 mins. waiting
reception room, the creditors arrive
Great
and take all his clothes, leaving him
Cameraman Charles Herbert has in his underwear when the girl and
turned out a piece of work that for her father appear. Not so original,
but the comedian's original style of
beauty of composition and thrilling humor
gets it over for the laughs.
subject matter are hard to duplicate
in either shorts or features. In the
different sequences hundreds of wild
horses, steers, sheep and bison have
"The King's Armada"
(Magic Carpet of Movietone)
been photographed with very satisfying results. The scenic backgrounds Fox Fine Time, 8 mins.
and general make-up of the reel,
along with the natural sound and
The annual spring maneuvers of
musical accompaniment, stamp this as
the
British Royal Navy off the coast
one of the outstanding in the series. of Gibraltar
form the content of this
stirring number in natural sound with
synchronized musical background.
Shots taken from the aircraft carrier
'Not So Loud'
H.M.S. Argus of Royal Air Force
RKO Pathe
Time, 19 mins. planes taking off and landing, are
unusually fine.
Poor
Edgar Kennedy, Jimmie Finlayson
and Monte Collins are the comics
"The Gossipy Plumber"
who try hard but get nowhere, due
e
Time, 20 mins.
to a very heavy and mechanical story RKO PathMisses
that lacked any real gagging to make
A tiresome number, with the old
it worth producing. Kennedy is the
dumb detective who uncovers a liquor wheeze about the plumber and his
hideaway, where the other two assistant coming to fix the leaky pipe
comics are trying to unload a truck- in the home of the society dame
ful of booze and get it into the attic. while she is giving a bridge party.
The detective helps them, and the The head plumber
nothing but
funny. the hostess does
barrels keep tumbling down the stair- annoy
with his lack of
way every time they get them up. sense. It is more annoying than
They repeat this several times, and
that is the extent of the story.

EASTMAN'S LATEST
CONTRIBUTION...
... is a ■ remarkable super-speed panchromatic negative film that simplifies
production, yields finer sound pictures
than ever . . . and sells at the same price
as regular negative. The whole industry is the winner by this latest Eastman
development. Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New

York. (J. E.

Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New York,
Chicago, Hollywood.)

Eastman Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative, Type 2

On a new

rampage!

Vic and Eddie always faithful to
Raoul

WOMEN
OF ALL

with

NATIONS

VICTOR McLAGLEN
EDMUND LOWE
GRETA NISSEN
EL BRENDEL

Fifi Dorsay
Marjorie White

Comedy Drama with characters Quirt and Flagg originally created
by Laurence Stallings and Maxwell Anderson

Those two cock eyed marines have landed and
the woman situation is well in hand.
Vic and Eddie, mopping up again, those comical
cusses of courtship^— in all languages.
Wimmen, wimmen! Feeding'em lies, listening to
their sighs, fooling 'em and being fooled.
A miracle of mirth. Beating those glorious days
of "What Price Glory" and "The Cock Eyed
World" for laughs and lucre!
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Universal Increasing New Feature Schedule to 26

AD SHORTS CLASH "WITH LOCAL llE- UPS
'Roxy7 and Feist
Endorse MoveGreat Break
To Bring
Back
Features
Begin Kids
To Feel
Urge Continuance of Drive
Second Thoughts

— on the passing parade
-By JACK

A LI CO AT E-

Consensus of
The Arrival of opinion among
Miss Bankhead those usually in
the know is
that the sparkling Miss Bankhead,
formerly of Alabama, late of London, Eng., and now part and parcel of Paramount - on - Broadway,
has not only arrived as per schedule, but is most likely to play no
small part in high cinema social
circles for some time to come.

To Attract Juvenile
Attendance

Hearty endorsements of the movement to build up juvenile attendance
were received Saturday from S. L.
Rothafel ("Roxy"), who is to be impresario at the new Radio City
amusement center, and Felix F. Feist,
general sales manager of M-G-M.
"Roxy", who was directing the Roxy
theater when that house recently
made a definite bid for juvenile trade
by booking Universal serials, said
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Little Jackie Cooper, who
has risen to fame as "Skippy,"
is currently receiving big headline plugging from three major companies. Paramount is
advertising him in "Skippy,"
RKO is announcing him in the
forthcoming Richard Dix picture, "Young Donovan's Kid,"
and M-G-M is playing up tb°
youngster as a member of "Our
Gang" comedies produced by
Hal Roach, to whom Jackie is
under contract.

NATHAN YAM1NS HEADS
MINNIE GOLF REVIVAL
RENAMED EXHIB UNIT
EVOKES UTILE INTEREST

Her debut in "The Tarnished Lady"
was considerably in the nature of a
personal triumph, for, according to
Competition from miniature golf
most critical dockers, her work at
this
season is not expected to reach
the final fade-out was a good quartermile ahead of her vehicle. Person- anywhere near the proportions of last
ally, we liked her plenty and it is our summer, according to first returns
from exhibition centers where the
guess that this Miss Tullulah Bankhead person, properly storied, has midget courses have opened up again.
Public interest in the pee wees is novogue possibilities.
(Continued
on Page 4)
*
*
*
It's hard to top
this Jack Barryfellow
more
when he is leveling. As a sophisticated comedian he
has no equal. In romantic roles he's
a cinch. Now, in the title role of
The "Svengali"
Of Barrymore

"Svengali," he gives one of the most
arresting performances of the season.
His creepy, feline characterization of
the famous old cut-throat is distinguished and well worth the time of
those, both within and without the
industry, who like to dig below the
crust for their cinema pie.
*
*
*
The screen debut
Mr. Jones
of Dr. Robert Jones,
Crashes In golf professor-extraordinary, has been
accomplished without undue excitement and with considerable well-deserved success on the part of all concerned. The first of the Jones series
contains plenty enough of background to interest non-golfers, hav(Continued

on

Pane

2)

Reaction from
Commercial Films
Clashing of nationally distributed
advertising shorts with individual local tie-ups by theaters has cropped
up as another monkey-wrench in the
commercial filiji situation. As a result it has become necessary for
Publix to issue instructiu. ; to circuit
houses to lay off any local arrange(Coniinued

on

Page

2)

RKO SALESMEN TO ACT
AS ADVISORS ON SOUND
Following a short but intensive
course of instruction in sound reproduction, while at the convention in
Hollywood last week, RKO salesmen
have returned to their various fields

Boston — New life has been injected
into the New England exhibitor or- equipped to assist and act as unofganization ranks with the changing of
ficial advisors to> exhibitors whose
the name of the Independent M.P. houses are wired with faulty appaT.O. of (Continued
New England
to the Inderatus or where adjustments are necon Page 4)
essary for better reproduction. Instruction was given at the RKO stu-.
Advertising Reel Injected dios by J. V. Maresca, acting director of sound, and John Aalberg, suIn Pathe News Locally
pervisor of projection.
Stage Shows May Return
Indianapolis
—
R-K-O's
Emboyd,
In Place of Dual Bills first run at Fort Wayne, is tacking Drive for 500 Members
Toledo — After about a month's advertising reels into Pathe News.
trial of double features, the Para- Asked concerning the matter, the
Opened by M. P. Club
Motion Picture Club today will
mount here is reported considering Pathe exchange here said that it has
the return of stage shows in place of no jurisdiction and pointed out that open its drive for "500 members by
(Continued
on Page 4)
the dual film policy.
June 1." The campaign will be
launched with a feed at the club, the
speakers including Lee Ochs, chairman; Al Lichtman, James L. Ryan,
Thomas
Wiley,
and Louis
Nizer.

26 Feature Pictures Scheduled
By Universal for Next Season
Film Golf Tournament
Committee in daily huddle.
Everything under control. Big
surprise promised. Prominent
Westchester Club to be scene
of frolic. Date to be set this
week. Indications point to
greatest of all Motion Picture
Golf Tournaments. Everyone
rarin' to go.
More later.

Twenty-six features for 1931-32
will be announced by Universal at
its forthcoming annual sales meeting. This figure represents an increase of six full-length productions
over the number planned for the
current year. An increase in Universal^ short subject lineup for the new
season already has been announced in
The Film Daily.
Carl Laemmle, who came especially
(Continued

on

Page

4)

What

Price Sport?

West Coast Bur. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — As a result of
the current vogue for sports
shorts, the stars of the athletic world have started to place
a high price on their services.
Helen Wills asked $155,000 to
make a series of one-reelers on
tennis for Universal. No deal
made.
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Extended

Run

Parade
Attractions)

THEATER
PICTURE
DISTRIBUTOR
"Zwei Herzen im
% Takt"
Asso. Cine, of Araer.
Europa
'Trader Horn"
M-G-M
Astor
"Tabu"
Paramount
Central Park
"Dirigible"
Columbia
Central
"The Millionaire" .... Warner
Winter Garden
"Gun Smoke". ...... Paramount
Rialto
"Public
Enemy" . . . . Warner Bros
Strand
"Born to Love"
RKO Pathe
Mayfair
"Tarnished Lady" .... Paramount
Rivoli
"Student
Sein"
Leo Brecher
Little Carnegie
"Svengali".
Warner
Hollywood
OPENING
THIS WEEK
United Artists
Rialto
'Indiscreet"

Second Thoughts
— on the passing parade
(Continued

from

Page

1)

May
OPENING

DATE

Sept. 12
Feb.
3
Mar .18
April
3
April.
8
April 23
April 23
April 24
April 29
April 30
May
1
. May

6

JOSEPH FINSTON OPENS
E

STRY'S
INDUDCCr
THE DATE

May 6: Movie Ball, under auspices of M.
room. Chicago.Union, Trianon BallP. Operators'
8-10: Universal eastern sales convention, St. Moritz Hotel, New York.
May
11-14: Annual convention of the NaFire Protection Ass'n at
Toronto, tional
Canada.
May 12-14:
Annual convention of the Rocky
Mountain
M. P. T. O. A., Brown
May
Palace Hotel, Denver.
Universal
midwest
sales
convention, Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
May
15:
Fox Film annual stockholders'
meeting,
New
York.
18:
Fifth annual golf tournament and
May
outing sponsored by the Kansas City Film Board of Trade,
18-20: Universal western sales con^
May
vention.
Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
May
18-22 : Conference of International
Federation of Cinematograph Exhibitors, Rome, Italy.
25-29: Spring meeting oi the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.
26-27: Annual convention of the M.P.
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri,
and St. Joseph, Mo.
26-31 : International conference on educational films under patronage of
the Federal Minister of Education,
Vienna.

ing no less than Dick Barthelmess,
Frank Craven and Joe Brown in the
supporting cast. Any time one can
Joseph Finston, for the last five
get three such screen dignitaries
playing straight for one, even though years with Paramount-Publix, first
that one is the celebrated and likable in the Publix stage show department
Mr. Jones, one is likely to have a in New York and later in the music Advertising Shorts
department at the Paramount west
bit worth while. Isn't one? And coast studios, has returned to New
Clash from
WithPage Tie-Ups
(Continued
1)
NEW
YORK
STOCK
MARKET
such
a bit
No. 1, of
"Thethe Putter,"
first to
be is
displayed
Bobby York and opened a synchronizing
{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
service
which might buck the Par,
Broadway.with headquarters at 1440 ments
Net Jones "How
I play golf series.
mount commercial
contracts.
High
Low
Close
Chs.
In one
case
recently
a Publi
Nt.y Portable Recorder
Con.
J-m.
Ind....
b'A
b'/g
(>y$
Since the bottom dropped out of
East.
Kodak
154
HO'A
153</2 + 3
house made a tie-up whereby Luc
musical
production,
lack
of
demand
Developed by Photophone for musical experts on the coast has Strike cigarettes were distribut
Fox Fin. "A"
19H
17 U
1SH —
Yi
Fox Film rts
1-256 1-256 1-256 —1-256
A new portable sound recording sent most of these men back east. with a herald on "Dishonored"
Gen. Th. Eq.(new)
4%
4H
4% +
Y\
to
equipment for use in connection with
Loew's.
Inc
45
43"4
44^2
+
1
who is the brother of Na- patrons leaving a theater which was
Paramount
30%
29^s
30J4
the Mitchell camera, and designed Finston, thaniel
Finston. head of the music playingsoreda short.
Chesterfield cigarette sponPathe
Exch
1VS
VA
1 54 —
54
for greater efficiency in location and
<lo "A"
4Vi
4'A
4Vi —
ys
department at the Paramount studios
newsreel
work,
has
been
produced
by
Local co-operative advertising, now
RKO
"A"
17%
16!4
17 Yi +
yi
Warner
Bros
8^4
7Vi
&lA +
*A RCA
Photophone in collaboration in Hollywood, will have on call the that the public is wise to the ad
do pfd
19
19
19
— 2%
services
of
these
synchronizing
spewith Westinghouse and General
NEW YORK
CURB
MARKET
cialists, who were associated with the shorts, also frequently gives prospecElectric. Entire equipment weighs
tive patrons the impression that the
Pox
Thea.
"A"..
3%
lYi
3<4—
54
recording
of such productions as feature,
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.
854
7%
&Y* +
% less than 400 pounds and can
as well as the short, may be
Technicolor
8
8
8
"Love Parade," "Monte Carlo" and a commercial picture. This reaction
be
carried
in
the
rear
compartment
TransLux
8
7%
7% —
Y%
other features, as well as cartoons and
of a small automobile. The operat- other shorts.
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
was felt on "Skippy," according to
ing
equipment
necessary
for
location
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 47
45 54 45 54—2
Lem Stewart of Publix, and as a rePar. 554s50
81
81
81
— 1
work weighs about 245 pounds.
sult exploitation hook-ups with arPathe 7s37
79%
79%
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A feature of this apparatus is the
ticles or merchandise are being disWarner's
6s39
... 43
42
4254 —
%
Film
Stocks
Dropped
adoption of the single system of recouraged by the circuit.
cording by means of which the
30
Per
Cent
in
April
"Mother's
Millions" for Rivoli
sound is recorded upon the film
"Mother's Millions," Liberty pro- 19J/2 frames in advance of the expoShares of five leading film comEXPLOITATION
MEN I
duction being distributed by Universure of the picture, which makes pospanies — Fox, Loew. Paramount,
sell advertising mats service |
sal, will play the Rivoli, New York.
sible the immediate reproduction of Pathe and Warner — showed an ag- i to
in territories familiar to them, i
This will be the second Universal the subject after it has been develgregate depreciation of $105,134,128
picture to be booked into a United
Opportunity,
right men build j
oped and printed.
in April, according to a compilation
permanent income.
Phone for I
Artists house on Broadway within a
by
the
New
York
"Sun."
The
decline, amounting to 30 per cent, led | appointment, Wisconsin 7-3866. j
other is "Seed,"
few weeks.
Rialto.
for the The
slated
Sargent on formerly
"Variety" with all industries.
>V^ '«»'i^ .«• i^ -«» i«» ■«» ■» :^ ■,» >«•'<
EpesEpes Sargent,
"Zit's" and a pioneer trade paper
v *♦»♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦>*♦♦♦♦>« *% ♦♦♦♦♦♦•♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦ »*,;
man, today
joins "Variety" in its edi\%
»>
Receiver Sells Gordon Square
torial department.
New York
Long Island City ♦*♦
».♦
1540 Broadway
Cleveland — The Gordon Square
1 54 Crescent St. ♦'♦
►.♦ BRyant 9-4712
theater property has been purchased
"Mickey Mouse" at Roxy
STillwell 4-7940
♦"♦
"Mickey Mouse," the Walt Disney at receiver's sale by Jim Scoville of
cartoon creation, has crashed the the firm of Scoville, Essick and Reif.
IS & 35 MM
000.
world's largest picture palace, the The reported purchase price was $40,*♦».♦
B & W and Colors
Roxy. The first of these animated
i.
:*: drawings to play the big Broadway
UNIFORM— BRILLIANT
FINE
GRAIN— DURABLE
J.t
house is "Traffic Troubles," appearing on the current bill.
The Gevaert Company of
:":
ft
Studio
and
Location
America, Inc.
Weltner on South American Tour
423
W.
55th
St. 413-21 No. State St.
Chicago
Hollywood
Sound on Film Recording
N. Y. C.
Chicago
George Weltner of the Paramount
6700 Santa Monica
♦". 1727 Indiana Ave.
Originators
of the Tinted Base
Low Daily or Weekly Rates
Blvd.
foreign
department
sailed
Saturday
;ta;
CALumet 3692
M. P. Film
on the S. S. Western Europe for a
HOLlywood 4121
Clnephone Equipment Corporation
i7 '.**.*♦.**>♦.*♦.*♦.*♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.*♦>♦>♦.*♦,♦♦,♦♦>♦,♦♦.♦♦>♦>♦>♦.* two months' inspection tour of the Powers
7?3-TTH
AVE.. N. V.
BRYANT
9-6067
Paramount offices in South America.

GEVACCT

lEastnian Films

| J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

CAWSTCCr

Short Shots from
New York Studios
By HARRY

Columbia, S. C. — In a letter to
Vlayor L. B. Owens J. M. Gregg,
secretary and treasurer of the Crierion Amusement Co. of Charlotte,
nade an offer to the city to rent the
Columbia theater at $3,600 yearly for
five years. The proposal was taken
under advisement by the council.
Hudington, Pa. — The New Clifton,
which was destroyed by fire five
months ago, has been rebuilt.
Palmetto, Fla.— The New Theater
made its formal bow last week. W.
J. Stewart is manager.
Denver — Construction on the
RKO Orpheum here has been started
and it is expected to have the theater completed by fall.
Blair Station, Pa. — Lincoln is the
new name of the former Art. Lou
Capruggi recently took over the
house.
Elmwood,
Wis. — J. Ginsbach
has
taken over the Legion from C. Holt.
South San Francisco — Charles
Peterson has discontinued plans for
building a theater here. A. J. Eschelbach is building a $100,000 house to
be opened in August.
Manchester, Vt. — Joseph
will soon reopen the Arcade.

Arcus

Dorchester, Mass. — Joseph Arcus
Mahoney has purchased the property
which includes the Morton Publix
operates the house.
East Milton, Mass. — Frank A.
Grady and Charles L. Varney are
decorating the Adams and will reopen it soon.
Brattleboro, Vt. — Emanuel D.
Latchis has offered $7,500 a year for
the rental of the Auditorium. George
F. Sharby has been operating the
house which belongs to the town.
Lynn, Mass. — The Comique has
been reopened with Louis Brown in
charge.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Al Jolson will go into films, according to Coast report.
*
*
*
Mae Marsh completes RobertsonCole contract.
Plans indefinite.
*
*
*
Charles C. Pettijohn leaves Selznick Enterprises to head American
Fiscal Corp.

• • •
THINGS WE Never Thought Worth
Now
that the studio electricians on the
in Hollywood have a language all their own
of the crew is a gaffer, and he delivers his orders
whistle
it sounds like the same whistle,

Mentioning Till
Paramount
lot
that the boss
with one shrill
to you

but to the gang it means turn on the lights, turn 'em off, turn
the sun arcs to the right, left, up, down, or put a frost on the
broad
and that last one is purely technical
not a
wise crack, you mug
that the Gaffer's assistant is the
Best Boy
that incandescents are "inkies"
the rectangular Klieg's are "broads"
Cooper-Hewitts are "banks"
or "tubes"
*
*
*
*
• • •
THAT
Floyd
Gibbons
cannot talk so fast over the
radio if he is standing up
so he sits in front of a desk with
a raised reading stand, with a reading glass over his good glim
that back in 1914 Frank Fay played the Orpheum Circuit in a sketch headed by Gerald Griffin
and Fay's salary was even less than that
that Al Smith wore a flaming red tie at the opening
ceremonies
atop the Empire
State
building
that on riding down
from
the 102nd
floor of
the building, the sensation is the same as when you spend your
bankroll on a gal and she sez "yes" to another mug
Leo Carrillo was up there on the roof shaking hands
*
*
*
*

with

that
Al.

• • © THAT 11 years ago at the Paramount Longisle stude
Richard
Dix was
given his first starring
role, with Gregory
La Cava directing and Eddie Cronjager as cameraman
that all three are now together on the Radio lot
•

•

•

THAT

Carl Laemmle,

Nolan didn't like a scene they were shooting
so Mary up and grabs the script and sez

"I'll

rewrite
this
cross our
if-ash-lie

scene
heart

three

*

*

in

er— how
do you spell 'chief'?"
times and hope to croak
♦

*

• • • THAT Eddie Klein called the turn on the present
Foreign Situation two years ago when he wrote for the Year
Book
that English
language
pix would
find a limited
market
in foreign
countries
that American
companies
would adopt the plan of producing in Europe
that they
would enter into alliances with British and Continental producers
that the American contingents would be forced to increase their theater holdings
abroad
that that's enough
Prophesying for any guy to take a bow on
*
*
*
*
• • • THAT the janitor of the Town Hall at Carlisle, Ohio,
has written us to take this town off our mailing list as there has
not been a picture show there for over a year
that, sez
he, our mail literature was
very interesting
reading,
and he
thought if he told us sooner we'd quit sending it
that
his only reason for telling us now is that he has got a janitor
job in another town, and after sizing up his successor, he thinks
"the new feller is too dumb to erpeshiate your literatoor"
that if you doubt, we'll let you look at the original letter — for
a nickel a look
we've got to get the dough together for
that new set of golf sticks somehow
that Al Sze — Seze —
aw, Szekler, U's general manager, is en route to Chermany on
the Europa to straighten
out releases on "All Quiet"

«

«

«

JACK HALEY, musical comedy
star, proved himself quite a baseball player while on location for his
Vitaphone short, "Success." Part of
the action required Haley to hit a
home run and the comedian did just
that!
"Charley (Buddy) Rogers has arrived from the West Coast for a series of personal appearances with
three trunks, a new overcoat and a
lovely bass voice, which he is trying on all friends.
Raymond Guion, young stage actor,
recently signed by Paramount, will
have as his first screen assignment,
the role opposite Nancy Carroll in
"Personal Maid," which Monta Bell
is preparing to direct.
Royalty, in the person of Count
George Sentelli of Italy, visited the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio this
week. The count is a prominent
fencer and engaged in a match ivith
Norman C. Colin, national champion. This is part of Ted Musing's
latest "Sportslants."
Clyde Elliott, who directed the
Johnny Farrell and Knute Rockne
sport reels released by RKO Pathe,
is en route to Singapore as director
of the Van Beuren Buck Expedition.
Buck
is author
of the book "Bring
'Em
Back
Alive."

Phil Reisman, Sol Lesser and

Paul Gulick attended the preview of "Mother's Millions" up at
New Rochelle
that the only reason for holding it in this
backwoods
site was to accommodate
Phil and Paul, who
live
there, or thereabouts
that over at the Ideal stude in
Jersey Mary
her pix

.V. BLAIR

»

»

»

"The Naggers at the Races" is the
title of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth's latest Vitaphone short, making number eleven in their series.
Herman Ruby wrote the story and
Alf Goulding directed.
Burnet Hershey, who is collaborating with F. M. Newman on dialogue for his Vitaphone "Travel
Talks" series, is well qualified for the
job, having been twice around the
world and across the Atlantic no
fewer than thirty-four times.

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

May 4

Paul Lazarus
Maria
Corda
Joseph
P. Mack
David H.
Thompson
David T. Perey
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2,000 Workers Will Be
Kept Busy Throughout Year
West

Coast Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Ten features are currently in preparation at the Radio
Pictures studio, and it is planned to
keep a force of at least 2,000 creative and technical workers employed
steadily during the next year, said
Joseph I. Schnitzer at the termination of the annual sales convention
here. The productions being made
ready are:
"Strange Women, "The Vulture,"
"Nancy's Private Affair," "The
Sphinx Has Spoken," "Marcheta,"'
"Are These Our Children," "Should
Wives Work?" "Consolation Marriage," "Girl Crazy," and "The
Dove."

'Roxy' and Feist Endorse
Move to Bring Back Kids
{Continued from Page 1)

in Preparation

A LITTLE from
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD
JOHN ROBERTSON believes it is
J difficult to make a picture convincing ifan actor plays a dual role.
"The picture-goer is inclined to become interested in the mechanics of
the trick, rather than the story itself," he says.
*
*
*
Robertson was faced with the
dual role problem in preparing
"Cheri Bibi," for M-G-M. At one
time John Gilbert was to play two
parts, but Robertson contended that
much of the story value would be
lost and eventually it was decided
to cast Ian Keith to play Gilbert's
double.
*
*
*
Edward M. McDermott, veteran
film editor, who cut "The Public
Enemy," is editing "Night Nurse."
He also cut "Maybe It's Love" and
"Other
Men's * Women."
*
*
Constance Bennett wears 14 original creations in "The "Common
Law," ivhile Hedda Hopper and
Marion Shilling also have four each.
The gowns were designed by Given
Wakeling, head of the RKO Pathe
costume department.
*
*
*
Hagar Wilde, novelist and magazine writer, has been added to the
writing staff of Howard Hughes.
Her first assignment will be the dialogue construction for "The Age for
Love," the Billie Dove starring vehicle
based on the novel of Ernest
Pascal.

Ballyhooing "The Smiling
Lieutenant," Chevalier talker,
Publix is offering $50 in prizes
to the persons who guess the
correct opening date and hour
in connection with the coming
engagement at the Criterion,
New York.

Pictures

//

//

Saturday: "The sincerity reflected in
the Juvenile Film edition of The
Film Daily is a healthy sign for the
industry. Pictures like 'Skippy' do
infinitely more than entertain. They
build up a lasting foundation for motion pictures."
Feist declared: "The very pertinent
question regarding the lack of juvenile patronage at motion picture theaters cannot be solved by any single
statement, nor by any one issue of a
paper. The Film Daily's Juvenile
number is a great stride in the right
direction. I doubt that any change
in feature production is practical at
this time, but I do believe that the
*
*
*
answer is in having good short subjects on every program and the
Abe Meyer, head of the Meyer
abolishment of double-feature pro Synchronizing Service,
has returned
to Hollywood. He made the trip from
grams."
New York by automobile, and en
route stopped off at Zack Miller's
Arthur Lange Now Heads "101
Ranch" and secured a number
of drums, made by Indians, which
RKO Pathe Musical Dept. he
will use for authentic sound efWest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
fects. * *
*
Hollywood — Arthur Lange, one of
Laura
La
Plante
has
been selected
the best known personalities in the
musical world, has been appointed by the company to depict the leaddirector of the musical department
ing feminine role in Columbia's "Arat the RKO Pathe studio by Charles direct. izona," which George B. Seitz will
R. Rogers. Lange takes charge im*
*
*
mediately of the RKO Pathe musiF. N. Easterdahl, R. L. Heathcal department.
cote and W. A. Abbey are the new
safety inspectors at the WarnerFirst National studio.
Fowlkes Returning West
*
*
*
Julian Fowlkes, Universal director,
Forrest Halsey, veteran playwright
will return to Hollywood
on Tues- and scenaris
t, has returned from a
day.

Stunt

at Radio
LOTS

IVILK

four months' vacation in New York.
He has been with Paramount, First
National and Pathe.
*
*
•
Albert De Mond is supervising
"Ex-Bad Boy," at Universal, and
will also supervise "Lilies of Broadway," which will be directed by John
Murray Anderson. Vin Moore is
directing "Ex-Bad Boy."
Mike Miggins, who was with Fox
17y2 years, will supervise "Ropes of
Sand." which will be made by Miracle Pictures, with David Graham
Fischer directing. Miggins has been
a production manager on comedy
units, an assistant director and a unit
business manager.
May 1 was a red-letter day for
Jean Harlow. On that day, "The
Secret Six" and "The Iron Man," in
which she plays the leading feminine
roles, opened in downtown Los Angeles theaters. The former is at the
Fox Criterion and the latter at the
Orpheum.
*
»
*

the newsreel, as issued,
paid advertising.

contains

no

L
NEW FEATURE SCHEDULE
(Continued

from

Page

1)

from the Coast to attend the Universal sales convention, will make
the announcement of the new season
product at the first of the three meetings which will be held May 8-10 at
the, St. Moritz Hotel, New York.
Sessions will be conducted by Phil
Reisman, general sales manager; Ted
Schlanger, eastern sales manager, and
Harry Lorch, western sales manager.
Laemmle will also attend the second convention, at the Hotel Stevens,
Chicago, May 12-14. The third meeting will take place at the Palace Hotel, San Francisco, May 18-20.
In attendance at the New York
meeting will be all the home office
executives including R. H. Cochrane,
Sol Lesser, P. D. Cochrane, C. B.
Paine, and the department heads.
District managers who will be
present at the New York convention
are: Mike Landow, Philadelphia;
Clair Hague, Canadian general manager; Dave Miller, Cleveland; W. M.
Richardson,
Atlanta.
Exchange
managers:
A. J. Herman, Albany; Ben. Y. Cammack, Atlanta; F. McCarthy, Boston; Cowan
Bain, Charlotte; P. Krieger, Cincinnati; C. L. Barnett, Buffalo; W. E.
Sipe, Memphis; Morris Joseph, New
Haven; L. Conner, New Orleans; H
W Given, Philadelp
hia; H. Millstein

Harry Joe Brown, recently appointed associate producer of RKO
Pathe by Charles R. Rogers, production executive, will not allow his new
duties to divorce him entirely from
directing pictures. "I expect to di- Pittsburg
h;
E. St.Heiber,
Washingt
Sault,
John; S.
Brint, on;'
Torect at least one picture a year," says W. A. ronto;
Leo Abrams, New York.
Brown. "An executive should know
the problems of a director and should
never lose touch with the actual mak- Nathan Yamins Heads
ing of a motion
picture."
*
*
*
John T. Murray essays an important role with Clyde Cook in the
Educational-Tuxedo comedy, "Don't
Divorce Him," scheduled for release
May 31.
*
*
*
Lil Dagover expects to reach here
about May 25, according to a cable
received yesterday by First National
officials.
*
*
*

Anthony Bushell, young English
actor, who makes his latest screen
appearance opposite Constance Bennett in "Born to Love," was brought
to Hollywood by George Arliss to
appear in "Disraeli." He is an Oxgraduate and a product of the
Londonford stage.

Advertising Reel Injected Minnie Golf Revival
In Pathe News Locally
Evokes Little Interest
(Continued from Page
1)

Studio:

(Continued

from

Page

1)

where as keen as last year ,and in
numerous instances the revivals are
In New York, Saturday, Jules Levy proving complete washouts. Genof R-K-O said it is not the comeral sentiment on the midget courses
is
that
they were just one of those
pany's
policy
to
tures to newsreels.add advertising picfads that couldn't endure.

Renamed Exhib
Unit
Page 1)

(Continued from

pendent
Inc., with the
follo
wing Exhibi
officetors,
rs:
Nathan Yamins, Fall River, president; Max L. Levenson, Boston, first
vice-president; W. B. Littlefield, Jamaica Plain, second vice-president;
E. H. Horstman, Boston, secretary;
E. H. Stoneman, Boston, treasurer.
Executive committee consists of E
A. Ansin, W. T. Fitzgerald, J. Jolson,
E. M. Loew, W. H. McLaughlin, G
Ramsdell, Phil Smith, Ralph E Snider, W. A. Viano and H. Zeitz.
Joe Cantor in Cleveland
Cleveland — Joe Cantor, formerly
with United Artists in Detroit, has
been appointed manager of the local
branch office. He succeeds William
Rosenthal.

Claudia to has
Tellturned
'Em

Claudia Dell
thor and is
money for her
blonde RKO

auto receive real
first opus. The
star has been

asked
by toa submit
leading anwoman's
magazine
article
dealing with education as a
requisite for success in pictures.
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Allied Renewing Campaign Against Block Booking

478 THEATERS BUILTABROAD LASTYEAR
Theater Ad Mat Service Reorganized With Wider Scope
Walter

J. Stein Named
President of
Company

Theater Ad Mat Service has been
|eorganized under the title of United
Theatre Advertisers, Inc. Walter J.
stein, formerly identified with Bala>an & Katz, has been named presilent. Sidney C. Davidson, formerly
lirector of exploitation for Universal
nd associated with the Warner Bros,
.dvertising department, is director of
dvertising. Terry Turner, forrherly
vith Loew's as publicity director,
ontinues as director of exploitation,
{Continued

on Page

8)

Hardened
Seattle — Motion picture patrons want the "low down" on life
rather than rose colored theories, says John Hamrick, owner of the
Blue Mouse and Music Box theaters, in an article printed in a local
daily. They have a "show me" attitude, he said, explaining the public preference for such pictures as "The Front Page" and "The Public Enemy."

Ohio Sunday Show Measure
Signed by Governor White
been active in supporting the bill.
In the campaign, the exhib organization pointed out that most of the
Ohio theaters are located in 150
towns and cities in the 71 counties,
in which reside an overwhelming
majority of the State's population.

iamouIWrelease
beauty shorts in color

Columbus — Senate Bill 77, making
it legal for picture theaters to open
Sunday afternoons and evenings, has
become an Ohio statute through
signing of the measure by Governor
White. The M.P.T.O. of Ohio, with
P. J. Wood as business manager, has

A series of short film subjects enitled "Beauty Secrets From Hollywood," produced in technicolor by
tobert E. Welsh, will be distributed
oon by Paramount. The shorts will
eveal to the American woman the
nethods employed by famous stars
f the screen to embellish their naural physical charms.
Natalie Kalmus, color director of
he Technicolor Corp. and wife of Dr.
Icrbert T. Kalmus, president, asIstedi ,ui making the series as color
dvi.'*-11

New York Fire Code May Serve
As Model for Entire Country

VI

■ m«m xni. ,^Am IfJnlaft M.1 1 es
»

Of HIM [OM ^IM"
^^

■ ™"^ AU » ;C

ity of

LaboAssociated First Natior.
6,200
second annual sales corver
occu-nerly
Astor.
16-19 at Hotel*
* s and United
George Beban no e Film Center
space8) now ocRobertson-Cole.* /> >rPage
—
Harry Dur — — ■ —
Famous
Ymme to Trout
Bullitt t\e _
,
it — Some
of, the
min^olf courses around here
Sing torn out and trout
substituted.

Proposed fire code for New York
City, drafting of which has just been
completed by a committee including
representatives of the film industry,
is expected to serve as a model set
of regulations for cities throughout
the country.
Adoption of the code by the New
York Board of Aldermen will result

in an annual economy of $150,000 to
the industry through savings in insurance penalties, it is understood.
The new regulations, which are vastly
more liberal and modern than the old
set. are expected to allow theaters
to keep 50,000 feet of film on hand,
as compared with 5,000 now legally
permitted. More consideration will
also be Kiven studios and exchanges.

Allied Working for Passage
Of Anti-Block Booking Bill
M.P. Club Giving Party
In Honor of Mike Simmons

Allied States Ass'n is understood
to be laying preliminary plans for
another campaign designed to bring
In appreciation of the good work about passage of the Brookhart bill
for the industry being done by the
A.M. P. A- under the leadership of which will again be introduced in
President Michael L. Simmons, the Congress when that body begins its
M. P. Club will give a dinner, dance next session in December. Officials
and party, dedicated to Simons, on are reported to be contacting state
unit leaders in order to line up petiMay 16 at the club's quarters. Dintions calling for adoption of the measner" will be at 7:30 P. M., entertainure which, among other things,
ment program at 10:30 and dancing
would
outlaw
block booking.
Tickets will be $3.
until dawn.

600 Features Produced in
European
Studios
During 1930
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAI IV

Washington — A total of 478 moving picture theaters with an aggregate seating capacity of 467,000 were
built abroad last year, according to
a survey made by American Trade
Commissioner George R. Canty, Paris, and just released by the motion
picture division of the Department of
Commerce. A noticeable tendency
was evident. Canty says, to build the
(Continued

on

Pane

7)

EXPANSION IN MIDDLE WEST
Kansas
City — Max
.\I. Kravetz,
assistant to Harold B. Franklin, of
Hughes-Franklin Theaters, is due
lure this week to proceed with the
development of new purchases in the
circuit's midwestern territory, particularly in Kansas City.
Dick

Dickson,

(Continued

on

Hughes-Franklin
Page 8)

Important Topics Slated
At Rocky Mt. Exhib Meet
Denver — Advertising films, music
tax and legislation, percentage checking, zoning and protection, block
booking and public relations are
among the important topics slated
for discussion at the convention of
the ers
Rocky
Ass'n at Mountain
the BrownTheater
Palace Ownhotel
here May 12-13. Harry Huffman
willsecretary,
preside, with Emmett Thurmon
as

Will Rogers Highway
Collinsville, Ark.— With appropriate ceremonies, the Will
Rogers Highway, first traffic
way to be named for a film
star, was dedicated here on
Sunday. Rogers'
sisterin and
brother-in-law
took part
the
celebration.
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19 RELEASES TO AUG. 1
SCHEDULED BY M-G-M

Television Cartoons
Complete schedule of M-G-M proJOHN W. ALICOATE
: :
:
Editor and Publisher
ductions to Aug. 1, lists three unreA series of* 12 animated carleased pictures completed, 11 in protoons exclusively for television
duction and five that will soon go into
Published daily except Saturdays and holidays
broadcast
is being made by
at
1650
Broadway,
New
York,
N.
Y., work.
the John R. McCrory studios.
and
copyright
(1931)
by Wid's
Films
and
Productions set for general release
Film
Folk, Inc.
J. VV. Alicoate,
President,
The drawings, which are in
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau,
May 16 are, "Never the Twain Shall
silhouette, will be broadcast
Secretary-Treasurer
and
General
Manager
Meet," "Cheri-Bibi" and "Trader
daily and nightly by station
Arthur
W.
Eddy,
Associate
Editor;
Do
Horn." Pictures now in production
Carle
Gillette,
Managing
Editor.
En
W2XR operated by Radio Intered as second class matter.
May 21, 1918,
with their release dates are, "Girls
ventions of Long Island City.
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under Together," May 23; "Five and Ten,"
The first six subjects have been
the act of March
3, 1879.
Terms
(Postage
May 30; "Just A Gigolo," June 6;
iree) United States outside of Greater New
completed.
"A Free Soul," June 13; "The Great
York
$10.00
one year;
6 months,
$5.00;
months,
$3.00.
Foreign,
$15.00.
Subscriber
Lover," June 20; "Son of the Rajah,"
should
remit
with order.
Address
all com
munications
to THE
FILM
DAILY,
1650 July 18; "The Man in Possession,"
Broadway,
New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle "Complete Surrender," "Sea Eagles,"
"The Squaw Man," "Susan Lenox,
7-4736,
7-4737,
7-4738,
7-4739.
Cable
ad
dress:
Filmday,
New
York.
Hollywood
Her Rise and Fall," July 25. Pictures in production soon, with their
(_ aliiornia — Ralph
Wilk,
6425
Hollywood
ISIvd.
Phone Granite 6607.
London — Ernest
release
dates are "Politics," June 27;
W.
Fredman,
The
Film
Renter,
89-91
"Horseflesh," July 4; "Sidewalks of
Wardour
St., W. I. Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn
Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse,
225.
Paris New York," July 11, and "Lullaby,"
— P. A.
Harle,
La
Cinematographic
Fran
will complete its 1930"Flying High," "Pigboats," Aug. 1. 31 Vitaphone
program of shorts on May 9, at
caise. Rue de la Cour-des-Noues, 19.
which time the Brooklyn studios will
go on a skeleton crew until June 6,
when the new line-up is scheduled to
Work on the first of the series ot go into work. Meanwhile the plant is
to undergo alterations, staff writers
12 features recently announced by J.
will
prepare new material, while Sam
G. Bachman and M. H. Hoffman will
Sax, production chief, and Murray
NEW
YORK
STOCK
MARKET
get under way within a week or so. Roth, director-in-chief, line up new
Bachman and Hoffman leave for the
Net
talent. Frank Kingsley, casting diHigh
Lew
Close
Chg.
coast today to launch preparations.
rector, will continue to interview
Fm. In J
c-Jm
-j-»s
6f£ +
J4
About a dozen productions will be
Con. Fm. l:nl. |l\l. 15
I4-U
'5
made
the first season.
East. Kodak
157J4 15."156J-J J- 3
players.
Fox Fm.
"A"
19J4
lBh
Vt'A -r
H

May
May

INDUST
THE DATE
K S
BOCRY'

May
May

6:
May

Movie

Ball, under

auspices of M.

P. Operators'
room, Chicago.Union, Trianon Ball-

7:

Dinner Dance and boxing-wrestling tournament at the Motion
Picture
Club,
New
York.
8-10: Universal eastern sales convention, St. Moritz
Hote', ofNewthe York.
May
May11-14:
Annual
convention
National Fire Protection
Ass'n
at t
Toronto, Canada.
12-13:
Annual convention of the Rocky
Mountain
M. P. T. O. A..
Browr.
Palace
Hotel.
Denver.
Universal
midwest
sales
convention. Stevens Hotel,
Chicago.
1 5 : meeting,
Fox
Film
New annual
York. stockholders'
16: Dinner Dance and Party to
Michael L. Simmons, president
A.M.P.A. at Motion Picture Club.
7:30
P.M.
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Plan Neon Consolidation
Consolidation of some of the eastern licensed companies to bring them
together under one management is
contemplated by Claude Neon
Lights, Inc., according- to a statement last week by W. T. P. Hollingsworth, president, to stockholders.
The sign division of the company
will be included in the merger, which
is expected to take place as soon as
audits, now under way, are completed.
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Pathe Supervisor
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Hollywood — Val Paul has been appointed to the post of supervisor at
the RKO
Pathe
studios.

J.

C.

and
Elliott Nugent
and another

MONEY
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VIOLA aldIRENEt
r. G. BACHMAN
and M. H. HOFFMAN
leave today
for the coast.
EI. DA YOELKEL, Broadway stage actress
Binned
by Fox, has left for Hollywood.
LOUIS CALHERN, who has been appear'iig on the Broadway stage in "Give Me
■> e-iterday," is on his way to the coast to
appear with William Powell in "The Other
Man"
for Warners.
MAE MURRAY
is in New York on a visit
fi'om Hollywood.

us ***♦vI

J. E. Brulatoor? fc c. «

Warner Memphis House
Goes Double by Feature

Memphis — A double feature policy,
Chicago — Israel Balaban, father of instituted about a week agoby at the
■e Balaban
brothers who were co- Warner here, has proved sufficiently
nders of the Balaban & Katz cir- satisfactory to warrant its continuis dead at his home here after
ance, for the time being, at least.
an . ness of several months.
He was
(yi years old.
Surviving, besides his
\v.di'\v, are seven
sons, John, Max,
I have
David,,
Harry,
Abraham,
Barney and
Kimcr.

(I est
-|- \'A

Pete Woodhull to Preside
R. F. (Pete)
Woodhull
will be
toastmaster at a banquet to be. given
tomorrow
night in Dover,
N. 1 . in
honor of Charles Ripley, policeman
0 captured
James
Nannery,
notorious gangster, following his escape
irv.rv. Sing
Sing.
Police
Ccrinti:;r>ner Mnlroouev of New \'otk nl-o
is attending
the dinner.

},t
i.t

Israel Balaban Dies;
Father of Theater Men

Leo Carrillo, whose "Hell Bound,"
Tiffany picture, comes into the Paramount, New York soon, has signed
with James Cruze Productions to
appear in three pictures annually for
three years. Carrillo is now in New
York, having recently arrived from
the Coast.
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LOOKING
AHEAD

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

— Vision Plus Courage
Bv

DON

€

GILLETTE.

TT

IS an axiom
in the lanes of
finance that the tools who buy
stocks in periods of depression and
gloom, when everyone else is dumping 'em, are the boys who reap the
quick millions when prosperity comes
in.
At this very moment, with circuits
frying to sell houses back to independents, and indies willing to unload on anyone who will buy, out
steps Harold B. Franklin, generalissimo of the Hughes-Franklin organization, with a vast building and buying program that challenges the
pessimism of the hour to a finish
fight.
Some 120 houses are already in
operation under the H-F banner.
Construction of about 40 others is
under way or has been decided upon.
The goal is reported to be 400 by
fall!
'THE astute Mr. Franklin figures it
out that, by the time his flock of
comnewly planned houses are
pleted, the good old S.S. America
will be riding once more on a rollicking wave of prosperity.
to hasten
of the best ways
One
is to
business
of good
the return
on the
your affairs NOW
conduct
basis of what you expect the future
1 to bring.
Mr. Franklin not only preaches
that, but practices it.
And a year or two from now a lot
of the wise boys in this biz will be
wondering how he did it!

— Welford Beaton's Loss

TJUNDREDS of friends join with
Welford Beaton in mourning the
death of his son, Donald, associate
Film Spectator."
editor of "The
Only 21 years old, young Beaton
had waged a magnificent fight for
four years against an infection that
baffled doctors.
His passing has cut short a promising career, depriving the father of
an aide and successor of whom he
had every right to be proud.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Associated First National to hold
second annual sales convention May
16-19 at Hotel Astor.
*
*
#
George Beban may make series for
Robertson-Cole.
*
*
*

Harry Durant, Lasky's assistant at
Famous Players-Lasky. W. C.
Bullitt now scenario editor.

• • • FOR MONTHS
Walt Disney has had students of
heraldry working out an appropriate coat of arms for his cartoon
creation,
Mouse
it will
adorn producer
the rodent's
new
studios in Mickey
Hollywood
a rival
cartoon
suggested
the coat of arms consist of nothing but a Piece of Cheese
Walt and the gang were very enthusiastic about the idea, till
some bright boy opined that there might be a lotta Dirt in the
suggestion
the fans would soon be referring to the cartoons as the Cheese Productions
which wouldn't be so
hot
but what good is a coat of arms unless there's an
organization of fans to make it popular?
the Mickey Mouse
Club idea for kids is okay
but what about the grownups?
Mister Disney doesn't realize that he has the swellest
proposition for interesting the femme fans of any producer in
the film biz
tieing up Mice with Wimmen!
why,
the ing
very novelty of the thought will have the whole nation talk*
*
*
*
• • • IT'S ABOUT time that the ladies had their own
Order, like the Elks, Lions and Moose that their husbands and
brothers belong to
the password would be three squeaks
the highsign would be jumping up on a chair
when meeting on the street, two lady members would lift their
skirts and scream
this would give all the male witnesses
a thrill
the scream, we mean, you goof
lifting the
skirts doesn't mean anything any more
already you can
see the Idea has great publicity possibilities
there's a
lotta psychology
in back of it
the femmes
enjoy the
Mickey Mouse cartoons as much as the kids
why?
because for the first time in history they can laugh in Perfect
Safety at a mouse
and mebbe you think that's just an idle
opinion
it's a FACT
*
*
*
*
• • • THIS "SAFETY" psychology, means more to the film
biz than the producers realize
it's the main reason why
wild animal and gangster pix are so fascinating
the audience gets the Unique Thrill of not being SCARED at wild animals and gangsters as they sit comfortably in their theater seats
that's why Mickey Mouse cartoons are so popular with
women
else why haven't cartoons exploiting dogs, cats
and other animals exercised such a world-wide appeal to women?
simple,
isn't it?femmes
Walt Disney hit on the One Idea
that would
Fascinate
*

*

*

*

• • • THE PLAN has other possibilities
the Ladies'
Ancient Order of Mouse, having lost their age-old fear of rodents,
would probably wear mouse costumes when performing the
"An Ama"Who comes here?"
degree ritual
third teur
Mouse, duly clothed in the very latest model from Paris,
made of selected gray mouse skins from Persia, with neck and
wrist trimmings of white mouse from Japan"
by simply
Note into the scheme, is there a flapper
injecting the Fashion
don't be silly
or matron could resist joining the Order?
there'd be a waiting
list for every Lodge.
and
next autumn the Fifth Avenue shops would be displaying nothing
a New Industry
but fur creations of selected mouse skins
yes. Mister Discreated from a cartoon mouse, b'gosh!
on a mouse cartoon
more
there's the
than ney,
meets
eye to Publicity Possibilities
*
*
*
*
York as the logical
New
BALLYHOOING
• • • AFTER
hasheesh-laden Hi
the
of
production center for films in place
Hatmosphere of Hollerword, a Champion arises for the Coast
Bert points with justifiaBert Adler, no less
city
ble pride to the fine record the Fanchon & Marco stude has made
he sez "its stage presentations play most
in Hollywood
Western
those
cities
Eastern
of the big
Great
the ones"
approached
he balmy
years asago
10 well
he also sez that as
and they
York
New
Peppy Movie Magnates of Dynamic
and Hollywood received it
were Very Cold to the idea
movie of a kolyumist counting 10 over
with open arms
his Own Prostrate Carcass
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Complete Campaign on
"Fifty
Million MORRIS
Frenchmen"
WTALTER
of the
Metropolitan theater, Baltimore, ran a complete campaign
on "Fifty Million Frenchmen,"
the following being only a few
of the stunts: 250 brick bat
paper weights were used by
prominent news stands at various
intersections and transfer points
carrying message "Fifty Million
Frenchmen" Metropolitan Theater now," 2,000 "New Traffic
Rules" envelopes gag were distributed carrying message "Drive
carefully on all roads leading to
the Metropolitan Theater as
'Fifty Million Frenchmen' are
ready to make you forget the
blues," etc. Street ballyhoo of
man dressed in evening clothes
carrying suit case filled with loud
shirts, pajamas, etc.. which is
spilled at every street corner carmessage: "There
other rying
Frenchmen
at are
the49,999
Met
now." Met banner suspended
across main thoroughfare down
town business section three days
in advance. 250 door hangers,
window card size, were placed on
stores closed Sunday, copy readingning
as follows:
To Attend "We
En

Are PlanMasse
the

Midnite Show at the Met" with
prominent title mention. 100 apple vending tie-up cards were
given to apple vendors at strategic points with the following
message: "Buy Apples Here.
You'll Laugh Down to the Core
at
'Fifty
Million
Frenchmen.'
Truck
ballyhoo
Wednesday
after"
opening tying in with N.V.A.
parade. Truck bannered on both
sides carrying ushers in uniforms
giving out heralds to the observers of the parade.
— Metropolitan, Baltimore

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and contended bygratulations
THE
are exFILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

May 5
Charles C. Pettijohn
Alice Howell
Frances Lee
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EXPLANATORY
This
lives of
others
March

Outstanding Features
iWucfc ma*e »* distinctively different

1

2
3
4
5

More publicity than any picture has
ever received.

More lives lost in its making than any
picture ever made.
The first feature showing
NEWFOUNDLAND
HUNT.

the great
SEAL

The first ALL-TALKER
the Arctic.

made

in

A strong dramatic love story that will
appeal to any audience.
Western Electric Sound on Film.

is the picture that cost the
Varick Frissell and twenty-five
in the Sealer Viking disaster,
16th.

The picture had been made in Newfoundland last fall and brought back
to the States for editing.
Frissell was not satisfied with some
of his ice scenes; he wanted a shot of
a bigger iceberg tipping over. He
took Penrod, his cameraman, back
North to shoot the scenes, sailed on
the Viking (on which this picture was
made) and was blown up shortly after
sailing. The terrible disaster was a
world news sensation for days thereafter.

An All-Talking Prologue
has since been made
tying up the publicity of the disaster
with this picture. Sir Wilfred Grenfell, world famous explorer, surgeon
and greatest living authority on the
Labrador Country appears in the prologue, discusses the disaster, pays a
tribute to the men who lost their lives
and vouches for the authenticity of the
picture.
The sound recording of the seal hunt
and ice scenes, blizzard at sea, etc.,
are remarkable.
The story deals with the conflict of
two sealers who love the same girl, of
how one tries to kill the other during
the hunt and how the hero saves his
life.
murderer's
would-be
The sealing
and
ice
scenes are absolutely authentic.
ROY P. GATES,
Associate Producer.
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who did "The Sheik"

Mr. Showman: —

v

Have you in all your experience ever known a picture to get
publicity like this?
If you can't cash in on this one you had better close
your doors.

It's real entertainment!
Attention!

\e#

Domestic and Foreign

Territorial Buyers
World's Rights Controlled by

J. D. WILLIAMS

and ASSOCIATES

Specialists in Special Pictures
11 West 42nd Street New York, N. Y.
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LATEST HOLLYWOOD

HAPPENINGS

Coast Wire Service

3 Finished by F. N.;
3 More In Production
Eight pictures have been completed ;t the First National studio since
re tpening early this year. Three
more pictures are now before the
caineras.
Completed pictures are:
"We Three," with Ben Lyon and
Rose H.. hart; "The Reckless Hour,"
with Dorothy Mackaill and Conrad
Nagel; "The Menace" with Walter
Huston; •'Broad Minded," with Joe
K. Brown, Ona Munson and Marjorie White: "Chances," starring
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. with Rose
Hobart; "Fame," with Lewis Stone,
Doris Kenyon and Evalyn Knapp,
"Party Husband," starring Dorothy
Mackaill: "Big Business Girl," with
Loretta Young, Frank Albertson and
Ricardo Cortez.
Pictures in production are "Spent
Bullets," starring Richard Barthelwhich
mess; "I Like Your Nerve,"
tars Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. and
"Five Star Final,"
Young; G.
Loretta Edward
Robinson.
starring

A LITTLE from "LOTS
Bv

RALPH

T3ERYL

MERCER is playing another whimsical mother role in
"Man in Possession," which Sam
Wood is directing. Miss Mercer,
whose
Days'will
Leave"
endearedroleherin to"Seven
film fans,
play
the
Montgomery's
motherpartin ofthe Robert
picturization
of the
plav by H. M.* Harwood.
*
*

©

►//

WII.K

With "The Front Page" still talked
about as one of the grand pictures
of the year, Educational releases on
May 24 its Mermaid comedy, "The
Back Page," which co-features
George Chandler and Virginia
Brooks.

Nora Lane, who recently completed
important roles in the two Fox picOur Passing Show: Henry Herztures, "Young Sinners" and "Over
brun, Julian Johnson, Anthony
the Hill," has been added to the cast
Brown, Herbert Weber at "Elizabeth of Frank McHugrTs initial RKO
the Queen"; Ralph Block, George Pathe comedy, "That's News to Me,"
Kann, Robert Armstrong, Frank Mc- directed by Arvid Gilstrom. Others
Hugh, Robert Schable, Charles A. in the cast are Helen Jerome Eddy,
Greene, Walter Percival, Blanche Walter Percival, Lee Moran, James
Sewell, Ben Herzbrun, Harry Haven, Donlin,
Henri
Clive
and
George
*
*
*
Lucille Newmark
Scene."
*
*at "Street
*
Erin La Bissioniere, petite film
"Night Nurse." Barbara Stanwyck's
new Warner Bros, starring picture, actress with a French accent and
will be completed some time this Parisian appearance, has a role in
Paramount Extra Girl
week. It is based on a novel by "Common Law" RKO Pathe' s new
Given Leading Part Dora Macv and is being directed by picture starring Constance Bennett.
Ruth Hall, former bit plaj'er, will William Wellman. Ben Lyon has She plays a model who poses for
the leading masculine role and the
Paris art colony.
have the romantic lead in "Monkey other members of the cast are Joan painters of the
*
*
*
Business," starring the Four Marx Blondell, Blanche Frederici, Charles
Brothers. Miss Hall left Florida
First National's "Upper UnderState College for Women about a Winninger, Robert Gleckler, Edward
world" has been completed and now
year ago to try for a picture career. Nugent, Clark Gable, Vera Lew»s,
Charlotte Merriam, Betty May, War- is in the cutting room. Walter Huston and Loretta Young are the leads.
ter McGrail, Marcia Mae Jones and
May Carr In Universal Short
Marilvn
Harris.
The cast also includes Doris Kenvon,
*
*
*
May Beth Carr, daughter of Mary
David Manners, John Halliday, DudCarr, has been cast for a featured
ley Digges, Willard Robertson, GilChoice assignments are being givpart in Universale short comedy
bert Emery and Douglas Scott. It
en Mel Brown by Vice-President
"Models and Wives." Charles La- William LeBaron of- RKO. The is based on an original bv Rowland
mont will direct. Helen Carlyle, megaphonist has been handed an V. Lee and his brother. Donald W.
Mary Gordon, Lewis Sargent, Alan original story by John Hoivard Law- Lee. Rowland
Lee directed.
Garcia, George Magrill and Leo
son, called "Every Girl," which is to
White are in the cast.
be his next screen effort. Brown reArline Judge has been cast for
cently completed the direction of Martin
Flavin's original for Radio
Melville Brown's Next
Rex Beach's *"White
Shoulders."
Pictures, "Helga," now in produc*
*
Melville Brown will direct "Fanny
tion nnder direction of George
June MacClov appears opposite Archainbaud.
Foley Herself" as his next radio picture. Brown recently completed di- Ford Sterling jn the new Educa*
*
*
rection of "White Shoulders."
tional-Gayety comedy. "The Foolish
By
inadvertance, the preface to
Forties." now in its final stages of
John
Drinkwat
production. *
er's book. "The Life
Paramount Assignments
*
*
and Adventures of Carl Laemmle,"
Lawrence Grant will have a part
was omitted from the first edition.
Jean Hersholt recently staged a
in "Let's Play King." Charles Trow- playlet,
will be used in subseadapted by Joseph Santley The preface
bridge will play in support of Clara
quent editions and will give credit
from,
a
Frank
Norris
story,
at
a
Bow in "The Secret Call." Claude
to Dave Bader
assembling the
benefit for the Danish Olympic material for the for
hook.
King has been cast for "Women athletes.
So snccessf)il was it that
*
*
*
LoveEleanor
Once," Boardman.
featuring Helen
Paul Lukas
and
Ware M-G-M plans to do it as a short
S'mi
le— As busy as a traffic cop at
and Sid Savior have been engaged film subject to raise money for the i Hollywoo
d opening.
Danish organization.
for "I Take this Woman."
Story for Constance Bennett
Columbia
Assignments
Charles R. Rogers, RKO Pathe
Take Your Choice
James Donlan and Paul Porcasi
have been assigned roles in Colum- oroduction head, has bousht "DanLionel Barrymore describes
gerous to Love,"
Parker
the difference between acting
bia's "The Good Bad Girl." Mae and Charles Beahan,by asAustin
the
next
feaClarke
and
Tames
Hall
share
headture for Constance Bennett.
and directing as follows: "In
line honors and the rest of the cast
directing you take all the other
includes: Robert Ellis. Edmund
fellows ideas and try to twist
"Lover
Come
Back"
Started
Columbia has started produ
your own into fitting them. In
Breese and Nance O'Neil. R. Wilction of
liam
Neill
is directing.
acting you get your own ideas
"Lover
Come
Back."
Erie Kenton
Ross Lederman will direct "Brand- is directing Jack Mulhall and Confrom what he's written then go
ahead and do it."
stance Cummings in the featured
ed." tentative title of Columbia's latI parts.
est Ruck Jones' film.

Three Stanwyck Pictures
On New Col. Program

Three pictures will be made for
Columbia by Barbara Stanwyck during the coming season, the company
announces. The star is still under
contract to Columbia, but was recently allowed to make one picture
for Warner Bros., but her new contract with the latter company does
not take effect until she has fulment. filled her present Columbia, agreeParamount
Signs Alari Rinehart
Alan Rinehart, son of Mary Roberts Rinehart, has been added to Parment.
amount's
west coast story departWarner Execs. Returning
Claude C. Ezell and Joseph Hummel are due back in New York on
Friday. A. W. Smith, Jr., southern
sales manager, and Carl Leserman,
western sales manager, are inspecting their territories before returning
to their posts. Sam E. Morris will
spend about 10 days with Jack L.
Warner before returning. All went
West for the sales convention in San
Francisco last week.
M-G-MhasBuys "Elizabeth"
M-G-M
bought the screen
rights
to "Elizabeth the Queen"
which featured
Lynn Fontanne in
the New York stage version. Miss
Fontanne and her husband, Alfred
Lunt, are expected to play in the
screen version.
U to Make
Rockne
Feature
Universal will make "The Spirit
of Notre Dame," to be dedicated to
the late Knute Rockne. Lew Ayres
will be starred in the picture, which
will be released on the 1931-32 proAdolfi Directing Arliss
John Adolfi is directing George
gram.
Arliss in his next for Warner Bros.,
titled "Alexander Hamilton." Adoifi
directed "The Millionaire," also starring George Arliss.
JohnWayne
WaynehasIn been
"Arizona"
John
signed bv
( olumbia and will appear in "Ari-

Montgomery's Next in Work
"The Man in Possession," Robert
Montgomery vehicle, has been started by M-G-M. Sam Wood is direct- '
ing.
Supporting cast includes Irene
zona."
Purcell, Charlotte Granville, C. Aubrey Smith, Beryl Mercer, Reginald
Owen
and Alan Mowbray.

Relativity
"With work rather scarce,
many actors now consider five
days in a picture a career,"
says "Spec" O'Donn
ell.
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nouses with an eye to the future and
to see that they were well located. A
large number of smaller theaters were
forced out of business as a result of
sound development, but this was
more than offset by the new theaters
ind by enlargements and renovations
of the old, the commissioner reports.
Sound pictures have definitely superseded silents in the larger European countries, the report reveals.
The restrictive effect on international trade in films resulting from
sound development was evidenced by
a marked decline in the exports of
films from producing countries. At
the same time a marked impetus was
given to domestic production. In 1930,
approximately 600 feature films were
made in European studios at a total
estimated cost of $33,000,000, the
Commerce Department review discloses. Included in this total, however, were old silent films which
were scored for sound. German production costs were the highest for
any individual country, totaling $12,500,000; the cost of British output
was around $10,000,000; while the
French production costs were the
lowest of the three leading producers,
amounting to only $7,200,000. With
one or two exceptions, film production was greater in all Eropean countries during 1930 than in the preceding year.
Based on statistics of censored
films, the report shows that of the
feature pictures exhibited in derniany, one-half were domestic films
and 30 per cent American. In
France 478 features were shown of
which 19 per cent were domestic
and 50 per cent American. In Great
I Britain, out of 747 features which
were trade-shown, 519 or approximately 70 per cent were American.
From the standpoint of the industry, perhaps the most outstanding
event which featured the year 1930
in Europe was the German-Amerconference.
ican sound patents
Referring to the present status of
American films in Europe. Canty
points out that the number of American releases in 1930 was lower than
for many years on the continent. In
Great Britain, on the other hand, the
situation was reversed and business
in American films was the best on
record. The steady progress in
equipping cinemas for sound pictures,
and the absence of any language barriers were factors favorable
to the

New Incorporations
NEW
YORK CHARTERS
Buddy
Hear, motion
picture films; Abeles
& Creen,
580 Fifth Ave.. Xew
York.
200
Itiares common.
Stuart
Theater
Corp.;
AttorneyAlbany
Service To., 299 Broadway,
New
York.
100
■hares common.
NEW
JERSEY
CHARTER
Riverside
Theater,
Inc.. Trenton;
Donald
kid
Bryant,
Trenton.
X.
J.
100
shares
common.

ep

Sporting Shindig

Perspiring boxers and grunting wrestlers will entertain a
host of dinner-coated, tired
movie executives and be-gowned
ladies at the Motion Picture
Club on Thursday evening. The
rough stuff will follow a dinner
and dance for which tables already have been engaged by
Bruce Gallup, Jack Shapiro, Al
Greenstone, Leo Klebanow, M.
A. Furman, M. J. Kandel,
Mike Simmons, Henry P.
Reston, Jack Tropp and Sidney Garrett.

HOT

K

This industry
Sure is alive
With vital
Radical and

Donald Beaton's Death
Spreads Sorrow on Coast
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Passing of Donald
Beaton, son of Welford Beaton and
associate editor of "The Film Spectator," who died Sunday after a fouryear fight against an infection which
doctors were unable to diagnose, has
spread sorrow in the film colony.
Though only 21 years old, young
Beaton had already made a name for
himself
as a film journalist.

Significant
Changes of
Almost daily

German Musical Attracts
50 Per Cent Non-Germans
Fifty per cent of the customers
who see "Two Hearts in Waltz
Time," German talker which has
been playing the Europa since Sept.
12, do not understand German, according to a checkup made by Associated Cinemas of America. Early
in the engagement of the picture at
least 85 per cent of the audience was
of German extraction.

Occurrence

British Grosses Off,
Film Shortage Looms

Keep yourself
Hot and

London (By Cable — English boxoffice grosses are off at least 30 per
cent, according to G. A. Atkinson,
writing in "The Daily Telegraph."
He also reports a "shortage" of talkers and declares that unless the situation adjusts itself, many British cinemas will be forced to close next
autumn or winter. In an effort to
boost attendance numerous houses
are now changing their bills twice
and three times a week, says the

Up-to-the minute
By reading
Film Daily

paper.
Paul Van Loan with Remick
Paul
Van
Loan,
formerly
music
arranger
for the New
York
Paramount, has been appointed chief arranger for Remick's.
progress
of American
pictures
in
that market.
According to Canty, the demand
for motion pictures in Great Britain
i-. approximately the same as in the
(J. S. On the Continent, however,
he declares it is apparent that the
demand is for films of the silent picture type with dialogue that can be
understood. Other things being equal,
he believes, it i> films of this character which will find tliQ greatest
appeal in the larger markets. It is
certain, he declares, that they now
constitute the single hope of redeeming the lost confidence of the smaller
European markets.

Every Day.
:THE
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and Irving I. Frankel remains director of both service and production.
The organization has moved into
larger offices at 580 Eighth Ave.
Under a change in policy proof sheets
of ad mats, will be supplemented by
the addition of specially written advertising copy and punch lines. Ad
mats will be released on all features
of the major companies as well as a
special monthly service of general
seasonal and institutional mats. The
concern's studio personnel has been
augmented by a staff of 15 artists
and another studio, to concern itself
with creation of first run campaigns,
is planned.

Promotions Effected
In Fox Sales Forces
Changes in Fox sales forces resulting from the promotion of Clyde
VV. Eckhardt and Max Roth to district managerships became effective
yesterday. Eckhardt is now supervising the Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis and St. Louis territories.
I lis place a> Chicago exchange manager is taken by M. A. Levy, who
has been in charge of the Minneapolis exchange. J. H. Lorentz, a
Minneapolis salesman, is now exchange manager there.
Roth, formerly exchange manager
at Cincinnati, is now district manager of Kansas City, Omaha, Des
Moines, Oklahoma City and Memphis, uith headquarters at Kansas
City. His place in Cincinnati has
been taken by W. C. Gehring, who
was formerly connected with the

(Continued

Clarion, Pa. — The Orpheum has
been
put back on a six-day-a-week
schedule.
Boscobel, Wis.— C. j. Nugent and
R. J. Rink have sold the Bascobel to
H. C. Tebbetts.
North Chemsford, Mass. — The
Crescent will be operated each Saturday evening. The house has been
closed for some weeks.
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opened under the name of the Ritz Theaters' general purchasing agent,
on May 8.
has left for the coast with completed
plans for the expenditure of $100,000
Soundview, Conn. — Strand, sum- in improvements on houses which
now has in the
owned has
by been
Arthurdestroyed
O'Con- Hughes-Franklin
normerof house
Hartford,
midwestern division.
l>v fire.
Oklahoma City — Roy Winter has
succeeded Fred Wooley as contract
manager for Warner Bros.
San Francisco — Mrs. Nell Warner
has succeeded Tessie Travers as contract clerk at the RKO exchange.

Toledo, la. — The Wicting has
opened with talking equipment. Fred
E. Cook of Des Moines, connected
Phillipsburg, Pa. — Stanley Elkin
with the Central Iowa Theater Co.,
and
Wallace A'ordby have leased the
is the new manager. The new unit Rowland
from A. J. Fleckenstein.
is one of six theaters headed by E.
RCA
Photophone
equipment was reP. Smith of Grundy
Center, la.
cently installed.
Los Angeles — J. K. Hutchins
is
Chillicothe,
Mo.— The
new
700Square.
seat Hughes-Franklin house will be now operating the Union

Creditors To Discuss
Merrill Circuit Acquires
Another Brooklyn House
Nat'l Theaters Dividend

Meyer-Rieger Laboratory
Doubles
Its Facilities
(Continued
from Page 1)
cupied by Meyer-Rieger is 12,000
square feet and, after additional
equipment has been installed, its
positive print capacity will be 300,000
feet per day, according to Louis
Meyer. The additional floor space
will provide for a complete sound
recording studio for sound trailers,
two new type negative/ developing
machines each with a capacity of 3,000 feet per hour, five additional positive developing machines each with
a capacity of 6,000 feet per hour, six
new ing
type
printers,
machines
for 16two
mm.new
film,developa new

projection room with interlocking
sound projectors, two cutting rooms
for use of customers, one machine fo
Chicago — Creditors of National developing sound track with special
Merrill Theaters Corp. has added
Theaters Corp. will meet May 12 at
the Subway in Brooklyn to its cir- the court room of Garfield Charles, formula and an animating department
cuit. Negotiations for five addition- referee in bankruptcy, to pass upon for special effects invented by Meyer.
Production of trailers will start
al houses are about to be closed, according to H. F. Eldridge, official of the trustee's first report and to con- next week and will be ready for ser
sider various other matters, includthe company.
ing the matter of declaration of a vice to exhibitors August 1. Sales
branches are now being established
first dividend to creditors.
in Chicago, Los Angeles and Dallas
M. P. Club Applications Jump
Fifteen applications for membership in the Motion Picture Club have
been received since April 30 when the
board of directors passed an "easy
corporation.
payment" regulation for the "500 by
June First" drive, which started yesterday. The payment plan as outBuddy Rogers Following
lined by Tom Wiley- vice-chairman
Amos V Andy at Para. of the membership committee,
Charles (Buddy) Rogers comes spreads the initiation fee of $275 over
into the New York Paramount for a a period of 21 months, payable $55
personal appearance following Amos with application and $11 a month for
HE service long familiar to showmen as
20 months. Dues, which start Sep'n' Andy,
are slated to play the
house
nextwho
week.
tember 1st, are payable semi-annually
THEATRE AD MAT SERVICE, Inc. will now
at the rate of $62.50 each payment.
reach
exhibitors through the newly organized
Fox Detroit Protests Tax Levy
Detroit — A reduction in tax assessPlan 72nd St. House
ment on the Fox here has been asked
Runmar Realty Co. has filed plans
from the city by R. Ellier, vicepresident of the Fox Theater De- for a one story theater to be built
troit Corp., who claims the present on the site at 137-139 W. 72nd St.
valuation of $3,386,000 is in excess and 138 W. 73rd St. The house was
INC.
of the present reproduction cost, due designed by E. DeRosa and will cost
to the factor of labor disputes.
about $75,0"00.
represents the largest organization in
Okla. City Theater Robbed
Fourth Week for "Caesar" in Chi.
the industry for the creation and disOklahoma City— About $500 in reChicago — "Little Caesar" has gone
tribution ofAD MATS, with headquarceipts was taken from the Warners' into its fourth week at the Orpheum.
Liberty last week by a robber who
ters
occupying
the entire 20th floor of
Mayor Cermak's stand against gangslugged Dale Boughman, manager.
580 8th Ave., N. Y. C.
ster films has helped to attract attention to the Warner picture.

HOWDY!

T

UNITED
THEATRE
ACVERTITEEX

Drop the Hammer
There's no place in the industry for boatrockers at the
present time as the business
has "plenty of real worries,"
declared Charles O'Reilly,
president of the T. O. C. C,
yesterday. He also assailed the
"nuisance
squad"
to
be blotted
out. as something

Howson To Speak at Opening
Albert Howson of the Warner
Scenario department will go to
Voungstown, O., to act as master of
ceremonies at the opening of the Sam
Warner memorial theater on May 14.
The dedication program will be
broadcast. Dave Robins, formerly
manager of the Dome, old Warner
house in that city, will have direction of the new theater.

is an organization of seasoned showmen and advertising men with a studio
of fifteen artists, a Copy Department,
Production and Shipping Departments.

means a rapid-fire delivery to all parts
of the show world of ad mats, cuts,
electros, and special advertising
campaigns.
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R-K-O Dickering for 1 8 Bernstein Houses in London

GAUMONT SEEKING STUDIO IN HOLLYWOOD
Jniversal

Plans Theater Expansion Under Sol

The Rooster
— is crowing again
=
=^ByJACKALICOATE
Put a gold
on the
star
My. MaYCUS

Who Does Things

-port «£ of

ind his energetic cabinet of Ned
Depinet, Charlie Rogers, Abe Waxnan & Co., for not only rejuvenating
in old rooster that was hanging on
;he ropes, but for bringing this old
ighting cock back to the ring with
he effervescing enthusiasm of a juvelile. Pathe, as a name, is backed by
id accomplishnany years of splend
ment and tradition of international
importance. To revive all of its
jast glories, adding at the same time
iiew lustre and substance, as this
Mr. Marcus has done, is an accomplishment worth-while in any man's
regatta.

We contemplate the
passing of Broadway
as we knew her in our
naming youth with
dampened eye and heavy heart, for it
looks like the glory of the good old
main stem is on-the-out. Going or
gone are the old familiar landmarks.
In their places we have hot dog and
orange drink stands, chop suey joints,
jit dance factories, lingerie stick-up
and a bizarre colparlors for milady,
lection of store shows, freaks, sucker
lectures and tin-type parlors that reflects the atmosphere of the "Streets
of Cairo." "Alas^ poor Broadway,
we knew her well."
is a vital
Here
regarding
question
PYice
What
prices
sion
admis
ns?
ssio
Admi
receiving
is
that
the serious attention of thinking exhibitors everywhere. It is a question
Pic,of economics as well as policy.
classed as
been
tures have always
Should
entertainment.
(inexpensive
to drift into the
thcv be allowed
luxury class through comparison with
most other commodities, now greatly
Is it program or
reduced in price?
It is a meaty
price that attracts?
question and one of the hour.
Good-Bye
BYOadwau

Executive
Associate
of
Laemmle Takes Over
Company's Houses

Goal of 7,200 Accounts
Set by Para, for 1931-32

Paramount is understood to be
Sol Lesser's connection with Universal as an executive associate of
Carl Laemmle and head of Universal figuring to land 7,200 accounts during the coming season. Approxihouses throughout the country is inmately 5,000 accounts are being
dicative of a theater expansion pro- handled during the 1930-31. At the
gram which, it is understood, will be present time 500 contracts have been
undertaken when conditions improve. garnered
en the new product.
Principal Theaters Corp., operating
18 theaters at the Coast and of which
Lesser is president, is not affected
by the deal.
Under Lesser's direction all Universal theater interests will be consolidated and uniform
operation
(Continued on Page 4)

Lesser

Coast Studio Sought for
Production With British
Sound System

Invasion of the Hollywood production field by British interests is likely
within the year if plans of William
J. Gell, managing director of Gaumont, are carried to conclusion. Gell
returned to London recently after an
American (Continued
visit during
on Pagewhich
4) he en-

Goldwyn Dispatches J. W. Crosby
On Nation-Wide Talent Roundup

FLORIDA TAX MEASURE
MEETS ADVERSE ACTION

NEIGHBORHOOD DE LUXERS
PLANNED BY WILL HORWITZ

In a nation-wide hunt for new
screen faces, Samuel Goldwyn has
assigned J. W. Crosby, formerly
Ronald Colman's manager and a
well-known artists' representative, to
make a tour of the major cities, visiting stock companies, dramatic and
Tallahassee, Fla. — A bill to estabHouston — A group of de luxe music schools and little theaters, in
lish a 20 per cent amusement tax in
neighborhood houses is understood to search of new talent possibilities.
this State was Riven an unfavorable
be planned by Will Horwitz, who at
Paso,
will visiton ElPage
Crosby(Continued
21) San An- report by the committee on finance
present has three downtown theaters
and taxation of House. A similar
(Continued on Page 21)
bill, calling for 10 per cent tax on
amusements, is before the Senate
committee on finance and taxation.
Charlotte, N. C— Following preliminary organization meetings of the
Burt Kelly, divisional booker with Allied Theater Owners of North and
Publix, headquartering in New York, South Carolina, membership drives
has resigned to join the Educational will get under way shortly, with R.
Detroit — Protection running as
production forces on the Coast. He I'. Rosser of the Colonial, Hamlet,
much as two weeks over opposition
leaves for Hollywood Saturday. Fri- N. C, acting as president of the unit houses, as well as protection over
cials.
day night associates and friends will pending
election of permanent offi- former day-and-date runs that have
tender him a dinner.
cut their prices, is being asked l>\
Publix for its neighborhood theaters
here for the 1931-32 season. Protection for the first-runs is to remain the same as at present.

Burt Kelly Joining
Educational on Coast

Allied Carolina Unit
In Membership Drive

Publix Asks Protection
In Detroit Neighborhoods

Plunkett Reported After
London Circuit for R-K-O
11 Shorts on One Bill
With
Burlesque
Show
Customers
of the
Eltinge, New
York, not only get an eyeful and
earful of burlesque, but 11 shorts as
is this town's record
well.
for
shortWhich
subject programs.

London (By Cable) — Joseph K
Plunkett, head of R-K-O theaters
who recently arrived here, is reported negotiating with Sidney L
Bernstein tor lease of the latters 18
has
already
R-K-O
theaters here.
London
house,
the
Leii
rumors ofin thethe company's
intended andexpansion
English
Square,
current for some time.
been
have
field

Bobby Jones Golf Short
Playing 3 B'way

Houses

Three Warner th
way are simultaneous!)

on Broadplaying the

first Bobb]
Jones golf short, " I In
Putter."
The houses are the l
wood,

Winter

Garden

and

W'a
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France Plans Move to Restrict
French Talkers Made in Germany
Paris (By Cable) — Indications are
that France will enact more drastic
quota regulations, principally aimed
to stop import of French language
talkers made in Germany. Flood of
Frencb pictures from Berlin studios
is causing considerable apprebension
among French producers. At the
present moment competition from
American sound pictures is not important from their standpoint owing
to the comparative small number
which have been brought into
France.

Clemenger To Synchronize
Series of Hodge-Podges

Crosland Will Pro|duce
Washington Film in Color
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May
May

president, says the use of color will
best exemplify the spirit of Washington's time when bright red uniforms,
powdered wigs and bright feminine
frills were the vogue.

May

May

Dinner Dance and boxing-wrest
ling tournament at the Motior
Picture
Club,
New
York.
8-10:
Universal
eastern
sales conven
St. Moritz
Hotel, ofNewthe York11-14: tion.Annual
convention
Na
tional
Fire
Protection
Ass'n
a
Toronto, Canada.
12-13:

Annual convention of the Rock;
Mountain
M. P. T. O. A.,
Browi
Palace Hotel,
Denver.
Universal
midwest
sales
convention, Stevens Hotel,
Chicago.
IS:
Fox
Film
annual
stockholders
meeting,
New
York.
16: Dinner Dance and Party tc
Michael L. Simmons, president
A.M. P. A. at Motion Picture Club.
7:30
P.M.

May

18:

Fifth annual golf tournament and
outing sponsored by the Kansas City Film
Board of Trade.
18-20: Universal western sales convention, Palace Hotel, San Francisco.

May
May

18-22: Conference of International
Federation of Cinematograph Exhibitors, Rome, Italy.

May 25-29: Spring meeting o» the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.

M
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EXCHANGES
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Hollywood — Consolidated Film Industries is now ready for quantity
y* production of natural color pictures
Vs under its Magnacolor process, which
uses the present camera and projection equipment.
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Clara Bow Taking Indefinite Rest
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Hollywood — Following a collapse
Sunday night brought on by shattered nerves, Clara Bow has been ordered by physicians to go to the
Glendale sanitarium for an indefinite
rest. Miss Bow was stricken followParamount
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ing a rehearsal
"The the
Secret
Call"
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afternoonof under
direction
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Paramount
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der to repurchase the 153,485 shares yesterday whereby Kornblite and
Par. By. 5%s51
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which it is obligated to buy up at Cohen will show all of the WarnerPathe
7s37
80
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First National product in their five
$80
a share.
Warner's 6s39
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houses in Binghamton, New York.
Booking arrangements were also
Charles McCarthy's Father Dies
Donald Beaton Funeral Today
made with Real Neth for the showJames McCarthy, father of Charles
West Coast Bureau, THE
FILM
DAILY
ing of all Warner-First National
McCarthy, director of public relaHollywood — Funeral of Donald product
at the Grand, Columbus. The
tions for Paramount, died yesterday
Beaton,
son
of
Welford
Beaton
and
negotiations on these contracts were
morning at Middleboro, Mass. The
funeral will be held Fridav.
associate editor of "The Film Spec- carried through for the Warners by
Max
Milder.
tator," will be held today.

Movie Ball, under auspices of M
P. Operators'
room,
Chicago.Union, Trianon Bali

7:

May

May

Educational is modernizing a ser- Racketeers Attempting
of Lyman J.
Howe's
Hodge-Podges
Extortion in Film Field
for iesrelease.
Francis
Clemenger
has been signed to synchronize the
Shakedown racketeers are trying
shorts, with his voice providing to cut into the film industry. A $10,dubbed-in descriptive dialogue. Work 000 demand has been made on George
is starting this week at the Atlas Jessel, who is now being guarded by
Soundfilm studio, New York.
two detectives. Jesse Crawford, organist at the Paramount, New York,
recently went to Florida to escape a
shakedown threat, it is understood.
Magnacolor Now Ready
Racketeers are also reported to have
For Quantity Production extorted money from Rudy Vallee.
West

Today:

An all-technicolor production will
be made of the film dealing with
the life of George Washington to be
directed by Alan Crosland for the
United States Government. Crosland, who searches
is conducting
reinto the life extensive
of the first
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EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

t)

Complete Campaign
)n "City Lights"
/^ONTEST among members of
Loew's State and New Orleans States newspaper Birthday
Club to find the best imitator of
Chaplin. Contest held on the
stage of the theater and cash
prizes awarded. All contestants
in costume admitted free for Saturday morning show as guests
of the management. Special circularization of club members
with newspaper stories advance
and current. Laughograph Contest with the "Item." Box ten
inches by two columns carried
each day details of contest in
classified section. Best laughograph received ticket as prize.
Street ballyhoo. Man dressed as
Chaplin stops at various cooperating merchants. Life size cutouts of Chaplin in these windows. As crowd collects, man
goes inside. Tie-up with special
advertising telephone agency.
This agency phones the time 24
hours a day. To every patron
calling up for time, mention is
made of Chaplin appearing at
the Loew's theater, and if patrons will call the theater manager about this phone call they
will receive a guest ticket. This
stunt cost the theater nothing.
Was tested and found reliable.
- — Loew's State, New Orleans
*
*
*

9oster Contest
n Public Schools
J. A. BURKE arAj ANAGE
ranged Rfor a poster contest
among the various grade schools
to exploit "Skippy" at the Lyric,
Eastland, Tex. Every student in
the grade schools who wanted
to enter the contest made one
poster on "Skippy." The ten
best were selected by the teachers to represent their respective
schools. The ten best from each
school were displayed in lobby
on compoboard placques and a
committee from the Parent
Teachers Association selected the
winning posters.
— Lyric, Eastland, Tex.

Paramount-Publix has an investment of $130,000,000 in theaters.
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Timely Topics
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A Digest of
Current Opinions

€

•

•
BUSINESS
OF
Building a Kolyum Out of Practically Nothing
well, well, let's see what we have in the
mail this morn
Mike
Smoosh,
the big Lab
Man,
tells
us he wined and dined an out-of-town prospect yestiddy
no sense of News Value, Mike
now if you had told us
that the prospect wined and dined YOU
that's worth a
paragraph
of course we realize the prospect didn't, Mike
but it would have been a courteous gesture on your
part to say he did
why, it might have turned a Prospect
into a Customer
then on his second or third bill you
could work in the price of the luncheon disguised as one of the
usual Additional Charges
we never forget that beautiful
lesson we were first taught when we came into this film biz
Blessed are those who Give with one hand, and Take
It Back with the other

• • •
MARTIN
STERN, director of publicity for the Empey Club, is doing a beaucoup job getting the Spot Light trained
on his organizashe and the individual members
all a guy
has to do these days is to just saunter through the club dining
room
and the next day the papers
are filled with the
Event
it's not what you say or do
it's what a good
publicity gent like Martin
makes
you say or do that counts
Ronald
Colman
was in an auto accident
on Longisle
the other day, but escaped injury

• • • VICKI BAUM, author of "Grand Hotel," is looking
over the New York department stores to get the atmosphere for
a Paramount
pix that Ernst
Lubitsch
will eventually
direct
after its novelization
and if she can disclose the Secret Life
of the shop gals like she did the guests in the Grand
Hotel
well,
girls
and
boys,
we're
all
in
for
a
treat
all
except the shop gals
• • •
ERNST
LUBITSCH has a Secret Ambition........
speaking of secrets
he would
rather be a great pianist
than a great director, which he is
can you beat it? ...... .
so next Saturday morn he will play the ivories over the air on
Doc
Spaeth's
p'rogram
at WEAF
Billy Bitzer, veteran
cameraman, is about to glorify Uncle Sam's local mailmen in a
film showing the operation of the pneumatic mail tube system
It has just leaked out that Ed Hinchey
of Warners'
sales dep't got hisself secretly manacled
till Reno do us part
it useter be till Death
but Reno means Alimony
so it's still Correct
• • • THE WARNER
execs gathered at luncheon t'other
day were speculating as to what happened to the 40 odd clocks
they presented to Ned Depinet when he resigned to join RKO
Pathe
it seems that all the time Ned was with Warners
he was never able to get through a requisition for a desk clock
finally Ned got real sore, and made it the occasion for
after pondera special meeting of the board of directors
ing the matter for months, and getting statistical data, graphs
and charts prepared by psychiatrists and clock experts, the board
of directors sez "No"
Ned couldn't have a clock
when he asked why, they merely shook their heads very mysteriously but at the testimonial dinner everyone presented
all busted ........
all different
him with a clock
the denouement of this throbbing drammer came only two days
ago
the 40 clocks were discovered in the cellar of the
Rainbow Inn, where the affair took place
meanwhile over
at RKO
Pathe
Mister Depinet is cured of his clock complex
he has a beautiful clock on his desk
he bought it
for himself
which all proves that most of us live in Hope
and
collect
Hoke
and
if you
want
anything
Worth While, you've got to go out and dig it up for Yourself
the terrific
now, children, you can relax mentally
till tomorrer
strain is over

«

«

«

»

»

»

Studios Must Aid
To Get Best Color
TT IS only in the actual employment of both sound and color
under practical motion picture
production conditions that the
final stages of color development
can be worked out and consequently that the ultimate consumer, the public, can be given
what it is entitled to, namely, the
best possible entertainment.
So busy were producers with
the many new problems introduced by sound, superimposed
upon an already strained studio
personnel, that in many cases the
necessary cooperation was not
given during the industry's stampede to color two years ago.
Thus, much that was unfair to
Technicolor reached the screen.
But the criterion of the ultimate practicability and value of
Technicolor is not to be measured by what was done under
extraordinarily trying or adverse
circumstances, or without due
cooperation. Rather, our vision
of the future must be determined
by the practicability and quality
of product produced under conditions that are more normal and
where the cooperation is favorable. To mention only one illustration, we may consider "Whoopee." This picture, entirely in
Technicolor, is a splendid example if the results which can be
achieved when producers cooperate with us intelligently and
wholeheartedly.
— Dr. Herbert
T. Kalmus,
President, Technicolor Corp.

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

May

6

Oliver H. Garrett
John C. Flinn
I. Altman
Paul Scardon
Robert Wilber
Harry W. Leasim

■
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U PLANNING EXPANSION !
IN THE THEATER FIELD
(Continued

from

Page

1)

established, in addition to a closer
disthe company
n with
operatio
department.
Approxim'sately
tribution
40 houses are at present in the circuit, which now discontinues its disbanding policy.
Lesser, who is now in New York,
leaves in two weeks for Los Angeles,
where he will headquarter.

Twelve Members Join
Atlanta Exhib Ass'n
Atlanta — Twelve exhibitors have

recently joined the Southeastern
Theater Owners Ass'n. They arc
1'. M. Wise, Strand, Winder, Ga.;
Mrs. Violet Edwards, Colonial, Commerce, Ga.; R. L. Nowell, Monroe,
; Mrs. M. K. Ware, Princess,
Thoomson, Ga.; Homer Edenfield,
Dreamland, Augusta, Ga.; A. L.
Sheppard, Grand, Waynesboro, Ga.;
P. C. Rossee, Dixie, Eatonton, Ga.;
T. J. Duncan, Al Dun, West Point.
Ga.; W. H. Welch, Strand, Dallas,
Ga.; E B. Bennett, Premiere, Sytvania, Ga.; E. K. Collins, Pal, Viclalia, Ga.; Mrs. James Echols, Majestic, Nashville, Ga.

TTLE from "LOTS'
A LIHOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

WILK

He took time off to marry a Columr^AVIN
GORDON
is to play the
bia student, who will not graduate
leading male role in a Universal until June. Sidney, who has joined
the Paramount scenario department,
production, as* vet *untitled.
*
made the trip to the Coast by himself, but will be joined by his bride
Robert Lord's original story,
"Merry Wives of Reno," has gone next month. His new play, "Storm
at First National.
Song," is scheduled for Broadway
into production
*
*
*
production in September.
Edgar Kennedy has started work
on the first of six "Mr. Average
Dick Hunt has unearthed the fact
Man" comedies for RKO Pathe.
Florence Lake, Dot Farley and Wil- that Joe Schenck was once an actor.
liam Eugene are in the supporting In 1912, Joe played a captain of the
cast.
northwest police in "Pierre of the
*
*
*
Plains," which starred Edgar Selwyn.
William Boyd, Lilyan Tashman,
Wynne Gibson and Regis Toomey
Pat West, rotund comedian, who
will head the cast of Paramount' s
"Murder by the Clock." which Ira appeared in "Good News" and who
Hards will direct. Bartlett Cor- has just finished two seasons in
mack is adapting it. Paramount has Fanchon and Marco's "Gobs of Joy,"
made no decision yet on the actor has arrived in Hollywood and will do
to play the lead in "Dr. Jekyll and picture work. *
*
*
Mr. Hyde,"
but John
Barry more
*
*
may do it. *
Charles A. "Chuck" Callahan,
who wrote originals and scenarios
staff.
Marion Nixon appears opposite for several Pathe comedies, has rejoined the RKO Pathe scenario
Eddie
Quillan
in "Whoop-Te-Do
Kid,"
now
being
directed
by Al
*
*
*
*
*
*
Rogell.

John Ford has been borrowed from
Fox by Samuel Goldwyn to direct
Ronald Colman in Sinclair Lewis'
"Arrowsmith." Sidney Howard will
Xat Levine, president
confer with Lewis on the scenario
Pictures, has completed the reorgan- and treatment of the story.
ization of his production staff to
handle the four serials he has planned
A. L. Schafer. better known a9
for the new season. Levine intends
to keep a permanent organization at "Whitey." who is doing the "still"
the Tec-Art Studios, his California camera work on "The Whoop-te-do
Kid," starring Eddie Quillan, will
headquarters. Ford Beebe and Wynd- next transfer his talents to "The Iron
ham Gittens authors of lastd season's Chalice," starring
*
*Bill Bovd.
*
serials have been re-engage for the
B. Reaves Eason is chief
new year.
Brrthold Viertel. who will direct
the directorial staff.
Ruth Chatterton in "Laurels and
Mascot's eastern office staff indirected in Berlin, Viencludes Thomas McConnell, general the Lady."
na. Munich and Dresden, before
tales manager; Charles Reed Jones, comma to America. He was the
in charge of the advertising and pubfirst producer
of Eugene
O'Neill's
licity; Jerome S. Kessler, general nJnus
?)' German.
Arriving
in
manager, and Aaron L. Dicks, direc- Hollywood in 1928. he wrote the
ment.tor of the exhibitors' service depart- adaptation and continuity for the
late F. W. Murnan's "Four Devils."
We directed "Seven Faces," "Man
Laurence Reid Made Vice-Pres.
Trouble" and* "The* Spy."
*
Under the new regime whereby
Stanley V. Gibson assumes the post
Winifred Dunn will write the
of president and publisher of Motion screen play, continuity and dialogue
Picture Publications, putting out
for May Robson's next Libertv
"Motion Picture Magazine" and vehicle, as yet untitled. James Flood
"Motion Picture Classic," Laurence will direct. Miss Dunn and Flood
Reid becomes vice-president as well comnrised the writer-director comas editor.
bination that worked on "Mother's
*
*
*
Millions."
Pathe Goes Military
Darryl Zanuck. Ran Griffith..
Uniforms for office and mesCharles Kenyon and Lucien Hubsenger boys is the latest thing
bard of Warner Brothers are the
at the RKO Pathe studios.
newest nolo enthusiasts. John CromThe outfit adopted is a snappy,
well, who has been a tennis ensemi-military suit of gray-blue,
thusiast for several years, is now
with a red rooster on the left
playing polo, as are Tom Moore, Cy
Bartlett. Charley Burr, George
sleeve and "RKO Pathe StuAmy,
Al Smiley and Charles Bigedios" below the breast pocket.
low.
The uniform adds esprit de
*
*
*
corps and inspires alertness,
says Charles R. Rogers.
Sidney Buchman's delay in reaching Hollywood has been explained.

Nat Levine Reorganizes
For New Season's Program
of Mascot

GAUMONT SEEKS STUDIO
FOR PRODUCTION IN U. S
(Continued

from

Page

1)

tered into negotiations with at leas
one coast studio owner in an effort t<
lease a studio for British production
using the International Acoustics re.
cording
system, claim
whichdoes
Gaumont'i
local attorneys
not in
fringe on any American patents. Fail
this
Gell and wit'
hi
ing tostudio
come owner,
to an agreement
agents inquired into the possibility
of purchasing a west coast studio out
right, The Film Daily learns.
According to Arthur Lee, repr
senting Gaumont in America, fou
British made productions are now e:
route to this country, with 26 mor
scheduled for America for 1931-3
release. This is 20 more than Gau
mont imported last year. The pro
ductions on the way are, "The Ring
er," Gainsborough-British Lion pro
duction; "Happy Ending," "Gau
mont; "Down River," Gaumont, an
"The Hound of the Baskervilles,
Gainsborough.

Para. Studio Installing
New Processing Units

Four new film processing unit si
similar to those now in use in the
The third annual M-G-M golf
Long Island studios, will
tournament wrill be held at the Fox Paramount
Hills club June 7. The arrangements be installed in the Paramount west
committee consists of Harry Rapf, coast laboratories by James E. Rogers of the S. and M. Chemical CoJ
chairman; Fred Pelton, vice-chair- who leaves for the coast today.
man; Bill Newberry, E. D. Smith,
Leeds Baxter and Danny Gray. Two
RCA Earns 2 Cents in Quarter
hundred and fifty entries are expected. Howard Strickling won the
The Radio Corp. of America re-1
low gross event last year.
ported a net income of $1,566,520 ioM
the first quarter of 1931. This is»
equal, after preferred dividend re«
Nine years ago, Phil Gersdorf had quirements, to two cents a share oifl
his headquarters in the Hunt Strom- the common stock.
berg building on the Thomas H.
Ince lot. Phil is still in the same
Minneapolis Film Board Moves
buildinq and the lot is known as the
RKO Pathe studio. Phil heads the
Minneapolis
— The Minneapolis
studio publicity department and his Film Board of Trade has moved to
quarters are to be remodeled. Phil new quarters at 515 Pence Bldg. on
has worked for P.D.C., the old W. Hennepin Ave. at Eighth St.
W. Hodkinson Corporation. Metropolitan Productions, C. B. De Mille
Louis Weil Promoted
Productions, and Pathe.
Chicago — Louis Weil, former manager of the State-Lake, is now division manager with jurisdiction over
Gavin Gordon, who is shortlv to be 21 R-K-O
houses.
seen
in
"Shipmates,"
an
M-G-M
production, may accept a proffered
featured assignment in a forthcoming
Sunday Shows for Minn. Towns
New York stage production.
Worthington, Minn. — Sunda; .
opening has been approved by voters
here and in Northfield. Pelican Rapids
John Huston, youthful son of voters defeated a measure recently,
Walter Huston, ivho recently ar- while the battle is) still raging at
rived in Hollywood on a writing Willmar.
contract to United Artists, has been
loaned by that studio to Universal.
He will write the adaptation and
Safety Record
Paramount holds the safety
dialogue of W. R. Burnett's "Saint
Johnson," which will star his farecord among coast studios,
mous father.
according to Dr. Emanuel
Stern, medical director. The
company
a safety
Harry Brand, veteran publicity ditee which has
meets
once acommitmonth
rector and former sports editor, is
to investigate accidents to emso well known in fight circles that a
ployes and to decide on steps
new fighter has taken the name of
to avoid repetition.
"Young Harrv
Brand."

w
/
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AWFUL BIG
But the Bubble is Bound to Burst

ARE YOU EASILY
KIDDED!
We contend that the
theatre man is a
hard headed business
man who

DOESN'T
WANT BACKSLAPPING
but asks only for a
fair count and an

idea of WHAT'S
IN THE BAG!

|

We're for the theatre man who's cagey
about buying blue sky!
.
i ,
He's
suspiciou
s
abou
t
BUBBLES THAT EXPAND

y I /

because he's found by past
experience that they only
have air in them at the end*

THIS IS THE SILLY
SEASON when the Announcement
Boys are having fun.
It's a great month for printers!
Let's he printers!

Want to

(NEXT PAGE

PLEASE

but if you're bored\
stop reading here/

NT misunderstand
please !
Ill

There's an awful lot of sincerity back
of all companies' announcements.
We all know that you've
got to present a product
properly or it's hard to
have a talking basis on
a list of pictures that
mean a great investment!

BUT BOY, HOW
THEY HOKE IT UP!
lft "v. DOC '-

Not that
is any

S

V

I f

Not that we're holier 'than* thou
BUT — hell! — ive are!

-G-M IS ONE COMPANY
that doesn't have to trot out the gold
and silver and all the fancy hand-made
paper that makes things look good
even if they're not!)

-G-M IS THE ONE AND
ONLY OUTFIT THAT CAN
SAY TO YOU —

(Please go on — you can't stop now!)

f

E

L
L
A
R
E
AFTare
n't you buying
PROVEN
PERFORMANCE!
1930-

Every year it has been
the same — Leo in the Lead
— especially this past year
with such hits as "Min & Bill",
"Reducing", "Paid", "Inspiration",
"Dance Fools Dance", "Strangers
May Kiss", "Trader Horn" and
plenty morel

THE WEIGHT OF OUR
SALESMANSHIP IS
CONSISTENT SUCCESS!

LETS BUST BEAUTIFUL
(but empty) BUBBLES and
talk facts:
M-G-M STARS-the greatest!
MrG'M STUDIO-A Miracle City!
STORY VROFERTIES-Fabulous!
M-G-M PERSONNEL- the same everaggressive, ever-young, ever-alert showmen who
now present their greatest line-up— (k follows)

The CROWNING
GLORY
(were using this phrase because we
sincerely believe it to be truly descriptive)

OF METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
IN 1931-1932Representing a total of

48

PRODUCTIONS

2/ rom MARION DAVIES
Watch the calibre of vehicles that Marion Davies will appear in! Her latest
release of the current season Fannie Hurst's "Five and Ten" gives an idea of
what this versatile and beautiful actress can do with a role of dramatic intensity. Acknowledged to be the cleverest of screen comediennes, she has now
shown a new power as a dramatic artist that is to be reflected in her newseason offerings. Marion Davies productions receive the greatest promotion
of any starring pictures in the industry. There will again be extensive Marion
Davies advertising and publicity campaigns in the Hearst nationwide newspaper chain.

2 from NORMA

SHEARER

The position of Norma Shearer in the industry today is an enviable one. A
succession of splendid pictures to which she has given the fullness of her
distinguished artistry and her beauty — "The Divorcee" for which she won
the industry's highest award, "Let Us Be Gay", "Strangers May Kiss"
these have put her into the very top spot of money stars! "Strangers May
Kiss" is at the moment breaking records in theatres everywhere. "A Free Soul"
is completed and is. destined to be another great success. There will indeed be
a ready public awaiting Norma Shearer's offerings in the coming season.

2 from JOAN CRAWFORD
Careful selection of stories for "America's Dancing Daughter" have resulted in
building her following greater than ever in the past season. "Paid" and "Dance
Fools Dance" gave her fans the beauty, the exotic thrills they eagerly expect
from her. Joan Crawford stands high among the leading box-office names of
this industry. To keep her fans packing your theatre in the new season MetroGoldwyn-Mayer will present ravishing Joan in stories that combine thrill qualities with the de luxe glamour associated in the minds of the public with this
popular star. M-G-M is pleased to announce that Joan Crawford has signed
a new contract which will keep her for a long period among the celebrated
starring names of this company.

3 from JOHN GILBERT

We sent the word broadcast to the complete showman personnel of MetroGoldwyn- Mayer! We sought for John Gilbert vehicles of dynamic thrill
quality— stories apart from anything he has ever done— dramas to captivate and
hold the world imagination. We are excited beyond description to know that
we have obtained for this sterling actor vehicles such as he has never had.
The first is "Cheri-Bibi" by Gaston Leroux, an enthralling action narrative in
which Gilbert plays two distinct personalities, a member of the nobility and a
convict. Innocently accused of murder he changes his face, his name and his
personality to win back his honest name and the girl he loves. John Robertson
is the director, Leila Hyams is the girl. Another vehicle for John Gilbert is
"Candlelight" based on the sensational Broadway stage hit! We believe that
Gilbert's steady march back to his top ranking, which was helped by the sturdy
qualities of "Way For A Sailor" and "Gentleman's Fate" in the past season will
be amply carried forward now with his forthcoming important dramatic offerings.

2 from GRETA GARBO
Gorgeous Greta Garbo's continuing success has served to convince the world
that this unique personality is to the screen what Sarah Bernhardt and Eleanor
Duse were to the stage! An actress whose sensuous, slumbrous genius can
never be duplicated, whose beauty and voice and bearing are of an aristocracy
all her own. This magnetic star forges ever ahead. "Romance" and "Inspiration"
electrified her admirers in the past season. M-G-M is particularly fortunate in
having for selection in the coming season a group of vehicles that are perfect
for the rare talents of this star. Not since M-G-M first took Greta Garbo from
obscurity into world-enveloping stardom has she had available stories of such
magnitude and promise!

3 from WILLIAM

HAINES

His clean, winning, smiling appeal never lessens! Bill Haines is one of the
most representative American stars on the screen and that accounts for his
great popularity with American audiences. That rare combination of good
humor, unrestrained fun and at the same time serious, manly appeal is
unfailing! The pace he set in "Remote Control" and "The Girl Said No" is
heightened as this season ends with "A Tailor Made Man", now enjoying
great business throughout the country. William Haines is to change pace in
the coming season with a trio of high-powered dramatic comedies that will
surprise you!

MONTGOMERY

3 from ROBERT

The Star Makers of M-G-M have done it again! The company that carefully
developed from obscurity the Garbos, Shearers, Haines, Crawfords and all the
others have now brought Robert Montgomery to thnt point of popularity
where public demand names him star in his own right! His ever increasing
appeal won by happy performances in "Divorcee", "Big House", "Inspiration"
and climaxed by "Strangers May Kiss" — to name just a few — has long been
reflected in one of the largest fan mails of any star in Hollywood. "Shipmates"
was his introduction to stardom — and a rousing one! In the new season he
will appear in three great entertainments — among them "Huddle" a romantic
drama of a boy from the steel mills who makes good at football; and "The
Truth Game" by Ivor Novello, a fast-moving modern comedy drama that
won a large success as a Broadway stage play. Robert Montgomery is a name
to reckon with in the coming season!

KEATON

2 from BUSTER

Talkies have lifted Buster Keaton into a newer and greater popularity. His
stage experience came in for good use, his "dead pan" voice fits his unsmiling
face, his acrobatic and dancing talents — this versatility permits him
what no other comedian on the screen has to give. Every talkie he has made
•*^

'

•>

is better than the previous one, "Free and Easy", "Doughboys" and the latest
laughing panic "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath". Buster Keaton has succeeded by
persistent and conscientious delivery of really funny comedies to build himself
up to the top rank of comic draws! In the new season, aided by a pair of
hilariously different comedy stories, he's going to bring a flock of new money
into your box-office!

2 from WALLACE

BEERY

Audiences like that "regular guy" quality about Wallace Beery. His perfect
naturalness as "Butch" of "The Big House" stamped this great actor immediately as a new popular favorite, bringing to the screen a refreshing down-toearth personableness that was again evidenced in "Min and Bill" and as
Scorpio in "The Secret Six". Wallace Beery has won a stardom that is.more
than a title. He's in the big money now as a box-office bet! One of his starring
attractions in the new season is to be "Sea Eagles" by Lt. Commander Frank
Wead, in which he plays a hard-boiled yet likable Petty Officer aboard an
airplane carrier of the fleet. We think it's going to be another "Tell it to
the Marines" for action and heart interest. The U. S. Navy is cooperating in
production and for the first time a dramatic picture is to be built around the
hitherto secret activities of an airplane carrier, with scenes and incidents
actually filmed aboard the great U. S. S. Saratoga.

2/ rom

RAMON

NOVARRO

A star performer whose standard never wavers, whose charm and personality
keep for him a loyal public. There is no one on the screen quite like Ramon
Novarro. Magazine editors in this industry who base their opinion on reader
receptivity tell us that probably no other player has maintained such a permanent hold on audiences. In the past season this handsome gentleman-star
gave his public the delightful "Call of the Flesh" and now follows with
"Daybreak," the strong romantic drama that won unstinted praise at its
Coast previews. Novarro's vehicles for the coming year are exceptionally
powerful choices, insuring bigness of scale and strength of story.

1 from Alfred LUNT-Lynn FONTANNE
When the announcement

was recently published throughout the world that

Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne, the stage's most celebrated acting team, had
finally agreed to enter pictures after countless refusals it was pointed out editorially inthe trade that these stage stars had signed with the one company
they felt could do justice to their names and reputations! M-G-M recognizes
its obligation to these famed personalities of the great Theatre Guild o{ New
York and to the thousands throughout the country who have witnessed their
supreme artistry in road engagements! Lunt and Fontanne have appeared
in more stage successes of importance, separately and together, than anybody
in the theatre world! Their appearance in M-G-M's roster of Great Names is
another indication of the ceaseless aggressiveness of this company in bringing
you new and important entertainment factors.

1/ rom

LAWRENCE

TIBBETT

Lawrence Tibbett has brought to theatres thousands of patrons who do not
customarily attend! He has been instrumental in "selling" the picture habit
to new ticket-buyers because he represents an utterly different and stimulating
appeal. Exhibitors have told us that "New Moon" was a tonic that resulted
in increased circles of patronage. In "The Prodigal" (formerly titled "The
Southerner") Lawrence Tibbett revealed that not only could he enthrall them
with his thrillingly romantic voice, but that he was a personality to be
reckoned with from the point of view of wholesome, appealing dramatic
acting performance!

1 from stan LAUREL-oiiver HARDY
By public demand! Laurel-Hardy in a full length feature comedy! Audiences
can't get enough of them. With every additional release they become more
and more a national institution, a sure guarantee of fun in the theatre. It was
quite natural when M-G-M got the right story, a perfect vehicle for their first
"Pardon Us". Hal
go ahead and make the production
full-length talkie, to have
been working on it for months. It will unquestionably
Roach and M-G-M
be the funniest picture this industry has ever seen ! No expense, no effort is
being spared to make it just right! We owe it to the uncounted millions of
Laurel-Hardy
cheer about!fans who will pack your theatre. "Pardon Us" is something
to

4/

rom COSMOPOLITAN
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THE BALTIMORE

NEW^-

To name the hits that have been produced by M-G-M for Cosmopolitan
Productions is to name the greatest successes the industry lias known.
"Broadway Melody", "The Big House" "White Shadows in the South Seas"
of
are just a few at random. That label "Cosmopolitan" is a guarantee
publicity
and
advertising
lar
million-dol
by
backed
Bigness
And
Bigness!
campaigns in the Hearst newspapers and magazines is something only M-G-M
can bring the industry! In the new season Cosmopolitan Productions will be
selected as usual from great novels, plays and stories. Vehicles of importance!
Among them is "Skyscraper Souls" by Faith Baldwin. It is the drama of the
city of souls that live in skyscrapers, their romances, the amazing web of thrill
that is woven through those giant temples of steel! It will run in Cosmopolitan
Magazine under the title of "Skyscraper" and will subsequently be serialized
in the Hearst newspapers and published as a novel under the title of "Skyscraper
Souls". Four Big Ones from Cosmopolitan!

Special information will
be forthcoming about
pictures from

MARIE

DRESSLER
They love her! Three little words that paint the complete picture of the hold which this wonderful personality
has on the hearts of audiences. Each marvelous character which she has portrayed has etched deeper the affection of her public. In "Let Us Be Gay", "Anna Christie", "Min and Bill" to mention a few highlights — how
rhey applauded her! There is only one Marie Dressier and M-G-M is proud to have been instrumental in bringing her rich, human talents to your patrons.
Watch for special announcement!

1 0 Exceptional Productions

10

based on celebrated stage hits,
best'selling novels and stories —

FLYING HIGH

(with the celebrated star BERT L AHR)

Here's a property! By McGowan, DeSylva, Brown and Henderson. M-G-M
fought for it and outbid the field to get it for you. Not only because it's one of
the best known stage hits the country has known in recent years, having run
a year on Broadway. But also because it gives us the opportunity to bring you
its star, Bert Lahr, one of America's greatest comedians who will be a screen
sensation. That's a double coup! Produced on the stage by the "Scandals"
creator, George White, the story is packed with aviation thrills, laughs and
romance. Involving as its high-light a thrilling trans-continental airplane race.
The importance of this vehicle brings to it as director Charles Riesner, at the
top of his box-office form following "Caught Short" and "Reducing"!

BOARDING

SCHOOL
It was Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer which pioneered into the field of modern youth with
"Our Dancing Daughters", "Our Blushing Brides" and "Our Modern Maidens".
It is Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer which again finds fertile dramatic and audience
appeal in a subject untouched thus far! "Boarding School" reveals a glamorous and colorful side of modern youth, rich in thrilling entertainment angles.
It tells of three girls, each from different environments, coming together in a
ritzy boarding school. It is really the story of adolescence with its flaming desire for a knowledge of life. The power of this drama, with its background
of wealth and luxury and attractive young personalities, looms up as a production ofmoney importance!

HONOLULU
There is no locale in the world today more richly laden with dramatic and
pictorial punch than this setting out of which Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is creating one of the lavish picture undertakings of the year. The world's most interesting and decadent civilization vivified in an action talkie! Here have come
the wealthy of the world — those who have known every form of luxury — now
settled in the tropic indolence of this amazing island city. Our story follows
the destiny of a fascinating millionaire and his three daughters, caught up in
the lure of Honolulu. Intense and spectacular, "Honolulu" is a showman's
entertainment to anticipate!

NIGHT COURT
The authors have touched a gold-mine of drama! Destinies of luckless men
and careless women rapped out at dead of night by judges, politically bought
and paid for! Satire and comedy go hand-in-hand with breath-taking thrill
in this stage play collaborated on by Mark Hellinger, noted human- interest
writer of New York's Daily Mirror, and Charles Beahan, dramatist. And to
complete the stamp of journalistic authority M-G-M got Edward Dean Sullivan,
author of "Rattling the Cup on Chicago Crime" to adapt "Night Court" for
the screen. The story involves an innocent girl, a newspaper reporter who
fights for her, a couple of shyster lawyers at each others' throats, a judge's
jealous wife and his sweetheart. "Night Court" rips into big city politics the
way "Front Page" did into the newspaper game. You've got a big attraction here!

THE CHRISTIAN
It was inevitable that "The Christian, "one of the greatest stories ever written
in any language, should be made in the medium of talking pictures. It has
been a top-money-maker in every medium — book, stage, screen. With the
magic of talkies it will reach its crowning fulfillment. M-G-M will do it every
justice with unstinted production and a cast of great names !
What
V'

*
0
&

^ Sir HALL CAINE

a soul-story is Hall Caine's "The Christian." Never a more deep-stirring love
than that of John Storm for Gloria Quayle — he so noble, she so thirsty for
delights of the world. Sensationally dramatic in each twist and turn of its
- mighty story, "The Christian" is to be the talkie for which thrill-seekers will
pack theatres in the new season.

RED-HEADED

WOMAN

We're congratulating ourselves! And we've got good reason! We were lucky
enough to get a look at the advance proofs of the latest serial story by
Katharine Brush, "Red-Headed Woman". That was even before it started
serialization in the Saturday Evening Post and before it became the national
story rage. We bought the talkie rights and we've got a box-office sensation
without question! The story moves like a lightning bolt. Modern to the
minute. The red-headed gal schemes to break up a marriage in order to get
the luxuries of a wife she has always envied. She succeeds. But when she
tries to enjoy her stolen treasures, she meets situations that tingle with excitement. A picture theme to pack nouses. And it's going to get more national
publicity when it appears as a book following its serialization!

IT
FITS
BETTER
THAN
EVER!

"T^J
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representing

The Crowning Glory
of Metro-GoldwyivMayer
30STAR

PRODUCTIONS

MARION DA VIES (2)
NORMA SHEARER
(2)
GRETA GARBO (2)
JOAN CRAWFORD (2)
JOHN GILBERT (3)
WILLIAM HAINES (3)
BUSTER KEATON (2)
ROBT. MONTGOMERY (3)
RAMON NOVARRO (2)
WALLACE BEERY (2)
LAWRENCE TIBBETT (1)
LUNT-FONTANNE (1)
LAUREL-HARDY CO
COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTIONS
Special Information Forthcoming About
MARIE DRESSLER PRODUCTIONS

13 EXCEPTIONAL

PICTURES

FLYING HIGH
THE CHRISTIAN
THE AWAKENING
NIGHT COURT
RED HEADED WOMAN
BRIDGE VS. BRIDGE
AFTER ALL
ARSENE LUPIN
WEST OF BROADWAY
GUILTY HANDS
THE SQUAW MAN
BOARDING SCHOOL
HONOLULU
(4)

a

THE

MARQUEE 5 tr
To be announced

You II be hearing
Short
too!
M-G-M's
aboutSubjects,

AND-

assured
Restthe
be
best they'
in theII
industry next yeart
as. in past years.
Plus some brand
new ideas !
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NEIGHBORHOOD DE LUXERS
PLANNED BY WILL HORWITZ

GOLDWYN SENDS CROSBY
ON TALENT SCOUTING TOUR
(Continued

from
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(Continued

St. Louis — New working agreements with the Electrical Workers
Local Union No. 1 for the year starting May 1 have been signed by representatives of the Fox, St. Louis,

tonio, Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston,
New Orleans, Louisville, Lexington,
Cincinnati. Columbus, Cleveland,
Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Paul, Denver, Salt Lake City, Kansas City, St.
Ambassador
and in Loew's
Louis, Indianapolis in search for tal- Missouri,
State theater.
No increase
wages
ent. Boston, New York and the dis- was included.
trict that includes Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington will be covFarrell, Pa. — P. G. Pegadietes is
ered by resident representatives. Candidates selected by Crosby for tests managing the Capitol.
will be sent either to Los Angeles,
New York or Chicago, where arLexington, Ky. — Harry Schwartz,
rangements have been made for these
screen trials. Original script ma- who recently took over the Lexington, is installing RCA Photophone
terial is being assembled for the
tests.
equipment.
Goldwyn's camlpaign . for new
player material has already resulted
Enfield, N. C— C. M. Rumley rein the recent signing of several star
cently reopened the Masonic.
candidates, some of whom have already made their film debut. These
include Florence Britton, San FranElberton, Ga. — Charles
E. Undercisco deb; Betty Grable, St. Louis
wood is now managing the Strand.
dancer; Shirley Gray, Oakland stock
company ingenue; Florence Ames,
Pittsburgh — A. H. Rowe has sucBoston society girl; Ina Slocum,
Chicago mannikin, and Virginia Warner. ceeded Ben Mullen as manager of the
i Druce, English sportswoman. All
will be given intensive training.
Indianapolis — Joe Abramson has
been made office manager of the
United Artists exchange, succeeding
Sam Gorelich, who has switched to
J. H. Hoffberg Co., Inc., has been RKO Pathe.
made American representative for
Rex Productions, Ltd., newly formed
Sharon, Pa. — John Muller is now
New Zealand independent exchange. operating the Gable.
Harry L. Curry, former Paramount
representative, heads Rex.
Chicago — C. L. Filkins has joined
the Kooler-Aire Co.
New "Curiosities" Deal Signed
Contracts for the distribution by
Chilton, Wis.— The Chilton will be
Columbia of another series of 13 opened on May 15.
Walter Futter "Curiosities" next season have been signed. The deal gives
Talkers for Conn. Institution
Columbia exclusive distribution both
here and abroad.
Hartford, Conn. — Sound motion
picture entertainment is to be provided for the inmates of the ConnecAtlanta Paramount Dark
ticut State Penitentiary at WethersAtlanta — For the first time since it
been
was built, more than ten years ago, field. RCA Photophone has
first
the
expected
is
it
and
acquired
It is underIthe Paramount is dark.
i stood Publix will probably reopen the program will be presented within the
house with an entirely new policy in next two weeks.
ithe fall.
"Secret Six" Holding Over
"The .Secret Six" will be held by
the Capitol for a second week which
begins Friday.

Hoffberg Representing
New Zealand Independent

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Urbana House Reopened
Lyric has been
O — The
Urbana,
owner,
Wooley,
Grant
by
reopened
after extensive remodeling.
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Arnolds Park, la. — Mr. and Mrs. playing subsequent runs at 15 cents.
A. M. Leitch, formerly owners of Success of the better type of neighthe Strand, Milford, la., have opened
borhood house in Dallas is said to
the Park here.
be a factor influencing Horwitz in
the new venture.
Spirit Lake, la. — The Royal is
closed for repairs and installation of
new equipment. C. E. Narey now
has the lease. Davies and Living"Buddy Bear," a new cartoon serston, who operated the theater, will
ies will soon be put on the market
remove their equipment. Livingston
is to be connected with the Park in by A. J. Bimberg, producer, and former owner of the 44th St. Studios.
Arnolds Park during the summer.
Associated with Bimberg is Dr. Hugo
Reiscnfeld who will write and direct
Brookhaven, Miss. — A new thea- the musical synchronization. Roland
ter is to be opened here June 1 by
E. Sarphie, who also operates the G. Edwards will supervise stories,
and a cartoon department of 20 men
State, at McComb.
will be established with Eli Bruckner mentioned as the possible direcCleveland — Jack Greenbaum and
tor of animation. Offices have been
H. M. Manley head Special Features,
Inc., who have distribution rights on opened at 1520 Broadway with negotiations under way for both a record"Ten Nights in a Bar Room" for
ing and animated cartoon studio. Release has not as yet been arranged.
Ohio, West Virgina, Indiana, Kentucky and Maryland. They have
North Platte Opening
also acquired "The Primrose Path"
and "The Call of the Rockies" for
North
Platte,
Neb.— The
ParaOhio, West Virginia, Kentucky and
mount was recently opened.
House,
by Irving
Cohen,
Indiana. "The Primrose Path" to be managed
failed to get by the Ohio censor.
seats 1,400.

A. J. Bimberg Producing
"Buddy Bear" Cartoons

Winfield, la. — Pratt's theater here
has abandoned Sunday shows in response to local sentiment.
Media, Pa.— Gold Medal Film Co.,
Inc., has been formed here.

O. J. Johnson Buys Three
Falls City, Neb. — O. J. Johnson
has bought the Rivoli, Electric and
Sun from the Falls City Amusement
Co. J. W. Harms will manage the
houses.

To Build Two at Angola
Richmond, Va. — O. D. Brinser is
president of the Imperial Amusement
Angola, Ind. — Owners of the AnCorp., of Richmond, which has just
gola Opera House are building a 750been chartered and authorized to do seat house to be called the Brokaw.
a general amusement business and to T. M. F.llis also is reporting negotiating a site for a $75,000 house.
operate theaters and dance halls.
"Millionaire"
Holds in Pittsburgh
Midwest Exchange Moves
Pittsburgh — George Arliss in "The
City — Midwest
Film
Exis being held over f.>r
change is moving
this week
to its aMillionaire"
second week at the Warner.
West
221
at
quarters
larger
and
new
18th St.
"Caesar's" Fifth Week in Chi
Kansas

Dickinson-Taylor Lease Another
Kansas City— Glen W. Dickinson
and Harry Taylor have taken a long
term lease on what will be known
as the Plaza at West Plains, Mo.
The house is being completely remodeled, redecorated, and will be
equipped with sound.

R. J. Garland Joins Columbia
Denver — R. J. Garland, former MG-M manager, has been made manager for Columbia
exchange,
succeeding J. R. Beale. who
goi
Portland. Ore., as exchange manager.

Trenton Theater Destroyed
Pudovkin To Direct Army Dramas
Moscow — Vsevold
Pudovkin
will
Trenton, X. J.— Fire believed to
ve wiring direct a series of silent pictures based
defecti
by
caused
been
have
Italian,
including
"Theodora"
and
will
Pictures
"The Ship." *
Soviet army.
on the-\ nchronized
*
*
lestroyed B. F. Keith's Capitol.
scores,
Four
Pasadena
theaters
change
Open Omaha Branch Exchange
hands.
Doubling at Liberty, Seattle
*
*
*
Omaha. Neb.— The Kansas City
Seattle — The Liberty is presenting
Midwest Film Exchange has opened
Kessel and Baumann involved in
a double-header
program
this week,
its Omaha branch at 1516 Daven- with
"Sisters,"
Columbia,
and
court litigation.
manas
rst
port with C. M. Parkhu
ry
"Caught
Cheating."
Tiffany,
territo
[owa
ager. Nebraska and
will be covered.
prising the bill.
Goldwyn to distribute big spectacles of Unione Cinematographic
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Chicago — "Little Caesar"
will be
held at the Orpheum for a fifth week,
the Warner offices have decided.
M-G-M
Buys
British Play
M-G-M
has acquired screen rights
to "Way to Treat A Woman," stage
play produced in London at Duke of
York theater.
Third Week
for "Born
Love"over
"Born
to Love"
will beto held
for
a third
week
starting
Friday.
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of the Film

Department of Commerce
Reports on the European Field

Situation

difficulty in securing product. A large
number of new theaters were wired.
Production — There is one studio
which turns out silent films of a
Miction increased 207 per cent patriotic nature. No studios are
Some highlights from the fourth over the previous year with negative equipped
for sound film production.
annual resume of film conditions in costs higher by 240 per cent. New
Distribution — About 600 films were
Europe, as compiled by the Bureau theater construction jumped 280 per released during the year, of which 50
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce cent, with a trend toward larger and per cent were French and 40 per cent
from reports made by U. S. Trade more adequate theaters. Theater re- American.
imissioners, Consuls and other
Exhibition — Five new theaters with
ceipts jumped an average of 50 per
American agents, have been compiled cent in wired houses, but decreased 3,500 seats were opened during the
bv C. J. North, chief of the Motion 25 per cent in unwired houses, leav- year. About 88 theaters were wired,
Picture Division, Department of
ing a net increase of 25 per cent. 24 with American apparatus. With
Commerce, and are presented below. Theater wiring increased by 150 per the 11 wired in 1929, this makes a
total of 99 theaters as of Dec. 31,
cent. American participation in the 1930.
market was less than in previous

UNITED

FRANCE

KINGDOM

The British film industry enjoyed
continuous and uninterrupted growth
during 1930. highlights being liquidation of losses incurred in the silent
film industry, formation of new companies and overhauling of studio
Production and distribuequipment.
tion of British made films increased,
and many more theaters were wired.
Production — There were 116 sound
feature films produced with 8 German, 8 French and 3 Spanish versions. Nearly all of these were produced by 17 companies in the 12
studios now wired for sound film production. Their average cost was
around $75,000. No silent features
were made.
Distribution — The number of films
trade shown was 747, of which 519
were American, 142 British, 49 German, 22 French and 15 from other
countries. Of these, 501 were talking
pictures, America contributing 400
and the United Kingdom 87.
Exhibition — There were estimated
to be 5.166 theaters in the United
Kingdom as of Dec. 31, 1930. Of
these 3,151 are wired. Six sound systems account for 2,535 of these, and
installations of American equipment
total about 1,600. There were 195
new theaters constructed with an additional seating capacitv of around
293,000.

Production — No less than 43 comyears.
panies produced films in France. A
total of 76 sound films were produced
with 66 foreign versions, and 18
silents. In addition 162 shorts were
made. Ten sound studios were involved.
Distribution — Four hundred and
seventy-eight features and 616 shorts
were released during the year, com
pared with 437 features in 1929. Of
these, 237 features and 379 shorts
were of American origin, compared
with 211 features in 1929. Germany
contributed 111 features as against
130 in 1929, and France 94 as compared with 52.
Exhibition — Seventy-six new theaters were built, adding a seating
capacitv of 54,700. This compares
with 20 new houses with 20,000 seats
in 1929. Four hundred and twenty
theaters were wired, 163 with American apparatus, making a total as of
Dec. 31 of 565 theaters in France and
North Africa with) sound installations. The total of theaters in France
and North Africa is about 3,200.

NORWAY

The general situation was characterized by difficulty in securing
silent films for the houses yet unwired. American prestige held up
well, but comoetition from Germany
is becoming keener as Norwegians
understand German much better than
ITALY
English.
Production — Two features — both
Italy has not accepted the sound silent — were produced together with
film with the same degree of enthu- a few short subjects.
Distribution— A total of 733 films,
siasm as other countries. In addifeatures and shorts, were cenboth
tion the sale of American pictures
sored. 202 were sound films and about
hampered by decrees of the auof these were of Amerthorities which prohibited foreign 62 tierican cent
origin.
dialogue and which imposed a five
Exhibition — No theaters were built
per cent cut in contract prices.
or converted. Thirty-two theaters
Production — Three sound films were wired, which
with 7 wired in
were produced by one studio.
1929, makes a total of 39 sound
Distribution — About 160 talking equipped theaters. Of these 13 have
pictures and 190 silents were distrib- American apparatus.
uted, estimates placing the American
share of the market at about 75 per
cent.
BELGIUM
Exhibition — There were 209 theaters wired as of Dec. 31, 1930, seventy of these use American equipThe year was not a good one for
ment. Only about six new theaters theater owners, as they had to pay
were constructed or converted add- high prices for sound films and
ing 8,000 new seats.
houses still using silent films had

GERMANY
Sales of American pictures to Germany declined through three main
causes. First, the change from silent
to sound pictures made more effective control over the German market
by the holders of patent rights (Tobis-Klangfilm). Second, the new German film import regulations effective
July 1, and running until June 30,
1931, were much more stringent than
any preceding regulations. Third,
the general business depression which
cut down theater attendance.
Production — Somewhere around
160 films were produced. A large
number of companies were involved,
24 companies producing more than
one film apiece. Thirteen studios
have been equipped for sound.
Distribution — Three hundred and
five films were distributed, of which
151 were German and 97 from the
United States. This is compared
with 192 German and 142 American
the year before.
Exhibition— As of Dec. 31, 1930,
there were 5,087 theaters in Germany,
only nine new theaters being added
during the year. Estimates place the
number of wired houses at 1,930.
Due to the patent situation, there are
no American installations.

FINLAND
Attendance at theaters decreased
from the previous year and exhibitors
profits have been small. Sound films
are popular, but better understanding of German than English has
created increased competition from
German sound films.
Production — One feature first made
as a silent, then synchronized, was
produced. A few short subjects were
also made.
Distribution — Six hundred and ten
films were released, of which 392
were from the United States, 111
from Germany, 31 from Finland, 19
from Russia, 18 from Sweden and 39
from other countries.
Exhibition — There were no theaters built. Fifty-five theaters were
wired, making a total of 59 wired as
of Dec. 31. Only two have American
apparatus.
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Abroad
DENMARK
The year was rather unfavorable
to the Danish motion picture trade,
due to the fact that the prices of both
films and sound equipment were more
expensive than the Danish exhibitor
could readily afford.

Production — Four silent films and '
one
were inproduced,
this '
latter sound
being filmmade
Norwegian,
French and German as well as Danish.

Distribution — 581
feature
films
were censored, of which
314 were
sound
and
267
silent.
Including
shorts, the total number is 1,249, of I
which 737 .were of American origin.
Exhibition — One theater with
seating capacity of 900 was built in I
Copenhagen. About 125 theaters
were wired for sound, which with
the 20 wired in 1929, makes a total
of 145 theaters sound equipped as of
Dec. 31, 1930. Of this total, 28 arei
equipped
with American
apparatus.

POLAND
1930 was a trying year for exhibitors. Depressed economic conditions cut down theater attendance,
and
withfilms,
the high
charged for
sound
plus prices
the difficulty
of '
getting suitable material, exhibitors
have been lucky to make both ends
meet. In spite of this, installation
of sound
equipment has continued to
make
headway.
Production — Seven films, all sound,
were produced. There are several
small studios, which in addition proterial.
duced considerable short subject maDistribution — A total of 1,647 films
of all sorts were released during the
first 91/, months of 1930. Of these,
1,283 were of American origin and
137 from Germany. Seven hundred
and nineteen sound films, including
shorts, were released, 605 from the
United States and 42 from Germany.
Exhibition — Only one new theater
was built, while several were closed.
By December 31, 61 houses were
wired as against 15 at the close of
the previous year. About 35 per cent
ment.
of these are using American equip-

SWITZERLAND
The sound film has attained considerable popularity as exemplified by
a notable increase in theaters wired.
As Switzerland is a trilingual country, the necessity for versions of
American pictures in German, French
and Italian is apparent to meet the
needs of the market. At present,
due to the language factor, German
films are actively competing with
American product and have attained
great popularity.
Production — One silent feature was s

-cm
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Highlight:
made and a number of short subjects.
Distribution — In the absence of official statistics, estimates indicate the
distribution of 250 silents and 120
sound films. Of the former, about
65 per cent and of the latter 55 per
cent were Amercan.
Exhibition — Nine theaters were
built with a total seating capacity of
about 2,500. Six theaters were closed.
About 104 theaters were wired as
of Dec. 31, against 10 at the close
of 1929. Forty-one installations
were American.
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NETHERLANDS

The year was in general a good
one for distributors and exhibitors,
though there was a slight falling off
in theater attendance. Outstanding developments were the increase in wired
theaters and more serious competition from German films through the
better understanding of German than
English by the Dutch public.
Production — Production is confined
to a few shorts of local interest.
Distribution — There were 479 films
released, with 274 from the United
States, 146 from Germany, 20 each
from England, France and 19 from
other countries.
Exhibition — Eleven theaters of a
combined seating capacity of 7,000
were built or converted. About 100
theaters were wired, bringing the total as of Dec. 31 up to 150. The
great majority used locally manufactured equipment.

SPAIN
Complete information covering
Spain is not yet available, but from
figures at hand it is believed that 10
feature films were produced. So far
as distribution is concerned, films
from the United States held their
own very well averaging around 75
per cent of all those distributed. Theaters constructed amounted to 48,
seating an additional 51,500 persons,
and 158 theaters had sound equipment installed, which with the 15
wired at the end of 1929 gives a total
of 173. Of these 84 have American
apparatus and 88 foreign equipment.

ESTONIA
Final information on Estonia is
not yet available, but it is known
that not more than two features were
produced, these being of local interest only. American films suffered
somewhat from German competition,
but were nevertheless maintained at
50 per cent average of showings.
Three new motion picture houses
were constructed and about 23 were
wired, all with foreign apparatus.

oreign

Progress

23

in 1930

Germany, 293 from Czecho-Slovakia,
and 90 from France.
RUMANIA
Exhibition — About 60 theaters were
constructed or converted adding 26,000 seating capacity. One hundred
The general film situation was less
There was a slight increase in ad- and forty-five theaters were wired,
missions to theaters. American pres- making a total of 159 wired as of satisfactory than in 1929 for two reasons. First, the economic deprestige has suffered somewhat due to
sion cut down theater attendance,
the feeling that American sound Dec. 31, 1930. Fifty-one theaters
have apparatus of American manu- and second, the increased prices of
films have too much dialogue and facture.
sound films absorbed existing profits.
too little action. The few American
Increased competition is being felt
films released with Swedish dialogue
sources.
from both French and German
have,
however' been quite successLATVIA
ful.
Production — Only a few shorts
Production — Eleven sound features
were produced.
were produced, of which two had
Outstanding features in Latvia
Distribution — About 300 films were
German versions and one an Eng- were increased theater wiring, grow- released, 125 silent and 175 sound.
lish version. Many short subjects
ing competition from German sound About 80 per cent of the silent and
were also produced.
pictures, and legislation involving 60 per cent of the sound films were
Distribution — Of 3,915,455 meters higher theater taxation, which cut of American origin.
of film,s censored, 2,085,939 were down exhibition profits and left them
Exhibition — Five new theaters
from the United States, 858,822 financially weaker than at the close were built and 20 were reconstructmeters were of Swedish origin.
of 1929.
ed, making an added seating capacity
Production — About 125 short films of about 7000 seats. Eighty-six theExhibition — Eleven theaters,' were
either built or reconstructed, adding mostly of an educational and adveraters were wired in 1930, which with
a total of 3,500 seats. About 350
tising nature were produced. They those wired in 1929, makes a total
theaters were wired in 1930, bring- were all silent. There is no sound or of 89 as of December 31. American
equipments number 15.
ing the total up to 411 as of Dec. feature film production.
Distribution — A total of 784 films
31. Seventy-three of these had
of all sorts were censored. Of these,
American apparatus.
354 were German, 296 American and
HUNGARY
125 Latvian. Of sound films censored, 82 were American and 63 GerPORTUGAL
man.
The general film situation was critiExhibition — One new theater was
cal owing to lack of theater attendbuilt and several were reconstructed.
ance, and increased charges for sound
American prestige held up well, but
films.
American films are beginning
Twenty-six theaters have been wired
the public is tiring of films with for- as of December 31 as against one at to feel German competition, as many
eign dialogue. Exhibitors object to the close of the previous year. Of
Hungarians understand Gerthe high cost of sound films and these, 16 have German equipment, a more man than
English.
equipment.
Production — Three sound features
local
apparatus
and
one
a
French
set.
Production — One sound film (not
version.
were produced, one with a Rumanian
yet complete) and four silents were
produced, also a few shorts.
Distribution — A total of 323 feaBULGARIA
Distribution — Three hundred and
tures were censored for release, these
fifty features were released, of which
consisting of 199 sound and 124 silDespite the economic depression,
60 were sound. American films nument films. One hundred and thirtybered 260 silents and 49 sound, as business was generally better than in two of the former and 12 of the latter came from the United States.
1929. Sound films are popular and
againstman 50
soundGerman
films. silents and 3 Ger- American prestige was increased
Exhibition — Theaters built and reExhibition — Four theaters, adding though there is strong competition constructed reached a total of five,
from German sources.
with l.SOd seats, hut a number of
were built or reconstructseats,
2,800 ed.
Production — Four silents of a theaters were closed. Ten theaters
Nine theaters were wired, six
primitive type.
had been wired in Hungary during
with American equipment. Together
Distribution — Nearly 900 films of 1929. and 108 additional were wired
with six wired in 1929, this makes a
total of 15.
all sorts were released. Official sta- in 1930, making a total oi 118 wired
tistics are not available, but it is be- as of Dec. 31.
lieved German films were in the majority with films from the United
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
States next.
TURKEY
Exhibition — No theaters were constructed or converted. Of a total of
Exhibitors had a pretty good year about 135 theaters, 22 were wired as
with generally excellent theater at- of Dec. 31.
Exhibitors reported better business
tendance, though the expenses of inby about 20 per cent from the period
stalling sound equipment, increased
Sept. 15 tn Dee. 31 over the previous
LITHUANIA
prices for sound films, and the heavy
year. This is accounted for largely
entertainment tax reduced profits.
by new theater wirings, which gave
American sound films have somea wider market. American prestige
The
chief highlights
of the
what decreased in popularity due to
suffered, however, on account of the
the language obstacle and German were the growth
of the sound
pic- language barrier as the number ot
ture
and
the
increased
German
com
films in spite of nationalistic sentiEnglish speaking people in Turkej is
ment are being more
widely shown. petition due to the better understand- much
smaller than those understandProduction— Seven sound features,
ing of its language in Lithuania.
ing French or German, Thus, French
three of which were made in both
Production— No film production as
German and Czech, and 13 silent such. Two or three educational shorts and German films have made conwire made.
siderable gains.
films were produced. In addition
Production -No features were profour silent films were .synchronized,
Distribution— Between 350 and -100
two in Berlin and two in Prague, and films distributed, about 11 per cent duced.
Distribution
- One hundred and
Czech versions of two American films from the United States.
Exhibition
—
Two
new
theaters
forty-three
features
were
exhi
also made.
Six- 98 sound and 45 silent.
Distribution— A total of 2,079 films were built and one was closed.
About
50
of all sorts were censored with 1,064
teen theaters out <>t 15 in the conn
per cent of the sound and SO pel
from
the United
States,
504 from try have been wired as of Dee. .i 1 .
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Highlights of Last Year
In the Foreign Film Field
(Continued

from

of American
were
of the silents
origin.
Exhibition — Three theaters were
built and one reconstructed, adding
about 2,500 scats. As of Dec. 31, 22,
theaters were wired, against 21 in
1930 and two in 1929. Nine of these
had American apparatus.

AUSTRIA
The economic depression in Austria arrested to a certain degree the
lopment of the film trade. Sound
films continued to displace silents,
but in this American companies are
competition from Gerkeen
meeting main.
The Austrian contingent law
furthermore which was changed as
of Dec. 31, had a hampering effect
on the American trade.
Production — Two sound films and
eight silents were produced in two
sound equipped studios.
Distribution — One hundred and
forty-seven sound features and 362
silents were distributed. Of these,
85 sound features and 151 silents
were supplied by Germany, and 53
sound features and 168 silents by the
United States.
Exhibition— Thirty theaters were
remodeled and none built. Wired
theaters as of Dec. 31, totaled 153,
American equipof
ment.which 29 have

GREECE
General conditions in the film trade
were not very satisfactory. Economic
depression and heavy taxation cut
down exhibition profits. American
prestige held up as well as can be
expected and sound films were well
attended, even with the limited
knowledge of English on the part of
Greek audiences.
duction — Seven silent features
were produced, of which one had a
considerable local success. Production is as yet relatively undeveloped.
Distribution— Between Oct. 1, 1929,

Congratulates :
JOHN BARRYMORE
for a masterly portrayal of the
sinister "Svengali"
in the
Warner Bros, production of this name.

No. 18 of 1931
"Good Deeds"
Series

Preceding

Page)

and Sept. 20, last, 264 films were
released. Of these, 194 were of American origin. Of the total, 126 were
features, the number of American being 72, of which 37 were silent and
35 sound.
Exhibition — One theater was built
and two were reconstructed, adding
about 2,800 seats. Thirty theaters
were wired in 1930, which with the
1929 figures, makes the total 36 as of
December 31.

YUGOSLAVIA
The most interesting development
was the increased demand for German pictures, which it is estimated
cut into American business by about
20 per cent. The reason for this is
the language factor. Increased prices
for sound films have cut into exhibition profits, but they had a generally
satisfactory year.
Production — One silent feature was
made, but production in general is at
a minimum.
Distribution — Two hundred and
forty-two features were released, of
which 134 came from the United
States and 72 from Germany. The
United States also supplied 260 shorts
as against 54 from Germnay.
Exhibition — Two theaters were
built or reconstructed, adding 1,500
seats. Sixty-eight theaters were wired,
of which 18 equipments were American. As only one theater was wired in
1928, the total wired as of Dec. 31 is
69.
Additions to Regal Cast
Several additions have been made
by Sherman S. Krellberg, Regal
Talking pictures, to the cast of
"Enemies of the Law," by Charles
Reed Jones, now in production at the
Ideal Studios in New Jersey. Mary
Nolan, as previously announced, will
be starred, with Johnnie Walker and
Lou Tellegen featured in the leading
male roles. Among the other members of the cast, recruited from the
stage, are Alan Brooks, Harold
Healy, Don Rowan, Barrie Townley,
Dewey Robinson, Bert West, Robert
Pitkin, Lee Timmons, Doe Doe
Green, and Scott Moore. Jack Renault heavyweight pugilist, also plays
a part. Lawrence Windom is directing. Harold Godsee is his assistant.
Frank Zucker is in charge of the
photographic staff.
Ed Lowry to Philadelphia
Philadelphia — Ed Lowry has been
made
master of ceremonies
at the
Mastbaum after a long stay at the
Ambassador, St. Louis.
"Secret Six" Breaks Record

West Coast Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — In its first week at
the
"The Secret
broke Criterion,
the house record,
accordingSix"
to
M-G-M. "Divorcee" previously held
week ^ross record.
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Story Shortage Reflected in '32 Announcements

220 BRITISH HOUSES JJNDER CONSTRUCTION
Columbia Boosting 1931-32 Schedule to 26 Features
Increase of Six Pictures
Over Current Program
Is Planned

Cinema for Every 10 Square Miles
Makes U. K. Most Thickly - Theatered

Increasing its new season program
England, with one theater for every 10 square miles, lays claim to being
by six features, Columbia is planning
26 features for 1931-32. Production the most thickly theatered country in the world, comparing with one theater
schedule is now being mapped out in for every 150 square miles in the United States and one for every 36 square
New York at conferences between miles in Germany.
Joe Brandt, Jack Cohn and Harry
Theaters in the British Isles totaled 5,079 as of April 1. These were
Cohn, who has arrived from the
Coast.
distributed as follows: England, 3,831; Scotland, 616; Ireland, 286;
Wales, 346.

Two-Thirds of Theaters in
United Kingdom Now
Have Sound
London — Two hundred and twenty
theaters are now under construction
in the British Isles, it is shown in
a census of the cinema situation
compiled as of April by Western
Electric. The new projects are located as follows: England, 180; Scotland, 26; Ireland and Wales, 7 each.
(Continued

on

Page

4)

68 PAPERS, 10 REPORTS
FORM MOTORIZED SERVICE
Incomplete '32 Announcements TO RECORD, REPRODUCE
S. M. P. E.
Reflect Shortage of Stories
Sixty-eight papers and 10 committee reports are scheduled for presentation at the five-day spring meeting of the Society of M. P. Engineers to be held May 25-29 at the
Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood. Five
sessions will be devoted to symposiums on color photography, studio
practices, sound recording, laboratory
practices and theater practices. These
symposiums will be held Monday
(.Continued

on

Page

4)

J. R. Bizzelle Appointed
Gen. Sales Mgr. of Pacent
John R. Bizzelle, formerly assistant
sales manager of Pacent Electric
Co. and Pacent Reproducer Corp.,
has been made general sales manager of both organizations, it is announced by Louis Gerard Pacent,
president.
Bizzelle at present is in Europe on
a business trip.

M-G-M Launching School
To Develop Star Talent
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — In connection with
its policy to develop starring pertonalitiej, M-G-M plans to experiment with a school in which likely
players will be developed. Ben
Piazza will be in charge of the project, which gets under way May 15.

Scarcity of story material is one
of the principal reasons why producing companies in practically every instance have been unable to announce
all titles on their 1931-32 programs.
This is especially true of the organizations whose schedules call for 40
or more features.
M-G-M is only definitely set on
about half of its titles, it is understood. Paramount has announced

L. I. Labs Restrained
From Selling Assets

Sale of stock or assets of the Intercontinental Film Laboratories and
Picture IndusMotion
Duplex
the
tries. Inc., both of Long Island City,
was restrained yesterday by Supreme
Court Justice James A. Dunne in
Brooklyn, who at the same time permitted Henrv A. Siebrecht, 80-yearold owner of 23,243 shares of Duplex approximately 40 titles on its program which will embrace between
plain- 65 and 70 features.
interveneon asPagea party
stock, to(Continued
13)
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GANGSTER

— and gangster news
BY DON GILLETTE

-

YESTERDAY'S New York dailies carried an advertisement by Paul
Block, publisher, quoting an editorial appearing simultaneously
in his own string of newspapers, headed "Stop Gangster Films."
Mr. Block's contention is that, no matter how forcefully the doc-

trine of "you can't get away with it" is preached in motion pictures,
or how many underworld desperadoes are sent to their doom by the
scenaric pen. the ultimate result of such pictures still makes a life of
crime glamorous and heroic.
Similar statements have been made frequently, hut to this date
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Motorized Talking Picture Service, Inc., has been formed to project picture shows outside of regularly operated theaters and to operate a combination sound recording
service and studio at 729 Seventh
(Continued on

Page

13)

U Makes Promotions
In Field Sales Force
Several promotions and changes in
Universal's field sales force werf tnnounced yesterday. Dave Miller,
district manager, shifts his headquarters from Buffalo to Cleveland,
assuming also the managerial reins
of that office, replacing Barney Rose,
resigned. Miller retains supervision
over the Buffalo, Cleveland and Cincinnati offices.
Al Barnett, for many years a salesman in Buffalo, and virtually in
on since
Page
4)Miller lncharge of(Continued
the office

Date of Television Era
Is Advanced

by

Sarnoff

Laboratory work in the last six
months has been so successful that
the "television era" is now less than
two years off, said David Sarnoff at
the annual meeting of RCA stockholders. Last year Sarnoff said
television was five years off.
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nobody has been able to discover
facts
or tangible evidence to back
them up.
There is, however, some pertinent
data available that Mr. Block has
overlooked.

— The Root
pOR EVERY underworld picture
made, the newspapers publish anywhere from 50 to 100 crime and
scandal stories.
The ratio might easily be more
than 100 to 1.
And there is much published matter that would never pass muster
on the screen.
When a crime picture is shown,
that is the end of it.
But the newspapers, particularly
the tabloids, follow up sensational
news for days and weeks, building
up sob-sister sympathy, playing on
maudlin sentimentality, whetting the
public appetite for coarser details,
and by successive stages doing more
to glorify gangsters and scandalous
living
than any motion picture ever
could do.
And you seldom find a moral in
newspaper crime story!
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Hollywood
— Clara while
Bow'srehearsing
nervous
collapse
on Sunday
for "The Secret Call" has resulted
in a break for Peggy Shannon, redhaired Broadway actress. In order
to not hold up production schedules,
Paramount was obliged to make a
quick decision on a new feminine
lead for "The Secret Call." And
Miss Shannon, who recently was
brought here under contract to Paramount, got the stellar role.

"Lifetime"
Not Makin
Untilg 1932-33
Season
Due to its stage run, which is expected to continue for some time to
come, Universal will not release
"Once in a Lifetime" until the seaterday.
son of 1932-33, it was announced yes-

Hal Home Now Heads
U. A. Exploitation Dept.
Hal
United

Home
has been appointed
Artists director of exploitation, succeeding Fred Schaefer, who
has resigned.

Fox-Publix Reduce Prices
Joplin, Mo. — Fox and Publix
houses here and in Springfield have
Rone to a 25 cent top for adults, matinees and evenings. Joplin, with a
population of 30,000, has five houses
scaled at 15 cents or less.

NEW
YORK
CHARTER
Artmart Productions, theatrical enterprises ;
L. Isquith, 152 West 45th St., New York.
100 shares common.
NAME
CHANGE
Briskin Pictures
Distributing
York, to
Meteor
Corp. Corp., New
Beatrice

returns today from the

HELEN BRODERICK sailed for Europe
yesterday on the Aquitania.

ELMER RICE leaves Los Angeles today
on the Pennsylvania for New York by way
of the Panama Canal.
MARIE JEANTIL, South American actress, has arrived under the management of
Lionel Belasco, Inc., to appear in some short
subjects.

the

ROGER
coast.

tERRI

of Fox left yesterday for

J-J
{•♦
JAMES TODD, stage actor recently signed
$1
j-j by Fox, is on his way to Hollywood.
J. A JACOBS of Independent Producers
sailed for Europe yesterday with Mrs. Jacobs.

DISSOLUTION
Amusement
Co., Auburn.

N.

Y.

Today:

Dinner Dance and boxing-wrestling tournament at the Motion
Picture Club, New
York.
May 8-10: Universal eastern sales convention, St. Moritz Hotel, New York.
May 11-14: Annual convention of the NaFire Protection Ass'n at
Toronto, tional
Canada.
May

12-13:

Annual convention of the Rocky
Mountain
M. P. T. O. A., Brown
Palace Hotel, Denver.
Universal
midwest
sales convention, Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
May IS: meeting,
Fox Film
New annual
York. stockholders'
May 16: Dinner Dance and Party to
Michael L. Simmons, president
A.M. P. A. at Motion Picture Club.
7:30 P.M.
May 18: Fifth annual golf tournament and
outing sponsored by the Kansas City Film Board of Trade.
May 18-20: Universal western sales con-,
vention. Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
May 18-22: Conference of International
Federation of Cinematograph Exhibitors, Rome, Italy.
May 25-29: Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.
May 26-27 : Annual convention of the M.P.
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri,
and St. Joseph, Mo.
May 26-31 : International
conference on educational films under
patronage of
the
Federal
Minister
of Education,
Vienna.
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Madison

mois Avenue

Overlooking Ocean erf

ATLANTIC

CITY,

N.J.South,
Atmosphere of the old
faithfully reproduced and transplanted
to a position of distinction by the
sea . . . jointly offered with all modern comforts, efficient service and
superior cuisine.
The rates for Spring are most attractive.
FETTER

tHOLLINGER

Inc.

Cupene C FeHer. Mnp. Dir.

in day
Fare
Automobile and Stateroom Rates — All
Fares Effective to May
14th
Inclusive
$5.00
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Staterooms — $1.00 — Inside Rooms
Staterooms — $2.00 Outside Rooms
Autos — $10.00 each way, any car any
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Break

"PHIS
IS no defense of gangster
films, but a protest against a misplaced and misleading accusation.
There is one answer the film indusInvestigating Juvenile Law
try can make to Mr. Block's plea to
stop gangster films.
Middletown, Conn. — The alderhas appointed a comThat is: "Stop the publication of manic council
mittee of four to determine whether
gangster news!"
theaters are observing the law which
provides
that children attending perBomb Does $6,500 Damage
formances must be accompanied b}<
Kansas City — Damage amounting their parents.
to about $6,500 was done to the Chief,
Hughes-Franklin house, by a bomb
of mysterious origin. The theater,
remodeled recently at a cost of $75,New Incorporations
000, is 100 per cent union and has
not had any labor troubles.

Roger Ferri as Contact
Roger Ferri, on the staff of James
R. Grainger, distribution chief for
M-G-M Double-Billing in Detroit
Fox, left yesterday for the coast to
Detroit — M-G-M, which took a establish contact between the sales
firm stand against double-billing, has and production departments. He renow given in. The move is believed
turns to New York in September.
due to the recent advent of Publix
in the double-billing ranks.
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TIMELY TOPICS

EXPLOITETTES
A. Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

Pip Lobby

€)

For "Skippy"
McKENNA,
JOHN

divisional

publicity manager of the Publix-Saenger division promoted an
excellent campaign on "Skippy"
playing at the Majestic, Shreveport, La. In the lobby was a piano
box which was made over to represent Skippy's club house. On
it was eccentric lettered copy.
The club house also contained an
old rusty stove pipe for chimney,
tow sack for door and cut-out of
Skippy from the 3-sheet at the
entrance to this house. A bicycle
display was also in the lobby —
using the following copy written
on a card attached to the handle
bars: "Pop . . . Thank you for the
bicycle but I'd rather have 30
cents to get Sook's dog, Penny,
out of the dog pound. Kin I sell
the bicycle to get the money?
Skippy."
— Majestic, Shreveport, La.

Novel Stunt
On Comedy Pix
fy[ANAGER JOHN P. READ
of the Publix-Rialto, Colorado Springs, Colo., used a novel
stunt in advertising "Mr. Lemon
of Orange." On opening day of
picture, Manager Read put on a
special street ballyhoo in which
he distributed 1,000 oranges and
lemons. The oranges and lemons
were given away from a truck
which was enclosed in art posters
made up in the form of oranges
and lemons.
— Rialto, Colorado Springs

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN
niK«nm

THE

Of HIMDQM

N.A.M.P.I. to hold annual meeting
June 6 in New York.
*
*
*
Los Angeles film organizations ban
"Cabinet of Caligari."
*
*
*
Famous Players' business first
quarter, 1921, almost double that of
1920.

A Digest of
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SEVERAL WEEKS ago we sat in a projection room
to witness a trade showing of a gangster pix
"Huh." sez
we to ourself as the flicker started to flick, "just another of those
gangster things."
but, as often happens to gents who think
they're hard boiled, we were in for a trimming
the pix got
us
in fact it got us so hard that we went overboard (as
we thought later) in our review
we stated that the gent
who plays the gangster chief gives "a superb performance that
should make him"
strong language
from a trade
reviewer
coming from a sob sister it wouldn't damage her
rep if she (or he) guessed wrong
but trade reviewers are
supposed to be conservative
they can't afford to guess
wrong
their dope means dollars or duds to the exhib
and it's no cinch to gauge a picture cold in a projection room
with no audience reaction to guide and guard you
so what
extreme joy was ours when we found our judgment corroborated
by the Paramount-Publix organizashe, no less
who seldom if ever guess wTong on booking another producer's
pix into their theaters
when they booked Leo Carrillo in
Tiffany's "Hell Bound" into the Paramount Broadway and Brooklyn for a starter
opening this Friday
• • •
SO IT was extremely fitting that they threw a party
for Mister Carrillo for the press boys
.at the St. Moritz
yestiddy
swanky
class
just like Leo in his
part as the suave, dress-suit gent in the pix
ritzy atmosphere but everything human and natural
exactly as
everybody found Mister Carrillo
he started yars ago as
a cartoonist
on the Frisco "Examiner"
the guy has a
Personality that you just naturally warm up to
he admitted that he lasted on the rag till they found out what was the
matter with it
spoken honestly
like a man

• • • WHEN WE remind you that Amos 'n' Andy seldom
make a public appearance
because they are wise babies
and realize that personal public contacts as their natural selvesMister Cosden and Mister Correll — destroy the illusion of their
radio programs
yet they appeared in person to introduce
Leo Carrillo in their own inimitable way
then you can
gather that the party was Unusual
and what stories they
told!
about times being so tough in Boston that the pigeons
are feeding peanuts on Boston Common 'o the pedestrians
and Kelcey Allen, the vet newspaper man was there with a good
yarn
the one about the graved' rger who held the body of
and when the crit's
a Broadway play critic for a week
friends complained he sez
"I y;otta hold him for a grave
on the aisle"
•

•

•

AFTER

WHICH

Mister C; vrillo told a few

pips
f'rinstance,
there was
the story about
the Wop
describing how some wise guy was tryirg to promote his beautithe
and enter pix
ful young wife to go to Hollywood
promoter included everything in the trio except the Wop husand some day, if you chile -en are real good, we'll
band
tell you about the other Wop telephonii g the Morgue about his
the best telephone story we ever
pal who had disappeared
he's a naand how this boy Leo can tell it!
heard
because he's so darned natural himself
tural for pix
which, if some Hollywood stars will p lrdon us, is so like the
not forgetting honso Unusual
California climate
orary mention to the gent who engineered the happy event
you did a swell job. Joe, even if you're the
Joe Rivkin
youngest publicity man in the biz
*
*
*
*

which leads us to the conclusion that the
Sono Art-T'ffany is a happy comnew affiliation of Educationalbination with such gents as Gordon White, Bob Doidge,
Mike Simmons and Joe Rivkin pushing over the publicity, the
rest is merely a matter of a li'l cooperation from the production
this bunch will do th* rest
departments
•

•

•

OF

ALL

«

Opinions

«

«

»

»

»

Good Synchronization
Vitally Important
dependent producer of
is how
to
(~)NE great problem
the inartistically and showmanly have
his product synchronized — and at
the right cost. The producer,
knowing full well the necessity
of first - class synchronization
from the viewpoint of entertainment value and audience reaction
and which in turn enhances the
standing and value of his product,
is very often at a loss as to where
and how to obtain the proper elements necessary to bring about
these results.
This situation leaves the independent producer at the mercy of
musical super-salesmen or oldfashioned musical directors who
are not abreast of the tastes and
demands of the times.
Synchronization is intended to
enhance the value of a picture,
but, when improperly done, it not
only fails to accomplish this purpose, but very often leaves theater patrons with a negative reaction due to the disharmonious
relation of the synchronization to
the subject matter itself.
Therefore, it is vitally important for the producer to assure
himself of efficient, quality work
in the synchronizing of his product. With competent musical talent so plentiful at present, there
is no need to jeopardize the
quality of a picture, and the reputation of the producer, by slipshod synchronization.
— Joseph Finsto)i

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays :

May 7
Gary Cooper
E. A. Eschmann
Malcolm Waite
Robert St. Angelo
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afternoon, Tuesday morning, Wednesday morning, all day Thursday
and Friday morning,
respectively.
Among the papers of especial interest and value are three on "Sensitometry" to be presented by L. A.
Jones of Eastman Kodak. D. K. Gannett of American Telephone & Telegraph will present a paper entitled
"Detail in Television." "Pioneer
Experiments in Sound Recording" by
Kugene Lauste will be an interesting contribution from an historical
standpoint.
"The Latin American Audience
Viewpoint to American Films" will
be presented by N. D. Golden, Molion Picture Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce. A group of
films called the "Baron Shiba Films"
will be exhibited. These pictures
were made in Japan and loaned to
the Society through the courtesy of
the bureau of Standards. The pictures are made at an extremely high
rate of speed and are projected so
as to show in slow motion certain
very high speed phenomena.
At least four papers will be read
on new developments of noiseless recording. Two papers will describe
two new types of microphones. During the symposium on studio practices, talks by prominent actors, directors, musical directors and writers are scheduled. C. H. Dunning
will give a paper entitled "The Dunning Process and Process Backgrounds." S. K. Wolf's paper,
"Xoise Measurement," will present
the latest problems and methods in
noise measurement, control and abatement. "Making Motion Pictures in
Vsiatic Jungles," by G. S. Mitchell
of Universal, will be an interesting
highlight of motion picture adventure.
The banquet takes place Wednesday evening, May 27, in the Blossom
Room of the Roosevelt Hotel.
Bromberg Managers Switched
Birmingham — George C. Goodale
has arrived here as manager of the
Birmingham branch of Arthur C.
Bromberg Attractions. He succeeds
Dixie Graham, who is taking charge
of the Charlotte, N. C, branch.

Story Merger
RKO Pathe bought the title
and one situation in "Gangster's Wife," a story by Ferrin
L. Fraser published in "Collier's." This situation is being
incorporated in a screen play
written by George Rosener and
based primarily on Jack Lait's
novel, "Put on the Spot." The
picture will be Helen Twelvetrees' next vehicle with Ricardo
Cortez as leading man and Tay
Garnett directing.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
Bv RALPH

HOLLYWOOD
EDWARD
DEAN SULLIVAN,
author of "Rattling the Cup on
Chicago Crime," is making a screen
adaptation of the unproduced Mark
Hellinger - Charles Beahan plav,
"Night Court," for M-G-M. Other
M-G-M contracts have just been
signed with John McDermott and
Elliott Clawson, scenarists and short
storv writers.
*
*
*
Our Passing Show: Richard Dix,
Ronald Colman, Hobart Henley,
Henry Herzbrun, Lester Vail, Pandro Berman, E. D. Venturini, Solly
Biano at the Junior-Senior tournament at the Los Angeles Tennis
club; John Murray Anderson, Bobby
Vernon, Dr. Leon Tiber at the "Island of Cuckoo."
*
*
*
Lloyd A. French, who directed
Rosco Ates in "Clean Up on the
Curb," will direct Jimmy Savo in
his initial talker comedy, which will
be produced by Lou Brock for release through Radio Pictures. The
story was written by French
and
Mauri Grashin.
*
*
*

W1LK
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ture of circus life starring Winnie
nu:
In 1930,195. newlv-built
theaters
Lightner and Charles Butterworth, bered
which is now being made at the
The survey also reveals that 3,3!
Warner studios, includes Winnie
Lightner, Charles Butterworth, Eva- houses, or approximately two-thin
the country's total, are wired £
lyn Knapp, Donald Cook, Guy Kib- of
bee, Louise Carver, Mathew Betz, sound, 1,265 having W.E. equipmei
Ann Magruder, Luis Alberni, Edward Morgan. The picture is being
U Makes Promotions
directed by Roy
* Del
* Ruth.
*

In Field Sales For<

J. G. Mayer, Ltd., recently made
(Continued from Page 1)
the following placements of contract
came district manager, has been pr
players: Kenneth Harlan to Univer- moted
to manager there.
sal for serial; Eleanor Hunt to Fox
Ben Y. Cammack,
formerly ma,
for "A Girl in Every Port"; Junior
of several Universal offices ai
Coghlan to First National for part ager
at one time sales director of shd
of "Sam* in "Penrod and Sam"; subjects and complete
service cq
Martha Sleeper and Marguerite Wartracts,
has
rejoined
Universal
ner to Paramount for "Confessions
of a Co-Ed"; Herman Bing to M-G- manager in Atlanta. W. M. Richar
M for "The Great Lover"; Maud son, who has been acting as Atlan
Truax and Evelyn Hall to First Na- manager in addition to his duties at
southern
district
manager,
retains
tional for "Five Star Final"; Henry
supervision
over
Charlotte,
Memphis
Armetta to Fox and M-G-M; George
Byron and Hank Mann to Fox.
New Orleans and Atlanta, with head*
*
*
quarters in Atlanta.
The ■/. G. Mayer story department also cleared the dialogue rights
liam Goodrich, who is also credited
to "Help Wanted," stage play by
Jack Lait, for Paramount ; dialogue with the story. Others in the cafl
Max Ree, who heads the art and rights to "Penrod," Booth Tarking- are Doris McMahon, Paul Hurst,
Gino Corrado
and Teddy
Mangean.
costume departments at Radio Pic- ton play, for First National, and,
*
*
*
tures, has designed the sets and dialogue
rights
to
"The
Brat,"
M-G-M. Fulton's stage play, for
costumes for 65 Radio productions. Maude
Robert Z. Leonard has been a&
He was in charge of the sets and
signed direction of Greta Garbo't
costumes
for "Cimarron."
In addition to writing the screen new
starring film, "Susan Lenox:
Her have
Fall the
andchief
Rise."
Freeman Long, who does record- version and dialogue for "The Sphinx will
male Clark
role. Gable
ing on film and wax, has moved his Has Spoken," Wallace Smith has
*
*
*
plant to 210 North Larchmont. The written an original story called
Columbia Phonograph company does "Dance, Gigolo, Dance," which RKO
Harry
Beaumont
will direct thl
the pressing of
has purchased. This is to star new M-G-M production, "The Great
* his* records.
*
Ricardo Cortez.
Lover." Neil Hamilton has been
*
*
*
Rowland Brown, Basil Woon and
added to the cast, which also includes
Jed Kiley were given a royal welRoy Del Ruth, Warner director, Adolphe Menjou, Irene Dunne, Olga
come on their return from Paris.
Ernest Torrence and Cliff
has
written a short story, "This Shoe Baclanova,
Brown will continue to direct for
Edwards.
just
published
in
a
naFox, while Woon
and Kiley are Pinches,"
*
*
*
tional magazine and likely to be
members of the Fox scenario staff. turned into a screen play.
*
*
*
Claudia Dell is shortly to return
*
*
*
At West Coast breakfast clubs, if
to the RKO studios, where sheM
Immediately following the com- under contract. The featured fern
you don't know the name of your
pletion of "Helga" at RKO, George inine role in a William LeBarA
neighbor, it is customary to address
Archainbaud will launch forth on
production awaits her upon tA
him: "Hello Ham." Harrison Car"Chicago Dove," co-starring Mary completion of her present assigu
roll relates that in Portland recently, Astor
and Ricardo Cortez. Wallace
Tom Moore, a tyro at these affairs,
ment. Several weeks ago Miss DA
prepared the screen veralmost socked a citizen, who gave Smithsion has
and
dialogue.
was loaned to Paramount for th<
him the usual salutation.
*
*
*
*
*
*
second feminine lead in "ConfA\
*
*
*
Margaret Fielding, of the New
Melville Brown, who wrenched his
a Co-ed."
back while playing handball, is now York stage, has been selected for one sions of
convalescing.
of the prominent roles in Lloyd
Harry Stubbs, who has a leadinf
*
*
*
Bacon's forthcoming First National comedy role opposite CharlotJ
Vivienne Osborne, signed to a long production, "The Honor of the Fam- Greenwood in "Stepping Out," is to
son of an Episcopalian minista
term contract by Paramount, has ar*
*
*
whose natural aptitude for the dranl
rived in Hollywood to start work on
Clyde Cook, Glenn Try on and led him into the theatrical profession
her first picture. Miss Osborne's contract was negotiated by Bertha Karp. Ford Sterling have all finished special assignments for Educational,
Holding Out
"*
Pending *
the *beginning
of re- with the completion of their respecSix
houses
acquired by Lee
hearsals of"The Honor of the Famtive starring vehicles, "Don't DiA.
Ochs
from
Fox are now in
ily," the next Bebe Daniels starring
ily." vorce Him," a Tuxedo; "Elbow
their sixth week of operation
vehicle, Warren William, well-known Room,"
Vanity, and "Foolish Forties,"aa Gayety.
with non-union projectionists,
Broadway actor, is lending a hand
*
*
*
while members of Local 306
at the First National dramatic
"That's My Line," the first of a
training school, assisting Ivan Simpare picketing the theaters.
son.
Houses affected are: Moshulu,
series of traveling salesmen comedies
*
*
*
tan.
starring Louis John Bartels, has gone
Kingsbridge, United States,
Complete cast of principals in into production at the RKO Pathe
Ogden and ManhatTuxedo,
"Side Show,"
the new comedy pic- studios under the direction of Wil-
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URIING the current season, more than ever,
the outstanding hits are Paramount.

From
ton V/

"Animal Crackers" to"Skippy" and through the
coming weeks until the new season starts, this
company's record of money- making product is
the highest in the business. It's always a good
season if you've got Paramount

shows.

g'en

JTT is our belief that PAR AMOUNT'S

1931-2

program constitutes, from the standpoint of quality and box office, the strongest line-up of pictures this company

has ever offered.

A full season's supply of
mighty box office hits presenting the outstanding personalities previously named
will be produced for PARAMOUNT'S
20th BIRTHDAY PROGRAM, including:
HAROLD

PRODUCTION

LLOYD

Now in work. Produced by Harold Lloyd Corporation.

^INDISCRETION"

Starring wonderful MARLENE
von Sternberg production.

"AN

AMERICAN

DIETRICH.

Josef

TRAGEDY"

Von
Phillips Holmes, Sylvia Sidney. Frances Dee.
Based on Dreiser's mighty novel.
Sternberg prod.

MEg
"LOVEStarrin

TONIGHT*'
MAURICE CHEVALIER.

""NO
ONE
31 AN" Rupert Hughes'
sensational Cosmopolitan serial and novel.

"24

HOURS"
Louis Bromfield's best selling book.

"OR.

JEKYLL

& MR.

HYDE"

Robert Louis Stevenson's most famous of all mystery stories.

"HCCKLERERRY'

FINN"

Successor to "Tom Sawyer". Jackie Coogan, Junior
Durkin, Mitzi Green, Jackie Searl.

"RICH
"TOM

MAN'S

FOLLY"

Starring GEORGE

BANCROFT

DETECTIVE"

SAWYER,

Same great cast as "Duck Finn."

HTERS
AUGCHATTERTON.
"STEPD
RUTH
Starring
\rthur.
'TOMORROW
Starringplaj RUTH
.
great

&

OF FajWAR
Wray,"

TOMORROW"

CHATTERTON

in Philip Barry's

MAID"
NAL CARROLL
"PERSO
in popular novel.
\ \NCY
Starring
"WILD

CARROIT

REAUTY"

ban

Starring NANCY

in another best-selling book.

"SECRETS

"MANHANDLED"
Starring CLARA

BOW

"CHINA"

(tent.)

"MISTED

NOODLE"

TALLULAH BANK HEAD and FRKDRIC
in stor\ l>\ co-author of "'Rain".
JACK
OAKIE- SHEETS
jiosl serial and novel.

GALLAGHER

"ROSE

RANCHO"

OF

TDE

MARCH

in Sateve-

"STRANGERS
"EVENINGS

Kay Francis, Wm. Boyd

WANTED"

"THE

Phillips Holmes, Sylvia Sidney.

SMILING

"THE
??

DAUGHTED

LIEUTENANT"

TO

Paul Lukas.

UP"

All-star cast.

OF

DRAGON

n^

"UNCERTAIN

WOMEN"

Claudette Colbert in Edgar Wallace's book.

Gary Cooper

TOWN"

Paul Lukas, Kay Francis, Lilyan Tashman.

HAVE

LANDED"

and

*5

LUBITSCH

"SOOKY"
Sequel to "Skippy".
Jackie Cooper, Robert Coogan, others.

MARINES

Chas. Rogers, Richard Arlen, Win. Boyd, Stuart Erwin

ADMS"

& MARRIAGE"

With Fredric March and big cast.

ADOUT

GUEST"

BROTHERS

Hemingway's immortal novel.
big cast.

"MORALS

Clive Brook.

Anna May Wong, Warner Oland

"THE

FAREWELL

ROUND

Ace of all outdoor hits.

BUSINESS"

Starring MARX

STRANGE

World's strangest romance.

Murnau's mighty success

"MONKEY

"GIRLS

GIRL"

"SILENCE"
Famous
melodramatic thriller.

MAURICE CHEVALIER. Claudette Colbert, Miriam
Hopkins, Charlie Ruggles. LUBITSCH production.

"A

SALE"

With Gary Cooper. From the novel, "'The Glass Key'

YORK**

"CAUGHT!"

"THE

FOR

Paul Lukas in great love drama

Clive Brook, Sylvia Sidney, Jean Arthur

Richard Arlen, Louise Dresser, Frances Dee.
■ ABU

LOVERS"

Famous stage hit.

"CHEATED5*

"HELP

&

Carman Barnes, Tom Douglas

"SHOP

IS NEW

A SECRETARY"

"GRAFT"

DOLOR KS DEL RIO, RICHARD ARLEN. Technicolor.

"THIS

OF

Claudette Colbert, Geo. Metaxa.

in her greatest.

"MUBDEB

BY

THE

CLOCK"

Paul Lukas, Lilyan Tashman

prod.

SHORT

FEATURES

104 SOUND

NEW

S

lOO ONE-REELERS
32

52 Acts
18 Screen Songs

18 Talkartoons
12 Pictorials

TWO-REELERS

Comedies

PARAMOUNT

THE
Thursday, May

'£21

7, 1931
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DAILV

ZONING ANTAGONIST SEEKS
N. CHOUSE SPEAKERSHIP

FORM MOTORIZED SERVICE
Short Shots from Eastern Studios
TO RECORD, REPRODUCE
By HARRY

(Continued from Page 1)

NG, Vitaphone diAve. Portable RCA reproducers in J^LF GOULDI
rector, isthe author of "Caliente,"
trucks are being used in connection an original story completed last year
with its presentations. The trucks and which is scheduled for production next season.
are also being utilized for sound exploitation purposes.
D. L. Carter is a recent addition
to the publicity office at the Paramount New York studio. He has
experience in both the news syndicate and trade paper fields.
Further expansion of sales in the
foreign field has been mapped out by
"The Bigger They Are" is the very
Columbia for the coming season
title of Vitaphone's recent short
through the medium of its synchron- apt
featuring Primo Camera. It will be
ized international versions. Active
ready for showing before Camera's
in carrying out this work will be bout
with Jack Sharkey for the
Joe Friedman, who left recently to
assume his post as special foreign heavyweight championship, at Ebbet's Field, Brooklyn, on June 10.
representative with a traveling as- Little Billy heads the supporting
signment that includes the United cast.
Al Ray directed.
Kingdom and all of Europe; Louis
Goldstein, special Latin-American
Paramount notes: Sam Corso givrepresentative; Johannes Albeck, lining the final touch to an important
to
addition
in
East,
Far
the
ing up
set
in
"Secrets of a Secretary," on
agenthe Greater Australasian Films
which he is art director. . . . Plenty
cies, and Hannah Kass, head of the
of location shots in "Girl; Habit"
company's New York foreign office. necessitating
early calls for Charlie
Ruggles and other performers, not to
mention director Eddie Cline and
crew. . . .

Columbia Pushing
Foreign Expansion

Wanger Host to A.M.P.A.
At Paramount Studios

Members of the A.M.P.A. today
The travelogue films come in for
will be guests of Walter Wanger at their share of kidding in "Travel
the Paramount studios in Astoria. Hogs," a one-reel burlesque on scenic
The gang will meet at 12:15 in the pictures, written by Stanley Rauh
lobby of the Hotel Dixie, where and A. D. Otvos. for Warner Vitaand Dave
transportation arrangements will be phone.
Cameron
Hugh
announced.

Jessel-Kane-Lopez for Capitol
George Jessel, Helen Kane and
Vincent Lopez will appear on the
same stage bill at the Capitol the
week of May 15.

Friedgen Filming in Scotland
London— Ray Friedgen has completed direction of "Sally in Our
Alley" for Associated Radio Pic
tures. He has gone to Scotland to
shoot exteriors on his next producBob
tion, "Footsteps in the Night."him.
is with
cameraman,
Martin,
"Cimarron" at Fourth B'way Stand
RKO's "Cimarron," which already
has played the Globe, Mayfair and
Hippodrome, comes into the Cameo
tomorrow for another run! in the
Broadway sector.
Cincinnati
Theater
Burns
Cincinnati — The Valley, motion
picture theater at Elmwood Town
Hall, was wrecked by fire, loss to
the theater being $25,000.

Page

Theaters Planned in Northwest
Minneapolis — Confidence in the
long-pull trend is indicated by various
plans for new theaters in this territorv. Ben Berger, who recently sold
several houses to Publix, plans to
build in Ely. A theater also is planned
in Cambridge, and another, sponsored
by the local school board, in Knapp.
A new house recently was opened by
Bonnie Benfield in Milbank, S. D.

Plugging Songs from Fox Films
Red Star Music Co., Fox subsidiary, is plugging three songs which
appear in new Fox releases, said Jay
Whitman, vice-president and general
manager, yesterdav. They are: "Cute
"Young
Little Things You Do," from
Blood Will Tell," Will Rogers vehicle; "Better Wait Till You're Eighteen" and "You Called It Love,'
both from "Young Sinners."
M-G-M

Buys Two

Plays

Motion picture rights to Pirandello's "As You Desire Me" and the
to Treat a
English play, "The Way
have been acquired by MWoman."
G-M.

Dreiser!

Elmer Rice's final script ot
"Street Scene," based on his
New York stage hit, has been
accepted for production without the change of a single
line, it is announced by the
Samuel Goldwyn office.

Charles
Glett on Tour
Charles L. Glett. who recently
joined Simple Simon Comedies as
general supervisor, has left on a five
wicks' tour of the company's various exchanges. He is now covering
territory.
England
the New

N. BLAIR

Chasen,
tured.

Broadway

comics,

are

fea-

Vicki Baum, German playwright
who recently joined the Paramount
New York studio staff as writer,
makes the rather surprising statement that still photography is much
further advanced here than abroad.
This was after seeing some of the
recent work turned out by Jack
Shallitt, studio portrait photogra-

Charlotte. X. C— Rep. K. P. Har-_
ris
of Roxboro,
who
the"
unsuccessful
bill in
the sponsored
present legislature to break up the zoning plan in
this state, has announced his candidacv for the speakership of the
House in 1933.

L. I. Labs Restrained
From Selling Assets
(Continued front Page 1)

George Oschmann, sound engineer, tiff along with the State of New
pher. Frank Zucker, chief cameraman York. The court also denied the moand
on "Enemies of the Law," now neartion of the defense to remove Eding completion at the Ideal studios,
mund J. Pickup as temporary receivwere also together on a number of
er for the two corporations. The
pictures made at the RCA Gramercy Stale charges that almost $1,000,000
studios last year.
worth of assets have been dissipated
Monta Bell goes into production by the defendants, who are named
as being Frank H. Hibbert, Jr.,
about the middle of May with "Per- president of Duplex; Frederick F.
sonal Maid," starring Nancy Carroll,
which is a sort of expose of the smart Watson, president of Intercontinental; Mrs. Louise Neilds, secretary of
set.
role. Pat O'Brien has a prominent
Duplex and Jackson Miller, secretary of Intercontinental.
People who picture extras as
spending their spare time at such
Jacobs To Survey Foreign Field
plebian sports as baseball and swimming should meet Bob Stillman and
A survey of the foreign picture
Patty DeCicco, atmosphere players situation will be made by J. A. Jacon the "Secrets of a Secretary" set,
obs, general sales representative for
both of whom are members of the
exclusive Red Brooke polo team, cf Independent Producers, who sailed
Great Neck, L. I.
for Europe. With him is
yesterday
Mrs.
Jacobs.

APOLOGY
PUBLISHED IN TERMS OF
SUPREME COURT OF SOUTH
DIVISION), dated
RAND ARY,LOCAL
1931.
In the matter of
versus
KINEMAS,
LIMITED,

THE ORDER OF THE
AFRICA (WITWATERSthe 16th DAY of FEBRUAND

OTHERS

UNION

PERIODICALS,
LIMITED,
STEPHEN
BLACK,
CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LIMITED,
LIMITED.
PRESS,
THE TECHNICAL
and Publishers of the "SJAMBOK"
Printers
Owners,
The
hereby withdraw, without any reservation, the defamatory ^stateconments contained in the various issues of the "SJAMBOK,"
cerning the integrity of KINEMAS, LIMITED, and SYDNEY
HAYDEN and the other DIRECTORS thereof. The said Owntheir regret for the publicaers, Printers and Publishers express
tion of the said statements, and in addition to this apology have
undertaken to pay damages with costs as between attorney and
client as follows: —
£1,500
LIMITED
KINEMAS,
£1,500
MR. SYDNEY HAYDEN
£1,000
MR. DAVID HEYDENREICH
£300
DONALDSON..
JAMES
COLONEL
£200
DICKSON..
MR. GEORGE HENRY
this 12th DAY

£4,500
of FEBRUARY,

Dated at JOHANNESBURG,
1931
NATHAN & FRIEDLAND,
EDWARD
and
Printers
Solicitors for the Owners,

MARKS
KANTOR.
"Sjambok."
hers of& the
Publis
Sydney
Limited,
Kinemas,
for
Solicitors
Kinemas,
of
Directors
Hayden and the other
Limited.
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Exhibitors everywhere
admit COLUMBIA
consistently
DELIVERS
GREAT
BOX OFFICE
PICTURES!

Columbia enters
upon a new season
with great authors,
plays, books, directors
and stars that will
establish a record
even greater and
more startling than
the achievements of
the past!
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See Big Saving With New Silver Plating Process

BROADWAY'S FIRST ]ALL - NIGHT THEATER
Bandy Takes Over Warner Bros. Reins
Pictures
— and perseverance
ALICOATEXow that the last
The Coming of the prophetic reMeUU Of 400 turns have been
safely placed upon
the adding machine, it might be of
interest to those who enjoy a moment of contemplation after their
morning porridge that a round fourhundred of feature productions,
slightly more or less, are promised
for distribution during the coming
year. And this not counting those
from across the water that occasionally crash through by sheer merit.
From the strictly numerical standpoint, the above figures are amole.
Slightly more important, however, is
—

By JACK

Arthur
Clavering
Out as
Managing Director of
British Office

Boston — Work has been started
London — H. A. Bandy, foreign
sales manager of Warner Bros.- on the Terminal, first movie theater
First National, has taken charge of located in a railroad station and devoted to the showing of newsreels
the company's interests on this side, and shorts. The 600-seat theater,
succeeding Arthur Clavering, who
which is just off the concourse at
has been managing director of War- South Station, is sponsored by
ner Bros. Pictures, Ltd.
Joseph M. Levenson, Max L. Levenson, N. Sallinger and N. Thompson.
Performances will run from 8 A. M.
to midnight. Adoption of the idea
for other railroad depots is expected
to follow.

2W° FILM TAX INCREASE
PROPOSED IN IRISH BILL

Dublin — An increase of 4 cents
a linear foot in the tax on sound
making the total tax 6 cents
enter- afilms,
and bepresent
quality". If
tainmentpast
value can
occasionally
linear foot or a boost of 200 per
topped, this jolly old business should cent over the current rate, is included
be once more on its prosperous way. in the Irish Free State budget just
Despite general depression, there is introduced in the Dail Fireann.
nothing wrong with this industry
that cannot be cured. Comparatively
it is a good brassie -hot ahead of U's First Quarter Net Up
most industries of like international
Under New Write-Off Plan
significance. Our own clinical diAs a result of adopting the standagnosis of what's mostly needed to
ard method of writing off negative
dispel the present merry cinema
headache is pictures, patience and costs by amortizing the amount over
perseverance. From this watch the income-producing life of the pictower it looks like the silly age of
tures Universal realized a net profit
the motion picture industry has of $1,045,326.70 in the first quarter of
permanently departed and that once the current fiscal year. Included in
again everyone is at work. And this quarter, which ended Jan. 31,
that, bye the bye, is about the best
pictures
of laston season's
of for any business was income
Page 8)
(Continued
cure we know
ailment.
*
*
*
One of the advertising and exploitation pitfalls rampant today is the misdirecting of "Kid"
campaigns so that they miss the
grown-ups. If the youngsters go for
a picture you can bet the old folks
will like it too. Nothing makes for
stability of returns in the average
theater' as much as the regularity of
child-adult patronage. To cover both
the youngsters and their elders with
one "advertising arrow needs intellisucgent exploitation direction g but
cessful exhibitors are doin it with
golden results every day.

Kid Films Not
For Kids Only

Work
Sta rts on First
Railroad
Station Movie

in

England

48-Hour
Policy
Planned
for Lux
One Houses
of TransBroadway will have its first allnight movie house within the next
few weeks, according to plan- of
Courtland Smith, president of TransLux, wlio open the two miniature
theaters at 51st St. and Broadway.
Saturday morning. Both theaters
will run the same program of Pathe,
Paramount and Universal newsreels,
and RKO and RKO Pathe short
subjects. Smoking will be permitted
in the smaller of the two houses,
which seats 162, and it is in that the(Continued on Parte 8)

Fox's Local Amateur Productions
Proving Successful in New Jersey
M-G-M SWITCHING EXECS
BETWEEN N.Y. AND COAST
Making of local movies in conjunction with several of its New Jersey
theaters has been found successful
supervision of Diby Fox.
vision Under
Manager Harry D. Goldberg,
productions
have been
made8) at West(Continucd
on Pane

16 of New Para. Lineup
Will Be Made in East
Out of the 65 of 70 features to be
produced by Paramount for the 193132 season, Id will be made at the
New York studio. This is the same
number scheduled by the plant for
ilu current year.

New Silver Plating Process
Will Save $200,000 A Year

Policy of switching
executives between
New
^i ork headquarters and
the Culver City studio has been
started by(Continued
M-G-M on with
the object
Paac 8)

C. H. Buckley Acquires
Third House in Albany
Albany— Christopher

II. Buckley

. recent'
th<
has bought
l.eburlesque,
voted onto South
l.in.l
Pearladjoining
Si. The the
theater,
rechristened the State, will open
Mondav night. This gives Buckley
3 local theaters showing
Fox films.

West Coast Bureau, i HE in M DAILT
Four Changes Weekly
Hollywood— Saving of $200.0110 or
more yearly, besides the practical
At Okla. City First -Run
elimination of the factor of variation
Studio 'Genius'
Eastern
picture
motion
between
In quality
Oklahoma City— A new policy of
Success of the Paramount New
-ilnew
a
under
ed
expect
is
prints,
the
the
at
ing
to
\n plating process install
York studio is attributable
four changes weekly has been in"ability, hard work and genius of M ( i M studio--.
stituted by Warner Bros, at the EmFormerly
it was
necessary
to
with new first-run bills openpress,
Walter Wanger," said Jesse L. Lasky
rs change every two days the solution
in addressing the A.M.P.A. membeday
Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday and
ing
„.
which
is
an
integral
part
of
on their visit to the plant yester
Saturday. The house previously
afternoon.
showed three new bills a week.

Lasky

Calls

Wanger

fj^2

Increased British Output Curtails
American Indie Product, Says Eckman

•TOE
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Joe Shea at McCarthy's Desk
During the three months' absence
of J. J. McCarthy, Fox Film executive, who leaves tonight for a vacation in Europe, his duties will bt
handled by Joseph Shea, who recently came east from Hollywood.

Increased production of features
No White House, Maybe,
in Great Britain is destined to wipe
out British demand for American
But Plenty Publicity
made independent pictures, according to Sam Eckman, Jr., M-G-M
general manager for England. TreFirst New York gun in the "Will
mendous inroads have already been Rogers for President" campaign was
made in the independent market, fired yesterday by Wilbur Morse, Jr.,
with British made pictures available former Washington newspaperman,
for practically every booking heretofore held by independents, says who has established local campaign
Eckman. The outlet for the British headquarters at the Hotel Taft. The
pictures is made possible by double movement, started last month in
featuring, which is prevalent through- Hollywood, may not land Will in the
out the nation. According to Eckman, the Tivoli in London is one White House, Morse admits, but it is
of the few theaters in England where getting the star and Hollywood and
a single feature and short subjects the film biz beaucoup publicity all
comprise the program. The house around the country.
books M-G-M product exclusively.
''Contrary to the general opinion,"
said Eckman, "the British quite enjoy the American gangster and
underworld pictures. They are quick
to pick up American slang and in the
best social circles it may be heard
"Ships of Hate," first feature on
humorously used. Lack of culture in the 1931-32 program of Monogram
Pictures, will be released about the
stars, however, is quickly recognized
middle of June, said W. Ray Johnand criticized."
son yesterday. Four releases are
scheduled
for July.

Monogram Will Start
Releasing Next Month

Six Arizona Theaters
Sold By Phoenix Circuit
Florence, Ariz. — Six Arizona
houses formerly operated by the
Phoenix Amusement Co. have been
taken over by the Nick Diamos
Amusement Co. The theaters include: Oasis, Ajo; Iris, Florence;
Rex. Hayden: Iris. Ray; Juarez, Sonora. and Mauk. Superior.

"Globe Trotter" Makes Reel Debut
First issue of Hearst Metrotone
News in which is incorporated "The
Globe Trotter" will be issued todav
to all territories east of and including Chicago. All subsequent issues
will be released to all bookings from
coast to coast. Houses west of Chicago will not receive the incorporated "news personality" in the newsreel until Mondav
of "next week.
Pitts. House

Drops

Admissions

]♦ E. Brulatour, Inc. §

8-10:

May

11-14:

Featured in "Ships of Hate" are
Lloyd Hughes and Dorothy Sebastian. J. P. McCarthy
directed.
In addition to 12 melodramas,
listed in The Film Daily on March
25, the 16 Westerns scheduled are in
two series of eight each. Cody and
Shuford will be co-starred in the
following: "Dugan of the Bad
Lands." "The Law of the North,"
"So This Is Texas," "Oklahoma
Jim," "Land of Wanted Men," "Mason of the Mounted" and "The Ghost
City." Titles of the other series
starring Tom Tvler arc: "Partners
of the Trail." "Vanishing Men,"
"Galloping- Thru." "The Man from
Death Valley.' "Two-Fisted Justice,"
"Honor of the Mounted." "Single
Handed Sanders" and "The Man
from New
Mexico."

Universal
eastern
sales convention, St. Moritz Hote', New York.
Annual
convention
of the
Toronto,tionalCanada.
Ass'n
Fire Protection

Naat '

May

12-13: Mountain
Annual conventio
Rocky
M. P. T. nO. ofA., the Brown
Palace
Hotel,
Denver.
Universal
midwest
sales
convenMay
tion, Stevens Hotel,
Chicago.

May 15: meeting,
Fox
Film
New
May

May

16:

May

annual
York.

stockholders'

Dinner Dance and
to
Michael L. Simmons, Party
president
A.M. P. A. at Motion Picture Club
7:30
P.M.

May18:

Fifth annual golf tournament and
outing sponsored by the KanBoard of Trade.
sas City Film
18-20: Universal western sales con.
May
vention, Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
18-22: Conference of International
May
Federation of Cinematograph Exhibitors, Rome, Italy.

25-29: Spring meeting ol the Suciet)
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hote.
Roosevelt, Hollywood, CaJ.
2b-27: Annual convention of the M.P.
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri,
Mo.
and St. Joseph,

26-31 :

International conference on educational films under patronage ol
the Federal Minister of Education
Vienna.

14-18:

Annual convention of Advertising Kederat.on oi America, Hotel
York.
New
Pennsylvania,

__ "Montana Kid," co-starring Billy
Cody and Andy
Shuford, goes into
production on the coast next week.

U. A. Promotion Setup Starts in July
Pittsburgh — Admission prices at
United Artists' national promotion
the Harris have been reduced for setup under supervi
sion of Bruce
double feature shows. Orchestra and Gallup as director of advertis
ing
f«V* ♦♦•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•*♦♦♦ ♦ ♦ «W*V* ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ w# * V*> * ♦ »V^ I first balcony seats sell for a quarter, and publicity will begin to function
'
}'* while the second balcony goes for 10 in July. Publicity contact men will
New York
Lon; Island City ♦'; cents.
be appointed to posts in nine key
1540 Broadway
154 Crescent St. •'{
B
BRyant 9-4712
STillv.-ell 4-7940
♦'♦
cities, which are: Los Angeles, Dallas. Atlanta. Detroit, Chicago, Cin::
cinnati. Boston, Philad-lpha and
Universal
Buys
Stage Play
:.:
Kansas Citv.
:.:
•♦
"Nice Women." stage play by William A. Grew,
has been bought
1>\
:.:
:.:
Universal
as a vehicle
for Sidney
;.:
Fox.
Summerville, Zasu Pitts to Star
**
::
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
:.:
Hollywood — Slim Summerville and
Zasu Pitts have been promoted to
Sunday Shows Hold in Ala. Town
Chicago
Hollywood
II
:;:
1727 Indiana Ave.
6700 Santa Monica K
stardom by Universal and will be
Thomasvilte, Ala. — At a municipal
»;
CALumet 3692
Blvd
H
election
it
was
decided
to
continue
$
M
teamed in "West of Topeka," orig** HOLlywood4121
♦.♦
inal by E. Richard Schayer and John
Sunday movies here. The vote was
Mofifitt.
101 to 80.

Eastman Films 1

May

PRL Theaters Takes Over
Four Los Angeles Houses

June

West

Coast Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles— PRL Theaters, Ltd.
is now operating the Brooklyn, formerly under the name of Popkins &
Robbins; the Joy, an H. M. Popkins
house; the Unique, handled by Robbins, Popkins & Berman, and the
Wabash, a Pete Lasher house
M. P. Club Meeting Tuesday Night
A general meeting of members of
the M. P. Club is scheduled for Tuesday evening, when plans for the current membership drive will be expanded. Lee A. Ochs will preside.
Harry Buckley will outline plans for
the drive and other speakers will include: Tom Wiley, Louis Nizer,
Paul Gulick, James Ryan and Bruce
Gallup. Committees will be appointed to handle details on the campaign,
the objective of which is to boost
the club's roster to 500 members.
Three Houses for Ray Stumbo
Portland,
Ore. — Ray
Stumbo
is
now operating the Brownsville, in
Brownsville, and the Grand, in Sheridan, formerly run by S. R. Green.
Stumbo also has taken over the Peoples in Scio from C. E. Green.

Studio
and
Location
Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Ratei

Powers Clnephone Equipment Corporation
723-7TH

AVE.. N. Y.

BRYANT

9-60ST

(DOUG.
FAIRBANKS,

Jr.)

BROAD
MINDED
(JOE E. BROWN)

PARTY
HUSBAND
(DOROTHY

MACKAILL)

Big Business
Girl
(YOUNG— CORTEZ)

RECKLESS
HOUR
(DOROTHY

MACKAILL)

ile you're looking over
the product for NEXT
SEASON, don't forget • . .
There are 17 more weeks before THIS SEASON is over!
17 successful weeks
boys with

for the

FIRST

NATIONAL'S
product . . . the pictures

that
knock the hot weather cold!

Better than his "Dawn Patrol" role

Douglas

FAIRBANKS,

Jr.

as a fighting son of the A. E. F. in
<

Chances

wit/i ROSE

HOBART

Anthony Bushell, HolmesHerbert, Mary Forbes,
Mae Madison. Story by*
A. Hamilton Gibbs.
Previewed on the Coast and
hailed as Doug, Jr.'s biggest
role.
action, actiom
all the Action,
way!

*Smi»»

BIG
BUSINESS
GIRL
Most saleable picture
you've ever played.
Scores of tie-ups!
Hundreds of unusual
stunts and ideas to
tell a waiting world
"It's one of the real
big hits of the season." A 100% knockout from every angle

Loretta

Young
Ricardo Cortez, Frank Albertson
Joan Blondell

X

JOE

E.

BROWN
Broad
Minded

OUR PUBLIC
ANTS LAUGHS
and there are

funnier than ever in

ore laughs per
ot in "Broad
inded" than any
ct ure in a month
Sundays. Joe
s done this one
> Brown

with
5»*w

'fS'

ONA MUNSON,
WILLIAM COLLIER, Jr.
MAJORIE WHITE, Margaret Livingston,
Thelma Todd, Bela Lugosi.
Directed by Mervyn LeRoy

Dorothy

|

MACKAILL
mts the reverse English on ^Office Wife" with

'arty Husband

r

ivith

IDONALD

DOROTHY
RENNIE,
JAMES
COOK,
PETERSON,
JOE
DONAHUE
Directed By Clarence Badger

New idea! New treatment! New kind of story!
With the Modernist of the Screen in a role

that gives full scope to her talents.
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BROADWAY TO GET FIRST
AIL-NIGHT MOVIE HOUSE
( i ,mii»ucd from Page 1 )

... ,

ater that the all-night plan will be
put into effect. For the first week or
two the house will be open from 10
\ m to IP M- The larger house,
seating -'OH. will keep to the 15-hoin
schedule. Program, will run 50 minutes and. in addition to newsreels,
contain the best portions ol short
subjects spotted between news
flashes.

Fox Amateur Productions
s in New Jersey
Succes
ntinued from Pane 1)
and two
and Nutley,
lord, Nvack
at
work
in
now
arc
pictures
more
Englewood and Bound Brook. ction,
Prior to start of actual produ
contests are held to select leads from
Tieamong patrons of the theaters.
ups affording high-powered exploi
tation are effected with local newspapers Two cameramen, Ed C ooper and Dan Dorn, are associated
with the making of these pictures.

M-G-M Switching Execs
en N. Y. and Coast
Betwe(Continued
from Pape 1 >

of familiarizing them with each
other's problems and slants. Al
Altman has just returned to New
York after a brief but intensive visit
to the coast. Recently Ben Piazza
was brought on to New York for a
similar purpose. Betram Block and
Sam Marks, eastern and western
story heads, have also made similar
switches.

Treasurer and $3,420 Vanish
Detroit — Following disappearance
of Dennis Kane, treasurer of the
Michigan, leading Publix house here,
an audit of his books bv Bernard S.
Kilbride, circuit auditor, shows a
shortage of $3,420.

COMING

& GOING

BENJAMIN' BLUMENTHAL, president
nf Export &• Import Film Co., sails tonight
■ hi the Majestic for Europe.
HERMAN R1KKIX of Boston, a director
of Monogram Pictures, is in New York on
business.
LAURA HOPE CREWS of Samuel Goldwyn's staff in Hollywood arrives in New
York this morning; for a short business visit.
BETTY ROBERTS. Radio Pictures' westcm story editor, and JANE MTJRFIX. aulefteast.
Hollywood for a month's
vacationthor,inhave the
BEX HECHT and CHARLES MacARTHUR arrive in New York tomorrow
morning
from Hollywood.
COL, SAMUEL REBER of RCA is sailing for Europe tonight on the Majestic.
J. J. MCCARTHY, Fox executive, sails
tonight on abroad.
the Leviathan, for a three months'
vacation
CLAUDE C. EZELL and JOSEPH
HUMMEL, 'if Warner Bros., are due back
in New York tomorrow. GRADWELL I..
SEARS
is expected Monday morning.
TONY LUCCHESE of the Gold Medal
Film. Washington and Philadelphia, is in
New York consulting with Thomas McConnell, general sales manager of Mascot Pictures.
VICTOR M. SHAPIRO, of Fox, leaves
tomorrow
for the coast.
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BIG SAVING ON SILVER
SEEN WITH NEW PROCESS

RI/VIT

(.Continued

• • • HOPPED ABOARD that luxurious Isotta Fraschini
owned by the big Trailer Man, Maury Asher, and he whirled
us out to the Paramount luncheon at the Longisle stude for the
A.M. P. A. lads
before the gigantic trailer merger, Maury
owned a Chevrolet
which proves that mergers DO help
some people
arrived across the bridge and made
inquiries as to just where the Paramount
factory was located
the traffic cop, noting the snappy bus, gave us the once
over
mitting us

"Well, if it ain't Maurice Cheevalyay!" he exclaimed,
so he insisted on accompanying us right to the

stude as he rode on the running board
arrived there, Maurice Chevalier was outside having his photograph taken with Mike
Simmons and Tallulah Bankhead
the traffic cop gave us
a dirty look, and walked back to his post, a disillusioned man.
*
*
*
*
• •
•
INTO
THE
muggs dashed in in their
ducked under tables and
a studio official

dining
room
as the pressagey
breezy manner, the players at luncheon
a platinum blonde screamed and fainted
then assured
them
everything
was all

right
they had
mistaken
the Amperites
for Gunmen's
Long Island Local No. 7
then the pressageys were in line
for a shock
Mister Lasky and Mister Wanger
were the
only two gents to talk after luncheon
they spoke
briefly,
modestly
Maurice Chevalier,
Tallulah
Bankhead,
Fredric
March and Miriam Hopkins merely took a bow
a pressagey
near us gasped: "Can ya beat it!
A million-dollar lineup — and
no ballyhoo!"
that's typical of the way
everything
is
conducted at Walter Wanger's 35 Millimeter Mill
we have
heard tell of some Hollywood studios that are conducted on the
lo millimeter principle
just the difference between professional stock and amateur

• • •
AFTER
LUNCHEON
they
conducted
the
Gang
through
the studio
we crawled
cautiously
over cables,
call boys and cameramen strewn about everywhere
gongs
rang
hushed silence
a "take"
another gong
clatter
everything hubbub again
perspiring players
worried assistant directors
electricians crawling overhead adjusting gimcracks
a colored maid waiting
between scenes beside a dresser, absorbed in a love note from her
beau
as she finished, she picked up a powder puff and
absentmindedly daubed a white spot of powder on her nose
then sat with eyes closed dreamily,
with a white spot on
her black nose
while a director on the set alongside was
saying: "We've got to get some comedy in here, somehow"
and 16 players, grips and script gals held bated breath while the
director
concentrated
in his chair on Comedy
and the
cullud gal sat dreamily with eyes closed
a white spot of
powder on her shining ebony schnozzle

• •
•
ON THE main stage the charming Claudette Colbert
and luscious
Betty Lawford
playing a hallway scene
on
the lower stage Charlie Ruggles on a modiste set
waiting
while director Eddie Cline instructs an assistant to blunt
the edges of pins in a hat which had made a scene too realistic
when
Charlie's
femme
companion
sat on it
and on the
other set nearby
the director
was
concentrating
on a comedy
bit. ...... .Yezzir
it was a great party
Paramount' s
stude is full of human interest
on and off the sets

•Btart• something...
•
AND
DIDN'T and that
on "Gangster
Films"
Editoreditorial
Alicoate
kicks in with the
thought that there is really nothing new about gangster pix
this biz sostarted
one at this "The
Great
Train
Robbery"
why allwith
the fuss,
late date. Mister Paul Block?

«

«

«

»

»

»

from

Pane

1)

the developing process. As it is dil
ticult to absolutely duplicate to thf
last degree the qualities of succeed]
ing batches of hypo, frequently, i
a normal group of 150 release prints
there would be several different quali
ties of light and shade in the phoj
tography. In the new silver plat
ing process there can be no chai
such as these, M-G-M officials saj
for the same hypo solution may bi
used, not for two days, but tor
year or more.
The center of the invention is
process whereby used hypo fluid
which has become impregnated witl
silver nitrate, actuating chemical o
film, is run through a series of sul
cessive filters, and then a contrivanq
which, by electrical current, removJ
the silver from the hypo, restoring
it to its original state. From the
tanks, by the silver plating method
$200,000 in raw silver will be rl
claimed each year as the "used" hyp]
passes through them. Silver has iT
ways been reclaimed from used h\pd
but under the old, chemical precipl
tation method the waste was ver
heavy. The new method also meaa
approximately 1,000,000 gallons o
hypo less per year than the ol
method, while giving 90 per eel
more unvarying quality in releas]
prints.

U's First Quarter Net Up
Under (Continued
New Write-off
Pla<
from Pane 1)
which had already been written ol
Under the old system, the net prol
for the period would have been $9(1
432.86, and surplus at the beginnin;
of that quarter would have been ii|
creased by $1,165,342.65.
8 More "Dirigible" Roadshows
Eight additional roadshows hav
been set by Columbia for "Dirigible.
They will plav the following towrJ
shortly: Charlotte, N. C; Dallas, Dd
Moines, Memphis, Xew Haven,
Orleans, Oklahoma City, and Porj
land, Ore., and Omaha.

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and contended bygratulations
THE
are exFILM DAILY to the following memindustry, who are celebratingbers oftheirthebirthdays:

May 8
George Archainbaud
James
T. Kri'.ing
Gene Lucas

AND WEEKLY
FILM DIGES1
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"Gloria Swanson's picture
was wonderful . . . one of
the best I have

SAY

I if

"The picture was excellent.
May we see lots more of

ever seen."

»

2<S CEMS

-Mrs.
Gloria Swanson."

—A. R. Jenter

"'Indiscreet' is indeed a
triumph to the picture world

H. T. Harrah

"Splendid

all the

way

through."

-Consfance

Russell

. . . give us more."
«

— Edith Roberts

"One of the finest I've
seen ...
a master-

"The person who has been
a Gloria Swanson fan will
be

one

after

'Indiscreet.'"

piece.

-Daisy Prideaux

•

"'Indiscreet'

-Mrs. C. C. Teasdale

seeing

is the

i

very

Joseph M. Schenck

best picture I've seen Gloria
in. She was marvelous!"

presents
GLORIA

— Mrs. Botkin and party

SWANSON

•

"The show was the best I
have ever seen Miss Swanson Star in."
•
"Gloria Swanson's

—A. H. Grant
best . . .

perfect all through."
—Mrs. F. W.
•
"One

in

Holmes

OESYLVA,

BROWN

of the best pictures

with BEN

production
LYON — ARTHUR

*

*

*

tOO."

Directed by LEO

*

*

UNITED

— U. Bettner

For Fourteen Years

NEWS

LAKE

McCAREY

ARTISTS

PICTURE

Nothing Can Take the Place of Dependable News as the Backbone of a Trade- Paper

Thoroughly Covered
*

HENDERSON

Indiscreet'

I've seen this year and last
year,

&

*

*

*

Constructively Treated

Efficiently and Comprehensively Reported by The

Film Daily

SENNETT
HOSE MACK
COMEDIES WITH ANDY
CLYDE, MARJORIE BEEBE
AND HARRY GRIBBON ARE
THE FUNNIEST TWO-REELERS
BEING PRODUCED TODAY/7
-PITTSBURGH

If there is any doubt in
your mind, try one of
these onyour audience:
m\

GAZETTE

3<M

^^^mt SL i

^*^..

'COWCATCHER'S

POST

DAUGHTER

any audience/'

■Af.-.jvf

mm

■

GHOS
PARADE

■
//
;/

I

w

' Any time you have Andy Clyd
Marjorie Beebe and Harry Gribbon

m
m

in a comedy you have a real laughgetter, but when to this is added

?*,

Mack Sennett's direction, you have
a practically certain wow. This one
is in, a real audience comedy

l

0 &UM

Daily Reporter£»*v

— Hollywood
•w<

- iff

Slv

Twenty minutes of hilarious fun for

mac

loaded

with laughs and suspense."

it

— Motion Picture Daily
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$15,000,000 Outlay for Eastern Studio Schedules

INFORMATIVE' ADJttPY IS PUBLIX AIM

Films Strip Crime of Glory, Police Authorities Hold
National Spokesman Says
Gangster Pictures Show
Up Racket Life
"We believe that no preacher, no
ourt, no police official could deliver
more effective lecture to influence
:ic youth of the nation against a
rhninal career than the stories told
l many of these crime films which
trip the gangster of his mock-hero;m and show crime in all its sordidess."
This is a. statement
made
in the
(Continued

on

Paqe

12)

rSINNERS" AT ROXY

BUCKS STAGE VERSION

'Young Sinners," Fox production,
pened Friday at the Roxy under
nusual conditions involving a dayIlid-date showing with the stage verSon. playing a few blocks away at
le New Yorker. The latter is uprating under admissions of $1 top
tainst the Roxy's $1.50 top. Openlg day's receipts at the Roxy were
bout $7,000 below normal.

Sees Films Becoming
Great Social Force
Cold realism in films as in other
jrms
of art, the truth about
the
auses
of unemployment
and
the
probsocial
great
other
of
■Cturizing
lems, will form the bulk of feature
lotion picture presentations
within
lie next 10 years, according to Wil>n A. Barrett, executive
secretary
(Continued on Page 12)

Temples of Learning

Malicious Distortion ?
The Hays organization on Friday went to bat with New York
daily newspapers in connection with statements published by three
of them misquoting Francis ("Two Gun") Crowley, alleged killer,
to the effect that bumping off cops is "the new sensation of the
films." A photographic copy of the statement, included in a letter
allegedly written by Crowley and his gun moll, indicated that the
sentence actually read: "It's a new sensation of its own."

Theaters To Inject More
Story Data in NewsSpace actual
Advertising copy paper
containing
information as to the story of features exploited, rather than copy
filled with "claims" of what the public re-action will be to the pictures,
will be the policy of all Publix
houses hereafter, according to A. M.

Para. Spending $8,000,000
On European Studio Output VAUDEVILLEATIIOLLYWOOD

Botsford. Declaring that "claim"
copy gives
advertisements
(Continucd
on Page 12)an egotis-

Southeastern Exhibitors
Meet June 15 in Atlanta

Atlanta — Annual convention of the
Southeastern! Theater Owners will
be held here June 15. President
Xat Williams will be in charge of the
session.

Paris — Approximately $8,000,000
will be spent by Paramount Films
of Furope on European language
talkers during the current fiscal year.
which started March 1, says Robert
T. Kane, general manager of European production.
Number of pic(Continucd on Pane 9)

Trophy for Baseball Champs
Being Awarded by Film Daily
A fitting trophy will be awarded by
Tut-: Film Daily to the winning team

Gaumont Co. Acquires
12 Monogram Dramas

( ,,'inni' mt Company, Ltd., of I
Baseball
in the M. P. Athletic Ass'n
League, which opens its 1931 season don, has acquired the United Kingtomorrow (Sunday). This prize is
dom rights to 12 dramas to be proin addition to those being given by
duced as part of the Monogram PicJoe Cicato of the Harrington Press,
tures program for 1931-32.
{Continued on Page 9)

Eastern Studio Production
Involves $15,000,000 Outlay

PLANNED BY GOTTESMAN
Alfred Gottesman is negotiating to
lease the Hollywood from Warner
Bros., and if the deal goes through,
this will l>e the seventh theater under
his operation. He has a vaudeville
policy in mind for the house.
Gottesman lately purchased the
Rex and the building
embracing
it
(Continued on Paqe 9)

Warner Bros. Listing
43,619 More Shares

In connection with the purchase
by Warner Pros, of the class A stock
of Skouras Pros. Enterprises and the
St. Louis Amusement Co., application lias been made by Warner
listing of 43,619 additional shai
this company's
common
stock.

Dual-Features Becoming
Sore Spot in England

London — Growth
of the
double
feature practice in the British Isles
\ itaphone studios in July, an exten
More than $15,000,000 will be spent
is causing American distributors,
sive schedule
aggregating an expenmi east coast production schedules under
way.
pecially those handling
short subditure
.-I
close
to
$3,000,000
will
get
Installing of sound equipment in
the coming season, according
jects, considerable apprehension. Ac:hools, colleges and other temples during
here.
to present plans of producers
cording to an estimate made yesterThese
figures do not lake in the
if learning is going forward at a
Paramount, with a program ol ;
day, between 40 and 50 per cent of
independent
activities,
of
are playing
tv
ipid gait, according to RCA Photo- least 16 features sel for its New York which there is considerable at pres- British theaters
hone. Recent contracts include the
subshort
feature
bills.
The
policy
is
steadily
loo
over
well
,\ilh
indications
pointing
to
a
plus
Fniversity of Cincinnati; St. Law- studio jects, Will expend ch.se to $10,000,000 decided increase al least to the ex
encroaching
on the de luxe
field.
alone.
;ence University, Canton, N. Y., and on production
tent of an additional $2,000,000.
Warner
andusky, C, High School.
(lie
of
ing
With the reopen

Rapidly Going Talker
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$1,250 Fines for Holding Over
Buffalo — Decrees totaling $1,250
were signed by Judge Adler of the
U. S. District Court, Western district, in returning a verdict against
Joseph Rutezk on charges of holding
over for additional days one Fox and
four Universal pictures.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

U Studios Increase Activity
With Eight Pictures in Work
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Hollywood — Following a seven
weeks' production recess, activity at
the Universal studios is again nearing peak with eight pictures, four
features and four shorts, at present
in work. Features before the cameras

SAM E. MORRIS has left the coast for
New
York,
stopping
off in Chicago.
B. F. LYONS, Canadian manager for
Warner Bros, has returned to New York
after a trip to Montreal
and Toronto.
MR. and MRS. WALTER
CAMP (Ruth
Elder) are sailing today (Saturday) on Ihe
California
for Los Angeles.
EDWARD
SELZER of Warner Bros, is
back from abroad, where he had charge of
the camera work on gathering new material

this month include "East of Borneo,"
with Rose Hobart, Charles Bickford
and Lupita Tovar, directed by
George Melford; "The Whole
Town's Talking," with Robert Armstrong, Jean Arthur and Lola Lane,
directed by Vin Moore; "Heaven on
Earth," with Lew Ayres, Sidney Fox
and Harry Beresford, directed by

for Robert L. Ripley's "Believe It Or Not"
subjects.
CHARLES
ROSENZWEIG,
FRANK
O'HERON, CLEVE
ADAMS,
JEROME
SAFRON and PHIL HODES have returned
from the coast following the Radio Pictures
convention.

Russell Mack, and "Strictly Dishonorable," directed by John M. Stahl.
"Waterloo Bridge," with Rose Hobart and Kent Douglass, directed by
James Whale, also goes in work upon
completion of "East of Borneo." Also
in preparation are "Murders in the
Rue Morgue," which Arthur Ungar
will supervise, and "Boulevard," with
Walter Huston and Genevieve Tobin.

RAUL ROULIEN. Brazilian actor signed
by Fox Films for Spanish versions, leaves
for Hollywood in a few days.
ROY MACK, Vitaphone director, accompanied by his wife, sails Tuesday on the
Berengaria to make a survey of the short
subject
field in Europe.

New Chief in England
Will Be Named by W. B.

Shorts in production are "An Apple a Day," with Lloyd Hamilton;
"Models and Wives," with Charlie
Murray and George Sidney; "The
Misfit," with Don L. 'Steve' Brodie,
and the Knute Rockne football series.

A new managing director for Warner Bros, interests in Great Britain
will be named in the near future as
the permanent successor of Arthur
Clavering, whose duties are now being handled by H. A. Bandy. The

2 Birmingham Houses
Disposed of by Publix
Birmingham, Ala. — Publix Strand
and Galax were taken over yesterday
by the Birmingham Theatrical
Amusement Co., of which Frank
Merritt is president, operator of 5
downtown houses and several neighborhood theaters. The sale leaves
Publix
with
only one house here, the
Alabama.

appointment will take place following the return of Sam E. Morrisfrom the coast. Bandy is expected
back in New York next month. Karl
Macdonald is handling his work here
during his absence.

Absence of Pat Casey
Delays R-K-O-Fox Deal

Photophone Foreign Head
Here To Confer on Policy

Negotiations for the purchase by
R-K-O of nine Fox houses in the
metropolitan district, excluding the
Roxy, for the sum of $7,500,000, are
F. P. Culbert, managing director
held up due to the abof RCA Photophone, Ltd., and Eu- temporarily
sence from the city of Pat Casey,
ropean manager of RCA Photo- whom the Film Daily learns is repphone,. Inc., has arrived in New
resenting R-K-O in the deal. It is
York from London to confer with also learned
that a counter offer is
A. E. Reoch, executive vice-presi- about to be made by Publix. Casey
dent and Van Ness Philip, foreign is expected to be in the city early
manager, with regard to future poli- next week, when further steps toward the consummation of the sale
cies of the corporation's activities in
Europe.
will be made.
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Universal eastern sales convention, St. Moritz Hotel, New York.

May

11-14:

Annual convention of the NaFire Protection Ass'n at
Toronto, tional
Canada.

May

12-13: Mountain
Annual convention
Rocky
M. P. T. O. ofA.,the Brown
Palace
Hotel,
Denver.
Universal
midwest
sales
convention, Stevens Hotel,
Chicago.

May

IS: meeting,
Fox
Film
New

May

16:

Dinner
and
Party
to *\
Michael
L.Dance Simmons,
president
A.M.P.A.
at Motion Picture Club.
7:30
P.M.

May

18:

Fifth annual golf tournament and
outing sponsored by the Kansas City Film
Board of Trade.

May

18-20: Universal western sales con.,
vention, Palace Hotel, San Francisco.

May

18-22: Conference of International
Federation of Cinematograph Exhibitors, Rome, Italy.

annual
York.

stockholders'

May 25-29: Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.
May

26-27: Annual convention of the M.P.
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri,
and St. Joseph, Mo.

May

26-31 :

International conference on educational films under patronage of
the Federal Minister of Education,
Vienna.

June 15:

Annual Convention of Southeast
Theater
Owners,
Atlanta.

June 14-18:

Annual convention of Advertising Federation of America, Hotel
Pennsylvania, New
York.

"Party Husband" at Garden May 14
"Party Husband," starring Dor-1
othy Mackaill, succeeds George Ar-1
liss in "The Millionaire" at the Win-I
ter Garden on May
14.

New Low Rates
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EXPLOITETTES

TIMELY TOPICS

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

A Digest of
Current Opinions

c

Good Shorts Solve
Pouble Feature Evil
TROUBLE feature bills are bad
business from several standpoints. They put too heavy a
drain upon the exhibitor's purse
and too much of a strain upon
the audience. Quantity was never
a good substitute for quality.
One indifferent feature on a
double program casts its dull
shadow over the good one and a
dissatisfied audience goes out to
say that it has seen a bad show.
Even if both features are excellent, it must be born in mind
that there actually can be too
much of a good thing. It is entirely too great a nervous strain
to sit through two features, even
good ones. A person should
leave a theater feeling relaxed
and refreshed, not mentally, physically and emotionally exhausted. Seeing two features on one
program is like eating a big dinner composed entirely of meat
and vegetables. Balance is as essential to the entertainment fare
as it is to the food menu. That
is where the good two-reel comedy comes in. It should be the
appetizer that whets the taste for
the entree or the dessert which
pleasantly tops off an enjoyable
entertainment feast. . . .At RKO
Pathe, we are adopting an entirely new attitude toward comedies.
They deserve, and get, the same
attention as features. They are
shorter, that is all. Proportionately, they get the same shooting
budget and schedule. They are
also getting big names, names
which are familiar in electric
lights on Broadway and in feature pictures. It is my contention
that any of those big name comedies will do more to brighten
up a program and attract boxoffice customers than an extra
feature possibly could.
— Lew
Lip ton

A
V5ei }> ~
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The 1British quota law has
entered its fourth year, the
quota now being 12Y8 per cent.

Want Ad Tieup
• • •
THE AGE of Miracles is still with us
we have
it on the word of Mister Robert Lord, supervisor at First Nash
stude in Hollywood
among
other amazing
things, Bob
notes these
a new spirit of cooperation between the variout departments of picture production
an appreciation of
the other fellow's part in the biz
but get this one
producers are more ready to listen to the advice of their subordinates and this next one simply has us. floored and
reaching for the pulmotor
Mister
Lord assures us that
directors have more respect for opinions of writers
and
even the writers are beginning to admit that the director may
Know Something
after all this, we take back everything
we ever said against supervisors
here is one supey who
has made a Grand Gesture
he admits that everything is
jake in all departments he supervises
now won't someone
please say a Kind Word for the Supervisor?
he can't be
so tough when one of the clan can write such Beautiful Fiction
about the rest of you studio muggs
*
*
*
*
• • • ED SCHILLER, postcarding ye publisher from
Johannesburg, South Africa, sends his regards to all you Bridge
Hounds
he sez
"they play bridge here, but bidding
is backward"
they're not backward, Ed
just cagey
they ever
gave theaters
you an opening,
you'd come Witmarks
back with
all those if South
African
as souvenirs
are bringing out a new warble, "Just a Blue Eyed Blonde"
the song lads gave you a bum steer, Mister Witmark
with
Blondes cluttering the Youessay at the pop price of 1 buck for
that new Platinum Hair Wash, you can't expect us male victims
of this new Wheat Dumping to sing songs about it
or is it
Straw?
*
*
*
*
• • • FLOYD GIBBONS, chugging back to this hamlet
from Boston the other night via the liner "New York," experienced
his second catastrophe at sea when they rammed
and sank a
motor dredge
which recalls his experience during the war
when he was en route to Lunnon as correspondent of the Chi
Tribune aboard the "Laconia"
a German sub got 'em
the Thrill Hunter was reported lost at sea
his rag duly
printed his obituary
and what was their surprise a few
days later to get a 4,000-word story from Floyd, all about the
sinking
they printed that, too
proving that a broadminded newspaper is willing to acknowledge slight errors
some rags would have torn the story up on the alibi that Floyd
was a Ghost Writer
*
*
*
*
• • • OUR INSURANCE broker, Charlie Murphy, who
looks after those li'l insurance items on our Miami villa, town
house and Austin alleged car, has us all a-flutter
he informs that the Workmen's Compensation Law has been amended
to include private chauffeurs
and if we don't get insurance
on him, we'll have to pay benefits and medical costs ourself
something else to worry about
IF we had a showfer
George Bilson, Amperite treasurer, has designed a new club due
bill, with one one half printed in glaring red, bearing the pathetic
appeal: "Won't you meet us Half Way?"
sure, George,
we're always willing to split
our check goes forward today for half the dues
he should
be the most popular
treasurer A.M. P. A. has ever had
*
*
*
*
• • •
AND
WAS
that boxing and wrestling party at the
Empey Club a success?
so much so that it had the committtee on their ears
along with most of the boxers
my goodness!
so many boxers were on their ears
most of the time, we thought we were at a convention of the
Sound Engineers
with the delegates listening for Ground
Noises
oops

«

«

«

»

»

»

On "Wise Child"
and Advertising
]y[AX.\GKR
ROY Manager
SLENTZC.
E. Carden of the Publix-Worth,
Fort Worth, Tex., grabbed off
some valuable newspaper space.
In advertising Marion Davies in
"It's a Wise Child," they tied up
with the newspaper on the want
ad page. The paper kicked in
with a three-column by 8J/2 inch
ad on the picture together with
details on how one could win
guest tickets to see the picture.
Scattered through the want ads
were sentences or phrases perneatly.
taining to the picture. The idea
was to clip them and arrange

— Worth, Fort Worth, Tex.
*

Stai Casting

*

*

Contest Goes Over
T'HE star casting contest of 17
Paramount players sponsored by Manager E. B. Hands, Jr,.
of the Publix-Paramount, Texarkana, and the Daily Twin City
News was won by Rev. Frank
O'Brien, Sacred Heart Church
pastor. Seventeen Paramount
players were listed and contestants were asked to write briefly
about each star, what particular
parts
screen they
and should
why. portray on the
— Para moit n t, Texa rka mi

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem
bers of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Richard
May Barthelmess
9-10
Nina Olivette
Edward Marland
Clarence
Brown
Mae
Murray
D. O. Selznick
Clarence Burton
Dorothy Howell
Tom Miranda

CLARK-McCULLOUGH TO DO
UIS BROCK
THREE FORJOough,
originally

PERC WESTMORE HEADS
RALPH
WILK "LOTS"
from
LITTLEisBy now
A
RAMBEAU
on the Coast.
A/fARJORIE

Clark and McCull
comfortably
ensconced
in her
scheduled to star in one of the
Beverly
in
bungalow
Spanish
new
ed
"Headliner" comedies to be produc
Hills.
*
*
*
by Louis Brock for Radio Pictures,
will appear in three pictures instead.
"With My Own Eyes," a book
The comedians, who have been ap- written by Richard Boleslavsky, will
in Holly- make its appearance next month. It
, are due
pearing in London
wood the first of next month.
deals with Boleslavsky's experience
while serving as a Coronet of CavActor
Stage
s,
3 Writer
alry in the Russian
*
* army.
*
Given M-G-M Contracts Maurice Wright, who became a
Bertrade Robinson, Howard Lind- film cutter two years after working
sey and Tom J. Geraghty, writers, as a studio projectionist, is editing
and Herbert Braggiotti, stage actor,
Miracle Woman," for Columsigned to M-G-M con- "The
have been
tracts. Robinson and Lindsey, who
bia. He also cut "Dirigible," "La* and
*
*
"Flight."
direct.
may
also
of Leisure"
dies
ghts,
playwri
are
od five
Hollyivo
in
arrival
his
Since
Corner"
in "Next
Roy British
d
Wilfre
diactor and film years ago, Michael Curtiz has picWilfred Roy,
latest
His
pictures.
22
rected
cast
the
to
director, has been added
is "The Mad Genius," starring
of Herbert Brenon's coming Radio John tureBarrymor
e, while his current
Next Corner." David release is "The Devil With the Woe,
"The
Pictur
Dunbar also joins the cast. Others
men," starring
* Frank
*
*Fay.
thus far announced are Kay Francis,
William Welch, Ricardo Cortez,
Dave Miller, who is editing Walter
Adrienne d'Ambricourt and John St.
sities," is one of the
Polis. "The Next Corner" is from Futter's "Curiou
Ruth
n.
Jorda
the novel by Kate
Summerville Starts New Comedy
Weston joins the cast under Henry
h
verSlim Summerville, Universal comde la Falaise doing the Frenc
edy star, has begun work on the first
sion of this .picture at the Radio Piclures studios
of his new season short comedies.
It is entitled "First to Fight," and
is being directed by Harry Edwards.
Sono Art Readying Next Two
as the
Continuities for Sono Art-World Eddie Gribbon again appears
principals
other
the
while
,
sergeant
Wide's next two Thrill-O-Dramas are Eleanore Hunt, as a nurse, and
are being prepared under the super- Pat Harmon as a lieutenant.
vision of George W. Weeks. They
are "Hell Bent for Frisco," from the
story by Arthur Hoerl, and "First
Aid,"
magazineThese
story two
by
Marilyn Miller's Next
Michaelfrom
L. the
Simmons.
"Our Social Whirl" has been deproductions will make the fourth and
cided upon as the next picture in
fifth, respectively, in the Thrill-O- which Marilyn Miller is to be starred
Dranui series.
<v First National. It is an original
by Sari L. Barnes. Mervyn Le Roy
"Alexander Hamilton" Nearly Done will
Lord.direct, with adaptation by Robert
"Alexander Hamilton," George Arliss' new picture now in production
at the Warner Bros, studios in California, will be completed within the
Clark Gable Opposite
Garbo
next fortnight. It is based on a
Clark Gable is to play opposite
stage play by Arliss and Mary P.
Hamlin and is being directed by Greta Garbo in "The Fall and Rise
John Adolli. Among those in the of Susan Lenox" for M-G-M.
supporting cast are Doris Kenyon,
Dudley Digges, Alan Mowbray, June
Dita Parlo Assigned
Collyer and Montagu
Love.
Dita Parlo has been assigned to
First National's "The Honor of the
More Golf
Family."
It will be her first English speaking role.
George Von ETm. who ranked second to Bobby Jones in
amateur golf standing last
year, has been signed by Lou
Laura La Plante in "Arizona"
Brock, Radio Pictures short
Laura La Plante has been selected
subjects producer, for a twoby Columbia for the leading feminine
reeler.
role in "Arizona."

M. P. ARTISTS' ASM

His
youngest cutters
initial work in pictures was in New
York.
*
*
*
Paul L. Stein, who is directing
Constance Bennett in "The Common
Law," prefers to direct women.
Among the stars he has directed are
Ann Harding, Lillian Gish and
Phyllis Haver.
*
*
*

Perc Westmore, director of make
up at First National studios, was
elected president of the Motion Pic
ture Artists Ass'n at a meeting hek
in Max Factor's studios. Westmon
succeeds Walter Rogers. Mel Burn;
was elected treasurer and Bert Hadley, secretary.

g has begun on "Penrod
Shootin
and
Sam," the Booth Tarkington
story scenarized by First National
and which will feature Leon Janney
and Junior Coghlan, playing Penrod
and Sam respectively. William Beaudine, himself the father of _ four
voungsters, is directing, and is assisted by Russ Saunders, former AllAmerican quarterback at the UniverCalifornia in 1929.
sity of Southern
*
*
*

in thetivedirection
"Branded,"
title of theof latest
Buck tentaJones
western, has been signed by the Ccl
lumbia on a long term contract.

Dorothy Mackaill is returning this
week after her holiday in Honolulu
to start on her next picture for
First National.
Lloyd Corrigan Assigned
Lloyd Corrigan has received the
double assignment of directing and
adapting for the screen Sax Rohmer's story, "Daughter of the Dragon," in which Paramount will bring
Anna May Wong to the American
screen.
Ralph Bellamy with Chatterton
Ralph Bellamy, popular dramatic
stock leading man, who also has appeared on Broadway, will play opposite Ruth Chatterton in "Laurels
and the Lady"
for Paramount.

Ross Lederman on Term Contra
Ross Lederman, at present engaged

Frances Starr and Chic Sale Cast
Frances Starr and Charles (Chic)
Sale have been cast for two of the
-.
leading roles in "The Star Witness.1
which will soon start production at
the Warner studios. The picture is
based on a story by Lucien Hubbard.

TELL THE KIDS THAT

RICHARD

TALMADGE
IN

DANCING
DYNAMITE
(his fastest yet)
is now
on its way to them.
Four more fast ones to follow.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
Hollywood's most convenient hotel. .
for your stay in Southern California
RIGHT in the center of everything to see and do . .
next door to famous studios, theatres, cafes, and
shops . . near golf courses, bridle paths, and other
amusement places.
The Plaza offers you every modern convenience, unexcelled service, and a unique, homelike atmosphere that
makes you feel at home as soon as you enter its well
known "doorway of hospitality." Here, too, you may
enjoy the company of interesting and famous people.
European plan. $3.00 and up, single. $4.00 and up,
double. $5.00 and up, twin beds. Special low weekly
and monthly rates.
Remember the Plaza for an unforgettable stay in
Hollywood. Write for free folder.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

HOTEL...HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.
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SLAPSTICK WILL RULE
PARA. SHORTS PROGRAM
A return to the broad humor and
abundance of action which featured
the old slapstick comedies, is indicated by Paramount's new schedule
'of shorts production.
Among the comedians signed for
the coming season are included such
imasters of slapstick as Al St. John
and Ford Sterling, augmented by
jKarl Dane and Geo. K. Arthur.
Comedy gag men, schooled in the
slapstick formula, are being brought
on from Hollywood, with Al Ray, a
(master at getting the maximum
laughs from every situation, scheduled to direct most of the slapstick
operas. Exteriors will also be favored,
with that most ancient of all laughgetters, the chase, set for elevation
to the position of eminence which it
rightfully enjoys.
Paramount feels that a new generation has sprung up since the old
time slapstick comedies were in
vogue and that what went over then,
is almost certain of going over even
bigger now, considering the comedy
asset of sound effects.
Roy Mack to London
Roy Mack, Vitaphone director, is
getting his reservations set for a
trip to London, where he will spend
his time while the studio undergoes
alterations. Mack is no stranger in
London, having directed several musical comedies there. Three years
ago he staged "Mr. Cinders," a musical revue, which ran for one year
at the Adelphi in the British capital.

WHAT'S

WHAT

IN THE EAST
IN GREATER

NEW

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY

'"THE announcement that Ernst
Lubitsch is an accomplished pianist brings to light hidden talents of
various other individuals now attached to the Paramount New York
studios. For instance, Edmund
Goulding could turn to acting, singing or composing, if he so desired;
George Abbott is an actor, a finished
writer and an accomplished dancer;
Ray Cozine once earned his living as
a cartoonist and is a skilled air pilot,
while Abrey Scotto once: sung in
opera and is a composer as well.
Ruth Etting's next Vitaphone release is "Old Lace," written by
Stanley Rauh and Burnet Hershey.
Max Hoffman, Jr., heads the supporting cast.
The fact that the dressmaking
salon in "Tarnished Lady" is said to
resemble one of the fashionable Fifth
Ave. establishments, had all the heads
of the various snooty shops at the
opening to see for themselves. Actually, William Saulter, art director,
didn't copy anyone.

STUDIOS

GANG PICTURES ABSENT
FROM EAST COAST LIST

N. BLAIR

Pictures featuring gang activities
are almost entirely absent from east
coast production schedules. Paramount, leading producer in the New
York district, has not made any
gangster pictures here for more than
Do actors hibernate in Winter? It a year and has none in prospect.
Warner Bros., devoting their activwould seem so, judging by the inities to shorts, likewise have steered
creased number of extras applying
clear
of all underworld material, exfor work at the Eastern Vitaphone
studios since warm weather arrived.
cept in the light of farce.
The only gangster picture to be
Frank Kingsley, casting director, reports many well-known stage person- made here in a long; time is the
alities willing to play bits in order
Regal production, "Enemies of the
to find out what it's all about.
Law,"
now nearing completion at the
Ideal studios.
The latest celebrity to appear in
Hanline
Advanced
Ted Husing's "Sportslants" for
Vitaphone is Neysa McMein, faMaurice
Hanline,
formerly of the
mous illustrator. Miss McMein, who
is also a ping-pong expert, appears Paramount New York studio, has
in the short playing opposite Fred advanced to the post of editorial asShad, a big fish in the ping-pong
sistant to Jesse L. Lasky, with headracket, being national champion.
quarters at Paramount's main office.

and child doing well . . . "Night
Angel," Edmund Goulding's latest,
started on the lower stage and finally wound up on the roof with a
group of exterior shots . . . Tommy
Flood has a new Ford.

What is

Vitaphone Vitamins: Warm
weather means location trips, and is
the stage crew happy? . . . Tuesday
night bridge tournaments going over
big . . . Everybody raving about the
way Helen Morgan sings "I Know
He's Mine" in her recent short in
which she is said to register like
the proverbial million.

It is an organization of showmen and advertising men who create AD MATS on every
feature released thru major companies.

"Intelligentsia," with Hugh Cameron and Wilfred Lytell, is the latest
Fawcett in "Personal Maid"
George Fawcett, veteran character short subject to be completed by
actor, has been added to the cast of Paramount here. Ray Cozine directed
"Personal Maid," starring Nancy it.
Carroll. Starting date is Monday,
with Monta Bell directing.
John W. Green, Paramount staff
composer,
is planning to follow up
Codee and Orth in Vaude
Having completed their latest his sensational song success, "Out
of Nowhere," with "Open Up Those
comedy, "Our Wife," at the Brook- Eyes," the lyrics of which were
lyn Vitaphone studio, Ann Codee written by Edward Heyman. This
and Frank Orth popular comedy
song will be featured in a forthcoming musical play.
team, resume their tour of the RK-O
vaudeville
circuit.
Sam Sax and Murray Roth have
again invaded Broadway for VitaHell-up!
phone talent, and have signed Maria
Bob Farrow sends us a frantic call for some of those box- \ Gambarelli, famous danseuse, better
office gunmen with their sawed- j known as "Gamby," to appear in a
Vitaphone musical short. The picoff shotguns for a job to muscle
ture is a musical satire on gigolos
in on exhibs with his new
sound screen. He sez the only
and is titled "Gold Digging Gentlemen." Herman Ruby wrote the
requirement is they must be
Roy Mack will direct.
Square Shooters. So if you can
story, which
qualify, get in touch with Bob
at his Newark M. P. Studios,
Paramount Notes: Al Dillinger,
845 Broad St., that city.
recording engineer, presented with
a little May queen . . . both mother

YORK

This service is not in competition with the
press sheet but rather an accessory to the
press sheet. It helps the exhibitor with additional advertising angles!
U. T. A. ad mats are flexible layouts easily
adapted to each exhibitor's idea of what sells
best at his box office.
U. T. A. means mats from ONE source on
ALL product whenever they are needed!
*

UNITED
THEATCt
ADVCCTIXCC/
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at 580 Eighth Avenue, New York
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THEATER
JBy M. P.

Cooling Unit for Small Houses
Being Installed by Carrier
A refrigeration unit designed especially for houses seating from 500
to 900, requiring no engineer or attendant and claimed to be exceptionally economical in operation, is being
put out by the Carrier Engineering
Corp. of Newark.
This small unit is similar in operation to the centrifugal refrigeration
machine now used in a large number of the de luxe theaters, but it
introduces radical features of design,
including complete automatic operation. It is fully enclosed, requires
no operating engineer to run it, and
the economy of maintenance is indicated by the fact that it can be serviced by the company installing it
for a flat sum of $200 a year, without any charges whatsoever to be
paid for service of a theater engineer,
the company states.
The refrigeration unit is used in
conjunction with a complete air conditioning unit, which includes the
fan, spray and cooling chamber, automatic dampers, heaters and sound
silencers, in a compact machine especially developed for small theater use

Compact Sign Flasher
Marketed by Reynolds
Chicago — A small, compact sign
flasher, known as the Reco CMO
Flasher, 4J4 x 5 x 4 inches in size,
motor operated and made for one or
two circuits of maximum capacity of
10 amperes, is being marketed by the
Reynolds Electric Co.
Flashing on and off alternately
with approximately three-second intervals, the flasher is described as
suitable for neon, internally illuminated or lamp signs, as well as bulletins and display boards.
Lobby Sign Proves Popular
Pittsburgh — The "Shadow box"
lobby signs, manufactured by the
American Display Co., and first
placed in the downtown de luxe theaters here, attracted much attention
and are now meeting with demand
by many exhibitors in the territory.
More than half of the Warner Bros,
theaters in the local zone, it is said,
have contracted for the special frames
and poster service put out by the
company.
Trailer Stresses Summer Cooling
Three trailers on the subject of
summer cooling, stressing the fact
that the theater has a cooling system
that will be put in operation to provide comfort for patrons as soon as
the hot weather sets in, are being
offered by the National Screen Service Co.

Care of Exciting Lamp
Vital to Good Sound
Care of the reproducer or exciting
lamp is one of the most important
factors in obtaining good reproduction. The subject is helpfully discussed by R. H. McCullough in an
article in Fox's "The Last Word,"
from which the following is quoted:
"A sharp focused slit on the sound
track cannot be obtained if the lamp
is dirty. A finger print on the bulb
in front of the filament obstructs the
image. Dirt of any kind in the filament image path will reduce the
volume and besides certain high frequencies will be eliminated. The filament of the exciting lamp must be
absolutely horizontally level to produce best results. Discoloration of
the bulb will cause loss in volume.
Discoloration usually appears first at
the top of the exciting lamp, which
does not obstruct the intensity of
the filament image. When checking
a lamp for discoloration, remove the
lamp holder from the exciting lamp
housing and look at the lamp against
a white background — this will give
you positive proof of discoloration at
the top and walls of the globe. Make
sure that the glass is perfectly clear
and clean in front of the exciting
lamp filament; otherwise, loss in volume will be the result.
"There are many things which will
cause flutter in sound reproduction.
With the first Western Electric
Sound installations, trouble was encountered with the take-up assembly.
Bent take-up reels would cause an
uneven pull on the sound sprocket
which has caused considerable flutter. This trouble has been corrected
by the Electrical Research Products,
Inc., by installing an additional
sprocket, called the holdback sprocket, which is installed directly under
the sound reproducing mechanism.
"This sprocket takes care of any
uneven pull, which may be caused by
the_ take-up assembly. Motor and
projector couplings should be checked quite frequently — if they work
loose, a jerky action will result which
will cause flutter. I found, on one
occasion, that a small piece of lint,
which was caught in the sound aperture, caused a very bad flutter in
Movietone reproduction."

BELL & HOWELL ADDING
RESEARCH FACILITIES
TF your theater needs renovating and
redecorating, don't make the mistake of putting it off indefinitely. The
time to take care of it is now. Conditions were never more favorable,
and not only can you get a job done
now at minimum cost, but you are
bound to benefit presently by stimulated patronage instead of merely
hoping for improvement in the indefinite future. Remember, too, that by
having your work done now it will
mean a gain on the side of employment as well as an added stimulus
to the market for materials and supplies. In this way you will be doing your part toward bringing about
a return to normalcy, which means
increased box-office receipts in your
theater.
*
*
*
Are you one of the careless showmen -who let dead lamps remain in
his sign, or who mis-spells billing on
the attraction board? A few dead
lamps kill the pulling power of any
sign, and haphazard spelling on the
board only causes contempt for the
manager's intelligence. Check up
on this daily and see that your signs
and boards are kept brilliant and
clean, and that copy is spelled correctly. It pays.

Decorations

Acoustical
Treatments

Magnascope
Screens

Acoustical
Banners

340W.4UlSt.

New York Gty

The

engineering building is devoted exclusively to experimental and
development work, and the additional space, totaling 17,000 square feet,
will be given over to experimentation
on. talking picture apparatus. Outstanding features will be a completely equipped sound laboratory and a
sound projection studio with stage.
McNabb also announces that work
has been started on the company's
new two-story branch sales, service,
wood. engineering building in Hollyand
Draperies as Giveaways
Philadelphia — Premiums in the
form of a complete set of draperies
and pillow sets are being distributed
by Quality Premium Distributors of
this city. The sets, known as the
Home Beautiful Silk Damask Drapery and Pillow Sets, run 32 weeks
and include side drapes, valances,
boudoir and sofa cushions, chair
backs and dresser scarfs in blue and

*
*
*
Stressing the facility of your equip- gold.
INVISIBLE
ment can be used effectively to inChangeover
crease the pulling power of your advertising. Let them know the intri"Thide"
cacies of your equipment and the
comfort-assuring devices which have
Automatic Shutter Control
been provided in the theater to guarwith 3-wire circuit foot swiloh
antee full enjoyment of the shows.
Your patrons are interested in your
Standard equipment in over 1,500
theatres. Fits Motiograph Model
equipment because they want to go
F, Simplex and Super-Simplex and
where
comfort.they are assured the greatest
Sure- Fit. With or without Rear
Shutter Mounts.

Alvin Seiler Joins Vallen
Akron, O. — Alvin Seiler, former director of engineering for National
Theater Supply Co., has joined the
E. J. Vallen Electric Co. of this city.

Rear Shutter Mounts require Model
D type. Convert your Model A to
Model D type. Brackets and parts
on order.
Send for literature.

DOWSER
157

Rogers

LITTLE THINGS

Ave.,

that

mean so much to good lighting
'T'HE many important little things
i- required for proper illumination of
the stage are here in abundance — parts
and supplies of every description; carbons for arc lamps, cable and connectors, gelatine and glass color mediums,
color wheels and color frames, resistances, enclosed pedestal switches, terminal lugs, etc. — also spot-lights and
kinds.
of various
lamps
stage
other

Settings
Draperies

Chicago — The immediate addition
of a third story to the Bell & Howell engineering building here is announced by J. H. McNabb, president
of the company.

KLIEGL BROS

Universal Electric Stace Lighting Coinc.
321 West 50th Street NewYork.NY
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MFG. CO.
Brooklyn,

N.

Y.
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NEW PORTABLE PROJECTOR
ANNOUNCED BY DE VRY
A new portable 35 mm. sound-onfilm projector has been announced by
the Q.R.S.-DeVry Corp. of Chicago.
of Chicago.

NEW

THEATERS

Semon Bache & Co. of New York,
has brought out a line of soundproof
optical glasses for use as projection
portholes and in other parts of theater construction. Complete projection rooms may be made with the
glass as well as using it in special
rooms of the house where noise
would be objectionable. Bache also
manufactures decorative mirrors for
lobbies, lounges
and foyers.
Device for Making Cutouts
A device known as the Cutawl,
for making various kinds of exploitation cutouts and lobby and marque
displays, is being put out by the International Register Co. of Chicago.
The design for the desired cutout
display is traced on whatever material is to be used and with this
device the cutout is easily made by
guiding the machine over the pattern. The machine is convertible
into a saw by substituting a saw
blade which can be used for cutting
anything from felt to steel, the company claims.
Opens New Premium Office
San Francisco — Western Theater
Premium Co. has established local
offices under the direction of Harry
E. Kline. The company will not confine its efforts to any particular piece
of merchandise, but will carry a full
line of articles.
Color Caps for Lights, Signs
Color
caps, marketed
under
the
trade name of Jimbetts
Col-O-Cap,
for use on signs, exit lights, stage
lighting, displays, etc., and which are
said to command attention wherever
seen because of their deep, vivid, rich,
natural
hues, are being offered by
Bjames H. Betts, Inc., of New York,
I manufacturers and designers of elecJtrical timers and special controls.
Made
in full and half cap sizes,
these color caps are obtainable
in
(colors of ruby, grass green, golden
lamber, royal blue, opal, old canary
and daylite blue.

ALTERATIONS

Abbeville, La. — Contract for the
erection of a 1,000-seat theater has
been let by Frank de Graauw.

Racine, Wis. — The Fox State here
is to be remodeled and redecorated
at an estimated cost of $65,000. A
Akron — Vallen Electric Co. has de- new stage and proscenium arch will
veloped an automatic screen modifier be installed, while the entire auditorito change the size of the screen when
um will be redecorated and the latest
using larger than usual pictures. The type projectors installed in the promodifier can be controlled from manager.jection booth. Robert Unger is the
either the projection booth or from
behind the stage. Curtains are made
of velour and move to the sides and
Atlantic City — Renovation of the
up at the top so as to leave a screen Aldine, Ventnor and Capitol is being
surface of any proportion. An elec- planned.
tric motor drives the entire unit. By
Kansas City — Plans are under way
pressing a single button, starting,
to remodel and install new equipment
stopping and reversing can be con- in the Tivoli, recently damaged by
trolled.
fire. Irving Simpson is manager of
the house, which belongs to the
Hughes-Franklin
circuit.

Xenia, O.— A 1,000-seat theater is
to be constructed here by the Hibbert Theaters, Inc., a newly formed
company.

Kansas City — Improvements estimated at $50,000 will be made on
the Strand, recently acquired by the
Glen W. Dickinson
Theaters.

Kilgore,
begun on
here at an
The house
Murphree.

Tex. — Construction has
the theater being erected
estimated cost of $55,000.
will be managed by C. O.

Berkeley, Cal. — Erection of a theThe company also states that feaater at an estimated cost of $500,000
tures have been provided whereby its
being planned here by United
Artists.
engineering department can convert is
present DeVry silent portable projectors into sound-on-film, with the
Memphis — A theater is to be erectsame degree of portability, to show
ed here by the Memphis Theater Co.
both silent and sound pictures.
Joe Hanover, of this city, has been
awarded the contract.

Soundproof Glass Line
Shown by Semon Bache

SCREEN SIZE CONTROL
DEVELOPED BY VALLEN

Acoustical Information
Available from E. R.P.I.

Applied acoustics and noise control are the basis of a booklet recently published by the Acoustic Consulting Service of Electrical Research
Products, in which applied acoustics
Omaha — Erection of two de luxe is called an "exact science."
The booklet outlines the develophouses is being planned by the Popument of acoustics to the present day
lar Arriusement Corp.
and tells of the work of the Erpi
Service in applying this knowledge
to building design in the same manner that lighting, heating, ventilation,
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
etc., are specified. Scientific instruments have been developed, it is
Hollywood — The morning session
stated,
which measure and analyze
of the last day of the Society of Monoises, and ways have been evolved
tion Picture Engineers' convention
at the American Legion Auditorium to eliminate or control them. Ways
here, May 25-29, will be devoted to have also been found to test the absorption and transmission charactera symposium of theater practices.
istics of materials to further control
Among the papers to be read are:
or eliminate unwanted sounds.
"An Apertureless Optical System
for Sound on Film," by R. C. Burt;
Enter Equipment Field
"Continuous Non-Intermittent ProPittsburgh — S. and H. Wanetick
jectors," by A. J. Holman; "Properties of Low Intensity Reflecting Arc have entered the equipment field under the name of Tri-State Theater
Projector Carbons," by D. B. Joy
Equipment
Exchange with headquarand A. C. Downes; "An AC Operters in this city. They are listing
ated Sound Motion Picture Repronew and used products for theater
ducing Equipment," by T. D. Cun- owners of the territory. The Waneningham; "Motion Picture Screens," ticks are specializing at the present
by F. M. Falge.
The afternoon and evening ses- time in the manufacture of highgrade seat covers, and are representsions will include these papers: "Air
ing various acoustical cloths and carConditioning by Carrier Method," by
A. H. Simonds; "Air Conditioning,"
by E. C. Holden; "New 35 mm. Port- pets.
able Sound Equipment," by H. Griffin; "Protecting the Theater Against
the Fire Peril," by R. B. Dickson;
"Storage and Handling of Film," by
E. W. Fowler and L. B. Newell;
"Reversing the Form and Inclination
of the Motion Picture Theater Floor

Theater Problems Slated
For S.M.P.E. Discussion

JUST
AROUND
THE
CORNER

for
Improvement
Schlanger.

in Vision," by Ben

Support Bracket
A mechanism support bracket that
is adjustable to all projection angles,
eliminating vibration in the machine
and assuring a steady picture on the
screen, has been put out by the Blue
Seal Products Co., Inc., of Brooklyn.

from every American
theatre
NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY
COMPANY

Brunches in all Principal Cities

Universal Change-Over Switch
Seattle — A small compact changeover switch consisting of two types,
one for film and disc and the other
for film only, with meters and rheostats provided for indicating and controlling current of exciter lamps and
supplied with equalizers for balancing
volume of pre-amplifiers, is being put
out by the Universal Sound Equipment Co. Switching from one machine to the other, it is said, is accomplished by the mere flipping of
a key. One side of fader only is
used for regulating the volume. A
test switch is provided on panel for
enabling operator to line up exciter
lamp for test pre-amplifier on one
machine while other machine is in
operation.
Maximum

Protection

AUTOMATIC
GOLD SEAL
Registers

General

Speed and Accuracy

/£&.
SIMPLEX
Afii±
TICKET
Registers

Register

Corp.

Paramount
Bldg., New
York City
Chicago Office — 1018 So. Wabash Ave.

wait

DON'T

until an inspector comes around
to tell you to hx your chairs.

REPAIR
MAKE

YOUR
CHAIRS
YOUR
SQUAB
SPRING SEATS

NOW!
SEATS

Repairing — Reseating — Upholstering
Estimates cheerfully given

Allied Seating Company
GRamcrcy
5-5833

303 4th Avenue
New York City at 23rd St.
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LATEST

NEWS FROM LONDON, PARIS, BERLIN,
SYDNEY, MELBOURNE
AND
OTHER
FOREIGN
CENTERS

Foreign
By

FIRST MEXICAN FILM UNIT
Mexico City — A new production
unit, known as Empire Productions,
and the only one contemplating activity in Mexico at the present time
will soon go into operation here.
Maurice A. Chase, president, and
Jack Lustberg, production manager,
of the enterprise are now assembling
a studio staff, and pictures of the
same standard of quality as American
product are planned.
Aside from the main studio with
floor space of 208 ft. by 156 ft, with
a 78 ft. clearance overhead, soundproofed with ash of dormant volcanoes near the city, the company
has already completed a projection
room, cutting and editing rooms, film
vaults, carpenter and paint shop, a
structure to house the laboratory, and
a small studio in which preliminary
operations will be started. The plant
is set in a tract of 800,000 square
meters.
Natural scenery on the company's
own premises and within a few minutes in any direction, plus weather
conditions, places this location on a
par with Hollywood for production
purposes, according to Lustberg, production chief, who further states "the
Spanish language markets are so hungry for a regular supply of product
in their native tongue that all else is
superfluous and will be for many
years to come."

Markets
GEORGE

Sweden Using Own Sound Device
Stockholm — A domestic sound-on-film device, manufactured by the
Aga-Baltic Co., was given its first public demonstration here recently. As a result of the test it is reported the Swedish film industry will not renew current agreements with Tobis-Klangfilm but will
use the Swedish equipment instead. It is maintained that renting of
Tobis sets is much too high to permit profitable business.

RCA NOISELESS EQUIPMENT LATVIAN HOUSES TO SHUT
FOR GAINSBOROUGH PLANT IF TAX IS NOT LOWERED
London — Negotiations have been
Riga, Latvia — Theater owners and
completed between Gainsborough film distributors here have threatened
Pictures and RCA for the installation to close shop this month if the newly
of the latter's new ground noise re- elected city council rejects their petiduction equipment on all channels
tion to lower the turnover tax and
at Gainsborough's Islington studios. reduce the rate for. electric current
In addition, four of the latest type used by picture houses. The tax was
RCA "Ribbon" microphones are to recently boosted from 30 to 35 per
be installed.
cent, and the power rate is double
that charged other consumers.

New Television Company
Is Planned in England

London — H. P. E. Myers, chief
advisory engineer of the Baird Television Co., has severed his connections with that organization to form
a syndicate for the exploitation of his
own television inventions. Associated
with Myers in this enterprise will be
Will Day, also a former Baird executive. The proposed company, it is
claimed, will control the basic patents
for a process enabling presentation
picture 9 ft. by 6 ft.,
Entertainments Tax Cut ofwitha television
triple scanning and the Kerr
It is planned to manufacture a
Sought by French C.E.A. cell.
Paris — A deputation of French ex- television set on this principle.
hibitors, representing the French
Jewish Talker House in London
Cinema
Exhibitors
Ass'n, recently
conferred with the Minister
of Fine
London — The Pavilion, Jewish
Arts in an effort to bring about a
reduction in the entertainments tax. legitimate house operated by J. W.
Rosenthal, will shortly institute a new
Although Mons. Petsche, present
Minister of Fine Arts, is understood policy of Jewish talkers. Judea Films
of the U. S. will supply the programs.
to be sympathetic toward the proposal, he made no comment except
B.I.P. May Raise Dividend
to promise consideration of the matter.
London — Accounts of British International Pictures for the financial
Dijon, France — Local exhibitors
have called a strike with a view to- year 1930-31 have been
completed
ward obtaining a reduction of the and according to report, there
is a
entertainments tax.
possibility of the company declaring
a dividend in excess of the previous
year, when the return was 8 per cent.
Panic Prevention
Sheffield, Eng. — A suggestion from the National Council
of Women, that attendants at
children's matinees should be
taught special words of command for use in case of fire or
panic, has been placed before
the C.E.A. for consideration. It
is proposed that with the cooperation of schools, children
could be trained to respond in
orderly manner to such orders.

REDDT

English Trailer Co. Active
London — Important deals calling
for trailer service to several leading
British circuits were concluded here
recently by Winads. Contracts have
been signed with Associated British
Cinemas to supply trailers to 80
houses in its circuit; Bernstein Theaters for the entire circuit, and Metropolitan and Provincial Cimenatograph Theaters for their circuit of
houses in this city.

HAPPENINGS
IN OTHER
LANDS
OF INTEREST TO
PRODUCERS, DISTRIBUTORS
AND
OTHERS
IN THE
U. S.

GERMAN FIRM TO MARKET
NARROW FILM APPARATUS!
Berlin — Siemens Co., German
equipment firm, is reported planning
to place on the market a special apparatus for the recording and reproduction ofnarrow film. The apparatus, itis stated, will be sold at
low cost.

World's Largest Super
Being Readied in Paris

Paris — When the reconstructed
Gaumont Palace opens here, it will
be the world's largest motion picture
house with a seating capacity of
6,000. Engineers have overcome serious acoustical difficulties in the tre-|
mendous auditorium of
the house,
where in some instances the audience
will be over 70 yards from the screen.
The new Palace will have two
screens, one 8 meters by 10, and the
A.R.P. Building 2 Studios other 12 by 16 meters. It will be
On Outskirts of London possible to shift from one screen to
the other as required by an autoLondon — Associated Radio Picmaticerator's
apparatus
booth. controlled in the optures is building two large studios,
workshops and an electrical plant at
Ealing, on the outskirts of this city.
French Director Circles Globe
One of the studios is now nearing
completion.
Paris — M. P. Chaumel, director,
has completed a trip around the
Tri-lingual in Work at Cines
world for Gaumont - Franco - FilmRome — A new tri-lingual film is Aubert, during which he gatherec
about to enter production at the material for a film to be presented at
forthcoming Paris Colonial ExCines studios, in collaboration with the
hibition.
Cinema-Film G.m.b.H. of Berlin.
Title of the German version is "Der
Lajos Biro Signed by Gainsboro
Mann, den Niemand" (The Man
Whom Nobody Saw). The film will
London — Gainsborough Picture
have in addition to German, Italian has
signed Lajos Biro, novelist am
and international versions, all of
which are to be directed by Hans playwright, who will undertake re
sponsibility for the screen adaptaSteinhoff.
tions of many outstanding subject
schedule
d for production by the com
E. H. Snook Leaves Edibell
pany. Biro authored the Paramoun
London — E. H. Snook, for the past
Last Command" an
year general superintendent of Edi- pictures
"Hotel "The
Imperial," and complete
bell,
has
resigned
from
that
organization.
screen treatment of "The Ghos
Train" for Gainsborough prior t
being signed.
New Super for North Scotland
Edinburgh — Construction work
Fogwell's
Next an Original
has been launched on the Playhouse,
London — A® its next production,
a 1,300-seat super in Peterhead. Site
of the Playhouse is on Queen Street, Fogwell Productions has chosen an
fares.
one of the city's principal thorough- original story by Eliot Campbell, en
titled "The Love Call."
Fidelytone Now "Noiseless"
London — Fidelity Films, Ltd., has
announced perfection of its sound recording apparatus, Fidelytone, to the
extent of entirely eliminating objectionable ground noise. The new
noiseless device, it is said, definitely
does away with all clicking and hissing which has occurred in the past.

Pittaluga Successor
Rome — At a special meeting
held here recently Commendatore Dr. Guido Pedrazzini was
elected managing director of
Cines, Italy's leading film company.
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Club
Cons. F.I.

1)

Jack Baker
of Wyanoak-Elco,
and
the athletic association
itself.
Workouts held in the last few
weeks showed plenty of good diamond talent among the eight teams,
and indicate some lively contests. A
complete schedule of the games appears on this page.
Officers of the M. P. Athletic
Ass'n for the current year are Ed
Wherity, RKO
Pathe, president;
Gordon Vroome, National Theater
Supply, vice-president; Bill. Brennan,
Columbia, secretary; E. Waxberg,
RKO, treasurer; R. S. Gavin, RKO,
chairman of sports.

12 Firms Will Exhibit
At S.M.P.E. Spring Meet
Twelve motion picture equipment
concerns have already arranged for
space to exhibit new motion picture
equipment at the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers' spring meeting to
be held in Hollywood, May 25-29.
The companies are: RCA Photophone, Mole-Richardson, Moviola,
Weston Electric Instrument Corp.,
Electrical Research Products, Pacent
Reproducer Corp., Oscar B. DePue,
Newmade Products Corp., National
Projector Corp., Ashcraft Automatic
Arc Co., Eastman Kodak, and Bell
& Howell.
The historical committee of the
society will also have an exhibit of
motion picture equipment and films
of historical interest.
Representatives from at least five
countries will attend the meeting.
From Germany there will be a delegation of five, headed by Oskar
Meester, leading German motion picture engineer. Two engineers will
be present from England. Ronald
Jay of Scotland and Luigi Ramien
from Italy will also be present.

Vaudeville At Hollywood
Planned by Gottesman

Columbia
Fox
E.R.P.I.
Pathe
R.C.A.
Nat'l The.
R.K.O.

Athletic

( tons.F
Fox
at
Home 1 Columbu at Home
at Home
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executive
committee
meets in Washington, May 17.
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*
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Al Kaufman
Players-Lasky

may supervise Famous
German
production.
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N-E-W-S OF THE DAY
San Diego, Cal. — The Army and
Navy Y.M.C.A. here, the membership of which comprises the officers
and men of the army and naval bases
on the Southern California Pacific
Coast, has installed RCA Photoohone sound apparatus in its auditorium.
Washington — Fred Beirsdorf has
resigned from the Vitagraph exchange to join RKO Pathe. Beirstory. dorf will handle the Virginia terri-

Little Rock, Ark.— The Boys' Club
of this city, one of the most progressive organizations devoted to the socalled "Big Brother" idea, has installed RCA Photophone sound motion picture reproducing equipment in
the auditorium of its building

St. Paul — The Garrick is now being
operated by Howard Dale, who acquired it from Sam Ludwig.

Bisbee, N. D. — John
taken over the Opera
F, I. Larue.

SPENDING $8,000,000
ON EUROPEAN OUTPUT

at 1 fiptiK'

The
9
27

Pathe

May

Aug.

Nantucket, Mass. — Management of
(Continued from Pane 1)
in East Rutherford, N. J. The house, the Casino has contracted with
which seats 1,200, was owned by RCA Photophone for the installation
Adelson & Blumenthal. He also of sound reproducing apparatus.
operates one in Irvington, three in
Newark and one in the Bronx.
Minneapolis — M C. Martin has
taken over the Rainbow from Doctor
Watson.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

May
Baseball

Association

has
Arnold
from
House

(Continued

from

Pant

1)

lures will be less than last year, but
more emphasis is being placed on
quality.
A

number of purely French scenarios will be filmed, demanding considerably more time than for refilming American productions. A Committee of Authors recently organized
lo select original stories for the Joinville studios already has designated
"Marius" by Marcel Pagnol, "Rien
Ne Va Plus" by Saint Granier, and
"L'Homme
en Habit" by Yves Mitande.
French is the language spoken in
".'; of the pictures currently turned
out by Paramount at Joinville, while
Spanish, German and Swedish follow
the local tongue
in importance.

Photophone Promotes
Dumestre to Dist. Mgr.

Washington — Leonard J. Shackleford has resigned as treasurer of the

J. 1'. Dumestre, Jr., RCA Photophone salts representative with headquarters in Xew
Orleans,
has been
ted to district sales manager
R-K-O Keith to join the auditor's I
staff of the American Red Cross. L. of the Atlanta office, succeeding C. A.
J. Vanderburgh, assistant manager, Clegg, resigned, it is announced 1>\
assumed Shackleford's duties.
Sydney E. Abel, general sales manager.

SICK HOUSES
them
fails to bring
picturesomething
four-star knows
WHEN
in the amanager
is wrong.
He can then blame it all on the business depression, orhe can do something about it.
Many thoughtful managers have reasoned that in
troublous times men and women stand most in need
of gay entertainment — bright lights, soft carpets,
living music — cheery and glamorous atmosphere, a
place to forget cares for the moment.
The all-sound house does not fill the bill. However
worthy its screen show may be such a theatre remains
a dark and cheerless spot — likely to become a sick
house.
The salutary effect of living music is urgently indicated. Not a quack remedy, but the tried and true
specific, indispensable in first class theatres since the
movies emerged from the nickelodeon era.

Buffalo— K. Soblewski has sold the
Mllmore to Milton Korach.
Fu'ton, N. Y— Publix has bought
the Quirk from Bloom Amusement
Co.

Rochester, N. Y.- Mrs. Leah Irons
lias taken over the Clinton from H.
\V. Shannon.
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Gloria Swanson in

"Indiscreet"

"Mother's Millions"

ted Artists Time, 92 mins.
A NATURAL. FIRST-CLASS
FARCE COMEDY ENTERTAINMENT/ FOR ANY AUDIENCE.
SPLENDID.
SWANSON
Gloria Swanson lias again gone in
for a dizzy, hilarious, but always entertaining brand of comedy, somewhat on the style of -What a WidIt's laughter-provoking stuff
reel after reel, some of which borders
slapstick and is reminiscent of the
old Keystone daysi The star does a
nd pieee of work throughout,
which also goes lor the few serious
moments. She receives well nigh
perfect support from Ben Lyon opposite her. Maude Eburne as her
aunt Kate, and the rest of the players. The story is neither heavy nor
new, but it presents some mighty
clever twists and Leo McCarey has
lathered it with a swell directorial
misses. It's the
job whichof never
tell
a women
should
problem
iut her past before marrying
a
chap.

Universal
Time, 93 mins.
EXCELLENT LIGHT COMEDY PARTICULARLY GOOD
FOR THE SMALLER HOUSES.
CONTINUOUS
ENTERTAINMENT.
Produced by Liberty Productions,
the story is a sort of Hetty Green
yarn concerning a wealthy and eccentric old lady who tries to dominate the lives of her son and daughter as she has the financial world.
When the boy gets into a scrap and
borrows money from her deadly
enemy, she kicks him out. Her somewhat meek/ daughter falls in love
with her assistant. The boy makes
good on his own and returns, but
the mother still views him suspiciously, believing that he's after
her money. At the windup, however, he proves differently in a sequence in which his mother's enemy
seeks to convince her that the boy s
mercenary. Miss Robson delivers a
spontaneous and generally believable
performance as the militant mother.
Among the other players Lawrence
Gray is outstanding as the son. But
it's Miss Robson's picture all the
way through.

Cast: May Robson, James Hall, Lawrence
Gray, Frances Dade, Edmund Breese, Lillian
Cast: Gloria Swanson, Ben Lyon, Barbara Harmer,
Leach Winslow, Elinor Flynn, William L. Thorne.
Kent, Arthur Lake, Maude Eburne, Henry
Owsley.
Mon-oe
Kolker, Nella Walker,
Director, James Good ; Author, Howard
Director,
Leo
McCarey ; Authors,
De
Adaptors, McKent Barnes; Adaptor, Winifred Dunn;
Henderson;
and
Brown
Sylva,
; Dialoguers,
same l Editor,
Hal
C. Dialoguer, Gene Lewis; Cameraman, Ernest
; Cameramen, Roy June, Gregg Toland ; Hall ; Editor, Donn Hayes ; Recording Engineer, C. Roy Hunter.
Recording
Engineer,
Oscar Lagerstrom.
Direction, good.
Photography,
good.
Direction, box-office. Photography, Grade A.

Buck Jones in

"The Texas Ranger"

Columbia
Time, 59 mins.
FAST ACTION
WESTERN
WITH BUCK JONES GETTING
OVER STRONG. UNUSUALLY
GOOD STORY WITH PLENTY
OF SUSPENSE.
This one gets away from all the
routine western formula and stacks
up as a mighty interesting western
with a unique plot that develops logically to a strong finish. It has been
excellently directed by Ross Lederman, and Buck Jones not only rides
and fights, but gets a real characterization into his role. All of which
infers that this western is above
average. It is. Opens with a punch,
showing the night riders burning
the house of a homesteader, traveling through the dark with flaming
torches streaking the black sky. And
from there on it is all action. Buck
Jones enters the scene as a ranger
sent to get the girl who has been
lassed as an outtadv, and wanted
for a killing along with her crowd.
Story develops the fact that the night
riders and their chief are the real
criminals, and the girl's crowd are
the homesteaders who were compelled to take the law into their own
hands for self protection.
Cast: Buck

Jones, Carmelita Geraghty,

Harry
Woods', Harry
Ed Brady,
Billy Bletcher,
Todd.Nelson
Budd McDowell,
Fine, Bert
Woodruff. Edward Peil, Sr.
Director. Ross Lederman ; Author, Forrest
Sheldon; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, Gene Milford; Cameraman, Teddy
Tetzjaff; Sound Recorder, George Cooper.
Direction, excellent.
Photography,
good.

"Virtuous Husbands"

May Robson in

"Captain Thunder"
Warners

Time

70 mins.

COLORFUL

MEXICAN ATMOSPHERE WITH GAY BANDIT MAKES LIGHT ENTERTAINMENT THAT HAS A POPULAR KICK.

Victor Varconi, as the gay bandit
rescuing ladies and going through a
lot of musical comedy motions, manages to make this a pleasing and
peppy offering with a lot of sentimental interest to interest the ladies.
The hero bandit has got himself involved with a big cattle thief, and
promises on his word of honor to
help him when the occasion demands.
Meanwhile the beautiful senorita is
in love with a poor Mex, while her
father tries to persuajde her to marry
the rich rustler. Thfre are some hectic doings with the soldiers hot after
the hero bandit, with the girl saving
him. The climax comes with the rustler calling on the bandit to
his
word ot honor, and do him keep
a favor
when asked. It is to break up the
wedding of the .uirl to her poor
sweetheart. The hero does so, has
the gal married to the rustler, then
promptly shoots him, leaving the girl
lree. He lias kept his promise.
Judels,
T ST^ Robert
nV'ft0r Y.;,',r.co,liFay Alvarado,
Wray, Charles
Elliott, Don
Natalie Moorhead, Bert Roach, Frank Campeau, Robert
)•:. Keane,
Sainpolis.
Director, Alan CroslandJohn
; Authors, Hal
Davitt, Pierre Couderc; Adaptor, Gordon
Rigby; Dialoguer, William K. Wells; Edi
tor, Arthur Hilton ; Cameraman, James Van
Tires.

Direction,

Okay.

Photography,

Good.

with

Elliott

Nugent,

Universal

Jean

Arthur

Time, 75 mins.

PLEASING COMEDY
WITH
AMUSING DOMESTIC SITUATION AND PLENTY LAUGHS
SCATTERED
THROUGHOUT.
Based on the stage play "Apron
Strings," this comedy of young married life is a good laugh number for
audiences generally. The story concerns a dull lad, appropriately played by Elliott Nugent, whose mother
dies and leaves him a load of written theories on marriage. After going to the altar with a very modern
young girl, portrayed by Jean Arthur, he tries to conduct his domestic
relations according to his mother's
instructions, which results in the disappointed bride returning to her
own home. But the situation is
straightened out through the intervening efforts of a lawyer, Tully
Marshall, and when the straightlaced
husband becon/es untied from his
mother's literary "apron strings" he
changes into a very different and
much livelier individual. A swell
all-around cast helps put the story
over.

Thomas Meighan in

"Young Sinners"

F°x
Time, 78 mini
MEIGHAN DOES FINE CHAR
ACTERIZATION
IN
HUMAN
STORY
THAT
HAS
GOOD
FLAMING
YOUTH
ANGLE.
It's practically all Tom
Meighan I
in this one.
He does not make his
first appearance till the film is onethird over, but when
he does, oh
boy!
How
it starts to take on a
warm,
human
glow, and to mean ]
something.
Up to that time the
theme concerns
itself with the wild I
antics of a lot of spoiled children of j
the rich, with partcular reference to
a youth who is drinking himself to
death over a girl who he thinks is
about to marry another.
The boy's!
father puts Tom Meighan in charge {
to try and make a man out of his I
son. Tom takes the part of a rough
Irishman, whose job is to turn flabby
rich men's sofltf into men.
He goes |
to work on the youngster up in the J
mountains,
and the way he does it j
makes a very human and appealing
story, with some very fine touches.
Hardie
Albright
is good
as the
youth,
but it's Meighan,
Meighan'Hardie
s picture.
Cast: Thomas
Albright,

Dorothy Jordan, Cecilia Loftus. James Kirkwood, Edmund Breese, Lucien Prival, Arnold Lucy, Nora Lane, Joan Castle, John
Cast: Elliott Nugent, Jean Arthur, Betty Arledge, Eddie Nugent, Yvonne Palletier,
Compson, J. C. Nugent, Alison Skipworth, David Rollins. Gaylord Pendleton. Billy
Butts.
Tully Marshall, Eva McKenzie.
Director, John Blystone; Author, Elmer
Director, Yin Moore; Author, Dorrance
Harris
; Adaptor, William Conselman ; DiaDavis ; Adaptor, Dale Van Every ; Dialogfuer,
loguer, same ; Editor, Ralph Dixon ; CamFred Niblo, Jr. ; Editor, Arthur Hilton ;
eraman, John Seitz ; Recording Engineer,
Cameraman. Jerry Ash ; Recording Engineer, Clayton _ Ward.
C. Roy Hunter.
Direction, Showmanship. Photography,
Direction, Fine. Photography,
Okay.
I Very Good.

"Too Young to Marry"
with Loretta Young, Grant Withers
Warner Bros.
Time, 67 mins.
FAIR DOMESTIC COMEDY
ABOUT A HARD - HEARTED
MOTHER'S ATTEMPTS
TO
KEEP HER DAUGHTER FROM
MARRYING
A POOR BOY.
Although Loretta Young and
Grant Withers are featured, it is O.
P. Heggie and Emma Dunn who
practically dominate this production,
based on the rather wornout theme
of a mother's attempts to prevent
her daughter from marrying the man
of her heart .-tecause he happens to
be a turepoor
jgrocer's
boy.
The play,.
picis based
on the
stage
"Broken Dishes." Miss Dunn is the
domineering mother and Heggie is
the very meek father who finally asserts himself after the mother has

Jack Perrin in

"The Kid From Time,
Arizona"
Cosmos
55 mins.

ROUTINE WESTERN WITH
MAKESHIFT STORY THAT
HARKS BACK TO THE OLD
DAYS, AND RATHER POORLY
DONE ALL AROUND.

There is not a great deal to this
old-fashioned
western
and its only
chances
are in the small outlying
houses, preferably
as a part of a
double
bill.
The
production
is
pretty weak from almost every angle, with dim lighting on photography
that has most of the picture blurred
and the faces indistinguishable, even
in the closeups.
The yarn is far
fetched, poorly motivated, and generally unconvincing.
Jack
Perrin
comes in town a stranger, and gets

a job on the Colonel's ranch, where
they are preparing for an endurance
race. Jack agrees to ride Lightning,
nearly ness.
ruined
A mild their
vein daughter's
of comedy happiruns a bad horse that no other cowboy
The Colonel has put up
through the story, but there is prac- can mount.
on this horse against a
tically no relief from the talkiness his dough
of the production, which thereby be- horse owned by a man who is secretly the head of a rustling gang.
The
comes a strong argument for more
spare use of dialogue. Good char- gang
operates
with
a
lot
of
phoneyacter performances are given by Indians who scare the ranch owners
Jack is unLloyd Xeal, as an old townsman, with their wild antics.
der cover as a sheriff, tracks the fake
and J. Farrell McDonald, as justice
Indians to their lair, and knocks out
of the peace.
gang members
single
Cast: Loretta Young, Grant Withers, O. the disguised
one after another.
P. Heggie, Emma Dunn, J. Farrell Mc- handed,

Donald. Lloyd Neal, Richard Tucker, VirCast: Jack Perrin, Josephine Hill, Robert
Walker.
ginia Sale. Aileen Carlisle.
Director. Mervyn LeRoy ; Author, Martin
Director, Robert J. Horner; Author, RobFlavin; Adaptor, Francis Edwards Faragoh ;
ert J. Horner ; Adaptor, Robert Walker ;
Dialoguer. same; Editor, John Rollins; Dialoguer,
not stated ; Editor, not stated ;
Sid Hickox.
Cameraman,
Cameraman,
Jules Cronjager.
Direction, good.
Photograpy,
okay.
Direction, poor.
Photography,
poor.
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REVIEWS
"Traffic Troubles"

(Mickey Mouse)
Time, 7 mins.
Columbia
Funny

The traffic problem is well handled
by Mickey in this humorous release.
Walt Disney has gathered a score
of new and novel gags that are surefire laugh-getters. Mickey starts out
as a taxi driver but finds travel somewhat difficult with a large hog as his
fare. The action is fast and the synchrony and effects well done.
Charles Halton in

"The Strange Case"

Time, 7 mins.
Vitaphone 1161
Amusing Travesty
A travesty on the murder mysteries.
At a dinner party the host allows
his guests to designate which part of
the turkey they desire. When he
makes an attempt to run off with his
own choice of meat, he is chased and
bumped. Then follows a series of
comic investigations, with the guests
killing each other off for no special
reason. When all are done for, the
host sits up and proceeds to eat his
turkey in peace. Gerald Oliver Smith
is in the supporting cast.

"The World at Prayer"

a
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OF SOUND

SHORTS

dumb (very) manicure girl. I he
upon the pug develops over-confidence, brags about his exploits and
material and the manner in which
ability,
and winds up by getting
it is sold certainly is refreshing. Principals are Burns and Allen, who have kayoed.
made many a Paramount short hit
Smith and Dale in
before. Directed by Howard Brethc-rton under general supervision by"The Real Estaters"
Larry
Kent.
Paramount
Time, 10 mins.
Good Comedy
Another good load of broad fun
"Roumania"
from
the popular comedy team of
Ufa
Time, 10 mins.
Smith and Dale. This time they are
Fair Travelogue
A travel short that appears to be engaged in the real estate racket.
primarily designed for educational Money being scarce and obligations
heavy, they dump their bills into a
purposes. Accompanied by a syn- waste basket and then draw them
chronized lecture, it presents various
at a time for payment. Faraspects of life and industry in Rou- out one
ther hilarity is provided in the efforts
mania. Rather lengthy as an entertainment filler.
of the duo to dispose of some property to a feminine client. She happens to be a tax investigator.

"Purely
an Jr.,
Accident"
with Reed
Brown,
Allan Kearns
and Frank Otto
Vitaphone
1106
Time, 9 mins.
Fair Skit
Fairly interesting skit revolving
around a fighter with an inferiority
complex. He wins every fight, but
declines to take credit, saying his victories are largely accidental. A prominent manager takes him in hand and
builds him up to a champ,
where-

Carpet of Movietone)
(Magic
Fox
Time, 8 mins.
Impressive
Religions of almost every denomination, starting at the shrine of
By JACK
H
Lourdes and ending with an unusually fine recording of the choir of St.
Thomas' Church in New York City,
comprise this excellent sequence of
shots. Yuletide services in the Alps,
Very fine stage show at the Roxy,
the Moslem lands, the Muezzin calling the faithful to prayer, whirling with lots of color and diversity. It
dervishes and striking scenes of the
Juggernaut as it is drawn through is titled "Around the Compass," giving four episodes in different parts
the streets of Puri, India, are included.
of the world. A large illuminated
compass on the curtain with moving
indicator at the opening of each bit,
"Scared Stiff"
Universal
Time, 17 mins. sets the atmosphere for the title.
Weak
First is Alaska, with Blomberg's
This is a flat and laughless number, Alaskan dogs doing some neat tricks,
depending on the old gorilla gag for the Roxyettes in appropriate costume,
its motivation. Two dumb detectives, and closing with a dog sled moving
second scene
sent to trap the thief who is stealing, out of the village. The
troupe of
diamonds from a mine, run into a de- is China, with an Oriental
serted cabin and are scared to death jugglers and acrobats, Jack Wynne
ballet. Cosby a gorilla that chases them in, also and Company, and the
tumes and set are handsome. The
a parrot that gets caught under a
with an old
white sheet, and flies around like third scene is Dixie,
for the set.
plantation
a
on
mansion
a ghost. A fake gorilla, one of the
diamond thieves, comes in and the Banjo players, crooners, three last
gags are built around mistaking the colored steppers, ballet and chorus
real gorilla for the phoney.
Singing old Southern airs. The final
is the West and the cowboy atmosphere, with a trick lasso artist, cow"Once Over Light"
girls in an atmospheric routine, and
Paramount
Time, 8 mins.
id finish with a forest fire, and
Grand Entertainment
a covered wagon on a threadmill
The kind of a short you can plug then
dashing madly away from pursuing
as one of the greatest pieces of en- Indians. Principals in the last two
tertainment inmany a month. Too lumbers are Alfredo Chigi, Patricia
bad all shorts can't be made as en- Bowman, Wells, Mordecai & Taylor,
tertaining as this one. Action set Wallace Brothers, Dorothy Miller &
in a barber shop background and
Carlell. the
concerns conversations between an Annie Goldsmith. "Bud"
Roxyettes and ballet. Lots ol talent,
irritated customer,
a barber
and a and a smart
show
all the way.

©

"Lodge Night"

around

it creates some embarrassment. Meanwhile a snoopy n
bor has seen the two-timing hu
enter the cabaret, and she promptly
carries the tale to the wife, who
hastens to drag her spouse back
Okay
home.

"The (Talkartoon)
Bum Bandit"
Paramount

Time,

6 mins.

Quite a bit of talk in this animated
cartoon subject showing Bimbo pulling off a train robbery only to discover that his wife, Dangerou
s Nan
McGraw,
is one of the passengers
.
A conflict follows, and she comeThe idea, art work and
out victor.
Howare excellent.
synchroniz
at n
diaever, incio
lusion of considerable
decn
logue, with a correspond
g
from
somein
detracts
in action,
what
typeof this
th
sheort. effectiveness

with Joe Phillips and Hazel Cox
Vitaphone 1134
Time, 8 mins.
So-So
Another domestic comedy in which
"With Pleasure"
hubby tells the wife he is going to Vitaphone
Time, 17 mins.
his lodge, and then trots out to a
Good Novelty
cabaret with another lad and two
cuties. but wifie has gone through
A snappy number, with Dolly Gilbert featured in a novelty theme. Her
his wallet, and when the check comes
dancing partner outlines a new- idea

©

PRESENTATIONS
ARROW ER

Amos V Andy Click
Around-the-World Bits
Paramount Bill
Comprise Show at Roxy Amos 'n' On
Andy, in their New York

for pepping
dentists'
with
a string upof the
steppers,
jazzoil'harmonists and girlies. Then as he
outlines his plan, the results are
shownfice ison
the with
screen.
A dentist's
oftilled
patients
who are
made to forget their toothaches
the girlies and the tap dancers do
their stuff, while the harmony boys
play. Gets over as peppy novelty,
with some good looking girls. Miss
Gilbert warbles a number.

stage debut, constitute the chief attraction on this week's stage bill at
the Paramount, and their well-known
brand of comedy clicked strong with
"Wild Life on the Veldt"
the opening audience. The blackface
(Magic Carpet of Movietone)
radio stars present interpretations of
Fox Thrilling Time, 8 mins.
their popular characters, Kingfish,
Lawyer Henry
Crawford,
Queen,
Van Lightnin',
Porter and Madam
others.
Also on the current Paramount stage
program is a new Harry Gourfain

Intimate animal studies made in
the wilds o\ Africa showing specimens of the wart-hog. zebra, hippopotamus, water-buck and lion. An
production, "Paradise Isle," with a
versatile collection of variety performers including King. King and interesting scene is that of a "warning bird" screeching its warning to
King; Max and His Gang, Haines all small animal- that the king oi
Twins and the Evans-Bines Girls.
the jungle is prowling about. The
Charlie Davis and his J03 Gang also rush of animals to safety has been
provide some more rounds of their
ly handled and smartly edited.
entertaining antics. while J
Good natural sound and line musical
Crawford
about i~^^' num- background.
al the presents
organ.
The current screen attraction at the
New York and Brooklyn Paramount.
"Bosco's Holiday"
Tiffany's
Vitaphone 4694
Time, 7 mins.
in Tin
In"Hell
M I >Bound,"
\11.v of was
Marchreviewed
1.
"Trader"

Holds

Over

Good ( 'omic ( '",■
Loonej
I une has it> prin
Denver — "Trader
Horn,"
which cipal, take his girl friend for an
n
the
coin
I Hock
was previously
roadshowed at $1.50
to
ensues.
Main
oi
tinold '",
picture
at the Rialto, is the first
at the
a week
than
more
be held
tin- M-G M prowhere
Paramount,
show
its second
duction is having
ing.
'• mu_
entet ta
sical 1
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FILMS SHOW UP CRIME
POLICE HEADS DECLARE

U

*
r
f
S
S
s
Sidelights
Convention

ACTORS on the Universal lot
had better look to their laurels.
current issue of "The Police Journal," official organ of police authon- Their boss, Junior Laemmle, registhroughout the country.
ters in great style in the studio talkThe article says in part:
ing picture trailer on new product
dealing
'•The demand for films
prepared for *
the convention.
*
*
with crime is, after all, a reflection of
A feature of the convention lunchthe public interest in the problems
eon yesterday at the St. Moritz was
which crime presents. Even in the
this
of
the speech by Christy Walsh on the
most interior presentation
All-American Sports Reels, which
type of picture, the insistent mescrimthe
that
is
he
isjectproducing
U's short subsage of the screen
new season for
program.
inal must pay the penalties of his
*
*
*
crime The production code or regIt's the nineteenth annual convenulation-, adopted by the motion piction of Universalites, and Uncleture industry definitely provides tor
Carl's 25th anniversary in the industhe treatment of such subjects from try.
ocial and community standpoint.
*
*
*
acIn the realism of newspaperaway
Phil
Reisman
made
an inspiring
counts, the criminal often gets
speech
on
new
product
and policy,
s
sometime
are
with it. police officers
derelict
being
as
charged
and
declared
the
meeting
"the most
y
indirectl
in their duties, the motive for the important ever held by Universal."
congratulated
Schlanger's
crime may remain unsolved and the He
Eastern
sales forcesTed
on winning
the
criminal may go undetected and un- Laemmle Anniversary Drive.
punished.
*
*
#
"But this is not true in the fiction
from
d
reflecte
Delegates
heard
from
Sam Jacobcrime
treatment of
son,
Editor
of
the
Newsreel,
that
movthe
in
ly
Invariab
the screen.
complete representation has been seies the law reigns supreme. Thein mothe
for the crime are solved
cured in all foreign countries. U's
action of the drama and the criminal own reel starts June 1. Seventy-five
big dailies throughout the country
pays the just penalties of the law." are now allied with it.
*
*
*
Atlantic City— Gangster pictures
a child'sis
on nment
effect
Clair Hague, the "Little Napohave
never
enviro
home
theany
mind if
leon" of Universal's Canadian offices, has won so many sales drive
right, declared Ellis Parker, Burlnoted
and
ve
detecti
in -ton County
l>r>~cs that, he will have to get an
criminal catcher, in addressing the additional room in which to store
them.
New fersey State Federation of Women's Clubs. "Of course the gangster films I have ever seen, the crook
"Pop" Sipe, the Memphis Marvel,
always gets caught in the end and has attended so many U conventions
that he has lost count. He's a real
learns
said. a life of crime doesn't pay," veteran.
lie
(Continm

Page

I)

Monogram Names New Managers
Monogram Pictures Corp. has appointed the following managers: For
Denver, J. T. Sheffield; Salt Lake
City, E. J. Lustig; Butte, J. A.
Roger-; Portland, James R. Keith
and for Seattle, J. W. Allender.
John W. Manghum, formerly with
Tiffany, has been appointed southeastern manager, covering Atlanta.
Charlotte and New Orleans.
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INFORMATIVE' AD COPY
AIMED AT BY PUBL1X

(Continued
from Paijc 1)
and made reply in the same way.
tical flavor, Botsford said that Pub
*
*
*
The Universal president also took lix managers and publicity men have
occasion to write a letter to Paul been instructed to inject more information regarding the story-thenie in
Block, publisher, taking exception to
the latter's editorial propaganda all ads and copy, and to create interest with informative matter rathagainst gangster films.
*
*
*
er than with adjectives, superlatives
The prodigal son got a big greet- and sensationalism.
ing from the who
convention.
Ben
Y. Cammack,
has just He's
returned
to Universal, as manager of the At- Sees Films Becoming
lanta office.
Great Social Force
*
*
*
(Continued
from Pane 1)
Another old-timer is Mike Lan- of the National Board of Review in
dow, who breezed in from Philly. an address before the Theater AsHe's supervising the Washington^
sembly at the Astor, yesterday. BarPittsburgh and Philly offices for U.
rett also predicted that the "hard*
* " *
boiled younger generation" would
It's Al Barnett's first convention not
be content for long with romanas a full-fledged exchange mantic themes in films and that the pubager. He made a great record as
lic must get beyond thinking of moa salesman in Buffalo, and was
tion pictures merely as a procession
promoted this week, when Dave Mil- of passing shadows on the entertainler shifted his headquarters
to
ment screen.
Cleveland as *district
manager.
*
*

In St. John, they call him "Capt.
Wallace Sault." He's an important
member of Clair Hague's Canadian
delegation, which also includes Sam
Brint, the Toronto Tornado and D.
Leduc, the Montreal Mauler.
*
*
*
Al Herman says Albany is too
near the home office, but his sales
record disproves his assertion.
*
*
*
Morris Joseph, the New Haven
veteran, was an early arrival. He
has two interests — his family and his
business.
Which
*
* comes* first, Mo?
H. W. Given has been manager
for U at Philadephia only a few
veteran.
months, but business proves he's a
*
*
*

From the National Capital, comes
"Snake" Richardson — they call
him that for short because he's so Eddie Heiber. A tough spot for anybody, for Ted Schlanger knows every
tall — 1*8 an old-timer with new ideas.
He's the boss of the Atlanta. Char- theater's 10-year prices.
*
*
*
lotte, Netv Orleans and Memphis
offices.
Harry
Millstein,
Pittsburgh,
*
*
*
smoke-eater, arrived with reports of
Cowan Bain, the soft-spoken whirl*
*on "Seed."
*
wind from Charlotte, doesn't talk some great deals
much.
He says it with contracts.
*
*
*
Onlyto exchange
delegateinto
whotown
didn'tis
have
ride a rattler
Carl Laemmle was all smiles over
Leo Abrams. a little fellow in charge
the official presentation in London of
a big exchange. He's putting over
the Faculty of Arts Gold Medal to of
Big U — 'and how!
"AlltheQuiet
on the of
Western
Front"
*
*
*
as
best nicture
1930. Due
to
"Luke" Conner of N'Orleans, and
the U president's inability to be in Frank McCarthy of Boston are atLondon personally, James V. Brytending their first U convention.
son, managing director of the companv in Great Britain, received the New exchange managers.
*
*
*
medal. Laemmle, however, heard the
presentation announcement over a
Paul Krieger is the Cincinnati detrans-Atlantic
telephone
connection, legate.

U. S. Led Italian '30 Film Imports
Rome — Official figures of the Italian foreign trade in motion picture
film, for 1930. -how the United Statefar in advance of other countries in
the amount of developed film imported by Italy,
Imports by meters and countries of
origin are as follows: I". S.. 1 .822.097; France. 599.535; England, 351,569; Germany, 252,493: other countries. 65,440. Total amount of devel1 film imported by Italy was 3,- B.I.P. Film Does $13,500 in Week
Famous Paris Legit Goes Sound
091,134.
Paris — Edouard VII, one of the
Toronto— The B.I.P. feature, "The
Middle Watch," in a week's run at most famous legitimate theaters in
Parallel
the Uofown here, made a gross take
Elinor Glyn, in a Lunnon inthe French capital, is to be convertof ?1 3.500.
terview, sez she feels 2,000
ed into a talker house by Patheyears old and that she has lived
X'alan.
The film interests have acUfa
Enlarging
Tempelhof
Plant
before and will live again.
Which clears up some of the
Berlin — Ufa plans enlargement
of mann. quired a 12-year lease on the property from the owner, Maurice Lehit- studios at Temnelhof. the process
mysteries about Elinor's stories.
of which will require several months.

Consolidated Film Gives
Dinner to R. C. Hubbard
A testimonial dinner was given
Thursday night to R. C. Hubbard,
chief engineer staff of Consolidated
Film Industries, at Dick's Inn in
New Jersey by the officers and department managers of the company.
The occasion was the completion of
the new administrative building at
Consolidated's Ft. Lee plant and was
attended by about 100 guests, including Herbert J. Yates, president, Ben
Goetz, vice-president, and other ofsidiaries.ficers of the company and its sub-

aries
The St. Charl
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Newspaper Ass'n Launches Fight on Screen Ads

TECHNICIANS 2 YEARSAHEAD OF INDUSTRY
Theater-Community
Circuits Making Intensive
Efforts To Establish
Personal Touch
By DON HANCOCK
"D ECOGNITION of the value of
personal contact between theater
managers and the community \vas
never so keen as at present Big circuits, which formerly held their house
chiefs to a set of inflexible home office
rules, are now doing everything in
ttieir nower to bring about the valuable relations, the nuraan touch, that

Contact Is Order of the

Trans-Lux Broadu ay Opening Delayed
Opening of the two Trans-Lux theaters on Broadway, scheduled for Saturday morning, was prevented due to some unfinished
work on the construction being incomplete. The exact date for
opening will be announced next week. B. J. Rybak and Andrew
Edson have been appointed managers.

Day

New Developments Ready
for Introduction at
Proper Time

Technicians working on sound picture problems, are two years ahead of
the industry in the matter of perfected
developments, The Film Daily learns.
No matter what trends may crop up,
the engineers are fully prepared to put
themdifficulty.
into operation with a minimum
of

Universal's 1931-32 Program
Aimed at First-Run Houses multicolortoTbuild
AFTER BROADWAYTHEATER
branch ub in japan
(Continued

on

Page

In NewContinued
York, onParamount
Pape 3)

has a

2)

Universal's 26 features for 1931-32
will be aimed directly at first-run
houses, said Carl Laemmle in announcing the new lineup on Saturday. To this end, the company has
lined up ajuout 30 stars and featured
Keen competition on Broadway players, while authors and directors
between foreign production theaters
on the company's new list also include some of the most important
is manifest by the efforts of Tobis
Forenfilm to secure a Times Square names in the field.
The full program follows:
house for the Tobis Filmsonor pro"Back Street," by Fannie Hurst,
duction, "Le Million." Milton Diamond, who recently opened Ameri- adapted by Gladys Lehman, starring
can offices of Tobis, is considering Rose Hobart, directed by John M.
several theaters, already equipped for Stah!.
sound, in(Continued
which heon will
present for"Frankenstein," by Mary WollPage 3)
stonecraft Shelly, adapted by John L.
Balderston and Petty Webling, starring Bela Lugosi.
"East
of Borneo,"
by Dale Van
Paris — Organization by Pathe-Natan
of a circuit of 250 French theaters,
now controlled by independents, is reported under way. It is planned to
have each house booked from one
central renting organization. The
present Pathe-Natan circuit consists
Columbus— Screen advertising and
of 64 theaters.
commercially sponsored stage acts

FOR TOBISPRODUCTIONS

Pathe-Natan Organizing
250 French Indie Houses

Every and Don Ryan, dialogue by
Edwin H. Knopf, starring Charles
Bickford and Rose Hobart, with Lupita Tovar and Georges Renavent,
directed by George Melford.
"Mother's Millions," by Howard
McKent Barnes, starring Mary Robson, with James Hall, Lawrence
Gray, Frances Dade and Edmund
Breese, directed by James Flood.
"Eagles," by Jack Moffitt and Ray
Schrock, starring Lew Ayres.
"Boulevard," by Edgar Woolf,
starring
Huston and Genevieve Walter
Tobin.
"The Murders in the Rue Morgue,"
by
Edgar Allan Poe, adapted by Leo
Brinski.
"A Lady of Resource," by Arthur
Somers Roche,
( C Continuedadapted
on Pane by 3) Jack Ne-

Scorching Attack on Ad Films
Made by Ohio Newspaper Ass 9n

West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Multicolor will build a
branch laboratory in Osaka, Japan,
where 11 color pictures are to be
made by Pan-Pacific Productions, following production of one picture here.
Makoto Toyoshima, daughter of
Kakuco Amishi, prominent Japanese
actor, will be starred in the productions.

Screen Writers Want
Agreement on Ethics
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — In addition to a standard contract for staff writers and a
standard contract for free lancers, a
special writers' committee is attempting to bring about a basic agreement
with producers covering certain ethical points not embodied in the two
contracts.

those theaters which exhibit such
films and will in every manner possiFilm Candidates To Get
ble protect the general public from
who
theaters
those
by
'gouged'
being
Better
Break in Tests
2 More Newsreel Houses
have been condemned as "unfair" by
for entertainment and thrust
the directors of the Ohio Newspaper charge
on their audiences advertising films.
"Be it therefore resolved that the
Ass'n, whose intention to fight the
Being Opened in Europe
practice is indicated in a resolution
Ohio Newspaper Ass'n hereby and
To further increase the high qualjust passed and reading in part as fol- without reservation, condemn this
ity of screen tests made in the East,
lows :
With opening of a newsreel theand that M-G-M
practice
pilfering
and
cheap
has acquired new lighting
ater at Copenhagen, Fox now has
"Whereas, the members of the Ohio each member of this organization be
three houses of this type operating
and
camera
equipment. Under suNewspaper Ass'n grant the right of watchful in their respective communabroad and two more planned to these
interests to prostitute its screen
ities and, when such films are exhibited,
pervision of Al Altman, extended efopen before summer in Paris and and stage, nevertheless wc do claim
forts will be made to secure tests
Berlin. Recently a newsreel theater the right to inform the public of this point out to your readers so that they which advantageously present playexpecting enwas inaugurated at Oslo. A London evil through the columns of our news- may not pay admission,
ers. All will be rehearsed 10 days
tertainment and yet be subjected to
house has been operating for some
the unfair methods of certain greedy before the actual tests, which are
papers
and
will
withhold
any
comtime.
ments that would prove beneficial to
made at the Fox studio here.
film interests."
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Hollywood — Joseph A. Fields, playwright, has joined the writing staff
of RKO Pathe. His first assignment
is an adaptation of Eunice Chapin's
novel,
trees. "Pick Up," for Helen Twelve-

8
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mats at 580 Eighth Avenue in New York

Golf Prize for Managers
A complete golf outfit will be presented as a prize to the RKO Pathe
branch manager whose office sells the
greatest percentage of bookings on
the Johnny Farrell series. The contest ends July 16.
Frederick Martin Dies
London — Frederick Martin, publicity and advertising director of
Paramount-Publix British organization for many years, died suddenly
on Friday. He was one of the pioneer showmen of England.
New Fox Manager in Poland
Warsaw — F. Schwarzwald has succeeded F. Fleminger as the Fox manager for Poland.

Lon[, Island City
154 Crescent St.
STillr-ell 4-7940

"Eastman Films «
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is so important in maintaining steady
the floor" wheregood — and to "be on
good-will and steady b.o. returns.
by every opportunity for greeting the
Formerly, when a circuit purchased patrons can be grasped and furthered. May 11-14:
Annual
convention
of the Na- L
a community theater, it immediately They will not change managers, extional
Fire
Protection
Ass'n
at |
Toronto,
Canada.
installed into that house the massive,
cept when absolutely necessary, so
they say.
May 12-13: Mountain
Annual convention
Rocky 'I
M. P. T. O. ofA.,the Brown
sweeping atmosphere peculiar to its
Palace
Hotel,
Denver.
R-K-0 has centered its activity in
slogan, broke into local papers to the
Universal
midwest
sales
con veil- 1|
tion.
Stevens
Hotel,
Chicago.
effect that "So-and-So" pictures re-establishing the human touch
would hereafter come crashing through its radio broadcasts, of
May 15:
Fox
Film
annual
stockholders'
meeting,
New
York.
through for the edification of the cus- which there are four weekly. Hiram
May
16:
Dinner
Dance
and
Party
to ,
tomers (without any advance in S. Brown in his talks to division manMichael
L.
Simmons,
president']
agers has stressed the need for closer
prices), and plastered barrels and brick
A.M. P. A. at Motion Picture Club,
7:30
P.M.
walls in the town with one-sheets that relation'ship between manager and
Fifth annual
golf tournament
and
told the old, old story of a new de- patron. J. H. Turner, Brown's as- May 18: outing
sponsored
by
the
Kan- 1J
sistant has made remarkable progress
parture in theater operation. With
sas City Film
Board of Trade,
I
the entrance of all this tasty bait, the in humanizing the radio programs.
May 18-20:
Universal
western
sales
con^ ]
vention.
Palace
Hotel,
San
Fran-1
exit of the resident manager — and of
Fox and Loew have injected community singing into their programs
the human element — usually occurs.
cisco.
May 18-22:
Conference
of
International!.
What happens then might be and have suggested other means of
Federation
of Cinematograph
Ex- j
hibitors,
Rome,
Italy.
likened to chasing the old but efficient
creating the "home-like" feeling in Mav 25-29
Snring
meeting
ot the
Society!
and trusted country doctor out of their houses. Booster clubs are anof Motion Picture Engineers. Hotel
Roosevelt.
Hollywood.
Cal.
other
constructive
development
in
the
town to be replaced by a crew ot spedirection.
cialists from a medical center, none same
May 26-27:
Annual
convention
of the M.P.
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri,!
Radio
broadcasts have proven to
and St. Joseph,
Mo.
of whom gives a hang about the individuals in the community except to be extremely valuable. Community
mechanically give the patients what singing is liked by the majority but
they desire and need (with one eye is despised by many. House decoraLocation
focussed on the home office).
tions and exploitation stunts retain
Studio
and Recording
their
worth
—
but
all
these
broad
Constant changing of house managers, replacements of men who have weighty and far-reaching methods,
Sound on Film
entered into civic activities (and who though they cost large sums of
Low Daily or Weekly Rates
call the townsfolk by their first money, never supplant the resident
Powers
Clnephone Equipment Corporation
manager,
who
is
part
and
parcel
of
names ) by machine schooled indi- the community.
723-Tth AVE., N. V.
BRYANT 9-6067
viduals with a cold, indifferent and
aloof attitude may be classed as an
important contributing cause to the
lack of community spirit in newly
acciuired circuit theaters.
A great stride in the right direction
has been made by Publix. Their
house managers have been advised to
INC.
join local luncheon clubs, to enter
into civic activities, to co-operate with
local merchants and organizations in
Creators of advertising campaigns and ad
any and all movements for the public

MARKET

Joseph Fields Joins RKO
West

from

May

ANNOUNCE
Mr. Walter

Mr. Sidney C. Davidson
Long identified with the Advertising Department of Universal and Warner Bros.
as DIRECTOR of ADVERTISING

Mr.
TALLULAH
BANKHEAD
has left for a
visit to her home in Alabama.
CLARENCE
HAKE, Fox' manager in
Tokio, is en route to New York via San
Francisco to confer with Clayton P. Sheehan,
general
foreign
manager.
BILL WIEMANN
of Marks Music Co.
is back
from
Havana.
UNIVERSAL
executives who left Saturday for Chicago to attend the midwest sales
convention, starting tomorrow, included Carl
I.aemmle, Phil Reisman, Fred McConnell,
Harrv Lorch. E. D. Leishman, Jack Rosa
and Dave Bader.

J. Stein

former member of the Balaban & Katz
organization, as PRESIDENT

Terry

as DIRECTOR

Turner

of"EXPLOITATION

Mr.
Irving I. Frankel
as DIRECTOR of SERVICE and
PRODUCTION

means ad mats on every feature
released thru the major companies.

THE
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TECHNICIANS 2 YEARS
AHEAD OE INDUSTRY

I'S 1931-32 PROGRAM
MID AT FIRST-RUNS
(Continued

from

Page

(Continued

1)

ille and Courtney Terrett, directed
y Edward Laemmle, starring Rose
rlobart.
"The Spirit of Notre Dame," by
I. Richard Schayer and Dale Van
ivery, probably starring Lew Ayres.
"Baby Faced
Gangster," by Donald
lenderson
Clarke.
"Barbary
Coast."
i "West of Topeka," by E. Richard
Jchayer
and John
Moffitt, starring
ilim Summerville and ZaSu Pitts.
"Lasca

of

the

Rio

Grande,"

by

Deprez.
i"rank
Lew Ayres
in a third vehicle.
"Impatient Maiden," by Donald Henderon Clarke, adapted by Francis Edward*
•"aragoh,Fox.
directed by Cyril Gardner, starring
Jidney
"Waterloo Bridge," by Robert E. Sherwood, adapted by Benn. W. Levy and Tom
teed, starring Rose Hobart, directed by
ames Whale.
"Cohens and Kellys in Hollywood," with
jeorge Sidney and Charlie Murray.
"Derailed,"
lose
Hobart. by Wadsworth Camp, starring
"Lilies of Broadway," by William Hurl>ut, adapted bv Charey Wilson, produced by
form Murray Anderson, with Allison Skipteorth.
"Bullet Proof," by W. R. Burnett.
I "Heaven1 on Earth," adapted by Ray
Doyle,
"Mississippi,"
by with
Ben Lucien
Burman,from
starring
Lew Ayres
Sidney
t"ox,
Harry
Beresford
and
Slim
Summerville,
Jirected by Russell Mack.
"The Great Air Robbery."
"Marriage Interlude." by Luigi Pirandello,
ith John Boles, Lois Wilson
and Sidney
ox, directed by John M. Stahl.
"Nice Women," by William Crew, with
idney Fox.
"Homicide
Squad," by Henry
La Cossitt.
"Man
Hunt," adapted by Joseph Moncure
arch, from Bret Harte's "Outcasts of Poker
Flats," starring Lew Ayres, directed by Wiliam Wyler.
A special department is being created to
landle the exhibition of Clarence Darrow's
presentation of evolution, entitled "The Mys:ery of Life."
Universal's short subjects list will include
52 two reel comedies, starring Slim Summerville, George Sidney, Charlie Murray, Eddie
Gribbon, Daphne Pollard, Lloyd Hamilton.
Gene Morgan, Walter Merril, "Steve" Brodie
and others; 13 two-reel features entitled "The
Shadow" series, from stories in Street &
Smith's Detective Story Magazine ; 26 onereelers in the All-America Sports Series;
13
John dialogue
Hix "Strange
as It; Seems"
shorts the
in
sound,
and color
26 Oswald,
Rabbit ; four all-talking serials will be produced, "Danger Island," starring Kenneth
Harlan; "Battling with Buffalo Bill," starring Tim McCoy; "Heroes of the Law" and
'The Airmail Mystery" and 104 issues of
the Universal Newspaper Talking Newsreel,
with Graham
McNamee.

Page
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group of more than 20 sound technicians constantly engaged in research.
Dr. N. M. LaPorte is in charge of
this work with three assistants, R. J.
• •
now

•

THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till
that the oldest projectionist in active service is William Reed, known as "Vitagraph" Bill to the oldtimers
35 years ago Bill started work for William Rock, who ran the
Vitascope theater in New Orleans
that at that time, 1896,
a 400-foot film of the Mardi Gras in New
Orleans was taken
and it was shown for the first time in 35 years at the
theater in Atlantic City where Bill now runs the booth
with a lot of the oldtimers present in a grand reunion
and did they tell stories?
and reminisce?
.you shouM
have been there
to hear about a lotta gents who think
they are Big Shots today, but were only Muggs in those days
to these vets
and a lotta them are STILL muggs
to them
*

*

*

*

• • • THAT Winnie Sheehan, who has something to do
with Fox Film, gave a Farewell Literary Whoopee party, which
wound up as a Littered party, if you follow us
and everybody had a gee-or-geous time
bidding goodbye to J. J.
McCarthy, head of the N. Y. Story Dep't, on his trip to Europe
also Vic Shapiro, returning to Hollerword as exchange
professor of publicity
among the entertainers were Ethel
Levey,
Manya
Roberts
and Tamaro
among
the guests
were Martha Wilchinski, Viola Irene Cooper, Hetty Gray Baker,
Mark Hellinger, Frank Leyendecker, Herb Cruikshank and Bill
McBride
that before the party was over, several of the
guests
became
entertainers
which
proves
it was
A
PARTY
*
• • •
brand new
stalled on
Samaritan

*

*

*

THAT Mel Brown, director for Arkayo, discovered a
gag, all by himself
encountering two femmes
the California highway in their bus, Mel did the Good
act
he suggested politely that they might be

out of gas, but they both exclaimed positively: "Oh, NO!"
that after working under the bus for a half hour he came up
all smeared with grease
and again suggested politely that
they might need gas
again the ladies said: "Oh, NO!"
and Mel smiled in that disarming and deprecating manner of his, and peered in the tank
it was Empty
so he drained his own car and filled theirs
as they drove
away, leaving him nicely stalled, one lady sez to t'other: "If
that goof hadn't been so dumb, he would have looked in our
tank in the first place"
a Gag
what?

• • • THAT Bobby Jones' first pix in his golf series was
shown last week, on "Putting"
in which he does marvelous work
and while his pix was making golfers and goofers
gasp with admiration, Bobby out on a Hollywood course in an
exhibition match was outstanding because of his lousy Putting
that this teaches children, that You Never Can Tell....

Engler, in charge of methods and operation J.
; Shaw, on equipment, and
L DelRiccio, specializing on the camera end.
Sound and color are the problems
of the moment, with wide film on
the shelf for the present, although
completed and ready. Producers have
agreed to hold wide film off for at
least another year. Both 65 mm. and
50 mm. is available, with the latter
favored because it presents fewer
problems.
Television is receiving its full share
of attention from the research engineers, who feel that it is at least
three years off. Paramount has Dr.
Diamicis, a vacuum tube and television expert, constantly at work on
this development.
Reproduction also is getting its full
share of attention, Paramount having
38 men in the field on reproduction
problems alone. This work is divided
into nine divisions, with each division
engineer in charge of a group of travclng assistants. These men are closely in touch with the technical staff at
headquarters, making a complete organization devoted to both immediate
and prospective problems.

After Broadway Theater
For Tobis Productions
(Continued

from

Pane

1)

eign productions in competition with
the Ufa pictures to be shown at the
Cosmopolitan.
Presentation of "Le Million" will
be followed by other foreign films to
be imported by Tobis American Co.
and released to a circuit of theaters
now being formed by Diamond.
Luncheon to Max Milder
Max Milder, eastern sales manager
for Warner Bros., will be tendered
a luncheon today at Sardi's by Warner and First National sales department heads. Arrangements have
been in charge of Al Schwalberg and
Arthur Sachson.

Many Happy

rEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

from

• • • THAT Arthur Loew is learning to fly a Savoia Marcetti amphibian plane at his estate at Pembroke, Glen Cove, Longisle, his instructor being Lt. Commander
William
B. Atwate^
Happy Landing, Art
you don't crash the gate

and here's one time we Hope

Returns
Best wishes and con-

"Carnival" to be released by United
Artists.
*
*
*
Clara K. Young-Selznick
being settled out of court.
Governor
Miller signs
bill for New York State.

litigation

censorship

•

• • THAT Carl Laemmle is going to the Kentucky Derby at Louisville, and has vowed to bet according to his own
Guess, and not that of his companion, Dave Bader
that
Uncle Carl should feel perfectly at home in this turf Guessing
Game
he's been in a guessing biz all his life
why,
it's practically Universal

are extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

May 11

Betty Boyd

John
A. Shea
Antonio
Cumellas

«

«

«

»

»

»

CIRCUITS —REVIEWERSWelcome and Unanimously

HOOT

GIRSON

in "CLEARING
with

PLJRLIC
Approve

SALLY

THE

RANGE"

I II I Its

Directed by

Story by
JACK

OTTO

CUNNINGHAM

Hollywood

M. P. Herald:

SERIES OF 6
GIBSONS
Rooked

Highly Entertaining . . .
...
an Outdoor Thriller.

Hollywood

M. P. Daily:

Filmograph

Surefire Western . . Thrills
galore . . . direction and
dialogue good
. . .

Hoot Gibson makes a winner
. . . Gibson leads field as
Western Star . . .

by

Reporter:

Entertaining, hard - riding,
died-in-wool Western . . .
. . Audiences will enjoy it
Gibson fine ...

. . . Crackerjack Western

ENTIRE
HOOT

BROWER

RKO—PUBLIX— FOX— LOEW— MANHATTAN
PLAYHOUSES and other HIGH CLASS
THEATRES EVERYWHERE.

Second Release Now in Production
By

"WILO

PETER

HORSE"

IE. KYNE

A Cosmopolitan

Magazine

Recorded
by
R. C. A.
Photophone

Story

Supporting Cast Includes
ALBERTA VAUGHN and STEPIN FETCHIT
Directed by
RICHARD

3rd.

THORPE

"THE

HARH

and SID ALGIER

HOMBRE"

By Jack Natteford

4th.
5th.

"THE GAY RITCKAROO"
A PETER R. KYNE STORY
Title To Be Announced

6th.

By Author

TITLE ANR AUTHOR TO HE
HECIHEO BY EXHIBITORS

ALLIED

PICTURES
AA. H.HOFFMAN

5360 MELPOSF

A/EN JE

CORPORATION,

LTD.

JR. CBN. MCR-.

HOLLYWOOD

~^^5=— ^

, CALI F.

Intimatein
International

in Scope

Independent

in Thought

^CL.

LV

The Daily

Character

NO.

Newspaper

Of Motion
Now Fourteen

NEW

Ill

y©Cr,

TUESDAY,

MXY

Pictures
Years Old
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'Roxy" Will Help Shape RKO Production Policies

PRODUCTSHORTAGE DOOMS DUAL FEATURES
on

14 Features
Personalities
— that dot Broadway

United

Artists

Six Regional Meetings To
Take Place of Sales
Convention

for 1931-32

Program

Publix Dropping Double
Programs in Detroit —
N. W. Against Them

See Hook -Up Between
Television, Theaters

Fourteen features will comprise
Two developments pointing to imthe United Artists program for 1931pending relations between television
32, members of its sales force will and theaters have just come to light.
Other than at a be told at a series of six regional
to be held in place of the One is the chartering of a new comMr. Meighan recognized open- meetings (Continued
pany in New Jersey under the name
on Page 7)
seldom
is
it
ins
of American Television and Theaters
IS Immense and far between
Corp. The other is a report that
hat a screen personality gets a hand
Eric Palmer, radio writer, has been
upon his or her cinema entrance.
assigned by a New York firm to arI his being more or less a matter of
range for the leasing of 25 auditorium
street
the
down
and
up
aublic record
locations here with a view to eventual
installation
of television entertaincalled Broadway, we were rather surment.
prised last Sunday evening at the
Roxy Theater when this young
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Meighan fellow was accorded a small
Hollywood — Lester Cowan, assistovation upon his first appearance.
ant secretary of the Academy of M.
Proving, no doubt, that the good old P. Arts and Sciences, has been appublic still think pretty well of Mr.
pointed executive secretary. Since the
Meighan. Nor did he disappoint, for resignation of Frank Woods several
his characterization, brogue and all, months ago, Fred Niblo has been
in "Young Sinners," is about as de- acting as secretary.
lightful and lovable a portrayal as one
Between
10 and 12 dialogue
feaW ill find at present on screen display.
tures will be produced by Terra Film
*
*
*
during the new year, said Curtis Melnitz and Ralph
Scotoni,
managing
(Continued
on Page 8)
Without Leo
Ideal Chair Co. has closed contracts through Continental Theater
Mr. Carrillo has Carrillo, "Hell Accessories
to supply seats for three
would
Possibilities Bound"
theaters. They are the Coliseum,
a pic- Philadelphia; Elmwood, Newark, N.
ture. With him it isbe a just
thoroughly
interesting study and a splendid bit J., and Vita Temple, Toledo.
of entertainment. He has poise, a
delightful flare for the romantic, a
dialect that clicks, and a sure-fire deOpening
of the twin Trans-Lux
Arrangements
whereby
W. Lusty houses on Broadway at 50th St. next
livery. Mr. Carrillo's first starring
effort stamps him as a screen comer
& Sons of London will handle Hey- Friday will be followed by rapid acwith unusual
possibilities.
wood-Wakefield
chairs
throughout
tivity in(Coiitinucd
the expansion
on Page of 7)the turn(Continued on Pane 7)

—

By JACK
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—

LESTER COWAN APPOINTED
SECRETARY OF ACADEMY

Doom of the double-feature policy
through a growing shortage of product is seen as an early possibility in
many sections of the country, with
Detroit and Chicago among the first
cities to find the supply of pictures
running below the dual policy demand. In Detroit it is understood
Publix has changed its attitude on
double bills and will shortly discontinue them entirely. They already
have been dropped in the neighborhood houses, with the exception
of
(Continued

on

Page

8)

Terra Films Plans 12 Talkers;
Melnitz Discussing U. A. Deal

Ideal Chair Co. Closes
Three Seating Contracts

trans-luxbIyopening

Hey wood-Wakefield in Deal
With British Seat Co.

We were
Amos 'n' Andy
somewhat disIn the Flesh
appointed with
the real, genuine sure 'nuf Amos 'n' Andy at the
Paramount, where they are now
strutting their inimitable stuff in the
flesh. Perhaps they need more of an
intimate atmosphere than the forum
of the Paramount to properly put
their business across. As a novelty
they just about get by. One oldtime showman suggested that it was
a grave mistake for them to publicly
give away their studio secrets. However, that's the business of Mr. Amos
and Mr. Andy, and not ours.

See Significance in Coast Trip
Of Sarnoff, Brown and "Roxy
Cleveland
Giving

Loew
Kid

Houses

Matinees

Cleveland — Children's morning
matinees will be offered every Saturday at Loew's
and
Granada
at 15 Cameo,
cents Park
admission.
Adults will be admitted at regular
matinee prices.

PARAMOUNT DIVIDEND
REDUCED TO $2.50 BASIS
Paramount

placed on a $2.50 bafeis with the declaration of a quai rly dividend of
62j/> cents, agains* formerly paid,
as predicted last k in The Film
Daily.
The curre
dividend, which
is the 50th consecuLive quarterly pay(Continued on Page 8)

Unit To
9 9

stock yesterday was

Making
West

( oast

But

Tour

World

Color

Shorts

THE
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Hollywood — To gather material for
a new Technicolor shorts series,
known as "Color Magazine of the
Screen," Welshay Pictures, Inc.,
headed by Robert E. Welsh and J.
Frank Shea, will shortly send a unit,
headed by Duke Green, cameraill completed productions will be arron aShea
'round-the-world
trip.
anged and conferences with Joseph Welsh man,
and
are now producing
1. Schnitzer held for the purpose of
"Beauty Secrets of Hollywood,"
release.
shorts, for Paramount
establishing the nature of next sea- Technicolor

Keen significance i^ attached to the
departure on Sunday of David Sarnoff, Hiram S. Brown and S. L.
"Roxy" Rothafcl for the west coast
to survey the RKO and RKO Pathe
studios and activities. Screenings of

(Continucd

on

Page

8)
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Under direction of Truman H.
Talley, Fox Movietone News activities have been expanded to a point
where special reels are issued for 37
countries, with an aggregate audience
of 100,000,000, according to a Fox
estimate. Five publication centers
are being operated, as follows:
New York office services — United
States, Canada, Mexico, Guatemala,
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May

DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S

May
11-14: Annual convention of the NaFire Protection Ass'n a
Toronto,tional
Canada.
May
12-13: Mountain
Annual convention of the Rockj
M. P. T. O. A., Browr,
May
Palace Hotel, Denver.
conven
sales
midwest
Universal
Hotel. Chicago.
tion. Stevens
May15:
Fox Film annual stockholdera
New
York.
May16: meeting,
Dinner Dance and Party to
Michael L. Simmons, president
A.M. P. A. at Motion Picture Club
7:30 P.M.
May 18: Fifth annual golf tournament and
outing sponsored by the Kan-,
sas City Film Board of Trade.
18: First of six United Artists regional sales meetings, New
York.
18-20: Universal western sales con,
vention, Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
18-22: Conference of International
Federation of Cinematograph Exhibitors, Rome, Italy.

Testimonial to Charles Winston
Boston — Plans are under way for a
reception and dinner May 27 at the
Copley-Plaza Hotel in honor of
Charles L. Winston, New England
division manager for the R-K-O theaters, who returns to his desk here
after five months' illness. Winston
underwent a serious operation as a
result of a nervous breakdown, and
the affair on the 27th is a welcome
and a testimonial. A general comUnited Fruit Sponsored Short
mittee of 100, from theater and motion picture circles, is headed by
Boston — A travel short, on the orJoseph H. Brennan, as chairman,
der of the "Vagabond Adventures" with the
nce of James J. Mcand FitzPatrick's "TravelTalks," has Guinness, assista
of the Allied Theaters of
been prepared under the sponsorship
England, and Al Somerby.
of the United Fruit Co., and is be- New
ing booked into New England theaters by the Industrial Film Service,
The ame of a name is fame
Inc., of this city. The picture makes
no direct mention of United Fruit.
for
STORIES

| GEVAERT
SAFETY
RAWSTOCK

ftEastman Films «
Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

THE

Chicago — Passage of the Illinois
state censorship bill, which provides
a separate board for Chicago and another one serving the rest of the
state, seems likely, despite an energetic campaign on the part of film
industry forces. The Chicago delegation is reported 100 per cent for
the measure owing to the reflections
on this city's rep made by underworld pictures. Committees in both
houses of the legislature have favorably reported the bill.

Hollywood — J. Samuel Berkowitz,
Net
VA president of Pioneer Pictures, anChg.
nounces that his company will have
% sales representatives in various parts
of the country to function without
any expense to the state-right exWe.
changes handling the Pioneer product. A representative working the
Far West territory will have his
headquarters in Denver, while Joe
Wolf, who will cover the East, will
work out of New York. The southern representative will be located in
Dallas and the middle west salesman J^ ♦♦♦•♦♦♦♦♦♦>♦♦♦>♦♦♦♦♦♦♦>♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦>♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦'♦
in Chicago.
Berkowitz declares this is the first
4%
U
»1
time that a company, producing for
the state-right market, has made such
extensive field plans to aid independ%
ent exchanges in selling product.
g
16 & 35 MM
fj
%
B & W and Colors
§

"Seed" Switched to Rivoli
Universal's "Seed," originally
booked for its Broadway run at the
Rialto, has been switched to the
Rivoli, where it opens Thursday
morning.

York
j.j 1540NewBroadway
».♦
j.j BRyant 9-4712
»v

Bureau,

Two Censorship Bills
Expected to Pass in 111.

May

to make

'A

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
East. Kodak
Fox Fm. "A" ....
Gen. Th. Eq. (new)
Loew's, Inc
Paramount
Pathe Exch
do "A"
RKO
"A"
Warner Bros
NEW
YORK
Columbia
Pets. Vtc
Fox Thea. "A"
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd..
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
NEW
YORK

Coast

Finishing Touch
Max Milder was given a
luncheon at Sardi's yesterday
by the sales and distribution
departments of Warner-First
National in appreciation of his
good work. After Max has
been eulogized by Claude C.
Ezel and toastmastered by A.
W. Schwalberg, Signor Sardi
came
check. over and handed him the

:':
»

Royal Studio Opening June 15
Opening date of the new Royal
studio, formerly known as the Lincoln, has been fixed for June 15.
New Wayburn is now rehearsing
people for a short which is to be
made
Lee. at the plant, located at Fort

'

8
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Short Shots from
New York Studios

NEWS of the DAY
Kansas City — The Tiffany and Edational branch exchanges here have
en merged with Russell Borg, for:rly manager for Educational, as
anch manager, and E. S. Olsmith,
rmerly branch manager for Tiffany,
feature sales manager. Two sepate sales organizations will be mainined.
Washington — Fallas Broche, vetan theater man, has resigned as
anager of the Metropolitan, Warner
ros. house.
Hammond, la. — The Columbia has
:en sold to Affiliated Theaters, Inc.,
I Southern Amusement Co.

New Orleans — A. J. Hynes is man,ring the recently reopened Dauline.
Guthrie
Center,
la. — G. Schmencker has sold the Garden to G. AlCedar Rapids, la. — Jasper Sutton
)w owns the Granada, having
jught it from Glen Peck.
Canton, Kan. — J. F. Ledbetter has
ken over the Auditorium from H
. Gibson.
Moline, Kan. — W. B. Koch has
isposed of the DeLuxe to Jess B.
/hite.
Springfield, Mo. — The Iris is now
derated by Tucker Bros, who bought
from S. E. Wilhoit.
Blooming Prairie, Minn. — The Rex
is been sold to Harry Nelson by
ergtold & Blaisdell.
Dodge Center, Minn. — L. Bergtold
as sold the Opera House to Sid
mith.

Minneapolis — L. Kopman
ought the Camden from
I'Brien.

has

Joe
Mt. Ayr, la.— W. H, Eddy of Inanola, la., has taken over the Priniss here.
Lime Springs, la. — -N. Meltensen
as reopened the Royal, which had
een closed for several months.

COMING

& GOING

HARRY COHEN, RKO west coast division
anager, arrived from the coast yesterday.
M. J. KANDEL
of Ideal Pictures leaves
B Boston today.
W. R. WILKERSON
is in town from the
iast.
JEAN HARLOW has left Hollywood for a
iree weeks' vacation in New York.
MARY
PICKFORD
sails on the Bremen
night to meet Douglas
Fairbanks
in Engnd.
WILLIAM PAWLEY, Broadway actor
gned by Fox, leaves today for the coast.
MAIOR ALBERT WARNER. DAN
[ICHALOVE and ALBERT HOWSON
ave tomorrow night for Youngstown, O., to
ttend the opening of the Sam Warner
emorial theater.
CURTIZ
MELNITZ
arrived Sunday from
urope.

By HARRY

N. BLAIR

_
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DIRECTING

a pix with a cast of circus freaks may

sound interesting
but it creates a few li'l problems not
included in the directors' manual
according to Roy Del
Ruth, who is handling "Sideshow," the First Nash film dealing with freaks
f'rinstance, there's that freak who is halfman, half -dog
he's very temperamental
and changeable
when
Roy tries to treat him like a human being, he
barks at him
and when he throws him a biscuit the guy
gets sore
wotta y' gonna do with an unreasonable mugg
like that?
and there's the Fat Lady
since coming
to Hollywood, she's decided to be a slender type like Norma
Shearer
and she refuses to eat
why, she's grown
so thin that the other day she wore the clothes of the Living
Skeleton by mistake
and that poor gent had to imitate
a snake and crawl home from the stude
so he wouldn't
be pinched
for indecent
exposure
the Tatooed
Man
is
another tough proposition for the director
he has a kooch
dancer tatooed on his back
and every time he moves,
that kooch performance would make even a Marine blush
so when he walks through the studio, -all the grips working on
the set drop their tools and follow im around
nothing
can make THEM blush
and Mister Del Ruth can never
find the Midgets when he wants 'em
in between scenes
they play Wild Animals in the Jungle
they use the Hairy
Man from Borneo for the Jungle
which keeps this guy
scratching himself all the time
and all the other players
have got the Itch, watching him
so, while Mister
Del
Ruth admits that he's directing a Great Pix, he won't be a bit
sorry when it's in the can
can you blame him?
• • • GLORIA SWANSON, the one and only Feminine
Pioneer of Pix, is still there with the ole what-have-you and a
lotta stuff the others would like to have
and in her latest,
"Indiscreet," she reverts to the cavorting style that started her
on her career with the ancient Mack Sennett Keystone Komics
which indicates that the film biz, like everything else,
moves
cycles
the same billof atold
the movie
Rialto shots
with Gloria's
feature, incan
be seen on
a compilation
with Mack Sennett as Mabel Normand's leading man, no less
funny thing, this film biz
Mack started with slapstick has gone
Arty
Gloria
started with Mack's
slapstick, went Arty
and now is back to the ole whooperup
Gloria has outlasted all the oldtimers
among
the femmes
is it because she can outguess 'em?
as to what Jawn Public wants?

•

•

•

HEAVY
CONFERENCE
on that forthcoming
Directors' Issue
y' know, that annual volume that reminds
Directors what they did the past year
and what
they
DIDN'T do
all in Fun, of course
a rough survey
seems to indicate that there are more Didn't Directors
which naturally raised a problem at the Conference
as to
whether we could scare up enough Do Directors to have an excuse for getting out the doggone thing
for, after all, in
a Directors'
Issue, you've got to talk about directors
otherwise the thing doesn't make much sense
so the Boss
came up with a Bright Idea, as bosses will, occasionally
"Why
not have the directors pick the Ten
Best Critics for a
change?" sez he
as a Crit, that's Okay with us
but how are they gonna decide So Unamiously on the Other
Nine?
*
*
*
*
• • •
LAST
CALL
for the benefit performance
for Mike
Simmons, disguised as a swell Dinner-Dance at the Empey Club
on Saturday
nite
make
it an Overflow
Meeting,
fellers
Mike certainly deserves this Tribute after the way he's
let's go!
put the A.M.P.A. up in the Headlines

«

«

«

»

»

»

CARPLES, who has appeared in numerous shorts made
here by both Paramount and Warner Bros., will be starred in "Ebb
Tide,"
duction. a forthcoming Broadway proJack Haley, who plays the role
of a song plugger in his recent
Vitaphone short, felt right at home
in the role as it was in this manner
that he first broke into show business several years ago, in Philadelphia.
The

new system of tests inaugurated by Fox with Albert Parker in
charge has proven very successful in
unearthing new talent. In the past
two months, eight people have been
signed and sent to Hollywood.
"Opportunity Night," a recent
Vitaphone short, harks back to the
five and ten cent movie days. Amateur night in an old-time nickelodeon
is the background of some of the
more robust type of humor.
Paramount

Notes: Rose Mariella,

Claudette Colbert's stand-in, displaying a definite bent for comedy
between takes . . . Virginia Bruce,
late of Hollywood, on the same
set . . . Dorothy Stickney, stage
actress, trying her hand at this
talkie business.
Looked like Boys' Week down at
the Warner Vitaphone studio. Over
one hundred boys there applying for
tests for the Booth Tarkington series
now in preparation.
Tallulah Bankhead will broadcast
for the first time as the guest of
honor on Station WOR next Thursday evening, at which time she will
be interviewed by Radie Harris.

"Heaven

to Me,"

sung

by Lee

Timmons in Regal Pictures' "Eneespewas written
mies cially
of thefor Law,"
by Percy
this picture
Weinrich.
Betty Lawford, playing a prominent role in "Secrets of a Secretary,"
is looking for a name with which to
label her new wire haired terrier.

Many Happy
Returns
Best

wishes

and conons are extended bygratulatiTHE
FILM DAILY to the followi
bers of the industry, who are
ing their birthdays:

May 12

Ed Halperin
Robert
N. Lee
"Bud"
Lia ToraPollard

rd

<&- , A

New Sunda

CONSTANCE
in
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with JOEL McCREA^Story by Ernest Pascal •Directed by Paul LStein
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LATEST HOLLYWOOD

"Strange Interlude" on
New M-G-M Program
Eugene O'Neill's stage hit,
"Strange Interlude," will be on the
M-G-M production schedule next
season, it is announced.

Tuesday,

I" EW LIPTON, who is producing
"^ RKO Pathe's 1931-32 comedy
Robert
Florey Joins Universal
Robert Florey, director, has just program under the supervision of
been placed under long-term contract Charles R. Rogers, has the shortby Universal, according to announce- subject department functioning at
ment yesterday. His first directorial high-speed with six two-reel comedies already completed or in proassignment at Universal will probduction since the start of the current
ably be "Frankenstein."
season.
*
*
*
Purnell Pratt in "The Reckoner"
Purnell Pratt has been added to
I.A.R. Wylie, famous British
the cast now being rapidly assembled authoress, who signed with Radio
for the Richard Dix production, "The Pictures to do an original under the
Reckoner," to be directed by J. Wal- title of "The Last Virtue" will arter Ruben from the story by George
rive in Hollywood on July 1 from
Goodchild. Shirley Grey has been England.
*
*
*
cast for the femme lead in this Radio
Picture.
Sally Eiler's latest assignment is
to be George O'Brien's leading lady
Grant Mitchell, Ed Nugent Cast
in an outdoor
film which
Irving
Grant Mitchell and Edward J. Nu- Cummings is* directing
*
* for Fox.
gent have just been assigned promiOur Passing Show: Harold B.
nent roles in the forthcoming Warner Bros, picture, "The Star Wit- Franklin, William Cowan, Lenore
Coffee, W. A. Johnston, Allen Rivkin,
tion. ness," which is soon to start produc- Russell Hopton, Bertram Marburgh.
Henry Kolker at "Elizabeth the
Queen";
Mark
Sandrich
and
Ben
Extend Lita Chevret's Contract
Holmes lunching
* at
* Radio
* Pictures.
Lita Chevret, Radio Pictures beauty, has had her contract renewed for
Edward Snyder, who did the
another six months, according to an
announcement by William LeBaron. camera work on "The Whoop-te-do
Kid," will be in charge of photography on "The Gangster's Girl,"
Archainbaud's Next
which will be directed by Tay GarGeorge Archainbaud, Radio Pic- nett. Al Rogell directed "The
tures director, is next to direct "Chi- Whoop-te-do *Kid."*
*
cago Dove" for R-K-O. Wallace
Mark
Sandrich,
who
directed
Smith is at present writing the screen
version. Archainbaud is now work- Charles "Chic" Sale in "The County Seat," will direct the comedian
ing on "Helga," with Betty Compson, Conrad Nagel, Arline Judge, in an untitled story, which is being written by Sandrich and Ben
Ruth Weston and Lita Chevret.
Holmes. "The County Seat" was
enthusiastically received when preMonogram Finishes First
viewed for the salesmen attending
Monogram Pictures has completed the Radio
Pictures convention.
"Ships of Hate," the first of its
*
*
*
twelve dramas for 1931-32. Wellyn
Tony Gaudio is all smiles these
Totman wrote the story, which stars
Lloyd Hughes and Dorothy Sebas- days. His son, Frank, aged 17, is
tian. J. P. McCarthy directed it, un- showing steady improvement in his
golf
ties. and plays a course in the sevender the supervision of Trem Carr.
*
*
*
Eight Added To Quillan Cast
Erwin Gelsey's contract as ColumEight players have been added to
bia scenario editor has been
the supporting cast in the RKO
renewed. Before joining Columbia,
Pathe production, "Whoop-Te-Do Gelsey was an associate producer at
Kid," starring Eddie Quillan. They Universal and had also been Eastare: Paul Hurst, Luis Alberni,
ern scenario editor for Paramount.
George Kuwa, Armand Kaliz, Tyler Alfred
Block has been named as his
Brooke, Michael Visaroff, Russ Pow- assistant.
ell and George Harris.
*
*
*
Charles Lamont is directing
More Golf Pix
Charles Lawrence in "Fun on the
Falling in line with the curGreen," for Universal. The comedy
marks Lawrence's initial appearance
rent wave of golf shorts, Paraon the talking screen. Lamont also
mount this week is releasing
directed Don Brodie in "Stepping
the first of three issues of the
Out." Estelle Bradley played opParamount Pictorial containing
posite Brodie.
demonstrations by Joe Kirk*
*
*
wood, Walter Hagen, Horton
Sidney
Robert Buchman, who is
Smith and George Von Elm.
now a scenarist at Paramount, will

©

►//

A LITTLE from "LOTS
Bv RALPH
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be represented on Broadway next
season by "Acute Triangle" and
"The Storm Song." His novel,
"Friend Idiot," will also be published this year. He is a graduate
of Columbia and also attended Ox*
*
*
ford.
"One trouble with the 'movie' business is that too many light-headed
peopleies,"are
said a being
wag. paid top-heavy salar*
*
*
Harold Schwartz, who directed
Rosco Ates in "The Lone-Starved
Ranger," will also direct him in an
untitled story, which Schwartz and
Tom Lennon are writing. Louis
Brock is producing the Ates comedies for release by Radio Pictures.
*
*
*
More Passing Show : George Frank
visiting Paramount on business; Allen E. Rivkin and Virginia Barry
reminiscing about "the good old
days" at the University of Minnesota;
Martin Cornica enthusing about his
new Chevrolet.
*
*
*
"Bosko," one-year-old hero of
"Looney Tunes," has a new "relative" in "Foxy," principal character
in the "Merrie Melodies" series. The
continued.
"Looney Tunes" series will also be
*
*
*
Martin Cornica won the lightweight tennis championship by defeating Solly Biano, 3-6, 6-3, 6-3.
Both boys will be leading contenders
in the sixth annual tournament of
the Motion Picture Tennis association, which will open May 24.
*
*
*
C. Henry Gordon, who appeared
in "Renegades," "Once a Sinner" and
"The Black Camel," will leave Fox
to free lance. His initial picture was
"A Devil with Women," starring Victor McLaglen. He was well known
on the stage before coming to the
Coast. He created the role of
"Osimo" opposite Florence Reed in
"Shanghai
Gesture."
*
*
*
Here and There: Paul Detlefsen
slightly embarrassed when asked for
his necktie by a comely movie queen;
Joe Marks motoring to the WarnerFirst National studios and showing
much interest in the Youngstown
Vindicator.
*
*
*
Arthur Tavares, who edited
"Seed," entered pictures as an actor
and played juvenile leads opposite
Mabel Normand and other stars. He
was also a "Keystone Kop" and did
his club-swinging along with Frank
Lloyd, Henry Lehrman, Bob Leonard, Mack Sennett, Earle Kenton,
Wesley
others. Ruggles, Mai St. Clair and

Taurog Will Direct
"Huckleberry Finn"

Norman Taurog, maker of "Skippy," has been assigned the direction
of "Huckleberry
Paramount. The cast is Finn"
headed by
by Jackie
Coogan, Mitzi Green, Jackie Searl
and Junior Durkin.
Charles
"Hamilton"
Charles Middleton
Middleton in has
been assigned the final role in "Alexander
Hamilton,"
next Bros.
George Arliss vehicle for Warner
Lew Ayres on Long Contract
Lew
has signed a five-year
contract Ayres
with Universal.
Bill Boyd
on Pacific Coast
Bill Boyd is cruising around the
Pacific in his yacht, before starting
his next picture,
"Suicide
Fleet,"
aon submarine
chaser story
shortly
to
go into production at RKO Pathe.
It is being adapted from the original
Lew Lipton story by Marion JackEducational Finishes Two
Ford Sterling has completed for
Educational a new Gayety Comedy,
"Foolish Forties," in which June
MacCloy appears as his leading lady.
William Watson directed from an
original story by Frank Griffin.
Glenn Tryon has completed his second comedy for Educational, titled
"The College Racket."
Paul Hervey Fox Continues at Para.
Paul Hervey Fox will continue as
a Paramount staff writer, the scenarist having signed a new contract.
to Ruth
"Reckoner"
Nella Added
Walker,
Weston and
Boris Karloff havae been added to
the cast of "The Reckoner," now being filmed at Radio Pictures' studios
under the direction of J. Walter Ruben. Richard Dix is starred, with
Shirley Grey doing the femme lead.
Columbia Assignments
Columbia has assigned Wheeler
Oakman and Paul Fix to "The Good
Bad Girl," and Ethel Kenyon and
Al Smith to the Buck Jones western
tentatively titled "Branded."
Paramaount
Signs Youngster
Paramount has engaged five-yearold Dickie Moore for a small but important role in "Confessions of a Co-

Picked Up In Scotland
Bob Armstrong, RKO Pathe
contract player who recently
returned from abroad, tells the
story of the spendthrift who
was ill with scarlet fever.
"Send for my creditors," he
whispered as he lay dying.
"Thank heavens I can give
Ed."something at least."
them

;
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I. A. 1931-32
INCLUDES 14 FEATURES
(.Continued

from
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regular one big convention. The
company had 16 features on its current schedule.
First of the meetings to be held
at the headquarters of divisional
managers in New York will start
May 18 with President Joseph M.
Schenck attending, said Al Lichtman
yesterday. Regional conferences,
which will be attended by branch
managers and salesmen, will be held
with the following in charge: New
York, Paul Burger; Chicago, Ben
Fish; Atlanta, Saul Resnick; Detroit,
J. T. Goldhar; Los Angeles, L. J.
Schlaifer; Toronto, H. M. Masters.
Another important matter to be
outlined will be the new theater contract service department now being
organized under the direct supervision of Hal Home.

Hey wood-Wakefield in Deal
With British Seat Co.
(Continued

from Page

1)

Want Native Product
German audiences will never
accept Hollywood-made German talking pictures, declared
Curtiz Melnitz yesterday, following his arrival from Berlin.
American producers will find
their solution of the German
market through co-producing
with
serted.German companies, he as-

PRODUCERS
USE IT

CHAPLIN DID NOT SPURN

E
Contrary to an opinion now existing, Charlie Chaplin did not decline
to give a performance at the command of the King of England but instead refused to take part in a benefit
show for variety artists, said Carlyle
Robinson, Chaplin's representative,
to The Film Daily yesterday. The
statement was made in an effort to
clarify a situation which is reported
to have caused some resentment
against the star in the British Isles.
Newspapers have been playing up
the incident as a refusal by Chaplin

Europe was negotiated by George
Feinberg, who returned recently from
the other side. Under the deal Heywood-Wakefield will send over the
metal frames, with the Lusty plant
doing the finishing work. Feinberg
also has received a five-year contract
as American representative for Lusty
& Sons, which has been in business
for 70 years.

to give a "command
performance."
The King did not command Chaplin to appear before him, Robinson
stated. The invitation to participate
in the benefit came from a theater
manager in charge of the affair, he
said. Chaplin's refusal was on the
ground that his type of work is not
adaptable to a personal appearance.

Warners Dual-Featuring
In Two Cleveland Houses

Trans-Lux Opening
Signalizing Expansion

Cleveland — Double features will be
shown by Warners at the Uptown
md Variety theaters the last half of
:ach week. First runs will continue
to be the policy of these houses for
the first half of the week.
Atlanta Paramount Closed
Atlanta — The Paramount, for 11
fears one of Atlanta's principal pic:ure houses, closed for an indefinite
seriod on Saturday. According to
M. Edward Beck, manager of the
heater, no plans for future operation
)f the house are being considered.

New
Bellevue
fc Dembe,
non.

Incorporations

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
Amusement
Co., Bayonne;
Dembe
Bayonne,
N. J. 150 shares
com-

Bergen Newark Amusement Co., Newark,
heaters; F. C. Reilly, Newark, N. J. 2,500
shares common.
American Television and Theaters Corp.,
ersey City, radio equipment, etc.; Corporaion Trust Co., Jersey City, N. J. 100 shares
ommon.
DELAWARE

CHARTER

Birmingham Theatrical Amusements Inc.,
A/ilmmgton, Del., Corp. Trust Co., Dover,
Jel.
1,000 shares
common.
Warner Brothers Productions Corp., Wilnmgton, Del., theatrical Corporation Trust
.0., Dover,
Del.
$10,000.
NAME CHANGES
_ Micheaux
Film
rayette Pictures

Corporation,
Corporation.

New

York,

to

(Continued

from Page
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stile theaters throughout the country, said RKO officials yesterday in
a formal announcement. Another
house seating 670 has just opened
at Playland, Rye, N. Y., and plans
call for a theater in every city of importance inthe U. S. The Broadway
project incorporates two houses, one
seating 161 and to be devoted exclusively to newsreels and sound pictures of current events assembled by
Pathe News, Paramount News and
Universal News, with a change of
program twice a week The other,
seating, 210 will show a weekly
change of unique and varied sound
shorts designed to meet the demand
for speed of action and concentrated
amusements. Admission will be 25
cents, with continuous policy.
RCA Photophone sound apparatus,
specially designed to meet the requirements of rear projection, has
been installed in these theaters. Programs are all under the personal
supervision of Courtland Smith, who
created the Trans-Lux movie idea.
Farewell Banquet to Arch Laurie
Toronto — Members of the Fox,
Warner-First National, Columbia,
Paramount, Regal, Universal and
United Artists branch offices here
gave a farewell banquet to Archie
Laurie, pioneer local film man, who
has been appointed Columbia office
manager in Vancouver. For the last
10 years Laurie has been local representative of Regal Films.
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Rosenzweig

To

RKO's Full Percentage
Rule Seen as Blow
To Dual Bills
Following up RKO's plan to discourage double-featuring, as announced at the recent sales convention,
Charles Rosenzweig told a Film
|)\ii\ representative yesterday that,
not only will full percentage on every
picture be charged reRKO
gardless of the theater's policy, but
the company will check each house
with its own men regardless of cost
of transporting checkers and the traveling time involved.
Rosenzweig was emphatic in his
denounciation of the double-feature
policy and stated that although RKO
would not in any way question an
exhibitor's method of arranging his
program, no reduction in percentage
would be made to any exhibitor regardless of the number of features
shown.

Terra Plans 12 Talkers;
Discussing Deal with U. A.
{Continued

from

Page

1)

directors of the company, yesterday,
following their arrival Sunday on the
Bremen. Whatever of these pictures
seem suitable for American audiences
will be distributed in this country.
Melnitz and Scotoni have brought
two talkers with them. They are:
"Karanosoff," directed by Fedor
Ozep, with Anna Sten starred, and
"Jumping
Max Hansen. The Jack,"
former starring
is in German
but
an English version is to be produced.
The latter production is in English.
Business in Germany is not so
good, although at present it is showing a slight improvement, said Melnitz. He expects to spend two weeks
in New York. A deal will be discussed with United Artists.

Against

Pus
Ft. Worth Now

Tuesday, May

Double

{Continued

New British Sound Firm
Cash Prize for Salesmen
Enters Production Field
In Monogram Quota Drive

London — Britone Sound Studios,
Ltd., a newly registered company
with a new variable area system of
sound recording, has started studio
operations under the general management of Kessler Howes. Both
features and shorts will be made,
with the feature output amounting
to about six pictures a year.

houses playing the Fox newsreels.
St. Louis — Herbert Kaufman, try.
This means that the Embassy in
formerly Cleveland branch manager
New
York will be the only newsreel
for Columbia, has been placed in
to be operated by Fox in this councharge of the company's St. Louis
office, replacing Will Baker, resigned.
Moyer on U. A. Publicity in Philly
Philadelphia — Charles Moyer has
been placed in charge of United Artists publicity in the Philadelphia district, as part of Bruce Gallup's new
plan.
Guy Fowler with Harvey-Jaediker
Guy Fowler, who has been identified with various major company
publicity departments, has joined
Harvey-Jaediker Advertising Art Service as a special writer.

Regular
Metro-Goldwyn
Dividend
Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corp. has
declared the regular quarterly dividend of 47% cents on the preferred
stock,
June 29.
15 to stockholders ofpayable
record May

Page
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on a survey made by "Movie Age,"
state that Eddie Ruben, Publix divisional manager, and Morgan Ames,
RKO division head, are unequivocally
opposed to double features, while independent exhibitors are fighting shy
of the policy. As a result, the territory is now practically free of the
dual bill evil.

son's films. "Roxy" will act in an
advisory capacity regarding story
themes and possible audience reac-4tion. Schnitzer, who was scheduled
to return to New York this week,
has temporarily cancelled his plans.

Paramount Dividend
Reduced to $2.50 Basis
{Continued

from

Page

1)

ment
by the company,
is payable
June 27 to stock of record June 5
German Film at Warner
Adolph Zukor, in commenting on
"The Beggar's Opera," German- the change, said that the board of
made musical film, inaugurates the directors believed it prudent and for
new foreign policy at the Warner on the best interests of the stockholders
Friday. The picture was produced and the company to pay a dividend of
in Germany by First National as a
(:2]/2 for this quarter in view of exquota film.
isting business conditions.

Cleve. Exhibs
Meet
May 20
Slug Ushers, Get $714
Cleveland — Cleveland M. P. ExLouisville, Ky. — In full view of a
hibitors' Ass'n will hold its monthly
score of pedestrians, three band'ts
slugged Gilbert Hunter and Paul meeting May 20. A luncheon for the
Tipton, ushers at the Strand, and members will preceed the meeting,
which a prominent speaker will
made their escape with a satchel con- at
address
the organization.
taining $714 in receipts.

M. P. ATHLETIC ASS'N BASEBALL

Asked if the M. P. T. O. of
Connecticut plans an annual
convention this year, Joe
Walsh, former president, said
yesterday: "If we can find a
vacant telephone booth. There
are no independent exhibs left
in the state, at least in the first
run situations."

from

the Riviera. The State in the same
city had planned to adopt the dual
policy, but had to abandon the idea
due to scarcity of product.
Reports from Minneapolis, based !

Fox Planning No More
Newsreel Houses in U.S. "Roxy" To Help Shape
I
Herb Kaufman Managing
RKO {Continued
Production
Policies
not open newsreel theathe U. S. in competition with
from Page 1)
Columbia St. Louis Office Foxters in will

Palmetto
House Reopening
Palmetto, Fla. — The Palmetto, a
unit in the E. J. Sparks circuit, has
been reopened under the direction of
New
Censor for Ohio
Barney Rose Leaves Universal
W. J. Stewart, The house was closed
Cleveland — Barney Rose has deabout a year ago. Sound equipment
Columbus, O. — J. L. Clifton's term
signed as local Universal branch
has been installed.
as head of the Department of Education, which included the bureau of manager. Dave Miller, district mancensorship expires June 10. It is
ager, is also handling the office for
the time being.
said he will not be reappointed.
Joe Stout With RKO
Los Angeles — Joe Stout has been
added to the sales staff of the RKO
exchange here by Harry Cohen, western district manager. For the past
seven years Stout held the managerial post of the Los Angeles Pathe
exchange.
RESULTS
FOR
SUNDAY,
MAY
10

Cleaned Out

Features

;e of product
dooms double features

All- Film

Ft. Worth, Tex.— The R-K-O Majestic, last stronghold of flesh
entertainment here, will discontinue vaudeville on May 17. The
house had been operating under a split-week vaudeville and picture
policy.

A cash prize has been announced
by Harry H. Thomas, vice-president
for Exchange, in the sales drive being
conducted by Monogram Pictures.
The prize will be participated in by
the three offices leading in percentage
of sales as against quotas in the drive
running to Aug. 15. Gross contracts
exceeding $200,000 for the week ending May 9, the first week of the
drive, also are reported by Thomas.
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Columbia 5; RKO Pathe 2
Erpi 8; Fox 7
RKO
9; Natl. Theater 2
Warner-RCA;
no game
STANDINGS
Won
Lost
RKO
l
o
ERPI
l
o
Columbia
1
0
RKO
Pathe
0
1
Fox
0
1
Nat'l Theater
0
1
RCA
0
0
Warner
0
0

Fox Appeals in Contract Suit
Lewiston, Ida. — Fox Film has. filed
notice of appeal in its case against
the Tri- State Theaters to collect
$3,700 alleged due in rentals for film:
contracted for by the Granada thea
ter and then refused. District Judge
Miles S. Johnson dismissed the case,
ruling that, by its terms, the con
tract violated the Sherman AntiTrust Law. The film company alleges error by Judge Johnson.
Columbia-B.

I. P.

Releases

"Young
"Murder,'M
which
were Woodley"
shown at and
the George
Cohan on Broadway, will be fifth an
sixth in the series of B. I. P. pic
tures released by Columbia.

Operator is Hero

St. Louis — William
1000
Pet.
1000
1000
000
000
000

Gibson,

25, Negro operator at the Palace on Franklin Ave., sacrificed
his life to protect his audience
when fire broke out in the projection booth. Ordering his
helper to rush for aid, Gibson
proceeded to fight the fire
alone. His clothes caught fire,
followed by body burns which
resulted in his death next day.
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With Sponsored Shorts

3RGANEATI0N FORMED BY COASTAGENTS
14 Action Features Added
Cut-Outs
— on a string

D. J. Mountan To Supply
Some of Additional
Product

by U to 1931-32 Releases
Demands Money Back
Because
of Ad
Film

Chicago — In addition to the 26 feaalready announced,
Universal's
1931-32turesrelease
schedule will
include

New Haven, Conn. — Sponsored ad
films have few friends here. Not
} OXY,' again in circulation, looks
only are the newspapers hammering
like a juvenile
Biggest
chill 14 productions in which action will
but a trade paper man ("Editor
a Broadway is the hypnotic eye of predominate over dialogue, said Carl them,
& Publisher") demanded his money
back
at
the Paramount because the
Laemmle
at
the
company's
midwest
arrymore
They
have a "Once sales convention here yesterday. This
i a Lifetime" reception room at U.A. will make a total of 40 features from program contained a commercial picture. Asked if the sponsored film
Reports have it that SATURDAY EVENING POST is to have U next season. Some of these ac- did not have entertainment value, he
(Continued on Page 6)
Motion
Picture
Page
M. P.
replied, "No," and his money was
refunded. Several houses here are
lub is probably the BEST financed
leatrical club in the world
Comreported to have refused to run advertising films.
ig FILM GOLF TOURNAMENT
>oks like a slice of HOT and MERY
ADVERTISING
FILMS
lea seems to be on the sick list
REAT AMERICAN TRAGEDY,
s far as pictures are concerned, is Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
le STOCK
MARKET
DICK
Washington — A striking decrease
ovvland calls gangster pictures East- in the number of silent films is the
rn Westerns.
highlight of the March report of the
Greensboro, N. C. — Following reBritish Board of Film Censors, accent acquisition of the Saenger stock
cording to a dispatch from Trade in Publix-S
aenger Theaters of North
AST of song writers in California Commissioner James Sommerville,
by the Publix and H.
Inc.,
Carolina,
4 STARVED
to death
in Holly- Jr., London, to the Department of F. Kincey group, corporate name of
(Continued on Page 6)
-ood last week
Rumbles of sub- Commerce. Only three silent features
(Continued on Page 7)
tantial salary cuts in PROSPECT
>r most COAST studios
CARL
.AEMMLE, next to poker, still ensys a good
FIGHT,
in type
.
West Coast Bureau, THE
FILM
DAILY
OHN EBERSON may build an atWest Coast Bureau, THE FILM
DAILY
lospheric
theater
in CHINA
Hollywood
—
George
Arliss,
who
reHollywood — Arthur Rosson has
cently "completed "Alexander
Hamil'he LACK of story material has been appointed to the post of superlost production outfits GROGGY
ton." (.Continued
has signed ona Page
new 6) exclusive
visor at the Columbia studios.
....Looks like gangster pictures are
booting
themselves
to death
fate BURKAN almost himself again.
• ByJACKALICOATE-

ONLY 3 SILENTSRELEASED

K1NCEY REPLACES SAENGER
AS PUBL1X N^C. AFFILIATE

Arliss Signs
Arthur Rosson Appointed George
New Warner Contract
Supervisor at Columbia

Sponsored Short Advertising
Insufficient, Clients Complain

Frank Joyce Is Elected
President
of Artists'
Representatives
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Organization of west
coast deragents
completed unthe name hasof been
the Association
of
Motion Picture Artists' Representatives and Managers. Officers are:
Frank Joyce, president; Ruth Collier,
vice-president; Eddie Silton, secretary; Morris Small, treasurer.

ANOTHER PENNA. COURT
RULES ACAINST CONTRACT
Philadelphia — A second decision
against the old standard exhibition
contract has been handed down by a
Pennsylvania
court.
The Pennsylvania state court
has concurred
witli
the Federal Court in finding the
agreement illegal. Both decisions
were rendered in actions brought by
Vitagraph
to compelto Clayton Bess, Exchange
Easton exhibitor,
play
out pi

ures on his 1930-31

contract.

Fox Meet Again Delayed
Annual meeting of Fox Film,
scheduled for May 15, will again be
postponed
to sometime
in June for
to the
allow more time
tor preparation
1930 financial report. This makes
the third postponement.

Film Golf Tournament
June 10 at Fenimore

~)OC
GIANNINI
California
for
a wedding,
NOT in his
own
5ad BEARS
say picture stocks goC'lassinx sponsored short subjects
Film Biz Comes Out Free
fc lower
BOBBY JONES golf
as
merely "reminder" advertising and
THE EVENT: 19th Film Golf
erics best novelty
of season
In Heavy S. C. Session
absolutely unsuited to the needs of
THE TIME: Wednesnational
advertisers,
who
must
of
Tournament.
me fade-out
of "Public
Enemy"
is
smash
CARTOON
COMEDPLACE: Feninecessity
meet
competition
with
the
10.
day,
June
After a record session of 71 active
more Country THE
Club, White Plains,
ES better get some fresh ideas
specific advantages of the commodity Westchester.
THE
ENTRIES:
Every
'ime to DUST off the cooling sys- days, and the passing of appropria- in question, F. B. Ryan, Jr., of
tion
bills
to
the
unprecedented
amount
thinks
or
can
who
industry
the
in
mug
em
Many short subjects TRYRuthrauff and Ryan, Inc.. representof $16,000,000, the South Carolina
he can play golf. THE PRIZES:
many nationally advertised prod
\'(l Now
to be that
funny
are onlvis here
SILLY
SPRING
we legislature has adjourned without nets, ingtold
Tin-: Imi m Dad y yesterdaj
PROlist ever. THE
ire wondering if that SAME old enacting any measures affecting the that all sponsored short subject prop- Biggest GRAM: Now being arranged with
HOLD THIS
jjaiter is at the SAME old post in the film industry. In North Carolina the
ositions placed before his company lots of surprises.Full
details next
JAME little cafe on the Boulevard, Senate is still deadlocked over the so far, have hern unsatisfactory and DATE OPEN.
MONDAY.
omevvhere in France.
proposed tax bill.
{Continued on Pain- 71
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High
Low
Close
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Am.
Seat
5
5
5
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V*
Con.
Fm.
Ind....
6]/±
6A
6*A —
%
Con. Fm.
Ind. pfd. 14%
14%
14%
+
%
East. Kodak
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Fox Fm. "A"
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15% —
%
Gen. Th. Eq. (new)
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4
—
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Loew's, Inc
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43^ —
'A
Paramount
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%
Pathe
Exch
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I'A
1%
.....
RKO
"A"
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VA
17%—
%
Warner
Bros
8
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8
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A
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MARKET
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3
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6
—
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+
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Trans-Lux
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SA
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NEW
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MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 39
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35% — 3%
Loew
6s 41ww
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95%
96
+
A
Paramount
6s 47.. 89
87%
88
— 2
Par. By. 5/2s51...103
102%
102% —
A
Par. 5%s50
83
82%
82%—
%
Pathe 7s37
81
81
81
—
%
Warner's
6s39
... 43
41%
41% —
%

175-Pound Portable Sound Device
Perfected by Laurence M. Corcoran
New Contract Put Off
A portable sound-on-film reproducing equipment, weighing less than
With major distributors start175 pounds and said to be the lighting the new season using their
est, smallest and most compact apindividual
contracts, it is defiparatus so far developed for 35 mm.
nitely indicated that the new
film, has been perfected by Laurence
standard exhibition contract
M. Corcoran, eastern sales manager
adoptedences will
bynotthebe 5-5-5
conferfor Phototone Equipment Corp. of
put into
use
Indiana, and will be placed on the
during the year just beginning.
market soon by this company. The
device can be set up in 15 minutes
layman, according to Corcoby any
ran, and packs into two small cases Arthur Hurley To Direct
that will fit in an ordinary pleasure
Floyd Gibbons Shorts
car. To operate the equipment, it is
Arthur Hurley, Vitaphone shorts
nily necessary to plug into a light director for the last two years, has
socket and turn on the switch, says
Corcoran.
been signed by Amedee J. Van Beuren to direct Floyd Gibbons in the
series of RKO Pathe subjects to
Two Circuits Take Out
be made by Van Beuren under the
supervision of A. P. Waxman and
Group Insurance Policies Michael
Mindlin. Production will
Wilmer & Vincent Theater Corp. start at once.
and Manhattan Playhouses are
among the group insurance policies
recently closed by Elmer Leterman, Barrist-Goodwin Back
vice-president of Stebbins, Leterman
In Philly Theater Field
& Gates, Inc. The cases were written through the Harry Gardiner
Philadelphia — Dave Barrist and
Agency in the John Hancock Mu- Charles Goodwin are returning to the
tual Life Insurance Co. of Boston, exhibition field through acquisition of
in which company 65 employes of the Coliseum, seating 1,000, from
Stebbins, Leterman & Gates also are William Freihoffer, They take over
the house tomorrow.
group-insured.
Price Cutting in Northwest
Minneapolis — Price-cutting finally
spreading in this section, with the recent action of Publix, lowering prices
at three local houses and in St. Paul,
expected to spread among independents generally. Reduction in the
scale at the Paramount in Brainerd
also has aroused surrounding exhibitors who are making protest over the
protection situation as a result.

"Ingagi"
Injunction
Refused
Supreme Court Justice McCook
has dismissed an application filed by
Hero Films, Ltd., for an injunction
to stop showing of "Ingagi" and asking to share in profits of the picture.
Raymond Guion Changes Name
Raymon Guion, popular stage In the action, brought against First
allegation was made that
juvenile recently signed by Para- Division,
mount, will be known on the screen President Albert Wetherall of Hero
hereafter as Gene Raymond. He made some of the African scenes in
will appear with Nancy Carroll in the picture and this was put forward
"Personal Maid," which Monta Bell as the basis of the suit. Winthrop,
is
to direct at Paramount's New York Simpson, Putnam & Roberts represtudio.
sented the petitioner, and Louis Nizer represented the defendant.

w

Helprin Joins United Artists
Morris Helprin, newspaper and
publicity man, for the past several
months a member of the publicity
department of the New York Paramount studio, has been selected by
Bruce Gallup, advertising and publicity director of United Artists, as
his Hollywood representative and
will leave Monday to take up his
post. He will be concerned with the
creation of new feature news material for use throughout the country.
Richard
West

Wallace

Coast

Bureau.

Renews
THE

Contract

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Richard Wallace has
signed a renewal of his contract as a
Paramount director.
Gene Dennis at Beacon
Gene Dennis will make personal
appearances at the Beacon, beginning
next Friday, in conjunction with the
showing of George Arliss in "The
Millionaire."
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Problems!

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant

9-3040

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Michigan 8761

DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S
May

11-14:

Annual

convention

of the NaAss'n at

Fire Protection
Toronto, tional
Canada.
May

May

May
May
May
May

12-13:

Annual convention of the Rocky
Mountain
M. P. T. O. A.,
Brown
Palace Hotel,
Denver.
Universal
midwest
sales
convention, Stevens Hotel,
Chicago.
16: Dinner Dance and Party to
Michael L. Simmons, president
A.M. P. A. at Motion Picture Club.
7:30
P.M.

18:

Fifth annual golf tournament and
outing sponsored by the Kansas City Film
Board of Trade.
18: First of six United Artists regional sales meetings,
New
York.
18-20: Universal western sales con.
vention, Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
18-22: Conference of International
Federation of Cinematograph Exhibitors, Rome, Italy.

May 25-29: Spring meeting ot the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.
May 26-27 : Annual convention of the M.P.
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri
and St. Joseph,
Mo.
May 26-31: International conference on educational films under patronage of
the Federal Minister of Education,
Vienna.
May 27 Testimonial dinner to Charles L.
Winston, New England division
manager. R-K-O Theaters, CopleyPlaza
Hotel,
Boston.
June 10:
Nineteenth
Film
Golf
Tournament, Fenimore
Country
Club,
White Plains, Westchester, N. Y.
June 15: Annual Convention of Southeast
Theater
Owners,
Atlanta.
June 14-18:

Annual convention of Advertising Federation of America, Hotel
Pennsylvania,
New York.
Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Minneapolis.

WILLIAM
GOLDMAN,
Warner theater
district manager with headquarters in Philadelphia, is en route to Europe on the Leviathian.
GEORGE ARLISS arrives in New Yorfl
Saturday from the coast and sails May 29
on the Majestic
for England.
SAM E. MORRIS, stopping off in Chicago
on his way back from the west, is due in New
York at the end of the week.
WILLIAM FOX, JACK LEO and SAUL
ROGERS are on a trip to Washington.
TOHN
NEWELL,
sound engineer, and
WILLIAM
GREEN, taxidermist, returned
yesterday
from a jungle expedition to South
America.
LILLIAN GISH sailed yesterday on the
Bremen for Europe.
CARRINGTON
NORTH. New York story
editor for RKO Pathe, leaves Saturday for
Hollywood.
B. G. DE SYLVIA arrived yesterday on
the He de France from a vacation abroad.

m

m
INDEPENDENT
and
EXCHANGES
FOREIGN
Have

BUYERS
you

seen

"The
Ideal Twelve"
(1 reel each — Sound on film)
NOVELTY

ANIMAL TRAVEL

Available in all languages

Ideal Pictures Corp.
M. J. KANDEL,
729 Seventh Ave., New

Pres.
York City

9-4417 N. Y.
Cable BRyant
: KandelFilm

HEY LEO! wait

for us!

Just when you think it's humanly impos*
sihle for any company to keep up such a hit
record in one season, along come a flock
more M-Q-M hits — and that's not all I
THE SECRET SIX {Wallace Beery)
Just starting on its record-breaking course:
DETROIT— Held over 2nd Big Week—
FRISCO — Tremendous!
NEW YORK— Held over 2nd Week, Capitol.
LOS ANGELES — Breaking every record in
history of Criterion.
SHIPMATES {Robert Montgomery)
Another new one that's making history!
CHICAGO-Great business!
FRISCO— S. R. O. engagement!
STRANGERS MAY KISS {Norma Shearer)
Continues to break records everywhere!
her new one "A Free Soul"
just seen
And
whichwe've
is another
positive hit!
TRADER HORN
Every day this miracle picture piles up
new box-office records.

NO

WONDER
will be M-G-M

M-G

EXHIBITORS

exhibitors again in 1931-32!

THE
4
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Short Shots from
New York Studios
^S

By HARRY

N. BLAIR

__

A/fAURICE CHEVALIER, whose
latest screen vehicle, "The Smiling Lieutenant," will have its world
premiere at the Criterion on Broadway late this month, will be the host
at a farewell dinner honoring Henri
Bernstein, distinguished French playwright, next Saturday evening at the
Hotel St. Moritz.
Chevalier has invited a number of
prominent French residents of New
York City and many leading members of the theatrical and motion
picture world. The guest list includes Mr. and Mrs. Henri Prince,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Meyer, Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse L. Lasky, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter W anger, Mr. and Mrs. B.
S. Moss, Ernst Lubitsch, Henry Salisbury, Ariita Loos, Marcel Achard,
Jacques Bataille-Henri, George Gershwin, Maximilian Mongendre, H.
D'Abbadie D'Arrast and Adolph
Zukor.
"The Week End," recently completed by Vitaphone with Al Ray directing, has a cast headed by Neely
Edwards and including Mary Murray
and Lucille Sears, the latter a niece
of the famed Zelda Sears.
The "Nagging" Norworths entertain with songs in their latest Vitaphone short, "The Naggers' Housewarming," which makes the twelfth
of the series. Mrs. Norworth also
gives an imitation of Helen Morgan, with piano and everything.
Stanley Rauh and Glen Lambert
wrote the script and Alf Goulding
is directing.
Offstage noises and effects for
Vitaphone shorts are contributed by
George Ackerson, prop man, who has
done everything from knocking down
doors to ringing telephone bells.
Ackerson, who claims his specialty in
pie throwing, had a grand time during the filming of "Opportunity
Night," which presents amateur night
in a five-cent movie house. The
neighborhood grocer did a good business, as a quantity of vegetables was
required to hurl at the unfortunate
actors.
:iHE
IBl M*M\I£U
Of riLIMIOM

Congratulates :
LEO CARRILLO
whose spirited performance is
the highlight of the Tiffany
production, "Hell
Bound".

No. 19 of 1931

"Good Deeds"
Series

iSSH

DAILV

MALT

Sioux Falls, S. D.— R. B. Brown
has been made advertising sales manager of the Paramount exchange.

• • • WITH PRODUCTION starting on Ronald Colman's
"The Unholy Garden," all pictures on the United Artists lot for
Samuel Goldwyn from now on will be made on "closed sets"
with high canvas partitions completely surrounding the
sets
barring cut everybody
not directly concerned with
production
which is due to a surprising notion that Mister
Goldwyn
has developed
that other studios have been
duplicating a pix in production that looks as if it Has Something and even to rush it through and release it before
the Original has left the cutting room
thereby taking the
edge off the competitor's product
and if such reprehensible
procedure
REALLY
exists in our industry
something
ought to be done about it
we must make a note to take
it up with the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences
our
idea for handling this very delicate situation would be for the
Academy to send out a questionnaire to all the studio officials, directors and writers
asking point blank
"Have you
ever pinched a Story Idea in work on some other studio set?"
if they all answered "No"
as they ALL would,
that should quiet Mister Goldwyn's fears
but if they answered "Yes"
it would confirm Mister Goldwyn's suspicion that his expenditure for closed canvas sets was a Good Investment but closed sets won't stop LEAKS in the Scenario Dep't
where Ideas are grabbed off by rival studios
BEFORE they even go into production
and mebbe you
think THAT'S a lotta Siamese salami
say, we heard tell
of a mugg who worked in a scenario dep't for 30 smackers per
and after ten months he quit
and started producing on his Own
for he was the LEAK in the scenario
dep't
and he got plenty
for Leaking
yez,
yez
we think that "closed set" idea is Swell
• • • A YAWP
from Eddie Cornwell,
empey
editor of
the Wheeling
"Register"
Eddie
writes
"During
absence from my desk, a nib-nosey female member of this newspaper's staff undertook to fill out for me the ballot on the Ten
Best Directors
and even went to the extent of signing
my name
so will you mail me another blank
I am
enclosing the original, which I tore up in high dudgeon"
okay, Eddie
we are sending you another ballot
but
won't the nib-nosey female have a laff on you
if her selections come under the wire FIRST
and yours don't
then
you'llidea
be cussing yourself for not letting her get away with
her little
• • • CHESTER BAHN, motion pix editor of the Syracuse
"Herald," states that the Herald Cinema Critics Club, which he
founded, will ballot on the Ten Best Directors at the annual business meeting tonite
this is in co-operation with the FILM
DAILY poll
Albert Howson, scenario editor for Warners,
addressed the Lion's Club of Bloomfield, N. J., on "Pictures for
Sunday," in an effort to offset the Sunday taboo in that section
of the State
he took the attitude that if a pix was not suitable for showing on Sunday, it was not suitable for showing on
any other day of the week
which is food for thought for
the Blue Noses
but then, if they Thought
they
wouldn't be Blue Noses
• • • PRIVATE
OPENING
at midnite on Thursday
of
the new Trans-Lux Theater
in honor of the 24 visiting
Mayors of important cities
on their way to France as guests
of the French government
but first they will have their
muggs and after-dinner speeches recorded on Pathe Newsreei
at a banquet on the He De France
and then will be transported to the new pix house to see themselves on the screen
two short hours later
and prints of the reel will
be sent back to their home towns
as a record for the City
Hall archives
in other words, the production
will be
Shelved

«
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Minneapolis
O'Halloran
hassucceeded
R. —B. PatBrown
as poster
clerk in the local Paramount ofhce.
Oklahoma
City — Roy
succeeded
Fred Wooley
change.
manager
at the local

Winter
has*
as contracti
Warner
ex-

Kendalville, Ind. — Robert Nellis is
now managing the Strand, succeeding
O. J. Chandler.
Spartanburg, Co. S.has C.taken— • Criterion
Amusement
over the \
Ritzy and renamed it the Criterion.
Detroit — Walter
Loew
has
the local Universal branch.

joined

Chicago — R. H. Ruliffson, formerly
with Electrical Research Products in
Minneapolis, has been made assistant
to F. B. Rogers, central division sales
manager.
Milbank, S. D.— B. J. Benfield has
opened the new Milbank.
Hartford, Conn. — Sound equipment
has been installed in the Crown?
owned by C. B. Thompson. Charles
Repass will manage the house, whic "
will be reopened soon.

San Francisco — R-K-O has bought i
the site on Golden Gate Ave. at Taylor. Property includes the Golden i
Gate theater.
Oakland, Cal.— Robert J. McHale,
formerly of Atlanta, is managing the
Fox Grand Lake.
Berkeley Cal. — The Kaliski-Harband circuit will soon close the Lorin
for renovations.
Montrose, Cal. — M.
bought the Montrose.

G. Myers has

Bridgeville, Pa. — T. H. Rankin
will operate his smaller house here
on Fridays and Saturdays only.
Louisburg,
N. C. — E. L. Swinson
has taken over the Louisburg.

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

May 13
Paul Page
Jack Holt
Paul Ivano

at CARTHAY CIRCLE
ACE
Los Angeles'
LONG
RUN house...
RECORD BUSINESS in
Oklahoma City. ..REMARKABLE opening
matinee in Providence
...and more coming!
is 24'Sheet will
p get them in!

L UEMtsMLE
presen

a ruAi v

A UNIVERSAL PiCTUR

THE

HEARST NETROTONE NEWS

'GLOBE TROTTER' CLICKS
Introduction of the "Globe Trotter," also known as "the radio voice
of
the
Hearst newspapers,"
into
Hearst Aktrotone
News has evoked
favorable reaction and aroused new
interest in the M-G-M newsreel. Initial appearance of the "Globe Trotter" took place the latter part of last
week, with the first complete newsreel under the new policy making its
debut this week.
A particularly interesting feature
of the Metrotone News is the fact
that it now lias descriptive dialogue
as well as sound. The voice of the
"(ilobe Trotter" is superimposed on
the natural sound, thereby producing
a new and unusual effect in the news-

«^2
FLASHES

HOLLYWOOD
Bv RALPH

CAMUEL
MARX, 72-year-old
father of the Four Marx Brothers,
makes his acting debut in "Monkey
Business," Paramount production.
He plays a comedy bit with Groucho,
C'hico, llarpo *and * Zeppo.
*

T

52

MILK

Mildred Van Dome, Del Henderson and Carl Miller will appear in
"Fun on the Green," Universal tworeeler starring Charles Lawrence.
*
*
*

With the signing of two new
Broadway playwrights, S. K. Laurer
and Sidney R. Buchman, the contrac
list of scenarists for the Paramoun*
Lasky.
studio now totals 52, the larges1
number in the history of the company, it is announced by Jesse L

"The World Changes" is the title
of First National's next vehicle for
by
Bernard Schubert's screen play Edward G. Robinson. Wilson MizOf the list, 39 are now writing at
ner
and
Waldemar
Young
wrote
it,
and dialogue script for "The ReckonHollywood studios, the remainer," new Radio vehicle starring Loretta Young has the feminine lead, the ing
13 being contract staff member.'
Richard Dix, made such a hit with and Wilhelm Dieterle will direct.
*
*
*
Dix that he has asked that Schubert
at the company's New York studios
be assigned to write the dialogue for
Herbert
Brenon has
completed
another of his pictures. William Le- tures.
"The Next Comer" for Radio PicBaron has granted
the
request.
*
*
*
NOW IN PRODUCTION
*
*
*
Lina Basquette makes her return
Lloyd French has been assigned
*
* in Fox's
*
i eld.
to talking pictures
"Goldie." direction of a short comedy to star
The Hearst newspaper and radio
Fred Santley has been added to Jimmy Savo, according to an announcement by Lou Brock, short
:i ti'iliation, assuring fast world-cover- the cast of RKO's
*
*"Helga."
*
subjects producer for Radio Pictures.
age on news events, is another advan*
*
*
tage of the revivified Metrotone
Neil Hamilton will appear with
New--.
Craufurd Kent and Claude King
Helen Hayes in "Lullaby" for M-G- are two new additions to the cast of
M after he finishes in "The Great
E. MORT
HOUG
Fox's "Transatlantic." William K
ON
H
Jannings Film to Open
Howard is directing.
*
*
*
Slim Summerville is to play the
Lover."
x
Ufa's New York House
Emphatic denial that paid adver"Der Gross Tenor," starring Emil role of a Marine in a series of twotising had appeared in one of his
All rights protected
Jannings, will be the opening fea- reel comedies for Universal. "First shorts is
made by Hal Roach, whose
to
Fight"
is
now
in
work
at
the
San
ture at the Ufa-Cosmopolitan, Colum- Diego base.
Our Gang, Charley Chase, Laurelbus Circle house recently acquired
Hardy and Boy Friends comedies
M. H. HOFFMAN
as the company's show window here.
M-G-M.
Warner Bros, has assigned Marian are released *through
Ufa short subjects will fill out the
*
*
5360 Melrose Ave.,
Marsh to the feminine lead with
program.
John Wayne, recently signed by
Hollywood, Calif.
Frank
Fay been
in "Mr.
Hercules."
Sally
Blane has
added
by W. B.
to Columbia for "Arizona," has been
Two RKO
Features in Color
given a five-year contract.
"The Star Witness."
West Coast Bureau,
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — RKO
will make both
"I he Bird of Paradise"
and "Con- 14 Action Features
doning Wives" entirely by the re
Added to U Releases
cently improved Technicolor process,
(.Continued from Page 1)
it is announced.
Paramount also is
features will be made at Univerto make "Rose of the Rancho" under tion sal
City, and others obtained from
the process.
different producing sources. A contract is under way with D. J. Mountan whereby he will supply several
pictures for world release by Universal.
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George Arliss Signs
New Warner Contract
(.Continued

from

Page

1)

three-year contract with Warner
Bros. Arliss is now on his way East
and will visit Winthrop Ames in Boston before sailing May 29 on the Majestic for a vacation in England.

Kincey Replaces Saenger
As Publix
N.
C. Affiliate
(Continued
from Page 1)
the organization has been changed to
Publix-Kincey Theaters, which will
continue to operate the houses in 14
Carolina towns. Montgomery Hill
remains as district manager.

Cleveland Firm to Make
Industrials in Color
Cleveland — Tri-State Motion Picture Co. is now equipped to make
industrial films in motion, sound and
color. The addition of color in making industrials is new, and Jack
Flanagan, president of Tri-State, says
that its use has stimulated the inter1 est in industrials.

FOR A SWELL FELLOW

DON'T MISS THE MOTION
PICTURE CLUB'S TESTIMONIAL
BANQUET TO

MIKE SIMMONS
Pres. of the A. M. P. A.

A SWELL DINNER; WORLD'S FOREMOST
ENTERTAINERS; DANCING TILL DAWN

ONLY $3.00
SATURDAY, MAY 16th AT 7:30 P. M.
AT THE MOTION

(FORMAL)

PICTURE CLUB
RESERVATIONS
M. P. CLUB-1560

AT
B'WAY

-sm
THE
DAILY
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lound-Film Profits Smaller,
Latin- American Survey Shows
ishington Bureau of THE

FILM_ DAILY

Washington — Introduction of
und has materially reduced the
ofits from film exports to Latin
nerica, it is indicated in a bulletin
st issued by the Commerce Depart;nt's motion picture division. This
lletin presents a survey of the morn picture field in Mexico, Central
nerica and the larger West Indian
lands compiled from reports of
wernment trade representatives in
ose areas.
Most
of the large picture houses
the countries covered in the bul:in are now wired for sound films,
d the owners demand talking picres in the language of the particur country. In the case of Haiti,
>wever, where French is the lantage of the country, only films in
is tongue will give entire satisfac)n. According to the report a
imber of Spanish versions of Amerin films have been sent to Mexico,
jba and the Central American
untries and these have met with
asonable success. However, it is
linted out that the cost of producer these foreign-language pictures is
eatly in excess of that of the forer practice of retitling a silent film
id the margin of profit has therere been greatly reduced, even in
e case of a popular picture.
The popularity of the sound picre, the bulletin declares, is growg steadily in the countries reviewed,
d each year more theaters are beg wired for sound films. In 1930,
m exports from the United States
these countries reached a total of
rer 28 million feet, which was a
tin of a million feet over the preous year's figure. More than oneilf of this total footage represented
und films. Mexico is the most imirtant of the countries reviewed as
l outlet for American moving picres. Panama, Cuba, Porto Rico,
id Guatemala follow in the order
imed.

Youth and Age
Dallas — With kid patronage
now occupying much attention
from exhibitors, C. R. McHenry of the new Texas here has
sprung an innovation by extending free matinee admission
to adults over 60 years of age.
Youngsters and their parents
usually accompany aged persons to the theater, making the
stunt profitable.

On the desks
Of men of
Affairs in the

ADVERTISERS DISSATISFIED
{Continued

from

Page

Industry one
Will invariably
Find the
FILM DAILY

1)

would
not stand
up under
careful
analysis.
According to Ryan, his clients are
prepared to make huge expenditures
for proper coverage provided films
carry more sales argument than may
be inserted in main titles and trailers.
"Many movie companies also insist
that they produce the film, which in
some cases is not a satisfactory arrangement for us," says Ryan. "Guaranteed coverage in certain locations
and advance bookings have not been
forthcoming, neither has the assurance that theaters in a circuit, upon
which distributors base their attendance claims, will not double-feature
on the days when the sponsored subject is supposed to be playing.

Because for

Only 3 Silents Released
In England During March
(Continued

from

Page

14 years it
Has kept to
A standard

1)

were passed by the Board that
month, as compared with 25 in
March, 1930. The total number of
sound feature films, on the other
hand, was 63, as against 41 a year
ago. The number of feature films,
both sound and silent, was exactly
the same as a year ago.
"Maltese Falcon" Release June 13
As regards the 88 shorter films,
"The Maltese Falcon," adaptation
under
3,000 feet in length, the reDashiell Hammett's novel, has
port shows, on the other hand, a
:en set by Warner Bros, for general
lease June 13. Bebe Daniels antT somewhat less marked decrease in
icardo Cortez have the chief roles. silent films than was the case in February. Nevertheless, the number of
short sound films was more than
Mrs. Jack Scott Retires
Denver — Mrs. Jack Scott, wife of double the number of silent films,
.e Columbia booker, is retiring as whereas in March, 1930, the position
eater cashier after 19 years, 13 of was reversed.
The total number of both short
hich have been with Publix houses.
and feature films passed by the board
during March, 1931, was 154, as compared with 156 in March, 1930. Of
New Incorporations
the number of films passed, 114 were
certified for universal exhibition, the
"A" cergiven the especially
NEW
YORK
CHARTER
remaindertificate,being
as recommended
International Cinemas,
motion pictures; J. for adult audiences.
•ank.
West
42nd
St., New
York.
o.oon. 130
Maxbilt Theater. Fleischmanns ; G. Speenirg, Fleischmanns, N. Y. $2,500.
DELAWARE CHARTER
American Television Laboratories, Inc.,
over, Del., research, experiments in respect
television, wireless; United States Corp.
rust Co., Dover, Del. 200,000 shares cornon.

INFLUENCE

New House for Frankfort, Ind.
Frankfort, Ind.— Sparta Realty Co.,
enmposed of Chicago capitalists,
closed a deal here for the construction of a $150,000 theater, which will
be completed by not later than
Sept. 1.
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Vew Advertising Angle Means Big Saving to Circuits
►ROTECflON

Shorts Will

/itaphone

Subjects for Newone
Seasoofn Being Released
Separately
Vitaphone short subjects for the
w season will be sold only in
•ies, according to Harry E. Rosenest, assistant general sales maner for Vitaphone. In the new
eup are the "Big Star Comedies,"
series of 12 two-reelers which inide four or five shorts under the
b-head of "The Girl Friends,"
nile the remainder will be miscelcomedies as yet unanrieous (Contiitued
on Page
65)

ESTIMONY H

WAY

IN LABJWENT SUIT
Wilmington, Del. — Taking of testionv in the Cinema Patents Co. suit
;ainst Craft Film Laboratories,
arging infringement of patents, was
gun yesterday in the Federal Court
:re. Counsel for Cinema Patents
iened the case with an explanation
the patents. Leon Gaumont,
rench film pioneer, is the center of
terest in the suit, which involves the
iveloping and drying machines in(Continued

on

Page

65)

loldwyn Buys Belasco Hit
As Vehicle for Swanson
"Tonight or Never," David
age hit, has been bought by
oldwyn as a United Artists
Adela
>r Gloria Swanson.
(Continued

on

Page

COMPLICATED

Belasco
Samuel
vehicle
Rogers

65)

Burr Reviving 'Torchy'
As Educational Series
C. C. Burr, who made the original
rorchy" comedies in which Johnny
ines and Dorothy Mackaill apeared at one time, is reviving the
;ries as part of the 52 two-reelers
n the new Educational program,
lay Cooke, juvenile comedian, has
een signed for the lead. Six of the
jmedies are planned.

Be

BY

Sold

PRICE

London — Charlie Chaplin, who is at present on the Riviera, said
in a telephone conversation with a London newspaper yesterday
that he is considering production of his next picture on this side.
It will be made either in London, Paris or Algiers, Chaplin is quoted
as saying.

$11,000,000 Fox Earnings
Estimated Under New Audit
Amos 'n' Andy, playing this week
on the Paramount stage bill, are
understood to be getting $7,500 per
week and 15 per cent over $80,000,
which is considered an average week
gross at this New York de luxer.

Earnings

of approximately

$11,-

000,000
in Fox
1930 under
are expected"
be
shown by
the new to
audit
now being prepared by Touche,
Niven & Co., as against about $7,500,000 in the Price, Waterhouse &
Co. audit to which Harley L. Clarke
objected. (Continued
Under the
Touche,
Niven
on Page
65)

Worcester Bans Gang Films
Worcester, Mass. — Motion pictures
based on activities of gangsters have
been banned in this city on the recom endation ofthe Worcester Board
of Review of Motion Pictures. Instructions to this effect were sent to
theater managers by Chief of Police
Folev, and it is expected that the
edict will be strictly enforced.

Cutting of admission prices in
various sections of the country by
some of the affiliated circuits has
thrown new complications into the
protection system and stirred up indie
exhibitors to file protests with their
organizations, with the result that
this subject will be among the hottest
on
program for forthcoming
exhib the
meetings.
Price reductions in circuit houses,
(Continued

on

Page

65)

JACK UNGERFELD FORMING
ANOTHER CIRCUIT IN EAST
Jack Ungerfeld, who sold his circuit to Fox some time ago. is returning to the independent exhibition
field. He has acquired the Palm in
Palmerton, Pa., and intends to get
other houses in this territory. Ungerford. feld formerly operated in l'ortchester,
Xvack. Ossining, Rahway and Stam-

Eddie Buzzell to Make
13 More for Columbia SMPE Convention Party
Eddie Buzzell has signed a new
contract to make another series of Assembles Monday in Chi.
13 "Bedtime Stories" shorts for Columbia. Buzzell is now in New York
and will remain for several weeks to
line up material for the subjects.

Big Saving to Circuits
In New Advertising Angle
Thousands of dollars annually will
be saved by major circuits in Greater New York under a new advertising angle policy understood to lie
Despite the fact that she is off the under consideration. According to
TalUnited Artists program, Norma
the plan, increased space will be used
madge docs not intend to retire, in New York dailies through ads
United Artists stated yesterday. "I which arc largely devoted to plugging
do not intend to make a picture un- pictures and only incidentally mention tin- houses at which thej are
til I find the story I want to do,"
the star was quoted as saying.
This enables circuits to get
According to Samuel Goldwyn, playing.
from the national advertising rates which
released
was
Talmadge
Mis.
(Continued
an Page
65)
are lower than theatrical rates.

No Retirement Plans
For Norma Talmadge

Series

Reduction in Admission
Scales
Indies
NewGives
Worry

Chaplin to Produce in Europe

$7,500 a Week and Cut
For Amos 'n' Andy Act

in

Only

CUTS

Official S.M.P.E. party will assemble in Chicago on Monday and
leave the same day on die Santa
Fe's Chief for the convention in

Hollywood.
President
J. 65)
I. Crabtree
(Continued
on Pagi
U

Makes

With

Blanket Deal

54 Vet.

Hospitals

With 54 Vet. Hospitals— 12 Kabel
In one of the biggest non-theatrical
contracts ever negotiated. Universal
has closed a blanket booking deal to
supply pitals
thewith 54
U. S. and
Veterans'
features
short Hossubjects. Herman Stern, manager of the
Universal non-theatrical department,
handled the sale. Contract calls for
27 features and 29 shorts for each
hospital.
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Elmira Turns Down
Daylight Saving Time

100% VanBeuren Shorts Program
Will Open Trans-Lux Bway House
Orders From Hubby
An all-Van Beuren short subject
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
program will be the opening presenHollywood — Ruth Selwyn
tation at the Trans-Lux Variety thewill take official orders from her
ater Friday night. The bill is comhusband when she appears in
posed of a new Aesop Fable, "Cinderella Blues"; two Grantland Rice
"Lullaby," the M-G-M screen
Sportlights, "Crystal Champions" and
version of Edward Knoblock's
"A Feline Fighter"; a Vagabond Adstage play. Hubby Edgar Selwyn is to direct the picture.
venture, "A Tale of Tutuila" and a
dance classic in color, featuring Josephine McLane.
Both Sportlights are re-issues, Tobis' "Le Million"
"Crystal Champions" having been reFor Little Carnegie
leased June, 1929, and "A Feline
"Le
Million,"
Rene Clair's latest
Fighter" March, 1930. The latter
short was given a three week run at production and the first foreign feature to be imported by the newly
the Globe, a year ago, at which time
a real wild-cat in a cage was placed formed Tobis American Co., will
in the theater lobby as a ballyhoo. open at Leo Brecher's Little Carnegie Playhouse on May 20. Milton
Diamond, in charge of the Tobis
Merian Cooper Dickering
American interests, has abandoned
Tobis plans for a permanent
On Picture for Paramount the
Broadway house and instead will
Merian Cooper, co-producer of book his product into the Little
"Chang" and "Grass" with Ernest
Schoedsack, is conferring with Jesse Carnegie and the Warner, which inproduction policy
L. Lasky concerning a proposition tomorrow. augurates aforeign
Diamond has also ceased
to make another out-of-the-beatentrack picture. Discussions are being operations in connection with securing a coast-to-coast circuit of 200
held in New York. Cooper has been
inactive in production the past two theaters for exclusive Tobis foreign
productions. The Film Daily learns.
years.
Edward
Carroll in Ridgefield Pk.
Coast Agents ApDoint
Edward Carroll, who formerly
Board of Governors managed the Park in Reading, Pa.,
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
is now in charge of the Rialto at
Hollywood — A board of governors Ridgefield Park, N. j.
has been appointed by the newly organized Association of Motion PicUnion Meeting in Gulfport, Miss.
Gulfport, Miss. — The Mississippi
ture Artists' Representatives and
Managers. It includes Phil Berg, division of the International Alliance
Freddie Fralick, George Frank, Grant of Theatrical Staee Employees and
Dolge, Morris Small. Harry Weber, Motion Picture Machine Operators
Ruth Collier, Frank Jovce and Eddie
will convene here July 19-20 for their
Silton.
annual convention.
Publix Closes Des Moines Silent
Des Moines — The Palace has closed
for the summer. It is the last silent
house here. Publix. through the District Manager. Jack H. Roth, announced that the house, if it reopens
in the fall, will have sound equipment.

Blue Law Fight in Cleveland
Cleveland — Fight on the Sunday
blue laws has been renewed in Cleveland Heights with the circulation of
netitions to have the council revoke
the old ordinance.

H. L. Beach Elected Councilman
Oakland, Cal. — Herbert L. Beach,
Sunday Law Repealed
president of the Beach-Krahn AmuseSac City, la. — The Sac City counElmira — Daylight saving time has
ment Co., has been elected to the ofbeen defeated here. Exhibitors weie
cil has repealed its ordinance profice of councilman, District No. 1,
Oakland.
hibiting
Sunday
shows.
The
Casino
instrumental in the successful camhas been open for Sunday shows for
paign.
several months with the understandNew W. E. Director
ing that the ruling would be repealed.
».- »*♦♦>**♦♦'♦♦♦*♦♦♦*♦•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ #♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦,*
David Levinger, engineer of manufacture for Western
Electric, yesNew York
Lon* Island City :.:
:.:
company.
Jesse
Oakes
Opening
Waco
House
154 Crescent St.
terday was elected a director of the
1540 Broadway
Waco, Tex. — Jesse Oakes will
SI ill. -ell 4-7940
BRyant 9-4712
open the Lyric next week. The house
was
Lemke.formerly operated by J. A.
Frank Culp Promoted
:.:
Denver — Warren J. Terry has been
s;
named manager of the Isis. succeedE. H. Allen in East
ing Frank Culp, who has been adE. H. Allen, general manager
of
vanced to assistant manager of the
the Educational Studios on the coast, Fox Rockv
Mountain
division.
is in New York on his annual business visit.
Harry Kutinsky Shifts Houses
Chicago
Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
1727 Indiana Ave.
Harry
Kutinsky, who recently acBlvd.
George Murphy at Brooklyn House
quired the Subway theater, Brooklyn,
:': CALumet 3692
HOL'.ywood 4121
George Murphy, formerlv manager has turned the house over to Harold
New
York, is now Eldridge and has now acquired the
•V ♦ ♦ * ♦ • • **♦♦>♦.♦♦.♦ ♦ » ».» * » ♦.» ♦.♦ ♦> ♦ * *.♦ ♦ * *.* ♦.* ♦.* ♦.**.» ♦.» ♦ "> of the Odeon,
Mt. Eden in Brooklvn.
in charge of the Metro, Brooklvn.

Eastmnan Films

:|J» E. Brulatour, Inc.

May
May

May

DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S

11-14:

Annual

convention

of the N»

tional Fire
Protection
Toronto,
Canada.

Ass'n

a

12-13:

Annual convention of the Rock':
Mountain
M. P. T. O. A.,
Brow:
May
Palace
Hotel,
Denver.
May
Universal
midwest
sales
conven
tion, Stevens
Hotel,
Chicago.
May
16: Dinner Dance and Party ti
Michael L. Simmons, presiden
A.M.P.A. at Motion Picture Club
May
7:30
P.M.
18: Fifth annual golf tournament an<
outing sponsored by the Kan
sas City Film
Board of Trade.
May 18: First of six United Artists reg
ional sales meetings,
New
York.
18-20: Universal western sales con
May
vention, Palace Hotel, San Fran
cisco.
18-22: Conference of Internationa
Federation of Cinematograph Exhibitors, Rome, Italy.
25-29: Spring meeting ot the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hote
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.
26-27 : Annual convention of the M.P
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri
and St. Joseph, Mo.

New Columbia Frisco Exchange
San Francisco — Columbia will b(l
the next to build an exchange on the
new Film Row here, according tc
present plans. The fire commission
has issued orders that it vacate the
present building at 177 Golden Gate
Ave., due to inadequate vault space'
for the safekeeping of prints. Plans1
and specifications for the new building have already been drawn and approved. The proposed site adjoins
the Lafayette Hotel on Hyde St.,
and is directlv opposite the new Fox
and RKO
exchange buildings.

RERI, star of "Tabu," who has beer
tomorrow by morning.
signed
Ziegfeld for the "Follies," arrive^
HARRY
tomorrow.

SCOTT

HARRY
COHN
from
the
coast.
in

arrives from

the coast

of Columbia

is in toww

ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHN
New
York
from
Hollywood.

has arrived'

E. H. ALLEN is on his yearly visit tt
New
York.
JOHNNY
FARRELL
sailed for England:
last
night
on the Berengaria.
coast.
EDDIE BUZZELL is in town from On

Madison
Overlooking Oceon a4 Illinois Avenue
ATLANTIC
CITY.
N.J
Atmosphere of the old South,
faithfully reproduced and transplanted
to a position of distinction by t4ie
sea . ern
. .comforts,
jointly efficient
offered with
all modservice
and
superior cuisine.
The rates for Spring are most attractive.

THE
DAILY
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New Hearst -Metrotone
Newsreel Makes its Bow

TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of
Current Opinions

RUM

€

Sponsored Films
ind Newspaper Advertising
""THOSE
who

who feel that sponsored films are desirable, and

base their opinion on the

part advertising plays in radio,
should find food for thought in
the statement by Dr. Lee

De

Forest to the effect that "the
menace has cost the radio industry millions of dollars." . . . One
of the first exhibitor bodies to
recognize the sponsored film evil
is the Cleveland, O., Motion Picture Exhibitors Association. It
has adopted resolutions of protest. Similar action elsewhere
anticipated as theaters
be
may
reap the full harvest of fan discontent. And that harvest is certain. . . . Finally, I submit that
it is highly significant that, as the
present controversy rages, a
spokesman for Paramount Publix
(the pioneer producer of sponsored films) sturdily contends
"there is no medium better than
newspapers for advertising." That
spokesman was Charles E. McCarthy, director of public relations for the corporation . . . Mr.
McCarthy also said (one reads)
that "careful surveys have proved
the terrific drawing power of attractive newspaper ads," that
"newspaper advertising has been
and will continue to be the backbone of motion pictures campaign," and that "Paramount will
increase its appropriation for
newspaper space next season to
the highest point in the company's history."
— Chester Bahn,
"Syracuse

Herald"

A total of 478 picture house
were built in Europe last year.

^By

• • • NOW THAT they have decided on holding the Film
Golf Tournament at the Fenimore Country Club at White Plains,
the members of all the Boards of Governors of the other clubs
around New York are breathing easy once more
they are
hypocritically
congratulating
the Fenimore
gang
on grabbing
off the Great Honor
and shaking hands with each other
gleefully
for now they know
that they are still gonna
have their Golf Course after the tournament on June 10
and the Fenimore boys will probably stroll up to their course
after that date
and find it looking like a parcel of suburban lots
at about that stage when they start digging up
the streets and laying the sewer pipes
yezzir, this film
biz boasts the most expert gang of landscape artists who ever
dug up a countryside
arrayed in fancy golf togs and with
a club in their hands
and so on June 10th they will all
be up there in White
Plains
hanging around
the club
house and hopping over the fairways
kidding each other
that they are staging a Golf Tournament
and in the evening they breeze home with handsome trophies under their arms
for you must know that EVERY player gets a trophy
no matter how lousy he is
for there are always
enough prizes for everybody
and these dubbs and duffers
crash in on the home folks and yell
"Lookit! See the nice
trophy I WON!"
and producers are all yelling right now
for a good Comedy Subject

• • •
MARY PICKFORD has just issued her usual Spring
Announcement that she is going on the stage
Mary has
this memo in her diary
she hasn't muffed it for the last
seven years
the announcement states
"In her contemplated stage return, which is as yet in the formative stages,
Miss Pickford will appear for only about six or eight weeks in
her first vehicle"
now
ain't that Optimism?
if a
stage play lasts six or eight weeks
nowadays
a regular
stage star would consider it a Life Occupation
and while
Mary is thus serenely confident of her current stage career,
Gloria Swanson denies that she will appear in a stage play in
Cleveland
Gloria sez that with two important
pictures
scheduled for this year, there ain't no time for stage work
well, there may be something in that

• • • THE ROLE that Clarence Muse plays in "The Last
Parade" is said to be the first time a Negro gangster has been
shown on the screen
in the pix, he is bumped off by rival
Guy
call a black-out
you might
what
gangsters
Fowler has associated himself with Harvey-Jaediker Service as
a special writer on sales promotion and exploitation campaigns
George
Orth has done a good job in helping to keep
he revived the Metrometropolitan studios on the map
politan and the old Lincoln studes, and is now identified with
building the Royal
*
*
*
*
O
• •
AX
ANTIDOTE
lor inferiority complexes
lias been
when
out in Hollerword
Del Ruth
by Roy
discovered
adverse criticisms and bad breaks have his director and actor
friends feeling that Nothing Matters Any More, then Roj
a bunch
lie invite^ 'em to his howhome punkand thescreens
|,i1Sy
and
directors
showing
reels
of oldtime
the other nite he showed
aetor> were in the early days
a reel in which one of his discouraged guests was starred in a
exclaimed
goof in the audience
and some
wild meller
."Gosh! Wasn't he GREAT— hi those days!"

«

«

«

»

»

»

JACK
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VERY LATEST of 1931
THE
model newsreels was placed
on national display this week. It
is the new, improved but now
loquacious Hearst - Metrotone
News, produced by William
Randolph Hearst under the direction of Ed Hatrick, for distribution by M-G-M.
It is part of a co-operative
three-ply plan, this new Metrotone News, operating- in connection with a local broadcastin New
York) ing
andstation
with (WOR
a local newspaper,
(The "American" in this territory).
The events, too, are now explained
in detail by an announcing personality designated as "The Globe TrotThis three way hook-up is rather
interesting. The radio station announces the news events at a given
hour each day, the newspaper prints
a running story of the events in a
column
"The Globe
and
the called
local theaters
show Trotter,"
the news
events on the screen.
A definite progressive step in cooperation and showmanship, we
wouldter."
call it.
The quality, contents and versatility of entertainment value of the
first two editions is well in advance
of the average current news reel. If
this standard of quality can be maintained, it will leave plenty of class
for the other newsreel boys to shoot
at.
M-G-M Finishes Swimming Short
M-G-M has completed a short presenting swimming champions. In
the picture are Georgia Coleman,
national diving champion, Buster
Crabbe, distance swimmer, also
Johnny and Mickey Riley, who hold
several diving records.
Publix Awards Contract
Charlottesville, Va. — Contract for
construction of the Paramount here
has been awarded by Publix to D. J.
Phipps of Roanoke. The structure
is to be ready by Nov. IS.

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

May 14

Billie Dove
Grant Clarke
Maude Fulton
Charles E. Lehmann
Percy Knighton

Thursday, Mav 14. 1931
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Expect to Close 2,000 Situations in First Month
Grainger and Sales Aides
Working on National
Circuit Deals
Closing of 2,000 situations in the
first month of the new season sales
drive is expected by James R. Grainsident in charge of disger, vice-pre
tribution for Fox. Since formal
opening of the sales campaign on
Monday, May 4, following close of
the annual sales convention, Grainger
and his sales cabinet has been negotiating deals with national circuits.
Twelve of the new features will
be ready for delivery by Aug. 1,
according to Winfield R. Sheehan,
vice-president and general manager,
and 24 will be ready by Oct. 1.
In discussing details on selling
yesterday emphas
Grainger of
problemsthe necessi
maintaining the
ty
ized
good will of exhibitors.
More pictures than ever before will
be sold on a percentage basis, he
said. He emphasized especially the
hing possinecessity for doing everyt
ble to avoid disagreements which
as a result of the disconmight arise
tinuance of the boards of arbitration.
When an exhibitor is sold priority
over another the protection is not
only to be stipulated in the prior
contract, but the contracts for succeeding runs are to contain acknowledgement of protection granted to a
previous run, Grainger stated.
A definite number of days — always
consecutive — must be stipulated opposite the title of each picture in
every contract, and proper provision for the playing pictures must be
inserted. If dates cannot be inserted
because of previous runs, the phrase
"to
be played
available"
be
inserted.
Thereas are
to be is
no torash
promises or misrepresentations by
salesmen, Grainger declared.
Emphasizing his insistence that exhibitors be given every possible service, Grainger said that "of still greater
importance than the physical preparation of contracts is the fulfillment
of
He
toldthetheobligations
salesmen they
that contain."
immediately
after a contract has been approved
by the home office either by telegram
or fast mail the responsibility of delivering to the exhibitor everything
contained in it rested entirely with
the branch office personnel.
4 Rooster Shorts on Same Bill
Los areAngeles
Four
ofOrpheum
Pathe's
shorts
on the— bill
at the
this week. The program includes
"Rough House Rhythm." comedy;
"Shadow of the Dragon," Vagabond;
"Under Par," of the Farrell Golf
Series, and Pathe News.

Big Boy
During the subsequent 16
years since its incorporation
on Feb. 1, 1915, Fox Film
Corp. has become a $200,000,000 company, state Fox executives. Annual gross business
is figured at $100,000,000.

Former Favorites Return

Four former favorites return to the screen in the new Fox product
silent
lineup for 1931-32. Mae Marsh re-appears in "Over the Hill," "Skyin
role
important
an
play
will
Meighan
Thomas
b o classic.
line." Greta Nissen is scheduled to work in four pictures and
James Kirkwood in five.

49 Players and 18 Directors
Will Work on New Fox Product
Biggers, author of "Charlie
Forty-nine players and 18 directors Earl Derr
Carries
On"
who
has conare included in the Fox Movietone Chan
tributed two additional Charlie Chan
in
an,
Sheeh
R.
detective stories; Zane Grey, who is
City roster, Winfield
charge of production, points out.
d
by two stirring WestThe players are headed by Janet represente
erns; Booth Tarkington,
writer of
Will
l,
Farrel
es
Gaynor and Charl
"The
Plutocrat";
Michael
Morton,
Victor Mc- author
Rogers, Warner Baxter, Elissa
of
the
play
"The
Yellow
Landi,
Laglen, Edmund Lowe,
Ticket";
Israel
Zangwill,
who
wrote
El
an,
Meigh
s
Spencer Tracy, Thoma
the
novel
and
play
"Merely
Mary
n
Brendel, Paul Cavanagh, Warre
Ann," which will co-star Janet GayHymer, George O'Brien, Joan Bennor and Charles Farrell; Maude FulDornett, Marguerite Churchill, Fifi
has a stage hit in "The
say, Sallv Eilers, Mae Marsh, Greta Brat";ton, who
William
Anthony
McGuire,
author
of
numerous
stage hits, who
O'Sulen
Maure
,
Merkel
Nissen,andUnaLinda Watkins.
livan
has written an original screen story;
Among the 18 directors now under Richard
Halliburton;
Paul
Armcontract are Raoul Walsh, who made
who
strong,
wrote
the
stage
successes
Cock"The
Price Glory?"
"What
"Salomy Jane" and "The Heir to the
and "The Man Who Hoorah";
Eyed World"
Felix Reisenberg.
who is
author of a novel to be filmed as
Came Back": Frank Borzage of "7th
Heaven" and "Street Angel" renown; "Skyline": Charles Francis Coe, who
Henrv King, who directed the new
"Me, Gangster," and has now
"East Lynne";
David
Butler, who wrote
written a screen original with the
ticut
Connec
"A
credit
has to his
title "Swindle";
Guy Bolton, creator
Photoplay of
Ford,
John
Yankee";
the books for many stage musical
Medal winner for "Four Sons" and
successes, who
has written "DeliBeneat
of "Seas
also
director
,
r h";of
William
K. Howard
cious" for Janet Gaynor and Charles
directo
Farrell;
Barry
Connors,
who
has
"Don't Bet On Women" and "Scot"Disorderly
Conduct"
for
land Yard"; John Blvstone, Alfred written
McLaglen
and
Edmund
Santell and Irving Cummings,
the Victor
George
DeSylva,
coma"; Lowe; poserandand author,
latter director of "In Old Arizon
who has written
Hamilton
and
Stoloff
Benjamin
Free" for Janet Gavnor. Miss
MacFadden.
Sam Taylor, who di- "Heart
rected Mary Pickford
in manv
of Gaynor rose to new heights as the
her outstanding successes, is now a heroine of his "Sunny Side Up."
Twenty writers are under contract
Fox director, and Henry Lehrman returns to the fold where he made his to make the screen adaptations and
first successes.
New
blood in the write the dialogue for the new seadirectorial ranks includes Rowland
son's pictures. In this group are
Brown, author of "The Doorway to famous dramatists, Tom Barry, S. N.
Hell." whose
first meeaohone
as- Behrman. Guy Bolton. Barry Connors. Leon Gordon, William Ansignment was "Quick Millions" with
thony McGuire, Lynn Starling, Hugh
Snencer Tracy; the team of William
Cameron Menzies and Kenneth Mac- Stance and ATaurine Watkins. From
Kenna. who are resoonsible for "A1- the realm of journalism come Irene
e,"
wavs Goodbv
Elissa Landi's secTack O'Don. Knhn,
nell andTmos/ene
Ouinn Stanley,
Martin, former
critic
ond American film; Alfred Werker
who won his spurs with the Fred of the "New York World." Other
Thompson productions,
other West- writers are Jules Furthman, who has
erns and more recentlv the Victor many screen successes to his credit:
McLacden - Teanette AT acDonnld
ve- Sonva Levien, who was a magazine
hicle "She Wears
the Pants": and editor and has been for seven vears
Seymour
Felix, dynamic
danre di- a writer of successful screen stories:
rector, who turned
screen director Dnr'ld- Nichols, who has distinguished himself as newsoaperman and
following his success with the "Turn
On the Heat"
number
in "Sunnv as author of "Men Without Women"
Side Uo."
He has made "Girls De- and other Fox films: Edwin Burke
mand Excitement" and is scheduled and Samuel Godfrey, who were stage
for other Fox productions.
rh'rrrtors and dialogue experts before
\uthors under contract are r.eorcc writine for the screen, and Ralph
Ade. who wrote Will Rwprs' "Yottncr Block, who has long been a successful author of screen plays and an asas You Feel"- Vina Delmar. whose
sociate producer.
"ovel "Rad Girl" will h'vP Sallv
Filers in the title role; Peter B.
Directors, writers, stars and principal plavers will he under the guidKvne. who is the author of "Thorance of Sol M. Wurtzel, general suoughbreds" and "Rogues
Gallery";

100 SOUND CAMERA UNITS
SERVING MOVIETONE NEWS

Fox Movietone News, under direction of Truman H. Talley, has 100
sound camera units scattered throughout the globe. Seventy-five of these
are mobile, the other 25 being in the
studios of the five production centers. Each of these outfits competes
with all the others for accepted footage. This means that nothing is overlooked that could possibly interest
any one of the numerous releases.
When this is analyzed it means that
if a man from Indiana were to make
news in South Africa he would be
covered b>r Movietone, for Indiana
exhibitors, just as thoroughly as if
he were an international figure.
The United States Fox Movietone
News is assembled in New York,
with Edwin L. Harvey, managing
editor, in charge of its make-up.
Edmund Reek is news editor assisted
by Earl Allvine. When necessary,
specials are issued from Washington,
Chicago and Los Angeles. Arthur
De Titta is head of the Washington
office; Jack Darrock is the supervisor in Chicago, and Joe Hubbell
of the West Coast.
Foxters inMovietone
News' Paris
headquarLondon, Berlin,
and
Sydney are equal to all emergencies.
Each has its own editorial and projection rooms, cutting rooms, studio
and laboratory.
Ben Miggins is European director,
with headquarters in Paris, and there
are sub-editors at each branch. Richard de Rochemont is in charge at
Paris, Russell Muth in Berlin, and
Gerald Sanger in London. Harry
Lawrenson is the Sydney editor.
perintendent of Fox studios, and of
the six associate producers whose
records bristle with box office successes. They are John Considine,
George DeSylva, formerly of the
famous trio DeSylva, Brown and
Henderson; William Goetz, formerly
in charge of Corinne Griffith productions; Edmund Grainger, Al Rockett
and William Sistrom.
Others in the production department whose talents will enhance the
Fox films with which they are concerned are the newly signed Rogers
P. Davis, artist and set designer:
Dolly Tree, fashion expert; Jack
Gardner and David Todd, in charge
of casting; music composers Befl
Jackson, James Hanley, Arthur Kay,
and William Kernell; Edward Eisner, teacher of dialogue; and Faul
Weatherwax, test maker.

Real Atmosphere
Director Sam Taylor used
the new Empire State Building as a prop the other day
in shooting atmospheric scenes
for "Skyline." He made a
number of shots 102 stories
from terra firma.

EXECUTIVES of FOX FILM and FOX THEATERS

WINFIELD
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ARTHUR
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Fox
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Co-Starring Teams to be Highlight of Fox Program
Proven Box-Office Names
Will Be Paired in
New Product
Utilization of co-starring teani> of
proven box-office value in 1931-32
product is a highlight of the Fox announcement of its new season program which calls for 48 features.
The popular team of Janet Gaynor
and Charles Farrell heads this list
with three pictures. Edmund Lowe
and Victor McLaglen will make another Quirt and Flagg picture. Warner Baxter will co-star with Edmund
Lowe for the first time since they
made "In
A newly
created
teamOldis Arizona."
Warner Baxter
and

It Looks Like Money
"Over the Hill" will be
Fox 1931-32 program, in the
of the company. Each made
they believed will gross the
stances they picked the Mae

the biggest money-maker on the
opinion of three major executives
a personal selection of the pictures
most dough and in all three inMarsh vehicle as the top-notcher.

famous play, "The Yellow Ticket,"
which will also feature Hardie Albright, who was recruited from the
stage to play in "Young Sinners" and
made a great success. "Wicked" is
the title of Miss Landi's fourth picture, in which she will play with Victor McLaglen.
Spencer Tracy and Warren Hymer,
who made the laugh riot, "Up The
River," and now are making "Goldie",
will be seen next season in "Price No
Object," with Dixie Lee and Louise
Huntington playing opposite them.
Tracy, another new sensation in
pictures, is on the schedule for three
additional pictures, "Devil's Daughter," in which he will play with Myrna
Loy: "Sugar Daddies," with Marguerite Churchill, and "Swindle,"
written
for him by Charles Francis
Coe.

of the police force written by Barry
Connors. Raoul Walsh will direct
again
the leading woman will be
Greta and
Nissen.

"WICKED" — Victor McLaglen,
Elissa Landi and Spencer Tracy will
provide threefold attraction to this
story by Gordon Rigby, adapted by
Rogers St. John, to be diDavid Butler, Irving Cummings, Sey- Adela rected
by Allan Dwan.
mour Felix, John Ford, William K.
"WHILE PARIS SLEEPS" —
Howard, Henry King, Henry Lehrman, Hamilton MacFadden, Kenneth Victor McLaglen, Joan Bennett andFifi Dorsay in a story of Paris b]
MacKenna, William Cameron Men- Basil Woon, for many years Pari
zies, Alfred Santell, Benjamin Stoloff, correspondent for Universal Service!
Samuel Taylor, Raoul Walsh and Al- Rowland Brown will direct and in
fred Werker.
the cast will be Paul Cavanagh, VirThe New Lineup
ginia Cherrill, Gaylord Pendleton,
Terrance
Ray, Joan Castle and
Yvonne
Pelletier.
The productions follow:
"DELICIOUS" — Janet Gaynor
"ROGUES GALLERY"— Victor
and Charles Farrell in a romance
in Peter B. Kyne's story
with a musical background composed McLaglen
directed by Rowland Brown. Mcby George Gershwin, with lyrics by
Laglen's support will include twq
Ira Gershwin and story by Guy Bol- newcomers who made reputations on
ton. El Brendel will be chief comic, Broadway: Linda Watkins and Al-I
and Director David Butler rounds Ian Dinehart.
"THE HEIR TO THE HOOJ
out the quartet that made a success
RAH"
— Victor McLaglen in Paul
of "Sunny Side Up."
Armstrong's
stage play, directed by
"MERELY MARY ANN"— Janet
Gaynor and Charles Farrell in an John Ford, with Lois Moran as McLaglen's leading woman.
adaptation by Jules Furthman of
"OVER THE HILL" — Mae
Israel Zangwill's stage play and
novel, to be directed by Henry King. Marsh will play the role of the]
"SALOMY JANE"— Janet Gaynor mother in this talking picture versio
of Will Carleton's poem, adapted b
and Charles Farrell in Raoul Walsh's Jules
Furthman and directed b
production of Paul Armstrong's play. Henry King. The cast will includ
"HEART FREE"— A Tanet Gay- Howard Phillips, Dixie Lee, Nor;
nor special co-directed by George De Lane, Donald Dillaway, James Kirk
Svlva and David Butler. DeSylva, wood, Lucien Littlefield, Cecilia
who is author, composer and show- Parker and Nat Pendleton.
man, makes his bow as a director of
"BAD GIRL" — Vina Delmar^
this story which he wrote.
best selling novel and stage play will
"SURREXDER"— Charles Farrell be directed by Frank Borzage. Sally
heads a cast featuring Joan Bennett Eilers will play the title role, and
and Hardie Albright under the direc- the supporting cast will be all-star.
tion of William K. Howard. Adapted
"THE YELLOW TICKET" —
by S. N. Behrman from a novel by
Elissa Landi, who scored in "Body
Pierre Benoit.
And Soul" and "Always Goodbye,"
"SOB SISTER"— Charles Farrell will play the leading roles in this
in a newspaper story by Mildred adaptation by Jules Furthman of
Oilman, adapted bv Bradley King Michael Morton's stage play. Di-,
with dialogue by Maurine Watkins. rected by Alfred Santell. Hardie AlFarrell will be featured with Linda
bright will have the juvenile role.
Watkins, Allan Dinehart, Una MerWhat Some Will Do
kel, Warren Hymer, William Collier,
"TRANSATLANTIC" — Edmund
Sr.. and Marjorie White. Directed Lowe, Greta Nissen, Lois Moran,
by Sidney Lanfield.
Myrna Loy, John Halliday, Dixie Lee
"YOUNG AS YOU FEEL"— Will and George E. Stone have the prinRogers in a Frank Borzage produccipal parts in this story of sleuthing
tion based on George Ade's play. on an ocean liner. The story is by
With Rogers are Fifi Dorsav, Lucien Guy Bolton and direction of William
Littlefield, Donald Dillaway, Rosalie K. Howard.
Rov and Lucile Browne. Adapted by
"SILVER CITY"— Edmund Lowe
Edwin Burke.
and Warner Baxter reunited in a
"THE PLUTOCRAT" — Will story of a boom town written by
Rogers in Booth Tarkington's story Quinn Martin and directed by Irvadapted bv William Conselman and
"In
Greeted bv David Butler.
co-directed
who these
Cummings, with
Old ing
Arizona"
two players.
Myrna
Loy
and
Greta
Nissen
" \MBASSADOR FROM U. S."—
Will Rogers in a comedy by Guy will play the feminine leads.
Bolton, suggested bv Vincent Shee"THE Lowe,
MIDNIGHT
Edmund
Virginia CRUISE"—
Cherrill and
an's Saturdav
Evening
Post
story,
di(Continued
on Patjc
63)
rected by Sam Taylor.

Elissa Landi. They will appear in
two pictures together, both co-directed by William Cameron Menzies
and Kenneth MacKenna. Spencer
Tracy and Warren Hymer, who were
a hit in "Up The River," will be reunited in a picture.
"Delicious," "Merely Alary Ann"
and "Salomy Jane" are the three pictures that will co-star Janet Gaynor
and Charles Farrell. In addition to
these three Miss Gaynor will make
a special production titled "Heart
Free," based on an original storv by
Rogers and O'Brien
George DeSylva. Charles Farrell also
will make other pictures, including willWill
and George
O'Brien
not Rogers
share honors
with other
stars
"Sob Sister" with Linda Watkins in their pictures. Rogers will be
and "Surrender" with Joan Bennett.
starred in three, "The Plutocrat,"
Police Department Picture
"Ambassador From U. S." and
The Lowe-McLaglen picture will "Young As You Feel."
be a story of the New York police
O'Brien will make four, two adapted from the novels of Zane Grey,
irtment,
Greta
Nissen "Disorderly
will be with Conduct."
them in "Riders Of The Purple Sage" and
the leading feminine role because of "The Rainbow Trail." The other
the public acclaim accorded her in two are "The Great Air Robbery"
the current Flagg and Quirt picture, and "The Royal Road To Romance."
"Women Of All Nations."
In preparing the program Winfield
At the head of his own cast Ed- Sheehan, vice-president and general
mund Lowe will be in three .pictures, manager, took full advantage of the
"Transatlantic," "Silver City" and screen style indications obtained
"The Midnight Cruise." McLaglen is through close contacts with the sales
scheduled for four, "Wicked," "While department and Vice-President James
Paris Sleeps," "Rogues Gallery" and R. Grainger, in charge of distribution.
"The Heir To The Hoorah."
At the present time the Fox organization has 28 men plavers and
"Silver City" is the picture that
will bring Warner Baxter and Ed- 22 women under contract. The men
mund Lowe together again. They are Warner Baxter, Charles Farrell,
will be directed by Irving Cummings, Edmund Lowe, Victor McLaglen,
who was one of the directors of their Will Rogers, John Arledge. Hardie
first success, as a team, "In Old Albright, Frank Albertson, El BrenArizona."
The new team of Warner Baxter del, Paul Cavanagh, William Collier,
Sr.. Donald Dillaway, Allan Dineand Klissa Landi will make "In Her hart. Tesse DeVorska, William HolArms" and "Cheating." To complete den. Warren Hymer. J. M. Kerrieran,
his schedule. Baxter will make "A lames Kirkwood, Thomas Meighan.
Ticket To Hell" with Sally Filers George O'P.rien. Gavlord Pendleton,
and
"Alimony Queens" with Joan Howard Phillips. Torrance Ray,
Bennett.
Miss Landi, whose first American George E. Stone. Tames Todd James
Dunn. William Pawlev and Spencer
picture placed her in the ranks of the Tracv.
lars, will make an adaptation of the
The women are Janet Gaynor, Joan
Bennett, Virginia Cherrill, Joan Castle, Marguerite Churchill. Roxanne
Recruited From Spain
Curtis. Fid Dor-av. Sallv Filers,
As a result of a study of the
Minna Gombell, Mvrna Loy. Elissa
foreign situation by Clayton
Landi, Mae Marsh. Una Merkel,
P. Sheehan, Fox general forGreta Nissen, Maureen O'Sullivan,
eign manager, many of the
Cecilia Parker. Yvonne Pelletier.
players now appearing in the
Rosalie Pnv, Pesffv Ross. Linda
Victor McLaglen's Schedule
company's Spanish versions
Watkins, Marjorie White and Elda
have been recruited from Spain.
"DISORDERLY CONDUCT"—
Yoelkel.
\ ictor McLaglen and Edmund Lowe
All foreign versions are being
Eighteen directors will nroduce the continue the characters "Flagg" and
produce dat Fox Movietone
City.
48 pictures. Thev are T. G. Blvstone, "Quirt" created by Laurence Stallings
Frank
Borzage,
Rowland
Brown, and Maxwell
Anderson
in a story

10 To Bow In
Ten newcomers to the talking screen will be introduced
by Fox on its 1931-32 program.
Most of them were recruited
from the stage.
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* SOB SISTER
* THE MIDNIGHT CRUISE I
* THE ROYAL ROAD to ROMANCE
CHEATING
I
* A TICKET TO HELL
I
THOROUGHBREDS
ROGUES GALLERY
* LIPSTICK
I

PRODUCTIONS
3 GAYNOR-FARRELLS

i

*

*
*

*

1. DELICIOUS
2. MERELY MARY ANN
3. SALOMY JANE
BAD GIRL
THE YELLOW TICKET
SURRENDER
DISORDERLY CONDUCT
OVER THE HILL
WICKED
WHILE PARIS SLEEPS
TRANSATLANTIC
HEART FREE
SON-IN-LAW
YOUNG AMERICA
RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE
THE RAINBOW TRAIL
SKYLINE
THE BRAT
SINK OR SWIM
SILVER CITY
SHE WANTED A MILLIONAIRE
IN HER ARMS
ALIMONY QUEENS

* CHARLIE CHAN'S CHANCE
SECOND CHARLIE CHAN
THE HYSTERICAL AGE
* SWINDLE
* HEIR TO THE HOORAH
* HUMAN TOYS
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

I
I
I
I
I
I

DEVIL'S DAUGHTER
I
THE GREAT AIR ROBBERY I
CHAMPAGNE
I
PRICE NO OBJECT
I
SUGAR DADDIES
I
PANAMA
I
HONEYMOON
I
SOME GIRLS ARE DANGEROUS
3 WILL ROGERS

I

* 1. YOUNG AS YOU FEEL
I
* 2. THE PLUTOCRAT
* 3. AMBASSADOR FROM U. S.

"It will be Distributor's endeavor during the season
1931-1932 to maintain the highest possible standard of quality in Distributor's production consistent with the changing
conditions in our industry and the taste of the motion picture audiences, bearing in mind that in the production of
motion pictures creative genius is the foundation from which
Distributor must build, it must be recognized that Distributor
is dealing with an element that must adapt itself to the constant changes that are occurring in the public's demand for its
amusement. This requires changes in story, plot or characters
in order to meet this demand and to obtain the perfection in production which is Distributor's goal. With this end solely in
mind Distributor must naturally reserve the right to change
story, plot, cast and director to furnish you with the product
that will bring the greatest return at your box office and Distributor therefore notifies you that the list of cast, story and
director is only tentative and subject to change without notice, except that in such cases where a definite book or play
is designated,

such

designation

is to

remain

unchanged."

Prospect Press, Inc., N. Y. Printed in U. S. A.

STABILITY
and SECURITY
HE talking motion picture is today one of
the world's greatest industries, with hundreds of millions of dollars invested in production and exhibition and with hundreds of millions of the peoples of the
earth eagerly and vitally interested in the screen entertainment this industry produces and exhibits.
The stability of this vast empire of entertainment, after a quarter of a century of rapid development and
expansion, has been virtually achieved — and in this process
of stabilization FOX FILM CORPORATION has been the
pioneer, the pace-setter, the leader. Today, the world over,
theatre owners and theatre goers recognize the FOX trademark as the emblem of pre-eminence.
Hundreds of the world's leading theatres
operating under the FOX banner owe their past success and
their future security to the consistent quality of FOX product.
Hundreds of others of the world's leading theatres not under the FOX banner likewise owe their profitable operation
to the high box-office attraction value of FOX pictures.
Fox Film Corporation pledges itself anew
to spare neither talent nor money to provide the highest
standard of talking motion pictures during the coming season — for its own theatres and for yours.
FOX pictures bring security and prosperity to
the exhibitor.

A\ ^^
PRESIDENT
FOX FILM CORPORATION

JANET

FA
TOGETHER

WLOUA
in,

with

El Brendel

"7th Heaven," "Sunny Side Up," "The Man Who Came Back"
. . . phenomenal box office attractions.
NOW
Their Greatest!
Janet . . . Scotch waif . . .
steerage. Charlie . . . 1st
class. ..millionaire. Gorgeous romance. ..Lilting
laugh ter...intense drama.
Produced in lavish,
opulent fashion . . . For
busiest box offices.

ARLES

with

SALLY EILERS
The girl selected
from hundreds tested in Hollywood...

and all Star Cast
Directed by FRANK

BORZAGE

EVERYBODY

KNOWS

THIS GIRL

There's one in every town
Tumult in her heart. She wanted things. Clothes. Boy friends.
Fun. Gayety. Kisses. • Red-lipped shop girl in sleazy dress.
Aching with suppressed emotions... dance halls... excursion
steamers . . . chop suey palaces . . . Coney Island . . . clinging farewels. . .then back to the hall bedroom. • Drama of girls. . .who
love to live. Laughter of girls . . .who live to love. • It's romance
of the working girl... today... your most dependable patron.

From Vina Delmar's
Sensational Best Seller

g

BAD GIRL

tLMAR

that stirred the nation.

Screen play by
EDWIN

BURKE

and SONYA

LEVIEN

!0
SStT

VINA DELMA«

SALLY

EILERS

The girl who plays tl e part

4!
<*4f

mU

\

I

HELPLESS,
HOPELESS,
In Heartless Russiai
Modest maid, chaste, lovely...
caught in the avid clutch of
ignoble nobles . . . lured to
luxury, branded by this sign
of shame.
Was her ticket a passport to
visit her sick parent ? Or did
brutes eye it as license for insult and privilege?
Did she escape ?

5^/^ %
NX

Was happiness ever to be hers?

**

&

with

ELISSA
LANDI
HARDIE ALBRIGHT
From play by

MICHAEL

MORTON

Adaptation h

JULES FURTHMAN

X-RAY

of

FRONT

PAG

i o nsthe thrills,"
Eof a mtabloido girl.t Writing

Drama
not feeling the thrills.

Helping the heart hungry . . .
with a hungry heart.

CHARLES FARRELL
Linda Watkins
Una Merkel
Warren Hymer
William Collier, Sr.

Marjorie White
Allan Dinehart
yby MILDRED

GILMAN

ADLEY KING and
URINE WATKINS

greeted by

DNEY

LANFIELD

Color of the big city. Intoxicating
newspaper life. Bouncing, bounding,
sobbing, sighing, thrilling with the
thunder of the presses and the echoes
of the human heart.

DIS

V*

RDERLY

NDUCT
FLAGG

and QUIRT

The famous
Stallings and Anderson characters

ON

A NEW

RAMPAGE

On the beat again, in a startling new
successor to "What Price Glory,"
"The Cock Eyed World," and
"Women Of All Nations."
with

VICTOR McLAGLEN
EDMUND LOWE
GRETA NISSEN
They're on the police force now. . . two
of the finest . . . tailored to perfection
but as cock eyed as ever . . . getting a
load of law and order as New York
cops.
Tougher, smarter, funnier than ever
. . . with a dame on every beat. Night
clubs . . . night loves . . . night sticks . . .
girls and gales of laughter.

THEY RAID RECORDS!
Directed by
Story by
BARRY CONNORS

RAOUL

I

WALSH

m

NEW
ALL TALKING
MOVIETONE

#

HEART
THROB

m

OF THE

CENTURY
MAE
AND

with

MARSH

ALL STAR CAST including

James Kirkwood
Cecelia Parker
Donald Dillaway
Howard Phillips
Gerard Stewart
Nat Pendleton
•

LAUGHS
TEARS
ROMANCE
From story fry
WILL T. CARLETON

Directed by HENRY

Adaptation
JULES

by

FURTHMAN

KING

w

I

Two young people...full blooded.. .puzzled
by love . . . hating . . . kissing . . . tossed topsy
turvy by domineering parent.
Could they love in spite of him?
with LOIS MORAN
WILLIAM

COLLIER, Sr.

DONALD

Liberty Magazine story by
EDWIN DIAL TOROERSON

DILLAWAY

Directed by
BENJAMIN
STOLOFF

tm

on Janet Gaynor Special
HEART
FREE
Angel Face
Angel Eyes . . .
Winsome, radiant, adored
personification of loveliness and grace. The most
captivating "queen of the
screen,"
romance. in a rainbow of
Witchery of

GAYNOR
anc

Wizardry of
De SYLVA

Casting a golden spell
over your box office

Soul of
'"The Man Who 1

Came Back"

I

"Sunny

GEORGE
D* SYLVA
Showman
Author
Composer

Directed by
i '.
DAVID l~BUTLER

Light oj
Side Up

^v

v
fOUNG AS
ted
fJFl DORDSirAecY

by Ft%AkM

-n play bv Bo^H .

^ rrjm

Pal of princes
presidents... peasants. The screen's great comedian
in the nrst laugh riot, makes 'em forget pills, bills and
ills.

2nd Laugh Riot

THE PLUTOCRAT
Millionaire Bill in evening clothes.

Novel by BOOTH

TARKINGTON

Directed by DAVID

'Nuff said.

Screen
play
c
,.7
,by WILLIA
M
..
BUTLER

CONSELMAN

3rd Laugh Riot

A
M
B
A
S
S
A
,
K ,

R PROM U. I,

Koyalty goes strong for corn fed diplomat. Here
our "unofficial
ambassador
becomes ambassador of laughter.
Story b> GUY BOLTON,

suggested by Sat.

Post story
Directed by SAM Eve.TAYL
OR

fe> VINCENT

SHEEAN

>

Drama that mirrors the glitter...the glamour.. .the
romance... of the fast set on the fastest liners
with

EDMUND
GRETA

NISSEN

Myrna

Loy

LOWE
LOIS MORAN
John Halliday

George
E. Stone
Directed by
WILLIAM

K. HOWARD

Original story by

GUY BOLTON

For High Stakes
on the High Seas
Whether it's gambling or love, the
sky's the limit beyond the 12-mile
limit.
Edmund Lowe, gay and debonair,
ocean greyhound of sleuths, matches
wits with ravishing beauties and
international crooks. He lays a clever
trap and catches much more than he
romanced for.
Suspense. ..thrills. ..action !
Swanky and de luxe.
Swell box office!

•

Together *
Merely
Mary Ann
•

*

Supreme Sweethearts of the
screen . . .
Answer the cry and call of your
young people for glittering,
gorgeous romance . . .
Little slavey of the pots, pans
and brooms rises for a Beau
Brummell poet, and they both
go head over heels.
Janet makes every girl wish that
she was she . . .
Charlie makes every boy wish
that he was he !
Play by ISRAEL ZAN6WILL
Adaptation by

JULES FURTHMAN

Dirzcted by

HENRY

KING

Two More
SALOMY
JANE
*

*

Romance revealed as only
these perfect screen lovers can
reveal it!
Young blood calls to young
heart... a thrill to the magic of
the great outdoors.
Vivid gamut of feeling runs
from eye beam and heart throb
to kiss, cling and clutch.

"Salomy Jane" and "Merely
Mary Ann" join the glory of
"7th Heaven" . . . "Sunny Side
Up". . ."The Man Who Came
Back."
Play by PAUL ARMSTRONG

Directed by

RAOUL

WALSH

Lovers, Wtntons and Ymtrch areAwaki
»• i

k >v
"n*»^

.-"»

^J
^

1

»
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VICTOR
by BASIL WOON

McLAGLEN

Directed by

ROWLAND
BROWN

BENNETT
JOAN

Fifi Dorsay

Virginia Cherrill
Gaylord Pendleton
Joan Castle

\

with

Victor McLAGLEN
Elissa LANDI
Spencer TRACY
From s(oT>bv GORDON
Adaptation :

ADELA

ROGERS

Directed by ALLAN

\

'

l'«fr-

i£f

• • • GUN MOLL with a baby.
Felled by late . . . Heart yearning for
home . . .Wanting to be right . . . Just
in wrong. • Was she wicked or
weak? • Primal woman at grips with
law, love and decency. • Terrific
drama with one of greatest casts
you'll see all season.
Spell-binding

Entertainment!

RIGBY
ST. JOHN

DWAN

>b(/N<«M&lOA
for Kids
from

FIVE to FIFTY

At last! The real family picture
...a romping riot of fun.
Two adopted orphans turn a
quiet home into a merry madhouse. Boys and tomboys cut
loose with all they've got.
Bubbling . . . human . . .
uproarious . . . side-splitting!

Entertainment

MAUREEN
O'SULLIVAN

DONALD
DILLAWAY

FRANK
ALBERTSON

GAYLORD
PENDLETON

WARREN
HYMER

PEGGY
ROSS

WILLIAM

ROSALIE
ROY

COLLIER, Sr.

n;

i-j i...

i/mji

for Everybody!

,.^-n-

■
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THE RAINBOW

TRAIL

with GEORGE O'BRIEN
• Allan Dinehart
Linda Watkins

,
■

I

/
/

THE
WITH

WAY
A

OF
MAID

A

MAN
. . .

Boy of the four hundred. ..girl of the four million. Drawn together despite differences...
Eyes flash . . . lips touch . . . scandal smirches
. . . regrets follow.
She made her slip.

Was it she who paid?

Here is drama of contrast . . . high and low
. . . vice and virtue . . . joy and anguish . . .

pride

and

poverty . . . laughter and

tears.

Behold the perfect panorama of Manhattan.
Rich and poor. ..prize ring and Park Avenue
...night life and work-a-day world... surge
and urge ... pinnacle and canyon.. . saint
and sinner . . . society boy, working girl . . .
Two humans hunting for happiness.

THOMAS
MAUREEN

MEIGHAN
O'SULLIVAN

MYRNA

LOY

The Big Time Picture
For Masses and Classes
Directed by
SAM TAYLOR

St '.'■'il />l.ii; 1-1
KENYON NICHOLSON
From Mi" n In

FELIX REISENBERG

with

MAUREEN

O'SULLIVAN

FRANK

ALBERTSON

Myrna Loy
J. M. Kerrigan
Cecilia Loftus
James Kirkwood
Joyce Compton

Directed by JOHN

FORD

BOOM

Town!

BOOM-Dee-Ay!

The Cisco Kid and his "con" man crony tear a wide
open town wider open. Clink go high-heeled
slippers . . . clink the tall glasses . . . clink the silver
dollars ! They struck it rich . . . rarin' to go.

Swig- and- Swagger Story
of a Hot Time in a New Town
HOT

BOX

OFFICE!

with

WARNER

EDMUND

BAXTER
GRETA

Storv by

QUINN

MARTIN

Directed by

IRVING CUMMINGS

LOWE
NISSEN

MYRNA

LOY

SH E WANTED A

FOR SHOWMEN!

BY SHOWMEN!

Gigantic Box Office Attraction
Great production values . . . Gorgeous, lavish,
eye-filling. Congress of beauties... sheiks,
gigolos . . . millionaires . . . Women hunting
luxury . . . Men hunting beauty.

diamonds . . .
Fond old fool picks beauty
money marriage . . . honeymoon . . . Paris,
Palm Beach . . . Monte Carlo . . . Latin lover
. . . Jealous husband ... A shot in the dark —

Showman's opportunity!
Showman's delight!
with
VIRGINIA

CHERRILL

FRANK ALBERTSON
GAYLORD PENDLETON
YVONNE PELLETIER

JAMES KIRKWOOD
PEGGY ROSS
Story by WILLIAM

ANTHONY

McGUIRE

HUMPHREY BOGART
ROXANNE CURTIS
ROSALIE
Directed by JOHN

BLYSTONE

ROY

MILLIONAIRE

with

WARNER

BAXTER
ELISSA
LANDI
Paul Cavanagh

Oriental pride yields
to Parisian kisses in a
duel of male might and
female charm... Exotic
dramalime cruelty
of love
. 's subStory by PIERRE FRONDAIE

Directed by

WILLIAM CAMERON MENZIES
and KENNETH MacKENNA

'\'\

\

One eye on the girls.
One eye on the main chance.
Life saver of ladies.
BOX-OFFICE

plus PERSONALITY

* ■+*■

EL BRENDEL
MARJORIE WHITE
CECELIA PARKER
ROSALIE ROY
PEGGY ROSS
DIXIE LEE
Directed by HENRY

LEHRMAN

JOYCE

COMPTON

&UYJTERICALAQE

Whoopee making on the primrose path. ..where only primroses
are prim. Kiss-as-kiss-can comedy of the younger generation . . .
petting and partying . . . hysterical but hilarious. Entertainment
with the punch and pull of youth.

EL BRENDEL
making merry to make your audiences merrier
FRANK

ALBERTSON

JOAN

CASTLE

•

ROSALIE

Directed by SIDNEY

ROY

LANFIELD

IN THE ARMS
OF AN ENEMY..
Yet She Loved

Him

He surrendered

to the

Germans. Now she surrendered to him. When pulses
pound can wartime hate be
forgotten?
Here two hearts throb in
rhythm to the beat of drums.
Romance is flung against the
fire-shot background of war.
Dynamic drama enacted by
a dynamic pair of stars.

From novel by
PIERRE BENOIT
Screen play by
S.N. BEHRMAN

SURRENDER
with

CHARLES FARRELL
BENNETT
JOAN
Directed by WILLIAM

K. HOWARD

THE

I

T

\\\

►

N

»,;'V.

:

Moonlight
Madness
Manly men, bewitching beauties, pleasure-bent on a yacht.
0[ Music, merriment, coquetry,
kisses in the dark.
Story by
FULTON
LOWELL

Flash, BANG!
Sighs become sobs. Kisses,
curses. Friends, foes.

OURSLER and
BRENTANO

Adapted by

BARRY CONNORS
and PHILIP KLEIN

EXCITING

Directed by

HAMILTON
MacFADDEN

Melodrama
Mystery with

EDMUND LOWE
%

Virginia Cherrill
Allan Dinehart

I

tr#L

LOVE TANGLES
with NEW ANGLES
Today's
romance
and lovecourtship,
dramatized
with
swank and sophistication.
Marriage used to be the end.
Now it's only the beginning.
with

WARNER
ELISSA

BAXTER
LANDI

Una Merkel

Paul Cavanagh

Story by GENE

Directed by WILLIAM

TOWNE

CAMERON

and KENNETH

MENZIES

MacKENNA

ROCUEI GALLERY

11 9 4 0 77};

ST
ft

M
SeektheWoman
Probe the Motive!
Why did she go haywire?
Was it flame . . . finery or
fame?

Ml

Will her face and fingerprint always mock and
shock... haunt and taunt?

Revelation of main-spring
action behind Main Stem
crime.
Packed with the conflict,
combat, and climax of
hair-trigger drama.
with

J

VICTOR McLAGLEN
ALLAN DINEHART
LINDA WATKINS
Directed by ROWLAND

^..

BROWN
i

/ . .*»---:-**fe»1^M

THOROUGHBRED*
RED BLOOD
and BLUE

with

SALLY
FRANK

EILERS
ALBERTSON

John Arledge

Men who would go through
hell for their women. Girls
who would dare the devil
for their men. Indians who
were devils from hell.
Fire-splitting story of the
wildest west. Soldiers,
lovely ladies, grand horses,
perilous adventure, in a
glorious no -stop romance.

KYNE

• Peggy Ross
Directed by

JOHN

BLYSTONE

ALIMONY
QUEENS
IS DIVORCE

A RACKET?

Girls go to Reno, Mexico or Paris to change their luck. Women
who've lost their taste for their husbands want a new deal.
Is divorce a pleasure? Spin of the wheel, night clubs, blowing
off steam, freedom in their reach, men within their grasp.
Is it getting faster and cheaper? Can even the poor get a casl
and-carry divorce?

Modern

Marriage

Madness

WARNER

BAXTER

. . . It's a LAUGH!
with

BENNETT

JOAN
Sally Eilers ' Paul Cavanagh
Whit
Una MerkMyrn
el a• Marj
Loyorie Directede by
Story by VERNIE E. CONNOLLY
Adapted by LEON GORDON

SEYMOUR

FELIX

1&
1*

m

t
mi ions

this
CHINESE
Detective/
Slant eyes, soft speech, sly
smile, wise guile . . . finesse
of Scotland Yard.

ans *
Ch
e
li
Char
CE
CHAN
with

WARNER
LINDA
ALLAN

OLAND
WATK I N S
DINEHART

From Sal. Eve. Post Slory
by EARL

DERR

BIGGERS

Directed by HAMILTON

MacFADDEN

. . . and another
CHARLIE CHAN

Mystery Thriller
Directed by BENJAMIN

STOLOFF

0MANCE

s
\0 Roman

George O'BRIEN
Maureen O'SULLIVAN
Frank ALBERTSON

"Where are the loveliest
girls in the world?

Youth abandons college,
lured by romance. Goes
'round the world.
Dark eyes in Spain . . .
moon eyes in India . . . sloe
eyes in Siam...midnight orbs
in the South Seas...wise eyes
in Hollywood.
Romance when the heart
is young .. .Women are
women whatever their skin.
YEAR'S BOOK!

From

RICHARD

SCREEN'S HIT

famous IjooM by

HALLIBURTON

'Adapted by WILLIAM

CONSELMAN

Directed by

BENJAMIN

STOLOFF

arom the Slums to Parko^venuc

a TICKET
HELL
From life .where the "L" roars to life
where 'ell pops . . . from stolen kisses in
tenement hallways to frozen embraces in
night clubs. A girl lifting herself by her
shoulder straps, paid as she went and
went far. A round-trip ride on a one-way
ticket.

with WARNER

BAXTER

Sally Eilers
• Hardie Albright
Cecilia Loftus « George E. Stone
Story by

Directed by

RAOUL

WALSH

BARRY

CONNORS

with

SPENCER
Cecelia Parker
James Kirkwood
Peggy Ross

TRACY
Humphrey
Bogar
Story by
CHARLES

FRANCIS

COE

Directed by

WILLIAM

K. HOWARD

This Girl PAID!
He . . . the father . . .
respectable by day,
fraud by night...
framed this girl.

THROB...SIGH...LAUGH...CRY
Charles Francis

COE

AuthoT

m

RED-HEADED

■1 - ■■

DEBBIE

mk

Born wild and free . . . raised
straight-laced... hand polished...
smart debut . . . rounds of gayety . . . burst of flame . . . crushing
shame...then tomorrow's sorrow.

■HI

Eli

Society's Side-Show
vivid in swank setting...
vibrant with the charm of beauty
...ringing the alarm of duty...

Mirror

of Modern

*s

an

mm

Maid!

with

JOAN
HARDIE

BENNETT
ALBRIGHT

Story by

Directed by

SALLY EILERS
FRANK
ALBERTSON

MENZIES

JAMES

BIX

WILLIAM

CAMERON

HARDY

KIRKWOOD

AND
Montana miner marries maiden
whose mother likes his millions
hut not the man who made 'em—

THE HEIR
TO THE HOORAH
with

VICTOR McLAGLEN
LOIS MORAN
From play by

PAUL ARMSTRONG

Directed by JOHN

■H4S4

Romance, highjacking and thrills
in the clouds —

the GREAT
AIR ROBBERY
with

GEORGE O'BRIEN
FIFI DORSAY
TERRANCE

FORD

RAY

Directed b, ALFRED

WERKER

Is woman a treasure or a
PLAYTHING?

Human

Toys

with

Greta Nissen
Paul Cavanagh
John Arledge
Marguerite Churchill
Directed by SIDNEY

Buhhly, sparkling
and hilarious . . .

Champagne
with

FIFI

LANFIELD
Directed by

KENNETH
MacKENNA

PAUL CAVANAGH
JOYCE
HUMPHREY

Imp of Satan !
Youth Aflame !

DEVILS
DAUGHTER
with

SPENCER TRACY
MYRNA LOY
UNA MERKEL

DORSAY

„
,t
henry king

Directed by

FILM
CORR

COMPTON
BOGART

T4N

WITS

Will money buy everything. . .
beauty, love, position ?

Torrid tale of tropical senoritas . . .

PANAMA

PRICE NO
OBJECT

with

FlFI
Directed by

with

SPENCER

TRACY
Louise Huntington
Warren Hymer

Dixie Lee

ALFRED
SANTELL

DORSAY

WARREN HYMER
JOAN CASTLE
PEGGY ROSS

The thrill that comes once in a lifetime . . .

Honeymoon
with

Directed by

ALLAN

DWAN

Who are they ?
What do they do ?
And why ?

SUCAR
DADDIES
with

Spencer Tracy
El Brendel
Marguerite Churchill
Directed by

SEYMOUR

FELIX

VIRGINIA CHERRILL
HUMPHREY BOGART
WARREN HYMER
YVONNE PELLETIER
TERRANCE RAY
Directed by HAMILTON

MacFADDEN

Lovely Landi never so alluring.
Elissa, the lissome, lambent flame of emotion . . .

SOME <SIRLS
ARE DANGEROUS
with

Elissa Landi
DONALD DILLAWAY
ROSALIE ROY

Directed by

ALFRED

WERKER
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STUDIO
FOX FILM CORPORATION
Largest and best equipped Talking Picture Studios
in the W or id

$!.!s

Located at Beverly Hills, California
Half mile wide — nearly a mile long, containing 108 acres. 14 foot wall
surrounds 54 acres. 75 permanent buildings, all fire-proof concrete and steel
construction. The whole tract beautifully landscaped. 12 huge sound-proof
stages of latest design. Air cooled in summer, heated with washed air in
winter. Acres of exteriors duplicate settings and scenery from erery part of
the globe. A city complete in itself. Office buildings, industrial city, clubhouse,
parks, bungalows, fire and police departments, and cafe.
The pride of California, a wonder of the world.

^L
l ATJ -V I

nci^r

UN

S
Our Native

UCITY

BOX OffiCE PflHONALITIfl
Elissa
Will
ROGERS

Janet
GAYNOR

LANDI

BRENDEL
El

Charles
FARRELLl

Lois
MORAN

Una
MERKEL

Marguerite^
CHURCHILL
Hardle
ALBRIGHT

Frank
ALBERTSON

«£
J. M.
KERRIGAN

Joyce
COMPTON

Virginia
CHERRILL

T

Jeanetts
MacDONALD

Allan
DINEHART

Humphrey
BOGART

Sally
Roxanne
CURTIS

EILERS
Joan
CASTLE

'^?2>
Terrance
RAY
James
KIRKWOOD

Linda
WATKINS

£?

Edmund
IOWE

NISSEN
Greta

Victor
McLAGLEN

Maureen
3 SULLIVAN

Joan
BENNETT
Warner
BAXTER

^^^h

George
O'BRIEN

TRACY
Spencer

Fifl
DORSAY
Warren
Thomas

HYMER

MEIGHAN

William
COLLIER Sr.
LOFTU5
Cecilia

Mar|orie
WHITE
Donald
DILIAWAY
PENDLETON
Gaylord
v?*--."**V^

P«99Y
Yvonne
PELLETIER
Roialie
ROY
ROSS

IN BOX Offia PICTURE

Directors who put
showmanship in
fox productions
JOHN

ROWLAND

HENRT

BLYSTONE

BROWN

LEHRMAN

FRANK

DAVID

HAMILTON

BENJAMIN

BORZAGE

BUTLER

MACFADDEN

STOLOFF

ALLAN

DWAN

KENNETH

MACKENNA

SAM

TAYLOR

SEYMOUR

FELIX

W I L L IA M C . M E N Z I E S

RAOUL

WALSH

A L FR E D S A N T E L L

ALFRED

WERKER

Dramatists who
write entertainment
into fox pictures
TOM

NOTED

SAM

BEHRMAN

AUTHORS

George
Fred

BARRY

Ade

Ballard

Pierre Benoit
Earl

Derr

Lowell

fc^

Biggers

I

Brentano

Will T. Carieton
Charles

Francis Coe
RALPH

Vernie
Vina

BLOCK

GUY

BOLTON

EDWIN

BURKE

BARRY

CONN&RS

E. Connolly

Delmar

Pierre Frondaie
Maude

Fulton

Mildred
Zane

Gilman

Grey

Richard
Rex

Halliburton

Hardy

Peter B. Kyne
Michael

Morton

William

Anthony

Fulton

JULES

SAMUEL

GODFREY

DUDLEY

NICHOLS

LEON

GORDON

SONYA

LEVIEN

McGuire

Oursler

Felix

Reisenberg

Gordon

Rigby

Vincent

Sheean

Booth

Tarkington

Edwin

Dial Torgerson

Gene

FURTHMAN

Towne

Israel Zangwill
QUINN

MARTIN

KENYON

JACK

NICHOLSON

O'DONNELL

IRENE
IMOGENE

LYNN

STARLING

MAURINE

WATKINS

BASIL

WOON

KUHN
STANLEY

HUGH

STANGE

i

FILM
CORP.

HAPPY
OMEN
for
HAPPY SHOWMEN

\
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EAST-WEST FOX CIRCUITS
UNIFIED AS ONE SYSTEM
While the theaters controlled by
the Fox enterprises are divided into
two circuits — one East of the Mississippi and one West — they have all
been unified into one system with
Harley L. Clarke, president, at the
head. The two circuits are maintained as separate entities each with
its own ownership and management.
Oscar S. Oldknow is vice-president
of Fox Theaters Corp. and Fox West
Coast Theaters with his offices in
Los Angeles. Harry Arthur is general manager of Fox Theaters Corporation with offices in New York.
Although each circuit maintains its
own operational departments there is
a cooperative arrangement maintained
throughout the country.
Films for the entire circuit are
bought and rented by one film department under J. J. Sullivan. All
purchases both for the physical
properties and daily operation are
made by one engineering and purchasing department under the direction of C. A. Caballero, an arrangement that makes for the most economical conduct of the circuits. The
advertising departments of the two
circuits work in close contact with
one another with G. S. Yorke in
charge of the West Coast and Joel
Swensen in charge in the East.
The division managers in the West
are as follows: Robert Bender,
Northwest Division; Robert C. Frost,
Los Angeles; William Steege, Montana; Gus Kohn, Rocky Mt.; E. C.
Rhoden, Midwest; Harry Hartman,
So. California; A. M. Bowles, San
Francisco; Rick Ricketson, Northern
Rocky Mt.; Floyd Maxwell, Portland; M. B. Shanberg, Midland; L. J.
McCarthy, St. Louis.
Division managers in the East are
H. J. Fitzgerald, Midwesco Division;
Marshall Taylor, Albany and Buffalo; Harry D. Goldberg, New Jersey; Herschel Stuart, New England;
Samuel Rinzler, Brooklyn and Long
Island; Harry W. Woodin, Manhat• tan and Bronx.
De-luxe managers in the East are
Monty Salmon, Fox Brooklyn Theater; Harry Crull, Washington; David Idzal, Philadelphia; Harry Greenman, St. Louis; William H. Raynor,
Detroit; Charles E. Kurtzman, field
representative.
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FOX FILM 1931-32 LINE-UP
(Continued, from

Allan Dinehart in a mystery melodrama from the play by Fulton Oursler and Lowell Brentano. The adaptation and dialogue are by Barry
Connors and Philip Klein. Hamilton
MacFadden will direct.

Page

6)

youth by William Anthony McGuire.
Directed by John Blystone.
"THE
ROYAL
ROAD
TO

ROMANCE" — George O'Brien,
Frank Albertson and Maureen O'Sullivan in Richard Halliburton's story,
"IN HER ARMS"— Warner Bax- adapted by William Conselman and
ter and Elissa Landi are co-directed directed by Benjamin Stoloff.
by William Cameron Menzies and
"RIDERS OF THE PURPLE
Kenneth MacKenna in a story of SAGE" — Zane Grey's story brought
Paris and the Orient by Pierre Fron- to the screen with George O'Brien,
daie. Paul Cavanagh has an im- Virginia Cherrill, Marguerite Churportant role.
chill and James Kirkwood, directed
"CHEATING" — The same trio, by Irving Cummings.
Baxter, Landi and Cavanagh, will act
"THE RAINBOW
TRAIL" —
in this story by Gene Towne and will Another Zane Grey story featuring
again be co-directed by Menzies and George O'Brien, Allan Dinehart, GayMacKenna. Una Merkel has one lord Pendleton, Rosalie Roy and
Linda Watkins.
of the leading feminine parts.

Charlie Chan Stories
"ALIMONY QUEENS" — Warner Baxter, Joan Bennett, Paul Cava"CHARLIE CHAN'S CHANCE"
nagh, Myrna Loy, Una Merkel and
Marjorie White have the leads in a — Warner Oland again plays Charlie
Chan, the Chinese detective in Earl
story by Vernie E. Connolly, adapted
Derr
Biggers'
with featured
Allan Dineby Leon Gordon and directed by Seyhart
and Linda story,
Watkins
and
mour Felix.
directed by Hamilton MacFadden.
"ANOTHER
CHARLIE CHAN
"A TICKET TO HELL"— Warner Baxter, Sally Eilers, Hardie Al- STORY" — As yet untitled, which
bright, Cecilia Loftus, George E. Earl Derr Biggers is writing, to be
Stone are featured in a story by directed by Benjamin Stoloff.
Barry Connors which takes them
"YOUNG AMERICA" — Donald
from the slums to Park Avenue, di- Dillaway, Gaylord Pendleton, Peggy
rected by Raoul Walsh.
Ross, Rosalie Roy, Warren Hymer,
"THE BRAT"— The youthful team Roxanne Curtis, Maureen O'Sullivan,
of Maureen O'Sullivan and Frank Al- William Collier, Sr., and Frank Albertson will be featured in Maude
bertson in a story by Fred Ballard,
by John Ford.
Fulton's play directed by John Ford. directed
"SON-IN-LAW" — Lois Moran,
Others in the cast are J. M. Kerrigan,
Cecilia Loftus, James Kirkwood, William Collier, Sr., and Donald DillJoyce Compton and Myrna Loy.
away directed by Benjamin Stoloff in
a story by Edwin Dail Torgerson.
Tracy's Assignments
"LIPSTICK"— Joan Bennett, Har"SWINDLE"— Spencer Tracy has
die Albright, Sally Eilers, Frank Althe lead in a story by Charles Franbertson, and James Kirkwood under
cis Coe directed by William K. How- direction by William Cameron Menard. James Kirkwood, Cecilia Parker,
zies of the story by Rex Hardy.
Humphrey Bogart and Peggy Ross
"SINK
OR SWIN"— El Brendel,
are in the cast.
Marjorie White, Cecilia Parker,
"DEVIL'S DAUGHTER"— Spen- Rosalie Roy. Joyce Compton, Dixie
cer Tracy will be supported by Myrna Lee and Peggy Ross directed by
Lehrman.
Loy and Una Merkel in a picture Henry
directed
by Henry
King.
"THOROUGHBREDS"
— Peter
"PRICE NO OBJECT" — The B. Kyne's story featuring Frank Albertson, Sally Eilers, John Arledge,
team of Spencer Tracy and Warren
and Peggy Ross, directed by John
Hymer of "Up the River" and "Gol- Blvstone.
die" in a story directed by Allan
Dwan. The feminine roles will be
"HUMAN TOYS"— John Arledge,
played by Dixie Lee and Louise Marguerite Churchill, Paul Cavanagh
Huntington.
and Greta Nissen, directed by Sidney
Lanfield.
"SUGAR DADDIES" — Spencer
Tracy, Marguerite Churchill and El
"THE GREAT AIR ROBBERY"
— George O'Brien, Terrance Ray,
Brendelmour in
a
picture
directed
by
SeyFelix.
Fifi Dorsay, in a novel film directed
by Henry King.
"SOME GIRLS ARE DANGER"THE HYSTERICAL AGE" —
IN
OUS"—Elissa Landi, Donald Dillaway and Rosalie Roy directed by Al- El Brendel, Frank Albertson, Joan
fred Werker.
Castle, Roalie Roy and Roxanne
"SKYLINE" — Hardie Albright, Curtis in a comedy of youth directed
bv Sidney Lanfield.
Thomas Meighan, Maureen O'Sul"CHAMPAGNE" — Fifi Dorsay,
livan, and Myrna Loy in a drama of
Raul Cavanagh, Humphrey Bogart
New York adapted by Kenyon
Industry to have test case of legal- Nicholson from a novel by Felix and Joyce Compton directed by Kenneth MacKenna.
ity of New York censorship bill.
lor.
*
*
*
Reisenberg and directed by Sam Tay"PAN \MA" — Fifi Dorsay, Warren
M. P. T. O.
executive
committee
"SHE WANTED
A MILLION- Hymer, Peggy Ross and Joan Castle
meeting in Washington.
AIRE" — Virginia Cherrill, Frank directed by Alfred Santell.
*
*
*
"HONEYMOON"
— Virginia
Albertson, Humphrey Bogart, Peggy
Cherrill, Humphrey
Bogart,
Warren
Ross,
Cecilia
Parker,
Rosalie
Roy,
Associated Exhibitors to star Flor- Yvonne Pelletier, Roxanne Curtis, Hymer,
Terrance
Rav
and
Yvonne
ence Vidor.
Fadden. directed by Hamilton Mai
James Kirkwood, Gaylord Pendleton Pelletier
and Terrance
Ray
in a story of

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

REELS GOING STRONGER
ON CRIME NEWS STORIES
More titude
flexibility
the newsreel
toward crimein news
is noted atin
the coverage being given to the
Francis (Two-Gun) Crowley inciFollowing
on the dent.
capture
of last
the week's
gunman,scenes
Fox
Movietone has obtained an interview
with Billie Dunne, his ex-sweetheart,
and is showing it currently to big
crowds at the Embassy, which is featuring the subject prominently. The
material also will be released to
other local houses. It is understood
the newsreels will continue to go in
stronger for subjects of this type, on
the theory that they are live current
news and properly come within the
scope of the reels.

Lively Sessions Loom
For N. W. Allied Meet
Minneapolis — With such items as
block booking, forced purchase of
shorts to obtain features, protection,
percentage and various other practices slated for discussion, the semiannual convention of the Allied Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota, North and
South Dakota, scheduled to take
place here Sept. 9-10, promises to be
a lively event. The September dates
were selected to coincide with tine
State Fair, at which time reduced
railroad fares will be in effect.
Morse Circuit Gets Athol House
Athol, Mass. — The Lyric has been
taken over by the Morse Circuit and
William F. Brown, formerly of the
Park, Nashua, N. H., has been appointed manager.
Ray O'Connell Back in St. Paul
St. Paul— Ray O'Connell is back
on the job as manager of the Orpheum. Following convalescence
from a serious automobile injury,
O'Connell suffered a nervous breakdown and went to California for
more than a month.
Mickey Gross, who was brought on
from Sioux City to substitute for
other spot.
O'Connell, will be transferred to an-

Congratulates :
THOMAS
for a warmly

MEIGHAN
human and delightfully enjoyable per-

"Young

formance in Fox's
Sinners."
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"Good Deeds"
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INVENTED BY SPANIARD
Madrid — A film projector called
the Kinisophote, operated on a continuous principle, has been invented
and successfully demonstrated at the
School of Mines here by Carlos Mendizabal Brunet of Palo, Malaga. The
machine runs continuously, at a constant speed, and the screen receives
a constant amount of light, thus doing away with flickering. It suppresses the Maltese cross and allows
the use of very thin (cellephone)
film, driven by only one side of the
film being perforated. The sound
groove is placed in a 5 mm. space,
so that the section for pictures retains its normal one-inch width without narrowing. The film is driven
at a constant speed at every point,
so that the sound impression can be
taken up anywhere. Instead of being 75 holes distant from the corresponding figures, it can be placed
immediately opposite them, thus
avoiding the difficulties arising from
cuts and repairs. After being wound
up as usual during projection, the
film is not re-wound, but is picked
out from the inside of the reel to be
projected again. This operation is
done by conical rollers. Patent
rights have been obtained or solicited
in the principal nations.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY

will have George
A BELL
JyTONT
as assistant director on
Hippard
"Personal Maid," with Karl Freund
as chief cameraman; C. A. Tuthill,
monitor man; Frank Tours, musical
advisor; Charles Kirk, art director;
Herman Zerrenner, still man, and
Arthur Maher, chief electrician. Second cameras are George Webber and
George Hinners.
Lillian Roth has. completed her first
short subject for Paramount. It is
"Puffing Away the Blues," the setting of which is a New Year's Eve
party.
Aubrey Scotto directed.
Vitaphone Vitamins : A bumble
bee which invaded the studio the
other noon met with a sad demise
when A. D. Otvos hurled the "Encyclopedia ofComedies" at it . . .
Ed Dupar, head cameraman, getting
excited over the ping-pong match
which was taken for the Ted Husing "Sportslants" series . . . Monte
Shaff playing polo with the California Polo Team . . . Alf Goulding
telling of the old silent days when
he
used to direct Harold Lloyd comedies.

N. BLAIR

called upon to scream
each night.

several

COMEDIES AND CARTOONS,
BEING PRODUCED BY UFA

times

Berlin — A series of comedy shorts,
under the direction of Kurt Gerron
and starring well-known German
comedians, has been started by Ufa.
Visugraphic's
distribution
department estimates that in 10 months The company also will make a series of sound cartoons.
24,813,860 people saw 41,126 VisuRebuilding and enlargement of
graphic showings of advertising films.
Ufa's old Templehof Glass studios is
in progress. The plant contains
Paramount Notes: Ruth Mix, vis- now
about 10 sets which were equipped
iting her husband, Douglas Gilmore, for sound in 1929.
on the "Girl Habit" set . . . she is
Two 2,000-seat theaters, one in
a decided Latin type . . . Chevalier cuit.
Hamburg and the other in Danzig,
puzzling over the gift of an expen- were recently added to the Ufa cirsive cigarette lighter from an unknown admirer . . . John Golden,
noted stage pi'oducer, visiting George
Abbott's "Secrets of a Secretary"
set, as guest of Ned Marin . . .Ab- RKO
Circuit
N.Y. Bound"
Entire"Hell
Over Books
bott
was
Golden's
play
reader
about
a dozen years ago.
"Hell Bound," Tiffany's James
Cruze production which had its New
York premiere at Paramount, has
Roy Mack, Vitaphone director, been sold to R-K-O's entire New
now in London, will see his miniature York circuit, including the New York
musical comedy, "Angel Cake," in Hippodrome. The picture, starring
London, where it is on the same bill Leo Carrillo, starts on its circuit
jaunt May 30.
with
Chaplin'svisit
"City
Lights."
He
will afterward
Berlin,
Paris and
Vienna.

Seek to Bar Juveniles
Unless With Parents

Jesse Lasky, Winfield Sheehan,
Cleveland — East Cleveland theater
Sam Sax, Edmund Goulding, D. A.
Betty Garde, called upon to do a I) or an, Jr., and Florence Strauss owners are being told they will face
legal action if they permit children
lot of screaming in "Girl Habit,"
at the opening of "Alison's
had plenty of practice while on the spotted
14 years of age to attend theHouse," this year's Pulitzer prize under aters
unless accompanied by an adult.
road with "The Nervous Wreck" for
38 weeks, during which time she was play.
This is part of a city-wide crusade by the social betterment comServing Sheehan's in Red Star Suit is said. mittee of the Federated churches, it
A Supreme Court order directing
There is no Ohio law under which
Winfield R. Sheehan and Clayton
Sheehan to show cause why they a manager could be prosecuted for
should not be examined in connec- permitting
a child under 14, not action with the $50,000 suit brought by theater.
companied by an adult, to enter a
Pat J. Flaherty against Fox and Red
Star Music Co., will be signed and
Bershon to Kansas City
served today, according to H. William Fitelson of Fitelson, Lerman
Kansas City — Dave Bershon,
and Mayers, attorneys for Flaherty. Hughes-Franklin film buyer, is exThe plaintiff claims a percentage of
pected in Kansas City within the
receipts of the music company.
week. Harold B. Franklin will be
here within the next two weeks, ac-,
Harry Hirshfield, Master of Ceremonies, Louis Nizer, Toastmaster, Mae
New Virginia Theater Firm
cording to Rick Ricketson, midwestMurray; Clayton, Jackson and Durante; George Jessel, Al Jolson, Tallulah
Richmond, Va. — M. J. Patsel is ern manager for the circuit.
Bankhead, Miriam Hopkins, Charles Ruggles, James Barton, Victor Moore,
president
of
the
newly
chartered
trank Richardson, Harriet Hoctor, Julius Tannen and many others through
the courtesy of Wm. Morris, Jr.; R. K. O. ; Loew's; Capitol Theatre and
Community Theater Corp. of RoaExclusive Showings at Europa
other organizations will honor
noke, organized with a capital stock
All foreign productions to be
of $150,000 preferred and 3,500 shares shown at the Europa, formerly the
of common stock to build, buy, lease,
are being conoperate and own theaters and en- 55th St.tractedPlayhouse,
for exclusive presentation in
gage in a general theatrical business. Greater New York and New Jersey.
Other offices are C. G. Lindsey, vicePres. of the A. M. P. A.
president; J. D. Turner, secretary- This arrangement applies to "Zwei
treasurer.
Herzen in 3/4 Takt," the operetta
now in its eighth month at this
at the
house. Two other musicals by the
Einstein's Son-in-Law in Films
same producers are among the EuBerlin — Dmitri Marianoff, son-in- ropa's coming attractions.
law of Dr. Albert Einstein, has been
To Be Tendered Him by
appointed art and scientific director
THE MOTION PICTURE CLUB
of the Ethnological film venture
Ads With Golf Shorts
A SWELL
DINNER— DANCING
TILL DAWN
headed by Robert J. Flaherty. The
expedition will likely make pictures
State,
managed Conn.
by Julia
Smith,
Waterbury,
— Warners'
in India.
is running a series of advertising slides in connection with
RCA Wiring London Scala
the Bobby Jones golf feature.
London — RCA Photophone sound
The
businesses
the
equipment is being installed at the
AT THE MOTION PICTURE CLUB
feature
cover "endorsing"
a wide range.
Scala, one of the oldest playhouses
RESERVATIONS AT
Only one sport shop is includin Great Britain. The house opens
ed. No squawk from patrons
M. P. CLUB-1560 B'WAY
June
10
with
"Lunch
Hour
Talkies"
is
reported.
at popular prices.

A SWELL PROGRAMME ff
FOR A SWELL FELLOW I

MIKE SIMMONS

TESTIMONIAL BANQUET
ONLY $3.00

SATURDAY, MAY 16th AT 7:30 P. M.
(FORMAL)
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• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy
Covington, Ga. — M. M. Osman has
reopened the Strand. The house has
been remodeled.
Wilson, Kans. — H. E. Johnson has
taken over the Screenland from L. F.
Larson. Royaltone equipment has
been installed.

assistant manager of Warners' Kenosha theater, has been named manager
of the Riviera, succeeding V. O.
Foynter, named manager of the
Slate.

Wis. —
room
Louis
show

Fire starting in the
destroyed the Lyric,
Mallow. There had
in the house since

Kilgore, Tex. — C. O. Murphree
will manage the $55,000 house being
built here.

Protection Complicated
Vitaphone's New Shorts
Being
Sold
in
Series
By Admission Price Cuts
(Continued from Page 1)
nounced. However, under the new
plan, exhibitors will have to buy the
whole series in order to get "The
Girl Friends" comedies. A similar
condition surrounds the selling of
13 "Pepper Pot" novelty one-reelers and 12 "Broadway Brevities"
two-reelers. In the latter series,
kuth Etting, Helen Broderick, Orth
p.nd Codee, Joe Penner and Edgar
Bergen, whose pictures sold individually last year, will each appear
n one of two of the releases, but
kill not be sold apart.
Rosenquest also announced another cartoon series in addition to

(Continued

1)

bringing their scale down to the
same level as subsequent runs either
in the same situation or in nearby
communities, is causing the indies to
lose considerable patronage, it is reported. In the smaller cities, affiliated houses with lower scales are
said to be drawing patrons from
nearby towns where prices are now
the same as in the circuit theaters
enjoying protection.

Testimony Under Way
in Lab. Patent Suit
(Continued

|the 13 "Looney
for next season.
have been titled
and will be sold
one-reelers.

from Page

from

Page

1)

Tunes" scheduled
The new subjects vented by him in 1909. Depositions
by Gaumont will be submitted. It is
"Merry Melodies
in a series of 13 contended that Gaumont had applied
for his patents in 1909, but did not receive them until seven years later.
One of his patents, for drying film,
was later assigned to the Societe
Establissements Gaumont of Paris,
and subsequently both patents were
(Continued
from
Page
1)
report, the system of film write-off assigned to the plaintiff, it is stated.
and depreciation is the same as that Steven J. Devoe of Flushing, Harry
formerly followed and advocated by Glickman of Brooklyn and Nat Sathe present management.
land of Long Island also are defendants in the suit. The case is expected to continue throughout the
week.

$11,000,000 Fox Earnings
Estimate Under New Audit

SMPE Convention Party
Assembles
Monday
in Chi.
(Continued
from
Page
1)

and Treasurer H. T. Cowling will be
joined in Chicago by other members of the board of governors and
society members, and committee
meetings will be held on the train.
Officials of the Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences are extending an
official welcome dinner to the board
next Thursdday evening.

NEW
YORK
CHARTERS
t/fosai, motion pictures:
If. E. Reinheimer,
II East 44th St., New
York.
$100,000
pf.
.'on shares
common.
Motion Picture Export Corp.: Universal
Pictures Corp., 730 Fifth Ave., New York.
100 shares
common.
DELAWARE
CHARTER
United
Amusement
Co., Tnc
CHIingswoof!.
X.
F . amusement
places:
Colonial
Charter
".i.. Dover.
Del.
$25,000.
DISSOLUTIONS
'
1 Will Comedies.
Kansas
City Theater

New
Co.,

York.
New
York.

Goldwyn Buys Belasco Hit
As (Continued
VehiclefromforPageSwanson
1)
St. John, who will do the screen
treatment, has arrived in New York
to confer with Miss Swanson and
with Laura Hope Crews of the
Goldwyn staff. Melvyn Douglas, leading man in the Belasco production,
also has been signed by Goldwyn to
play opposite Miss Swanson in the
screen version.

No Retirement Plans
For Norma Talmadge
(Continued

from

Facie
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Milwaukee — Ted Stafford, formerly

Laona,
projection
Kansas City — Thomas Gavin is owned by
now press agent for the Mainstreet been no
and Orpheum.
April 29.

Rochester, N. Y. — F. Remington
has sold the Little to Mrs. Florence
iFenevesv Belinson.

•
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1)

her United Artists contract, which
called for two more pictures, at her
own request. The reason, he said,
was because she desired to choose
her own stories. It is understood
that the producing company wanted
her to do "The Greeks Had a Word
for
It," but she had a desert story
in mind.

WHERE?
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and

PRODUCTION

GUIDE
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Sessue Hayakawa Signed
For Paramount Picture
Sessue Hayakawa, absent from the
screen for many years and at present
in Japan, returns soon to appear with
Anna Ma\ Wong and Warner Oland
in Paramount's "Daughter of the
Dragon." Negotiations were closed
via cable by B. P. Schulberg. Hayakawa is due to arrive in San Francisco on June 3.

Roach Studios Resuming;
Neilan to Direct Eight
After six weeks' vacation, workers
at the Hal Roach studio have returned to begin production activity on
the new season schedule of 40 comedies. Marshall Neilan has been
signed to direct the eight comedies
in the new Zasu Pitts-Thelma Todd
series.
Anita Page With Keaton
Anita Page has been given the femininelead in Buster Keaton's new
MrG-M starring film, "Sidewalks of
New York." Jules White and Zion
Myers are co-directing "Sidewalks of
New York."
Helen Beaudine
Helen Beaudine,
children of William
tor, has been given
National's "Penrod

Given Role
one of the four
Beaudine, direca role in First
and Sam."

Dudley Digges Assigned
Dudley Digges has been assigned
by Warner Bros, to "Mr. Hercules,"
starring Frank Fay.

A LITTLE from "LOTS

De Mille To Relax
When Cecil B. De Mille sails
aboard the Bremen, June 30,
for his first vacation in 18 years,
he will depart without plans or
ties. "I may be in Europe six
months, maybe a year," he
says. "My one idea is to get
a thorough rest, and I will
make no future plans until I
return."

IV ILK

C. K. LAUREN, a recent addition
Stuart Erwin's next screen role
to the Paramount scenario staff, will give him an opportunity to mix
is co-author of the Broadway play, some dramatic acting with his comedy. He has been assigned a lead"Those We Love." He also wrote
"Reunion" and adapted "The Loting part in Ruth Chatterton's next
tery" for New York production. A starring picture, "Laurels and the
graduate of the Chicago University,
he was a classmate of Bartlett Cormack,
author writer.
of "The He
Racket"
Morris Nunes, former president of
Paramount
wroteandthea
Lady."
the
Connecticut M.P.T.O.A., is visitdialogue for "Christine" and the
ing the studios. Lou Heifetz, foradaptation and dialogue for "Romer Boston Boy, has been showing
mance of the* Rio * Grande."
*
him points of interest on the Coast.
Cameraman J. B. Shackleford has
successfully photographed a rainbow in Multicolor. He did the camHarry Stubbs, featured film comedian, was the officer in charge of
era work for Nathan*, Hahn and
Fairbanks, producers of "Strange all military entertainment in this
country during the war. Under his
*
*
As It Seems."*
supervision, 24 Liberty theaters were
"What's in a Name?" Alvin, Ed- constructed. He organized theatriward and Holbrook Todd are short
cal units from among the men in
subject cutters
the service with theater experience,
* at * Universal.
*
got shows together and entertained
Rene Borgia is writing the adap- the regiments waiting to embark for
tation and dialogue for the Spanish Europe. He has letters from President Wilson and Secretary of War
version
Columbia.of "The Good Bad Girl" at
Baker, commending his work.
Wheeler-Woolsey

Wheeler and Woolsey's next Radio
picture, hearsal
"Fullunderofdirection
Notions,"
in reof isWilliam
Seiter. Dorothy Lee is again the
feminine lead for the pair, with Lucy
Beaumont doing a featured role.

Preparing Joe E. Brown Film
"Local Boy Makes Good" is being
prepared for Joe E. Brown by Walter DeLeon, First National staff
writer. Lloyd Bacon has been
named as the director of the piece.
Fox

-

—

WillStarts
Rogers'
"Plutocrat"!
Production
Soon
"The Plutocrat," with Will Rogel
as its star, will go into production at
the Fox studios in the near future
under the direction of David Butler.
It was adapted from the Booth Tarkington story and stage success.

Eddie Borden
Borden has
in "Humanette"
Eddie
been signed f
Leigh Jason's new "Humanette," a =
Lou Brock announces that "Chic"
Sale's new short, "The Murray
Widow," will go into production with
a cast that includes Aileen Carlyle,
Bud Jamieson, Bud Ovey, Marcia
Harris and James Bradbury, Sr
Maurice Murphy Gets Role
Maurice Murphy, clever juveni .
who was literally grown up with the
pictures, received a handsome graduation gift from James Cruze — the important role of the blind boy in "Women Go On Forever."
Carl Gerrard
Gerrard hasin replaced
"Reckoner"
Carl
Wilbur
Mack in "The Reckoner," starring
Richard Dix with Shirley Grey under
current direction of J. Walter Ruben.

Rehearsing

Ruth Chatterton Starts Next
Ruth Chatterton's next picture for "The Honor of the Family" in Work
Paramount, "Laurels and the Lady,"
Production has begun at First Nahas gone into production under
the
tional studios on "The Honor of the
direction of Berthold Viertel. It was
the next Bebe Daniels staradapted by Samson Raphaelson from Family,"
ring vehicle. Warren William, Alan
Leonard Merrick's novel. The dia- Mowbray, Frederick Kerr are the
logue is by Zoe Akins. Supporting featured members of the cast. The
Miss Chatterton are Ralph Bellamy, adaptation of the Balzac novel was
Stuart Erwin, Francoise Rosay, Sam
by James Ashmore Creelman.
Hardy, Tyler Brooke and Charles done
Lloyd Bacon is directing.
Boyer.
Ames Opposite Mary Astor
Robert Ames will appear opposite
Mary Astor in "Nancy's Private Affair,"
being cast at Radio Pictures nowstudios
and due for direction
by Gregory LaCava. Edward Everett Horton and Noel Francis have
also joined the cast for feature leads.

►//

- Coast Wire Service —
Bv RALPH

©

HAPPENINGS

LATEST HOLLYWOOD

Title Changed

"She Wears The Pants" is the
new title of the Fox's adaptation of
the stage play, "Good Gracious,
Annabelle," featuring Jeanette MacDonald and Victor McLaglen. It was
known previously as "Misbehaving"
and "Two Can Play."
Mary
Kornman
Signs Again
Mary Kornman has again signed a
contract with the Hal Roach studios.

HEY, JOE !
c'mere a minute!
The man who wrote the laughs
and dialogue into
"LONELY

WIVES"

(Pathe)
"BIG

MONEY"
(Pathe)
"RAIN OR SHINE"
(Columbia)
"MEET

THE
WIFE"
(Columbia)

is now writing
for First National
Pictures
His Name

WALTER

DE LEON
is

Goodbye, Joe.
(He's got a kid picture and a
Dot Mackaill comin' up soon,
Joe)

Jack
t

M*

*wr

I

Sure-fire
H e 'M a n
Box Office Draw
*H»£
til

■ •

nnf*

■

i

■

NAME

that brings them
in •••makes them
ha ppy • • • a nd
sends them out • • •

satisfied

See what Holt has for
you this coming season
COLUMBIA- of course!

I
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HORTON
SMITH

WALTER
HAGEN

MILLIONS!

GEORGE
VON ELM

4 GREAT
GOLF STARS!

KIRKWOOD
JOE

The Big Four of Professional Golf. Personalities every newspaper
reader, whether golfer or not, knows and wants to see. Doing
their stuff, telling inside seerets. In PARAMOUNT
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market.
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Double Feature ' Menace' Scored by Rocky Mt. Exhibs

INDIESj\LARMED 0 VER MORE PROTCCTION
RKOPathe
Mr. 1-X-A
— his rise and fall

Will Establish Australian Sales
Wm. Scott Named Head of
RKO and Pathe in
Antipodes

William Scott has been appointed
managing director for RKO and
RKO Pathe in Australiasia and upon
call him his return to the Antipodes will eni/ i
rru
The
Value
oft Mr We'll1XA
The
gage a sales force to handle RKO
numeral for the Pathe product, working out of seven
Opportunity fact
that he is one branch offices, established by Scott
of many similar cases. The X for for RKO before he left Sydney last
that so frequently found trait in month. For the past year Celebrity
Pictures Corp. has handled the Pathe
film folks of never being able to sales.
which
branches,
RKO
The
-ByJACKALICOATE-

save a penny regardless of how
much they earn. The A for the
arrogance associated with his upward career. Intensified with each
step forward until he became as wilfully and smugly intolerant of everyone and everything beneath him as
he was indulgent of those above. We
helped him get his start and were in
a position to follow his footsteps
closely. He kept people waiting to
see him a half hour for no other reason than to impress them with his
importance. His creed, like that of
so many weak ones, was: the tougher
you make it for the other fellow, the
better you are. And then came company politics and the inevitable day
of reckoning. A new superior, and as
usual he was out. Politics quickly
wreck careers in this business. We'll
later.
story * a year
pick up the *
*

(.Continued

on

Paqc

2)

Kooler-Aire Installing
800 Cooling Systems

F

orce

Prospect of New Zoning
Arrangements Stirs
Exhibitors

Prospects of producer-owned cirKooler-Aire Engineering Corp. will
cuits securing greater protection is
install between 700 and 800 cooling causing exhibitor leaders considersystems during the current installaapprehension. "Grave" is the
tion season, according to an estimate word able
used by M. 1'. T. O. A. officials
made by George Dembow, vice-presi- in discussing the situation
dent, yesterday. The season extends
Last year protection was curtailed
from last February to July 1. The
at the suggestion of the financial interests who saw this method as likecompany will soon announce details
of a new heating system.
ly to produce quicker returns on film
investments.
C. C. Pettijohn, in be(Continued

on

Page

2)

RICHARD ROWLAND HEADS SIGNED BY TEX. GOVERNOR FIRST H-TCONVENTION
SET FOR DALLAS, MAY 25
PARAMOUNTSTORY DEPT.

Austin, Tex. — Governor Sterling
has signed the bill authorizing local
Richard A. Rowland, who joined option in the matter of motion picture shows on Sunday. Although
Paramount's production department
in the East several months ago, has ministerial opposition is already at
been placed in charge of stories, with work some localities, most cities in
headquarters at the home office, said the state are expected to adopt the
shows.
Jesse L. Lasky
yesterday.
D. A. Sabbath
(Continued

on

Pane

2)

West

Coast

Bureau.

THE

FILM
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Los Angeles— First convention of
Hughes-Franklin Theaters will be
held in Dallas on May 25. Harold
B. Franklin will confer with managers of the Texas and Oklahoma
divisions
on matters of policv and
future plans.

Says Demand for Music
David Belasco Dies
Laboratory Patents Suit
Now Greater Than Ever
After Heart Attack
Being Watched by W. B.
Demand for music from motion

David Belasco, dean of American picture, electrical transcription and
theatrical producers, died at 4:15 yes- radio broadcasting companies at presterday afternoon at the Hotel Gladent is probably greater than at any
stone, New York City, following a time in the history of the country,
For a full year he heart attack. He was 77 years old. said John G. Paine, chairman of the
7 he V alue of tried! to get back Funeral services will be held Sunday
board of (Continued
the Musicon Publishers'
FroPane 2)
Friendships into harness. In ev- at the Central Synagogue.
ery instance the
door was firmly but politely closed
to his plea. Plainly, in his day he
had stepped on too many toes. He
was now on the slide and those he
had formerly ritzed were taking a
smack at him on the way down. It
has ever been thus. Each time he
Denver — Double features were deCash Preview Crowd—But
thought he was set for a job, somenounced as a 'grave menace1 at the
annual convention of the Rocky
thing happened. And that something
Trans- Lux Supplied Cash
was invariably the throwback of his
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n
days of intolerance. He was forced
which ended yesterday. Steps were
to sell his home. His sun had set.
Due to the quarter-in-the-slot turn- urged to discourage the practice.
stile admission arrangement, the in- Block booking also was scored in a
That was a *
year * ago. *
vitations for tonight's private preview long resolution, and die tying in of
—,
The other day he performance at the new Trans-Lux shorts and newsreels with features
the Value
came to us for help. house on Broadway, in honor of the was condemned. The convention said
Of Charity
He had been too big visiting Mayors, are "passes" in the theaters should he paid for the running of all sponsored and advertising
an executive to both- form of two regulation 25-cent pieces.
er with such trifles as the Relief Which means the house is out four films, and that concealed advertising
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Paae .1)
bits for all "passes" not used

Rocky Mt. Exhib Association
Scores Dual Bills, Ad Films

Wilmington, Del. — Representatives
of Warner Bros., are attending trial
Oi the patent infringement suit
brought in federal court here by
Cinema Patents Co. of X'cu York
als.
against Crait Film Laboratories of
Flushing, X. V., and several individuWarners are interested in the trial,
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Photographic Exhibition
On Display at M. P. Club
An

exhibition of unusual photography relating to the motion picture
industry, prepared by Irving Browning of the Browning Studios and
sponsored by THE FILM DAILY,
will be on display at the Motion Picture Club for two weeks starting May
18. The layout includes about 40
prints, beautifully mounted. They
will be on view ench day from 12
noon to 9 P. M.
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Says Demand for Music
Now Greater Than Ever
from

Page

v%

Price of sheet music has been reduced from 40 cents to 25 cents.
The following were elected directors of the Association: Louis Bernstein, E. F. Bitner, Ben Bornstein,
Saul Bornstein, Robert Crawford,
Gustave Schirmer, W. G. Douglas,
Max Dreyfuss, Walter Fischer,
Jerome Keit, Jack Mills, M. Winkler.
Paine was re-elected chairman.

Independents Alarmed
Over More Protection
(Continued from Page 1)

Getting Data for Gibbons

8 J. E. Bralatour, Ice. \\
•V

Chicago

1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa
Blvd.Monica
HOLly wood 4121

:.:
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will also house the RKO Pathe sales
forces, are located in Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide, Brisbane, Perth,
Wellington and Auckland. Scott,
who leaves for the coast Monday, told
a Film Daily representative yesterday that double-featuring is practically standard in Australia, with short
subject sales at a standstill. Playing
features on percentage is possible in
but
Scott.25 per cent of the houses, said

Tiffany-World Wide
Start Selling Next Week
New name of the combined Sono
Art-World Wide and Tiffany organizations will probably be TiffanyWorld Wide, Earle W. Hammons
said
seasonyesterday.
will begin The
next firm's
week.selling
The
annual sales convention will be held
in six weeks.

Shorts

Series of Fishing Shorts
Planned by Mack Sennett

Richard Rowland Heads
Paramount Story Dept.
(Continued

from
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sociate.
Doran, Jr., remains as Rowland's asWalter Wanger also is now making his office headquarters in the
Paramount Bldg., and has been given
increased scope. Ned Marin, now
producing "The Girl Habit" at the
New York studio, is also understood
to have been given more latitude.
Burt Kelly Starts at Educational
Burt Kelly has taken up his. duties
as assistant to E. W. Hammons,
president of Educational Pictures. He
will act in an advisory capacity on
production.
Fordham Theater Changes Hands
J. P. Ryan, Bronx investor, has
purchased the theater and taxpayer
occupying a site of 11 lots at the
northwest corner of Fordham Road
and Davidson Ave., valued at $900,000, from Raymond Rubin, operator.

^ '.**,*♦.*«.*♦.*♦.♦♦>♦.♦♦.*♦>♦.*♦.♦♦.♦♦>♦>♦.♦♦>♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦^v

Jean Harlow Injured
Chicago — Jean Harlow stopping off
rector, and Floyd Gibbons, who is to here on her way east, was injured
be starred in a series of shorts for during the State St. carnival yesterPathe, are here doing research work
day. She received laceration on her
in connection with the pictures. They wishers.
wrist while shaking hands with wellare examining war records of the
famous correspondent. Camera work
on the first production begins in New
York within a few days.
Studio
and
Location
2 Boston Houses Hold "Enemy"
Boston — Two local houses, the
Washington St. Olympia and the Uptown, are holding over "The Public
Enemy," Warner gang film.

i

May
May16:
May

Dinner Dance and Party to
Michael L. Simmons, president
A.M.P.A. at Motion Picture Club,
7:30 P.M.
May 18:
May
Fifth annual golf tournament and
outing
sponsored
by
the
KanMay
sas City Film Board of Trade.
18:
First of six United Artists regional sales meetings, New York.
May 18-20:
Universal
western
sales com
vention;
Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
18-22:
Conference
of
International
Federation of Cinematograph Eihibitors. Rome,
Italy.
Film
Trades
Golf
Tournament,
22:
Lake Merced
Country
Club, San
25:
Francisco.
Hughes-Franklin
Theaters
convention, Dallas.

i :

Sarnoff Denies Plan
For Television Studio j
W est Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — David
Sarnoff denies
his trip here is for the purpose of
picking acastingsite
studio. for a television broadKansas

K. C. Office
City — RKO

Moving
Pathe Ex

5

v

change,
underto Ray
moving
this month
the Nolan,
location is at
1712 ,'
formerly
occupied
by
"Cannibals of the Deep" is the title Wyandotte
of a fishing series of six single reel Tiffany, now with Educational. The 1,,
pictures which Mack Sennett will offices are being entirely revamped.
p.
produce for Educational release during the new season. He personally
Columbia Buys Stories
made the shots on fishing trips.
"The Rented Body," Rupert

Lon^ Island City ♦*• Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
154 Crescent St. J'J
STilh-ell 4-7940
J*J
Washington — Arthur Hurley, di-

i Eastman Films «
it

from

DATE BOOK
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Pathe

half of the producers, made an effort
Eastman Declares Extra Dividend
Usual extra Eastman Kodak Co. to rearrange the zones throughout
dividend of 75 cents on common the country, but the entire project
stock, in addition to regular quarterly was never carried out. Now, however, the major circuits claim that
dividend of $1.25 on common and $1.50
on preferred, has been declared. decreased grosses in many instances
Dividends are payable July 1 to stock- are due to the fact that subsequent
run houses get pictures too quickly
of record May 20.
following showing in the affiliated
houses.
New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

(Continued
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tective Ass'n at the annual meeting
of the organization this week. While
the sheet music business is about 60
per cent below normal, and sales of
talking machine records and player
piano rolls also are low, the decrease
Net
Chg. is offset by the amusement indus54
154
try demand, which is for the rights
surrounding the copyright, and as a
result the outlook for the music busi1
55*
ness is not at all bad, according to
154 Paine.
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Fund. Now he remembered, for he
and his wife had to have food and
shelter and his pride had long since
passed along with his arrogance and
intolerance. "Sure, print it," he said,
"but for God's sake leave out my
name. It may bring some to their
senses who are today making the
same mistakes." Together we contemplated as to which was the bigger fool, the one of ample salary who
does not save for a rainy day or the
arrogant executive whose beclouded
view makes him lose sight of the
very fundamentals of humanity and
their relation to business ethics and
conventions. Of course, we helped
him. He was a victim only of himself. Iguess we're a softy, for when
he left we had a good little cry all
to
and felt just a little better
for ourself
it.

(Continued
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RKO PATHE TO ESTABLISH
AUSTRALIAN SALES FORCE

Hughes story published in "Cosmopolitan," and "Park Avenue," by Fannie Hurst, have been bought by Columbia for production next season.
New W. B. Stock Listing Approved
Listing of 43,619 additional share;
of Warner Bros, common stock
bringing the total to 4,894,898 shares
has been approved by the New Yorl
Stock Exchange. The new stock i:
being used in the acquisition 0
shares of Skouras Bros. Enterprises
St. Louis Amusement Co., Shov
Theater Co., Uptown Theater Co
and Westpark Theater Co.

AMERICAN
HOLIDAY
SERIES

9-6067

]

fern
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Xr,

Independence Day
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Fitzpatrick
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etc
will

Memorial Day

Low Daily or Weekly Rate!
AVE.. N. V.
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Leading the Field as Filmdom's
Foremost Tribute to America's
Holidays.
Current Releases — I

Now

723-7TH

reel

James A. FitzPatrick's

Sound on Film Recording
Powers Cinephone Equipment Corporation

JffO

Available from

Exchanges

in all key cities
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HOLLYWOOD FLASHES
By

RALPH

WILK*

T EO CARRILLO, star of Tiffany's
"Hell Bound," is on his way back
from the east by airplane. He is
under contract to James Cruze for
three features to be released by Tiffany, and also is being borrowed by
Universal for the lead in "Lasca of
the Rio Grande," with Dorothy Burgess opposite. Carrillo also is to be
featured in a second Universal picture next season.
*
*
*
Earl Baldwin, comedy writer, has
been added to the RKO Pathe staff.
*
*
*
Carl Laemmle, Jr., has bought
"The Rich Are Always With Us,"
popular novel by Ethel Pettit.
*
*
*
Nat Levine has signed Edwina
Booth to play with Harey Carey,
both of "Trader Horn," as headliners
in the Mascot serial, "The Vanishing
*
*
*
Legion."
Rosco Ates has been cast for
RKO's "The Sphinx Has Spoken."
■ *
*
*
Universal
has
subsituted
Anita
Louise for Sidney Fox opposite Lew
Ayres in "Heaven on Earth." Miss
Fox will appear in another production.
*
*
*
Clara Bow's next picture, "Manhandled," is being prepared by
Paramount and will go in work as
soon as the star recovers from her
recent breakdown.
*
*
*
J. P. Huntley, Jr., will appear in
Fox's "Merely* Mary
Ann."
*
*
Frank Albertson has completely recovered from a recent operation and
is back on the Fox lot, breezy as
ever, and eager for a new assignment. Albertson's last appearance
was in "A Connecticut Yankee" with
Will Rogers.
*
*
*
Lee Moran, James Donlin and
George Byron will be seen as three
Me,"
News to
in "That's
reportersnewspape
r comedy
starring
Pathe
Frank McHugh. Arvid Gilstrom is
directing, and the cast also features
Helen Jerome Eddy, Walter Percival
and Henry Clive.
*
*
*
Ned P. Jacobs, Los Angeles RKO
exchange manager,
is the father of
a baby girl.
*
*
*
Jed Prouty has been signed by
Paramount for "The Secret Call,"
co-starring Richard Arlen and Peggy
Shannon, with William B. Davidson,
Ned Sparks, Frances Moffett and
Claire Dodd. Stuart Walker is directing.
*
*
*
Sidney Toler has been placed under
contract by Howard Hughes and
will be teamed with Spencer Tracy in
"Ground Hogs," playing the role
originally intended for Louis Wolheim.
*
*
*
Harry Lieb, who cut "Many a
Slip" and "The Virtuous Husband,"
is
now editing "Ex-Bad Boy," for
Universal.

Mm

DOUBLE FEATURE 'MENACE
SCORED BYROCKYMT. ASS'N
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• • IT SEEMS that the Boss has been writing some letters sent to newspaper crits to get their ballots on the Ten Best
Directors
and Dean Wheeler,
out on the Sioux City
Journal, in answering, assumes that Mister Alicoate is just one
of the Hired Help
so Dean talks to him for two solid
typewritten pages, very confidentially
asking him how he
finds his boss
is he a heel, like most newspaper bosses?
and he hopes that Mister Alicoate gets a raise in salary
and that "your employers come to look upon you as indispensable" so the Boss was very puzzled and worried
about how to answer this missive
what upset him most
was that if he answered Mister Wheeler and ADMITTED he
was the Boss
and that a newspaper publisher had ACTUALLY done some work, and written a lotta letters
that
the Sioux City newspaper man would lose respect for him
for having violated Traditions
so we advised him to
Come Clean
and admit right out in his reply that he
WAS the Boss
and that in an impulsive moment he had
sat down and written those letters for the Pure Joy Of Work
"Great!" sez the Boss
and sits right down and
knocks off the letter to Dean Wheeler
and when Dean
reads it, the shock will knock him off his chair and send him to
the hospital for an indefinite period
creating a vacancy
on the "Journal"
and thus helping to relieve the unemployment situation in Sioux City
so you see, Good can
come out of Anything
even letters a Boss writes
and some day we will tell you what the Sioux City correspondent thinks about Directors in General
oh, boy !
does he pan 'em?
we haven't got the heart to tell you
today
because we're in the midst of our ballyhoo article
f®r the Directors' Number
telling what Great Guys they
are
and we can't afford to spoil the Illusion
• • • THE OFFICE mail seems to be full of confidential
Heart Interest stuff today
an erudite gent in this biz
writes to us, having made the remarkable discovery that there
are
grammatical
lapses in
kolyum
'ells bells,
whenoccasional
we first started
the kolyum,
we this
WERE
grammatical
and nobody read our junk because it was too Highbrow
being Rhetorical gets the RazT
being Readable gets the
Rah-Rahs
and
how
we
dote
on
Rah-Rahs
don't
we ALL?
*

*

*

*

• • • SPLASH
AD in a British trade paper
"We
Cover You! The Gaumont Sound News. We Cover Everything!"
aw, me eye!
so does a London Fog
and
who wants to be tied up with a fog?
When Harry Cohn,
Columbia's major domo at the Coast stude, hit into New York
in the midst of this lousy weather, he made some Dirty Cracks
about it
comparing it unfavorably to that Calif or-ny-aye
brand
and some king piped up meekly
"But this
weather is Very Unusual!"
oops
*
*
*
*
• • • HY DAAB is developing a fan mail
show people he never heard of are writing in to him, asking for copies
of the "Golden Tornado"
the big Radio Wonder
Book
so a lotta newspaper gents were seen around town
eating today
wot a break!
Julian Fowlkes, stage
and screen director, on the way to catch a train for Hollywood,
met with an accident and is laid up with a sprained back for a
few weeks
Elmer
Leterman
of Stebbins, Leterman
&
Gates, has written group coverage insurance on the New York
Giants totaling 250 grand
now if he can write some insurance on their winning the Pennant
but these insurance
guys only take Reasonable Risks

«

«

«

»

»

»
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hurts the business. Producers were
called upon to furnish trailers of their
pictures.
Newspapers were asked to make
advertising rates conform to other
prices for display, and also to discontinue unnecessary adverse criticism of the industry, although fair
invited.
and frank criticisms of pictures were

Every exhibitor present signed a
contract for the Kinogram sponsored
newsreel, and nearly 100 have been
placed in this territory.
Harry Huffman was re-elected
president. Other elections included:
Joe Dekker, first vice-president; Mrs.
Blanche Tyo, second vice-president;
Gus Koh, treasurer; Emmett Thurmon, secretary and counsel; T. J.
Murphy, L. J. Finske, Buzz Briggs,
rectors.
Harold Rice and Ed Schulte, diIt was the best attended meeting
ever held by this association.

Laboratory Patent Suit
Being Watched by W. B.
(.Continued

from

Page
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it
was learned, because they are deBrooklyn.
fendants in a similar suit filed in
The complainant company admitted
in court that Craft Film Laboratories
legally acquired 25 of the Gaumont
machines, but replaced essential parts
that had worn out and reconstructed
the machines. It is contended by the
complainant that use of the reconstructed machines constitutes infringement. The question at issue
is whether reconstruction of worn
parts in the machines by the defendants represents an infringement
on the patent. Validity of the patent
is also questioned by the defendants.
Two Theaters in Fire
Portsmouth, Va. — Two local
houses, the Rex and the Tivoli, suffered in a $75,000 fire. The Rex was
practically destroyed, while the Tivoli
was badly damaged.
Somma Buys Richmond Site
Richmond,
Va. — Charles A. Somma, local theatrical man, has bought
a store property at 427 E. Broad St.

Many Happy
Returns
Best

wishes

and

con-

are extended bygratulationsTHE
FILM DAILY to the followi
bers of the industry, who are
ing their birthdays:

May 15
Edward W. Butcher
Harold Wintner
Clarence Knight

Sifting pretty with press, public and
dramatic James Cruze Production ... at
York

and

Brooklyn, the Los Angeles

Directed by WAITER

LANG

Produced by SAMUEL

ZIERLER

Recorded by RCA

Photophone

I
Leo Carillo a terrific
draw at the crossroads
of the world!

A-10

I,0

"There

is twenty-two karat entertainment at both Paramount theatres

now in the Tiffany-fine gun-gang-and-

xhibitors . . . that's Leo Carrillo in this
ie Paramount Publix Theatres in New

girl film, 'Hell Bound'."

— N. Y. American

". . . It must be admitted

by this spec-

tator, who breathlessly watched "Hell
Bound" yesterday at the Paramount,
that the ticket-buying public knows
its entertainment."

"It's an entertaining

heatre in L A., and all in between.

— N. y. Herald Tnbune

picture

replete with action."
— n y Daly News
"Hell Bound" is a great underworld
picture. It will amuse as well as thrill
yOU."

— N. Y

Doily Mirror

"Leo Carrillo manages to convey most
of the nobler emotions, as well as a
reputable sense of humor ... it is an

/osm/ Telegraph

expert characterization." — 7he n y rimes
"Mr. Carrillo is more than a splendid actor ... He is— aN. hero."
Y. Evening

27, 1931
ANGELES, CAL. APR.
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"Leo Carrillo knows the stage backward and is therefore an exceptionally good talking picture actor.
And here he performs admirably,

J■

1501 B^^^^roduotions,

surely and believably."
— n. y sUn
"A clean-cut and agreeable per-

, THEATRE STILL rnMr^FAYETTE
, STRONG. C0NSIDPPMt5 VERY
STER PlCTURE^p^^ST GANGm LAFAYETTE
^THEATRE

;NDEST REGARDS. l gumbiner

^
f
g
^
IN

— World-Telegram

formance by Leo Carrillo."
"The week's

best bet."

— Brooklyn Daily Eagle

"Projecting a love idyll that evokes
tenderness and nobility."
—New York Evening Post
"Leo

Carrillo as the hero

of the

|
ft

film, proves himself a worthy addition to the ranks of truly capable film Stars."
—Morning Telegraph

L
■

"Mr. Carrillo is the best part of
this cinema show. He has a good
voice for the talkies and his dialect makes his initial camera role perfect. — N. Y Evening Graphic

"Carrillo tops them

A Tiffany Picture

Journal

in this.

all with his work
— Los Angela

Examiner

"This latest Tiffany production should
be rated among the best three under— tos Angeles
world pictures of the year."

Herald

SHOW WORLD ON EDG
THE TITAN ANNOUNC
RADIO S GOLDEN TORNAI
OF ATTRACTIONS ARRIVES

»!•

AS PROSPERITY'S TRUMPET

THAT

SETTLES

IT

Any company that can
mm&m deliver hits like these ONE
RIGHT
s

AFTER

the

ANOTHER
for ^r nie!

company

SMACK

WARNERS
THE

B'WAy

PUBLI C
E N E MY

'PubUc Enemy, ' 'Svengali' and
'Millionaire' Smash Records in
Three
Broadway
Houses

.iambs CAGNEY

New York. — The Warner gang has Broadway at its feet with
three hits running simultaneously on the big street. The pictures

JEAN HARLOW
JOAN

are "Public Enemy" at the Strand, "The Millionaire" at the
Winter Garden and "Svengali" at the Hollywood. Each picture
in hanging up new records with every hour of play which is a
great tribute to the organization, at a time when theatre owners

EDWARD
BLONDELL

WOODS
^;>

Directed by William A. Wellmon

•'i

n

ibatioi

John

Barrymore
SVENGALI
with Marian

Arliss

t•

edge on "Little Caesar" for its second week of $12,500. The picture
■ looks like a cinch for four weeks at
more money than the house has ever
enjoyed in its long history.
"The Millionaire" at the Winter
Garden has played to $91,580 in its
four weeks to date, making a record
for any four weeks of a picture to
play this house.
The big smash of the three however, is "Svengali" which opened to
$3,700 last Wednesday and played
to $8,980 on Thursday, $11,314 oh
Friday and $12,692 on Saturday leaking a combined gross of the first
four days $36,686.

'
^;~

fro

as "TRILBY"

George

KNOCKS B'WAl
FOn A LOOP t• t•

the
same house
by "Little
Caesar" the
for
its opening
week)
and $58,020
second week, giving this picture an

Marsh

Directed by Archie Mayo

are still crying "depression."

"Public Enemy" at the Strand has
grossed $121,432 in two weeks.
Playing to $63,412 the first week,
(but $150 under the record set in

.

tl CON1

ne
i

or

result

in The

MILLIONAIRE
DAVID
CAGNEY,

MANNERS,
NOAH
j.

EVALYN
BEERY,

KNAPP,
JAMES
IVAN
SIMPSON

Dioloaue by Booth Torkingion

Directed

by John Adelfi

i»
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A
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Press CHEERS

-fJ

PBICE

23

CENTS

New

SWANSON
Audiences

y^

HIT!

voice enthusiastic

approval oE star's smart new
romance
critics report ! !
"Well-Worked Out Entertainment" Drew round after round
of hilarious laughter from an audience in the Rialto . . . Well-worked
out entertainment. — New York Timet
•
"Good Fun" The result, if you
can hear any of it above the howls
of feminine laughter, is good fun...
Go to the Rialto this week and

"Swanson Has A Hit" Swanson
has a hit' A well constructed vehicle
gives the star every opportunity to
run that well known gamut of
emotions. And how Gloria runs 'em
is nobody's business, except the
extra cashiers that will be necessary to count the box office receipts
...Gloria the glorious, Swanson, now
and forever queen of the screen.
— New

— New

Joseph

York Journal

M. Schenck
presents

GLORIA

SWANSON

"Pure,

Unadulterated Entertainment" La Swanson offers a
fun feast at the Rialto. The comedy
is contagious and the giggles are
wild. Here's one indeed, to cure
that down-in-the-dumps, springfeverish feeling . . . Pure unadulterated entertainment, cheerful to the
last celluloid reel . . . Gloria looks
beautiful in many

in

I

"Indiscreet"
BROWN

with BEN

production
LYON -ARTHUR

UNITED

by

&

LEO

ARTISTS

HENDERSON
LAKE

McCAREY

— New

York News

"Thrilling Performance"
A
story so human and so beautifully
portrayed there can be no doubt
that this star's place today is more
important than ever ... I'd hate to
think anybody who ever admired
Gloria Swanson were to miss
Indiscreet".

—New

York Graphic

PICTURE

PRODUCTION
Covered

of her costumes.

•

DESYLVA,

Directed

York American

•

you'll see how good it is ... I recommend the show to both sexes.

t h o r o u 3 h Iy ,
concisely and constructively from all
essential
angles.

Film Daily Service

DISTRIBUTION
Established 14 Years

News, views, facts
and figures covering
every branch of the
picture

i n d u s t r-y- .

EXHIBITION

LLO|TD|iUGHES
Dorothy'Sebastian

ASTRANGE PHANTOM -SHIP PLYING AN UNCERTAIN TRADE.
A SHIP WITHOUT A SOUL ~A CREW WITHOUT A GOD
HAVEN OF LAWLESS VAGABONDS ~ APLACE OF THE LIVING DEAD.

PICTURE THAT HAS SET THETOWN TALKING^
reded by J.PM- Carihy. FromASiory by WellynToiman.
.**£=»

12 GREATER

MONOGRAM

DRAMAS

RELEASED ONE A MONTH
♦
STARTING JUNE 15th
♦
Here They Are:
"THE ARM OF THE LAW"
"SHIPS OF HATE"
"MOTHER AND SON"
"THE WESTERN LIMITED"
"THE MIDNIGHT PATROL"
"ISLE OF HUNTED MEN"

EACH

ONE

BUILT WITH
NOW

630 Ninth Avenue, New York
56 Piedmont Street, Boston
1046 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.
505 Pearl Street, Buffalo
610 Film Exchange Bldg.. Detroit
1024 Forbes Street, Pittsburgh
Mather Building, Washington
15th and Davenport, Omaha
1928 S. Vermont St., Los Angeles
641 No. Seventh St., Milwaukee
FOR

Monogram

BOOKING

THE

"FORGOTTEN WOMEN"
"IN LINE OF DUTY"
"THE LAW OF THE SEA"
"KLONDIKE"
"POLICE COURT"
"THE FATAL ALARM"

EXPLOITATION

AT THE

FOLLOWING

BRANCH

221 West 18th Street, Kansas City
404 No. Illinois St., Indianapolis
252 E. First South St., Salt Lake City
151 Granite St.. Butte
505 West 4th Street, Charlotte
154 Walton Street, Atlanta
714 Twiggs St., Tampa
529 N. 18th St., Birmingham
1255 University St., Montreal
UNITED KINGDOM, THE GAUMONT

Pictures Corporation, 723 Seventh Ave., N.Y.C.

CO.

POSSIBILITIES
OFFICES
1001 Perdido Street, New Orleans
Film Exchange Bldg., Dallas
623 W. Grand Street, Oklahoma City
3214 Olive Street, St. Louis
1304 South Wabash Ave., Chicago
2075 Broadway, Denver
462 Glisan St.. Portland
2418 Second Ave., Seattle
284 Turk St., San Francisco
279 Victoria St.. Toronto
LONDON

Foreign Distributors: Ritchey Export Corporation

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

VOL.

LV NO.

115

NEW

y©EK,

SUNDAY,

MAY

17, 1931

25 CENTS

Pa. Unit May Adopt Summer Closing Stagger Plan

CANCELLING ON SUBSTITUTIONS BANNED
General
Theaters Equipment '30 Net atProducers
$4,454,405
Reserve Right to
Big Net Income Increase
Is Indicated in
Statement

Total of $4,454,405, after all,
charges, including interest, depreciation and taxes, is the net -income of
General Theaters Equipment, Inc.,
and. its subsidiary companies for the
year ended Dea 31, 1930, the company stated yesterday in announcing
its annual report. This is compared
to $2,140,023 in 1929 had the subsidiaries now embraced by the company been operated by it for the
(Continued on Page

12)

six theatersTbroad
PLANNED ^PARAMOUNT

NavarroWest Coast
MayBureau,Become
Producer
THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Ramon Novarro, now working in "Son of India,"
may, according to report, become an independent producer of
talkers in English, Spanish and French. He has been having difficulties with M-G-M over foreign versions in which he has been
appearing.
Novarro is down on
the company's new year program
for
one picture.
___
At the New York headquarters of M-G-M Friday it was
stated that nothing about Novarro's activities was known outside of his appearance in one M-G-M feature in 1931-32.

Mack Sennett To Produce
44 Shorts For Educational
Mack

Sennett will produce 44

clude color via a series of 12 one-reel
subjects.
Only star on the Sennett
Paramount's European building shorts for Educational's 1931-32 pro- program will be Andy Clyde, who
construction program includes tw6
gram. His schedule calls for 26
work in a series of six two-reel
theaters now under way and four pro- two-reel comedies and six single reel will
comedies. He will also receive credit
posed houses to be built before th$
His program will also in- in the title of the series.
new year. Construction is well under novelties.
way in Newcastle and Leeds, England where Paramount theaters with
average seating capacities of 2,000
will soon be completed. Locations
have been selected and plans are
now being drawn for Paramount
theaters in Liverpool, Glasgow,
Brussels and Belfast.
Toronto — Providing showings of
Technicolor will focus much attention
on
the
advertising
pictures
field.
British
pictures in the province of
Wisconsin Puts Teeth
The company has already photo- Ontario continues to increase as durgraphed a series of advertising films
In Daylight Saving Bill
ing the (Continued
past few onmonths,
(.Continued on Page 12)
Page 12)esfablishMadison, Wis. — The Hampel bill,
which provides a fine of from $25
to $500 for violation of the law forbidding daylight saving time, has
been advanced by the assembly and
to engrossment. Theater operators
in the state are backing the measure.

TECHNICOLOR STEPPING ONTARIO MAY DROP PLAN
INTO AD FILM FIELD TO ESTABLISH QUOTA
Pa. Exhib Committee Working
Out Summer Closing System

Change Casts, Stories
and Directors

Cancellation of pictures on the
grounds of substitutions will not be
possible under practically all major
distributors' exhibition contracts covering the 1931-32 season. In individual- company contracts now in use
and being prepared for the new year,
clauses are being inserted whereby
producers may make changes in casts,
stories and directors.
Stand taken by producers is to the
effect that picture material and talent
must be(Continued
switched
to meet
everon Page
12)

OPERATOR
PHILLYD EOR
STAN
BOOTHS WON
SLAS'TH
Philadelphia — Although the local
operators' union is desirious of cooperating with exhibitors in this territory, it is firmly opposed to the
proposal to reducing the booth personnel to one man. This statement
has been made by officials of the
union following a conference with
representatives of the M. P. T. O. of
Eastern Pennsylvania.

Decker Selling Series
Of 26 Cartoon Shorts
John Decker has arrived in New
York to arrange distribution on a series of 26 single reel cartoons in
which various nationally-known figures are caricatured. He is negotiating with MGM.

Philadelphia — Closing of houses
during the summer months on a stagJesse Lasky, Jr. Now
ger plan is being considered by the
M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania,
Learning Studio Angles
Ernest B. Schoedsack leaves Holly- Southern New Jersey and Delaware.
Two
plans
are
being
examined
by
a
wood July 1 at the head of an expeCharlie Chaplin mav next produce
dition which will go to India with committee appointed to handle the
Jesse Lasky, Jr., is further extend[and act in a picture satirizing gang sound cameras to make a Bengal matter. One would have certain theing his m. p. education. After workleaders, said Carlyle Robinson, his
aters in each section close on agreedtiger
hunt
sequence
for
"The
Lives
unt foreign departParamo
in thehe has
ing
personal representative, Friday. A of a Bengal Lancer," Paramount pic- upon days. The other provides for
now been assigned to
ment
ture. Clive Brook and Phillips Holmes a complete shut-down of all houses in work with Ned Marin, associate pro'sort
of Al Capone burlesque, sez
(Continued on Page 12)
Robinson.
each district on specified days.
ducer at the New York studio.

Next Chaplin Picture
May Kid Gang Leaders

Schoedsack to Film
Tiger Hunt in India

Sunday, May 17, 1931
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St. Louis TMPRA to Hold
Election of Officers

:the
fsSNCMMHB
Of fUMDOM

St. Louis— Milton S. Harris, advertising manager for the Fox Theater,
Vil.LV No. 115 Sunday, Hay 17, 1931 Price 25 Cants is slated to be elected president of
the Theatrical Managers' and Press
JOHN W. AUGOATE
Editor and Publisher Representatives' Association at the
organization meeting Monday night
at the Mayfair Hotel. Harris was
Published daily except Saturdays and holidays formerly advertising manager for the
at 1650
Broadway,
New
York,
N.
Y.,
Shuberts in New York and at one
Films and
(1931) by Wid's
and copyright
time social secretary for Mayor
President.
J. W. Alicoate,
Film Folk, Inc.
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Hylan.
Manager
General
and
Secretary-Treasurer
Other officers probably will be as
Do
Editor;
Associate
Eddy,
W.
Arthur
follows: Reeves Espy, Skouras Bros.
Carle
Gillette,
Managing
Editor.
En
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918, Super Theaters, first vice-president;
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under Harry Greenman, Fox Theater, sec(Postage
Terms
the act of March 3, 1879.
ond vice-president; "Chick" Evans,
free) United States outside of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 months,
$5.00;
Loew's State Theater, third viceSubscriber
$15.00.
Foreign,
months, $3.00.
president; George Smith, Ambassashould remit with order.
Address
all com
dor Theater, recording secretary;
munications
to THE
FILM
DAILY,
1651
Phone Circle Edward L. Nickodum, St. Louis
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
Cable ad Theater, financial secretary; Paul
Hollywood
York.
New
Filmday,
dress:
Beisman, American Theater, treasCalifornia — Ralph
Wilk,
6425
Hollywood
urer; and Thornton Sargent, direcErnest
London—
6607.
Phone Granite
Blvd.
tor of public relations.
89-91
Renter,
Film
The
Fredman,
W.
Wardour St., W.
Lichtbildbuehne,
— P. A. Harle,
caise, Rue de la

I. Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn
Friedrichstrasse,
225.
Pans
La Cinematographic
Fran
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

H
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Declare
Roxy
Dividend
Regular quarterly dividend of 87j4
cents on the Class A stock, payable
June 1 to stock of record May IS,
has been declared by board of directors of Roxy Theaters Corp.
y»* ♦♦*♦
v« » ♦•• ♦ ♦♦• ♦ ♦♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦^.♦♦.♦♦.**.**.*#
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ *♦♦♦♦♦♦• *♦♦♦♦#♦♦ ♦>»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ #*^5
ft
»„•

it
»»
'.'■

i.t
w
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New York
1 J40 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Lonf Island City
154 Crescent St.
STilhvell 4-7940

Eastman Films
J. E. Brulatour, Inc.
Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

ft
i . #%♦♦♦♦♦*♦»♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦*♦♦♦•♦»••>♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•♦♦♦♦♦
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Tieing in with the Spring weather
Loew Metropolitan Circuit has
booked the Bobby Jones 12 Vitaphone shorts enitled "How I Play
Golf." Deal was closed by George
Balsdon, metropolitan district manager for Warner Bros.
■W

FINANCIAL

Fox Thea. "A"...
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
NEW YORK

Loew N. Y. Met Houses
To Play Jones Series

160 Set for Dinner
Reservations totaling 160 have been
received so far for the Mike Simmons testimonial dinner to be given
at the M. P. Club tonight (Saturday). Reservations definitely close
at 4 P. M. tomorrow, Martin Stern
said Friday.

Pastime
The federated women's clubs
of this metropolis are to confer at the Astor next Thursday
afternoon on the Problems of
the Films. They will have all
the
industry's headaches solved
dancing.
by three o'clock, then tea and

DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S
May 18: Fifth annual golf tournament an
outing sponsored by the Kan
sas City Film Board of Trade.
First of six United Artists regional sales meetings. New York.

Asking: Hays To Ban
Italian Gangster Films
Following a dinner tendered Generosa Pope, Italian newspaper publisher, at the Biltmore yesterday, a
resolution was drawn up and forwarded to Will Hays and the Actors
Equity protesting the portrayal of
Italian gangsters in films. Mayor
Walker, Judge Freschi, Ferdinand
Pecora and Dudley Field Malone
were speakers at the dinner,

Wiesner Opens Exchange
To Represent Monogram
Milwaukee — Max Wiesner has
opened the new Security Pictures exchange here which will handle Monogram product. Wiesner was formerly with Red Seal and has been
succeeded there by Charles Koehler,
formerly
assistant manager of the
Fox exchange.

Sex Picture Gets Okay
From Boston Censors

May 18-20: Universal western sales con
vention, Palace Hotel, San Fra
Cisco.
May 18-22: Federation
Conferenceof Cinematograph
of
InternationEi
hibitors, Rome, Italy.
May 22:

Film
Trades
Lake Merced
Francisco.

Golf
Tournament,
Country Club,

May 25:

Hughes- Franklin
vention, Dallas.

Theaters

eon

May 25-29 : Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cat
May 26-27: Annual convention of the M.P.
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri,
and St. Joseph, Mo.
May 26-31 : International
conference
on educational films under
patronage
of
the Federal Minister of Education,
Vienna.
May

27 Testimonial dinner to Charles L.
Winston, New England division
manager. R-K-0 Theaters, CopleyPlaza Hotel. Boston.
June 10: Nineteenth
Film Country
Golf Tournament. Fenimore
Club,
White Plains, Westchester, N. Y.
June 10: Adjourned annual meeting of Fox
Film Corp., New York.
June 15:

Annual Convention of Southeast

Theater
Owners,
Atlanta.
Boston — "Fighting the Slavers,"
called the first feature of its kind to
June 14-18: Annual convention of Advertising Federation of America, Hotel
get by Boston censorship, will be
Pennsylvania. New York.
released in this territory in about
two weeks. It will be roadshowed Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
by Harry Siegel, handling the picture
North and South Dakota, Minfor Capitol Film Exchange, New
neapolis.
York. A Prologue and epilogue in
Premier's Talk in Reel
dialogue as well as a synchronized
Toronto — One hundred fifty Fam- score has been added to the picture,
COMING & GOING
ous Players Canadian theaters are first released silentlv two years ago
playing a newsreel release including
a three minute-speech by Rt. Hon. R. under title of "Fighting the White
B. Bennett, premier of Canada, con- Slave Traffic."
leaves the coast
JOAN enCRAWFOR
Monday
route to DEurope, with a stop
New Bell & Howell Gauge
cerning theloan.
Dominion's $300,000,000
over in New York.
Conversion
Chicago — A new focusiner alignGRACE MOORE sailed yesterday on the
ment gauge, permitting precision in lie de France.
Chandler On Foreign Trip
closeup motion picture work, has
LOU TELLEGEN is en route to France
by the Bell & after completing his role in an S. S. KrellRoy Chandler, export manager for been
Howell announced
Co.
Carrier Engineering: Corp. is on a
berg picture.
JOHNNY
FARRELL, featured in a
business trio to China, Japan, AusPathe series of golf courts, has sailed for
England to compete in the British Open
Showing Legit
tralia, Philippine Islands, Siam,
Championship to be played at Carnoustie,
Straits Settlements and other counMount Vernon, N. Y. — Westches- Scotland.
tries. He will return via Europe.
ter theater, operated by Chamberlin
GEORGE ARLISS arrives in New York
Brown Players, is bringing plays today (Saturday) with Mrs. Arliss. He sails
Fox Signs Hal Phyfe
with well known stars at $1 admis- for England May 29 on the Majestic.
MARIA CORDA sailed yesterday on the
Hal Phyfe has been signed by Fox later. sion. Talkies may be introduced
He de France.
Films as portrait photographer and
leaves for Hollywood May 28.

Monogram
Now In Canada
Montreal — E. C. DeBuc, managing
director of Film DeLuxe, has signed
to handle Monogram Pictures in
Canada.
Hobart
West

Coast

Leaves

Bureau,

THE

Radio
FTLM

DAILY

Henry Hobart has resigned as associate producer for Radio.
West

Kohner Made "U" Producer
Coast

Bureau.

THE

FILM

DAILY

lot.Paul Kohner has been named an
associate producer on the Universal

Let Us Solve Your Problems!

Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
1540 B'WAY.

N. Y. C.

BRyant 9-3640

INCORPORATED

Spring
Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles,
CaL
Michigan 8761

The Answer to the Motion Picture Color Problem!

MAG
A Product of

Consolidated

Film

Industries, inc.

MAGNACOLOR
For Perfect Reproduction of Color and
Sound on Film — surpasses all other processes.
Reproduces the grandeur and beauty of
nature exactly as your eyes see it.
Gives perfect definition. No fringe. Every
detail sharp and clear as black and white.
Practical, simple and economical. Uses
standard photographing and projection
equipment.
No extra lighting.
Assures perfect reproduction of sound on
color film.
Perfected after years of experimentation.
Special plant ready for quantity production.
The Industry has learned by experience and
the expenditure of millions of dollars that
color of poor quality has no value.
MAGNACOLOR presents superlative quality
at low cost. It is the ideal color film combination the Industry has been waiting for.

959 Seward St.,

^GNACOL<
(VISION

Hollywood, Cal.

Sunday,

D

Canvassing Public
for Reactions
TO ascertain the likes and dislikes of his many patrons,
Manager J. C. King of the Publix-Arcadia, Harlington, Tex.,
made a canvass to find out the
best type pictures, most popular
stars, etc. A man was engaged
to do the canvassing in a houseto-house call. Among the questions asked of each one by this
young man were: How often do
you attend theater? What theaters or theaters do you attend?
What nights do you generally attend theaters? What type of picture do you prefer? Your three
favorite stars? What picture or
pictures that you have seen appealed to you most? What coming picture or pictures are you
anxious to see? Through what
medium do you keep in touch
with attractions at theaters?
What newspaper or newspapers
do you subscribe to? And of
course, the person's name, address, phone number, etc. The
people were quite willing to state
their viewpoints as they somehow feel that they are partially
dictating the policies of the theater. And the newspapers carried a daily story on the stunt,
setting forth the compiled data
to date.
— Arcadia,
Tex.
*
*Harlington,
*

Newspaper Gets
Behind "Front Page"

'"THE Front Page" was put
over with a bang by Manager Harry Gammett, of the
Globe, when it played in Bethlehem, Pa. The Bethlehem
"Globe-Times" cooperated to the
extent of publishing "Front Page
News" and "Front Page Bargains" in their advertising section in tying up local products.
Across the front page of the
"Globe-Times," in huge red letters, appeared " 'The Front
Page,' at the Globe Theater,
Starts Tomorrow."
— Globe, Bethlehem, Pa.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

Current Opinions

RI4LT
• • • THE STATISTICIANS out in the Paramount stude
in Hollerword have been busy for weeks analyzing the script instructions inall their recent productions
in order to get
the lowdown on the subject of Kissing
after carefully
compiling the data, they find there is a Distinct Technique in
Kissing
why, boys, you amaze us;
so let's hurry
along to a consideration of this Vital Fact we have been muffing
all our lives
here is a graduated scale they have prepared
showing the Kiss starting just in Fun
and finishing just the way it always does, if you're not careful
the
manual lists the various steps thus. „.„.. .the Kiss starts lightly
then lightly and affectionately
plain affectionate
warmly
warmly and tenderly ....... intensely
passionately
and that's all the info they give
but
Where's that Distinct Technique you statisticians discovered
personally, we think it's a lotta Hoosh
every Screen Kiss
we've observed
was planted carefully under the schnozzle
to
avoid Contact with the Lips
that ain't Technique
just Love's Labor Lost
• • • ROXY has written a testimonial for a manufacturer
of bottled grapes
he sez
"I find Welch's
Grape
Juice a genuine 'pick-me-up'."
knock-me-down !
a
Showman drinking grape juice
another Idol shattered
And maybe it will interest you to learn that 20 smackers a week
was the first salary paid to Jack, Lottie and Mary Pickford, with
the services of their mother thrown in....
D. W. Griffith's
manager,
Donald
Crisp, hired the Pickford
family. ...... .and
thought in,
he too
was getting gypped because ole man Pickford wasn't
thrown
*
*
*
*
• • • CHARLIE McDONALD of Wafilms notes a slight
gumming up of a phrase in a recent news item in the li'l ole
paper
which in referring to the delayed opening of the
Trans-Lux theaters, stated that it "was due to some unfinished
work on the construction being incomplete"
so Charlie
writes in, and hopes that the incomplete work will be soon unfinished yea, it's helpful suggestions like this that leave
us helpless
Also R. L. McLean of Erpi questions the
statement of one of our news hounds that the Boston Terminal
has the first railroad station movie
he sez there has been
one in operation in the St. Louis Union Station for the past
eight years
these two communications from subscribers
have greatly encouraged
us
they show
reader interest
armed with these, the Advertising Dep't ought to be able
to go out and knock off a dozen more page ads
• • • JAY EMANUEL is getting out a new and snappy
bulletin as the official organ of the M.P.T.O.A
and in the
current issue Prexy M. A. Lightman talks cold turkey to exhibs
and tells 'em to get into the proper spirit of this film
biz
and to reflect a happy, hospitable air in welcoming
the public to their theaters
M. A. sez
"Let 'Welcome' ring out from every seat."
Musical Chairs, b'gosh

IN
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V. H. Clarke and R. S. Kane advanced in Paramount production department.
*
*
*
S. R. Kent of Famous Players
back from trip. Optimistic over outlook.

17, 1931

TIMELY
TOPICS
A Digest of

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

May

• • • CECIL B. DE MILLE has a memo book he used
during the making of his first silent version of "The Squawman"
in 1913
in it there is a notation which reads
"Hal
Roach — cowpuncher — per day, $5.00"
as Mister De Mille
considered the price too high, he did not hire Hal
and
Hal, brokenhearted, went out and started making pictures hisself
today he is worth millions
and do you think
he's happy?
no
always there is gnawing at his
heart the knowledge that as a screen cowpuncher he wasn't worth
five smackers. ... ....
«

«

«

»

»

»

€)

A Director
Gets the Lowdown
]\TOTHING
harder to in
do Hollywood
than to findis
out what the gang thinks of your
picture. The adage that the
eavesdropper never hears anything good about himself is particularly adaptable to the picture
business. A bunch of the boys
were whooping it up in a certain director's office recently during his absence. It was unanimously agreed that this particular director's last picture was the
most tragic flop on record. His
pals felt bad about it, but they
used some new adjectives in describing the horrible mess their
friend had made of this one.
Their discussion was interrupted
by the arrival of the director himself. Instantly the boys leaped
upon him with shoulder slaps
and congratulations. "Marvelous," "superb," "an epic" were
the terms used in telling Jake
about his new picture. "Well,"
said Jake, "everybody has a right
to change his mind, but you fellows have set some kind of a
record for changing yours just
now.

I have been outside listening to your wisecracks for ten
minutes." Discussion of pictures
has been more tempered and circumspect on that lot of late.
— Melville Brown

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following memof thebirthdays:
industry, who are celebratingbers their

Bernard Steele
May
16—17
Bull Montana
Walter Hatfield

Malcolm St. Clair
Conway Tearle
Ned Marin
Maureen

O 'Sullivan

Sunday,

May

DAILY
*
r
—. ?%f
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HOLLYWOOD

ACTIVITIES

j±. .▲. A. Latest Production News Received By Wire From The West Coast Jtk. ^L

THREE NEW PRODUCTIONS
START SOON AT WARNERS
Three new Warner Bros, pictures
are in preparation and will begin
actual production within the next
fortnight. The first is Constance
iBennett's starring vehicle, "Bought!",
jin which she will be supported by
Richard Bennett, Ben Lyon, Dorothy
iPeterson and others. Another picture which is almost ready to start is
i'The Star Witness," with Frances
Starr, Charles ("Chic") Sale, Ediward J. Nugent, Grant Mitchell,
Dickie Moore and others. The third
forthcoming production is "Safe in
(Hell," from a story by Huston
Branch, with dialogue by Maude Fulton.

Postpone "Over the Hill"
To Rush "Mary Ann"
The fact that "Merely Mary Ann,"
co-featuring Janet Gaynor and Charles
Farrell, is scheduled for an early release, coupled with Farrell's return
from Europe, led Director Henry
King to interrupt work on "Over
The Hill" and begin on the new
picture. The first half of "Over The
Hill" is finished. King will continue with the second half on completion of "Merely Mary Ann."

Writ* for Bockltl. Vatalin Brno*

nooseveLT
"~s HO
J. McCABE, Managm

HOLLYWOOD.

CALIFORNIA

^

Seven pictures are currently in
preparation at the Metropolitan
Studio. Among them are AI Rogell's
"Gangster Girl," by Jack Lait; Sono
Art's "Honeymoon Lane," starring
Eddie Dowling; a historical picture
being made by Halperin Productions;
Harold Lloyd's "Call Me Flash"; a
Quillan Family production; a Liberty-Robson picture to be directed by
James Food, and the Sonnenberg
Sport Reviews being made by Brown
and Nagel. Another production,
"Facing the Gallows," is in work
under the direction of Spencer Bennett.

"Drys think that a toast should be his directorial bow on "The Reckoner," starring Richard Dix, has added
something you burn and scrape, inWalker, Boris Karloff and Ruth
stead of stir and drink," says Ralph Nella
Weston to his cast.
Spence.

F.N.'s Complete Cast
For "Penrod and Sam"

Daphne Pollard Starts New Comedy
Daphne Pollard's first RKO Pathe
comedy on the new 1931-32 program
is in production under the title of
"She is
Snoops
to itConquer."
Guiol
directing
from a storyFred
by
Ewart Adamson. Among others in
the cast are Charlotte Minneau, Halliwell Hobbs, Rosa Gore, Emily
Fitzroy and Nora Cecile.

heard

go on?"

over

the phone
thousands of
times daily in
hundreds
of
theatres
all
over the world.

Such is Popularity 1

The Plaza offers you every modern convenience, unexcelled service, and a unique, homelike atmosphere that
makes you feel at home as soon as you enter Its well
known doorway of hospitality." Here, too, you may
enjoy the company of interesting and famous people.

"DANCING DAUGHTERS"
An explosion of thrills
An outburst of speed
A thunderbolt of action

European plan. $3.00
double. $5.00 and up,
and monthly rates.
Remember the Plaza
Hollywood. Write for

Recording

Four more fast ones following

This comedy
is

RIGHT in the center of everything to tee and do . .
next door to famous studios, theatres, cafes, and
shops . . near golf courses, bridle paths, and other
amusement places.

Gives you

Electric

MICKEY MOUSE

Hollywood's most convenient hotel . ■
for your stay in Southern California

RICHARD TALMADGE

Western

"What Time Does the

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

and
Romance in a new Setting

TEL

ROBERT

WILK

William T. Crespinel, who is
QOVERNOR
ROLPH, JR., of technical advisor for Multicolor, has
California is one of the "stars"
vacationing at the Hotel del
in "Strange As It Seems," which is been
being produced by Nathan, Hahn and Taquitz, Palm Springs.
Fairbanks, for release by Universal.
Governor Rolph, Jr., has never used
Clifford McLaglen has been signed
aboots.
pair of shoes, as he only wears
to
play the leading male role in
*
*
*
"Ropes of Sand," which will be made
Egon Goltzen directed the Ger- by Miracle Pictures, with David
man version of "Dirigible," for Co- Graham Fischer directing. McLaglumbia. He also acted a prominent
len has acted in pictures in England,
role, when one of the principals was France, Germany and Italy. He
taken ill suddenly.
acted in "Das Land ohne Frauen,"
*
*
*
many.
the first talking picture made in GerSolly Biano, Martin Cornica, Oliver H. P. Garrett, Wells Root and
Ted von Eltz were among the memRalf Harolde has finished his
bers of the film colony who played
in the Southern
California tennis work as th<3 "heavy" in Alexander
tournament.
Hamilton," which John Adolfi is di*
*
*
recting for Warner Bros. He will
Our Passing Show: Louis Brock, immediately begin work in another
Mark Sandrich, Lloyd A. French and picture for Warner Bros., but to
which current production he will be
Jimmy Savo lunching at Radio Pic- assigned
has not been decided.
tures; Phil Gersdorf busy at RKOPathe; Jack Peglar and Lou Maren
chatting at Radio
*
* Pictures.
*
J. Walter Ruben, who is making

Complete cast of "Penrod and
Sam," the Booth Tarkington story
which First National is producing,
includes: Leon Janney, Junior Coghlan, Billy Lord, Nestor Aber, Dorothy Peterson, Matt Moore, Zasu
Pitts, Johnny Arthur, Margaret Marquis, Charles Sellon, Wade Boteler,
Robert Dandridge, Helen Beaudine,
Gertrude Howard and a number of
youngsters who have less important
parts
ing. in the picture. William Beaudine,
assisted by Russ Saunders, is direct-

Right in the heart of
Hollywood— with
interesting places to
go— people to see
lfS'3^1 3Ti^ things to do.

7 PICTURES UNDER WAY
AT METROPOLITAN STUDIO

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH

^k.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

HOTEL.

and up, single. $4.00 and up,
twin beds. Special low weekly
for an unforgettable stay In
free folder.
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AC-OPERATED EQUIPMENT
PUT OUT BY MASTERPHONE

Pointers and Suggestions

WHTH
the lure of hot summer
months
enticing your patrons
Seattle — A new and completely alternating current operated equipment, away, it is going to resolve itself
into a matter of, not how much new
requiring no motor generator, "A" business you can get, but how much
or "B" batteries, battery charger or
pre-amplifier, has been announced as old business you can hold. Proper
now ready for distribution by the ventilation and the maintaining of
a comfortably cool theater has proved
Masterphone
Sound
Corp.
The new Masterphone AC-oper- itself a business stimulator during
ated sound reproducing sound equip- the hot weather, therefore, if you
ment, it is said, will entirely elimin- have not yet checked up on your
ate the causes of pre-amplification cooling equipment, do it now! Make
troubles, distortion, microphonic and a thorough inspection. Given a good
rushing noises.
picture, the cooling system accomA completely centralized control
plishes wonders in pushing up summer grosses.
panel simplifies operation, the company claims.
Why is it that so many theater
operators continue to clutter up
their lobby walls by placing as many
posters on them as they can possibly get to announce coming atChicago — Introduction of a new
tractions? Afew attractive boards
baby spot which may be used for well spotted are worth more than a
headlighting, lighting novelties, statu- lot of boards all over the place. It
ary, lobby display, spotting an or- isn't the size of your displays, and
chestra, etc., has been announced by it isn't their number — it's their imthe Chicago Cinema Equipment Co.,
portance that counts.
manufacturers of projection apparatus, orchestra equipment and stage
Have you checked up on your
lighting.
equipment motors lately to see if
The new spot is of the round type they are properly grounded and in
construction, mounted on a rectangu- good condition? Crackling noises,
lar base, 5 inches by 7y2 inches, and machine noises, etc., are often due
may be set on any flat object in any to projector motors not being propposition or it may be screwed to the
erly grounded or their ground conwall. It is fitted with an Edison base
nection becoming loose, and brushes
receptacle for 250-400 watt Mazda sparkling. Make this inspection yourlamp, 4H-inch condenser, and is furself. Don't wait for the service ennished complete with four metal
gineer to do it. See that your arc
color frames and color.
generators, commutators and slip
rings are clean and free from sparkVolume Control Device
ing. Don't think because they are
Chicago — Enterprise Optical Man- not a part of the talkie equipment
ufacturing Co., is said to have de- that they do not matter. More than
veloped a new light valve volume once has a bothersome crackle in the
control for the Motiograph sound machines.
reproduction been traced to these
projector equipment. The light control, it is declared, is a means of
regulating the sound level by conIssues Talkie Catalogue
trolling the amount of light falling
Omaha — A catalogue has been
upon the light sensitive surface of
the Bestone, Inc., manuthe photoelectric cell, thereby con- issued by facturers
of Bestone Talkie Units.
trolling the amount of electrons
The company markets both soundemitted from the cell.
on-film and sound-on-disc apparatus.
Adds Trailer Rental Service
Made Assistant Sales Manager
San Francisco — Addition of a
Brad Corbin has been appointed
trailer rental service department to
its motion picture laboratory of assistant sales manager of the ArcCinema Arts and Craft, has been an- turus Radio Tube Co., of Newark, N.
nounced by Herman Lubfin, general J., in charge of jobbing business.
manager.
Settings
The company, which has been
Draperies
specializing in high-class slide work,
Acoustical
motion picture announcements and Decorations
Treatments
commercial motion picture photography, is said to have installed a comMagna scope
Acoustical
Bannen
Screens
plete line of new equipment to take
care of this new service for supplyNew York Cky
ing the needs of exhibitors through- 340W.4IH&.
out the western territory.

New Baby Spot Offered
By Cinema Equipment Co.

By M. P

EMERGENCY LIGHT PLANT
PUT OUT BY ROTH BROS.

Responsibility
The rapid development of
equipment, the high intensity
arc, the knowledge of automatic machinery, the demand
for the latest and best in light
fusion, screen surfaces and the
maintaining of good reproduction from sound-on-film an3
sound-on-disc have increased
the responsibility of the projectionist in executing what is
now one of the most important
functions in the motion picture
theater— namely, GOOD PRO-

Chicago — An emergency lighting
system to protect theater patrons
from the dangers caused by failure
of the lighting service is being marketed by Roth Brothers & Co.
In the event of power failure, the
current sunnly, which is furnished by
batteries, operates from an automatic
transfer switch by gravity action and
transfers the load to the storage batteries so rapidly that there is only a
slight flicker in the changeover, it
is said.
The load is also automatically
transferred back to the power supply upon resumption of the normal
power service.
By means of an electric clock control the batteries are kept fully
charged so that they are always in
condition to supply the load during
emergencies, it is declared.
The latest model 738S-GTS Roth
emergency and exit electric light
plant was recently installed in the
New Nortown theater here.
Voltage Control Unit
A manually operated line voltage
control unit designed to illuminate
fluctuations in the input power to
the amplifier, for use on 50/60 cycle
circuits and consisting of an adjustable auto, has been placed on the
market by the American Transformer
Co. of Newark.
Voltage may be maintained, it is
said, at 110 or 115 volts and the unit
can be used where the existing supply is between 90 and 130 volts. The
device, known as the AmerTran
Power control, Type T-750, is housed
in a sheet metal box designed for
wall mounting. Overall depth is 9
inches and requires wall space of 6%
x 11*4 inches. A 3-inch diameter flush
meter and a 2^4-inch knob are used
to control the unit.

JECTION.
National Busy in South
Charlotte, N. C— National Theater
Supply of this city is busy making
plans for the installation of a new upto-date air washing system in the
State, Winston-Salem, N. C. The
contract for seating the Temple at
Hartville, S. C, has also been let to
this company, and the Rainbow at
Marion, S. C, is scheduled to reopen
tionalnewly
Theater Supply.
in June,
equipped by the Na-

YOUR PATRONS
$* Know the difference!
The smooth, silent sweep of
Vallen - controlled Curtains
puts an added punch in every
picture and stage production.
Your patrons
the their
difference . . . know
Increase
enjoyment and you increau
your patronage.
Send for a
ment today.
catalogue of Vallen Equip-
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"ac* EFFECTS
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-

Realistic and fantastic, scenic and sound effects, and illusionary devices of every description; furnished for stage shows, prologues,
feature pictures, etc. — also color wheels, spotlights, connectors, and other stage lighting
specialties and supplies.
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EQUIPMENT
BOOTH

SCREEN OF METAL MESH
PLACED ON THE MARKET

NEW

THEATERS

Charleston, W. Va. — Work on the
theater being erected here by J. C.
North Attleboro, Mass. — After Shanklin and D. S. MacQueens, and
several demonstrations with good re- which will be known as the Greenbrier, is rapidlv progressing and it
sults, a new type metal mesh projection screen, under the trade name of soon.
is expected the house will be opened
"Lustro-Pearl" and designed especially for high grade theaters, has
been placed on the market by the
Colusa, Cal. — Ned Steel plans the
Mandalian Manufacturing Co.
a theater here at an estiThe advanced features claimed for erectionmatedof
cost of $200,000.
this new screen include: A surface
treated with the purest of known
chemicals, entirely free from gloss,
Richmond, Cal. — United Artists of
eliminating all distortion common to California has plans by Walker &
ordinary types.
Eisen, Los Angeles, for the construction of a theater here at an estimated
Highest reflection factor known to
cost
of $150,000.
reputable light testing laboratories,
effecting a considerable saving of
electric current.
Russellville, Ky. — Construction has
Constructed so as to distribute started
on the theater being erected
sound, very clearly and uniformly here by Arthur Mitchell. Complethroughout the entire theater.
tion is expected by Sept. 1.
Can be washed with hot water and
soft brush without injury to its surface.
Old Hickory, Tenn. — The erection
of a 900-seat theater here at an
Affords a clear view of any picture estimated
cost of $115,000 is planned
from any angle of observation, elim- by the E. I. Du Pont Company, of
inating eye strain or discomfort to Nashville, Tenn.
patrons.
Surface may be sprayed periodicalRolla, Mo. — M. E. Gillioz, Monett,
ly for many years, and for this purpose, the company plans to loan for Mo., has been awarded the contract
for the erection of a theater here to
a period of ten years a complete up- be known as the Rollamo, at an
to-date spraying outfit with each
screen purchased, and furnish chemi- estimated cost of $75,000. Work is
cal solutions from time to time for expected to start soon.
resurfacing this type screen.
Its high reflective qualities bring
Elyria, 111. — Contract for the erecout objects in a manner which might
tion of a theater here by Publix has
be termed the nearest approach to
been awarded to Kaiser-Ducett Co.,
three dimensional pictures, the com- 000.
Joliet, 111. Estimated cost is $250,pany claims.
RKO Proctor's 58th Street, New
York, is among the first houses to
install this new type screen.
Roanoke, Va. — Erection of a onestory theater building is being
planned
here by Joe Hanover, Sterick
Building.
Sarsone Makes Installations
Boston — Recent 'installations reChicago — M. Salkin plans the erecSarsone Screen Co., inportedtheby the
tion of a theater here at an estimated
clude
Morse in Franklin, Mass.,
and the Methuen in Methuen, Mass., cost of $500,000.
both part of the Phil Smith circuit,
also a magnascope screen in the
McAlester, Okla.— About $100,000
Fitchburg, at Fitchburg for the will be expended here by Wallace
Maine and New Hampshire The- Wilkinson in the construction of a
aters Co.
theater.

USE OF LIQUID TONIC
PROTECTS FILM 100^

Wellsburg, W. Va. — Extensive
alterations, including enlargement of
Louisville — A film tonic, known as the house, a new lobby and the installation of new equipment, are to
Yankee Lubric, said to preserve and
prevent damage to films 100 per cent, i be made at the Strand here.
is being Co.marketed
by the Yankee
Lubric
Louisville — The Walnut theater of
Films sprayed with this film tonic this city, operated by the Great Lakes
on both sides in the exchange and at Theaters, Inc., Ashtabula, Ohio, will
regular intervals while in use in the be remodeled.
theater, will be kept moist and flexible, it is said, preventing buckling
Morgantown, W. Va. — The Arcade
and breaking, protecting the emul- of this city, recently acquired by Jack
sion, easing the strain on sprocket modeled.
holes and lessening projector head Maple, is now being extensively rewear.
Yankee Lubric is not a grease and
Narragansett, R. I. — Alterations and
will not streak or spot, the company
claims.
improvements are to be made at the
New ofCasino
cost
$80,000. here at an estimated

Secret Processing Device
Being Launched in Eng.

London — A company has been
formed under title of Armoured
Films Manufacturing Co., Ltd., with
the
declaredlicense
object of
exclusive
to "acquiring
armour an
or
strengthen cinematographic films
within the British Isles under patents
owned by
Films, Ltd.F. Directors Armoured
are M. R. Proudlock,
L.
Crilly, I. S. Miller and W. L. Shepherd. The company is closely guarding the nature of the process.
Acoustics and Seating Booklet
A booklet, dealing in acoustics and
its relation to seating, and containing
facts about reseating engineering serby the AmeribeingCo.issued
canvice, isSeating
of Chicago.
Markets New Type Amplifier

A new type portable projector amplifier, AC operated and designed
especially for use with sound on film
ion with a photo-electric
in conjunct
cell
of the cassium type, has been
facturing Co.by the Operadio Manubrought out

Dallas — J. O. Ford, factory representative of the Blizzard Sales Co.
of Omaha, has opened offices here
and is now bidding for theater cooling jobs throughout the southwest.
The Blizzard markets a complete
cooling equipment, including the
latest type air washer, designed and
manufactured for sound theaters.

Safety Device
Philadelphia — A new safety control
device that is said may be installed
on any make of projector, and designed to prevent absolutely the
spread of fire to upper or lower magazines, shut off light rays and stop
the flow of current to the motor, has
been placed on the market by the
Film Fire Prevention Co.

Quincy, 111. — Nat Williams of the
Enterprise here plans alterations and
the installation of new equipment at
at estimated cost of $25,000.
Opelika, Ala.— About $10,000 worth
of improvements on the Rainbow theater here are nlanned by Harry
Wade, Manager.
Syracuse — Improvements and alterations will be made at the Palace
here at an estimated cost of $425,000.

JUST
AROUND
THE
CORNER
from every American
theatre
NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY
COMPANY
Branches in nil Principal Cities

INVISIBLE
Changeover

"Thide"

Automatic Shutter Control
with 3-wire circuit foot •witch

Ford Opens Dallas Office

ALTERATIONS

Standard equipment in over 1.500
theatres. Fit* Motiograph Model
plex and
and Super-Sim
F, Simplex
SureFit. With
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Shutter Mounts.
Rear Shutter Mounts require Model
D
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DAILY

Latest News From London, Paris,
and
Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne
Other Foreign Centers

FOREIGN MARKETS
\By GEORGE

PARAMOUNT BRITISH FILMS
MAY GET U. S. RELEASE
London — Paramount pictures, now
under production at the British and
Dominion studios at Elstree, are expected to be included in the Paramount schedule for American release.
The first feature, "These Charming
People," is completed. The next will
be "Two for Divorce." The productions are planned for first run engagements, and not simply as "quota"
pictures.

China Considering Talker Production
Shanghai — Interest is being noted among Chinese producers
as to the possibility of producing sound pictures in Chinese. The
"Singing Peony," a Chinese talkie made with French disc recording equipment, was recently shown at the Strand in Shanghai. Considerable favorable comment was made upon this latest
effort of Chinese producers.

RCA NOISELESS EQUIPMENT SOUND BEING INSTALLED
IN CHINESE THEATERS
EOR BRITISH LION STUDIO

London — British Lion Film Corp.
has made arrangements to install the
new RCA ground noise reducing
equipment at its Beaconsfield studios.
Berlin — Ufa has signed Hans Altypewill also
RCA be"Ribbon"
bers, Harry Liedtke, Max Adalbert The latest crophones
installed mito
and Anna Sten on long term con- aid in eliminating ground noise from
tracts. The Babelsberg studios have the sound track.
completed the mystery feature, "DZug 13 Hat Verspatung." In production are "Das Ekel," with Max
Adalbert; "Bomben Auf Monte Carlo," supervised by Erich Pommer;
— Quality of British films
"Geheimdienst," featuring Brigette is London
attacked in the annual report made
Helm and Willy Fritsch.
by the chief film censor, Cresswell
O'Reilly, to the Australian Minister
Lupino Lane Directing
of Trade. The report, however, is
London — Lupino Lane has been
assigned by British International to less severe than the previous one,
thereby indicating improvement.
direct Stanley Lupino in "Love Many of the British pictures sent to
Lies," adapted from the musical com- Australia, though passed by the cenedy of the same name.
sor, are refused by distributors and
exhibitors
because of their poor qualTo Record African Dialects
ity, which rarely happens to American films, the report states. It is also
Paris — An expedition, headed by
Marcel Grauel, noted scientist, and charged that English studios turn
backed by the Rockefeller Founda- out too many bedroom farces.
tion, has left for the African jungle
Joint German Talker
for the purpose of recording on phonograph discs native dialects and
Berlin — Universal and the Itala
music.
Film Co. will make jointly a German
talker, "The Stork Goes on Strike."
To Film Riviera
"Outward Bound" in Birmingham
London — Captain Norman Walker
Birmingham, Eng. — The local auhas left for the Riviera to film actual
thorities have passed "Outward
location scenes for B. I. P.'s "The
Bound," which will have its first
Shadow Between." Claude Friese- showing
at the Scala. The picture
Greene is the cameraman.
has also been passed by the Worcester authorities.
Sell South American
Rights
Leeds House Wired
London — Audible Filmcraft have
Leeds,
Eng. — The Headingley Picsold for distribution several South
ture House has been wired by WestAmerican countries their all-British
ern Electric, leaving only one theatalker, "London
Melody."
ter in this city unwired.

Three Players Signed
For Ufa Productions

Australians Attack
British Film Quality

Berlin Taxes
Berlin — Annual income of
this city on taxes in theaters,
film houses and music halls
amounts to $3,100,000. The
heavy end is derived from the
picture houses, which are taxed
three or four times as heavily
as variety shows and cabarets.

REDDY,

Shanghai — Several installations of
motion picture sound equipment are
in course of erection at present in
China. At Harbin, Manchuria, and
the Portuguese Colony of Macao the
first theaters to be equipped with
sound apparatus are now in process.
Other installations are being made
at Canton, Amoy and Peiping.
It is estimated that there are at
present a total of 50 theaters throughout China equipped with sound apparatus. Of this number, 35 are
American equipment. The remaining
10 or 15 installations are reported to
be of the French disc type (PatheOrient), being utilized by the cheaper
Chinese theaters in and about the
Shanghai area.
The new King's theater at Hong
Kong was opened recently, making a
most favorable addition to the cinema
houses in that city.

Theater Activities
In Great Britain

Sunday,
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Happenings
in Other Lands of
Interest to Producers, Distributors
and Others in the U. S.

PRODUCTION IS ACTIVE
AT ALL ERENCH STUDIOS
Paris — Production in the various
French studios is going along at a
fairly active pace. At the PatheNatan studios at Joinville three films
are in work, "The Blacking King,"
"Hearts Are Trumps," and "The
In the Pathe-Natan
studios, Paris,
Wandering
Beast."
Carmine Gallone is directing "Un
Soir de Rafle" for Films Osso, with
Albert Prejean and Annabella in the
leading roles.
At the Braunberger-Richebe studios in Billancourt, Karl Lamac is
directing the German version, ana
Film. Allegret the French version of
Marc
"Mam'zelle Nitouche" for Vandor
At Haik's studios at Courbevoie,
Jean Kemm is completing "The PolAt the Paramount studios at Joinville, Alexandre Korda has finished
French
and German versions of "The
Jew."
Left ishBank";
Rene Guisart is working
on "A Man in Evening Dress"; and
Roger Cappelani and Carlos San
Martin
making
'he
Spanish are
version
of "shots"
the last for
named
film. Paramount will shortly produce
"Truth Quite Naked."
"The Man Who Disappeared in
the Lift" is the film being produced
at the Bittowt studios at La Garenne.
"The Suicide Train" continues in
production at the Eclair studio at
Epinay; and Georges Pallu is directing
dios at"Anatole"
Neuilly.at the Nord Film stu-

Mihaly Makes Installations
London — The Mihaly Tonefilm
Aberdeen — A site in Justice Mill
Lane, Aberdeen, has been secured b> Syndicate has made almost 100 installations of their sound equipment
a syndicate for the erection of a new
super-cinema. J. R. Poole, of the to date, covering cinemas in various
Palace, Aberdeen, is the promoter of sections of the British Isles.
the scheme.
English House for Paris
Burton-on-Trent — A new supercinema is to be erected at Curzon
Paris — The Edouard VII is openSt., Burton-on-Trent, to plans by this ingcity.
here as an English talkie theater,
which makes the third of its type in
John Fairweather.
Glasgow — A new cinema, to be
called the Orient, is to be erected
London Legit Goes Talker
in Gallowgate and Sword St. Plans
London — The Palace, a West End
prepared by Messrs. Gardner & Glen.
house, has started a seaHastings — It is understood that legitimate
son showing foreign talkers.
Hastings Town Council has passed
plans for a new super-cinema to be
New
Manchester
House
erected on land near Warrior Square
Manchester, Eng. — The Capitol at
First Atmospheric
for Paris
(Southern) Station. The building will
Paris — The first atmospheric house have seating capacity for 2,000 peo- Didsbury will open on May 21. It
here, La Pagode, has opened on the
ple, and is to be equipped for variety seats 2,000,
tions for 500with
cars.parking accommodaRue de Babylone, being decorated as well as films.
in French colonial style.
First Russian Sound Showing
London — The first synchronized
Russian film to be shown in England was screened at the Scala when
the London Workers' Film Society
sponsored "The Blue Express."

New British Lion Appointment
London — Kenneth Isaacs, South
Coast representative for Warner
Bros, since the inception of the
company,
has joined British Lion in
a similar capacity.

Wide Film for Paris
Paris — Grandeur Film will
make its debut here at the Gautheater.
mont Palace, Europe's largest
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PRODUCTION
\By HARRY

pASEY ROBINSON is nothing if
In the past few
I*" not versatile.
;veeks he has directed a number of
Isjiorts for Paramount dealing with
(Dutch, Jewish, English and Negro
liharacters, respectively. His latest
lis' "Singapore Sue," which he also
livrote, the locale of which is China,
all natural charleaving exhausted
Iicters,bis next short will deal with
ghosts 1

IN THE EAST

NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy

N. BLAIR't

ters team of vaudeville and revue

Troy,aters N.
Y.— in
RKO
Proctor's have
thehere and
Schenectady
abandoned vaude and will go through
the summer with a straight picture
policy.

fame.
George Folsey will act as chief
cameraman on Chevalier's next picture, following his excellent work on
Yonkers, N. Y.— The Broadway,
"The Smiling Lieutenant," soon to recently damaged by fire to the exopen on Broadway. Harry D'Arrast, mediately.
tent of $35,000, will be rebuilt imwhose
"Laughter" proved a sensation,
will direct.

Radio has drawn on radio for
; Extensive 'preparations are under talent to appear in "Close Harmony,"
\\yay to make the Air Meet scheduled a. Paramount short subject, which
\(ot Cozine Field, Rhinebeck, N. Y., Aubrey Seotto recently completed.
July 4-5, one of the greatest ever The Boswell sisters and Billy
\keld; in this country. Arthur Cozine Hughes, all well known on the air,
is chairman
of the committee
in are featured. Hughes was formerly
eharge, operating under American known as Billy Hillpot.
Legion auspices.
The 10 mail clerks in Paramount's
It is very likely that the exteriors special dispatch department, presided
Chevalier's next Para- over by Al Abrams, have formed a
for Maurice
mount feature will be made in baseball team and are challenging all
France, in which case director Harry comers.
D'Arrast and the star, together with
Eleanor Boardman, leading lady, and
J. P. Murray, Barry Trivers and
a camera crew headed by George Ben Oakland, authors of numerous
Folsey, will leave for Paris in a few Paramount shorts, are writing the
weeks.
book for the new Ziegfeld "Follies."
The three daughters of Frank McGlynn, character actor, appeared in
the same picture for the first time
when they appeared as atmosphere
players in "Enemies of the Law,"
ecently completed here.

Gene Raymond, recently signed by
Paramount for the juvenile lead -in
"Personal Maid," appeared on the
stage in "Cradle Snatchers" and
"Young Sinners," under the name of
Raymond Guion.

Industrials and tests comprise the
-ulk of activities at the Warner Vitaghone studios at the present time,
Jproduction having been curtailed to
al.
catch up on story materi
I

Betty Law ford and Mary Boland
are recent additions to the cast of
"Personal Maid," which Monta Bell
is preparing to direct, with Nancy
Carroll starred. Pat O'Brien, Gene
Raymond and George Fawcett head
the suporting cast.

I Hugh O'Connell has been added
to the cast of "Personal Maid," this
Ibeing his third picture for Paramount
The aviation editors of many leading New York and Metropolitan Area
lin the last two months. O'Connell
newspapers
and magazines attended a
ng
ilomi
"Sm
thc
for
t
the
■has a par in
ling Lieutenant" and "Secrets of a special showing of "Wings of ToSecretary," now being edited.
morrow," an air picture sponsored
by the Autogiro Co. of America and
produced
by Visugraphic.
' Mae Murray, having come East to
make personal appearances in connecArthur Ellis, recently returned
tion with the showing of her latest
from
Paramount's Paris studio, where
picture.
Apartment,"
paid he was
a visit to"Bachelor
the Paramount
New York
in charge of all cutting, has
studios as the guest of Gertrude been appointed film editor on "PerTurchin, dialogue clerk.
sonal Maid," as his first assignment
since joining the New York studio.
Kitty Watson, who will be teamed
Billy Gaxton, star of the stage and
with Thelma White by Vitaphone
screen
version of "Fifty Million
in the "Girl Friends" series, is a
member of the famous Watson Sis- Frenchmen," has completed his second two-reel comedy for the Vitaphone Corp. It is titled "The Silent
Partner" and was written by Rupert
Strand Gets Snooty
Hughes, noted novelist, scenarist and
What the four-week run of
motion picture director. Roy Mack
"The Public Enemy" at the
directed
the film. Gaxton's previous
Strand meant to the house, was
short was titled "Partners."
evidenced yesterday when
brand new, thick, deep carpet
"The Black Knight," an industrial
was laid in the lobby. "More
short subject now being made by
runs like that," said Zeb EpA. T. & T. Co. at the Audio Cinema
stein, the manager, "and we'll
studios, Illustrates in a graphic
give a permanent wave free to
manner the important part played
the cashiers and some of the
by the telephone in tracking down
criminals and criminal activity.
young men ushers."

Brooklyn, N. Y. — Springer-Cocalis
cuit.
have added the Heights to their cirMount Vernon, N. Y. — Ben Knobel has taken over the Bunny from
the Ross Theater Corp.
Brooklyn, N. Y. — A corporation
headed by Meyer Rosenthal has
taken over the Grand.

Sea Cliff, L. I.— Village Hall, a
community proposition, has been reRidgewood, N. J.— Plans have been
opened.
filed for the Ridgewood, to seat
1500 at a cost of $150,000.
Sussex, N. J.— Essaness Realty Co.
has acquired the Sussex from James
Utica, N. Y. — Lawrence J. Carkey,
Sarro and Joseph M. Smith, and manager of the Olympic, has gone
leased it to Lee Shafer.
to Elmira to manage the Strand. Lee
Chase has succeeded him at the
Brooklyn, N. Y— A. Cappadona Olympic.
has taken over the Bay theater,
which has been closed for some time.
Syracuse, N. Y.— Myron Bloom has
acquired the Temple and Courtland
Olin, la.— The Olin Opera House, theaters
Burnham.at Courtland, from James S.
damaged by fire recently, is expected
to open about Memorial Day. It is
now being remodeled and the sound
Stockton, Cal.— A suit for $5,934.equipment rebuilt.
30 against Harvel Odell, as sheriff
of San Joaquin County, has been
Delta, la. — Outdoor talking pic- filed in the Superior Court by John
tures are to be presented by the Del- Gomez, owner of the Royal. Gomez
ta business men as a trade promo- alleges that the sheriff's office collected and withheld $384.30 in admistion feature during the summer. The
sions after he had acquired ownershows will be given two nights a
week.
ship of the house. Gomez also asks
$5,000 damages for trespassing, $500
for counsel fees and $50 costs.
Spirit Lake, la.— Kenneth Parkinson of La Mars, la., is to manage
Brooklyn, N. Y.— Farwell Enterthe new Royal here for the Finkelhas bought the Irving from
stein theaters. The house will be f orris prises
Amusement Co.
ready to open about May 30.
Ware, Mass. — Several persons have
Bucyrus, O. — The Moose Temple been looking over the Casino lately
and theater, which was started in since word has got around that ParaJanuary, 1930, and held up by bank- mount-Publix is willing to sell the
ruptcy and litigation, has been or- house. According to reports Publix
dered sold at sheriff's sale, the date wants a rent of $10,000 a year, but
to be fixed later. Construction was the offers have not as yet reached
that figure.
halted after two months' work.
Atlanta — Rumors have been current for some time that the Paramount, local Publix unit, is to close
shortly. The house has been running double features for the past
couple of months.
Woodland, Me. — The Woodland
Opera House, the community amusement center for the past 26 years,
is a complete wreck from fire, smoke
and water. A grass fire fanned by a
brisk breeze crept up on one side and
caught the walls and soon ran to the
roof. Michael C. Foggia estimates
his loss at $60,000, of which $20,000
is on the theater equipment. The fire
leaves the community with no recreation center, so the building will most
likely be rebuilt shortly.
Atlanta — Jim Wilbanks, for many
years identified with local film interests, has joined National Theater
Supply Co. as specialty salesman. He
is now devoting a great deal of attention to sales of a special vermin-destroying formula distributed by National.

Saugus, Mass.—
"Herald"
has
announced
that it The
has been
informed
that M. Goldreyer, who formerly
conducted the Hollywood in Cliftondale, has signed a lease for a 956seat theater at Cliftondale Square
and that construction of the building
would be started shortly.
Berkeley, Cal.— The Fox U. C.
theater announces a switch in its
change davs from Saturday and Tuesday to Sunday and Wednesday. On
seven-day stands shows will open on
Sunday of each week, while in the
case of three and four-day changes
Wednesday.
the openings will be Sunday and

Two Artists
When Paderewski, the great
pianist, wants to relax, he goes
to see a Charlie Chaplin pix.
This means that the master
musician relaxes once every
three
years.
It's so
up Paddy
to Charlie
to work
oftener
can
relax oftener.

THE

-XIK

"Seed"

Time, 97 mins.

"The Good Bad
Girl"
Columbia
Time, 71 minx.

A REAL MONEY-GETTER.
INTENSELY
HUMAN
AND
MOVING MOTHER LOVE AND
TRIANGLE
DRAMA WITH
STRONG FEMININE APPEAL.

ENTERTAINING GANGSTER
DRAMA
WITH
EXCELLENT
COMEDY RELIEF. NOT AS
TOUGH AS SOME OF THE UNDERWORLDS.

This one is likely to end up among
"the ten best" of the current year.
After the avalanche of gangster pictures it strikes a refreshing and comparatively wholesome note. As a mascara-destroyer it's a pip. The story
itself is not heavy with plot or particularly new but the manner in
which it is done — from the standpoints of both acting and direction —
counts heavily. A husband of five
children has his ambition to write revived by a former sweetheart. Worries and disturbances of family life
have prevented him from becoming
a novelist. His wife learns of his interest in the other woman and leaves
him, taking the children. He marries
the other woman and becomes a famous writer. At the end of the picture a reconciliation is indicated. Lois
Wilson gives a great performance as
the wife and John Boles and Genevieve Tobin are both splendid.

As the press book says, it's a yarn
about a girl who wants to quit the

Universal

gangster with whom she's living, but
he tries to veto the idea. She falls
in love with a chap outside the underworld and marries him. The gangster
bumps off a fellow yegg, and when
he's captured the girl refuses to be
his alibi. Her past comes to the attention of her in-laws and causes a
break with her husband. The gangster gets loose from jail, is about to
kill the girl when the cops give hrm
the same treatment. The story won't
stand too much examination as to
motivation, but it moves along in
audience fashion. Its dialogue is
good. Mae Clarke does a nice job
with the feminine lead. Marie Prevost and Paul Porcasi furnish a contagious brand of comedy.
Cast: John Boles, Genevieve Tobin, Lois
Davis,
, Bette

W.lson, Raymond Hackett
Frances Dade, ZaSu Puts, Richard Tucker,
Winslow. KenJack Willis, B 11 Willis, Dick
neth Seiling, Don Cox, Terry Cox, Helen
Parrish, Dickie Moore.
Director, John Stahl ; Author, Charles G.
Norris; Adaptor, Gladys Lehman; Dialoguer,
same; Editor, Maurice Pivar; Cameraman,
C. Roy
Engineer,
Rose; Recording
Jackson
Direction, never misses. Photography, good.

"
Devil
"Up Pops TheTime,
85 mins.

Paramount

ROLLICKING COMEDY WITH
FINE PLOT AND SNAPPY DIALOGUE. GREAT AUDIENCE
SKEETS GALWITH
APPEAL
LAGHER A SCREAM.
Audiences will laugh long and
loudly at the geniune comedy dialogue and well developed situations
in this production. Then too, there
are some heart throbs and a tear
or two for the sobbers. The story
concerns a young couple who decide
to marry with the agreement that
at the end of a year, if either wants
to terminate the agreement, the other
will consent to divorce. All goes well
for the year but soon after, complications set in and misunderstandings
arise. The dialogue is well written
and put over in excellent style by all,
especially Skeets Gallagher who has
been cast in a part that suits him
perfectly.
Fine production for any
type house.
Cast: Skeets Gallagher, Stuart Erwin,
Carole Lombard, Lilyan Tashman, Norman
Foster, Edward J. Nugent, Theodor von
Eltz, Joyce Compton, Eulalie Jensen, Harry
Beresford, Effie Ellsler, Sleep N. Eat, Guy
Oliver,
Pat Moriarity,
Matty
Roubert.
Director. A. Edward Sutherland; Authors,
Albert Hackett, Francis Goodrich; Adaptors,
Arthur Kober, Eve Unsell ; Dialoguers:
same Editor, not credited ; Cameraman, Karl
Struss; Recording
Engineer,
Harold
Lewis.
Direction,
snappy.
Photography,
fine.

Cast: Mae Clarke, James Hall, Marie PreNance O'Neil, James DonRobert Ellis,
vost, Edmund
Ian,
Breese, Paul Porcasi, Paul Fix,
Wheeler
Oakman and George Berliner.
Director, R. William Neill; Author, Winifred Van Duzer; Adaptor, Jo Swerling ; Diasame ; Editor, Edward Curtiss ; Camloguer,
eraman, Teddy Tetzlaff; Recording Engineer,
Henry Connors.
Direction, fine.
Photography,
good.

Marion Davies in

"It's A Wise Child"

M-G-M
Time, 83 mins.
MARION
DAVIES SCORES
WITH FINE COMEDY
IN
LAUGH NUMBER OF SMALL
TOWN LIFE, WITH GOOD SUPPORTING CAST.
An adaptation of the stage play of
the same name, with Marion Davies
in a fat part that gives her plenty of
opportunity to display her comedy
flair. She is good all the way, and
puts over a fine characterization of a
happy-go-lucky girl in a small town
trying to overcome a bad name the
gossips have given her. It's a fine
audience picture, and the laughs ripple all the way through with the
clever situations and the fine comedy bits and lines distributed freely
among several of the cast. That's one
reason why it's good — because the
star doesn't hog all the fat bits. The
situation is built around a bit of gossip that ties Miss Davies up with a
scandal about a baby in the offing,
and no wedding ring. The truth of
the matter is that the star is shielding
the family's maid, and the mixup
gives rise to a lot of amusing comolications. James Gleason scores
heavily in a fine comedy characterization of an iceman.
Cast: Marion Davies; Sidney Blackmer,
Tames Gleason, Polly Moran, Lester Vail,
Marie Prevost, Clara Blandick, Robert McWade, Johnny Arthur, Hilda Vaughn, Ben
Alexander, Emily Fitzroy.
Director, Robert Z. Leonard ; Author,
Laurence E. Johnson ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same; Editor. Margaret Booth; Cameraman, Oliver T. Marsh; Sound Engineer,
Douglas Shearer.
Direction, good. Photography fine.
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Dorothy Mackaill in

j
I

"White Shoulders"

with Jack Holt, Mary Astor,
Ricardo Cortex
First National Time, 73 mins.
RKO
Time, 80 mins.
CUT AND DRIED FORMULA
GOOD
NUMBER
FOR
SOPHISTICATED AUDIENCES
PLOT SNAPS UP IN FINAL
CARRIES
STRONG
DRAMATIC,
STRETCH, WITH GOOD ACT- PUNCH
IN
UNUSUAL
TRIANING AND DIRECTING MAKING
GLE STORY.
IT FAIR ENTERTAINMENT.
An original story by Rex Beach,
This one is handicapped with a with a very unusual plot that keeps
very artificial plot that moves along the interest alive and suspense mountwith a series of obvious situations
ing to a good climax. Jack Holt is
building toward a still more obvious a millionaire mining engineer who
climax. Dorothy Mackaill and her comes back to New York after
young husband, James Rennie, have years away from civilization, looking i
married on the "modern" plan, with for
good times and "white shoulders.
a perfect understanding that neither He falls hard for Mary Astor, a poor
one will be tied down. Then the ob- show girl, and proposes immediate
vious stuff starts, with hubby get- marriage. They journey abroad,
ting interested in a vamp, and wifie where they meet Ricardo Cortez, an
attracting her employer who keeps old acquaintance of the girl. He
hanging around. Such little discre- coaxes her away from her husband,
pancies as a wife taking a job as a whom the girl is convinced only
reader in a publishing house, when wants her for her "white shoulders."
her husband provides for her like a The husband has a detective agency
millionaire, and doing night work get the facts of their past, and holds
with her young boss, who also is a this over their heads as a threat of
friend of the family, don't seem to jail to force them to live together
matter much. A series of good situ- constantly till they grow to hate each
ations in the last third of the film other. Dramatic incidents come fast,
snap it up and save it, with the help with the return to New York and
of Dorothy Maekaill's fine work, al- the entrance of the girl's former husso that of Rennie. The directing is
band on the scene. Plenty of drama,
skillful, and helps a lot.
but the motivation is often weak, and
Cast: Dorothy Mackaill, James Rennie, the action seems too artificial.

"Party Husband"

Dorothy Peterson, Paul Porpasi, Helen Ware,
Don Cook, Gilbert Emery, Mary Doran, Joe
Donahue, Barbara Weeks.
Director, Clarence Badger; Author, Geoffrey Barnes ; Adaptor, Charles Kenyon ; Dialoguer, same; Editor, Frank Ware; Cameraman, Sid Hickox; Recording Engineer,
George Groves.
Direction, fine.
Photography, okay.

Cast: Mary Astor, Jack Holt, Ricardo Cortez, Sidney Toler, Kitty Kelly, Nicholas
Soussanin.
Director, Melville Brown ; Author, Rex
Beach ; Adaptor, J. Walter Ruben ; Dialoguer,
the
ler. same ; Editor, not listed ; Cameraman,
Jack Mackenzie; Sound Recorder, Bailey FesDirection, smart.
Photography, very good.

Richard Talmadge in

"SixSpencer
Cylinder
with
Tracy, Love"
Edward

Everett Horton, Sidney Fox
Fox
Time, 79 mins.
SLIM STORY CARRIES FAIR
ENTERTAINMENT
WITH
GOOD SUPPLY OF LAUGHS
AND CLEVER CAST.

"The Yankee Don"
Capitol Film Exch.
Time, 61 mins.
MELODRAMA WITH ACTION
AND
STUNTS
BY
THE
STAR t
THAT WILL APPEAL MAINLY .
TO THE KIDS.

This is an adaptation of the stage
play of the same name. The story is
A typical Talmadge feature, with
very slight, but the clever work of
the cast gets it over, and the footage the star doing his stunts all over the i
is freely sprinkled with laughs. It place. When he is in motion he is
comes under the head of light and
most interesting. But the rest of
pleasing
won't the time the story lags because of
raise any entertainment
wild commotion that
anywhere.
All about a young couple who ac- somewhat loose construction. The
quire an expensive car, and then their setting is in the old Bowery days,
troubles begin. They are inflicted
with a bunch of sponging friends, and the atmosphere of the old back
who simply hang around for the car room of the saloon is good. Then
rides and the parties. Complications the story switches to the West, with
arise when hubby appropriates $5,000 the hero following a Spanish girl to
from his employer to settle a damage
claim when his wife has a smash-up. her rich father's ranch. Here TalThe characterizations are good, with
madge engages in a series of wild
Spencer Tracy as the highpowered meller adventures, trying to save the
auto salesman, Edward Horton the
Don from the villainy of a gang that
sponging pest, and El Brendel the
goofy janitor, who finally buys the is out to get his property. It is all
car and solves all the troubles of the pretty broad hoke that will get a
young couple. William Collier, Sr. ride from the kids, for they will like
adds a lot of class to the proceedings.
Cast: Spencer Tracy, Edward Everett Hor- the acrobatics of the hero when he
ton, Sidney Fox, William Collier, Sr., Una
but otherMerkel, Lorin Raker, William Holden, Ruth gets into his action stuff,
wise the production is weak.
Warren, Bert Roach, El Brendel.
Director, Thornton Freeland ; Author. William Anthony McGuire; Adaptors. William
Conselman. Norman Houston ; Dialoguers,
same ; Editor, J. Edwin Robbins ; Cameraman, Ernest Palmer; Recording Engineer,
Albert Protzman.
Direction, okay.
Photography, good.

Cast: Richard Talmadge, Julian Rivero,
Appel, Lupita Tovar, Gayne Whitman,
Real, Victor Stanford.
Director, Noel Mason; Author, Madeline
Allen: Adaptor, Frances Jackson; Dialoguer,
same; Cameraman, not listed.
Direction, weak.
Photography, spotty.
Sam
Alma
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OF SOUND

mostly a rehash and adaptation of
" gags
Street
of 76th
s
Spirit
"The
used in the previous pictures.
mins.
9
Time,
Vitaphone
The windup is that old one, with
Good Kidding
Helen Broderick takes the part of Slim posing as a reclining statue.
got to do better than this
a manicurist with a wise-cracking They've
if they want the series to hold up.
complex, who visits a spiritualistic Both Gribbon and Summerville are
seance, and gets over a lot of things as good as they ever were, but they
that weren't on the original program. need something to work with.
It's a good kidding number on the
spiritualistic racket, and Helen is
there with a snappy line of flip con"Country Doctor"
versation. She is supported by Dud- Universal
Time, 7 mins.
Crawford.
Lester
and
ley Clements
Misses
lines
the
and
stuff,
atmosphere
Good
An Oswald cartoon, centered
are above the average for laugh purposes. Arthur Hurley directed, and around doings in the old schoolhouse.
got everything out of the script.
What this lacks, like most of the
current crop of cartoons, is story interest. Even a mere thread of an
"The Love Nest" 10 mins. idea would help carry it, but this has
Vitaphone
Okay Time,
none. Several of the gags are in bad
taste, and not the kind for nice kidA well directed comedy, with Alf
dies to absorb. Especially the clospaced,
Goulding getting it over nicely
ing bit, which concerns the sort of
and building to a good finish. Bdly society.
Wayne and Thelma White are the thing they don't talk about in nice
young newlyweds struggling along
The situawith a portable home.
tions are developed with snap and
spontaneity, and the team get it
"Strange As ItTime,
Seems"
over with a nice quota of laughs.
Universal
10 mins.
Fair
An interesting assembly of freak
"The Hangover" mins.
happenings, depicting a Mexican who
Time, 8
Vitaphone
paints on canvas with the brush held
Plenty Daughs
in his teeth; a Bat Roost built near
around
built
situation
Nice comedy
two hoofers who are typical chiselers San Antonio; a mechanic who apparently licks a red-hot steel bar;
who have been on a souse the night
The gags are well handled week-end parties panning for gold
before.
lle and Neely Ed- in the Los Angeles River; Pigeons in
, by Bernard Granvi
with bamboo whiswards, who both contribute classy Chinatles onequipped
their tails to scare away the
The
characterizations of their type.
a gent in a cake of ice, locked
: lines are snappy, and carry plenty hawks;
in for a half hour. The shots are
of laughs. Typical vaude atmosphere
that carries a kick in the naturalness fairly diverting, but they would show
of the two comedians, who are above up much better if it were not for the
wisecracking anaverage. Roy Mack's direction is cheap puns
nouncer,ofsome the
of which are simply
good.
terrible.

RKO

i
i
;
|

ing"
oard Stunt
"Outb
Time, 9
Pathe

mins.

Fine Novelty
A snappy Sportlight, showing all
the new wrinkles in outboard sports.
engage in a
A flock of outboards
hair-raising
some
g
dizzy race, makin
Another
turns at the signal flag.
on
group of young daredevils hitch
with surf-boards, and go
outboards
at dizzy
obstacles
over
shooting
Two girls on surf-boards go
speed.
tearing through the water side by
side, and engage in a jousting contest
with long poles, till one takes a header. Another unique stunt was a polo
match between two outboards, which
traveled as fast as any polo pony. A
novelty reel that packs a wallop.

sian Gaieties"

"Pari
Time, 17 mins.
Universal
Flat
A Slim Summerville comedy, showing conclusively that the ancient
theme of Slim fighting with the tough
sergeant over a girl has been worked
to a frazzle. The gags in this one
are very mechanical, so that you can
hear some of them squeak. They are

"Stay Out"

Universal
Time, 18 mins.
Weak
Weak number, with a lot of old
stuff that is gagged up with countless repetitions till it grows
very

Claude Neon Quarter
Net Increases $38,486
An increase in net of $38,486 over
the comparative quarter last year is
reported by Claude Neon Electrical
Products Corp. for the quarter ended
Mar. 31. Net, after charges and
Federal taxes, is figured at $200,791,
as compared with $162,305, for the
equivalent quarter in 1930.
The new net, after allowing for
dividend requirements on $368,200 7
per cent preferred, $20 par is equal
to 72 cents a share on 269,541 shares
of common stock.
Michigan Theater Robbed
Ironwood, Mich. — Burglars escaped
with $1,750 from the safe of the Ironwood Theater, after gaining access
by means of a welding torch.

SHORTS

tiresome. Charlie Murray hires hair
a bungalow, only to find that the man
next door is the gent whose auto he
had just ruined in an argument. The
neighbor's wife is an old sweetheart
of Charlie's, and then ensues the old
bedroom situation, with the girl in
the comedian's bedroom helping him
to fix the bed. Some pretty suggestive lines, which places this on the
taboo list for the kiddies.
Okay
RKO

"All Gummed

Pathe

Up"

Time, 21 mins.

11

around the music halls, buying drinks,
food and gifts for plump chorines,
io pay for his high living, he takes
some of the bank's money, whereupon the gendarmes get on his trial,
out the faithful wife saves him
from
prison by digging down into her sock
and making good the shortage in his
acco
unts. Whereupon the "dandy'
promises
to reform. Will appeal
mostly to class audiences. The direction by Roy Mack is very fitting.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth in

"The

Nagge
rs 4at the
Rings mins.
Vitaphone
121Good
Time, 10 ide"
The old domestic comedy triangle,
Another comic round of nagging
with ma-in-law a visitor and making
things tough for friend husband. The by the Norworths, this time taking
principals are Edgar Kennedy, Flor- place mostly at a ringside, where the
ence Lake and Louise Carver. The scrappy couple cause considerable
wife is preparing a party for the annoyance to the fight fans sitting
neighborhood kiddies, and puts hubby around them. Together with the
boxing sequences, it makes a nicely
to work helping with the chores. rected.
Kennedy succeeds in squeezing a lot entertaining reel. Alf Goulding diof comedy out of situations that are
just fair to middling. One of the
best gags is his business of chopping Billy Wayne and Thelm
a White in
ice for the ice-cream freezer. It's a
"The Inventor"
good takeoff on the husband who Vitap
Fair 2
hone 121
Comedy
Time, 10 mins.
tries to be helpful around the kitchen.
RKO

"Night Class"

Pathe
Time, 20 mins.
Gets Over
Kidding the gangster pictures, with
Nat Carr as a pupil in a classroom
for gangsters. He is selected to take
a rival gang leader for a ride. As
the victim is an old customer of his
tailoring shop, Nat treats him swell,
and the gang come after him to put
him on the spot for failing in his mission. The comedian makes it a fairly
own parnumber,
peppy ticular
brand of with
Hebrewhis humor.

the Belle"
"The Dandy and Time,
Vitaphone 1217
11 mins.
Humorous

Comedy dealing with the nutty notions of Billy Wayne as an inventor
who designs all sorts of fluke creations while his partner, Thelma
White, tries to make him do something practical. His inventions include such crazy affairs as a "pedestrian catcher," consisting of a padded
scoop, attached to the front fender
of an automobile; a device for holding paper napkins in place as a bib,
unbreaka
ble windshield glass, etc., all
of which fail to make good. A fair
laugh number for most any house
Directed by Alf Goulding.

Chester Conklin and Vernon Dent in

"Gents of Leisure"

Paramount
Time, 20 mins.
Satisfactory

Quite a few chuckles and some
Following pretty much along the
good laughs in this comedy, which is lines
of the successful comedies of
more or less a take-off on the "Gay the old silent days, this number
Nineties." The "dandy" is a bank
clerk who leaves his wife at home ought to prove' generally satisfactory. Chester Conklin and Vernon
knitting, while he goes out sporting
Dent, as a couple of tramps, find a
dollar bill, lose it again, and later
Rosalie Stewart Leaves
discover the currency stuck on a
Paramount Studio Staff girl's slipper.
After going
restaurant and ordering
a load ir.of a food,
ted
termina
Rosalie Stewart has
they once more are unable to locate
her connection as part of the edito- the bill. A chase, with a railroad
rial staff at Paramount's New York track as the scene, supplies a fast
studio and sails Tuesday on the and funny finish.
"Vulcania," for three months' visit
abroad during which time she will
Giovanni Martinelli in
look over the European offerings and
an
with
iters,
wi
confer with various
"The Troubadour"
eye to further stage producing.
Vitaphone 1226
Time, 8 mins.
Okay Operatic Stuff
New Warren-Gross Agency
If your customers go for opera
Mary Jane Warren and Bert they'll like this one. The operatic
Gross have opened new offices at star does a splendid job and his work
1482 Broadway. They will act as is supplemented by a Spanish dance
team. One set, a garden scene, is
literary agents, play brokers and pub- used.
licity counselors.
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TECHNICOLOR STEPPING
INTO AD FILM flELD ©
(Continued

from

Page

1)

made by Paramount
for a leading
cosmetic manufacturer.
Frederick F. Bryant has been appointed New York manager, succeeding J. E. D. Meador, who resigned.
New offices have been established at
400 Madison Ave.

PRESENTATIONS
By

JACK

Sunday,

©

H ARROW ER

BUDDY ROGERS FEATURES ATMOSPHERIC ROXY SHOW
PARAMOUNT STAGE SHOW GETS OVER WITH CLASS

Girls will flock to the Paramount
this week to see Buddy Rogers, handsome lover of the screen who, in his
Producers Reserve Right
act, does more than pose. He actuTo Substitute Pictures
ally sings well and plays several instruments. A burlesque scene in
(Continued
from Page 1)
changing conditions. Such announce- a movie studio is also presented.
ments as are made as to elements to Rogers asks for some girl in the
go into product are only tentative, audience to assist him and a young
thev state, and "are subject to change lady who is obviously "in the act"
without notice." Exceptions to the responds. The comedy of the show
general rule are in cases where a is supplied by Joe Penner with his
book or play is definitely designated. peculiar manner of delivery and nonsensical antics. Rubinoff takes adSchoedsack to Film
vantage of a great chance to swing
his arms around in a medley of operTiger
Hunt
in
India
atic selections that are well played
(Continued
from Page 1)
the pit orchestra. Charlie Davis
will make principal roles in the pro- by
duction. Schoedsack is now organizing and his band, the Bobby Sanford
his expedition. The script is being Girls, Evelyn Hoev and Jesse Crawford at the organ, round out a enprepared by Albert Shelby Le Vina.
tertaining program.
Oppose Permit
Falmouth, Mass. — There is much
opposition to Benjamin Richardson's
application for a permit to construct
a theater here. His plans call for a
1,000-seat house to cost around $125,000.
L. I. House Burned
Old Lyme, Conn. — Fire, driven by
a southeast wind, burned completely
a dance hall, three stores and motion
picture theater at Sound View, a
summer colony on Long Island
Sound.

The St. Charl es
ON
THE
BOARDWALK
AT NEW JERSEY AVENUE

Atlantic City

A SMART
AMERICA'S

HOTEL

SMARTEST

IN
RESORT

Headquarters
for Film World's
stars, leaders, comfort, good fellowship. Unsurpassed French and
German cooking.

The Roxy stage has a very elaborate production overture, consisting of
selections from "Aida," in three
scenes. Opens with the "Return of
Radamer," then "Celeste Aida," and
finally "The Temple." The settings
are well handled, and the principal
soloists are supported by an army of
slaves, priests and priestesses, soldiers
and citizens. The ballet and the chorus,
as well as the Roxyettes, are all engaged. The other stage presentation is "Frolic of Youth," also in
three scenes. First The Old Woman
in the Shoe, with an immense shoe
for the setting, with the old lady of
fairy story fame, and dancing children, the latter being the Roxyettes.
The second scene is Little Miss Muffet, a spectacular bit, with Harold
Arias as the Spider, and Patricia
Bowman as Miss Muffet. The final
scene is
Quite
trary.Mary,
This is a"Mary,
gorgeous
set, Conwith
a Rarden.of flowers. Specialty acts
round it out colorfully and with a
lot of class. One skit with a gardener
and a tramp is a knockout, also an
acrobatic specialty featuriner slow
turns. A finely balanced program
with
all sorts of eye and ear appeal.
They spread themselves at the
A.nd splendid wo^k by the entire
Capitol this week with the "Broad- Roxv ensemble. The atmosohere of
way Personalities," featuring Vincent
"Frolic of Youth" is nicely set
Lopez and his band, who carry the the
with
two girls before the curtain of
bulk of the entertainment. Lopez
the
three
acts seated on the piano
puts up his usual brand of classy
story books singing the nursery
harmony, with some fine settings, with
rhymes.
especially the closing: number, feaa "Song of Steel," with an
animatedturing: scene
back of the orchestra Claim Building Costs
depicting; a great white skyscraper
rising floor by floor. George Jessel
Cut by New Invention
is on and off throughout the show,
.Toronto — Theater building costs
doing a little bit from all his rep^ will be materially reduced, it is
ertoire, including songs, patter and
through" u<=e of a new nonwhatnot. He also assists Helen Kane ctaimed,
inflammable insulating
: board, demised -by . International Fibre Board.
to put' over two of her numbers. It's
a well balanced bill of comedy, har- Ltd.. a Canadian concern. Accordmony and eye-appeal in the costum- ine to R. G. Quinn, chemist for the
:ng and stage sets. The Chester Hale comoanv. its u=e will oermit frame
Girl's are on with a good routine as construction, with little of the fire
Kqzard usually connected with sound
Toy Soldiers.
theater.
The board was demonstrated
Vaudeville Dropped
at the National Fire Protection Association convention here.
Worcester, Mass. — The Fox Poli
Elm has dropped its vaudeville policy and returned to straight pictures.
Memphis Orpheum Drops Vaude
First-runs are being shown with the
Memph
is— Vaudeville has been disadmission prices cut to 20 cents at
continued by R-K-O at the Orpheum.
the matinees, 35 cents in the orcheswhich
now
tra and 20 cents in the balcony at
ture house. becomes a first-run picevening performances.
.
Hal Sanders, who has been directing: the Orpheum orchestra, will orTo Enlarge W. Va. House
ganize aboys' and
symphony
Wellsburg, W. Va.— Property ad- orchestra composed girls'
of children
not
under
12
years
old.
joining the Strand here has been acquired by the owner of the amusement house and will be remodeled in
Don Smith With U. A.
enlarging the picture theater. ArSan Francisco — Don Smith, forrangements have been made for the
merly San Francisco
manager
for
house capacity to be doubled, ac- Sono Art-World
Wide, is back on

CAPITOL PERSONALITY
PRESENTATION GOES BIG

West1 Sr
Virginia
Xc
• ^ showman.
& A"aS' Prominent

the sales
Artists.

force

of the

local United
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ONTARIO NAY DROP PLAN
TO ESTABLISH QUOTA
(Continued from Page 1)

ment of a quota against American
pictures will not be necessary, said
Hon. E. A. Dunlop, provincial treasurer, yesterday. The Ontario Legislative Assembly has already approved
plans for putting the necessary quota
machinery into operation.

General Theaters Equip.
Net fromat Page$4,454,405
(Continued
1)
full year. Portion of earnings accruing to General Theaters Equip
in the 1929 report was $940,296.ment
The 1930 earnings are equivalent
to $1.57 per share on the 2.838.913
shares of old common stock. Deducting actual accured dividends on the
new preferred stock, such earnings
are equivalent to $2.23 a share on
the 1,892,608 shares of new common.
Acquisition of controlling interests
m Fox Film Corp. and Fox Theaters
Corp. is reflected in the large increase in assets of General Theaters
from $55,096,901 on Dec. 31. 1929.
to $129,094,728 at the close of 1930.
Current assets are figured at $9,732;638 and current liabilities at $6,628109, exclusive of a $10,000,000 note
on a loan obtained for the purpose
stock'
Class eA funds
for sharesof
of paying
of provid
Fox Film,
and to
for the acquisition of additional shares
of Fox Film Class A stock. This
loan is secured bv 500,000 shares
of Fox Film Class A stock and was
renewed from April 10, 1931, the due
date, to Sept. 27, 1931.
Cost of changing the industry over
to wide film is estimated at over
$100,000,000, according to a statement
by_ Harley Clarke in the report. He
pointed
out that the company has
perfected a new projector which takes
both
standard
millimet
er film. 35 millimeter and 70
"It is the opinion of those in close
contact with the industry that during the coursrof^the next year or
two a large percentage of the theaters
said.
of the world will be equipped with
this new adjustable apparatus," he
International Projector Corp.,
Clarke said, has completed a new
projector especially suitable for
schools. The U. S. Navy, he stated,
quantity
has
" of
before
for delivery
machineas "large
these ordered

July 1, this year.
Quick Selling
Bennettsville, S. C— The Carolina
recently was sold to Eaves Theaters,
Inc., by Marlbora Amusement Co.
and to the Bennettsville Theater
Corp., all within a week.

Admission — 1 doz. Eggs
Blue Mountain, Miss. — The
local theater is accepting one
dozen eggs as admission fee
for adults and eight eggs for
children. Over production by
hens in this locality make this
possible.

EASTMAN'S LATEST
CONTRIBUTION...
... is a remarkable super-speed panchromatic negative film that simplifies
production, yields finer sound pictures
than ever . . . and sells at the same price
as regular negative. The whole industry is the winner by this latest Eastman
development. Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New

York. (J. E.

Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New York,
Chicago, Hollywood.)

Eastman Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative, Type 2
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LOVELY LITTLE EYE-FULL
in THRILL-FULL
DRAMA

SHE lured men like arclights lure
moths • When, mad with love, a
man proposed, it was always goodbye •
She liked thrills. Thrills from adventure— from love — from narrow escapes.
Thrills — she hands 'em to your audiences
• Who's the "find" of the decade? Who's
the boiling point of emotion, idol of men,
envy of women?
LANDI!
with

LEWIS
PAUL
John

STONE
CAVANAGH

Garrick
Directed by

William

Cameron

Menzies

By Kate McLaurin

and Kenneth

MacKenna

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Philly Exhibs Fight Double Features, Price Cuts

THEATER BUILDINGJITS NEW LOW EBB
No Ad Pictures for Loew and M-G-M,
Exec Trying to Induce
Others to Prohibit
Commercial Films

Veidt, Horn Sign for Joinville
Paris (By Cable) — Two ex-Hollywood stars have been signed
by Paramount to work in its foreign language productions being
made at the Joinville studio. They are Conrad Veidt, formerly
with Universal, and Camille Horn, once with Warner Bros.
Olga Tscheckowa, Russian star, has also been added to the studio's stock company.

Assailing advertising in pictures as
being unfair to audiences, Nicholas
M. Schenck yesterday stated that
Loew theaters will not use their
screens for this purpose and that
M-G-M will not produce commercial

Says Schenck
Major Circuits Practically
Out of Theater Buying
Market
With only 30 houses definitely
planned, theater construction on the
part of major circuits is at its lowest
ebb in years, according to executives
contacted by The Film Daily in a
national survey. Buying of houses

Magnacolors Practical Features
B. I. P. SEEKSRELEASE
Stressed by Consolidated Film FILM GOLFTOURNEY PLANS
ON 6 TALKING FEATURES D. E. Griffith Is Named
ALL SET FOR BIG EVENT
Warner English Board
(Continued

on

Page

2)

by these(Coniinued
producer-owned
on Page 4) organiza-

British International Pictures is
seeking a national distributor for six
Elstree talking productions recentLondon (By Cable)— D. E. Grifly received in this country, The Film
fith, sales manager of First National
has been appointed a director
Pathe,
Daily learns. The Features are, "Unof Warner Bros. Pictures, Ltd.
easy Virtue," "Skin Game," "Potiphar's Wife," "Cape Forlorn," "Shadows," "Tell England" and "The Woman Between." The last two are
temporary titles. Within the next
two months six more features will be
offered to the American market by
Philadelphia — Number of men enB. I. P.
gaged in picketing a theater may be
limited but the practice cannot be
restrained, according to a decision
of the U. S. District Court, Eastern
District of Pennsylvania, in a case
Columbus — Ohio Newspaper Ass'n, whereby United Chain Theaters, Inc.,
which has gone on the records as and Montgomery Theater Corp.
strongly opposed to advertising pic- sought an injunction against the local
tures, now turns its attack upon adionists' union.
project
The decision said that only two
vertising newsreel projects. In con(Continued
on Page 4)
nection with its campaign to discourage films of this type, Russell H.
Knight, secretary of the organization,
yesterday attacked the Allied-Hanson-Kinograms plan as a "rank imposition upon the theatergoer."

To

Practical features and simplicity
are cited by Consolidated Film Industries as among the chief advantages of its newly introduced natural
color process, known as Magnacolor,
developed after 15 years of experimenting and now readv for quantity
(Continued

Limits Number

Ohio Newspapers Rap
Ad Newsreel Projects

on

Page

4)

of Pickets

Bill Would
Prohibit
Attaching
Equipment

ns' adminiTribute to Mike Simmo
stration as president of the A.M.P.A.
Harrisburg, Pa. — Motion picture
perpaid by approximately 200 ives
reproducers and certain other devices was
sons, including industry execut
would be exempted from levy or sale and stars, who attended a testimonial
on execution, attachment or distress dinner given him Saturday night at.
from rent, under a bill introduced in the Motion Picture Club. The prothe lower house of the Legislature by
t and
dancing.gram included an entertainmen
Senator
Woodward.

claim they have,
all'will
be 160
welcome,
—providing
not more
than
apply
for entry — to participate in the FILM
GOLF TOURNAMENT, to b,e held
under the auspices 'of Film Daily,
Wednesday,
June on10th,
at the Feni(Continued
Page 2)

Name Manheim President
Of M. P. Export Corp. Browning Photo Exhibit
N. L. Manheim, head of Univer- Starts at M. P. Club Today
sale foreign sales department, has
been named president of the newly
formed Motion Picture Export Corp.,
a subsidiary of Universal. Adolph
Schimmel, Universal's general counsel, has also been appointed an officer of the corporation.

War on Twin Features, Price
Cuts Waged by Pa. Exhibitors

200 Attend Testimonial
Dinner to Mike Simmons

. Duffers and champs, those who
have not "broken 100" and those who

Philadelphia— The M. P. T. O. of
Eastern Pennsylvania has taken a
definite stand against double feature

Members and guests of the Motion
Picture Club will today have the privilege of viewing, for the first time,
Irving Browning's exhibition of 40
symbolic photographic studies pertaining to the motion picture industry and its leading personages. The
exhibit, which is sponsored by The
Film Daily, will be on display for
the next two weeks.

Deplores British Stars
Lacking Boxoffice Appeal

London (By Cable) — British pictures fail to get American playdates
because
their stars are unknown to
bills and cut prices. The organization will exert -every influence to dis- American audiences, said Simon Rowcourage showing of this kind, officials son, managing director of Ideal, upon
state. It is particularly concerned his return from New York. He suggested that British stars increase
with the situation upstate where the
their followings by appearing in Holpractice is fast developing.
lywood productions.
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Chamberlain Theater Refinancing
Philadelphia — At a recent meeting
of the board of directors of the Preferred Stockholders' Protective Ass'n
of the Chamberlain Theaters circuit,
it was decided to hold another meeting with the object of raising $200,000
to refinance the company.

Long Island City
1 54 Crescent St.
STillwell4-7940
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TO THE FILM DAILY, 1650 B'WAY.

Here is my entry and ten dollars for the spring film golf tournament, to be held on Wednesday, June 10, at the Fenimore Golf and
Country Club, White Plains, New York.

{Entrance Fee if paid at tournament will be $12.00)

THE COMMITTEE
AL LICHTMAN
MIKE SIMMONS
RED KANN
ARTHUR STEBBINS
DON
MERSEREAU
JACK ALICOATE
BRUCE GALLUP

from
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Plains,

As atory
result
of last week's
perfuncannouncement,
calls for
mofe
details regarding this annual event
have
deluded and
the iron-clickers
editor's desk.
Mashie-hounds
are
all steamed-up to the point of making promiscuous claims. Niblick-nibblers are ruthlessly destroying chandeliers and glass panels, and wives
are praying for normalcy in the home,
which should return about June 11th
or 12th.
Entrance fee is $10, which includes
everything — surprises and such — but
checks must be mailed by Saturday,
June 6, or the price at the gate on
entry day will be $12 (provided the
quota is still open). The tournament
is strictly limited to 160 players. This
year's event is in charge of a committee made up of the following golf
enthusiasts:
Al Lichtman, United Artists.
Arthur Stebbins, Stebbins, Leterman & Gates.

"Red" Kann, Motion Picture Daily.
Bruce Gallup, United Artists.
"Mike" Simmons, A. M. P. A.
Don Mersereau, Film Daily.
Jack Alicoate, Film Daily.
Fill out the coupon at the top
of this page. Send it— and your
it check for $10— to Film Daily, 1650
Broadway. Remember the tourna$'{
ment is limited to 160 players. Act
J*{
it
once and you won't be numbered
:': at
% among the procrastinators to whom
June 10 may mean disappointment
rather than a grand, glorious, gratifying golf gymkhana.

liEastaian Films |
8 J. E. Brulatour, Ice 8it

*f

Pathe Australian Releases
"Born to Love" will be initial
ft
j't
I*
*z RKO Pathe release in Australia via
Chicago
Hollywood K Radio Pictures exchange. William
t"; 1727 Indiana Ave.
6700 Santa Monica K Scott, Australian manager for Radio,
♦*{
CALumet 3692HOLly Blvd.
wood 4121 K
K sails soon for Sydney after completing arrangements in connection with
£
W*+*+*+ ♦»♦♦#***♦* ♦♦»♦'•♦>*•♦•>*'♦»♦♦♦*•♦♦'♦♦♦*•#♦•#«'»♦•♦*J*£ the deal.

8
if

a

it

Today:

Fifth annual golf tournament and
outing sponsored by the Kansas City Film Board of Trade.
First of six United Artists regional sales meetings,
New
York.
May 18-20: Universal western sales con,
vention, Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
May 18-22: Conference of International
Federation of Cinematograph Exhibitors. Rome, Italy.

May 22: Film Trades Golf Tournament,
Lake
Merced Country Club, San
Francisco.
May 25: vention,
Hughes-Franklin
Theaters conDallas.
May 25-29: Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.

RKO
Golf Tourney
Set
Annual RKO Golf Tournament is
all set for June 11th and 12th at the
Westchester Country Club. Those
eligible to enter this championship
contest are all executives and officials
of the Radio-Keith-Orpheum theater
and vaudeville departments, RKO
Radio Pictures and RKO Pathe Pictures. Charles J. Freeman is president
of
the
RKO Golf Club and Har(Continued
from Page 1)
vey Watkins the treasurer. The golf
films. As he believes that screen ad- committee consists of James H. Turvertising isa menace to the entire
ner, Major L. E. Thompson and J.
industry, Schenck said he is making Henry Walters. The prize coma determined effort to induce other
mittee is Herman Zohbel, Myron
producers and operators to bar them Robinson and Lee Stewart. The
from all first-class theaters.
tournament
in charge
and is Frank
Jones.of HarveyAnother reason for his attitude Watkins
towards screen advertising, Schenck
Laemmle, Jr., En Route
said, is "because it constitutes competition
with
newspaper
advertising"
Carl
Laemmle, Jr., general manaand he believes this unfair in view
ger
of
Universal
studio, left the stuof the editorial friendship towards
dio Saturday for New York. The
motion pictures evidenced by most
youthful production head of Univerpublishers.
sal will meet Carl Laemmle, president of the company, in Chicago, and
come on with his father from there.
Laemmle, Jr., will be accompanied
by Harry H. Zehner, assistant to the
general manager.
Wilmington, Del. — Trial of patent
infringement suit of the Cinema Pat5,000th W. E. Installation
ents Co., Inc., of New York, against
The 5,000th domestic Western
Craft Film Laboratories, Inc., and Electric
installation has been made
several individuals was concluded in
at
the
Stillwell,
Brooklyn.
Federal Court. The court directed
counsel for both sides to file briefs
on or before June 29.
Talkers for Canary Islands
Talking pictures have been brought
The defense contended that it purchased 25 of the film developing and to the Canary Islands through a
printing machines from Gaumont, the Western Electric installation at the
inventor, more than a decade ago> Cinema Infanta, Tenerife.
and denied that making of minor repairs to the machines and replaceCircuits Get
"Born
to houses
Love" in
Dickinson
circuit
of 32
ments of worn parts constituted infringement of the Gaumont patents the Kansas City territory. National
Theater circuit in San Francisco and
held by the plaintiff.
the Interstate Circuit, Boston, have

FILM GOLF TOURNEY PLANS NO AD PICTURES FOR LOEW
ALL SET FOR BIG EVENT ANDMGM.SAYSSCHENCK
(.Continued

Am. Seat
East. Kodak ....151
Fox Fm. "A"
Gen. Th. Eq. (new)
Loew's,
Inc
Paramount
Pathe Exch
RKO "A"
Warner
Bros
do pfd
NEW YORK

y

SIGN THIS AND

more Country
Club,
Westchester, N. Y.

STOCK
MARKET
AS OF SATURDAY)

t.t New York
J.»
1 540 Broadway
«
BRyant 9-4712

DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S

Patents Infringement
Suit Trial Concludes

booked RKO Pathe's "Born to
Plan Golf Tournament
Atlanta — In connection with the
Reorganizes Fashion Features
Southeastern T. O. A. convention
scheduled for the Ansley Hotel, June West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Joe Rock has reorgan14, 15 and 16, the annual "Weekly
ized Fashion Features.
He occupies
Film Review" golf tournament will
be held. A banquet is planned for the office of president.
the night of June 15.
"Home Coming" Dix's Next
"The Home Coming" is the title
of Richard Dix's next RKO picture.
Bernard Schubert did the adaptation
and dialogue.

Studio
and Location
Love.'"
Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Ratei

Powers Clnephone Equipment Corporation
723-TTH

AVE.. N. Y.

BRYANT

9-806T

what tliey say a bout

SEED

-,etfc*
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..
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'
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"Seed'
& strong talkie done
W
Con9r o*» \\o
'Exciting drama

by fine cast"

. . . exceptionally interesting, deftly treated

. . brilliantly acted ... a fine film . . . women
— Bland Johaneson, NEW

Letter-perfect performance

//
"Tale of human

interest . . . spirit

will be stirred."

YORK

DAILY MIRROR

//

of Norris

story flawlessly

transferred to screen."
—Marguerite

Tazelaar, NEW

YORK

HERALD

TRIBUNE

//

True to life talkie easily rates three stars'
"Full human film wrings every heart ... John Boles' fine acting
. . . Lois Wilson, wholly appealing . . . Genevieve Tobin, feast
for eyes."

"Seed'

A challenge
to women
in love

—Irene Thirer, NEW

won't disappoint

"Very well acted . . . much

YORK DAILY NEWS

you"

."

better than the average."
— Al Sherman, NEW

YORK

TELEGRAPH

//

See 'Seed' soon as possible'
"Boles at best in fine film . . . thrilling newcomer has fine
//
dramatic
construction accurately played . . . tense interest
throughout every foot . . . youngsters most natural and pleasing since 'SKIPPY'." —j^a

"Youngsters

Shawell, NEW

YORK EVENING

GRAPHtC

in 'Seed7 vivid and real"

"Lois Wilson and youngsters carry off honors."
—Thornton

Delehanty, NEW

YORK

EVENING

course
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CONSOLIDATED STRESSES
MAGNACOLOR'S FEATURES
(.Continued

from

Page

1)

production.
Some of the highlights
of the system given as follows:
Provides color pictures that can be
produced and processed with the
same facility, and which are as sharp
and clear as black and white.
Requires no change in present
camera and projector except the use
of Magnacolor films and a slight adjustment of the camera gate.
Requires no extra lighting.
Provides perfect reproduction of
sound on color film.
Gives perfect definition with no
fringe or bleeding, with natural and
pleasing colors that can be held uniform in quantity reproduction.
Easy to use because it is based on
the bi-pack film process, using two
negatives running emulsion to emulsion.
Not only can any qualified cameraman make this film, but he can use
anv technique known in black and
white photography such as light effects, double exposure, changing of
lights during scenes, and trick effects.
Camera manufacturers have arranged for the adaptation of black
and white cameras to color at a small
expense, making the cameras available for both color and black and
white work.
The Magnacolor process is founded
on a comprehensive set of patents
for which Consolidated Film Industries has an exclusive license. These
patents include methods of assuring
exact registration in printing, the
application of the colors in processing
the positive film with many modifications of methods for this, basic
patents relating to the use of positive
film for color work, and numerous
auxiliary patents for the production
of the process. In addition to these
patents, Consolidated owns many
patents covering developing and printing machinery and other apparatus
widely used in film processing.
Consolidated has equipped a modern plant at 959 Seward St., in Hollywood for the exclusive production of
Magnacolor. The plant is now ready
to give complete service and prompt
delivery. The company will also use
its New York laboratories in connection with the color department, particularly for industrial color pictures.
In addition to the regular laboratory service on Magnacolor, Consolidated will have a staff of trained
cameramen with full equipment ready
to do photographic work for such
clients who have no equipment of
their own.

Once Again
The Victor McLaglen-Jeanette MacDonald picture adapted from the stage play "Good
Gracious, . Annabelle" is now
titled "The Affairs Of Annabelle." It has been known as
"She Wears The Pants," "Two
Can Play" and "Misbehaving."
Harlan Thompson directed the
comedy for Fox Films.

THEATER BUILDING HITS
A NEW LOW MARI

HVeSm

Till

RI4LT

(.Continued

• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till
Now
that the dinner at the Biltmore calling upon the
screen and stage to quit kidding and misrepresenting the Italians,
Irishers and Jewish Pipple was serious to them, but funny to a
lotta other folks
f'r instance, Charlie Pettijohn, who has
a Gor-gee-ous Sense of Humor, for which we love him
Charlie sez, wot about his race?
he being part Cherokee
Indian
and proud of it
one of the REAL original
Americans
who ought to be allowed to voice his opinion
about how popular institutions and amusements should
be run in the country
which the Italians, Irishers and
Joosh Pipple took away from his people
which sounds
Reasonable,
doesn't
it?
so
Charlie
let's
loose
high,
wide and handsome
but all done with Humor
to
wit, as follows

• • • THAT
these Interlopers
on the Indian's property
who are now squawking
paid no atention to the Red
Man's squawk when they took this li'l Island away from him for
24 smackers and a string of beads
and dug subways at
500 per cent proft
and drove the Poor Indian out to the
Black Hills
which was a Barren Waste, and therefore of
no commercial
value
but when
gold was discovered
in
that territory, they gave 'em the bum's rush again
and
kicked 'em into another Desert Spot in Oklahoma
where
the downtrodden Redskin struck Oil
and the Immigrants
are now trying to figure out how to get 'em out of the Liquid
Gold Heaven
so Charlie thinks his People also have a
Squawk coming
and if the Immigrants are to be treated
with kid gloves on screen and stage
the Original Americans shouldn't be made a goat, either
which means they'll
have to quit making Westerns
where the Indian is always
the Bad Man
but Charlie sez the Indian isn't going to
Squawk
because
he's oops
GOT the Oil Lands
and a
Real Sense of Humor

• • • THAT B. P. Schulberg, managing director of Paramount's West Coast stude, after 20 years in production, has
come to some interesting conclusions concerning the most successful type of screen entertainment
that the triumph of
right over wrong is a deeply implanted philosophy which must
always color drama
that entertainment that violates this
rule, always fails
that the world must live by its copy
book maxims which have stood the test of time, where sophistication has not
that ultra-sophistication in films is basically wrong
that the world wants to believe in Cinderellas
and not in the gold diggers of Broadway
that all this we
believe to be very true
and yet Mister Schulberg's company and all the other big producers still CONTINUE to make
MORE
sophisticated pictures than Cinderella stories
so
what the'ell?

• • • THAT the current issue of the "New Yorker" tells
a good yarn about Commissioner Mulrooney at a dinner describing an Unsolved Mystery connected with the capture of TwoGun Crowley
that he lit out from his office as soon as
word came that Crowley had been trapped up on Ninetieth Street
breaking traffic regulations and his neck
almost
and when he got there, two Fox Movietone cameramen
were AHEAD
of him
and casually cranked the lens on
him as he stepped out of his car
and the Commissioner is
still trying to solve the Mystery
of how they beat him to it
that we can tell the Commish confidentially that it ain't
no Mystery
it's the Routine Way that Fox ALWAYS
covers Big News Scoops
all in the day's work
we
thank you
for your patience and courtesy in ambling
this far with us
for what?
gawd only knows

«

«

«

»

»
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tions has practically ceased. The general policy is one of retrenchment.
Eight new houses, seating from 1,«
200 to 3,000 are being built by Public
with locations for 12 more already
selected and proposed building plans
now in the hands of Publix executives. The houses nearing completion
are in Ashland, Ky., Steubenville, O.,
Aurora, 111., Mansfield, O., Oakland,
Cal., Chicago, 111., Newport News,
Va., and Freemont, O.
A $25,000,000
program
construction has already
been ofstarted
by
Warner Bros. New theaters nearing
completion and their seating capacities are in Morgantown, W. Va., 1,600; Torrington, Conn., 1,600; Perth
Amboy, N. J., 2.000, and Nashville.
Tenn.. 3,000. Plans have been accepted by Warners for houses in
Washington, D. C, and Ridgewood.
X. J., both to seat 2,000. It is also
learned that they will build in Newark, N. J., Wilkerstown, Pa., Scranton, Pa., and many other locations
late this year or by next spring.
RKO is now building theaters in
Albany, N. Y., Schenectady, N. Y.,
Davenport, la., and Denver, Col., the
first will seat 3,500, the next 3,000 and
the last two 2,800 each. Fox plans
have been centered on reconstruction of houses rather than the complete building program although a
house in Hackensack, N. J., seating
2,350, will be opened Labor Day and
construction started on a 1,600 seater
in Ossining,
Y., during
the summer. Six are N.under
construction
for
West Coast Theaters. Only one theater is being built by Loew. It is lo|
cated at 73d St. and 3d Ave.

Number of Pockets
Limited at Pennsylvania
(Continued

from

Pane

1)

men could remain on picket duty and
that union members could not remain
in an automobile parked at the curb
while the pickets are patrolling their
beat. The decree also specified that
pickets remain at a distance at least
house.of the sidewalk's width from the
half
steps, leading to the1 entrance of the

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following memof thebirthdays:
industry, who are celebratingbers their

May 18
Edward J. Montague
Lincoln Stedman
Charles Sonin
Lucy Beaumont

i
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Warner -F.N. Production Combined Under Zanuck

10-CENT SUPPER SHOWS BOOSTING N. W. BIZ
Publix and RKO
On Tick
— an exhibit, etc.
• By JACK ALICOATE-

Entertainment
On Credit

Quite the
newest wrinkle in motion

picture merchandising is the entertainmenton-credit plan. Sure we mean it.
for it is heing done, although not
in the highest of cinema social
circles. Say those doing it. "And
why not ? You can get credit from
the hutcher, the baker and the
speakeasy, why not the theater? A
seat filled on credit is better than
an empty one." As a general
proposition we would opine it as
bad business, but unusual conditions call for unusual methods and
in some mill and mining towns it
may be a little bit of O. K. Anyway, it is an interesting twist in
an otherwise uninteresting
day.
*

Perhaps Atit's any
the
Spring.
esthetic beby
Photography rate, wecome have
ic
siast
waxing enthu
over the arts and
are sponsoring an unusual exhibition
of photography by Irving Browning
on'Picture Club. Theme
at the Moti
photographs, we call them. Mr.
Browning is well known in cinema
and art circles. If you enjoy this
sort of thing, a few moments with
the work of Mr. Browning will well
repav you for* your* visit.*
We cast one vote
Newsreels here and now in the
And Music direction of better
scores for newsreels.
Our favorite cinema dish is the newsreel, but we have chronic musical indigestion from the same old opening
fanfare of trumpets, the same
marches, the same theme of Spring
and the same old fire scene furioso.
Please do something about it, Mr.
Newsreel fellow.
VnUSUal

Dropping Stage Shows Simultaneously

Price Reductions Going
Into Effect With
Change in S.W.
Buy mutual agreement Publix and
RKO de luxe houses in the southwest will drop stage attractions starting May 21 and go on an all-sound
policy. The change, which affects
Dallas, Ft. Worth, Houston and San
Antonio, will probably bring a cut in
admission prices from 60 cents to 50
cents.
In(Continued
past seasons
Palon PanePublix's
7)

Opposes Gang Film Curb;
Sees Natural Death Soon
Providence — Declaring that gangster films are on the wane and will
soon die a natural death, Mrs. George
C. Harrison, chairman of the motion
picture committee of the State Federation of Women's
Clubs,
has come
out against
the ruling
proposed
by
Commissioner George T. Marsh of
the Board of Public Safety which
would bar films dealing with gangsters and those ridiculing public authorities.

Special Scale for Early
Evening Tried Out
With Success
Minneapolis — Boosting of theater
grosses with a 10-cent admissions between 6and 7 P. M. at houses where
the regular night price is 20 to 25
cents is being tried out with success
here by Allied theaters. One neighborhood house, the Princess, has increased its receipts an average of $300
a week under this policy, according
(C. itinued

on

Page

8)

WARNER aWfTN. STUDIOS
NAl'L FIRE BOARD OKAYS
ELIMINATINGFALL LAYOFF GERMANY'S '31-32 PLANS REVISED FILM SAFETY CODE
Complete revision of the standard
OMIT
WIDERLM,
COLOR
Hollywood — Production
activities
regulations governing measures for
of Warner Bros, and First National
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

will continue for 12 months
each
New season German product
year hereafter, eliminating the usual not embrace either color or wide
fall shutdown
period entirely, it is according to Dr. H. L. Boehm,
announced by Jack L. Warner.
has arrived in New York from
The
WB-FX
studios
are
now
lin en route to the S. M. P. E.
(Continued on Page 8)
vention in Hollywood. German
ducers(Continued
have enoughon Page
economic
8)

Theater Operating Co.
Organized by Momand

Shawnee, Okla. — Theater Operating Company, Inc., is the name of
the new company chartered this
week by the secretary of state for
a 20-year term with C. E. Momand,
A. B. Momand and L. A. Chatham,
all of Shawnee, Okla., as incorporators. Capital is listed at $25,000.

will
film.
who
Berconprotrou-

West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — An earpiece with volume control and which will enable
deaf persons to hear sound pictures
has been invented by Dr. Lee De
Forest.
Pickup is placed behind the

report will come before the executive
committee next month for final ratification.

Expansion Planned
Three Sales Conventions
By Empire Circuit
Being Held by Columbia
Pittsburgh — An expansion program

is planned by Empire Theaters.
Houses will be erected in this state
000.
in towns of between 25,000 and 100,-

Darryl Zanuck Takes Charge
Of WB-FN Combined Production
New Earphone for Deaf
Invented by De Forest

fire prevention in the handling of motion picture film in film exchanges,
laboratories, studios and theaters was
approved at the 35th annual meeting
of
the last
National
ProtectionandAss'n
held
week Fire
in Toronto,
the

West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Consolidation of the
Warner Bros, and First National production department, with Darryl
Zanuck as executive in charge of both
companies, is announced by Jack L.
Warner. Hal Wallis and Lucicn
Hubbard will be associate executives,
while C. Graham Baker heads the
scenario department.

Columbia's production plans For
1931-32 call for 26 features, 104 >hort
subjects, and two series of Westerns,
one of which will consist of eight
Buck Jones pictures, the sales force
will be formally told at the three
regional conventions
to be held start(Continued
on Page 8)

$15 a Share Book Value
On Gen. Theaters Common
Book value of the 1,892,608 common shares of General Theaters
Equipment stock is $15.11 a share,
according to an analysis of the company's annual report. This is more
than three times the current market
value of G. T. E. common, which
closed last night at 4%.
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Contrary to the usual procedure of having lunch and dashing
for the first "down" elevator, Motion Picture Club members yesterday noon flocked into the spacious club lounge to inspect Irving Browning's exhibition of unusual photographs pertaining to the
motion picture industry and several of its leading personages.
The display, which is sponsored by the FILM DAILY, contains
38 photographic themes symoblistic of studio atmosphere, individual
personalities, Broadway impressions and characteristic representations. That Browning's craftsmanship and art are of exceptional
calibre was evidenced by the many expressions of approval and

Fred Fralick, Grant Dolge
First Brookline House
Combine Coast Agencies
Gets Under Way June 1
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Regular Loew Dividend
A quarterly dividend of 75 cents a
share on the common stock, payable
June 30 to stock of record June 13,
has been declared by the board of
directors of Loew's,
Inc.

::

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

members

40 Protests Received
Against Ad Pictures

organization, velopments
theybeforeprefer
to "await
decommitting
themselves in any wav.

Madison, Wis. — A bill requiring
theaters to use two projectionists in
their booths has just been introduced
in the Wisconsin Senate. A similar
measure
has been defeated in the
House.
Springfield,
committee of
is considering
operators in a

Schenectady

♦.♦

J. E. Brulatour

S «

, Inc. «

tjM*

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HO L!y wood 4121

».♦

J-J
J-J
ii
54
♦.•

;j

?'.*♦.»•.♦•.»♦.*♦.*♦.*•.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦ M ♦.*♦.♦♦.♦•.♦♦.♦♦>#♦♦♦♦♦#»# *V

of the board of directors

of the newly formed agents' association. While not unfriendly to the

E. M. Loew Sues Para.
In Film Contract Dispute
Boston — Charging that films were
withheld because the circuit would
not raise admission prices at certain
theaters, E. M. Loew Theaters, Inc.,
operating a circuit of about 20 houses
in New England, has brought a bill
in Equity in Suffolk Superior Court
to
compel Paramount to perform al1931.
leged oral contracts of March 11,

May18-20: Universal western saLes convention, Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
May 18-22: Conference of International
Federation of Cinematograph Exhibitors, Rome, Italy.
May
22 Film Trades Golf Tournament,
Lake
Merced Country Club, San
Francisco.

May 25:

Hughes-Franklin
Theaters convention, Dallas.
25-29 : Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.
May 27-29: Columbia eastern sales convenYork. tion. Park Central Hotel, New
May
26-27 . Annual convention of the M.P.
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri,
May
and St. Joseph, Mo.
26-31: International conference on educational films under patronage of
the Federal Minister of Education,
Vienna.
27 Testimonial dinner to Charles L.
Winston, New England division
manager, R-K-O Theaters, CopleyPlaza Hotel, Boston.
31-June 2: Columbia midwestern sales
meet, Congress Hotel, Chicago.
6-8 : Columbia western sales meet,
Roosevelt
Hotel, Hollywood.
10: Nineteenth
Film
Golf
Tournament, Fenimore Country
Club,
White Plains, Westchester, N. Y.

Frank Seiden Buried
Frank Seiden, father of Joseph
June
Seiden
and a pioneer in the motion
picture business, was buried Sunday
at Mt. Carmel Cemetery. He died I
Saturday night at the age of 70. In
addition ot being one of the first in
the downtown theater field, Seiden
den.
was a magician, known as Prof. SeiJune

Grant
West

Coast

Clarke Dies

Bureau,

THE

111. — The
judiciary
the Illinois legislature
a bill calling for two
booth.

House

Drops

Vaud^

Schenectady — RKO-Proctor's
dropped
its vaudeville policy.

Producers who need good
stories go to

VIOLA IRENE COOPER
STORY

STUDIO

9 E. 59th St., N. Y.

Vo. 5-5543

has
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Hollywood — ■ Grant Clarke,
writer, is dead here.

H. D. Edwards, for years general
production executive for the Christie
Brothers, will soon launch his first
independent picture, "Pagan Lady,"
which will be released by Columbia.
Benjamin Glazer is making the
screen play from the stage hit in
which Lenore Ulric appeared, and
John Francis Dillon will direct. Cast
includes Evelyn Brent, Conrad Na£?el, Charles Bickford, Roland Young,
William Farnum, Gwen Lee and Leslie Fenton.
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IT'S
SURE-IT'S PERMANENT-IT'S YOURS
How would you like to look forward to an INCOME that
would be non-shrinkable, non-fluctuating, payable to you
each month YEAR AFTER YEAR, even though you
should live to be a hundred years old.
For further information, write

JOHN

551

Fifth

MOTION

J.

KEMP

Ave.
Phones

A

song

talking

Two-Operator Measures
H. D. Edwards' Indie Film
In Wisconsin, Illinois For Release by Columbia

Fifth Week for "Public Enemy"
After being scheduled to end its
run this Thursday. "The Public
Lonr; Island City
Enemy" is being held at the New154 Crescent St.
York Strand for an additional week,
STillwell 4-7940
making
the fifth.
::

Eastunam

•v
Chicago
•"♦ 1727 Indiana Ave.
♦•♦ CALumet 3692
:':
•v

L. Rapp. The license for the theater
was granted by the selectmen some
time ago to Publix.

E. W. Castle of Castle Films yesterday said that he has received 40
letters from persons protesting
against showing of advertising pictures in theaters. This, he said, is
reaction from his application for an
investigation of advertising films on
the grounds of unfair competition,
filed with the New York office of the
Federal Trade Commission. Agents
of the department have started an investigation, a report of which will
be forwarded to Washington headquarters for examination.

DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S

May

Published daily except Saturdays and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
and copyright (1931) by Wid's Films and
satisfaction by a host of this industry's leaders who viewed the
Film Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President,
exhibition. Numerous suggestions that if carried out, would result
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau,
in the photographs being made available in booklet or folder form,
Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager
were offered by various members and the sponsors of the display
Arthur W. Eddy, Associate Editor; Do
En
Carle Gillette, Managing Editor.
are now considering the most feasible and practical of the plans.
1918,
21,
May
tered as second class matter.
Photographs to which the members paid particular attention
under
Y.,
N.
at the post-office at New York,
the act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage
yesterday were "Louis Milestone," "Juice," "Warner Brothers,"
free) United States outside of Greater New
Doughnuts and Dollars" and "Censor." The exhibition will conYork $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00;
tinue for two weeks.
months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscriber
com
all
should remit with order. Address
munications to THE FILM DAILY, 1651
Broadway. New York, N. Y. Phone Circle
7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738. 7-4739. Cable ad
dress: Filmday, New York. Hollywood
California — Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
West Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
Brookline, Mass. — Construction on
Blvd Phone Granite 6607. London— Ernest
89-91 the first moving picture theater here
Hollywood — Freddie Fralick and
W. Fredman, The Film Renter,
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn
E. Dolge, artists' representaLichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris is expected to begin June 1. The con- Grant tives,
have combined. Fralick and
tractors are F. J. Van Etten Co. and
—P. A. Harle, La Cinematographic tran
the architects are C. W. and George Dolge incidentally deny they are
caise. Rue de la Cour-des-Noues, 19.
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X MOVIETONE

Lne*

NEWS

Recent Outstanding Achievements
of

the

WORLD'S

GREATEST

NEWSREEL

ROME

Mussolini in exclusive interview makes historic declaration in
French, German, Italian and English, assuring world Italy does
not want war.

SWITZERLAND

First sound pictures aboard Graf Zeppelin revealing for the first
time the beauties of the Alps from the air.

MADRID
INDIA

.

LONDON

.

.

King Alfonso and Queen Victoria in what proved to be the last
assemblage of the Spanish Court. Exclusive interview with Alcala
Zamora, Provisional President, and scenes of the recent revolution.

.

.

Only pictures of the exciting scenes marking release from prison
of Mahatma Gandhi.

.

.

By special permission of His Majesty the King Emperor, Movietone presented pictures of the final session of the India Round
Table Conference.

WASHINGTON
ABYSSINIA.
ALASKA

.

George W. Wickersham, chairman of the Law Observance and
Enforcement Commission, gives his interpretation of the eighty
thousand word dry report in three minutes.

.

Movietone flies ten thousand miles with pictures from Africa on
the coronation of the Ethiopian Emperor.

.

Exclusive pictures from Glacier Bay where nature manufactures
icebergs.

MOSCOW . .
SOUTH AMERICA
AFRICA
NICARAGUA

.

SOUTH AFRICA

YORK

Exclusive presentation of historic Cape Town-to-Cairo flight by
a squadron of British trail-blazing planes.
First complete sound pictures of the earthquake, presented all over
the world in record time.
General Jan Smuts, Boer statesman, who helped frame the League
of Nations, points way to world peace in exclusive interview.

POLAND
NEW

Graphic pictures of the celebrated Soviet "treason trial."
Complete pictures of the Prince of Wales tour, including his speech
in Spanish and English at the opening of the Empire Exhibition.

Dr. Mosciski, President of Poland, receives newsreel representatives atWawel Castle and grants exclusive interview.

.

Sensational pictures of capture of "Two Gun" Crowley.

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS ISSUES NEWSREELS
in 37 COUNTRIES for 100,000,000 PEOPLE

THE
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PUBUX, RKO DROPPING
SOUTHERN STAGE SHOWS
(Continued from Page 1)

ace in Dallas dropped its stage shows
without reducing prices, while RKO's
Majestic plugged its vaudeville with
pictures at the same admission scale,
which is believed to have brought the
stage talent back into use at the
Palace. This time, however, the two
circuits appear to have come together
on the matter.
The

Majestic in Houston is expected to go dark for the summer to
remodeling. The two weeks'
undergorecently
notice
given there is reported
to be an attempt to readjust the musicians' scale, which runs until September, 1932.

Mound Work Features
M. P. Baseball Contests
Headaches
are already
in order
baseball playthe M.P.A.A.
crack
E.R.P.I.'s
ers, with Moylan,
the "out of luck"
slinger, heading
Coagainst
pitching
Moylan,
list.
lumbia's hard hitting nine, ran up a
string of 13 strike-outs to his credit,
only to have his team defeated
by
Columbia,
6 to 4.
The
game
was
Island and also
Bedloe's
played
featured at some
great work
on the
ace, Fishman,
by Columbia's
moundfanned
who
12 of the Erpi lads.
A
hot contest was staged by R-K-O and
RCA at North Meadows.
The game
was called at the end of 7 innings
but 20 innings of fine form was displayed bv the teams, in that time.
R-K-O's
outfit ii now
sharing
top
honors
with Columbia
and Warner
, and plenty of red hot action is as1 sured
when
the leaders
face each
Theater
Fox-National
The
I other.
at Mt. St. Miplayed
was
I game
chaels in the west Bronx and Wari ner-Pathe faced each other at CathI olic Protectory Oval.
among

Standing of the Clubs
R-K-O
Columbia
Warner
E.R.P.1
Fox
R.C.A
Pathe
Nat. Thea

&H

Won
2
2
1
1
1
0
0
0

Lost
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
2

%
1000
1000
1000
.500
.500
.000
.000
.000

Results of Saturday's
Games
Fox, 7; Nat. Thea., 5. Batteries:
Fox, Blanchto and Fisher; Xat.
Thea., Megill and Boffa.
R-K-O, 14; R.C.A., 1. Batteries:
R-K-O, Schultz and Alexander;
R.C.A., Pesce, Garraway, Xungessen
and McClancy.
Columbia, 6; E.R.P.I., 4. Batteries:
Columbia, Fishman and Bogan; E.R.
P. I., Moylan and Carlsen.
Warner, 8; Pathe, 0. Batteries:
Warner, Flaherty and Martin; Pathe,
d and Wherity.

a7

Tuesday,

■c

32 ENTRIES FIRST DAY
FOR FILM GOLF TOURNEY

RUL1
•

•

With
32 entry coupons
properly
filled out, attached to 32 checks for
.$10 each,
received
by The
Film

WITH

THAT

UAyin
riMFtDAY
Direc1-,
N"1-AT,/»4AT *t^

1CJ11 Daily Golf Editor yesterday, capac■ -*-* Lity attendance at the FILM
GOLF

rnerMetrobc

it behooves us to try and stir u
"[TOURNAMENT
to be held Wedas we are personally concerned,,^, ^
Tt/fxi^^^^CounTr
'sured.y Compet
rah and puffs is Outworn
Stuzj
ition
fe,
among
V/hhe
thetTs!
golf
pfain^
enthusiasts of the industry
will be at
biz has been doing it for years
till nobody pays any atits highest peak on the day of the
tention any more
the producers now issue their annual
meet, according to many club swingers who met at the Motion Picture
announcements in the form of picture books
with wild
Club
yesterday and vied for honors
wimmin throwing themselves at you in Seven
Colors
on the miniature putting course.
mostly Cerise
and when you eventually see the pix in which
Only 160 players will be permitted
those wild babies are touted to do their stuff
what do you
to compete in the tournament and
with 32 already in, it is expected
find?
a bunch of innocent high school flappers dashing madthat the entry list will be complete
ly hither and yon
with a great big Sexy bunch climax as
before June 1. The fee is $10 with
they swarm passionately around a soda fountain and inhale with
an additional $2 being tacked on if
Erotic Ecstasy a frosted flip
the entire Rah-Rah Routine has
you wait to pay at the gate on tournament day. Entries and checks
been slightly overdone
like the cheer leaders at the football
should
be
mailed
1650
Broadwa
y. to The Film Daily,
game
jumping seven feet in the air and splitting their
larynxes
and even as they yell for their fullback to pull
a Star Play
he's smeared for a 10-yard loss
you
just can't be too Optimistic about these things
whether
it's film or football players
for it's up to them to Deliver
and then the Public will do all the Yelling
•

•

•

SO BEARIXG

in mind the Backfire on the Blah.

we've adopted a different system in touting this Directors' Annual
they've got to show us, these directors
how
do they rate being directors
what have they done?
some crits discount 'em ENTIRELY
f'r instance, Dean
Wheeler of the Sioux City "Journal"
an wot a hardboiled skeptic he turned out to be!
get a consignment of
cynicism
from this Sioux
City Scoffer
#

•

*

*

*

•

• HE STARTS off with the declaration
"I gleefully stab the names of directors with the ole blue pencil when
editing the junk from the publicity dept's
as far as I am
concerned,
They
Shall Not
Pass"
and Mister
Wheeler
goes on to state that the director is no more important in his,
line than a proofreader on a newspaper
he sez if you
cast your eye over the "flags" of all the newspapers
you
will not often find the name of the editor included
outside of Brisbane, a syndicate editor, he defies us to name offhand the editor of a single big newspaper, barring personal acquaintance yet the editor is of prime importance to the
paper
as much so as the director of a pix
so why,
asks Mister Wheeler, should newspapers give publicity to directors? let 'em do their work,
draw
their salary, andl
move out of the picture
and he finishes with this wallop
"To be consistent, let the producers
give publicity to
the call boy, water boy and head carpenter"
and now,
having opened up a New War
we sit back expectantly
hopefuly
waiting for the Yawps from the Hollywood studes and have which
will industry
publish in
the Directors'
Annual
the we
whole
breaking
their necks
to read the Scandal
if Walter
Winchell
can get away
with this Brand of Boloney
*
*

why can't we?
*
*

• • • THE PARTY they threw for Mike Simmons at the
Empey Club developed a Perfect Picture of the show business
in general
seated at the dais were
Mae
Murray,
Mary
Xolan and Fannie Ward
the Past, the Present and the
Permanent
they were
a graphic
sermon
without
words
for everybody in the show biz with mental ears to hear
Wesley Haeck has joined Ted Jaediker's art brigade in
A. P, Waxman's publicity factory at RKO
Pathe
R. J.
Rybak,
formerly
with Trans-Lux
Madison
Ave. house, is now
managing the company's
new
Broadway
layout
A lotta
personally important gents in this film biz are travelling in Big
I ompany
like the flea on the elephant

«

«

«

»

»

»

Fox Schedule Finished;
New Program Under Way
Fox has completed all the pictures
on its 1930-31 schedule, which extends into the latter part of July.
The company also has finished two
on the 1931-1932 program, and now
in work.
has five productions
Productions completed and ready
for release during the next two
months are "Women of All Xations,"
"Daddy Long Legs," "Goldie,"
"Hush Money," "The Black Camel"
and "Always Goodbye."
The finished pictures completed on
the next year's schedule are Will
Rogers' starring vehicle, "Young as
"Transatlantic," with
and featured.
Feel,"
You
Lowe
Edmund
Productions in work are "Bad
Girl," Vina Delmar's story; "The
Plutocrat," starring Will Rogers;
"Merely Mary Ann," based on Israe!
Zangwill's play, with Janet Gaynor
and Charles Farrell; "Skyline." with
Thomas Meighan, Maureen O'Sullivan, J. M. Kerrigan and Hardie Albripht, and "Wicked." with Victor
McLaglen, Elissa Landi. Allan Dineliart and Una
Merkel.

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following memof thebirthdays:
industry, who are celebratingbers their

May 19

Frank R. Capra
Natalie Kingston
Lothar Mendes
Carey Wilson
Anthony Bushell

zj2j^2
RKO FEATURES, SHORTS HOLLYWOOD
SOLD FORMLIPPINES

By RALPH

RKO's entire feature and short
subject program for 1931-32 has been
sold for Philippine distribution to
William Berger, representing S. M.
Bergen and Co., of Manila. The deal
is a guarantee against percentage arrangement and was handled for RKO
by Ambrose "Bo" Dowling, foreign
sales manager.
According to Berger the RKO
product is now available to 260
houses in the Philippines, the majority of which are wired with RCA
Berger's
nt. as
one isequipme
Photoph
Acme
also known
firms, which
RKO
the
Films, Ltd., has handled
output for the past five years and
owns several houses in the larger
cities. Distribution will be concentrated in Manila, Cebu, Iloilo and
Zamboangua, with a few smaller
towns that are equipped with sound
theaters.

Warner and F. N. Studios
ating Fall Layoff
Elimin
(Continued
from Page 1)

working at peak, with 10 features
simultaneously in production, while
nine are to start in the next few
weeks. Pictures before the cameras
or receiving final touches are: Barbara Stanwyck in "Night Nurse,"
Winnie Lightner in "Side Show,"
George Arliss in "Alexander Hamilton," William Powell in "The Other
Man," and Constance Bennett
in "Bought." all Warner productions, and Richard Barthelmess in "Spent Bullets," Edward G.
Robinson in "Five Star Final," Bebe
Family,"
Daniels in "Honofl of the
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Loretta
Young in "I Like Your Nerve," and
"Penrod and Sam," First National.
In preparation are "The Star Witness," "Mister Hercules," "The
Mouthpiece," "Safe in Hell" and
"Larceny Lane," Warner Bros., and
"The Blue Moon Mystery," "The
WOrld Changes," "Local Boy Makes
Good,"
and "Our Social Whirl,"
First National.

DAILY

HAPPENINGS
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10-CENT SUPPER SHOWS
BOOSTING N.W. BUSINESS

W1LK
(Continued

from

Page

1)

by to Clyde Hitchcock, manager, while
Film
in eXCluS]'JetTta G°udal,
MuSSolini
other Allied houses adopting the
part in."Will scheme report varying degrees of
Plav a featured
Fox> wil1picture,
German, 7 Ita Rogers'
French, 7
"The Plutocrat
success. One big advantage, a checkup shows, is that the bargain prices
Another Aquatic Short
M-G-M has completed another attract whole families and bring big
swimming short, using both regular crowds into what used to be practically empty houses from 6 to 7, and
speed and slow motion cameras.
Georgia Coleman, Buster Crabbe, managers say the regular night busiOscar Added to Cast
ness has not been noticeably affected.
Riley Brothers, Dutch Smith and
John Oscar has been added to the other aquatic champs appear in the
cast of "Branded,"
tentatively Buck
Germany's '31-32 Plans
Jones Western for Columbia.
Ross picture.
Lederman is directing.
Omit
Widefrom Film,
Color
(Continued
Page 1)
Cagney as Lead in "Larceny Land"
James Cagney will play the lead- bles, including sound, to stave off
ing male role, and Joan Blondell the their interest in enlarged pictures,
Lane"
"Larceny
Louis Calhern in
leading
feminine part in "Larceny said Boehm yesterday. Color has
Following "The Other Man," Louis
is soon to start proCalhern, late of the Broadway pro- Lane," which
duction at the Warner Bros, studios not yet been put on a commercial
duction, "Give Me Yesterday," will under the direction of Alfred E. basis, he stated. Ufa, he pointed out,
is experimenting with color at its new
role in Warners'
have an important
"Larceny
Lane," with James Cagney Green. Story is by Kubec Glasmon laboratories in Neubabelsberg, and
and Joan Blondell.
and John Bright, authors of "The several processes, independently ownPublic Enemy." Cagney also has
ed, have been devised.
been assigned an important role in
Dr. Boehm will spend two months
Elissa Landi's Next
"Blue Moon Murder," one of the S. in this country studying American
Elissa Landi's next Fox picture S. Van Dine mystery thrillers.
production and exhibition. He will
will be "Wicked," directed by Allan
be the only German S. M. P. E.
Dwan. Opposite Miss Landi will be
member to attend the convention.
Betty Grable Changes Name
Allan Dinehart, popular stage leadto representing the Gering man. Victor McLaglen, Una
Betty Grable, one of Samuel Gold- In addition
man branch of the organization
Merkel and Theodore Von Eltz also wyn's proteges, has been rechristened
have been assigned principal roles in Frances Dean, which is her mother's Boehm will represent the German
maiden
name.
Society of Photographic Research,
"Wicked."
International Educational Film In-;
stitute of the League of Nations and
the
of German Educational
Three Sales Conventions
Film Ass'n
Producers.
Jetta

Goudal, |n recently
signed
Will Rogers

not want war.

First sound pictures

se "Film
h Edition
Prints
EnglisDaily"
Being
Held by Columbia Japane
(.Continued from Page 1)

"The Gencho Daily Report," film
ing next week. The first meeting
takes place May 27-29 at the Park trade paper in Japanese, with an
Central Hotel, followed by a middle overseas edition in English on Satwestern and southern gathering May
urdays, has been launched in Tokyo.
31-June 2 at the Congress Hotel, It is patterned after The Film Daily
Chicago, and a western meeting June
6-8 at the Roosevelt Hotel, Holly- in makeup, bringing the number of
wood.
such foreign emulators of this pubAll meetings will be attended by
lication up to six. Among items of
Joe Brandt, president; Harry Cohn,
interest
the first issue of "Gencho"
vice-president in charge of produc- are
the infollowing:
tion, and Jack Cohn, treasurer. Also
Tom D. Cochrane, Far Eastern
present at the various sessions will
be Lou Metzger, director of sales; manager for Paramount, is retiring
Abe Schneider, assistant treasurer; on account of illness and will be
Rube
Jackter, assistant sales man- succeeded by J. E. Perkins, Shanghai
Pacific Book WB-FN
ager; Al Selig, director of advertising manager.
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM
DAILY
Los Angeles — Pacific National and publicity; J. H. Gallagher, Hal
of "66 foreign pictures shown
Theaters, controlling a circuit of Hodes, sales promotion managers; in Out
Japan from Jan. 1 to the middle
Maurice
Goodman,
chairman
of
the
first-run houses in southren Califorof April, 56 were American, nine
nia, has signed for the 70 Warner- finance committee; Henri Brunet, European and one Soviet. ParaFirst National features and the Vita- manager of exchange operations.
mount releases led the field with 16,
phone shorts on the 1931-32 program.
followed by M-G-M, 14; and Fox
Carl Leserman and Harry Lustig Sack Brothers Re-enter
and Universal, 10 each.
handled the negotiations for WBSan Antonio Indie Field Kiichi Hirata of Star Film Co. has
FX.
to distribute United ArtSan Antonio — Reorganization of contracted
ists pictures.
the Sack Amusement Enterprises, a
film distributing and general theatriPosthumous Address
Japan's largest movie house, the
cal booking agency established in 1920, Nihon Eiga Gekijo, seating 4,000 and
but dormant for several years, was promoted by 50 business men with a
Recorded by Mussolini
completed last week when offices capital of $1,750,000, is nearing comwere opened in the local film exThrough a talking picture, Moschange district. Walter B. Lovelace, pletion.
Amalgamation of the six great
solini, after his death, will urge the associated with the Sack Brothers Shochiko Theaters, which occupy the
people of Italy to carry on the na- for the past five years, has been foremost positions as first-run nouses
tionalistic spirit he has fostered in named booker.
exclusively for foreign pictures, and
them during his regime. Fox Moviethe Kabuki-za, the greatet legitimate
Louisville House Goes Flesh
tone has made a 900-foot subject of
theater, has taken place. Capital of
him which will be shown throughLouisville — The Mary Anderson, the new company will be $15,750,000,
out Italy immediately following formerly a picture theater, has been making it the greatest theatrical organization in Japan.
turned over to a stock company.
Mussolini's death.

o of German Houses
Now Wired for Soun

,
Berlin (By Cable) — Thirty-six per
cent of the total number of theaters
in Germany are now wired for sound.
This represents 52 per cent of the aggregate seating capacity.
Total of 715 houses have soundon-film reproducers. Theaters using
disc systems number 1,189. Cinemas
wired in Berlin total 210, and those in
the provinces number 1,694.

, RAOUL WALSH, Fox director, arrived
in New York yesterday for a brief vacation.
HARRY COHN, accompanied by EDDIE
BUZZELL,
leaves for Hollywood
tomorrow.
MR. and MRS. JACK NORWORTH sail
Thursday, on the S. S. Lafayette for a
European
vacation, returning in September.
ARTHUR HURLEY has returned from
Washington, where he has been working on
the Floyd Gibbons series for RKO-Pathe.
CHARLES GLETT of Simple Simon Comedies has left for a tour of the West Coast
exchanges, via Toronto.
RALPH CLARKE, Warner Bros, managing director for Australia, now en route to
New York for home office conferences, is
due to arrive from Sidney about June 1.
WILLIAM SCOTT, RKO Australian manager, has left for the coast.
to SAM
EnglandECKMAN,
yesterday.JR., of M-G-M

returned

EARL KRAMER, general manager for
RKO in Great Britain, has sailed for Europe.
WILLIAM R. FRASER, general manager
of the Harold Lloyd Corp., returns on Friday with Mrs. Fraser from a montl sojourn abroad.

Intimate

The Daily

in Character

Or Motion
Now Fourteen

International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Pictures
Years Old

<S CENTS

Fox Product May Play Warner Metropolitan Houses

74 WESTERNS SCHEDULED FOR NEXTJEASON
0 Features Being Made

honestly s
better witi
{Continued on Page 23)

Plans for additional working capital to meet the usual seasonal requirements of the next three months,
as well as to provide for any maturing mortgages which are not renewed, are under discussion by Warner Bros, and their bankers', Goldman, Sachs & Co. and Hayden, Stone
& Co.
The company's
position
is re(Continucd cash
on Page
23)

; Simmons Joins T.P.E.
^neral Sales Manager
Simmons,
formerly
sales
- Fitzpatrick
Pictures,
appointed
general
sales
■ ager for Talking
Picture
P^pics
; Fra? k R. Wilson, president. Simucceeds
Max
Weisfeldt,
re-

r^ilm Production Course
Offereo
by University

19 Shots from Nebraska
Recapitulation of the legislative box scores reveals that the
Nebraska assembly was the hotbed of anti-industry bills during the
law-making season now practically concluded. Nineteen measures
affecting the film business directly or indirectly had their inception,
in that state.

adio and Pathe Will Supply
^
Pictures for Television Use

LIKELY FOR WARNERS

ma iag'

By Germany

Radio Pictures, RKO Pathe and
Pathe News will supply at least the
bulk of the films which National
Broadcasting Co. will be obliged to
use in television programs for at
least several years before this type
of broadcasting assumes the scope
of radio programs as they are today,
The Film Daily learns.
With television sets already on the
market, and television broadcasting
under way, the Radio Corp. of America is proceeding
steadily with the

Vermilion, S. D. — University of
Pensacola, Fla. — Daylight saving
South Dakota will offer a new course time is proving so unpopular here
next -i» if motion pictures produc- that many dissatisfied citizens are
tion. Incorporated in the course will agitating for a return to standard
be a chort history of photographic .hours. This city is about the only
processes, technique of taking mo- one in the southeast to adopt the
advanced time.
tion (Pictures and lighting effects.

Planned for '31-32

Seventy-four features with Western backgrounds are so far definitely
scheduled for 1931-32 release, it is
shown in a checkup made by The
Film Daily. More than one-half of
these are announced by independent
producers whose activities have been
stimulated by a general shortage of
product, partly due to the growth of
the double feature practice.
Features with Western backgrounds
produced for
the current
sea(Continued
on Page
24)

BOBBY NORTH RESIGNS
FROM EIRST NATIONAL

|the plan. A meeting also was helfl
to discuss the idea, and about 90
per cent of the theater men who attended are reported to have expressed
themselves in favor of it.

Warner Metropolitan Houses
May Sign for Fox Product
Pensacola Doesn't Like
Daylight Saving Time

Indies Producing Biggest
Part of Outdoor Films

development of both transmitting and
receiving apparatus.
Indications now are that television
broadcasting on a commercial basis
will be in operation in New York
and at a few other important centers by the end of 1932. In view
of the huge expense involved in in- West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAPLV
stalling television broadcasting staHollywood — Bobby North, who
tions, it probably will be several
years before television broadcasting has been connected with the First
stations are installed on any large National production department for
(Continued on Page 24)
years, has resigned.

Plan Group Buying in N. W.
Minneapolis— Group buying by independent exhibitors here and in St.
Paul is under consideration, following
a recent investigation by Al Steffes,
of
approval
widespread
found
who

in 1931-32

A deal is under way whereby Fox
product will be shown in Warner
houses in the metropolitan district,
The Film Daily learns. The proposed plan was discussed yesterday
!>v 1m >x sales executives and the Warner booking office. Consummation
of the deal is expected by Saturday.

Theater Tax Possibility
Again Looms in N. C.
Raleigh, N. C— The fight to prevent imposition of a new tax on the
film industry continued in the North
Carolina State Legislature yesterday
when the conference committee favorably reported a measure providing an ad valorem tax as a substitute
bill. The report was rejected and
then the Senate voted to reconsider.

3% of Sparks
Payroll
Donated to Red Cross
Jacksonville, Fla. — All employes of
Consolidated Theater, circuit headed
by E. J. Sparks, are donating 1 per
cent of their salaries for six months
to the Red Cross. The amount is
roll.
doubled by the circuit, so that the
check given the organization represents 3 per cent of the monthly pay-

Wednesday, May 20, 1931

Classical Shorts Series
ppy"e
"Scra
on,bia
MintzForCarto
Releas
Colum
t
Coas
West
Started on
"Scrappy" is the title of the new
DAILY

West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

Hollywood— The Itailan Filmopera
of New York has apVil. IV Mo. 118 Wednesday, May 20, 1931 Price 5 Cents Companypointed Alfredo Verrico as director
of a series of seven classical shorts,
I0HN W. ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher to feature ballets, operatic arias and
the like. Franco Profita, dramatic
Maria Vitti ColaPublished daily except Saturdays and holidays tenor, and Madam
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. X.. suonno, soprano, have also been engaged for vocal solos and duets and
by Wid's Films and
and copyright (1931)
t,
pianist, has been signed
Dore,
Film Folk Inc. J. W. A licoate, Presiden
Lina
Fditor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, for piano solos. Productions have
Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager
started at the Cincphone Studios.
Associate Editor; Do

Arthur W. Eddy,
Editor tj
Managing
Gillette,
Carle
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
at the post-office at New York, N. Y. undei
the act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage
New
free) United States outside of Greater
York $10.00 one year; 6 months S5.UU;
ber
months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscricom
should remit with order Address all
5
Y
DAIL
munications to THE FILM
Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone Circle
7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. Cable ad
y wood
dress: Filmday, New York. Hoi
California — Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607. London— Ernest
W. Fredman, The Film Renter 89-91
Karl Wplffsohn
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin—
Lichtbildbuehne, Friednchstrasse, 225. rans
— P A Harle, La Cinematographic frran
caise, Rue de la Cour-des-Noues, 19.
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Fowler Creditors Meet Tomorrow
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Creditors of Fowler
Studios will meet tomorrow to consider the financial conditions of the
company.

k
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New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STilhvell 4-7940

Eastman Films
J. E. Brulatour, Ice.

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
ft.* CALumet 3692
:.:

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121
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DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S

Charles Mintz animated cartoon series, consisting of 13 single reels, to
by Columbia next seabe released
son. Central character will be a
little boy. There will be some interpolated dialogue, music and sound
effects. Dick Huemer will supervise
pioduction and write the stories,
George Winkler will handle sound
effects, Joe De Nat has charge of
the music, and Art Davis and Sid
Marcus head the animation department.

To-day:

Universal western sales convention
Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
May 18-22: Conference of International
Federation of Cinematograph Exhibitors, Rome, Italy.
May 22 Film Trades Golf Tournament
Lake
Merced Country Club, San
Francisco.
May 25: vention,
Hughes-Franklin
Dallas.

Washington
Washington

Holdup

Bureau

of

THE

Nets

$300

FILM

DAILY

Washington — About $300 was taken from Stephen L. Eilbacher and
manager and assisJ. W.tantLaycock,
manager of the Tivoli, bv an
armed bandit Mondav night while
the show was in progress. Owing
to the fact that the day's receipts
were still in the cashier's cage, the
robber left about $1,200 behind.
5 Weeks for Gene Dennis at Beacon
"psychic wonder,"
Gene Dennis,
originally
booked for two weeks at
Warner's Beacon, will be held oyer
for three additional weeks, making
five in all.
"Chances," "Falcon" Open May 28
Warner Douglas
Bros, willFairbanks,
open "Chances,"
starring
Tr., at
the Hollywood on May 28. On the
same date Bebe Daniels in "The
Maltese
Falcon" goes into the Winter Garden.

May 27-29: tion.Columbia
eastern sales
Park
Central
Hotel, conveV /A
York.
/•
May 26-27:

Silent
closed
in the
turned

Sol Lesser on Coast Trip
Sol Lesser leaves New York
day for the Coast to represent
Lammle as his associate. He
return
months. to New York in about
Sarecky
Coast

as

Bureau.

Radio

TUP.

of tr*

/

Let

Solve

Us

RAWSTCCr
15 & 35 MM
B & W and Colors
'UNIFORM— BRILLIANT

GRAIN— DURABLE
FINE
The Gevaert Company of
America, Inc.
423 W. 55th St. 413-21 No. State St.
N. Y. C.
Chicago
Originators
of the Tinted
Base
M. P. Film
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Probleflft!

"v. auucu
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Count Westarp, an experienced
T.O. of Kansas, Western '
l„\
and St. Joseph, Mo.
pit j
theatrical and motion picture showman, for several years connected with May 26-31: the International
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Federal
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filmsMinister
under c
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f has
the Shuberts, has been appointed
Vienna.
,
manager
of the Ufa Cosmopolitan
is experimenting with color at its new
ion
Jj- laboratories in Neubabelsberg, and
at Columbus ■ Circle.
^he several processes, independently ownbeen devised.
Minneapolis Closings
fe Dr.ed, have
Boehm will spend two months
in this country studying American
Eliminate Overseatijs. productio
n and exhibition. He will
Minneapolis — With the Centul
be
the
only
German S. M. P. E.
RKO Seventh St. and Pantag
member to attend the convention.
closed, only five loop first-runs a
now operating. This is the smallq. In addition to representing the German branch of the organization
number for any corresponding ru
Boehm will represent the German
riod in many years, and reduces t
Society of Photographic Research,
first-run seating capacity to abo
12,000, which is considered low f International Educational Film Institute of the League of Nations and
a city of 500,000 population.
the Ass'n of German
Educational ..
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Security Pictures in 12th Year1*'
Thomas Productions, Ltd., Wilmington. |
Chicago — Security Pictures, inde- Del., devices for coloring motion pictures;'
pendent distributing company head- Corporation
-hare common.Trust Co., Dover, Del. 1,320
ed bv Irving' Mandel, is celebrating
its 12th anniversarv. The firm has
DESIGNATIONS
arranged to lease the offices at 1304
Warner
Bros.
Productions
Corp.,
Delaware, motion pictures, $100,000.
So. Wabash recentlv. vacated bv Tiffany. A new office also has been
opened bv Mandel in Milwaukee,
with Max Wiesner in charge, to serve
Wisconsin
and Upper
Michigan.

A. M. Goodman in Detroit
Sue Over Film Title
Detroit — A. M. Goodman is now
Macaulay Co., book publishers, managing the United Artists exhave filed suit in Supreme Court to
change here. He was a salesman
restrain M-G-M from using the title for U. A. until three vears ago. when
"Men Call It Love." The plantiff he was sent to Indianapolis as manalleges that it published a book under this title in 1926.
ager.
Durkee Signs WB-FN Product
Eastman on R. R. Board
Baltimore
— Frank Durkee circuit
George Eastman of Eastman Kodak has been elected a director of has bought Warner Bros., First National and Vitaphone programs 100
the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh
Railway Co.
per cent for the new season.
Publix Closes Minneapolis
Minneapolis — Public has
the Unique, last silent hou<;e
loop, and the premises will be
into store space.

con

May 25-29: Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.

Kid Matinees a Success
At Pittsburgh Loew House Count Westarp to Manage
Pittsburgh— First of the Saturday
Ufa's New York Theater
at Loew's
"kid matinees
morningproved
such a "success that
Aldine
d reguthe policy will be continueManager
larly, it is announced by
jack Simon. The Hearst newspaper
ted in launching the special
co-opera
shows.

Theaters

DAILY

Hollywood — -Louis A. Sareckv has
been
signed as supervisor by Radio
Pictures.

1540 B'WAY,

N. Y. C.

BRyant 9-3640

hood theatere starting in July.

Showmanship
At the

State, Fox house

in

Jersey City, a Hal Roach "Our
Gang" comedy is being advertised as a "Jackie
'Skippy' ;
Cooper Comedy."

Exhibitors throughout the United States
made

money

in playing Columbia

tures. There isn't a showman

who

piccan

honestly say that he hasn't done far
better with Columbia than any other
o

product. And Mr. Exhibitor we can promise you that the future is as bright for
those wise exhibitors who continue to
■

the path of prosperity with
Columbia. This is ONE company that has

follow

~~ er disappointed
directors or stories.

you

with stars,

LET PAST PERFORMANCES
GUIDE YOU

THE

— Quality, not Quantity
DON

GILLETTE

i_

HTHOSE Trans-Lux turnstile
movies, which are excepted to
dot all the big cities within the next
year or so, may incidentally prove a
very helpful factor in bringing regular theaters back to sanity in the matter of programs.
than an hour of enPresenting less
tertainment at25 cents a head, the
Trans-Luxers bid fair to definitely
demonstrate that the public pays for
quality, not quantity.
If the success of the first turnstile
house in New York is any indicator
of how the public at large will react,
exhibitors who have been trying to
bolster or boost their business with
double features or other added and
superfluous attractions had better get
ready to see themselves shamed by
the newer and smarter showmanship.
*
*
*

— The Rule Still Holds
who had begun to
CHOWMEN
° think that Warner Bros, were
jinxed with their two Broadway
houses at 51st St. were given a little
surprise in the last week.
g a miscellanThe Warner, nt playin
eous assortme of product since it
changed to a grind policy some time
ago, has been able to draw only a
daily handful of strays.
Then the company decided to reopen the long-dark Hollywood, right
across the street, with a real attraction, John Barrymore in "Svengali,"
the Broadway sector beand presto!
tween 51st and 52nd Sts., west side,
became alive with entertainmentseeking crowds.
Seldom has a more telling picture
presented itself in a natural setting.
On one side of the street, a luxurious house packing them in at $1.
Across the way, also a luxurious
house under the same banner, unable
to arouse much interest despite its
lower scale.
The well-known rule, which says
in effect that if you've got the best
mouse trap the world will pave a
highway to your door, continues to
hold good.

COMING
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Short Shots from
New York Studios

GETTING BACK
TO VALUES
By

&W

& GOING

MALT
• • • ONCE IN
to the public outside
that was
stunt
at Loew's in Toronto
Trader Horn hisself

awhile a picture ballyhoo offers something
the mere entertainment
qualities of the
the case when "Trader Horn" was shown
this week
a gink disguised as ole
stood at the corner of King and Yonge

Streets
he was yelling
"Step up and get your $5
gold pieces for $2.50."
and the stunt was bona fide
but those "wise" Canadians sez to themselves
"Just another Yankee gag to boost one of their bally pictures."
in a half hour Trader Horn was only able to dispose of $30
worth of gold for 15 smackers
and when the newspapers
published the lowdown, and photographs of the goops standing
around smiling wisely, with their hands in their pockets
a Scotchman who passed up the Big Opportunity ran amuck
down Main Street, biting everybody till a cop shot him
which all goes to prove that Barnum is still right
you
can't treat suckers like human beings, for most of the latter are
mostly the former
or so it seems when you try to sell
goldpieces at a 50 per cent markdown
• • • IF YOU watch closely, you'll find director Lionel
Barrymoreincidentally,
in one of James
the street
sceneswhoin is"The
Enemy"
Cagney,
morePublic
or less
of a
sensation in this pix, is a product of New York's Third Avenue
where in the old days they raised 'em good and tough
so Jimmie's
acting is backed
up by some
first-hand
experience
"Rum Row Murders," by Charles Red Jones,
is now on sale
Jones is the author of "Enemies of the
Law," recently completed by Regal Productions
For the
premiere of Rene Claire's "Le Million," the Little Carnegie
Playhouse has issued a clever novelty in the form of a pass
to reviewers, designed as a lottery ticket, printed in gold lettering on parchment
•

• • MICKEY MOUSE has been adapted to a new purpose an ad appeared in one of the tab rags the other day,
showing various poses of Mickey
Mouse
the idea was
to match up duplicate poses, and send your solution of the "puzzle" to some gink in Chi
we did so, just to see what
the gag was
and back comes a wad of literature
we
discovered to our joy that we had been awarded 42,000 votes
certified on a nice stock certificate
and these votes
were to apply on a chance of winning a Grand Prize of an auto
you can imagine how eagerly we scanned the two-page
letter telling all about the Great Opportunity
and 'way
down near the end was the catch
if we sent in a subscription to a movie fan mag
we'd be awarded immediately with 88,000 more
votes
and not a word
about
Mickey Mouse!
just another case of using the name of a
gent who has attained renown, in a promotion scheme
•

KAOUL WALSH, Fox director, is visiting in Boston for a few days, after which
he will resume his Manhattan vacation.
J1AROLD
B. FRANKLIN
is in town.
MORT BLUMENSTOCK, director, and
WILLIAM GREW, writer, are driving to
Hollywood.
CONSTANCE TALMADGE and her husband, TOWNSEND NETCHER, plan to sail
on the Europa next week for a long vacation
abroad.
HOWARD HAWKS has returned to the
coast.
NINA MAE McKINNEY, colored actress
who made a hit in "Hallelujah," leaves today for the coast to appear in "Safe in
Hell" for Warner
Bros.
DEWEY BLOOM of M-G-M has returned
from Canada, where he roadshowed "Trader
Horn"
in Ottawa
and Hamilton.
EDMUND GOULDING. having completed
"Night Angel" for Paramount, is en route
to Europe.

'

•

• THE EVENING air in a certain locality in Hollywood has wafted to the neighbors the sounds of a quartet in
close harmony
investigation disclosed that Gavin Gordon, film actor, was holding a reunion with three former classmates after all these years they finally got together
an auto dealer from New York
a city official in
Chattanooga
and a cotton broker in Atlanta
and
what more appropriate place for a reunion of a college quartet
then in dear ole Hollerword

By HARRY

JV. BLAIR

underwent aMETAXA'S
major operation
QEORGES
namthisJ
week at Paramount's New York
studio and emerged minus the
"Georges." Henceforth the young
Roumanian actor, recently brought
from the London stage to the screen
by Paramount, will be known to the
screen-goers by the single name,
Metaxa. Difficulties in the pronunciation and spelling of the Continental Georges are responsible for this
change. Metaxa is now completing
his initial screen role opposite Claudette
studio.Colbert in "Secrets of a Secretary" at the company's Eastern
William Daly, young New Yorl
social registerite, who posed for th
collar ads carrying the line "P.S.—
He got the job," has been signed by
Paramount for "Girl Habit," Charlie
Ruggles' first starring picture, being
directed by Eddie Cline.
The atmosphere of a barnyari
was prevalent on the lower stage aM
the Paramount studio during the
filming of "Close Harmony," featwm
ing the three harmonizing Boswell
sisters. Goats, sheep, pigs, cows and
chickens figure in this bucolic comedy, directed by Aubrey Scotto.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth, ha\
ing completed their series of 12 "Na£nt
gers" comedies for Vitaphone, ar
preparing to spend the summer
their home in the outskirts of Loii
don. They will return in Septembe
to make another series.

"Open Up Those Eyes," the lates
composition of John W. Green and
Edward
Heyman,
will be featured
for the first time in "Singapore Sue,"
a recently
Paramount i
short
subject. completed
What promises to be the mod
elaborate and best equipped make-up
room of any Eastern studio, is now
in the course of preparation at the
Warner Vitaphone studios where
chief.
Dick Willis presides as make-up

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and contended bygratulations
THE
are exFILM DAILY to the following memof thebirthdays:
industry, who are celebratingbers their

May 20
• • • LILLIAN ROTH is back in New York after sperding part of her honeymoon at the Royal Pines at Pinewald, N.
J
The Warner Club Tatler is a spiff y li'l mag just off
the press
the makeup is exceptionally good, as well as
the contents
it is purely social, and avoids any hoorah
abcut the company's product
which is an Idea

«

«

«

»

»

»

iSS

Johnny
Arthur
Virginia
E.
B. Den-Sale
Raymond Goldman
Mitchell Rawson
Estelle Taylor
J. George Feinberg

The Most Important

Announcement
WARNER BROS.
have ever issued

O n the following pages are 70 outstanding values for 1931-32 season.
Jliey are concrete, definite, guaranteed
and underwritten by the popularity of 66
big stars.
jyfeasure these values impartially. Give
them every test of a showman's judgment.
Match them against public demand. For
that is our test, your test and the final test
of box-office worth.
Here is the story — ungilded.
WARNER

WARNER

BROS,

BROS. PICTURES,

Inc.

give you the RIGHT

ANSWER

with

OUTSTANDING STAR
PRODUCTIONS
for 1931-32 from

WARNER
^

BROS

THE

GREEN
CAT

>

Outstanding stage hit of Berlin
for two whole years. A knockout story that will have a great
cast, novel treatment, tremendous box- office punch.

/

X

%

\

THE OTHER
MARSH,
MARIAN
IAN discove
With MAR
■▼■^^■
MAN ^
greates
t screen
ry
MARSH
of the year. Powell as social outcast
who stages a startling comeback in a startling way.
Terrifically powerful story by Roland Pertwee, author
of "Interference."

HONEYMOON

DIVORCE
By Dashiel Hammett,

HOTEL
next door tenant might

DETECTIVE
famous author of "Maltese Fal-

con". Hammett was a Divorce Detective for over
twenty years and his revelations make one of the
strongest roles Powell ever had.

WILLIAM POWELL'S THIRD starring picture will
be as dramatic as "The Other Man" and as different
as "The Divorce Detective."

Strange happenings in a
big hotel where your
be king or pauper, where
dreams are made and broken, where a girl who
thought she knew it all learns some startling things
about life and men. Stuart M. Emery wrote it.

MANHATTAN
There
are a
■KllflUTC
^ ■ ^^ ■■ ■ &
million-andone thrills in the Great Metropolis. William
A. Wolffe selected the biggest and put
them in the novel every producer sought
It will be yours with a great cast next
season. Warner Bros, will make it BIG!

BARBARA

STANWYCK
THE PURCHASE

PRIG

Drama of a beautiful girl who rises from rags to a Rolls, and the
strange results of her mad bargain with society.ByS.K.Morehouse
Barbara as a girl who couldn't
live down
her mother's
past!
From the Broadway play "Top Of The Hill" by Chas. Kenyon.
Sweetheart of the derelicts in a
West Indies locale! Strong drama
made doubly powerful by a startling plot and a daring counterplot. From play by Houston Branch.

PLEASURE
Hits hard at today's
p
big topic. Men aud

■

B^
■£

£* H
^^

women who take
™
* ^^ ^^
■
their pleasures first and consequences later.
From

Everything the title implies. Interwoven love affairs. A society girl who
plays one man against the other
until she gets caught in a scandal
that shocks the world
By Nicholas Armand.

Marjorie Fisher's widely read novel.

MIDNIGHT
SUBWAY
It moves fast! Strange things happen! Action!
Thrills! Excitement! That's the beginning! It
ends in a smashing climax they'll never forget !
By Owen J. Barnes.

John

Barrymore
has a greater acting role than "Svengali" as

,.^_

SPthe MAD

GENIUS

with MARIAN
MARSH,
CHARLES
BUTTERWORTH,
DONALD COOK, CARMEL MYERS and FRANK DARRO

From the play by Martin J. Brown. Already produced,
it is hailed as the outstanding screen achievement of
Barrymore's career — the most sympathetic and dynamic
role he has ever had.

WARREN
WILLIAM

MARIAN
WARREN

H. B.
WARNER

MARSH

(

and.
WILLIAM

]

greatest star discoveries of last
season will head
cast inan important

3F

MOUTHPIECE

ANTHONY
BUSHELL

Dolores

the strange story of a criminal
lawyer who controls the lives of
"shady" characters. His unusual
talents free or imprison people
at will. By Frank J. Collins.

Costello
in

EXPENSIVE
t%
EL
IYI
\J
fff
Kl
C
M
1A# A
answers the fan demand of the
in a story as thrilling as her
One of the most pretentious
include Warren William, H. B.
Bushell and Joe Donahue.
By CATHERINE E. KNOX, a
debutante who knows her Park
Avenue and tells all. All the drama,
comedy, action and intrigue of this
sensational novel will be doubly enhanced with a powerful cast and
tremendous production backing.

THE MAN
^^k

J^

£

IN THE

Here is a truly great story.

secret
strange
the lives
of a whole
One man's
^^ f^ ^J l^i controls
family. His power is shorn in one of the most
terrific climaxes the screen has ever shown.
By Fred J. Russell.

by, Wil
nov
ing
sellson
' el best
Collison.
Dolores
world and returns
magnetic beauty.
supporting casts
Warner, Anthony

Constance

ennett
THE
DANGEROUS

SET

An ultra-smart society drama of a woman of many conquests
and one conquest too many. By Gregory Stone. An uncon ventional theme for an unconventional star.

George

A rl is
MEET THE NEW
to
STARS (Thee thempublicon demands
the screen. )
GEORGE

ALEXANDE
HAMILTON
JAMES
CAGNEY
ill have

MARIAN
MARSH

a more

will be a sweeter,

powerful role than
hia "Public Enemy."

more beautiful hero*

You

starring vehicle
will
THE 2nd
give full scope to the
alents of the star.
A picture for every
Arliss fan and every

The "Disraeli" of Ameriea. Bringing
to the sereen ihe colorful, romantic
life of this famous American. By
George Arliss and Mary Hamlin. With
Doris Kenyon, Dudley Digges, June
Collyer, Montagu Love.

lover of tin it sua I
entertainment.

inc than "Trilby."

will get them both in

4?l 1

Glas5y Kube
mon
andc John
Bright, authors
iblic Enemy.'1 You can bank on
something absolutely sensational. One
of the strongest box-office pictures on
tl,. A irner
1IH..I- program.
nrnomm.
New! Different!

BEAUTY
BOSS

ARLISS

and

ihe

Ten months publicity in

"Photoplay Magazine" in
a contest to find a story to

fit this title,' Bound to result in a strong, true-tolife romance! Watch this contest closely for the
winning story!

'\m\
■Jjl

^K»a/

V

»

|

The screen has
seldom shown a
drama as powerful as THE

STAR
WITNESS
It opens with a terrific heart-punch
— and builds — and builds — and
builds to a terrific climax that will
be remembered for weeks. Enough
real entertainment value to make
it one of the outstanding hits of
the season. A great cast will bring it
to the screen. By Lucien Hubbard.

Every woman,
from shopgirl to
society matron,
."fr will go out of
her way to sec

SALE
Frederick Descrau's drama
of a girl who sells her honor
to the highest bidder— with
regrets! A mad bargain with
life and its expensive results.
A great title and a great story!

^^^
^^^A ^

PAID to
DANCE

One of the cleverest comedies screened in a long, long
time. Intimate story of Paris'
most notorious gigolo. Sensationally funny with some
of the wittiest dialogue ever
written.
By Arthur Caesar.

M
HERCULES
Here's the answer to
the cry for something
different — embodying
every type
entertain-to
ment fromofcomedy
drama, from murder to
hilarity, from romance
to mystery. From the
book by Gwen Williams.

You'll get the KIDS

_

and the GROWN

UPS

too

Winnie

Lightiier
Will make

them

laugh in 3 knockout

comedies

SIDE SHOW

M

CHARLES
BUTTERWOnTH

By William K. Wells, author of
'"Cockeyed World. " Winnie running
wild through a side-show! Imagine
the opportunity tor the kind of fun
that has made Winnie a winner!
With Charles Butterworth, Donald
Cook, Evalyn Knapp.

BIG HEARTED

wmv'

BERTHA

Gives Winnie the biggest role she ever had. This
Leona Wilkins story is one of the most novel comedies Warner Bros, have ever produced.
Warner Bros, have five knockout
comedy stories from which to select
the third Winnie Lightner release.
But no announcement will be made
until we are positive that no funni.
er story will be ivritten before 1 932.

For thrills! — Action! — Romance!

WINGS

— Speed!

£ SEA

Will take your audience miles into the
sky. A great romantic epic centered
around the U.S. Navy Flying Squadron
with the Plane-carrier, U.S.S. Saratoga
as part of the production. Fred J.
Russell's exciting story.

Booth

Tarkington
Has made millions of kids and

YANKEE
KHaw

very
of his
is A cast
best.
of stars

— young and old —
will bring it to the screen as a truly great
100% audience sensation!

mileat
After carrier
sea
«
the
-k>
on terrific
ili.
Monti.
uring
a
planes

plane-

Leagues Under The Se

m

grown-ups laugh and cry at
his inimitable stories of life.

battle,
land

SUB
COMMANDER

will probe the mysteries of the deep in one of the
most pretentious
undertakings on the Warner
program.
Suspense'
Drama at Action!
the bottom
of
the sea.

By F. J. Jones

FIRST NATIONAL
will present for the
season 1931-1932

STAR
ATTRACTIONS
Produced with the
showmanship

that has

fashioned the industry's
outstanding hits

DAVID
MANNERS

*
hn Monk

Saunders, author

JL»awn Patrol," "Wings" and
The Finger Points." Fourteen
weekly installments in "Liberty
Magazine" have pre-sold this great
war story to millions. Sensation
as a book. Gives Dick a more

5^ J
Hi I I
CHANDLER

"•t-

1

JOHN M V< h.
BROWN

Richard

fflil
DRAMATIC
SENSATIONS

powerful role than"Dawn Patrol."
Big supporting cast includes
Helen Chandler, John Mack
Brown, Elliot Nugent and Frank
Albertson.

Wi

'\il7rJ3"ii?A333 "Mo* ^

and literary world have be
combed for a story big enough to
match the genius and drawing
power of the star.

I

I
again trill be your biggent box-office draw with
these smashing
stories.

PENT
HOUSE
By Bernice Babcock. Intimate life above the eighteenth floor with madcap
adventure-seekers of the big
city. One of the most dramatic and unusual climaxes
the screen has shown.

FAME
KVALYN

KNAI'P

From Phillip Barry's
Harvard prize play
"You and I". Already
completed and hailed
as the prize picture
of the year.

A great problem play —
young love versus old
ideas. Lewis Stone, Doris
Kenyon, Charles Butterworth, Evalyn Knapp and
Una Merkel in the leading roles.

WE^ ^
THREE
From

the great play by Edith
Fitzgerald who wrote "Illicit". An
unusual story of a young wife who
refused to share the love of her
child. Her great sacrifice is one
of the most compelling climaxes
in a long time.

HIS FACE
IS YOUR

FORTUNE

Edward

G.

H. B. WARNER

Robinson
FIVE STAR FINAL
Louis Weitzenkorn's dynamic play
ROBINSON as the unscrupulous editor
of a yellow press tabloid, with MARIAN
MARSH, H.B.WARNER, ONAMUNSON.
FRANCES STARR, GEORGE E. STONE.

or*A

THE INSIDE MAN

MUNSOIM

By Melville Crossman, will give ROBINSON
a totally different character than he has ever
portrayed. A strong theme, the kind that made
him famous on the stage.

THE HAWK

aDb:z:[

sleuth, a hard, shrewd detective with a soft
spot in his make-up.
A real Robinson role.

MERRY
WIVES
REN O
with satire —
spiced
Comedy,
A love story that starts in the
city where love stories usually
end. Robert Lord
wrote this hilarious story.
Any showman
can see at a
Charles Hanson Towne,
editor of class publications wrote this story of
society. So daring a theme
it was banned for years.
Now it can be shown. First
National will produce it for
all it is worth— MILLIONS!

glance its seal
of success!

Serialized
in Liberty
Magazine

F E L LOW
PRISONERS
Startling incidents in
a prison camp where
men of the world rub
shoulders with the dregs
of the earth. Sir Philip
Gibbs made this one of
his best-selling novels.
.... First National will
make it one of the season's best-selling drama.

with LORETTA

YOUNG
and

CHARLES

BUTTERWORTH

SHOWMEN

will play HOOKEY from
CARE
with these great
ATTRACTIONS
KID

*'%•*

PENROD
AND

SAM

t

<*&&.

+ *\#«** &* ! •>* V vo V

BOOTH TARKINGTON'S
inimitable story of today's
boy. His fun and his troubles — his pranks
and his dog — his joys and his sorrows.
LEON JANINEY, wonder
boy of "Father's Son" will
bring it to life.
Count on the biggest profits
you've ever had with this
screen classic

JOE E.

"
M*
I'om'II yet
the kids in
droves when

you

play —

BROWN
in 3 knockout eomedics

LOCAL
BOY
MAKES
GOOD
Joe as a rube who out-smarts the wise
boys of the big town. Dozens of original
gags — and how Joe puts them over!
By Walter De Leon.

THE TENDERFOOT
Brings the absent-minded
and puts him among a
toughs. From the famous
hit by A. Heartz and

THE

professor to life
gang of Western
New York stage
Richard
Carle.

BOUNCER

Another great comedy by Bert Kalmar
and Harry Ruby with Joe running wildeyed and wide-mouthed through a hundred side-splitting comedy innovations.

n

BOOTH
TARKIIVGTON

The
love

whole
and

family
admire

W~^%
^

&

Douglas r;i I TlKI II liS. Jr
4 STAR
You'll get him in

LORETTA

YOUNC

Attractions!

I LIKE YOUR
NERVE

A dashing devilmay-care role, the
kind that made his

father famous. LORETTA YOUNG again
teams with Doug. Roland Pertwee, author
of "Interference" wrote this actionful
comedy-drama directly for Doug.

FLYING

EAGLES

Doug, goes uj» in the air again in a story
by John Monk Saunders, author of "Dawn
Patrol." Here is one story that is 100%
sold to your public already.
The 3RD and 4th DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS, JR.

starring vehicles will match the drama, romance and spirit of his first two on this
year's program. Action will be stressed
throughout. They will be spirited, youthful
and the fastest -moving stories you've ever
played.

THE m&l LADY
DOWNSTAIRS
Burning story of a child
thai wasn't wanted —
who knew her mother
only as "the lady downstairs". Carries you
through twogenerations
of affairs of the heart.
Seldom has anything
as powerful as this been
hi-ought to the screen.
By Frances Lathrop.

By. S. S. Van Dine, master of mystery. This
is his first direct-for-the-screen
story which he will personally
supervise. Introducing a new
and
r than
WALTE
Vance.characte
Philogreater
R
HUSTON, LORETTA YOUNG
and a big cast will enact this
exciting drama.

and the Darling of the

Continent
Toast of Berlin,
Paris,an ofVienna.
Woma hundred
moods — a thousand
charms. She will apply all and
her majestic
beauty
stirring
emotions to Baroness
Carla Von Jensen's
great novel.

I SPY

Dares to tell the real truth about

Europe's daring, feminine spy. Ex.
poses for the first time the exploits
and adventures of the cleverest and most beautiful woman
operative the world has ever known. It will be directed by
William Deiterle, foreign genius who is now directing Richard Barthelmess in "Spent Heroes." It will be one of the
outstanding star productions on the First National program.

Walter 1 1 n S| Oil
provides the strength of characterization that makes this one of the
outstanding hits of the year.
LORETTA YOUNG
DORIS
KENYON
DAVID MANNERS
JOHN
DUDLEY

HALLIDAY
DIGGES

complete one of the
strongest box-office
casts ever assembled.
Startling picture of the
rackets of our national
industries, intimidations byhighly respected men. Something new
and dynamic in screen
dramas. By Roland V.
Lee.

A First
National
Star
Attraction
for

1931-32

aiiiels
HONOR
OF
THE
FAMILY
One of the greatest
stage
HonoreA
Balzac plays
ever wrote.
World- War hero, victor of many love
conquests meets his
WILLIAM
equal in a beautiful
WARREN
girl. Warren William,
one of the standing
stage's
outdramatic
actors will
featured.
be coBED and BOARD
Hand-tailored for Bebe.
fit her diversified talents
ic star and the screen's
comedienne. By Lenore

NAME

ON

Designed to
as a dramatoutstanding
J. Coffee.

THE

REGISTER
A title that needs only Bebe Daniels
to make it the biggest box-office draw
of the season
By H. H. Long.

The

CHANGES
As modern as today.
Showing the startling
changes of the world
through the eyes of
a woman. New pleasures, new hopes, new
sacrifices. Wilson Mizner wrote this unusual
story!

|V

I

4
Doro

GREAT
STORIES
from

thy

Two women in
search of the
same man. A battle of the sexee, fought with the vim, spirit, and
sophistication of "The Modernist Of The Screen". By Ann Austin.

AS

GOOD

Ed

AS

NEW

Thompson Buchanan's laugh riot was the hit of Broadway last
season. Dorothy will make it the hit of her lifetime. It's the kind
of comedy she makes unforgettable!

Maekaill
THE

SINGLE

LADY

will give Dorothy a more appealing, more dramatic role than
"His Captive Woman" and "The Barker". An original by
Howard L. Brooks. A dramatic picturization of today's free
4TH wiH be selected from several unusual stories which Miss Maekaill does to perfection — dramatically —
commercially!

To Complete a

Vitaphone brings
Africa's strangest
mysteries to the
screen in

Perfect Program

HvraiBBH^offers ihe most comprehensive,
diversified and star-studded

ADVENTURES
IN AFRICA

short features ever presented for release in , one
season. Novelty, comedy and class! Every
kind of entertainment for every

Two years to make!
Filmed in the heart
of the African Jungle.
Wild animals! Wild
tribes! Strange customs! A Series of

kind of audi-

• All Talking!

LOONEY
TUNES
Inimitable song cartoons

with B O S K O
The Laff Of The Party.

13-1-KEEL

comedies

which

mean

you'll have the best screen
cartoon in town for thirteen weeks next season.

A series of
Musical

/'I -Red
Knockouts

with the

world's mi «-l popular kings of
Khythm. Real, honest-to-goodness
musical innovations you'll never
forget

B
oband
One
by

Only

JONES
most famous sports personality in the world in

HOW I
PLAY
GOLF
The shorts New
York critics called "the most successful screen

S. S.
Van Dine
Robert L. RiplOV

will continue his inimitable series with

13-1 -REEL

BELIEVE IT OR

NOT

shorts. Mr. Ripley has just returned
from a trip around the world with a
Vitaphone cameraman, with the most
startling oddities ever screened ....
Twelve and a half million daily readers guarantee the box-office
draw.

By

MELODY
MASTERS

The

merger oftainment
enterand education". Willi
filmdom's biggest
stars in the cast.

ences! k

12-2-REEL
Thrillers

i

V

Exhibitor

and

Public

Demand

Mr. & Mrs. JACK
NORWORTH
Will

continue

their

domestic

r.-'r'.-sof 6-1-Reel
l\o argument
comedy
team

fun -scraps

Farces

about
it, they're the best
in the short-subject field.

America's foremost creator of
detective thrillers will
write a series of

12-2-REEL

DETECTIVE
MYSTERIES
Featuring a greater mastermind than Philo Vance, in exploits more spine-chilling than
any your screen hasever shown.

TEU
III SIX.
Champion radio broadcaster of
sport events will make a series of

13-1-Reel

SPORT SLANTS
of every

With the champions

branch of sports. He'll show and
tell why Iney're champions.

Action, action, action all the Waj !

Big Star in
Ei •#*#•#/ Picture

13-1-REEL

PEPPER POT
NOVELTIES

That's the

WARNE

Novelties, old-fashioned
news reels, surprises, ventriloquists, oddities, organ
reels, laughs, fun, pep!
Every one a big surprise.

policy for

BIG STAR
COMEDIES

Famous author of "Penrod" stories.
Known and loved by every person old
enough to read, will write a series of

13-1-REEL

193321-

12-2-REEL

BOOTH
TARKINGTON
Juvenile Comedies
Direct for Vitaphone. Brightest kids
on the screen will bring them to
glowing life. Great entertainment for
the kids and grown-ups!
....

12-2-REEL

(y starring

The GIRL
FRIENDS
Thin Thelma White and

Your Patrons will
join in the songs of

Fat Fanny Watson

13-1-REEL

MERRIE
MELODIES

And q Others starring the six
foremost comedians Ln the
laugh manufacturing business.

Edward

BROADWAY
BREVITIES

M. Newnian

Will produce
a series
o\

'/ 13-1 -Reel

Miss
RUTH
ETTING
will be starred in A

son in the audience to sing
perg eve
with
thelin
screen
Compel
. rv
Peppy!

Musical reviews with the greatest stars in the musical comedy
field. Knockout stories with

Novel! Amusing! Synchro-

girls, laughs, romance.

nized byone of the world's
jazz orchestras.
greatest

GLOBE-TROTTER
TRAVEL
TALKS
Showing
ing facts and
most rent

terestatfBB in the
earth.

STAR

HITS

FROM

O"BR
R
WARNEHITS
STAR
FROM
FIRST NATIONAL
•Bunt one more thought—
es
RBROS, theatr
NE
ARju
Eve
(la
st completed the
inest year in history — and
heir backbone product
i:i> WARNER
BROS. anr

PICTURES

~

~

~

VALUES
for 1931-32
Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

.

.

.
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©
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LATEST HOLLYWOOD

HAPPENINGS

Coast Wire Service

31 Comedies Scheduled
At Educational Studio
Thirty-one comedies on Educational's 1931-32 line-up will be produced
at the Educational studios, it is announced. Of this number, 13 will
be one-reel Cameo Comedies, six
Ideal Comedies, six Mermaid Comedies, and six Torchies, featuring Ray
Cooke, produced by C. C. Burr.
William Goodrich will be principal
director at these studios next season,
while Ernest Pagano and Jack Townley, Universal writers, have been resigned for next season. E. H. Allen
continues at the helm as general
manager of Educational studios.
Henley to Direct "Mouthpiece"
Hobart Henley has been assigned
by Warner
Bros,
to direct "The
Mouthpiece,"
with Warren
William
in the leading masculine role.
De Mille Starts July 1 at Para.
William C. De Mille starts work
as a director at Paramount on July
1, following a vacation.
Muni Due at U. A. Next Month
Paul Muni, signed for the leading
role in "Scarface," which Howard
Hughes will produce for United
Artists, is due from New York next
month to start work. Howard Hawks
will direct.
Countess in Pathe's "Common Law"
The Comtesse Margot De La
Falaise, wife of Comte Alain De La
Falaise of Paris, is making her film
debut under her maiden name of
Margot Webb in a minor role in
"The Common Law," RKO Pathe
production starring Constance Bennett. Her husband has signed a contract as a writer with Radio Pictures.
'He is the younger brother of Henri,
Marquis De La Falaise, who is in
charge of French version films for
Radio.
Marlene Dietrich's Next
Marlene Dietrich's next Paramount
picture, to go into production shortly,
will be "The Lady of the Lions," an
original by Bartlett Cormack. Josef
von Sternberg will direct. "The
Lady of the Lions" will take the
place of "Indiscretion," originally announced for Miss Dietrich.
Lew
Cody
in "Horseflesh"
Lew Cody has been given a role
nvhich
"Horseflesh,"
the will
racingdirectstory
Charles Brabin
for
M-G-M.
"Beggar's Opera" Holding Over
"The Beggar's Opera," musical
drama in German, is being held over
it the Warner.

Barbara Weeks' Break

Barbara Weeks, musical
comedy actress, has been
signed by Samuel Goldwyn for
five years and given the romantic lead apposite Eddie
Cantor in "Palmy Days."
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

©

WII.K

Pathe Completes Three
New Season's Features
Three of the 21 features on RKO
Pathe's 1931-32 program have been
completed. These are Eddie Quillan in "The Whoop-Te-Do Kid," Ina
Clare in "Rebound," and Helen
Twelvetrees in 'A Woman of Ex-

their mother, Minnie Palmer, actress
J^ICHARD THORPE and Sidney and vaudeville producer, who wrote
Algier are directing Hoot Gibstaged their first act for which
son in "Wild Horse," for Allied Pic- and
received a gross income of $50
tures. Neal Hart, Joe Rickson and athey
Two productions now in work are
week.
George Bunny have been added to
"Common Law," starring Constance
*
*
*
the supporting cast.
*
*
*
Dot Farley, who has appeared in Bennett,
perience." and Bill Boyd in "Iron
several RKO Pathe comedies, has
Through Arthur MacArthur, Edna Bennett has been signed for an been signed for a role in another
Watson to Direct for Pathe
RKO Pathe comedy, as yet untitled,
important role in "Penrod and Sam," Watson.
will be directed
by William
William Watson, who has directed
Chalice."
which William Beaudine is directing which
two-reel comedies for the past 13
for First National.
*
*
*
*
*
*
years, has been signed by Lew LipJulien Josephson, who wrote the ton, RKO Pathe short subject proAt the age of 72, Samuel Marx
ducer, to handle the megaphone on
has followed in the footsteps of his screen play and dialogue for "The
Millionaire," starring George Arliss, Daphne Pollard's second Manhattan
sons, the Four Marx Brothers. He is
now writing at Fox.
*
*
*
comedy,
MarrvBarrows.
Me!" an orighas made his debut as an actor, playinal story"Oh,
by Nick
ing a comedy bit in a scene for
"The House Dick" has been chosen
"Monkey Business," which stars his
offsprings.
Warren William for Warner Film
as
the title
for Jimmy
Savo's French
initial
talking
comedy,
which Lloyd
*
*
*
Warren William will have the
will direct. Louis Brock will proBy the way, the elder Marx was
duce the comedy for Radio Pictures masculine lead in Warners' "The
a business man before his sons be- release. Savo's comedy pantomime Mouthpiece," Joseph Jackson's
came famous. The comedians re- at the Masquers Revel is still the adaptation of a story by Frank J.
Collins. In the meantime he will
ceived their stage
training
from talk of this village.

Start
of BadProgram
Lands' Sono Art- World Wide's
For 'Dugan
Monogram
Fourth "Thrillo" Started

appear in "The Honor of the Family" with Bebe Daniels for First
National, playing the part enacted by
Otis Skinner
on the stage.

Production was started today on
the second of the Monogram Pictures program. It is "Dugan of the
Bad Lands" and co-stars Bill Cody
and Little Andy Shuford. Robert N.
Bradbury will direct.

"Hell Bent for 'Fri->co," the fourth
in the series of Sono Art-World
Filming World Dances
Wide's Thrillo-O-Dramas, has just
Harriet Huntington has started a
gone into production with a cast in- world tour to make a pictorial hiscluding Charles Delaney, Vera Reyof dances of various countries.
nolds, William Desmond, Carroll Tom toryWhite
is directing and Leon
Nye, Edmund Burns. Richard Cra- Shamroy is cameraman.
Yola D'Avril in "Common Law"
mer, Wesley Barry and Tom O'Brien.
George W. Weeks is personally suRKO Pathe has added Yola D'Avpervising the picture.
ril, French actress, to the cast of
"Common Law," in which Constance
Lardner Authors "All At Sea"
Bennett will be starred. Miss D'Avril
Ring Lardner has written the next
appeared in "All Quiet on the West- Wheeler
and
Woolsey
story
for

in Rates
New Low

ern Front."
Gleason in Features and Shorts
In addition to appearing in a series of six two-reelers written by
himself for RKO Pathe, James Gleason will be cast in features, the first
being "Whoop-Te-Do Kid," in which
Eddie Quillan will be starred.

It is titled "All' At Sea."
RKO.
Finish "Strange Woman" Script
Doris Anderson has completed the
screen
Strange
Lebedeff
ard

HOLLYWOOD
ROOM

script for RKO's 'The
Woman," authored by Ivan
and Benn W. Levy, RichBoleslavsky is directing.
$

RKO McKenzie
Casts "Cow and
Slips"George
Robert
ArlenArlen
in "Secret
Call" cast for
Richard
has been
"The Secret Call," which Paramount
will make with Peggy Shannon in
the feminine lead. Others in the cast
are: Ned Sparks, William B. Davidson. Charles Trowbridge, Selmer
Jackson, Eugene Pallette, Charles D.
Brown, Frances Beresford and Claire
Todd.
Jack Holt In Warner Picture
Jack Holt has been signed by Warner Bros, for an important part in
"The Star Witness," to be directed
by William Wellman from a story
by Lucien Hubbard. Others in the
cast include Frances Starr, Chic Sale,
Edward J. Nugent, Grant Mitchell,
Dickie Moore and Sally Blane.

Chandler have been signed for "Chic"
Sale's next short feature for RKO,
"The Cow Slips." The original title
was "The Murray Widow."
Boyd
Loaned
to Paramount
Tom Boyd, RKO contract writer,
lias been loaned to Paramount, according to an announcement by William Le Baron.
RKO Halliday.
Casts "Private
Affair"Ruth
John
Gladys Gale,
Weston and Alfred Cross have been
added to the cast of RKO's "Nancy's
Private Affair," starring Mary \stoi
with Robert Ames. Everett Horton
and Noel Francis have already been
announced for the cast, Gregory I.aCava is directing.

4

WITH
BATH

$

5

Right in the heart of
Hollywood—
withto
interesting places
and things to
go-pcoplc
to do.
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Theater

Reported by Film Boards of Trade

Changes

ALABAMA
Changes in Ownership
Greenville- -Opera House, sold to W. J. Ray
by P. L. Vann ; Luverne — Liberty, sold
to Eddie B. Tomberlin by Revel & Cope;
Thomasrille — Rivoli, sold to R. N. Howell
by A. C. Spinks.

Closing

Centerville — Frances.

ARIZONA
Changes in Ownership

Nick Diamos Amuse. Co. has taken over the
following theaters from Phoenix Amuse.
Co.: Ajo — Oasis; Florence — Iris; Hayden
— Rex; Ray — Iris; Sonora — Sonora ; Superior— Mauk.

Closings

Camp Verdi— Camp Verdi ; Parker —Parker ;
Wickinsberg — Antler.

ARKANSAS
Changes in Ownership

Gish by C. A. Whitney ; Tonganozie —
Corp. ; Dunnellon — Lyric, sold to George
Royal, sold to J. W. Evans by J. L.
Chalker by C. E. Beach ; Fort Meade —
Closings
Majestic, sold to L. V. Goodbread by H.
Sparks.
Sanford Mayhall ; Orlando — Strand, sold
to H. G. McGaughy by Sol Samuels ; Hanover — Rex ; Weir — Star ; Wetmore — Opera House.
Pensacola — Belmont, sold to W. J. Hury
Re-Opening
by E. Cummings.

Closings

Carrabelle — Booth;
Millville— Alco.

Madison —

Madisonian ;

IDAHO
Changes in Ownership

American Falls — Iris, sold to George B. Dickinson; Nampa — Adeladie, Majestic, sold
to Inland Amuse. Co. by Herman J.
Brown; Tensed —Closing
Pastime, sold to H. S.
Hanna.
Lewiston — Rex.
Spirit

Re-Opening

Lake — Cozy.

ILLINOIS

Earle — Princess, sold to Leslie E. Clarke by
Changes in Ownership
J. Shannon; Gurdon — Gurdon, sold to G. Abingdon — Bijou, sold to W. B. Cozean by
S. E. Pirtle; Byron-Rose, sold to G. A.
Sterling by R. D. Wright; Helena— Paramount, sold to Malco Thea. by PublixBest by F. B. Spoor; Chicago — Lucille,
Saenger ; Pine Bluff — Saenger, sold to
sold to S. Kowal by J. Szanto ; Galena —
Malco Thea., Inc., by Publix-Saenger ;
Dreamland, Grand, sold to Stanley R.
Subiaco — College Show, sold to F. Gregory
Leay by F. W. Engeloch ; Pinckneyville —
Harriett, sold to Pinckneyville Amuse. Co.
bv Father Jerome; West Helena — Palace,
sold to J. F. Herd by E. T. Hawks;
by W. O. Hall; Warsaw-Vivo, sold by
Stewart Walter.
Wynne — Dixie, sold to L. F. Haven by F.
Closing
H. Jones.

Spearville — DeLuxe.

Name

Change

Othale — Andrews to Dixie.

KENTUCKY
Changes in Ownership

Muckala by B. Benfield ; Dodge Center —
Opera House, sold to Sid Smith by L.
Bergtold ; Minneapolis — Camden, sold to
L.
Joe by
O'Brien
; Rainbow,
sold Kopman
to M. C. byMartin
Doctor
Watson ;
New Duluth — Grand, sold to C. J. Doran
by
L. Thea. Dale
Co.; by
St. Paul—
Garrick, ;
soldG. to& Howard
Sam Ludwig
Selby, sold to Frank & Hardesty by Leo
Aved; Waterville — Gem, sold to W. D.
Haswell by A. C.
Lloyd.
Closings
Duluth — Capitol Re-Openings
; Minneapolis — Century.
Selby.
Dassell — State ; Lamberton — Star ; St. Paul —

Calhoun — 'Masonic, sold to Gorder Valentine
and Elvin Stiles by L. R. Cobb ; Dawson
Springs — Sequoiah, sold to A. W. Plues by
New Theater
Dawson Springs Auditorium Co. ; Dry
owner.
Ridg"e — New Theater, sold to R. Rosnagle Minneapolis — Metro, Joe Choron,
by J. L. Sanders ; Greenville — Mecca, sold
MISSISSIPPI
to Joseph Martin by A. J. Mercer ; LouisChanges in Ownership
ville— National, sold to Switow Bros, by
National Theater Corp. ; Loew's State, sold Fulton — Dixie, sold to B. E. Debow by Jack
to Loew's, Inc., by Louisville Opera Co. ;
Mix; Sumner — Strand, sold to Fred HamSpringfield — Majestic, sold to F. J. Martin
ilton by Smith Murphy ; Waynesboro —
Princess, sold to
O. H. Hunt
by C. R.
Closings
by J. H. Barnes.
Closings
Shuttleworth.

Beech Creek — Beech Creek j Danville —
Colonial ; Dixon — Rex ; Earlington — Tem- Natchez — 'Hamilton ; Starkville — Rex.
ple ; Guthrie — Dreamland; Hartford — Star;
MISSOURI
Louisburg — Palace ; Louisville — Lincoln ;
Changes in Ownersnip
Ritz ; Superba ; Providence — Dreamland ;
Sabree — City Hall ; Stanford — Opera Cabool — New Cabool, sold to O. E. Lewis
House ; Clay —Re-Openings
Palace.
by F. A. Lane ; Farmington — Ritz, sold
to George H. Karsch by Lead Belt Amuse.
Closings
Drakesboro
—
Moody;
Midway
—
Midway;
Co. ; Independence — Granada, sold to
Ashton — Pastime ; Belleville — Washington ;
Three Point — Akers.
Hughes-Franklin by Dan C. Snider ; KanArkadelphia — Royal; Beebe — Pioneer; HutBement — Avalon ; Dupo — Oupo; Le Roy —
sas City— Paseo, sold to G. A. Maloney by
tig— Princess ; Lake Village — Queen ; RecNew Theater
Princess ; Marion — Roland ; Palestine —
tor— Palace.
R. O. Madison ; Liberty — Plaza, sold to
Palestine ; Springfield — Palace ; Witt — De Russell Springs — Russell, H. P. Dunbar and
Commonwealth
Thea., Inc., by C. R. WilLuxe ; Yates City — Paramount.
CALIFORNIA
John A. Williams, owners.
son ; Macon — Valencia, sold to Glen W.
Re- Opening
Changes in Ownership
Dickinson by Pertile Thea. Co. ; MayLOUISIANA
Hughes-Franklin
chain have taken over the East St. Louis — American.
wood, Maywood, sold to Hughes-Frankhn
Changes
in
Ownership
following theaters from the Redwood TheINDIANA
by Snider & Clow ; St. Louis — Ashland,
Hammond — Columbia, sold to Affiliated
ater Circuit: Eureka — Rialto,
Liberty.
Rex, Fairy ; Springfield — Iris, sold to
Thea., Inc., by Southern Amuse. Co. ;
Changes in Ownership
State ; Fortuna — State ; Ferndale — State ;
Tucker Bros, byClosing
S. E. Wilhoit ; Thayer —
Mangham — Liberty, sold to Johanna Piro
Fort Bragg — State ; Dinuba — Williams ; Eaton — Princess, sold to George Addington
Crescent ; Union — Liberty ; Washington —
by H. F. Rogers ; Melville — Amusu, sold
Areata — Minor ; Ukiah — State ; Long Beach
by Clyde Hyer ; Ft. Wayne — Maumee, sold
Calvins.
to L. J. Langlois by H. Hedburg ; New
to Ralph F. Fisher by Charles Byrds;
— -Redondo,
sold to Alfred Utahs by M.
Orleans — Fiorito's Dream, sold to George
Brasky ; Los Angeles — Brooklyn,
sold to
Greenfield — Riley, sold to T. M. Elliss by
Heck by A. Fiorito ; St. Maurice, sold Cape Girardeau — Cape ; Craig — Wickeser ;
PRL Theaters, Ltd., by Popkins
& RobF. J. Rembusch Ent. ; Hartford City —
Galleo — 'Strand ; Houston — Lyric ; Kansas
to F. DeGraauw Closings
by Leveque & Landry.
Dawn, sold to Culbertson & Scheidler by
bins ; Joy, sold to PRL Theaters, Ltd., by
H. M. Popkins ; Merryland, sold to S. A.
Luther V. Gucker ; Speed — Community,
City — New Center ; Keytesville — AmeriHedding
by M. L. Woolfson ; Riverside
sold to J. Dorsey by Louisville Cement Co. Arcadia — Dixie ; Bogalusa — Magic City ;
— Mainstreet ; Weston — Weston. can ; Sheridan Re-Opening
Closings
sold to Fletcher & Colby by R. B. Stevens
Morgian
City —Re-Opening
Arcade.
Unique, sold to PRL
Theaters, Ltd., by
Bremen — Rialto ; Cayuga — Majestic ; Evans- New Orleans — Dauphine.
Robbing,
Popkins
& Berman ; University
Anderson — Ozar ; Center — Community ; Half
ville — Majestic ; Ft. Wayne — Broadway ;
sold to Cohen
& Turkel
by Joslyn
&
way — Airdome ; Macon — Valencia ; Marsh
Kendallville — Princess ; Merome — Cozy ;
MAINE
Heiser; Wabash,
sold to PRL
Theaters
field — Ritz ; Newburg — Lyric.
Sellersburg — Empire ; South Whitley —
Ltd., by Pete Lasher;
Maywood — Egyp
Changes in Ownership
Whitley; Wheatfield — Star; Brookville —
tian, sold to Herman
Lewis
by F. K
Theater
Closing
Bridgton — Riverside, sold to F. Sumner Hall Humansville —New Memorial,
National ; Greenville — Lillian.
Gordon Butler
Plessner ; Montrose — Montrose,
sold to B
Re-Opening
by State Thea. Co.
owner.
G. Meyers by K. K. Marston ; OrangeConnelton
—
Irving.
Name
Change
Colonial, sold to Lee & Terry by Thomp
Woodland — Opera House.
IOWA
son & Mills ; Oxnard — Boulevard,
Oxnard
Rich Hill — Opera House
to Booth.
MARYLAND
Closings
sold to Hughes-Franklin
by J. Roy Wil
Changes in Ownership
Hams ; San Francisco — Gaiety, sold to W
MONTANA
Batavia — Opera House, sold to W. R. HockJ. Baker by Rex Lane ; Southgate — South
Changes in Ownership
ing; Cedar Rapids — Granada, sold to Jas- Balto — Embassy ; Greensboro — Riverside ;
gate, sold to C. C. Porter by J. P. Ho
Rising Sun — Opera House.
per Sutton by Glen Peck ; Des Moines —
Billings — Lyric, Regent,
warth ; Willetts — Majestic, sold to Merle
Closing Babcock, sold to
Ritz, sold to Willard & Leslie Smith;
C. Larsons by W. C. Wheeler.
MASSACHUSETTS
Hugjhes-Franklin
Columbus —
Closings
Earlham — Family, sold to M. W. Smith;
Closings
Oasis, W. L. Kyle,Circuit
new ;manager.
Guthrie Center — Garden, sold to G. Allen
Burbank — Victory; Los Angeles — Rainbow;
by G. Schmennicker ; Kanawha — Tall Corn, Boston — Palace Re-Openings
; Holyoke — Ritz.
Middletown — Middletown ; Newman — NewBid Sandy — Grand.
sold to L. G. Gilligan by M. B. Quire;
man ; Palm Springs — Palm Springs; VicNEBRASKA
Pella—
Strand,
sold
to
O.
Benson
by
E.
P.
torville — Victor.
Great
Barrington
—
Maihaiwe;
Lynn
—
Comique.
Hosack ; Pomeroy — Ritz, sold to A. J. FarRe-Opening
rell ; Rockford — Cozy, sold to E. C. MoChanges in Ownership
MICHIGAN
San Francisco — Bayshore.
sher : Primghar — Opera House, sold to V.
Elgin — Quality, sold to E. R. Townseiul by
VonBoxtell
by
M.
Nathan;
Hawarden
—
New Theater
E. M. Davis ; Falls City — Rivoli, Electric.
Rivoli, sold to H. Bleuchel by Pace &
Changes in Ownership
Sun, sold to O. C. Johnson by F. L.
Baum.
Pomona — Fox, Fox-West Coast Theaters,
owners.
Alma — Idle Hour, sold to Cassidy & Gordon
Closings
Hooper; Gering — Amusu, sold to M. L.
by
H.
D.
Rockwell
;
Bronson
—
Coliseum,
Cross ; Lawrence — Lawrence, sold to ComName Change
sold to E. N. McFarland & Keys, doing
Boone — Strand ; Charter Oak — Royal ; Clearmunity Club by C. F. Walz ; Stromsberg —
Long
business as the Sun Theater Co., by Keys
field— Art : Marion — Garden ; Newton —
Rialto, sold to Delmar F. Harris by F. R.
Beach.Beach — Lyric-Mission to The Long
Strand ; Terril — Rialto ; Waterloo — Water& Vetter; Detroit — Dix, sold to H. DudSmith ; Wilber — Moon, sold to Troxell
loo ; Cherokee — Rialto.
COLORADO
leson, by Wesley Abendorf ; Farnum, sold
Amuse. Co. by I. N. Beck; York— York,
Re-Openings
to Louis Schlussel by S. Kulinski ; Knicksold to Lester F.
Martin by York Amuse.
Changes in Ownership
Closings
erbocker, sold to Benjamin Schmittdiel by
Pueblo — Critcher, sold to S. H. Cain by Farragut — Unique ; Irwin — Irwin ; Moville —
Knickerbocker
Amuse.
Co.
;
Republic,
sold
Sophia Critcher.
Park ; Orange City — Cottage ; Rembrandt —
Co.
to A. W. Roland by Earl W. Wright;
Closing
Amusement Corp. ; Sanborn — Princess.
Romulus — Family, sold to Norman Wright Gresham — Acme; Milligan — Central; Rosalie
KANSAS
Somerset — Somerset.
—
Empress; York — Dean: Big Springsby J. W. Porter.Closings
Seaman.
Re-Opening
-Granada.
CONNECTICUT

Changes in Ownership

Devon — Devon, sold to E. Wilson and H.
Banks by M. Kish ; Hartford— Liberty,
sold to Wm. De Luco and M. Daly by
A. DeLorenzo.

Closing

Waterbury — Alhambra.

FLORIDA
Changes in Ownership

Cocoanut
Grove — Cocoanut
Grove,
sold to
Ted Crowther
by Cocoanut
Grove
Thea.

Changes

in Ownership

Augusta — Isis, sold to D. A. Bisagno by C. Detroit — Dajvison, Regent, Rosebud, Vendome; Monroe — Majestic; Onaway — Dean;
G. Harryman ; Canton — Auditorium, sold
Port Huron — Sun.
to J. F. Ledbetter by H. L. Gibson; LeonRe-Openings
ardville — Leonard, sold to Business Men's
Club by E. C. Erickson ; Moline — DeLuxe, Stockbridge — Starland ; Pigeon — Gem.
-old to Jess B. White by W. B. Koch;
Ness City — Doris, sold to L. C. Snider by
MINNESOTA
T. E. Bondurant ; Nickerson— Gem, sold
to E. F. Hamilton by Ralph M. Lambert;
Changes in Ownership
Olathe — Andrews, sold to Hughes- Franklin Belle Plaine — State, sold to H. L. Sternberg
by S. C. Andrews; Republic — Royal, sold
by Geo. Ryan ; Blooming Prairie — Rex,
to Fairbanks- Suttmiller by G. G. Nutter ;
sold to Harry Nelson by Bergtold & BlaisStrong City — Uptown, sold to Lancaster &
dell ; Clinton — Opera
House,
sold to G.

Winside

Battle

Re-Opening
NEVADA
Mountain — Kinema.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Changes Closing
in Ownership
Rochester — Colonial, Scenic, sold to Inter ■tate
Thea. Corp. by Rochester Thea. Co.
West

Stewartstown — Gem.

Widnesday, May

20, 1931
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Fifi. Back to Stage
Fifi Dorsay has ended her
contract with Fox and plans
to leave about the end of next
month for another tour in RK-O vaudeville. She opens in
Cincinnati and winds up in
New York, where she Is to

1)

POLICY

join the Ziegfeld "Follies."
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Additional Financing
Likely for Warner Bros.
(Continued

from

Pane

After 14

1)

ported to be around $4,000,000 and
bank loans are approximately $2,000,000. Current assets are said to
be about twice current liabilities.
Less than $2,000,000 of mortgages,
most of which were outstanding on
theater properties at the time of acquisition by Warner Bros., are due
in the three months ending in August, and it is expected that most of
these will be renewed. The heaviest
maturities of this type are in the
succeeding 12 months, when the aggregate will be around $10,000,000.
As on several occasions in the
past, advances might be obtained
from the Warners through their
personal
raw
Corp.holding company, the Ren-

Years of
Serving this
Great Industry

Fox Getting f
Opportunities
— that are missed
— By JACK

ALICOATE

With a daily

—

New Theater Firm in Cincinnati
With a chronic fam1 _ Cincinnati — Articles of incorporaLost in ine of story material, it
tion have been filed by the Oken
Co., with offices in NewTransit is no less than produc- jAmusement
port, Ky., by Maurice White, Mike
tion mayhem that the
Spanagel, Cincinnati, and Raymond
soul of so many stage successes is Murphy, Newport, Ky. The firm will
deal in theaters.
lost somewhere in the transition
from stage to screen. That this
condition is a studio fault that can
be controlled by the proper application of artistry and brain power
is definitely demonstrated in the
fact that every so often a screen production does blossom forth with all
of the heart and vigor of its legitimate stage ancestor. Obviously, putting adramatic thought over the footlights by flesh and blood is one
thing, and trying to mirror that same
thought from a flat screen is decidedly another. However, it can and
occasionally is done, and herein, in
our modest opinion, lies the artistic
luture of the talking screen.

If you are one
of those sentimental souls
who enjoys a
good cry, or an old stone-heart who
likes to see others cry, or perchance
one who enjoys the novelty of seeing
practically an entire audience in tears,
drop into the Rivoli Opera House any

Oh, Boy,
How They Cry

evening at 7:10 o'clock. You'll see
mure hankies in full view than in evidence at a chautauqua salute. The why
and wherefore of it all is "Seed," in
which Director John Stahl stages a
most impressive comeback. ft is
grand, although slightly mushy, entertainment, will give the dear ladies
of all ages plenty to chat about, contains and abundance of kid Stuff and
(Continued

on

lJaue

2)

Newspaper
Film Daily

"Road to Hell" Held Over
"Road To Hell" is being held over
for a third week at Shubert's Majestic, Brooklyn.
The attraction
also
is being held over for a second week
at Brandt's
Carlton,
Jamaica,
and
Brandt's Windsor, Bronx.
The Shu(|berts have also booked the film for
t,a two-week
run at the Pitt, Pittsburgh, beginning May 25. This picture is being booked by Public Welfare PictjiFej— New— Y-ork^

Still believes
That nothing

1

Geissler-Good Producing
Indian Series in Color
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

Takes the
xT

'
Place of
Reader Interest
And Confidence

DAILY

Hollywood — A series of short subjects depicting the lives of Mnrtii
\ln,..:- appose
Sunday
Shows
\j Cleveland — Officials,
club
leaders
njand ministers
are leading a strong
(opposition
to
Sunday
movies
in
n Cleveland
Heights,
following
announcement byM. B. Horwitz, owner of the Heights, that he will ask
"/for a poular vote of the people in
Xthe
November
election.
Joe Goldberg
in Seattle
Seattle, Wash. — Joe Goldberg
■- Columbia
is here arranging
for
road-showing
of "Dirigible"
at
Metropolitan.

of
the
the

Roe Brainerd Dies
Kansas City — H. Roe Brainerd, 36,
well-known local amusement man, at
B one time treasurer of the Shubert
yeand the Empress, died in the Evancegelical Hospital following an emerTlgency operation for peritonitis. He
thwas stricken suddenly Friday.
an

In a publication.
:THE

IK! NlftMMIk
Of IIIMIOM

THE
24

74 WESTERN PRODUCTIONS
PLANNED FOR NEW SEASON
(Continued

from

Page

1)

son totaled less than 40, the survey
--hows.
Universal is down on the record
with six features, including "Bullet
Proof," with Walter Huston. Paramount will offer three, "Caught,"
•The Roundup" and "Rose of the
Rancho." "Montana Moon" is the
only M-G-M feature with a western
background planned. RKO will contribute "Frontier." Fox lists five,
"Riders of the Purple Sage," "Rainbow Trail," "Thoroughbred," "Salome
Jane" and "Silver City." Pathe is
lining up six and Columbia has announced eight with Buck Jones and
another series not definitely titled as
yet. Warner Bros., First National
and United Artists have not scheduled any pictures of this classification.
Other producers have mapped out
their westerns as follows: Monogram,
16, comprising two series of eight,
cue starring Tom Tyler and the
other co-starring Andy Shuford and
Bill Cody; Allied, eight starring
I loot Gibson; Meteor, eight starring
Ted Thompson. Another indie producer plans 12.
William Witman Dies
Columbus, O.— William S. Witman, well known in film circles, died
at University Hospital after a brief
illness. Witman headed the first
Cleveland company to clean films.
Later he was on the Warner selling
staff in Denver.
Gusdanovic's Son to West Point
Cleveland — Herbert Gusdanovic,
son of Paul Gusdanovic, prominent
local circuit owner, has received an
appointment to West Point Military
Academy.
Kid Shows for Cleveland Houses
Cleveland — Kid shows will be presented all summer on Friday morning of each week at RKO Palace
J Keith's East 105th St. This
policy goes into effect \\'ien the public schools close in June.
Small De Luxer
Huron, O. — William Wynne, who
bought and rebuilt the old Huron
theater, now called the Ritz, claims
to have the smallest de luxe house in
the territory. It has 178 seats, and
is equipped with the best of everything.
Monogram
West

Coast

Names

Bureau,

THE

Directors
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — J. P. McCarthy, Robert N. Bradbury and Phil Rosen have
been named by Trem Carr, to head
the Monogram Pictures directorial
staff. Buddy Post will have general
supervision
of all units under
Carr.

On to Reno
Reno, Nev. — Three producing companies now have units
on location here. They are
Radio Pictures, Paramount and
Warner Bros.

RADIO, PATHE TO SUPPLY
PICTURES FOR TELEVfSIOl

19th ANNUAL
FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT
SIGN THIS AND

FORWARD

TO

THE

FILM

DAILY,

1650 B'WAY.

Here is my entry and ten dollars for the spring film golf tournament, to be held on Wednesday, June 10, at the Fenimore Golf and
Country Club, White Plains, New York.

New Dulut'K'-G'r'ayna^maPf6--C: J Doran
& L. Thea. Co.; St. Paul— -Garrick,
by
soldG. to Howard Dale by Sam Ludwig;
Selby, sold to Frank & Hardesty by Leo
Aved; Waterville — Gem, sold to W. U.
Closings
Haswell by A. C.
Lloyd.

\

; Minneapolis — Century.
— CapitolRe-Openings
Duluth
Selby.
Dassell — State; Lamberton — Star; St. Paul—

(Entrance Fee if paid at tournament will be $12.00)

THE COMMITTEE

New
Minneapolis — Metro,

AL LICHTMAN
MIKE SIMMONS
RED KANN
ARTHUR STEBBINS
DON
MERSEREAU
JACK ALICOATE
BRUCE GALLUP

Newspaper

for

U

Reel

The
Spartanburg
"Journal,"
Spartanburg.
N. C, has
been adde <ty;
to the list of newspapers in the Un
versal Newspaper
Newsreel associ;
tion, it is announced
by Fred
Mi
Connell, short subject sales manage
for
U.
This the makes
sponsoring
Grahamthe
newsreel.

Natchez — Hamilton

; Starkville — Rex.

MISSOURI
Changes in Ownersnip

Cabool— New Cabool, sold to O. K. Lewis
by F. A. Lane; Farmington — Ritz, sold
to George H. Karsch by Lead Belt Amuse.
Granada, sold to
Co. ; Independence —
Kanby Dan C. Snider;
Hughes-Franklin
A. Maloney by
G.
to
sold
sas City— Paseo,
to
sold
Plaza,
Liberty—
R O. Madison;
R. WilCommonwealth Thea., Inc., by C. Glen
W.
son; Macon — Valencia, sold to
Dickinson by Pertile Thea. Co.; Maywood, Maywood, sold to Hughes-Franklin
St. Louis — Ashland.
by Snider & Clow;
Rex, Fairy; Springfield — Iris, sold to
S. E. Wilhoit ; Thayer—
Bros, byClosing
Tucker
Calvins.
Crescent ; Union— Liberty ; Washington—

Craig— Wickeser ;
Cape;
—
Girardeau
Cape
Galleo-^Strand ; Houston — Lyric ; -AmeriKansas
l
Keytesvil
Center;
New
—
City
ton.
— Mainstreet
Sheridan Re-Opening
can;
Weston — Wes-

75th
papt13'1
McNam*.

Anderson— Ozar ; Center— Community ;
way — Airdome ; Macon— Valencia ;
field — Ritz ; Newburg— Lyric.
Butler,

Humansville
owner.

TheaterGordon
New Memorial,

—

Name

Greensboro
Balto — Embassy;
Sun — Opera House.
Rising

—

Riverside;

—

House

to

Booth.

sold
Columbus
Circuit;
Hughes- Franklin
L. Kyle, new manager.
Oasis, W.

Boston — Palace; Re-Openings
Holyoke — Ritz.
Barrington

Marsh-

Change

MONTANA
Changes in Ownership
Regent,
Billings— Lyric,
Closing Babcock,

MASSACHUSETTS
Closings

Great

Hill— Opera

Rich

Closings

^^^^^^oing
Mailiaiwe ; Lynn
—

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy
Dedham, Mass.— George Schauerte
operator at the Dedham Community
Theater, recently proved himself quite
a hero when fire broke out in the
projection booth. In the face of the
flames, instead of rushing to safety,
he grabbed a fire extinguisher and
put out the fire which did slight
damage to the booth and a reel of
film. More than 500 men, women
and children were in the theater at
the time a"nd hardly any of them
were aware of what was happeni
ng.

by Jack

Mix; Sumner — Strand, sold to Fred HamMurphy; Waynesboro —
ilton by Smith
Princess, sold to O. H. Hunt by C. R.
Closings
Shuttleworth.

old

75th

Gets Sunday Permit
East Providence, R. I.— At the rfjascent meeting of the Town Councf—
Samuel Bomes, owner of the ne^{j:
Hollywood, received a permit to opiien
erate on Sundays.
prn,
re;

owner.

Fulton— Dixie, sold to B. E. Debow

London— "Sally
in
Our
Alley"
first picture
turned
out by Ass
ciated Talking Pictures, Ltd., Britiay;
unit headed by Basil Dean, for RK
release, has been completed and tl
technical work by three Radio Pi>1,<J
tures technicians sent over here hi
received much praise.
The trio it
eludes
Bob
Martin,
chief
earner;
man; Otto Ludwig, cutter, and Raj'ed
mond Friedgen, co-director.
"Foot^
steps in the Night"
is the secorbld
production being made.
ew

"Millionaire" Holds Over
Boston — George Arliss in "The
Millionaire" is playing an additional
week at the Fenway, where it is having a second run, making one of the
few times that a picture has held
over on a second run here.

.

Choron,

Joe

MISSISSIPPI
Changes in Ownership

Work of RKO Technician^
Paramount Art Dept.
Makes Hit in England
Exhibits Scenic Designs
An exhibit of designs for film productions, arranged by William N.
Saulter, art director of the Paramount New York studios, has been
placed on display at the headquarters
of the United Scenic Artists' Ass'n,
251 West 42nd St., where it will be
on view daily until May 30. Among
scenic artists represented in the display are Ernest Fegte, George Williams, Gabriel Scagamillo, Sam Corse, Chick Kirk and J. Franklin
Whitman. There are 70 designs from
various Paramount productions. Nels
Astner, impresario of the exhibit,
has arranged for another to open
June 1.

Theater

•

Sandy — Grand.

NEBRASKA

Changes

don

Port Clinton, O. — Mrs. Fre§ud!
Reichert, owner of the Madrid, is Isold
Mercy Hospital, Toledo, for an operation. Charles Peschel, golf prc1^
is managing the house in her absenctght;
Pensacola, Fla.— E. Cummings ha
sold the Belmont to W. J. Hury.

Bid

^'enright
,^'um,

Seymour,
Conn. — Strand,
recentl
closed by Louis Olshan, has been r«
opened and is being operated by t
owner,
E. H. Rolston.
ean

Cleveland — Walter Brandt has
Refugio, Tex.— Young and Baun
joined the local Universal sales force. garten
are building
a theater
he
He was formerly manager of the Hall Industries will do the buving, (]
local First National exchange.
' is said.
o G

to
—

in Ownership

by
Elgin-Quality, sold to E. R. To-vnseml
Rivoli, Electric.
K M Davis; FallsC.City—
L,J
F.
by
n
Johnso
Sun. sold to O.
L..
Hooper; Gering — Amusu. sold to M.
comto
sold
ce,
Lawren
—
ce
Lawren
;
Cross
Stroms
F. K
by bergC. F. Walz;
F. Harris
munity Clubtoby Delmar
Rialto, sold
Smith • Wilber — Moon, sold to Trpxell
York— York.
Wise Co by I. N. Beck;
Martin by York Amuse.
soW to Leste/F.
Closings

Co. am— Acme ; Milligan-Central ; Rosalie
Gresh
York— Dean ; Big Springs—Empress; Re-Opening
Seaman.
Winside — Granada.

NEVADA
Re-Opening
Battle

Mountain — Kinema.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Ownership
in ng
Changes Closi
Interstate

Scenic, sold to
Rochester— Colonial.
Thea. Corp. by Rochester Thea. Co.
West

Stewartstown — Gem.

Intimate

The Daily

in Character

Of Motion
Now Fourteen

International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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62 PUBUX THEATERS _ DOUBLE -FEATURING
Fox Getting Ready to Launch Educational Film Dept.
Opportunities
— that are missed

— By JACK

ALICOATE

—

With a chronic famLost in ine of story material, it
Transit is no less than production mayhem that the
suul of so many stage successes is
lost somewhere in the transition
from stage to screen. That this
condition is a studio fault that can
be controlled by the proper application of artistry and brain power
is definitely demonstrated in the
fact that every so often a screen production does blossom forth with all
of the heart and vigor of its legitimate stage ancestor. Obviously, putting adramatic thought over the footlights by flesh and blood is m one
thing, and trying to mirror that same
thought from a Hat screen is decidedly another. However, it can and
occasionally is done, and herein, in
our modest opinion, lies the artistic
luture of the talking screen.

Expect Gov't Aid in Plans
To Supply Pictures
To Schools

Mystery of Stolen Films
Solved in Cellar Shows

Fox is conducting a survey of the
non-theatrical field to determine the
scope of its proposed educational-film
department, according to Glenn Griswold, vice president in charge of public relations. Although definite arrangements have not as yet been

Hamilton, Ont. — Arrest of two
juveniles, charged with the theft of
eight miles of film from downtown
theaters, has solved a movie mystery and uncovered a novel racket
here in the way of "non-theatrical
competition." The youngsters, when
caught, were giving a showing of
' Dangerous Curves" in a private cellar
equipped with a projection machine,
screen, and chairs for the audience.
Thirty-six other films, including 10
comedies, each 1,000 feet long, were
found in the cellar.

(Continued

on

Page

8)

128 SHORT SUBJECTS
SET BY EDUCATIONAL
A total of 128 short subjects,
divided into 76 one-reelers and 52
two-peelers, will be produced for
Educational release next season, it
was announced yesterday by E. W.
I l outinued

on

Page

2)

Dual Policy Heaviest
in
New England — Dropped
in Five Cities
Sixty-two Publix houses, principally located in New England, are now
playing double features. Practically
all of the New England theaters have
been operating under this policy for
some time, but more recently 18
Chicago houses
twin-feature
bills. have gone in for
Chicago theaters playing double
features are: Nortown, Riveria, Congress, Century, Belmont, Marbro,
Granada, Senate, North Shore, Gateway, (Continued
State, Berwin,
Central
Park,
on Page
8)

Considering Wide Campaign
To Discourage Double Bills
GOLDEN STATE CIRCUIT
SIGN WB-FN PRODUCT

A campaign to stress to exhibitors
the fallacy of double feature policies
is expected to be undertaken by
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
major distributing companies. Although no compulsion via exhibition
Hollywood — A series of short sub- contracts is likely to be exercised, efjects depicting the lives of North
forts wf'l be made through field
American Indians will be made in forces to convince theater men that
San Francisco — Golden State TheMulticolor by Gee-Gee Productions,
ater Circuit has signed to play the
is dead wrong and is disheaded by C. R. Geissler and Frank the theory
tinctly bad business. Among other
Good. A unit is now in New Mexico reasons to be advanced is that during entire Warner Bros.. First National
If you are one
and Vitaphone product in its 30
(Continued
on Page
8)
filming the first subject.
Oh, Boy,
houses. Deal was negotiated by Carl
of those
sentimental souls
How They Cry
Leserman, western sales manager,
who enjoys a
and Charles M iiehlinan, local branch
manager, i ( for
WB-FN,
good cry, or an old stone-heart who
ontinued
on Pagt and Robert
[likes to see others cry, or perchance
out- who enjoys the novelty of seeing
practically an entire audience in tears,
Idrop into the Rivoli Opera House any
Hughes- Franklin Split
A new process of recording sound
evening at 7:16 o'clock.
You'll see
"Trader"
Opens
in
Four
i more hankies in full view than in eviIs Emphatically Denied
on film, using the variable density
Buenos Aires Theaters
method, and capable of recording 18,1 deuce at a chautauqua salute. The why
000 cycles, will be announced by P.
i and wherefore of it all is "Seed," in
West Coast Bureau, TUP. FILM DAILY
which
Director John Stahl stages a
A. Powers next week, Till- FlLM
"Trader
Horn"
opened
in
four
Hollywood — Emphatic denial was
most
impressive
comeback.
It is Buenos Aires houses simultaneously Daily learns. Work is now under
of
grand, although
slightly mushy,
en- yesterday, according to a cable re- way at the Powers Long Island stu- made today by representatives
Howard Hughes that there has been
dios,
where
the
first
studio
recordtertainment, will give the dear ladies
ceived at the M-G-M home office.
will be made. Kmil Velazco, any break with Harold B. Franklin,
ol all ages plenty to chat about, con- The theaters playing the feature are radio ingsorganist,
yesterday had bis who is operating the Hughes-Frank
tains and abundance of kid stuff and the Paris, Palace, Grand Splendid
circuit. Franklin is now in New
York.
organ removed
from
the siIdeal Stu- lin
and Gelgrano.
{Continued
on Paqe 2)
(ContinueJ on Pagt

Geissler-Good Producing
Indian Series in Color

New
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And Its Awards
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>'»■" ^ldsporting
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The

Lon<j Island City
154 Crescent St.
STilhvell 4-7940

. E. Brulatour, Inc.
:•:
Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywood

4121
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May
May

showing of the hrst picA special
tures produced by Magnaeoior, a
pertected by Consolicolor process
dated rum industries, was given to
members of the trade press yesterot sevday. The program
eiai scenes
of Mowers,consisted
landscapes and
colored cosof girls
close-ups hollowi
ng inthe
iumes.
showing,
Nicholas ironolove, chief engineer
ior Magnaeoior, delivered a short
technical lecture on the workings ol

instinct for good fellowship and tair
the process. According to I ronoplay with the latest dictum from the iOve, Magnaeoior requires no mateworthy Academy of Motion Picture .iai change in present cameras or
Arts and Sciences wnich provides projectors, but a slight adjustment
that no individual or company shall ol tne camera gate is necessary. The
be entitled to more than one nominaon the , "bi-pack"
tion lor tlie best production of the idea
is based
piocess
ot using
two negatives
running
year. And why this ruling? As a emulsion to emulsion. The front
matter of cold, hard fact as well as nlm carrying emulsion sensitive to
opinion, one company might have all olue rays and the back film of panlive best pictures oi the year. (Jt red rays. chromatic stock mainly sensitive to
course, it may be that these future
are to be just anacademy awards
other series of those things. In that
we are sorry we Drought the
matter
up at all.

Hammons. In the single reel group
are \l Mack Sennett brevities made
in color with Sennett's own process,
H. Howe's Hodge lJodges
six Lyman
edited by Robert E. Giilaum, 13
cameo Comedies, six "Cannibals ot
the Deep" novelties by Sennett, 13
Romantic Journeys made in Multicolor by Brown and Nagel with
Claude Fleming in the role of narrator and guide, and 26 Terry-Toons
produced by Frank Moser and Paul
terry,sicalwith
director.Philip A. Scheib as mu-

Columbia Nets $550,624
In 39 Weeks to March 28

I Eastman Films

Chicago
ft
;';
Indiana Ave.
if 1727
♦'•
CALumet 3692

Academy

It's hard for
us to reconcile

38
39
74
74—1
95'A 95'A
87
87—1
103 103
77'A 77J4 —3
82"4 82J4 —
*4
30
31
+ l'A
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is standing 'em up at the box-office.
It is a Universal picture.
Ali. yes.

'A
%
</4
'A

83rd Link for Radio System
With acquisition of station RKB
at San Diego, the Columbia Broadcasting system, in which Paramount
owns a half interest, now has 83
links.

{.* New York
i.i
1M0 Broadway
t.t
BRyant 9-4712

I)

two-reelers, previously announced, include 26 from Mack Sennett, eight from Al Christie, six by
C. C. Burr, six Mermaids and six
Ideals.

Columbia Pets. Vtc 10*4
10"4
10*4—
Fox Thea. "A".. . . 3/8
2%
2/8 —
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd..
6*4
(,'A
6'/2 +
Trans-Lux
7*4
7'A
7'A +
NEW
YORK BOND
MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 39^4
Keith A-O 6s 46.. 75
I.oew 6s 41ww
9S'A
Paramount
6s 47.. 87
Par. Bv. 5/s51
..103
Par. 5/as50
79->4
l'athe 7s37
&2A
Warner's
6s39
... 33
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FINANCIAL
NEW

from

Magnaeoior Productions
Demonstrated To Trade

Golden State Circuit
Sign
WB-FN
Product
(Continued
from
Fac/e 1)

1 he

Columbia Pictures and domestic
subsidiaries report net profit for the
39 weeks ended Mar. 28, 1931, at
$550,624 after amortization of films,
interest, Federal taxes, etc. In nine
months ended Mar. 31, 1930, net
profit was $732,879 after charges and
Federal taxes.
Remodeling
Birmingham
Houses
Birmingham — The Strand and Galax, recently purchased from Publix,
will be remodeled by the Birmingham Theatrical Amusement Co., according to C. D. Haug, manager.
The new owners took possession of
the houses
May
16.
Klang Returns to Philadelphia
Charles Klang, eastern sales representative ofthe Van Beuren Corp.,
who lias been pinch-hitting for General Sales Manager Harry Scott
during the latter's trip to the coast,
has returned to his office in Philadelphia.

Fox Signs Fiction Editor
Richard Carroll, until recently fiction editor of "Liberty" Magazine,
is joining Fox in an important executive capacity in the story department at the West Coast studio. He
assumes his duties July 1.
A.M.P.A.

Guests

lonal

May
May
18-22:

May22
May
25:

May

Conference
of
Internation
Federation
of Cinematograph
Exhibitors, Rome, Italy.
Film
Trades
Golf
Tournament.
Lake
Merced
Country
Ciub,
Sa
Francisco.
Hughes-Franklin
vention,
Dallas.

Theaters

coi

25-29: Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers Hote
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.
27-29: Columbia eastern sales conven
tion,
York. Park Central Hotel. New

May

May

McNeil and Gene Emmick for the
circuit. i he booking involves 11
San Francisco first-runs, as well as June
11 houses in Oakland and others in June
Berkely, San Leandro, Hayward,
June
Monterey and other situations.
T. & D. Jr. Circuit also has signed Sept.
100 per cent for Warner, F. N. and
Vitaphone product.
June
June
District Managerships Confirmed
Recent appointment of Ben Benjamin as district manager in the Kansas City area, and Phil Dunas as district manager in the Chicago territory was officially announced yesterday by Columbia.

DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S

2b-27 . Annual convention of the M I
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missuui
and St. Josepn. M<>
26-31 : International conference on edu
cational films under patronage
the
Federal Minister of Education
Vienna.
Testimonial dinner to Charles L
Winston, New England division
manager, R-K-O Theaters, Copley
6-8: Plaza Hotel, Boston.
31 -June 2: Columbia midwestern sale
meet, Congress Hotel, Chicago.
10:
Columbia western sales meet
Roosevelt
Hotel,
Hollywood.
Nineteenth
Fum
(jolt
Tourn
10:
merit,
Fenimore
Country
Club.
White Plains, Westchester, N. Y.J
Adjourned
annual meeting of Fox
Film
Corp., New
York.
15:
Annual Convention of Southeast
Theater Owners, Atlanta.
14-18: Annual convention of Advertising Federation of America, Hotel
Pennsylvania, New York.
9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota. Minneapolis.
27

Summer
Closing Advanced
Birmingham — Date for closing the
Trianon, RKO, has been moved up
two week. House goes dark May
30 for the summer, according to
George
Steele, manager.
Mrs. Nixon-Nirdlinger Acquitted
Nice (By Cable) — A French jury
has acquitted Mrs. Charlotte NixonNirdlinger, put on trial for slaying
her husband, Fred Nixon-Nirdlinger,
Philadelphia theater man, during a
quarrel last March. Verdict waJ
granted on grounds of self-defense.
Switch
to Monday
Opening
Birmingham — The Alabama, Publix house, has changed to Saturday
Monday.
openings. It originally opened on

Metaxa, Paramount's new foreign
star; John W. Green, composer, and
Betty Garde, Paramount featured
da\
player,
comprise
the line-up for to

the

'sHotel
meeting
Dixie.of

the

A.M.P.A.

Mayfair Theatre B'ldg, N. Y.

i)
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PICTURES

HOLLYWOOD

Madison
Over looking Ocean at Illinois Avenue
ATLANTIC CITY. N.J
Atmosphere of the old South,
faithfully reproduced and transplanted
to a position of distinction by the
sea . ern
. .comforts,
jointly efficient
offered with
all modservice
and
superior cuisine.
The rates for Spring are most attractive.

FETTER

■

CHOLUNGER.

Cupene C FeHer. r*lnp Dir

Inc.

TO BUY

PARAMOUNT'^
1931-2 PRODUCT
IS ON!

EXHIBITORS

are wel-

coming PARAMOUNT'S sales
force with friendly open arms!

WIRES are sizzling with
the news of hundreds of
1931-2 contracts signed!

BIG DEALS for PARAMOUNT
Jubilee Product are closing with
unusual speed!

EVERYWHERE

PARAMOUNT
IS THE
BUY WORD
OF THE
HOUR!

PARAMO
ENT
CEM'S
OUNUNT
ANN

BOOK

was prepared for practical, thinking
showmen.
It presents Real Facts !

■s

&n
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HOLLYWOOD
i By

FRED

RALPH

NIBLO

Short Shots from
New York Studios

FLASHE
WILK

has been signed by

'

X Charles R. Rogers to direct Bill
Bovd Pathe.
in "The
Iron
Chalice,"
for
RKO
*
*
*
S. S. Van Dine, whose original
contract called for a series of short
detective stories, will continue writing for First *National.
*
*
Harold Lloyd is expected to do
'Beau Pest" as his next for Paramount release in 1931-32. It is a
burlesque
on
the
Foreign
Legion
written by Richard Connell.
*
*
*
Eddie Dowling lias started production on "Honeymoon Lane," in which
he is starred. Supporting him are:
Ray Dooley, June Collyer, Noah
Beery and Raymond Hatton. William C. Craft is directing.
*
*
*
Pert Helton, comedienne, has been
signed by Mack Sennett for a featured role in an Educational comedy. Semiett also has engaged
Daphne Pollard for a baseball opera
with Tom Duga)i and Wade Boteler.
*
*
*
"Six Week in Reno" is the title of
the Bert Wheeler and Robert \\'o.>lsey production being made by Radio
Pictures
with
the divorce
city as
locale.
*
*
*
Mae Clarke has been signed by
Universal for the leading feminine
role
"Waterloo
Bridge,"
which
James in Whale
will direct.
*
*
*
Sidney Fox will play opposite John
Boles in "Strictly Dishonorable,"
which John M. Stahl is to direct for
[Universal. Gladys Lehman is doing
the script from the Broadway stage
hit.
*
*
*
Clara Kimball Young will be
starred in "Women Go On Forever,"
which James Cruze is producing at
the Educational Studio.
*
*
*
Our Passing Show: Raloh MurIphy, C. Henry Gordon, Phil GersIdorf, Lou Schreiber at the preview
'of "A Woman of Experience"; MurIray Feil and Fred Kohlmar visiting
Universal on business.
*
*
*
Estelle Taylor, recently cast by
Samuel Goldwyn for the new Ronald
Colman picture, "The Unholy Garrlen," will follow this with a role in
mother United Artists production,
Street Scene," to be directed by
KiiiK Yidor.

iE.

H.
ALLEN,
general
manager
of the
durational
Studios,
leave*
today
for
the
;oast.
, DR.
A.
II. GIANNINI
arrives
in New
York from San Francisco on Saturday.
E. A. NEEPEF
of the Harold Lloyd I orp
arrives
in New
York
today
after
visiting
'aramount
exchanges on his return from the
aramount
Coast convention.
CARL
LAEMMLE,
JR., is en route to
ew York from
Hollywood.
MARCEL
M-G-Mon
ails
tomorrow ANDRE,'
for France

French
the
Paris.player,

• • •
THEY
Hollerword
this alarming fact,
into hysterics over
to be funny

CAN
make formulas for any kind of pix in
any kind except
a comedy
in noting
director Melville Brown sez audiences will go
situations and lines that were not intended
while the material that was expected to knock

the cash customers loco with laughter leaves 'em less than Lukewarm
when the studio scream specialists try to be funny
they're Sad
a fact

that

and when they try to be sad they're a Scream
the dear public patronizing pix discovered

long ago
why, it's got to the point in many homes where
the family scans the picture ads in the newspaper after supper
pick out the one that sounds the most weepy and heartbreaking and chorus
and get a big laugh."

in

unison

"Let's

go

there

By HARRY

X.

BLAIR

gORRAH
MINNEVITCH
and his
Kang have
brought their particular brand of torn-foolery to the screen
in a Paramount short subject called
"Finn and Caddy,'' which Aubrej
Scotto directed.
John W. Green, Paramount staff
composer, has agreed to appear at
the production exercises held at thr
Horace Mann School, New York, at
which time he will present two
medals won by scholars for musical
proxvess.
Frank Tours officiated as ijiusical
director on "The Smiling Lieutenant." Maurice Chevalier's latest picture for Paramount.

• • •
IX VIEW
of this indubitable
fact
why
not
accept the situation gracefully
and have the studio boys
quit trying to be funny
let the comedy
writers and directors and actors tike their work Seriously
then Nature
will take its due course
and Unconscious
Humor
will
flower and blossom
o'er the screens
of the iand
and
picture houses
will be transformed
into morgues
as millions
laugh 'emselves to death
and then the writers, directors
and players can laugh at the public for laughing at their serious
efforts
and everything will be jake
the scheme
is at
least worth a trial
after trying to make comedies comically
for lo, these umpty ump years
and noting the tragic results
why should we, as an industry, kid ourselves aii3- longer?
the public simply has a Perverted
Sense of Humor

Hetty as
Law reported
ford is not
Maid,"
in in
this"Personal
column.
The confusion was caused by tinfact that her father, Ernest hawford, a prominent stage actor, has
an important role.

or taneous
mebbe
can't take
Comedy they haveand discovered
mechanize thattheyouessence
out Sponof it
with the thousand
and one artificalities of studio production
and a score of different minds mauling it to shreds
and STILL get Comedy
for Comedy springs perfect and
complete
from
Natural
Situations
which
only a writer
with genuine comedy sense can see
and bring out in his
script
and it doesn't APPEAR
in the script, sometimes
but when it's transferred INTACT to the screen
it's a HOWL
but the guys who handle it after the comedy writer turns out a Perfect Product, lacking the gawdgiven
gitt of sensing
Humor
tear the howling
heart out of it

Jack Miller, character actor, who is
amount.
dead ringer for the late Louis Wolheim, is being considered by Para-

and leave a Hollow
Husk
so, m'dears,
that's
win- there ain't no genooine Feature Comedies
for when
a comedy script runs the seven-reel gauntlet of these inimical,
inhibited, inhumorous
Indians
it has all the stuffings
kicked out of it
and loses sight of the comic aspect of
life
and takes itself seriously
and so would
you
if you had to run a gauntlet of tomahawks in the hands
of ginks who had no Sense of Humor
•

•

• WELCOMES, GREETINGS and whatnot are extended to Mister I. Schwartz and his Ad-Vance Trailer associates by the National Screen family on the happy occasion
as the "En-Ess-Ess Family," the house organ of the latter, expres es it
of "this melting of two business families into
one splendid whole"
and now it can be confidentially anticipated that the happy couple will produce a lotta model li'l
trailers
Irving Thalberg, enjoying himself at the recreation centers of the Continent, confided to a newspaper interviewer "Can't we ever learn to rest and relax
to
sit back in the sunshine and let the mind
wander and refresh

itself?
that's what I am doing!"
oh, Irv, how we'd
love to join you
but we ain't a supervior
Charlie
Pettijohn prizes a photo of hisself and the missus, with Benito
Mussolini
in the middle
and doggone
if Charlie hasn't
got the same
identical schnozzle
as Mussy
no spoofing
the similarity is really extraordinary
tut, tut,
don't mention it, Charles
you may do as much for us
some time

«

«

«

»

»

»

"Travel Hogs," a Vitaphonc burlesque on travel films has just hern
completed, with Hugh Cameron and
co-starred.
Dave Cnasen, Broadway comedian-,

Paramount Notes: George Abb'iti
finished "Secrets of a Secretary" in
record time . . . Nancy Carroll deighting in prospect of no night
work in "Personal Maid," much of
"Night Angel" having been shot
after dark, appropriately enough . . .
The
extremely
long eye-lashes
of
Simple Simon Comedies are lining
up a complete production schedule
of shorts starring Louis Simon, to
get under way next month.

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and con
gratulations
are
extended by
THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem
bers of the industry, who are celebrai
ing their birthdays :

May 21
Robert
Montgomery
Lola Lane
Glen MacWilliams
Tamar Lane
Sam
Jaffe
Armida
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62 PUBL1X THEATERS
NOW DOUBLE FEATURING

-3&"l

from

Page
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Considering Campaign
To Discourage Dual Bills 25 Playwrights Among
(Continued
from Page 1)
Paramount's 52 Writers
the new season, there will not be suf-

Twenty-five of the 52 writers now
on Paramount's roster are wellknown playwrights, 15 gained reputations as novelists before entering motion picture work and the remainder
are divided among those who have
written other forms of literature or
are experienced in writing directly
for the screen.
Besides the two new writers, the
following are now under contract at
the Paramount Hollywood studios:
Zoe Akins, Bartlett Cormack, Samuel Hoffenstein, Vincent Lawrence,
Herman Mankiewicz, Max Marcin,
William Slavens McNutt, Madame
Condes Neve, Edward Paramore, Jr.,
Viola Brothers Shore, Sam and Bella
Spewack, Louis Weitzenkorn, John
Wexley, Lajos Zilahy, Ernest PasMusical Stock at Fay's Philly
cal, Guy Bolton, Lloyd Corrigan,
Philadelphia — Fay's, picture house, Oliver H. P. Garrett, A. A. Kline,
will run on a musical stock policy
Brian Marlow, James K. McGuinduring the summer.
ness, Sam Mintz, Samson Raphaelson, Jose Carner-Ribalta, Paul Hervey Fox, Charles Furthmann, Percy
Seasonal Stunt
Heath, Grover Jones, Joseph L.
Tieing in with the opening of
Mankiewicz, Henry Myers, Arthur
the straw hat season and the
Kober, Agnes Brand Leahy, Marion
Dix, Virginia Kellogg, Betty White
premiere of "The Smiling
and Erna Mankiewicz.
Lieutenant" tomorrow night at
the Criterion, some score of
At Paramount's New York studios
summer derbies were tossed
are: John Colton, Donald Ogden
from the marquee of the house
Stewart, Ursula Parrott, Ben Hecht,
yesterday noon. A big cutMelville Baker, Owen Davis, Preston Sturges, Rudolf Kummer, Dwight
out of Maurice Chevalier, wearing a sailor, meaning hat,
Taylor, Edgar Neville, Gertrude Purceli, Alice D. G. Miller and Adelaide
adorns said marquee.
Heilbron.
ficient feature product to permit
carrying out of such policies.
Executives of producer-owned circuits are carefully examining their
situations in an attempt to wipe out
this practice in whatever of their
houses it exists. The contemplated
educational campaign, however, will
be concentrated on independent operators as houses which fall under this
classification comprise the great bulk
of double-featurers, with the affiliated
circuits in most instances declaring
that their adoption of the dual policy
was necessitated by the widespread
practice among indies.
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Charlotte, N. C. — Criterion Amusement Co. of this city will be shown
Belpark, Crystal, Alamo, Manor and preference by the Columbia, S. C,
Panthenon. The Alabama, Publix city council in its request for a lease
house at Birmingham, is also on a
on the theater owned by the comdouble feature policy.
munity and adjacent to the city hall.
Similar policies have recently been The proposal was first made in a
dropped by Publix houses in Detroit, letter by representatives of Criterion,
Toledo, Knoxville, Atlanta and Chat- L. A. Gregg, president, L. G. Sipe,
tanooga.
secretary and treasurer, and Walter
Griffiths, requesting that they be permitted to open a 10-cent moving picFox Preparing to Start
ture theater similar to the one reEducational Film Dept.
cently opened in Spartanburg and
(Continued from Page 1)
patterned after the Criterion here.
made with the Federal Office of
Education, Grisvvold has made sevBantam, Conn. — Frank Casciola
eral trips to Washington where the has taken over and opened the Rivmatter was freely discussed with Dr. oli, formerly operated by Dominick
W. J. Cooper, U. S. Commissioner Evangelisti.
of Education, with the view of supplying instructional and historical
Kansas City — E. W. Green, M-Gfilms to educational institutions of the M salesman, has taken an indefinite
country.
leave of absence due to illness, and
Film will be selected from the Fox has been replaced by Ben Taylor,
silcnt-newsreel library and from formerly with Universal on the West
'Magic Carpet of Movietone" re- Coast.
leases. According to Griswold, it is
Charlotte, N. C. — Recent theater
planned to have descriptive talks
composed by leading educators and transfers reported in the Carolinas
historians, recorded in synchronization are: the Broadway , Winston-Salem,
with the sequence of scenes. Films X. C, temporarily closed and forwill be offered to schools, colleges merly under the ma nagement of John
and other institutions of learning at Andos, transferred to George Nicols
a low rental, the Fox officials believ- to be opened June 1; State, Greening that the circulation of the sub- ville, S. C, opera ted by the Trio
jects will warrant the cost of prep- Amusement Co., to be taken over by
aration.
S. W. Craver and M. Merriwether.
(Continued

DAILY
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GREAT ARRAY OE PRIZES
FOR GOLF TOURNAMEN

Seymour, Conn. — A. Jewell, who
formerly managed the Alhambra,
Waterbury, is now operating the
Strand here, owned by E. H. Rolston.

Trophies
and prizes for the win]
ners of the Film Golf Tournamenl
to be held June 10 at the Fenimor']
Country
Club, White
Plains, prom^
ises to be the finest array ever of
fered at the annual affair.
Severa
Portland, Me. — Management of the donors 'phoned The Film Daily gol
Elm here has closed the theater.
editor yesterday, eager to assure thi
contestants
that special awards
fo
Marcus, la. — The Lyric here has low scores would be waiting at tin
been sold by Robinson and Lehman clever
nineteenth
hole for the lucky, o
players.
to George Elfline of Creighton, Neb.
Entry blanks (with the $10 fee
New Haven, Conn. — Larry Ger- continue to reach The Film Daili
maine, booker for Warner theaters, by each mail. Golf fans who hav«
will be married June 28 to Esther sent in their blanks and the neceschange.
Kothbaum of the Paramount exsary ten-spots to date include:
Cleveland — William Weiss is now

GOLF
Chas.

A.

Alicoate

assistant
at Loew's
man. He manager
was formerly
managerStillof
Warners'
Alhambra,
Canton.

Winfield
Andrus
Jack
Alicoate
Paul
HerbertBenjamin
Berg
Paul Berger

Seattle — The Pacific Institute of
Seattle has reopened the Columbian,
a Rainier Valley suburban house.
William Kelso and H. Spangler will
manage the house.

George
Blair
Milton Blumberg
Lou Blumenthal
Richard
Eiady

Houston, Tex. — Yodek & Son are
reported as having purchased the Idle
Hour
Kenzie.at Hempstead from C. J. McPhiladelphia — Columbia Stamper is
Tioga.
now operating the Windsor and

P. A. Powers Introducing
New Sound Film System
(Continued

from

Page

1)

dios, N. J., to the Powers studio,
and as soon as the installation is
finished, a series of short subjects,
using the organ as the theme in both
song and picture, will be produced.

S. S. Braumberg
Leo
O. H.Brechcr
Briggs
Colvin
C. W.

W. Brown
Bunn

Jack Cohn
Cron
James
Cunningham
Ted Curtis
Herbert Ebenstein
George Folsey
L. E. Frenseen
Bruce
Gallup
Ray Gallagher
SidneyGillette
Garrett
Don
Henry Ginsberg
Jess
Paul Gourlay
Gulick
Jack
Earl W.Guttfreund
Hammons
Don
Hancock
Arthur Hirsch

ENTRIES
Don Hornstein
Hyndman
Joe
Red
MorrisKann
Kutinsky
Marvin
Kirsch
Leo Klebinow
Charles E. Lewis
Al Lichtman
George
McCarthy
William
Massce
Mitchell Martin
May, Jr.
Jimmy
H. W. Mayse
Don Mersereau
Lee Ochs
Harold Rodner
P. H. Rosenberg
Ernest Rovelstadt
Al Ruben
Nat Saland
Chester Sawyer
G. Selig
A. Scanlan
Al
Henry
Segal
Mort
Jack

Spring
Shapiro

Arthur Stebbins
Max
Stuart
Ben Barondess
Henry
Eysmann
Fulton
Hardman
Irving Stolzer

Para. Cutting Overhead
To Conform with Times
Under its policy of readjustment to
meet present conditions, Paramount
on June 1 will effect reductions in:
all salaries to an extent approximating 15 per cent. Warner Bros, is
occupied with a general tightening,
of its personnel, making eliminations
at both the home office and Coast
studios wherever such cuts can be*
made without injuring the efficiency1
of its organizations. No reduction
in salaries, it is understood, is con-i
templated.

Fox Theater Assignments
Recent assignments in Fox theaters
include the following: Louis Preston
appointed manager of the Academy
of Music, succeeding Frank Steffy,
who goes to the Audubon, replacing
J. Benjamin, transferred to the Park
Plaza. M. Weiser, formerly manager
of the Glenwood, is now at the Benson, and S. Champlin has taken over
the Glenwood. John F. Mackenzie,
lately assistant manager and treasurer of the Astoria Grand, is now
manager of the Valley Stream, with
Jack Goldstein succeeding him at the
Astoria Grand. George King is the
THE
new assistant manager of the LynIN
brook, replacing P. Hecht, trans- Of niMDQM
ferred to the Ambassador as assistant
manager and treasurer. Sam Fried
has taken over the Terminal in
New York City considering drastic
Brooklyn, and I. J. Stein is now as- fire ordinance. Would work hardship
that city.sistant manager of the Walker in
on exchanges, studios and theaters.
*
*
*

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

Armida at Palace
opens Palace,
a week'sSaturdav.
engagement
at Armida
the R-K-O

British First National reported under way by Lord Beaverbrook.

,
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Trans -Lux Houses for Television Is Possibility

PARAMOUNT DROPPING SPONSOREDJHORTS
Films — Franklin

Dual Bills Overdosing Public With
Economic Readjustment Is
Industry's Need, Says
H-F Circuit Head
Stigmatizing double featuring as "a
very stupid device," Harold B. Franklin yesterday said that what the film
industry needs is a readjustment of
its economic structure. Restoring
this business to a sensible basis to
meet present conditions must start in

Serials Stage Comeback in France
Paris — "Mephisto," the first French serial talking film, is meeting
with such striking success that producers are considering the production of others. "Mephisto" is in four parts, and has been shown
in weekly instalments in 116 kinemas. Some years ago, in the days
of the silent films, serials were very popular in France, and no program was complete without an instalment, but they gradually lost
favor and "Mephisto" is the first to be produced in a long time.

Production, Distribution of
Ad Films Being
Discontinued
Paramount has finally decided to
discontinue the production and distribution of sponsored short subjects,
The Film Daily learns. Audience
antipathy toward screen advertising
is said to be the reason for the move.
It is also learned that the Nat Fleis-

Exchange Asks $1,350,000 From U
BELL-HOWELL RELEASING In Court Action Alleging Overcharge DUBBED II. S. TALKERS
25 16MM. FILMS MONTHLY
STIR BOYCOTT THREAT
(Continued

on

Pane

Chicago —
nf 16 nun.
fn;- 1931-32
% Howell
II.

-Twenty-five new releases
home talkies each month
arc planned by the Bell
Co., according to an announcement made yesterday by J.
McNabb,
president.
The
com(Continued

on

Pane

6)

New Natural Color Idea
Discovered in England
London — A new process for the
production of motion pictures in natural colors and printed on noninfiainmable film has been discovered,
according to the producers, who have
(Continued
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Big Money
Chester D. Pugsley, vicechairman of the Westchester
County National Bank, Peekskill, N. Y., has asked the National Press Club of Washington to administer an award
"for the best original American sound motion picture produced in the United Stales."
Mister Pugsley offers 500
smackers to the winner. Now
somebody will probably tell
this bio,-hearted banker that
the indies pav m<->re than that
for a good old American
standardized Western only
used 30 times a season.

Tapers were served on Universal
yesterday in connection with a $1,350,000 suit brought by American
Feature Film Co. of Boston alleging
overcharges during a five-vear period
ended in 1929.
Total of $1,000,000 is

asked on features and $350,000 on
short subjects. Action was filed in
the District Court, New York City.
Plaintiff distributed Universal product in New England during the period
covered in the complaint.

Hollywood Players to Tour
West
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Hollywood — Small towns of the
•ountry will have an opportunity to
see a score or more of the screen's
well-known players in person during1
the coming year under a plan whereby Vincent Ray and others will send,
out companies of screen luminaries!
on a tour of medium sized and small
towns where they will appear at
local theaters or halls and also ex(Continued

on

I'aqc
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"Caramen"
. Maki
B.I.P
Stars
U. ngS. Oper
With
London — ■ Marguerite Namara,
American opera signer, has signed
with British International Pictures
for the title role in the film version
of "Carmen." with Tom Burke,
tenor, appearing opposite her. The
company leaves in about a week for
Spain to make exteriors.

Television Progress Likely
As Future Trans -Lux Policy
No Anti-Film Measures
Being Passed in Penna.

Ultimate conversion of Trans-Lux
ng teletheaters intoshowshouses presenti
is understood to be
vision

Harrisburg, Pa.— A bill penalizing
, which'
ux. interests
exhave been
Trans-LRCA
control lated.
theaters for discriminating against contemp
broadon
die
televisi
with
to
perimenting
expected
is
colored patrons
casting several years at their Camden,
in committee when the Pennsylvania
Legislature adjourns sine die next N. J., plant.
sponsored
It is generally understood that, pro. The measure,
Thursday(Continued
on Pane 6)
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Paris — A boycott on American pictures dubbed with French dialogue
has been voted by the Union des
Artistes (French Actors' Union).
Members of the organization are forbidden from participating in such
French versions on pain of expulsion
from the Union. A Utter explaining
this action has been sent to all U.S.
companies operating in France, as
well as to French renting firms and
(Continued

on

Pane
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"The Smiling Lieut
Lubitsch. Chev-

Take equal parts of . Add a measalier and Oscar Straus
ure of Claudette Colbert and Mariam
Honkins and a dash of Charles Rugserve in Paragles. Shake veil and ay
show winmount de-luxe Broadw
dow and you have a right to expect
icated
sophist
in
best
just about the
just
screen musicals. And that's
e of "The Smiling
about the measur
Lieutenant" that opened at the Criterion Theater last night. It is
Lubitsch at his top. with an abunmoLubits
us er
dancements.of Itdelicio
the height
at chian
is Chevali
det,
Piquan
.
career
screen
of his
lightful and effervescing. The score.
w-rk
the stt.ry
r, part
familiaStraus
partOscar
. new.
To usis the
of
and tempo were uneven, reaching
from the conventional to the heights
ul
„i„g entire
of fuller
under
cast,
— the masterf
The
-i°y
OATE.
and
a gay
touch of Lubitsch gave'ALIC
colorful performance. We recall no
screen musical that gave us an eve-
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production, with negative costs coming down, he declared.
Franklin took cognizance of the
fact that the major circuits in many
situations have been compelled to
adopt twin-feature policies to meet
similar competition from independent
operators. However, he pointed out,
the large circuits ought to lead the
way in a national effort to discard
the practice. Continuance of dual
feature programs, the Hughes-Franklin circuit head said, will have the effect of saturating the public with
film entertainment, and at least half
of it is likely to be weak.
Discussing the need of an economic
readjustment in the industry, Franklin said that although price cutting
is generally a bad practice, undoubtedly it is necessary in certain towns
where wages of picturegoers have
been reduced. Success of the motion
picture as mass entertainment, he declared, has partly been due to the
fact that it has always been within
pocketbook
reach of the average person.

FINANCIAL

Franklin believes that general teleNEW
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Flinn-Lalley Trial Postponed
Judge Max Levinc in General Sessions yesterday, adjourned indefinitely, the trial of John C. Flinn and
Henry F. Lalley, pending decision
on a writ of habeas corpus.
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vision broadcasting is at least a year's
distance away and that it will be several years before it figures in motion
pictures. As the radio cut into picture theater audiences in its early
ently.
days, so will television influence attendance, he thinks, but not permanResurrection of color in pictures
and adoption of wide films, said
Franklin, will occur as a matter of
progress, but without any particular
box-office significance.
Thirteen theaters are at present
under construction for the HughesFranklin organization. Locations are:
four in the Los Angeles territory, including Limert Park, Hollywood
Boulevard, Compton and Florence
Aves. and Sunset and Laurel;
Yahima, Wash.: Everett, Wash.;
Pomona, Cal.; Whittier. Cal.: Bremerton, Wash.; Great Falls, Mont.;
Bakersfield, Cal.: Chillicothe, O., and
Dallas, Texas. Houses average 1,250
seats.
Franklin leaves New York today
to attend a district meeting in Dallas.
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Banks Increase Control
Mickey McGuire Gang
In Pittaluga Studios
Playing Coast Houses

Los Angeles
— Larry
Darmour's
Mickey
(Himself)
McGuire
gang,
which recently scored in a personal
D/s appearance at Warner's Huntington
Di
1'4
154
Park in conjunction wilh the Dar15)* 144 15J*
5 >i
5
554
mour
comedy,
Crusaders,"at
and also
drew"Mickey's
record business
15
15
15
San Pedro, will make a tour of other
CURB
MARKET
houses
in the Warner group on the
2)4 -H
Ki-K 10HVi
coast.
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U. A. Division Managers
End Three-Day Confab
Following a three-day conference
with AI Lichtman in New York, the
«ix divisional managers of United
Artists are on their way back to th^ir
-espective headquarters. This conr«>rence and six reeional meetings to
roi1ow will be United Artists' method this vear of handling the annual
•"Ips convention situation. The New
vork meptine, which was presided
over h" Lichtman. was attended bv
Paul Burger. L. T. Schlaifer. Ben
Fish. T. D. Goldhar, H. M. Masters
ind Saul Resnick, divisional manners:Paul Lazarus, sales promotion
manaeer; Harry L. Gold, assistant
*o Lirhtman: Tames Mnlvev and
Lynn Farnol of the Samuel Goldwyn
organization: Bruce Gallup, director
of advertising and publicity: Hal
Home, in charge of exploitation:
and Harry D. Buckley and Arthur
W. Kelly, vice-presidents.
The regional meetings will be held
in the latter part of June, and Lichtman plans to spend at least one day
at each gathering. They will be
held in New York, Chicago. Cleveland, New Orleans, Los Angeles and
Toronto.

DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S
Today:

Conference of International Fed
eration of Cinematograph Exhib
itors, Rome,
Italy.
Film Trades Golf Tournament i
Lake Merced Country Club, Su
Francisco.

May

25:

May

25-29 : Spring meeting of the Socie
of Motion Picture Engineers Ho
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.

May

27-29: Columbia eastern sales conve
tion,
York. Park Central Hotel, Ne

May

26-27 : Annual convention of the M.P
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri,
and St. Joseph, Mo.

May

26-31 :

May

May
June
June
June
June
June
Sept.

Hughes-Franklin
vention,
Dallas.

Theaters

International conference on educational films under patronage ol
the Federal Minister of Education,
Vienna.

27

Testimonial dinner to Charles L.
Winston, New England division
manager, R-K-O Theaters, CopleyPlaza
Hotel,
Boston.
31-June 2: Columbia midwestern salts
meet, Congress Hotel, Chicago. I
6-8: Columbia western sales meet,
Roosevelt
Hotel,
Hollywood.
10:
Nineteenth
Film
Golt
Tournament, Fenimore Country Club,
White Plains, Westchester,
N. Y.
10: Adjourned annual meeting of Foi
Film
Corp.,
New
York.
15: Annual Convention of Southeast
Theater
Owners,
Atlanta.
14-18: Annual convention of Advertir
ing Federation of America, Hot!
Pennsylvania.
New York.
9-10: Semi-annual Convention, AllieJ
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Min-

Rome — Appointment of Commenneapolis.
datore Pedrazzini to succeed the late
Stefano Pittaluga as managing direc"A Free Soul" for Astor
tor of the Cines Pittaluga. leading
unit in the Italian film industry,
Norma Shearer in "A Free Soul,"
means that control of the company will begin an indefinite roadshow engagement June 2, at the Astor, suchase become more closely identified
with financial interests. Pedrazzini
ceeding "Trader Horn," after a 17was the representative of the Banca week two-a-day run, it is announced
Commerciale Italiana on the Pittaluga board. There will be no change by M-G-M.
in the policy of the company, but
more pictures are to be made, it is
stated.

mm
'

Loew Houses May Adopt
New Metal Mesh Screen
Loew's is examining a new metal
mesh, fireproof screen manufactured
bv Raven with obiect of installing
;t in its houses. A screen is now
Koi'nor
York. tried out at the Astor, New
The screen, which will probablv be
~a11»»d the Raven Metaltone. can be
washed while in position, the makers
ooint out. Its onenings are regularlv
^fined to permit increased sound to
oass throuph the screen. No seams
•re included and the screen mav be
mended easily owiner to its mesh
construction. Reflective qualities of
fhe screen are unusually good, the
manufacturers
state.

Studio

and

Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Ratei
T23-7TH

AVE.. N. V.

BRYANT

CAMP C COUNTRY CLUB
STOW, MASS. Cnear BOStON)
(FOR ADULTS)
The

9-6067

country

club with real
door thrills! !
THE
PREMISES:

ON

out-

9 hole
(3000
yd.)
golf course,
hard clay tennis courts.
Fifteen
miles of fine canoeing,
excellent
swimming.
Hand
Ball.
Horse
Ranch,
Hiking
Trails, Complete
Social
Staff, and
Country
Club
Orchestra. Accommodations, with
running
water.
Tours
to Historic Concord, Lexington
and
Wayside
Inn.
Film employees
consult your
social secretary for special rate
information
or
CARL

ERBSTEIN,
Write

Mng.

Dir.

Assabet Country Club
P. O. Mavnard, Mass.
Or

Powws Clneohone Equipment Cornoration

VACATIONS

Call

CHickering
Room
209

4-7580

WHILE the printing
presses pour out
books full of
PROMISES for
NEXT — -■

30 STAR

PRODUCTIONS /rom MARION davies.normashearer.gretagarbojoancrawford,

JOHN GILBERT, WILLIAM HAINES, BUSTER KEATON, ROBERT MONTGOMERY, RAMON NOV ARRO, WALLACE
BEERY, LAWRENCE TIBBETT, LUNT-FONTANNE (the TheatreGuild Stars), LAUREL-HARDY (their first fulMength feature
comedy), COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTIONS. (Special information forthcoming about MARIE DRESSLER Productions.)

13 EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES based on great novels, plays and stories! With All Star Casts'.
5 "MARQUEE" Pictures to be announced.
AND

THE

BIGGEST

SHORT

SUBJECT

LINE-UP

in M-G-M

history.

LDWYN-MAYER
METRO-GO
More Power to You !

inq

course

•

#j

I
A CHALLENGE TO WOMEN
/8n.,
kA %

IN LOVE !

Presented by CARL LAEMMLE. With JOHN
BOLES, GENEVIEVE TOBIN, LOIS WILSON,
Davis, Frances Dade, Richard Tucker. From
the novel by CHARLES G. NORRIS. Produced
by CARL LAEMMLE, Jr.

A JOHN
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M. STAHL

PRODUCTION
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TRANS-LUX THEATERS
NAY GO TO TELEVISION

NEWS «»OF«» THE «» DAY •

Premium
in the
Bldg. Co. of Pittsburgh
Pella, la.— O. Benson of Blakes- Film
Cher ,-tudios have been notified to burg, la., has purchased the Strand
here and will take immediate posdiscontinue the production ot Texaco session.
Improvements are to be
Stone Harbor, N. J.— George W.
i Ml reels. Emanuel Cohen, in charge made on the building.
Lees has taken over the Parkway and
ni Paramount short subject program,
will open about June 1. Western
could not be readied last night tor
Cincinnati — Bill Williams, M-G-M Electric sound has been installed.
a statement.
feature booker has joined the ranks
of
benedicts. Lois Schaffield is the
bride.
Cleveland— William Gabriel has
Jack Connolly Extends
been appointed manager of the Jenone of the houses belonging
Sheppton,
Pa.— The
Capitol
has to the nings,
rathe JNews Scope Abroad closed.
Associated Theaters group.
i, oiitracts with Hie British and
liiucii rathe and with Lmeika ot
Columbus— The M. P. T. O. of
Glassboro, N. J.— Glassboro Theai.omany were made by Jack Conter, Inc., has acquired the Glassboro. Ohio, through its business manager,
nolly, general manager ot Bathe
that an arNews, wno is just back from a bnei
Philadelphia — Billy Vail is now op- P. J. Wood,rangementannounces
has been made between
trip abroad. As a result Pathe .News
erating Fay's, which was formerly his organization and the Vendola
here will have the news service ot
controlled by Knickerbocker Proper- Corp. of New York, whereby the M.
these three organizations. While on
ties, Inc.
P. T. O. of Ohio will co-operate in
the other siue Connolly conferred
placing Vendola candy machines in
with T. S. Delahanty in London and
Sunbury, Pa. — Grant F. Treon,
visited tlie Pathe News offices in formerly manager of the Victoria, theaters. P. J. Wood, 39 Weht
Broad St,. Columbus, v/ill handle the
I'aris and Berlin.
has been appointed manager of the machines in southern and central
Ohio.
Chestnut St. Opera House.
(Con tin ii ed from Page 1)

New Natural Color Idea
Discovered in England

West Philadelphia— C. H. Goodwin
has taken over the Coliseum and will
remodel the house.

(Continued from Page \)

shown samples of the film to the
Royal Society, premier scientific body
ui England. It is claimed that the
natural color is produced on a film
base printed with a foundation, or
matrix, consisting of a half-million
minute red, green and blue squares
to every inch of film. Over this
foundation, is a coat of highly sensitive emulsion.

Bell-Howell Releasing
25 16 MM. Films Monthly
(Continued

from

Page

Trenton, N. J.— William C. Hunt
has acquired the Centre St. from
Isaac Levy.
Mays Landing, N. J.— Abe Waltman is now operating the Victory.
Lewisburg, Pa. — The Orpheum has
been renamed the Roxy.
Cleveland — Abe Chapman, former
exchange manager, and George Wilson, former salesman, have opened
a branch office of W.
S. Theater

Cleveland — Following the resignation of Allen Moritz as local Tiffany
branch manager, the office is temporarily under the management of
Frank Belles, booker.
Centralia, Wash. — After withdrawal
of Fox West Coast from the field
here, Centralia theaters were being
operated today by the Twin City
Theaters Co., former owners. The
Chehalis, Aberdeen and Hoquiam
theaters have also been turned back
to the former owners by the Fox interests, which purchased them several years ago. R. E. Thomas will
remain here as manager and W. J.
Conner
in Chehalis.

(Continued from Page 1)

vided the companies developing television to a commercial basis so desire, the new method of entertainment could be placed on the general
market within a comparatively short
time. However, business conditions
do not make such a move advisable
at present.

No Anti-Film Measures
Being Passed in Penna.
(Continued

"Beggar's Opera" Gross
"Beggar's Opera," second foreign
language feature to play a regular
Broadway de luxe house, is expected
to gross $7,500 in its first week ending today, it was stated at Warner
Bros, yesterday. This German dialogue picture is doing between 25 and
50 per cent better than the recent
English dialogue films which have
played the theater during the past
few weeks, The Film Daily was told.
Bombing Laid to Union Troubles
Kansas City — A bomb, evidently
thrown from an alley back of the
building, about 1 :30 in the morning,
blew a hole in the roof of the National on Independence Ave. Damage was estimated at $250 to the
theater. Emanuel Rolsky, manager,
said that he had been having trouble
because he had not employed union
operators.

1)

Eastman Kodak Operations
Ahead of Last December
Rochester — Current operations of
Eastman Kodak Co. are running on
a level approximating that oi tue
close of 1930, with the employment :
situation showing little change from
that time.
While operations at Kodak Park,
the largest plant, have tapered off
slightly recently as compared with
the earlier months of the year, when
substantial gains were recorded due
to seasonal influences, they are unDecember. derstood to be still ahead of last

OFFICE MEMO
From the office of the President

Misa

Paye

Frank Harris,
secretary
of the and
M. P.M.T. J.
O. O'Toole
A., who
has been spending much time at the
Capitol.

1)

pany is now offering 200 completed
releases, the majority being suitable
for home use. Numbered among the
available 16 mm. subjects are Sportlights and Fables, supplied by Pathe,
and other novelty shorts originally
produced by Universal and Ufa.

fiom

by Negroes
living in Philadelphia,
has already passed the House.
Expectations are that no anti-in
dustry bills will be passed by the
Legislature. Exhibitor leaders in the
campaign against them are: M. E
Comerford, Jack Cohen, and Abe
Einstein, Warner Bros.; Floyd Hopkins, Wilmer & Vincent; Senator

D:

Remind me first thing to-morrow morning
to dictate memo to our sales manager on the
advisability of doubling our advertising in
The Film Daily for the next three months. We
have a great line of product for the coming
season and must reach the buying power of the
industry every day and using the columns of
The Film Daily is the best, quickest and
cheapest way of doing it that I know of.
M.T.W.

,
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Pro and Con
Of Standard Contract
TT IS unlikely that a standard
contract will be in use in this
industry this eason, even though
effort is being made by exhibitor
organization heads to obtain government approval of such an instrument. The use of a different
contract by each distributing
company, of course, complicates
matters for the exhibitor. It
means that he will have a lot
more of fine print to read and
more clauses to comply with.
However, a healthier competitive
situation exists through the use
of individual contracts by individual firms than is the case
where a standard instrument is
in use. So the situation may be
only as bad as one makes believe
it is. When all companies operate under one standard agreement there is no opportunity for
any competing distributor to
make better terms or agreements than another. Each contract is the same except for price,
protection and percentage arrangements. So, perhaps, the exhibitor is the gainer after all, if
a free competitive condition exists. There is as much danger
in standardization of film selling
as there is in producing. If an
exhibitor is careful in his buying
when he is negotiating for product and does not permit himself
to be oversold there will be rare
cause for contractual differences
to come up. He can always read
over a contract before he signs
it and, if he doesn't understand
it, he can have his lawyer interpret its legal phases to him. In
our own experience as an exhibitor we found no cause for contractual tilts as long as we paid
for our pictures, settled percentage arrangements properly and
returned the film promptly. We
made mistakes in buying, of
course, but we tried to profit by
not repeating them.
— Ben Shlyen

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

EXPLOITETTES

M\lTOr
I HI:

• •
tiddy

Cosmopolitan
Productions
denies
seeking
new distributing
medium.
*
*
*
Eastman
Kodak
earns $92.53 on
-.common shares in 1920.

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€
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THE A.M.P.A's went esthetic at their luncheon yesunadulterated harmony
vocal and instrumental contributed
by the guests, George
Metaxa
and
Johnny
Green
Metaxa is the Roumanian
gent who has

•

scored a sensational success abroad in "Secrets of a Secretary"
and as star of the London engagement of "Bittersweet"
now
signed with Paramount
along with Mister
Green,
composer of that lilting, teasing "Body and Soul" that will soon
have the entire nation humming
and when you, put such a
composer at a piano while Metaxa opens his throat in song
well, you can have all your gabby speakers at A.M. P. A. luncheons
so we just closed our eyes dreamily and listened
and wondered
if Paramount realized what
they've got
sewed
up in the bag
for if a team like this can't put
Melody in a film musical
no combination in these Youessay
can
these toys are technicians
who put Heart and
Soul in harmony and song
also Showmanship
but
they'll probably
use 'em in a Clara
Bow
bromide
squandering their golden gifts for atmosphere as the star makes
sexy sales of stew pans in the five and ten

*
• • •
runaround

*

WHICH REMINDS
before Success
bumps

*

*

us that Merit always gets the
into it quite by accident and

exclaims hypocritically
"Why, my dear fellah, I've been
looking
all over for you!"
such was the experience
of
Johnny Green
who two years ago, an unknown composer,
played one of his compositions to Gertrude Lawrence. ...... .and
she took it with her to Lunnon
he being quite willing to
let her
as every music publisher in New York had turned
it down
and Gertrude's representative, Dewey Bloom
who was sold on the number
got Miss Lawrence an engagement to sing it over the air for the first time on the B. B. C.
chain
and it caught on like a carefully planned accidental
fire in a bankrupt
clothing shop
and spread across the
pond
back here where it started
and all the wise
music publishers who turned it down
now get an awful
headache when they hear "Body and Soul"
for that was
the number
which had to take a trip to England to prove
it's composer was A COM P< >SER
and they say the British have no musical sense
oops

•

HOWARD
DIETZ was injected into the conversation
by Johnny Green, when we asked him about his trials and tribulations and Johnny cast some interesting sidelights on H.
D
he claims Howard is the outstanding figure in the American theatrical world
today
with an uncanny
sense of
musical values
and an unerring ability to appraise the rewho coma Born Showman
actions of the audience
bines native genius with a capacity for concentration on anything
from a film publicity campaign to a game of ping pong
here's a gent who has scored outstandingly in several important
fields
advertising
manager,
publicist, lyricist, librettist,

•

•

playwright,
his
ping pongpingpongite
than anything

•

Turner
and Dahnken
still retain
Northern California franchise in First
National.
*
*
*

— '"'

•

and they tell us he's prouder of

•

ALSO
AT the A.M.l'.A. luncheon was Betty Garde
who lias just finished playing opposite Charlie Ruggles
in "Girl Habit"
another case of Merit just starting to colthe only blonde on the screen we ever
lect its iu^t reward
about stage and screen business
technically
talk
could
who
met
it must be a pleasure to play opposite Betty ....... .she
"Tut. tut,
is the daughter of a newspaperman, she told us
let
"Don't
we
scz
Betty,"
you,
against
that
hold
we don't
not what
it's what you ARE
that fact worry you
or against a gal nowaday,-."
counts for
that sobbed
"was Betty
your ole atman
gratefully
which

«

«

«

»

»

»

Burglar Placards
ForA/TAXAGER
"Secret Six"
WILL

WIXCH

of the Fair theater, Amarillo, Tex., derived excellent advance publicity for "The Secret
Six" by posting burglar protection cards on store doors and
windows. The placards contained
copy, "Burglars Beware! This
Store Is Protected by The Secret
Six — Six Fearless Men, Sworn
to Blot Out Gangsters. Racket— Fair, Amarillo,
Tex.
eers and Crooks."
*
*
*

Handkerchiefs for
Angle, "East Lynne"
Sob
11 WIX of the Publix-Fargo.

VfANAGER GEORGE B. IRFargo, X. Dak., promoted 750
handkerchiefs to help advertise
"East Lynne." The promoting
of that handkerchiefs was in
keeping with the sob angle of the
picture; the handkerchiefs being
secured from a leading department store. The kerchiefs were
placed in glassine envelopes with
velope.
appropriate copy on front of en-

*Fargo,
* Fargo,
*
X'. D.

Newspaper Subscriptions
OnLJEXRV
"Connecticut
SEEL, Yankee"
manager

of

the Majestic. Jackson. Miss..
effected a tie-up with the local
newspaper that resulted in -1?
inches of free space. The nature
of the tie-up was on the newspaper subscription idea. To the
first 151) persons who bring one
new subscriber for one month to
the Clarion-Ledger was entitled
to two guest tickets to sec the
Will Rogers' picture.

— Majestic, Jackson, Miss,

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem
bera of the industry, who are celebrai
ing their birthdays:

May 22
William Bakewell
Gloria Holt
Al Nathan

DAILY

BY W. F.
An improved Western Electric
microphone, operating on a principle
similar to that of the first telephone
transmitter used by Alexander Graham Hell, is announced by Electrical
Research Products for use in recording talking pictures. The microphone,
already in use in a number of studios,
is known as the Western Electric
Electrodynamic transmitter.
The new transmitter is a development of the Bell Telephone Laboratories. Its use is said to eliminate
several recording problems: one of
which has been the difficulty in hiding
the microphone from the view of the
camera. The new microphone is
smaller and its associated amplifier
may be located as far as two hundred
feet from the microphone making it
much easier to hide from the view of
the camera. The amplifier for the
condenser microphone was built as
an integral part of the microphone
housing and made it extremely difficult to camouflage in many sets.
Other advantages of the new transmitter are that it is less affected by
dust and moisture and need not be
kept in a desiccator.

Dubbed U. S. Talkers
Stir Boycott Threat
(Continued

from

Po"p

11

foreign actors' unions. The doubling
with French voices of roles played
by American actors is called "a
fraudulent artistic compromise" that
degrades the actors who take part in
the practice. Objection also is taken
to roles being still attributed to
actors whose voices are not used.
"Variety" Returns to Fifth Ave.
"Yarietv," with Emil Jannings and
I.ya de Putti, returns for an engagement at the Fifth Ave. Plavhouse
starting tomorrow on the same bill
with "Tropen
Nachts,"
all-German
musical
drama with
Elfe Heller,
Fritz
Grainer and Robert Thoeren.
M.

A. Lightman to Speak at Meet
St. Joseph, Mo. — M. A. Lightman,
president of the M.P.T.O.A., will
deliver the principal address at the
annual convention of the M.P.T.O.A.
of Kansas and Western Missouri to
hp held here Mav 26-27 Earl V.
Hyning, local president, will preside
at the meetings.

COMING

& GOING

ED KUYKENriAHr. of Columbus.
Miss., a member of tbe M.P.T.O.A. board of
directors, is in New York on a business trip,
following a visit to Boston.
F. H. (MANNY) GOLDSTEIN, home
office executive at RKO Pathe, has left for
the coast.
for

HAROLD
Dallas.

B. FRANKLIN

leaves today

JACK CONNOLLY, general manager ot
Pathe News, is back from abroad.
MAE MURRAY left yesterday for the
coast.

FLASHES

HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

Charles Stumar, veteran cameraman, will handle the photography on
"Mississippi" for Universal. He also
did the camera work on "Aloha."
He
dios.spent two years in German stu-

Arthur Tavares, who cut "Seed,"
edited "Trilby," which was made bv
Guy Kibbee has joined the cast of Richard Walton Tully in 1923. He
"Bine Moon Murder," which has was with B. B. Hampton for three
time. cutting 17 pictures during that
been placed in production by First years,
National. Kibbee also will play in
"Larceny Lane" for Warners.
If studio red-tape becomes any
A story of murder, mystery and tighter, autograph hounds may be
melodrama by Martin Flavin, Broad- required to get the autographs of
way olavwrieht and author of "The executives — on passes.
Criminal Code," and Joe Sherman,
former presidents of the Wampas
Gilbert Warrenton will photograph
and film oublicitv man, will serve as
"Honeymoon Lane," starring Eddie
George Bancroft's fir«t starring pic- Dowling. The picture, which is beture under his new Paramount contract.
ing produced by George Weeks, will
be released by Paramount. Warrenton also did the camera work on
"The
"Skyb'ne,"
Thomas
Meighan's
secComedian,"
a Spanish picture,
ond victure for For, is? now in nro- mount.
which will be distributed by Paraduction under S"m Taylor'? direction, ffnrdie Albr;aht. J. M. K"rr>rtav. William Hoi dP,n and Kendall
Although Frances Starr is not a
MacComas have principal roles.
student of astronomy, "stars" figure
Six more players have been added in her life. The former stage star
to the cast of "The Star Witness," has completed her first picture, "Five
which is almost ready to start pro- Star Final," and will soon start work
duction at the Warner studios under in "The Star Witness."
the direction of William A. Wellman.
C. Henry Gordon will attend the
TI-ipv p-p Tn..i Duea" Harrv Hoipremiere
Reed's play,
man, Guv d'Ennery. Fletcher Nor- "Typhoon,"ofinFlorence
San Francisco. For
ton, Ed Deering and Noel Madison.
three years he played the role of
"Oshim.o" opposite Miss Reed in
On completion of his third Tiffany nc+ion western. "The Two Gun "The Shanghai Gesture." Gordon
has just finished work in two picMav." Ken Maynard left far a tivotures. "The Black Camel" and
wek vacation to Columbus, O.. "Hush Money."
where his varents live. Mavnard.
who is a licensed vilot, is pilotinq
Simile — As truthful as publicity
his own two hundred and twenty
statements, relating the "cordial rehorse power biplane on this trip.
lations" between studios and execrolls. utives who have just left their payNora Lane has been signed to a
Fox contract.
After waiting two hours to see a
casting director, a little extra girl
hurried awav from the waiting room
declaring, "I don't care if I don't see
God before I die."

NET LOSS FOR
REPORTED BY

WILK

Harold Schuster, who edited "AlRUSSELL HOPTON, who recent
ly finished a stage engagement
ways Goodbye," also did the cutting
Millions." He has workin "Once in a Lifetime," will play on "Quick
ed on several Fox pictures.
an important role in "The Star Witness," at First National. His initial
Phil Gersdorf, head of the RKO
screen work was in "The Call of the Pathe studio publicity department,
managed several theaters in the
South before starting studio work.
Flesh."
Radio Pictures Notes: Rosco Ates' He was an usher at the New York
next short comedy for Radio Pic- Rialto before being promoted to the
Roxy.
will be "Thewill
Gland
HaroldturesSchwartz
directParade."
it for theater's publicity department by
Lou Brock. . . . Roberta Gale and
Rochelle Hudson have been added
Charles A. "Chuck" Callahan
to the cast of "The Reckoner," star- wrote material for Frank Tinney,
ring Richard Dix. . . . Ford West, Earl Carroll and Joe Cook. He also
Gus Leonard, Patsy O'Byrne and
and revues, teamMonty Collins, Jr., have been added acted inginwithvaudeville
his brother, Bobby. He
to the cast of Chic Sale's comedy lor was with Hal Roach prior to joinRadio Pictures, "The Cow Slips."
ing the Pathe writing staff.
Fox has assigned Dorothy Peterson a role with Will Rogers in "The
Plutocrat," to be directed by David
Butler; John St. Polis for "Their
Mad Moment," Harry Rosenthal for
"Merely Mary Ann," and Albert
dran and Farrell Macdonald with
Dorothy Jordan in "The Brat," which
John Ford will direct.

Friday, May 22, 1931 \

Monte Carter is directing "The
Waif" for Fashion News. The cast
includes Albert Conti, Natalie Moorhead. Mary Carlyle and Barbara
Weeks. Carter also wrote the story,
which is being made in Multicoloro.

Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., yesterday reported for the quarter endedi
Feb. 28, last, a consolidated net loss
of $500,066.44 after deducting all
charges including interest and deJ
preciation. Divisions of the company
other than Brunswick and National!
Radio Advertising, Inc., show nelj
earnings of $769,209.19, after deduct^
ing all charges including interest and
depreciation. An operating loss of
$1,269,275.63 was sustained by the
Brunswick and National Radio Ad
vertising divisions.
Amortization and depreciation oi
fixed assets charged during the perio
amounted to $2,524,327.63. Net prof-]
it, after deducting the losses sus
tained by Brunswick and Nationa
Radio Advertising, and after al
charges, including interest but befor
amortization and depreciation of fixe
assets, amounted to $2,024,261.19.
The attached consolidated balanci
sheet as of Feb. 28 shows currenl
assets of $33,962,908.94 compare*
with total current liabilities of $16|
330,358.98. Cash on hand amounted
to $4,939,404.80, while notes pavabld
were $3,006,424.70.
Commenting on the report Harrjl
M. Warner pointed out that the com
pany has decided to set up reserve:
on the books of Brunswick for accounts receivable and all possibly
losses which might arise owing t
the depreciation of the inventories
He stated that for the six month!
ended Feb. 28, last, the consolidate ;
net earnings of Warner Bros. Pictures, were $3,083,396.93, exclusive rj
the losses sustained bv Brunswick
and National Radio Advertising.
Sachs, Hoyt Off Warner Board
Walter F. Sachs of Goldman, Sachl
& Co. and Richard F. Hoyt of Haji
den, Stone & Co., have resigned a|
members of the Warner Bros, e:
ecutive committee. The company'
board of directors, at yesterday"!
meeting, accepted the resignations

Hollywood Players to
Tour Small Towns
(Continued ftom Paoc 1)

hibit a baseball team of Hollywood
girls. Players selected for the firsfl
company arc. Princilla Dean, ShaM
non Day, Pauline Garon, VirsinS
Pearson, Carmel Granada, Rosfl
Rosario, Mary Ann Jackson ana
Jackie Hoorav.

NEW YORK CHARTER
Horowitz-Lowey, theatrical; F. & J. WeisJ
35(1 Madison Ave., New York.
$10,000.
1
Puppet Pictures, motion pictures; M. RiB
kin. In Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y. $10.0M
pfd.. 500 shares common.
Jaystock Amusement Corp., motion pictures™
Re"it & Kaminsky, 1441 Broadway, Ne#
York.
$2',50O.
Harrison
Hall, theatrical enterprises; BoJ«
key,
& Serling. 11 West 42nd St J
New Schiller
York.
Meyers Amusement Enterprises; Weissman
&shares
Rapps,
16 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 100
common.
NEW JERSEY CHARTER
Penn-Jersey Amusement Corp., Camden,
theatrical
proprietors;
Maurice L. Praissman,
Camden, N.
J. $125,000.
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PAT O'BRIEN IS HERO

GARDEN ATTRACTION
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"SENT HOME Mh
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The
true experiences
of a modern
Sherlock Holmes

William*J*Bum

DETicTlVf AiYllEftl
Very well done and
are better than some
of the big features
shown on the same
—PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE

bills."
They're made of the stuff that makes
detective stories the best selling

exciting episodes from the career

books ... no glorifying of crime here,

William J. Burns. A series of 26 one-

but all its thrills and chills, and

reel pictures that you can play up as

all the gripping suspense of the man

a regular feature that will have them

hunt. And they're true . . . the most

eagerly watching for the next one.

"THE
"THE
"THE

of the greatest of modern detectives,

DEATH HOUSE
STRAGGLER"
RL\G LEADER"

the triangle

Produced
and directed

mi him ir*

G. C. Reid

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
E. W. HA3MMONS, President
Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President

Inc

Intimate

The Daily

in Character

Of
Now

International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Department for New Talent Established by M-G-M

AD FILMBAN BY INDUSTRY MAY BE GENERAL
More Music, Less Talk (or New
36 One-Reel Musicals
ng Season's
ComiProgram

on

Because of the predominance of
dialogue in feature productions, Paramount's short subject program for
next season has been altered to include a greater number of musicals
and fewer with talk, it is announced
by Larry Kent, head of the company's
short subject
The
(Continued
on production.
Paric 3)

fAX INCREASE MAY CLOSE
IRISH RENTING OFFICES

Paramount Shorts
End of Sponsored Shorts
Seen Hastened by
Para. Action

A Miracle— Clergy Favor Sunday Shows!
A new twist in the Sunday show situation has occurred at
Patchogue, L. I. When reports concerning a closed Sunday
movement got into circulation there, clergymen went to Joe
Seider of Prudential Theaters and reassured him that they are
satisfied with the manner in which he operates and that they
will oppose any efforts to force him to close on the Sabbath.

Final Defeat of N. C. Tax Bill
Ends Toughest Fight of Year
$100,000 Theater Loss
In Westfield, N. J., Fire

Charlotte, N. C. — Sighs of relief
came from film industry circles Friday with the passage in the Senate
Westfield, N. J.— Fire of unknown and the House of the 15-cent adorigin destroyed the Rialto here on valorem tax bill, which replaces the
Friday, causing a loss estimated at heavy theater tax previously proposed, thereby ending the toughest
London (By Cable) — Closing of
The fire for a time threat$100,000.
(Continued on Page 3)
lm renting offices in the Irish Free
ened the whole business block.
State and the collapse of the film inlustry in that territory is threatened
s a result of a 200 per cent increase
n the tax on sound films. The new
low falls after serious difficulties aleady created by the Irish censor,
/ho in the last several weeks has reLouisville — August Lewis and H.
acted about 80 per cent of the films
ubmitted.
L. Currie, head of an independent
operators'
motionarepicture
Drastic cuts in the personnel of
union,
held on machine
a $2,000 bond
on a

Bombers Admit Being Paid

Television Audience
Talks With Speakers

Schenectady, N. Y. — Conversation
y way of television was carried on
etween an audience and speakers at
le studio, in a demonstration
for
(Continued on Pane 2)

Fi rst
May

Texas
Lead

Talker
to

Others

Dallas — "The Kid from Mexico,"
;ing produced by Bob Curwood
roductions Co. at the Caruth ranch
st north of here, will probably be
e first of a series of Texas-made
lkers, according to Clint Sheppard,
olin County rancher and one of the
takers of the project. Curwood is
e former Universal western player.
the picHinkle also appears in
Iilt

i

Possibility of a general discontinuance of sponsored shorts was indicated Friday in the lively reaction
to The Film Daily's exclusive story
on Paramount deciding to drop commercial films. Sam E. Morris of
Warner Bros., the only other major
producer now turning out such pic(Contiuued on Paae 3)

$3,000,000 A YEAR SAVED
UNDER PARAMOUNT CUTS
Under the 5 per cent to 25 per cent
salary cuts announced to employes
by Adolph Zukor, Paramount is expected to save from $2,000,000 to $3,000,000 annually. The reductions,
which tract
apply
to executives
conwho have
voluntarilyunder
accepted
the cut and are to remain in effect
(Continued on Page 3)

Personnel Cuts Made:
In Warner Divisions Max Milder May Get
W. B. Post in England

charge of pouring out a stench bomb
fluid in Loew's theater. Lewis confessed that he had been paid to pour
out three bottles of the fluid and had
intended to go on to the Strand or
the Alamo.

Brunswick

and Xational Radio Advertising, Inc., divisions of Warner
Bros., are bein^ made. The Film
Daily learns. Retrenchment in the
Brunswick and National Radio units,
(Continued on Paae 2')

M-G-M Creates Talent School
Headed by Hinsdell, Piazza
New Film Combine Probe
Hinted in Canadian House
Toronto— Possibility of an alleged
motion picture combine in Canada being investigated by a Federal Parliamentary Committee at the present
s^sinn of the Dominion Parliament
was indicated, when at a meeting of
the special House of Commons I "in
(Continued on Paqe 2)

IIVjI Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILV

Warner Bros, are considering Max
Milder, eastern sales manager, as sucicssor to Arthur Clavering, who recently left the organization after having been in charge of sales activities
in tlie British Isles. In event such a
transfer is effected, it is understood
that Andy Smith, southern sales manager, will succeed
Milder.

Para.

Ad

Stirs

Keen

Film

Story

Interest

Hollywood — A department for developing new acting talent has been
Relative importance of the story
created by M-G-M. It will be headed
In ( )liver Hinsdell, director of the published Friday exclusively in THE
Dallas Little Theater and one of FILM DAILY, to the effect that
the most prominent figures in the Paramount is discontinuing sponlittle theater field. Talent will be
sored shorts, was forcefully demonstrated in the numerous telephone
coached through presentation ol
Stage plays and skits at the studio. and personal calls received by this
Ben
Piazzi is to be associated with publication. Inquiries came in a
Hinsdell.
stream all day long.
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(Continued from Page 1)

which had an operating loss of $1,269,275 in the quarter ended Feb. 28,
accompanies similar action that has
been taking place throughout the
week at the Warner-First National,
home office. It is reported that 150
people will be let out at Brunswick,
while over 100 are effected at Warner-First National. Departments effected at First National and Warners
are, publicity, accounting, statistical,
music copyright, Continental Theater
Accessories and the employees handling Stanley Co. activities.

visiting Rotarians and arranged
Thursday Night by General Electric.
Images on the screen, smiled, bowed
and answered questions put to them
by members of the audience, which
numbered 700, in an adjoining building. The audience saw the speakers,
life-size, on something like an animated newspaper picture. Spokesmen for General Electric said the
demonstration proved the feasibility
of "bringing" a speaker before
massed audiences although the talk
might be delivered miles away from
the listeners. The apparatus was deson.
veloped by Dr. E. F. W. Alexander-

Columbia Branch Changes

con-

May 26-27: Annual convention of the M.P •
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri,
and St. Joseph, Mo.
May 26-31 : International
conference
on educational films under
patronage
of
the
Federal Minister of Education,
Vienna,
May

May
June
June
June
June

New Film Combine Probe
Hinted in Canadian House
(Continued from Page 1)

Theaters

May 27-29: Columbia eastern sales convention, Park Central Hotel, New
York.

(.Continued from Page 1)

Leon Britton to Supply
Far East Location Shots

Hughes-Fra
vention,nklin
Dallas.

May 25-29: Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.

Television Audience
Personnel Cuts Made
In Warner Divisions
Talks with Speakers

Leon Britton, whose new studio in
Shanghai, China, will be ready shortly after July 10, will make location
shots for American producers under
the plan which he is now developing.
He leaves New York on May 27 and
will be in Los Angeles until June 4,
Net prior to sailing.
Chg.
Britton will operate with a complete production crew and a sound
54
3
recording truck. His studio, which
XYi is being equipped with incandescent
lights, is the oldest sound recording
plant in the Far East he points out.
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DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S

Paris — Confronted with a talkie famine, due to quota regulations imposed in 1929 which limited imports of American films,
negotiations are expected to open soon between the French authorities and the Hays organization. French theaters require 600 features annually, and the United States must supply half if they are
to get by.

June
Sept.

rr.ittee, under the chairmanship of
Hon. C. H. Cahan, Secretary of
State, in commenting on a question
put by a member to Colonel J. A.
Cooper, president of the Motion
Picture Producers Association of
Canada, Cahan said, "Before this
House is finished you may be on a
committee investigating Mr. Cooper's
company." The House Committee at
the time was discussing amendments
proposed to the Copyright Act.

27 Testimonial dinner to Charles L.
Winston, New England division'
manager, R-K-O Theaters, CopleyPlaza Hotel, Boston.
31-June 2: Columbia midwestern sales
meet, Congress Hotel, Chicago.
6-8: Columbia western sales meet,
Roosevelt
Hotel, Hollywood.
10: Nineteenth
Film
Golf Tournament, Fenimore Country Club.i
White Plains, Westchester, N. Y.
10: Adjourned annual meeting of Fox
Film Corp., New York.
15: Annual Convention of Southeast
Theater
Owners,
Atlanta.
14-18: Annual convention of Advertising Federation of America, Hotel
Pennsylvania,
New York.
9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied <
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,!
North and South Dakota, Min-,
neapolis.

Strictly Foreign Policy
For Cinema Art, Chicago
Chicago — A strictly foreign filrrj
policy is to be maintained at th
Cinema Art Theater, according td
Louis Machat, operator of the house,
who has been in New York for the
last week or so conferring with representatives of European producers,
The Cinema Art is designed specially
for a continental policy. It has a
bar, and serves coffee and pretzels.

J. R. Beale, former manager of
Columbia's Denver exchange, has 14 New Houses This Year
been transferred to the company's
Portland office in the same capacity,
Planned by Ufa Circuit
replacing C. E. Tillman, resigned.
Mrs. D. R. Snider Dies
Berlin
— Ufa plans to add 14 theBob Garland, formerly Denver manGerman circuit this year.
Independence, Mo. — Funeral oj
ager for M-G-M, has been given Some atersofto its
the houses will be located
jurisdiction over Columbia's Denver in Cologne, Erfurt, Freiberg and Mrs. D. R. Snider, wife of the man!
office.
ager of the Granada and MaywoodI,
Goerlitz.
is being held Sunday. She died Wedrium.
Flemion Joins Excellent Pictures
nesday in the Independence SanitaAcoustic Firm Reopens Office
Detroit — William Flemion, until
recently branch manager for Tiffany
After several months of inactivity,
"Svengali" Continuing
and previously for 12 years manager the acoustical engineering firm of
54 of
After
being scheduled to give waj
Standard Film & Service Co., has Kendell and Dasseville has again
"She Wolf" Opening May 27
become
branch
manager
of
Excellent
to
"Chan
ces" next Thursday, Johl
opened
a
mid-town
office
at
6
East
Opening of "She Wolf of Wall Pictures.
46th St., and is preparing for the Barrymore in "Svengali", at the!
Street," the Universal release formsummer season. Plans for resuming Hollywood, had such a pickup in
erly called "Mother's Millions," at
See Small Chance for Mich. Bill
advanced from
the Rivoli, has been
the firm's activities at Philadelphia Warne
over the
May 28 to May 27.
last
daysit ovefl
that '■
Bros,
decide
indefinrss
d tofewhold
itely.
Lansing — With the voting of ad- and in the Oklahoma territory have busine
journment by the legislature, the not as yet been formulated.
Sorenson amusement tax bill is ex♦♦♦♦♦•*♦♦>%♦»♦♦•♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦*♦♦♦♦#♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦>»,;
pected to die in committee, although
New York
there is a remote possibility of a speLong
Island
City
♦*•
cial session.
1540 Broadway
154 Crescent St. ;*♦
BRyant 9-4712
STillwell 4-7940 ♦"♦
Loew's Toronto Earnings Drop
Toronto — Gross receipts and profits
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in
♦♦♦.♦
of Marcus Loew's Theaters, Limited,
of Toronto, for the fiscal year endMOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
ed Jan. 1, show a drop from those
Gross receipt's
previous
the the
of
are reSt. Theater
Yongeperiod.
from
ported at $494,377 compared with
INCORPORATED
$572,529 and net receipts of $122,Chicago
Hollywood
Spring Arcade Bldg.
409 compare with $175,260. Addition
1727 Indiana Ave.
6700 Santa Monica
1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
Blvd.
Los Angeles, Cal.
CALumet 3692
of revenue from Bloor St. theater
HOLlywood 4121
BRyant 9-3040
Michigan 8761
brought total net receipts to $193,408
contrastceding
ed year.with $274,330 in the pre^.♦♦.♦♦.♦'.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦# ♦♦»*»♦*
*»>♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•♦♦>♦•»♦•♦♦•♦»•»♦•♦«•♦♦•»»•♦♦'♦.•♦»•♦♦•».'.♦•♦♦>♦•;;•;»•♦
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SPONSORED SHORTS BAN
MAY BECOME GENERAL
(Continued

tures, was quoted
company would
sponsored shorts
wants them, but

from

Page

1)

as saying that his
continue making
for anyone who
that clients would

have to arrange for their own distribution inasmuch as Warner houses
would no longer show these pictures
on programs of paid entertainment.
Asked concerning this report, Morris told The Film Daily that Warner Bros, woulld no longer solicit ad
film business, but would produce such
pictures if clients come to them. The
Warner houses, however, will play
only advertising pictures made by the
Warner organization, said Morris.
This was interpreted in film circles
Friday as a probable indication of
Warners' gradual easing out of the
sponsored film field. Following on
Nicholas M. Schenck's recent announcement against ad shorts for
Loew's and M-G-M, and a subsequent report that Hiram S. Brown of
RKO is expected to come out with
i. similar statement shortly, the oposition to commercial films on the
part of the big circuits would be
unanimous.
Particular interest in the developprecipitated
Friday's
n The ments
Film
Dailyby was
shownstory
by
New York daily newspapers and
press associations, who immediately
ollowed up the story. Eugene Castle
of Castle Films, one of the first and
most strenuous antagonists of sponsored shorts, has been among the
most active in arousing newspaper
nterest in the situation and enlisting
their aid in fighting what
he copders a menace to movie theaters.
Pete Harrison also has fought the
practice tooth and nail.

$3,000,000 a Year Saved
Under Paramount Cuts
(Continued

from

Page

1)

intil at least Sept. 1, 1932, are on the
ollowing scale:
On all salaries up to $50 a week
reduction of 5 per cent, with IVi
>er cent on any part of the next $25;
0 per cent on the amount of salary
ietween $75 and $100; 15 per cent
n the next $150; 20 per cent on the
lext $250 and 25 per cent on all
bove $500.

COMING

& GOING

CARL LAEMMLE, JR., accompanied by
(OBERT WYLER and HARRY ZEHNER,
re in New York from the coast. WYLER
ails in a week for France, where he will act
Universal
representative
in
connection
th the making of pictures by the Conortium.
ONA
MUNSON,
First
National
player,
s arrived in New York for a visit.
LOUIS MACHAT, operator of the Cinema
irt Theater, Chicago, has returned to the
Vindy City after a business trip to the
a st.
JACK
MULHALL
sailed Friday
on the
aris for Europe.

MORE MUSIC, LESS TALK
FOR PARAMOUNT SHORTS

RULT

(Continued

• • •
PASSING
IMPRESSIONS
of
Sardi's
the
Nourishment Nursery
where most of the patrons started
life as Bottle Babies
and still are
seeing that the
film biz is what it is
and that most of the Sardi satellites
are slaves of the screen
who foregather there daily to see
and be seen
and finish their luncheon with a spicy dessert
of Dirt
which of course is not on the bill of fare
but every customer has a snoot full of it
which they exchange with each other
which explains why the film fan
rags are All Alike
for they all scoop up the gossip crumbs
from the same tablecloth
*
*
*
*
• • • ANY DAY at Sardi's you can see The Types
there's the Falling Star
he enters
everybody starts
to rasp the old Razz
Rumba
"Here
comes
Joe Goop,
fellers, and don't he look the part!"
"Going Down! — hold
the elevator for Joe"
"I never could see that mugg, anyway"
"Why, if I'd had his breaks — "
"Just another
Lucky Strike — all puffed out"
and so on, till Joe walks
over to the tear-'em-to-sheds
table
to be greeted
with
this palpitating
paean
of praise
"You're
lookin' swell,
Joe"
..."Say, kid, you got a bum break on that last pix"
'"Sure he did — lousy direction, and no support"
"Never mind, Joe, you're due for a break, and we're all rooting
for ya"
Grand
Chorus:
"SURE
we are!"
just a
li'l comedy-tragedy enacted almost daily
with Joe Goop
in the role of Actor, Director,
Screen Writer,
Newspaperman
for there are a lotta Joe Goops
outside
the Falling
Screen
Stars
why, you might
be a Joe Goop
yourself
some day
and if it should happen, which the saints forbid, bless your soul!
we've provided you with the Razz
Rumba Routine
so that you can join in the Chorus
and won't these muggs be surprised!
*
*
*
*
• • •
EVEN SO, Sardi's is the most colorful rendezvous in
the Bored Way sector
where you can see Screen Life in
all its phases
if you are able to read more than the menu
which always fulfills its promise
(you're welcome,
Mister Sardi)
and there is another Type
the author with a brand new Idea for his next scenario
which
he imparts to you
under oath of Secrecy
at the
far corner table
away from other eavesdropping writers
and when you leave him gasping out the big climactic
scene
and saunter out to the door
the hat check
gal
who always gives us the Very Latest News
tells us the Entire Plot in more detail than the author just gave
it to us
she having just got it from Another screen writer
who
had sworn
her to Secrecy
not to divulge
his
Brand New Idea
just the ole Merry Go Round
gyrating hectically every day at Sardi's
but staged with
color, class and caricatures all around the walls
and can't
this boy Gard knock 'em off with his crayons?
every caricature a surgical operation
done with a scalpel dipped in
Mirth, Irony and — Truth
*
*
*
*
• • • JAMES GLEASON and Eddie Quillan, working in
"Whoop-Te-Do Kid" on the RKO Pathe lot, pulled off the
following in between shots, and sent it by airmail so we'd get it
in a hurry
"Say, Jimmie, which is the wrong side to mount
this horse?"
"The right,"
"No, I said the wrong."
"The right I said."
"Oh, you mean the right is
wrong."
"Yeah, the wrong is right."
"Well, how
can t lie right way he the wrong way?"
"Listen, lug. When
you climb on the beetle from the right side, you're climbing on
the wrong side — "
and so it goes for three typewritten
pages
which furnishes us with an appropriate closing test
for our sermon today
"Forgive them, for they know not
what
they do — to Us."
and we clutch our throat, gasp
for air, kick the typewriter over
and call it a day

«

«

«

»

»

»
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change, affecting the 52 scheduled
one-reelers, which previously were
divided into 12 musicals and 40 dialogue pictures, increases the musical
subjects to 36 and reduces the talk
numbers to 16. No change is contemplated at present in the 32 tworeelers planned, said Kent.

Defeat of N. C. Tax Bill
Ends (Continued
Worst from
Fight
of1) Year
Page
legislative battle that has confronted
the film industry this year. At 6
P. M. Thursday the Senate accepted
the conference compromise tax report by a vote of 26 to 24, and at
11 the same night the House accepted
it by 51 to 43, the number of votes
in each case being just enough. This
was the first time that both the Senate and the House were able to agree
on the bill, and it is now expected to
be rushed through on second and
third readings inasmuch as the legislative session has run far beyond the
time for which the solons receive pay
and everyone is anxious to wind up.
Principal credit for staving off the
theater tax goes to Harry Buchanan,
a small indie exhibitor of the state
who closed his theater and came here
to fight the unreasonable levy.
Charles W. Picquet kept harmony in
the M.P.T.O.A. ranks, while Kincey
and Emlow, exhibitors affiliated with
Publix also were among those aiding
in the fight. For two months the
theater tax was held off by the narrow margin of one vote.
Erpi and W. E. Golf Events
Electrical Research Products and
Western Electric will hold separate
golf tournaments today (Saturday).
The Erpi event takes place at Briarcliff Country Club, Briarcliff, N. Y.
Western Electric execs will do their
golfing at Skytop Lodge, Cresco, Pa.

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

May 23-24

Douglas
Fairbanks
Helen Foster
James
Gleason
Earle Snell
George Stone
Dorothy Lee
Shirley O'Hara
Creighton Hale
Dorothy Manfred
Arthur Marx
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jou, Stroheim, Damita
Teamed in Radio Picture
Radio Pictures has topped its list
of sensational announcements for the
season of 1931-'32 with the climactic
statement that Adolphe Menjou and
Erich von Stroheim have been signed
to appear with Lily Damita in Maurice de Kobra's novel, "Lives of a
Bengal Lancer," to reach the screen
as "The Sphinx Has Spoken." Victor Schertzinger is directing it for
Radio Pictures.
Other Radio assignments include
Hobart Bosworth for "Fanny Foley
Herself," J. W. Johnson for "The
Reckoner," and Jason Robards, DeWitt Jennings, Charles Middleton and
William Scott for "Full of Notions."
Para. Signs John Breeden
John Breeden, young stage actor,
juvenile lead in the Broadway stage
hit, "Mandel, Inc.," has signed a contract as a Paramount featured player.
Paul Kohner Promoted
Paul Kohner, former casting director at Universal City, and later supervisor of foreign language productions, has been promoted to the rank
of associate producer.

Twenty-five university football
coaches
appear in the "Pigskin
Problems"willseries
to be produced by
A.1 Mannon and released by Educational. Howard Jones, coach for
University of California, will be in
each reel in addition to four and five
other coaches specializing in certain
technical points of the game. Following isa list of coaches signed by
Mannon; Howard Jones, U. South
California; Chick Meehan, New York
U.; Frank Cavanaugh, Fordham;
Harry J. Mehre, Georgia Tech; Babe
Hollandsbery, Washington State; H.
W. Hargiss, U. of Kansas; Gwynn
Henry, U. of Missouri; H. O. Chrisler, U. of Minnesota; Dick Hanley,
North Western U.; Bob Zupke, U.
of Illinois; Harry Kipke, U. of Michigan; Charles Dorias, U. of Detroit;
Sam Willaman, Ohio State U.; J. B.
Sutherland, U. of Pittsburgh; Rip
Miller, Naval Academy; Major Sasse,
West Point; Maurice Stevens, Yale
U; Wallace Wade, Duke U.; S.
Madigan, St. Mary's; Ray Morrison,
Southern Method. U.; B. W. Bierman, Tulane U; Bill Ingram, U. of1
California; Walter P. Steffen, NotrJe
Dame; Tad Jones, Rules Committee,
Amateur Football Association o:1
Chicago, and Alonza Stagg.
"East of Borneo" Finished

II

Lastbeen
scenes
"East
of Borneo"
have
madeof at
Universal
Cityj
The production was begun in Suma
tra, Shanghai and the Far East b.
Brook-Brian-Wray in "Silence"
Give Brook, Mary Brian and John a sound-equipped expedition aid
completed here by George Melford
Wray
headMax
the Marcin
cast ofstage
"Silence,"
from the
play, with a cast which includes Rose
which is now being prepared by Para- Hobart, Charles Bickford, Lupit?
mount. Willard Robertson also will Tovar, Georges Renavent and Nobll
be in it.
Johnson.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
Hollywood's most convenient hotel . .
tor your stay in Southern California
RUG HT in the center of everything to see and do . .
next door to famous studios, theatres, coin, and
shops . . near golf courses, bridle paths, and other
amusement places.
The Plaza offers you every modern convenience, unexcelled service, and a unique, homelike atmosphere that
makes you feel at home as soon as you enter its well
known "doorway of hospitality." Here, too, you may
enjoy the company of interesting and famous people.

Kay Francis to Start in Sept.
Kay Francis' first starring picture
for Warner Bros, will go into production abound the first of September. It will bear the title of "The
Hungry Wife" and will be an adaptation of Arthur Richman's successful stage play "Heavy Traffic."

>)

n

Adolphe Menjou gets a chance to display his linguistic accomplishments inM-G-M's "The Great Lover." In addition to
English,
Italian. he speaks brief lines in French, German, Spanish and

New Low Rates

Wriafir BookUt. Vacation Bimau

25 FOOTBALL COACHES

Menjou Speaks 5 Tongues in Film

Production at the Hal Roach studio
is back in swing following a six
week's vacation. Laurel and Hardy
started the ball rolling with the Three New Comedies
shooting of the first comedy on their
Started at RKO Pathe
1931-32 schedule entitled "Come
Lew Lipton sent three comedies
Clean." The supporting cast consists of Linda Loredo, Gertrude into production simultaneously this
Astor, and Mae Busch. James W. week at RKO Pathe. "June First,"
Home will continue directing Laurel June MacCloy's initial "Gold Digand Hardy. Art Lloyd is at the
ger" fun-film, went before the camcamera.
eras with Don Gallaher directing.
Marion Shilling, Gertrude Shrot and
Charley Chase is working on "The
are in the supportPanic Is On," with Virginia WhitinR Jimmying Finlayson
cast. James Gleason started
as his feminine lead and Howard
Trusdale as her father. James Par- work on "I'm Tellin' Ya," with
George Green directing. Others in
rott is directing.
the cast are Russell Gleason, Olive
George Whiting has joined the
Cooper, Jack Pennick, Jack Perry
writers' staff again. He is the father
of Virginia Whiting, feminine lead and Jack Trent. Daphne Pollard's
in Charley Chase's current comedy. second Manhattan comedy, "Oh,
Marry Me!" went into production
Marshall Neilan, popular feature under
the direction of William Watdirector, has been signed to direct
son.
Dot Farley heads the supportthe Zasu Pitts-Thelma Todd coming cast.
edies.
"The Messenger Boy," Benny Rubin's latest, was finished the first
part of the week. Edward Luddy diAdded to "Lasca"
Recent additions to the cast of
rected. Bud Jamieson, John Sinclair,
"Lasca of the Rio Grande," which Marie Wells, George Billings and
has gone into production at Uni- Stanley Blystone comprise the remainder of the cast.
versal, include Johnny Mack Brown,
Slim Summerville and Frank Campeau. Dorothy Burgess has the femCast of Cruze Production
inine lead opposite Leo Carrillo.
Supporting cast for Clara Kimball
Young in "Women Go on Forever,"
James Cruze-Tiffany production now
in work under the direction of Walter
Lang, includes Marian Nixon, Morgan Wallace, Eddie Lambert, Yola
D'Avril, Paul Page, Lorin Raker,
Thomas Jackson, Nellie V. Nichold,
Maurice Black and Maurice Murphy.
The picture is based on the New
York stage play.
ROOM
WITH
BATH
"I Like Your Nerve" Finished
"I Like Your Nerve," in which
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is starred by
First National, is now in the cutting
room, according to news from the
West Coast studios. William Mc$
Gann directed the story by Roland
Pertwee, in which Loretta Young
plays
the leading feminine role opRight in the heart of
posite young Fairbanks. Others in
Hollywood-with
the cast are Edmund Breon, Claude
interesting places to
Allister, Henry Kolker, Boris Karloff and Ivan Simpson.
go-people to seo
!fl|'3'3l "d things to do.
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European plan. $3.00
double. $5.00 and up,
and monthly rates.
Remember the Plaza
Hollywood. Write for

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

HOTEL.

and up, single. $4.00 and up,
twin beds. Special low weekly
for an unforgettable
free folder.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD

RICHARD TALMADGE

Richard Harlan, who directed the

Spayiish version of "The Valiant,"
Q.EORGE O'BRIEN is hard at is writing the adaptation for the
work on "Wyoming Wonder,"
for Fox. Sally Eilers is his leading which
Spanishhe version
"East Lynne,"
will alsoof direct.
*
*
*
lady. Following "Wyoming Wonder," George is scheduled to make
Forrest Stanley and June Clyde
Zane
Grey's
"Riders
of the Purple
have
been cast for "Arizona," which
"
.
*
*
*
,Sage
is now in production at Columbia.
*
*
*
Our Passing Show: Richard Dix,
Craufurt Kent, Bert Moorhouse, WilAlan Roscoe, Wilbur Mack and
fred Charles Medcraft at the South- Edmund Breese have been added to
ern California tennis tournament;
the cast of "The Reckoner," RichWilliam LeBaron entertaining at a ird Dix picture for RKO.
*
*
*
dinner in honor of David Sarnoff.
With "The Upper Underworld,"
Douglas MacLean is producing an which
Rowland V. Lee directed, Giloriginal story of his own, "Full of
bert Emery finished his twelfth feaNotions," co-starring Wheeler and
tured role since coming to HollyWoolsey, for RKO. Dorothy Lee is
wood a little over a year ago. He is
a featured member of the cast.
a playwright as well as an actor and
*
*
*
"Tarnish" and "The Hero."
Entile de Recat is all smiles these wrote
Ann Harding played in the stage
days. The Milan "Corriere Dela version of "Tarnish."
*
*
*
Sera" declared that the Italian version of "The Big House" was the
Marion Shilling, the beautiful litbest picture that ever came from the
tle RKO Pathe contract player, has
United States. "We consider Emile
de Recat's direction and treatment adopted a unique method of keeping
very clever and technically perfect in dramatic trim. With her father,
and his handling of the Italian dia- Edward Shilling, well known stage
logue is perfectly adherent and has actor, Miss Shilling reads aloud one
play each day she is not actually
a vivid dramatic rhythm," the critic
added.
appearing
before the camera.
*
*
*
*
*
*
A "One Day of the Month" club
rnay be formed in Hollywood. It
would consist of extras who are fortunate enough to work one day in
every four weeks.
*
*
*
Robert Harari wrote the French

Eugene Pallette and Stuart Erwin
have been added by Paramount to
"The Marines Have Landed," with
William Boyd, Charles Rogers and
Richard Aden.
Edward
Sutherland
will direct.
*
*
*

adaptation and dialogue for "Dirigible." He also wrote the adaptation
and dialogue for Radio Pictures'
French versions, "Une Femme
Libre" and "Echec eu Roi." Lucien
Wah, a French critic, considered
Harari's dialogue on "Echec eu Roi"
equal
to George
Bernard
Shaiv's
best.
*
*
*

A few years ago, Sidney Buchman
played a "bit" in "The Way of All
Flesh," at the Paramount studio. Now
he has returned to the same plant as
a writer. He is the author of "That
Man Saul," which starred Paul Muni,
who is returning to Hollywood to

Walter De Leon, author of "Big
Money," and now writing an original as Joe E. Brown's next starring
picture for First National, is also expected to work on the adaptation and
dialogue for his story. De Leon
[wrote the screen play and dialogue
,for "Lonely *
Wives."
*
*

First Picture, in Color,
Is Launched by Pioneer

Anita Page will once more appear with Buster Keaton as his first
aid in putting comedy in romance.
She will be his leading lady in "Sidewalks of New York" for M-G-M.

Hitting Home
By the way, the late Robert
Brunton once employed an
efficiency man, who reported
that a dog was holding up production. The efficiency man
recommended that the dog be
forced to leave the lot. The
dog happened to belong to
Brunton, who lost no time in
firing the cost expert.

has

WILK

play
the Hughes.
title role of "Scarface," for
Howard

"Yesterday in Santa Fe," initial
production of Pioneer Pictures, is in
work under the direction of Ja.cques
Jaccard. It is being made in Multicolor. Exteriors are about completed
and interiors will be shot at Tec-Art
starting in a few days.
McClintic Assigned
Guthrie McClintic has been assigned to direct Ruth Chatterton in
her next untitled vehicle for Paramount. It goes into production in
July following completion of "Stepdaughters of War."

Jackie Cooper in "Oliver Twist"
Jackie ("Skippy") Cooper, whose
contract has been taken over by
M-G-M from Hal Roach, will prob- //
ably be starred first in "Oliver
Twist." The youngster's salary is
reported to be $1,000 a week.
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THEATER
MOHAIR VELVET PROVES
GOOD ACOUSTICAL AID

NEW S0UND-0N-F1LM UNIT
MARKETED BY BESTONE
Omaha — Simplicity of operation
and ruggedness of construction to
withstand hard usage and abuse to
which all machinery is subjected,
with all bearings amply large and
durable, and all moving and wearing
parts that come in contact with the
film being case hardened, are among
the features claimed in the new
model BesTone Sound System, now
being marketed by the BesTone Co.
of Omaha, Inc.
The optical system and exciter
lamps are so constructed, the company declares, that the relation of
the exciter lamp and focal slit remain the same in all instances and
after the light unit of the exciter
lamp is focused on the focal slit of
the lens any adjustment for focus of
light will not disarrange the lamp
and lens relation.
Included are two exciter lights, one
of which is an emergency and can be
put in use in a second and be in perfect focus. Therefore, by turning
either lamp into action a perfect
image is maintained.
The exciter lamp is equipped with
ammeter and rheostat and control to
insure constant amperage on exciter
light at all times. The exciter lamp
operates from a 10-volt storage battery.
The tension shoes, said to be made
of special hard spring steel, are adjustable for old and new film so as to
get the necessary adjustment on the
particular film in use. The film being drawn over a curved surface
which assures smoothness of film
travel.
There are two sprockets in the
sound head — the constant speed
sprocket, which takes the film from
the sound gate at a constant speed,
and a takeup sprocket, which feeds
the film evenly into the lower magazine, preventing any pull whatever
on the sound sprocket, and eliminating any tendency to flutter the
reproduction.
The sound head mechanism is
driven through a mechanical filter,
which insures unvarying movement
of the film, the company claims.
Western Equipment Co. Busy
San Francisco — Alike Zar, sales
representative of the Western Theatrical Equipment Co. of this city,
returning from a trip over the territory, reports excellent results, with
numerous exhibitors busy making
their houses comfortable for the approaching warm weather.
Two large modifiers and MagnaLiie screens are also being installed
by the company in the Hawaiian
Islands under the supervision of Les
Dolliver, representative.

THIRTY and poorly kept films are
a detriment to any house. Mutilated films may be due either to the
films themselves being bad, or to
bad handling by the operators at the
theaters which have run them. It
can safely be stated, however, that
the majority of trouble can be accounted for by the fact that sufficient care has not been exercised at
some time or other. Cloudy, rainy
and flickering effects, intolerable as
they are, have existed in second and
third run houses for many years, and
to overcome this more attention
should be given in the care and
cleaning of films.

By M. P.
New Studio Signal
A new type signal system allowing greater versatility than
the ordinary method has been
developed and is now in use at
the Audio Cinema Studios,
New York. With this system,

Chicago — Experiments recently
made by Dr. William Braid White,
it is said, the director is ennationally known authority on acousabled to signal the cameraman,
tics, showed that mohair velvet is
electricians and actors by
especially effective in absorbing or
means of lights, allowing a
failing to reflect the high-pitched
much greater
means of conoises, the ones most disturbing to
ordination of effort.
the human ear.
The relation of mohair velvet to
good acoustics is being further
demonstrated in research conducted
by the American Seating Co. Their
engineers have found that the use of
mohair definitely increases the sound
Chicago — A new type organ seat,
absorption and its effect is so marked said to meet the requirements of orthat there is a ten per cent increase
ganists in the way of ease and comfort, has been designed and is being
in absorption when the mohair velvet seats are in the down position manufactured by the Gallagher OrHave you given any thought to instead of the raised position.
chestra Equipment Co.
the drinking fountains in your lobby
The seat is so constructed that
Mohair velvet upholstery's aid to
and the supplying of ice-cold water acoustics
is particularly noticeable the two arms, or leg rests, that fit
for your patrons during the summer when the theater is only partly filled.
under each leg, and are form fitting
months? Pure, cool and refreshing
If the seats are unoccupied and are
to the leg, move in either direction
water, conveniently located, has
covered with a hard, sound-reflecting
made theater attendance more wel- material, there is a marked increase with ball bearing ease, giving the
come to the prospective patron.
player the freedom of his legs for
in the amount of reverberation or effort.
foot peddling without the slightest
Make use of your electric sign at echo which disturbs patrons. Seats
upholstered in mohair, on the other
the proper time! In turning on the
All parts are separate and can be
hand, absorb sound whether occupied
sign and marquee illumination, con- or not, hence the empty seat is not replaced without replacing the whole
sider the quantity of daylight at the
an annoying factor when covered seat, thus assuring many years of
economical
operation, the company
time. Don't switch on the lights be- with mohair.
states.
fore it is necessary, but on the other
hand do not wait until it is too dark.
Buffalo Cooling for Three More
During rainy or cloudy days, if your
Dallas — Buffalo Engineering Co.
theater is open, turn on the illumina- will make installations of their air
tion, or at least a part of it. The
Changeover
expense involved is justified by the washer and distributing units in the
Opera House, Jacksonboro, Tex.,
"Thide"
advertising accomplished.
operated by C. A. Worthington; the
Beltonian, Belton, Tex., operated by
H. H. Cluck and Roy L. Walkef,
Automatic Shutter Control
with 3-uire circuit font switch
and the Cozy, Tulsa, Okla, operated
by Mrs. Helen Myers.
Standard equipment in over 1,500
The new Western Electric hard-oftheatres. Fits Motiograph Model
hearing equipment has been installed
F, Simplex
and Super-Simplex
and
SureFit. With
or without Rear
in 22 additional theaters, including
Shutter Mounts.
the Granada, Duluth; Strand, FairRear Shutter Mounts require Model
mont, Minn.; Rivoli, LaCrosse, Wis.,
D type. Convert your Model A to
Model D type. Brackets and parts
and the Grand Opera House, Dubuon
order.
Send for literature.
que, la. The new Erpi installations
in these houses are reported meeting
DOWSER MFG. CO.
with great success in helping the hard157 Rogers Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
ot -hearing to enjoy picture programs
without difficulty.

New Type Organ Seat
Designed by Gallagher

INVISIBLE

N. W. Houses Adopting
Hard-of -Hearing Sets

wait

DON'T

PLUG

until an inspector comes around
to te'.l you to fix your chairs.
REPAIR
YOUR
CHAIRS
NOW!
MAKE
YOUR
SQUAB
SEATS
SPRING SEATS

CONNECTORS
LONG
lasting andandmost
serviceable
— Kliegl
plug connectors
portable
plugging
boxes, pinthe
best and most economical to use for quickly and conveniently connecting stage lamps and other electrical
appliances. Any size or arrangement desired, for 5 to
100 ampere circuits. Also other stage lighting specialties, spotlights, scenic effects, supplies, etc.

Repairing — Reseating — Upholstering
Estimates cheerfully given

KLIEGL BROS

Allied Seating Company

Universal

GRamercy
303 4th Avenue
5-5833 New York City at 23rd St.

321

C-^J

Elect«ic Stage Lighting Co.. Inc.

West SOth Street

-• New

York, n.y.

a/sj>

THE

S^S
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PORTABLE AX. EQUIPMENT
PUT OUT BY SONO CORP.
Indianapolis — A new portable
Sonofilm sound equipment that can
be operated with current originating
solely from one alternating current
light socket, using standard film, has
been placed on the market by the
Sono
Equipment
Corp.
The new "junior" equipment is
packed in three suitcases for convenient transportation, with a total
weight of 180 pounds. It is equipped
with a standard theater sound head,
and has 80 per cent replacement on
parts at any supply house, the company claims. A complete compact
sound-on-film equipment for theaters
is also marketed by the company.

Electric Golf Links
Gets Sideline Money

NEW

THEATERS

Sacramento, Cal. — Construction
work on the new Warner Bros, theater here, to cost about $1,000,000,
will be started June 1.

RESTORATION OF FILM
CLAIMEDBY NEWMETHODS

Cleveland — A method of cleaning
and rejuvenating used films so that
the original quality of the sound
Springfield, Mass. — ■ Contract for track is retained, is said to have been
the erection of a theater here by perfected by Fred Mast, president of
Samuel and Nathan Goldstein, former Rex Film Cleaner.
owners of the Goldstein Brothers
Under the system, which incorpocircuit of theaters, has been awarded
rates the use of Waxolene, all-surface
to George H. Reed & Co. of Green- dirt and oils accruing from use are
field, Mass. Completion is expected removed without injuring the film, it
by August 15.
is said. A blotting system replacea rubbing system for absorbing surFrankfort, Ind. — A theater is to be
plus oils. In addition the film is suberected here by Valos and Gregory
jected to treatment which restores
at an estimated cost of $100,000.
those elements in it that are destroyed by the strong lights to which
New Britain, Conn. — H. E. Eriwin it is subjected in its passage through
is reported planning to build a the- a projection machine.
000. ater here at an estimated cost of $75,-

New Equipment Firm
Strong, Kan. — About $75,000 is to
Trenton, N. J. — A new equipment
An electric golf game manufac- be the cost of a theater planned here firm, known as C. M. Vanderbilt,
tured by Peter Clark, Inc., of New by Charles Lancaster and Paul Gish.
Inc. has been incorporated to carry
ness.
York and known as Electrolinks, is
on a general theater equipment busibeing utilized for side profits by
Abbeville, La. — Erection of a buildmany theaters. The game is installed
house Frank's theater here is
either in the theater lobby or in store under ing to consideration.
space next to the house.
Requiring a space of 19 feet x 12
Franklin, N. H. — Samuel Kurson
feet, customers playing the game can will erect a theater here at an estiswing with all their might and then
mated cost of $75,000.
see just exactly what distance they
would get from such a drive at the
S. C. — Paramount Pubgolf club, each drive as well as hole lixColumbia,
will erect a theater here at an
putts being automatically registered estimated cost of $600,000.
on a pictured wall chart.
Requiring from two to three hours
Pullman, Wash. — A theater is to
to erect, the outfit is furnished com- be erected here at a cost of about
plete with clubs, balls, scorecards, p.er.
$30,000 by Martin. Lycan and Jenetc., the company claims.

ALTERATIONS
Philadelphia ■— ■ Plans have been
completed for alterations and rearrangement oftheily.
interior of the FamGreat Barrington, Mass. — Approximately $80,000 is being expended on
extensive changes and improvements
at the Mahaiwe. Interstate Theater
Corp. are the new owners.
Sioux City, la. — Extensive alterations and improvements are to be
made on the theater owned by A.
Sanford.
Shawnee, Kan. — The sum of $5,000
has been appropriated for improvemer.
ments at the Mission by M. A. Sum-

Lynchburg,
\'a. — Alterations
and
general
improvements
will be made
at the Trenton by Warner Bros, at
an

estimated

cost" of $50,000.

Victoria, Tex. — Jefferson Amusement Co. will spend $15,000 for improving the Princess here.

Announcement

Humidity Recorder
Halletsville, Tex. — Approximately
Foxboro, Mass. — A relative humid- $25,000 is to be spent on a theater
ity recorder of the membrane type, here by P. M. Brown.
designed for recording humidity at
Everly, la. — The sum of $11,000
temperature up to 120° F. and for use
in connection with any air condition- has been appropriated for a city hall
ing system, is being marketed by the ment.
and theater to include sound equipFoxboro Co.
The company also manufacturers a
complete line of indicating, controlYersailes, Mo. — Contract for the
ling and recording instruments.
erection of a theater to be constructed here by Thomas Ghosen, of Eldon, Mo., has been awarded to J. P.
Ephland of this city.

JUST
AROUND
THE
CORNER

from every American
theatre
NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY
COMPANY
Branches ii

Opens Western Office
Los Angeles — Arcturus Radio
Tube Co. of Newark, N. J., manufacturers of radio tubes and photoelectric cells, announces the opening
of its Western Division office at 1855
Industrial St. here. L. P. Naylor is
in charge.
Nat'l Opens Pittsburgh Office
Pittsburgh — National Theater SupCo lias opened its new and up-toof
quarto here. at 1721 Boulevard
date Allies
the

MENGER RING
& WEINSTEINU
Designers and Builders of

Lobby FramesSinceand1899Ticket Booths
are no longer represented by

THE NATIONAL

THEATRE

SUPPLY CO.

Territories open for
U. S. and Canada

Independent representation wonted
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IN THE EAST

\By HARRY N. BLAIR',

NEW COMPANY DEVELOPING
SOUND, COLOR FACILITIES

A new producing organization, said
to offer improved color and sound
facilities, has been organized under
the name of General Pictures, Inc.,
with headquarters at 43-77 Vernon
Blvd., Long Island City, N. Y.
In the field of sound recording,
they are developing some inventions
Of Herbert C. McKay, F.R.P.S.
These inventions, it is claimed, employ standard electrical construction
for recording sound on film with a
minimum of ground noise, with extreme adaptability to studio practices,
and without the delicacy of construction of apparatus now in use. A
35mm. recorder is now being built
for test by the studios during the
summer. Any reproducing system
may be used.
In the field of color photography,
they are developing, under the auspices of the Opticolor Corp., a process designed for them by Merrill
Waide, S.M.P.E. This is a threecolor additive process in which the
only special requirements are a lense
for the camera and a lense for the
projector.
General Pictures expect to furnish
lenses of various focal lengths for
use on the producer's standard
cameras, and have the producer's
own staff take pictures with the usual
lighting, on standard film. It is
claimed that the ordinary developing
and printing system may be used and
the film projected by exhibitors with
the usual light. However, the lense
must be placed on the turret of the
projector for use when a natural
color picture is shown.
General Pictures state that they are
now projecting these natural color
pictures on a theater size screen at
165' throw, so the process may be
said to have passed the laboratory
stage. They are now engaged in
completing their corrections to the
standards in various focal lengths,
suitable for studio practise. Since
the film itself is the standard black
and white, any system of sound on
film or disc may be used with this
new color process.

Short Shots from
New York Studios
QSCAR STRAUS, who composed
the music for "The Smiling
Lieutenant,"
Chevalier's
latest ParamountMaurice
picture is,
perhaps,
best known for having written "The
cess.
Chocolate Soldier," his greatest sucEdward Ryan, juvenile actor, who
scored in such pictures as "Laughter," and "Stolen Heaven," as well
as numerous Vitaphone shorts, is a
leading contender for the role of
Penrod in the "Penrod and Sam"
series which Warner Bros, are preparing to make here.
Jean St. John, the little girl who
attracted attention as the first girl
to dance with Primo Camera on his
last visit to America, again treads
the light fantastic with the Italian
giant in his Vitaphone film, "The
Man Mountain," the story of which
is by Herman Ruby.
The Central Park sector is favored by a majority of the Paramount players, Nancy Carroll, Fredric March, Claudette Colbert, Maurice Chevalier and Ginger Rogers all
having apartments overlooking the
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REDDY

SMALL EXHIBS BENEFIT EIGHT BRITISH FILMS I
FROM BERLIN TAX CUT BYRKOPATHEANDPM
Berlin — As a relief to the small
exhibitor, a sub-committee of the
municipal council of Berlin has decided, and the tax committee has approved, entertainment tax reductions
for cinemas whose maximum admission price does not exceed 1 mark.
Thus, for entrance orices of less than
1 mark, existing rates are to be reduced from 15 to 12 per cent, from
\2y2 to 10, and from 9 to 7 per cent,
respectively. The much desired special alleviations for the summer season are not provided, however.
Article 1, paragraph 1 of the entertainment tax regulations is to be
supplemented to read that complaints
of exhibitors with regard to the nonadmission of tax reductions will be
examined by a special committee including the president and one member of the district tax collection body
and three members of the district
council. Before taking a decision
the soecial committee will have to
consult an expert, i.e., a representative of the trade
organization in question.

Kontingent Licenses
Expire on June 30

London — T. S. Delehanty, foreign
chief of RKO Pathe and director of
P. D. C, in announcing the program
for the latter company for 1931-32,
stated there would be eight British
uled.
pictures
produced in addition to the
regular feature releases of 22 sched-

Melophon to Produce
Educationals, Newsreels

Berlin — Melophon Film G.m.b.H.,
of Germany, which recently joined
the Tobis group and changed its title
to Tobis-Melofilm G.m.b.H., has an- '
nounced in the press that it is starting on a series of sound productions.
The company will specialize on educational and newsreels, such as the
Emelka sound-review The TobisMelofilm Co. is produc
Tobis-Klangfilm equipment. ing over

New Producing Company
Starts Activity in Berlin
_ Berlin — A new production firm has
just been created here under the name
of Deutsche Tonfilm-Gesellschaft
m.b.H., by Erich Engels and E. E.
Hermann Schmidt. Engels is a wellknown German producer, and
Schmidt a specialist of film publicity.
The new company plans to produce
feature films of a popular character,
educationals and publicity pictures.
The
under producti
way. on of the first feature,
The Secret of the Red Cat," is

Berlin — Motion picture companies
still holding unusued kontingent
licenses issued for the year ending
park.
June 30, 1931, have been notified that
Production on "Personal Maid" such licenses will expire on that date.
was delayed for three days by Paramount, due to the illness of Nancy No extension either of the 1930-31
Carroll, who is now recovered and kontingent period or of the validity
of the licenses allotted for that
readv to work.
Kinoton in France
period can be expected. It is also
ParIS — The Kinoton apparatus has
pointed out that the exchange of previously and already censored films made a successful start in France.
sale, agent here, Societe Conagainst other films will only be per- The
mitted in exceptional cases. Conse- tmentale de Photographie, reports
quently, importers are cautioned only that two of the best-known French
to register such films as they intend casinos, in Deauville and Trouville
sets. been equipped with Kinoton
to distribute.
have
Unusual feature activity in the
Dean Launches Another
East during the late summer months Another Patent Suit
London— Basil Dean, managing diis promised in a rumor that Warner
Is Won by Klangfilm
rector of Associated Talking PicBros, are planning to make features
Berlin — Klangfilm has just won antures,
Ltd., has launched "Footsteps
in addition to shorts product at their
other law-suit in the German Courts.
Vitaphone studio. The studio is now
In
the
Night
," with the cast
The company some time ago sued
ing Bemta Hume, Harold includ
being
remodeled and is set to reopen the Melorob-Maschinen and Apparate
Huth,
sometime
in July.
Peter Hannen, Walter Armitage,
G.m.b.H. and a Berlin theater for
Another report has it that D. W. infringement of its patents 304,307 Jack Lambert and Francis RossGriffith will make his next feature in and 350,501. The action was won Campbell.
the East and is angling for a New by Klangfilm, and the further use
Three British Houses Sold
Chevalier's Next on Coast
York studio.
or
sale
of
the
apparatus
in
question
Lond
on— A. R. Phern, Bristol theChevalier's next feature for Parawas prohibited to the defendants, who
ater owner, has acquired three houses
Hennicke Gagging Here
mount, tentatively titled "Love Me
Clarence Hennicke has arrived at were, moreover, condemned to pay in Devon, as follows: the Lyceum
Tonight," will be made in Hollyan indemnity to Klangfilm
and Winter Gardens at Teigmouth,
the Paramount New York Studio
wood,
Harry D'Arrast
It waswith
originally
planned directing.
to make from Hollywood to prepare material
and
the Scala at Dawlish.
New London House Planned
the exteriors in France, which idea for the Karl Dane-Geo. K. Arthur
London — A. E. Abrahams is havhas been abandoned.
series of shorts which Al Ray is geting plans drawn for building of a
Alsace Favors Germany
ting ready to direct.
large theater on the site of the LonParis — Looks as if Alsacedon
Pavilion.
Work
will
commence
Doubling
Norworths Repeat
Lorraine is swinging to Geras
soon
as
plans
are
completed.
Vitaphone has definitely signed Mr.
"If the economy wave permany again, with Teutonic pic"Le Million" In for Run
and
Mrs. Jack Norworth to a contures now far more popular
sists," says a wag of the west
London
—
The
French
production,
tract
to
make
six
more
"Naggers"
coast lots, "studios may comhere
than
French. It's got
pel their policemen to also act
shorts on next year's program. Work "Le Million," will continue indefinitethe French distributors worried.
cisively.
on
the
new
series
will
begin
in
the
Fall.
as supervisors."
ly at the Phoenix, having scored de-

WARNERS, D. W. GRIFFITH
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Theater

Changes

Reported by Film Boards of Trade
Closings

nedy by Harold Day; Seattle — Columbian,
sold
& Spangler by Everett
Lasher.to Kelso Closings
Beaverdale- Globe; Berlin — Rialto ; Brownsville—
Plaza
;
Bradford
—
Grand,
Lyceum
;
itlantic City — Liberty, sold to Royal The- Bisbee — Opera House, sold to John Arnold
Elwood City — Barnes, Liberty, Majestic ; Garfield— Garfield ; Seattle— Playhouse.
ater Co. by Vehtnor Realty & Leasing Co. ;
by F. J. Larue ; Kenmare — Lyceum, sold
Re-Openings
Erie — Grand; Hazleton — Liberty; Johnsto Wilson by Lee Darling; Napoleon —
East
Rutherford — Rex,
sold to Alfred
town— Palace; Koppell — Koppell; ManaMiller, sold to Victor Regner by Mary
! Gottesman by B. & E. Amuse. Corp. ;
yunk — Riviera; Millheim — -Municipal; Oil Aberdeen — Harbor; Ballard — Roxy ; Duval —
Miller: Milton — Star, sold to C. and I.
Spring Lake — Ritz, sold to Martin WohlCity — Lyric ; Philadelphia — Gladstone, LoDuval; Molson — Molson ; Seattle — ColumWild by D. McLeod ; Starkweather — Rex,
forth by Arcadia Theater Co. ; Community.
sold to D. T. Loehr by F. R. Irons.
bian ; Wilbur — Liberty.
cut ; Pittsburgh — Midway ; Rockdale — Rocksold to Martin Wohlforth by Mildred E.
dak-; Scranton — Period; Verona — Olympic;
Re-Opening
WEST VIRGINIA
Simmons ; Sussex — Sussex, sold to Lee
Wilmerding — Re-Openings
Liberty ; Yukon — Lyric.
Changes in Ownership
Shafer by M. Smith and J. Sarro ; Tren- Starkweather — Rex.
sold to Hunts' Trenton
ton— Center
Bluefield — Granada, sold to Commerce TheOHIO
Thea..
Inc., bySt.,I. Levy.
Bridgeville- Strand; Clarion — Orpheum; Conaters Co. by Hokay Thea. Co. ; Chester —
fluence— 'Liberty ; Curwensville — Strand ;
Closing
Changes in Ownership
Lincoln, sold to David Miller by Harry'
Dunlo — Dreamland; Farrell — Strand;
Zamsky
; Iaeger — Jaeger, sold to H. k.
tfoboken— Liberty ; La Vallette— La Vallette. Akron — Spicer, sold to U. C. Welton by Mr.
Grassflat- Photoplay; Hastings — Majestic;
and Mrs. F. C. Reinecke; Bellville — Opera
Pauley
by J. sold
Dameron
; Lumberport
NEW MEXICO
House, sold to C. E. Hall by O. A. Fuast ,
Johnstown —National ; Lewisberry — Arcade ;
Opera House,
to Koon
by A. Duty— ;
Morrisdale— Morris ; Monongahela City —
Closing
Butler — Airdome, sold to W. W. EisenParkersburg — Strand, s'old to Paramount
bach ; Canton — Broadway, sold to Ralph
Bent ley ; Roscoe — Rosco.
3ernalillo — Crown.
Publix Corp. by
P. W. Barrett; RonClosings
New Theater
O. Godar by H. Trifelos ; Cincinnati —
ceverte — Grand, sold to P. L. Dysard by
NEW
YORK
Metropolitan, sold to L. Surnbrock and K. Huntingdon — Clifton, J. L. Blackwood,
owner.
J. C. Shanklin.
Masil by Parkway Amuse. Co. ; Cleveland
Changes in Ownership
— Memphis, sold to Aaron Moses and
SOUTH
CAROLINA
Vmenia — Playhouse, sold to P. J. Herbert
Davy — Palace ; Elkins — Elkins ; Everettville
Isador Weiss by Frank Liska ; Vandora,
by Paul Wilde ; Bainbridge — Town Hall,
Changes in Ownership
— Everett Ville ; Fayetteville — Dreamland ;
sold to Edward Ward by A. Sladewski ;
sold to A. K. Theaters by Wm. H. Voigt;
Glen White — Glen White; Parkersburg —
Columbus Grove — Roma, sold to Homer H. Honea Path — Lyric, sold to J. \V. HenderBinghamton — Cameo, sold to M. E. ComerState ; Parsons — Victoria ; Point Pleasant —
—
Inman
Robertson;
Harris
by
C.
Benroth
;
Coshocton
—
Pastime,
&
Aubrey
son
by
Fillmoe,
—
Buffalo
Ness;
Amuzu, sold to Troy Mills by Turnage^ &
Lyric ; St. Albans — Reel ; Webster Springs
ford by H. VanKorach
sold to Warner Bros, by Chacos Bros.
by K. Soblewski ;
sold to Milton
— New
Star ; Newburg — Crystal.
Ritz, sold to CriAmuse. Co. ; Dayton — Valley, sold to D. L.
Smith;terionSpartanburg*—
Re-Openings
Dover Plains — Best, sold to V. A. Stewart
Amuse.
Co.
by
Troy
Mills.
Lincoln,
—
Dennison
;
Peiffer
C.
by
Opera
Freese
by F. C. Adams ; Downsville —
sold to Lee Van Tilburg by Jacob Smith;
New
Theater
by
Thompson
&
Cameron
—
Almo
; Marlington — Amuzu ;
English
to
sold
House,
Hubbard — Liberty, sold to Danko & George Rock Hill — Capitol, Robert Bryant, owner
Bridge.
Quirk, sold to
Shinnston — Princess, Rex ; Petersburg —
C. E. Hulbert Co. ; Fulton —Bloom
Amuse.
Sigma,
—
Lima
by
SOUTH DAKOTA
Publix Thea. Corp.
Vargo by M. Weintraub;
State, sold to Warner Bros, by Lima-Ritz
Co ; Liverpool — Liverpool, sold to L.
New Theater
Changes
in Ownership
sold
Kaypee,
—
Gilead
Mt.
;
Inc.
Theaters,
Vernon—
Mt.
;
Charleston — Greenbrier, J. S. Shanklin and
Horsman by G. T. Imeson
to J. B. Gardner by C. E. Wagner and Alcester — Barrymore, sold to Elsie Elfline by
Bunny, sold to Ross Theaters, Inc., by
D. S. MacQueens,
owners.
Fred Elfline ; Lemon — Viking, sold to
G. S. Grainger; Pataskala — Sterling, sold
RiverH & M. Amuse. Corp. ; Pearl
Rodenbou A. E. by S. D. Meyers; Mcto R. N. Fraker by C. W. Parrish ; Pioneer
WISCONSIN
Pearl River, sold to C. Rosay by D. \\ .
intosh—
Lyric,
sold
to
W.
L.
Chapin
by
Pioneer, sold to E. B. Kingsbury by
Mathews ; Rochester — Clinton, sold to
Changes in Ownership
C. VV. Richards.
Re- Opening
C M Britton ; Portsmouth — Strand, sold
Mrs. Leah Irons by H. W. Shannon,
Augusta — Opera House, sold to E. E. WarUnderto R. and F. Brady by H.toG.Crisp
Little, sold to Mrs. Florence Feneves>
ner by Conrad Mohr ; Boscobel — Boscobel,
by
wood ; Ripley — Gayety, sold
—
Wessington
Springs — Rialto.
sold to C. J. Nugent and Russell J. Rink
Belinson by F. Rimington ; Schenectady
Wm. Maddox; Scio — Scio, sold to The
Happy Hour, sold to Geo. Marcus andto
TENNESSEE
by H. C. Tebbetts ; Elmwood — Legion,
—
Dunlop; Toledo by
Co. by John Theaters,
Scio Thea.sold
Feinstein by Geo. Marcus ; Pearl, sold
sold to C. Holt by J. Ginsbach ; Loyal —
Inc.,
to Allied
Changes in Ownership
lvanhoe,
M. Silverman by Dwore and Silverman;
Mys—
Viking, sold to E. W. Etta ; Milwaukee —
Utica
;
Humboldt—
Cliisholm,
sold
to
W.
L.
ChisCo.
The Auburndale Amuse.
Pastime, sold to Jack Kraker by Edward
Sharon Springs — Sharon, sold to J. C. Cartic, sold to W. C. Nothstine by W. Albert.
Martin — Capitol,
Lowrance;
L.
J.
Syracuseby
holm
penter by B. B. Gutstadt; by
Closings
Jacobs
and L. C. Schroeder ; New HolHerM.
B.
by
Oneida
Chrisholm
L.
W.
to
Davidson
sold
Mrs.
to
sold
Avon,
stein — Majestic, sold to Fred Boeselager
ion; Memphis — Chelsea, Cameo, Norman,
Thea. Co.; Wappinger Falls— Park, sold
and W. H. Steiner
by E. Gruner.
Circle;
Strand
—
Bradford
;
sold
to
Memphis
Theater
&
Equip.
Co.
by
Family
—
Closings
Adelphi
to Hardy & Senter by Barracco & Brockville — Metropolitan; Columbus — Pythian;
C. K. Peck, Kate Maingait, N. Pacini.
— Utahna ; Leesburg — Leesburg ;
way; Waterloo— State, sold to B. B. GutCoshocton
TEXAS
stadt by Sececa Falls Thea. Co. ; WilBoyceville — Opera House ; Loyal — Viking.
Logan — Ruble; Middletown — Gordon; Ohio
liamsville— Glen, sold to M. H. Dykstra
New Theaters
Palace.
—
le
Tiltonsvil
;
Princess
—
Cjty
Changes
in Ownership
sold
— Windsor,
by J Cardina; Windsor
Arlington — Palace, sold to Oak Lawn Amuse. Boyceville — State, Alseth & Dubesar, ownOKLAHOMA
H. Voigt.
to A. K. Theaters by Wm.
ers ; Chilton — Chilton, J. Steenport, ownClosings
Co.; Abilene — Dixie, sold to Hobert WiChanges in Ownership
ers; Milwaukee —Closing
Warner,
Warner
Bros..
ley ; Dallas — Peak, sold to O. C. Easter ;
has taken over the
Albany— Hudson ; Buffalo— Frontier ; Chit- Griffith Amuse. Co.
McConF.
T.
to
sold
Liberty,
Denison—
ThePlainsville; Eastelline — Pastime, sold to W. M.
WYOMING
following theaters from the Midwest
tenango-^Lanning Hall; DoverJordon
—
; BarStar; Ft. Covington — Palace;
ater Operating Co. : Ardmore —— Rex
Whaley; Henrietta — New Washmon, sold
Midwest;
Blackwell
MornsMidwest;
—
tlesville
Bates;
—
Mohawk
Hippodrome;
to C. P. Washmon ; Houston — St. Elmo,
Earlsboro — Rex, sold to Virgil Miller by
Morris • North Tonawanda — Strand ;
sold to A. Farb; Jefferson — Lyric, sold to Casper — Rex.
; Watervliet — New
Co.; Beaver— States, sold
Liberty
Amuse.
Point—
Griffith
Rouses
1) N. Whatley ; Midland — Grand, sold to
Grand.
Wooten;
C.
J.
by
Wooten
C.
to Alphine
to GrifH. I. Hodge; Pampa — State,— sold
Garber— DeLuxe, sold to J. A. Collins by
Re-Openings
fith Amuse. Co. ; Pleasanton Plestex, sold
Lincoln, sold to
—
Meeker
Hiltner;
H
W
Roxbury.
—
Roxbury
;
Keen's
Phoenicia—
to W. E. Simpson ; San Juan — San Juan,
Okmulgee New Theater
M S Irwin by M. Tytenicz ; by
sold to R. P. Condron ; Sonora — La Vista,
Hamotis
Taylor
I.
sold to Robt.
Yale,
Cascio,
Martin
Pleasant,
Schenectady— Mt.
sold to M. R. Williams; Victoria — Queen,
Bros • Tulsa — Palace, sold to Caube &
Inc. ; Wacosold to East Texas Thea..Rex.
Thea. Operating Co.
Teeter by Midwest
sold to J.
Closings
°Wner'
sold to J. Oakes;
NEW
YORK
CITY
.
A.Lyric,
Lempke.
Changes in Ownership
Closings
Black;
Midwest
ille—
Brrtlesv
Rex;
e—
Ardmor
ON
THE
BOARDWALK
Chatham— Chatham Sq., sold to Jacobson
■p*z*
well— Midwest ; Cushing— Paramount.
Del Rio — Juarez; Houston — Crown, Logan,
AT NEW JERSEY AVENUE
Bros, by Herman Abel; Star— Lexington
OREGON
Re-Opening
Theag by Fox
State.
Greenber
Max
Pampa—
to
;
sold
Royal
Ave.,
Melba,
aters Corp.
Changes in Ownership
Waco — Lyric.
New Theater
Brownsville— Brownsville, sold to Ray Stumlegitiformerly
St.,
48th
W.
Ranier— Grana, sold
New Theaters
Belmont— 123
Green;
R.
S.
by
bo
t— Center — Joyland, W. H. Hicks, owner;
mate, operated by Blandon Realty Corp.
to C E. Davis by I. Wittwer ; Reedspor
BROOKLYN
Clarand
on
McPhers
G.
to
sold
Edwards,
Greenville— Rita, Moore & Sullivan, ownEdwards; Scio—
ence Cooley by A. F.Stumbo
Changes in Ownership
Ji.
ers; Henderson — Strand, East Texas TheC.
by
Ray
to
Peoples, sold
ater, Inc., owners; Kilgere — Strand, East
Bay — Bath Ave., sold to Anthony Cappadona
Ray
to
sold
Grand,
—
Sheridan
Green;
Broadway,
Texas Thea., owners; Texan, O. C. Muiby Bay Amuse. Co.; Bobby— Grand—
Green.
R.
S.
by
Stumbo
74.!
phree, owner; Pharr— Texas, Mrs. I. Jack,
sold to D. & B. Amuse. Co. ;
New Theater
owner.
Amelia
Grand St., sold to Lubern, Inc., by sold
Name
Change
owner.
Choate,
L.
E.
to
Rodeo,
—
Molalla
Ave.,
Myrtle
Chesnius; Irving—
PENNSYLVANIA
Fanwell Ent., Inc., by Terns Amuse.
to Palace.
Maria— Opera House
Closing
Corp. ; Lee— Lee Ave., sold to Jules Victor
UTAH
Changes in Ownership
by L. Dreilling; Livonia, sold to J- Wolff Blair Station—
Capruggi
L.
Lincoln, sold to
— Wilson
by Barbash & Shapiro; Rige
by Edna Palmire ; Bristol— Riverside, sold Cleveland — Cleveland.
to Rige Thea.. Inc., by S. C.
Ave., sold
Louis Litto ; FarStephens.
to T. D. McAuliffe by Broadwa
VERMONT
y Amuse.
Re-Opening
relt— Capitol, sold to
Re-Openings
Jim; Lewisburg — Orpheum, ;
P
A
by
St.
Co
High
150
Pla^a—
New
Ave.;
Bath
Koser
Bay—
sold to Oscar Stiefel by R S.
LONG ISLAND
Manchester — Arcadia.
Littlestown— Regent, sold to John H Hess
Changes in Ownership
VIRGINIA
ersMillerstown— Mil
by A C. Mayers;
Rockaway Point— Bijou, sold to Gold: S
sold to P. R. Sherds by Theo.
town,
to
in Ownership
sold
es
Hall,
A SMART HOTEL IN
Chang
Wood; Sea Cliff— Village
Dude, sold to J. D. Washington b>
Cameron; Philadelphia — Nixon, sold to Manassa
[ L.- Moser.
1 bilaWilliams & Holliman by H. Kingborn.
RESORT
SMARTEST
AMERICA'S
Publix Pa. Thea., Inc.. by Greater sold
Closings
to
CAROLINA
delphia Amuse. Co.; New Penn
NORTH
Nor;
A.
of
Co.
Stanley
David Shapiro by
Norris Norfolk— Central ; Schuyler — Virginia AlChanges in Ownership
ris, sold to Herbert R. Lewis by Warner
berane.
Re-Opening
rt, good felDurham— Regal, sold to Bijou Amuse. Co.
stars, trailers, comfo
Co.; Germantown, sold to
Amuse.
for Film World's
to ReHeadquarters
Co. ; PhilipsThea.
by F K. Watkins; Regal, sold aown
Germant
by
Bros,
French and
ssed ng.
. Unsurpa
ceivers by Geo. W. Logan ; Gastoni -East
lowshipan
burg— Rowland, sold to Stanley Elkms by Schoolfield— Y.M.C.A.
Germ
cooki
sold
End, sold to O. H. Loyd by J. W. Medlin.
WASHINGTON
A J. Fleckenstein ; Sharon— Gable,
Messina; Wilkes
Muller by toP.Leo
to JohnPalace,
Closing
F. Barrett by
sold
Barre—
Changes in Ownership
Duval— Duval, sold to H. E. and J. I. Ken
Wood.
&
Price
Old Fort— Everybody's.

NEW JERSEY
Changes in Ownership

NORTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

The St. Charles
Atlantic City
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Maurice

Chevalier

in

"The Smiling Lieutenant"

"Always
Goodbye"
with Lewis
Stone

SOPHISTICATED AND GAY
PRODUCTION, TYPICALLY
LUBITSCH. ESPECIALLY APPEALING TO CLASS TRADE.

Fox
Time, 66 mins.
SLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT
IN THIN STORY WHOSE
CHARM LIES IN WORK
OF
ELISSA LANDI AND LEWIS
STONE.

Paramount

Time, 102 mins.

rhis lavishly-made comedy, with a
few sentimental touches, bears the
subtle and clever Lubitsch imprint
all the way through. It's somewhat
of "The Love Parade."
stylefrequently
the are
on
Songs
injected in the
amusing proceedings via the star and
his charming sweethearts. Chevalier
does an Austrian lieutenant whom the
Kmperor compels to marry the somewhat unsophisticated princess of a
neighboring country. This interferes
with his affair with a violinist, who
eventually meets the wife and, being
big-hearted, teaches her how to attract her husband. She goes sexy
and, in the final bedroom sequence
hubby finds he loves wifey. Outstanding in the cast which supports
Chevalier is Miriam Hopkins, who
plays the princess. Others, including
llaudette Colbert, do competent
work .
Cast : Maurice Chevalier, Claudette Colbert,
Miriam Hopkins, Charlie Kuggles, Hugh
O'Connell,
George Elizabeth
Barbier, Patterson,
Con MacSunday,
Robert Strange,
Harry
Bradley, Karl Stall, Werner Saxtorph, Janet
Reade and Granville Bates.
Director, Ernst Lubitsch ; Authors, LeoJacobson, Felix Dormann, Hans Muller ; Adaptors, Ernest Vajda, Samson Raphaelson ; Dialoguers, same; Editor, Merrill
White; Cameraman, Geo. Folsey ; Recording Engineer, Ernest Zatorsky.
Direction,
expert.
Photography,
fine.

Robert Woolsey in

"Everything's Rosie"

with Anita Louise, John Darrow
RKO
Time, 67 mins.
FAIR GAG AND SLAPSTICK
VEHICLE BUILT
CHIEFLY
FOR LAUGHS, WITH LOVE INTEREST SECONDARY. WOOLSEY AND ANITA LOUISE
FINE.
For his first solo starring picture
Robert Woolsey has been provided
with a flimsy story and a lot of
vaudeville material, new and old. It
is largely a gag affair, with the wisecracks registering a fairly consistent
stream of laughs. Woolsey plays the
role of a medicine showman and carnival grifter who adopts a little waif
and brings her up in best fatherly
style, only to lose her in the end to
the young scion of an elite family.
Anita Louise, as the girl, is strikingly pretty and acts her part well,
while John Darrow handles his romantic role nicely. Woolsey works
hard all the way through the picture
and does a good personal job, but the
nature of his light material precludes his registering any strong hit.
[t*s just an amusing little show with
enougli robust laughs to satisfy folks
who ask for nothing more than to
be entertained for an hour or so.
Cast: Robert Woolsey, Anita Louise, John
Darrow, Florence Roberts, Frank Beal, Alt red
P. James, Lita Chevret, Clifford Demusey.
Director, Clyde Bruckman; Author, Al
Boasberg ; Adaptor, Tim Whelan ; Dialoguers,
Ralph Spence, Al Boasberg; Editor, not
credited; Cameraman, Nick Musuraca ; Recording Engineer, Hugh
MacDowell.
Diroction, fast.
Photography,
good.

One of those in-between films that
is just much
passable
fare, andnorwon't
make
of anscreen
impression,
will
it fail to afford entertainment to the
average audience. Elissa Landi is
alluring and gets an opportunity to
show what she could do in a really
strong part, although her acting is
sometimes a little unconvincing. But
then the role she plays is not altogether convincing, either. Lewis
Stone does his usual finished and
polished part of the elderly gentleman
befriending a lady in distress. The
tale tells of a girl involved with a
clever crook through no particular
fault of her own. Posing as his wife
in a purely innocent way for certain
reasons, she discovers he is an impostor and after a valuable diamond
owned by Stone, whom they are visiting at his Italian estate. Then the
development of a love affair between
Stone and the girl, and the usual
happy ending.
Cast: Elissa Landi, Lewis Stone, Paul
Cavanagh, John Garrick, Frederick Kerr, Herbert Bunston, Lumsden Hare.
Directors, Kenneth McKenna, William C.
Menzies ; Author, Kate McLaurin ; Adaptor,
Lynn Starling; Dialoguers, same; Editor,
Harold Schuster ; Cameraman, Arthur Edeson ; Recording Engineer, Joe Aiken.
Direction, fair. Photography, very good.

"Le Million"
("The Million")

Tobis-Forenfilm Time, 80 mins.
EASILY UNDERSTANDABLE
FRENCH FARCE. PACKED
WITH LAUGHS, BRIGHT MUSIC AND MERRY SITUATIONS.
DIRECTION EXCELLENT.
Here is a smart, snappy and thoroughly enjoyable farce in French dialogue that is interspersed with a
most cleverly worked-in explanation
m English. No one in this country
who sees this production will fail to
understand its goings-on, or be deprived of enjoying its theme because
of the foreign tongue. Director Rene
Clair has undoubtedly shown sparks
of genius in his treatment. The winning of a million-dollar lottery, the
losing of the cash-in tickets, a chase
all over Paris, into robbers' dens,
the opera house, through the streets
and over roof tops, keeps the action
at a swift speed. Musical numbers
are not only well sung, but Rene
Clair has handled several sequences
in operetta style, giving the production an interesting twist. The cast
is well selected and clearly understands farce-comedy work.
Cast: Annabella, Rene Lefebre, Paul OIlivier, Louis Allibert, Constantin Stroesco,
Odette Talzac, Yanda
Greville.
Director, Rene Clair ; Scenario, same ; Settings, L. Meerson; Cameramen, G. Perinal,
G. Raulet; Music, A. Bernard, Ph. Pares, G.
van Parys ; Supervisor, Frank Clifford.
lent.
Direction, exceptional. Photography, excel-

Robert Montgomery

Clara Bow in

Elissa Landi in

"Kick In"

Para mount
Time, 69 mins.
OUTWORN
CROOK THEME
FALLS RATHER FLAT, WITH
CLARA BOW OUT OF HER
ELEMENT
IN DRAMATIC
ROLE.
This adaptation of Willard Mack's
play is about a year or so behind the
trend of modern underworld stories.
It harks back to the old stage technique of 1920 when crooks were just
crooks and not clever underworld
characters, and the cops were just
dumb dicks addicted to third degree
methods. So with this handicap to
start,
very far.
Clara the
Bow film
and doesn't
Regis get
Toomey,
the
young couple trying to go straight
after the police have marked him for
his former police record, and all the
rest of the familiar formula follows
per schedule. They are caught with
the stolen necklace which was pinched
by another crook, and have the devil's
own time trying to square themselves. relents,
But at lastand
the hepolice
bard heart
gives chief's
them
another chance, on hearing that there
is a baby about to be added to the
family. Pretty old stuff, and stagey,
with Clara Bow lost in a serious and
dramatic part.
Cast: Clara Bow, Regis Toomey, Wynne
Gibson, Donald Crisp, Leslie Fenton, Juliette
Compton,
James Murray, Paul Hurst, Wade
Boteler.
Director, Richard Wallace; Author, Willard
Mack; Adaptor, Bartlett Cormack ; Dialoguer,
not listed; Editor, not listed; Cameraman,
Victor
Paggi. Milner; Recording Engineer, M. M.
Direction, fair.
Photography,
good.

Richard Dix

and Jackie

Cooper in

"Young
Donovan's
with Marion
Schilling Kid"
RKO

Time, 77 mins.

JACKIE
IN

COOPER GIVES REMARKABLE PERFORMANCE
TEAR-PRODUCING RACKETEER DRAMA. GREAT AUDIENCE APPEAL.

This picture is all Jackie Cooper.
It is a tear-jerker par excellence and
will "get" everyone in the audience
from the weepers to the strong men.
The story concerns Richard Dix, a
racketeer who promises to care for
and be a father to Jackie Cooper,
young son of a gangster, who dies
in Dix's arms. Dix does his best,
but the kid, holding Dix as his ideal,
continues to be a rough youngster.
A child welfare worker hales Dix to
court and Jackie is dragged from
Dix's arms and sent to an institution.
Dix tries to go straight. Then things
happen that cause exciting situations
and give Jackie a fine opportunity to
show his juvenile talent. It is a surefire audience getter, if only for the
presence and acting of the Cooper
lad. Especially good performances
also are given lv Marion Schilling
and Frank Sheridan.
Cast: Richard Dix, Marion Shilling, Jackie
Cooper, Frank Sheridan, Boris Karloff, Dick
Rush. Fred Kelsey, Richard Alexander, Harry
Tenbrook, Wilfred Lucas, Phil Sleeman, Bob
Wilber,
Charles Sullivan, Jack Perry, Frank
Beal.
Director, Fred Niblo ; Author, Rex Beach;
Adaptor, J. Walter Ruben, Dialoguer, same;
Editor, not credited ; Cameraman, Edward
Cronjager ; Recording Engineer, John E. Tribby.
Direction,

spotty.

Photography,

fair.

"Shipmates"
Time,

M-G-M

in
73 mins.

LAUGH-FEST
WITH
A
THRILL FINISH. ROBERT
MONTGOMERY
GREAT
IN
FIRST STARRING VEHICLE.
FINE CAST.
There is a treat in store for audiences in this really funny comedyromance. Robert Montgomery has
been given a part that fits him to a
"T" and he never misses a trick or
an opportunity to "top" every gag.
The story is built around U. S. Navy
activities and is a clever little tale of
a gob who falls in love with the Admiral's daughter, who in turn falls
in love with him. Montgomery gets
into some bad scrapes and smashing
fights with Ernest Torrence, a petty
officer. There are laughs all the way
through and a wow of a finish. Dorothy Jordan is sweet and Cliff Edwards contributes some of the big"mugging."
gest laughs with his droll humor and
Cast: Robert Montgomery, Ernest Torrence, Dorothy Jordan, Hobart Bosworth,
Cliff Edwards, Gavin Gordon, Joan Marsh,
Edward Nugent, E. Allyn Warren, George
Irving, Hedda Hopper, William Worthington.
Director, Harry Pollard; Author, Ernest
Paynter ; Adaptors, Lou Edelman, Delmar
Daves, Raymond L. Schrock, Lt. Commander
Wead ; Dialoguers, Malcolm Stuart Boylan,
Delmar Daves; Editor, William Levanway;
Cameraman, Clyde DeVinna; Recording Engineer, Douglas Shearer.
Direction, fine.
Photography,
good.

"Stepping
Out"Reginald
with Charlotte
Greenwood,
Denny, Leila Hyams, Cliff Edwards
M-G-M
Time, 73 mins.
GOOD
LAUGH
NUMBER
WITH CHARLOTTE
GREENWOOD'S COMEDY AND'
CHARLES
RIESNER'S
DIRECTION COVERING
UP RATHER
WEAK STORY.
Charlotte Greenwood's comedy antics, plus the good efforts of Cliff
Edwards, Reginald Denny, Harry
Stubbs, Leila Hyams and other members of the supporting cast and the
well-paced direction at the hands of
Charles Riesner, make this comedy
a satisfactory entertainment in spite
of its rather commonplace story. Miss
Greenwood is almost a continuous
laugh, and the merriment is aided
considerably by some good comedy
dialogue. The yarn deals with a
couple of husbands, Denny and
Stubss, who delve into the production business and mix in a little playing with a couple of mercenary babies, Merna Kennedy and Lillian
Bond. They are caught by their
wives, Miss Greenwood and Miss
Hyams, who thereupon oroceed to
get even by going to a Mexican resort and do a little high-flying with a
pair of collegiate lads, the husbands
chase after them to square things.

Cast: Charlotte Greenwood, Leila Hyams,
Reginald Denny, Lillian Bond, Cliff Edwards,
Merna Kennedy, Harry Stubbs, Richard
Tucker, Kane
Richmond,
Wilson
Benge.
Director, Charles F. Riesner; Author, Elmer Harris ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguers, Elmer Harris, Robert E. Hoipkins ; Editor,
William S. Gray ; Cameraman, Leonard
Smith ; Recording Engineer, Douglas Shearer.
Direction,
snappy.
Photography,
good.
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Hoot Gibson in

"Clearing the Range"

j Capitol Exchange

Time, 58 mins.

TYPICAL HOOT
GIBSON
FILLED WITH
SNAPPY ACTION AND GOOD
COMEDY
ANGLE
PLUS INTELLIGENT
STORY.

"Die 3 Groschenoper"

GOOD
GANGSTER
FILM
WILL STAND UP EASILY
WHEREVER
THEY CARE FOR
THIS TYPE. WELL
ACTED
AND DIRECTED.

Warner Bros.
Time, 97 mins.
HEAVY GERMAN DIALOGUE
ADAPTATION
OF OLD ENGLISH CLASSIC HANDICAPPED
BY CLUMSY STORY AND DIRECTION.

W. Ray Johnston

Time, 76 mins.

Cast: Hoot Gibson, Sally Eilers, Hooper
Atchley, George Mendoza, Robert Homans,
Mme. Eva Crippon, Maston Williams, Edward Peil, Jack Byron, Edward Hearn.
Director, Otto Brower ; Author, Jack Cunningham;Adaptor, John Natteford; Dialogues same ; Editor, Mildred Johnston ; Cameraman, Ernest Miller; Recording Engineer,
L. E. Tope.
Direction, snappy.
Photography, good.

Edmund Breese, Joseph Girard, Robert Gleckler. Mae Busch, Al Cooke, Philo McCullough,
Paul Panzer, Kit Guard, Nick Thompson.
Director, Joseph Levering ; Author, Hampton Del Ruth ; Adaptors, Hampton Del Ruth,
Louis Heifetz ; Dialoguers, same; Editor,
Dwight Caldwell : Cameraman, James Brown,
Jr. ; Recording Engineers, Charles Franklin,
Neil Jack.
Direction, fine.
Photography, okay.

Marlene Dietrich in

"Jede Frau Hat Etwas"

78 mins.
OLD SILENT GERMAN FILM
SYNCHRONIZED WITH MUSIC
FALLS FLAT WITH GLOOMY
STORY, POOR
DIRECTION
AND OVERACTING.
This is a synchronized version of
the old silent German film shown
here about two years ago. The theme
is typically continental in its sophisticated, unhealthy and depressing
philosophy that will have small appeal to American audiences, who are
totally out of sympathy with the
point of view expressed. The son
of a rich steel manufacturer in Germany is on his honeymoon on a train,
when he falls madly infatuated with
a siren, played by Marlene Dietrich.
He hops off the train, and follows the
enchantress, leaving his bride. He
poses as her cousin, and her husband accepts this lie without question. Then it develops that the other
man has killed the woman's husband
and is fleeing from the law with her.
Follows dreary, tedious and undramatic scenes till the police arrive to
arrest the murderer, who shoots the
woman. Thus ends the morbid effort, in gloom, with exaggerated action and poor direction all the way.
Marlene is the only one who shows
but she is licked by the
anything,
junkv story.
Cast: Marlene Dietrich, Fritz Kortner,
I'no Henning, Oscar Simma. Frieda Rich,,,l. Karl
Et tlinger,
Edith
Edwards.
Director, Kurt Bernhardt : Author, Max
Titler. not
Vaida;
Ladislaus
Brod; Adaptor,
listed; Editor, not listed; Cameraman, not
listed.
,
Direction, poor.
Photography, okay.

"Monsters of the Deep"

"Defenders of the Law"

They picked a strong cast for this
This rates an ace Western, with independent production, and succeeded in doing a first-class job that
! Hoot Gibson in his best form keep- would do credit to any major com| ing the action hopping all the way.
pany. The story is handled with a
The story is unusually intelligent and certain naturalness, and without a lot
well constructed for a horse opera. of the spectacular hoke that is often
Hoot's brother, head of a bank, has employed in gangster films. It has
I been killed by the cashier when dis- a strong and well knit story that
crepancies are discovered in the lat- moves to a strong and logical climax.
ter's books. The audience is let in John Holland does fine work as the
on the murderer, but so far as the outsider who comes to a Southern
people in the town are concerned,
the murder remains a mystery. The city, joins the staff of the police chief,
criminal becomes head of the bank, and breaks up a gang of criminals
and with his crowd, starts to run who horn in from another city. Meanwhile there is a local gang to conthings in a high handed manner.
tend
with, and this gives the action
Hoot Gibson conies on the scene,
a three-cornereed interest that keeps
plays dumb and foolish, while under the excitement hopping. Catherine
cover he is riding around the ranges
Dale Owen is the girl who is kidas the dreaded El Capitain, a Mexinapped by the gang leader, and the
can bandit. The twists in the story
windup
is a clever duel of wits beare cleverly handled, and keep the
tween the police and the gangsters,
suspense mounting right to the fin- with a strong finish fight. As gangish. Finally he gets the evidence on
ster pictures go, this one has plenty
the man who killed his brother in a to recommend it.
surprise finish.
Cast: John Holland, Catherine Dale Owen,

"Three Loves"
Associated Cinemas
Time,

u

("Every Woman

Talking Picture Epics

("The Beggars' Opera")

This is a German production adapted from the old-time opera by the
Englishman, John Gay, dealing with
the 18th century racketeer who works
with a horde of beggars in London,
and has the police and populace
standing on their ears. But the production isonly a shadow of the original work, missing the spirit of the
opera entirely. The racketeer, a
dandy, has the thieves rob right and
left to furnish him with the necessary things for a handsome wedding,
including even the wine and food.
Then a banquet in the hideout, and a
series of incidents involving the efforts of the chief of police to capture
him, and a three-cornered contest
with the head of the thieves, who
resents the racketeer's power. Works
up to a big mob scene, with the beggars breaking up the coronation procession of the Queen. It's all a wild
jumble, poorly motivated and directed, with some good atmospheric
scenes and acting far superior to the
muddled story.
and long-drawn-out and
tiresome

Time, 57 mins.

DEEP

SEA FISHING ADVENTURES PRODUCE NOVELTY
FILM CARRYING PLENTY OF
THRILLS THAT WILL PLEASE
SPORT LOVERS.

This film rates as a novelty chiefly
because of the fact that it is an honest and straightforward picturization
of a deep sea fishing trip that six
events exactly as they happened without any attempt to dress it up theatrically. When the thrills come.
they are natural, and carry the kick
that only realism provides. It might
be classified as a specialty newsreel,
for that's what it really is. These
boys on the fishing schooner are real
deep sea fishermen, going after
whales, sharks, stingrays and other
monsters of the deep. The adventures will certainly delight the heart
of all fishermen, and all outdoor
sports lovers. Once they hooked a
tiger shark by mistake, and vou
haven't seen any fighting fish till you
see this one. Finally they go after a
monster devil fish, that was infesting
the Mexican waters and scaring all
the natives, who were afraid to put
out in their boats. The capture of
this vicious looking sea demon furnishes as many thrills as a gangster
picture — and far more realistic. One
of the gents on the boat describes the
events jn a matter of fact way. which
makes it more realistic.

Cast: Rudolf Forster, Carola Neher, Fritz
Rasp, Valeska Cert. Reinhold Schunzel. Lotte
Sokolov. Ernst Rusch
Lenja, Vladimar
Director, G. W. Pabst; Author, Bert
Brecht; Adaptors. Baida, Laina. Balazs; DiaCast: Just the members of the fishing exlogjuers, same; Editor. Hans Oser; Cameraman, F. A. Wagner ; Recording Engineer,
A. ..Director. Nat Spitzer ; Editor, Grace Mc
Direction
Kee ; Cameraman. Jack Draper.
Jansen.
pedition.
Direction, satisfactory.
Photography, good.
weak.
Photography,
spotty.
'

Has It")

Paramount
Time, 67 mins.
GERMAN
VERSION
OF
"HONEY"
STORY

IS VERY WEAK OFFERING WITH DRAGGY
AND LITTLE COMEDY.

This German production has little
of interest to American audiences,
and for the German speaking population it rates poor alongside most of
the other Teutonic imports. It is an
adaptation of "Honey" in which
Nancy Carroll appeared in this country more than a year ago. Tells of
a brother and sister who rent their
home to a rich widow, her daughter
and fiance. The comedy is supposed
to develop from the fact of the brother and sister falling in love with the
daughter and the fiance, respectively.
But the comedy is forced and mechanical, and everybody overacts except Trude Berliner, who plays the
role of the sister. Direction is pretty
terrible, with draggy. heavy scenes
that kill any chance for the comedy
situations. "The photography is exceptionally bad for a Berlin studio,
where fine work is generally the rule.
It's pretty much of a loss for the average American audience, or for a
German-speaking
audience,
for that
matter.
Cast: Trude Berliner, Kurt Vesperman,
Army Ann, Willj < levi i . Gurl Lillien, Ida
Perry, Karl Harbacher.

Director, Leo Miltlei ; Authors, A. E.
Thomas, Mice Duer Miller; Adaptor, Charles
Roellinghoff; Dialoguer, Charles Reellingliol'f;
sart. Editor, same; Cameraman, Ren* Cus
Direction, poor.
Photography, bad.

of Paris, London arid the Rivivrin.
Rooms single or en suite, being
Cental Park and Imi a momenl
from the city's amuaemenl and
business sectors.
Personal Direction «f S. GREGOR1
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SHORTS

REVIEWS OF SOUND
Charlie

Chase

Gilda Gray in

in

"Rough
with
ThelmaSeas"
Todd
M-G-M
Time, 27 mins.
Swell Comedy
Evidently a follow-up to the enthis Charlie
joyable "Hich C's",
Chase comedy is right up to standard
It conin laugh action and gags.
cerns an enlisted man who wants to
smuggle his sweetie and her monkey
lard an army transport.
Plenty
r>i complications
arise, resulting in
iisistent string of laughs, winding
Up with the captain of the ship performing the marriage
ceremony.
Thelma Todd is swell opposite Chase.
A theme song also accompanies the
storv.

"He Was HerTime,
Man"15
Paramount
Pleasing

"Tigers vs. Elephants"

mins.

Gilda Gray's famous shimmy is the
highlight of this novelty short, which
combines dancing, music and melodrama in a manner that ought to
fairly please audiences generally. The
Frankie and Johnnie theme is back
of
theof action.
Gray'sasset
nameof
value,
course, isMiss
the chief
the short, but her shimmying may
prove a little strong in some parts of
the hinterland.

"Believe It Or Not"

Talking Picture Epics
Good

Time,

19 mins.

This is an unusually effective entertainment of its kind, compiled
from the Commander Dyott feature
recently shown under the title of
"Hunting Tigers in India." It has
continuity, dealing with a herd of
elephants surrounding the tigers until
the latter start jumping out of the
grass, whereupon they are shot down.
It makes a very thrilling story, especially since it has been put together
so well. A lecture accompanies the
film.

Vitaphone 1189
Time, 9 mins.
Entertaining

Herman Timberg, Barbara Blair in
A Ripley number that is well presented in the form of a sort of parlor
Vitaphone 1209-10 Time, 16 mins.
"The Geography
Lesson"
Amusing Time,
18 mins.
it-vue, with the famous cartoonist M-G-M
Weak
addressing
a
drawing
room
group
A race track skit, with the well
known jockey featured. The story about the various oddities he has enWith the principal assistance of
countered in various parts of the
is pretty weak, telling of Sande, who
as the hero, has lost his punch, and world. These are flashed on the Barbara Blair, a very agreeable line
of vaudeville entertainment is handed
gets to be a down-and-outer, with screen, with his comments which are
out in this Colortone Revue by Hervery
entertaining.
Finishes
with
a
only the girl sticking by him. He
man Timberg, the popular stage headmeets an old pal, a trainer, who has trick pianist playing the piano with
been doctoring up a famous racer mittens on his hands. The subject liner. A country estate supplies the
that has gone lame, and got it back matter is very good, up to the stand- locale, with Timberg acting in the
capacity of entertainer
ard always presented by this celeb.
into condition again. The climax
comes in the race, when Sande and
the horse are out to stage a comeback
together. But the horse goes lame
again when Sande had the race well
in hand. A rather pointless story,
with the only interest the appearance
of the famous jockey, who makes a
By JACK
H ARROW ER
good try at being a screen actor.

"Handy Guy"

©

PRESENTATIONS

©

Paramount Presentation
Gorgeous British Revue
"The Hudson and Its Moods"
Brightens Roxy Stage
Built
Around
Radio
Act
Paramount
Time, 9 mins.

Neat
Good novelty idea on the Paramount stage, "Round the Dial," being
A neat little novelty, on the travelogue order, made along the Hudson a few highlights on the various well
River with "Moods of the Hudson" known radio programs. Charlie Davis
as musical accompaniment. The well- and his band carry a good percentage of the entertainment. Morton
known charms and beauties of the
landscape on either side of the famous Downey is the featured player, and
river have been nicely caught from does some of his radio warbling to
hand. Other acts are Sisters
a river boat. Good photography en- aof good
the Skillet, Pierre Brugnon (of
hances the value of the short.
the Evening in Paris Hour), Irene
Beasley, Reis and Dunn, and of
Eddie Buzzell in
course Rubinoff. The Paramount
"Wine,
Women,
But
No
Song"
vocal
ensemble aid considerably. It
Columbia
Time, 11 mins.
is a Harry Gourfain production, and
Fair
Eddie Buzzell hands out another has been handled with snap and class,
and popular enbatch of his gags in this number, and affords pleasing
tertainment throughout.
wherein he masquerades as a butler
in a girl's apartment in order to help
out the young lady when her uncle
calls. Things all go wrong, however, Ann Pennington Heads
although neither the action nor the
Peppy Show at Capitol
gags are more than fairly amusing.
Plenty of pep is displayed in the
Capitol presentation this week. Ann
Pennington, cute and sprightly as
"The Fly Guy"
RKO Pathe
Time, 7 mins. ever, is featured. A few songs and
Fair
many nimble dances are performed
A pleasing Aesop's Fable, with a bv Miss Pennington, assisted by the
funny bug as the hero doing his Chester Hale girls, who display ungoofy antics in the usual routine inusually picturesque costumes. Wessect cartoon. The musical theme is
ley Eddy, master of ceremonies puts
stressed as usual, at the expense of across a line of breezy chatter The
the "them," which is very slight. The bill is rounded out by a clever roucartoon work is funny, and it rates
tine performed by The Three Sailors
about the average of the current crop and Olive Sibley. The opening numol animateds.
ber, "Rain Melodies" plaved by the

With British Empire Day occurring on Sunday, the Roxy show is
built around the International Revue
idea, devoted in this instance to India, South Africn, Scotland and
England. Opens with the overture,
"Pomp and Circumstance." The first
spectacle is India, with a set of the
famous Taj Mahal. Oriental magic,
and atmosphere stuff in the way of
street scenes. The ballet and chorus
help out the fire eaters, snake
charmers and dancers. The second
episode is Africa, with Harry Losee
featured, performing a primitive
African dance on an immense drum.
For atmosphere there is a set showing the diamond mines, with Ruth
and Eddy, dance team, featured.
Then Scotland, employing the male
chorus and the Roxyettes in a medley
of Scotch songs and dances. Finally
England, showing a hunt scene. A
Hunting Ballet with Patricia Bowman; the Roxyettes in a fine routine,
and Beatrice Belkin, soprano, and
the Chorus in English folk songs
and hunting songs. Lots of color
and life, and a swell show all around.

Great Shots"
Golf
Vitaphone "Chip
5202
Time, 11 mins.
Bobby Jones in the second of his
golf series.
Starts out with a fussyfoursome
making
bets
with
each
other.
One of the old boys runs into
Bobby Jones on the course, when he
goes out to practice a few shots to
help him win the wager. Bobby starts
to help him in his game. This makes
a good opener, and from there on
it is all Bobby,
demonstrating
the
chip shot, and many other fine points
of the game.
His approach shots to
the pin are corkers. The closeups of
his work will enable golfers to see
in detail just how Bobby holds his
club, and all the other fine technical
points that every golfer can appre
ciate. The photography is exceptiongood, and
comments
are
short ally and
clear.Bobby's
A swell
number
that is bound to go over big.
RKO

"Diamond Experts"

Pathe
Time, 10 mins.
Good Baseball
A Grantland Rice Sportlight, with
the sport expert interviewing Ty
Cobb. The Georgia Peach shows a
squad of young college boys just how
he used to handle a bat in his palmy
days. Then Jack Coombs, former
Athletic ace, coaches his team at
Duke University. Followed by Dazzy
Vance, the Dodgers' star, lining some
fast ones over the plate. Finishes
with some exciting scenes at the New
York baseball grounds, showing Babe
Ruth
lars. doing his stuff while the mobs
go wild. Fine baseball stuff, that
ought to go strong with all the reguHerman

Timberg, Barbara Blair in

"Ambitious People"

M-G-M
Time, 17 mins.
Good Comedy and Music
Herman isTimberg's
well-known
tomfoolery
the main thing
about
this enjoyable comedy of the musical
variety. Timberg is engaged in the
production of the musical comedy
and wants to give a special part to
a certain girl. But he runs counter
with the angel of the show who has
a sweetie of his own in mind for
the part. Vocal finale is exceptionally effective.Okay
Barbara Blair does
nicely as the chief feminine interest.

"Water Bugs"
RKO
A

Pathe

Time, 9 mins.

fairly entertaining Sportlight,

with Johnny Weismuller, the swimming champ, doing his stuff in a
clearwater lake in Florida, exhibiting
his strokes to a squad of young boys,
who try to imitate him. Finishes with
some comedy stuff with the help of
Stubby Krueger, who does some of
Capitol pit orchestra under the di- his fancy and goofy dives from a high
rection of Yasha Bunchuk, introduces springboard. Also an underwater
many "rain" songs and near the fin- fight with Stubby and a sparring
ish, motion pictures of M-G-M stars, partner, which carries a novelty comsinging in the rain, are thrown on
kick.others.
Will please the swimming
the wide screen.
fans edy
and

J

j

J
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Fundamentals

of

s

'MALL

AREA

Projection
of light source is essential to the projection

of a clear, sharp image on the screen. The crater of the
carbon arc, just a few millimeters in diameter, is the ideal
source of light.
HIGH

INTRINSIC

BRILLIANCY

is required of this mi-

nute area of light — sixteen million times the high intensity
of screen illumination demanded
National Projector Carbons

by the critical patron.

afford an intrinsic crater

brilliancy rivaling that of the sun at zenith.
STEADY

LIGHT

is equally essential to satisfying pro-

jection. Extensive research and years of experience have
enabled National Projector Carbons to supply the steady,
white light that is a source of satisfaction to both projectionist and patron.
/

Two satisfied patrons pay for the
National Projector Carbons
used at each performance.
NATIONAL

CARBONS

PROJECTOR

Sold exclusively through distributors and dealers.
National Carbon Company

will gladly cooperate with the

producer, exhibitor, machine manufacturer or projectionist
on any problem involving light.

NATIONAL
Carbon

CARBON

COMPANY,

Sales Division

Unit of Union Carbide
Branch Sales Offices:

'

I UNj

New fork

INC.

Cleveland, Ohio
ar>d Carbon Corporation

Pittsburgh

Chicago

San

Francisco

"Big

Head

only good

for Large Headache"
Shiver and shake mystery with laughs to relieve
suspense. Wisecracking Charlie Chan, Chinese detective,
looms as most engaging crime detector in fiction. Millions
of magazine readers know him. Puts gallons of wisdom in
a spoonful of words.
This picture is different. Has novelty as well as action
and suspense. Only talking picture to have all outdoor
scenes actually shot in Hawaii, gem of the Pacific.

'Black Camel"

H,

luLnwoon (—Kox>
Diverting and
entertaining mystery drama
with Warner Oland in another
Charlie Chan role which he
handles with his usual finesse.
The story follows Earl Derr
Rigger's original closely, and
Hamilton McFadden's direction
is fine. The story has many
angles and keeps the audience
in suspense throughout, proving fine entertainment.
The work of Sally Eilers,
Victor Varconi, Bela Lugosi,
Dorothy Revier and J. Warren
Kerrigan is excellent and the
photography is fine. "The Black
Camel" was shot tn the Hawaiian Islands.

-fa.f.riaUy

Charlie Chans Latest Thriller

THE

BLACK CAMEL
with

WARNER
SALLY
BELA LUGOSI
Victor Varconi
Story b>
EARL DERR

BIGGERS

OLAND
EILERS
Dorothy
Revier
J. M. Kerrigan
Directed b>
HAMILTON

MacFADDEN

KAV

a

V
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S chine Enterprises Building Up New Theater Circuit

U. A. CIRCUIT STAYIN([OUT OF INDJlf FIELD
Straight Ad

Films Spurred By Sponsored Shorts Ban
Hollywood — Out of 5,300 theaters in Latin America, only
about 900 have been wired to date, according to a paper prepared by C. J. North and N. D. Golden of M. P. Division, Department of Commerce, and to be read by Golden today at the
convention of the Society of M. P. Engineers. The sound houses,
however, represent nearly all of the larger first-runs, providing
a big portion of the available revenue, says the report, which
also adds that the wiring of the silents is going ahead at good
speed.

nt's
Paramoung
on droppi
ng closely
Followi
cement
announ
of the
of
their sponsored short program, contracts for straight advertising films
took on new life and, according to L.
E. Franseen, of Alexander Films,
seven national advertisers signed con(Continued

on

Page

18 Theaters Now Under
Construction, Says
Jos. Schenck

Latin West
America
Only
1 7%
Wired
Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY

Nat'l
Advertisers
Sign
$60,000 Contracts for
11 Subjects

United Artists theater circuit now
being developed will not go into territory occupied by independent
houses, said Joseph Schenck Saturday, on his return to New York
from the coast. Houses planned average 900 seats. Eighteen are now
under construction.

6)

NEW UNIVERSAL
Color Symposium Will Open N. J. PROJECTION PLAN
TO BE FINISHED BY APRIL S.M.P.E. Meet in Hollywood IS PROPOSED BY ALLIED
With one feature completed and
three more in production, indications
are that Universale 1931-32 program
will be completed by next April, Carl
Laemmle, Jr., told The Film Daily
upon his arrival from the Coast Saturday. "East of Borneo" has been finished and the pictures in production
are: "Heaven on Earth," "Lasca of
{Continued on Page 8)

De Mille Says Talkers
Give More Art Freedom
Development of the talking pictures during the past two years has
freed the hands of the creative irtist and is offering a freer rather than
a more restricted art form, and has
"insured a real drama of the people
{Continued on Page 7)

Night
West
West

Coast

Worries
Baseball
Coast Exhibitors
Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Night baseball, with
a "ladies free" policy, promises to
spread along this coast to a degree
that will cause particular worry to
exhibitors. The nocturnal games
have already been started at Wrig
ley Field here, as well as by the Pa
cine Coast League in Sacramento
and at the new Seals stadium in San
Francisco, and games will start
through the northwest in June.

Says B.O in Personalities
Wanted
Latin-America

West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Allied States Ass'n is planning to
step into the protection situation in
New Jersey and try to develop a plan
more agreeable to its members in

Hollywood — Color is slated to take
up most of the time on the opening
Sidney will
Samuelson's
M.P.T.O.
This
West Coast Bureau^ THE FILM DAILY day's schedule of the Society of Mo- matter
be discussed
at the M.P.
Hollywood — English language piction Picture Engineers' convention T.O. of New Jersey annual conventures, if accompanied by Spanish ti- which is scheduled to get under way
tion to be held at the Traymore, Attles adequately and understanding^ this morning at the Roosevelt Hotel.
lantic City, June 18 and 19. In addone still find favor in the chief Nearly a dozen papers are listed in
dition to protection, new season pro(Continued
on Page 7)
{Continued
on Page 7)
grams will be analyzed. A delegaside. tion of Allied leaders will attend the
confab, at which Samuelson will pre-

Wm.

Fox Back in 30 Days

W

Saul Rogers Vacates
Roxy Theater Offices
the

liam Fox is definitely set to actively return to the film industry, it
Offices of Saul E. Rogers
in
is authoritatively learned by The
Roxy
theater
building
have
been
Film Daily. He will make a forcated, The Film Daily learns.
mal announcement of his new plans
though
Rogers' contract
Fox
(Continued
on Page with
8)
within 30 days.

vaAlas

New Circuit Being Organized
By Schine Enterprises in Ohio
E. M. Loew Wins Order
For Delivery of Films

Boston — A temporary order has
been issued by the Superior Court
in equity requiring Paramount to deTheE. M. Eoew's
liver picturestoto maintain
the status
aters,(Continued
Inc..
on Page 8)

Piqua, O. — Schine Enterprises have
purchased the Ohio, Opera House
and Bijou and have appointed A. V.
DcShetler. formerly manager of the
Capitol, Cleveland, in charge as general manager, Schine Enterprises
have also purchased the Fremont
and Strand(Continued
at Fremont,
on Pageand
8) the Hip-

Joseph A. Davis Enters
Exhibition Field in Conn.
Southington, Conn. — Joseph A.
Davis, formerly manager of the Warner Bros, exchange in New Haven,
and Abraham M. Schuman, former
owner
of several
Hartford
houses,
(Continued on Page 8)

Attendance
Following

Increases
Price

Cuts

Minneapolis — Since lower admission prices went into effect about
two weeks ago, the State, Lyric and
Aster have experienced a generous
increase in attendance, a survey
shows. On the other hand the Grand,
another Publix house playing second-runs, also did big business with
'A Connecticut Yankee" at no reduction in scale.
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Waxman to Confer on Coast
A. P. Waxman, RKO Pathe advertising counsel, is going west tomorrow to confer with Charles R.
Rogers, production chief at the Culver City studios.
if
#*
:.:

WW

WW*

•«««*«»«»«*«

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

««««#«

Long Island City ♦"•
1 54 Crescent St. ;*«
STillwell 4-7940
}':

8 J. E. Brulatour, Inc. «
♦♦
♦♦
**♦ *

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

PICTURE
DISTRIBUTOR
"Zwei Herzen im
$A Takt"
Asso. Cine, of Amer.
"Trader Horn". . . . .M-G-M
"Tabu"
Paramount
"Dirigible"
Columbia
"Public Enemy"
Warner Bros
"Die Foresterchrist'l. .Capital Film Ex
"Student Sein"
Leo Brecher
"Svengali"
Warner
"Liebeswalzer"
UFA
"Indiscreet"
United Artists
"Party Husband". . . . Warner. .
"Beggar's Opera" . . . .Warner Bros
"Le
Tobis American ....
"The Million"
Smiling
Lieutenant"
"She Wolf of
"The Maltese
Wall Street"

Paramount
OPENING

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

Run

Paratle

DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S

Attractions)

THEATER
Europa
Astor
Central Park
Central
Strand
Belmont
Little Carnegie
Hollywood
8th St. Playhouse
Rialto
Winter Garden.
Warner
Little Carnegie
Criterion
THIS WEEK

. Universal

Rialto

. Warner

Winter Garden .

OPENING

DATE

Sept. 12
Feb.
3
Mar .18
April
3
April 23
April 25
April 30
May
1
May
1
May
6
May 14
May 1 5
May 20

Alleging that Local 306, I. A. T.
S. E. and M. P O, has sent negroes
into his houses in large numbers,
Lee A Ochs, in behalf of his circuit
of 10 theaters in Manhattan and the
Bronx, has filed suit in the Supreme
Court, Brooklyn, before Justice John
B. Johnston, asking an injunction to
restrain the union from interfering
with his business. Trouble between
Ochs and the union developed March
29, when he refused to replace his
non-union operators with union men.
Ochs charges that in addition to
picketing his theaters, crews of women have made house-to-house canvasses urging boycott of his shows.
Justice Johnston has reserved decision in the case.
Union officers on Saturday declined to comment on the situation.

The sales campaign will be conducted bv Epic's coast manager, R.
A. Mitchell, who was associated
with
the original road show campaign on
"Wav Down East" when it was first
produced.

Goldbure: Leaves Van Beuren
Jesse J. Goldburg. for the past two
years with the Van Beuren Corn..
resiened Saturday. Several other
emploves left the corporation Saturday under a general retrenchment
policv. said to be due to the stoppage
of
Beuren's proposed sponsored
shortVan program.

Airline Reduces Rates
A reduction of approximately 10
per cent in airplane passenger rates
between New York and Kansas City
via Chicago is announced bv the National Air Transport division of
United Air Lines. The cut also applies to other cities in the southwest.
Charles Glett a Father
Charles Glett, general supervisor
for Simple Simon Comedies, Inc., is
receiviner congratulations on the
birth of a son. Mrs. Glett, before
her marriage, was known professionally as Clarice Allen.

Theaters

con-

May 27-29 : Columbia eastern sales convenMay
York. tion, Park Central Hotel, New
May 26-27 : Annual convention of the M.P.
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missouri,
and St. Joseph, Mo.
conference on eduMay 26-31: International
cational films under patronage of
the
Federal
Minister
of Education,
Vienna.

May28..

Contracts have been signed between Albert Griffith Grey and Talking Picture Epics, under which the
latter company will assume the sale
and distribution of the synchronized
version of D. W. Griffith's "Way
Down East" for most of the territory west of the Mississippi River,
including the exchanges of Los Angeles. San Francisco, Portland, SeDallas. attle. Butte, Denver, Salt Lake and

Hughes-Franklin
vention, Dallas.

May 25-29: Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.

.May 27

RCA Representatives Shifted
H. L. Petty. RCA Photophone
district representative in Detroit, has
Photophone Trucks Sail
bef>n transferred to the same position
Two RCA Photophone sound re- m Washinpton. D.
C, and Georfe H.
cording trucks are on their way to
the Associated Radio Pictures in Wi'-v of Winnipeg succeeds Pettv
England, where they will be used in in Detroit, it is announced bv Sydsound-on-film recording by the pro- ney F. Abel, general sales manager.
ducing unit of which Basil Dean is
Ufa-Cosmopolitan Opens Mav 28
managing director.
Formal opening of the Ufa-CosJack Whiting Back to Films
mopolitan on Columbus Circle
Jack Whiting, now appearing in been set for Mav 28. Emil Tanninhas
gs
the stage production, "America's in "Der Gross Tenor." together with
Sweetheart," will give up his role to Ufa shorts, will comprise the opening
Max Hoffman, Jr., in about two bill. First performance will be an
weeks and return to work for War- invitation affairs.
ner Bros.
Serkowich in Texas
Dallas — Ben H. Serkowich, special
representative of the RKO Circuit,
arrived here last week, accompanied
bv his assistant, Kenneth Hansen,
to confer with Len S. Brown, division manager.

Today:

May 21

Falcon"
T.P.E. Will Distribute
Lee Ochs Sues Union;
Dirty Work Charged "Way Down East" in West

•«#«#»*»•«*»#«««,{

i!♦.♦
Eastman Films |♦ *
♦*
*#

Extended

June
June
June

Sept.

June

27 Testimonial dinner to Charles L.
Winston, New England division
manager, R-K-O Theaters, CopleyPlaza Hotel, Boston.
31-June 2 : Columbia midwestern sales
meet, Congress Hotel, Chicago.
6-8 : Columbia western sales meet,
Roosevelt
Hotel, Hollywood.
10: Nineteenth Film Golf Tournament, Fenimore Country Club,
White Plains, Westchester, N. Y.
10: Adjourned annual meeting of Foi
Film Corp., New York.
15: Annual Convention of Southeast
Theater
Owners,
Atlanta.
14-18: Annual convention of Advertuv
ing Federation of America, Hotel
Pennsylvania, New York.
9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota. Minneapolis.

June

Operating Full Time
Orville, O. — For the first time in
motion picture history, the Grand
theater is running seven days a week.
The house opened on Sunday following passage of the law legalizing
Sunday shows in Ohio.
Join Columbia
Cleveland
Branch
Cleveland — Allen Moritz, who resigned as local Tiffany branch manager simultaneous with other Tiffany managers whose offices were
under William Shapiro's control, is
now with the Cleveland Columbia
exchange as special sales representative. Barbey Rose, former Universal branch manager in Cleveland,
force.
also is with the local Columbia sales

COMING

& GOING

DR. A. H. GIANNINI
arrived in New
York from San Francisco
on Saturday.
A. P. WAXMAN
leaves tomorrow for the
coast.
JOSEPH
SCHENCK
returned
to New
York from the coast on Saturday.
WALTER
FUTTER
has returned to Hollywood after a sojourn in the East.
GEORGE
FAWCETT
sailed Saturday on
the Samaria
for England.
MR.
and MRS.
HERMAN
CRON
have
returned to New York from a big game exJ
pedition in Africa, where they made pictures
of the Ituri Forest pysmie^.
HIRAM
S. BROWN
and DAVID
SARNOFF
arrive from the Coast tomorrow.
ONA MUNSON has returned to the Coast
to resume
work at First National.

Studio

and

Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or WeekW

Rate*

Powers Clnephone Equipment Corporation
723-7TH

AVE., N. Y.

BRYANT

9-6067

THE

&tk
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EXPLOITETTES

TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of
Current Opinions
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Two-Reel Comedy
As Program-Builder
TPHE

public demands more entertainment value for its

money today than it ever has before. It wants quality, rather
than quantity, however. Many
exhibitors overlook that important point. In attempting to keep
their patrons happy they show
two feature pictures instead of
one on their programs and wonder why the "double attraction"
does not double the box-office returns. They forget that quantity
never makes a satisfactory substitute for quality. And that
there actually can be too much
of a good thing, even providing
their two features have the proper quality. The little life saver
for the whole situation is the
two-reel comedy. The good
comedy is the appetizer that
whets the taste for the entree of
the film menu, or the tasty dessert which tops off the entertainment feast. Sitting through
two feature pictures, even good
ones, is like eating a heavy meal
composed entirely of meat. Balance is just as important in entertainment fare as it is in food.
Two-reelers as mere program
"fillers" are out. Speaking for
RKO Pathe, I can say that we
consider them just as important
as features. We have just signed
a group of comedy stars, players with big names who have
starred on Broadway and scored
outstanding hits in feature films.
Comedies are not "just two-reelers." They are pictures that
mean good programs. And good
programs mean good business.
— Lew Lipton

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas
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• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till
Now
that a certain big producer bought an "original"
Spanish story for four grand, and advertised it in South America
as the first story written by a Spaniard made in Hollywood
that the "original" is alleged to be none other than the famous
classic, "David Garrick," by Bulwer Lytton, on which the copyright long since expired
and any producer could have
grabbed it for NOTHING
oops m'dear
and how
is the gink responsible gonna explain that Dumbness away?
• • • THAT
it is the time required to do a printing job
that is more important to the printer than the selling rate per
hour
and if you ginks who deal with printers think you
are
smart
by
a cut in Price,
it simplyasmeans
that even
you'rea
forcing a cut forcing
in Quality
for, strange
it seems,
Printer has got to make a Profit Somehow
that a printer
ain't in biz just for the Pure Joy of Work
like us film
fellers
*
*
*
*
• • • THAT a lotta Big Shots turned out to do honor to
the father and mother of Harry, Dave and Mike Thomas on the
occasion of their 50th wedding anniversary Saturday eve
that it was a Pleasure to survey this gracious couple of the Old
School holding court at Aperion Manor in Brooklyn
and
having met this Royal Couple, we now understand why the Three
Thomases are the regular guys that everyone knows them to be.
•

• • THAT this lug, General Depression, is getting an awful frost from the Army of the Unemployed as they march by
the reviewing stand
"Eyes right! Salute!"
the gals
call
it a finger wave
but it's on the schnozzle instead of
the hair
*
*
*
*

•

• THAT Carl Laemmle Joonior on arriving from Hollywood Saturday morn, made a bee-line for his desk at the home
office
and went right to work on a pile of mail
which explains this young man's success about as well as anything that Tom Terriss is now on his own as a producer,
doing a new series
that Tom advises Jack Livingston that
his Casting Directory contains many things that are a tremendous improvement over similar works in Hollerword
that
a talkie with softly spoken dialogue is a Speakeasy
or does
it fall flat, like so much dialogue in so many talkies ?
•

•

•

• THAT we overheard Giuseppe (the Goof in the Gondola up above) giving the lowdown to a friend on the Turkey
with a Telescope who barges round with him every day
sez the spaghetti syncopator
"Wazza
matter wid dissa
guy?
I poosha da gondol up and down da Rialt
and he look and he look upstairs and downstairs wid da tehellooscoop
an' pretty soon he yell, looka, Giuseppe, looka!
an' I look an' look till I getta da one beeg steef neck
an' he say, don't you see anything?
an' I say, Boloney!
and he say, correct as 'ell, Giuseppe
an' den dissa mugg
pusha
da
boloney
in
da
typewrite
an'
when
it
comes
he say,
Ha! a Kolum
but me, Giuseppe, I tella
you out
crossa
my
heart as your frien'
It's STILL da Boloney"

Clever Stunt
P. KAUFMAN,
On ALBERT
"Finger Points"
manager of the Capitol,
Rochester, N. Y., introduced an
exploitation stunt on "The Finger Points" In
that itsmacks
real
cleverness.
he was ofaided
by the
Kaufman had"Times-Union."
placed on posts in
the
downtown sections of Rochester
cut-outs of a hand with pointed
finger. At noon a press photographer took shots of the crowds
passing the hand. The person at
which the finger pointed when
the camera snapped was the winner of a cash prize. Those in
the immediate vicinity were eligible for seats at the theater. The
refirst day the
produced the"Times-Union"
photographs over
400 people emphatically claimed
the finger pointed at them. It was
necessary to enlarge the pictures
so as to prove the ones worthy
of the prizes.
— Capitol, Rochester, N. Y.
*
*
*

Scout Endorsement
Played Up Strong
A N effective piece of exploitation was worked by the advertising staff at Shea's Century,
Buffalo, Itinconsisted
showing inofpart
"Father's
Son."
of the
reproduction from the press sheet
on the picture of the endorsement given the Tarkington story
by
James
West,
Scout
Executive E.
of the
BoyChief
Scouts
of
America. This was widely distributed among the schools and
through the mails. Primarily intended for adults was a neatly
gotten up proclamation entitled,
"If I Were Mayor of Buffalo."
It was signed "One Who Has
Seen 'Father's Son' " and in advising everyone to see the picfor soture,
doing.
gave a number of reasons
— Century, Buffalo, N. Y.
*
*
*

Many Happy
Returns
Best

An average of 26 cents a
week is spent on motion pictures by every American citizen.

• • • THAT Hazel Huff, of the UTPS Service in Dallas,
Texas, wants to know where she can get that Platinum Hair
Wash for One Berry a Bottle we mentioned the other day
as it costs her blonde sister Four Smackers to look that way
that we don't mind confiding to Hazel that we got ourselves in a helluva jam with a lotta blondes for lying that way
that a lotta Wall Street Trader Horns are also in for a
Run — on their bank accounts
that that's that
and
we're as relieved as are you
only more so
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Morris
Charles
H. Mailes
Doris Kamper
Sally Phipps

GRAND INTERN
WATCH FILM Pi

THE
TITANS
ARE
COMING!

RKO-Radio's Big Victory Smash for 1
to the Four Corners of the Globe by the

TIONAL SMASH!
LY TOMORROW!
Stand by London! Paris!
Berlin! Moscow! Tokio!
Shanghai! Oslo! Vienna!
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Also The Good Old R. K O
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17 TROPHIES ALREADY UP
FOR FILM GOLF TOURNEY
With the list of entries for the
FILM GOLF TOURNAMENT increasing by holes and birdies, the
club-swingers who convene at the
Fenimore Country
Club on June 10
will vie for the
honor of toting
home trophies and
prizes, the like of
which have never
been duplicated in
the 18 previous
golf tourneys
sponsored by The
Film Daily. Seventeen eager donors
have already contributed trophies for
winners. Several claim that their
gifts are so valuable that they will
bend every effort to win them back
to their original ownership.
Several inquiries have been made
as to what the $10 entrance fee includes. This is what you will receive for your ten-spot: The privilege of playing golf with the best
sportsmen and most likable fellows
in the industry (provided you replace
all divots); a dinner de luxe, served
in Fenimore style; 1,000 laughs; 100
surprises; a chance to win any one
of a score of prizes, and — a great day
— and night.
Firms and individuals who have already donated trophies to the FILM
GOLF TOURNAMENT are:
Ufa
Stebbins, Leterman and Gates
J. P. Muller Agency
Columbia Pictures
Al Lichtman
Motion Picture Herald
Motion Picture Daily
Dupont-Pathe
National Theater Supply
Jules Brulatour
RCA Photophone
Continental Theater Supply
Jack Cosman
Craft Film Laboratory
William Massce
Electrical Research Products
Eastman
Kodak
13 Legislatures Still in Session
Following adjournment sine die of
the Texas Legislature, 13 state lawmaking bodies remain in session.
They are: Alabama, Connecticut,
Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts, Michigan, Mississippi, New
Hampshire, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island and Tennessee. No
measures unfriendly to the industry
were passed by the Texas assembly.
George Lefko Back in Cleveland
Cleveland — George Lefko, who
was transferred from the local RKO
exchange to Albany, and then to Seattle, is back in town, and has lined
up with Pathe as salesman.
Seek Views on Sunday Shows
Birmingham, Ala. — Members of the
Kelley Ingram Post, Veterans of
Foreign Wars, have received a questionnaire regarding- Sunday shows
and baseball in Birmingham. The
Post would like to know its members' views before taking a stand on
a bill legalizing Sunday amusements.

SPONSORED PICTURE BAN
SPURS STRAIGHT AD FILMS

19th ANNUAL
FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT
SIGN THIS AND

FORWARD

(Continued
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tracts amounting to $60,000 for the
distribution of 11 advertising shorts
in 4,000 houses with which Alexander has exclusive arrangements. The
subjects will be of short length and
composed of straight advertising mater. Lambert Pharmacal Co. will honor
Listerine products in three shorts,
one subject each will be made and
distributed for Forhan Co.. Zonite
Co., Pacific Coast Borax Co., and E.
Fougera. The Parker Manufacturing Co., and American Safety Razor
each.
Co. also have contracted for two reels

Here is my entry and ten dollars for the spring film golf tournament, to be held on Wednesday, June 10, at the Fenimore Golf and
Country Club, White Plains, New York.

(Entrance Fee if paid at tournament uill be $12.00)

THE COMMITTEE
AL LICHTMAN
MIKE SIMMONS
RED KANN
ARTHUR STEBBINS
DON
MERSEREAU
JACK ALICOATE
BRUCE GALLUP

Summer Policy in Miami, Work To Start Soon
On Radio Laboratory
with Four Changes Weekly

According to Franseen, coverage
has been guaranteed in 4,000 houses,
of which 20 per cent are in western
Fourteen bids have just been reMiami, Fla. — The Fairfax has inleased by the RadioPictures studio states, 60 per cent in central states
augurated a summer policy of four
for
the
proposed printing and devel- and 20 per cent (excepting New
changes weekly at reduced prices.
oping laboratory to be erected by England and Middle Atlantic states
Both first and second run pictures RKO.
Immediate construction is
will be shown. New price scale is planned with return of bids on July where major circuits are strongest)
25 cents for adults at matinees and
2. It is anticipated the laboratory in eastern states. A coverage of
35 cents at night, with a 10-cent will employ approximately 200
2,000,000 actual readers for the filmprice for children at both performances.
ads, at .00235 cents per patron, is
people.
guaranteed.
18 Per Cent Closed
'Audience antipathy toward sponfilms is not found in houses
Conferring on Contract
In Northern Ohio showingsored advertising
films where no
For Newsreel Cameramen
Cleveland — Eighteen per cent of
to 'put one over' is made,"
Conferences between representa- the motion picture theaters in north- attempt
said Franseen. ''The dropping of the
ern
Ohio
are
closed,
according
to
an
sponsored short idea means that exties af the cameramen's union and
hibitors will no longer be afraid of
newsreel producers have so far fail- official report. Of these, 52 per cent
ed to reach an accord in the first are silent and 6 per cent are sound advertising bugaboos. Its failure is
contract demanded by the unions. houses. The check shows that 110 not only due to audience antipathy
Gene Cour, secretary of Local 666, out of 609 theaters in the territory but to dissatisfaction of advertiser
are dark.
is in New York attending confabs.
and exhibitor alike."

OFFICE

MEMO

From the office of the President

T. D.
Advertising Manager:
Without question the line of product of
this company for the coining season is the best
we have ever turned out. Our problem now is
to tell this forcefully, regularly and economically to the buying power of the industry.
Do this immediately through the advertising
columns of The Film Daily. I read this publication every morning and so do executives of

this

business all

over the world.

M.T.W.
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^k. Latest Production News

Says B.O. Personalities
Wanted
in Latin-America
(.Continued front Page 1)
markets of Latin America, according to a paper being presented by N.
D. Golden, assistant chief of the Motion Picture Division of the Department of Commerce, at today's opening session of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers.
"Latin American audiences want
box office personalities and through
Spanish editions of our fan magazines nearly all our stars have built
up a strong following," says Golden.
"In consequence pictures presenting
them are more popular than Spanish
versions where the players are unknown. This does not mean that no
Spanish language pictures should be
presented. Great care should be
taken in their preparation, however,
and original subjects should be used
of a type which will specially appeal.
Castilian Spanish should be used
which is the language of the stage
unless the setting is in some Latin
American country where the actors
would use the pronunciation and
idiom peculiar to that country. None
of the foregoing applies to Brazil
where the language is Portuguese.
Here Spanish speaking pictures are
not acceptable.
"The tastes of the Latin Americans run to films containing much
display in clothes and furnishings.
High society pictures and musicals
are both popular.
"While Latin American revenues
from film showings are not nearly as
high as those received from Europe,
the market is nevertheless well worth
.consideration. Argentine, Brazil and
Mexico stand fourth, seventh and
eighth of all countries in quantity of
motion pictures imported from the
United States."
"Murder by the Clock" in Work
"Murder bv the Clock." based on
a novel bv Rufus King, has just gone
into production at the Paramount
studios under the direction of Edward Sloman. It has been adapted
bv Barflett Cormack. In the cast
are William Boyd. Lilvan Tashman,
Regis Toamev. Sallv O'Neil. James
L. Crane. Charles Trowbridge. Martha Mattox and Charles
D. Brown.
Marilyn Miller Film Starts in Tune
''Our Social \Vhirl."_ Marilvn Miller's first starring vehicle under her
itm.v contract with First National
Pictures, will start production early
next month.

Three Finds in Film
Three Columbia "discoveries" appear in "Lover Come
Back." They are Constance
Cummings. in the leading role,
Loretta Sayers and Susan
Fleming.

ACTIVITIES
Received By Wire From

The West Coast j^l. JL.

.▲.

Color Symposium Opens
S.M.P.E.
Meet on Coast
(Continued from Page 1)

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
Px

RALPH

W1I.K

HOLLYWOOD
Aside from having directed Gloria
CAM
COSLOW,
under contract to Swanson's latest triumph, "Indiscreet," Leo McCarey is credited with
Paramount as a song writer, has
contributing in a large measure to the
taken a 10 weeks'
leave of absence
and will open with his band at the original story, in collaboration with
Hotel Roosevelt, Hollywood, May 26. DeSylva, Brown and Henderson, it
*
*
*
is claimed. McCarey's contract with
One of the choicest assignments Fox was recently purchased by Howard Hughes of Caddo Productions,
on Radio's program for 1931-32 has for whom
he is now
preparing
to
been given to George Archainbaud
make
"Queer
People."
by vice president William K. Le*
*
*
Baron. "The Chicago Dove," an or"Laughing Sinners" is the final title
iginal opus which is said to be unusual in its elements, chiefly that of M-G-M's picturization of Kenyon
of drama, is to be transported into Nicholson's play, "Torch Song," starring Joan Crawford.
*
*
*
a screen production of lavish proportions
under
Archainbaud's
direcRalph Staub recently received an
tion.
*
*
*
offer from one of England's largest
Gene Morgan, now in vaudeville film producers to go abroad and make
a series depicting the home, studio
will wind up his tour at Universal
and
sport life of not only the EngCity earlv in July to begin work on
lish Stars, but those of all Europe.
an especially written series of twoStaub
is now directing "Screen Snapreel comedies that will star him, acshots," the newsreel of the stars for
cording to Stanley Bergerman, asso- Columbia release.
*
*
*
ciate producerEdward
of that
company's
short subjects.
Kaufman
will
Ralph Spence's newest simile is,
supervise
the series.
*
*
*
"As slippery as the stepping stones
*
*
*
The wit and "slanguage" of Arthur
success."
"Bugs" Baer will be brought to the to Warner
Bros, have signed Lillian
screen
Jimmie Gleason's
of Bond to a long term contract. She
two-reelin comedies
for RKO series
Pathe.
has been given a prominent role in
Charles R. Rogers has secured the
"Larceny Lane."
*
*
*
screen rights to "The Saga of Rufftown " the "Bugs" Baer syndicated
Rotund Harry Holman, popular
weekly column, and this amusing fea- vaudeville headliner and featured
ture will be incoroorated into the
comedian in legitimate vroductions,
screen
edies. stories for the Gleason com- will make his feature talker debut in
*
*
*
"The Star Witness." which will be
made by Warners. Holman has been
in talker shorts
by Pathe
for Radio
Casting
Brown starred
Melville "Fanny
which Pictures'
Herself,
Foley
and Warners.
will direct from the scenario by Carey
*
*
*
Wilson, is now under way. Henry
Dave Howard will direct the SpanHobart is supervisor on the production.
ish men,"
version
of "Don't Bet on Wofor Fox.
*
*
*
*
*
*
"Buv
a
Liberty
Bond,"
is
Reno's
Glenn
Trvon's
first
contact with
newest slogan, according to Walter
the film, industry was as a matron
* Sennetf*
* writer.
Weems, a Mack
v'cture proiectionist in Great Falls,
Thronnh the Eddie Rubin agency, Montana. After a summer as a projection booth operator, he decided to
Benny Rubin wW be an added at- come
Hollywood and
become
a
traction with a Fanchon and Marco screen toactor.
unit for three weeks. He will play
*
*
*
Portland. Seattle and Tacoma.
Rubin
is under
contract
to RKO
Fred Burns, who has a role of imPathe.
portance in Columbia's Buck Jones
*
*
*
feature. "Branded," was formerly a
Bettv Bronson. who has played world's champion broncho buster,
manv incenue roles, will be seen in and a feature with Buffalo Bill and
the 101 Ranch.
*
*
*
her first "heavv" part in Columbia's
"Lover Come * Back."
*
*
Kathlyn Williams, daring serial
Harold Srhwartz will direct Rosco star of silent days, is still in pictures, but her stunt days are over.
Afes in "The Gland Parade." which
T.nuix Brook will produce for Radio Miss Williams is now a character
Pictures. The storm was written by actress much in demand. Her latest
Schwartz and Tom hen von.
part was in "Daddy Lona Legs." the
Schwartz also directed Ates in "The Janet Gaynor-Warncr Baxter For
Lone-Starved Ranger."
film.

clude:
the symposium

on color. These in-

Dr. C. E. K. Mees, introductory
remarks; J. A. Ball, Technicolor; R.
M. Otis. Multicolor process; Bruce
Burns, Multicolor laboratory; P. D.
Brewster, comparison of the technique of making two and three-color
separation negatives; O. O. Ceccarini,
M-G-M color process; Gustav Brock,
hand-coloring of motion picture film,
and
W. V. D. Kelley, report of Color
Committee.
Other papers on today's S.M.P.E.
program include W. C. Kunzman,
report of convention committee; C.
L. Gregory, report of progress committee; D. K. Gannett, detail in television; Eugene Lauste, pioneer experiments in sound recording. C. J.
North
and N.
D. Golden.Viewpoint
"The LatinAmerican
Audience
on
American Films"; O. M. Glunt, report of Papers Committee; H. T.
Cowling, report of Membership and
Subscription
Committee.

De Mille Says Talkers
Give(Continued
More fromArtPageFreedom
1)
whose

audience will be the whole

world," says William C. de Mille in
his preface to "Recording Sound for
Motion Pictures," first official compilation in book form of authoritative
chapters on sound recording and reproduction by outstanding studio
technicians and engineers. The
book published by the McGraw-Hill
Book Co.
of New York, goes on the
stands
today.
Ray Lissner Gets Contract
Ray Lissner, former assistant to
Herbert Brenon, has been given a
contract by Radio Pictures, according to an announcement by William
LeBaron. production head. His first
assignment is with Richard Boleslavsky, who is to do "The Strange
Woman." authored by Ivan Lebedeff and Benn W. Levy, and which
is to feature Lebedeff.
Brock Signs Writers
John Grey and Monty Collins,
comedy writers, have been signed by
Lou Brock, short subject producer
for Radio Pictures, to write the first
Clark

and

McCullough

"Headliner."

Added
to "Honor
the C.
Family"
Blanche
Friderici ofand
Henry
Gordon are late additions to the cast
of "The Honor of the Family," now
in production at the First National
studios.

James Hall in Yaude
James Hall has gone east to
open a brW vaudeville tour,
starting in Indianapolis.

New Universal Program
To Be Launched by April
i ( ontinued from Pane 1 )
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the Rio Grande" and "Waterloo
Bridge." No color or wide film will
Rusk, Tex.— Hughes & Rau will for the Kuykendall-Sanford Enternew season proappear in Universal's
operators of the house before
gram, Laemmle pointed out. He soon open a new theater in opposi- it was prises,
burned.
to H. C. Houston of the Astor.
will spend several weeks in the East East tionTexas
Theaters of Beaumont
and probably go to Atlantic City for will hereafter do the buying for the
Twin Falls, Ida.— C. L. Bond has
a few days' rest.
Astor, it is reported.
opened the 400-seat house here, in a
former Woolworth store, which has
been remodeled for talking pictures.
Saul Rogers Vacates
Austin, Tex. — W. E. Simpson, operating
the
Crescent,
has
taken
over
Roxy Theater Offices the Ples-Tex at Pleasanton.
Denver — Contract for the 2,700(Continued from Page 1)
seat Orpheum, to cost about $1,000,counsel has nearly four years to run,
Dallas — J. L. McKinney, former 000, has been let to a Denver conit is believed that he no longer will branch manager of Tiffany in Memcern, the F. J. Kirchhof Construction Co. It is expected the building
be active in the affairs of the comphis, is back in Dallas. He expects
pany. Although no statement could to make an announcement of a new will be ready by December.
shortly.
be obtained Saturday from either connection
Pahokee, Fla. — Work is progressFox pubRogers or Glen Griswold,
lic relations executive, it is known
ing rapidly on erection of the PrinRumford, Me. — A deal involving
cess here for Louis V. Goodbread
that Rogers' three secretaries have about $50,000 was announced here in
of
Fort
Myers. At the present rate,
BeaHarold
that
ben discharged and
lease of the Acadia to the Rum- the house will be ready for opening
com of the Chicago firm of Winston, the
ford Operating Co., a subsidiary of
Strawn and Shaw, attorneys, will as- the Maine and New Hampshire The- along the latter part of May.
sume the post of special counsel for
aters, Inc., for a period of 10 years.
Fox on July 1.
Asheville, N. C— W. W. Klugh,
The theater is owned by the Associa- Jr., assistant manager of the Impetion Acadienne d'Immeubles, Inc., of
here for the past several months,
Rumford, and has a seating capacity has rial
Joseph A. Davis Enters
been transferred to the Academy
James
O'Brien,
Exhibition Field in Conn. of
the 700.
Strand,
which
is alsomanager
conductedof in Lynchburg, Va., as manager. The
Academy is a Publix unit. Prior to
(Continued
from Page 1)
have charge of the Acadia.
his service at the Imperial, Klugh
have leased the Coleman theater here
was
identified with Publix-Saenger
for
owner,
n,
Colema
O.
Dorr
from
Newkirk, Okla. — Elmer Schmitt of houses in Columbia, S. C.
rive years. Coleman will continue Anthony has taken possession of the
to operate the house until July 15. Newkirk, which he leased several
St. Paul — Frank & Hardesty has
Alterations to cost about $15,000 months ago to Mickey Beeby, and bought the Selby from Sam Ludwig.
will be made after that date by Davis will manage the theater for the present.
and Schuman, it is announced.
Royce City, Tex. — Roy Walker has
leased the Palace from O. A. Gill.
Moves
Manson, la. — O. W. Tuel has purErpi Office
chased the Cee Bee here from R. I.
Pittsburgh — Electrical Research Stewart. The theater will be closed
Waterbury, Conn. — Alhambra has
here
office
its
ed
remov
has
cts
Produ
been
leased for two years by a partfor
about
four
weeks
for
installation
building to 602
from the Koppers
nership composed of Rocco Longo.
of sound equipment.
Bessemer building.
Rocco Lossi and Nicholas Mascoli.
The house is being remodeled and
Anita, la. — Dwight E. Morey of RCA Photophone sound equipment
More "Millionaire" Holdovers
Des Moines has purchased the Rialto, installed.
Arliss in "The
Toronto — George
Millionaire" is being held over for for the past two years has been operated by A. A. Johnson.
at least another week at the Tivoli.
Philadelphia — The Norris has been
re-christened the Jewel.
The Metropolitan, Baltimore, and
Kansas City — J. J. McCarthy, long
the Fenway, Boston, are holding over a film representative in this territory,
Philadelphia — The Lafayette has
"The Millionaire" on second-run has been added to the Fox staff by been acquired bv Milton Rogasher,
showings.
Ward Scott, branch manager. Mc- operator of the Iris, and will be reCarthy will cover northern Missouri.
modeled and refurnished.
Second Fire This Year
Toronto — For thp^Second time this
Kansas City — C. E. Reynolds, forNew Orleans — The Dauphine has
year the Globe here has been visited
merly with Universal, is now cover- embarked upon a new policy, discarding sex pictures.
ing western Missouri for Midwest.
by fire. This time a blaze of mysterious origin near the screen did $4,500 Gordon Knox has returned to Middamage. The other fire, starting in
west and is covering Kansas.
Grand Haven, Mich. — The Grand
the operator's box caused loss of
was held up by a pair of bandits who
$1,500.
Oklahoma City — Change of bills at took the evening's receipts from
the Criterion, one of the principal Marv
Vandersluys, cashier.
Pathe Product for Poland
Cooper-Publix houses in this city,
RKO Pathe's entire 1931-32 lineup hereafter will take place Friday inRainier, Wash. — One of the most
of features and shorts has been sold
stead of Saturday, according to Pat complete sell-outs of the season in
for distribution in Poland, President McGee, district manager. Friday this territory is the RKO Pathe deal
Lee Marcus is advised in a cable opening at the Capitol, the other
Roseway, which is reopenfrom T. S. Delahanty, head of the downtown Publix theater, has been with the
ing. The house has booked the full
in effect about three weeks.
export division.
Pathe line-up.

Laemmle Shows Medal
Carl Laemmle on Saturday
was proudly exhibiting the gold
medal awarded Universal by
the Federation of Related Arts,
London, for the most artistic
motion picture production of
1930. "All Quiet on the Western Front" won the award.

Schine Enterprises
Building New Circuit
(Continued

from

Page

1)

podrome and Lyric at Lancaster
With these seven houses it is report
ed they will build up a circuit t
take the place of their former circuit which they sold to Warnet
Brothers.

3

E. M. Loew Wins Order
For
Delivery
of Filmi
(Continued
from Page 1)
quo which Loew claims existed by
virtue of certain contracts entered
into with Paramount for the delivery
of a large number of films to eighl
of his theaters in New England. The
action is to be referred to a master
to find all the facts, and Paramounl
is further enjoined from delivering
any of the films said to be contract^
ed for to any other persons, pending
the determination of the issue.

"Born
to Love" for Warner Houses
cuit.
RKO Pathe's "Born to Love,'
starring Constance Bennett, has been
booked over the entire Warner cir"Hell Bound" for Dickinson Circuit
Kansas City — E. S. Olsmith, fea
ture sales manager for Tiffany-Educational, has closed a deal for lOt
per cent coverage with the Dickinson
circuit for Tiffany's "Hell Bound."
U. A. Moving Kansas City Office
Kansas City — United Artists office
here will move sometime within the
month to the new film building ai
18th and Central Sts.
Louis De Wolfe at Orpheum, N. O
New Orleans — Louis De Wolfe o:
Hollywood has taken over the management of the Orpheum, RKC
house.
Margaret Lee Promoted
New Orleans — Margaret Lee, act
ing manager of the Tudor, Saengei
house, has been placed in charge o
advertising for the Strand, a largei
theater.
Roof Garden for Roxy Artistes
A $1,000 roof garden has beer
opened at the Roxy for the use o
its performers. The garden is elab
orately equipped with comforts ant
conveniences.

TEN YEARS AGO T0-DA1
THE

Of riLMDOM

I
ar^^FDAiLYSHIC!
IN

San Francisco — Jack Tillman,
Kansas City — Frank Hensler, film
formerly district manager, is now
form.to release Aesop's Fables ir
Pathe
local manager, replacing James Riley, branch manager for M-G-M. reports
*
*
*
who has associated himself with the Norma Shearer's "Free Souls" sold
Massachusetts
out
in
this
territory.
It
is
booked
to
Salem China Corp. as Pacific Coast the Midland for downtown Kansas
censorship
bil
representative.
City showing at an early date.
signed.
Starkville Miss. — Plans are being
First National questionnaire bring
completed for the reconstruction of
Sandusky, Ohio — RCA Photothe Rex theater, destroyed recently phone sound reproducing apparatus in
promise for business reviva
specific
the fall.
by fire. It is understood the Masonic has been installed in the auditorium
Lodge is willing to rebuild the house of the Sandusky High School.
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Warner Paying $2,000,000 Bank Loans in 2 Weeks

GENERAL SALARY CUTFOR OPERATORS NEXT
300 Delegates in Attendance at S. M. P. E. Meet
Symposiums on Recording
and Negatives Are on
Today's
West Coast
Bureau, Schedule
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Approximately 300
delegates were on hand for the opening of the five-day soring convention
of the Society of M. P. Engineers
which got under way yesterday at the
Roosevelt Hotel. District Attorney
Burton Fitts welcomed the delegates.
Papers on color occupied a major
|part of the first day. Also of unusual
interest was the showing of Baron
Shiba Films, taken in Japan with
40,000 pictures per second and pro(Continued on Page 8)

JULY 4 TO BEZERO H0Mt£
IN WICHITASUNDAY FIGHT
Wichita, Kan. — Unless Sunday
, shows are discontinued by July 4,
legal action will be taken against
Fox West Coasl Theaters, according
to an ultimatum issued to the circuit
by
County
Attorney
George
L.
(Continued

on Page

8)

J. W. Deubach Appointed
Dist. Mgr. in Wisconsin
Milwaukee — J. William Deubach,
managing director of RKO's Palace
and Riverside, has been named district manager for the circuit.
Lawrence Shedd, formerly of the
RKO theater in Fort Wayne, Ind..
has been named manager of the local
Palace succeeding Earl Payne.

Salary
Reductions
Going Down the Line
On top of reports yesterday that
a 20 per cent salary reduction, which
would mean a saving of about $100,000 weekly, is planned by Warner
Eros., the street heard rumors that
RKO would likely be next to follow the action already taken by Paramount, Universal and others.

Cleveland Union Accepts
Reduction of 30
Per Cent

Competing On Home Ground
Denver — Since opening night baseball here, the Western League
Club has switched its newspaper display advertising from the sports
page to the theatrical page.

Censorship and Taxes Scored
By Labor Federation's Chief

Amkino To Roadshow
"Five-Year Plan" Film

Roadshow presentations, before
general release, are planned by
Amkino
Plan —
presents
authentic

Corp. for "The Five-Year
Russia's Remaking," which
for the first time a full and
cinema record of the Soviet
(Continued

on

Page

8)

"No censorship can be so accurate,
no censorship can be so effective as

the censorship of public opinion,"
says William Green, president of the
American Federation of Labor, in an
article in "The Motion Picture
Monthly," issued by the Hays organization.
Green

urges

(Continued

that
the screen
on Page 8)

be

Two Actions Filed Against Pathe
Over Delivery of 1930-31 Picture
Cluster Holding Corp. and Turin
Theaters Corp., each operating a
house in the Bronx, have filed separate actions against RKO Pathe
seeking an injunction to prevent the
company from delivering a picture on
its 1930-31 program to three Loew
theaters
before they are offered to
(Continued

on Page

8)

(Continued on Page 8)

AUTEN TO REPRESENT
RKO PATHE IN EUROPE
Capt. Harold Auten, formerly in
charge of American distribution for
British International Pictures, sails
tomorrow on the Aquitania to become the RKO Pathe representative
for continental Europe. He will
work as an aide to T. S. Delehanty.

Wisconsin M.P.T.O. Meet
In Milwaukee June 16-17 Griffith Amusement Co.
Milwaukee — Annual convention of
the M. P. T. O. of Wisconsin will
Opens Denver Office
be held June 16-17 at the Hotel Pfister here. George Fischer is chairman of arrangements.
Allied Inde(Contmued

on

Page

8)

$2,000,000 W. B. Bank Loans
Being Paid Off in Two Weeks
Balaban & Katz Earned
$2,289,263 Last Year

Efforts to effect wage reductions
among projectionists at large is ir
prospect as the next step in the industry's current campaign to brine
operating costs down to a level that
will keep the business out of the red,
The Film Daily learns.
Acceptance of a 30 per cent salary
cut by operators in Cleveland suburban houses is expected to be the
forerunner of similar action in other
locations that have been crying for

Denver — In keeping with their expansion program, Griffith Amusement
Co. of Oklahoma City has established
a district office here under the supervision of R. E. Griffith.

Futter to Pick Comedy
From

Reno's

Tragedy

Within two weeks Warner Bros,
will pay off $2,000,000 in bank loans, West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
The Film Daily was told yesterday.
Hollywood — While several major
Chicago — Consolidated net profit of The}- are held by three banking in- producers are busy making stories
stitutions. Xo new loans will be dealing with the serious side of Reno,
$2,289,263, after all charges and pre- negotiated.
Walter Futter has sent Cornelius
ferred dividends, is reported by BalaWarner Bros., with Harry M. Vanderbilt, Jr., to the divorce city
ban & Katz., controlled by Paramount Publix, for the year ended Warner in complete charge as presi- to make a "Travelaugh" short. John
dent, will proceed without outside T. Medbury will do the gag dialogue
Dec. 27.
This
is equalstock,
"to $7.91
share
on the
common
againsta financial aid. it was declared. No re- release.
on the subject, which Columbia will
$9.65 a share in 1929.
(Continued on Page 8) '
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RKO
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3
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3
+
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6%
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DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S

Irving Browning's noteworthy exhibit of 38 photographic studies,
pertinent to the motion picture industry and several of its outstanding personalities, has entered into its second and last week at the
Motion Picture Club. Merits of the display, which is sponsored by
THE FILM DAILY, have been acknowledged by numerous authoritative sources, one letter of highly favorable comment coming from
California requesting that the collection be included this summer in
the Hollywood Motion Picture Exhibit, on the Steel Pier, Atlantic
City. Two inquiries have been received from Los Angeles by THE
FILM DAILY asking that the display be sent to the west coast
where it will be prominently presented. One of New York's leading hotels has also urged the privilege of exhibiting Browning's
masterpieces. Saturday the photographs will be removed from the
Motion Picture Club. Five days remain in which to see them — after
that — the next fortunate exhibitor may be 3,000 miles away.

Exhibs Awarded Prizes
4 More Pathe Directors
In Exploitation Contest
Named Defendants in Suit
Four more Pathe directors have
been named defendants in the suit
of Lena M. Vincent against Pathe
Exchange, Inc., in which an accounting for alleged loss and damages as
a result of the sale of Pathe assets
to RKO, is asked. The directors
served with summonses and complaints by Harry L. Kreeger, attorney for the defendant are George
Armsby, Jeremiah Milbank, Elisha
Walker and Stuart Webb. According to Kreeger, 125 stockholders have
joined the Pathe Protective Ass'n,
representing 25,000 shares of stock.
It is expected that the appeal to
Judge Ford's denial to dismiss the
compliant will be argued June 15,
with examinations of the defendants
mer.
being carried on throughout the sum-

RKO Seeks Settlement
Of Coast
Player-Agent
Dispute
West
Bureau.
THE
FILM
DAILY

May 26, 1931

Winners of prizes totaling $1,875,
in the national contest conducted by
Columbia among exhibitors for publicity and exploitation ideas on
"Dirigible," were announced yesterday. The awards of $150, $100, $75
and $50 in each of the following
classes were won by the exhibs in
the order named:
Newspaper advertising campaigns: Mose
Mesher, Sterling Theaters, Seattle; Kenneth
A. Wagner, Cecil, Mason City, la. ; John C
Friburg. Palace. Johnsonburg, Pa.; C. H.
San Antonio.
Empire,
Moss,
Newspaper publicity campaigns: Harry Storm. Albee, Providence; S. B. Tucker, Byrd,
Richmond; Fred Polacek and Heme Johnson,
R. & R. Ritz, Big Springs, Tex,; C. H. Doty,
Miami.
Grove,
' ."(j.inut
Decoration of lobby and front: Carlos Harrison. Keith's, Cincinnati; James C. Cartledge
Strand, Knoxville; Delmar F. Harris,
Delharco,
Concordia, Kan.; F. J. Cassin, Rialto,
» »rk. Pa.

Window displays and merchandise tie-ups:
L. A. Starsmore, Sterling, Greeley, Colo. ;
Louis Hellborn, Orpheum, Memphis: Jack
Edwards. Orpheum, St. Paul; Jack Hobby.
V ictory. Providence.
Catchlines, slogans and heralds: Carl M
Osbortr, Five Points. Cleveland; Maurice
tfliss, Metro, N. Y. ; Louis Glinner, Olympia
Isea, Mass.;
G. Battaglia, Battaglia, Troy!
N

May

25-29: Spring meeting of the Sodet
of Motion Picture Engineers Hote
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.

May

26-27 . Annual convention of the M.P
T.O. of Kansas, Western Missoiir
and St. Joseph, Mo.

May

26-31 :
International
conference on t4u
cational
films under
patronage o
the
Federal Minister of Education
Vienna.

May

27-29 : Columbia eastern sales conven
tion, Park Central Hotel, Nev
York.

May

May

27

Testimonial dinner to Charles L
Winston, New England divisioi
manager, R-K-O Theaters, Copley
Plaza
Hotel,
Boston.
31-June 2: Columbia midwestern sale
meet, Congress Hotel, Chicago.

New Dickinson House Opens June I
Kansas City — Glen W. Dickinson
Harry Taylor and William Rienke
the latter film buyer for the circuit,
will open Dickinson's new $150,00(
theater in Garden City on June 8
Dick Curry, now manager of Dickinson's State in Garden City, will manage the new Dickinson.
"Born to Love" for Loew, Century
Constance Bennett in "Born to
Love," RKO Pathe production, has
been booked for 25 Loew and Century Circuit houses in Brooklyn and
Long Island.
ERPI to Equip 11 Military Homes
Electrical Research Products has
been awarded a contract by the U. S.
Veterans' Bureau to make 15 Western Electric sound installations in 11
National Military Homes, it is announced by C. W. Bunn, sales manager.
Warners
Cut Scale on Coast

Hollywood — RKO has petitioned
the Superior Court to force Edna
Mae Oliver and Max Hart, Inc., to
settle their dispute. Miss Oliver is
paid $2,000 weekly under contract Kallet Signs WB-FN 100 Per Cent West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
with the studio and each week the
Nat.
Scr.
Ser
20'/4'
2054
20J4
Kallet Theaters have signed 100
Technicolor
7%
7%
7%
+
%
Los Angeles — Warners have re■
agent seeks to collect 10 per cent of per
Uhel"'
cent
for Warner-First National
Trans-Lux
754
7
7'A —
54
duced prices of general admission at
it, according to the studio.
features and Vitaphone shorts for their Los Angeles Downtown and
NEW YORK
BOND
MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 38
3554
3554 — 2'/,
the circuit's houses in Syracuse, Hollywood theaters to 50 cents, a
Loew 6s 41 x-war.
95%
95%
95%
New Coast Paper Starts Tune 8
Utica, Oneida, Rome and Canasto
Paramount
6s 47.. 85
85
85
ta. cut of 15 cents. Prices on SaturPar. By. 5j4s51 . . . 101
101
101
Completion of plans for "The Hol- Ben Kalmenson, Albany exchange unchanged.
days, Sundays and holidays remain
Par. 554s50
74
7354
74
lywood Herald," to be published daily manager, and Max Milder handled
Pathe 7s37
81%
81%
81% —
54 in Hollywood beginning June 8. were
Warner's 6s39
30'A
3054
3054 — 1
announced yesterday by Martin Quig- the deal for WB-FN
ley. William A. Johnston, formerly
Free Park Movies in Gulfport
Rob Publix Theater
editor
of "Motion Picture News," will
Gulfport, Miss. — City Commission
For
SCRIPTS for
SHORTS
be
editor,
and
Leo
Meehan,
newsFt. Worth, Tex.— The Worth was
started May 25 showing free pictures
paper
man.
former
producer
and
dirobbed
May 20 by three bandits who
in city park. Films will be shown
VIOLA
IRENE
COOPER
rector, will be general manager. followed the treasurer to his office
twice a week on Thursday and Mon9
E.
59th
St..
N. Y.
"The
Hollywood
Herald" will be
days.
to
Vo. go 5-5543
ceipts. he had collected the day's relinked with "Motion Picture Herald," after
and "Motion Picture Daily."
IS
i.i
♦#
New York
French Receipts Up in 1930
Long Island City
:.: 1540 Broadway
154 Crescent St.
Paris
— Cinema, skating rink and
:.:
STillwell 4-7940
♦♦*.♦ BRyant 9-4712
circus attendance in France showed
:.:
an increase during 1930, while music
How would you like to look forward to an INCOME that
halls, concerts, boxing and other
would be non-shrinkable, non-fluctuating, payable to you
amusements suffered a decline, it is
each month YEAR AFTER YEAR, even though you
should live to be a hundred years old.
shown in official figures. Cinema receipts increased by 78,009,551 francs.
For further information, write
i:
Northwest Allied Meets June 1-2
Portland, Ore. — Annual meeting of
551 Fifth Ave.
New York City
Allied Exhibitors of the Northwest

IT'S SURE-IT'S PERMANENT-IT'S YOURS

Eastman Films!

J. E. Brulatour, Inc. «

♦>
Chicago
Hollywood
♦•; 1727 Indiana Ave.
6700 Santa Monica
J'J CALumet 3692
Blvd
i'i
HOLly wood 4121
♦v
*•*

£•}
♦•*
&
&
♦.♦
II

^♦•.♦♦♦•♦♦•♦♦•♦♦•♦♦•♦♦•♦♦•♦.•.♦•♦♦•♦.•.♦•♦♦•♦«>.v.vv»v.KvJJ-Ji-?<:

JOHN

will take place at the Benson Hotel
here June 1-2. This will give exhibs
an opportunity to stay over for the
social doings of the Cinema Club on

June 3.
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LATEST HOLLYWOOD

HAPPENINGS

Coast Wire Service

►//

Paramount Preparing
Six Mystery Stories
Six mystery stories are in preparation at the Paramount studios in
Bv RALPH
WILK
Hollywood. The subjects comprise:
"Murder by the Clock," by Rufus
King; "Daughter of the Dragon," by _Jy[ARK SANDRICH will direct the "The Criminal Code," he has writfirst Clark and McCullough comten "Through the Window," a murSax Rohmer; "The Glass Key," by
der mystery melodrama, which will
edy for Radio Pictures, Louis Brock
Dashiell Hammett; "Dr. Jekyll and
be
made
by Paramount. Joe pracg.
producin
is titled "Beau Legion.
Legs"
Mr. Hyde," by Robert Louis Steven- and
tised law in Seattle before coming
is a satireIt
* on *the French
*
son; "Uncertain Women," by Edgar
to Los Angeles, where he did newsWallace, and "Twenty-four Hours."
Our Passing Show: Thomas
by Louis Bromfield.
paper work.
Meighan and Louis A. Sarecky lunchBy
the
way, Ray Coffin, who is a
ing at Radio Pictures; Ivan Lebedeff
Join "Murder
By The
Clock"
former president of the Wampas, as
Recent
newcomers
to the
cast of chatting with * Don * Eddy.
*
is Joe Sherman, addressed the WoParamount's "Murder by the Clock"
men's Press Club of Southern Caliinclude Irving Pichel, one of the
Charles O'Loughlin has handled
fornia and regaled the press women
the sound recording on all the Eddie
leading exponents of the Little The- Quillan pictures. He also did the with anecdotes of his varied experiater movement, who recently began
ences. He has been engaged in moon three Constance Benhis screen career by playing the hus- soundnettwork
tion picture publicity work for 20
productions and is now working
band in "The Right to Love" opposite Ruth Chatterton; Blanche on
"The Iron Chalice," starring Bill
*
*
*
Boyd.
years.
Friderici, well-known character ac*
*
*
A search of several weeks for a
tress of stage and screen; Leneta
Dorothy
Howell
and
Ray
Chanslor
suitable leading lady for "Ground
Lane, one of the group of ten leading Broadway players recently re- wrote "Fifty Fathoms Deep," which Hogs," which Eddie Sedgwick is directing for Howard Hughes, ended
cruited by Paramount, who makes ivill serve as Richard Cromwell's
her debut in this picture, and Lester second starring vehicle. His initial when Lola Lane was signed for the
Vail.
picture was "Tol'able David." "Fif- part. Miss Lane attracted much attention by her work in "Hell
ty Fathoms Deep" will be directed
by R. William Neill.
Chatterton
Film Titled
ter Lang.which was directed by WalBound,"
*
*
*
*
*
*
"The Magnificent Lie" is the title
Here and There: Richard Dix fightof Ruth Chatterton's new starring
picture, the Paramount studio anWarren Stokes, editor of "Film
ing sizzling
again — in
"Theon Reckoner"
under
lights
a sizzling —day;
nounces. Itentered production under
Trade Topics" of San Francisco, is
making
his first trip to the studios
the tentative title of "Laurels and the Leigh Jason lunching with his wife, in
four years.
Ruth Harriett Louise; Ruth Weston
*
*
*
Lady."
working in two pictures, "The ReckGilbert Warrenton relates the
Lucy Doraine for Ufa Film
oner" and "Nancy's
Affair."
*
* Private
*
story of the new producer who saw
Lucy Doraine is en route to New
Pert Kelton, New York stage star, a boy carrying a small package.
York.
On May 29 she will sail to
Berlin on the Bremen.
She is to be who is part owner of a Hollywood "What are you carrying?" "A sound
starred in a Ufa picture.
hotel, is co-featured with Tommy track," was the reply. The producer
Dugan and George Gary in "The held the package to his ear. "You're
Albany Branch," which is being made mistaken, that is only film," said the
Nena Quartaro in "Arizona"
Mack Sennett with B. C. Stafford producer.
Nena Quartaro is the latest addi- by
*
*
*
tion of importance to the cast of directing.
*
*
*
"Arizona," Columbia's adaptation of
Ray Lissner, pint-sized assistant to
the classic American stage play by
Genial Joe Sherman of the M-G-M Herbert Brenon for many years, has
Augustine Thomas.
publicity department, has crashed been signed by Radio Pictures. He
the scenario citadels. In collabora- will assist Richard Boleslavsky, direcCurtiz to Direct "Safe in Hell"
tion with Martin Flavin, author of
Michael Curtiz instead of Rov Del
tor of "Strange Women."
Ruth will direct "Safe in Hell," which
Hugh Herbert Back
"Side Show"
Finished
is now being prepared at the Warner
The last retakes have been made
Bros. West Coast studios. Del Ruth
Hugh Herbert, after fling at a personal appearance tour, is back at the
has been transferred to "Larceny on "Side Show," in which Warner Radio Pictures studios.
Bros,
are
co-starring
Winnie
LightLane."
ner and Charles Butterworth, and it
Warners After Kay Strozzi
Ilka Chase in "The Strange Woman" will go into the hands of the cutter
Ilka Chase has been signed for in a few days. Roy Del Ruth diWarners have opened negotiations
rected it, and among the supporting with Kay Strozzi to play the fem"The Strange Woman" to be directed
by Richard Boleslavsky.
cast are Evalyn Knapp, Donald Cook,
inine lead in "The Rich Are Always
Guy Kibbee, Louise Carver and Mat- With Us." Miss Strozzi is now in
New Title for Dix
hew Betz.
the stage play, "The Silent Witness."
"The Million Dollar Swindle" is
Huston Replaces Holt
the new title for Richard Dix's pic- Warner Oland in Bill Boyd Feature
Walter Huston, instead of Jack
ture, "The Reckoner."
Warner Oland has been signed for Holt, will play the leading role of
the chief menace role in "The Iron the district attorney in "The Star
Efficiency
Chalice," Bill Boyd starring vehicle Witness" for Warner
Bros.
on RKO
Pathe's new program.
Roy Del Ruth completed the
John P. Medbury at Universal
direction of "Side Show" with
Universal has engaged John P.
LeRoy to Direct Joe E. Brown
but 75 feet of film in excess of
Mervyn LeRoy has been given the Medbury, prominent newspaper huthe footage in which the picmorist and radio star, for its series
directorial authority over the producture will be released for public showing. This is said to be
of
two-reelers,
"Dangerous Jobs."
tion of "Local Boy Makes Good,"
ture.
the next Joe E. Brown starring pic- Samuel Freedman is now preparing
an unprecedented record.
the films, which he will supervise.

A LITTLE from "LOTS

©

Pathe Gives Pola Negri
Three-Year Contract
Pola Negri's test scenes preliminary to starting her first vehicle for
RKO Pathe have proved so satisfactory that Charles R. Rogers has
contract.
signed her to a three-year starring
Hoot Gibson's Second Finished
Hoot Gibson's second Allied release, "Wild Horse," from the Cosmopolitan Magazine story by Peter
B. Kyne, has been completed. It
was directed by Richard Thorpe and
Sidney Algier, from a dialogue continuity by Jack Natteford. Editing is
in the hands of Mildred Johnston.
The cast is headed by Alberta
Vaughn and Stepin Fetchit and includes Neal Hart and Edmund Cobb,
"Skeeter Bill" Robbins, John Bunny,
Gilman.
Edward Peil, Joe Rickson and Fred
Radio Pictures Assignments
Eddie Dunn, Ben Holmes, Tom
Francis, Clarence Hummel Wilson,
Gertrude Sutton, Carol Lewis, Sam
Lufkin, Phil Dunham, Gladden James
and Harry Bernard, have been cast
for Jimmy Savo's short, "The House
Helen Chandler and Rochelle Hudson will appear in "Fanny Foley
Hughes Signs Frank Lloyd
Frank
Lloyd First National direcHerself."
Dick."
tor, has been signed to a long term
contract by Howard Hughes. The
first picture under the new alignment
will be "The Age for Love," starring
Billie Dove, on which he has already
spent several months of preparation.
Scenarists Write Play
Doris Anderson and Joseph Jackson, scenario writers, have completed
a
playis slated
entitled
which
for
role.
Angeles soon. A
picture star may

"Smart
productionWomen,"
in Los
popular feminine
enact the leading

"Lover Come Back" Cast Completed
Jack Mack and Katherine Givney,
formerly vaudeville headliners, complete the cast of Columbia's "Lover
ComeKinnell
Back."in Van Dine Picture
Murray Kinnell has joined the cast
of "Blue Moon Murder," the S. S.
Van Dine original play which First
National is on the verge of producing.

A Slip

Through
inadvertence, the
title in the Richard Talmadge
Productions ad in the May 17
issue of THE FILM DAILY
was given as "Dancing Daughters," instead of "Dancing Dy-
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NEW
On

the Art and Business
of Motion Pictures

RECORDING SOUND FOR MOTION PICTURES, edited by Lester
Cozvan for the Academy of M. P. Arts
and Sciences. Published by McGrawHill
Book Co..
Nezv' York.
$5.
Introduction
and Inc.,
adaptation
of sound
equipment, creation of a new production technique, and the rise of a new
engineering profession arc well covered in this compilation of a series of
lectures originally given under the
auspices of the Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences for the benefit of
studio employes, technicians, directors,
actors, writers and producers. As a
text-book on sound recording it will
prove extremely valuable in promoting
mutual understanding and co-ordination between studios, laboratories and
theaters. Taking sound from its commercial beginning, the various lectures,
augmented from their original form
and accompanied by numerous illustrations, deal practically with such matters as the technique of recording in
the studio and on location; booms,
blimps and microphones ; different recording systems in use, including Vitaphone, RCA Photophone, Fox Movietone and Western Electric light valve ;
acoustics of sound stage and theater;
film laboratories and their work; assembling the talking picture ; sound reproducing systems ; practice and problems of sound projection, and the
most comprehensive glossary for the
motion picture technician that has
ever been published. Among authorities contributing to the book are William C. de Mille (foreword), Carl
Dreher, H. G. Knox, Lester T. Cowan,
Col. Nugent H. Slaughter, Ralph H.
Townsend, E. H. Hansen, L. E. Clark,
Fmery Huse, Wesley C. Miller, Frank
E. Garbutt, I. James Wilkinson, Albert
W. DeSart, S. K. Wolf, John O. Aalberg, R. H. McCullough and others.

Tilt

RULI
•

THE
TALKIES,
by John Scotland.
Published by Crosby !7^ockzvo]od &
'Son, London. A British angle on the
development
and technique
of sound
pictures, from early experiments to
>the present day.
The book is of an
elementary nature, dealing also with
[color, and is of chief interest to the
layman.

In the U. S. 115 million patrons pay $30,000,000 at the
box-office every week.

__.

• WE RECALL with a feeling akin to awe the statement of A. P. Waxman, advertising and publicity chief of RKO
Pathe, made at the time the new setup of the reorganized Rooster
was announced
in effect, A. P. said that the new organization was going to function without buncombe, blah and
ballyhooey
that the company was out for Results
and they'd leave it to John Public and his family to do the Shouting
and when we read that statement not so long ago,
we sez
"Great!
But some fathead or group of fatheads
somewhere along the long and tortuous line of slippery Production Technicalities will throw the old Blah into the Works — and
fooey!
Bye-bye
Mister
Waxman's
Glorious
Pronouncement!"
and right this minute we sit dazedly groping for the
right keys on this ole word-mangier
trying to tell all you
muggs that the Miracle has happened
string us up for a
dirty red herring if we lie
we just saw it with our own
cynical orbs
we came to sneer and remained to Cheer
and how!
as the first two samples of the RKO Pathe new
line of short comedy product flashed before us in the projection
room
They've
Put it Over!
without
buncombe,
blah or ballyhooey
and we tottered out after the show,
scrammed back to our desk
and put a Red Circle around
the calendar date
May 25
for that, gents and others
of the film biz, marks a New Era in the Industry
when a
big producing organizashe knocked off two Pip Comedies in a
row
kicking overboard all the Outworn Hoosh and Before-the-War Technique that so many are STILL
clinging to
and gave the world
Intelligent
Comedies
with
every foot of film fairly exuding Class, Brains and Laughs without a single mechanical tick in 'em anywhere
Spontaneous
Comedy at last!
aw, it's almost too good to be true
but what gets us is that they could build up an organizashe, these
RKO
Pathe fellers
without a single Fathead anywhere
along the line to Gum the Works
*
*
*
*
• • • TAKE
THAT
first of the Masquer
Comedy series,
f'rinstance
"Stout
Hearts
and
Willing
Hands"
without question the finest takeoff on the old meller hokum that
has
miss a thing the Villain
Our
Nell ever beenthescreened
Folks in the they
Old didn't
Homestead
with the Mortgage
the Pure Hero with High Ideals
and a Real Plot!
moving inexorably to the climax in the
Saw Mill where Right Triumphs and Villainy meets its Doom
say, folks, it's grand!
it's more than just spoofing
it's delicious Satire
the highest form of comedy
so artfully presented
that the dumbest
moron
can
get
it
but,
ah,
there's
a
Reason
which
we
will
try
to elucidate
•

THIS
COMEDY
has honest t' gawd stars in every
it was produced by the Masquers Club of Hollywood
which has done for the screen what the Theater Guild
has done for the stage
they have put Artistic Achievement
above Box-Office Bunk
and lo, they emerge with a BoxOffice Wow
every character
was
picked
for the thing
they could do better than anybody else in Hollywood
they had their heart's in their work
and, boy, how they delivered! Frank
Fay, the hero
Laura
La Plante,
the golden haired Nell
Lew Cody, the perfect villain
Mary
Carr, the gray-haired
mother
Alec Francis,
the
broken
father
with
the original
Keystone
cops. Ford
Sterling, Mack Swain, Chester Conklin, Clyde Cook, Hank Mann,
James Finlayson, Bobby Vernon
and picture Tom, Owen
and Matt
Moore
as the ole time bartenders
so much
alike they had to have their names on their aprons
we'd
tell you more
but why spoil your fun?
in seeing
for yourself
the Practically
Perfect
Comedy
and
Frank
McHugh
in the other comedy
of newspaper
reporters,
"That's News to Me," is just as good in its field
miles
away from the Old Feeble Gags, flashing a New Technique
so good that it deserves a Column All to Itself
saying
which, we leave you, almost unconscious from the Shock
Two
Comedies in one day!
pass the red-eye, Giuseppe
it's a pleasure

«

By HARRY

UERB

•

• •
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Short Shots from
New York Studios

BOOKS

«

«

»

»

»

N. BLAIR

WILLIAMS

is the latest

of Larry Kent's list of short subject headliners to complete a onereeler. It is called "Kidding on the
Keys" and Ray Cozine directed.
The George Fawcett reported
among the sailings yesterday was not
the veteran screen player, who is at
present
working instudios.
"Personal Maid"
at the Paramount
Reri, the South Sea Island beauty,
who scored such a great success in
Paramount's "Tabu" that she will be
featured in the next Ziegfeld "Follies," paid a visit to the Paramount
New York studios and was much impressed with the way in which talkies are made.
Vernon

Duke

has completed the

score of "The laboration
Night
Angel," in
colwith Frank
Tours,
musical director. Entire score is
based on original melodies composed
by Edmund Goulding who also directed.
Maria Gambarelli, noted danseuse,
better known to New York audiences
and a large radio public as "Gamby,"
makes her first appearance for Vitaphone
"Gold Digging
aedited.
shortin musical
comedy, Gentlemen,"
now being
George Folsey, chief cameraman,
?s the first member of the Paramount New York studio to enroll in
ment.
the Film Daily Annual Golf TournaParamount's New York studio was
the background for many of the unusual camera studies now on exhibit
at the Motion Picture Club. Irving
Browning is the photographer rement.
sponsible for the entire group of 38
studies attracting widespread comSanford M. Abrahams, formerly
in charge of publicity at the Vitaphone studio, is editor of the Warner Club Tatler, a snappy news
sheet. Sidney Rechetnik, who succeeded him, is an associate editor.

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and contended bygratulations
THE
are exFILM DAILY to the following meni
bers of the industry, who are celebrat
ing their birthdays:

May 26
Al Jolson
John Wayne
Paul Lukas
Norma Talmadge
Viola Brothers Shore
Chandler Sprague

GENERAL SALARY CUT
EOR OPERATORS NEXT
(Continued

from

Page

1)

relief from allegedly excessive demands in the way of wage scale and
unnecessary manpower in projection
booths.
In Cleveland the wage cut of 30
per cent for projectionists, effective
immediately, was agreed upon Sunday between the Operators' Union
and the Exhibitors' Ass'n for suburban houses. Downtown houses are
(baling independently with union officials. The extra matinee scale has
been reduced from $10 to $5. A
senior operator in charge, with a
junior operator as assistant, replaces
two men drawing the same wage.
One hour a week free service and
15 minutes nightly free overtime, not
to exceed one hour a week, has been
granted by the operators.

NEWS «» OF «» THE «» DAY •
Olympia, Wash. — Fox West Coast
will keep the Avalon and Liberty
closed during the summer. The circuit recently acquired the Liberty
along
Zable. with the Capitol from E. A.

New
Kensington,
Pa. — The Ritz,
1600-seat
Warner house, has closed.

300 DELEGATES ON HAND
AT8.M.P.E.C0NVENII0N
^(Continued

from

Page

1)

jected in slow motion to show
cerl
tain very high speed phenomena.
/
revolving mirror was used, giving 15,!
Monogah, W. Va. — George W
000 revolutions per minute.
Hall, showman and auto distributor
N. D. Golden, speaking on th<
has sold the Lyric to Fred
Nutter Latin-American situation, said th
Spanish speaking audiences do no
Denver — A. P. Archer and his Dencare for gangster films.
Minneapolis
—
Columbia
exchange
ver branch won the top honor in
Today's program will be devotee
has engaged Joe Beahen, formerly
the first week on the five-week anlargely
to recording and negatives
of
M-G-M,
as
booking
manager.
He
nual Educational May
drive.
In
the
symposiu
m on recording wil
succeeds Eddie Johnson, who resigned. Ben Marcus is exchange be papers by H. C. Silent, E. W. Kel
Seattle. — Closing of the Fox, third manager.
logg and C. M. Batsel,. B Breuzer
largest downtown house here, is to
H. F. Olson, W. C. Jones and L. W
be for an indefinite period.
Giles, J. J. Kuhn, Carl Dreher anc
Clairion, Pa. — The Orpheum is now L. E. Clark. Following luncheon anc
Stockbridge, Mich. — Roy Adams open only Fridays and Saturdays, a visit to one of the large studios, tht,
and Gilbert Randall have leased the Lew Hepinger announces.
program will be continued wit!
Star. The house is being renovated.
papers by L. A. Jones, B. R. White
Adams is the owner of the Pastime
Emery Huse, A. M. Curtis and C
St. Mary's,
W. Va.—
H. H. Robey's
in Mason.
theater
is closed
indefinitely.
H. Rumpel; C. E. Ives, A. J. Mille)
and J. I. Crabtree; M. J. Kelly, H
B. Santee and A. C. Hardy. Wil1
Whitmore also will read the repor1
tices.
of themain
publicity
committee
. Tomor'
row's
(Continued from Page 1)
topic will
be studio
praci
Five shorts now being made by the
Adams, following the recent Supreme Warner Bros, industrial films diviCourt decision upholding the state
sion will be the last sponsored picblue laws. E. C. Rhoden, Fox divitures produced by this company. No
sion manager, has replied that Sun- new contracts for productions of
day shows will cease to operate here this type will be accepted, although,
(Continued
from Page 1)
only when all other forms of busi- as pointed out by Sam E. Morris
ness are required to close. About last week, industrial subjects will be saved from becoming "the mediun
70 towns in Kansas are now operat- made upon request. Three of the
class appeal."
ess politicians who would
ing on the Sabbath by virtue of pub- five sponsored shorts now in work of "Thoughtl
impose admission taxes on motior!
lic approval, Rhoden pointed out, and are for Standard Oil.
attempts to enforce the 63-year-old
picture theaters should remember two'
statute is expected to have some
things," says Green. "First, addi|
tional taxation in any form is nc
ludicrous results.

Two Actions Against Pathe July 4 to Be Zero Hour
Warner Bros. Completing
Over 1930-31 Picture
Last Five Industrials
In Wichita Sunday Fight
(Continued
from Page 1)

them.
The motion for an injunction
will be argued today in the Supreme
1 "int. New York
County.
Cluster operates the Mt. Eden, and
Turin has the Oxford. The action
is aimed to prevent RKO Pathe from
giving "Born to Love," starring Constance Bennett, to the Grand, Burnside and Loew's 167th St., where it
is dated in for May 28 and 29. The
petitioners charge conspiracy between
RKO and RKO Pathe in preventing
them from getting the picture first
and claim that when they bought
Pathe 1930-31 product, they bought
this picture under another title.

$2,000,000
W.' B.inLoans
Being
Paid
2 Weeks
(Continued from Page 1)
placements will be made to fill the
vacancies due to the resignations of
Walter F. Sachs and Richard F. Hoyt
from the executive committee.

Amkino to Roadshow
"Five-Year Plan" Film

Labor Federation Chief
Scores Censorship, Taxes

Portland Censor Board Increased
Portland, Ore. — In order to give
neighborhood theaters representation,
the Board of M. P. Censors here has
been increased from three to five
members. Floyd Maxwell represents
the first-runs; Leo A. Seltzer, neighborhood houses, and Robert M.
Mount, the public. These three will
recommend two women as the remaining members.
Gleason
West

Coast

Heads
Bureau,

Catholic
THE

FILM

Guild
DAILY

Birmingham Favors
Shows on Sundays

Birmingham — Out of 180 replies
received to 200 questionnaires sent
out by the Kelly-Ingrain Post, Veterans of Foreign Wars, to sound out
sentiment on Sunday shows, all but
two signified a favorable attitude. As
a result the executive committee will
wage a campaign for open Sunday.
It will be necessary to hold a municipal election here.
Doubles in Downtown
Seattle
Seattle — Jensen & von Herberg
have introduced the double feature
policy
in the downtown section here
erty.
by presenting a dual bill at the Lib-

way to remedy depression. Second1
while it may appear that it is th(j
theater that is being taxed, all taxes
eventually come from the pockets o;

Wisconsin M.P.T.O. Meet
In Milwaukee
June1) 16-Vi
(Continued
from Page

the people."

pendent Theater Owners of Wisconsin has been holding regional meetings, including one in Madison or
May IS and one in Wausau today
Green
Bay.meeting is scheduled foi
A
later

Hollywood — James Gleason who
has been actively identified with the
reconstruction program. Broadway Catholic Motion Picture Guild of
showing will be at the Central, open- America for the past two years, has
ing about May 29. Recording of this been unanimously elected president
Ft. Dearborn
Massacre
synchronized production has just been of the organization for the ensuing U to Film
Chicago — The replica of the Fort
year. New vice presidents elected are
completed.
Johnny Hines, Neil Hamilton, C. E. Dearborn massacre being made for
Standing of the Clubs
Sullivan and Winfield R. Sheehan. the Chicago World's Fair is to be
utilized
by
Universal
for
a
picture
enMay
McAvoy
was
retained
as
treasurer.
titled "The Massacre of Fort Dear- Columbia
3
0
1000
Won
Lost
P.C.'i
born," under arrangements just made Warner
2
0
100C
with
the
Fair
Commission.
Mangham with Bromberg
R-K-O
2
1
Mf
ERNST I.VBITSCH leaves today for the
Atlanta — John W. Mangham, Jr.,
Fox
2
1
.66c
west coast on a brief vacation.
Publix
Asbury
House
Reopens
formerly Tiffany manager, is now
e.r.p.i
i
i
.soe
CAPT. HAROLD AUTEN sails tomorrow
-ales manager of the Arthur C.
Asbury Park, N. J.— Publix has re- R.C.A
on the Aquitania for Europe.
0
2
.00t
Bromberg Attractions. He has
opened the St. James. House is un- Pathe
WILLIAM SCOTT. RKO Pathe managing
0
2
.000
der the supervision of M. A. Baker,
director for Australia, leaves for the coast
district manager,
Xat'l Thea
0
3
.00C
tomorrow. He sails June 11 from San Fran- charge of the company's exchanges
in
Atlanta,
Charlotte,
Tampa,
Bircisco for Sydney.
mingham and New Orleans.
GEORGE MEEKER, New York stage playResults of Saturday's Games
New House for Toronto
Columbia, 8; Nat'l Theat. 1. — Batteries:
er signed by Universal for "Strictly DisTitle Shortened
Fishman
and Bogen — >McGill and Zroone.
Toronto — G. B. Garbarino, indehonorable," is on his way to Universal
City.
6; R-K-O, 4. Batteries: Flaherty
pendent exhibitor, announces today andWarner,
LEO McCAREY is on his way from HollyMartin — Schultz and Alexander.
Title
of
"She-Wolf
of
Wall
Street,"
wood to New York to confer with Ken Hecht
Universal release formerly known as that he will build a theater on the
Fox. 14; R.C.A.. 8. Batteries: Blancato.
on "Queer
People."
which McCarey will di- "Mother's Millions." has been shortand Cohen — Garraway and Mendus.
rect for Howard
Hughes.
south side of Queen St. near Jamie- Sanataro
Pathe and E.R.P.I. scheduled to play at
Queensboro Oval, 59 St. and First Ave.
son
Ave.,
at
a
cost
of
$60,000.
KapA. P. WAXMAN leaves today for Hollyened
to
"She-Wolf."
It
opens
towood.
morrow at the Rialto.
lan and Sprashman are the architects. Thursday at 6:30 p.m.
(Continued from Page JJ
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Trade Commission Acts Against False Advertising

HIRAMBROWN SCORES"PESSIMISM iNEAST"
Only 13 Remakes Scheduled by Major Companies
Fox

Leads List With Six
Make-over Pictures
Planned

Production programs covering the
lew season indicate that the number
if remakes will be substantially relucerl, as compared with the previous
i'ear. Only 13 remakes are schediled by major producing organizaBns for 1931-32 while, 43 were on
he 1930-31 lists
Fux ieads ott witn the largest num(Continued

on

Page

4)

i8 FEATURES FOR 1931-32
:R0M EDUCATIONAL GROUP
.Release of 58 features during 1931-32
s planned by the Educational, Sono
\rt-World Wide, Tiffany combine,
aid Earle W. Hammons yesterday,
eighteen of the pictures will be
Westerns produced by Trem Carr.
Phey will comprise eight Ken May(Continucd

on

Page

2)

Leto J. Hill in St. Louis
As Warner Dist. Manager

No

Looking
Up THE
at FILM
Pictures
West
Coast Bureau,
DAILY
Hollywood — A new style of theater with the floor sloping upward, so that the audience will look up at the screen and thus obviate
the annoyance now caused by short persons being required to sit
behind tall ones, was outlined by Ben Schlander, New York theater architect, at the S.M.P.E. convention here.

Fair Protection for Independents
Demanded at Kan.-Mo. Convention
St. Joseph, Mo. — Fair protection
and equitable zoning for the independent exhibitor was demanded by
M. A. Lightman, president of the
M.P.T.O. of America, at the opening session of the annual convention
of the M.P.T.O. of Kansas and Western Missouri at the Hotel Robidoux

here yesterday. Lightman is the principal speaker at the confab, which
closes with a banquet tonight.
President Earl Van Hyning presided, and another speaker on the
program was R. R. Biechele, national
vice-president.
Lightman
cited the
(Continued

oh

Page
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Music Used in Motion Pictures
Inferior To Radio, S. M. P. E. Told
W est

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Quality of music in day today. These factors have had
motion pictures is inferior to that a lot to do with the unsuccessful exLeto J. Hill, former district man- emanating from radios in the home,
perience of music on the screen, he
iger of Warner Bros, theaters in while reproduction of music in most said. Crabtree also urged producers
Oklahoma City, has ijeen transferred theaters leaves much to be desired, to pay more attention to projection.
o the post of district manager of the said J. I. Crabtree, president of the Frequency and volume range of reproduced sound must be extended
Bmpany's midwest theaters with S.M.P.E., in addressing the spring
(Continued
on Page
0
■adquarto. ■. in »t. Louis, it is an- meeting,
which
goes into its third
lounced by Dan Michalove, head of
the circuit. Bob Hutchison suc:eeds Hill in Oklahoma
City.

Federal Trade Commission

Pelham
Sunday

Repeals
Show
Ban

Pelham, N. Y. — Sunday shows will
je permitted here starting June 14
is a result of the repeal of the 10rear-old blue laws by the village
aoard. The fight for open Sunday
was led by Mayor William J. McBride, who in private life is head of
he New York ticket agency bearing
lis name.

Files Complaint on "Ingagi"
Washington Bureau of THE

Washington — A complaint charging "false, fraudulent, deceptive and
misleading" advertising has been filed
by the Federal Trade Commission
against Congo Pictures, Ltd., producers and indistributors
named
the action of
are"Ingagi."
NathanielAlso
H.

FILM

DAILY

dividually.
secretary, and

Harold

D.

Smith,

Reductions in Salary
Made by RKO, Says
President

Scoring "pessimism in the east" as
derogatory to good business, Hiram
S. Brown told a Film Daily representative yesterday, in his first interview since returning from the
coast, that although 'Conditions in
the industry at the present time may
not look encouraging, motion picture
companies ar^ passing tnrougn a
period which,
(Continuedalthough
on Page "irritating,"
6)

EDW. DOLAN TAKING OVER
10 FOX HOUSES IN N.W.
Aberdeen, Wash. — Control of 10
houses in this territory is passing
from Fox West Coast back to the
Edward Dolan interests. Theaters
involved in the deal are understood
to be as follows: Bijou, D. & R.,
Dream and Weir here, Grand and
Liberty at Centralia, Liberty and St.
Helens at Chehalis, Liberty and 7th
St. at Hoquiam. Formal transfer is
scheduled for June 21.

Sales Policies First
On Columbia Schedule
Discussion of sales policies will be
the
of Columbia's
New initial
York business
sales convention,
which
opens this morning at the Park Central Hotel
with more
than 70 delei Continued
on Page 6)

Double
By

Publix

Features
in

Pulled

Birmingham

in-

The complaint alleges misrepresentation in advertising of African scenes
and jungle animals. Respondents will
be given an opportunity to appear before the commission at a public hearing to fight the accusations. If
Spitzer, individually and as presi- found guilty, the commission will
dent; William Alexander, individually and as vice-president; William compel Congo to discontinue its present type of advertising.
Sydney Campbell, individually and as

Birmingham — Although the policy
has been very successful for three
months, double features at the Alabama have been dropped by Publix.
RKO vaudeville goes into the house
June 6. Vernon Reaver, manager, explained that the two-feature plan is
considered detrimental to show business in the long run.
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58 FEATURES FOR 1931-32
FROM EDUCATIONAL GROUP FIGHTING BLUE SUNDAY
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Wichita, Kan. — Notice has been
served by the Greater Wichita Ass'n
that it will fight the blue Sunday
verdict, which is to be enforced
against theaters after July 4, bygathering evidence against all other
violators and insisting on the ban being applied also to the municipal
swimming pool, golf courses, filling
Returning to Broadway after 3 stations, etc. County Attorney Adams
months at the George M. Cohan, one says he will give these complaints the
same attention as those directed
week at Loew's State, and a day at against
theaters.
Loew's New York and engagements
in all the other Loew New York

nards and 10 Bob Steeles. Tiffany
will contribute 20 features. Sono Art
so far has definitely contracted to
make 10 features and will probably
make an additional 10.

"City Lights" Returning
For Pop Run at Cohan

houses, Charlie Chaplin's "City
Lights" will return to the Cohan,
June 1, for an indefinite run at popular prices. During the previous run
,tt the Cohan, 567,753 admissions
were paid to see the comedy, according to United Artists records.

Re-organizing Personnel
At Para. New York Studio
Re-organizing oi- the personnel of
the Paramount New York studio has
begun. Five writers have been released and other changes are understood pending.
Hank
Linet Joins Law
Firm
Hank Linet, formerly advertising
and publicity director for Columbia,
and later with General Talking Pictures, lias passed his bar examinations and joined the law firm of
trict.
David T. Sutton in the Wall St. dis-

Testimonial
dinner
to
Charles
Winston, New England divisii
manager, R-K-O Theaters, Cople
Plaza
Hotel,
Boston.
Annual convention of the M.l
T.O. of Kansas, Western Miisou:
and St. Joseph,
Mo.

May

25-29: Spring meeting of the Sociei
of Motion Picture Engineers Hot
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.

May

26-31 : International conference on edi
cational films under patronage <
the
Federal Minister of Education
Vienna.

May

27-29: Columbia eastern sales convei
tion, Park Central Hotel, Ne<

May

York.
31 -June 2: Columbia midwestern salt
meet, Congress Hotel, Chicago,

June 1-2: Annual meeting of Allied Exhib
tors
of Northwest,
Benson Hote
Portland,
Ore.
June 6-8:

Columbia western sales mee
Roosevelt
Hotel,
Hollywood.

June

Nineteenth
Film
Golf
Tourna
ment, Fenimore Country Club
White Plains, Westchester, N. Y
Adjourned annual meeting of Fo:
Film Corp., New York.

10:

WCAU
and Philly Newsreel
'Record'
Join Metrotone
Radio

station WCAU

and

the

Philadelphia "Record" were added
yesterday to the 13 newspapers and
radio stations already tied up with
the Hearst Metrotone Globe Trotter
newsreel. The first issue containing
the "Globe Trotter" will be released
in Philadelphia on May 29.

Reri and Gene Dennis
A.M.P.A. Guests Tomorrow
Reri, star of "Tabu," who has
joined the new Ziegfeld Follies, and
Gene Dennis, psychic, will be guests
of the A. M. P. A. at its weekly
Motel.
luncheon
tomorrow at the Dixie

Torrington

House

Opening

July

27, lyj

DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S

Day-and-date release in 300 cities is being arranged by Fox
for "Women of All Nations" and "Daddy Long Legs," it is announced by James R. Grainger. The first picture opens May 29,
and the second June 14.

(Continued

May

15

June 15:

Annual Convention of Southeas
Theater
Owners,
Atlanta.

June 14-18: Annual convention of Advertis
ing Federation of America, Hote
Pennsylvania, New York.
June 16-17: Annual convention of M.P.T.O
of Wisconsin, Hotel Pfister, Mil
waukee.
Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Alliec
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota
North and South Dakota, Min
neapolis.

Judge Reserves Pathe Decision
Motion made by Cluster Holding
Corp. and Turin Theater Corp. for
an injunction to prevent RKO Pathe
from Loew
delivering
to Love"
three
New "Born
York houses
aheadto
of their theaters was argued before
Judge Valenti in the Supreme Court,
New
County yesterday. Decitiffs. York
sion was reserved. The Nathan

Van Wyck Benner on Stage
Torrington, Conn. — Warner Bros,
Cleveland- — Van Wyck Benner, have set July 15 as the date for the Burkan office represented the plainGen. Th. Eq. 6s40. Si
29
29—6
RCA Photophone district sales mana- opening of their new theater here.
Loew
6s 41 x war. 95J4 95)4 95-J4
The house seats 1,600.
ger, is appearing in a leading role in
Paramount
6s 47.. 8.m 83
83*4 — VA
Par. 5J4s50
73'yi SIA
72A 72J4
?| "The New Poor," a modern play bePathe
7s37
8154
81J4 ——
M
H. E. Ellison Resting
Roanoke's First Suburban
ing presented by the Theatre WorkWarner's 6s39
32^ 30J4 32A
+ 1A
shop, local amateur theatrical orDenver — H. E. Ellison, manager
Roanoke, Va. — First suburban
ganization.
house here is to be erected on of the local RCA
Photophone
Grandin Road, Virginia Heights, at branch, and veteran theater owner,
Columbia Buys "Love Affair"
a cost of more than $125,000. The.
Big Boston Week for Warner
"Love
Affair,"
College
Humor
six weeks' vacation on acstory by Ursula
Parrott,
has been
Boston — Warner Bros, pictures project is sponsored by the Subur- is taking
count of poor health. A. P. Bill of
bought by Columbia
for production grossed $89,500 in four Publix firstban Theater Corp., with M. J. Pat- the Kansas City office will have
next season.
runs here last week. At the Metro- sel. C. G. Lindsey and J. D. Turner
charge of the Denver office during
his absence.
politan Barrymore in "Svengali," did as temporary officers.
I**
♦♦♦♦♦♦
*♦*♦>♦.♦♦.♦♦>♦.♦♦.♦♦,♦♦.♦♦,♦♦.♦♦♦♦,♦♦.♦♦.♦.>.♦♦>♦.♦♦.•♦.«*
♦.***♦♦*♦» *♦♦♦♦♦♦>*#♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦*♦>; $43,000; Scollay Square, George Arliss
♦*♦ in "The Millionaire," $17,500;
it
Up«!»
New York
Long Island City ♦';
town, "The Public Enemy," $14,000;
J.t
1540 Broadway
154 Crescent St. ♦*♦ 000.
*.♦
BRyant 9-4712
STillwell 4-7940
}"{ Olympia, "The Public Enemy," $15,NEW

YORK

BOND

MARKET

Let

II Eastman Films «
g J. E. Brulatour, Inc. «
Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywood4121

*''>♦>♦>«>♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦,♦♦>♦>♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦>♦.♦♦>♦>♦,♦♦.♦♦>♦>♦»
>♦#♦♦•♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*»♦♦♦♦*♦♦*♦

Orlando House Robbed
Orlando. Fla. — Search is under way
for two bandits who held up and
robbed the Beacham of $350, escaping in an automobile.
Brin's Majestic Closing
Milwaukee — Brin's Majestic, firstrun, will close about June 8 after the
showing of "Dirigible." The house
is expected to reopen in September.

Us

Solve

Your

Problems!

Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant

9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Michigan 8761

YOU

CAN ANSWER
THIS QUESTION

BLINDFOLDED!
(i i\'^h\

"WHICH
is the ONLY PICTURE
that could do business like this?"
(and these are just a feiv of many box-office reports)

AKRON

Excellent

CANTON

Excellent

COLUMBUS

Fine

DAYTON

Excellent

PHILADELPHIA

Excellent
Great

RICHMOND
GAINESVILLE,

GA.
Beat BEN HUR

ROME, GA.
Biggest gross in history of the town
VERO

BEACH, FLA.
Beat all records for three years

TULSA

Two big weeks !

OKLAHOMA

CITY Remarkable

HAMILTON,

ONT.

Excellent

AUGUSTA, GA.
HARRISBURG

Excellent

LITTLE ROCK

Excellent

Excellent

ATLANTA

Excellent

PROVIDENCE

Excellent

TUSKALOOSA,

LOCKPORT, N.Y.
Broke all time house record

NEW

READING
ROCHESTER
SYRACUSE
ALBANY
BALTIMORE
BUFFALO
HARTFORD
NORFOLK

MONROE,

Excellent

ALA. Excellent

ORLEANS

Marvelous

LA.
Double normal business

Excellent
Excellent

HOUSTON Broke four year record
CHATTANOOGA
Great

Excellent
Excellent

GRIFFIN, GA.

Excellent

DOUGLAS,

Excellent

Exceptional
Excellent

Highest business in house this year
YOUNGSTOWN
Excellent
BINGHAMTON
Broke all records by $2000

GA.

BUFORD,

GA.

TAMPA,

FLA.

AUBURN,

ALA.

Swell
Best this season
Excellent

NASHVILLE,

TENN.
Broke all records
MERIDIAN, MISS.
Twice normal business

Certainly it's "TRADER HORN, I love you!"
TheThemeSongof METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER
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ONLY 13 REMARK LISTED
BY MAJOR PRODUCERS

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
B\ RALPH

WII.K

HOLLYWOOD
(Continued from Page 1)
Varconi has been assigned an important part, and also in the cast will
Mary
star"Merely
first
follows:
as
six.
POWELL'S
her.
VV7ILLIAM
Bennett, Nina Mac McRichard
be
Ann." "Salomy lain-." "Yellow Tichis new long- Kinney, Donald Stuart, John Harpicture under Warner
Bros.,
ket," "Over the Hill," "Riders of the term ring
with
contract
rington. Ralf Harolde, Cecil Cun•The
Other
Man,"
is Hearing
comSage" and "Rainbow Trails."
Purple
ningham. J. Farrell MacDonald,
Paramount has two make-overs,
being
already
Boris
Karloff
and
George
Marion,
are
pletion, and plans
Made foi the vehicle that will follow
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" and
•Manhandled." on its schedule. Uni*
*
*
Sr.
Detective,"
t. This will be "Divorce written
versal will remake "Lasca of the Rio from
for
story
an original
Johnny Mack Brown will have the
Grande" and "Derailed." On the
by Dashiell Hammett, auscreen
he
lead in the Universal serial, "BatM-G-M program are "The Squaw
Falcon."
*
*
hor of "The * Maltese
tling With Buffalo Bill," as well as
Man" and "Arsene Lupin." "Schoola role in U's "Lasca
of the Rio
days" is the only remake on the First
*
*
*
serNational schedule. Warner Bros.
Raft's
George
Demand
vices in thefortalkies, especially for
RKO, Columbia, United Artists and underworld
has
characterizations,
remakes.
Sonia Schulberg, 13-year-old daughPathe have not planned any
Granofde."
increased to the point where he has j ter
B. P. Schulberf managing <iicompletely forsaken his career as rector of West Coast production at
a dancing star of the stage and willl the Paramount studios, leaves Hollvgive all of his time to the movies. wood June 5 for Washington, D. C.
Raft is featured in "Hush Money," to join a party of 52 United States
Satisfied that his purpose has been Fox
film directed
by
Lanfield. school children for a good will tour
*
* Sidney
*
accomplished, Eugene Castle of Cas* French
*
* institutions.
of English and
tle Films is understood to have dropThe
script
of "Fifty
Fathoms
ped his fight against the sponsored Deep."
Enid Boinett and Doris Lloyd are
Columbia's stirring undersea
short activities of Paramount and drama,
which
will serve as Richard
"Waterto Universal's
%
Warner Bros. Both major companies Cromwell's
second screen
vehicle, is late additions A'~ %
are said to be winding up their ad nearing completion under the pen of
loo Bridge."
film activities with the conclusion of Dorothy Howell.
Director
Breezy
Eason
and
his
*
*
*
Mascot troupe have left Hollywood
present contracts, and in some inOur Passing Show: Phil Reisman
stances existing agreements arc berial.
for a three weeks' stay at Kernville,
ing modified to expedite their com- ?nd Stanley Bergerman lunching at where he will make the exteriors for
pletion.
Universal; Sam Freedman returning
from Stanford, where he made ar- "The Vanishing Legion," Mascot se*
*
*
Raoul Walsh to Broadcast
rangements for a series of football
Raoul Walsh, Fox director, whose
shorts, which will be made with the
Lucille Brown has been placed under long term*contract
latest production, "Women of All co-operation of
"Pop"
Warner.
*
*by Universal.
* Glenn
*
*
Nations," opens at the Roxy on FriRobert Florey. wdiose last picture
Robert Kortman has been added
day, will be guest artist on the theater's radio program next Monday in Europe was Sascha Guitry's to the cast of Columbia's latest Buck
evening at 7:45.
"Black and White." will direct Jones
western
tentatively
titled
"Branded."
"Frankenstein."
for
Universal.
His
*
*
*
Norris Novel Bought by Columbia
last assignment at the Paramount
"Zelda Marsh," novel by Charles New York studios was "The CocoaMarian Nixon has been signed to
G, Norris, has been bought by Co- nuts," starring the Marx Brothers.
*
*
*
lumbia for production next season.
play the ingenue role in "Women Go
On Forever," forthcoming James
Ralph I nee has been secured by Cruze special on the Tiffany proRKO Pathe to play one of the fea*
*
*
tured supporting roles in "The Iron gram.
Chalice," Bill Baud's starring picWalter McGrail has joined the
ture.
cast of Paramount's "Murder by the
*
*
*
*
*
*
Fredric March is understood to be

Sponsored Film Action
Satisfied Eugene Castle

New Low Rates
in

HOLLYWOOD

4

ROOM
WITH
BATH

William Goodrich has been assigned the post of principal director on
the Educational comedies to be made
next season at the Educational studios.
*
*
*

5

Universal has canceled production
r>la ns on "Blind Husbands." which
Eric Von Stroheim was to direct and
star in for the 1930-31 program. The
picture has been replaced with "Ex*
*
*
Bad Boy."

$

$

Right in the heart of
Hollywood— with
interesting places to
go— people to seo
and things to do.
Writt for BockUt. Vacation Burton

ILOOSeVGLT
"*^ "•*"* HOTG
ROBERT

L

J. McCABE, Manager

HOLLYWOOD.

definitely set to do "Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde" for
* Paramount.
*
*

CALIFORNIA

Louis Sarecky will supervise the
forthcoming Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey comedy, "Six Weeks in
R"no," a divorce-mill farce. Tim
Whelan wrote the original story and
is now adapting it for the screen.
*
* '
*
Marilyn Miller will be starred by
Warners in "The Ladv from Xew
Orleans," formerly called "Safe in
Hell," from a storv by Huston
Branch, adapted bv Maude Fulton.
Michael
Curtiz
will direct.
Victor

Trem Carr starts production this
week on another Tiffany action
western
Clock." "Near the End of The
Trail" starring Bob Steele. Marion
Shockley has been chosen for the
leading feminine
role.% Wally Fox
•% $
will direct.
Sally O'Neill has been assigned the
lead in Fox's "The Grat," adapted byBarry Connors from the play by
Maude Fulton. Louise Mackintosh
role.
has been
signed
to play a mother
*

*

*

Sally Eilers will have the lead in
Vina Delmar's "Bad Girl," being
made by Fox. James Dunn is leading man, with Frank Borzage directing. Dialogue and continuity are
by Edwin Burke.
Arthur Sheekman. former newspaper dramatic critic and recently a
Broadway musical comedy sketch
writer, has been signed by Paramount to work on the script for
"Monkey Business." current starring
vehicle for the Four Marx Brothers.

May
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SAYS MUSIC IN FILMS
IS INFERIOR TO
(Continued

from

Page

1)

and
ground
noise still further
r
duced, he said.
Newer
and more
powerful
soul
installations
will eventually
be r
quired, Crabtree stated.
He furth
said that investigations by the Stan
ards Committee of the Society sho]
that extremely wide film is not ne
essary
to produce
a large scret
picture.
So far as can be predicte
with only modern
improvements :
film emulsions with respect to grai:
present 35 mm. film will be adequai
for the largest pictures
possible i
the average theater, especially if tl
picture and sound records are place
on separate
films.
Crabtree stated the Massachuset!
Institute of Technology and Schoc
of Optics of the University of Rod
ester will establish fellowships fc
investigation of problems pertainin
to the film industry. Tunds ar
forthcoming,
if necessary.
In a paper prepared by Harold I
Franklin on color the theater execu
live declared that when movies ca
capture blending hues of spectrin
so that they dissolve into scenes an
not dominate the picture, color wi
enhance pictorial and dramatic va
ues. Real competition is developin,
better color production methods, th

The said.
delegates yesterday inspect
paper
°d the Fox studios and showed kee;
interest in a condenser which elimi
rates whistle in carbon lights whic!
has hampered production of talkers
The condenser was devised by Wal
fer Quinlan, Fox chief engineer, am
Win field Sheehan has made it avail
able to all studios.
Speakers for today, following ;
symposium on studio practices, in
'hide L. A. Jones. Hans Dreier, Col
onel Jason Joy. A. C. Hardy, Pau
Snell and M. W. Palmer. The semi
annual banquet takes place tonigh
in the Blossom Room of the Hote
Roosevelt
The Society now has 800 mem
hers,stated.
representing 18 countries, i
was
11 Pathe Shorts in Times Sa.
Eleven RKO Pathe shorts are cur
"entlv playing in Times Snuar
houses. There are four at the Tnn«
Lux, two at the Cameo, two at thj
Mayfair, two at the Globe and o0<
at the Hippodrome.

Lambert Booked Solid
Eddie Lambert, who furnishes the laughs for the Tiffany-James Cruze production,
"Women Go On Forever," has
just completed a 24-week personal appearance
tour appearing
of Publix
Theaters.
He is also
in
a series Bros.,
of "Laffa Tours"
Warner
series for
of
"Humanettes" for Radio and in
clock" a stage
play "Nine
featuring
O'produce
the fall will
Al Herman and Eddie Bordon.
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Short Shots from
New York Studios
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MAIL
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More Music Policy Praised

Editor:
Film Daily,
I have noted with great interest,
in your issue of May 24, that Paramount is planning a program to use
more music and less talk in their
snorts, and I wish to congratulate
them
on this move.
I have watched with a very great
deal of interest the actions of the various motion picture companies relative to the use of music in connection with pictures, and have been
astounded at the lack of comprehension on the part of producers as to
the box-office value of music artisticallv and tastefully used.
The principal object of too many
producers has been to cut down on
the music uses in order to curtail
music costs, but music is and must
remain an integral part of sound pictures. Cutting costs is a highly commendable policy, but no film producer today would think of using
cheaper equipment in the production
of his product, cheaper stars, less
light, cheaper sets, fewer retakes, less
film footage, or other similar production savings. His only thought is
to use less music or less expensive
music without fullv comprehending
that this policy is just as serious a
menace to his box-office returns as
the adoption of any of the other cuts
suggested.
There comes a point in every industry where cutting costs is costly,
and that has and is still proving true
in the film industry so far as music
uses are concerned. I realize that
no arguments which we who are interested in a larger use of music can
make are quite so forceful as dwindling public interest in pictures, and
smaller box-office returns. These will
speak for us better than any words
of our own, but it is gratifying to
see that one company has awakened
verv strongly to the situation.
JOHN
G. PAIXK.
Agent and Trustee,
Music Publishers' Protective Ass...
X'ew York,
May 24, 1931.
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WORD
COMES from dear ole Philadelphia
relayed by Oscar Neufeld, of Success Pictures, that we are gonna
have a picture dealing with Phrenology
"A Little Flat in
the Temple"
proving that living in Philly is bound to
get you sooner or later
Oscar has a swell lineup of Success Screen Subjects
on display in his Sample
Room
look 'em over and make a bid
no reasonable offer refused "Chiselers of Hollywood," a story of the studio carpenters "Phantom in the House," being the home life of
a ghost writer
"Defenders of the Law," a costume drama
of the ole days, when cops useter work for the citizens
"Woman Who Was Forgotten," the drama of a golf widow
"Convict's Code," showing how the boys are taught to always
notify the warden after they stage a jail break, for he may not
even have missed 'em
"Second Honeymoon," a Real Hero
who
was a bear for punishment
"Mystery
Train,"
the
bankers and brokers special, bringing 'em to Wall Street every
morn
this one fools you, for the Mystery remains unexplained and so do bankers
and brokers
and so
does a guy trying to sell pictures in Philly
but that gives
Oscar lots of time to write to us
but if he was tryinp to
sell pictures in New York, he'd have to change that name. Success Pictures
a joke's a joke
but these babies
over at the Film Center building are a li'l touchv about that subject, lately
*
*
*
*
• • •
GOOD OLD A.M.P.A. has decided to kick in with a
trophy for the Film Golf Tournament on June 10
it will
he a handsomely engraved Mustache Cup
the idea is that
if things get much tougher in this film biz, we'll all be wearing
mustaches
soon
Mike
Simmons
suggests
that it has to
he won
three times
the mustache
fancier who
wins it
once has a hair on the cup
if he wins it a second time, he
has an upper-lip hold on it
if he wins it the third time, it
serves him right
the only reason
we submit
these two
contributions from Mister Neufeld and Mister Simmons is to
show just what this continued Depression does to film muggs
it's terrible

•

•

•
CHESTER BAHN, cinema crit of the Syracuse "Herald," devotes a recent column to an analysis of what makes a
director look like a director or a mugg
the same being
no less than the pix he grinds out
his inspiration is the
forthcoming poll of the Ten Best Directors
soon to be
spread before the eyes of the industry in the Directors' Annual
Chester ties it in with a similar poll of his Herald Cinema
Critics Club
and gives to the world his personal selections
and why
as this crit is conceded to be one of the
shrewdest pickers in the biz, directors in general should be interested in his list
to wit

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
t ■

THE

W II1MDOM

Charles C. Burr suggests Board of
Trade to iron out troubles of independents.
*
*
*
M.P.T.O. still investigating Zukor
theater activities.
*
*
*
Colorado and Iowa join M.P.T.O.
Forty-three states lined up.

• • •
LEWIS
MILESTONE,
for "All Quiet. " adding
to
his laurels with "The Front Page"
Wesley Rugbies,
for
"Cimarron," one could forgive him even "The Sea Bat"
Alfred E. Green, for "Old English," and Chester believes he is
the only "Best Ten" of last year to retain his niche
D.
W, Griffith, for "Abraham Lincoln," one of the screen year's
most notable comebacks, restoring Mister Griffith's lost prestige
. '.
Edward
H. Griffith, for "Holiday,"
brilliantly directed
Edmund Goulding, for "Devil's Holiday," a major directorial achievement
Howard Hawks, for "The Dawn Patrol," a splendid aerial drama, understanding^
handled
George Hill, for "The Big House." also "Min and Bill"
John Cromwell,
"Tom
Sawyer" — enough
said
Tav
Garnett, for "Her Man" taught a needed Action versus Dialogue
lesson to other directors

«

«

«

»

»

»

By HARRY

.V. BLAIR

_

gEN
BLAKE
has completed a
sponsored scenic short for Standard Oil. Production was made in
Pennsylvania with Frank Zukor at
the camera. Made by Warner Bros,
industrial department.

We hear that Vladimir Dukelsky,
who is better known in this country
as Vernon Duke, Paramount staff
composer, has had his original ballet, "Zephyr and Flora," accepted bti
the Metropolitan Opera for the 1932
season. This work was originally
performed in Monte Carlo, Paris,
London and Berlin, where it met
with great success.
Paramount Notes: Eddie Cline
cops all existing records for exteriors
with "Girl Habit," now being edited
by Barney Rogan. ... A bath tub
that would put Cecil De Mille to
shame has been designed by Chick
Kirk for "Personal Maid." . . . Helen
Tucker one of the lovely bathing
cuties being put through their paces
by Ray Cozine for "The Beach Nut."
Aubrey Scotto is looking over the
golf courses in the vicinity of New
York for use as location spots in a
forthcoming Paramount short.

Fifth Avenue figured as the setting
for exteriors in both "Personal Maid"
and "Girl Habit."
Casey Robinson, having completed
"Nothing to Declare," a two-reeler
starring Lulu McConnell, declares
that he'll next direct Helen Kane in
reeler.
"A
Lesson in Love," a musical one-

The story of "Secrets of a Secretary," recently completed here, is
running serially in Collier's Weekly
under the title of "Social Secrethor.
tary." Charles Brackett is the au-

Many Happy
Returns
Best

wishes

and congratulations arc ex-

FILM DAILY to the following memby THE
~"^
/
bers of thetended industry,
who are
celebrating their birthdays:

May 27

Josef von Sternberg
Richard Currier
Mary McAHster
Marjorie
Montgomery
E. Lloyd Sheldon
Cliff Wheeler
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ASK FAIR PROTECTION
FOR INDIE EXHIBITORS
(Continued

from

Page
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'PESSIMISM IN THE EAST'

(Continued from Page 1)
Shelby, O.— H. D. Schreffler has
Robertsdale, Pa. — Wednesday and
closed the Opera House, probably for should not call for general depression
Saturday opening is the summer pol- all time.
at the Liberty.
icy just inaugurated
among the industry's workers.
Regarding salary cuts, Brown said,
Zeilienople, Pa. — Strand is now op- "RKO has not cut salaries and I
Charlotte, N. C. — Yeggs cracked
erating on a summer schedule, being hope that general conditions in the
a safe in the office of the Criterion
urdays.Wednesdays, Fridays and Sat- industry at large will not become so
on East Trade St. and escaped with open
the contents.
bad as to force that policy upon our

the M.I'.
s ofpraised
ishment
recent accompl
the
rs and
for exhibito
T.O.A
work of William James of Ohio and
Charles Picquet of North Carolina
in warding off legislation He also
stated that the reduction in service
Electrical Research Prodcharges
nets andby the modifications in score
Butler, Pa. — Warner Bros, have
charges, which the M. P. T. O. A. closed the Harris for the summer.
save
would
,
helped to put through
exhibitors more than $1,000,000 a
Orlando, Fla. — Two bandits unmore would be comyear,
masked and well dressed, casually
ing. and that
left their seats in a local theater and
demanded Alvin Hook, usher, to
50 Per Cent Holdovers
hand over a money box he was carbookrecent
of
cent
per
Nearly 50
rying through a corridor. It had in
ing in the principal cities of the coun- it about $200 in cash.
try on lohn Barrymore in "Svengali,"
Millionaire"
ArlisS in "The
Wilcox,
Pa. — The Star is closed.
and rge
"The Public Enemy" with James
Cagney have had hold-over showings
ranging from seven days to three
Springfield, Mass. — The Elm Theater in West Springfield had to close
weeks, according to the Warner ofdown recently due to some one pouring several quarts of obnoxious
Portland, Ore. — George Arliss in liquid down the aisles prior to the
"The Millionaire," Warner produc- night opening. The house has been
tion, is being held a third week at picketed for the past two months by
the Music Box.
the Motion Picture Operators' Union
because the theater is alleged to be
Hayman After Rochester House
non-union operators. There
Rochester, N. Y. — Negotiations are using
was no implication that the union
reported to be in progress on a deal members had anything to do with the
under which Charles Hayman would vandalism.
take over the Eastman from Publix.
The house has been dark for several
weeks.
Sharon, Pa. — Liberty has closed for
the summer. Warner Bros.' other
house here, the Columbia, remains
Outsiders Join Manager School
Lawrence. Kan. — Dickinson Cir- open.
cuit's theater manager school here alWauwatosa, Wis. — Paul Verhalen
ready has some outsiders enrolled in
may continue with the construction
addition to the circuit's own man- of a theater in this city as the result
agers. Frank Barnes has charge of
house management instruction, and of a decision handed down by Circuit
George Necher, mechanics. A com- Judge Daniel Sullivan in which he
plete six months' course is given for denied the request for a restraining
$300, including projection, color ef- order to forbid its construction.
fects, house management, general suBlawnox, Pa. — ■ Myra Boyd has
pervision, advertising and exploitation.
closed her Maryland Theater for the
season.
New Publix House for Detroit
Detroit — The new Publix house at
Chilton, Wis. — Formal opening of
Van Dyck and Harper is scheduled the theater erected here by John
to open Labor Dav. Seating capac- Steenport to replace the house which
itv is 2.400.
was destroyed by fire last winter,
took place last week. The new theater has a seating capacity of 500 and
modern throughout.
CHARLES H. MINTZ of Winkler Pictures leaves on Friday for the coast.
EDWARD G. ROBINSON and MRS.
ROBIXSOX (Gladys Lloyd), and DORIS
KENYON, Warner-First National players,
arrived yesterday from the coast.
EUGENE rASTr.E of Castle Films has
left for San Francisco for the burial of his
father. Albert F. Castle, who died Saturday
night in New York.
MAX MILDER, eastern sales manager of
Warner First National, will leave Sunday
night for a tour of his company's branches
in Detroit. Indianapolis, Cincinnati. Cleveland. Pittsburgh, Buffalo, and Albany.
GRANT I.. COOK, vice-president of Tiffany, arrives in Xew York next week to
confer with E. W. Hammons, President of
Educational-Tiffany.
FRED SL1TER. Boston exchange manager
lor Educational, is in Xew York

HIRAM S. BROWN SCORES

Minneapolis — Joe Lorentz, new Fox organization."
exchange manager, has obtained the Sales Policies First
services of Frank Halowell to repreOn(Continued
Columbia
Schedule
sent his company as salesman in the
from Page 1)
North Dakota territory.
gates present. This will be followed
by several sessions at which the 1931Arnold, Pa. — The Olympic
here 1932 product will be outlined and dishas been dismantled.
cussed. The third day will be occupied with publicity, advertising, exploitation and sales promotion plans.
Same procedure will hold for the
Chicago and Hollywood meetings.
Joe Brandt and Jack Cohn will
officially open today's meeting, which
will also be addressed by Abe Schneider, assistant secretary and treasurer; Maurice Goodman, chairman of
the finance committee; and Lou
Metzger, director of sales, Lou Weinberg, Al Selig and Rube jackter.
Others of the home office contingent
that will be present at the New York
Verona, Pa. — A. Belda is again op- convention include: Hal Hodes,
erating the Olympic. Some months Henri Brunet, Charles Mintz, Irving
ago he turned over the key to A. Lesser, Charles McDonald, Milton
Buby, who was recently sheriff-saled. Hannock and A. Liggett.
The house has just reverted to Belda.
J. A. McConville and Abe Montague, district managers will head the
Painesville, O. — Jules and Abe New York delegation, which inSchwartz have cut down the playcludes: Albany — C. Johnston, maning time at the Park to Saturday
ager;
S.
Boston—
O'Toole,P.
and Sundav until further notice.
manager; Field;
J. Cronan,
R. T.
Murray,
Fox, E. Anderson, J. H. Rogovin;
Clairton, Pa. — Clairton Amusement Buffalo — J. Miller, manager; G. FerCompany is being organized here for
White, P.manager;
C. Palmer,
A.
Barron; Cincinnati
— M".
the purpose of taking over the Capi- guson,
tol. M. Thomas states that the Shmitken, L. Davis, M. Spanagel;
Cleveland — H. Bissell, manager; O.
transfer will be made June 1.
Ruby, L. Zuker, G. Becker, A. MorNashville— A $100,000 refrigera- itz; New Haven — L. Astor, manager;
tion plant has just been installed in New York — P. Meyer, manager; S.
Trauner, S. Kulick, M. Fraum, A.
Loew's Yendome here.
Weissman; Philadelphia — H. Weiner;
Knox, Pa. — The Knox is now op- manager; D. Korson, E. Epstein, M.
erating on Friday and Saturday only. Gillis, W. Bethell; Pittsburgh— J. F.
Sharkey, manager; R. Caskey, C.
Arlington, Mass. — A suit to recover Dickenson, S. Jacobson, S. Sugarman,
alleged advance rental on the Regent Mr. Safier; Washington — S. A. GaTheater has been entered in superior lanty, manager; J. B. Walsh, D. Cocourt by Louis J. Coriaty of Ux- plan, O. D. Weems, A. H. Levy;
bridge against Lillian Hoffman of Canada — L. Rosenfeld, general manton.
ager, Levine, Allen, Cass, Bernstein;
Los Angeles, Cal., formerly of New- Montreal
— D. H. Coplan, manager;

Minneapolis — Hales Cavanagh ot
the Publix Minnesota exploitation
and publicity department has resigned to accept the exploitation post
with the M-G-M exchange. He takes
the place of Morris Abrahams, who
has been ill for the past month.
Cavanagh's place at the Minnesota
has been taken by Robert McDonald,
another member
vertising force. of the theater's ad-

.

Warren, Pa. — Warner Bros, anNew York short subject department
nounce the closing of the Columbia.
Grassflat, Pa. — The Photoplay will — Nat Cohn, I. Wormser, J. Becker,
The other circuit house here, the Lib- be open on Wednesdays and Satur- C. Penzer, and S. Schussel.
rary, will remain open throughout the
days for the summer.
summer, according to Warner officials.
Bay City, Mich. — The Regent,
which closed May 1 for complete
Bainbridge, Ga. — A lease has been remodeling and redecorating will
closed by the owner of the Belcher reopen early in July. The house beNEW YORK CHARTER
Block here with the Associated TheaBeacon Film Co., motion picture films; S.
longs to the Butterfield circuit.
mon.
ters Co. for the operation of a theaV. Ryan, Albany, N. Y. 2,600 shares comter in the location formerly occupied
Salt Lake City— William Borack,
Nerl-Don Film Sales Corp., theatrical, mobv the Idle Hour.
Utah and Idaho district booker for
tion pictures; S. L. Lewandorf, 300 Madison
New
York.
Publix, has been promoted to the Ave..
National Cinema Corp., motion pictures;
Franklin, Pa. — The Orpheum has Publix executive offices in New York. S. Sprung. 521 Fifth Ave.. New York. 200
reopened after being extensively re- Jack D. Marpole, manager of the shares common.
Harmon. Traube & Hart Productions, themodeled. House is under new man- Paramount at Ogden, succeeds Boatrical enterprises; A. Siec;el, 55 West 42nd
agem nt. ! ack as district booker.
St.. New York.
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150 Mickey Mouse Dolls
Enter Film Golf Tourney
Advance
weather
reports
gleaned
from the fanner's almanac and other
astrological works, predict "fair, clear
and warmer" for the 160 golfers who
will turn out in
their dry-cleaned
togs on Iune 10,
for
the
FILM
TOURGOLF
NAMENT at
th e
Fenimore
Country
Club,
White
N.
Y. " Plains,
Today's
news
flash brings the announcement that
ISO Mickey Mouse dolls have made
application to appear at the event and
the offer has been accepted by the
Film Daily golf editor. Walt Disney, through Irving Lesser, eastern
representative, notified the committee
that each player carrying a Mickey
Mouse will be endowed with a
a lucky streak and as Walt wishes
everybody "Good Luck" he's sending
the little fellows up as a present to
every contestant.
The entry list is growing longer
every daw Players are becoming
more enthusiastic every hour. The
fee is $10 now, or $12 at the gate,
if there is room for the stragglers.
It's the outstanding golf event of the
year — and the nineteenth sponsored
by Film Daily. Today is the day to
join these sportsmen.
GOLF
ENTRIES
Earl W. Hammons
Jack Alicoate
Maury Ascher
Paul Benjamin
Herbert Berg
Paul Berger
George Blair
Lou Blumenthal
Richard Brady
S. S. BraumDerg
Leo Brecher
O. H. Briggs
Colvin W. Brown
C. W. Bunn
Eddie J. Byrne
Max Cohen
James Cron

Leo Klebinow
Winfield Andrus
Charles E. Lewis
Al Lichtman
George McCarthy
Joe Rice Macolm
James Martin
William Massce
Mitchell May, Jr.
H. W Mayse
Don Mersereau
Lee Ochs
Harold Rodner
P. H. Rosenberg
Eddie J. Ross
Ernest Rovelstadt
Al Ruben

:VriE
IKNEMMKH
Of HLMIOM

Congratulates :
ROBERT

MONTGOMERY

for giving

an exceptionally enjoyable performance in his
first starring
vehicle,
M-G-M's "Shipmates"

No. 21 oS 1931
"Good Deeds11
Series

Everything
One May
Want To

Ghandi Gives In
Mahatma

Ghandi

broke

a

vow of 25 years' standing never
to be photographed, besides
weakening in his tradition of
identifying himself with things
mechanical, when he consented
to the Fox Movietone News
interview that is being released
today. Cameraman J. Mclnnis
and Sound Engineer William K.
Hawk, who cornered the celebrity of India after long trials,
reported him to be a difficult
subject.

Perfects New Amplifier
For Portable Recording
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — For special use in
portable recording outfits, a midget
amplifier capable of delivering an undistorted output, equal to or greater
than apparatus three times its weight
and cost, has been perfected by
Percy Townsend of the Radio Pictures studios. The apparatus has already been utilized with success on
several studio sound trucks. The outfit consumes only 25 per cent of the
energy necessary with the larger
styles. Townsend spent eight months
in preparation
of the amplifier.
Dickinson Circuit Staff Changes
Kansas City — Edgar Jones, former manager of the Dickinson circuit
house in Richmond, has been transferred to Hiawatha, Kan., replacing
Bob Gorham, resigned. Ferd Bogle
has been appointed manager at
Osawatomie, succeeding Dave
Graves, resigned.
Embry Scott, formerly assistant
manager in Lawrence, has been made
manager at the Kansas City Bijou,
succeeding H. Olsen, resigned.
J. A. Jeffries, formerly manager of
the Publix Tremont in Galveston,
lias been appointed personal assistant
to Glen W. Dickinson.
James Cunningham
Ted Curtis
Herbert Ebenstein
William Everts
George Folsey
L. E. Franseen
Ray Gallagher
I Bruce Gallup
Sidney Garrett
William German
Don Gillette
Henry Ginsberg
Chas. A. Alicoate
Larry Golub
Irving Goodfield
Jess Gourlay
Jack Guttfreund
Don Hancock
Jack Harrower
Arthur Hirsch
Joe Hornstein
Don Hyndman
Red Kann
Jerry Keyser
Morris Kutinsky
Marvin Kirsch

Nat Saland
Chester Sawyer
G. A. Scanlan
Isadore Schwartz
Henry Segal
Al Semels
Jack
Mort Shapiro
Spring
Arthur Stebbins
Max Stuart
Ben Barondess
Henry Eysmann
Fulton Hardman
Irving Stolzer
Robert Wolf
H. J. Yates
George DeKruif
Bernard
Kleid
Edward Finney
James A. Mulvey
D. C. Ferguson
J. C. Enslen
Herb Fecke
M. J. Kandel
Julius Cohen
J. D. Williams

•
•
•
•
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Reis Patent Case is Carried to Supreme

Court

SEEK GRIFFITH CIRCUIT OUSTER hToKLA.
Para. Shifting Some New York Feature Production West
Eastern Schedule Calls for
Two Pictures to Start
in June

The Death
— of sponsored shorts
ALICOATE^
No motion picture
Good Bye keynote of recent years
Ad Films bas met with as much
general satisfaction,
both from within and without the industry, as the trend away from screen
ad \ ertising or sponsored pictures. With
So more chance of mixing than oil and
Later, the married life of the sponsored reel and the screen was doomed
from the start. That its moving day
finds so little economic wreckage in its
wake is no doubt due to its comparatively short sojourn. The departure
of sponsored films was no doubt hastened by the militant Nick Schenck
splendid uncompromising attihis
and
tude toward them. Their passing is
mourned by few.
*
*
*
—

By JACK

All aboard for a

Pictures
a u~~„J
n
From
Abroad

cinematic

trip

around the world.

AU you must have

is a few bright dimes and the time to
rs. For ingive to Broadway theate
stance, at the Central Park we have
"Tabu" from the South Seas. At the
Little Carnegie, "Le Million" from
Gay Paree. South Africa is represented by the colorful "Trader Horn,
and Germany offers us "The Beggar's Opera," "Zwei Herzen 1m H
Takt" and several others. Those who
take their technical cinema seriously
might especially visit these foreign
productions. There is something to
learn from each.
*
*
*
"Smiling
Lieutenant"
is delightfully
naughty bvt terribly
nice . . . Trans-Lux
Broadway twins seem to be standing
Vm up at every performance . . .
Some producer should get original and
make a gangster picture . . . Have
you had your salary reduced lately.''
. . . "Seed" is the biggest cry of the
season . . . Film Golf Tournament
looking bigger and better all the while.

Pictures
On-a-String

In the face of reports that have
been current to the effect that Paramount would either close its New
York studio or transfer all its feature activities from this plant to the
coast, Jesse L. Lasky yesterday announced that Tallulah
(Continued
on Page Bankhead's
7)

SEVEN MORE THEATERS
FOR DICKINSON CIRCUIT
W. DickKansas City— The Glen
inson circuit has obtained control of
the Liberty, Malvern, Ark., the Princess, Aurora, Mo., the Lyric, Harrison, Ark., the Rialto, Searcy, Ark.
and the Concord, Springdale, Ark.
Dickinson also is entering Washington and Liberty, Mo., with two
new houses this summer. Existing
buildings will be remodeled.

Castle

Not to Cut Scale

Despite

Union's

Consent

Receivership Is Asked in
Suit Charging Trust
Law Violation

Notwithstanding any agreements
Oklahoma City — Ouster of the
that may be made between unions and Griffith Amusement Co. from Oklahoma on the grounds that it is opmajor producers on wage scale reductions, the current salaries being paid
erating in violation of the state antitrust laws is sought in a suit filed in
to cameramen by Castle Films will
be maintained right along, Eugene the District Court by Clarence TankCastle told THE FILM DAILY yes- ersley, county
attorney
(Continued
on Page of8) Pottowaterday just before leaving for the
coast. Cameramen on Castle's roster
are getting from $150 to $175 weekly.
The policy of maintaining present
salaries will apply throughout the
Castle organization.

WM. FOX SUES FOR SHARE
IN PROFITS OF GRANDEUR

COLUMBIA'S NEW PRODUCT
AIMED AT LONGER RUNS

A special group of productions built
around star and director personalities,
with a view to obtaining longer runs
on each picture and extended runs on
many, will be made by Columbia next
A show cause order .returnable season, it was stated at the opening
July 6 has been signed by Justice In- sessions of the New York sales convention yesterday at the Park Cengraham in the Supreme Court in the
tral Hotel. Several changes in sales
suit brought by William Fox for a
(Continued on Page 7)
dissolution
of Grandeur,
Inc.,
in
(Continued on Page 8)

Waite Made Sales Mgr.
Paramount Retires Bonds Two More Theaters Set
For Para. News, Shorts
ase
In
Loew-African
Drive
By Open Market Purch
Stanley
Waite.
formerly
w<
delivered to
Paramount yesterday
Chase National Bank,
$750,000 par value of its
per cent Sinking Fund
1, 1930,on foi
dated Aug.(.Continued
Pane

as trustee,
20 year 5%
Gold Bonds
cancellation
7)

Loew's
South
African
invasion
will include two more theaters in ad
dition to the house soon to be built
in Johannesburg,
said Colonel
E. A
(Continued on Page 8)

DeForest Asks Supreme Court
To Review Reis Patent Decision
Warner Brooklyn Studios
Resume Full Time July 6

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

divisional
sales
representative
for
appointed
has been
features,
short
of Paramount
sales manager
and shorts, it was announced
terday by S. R. Kent,
of distribution.
chargeactivities
in Sales
of this d( :
under
is being concentrated
:Ui:u,-d
On
a
eastern
the
for both

I n di-

50' ( of New York Houses

Washington — Petition
for n
Features
of the Reis patent derision avt
Double
Playing
in favor of Western Electric by the
in Philaof Appeals
Circuit Court
More than 50 per cent of the houses
delphia has been filed with the U. S.
Full activities will be resumed at
Manhattan, Bronx and Kr.
in
studio
Supreme Court by Ge
the Warner Bros. Brooklyn
is inres, byit THE
e upfeatu
nRbv ■ doubl
atenl re- are pbyidicated
made
H
check
of sev- Pictures ' De Forest).
a shutdown
ing
6, follow
July eral
and
g
lates
to
the
method
oi
i
cuttin
story,
The
weeks.
KIT.M DAILY. Practical all the
n
photographicall)
waves
clerical departments are working sound
ers on the poBcjF -'re small
theat
through the shutdown period.
*>
neighborhoods.
(Continu,
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Uncensored Russian Films
Uncensored pictures that are said
to show the real story of "Red Russia" are being released currently by
Pathe News, which recently presented the Soviet Five-Year Plan in serial form.
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Island City
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New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Eastman Films
J. E. Brulatour, line.

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692
:i

DATE
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THE
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Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121
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SIGN THIS AND

FORWARD

TO THE FILM DAILY, 1650 B'WAY.

May 25-29: Spring meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.

Here is my entry and ten dollars for the spring film golf tournament, to be held on Wednesday, June 10, at the Fenimore Golf and
Country Club, White Plains, New York.

May 26-31 : International
conference
on edu-of
cational films under
patronage
the
Federal
Minister
of
Education,
Vienna.
May 27-29: Columbia eastern sales convenYork. tion, Park Central Hotel, New
May 31 -June 2: Columbia midwestern sales
meet, Congress Hotel, Chicago.

(Entrance Fee if paid at tournament will be $12.00)

June 1-2 : Annual meeting of Allied Exhibitors of Northwest, Benson Hotel,
Portland, Ore.

THE COMMITTEE
AL LICHTMAN
MIKE SIMMONS
RED KANN
ARTHUR STEBBINS
DON
MERSEREAU
JACK ALICOATE
BRUCE GALLUP

June 6-8: Columbia western sales meet,
Roosevelt
Hotel, Hollywood.
June 10: Nineteenth
Film
Golf Tournament, Fenimore Country Club,
White Plains, Westchester, N. Y.
Adjourned annual meeting of Fox
Film Corp., New York.
June 15: Annual Convention of Southeast
Theater
Owners,
Atlanta.

A.M. P. A. Challenges M. P. Club
For Albee Memorial Golf Cup
Challenging the Motion Picture
Club to defend its right to hold the
magnificent Albee Memorial Cup, the
A.M. P. A., through its president
"Alike" Simmons, yesterday sent a
formal defy to Jack Alicoate, chairman of the Film Daily Golf Tournament. Without a moment's delay,
Alicoate 'phoned Artie Stebbins, captain of the M. P. Club's golf team
and an acceptance of the challenge
dispatch
was
—minutes.
allimmediat
withinelyfive
fast edandto "Mike"
furious
The teams of four men to each
side will play 18 holes during the
Film Golf Tournament, on Wednesday June 10, at the Fenimore Country Club, White Plains, New York.
Trainers, rubbers-down, rubbers-up,
technical advisors and personal managers were immediately called into
conference by both factions. Free
passes to theaters showing the Bobby
Jones and Johnny Farrel shorts were
handed out to both teams with instructions to equip themselves with high
powered opera glasses, so that every
move of the champions will be seen
and registered.
Fourteen more entries reached the
Film Daily Golf editor yesterday
bringing the list nearer the limit
mark of 160 players. With each entry was a check for $10 the fee for
everything, including dinner and a
barrel of merriment. Only 13 more
days remain before the price of admission jumps to $12 — the price at
the gate — provided there is room for
more.
No Action on Mass. Tax
Boston — An amusement tax, fostered by Representative A. B. Casson of Roxbury and introduced by
the Massachusetts legislature as a
means of financing the old-age assistance act, was not voted on because
of the acceptance of an inheritance
tax by the House. Representative
Casson, in support of his amendment,
explained that it had been drafted to
exclude taxing the patrons of the
small moving picture houses by exempting tickets priced up to 50 cents.

Shorts Series on Cities
Acquired by T. P. Epics

Plea for Silent Camera
Made at S.M.P.E. Meet
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

A series of 12 one-reelers to be
known as the "Great Cities of the
World" has been purchased from
Phil Brown of Central Pictures by
Frank Wilson, president of Talking

DAILY

Hollywood — Talking pictures have
prevented cameramen from showing
Epics. "New York" and
their own individuality in their art, Picture
'Washington" will be the first resaid L. W. Physioc in addressng the
leases, with four other cities in the
S.M.P.E. yesterday Ira Hoke de- United States to comprise the first
clared producers are losing thousands ;ix and the remainder to show scenes
of dollars because of poor range find- of European cities. Talking Picture
ers on cameras. The cameramen
Epics will release the shorts in all
stressed the trying need for a silent localities
with the exception of New
camera, declaring that camera blimps
York State. The films, which cover
handicap their work.
the cities by both air and land shots,
Today's program includes a sym- will carry a descriptive talk.
posium on laboratory practices.
Among contributors of papers schedAnother Paper for News Reel
uled are: J. A. Dubray, J. M. NickoThe Huntington Herald Press of
laus, D. D. Foster, E. W. Kellogg
and G. L. Dimmick, W. P. Bielicke, Huntington, Ind., has joined the UniJ. G. Frayne, L. A. Jones and C. M.
versal Newspaper Newsreel. Arrangements were effected by Fred J.
Tuttle, B. R. White, J. I. Crabtree,
D. MacKenzie, L. A. Muehler, K. McConnell, sales director of short
Hickman and C. H. Dunning.
A symposium on theater practices product.
final
is on day.
the program for tomorrow, the
Clayton Bacon Joins H-F
Chillicothe, Mo. — Clayton Bacon,
formerly with the Dickinson circuit,
will manage the 650-seat Ritz here
Adele Windsor Dies
to be opened
June 3 by HughesFranklin
Theaters.
Adele Windsor, stage and screen
actress, died Tuesday night in Roosevelt Hospital of injuries in a recent
taxi collision. She was formerly the
wife of Donald Gallaher.
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Overlooking Oceon <A Illinois Avenue
ATLANTIC CITY. N.J.
Atmosphere of the old South,
faithfully reproduced and transplanted
to a position of distinction by the
sea . . . jointly offered with all modern comforts, efficient service and
superior cuisine.
tractive.
The rates for Spring are most atFETTER tHOLLlNGER Inc.
£upene C FeMer. Mop- Oh

THE

OLD

FIGH
N'L
COC
WIL
K TI
NOT LET ANY
STUDIO BEG,
BORROW OR
STEAL HIS
STARS!
CONSTANCE BENNETT— (4)— beginning with "Common Law"
ANN HARDING— (4)— beginning with "Devotion" (temporary title)
HELEN TWELVETREES— (4)— beginning with "A Woman of Experience"
INA CLAIRE— in "Rebound"
BILL BOYD— (4)— beginning with "The Iron Chalice"
EDDIE QUILLAN— (4)— beginning with "Sweepstakes"

And the
GREATEST

LINE-UP

OF

SHORT

SUBJECT

STARS

IN THE

INDUSTRY!

1 repeat what I said in our announcement for
Pathe stars stay on the lot— and
you can get the lot only from RKO PATHE.
'31-932: RKO

NED E. D£PINET
VhM PimtJtml and

C.rnrriil SaJrt Mnmifrr

TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of
Current Opinions

€)

Taking a Wallop
At Advertising Films
HPHERE is one advertising
medium now being offered to
the public that is being used as
entertainment. It is hilled for by
the exhibitor to the advertiser
and collected for a second time
from the public under a fictitious representation. From all
appearances it is supposed to be
but it's not, it's
entertainment,
advertising
So when you go
to your favorite picture show
house and see a supposed to be
comedy reel which finally announces that the best hair tonic
will be found in every first class
barber shop and will grow hair
without fail, remember that you
have paid for the privilege of
having the hair tonic manufacturer tell you his advertising
story. The economy of covering
80,000 people in one week in one
theater with one reel is appreciated. But you pay the moving
picture house for seeing the advertising comedy reel and the
advertiser pays the producer for
showing it to you. Pretty slick
scheme, hey what? If a newspaper must publish the fact that
an article is advertising: and the
radio station tells you who pays
for your entertainment, surely
the moving picture industry
should be fair enough to mark
each scene with some identification mark to distinguish it as
advertising. And to give this
kind of entertainment to the public under false pretense is an
affront to every theater goer's
intelligence. It should be stopped.
If the producer finds it necessary
to go into the advertising business let him so advise his prospective customers by displaying
the fact in the lobby so the customers may decide for themselves just what kind of entertainment they choose to accept.
—"Type
Craft"

Capital invested in motion
pictures throughout the world
totals $2,500,000,000.

EXPLOITETTES

mm

A. Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

along
gent comes
IN a great while, some
• • • ONCE
and this
with a real Novelty Idea in a picture production
kolyum is always the first to get up in the gondola and cheer
even at the risk of going overboard, as it were
and
and now we are getting up to cheer once more
blushing furiously, we ask you to guess who we're gonna cheer
for this time
um, um
for Ourself
why not?
every day in our mail
everybody else is doing it
we get letters from lugs writing publicity blurbs about themselves so, swallowing our innate modesty, we herewith
give to the world a brand new Noveity Idea for a Western
hold tight!
the hero does NOT
make the acquaintance
of the heroine by rescuing her from a runaway
of course
it's gonna take a lot of Ingenuity and Concentration to figure
out another way for the western hero to meet the gal than by

Newspaper "Special"
Plugs "Finger Points"

saving her from a runaway
by golly, we've got it!
we'll have the hero meet the gal by having her rescue HIM
from a runaway
but wherein'ell are we going to find a
producer with nerve enough to make a Western that so violently

Playing Up

outrages Sacred Tradition?
on second thought, we'll just
forget
the
idea
first
thing
you
know they'll be calling us
a Radical
• • • A SENSATIONAL session
at the Dixie today
Flo Ziegfeld
his South Sea sizzle, Reri
and
in her newest imported shredded wheat
nis, the psychic marvel, will Read the
huh,

so can

we

and

at the A.M. P. A. luncheon
is loaning the pressageys
after Reri does her stuff
creation, Miss Gene DenMinds of the Pressageys!

we

ain't

no

psychic

• • • IF YOU haven't read John Drinkwater's biog of Uncle
Carl Laemmle, you've missed one of the finest bits of writing
about the film biz that was ever penned
Drinkwater's view
of the industry and of Mister Laemmle is refreshing
for
it's an outsider looking in
with a limpid, lyric style that
fairly sings
it's gor-gee-ous
which reminds us that
in a recent Mark Hellinger column a certain "J.J.G." claimed he
compiled the data on which Drinkwater based his biographical
study
and we happen to know conclusively, having worked
with the gent who really compiled the material
and spent
a whole year doing nothing else
that the one to get the
credit is Dave Bader, officially commissioned by Uncle Carl to
cover the job
which he did splendidly
piling up
three times more data than Mister Drinkwater could possibly use
and he is so credited in the latest edition of the bidgraphy
saying which, we pick up the tab rag to learn some
more interesting "facts" about the film biz and its people
but don't these tab rags make
interesting reading?
• • • UNSTRUNG
NEW
YORKERS
Jo Jo, the
Broadway spendthrift
a Big Shot in the film biz
was down and out
clean broke
just a bum
he wandered into the Ole Joint, where in former days he had
dissipated dollars like doughnuts
he approached the proprietor whose
name
was also Joe
and he sez
Joe, lend me 20 smackers to buy some gal a drink"
and Joe sez
"Hell, if I had 20 smackers, I'd buy myself
a drink."
which shows just how tuff times are in the
Nite Clubs these daze
and Jo Jo wandered out into the
night
and the Nite Club proprietor followed him
they staggered down Broadway together, arm in arm
just
a coupla bums

of the Brown,, Louisville
Manager,
Y MARTIN
J-^[ARR
Ky., startled
people in his city by
preceding the showing of Richard
Barthelmess in "The Finger
Points" by issuing a newspaper
"extra" dealing with the "Murown late
"
of a Weil-Kn
Reporter.
The derextra
was issued
in the
evening, loud lunged newsboys
carrying it into all sections of the
city. The pink issue had all the
earmarks of a genuine newspaper
and created a lot of excitement.
followed
the "extra" with
aMartin
midnight
showing.
— Brown, Louisville, Ky.

National Appeal
ANAGER David J. Walsh of
the Publix-Strand, Pittsfield,
Mass., played up the Russian
angle to sell "Resurrection."
Walsh engaged a young Russian boy for a small pittance; the
boy canvassing the Russian section of the city. He told all his
callers about the picture as well
as handing them heralds on
which was imprinted the title of
— Strand,
picture.

Pittsfield,

Radio Contest
On "Bat Whispers"
r
used
a radio
contest
on "The
E. Brumba
R W.
NAGE
jy[A
Bat Whispers" at the PublixParamount, Abilene, Tex. Announcements were made over local broadcasting station that the
Bat Whispers at certain hours.
It was also announced that the
first ten persons each day would
be given guest tickets to see the
picture by correctly sending in
the catchline the Bat Whispered.
— Paramount, Abilene, Tex.

M<

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

May 28

Scott W. Darling
Doris Charsky

«

«

«

»

»

»

Mass.

J. J. Gain

S.R.O. DAYS

HERE

AGAIN!

#10,000 ADVANCE SALE AT #2
FOB CHEVALIER-LLBITSCH
^SMILING

LIEUTENANT"

Mobs Turned Away Every Performance
as PARAMOUNT Big Ace Starts Twoa -Day Run at Criterion, iV. Y..I

CHEVALIER
LUBITSCH

MAURICE
ERNST

LIEUTENANT"

SMILING

"THE

with CLAUDETTE
CHARLIE

HIGGLES

COLBERT

and MIRIAM

Music by OSCAR

HOPKINS

STRA IIS

By Ernest Vajda and Samson Raphaelson.
Bated upon "The Walt* Dream" by Leopold
Jacobson and Felix Dorman, and the novel "yux der Prinzgemahl" by Hans Mullet

"THE

SMILING

LIEUTENANT

is Lubitsch at his top; Chevalier at the height of his

screen career". (Film Daily) ..."Most delightful entertainment talkies have yet pro*
duced". (N. Y. Graphic)

. . ."Not far from perfect. Chevalier in great form, Hopkins fine,

Colbert sincere and gracious". (/V. Y. Herald Tribune) . . ."Another triumph for Lubitsch
and Chevalier. Fresh, vibrant, sparkling". (/V. Y. American)
(N. Y, Sun)

. . . "Positive genius.

Acted superbly all the way".

FIRST RIG GUN IN THE
RARRAGE OF PARAMOUNT
M. C-F *3 M. m tsmw Rll^l
"THE

SMILING

LIEUTENANT"

mount triumphs coming:
BUSINESS",

of

in New York gives public taste of Para-

"AN

AMERICAN

TRAGEDY",

"MONKEY

"NO

ONE

"A FAREWELL

TO ARMS"

"24 HOURS",

and scores of others.

Pre-release two-a-day enKagfmfnl

MAN",

Wise exhibitors are getting set for the Big Box Office

Jubilee by buying Paramount

for next season NOW!

PARAMOU

. . ."Lubitsch's best talkie".
(IS. Y. World Telegram).

THE
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COLUMBIA'S NEW PRODUCT
AIMED AT LONGER RUNS
(.Continued from Page 1)

policy, more organized co-operation
with exhibitors, and official denial by
Joe Brandt of all rumors about Columbia selling out or merging with
other companies were other highlights of the meet. "Our organization
is amply financed to take care of its
needs and to go on with an even
greater
it has president.
in the past,"
declared stride
the than
Columbia
Brandt and Jack Cohn formally
opened the proceedings with their addresses, followed by talks by Al
Selig, on advertising, publicity and
exploitation; Maurice Goodman, on
an outsider's point of view; Rube
Jackter and Lou Weinber- on cooperation with the exhibitor. The
meeting was then turned over to Lou
Metzger, director of sales, who talked
on sales policies and the new product.
Cohn said the company's program
this year had been selected to include
the class of vehicles demanded by
the sales force as the sort of pictures
that exhibitors wanted. Brandt enlarged on the policy of co-operating
with exhibitors by stressing the importance of helping theater owners to
merchandise pictures. A more extensive advertising campaign is
planned by Columbia this year for
both features and shorts, Selig said.

COLUMBIA

s^J

DAILY

CONVENTION

pOR the information of those of you
that Damon and Pythias couple,
other, are McConville and Montague,
individual who has ever met
* them.*

PARAMOUNT MAY SHIFT
SOME PRODUCTION WEST

CONFAB

who do not come from New England,
who are seldom separated from each
better known as Joe and Abe to every
They're
scouts!
* great
*

in compliance with
under which these bonds were issued ;ost out of the foreign market, Paramount has made three versions of
and which provides for the retirement
bonds
g Lieutenant" to supplethese
of
Smilin
'The
of $750,000 par value
The
on Aug. 1st of each year under a nent the one for domestic use.
one specially for
finking fund provision. The bonds versions are silent,
were purchased in the open market, the United Kingdom and the other
where they closed yesterday at 72, is French. It is understood that negand are being cancelled now instead ltive cost on the picture was more
han $1,000,000.
of on Aug. 1, 1931, leaving outstanding $14,250,000 par value of this issue
which was originally $15,000,000.
Mort Shea Circuit Signs WB-FN
Mort Shea has bought the Warner"Three Loves" at Warner
First National product 100 per cent
The synchronized version of
for his houses in Bradford, Pa., Am"Three Loves," with Marlene Dietsterdam, N. Y., Ashtabula, Dover,
rich, opens tomorrow at the Warner.
idge, Marietta, Geneva and
It is a German-made picture witn Cambr
O., and Nashua and Manaut.
English titles and was originally Conne
chester, N. H.
shown as a silent in 1929.
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Jack Pickford to make "A TailorMade Man" for United Artists.
*
*
*
Robert Brunton says Coast conditions are 60 per cent of normal.
*
*
S.

A.

mission.

would
Lynch
vestigation of Federal

inwelcome
Trade
Com-

from

Page

1)

next picture, "My Sin," will go into
production at the Long Island studio
on June 15 under the direction of
George
Abbott and with Fredric
And that fellow, who, in spite of his spectacles, looks like a well-fed
March playing opposite Miss Bankcop,
none other
Timfrom
O' Toole,
two-fisted
in charge
of theis Boston
office.than
Being
Boston,theTim
qualifieswhirlwind
as an expert
on tea head. "Uncertain Women," Edgar
parties, in addition to being able to do some tall and fancy experting in Wallace story starring Claudette Colbert, also is to start next month at
the film industry.
the New York plant, probably with
*
*
*
*
Monta Bell directing, Lasky said.
Charlie "Albany" Johnson could never be lost in any crowd of convensome feature production will
tioners, his bulk looming up largely wherever he may be. Set Charles down beThat
shifted to the coast, however, is
in the Sahara Desert all by himself and he would make the place look indicated
in the departure today of
crowded.
At that, every inch of him represents Salesmanship.
Ernst Lubitsch for Hollywood to
*
*
*
*
make "The Man I Killed," originally on the eastern schedule. Lasky
In the event you want to locate Joe "Buffalo" Miller any time during
the day or night, look around for the nearest telephone and you'll find explained that this type of picture can
best be handled in the west where
the old eagle-eye kid right in its vicinity.
*
*
*
*
big outdoor locations are available.
Reports have persisted that ParaAnd that satisfied expression on Hal "Cleveland" Bissel's face indicates
his great satisfaction in presiding over what he thinks is the ace territory
mount shortly would confine its eastern activities to shorts. Should this
of the United States, particularly in view of the product Columbia has lined
take place, it is understood James
up for 1931-32.
Cowan would be switched back to
the home office. Before joining the
Jim "Pittsburgh" Sharkey listeyis to every word uttered by the speak- studio executive staff, Cowan was
ers at the Columbia Conventions. That's how this skipper of the Smoky with Sam Katz at Publix. It is
City office stores up ideas for use on his best friend, customer and severest further understood that announcecritic, Johnny Harris.
ment will soon be made of a major
*
*
*
*
production executive leaving the comThe Canadian contingent — five strong, and headed by Louis Rosenfeld—
is here again this year for the purpose of getting 1931-32 information. A pany.
great crowd of fellows and even greater hosts.
Picketing New
Haven
Globe

N. C. Ad Valorem Bill
Paramount Retires Bonds 3 Extra Versions Made
Passes Final Reading
Market Purchase
By Open
Raleigh
— The film industry has defi"
(Continued from Page 1)
enant
Lieut
ing
"Smil
On
Expecting to get back its negative
the indenture

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

(Continued

nitely won its fight t<-> prevent new
taxation in North Carolina. After
its third reading in the Senate that
body yesterday passed an ad valorem
tax bill in place of an admission
tax measure.

New Haven, Conn. — The Globe,
managed by E. S. Raffile, which has
employed non-union operators since
Jan. 24, is being picketed by members of Local 278, Motion Picture
Operators' Union. Raffile has emphatically denied reports of a compromise with the union, whose opsons.
erators were ousted for economy rea-

. . . again operated
under ownership
management
. . .

d View Hotel

Rowson Buys Himalayan Film
London — Simon Rowson has purchased the British rights to "The
Throne of the Gods," Himalayan expedition film made 24,800 feet above
sea level. The feature will be handled in the United States by Talking
Picture Epics.

LAKE PLACID, N. Y.

Larry Germaine Marrying
New Haven, Conn. — Larry Germaine, short subject booker for Warner Theaters, is to be tendered a
bachelor dinner at Peacock Inn, June
15. He is marrying Esther Rothbaum on June 28.

Renowned cuisin< — trained councillors for !><>>>' urul
girls' groups— unexcelled sports facilities three golf
courses— swimming, boating, riding, polo, tennis ;i
thoroughly modernized and fire-protected hotel,
charmingly situated atop the hill, overlooking die lake
entele.
catering to a carefully selected, discriminating cli-

Irving Simpson at South Troost
Kansas City — Irving Simpson has
succeeded Lee Chamberlain, resigned,
of Hughes-Franklin's
as
Troost here.
Southmanager

AND

COTTAGES

Edgar V. M. Gilbert, General

Manager

THE
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REIS PATENT DECISION
BEFORE SUPREME COURT
(Continued

from

Page

1)

corded on film, and G.T.I', complains
of the lower court's opinion on the
ground that it erroneously held "a
method or process patent not infringed, because of differences in
mechanical structure between the alleged infringing device and that illustrated in the patent as one means
use."
of

Wm. Fox Sues for Share
In Profits of Grandeur
(Continued

from

Page

1)

which he is half owner. Fox charges
that General Theaters Equipment,
which owns the other half, has realizedwhereas
"handsome
profits"
fromnothing.
Grandeur
he has
received

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD
RARCHAINBAUD,
QEORGE
K-O director,
has been asked by
a New York publication to write an
article on the subject, "Is the Director Important?" Archainbaud is
hesitating about accepting the job on
the ground that there are two contradictory answers to the question, —
one for the director's viewpoint and
another from *the actor's.
*
*
Bernard Schubert, New York
playwright under contract to Radio
Pictures, is writing additional dia*
* Foley* Herself."
logue for "Fanny

Harold Goodwin and Joan Standing are the latest additions to the
cast of the James Cruze-Tiffany picture, "Women Go On Forever,"
which
Walter
Lang
is directing.
Clara Kimball Young heads the cast.
*
*
*
Two More Theaters Set
Glenn Tryon has completed his
In Loew-Af rican Drive second comedy for Educational a
(Continued from Page 1)
opu-y,
titled
"A
College
Schiller on his return to this country campus
*
*
*
yesterday. The cities in which the
cket."
new theaters are to be constructed Ra"Bird
of Paradise," Richard Walwill be announced within the next
ton Tully's epic of the South Seas,
month. According to Schiller, a Loew which is to be produced by Radio
representative will leave for Johan- Pictures with Dolores Del Rio in
nesburg within 60 days with plans the starring role, will be adapted
for the new house, which will seat to the screen by Louis Stevens.
*
*
*
5,000.

Waite Made Sales Mgr.
For Para. News, Shorts
(Continued

from

Page

1)

visions, said Kent. Waite will work
in association with George Schaefer
eastern divisional sales manager, and
John Clark, western divisional sales
manager, and will handle the sale of
the shorts and news contracts for
both divisions.
Miles Gibbons, former short subject sales representative for the east,
has been transferred to Emanuel
Cohen's department and will function with him in production.

CORINNE GRIFFITH and WALTER
MOROSCO sailed on the Leviathan yesterday
for Europe.
GEORGE ARLISS sails on the Majestic
tomorrow
for England.
MARION DAVIES is booked to sail June
■t on the Europa for a vacation abroad.
COL. E. A. SCHILLER of Loews, Inc.,
arrived yesterday on the Bremen.
ROBERT WYLER is on the Resolute
bound for France to supervise six Consortium1 nternationale-Cinematographique productions
winch Universal will market abroad.
DORIS KENYON and her little son, Kenyon Sills, will sail for Europe tomorrow on
the Aquitania.
EDWARD G. ROBINSON had to call off
his eastern sojourn on account of work in
his next First National picture. Mrs. Robinson (Gladys Lloyd) will remain in the east
for several weeks.
FRED McCONNELL,
Universal short subject sales manager,
returns to New
York
today after a trip to various exchanges,
eluding Uneago, Des Moines and Omaha ir

IV ILK

Joel McCrea has been assigned the
juvenile lead in Will Rogers' Fox
*
*
*
Marion Shilling, whom RKO Pathe
is
grooming for steller roles, will be
film.
featured in a series of "Gold Digger"
comedies with June MacCloy, popular Broadway
initial
comedy singer.
of the "June
series, First,"
is in
production under the direction of Don
Gallaher.
*
*
*
Blanche Mehaffey, John Elliott
and Ethan Laidlaw have been added
to the cast of Monogram's "Dugan
of the Badlands," starring Bill Cody
and
Andy Shuford. Robert North
recting.
Bradbury wrote the story and is di*
*
*
Another
Technicolor
Pictures in
directed by

dramatic production in
will be made by Radio
"Fanny Foley Herself,"
Melville Brown.
*
*
*
William Hurlburt is writing the
adaptation of "Fate," original
screen story by Erich Maria Remarque, to be produced by Universal.
*
*
*
Hal Mohr has been assigned to
photograph
Bill Boyd's new starring
Pathe.
vehicle, "The Iron Chalice," for RKO
*
*
*

Thirty-six hours at a typewriter
with stops only for gulps of coffee is
"The Lone Wolf's Son," an origsome kind of a record in the estimainal story by Louis Joseph Vance,
tion of Howard Estabrook, who re' has been purchased by Fox.
*
*
#
cently completed this marathon ses'
sion in preparing the script for
George Melford will direct "HomiRKO's "Are These Our Children?"
cide Squad" for Universal.
A last-minute change in the scenario
*
*
*
made it necessary for the scenarist
Earl Pingree will appear in
to "step on it" in order to meet the
schedule.
"
Wyoming
Wonder,"
George
*
*
*
O'Brien's latest film. Irving Cummings is directing it for Fox.
"Movie Town," the Educational*
*
*
Mack Sennett Comedy which features
Carole
Lombard
and
William
Mack Sennett himself, also features
Powell are to be married in about
George Olsen and his band, in their two
months.
present setting — the Olsen Club in
*
*
*
Hollywood. "Among those present"
George Archainbaud, who recently
in the popular night club at the time
the scenes were shot for the comedy, completed the direction of "Helga,"
was Ben Turpin, one of the comedy Radio production, has just celebrated
his 10th wedding anniversary.
producer's early
*
*
*
* comedy
*
* players.
Arnold Lucy is the latest recruit
Wallace Smith, whose reputation
to the cast of "Merely Mary Ann," as an artist is as widely recognized
Fox film co-starring Janet Gaynor as his literary accomplishments, has
and Charles Farrell.
designed a swimming pool for his
*
*
*
Hollywood hills estate. It will be one
"Blonde Baby," modern novel by of the most unique in the country, it
Wilson Collison, is the latest vehicle is reported.
*
*
*
selected by Columbia for production
next season.
*
*
*
Howard Estabrook's newest original story for Radio Pictures, "Fron"Mother and Son" will be the sectier," is said to rival Edna Ferber's
ond Monogram melodrama to go into "Cimarron,"
for which Estabrook
work under Trent Carr's supervi- contributed the screen version and
sion. It is an adaptation of a story dialogue.
*
*
*
by Wellyn Totman. J. P. McCarthy
will likely direct.
Mauri
*
*
*
Grashin is being kept busy
writing material for the comedies
One-Eyed Connelly, the famous Lou
Brock is producing for Radio
gate crasher, will be seen as a timePictures. He has worked on two
keeper in James Gleason's initial Rosco Ates subjects,
a Jimmy Savo
prize fight comedy for RKO Pathe,
comedy and a Ned Sparks picture.
"I'm Tellin' Ya."
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GRIFFITH CIRCUIT OUSTER
SOUGHTBYOKLA.ATTORNEY
(Continued from Page 1)

tomie County. In addition to asking
that Griffith be restrained from operating, Tankersley demands that a receiver be appointed for the company's
houses, which, in the event that the
circuit is found guilty of trust-law
violation, would be sold and the proceeds turned over to the state. He
further asks that a fine be imposed.
The suit also names L. C. Griffith,
R. E. Hefner, Paramount manager,
John B. Terry, Universal Films, and
Paramount Publix Regal Theaters.
Tankersley charges that the major
producing companies entered into an
agreement within the state of Oklahoma to drive out all competition.
He declares this agreement was entered into with the Griffith company,
making it virtually impossible for independents to obtain first-class pictures. He also charges that Griffith
made arrangements to rent all pictures produced by the major companies, preventing them from being
shown in independent theaters.
Tankersley states Griffith made efforts to force out the Momand Theaters, Inc., operating in Shawnee and
other cities in Oklahoma. He said
Griffith opened houses in every city
in the state where Momand operated
and followed the practice of monopolizing films. As a result, only inferior films are released to independent houses, the attorney declares.
The court is asked to restrain the
defendants from these practices and
restrain them from operating the Bison, Criterion and Ritz in Shawnee.
It is also asked that a receiver be appointed to operate the houses while
suit is pending in court and that the
receiver be ordered to bring all Griffith records into court for examination. Upon final determination, the
attorney asks that the court enter a
decree either ordering these theaters
to be sold and proceeds therefrom
forfeited to the state, or the defendants ordered to pay a fine and that
the company be permanently restrained from operating theaters in Oklahoma.
A suit along similar lines was instituted recently by A. B. Momand
of Shawnee against about two dozen
distributing companies and circuits.
This is now pending. Other actions
of somewhat the same kind, charging
anti-trust activities, have been filed
at various times without success.

New

Incorporations

NEW YORK
CHARTERS
Century
Productions,
motion pictures;
R.
Chatkin, 295 Lafayette St., New York.
Artists
Pictures;
theatrical
enterprises,
Veron & Veron, 545 Fifth Ave., New
York.
$50,000 pfd. 500 shares common.
NEW JERSEY CHARTERS
Saf-T Amusement
Corp., Newark,
amusement enterprises; Hannah
F. Sokobin, Newark, N. J. 1,000 shares common.
World-Wide Theater Equipment Corp.,
Plainfield, manufacture theatrical equipment,
etc. William Newcorn, Plainfield, N. J.
1,000 shares common.
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Nick Schenck Sees Trend Toward Smaller DeLuxers

JOE BRANDT OPPOSESCUTTING SALARIES
Hughes - Franklin
Suburban
and Turnstile
Theaters Favored by
H-F Circuit
Dallas— Believing
that
suburban
houses will eventually displace most
of
the
downtown
theaters,
the
Hughes-Franklin circuit plans to con^^''^^rj^pr
ivpe, it was

to

Concentrate

on

Neighborhoods

Screen Urged To Dramatize Big Events
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Covering of great national and international events
in motion picture form, using screen writers and directors to handle
them, was suggested by Frank E. Woods at yesterday's session
of the S.M.P.E. convention. Privileges to cover the events could
be alloted by the Hays Office to avoid duplication, he said.

*ourt Orders Pathe To Deliver
packing
Picture Listed on Old Contract
at

RIAI
-vvJ

ycsicunn

n UJ

on Pane

injunction restraining RKO
from permitting exhibition of
to Love" in three Loew thein New York yesterday was
granted by Judge Valente in the Supreme Court, New York County, in
'avor of the Mt. Eden and Oxford,

both operated by Lawrence Balladino.
Action was to compel the distributing company to deliver the picture,
which was on the company's 1930-31
program before the merger with
RKO, to the two Balladino houses
before delivering it to Loew.

i--

joined and restrained by Justice John
B. Johnston in Brooklyn Supreme
Court from threatening, intimidating
and warning patrons and prospecof the Lee A. Ochs' cirtive
cuitpatrons
of 10 theaters in the West
Bronx and Manhattan. The union
was further restrained and enjoined
{Continued
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Courtland Smith Denies
Report Zanft is Leaving
Report that John Zanft, vice-president and general manager of TransLux, is leaving the organization was
denied yesterday by Courtland Smith.

British Epic Production
May Be Made by Chaplin
London (By Cable)— Production of
a British "epic" picture by Charles
Chaplin will take place here next season if plans of the MacDonald Government go through, it is announced
by "The Daily Sketch." Proposal
for such a picture was made to Chaplin by the government, and the comedian's acceptance followed, it is
stated. The story will probably deal
with London.

1Nathanson Reorganizing Regal Films
To Push British Product in Canada
Toronto — New steps are being
taken by British film producers _ to
make a strong bid for the Canadian
entertainment field, it is indicated in
the announcement that Regal Films
will amalgamate and reorganize its
publicity and selling forces in a renewed effort to push English product in Canada. Henry L. Nathanson, general manager of Regal
Films, in giving out the statement
about the new campaign, states a
thorough program of publicity and
an active sales effort will immedi(Continucd

on

Pane
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S.M.P.E. Defers Naming
Wide Film Standard

Indicating that Columbia will not
cut wages of its employes, President
Joe Brandt yesterday said that whenever pay reductions are made by a
company they ought to affect the
major, not the minor, employes.
Overhead (Continued
reductionon ought
to be centPage 6)

DEPT. STORES TO SHOW
SPONSORED SHORTS EREE
Plans for a definite program

of

sponsored
for use
in department storesshorts
have been
formed
by the
National Retail Dry Goods Association. Arthur on
Price,
man(Continued
Page sales
6)

Production of Features
Launched by C. C. Burr
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Production of features
as well as shorts is now planned by

West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM_ DAILY
C. C. Burr. Three pictures are defiHollywood — Difficulties involved
nitely set. Johnny Hines, who forin handling widje film have been
merly starred in Burr productions,
eliminated, but due to lack of in- is identified with the project in an
terest by producers, the standards executive capacity.
committee of the S.M.P.E. does not
ask for formal approval of 50 mm at
this time, it was stated at the meetHeld
Symposium Being
ing yesterday. All important adOn Studio
Efficiency
vantages of 65 or 70 mm film are
contained in the 50 mm, the committee said.

Trend Toward Small DeLuxers
Seen fry Nicholas M. Schenck
Non-Theatrical Dept.
Organized by Columbia

Reducing Rank and File
Wages Hurts Company,
Says Col. Head

Present business conditions, with
their effect upon big circuits, are likely to cause a more conservative trend
in de luxe house seating capacities in
the future, said President Nicholas

Columbia has organized a non-theatiical department under supervision
of Sam Liggett. He was formerly M. Schenck of Loew's, Inc., yesterday
interview with Tin:
with Universal as branch manager in in an exclusive
(Continued
on Page 6)
New York and New Haven.

West

Coast

Bjureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — In the interest of
promoting greater efficiency in pro"Co-operduction, a symposiu
at the
Set" willm beon held
ation on the
Writers Club the evening of June 3
under the auspices of the Academy
of M. P. Arts and Sciences. Carey
Wilson will preside, Adolphe Menjou will speak for the actors. B. P.
Schulberg for the producers, Douglas
Shearer for the sound engineers,
Virgil Miller for the cameramen, and
Scott R. Beal for the assistant directors.
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Twelve features, exclusively for independent distribution, will be made
during the fiscal year by Al Mannon, whu signed contracts yesterday
of Hollywith A. Pollock, president
wood Pictures. The arrangement
calls for the joint financing of the
pictures by both Mannon and Hollywood, with the stories, stars, and directors to be selected by mutual consent.
Production will start immediately
on the first of eight features, with
four to be produced by a separate
unit under the supervision of Mannon. Hollywood Pictures will handle world distribution through state
right affiliated offices. All circuit
sales will be made from the New
York office. Pollock will make a
trip to Hollywood next month.

No Stock for Outsiders
In World-Wide Equip.

Hollywood — After five days packed
with activity, the spring convention
of the Society of M. P. Engineers
will come to a close tonight. Final
day is being devoted to a symposium
mi theater practices, with papers by
R. C. Burt, A. J. Holman, A. C.
Downes and D. B. Joy, T. D. Cunningham, F. M. Falge, W. B. Rayton, S. K. Wolf, H. Rubin, O. B.
Det'ue, A. H. Simonds, E. C. Holden,
W. F. Snyder, I. L. Nixon, H. E.
Edgerton, H. Griffin, J. L. Spence,
G. S. Mitchell, A. C. Hardy, K. Hickman, R. B. Dickson, E. W. Fowler
and L. B. Newell, and Ben Schlanger.
Addressing the banquet, Fred E.
Pelton declared that the present camera consumes too much time and increases production costs. He expressed the hope that engineers will
devise a silent camera. Frank E.
Woods said writers owe much to the
engineers because talking pictures
meant that scripts cannot be tampered with. Other speakers included
Dr. Hans L. Boehm, Berlin; CareyWilson, John Arnold, Dr. Lee De
Forest, C. E. K. Mees, Donald Crisp,
Clinton Wunder. Joseph I. Schnitzer, Sol Wurtzel and Fred Lalley
were introduced. President J. I.
Crabtree and Lawrence Grant presided.

All stock in World-Wide Equipment Corp., just chartered in
New Jersey as an international
distributing agency for theater equipment, will be held by the manufacturing companies and others in the
organization, and no floating of stock
is contemplated, sponsors ot the projNEW
YORK STOCK MARKET
ect state. In the incorporation paChg.
pers the company is capitalized for
254
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Hollywood— Radio Pictures has
given Jimmy Savo a new contract
for six starring shorts.

production of two feature pictures
son.
which
Wafilms is making this seaWarner Securities Spurt
On the strength of Wall St. reports indicating improvement in the
financial affairs of Warner Bros., the
company's securities took a spurt
yesterday. The bonds jumped five
points and the common stock nearly
two points.
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for four months between stage productions and therefore did not consider himself a regular motion picture exhibitor.

Studio
and
Location
Sound on Film Recording

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywood4121

Today:

Spring
meeting
of the
Roosevelt, Hollywood, Cal.
of Motion Picture Engineers

AVE.. N. Y.

RENT

BRYANT

9-6067

. . .

HIGHLY
DESIRABLE
OFFICE SPACE
5,000 SQ. FT. SUBLEASEAlsoIN 729 SEVENTH AVE.

Wonderful location for Film Exchange and Executive Offices
Bargain for any Producer or Distributor
Box No. 820, Film Daily, 1650 Broadway

Hotel

May

26-31 :

International conference on educational films under patronage of
the
Federal Minister of Education,
Vienna.

May

31-June 2: Columbia midwestern sales
meet, Congress Hotel, Chicago.

June 1-2: Annual meeting of Allied Exhibitors of Northwest, Benson Hotel,
Portland,
Ore.
June 6-8:

Columbia western sales meet,
Roosevelt
Hotel,
Hollywood.

June

10:

Nineteenth
Film
Golf
Tournament, Fenimore Country Club,
White Plains, Westchester, N. Y.
Adjourned annual meeting of Fox
Film
Corp., New
York.

June 15:

Annual Convention of Southeast
Theater
Owners,
Atlanta.

June 14-18:

Annual convention of Advertising Federation of America, Hotel
Pennsylvania, New
York.

June 16-17: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
waukee.
of Wisconsin, Hotel Pfister, MilSept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota. Minneapolis.
~. — ^ivmnoiiia. He said

Griffith opened houses in every city
in the state where Momand operated
and followed the practice of monopolizing films. As a result, only inferior films are released to independent houses, the attorney declares.
The court is asked to restrain the
defendants from these practices and
restrain them from operating the Bison, Criterion and Ritz in Shawnee.
It is also asked that a receiver be appointed to operate the houses while
suit
is
pending
in court
and j^JJ
that(jritthe
r^rpiir***Ko
nfAn-~J
av.,nof
.
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CAMP

& COUNTRY

STOtV, MASS.

CLUB

Cnsar BOStOS J

(FOR ADULTS)

Powers Clnephone Equipment Corporation
723-7TH

Society

Columbia eastern sales convention, Park Central Hotel, New
York.

Low Daily or Weekly Ratei

4,500 Sq. Ft. Sublease in Film Center Building
Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692
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country club with real outdoor thrills 1 1
ON
THE
PREMISES:
9 hole
(3000
yd.)
golf course,
hard clay tennis courts.
Fifteen
miles of fine canoeing,
excellent
swimming,
Hand
Ball,
Horse
Ranch,
Hiking Trails, Complete
Social
Staff, and Country
Club
Orchestra. Accommodations, with
running
water.
Tours
to Historic Concord, Lexington
and
Wayside
Inn.
Film employees
consult your
social secretary for special rate
information or
CARL

ERBSTEIN,
Write

Mng.

Dir.

Assabet Country Club

I

P. O. Maynard, Mass.
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Call

CHickering
Room
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4-7580
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Latest Summer

Outdoor bowling alleys is the latest form of competitive entertainment to try to chisel in on the theater biz. The first one to
reach the Times Square sector will be on 51st St., near the Roxy.

TO
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Another type of theater favored by
Franklin is the small capacity coinin-thc slot house on the order of the
Trans-Lux shows originated in the
east and to be tried out shortly by
H-F in Los Angeles, where the 400i Studio Playhouse is now under

construction.

While lure Franklin conferred
with builders on the suburban house
planned at Mockingbird Lane and
Preston Road. This theater, expected to open about Jan. 1, will seat
from 1,000 to 1,400 and cost between
$250,000. Two neigh$225,000 and
borhoods in Houston and one in San
Antonio also are planned by H-F,
Franklin stated.
Dave Bershon, film buyer; Jeff
Lazarus, California division manager;
George Blatchford, assistant treasurer, and Al S. Rackin, secretary to
Franklin, were among the others who
came here for the meeting. Harold
Robb and Edward Rowley, the H-F
partners in this territory, headed the
Texas contingent.

Gerety to Captain AMP A Golfers;
Load of Souvenirs Is Piling Up
here are some of the golfers who
With the naming of Tom Gerety and
are sure to be there:
as captain of the A.M.P.A. golf team
GOLF
ENTRIES
to compete with the Motion Picture
Earl
W.
Hammons
Leo Klebinow
Club foursome, for the Albee MeWinfield Andrus
Jack Alicoate
Charles
E. Lewis
morial Cup, "Mike" Simmons yester- Maury Ascher
Paul Benjamin
Al Lichtman
Berg
day signified a tenacious determina- Herbert
George McCarthy
tion to win the coveted trophy for Paul Berger
Joe Rice Macolm
the A.M.P.A. lads, despite the
Blair
William
Massce
James
knowledge that ranking teams from George
MitchellMartin
May, Jr.
Lou Blumenthal
Richard
Brady
the Lambs and Friars have both S. S. BraumDerg
H. W Mayse
failed in past years to wrest the cup Leo Brecher
Don Mersereau
Lee Ochs
from its present holders. According O. H. Briggs

to Gerety,
thereto will
"no competifooling"
when
it comes
the be
actual
tion. "Some of the strongest players
in the industry are members of the
A.M.P.A., and Artie Stebbins and
his club-swingers had better loosen
up if they expect to do better than
trail," said Tom.
Another donation of souvenirs —
300 Attend Testimonial
gifts that will be individually assigned
To Charles L. Winston to every player present — has been
Boston — Charles L. Winston, New made by George Hoffman of the Art
England division manager for RKO, Guild. Only Hoffman and The Film
was welcomed home at a dinner at Daily Golf editor know the nature
the presents
gadgets, and,
but with
they'llthebe Mickey
worth
the Copley Plaza Wednesday night of
while
by 300 Boston friends. Winston Mouse dolls and a score of other
was presented with a handsome purse novelties, there will be more fun
of gold by Thomas B. Spry, toast- than a barrel of monkeys. Ten dolmaster, on behalf of those present.
lars covers everything. The entry
The affair was handled by Joseph list closes June 6 — the tournament is
Brennan, of Loew's State. Gov. Ely June 10 — the place is the Fenimore
was represented by Councillor James Country
Club, White
Plains, N. Y.
H. Brennan. Acting Mayor Joseph
McGrath represented Mayor Curley.
Other speakers were Major L. E.
Thompson, Gen. Edward L. Logan,
Building Commissioner Edward W.
Roemer, Gen. Charles H. Cole, Maj.
Patrick F. Healy, Traffic CommisFrom
sioner Joseph A. Conry, District Attorney Foley, former Lieutenant Edward P. Barry, Judge William S.
Collins, former Mayor Malcolm S.
Nichols, Harry McDonald and Joseph A. di Pesa.

Colvin W. Brown
C.
W. J.
Bunn
Eddie
Byrne
Max Cohen

James Cron
James Cunningham
Ted Curtis
Herbert Ebenstein
William Everts
George Folsey
L. E. Franseen
Ray Gallagher
Bruce
Gallup
Sidney Garrett
William German
Don Gillette
Henry Ginsberg
Chas. A. Alicoate
Larry Golub
Irving Goodfield
Jess Gourlay
Jack
Guttfreund
Don Hancock
Jack Harrower
Arthur
Hirsch
Joe
Hornstein
Don Hyndman
Red Kann
Jerry
Morris Keyser
Kutinsky

Harold Rodner
P. H. Rosenberg
Eddie J. Ross
Ernest Rovelstadt
Al Ruben
Marvin Kirsch
Nat Saland
Chester Sawyer
G. A. Scanlan
Isadore Schwartz
Henry Segal
Al Semels
Mort Spring
Jack Shapiro
Arthur Stebbins
Max Stuart
Ben Barondess
Henry Eysmann
Fulton Hardman
Irving Stolzer
Robert Wolf

H. J. Yates
George DeKruif
Bernard
Kleid
Edward Finney
James A. Mulvey
D. C. Ferguson
HerbC. Enslen
Fecke
J.
M.

J. Kandel

COURT RESTRAINS UNION
IN WAR ONOCHS HOUSES
(Continued

from

Page

from circulating false statements
about the theaters and was restrained
from all illegal acts, including the
importation of hordes of colored persons to these theaters, which are all
in white neighborhoods.
Nathan Burkan was attorney for
Ochs, and ex-Judge Jeremiah T.
Mahoney represented the union.

Mischa Violin and Baron
In Charge of Roxy Music
Pending the appointment of a successor to Erno Rapee, Roxy musical
director, who joins National Broadcasting Co. on Monday as general
musical director, musical matters will
be handled
the theater's
conductors, MischabyViolin
and Maurice
Baron. Rapee was formerly general
musical director for Warner Bros, at
their Coast studio. In addition to his
duties in behalf of NBC, Rapee will
handle the General Electric and
Palmolive periods over that radio
system.
S. L. Rothafel, with whom Rapee
will be associated, returns to New
York from the Coast Sunday with
David Sarnoff.
Julius Cohen
J.William
D. Williams
Brandt
Harry
Brandt
Arthur
W. Eddy
Arthur
Pelterson
Melvin
Pelterson
Arthur
S. Abeles

George
F. Dembow
Hank
Linet
A Pam
Blumenthal
M. J. Corson
M. H. Chamberlain
Tom
Gerety
Joe

OFFICE MEMO
the office of the President

Miss D.

COMING

& GOING

NORMAN FOSTER, who has been working at the Paramount coast studios, is on his
way east for a holiday.
FRANK TUTTLE, Paramount director,
and OLIVER H. P. GARRETT, scenarist,
and his wife will sail June 4 on the De
Grasse for a three-month trip abroad.
CHARLES McDONALD of Wafilms
leaves today for the coast.
BEN JACKSON, head of the Fox West
Coast music department, has arrived in New
York.
HARVEY DAY, special sales representative for Educational-Tiffany, is on a sales
tour through the south and central western
CHARLES BEAHAN, screen author,
leaves Hollywood on Tuesday for New
York.
MILTON BEECHER of M-G-M press
department has left for Hollywood, returning in five weeks.

1)

Make no appointments for me for June 10.
That is the date of the Film Golf Tournament and I
am going to spend the day out in the open with a bunch
of regular fellows and forget business for a day.
Issue an order over my signature that any executive
desiring to attend this splendid gathering may take
the day off. It will do him good. And send in
my entry to Film Daily immediately.
M.T.W.

Brandt
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NEWS of the DAY
Boston — A thief reached through
the cage of the Washington St. boxoffice at the RKO Keith and grabbed
$25 in small bills from the cash
drawer. The entire morning receipts
had been removed to the office safe
a few minutes before.
Pittsburgh— Bill Walker of the
Crafton and Sheridan is again associated with Kennywood Park for the
summer. He has charge of advance
sale of amusement tickets for picnics.
Jack Loder, who several years ago
was the Loew director of publicity
here, continues as advertising manager for the park.
Oxford, N. C. — The Orpheum,
completed remodeled and wired with
W. E. equipment, has been reopened
by C. W. Crews.
Atlanta — F. C. Coleman, recently
identified with the film business in
New Orleans, has assumed management of the Fairfax in East Point, a
suburb of this city.
San Francisco — Edward Fitzgerald
[has been appointed manager of the
[Warner here, succeeding George
Riley, who has been placed in charge
[of the new Warner house in Beverly

[Hills.

Kansas City — Leon Abraham has
succeeded Gene Nitz as short subject
booker at the local Universal exchange.
Birmingham — Neil B. Blount has
been appointed Alabama and Tennessee representative of RCA Photophone.
Detroit — H. C. Robinson, head of
Film Trucking Service here, has announced his candidacy for election to
the common council in the fall.
Dallas — W. O. Williamson, First
National salesman, and Billy Crowell
have purchased the Parkway, neighborhood house. Sam Hefley was former owner.

New

Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Kutlas Amusement Corp., theatrical; N.
Seaman, 165 Broadway, New York.
$10,000.
Tobis of America, encourage production
talking pictures; Rosenberg, Goldmark, &
Colin, 165 Broadway, New York. 1,000
shares
common.
Webbtree Amusement Corp., theatrical;
Relt & Kaminsky, 1441 Broadway, New
York.
$5,000.
Tobis, motion picture films; Rosenberg,
(ioldmark & Colin, 165 Broadway, New York.
1.000 shares
common.
DELAWARE
CHARTER
Puhlix-Lorain Corp., Wilmington, amusements; Corporation Trust Co., Dover., Del.
1 ,000
shares
common.
Mid-City Boxing Club, Inc., Dover, theaters; United States Corporation Co., Dover,
Del.
100 shares common.
CAPITAL
REDUCTIONS
Old Forge Amusement Corp., Old Forge,
N. Y. $50,000 to $100,000.
DISSOLUTIONS
V. B. K. Film Corp., New York.
Pathex,
New
York.

POWER
MAN-

RUM

— must be safeguarded
By

• • • AMONG ITEMS on current Newsreels, we note the
following Outstanding News Scoops
Hoover children attending circus
a maypole party
a gent imitating
animals
college gals swimming in a pool
a frog
winning a hopping derby
with high priced camera experts and technicians roaming expensively all over this enormously interesting, palpitatingly dramatic and fascinatingly human
world
lookit what they grab off!
and a mugg with
a camera could wander along side streets in New York
and
get more vital and human interest shots in one afternoon than
they could use in seven
Newsreels
and NO
Traveling
Expenses
oops

• • • BERNARD SOBEL, whose tough job in life is to
interview
the Ziegfeld
Beauties
and then give the palpitating
news
to the press
introduced
to the Ampians
at the
luncheon yesterday that cheeild of nature from the South Seas,
known as Reri
he disclosed at length and most dramatically all her inner urges, reflexes, inhibitions and longings
but what puzzles us is how Bernie found all that out
for Reri only speaks French
and Bernie's French is lousy
he must have got the info through the sign language,
don't you think, dear scholars?
or are we out of order
again?
in any event, Reri is the cream of the cocoanut
the pressageys
couldn't
understand
her French
either
but she speaks eloquently in other ways that all pressageys can understand
but we have a hunch that her primitive shyness won't last long among those Ziegfeld gals
she'll probably be out to get her man with the best of 'em, pretty
soon
and then we'll read that Miss Reri has married a
Wall Street broker, and moved into a duplex Park Avenue
apartment
another Idyl gone the way of all flesh
• • •
GENE DENNIS, the psychic marvel, took the A.M.
P. A. boys over the mystic hurdles
reading their minds
like nothing
at all
it was
a cinch for her
one
mugg sez he was about to embark in a new business enterprise
and would
Miss Dennis tell him how it looked from
the Spirit Side
she sed it was a great proposition
excepting for his partners in the venture
and the fact
that they needed dough to put it over
and that he would
do better to stick to his present job
but the proposition
itself, sez Gene, was a knockout
and the guy got up and
walked out very thoughtful like
all the class had their
hands raised to ask teacher questions
but after that they
lowered them and were very quiet
except Jack Fuld
'
he wanted to know how his personal business prospects were
Gene
sez: "Yes
and No."
Jack sez "Thanks."
that guy's grateful for everything
a born optimist
so he keeps hanging around this film biz
like a
lot of the rest of us
say, why didn't some goop ask Gene
WHY
we keep hanging around this biz?
• • • THE SUBJECT of the Mustache Cup to be donated
as a Film Golf Tournament trophy by the A.M. P. A. was brought
up by Prexy
Simmons
and he explained
that a team
will be selected to challenge the Empey Club team for the right
to hold the Albee
Memorial
Cup
trouble is that every
time a pressagey makes a good drive or a neat putt, he'll want
to stop the tournament to get out a six-sheet or a press bookon the Event
and can y' picture that pressagey team on
the green as Artie Stebbins is about to putt, and everybody sez
"Quiet."
they simply
won't
stand for that curtailment
of their rights as Loudspeakers
but they'll be right at
home with a Gallery following 'em
however, we're willing to bet our dough
on 'em
they're wonderful putters
been puttering around in this biz for years
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JN MAKING economic adjustments
that may be deemed wise, necessary or expedient under current conditions, there is one vital element to
bear in mind.
That is the safeguarding of manpower against future needs.
There will come a time, not far
off, when the hum of revived industry on all sides will again place experienced, capable and conscientious
employes on the premium pedestal.
You can hold fast to that.

—Grabbing Opportunity
At least one organization in the
industry is alive to this fact.
Quietly, but with astute design, it

is improving and augmenting its personnel, primarily in the sales field.
by the addition of exceptional men
selected from those let out by other
companies.

In some instances it is replacing
weak links with stronger ones.
In other cases it is arranging to
have options on good men when their
services can be utilized.
The spirit back of this policy, and
the loyalty and effort that will be inspired by it, are assets that money
alone can't buy at a time when manpower is most needed.

— Costly Saving

The saving of one or even two
million dollars for a year or so becomes very small potatoes when you
arc later obliged to charge against
it losses in efficiency and results
worth several times that much.
Manpower is the most sensitive, as
well as most valuable, part of an organization's machinery.
You can't tamper with it and expect the old machine to click 100
per

cent.

Many Happy
Returns
Beat wishes and contended bygratulations
THE
are exFILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays :

May 29
Hugh F. Herbert
Zelma
O'Neal
Billy Lyser
Charles E. Dwycre
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JOE BRANDT OPPOSES
CUTTING SNAIL SALARIES
(Continued

from

Page

1)

1 on production, he declared. Cutting of the pay of the rank and file
is not only demoralizing to a concern, said Brandt, but furtherfore, it
results in a comparatively unimportant economy.

104 Short Subjects
On New Columbia List
In addition to 26 special features
and two series of westerns, as published sometime ago in The Film
Daily, Columbia has determined upon 104 short subjects for 1931-32, it
was announced yesterday. The list,
which shows only one Jack HoltRalph Graves and only two Barbara
Stanwyck productions, follows:
A Frank Capra production, untitled. A Frank Capra production
starring Barbara Stanwyck; adaptation and dialogue by Jo Swerling. A
Jack Holt-Ralph Graves production.
Two Edgar Wallace stories. "Shopworn," starring Barbara Stanwyck.
"In the Secret Service," starring Jack
Holt. "Pagan Lady," from the William DuBois stage play, starring
Evelyn Brent, with Conrad Nagel,
Charles Bickford, Roland Young,
William Farnum, Gwen Lee, Lucille
(ileason and Leslie Fenton; directed
by John Francis Dillon. "The Men
in Her Life," by Warner Fabian.
"Guilty Generation," by Jo Milward
and J. Kirby Hawkes. "The Halfway Girl," by Hawthorn Hurst.
"The Final Edition." "Love Affair,"
by Ursula Parrott. "The Master
Mind." "Hollywood Speaks." "Then
Hell Broke Loose." "Blonde Baby,
by Wilson Collison, with Jean Harlow. "Vanity Street," by Fannie
Hurst. "The Substitute Wife," by
Frank R. Adams. "Unwanted," by
Bella Muni and A. Finkel. "The
Artist's Model," by Rupert Hughes.
Two productions based on "True
Story Magazine" stories. Eight
Buck Jones Westerns included and
eight Tim McCoy westerns.
Among the shorts are 13 Disney's
"Micky Mouse," 13 Charles Mintz's
•Krazy Kat," 13 Mintz's "Scrappy"
cartoons; 13 Eddie Buzzell "Bedtime
Stories," 13 Walter Futter "Curiosities," 13 Walter Futter "Travelaughs," 13 "Monkeyshines," animal
series directed by Bryan Foy; 13
Screen Snapshots.

FLASHES

HOLLYWOOD
B\ RALPH

IV ILK

A/fARIE DRESSLER will be Hands" for M-G-M, and is now at
starred by M-G-M in a story work assembling a cast.
written especially for her by Frances
Marion when she starts work in the
Joseph L. Mankiewicz, author of
near future on "Emma." It will be the dialogue in the picturization of
directed by Charles F. Riesner.
Paramount's "Skippy," will leave
Hollywood
on June
on a threevacation
trip 20
to Europe.
Carman Barnes, school girl month
author who became a Paramount
Eddie Woods has been given an
star over night as a result of a recent screen test, will make her film
important role in Joe E. Broivn's
debut in "The Road to Reno," in first
dramatic picture for First Nawhich she will be co-featured with
tional, which is called "Local Boy
Charles Rogers. Richard Wallace
Makes Good." Woods, who is en*
will direct.
gaged to be married to Harriet O.
Parsons, Wellesley girl and daughter of Louella 0. Parsons, is at
Richard Barthelmess' next starring
vehicle, recently completed at First present convalescing but will be
National, will be known henceforth ready to go to work by the time the
and hereafter as "The Last Flight." picture goes into production.
It formerly bore the temporary title
Joan Bennett has been awarded
"Spent Bullets."
the leading feminine role in "She
Minna Gombell has been assigned Wanted
A Millionaire." John Blya role in Fox's "Bad Girl." William stone, recently returned to Hollywood from New York, will direct
Pawley, New York actor, also has
been given a featured part by Di- the film which will be based on an
rector Frank Borzage.
originalMcGuire
story which
William
thonv
wrote for
Fox. AnHerbert Braggiotti, who recently
arrived on the coast to try his lot
Edward Luddy, who directed
at the M-G-M studio, has been "Julius Sizzer," Benny Rubin's initial two-reel comedy for RKO
awarded
a long-term contract with
this
company.
Pathe, was signed to handle the
An important role in "The Lady
from New Orleans," now beiyig prepared for production at the Warner Bros, studios, has been assigned
to Lillian Bond.

megaphone on Rubin's subsequent
vehicle, "The
Messenger Boy."

SCHENCK SEES TREND
TO SMALLER DELUXER
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Film Daily. Instead of houses c
4,000 or more seats, Schenck visi
alizes a distinct trend toward the
aters seating between 2,500 and 3,00(
These theaters, said Schenck, wii
ments.
come largely by way of replace
"The public doesn't care whethe ,
a theater cost $2,000,000 or $800,000,
declared Schenck, "as long as it i
comfortable and the show is good."

Dept. Stores to Show
Sponsored
Shorts Fret
(Continued
from Page 1)
ager of the Namm
stores in Brook
lyn has
mailed
questionnaires
t<
sales promotion
heads of the asso
ciation asking opinions on the planL
The proposed films will be made bj|
manufacturers
in co-operation
witHB
the retail stores and depict the makl
ing,
or usefulness, Theof films
definitewill line!*
of merchandise.
b<
shown free to the public.

Two More Tournaments
On M. P. Club Calendar

Two tournaments have been added

to the M.tivities.P.
Club's
of ac-ir
A hand
ball calendar
tournament,
the charge of Gene Picker, gets under wayisThursday.
nament
set for JuneA 8.billiard tour-,

Peggy Shannon, who recently
joined Paramount, has been cast in
Para. AsPlugging
Vacation "Skippy"
Repeater
"Silence" as her next picture to follow "The Secret Call." Charles StarAdrienne Ames, New York society rett is another new addition to the
An eight-page broadside on "Skippy" as a repeat booking during the
girl whose portraits made by a Hol- cast, which is headed by Clive
school vacation period has been islywood photographer were so strik- Brook and John Wray.
ing that studio executives sent for
sued by Paramount. This is the secher to make a sound test, has been
ond repeat-booking broadside ever
Polly Walters, 19-year-old Warplaced under contract by Paramount.
ner screen discovery who will soon to be put out by the company, the
be introduced on the screen in Ed- other being on "Byrd at the South
After three years of globe-trot- ivard G. Robinson's new picture,
ting, Director W. S. Van Dyke has "Snutrt Money," has just been asat last received a home office asa new role in "Larceny J. Real Neth Signs W. B. Product
signment. He will direct Bayard Lane," signed
Warner Bros, have closed booking
with James Cagney and
Joan Blondell.
Veiller's
original
story,
"Guilty
deals with J. Real Neth of Columbus, O., for the entire Warner, First
M. P. Club Extending
National and Vitaphone product.
Nathanson Reorganizing
deal was handled Tor the WarMembership Campaign ThePole."
Regal Films of Canada
ners by R. F. Cloud, manager of the ■
(Continued from Page 1)
Membership drive being conducted Cincinnati exchange, and Max Milder of the home office.
ately follow the reorganization of by the M. P. Club and scheduled to
the British section of the Regal ex- end today has been extended for 30
change. Nathanson said the British days more. Fifty new members have
film industry was awakening to the been added to the roster.
"Donovan's Kid" Holding Over
value of American publicity and
"Donovan's
Kid," Radio Pictures
sales methods.
production
with
Richard
Dix
and
Dallas House
Opens
"Women
Men
Marry"
in
Chi.
Jackie
Cooper,
is
being
held
over
at
F. N. Releases Two
Dallas— The Melrose at 3415 Oak
the Mayfair on Broadway.
Chicago
—
The
Woods
has
booked
Lawn
Ave. has opened with P. G.
First National will release "Party
Cameron in charge.
The capacity of Husband." which just closed its New "Women Men Marry" for a week's
the house is 1,250.
This picture
is Headline's
York engagement at the Winter run.
first release,
and features
Natalie
No Story Shortage Here
Garden. June 6. "The Lady Who Moorhead. Sally Blane, Kenneth
Dared." First National's production Harlan. It was directed by C. S.
In the $20,000 prize contest
3 for U on Broadway
being conducted by Warner
featuring "Rill ie Dove and Conway Hutchison.
Tearle, was generally released yesterday.
With three pictures current
Bros, in connection with "Phoon Broadway, Universal has
toplay" for the best story to
Warner Industrial Office Moved
topped its previous simultanefit
the
title,
"Beauty and the
Alabama House Destroyed
ous first-run showing record
Boss," to be produced next
on the Main Stem. It has
Ashland. Ala. — The Ingram was
Warners' industrial films department, under A. P. Blumenthal, was
season, more than 1,000 manudestroyed in a fire which also dam- ing.
"She-Wolf" at the Rialto, "Up
scripts were received the first
aged three other store buildings. The moved yesterday from 220 West 42d
for Murder" at the Globe, and
week. And the contest still
buildings
were
owned
by
fudge
E.
Q.
St. to the Warner home office buildPhillips.
"Seed" at the Rivoli.
has 45 days to run.
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From FOX

MOVIETONE
NEWS
VOL

4, NO. 72

When CAPTAIN FRANK HAWKS, America's
premier speed merchant and winner of the 1930
Trophy awarded by the International League of Aviators for his phenomenal year of record - breaking
exploits, arrived at Tempelhof Field, Berlin, after a
2-hour and 57-minute flight from London (beating
his own telegram from London to Berlin) he
exclaimed :

EVERYWHERE I GO, I FIND FOX
MOVIETONE NEWS-YOU MUST
BE ALL OVER THE WORLD!
//

//

ANSWER:

" Quite right, Captain!

//

We

are!
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Substantial

Price

Reduction

The new price of Technicolor release
prints, effective May 1, 1931, is seven cents
per foot, net, on all orders of twenty or
more complete prints from one negative,
if such orders are accompanied by cash in
the amount of half the estimated cost of
such prints.
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NEW YORK
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More Air Time Is Planned for RKO

Exploitation

NEW GRIEF LOOMS OVER SPONSOREDFILMS
See

Increase

English Film Status Now
Declared Sounder Than
in Many Years
By ERNEST

W. FREDMAN

Managing Editor, "Daily Film Renter"

London — With British-made pictures now established as box-office
attractions that frequently beat American pictures costing much more, increased production here by U. S.
firms is expected in the near future.
Production in England now is on
a sound and satisfactory basis, after
(Continued

on Page

12)

OPPOSITION TO AD FILMS
WILLPASS^SAYS COFFMAN
The present sentiment exhibited
in certain quarters against sponsored
pictures is only a natural development which has made itself felt regarding all types of advertising, according to Joe W. Coffman, president of Audio Cinema, Inc.
Magazines
and
newspapers
orig(Continued

on Page

2)

Texas Producing Unit
Lands on the Rocks
Dallas — Bob Curwood Productions Co., organized to produce
"The Kid from Mexico" at the Caruth ranch north of here, has gone
on the rocks. About 45 Indians employed by the company were left
stranded. The unit had been here
for more than a month, and it had
been reported that other productions
follow if the first was a sucmight
cess.

in

British

Production

by

Television Being Forced, Says Franklin
Dallas — Nation-wide spread of television within eight months
was predicted by H. B. Franklin of Hughes-Franklin Theaters while
here this week. Independent television short-wave broadcasters are
forcing the big networks into this field immediately, he said. However, Franklin declared, television will not interfere materially with
the prosperity of theaters.

Metro-Goldwyn First Half Net
33 Per Cent Under Last Year
Net profit of Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corp. for the 28 weeks ended
March 13 was $4,017,544, before Federal taxes, compared with $6,076,322
in the corresponding period last yeai,
or a drop of about 33 per cent, it is

shown in the report of David Bernstein, vice-president and treasurer.
Gross profit for the period was $7,004,382, against $9,163,203, and operating expenses amounted to $3,441,581. come
There
was miscellaneous inof $454,743.

Free Hand for H-F Managers
Dallas — Local managers of houses
in the Hughes Franklin Theaters circuit will be given a free hand in the
operation of their units, and there
will be no attempt to run things
from the home office, said Harold B.

MO
With

Franklin, head of the new organization, while here for the regional
meeting. Franklin told the managers attending the confab that theater ardized
management
must not be standor ritualized.

Planning More Time
For Exploitation Over Air
more

than 50 hours weekly

in radio exploitation now being utilized by RKO for its Radio Pictures
and RKO theater attractions, the
policy not only will be continued
during the season of 1931-32, but J.
H. Turner, assistant to Hiram S.
Theater Bandits
Husky
Brown, and Milton Schwartzwald
Safe
plan to greatly increase it. WhenAway With
Walk
ever practical the National Hour will
be utilized to sell RKO-Radio's major
Atlanta — A safe containing) $250 attractions, as was done in the case
and valuable insurance papers, car- of "Cimarron."
RKO's Theater of the Air, broadried away by thieves from the Emcast from NBC station WEAF over
pire on Monday night, has not yet
been located.
a network of 44 stations, and the tri-

weekly RKO Luncheon Club, which
takes the air for 15 minutes on Tuesdays, Fridays and Saturdays over
WJZ under direction of Mrs. Ruth
King Owen, will be called upon from
time to time to give Radio Pictures
the benefit of their vast coverage.
In addition to these periods sponsored by RKO from New York there
are 39 individual RKO broadcasts
emanating from stations in towns
where RKO is represented by a firstrun theater. These programs are arranged by the local RKO managers
and are designed to sell the RKO
name and the current attractrade tions
at the theaters.

U. S.

Firms

Schools,
Stores,
Hotels
Seen as Troublesome
Competition
Dropping of sponsored shorts by
Paramount Publix and Warner Bros.,
together with the unfavorable attitude
of other big companies toward commercials, has precipitated another
possibility that is already causing
some theater and circuit executives
to worry. This is a move reported
under
way
to greatly
extend
the
(Continued on Page 2)

ROBB-ROWLEY LINING UP
MORE LOCATIONS IN TEXAS
Dallas — Following the conference
of Hughes-Franklin Theaters representatives here the past week, Harold Robb and Edward Rowley, division managers in Texas, are leaving
in a few days for a survey of the
state to line up more locations. Texas
and California are to be the main
objects

of

the

circuit's

expansion.

Atlanta May Try Out
Daylight Saving Time

Atlanta — A trial of daylight saving
time in Atlanta is proposed by J.
P. Allen, president of the Atlanta
Retail Merchants Ass'n, to be followed by a referendum and vote to
determine whether it is to be adopted
permanently.

Brown - Nagel
Invades

Expedition

Sultan's

Palace

Rabat, Morocco — Through the
courtesy of the French Government,
the Nagel-Brown expedition, making
"Romantic Journeys" for Educational, has been granted access to the
Pasha's Palace at Marreksch and
permission to film the famous dancers
there. This is said to be the first
cameras have invaded the beautime tiful
palace.
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Thomas Ray White Dies
Griffin, Ga. — Thomas Ray White,
formerly owner of a circuit of motion
picture theaters throughout the state
and well known in theatrical circles,
died at his home here. He was 54
years old.

:':

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STillwell 4-7940

:.:

§1♦♦ Eastman Films
gjf. E. Brulatour, Inc.
Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121
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DATE

Sept. 12
Feb.
3
Mar .18
April
3
April 25
May
1
May
1
May 20

Today:

June 1-2 : Annual
of Benson
Allied Exhibitors of meeting
Northwest,
Hotel,
Portland, Ore.

May 21
May 27
.May28.

June 6-8: Columbia western sales meet,
Roosevelt
Hotel, Hollywood.

May 29

June

June

2

New Grief Looms
Over
Sponsored Films
(Continued from Page 1)

parents.
"Vice Squad" Opening June 5
Paramount's "Vice Squad," rushed
to completion as the first screen pic:': turization of the nationwide expose
of vice squads, framing of innocent
women and use of police-paid stoo!
pigeons, will have its world premiere
:.: at the New York and Brooklyn
Paramount
theaters on June 5.
Wm. Wolfson Joins RKO
Dallas — William Wolfson, formerly connected with Publix as advertising manager of the Palace here,
has taken over the job vacated by
Frank Orlando Starz as advertising
manager of the RKO
Majestic.

Let

Us

International
conference
on educational films under
patronage
of
the
Federal Minister of Education,
Vienna.

May 31 -June 2: Columbia midwestern sales
meet, Congress Hotel, Chicago.

showing of sponsored pictures in
schools, department stores, hotels and
which demanded greater quality in other non-theatrical halls. Number
printed matter without added cost. of industrial and advertising films
Radio followed suit. As the public being used by schools and colleges
grew to expect the finest talent in for educational purposes has taken
radio entertainment, it was necessary quite a spurt lately, according to the
to attract advertisers to carry the
distribution department of Visuadded cost.
Coffman calls attention to the fact graphic Pictures, which produces
such pictures for various firms. Some
that advertising has been responsible
universities
are using commercial
for elevating the standards of living
shorts
as
a
definite
part of the curriculum.
in America and, in view of this, cannot possibly be considered an evil.
He believes that sponsored films will
Where the theater man's feat
continue in favor, but that greater comes in mostly is because of the
skill will be used in introducing the entertainment, rather than advertisadvertising angle so that there caning or instructional, values being innot possibly be any objection, once
jected into ad pictures. On this basis,
the public is educated to expect them. it is believed the sponsored performances could build up a considerable
Australian Travelogue for U. S.
audience. Houses getting a big matinee play from women shoppers
D. Dow of the Australian Commiswould lose most of this trade to the
sioner General's office has arranged
with Talking Picture Epics for the department store shows.
United States release of the two-reel
Australian travel lecture film, "This
F. A. Flader to New York
is Australia."
Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Miami House Goes Second Run
Washington — With closing of the
Rialto for the summer, F. A. Flader,
Miami, Fla. — The Fairfax has in charge of Universal activities in
changed its policy and instead of
the Capital area, will go to the New
being a de luxe first run house will
York office, while Rodney Collier,
now feature second-run and return
managing
director of the theater will
oictures. Prices have been reduced
from 75 cents to 25 and 35 cents. All remain in Washington as Universal's
The house manbig pictures will now be shown at local representative.
ager, Rhinehold Wallach, plans to
the Olympia, where the scale is 60 sail June 4 for Munich to visit his
cents..

»*'•♦*»#»♦» ♦*♦»**»«#»#**»«•*»*%»*'♦»♦»»» «»•*««
New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S

OPENING

DISTRIBUTOR
THEATER
Asso. Cine, of Amer.
Europa
M-G-M
Astor
"
"Trader
yA TaktHorn"
"Tabu"
Paramount
Central Park
Columbia
Central
"Dirigible"
Belmont
"Die Foresterchrist'l. Capital Film Ex
Warner
Hollywood
"Svengali"
UFA
8th St. Playhouse
"Liebeswalzer"
Tobis American
Little Carnegie
"Le
Million"
"The Smiling
Paramount
Criterion
Lieutenant"
Universal
Rialto
"She-Wolf"
"The Maltese
Warner
Winter Garden . .
Falcon"
Ufa
Cosmopolitan .
"Der Grosse Tenor"
OPENING
THIS WEEK
M-G-M
Astor
•A Free Soul"

Opposition to Ad Films
Will Pass, Says Coffman

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

Parade
Attractions)

im
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Lichtbililluiehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
— P. A. Harle, La Cinematographic Fran- inally carried no advertising, but
caise. Rue de la Cour-des-Noues, 19.
were forced to do so by a public

FINANCIAL
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Solve

10:

Nineteenth
Film Country
Golf Tournament, Fenimore
Club,
White Plains, Westchester, N. Y.
Adjourned annual meeting of Fox
Film Corp., New York.
June IS: Annual Convention of Southeast
Theater
Owners,
Atlanta.
June 14-18: Annual convention of Advertising Federation of America, Hotel
Pennsylvania, New York.
June 16-17: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Wisconsin, Hotel Pfister, Milwaukee.
Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Minneapolis.

Costly Side Show

Washington Bureau of THE

Washington — Fox

FILM

are being traction"treated
to an representing
"added atfor two weeks
a cost of thousands of dollars. It is
a gorgeously beautiful flower show
installed by florists, under auspices
of the George Washington Bicentennial Garden Committee, to arouse interest in the coming Bicentennial
Garden contest. The display fills all
available space in the interior lobbies
on the first and mezzanine floors.
Carl Mortenson Transferred
Hartford, Conn. — Carl Mortenson,
assistant manager of the Palace for
the past two years, has been named
to the same post at the Fox-Capitol
in Port Chester, N. Y. The Palace
has closed for the summer. Charles
F. Benson is manager.
Singer's Midgets in Warner
Houses
Singer's Midgets have been booked
Bureauin
Artists'
Bros.
Warner
by the
for
a tour
of the
Warner
houses
Pennsylvania,
opening
June
13 in
Pittsburgh.
"$50,000 on Remodeling
Kansas City — Approximately

Your

Problems!

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY,

N. Y. C.

BRyant 9-3640

$50,-

by Hughes-Frankbeing spent
is Theaters
000 lin
in remodeling the Tivoli and Lindbergh here and the
Granada, Independence.
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theater patrons
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of
Current Opinions

c

Half-Baked Gangster
Picture a Menace?
A N editorial appeared in the
Paul Block newspapers entitled "Stop Gangster Films."
Carl Laemmle, president of the
Universal film corporation, replied with a letter asking, "Why
not issue an order to your editors to stop printing gangster
news?" Mr. Laemmle said he
knew gangster activities constituted real and live news, but held
they also were an "important
part of contemporary affairs and,
as such, are bound to figure on
the screen and stage as well as
in newspapers." He added he had
never seen a film which glorified
the gangster. The truth, as we
see matters, is that some newspapers and some film comp.anies,
some book publishers and some
theatrical producers are wide
open to censure for the way they
have handled news of crime during the past five years. Mr.
Laemmle may not have seen
glorification of gangsters in
films, but we have. And the
overplay in some newspapers has
been equally vicious. The dressedup half-idiots of the modern
racket appeal to pleasure-loving,
sex-crazed, gin-stimulated, ignorant and idle youth. Most films,
books, plays and newspaper accounts show the more or less
pitiable morons getting caught
and punished finally, but the lure
of an exciting life is not necessarily offset by the prospect of
prison or the chair. Purveyors
of news and pictures need to be
conscious of the dynamite they
are handling. It is necessary to
portray an accurate picture of
life, whether beautiful or ugly,
but great perils to civilization are
involved in public exhibitions
which paint romance in false and
alluring colors. The solemn fact
is that this nation is fairly swimming in a sea of tawdry, halfbaked and distorted literature and
pictures, cocked up in imitation
of realism.
■— Editor & Publisher

\LON
MALT

■z&*

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

THE

Theater Stunt

•
• •
WHEN
THE
Newsreel fellers want to photograph
some celeb in an interview, most everybody jumps at the chance
From Mussolini up or down
but not so Mister
Mahatma
Gandhi, the uncrowned ruler of millions of Hindus
who would die for him if he said the word
the
feat was finally accomplished
by cameraman
J. Mclnnis
and
sound
engineer
William
K. Hawk
for Fox
Newsreel
after following him through jungle villages in India for a whole
month
when they finally obtained his consent to set up
the equipment in the room where he was busy writing
but wotta tough and temperamental actor he turned out to be!
he refused to prepare a speech, or talk extemporaneously
he said they could photograph him at his work
so their only chance to get him to talk was to have a third man
question him while they worked
the apparatus
on one
occasion Gandhi promised to take his work outside where the
light was good. ...... .but the next morn he hedged, saying his
"inner soul" rebelled
he refused to move closer to the
window in the room
consequently the boys had nothing
but back light
and had to shoot with the lenses wide
open
with the mike within 12 inches of his face, it was
impossible to do quality recording, as Gandhi has a very weak
voice, never talking above a whisper
so Mister Mclhnis
and Mister Hawk, in finishing their report, sed
"He is
temperamental and conceited
a hopeless case for sound
pix
but if, in the future, he loses his conceit and egotism
and becomes normal
he will possibly make a good subject." from all of which you can gather that Mister Gandhi
didn't want to appear in a Newsreel, and tell what a Big Shot
he is
but if he ever loses this conceit and egotism, he
will become normal
like the rest of the Hollerword actors.

• • •
A REGULAR movie plot was enacted the other night
at the stage door of the Morosco theater
all due to the
fact that ladies still fall hard for matinee
idols
and as
Fortunio
Bonanova,
featured
player in "The
Silent Witness,"
emerged into the alley on Forty-fifth
street
a stranger
poked a gun in his back
and hissed that he was about
to knock him off
because he had found his gal going into
ecstacies over a photograph of Fortunio
which she had
importuned him by mail to send to her
and just as Mister Bonanova was saying his final prayers
in Spanish
some
other actors came
outa the stage door
and the
would-be assassin vanished
and now the famous baritone
is very much upset as to his future course of action with admiring ladies
as he sez
"Eef I geev them my photograph, Iget shot, and eef I do not geev them the portrait, I get
shot by my press agent
a double exposure

anyway."
and all good

what
movie

you might
stuff

stunt
used by
Manager E. M.
Dowling
in
publicizing
"Dracula"
at
the
Publix-Granada, Olyphant, Pa. As
the trailer finished, the house
lights spot
weremoved
turnedall oft",
thenthea
green
around
house and on the audience and
then finally was spotted on a man
on the stage dressed as Dracula.
Only this Dracula wore a skull
head instead of the mask. His
hands were covered with white
gloves. And as a deep voice back
stage cried out, "Beware of Dracula" the man slowly walked
across stage facing the audience
and holding his white gloved
hands in front of him.
— Granada,
Olyphant, Pa.
*
*
*

Dog Contest
For "Skippy"
nell of the Paramount, Baadvanan O'Donmade E.
ton Rouge,
AGERLa.,Chas.
JyJAX
tageous tie-up with a local newspaper whereby contest was
sponsored by the newspaper and
theater in connection with "Skippy." Contest pertained to dog
owners. Every kid in the
city
that owned a dog was given an
opportunity of winning a guest
ticket to see "Skippy." The only
details were that the ten owners
of dogs that had the longest tails
would win the tickets. As the
story article read, the dogs with
the longest tails would win the
prize because the dog in the picthat's
and him.
a long
ture hadkid
actorstailliked
why the
— Paramount, Baton Rouge, La.

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and con-

• • •
C. C. BURR, now producing the "Torchy" comedies,
is the daddy of a fifth son, Thomas Vincent
"Women Go
On Forever," according to the new Tiffany pix
probably
because
Men
Go For Women
Forever
Mabel
Julienne
Scott, vet screen player, will soon be starred in a Broadway production The Twelfth Night Club are feeling quite che'sty
these days
with two of their honorary professional members, Dorothy Tennant and Mary Daniel, both considering flattering offers from
Hollywood
studes
Dorothy
is that
blazing blonde in "Secrets of a Secretary"
dazzling Latin type

•

The United States has an investment of $2,000,000,000 in
motion pictures.

call

€>

Sells
"Dracula"
QOOD
theater

and Mary is a

•

•
ADD SIMILES
Sitting pretty, like a film producer with all his dough sunk in a palooka
or like the
absent-minded person, who started his opening prayer: "Oh
Dear Gertie, we thank thee for all the joys and blessings thou
hast given us."

«

Amen

«

«

are extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

May 30-31

Irving G. Thalberg
William R. Ferguson
Olive Shea
Mike Donlin
Frank C. Walker
Hal Skelly
Fred Allen
Lou Baum
Ernest Haller
Ann Christy
Emmett King
Ben G. Kohn

»

»

»

Kathryn Williams
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FOUR NEW PRODUCTIONS
STARTED AT FOX STUDIO

PATHE STUDIO PREPARING
HARDING, QUILLAN FILMS

A LITTLE from "LOTS
B\ RALPH

Four productions were started last (T1ENEVIEVE TOBIN is the latest
to be signed for a Radio picture.
week at the Fox studios. They are
She will play the feminine lead in
"The Plutocrat," "Bad Girl," "Wick"Strange Women," by Ivan Lebedeff
ed," and "Merely Mary Ann." This
brings the total in work to seven, and Benn W. Levy, and to be directed by Richard Boleslavsky. Betty
with "Wyoming Wonder," "Their
Compson
will do the, principal charMad Moment" and "Transatlantic"
ter role, portraying an alluring
now nearing completion.
baroness. Ralf Harolde, Arthur Ed"The Plutocrat," starring Will
mund Carew and Colin Campbell
Rogers, is being directed by David have also been signed for the cast
Butler. Jetta Goudal, Dorothy Pat- wherein
Ivan Lebedeff is to play a
erson, Joel McCrea and Peggy Ross featured role.
+
*
*
appear in important roles.
Frank Borzage is directing "Bad
Charles
and toJosephine
Wittell
haveO'Malley
been added
the cast
Girl," with Sally Eilers in the lead.
of
"Full
of
Notions,"
with
Bert
is directing "Wicked,",
DwanLandi,
Allan
Victor McLaglen
Elissa
with
Wheeler, Robert Woolsey and DoroAllan Dinehart, Una Merkel and
thy Lee. now of in William
■ production
the direction
Seiter.under
Theodore Von Eltz.
*
*
*
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell
John McCormack, the singer, is an
are reunited in "Merely Mary Ann,"
with Henry King directing.
enthusiastic tennis player. He and
Sam Taylor is scheduled to start Bramwell Fletcher are teamed in
a fifth new production within a few doubles in the sixth annual Motion
days. After several weeks in New Picture Tennis association tournament, and they won their first match,
York, where he made atmospheric
shots, he is back and ready to start 7-5, 8-6.
*
»
*
with a cast including Hardie Albright, Thomas Meighan, Maureen
in the tournathe players
Among
ment are Richard
Barthelmess, Dave
O'Sullivan, Myrna Loy, J. M. Kerrigan, William Holden and Kendall
Mac Comas.

WILK

Selznick, Warren Hymer, Martin
Cornica, Joseph A. Fields, James
Seymour, Mauri Grashin, Ruth Weston, Wells Root, Cederic Gibbons,
Francis Perrett, Anthony Bushell,
Hugh Trevor, Ed Marin, Ted von
Eltz, Solly Baino, R. McKee, Richard Neill, Gilbert Roland, Geoffrey
Kerry, Eileen Percy, Dick Hunt, Bob
Koke, Erwin Gelsey, Albert Cohen,
Craufurt Kent.
*
*
*
Natalie Kingston will appear in
"The House Dick," short subject
starring Jimmy Savo, and now in
production at the Radio Pictures studios under supervision
of
*
*
* Lou Brock.

Ann Harding's next starring vehicle, "Devotion," to be directed by
Robert Milton, and "The Lady Killer," in which Eddie Quillan and
Robert Armstrong will appear together again, are being prepared for
studio.
early production at the RKO Pathe

Three features are currently in
production. "The Mad Marriage,"
with Helen Twelvetrees, Ricardo
Cortez and John Garjick, is the latest to go into work, with Tav Garnett directing,. Eddie Quillan in
"Sweepstakes," directed by Al Rogell, is practically completed, and
Bill Boyd's "The Iron Chalice" is
well under way, with Fred Niblo at
the megaphone.
The short subject department also
Lowell Sherman's contract with
Radio Pictures has been extended for has four two-reelers in work.
another long term, it is announced by
William
LeBaron.
Ivan Lebedeff
A Solution to the
also has had his contract renewed.
*
*
*
DOUBLE
FEATURE BILL
Maurice Murphy, well known
a full length drama and a
juvenile, is doing a characterization
in James Cruze's filmization of
"Women
Go *On *Forever."
*
Ray Coffin, well known publicist,
That
will
satisfy
recently
Women's
Press
Club addressed
of SoutherntheCalifornia.

MICKEY MOUSE

the most

"Guardsman" to Be First C. C. Burr Preparing
First Feature Picture
Lunt-Fontanne Picture

A/ew Low Rates

in

HOLLYWOOD

4

ROOM
WITH
BATH

$

5

Right in the heart of
Hollywood— with
interesting places to
go— people to seo

BSBJ §#a'fl|'3^i
TnmfmB-Ua.

*aJ things to do.

Vmtti

nooseveLT

™~ROBERTHOT€L==
J. McCABE. Manage!

HOLLYWOOD.

CALIFORNIA

ences. Try it
greedy
and see, audisays

"The Cub Reporter," first of a seFerenc Molnar's "The Guardsman"
will be the first M-G-M co-starring
ries of four features to be made by
WALT DISNEY
screen production for Alfred Lunt C. C. Burr for the independent marand Lynn Fontanne. The stage
ket, is now in preparation.
couple plan to start work on their
initial film venture in June. Sidney
Franklin will direct.
William Haines begins work soon
on "The New Adventures of GetRich-Quick Wallingford," to be directed by Sam Wood.
Edgar Rice Burroughs, author of
"Tarzan of the Apes," has been commissioned by M-G-M to prepare an
original woven about the character
of Tarzan.
Hollywood's most convenient hotel . .
for your stay in Southern California
"Nancy's Affair" on Location
RI'GHT
in theto center
everything
to sec cafes,
and doand
. .
Radio Pictures' "Nancy's Affair,"
next door
famousof studios,
theatres,
with all the principals, is on location
shops . . near golf courses, bridle paths, and other
amusement
places.
at San Marino, Cal., to film exterior
scenes of the famous Wilson home
The Plaza offers you every modern convenience, unexcelled service, and a unique, homelike atmosphere that
and gardens. In the cast are Mary
makes you feel at home as soon as you enter its well
Astor, Robert Ames, Edward Everett

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Horton, Noel
Weston.

Francis and

known "doorway of hospitality." Here, too, you may
enloy the company of interesting and famous people.

Ruth*

Marie Dressier Going Abroad
Marie Dressier is getting ready for
another trip to Europe
as soon as
she finishes "Politics," her new MG-M picture.

European plan. $3.00 and up, single. $4.00 and up,
double. $5.00 and up, twin beds. Special low weekly
and monthly rates.
Remember the Plaza for an unforgettable
Hollywood. Write for free folder.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

HOTEL.

. .HOLLYWOOD,

stay in

CALIF.
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FOREIGN

MARKETS

By GEORGE

Glasgow — ■ A survey of theater
building activity in Scotland shows
that between 25 and 30 houses are
in the course of construction, and a
number of others scheduled.
The Stirling territory tops the list
for building progress with three
houses of 2,000 or more seating capacity 'anned. Supers of approximately 2,000 seats are to be built in
Stranraer, Burnside, Aberdeen and
Peterhead.
The new Paramount, on which
work is expected to be launched in
the city shortly will accommodate
3,000, and three additional large
houses are programmed for Gallowgate, Riddrie and Cumbernauld Road,
also in Glasgow.

A. Birabeau; "With the Insurance,"
by Saint-Granier; "Nights at Port Box Office Survey Shows
Said" and "Volpone," a French verGerman Film Preferences
sion of Ben Jonson's masterpiece.
The above will be French film.-*, but
Berlin — A survey of the most sucat the same time films in other lancessful films shown in Germany durguages will be produced. Adelqui
ing the first quarter of 1931 indicates
Millar will start shortly on the Span- that of 18 films that received more
ish talkie, "The Lights of Buenos than average support at the box-office were mostly German made. The
Aires," for which actors and actresses
are being brought over from the Ar- public prefers light subjects to
dramas. Receipts of theaters during
gentine.
In all, Paramount plans to release the first quarter of this year were
25 feature films in France between very poor, and of the 18 successful
films shown, six of them did not
next September and May of 1932.
cover the amount of the guaranty. In
the short film field, American car7 Features Next Season
toons are still very popular.

Planned by Aaf a, Germany

Fox Quota Film Started
Berlin — Seven feature pictures are
London — "Rodney Steps In," a
planned for production by the Aafa
new. Fox quota picture has gone into
Co. during the coming season. production at Twickenham under the
Among the stars who will appear in direction of Guy Newall. The film
the films are Mady Christians, Leni
an original by Brock WilRiefenstahl, Trude Berliner, Max is from liams,
and the cast is headed by
Adalbert, Ernst Verebes and Johan- Richard
Cooper.
nes Riemann. Franz Lehar, composer, has been engaged for a 100
Tri-Lingual in Morocco
per cent musical film, which Rudolph
Paris — Morocco will be the setting
Walther will direct.
of "Les Cinq Gentlemens Maudits,"
a tri-lingual vehicle to be produced
Ideal Shifts Headquarters
London — Administrative offices of b- Mons. Vandal. Vandal, who is
Ideal Films are now located at the now on his way to Africa will film
Film House, Wardour St., W.l. The sions.
French, German and English verfilm dispatch, publicity and poster
departments of the company remain
A. B.C. Invading Belfast
temporarily at the old headquarters,
76-78 Wardour St.
London — Negotiations are understood to have been completed by the
Gaumont Talker House for Prague A. B.C. circuit for the acquisition of
Prague — A sound1' theater which the Hippodrome, a music-hall in Belfast. This will be A.B.C.'s first
will show French and Czechoslovakian talkers exclusively, will be open- house in Belfast, and it will be operated with aicy.
talker and variety poled here soon by Gaumont
.

Four Ufa Supers
Berlin — Four super films
with English versions are on
the Ufa program of releases for
this year. The first is tentatively titled "Monte Carlo Madness," with Sari Maritza in the
leading role.

By HARRY

REDDY

9 NEW PRODUCTIONS SET THIRTY NEW THEATERS
AT PARAMOUNT
Paris — Paramount has definitely set
nine features on its new season schedule to be made at the Joinville studios. The first of this group, "Delphine," has already been placed in
work under the direction of Jean
Marguenat, with Meg Lemonnier in
the title role.
Other vehicles in the lineup are
"Le Cordon Bleu," adapted from the
play by Tristan Bernard, the famous
French humorous writer; "When You
Kill Yourself," adapted from the
work of Andre Dahl; "Nothing But
the Truth," to be directed by Louis
Mercanton; "The Azure Coast,"
adapted from a piece by G. Doloy and

EASTERN STUDIO ACTIVITIES J
"QTREET OF WOMEN," an original by Polan
Banks,
has been
purchased by Paramount as a vehicle
for Claudette Colbert.
Karl Freund, officiating as
cameraman on "Personal Maid,"
in
Paramount's
Yorkproduction
studio, isatfamed
for his

chief
now
New
work

in such pictures as "Metropolis,"
"The Golem," "The Last Laugh" and
"Variety." His most recent picture
was "Dracula." He is regarded as the
premier camerarnan of Europe.

"Let George Do It" might well be
the
"The Georges
Personalat Maid"
set. slogan
Amongof the
work
on the picture are: George Hippard.
assistant director: George Webber
and George Hinners, cameramen, and
George Chennels, standby.

N. BLAIR

Nancy
andtheir
Patrespective
O'Brien
both
feel atCarroll
home in
roles in "Personal Maid." Both
have to act Irish, even to a brogue,
it ml it all comes very natural si
they are true descendants of old
Erin.
Cameraman turns actor. George
Stoetzel, assigned as assistant cameraman on Johnny Farrell's first
short for RKO Pathe, was picked
by Director Cvde Elliott to play the
iole of Johnny's golfing partner.
This
episode isis it.called "The Duffer"
and George

"Lady, Play Your Mandolin," an
animated cartoon produced by Leon
Schlesinger, of "Looney Tune" fame,
will shortly be released by Vita-

phone.
Val (M-G-M) Lawton's first
Gene Raymond, juvenile lead in American novel, "Rape of Glory,"
comes
out July 31. It is published
"The Personal Maid," appeared with
Press.
Do7iald Meek, who plays a character by the Mohawk
role in the same picture, in a recent
Broadway play which bore the title
Paramount Notes: Johnny Doran
of "Jonesey."
getting in shape for next Thursday's
. . . he'll pitch. . . . Arthur
George Cukor, Monta Bell, Harry game
Cozine preparing for the big Air
D'Arrast and George Abbott are all Meet on Cozine Field, July 4. . . .
domiciled in pent houses which com- Tallulah Bankhead studying her
mand a sweeping view of Manhattan.
lines for
"My Sin." . . . Fredric
It helps the creative urge.
March
likewise.
Bob Spencer, who appears in nuThe Doran "Neverfrets" and the
merous Paramount pictures, was joint
winner of the Charleston contest in Priestly "Allscars" from the Paramount New York studio, met on the
Dallas, Texas, which started Ginger field of battle back of the car barns
Rogers on a career.
in Astoria. Johnny Doran pitched
his team to a complete victory to the
tune of 32-18. A return engagement
"My Sin," and not "China," will is scheduled for next Thursday.
be Tallulah Bankhead's next picture
for Paramount. Director and leading man as yet undecided.
Monta Bell is trying out the idea
of photographing the male members
of the "Personal Maid" cast sans
make-up. Rushes so far indicate that
it gives the men greater expression.
Vitaphone will release four organ
and song numbers on its current
short subject program. The first is
entitled "Just A Gigolo" and was
produced by Leon Schlesinger, producer of "Looney Tunes." This new
series will be known as "organ song-

Terry Carroll, sister of Nancy Carroll, will enact the part for screen
purposes in "Personal Maid," now
being directed by Monta Bell. Terry
has played in numerous pictures as
well as on the stage. She is a blonde
and about the same height and
weight as the Titian-haired Nancy.

HAROLD MULLER
FIRST

4 Film Theaters in Virgin Islands
natas."
St. Thomas, V. I. — Four motion
t's new
Paramoun
Georges
his American
will make
man,Metaxa,
picture theaters, all equipped for leading
on
WOR
station
over
debut
radio
sound, are now in operation in the
Virgin Islands Two of these are in Thursday evening, as the guest of
t. John
this city, and are owned by Ameri- Radie Harris, radio columnis
cans, one is in Christiansted and the W. Green, composer, will act as acother in Frederiksted, St. Croix.
companist besides playing a solo conOnly English language films are
shown.
sisting of numbers from "The Smil-

ing Lieutenant."

CAMERAMAN

Independence 3-0743
Wisconsin 7-541*

Sophistication Ditched!

NEW

YORK'S

Heart

GREATEST

CR

William Boehnel, World-Telegram
"Dix has topped his work in 'Cimarron/ Has all the ingredients a popular film should have —
laughter, tears, and thrills. Excellently played and directed. It's worth seeing."

Regina Crewe, N. Y. American
"Richard Dix does it again ! . . . offers a gripping characterization which equals his best efforts.
Ideal combination of thrills, tears and laughter . . . about the acme of popular motion picture
entertainment. Highly hilarious sequences fill the Mayfair with long, loud laughter . . . furtive
kerchiefs dab at tears that just won't stop flowing. Our congratulations to Radio Pictures on
'Young Donovan's Kid.' It's a winner."

Irene Thirer, Daily News
"Here's one to make you laugh and cry. It's a tear-jerker ... all of its sentimentality rings true.
Loads of action and a big kerchief full of tears, You'll go strong for 'Young Donovan's Kid'
if you're human— and who isn't?"

Don Hancock, Film Daily
"Jackie Cooper gives remarkable performance in tear-producing drama. Great audience
appeal. Tear-jerker par excellence . . . sure-fire audience getter."
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Day!
THIS TITAN AD:

Julia Shawell, Evening Graphic
"Gangster vehicle for Richard Dix worthy of 'Cimarron'. Dix and Jackie Cooper give outstanding
performances . . . had every audience sobbing yesterday. Dix is grand. Packs an appeal that should
make it a smash hit in the program variety. Best attraction the Mayfair has had in many weeks."

Motion Picture Daily
"Highly dramatic and entertaining talker. Human interest story which packs a wallop throughout."

Pare Lorentz, Evening Journal
"Great performance given by Jackie Cooper ... a youngster who will tear your heart out ... a
child actor with enough appeal to melt the heart of an undertaker's assistant. He's great. That
lad could perform 'Macbeth' and I'd like it."

Marguerite Tazelaar, Herald Tribune
"Strong human interest film . . . directed with admirable speed. Dix a
melodramatic performer of the first water . . . Jackie Cooper a moving
and convincing actor.
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EMPTY SEAT INDICATOR
PUT OUT BY MAJOR CO.
Chicago
Known
as the Strowger
I eli
sm and developed and
perfected to enable the management
of a theater to make as full use as
possible of the entire seating capacity
by maintaining constant contact between the various parts of the house
and the main entrance, a seat-checking plan is being marketed by the
Major Equipment Co.
By its means the exact number of
seats available in every section may
be quickly and accurately transmitted to the lobby or foyer, resulting in the seating of waiting patrons
immediately as seats become available
The system is said to consist of a
number of dial sending stations located in the various aisles, and a
receiving station at the main entrance
or in the main lobby. By operating
the did! at the "sending stations, the
ushers in any aisle may signal the
number of seats available in that
aisle, to the usher at the main entrance or lobby, the signals appearing visually in the form of illuminated numbers on a display panel.
In the case of larger theaters, several
groups of receiving stations may be
necessary at strategic points, to control waiting patrons in different parts
of the theater, and so relay information on to the main lobby, it is pointed out.
No two houses are exactly alike
in the floor arrangements or in the
flow of patron traffic, so that no
standard arrangement of Tele-Chec
service can be made to fit all conditions. While the individual units
are standardized as to mechanical
design, they may be arranged in virtually any desired combination to
meet individual sets of conditions, the
company states.

i By M. P.

NEW

FILM COOLING SYSTEM

Hopkins, Minn. — William Cruze
plans the erection of a theater here.
Chicago — A new scientifically de- \\ ork on the new structure, it is resigned film cooling system that is Parted, will be started in the fall.
said to do away with high temperatures on the film, lessen fire hazard,
Roanoke, Pa. — A 700-seat house is
lengthen film life and eliminate sound to be erected
here at an estimated
distortion by preserving the sound Theater
cost of Corp.
$150,000 by the Suburban
track, is being marketed by the Chicago Cinema Equipment Co., manufacturers of booth, stage and orchesOklahoma City — Contracts have
tra equipment.
Cooling blasts of air, it is pointed been let for the erection of the 460seat house to be built here by
G.
Are you keeping a constant check out are directed around the film by Waldron of the Film SneakerH. Co.
an
electric
motor-driven
centrifugal
on the sound in. your theater? Good
Work will be started immediately,
xmnid is equally as important as fan. An auxiliary baffle may be adthe
house
to be ready for occupancy
1.
Aug.
justed to direct the blast-air over the
good pictures, for if the picture is
entire
film
trap
and
shield.
good and the sound reproduction is
The device, adaptable to Simplex
poor both are condemned and the
and
Motiograph projection heads,
Richmond, Cal.— Plans and specifiexhibitor suffers financially. Therecations for the theater to be erected
may be quickly installed without
fore, a daily check on your sound re- drilling or in any way modifying the here by United Artists
have been
production will go a long way tomachine. It does not require any filed with A. j. Hurley, city building
ward maintaining summer patronvaluable space, nor will it interfere inspector. The new house will seat
*
*
*
with, film threading, framing, adjust- 1.000 and will represent an investage.
ment of approximately
$150,000.
ments or repairs, the company claims.
Theater managers and operators,
and particularly those who have not
had too good a winter season, are inB. A. Minnie Talker Set Ready
clined to be pessimistic at this time
London
— A new miniature talker
of the year, and to talk about poor
attendances inevitable in the summer
set, designed particularly for home
A combination automatic change- use was demonstrated recently by
months. Experience of the past few
over and cooling plate, known as the British Acoustic.
years has shown this to be a mis- Senator, and manufactured by the
taken attitude. Good business can be
done even in the hottest days if show- Sentry Safety Control Co. of Philamanship isemployed. Wise booking;
delphia, has been taken over for distribution by the National Theater
clean, fresh atmosphere in and about
the theater, and good and seasonable Supply Co.
The device is designed especially
service to patrons will often beat the
hottest days summer
may bring.
for sound equipment, for installation
directly over aperture, and is said to
be simple in construction, compact,
speedy, noiseless and positive in action.
B. E. Jufre, president of the Allied
Tobis World Installations 1,405
Seating Co. of New York, specialists
Berlin — A Tobis-Klangfilm anin the repair and reconstruction of
nouncement as of May 1 places the
theater chairs, announces that his
NATIONAL THEATRE
company has been awarded contracts total number of sound installations
SUPPLY
COMPANY
Branches in all Principal Cities
to repair chairs in the following the company has made throughout
houses: RKO Shoreroad, Brooklyn; the world at 1,405. In Germany
for.
National, Brooklyn; New 14th Street, alone, 930 sets are accounted
Manhattan: Broadway, Haverstraw,
CMALL electric fans, if not allowed
to appear too ostentatious, can be
made to contribute much to the atmosphere of freshness around the theater. When some sort of publicity
motif employing one or two fans,
with flying van-tinted ribbons, can
be devised, the running of the fans
will add to the coolness of the lobby
without appearing to serve that express purpose.*
*
*

National to Distribute
Projector Safety Device

JUST
AROUND
THE
CORNER

Repairing Contracts
Let to Allied Seating

from every American
theatre

Novel Underwater Light
A water-tight lighting unit said to
have been designed for use under
water to illuminate objects, water it- X. Y.; Yalley, Spring" Yalley, N. Y.;
self, or water sprajrS, in gold fish New Granada, Pearl River, N. Y.,
N. J.
pools and fountains in theater-, is and the Broadway, WoodclifT,
being offered by the Display Stage
Sound Co. Formed in Bombay
Lighting Co, of New York. Made
Bombay
— Universal
Sound
Sysof bronze, water-proof throughout,
tem, Ltd., has been formed here and
the device contains an aluminide rewill soon
begin
installation and
serflector equipped to take up to a 100- vice.
watt lamp, the company states.
Installs Arctic Nu-Air
Arctic Nu-Air cooling equipment
has been in-taMed recently in the following northwest theaters: Tone,
Minneapolis; Alo, Pipestone, Minn.;
Family, North Branch, Minn.; Star,
Flandrew, S. D.; Tona, Owatonna,
Minn., and the Dakota, Sioux Falls,
S D.

THEATERS

Draperies

Magnascope
Screens

mf

m.

340 W. 4 1st Si. I

SI

STAGE

HIGH
intensity lighting units, properly designed, give excellent service — spotlights,
floodlights, strip lights, sciopticons, or any other
form of lighting apparatus used on the stage — also
color frames,
lighting
supplies.connectors, and miscellaneous stage

Settings
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New York Gly
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Acoustical
Banners

Universal Electric Stace Lichtinc Co., Inc.

321 West 50th Street
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More Care and Cleaning of Film
Needled For Clear Reproduction
A show can be completely ruined
by using dirty, damaged or poor film,
and for this reason alone the utmost
care should be lavished on the film
itself.

Handy Test Device
A handy compact trouble detector, known as "Test-OLight" and consisting of a tiny
lamp in the top, with two highly insulated leads, convenient
for locating burnt out fuses,
electric light and motor troubles, faults in circuits, etc., is
being offered by the National
Theater Supply Company.

Every exhibitor and projectionist
has experienced the rain marks and
cloudy effects often seen on a picture, and those who deal with sound
reproduction from film know the result of a similar defect on the sound
track. This coupled with the fact
that the films used for sound reproduction are necessarily much more dusty atmosphere may be responsible
expensive than the silent variety, has for scratches. It is in this connecmade the matter of film mutilation a
tion that great care should be taken
problem of extreme importance.
in rewinding, and the "pulling down
of film" — that is, holding one reel
The responsibility of maintaining stationary
and revolving the other to
film in good condition is incumbent
tighten the film roll thereon. The
upon the entire industry — on the ex- result is that a large number of
changes, on all theaters of whatever small scratches are made on the film,
type, and upon those who handle
film. The cleaning of film should not caused by the difference of the movements of the layers of film and the
only be the duty of the exchanges inevitable presence of a small amount
and the first-run houses — for approxi- of dust. These scratches are evenmately only 10 per cent of the movietually filled up w.ith dirt, and form
goers in America attend first-run the "rain marks" all too common in
houses — but film should be cleaned most houses.
with care in some manner by every
user, if only run through velvet or
Many of the causes of damage to
soft cloth, care being taken that the film are quite preventable by a little
cloth itself is free from dirt or dust. timely care on the part of the operaThe favor of all classes of theater
tor. Check your machines, your film,
patrons must be retained, whether and your threading up, for, remember, another operator is going to have
they attend first-run or subsequent
run houses.
your film after you have finished
with it, and he, too, takes a pride in
Bad rewinding and bad repairing
account for more than 50 per cent his show, and would appreciate receiving films that have been given
of the cases of film mutilation. The
good
care.
making of splices is a matter that
deserves very much more consideration than it has apparently received.
Issues Lighting Catalogue
Poorly made splices are directly rej
Chicago
— A 100-page catalogue on
sponsible for enormous amounts of
damage to film that would not have electrical lighting equipment for the*
occurred if the splice had been cor- aters, giving complete specifications
with illustrations in colors, has been
rectly made in the first place.
issued by the Major Equipment Co.
Scratches are one of the most an- Reflectors for all uses, stage lighting
noying types of film mutilation, as products, both permanent and portfilms with this defect are more likeable, window lighting, flood lighting
ly to be passed on to other exhibitors and cove lighting are among the subthan films damaged in other ways.
jects treated.
Generally speaking, scratches may be
due to roughened surfaces with which
the films come in contact while runOpen Air Theater to Have Sound
ning through the projector, and whicfi
Columbus, O. — Max Stern, owner
normally should be highly polished. Dirt or dust will cause of Olentangy Park, large open-air
park of this city, has conunending
annoyance,
and
even
a amusement
tracted for the installation of RCA

25 Sweet Smells
A range of 25 floral odors for
use in spraying theaters to
perfume the air is being offered
by the Hewes-Gotham Co. of
New York.

Photophone equipment to be used in
presenting outdoor motion picture entertainment during the summer. This
is one of the first outdoor amusement
parks in the country to install sound
equipment for outdoor talking movies. Special equipment to neutralize
foreign
noises is said will be provided.

ALTERATIONS
Haverstraw, N. Y. — Alterations
and general improvements, including
the installation of sound equipment,
are being made at the Capitol.

VENDING MACHINE DEAL
MADE BY OHIO M.P.T.O.
Cleveland — Vendola Corp., manufacturers of candy vending machines

for theaters, announces through X*
N. Saunders, general manager, that it
has entered into exclusive arrangeYonkers, N. Y. — The Warburton is
ment with the Motion Picture Theundergoing extensive repairs inside.
ater Owners of Ohio whereby the
old
one. facade also will replace the
A new
state exhibitor organization will cooperate with Vendola in the installation of its candy machines in theaters of this state.
Elyria, O. — Sound equipment is beVendola
candy machines will be
ing installed and interior decorations
made at the Rialto.
installed free of cost to theater owners. In entering into this arrangement with Vendola Corp., P. J.
Wood,
business manager of the M.
Lisbon, O. — Plans have been completed and arrangements made for P.T.O. of Ohio, feels that he is renextensive remodeling of the Opera
dering a service of unusual economicHouse. Work calls for removing the value to all theater owners of the
balcony wings and the upper and state.
lower boxes. The entire lower floor
Adds Equipment for Show Print
will be re-seated with new upholDallas — Duke H. and R. O. Evans,
stered chairs.
operators of the Evans Printing Co.
of this city, announce the installation of additional poster equipment
Yakima, Wash. — Bids have been
called for by the Hughes-Franklin to meet the demands of exhibitors for
interests from contractors for remod- poster service in the southwest. A
eling and reconstructing the Empire. complete show print service, with
posters up to and including 24-sheets,
wood block engraving, placards, heralds, etc., is now being offered by
Springfield, Mass. — Permits by the the company.
office of the building commissioner
have been issued for alterations to
the Capitol in the sum of $8,000.

YOUR PATRONS

Know the difference!

Hyannis, Mass. — A new combination heating and cooling system, new
chairs in the orchestra, new carpets,
drapes and lighting fixtures are being installed at the Idle.

The smooth, silent sweep of
Vallen - controlled Curtains
puts an added punch in every
picture and stage production.
Your patrons know the difference . . . Increase their
enjoyment and you increase
your patronage. Send for a
ment today.of Vallen Equipcatalogue

Bay City, Mich. — Complete remodcuit. eling and redecorating is being made
at the Regent of the Butterfield cir-

Stockbridge, Mich. — Alterations
and renovations are being made at
the Star, recently leased by Gilbert
Randall and Roy Adams.

VALLEN ELECTRICAL CO., lie.
AKRON

-

-

OHIO

INVISIBLE
Changeover

wait

DON'T

until an inspector comes around
to tell you to fix your chairs.

REPAIR
MAKE

YOUR
YOUR
SPRING

CHAIRS
SQUAB
SEATS

NOWI
SEATS

Repairing — Reseating — Upholstering
Estimates cheerfully given

Allied Seating Company
GRamercy
303 4th Avenue
5-5833 New York City at 23rd St.

"Thide"
Automatic Shutter Control
with

3-wirc circuit

fool »»itch

Standard equipment in over 1,500
theatres. Fitz Motiograph Models
P and A. Simplex and SuperSimplex and Sure-Fit. With or without Rear Shutter Mounts.
Rear Shutter Mounts require Model
D type. Convert your Model A to
Model D type. Brackets and parts
on order.
Send for literature.

DOWSER
157

Rogers

Ave..

MFG. CO.
Brooklyn,

N.

Y.

THE
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"Women of all Nations"
with

V irior McLaglen,

Lowe

Edmund

a nd Greta Nissen
Time, 72 mins,

GREAT
LAUGH
NUMBER
WITH FLAGG AND QUIRT UP
TO THEIR OLD TRICKS— AND
MANY NEW ONES. FINE CAST
AND RACY
DIALOGUE.
Raoul Walsh has handled this
laugh-maker with all the snap and
dash shown in other McLaglenLowe features. This time the men
are in the Marines, seeing the world
and particularly Creta Nissen, whom
they meet in Sweden. Both fall for
Iter glances and the usual fray between Flagg and Quirt is on. The
Marines move on to Nicaragua,
where they assist in aiding earthquake victims and at the same time
bring as much discomfort to each
other as is impossible. They finally land in Egypt, trailed by Greta,
who meanwhile has become one of
a Prince's many wives. The situations are ludicrous and the dialogue
at times bordering on the risque, is
snappy and extremely funny. El
Brendel and Jesse De Vorska contribute much of the merriment.
Cast: Victor McLaglen, Edmund Lowe,
Greta Nissen, El Brendel, Fifi Dorsay, Marjorie White, T. Roy Barnes, Bela Lugosi,
Humphrey Bogart, Joyce Compton, Jesse
DeVoraka, Charles Judels.
Director, Raoul Walsh ; Author, Barry
Connors; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, Jack Dennis; Cameraman, Lucien
Andriot ; Recording Engineer, George
Leverett.
Direction,

Excellent.

Photography,

Fine.

"The Maltese
with Falcon"

Novarro

in

"Daybreak"

Bebe Daniels
and Rieardo
Cortez M-G-M
Time, 75 mins.
Warner Bros.
Time, 75 mins.
FAIRLY
ENTERTAINING
MODERATELY INTERESTING COMEDY DRAMA. STAR FINE
IN FAMILIAR STORY AGAINST
MYSTERY
MELODRAMA
VIENNA BACKGROUND.
HELPED BY BREEZY PERFORMANCE BY RICARDO CORRamon Novarro and Helen ChandTEZ.
ler combine their efforts to keep this
Although crammed with uncon- one out of the so-so class. They
vincing situations and weak dialogue, make an agreeable team, with
this adaptation of Dashiell Hammett's Novarro especially displaying a keen
novel carries enough suspense to get
sense of comedy. The story maby without any serious kick-backs.
terial is trite, and loosely constructRieardo Cortez works hard to put the
ed, but the dialogue is bright and
story across but Bebe Daniels' appeal
is confined to wearing a number of merry. The yarn has a young lieugorgeous gowns and displaying what
in the King's Guards falling
appears to be advanced fashions. The in love tenantwith
teacher. He
story concerns the chase for a missing tells her that a hepiano
must wed a girl
"maltese falcon," a statuette of great in his own class and she starts out
worth, which Cortez, a private detec- to go to the bow-wows with the aid
tive, is tracing. Cortez has been en- of a wealthy chap, played by Jean
gaged by Bebe Daniels for the search, Hersholt. After some other business
and after many involved situations, not strikingly important to the main
in which sinister characters pull guns theme of the story, the girl abandons
and jump out of windows, the mys- her life as a kept woman and a
tery is solved. Dudley Digges gives
with the lieutenant ena convincing reading of a master happy ending players
all contributed
sues. The
crook, and the rest of the cast is
good performances.
suitable.
Cast: Bebe Daniels, Rieardo Cortez, Dudley Digges, Robert Elliott, Thelma Todd,
Otto Matiesen, Oscar Apfel, Walter Long
Dwight Frye, J. Farrell MacDonald, Augostino Borgato, Una Merkel.
Director, Roy Del Ruth; Author, Dashiell
Hammett; Adaptors, Maude Felton, Lucien
Hubbard. Brown Holmes; Dialoguers, same •
Editor, George Marks; Cameraman, William
Kees; Recording
Engineer,
not credited.
Direction, Fair.
Photography,
Good.

Cast: Ramon Novarro, Helen Chandler,
Jean Hersholt, C. Aubrey Smith, William
Bakewell, Karen Morley, Ken Douglas,
Glenn Tryon, Clyde Cook, Sumner Gretchell,
Clara Blandick, Edwin Maxwell, Jackie
Searle.
Director, Jacques Feyder ; Author, Arthur
Schnitzler; Adaptors, Ruth Cummings, Zelda
S«ars; Dialoguer, Cyril Hume; Editor, Tom
Held; Cameraman, Merritt B. Gerstad;
Recording Engineer, Douglas Shearer.
Direction, High Grade. Photegraphy, Good.

"High Stakes"

Winnie Lightner in

"The Sky Raiders"
with
with Lloyd Hughes, Marceline Day
Columbia
Time, 59 mins. Lowell Sherman and Mae Murray
MODERN AIRPLANE STUFF, RKO
Time, 72 mins.
WITH AIR RACKETEERS FURLOWELL SHERMAN GIVES
NISHING PLENTY OF EXCITETHOROUGHLY
ENJOYABLE
MENT AND ACTION.
PERFORMANCE
IN STRONG
This is the modern version of the COME
DY-DRAMA.
western pursuit picture, with the actum transferred to the sky instead of
This production, adapted from the
the plains. And zooming airplanes successful stage play, gives Lowell
take the place of the dashing broncs. Sherman unlimited opportunities to
The airplane stuff is well handled,
show comedia
his versatility and worth" as a
and some good action in the skies is light
n. It also provides
developed. Story deals with a pilot Murray with an excellent chanceMaeto
who loses his license after crashing parade around the sets in stunning
a plane when drunk, and works his gowns and entranc
negligees.
way back to the service by tracking Sherman, a chronic buting
good-natured
down the air bandits who rob the
inebriate, objects to his wealthy
air express. The big climax is well
brother'
s marriage to Mae Murray,
built up to hold the suspense. The
gold-digger many years his junior,
air express takes off, with the hero awho
successfully pulls the wool over
who is hep to the racket, bound and
her
husband
's eyes. Sherman, in his
gagged by the gang. He breaks away own way, graduall
y collects facts rein time to go in pursuit, followed by
the young wife's past and at
an army pursuit plane of the border the finishgardingconfront
s her, and her lovpatrol. There is a girl kidnaped, of
er, with his findings. Although a bit
course, by the gang leader, and every- talkative at first, the picture settles
thing works out according to schedextremely interesting seule a la the old time western. But down to quenceanof events
for the last five
the kick is certainly there in the ex- reels.
citing pursuit, and parachute jumps.
Cast: Lowell Sherman, Mae Murray Ed,x?is}
:
f?yd
Hughes,
Marceline
Day Morley,ward Martindel, Leyland Hodgson, Karen
Wheeler Oakman

. Walter Miller. Emerson
Treacy, Ed Le Saint. Kit Guard. Ashley
Buck. Jerome J. Jerome, William H
O Bnen, Jay Eaton, Dick Rush.
Director, Christy Cabanne ; Author Harvey Gates; Dia'oguer. same; Adaptor, sametditor Gene Havelick ; Recording Engineer,
toward
Bcrnds ; Cameraman,
not listed.
Direction, Fast. Photography,
Good.

Ramon

Charles Coleman, Philip Smalev.
tordon. Levey, Alan Roscoe, Maude Turner
(Ethel

Director, Lowel Sherman; Author, Willard
Mack; Adaptor. J. Walter Ruben: Dialoguer same ; Editor, not credited; CameraKn"s
Direction,

' ; Recordin8 Engineer, George
Fine.
Photography,
Good.

"Gold Dust Gertie"

Warners
Time, 81 mins.
FAIR LAUGH NUMBER FOR
THE
POPULAR
CROWDS
WITH WINNIE LIGHTNER DOING GOOD WORK IN WEAK
STORY.

Winnie Lightner, ably assisted by
Chic Johnson and Ole Olsen, delivers afair proportion of laughs in
a rather weak story. Winnie is a
breezy go-getter who has tried the
marriage market several times, having married in turn Olsen and Johnson, who are working in a concern
run by an old gentleman. The concern manufactures bathing suits, and
the two comedians eventually get
married again. Winnie breezes into
their life once more, looking for
alimony. A series of complications
take place, with the boss eventually
falling for Winnie and marrying her,
and everything is hotsy totsy. Lloyd
Bacon did a good directorial job
with some rather tough material, and
the cast throughout is much better
than the story. However, Winnie
succeeds in keeping the fun going,
and she is her usual riot in several
of the high spots. Olsen and Johnson furnish her able comedy supCast: Winnie

Lightner, Chic Johnson,

Ole Olsen. Claude Gillingwater, Arthur
port.

"The Lawyer's Secret"

with

Clive Charles
Brook, Rogers
Richard
Arlen,
Paramount
Time, 60 mins.
GOOD DRAMATIC OFFERING INVOLVING MURDER
WORKS UP TO STRONG CLIMAX WITH HUMAN INTEREST TOUCHES.

This one was built up into a good
bit of entertainment principally
through the work of Clive Brook and
Richard Arlen. Charles Rogers has
a thankless part in an unsympathetic
role, and only at the end when he
turns out to be a regular fellow does
he get a chance to make his fan
following feel comfortable. It's his
first serious role, and he made a
good job of it. The story deals with
the shooting of the proprietor of a
cheap gambling joint by another
gambler, and Buddy Rogers, son of
wealth, is an unwilling accessory to
the murder,
he having loaned his
gun to the

criminal. The gun
just
been bought from a sailor, played by had
Richard
Arlen, so that circumstantial evidence pins
the crime on him, and he is condemned to
be hanged. The drama is built around the
inability of the lawyer, Clive Brook, to divulge the confidences of his client, Rogers
and the situations are very tense. The lawyer stages a showdown, and solves the matter
satisfactorily, saving the brother
of his fiance
and also the sailor.
Cast: Clive Brook, Charles Rogers, Richard Arlen,
Wray, Jean
Francis
McDonald, Fay
Harold GoodwinArthur,
, Syd Saylor
Lawrence La Marr, Robert Perry,
Wilbur
Mack.
Directors, Louis Gasnier, Max Marcin ;
Dialoguers, same; Editor, not listed; Cameraman Arthur Todd; Recording Engineer
A. Goodric
J. Directi
h.
on, Satisfa
ctory. Photography Good.

"Ubangi"

William M. Pizor Time, 59 mins
AFRICAN
TRAVELOGUE
COVERING ADVENTURES OF
EXPEDITION WITH WILD ANIMALS CARRIES FAIR
AMOUNT OF THRILLS.
This is the camera recording of
the highlights of an expedition in
the Belgian Congo, conducted (by
Doctors Louis
Neuman, Jacques
Maus and Daniel Davenport. The
two former representing Belgium,
and the latter the United States and
Canada. Chief
interest
centers
around Dr. Neuman, head of the
expedition, who does some shooting
of big game and proves that he had
plenty
"Had,"
. We
for he ofwasnerve
killed
by say
a chargi
ng
rhinoceros, and you see everything
but the actual mangling of the body
of the scientist. Tribal customs of
the wild Ubangi tribe are shown in
detail, and the action shots cover
some good thrills in encounters with
lions, rhinoceros, elephants and
many other animals in the big game
class. An explanatory talk accompanies the incidents of the picture.
As a travel subject in the African
wilds, it will appeal to those who
like their wild animal pictures. Some
of the shots are bad, and it looks
as if the terrific heat had spoiled
parts of the film, for they are very
blurred. But the big proportion of
the film is good photography, considering all the handicaps.

Hoyt, George Byron, Vivienne Oakland, Dorothy V. Christy, Virginia Sale, Charles
Director.
Lloyd Bacon; Author, Len HoiCast: The three scientists, and a small
Judels.
lister; Adaptors, William K. Wells, Ray army
of natives accompanying the
Ennght; Dialoguer, Arthur Caesar; Editor
Direction and camera work byexpedition.
Doctors
not listed ; Cameraman, James Van Trees ; Louis Neuman and Jacques Maus.
Recording
Engineer,
not listed.
Direction, Satisfactory. Photography,
Direction, Good.
Photography, O K
Spotty.

THE

Lew

Ay res in

"Up
for Murder"
with Genevieve
Tobin
Universal
Time, 75 mins.
FAIR MURDER DRAMA WITH
NEWSPAPER
BACKGROUND.
HAS GOOD CAST AS ITS MAIN
ASSET, BUT IS LACKING IN
DECISIVE PUNCHES.
Lew Ayres, Genevieve Tobin and
Frank McHugh, the latter supplying
comedy relief, are barely able to keep
this story at the proper suspense
level. It is just another murder yarn,
with Ayres, as the impulsive youth,
accidentally killing his newspaper
publisher-employer in a fight over the
society editor, Genevieve Tobin,
whom the boss has been keeping. In
order to avoid involving the girl in a
scandal, a fake alibi is framed up, but
the lad gets the full penalty from the
court. At the last minute the girl
saves him from the chair by revealing the truth, and the two lovers are
reunited for the fadeout. Plot and
motivation are none too strong, nor
are the theme and its handling particularly suitable for family trade.
Ayres works hard, sometimes too
hard, with a role that has little guts
to it. Miss Tobin is attractive and
capable. McHugh does fine with the
comedy end, but it is limited.

Cast: Lew Ayres, Genevieve Tobin. Dorothy Petersen, Purnell Pratt, Frank McHugh, Kenneth Thompson, Freddie Burke
Frederick, Betty Jane Graham, Aileen Manning.
Director, Monta Bell ; Author, same ;
Adaptor, James Whi taker ; Dialoguer, same ;
Editor, Ted Kent ; Cameraman, Karl Freund ;
Recording
Engineer,
C. Roy Hunter.
Direction,
Fair.
Photography,
Good.

E mil J a nnings in

"Der Grosse Tenor"
("The Great Tenor")
Ufa
Time, 55 mins.
EXCELLENT
GERMAN
DIALOGUE COMEDY WITH JANNINGS DELIVERING
SPLENDID PERFORMANCE. WILL
APPEAL
MOSTLY
TO GERMAN AUDIENCES.

Bob Steele in

jSEfr*

"The Ridin' Fool"

Tiffany
Time, 58 mint.
GOOD FAST-ACTION WESTERN WITH STRONG
DIRECTION AND BOB
STEELE
SHOOTING THE WORKS WITH
PLENTY OF FIGHTING THAT
THE FANS WILL GO FOR.
Director J. P. McCarthy handled
this one with plenty of snap and a
lot of neat directorial touches that
are not often encountered in Westerns. Bob Steele was given a fat part
in a story chock full of action, and
makes the best of it. The star and
his pal are mixed up in a murder
they did not commit, and this keeps
them hopping just a few steps ahead
of the sheriff's posse all the time.
They also have a habit of falling in
love with the same girls, and fighting
over them. First a Mexican gal who
double-crosses both of them, and then
the heroine, whose brother is the
real murderer in the case. There is
a wow of a pitched battle between
the two pals barricaded in the town,
and the sheriff's posse. There is a
tougli villain in the form of a Mexican who makes plenty of trouble for
the pals, but everything works out
satisfactorily when the girl's brother,
dying, confesses the murder. Has
the stuff the fans eat up.

"Le Mystere de la Cham("The Mystery of e"
the Yellow
bre Jaun

Presentations

Osso Productions
Time, 105 mins.
FRENCH Room")
DIALOGUE
FILM
ELABORATELY
PRODUCED
WITH FINE TECHNICAL EFFECTS AND ACTING, BUT TOO
INVOLVED AND DRAGGY.
This is an Osso Production from
Paris, an adaptation of the famous
detective mystery novel by Gaston
Leroux. It needs cutting, and plenty. The characterizations are beautifully handled, and the atmospheric
shots are superb. Especially the big
climactic court room scene, when the
hero newspaper reporter dramatically
discloses the unsuspected and prominent murderer, seated in the chamber. But too many of the scenes are
dragged out to interminable length,
and overstre-sed. This slows up the
tempo, and kills the fast movement
of the plot as developed in the novel.
Roland Toutain, as the newspaper reporter, who carries the brunt of the
action, is about the best of the younger school of actors ever seen in a
French film. Looks good from all
angles, with looks, personality an3
fine acting talent. He should be a
great bet for some American producer.

A snappy and colorful show for
the Paramount stage, emphasizing
the comedy angle. It is called
"Venetian Serenader," with a setting
of the Italian city, with a good effect
in the movements of two sail boatback stage, which separate at intervals, disclosing bits of the performance. The stage band are in Venetian costume, and the costumes of
the Russell Markert Dancers help
to 1 mild the atmosphere. Bayes and
Speck, a comedy team, carry the
brunt of the show, being on and off
for several good bits. They have
a fast patter of gag lines that went
over strong. Other acts are Henri
Therrein, Zita Rossi, Bobby Gilbert,
Dorothy and the Four Yellow Jackets. This last, a good acrobatic act,
went through some clever routine-.
Plenty of harmony from the stage
band that kept the show pepped up.
Rudy Yallee was on the bill as the
special feature attraction, with his
orchestra, and contributed his latest

Cast : Boh Steele, Frances Morris, Josephine Velez, Florence Turner, Eddie Fetherston,
Ted Adams, Al Bridges. Fern Emmett, Gordon DeMain, Jack Henderson.
Director, J. P. McCarthy; Author, Wellyn
Totman ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same ;
Editor,
Charles Hunt ; Cameraman, Archie
Stout.
Direction, good.
Photography,
okay.

Cast : Roland Toutain, Huguette ex-Duflos,
Maxime Desjardins, Marcel Vibert, Van
Daele.

pop numbers.

'Son of the Land"

Dita Parlo in

Amkino

Time, 73 mins.

TYPICAL RUSSIAN PROPAGANDA FILM THINLY
DISGUISED UNDER DEVELOPMENT OF FAR EAST. HOLDS
LITTLE FOR AMERICAN FANS.

Just another of those things from
the Soviet, trying to push over the
old propaganda, showing how the
poor ignorant natives in the barren
Jannings shifts from tragedy to wastes of one of those Mongolian
countries are tyrannized over by the
comedy in this all-German Erich
ruling class. The film is presented
Pommer production and does a grand ostensibly as the development of the
job of it. The story, not so new, is land with modern methods, such as
competently enacted and carefully an irrigation dam, and the poor
directed. It's told almost entirely downtrodden natives enabled to culin dialogue, but songs are also
tivate their land and assert their inincluded. Jannings plays a strutdependence over the old feudal barting, philandering operatic tenor.
ons, or what corresponds to such in
Dissipation causes him to lose his
voice while on a South American that country. There is a thread of
tour. He returns to Germany to his a story running through it, with a
loving wife, who is hapnv at his fail- poor native as the hero being educated by the Russians, so that he can
ure because it brings him back to
her. The tenor goes farmer for a go back to his people and help run
while, and then his voice returns and the new dam. Of course the tyrant
he resumes his operatic career. Un- is overthrown, and everything is
like many another continentally-made hotsy totsy. The only entertainment
pictures, the women in this one are value in this pix is the views of the
wild wastes, and the unique types and
mighty attractive.
Cast: Emil Jannings, Renate Mueller, customs of the nomadic people. But
Olga Tschechowa, Hans Moser, Max Guel- as film entertainment from an Amerstorff, Eduard von YVinterstein, Willy Prager. Siegried Berisch, Evaristo Signorini, loss. ican point of view, it's almost a total
Oskar Sima, Vladimir SokolofT.
Director, Hanns Schwarz ; Author, Hans
Cast: Boris Ivanitski, Vladimir Vikulin,
Mueller; Adaptors, Hans Mueller, Robert
Liebmann ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor, Willy
Zeyn, Jr.; Cameramen. Guenther Rittau,
Konstantin Tschet ; Recording Engineer, Fritz
Thiery.
Direction, Al.
Photography,
Fine.
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Iona Brokski, rest of cast natives of the reDirector, Edward Ioganson ; American
gion.
MHvin I'. Levy; Cameraman, Alexander Gintzboorg ; no other credits furnished.
Direction, weak.
Photography, good.
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Venetian Atmosphere
Marks Paramount Show

All-Nations Program
Overflows Roxy Stage

Director, Marvel L'Herbier ; Author, Gas; Adaptor,
Marcel
Editor,ton Leroux
not listed
; Dialoguer,
GastonL'Herbier
Leroux ;;
The entire orchestra pit at the
Cameraman, not listed ; Sound Engineers,
L. H. Burel, Toporkoff.
Roxy
this week is raised and utilized
Direction, uneven.
Photography,
good.

"Tropen
Paramount

Nachte"
Time, 60

mins.

FAIRLY

INTERESTING MELODRAMA IN GERMAN
DIALOGUE VERSION. HOLDS INTEREST IRRESPECTIVE OF

FAMILIARITY
GUAGE.

WITH

LAN-

This is a German dialogue edition
of Paramount's "Dangerous Paradise," in which Nancy Carroll and
Richard Arlen played the leads. The

as the "front apron" of the stage.
The orchestra is placed on raised
platforms back stage. An extremely
colorful revue is presented, entitled
"Temptation." The idea carries the
"Women of all Nations" theme, in
as much as each number is costumed
for a different nationality. Two numbers are well danced by the Roxyettes, whotumes.
appear
in sparkling
cosViola Philo,
representing
Italy, renders a medley of operatic
airs. Miss Philo has a voice of unusual quality and sweetness. Walter
Abel, as "Mcphisto" is a sort of
master of ceremonies. Patricia Bowman's toe dance as "Pearl of India",
is beautiful and well done. Simon

"VicJoseph Conrad's
from
story, tory,"
is a melodrama
set in the
tropics, where a girl entertainer is
fought over by various men an9
finally wins the love of the upright
hero who had isolated himself in that

Kravaeff, Nina Polsley and the Rowdancers stage a Russian dance number that is fast and cleverly routined
and the Michael Trio, acrobatic
tumblers, round out a fine bill.

farawav spot to forget a former disillusionment. Background and action are practically a duplicate of the
English talking version, but the tempo in the German adaptation seems
much slower. Dita Parlo, playing
the Nancy Carroll role, is attractive
and capable. Her supporting cast is
good. The trend of the story can be
followed very easily whether the
audience understands German or not.

Waring's Pennsylvanians
Score Big at Capitol

designated as a "German
Though drama,"
musical
the production has
only one bit of song, which is a pleasing little number.
Cast: Robert Thoeren, Wernei Hollmann,

Fritz Greiner, FriU Rasp, Manfred Furst,
Dita Parlo.
Director, Leo Mittler ; Author, Josepl
rad ; Adaptors.
Egofi
Bis, Rudolph
Kasts
cher ; Dialoguers,
same ; Cameraman.
Rene
Guiffart.
Direction, slow.
Photography,
ok

A rare treatment in stage -how
entertainment is being furnished to
Capitol eu-tomers this week, with
Waring's Pennsylvanians and Kate
Smith, radio name, topping the bill.
in number
wows
bandand
The
with
Miss'emSmith,
number
after stage
her powerful
but -weet voice, IS
valuable
addition
to the program.
Waring's
Pennsylvanians,
which
is
just about the best stage group in
the business in the opinion of this
reviewer, never mi--.
Their re]
diversified,
and
i- excellent
toire
song
moving hits from ].-.

in Blue" i- given a t'.mt.i
pretation and an outsl tnding
he domino numb<

■

"2000 B.C
Peppy

'Stout Hearts and Willing
Time, 20 mins.
e
PathHands"
.1 Knockout
This i- the first offering of the
it's
of Hollywood,
Club
easily the andfinest
It rates
bear.
aMasquers
kidding example of the old-time niellerdrammcr
ever produced
on the
Here we
screen, to our knowledge.
have all the old favorites— Our Nell,
the Old Folks, the Old Homestead,
the Villain with the Mortgage,
the
Pure
Hero with High
Ideals, the
Old Mill with the villain planning
the murder
of the hero hy slicing
It's
half with the buzz saw.
in
him
one swell, howling
parody
on the
triumph of Right over dastardly Villainy. Done with class, an all-star
for the
timed
perfectly
cast, and
laughs that click like a box-office
turnstile working overtime. And what
a cast!
Everyone in a spot that fits
like butter on toast.
Frank
Fay,
the hero; Lew tody, the villain; Alec
B. Francis, the broken father; Mary
Laura La Plante,
Carr, the mother;
the virtuous heroine; and Tom, Owen
and Matt Moore
as the three bartender.^ who look just alike. Add to
these the Original Keystone
Cops
doing their stuff the way they did in
the old Mack Sennett slapstick days,
to
something
and boy, you've got lights
and shout
stick in the marquee
For it is a feaabout like a feature.
ture— short and very sweet.
It's a
mention
pleasure to give honorable
to Bryan Foy as director; Harry Joe
Brown as supervisor; authored by Al
Au-tin
and
Walter
Weems.
And
whoever
gagged
it deserves a permanent place in the Comedy
Hall
of
Fame.
If
you
pass
this
up
you're
a goof and a sucker.

"The Foolish
Snappy Forties"
Educational
Time, 21 mins

"A College Racket
Educational

Time, 20 mins.

RKO

RKO

"Against the Rules"

Pathe
Time, 21 mins.
Flat
A pretty sappy so-called comedy
that fails to click. Franklin Pangborn and Tom Dugan are the comics
who overpower a titled English lord
and his lady in a hotel room, and impersonate them at a banquet where
they tell of their lion hunting exploits in Africa. The gags are far
fetched, and from any angle the offering rates just sillv. They went to
a lot of trouble to produce a very
flat comedy.
Chic Sale in

"The County Seat"

RKO

Time, 20 mins.
Fair
Chic Sale appears as the know-itall provincial and gives a good characterization, but the story will not
cause an overabundance of laughter.
Chic is the much abused farmer
about town who, throtifh meeting an
old friend of school days, puts over
a business deal which enables him
to "high hat" the townsfolk's. There
are a few good laughs.

Educational
Time, 7 mins.
Nice Cartoon
A Paul Terry-Toon, with the locale
placed 'way back in the prehistoric
period, and the Adam and Eve stuff
being pulled a la the Stone Age.
The loving couple make love to each
other with rocks, with little love
words carved on them, such as the
German "Fur Mich" (for me). And
when Romeo gets that rock love note,
he knows he has had something. It's
lively, with good cartoon gags, and
done with appropriate incidental music and sound effects.

A Vanity Comedy, featuring Glenn
Tryon, Vernon Dent and Betty Lorraine. It is a fast moving and nicely
paced college comic, with plenty of
slapstick gags. The college class
stag
a racket at the Pirates' Den, a
nighes
t club forbidden them by the
dean. Here they start to wreck the
place, when one of the boys arrives
disguised as the college professor, and
they all beat it. He sells the proprietor of the night club the idea that
if he will return the I.O.U.'s of a
Bobby Jones in
certain student, which is himself, he
"The Niblick"
will see that the boys patronize the
club every night. The arrival of the Vitaphone
Time, 9 mins.
real dean starts the fireworks with
Very Good
This is an interesting release for
the discovery of the imposter, and a
free-for-all as the other students
both
golfers and those who don't
come to the rescue of their pal.
know the game. It has been cleverly
worked out without any effort being
made to put over a lot of questionable comedy in the dialogue. Jones
plays some difficult niblick shots with
uncanny precision. If the audience
knows that the golf ball is supposed
(Continued from Page 1)
to landficient
in the
cup, that will be sufknowledge
several years of struggle, and indica- Charming People," and is following
to guarantee a few
tions point to increased activity. With this with "The Man Who Killed," minutes of good entertainment.
which a prominent continental star
the continual rise in distributors' in
is to be featured.
"The Strangler"
quota obligations, it becomes necesRadio Pictures is linked with As- Educational
Time, 11 mins.
sary for U. S. firms to obtain more
sociated Talking Pictures, the Basil
Okay Thriller
and more British pictures, and in Dean unit, which has turned out
One of the best of the William J.
view of the big grosses made by "Sally in Our Alley" and is working
many English films in the past year on others. P.D.C. announces that it Burns Detective Mysteries, for in
it is considered good business for will make its own pictures in future, this one they produce a real plot,
American companies to launch their and Fox is expected to settle here with some dramatic suspense buildown units here.
ing to a strong climax. A prominent
Other companies are ex- man's wife is
Paramount already has taken space shortly.
mysteriously strangled
pected to follow.
at the British & Dominions studios in
Productions now in work at the in her home. The detectives finally
Elstree for a considerable number of lows:
various British studios are as fol- track down a gang hired to kill the
husband, but the strangler killed the
years.
It has
completed
"These
wife by mistake. It carries its inStarring
BRITISH
INTERNATIONAL
PICTURES
Directed by
terest as a murder chapter from real
life,
and
has been well handled for
Walter Summers
realism and thrills.
"The House Opposite"
Wallace
Geoffrey
Walter
Summers
"The Flviner Fool"
Stanley Lupino
"Love Lies"
Lupino Lane
Norman
Walker
Godfrey
Tearle
"Just a Gigolo"
"The Shadow Between"
Athene Seyler
Milton Rosmer
Vitaphone
Slow Time, 8 mins.
"TheLove Lorn Lady"
Miles Mander
Madeleine Carroll
"Fascination" (Regina)
TWICKENHAM
STUDIOS
This is a "novelty organ-songnata" that lacks a punch and carries
Rodney Steps In" (Fox) Guy Newall
little of interest. It is a series of
BRITISH
& DOMINIONS
Nelson Keys
double exposures, badly photographed
Arthur Varney
"Almost a Divorce"
and poorly synchronized. Cameron
Sydney Howard
Crosbie, organist, is shown at the
Louis Mercanton
Godfrey Tearle
"Those Charming People"
Jack
Raymond
Sydney
Howard
console
playing "Just a Gigolo" while
"Up for the Cup"
Matheson Lang
Herbert Wilcox
a series of drawings pass across the
"Carnival"
screen in panorama. A singer is inJoseph Schildkraut
troduced and he renders two choruses
GAINSBOROUGH
PICTURES
of
the number.
Walter Forde
"The Ghost Train"
Jack Hulbert
GAUMONT
"Memorial Day"
Victor Saville
"Hindle Wakes"
Sybil Thorndike
FitzPatrick
Time, 4 mins.
BRITISH LION FILMS
Patriotic Flash
Benita Hume
Footsteps in the Night" Maurice
Made especially for Decoration
A. S. F.Elvey
I.
Donald
Calthrop
Day
week, this short is a series of
Harcou
rt
Templeman
"The Bells"
titles and shots of still pictures of
STOLL
Sinclair
Hill
Lincoln, Grant, Roosevelt, Wilson
Arthur Wontner
"A Gentleman of Paris
and
other presidents. It ends with
NETTLEFO
LD KingSTUDIOS
George
an American flag, which pulls the
Stewart Rome
usual applause.
"Deadlock"
A Gayety Comedy featuring Ford
Sterling and June MacCloy. The
comedian is the proprietor of a
modiste shop, and falls for the wiles
of a girl who persuades him to visit
her apartment in the evening and
bring along some of his most fashionable gowns. Then the girl and her
male partner, a couple of blackmailers, get him soused, photograph him
in a compromising position, and settle for a $10,000 check. But the cops
bust in in time to save him, but
Ford Sterling has a tough time
straightening it out with the wife.
The comedian handles his part with
plenty of comedy class, and rolls up
the laughs easily.

See Increased Production
By U. S. Firms in England

EASTMAN'S LATEST
CONTRIBUTION...
... is a remarkable super-speed panchromatic negative film that simplifies
production, yields finer sound pictures
than ever . . . and sells at the same price
as regular negative. The whole industry is the winner by this latest Eastman
development. Eastman Kodak
pany, Rochester, New

Com-

York. (J. E.

Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New York,
Chicago, Hollywood.)

Eastman Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative, Type 2

ji
f the Scree
u tal
of tender
jthos
and
rare
romance
Will break
the Roxy
//
recor d.
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$102,004,009 Gross in 1930 Sets New Fox Peak

MOVIESVAID SOUGHTjN 'SAVE LEGIT PLAN

Normal Number of Summer Closings in New York Area

Only

200 Theaters Dark
Out of 1,100 in
Territory

Number of houses closed in the
territory served out of New York
City indicated that business here is
not in the same condition as in other
localities throughout the country. Two
hundred theaters out of a total of
1,100 are closed. This is a normal
number for this season.

Jolson Would Do 'Lawd' Under Griffith
Negotiations for the film rights to "The Green Pastures," big
Broadway hit, have been started by Al Jolson, who admits he
is anxious to play the serious role of "The Lawd" in the Negro
production, preferably under the direction of D. W. Griffith. Jolson says he is acting in his own behalf, without reference to any
motion picture affiliation with United Artists, although he may employ the services of Morris Gest as exploitation director.

Use of Dark Film Houses
for Drama is Aim of
Press Agents
All major circuits will be requested to co-operate with the Theatrical
I're-s Representatives of America in
their "Save Our Stage" campaign to
accumulate a sufficient number of
theaters throughout the country to
guarantee{Continued
theatricalon producers
coastPane 4)

Swivel-Chair Management
TEC ART STUDIO EIRE
33 PER CENT OF GROSS
Ordered Out by Sam Katz
NOW FROM FOREIGN FIELD
Foreign accounts now

make up 33

Managers of Publix houses have
been instructed by Sam Katz to cut

down 'swivel-chair management' and
per cent of Fox's gross film rentals, says Harley L. Clarke in the get out on the floor of the theater.
company's annual report released Declaring that this is a time when
yesterday. Increase in number of showmanship ability of managers is
wired houses abroad promises a conurges the mantinued expansion of this market, said put to the test, Katz
agers to establish more personal conClarke.
tact with patrons, make them feel
more at home and promote a more
the theabout
inviting atmosphere

Fingerlin Heads Exodus
From Paramount Studio

ater. "The person who under-estimates the human element in show
business is making a great mistake,"
he says. "Since our merchandise is
entertainment, we are practically selling a state of mind. Therefore, anything which contributes to that state
of mind is of vital importance. Nothing can take the place of a welcoming, human touch to put the patron
in a receptive frame of mind for
maximum

enjoyment."

Gross Income of $102,004,009
Reported by Fox for Last Year

John W. Fingerlin, executive studio manager, headed a contingent of
about ISO employes of the Paramount
New York Studios whose services
were terminated at the end of the
week. Practically all departments
Exceeding all previous records,
were affected. Arthur Cozine, as- gross income of $102,004,009 and net
sistant studio manager, is understood
operating profit of $10,251,827 are
shown in the annual report of Fox
to be Fingerlin's successor.
Film for the year ended Dec. 27,
1930, issued yesterday by Harley L.
Clarke.
Production
in England
Net operating profit amounted to
Now Exceeds Quota Needs
$4.06 on the 2,525,660 shares of A
and B stock outstanding at the close
the year. Of these shares 1,600,London — Supply of good British of
000 were not issued until April 17,
pictures is now so plentiful that ex- 1930. After deducting $1,046,392 of
hibitors not only are showing the
non-recurring expenses part of which
regular quota required by the Films were incurred prior to 1930, there
Act, but in many cases they are remained $9,205,435 available for
showing more than the quota of Eng- dividends. This was equal to $3.64
lish films, said W. R. Smith, Par- a share on the stock and compares
liamentary secretary to the Board of with a net profit of $9,469,051 in the
Trade, speaking before the House previous year.
of Commons.
Theater
receipts of direct subsid-

CAUSES $50,000 DAMAGE

West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Damage in excess of
$50,000 was caused by a fire which
swept through the Tec Art studios
as result of an explosion in a cutting room, said to have been due to
friction overheating a movieola. The
machine was being used at the time
by Mildred Johnson, film editor. The
fire destroyed a positive print of
'Wild Horses," starring Hoot Gibson, released by Hollywood Pictures
of New York.

Columbia Is Establishing
Foreign Film Department

iaries in 1930 were
$51,414,002,
as
Columbia is forming a department
to
distribute foreign pictures in the
compared with $39,962,044 in 1929.
United States. Successful showing
The production department of the in various sections of talkers made
business was put under budget con- abroad has led to the plan.
trol for the first time late last year
and savings of at least $3,000,000
are expected to result this year, says
Publix Managers
to Aid
Clarke, who adds that in 1930 administration and distribution costs
In Real Estate
Renting
were more than 45 per cent lower in
comparison with film rentals than
At the request
of Theodore
C.
they were
in 1925.
Increase in foreign business, a 21
PubParamount
Young,
lix realhead
estateof the
department,
Publix
per cent jump in new-reel business
are to i
for 1930 over 1929 and 14 per cent theater managers
increase in newsreel account
with their district office in the rentthe first three month-, of 1931 as
ing of vacant store and office I
A
compared witli the same quarter i" in their building.
1930, arc reported
by Clarke.
In- was instituted son:
(Continued
on Pagi
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Two special announcements of exventory write-off was on a basis of
I0KN W AUCOATE
Editor and Publisher
treme interest to all golfers who will
52 weeks.
fol- compete at the FILM GOLF
account
imparative income
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FINANCIAL
All securities markets were closed
Saturday in observance of Memorial
Day.

Claims Prior Right
To Show "Hell Bound"
Alleging prior right to the picture,

the Savoy of Jamaica has filed suit
in the Supreme Court, New York
County, asking an injunction be
granted restraining Tiffany, RKO
Film Booking Exchanges and Long
Island Operating Corp. from permitting exhibition
of "Hell
Bound"
at the Merrick,
Merrick,
L. I.,
June
C. Decision is expected early this
week. Attorney Louis Nizer argued
the case for the defendants, and Attorney Lewis Alterman represented
the plaintiff.
David Trachman Dies
David Trachman, attorney, who
has been an assistant to Louis Nizer
for the past three years, died Friday
morning. Trachman, who was 29
years old, was buried Sunday in
Brooklyn.
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24,158,544
2,678,761

1,548,330

1,672,652

790,057

1,199,430

2,290,250
1,133,106
248,254
10,251,827

1,266,000
9,469,051

1,046,392

The balance sheet shows total assets of $201,354,475, as compared to
$124,243,716 at the close of 1929.
Company's reserve fund, which
stood at $11,576,297 on Dec. 28, 1929,
was reduced to $2,999,395 as a result of the following charges during
the rear:
Extraordinary expenditures incurred during
the period of financial readjustment, less
portion assumed
by associated company:
Proposed financing pursuant to the terms
of the Bancamerica-Blair Plan, not consummated, $748,245.90. Authorization of additional 4,000.000 shares of capital stock,
$257,851.18. Additional compensation and
bonuses paid to employees, $1,322,722.28.
Legal fees, $2,038,711.52. Accounting fees,
$168,281.86. Outlays in connection with
acquisition of British properties, not capitalized, $1,286,290.71. Cost of proposed acquisition of British properties, not consummated, $177,872.47. Outlays in connection
with "Grandeur" film experiments, settlement of royalties previously in dispute, and
sundry non-operating charges, $489,426.04.
Outlay on repurchase of "A" stock of Fox
Theatres Corporation from Case interests,
$437,500.00. Amount of reserve considered
excessive and restored to surplus, $1,650,000.00.

wooden golf clubs (drivers and brassies or spoons) of standard make,
have been donated by RKO Pathe.
Details regarding the manner of
competition for the clubs will be announced later. Nat Lewis, as is his
Ljcnerous custom, will give a special
prize to the best dressed golfer in
the tournament. Lewis, as is also his
custom, has not told the committee
the nature of his donation, but there
is every assurance that it will be
worth while dressing like a Beau

Brummel.

Helen Twelvetrees Wins Suit
Los Angeles — Superior Court has
held that Helen Twelvetrees and Edward Slater, driver of her motor car,
are not liable for damages in the
$100,000 suit of Anna Ruth Price,
injured in a collision in April, 1929.

Incorporations

NEW
YORK
CHARTER
Tobis
Theater
Corp. ; Rosenberg,
Goldmark
& Colin,
165 Broadway,
New
York.
1.000 shares common.
Tobis Forenfilms;
same as above.
DELAWARE
CHARTER
Publix Bamford Theater, Inc., Bronxville,
N. Y. ; Corporation Trust Co., Dover, Del.
100 shares common.

June 1-2: Annual
of Benson
Allied Exhibitors of meeting
Northwest,
Hotel,
Portland,
Ore.
June 6-8: Columbia western sales meet,
Roosevelt
Hotel, Hollywood.
June 10:

Nineteenth
Film Country
Golf Tournament, Fenimore
Club,
White Plains, Westchester, N. Y.
Adjourned annual meeting of Fox
Film Corp., New
York.

June 15:

Annual Convention of Southeast
Theater
Owners, Atlanta.

June 14-18: Annual convention of Advertising Federation of America, Hotel
Pennsylvania, New York.
June 16-17: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Wisconsin, Hotel Pfister, Milwaukee.
Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Minneapolis.

MacLean and Millhauser
Leave Radio Pictures
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Douglas MacLean and
Bertram Millhauser, associate producers at Radio Pictures, have resigned,
John Burgh becomes assistant to
Paramount has set five produc- William LeBaron and also supervisor,
tions for June release, as follows:
succeeding Pandro Berman, who has
June 6, "The Lawyer's Secret," been made producer. It is reported
featuring Clive Brook, Richard Ar- Radio will not give increases when
len, Charles Rogers, Fay Wray and renewing
contracts.
Jean Arthur; June 13, "The Vice
Squad," and
featuring
Paul Lukas,
Francis
Helen Johnson;
June Kay
20,
Flinn and Lalley to be Tried
"Newly Rich," featuring Mitzi Green,
Justice
Alfred Frankenthaler has
Jackie Searl, Edna May Oliver and
dismissed an application for a writ
Louise Fazenda; June 27, "The Girl of habeas corpus which the attorneys
Habit," featuring Charlie Ruggles,
which includes Donald Meek, Sue for John C. Flinn and Henry F. LalConroy and Tamara Geva; June 27,
ley submitted to the court. Date for
"I Take This Woman," co-featuring trial has not as yet been set.
Gary Cooper and Carole Lombard.

Five June Releases
Set By Paramount

U May Distribute "Enemies of Law"
Universal is understood to be interested in distributing "Enemies of
Mildred
Dalzell Injured
the Law," produced by S. S. KrellWest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
berg with Mary Nolan, Johnnie Walker and Lou Tellegen.
Hollywood — Injuries that may disfigure her permanently were sustained by Mildred Dalzell when the automobile inwhich she was riding met
with an accident. Miss Dalzell was
cut by flying glass.

New

j|J. E. Brulatour, Inc. ||

27,305,357
3,873,560
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Studio
and
Location
Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly H.ie.
Powers Clnephone Equipment Corporation
T23-TTH

AVE.. N. Y.

BRYANT

Territorial Representatives Wanted
The biggest premium proposition ever
presented to the motion picture industry. No investment on your part if you
meet requirements. Straight commission. Exclusive territories. Selling
starts now. Deliveries commencing
Aug 15th. Only capable men who have
made big money wanted.

Popular
Classics, Inc.
EDWARD GOLDEN
Room 1314

1560 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Tel. ME. 34440

9-6067

ERPI Service
... not just a word but

Insurance
against

program interruption
E R r I S nation-wide staff of engineers gives a

therefore, is an absolute necessity to the theatre

new meaning to that much abused and mis-used word

owner. Western Electric Sound Systems are designed

— "service". Ordinarily, it means rectifying trouble
after something has gone wrong. ERPI SERVICE,

and made with all the skill and care that goes into Bell

however, means trouble prevention — a service of
insurance. ERPI SERVICE actually has proven that

designed nor how well made delicate electrical or mechanical equipment maybe, constant care is the price

it is more than 95% a preventive and less than

of continuously satisfactory performance. ERPI SER-

5%

an

emergency organization.

ERPI

SERVICE,

System telephone apparatus. But no matter how will

VICE isyour insurance — a small price for big returns.

Westerm^Electric
SOUND
Northern

SYSTEM
I l«-«-i ri<- In lanadn
Distributed by

Electrical Research Products Inc.
250 West 57th Street. NewYork
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HAYS' AID TO BE SOUGHT

COLUMBIA CONTINGENT
Chicago — Columbia's three-day
regional convention here got under
ress
way yesterdaj at the Cong
on
Hotel The New York dele,gati
includes Joe Brandt, Jack Colin Lou
„ Weinberg, Rube JackH.,i,. Hode, Henri Brunet, Milton
, Charles Mintz, Irving LesHa'nnock
ser and Charlea McDonald. Others
in attendance are: Phil Dunas, b.
Moscow and W. Benjamin, district
rmanagers; Atlanta-W. W Ande
er, G Y. Harrold, U. 1.
h, F. Shepard, W. T. Richards.
Charlotte — R. J. Ingram, A. E.
Rock, L. O. Ro>c; Chicago—Dave
Dubin, manager, C. W. Phillips, G.
Clair, E. W. Johnson, L. H.
Miller, T. Greenwood; Dallas — J.
B. Underwood, manager, R. D.
Bower, W. L. Pcnn, Jas. L. McKinney; Des Moines— J. Levy, manson,
ager, C C. Brydon, R. D.H.Abel
Shaht,
T. Murray; Detroit— C.
manager, S. Nathanson, G. L. McCoy. B. Rose; Indianapolis —, M.W. SolG.
omon, manager, H. S. Gans
— L
Craig, O. Kushner; Kansas City
D. Ross, manager, W. Bradfield, J
Rosenberg, J. Flynn, L. T. Garlow;
Memphis— J. J. Rogers, manager, T.
B. Haynes, T. O. Tuttle; Milwaukee
—J. L. Clarke, manager, H. H.
Greenblatt, S. R. Chapman, F. W.
B. C. MarGebhardt; Minneapolis—
cus, manager, M. H. Evidon, A. B.
Leak, S. Frank, J. H. Jacobs; New
J. J.
Orleans— H. Duval, manager,
iacher; Oklahoma City — F. L.
Stocker, manager, E. R. Slocum, S.
E. Gibbs; Omaha— L. D. Durham,
manager, D. L. Donelson, W. Riddle, W. C. Wallace; St. Louis — H.
Kaufman, manager, E. Dunas, W. M.
Light, S. H. Abrams.

French Indie Exhibitors
Forming Buying Syndicate

parjs — A movement is again reported under way among local independent exhibitors to organize a
cooperative film buying syndicate. It
is stated that more than 100 theater
owners have signified their intention
of joining the combine, and that the
plan will be put into operation in
September.
12 of Fox's 1931-32 Films by Aug.
Twelve of the 48 pictures on the
1931-32 Fox program will be completed before the beginning of the
new season on Aug. 9, it is announced. New improvements at the
Fox West Coast studios have enabled work to progress at greater
speed than ever before.

COMING

& GOING

OTIS SKINNER sailed Friday night on
Bremen
for Europe.
GEORGE CUKOR left Sunday for Hollywood to direct "Cobra" for Paramount.
J. A. THORP of British International
Pictures sailed Friday on the Majestic for
England.
GEORGE AKERSON of Paramount Publix is on a trip to Washington.
DEWEY D. BLOOM left Saturday for
Canada.

the
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Mentioning
Worth
Thought
Never
WE
THINGS
reduced
Bronx
the
in
theater
e
Navajo
the
that
Till Now
ors in
operat
ion
non-un
ed
and employ
its prices recently
operaunion
by
d
pickete
was
it
an effort to keep running
employ
not
does
theater
"This
read:
which
tors carrying signs
members of Local 306, Motion Picture Operators Union."
so one of the partners in the Navajoe picketed the front also,
"This theater cannot AFFORD to emcarrying this sign
s Union!"........
Local 306, M. P. Operator
ploy members of wasn't
volleying the ball right back with a
that
and >!mebbe
snap!
*

*

*

*

• • • THAT THIS reminds us of the picketing of Lee
with a woOchs' theater, the Tuxedo, up in the Bronnyx,
and when
canvass
use
man going around in a house-to-ho
and
responded
Joonior
Phil
she rang our doorbell
Tuxedo
the
patronize
not
should
he
that
him
told
the gal
"Say, lady, as long as they
and Phil Joonior up and sez
And
show those GOOD Westerns, me and my gang will GO.
that's that!"
as he politely closed the door
and as
a matter of fact, that is THAT
• • • THAT some Film Execs rate themselves 100 per cent,
but it's the fellers who do business with 'em daily who can give
that if we wanted to be real
you the Correct Percentage
cynical, we might call 'em Talk Errs ........
*
*
*
*
• • • THAT the florists in this hamlet are also feeling the
depression
since Julius Singer of Universal has decided
to economize
and only wears two carnations a week instead of seven
like he has been doing for the last 67 years
he has been in the film biz
that Julius also claims that
you cannot properly judge the final status of the 16 millimeter
field until perhaps another year
because then it will be
five years old
and can be judged on the same basis as
the Soviet Five Year Plan
that if we are willing to give
the Russians a chance to show something
Five-Year-Plan deserves a break, too

Julius Singer's

• • • THAT
Charlie Husted, one of the real ole timers,
going back to old Triangle days, when his dad was vice-prexy
of Mutual
is now
special representative
at the Hotel
Victoria
and almost daily you can find Charlie holding
court
with a bunch of the Pioneers sitting around the
lobby, swapping stories about this biz when it WAS a biz
to hear them tell it
but was it?
ever?
or
just another racket?

•

•

•

THAT Bert Adler's kolyum, "Will I Ever Forget?"
in the Empey Picture Club Bulletin
has all the
members worried for fear Bert will call the turn on 'em
and how Dirty he could be if he wanted to be!
with his
inside informashe
that the "Daily Mirror" is daily asking
"What
do you working
girls expect when
you play
Pick-up?"
f'gawdsakes, and we thought all the time that
Walter
Winchell
was supplying
the scandal
that you
muggs should pay attention to that Cigarette Ad, and "Consider
your
Adam's Apple"
for abeLucky
the core
and that would
awful bite might Strike it to

to-coast bookings for one-night
stands. Campbell B. Casad has beer
appointed chairman of a committee,
which will call upon the Hays office
with the suggestion that arrangements be made whereby the big film
companies having closed houses will
make these darkened theaters available for the proposed legitimate road
shows.

Co-operation has already been signified by Dr. Henry Moskowitz of
the League of New York Theaters
and Frank Gillmore of Actors'
Equity. The suggestion regarding
the motion picture tie-up was urged
by Mark Luescher and Burns Mantle
at the last T.P.R.O.A. meeting. It
is expected that the move, if successful, will provide employment for
thousands of actors and hundreds of
advance men and company managers.
'Name' Acts for Loew Houses
In an effort to bolster up summer
business, Loew is planning to book
big name acts into its houses. Waring's Pennsylvanians, which opened
Friday at the Capitol, is set in for 12
weeks, which they will play as follows: Paradise, New York; Valencia, Jamaica; Journal Square, Jersey
City; Palace, Washington; Century,
Baltimore; Penn, Pittsburgh; Ohio,
Columbus; State, Cleveland; Great
Lakes, Buffalo; State, Rochester, and
Palace, Syracuse.
R. & R. Open New Dallas Offices
Dallas — New headquarters have
been opened by R. & R. at 2009^
Jackson St. with D. Bernbaum in
charge. The office is for the purpose
of the administration of R & R. Theaters, Inc., which is holding company
for real estate involved in the
Hughes-Franklin circuit, and also for
the operation of houses in McKinney,
Hillsboro, Cisco and Little Rock,
which were held out of the HughesFrankin purchase.

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

June 1
Clive Brook
Ralph Graves
Martin Berman
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«

»

»

»
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Fox Appeals to Supreme Court Over Georgia Tax

FIRST-RUN PRODUCTSHORTAGE GETSACUTE
Projectionists1
Locals Agree
on Summer
Rialto,
10- Week Scale Cut To Aid
RCA
Starts Building
The Knockers

— are having a feast
—

By JACK

ALICOATE

—

.... .
.
Whispering
Brigade

Right now. with
salaries
being
slashed, staffs being
pruned, admission
prices being cut and the industry
'■rally at a low ebb, we have at
least a bull market in rumors,
innuendos, and at times semimalicious whisperings. With a
sort of every - man - for - himself

spirit in the air, industry co-operation, in many spots, is glaringly
lacking. That the motion picture industry, along with the rest of the
country, must go through its liquidating process, is but good, hard, common sense. From a comparative
standpoint the film business stands
high among industries hurt by the
depression, continuing to show a
profit where business in general
seems happy to keep out of the red.
What the industry seems to need
most at this time is sound thinking.
*
*
*
We hear very
Will Hays
little these trytag days of the
And His Work
work of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America. Yet at no time
more than in the past 18 months has
this organization proven its worth,
under the energetic guidance of Will
Hays, to every branch of the industry. It is interesting to contemplate
what might he the status of the film
business today were there not a
strong, understanding hand to keep
matters under control that might
otherwise have a tendency to become
unruly.
*
*
*
At leasl
'tie head man
has had tin- courage
take
the bull
by
the
horiK
and has ordered
that there will be no more retakes
in so-and-so
studio. And
this on
Killing
Retakes

(Continued

on

Paffi

2)

Circuits Favored in
National Vote

Projectionists'
unions
throughout
the country are understood to have
definitely agreed to the plan proposed by William F. Canavan, president of the I.A.T.S.E. and M
that their members employed by the
six major circuits rebate part of their
summer wages. Results of the national vote on the subject now being
(Continued

on

Page

1)

Television

Stations

Several television stations will be
built by Radio Corp. of America
within the next year, according to
plans under way. One will be on top
the new RCA building in New York,
and another on a still higher building in this city. A third is set for
the Pacific Coast, with other locations now being lined up.
There will be no conflict between
television in the home and motion
pictures in the theater, says David
Sarnoff, president of RCA, in a statement.

Rebate

Times Square, To
Go Dark First Time
in 15 Years

Scarcity
of first-run
produ
given as the reason for the closing
of the Rialto tomorrow night for at
least
six weeks,
marking
the
time in 15 years that thiSquare house has been dark.
cuit

Sb

officii

age
go
Film of Dai

'

(Continued

or.

INCREASESliUAiARIES
ISAAC H. RUBEN DIES;
N. W. CIRCUIT PIONEER J. W. MYERS LINING UP COLUMBIA'S NEXT MOVE
NEW SOUTHWEST CIRCUIT
Minneapolis — Isaac H. Ruben, who
with the late M. L. Finkelstein
founded the Finkelstein & Ruben
circuit, which they sold to Publix
a few years ago, died Sunday of
Dallas — J. W. Myers of New York,
heart disease at the age of 63. Ruben who has been in the theater busiand Finkelstein began their film venness 35 years and who said he owned
(Continued
on Paqe 4)
a grind house in Dallas many years
ago
is establishing a new circuit di

Frank Fischer Now Heads
Warner Wisconsin Houses

(.Continued

Milwaukee — Frank W. Fischer, Van
formerly operator of the Fischer cirBy
cuit in Wisconsin, has been named
St.
general manager of Warner Bros. Iola,
Wisconsin theaters, succeeding Ber- of the
nard Depkin, Jr. Fischer comes to Kan.
(Continued

on

Page

4)

on

Pane

i)

Detroit — A reduction of 30 per
cent in wage scale has been accepted
by
projectionists'
cut the
follows
similar union
action here.
aboutThea
week ago in Cleveland.

The
storycuts
of was
Columbia's
opp.
to salary
carried exclusively
in The Film Daily last week. In
officially voicing the policy, Cohn
said: "More money cm be saved in
careful production at the studios than
in the minor sums dediv
(Continntd

on

f'atic

4)

Hyning Re-elected
Tri-State Exhibitors
M.P.T.O. of Mo.-Kan.
Joseph,
Mo. — E. Van
Hyning.
Meet in Memphis June 7
Kan., was re-elected
president
M.P.T.O. of Western Mo. and
at the annual
convention
here.
(Continued

on Payc

I)

Georgia Gross Receipts Tax
Held Unconstitutional by Fox
Detroit
Operators
Take
30 Per Cent Reduction

Chicago — Next revision of salaries
< olumbia will be upward, declared Joe Brandt and Jack Cohn at
the opening of the midwest sales
convention at the Conyre~- Hotel.
1

Washington Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Georgia Kr"*s
receipts tax law is attacked as unci institutional in an appeal tiled by
\ Film in the Supreme

Court.

The appeal is based on the contention that the law includes receipts
from Federal tax and copyright.

Memphis — Annual
convention
the Tri-State
MP. I
uled for June 7 and S .it thi
(ette.
>\ford President
will preside.
K. X
"

Cleveland
Has

Exhib

of
ed-

A $'n

100' , Membership

Cleveland— The Cleveland M. P.
Exhibitor's Ass'n now boasts a 100
per cent
membership,
with every J.the-J.
ater in the
city repn
Harwood, president, announces. The
Washington circuit and the ScoviOe
Kssick and Reif circuit
k the
only houses that did i
"n to
the organization, joined last week.
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R. & R. Circuit Sells
Three Remaining Houses

The Knockers

JTNE
SUM MIL
III Ml OX

— are having a feast
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(.Continued from I'atie 1)
the theory that any competent director should know what it's all about
while shooting and that when the
last seem
ot the picture should
be ready. One of the glaring production leaks has been the retake
system. Getting away from it would
save bushels of dollars to producers.
But.
Can
they get away
from
it?

Huffman Out to Collect
On Cartooning Patents
Denver — Harry E. Huffman, president of the Aladdin and business
manager of a holding company controlling the Conkie patents, a system
of eliminating guesswork in the. synchronizing of animated cartoons,
leaves for Xew York on Thursday to
attempt to obtain a settlement from
companies using the system.

Dallas — Robb & Rowley theaters
in Mi Kinney, Cisco and Hillsboro,
which did not go into the HughesFranklin deal, have been disposed of,
with McKinney going to Roy L.
Brokman, manager, and W. G. Underwood, former partner in R. & R.
The town of Cisco was sold to K.
X. Greer, manager, and Underwood.
( . V. Jones, R. & R. auditor purchased Hillsboro in his own right,
and C \Y. Taylor remains as manager for Jones.
All three of these towns will be
operated as separate corporations,
neither to have any connection with
the other, it is said.
Other theater deals for the week
disclose that W. G. Underwood has
purchased the interest of Ray Stinnett in the Palace at San Antonio,
becoming a partner of Eph Charninsky
who
continues
as manager.

Death of 2-Operator Bill
Local Reel Being Tried
Saves $1,000,000 A Year
By Fox in Washington
Harrisburg — Annual saving of $1,-

Wellington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The Fox is trying
out the showing of special reels made
up of local news happenings. If popular, they will be made a regular
feature. The pictures are recorded
by
the local staff of the Movietone
News.

DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S
Today:

Annual meeting of Allied Exhibi
tors of Northwest, Benson Hotel

Portland,
Ore.
June 6-8: Columbia western sales meet
Roosevelt
Hotel,
Hollywood.
June 7-8:

Annual
convention
Tri-State
M.P.T.O.A.,
Hotelof Lafayette,
Memphis.
Nineteenth
Film
Golf
Tournament, Fenimore
Country
Club,
White Plains, Westchester, N. Y
Adjourned annual meeting of Fox
"Film
Corp.,
New
York.

June 10:

June 15:

Annual
Theater

Convention of Southeast
Owners,
Atlanta.

June 14-18: Annual convention of Advertising Federation of America, Hotel
Pennsylvania, New York.
June 16-17: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Wisconsin, Hotel Pfister, Milwaukee.
June 18-19: Theater
Annual Owners
convention
.of Jersey,
Allied
of New
Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City.
Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Minneapolis.

William Wilson Handling
31 Warner Philly Houses

000,000 to Pennsylvania exhibitors
has resulted through defeat of the
extra-operator bill, which lost out
Philadelphia — William Wilson, aswith adjournment of the state legissistant to William Goldman, zone
lature. Eight measures providing for
managei of Warner theaters in the
Sunday shows died.
NEW
YORK STOCK
MARKET
Exhibitors are somewhat elated in Philadelphia district, has been appointed supervisor of the 31 houses
Net
passage
of a Sunday baseball bill by
High
Low
(lose
Chg.
the
House.
Although
the measure here. Edward Peskay, who was sent
■i'A 4'A —
7A
I in. Ind, . .
$1,000,000 Suit Over Boston Met.
ailed to pass the Senate
owing
to from Philadelphia to St. Louis, has
I- in. Ind. pfd.
\\'A 11*4—2
Boston — Suit for $1,000,000 has
Kodak
1 29}4 \>S*A 125/2 — 4'A
lack of legislative hours, exhibs feel
been
filed
in
Superior
Court
by
14# 15
Goldman's
to become
.... 16
been recalled
1 m. "A" new)
Fox
Samuel Pearson of Brookline, a hat an ooenmg
a position
he formerly held.
wedge has been en- assistant,
4
3)4 3*4
tered
in
behalf
of
Sunday
shows.
37?-* 36V2 36/, — m
stockholder in Boston Metropolitan
I oew's,
Inc
85
83 83
— 3
do pfd. (6*4)
O. B. Olson With Alger
Buildings, Inc., which leases the
23
23 23+1
M G-M
pfd
RKO
Renews Dallas Lease
Chicago — O. B. Olson,
who
was
Paramount
Metropolitan, Publix house, charging
21^
20^
21
—
\'A
Pathe
Exch
Dallas — RKO has renewed its lease
VA
1
1
that
the
building
company
has
been
■A"
with Polka
Bros., is now3H
3J4 VA —
'A deprived of this amount because of on the Capitol for another year. The formerly
general
manager
of theaters
for E.
RKO
"A"
12
u'A
n?A —
Vj
house
closed
Mav
30
for
the
summer.
E.
Alger.
Warner
Broa
6?A
6
6H —
'A aileged excessive charges for films
rlo pfd
\(>y, 16/
16/ — 1/ and stage productions.
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Fox Thea.
"A"..
2% 2/
2/
Clara Bow Asks Release
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. 6/ 6/ 6'A +
A
Denver — Clara Bow has asked to
Technicolor
6/
5/
5/—
*4
Trans-Lux
6/
5/
5/—
X be released from her Paramount conHow would you like to look forward to an INCOME that
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
would be non-shrinkable, non-fluctuating, payable to you
tract,
and
the
request
now
is
being
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s4(L 29*4 29
29*4 +
*4
each month YEAR AFTER YEAR, even though you
onsidered, said B. P. Schulberg of
Loew
69 41 xwar.
95*4 95*4
95*4
should live to be a hundred years old.
the
coast
studio
while
here
to
meet
nonnl
6s 47.. 78
74/ 74/ — 4/
l ... loi ioi
ioi
For further information, write
S. R. Kent and Emanuel Cohen of
Path.
... 81/ 79/ 79/ — 1*4 the Xew York office for a conference
Warner'i
6s39 .. 38« 36J4 36/ — 1*4
ton production.
551 Fifth Ave.
New York City
Griffith Making Next at N. Y. Studio
D. \Y. Griffith will make his next
Phones
MUrray
Hill
2-7838-9
J. J. Fitzgibbon
Recovering
film at the Paramount studio. It
MOTION
PICTURE
INSURANCE
Toronto — J. J. Fitzgibbon of Famwill probably be "The Green PasA SPECIALTY
ous Players Canadian is recovering
tures," Pulitzer prize play. Griffith is
being backed by independent capitol. from
citis. a recent operation for appendi-

FINANCIAL
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I. W. MYERS LINING UP
NEW SOUTHWEST CIRCUIT
(Continued from Page

1)

theaters in Texas and Louisiana, he
announces. He has opened houses
jn Baton Rouge, Alexandria, and is
on a deal for a house in Terrell. He
iplans to take on about 15 houses and
to tie-up with Loew vaudeville.

Texas Governor Signs
Stench Bomb Measure
Austin, Tex.— A law imposing a
heavy penalty on anyone found guilty
of throwing stench bombs in theaters
has been signed by the Governor.
The measure was sponsored by the
Theater Owners' Protective Ass'n.

Projection School Head
Held for Stench Bombs
Seattle — Two young men are being held in jail charged with several
stench bomb outrages against Seattle
motion picture houses. One is Walter Kelso, proprietor of the Pacific
Coast Institute of Motion Picture
Engineers, a projectionist school.
The other is an employee of Kelso.
Ft. Worth Majestic Doubling
Ft. Worth — RKO's Majestic will
have a double feature policy during
the summer. On Tuesday and Friday after 9 P. M. the current picture and the feature to open the following day will be shown at usual
admission prices.
Chas. Koehler With Red Seal
Milwaukee— Charles Koehler, formerly assistant manager of the local
Fox "exchange, has been named as
booker at the local Red Seal exchange, succeeding Max Wiesner,
who is manager of the Security Pictures exchange, opened here recently.

Publix
Detroit
northeast
a house,

in New Detroit Sector
—
Publix
will enter the
sector on Labor Day with
as yet unnamed.

McFarland
Detroit —
been bought
local circuit
Olmstead.

Adds Detroit House
The Our theater has
by E. N. McFarland,
operator, from Vern

Fox Opening Hutchinson House
at
Fox
new
City— The
Kansas
Hutchinson opens June 8 under the
resident
of Ed Haas,
managership
manager for Hutchinson.

COMING

& GOING

GARY COOPER has arrived in N. Y.
d and will sail June 5 tor the
from Hollywoo
anean.
.Mediterr

BALLENTINE, manager of exE W
chance operations for RKO Pathe, is hack
from a tour of exchanges.
K<>Y DISNEY i- due in New York about
the end of the week from Hollywood.
Mils June :> on the
GLORIA SWANSON
He de France for a month's trip abroad.
F F STURGIS, salesmanaurr of Da-Lit*
York
Co., Chicago, is in New
Screen
ADRIAN', costume designer for M <> M.
arrives
from
the coast today.

ALON
RIALTO*

O&ILV

Till

(Continued from Page
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• SIDNEY R. KENT, vice-prexy of Paramount, is alhe has an uncanny
Parade
ways ahead of the Picture
knack of calling the turn on what John Public and his family
so the following opinwant in the way of entertainment
coming from Misions of the trends in public taste in pix
he sez taste in screen
are worth heeding
ter Kent
entertainment is swinging away from extreme sophistication to
sex subthat of clean, healthy, down-to-earth subjects
jects always will be treated in entertainment because that is life
but there is a right and wrong way of presenting it
.religious
and film patrons are INSISTING on the former
pictures, such as "The Christian," will be successful in the imwith public
will meet
subjects
gangster
mediate future
disfavor because the nation is tired of that phase of life
the underworld, just as has the
the screen has OVERPLAYED
by the
taste is explained
public
today's trend in
press
simple fact when entertainment reaches one extreme, it always
and that is the conswings radically to the other extreme
heart interest instead of gunplay is the
dition TODAY
and viewing Mister Kent as one of the main
public cry
which eternally has
Parade
marshals of the Paramount
Kent'sfilm pronounc
it
following
have
public
the
biz who ement
all in this
to Mister
SOMETHING
means
sense to listen
*
*
*
*
•

•

• • • BILL HURST, former foreign < editor of Fox News,
has an offer to take charge of an educational film expedition to
Bills
that
has a notion
Hurst
but Missus
Madagascar
just as well
Longisle,
can be done in Ainityville,
eddycating
Frank Whitbeck had a date
and she should know
and the
to visit a sick friend in Brooklyn two weeks ago
for
"Thanks
sez
and
him,
other day the mugg phoned
sounds like
not calling, Frank, I'm completely recoveredis." Joe Plunkett
s sec,
who
Steve Wright,
a dirty dig
rented a summer place at Jones Beach, Longisle, and is pa'"1after trying out all the differing the darn thing himselfat the result,
a neighbor suggested he
and looking
colors,
ent
call it Rainbow Inn
*
*
*
*

saw a lovely untenanted sum• RUSSELL MOON
but the owner
t River
Connecticu
the
mer bungalow on
didn't want to move in himself, nor would he lease it
so Russell thinks fast, and sez
and in these tough times 1
in free — as caretaker."
"Let me move
brightly
of men's clothes, who
designer
known
well
the
Lewis,
Henry
Goulding to play a special part in
was selected by Edmund
.
for "Fatty" Arbuckle...
"Night Angel," is a dead ringer
Budd Rogers is feeling pretty good these days over booking of
"Hell Bound" in de luxe Fox, RKO and Loew houses

•

•

LEO TRAIXOR and Jimmie Dunn, house managers
• • •
of the Rivoli, are trying to scare up a foursome for the Film
trouble is that some of the ushers play
Golf Tournament
and they are afraid of losing
do
better golf than they
Weiss is subbing
Milton
caste and prestige, as it were
the latter is
while
dep't,
press
s
for Milton Beecher, of Enigeem'Wall
these days
Street brokers
all the
in Hollerword
song a- if it were a prayer
that new
humming
are devoutly
the Shepherd Leads the Sheep Back Home. ..
"When

WILLIAM MORRIS now wears a French decoration
In recognition of his efforts in promoting international
worlds of France
good will between the amusement
and
amity
and America, the French Government has conferred upon Morris
Publique,
of "Officier de LTnstruction
the official decoration
yesterday.
York
in New
received
to cable advices
according
at a formal dinner
was made
of the decoration
Presentation
It was
in Paris
of Education
given by the Minister
manager
general
Lastfogel,
Abe
by
behalf
Morns'
in
accepted
of the Morris enterprises, who is now abroad engaging talent

•

•

•

«

«

GOOD PRODUCT SHORTAGE
FORCES RIALTO CLOSING

«

»

»

»

1)

which opens at the Paramount on
Thursday, was rushed from the coast
for the Broadway release, which was
not definitely set until it passed the
or board yesterday. Warners
and RKO will not close any of their
Broadway houses, even though RK< >
may not take up its option for the
Columbia product next season.
I'ublix recently closed one oi its
Minneapolis first-runs because of
suitable product shortage, and both
this and other circuits will have several more key city first-runs closed
this summer for the same reason.

Dubinsky and Publix
Reported Dickering
Kansas City — Negotiations arc reported under way for a deal between
the Dubinsky circuit of IS houses and
Publix. It would be either an outt.acquisition or an operation arrangemen
right

Williams Buying Houses
In Small Texas Towns
Dallas— J.

D.

William-

has

of .-man town t
stringmay
aBlacks
open a pleasure camp at
Lake Dallas.
Duffy-U. A. Deal Off
whereby
San
E, ■ Francisco — Deal
Henry Duffy was to produce plays
which would later be made into pictures by Samuel Goldwyn for United
Artists is reported off, for the time
being at lea-t.

un
to First-R
Back m,
Fox West
Coliseu
Coast theater, has been changed back
to a first-run house.
Seattle
The
Seattle —House

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
the following memto
DAILY
FILM
bers of the industry, who »re celebrating their birthdays:

June
2
Hopper

Hedda

Benjamin Goetz
Harry C. Arthur, Jr.
rank Melford
Glenn Cook
Williams
Ada
ioseph Nadel

-. 3&*\
SWIM IS ADDED ATTRACTION
AT FILM GOLF TOURNAMENT
i special added attraction for
in the
will compete
who
golfers
TOURNAMENT,
GO] F
FILM
Country
fane 10, at the Fenimora
i lul). the privilege of taking a dip
in the spacious swimming pool is
also included In the $10 entry fee.
This information was announced by
numbers of the tournament committee who visited the club Sunday.
terday, the FILM DAILY golf
editor wa> instructed to urge golfers
to include bathing suits with their
equipment. There will be ample time
for a cool swim in the clear waters,
during the interval between morning
Commitand evening sessions. The
tee also announced that the grounds
are in excellent shape for the championship form that is anticipated.
Fairways and greens have received
expert attention and are in readiness
for the fray. Every hole, from tee
inspected bv the committee and the entire course reported to
he in first class condition. Entries
continue to pile up. Send your name
in today.

Photographic Exhibit Holds Over

Lovers of art and expert craftsmanship will welcome the news
that the Irving Browning exhibition of photographic studies now
on display at the Motion Picture Club, have been retained for an
additional two weeks. Several more requests from the coast for the
38 photographic studies have been received by THE FILM DAILY
but according to present plans, the exhibit will not leave the east
until fall.

Van Hyning Re-elected
Mo.-Kan.
By M.P.T.O.
(Continued fromofPage
1)
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Frank Fischer Now Heads
Warner
Wisconsin Houses
(Continued from Page 1)

Milwaukee from Elkhart, Ind., where
John C. Stapel of Rockport, Mo., re- he was connected with Warner.
places Barney Dubinsky as vice presAnnouncement has also been made
ident. The board of directors rethat the contact office of the Wismains the same except for the addiconsin circuit has been switched to
Kan. tion of O, K. Mason, Hoisington, Chicago, where it will be under the
The convention passed a strong direction of J. S. Coston.
Bryn Griffiths has been promoted
resolution condemning the backing or
from
advertising manager of the
promotion of short subjects, features,
Venetian in Racine to manager of
or news reels by advertising inter- the house. He succeeds Charles
ests. Such advertising should go Nebel.
to the press, the resolution continued, rather than to the theater. Film
ads, however, when labeled as such, Ufa Signs British Casts
wne pronounced okay.
For English Versions
London — British players are being
Charles (Buddy) Rogers
lined up by Ufa to appear in English
Has Eye on Television dialogue versions. It is understood
St. Louis — Charles (Buddy) Rog- here that the German producing firm
has his eye on television and is plans a concerted drive for English
now building up an orchestra with trade. Among English versions
Increases in Salaries
a view to being among the first to planned are "Bomben auf Monte
cash in on the new form of enter- Carlo," "Der Congress Tanzt," and
Columbia's
Next
Move
tainment, he said while here for a an untitled Emil Jannings picture.
{Continued from Page 1)
of men and women in the dor.
week's
appearance
at the Ambassa!,. Id. In return for the efforts of
H. J. Steinberg Files
our employes during the past season,
Bankruptcy Petition
Columbia will make no salary cuts. Publix Urges Managers
Worcester, Mass.— Henry J. SteinIf anything, we are looking forward
To Work With Indie Units
to increasing salaries should the presberg, who built and for a time operPublix is urging its managers to
ated the Steinberg, has filed a schedent progress of Columbia be mainule in bankrutcy with liabilities listtake a more active part in the activitained."
ties of the various state exhibitor boded at $918,375, and assets of $30,510.
He names the Cosmopolitan Trust
ies throughout the country. It is
Fanchon-Marco in 3rd Publix
Denver— Publix will play Fanchon pointing out that such participation Co. of Boston as a creditor in the
amount of $350,000 on a note secured
and Marco "Ideas" at the Denver will produce many advantages both to
by mortgage on the theater. Assets
the
individual
and
organization.
Pubstarting this week, replacing the Publix has memberships in 20 units, all consist largely of 150 shares of stock
lix stage shows which had to jump
here from Chicago. F. & M. shows affiliated with or friendly to the M. in the Steinberg Theater Co., of this
city. Secured liabilities are placed
also have gone into the Paramount P. T. O. A.
840.
at $715,350, and unsecured at $202,theaters in Portland and Seattle.
Brennan Back At Staunton Post
Staunton, Va. — Charles J. BrenTheater Manager Resists Bandits
nan, who recently resigned as city
Two
New
Pathe Exchanges
Paterson, N. J.— Meyer Phillips, manager of Warner houses here, due
New
exchange
quarters will be ocassistant manager of the Warner to ill health, is back on the job folcupied shortly by RKO Pathe in
here, foiled the attempt of three banKansas City and Des Moines. Ray
lowing several weeks' rest.
dits to rob him of $2,000 in receipts
Nolan, the K.C. manager, is movBomb
Does
$10,000
Damage
on Sunday. Phillips finally was
ing this week into his new quarters
Louisiana, Mo. — The new Clark,
stunned, but the gunmen beat it
owned and operated bv Clark and at 1712-14 Wyandotte St., while
without the money.
Russell Armentrout of Pittsfield, 111., Manager Nate Sandler in Des
was damaged approximately $10,000 Moines will shift about July 1 to
Charlie Wilson Recovers
when
a dynamite bomb exploded in 1113-15 High St.
on — Charlie Wilson of the
the lobby of the structure. Repair
local RKO Pathe exchange, who suf- work is under way.
Warners Transfer Boston Site
fered a broken leg early in April, is
Boston
— Warner Bros, has transgetting along splendidly. Doctors
Union Protests 57 Per Cent Cut
ferred its title to the property at 52
Charlie can report for duty in
Ware, Mass. — Picketing of the Church St. to Jeremiah S. Connor.
a day or so.
Casino is being carried on by the This is the property containing the
Operators' Union, Local 186 of new United Artists exchange and is
Springfield, following lockout for assessed for $70,000, of which $44,Mouse Club Convention
protesting against alleged cut of 57 000
land. is on the 4,899 square feet of
Milwaukee — A state Mickey
per cent in wages. The theater in
Mouse convention is to be held
turn has filed suit against the union
in the Supreme
Court, Boston.
at Fox's Wisconsin here June
W. E. Replaces 1,754
6. Delegates from 17 WisconReplacements by Western Electric
sin cities will attend. Mickey
Swinging Sign Ordinance
Mouse clubs now have a memLansing, Mich. — An ordinance pro- of other makes of sound equipment
bership in Wisconsin of 25,000
hibiting swinging signs
over
side- now total 1,754, of which 1,387 are in
walks has been adopted by the Com- the U. S. and 367 abroad, the comchildren under 14 years old.
mon Council.
pany announces.

PROJECTIONISTS' LOCALS
AGREE ON 10-WEEK REBATE]
(Continued

from

Page

■ 1

1)

taken by 685 locals will be announced
tomorrow.
As an effort to relieve big exhibiting organizations during the off-sea- '
son, Canavan has recommended that
this plan be instituted June 8 and
operate for 10 weeks. Projectionists
receiving $60 or less would rebate
five per cent, while those getting
more than $60 a week would turn
back 7yi per cent.
The rebate, if carried out, will affect approximately 8,500 active operators. Circuits involved in the proposal are Publix, Loew, Warner
Bros., Fox, RKO
and Universal.

Isaac H. Ruben Dies ;
N. W. Circuit Pioneer
(Continued

from

Page

1)

tures about 23 years ago with one
house here. Finkelstein died last
January. Ruben is survived by a
widow, a daughter and four sons,
including Al Ruben of Mitchell May
Co., insurance brokers, and Eddie
Ruben of Paramount Publix.

Meglin Kiddies To Appear
In Short Subject Series
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Ethel Meglin, head of
the Meglin Dance Studios, will supply all-kiddie casts for a series of
12 one-reel novelties shorts, some of
which will be made in color. "The
Scarecrow
first subject.Loses His Throne" is the
West

Jeffries Film Plant Fire

Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Burbank, Calif. — A fire here destroyed several tons of film, injured
two men, and ruined the Jeffries
Film Reclaiming Company plant. It
was estimated that the fire destroyed
property valued at approximately
$25,000.
Entering Two More Oil Towns
Dallas — East Texas Theaters, Inc.,
will enter two more oil towns in that
part of the state and will open shows
soon in Gladewater and Overton, according to information received here.
Both places were sleeping villages
before the oil strike, but now are
headquarters of thousands of people.
Robbery Foiled
St. Louis — Unexpected appearance
of an usher as a bandit was attempting to hold up and rob Hamilton
Davis, assistant manager of the Lindell, foiled the robber and he fled
in an automobile.

Admission Tax for Ga.
Atlanta — An admission tax
bill will be presented to the
Georgia Legislature, which
convenes June 24. Florida
law-makers are expected to adjourn June 5 and the Alabama
body in August.
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Fire Code Easier on Theaters, Studios, Exchanges

5-HOURDAY FOR WOMEN IN HOLLYWOOD
Projectionists7 Rebate Extended To N. Y. Calif.
IndieIndustrial
Houses
Ruling

Exhibs To Save $100,000
During 10 Weeks
This Summer

\'ew York exhibitors, both major
:ircuit and independent, will- save
tore than $100,000 during 10 summer
leeks through a voluntary wage rebate plan to be effected by M. P.
Machine Operators Union Local 306
r June 8 EKceeding the recWilliam
of President
Kmendation
(Continued

on

Page

6)

WEISS BROTHERS SET
TITLES OF 12 FEATURES
Titles of the U features planned
ior the coming season by Weiss
Brother.-, Artclass Pictures, are as
bllows:
"Night Life in Reno," by Gloria
Btiratt; "Foolish Girls," by Baron
Seek: 'Where Are Our Children?"
>v Edwin John-; "Pleasure," by John
by Vivian
'turned
on Off."
Page
6)
Farley; "Auctioned

Churches Denied Petition
Against Sunday Movies

Charleston. W. Va.— A petition of
Charleston churches asking the city
council to stop the exhibition of Sunday movie.- was rejected b} the body
;>n a point of order.
of a resoThe petition, in the form
it was
after
lution, was rejected
(Continued

on

Page

6)

Insured
As a special precaution
against the weather man
changing his mind and going
back on his "fair and warmer"
prediction for June 10, the
TOURGOLF
FILM
NAMENT committee has taken out a "rain insurance"
, Leterpolicy through Stebbins
man & Gates. This removes
all water-hazard for the players.

Idle $$ Retard Prosperity, Says Hays

French Lick, Ind. — Speaking before the conference of governors
here, Will H. Hays scored the present era as "the most shameful
exhibit of financial leadership the country has ever witnessed."
"Fear has seized the wheel of progress and jammed the brakes,"
he said. "As long as our billions are held in restraint, dammed at
the source, prosperity will keep gnawing at the hambone."

Affects 2,000 Film
Employes
ut

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAll

Y

Hollywood — An eight-hour da
all women employed in the motion
picture industry ha- been fixed by
the California Industrial Welfare
Commission. The ruling affects about
10 employed
in office-, labora
ties and wardrobe department-.

Aliied's Financial Obligations EXHIB LOSES FILM SUIT
Prevent Merger in Texas
Dallas — Merger of Allied Theater
Owners of Texas and the Theater
Owners' Protective Ass'n has become
a remote possibility, at least for some
time, due to Aliied's financial obligations, it is stated following a recent
latter
the Roy
meeting of
directors.
Judge
L. organization's
Walker, head
of the Protective Ass'n, says he was

HINGING ON SIGNATURES

approached by an Allied director a
few weeks ago with suggestions for
consolidating the two units, and a
If an executive of a theater comcommittee was appointed to meet
pany serves notice on a distributor
with the Allied on the subject. "Af- that contracts mu-t carry the signater careful consideration of the finantures of two officials of his comcial condition, or rather the obligapany, but continues to play pictures
tions of Allied, local and national, our
directors voted against a merger at bought under one signature, his concern is liable tmued
for such
on Pagefilms,
oj accordthis time," says Judge Walker.

Theater Service Corp. Closes Deal
For Nation- Wide Fashion Film Shows
Fashion Creators Guild, exponents shown in the majority of large theaters under contract to the latter orof the latest style creation- in women- fashions, has contracted with ganization.
One
film will be released
each
Theater Service Corp. of which W.
month,
except
in
July
and
August,
-on is head, for a series of threeJohn
(Continued
on Page
6)
minute
Fashion
Film
Shows
to be

50,000 Ft. of Film in Booth
Allowed Under New Ordinance
feet of film in booth-, requires
A year's battle for more leniency
and wall coverings to be firetheto
in lire regulations applying
retarding instead of absolutely fireater-, studios, laboratories and ex
proof, and contains broader regulachanges was won yesterday in the
tions for the handling of film in ex- by the
changes and for studios. The repassing of amended ofordinance
aldermen. The
New York board
will be issued about next
full
port
in
new code, drawn up with the aid of a week', at cording to I h.ii It
committee representing the film in- O'Reilly, president of the Theater
Chamber of Commerce.
dustry, allows the storage of 50,000 Owners'

Loew's Toronto Receipts
Increase 140 Per Cent
Toronto
—
Receiptoi
Marcus
l.oew's Theater,
Ltd.. from January
to May 30 of tin- year wei
against $40,361 in the same
;
(Continued
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Free

Sour

unusual,

episodic

and

(or

the most part gripping combination of
underworld melodrama, s
and modern idea of free living that
M-G-M unreeled last night at the A«tor. The story swings in the mood
of the present day. with its abundance
of plot, unexpected twists, and topnotch performances by Norma Shearer.
Lionel
B.<
Clark
Cable.
Leslie
Howard,
and
James
Cleason.
largely

offsetting

the

slightly

continuity
and
directum.
It's not
a
.lure,
nor
is it for eitr-r
■uperci
lie kuls.
hut the big
ought to go for it la
sidenng
the
90
per
cci ' mass of plot
to
grapple
writ!
n
did 4 craditabli

that

h<

-. JWi

Paramount May Continue
Louis Frisch's Circuit
Some Features in East
Now Totals 17 Theaters
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Columbia Party
Employes of Columbia will hold a
dancing and swimming party tomorrow night at the St. George
Hotel
in Brooklyn.

j.:

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STillwell 4-7940

:.:

i Eastman Films
♦*

Acquisition of two more Brooklyn
houses, the Beverly and Culver, from
circuit
Fox,17 increases
to
theaters. Louis
The Frisch's
circuit, known
as Randforce Amusement Corp., on
Monday began operation of the following 11 houses acquired from Fox:
Strattord, Riveria, Senate, Carlton,
Capitol, Marboro, Walker, Alhambra, Atlantic, Terminal and Benson,
all in Brooklyn. The circuit previously comprised the Colonial and
Dulfield in Brooklyn and the Maspeth
at Maspeth, Long island.

j|J. E. Brulatour, Inc.
:.:

#

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

♦.♦♦.♦*.♦♦.»•.♦♦.*♦.♦♦.♦♦>♦.♦♦.♦♦.•♦.♦♦>♦.♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦•*♦♦"♦

THEjJNDUSTRrS
DATE BOOK

Although whether or not Paramount will continue to produce feature., in the East has not as yet
been definitely decided, consideration
is now being given a proposal to
make only a few at the Long Island
plant. This will mean a drastic cut
in the 1931-32 Eastern schedule as
announced several months ago. In
any event, it is understood that all
I 'aramount shorts will continue to
be made at the studio.
No further changes will be made
in the personnel of the Paramount
New York studio, Jesse L. Lasky
told The Film Daily yesterday.

4 : Columbia Pictures Dance and
Swim, Hotel St. George, Brook-

president of the .National Motion
Picture Distributors' Ass'n, emphatically denies that British films are
purposely being purchased by those
in control of the British film industry in Canada in order to ensure
their failure. The charges were contained in the report of the film committee of the Imperial Order Daughters of the Empire in session at
Halifax. It was declared at the convention that the British films were
purposely shown in the poorer and
toreign sections of Toronto and in
two small towns in Ontario.
"The Imperial Order Daughters oi
the Empire are antagonizing theater
owners by their propaganda, and are
doing British pictures more harm
than good," Cooper says.

West

Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

June
June

Hollywood — Hal Roach Studio will
revise its customary closing plan of
two months each year and instead of
shutting down one month in both
summer and winter, the studio will
close for periods of one week each
at the end of each five weeks of production. First closing under the new
schedule will start Saturday, with the
re-opening set for June 15.

Production at Universal
Reaching Peak This Month

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

Dolle

DAILY

Los Angeles — S. E. Benson, United
Artists exchange manager here, died
Saturday night of heart trouble.
"Trader" Serial in 405 Papers
A record in serialization of a film
story is claimed by M-G-M, with 405
newspapers covering every state in
the
Horn"country
story. running the "Trader
New Warner Building Opens
Warner Bros, have begun occupancy of their new building adjoining
the older structure on West 44th St.
In addition to the office of David
Weshner, director of publicity and
advertising of Warner theaters, the
statistical and film departments are
now occupying space there.

June

June 18-19: Annual convention iof Allied
Theater Owners of New Jersey,
Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City.
Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
June
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
June
North and South Dakota, Minneapolis.

Warsaw Houses Close
In Protest Over Tax

Warsaw — As a protest against exorbitant municipal taxes, all local picture houses closed Monday night.
Production at Universal City will
reach its peak this month, with seven The Cinema Owners' Ass'n is backed
pictures in work, said Carl Laemmle, by the Employes' Federation and the
renting firms in their demands for
Jr., yesterday. Four of the films are equal treatment of all foreign picalready under way.
tures. American films have been
most affected by the high levy.

Sound technicians now affiliated
Forest, which this week lost its final
with
Local 52, Studio Mechanics,
appeal to the Supreme Court over the
discussing the formation of a
Reis reproducing patent. Meanwhile are
Western Electric is awaiting decision separate union. Plan is to model
in the Pacent case, due next month, it after West Coast Sound Technicians' Local formed in Los Angeles.
before pushing its recently filed infringement suit against De Forest.
Two St. Louis Holdups
St. Louis — Two bandits held up
15th Paper for Metrotone Group
Lorene Hastedt, cashier of the AuAddition of the Cleveland "News" bert on Easton Ave., and escaped
yesterday brought the number ;of with $400. Another armed duo got
newspapers in the Hearst Metrotone $73 from John B. Lueken, owner of
News "Globe-Trotter" group up to the Macklind on Arsenal St.
15.

West

June

DAILY

DeForest's Next Move
May Involve Recording Sound Technicians
Legal test of patents covering rePlanning Own Union
cording may be sought next by De

S. E. Benson Dies

Annual
Outing
of
Loew-Metro
Club, Palisades Park.
lyn.
6-8 : Columbia
western
sales
meet,
Roosevelt
Hotel, Hollywood.
7-8:
Annual
convention
of Tri-State
M.P.T.O.A.,
Hotel
Lafayette,
Memphis.
10: Nineteenth Film Golf Tournament, Fenimore Country Club,
White Plains, Westchester, N. Y.
Adjourned annual meeting of Fox
Film Corp., New
York.
15: Annual Convention of Southeast
Theater
Owners, Atlanta.
14-18: Annual convention of Advertising Federation of America, Hotel
Pennsylvania,
New York.
16-17: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Wisconsin, Hotel Pfister, Milwaukee.

June

Says Agitation Hurting
British Films in Canada Roach Studios To Take
Periodical Vacations
Toronto — Colonel John A. Cooper,

88

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692
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Signs

Warner

Tribute to I. H. Ruben
Minneapolis — Funeral services for
Isaac H. Ruben, co-founder of the
Finkelstein & Ruben circuit, were
held at 2 P. M. yesterday at Temple
Israel. Film industry executives
from all parts of the country sent
tributes.
M-G-M Buys Stage Plays
"Turn to the Right," by Winchell
Smith and J. E. Hazzard, and "Three
Wise Fools," by Austin Strong, have
been boughtstage
by M-G-M.
Both were
successful
plays.

Product

Loew-Metro Club Outing
Louisville
Fred forJ. the
Dolle
ha's
signed
ICO per— cent
Warner
Members of the Loew-Metro Club
Bros, product to play his Alamo and will hold their annual outing tomorStrand here.
row at Palisades Park.

Let

Solve

Us

Your

Problems!

Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY,

N. Y. C.

BRyant 9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Michigan 8761

u

MR. ROSS
HAS THE
"
!
R
O
O
FL

"To all brother exhibitors:
We have just finished playingTRADER HORN
at our Durfee Theatre, Fall River, Mass., and after
a very successful run played to capacity business,
we are bringing the picture back for a return
engagement. It is my honest, serious, and candid
opinion that any exhibitor who does not play
this picture is not only losing money, but is depriving his community of seeing the best thrill
picture that has ever been shown."
(signed) C.H. ROSS, Manager,DurfeeTheatre, FALL RIVER, MASS.

-
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DONT WAIT-Sitfn

AMUSEMENT

C

iVELYN
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JEAN
Conrad

Nagel

CHAS.G.
NORRIS

EDGAR

HARLOW

WALLACE
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In "Pagan

Lady"
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PROJECTIONISTS' REBATE S
EXTENDED TO INDIEHOUSE
(Continued from Page 1)

HOLLYWOOD
B\ RALPH

DUSSELL
GLEASON
has been
signed bv RKO Pathe to appear
with his father in the series of six
"Rufftown"
comedies.

WEISS BROTHERS SET
TITLES OF 12 FEATURES

FLASHES
1VILK

Hal Roach has completed casting the entire "Boy Friends" series for M-G-M. Mary
Kornman, "Mickey" Daniels, Grady Sutton. Gertrude Messinger and Betty Bolen
have
leases. been named to appear in the eight re-

I'. Canavan of the I. A. T. S. E. and
M. P. O., that projectionists working for the six major circuits rebate
part of their salaries, Local 306 has
David Manners will play the male
voted to have such a rebate apply to
COLUMBIA COMMENT: Loretta Sayall theaters.
lead in Warner's "The Lady from ers and Susan Fleming have been assigned
to "Arizona". . . .All units at present on locaThe operators will be paid their
*
*
*
tion.... John P. Medbury under exclusive
full salaries, but will hand back the New Orleans."
contract to Columbia, company announces in
RADIO
PICTURES
RAMBLINGS:
to reports he will do a series of shorts
money representing the rebate. Ap- Ken Murray, vaude headliner. signed to a answer
for another organization
proximately 1,800 operators and be- five-year contract .... Helen Chandler. Arn*
*
*
o'd Korff and Robert Emmett O'Connor
tween 400" and 500 theaters are af- added to cast of "Million Dollar Swindle,"
fected under the plan. The opera- Richard Dix picture. ... Florence Roberts asThree Warner productions, "The
tor-,' contract with theaters runs unto "Fannie
Foley
bert signed
Brenon
signs new
term Herself"..
contract....Her- Star Witness," "Larceny Lane" and
til August, 1932.
"The
Ladyto from
Orleans," are
scheduled
start New
this week.
Dorothy Mackaill has admitted her en*
*
*
Close Deal Covering
gagement to Horace Hough, actor.

Fashion Film Shows

(Continued

from

Page

1)

and the leading women's fashion
store in each principal city will act
as local representatives of the Guild.
More than 150 of the foremost fashion stores of the country have so far
arranged for these films in conjunction with their seasons' style offerings, and the number is expected to
reach 400 by the end of the month.
Production of the films has already
begun in the studios of Theater Service, and Johnson says the production qualities of these shorts will surpass the popular Vogue style films
which were recently discontinued.
The Stylist Committee of the Fash
ion Creators Guild is comprised not
only of leading French and American
stylists and Fashion experts, but also
of representative buyers from the
most prominent retail establishments
in the country.

Loew'sIncrease
Toronto140Receipts
Per Cent
(Continued from Page 1)

last year, or a jump of about 140
per cent, it was announced at the
annual meeting. The new policy,
minus vaudeville, is credited with
being responsible for the improvement. Leopold Friedman was elected
a director to fill the place of the late
Lawrence Solman. Other directors
were re-elected.
Chesterfield Film for Beacon
Chesterfield's "The
Lawless
Woman" has been booked
by Warner
Eros, for the Beacon,
starting tomorrow night.
Coney Landmark Goes Movie
Stauch's Pavilion, old Coney Island
landmark,
is becoming
a picture
house.
Western Electric installation
is being made.

New

Incorporations

NEW
YORK
CHARTER
Aurora Film Corp., motion picture films;
L. Zimmerman, 2 Lafayette St., New York.
$100,000.
Lynn Pictures Corp., motion pictures; J. L.
Stern, 401 Broadway, New York. 200 shares
common.
Adler Chase Productions, theatricals; B. F.
Lerch, 2 Lafayette St., New
York.
$20,000.

FOX FLICKERS: Leslie Howard, Frank
Albertson, June Collyer, Virginia Cherrill
and
Mary Brown
Forbes will
added
to "The
Rowland
direct
Elissa Brat"
Landi . .in.
"The Yellow Ticket," with Paul Cavanagh
in male lead.. Lucien Littlefield cast for
"Bad Girl". .. .Donald Dillaway. Jack Kennedy and Alice Ward for "Skyline"....
Spencer
Tracy
and Una
Merkel
for "She
Wanted
a Millionaire"
Edmund
Lowe
and Howard Phillips for "The Midnight
Cruise." to be directed bv William Cameron
Menzies and Kenneth MacKenna. .. .George
O'Brien to play lead in Zane Grey's "Riders
of
the Purple
Sage,"
with directed
Marguerite
Churchill
and Yvonne
Pelletier,
by
Benjamin
Stoloff....

*

*

*

Ken Maynard is back on the Tiffany lot
ifter a two-weeks vacation in Columbus,
O.. where he visited his parents. He starts
work immediately on "The Arizonian." with
Lina Basquette and Carmelita Geraghty.

*

*

*

UNITED ARTISTS
GLEANINGS:
Merwn LeRoy will direct Gloria Swanson
in "Tonight or Never" on her return from
Europe. ... Sylvia Sidney, instead of Nancy
Carroll, will appear in "Street Scene"...
Osgood Perkins of the Broadway stage signed
for "Scarface".. Harry Woods added to
"Palmy Days" .... Joan Blondell and David
Manners signed for "The Greeks Had A
Word for It". . *
..
*
*
Jack Holt, following a brief vacation on
his ranch in Las Vegas. New, will start
work in "Fifty *
Fathoms
* Deeu"
* for Columbia.
RKO
PATHE
CROWINGS:
King Baggott returns to the screen in "Sweepstakes,"
with Eddie Quillan. .. .William Collier, Jr.,
appears with Bill Boyd in "The Iron Chal;ce" .... Carrington North, eastern story editor, is here conferring with Charles R. Rogers, James Seymour and Horace Liveright
Tohn Garrick will be featured opposite Helen
Twelvetrees in "The Mad Marriafre". . . .
Florence Lake appears with Edgar Kennedy
;n the two-reeler, "Lemon Merangue"..
Charles "Chuck" Callahan is workine with
Nick Barrows on a new story for Daphne
Pollard

*

*

*

Al De Mond. who recently ended his contract with Universal as associate producer,
intends to arrange for a studio berth before
leaving for a needed vacation. Before the
advent of sound. De Mond titled R9 feature
productions,
inc'uding
*\vo for
*
*
* Harold Lloyd.
PARAMOUNT PICKUPS: Leneta Lane
of the stage will get her first talker opportunity in "Murder by the Clock" ... .Mariorie Rambeau
has
been
borrowed
from
M-G-M
for "Silence"
Helen Johnson
has
chaneed her name to Judith Wood....
"Huckleberry Finn" has gone into work under Norman Taurog, with the same cast as
"Tom
Sawyer" *
....
*
*
Mary Alden. Claire Dubrey, Hector V.
Sarno and Robert Perrv are recent additions
to "Politics" at* M-'' *M
*
Tin- Tiffany Talking Chimps have started
work in a nc7v scries of six shorts under the
direction of Sig Neufeld. The first is "Cinna-

mon."

Our Passing Show: Dave Selznick playing
tennis with Lew Schreiber on Bill Goetz'
court; Sidney
Buchman's
arriving
from New
York. bride of six weeks

Joe E. Brown has started work
in his new First National picture,
"Local Boy Makes Good," under the
direction of Mervyn LeRoy.
*
*
*
Here and There: Hobart Henley, James
Rennie, Marquis Henry de la Falaise,
Luther Reed, Tyler Brooke. Al RivVin,
Harry Wurtzel, Freeman Lang at the reopening of Grauman's Chinese, where "Women of all Nations"
is showing.
*
*
*

(Continued from Page 1)

Grev; "Humanity" and "Confidential," by Arthuramination,"
'Hoerl;
"Cross
Exby Tyrell
Bairns;
"Bridesmaid," by John Hirrett; "I
Accuse," by Edgar Walsh; "Convicted," by Ed Barry, and "Loneliness," by J. Allen Rhyne.
Harry Thomas of First Division
Pictures has bought the New York
territory for the Weiss product, an'd
Pop Corson has bought the Philadelphia and Washington area.

Exhib Loses Film Suit
Hinging
On
Signatures
(Continued
from Page 1)

ing to a decision yesterday by Judge
Prince in the Municipal Court,
Borough of Manhattan.
Decision was rendered in a case
whereby Columbia and Educational
sued S. & E. Amusement Corp.,
operating the Star in the Bronx, for
damages in connection with unplayed
pictures. The former company was
given an award of $660 for three
features and 26 shorts. Educational's
award amounted to $560 and covered
32 shorts. Attorney Louis Nizer
represented the plaintiffs; Suchman
& Samuels, the defendant.

Bobby Jones has finished his 12 Churches Denied Petition
Vitaphone golf shorts and is on his
Against
Sunday Movies
(Continued from Page 1)
way to New York, with a stopover at
his home in Atlanta. He may return pointed out that the council was a
here next fall.
legislative body and not a court and
*
*
*
that there was no city ordinance proMore Passing Show: Louis B. Mayer, Sol
hibiting Sunday shows. Four theWurtzel, Mary Brian, Russell Gleason, Dave
aters have been operating on Sundays
Thompson. Archie Tosephson. A. A. Kline,
Mannie Wolf, Sol Solinger at "Daddy Long for the past several weeks.
Legs"; June Walker. Jay Chapman, Mrs.
Ochs Circuit Promotions
Ed Marin. Tom Conlon watching the Motion Picture Tennis association matches.
Millard Ochs has been appointed
assistant to the general manager of
Geneva Mitchell, former Ziegfeld the Lee Ochs Theaters. He formerly
managed the Uptown, an Ochs house.
beauty, plays a part with Bill Boyd Martin Messinger, formerly manager
in RKO Pathe's "The Iron Chalice." of the Costello of the same circuit,
succeeds him at the Uptown. Frankthere. lin Macabee, chief usher at the
Dons Lloyd is a late addition to
Costello, becomes house manager
duction.
the cast of "Bought," Warner pro-

"June First," featuring June McCoy, has gone in work at RKO
Pathe under the direction of Don
Gallaher. Marion Shilling and Gertrude Short also are in it.

FOR

French
Film for Eighth
St.
"Le Culte de Beaute" ("The Cult
of Beauty"), the French musical film
produced by Osso and presented
abroad also under the title of "Arthur," opens tomorrow at Joseph R.
Fleisler's Eighth
St. Playhouse.

RENT

HIGHLY
DESIRABLE
OFFICE SPACE
5,000 SQ. FT. SUBLEASEAlso IN 729 SEVENTH AVE.
4,500 Sq. Ft. Sublease in Film

Center Building

Wonderful location for Film Exchange and Executive Offices
Bargain for any Producer or Distributor
Box No. 820, Film Daily, 1650 Broadway

A
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Short Shots from
New York Studios

Ir

Ambridge, Pa. — Publix is entering
the local field through acquisition
of the Senate from Ellwood Amusement Co., it is announced by Sam
Gould, Pittsburgh theater owner.
The transfer takes place Aug. 8.
Warner operates the other two
movie houses here.
Birmingham — The Famous has
been purchased by F. H. Mohns
from J. W. Whitfield. The sale price
was $125,000.
St. Louis — Jack Haley
the Ambassador on June
ter of ceremonies. House
so well since Ed Lowry

returns to
19 as mashasn't done
left.

Memphis — Operation of the Malco
was transferred this week to Memphis Theater & Equipment Co., under the direction of Charles F. Boyd.
A contest is being held to pick a
new name for the house.
Detroit — George Arliss in "The
Millionaire" is holding over a second
week at the United Artists.
Dallas — Oscar Blatt, who spent
several years in active production of
motion pictures about the time Erich
von Stroheim produced "Foolish
Wives," and who has since been connected with Publix theaters as style
.-how director in Texas, recently completed a scenario dealing with banks
and crime which he expects to take
to Hollvwood
soon.
Erie, 111. — Plans for the erection
of a theater on the site of the old
livery barn, now being razed, have
been announced by L. W. Osborne.
Liberty, Ind.— Re-opening
of the
new Union
is to take place in the
immediate
future,
according to
Charles Stahr, manager.
Millinocket, Me. — R. E. Salisbury has been promoted to the management of the New Opera House.
He was formerly in charge of the
Pastime in Franklin, N. H.
Pickneyville, 111.— W. O. Hall has
sold the Harriett to the Pickneyville
Amusement
Co.

COMING

& GOING

MR. and MRS. JOSEPH K. PLUNKETT
arrived from Europe yesterday on the He
de France.
GILBERT ADRIAN, M-G-M costume designer, is in New
York on a vacation.
LOU SNITZER, general accessories manager for Radio Pictures, is back from a
tour of the south.
SYDNEY COHEN returned from Europe
yesterday on the He de France.
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS and MARY
PICKFORD arrived in Montreal on the Empress of Britain from England.
HARRY CURRY, independent distributor
of New Zealand, is in New York and making his headquarters with J. H. Hoffberg Co.
JACK WHITING and wife, formerly Mrs.
Douglas Fairbanks, left yesterday for the
coast.
GRADWELL L. SEARS and A. W.
SMITH, JR., of the Warner sales forces
are en route to the middle west.

^_k
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•
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RICHARD

WALLACE,

directing for Paramount, is

toying with a New
Idea
it's good, if he can get away
with it
Richard got fed up on examining hundreds of
players in an effort to select his casts
so he sez to hisself
"Why not pick a dozen all-round players who can do
anything, and use 'em in all my pix?"
great?
eh, what?
of course the same general idea is the
basis of all stock companies
and stock companies went
outa business
but mebbe the system is due for a comeback like everything
else that moves in cycles

By HARRY

X. BLAIR

L^ARL man
FREUND,
cameraon "Personalchief
Maid,"
now
nearing completion at the Paramount
New York studio, will have as his
next assignment the entire direction
versal.
of "Strictly Dishonorable" for Uni-

almost

and it might as well be tried out in pictures
everything else is tried out, sooner or later
*
*
*
*
•

that's where

•

• HENRY HOBART, film exec, has completed a survey of extras employed on the RKO
lot
he finds that
40 per cent of them arrived in the film capital in the past three
months
he tells 'em all cynically that the chances of
even an experienced girl or boy crashing into the big money
are far less now than they ever were
so an average of
40 per cent disappear with their Crushed Hopes every three
months
and are replaced with another bunch of Optimists from this data, it should be a cinch for Richard
Wallace to figure out the exact month when the supply of New
Extras in the Youessay will be exhausted
then they'll be
forced to use his stock players plan
• • • A.M.P.A. announces the
Film Golf Tournament
Jim
they tried to line up Bobby Jones,
but were unsuccessful
Bobby
enough sounds
playing reasonable
in films without

first of their team for the
Milligan is the entry
sending a wire to the Coast,
replied
"Ain't it tough
adding
film tournaments?"

• • • LILY DAMITA has had an offer to return to the
Paris stage as star of the Casino de Paris Revue, where Chevalier got his start
Jean Harlow, on her way to Hollerword, denies that she will appear in Ziegfeld's Follies or Earl
Carroll's Vanities
and now our mind is greatly relieved
at doing our duty by this old Ziegfeld-Carroll
gag
wouldn't it be tough on the screen players and the pressageys if
Ziegfeld and Carroll went out of business?
what would
they use for publicity between pictures?
*
*
*
*
• • • A HAM vaude actor's wife came home unexpectedly,
and found him entertaining another dame
"Just trying
out
new sheact,"
sez he, the
brightly
it's floor
a flop," sez the
the
wife, a as
slammed
other dame "An'
to the
"new act" picked herself up and scramned through the door and
down the street, with the outraged wife hot on her heels
the ham gazed at the flying pair, and exclaimed
"Holy
jiminy! That's the first time I ever saw a Flop in for a Long
Run."
•

•

•

OUR
RECENT
suggestion for a Novelty Western
with the gal rescuing the hero from a runaway instead
of the usual formula
has brought a raft of protests from
readers
the consensus of opinion seems to be that if the
hero cowboy doesn't meet the gal by rescuing her from a runaway, it WON'T be a Western
as one correspondent sez
"This scene is the only way I can tell I'm lookin' at a
Western nowadays, for the rest of the footage is CONVERSATION." only one mugg gave us any encouragement
he thinks the idea is swell for the gal to rescue the hero
but suggests that she lasso him around the neck as he is falling
over a cliff
and let him hang there till he strangles to
death
but then the picture would have to go on without
a hero
which might be a Big Improvement, at that

«

«

«

»

»

»

Edmund

Goulding is making suggestions on the final editing of

"Night Angel," his latest production, by trans-Atlantic telephone
from London.
Harlem is excited over the report
that "The Green Pastures" will be
filmed in the East with D. W. Griffith directing. This Pulitzer prize
play just
closed after a successful
season
on Broadway.

Charles Ruggles, Betty Garde and
Susan Conroy, featured in "Girl
Habit," are all graduates of various
stock companies and consider this
the ideal training for a film career.
Osgood Perkins, just signed by
Howard Hughes for an important
role in "Scarface," recently completed the role of a sympathetic villain opposite Tallulah Bankhead in
"Tarnished Lady."

Wide selection of experienced stage
actors for minor supporting roles is
one of the chief arguments in favor
of East Coast film production, in the
opinion of Frank Heath, casting distudio. rector of Paramount's New York

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

June 3
E. M. Orowitz
Francis E. Ziesse
Kerry Clarke
George A. Davidson, Jr.
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LONG LINE WAITING
WHEN YOU UNLOCK

QJour DOORsy
'LONG

LINE WAITING"

"That famous pair of hard-boiled marines,
Flagg and Sergeant Quirt, are to be seen
the Roxy screen this week. There was a
waiting for them yesterday morning when
of the theatre were unlocked."

Sergeant
again on
long line
the doors

— New York Daily News

"GUSTS OF LAUGHTER"
"It has the same reprehensible sort of fun, which
succeeded in provoking the much-desired gusts of
laughter from an audience at the first showing

yesterday afternoon."

— New York Times

' •

"FAST MOVING"
"Fast moving and vigorously acted by McLaglen
and Lowe, 'Women of All Nations' probably will
be enjoyed by those who laughed themselves out
of their seats at The Cock Eyed World'."
— New York Herald Tribune

"GREAT

Raoul Walsh's

WOMEN %Il
NATIONS
"IS

FUN"

"The picture is lavishly produced, with girls galore,
and elaborate settings. The dialogue is frank; the
gags daring. Though two years have passed since
they first appeared on the screen, and the movies
have become ever more daring, Flagg and Quirt are
still great fun. 'Women of All Nations' is loaded
with laughs."
— New York Daily Mirror

P«X

LOADED

WITH LAUGHS"
VICTOR McLAGLEN
EDMUND LOWE
GRETA NISSEN
EL BRENDEL
FIFI DORSAY
A comedy

drama

with

MARJORIE

WHITE

the characters Quirt and Flagg originally

created by Laurence Stallings and Maxwell

Anderson

Intimate

in Character

The

International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Sponsored Film Appropriations Not Being Cancelled

S
SH0W
KID~
ING
~GIV
TERS
THEA
FOX
400
British Exhibs Fighting Dual Bills, Says Plunkett
Pictures
— on a string
• By JACK ALICOATESPONSORED SHORTS are going
the way of ALL FLESH . . . Bestest
tale in town is "TABU"
LOVE Rowson
cinema
. . Simon
of ENGLAND
again suggests the jolly idea of exinging stnrs. We know a couple
we'll baTly well exchange for a bottle
of BASS any day, EH WHAT . . .
We HEARD in our favorite speakeasy that the IMPORTANT news
concerning Mr. Bill Fox will break
within 30 days . . . LIONEL B; -rymore in 'A Free Soul" is ; male
MADAME X . . . Flesh and blood
SHOW at the Roxy this w ek is
BIGGER than the stage . . . D. W.
( .ninth has just thrown his h« * back
into the ring . . . Cineflunk is a i EXHIBITOR whose business ha been
by gangster picPIECES
to
SHOT
lures.
*
*
*

More Optimism Noted on
Other Side by R-K-0
Theater Head
Believing the double-feature policy
to be basically injurious, exhibitors
in England are making determined
efforts to stamp out the practice, according to Joseph K. Plunkett, head
of R-K-O theaters, who returned
from abroad Monday. "Everyone in
England seems to be out for amuse:nt today," »ai 'lunk* t. "They
ire optimistic, more
so than
(Conti
paje 6^

F

FIRE RES
TAKES t

Brulatour and

Ben

Goetz

On Reopened Bank Board
Jules E. Brulatour of Eastman and Benjamin Coetz of Consolidated Film Industries are among the directors of the new
Mercantile Bank & Trust Co., organized
to succeed the Chelsea Bank & Trust
Co., and opening
capital and surplus

today with a
of $1,500,000.

paid-in

10-CENT POLICY SPREADS
THROUGH SOUTH AND WEST

Juvenile
Matinee
Policy
Increased 50 Per
Cent in Year
Special children matinees played
by fox theaters throughout the country have increased 50 per cent during the past year, according to an
estimate by the circuit. It is figured
that approximately 400 hoc
making this sort ol effort to build
juvenile trade.
About
450 Mickey
Mouse
Clubs
are being conducted by Fox manag(Continued on I'ane 6)

AS HEAD
ED MERGER WITH PUBLIX

Ten-cent show policies are fast
trowing in the South and Middle
West, according to reports reaching
Xew York headquarters of major
distributors. They are being effected
Kansas City — Ed Dubinsky will be
Toronto — Wit' u e object of re- through admission price cuts of from president and general manager
ducing the fire ha. ard in theaters in
Ontario to a minimum, a section of five to 10 cents. The practice is gen- the newly formed Publix-Dubinsky
the Theaters and Cinematographs
erally attributable to independent the- Theaters under the merger lirst reported in The Film Daily on Tuesaters, but in some locations houses
Act, providing
that
a
license
to
oper(Contimted on Page 2)
day. Barnes, Irwin and William
operated by the large circuits have
been forced to adopt similar policies Dubinsky will be associated with Ed.
The deal, which goes into effect July
in order to meet competition.
Sidney Kent To Speak
Page 6)
5 and applies to houses in Ka-

SOFTEST job in pictures these
days is that of SALES MANAGER.
All he has to do is WORRY . . . Most
POPULAR subjects in NewsReelsare
At Southeastern Meet Serial and 33 Shorts
the Sporting Events. Why not an
Sporting Events
EXCLUSIVELY
Atlanta — Sidney
R. Kent
will be
New- Reel Theater? ... 90 per
Planned by New Unit
one of the principal speakers at the
'
A
10-episode
serial starring FrankSoldiers
Old
in
s
cent MofE inmate
convention
of the Southeastin Los Angeles are annual
II O
lyn Farnum,
titled "Terrors
of the
ern Theater
Owners'
song writers made up as Veterans
being made
by a 6)new com(Continued
on PageAss'n
6) at the West," is(Continued
on Paul
BOBB\
taught
who
Wonder
[ones to play GOLF . . . And speaking of NIBLICKS, coming Film Golf
FROLIC looks like the best ever . . .
"SPLASH," a Metro short, is a PIP
SOME of the alleged wit and
wise-cracks of NewsReel explanators
is awful.
*
*
*
Advertising
appropriations
For
Warning the Children
ponsored
short
subject
represents
great
are
an
Silverm
SIME and SID
tit. n have not been cancelled
bj naAgainst Adult Pictures
phis . . . ART! E Stebbins will
again
cylindei
tional
advertisers.
I'm
FlLM
I »\n i
IS
all
on
be hitting
learns.
It is their
belief
thai
al. . What ever II M'lT.XED ... ABE
A Fox Theaters policy instituted by
though major circuits have dropped
horseless
three
his
and
Myers
squarer Harry Arthur requires houses to tell the idea, thai the nio\e is temporals
. . • No
HORSEMEN?
patrons whether or not films are suitable
N
SIDXE
than
s
picture
and that with the coming >>i fall and
SHOOTER in
shorl will gain
Kent . . SOME picture stocks look for children. When a theater is playing winter the sponsored
a sophisticated adult picture, advertising
Lord, Thomas & Lo
dirt CHEAP... Never mind, the mo- copy carries a line to the effect that mi popularity.
tion picture business is Mill in its IXgaii. advertising agent-, representing
several national advertisers who
"children will probably not understand
FANI V and the DEPRESSION
nlinuid en Pagi
won't last long.

Advertisers Not Cancelling
Sponsored Film Appropriations

this one."

Capitol Exch. Handling
36 Features, 52 Shorts
Capitol Film Exchati
r has
lined
up
36
feature
s,
52
-!
■
rl
•
four
serials
for distribution
in the
Xew York territory during the
-on.
The features m> huh
melodramas
as
fol

Para.
From

Gets Big Dividend
Broadcasting Unit

A stock dividend of 15 per cent, amounting to $825,000. in addition to an initial
quarterly dividend of SI a share in cash
has been declared by Columbia Broadcasting Co., in which Paramount has J 50
inpci cent interest This is the first the
come Paramount has received from
broadcasting

unit.

5 t&fri
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DAILV

AH But Two Territories
Capitol Exch. Handling
36 Features, 52 Shorts
Closed by Monogram Pict.
(Continued from Page IX
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Rodner on Trip West
Harold Rodner, president of Continental Theater Accessories, leaves
tomorrow on a business trip to the
Coast. He expects to spend some
time in Los Angeles, and will make
an inspection of the Continental
branches in the middle west on his
return trip east.
^•♦•♦.♦♦♦♦♦.♦^♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦•.♦♦..♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.•♦.•<>>.>.>#>.>^
♦,x .•♦♦.♦♦♦♦♦•.«'♦»♦♦•♦♦♦♦.♦♦♦.♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦.♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦,♦**
it
t't New York
*.♦
1540 Broadway
iX
BRyant 9-4712
8

Long Island City
1 54 Crescent St.
STillwell 4-7940

♦*♦
♦'♦
f*
9*
♦.♦

I Eastman Films I
% J. E. Brulatour, Inc. 8
it

*.*
».♦

t
i
Chicago
Hollywood
♦> 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica
V;
CALumet 3692
Blvd.
jt
HOLly wood 4121

With completion of distribution arrangements ior the 1'hiladelphia ter- Luck," with Jobyna Ralston, Nick
ritory, Monogram Pictures ha.-> closed Stuart, Bobby Vernon and Rwd
all but two territories, said President Howes; 'Trapped," with Nick Stuart,
\Y. Ray Johnston yesterday. The Nena Quartero, Priscilla Dean and
Philly situation will be handled by
Harry Thomas and Oscar Neufeld. Tom Santschi; "Masters of Steel,"
The two territories which have not "Big City Shadows," "Midnight
Prowlers," "The Devil's Decoy,"
been
nesota.closed as yet are Ohio and Min- "Railroad Mail Limited" and "Diamond Mystery"; six Richard TalMonogram Pictures will generally
be sold on a straight rental basis, madges, including "The Yankee Don"
and "Dancing Dynamite," another
said Johnston.
series comprising "Hate Ship," "Suspense," "Loose Ends," "Children of
Gary Cooper, Gilda Gray
Chance," "Slums of London," 'Compromised," "Flame of Love," "AlHead
Today's
AMPA
Gary Cooper
and Gilda
Gray List
head
most aHoneymoon," "Two Worlds"
and "Ubangi," and 12 Westerns.
the list of honor guests for today's
Short product will include six SimA.M.I'. A. luncheon at the Hotel
Dixie. Others will include Ethel
ple Simon comedies; six Kiddie KapNorris, principal in the Broadway ers, 12 Cartoon Tips, 26 Traveltalks
of Call" series; six Kidmusical, "Crazy Quilt," and Sam in thedie"Port
Revues, six Major Hammonds
Jaffee and Sigfned Rumann of
sport shorts and 12 novelties. The
"Grand Hotel."
four serials are "Vanishing Legion,"
"Galloping Ghost," "Lightning WarSponsored Film Budgets
rior" and "Shadow of the Eagle."

Are {Continued
Not Being
Cancelled
from Page 1)

still iii favor of the commercial motion picture, have several deals now
pending with the Van Beuren Corp.,
short subject producers for RKO.
The attitude of RKO on the sponsored short subject matter would not
be discussed by Hiram S. Brown
when approached by a Film Daily
representative.

Fox Completes 26 Shorts
In "Magic Carpet" Series
Fox has completed the first 26

**

Harry Hornik Heads

STOCK

Twins for Fitzmaurice
Bureau,

THE

FILM

Mrs. Lasky Exhibits Paintings
London— A group of 49 paintings
by Mrs. Jesse L. Lasky
has been
8
:i placed
♦**>%**♦♦♦♦♦%♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦#•#♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦#♦♦•♦♦♦♦#♦♦♦♦%♦*
5> ♦,♦ «,♦«.♦ ♦.* ♦.♦ ♦.• •> *.♦ ♦.♦ ♦.♦ M ♦*♦ ♦.* ♦> ♦.♦ ♦.♦ *.♦ ♦.♦ •> ♦.♦ ♦.♦ M ♦ !•>*
leries. on exhibition in London gal-

Over

LARGEST

SHOT

IN THE

DAILY

Hollywood — Mr. and Mrs. George
♦*♦ Fitzmaurice are the parents of twins,
*x boy and girl.
it
H
&
H
?•»

musical comedy and radio stars, have
signed with Artists Pictures Inc.,
new producing unit, to make 12 tworeelers. The pictures will be domestic sketches and scenarios are
now being read for the first two.
Edward S. Flynn is president of the
Artists
secretary.Pictures and C. Lang Cobb

THE

Coast

Today :
Columbia Pictures Dance and
Swim, Hotel St. George, Brook-

June 6-8
June 7-8
June

10:

lyn.
Annual
Outing
of
Loew-Metro
Club, Palisades Park.
Columbia
western
sales
meet,
Roosevelt
Hotel, Hollywood.
Annual
convention
of Tri-State
M.P.T.O.A.,
Hotel
Lafayette,
Memphis.
Nineteenth
Film
Golf
Tournament, Fenimore Country
Club.
White Plains, Westchester,
N. Y.
Adjourned annual meeting of Fox
Film Corp., New
York.

-16:
June 15
June 14

Annual
Convention
of Southeast Theater Owners.
Hotel Ansley, Atlanta.
-18: Annual
convention
of Advertising Federation New
of America.
Hotel
Pennsylvania,
York.
-17:

Annual
convention
waukee.
of
Wisconsin,
Hotel

of M.P.T.O.
Pfister, Mil-

June 16

19: Theater
Annual Owners
convention
Allied
of Newof Jersey,
Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City.
Semi-annual
Convention,
Allied
June 18- 10:
Theaters
Ass'n
of
Minnesota.
North
and
South
Dakota,
Minneapolis.
Sept. 9-

Sanderson and Crumit
Fire-Resistant Ruling
Signed for 12 Shorts
Tak(Continued
es Effefrom
ct Page
in Onta
rio
Julia Sanderson and Frank Crumit,
1)

of the shorts
"Magic with
Carpet
of Movietone"
travel
natural
sound and
musical accompaniment. Another
Film Players'
Club
Harry Hornik
has been elected
group of 26 subjects will be ready
for release within a few weeks.
president of the Film Players' Club
Truman H. Talley originated the at the semi-annual election. Other
idea for these shorts, and Louis de new officers are: vice-president, Rose
Feltman; treasurer, Theresa Klee;
Rochemont is doing the editing.
executive secretary, Avis Nast; reSix New Educational Releases
cording secretary, Alida Stanley;
Educational has set the following desk manager, Thomas Mclntyre;
releases for this month: "Hold 'Er board of directors, Carl de Mel, Al
Sheriff," Mack Sennett comedy with Milliken, Allan Quinn, Christine
Andy Clyde and Marjorie Beebe, Seals, Hannah Luckman and Janet
Verdi.
June 7; "A College Racket," last of
the current Vanity comedies, with
The club plans to soon issue a
Glenn Tryon, June 14; "Monkey monthly publication. Jean de Kovan
Business in Africa," Sennett comedy is editor.
with Andy Clyde and Marjorie
Beebe, June 21; "Foolish Forties," Arthur Jones Leaves
last Gayety comedy of the season,
with Ford Sterling, June 28; and
Roxy Theater Corp.
"2000 B.C." and "Blues," TerryArthur A. Jones, comptroller of
Toons, June 14 and 28, respectively.
the Roxy Theater Corp. for the past
several years, has resigned, effective
Sedley Brown Leaves Stanley
immediately.
Sedley Brown has severed his connection with the Stanley Recording
Co. of America.
West

DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S

LIBRARY

INDUSTRY

5,000,000 feet of indexed negatives and positives containing
scenes
of every conceivable description
INSTANTLY
AVAILABLE

General Film Library, Inc.
729

MORRIS
J. KANDEL,
Pres.
7th Ave.
New York City
BRYANT 4417-8
Cable:
KANDELFILM

ate a theater shall be granted onl»
.vhen the building in which such theater is located is of fire-resistant construction, became effective this week.
There are only about 35 theaters in
Ontario which fail to comply with
the act in this respect. A section ol
the same act, dealing with the grading of motion-p
operators,
which also was toicture
have come into
effect this week, has been delayed for
six months by a special order-ininet.
council passed by the Ontario cab-

Fox's New Accessory Plan
Under a new plan on accessory
sales instituted by Lee Balsly, in
charge of ad accessories for Fox,
salesmen and exhibitors will be kept
informed on what uses are being
made of the company's product in
various
parts of the country and the
results obtained. Balsly is just back
from a trip to Buffalo, Toronto,
Clevelanhia.
d, Detroit, Pittsburgh and
Philadelp
Fox Signs Ethel Norris
Ethel Norris, a principal in the
Broadway
production,
"Crazy Quilt,"
has
been signed
by Fox.
m

Mayfair Theatre B'ldg, N. Y.

WILLIAM

MORRIS

m
Call-Board
DONALD MEEK
ALLAN JENKINS
"GIRL HABIT"
Paramount
HOLLYWOOD

>■

With CHEVALIER
-LUBITSCH "SMILING
LIEUTENANT'' S. R. O.
1

Vlotio'

e

pictur

at $2. Criterion,
X. Y.9 Now Comes
News of Another f 2

PARAMOUNT
New

Season

Hit!

'""""

1931-2 BUY

'",

'■ IK
"'"/,

Hot

WORD..

PARAMOUNT

Previewed in
unedited,
unpolished
form at

that!
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NEWS of the DAY

3

Chicago — A recent rumor, persisting for some time, that a theater
cted at 95th and Charles
Street in the Beverly Hills district.
gradually being substantiated by
fact It is now understood that tht
Harry Goldstinc Realty Co. is preparing to build a house in that district to seat between 1,500 and 2.with
000 persons, and is negotiatinag lease
a large theater circuit for
Archion the proposed structure.
tectural plans arc being prepared by

B. Leo Steif.

Atlanta— Charged with sending obe motion pictures through the
mails. Leroy H. Zehrbach, production manager of a local photo supoly
house, is being held under a $2,000
Federal bond following a preliminary
hearing before Commissioner Ed S.
Griffith. Trior to the hearing, the
seized film was projected in the district court room before a group of
government officials.
Detroit — lack Mansfield, who has
been managing the outlying houses
here for l'ublix, is leaving and going
• (, Chicago for the same circuit. His
work will be divided between Nate
Piatt and Eddie Weisfeldt.

Starkeville, Miss. — Contract has
been let for Masonic Temple building, the main floor to be occupied by
a theater operated by Goodman Bros.
Building to be ready by Sept. 1 at a
t of $25,000.
Dallas — Lester Myer has moved
the sound equipment in the PickWick at Iowa Park over to Lake
Wichita Falls where he will operate
an airdome for the summer.
Detroit — Columbia Pictures is now
booking into Publix first run houses,
with "Meet the Wife" currently in
and "Subway Express" two
the
weeksStateago.

COMING

& GOING

MURRAY ROTH, director of shorts at
the Vitaphone studios, returned yesterday
from a two weeks' holiday in Bermuda.
\V. A. Keves, manager of the Victory,
Dayton, O., reached the city yesterday and
a visitor al the Warner booking departwas
ment.
ALECK SCHREIBER, of the Embassy,
Detroit, waj another visitor to the Warner
offices.
HAROLD RODNER leaves tomorrow for
the west.
FRED MaclSS. \CS, formerly picture
critic and now a short story writer, has
armed in New York from Hollywood for

a visit,

IRVING RAPPER, fdrmerly connected
with the Paramount New York studio, has
gone to London
to stage "Five Star Final."
HERMAN RIFKIN, president of Hollywood films Corp., Boston, is in New York.
MRS. MARY P. II AMI. IN, co-author of
tin- George Arliss-Warner picture. "Alexander
1 1; iviltcm." is ill New York on the way from
Hollywood to her home in Canandaigua,
N Y.
MARION DAVIES and MR. and MRS.
(Connie TalNETCHER
TOWNSEND
ailed last night for Europe on the
■ pa.

HOLLYWOOD
»-

Rim

RALPH

FLASHES
WILK

THE

• • • AFTER PERUSING a copy of "Recording Sound for
Motion Pictures," just published by McGraw-Hill for the Acawe begin to realize how
demy of M. P. Arts and Sciences
little we know about technical terms used in this film biz
common words in everyday speech mean something entirely different to the sound technician
at random we have speared
a few for your
delectation
and puzzlement
Gargle:
A
Wow-Wow, which is a type of pulsation of intensity in reproduced sound
X-Back, negative film coated
on the back
with gelatine to eliminate frictional electricity
All Bottom, sound in which low frequencies predominate
Phased,
ready to start in synchronism
Breezing, when the projected picture is blurred as a result of distortion
of focus in
camera, printer or projector
Bumps, low-frequency sounds,
heard in reproduction, due to irregularities in the sound track
Canaries, unidentified high-frequency noises in the recording system
Circle of Confusion, not a Slam at the Motion
Picture Industry, but a round image of a point of light not in
focus
Dailies, the Rushes, film that is photographed one
day and developed and printed overnight
Deuce, piece of
lighting equipment for housing 2-kw. incandescent lamp
Dog Leg, kink in the starting spiral on a disc record
Dolly, a small rolling platform
Drunken Screw, irregular
tongue or groove, on the cam of the intermittent camera movement
Eagle, an insect that flies across the set while the
camera
is operating;
also a perfect photographic
take
Elephant
Ears, portable
walls, covered
with sound
absorbing
material
High Hat, a very low camera stand
Hot,
and not what you think, m'dears — just something electrically
charged
Jockey Wall, a movable wall, covered with soundabsorbing material
Jenny, an electric generator of portable
character used on the set
Lug, which we always thought
was just a mugg, is a metal-wire terminal
Mike
Stew,
undesired sounds heard by mixer
Mother, impression of
matrix obtained by electroplating
*
*
*
*
• •
•
AND
THESE are only a few samples
employed by the sound technicians in their work

of the terms
so when

you mingle with 'em, and hear one mugg say
"Dolly has
canaries in her elephant ears"
and you don't understand
quickly pull this kolyum outa your pocket and get wised
up
or better still, carry a copy of the book with you
but kidding aside, it's a great volume, and you can't afford to
miss it
every
chapter
written
by a technical
authority,
covering all phases of technical sound development
*
*
*
*
• • •
EDDIE GOLDEN is now heading Popular Classics,
1560 Broadway, selling exhibs a great service
it's a set of
ten volumes of popular fiction classics, handsomely bound
the idea is that a volume a week is given away to each patron
for ten weeks
Eddie was trying to sell the system to an
East Side exhib, and as a clincher, sez
"And they also
get two fine book-ends with the set."
and the exhib comes
back
"What!
Only two book ends for ten books?
And
I should fool my pipple mit unfinished goods?
Nunno!"
and Eddie lost a good prospect
*
*
*
*
• • • A LOTTA dirty work in this rivalry between the
Empey Club and the A.M.P.A. teams for the Film Golf Tournament looks as if they are trying to ring Johnny Farrell
in on the Empey team, for he's been seen hanging around the
club a lot
so the Ampians are planning, through Captain
Tom Gerety, to disguise their team as Trader Horns and work
in a couple of ringers
and if they do, Captain Artie Stebbins of the Empeys, threatens to use their own Mustache Cup on
'em
we'll feed you tht Dirt as fast as we collect it, folks
first thing you know this kolyum will look like a tali
rag

«

«

«

»

»

»

£ARL LAEMMLE, JR., has held
the production
of "Boulevard,"
by up
Ernest
Wolff, in which
Genevieve
Tobin is to appear opposite Walter
Huston, because of the request made
by Radio Pictures for her services.
Miss Tobin, who is on long-term
contract to Universal, has been
loaned to Radio for "Strange Women." As soon as this role is completed, she will return to Universal
play inhas "Boulevard."
City
Noel toFrancis
been added by

Waiucr

Bros, to "Larceny
Lane."
Paramount has bought "A Man With Red
h.iir," stage thriller from the mystery novel
by Hugh
Walpole.
John for
Francis
DillonA. will
direct
Lady"
Columbia.
Leslie
Pearce"Pagan
is to
direct the dialogue.
i>Iary Brian and Noah Beery are late additions to the cast of Universal's "The Homiciderect.Squad,"
which did
George
John Neville
the Melford
adaptation.will diE. Alyn Warren has been assigned by
Paramount to "Daughter of the Dragon."
which will mark the screen comeback of
Scssue Hayakawa, who arrives in Sun Francisco today from Japan. Anna May Wong,
also will be in the picture. Lloyd Corrigan
adapted the story and will direct.
Barbara Stanwyck in "The Miracle Woman" has been completed at Columbia. Frank
Capra directed.
JeanMagnificent
Del Val will
appear
in Paramount's
"The
Lie,"
starring
Ruth Chatterton.
Lionel Barrymore will act the leading role
in
BayardW. Veiller's
M-G-M.
S. Van "Guilty
Dyke
will Hands"
direct. for
George DcSylva has started his duties as
associate producer at Fox. He is preparing
"Delicious" for Janet Gaynor and Charles
Farrell.
The series of two-reel comedies previously
announced by RKO Pathe as the Gold Digger group will be released as the Sugar
Snatchers series. June MacCloy, Marion
Shilling and Gertrude Short carry the title
roles in this series.
Jack Townley and Ernest S. Pagano, dialoguecationalwriters,
been re-signed by Edufor nexthave
season.
Jimmy Finlayson, comedy favorite and former Keystone Cop, is working in two RKO
Pathe comedies at the same time. They are
"June First," starring June MacCloy. and
Daphne Pollard's new fun-film, "Oh, Marry

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and congratulations are exMe!" tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

June 4
Marvin Kirsch
Lane Chandler
Richard Tucker
Walter Dunnellen

"Slim" Summervillc in New
Role With Eddie Gribbon Again as Feeder
He knocked them cockeyed with
delight as the doughboy bugler, and
now he is a Marine with all the wonderful opportunities for gags offered
by his chances on submarines, on
battleships and in every port of the
world. His '•tries is part of the
Famous
52
Two-Reel
Comedies.
"First to Fight," aptly named leader
of the new Summerville's, has ju.st
finished production and they say it's
a wow. Harry J. Edwards directed
with Ed Kaufman
supervising.

D' TALKING NEWSREEL
GETS RECORD BOOKINGS
Leads in popularity everywhere,
say exhibs.
Graham McNamee* as the Universal Talking Reporter is still the
standout newsreel attraction of the
world, and the only newsreel that
actually draws them into the box
office, according to the thousands of
exhibs who
are now
playing
it.
*X.

B. C. radio

star.

Eleanor Hunt for
Summerville Comedies
Universal signs well
known musical comedy beauty and stage
star who played femme
lead opposite Eddie
Cantor
in "Whoopee."
Miss Hunt
has already
started work at Universal City in Slim's
first new one. "First
To

Fight."

Oswald in New Dress

Demand

for Universal
Shorts
Talk of the Industry

Universal Two Reel
Stars Working Fast
George Sidney, Charlie Murray,
Lloyd Hamilton, Don Brodie and
Charles Lawrence have already completed their first comedies for 1931-32".
"Models and Wives" is the name
oi the first Sidney-Murray comedy
. . "Out Stepping" is the Brodie's
initial effort for "I"' . . . "Fun on
the Green" gives Lawrence his big
opportunity and "An Apple a Day"
is the typical title for the new Hamilton comedy.
Charles Lamoiit directed them all
witli Sam
Friedman
supervising.

CHRISTY WALSH, SPORTS

Marquee
Names
Abound
Line-up
in New
1931-32

FEATURE KING, NOW AT 'IT

M. Stanley Bergerman, producer of
short subjects for Universal, makers
of the world's greatest short subji
last year, k'ives further evidence that
Universal is coming thru with even
iter box o
>rt features this

Brightest Lights in Sports
World in "All America

s"
ReelPaddock.
Sports
Ruth.
Charlie

I'd Kaufman and Sam Friedman,
short subject supervisors, Directors
Chai
Kelley, Ray Taylor,
Albert
I. anion) and Harry J. Edwards and
year.
every player and employee on the lot
are just bubbling over with enthusiastic determination to beat last year's
record gross and thus give exhibitors
even greater satisfaction.

Babe
Vincent Richards, "Pop" Warner, Jesse
Harper (director athletics. Notre
Dame University ), Dr. Meauwell
(America's foremost basketball coach)
Brill, Conley, Mullins, Tom Yarr,
Notre Dame Football Champions and
other big-shots of the sports world
flu- keynote of the entire Univerwill be seen in action in Universal's
sal Short Subject force is summed up
2(> 2-reelers by special arrangement
with Christy Walsh. Director Albert in their slogan "watch Universal
Kelley is now hard at work prepar- break all records in 1931-32."
Here
are some of the stars now
ing the first of the football shorts at working:
University.
The box office record of these sin- Notre Dame
gle reelers prove them the most
popular of all novelty reels, and their
creator . . . John Hix, cartoonist . . .
promises to make them even more
interesting. That's good news for
exhibs.

HIX HAS NEW IDEA TOR
STRANGE AS IT SEEMS

Nothing
But Box Office
Names in the Famous
Two-Reel Comedies
George Sidney, Charlie Murray,
Daphne Pollard, Lloyd Hamilton,
Charlie Lawrence (former lead comedian of "Once in a Lifetime") Don
Brodie. Walter Merrill, Gene Morgan, are some of the marquee names

Lloyd Hamilton

Christy Walsh

Craham McNamee

Cene Morgan

Slim Summerville

Babe Ruth

Because they couldn't make him
any funnier than he already is, the
( Kwald animators decided to rig him
up in new and more joyous hard- to appear in Universal's 52 2-reel
ware. Watch him laugh his way to comedies in addition to "Slim" Summerville, Fddie Gribbon, and Eleanor
box office glory!
26 of them again this year . . . Hunt, mentioned elsewhere on this
1 reel each.

"U'"s New

page.

Comedy Find

Vincent Richards

CHARLES LAWRENCE, male lead in "Once In a Lifetime" oast
company has just finished his fust two reel comedy, "FUN < >N Till'.
GREEN," for Universal and is being hailed by those in the know
as a real, box office- bet. Jusl another Universal marquee name for
Universal customers !
(ADV

Charlie Murray
Ccorge Sidney

Don Brodie
Eddie Gribbon

Daphne Pollard

■
Walter Merrill

Charles Lawrence

ERTISEM

E S T )

|ohn Hix

THE

'TEE YARDAGE' REVEALED
EOR ANXIOUS GOLFERS

<2^

Ed Dubinsky As Head
In Merger With Publix
(Continued from Page 1 )

Missouri, means that the Dubinsky brothers will operate the Newman and Royal here in addition to
In response to a score of requests their own Liberty and Regent, and
the Electric, Kansas City, Kan., as
for
rdage"
of the Fenimore
well
as the Paramounts in Springthe
where
course
Club
Countrj
will
field and Joplin. A total of 14 DubinFILM GOLF TOURNAMENT
sky and five Publix houses are inhe played June 10, individual dis- volved.
tances between the 18 holes arc hereThe Liberty will be a first-run.
with divulged for the scrutiny of
['rices at this house and the Newcontestants:
mn
man will be 25, 35 and 50 cents, instead of 25, 40 and 60 as at present
Hole Yardage I'mHole Yardage Par
1
274
4
10
436
4
in effect at the Newman and Royal.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Out

420
543
131
448
236
383
360
376

3171

4
5
3
4
3
4
4
4

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

35

179
449
401
398
300
417
177
505

3
4
4
4
4
4
3
5

In
Out

3262
3171

35
35

Total

6433

70

"Mike" Simmons' A.M. P. A. team
now has, in addition to Captain Tom
Gerely, secured Walter Eberharl to
act in the capacity of manager. Artie
Stebbins, captain of the M. P. Club
team, announced yesterday that he is
picking his foursome and the names
of the golfers who will defend the
Alhec cup will lie announced Monday.
The nc\v> leaked out yesterday that
the prize offered by Nat Lewis for
the best dressed golfer at the event
will be a valuable and handsome
sweater set. Considering the prizes
offered in previous years by Lewis,
it will be worth your while looking
like a dandy. The list of names is
rapidly reaching the dead-line. Only
loO players may enter. Send your
name and check for $10 today and
assure yourself of a good, healthful,
ipy and hilarious day — and night.

British Exhibitors
Fighting Dual Bills
(Continued from Parte 11

we over here, although conditions are
similar. As in America, they 'shop'
for amusements, and mediocrity is
fatal. If we are to again have our
heads above water, we must learn
that the public is more discriminating than ever. They want to go to
pictures, but only to good pictures."
Plunkett announced that a combination stage program and feature sound
picture would be inaugurated at the
Leicester Square, R-K-O's London
house, in the fall.

Sidney Kent To Speak
At Southeastern Meet
(Continued

from

Parte

1)

Motel Ansley here June 15-16. Entertainment committee consists of
Alpha Fowler of the Empire, James
Carrier of the Capitol, and Carter
on of the Fox. N. M. Williams
is president of the association; O. C.
lamb, vice-president, and L. B. Harrell, secretary-treasurer.
Jeanette Loff for Stage
feanette Loff has been signed
by
Schwab & Mandel for "Free for All,*'
musical
production
in which
Jack
I faley will he featured.

and

The latter takes over the Liberty's
second run policy. No money is involved in the deal.

{ Mercantile

Thursday, June 4, 1931
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400 FOX CIRCUIT HOUSES
GIVING SHOWS FOR KIDS

(Continued

from

Parte

1)

pany
Exhibitors'
Pictures
Corp. called
First episode
will be
ready
June 30.
(Continued from Parte I)
The same company is making a
cr> a- an attendance stimulant. In
series of seven two-reel kiddie comconnection with Fanchon & Marco,
edies, using juvenile talent. The first
dancing classes are being held in 30
three,
now ready, are "The 13th
cities. Largest of these classes are
Alarm," "Swell Kiddies" and "Treat
in St. Louis, where the plan originated; Detroit and Washington.
A third
series of 26 vaudeville
Them
Rough."
reels, with four acts in each reel, will
Irish Reel Tax Called Off
be made by the company. Stanley
Dublin — Following
strenuous
pro- recording is being used. The latter
tests, the proposed
increase
in the shorts are being made in the east,
Irish
Free State tax on ncwsrcels and the serial and kiddie comedies on
the coast.
will not be put through.

Bank and Trust Company

Head Office ~ EIGHTH

AVENUE

\

& 36th STREET, New York
Branches

Seventh Ave. &- 48th St
135th St. & Seventh Ave.

Board

Serial and 33 Shorts
Planned by New Unit

:

Madison Ave. & 109th St.
Third Ave. near Claremont

Parkway

of Directors

eyz/,nnounces

J. E. Brulatour
Eastman Films
Robert E. Connolly
Treasurer, Illinois Central R.R. Company

its opening for business today

Benjamin Goetz
Consolidated Films
Industries
Louis Golde
Merchant, S. Golde
Sons
Toney
HardyA. Hardy
Attorney, Hardy &

&

This institution offers complete banking service,
and is prepared

to act in all trust capacities.

George Kern
Real Estate
William A. Lobb
Vice President
John T. Madden
President, Alexander
Hamilton Institute

J. E. BRULATOUR, Chairman of the Board
HOWELL M. STILLMAN, President

Ernest L. Nye
Banker, Freeman &
Company

WILLIAM
HARRY

A. LOBB,

Vice President

Officers

S. GROH,

Secretary-Treasurer

Ernest K. Satterlee
Banker
Howell M. Stillman
President

MEMBER

Paid-in

Deposit accounts invited
FEDERAL

Capital

RESERVE

and

Surplus

SYSTEM

$1,500,000
;

Still going strong-No Let Up
LUMBIA
lCO
^

I

S
COME
with

AGAI~

THRU
•

MILLIONAIRE
GEORGE

ARLISS
Hailed as the best
picture of the

SVENGALI
JOHN

BARRYMORE

year

and

MARIAN
MARSH

PUBLIC
James

ENEMY
with

Cagney

5 weeks

at

N.Y. Strand

Pin Another
Medal On

WARNERS
For Another
Great Hit!
While others are wailing
about the shortage of
first run product

WARNER
showmen

are

sitting

pretty with the biggest
star-hits of the year!
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Loew Will Drop Dual Bills if Indies Do Likewise

CUT NEGATIVE COSTS40%, SAYS SCHULBERG
Foreign Films for Dark
Simon Gould is Placed in
Charge of New
Activity
Reopening of dark houses thn
i 'lit the country by inaugurating foreign picture policies is being planned
by Warner Bros. Success of the new
foreign talker policy at the Warner
in New York has resulted in the
plan. Simon (Jould, identified with
little art theater activities in New
York for a number of years, is in
charge of the movement.

427 OPERATORS' LOCALS
AGREE ON SUMMER REBATE

Houses

Rehearsals
on Set Take 28' ,
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY of Time
Hollywood — Rehearsals on sets now take up 28 per cent of the time in
producing pictures, according to John Cromwell, Paramount director, speaking before the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences. This could be cut to
5 per cent by allowing sufficient rehearsals before actual shooting starts, he
said. The greatest weakness in pictures is in the acting, due to insufficient
time to prepare, Cromwell declared.

/n

Paae

3)

Union Now Picketing
All Lee Ochs Theaters

16MM

on

Paae

Reproducing Unit

Being Developed by W. E.
Western

Electric is developing a 16 mm.
reproducer for use in connection with
educational and industrial pictures. It
will be ready for marketing next fall,
with distribution of the equipment being
handled

by

Electrical

Research

80 Per Cent Tax Boost
Ordered by Soviet Govt.

Products.

West

Abai dons General
Studio Cuts, Says
Coast Head

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

D.-ILY

Hollywood — Negative costs must
be cut from 20 to 40 per cent to
conform with the lessened buying
power, said B. P. Schulberg. head
Paramount's west coast studios, in an
address before the Academy of XL
P. Arts and Sciences. General cutting of studio salaries have hi

Musicians May Let Up on Sound War

Loew

theater executives will be

on

Page

3)

FIVE 1931-32 FEATURES

Moscow — A decree raising all taxes
on amusements from 10 to 80 per
Universal is planning to make five
cent was issued yesterday by the
changes
in its 1931-32 feature proCentral Executive Committee. Mogram. New pictures to be inserted
tion pictures are included in the
are now being discussed by Carl
edict. The increase followed tinLaemmle, Jr., R. H. Cochrane and
boosting of prices of basic commodi- Phil Reisman.
ties on an average of 50 per cent.

D. J. Mountan To Make
6 Features for Universal

Under his deal with Universal, D.
Vacancy caused by the death of Vice- J. Mountan will make
six of the H
President
William
Mayer
will
be
filled.
action features planned by the company in addition
to its regular
It is likely that the federation will
ud. for next season.
Mountan.
reduce its assessment in connection features
with its publicity and advertising who is just back from tl
will
make
the six picture- at Univet
campaign
against sound pictures.
City.
Duke
Worne
will direct the

Indies Blamed for Continuance
Of Dual Policy in Loew Houses

3)

Para.

Warners

(Continued

Modification of the American Federation of Musicians' campaign
Picketing of all houses owned or
against sound, and the re-election of
operated by Lee Ochs has been Joseph N. Weber as president, are
started by Local 306, M. P. Machine
annual
the organization's
expected at which
begins Monday
at
Operators Union, following the in- convention
junction granted by Judge John B. the
Hotel
Patten,
Chattanooga.
Johnson in the Supreme Court, Kings
County. Before this injunction was
issued, the union had maintained
pickets only at the houses recently
The
Fox.
from
by Ochs
acquired
(Continued

by

Sees Sponsored Film Clients
Going Over to Vaudeville UNIVERSAL 10 CHANCE

Predicting that national advertisers will now turn to vaudeville acts
as an advertising medium, Bernard
Lichtenberg, vice-president of the
Four hundred and twenty-seven out Alexander Hamilton Institute and
of 566 projectionists' locals have de- chairman of the executive committee
cided to adopt the William F. Cana- of the Association of National Advan wage rebate plan. The 139 locals
vertisers, expects that this movement
voting against the proposal, under
will reopen thousands of dark vaude
which operators working for the six houses.
major circuits rebate part of their pay
'luring 10 summer weeks, will not
(Continued

Planned

are playing double-features from one
willing and glad to enter into corn- to four days each week. This policj
npetitive indepa* ta with independent exhibitors, in i i ntirely i\u^
pendent nouses refusing to revert to
an effort to wipe out double-featuraccording
" dges
balanced
ing in the metropolitan district, ac- to Vogel,
thai
acknowle
who program.
ting to J. R. Vogel, assistant to
Loew houses have had the two
many
I ol. E. A. Schiller, in charge of Loew
feature program for years but would
houses. Out of 67 Loew houses in now
be ready to drop the policy il
Greater New York, Long Island. all theaters within a reasonable dis
New Jersey and New York state, 1<>
follow -nit.
tance would

Pittsburgh

Sunday

Stopped

by

Shows

Authorities

Pittsburgh — After running unmolested
for the last four months, apparently with
the knowledge and approval of b
and county officials, Sunday night »bows
in this district have been stopped I
authorities. County detective* raided
several performances, but made no arrests. The shows have been under benefit auspices.

-. &&»h

DAILV

Submitting New Fire Code Today

:the
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Joseph

Coast
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Farnham

Bureau,

THE
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Hollywood — Joseph W. Farnham,
screen writer, died Wednesday at his
Beverly Hills home of heart disease.
He was 47 years old. A widow survives.
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j* Eastman Films «

8 T. E. Brulatour, Inc. \\

None •■] tin- walls or ceiling of a li
or place of amusement shall he co
with wood sheeting, canvas or any combustible
material. But this shall not exclude the use
of wood wainscoting to a heighth not to exceed 6 feet, nor the use ol fabrics of monk's
doth, canvas, muslin, bur'ap, silk, satin, velvet, velour or other similar materials suspecded from ceilings other than ceilings above
the main auditorium or hanging against walls
or partitions, if painted, sprayed, or saturate. I
with fire retarding or flameproof material or
otherwise rendered anc' maintained safe
against fire, provided the space between the
wall and the wainscoting or between the wall
and any such material, as the case may be,
when such material forms a part of a wall,
shall be filled in solid (between wainscoting
and the wall) with fireproofing
material.
No person, except as hereinafter provided,
shall use, store or have on hand any inflammable mot. on picture film in quantities
■loiter than five reels, or aggregating more
tl an 5,000 feet in length, or more than 25
pounds in weight, or conduct a motion picture studio, laboratory, exchange, depot or
screening or projection room without a
permit. The storage and use of inflammable
motion picture film used solely in a projection machine in a theater or motion picture
th.ter. duly licensed by the city of New
York, as a the^'er or motion picture theater,
under the provisions of articles 1 and 2. chapter 3, of the Code of Ordinances, are exempt from the provisions of th s section.
Every room containing over 100.000 feet
of film and in which film was not handled
or stored on the date whereupon this article
shall become effective shall be provided with
vents which will open automatically in case
of fire. These shall be of ample size and
may be in the form of automatic skylights
or automatic opening window sash.
In every room where inflammable motion
picture films are repaired or pieced together,
all furniture and fittings shall be of metal
or other fireproof material, except that chair
seats and table and floor coverings may Be
of slow burning material.
In theaters and motion picture theaters,
seeding or projection rooms, sound recording studios and motion picture titling studios,
film shall he stored, kept and handled only
in projection licoths, lewindiug rooms and.
or in special storage rooms provided for such
purposes. The total quantity so stored, kept
or handled at any one time shall not exceed
1 feet. All film not in projection machines or subject to inspection, or in the
process of rewinding, shall be kept in appr< ved containers.
In positive joining and assembling or inspection rooms, in motion picture news Ianoratories, not more than 300 reels, or 300,00) feet of film may be maintained in closed
containers, of which not more than 100 reels.
or 100,000
feet may
be exposed.
In

the

shipping
or receiving
room
of exchanges there shall
not
be more
than
500
of film U any one time ol which
the
quantity not in shipping cases shall not exceed
250
reels.
In theaters
and
motion
picture
screening
or projection
rooms,
film

Studio
*•♦
Chicago
Hollywood
•'» 1727 Indiana Ave.
6700 Santa Monica
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THE
INDUSTRY'S
DATE
BOOK

For Mayor Walker's Signature

Price 5 Cents

The new fire code applying to the
Ed tor and Publisher film industry, and which has been
passed by the New York board of
aldermen, today goes to Mayor
Walker ior his signature. HighSaturdays and holidays
New York, N. Y., low:
lights of the revised regulations fol-

J8HN W ALICOATE

NEW

Friday, June

and

theaters,
shall be

Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Rates

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corporation
T23-TTH

AVE.. N. V.

BRYANT

9-6067

stored, kept and handled only in projection
, rewinding rooms and, or in special
storage rooms provided for such purposes.
The total quantity so stored, kept or handled
at any one time shall not exceed 50,000 feet.
All film not in projection machines or subject to inspection or in the process of retainers.
winding shall be klept in approved con-

$36,106 Tax Refund
Awarded Keith Corp.
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — An over-assessment
of $36,106 in income taxes for 1926
has been decreed in favor of B. F.
Keith Corp. of New York by the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
Fourteen different Keith theater units
were involved in the refunds. More
than half of the over-assessment was
brought about by the allowance of
additional deductions for ordinary and
necessary expenses, taxes, and salaries which were found to be understated on the tax return.
Milton Silver Passes Cigars
A daughter was born Wednesday
in the Polyclinic Hospital to Mr. and
Mrs. Milton Silver. The father is
advertising manager of Universal.
The baby weighs six pounds and has
been named Jeanne Ritchie Silver.
New Cartoon Release in August
"Tom and Jerry," the new series
:>f animated cartoons being made by
Van Beuren for RKO, will be ready
r release in August.
"Skin Game"

Coming

"The Skin Game," the John Gals
worth)- play filmed for British International in England by Alfred Hitchcock, will have its American showing
soon, probably in a Broadway house,
it is announced by Leo Brecher.
RKO
Sales Meet in Jacksonville
Jacksonville, Fla. — A sales meeting
of Radio Pictures southern exchange
managers and salesmen is being held
here with Jerry Safron, eastern sales
manager, presiding.
"Chances" Opens June 11
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in
"Chances," is tentatively set to open
June 11 at Warners' Hollywood,
after a six-week run of John Barrymore in "Svengali."

"UfETy
6EV4ECT
CAWSTCCr
IS & 35 MM
B & W and Colors
UNIFORM— BRILLIANT
FINE
GRAIN— DURABLE
The Gevaert Company of
America, Inc.
423 W. 55th St. 413-21 No. State St.
N. Y. C.
Chicago
Originators
of the
Tinted
Base
M.
P. Film

6-8 : Columbia
Roosevelt
7-8:

western
sales
meet,
Hotel,
Hollywood.

Annual
M.P.T.O.A..convention
Hotel

of

Tri-State
Lafayette,

Memphis.
8 : Opening of American Federation of
Musicians' convention, Hotel Patten, Chattanooga.
June
lune
June
10: Nineteenth Film Golf Tournament, Fenimore Country Club,
White Plains, Westchester, N. Y.
Adjourned annual meeting of Fox
Film
Corp.,
New
York.
15-16: Annual Convention of Southeast Theater Owners, Hotel Ans-

June

June
June
Sept.
June
June

Atlanta.
14-18: ley,
Annual
convention of Advertising Federation of America, Hotel
Pennsylvania,
New
York.
16-17: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Wisconsin, Hotel Pfister, Milwaukee.
18-19: Annual convention of Allied
Theater Owners of New Jersey,
Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City.
9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Minneapolis.

Thomas
Signs
"Viking"
For New
York
and N. J.
New York state and northern NewJersey
Viking"
has beenterritory
sold by for
J. D."The
Williams to
Harry Thomas of First Division Pictures. Masterpiece is handling the
picture in Philadelphia, and Harry
Asher in New England.
Indie Fights Circuit Houses
Billings, Mont.— Max Fregger, operating the Liberty, only independent
house here, is carrying on a spirited
fight against the circuit houses
through the medium of full-page ads
in "The Midland Review." He hints
that he has been asked to sell or face
the competition of a new theater.

7

VACATIONS
VACATIfl

if Kr

ASSAULT
CAMP
STOW,

t> COUNTRY
MASS.
(FOR

The

country

(nfu,

CLUB
BOSTON J

ADULTS)
club
with! ! real
door thrills

out-

ON
THE
PREMISES:
9 hole
(3000
yd.)
golf course,
hard clay tennis courts.
Fifteen
miles of fine canoeing,
excellent
swimming.
Hand
Ball,
Horse
Ranch,
Hiking Trails, Complete
Social
Staff, and
Country
Club
Orchestra. Accommodations, with
running
water.
Tours
to Historic Concord, Lexington
and
Wayside
Inn.
Film employees consult your
social secretary for special rate
information or
CARL

Write
ERBSTEIN,

Mng.

Dir.

Assabet Country Club
P. O. Maynard,
Or

Call

CHickering
Room
209

Mass.
4-7580
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CUT NEGATIVE COSTS W°
B. P. SCHULBERG URGES
(.Continued

from

Page

1J

abandoned
by
Paramount,
he declared.
An interesting experiment, Schulberg said, would be to shoot a picture in medium and long shots, devoting only two days to close-ups.

Minnie Courses Matching
Movie Scale Reductions
Following lead of picture houses,
miniature golf courses throughout the
country are scaling their prices lower.
a checkup made by The Film Daily
I discloses. Courses which charged
customers 50 cents a round last summer are now asking 35 cents, and the
former 35-cent courses are now generally Retting 25 cents.
A bill which would have required
courses in Xew York to obtain
licenses and would have restricted
their operations has been voted by
Mayor Walker.

Gilkes Signed for Expedition
Al Gilkes, cameraman, will have
charge of all camera work in connection with an around-the-world scientific expedition planned by Commodore Vanderbilt. The trip begins
purJuly 1. Apparatus has beenscene-.
undersea
chased for making

Daughter for Charlie Raymond
Charlie Raymond, former manager
in Kansas City and
of the Midland
in the east, is the
now with Loew
father of a girl, christened Carol.

Joins Gang Film Opposition
Red Bank. X. J.— A resolution
-imilar to the one adopted by the
Lions Club, urging theater managers
discontinue gangster films, has
been adopted by the Chamber of
Commerce.

Gene Dennis Holds Over
Gene Dennis, psychic artiste, now
in her fourth week at the Beacon, is
being held over for another two
weeks. She will then go to the
Brooklyn Strand for an indefinite
run.
Philip Berler to Europe
Boston— Philip Berler, purchasing
agent for the E. M. Loew Theaters,
has left for a trip to Europe.

427 OPERATORS'
AGREE
ON SUMMERLOCALS
REBATE

MALT

(Continued

• • •
IN AN industry marked by constant change
due to the very nature of show business
it is heartening
to observe one organizashe that forever follows the even tenor of
its way
referring to Educational
Films
where in
the home office you can walk in from week to week
year
to year, in fact
and see the same lads and lassies sitting
at the same desks
except, of course, when they move up a
desk on a promotion
for in this company they believe in
handing the plums to the folks who've done the work
not to some outsider
which helps a lot in preserving and
building morale
of which Educational has plenty
as anyone can observe by strolling around the joint
and
noting the pleasant, cheerful atmosphere
on the part of
all hands
and you come out with a Warm Glow
with a definite feeling of friendliness toward this outfit
which

is reflected

in

everything

you

write

about

newspaper man who knows that it's the continuous Constructive
Effort that counts
and not the periodic and spasmodic
Pyrotechnic Display
and there's also Stanley Hatch, general sales manager
and E. H. Allen, studio manager
and a raft of others typified by such a gent as Bob Doidge
all expressing what Bob expresses to a superlative degree
a sincere loyalty to the organization
a firm, quiet confidence in the men at the helm
and folks, you can't beat
an outfit like thnt
such a personnel cannot be BOUGHT
it's got to be BUILT
a fundamental truth that
the business shrewdness of E. W. Hammons and the engineering
training of A. S. Kirkpatrick doped out over a decade ago
the most prominent new member of the Educational home office
group is Burt Kelly, who came from an important buying post
at Publix to serve as assistant to Prexy Hammons
•

molded
GROW

©AND AS this bunch enters on a new era of development
with the augmented Sono Art and Tiffany divisions being
into

the

structure
the company

but totional
us

just sit back and watch
is well named Educational

personally

it's more

'em

of the
in charge
CHAPMAN,
STANLEY
! department of Technicolor at the I
trip.
on a business
York
'* in New
E II GOLDSTEIN of the RKO Path«
weeks' survey
home office is hack from a two
City studios.
of activities at the Culver
an general
Australi
CI. ARK,
RALPH
manager for Warner Bros., arrives in New
V >rk on Tuesday.
from the
has returned
D. J. MOUNTAN

1)

Union Now Picketing
All Lee Ochs Theaters
(Continued

from

Page

1)

order signed this week, however,
while restraining the union in certain respects, permits it to picket the
other Ochs houses as well.
Local 306 reports that it has been
victorious recently in six court cas
Film
Board
Secretaries
Shifted
Des Moines — Peggy
Foley is the
new
secretary
of the Des
Moines
Film Board of Trade effective Jun<
She was formerly located in Omaha.
Margaret Streeks, who has been
retary
here
lor several
month-,
being transferred to another ofl
Wallace James Joins RKO
Milwaukee — Wallace James has resigned
manager
of Fox's
to
join asRKO
in Xew
York.Oriental
He
succeeded by Joseph Kinsky, formerof Fox's
Plaza,
who in
turnly ismanager
succeeded
by Paul
Hayden.
Bandits Get Three Days' Receipts
boygan, by Wis.
— The who
Shebi
was entered
burglars
cracked
the safe and escaped with $1.30(1. receipts for three days.
Lionel Keene on Tourist Committee
Atlanta — Lionel H. Keene. southern division manager of Loew- ["heaters, has accepted the general chairmanship of the $5(1.11(10 expans
campaign of the Atlanta Convention
and Tourist Bureau.

Many Happy

it's Inspira-

Returns

•

IKKKV SAFRON, eastern salc« manager
is on his way to Jackfor Radiosonville. Pictures,
Fin.

Page

'em

•
• •
SO LET the bouquets fall where they may in thi- biz
where
everybody
is passing
'em out regardless
but for
our part we choose to pin some nosegays judiciously on lapels of
gents who have earned 'em
starting with E. W, I [amnions, the Educational prexy, who had the sense to formulate a
Policy, and stick to it F.vcrlastingly
and General Manager
A. S. Kirkpatrick, one of the shrewdest judges of men in the
biz
with a background of training as a construction engineer which enables him to analyze and weigh Values
and get what he requires without
fuss or flurry
a Cool
Mind working intelligently from a well planned Chart
and
Gordon
White,
advertising and publicity chief
a former

•

from

voluntarily
slice their own
wages.
The plan is operative June 8.
"I expect that many of the locals
will extend their rebate system to
rover independent theaters as well as
the six circuits specified in the proI," said President Canavan of the
I. A. T. S. E. and M. P. O. yesterday. Local 306, Xew York City, has
already done this.

• • JOE BRANDT'S son, Jerry, graduates from Columhe's
is Joe proud?
today
school
bia grammer
throwing
a party
to the
boy at the and
Park Royal hotel
. ..Jerr\
is aiming at a law degree via University of Pennsylvania
and with the old man prospering with Columbia, and the youngthey'll have to stick
Blindin Justice
a Father
and Sonwithstatue
the Hall of Fame
ster prospering

*

*

*

«

«

»

»

are extended bygratulations
TH1
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

June 5

*

BROADWAY— Skyrocket Street— just a flash before
• • •
the fizzle
which
reminds
us that if Tex
Guinan
gets
more countries, they'll soon be calling her
thrown out of a few
or Exit or Ex It or Just GuINanOUT
Ex Guinan

«

Best wishes and con-

»

Garrett
Fort
Bill Boyd
Fred Mackaye
Bess Clemens
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- WHERE Warner, Laemmle, Zukor, Jolson,
Richman— All Gonna Be There! FENIMORE COUNTRY
Al Jolson, Harry
Harrj Warner,
ugene Zukor, Carl LaemRich
were addmle, ]r.. and many others of
entries
ed yesterday to the list the
FILM
LI
TOUR\ A M E N T ,
which is nearing
the limit of 160
players set by
the committee.
As it now
s t a ii (I s , this
it, the 19th
sponsored 1) y
In \i Daily, promises to be the outstanding tournament of them all.
The battle for the Alhee Memorial
i. between the Motion Picture
Club and the A.M.P.A., has added
considerable interest to an already
exciting day of individual competition. To each player in the foursome
winning the cup, Jules Brulatour will
present a handsome medal, designed
especially for the event and made by
the finest craftsmen in New York.
That the A.M. P. A. challenging
team will offer strong play and keen
competition was evidenced yesterday
by 'Mike' Simmons' announcement
that the team will be selected Sunday from picked players who will
play qualifying games over the weekend. A.M. I 'A. golfers already conscripted are: Tom Gerety, captain;
Walter Eberhardt, manager; Herb
Berg, S. Charles Einfeld, P. L.
Thompson, Paul Gulick, Jerry Beatty and James Milligan.
Although it is known that Artie
Stebbins, captain of the M. P. Club,
has selected several of his players,
Stebbins will not announce the complete line-up until Monday. He
promises a big surprise, and some
headaches for the A.M. P. A. boys.
The tournament is June 10 at the
Fenimore Country Club, White
Plain-, 'flic entry fee is $10 if paid
re Saturday — or $12 at the course
— and the list is nearly completed.
Send your entry today.
GOLF
Earl W. Hammons
Jack Alicoate
Maury Ascher
Paul Benjamin
Herbert Berg
Paul Berger
George Blair
Lou Blumenthal
Richard Brady
S. S. BraumDerg
Leo Brecher
O. H. Briggs

New

ENTRIES
Leo Klebinow
Winfield Andrus
Charles E. Lewis
Al Lichtman
George McCarthy
Joe Rice Macolm
James
WilliamMartin
Massce
Mitchell May, Jr.
H. W Mayse
Don Mersereau
Lee Ochs

Incorporations

NEW
YORK
CHARTERS
Walrock
Amusement
Corp., theaters; W.
Ii. Dessner, 60 East 42nd St., New
York.
100 shares common.
ure Classics, motion picture films; B.
1) Fackman,
15 West 42nd St., New
York.
$20.oi

Neon

Amusement
Corp.,
theatrical
business; B. Rich, 21 East 40th St., New York.
$10,000.
Sinomax
Amusement
Co., theatrical; L.
Rosenzweig,
Rochester,
N. Y.
100 shares
common.

Colvin W. Brown
C. W. Bunn
Eddie J. Byrne
Max Cohen
James Cron
James Cunningham
Ted Curtis
Herbert Ebenstein
William Everts
George Folsey
L. E. Franseen
Ray Gallagher
Bruce
Gallup
Sidney Garrett
William German
Don Gillette
Henry Ginsberg
Chas. A. Alicoate
Larry Golub
Irving Goodfield
Jess Gourlay
Jack
Guttfreund
Don Hancock

H. J. Yates
George
Bernard DeKruif
Kleid
Edward
Finney
James A. Mulvey
D. C. Ferguson
J.
HerbC. Enslen
Fecke

Jack
ArthurHarrower
Hirsch
Joe Hornstein
Don Hyndman
Red Kann
Jerry Keyser
Morris Kutinsky
Julius Cohen
J.William
D. Williams
Brandt
Harry
Brandt
Arthur W. Eddy
Arthur
Pelterson
Melvin
Pelterson
Arthur
S. Abeles
Harry Warner
Al Jolson
Harry Richman
Sam Avurntine
A. H. Schwartz
Harold S. Rieff
Fred Mitchell
Walter Eberhardt
William A. Wolff
Millard Johnson
Charles Romer
Al Selig
Paul Burger
Harry Gold
Harold
Holt
F. Wynne-Jones
Joe
Bill Rivkin
Rabell
William
Frankel
James A. FitzPatrick

Movietone

Harold Rodner
P. H. Rosenberg
Eddie J. Ross
Ernest Rovelstadt
Al Ruben
Marvin Kirsch
Nat Saland
Chester Sawyer
G. A. Scanlan
Isadore Schwartz
Henry Segal
Al Semels
Jack
Mort Shapiro
Spring
Arthur Stebbins
Max Stuart
Ben Barondess
Henry Eysmann
Fulton Hardman
Irving Stolzer
Robert Wolf

M. J. Kandel
George
F. Dembow
Hank
Linet
A Pam
Blumenthal
M. J. Corson
M. H. Chamberlain
Tom
Gerety
Joe Brandt
James A. Milligan
E. C. Weldon
Ed. Golden
Harry Field
Herman
Robbins
M. Van Praag
J. E. Brulatour
Budd Rogers
Dr. Harry Gilbert
Charles Goetz
S. F. Nelson
Clarence Shottenfels
A. C. Seebeck
Gene Picker
Sol Edwards
Al Sherman
Frederic C. Madan
Jerome Beatty
Jack Bowen
David J. Mountan
Capt. Roscoe Fawcett

Evidence

Washington Bureau

of THE

-

NINETEENTH

FILM GOLF

TOURNAMENT

- WHEN
WEDNESDAY,

- WHY
A

DAY

JUNE

]
10th

-

IN THE SUNSHINE

CONGENIAL
REGULAR

-

SURROUNDINGS
GOOD

FELLOWS

PRIZES GALORE -1000 LAUGHS
EVENT LIMITED, 160 PLAYERS

Unavailing
FILM

DAILY

Washington — A Movietone shot
taken in a New York cafe and showing Alberto K. Ferreyros, dancer
known as De Lima, performing ten
months after an accident on a Fox
theater stage, was introduced by Fox
Theaters Corp. as evidence to prove
that the dancer was not permanently
disabled. A District Supreme Court
justice, however, returned a verdict
of $50,000 in favor of the plaintiff,
who charged that three of his toes
were crushed and one of them had
to be amputated. Suit was for $100,000. Fox is expected to appeal the
case.
Eastman Dividend Held Safe
Rochester, N. Y. — Eastman Kodak
dividend is in no danger of a change,
said George Eastman yesterday. Results in the first 20 weeks of this
year are about the same as the corresponding period in 1928, he said.
Bobby Jones Finishes Film Career
West Coast Bureau, THE

- WHAT

CLUB

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Bobby Jones, departing for his home in Atlanta after
finishing his series of golf shorts,
said he has no further inclination to
be a screen performer.

19th ANNUAL
FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT
SIGN THIS AND

FORWARD

TO THE FILM DAILY, 1650 B'WAY.

Here is my entry and ten dollars for the spring film golf tournament, to be held on Wednesday, June 10, at the Fenimore Golf and
Country Club, White Plains, New York.

(Entrance Fee if paid at tournament will be $12.00)

THE COMMITTEE
AL LICHTMAN
MIKE SIMMONS
RED KANN
ARTHUR STEBBINS
DON
MERSEREAU
JACK ALICOATE
BRUCE GALLUP
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Only 18 People Won
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Roxy has built fame on the proper use of short subjects to perhaps a greater extent than any other living
exhibitor. And this master of mass psychology knows
that nothing can take the place of a diversified program of film entertainment made up of a fine feature
picture surrounded by well selected short features of
equal quality .
If you want

the best for entertainment

and

f
i

the

best for your box-office play ONE good feature and
build up the program with laughs and novelty from

S^H

Educational"1* great line of short subjects.

"THE SPICE

CATIONAL

FILM

OFTHE

PROGRAM"

EXCHANGES.

INC., E. W. MAMMONS,

Motion Picture Produc<

r Inc . Will H

Hays, Pre

President

The
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International in Scope
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General Cuts In Studio Salaries Declared Unfair

FOX CONSIDERING LOCAL AD-FIL!VfriE-UPS
Ruling Protects Innocent Exhibitor In Film
Consideration is Granted
to Second Theater in
Prior Right Claim
A far-reaching decision on exhibition contracts was made in the Supreme Court, New York County,
Friday, when Judge Yalente ruled
that in event of a dispute over the
right to a picture, the second exhibitor to buy the picture constitutes an
innocent party in the situation and
as this party must not be injured,
he is entitled to the film.
The
decision
was
rendered
in a
case
wherein
Coy
Operating
Co.
asked an injunction
against Tiffany,
RKO
Film
Booking
Exchange
and
(Continued on Page 3)

Not So Big
by the government in its census of manufactures place the film business considerably lower. On the basis of annual production costs amounting to approximately $181,000,000, the films rank 77th. In receipts, with the peak season
of 1929 estimated at somewhat over $750,000,000, the picture business is
topped by no less than 16 manufacturing, printing and publishing industries,
each of which reported $1,000,000,000 or more in receipts, sales or production.

25 -Mile Limit Television
Predicted At Radio Meet

GEN. THEATERS EQUIPMENT
DEFERS DIVIDEND ACTION
Deal Gives Hunt Circuit
Four Houses in Trenton

Twenty-seven cities have so far been
proposed as the place of the next annual
M. P. T. 0. A. convention in the fall. St.
Louis, Chicago, Pinehurst and Boston are
being mentioned most frequently as the
convention city.

"Young Sinners" at the Palace, the
school pupils went up in arms, declaring that the title does injustice
to the story, the actors and young
folks generally, who do not, they

said, deserve the name

"sinners."

Studio Slashes Affect Many
Not To Blame for High Costs
West Coast Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

not be affected
would
Hollywood — Explaining his stand guilty ones
to general -alary reduc- enough, and an inequality would rein opposition
tions in the studios, B. P. Schulberg sult.
of Paramount declares that the
Schulberg denied thai the pub
i rouble with such slashes is that they
less I"
persons who are in- picturesding are thebad. theater
affect t tooof many
It is be; au-e
they
contributing
to pi
conditions, whereas too many

of the

Although Fox officials have in the
past declared the company's policy
was against advertising or commercial films in Fox Theaters, western
division managers of the circuit have
been instructed to investigate the possibilities of local ad-film tie-ups with
merchants, The Film Daily learns.
Results of the surveys are to be in
the hands of home office executives
within the next two weeks, when
(Continued on Page 3)

PLAN N. CAROLINA CIRCUIT
EMBRACING SMALL HOUSES

stated. Instead the sight broadcasts
will be from stations local in range
as well as in location, and thus television would not be as cramped as
ladio broadcasting is today. In addiRoanoke, Va. — A circuit of small
tion, where only one channel is now
available for broadcasting, ten or second-run houses in North Carolina
more would be open to television, and is being planned by Elmore Heins
cities could have a dozen or more and Heinie Schultze, local operators.
television stations where they now They have been inspecting a number
have only one or two sound broad- of theaters in this territory
casters.

Youth Revolts at 'Sin Implication

Trenton — Increasing its Trenton
Dallas — Films depicting young
houses to four, William C. Hunt
Theatrical Enterprises has acquired folks of today as living a wild and
the Gaiety, seating 1,300, and the sinful life have aroused a strenuous
Centre, with 1,000 capacity. The latter house will be remodeled and protest from local high school boys
During
the showing
of
opened in the Fall. Hunt acquired and girls.
the theaters from Charles Silevor to
add to his local circuit, comprising
the State and Orpheum.

27 Cities
Proposed
For M. P. T. O. A. Meet

Circuit Making Survey on
Direct Advertising
Pictures

Although the impression has got around and statements are frequently made
that motion pictures represent the fourth largest industry, statistics compiled

Chicago — Television will eventually
settle down to ultra-short wave
broadcasting, with a range of about
25 miles, according to papers read
Friday at the Institute of Radio Eng ;ieers convention here. J. W. Conklin, J. L. Finch and C. M. Hansell, all of RCA, were among those
Quarterly dividend action on Gen- represented at the meeting. This
eral Theaters Equipment preferred means that television images will not
stock, due at this time, has been de- be sent vast distances for public
ferred.
amusement
as radio is today, it was

Dispute

n't the ntinued
money,on he
Pao* said.
3)

"We

A.M.P.A. Makes Wanger
Honorary Life Member
Walter Wanger yesterday was formally presented with a resolution
adopted by the A. M. P. A. mal
him an honorary life member of the
organization.
The
honor
v
Ferred on him in recognitioi
valuable lectures before the A. M. P.
A. and the helpful interest he I
and pubin the advertising
shown
licity

men's »n.

Gets Behind
Birmingham
Film Movement
Juvenile
Birmingham— |uvcnilc attendance at theaters is expected to be spurred as a result
of a plan launched by the City Amusement
department, under the direction of Mrs
Myrtle Sncll. whereby suitable kid films
will receive publicity in weekly broadcaif*
over WBRC
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Final Col. Sales Meet
Planned by H. A. Lande
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Los Angeles — More than 50 Columbia executives and members of
the sales force representing the home
ofiice, the we>tern and other states
covered by the Los Angeles Convention will be present at the Roosevelt Hotel this morning (Saturday)
when the company's west coast convention opens for a three-day session.
This is the final of three regional
meetings.
Harry Cohn and Jack Cohn, will
officially open the meeting, which
will feature addresses by the two
heads of the company as well as by
Lou Metzger, director of sales and
Sam Briskin, assistant general manager. In addition, the New York
contingent present includes: Henri
Brunet, manager of exchange operations; Rube Jackter, assistant sales
manager; Hal Hode, accessories
sales manager; Charles Mintz and
Charles McDonald
Members of the Columbia sales
division attending the meeting include: Denver — R. Garland, manager; B. T. Cale, D. Conley; Los Angeles—J. H. Goldberg, W. C. Riter,
manager; J. Drum, H. M. Lentz, M.
S. McCarthy; Portland — J. R.
Beale, Manager; C. L. White; Salt
Lake City — J. F. Baker, manager;
W. S. Seib, H. A. Black; Butte— J.
H. Dickson; San Francisco — L. E.
Tillman, manager; F. W. Butler, E.
H. Strickland, Phil Weinstein; Seattle— L. N. Walton, Manager; E. I.
Hudson, E. L. Walton.

H. A. Lande, who formerly operated the Lande Film Distributing Co.
with headquarters in Pittsburgh, has
formed the Playhouse Specialties,
Inc., to produce and distribute a
series of advertising films with entertainment values known as featurettes. Several trailers are now in
production and will be ready next
week. The company has opened offices at 1619 Broadway.

Olsen is New Sales Mgr.
For FitzPatrick Pictures
Alfred J. Olsen, formerly of the
RCA sales staff, has joined FitzPatrick Productions as general sales
manager. Olsen replaces Ira H. Simmons, who recently resigned to join
Talking Picture Epics.

Rawlinson Launching
Production in East
Herbert Rawlinson, who has been
out of pictures for some time and is
now appearing on the Broadway
stage innounces"A
Virgin,"
anthat heModern
has leased
the Arco
Studio on Long Island and will start
work late this month on a talker
version of "Underneath," play by
Aimee and Philip Stuart. Rawlinson will head the cast. Sound equipment and camera crew have been engaged, he says.

THE
INDUSTRY'S
DATE
BOOK
6-8 : Columbia
western
sales
meet,
Roosevelt
Hotel, Hollywood.
7-8:
Annual
convention
of Tri-State
M.P.T.O.A.,
Hotel
Lafayette,
Memphis.
Tune 8 : Opening of American Federation of
June
Musicians' convention,
Hotel Patten, Chattanooga.
Nineteenth
Film
Golf
TournaJune 10:
ment, Fenimore Country
Club,
White
Plains, Westchester.
N. Y.
Adjourned annual meeting of Fox
Film Corp., New
York.
15-16:
Annual
Convention
of Southeast Theater Owners, Hotel AnsJune
14-18: ley,
Annual
convention
of AdvertisAtlanta.
ing Federation of America.
Hotel
Pennsylvania.
New York.
16-17: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
June
of Wisconsin,
Hotel Pfister, Milwaukee.
Annual Owners
convention
Allied
Theater
of Newof Jersey,
Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City.
9-10:
Semi-annual
Convention.
Allied
Theaters
Ass'n
of
Minnesota,
North
and
South
Dakota,
Minneapolis.

June 18-19:
June
Sept.
June

Baltimore Sunday Shows
Opposed by Methodists

Baltimore — Opposition to home
rule with regard to Sunday shows,
and to any ordinances adopted bv the
city council for modification of the
laws, has been registered by the Baltimore Conference of the Methodist

Episcopal
Church.
Birmingham Managerial Changes
Birmingham — John Douglas and
Harry Brown in New Duties
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Bert Gilbert have been appointed
Dorothy Gish for Summer Stock
managers of the Strand and Galax,
Washington — Harry Brown, for- respectively,
Westport,
Conn. — Dorothy Gish
recently purchased by
mer Tiffany manager here, is now
will be one of the featured plavers
Birmingham
Theatrical
Amusement
feature sales manager for EducaCo. They succeed C. P. Malphus and of a summer stock company being
tional-Tiffany.
Don Merritt.
sponsored by a group including Lawrence Lanener of the New York
Theater Guild. The theater is now
New RKO De Luxer for Washington
Multi-Lingual
House
for Paris
under construction off the Boston
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Paris
—
Theater
Edouard
VII, for Post Road near Westport Center.
Washington — In addition to the
long-rumored de luxe house planned years a popular legitimate house
here bv Warner Bros., it is reported here, has been converted into a talking picture house playing foreign
that RKO intends to replace its
15th St. hotire with a more elabo- language films, including English,
New Incorporations
rate structure.
German, Italian and Spanish, and it
is the plan of the house to present
NEW YORK CHARTERS
each day
the same
different
sions of the
film. language verWinston Signed as Para. Director
Catskill Mountains Amusement Corp., theThird Robbery
in Month
Harold Winston, who directed
M. C. Moseman, Tannersville, atrical,
N.golf course;
Y.
$3,000.
Birmingham — Safecrackers
ob- shorts at the Paramount eastern stuAmerican General Film Moves
Groton Avenue Theatrical Enterprises;
dios last year, and recently staged
tained $400 from the Ensley safe. Tt
American
General
Film
Corp., Lusk, Buck, Ames & Coon, Cortland, N. Y.
was the third robbery in about a "Brass Ankle" on Broadway, has
200 shares common.
at 1440
Broadway,
has
month.
been signed b^ Paramount as a di- ormerly
NAME
CHANGES
noved
into
new
offices
at
729
SevBeacon Film Company, New York, to
enth Ave.
coast. rector and is now on his way to the
Beacon

:.:
:.:
:.:
:.:
:.:

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STillwell 4-7940

I Eastman Films «
it

si

% J. E. Brulatour, Inc. «
5.:
♦♦
♦v
Chicago
♦"♦ 1727 Indiana Ave.
ft
CALumet 3692
S3
♦.♦

::

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

Rialto To Show Revivals
Instead of closing for two months,
as recently announced by Publix, the
Rialto is chaneing to a policy of revivals, with "Whoopee" among the
first attractions slated for a return
showing. "She Wolf" ended its Rialto rim Friday night.
Disney Files Papers in New York
Albany — Walt Disney Productions,
Ltd.. of Los Angeles, chartered in
California laws, has filed certificate
statement and designation to permit
corporation to do business in New
York State.
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INNOCENT EXHIB PROTECTED

LOCAL AD-FILM TIE-UPS
BEING CONSIDERED BY FOX

IN FILM CONTRACT RULING
(.Continued

from

Page

{Continued from Page 1)

1)

the Long Island Operating Co. to
prevent the latter from nlaying "Hell
Bound" ahead of it. Judge Valente
denied the petition and dismissed the
complaint. The petitioner claimed
that by virtue of contract, it had
prior right to play the picture at
the Merrick in Jamaica. The defendants declared that the picture
Coy had bought was specified as
James Cruze Production No. 190 and
not "Hell Bound."
B. B. Kahane represented the defendants, whose case was argued by
Attorney Louis Nizer.

New Irish Sound Tax
Blow to Dual Policy
Dublin — Among the expected
consequences of the coming into
operation of the higher import duty
on sound films in the Irish Free
State will be the discontinuance of
double feature programs. Distributors believe the increased tax will
discourage the showing of two features on a bill, and that shorts and
vaudeville will be used instead of the
extra feature.
New Virginia Companies
Richmond, Va. — Virginia Operating Co., Inc., of Hampton, has been
chartered with an authorized maximum capital of $50,000 to operate
various places of amusement. E.
Sclater Montague of Hampton, is
president.
A. Padis, of Virginia Beach, is
president of the newly formed Padis
Amusement Corp. of Norfolk. The
company has been chartered with
authorized capital of $10,000.
Mo. — 111., Theater Changes
St. Louis — A number of theaters
in Southern Illinois have been closed
for the summer months, including
the Dupo, Dupo; Washington, Belleville; Roland, Marion; De Luxe,
Witt, 111., and Palace, Springfield.
The American, East St. Louis,
111., has reopened.
The Lead Belt Amusement Co.
has sold the Ritz, Farmington, Mo.,
to George H. Karsch.
The Cape, Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
has closed indefinitely.
The Ritz, Marshfield, Mo., and
Valencia, Macon, Mo., have been reopened.
Clara Bow to Rest on Ranch

West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Clara Bow who has
been recuperating in a local sanitarium, isleaving for her ranch near
Las Vegas, Nev., for an indefinite
rest.

COMING

& GOING

GLORIA SWANSON, EDNA FERBER
and SAM HARDY were on the passenger
list of the He de France, which sailed Friday for Europe.
.
MRS. COUKTr.AND SMITH sailed Frifor the other side.
day on the Olympic
MR. and MRS. RICHARD RARTHELMESS are in New York for a visit.

• • • WE TRIED to get Giuseppe, that string of spaghetti
in the Gondola, to send in his entry for the Film Golf Tournament and after looking over the list of entrants, he shook
his head
"You tink I'm one crazee Wop?" sez he
"to poosha da golf ball aroun' wit soocha bunch?
an' wot
happens to poor Giuseppe?
dey getta me out on da golf
curse
an' start one beeg racket
first comes Joe
Hornstein, an' sella me some second-hand hequipaments for a
teater I no got
an' Lee Ochs, he sell me a palooka palace
in da Bronx in a Joosh neighborhoods — an' me, a Wop!
an' H. J. Yates, first ting you know, he got my good gondol
for a coupla shares of Seetay stock
an' Joe Brandt, he
grab me an' say, come, Giuseppe, prosper wid Columbus at 100
bucks a share cash money
an' Al Jolson goes down on
his knees an' try an' sell me Mammy an' Sonny Boy when I got
one beeg family already
no, no, Phil
Giuseppe, he
stick to da gondol
I poosha da gondol
you poosha
da boloney
we gotta one dam good racket, too
don't we take all dissa bunch for a ride
every day?"
• • • STRONG
SIGNS
that the independent producer is
getting into his stride
with heavy whisperings from out
Hollerword way
that Harry D. Edwards' production of
"Pagan Lady" for Inspiration, Columbia release
has got
SOMETHING
seldom does an independent come through
with a cast like this
Evelyn Brent, Charles Bickford, William Farnum, Conrad
Nagel, Lucille Gleason, Leslie Fenton,
Gwen Lee, Roland Young
and with John Francis Dillon
directing the adaptation of the stage play that really HAD
a
Broadway
run
and dialogue by Leslie A. Pearce, who
made "Meet
the Wife" zip with snappy lines
it looks
darned
interesting

• • • YOU
CAN'T stop the guy with a Real Idea who
keeps everlastingly
at it
referring Directory
to Jack Livingston's
second
issue of his International
Casting
which
is a bear
with all the dope and listings in every branch
of the amusement world
invaluable to every agency or individual hiring talent
and with a Forward Slant on the
Television angle
which is nearer to realization than most
folks realize

• • • EDDIE GOLDEN has decided to quit telling funny
stories
it has been his custom while trying to sell an
exhibitor prospect his Popular Classics book proposition
to stop in the midst of his sales talk and tell a story
and the other day one exhib laughed so hard he suffered a
paralytic stroke
and couldn't sign on the dotted line.
• • • THINGS
THAT
Get Us All Choked
Up.
when we call on a publicity gent
and he "don't know
nothing"
and after talking to him a li'l while..
we dig out a story
and as soon as we leave his ossif
he gets on the phone and gives our story to someone
else
and we hear about it indirectly
and naturally
don't run the yarn
and he calls us up next day, sore as
a pup
because we didn't run Our Story he gave to
someone
else!
and it's muggs
like this that go aroun
yelping that they Never get a Break
oops

a final decision will be reached. The
films, if issued, will be along the
lines of those now distributed by
Alexander Films, which claims to
hold advertising film contracts with
4,000 theaters. No attempt will be
made to conceal the fact that the
proposed shorts are "direct advertising." Alexander shorts average 50
feet each in length and boost local
retail merchants.

General Studio Cuts
Are Declared Unfair
(.Continued

from

Page

1)

have learned that pictures are not a
necessity, although we had long held
the smug belief that the world could
not do without films," Schulberg declared. "There never have been better pictures of
thanproduction
in the last
year."
Speaking
costs,
the
Paramount studio head said he
couldn't understand why 140,000 feet
of film should be shot to make a
6,000-foot picture. "If directors approach the taking of pictures as they
do retakes, there would be a reduced
negative cost," he stated. "Too much
time is wasted on unnecessary shots
that never go into pictures."
Next Ufa Offerings
Following the engagement of "The
Great Tenor" at the Cosmopolitan,
Ufa will play "Love at the Gasolene
Station" with Lillian Harvey and
Willy Fritsch. "The Student Song
from Heidelberg," with Betty Bird
and Willy Forst, will follow.
"Night Angel" for Rivoli
Paramount's "Night Angel," costarring Nancy Carroll and Fredric
March, and written and directed by
Edmund Goulding, will open at the
Rivoli on June 10, succeeding "Seed."
E. C. Prinsen in Marion, O.
Marion, O. — E. C. Prinsen of San
Antonio, has succeeded B. W. Bickert
ace.
as manager of the two Publix Theaters here, the Marion and the Pal-

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following memindustry,: who are celebratof thebirthday!
ingberstheir

Charlie Murray
• • • SAYING WHICH, we lay aside the cares of the day,
viewing a lotta these
and go out to do some Real Work
and
some of which are
super special productions
with
right
all's
and
Heaven
his
in
oh, well, God's
—
some
the world
— Almost

«

«

«

»

»
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Tyler
MauriceBrooks
Hanline
William F. Rodgers
Jacob Wilk
Ralph Wilk
Normal
Devol

»
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Latest Production News Received By Wire From The West Coast j±

TOD BROWNING STARTS
NEW M-G-M CONTRACT

in collaboraTod Browning has returned from \\ ARK SANDRICH,
tion with Monte Collins and
his vacation trip abroad and is getling ready for his first production Johnny Grey, is writing an original
under his new contract with M-G-M. story, which will serve as Clark and
initial vehicle under
'I itle lias not yet been announced. McCullough's
Browning directed many of Lon their new contract. Sandnch will
also direct the comedy, which will
Chaney's pictures.
be produced by Lou Brock for release by Radio Pictures.
New Member for McGuire Gang
*
*
*
Clifton Thompson, Jr., four-yearold San Pedro youngster, has become
Famous last words — "Joe Doakes
a member of Larry Darmour's Is no longer *with * us." *
Mi' key (Himself) McGuire gang.
Howard Estabrook will begin the screen
Clifton, who was discovered by Director Albert Herman, has been adaptation of "Frontier," Ricnard Dix's starring vehicle, as soon as he completes adapnicknamed
"Butch."
tation of "Are These Our Children?" Wesley Ruggles' next
* assignment.
*
*
"Honor
of the Family"
Completed
Walter De Leon has written two
Bebe Daniels in "The Honor of
originals for Warner-First National.
the
Family"
has
been
completed
by
First National.
His "Local Boy Makes Good" wili
star Joe E. Brown, while "Strictly
Confidential," a collaboration, will
"The
Other Man"
Finished
star Bebe Daniels. He is now writWilliam Powell's first starring picing an original kid story for Warnerture for Warner Bros., "The Other First National.
*
*
»
Man," has been completed at the
Burbank studio.
Frances Lee will be seen opposite Jack

Jk>

12 SHORTS AND FEATURE
BEING MADE IN SPANISH

"LOTS"
A LITTLE from
Jed Buell relates the story
By RALPH

^

W1LK

of a
sailor who wanted to work in pictures. He had a battleship tattoed
on his chest. The casting director
told the sailor that he was overweight, so the
actor towent
on a diet.
Whenwould-be
he returned
the

Twelve one-reel comedies in Spanish, featuring Cristina Munoz, are
planned by Talk Art Productions. A

Spanish
feature,
"Sangre de Villano"
("Villain's
Blood"),
also will be
made by this company. Gabry Rivas,
prominent Latin-American writer, is
studio, the battleship resembled a supplying the stories.
row boat.
Carlos L. Cabbello is adapting the
comedies and also will direct both
George Green, former song writer and
more recently an assistant director on the the English and Spanish versions
RKO Pathe lot, was promoted to director under the supervision of Rivas.
on the "Bufftown Comedies" starring James
Gleason.
♦
*
*

Fox has signed Jed Prouty for "Lady From New Orleans" Starts
"The Plutocrat" and Stanley Fields
With Lillian Bond in the leading
feminine role and David Manners as
*
*
*
for "Skyline."
Our Passing Show: Thornton Freeland, leading man, "The Lady from New
June Clyde, Frank Eastman, E. H. Allen, Orleans" has started production at
Margaret Ettinger, Ramon Romeo at "Mrs. the Warner studios. Victor Varconi,
Bumpstead-Leigh," starring Mrs. Fiske; Richard Bennett, Montagu Love,
Ronald Colman, William Powell, Sam Taylor, Carol Lombard, Aileen Pringle. Zelma Ivan Simpson, John Harrington,
Ralf Harolde, Boris Karloff, Cecil
O'Neil, Dolores Del Rio, Don Alvarado,
Lawrence Olivier, Mrs. Noll Gurney, Charles
C. Burr, Bessie Love, Frank Gay at the Cunningham, Nina Mae McKinney
and
George Marion, Sr., also appear
Motion
Picture Tennis Ass'n matches.
recting.
in the lineup. Michael Curtiz is diKay Francis in M-G-M Picture
Duffy in a new Educational-Tuxedo comedy,
Kay Francis will have a leading
"What a Head." Konnie Kondell is cast as
the juvenile lead.
Pathe's Reno Comedy
role
M-GUM's
"Guilty Hands,"
RKO Pathe is contributing to the
*
*
*
Trem Carr Finishes First
with inLionel
Barrymore,
Madge
Reno cycle by producing a two-reel
Evans, William Bakewell, Polly
Trem
Carr, producer of the Bo
Ralph Dietrich, who edited "Dad- Moran and C. Aubrey Smith.
comedy, "Crashing Reno," by Nick
Steele westerns for Tiffany, ha ,
Barrows and William Watson, with
dy
Long
Legs,"
for
Fox,
is
becoming
an ardent collector of books.
Daphne Pollard starred.
completed
Trail's
End,"
*
*
*
first
in the "Near
series oftheeight.
SupportSupporting Rubin
William Goodrich will preside as principal
ing
cast
includes:
Marion
Shockley,
Bud Jamieson, John Sinclair,
director at the Educational studios next sea- Marie Wells, George Billings and Jay Morley, Hooper Atchley, Si
son, according to E. H. Allen, general man- Stanley Blystone have been signed
ager of the studio.
Jenks, Henry Roquemore and Mur*
*
»
to support Benny Rubin in his RKO dock McQuarrie. Wallace Fox directed. Production will get under
Phil H. Whitman, who directed Pathe comedy, "The Messenger
Boy."
Edward
Luddy
has
the
megaway
shortly
on the second in the se"The Fourth Alarm," will direct
ries,
"South
of Santa Fe."
"The Mystery Train," a feature, for
phone.
Larry Darmour.
*
*
*

A/e*v Low Rates
in

HOLLYWOOD

ROOM
WITH
BATH

$

5

Right in the heart of
Hollywood— with
interesting places to
go-people to sco

flia^l ™d '"'"g5 to donPH9
ill ~M —IMM
■ »nr3u^Vrin ft BwkUt. Vtctthn Bmnsm

kOosevejLT
ROBERT J. McCABE, Manage*

HOLLYWOOD.

CALIFORNIA

Julia Swayne Gordon has the part of a
haughty continental dowager in "Common
Law,"
Pathe's new picture starring
Constance RKO
Bennett.

*
*
*
If the economy wave continues,
each supervisor may be allowed only
five relatives in his unit, a studio
wag reports.
*
*
*

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

"The Lady Killer," by George Kibbe Turner, has been purchased by RKO Pathe as
Eddie Quillan's next vehicle to follow "Sweepslakes." Al Rogcll may be re-engaged to direct the new Quillan feature.

Hollywood's most convenient hotel . .
tor your stay in Southern California
RIGHT in the center of everything to see and do . .
next door to famous studios, theatres, cafes, and
shops . . near golf courses, bridle paths, and other
amusement places.

Ivan Lebedeff's initial starring vehicle, "Strange Women," is now in
production at Radio Pictures, with
Richard Boleslavsky directing. The
story is an original by Lebedeff and
Benn W. Levy.
"Transgression" is the new title for "The
Next Corner," Herbert Brenon's latest production for Radio Pictures. "Helga" is
another title which has been shelved by Radio
Pictures. The new title of the original by
Martin Flavin is "Three Who
Loved."

The Plaza offers you every modern convenience, unexcelled service, and a unique, homelike atmosphere that
makes you feel at home as soon as you enter its well
known "doorway of hospitality." Here, too, you may
enjoy the company of interesting and famous people.
European plan. $3.00
double. S5.00 and up,
and monthly rates.
Remember the Plaza
Hollywood. Write for

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

HOTEL

and up, single. $4.00 and up,
twin beds. Special low weekly
for an unforgettable
free folder.

... HOLLYWOOD,

stay In

CALIF.

HERE IT IS
RICHARD TALMADGE
DANCING DYNAMITE
in

7 REASONS
FOR

ALL

WHY

THESE

and
YOU

MONTHS

ARE

GOING

TO BOOK

IT

now you have been crying for
Isomething with which to please
the kids

♦ THIS IS IT
ACTION has been your wailing wall, now your
I
+ PRAYERS ARE ANSWERED
YOU

HAVE

HAD

SMUTTY

STUFF

piled on you in gobs—
~| this one is as

♦ GLEAN AS A HOUND'S TOOTH
YOU HAVE SUFFERED all the ills of talking pictures when all
~| along you knew that you wanted
♦ MOVING PICTURES
TEEMING WITH ACTION as well as
♦ TALK
NOW YOU HAVE IT— a moving picture made with talk as modI ern as a 1931 school girl
♦ AND IT IS
THE Nth DEGREE IN MOVEMENT and entertainment with a
♦ STORY BEAUTIFULLY TOLD.
DANCING DYNAMITE is the second of a series of six fast action
| screen entertainments that
♦ RICHARD TALMADGE
is making for you.
BOOK IT NOW and know that you have
1
♦ ACTED WISELY
Produced by Richard Talmadge Productions, Inc.
on Western Electric Noiseless Recording
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Maintaining Right Temperature
Vitally Important in Summer
Maintaining comfortable atmospheric conditions implies something
more than the mere "changing of the
air so many times per hour." It implies the scientific adjustment of the
tors of temperature, humidity and
air movement in a manner that shall
make it always easy to provide atmospheric conditions approximate
\tcrnal temperature within a degree that assures the elimination of
the "clamminess" that is the beginning of human discomfort.

Change Maker Operates
With Speed, Accuracy

Kansas City — A change making
line, small, compact and requiring very little space, and said to assure speed and accuracy with its use
in making change at the box-office
is being offered by the Hoefer
< lhange-Maker Co.
Featuring a simplified key board
yet positive in action, automatic safety
lock which prevents short-changing
when a coin channel becomes empty
and a one-piece coin holder that is
Cooling is a most important factor said permits readily removing from
in the successful operation of a the- machine when desirable, the device
ater during the hot weather, but such delivers change in any amount from
well known and popular advertising cue cent to one dollars by a single
stroke of the hand, yet the penny
phrases as "70 degrees cool inside" keys are out of the way when not
and "20 degrees cooler than on the needed.
Coin deliveries are obtainable for
street" and "Icy cool within" a rather
unlikely way of attracting patrons. either right or left hand side of the
Theater temperatures of 70 degrees machine, the company
states,
may be anywhere from 20 to 30 degrees below summer temperature on
National Theater Busy
the street.

Health authorities place the proper
temperature of the theater at 75 degrees and a humidity of 55 per cent.
A good rule for theater engineers
or operators of cooling equipment to
follow, they believe, is the maintaining of a difference of approximately
10 degrees in temperature between
the inside and the street. The publie instinctively avoid the possibility
of enduring long periods of "stuffiness" and perspiring discomfort just
as much as they avoid, whenever possible, the physical shock of violet
change of temperature. There is a
surprisingly large number of people,
le of advanced age and infirm,
some perfectly normal, who will not
and who dare not patronize refrigerated houses because of some unhappy experience they have had in
theaters that were 70 degrees cool.
A theater in which the air is kept
at 75 degrees, with a humidity of 55
per cent, and in which there is a
barely perceptible air motion, is close
to the ideal for warm weather.
Picture theaters are today ministering to the mental needs of vast and
ever-growing numbers of the counfrom all
its,try's
forpopulation
rationaldrawn
entertainment
is
the very bed-rock upon which human
m< ntal well-being has its foundation.
The safeguarding of the physical
comfort of the picture-going public
is not only a duty, but is also an
obligation charged with potentialities
rich in profits.

TS the interior and lobby of your
theater properly illuminated and
decorated for the summer, or are you
one of those exhibitors who think a
wide array of posters and bright
lights in your lobby will be an inducement to draw patrons into your
house? Interior lighting should be
changed to cool green or other appropriate colors. Arrange for greens
and flowers for your lobbies and foyers and see that your house and other
advertising features are "Cool and
Comfortable." By making it attractively inviting, you're going to help
boost your summer
grosses.
*
*
*

By M. P.

LOBBY MADE ATTRACTIVE
BY PORTABLE FOUNTAINS

Self - contained portable electric
fountains for use in adding a cooling
as well as a decorative effect in the
theater lobby and lounge rooms are
being marketed by the Capitol Stage
Equipment
Company of New York.
No water connections or pipings of
any kind are necessary as the device
works automatically by placing about
two quarts of water into the bowl
and connecting the outfit to the nearest light socket, the same water
circulated and used over and being
over

Perfumed or scented crystal salts
also may be added to the water to
again
sweeten the air, the company states.

The comfort of the patron amounts
New Type Small Fan
to more than just a comfortable seat,
Philadelphia— A new type small fan
and a good view of the screen. The
consideration given to his comfort known as "Circulair," said to be silent
should start with his entrance into in operation, capable of circulating
the theater.
the air in all directions at once, with*
*
*
out disturbing papers or creating a
draft,
is being put out by the Electro
Why should patrons wait to see
an attraction at your theater when Manufacturing Co. of America. It
they can see the same attraction at is made in colors to match decorations.
a competing house the week before
Issues Catalogue
it is advertised to play at your
A new catalogue, covering sound
Installing Equipments house? If they do wait, they'll wait amplification
and
reproduction
apXational Theater Supply Co. re- because you've been wise enough to
paratus, has been issued by the Miles
I
ase
your
appeal
for
steady
patronports a busy season on equipment
Co. of New York.
age on something more than the pic- Reproducer
installations throughout the country.
tures themselves; because you've
Recent deals include air-washing made your
theater outstandingly inJUST
system, seats, drapes, etc., at Apollo,
viting and comfortable: because
Princeton, 111.; chairs in the Metro,
an individual attractiveness of its itown.
AROUND
Durant, Okla.: complete cooling you've given
equipment in the Sunset, Los AnTHE
geles, also the V.M.C.A. theater of
Opens
Premium
Plan Office
Wareshoals, C. S.; marquee for the
CORNER
Milda, Chicago; Artone adjustable
Cleveland — ■ Abe Chapman and
sound screen unit for the Wisconsin,
Wilson, both formerly conMilwaukee; new improved booth George nected
with the distribution of films,
from every American
equipment in the Orpheum, Kansas have opened a branch office of the
theatre
City; chairs for the Empress, Wau- W S. Theater Premium Co., Pittsrika, Okla.; large electric sign for
burgh, in the Film Building here.
NATIONAL THEATRE
the Opelika, Opelika, Ala., and com- The premiums distributed by the
SUPPLY
COMPANY
plete redecoration at the Alger's company consist of movie star butPark, Champaign, 111.
tons, puroloid dresserware, china sets,
In the new Alger's Peru theater and packages of chocolates.
the company furnished and installed
both upright and canopy signs, also
complete carpeting, stage-rigging,
draperies, booth and box-office equipment, and complete seating. The new
Watseka theater. Watseka, 111., is
For sound and motion picture photography — lamps
of all kinds, both incandescent and arc types,
another Xational job on booth equipfloodlights, spotlights, overhead lights, side lights,
ment, carpets, canopy signs, drape
etc. ; for close-up or long-range work. Also wirits and decorations.
ing devices of various kinds, portable plugging

0
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EQUIPMENT

BOOTH

AC-OPERATED EQUIPMENT
MARKETED BY PH0T0T0NE

ALTERATIONS
Philadelphia — Improvements and
the installation of sound equipment
arc in progress at the Garden here.
The house will be opened by Sam
Waldman.

Indianapolis — An alternating current sound-on-film unit, known as
Talkafilm. which can be attached to
Powers, Kaplan and Simplex projectors, has been placed on the market
Menominee, Wis. — To provide
by the Phototone
Corp.
more stage room and permit booking
The unit, to be used with 110-120 of stage shows, if desired, an addivolts alternating current, SO to 60
Lloyd.tion is being made to the rear of the
cycles, comes complete with amplifier,
speakers, rectifier and tubes. The
amplifier, it is said, is capable of
Washington, Mo. — Alterations and
producing enough volume to take improvements that will cost about
care of theaters
seating 2,000.
$30,000 arc being made at the Calvin.
Sound-on-film sound heads which The house was recently acquired by
comes complete with drives, photo the Commonwealth Theater Corp. of
cells, lens system and exciter lamps Kansas City.
has also been marketed by the company.
Terra Alta, W. Va.— W. B. UrlingJ
who recently leased the Alpine, will
install sound and make general improvements.

New Portable Screen
Put Out by Da-Lite

A portable screen, known as the
Da-Lite Master, designed primarily
for schools, clubs, churches, etc., is
now being put out by Da-Lite Screen
Co. of Chicago. F. F. Sturgis, sales
manager of the company, has arrived
in the east to introduce the new
screen. It is mounted on a metal
spring roller, with a worm gear mechanism built into the case in the rear
of the screen. By operating a crank
a frame is unfolded and the screen
unrolled to full height. Sizes run up
to 9 by 12 feet. The case is designed
like a trunk. Three types of silent
screen fabric are provided, beaded,
silver and white, and two types of
sound, perforated white and beaded
surface.

Rockwood, Pa. — General improvements and the installation of sound
equipment are being made at the
Photoplay theater here. The house
was recently taken over by Earl E.
Clarke.

TRIPLE LENS TURRET
GIVING GOOD RESULTS

NEW

THEATERS

Madison, S. D. — Work has been
started on the 500-seat I
• be
The triple lens turret put out by eonstructed here by the Wagner
the International Projector Corp. of Amusement Co. of Sioux Falls, S. I).,
New York is reported to be giving at a cost of $25,000.
good results. One lens of the proper
focal length may be used for silent or
Emaus, Penn. — Erection of a 1,000sound-on-disc prints, the second for seat house here is planned by outside
sound-on-film, and the third for interests who have been investigating the
cost of a location and buildMagnascope or other types of effect.
ing
recently.
Each of the three lens mounts

€>

may be separately adjusted both vertically and laterally and each may
be separately focused, it is declared.
These lens mounts also accommodate
ill makes and focal lengths of lenses
either half or quarter size. It is only
necessary to insert, adjust and focus
three lenses of the desired focal
lengths, after which any one of the
desired three may be instantly swung
onto the optical axis.

All-Gear Chain Drive Unit
Offered by Sound Service

San Francisco — A complete sound
head and motor drive in one unit, all
Rear and chain driven, requiring no
belts and made for Powers, Simplex
and Motiograph Projector, is being
offered by the Sound Service l O.
The unit is provided with two
Hawarden,
la. — The
Tivoli
has
exciter lamps for emergency use, balbeen closed for remodeling by M^n
anced by two heavy fly-wheels, tone
ager
Bluechel.
New
lighting
ar
waver eliminated by a spring floated
rangements and new acoustical prop
filter and a hold back sprocket to
erties are being installed.
prevent flutter. Its silent, smooth
running, balanced features, it is declared, insure the best of reproduction from the new "silent recording."
Complete, all-alternating current,
Nine additional Vocalite beaded sound equipment is also being marketed by the company.
sound screens have been shipped to
African Theaters, Ltd., Johannesburg,
Develops New Projector
Named Representatives
by the Beaded Screen Corp. of
A new projector, geared to use
Dallas — J. O. Ford, factory repre- Roosevelt, New York, according to
sentative of the Blizzard Sales Co., an announcement made by E. M. film anywhere between 35 and 70
mm. wide has been developed by
announces that Frank Minis has been
General
Theaters Equipment Corp.
Simmons,
representative
of
the
comnamed South Texas representative for
of New York. The use of an easily
the firm and that Paul Myers will be pany.
This shipment, Simmons declares, handled Rear shift makes the rerepresentative for Oklahoma, establishing headquarters in Oklahoma brings the total of installations of
quired change.
Vocalite to 73 screens, or a total of
City.
20,121 square feet of this type motion picture screen material for this
Small Theater Curtain Control
Changeover
circuit of theaters.
Akron, O. — Traveltrol, a curtain
"Thide"
control especially designed for the
Other recent installations amonf>
smaller theater, is being put out by the major theater circuits include a
Automatic Shutter Control
the Econoquipment Manufacturing Vocalite beaded screen at Publix's
with 3-wirc circuit
foot switch
Co.
Kingston, Kingston, Pa., and another
at the Publix Broadway, Newburgh,
Standard equipment in over 1,500

9 More Beaded Screens
For So. African Circuit

Oklahoma City — Contract for the
erection
of a theater
here by W.
Hovcii, at an estimated cost of $25,struction Co. let to the Bush Con000, has been

Dallas — Construction
of four theaters in the state oi
planned
by
Hughes-Franklin
1
aters.

Erie, III.— Plans
for the erection
city.
of a new theater here have been announced by L. W. Osborne oi this
Chicago — Erection
of a 1,501
house is being planned
here bv
Harry Goldstine Realty I

Toledo — Ground will be brol
July 1 for the erection of a hous
be constructed
here by Allied
I
aters.

wait
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until an inspector comes around
to tell you to fix your chairs.
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Repairing — Reseating — Upholstering
Estimates cheerfully given

Allied Seating Company
GRamercy
303 4th Avenue
5-5833 New York City at 23rd St.

INVISIBLE

Steel Pier Triple-Wired

Three sound installations on
one piece of property is the
record held by the Steel Pier,
Atlantic City. Two are in the• aters and the other one is in
the main auditorium. All are
W. E. apparatus.

W

V.
Tube

Prices

Reduced

Newark, N. J.- -C. E. Stahl, general
manager of the Arcturus Radio Tube
I o of this cil . , amii iunces that pri< es
on the types 127, 551 variable-mu and
PZ Pentode tubes manufactured b>
the i ompany have been redui

theatres. Fits Motiograph Model
F and H, Simplex and SuperSimplex
Sure-Kit.
With or without Rearand
Shutter
Mounts.
Rear Shutter Mounts require Model
D type. Convert your Model A to
Model D type. Brackets and parts
on order.
Send for literature.
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MFG. CO.
Brooklyn,
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UNIFORM— BRILLIANT
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GRAIN— DURABLE
The
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Company
of
America, Inc.
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By GEORGE

COMEDY PICTURES TOP
FRENCH STUDIO SCHEDULES
Paris — French
producers,
having
covered that comedies are at the
moment more popular than dramas
with French theatergoers, are accordingly concentrating on this type of
production.
In practically every studio in the
Pari, territory, at least one comedy vehicle is on the program. "PaBeguin" will be made at the Rue
Francoeur studios; "The Golden
" and •'The Midnight Man" at
the Rue de la Villette plant; A
French version of the musical comedy "Mam'zelle Nitouche" is in work
at the Billancourt studios; "'La Fine
Combine," a farce, is scheduled by
Tobis at Epinay; "The Improvised
Son" at Haik's Courbevoie studio;
"The Young Lady of the Underground" at the Neuilly studios; "The
king King," Pathe Joinville; and
"The Man in Evening Dress" and
"Nothing
the Truth," at the
Paramount But
studios.
Societe Jean de Merly will produce
a comedy, "Everything Comes Out
Well," for Films Osso. Andre
Roanne and Suzanne Dehelly have
been engaged for the title roles, and
Henri Diamant-Berger will direct.
Gaumont-Franco Film contemplates
production of a musical comedy film
at their Nice studios, entitled "Holi
days,"
drioz. to be directed by Robert Bou

Six Productions A Year
From New British Studio
Ealing — A program of six features
a year is contemplated by Britone
Sound Productions, a new unit with
studios here. Tests of the studio
equipment are now being made under
the supervision of General Manager
Kessler Howes, and actual production
is scheduled to begin next month.
The sound system being employed by
Britone. is said to be a new one not
yet used by a British studio.
New British Charter
London — Eccles (Broadway) Theaters, Ltd., has been chartered here
Directors are: I'. Ashcroft, R. Allen,
J. W, Bimis. J. Gomersall, P. Hamer,
C. R. V. Haynes, and E. Shields.

All Sound
Manchester — The one remaining silent house here, the
Majestic, on Whitworth Street,
will go over to a sound policy,
under management of Walter
Stott.

REDDY\

Film University in Paris
Paris — Universite Cinematographique, a school for the preparation of aspirants to careers in the motion picture business, has been
established here by a prominent French director.
The university will conduct daily courses in direction, elocution, make-up, singing and radio transmission. Lectures by authors, journalists, theatrical producers, actors and directors will be
given at regular intervals.
_

Booking Problems Topic
Czech Wired Theaters
Reach Total of 242 At Rome Film Convention
Rome — A committee of four presidents of the chief European countries
represented at the International Film
Conference being held here, has been
elected to discuss measures to avoid
such booking difficulties as have occurred in Europe in connection with
Chaplin's "City Lights."
Other resolutions are reported to
have been tabled in committee against
In addition there are two traveling the practice of block and blind booking. It was aso decided to attempt
sound-film cinemas and four repro- establishment of a more trustworthy
duction equipments installed in projection rooms of distribution firms in system of information exchange regarding the successes or failures of
Prague, and one in Aussig. The
sound film reproduction equipments so-called super films.
installed in Czechoslovak cinemas of
One of the various committees acting at the confab recommended the
16 different makes. Klangfilm is in
fixing of an international talkie
the lead with 88 equipments; then feet).
comes Kinophon with 28 American length at 2,500 meters, (about 7,500
made 44, Nitzsche with 16, Powerphone
with 15, and Belcanto with 13
sets.
Prague — There are now 242 wired
cinemas in Czechoslovakia, seating
131,032, according to latest statistics.
These are divided as follows:
Prague, 48 houses with 20,759 seats,
Bohemia, Prague not included, 105
houses with 66,503 seats, Moravia and
Silesia, 68 houses with 32,084 seats,
Slovakia, 18 houses with 10,073 seats,
Russian
613
seats. Karpaths, 3 houses with 1,-

New Zealand Conditions
Not Very Encouraging

John Harlowe Appointed
A.R.P. Studio Manager
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Happenings
in Other Lands of
Interest to Producers, Distributors
and Others in the U. S.

2,148 FILMS IMPORTED
BY AUSTRALIA IN 1930
Sydney— A total of 2,148 films of
all classes, including scenic, topical,
educational, medical, commercial and
dramatic were imported by Australia
during 1930, the annual report of
Cresswell
O'Reilly, Australia's Chief
Censor shows.
Of these 1,859 were imported fronj
the United States, 175 from the
United Kingdom, and 114 from other
countries. Of the total of 2,148, those
passed without eliminations amounted
to 1,647; those passed with eliminations 380, and those rejected in the
first instance, 121.
Feature pictures imported amount
to 580 — 525 from America, 50 from
the United Kingdom, and 5 from
other countries. Of these, 307, or
52.9 per cent, were passed without
eliminations; 205, or 35.3 per cent,
passed with cuts, and 68, or 11.8 per
cent, rejected in the first instance.
As far as rejections are concerned,
28 were passed on appeal; 19 reconstructed; 13 brought no appeal; 8
were rejected on appeal; and 21 were
absolutely rejected.
The number of absolute rejections
has steadily decreased from 7.6 per
cent in 1927 to 3.6 per cent in 1930,
and the aggregate number of pictures
imported last year was 784 below
1929, but only 84 below the average
of the past five years.

London — ■ Associated Radio Pictures, production company operating
Wellington, N. Z. — With exhibitors
experiencing the effects of the general under the banner of Associated Talk- Free Sound Apparatus
ing Pictures-RKO, has announced
economic depression, there is little
Plan of French Firm
trade in motion picture equipment in the appointment of John Harlowe as
New Zealand. There are no indica- studio manager of its new plant now
Paris — Cinelux, a new sound film
tions that the film hire tax will come in construction at Ealing. Harlowe's firm which will lease
apparatus free
up during the present session of various connections in the British in- of charge to
exhibit
ors
who contract
dustry
include
B.I.P.
and
British
and
Parliament, but the subject may be Dominions.
to show only films rented by the
considered in the next regular sescompany, has begun operations in
sion. Increases in imports of film
France. The concern markets a new
Paramount
Signs
British
Actor
during January and February over
film
stock known as Ozophone,
London — Warwick Ward, British
the same period last year appear to
which is 17 mm. in dimension.
actor,
has
been
signed
by
Parabe encouraging, but it must be remount to star in the first of a series of
membered that the importation of
Hallamshire Circuit Wiring
film is irregular because of the sys- four multi-linguals to be produced
Londo
n — Hallamshire Cinemas,
at
Elstree
this
year.
The
initial
protem of contracting for periodical supcontrolling a circuit of six theaters
plies and the more or less sporadic
duction,
"The
Man
Who
Killed,"
shipments.
will go into production soon at Brit- in the Sheffield and Nottingham disish and Dominions studios under the
tricts, isshortly to equip the entire
Pabst Heads German Film Ass'n direction of Dmitri Buchowetzki. The group of houses with W. E. sound
Berlin — G. W. Pabst, director, has film will be made in English and apparatus. The theaters concerned
been elected president of the Dacho, German, and possibly in Spanish.
are the Darnall, Lansdowne, Crookes
trade organization of German film
and Weston, all in Sheffield, and the
New British 3-Color Process
workers, succeeding the late Lupu
Victorre.
ia and Workshop in Nottinghamshi
London — A new British three-color
Pick. Included in the Dacho's membership are film authors, composers, process, known as the Spicer-Dufay
directors, artists and cameramen.
system, was demonstrated here recently at the Royal Society headFrench Star for M-G-M
Reynolds Heads Showman Films
quarters. Pictures taken by this
Paris — Tramel, popular
London — H. E. Reynolds has been process may be photographed in the
French comedian, has been
appointed general manager of Show- ordinary way, without special apparasigned by M-G-M. He will apman Films, Ltd., British distributing
tus, and projected over all standard
pear in a French version of an
organization. The company has equipments, it is claimed. Cost of
American Feature.
moved its offices from 167 Wardour the color film, it is said, will be slightSt. to larger premises at 89 Wardour
ly higher than black and white.
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EASTERN STUDIO ACTIVITIES
By HARRY

N. BLAIR

J

his series of "Believe It or Not,"
Vitaphone shorts, has been busy going over the thirty odd thousand leet
of film taken by the Vitaphone cameramen with him on the trip. The
great collection of "Believe It or
Nots" included in the film, will be
incorporated in the 13 shorts to be
Luxurious settings, designed by released by Vitaphone on its 1931-32
schedule.
Chick Kirk, are a feature of "Personal Maid," a story with Park
Random Notes: Raoul Walsh, diAvenue background, now being filmrector, and Dal Clawson, cameraman,
ed by Paramount, with Nancy Carroll starred.
together again on some Fox tests,
after 11 years . . . Betty Lawford,
Paramount player, wears her corsage
Sound-View Films has been formed, on
her wrist . . . Norman Foster is
with headquarters at 729 Seventh
back
from Hollywood, and is ClauAvenue. J. Laurence Baker is in
charge of production, with Herman dette Colbert happy? . . . Herman
Obrock
Obrock, Jr., as chief cameraman.
down to has
210.lost 25 pounds . . . he's
gURNET HERSHEY, Yitaphone
staff writer, has completed the
adaptation and dialogue for the first
of the S. S. Van Dine mystery series,
the initial chapter to be called "The
Clyde Murder Case."

Frank Ormston has completed
Larry Kent, head of Paramount
shorts production, is in the midst of editing the first two of a series of
a schedule that insures the best one- unusual travel pictures which hi
and two-reel product ever turned out recently filmed abroad.
by that company. His directorial
staff comprises Ray Cozine, Al Ray,
Gene Raymond, who plays his first
Casey Robinson and Aubrey Scotto.
film role as the juvenile in "Personal
Maid," which Monta Bell is directing for Paramount, is a veteran at
"My Sin," with Tallulah Bankhead starred, goes into production at acting, despite the fact that he is just
the Paramount New York studios on past voting age. As Raymond Guion,
he followed up his career as child
June 15. Fredric March will be Tal- actor
with brilliant performances in
lulah'sleading man.
such plays as "Cradle Snatchers"
and "Young Sinners."
Ted Husing's "Sportslants" series
comprise the bulk of activities at the
Aubrey Scotto, director, and camWarner Vitaphone plant these days.
era crew sporting plenty sunburn
From latest indications, full produc- acquired while on location at varition will be resumed about the middle
ous Long Island golf courses for
of July.
"Out of Bounds,' 'a two-reel comedy featuring the rotund Billy
House.
D. W. Griffith, Monta Bell, Harry
D'Arrast, George Abbott and Eddie
Cline comprise the list of feature diHelen Kane in "Lessons in Love"
rectors now at work in the East.
heads next week's shorts production
program at the Paramount studio.
Eddie Younger's MounDick Willis, in charge of make-up Others are
taineers in "Ten Dollars or Ten
at the Warner V itaphone studio, has
and an untitled short featurbecome a father, his wife having Days,"
ing Joe Laurie, Jr.
presented him with an 8 lb. boy last
week.
G. Edwin Stewart, Paramount's
Clara Langser, noted Jewish char- sound chief, was one of the original
acter actress, has a prominent sup- members of the National Broadcasting staff when the total organizaporting role in "Personal
untion comprised less than a dozeen
der the direction
of Monta Maid,"
Bell. Miss
persons.
Langser's last screen role was that of
the mother in "Lummox."
Robert (Believe It or Not) Ripley,
who has just returned from a trip
through Northern Africa, Egypt,
Palestine, Syria, Turkey and other
countries in search of material for

HAROLD MULLER
FIRST

CAMERAMAN

IN dependence 3-0743
Wisconsin 7-5448
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• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy
Miami, Fla. — The Hippodrome on
E. Flagler St., Miami, has closed for
good.
The lease expired.
Pella, la.— Name of the Pella has
been changed to the Strand by the
new owner, Oscar Benson. The theater has reopened after redecorating.

San Francisco — Frank Decker, recently associated with Educational in
Indianapolis, is now salesman with
Tiffany here,
cational office.working out of the Edu-

Atlanta — Louis C. Ingram, for several years with Columbia as manager
and
salesman,
sales
staff here. has joined the M-G-M
Renville, Minn.— A. L. Kuiper of
Raymond, has bought the Garden
from E. L. Parsons.
Detroit — Sid Hackford, formerly
Ladysmith, Wis. — Freeman Par- salesman with Universal in this territory, isnow selling for Columbia.
son, formerly of Westbrook, Minn.,
theater.
is now managing the Minor's Unique
Eden, Tex.— T. H. Evans has sold
his theater here to Ed Ferguson.
Opelika, Ala. — Following extensive Evans is reported planning to reopen
renovation, the Opelika has reopened. the house at Miles.
Lenoir, N. C— B. F. Snyder, forChicago — Harry Roudda is now
merly chief projectionist of the Im- managing the Maryland here for
perial and Universal theaters, has
Publix-B. & K. He formerly was in
taken over operation of the Dunbar. charge
of the Lane Court.
Guy Hilton succeeds Snyder at the
Imperial and Universal.
Springfield, Mass. — The Publix
Birmingham— D. S. Campbell is no Broadway will continue to operate
longer assistant manager of the for the summer under the management of Edward Harrison with a
Strand, recently purchased from Publix by ment
Birmingham
Theatrical Amuse- double-feature program.
Co.
Franklin, N. H. — Bunker and SavErie, Pa. — James A. Totman has
age, architects of Augusta, Me., have
been named manager of the new drawn plans for the theater to be
Warner. Tom J. Fordham is district erected here by Samuel Kurzon of
manager for the circuit.
Bangor, Me.
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DAILV
/'<"// Lukaa in

So, ma Sht an r in

"A Free Soul"
)t-<;-M
Time, 91

mi)U.
GOOD AUDIENCE PICTURE
THE
BELOW
ALTHOUGH
USUAL SHEARER STANDARD.
BY WEAK
HANDICAPPED
STORY.
This is distinctly adult entertainand
ment, somewhat hard-boiled
rusticated, and certainly not for
the kiddies. The story is slow in
ting under way and is frequently
ficial.
Shearer veers away from
her customary excellent performance
by going highly theatrical and unreDialogue is grade A, how>traincd.
Norma plays the daughter of
irunken criminal lawyer. She
throws over her fiancee to become
the sweetie of a gangster and gambler. Finally, an an effort to save her
dad from an alcoholic death, she
agrees to forsake her boy friend. He
returns to drink and she to the
gangster. Eventually her ex-fiancee
steps in and kills the gambler. The
attorney assumes the moral responsibility for the death and gets the
young chap off, clearing the way for
a happy ending. Lionel Barrymore
playing the lawyer is exceptionally
fine.
Cast:
Norma
Shearer,
Leslie
Howard,
Clark Gable, James GleaLionel Barrymore,
Lucy Beaumont, Claire Whitney, Frank
•dan, E. Allyn Warren,
George
Irving,
ard Brophy, William Stacy.
Director, Clarence Brown ; Author, Adela
Rogers St. Johns ; Adaptor, Becky Gardiner ;
Dialoguer,
John
Median ; Editor,
Hugh
Wyiin ; Cameraman,
William
Daniels,
Recording Engineer, Ansstruther Mac Donald.
Direction, box-office. Photography, splendid.

with

"Transgression"
Ricardo Cortex, Kay Francis,

Paul Cavanagh
RKO
Time 72 mins.
HIGHLY
SOPHISTICATED
DRAMA APPEALING MOSTLY
TO WOMAN PATRONAGE. DIRECTION GOOD, BUT STORY
PUNCHLESS.
Kay Francis' display of beautiful
gowns and negligees, Ricardo Cortcz's smooth reading and Herbert
Brenon's distinguished direction give
this production audience appeal, notwithstanding the familiar theme and
talkative story. It concerns the separation of Paul Cavanagh from his
wife, Kay Francis, he going to India
on business and she to Paris to while
away the time. Kay falls in love
with Cortcz, a wealthy play-boy, and
spends a week-end at his villa in
Spain. While there, he induces her
to write a letter to her husbad, asking for a divorce. Before Cortez is
able to take her in his arms, he is
shot by the father of a native girl
whom he formerly knew. There is
little comedy relief and a wealth of
talk, but particularly no action.
Cast: Kay Francis, Paul Cavanagh, Ricardo Cortez, Nance O'Neil, John St. Polis,
Adrienne
Cissy Fitzgerald,
Doris
Lloyd,d'Ambricourt,
Augustino
Borgato.
Director, Herbert Brcnon ; Author, Kate
Jordan; Adaptor, Elizabeth Meehan; Dialoguer, Benn W. Levy ; Editor, not credited ;
Cameraman, Leo Tover ; Recording Engineer.
John Tribby.
Direction, Artistic. Photography,
Fine.

Janet Gaynor

"Daddy
Long Baxter
Legs"
with Warner

"The Vice Squad"

I'm amount
Time, 80 mins.
FEEBLE DRAMA BASED ON
NEW

YORK VICE SQUAD EXPOSE. STORY PRINCIPAL
WEAKNESS. MAY GET BY IN
SMALL STANDS.
Paramount has tried to cash in on
the tremendous newspaper publicity
connected with the recent vice squad
probe, but the story built around the
episode is far-fetched and generally
dull. The subject has been treated
so carefully from the standpoint of
censorship that it lacks any big quantity of entertainment meat. An attache at a Washington embassy,
rather than involve an ambassador's
wife in scandal, allows himself to
become a stool pigeon. His job is
to work with a crooked officer in
helping him frame girls. He disappears from his usual life, abandoning
his fiancee. An aspiring writer befriends him and eventually she is
framed. In order to save her from
jail he confesses. Acting is generally
competent.
Cast: Paul Lukas, Kay Francis, Helen
Johnson, William B. Davidson, Rockcliffe
Fellowes, Esther Howard, Monte Carter, G.
Pat Collins, Phil Tead, Davidson Clark, Tom
Wilson, James
Durkin,
William
Arnold.
Director, John Cromwell ; Author, Oliver
H. P. Garrett ; Adaptor, not credited ; Dialoguer, not credited ; Editor, not credited ;
Cameraman, Charles Lang ; Recording Engineer, not credited.
Direction, fair. Photography,
good.

Tom Tyler in

"God's Country and the

Fox

Time,

73

mins.

ADAPTATION
OF OLD
STAGE PLAY WITH CINDERELLA THEME WILL PLEASE
JANET GAYNOR FANS.
This one is the old cinderella
theme following the plot of the original stage play with some modern
revisions to bring it up to date. Janet
Gaynor is a slavey m an orphan asylum looking after the younger kids,
she having grown up there herself
as an orphan. Warner Baxter, one
of the trustees of the institution, a
confirmed bachelor, gets a notion to
send her to college and educate her,
without letting her know the identity of her benefactor. So she writes
to him at college as her Daddy Long
Legs, thinking him an old man. At
college he meets her under his right
name, and falls in love with her.
Through a misunderstanding, he believes that she does not care for him
as being too old, and is in love with
a college boy. It is all straightened
out in the usual happy ending, and
is pretty sugary diet for sophisticated
fans. But the Gaynor and Baxter
fans will go for it. Both handle
their roles satisfactorily.

For

the not-too-particular audiences, this production holds a passable quota of entertainment. Story
and situations are familiar. A smart
little husband-seeker with a babytalk complex steals a desirable bachelor from the girl who really loves
him. After they are married she induces his boss to send him on outof-town trips, so she can play around
with the boss, and out-and-out lothario. Eventually she is found out,
and, upon being trapped with the
rich employer in a hotel suite, the
husbands hits for Reno in company
with his original sweetheart who has
remained devoted to him. The demure Betty Bronson, as the deceitful
wife, is sometimes amusing in her efforts to play the vamp. Except for
this major piece of miscasting, the
players are capable and do quite well
with their commonplace lines. Production has a good flash background.

Cast: Janet Gaynor, Warner Baxter, Una
Merkel, John Arledge, Claude Gillingwater,
Sr.. Kathlyn Williams, Louise Closser Hale,
Elizabeth Patterson, Kendall McComas,
Sheila Mannors, Edwin Maxwell, Erne Ellsler, Martha Lee Sparks.
Direction, Satisfactory. Photography, Okay.

Cast: Constance Cummings, Jack Mulhall,
Betty Bronson, Jameson Thomas, Frederick
Santley, Jack Mack, Katherine Givney,
Loretta Sayers, Susan Fleming.
Director, Erie C. Kenton ; Author, Helen
Topping Miller; Adaptor, Robert Shannon;
Dialoguer, Dorothy Howell ; Editor, Gene
Havelick ; Cameraman, Joseph Walker A.S.C.;
Recording
Engineer,
Edward
Bernds.
Direction
Okay. Photography,
Good.

"Never the Twain Shall

"Le Culte De Beaute"

with

Syndicate
Time, 59 mins.
FAST MOVING
WESTERN
WITH ORIGINAL STORY AND
SOME GOOD
DIRECTORIAL
TOUCHES
THAT
LIFTS IT
OUT OF THE Man"
RUT.
Looks as if the Syndicate outfit has
struck a good working combination
in Wellyn Totman as a writer of
Westerns that get away from the
routine blah, and Director J. J. McCarthy who understands how to handle action stuff and still keep the
story human and appealing. This one
is above-average entertainment, with
Tom Tyler doing fine work as the
government agent sent to get his
man in the bad town on the Mexican
border. He takes along an ex-bad
man as side kick, and secures the cooperation of the girl in the cantina
who is the apparent "property" of
the proprietor — the gent Tom is out
to get as a smuggler of firearms
across the border. There are some
good twists in the plot, and it moves
ahead with mounting suspense and
-nine neat atmospheric bits that are
unusual in westerns. The finale is
peppy, with some surprises, and a
strong finish fight in landing the outlaw and his gang.

"Lover Come Back"

with Betty Bronson, Jack Mulhall,
Constance Cummings
Columbia
Time, 73 mins.
SIMPLE LITTLE DOMESTIC
DRAMA.
HOLDS INTEREST
FAIRLY WELL
DESPITE
WEAKNESSES IN STORY AND
CASTING.

Leslie

Howard and Conchita
Montenegro
M-G-M
Time, 79 mins.
FAIR
ADAPTATION
OF
PETER B. KYNE'S SOUTH SEA
ROMANCE. LESLIE HOWARD
UNSUITED
TO Meet"
PART.
It is difficult to imagine a man of
Leslie Howard's personality and obvious background leaving a luxurious
home, a beautiful and charming
sweetheart, and considerate parents,
to follow a South Seas Island girl
back to her native land and there
live a miserable existence. It is also
difficult to imagine a man of his type
condoning her confessed infidelity.
These things you are asked to believe in this moderately interesting
picture of Kyne's novel. Conchita
Montenegro is well cast and carries
on admirably, especially in the "hellcat" scenes in San Francisco where
Howard, who has promised her late
father he would take care of her,
tries to modernize her. A goodly
amount of South Sea atmosphere
surrounds the scenes on "the island."
The remainder of the cast give convincing readings.

Cast: Leslie Howard, Conchita Montenegro,
C. Aubrey Smith, Karen Moi ley, Mitchell
Lewis, Hale Hamilton, Clyde Cook, Bob Gilbert, Joan Standing,
Eulalie Jensen.
Cast: Tom Tyler, Betty Mack, Al Bridge,
Director, W. S. Van Dyke; Author. Peter
George Hayes, Ted Adams, Julian Rivero.
B. Kyne ; Adaptor, Edwin Justus Mayer;
Director: J. P. McCarthy; Author, Wellyn Dialoguers. Edwin Justus Mayer, Ruth CumTotman ; Adaptor, same : Dialoguer, same ;
mings ; Editor, Ben Lewis ; Cameraman,
Editor, not credited ; Cameraman, Archie Mcrritt B. Gerstad ; Recording Engineer,
Stout ; Recording
Engineer, not credited.
Douglas
Shearer.
Direction, peppy. Photography, okay.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.

("The Beauty Cult")

Osso Productions

Time,

85 mins.

FRENCH FILM FROM OPERETTA IS TYPICALLY PARISIAN WITH STORY OF MARITAL
INFIDELITY AND HAS GOOD
COMEDY
AND ENTERTAINMENT VALUES.
This one will no doubt please
French audiences, for it is typically
Parisian, with its story of affairs between married couples and their
sweethearts. It is adapted from the
French operetta by Christine and
Barde. Boucot, the well known Parisian music hall comedian, is featured. In the story, he turns from
his work as a comedian and becomes
proprietor of a Beauty Institute, and
most of the action takes place at his
summer villa, where his women patrons take their beauty culture sporting around in bathing suits, beach
pajamas, and sometimes less. It has
been handsomely staged, and is well
acted. It moves along very sprightly,
and is a succession of affairs between
married couples and their sweethearts, all done in the light Parisian
manner,
very "hot"
about any and
of thenothing
scenes. Boucot
sings
several songs, and carries the burden
of the acting, and is very good.
Cast: Boucot, Mme. Edith Mera, Mile.
Lily Zevaco, Berval, Robert Darthex, Marguerite Ducouet.
Director. Leonce Perret ; Authors, Christine and Barde ; no other credits furnished.
Direction, Good. Photography, Very Good.

■
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Billie Dove in

"The Lady Who Dared"
with Sidney Blackmer,
Conway
Tearle

First National
Time, 59 mine.
FAIRLY ENGROSSING
DRAMA OF LOVE AND INTERNATIONAL SMUGGLERS.
RATHER
POINTLESS STORY.
ACTING BELOW PAR.
Lacking any decisive punches in
slory, which doesn't seem to have
any definite objective, and acted
without distinction except for an occasional flash by Conway Tearle, this
concoction is not likely to stand up
\ery well before analytical audiences.
It concerns a U. S. diplomat's wife
who is neglected by her busy husband and unwittingly becomes entangled with a gang of smugglers.
The master brains of the outfit,
played by Tearle, falls hard for her,
but he is forced to be an accessory in
compromising the wife so that a
photograph of the incident can be
used for bargaining purposes. In the
end, however, he helps her to recover
the damaging picture, and also gives
himself up to her husband in return
for his promise not to look into a
certain room of the smuggler's suite
in which the woman happens to be
hiding. The straying wife, then returns to her dull husband, with the
gallant c"iuge:Ier getting free.
Cast: Billie Dove, Conway Tearle, Sidney
Blackmer, Judith Voselli, Cosmo Kyrle Bellew, Ivan Simpson,
Mathilde Comont.
Director, William Beaudine ; Author. Kenneth J. Saunders ; Adaptors, Forrest Halsey,
Kathryn Scoal ; Dialoguers. same; Editor,
Leroy Stone ; Cameraman,
Tony Gaudio.
Direction, Fair. Photography,
Good.

"Liebe Auf Befehl"

("The

Command

to Love")

Universal
Time, 80 mins.
GERMAN
VERSION
OF
STAGE PLAY AND
FILM
DRAGS WITH SLOW ACTION
BUT IS WELL ACTED.

"Five Year Plan"

Amkino
Time, 105 mins.
INTERESTING
PHOTOGRAPHIC ACCOUNT OF PROGRESS
OF SOVIET FIVE YEAR PLAN.
STRICTLY
A
NEWSREEL
DOCUMENT.
This is a photographic record of
the progress of the Russian Five
Year Plan prepared by the Soviet
government, and must be accepted as
strictly propaganda. There is no basis on which to judge the merits of
the plan as such, for of course it
presents everything in the most favorable aspects. What lies in back
of it, or what has happened detrimental to the Plan which of course
they have not presented, is a matter
for individual speculation. But as a
record of the activities in various
basic industries such as steel, coal
and oil, and the agricultural development, especially in wheat production,
it certainly makes a very interesting
and graphic newsreel. It shows a tremendous activity in all parts of Rus>:a, with gigantic -construction of
mills, hydro-electric plants, etc., in
progress, as well as actual operation
of factories already completed. The
announcer explains all the scenes in
English, and to those interested in
the subject, it will prove worth the
one hour and a half it takes to sit
through the show. But for the average film audience out for purely entertainment, iis
t liable to prove repetitious and a bore. Strictly for selected audiences.

©

PRESENTATIONS
©
GORGEOUS ROXY SHOW VALLEE AND GILDA GRAY
IN CINDERELLA VEIN HEADLINE PARAMOUNT BILL
By

JACK

The stage show at the Roxy has
been built to reflect the atmosphere
of the Cinderella motif in the feature
picture, "Daddy Long Legs." It is
very elaborate and has been gorgeously handled in all departments. It
is presented in two scenes. The first,
"A Boudoir," shows Patricia Bowman as Cinderella, waiting as the little slavey on her two gorgeous sisters, who are getting dressed to go
to the Prince's party, where they
appear as singers. The second scene,
"Prince Charming's Garden," has a
very elaborate and beautiful set,
with the orchestra in the background.
Several specialty acts are introduced,
including the Three Kings, fast steppers, and Yeichi Nimura. Viola Phifo

Fair.

version of the well

Photography,

Good.

Rudy Vallee and Gilda Gray are
double-featured on the Paramount
stage this week. The former R
plenty of applause, though not
much as at the heighth of his popularity, and Miss Gray doesn't go so
well. Both her vocalizing and dancing didn't arouse much applause at
the opening matinee. Vallee does
a good job with his megaphone singing, offering "Whistling in the
Dark,"
"Katy from Kansas City" and
other numbers.
An amusing blackface sketch, involving African golf, is presented by
Harrison and Elmo. The Three
Blue Blazes dance passably well and
the Bobby
ballet
work. Sanford Girls do the
Princess, Toronto

Coming

Down

Toronto — Wrecking of the Princess, which the Toronto City Council
is buying for approximately $400,000,
to make way for the extension to the
city front of University motor boulevard, has started.

"The Two Gun Man"

TED LEWIS HEADLINES
aries
STAGE SHOW AT CAPITOL The St. Charl

Ted Lewis and his Musical Klowns
hold the stage at the Capitol this
week in a 40-minute act which is
interspersed with two dance numbers
by the Chester Hale Girls, a buck

and wing by Lewis' "shadow," and
a "gigolo" number by a dancing
couple. Lewis appears in his familiar
get-up directing his Klowns, who
sport new silk suits. "The Peanut
Vender" is the featured number, during which Lewis hands out bushels
of peanuts to the audience. The
Chester Hale Girls present an evecatching "rumba" as a colored boy
- a peanut stand across the
stage, meanwhile dancing some
snappy <=tep^. Several other numbers, including "Gigolo" and "St.
re played bv the band
— and bv Lewis on his clarinet. A
finale bv tile Chester TIale C,\vU. in
Tala Bircll, Arnold
Paul Weigcl, Albert ContL
Cast: Km Maynard, Lucille Powers, Nita feathered costumes, completes the
Marfan, T.afe McKee, Murdock MacQuarrie.
tation. Previous to the revue,
Directors. Ernest Larmmlr, Johannes Rie- Charles Kins, Tom London, Walter Perry,
GottYasha Bunchuk, celebrating hi
Fritz
Lothar.
Will Stanton, William Jackie. Ethan Allen.
mann; Authors, Rudulph
Johannes RieDirector: Phil Rosen; Author. John F. ond
anniversary
as director of the
wald; Adaptors, Dr. Riedlich,
mann ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor, not listed ; Natteford : Adantor. Earle Sncll : Dialogues
EnCameraman, Charlei Stunar ; Recording
his musinot credited ; Editor, not credited ; Camera- Capitol
a,
in "Overture directs
of Overtures,"
cians orchestr
gineer, C. Roy Hunter.
Direction,

HAR ROWER

and Alida Vane are Cinderella's sisters, and Vincent Dimitry is Prince
Charming. Cinderella appears as the
danseuse, and wins the heart of the
Direction, satisfactory. Photography,
good. Prince. The final scene shows the
New Haven Charter
commencement of the wedding ceremony.
The
presentation
employs
Ken Maynard in
New Haven, Conn. — Popular Pictures Corp. has been chartered with
the ballet, the chorus and the Roxyettes. The latter put over two Paul Di Stasio as president and
Tiffany
Time, 60 mins. very splendid routines in gorgeous
treasurer, Jerry Di Stasio, vice-presiFAST
ACTION
WESTERN
dent and Carlo Piazza, secretary, all
costumes. It's a swell show, done
WITH
MORE
THAN
THE with the usual Roxy class.
of New Haven. Paid-in capital totals
USUAL SUPPLY OF SHOOTING
AND FIGHTING . KEN MAY$1,000.
NARD DELIVERS STRONG.

Looks like a director's picture, and
Phil Rosen as such should collect a
known stage play, "'The Command lot of the credit for the clever touches
to Love," follows the original in that keeps this one going all the way
almost every detail, and may prove
fair entertainment for German audi- from the opening shot. Jack Natteences, although the first half drags ford supplied an action plot, with
heavily. It snaps up in the latter plenty of twists and surprises that
half, and proves just a mildly amus- build the suspense to the final showdown. Ken Maynard and his horse,
ing light comedy. The story con- Tarzan, are in action most of the
cerns a handsome young attache to
the Ambassador of a mythical Euro- time, and so it can be rated as an
pean country stationed in diplomatic above-average western that should
headquarters of another mythical please the fans and send them out
country. His Ambassador prevails
satisfied. It's the old forupon him to make love to the wife perfectly
mula, but done with intelligence and
of the war minister of the other a different slant that makes it seem
country, hoping through her influ- like new material. Ken Maynard as
ence to negotiate a favorable treaty. a deputy marshal under cover, gets a
The complications arise from the fact job with his side kick on the ranch
that the Ambassador's wife and the owned by the girl's father. He is
attache are carrying on an affair, and after evidence to land the head of a
this forms the basis of the action.
cattle rustling gang who are operatIt is pretty sophisticated fare, and
ing as a big cattle company, and
German
to
should prove of interest
it tough for the independent
making
calibre
excellent
the
audiences with
Good characterizations and
ranchers.
of the acting, if nothing else.
play and battles make
gun
-izzling
.
Tschechova
Olga
Cast: Johannes Riemann,
this one plenty hot.
Korff. Hani Junkermann,
This German

n
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man, not credited '
Direction, snappy.

Photography,

good.

one of his own composition"!.
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'Splash

RKO

"That's My Line"

20 mins.
Pathe
Snappy Time,

A very snappy comedy, featuring
as the selfBartels
Louis John
ifident salesman, selling a line of
lingerie. He arrives in a Mexican
border town, and gets jn a mixup
with the bad man, played by Paul
Hurst, when he falls for the bad
man's gal. The gags are well handled,
and Bartels gets over the laughs with
plenty to spare. It has been handled
directorial touches by Wilwith good
liam Goodrich.

"Blues"

Time, 7 mins.
Educational
Novelty
A Terry -Toon cartoon, with dark-a
ies as the animated figures, doing
typical Alabama Blues. The boy
friend hotfoots it back to his mammy
in the sunny south, with all the
typical darky atmosphere and the
syncopated jazz as musical accompaniment. Avariation on the animal
routine that should be somewhat of
a novelty in the cartoon field.
Ned Sparks in

"The Way of All
Fish"
Time, 19 mins.

RKO

Humorous
Ned Sparks does a pretty good job
in this Lou Brock production directed by Mark Sandrich. It's on the
subject of fishing. Sparks is a henpecked law clerk, whose wife wants
him to take her and her sister to
New York on his vacation. But he's
a fishing bug, the same as his boss,
and he follows his superior's instructions to take his family to the country for two weeks. There is a lot
of humorous hoke about the cruelty
of using worms for bait, winding up
with a court scene in which Sparks
is tried and jailed in the burlesque
manner because he got rough with
a worm-bait fisherman. The courtroom sequence, with Harry Holman
of vaudeville fame as the country
judge, is specially funny.
DeWolf Hopper in

"For two Cents"

with Stanley Ridges
Vitaphone 1078
Time, 9 mins.
Fair Skit
A fairly amusing comedy sketch
has been built around the veteran
musical comedy star, De Wolf Hopper, supported by Stanley Ridges,
also a popular stage player, and several other capable performers. Action revolves around Hopper, on the
verge of death, with a couple of
newspapers bidding for exclusive
rights on the story. One of the
sheets wants to pay a good price if
Hopper will croak in time for its la^-t
edition. Hopper plays his role entirely in bed. Lack of punch is the
chief weakness of the short.

"Monkey
BusinessTime,
In Africa"
Educational
21 mins.
Good Kidding

RKO

"That's News To Me"

Pathe
Time, 21 mins.
A Wow
This is the first of a comedy series
of newspaper reporters, and it looks
like a cleanup. Frank McHugh as
the star reporter is a wow, and has a
very able cast in support, with such
names as Helen Jerome Eddy, Walter Percival, Addie McPhail, Charles
Judels and Lee Moran. They threw
overboard all the old gags in this
one, and develop an original line that
is a pleasure to watch. McHugh
goes after a sensational story, and
the method he adopts to get in the
house starts a line of gagging that
builds a barrel of laughs. It is a
surefire comedy anywhere, and done
with class, and without a single dull
or dumb moment.

A Mack Sennett comedy, featuring Andy Clyde and Marjorie Beebe.
It is a good kidding number on the
wild animal picture. They land in
Africa to take a picture, and there
are three good laugh sequences that
will collect the merriment in any
howman's house. One has Marjorie
and the hero in a canoe surrounded
by crocodiles, with the hero paralyzed with fright and doing nothing
to help. Andy crawls out on a rope
and tries to get a closeup. but falls
in among the crocodiles. The best
gag is one where Andy and Luis
Alberni are dressed up as gorillas,
and a real gorilla enters the hut with
Andy, Marjorie and the hero, and
they think it is Alberni. Andy
starts to read the script to the gorilla,
"Adventures in Africa"
and as he gradually awakens to the
No.
1 "Into the Unknown"
truth that it is a real gorilla, the Vitaphone
4681-82 Time, 15 mins.
laughs come fast and plenty.
Verynumber
Good in the new
As the initial
series of two-reelers made under the
"Play Ball"
RKO
Pathe
Time, 7 mins. supervision of Wynant D. Hubbard,
author and authority on African wild
Lively Cartoon
life, this short is very promising. It
An Aesop Fable, is in the current
authenticity in its presentaspirit of the baseball season, and reflects
tion of wild life and native tribal
therefore a very timely number. The
Africa, and the accomelephants play the ostriches, and pull customs in
panying lecture is both interesting
all the well known baseball tricks in
and instructive. In addition there is
trying to defeat each other. Finally a strong climax, consisting of a fight
Oscar Ostrich, the outfielder, swal- between a lion and a hyena, that furlows the ball on a high fly, and while
nishes a good thrill finish. The pichis teammates are trying to recover
sound synchronized. W. Earle
it, the elephants score a few dozen Frankture ishandled
the camera work.
runs and win the game. Good lively
cartoon.

"The Lure of Hollywood"

"The Death House"

Educational
Time, 10 mins.
Routine
A William J. Burns detective mystery. This one follows the usual
routine of this series, going through
the various steps of re-enacting a
crime that is part of the police annals. Two murders are committed,
and after a process of elimination, it
finally simmers down to the criminal. The reel lacks dramatic highlights, and is too stereotyped to furnish much of a kick.

Educational
Time, 20 mins.
Pop Number
A good pop number that will please
the flappers, reflecting what is the
secret ambition of so many of them
— to crash Hollywood and the pix.
Three girls are shown trying to
make the grade in the studios, but
with tough breaks. When they finally get a part, one of the boy friends
spoils everything with a dumb play.
As they are about to make their exit
for good, another lucky break gives
them a start again. Carries a heavy
slapstick pie sequence that will get
the mob.

Jack Pearl in

"The Meal Ticket"

Vitaphone
Time, 18 mins.
Laughable
Jack Pearl's German dialet and
misuse of the English language feature this sketch which has a few
funny gags and a wealth of snappy
dialogue. Pearl is continually arguing with his spouse who has completely "over browed" him. All the
sympathy he receives is from his pet
German dashound, a dumb looking
animal that is the cause of many
laughs. Pearl is a clever performer
and is well supported by Claire Trevor and Peggy
Shannon.

"Up and
Down New
Central
Films
Time, York"
10 mins.
Very Interesting
and well-made
bird's-eye
andSnappy
panoramic
views of Manhattan
Island and a cleverly written and
well-delivered talk stamp this as a
short fit for any program. New York
is approached by airplane, with longshot and close-up views of its most
prominent buildings and thoroughfares. The reel ends with some excellent shots of Broadway at night.
The subject matter and general tone
of the film will interest native New
Yorkers as well as those who have
never seen the metropolis.

M-G-M

Time, 10 mins.

Exquisite
Employing a troupe of swimming
stars, who hold amateur titles and do
their stuff without salary, the producers of this subject have turned out
one of the niftiest little shorts that
has come along in some time. It
contains exhibitions of swimming and
diving, mostly the latter, performed
in a most engrossing manner. Slow
motion and trick photography are
cleverly used to inject an amusing
touch, which is also enhanced by an
intelligently humorous synchronized
talk accompanying the various stunts.
The finale, showing a group of five
divers taking off simultaneously, is a
beautiful sight. Fine photography
also helps materially

"Lemon Meringue"
RKO

Pathe
Time, 19 mins.
Good Comedy

A Mr. Average Man comedy, feauring Edgar Kennedy.
His mothern-law and brother-in-law
with the
lid of his wife, get him to open a
estaurant and quit his regular salary
ob. The action takes place just becore the opening of the hash house.
Kennedy does about his best work so
far in this one.
The timing of the
?ags is pretty close to perfect, and
t works up to a good old slapstick
Inish, with pies being thrown regard'ess.
There is nothing new in the
material, but a whole lot is new in
the clever way in which the business
has been handled and directed. Harry
Sweet gets credit for the latter. Florence Lake as the helpful wife is very

good.

Joe Penner in

"Moving In"

Vitaphone
Time,
Fair Comedy

16 mins.

All about a gang of relatives fixing up the house for a pair of newlyweds. Instead of putting things in
order, they wreck the place. Not
much
more than a spectacle of
Ray.
smashing this and that, with little
genuine humor in the story itself.
Okay as a filler. Directed by Al

with "Straight
Ed Robbins and
and Narrow"
Allen Jenkins
Vitaphone
InterestingTime, 9 mins.
A group of ex-convicts, now respectably established in life, get together and reminisce about old times.
One of them tells about the job that
landed him behind the bars. Flashback shows the accidental incidents
that led to his capture. Handled differently from the usual underworld
picture, and
isfactoryholds
manner. interest in a sat-

THE BIG SIEGE GUNS
Now

HAVE

for the Mop

ROARED

f/p!

You've opened up on the big shots and the big spots
with the heavy siege artillery!
You've brought in your product. . . and how!
Now. . .for the mop up!
Now. . . for the sales forms and the signed contracts!
Your boys are out in the field . . . calling on 20,000
exhibitors who are sitting back with a punch of their
own in reserve!
They want to be shown. . .and they've got to be sold
. . from the ground up!
They're eager for the money. . but they're slow on
the trigger. . just now. . .
Unless. . .you've reached HOME with them. . sold
them right in their own home town ... in their own box
office . . . through the trade paper they've known for
years ... their HOME trade journal. . .their guide,
philosopher and unshaken friend. . .
ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS . reaching 20,000 showmen the nation over. . .national in scope but
local in service!
ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS
MOP UP BRIGADE!

ARE

YOUR

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS MUST
USED BY YOU TODAY, IF YOU EXPECT
GO OVER THE TOP!

BE
TO

You've used the shock troops. . .now you need the
DOUGH boys!

ASSOCIATED
FILM

TRADE

TOPICS,

PUBLICATIONS

...the DOUGH- getters . . . for GO-getters!
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TIMES,
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FORUM.
FILM REVIEW, Detroit; EXHIBITORS"
DIGEST, Chicago: MICHIGAN
Kansas City; MOTION PICTURE ( leveland;
REVIEW
FILM
Boston; WEEKLY
NEW ENGLAND FILM NEWS,
THE OHIO SHOWMAN,
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PAPER
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SWEET
FIRST

AND
REFRESHING
AS
BREATH
OF
SPRING
— James Starr,

DADDY
LONG LEGS
with

JANET
WARN

ER

GAYNOR
BAXTE

R

UNA MERKEL
- CLAUDE GILLINGWATER.SR.
JOHN ARLEDGE
< KATHLYN WILLIAMS
Play by Jean Webster

Directed b> ALFRED SANTELL

Tears, heart throbs, sighs, sobs and
laughs — they make box office ! "Daddy
Long Legs11 with a ptory drenched with
human interest brings them all.
Janet, oft crowned queen of the screen,
shines in her be$t role since "7th
Heaven.11 Your audiences will be stirred
and thrilled as they have not been in
years. Fox brings you a perfect picture
that will build and build and build!

"Charming and refreshing. The role of the quaint
and wistful Judy fits thq petite Miss Gaynor as
though it had been originally written for her."

— Ed-X'in Martin, Hollywood News

"Daddy Long Legs wil| give public plenty of
chance to laugh and wet
— Louella Pavsons, Los Angeles Examiner

"Janet's most satisfactory appearance since 47th
Heaven.' Picture ought \o have wide appeal."
— Harrison Carroll, Los Angeles Evening Herald
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150 Features Being Turned Out By France in 1931

GOVERNMENT MORE^RIENDLY TO MERGERS
Sound Reel for Latin Countries Planned in Mexico
Maurice Chase and Empire
Productions Join in
Spanish Venture
Mexico-City — Production of a sound
newsreel to be circulated in SpanisKiking countries is planned by EmProductions
in association with
Excelsior,
Mexican
company.
This
was stated yesterday
in Hollywood
l>v Maurice
A. Chase,
president
of
Empire
and also head
of Empire
Productions,
S. A., who
is now on
a visit to the film capital.
Gabriel
ia, who has been making a news(Continued

on

Page

2)

ERPI Not to Produce for 16 MM
Maintaining its policy of keeping out of production, Electrical Research
Products will not make pictures for showing on its new 16 mm. reproducer,
which will be on the market within three months, it was stated at the company's office Saturday. A number of pictures made on standard film for experimental purposes, however, will be dubbed over into 16 mm. and these will
be available for purchase, it was stated.

Page

4)

Baltimore Sunday Bill
Goes Before Council
Baltimore — Final draft of the ordinance liberalizing the Sunday blue
laws here has been completed and
is expected to be submitted to the
city council today.

Public Now Shock Proof,
Turns to Intrinsic Merit
Wisl

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

revelation, particularly in books and newspapers, that the people are now almost
shock proof and are responding more to
intrinsic merit.

DAILY

present, Weinstock
1 )aily on Saturdav.

told The

Film

was stated at that company
;.
day. Total of 61 Warner theaters are
playing twin feature bills. These are
principally
located in New
England
and Northern New Jersey.

Southern Projectionists
Meet June 15 in Atlanta
Atlanta— June
dates
for the

1? and 1<> are tin10th convention

projectionists locals in this m:
\IaTen Florida,
includes Georgia,
tricl. which
bama.
Louisiana,
Mississippi
and
North
olina.
Convention
will be at the II
sentative WUIiai
side at t:
>ns.

"La

A.

Bureau

of THE
arc
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Paris
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has rea< hed
it is overflowing
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studios.
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next year under
tional Recreation
been
sent to all
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p
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D

process

Recreation
the first International
ence to be held in Los A

HARLE

Proprietor-Editor,
Cinematographic
Francaise,"

Paris- Approximately
ISO features
will be turned out by French studios
this season, against 94 in 1930.
Co
dent with the passing of the 900
mark in the number of wired th< at

»ul will p

Will Discuss Recreation

Washington— Plans

P.

and
South
headquart

International Conference

French Studios on Overtime;
150 Features Set for 1931
By

Pan

When color re-enters the motion
picture scheme in an important way,
it is likely to make an entrance via
the three-color pr
stem, in the
opinion of executives contacted by
Opportunities for the independent The Film Daily Saturday.
Technicolor, which serves color to
exhibitor were never better than at
(Continued
on Page 4)

61 Warner Double Feature Houses
Only 3 More Than 18 Months Ago
Although the double feature practice is further expanding, only three
more Warner Bros, houses are on
ago, it
this policy than 18 months

on

SEEN AS COLOR CHOICE

while several additional houses are
under consideration. David Berk was
the broker in the two deals already
closed. Extenstive alterations will be
made at the Tremont to put it in
first-class shape.

DAILY

Hollywood— Trying to shock the public
has lost its value as a dramatic accessory,
says Al De Mond, associate producer.
There has been so much frankness and

FILM

Washington — Better chances of
film mergers being sanctioned by the
Department of Justice are seen in
the
government's
attitude
on the
consolidationfavorable
of Standard
Oil
of New
York and the Vacuum
Oil

David Weinstock Organizing
Circuit in New York Area THREE-TINT PROCESS

RADIO LICENSE REFUSAL
IMPERILS TELEVISION

on

Washington Bureau of THE

(Continued

David Weinstock, who built the
City Hall theater in Manhattan and
for" the last seven years has been
operating in Connecticut, is returning
to the New York field with plans
for a new circuit of independent
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
houses. He already has taken a 21lease on the Tremont, Webster
Washington — Suspension of televi- year
sion research and development and Ave. house at one time operated by
the loss of the large investment al- Sydney S. Cohen, and a lease on the
ready expended to make television Carlton, Jamaica, from the Brandts,
commercially practical will result if
the Federal Radio Commission holds
licenses of
to its refusal to renew
(Continued

Better Attitude Toward
Consolidations Seen
At Washington

for
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Inc
Paramount
Tithe
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RKO
"A"
Warner
Bros
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22 H
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Columbia Pet*, vtc.
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Th.
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Technicolor
Trans-Lux
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MARKET
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6
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6
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39
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Higley Joins F. N. Publicity
Philo Hall Higley, formerly dramatic editor of the "Morning Telegraph," has joined First National
publicity staff, succeeding John
O'Hara, who will soon leave for a
Knropcan trip.
..............
#♦

•V

New York
1S40 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STillwell 4-7940

I Eastman Films |
| J. E. Brulatour, Inc. 3H
li
I
♦';
Chicago
»"♦ 1727 Indiana Ave.
*>
CALumet 3692
B

"Smiling
"A Free

Lieutenant"
Soul"
(2nd

Universal
Warner
Bros
Warner
Bros
Paramount
Wm.
M. Pizor
. United
Artists
United
Artists

Today:

Rivoli
Winter Garden
Hollywood
Central
Park
Cameo
Rialto
Geo. M. Cohan

$2 RUNS
(3rd week) . .Paramount . .
week) ........ M-G-M
FOREIGN
PICTURES

Europa
Belmont
Little Carnegie
Cosmopolitan
Warner
8th St.

"Night Angel"
(June 10)
"Chances"
(June
11)
"The
Viking"
(June
16)
* Return
engagement.

Rivoli
Hollywood
Central
Park

.Paramount
First National
J. D. Williams

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywood4121

K
H
:•:
K
JJ
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reel in Mexico with Excelsior, has
joined Empire as assistant to Jack
Lustberg, production manager, and
is now making his headquarters at
the
organization's
District
Federal. new studio in the
Chase plans to use two directors
on all his features. He lias already
signed Arcady Boytler, director of
Spanish talkers, who is due at the studio June 15. Chase has also signed Ricardo Beltri, Mexican stage star, and
among the writers added to his staff
is Alejandro Sun, newspaper editorial
writer.
Augustin Legorretta, chairman of
the board of the Banco Nacional de
Mexico, is interested in Empire.
Jorge A. Martinez has gone to Monterey and Nuevo Laredo in behalf
of the concern's interests.
Party for Arthur Sachson
Arthur Sachson of Warners' playdate department was the center of
attraction Saturday at a surprise
party given by fellow employees at
the 44th St. building. Sachson was
presented with a brown derby designed especially for wear while interviewing exhibitors with a grouch.
Eugene Zukor Heads Jewish Fund
Eugene Zukor has accepted the
chairmanship of the Motion Picture
Industry Committee for the New
York campaign to raise $1,000,000 for
suffering Jews in eastern and central
Europe.
Cecil Mason, H. Alcona on Coast
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE
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Hollywood — Cecil Mason of Australia and H. Alcona of Mexico City,
came here to attend the western
sales meeting of Columbia.

from

Page

Tune 8:

Columbia
western
sales
Annual
convention
of
Tri-Stj
Opening of American Federation (
Annual
convention
of Tri-St
M.P.T.O.A.,
Hotel
Lafaye

Memphis.
Opening of American
Federation
Musicians'
convention,
Hotel Pfl
ten, Chattanooga.

June 10:

Nineteenth Film Golf Tournament, Fenimore Country Club.
White Plains, Westchester, N. Y.
Adjourned annual meeting of Fox
Film
Corp.,
New
York.

June 15-16:

Criterion
. . Astor

"Zwei
Herzen"
(35th week)
Asso. Cine, of Amer
"Die
Foersterchristl"
(7th week)
.Capital
Film
Ex
"Le
Million"
(3rd week)
Tobis Amer
"Der
Grosse Tenor"
(2nd week)
. Ufa
"Three
Loves"
(2nd week) ...... ..Terra
"Le Culte De Beaute"
Osso
Films
FUTURE
OPENINGS

(.Continued from

MARKET

iJi

"Seed"
(4th week)
"Maltese
Falcon"
(2nd week)
"Svengali"
(6th week)
"Tabu"
(12th week)
"Ubangi"
(2nd
week)
"Whoopee"
(*)
"City
Lights"
(*)

THEATER
Paramount
Roxy
Capitol
Globe
.Strand
. Mayfair

Government Becomes
Plan Sound Newsreel
Friendly to Mergers
For Latin Countries

AS OF SATURDAY)
Net
High
Low
Dose
Chg.

Con.
Fm.
Ind....
4^
Con. Fm.
Ind. pfd. 13J4
East. Kodak
127*4
Fox
Fm.
"A"....
16*4

DISTRIBUTOR
. . . . Paramount
. . . Fox
Meet" .. ... .M-G-M
Columbia
National
First
RKO
EXTENDED
RUNS

"Vice
Squad"
"Daddy
Long
Legs"
'Never the Twain Shall
"Lover
Come
Back"
"Lady
Who
Dared"
"White
Shoulders"

Annual Convention of Southeast Theater Owners, Hotel An»-

ley, Atlanta.
June 14-18: Annual convention of Advertising Federation of America, Hotel
Pennsylvania,
New York.
June

15-16: District convention of ProjecAtlanta.
tionists' Locals, Hotel Ansley,

June 16-17: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
waukee.
of Wisconsin, Hotel Pfister, MilJune 18-19: Theater
Annual Owners
convention
of Jersey,
Allied
of New
Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City.
Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Minneapolis.

1)

Co. This development is interpreted
as evidence that the government is
willing to do everything in its power
to aid constructive business enterprises, and that merger steps in other
branches of trade will receive the
same consideration. The move is
looked upon as easing up the Warner-First National case, as well as
opening up new possibilities for the
Fox-Loew get-together, and lessening the chances of high interference
being enlisted by the minority opposing the RKO-Pathe
merger.

Laying Off Organists

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Acting under an
agreement entered into last September with the Musicians' Protective
Union, Local 161, some of the Washington theaters are beginning to let
out house organists. Five already
have been laid off, and there is talk
of a still further reduction during the
summer months.

Spanish Production Co. Formed
Madrid — A Spanish company has
been formed here under the name of
Douglas Leishman Improved
Iberica de Sonorizacion, S.W., for
Douglas Leishman, manager of the production of sound films. It i*
branch operations of Universal Exorganization
plans erecchanges, who was taken ill in Chi- reported
tion of itstheown
studios.
cago during the Universal Convention at the Stevens Hotel, returned
yesterday to his home in New
"The Viking" for Central Park
Rochelle. His condition has great"The Viking," Varick Frissell proly improved and he expects to be
duction directed by George Melford
back at his desk within two weeks.
and being distributed by J. D. Williams, will have its New York preFlinn-Lally Hearing Today
miere June 16 at Leo Brecher's CenRelease of John C. Flinn and Fred
tral Park, succeeding "Tabu.''
Lally under habeas corpus proceedings denied last week by Judge
Frankenthaler in the Supreme Court,
will be re-argued by their attorneys
at 4 o'clock this afternoon. It will
Suitable for Laboratory
be in the nature of a private hearing
with District Attorney Felix Ben6500 SQUARE FEET
zenga representing
the prosecution.

FOR

RENT

all on one floor.
Executive offices, etc.

Studio
and
Location
Sound on Film Recording

LLOYD'S FILM STORAGE CORP.

Low Dally or Weekly Rated

Bridge Plaza, Long Island City

Powers Clnephone Equipment Corporation
723-TTH

AVE.. N. V.

BRYANT

9-6067

Phone

BRyant

9-5600

THE MOST SENSATIONAL
"BEAT" IN THE
HISTORY OF
NEWSREELS

--and

Graham McNamee describes itin a manner that
takes your breath away!
* Universal

itk UNIVERSAL

Newsrcel

Talking Reporter
Broadcast Ace

and

N. B. C.

w"thY/winner /
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Film

Golf

Guessing Tournament

Empey Club Team Looks
Dangerous, Mysterious
and Box-Office
r figuring all the liabilities and Earl W. Haramons
ri-ks, and consulting
his insurance Carl Laemmle, Jr.
Stebbins, captain of the Eugene Zukor
Motion Picture Club team, has finally Harry Warner
Al Jolson
picked his lineup Harry Richman
for the Film < iolf Sam Avurntine
Jack Alicoate
Touranment.
Maury Ascher
Paul Benjamin
They are Jack Herbert
Berg
■ tfreund,
Henry Clay Siegel,
ltd Curtis
and J. D. Williams. Ik-re is
a dazzling
agnation that
oughta make the challenging A. M.
P. A. team
step a few.
(iuttfreund
plays a mean
golf game
when
the
market
violent rally. When
the rest of the market is covering,
Jack ru>lic> in with his niblick or
mashie — he's not particular, just so
loner as it's a club — and soars right
through the market resistance levels
on the upside. And if he crashes
these, you can look for higher prices
for the entire list before the contestants reach the ninth hole. And
when
his opponent
stages
a rally
Jack just treats it as a technical rery. and comes through with a
idy game, averaging a gain of 3.4
points on the entire list. Which, as
you will admit, in these tough Wall
Street times, is SOME average.
This guy Ted Curtis plays an entirely different game. He's at his best
when all the bases are empty. Then
he knocks a screw ball into the center
field bleachers for a circuit clout. He
plays a game of long-distance rifling.
His trouble is, though, that he bangs
into too many double plays. But he
generally manages to register at the
pan, sliding into the plate with the
umpire yelling "Safe" while the
bleachers go nuts.
Henry Clay Siegel, as his name
implies, plays what you might call an
Oratorical Came. He's always at his
best with a receptive audience. But
in the picture business, this is a marvellous asset. His ballyhoo. has the
opposish climbing trees and crawling
in bunkers. Then, with the fairway
clear, Henry just talks the ball right
into the cup.
It's a Gift.
This baby J. I). Williams is the
Mystery Golfer. He claims to have
i playing the game for years.
Lots of us have seen him playing AT
the game for years — but that doesn't
prove anything. He also has something to do with the British end of
the film biz. They also have been
playing
at the picture game
for a

No Connection
Just to keep the records
.straight, "Strange Women" is
not a sequel to "Queer People."

George Blair
Lou Blumenthal
Richard Brady
S. S. Braumoerg
Leo Brecher
O. H. Briggs
Colvin W. Brown
C. W. Bunn
Eddie J. Byrne
Max Cohen
James Cron
James Cunningham
Ted Curtis
Herbert Ebenstein
William Everts
George Folsey
L. E. Franseen
Ray Gallagher
Bruce
Gallup
Sidney Garrett
William German
Don Gillette
Henry Ginsberg
Chas. A. Alicoate
Larry Golub
Irving Goodfield
Jess Gourlay
Jack Guttfreund

I Don Hancock

Jack Harrower

Arthur Hirsch
Joe
Don Hornstein
Hyndman
Red Kann
Jerry
Morris Keyser
Kutinsky
Julius Cohen
J.William
D. Williams
Brandt
Arthur
W. Eddy
Harry Brandt
"
Arthur
Pelterson
Melvin
Pelterson
Arthur S. Abeles
A. H. Schwartz
Harold S. Rieff
Fred Mitchell
Walter Eberhardt
William A. Wolff
Millard Johnson
Charles
Al Selig Romer
Paul Burger
Harry Gold
Harold
Holt
F. Wynne-Jones
Joe
Bill Rivkin
Rabell
William
Frankel
James A. FitzPatrick
Leo Klebinow
Winfield Andrus
Charles E. Lewis
Al Lichtman
George McCarthy
Joe Rice Macolm
James
WilliamMartin
Massce
Mitchell May, Jr.
H. W Mayse
Don Mersereau

Lee Ochs
Harold Rodner
P. H. Rosenberg
Eddie J. Ross
Ernest Rovelstadt
Al Ruben
Marvin Kirsch
Nat Saland
Chester Sawyer
G. A. Scanlan
Isadore Schwartz
Henry Segal
Al Semels
Mort Shapiro
Spring
Jack
Arthur Stebbins
Max Stuart
Ben Barondess
Fulton Hardman
Irving Stolzer
Robert Wolf
H. J. Yates
George DeKmif
Bernard
Kleid
Edward Finney
James A. Mulvey
D. C. Ferguson
HerbC. Enslen
Fecke
J.

A
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Great Set-Up!
ALL STUDIOS IN FRANCE

Harry Field
Herman
Robbins
M. Van Praag
Budd Rogers
Dr. Harry
Gilbert
Charles
Goetz

(Continued from Page 1)

stages capable of turning out
30(1
htas a year, are working at one time
S. F. Nelson
firms represented in this high
Clarence Shottenfels
activity include Films Osso, Pathe Cine
A. C. Seebeck
ma Pathe-Natan, Haik,
Gene Picker
unbergerSol Edwards
Richebe, Gaumont, Tobis,Bra
Epinay and
Al Sherman
the 1 aramount unit in Joinville
Frederic C. Madan
Jerome Beatty
The latter is practically setting
the
Jack
Bowen
David J. Mountan
pace
over
here
, maki
neces
ow ng
its'it
Capt. Roscoe Fawcett for others to foll
exam
plesaryor
David J. Mountan, Jr lose their standing in the
European
Charles Paine
market. Vet the Paramount activ
ity
Frank Mastroli
here is not looked upon in the light
Harvey Weaver
of competition. The company emPaul J. Greenhalgh
Howard Lawrence
ploys numerous native artists ican
and
Herman H. Rust
workmen, and helps alon
g the trade
Henry C. Rust
m general. In any event, American
competition is no longer feared
Joseph
. Fliesler
Samuel R.Rubenstein
Ben Goetz
Prance. Picture fans here wa
P. L. Thomson
M. J. Kandel
French talkers made in France. ForGeorge Linet
F. Dembow
Hank
Charles Fisher
A. Rogers
Joseph
eign productions, however meritoriGene Byrne
ous, invariably lack something that
A Pam
Blumenthal
Clint Weyer
M. J. Corson
is needed to win the whole-hearted
Walter E. Green
M. H. Chamberlain
Tom
Gerety
approval of French audiences. DubJoe Brandt
James
W. P. Clarke
Snow
bed and
bled
" pictures are absoJames A. Milligan
lutely "dou
not want
ed.
Joseph D. Eagan
E. C. Weldon
Russell Ball
Ed. Golden
Modernizing of French cinemas is
George W. Blair, Jr.
progressing rapidly, especially in and
around Paris and in the large cities
)f the south of France. Another
highly favorable development is the
fact that national production now is a
(.Continued from Page 1)
paying proposition for the French
more producers than any other com- producer. In fact, it pays
him quite
days. was not so in the old
silent
well, which
pany, is developing a three-color
process which, although now in the
laboratory stage, is expected to be
Max Milder Back
perfected and ready for marketing
After
closi
ng a number of deals
in one year. Paramount is also working on a three-color process, it is for Warner Bros, and First National
understood, and other major compa- product, Max Milder, Eastern sales
manager, returned to New York
nies have their technical experts exSaturday. He visited Detroit, Inperimenting along similar lines.
dianapolis, Columbus, Cleveland, BufThe bases of red, blue and yellow
falo, Albany and Gloversville.
afforded by the three-color process
permits production of more natural
Theatrephone Installations
colors than is generally obtained
Among recent Theatrephone instalthrough two-color systems.
lations reported by Hearing Devices
Co., Inc., are seven in various cities
will resolve itself into just a Guessing in Pennsylvania for Wilmer & Vincent, six installations for Fox New
Came. After each hole they get toEngland Theaters, the Plaza in New
gether and say: "I guess I had only
four strokes on that hole." And the York, Strand, Niagara Falls; Bronxopponent sez: "Oh, I can guess lower ville, Bronxville, N. Y.; Colonial,
than that. I only had three." And Erie, Pa.; Ceramic, East Liverpool,
they call it Golf.
O.; Capitol, Logan, Utah; Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Ideal, Heber City,
Watch for the announcement of the
A.M.P.A. team tomorrer, folks. You Utah.

Three-Tint Process
Radio License Refusal
Seen as Color Choice
Imperils Television
(Continued from Page 1)

four subsidiaries of the Radio Corp.
\merica as a result of the recent
Federal court decision against RCA
in the tube patent cases holding that
the corporation had violated the
Clayton act, it is stated in affidavits
filed by M. H. Aylesworth of National Broadcasting Co., E. E. Shumaker of RCA Victor, and other
RCA officials. An injunction is asked
to prevent the Commission from
withholding renewal
of the licenses.
W. E. for National Guard Camp
Peekskill,
N.
Y.
Installation
of
Western Klcctric sound equipment is
being made
at Camp
Smith
of the
National
Guard.
long, long time. But you never can
tell. It might just so happen that
this Mystery Golfer will go up to the
Fenimore Country Club at White
Plains on Wednesday, and knock the
opposing players for a series of
Loops. For nothing bothers film men
more than Mystery. And J. D. can
be more mysterious about Practically
Nothing than any seven film execs in
racket, We think he is about due
to come through with a Big Wallop.
And so far as we are concerned, we're
betting our dough on this entry. A
M\-tery Man can outguess a bunch
of pressageys any day — and that's all
they have on the A.M.P.A. team.
And as a matter of cold truth, this
battle for the Albee Memorial
Cup

will also receive a letter — if you're
entered for the massacre — telling
what time you are to tee off — and
the name of the guy you're gonna
try to Outguess.
Complete instructions on how to
reach the Fenimore Golf Course —
either by auto or train — will also be
published here tomorrow.

Scaling the Cuts
Jim Mitchell
per cent studio
be as follows:
ecutives, 5per
per cent.

says the 5 to 25
salary cuts will
brothers of excent; in-laws, 25
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EXPLOITETTES

TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of
Current Opinions

c

Does the Public
Support
Worthwhile

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

THE

MALT
Pix?

WHEN
a theater presents two
such pictures in succession
as "Skippy" and "The Millionaire" that part of the public
which cries against the exploitation of sex and the picturization
of crime on the screen should
turn out and fill the theater for
every performance. But does it?

Closed Schools Early

• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till
Now
that the largest outdoor movie audience in the world
is located in the Chelsea Park section right here in this hamlet
where every Monday and Friday evening during the summer in this neighborhood of tenements and factories an average
of 5,000 men, women and children who cannot even afford regular movies
are entertained by the Hudson Guild through
the generosity of Roxy, who provides the shows
and has
been doing it for years
without any personal fuss or ballyhoo and that Roxy, incidentally, probably spends a greater
proportion of his income on Secret Charities than any other gent
in the film biz
for that's the kind of a guy he is

Well, "Skippy" played to pretty
good houses, thanks to an extra
lot of publicity, and as the week
progresses the public begins to
realize that George Arliss in

•

"The Millionaire" is worth seeing and attendance grows. But
neither packs them in like Clara
Bow or some racketeering film.
The motion picture companies
will make pictures just as good
as the public will patronize sufficiently to make them profitable.
They will make most pictures of
the type which is most profitable.
The best argument, therefore,
for a higher standard in picture
making is a higher standard of
attendance. George Arliss is

such types as the author describes do not really exist in the
Cinema City?

worth

seeing any time in any-

thing he will make. "The Millionaire" will not get the rating
among the year's productions
that his "Disraeli" received — one
of the best pictures ever made.
But "The Millionaire" is clean,
delightful comedy with superb
acting. And when his "Alexander
Hamilton" is offered to the public if it doesn't draw houses full
of intelligent people the first
day, then there aren't enough intelligent people to fill the theaters which will present it. And
we don't mind giving this advance advertising here to the
greatest actor on the American
-re and the picture he is making— Dallas Dispatch

The

United States produces

95 per cent of the world's supply of pictures.

•

• THAT Leo McCarey, who will direct "Queer People" for Howard Hughes, spent several weeks in Hollerword
in a vain attempt to locate the proper "types" for the featured
roles
so came to New York to find 'em!
and considering
the
types
he
needs,
this
looks
like
a*
Dirty
Dig
our
hamlet
or is it just Hollywood propaganda to proveat that

• • • THAT we called up Joe Fliesler, manager of the
Eighth Street Playhouse on the phone, and took the phone number from his theater program
on the cover
and some
foreigner kept answering
"Ya, ya, Suikiyaki"
after
this happened several times, we glanced at the theater program
again, and found that the phone number was that of a Jap restaurant advertised on the cover
and the phone number
of the theater itself is NOWHERE
on the program
oops.

• • • THAT we have at last discovered how Rumors start
in the film biz
for we were
standing
with a gink on
Broadway, watching men taking the mazda bulbs out of the big
sign covering the front of the Criterion
and the goof sez
"An
economy
move — saving dough,
along with salary
cuts in the organizashe"
and puttinp the two together,
it sounded reasonable
one is just as sensible as the other
but passing the theater an hour later
the workmen were busy installing Bigger and Brighter Bulbs in the sign
and that, girls and boys, is how Rumors start in the film
biz

• • • THAT our friend, Pete Harrison, God's everlasting
gift to the independent exhibs, has inaugurated a new Pip Service called "The Harrison Forecaster"
a dope sheet
that gives the lowdown on all the scheduled productions to be
adapted from stage plays and novels
first Pete reviews
the production in its original form as a stage play or novel
then shows what can be done with it as a screen play, pro and
con
in this way wising up the exhib, so when the salesman drops around he will know as much
and mebbe more
about the offering than the salesman
•
• •
THAT Jack Holt gets regular facial treatments from
Mme. Sylvia out in Hollerword
the big panansey
and we always thought he was a he-man!
that in spite
of the fact that they don't resemble each other in the slightest,
Kirk McGee and Charley Dowe. of the Roxy managerial
are constantly
being mistaken
for each other
and both
Kirk and Charley arc still trying to dope out whether to Ininsulted or elated
a toss-up, sez we
that a Scotchman developed the stuttering habit when he suddenly
realized
he could make
his words
last longer
but wo licit him
to it
for with these eight dots we've been stuttering
umns for years
but then, we're Scotch,
too

«

«

«

»

»

»

€)

To See "Skippy"

r~\XR of the many excellent
stunts put over by Manager
L. P. Weaver in advertising
"Skippy" at the Publix-Rialto,
Phoenix, Ariz., was the early
closing of schools to permit the
children to attend a special showing of "Skippy." Weaver contacted the superintendent of
schools and sold him on the idea
of dismissing schools early to
permit the children to attend the
first matinee showing of the picture. The children were granted
a special admission price for
opening matinee.
— Rialto, Phoenix, Ariz.
*
*
*

Masquerade Ballyhoo
For "Charley's Aunt"
most effective stunt in ballyE. Schmidt's
Wm. Aunt"
^JAXAGER
hooing "Charley's
playing
at the Orpheum.
Wilkes
Barre,
Pa.,
was
a man
ballyhoo
in
woman's
attire.
The
man
was
dressed in woman's clothes, woman's hat and wore a wig with
long curls reaching to the shoulder. A sign on her back called
attention to the title of picture.
Orpheum, Wilkes Bam, Pa.
*
*
*

Miniature Covered Wagon
MANAGER "Cimarron"
J. T. Comerford
Ballyhoos
used a street ballyhoo to exploit "Cimarron" at the PublixShawnee, Plymouth, Pa. The
ballyhoo consisted of a small covered wagon pulled by a tandem
of seven Shetland ponies. The
"head" poney had a boy on his
back — and the covered wagon
carried copy about the picture.
Publix-Shav
Plymouth, Pa.

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthday*:

June 8
Clarence Badger
Erni

;iont

Dorothy Coburn
Joseph J

Monday,

DAILY

NEWS

©
*

EAST

*

Girard,

Pa. — Dcnman
has announced a new policy for the summer season. The house is now open
Fridays, Saturdays
and
Sundays.

OF THE

Cape Cod Theaters, Inc., to operthe Idle Hour and Hyannis as
motion picture houses for one year.
\ similar license was also granted
to Carl Myshrall for the Community
at (Ktcrville.

Pitcairn, Pa. — Ben Bernstein found
the
quite rough here and was
Seymour, Conn. — Matinee prices at forcedgoing
to close the Nemo.
the Strand for the summer will be
10 and 15 cents, while the evening
admission will be 15 and 30 cents. ing.Smithtone, Pa. — Opera House
here announces an indefinite closThis scale will prevail until fall.
Wilmington, Mass. — Miss Alice
( oiirtemanche has opened the Memorial for the summer season.

*

CENTRAL

*

DAY

Cleveland — J. S. Jossey, associated
with Rayart, was recently in town.
Detroit — Wade
Allen
Mack, neighborhood
T. A. Yager.

has bought
house, form

Caro, Mich. — George Gidley has
bought the Strand from J. E. Handy.

*

WEST

*

Fresno, Cal. — A lease has been acquired on the Liberty by Gerald
Hardy, former owner of the Golden
Bough, Carmel.

June

8, 1931

©

Salt Lake — Ted Malone has recently been added to the sales force
for United Artists here, and will
cover the Montana territory, according to Manager E. J. Drucker o '
the local exchange.
San Francisco — C. A. Leonard,
formerly RKO publicity man, is now
at
the United Artists in a similar
capacity.
Santa Paula, Cal. — J. L. Asher, new
owner of the Columbia, has remodeled the house and reopened it as
the Lyric.

Cleveland — Jerry O'Connell, man* SOUTH
*
ager of Loew's Allen, is enjoying a
Oakland, Cal. — Don Austin is now
two week's vacation at the sea shore.
Dallas — Marsline K. Moore, manL. Ward Farrar is acting manager assistant manager at the Orpheum,
ager of the Palace, has been made
in his absence.
succeeding M. Weist, who has been demy.
the lieutenant colonel of cavalry on
Watertown, Conn. — The Taft
transferred
ilar capacity.to Los Angeles in a sim- the staff of Peacock Military acaSchool has just completed the latest
Belle Paline, Minn. — The State has
addition to its building program with been purchased by Harry Sternberg
the erection of a modern 527-seat and Jack Leckey.
Wall Lake, la. — Carl Grau and
Palmetto, Fla. — Harry Botte has
theater.
Ray Belt of Lake View, la., have opened the Palmetto. The house has
Cleveland — M. B. Horwitz, gen- purchased the Strand.
been remodeled
and sound installed.
eral manager of the Washington cirOrange, Mass. — The local theater
cuit, has announced the engagement
will operate on Fridays and SaturDallas — J. G. Tomlin, of the
Cal. — After four hours
9 hereafter and Lionel D. For- of his daughter, Birdie, to Richard of Sacramento,
deliberation, a superior court jury Square Deal Film Exchange, opened
key, who has been managing the Miller of this city.
acquitted four Sacramento motion an airdome on the Jimtown road
house, has been transferred to MayJune 1. Benches are provided for 700
nard, Mass. Tracy P. Severance,
Muskegon, Mich. — The Heights picture operators charged with con- and the fare is five and ten.
spiracy to dynamite the Mission here
operator, will take charge of the theater has been reopened.
last October.
theater here when it is open.
Mannington, W. Va. — A. M. Burt,
Sheldon, Mo.— Mrs. G. T. Tyree
has transferred the Burt to W. B.
has
opened
the
Mainstreet,
with
a
Livermore, la. — Harry L. Clark Urling. New sound equipment will
Pittsburgh — J. A. Reilly and E.
F. Drumm announce that they have seating capacity of 350.
has leased the Princess and will as- be installed.
taken over the Lyric (formerly the
sume management immediately.
Keystone), East Ohio.
Cleveland — Joe Leavitt is managDallas — W. D. Williams has.
ing the Euclid Beach theater, at
San Francisco — Bill Conners is opened the Peak at Sierra Blanca,
Stafford Springs, Conn. — Steve Euclid Beach Park, which opened
highest point in Texas. Seats 185.
Pamona of New Milford has bought with sound recentl}'. The house will new manager of the Princess, suc- Two programs weekly will be used.
ceeding
I.
P.
Arends,
who
resigned
the Woods from Joseph Woods, who run daily for 13 weeks.
to become manager of the Rio Nida
has operated the house for 15 years.
in Rio Nida.
Terra Alta, W. Va.— Knights of
It seats 700.
Karlstad, Minn. — The Karlstad
Pythias have leased the Alpine to
has been wired for talkers and reW. B. Urling. The new operator
Milton, la. — The Opera
House is will install sound-on-film equipment.
Pittsburgh — Inaugurating its new opened.
reopening with Burl Harbridge as the
summer policy, the Enright in East
Dillonvale, O. — Anthony Kruzesku operator.
Liberty,
will change
its pictures
West Palm Beach, Fla.— The Arhas been appointed manager of the
twice weekly.
cade has been closed for the sumOlszesky. now the property of Mrs.
San Francisco — Howard Butler
mer, and Earle Holder, manager, has
Frances
Olszensky,
since
the
death
has been added to the Columbia sales
Barnstable, Mass. — The selectmen have granted a license to the of the former owner, K. Olszensky. force. Oscar Olsen recently resigned. been transferred to the Consolidated
Theater, Inc., of Jacksonville.
Kansas City — Frank L. Newman
Refugio, Tex. ■— Carl Baumbarten
writes to friends here that he is now
New London, la. — The Alamo is
reopening with Erdley Bell, Jr., as opens the Rialto about July 1. Seats
connected with the operation of War- manager.
452. Four programs will be used
ner Bros, theaters on the west coast.
weekly.
IN
the buyer.Henry Hall, of Beeville, is
Detroit — Barney Rose is the new
Ventula, Calif.— With the filing of
:the
salesman for Columbia replacing Sid a lease of the Amelia Ayres Magby
Hackford.
ib unrsMfu
property in the 400 block of Main
Of IIIMIOM
Street to the United Artists TheCleveland — F. Arthur Simon and
aters of California, Ltd., of Los AnAid" tie"Firstextensive
g most
Aidin
One
of the
geles, rumors of a new house loomed
Lasky plant to house 14 units in Nate Schultz, of the Lorain Theater,
ups
ever
accomplished
has been
Cleveland, and the Bijou, New Phila- as facts. Building is to commence
fall.
made between Sono Art and
in
the
near
future.
delphia,
has
purchased
the
Union
in
*
*
*
40,000 druggists in the United
Cleveland from Anton Behensky.
States, in connection with Sono
William A. Bradv for N.A.M.P.I.,
Monono, la. — The Rex has opened
censures Senator Walker for keeping
Art's
"First Aid," by Mike SimNorthome, Minn. — R. B. John- after being closed for a month.
alive talk of censorship. Brady slated
son and W. W. Weichselbaum and
mons, which went into producThe new managers are A. J. Wirkler
for re-election to association.
tion
at the Metropolitan Stunow managing the local house.
*
*
*
and Harvev
Waskow.
dios,KessonHollywood,
Saturday.
and Robbins
head a Mclist
Detroit — The Columbia, oldest
Wistaria Productions to make four
of
60
drug
companies
that
are
Kunsky
Circuit
house,
recently
closed
Oakland, Cal. — Mever Cohen, has
a year for Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
included in the arrangement.
as
a
talkie,
is
being
re-fitted
for
resigned
from
the
publicity
branch
of
burlesque.
the Fox.
Robertsdale,
Pa. — The
has closed for the summer.

Liberty

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
fly RALPH

HOLLYWOOD

an unSON
ROBERT
. Hehaswants
JJOHN
fulfilled
ambition
to
direct "Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde,"
which he once did with John Barrymore in the silents. The Stevenson
classic has always been an outstanding favorite with Robertson, who was
responsible for "Sentimental Tommy,'' "Bright Shawl" and "Tess of
the Storm Country." A long personal friendship with Lloyd Osborne,
Stevenson's step-son, who lives in
California, has only served to intensify his interest
*
* in *the narrative.
John Garrick has been given a long-term
contract by Charles R. Rogers at RKO Pathe.
He is appearing with Helen Twelvetrees in
"The
Mad
Marriage."
*
*
*
Bebe
I.

Daniels' next vehicle for First National will be "Bed and Board," by Lenore
Coffee.

*

*

*

Dasheill Hammett has completed the script
of "Divorce Detective," the next William
Powell
picture for Warner
Bros.

*

*

*

Bramwell Fletcher, Frances Dade. Holmes
Herbert, Nella Walker, Lawrence Grant and
Nicholas Soussanin have been engaged by
Paramount
the Sessue

for "Daughter of the Dragon,"
Hayakawa
film.

*

*

*

Creighton Hale and Ann Christie have
been signed to appear in the new Our Gang
comedy, "Big Ears," now in production at
the Hal Roach studio.

*

*

*

Daphne Pollard has started "Say Uncle,"
the first of the series of two-reelers that she
is to contribute to the Universal short product program next season. Charles LaMont is
directing and the cast includes Walter Merrill, Norma Drew and Billy Gilbert.

*

*

*

Dorothy Lee is the final selection for the
feminine lead with Joe E. Brown in his
latest First National starring picture, "Local
Boy
Makes Good."
*
*
*
Tyrell Davis will appear with Ruth Chatterton in "The Magnificent Lie" for Paramount.

*

*

*

Norman Houston, who, with Jimmy Gleason, wrote the dialogue for "Broadway Melody," is back to his "first love" — M-G-M. He
is writing the adaptation and dialogue for an
untitled original by Paul Fejos. While at
M-G-M, he also directed "Copy," a newspaper short, which attracted much favorable
attention. During his absence from the Culver City studio, he was with Paramount,
Fox and Columbia.

*

*

*

Leslie Fenton, who was in "The
Enemy" and "Kick In," has been
for one of the featured roles in "The
Lady," which John Francis Dillon is
ing.

*

*

*

Public
signed
Pagan
direct-

Natalie Kingston, who started in Mack Sennett's comedies, later going in for serious
drama, returned to her first love— comedy —
when
she played
the feminine
lead opposite

U1I.K

Jimmy Savo in "The House
Dick"
Pictures.
Lloyd
French
directed
ely for Lou
Brock,
the producer.

*

Within a period of eight
weeks, Edward G. Robinson
has, or will have, worked in
three First National starring
pictures. He recently completed "Smart Money." At
present he is working on "Five
Star Final." Then comes "The
World
Changes."

*

"Silence" is not a sequel to "The Sphinx
Has Spoken," nor does the latter title apply
to casting directors.

*

*

*

Marc
I.achman,
a Texas
boy, who
made
good on Broadway,
is spending
his vacation
llywood.
He is now Boswell for Charles
B. Dillingham.

*

*

*

I'ince Barnett, the Professional ribbcr, had
a few of tlw diners at the Society of M. P.
Engineers' banquet annoyed until an an
neuncement was made that the "ribbing" was
all in fun. Fifi Dorsay, Bctte Davis, Roberta
Gale, Conchita Montenegro were among the
players introduced at the banguet.

*

*

*

Josephine Lovett, screen writer, has returned from a hurried trip to Reno, where she
went to get atmosphere for "The Road to
Reno," which will be an original to be made
by l'aramount. *
*
*
Lai
Sphinx
in the

Production
Is Important
To Everyone
In Pictures

Chand Mehra,
Indian scholar and authority on Far Eastern matters, who recently
signed
as technical
advisor
for
"The
Has Spoken,"
will also play a part
picture.

*

*

*

Winifred Win-low, casting director
ucational, admits she is engaged to a
millionaire. Although she will "cast"
the role of her husband, she refuses
close In- name
at present.

*

*

at EdChicago
him for
to dis-

*

Neil Brant has finished the adaptation on
"Leviathan," which will be made as a special
by Universal.
*
*
*
Robert Ross, veteran production man, will
co-direct "The Corsair," which will be a
Roland West production. Ross directed the
"Nick
Carter"
series in the East.
Don Dillaway. who played the boy in "Min
and Bill" and the Indian-lore loving son in
"Cimarron," came to the movies from the
New York stage. He has a juvenile role in
Will Rogers next picture, "As Young aj

*

*

*

*

*

*

You Feci."
Rae Dooley, for years a star comedienne
of Ziegfeld's "Follies," in which she appeared
with such stars as Will Rogers and Marilyn
Miller, is playing a comedy role in "Honeymoon Lane," which stars her husband, Eddie
Dov/ling. She portrays a child role, a characterization for which she is famous on the
stage.
Art Levy, former press agent, who has
just been made a junior writer at Radio Pictures, relates the story of the screen writer
who sashed an executive. Then contract time
came along and the writer was advised to
eat his own words. "Oh I You want a literary digest," *
said the
* scribbler.
*
Tyler Brooke, who recently played an important role in "Sweepstakes" at RKO Pathe,
is working
in "The Magnificent Lie," starring Ruth Chatterton.

*

*

*

Word
ha-- been
received
that
Alexander
Km 'la will supervise
and direct "Marios"
at
Paramount's Joinville, France, studio. Because
of his excellent
directorial
work
on
"Left
" Korda
was
also made
a supervisor.
ment.
Biro is head of the studio's scenario

*

3 Pix in 8 Weeks

*

at B
the com-

*

*

Leonard Spigclnnss, who, with Doris Mailoy wrote "Honeymoon," an original story
for Fox, is now in Neiv York, viewing the
neivest plays for Fox.

*

*

*

Johnt
is $100
richer,
title "Transgression"
was
chosen
to r<
"Tin- Next
Corner"
at Radio
Pictures.
I
iiy is one of the Coasts
best publicity
men
and is a member of Radio
ity department.
*
*
*
Ralph Ince has joined the cast of WarPrival. ners' "The Star Witness." replacing Lucicn
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WHERE?
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OUT IN JUNE

- D RAM AS
With Kenneth Harlan and Josephine
Dunn. The first picture of its kind. Action
inthe sky, revolving around the dramatic
story of a new development in police patrol. Climaxed by a magnificent battle in
the air!
jsssr

Mi

AIR POLICE"

With Rex Lease and Dorothy Gulliver.
The rugged virile ghost of the rowdy old
West makes a hectic entree into the new,
and then how the cactus does fly! Hard
riding, hard fighting, woven 'round with
a golden thread of romance.

//

IN OLD

CHEYENNE"
With Charles Delaney, Vera Reynolds
and Carrol Nye. Rival auto racers,

3

competing for a pretty girl's favors,
run the gamut of incredible thrills. A
sensational race reaches its climax in
a death-rending crash! Action galore!

//

HELL

for FRISCO"

BENT

From a magazine

story by Michael

L.

Simmons. Ready for production. A stirring epic of the daily life and adventures
of an ambulance surgeon. The clang of
the gong takes this romantic figure thru
a maze of heroic action and startling
drama! A smashing exploitation special!
A
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Charles R. Rogers Joins Anti- Sponsored Brigade

CLARKEJO MAINTAmALL FOX SALARIES
SMPE

Improved

Committee To Confer on

The Parade
— on a string
-By JACK ALICOATEIT takes MORE than a flash front
ti sell a BUM
picture on Broadlwav....In the Cinema B. O. means
Box Office and not BODY
ODOR
' like
....Biggest
RAT is he who malicious
in times
this WHISPERS
rumors ahout his competitor....
\XK Wilstach is a likable CUSS

Better Type of Structure
Is Expected from Cooperative Move
An improved type of theater construction, with special attention paid
to projection booth requirements and
locations, is expected to result from
a co-operative movement launched
by the S. M. P. E. President J. I.
C'rabtree (Continued
will appoint
on Pagea 4)committee

televisionTspend

. . . .Gangster pictures haven't
changed much SINCE the "GREAT
TRAIX
ROBBERY" .... Junior
« ARE Laemmle is a chip off the old
BL< M K... .IMPORTANT man in
IMPORTANT company just talked
himself out of IMPORTANT
job
Chicago — Confident that general
....Well, the FIVE YEAR
PLAN
business conditions will improve
lis doing business, am way ... Colored
n, production plans have been
folks MISREPRESENTING
getting after Amos 'n' them.
Andy made for $250,000,000 worth of television broadcast sound receivers and
Wonder what action the next GANGaccessories, said B. P. Geddes, execuSTERS' convention will take regardtive vice-president of the Radio Maning GANGSTER pictures?
Good
ufacturers' Ass'n, at the convention
SHORT subjects are saving many a
here yesterday.
crummy
FEATURE.

Akerson

Assures

Editors

Para. Off Sponsored Films
Atlanta — Speaking

before

the

National

Editorial Ass'n here, Ceorge Akerson of
Paramount Publix stated definitely that
Paramount has abandoned its policy of making and showing sponsored films, and that
the company would not compete in this
field in the future. "Some time ago Paramount embarked on a policy of producing
and

exhibiting sponsored

or

commercial

films," said Akerson. "The trial has been
made and after consideration of all the
factors involved it has been decided to

Theater

No Wage Slashes for Fox
Film or Fox Theaters,
Says President
There will be no cutting of wages

of Fox Film or the Fox Theaters
employes, according to Harley E.
Clarke in a letter sent to all employes
of both divisions. The announcement, which is also carried in the
current issue of "The Last Word,"
the Fox Theaters' house paper, reads:
"We are going through times which
(Continued on

FREE SUMMERlOVIES
$250,000^000 on output
E IN 15 DALLAS PARKS
MULTI-LINGUAL PROGRAM
discontinue

the

policy."

With 13 foreign features completed,
Warner Bros, production program
does not provide for more multi(Continued
on Page
4)
lingual
versions. The
company's
fu-

Dallas — Free motion pictures
started Monday in 15 city parks. The
free movies, an annual affair, run
through August and represent one
of the largest activities carried on by
the Park Board. It is estimated that
more than 10,000 persons each night
enjoy the entertainment.

.IK EXHIBITORS are finding that the BEST way to rid themselves of their double-feature MISTAKE is to close their theaters
I ERMANENTLY... .DIALOGUE
on the screen, at least in some spots,

All Photophone Licensees Nat Lefton To Handle
Using Noiseless Recording
20 Artclass Features Agree to Referendum
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
On Wisconsin Blue Law
Artclass
has sold distribution rights
Hollywood— All eight RCA Photo-

phone licensees are now using noiseless recording. They are: RKO,
Pathe,
Educational,
Tiffany,
Mack
is getting pretty HOT .... Isn't it
(Continued en Page 4)
about TIME for a rip roarin' EXHIBITORS' convention?
MIKE
Simmons, Ampa PREXY, is one of
world', BUSIEST guys.... If the
worst comes to WORST, AL Lichtman could go into the three-a-day
...."Roxy" is a golf BUG....DOX
Mersereau is a dude. .. .COLOR
is
on the outside LOOKING in
We
Circuit of One- Nighters
heard
the same
GAG
in three different pictures last week.
Organized in Small Towns
*
*
*

to 20 features on its 1931-32 program
to Standard
Film Service for Pittburgh,
Cleveland,
(Continued onDetroit
Page 4) and Cin-

Commercial Ads on Screen
Opposed by Charles R. Rogers

WORST
BORE in pictures is
mug who wants to tell you the
NAMES of receivers for SEVERAL
picture outfits. . .Film Daily ORIGINAL daily in industry.
Now there
are FIVE.
Hi-Ho
Ml, well, it
' looks like talking pictures are here to
STAY, so we all might as well make
up our minds to put up with them.

Salt Lake City — Adolph Wursten has organized a circuit of one-night movie show
stands, known as the Cache Valley Circuit,
embracing the following small towns: Richmond, Smithfield, Clarkston and Hyde Park,
Utah, and Franklin, Clifton, Weston and
Preston, Ida. Shows are put on in Ward
Halls one night every other week.

West

Coast

Bureau,

TUP.

FILM

Madison, Wis. — Proposed i
of Wisconsin's SJ-vcar-old
blue law,
which makes every Sunday golfer or
theatergoer a law-breaker subji
line, will be submitted
to a rel

dum at the November, 1932

The senate, without debate,
curred in an assembly
resolution
allow voters of tin state t"

to

the question.

DAILY

Hollywood — Motion pictures cannot serve as a medium of entertainment and as a medium of advertising at the same time, consequent!}
they must choose between the two
masters, declares Charles R. Rogers
vice-president in charge of production at RKO Pathe Rogers joins
the forces in opposition to sponsored
i advertising l>\ stating thai his
rtainment
company will Mi. 1

Middle of Week Preview
in Dallas
Wrinkle
New
Dallas — Something

unique

in the way

of

preview policies has been instituted by the
Sjturd.iv
Instead of the former
Majestic.
of J m
in the form
night preview
matinee. Hm theater is drawing
on Wednesday nights with
to the
in addition
picture
currrnt
o» the coming

v..

,
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Tomorrow's

Price S Cuts

ulied daily except Saturdays and holidays
1650
Broadway
New
York,
N.
V .
and copyright
(1931)
by Wid"»
Films
and
IMni
Folk. Inc.
J. W.
Alicoate,
President
hlisher; Donald M. Mersereau,
urcr
and
Central
Manager;
Arthur
\V.
Eddy,
Associate
Editor ; Don
Carle
Gillette,
Managing
Editor.
Entered as second class matter,
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21, 1918,
at tl
-e at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage
free) United States outside of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscriber
should remit with order. Address all communications to THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadwav, New York, N. Y. Phone Circle
7-4736, 7.4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. Cable address: Filmdav, New York. Hollywood.
California — Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607. London — Ernest
W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
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Everything i> set, all is ready and
everyone is all pepped up For the biggest and what promises t,> be the
Greatest FILM GOLF
TOURNAMENT ever
held. Tomorrow, 175 good
fellows and good
golfers will
greet each other
at the Fcnimore
Country Club,
White Plains,
and from morning until far into
the night an unforgettable holiday of sportmanship
and revelry will hold sway.
Favorable weather conditions are

predicted, and barring a "downpour"
the event, which is the 19th sponsored by Film Daily, will take place.
Entrants are advised to telephone
the Film Daily golf editor, (Circle
7-47.V>-7-8-9 ) Wednesday morning at
7 o'clock, if the weather outlook is
bad and they are doubtful if the content will be held. Slight precipitations will not count.
Julian Hall and his Ambassadors
of Music, one of the greatest and
NEW
YORK
STOCK
MARKET
most colorful orchestras ever assemNet
bled, will arrive in time for the banHigh
I ow
Close
Chg.
quet and play as they have never
Km
Ind
414
4J',
W,
Fm.
Ind. pfd. 13'/i
13
13
—
'A played before. The band will be
lak
131 <„ UV/2
131H
+ 4J» vent through the courtesy of Fanchon
• »X + 'A and Marco, by Bert Adler, their
mew)
4
3H
3H
eastern representative. The band
»•», Inc
-41',/. MM
41 'A + \%
imi unt
23/, 2\H 23}$ + 1 J4
-ists of 14 musicians, each of a
KKn
"A"
13H \>X UX + 1
different nationality and each dressed
w rrei Bros
7
6K6«
according to the costume of the land
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Of his birth. Another donation of
( olumbia
Pet*. ... 10
10
10
— \%
souvenirs was made yesterday.
r'oz Thea,
"A"...
3
2H
3
(.rn
Th. Eq. pfd..
6 «4 6
6'A +
'A Amkino will send 150 imported ash
Technicolor
5*4 5 'A SJ6 —
Vi trays to be given the players. These
Trans-I.ux
5"» 5)4 5Ji —
lA are in addition to the score of other
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
gifts already donated.
Gcb. Th. F.<|. 6s40. 32
31
i>
The big event of the day will be
I.oew 6s 41 x-war. 9h
95)4 95)4
the contest
between
foursomes
repPaiam.'utit
(,s 47.. 81J4 X0
S\'A +
'A
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Par. 5"is50
P..the
7-37
Warner's 6s39

74
h2'A
38)4

72
»2'A
SS'A

74 +3
&2'A —
'A
38)4 —
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Win Sunday
Show Fight
Chatham.
N. Y. — Sunday
opening
forces, headed
by C. D. La Point of
the Crandall, have waged a successnil fight here.
Influenced by a peticarrying
910
signatures,
the
board of trustees voted favorably on
motion.

♦♦
::

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STillwell 4-7940

u

J. E. Brulatour, Inc. H
Chicago
1 727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywood4121

resenting the M. P. Club and the
A.M. P. A. for the Albee Memorial
Cup.

Yesterday, Mike Simmons an"varsity'*P.lineup. nounced
Tomthe A.M.P.A.
Gerety, captain,
L.
'I hompson, Herb Berg, and Herb
ke have been selected to attempt
to wrest the trophy from the M. P.
Club players. Jim Milligan, S. Charles
Einfeld and Paul Gulick have also
been named as alternates for the A.
Ml '.A. foursome. Walter Eberhardt
is their non-playing manager. Defending the cup for the M. P. Club
will he Artie Stebbim's choice of
Jack Guttfreund, Henry Clay Siegel,
Ted Curtis and J. D. Williams.

June 10:

Nineteenth
Film Country
Golf Tournament, Fenimore
Club
White Plains, Westchester, N. Y
Adjourned annual meeting of Foi
Film
Corp.,
New
York.
June 15-16: Annual Convention of Southeast Theater Owners. Hotel An»Atlanta.
June 14-18: ley,
Annual
convention of AdvertUing Federation of America. Hote
Pennsylvania,
New York.
June

15-16: District convention of Projectionists' Locals, Hotel Ansley.
Atlanta.

June 16-17: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
waukee.
of Wisconsin, Hotel Pfister, Mil-

5 Field Men Appointed
For "Way Down East"

How To Reach Fenimore
Five field representatives to hanBy MOTOR— Up Riverside Drive,
dle sales and promotion on "Way
north on Broadway to Van Cortlandt Down East," synchronized version,
Park, right into the park to Wood- have been appointed by Al Griffithlawn Cemetery (East 233rd St.),
Grey. J. J. Gilmore will cover PennEast on 233rd St., to Bronx River sylvenia, working out of Philadelphia.
Parkway. Up parkway turning right Howard Gale is handling Louisiana,
at fork in the road at Scarsdale, over Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, Georthe railroad tracks, turning sharply
gia, North Carolina, South Carolina
to the left and following tracks to and Tennessee. New England is
Popham Road, turning right on Pop- being covered by Lee Riley, with
ham Road to Boston Post Road, turn heademarters in Boston. Sam Blair
left on Boston Post Road and right
is in charge of the situation in Illiabout 50 feet to Heathcote Road,
nois, Indiana and Ohio. In Los Ancontinuing on Heathcote Road until
geles, San Francisco, Butte, Denver,
you hit the electric signal at the Bos- Seattle, Salt Lake City and Dallas,
ton and Westchester Railroad, turn
Talking Picture Epics is representsharp left on Palmer Ave., go until
ing Grey, with Richard Mitchell
you cannot go any further, then turn handling matters.
left and immediately right to Old
Mamaroneck Road which will bring
you to the front of Club House.
Those who prefer to o-o by rail will
find trains leaving Grand Central
Harry Richman and Phil Baker
station for White Plains, at approximately every half hour starting at have been signed by Vitaphone for
6 a.m. Taxis at the station will take two of the big-star series of shorts
on the 1931-32 program. The stars
the
players
to the your
club house.
forget
to bring
bathing Don't
suits will be supported by big casts in
these subjects.
and take advantage of the wonderful swimming pool on the grounds.
Sign Fight Film Contract
Gramercy Pictures, Inc., of Xew
York and Cleveland has signed a
contract with the Madison Square
Atlanta — Ben Y. Cammack, Garden Corp. of Ohio for the motion
brother-in-law of Xed E. Depinet, picture rights to the Schmeling-Stribvice-president of RKO Pathe, has ling world's heavyweight championreturned to Atlanta as branch manship
fightStadium.
set forThe
July pictures
3 at the will
Cleveland
be
ager for Universal. He wa> mandistributed
through
Standard
Films
ager here for several years until 1929,
when he resigned to make a pleasure Service of Cleveland. Henry Sonentour of European countries.
shine Pictures.
is general manager of Gramercv

Richman, Phil Baker
Signed for Vita Shorts

Ben Cammack Returns
Get 101,698 Playdates
In Sam E. Morris Drive
As U's Atlanta Manager

A total of 101,698 playdates were
obtained by the Warner field force in
the Sam E. Morris Month Drive ending Saturday, the company announces.
Figures on the winners will will not
be ready for about two weeks. Harry
Decker of Brooklyn led all divisions
when the last tally was compiled.
♦V Eddie Goldstein of the Xew York
exchange came second; N. H.
♦"♦ Krower of Seattle, third; J. Butler
;*♦
:*: of St. John. X. B., fourth: Harry
Lustig of Los Angeles, fifth. A silver trophy goes to the winning exchange.

8
Eastman Films «♦V

The Day— Hooray!

:;
Paramount Meeting Postponed
Monthly meeting of the board of
directors of Paramount Publix,
scheduled for yesterday afternoon.
has been postponed until next Monday out of respect for the memory
of Mortimer L. Schiff of Kuhn, Loeb
& Co., bankers for the company.
Schiff died la<t week.

IT'S
SURE-IT'S PERMANENT-IT'S YOURS
How would you like to look forward to an INCOME that
would be non-shrinkable, non-fluctuating, payable to you
each month YEAR AFTER YEAR, even though you
should live to be a hundred years old.
For further information, write
551

Fifth

JOHN
J. KEMP
Ave.
New

MOTION

Phones

A

MUrray

Hill 2-7838-9

York

City

PICTURE
INSURANCE
SPECIALTY
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R

RICHARD

BARTHELMESS

A—
WINNIE

DANIELS
mi

LIGHTNER

GIOIGI

ARLISS

Hemerred
for

Douglas
Fairbanks

JOHN

BARRYMORE

DOIORES
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COSTELIO

DOROTHY
MACKAILL

i## o v t>
gou belong among
the greatest stars
on earth

with lto*<» lloharf & Am lion v HusliHI
It's better than your unforgettable
characterization in 'The Dawn
Patrol." One of the outstanding
contributions to the talking screen.
Opens

June 11th for Run at The Hollywood, N. Y.

Play It Day And
^xMmkmnMMmm

Date With Bway !
_ •
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CLARKE WILL MAINTAIN
ALL SALARIES AT FOX
(Continued

from

Page

1)

fortunately effect our business probthan it does most busibut there is need for continued economy, loyalty and coop
tion from everyone in the organization .1- we are distinctly opposed to
of
cutting wages in any department

the companj ."

Ideas from the Field
at Columbia Meet
Urged
Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— A plea for field letters
on ideas that will help the home office and studio to meet exhibitor and
public demands was made by Harry
n at the final session of the Columbia sales meet here. Jack Cohn,
I'.
Lou Metzger, Walter Futter, John and
Medbury, Charles MacDonald
Charles Mintz also were among the
speakers.
Hal Hodes leaves today for a tour
ot the west coast branches. Other
home office executives left for New
York last night.

All Photophone Licensees
Using Noiseless Recording
ema.

(.Continued

from

, Tec-Art

and

Page

1)

Standard

Cin-

John Klenke, formerly in charge of
the motion picture department of
General Electric at Schenectady, i>
now assistant manager of recording
rations for Photophone, contacting the licensees. He will go to Xew
York late in June to confer with
Lew ell Calvert, under whose supern he works.
Gustav Eyssell Transferred
Dallas — Gusfav Eyssell, Publbc district manager in charge of the Palace theater here, the Metropolitan in
Houston and the Texas in San Antonio, left June 5 lor Xew York,
where he will he connected
with the Publix metropolitan houses
in that city in a supervisory capacity.
His
-op here
has not been
named. Harold Ramsay, I'alace, organist, has left for a visit to the East
and Canada. Ted Mack, master of
ceremonies, has gone to New York.

COMING

& GOING

MR. and MRS. LEIGH JASON arc on
their iray from the coast to New York for
a

' isit.

HERBERT BRENON is due in New York
t.i :ly this week to confer with John Howard
Lawson Pictures
on "Daughter
of Joy," forthcoming
Radio
production.
VERNIE E. CONNELLY, author of
"Alimony Queens," which Fox will produce,
is visiting New
York.
( KCII. I!. DeMILLE, who receives the
degree of Doctoi of letters today from
Pennsylvania Military College. Chester. Pa..
will then return to New York and remain
in the East two weeks, sailing June 24 for
i on the lie de France.

COMMITTEE TO CONFER
ON IMPROVED THEATER

ALONG
RI41TO

(Continued

lilHMl'UY

• • • A DISILLUSIONED
New
York Film Man Views
Hollywood for the First Time
Phantom City, with a lotta
hungry ghosts walking around
with a grin on their muggs
and a grouch in their stomachs
acting
ALWAYS
acting
putting on the Big Front
with most of the
mob just about getting by
and a few riding High and
Sweet in the Saddle
but scared silly that any minute
they're gonna do a Prince of Wales
which one of 'em
does
about every minute
up and down
arriving and departing
here today, gone tomorrow
Topsy Turvy Town
with Jacks and Jills tumbling down
the hill before they really start to climb
and the higher
they
when they
Fall climb, the harder they crack their conks
*

*

*

*

• • • HOLLYWOOD,
the original Greased
Pole
but you've
got itto know and
how theto Boulevard!
do some Greasing now
yourself
order
to climb
knownin
as the Bowl Over Hard
the Shortest Street with the
Longest Casualty List
where the War is still going on
but you never read the names of the Departed Heroes
in the Headlines
that's why they grow so many flowers
out there
they need 'em
Nature's
Fairy Garden
to the eye
but Death Valley to the heart, mind
and soul
of the Vast Throng
who never crash the
studio gates
but are graciously permitted to look inside
and feast their eyes on the Feast
set for the
Chosen Few
so God had to provide an extra supply of
sunshine out there
to offset the Coldness underneath the
Tinsel Front
it's in the air
Coldness
and
it you stay there long enough, it gets in your blood
and
you grow cold, too
and don't give a rap for the other
guy
for the law of self-preservation makes you grab all
the sunshine you can
and hang on to it
afraid to
share it with the other feller
remembering that when you
first came there
you Froze plenty
and nobody gave
you a tumble
*
*
*
*
• • • SO THAT'S why they call it Hollywood
after
the winter tree that thrives in a Cold Atmosphere
so, back
to Broadway!
it may be phoney,
blatant, dizzy, nutty
but underneath the Blah
it has a Warm
Heart
for the guy who's regular
and is always willing to give
him a Fighting Chance and an Even Break
Broadway sez:
"Show what you've got, kid, and if you're there, the Works are
Yours."
but Hollywood gives you the Works before you
even get a chance to Show
so that's why the Regulars
always come back
to Broadway
*

*

*

*

• • • JESSE SHLYEN, of the Reel Journal, has just sent
in his ballot for the Ten Best Pictures of 1930
wre sent
him our request on Dec. 9, 1930
okay, Jesse
now
if you can get around to filling out the Ten Best Directors for
1931
within the next year or so
we can see right
now that you're gonna be a Big Help to us
such hearty
co-operation must be deserved
*

*

*

*

• • • WALTER HUSTON tells about a beautiful dame
who entered the outer business office at the stude, and inquired
for a certain film exec
"Well, he's rather busy," sez the
new secretary, trying to be polite, "but he's always pleased to
see pretty girls like you, if you'll wait."
and the dame's
voice went frigidaire as she sez: "Oh, is zat so? Just tell the
lug his wife has something important to say to him!"
*

*

*

• • • TIFFANY has established
chimps at the studio for their chimp
ness, the birth rate must be going up
BASEBALL results last Saturday in
bia 11, Warner 6; R-K-O 20, Fox 2;
0; RKO Pathe 8, RCA Photophone 3

«

«

«

»

*

a Training School for baby
comedies
my goodagain in Hollerword
the M. P. League: ColumERPI 8, National Theaters

»

»

from

Page
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to contact the American Institute of
Architects and the Architectural
League in an effort to develop a
closer spirit of co-operation. Considerable stress will be placed upon '
theater acoustics.

Nat Lefton To Handle
20 Artclass Features
(Continued from Page 1)
cinnati. Nat Lefton, president of
Standard, who closed with the distributor, leaves New York tomorrow.
Charles Kranz, for three years
United Artists manager in Cleveland, has joined Artclass and
on Friday leaves for Cleveland,
from which point he will handle Artclass product sold to
Standard. Series in the deal are:
six Standard Supreme Features, six
Standard Star Series and eight Harry
Carey specials. Product will be
discussed with the Standard sales
force at a sales conference in Cleveland June 14 and 15.

Warner Bros. Conclude
Multi-Lingual
Program
(Continued from Page 1)
ture policy will be determined -upon
return of H. A. Bandy, head of the
foreign department, who is now in
London. His return, scheduled some
weeks back, has been postponed until
two months' time.
Warners so far have made the following foreign versions, French,
four; German,
five; Spanish, four.
Sheehan-Fox Suit Opens
A $500,000 suit against William
Fox,
brought
by Winfield
han was
opened
yesterdayR. beSheeJustice Peter Schmuck in the Supreme Court. Sheehan claims he
sent Fox 4,000 shares of Fox Film
stock, having a value of $410,000,
last November. He also asks for
interest. Fox claims the stock represented repayments on money he
had loaned Sheehan.

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conarc extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

June 9
Julius J. Hess
Fred Humes
Clarence Geldert
Louise Carver
Harry Gribbon

llntimate
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H. M. Warner Donates $250,000 Theater To School

NON-UNION OHIO EXHJB TAKEN FOR RIDE'
Indie Producers7
Best Season Seen by H.J. Real
D. Neth
Edwards
r
Beaten Up,

Quality of Materials Now
Available Makes Outlook Brighter
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Next season will be
the greatest year in the history ol
independent producers if the organizations in this field take advantage
of the opportunities now open to
them. say» H. D. Edwards, for years
identified with the industry as a production executive and now about to
make
a talker of the Lenore
Ulric

Tournament

Postponed

Till Tomorrow

At 8 o'clock this morning those members of the committee who spent
the night at Fenimore Country Club went into 3 huddle and decided, due to
the downpour that looked at that time like an all-day affair, and the soggy
condition of the course as a result of the past days of continuous rain, to
postpone the Film Golf Tournament until tomorrow, Thursday, June 11 — same
place — same
time — same
pairings — same
event — same
everything.

Robbed and Warned to
Unionize Houses

Columbus, O. — J.' Real Neth, president of J. Real Neth Theaters i
operating the Grand, Clinton. Eastern, State and Cameo, was kidnapped
From the garage at his home at 12:45
yesterday morning and driven about
Ml miles north of Columbus, where it
is alleged, he was badly beaten.
robbed, and released after being
warned
of a more
severe penalty if

Three More Features Are Set
For Para. New York Studio
HAMMONS SAYS DHL
MAYOR WARNS OF PADLOCK
{Continued

on

['age

George Kleine Dies
After Long Illness

B.O.
Characterizing double features as
one of the major factors in bringing
about depressed attendances at movie
houses, Earl \Y. Hammons, president
of Educational, yesterday told The
desire
public's
the Page
that on
Daily
Film
(Continued
6)

New Allied Ass'n Unit
Under Way in Wisconsin
Milwaukee — Allied States Ass'n is
working to organize an exhibitor association in this state in opposition
to the M. P. T. O. of Wisconsin,
which holds an Allied franchise. Disagreement over the matter of an assessment is understood to have resulted in the efforts of Allied leaders
to form another unit in this state.

Four

Companies After

Clara

Bow's

West

Coast

Bureau,

(Continued

6)

Services
THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Following official announcement that Paramount had conceded to
Clara Bow's request for cancellation of
her contract, no less than four companies
are understood to be seeking the services
of the star for future productions. Warners are among those reported interested.
Miss Bow is at her Nevada ranch for an
rest
indefinite

Paramount has definitely scheduled three feature productions for
their New York studio, following

r film im- completion of "Personal Maid." The
George Kleine, pionee
porter and exhibitor, died Monday first will be "My Sin," starring Tallulah Bankhead, rehearsals on which
night at his home, 64 Mast 86th St.,
This will be followed
Funeral start Monday.
from cancer of the stomach.
(Continued
on Page
6)
(Continued

on

Page

7)

3 Bodies on Sound Survey
Para. Newsreel Truck
Stationed in Kansas City

on

Page

7)

IF GANG FILMS CONTINUE
Past Orange, X. J. — Revocation
of theater licenses unless the showing
of gangster films is curbed is threatened by Mayor Charles H. Martens
He made the statement at a meeting of women representing practically
every civic organization in the
Orcnges and Maplewood, with the
ater managers
also in attend
(Continued on Page 6)

Aiming to bring projection standards to a higher peak, the S. M. P. E.
now has three committees at work
Kansas City — Paramount News has
made this city the headquarters for
on the problem. W. E. Rayton is
of its trucks. J. P. Herrmann,
Interesting
developments
are exchairman of the projection theory one
sound
cameraman,
and George
L.
pected at the Fox Film annual m
committee. The Projection screen
sound technician, will he in tng which
after
today
place
takes
charge.
proper- Graham,
screen
is Studyin
committee(Continued
on gPage
7)
Report* cir
adjournments.
several
eulated in Wall St. yesterday had
for
it that lively discussion is looked
untirg
to the tw
with regard
the cominand reporting
methods
earnings,
thai

Gift of $250,000 Theater Made
As Memorial to Lewis J. Warner

Lively Time Expected
At Fox Meeting Today

new sources, probably intei i

organirathe
with
identified
Worcester, Mass.— A gift of $250,- erly
tion. is hi.
000 For a theater to he known as the
Lewis J. Warner Memorial Auditorium has been made to the WorBoston — Before adjoining, the
Fox Dramatized
William
Academy by Mr. and Mrs.
cester
a
passed
ure
Massachusetts Legislat
Play
Radio
In Berlin
Harry M. Warner in memory of
bill imposing a new poll tax in place their late son who was graduated
of a measure which would have asthe school in I"-'*. will contain
ed theaters 10 per cent on admis- fromThe memorial
theater
rjd.o pljy • «•
old
for
needed
Berlin By Cable' -A
sions. Money was
k«
anil
picture
motion
d
e
on Pagt 7)
(Continue
duplicat
titled The Tranedr of W.ll^m Fo»
age pensions.

Poll Levy Substituted
For Theater Tax in Mass.

been

brought out

b>
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Busy

Day

day for the messenger boys yesterday. No less than 20 checks for
$10 were received at THE FILM
DAILY offices by special couriers
in the course of the day. The fee
is $2 higher if paid at the golf
course.

Industrial Color Rights
Acquired by M.P. Machines
Pittsburgh — Exclusive industrial
color rights to the Panachrome color
process for the U. S. and Canada
acquired by Motion Picbeen
have ture
Machines
Co. of this city, it is
announced by A. S. Isaacs of the
latter company. Panachrome is a
four-color additive method, requiring
a change of a lens in the camera and
r. The stock is regin theular projecto
black and white film and can be
processed in any laboratory in the
usual way. Any camera and any
projector may be used with no more
trouble than is required in changing
from one focal length lens to another
in either camera or projector, it is
stated.

U's Full Serial Lineup
A.M.P.A. Outfit Goes
Booked to Play the Roxy
On Summer Schedule Universal's full lineup of serials on

There will be no luncheon meeting of the A.M.P.A. tomorrow, the
organization having gone on a summer schedule that calls for only one
t>'A
bA +
A
luncheon a month until fall when va5'A
S'A
....
b'A
bA — %
cations are over and the weather is
cooler.
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Last-minute entries in the Film
Golf Tournament made it a busy

Grownups."
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Hollywood — Production activity at
the Columbia studios is at peak, with
four major pictures before the cameras, seven others in preparation, and
six short subjects in work. Features
in work are "Arizona," directed by
George B. Seitz, with Laura La
Plante and John Wayne; Jack Holt
in "Fifty Fathoms Deep," directed
by R. William Neill, with Richard
Cromwell; "Branded," Buck Jones
western, and Barbara Stanwyck in
"The Miracle Woman."
Shooting will start this week on
"Pagan Lady," H. D. Edwards production to be directed by John Francis Dillon, with Evelyn Brent. Others
in preparation are "Ex-Ranger," tentative title for Buck Jones' next,
which Louis King will direct; a new
Holt-Graves vehicle being adapted
Riskin; a Barbara Stanby Robert
wyck vehicle to be directed by Frank
Capra, and three stories being made
ready by Dorothy Howell, Douglas
Doty and Arthur Rosson.
Miort subjects in the works include "Screen Snapshots No. 8,"
Mickey Mouse in "The Delivery
Boy," "The Busy Beavers" (Silly
Svmphony), Krazy Kat in "Soda
Poppa," Walter Futter's "Curiosities No. 222," and another of the
Eddie Buzzell "Bed Time Stories for

Baltimore Sunday Law
Set for Public Hearings

the 1931-32 program has been booked
for showing at the Roxy. There are
four chapter plays in the group, inKenwithBrown;
nethcluding
Harlan"Danger
andIsland,"
Lucille
"Battling With Buffalo Bill," with
John Mack Brown, John Wayne and
of the Law,"
"Heroes
Thorpe;
Jim "The
and
Airmail
Mystery."

Paramount Pep Club Outing
Paramount Pep Club will hold its
annual outing on Saturday at Asbury
Park. A special train will take the
1,200 members to the Jersey resort,
leaving
Station. at 9 A.M. from Pennsylvania

Baltimore — Public hearings will
ft
Warner's 0s3<; ... 39
39 39
— 1
start Friday on the proposed ordinance for the liberalization of the
Western Electric Cuts Dividend
Western Electric yesterday de- Sunday blue law. The bill was inclared quarterly dividend of 75 cents
troduced in the city council yesteron the common stock, against $1
day by the blue law committee.
formerly paid. More than 98 per
Ruth Roland for Hipp
Ted Lewis Holding Over
rent of the stock is held by A. T. &
T. The dividend is payable June 30
Ted Lewis and his Musical Klowns
Ruth Roland will headline the vauto stockholders of record June 25.
deville bill at the New York Hippo- will be held over for another week
drome starting Saturday.
on the Capitol stage.
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New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STillwell 4-7940

:.:

I*.♦ Eastman Films
\\ J. E. Brulatour, Inc.
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Let Us Solve Your

Problems!

Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION
:.t

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

Chicago

Hollywood

1727 Indiana Ave.
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
♦:.♦: CALumet 3692
HOLlywood4121
:.:
:.:
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1540 B'WAY,

N. Y. C.

BRyant 9-3*40

THE
INDUSTRY'S
DATE
BOOK

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Michigan 8761

Adjourned annual meeting of Fox
Film Corp., New
York.
June 11: Nineteenth
Film
Golf Tournament, Fenimore Country
Club!
White
Plains, Westchester,
N. Y.
June 13: Paramount Pep Club annual outing, Asbury Park.
June 15-16: Annual Convention of Southeast Theater Owners, Hotel AnsAtlanta.
June 14-18: ley,
Annual
convention of Advertising Federation of America, Hotel
Pennsylvania,
New York.
June 15-16: District convention of Projectionists' Locals, Hotel Ansley,
Atlanta.
June 16-17: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Wisconsin, Hotel Pfister, Milwaukee.
June 18-19: Theater
Annual Owners
convention
of Jersey,
Allied
of New
Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City.
Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Minneapolis.

Ochs Asks Indictment
For Operators'
Chief
Memorandums
have been
filed in
General Sessions, Part 1, in connection with a Grand Jury indictment
of Sam Kaplan, business manager of
Localother
300, officials,
projectionists'
union, andot
six
on complaint
Lee A. Ochs, circuit operator, who
charges unlawful practices in regar.l
to the current strike situation. Actv
ing on information furnished in the
memorandums, Judge Freschi will decide whether or not the indictmeni
will be quashed.
"Smart Money" Opens June 18
Warner's "Smart Money," with
Edward <). Robinson and James
Garden.
Cagney, opens June 18 at the Winter

COME

TO

BRUSHY
MOUNTAIN
LODGE
lEASTSTROUDSDURGPA.
Excellent

Hotel Accommodations. Food
fit for a King. Jewish

Dietary laws observed.
All camp sports —
Golf, Horseback Riding, Tennis, Swimming, Handball.
Unique Divertisseductions.ments. Broadway ProTwo Hours from N. Y.
For information
address

Camp or
Dr. Ph. Suffin
2315

Grand
Avenue
New
York
Phone:
RAymond
9-3759
Special rate to Film Folk
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POCONO
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KEEP
in 1931-32 I

Miss
Prosperity

HERE'S HOW TO GET THE
SMACKERS NEXT SEASON!
Folloiving is Revised List of M-G-M

30 STAR PICTURES
MARION DAVIES (2)
NORMA SHEARER (2)
GRETA GARBO (2)
JOAN CRAWFORD (2)
JOHN GILBERT (3)
WILLIAM HAINES (3)
BUSTER KEATON (2)
ROBT. MONTGOMERY (3)
RAMON NOVARRO (2)
WALLACE BEERY (2)
LAWRENCE TIBBETT (1)
LUNT-FONTANNE (1)
LAUREL-HARDY (1)
COSMOPOLITAN (4)
Special Information Forthcoming About

Marie Dressier
Productions

Pictures in 1931-1932

13 EXCEPTIONAL

PICTURES

FLYING HIGH
THE CHRISTIAN
BOARDING SCHOOL
THE AWAKENING
NIGHT COURT
RED HEADED WOMAN
BRIDGE VS. BRIDGE
AFTER ALL
ARSENE LUPIN
THREE WISE FOOLS
GUILTY HANDS
THE SQUAW MAN
HONOLULU

5 "MARQUEE"

Productions

Five Big Productions attuned to the
psychology of the entertainment hour!

The Crowning Glory of

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Wednesday,

TIMELY TOPICS

EXPLOITETTES

A

\ Clearing House for

o

Tabloid Exploitation

RlAlTO

/</<•</.»

wr%

Tit -up With
Soap Manufacturer

Bros,

production

of

"Fifty Million Frenchmen" the
Strand management made a deal
with tin- manufacturer of a toilet
soap whereby he was to buy
five hundred admission tickets t"
the picture. These he was to
turn over to a department store,
to l>e used as prizes for purchasers of the soap. Part of the
nt
plan called for the departme
store to advertise the picture in
all its Saturday and Sunday ads.
The scheme went through, the
■• devoting 125 lines double
column to "Fifty Million Frenchmen" in all of its week-end ads.
—Strand, Birmingham- Ala.

■

i

■

•

•

"1V~V

Merchandising Concern
Has Own Ballyhoo

it wouldn't surprise us at all if another Ghastly Crime is recorded
there is a sizehere today at the Fenimore Country Club
and what's to preable bunch of exhibs among the gang
vent 'em lying in wait for one of the producer execs
up
there around
the bend in the course
where
a thick clump
of

they wouldn't have to do
trees overshadows the fairway
any violence
as he approached they could all pretend to
be looking for lost balls in the rough
then they would
once
call to him to come in among the trees and help 'em
in the thicket, they'd surround him
and just keep staring
hard at him
as they slowly
circled around
him
without
saying a word
just piercing
him with accusing
looks
and the film exec would recall all the palooka pix
he sold 'em at a Stiff Price
and die of a Guilty Conscience
assuming, of course, that a film exec HAS a conscience

department
\/fERCHANTS,
stores and sporting goods
houses throughout the country
are clamoring to tie-up in exploitation stunts with the showings of the Bobby Jones series of
Vitaphone shorts on "How I
was
Play Golf." A new wrinkle
introduced in connection with
the series in Youngstown, Ohio,
last week by Sears, Roebuck &
The mail order house had
its golf professional at the new
Warner theater all week ready
to explain and dilate on the
problems treated of by Bobby
Jones in his openine picture.
How important this tie-up was
to Sears. Roebuck & Co. was
shown by its taking considerable
advertising space in the papers
telling of the presence of its
golf professional at the theater.

— Warner, Youngstown, 0.

•

•

•

AS

that's assuming a helluva lot

USUAL,

several

of

the

contestants

the way up in their cars, and arrived a H'l late
went as far is Boston, following the Boston Post
taking

it literally
lowing well beaten paths

he's

JOHN

vi«it.

E. DEPINET has returned from a
trip to Canada.
G. ADOLF1

.- in New York (or a

B. F. I. VON", Canadian sales manager for
Warner Bros., is back from Montreal. Toronto and St. John.
GiNGER
ROCKRS. signed liy RKO Path<
tn .'ppear with F.ddir Ouillan in "Eddie Cuts
In." left yesterday for the coast
LEO McCAREY is en his way luck to
Hollywood
after a brief visit in New
York.
HARRY
ROSENQUEST,
assistant sair.
of Vitapbtne
shcits, left yeaterdaj FA
i trip throiiKh the middle west.

got

lost

on

one mugg
Road

a screen
writer, and used to folBilly Ferguson phoned up to the

club house that he'll be a trifle delayed
he had to stop off
to see a guy about a dog that barks like the Eingecm Lion
as long as it doesn't purr like a kitten, guess Billy is reasonably
safe
but we've hoard these dog stories before
from
Billv
*
*
*
*
• • •
TO LISTEN to this bunch of golf goofers talk, you
wouldn't
think there was
any national
depression
they
talk in millions
as usual
so when
they come
to
mark their score cards
they have an awful
battle with
'emselves
the temptation
to put in a lotta figures is
almost overpowering
but if they did, they'd probably be
telling the TRUTH
on their score cards
• • •
ONE
OF
the boys
from
out-of-town
got slightly
mixed
he wore
his golf outfit to dive in the swimming
pool
the color in his red sweater ran
An East Side
exhib wandered in just then, and saw the discolored pool
"Ohmigawd! Red Ink!" he yells, and rushes out like mad
we haven't seen him since
the guy who made the mistake
in the pool is out on the course wearing his bathing suit
a guy's got to wear something on a ritzy course

NED
buiineu

like this

• •
•
A FRIENDLY warning is extended to all hands not
to eat Too Much at luncheon
the Big Feed comes at the
evening banquet
among the muggs who have insisted to
the Committee that they want to make speeches are Red Kann,
F. Wynne-Jones, Al Lichtman, Lee Ochs, Jerry Beatty and Harry
Warner
the rest of the gang are just satisfied to EAT
quite sensible, say we
it is confidently expected
that there will be an unusual number of hole-in-ones chalked up
today
so many
of you muggs have been in a hole so
long that it oughta be a cinch
Fore!

€)

** of
lights
Folly
Cutting
Advertising Budget
WOULD
youyour
turncanopy
off the
in
to
save money during the so-called
depression;' Ridiculous? Then
why even think of cutting your
advertising budget at a time
when it is necessary to do more
energetic and concentrated selling to keep seats filled. Depression brings home to the reckless and sloven the necessitv of
judicious spending. Wc say,
"Cut with consideration everywhere, but not the advertising
budget." "Think, scheme and
exert every ounce of energy to
make the advertising dollar do
double, triple and quadruple duty
during harder times to fill extra
seats." What good are fine cars,
if you can't sell them? What
good are great pictures if they
don't fill seats. You're in a fast
business. You have to fill seats
quickly. They're salable only a
few hours each day. in most
cases. Utilize sagaciously mediums that pull and sell quickly.
Y'ou can't depend on natural theater-going habit to fill seats. You
can't wait until it's talked around
that you have a good show.
You can't sit and hope for ideal
theater weather to pack your
house. You have to sell, exploit
and advertise
and at
'em
fashion.
And in
thatup takes
brains,
ambition and energy backed up
by a prosperous budget. The
wise spending of the last dollar
has turned innumerable cases of
depressions into prosperity. As
vital as to the body of man, advertising and selling is the heart
of the theater. When the heart
is affected, death moves in too
soon take possession. Cut! And
cut!
But not
heart! Jacobs,
— the
William
Associated

«

«

»

»

»

Pubications

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the followi
bers of the industry, who are
ing their birthdays:

June 10
Dorothy Farnum
Virginia Valli
Leopold
Friedman
Vera Lewis
Cleve

«

Opinions

iV

I»HILK1D\LY

THIS

but mebbe

Digest of

Current

...in
IS our Golf Story, and we stick to It
the
with
Here We are at White Plains
spite of the RAIN
golf
at
day
(?)
muggs who journeyed up from Film Row for a quiet
White Plains, as you know, is where so many of those sensational murder trials of Westchester County have taken place
looking over this bunch in their fancy sport outfits
with their faces marked by the scars of many a tough film battle
they look like a first-class aggregation of highbinders

•

TpHE advertising itafl of the
Strand theater in Birmingham, Ala. ii responsible for adding some new wrinkles to an
on stunt. In conold exploitati
nection with the showings of
Warner

June 10, 1931

Moore

celebratng men-
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INDIES' BEST SEASON
SEEN BY H. D. E
i)

luml

it, "Pagan

Lad

is the
that
felt
i
produi
independent
■ ,ir would be 'the best,' but
something
disrupted the
I dwards.
"Jusl when
rything se'emed right, along came
With the major comthe talkers.
panies having tir-t call "ii all the
equipment,
none
being
■ ■ the indies until such
time as sufficient equipment had been
manufactured
and
set up >n the
major studios, n was practically ini- it> 11- for the independent
producer to make
the right kind ol
Stars and featured
talking pictures.
players of the right kind for talking
pictures also were cornered by the
But now the best
major companies.
quipment, acting talent, directors
and stones are available to th<

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY
f'\\\ ERAMEN
an. I technicians
the more adventuresome type
being sought tor a film expedition
the South Seas. Two years is

of
arc
to
ex-

pected to be consumed in tin- making of a picture with an entirely nacast. The expedition is being
financed by a group of 30 scicm
artists and photographers, headed by
' tin 1 larry (arpelan. frank
Xicss(- is in charge of all business
arrangements.

Paramount notes-. John Green hat
put the finishing touches i>» hia tone
pm in, to he introduced on r the radio shortly . . . Bradley Kiv latest
addition to New York studio writing
"Mr
statf,." ofi
In e mail addrt
.. .

Joe tests
Holton,
assists
Al I'arker
with
madewhohere
for Fox
West
Least studios, is also acting in the
same capacity to Raoul Walsh, wdio
loking over new talent while in
dependent. This is exemplified in
my forthcoming production ol town. Joe is an old-timer with the
Fox outfit and used to work with
"Pagan Lady," which will be diswing. in the days when the Fox stuby John Francis Dillon with WaKh
dios on Tenth Ave. were in full

Brent. Contst including Evelyn
rad Nagel, Charles Bickford, Roland
Young, William Farnuin, Gwen Lee,
Leslie Fenton, Lucille Gleason, Wallace MacDonald and Walter Percival."

Comerford and Vogel
Backing Dowling Film

Sydney

M. Golden, who

holds all

!■:. Comerford

and

William

Congratulates :
LIONEL BARRYMORE
who
adds
another
masterly
characterization
to his list
by his outstanding work in
M-G-M's

"A Free Soul"

No. 22 Of 1931
"Good Deeds"
Series

N. PLA1R
ling speed records through having turned out a feature picture in
two dags, has just finished directing
for Screen
Foreeast,talking
using trailers
six different
sets, all
in
the space of one day.
Youthful talent in Hollywood, repnted by Jackie Coogan, Junior
Durkin and others, is challenged by
the record of George Offerman, Jr.,
LI years old, now playing an imporiuvenile role in "Personal Maid."
Nancy Carroll's latest picture. Young
OfTerman began his theatrical career
when he was a year and a half old.
Since then he has appeared in everything from vaudeville to talkies, with
considerable commercial posing on
the side.

Warmer Bros, has been holding
up the release of the two-reel Vitaphone short starring Primo Carnera, gigantic heavyweight fighter,
in "The Bigger They Are," until he
fights his ivay out of the various injunction proceedings which so far
have kept him on the sidelines.
Little Billy, midget performer, acts
as
ture.Camera's manager in the pic-

Private Showings Only
Terry Turner Exploiting
For "Quiet" in Germany
Theaters' Cooling Plants Berlin
(By Cable)— Although the
New Haven — Terry Turner, ace

publicity man and former director
of advertising for Loew's, has joined
Vogel are financing "Honeymoon the New Haven staff of Fox Theaters to handle the campaign on the
Lane," being produced by V. & P.
Productions at the Coast with Eddie new cooling plants at the Poli and
Dowling starred. In this Paramount Bijou.
release Dowling is supported by June
Collyer, Noah Bery, Raymond Hat- Boston Depot House Opens June 22
ton and Ray Dooley. William Craft
Boston — Opening of the motion
is directing.
picture theater being built at the
South Station will take place on lune
Fast Camera Demonstrated
22. The house will be operated by
Paris — A new motion picture cam- Joseph M. and Max Levinson, who
era which permits the photographing operate several New England theaters, and will have RCA Photophone
of phenomena which last only 1-100,equipment.
000th ol" a second has been demonstrated to the French Academy of
Science by two French inventors, M.
Pat O'Brien for Radio Film
Labarthe and A. L. Seguin.
Pat O'Brien, upon completincr his
role in "Personal Maid," at Paramount's
New York studio, will leave
rns
for the Coast to play opposite Irene
in MiMdii
Dunn in Radio Pictures' "ConsolaOf IIIMKIM
tion Marriage."

M.

Columbia Common on 75c Basis
Directors of Columbia Pictures
terday declared a quarterly dividend of 18-V| cents on the common
stock, placing it on a 75-cent annual
basis, aeainst a previous rate of
$1.50. The dividend is payable July
2 to stock of record
June 22.
Jesse Clark Back in Jax
Jacksonville, Fla. — Jesse Clark,
prominent Jacksonville theater man,
has returned to the city following a
year's sojourn, touring the southern
part of the State for the F. J. Sparks
Fnterprise* and is now acting as
manager of the Palace and Imperial
here.

HAMMONS SAYS DUAL BILL
B.O.

censor board has finally admitted
Universal's "All Quiet on the Western Front" in Germany, the permit is
only for private showings before
ified societies, notably veterans'
leagues, pacifist associations and protions.
fessional and educational organiza-

(Continued from Page 1)
for light-hcartedness in entertainment
ha- already begun to cheek the widespread evil of the dual bill policy.
"Putting two long features on a single program is the most illogical step
that exhibitors have ever made." said
Hammons. "There is no substitution for the well-balanced program
of one feature and a good selection

Mayor Warns of Padlock
If Gang
Films Continue
(Continued from Pane 1 )

of shorts."

Carl E. Milliken of the Hays Office
also spoke and declared that parents should exercise more influence
in guiding their children to the right
kind of pictures.

3 More Features Are Set
For Para. N. Y. Studio
(Continued

from

Payc

1)

by "Singapore Lady," starring Claudette Colbert and "Wild Beauty."
starring Nancy Carroll. In addition
to these pictures about 50 more
shorts remain to be completed on the
current schedule.
Strand's
Wednesday
Opening
The New York Strand
is opening
its new
bill tonight,
a day earlier
thantheusual,
with "Big
Business Girl"
as
incoming
attraction.
King of Siam To See "Front Page"
A command performance of "The
Front Page," United Artists release,
will be held tonight for the King of
Siam at
chase, N.the
Y. Reid mansion in Pur-

. . . again operated
under ownership
management
. . .

d View Hotel
AND COTTAGES

LAKE PLACID, N. Y.
Renowned cuisine — trained councillors for boys' and
girls' groups — unexcelled sports facilities — three golf
courses — swimming, boating, riding, polo, tennis — a
thoroughly modernized and fire-protected hotel,
charmingly situated atop the hill, overlooking the lake
■i—litele.
catering to a carefully selected, discriminating cli-

Edgar V. M. Gilbert, General

Manager

i

J

THE
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$250,000 THEATER GIFT
MADE BY H. N. WARNER
(.Continued

from

Page

1)

apparatus equipment in aid of visua'
fiucation. The main floor will seat
about 400 persons.
Rooms will be provided lor various student activities. The building
will be the home of the Academj
players and will be used for school
dramatics and prize-speaking contests.

3 Committees Working
On Better Projection
(Continued

from

Page

1)

ties from both optical and acoustical
slants. S. K. Wolf is chairman. The
projection practices committee, headpi by Harry Rubin, is also at work.

Musicians See Results
In War on Canned Music
Chattanooga — A fair degree of >uctess has been attained by the American Federation of Music in its campaign against canned music, declared
Joseph X. Weber, president of the
organization, at the annual convention being held here tin- week. Prospect- for the future are improving,
.-.aid Weber.
Fox Managerial Changes
Carl H. Meeker, manager of Fox's
Strand. Jersey City, has been made
manager of the Rockland, Nyack.
Marry O. Jarboe, formerly of the
Cameo in Jersey City, succeeds
Meeker at the Strand. Raymond J.
Eiasselo, formerly of the Rialto, Little Falls, i- now managing the State,
Corning.
Regular Consolidated Dividend
Regular quarterly dividend of 50
cents on the preferred stock was declared yesterday by Consolidated
Film Industries, payable July 1 to
stock of record
June
19.
Hipp To Stay Open All Summer
R-K-O
officials yesterday
decided
to have the Hippodrome remain open
(luring the summer.
There will be
no change in policy.
Travel

Film

for

Cameo

"Noinandie," travelogue embracing
Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Germany, with a lecture accompaniment,
opens Friday at the Cameo.

JackBur.
Cohn's
Nifty DAILY
Wttt Coast
THE FILM
Hollywood — Explaining the wet
atmosphere, instead of the advertised California sunshine, at the
opening of the Columbia sales convention here, Jack Cohn regaled the
visiting boys with the info that the
dampness wasn't really rain, but
just the envious tears being shed by
competitors upon discovering what
Columbia had in store for exhibs
this season. After that, all was
sunshine throughout the convention.

SEE*;

DAILY

HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

RICHARD
HARLAN,
now a Fox
director, had a unique experience
on
entering
the
picture
business.
> hen John
Robertson
was making
Shawl"
inin securing
Havana.
Harlan Bright
was instrumental
ie consent
of the Cuban
governn. ior the use of a fortress that
Robertson
needed.
This developed
uo
a strong
friendship
between
larlan
and
Richard
BarfhelmesS,
far of the picture, and the latter
irought Harlan to New
York.
*
*
*
RADIO
RAMBLES:
Mary Astor will
star in "Daughter of Joy," which Herbert
Brenon will direct.. Bobby Vernon and
Lee Moran have been signed for "Full of
Notions." Wheeler- Woolsey comedy .. .Carey
Wilson will write the adaptation and dialogue for "Dance, Gigolo, Dance," featuring
Ricardo Cortez.. John Burch has been appointed a supervisor along with Pandro Berman....Lily Damita will be starred in "The
Pickup." original by Louis Weitzenkorn,
adapted by Wallace Smith. ... Keene Thompson is adapting "Honor Be Damned," Lowell
Sherman's next. . . . Arline Judge's option has
been taken up. .. .William Orlamond will appear in "Kisses By Command." formerly
known as "Strange Women".. Jill Esmond
Moore arrives June 12 to start on her contract.. Harry O. Stubbs has been signed
for "Fanny Foley Herself ".. Lowell Sherman will play the male lead opposite Dolores
Del Rio in "The Dove," being adapted by
Louis
Stevens. . .

*

Sandra
Hughes

*

*

Ravel has been signed by Howard
for

*
"Sky* Devils."

*

Pat O'Malley, Russell Gleason and J. Carroll Naish are late casl additions to Universal's "The Homicide
* Squad."
* *
Lewis
Milestone
arrives
in Hollywood
on
Friday, accompanied by Nate Watt, Ins veteran assistant, who will serve in a similar
capacity on future Milestone productions.
Milestone signed recently with Howara
Hughes for two more pictures, which he witi
direct under
a *
percentage
* arrangement.
*
Al Herman, famous blackface comic of
vaudeville, makes his talker debut for RKO
Pathe in the Helen Twelvetrees picture, "The
Mad Marriage." He discards his black makeup and plays a *
dramatic
* role.*

"Larceny
filmingornate
will start
Dela Ruth
Roy in
Lane
few days.
Fourteen
sets
are being built at the Warner-First National
:ti dios for this *
prodtt* *
*
FOX
FLICKERS: Joan Bennett and
Warner Baxter will play the chief roles in
"Alimony Queens". .. .John Blystone starts
work soon on "She Wanted A Millionaire,"
original by William Anthony McGuire, with
Joan Bennett, Spencer Tracy, Humphrey
Bogart, James Kirkwood and Una Merkel
....Benjamin Stoloff is preparing to direct
George O'Brien in "Riders of the Purple
Sage" .."Bad Girl" and "Wicked" have
just been started, and "The Brat" goes in
work this week. ... Maureen O'Sullivan will
lead in "Skyline," directed
the feminine
play Sam
by
Taylor .... Myrna Loy also is in
this picture. . . . *
* *
Olive
Cooper,
stage actress
who
has been
ring
recently
in Henry
Duffy
produceo signed
by KKo
Pathe
to
play
opposite
James
Gleaaon
in his series
el mx
comedies.

*

*

FLASHES

man

will make

her debut as a Paramount

contract player opposite Gary Cooper in "A
Farewell to Arms" .. .Irving Pichel. who has
been given the title role in "A Man With
Red Hair," is being
» groomed
*
* for stardom...
Phil will
Rosenbe will
Children,"
which
madedirect
as a"Without
special by
M. II.
Hoffman, Sr. Rosen directed "The Young
Rajah," starring Rudolph Valentino, the first
version of "Abraham Lincoln" and "This
Woman," starring Pauline Frederic, He also
Wally Reid in "Across the Conti-

*

*

*

h Kane, who edit-d "Lonely Wives,"
Bill cutting
Boyd. "The Iron Chalice," which stars
is

*

*

*

nent."
Egon

Goltsen, who is directing after Columbia, heard Dr. Lee De Forest's initial
track in *
Berlin *
in 1922'.
»

sound

Thomas mimia from
BoydRKO has tobeenworkborrowed
by Parawith James
K.
ness
on
the
hitter's
original
story.
Marines Have Landed," it is announced
in Hollywood.

*

*

*

Ruth Hall, young Tampa, Fla., Junior
Leaguer, has been awarded an important

*

*

*

Houston Branch hat been
writing
staff at *Columbia.
*
*

to the

PARAMOUNT
PICKUPS:
George
Cukor has arrived from the east to resume directing at the local plant. .. .Eleanor
Board-

1)

George Kleine Dies
After fromLong
(Continued
Page
1)Illness
ices will be held tomorrow morning at 11 o'clock at 133 East 87th
Klein had been confined to his home
for the past year and a half.

Schwarzwald To Direct
All R-K-0 Broadcasts
Milton Schwarzwald, general director of R-K-O Theater orchestras,
has been appointed general director
for all R-K-O radio broadcasts, consisting of the "R-K-O Theater of
the Air," which is broadcast every

Three more names have been added to
the cast of I'ai amount's "Silence" with the
siyniiiK of Ben Taggart, Wade Boteler and
Robert
Good." Homans. (live Brook heads the east
"I the Max Marcin play, supported by Peggy Shannon, John Wray, Marjone Rambeau
and Charlea Starrett.
* * *

Friday night;
"Stage
andareScreen"
noonday
programs,
which
given
three times each week, and all local
broadcasts throughout the country
over National Broadcasting Co. networks. The appointment was made
by
J. H. Turner, assistant to Hiram
Brown.

*

*

*

Loretta Saycrs. former society debutante,
een awarded the leading feminine role
in Columbia's 'Fifty Fathoms Deep." being
directed by R. William Ncill. Jack Holt and
Richard Cromwell depict the principal male

*

*

*

Richard Wallace, Paramount director, who
recently signed a new contract with this orpari ..
ganization, is among the newest addicts to
the "tired business man's game." fiolf has
now become a seemingly inexorable part of
this

daily
*

director's

schedule.
* *

Edward Goodman has completed the direction of "Women Love Once," his initial
Paramount production, co-starring Eleanor
Boardman and Paul Lukas. Previous to
joining the film ranks, Goodman directed
such outstanding stage successes as "An
American Tragedy."

*

*

*

William Bakewell has completed the feaduction.tured juvenile role in "Politics," M-tl-M pro-

*

*

*

Wallace Smith, prominent scenarist, is assisting Director Victor Schcrtzinger in rehearsing the troupe cast for "The Sphinx
Has Spoken."
Smith foralsothiswrote
version
and dialogue
opus. the picture

*

Gi
to

*

rge Archainl

Honolulu,
he

studio

a

change
itatinK
to begin

in Radio's
production
his immediate
return
plans for a forthcom-

i Presnell, who wrote the scieen play
dialogue
National, for

"Farewell
alsii
wrute to

*

*

Youth."
the
•

*

and

fol

1" and

"Gutlibi," stage play by Giovacchino Forzano which has scored in Italy and Germany,
has
acquired for screen production by
Warnerbeen Bros.

I!, c.

director,
with
years

alack
ago.

"Babe"

has

*
Stafford,

[l w."

the
tor

Casey Robinson Marrying
Casey Robinson,
Paramount
writer-director attached
to the New
York studio, will be married to
Audray Dale, stage and screen acat St. Thomas's Church, New
York, on June 30. Miss Dale is the
daughter
of Colonel
erick Allport
Dale. and Mr.s. FredSt. Louis Bandit Gets $319
Louis — An armed
bandit held
up Mrs. Harriet
Austin, cashier oi
the
Pageant,
and got away
with
$319 in receipts.
St

New St. Louis Company
St. Louis — Best Amusement Co.
has been incorporated ami will beWiese.
gin operations with $10,000 authorized capital. Directors are George
Bowsher, J. L. English and Ed L.

*

abandoned his trip

* *
ing production. *
Simile — As pleasant as the smile of an
unemployed ingenue.
* * *

*

added

(Continued from Page

he refused to unionize his theaters.
Xetli previously had been repeatedly
threatened and one of his houses, the
Clinton,lastwasyear.
damaged $50,000 by a
bomb

role by First National in Joe E. Brown's
next starring vehicle, "Local Boy Makes

Stnctly Confidential," "You

peared.

IS 'TAKEN FOR RIDE'

Wll.K

*

John Gilbert's next M-C.-M stairing film
will be "Candlelight," with Harry Beaumont
diiecting. This is an adaptation of the New
York stage success of the same name in which
ludc Lawrence and Leslie Howard ap-

NON-UNION OHIO EXHIB

*
■ Hack

distinction
on '
1 birthday.
Sennett
as ■ i

of

Sennett

bcintf

I'

the

Fireworks
Wett

Coast

Bureau.

Hollywood— Use

Bill

Killed

THE
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oi firework

California motion picture studio
theater.- would
have been prohibited
under
a hill which
died when
the
Legislature adjourned recently.

P. S. — It Did Not Pass
The priic-winning "bobtail bill
of the legislative season now petering out made its appearance in the
South Carolina body. An amendment tacked onto a measure,
originally intended to provide four
state game wardens, empowered
the governing board of each town
and city to give an c»r!uiivc fran
chise to one film d.stnbuting company in each

place.
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Wiggin, Vanderbilt on Fox Board; Dividend Cut

'UNHAPPY' ENDINGS JCORED BY M.P.T.O.
of

Revival
Trends

Many Old B. 0. Successes
Good for Return Date,
Says U Executive

— in the Industry
ByJACKALICOATETrends are interesting. They are

Straus and
the Wind

very often ' the
guide posts that
point the way to Future-Town.
For instance, at tin's time, or
hereabouts, we find several industry straws Mowing directly
up

the

branches

allej of all three
of the industry,

major
to-wit,

production, exhibition and distribution. In the case of distribution
the trend is somewhat confusing. It
the order of the day. with many
exhibitors, to confine their bookings
to single pictures or small groups.
This, naturally, makes for a slowing
up of sales during the season that
would normally bristle with activity.
And here, again, enters the question of economics. Exhibitors looking to the future might well study
this problem and its relation to the
industry as a whole. Selling a single
picture naturally costs more than selling forty. Most distributing concerns
are having a hard time to keep out
of the red. Any element that tends
to increase exhibitor rentals in the
future adversely affects the entire industry and. it would seem, is naturally to be avoided.
*
*
*
The

Trend

in

Revival of former box-office mhces>es as a means of bolstering business was urged by Carl Laemmle, Jr..
in an interview yesterday. There
are vast audiences which have missea
these pictures, he declared, and art
anxious to see them.
Discussing production
activities at
(Continued on Pane 4)

Laemmle,

Carl

By

Urged

Hits

Past

Cecil DeMille May Make
Production in England
Cecil DeMille

is reported to have been

signed by British interests to direct a picture in London with an all-English cast
for a flat sum of $250,000.
In an

interview

with

a FILM

DAILY

representative yesterday. Cecil DeMille
stated that his proposed trip to Europe
is merely in the nature of a vacation and
that he expects to spend most of his time
in England and Russia.

Jr.

Depressing
Stories Hurt
Business,
Declare TriState Exhibitors
Little Rock, Ark. — "Unhappy endings" in pictures are having a depressing effect on theater patr
and causing a loss in business, it
wai declared at 'he semi-annual convention of the
Tri-State
Theater
Owners
ci such

held here.
- valenc*
story
them'
-tron^ly
(Continued on Paae 3)

JOHN ZANFT ENDS DUTIES
MILDER DEFINITELY SET
FOR WARNER POST ABROAD JUVENILE CLUB MOVEMENT AS TRANS-LUX VICE-PRES.
STARTED BY EDUCATIONAL
Appointment of Max Milder to the
post of managing director of the
Warner-First National interests in
Kngland, first reported exclusively in
Thk Fu.m Daily on May 2-1, was
formerly
announced
yesterday
by
(Continent

en

Pane

4)

Basing their move on the widespread success of Mickey Mouse
clubs, Educational has formulated
plans whereby several Terry Tooners
Music and Fun clubs for children will
(Continued
on Pane 3)

J.L. Jacobs, Morgan Walsh
Start Real Estate Firm Morris D. Frankel Dies;
San
Francisco — J. Leslie
Jacobs,
Cincinnati Exhibitor
at one time real estate
director for
Fox West Coast, and Morgan Walsh,
former Warner Bros, exchange man(Continucd on Pane 4)

Cincinnati— Morris D. Frankel. for
many years in the local exhibition
his brother, Isaac Frankel,
field with (Continued
on Pane 4)

Fox Stock Cut to $2.50 Basis;
Wiggin, Vanderbilt on Board
[election of ,i board of directors
including Albert H. Wiggin of the
(base National Hank and Cornelius

Gang of Five Bandits
Holds Up Publix House

While the preachy
and esthetic things

continue to go floppo the trend in production seem, to be straight toward
the high-powered or kick story. A
monien' of reflection leads one to the
conclusion that practically all of the
4ii
of the hour
bring
home
r selling points with the gentility
ol a twelve-inch siege gun. We hold
no brief for many of the gangster

aggregation of five descended upon the
Paramount here, subdued the manager and
two policemen, and made off with $835.
This follows an $8,000 stickup several
weeks ago.

pictures on the menu, but we do believe that no small measure of their
(Continued
on Fane 2)

of

Production

Vanderbilt, and cutting of the quartMarion,

Ind. — Theater

bandits

are

op-

erating in bigger units these days. Instead of the usual one, two or three, an

llondajr

i* the day for the Bit? Short Subv-.
lis lidueotional' s Announcement.

cottrw.

A<lvt.

erly dividend from $1 to ul< '. cents.
annual
placing the stuck on a $_'.M>
basis against $4 formerly, were tin
chief developments at the adjourned
annual meeting oi box Film
held yesterday. Wiggin su<
Charles B. Stuart of Halscy, Stuart
withdrew following the
ft Co., who ..turned
0* ''«'"• <)

<>NK
After all, there il ONLY
ars
Educatton
ipecialiit.
Feature
merit «-ll »pp< ■" M' nelay. A.M.

Formal announcement of the
nation of Major John Zanft as
president
of Trans-Lux
was
yesterday.
First news of Zanft
ing the company was exclusivel;
lished in Thk Film Daily on M

i

vicemade
leav-

Willard Patterson Joins
Warner Theater Division

Willard (i. Patterson of Atlanta,
for \ ears a prominent figure in the
southern theatrical field, and
connected with l'ublix in thai
tion. joins the Warner Bros, theater
department at the home office in an
executive capacity on Monday, it is
announced hv Dan Mtchalow. head
oi Warner
theatl

Myers To Defend Ad Reel
Before Jersey M. P, T. O.
Atlantic City— President Abram F.
Myers of Allied States Ass n is coming to
the New |crscy M. P T 0 annual convention, scheduled for the Traymo/e Hotel, June 18 and 19. to dcfo/id the adver-is
tising newsreel proicct in which Allied
Tho
ol
as a means
interested
Tuesday.
at the New
discussion
much
plan evoked
on
York
in New
unit s meeting
|ers«y

'•>
Announce
Bit;

Thursday, June

DAILV
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'HOLD OFF' POLICY STIRS
INTENSIVE SELLING DRIVES
In an effort t.i offset deferred buying campaigns on the part of exhltuorganizations, major distributors
are instructing their held torces to
institute intensive selling campaigns.
Discussing the new season situation

Small House K'^'it cinema palto be on- yesterdaj a sales executive said: "Exace seems Designed
I'ttminq Hack the-out.
hibitors who buy their 1931-32 product now, at the opening of the seadays wln-ntheypictures
for the
originally
were tar less
loquacious,
seem

son, have many advantages to be
to have lost much of their glamor gained. Buying of pictures before
with the coming of sound. The trend they are screened, in numerous inin new theaters seems to center
stances, enables a theater to get them
ic at a reasonable figure because
around the two to three thousand
if they turn out exceptionally good,
range. 'The little theater movement,
too. is picking up with the advent of the rental is bound to jump. Furthermore, an exhibitor who buys now is
a rising market for the better foreign
protected against purchases made by
productions. Being 'talked of, also, big competitor circuits. At the presi> a string of specially constructed
ent time a theater may have the
houses,
in major cities, to cater to the
89-91
Renter.
Film
The
KhmIiii.hi,
W.
ten per cent minority or intelligentsia,
1. Herlin — Karl Wolffsohn
St., W.
225. Paris as it were. These theaters to present
pick of the product."
Friedrichstrasse,
Lichtbildbuehne,
— P. A.
Marie,
I-a Cinematographic
Frana continual How of product, cut and
ciw,
Kue de la Cour-des-Nouea,
19.
tailored particularly for those who insist on thinking and who demand and West Coast Bureau, THE FILM. DAILY
Hollywood — A number of studios
are willing to pay for the high-hat in
cinema entertainment. The possibil- are now using a new type still
ities here are interesting. At any camera which makes pictures from
rate, it looks like we have seen the action scenes. Backers of the project
end of the 6,000-seat house and that include Mcrvyn LeRoy, Louis J.
NEW
YORK
STOCK
MARKET
the Roxy may be the last of the so- Selznick, John McCormick and William K. Howard. The camera i:
Net called super-theaters.
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Carrier Organizes
Export Subsidiary Tom Keene to Be Starred
Newark, X. J.— Carrier Corp. has
In Pathe Western Series

organized the Carrier-Brunswick International, Inc., to handle all business outside the U. S. and Canada
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Hollywood- — Tom Keene, already
known in pictures under his right
name of George Duryea, has been
picked by Charles R. Rogers as the
star of the western series to be made
by RKO Pathe. Keene will be seen
in six pictures a year, according to
present

Mak'.son and Gaethke Incorporate
Appointed
Visugraphic
Treasurer
Barberton, O. — Harold Makison
Sol Letzler, for 14 years treasurer and Frank M, Gaethke, who have
of the Prudential Oil Co. and also been operating the Park under a
Clara Bow to Free Lance
associated with the Standard Oil Co. partnership agreement, have incorWtst Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
porated their interests and now are
Hollywood — Clara Bow intends to in the United States and Europe, ha
free lance as soon as she is re- been appointed treasurer of Visu- running
ater Co. the house as the Park Thegraphic Pictures, Inc., New York
covered and in shape to return to
are:
work, the star said yesterday as she Other officers of the company
Publix Buys Into Lorain House
I'd ward
was preparing to leave for her NevaFord
Stevenson,
Lorain, O. — Publix has acquired
pres
da ranch.
dent;
Frederic
F. Stevenson,
vice- a half interest in the Ohio here from
president:
Nicholas R. Hardy, secre- August Ilg. Mr. and Mrs. Ilg left
tary and assistant
treasurer.
Germany.
recently to spend the summer in
*,* %*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦ ♦♦ ♦♦ #♦ ♦♦ »♦ ♦* ♦
"The
outlook
in
the advertising
:.:
New York
Long Island City
motion picture field is promising."
154 Crescent St.
1540 Broadway
said President Stevenson in addressllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll |i
I III
STillwell 4-7940
BRyant 9-4712
ing the regular meeting yesterday.
THE
LARGEST
"Abandonment of sponsored films
♦♦
by the big picture companies has
STOCK
SHOT LIBRARY
-erved to emphasize the excellence
♦V
IN THE INDUSTRY
of the method of distribution used
1 Over 5.000.000 feet of indexed negaby recognized producers of commertives and positives containing scenes
cial films. National advertisers are
of every conceivable description
giving advertising pictures their
INSTANTLY
AVAILABLE
wholehearted support. Such firms
as Proctor & Gamble, TJ. S. Rubber
General Film Library, Inc.
Chicago
Hollywood
Co., International Business Machines
MORRIS
J. KANDEL.
Pres.
1727 Indiana Ave.
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
729 7th Ave.
New York City
CALumet 3692
Corp., and others are using the filmBRYANT
9-4417-8
HOLIywood4121
not only for dealer education but to
Cable: KANDELFILM
train their sales personnel and
♦♦*♦•♦%♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•♦♦#♦#♦♦♦#»♦

« Eastman Films
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I J. E. Brulatour, Inc.
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DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S
Today:
June
June
June
June
June

Nineteenth
Film
Golf
Tournament. Fenimore
Country
Club,
White
Plains, Westchester,
N. Y.
13:
Paramount
Pep
Club
annual
outing, Asbury Park.
15-16:
Annual
Convention
of Southeast Theater Owners.
Hotel AnsAtlanta.
14-18: ley,
Annual
convention
of Advertising Federation of America,
Hotel
Pennsylvania,
New
York.
15-16:
District
convention
of Projectionists' Locals, Hotel
Ansley,
Atlanta.
16-17:

Annual
convention
of
Wisconsin,
Hotel
waukee.

1

of M.P.T O.
Pfister, Mil-

June 18-19:
Sept.

Annual
convention
of
Allied
Theater
Owners
of New
Jersey,
Hotel Traymore,
Atlantic City.
9-10:
Semi-annual
Convention.
Allied
Theaters
Ass'n
of
Minnesota,
North
and
South
Dakota.
Minneapolis.

Art Simon, Nate Schultz
Building Up Ohio Circuit
Cleveland — Recent acquisition of
the Union here by F. Arthur Simon
and Nate Schultz gives these operators three houses. The others are
the Lorain in this city and the Bijou
in New Philadelphia. It is expected
that further additions to the circuit
will be made in the near future.

C. A. Tompkins Managing
T. & D. Reno Theaters
Reno, New — C. A. Tompkins, who
formerly managed the T. & D. in
Oakland, Cal., has been placed in
charges of T. & D. Jr. Theaters here,
succeeding Frank Yesley.
French
Film Holds
Over
"Le Culte De Beaute," Osso Films
production
known
"Arthur,"
is
being heldalsoover
at theas Eighth
St.
Playhouse.

COMING

plans.
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& GOING

MAX
MILDER
sails on the Leviathan
next Wednesday
for England.
wood.
RAOUL WALSH left yesterday for HollyRALPH
CLARK, general manager for
Warner-First National in Australia and New
Zealand,
arrived
in New
York
yesterday.

Madison
Overlooking Ocean at Illinois Avenue
ATLANTIC CITY. N.J.
Atmosphere of the old South,
faithfully reproduced and transplanted
to a position of distinction by the
sea . . . jointly offered with all modern comforts, efficient service and
superior cuisine.
tractive.
The rates for Spring are most at-

-zzm
THE
'hursday, June
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TRI- STATE E

UVENILE CLUB MOVEMENT
STARTED BY EDUCATIONAL
(.Continued

from
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SCORE 'UNHAPPY
(Continued

1)

e organized immediately. Exhibitor
eaction and average membership of
he first meetings will decide how far
eaching the organization work will
ontinue
throughout
the year.
Gordon White, publicity directoi,
vho devised the plan, is today sendng Joe Rivkin to Philadelphia to
irganize the first club and make local
nerchant tie-ups. Arrangements
lave already been made with the
rlohner Co., for harmonicas and
>ther children's instruments, ana
ioy symphony" orchestras will be
organized in co-operation with local
teachers and musical instrument manufacturers. It is also
planned to carry-on a synchroniza:ion contest, whereby each "toy symphony" will compete in the synchronizing of a Terry Toon cartoon,
making the record of their efforts on
i disc and having selected judges in
New York decide upon the best scoring and recording.
Rivkin will first visit the dc luxe
houses, where he will confer with the
managers and di -tribute buttons and
Other souvenirs to children, as
"bait." "Movie Romances" a Chicago
motion picture "fan" paper has agreed
to run special articles for the Terry
Tooners as a circulation builder.

A. H. Worrall, Wm. Warr
Merge Theater Interests
Wareham. Mass. — Community
Theaters, Inc., has been formed with
Alton H. Worrall of Onset as president and general manager, William
Warr of Wareham as treasC.
E.
urer and Geo. M. Worrall of Onset
as clerk. The company is incorporated for the purpose of managing
theaters and other amusements.
Worrall is owner of the new Onset
and Pastime theaters in Onset which
he took over some time ago from
David H. Farrell. father of Charles
Farrell movie star. Warr is owner
of the Warr Theater in Wareham
and the Temple Theater in Onset.
The new corporation, when granted
its charter, will take over the operation of the theaters which Worrall
and Warr own.

TEN YEARS INAGO TO-DAY

R. T. Kane succeeds Walter Wanger at Famous Players.
*
*
*
System Theaters, Inc., new chain.
First in Syracuse, N. Y.
*
*
*
se 104 next
relea
to
rs
Playe
Famous
Few German films.
year.
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condemned, and it was urged that the
about
it. be urged t
producers
• • •
IF WE had listened to Giuseppe, the Gondola Guy,
instead of the Weather
Man
we could have given you
the lowdown on the Rain yesterday
which postponed the
Golf Tournament
Giuseppe believes in Numerology
as he explained it, thus
"Rain, she have four letters
onea, twoa, three, four
and onea, twoa, three, four if you
poosha togedder maka ten
so, baccigaloop! June 10 she
rain like hell."
and doggone
if the Wop
wasn't
right.
*
*
*
*
• • • SO
WE
ain't writing anj
ADVANCE
story aboul
the Golf Tournament
this time
since yesterday's
kolum
appeared, we have been subjected to a lotta embarrassment by
wise mi'Ugs
razzing
us
about
writing
about
something
that Nerer
Happened
our only alibi is that we were
merely following precedent in the film biz
and when you
stop to figure all the stories niven out by you producers,
exhibitors, director-, pressageys, et al. that NEVER
HAPPEN!
and that we have innocently published
in good faith in
the li'l ole paper for the last 14 years
our Advance Golf
Story yesterday
was merely giving you film muggs a taste of
your own Weather
medicine Prediction so for today
gonna but playmostly
safe
Partlv we'recloudy,
SUNSHINE,

if it doesn't rain, Hail or Snow
*
*
*
*

• • •
FRANK C. WALKER, a director of the M.P.T.O.A .
has been elected a trustee of Notre Dame
his knowledge
of exhibitor Mass Plays ought to help the college football team
a lot
Conversation
overheard
outside
the Film
Center
building
"Hello, Ike.
Congratulations!" and Ike sez
"For what?"
"Why, for taking over that theater in the
Bronnyx."
and Ike sez
"Ya big sap.
It took ME
over.
I'm flat on my back."
*
*
*
*
• • •
IT'S TOUGH
enough writing reviews on a regular
trade paper
but when you cover the pix for a sporting
rag like Al Sherman does for the Daily Running Horse
it's sometimes
very confusing
Al reviewed
a sexy pix
as follows
somewhat
the other day. and absentmindedly wrote
...the
to the fadeout
all the way
muddy
"Track
tprovinghigh
but flying
had the "favorite
going mudder,
sloppv
be
a natural
this filly floundering
soon had her heels_
the mob. and they yelled their heads off
this pleased
.but
as she came down the home stretch, well in the lead
i~
which
out
ridden
won
hard
driven
being
she was
and
three-year-olds."
for these Hollywood
not unusual
they
Park stuck
ResultsAl's review on the Dope Page along with the Belmont

*

*

*

*

AT A suburban house t'other nite, they showed "Pub• •
it had been well touted, and the house was
lic Enemy"
and what was the perplexity of
packed to see the feature
the audience when after the first reel they ran a Mickey Mouse,
by this time the mob
then a newsreel, and then a scenic
at last
was in an uproar, yelling for the rest of the feature
"Ladies and gents.'*
the
they sent us the wrong reels for
but curtain
sorry, the
awful before
he, "I'm came
sez manager
and the gang stormed out to
the balance of the feature."
the
now
back
the box office, yelling for their money
the manager had bicycled
of the story is this
TRUTH
the feature to an adjoining town, and the gink who was speeding
back with in his flivver, ran into an accident, and the cans were
ran the
so the manager
spilled all over the highway
shorts, hoping and praying the mugg would arrive on time

•

but he didn't
•

•

•

*

*

*

*

CARL

LAEMMLE, JR., and Lou Baum playing pool
the other day it was ping-pong
Club
at the Empey
Times are so tough that the presidenl
wotta tough life
the bottles
of a milk company requested his customers to return
for his family
dirty, so he could get some nourishment

«

«

«

»

»

»

The
association,
which
embrai
the
Arkansas,
Mississippi
and Tennessee,
had the most
successful meeting in it history, according to M. A. Lightman,
president
of the M.P.T.O.
"t America,
who
principal
speaker.
Protests
were
registered
the action of one of the large Pi
iliuiug and
Distributing
Compan
using copyrighted
paper
and other
exploitation
matter.
If this is persisted in the Tri-State
organizati
will create its own paper exchange
and supply its members at cost with
window cards and one sh.
Aer
matters
considered
include the tint; of a 90-day minimum protect
after
release date against
thea'
charging
10 cents admission
day or
night.
This it is believed will give
the
previous
run
theaters
a fair
chance.
The matter of securing a reduction in service charges from Electrical Research Products by the Motion
Picture Theater Owners of Amei
was highly commended and the National organization urged to continue
this work along all line-. A general
discussion found the sentiment in
favor of deferring the buying of the
new product until later to enable exto seeout.
better how the situationshibitors
worked
Lightman will attend the annual
meeting of the Southeastern Theater
Owners at the Hotel Ansley in Atlanta, June 15 and 16.

Ala. Moves To Modify
Sunday Amusement Law
Alabama
The
Montgome
Senate
has ry,
movedAla.
to — make the playgolf and tennis ].
ing of Sunday
on public
courses
and courts in the
nt
amendme
adopting
bj the
State7. to
t..
presentan code
goveri
Sunday games.

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who art celebrating their birthdays:

JuneRuggles
11

Wesley
Vera

Gordon

Cyril Chadwick
Walter Holland
Byron
John
Gilbert Emery

DAILY

REVIVAL OF PAST HITS
URGED BY LAEMMLE, JR.

.

CRANCES
tin
nmle
said that Uni.,1 I-, particular!)
intent
upon
building up the names ol Genevieve
Hobart
Kose
Clarke,
bin, toae
and Sidney Fox.

RKO Midwest Sales Staff
Meets Saturday in Chi.

STARR

Ity

RALPH

is completing

her second picture tlii- week. She
is now in •The Star Witness." With
"Five Mar Final" was being cast, the
role of Nancy was coveted by many
actresses. It went to Miss Starr, and
so well did she play it, that four
other pictures were assigned her by
First National.
*
*
*

RKO
branch
managers
from
16
Jotephine Dunn '» tli< leading woman in
midwest cities will meet in Chicago the Mcond of Lloyd Hamilton's two-reel Unicomedies,isRobinson
Crusoe anil Son."
Edwards
..ii Satnrdaj to discuss with Jerry Sa- Harry versal
* directing.
*
*
fron and Cleve Adams, eastern and
western sales managers, respectiveBeth Brown, novelist, has arrived here under contract to write for Paramount. J. Carly, methods for closing all deals now
I'liscy. has
author
of the
pending and t.> give impetus to the strip,ter also
joined
the "Benny"
staff of cartoon
comedy
"early-selling" campaigns now being writers on the script for "Monkey Business."
. ed. Safron returned yesterday the Mair Brothers' film, which already has
J. Perclman. Will B. Johnfrom Jacksonville, where lie held materialstone,byArthurS.Sheeltman
and Al Shcan.
conferences with managers from KK
*
*
*
( i branches in Atlanta, Charlotte,
Earl Baldwin is preparing the adaptation
Jacksonville and New Orleans. A and dialogue of "The Lady Killer." in which
sales meeting for the eastern division Eddie Quillan anil Hubert Armstrong will
will be held in New York on June 20, appear for RKO *Pathe.*
*
when managers from Albany, BosBette Davis has been added to the cast
ton, Buffalo, New Haven, New York,
*
* Bridge."
*
of Vniversal's "Waterloo
Philadelphia and Washington will
meet.

Branches to be represented at the
t hicago meeting are Cincinnati,
Ireland, Dallas, Des Moines, Detroit, Indianapolis, Kansas City,
Memphis, Milwaukee, Minneapolis,
Oklahoma City, Omaha, Pittsburgh,
Louis and Sioux Falls.

Morris D. Frankel Dies;
Cincinnati Exhibitor
(Continued

from Page

1)

died Tuesday in the Jewish Hospital.
He was 46 years old and came here
about 20 years ago from St. Louis,
where he has another brother, B. A.

Frankel.

Ivan St. Johns On Movie Mag
Ivan St. Johns has been appointed West Coast editor of "NewMovie Magazine," published by
lower Magazines. Inc., of which
Frederick James Smith is editor-inchief. Adela Rogers St. Johns and
her husband, Dick Hyland, formerly
with "New Movie," are now connected with the Fawcett Publication's.
George Anderson Takes Over House
New Haven, Conn. — The Annex,
.1 ior some time, ha-- been taken
over and reopened by George Anderson, formerly manager of the Branford in Bran ford.
Globe Closes Sunday
Following the midnight showing of
ie Hack"
at the Globe,
Sunday
night,
the
house
will
be
qlosed for the remainder of the lease,
h has five week- to run.

Population

Note

The stork was busy in the Warner home office camp this week,
making )oe Kelly a daddy for the
third time, and giving Al Blum his
first thrill as a poppa.

William

V.

Mong

will appear in "The Mad

If ILK

(Continued

Marriage."
RKO
Helen Twelvetrees.
*

Pathe

picture

»

*

starring

Charles (irapewin has joined the cast of
"I eavtn duction
on starring
Earth."
Universal'* latest proLew
Ayres.

*

*

*

/( may not surprising if a few of the
numerous "Reno" stories now in preparation will have
to be
"icno vatcd" befotc they
are piven
a final
okay.

*

*

*

Add to Hollywood woes — An extra, who
seeks dress suit parts, complains that he is
always
cast as a street sweeper.

*

*

*

With studio policemen more prominent than
ever, a waa wonders whether the Academy
of M. P. Arts and Sciences will make an
annual
award
to the best policeman.

*

*

*

Howard J. Green, who wrote the screen
play for "Queer People," is writing an original, which will co-star Jack Holt and Ralph
Graves.
*
*
Ad Schaumcr, former national handball
champion, is devoting his attention to tenn
He is an assistant to David Butler, who i.<
also showing much interest in the court sport.
H. Keith Weeks, Warner Baxter, Irvine
Cummings, Francis Perrctt. Martin Cornica,
Jerry Webb, R. Skidmore are among th
Foxites ulw are excellent players.

Fox Stock Cut to $2.50 Basis;
Wiggin, Vanderbilt on Board
rom
(.Continued f

new financing negotiated by Fox in
March. Cut in the dividend was similar to the action taken by Paramount
at its last quarterly meeting, when
the rate was cut from $4 to $2.50.
Harley L. Clarke said, however, that
he hoped the company would be able
to resume the $1 quarterly rate in
the third quarter of the year.
Complete
list of directors
elected
follow-:
Harley L. Clarke.
Albert H. Wiggin, chairman of the
governing
board
of the Chase
National Bank.
Cornelius Vanderbilt.
Philip R. Clarke, president of Central Trust Company of Illinois, Chicago.
Frank O. Watts, chairman of the
board of directors of The First National Bank of St. Louis.
George M. Moffett, president of
Corn Products Refining Co.
Matthew C. Brush, president of
American
International
Corp.
C. W. Higley, president of Hanover Fire Insurance Co.
Winfield
Sheehan,
vice-president
and general manager of Fox Film.
David K. E. Bruce.
Edward R. Tinker, president of Interstate Equities Corp.
Samuel W. Fordyce of Fordyce,
Holliday and White, Attorneys.
Harlev L. Clarke, after discussing
the annual report sent to stockholders a fortnight ago, spoke encouragingly of the outlook for the motion picture industry.
"There
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MILDER DEFINITELY SET
FOR WARNER POST ABROAI

FLASHES

HOLLYWOOD

1>

Thursday, June

fundamental

improvement
The dividendin ofbasic
62y2cconditions."
on the Class
A15 and
Class B stock
is payable'
to stockholders
of record
JuneJuly
30.
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Sam E. Morris, vice-president o:
Warners. Milder, who sails Wednesday, will take over the duties forni-|
erly handled by Arthur Clavering,
who resigned a month ago. H. A.
Bandy, managing director of foreign
distribution, who has been temporarily in charge of the British activities, will remain abroad for another
three months.

A. W. Smith, as previously reported, will be shifted from southern
sales manager to his former post of
eastern sales manager, the position
lately held by Milder.
Another foreign appointment on
which decision is expected shortly is
the successor to Gus Schlessinger,
German representative, who resignea
recently. Although Henry Kaufman has been mentioned as the new
man for this job, no definite decision
has materialized at the home office./

J. L. Jacobs, Morgan Walsh
Start
RealfromEstate
Firm
(Continued
Page
1)
ager here, and recently elected president of the Independent Theater
Owners' Ass'n of Northern California,
have opened offices in the Kress
building for the handling of theater
planning, financing, surveys, and
realty and brokerage, as well as general real estate transactions. It is
announced that a branch office will
be opened in Hollywood and other
key coast cities a- the need grow-.
tion.
Walsh will continue his dutic- as
president of the exhibitors' asocia-

Golden State Circuit
Takes Over Two Houses Outlook for Australia
Better, Says Ralph Clark
San Francisco — Two more houses

have been added to the Golden State
Outlook for film business in Auscircuit with the purchase of the Park- tralia over the next year is slightly
way in Oakland and the Rivoli in
Berkeley from Lawrence Borg. Borg manager
better, says
'Clark,
of theRalph
Australia
n andgeneral
New
retains the McDonald
in Richmond. Zealand branches of Warner I
and First National, who arrive,
Knobel Buys Pelham House
New York yesterday on a business
Benjamin Knobel has purchased trip. Conditions in the Antipodes
the Pelham theater property at the are no worse than in other sections
northwest corner of Wolf's Lane of the world at present, he declared.
and Brookside Ave., Pelham, Westchester, from Bert S. Herkimer Battiston Gets House in Manor,
Pa.
through
Harry
D. Cole, broker.
Manor.Pa. — Andy Battiston. w
Knobel heads a circuit of theaters,
in Vuk, :i
and home
owning the Embassy and Bunny in Lyric Theater
by fire has
were destroyed
Mount Vernon, the State and Liberty recently
leased the Elite Theater of this city.
in Poughkeepsie, the Bedford in the
Zoppetti was the last
Bronx, the Carlton in Newark, the Anthony
ator of the house.
Irving in Brooklyn and the LarchBatti.ston. who still has the Rita
mont in Larchmont, which is at
Irwin, Pa., has installed Vigilant conpresent under construction.
trols at the Elite and reopened
it.
Victor J. Morris Goes West
Boston — Victor J. Morris, for 20
New Television Set
years
manager
Orpheum
here and
one of of
the Loew's
best known
theater executives in New England, is
on a trip to California for a visit with
his mother.
His wife is with him.

are signs of business improvement," he said. "The motion "Daddy Long Legs" Holds at Roxy
picture industry should continue in a
Janet Gaynor in "Daddy Long
more favored position than tha.t of Legs," wi.th Warner Baxter, will be
the average business and should
re- held over another week at the Roxy.

Chicago — Television on a twofoot screen, with instantaneous enlargement to a six-foot screen, was
demonstrated at the Drake Hotel
here with a new set developed by
the Sanabria Laboratories under the
direction of the Short Wave &
.Television Co. of Boston.
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Publix Acquiring Half Interest in Mort Shea Circuit

$18,750,000 SAVING WITH DISC OUT
D. W.

Griffith Obtains Backing for Eastern Venture

Emerson-Loos Story To Be
Filmed by Producer —
Seeks New Faces
D. W. Griffith is all set to do for
(he talkies what he did for the silent
drama years ago, the producer told
The Film Daily yesterday. He has
secured the necessary backing and
is now preparing to film an original
Story by John Emerson and Anita
Loos. This picture will be made in
(Continued on Page 8J

WORLD FILM CONFERENCE
PROPOSED IN LONDON
Lonon — Preliminary plans have
been placed under way for a world
conference of all branches of the film
industry, to be run in conjunction
with an international exhibition, it is
announced by R. V. Crow, president
of the C.K.A. Representatives from
America and the continent will be
invited to attend the confab, which
would be held in London next year
Summer Conin place of the usual
ference of Exhibitors

Wm. Fox Denied Access
To Grandeur Records
Application of William Fox for a
Inc., holdGrandeur,
writ directing
ing company of Mitchell Camera Co.,
to permit an inspection of its po
(Continued on Page 8)

Talkers
By

Given

George

Jean

5 Years
Nathan

Talkers have just five more years to live,
declared George |ean Nathan, the hardboiled drama critic, just before sailing for
Europe. He based his predictions on "staff
smaller profits" among
and salary cuts, and
film companies, but failed to say if the
existence of these same conditions at present in all other lines means the end of all
those industries as well.

Live-Wire Exhib

I

Rewarded

Sylva, N. C. — When Harry Buchanan, owner of the Lyric, returned from
the legislative wars at Raleigh, he found that he had been elected mayor. Now
he's being talked of as the next state senator from this town. Buchanan
Raleigh to battle the theater tax bill, which died in the legislature.

went to

Maintaining Wages More Important
Than Dividends, Says Joe Brandt
In times of business depression,
dividend reductions are better than
wage-cutting, said President Joe
Brandt of Columbia yesterday. Paycutting only serves to prolong busi-

ness depression, he declared, and said
that the industry should maintain its
regular expenditures. Reduction of
salaries, Brandt asserted, is injurious
to an organization because of the depressing effect upon its morale.

New Big Circuit for France

Unions and Circuits Get
Together on Eliminating Extra Men
With the co-operation of the heads
of projection operator and
hands unions throughout the country,
major theater circuit- will el:
combined yearly saving of approximate!) $18,750,000 following negotiations scheduled to take place late
this summer. Since the decrease and
practical abandonment
of SOUnd-on-

WILLIAM HAMM DIES;
LAST F. & R.
St. Paul — William Hainm. last ol
the three partners in the Finkelstein
ct Ruben circuit, died last Wednesday night after a long illness He
was 72 years old. Though his name

I»aris — Organization of another Goldburg to Make Eight
huge theater circuit in France, to
not was
figure
the linanc
circuit's
t.tle,
For Hollywood Pictures did
llamni
the in
chief
ai brains
rival the Pathe Xatan group, is being engineered by I. eon Brezillon,
Jesse J. Goldburg, who recently of the Finkelstein & Rub<
who is reported buying 60 or more left the Van Beuren Corp., has signed /ation. He was one >t the pi
houses to add to his present string a contract with Adolph l'ollak and
capitalists and bin'
the northof 18. An important financial group
Hollywood Pictures
west, and before prohibition he headis understood to be working with Jack Bellman of
for
features
eight
produce
to
Corp.
Brezillon. Houses are to be of the 1931-32 release. Hollywood will dissuper type.
(Continued on Page 8)

Mort Shea Negotiating
Partnership With Publix
Stricter Censorship
Asked for Gang Stuff

Negotiations
lion whereby

arc nearing
co
Publix will make a
Harrisonburg, Va. — Resolutions partnership arrangement with Mort
and operating
i ailing on the State Board of M P. Shea lor the hooking
( ensors for a more rigid censorship of of the Shea houses in seven cities
and news dealing with gangster
and crime activities in general was in Ohio, Pennsylvania and \c\\
York State. Tin Film I) mm learns
adopted by two groups of World It is understood that some cash is
War Veterans here. The resolutions
involved
in the deal and that Publix
will be presented to the state encampment.
the <l;i>- ef tpecitlistt. Watch foi the
Edui otional • Shoi :
'ilized Short Keattirc announce- One ofmenu ii>'
itory, . .out Monday.— Advt
me'nt. . . Monday.— Advt.

Graham IJakir Resigns
From First National
II est

Coast

.A1LY

i'..iker.
whoHo
wasll
madiywood
department
at First \
H the
has resigned.
timeof tin
ISI month,

Public

Relations

Dept.

Planned by Warner Bros.
Formation ot a department of public re
Willird
lafions is planned by Warner Bros
Sun
York
arrives in New
who
Patterson,
day.

will

be

in ch.it.

Friday, June
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Dropping Disc and Extra Operator
Saves Circuits $18,750,000 Yearly
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tra projection operators which
the unions insisted upon have been
found to be, in most locations, unnecessary for the projection of soundon-lilm programs. Circuits now claim
that one man is capable of running
the booth without any more work
or responsibility than in the days
dent" film.
The figures compiled by Film
Daii.i are based on an arrangement
ntly made between the local prounion intheater
Buffalo executives.
and both
lix and jectionists'
Loew

Indie Producer Plans
Four Kid Films in East
KIDfeatures, especially made for
DIE entertainment, being made in
die Last by Hugo Maienthau of
Cinque-Cosmos Pictures, New York.
luct will be distributed both theatrically and non-theatrically.
All features are to be produced at
the Metropolitan Studios in Fort

French Exhibs Set 30%
As Limit for Rentals

Schoedsack Leaves July 1
To Make Bengal Picture

$250,000 Newark House
Being Built for W.B.

.

lEastinan Films?

;";
Chicago
♦*{ 1727 Indiana Ave.
J";
CALumet 3692

I

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLIywood4121

::

Paramount

15-16:

June
June
June

Pep

Club

annual

ing, Asbury Park.
Annual
Convention
east Theater Owners,

out-

of SouthHotel Ans-

14-18: ley,
Annual
convention
of AdvertisAtlanta.
ing Federation of America,
Hotel
Pennsylvania,
New York.
15-16:
District
convention
of Projectionists' Locals, Hotel
Ansley,
Atlanta.
16-17:
Annual
convention
of M.P.T.O.
of
Wisconsin,
Hotel
Pfister, Milwaukee.

Annual
convention
of
Allied
Theater
Owners
of New
Jersey,
Hotel Traymore, Atlantic
City.
July
1 5 : Educational-Tiffany
regional
sales
June
convention.
New
York.
Sept. 9-10:
Semi-annual
Convention,
Allied
Theaters
Ass'n
of
Minnesota,
June
North
and
South
Dakota,
Minneapolis.
June

18-19:

R. M. Swanson Handling Educational-Tiffany
Start Confabs July 15
Publix Macon Theaters
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J. E. Brulatour, Inc. ♦s
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"Alice in Wonderland" is the first
a series of four talking picture

WonderThe deal, which concerned 11 Fublix Lee, N.
land" isJ.,
nowwhere
being"Alice
filmedinunder
the
houses and one Loew house, effected
direction
of "Bud"
Pollard.
iving of $45,UUU a year for Publix
and $7,500 a year for Loew. The cooperative move involved the signing
long-term contracts with the
union, which in turn permitted the
reduction of two men in the booths.
Miami, Fla. — R. M. Swanson, manA clash between circuits and union
ager of Community, Miami Beach,
heads is not anticipated, as accord- has been transferred to Macon, Ga.
ing to one circuit executive, the rea- He will be manager of the three Publix theaters in that city. L. J. Boon,
sons lor the negotiations are under1 and acknowledged by all unions who was manager of the Hippodrome
that have so far been approached. here, when it closed recently, now is
A reduction in the number of stage manager of the Community.
NEW
YORK
STOCK
MARKET
hands required in many motion picture houses is also to be taken up
Net
before
fall. The "labor committee"
lm. [ad. pfd. 13
13
13
+
J4 acting for the major circuits, and
•A"
which acts as a body in all matters
Paris — A limit of 30 per cent for
concerning unions and labor difficulTh. Eq. i
3
*'A H
Loeti
43
42H 4- ty
ties, consists of Major Thompson, R- pictures is specified by the Syndicat
i'al amount
K-O; Dan Michalove, Warner; des Directeurs following protests
I'alhe
Excll
i
V/i Harry
Arthur, Fox; Sam Dembow, from French exhibitors over the cost
3 J? + >A
RKO
"A"
14**
13^
13/, —
% I'ublix, and Col. K. A. Schiller, Loew.
of rentals. The association also has
Warner
Broa
,<
74£ -;
NEW YORK CURB
MARKET
lodged a protest with the renters, and
meanwhile theater owners have been
A"..
3W
i'A
3H 4H
advised by the Syndicat to not pay
7J4
'ii +
H
■.
6H
6K
oi8
•
more than 30 per cent even if they
Trans I.:ix
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Ernest B. Schoedsack has com- have agreed on a higher rate.
pleted his staff and will leave July 1
41
39
40 H
Keith A I I
for
India
to make the jungle se41 x-war.
- y2
yo
— l
quences for "The Lives of A Bengal
l m 1 1 ;. 10154 +
41,
Lancer," which Paramount will re0
lea se next season.
Newark, N. J.— A $250,000 house
:
- l "4
Wan
}i
to replace the old Capital on MarWaxman Back from Coast
ket St. is to be built by Warner Bros.
Assign Home Movie Franchises
A. I'. Waxman, advertising coun- Plans were drawn by William E.
sel of RKO Pathe, returned to the Lehman, architect, and the job is exState franchises for the distribution of a new 16 nun. reproducer fur home office yesterday from the west ber.
pected to be completed by Septemcoast, where he conferred with
Innne movies are being set by Talkiola Corp., of which Alfred Weiss is Charles R. Rogers, production chief,
Chatterton Report Spiked
president. The device is now on ex- and Phil Cersdorf, studio publicity
director, and other Culver City exehibition at the Chicago radio show.
cutives.
A coast report that Ruth Chatter
ton would
leave Paramount
to join
the Warner
Bros, roster was denied
Sam
Morris in Canada
*,-«#«'»»#«•«#«•«•««»•«««#••*•«««»»•«•«#«»•»«♦«««««,
at the Paramount
home
Sam
E. Morris
and Claude
Kzell yesterday
*•
*
•
have
gone
to
Toronto
on
a
business
office.
"There
is
no
change
in
the
New York
Long Island City ;'
♦.*
1540 Broadway
154 Crescent St. ;* trip. They return to Xew
situation,"
it
was
stated.
Miss
ChatYork
S.t
BRyant 9-4712
STillwcll 4-7940
i
terton had been
signed
by Warner
within a few days.
Bros, some months ago but she was
returned
to Paramount
under
the
Luby
To Edit Eight
Westerns
terms of the Paramount-Warner get
S. Roj Luby leaves today for the
west coast to edit and cut a series together
Spring. agreement made early in the

i
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BOOK
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Price 5 Cents
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of eight westerns being made for national reli

Charles Ray Returning to Films
< baric- Ray is planning to return
to pictures. Ray, who is now in
New York following a vaudeville
tour, leaves soon for the Coast to
make his first talker.

Studio
and
Location
Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Raiei

Powers Clnephone Equipment Corporation
723-TTH AVE., N. Y.
BRYANT 9-6067

First of a series of regional sale-,
conventions will be held by Educational-Tif any inXew York on luly
15th.

"Sweepstakes" To Lead
Pathe's New Releases
"Sweepstakes," starring Eddie
Quillan, will be released July 10 as
the first feature on the 1931-32 program of RKO Pathe, it is announced
by Ned E. Depinet, vice-president
and general sales manager.
Orpheum,

Kansas

City, Closing

Kansas City — R-K-O's Orpheum,
which opened April 24 as a first-run
picture house, will close Monday.
Taylor Myers, manager, says plan*
for reopening in the fall have not
teen decided.

7
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ADULTS)
club
with I real outdoor thrills!

ON
THE
PREMISES:
9 hole
(3000
yd.)
golf course,
hard clay tennis courts.
Fifteen
miles of fine canoeing,
excellent
swimming.
Hand
Ball.
Horse
Ranch,
Hiking Trails. Complete
Social
Staff, and
Country
Club
Orchestra. Accommodations, with
running
water.
Tours
to His- \
toric
Concord,
Lexington
and
Wayside
Inn.
Film employees consult your
social secretary for special rate
information or
CARL

ERBSTEIN,
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Dir.

Assabet Country Club
P. O. Maynard,
Or

Call

CHickering
Room
209

Mass.
4-7580

19th

Film

Daily Golf Tournament at Fenimore

DAILY

Friday, June

Invincible Spirit
of I'ix Hoys

, ARTHUR II'. EDDY
19th film golf tournament,
The
Fenimore
Country Club, White Plains, went
r in de luxe style with more than
125 enthusiasts present. "The great" was the consensus of opinion after the final wisecrack was
tossed ;.t the dinner which tupped off
the day's card.
fter going sour on the golf tournament idea for one day. the Weather
Man provided conditions, especially
during the afternoon and evening,
that helped make the event an outstanding -Hi
The I. in classic of the program was
the match between the Motion Picture Club and the A. M. P. A., the
former outfit winning the honors.
All brands oi golf were on exhibition
during the day. some good and some
!. Hut regardless of innot
dividual golfing form everybody
obviously got plenti of entertainment
out of their effort*.
The dinner, which started about
8 o'clock, put the finishing touches
on a perfect day. It was served outof-doors on tables set on a terrace.

The scene was made additionally attractive byfestoons of colored bulbs
in nearby trees.
During dinner a program of entertainment was furnished by Julian
Hall and Hi- Ambassadors, and their
dance music was nlcntv snappy. Bill
EvartS contributed an impromptu
dance, as somebody called it. The
way pennies, etc.. were heaved at
him. was criminal. Tieing in with
the golfing spirit of the occasion,
three shorts, one Grantland Rice
t tlight and two Bobby Jones
Vitaphone subjects, were screened.
The music was furnished through
the courtesy of Bert Adler of Fan&• Marco.
chon
Tack Alicoate introduced Al Lichtman as toastmaster and Al won wow
notices from all his critics. Telegrams were read from Bobbv Tones.
Karl Gulick, Pat Garyn. Thomas
Meighan.
Henry
King. Johnny
Ear-

SCOTCH

BIRDIE

Billic Ferguson got a birdie on
the toughest hole, the 17th. Bill
scz the only reason he got it was
because his Scotch instinct told him
he just had to get the ball over the
water hazard as it was his LAST
ball.

B-I-R-D-I-E-S
Bv JACK

IIARROII HR
tici strokes on the course. Or rather
CENIMORE
COURSE
has a par in the rough.
*
*
*
1 711 for the IK hole-. And you'd
be surprised how many of the him
Not satisfied with having done
made
gang
''-hole
course.it with a cinch — on the
nobly in the golf fracas, J. D. Williams, later toyed with the pasteboards in grand style.
Henry Clay Siegel remarked that
this was the first two-day tournaTom Gerety did a Bobby Jones
ment the Film gang hud ever held.
when he hung up a birdie al the
ISr/f hole of the big league match
between the Empee Clubbers and
Morris (Kuttinsky) MacCutter, the
Ampas.
former New Jersey exhib, greeted
*
*
*
MacDonald, the club's golf pro. as
two Landsmen meeting each other
for the first time on foreign soil.
Hoot.
Mon!

sed searing
he was three
a li'l
off Rayhis Gallagher
game,
only
birdies in the morning round. Just
a natural
li— er — advertising man.
Al Lichtman went home soaking
wet after the qualifying round to
change his clothes. He lives just
around the corner from the Fenimore course. When things get a
li'l tougher in the film biz, Al figures
he can always drop over and do a
day's
caddying to keep the wolf from
the door.

The Bunch received Jimmy Martin with a big hand. Jimmy manufactures life preservers. Around 11
o'clock, it sure looked as if Jimmy
could be of material assistance.
Louis Blumenthal graciously play"(1 host at his home
in Tuckahoe
■nearby to several of the bunch,
so
hey could
stay overnight,
and get
ii early for the Tournament.
Juli)(s Cohen, pitcher critic, irns
amonq the enthusiasts who arrived
one day early and got in a few pracrell and Gene Sarazen. The gather;ne naused a moment in silent tribute
to "Danny."
Trophies were presented to the
numerous winners and those who
spoke included Arthur Stebbins, Walter Eberhardt. Tom Gerety. Tulius
Cohen. Joe Fleisler. Bruce Gallup
did his usual good job of announcing
at this point in the affair. Golf clubwere awarded to flight winners a"d
runners-up.
Seated at the head table were: Al
lichtman. P. L. Thompson. Teronie
Beit tv. Arthur Stebbins. J. D. Williams. Walter Eberhardt, Jack Alicoate. George Blair. Tom Geretv,
Maurice Kann, and Julius Cohen.

IMPROVEMENTS IN COLOR
REPORTED BY 8. M. P. E.
Further refinements in color print
quality are likely to occur through
marked improvements in speed and
color sensitivity of panchromatic
emulsions, coupled with improvements in optical systems, lighting
equipment and processing, it is stated in the annual report of the progress committee of the S. M. I'. L.
Pointing out that comparatively
tew color pictures were released during the past six months, the report
states that color laboratories continued to improve their processinc

and
devise
additional reSol Edwards was apprehended equipment finements
in their
processes.
trying to sell product to a pair of
unsuspecting exhibs.
Barthelmess Favors East
*
*
*
Richard Barthelmess, at a recepJerry Beatty, ex-Haysite and
tion given the press yesterday, anFirst Nationalist, received plenty of
nounced that he has hopes of makhis future pictures in the East.
congratslier's" ison
his fiction
regularly
using.which "Col- He ing
believes that New York is the
*
*
*
ideal spot for talkie production and
would like nothing better than to
Bruce Gallup, just about the busiest gazaboo around the diggings, work here. His latest release, "The
Last Flight,"
will soon be shown on
spent >ome unnumbered hours figur- until
fall!
Broadway.
His next will not start
ing up golf scores. And no wonder
Ik had a headache afterwards.
*
*
*
New Milwaukee Firm
George Blair, who always gets
Milwaukee — Articles of incorporaaround to film events, was on hand
tion have been filed by the Metropolitan Amusement Co. of this city
doing plenty of hand-shaking.
*
*
*
Signers
of the ofarticles
S. G.
Larry Golob disappeared in a bog, for
the purpose
operatingaretheaters'.
Honeck, C. T. Kraegel and L.
while searching for a ball. He came Panka.
up in time to see Joe Fisher, a visitor,
going by in a foursome garbed in a
raincoat and a derby. So Larry
Brin Heads Knitting Company
promptly ducked in the bog again.
Milwaukee — L. K. Brin. operator
*
*
*
of the Garden and Majestic theaters
Maury Ascher was the only really here, has been elected president of
HONEST golfer we struck. He said the Milwaukee Knitting Co. The
his
game was lousy — and he had no concern was formerly headed by his
alibis.
father-in-law.
J. B. Sattler.
*
*
*
Believe it or not, Jim Milligan
established a record with one putt on
12 greens. Vouched for by Sam
Rubenstein, who witnessed the Miracle with his own eyes.
*
*
*
Al Selig swears the rest of his
foursome had the caddies fixed.
it.
That's his story, and he sticks to
*

*

lit

Merry Affair

Film Industry Golf Spree A
Dark Skies Are Routed by

12, 1931

*

Paul Benjamin wears orange
panties. We discovered his Secret
Sin in the locker room. Just thought
his many girl admirers might like
to know.
Or do they?
*
*
*
While dashing off this junk up ?n
a room at the clubhouse, we heard
s<iKeals of delight in the bathroom.
Mygawd! A gal splashing around
in our bathtub. Scandal! And us
with n spotless record — practically.
So we peeked in. It was only Ed
Finney, taking his annual.

German

Films in Connecticut

Bridgeport,
Conn.
— German talkers have invaded
Connecticut.
The
Colonial, operated by Louis Anger,
recently
played
Hab'while
Ich Geliebt," " for
* two"Dich
days,
the
Scliwaebischer Maenncrchor Singing
presented "Die FoerstcrSociety musical
christl,"
film, at the Fox-Poli.

A RACKET
Eddie Golden, playing against a
good Irish golfer, had to use his
wits. So before they started. Eddie gave him a talk on how the
Irish for generations had used heavy
shillalies. and it would take generations before they were able to
manipulate delicate golf
tifically. And while
was mulling that one
won the match — and a

clubs scienthe Irisher
over, Eddie
side bet.

Friday, June

fi^
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M. P. Club Retains Albce Memorial
P-U-T-T-S
,By

DON

HANI

THE WINNERS!

Bounds, l>tit by \1 o'clock there was
i sizeable hunch out on the fairways.
\nd Mich fairways!

Low Net Afternoon (Leg on Film
Daily Cup and permanent possession
of Stebbins. Leterman & Gates
Cup)— WILLIAM

Wotta golf course! It has everything. Fenimore Country Club will
■jo down in history as just about
'he moat ritzy layout the Gang has
rver played on in all these years of
Film Golf Tournaments.

And the Club House.

A Man-inn.

Driginally an old Spanish grandee's
lacicnda. Rooms like a Roxy cathedral. You look out of the windows
in a gorgeous green-blue shimmering
Swimming pool. The kind that Cecil
De Mille would like to have in one
super-specials.
*
*

The course itself is a darb. Tricky
—but not too tricky. And a scenic
mmorama that takes the mind of a
susceptible golfer entirely off his
'jame. But being Film Men, they're
not susceptible. So ivotth'cll. Even
the duffers were turning in good
scores.
On their score cards.

The

noon

buffet lunch

counter

boked like a Bowery Mission lineup— four deep. And how those East
Side exhib contestants went for the
leviled ham.

The Spirit of the Affair was aptly
phrased by Billy Brandt, who remarked that after the toughest seavan the film biz has ever experiSnced, the Gang turned out <" force
m> a tough-weather day to hontn

the

Film

Golf

Tournament,

which

Institution.
is a Sacred
\c them
Business worries forgotten for a day
in the Spirit of Good
Fellowship.

Artie Stebbins pulled a trick -hot
on the practice green. He was talka- he sent a
ing to Jack Alienate

BLOOD

Cross Afternoon i Motion Picture Herald Cupi— MITCHELL

MAY.
Low Cross Runner-up
(Dupont-Pathe Cup) —
STEBBINS.
Low

Cross Morning

Cup)— ARTHUR

BROTHERS

And wotta pretty sight it was
to see Al Lichtman, Artie Stebbins
and Harry Brandt putting on the
practice green for one berry a hole.
Just like brothers. Blood brothers.
Out for blood
money.
And
how.

Afternoon
ARTHUR

i William

Masscc

COHEN.

Cross Runner-up Morning i MalBLAIR, colm
JR Laboratory Cup) — CEORCE
Net

Supply

Morning
Co.

Exhibitor 'Electrical Research Products Cup —HENRY
SIECEL.

CLAY
Net

Daily

Exhibitor

(National Theater

Cup)— PAUL

BURCER.

Kodak

) Motion

Cup'— HARRY

Picture

BRANDT.

Photophone

Cup) —

Putting Runner-up i Continental Theater Accessories Cup) — SAM
AVURTINE.
Putting Second Runner-up 'Associated
Publications Cup1— WILLIAM
BRANDT.
Driving (Jack Cosman
OSTENDORFF.
Driving

Runner-up
'Craft
ratory Cupi— ARTHUR

Best Dressed
sweater)— AL

Cup) — JOHN
Film
S.

LaboDICK

Colfer 'Nat
LICHTMAN.

Lewis

INSON.

Low

Low

Cross

Putting 'RCA
DICK
BRADY.

Second Low Net Runner-up Afternoon
Round i Ufa Special Cup)— TED
CURTIS.
Low

Low

Low

CERETY.

Birdies 'Eastman
MITCHELL
MAY.

*

RABELL.

Low Net Runner-up Afternoon Round
)). P. Muller Advertising Agency
Cup —TOM

if his

A.M.P.A. Team Defeated
In Featured Match
At Fenimore

OCK

QI.D DEBBIL RAIN tried hard
to put a handicap on those Golf

Cup

Geared
the

up

Motion

in
Picture

Lichtman
BINS.

plaque)— ARTHUR

(Al

STEB-

Cup) —
Booby

prize— JOE

FLEISLER.

( 'bib

go];

gation won the featured match from
the quartet representing tin
-. at the 19th film golf touri
ment
yesterday
at the
Fenim
Country
Club,
White
Plainvictor- copp<
nd one-half out
of 18.
Tom

Gerety

M-G-M

and

and

Tier

.Motion

Picture

0f

Herald.

respectively, did the honor- for
I
pairedy with
boys, being
Ampa
( urtis •and
Henr
Jerry
Beatty and P. L. Thompson, rep
senting the advertising and publi
organization,
pi
gainst
lack
Guttfreund and J. D. Willian
Curti-. with a score of 84, wa- lowman in the match. Gerety with a
tally of K7. wa- runner up. Both
team- came in for a flock of kidding
at the dinner.
Switch

Low Cross by M. P. Club member

championship

Opening

Day

Denver— In order to give each of
the
Publix
houses
here
different
opening days, new bill- at the Paramount hereafter will -tart on Friday
instead of Thursday.
The Denvi
time
was
changed
la-t week
fro,,,
Thuisday
to Wednesday
du
-witch
from
Publix
Stage units
Fancho & Marco.

round with Sam Rubenstcin. On
the 15th hole, he took the concrete
step over the water hazard, and fell
in up to his neck. He thought it
Special R-K-O Broadcasts
FILM DAILY raffled off a golfTwo special broadcasts have
bag with four pre-war golf clubs was just an ordinary hazard. But
for the R-K-O
Theater
ol
in it, and got enough suckers to they do things in a Big Way up at arranged
pay the overhead for at least a Fenimore Country Club.
the
Air over
X'.H.i
network
of anstations.
On
Friday
week. If the Jrish Sweepstakes
night. June 19, a program
featuring
can get away with it, why can't we?
will on.
Ted Curtis came all the way from
Elk's Lodge X". \
Rochester as anchor man for the York,
and the following
week
an
Julius Cohen sez he got tied in
group
Of
arti-twill
with a foursome with three Scotch- Empey team. And some guy sez- other
from the Conte Grande
Lloyd
men. He had an epileptic fit on the
"Now
the
Empeys
are
all
sunk!"
seventh hole, and they insisted on Is that a prophecy? Or just a wise Sabaudo Line.
crack?
counting it as a stroke.
Wiring L. A. Hotel
*
*
*

neat 3-foot putt into the
out even looking at it!

cup — with-

Captain Roscoe Fawcett, the Big
fan mag man, and S. Nelson, his
treasurer, made a special trip from
Minneapolis, chaperoned by C.
Schottenfels, to take part in the
Tournament.
The This
"Cap"time
never
misses
this event.
he
come all the way from the vest to
leam that Jerry Beatty as a golf
partner is a good publicity man.
*
*
*

Mitch
May.
Jr., was
resplendent
day.
in a Shamrock green sweater.
But
that's about all lie showed
for the

equipment
is
free
to
gu
picture performances
\ml>;;installatioi

will

R l
Theater Company
Wesl

Joe Hornstein
acted
as official
stock tickie for the Gang,
<
out stock quotations from memory

Charu

'■1 1 i.i
ii i

Woodland

i hour.

Henry Siegel -bowed m> a- a vision
in black and white— just a panan
*
*
*

With swimming in the /"><>/. bathing on the greens, and a lotto ducks
pretending to shoot a name of golf,
it was

a gnat

ai/untie emit.

And

by lime o'clock, everybody was wet
.... if you
get What
We menu.

I!ill Massce,
ing agent, was

the eminent
playing the

forwardnion

It was a grand tribute to the Film
Tournamenl
tradition, anj wa;
it,
In most
mi
weather,
and
after
thi
had gone through about the I
est season thej had ever e*
thej turned out in force to do honor
to tin
n that bob!
mental
warm
spot in their In
forgetting
all their tough
bu
for thi

Ray

SHORT

SWIFTY

Callj^hr'

pull

his

fussy

ord

for

foursome
walkinq

set h.
between
tancc

I )■
str^ '•
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TIMELY
TOPICS
A Digest of
\ Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas
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Current

\\ in (low Displays

•

On -Trader Horn"

into their lunch
wondering wotin'ell they can do to put
other execs in other outfits are
pep into their organizashe
Arkayo
f'r instance
Showing 'Em the Way
a bunch
from office boy to head man
a happy gang
that's always steamed up
and going some place

W/IXIX >\V displays were cmployed in a campaign used
iM Elmer Heins, manager of the
American, Roanoke, Va., to
put over "Trader Horn." Heins
obtained cooperation of two merchants and •secured excellent window displays. One display was
on an Edwina Booth Catalina
Swim Suit tie-up, and the store
had an artist make a seashore
background displaying swim
-nit- and special pictures of Miss
th in addition to scenes from
the picture and an announcement card. In the other window
Hems obtained a large display
on hooks with a special hackground which included stills
from the picture and window
cards.

— American, Roanoke, Va.

Mystery Contest
For Radio
T . (*. WORLEY, manager of
the Palace, Peoria, 111., inincluded a radio tie-up in his
showing of "Trader Horn." Worley arranged with radio station
for a "Trader Horn"
UMBO
Mystery Number hroadcast
which ran for five days. Each
day for five minutes, both in the
morning and evening, a number
of musical selections were played.
Contestants were requested to
write in and identify the mystery
numbers played In- the orchestra, and winner^ were presented
with either a photograph of Edwina Booth, heroine of "Trader
Horn" or a ticket to the picture.
— Palace, Peoria, III.

Approximately 150 feature
films will be produced in
French studios this season.

•

with a
to find

•

WHILE

Definite

SOME

big

film

execs

are

always

Do Newspapers Give
Films An Even Break?

weeping

J-^ECENTLY
this topublicatiod
called attention
the lack]
of proportion
bought

and the explanation isn't hard
Purpose
for a guy is reasonably sure of his job in this ag-

he attained
the morale maintained
and everybody's
extremely happy
and if you think this is the ole applesauce just talk to Hy
Daab
Jack
Hess
"Bo" Dowling
Charlie Rosenzweig
Mark Luescher
Jules
Levy
"Emo"
Orowitz
and
every
other department
head in the Arkayo
lineup
when
you

Hearty
Welcome
Necessary
Evil

that what
even
give
and

*

don't
*

they say comes
us trade paper
treat
*

• • •
MEBBE
WE
have never
break
mebbe it's because once
player next door made so much noise
old man turn the key in the hall door
you know how it is
dents stick in your
memory
and dislikes
to musicians
in

us
*

as

if we

From
the
muggs
a
were

a

given musicians a proper
upon a time a saxophone
we couldn't hear the gal's
as he entered unexpectedly
anyway, these slight inciand make
you form likes
general
and
other

things
but in spite of it all
right here we're breaking down for Milton Schwarzwald
who through his excellent knowledge of music
and men
has advanced from general director of R-K-0 theater orchestras
to the head man of all Arkayo
radio broadcasts
J. H
Turner, who formerly handled the radio end, saw in Schwarzwald that rare combination
a shrewd executive as well as
an accomplished musician
so Mister Turner
w^~
has plenty to do anyway
turned
over the job to Milt
and he doesn't have to worry about it, either

the

space
the-

other forms
of entertainment and sport.
In this
a tabulation
recently

prepared by the Fox West Coast)
Circuit is interesting
in that it
represents
its

practically
the country-wide reaction of newspapers
advertisers.
One
chart

shows that one inch

• •
•
AND JUST by way of indicating that the personnel
appreciates the pronouncement
from their chief
what docs
tln\ Arkayo gang do?
why,
they've already
figured out
a plan to reduce the overhead
in every individual department with intelligent prunings and shavings all along the
line
a dollar here and a dollar there
which in the
aggregate at the end of the year
will amount
to more
than any salary cuts could accomplish
so the savings will

you realize
why,
they

with

connection

to

serves to keep a gent's heart in his job
and he doesn't
spend a big proportion of his working day
figuring out
the family
budget
wondering
how
the home
folks are
gonna
get
by
with
a
big
gob
bitten
out
of
his
bread-andbutter
*
*
*
*

between

by motion
picture
aters and publicity given as

pared

and it isn't necesgregation if he attends to it
sary for him to worry about stepping on anybody's toes in a
for in an outfit where they don't tolerate
way
political
gents with political toes
a mugg
can walk around
the
office freely
and keep his mind 100 per cent on his work
and with the big chief Hiram S. Brown declaring that
the pay envelopes
are going to remain
INTACT
that

talk to 'em,
Heart

Opinions

of space

in

all of the Los
Angeles
news'
papers would cost $19.57 if paid
at the rate charged for financial
advertising and $26.04 if charged
at regular commercial rate.
In
consideration
of the additional
publicity given the theaters, the
rate is $33.81.
Onlycharge.
one classification exceeds this
That
is for political advertising.
In a
given week there were 5.750 linos
of financial advertising for which
the newspapers paid 182,000 lines
of publicity.
Sports advertisers
took less than 500 inches and received 14,500 inches
of
free
indusThe automotive
publicity.
try took 3,500
inches
and got
inches
free.
Motion
picture advertisers got merely
an
even break;
the paid space and
2,000

the publicity running about 7.000
inches each.
In many
sections
the proportion
is less than an
even break.
This does not mean
house
publicity,
hut the entire
mention of motion pictures, very
little of which
directly benefits
any single house.
Why continue
to tolerate this unfair situation?
— Jay Emanuel

Many Happy
Returns

• • •
MIKE
OTOOLE,
sec of the M.P.T.O.A.,
was
in
Washington
the other day with his daughter,
Helen
to
see his son Kenneth graduate from Georgetown as an M.D
and that guy. Joe Hummell, of Warners, is lining out the Big
fish stories following his efforts at Rockland
Lake
F. E
Kelingbury,
manager
of the Paramount
at Plainfield, X. 1.. is

gest wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

ifsing
this ritzy
and oilier
games the lounge
and ofgetting
a playhousefrom for allbridge
the haute
monde "card
in
'own
and times are so tough that assistant directors are
hoarding
their headstheir breath, and instead of saying "Yes," merelv nod

June 12
William Austin
Ann Rork
Victor D. Voyda

«

«

«

»

»

»

QUICLEY

PUBLICATIONS

MOTION

PICTURE HERALD

A consolidation of Exhibitors Herald, Moving Picture World,
Motography, Motion Picture News, combining all the time-tested
editorial values of business publication tradition within the motion
picture industry — published every week — edited by Terry
Ramsaye — subscription price, $3.00 the year.

MOTION

PICTURE DAILY

Combining Exhibitors Daily Review, Exhibitors Trade Review and
Motion Pictures Today — the alive, alert daily trade paper of motion pictures — telegraphic box-office reports — published every
day — edited by Maurice D. Kann — subscription price, S 10.00 the

HOLLYWOOD

HERALD

year.
The daily journal of the motion picture's creative communit\
everything that happens in Hollywood day by day in a distinctive
newspaper of the industry — edited by William A. Johnston — subscription price, $5.00 the year.

MOTION

PICTURE ALMANAC

A complete and comprehensive encyclopedia of the motion picture
business with facts and figures about every phase of the industry —
names, dates and places — published annually — now on the press —
price $3.50 per copy.

BETTER THEATRES
Published every fourth week as section two of Motion Picture
Herald, Better Theatres is devoted to the construction, operation
and equipment of theatres — a smart, technical journal dealing with
the physical and operating problems of the motion picture theatre
— leading authorities deal regularly with the problems of house
by George Schutz — subscrip— editedHerald.
management
tion included and
with equipment
Motion Picture

QUIGLEY

PUBLICATIONS

The consolidation of a complete trade press under a single management has brought to Quigley Publications editorial resources never
before contemplated in trade journalism and editorial personnel of
combined ability impossible under unit management. / be Bioscope,
London, speaking editorially, says: "The Quigley organs .ire now
supreme in the field of American trade journalism. . . . ihej
taken seriously not only in the U. S. A. but— as represent. ng
American opinion — throughout

the world."

MARTIN

BROADWAY
YORK

tnd puhlnhcr

1790
NEW
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■
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D. W. GRIFFITH OBTAINS
BACKING FOR NEW FILM

HOLLYWOOD

i)

in New

the
Audio
York.
new

•it and i

will con-

he thinks.
Among
the
players being considered for a prin>hn Drew
Colt, son
rrymore.
I'roduction
t the first week in July.

A/ew Low Rate
in

HOLLYWOOD
ROOM
WITH
BATH

5
Right in the heart of
Hollywood— with
interesting places to
u__ go-people to sco
— iT«

in- ' r— — — ipVriu fm BtcklA Vmutim Brum

ROOSeVCLT

ssss HOTeL=ROBERT J. McCABE, Manage*

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIFORNIA

If ILK
Francis Dillon is directing for Harry I). E
lumbia.
wards. The picture will be released by t

ks.

*
i

*
and

toFinn."
tlie

*

with

*
Lillian
cast

*

Harmcr

*

of

hare

Paramount'*

Paul Cavanagh has been selected to play
the leading role opposite Ann Harding in
"Devotion,
which Hubert Milton will direct
fur
KKO
Pathe.

*

n denied by Justice Walsh in
Supreme
Court.
Fox
filed suit recentlj charging he had not received
alleged profits made by
tndeur.
Another subject of keen conversation regarding William
Fox yesterw.ts the effect of bis name being
dropped
from the new board of di• i Fox Film.
Since he has
\ely participated
in the afx organization
since
withdrawal last year, either as a
director
or as chairman
of the socalled advisory
committee,
the abhis name
from
the directorate is understood
to involve
no
special significance nor to have any
i his five-year $500,000
salMean while he retains the adchairmanship.

FLASHES

SEDGWICK
has resigned from the direction of
*
*
*
Howard Hughes' "Sky Devils."
Samuel
Omit:
and
Lester
Cohen and their
Hughes Bays he is making a deal
betels hare returned from New York. Omit*
with Sedgwick to direct another pic- and Cohen are novelists and have also done
ture, which is to start in about
12 much writing for the screen, having been

1)

Trude Made Warner Salesman
Perry A. Trude, a member of Joe
Hummell's
contract
department
at
Warner Bros., has been added to the
ice of the organization
and
joins the Pittsburgh exchange under
Haines.

RALPH

| WARD

added
is "Huckleberry

Win. Fox Denied Access
To Grandeur Records
• •tn 1'age

Hx

PUBLIX ACQUIRING SHARE
IN HOOT SHEA CIRCUIT

*

*

Bcbe bride
Danielsandand
Ben will
Lyon,
favorite
groom,
sail Hollywood's
for Hawaii
tomorrow.

*

*

*

Paramount,

Metro

*

*

and

*

other

companies.

{Continued

from

Page

1)

and Shea will work on a 50-50 haw
The theaters involved are located in
Astabula, Conneaut, Dover and
Geneva, Ohio; Erie and Bradford
Pa., and Jamestown, N. Y.

Goldburg to Make Eight
For Hollywood Pictures

Samson Raphaelson, who wrote the adapta'Continued
from Page 1)
ind dialogue for "The Magnificent Lie,"
starring Ruth Chatterton, wrote "The Man I
Killed" in collaboration with Ernst Vajda. tribute the product in New York and
Raphaelson and Vajda also wrote "The Smiling Lieutenant,"
the Maurice Chevalier Ernst Northern New Jersey through its
Lubitsch
production.
own exchanges, and subfranchia
*
*
*
Frank Darien has been signed by Fox for
"Bad
Girl."

*

*

*

other independent exchanges for the
remainder of the U. S..
A corporation is now being forma

Edward Goodman is to remain with Paramount as one of the company's leading feature directors, according to announcement
from the offices of B. P. Schulberg.

by Goldburg and the features made
by him will be known as Perfection
Pictures. Goldburg leaves next week
Lawrence
Grant, head
of the Picture
actor's divi—it-it
of the Academy
of Motion
Arts
for the coast to organize a production
and Sciences and chairman of that organi*
*
*
zation's committee on public relations and
Yesterday pretty Irene Thompson was a staff. Activity of the company will
college affairs, yesterday joined the cast of
t:ot be confined to the pictures being)
"stand-in"
for Mary Astor in Radio Pi,
"Daughter of the Dragon," Paramount picture featuring Anna .May Wong, Warner "Nancy's Private Affair." Melville Bro-.vn, di- made for Hollywood. Goldburg sayll
rector, saw her and cast her in his cm rent
Oland and Sessue Hayakawa.
but will include productions tor othen
*
*
*
production,
cellent part. "Fanny Foley Herself,' in an ex- distributors.

C Itarlcs Starictt has been borrozved by Howard Hughes from Paramount to play opposite
Biilie Dove in "The Age For Love," her
first starring picture for United Artists.
Robert E. Sherwood has uonc the dialog for
adaptation of the Ernest Pascal novel,
and Prank Lloyd will direct.

*

*

*

Yesterday was finish day at Universal City.
Among the productions officially completed
were: "Lasca of the Rio Grande," with Leo
Carrillo, John .Mack brown and Dorothy
Burgess: the serial "Danger Island," fea
turing Kenneth Harlan and Lucille Brown;
a Lloyd Hamilton comedy. "Robinson Crusoe
and Son" with Josephine Dunn, and Daphne
Pollard in "Say * Uncle."
*
*
Thomas
than 1,500
Universal.
newspaper
builder.

Edgelow, who has written more
short stories, is now writing for
He has also written numerous
serials and is a prolific plot

*

*

*

Mauri Grashin, comedy writer, is working
on an original for Rosco Ates, which will be
directed by Lloyd A. French. It will be
produced
Pictures. by Lou Brock foi release by Radio

*

*

*

Howard J. Green, the scenarist, is spending his spare moments writing a play. He
is collaborating with Raymond Leslie Goldman, a magazine writer.

*

*

*

"The Million Dollar Swindle," starring
Richard Dix. has been completed and is now
in process ui being edited at the Radio Pictures studios. It was directed by J. Walter
Ruben. In the cast are Shirley Grey, Purnell Pratt, Alan Roscoe, Edmund Breesc,
Nella Walker, Ruth Weston, Boris Karloff. Carl Gerrard, Bert Starkey, Roberta
Gale, Fred Sheridan, Walter James and J.
W. Tohnston.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Mary Doran. who appeared in Columbia's
"The Criminal Code," has returned to the
same lot to depict an important part in
"Fifty Fathoms Deep." Loretta Savers portrays the feminine lead.

*

*

*

Billy Butts, child actor, has been assigned
a role in the new Bert Wheeler-Robert Woolsey starring production,
*
* "Full
* of Notions."

The eight pictures for which con-,
tracts have been signed will be:
"Lovebound," by James (rilberta
"The Mystery of Judge Le (iardeJ
by Oscar Shultz; "The Solitary Sin,1!
by Victoria Beale; "Home Sweet
Home"; "States Evidence.'" By Stanley Foster; "The Fugitive." by War-1
ren Williams; "The Reckoning," bv
Street-,"

Slim Summerville, Universal comedian, is
confined to his bed with a slight cold and a Lola Parsons and "Crooked
bv Carl Dormont.
severe case of ptomaine poisoning.

*

*

*

Beryl Mercer has been sign,;! by Radio
Pictures to do the grandmother role in
These Our Children?" the metropolitan tragedy of a New York boy, from the original
story by Wesley Ruyyles, who is to direct
the picture.

William Hamm Dies;
Last F. & R. Partner
{Continued

from

Page

11

ed the Theodore Hamm Brewing Co.,
St. Paul's largest single industry.
"The Ruling Voice" is the new and perM. L. Finkelstein died early this
manent title for the First National picture
year, while I. H. Ruben passed away
hitherto
known
as
"Upper
Underworld."
It
was both written and directed by Roland V. less than two weeks
ago

*

*

Lee. Walter Huston is
supporting cast includes
Doris Kenyon, David
Digges, John Halliday and

*

*

*

the star and his
Loretta Young,
Manners. Dudley
Gilbert Emery.

*

Rita La Roy appears in Radio's "Kisses
By Command," formerly "The Strange

*

*

*

Edgar Kennedy, who has just completed
Woman." comedy. "Lemon Meringue." for
bis
KKO first
Pathe. will put aside the comedy mask
temporarily to don the somber cloak of
drama in "The Mad Marriage," Helen
Twelvetrees'
new starring picture.

*

*

*

Rochelle Hudson has Iwd her optional contract renewed for another six months by
The Spanish version of "Trader Horn.'
■.chid: teas directed by limile de Recat, is Radio Pictures. Miss Hudson, wh
mi-.o being shown simultaneously at four the
peared in five productions for Radio Picatcrs in Buenos Aires. By the wax, if Rcc
tures, is doing the ingenue lead in "Fanny
has become an airplane enthusiast and is Ink
Foley Herself," featuring Edna May Oliver.
*
*
*
ing lessons in piloting
a
sky
"boat."
*
*
*
Nora
Lane,
Alice
Lake,
Oscar
Apfel. Mickey
Did you know that Leslie Fenton was in
Flynn and Josephine Johnson are the latent
the manufacturing business with his father
in Ohio? That Lucile Gleason planned to principals added to Director Allan Dwan's
become a domestic science teacher? That cast for "Wicked" at Fox.
John Francis Dillon had his own stock company? That Evelyn Brent wanted to be a
Irene Purcell, signed by M-G-M to apschool teacher? That Roland Young was an
pear in the picturization of the David Bclasapprentice architect? That Conrad Nagel co play, "Dancing Partner." released under
was a key clerk and telephone operator in an the title of "Just A Gigolo," has been given
Iowa town? That Charles Bickford was a a long term contract by this company. Miss
coal passer on the "Roosevelt's" trip around Purcell just completed a part in Robert
the world? That Wdliam Farnum, with his Montgomery's starring vehicle, "The Man in
brother Dustin, created the first miniature
•
»
#
"kid's" circus in New
*
* England?
*
Possession."
Dorothy Mackaill, Fir-t National star, has
By the way, all the above players an
sailed for another vacation in Hawaii, where
I pearing in "The Pagan
Lady,"
which John she will stay several weeks.

New Chicago Censor
Chicago — Frances
James,
former'
musical comedy actress, has been ap-|
minted a member of the M. P. Cen-|
sorship Board by Mayor Cermak,
"City Lights" Closing
Return
engagement
of
Charlie
Chaplin's "City Lights" at the George.
M. Cohan,
at popular prices, closes!
Sunday night.

NEW
YORK
CHARTERS
II. & I. Amusement Corp., motion pictures;
A. Lipshitz, 38 Park Row. New York. $5,00Ul
Spring
Valley Theater
Corp.. theaters; T.
W. Barker, Spring Valley, N. V.
S'O.OOB
pf. 60 shares
common.
DELAWARE
CHARTER
Art-Craft
Pictures Corp..
New
York, mopictures; 100
I'nitedshares
Statescommon.
Corporation
Co.,
Dover,tion Del.
DESIGNATIONS
Walt Disney Productions, California, Ltd.,
cartoons, motion pictures. 10,000 shares, no
DISSOLUTION
Rotondo Amusement Corp., Batavia,

par.

N.

Y.
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tremendous
Opening!
As the first attracs #
tion at the United
Artists
new San
Francisco Theatre,

CHARLIE

CHAPLIN

City Lights

Charlie Chaplin's
City Lights" is now
in its third phe*
nomenal week of
sensational busin
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Hostilities Break Between M.P.T.O.A. and Allied

SHORTSBENEFIT FROM DUAL BILL REACTION
Supreme Court Sustains Pathe on Old Contract Film
Injunction Denied in Suit
for Delivery of "Born
ve"
to LoHinckley
Buffalo — Judge
in Spe-

cial Term of the Supreme Court on
Friday denied an injunction sought
by La Hay, Inc., operating the Lafayette theater, to prevent RKO
Pathe Distributing Corp. from permitting the showing of the Constance
Bennett picture, "Born to Love," in
the Shea's Buffalo theater. Plaintiff
sought to obtain picture as one of
those under the old agreement with
the old Pathe company. The Court
rejected this theory.

wis. antMight bill

GOES BEFORE GOVERNOR
Madison, Wis.— All that is neces4sigFollett
Phil Ladaylig
sary is Gov.
ht e's
saving
nature to outlaw
time in Wisconsin. The Hampel bill
which provides that no person opa place of busines
erating(.Continued
on Page s 5)"shall use

Bloom Joins Regal Films
As Sales and Adv. Head
Toronto — Dewey D. Bloom, who
recently came to Canada from New
York to handle special road show exploitation for M-G-M's "Trader
Horn," has joined Regal Films, Ltd.,
(Continued

on

Page

5)

Pipeless Electric Organ
May Be Used in Theaters
electrical pipeless organ which
An
transforms electricity into music may
eventually be perfected for use in theaters RCA interests are developing this
device, invented by Capt. Richard H.
Ranger Its use in radio broadcasting
will be demonstrated Sunday over the NBC
chain. The
crophone.

organ operates without a mi-

Free Movies Expensive
Pittsburgh — With a budget appropriation of $10,000 laid out for free summer
movies which are to be given on Sundays starting next month in four city
parks, quotations received from Western Electric and Radio Pictures indicate
that $19,500 will be needed this year to present the sound pictures. Cost for
the next two years is estimated at about $12,000 annually.

Bulk of Publix Overhead Costs
Now Being Controlled Locally
Reversing last year's method of
controlling expenditures in Publix
theaters, Sam Katz has announced
that only 30 per cent will hereafter
be controlled by the home office and
the remaining 70 per cent by division
directors and house managers.
Man-

agers have been notified in detail as
tc what accounts will be included ;n
their major share of disbursement's.
According to Katz, well planned activity, costless selling and ingenuity
will be urged of managers to further
reduce Publix theaters expenditures.

Increased Protection for Circuits
Stirs National Exhibitor Group
Claiming that the big circuits ate
"demanding terrific protection, out
of all reasonableness and unheard of
in the business at any time," tne
M. P. T. O. A. is urging that new
and fairer zoning plans be adopted.
Business conditions have influenced
the major exhibiting organizations to

ask for increased protection, accord
ing to M. P. T. O. A. officials. They
point out that the committees that
organized the first zoning plans which
were never accepted and consequently never put into effect could be
called into service to draft a new
national system.

M.P.T.O.A. Accuses Allied
Of 'Chiseling In9 on Credit

Putting aside its policy of ignoring threetee days
Allied
made a before
similar an
visit,
and committhat the
attacks, the M. P. T. 6. A., in the initial move for a reduction was rnkde
June issue of its bulletin, turns a
ick Miller of Chicago at the
States Ass'n on \l p. T. O. V convention, tour
Allied
on
barrage
the grounds that the Abrani Meyers months before the matter was taken
organization is chiseling in on the
credil due the M. P. T. O. A. for up with Bunn,
P T. ( » \ bulletin also
rhe M
bringing about a reduction in service takes a crack al Allied foi
charges. It is pointed out that a ing of sponsored advertising,
committee representing its associa- ing its adverse attitude in the question of national screen advertising.
tion railed on C. W. Bunn of F.R1M

Exhibitors See Turn of
Tide from Heavy Bills
to Diversity
Short subjects are in line for bigger
popularity as a natural reacti>
the public to the double-feature evil
which has given film-goers an overdose of heavy stuff, it is indicated in
concensus of exhibitor sentiment
compiled by The Film Daily for
the current Short Subject Issue. Out
of close to 100 replies to the question, "How much longer do you thittk
the current
high wave
of double-fea(Continued
on Page
5)

PARA. BRITISH SCHEDULE
STARTING NEXT MONTH
London — Following purchase by
British & Dominions Films of the
freehold of their studios at Fl-tree
from British International Pictures.
Paramount has taken over occupancy
of one of the Stages at this plant and
active production is being started bj
(Continued

on

Page

5)

Retained
, .Jr.,
MercyDistri
Fred
ct Manager
As H-F
V
Wash.— Frederick
Yakima,
l>v HughesJr., has been retained
district manTheaters
Franklin
ager of the
Eastern ;is territorj
Walla.
headquarters at the Liberty. Walla

Selves
Employes Helped
in 6 Months
To $4,000
or
employes
former
Pittsburgh -Three
on
held tor court
been
have
Fulton
out ot
theater
tne
o» swindling
charges
resale
the
throuqh
$4,000
approximately tickets
|
Owen
of admission
sistant rn.inae.er, said the th. .to- kl
between $30 and $35 daily »'«c« N
December.
the
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Warners Open Morgantown House
Morgantown, W. Ya.— Dedication
of the new Warner theater took place
Friday night. Edward Alperson and
II R. Maier of the home office were
present for the ceremonies. George
Arlis^ in "The Millionaire" was the
. p< ning attraction.

They're Still Raving About
That Grand Golf Tournament!
Tied

principal conversational topic in
theA industry Friday was the 19th
the prefilm golf tournament put on
vious day at the Fenimore Country
s inClub, Whilethat Plains. Comment
dicated the jamboree was the
most successful of a long and distinguished line of golf affairs.
The RCA Photophone equipment
used at the dinner was inspected and
engineer sent withsupervised
out charge by
by anthat company. Loral
306 of videdthe
Projectionists'
Unionshorts,
proan operator.
The three
comprising two Bobby Jones subjects and a Grantland Rice Sportlight, were supplied by Warner Bros.
and I'athe, respectively.
Mickey Mouse dolls were donated
by Walt Disney and Russian ashtrays
were contributed by Amkino Corp.
Art Guild provided pencils on which
were inscribed the names of the entrants.

For Trophy

W. C. Ferguson and Herb Fecke will get together mighty soon
to toss up in order to decide who
wins the Columbia Pictures Corp.,
trophy for the afternoon low net
runner-up in connection with the
19th film golf tournament held last
Thursday at the Fenimore Country
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J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

15-16:

June

Atlanta.
14-18: ley,
Annual
convention
of Advertifing Federation of America,
Hotel
Pennsylvania, New York.

June

15-16:

June 16-17:

Annual
Convention
east Theater
Owners,

of SouthHotel
A»

District
convention
of
tionists' Locals, Hotel
Atlanta.
Annual convention
waukee.
of Wisconsin,
Hotel

June 18-19:

ProjecAnsley.

of M.P.T.
Pfister,

Annual
convention
of
Theater
Owners
of New
Hotel Trayrnore, Atlantic

A
Jer
City.

July 15:
Educational-Tiffany
regional
Central States Circuit
convention, New
York.
Signs With Warner-F.N.
Contracts have been signed by Columbia Establishing
Div. Promotion Dept
Warner Bros, with the Central

States Amusement Co. for the playing of Warner, First National and
Vitaphone product in the principal
cities of the Western states. In the

West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAl{

Hollywood — New divisional sa
promotion departments, to aid exh
bitors in merchandising Columbia
pictures, are being established by Hal
Hodes, sales promotion manager and
director of advertising sales, on his

negotiations the Central States cirThe golfers on Friday were still
cuit was represented by A. H. Blank
discussing the excellent music turned and Harry Weinberg. Warners were
trip following
the company's
recent convention
here.
Hodes |
out by Julian Hall and his Ambass- represented by Gradwell L. Sears present
adors whose services were furnished
and
A.
W.
Smith,
Jr.
visiting
San
Francisco,
Seattle,
Portl>v Fanchon & Marco throueh the
land,
Salt
Lake
City,
Denver,
Minokay of Harry Arthur. William
neapolis, St. Paul and Chicago.
Brandt was proudly displaying- the
hag. donated by Associated Publications, which he won as second runner-up in the putting contest.
Many compliments were aimed at
J. C. Barnstyn, who sailed for EuManager Bernstein of the country
Operation of the Paramount Xew
rope last night to be gone four
club for his co-operation and general months, has made an arrangement York studio will be feasible from a
financial standpoint owing to the
pleasant aid. The club's beautiful
outdoor swimming pool was used by with Milton Cohen whereby Barn- plan now under discussion to charge
a few of the more hardy golfers.
styn will handle the foreign distribu- the plant's overhead against general
tion of James Cruze productions. production overhead. Under this arrangement the West Coast studio will
Cohen plans to leave next week for
virtually have financial responsibility
the other side.
for the Eastern plant.

J. C. Barnstyn To Handle
Cruze Productions Abroad Discuss New Budget Plan
For Eastern Para. Studio

Farewell Luncheon
Tendered Max Milder

Max Milder, who leaves next Wednesday to take up his new post of Blanche Livingstone's Mother Dies
managing director for Warner-First
Camilla Livingstone, mother of
National in England, was given a
Blanche Livingstone, publicity repfarewell luncheon at Sardi's yesterresentative for the Fox, Brooklyn,
day by the metropolitan district died Thursday
night.
sales force.
About 20 attended.
New Era Handling "Three Loves"
Associated Cinemas of America,
distributors of European pictures,
have concluded negotiations whereby
New Era Film Exchange will be
salts representatives in the Xew York
metropolitan district for "Three
Loves." the Marlene Dietrich picture
now playing at the Warner.

WANTED
Used portable sound
equipment on 35 mm. film.
Box 855, The Film Daily,
1650 B'way, N. Y. C.

B

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712
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Solve
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Problems!

Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant

9-3840

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Michigan 8761

COME

TO

BRUSHY
MOUNTAIN
LODGE
[eaststroudsburopa.I
Excellent

Hotel Accommodations. Food
fit for a King. Jewish
Dietary laws observed.
All camp sports —
Golf, Horseback Riding, Tennis, Swimming, Handball.
DiTertisseUnique
ments.
ductions.Broadway ProTwo Hours from N. Y.
For information address

Camp or
Dr. Ph. Suffin
2315

Grand
Avenue
New
York
Phone:
RAymond
9-3759
Special rate to Film Folk
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WHY IS
PARAMOUNT DOING
A RECORD RUSINESS
IN SHORTS?
T*""

1

2
3

Because

PARAMOUNT

kept from the start a policy of putting

the same high class stars, showmanship and relative money into producing shorts as into the best quality of features.

Because PARAMOUNT made a nation-wide survey of theatres
and the public to find out what kind and what number of shorts are
needed.
And based its production plans on the results.

Because

PARAMOUNT,

with studios in New York and Hollywood,

alone gets the cream of screen and stage talent for shorts. The result
is big star names and wide variety in our shorts that no other company can touch.

I

Because

PAKA.MOIM

SOUND

NEWS

not only scoops all its rivals

consistently on big free-for-all stories but continually presents sensational exclusive features. And gives you an up-to-date, 100% showmanship reel twice a week.

4
Charlie Buggies

5

O
7

8
9
IF YOU

Smith-Dale

Dane-

Because

\rthur

Ford

Sterling

PARAMOUNT

4

Lulu
Billy House

At St. John

TWO-REEL

COMEDIES

prime requirements of this type of entertainment:
sell seats;

(2) They're really funny.

Because

PARAMOUNT

ONE-REEL

fulfill

Another
Big Name

the

two

(1) Names

that

32 for 1931-2.

PRODUCTIONS

are given the

same careful production attention relatively as Paramount features.
And star such drawing cards as Eddie Cantor, Lillian Roth, Eugene
and Willie Howard and scores of others.
52 for next season.

Because PARAMOUNT SCREEN SONGS, produced by Max
Fleischer, are the original singing cartoons and still the best bv far
on the market.

Because

PARAMOUNT

TALKARTOONS

prove by sales that they

are the leading single reel novelties-; available.

V\

Morton

Because

Smith

Geo. Von Elm

18 for 1931-2.

Jt>e Kirk wood

PARAMOUNT

PICTORIAL, featuring golf stars like the
above and big shots like Rudy Yallee, Lowell Thomas, John Philip
Sousa and a host of others, is a little giant seat-seller. One reel.
12 a year.

BUY

PRODUCT

OX

PAlt AMOUNT

VFACTS,

YOU

WANT

SHOUTS

THE
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PARA. BRITISH SCHEDULE
STARTING NEXT MONTH

SHORTS BENEFIT FROM
DUAL BILL REACTION
(.Continued from Paqe

1)

Hiring will last?" 62 exhibitors specified between six and eight months, 27
from eight months to a year, eight
said indefinitely, and three declared
"as long as product is available."
Less than 40 per cent are finding
the dual policy a better business-getter, and the percentage making a better profit with double features than
with one feature and shorts is considerably lower.
The most illuminating aspect about
the questionnaires as a whole is th'e
fact that a large number of exhibitors are more or less indifferent
toward shorts, and have little appreciation of their values as business
pullers.
Asked if audiences appear to go
home better satisfied after seeing a
program containing a feature and a
good bill of shorts, 38 out of 41
managers replying directly to this
question
answered
A majority
of the others
had "yes."
not observed
tfie
reactions of their patrons.

Bloom Joins Regal Films
As Sales and Adv. Head
(Continued

from

Page

1)

and will have charge of sales and exploitation of the British pictures distributed by this company, of which
H. L. Nathanson is general manager.
Regal handles the product of British International, British & Dominions, British Lion and Gainsborough,
as well as any other outstanding films
from England.
Movietone Men to Alaska
Seattle — Eric Mayell, Movietone
cameraman and Oscar Darling,
sound engineer, have left for Nome,
Alaska. They are continuing a trip
which carried them to South America.

COMING

& GOING

(Continued

■mil
• • •
THIS
BEING
a trade paper, we see no reason for
not talking about exhibitors and their work once in awhile
of course we realize that there are a lotta producer officials who
will maintain that we can talk about exhibitors all we like
but fiction
that to field
speak of their
place evidence
this publication
in
the
but "work"
we have will
concrete
before us
that exhibs DO work
in the case of Arthur L. Reuter,
t'rinstance
Arthur
came
to Norwalk,
Conn.,
recently
as resident manager of the Regent
and he has
started a very constructive campaign among the business interests he has called their attention to the fact that the
town is situated on the main state highway
leading to Boston
the Boston Post Road
probably the most traveled interurban highway in the world
yet, as Arthur sez,
when you look down Norwalk's Main street at night
one
receives the impression of a deserted mining town on the gopher
prairie
lightless shop windows
an entire absence
of pedestrian
traffic
no life
no activity
nothing
but Lost
Opportunities
so Arthur
calls for a
campaign
of Lighted
shop windows
attractive
window
displays
to lure the passing pedestrians
as well
as the motorists passing through
and thus grabbing off
some of the biz that now scoots to other nearby towns
this enterprising
exhib also calls for a free band
concert
at
least one evening a week
and while the band plays, the
audience strolls around and looks at the shop windows
and of course at Arthur's theater front
and there are a
lotta other exhibs in backward towns all over these Youessay
coming in with modern ideas
and trying to change
the backwoods
atmosphere
into something
alive, progressive,
money -luring
and when the Mossbacks take a rap at the
pix
they should pause a moment and reflect on this Great
Rejuvenating Force in their midst
in the person of the
Kesident
Motion
Picture
Theater
Manager
whom
we
herewith salute enthusiastically
• • • G. L. SOUTHWELL, editor of "New England Film
News," sends this note on a recent exchange screening in Boston of "Annabelle's
Affairs"
a scene
showed
Jeanette
MacDonald preparing for a bath
and the camera dropped
tcj her lower extremities as Jean stepped out of her step-ins
and some
dumb
mugg
yelled to the projectionist:
"Frame!"
but mebbe he wasn't so dumb, at that
this gag
must be good
for we sprung it on Giuseppe
and he
laughed
;>o hard he capsized the Gondola
and we both
came up spluttering
•

agent at Parapurchasing
NADEL,
JOS.
mow Is' New
York studio, has returned from
ito. where
he attended
the convention
ui the National Ass'n of Purchasing Agents.
PAT O'BRIEN, having completed bis role
in "Personal Maid." leaves Tuesday for
Hollywood, accompanied by his wife, Eloise
Taylor. He is to appear with Irene Dunne
in "Consolation Marriage,' for Radio Pictures.
ALLEN"
VINCENT,
stage actor, has
Sunday
leaves
and
Paramount
by
signed
for Hollywood.
Denver theater
HUFFMAN.
HARRY
operator, accompanied by Mrs. Huffman, left
Angeles by way of the PanaFriday for Los Canal
.
ma
...
,
WINNIE LIGHTNER has arrived in the
east for a vacation.
CHVING CHIDNOFF Bailed Friday night
for Europe on a three months trip, during
wl.irh he will conduct his photographic exhil.it. including mostly film celebrities, in
and Vienna.
Berlin. Munich
ALPERSON and H. R. MAEDWARD
IER went to Morgantown, W. Va., for the
opening of the new Warner theater Friday
nipl.t.

J. C. BARNSTVN sailed for Europe Friday night to big gone four months.
M ICE
I' >V< l an 1 her two da
HEIFETZ
TASCHA
MRS
and
MR.
■nd
on the
yesterday
sailed
Vidor),
(Florence
lylvania for California
by way of P
ma.

•

•
COLOR
NOTES
Steve Wright, who we reported the other day as having painted his bungalow in rainbow
hues, had a li'l of each color left over
so the economical
zanie buys hisself a second-hand Rolls Royce to use it up
oops
Carl Moss, of Fox Theaters, thinks black and blue
is
a good of
eyethecolor
the that
OtherLou
Fellow's
Bill
Haggard
same outfit for
notes
Brown is a and
blende,
and Bill Brown is dark
sort of haggard humor, if you
ask us
the good gags sent in we take credit for
with the others we're big hearted, and give our contribs a break
Bert Adler negotiated this paragraph in par
*
*
*
*
• • •
GOLF
TOURNAMENT
Hangovers
Wasn'l
the day AFTER the shindig a gorgeous, sunshiny affair?
and Manager Bernstein of the Eeniinore Club sure was an Ideal
Host
he gave the boys Everything
Clint Weyer
lamped the new lakes on the fairways, and hurried ofi to get bis
yacht
on
Long
Island
sound
Joe
Fliesler
-c
his
new acquisition, an eight-pound boy, is already wired for Sound
Times are so tough that in order to take advantage of an
undertaker's reduced rate-, a Scotchman committed suicide
and a midget act hired themselves out as trained lie. is
and an Irishman and an Englishman rented a -ingle room together

«

«

«

»

»

»

from

/',.

the American company. Paramount'!
general plans for the 1931-32 quota
>ear, however, will not be definitely
set until next month, with certain existing contracts being completed
meanwhile.
At present Paramount is working
< n it- first bi-lingual production here,
tentatively called "Stamboul." English and Spanish versions are being
directed by Dimitrf Buchowetzki.
Following this a schedule of future
operations will be formulated. Induction at Elstree will be under the
supervision of Robert T. Kane.

Consol. Film Not Affected
By DeForest Patent Ruling
Recent
ruling of the U.
of Customs
and
Patent
App<
awarding to Lee DeForest
the right
to a patent over an adverse
claim

of Freeman

H. Owens

on a sound

printing invention, will have no bearing on Consolidated Film Indu-tr
the
company
announce-.
Consolidated officials state their firm in no
way infringes on the invention at is-

Wis. Anti-Daylight Bill
Goes Before Governor

sue.

(Continued

from

Pane

1)

another than standard time," has
been passed by both the assembly
and senate and only awaits the governor's signature to make it 1
K-A-O and Orpheum Dividends
Directors of Keith-Albee-Orpheuni
have declared a regular quarterl\
dividend of 1 54 per cer>t on trie Pre~
ferred stock of the company payable
on July 1, to stockholders of record
June
22.
Directors
of Orpheum Circuit have
declared a regular quarterly dividend
of 2 per cent on the preferred, payable at the same time.

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthday*:

June 13-14
Basil Garnett
Rnthbone
Tay
William
11 Straon
Mcrta

Sterling

Cliit
John

Bdwai
Robert
Major Edward 1>

J.uk
1'eppcr
Alexander Troe
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'On the Spot'
ed
Plac
-32
1931
for
uct
Prod
Short
Be
Star
Names
Exert
Biggest
Draw
Must
t
Quality of Outpu
PATHE STUDIOS COMPLETE
Superior to All Past

By CHARLES

Achievements

By

STANLEY

Viet President
HKO

luct,
BERGERMAN

ROSENZWEIC

in Charge of Distribution.
Radio Pictures

for shorts is "names." Producers
box-office
first element
THEof very
short subjects are realizing this more
other appeal
comediesin and
two-reel

'I'll l.K:
ie definite necessity
and onlj mic that I know of For
tlii> coming season a- i.»r a- the short
i oncerned.
That is promust
be bitter than they
■ ever been in the historj oi the
No matmoving picture business.
ter what .standards have previous^
sucwhat
t up, no matter
ies have been scored, what repetitions have been
made,
next year
must top them
all.
The production
l>rain> of the moving picture industry
are challenged.
Fur, after all, the
maintenance
of the equilibrium
of
the American
public depends
upon
motion
pictures.
In times like this,
it depends more upon comedies than
upon anything else. Comedy means
short product. Therefore, it is distinctly ui> to us in the short product
held. '
year'sgeprocomingadvanta
thistaken
In planning
of
gram, we have
ions
which have
.ill of the suggest
been made to us by exhibitors and
all of the box-office records and reports which have come U) US in connection with the showing of our
short product. We have made a careful analysis of conditions in the
short feature field and have planned
our program in strict accordance
with that. We haven't kidded our-elves; we haven't built a program
on hope and expectation. We have
built it on actual performance, both
of players and of directors, cameramen, technicians and production officials.
In addition to the best bets of last
\e.ir's program, Slim Summerviile,
rge Sidney, Charlie Murray,
Lloyd Hamilton, Daphne Pollard,
'Strange As It Seems," we have
endeavored to give the necessary
novelty and variety to the program.
Nothing in Nature or in business
stands still. One must progl
Hut the new features on the I'ni\ crsal program, we feel, have every
prospect of adding that vital novelty
and originality which every program
should have.
The All-America Sports series
which Christy Walsh has devised for
us. with such players as Babe Ruth,
Vincent Richards. Charley Paddock,
the famous football gladiators of
N'otre Dame,
is numbered Frank among
Carideo whom
and the
new
ch, Hunk
Anderson:
and
Poo

Classical
West Coast Bur. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A series of seven classical shorts, sponsored by the Italian
Filmopera of New York, is being
made at the Cinephone Studios under the direction of Alfredo Verrico.
The subjects will feature ballets,
operatic arias, solos and duets.

keenly than ever, with the result that the new season's programs promise to
contain more "name" shorts than ever before. In the case of Radio Pictures
we have such stellar attractions as the Lou Brock lineup of Clark and McCullough, Chic Sale, Ned Sparks, Rosco Ates, Jimmy Savo, Ceorge von Elm, the
noted golfer, and others. The Mickey I Himself) McCuire comedies produced
by Larry Darmour also belong in the "name" class by virtue of the widely syndicated "Toonerville Trolley" cartoons on which these subjects are based.
Finally we have the subjects turned out by Amedee J. Van Beuren. whose name
is an established assurance of good product.
Our short subjects bear the trademark of the big Radio Pictures feature, and
they carry with that trademark the responsibility of making good with a public
whose goodwill is priceless.

32 Releases from Educational
During June-September Period
In the period from June to Sept.
15, a total of 52 short subjects will
be released by Kducational. The
list includes: Eight Mack Sennett
comedies. "Hold 'Er Sheriff," with
Andy Clyde, Marjorie Beebe; "Monkey Business in Africa," with Andy
Clyde, Marjorie Beebe, Harry Gribbon; "Slide, Speedy, Slide," with
Daphne Pollard, Tom Dugan, Wade
Boteler; "Speed," with Andy Clyde,
Marjorie Beebe, Frank Eastman, Alberta Vaughn, and four untitled; a
Vanity Comedy, "A College Racket,"
with Glenn Tryon; an Ideal Comedy, "The Lure of Hollvwood," with
Virginia Brooks, Rita Flynn, Phyllis
Crane;

a

Gayety

Comedy,

"Foolish

Forties," with Ford Sterling, June
MacCloy; a Tuxedo Comedy, "What
a Head." with Jack Duffy, Frances
Lee; four William J. Burns Detective
Mysteries, "The Meade Trial" and
three untitled; three Romantic Journeys, "Dreamworld" and two untitled; four Lyman H. Howe's Hodgepodge, "Jungle Giants," "Money
Makers of Manhattan," "Music Hath
Charms," "Highlights of Travel";
five Terry-Toons, "2000 B. C," "By
the Sea," "Blues," and two untitled;
and, of the new series, one Mack
Sennett-Andy Clyde comedy, one
Mack Sennett Comedy Featurette,
one Mack Sennett Brevity, one Mack
Sennett
Cannibals of the Deep.

Columbia Adopts
Featurettes
As Official Name for Shorts
In recognition of the growing importance of short subjects, Joe
Brandt, president of Columbia, has
decided on "Featurettes" as the official name for the nine groups of
diversified single reels on the company's 1931-32 program.
With single reels representing as
much in production value, story material and star or director
name as
Warner

and Ernie Xevers, has start-

the long feature, Brandt believes that
the short has achieved a new position in the amusement field, where
it can no longer be considered as
film entertainment selected to round
out a program, but as a pulling power in itself, which can more appropriately be described by the title,
"Featurette."
Columbia's shorts last season received bookings from major circuits
like RKO, Fox, Publix, Loew and
Warner Bros.

ed most auspiciously. \\'e are thoroughly satisfied with the results of
To further enhance the diversity
the first four pictures
of its 1930-31 featurette line-up comThe first production with Charlie
prising of Disney's "Mickey Mouse"
Lawrence has also more than come
and "Silly Symphonies," Charles
up to expectations. It is a golf story Mintz's "Krazy Kat," "Screen Snapentitled "Fun on the Green," featurshots" and Walter Futter's "Curiosiing the comedian who was featured
ties," Columbia will offer during the
in the Los Angeles company of coming year three additional and en"Once in a Life-Time." The "same
tirely different series: Charles Mintz's
can be said about Don Brodie's first "Scappy," a new cartoon character;
effort, entitled "Out Stepping." We Walter Futter's "Travelaughs," feaalso are entertaining splendid expecturing John P. Medbury dialogue,
Merrill. tations for Gene Morgan and Walter and Bryan Foy's "Monkeyshines,"
a group of animal comedies.

ONE FOURTH OF COMEDIES
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE
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DAILY

Hollywood — One-fourth of RKO
Pathe's 1931-32 program of short
comedies, being produced by Lew
Lipton under the supervision of
Charles R. Rogers, has already been
finished. The list includes 48 tworeelers, and the completed dozen are:
Two
Masquers
comedies,
"Stout
Hearts and Willing Hands," and an
unnamed
subject, both with all-star]
casts; three Manhattan comedies featuring Daphne Pollard, "She Snoops
to
Conquer,"
"Oh, two
Marry
andl i
"Crashing Reno";
BennyMe" Rubin
comedies,
"Julius Sizzer"
and "The!
Messenger
Boy";
two Mr. Average]
Man comedies featuring Edgar Kennedy, "Lemon
Meringue"
and
"Thanks
Again";
two
Traveling
Salesman
comedies
featuring
Louis
John
"That's oneMy Newspaper
Line" and
"Beach Bartels,
Pajamas";
Reporter
comedy
featuring
Frank
McHugh, "That's News to Me," and
one
Gay
Girls
comedy
featuring
June MacCloy,
Marion
Shilling and
Gertrude

Short,

"June

First."

12 RADIO PICTURES SHORTS
SET FOR CURRENT QUARTER
Twelve shorts, all two-reelers except for one Humanette, are on the
Radio Pictures release chart for the
next three months. The two-reel
comedies include four Mickey McGuires, Rosco Ates in "A Clean-Up
on the Curb" and "The Lone Starved
Ranger," Ned Sparks in "The Way
of All Fish" and "The Strife of the
Party," Jimmy Savo in "The Hou#e
Dick," Chic Sale in "The County
Seat," and Ford Sterling and Lucien
Littlefield in "Trouble From a
The complete Radio line-up for
1931-32 includes 24 Lou Brock productions starring Ned Sparks, Rosco
Ates, Chic Sale, and others; six
Broad."
Mickey McGuires from Larry Darmour, and 13 one-reel Tom and Jerry
Cartoons and 13 one-reel novelty
shorts from Van Beuren.

Start Kid Series
West Coast Bur. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Work is about to start
on the series of one-reel kiddie
novelties to be produced by Ray
Smallwood Productions with casts
composed of the Meglin Kiddies.
Ethel Meglin will direct and supervise the first subject, "The Scarecrow Loses His Throne," from "The
Wizard of Oz," by Frank L. Baum.

r

The SENSATION
of the Industry

Eleanor

"Slim"
SUMMERVILLE

<

HUNT
■I In

Summerville

2

Reel

Eddie

Charlie

CRIBBON

MURRAY

mm

Comedies)

■^

>

GRAHAM

George
SIDNEY

(2 Reel Comedies)

McNAMEE

Universal
Newsreel
Talking Reporter

*•

>

Daphne
POLLARD

Lloyd
HAMILTON

Charles
LAWRENCE

(Two

<

Walter

Don
BRODIE
Reel

Comedy

MERRILL

MORGAN
Cene

Stars'*

-■

V4I

►
Babe
RUTH

<

REAL
from

Charlie
PADDOCK

Christy
WALSH

(Some of the celebs in "All America"

Vincent
RICHARDS

Sports Reel)

Star Shorts
UNIVERSAL
Produced by M. Stanley Bergerman

"Pop"
WARNER

JOHN
Strange

as

HIX
it

OSWALD famout LikI*
cartoon Rabbit

Seems'
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Broadway Trans-Lux Houses Prove Value of Shorts
Repeat Engagements Are
Possible With Good
Subjects
By

A.

H.

SCHNITZER

i-

RKOthe l'iith
CHORTS have been put . to
acfd
test as a Broadwaj attraction and
have clicked at tlic Trans-Lux Movie
Short theater, twin to a news him
house. This showing of shorts on
the Krcat Show Strict 1- particularly interesting at a tunc when some
exhibitors arc using double feature
bills. Two very definite points in
favor of shorts have been proved by
this theater. One is that a well selected bill of shorts constitutes verj
ptable entertainment. The other
in that a >hort may have successful
repeat engagements. This second
pomt also proves that shorts are not
nece>>arily
short-lived.
Shorts shown at the twin TransLux have been repeat attractions on
Broadway. One Grantland Rice

One- Reel Vaudeville Show
Something novel in the way

of shorts will be put out next season by

Exhibitors' Pictures Corp. in the form of a series of reels, each containing four
"vaudeville acts." The shorts are being made in the east with Stanley recording. Some two-reel kiddie comedies and a western serial starring Franklyn
Farnum will be produced by the same company.

"Danger Island," first of the four
serials on Universal's
1931-32
program, is set for release Aug. 24. The
only other U releases in August will
be two
Oswald
cartoons.
A tworeel comedy,
Slim
Summerville
in
"Parisian Gaieties," is being released
June
17, with two Red Star comedies, "Howdy Mate" and "The Cat's
Paw,"
coming
out in
July,
after
will
have
no
Actual sound, recorded on the Japanese temple bells, the cries of which the company
spot, is one of the distinctive features wild birds in the Siamese jungle, the more two-reel releases until Septem- I
of the 52 travelogue subjects being sounds of the world at prayer in ev- ber.
The only one-reelers being re- a
ery religion, the boom of the surf leased from now to Sept. IS are Os-fl
released by Fox in 1931-32 under the
wald cartoons.
general title of "Magic Carpet of at Hawaii — this is the realism that
is
rivaled
only
by
actual
travel.
Movietone," says J. R. Grainger,
Universal's full line-up for next J
tion.
season, exclusive of newsreel, in-8
vice president in charge of distribu"The subjects already shown have eludes:
been received with as much attention

Grainger Emphasizes
Real Thing
In Movietone Sound
Travelogues

"During the last two years no
Sportlight, "Monarchs of the Field," short subjects whatever have been
played an eight-week engagement six
months ago at the Gaiety.
distributed by the Fox Film," says
Repeat attractions on the opening Grainger. "It has confined its activities to feature productions and
bill of this 210-seat house, which
sound newsreels.
r. ind Johoneson of the "Mirror"
"Now we change back to short
said "entertained 10,000 customers
over the week-end," had previously subjects because we have something
piayed Broadway as follows: "Crys- really new and exclusive to offer.
"From ever)' civilized country and
tal Champions," Sportlight, two
yeai
for two
weeks
at the from some that are not so civilized
have
been assembled the actual
nd
\ Feline Fighter," a year
ago, two weeks at the Globe, one at sounds and pictures for 26 one-reel
subjects now completed and ready
the
Cameo:Adventure,
"A Tale four
of TutuilaJ'
Vagabond
months for release Twenty-six more are in
ago for one week at the Mayfair
preparation to provide weekly releases.
and "Cinderella Blues," six weeks
two weeks at the Globe and
"These, the 'Magic Carpets of
one at theCameo.
Movietone,' are exactly what they
\11 of which suggests the axiom:
seem to be. When you hear an ele"I Shorts Are Not Short-Lived. "
phant grunt, he grunts in India, not

NOW

SHOWING

Crystal Champions
A

GRtNTLANO

RCE

Sportlight
Aesops Fable
Cinderella Blues
Tale

South Sea Classic
Feline

off-stage in Hollywood. When yo'u
hear a Chinese song, it's the real
thing, not Chinatown,
Mew
York.

as many feature productions. I am
satisfied they will soon become tTie
biggest box-office draw in the short

Fighters
■

Sportlight
Dance Classic
A Marvel
Harmony Color Rhythm
Program
Changed
Every Saturday
- continuous from
10 AM TO I A.M.

12 MORE LIVING BOOKS
IN FILM EXCHANGE GROUP

30 Releases in Next Three Months
Coming from RKO Pathe Studios

Announcement panel for inaugural bill at the
Trans-Lux movie-shorts theater on Broad-.vay.
All subjects on this program are RKO Path'e(ii/i Rcuicn productions and all previously
played runs on Broadway.

RKO Pathe has 30 short subjects,
exclusive of Pathe News, on its release schedule from June 8 to Sept.
IS. They are as follows:

Sound Fables; Jimmy Gleason comedy.
edy; two Grantland Rice Sportlights;
Masquers comedy; Manhattan com-

June: "Against the Rules," Rainbow Comedy: "Fisherman's Luck,"
\esnp's Sound Fable: "Stout Hearts
and Willing Hands," Masquers Comedy: "Blue Grass King," Grantland
Rice Sportlight: "She Snoops to Conquer." "Manhattan comedy: "Pale
Face Pup," Aesop's Sound Fable;
Benny Rubin Comedy: "Olympic
Talent," Grantland
Rice Sportlight.

September: "Fallen Empire," Vagabond Adventure; Benny Rubin comedy; Grantland Rice Sportlight:

July: "That's News to Me,"
Newspaper Reporter comedy; two
Aesop's Sound Fables; "That's My
Line," Traveling Salesman comedy;
two Grantland Rice Spor flights;
"Gay Girls" comedy.
August: "Lemon Meringue." Mr.
Average Man comedy; three Aesop's

52 two-reel comedies, consisting of
Slim Summerville, George SidneyCharlie Murray, Daphne Pollard,
Charles Lawrence, Steve Brodie.

subject
Titles field."
of the first 26 subjects in Lloyd Hamilton, etc.; 13 "Shadow"
two-reel Detective Series, 26 Sports
the series are:
Reels, two reels each; 13 "Strange
"Giants of the Jungle," "Diamonds
As It Seems," one reel each; 13 onein the Rough," "Wandering Through reelers, series undecided; 26 "OsChina," "Down to Damascus," "The
wald" cartoons; four serials, "BatKing's Armada," "The Wild West
tling
with Buffalo Bill," "Danger Isof Today." "The World at Prayer,"
land," "Heroes of the Law," "Airmail
"Wild Life on the Veldt," "Over the Mystery," 12 episodes to each, two
Viking Trail," "India Todav," "TRe reels to each episode.
Land of the Nile," "The Homeland
of the Danes," "The Kingdom of
Sheba," "In the South Seas," "The
Pageant of Siam," "Birds of the
Sea," "When Geisha Girls Get Gay,"
Paris of the Orient," "Happv Days
in the Tyrol," "Paris Nights." "Fires
of Vulcan," "Stamboul to Bagdad,"
"Back to Erin," "City of the Clouds,"
series of the "Living Book
"In Old Mexico," "Where East ofSecond
Knowledge" travelogues will be
among the shorts released by the
Meets West."
Film Exchange, Inc., between now
and Sept. 15. There are 12 subjects
in the series.

of Tutuila
A

FIRST OF NEW U SERIALS
SET FOR RELEASE AUG. 24

Frank McHugh comedy; Aesop's
Sound Fable: "Beneath the Southern Cross." Vagabond
Adventure.
Pathe's complete lineup for the
new season, exclusive of Pathe News,
includes 13 Pathe Reviews. 13 Floyd
Gibbons' "Supreme Thrills," 26
Aesop's Sound Fables, 26 Grantland
Rice Sportlights and 13 Vagabond
Adventures. all one-reelers, and
seven series of two-reel comedies,
six in each group, as follows: Masquers, Gay Girls, Manhattan, Traveling Salesman, Mr. Average Man,
Benny Rubin, Newspaper Reporter
and Jimmy
Gleason.

A series of 12 one-reelers, known
as the "Merrymakers," comedy and
singing skits, also will be put out
during the same period.

Ideal Pictures Releasing
12 Shorts by September
Ideal Pictures Corp., which plans
to produce and distribute 24 one-reel
sound-on-film subjects during the
1931-32 season, will release 12 shoffs
by the end of September, it is announced by M. J. Kandel, president.
Kid Shows

in Dallas

Dallas — Children's shows are being given at the Old Mill, Publix
house, every Saturday morning with
notable success. The management
makes gifts of small rabbits, candy
and various articles on which local
firms are glad to co-operate for the
publicity. The program is broadcast
over WRR municipal broadcasting
station.

ADVENTURES

IN AFRICA

BOBBY

JONES

(Series of 12)

(Series of 12 2-Reelers)

ROBERT
S. S. VAN DINE's
detective mysteries

L. RIPLEY

(Series Not"
of 131-Reelers)
"Believe It Or

(12 2-Reelers)

No matter what kind of a

BOOTH TARKINGTON's
(Series of 13 1-Reelers)

BIG STAR

PEPPER

COMEDIES

(Series of 12 2-Reelers)

LOONEY

POT

(Series of 13 1-Reelers)

TUNES

(Series
of 13 1-Reelers
starring
BOSKO)

feature you play there's
EDWARD H. NEWMAN'S
(Globe-trotter Travel Talks
13 1-Reelers)

TED HUSING's
Sport Slants
(Series of 7,3 1-Reelers)

MERRIE

MELODIES

BROADWAY

(Series of 13 1-Reelers)

a VITAPHONE

BREVITIES

(Series of 12 2-Reelers)
(RUTH ETTING in 4)

SIIOIM
to Make

MELODY

MASTERS

(Series of 7 1-Reelers)

MR. and MRS.

JACK

NORWORTH

(Series of 6 1-Reelers)

nitigger
VITAGRAPH,

INC./ Distributors

*
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Few Exhibs Getting Most Out of Shorts, Says Roach
Producer
Declares Short
Subjects Not Getting
Enough Ad Space
iii.y

Hi.!'

the profit
ichibitors
by
•t features in adverII unrealized
by ;i large
nun
theater nun, accordinj
I Id Roach, who declares thai verj
iwmen arc giving name comthe advertising
-pace
they

Machat Predicts Surprises from Abroad
Chicago — Some big surprises in the way of excellent film productions are
due to come next season from Germany, Russia, France, Italy and Sweden,
according to Louis Machat, manager of the Cinema here. Machat, who says
he plans no changes of policy at his arty house — no double-featuring, no cuts
in prices, but just a good show of either foreign or unusual American pictures —
declares German producers are now far in the lead in making outstanding alltalkers, although only a few of these pictures interest German-Americans.

Exhibs Approve Series Idea
In Shorts, Says Sam Morris

nit thing now,"
says
■r the small exhibitor as
the man
in the big city to
increase
his profits by proper
in. m ni shorts.
Releasing of short- in -cries, giving
"I -::
hibitors don'l
the difference between ordi- them some of the advantages of a
-erial with respect to drawing steady
nary program fillers and conn
which, from every production angle, business, i- meeting with the hearty
• be looked at tne same as fea- approval of exhibitor-, says Sam E.
ture productions. For many years Morris, vice-president of Warner
aim has been to make our com- Bros., whose Yitaphone shorts schededii
turcs in the exact
ule for 1931-32 includes 116 onemeaning
of that phrase'.
We
are reelers and 48 two-reelers almost
and casting for type entirely in series.
il\ a- we
would
do
for full
"Results of the last few month-,
length pictures.
Wc are leaving no particularly with the Bobby Jones
tie unturned
to produce
dialogue
mill" shorts, the Robert Ripley 'Believe It or Not' novelties and the
comedies differing from
longer features only in the matter of footage. Norworths in 'The Naggers, ' have
ie theater managers have had justified our decision to make shorts
the
idea
that
a feature
must
he in -erie-," declare- Morris. "As a
plugged even if it is a bad one, just consequence we will adhere to our
tuse it i- a feature
picture.
1 policy of following the serial idea on
with that.
If a grade A
the bulk of our short product."
corned) is placed on a program with
The schedule calls for 12 "How I
a grade C feature picture, is it fair to
Play Golf," by Bobby Jones, one
disregard
the comedy in hilling and reel each; 12 "Adventures in Africa,"
thus overlook a chance
to build up two reels each; 13 "Believe It or
Not," by Ripley, 1 reel each, which
tile weaker
feature picture?"
Frequent
contact
by air between will incorporate the film taken on
the Roach
studios in California and his recent trip with a Vitaphone
distribution
centers
throughout
the cameraman through "North Africa,
country
will be carried out during Egypt, Pale-tine, Syria, Turkey and
ing year, a- it was last
the Balkan states; 13 "Looney Tunes"
Stated by the short fea- animated cartoon- of one reel each:
ture producer.
Roach
ha- his own a new series of 13 one-reelers fean monoplane, and will make freturing the ace -port- radio announcer for the Columbia Broadcasting
quent Hying trip
isit exchange
center- and exhibitor-.
system, Ted Musing in "Sportslants";
Forty comedies are on the 1931-32 another new series of l'j one-reel
production
schedule
at the
Roach comedy song cartoons, "Merry Melostudio, now
dic-." for which the music is furnunder
way.
These include eight Laurel-Hardy
pictures. ished by Abe Lyman's Brunswick
- in the new Zasu Pitts- Recording Orchestra; 13 "Globe
id serie-, eight Charley
Trotter"
World
Wide
Travel
Talks
comedies,
eight "Our
Gang"
film- and eight Boy Friends releases.

of one reel each by Dr. E. M. Newman; a series of 13 pictures for
juveniles and grown-ups by Booth
Tarkington featuring his popular
characters, Penrod and Sam; 13
Novelties of one reel each; seven
"Band Shorts," by melody masters;
six featuring Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth in "The Naggers," of one reel
each; 12 S. S. Van Dine's detective
Stories of two reels each; Ruth Etting
in four of the 12, two-reelers featuring Broadway's headliners in song
and revue; and Thelma White and
Fanny Watson in six of the 12 onereel Big Star comedies.
"The outlook for Vitaphone for
the coining year is that more of our
shorts will be played by more exhibitors than ever before. Our Norman Moray, Vitaphone sales manager, recently returned from a trip during which he visited exhibitors and
our branches from Chicago to San
Francisco. On the way back he
covered the entire south, returning
along the East coast to New Yorfe
Everywhere he found the exhibitors'
reaction to the new line of Vitaphone
production for the coming season
most favorable. The bookings of
our shorts in series has proved highly successful; so much so that our
advance sales for the coming year
are greatly in excess of that of Tne
same date, of a year ago.
"Many of the exhibitors who have
been or were contemplating using
double features, have changed their
minds after seeing the strong array
of short subjects now coming along."

Reopening of Educational Studio
Puts New Program in Full Swing

THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — With the re-opening several units are being organized and
of the Educational Studio- on June work will start immediately on sev15, activities will be going at full
of "the Mereach comedies
eral
and
Torchy
maid.stories.
Ideal andSix
'-wing on Educational's 1031-32 pro- 13 Cameos will be made at the Educational
Studio-.
gram. I-:. H. Allen, who ha- been
Mack Sennett. whose elaborate
busy the pa-t few weeks lining up
talent for hi- writing and acting ros- program lias permitted no studio letter-, will immediately put into proup, is continuing at top-speed on his
duction the first comedy, as vet un- current program, while preparations
titled, but for which Tom Patricola are being made for the first group
has been signed. With a greater on the new
season's lineup. Al
number of comedies to be made this ( hn-tie will get
busy on his return
on at the Educational
Studios. this Week from the East.
West

"
m

its local «...

tplay ajs

Coast

Bureau,

"PORT O'CALL" SERIES
BEING RELEASED JUNE 15
First of the 26 "Port O'Call" onereel travelogues coming from Imperial Distributing Corp. will be re1 June 15, it is announced by
William M. I'izor. The others will
follow
week. at the rate of one every other
Titles of the six Edgar Guest
shorts being released by Imperial
are: "Boyhood," "After the Storm,"
"Song-." "Fishing," "Vagabond!
"Worn
Out."
Other subjects on

the

Imperial

schedule include: "The Mask," onereel romantic fantasy; "Me Too,"
one-reel musical; "His Golf Lesson," one-reel comedy; "Spanish
Rhythms," one-reel musical; "Musical Moment-," one-reel musical; "Pinaforettes," one-reel musical; "Ole'
Bill," two-reel comedy; "Green
Mountain Justice," two-reel melodrama; "Barefoot Boy," two-reel musical; "Keep 'Em Guessing" Nos. 1
and 2, two-reel trick novelty reels.

MAKING SERIES FOR JUDEA
Menashe

Skulnick, described

as

the "Jewish Charlie Chaplin," will be
featured in a series of two-reel comedies to be released by Judea Films.
A group of Cantor reels starring
Cantor Waldman and Cantor Schimmikil, as well as a one-reel travelogue
called "A Trip to Palestine," and a
one-reeler, "Is This Lover" with
Seymour Reichsteit, also are schedmonths.
uled for release within the next three
Production gets under way soon
on shorts featuring well-known stars
of the Jewish stage, according to
Sam Rosen, who is in charge of the
company's short subject department.
Morris Goldman of Judea Films is
on his way back from abroad to_ arcountries.range for distribution in various

Those Titles Again
Toying with titles continues to be
the favorite pastime in the WarnerFirst National production camp. Latest jugglings include the dropping
of "Safe in Hell" in favor of the
original title, "The Lady from New
Orleans," which the Warner studio
says is definite and final. F. N. has
made another change on "You and
I," which now becomes "The Bargain," while "Upper Underworld"
undergoes still another shuffle and
turns up as "The Ruling Voice."

THE OLD FIGHTIN' COCK

fjj2-reelers

PRESENTS

THE
¥ STAR
BUY

OF ALL TIME!
Produced by

MASQUERS CLUB
OF HOLLYWOOD
EVERY

BIG STAR

a member

EVERY

of Ihe club

BIG STAR

a member

of the casts

First Release

STOUT

HEARTS
AND

Marquee Names Never
Before in Shorts'.

RKO

PATHE

WILLING HANDS
Story by Al Austin and Walter Weems
Directed by Bryan Foy

WITH

100

HOLLYWOOD

FRANK FAY
LAURA LA PLANTE
MARY CARR
OWEN MOORE
MAURICE BLACK
EDDIE QUILLAN
FORD STERLING
CHESTER CONKLIN
HANK MANN
BOBBY VERNON

including

HEADLINERS
LEW CODY
ALEC B. FRANCIS
TOM MOORE
MATT MOORE
GEORGIE HARRIS
MATTHEW BETZ
MACK SWAIN
CLYDE COOK

JAMES FINLAYSON
BENNY RUBIN

FEAT!

Crtte. GREATEST

WHAT THE PUBLIC WANTS
No

other screen star commands such attention frorr

publications all over
country as mickey mouse!

the

Thousands of magazines, anc
newspapers, including The
Saturday Evening Post, Life

MICKEY
MOUSE
Cartoons

the Hearst papers, and Photoplay, constantly run stories
gags, and caricatures of micke
mouse as special features!
Cash in on the tremendou
and unprecedented publicity
that this famous
corned)
character is receiving daily
EVERYBODY
EVERYBODY
Your programs

are incomplete

WALT
MICKEY
MOUSE
Cartoons
SILLY
SYMPHONY
Cartoons

LOVES
WANTS

HIM!
HIM!

unless you

hav

EY'S
DISN
SILLY
SYMPHONY
Cartoon:

IF YOU

WAI

•IETTES //////£ BUSINESS!
WHAT YOUR BOX-OFFICE NEEDS !
Here's a line-up of great featurettes — not just ordinary
shorts— that will top your bill !

%&

They cover the entire range
of variety, oddity, travel,
laughs, thrills, interest, and
uniqueness !

\r±

@J

They are the kind of featurettes that satisfy !

^

.'■♦»* -

^m

rcsn

■

»

■
^
Cartoons by
Produced
»SC«A°PY"

UK-

Charles

Mints

■

^

^3*

m
<P+\:

rtv*

JnE

tb&i&S,

.:Mi0*UHY

THE BEST BUY COLUMBIA
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Industrial Shorts Are
Creating
Special Audiences
F<
Th ernes /Arouse foreign F<
S0PHJSTICA1 ED SHORTS
rans
Promotional
Films Finding Vast Clientele in
Specific Fields
PASSING 0UJ,SAYS STARK
Washington

EDWARD

F.

STEVENSON

RE<
chibition field for advertising aiul
industrial sound shorts has convinced
me
that i>ul>lii ince of this
type of promotional entertainment is
an accompli
t. The direct advertising <>r frankly, industrial short,
however, must be distinguished from

B*

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Motion pictures depicting gangster themes arouse European
audiences against American films. Dr. Lcyton Richards, minister of Birmingham,
England, declared in a sermon here. He also assailed the showing of news
films of the recent Army air maneuvers.

A

mediocre
force,

picture

is a self-destructive

No picture of this type should be
released until it is a paragon of
cinema excellence embracing the
finest points of technical perfection.
Audience interest is an inipcrspicuous constituent; it is that inthe "sponsored" picture that attempts
definable ingredient in a motion piclit. mi advertising in a "sly" way\
ng audiences the impression that tur that holds the attention and
something U being put over on them. makes permanent the impression,
Every production should contain
There has been a good deal of <l|scussion in the press recently regard- this important element. Scenarios
ing theatrical distribution of adver- must be written by writers specifically trained in audience
reaction.
tising sound motion
pictures
and
Non-theatrical distribution is measmany arguments have been advanced
urable in terms of exhibitors. There
for and against
such distribution.
I
do ii"t believe, however,
that this are main thousand non-theatrical
controversial discussion has had the exhibitors in the United States, representing a potential audience of milslightest effect upon
the basic distribution principle of the advertising lions.
The value of this type of exhibimotion picture business — this i>. that
tion is that a distinct class of picture
it' an advertising
short is properly reaches its distinct class of audience.
conceived,
properly
synchronized
properly made in respect toaudi- A motion picture of interest to w6< interest, entertainment
quality, men is shown to women — in their
photographic
excellence,
advertising classes, at their clubs and meetings.
subtlety and box-office appeal, it will A film dealing with an engineering
find ready acceptance
at the hands project is exhibited to engineers and
groups.
■ iiid alert exhibi- kindred
tors and their audiences.
In the early days promotional pictures were made in haphazard EasfiPlenary distribution of advertising
and
industrial
shorts
is contingent ion. Ordinary cameramen did the
upon
three essential factors:
photography and films were produced without benefit of sales or
(a i Production quality.
advertising
thought.
Audience interest.
Contact
with exhibitors.
Today advertising shorts receive
treatment.
Analysis
of
Quality is the cardinal element in specialized
any product,
particularly
in motion
pictures.
The true value of an advertising motion picture is measured
by the number of persons
seeing it
and
absorbing
its message.
Any

subject, creation of scenario, production of film and distribution of picture are in the hands
of experts.
Tin secret of booking an advertising motion picture lies in the picture, not in the theater. If the picture is made properly, by producers
who know their work and who can
inject entertainment into film yet
not sacrifice the advertising mess:
all the theaters — circuit and independent— will want
that picture.
Visugraphic and other advertising
shorts have been shown and are being shown in every theater of consequence in the United States — over
the large circuits and in the independent houses, reaching millions of
people time and time again
Perhaps the most convincing argument relative to the theatrical distribution of commercial sound shorts
is contained in a report which has
just been issued by our distribution
department.
This report shows:
That in a ten-month period a total
of 24.813,860 people saw 41,126
showings
of Visugraphic
shorts.
That during this period 19,919,282
people saw 27 })AZ Visugraphic theatrical showings and 4,894,578 people
saw
13,184 non-theatrical
showings.
These figures prove, I think, that
entertainment quality is the telling
force in motion pictures of every
type — dramatic features or advertising shorts.

Eight More Releases Winds Up
Current Paramount Shorts List

/ 1oi fi I Gibbons /ells TEN w \\ S
l() (.ETA
TIIKII I
< HI I ()l
III

Paramount has eight more shorts with Lillian Roth; "Nothing to Deto release on its current program,
clare," with Lulu McConnell; "One
which will be completely in distri- Hundred Per Cent Service." with
bution by July 18, with the 1931-32
Burns and Allen;
"Bimbo's
Express,"
Paramount
Pictorial
Xo.
lineup of 2d two-reelers and 132 one- Talkartoon;
reelers going into release on Aug. 1. 1; Gallagher and Shean, screen song.
The eight subjects to wind up this
The September schedule has 10
season's group are:
releases, including "Beauty Secrets
"My Wife's Cone to the Country,"
from Hollywood," in Technicolor,
screen song: "Cab Waiting," with and there will be 13 in October, with
Jack Benny, two reels: Paramount
another
starring Rudy
Vallee.
Pictorial No. 11; "Via Express,"
with Tom Howard, one reel: "The
13tl, Alarm." with Chester Conklin,
two reels: "That Old Gang of Mine,"
screen song; Climate Chasers, oneA group of 26 additional shorts
reel Bruce novelty, and Paramount
will be added to the Talking Picture
Pictorial Xo. 12.
Epics repertory for 1931-32, it is
Twelve shorts on the new schedule
announced by I. H Simmons, direcwill be released in August. These
tor of sales. In the next three months
include:
the
company will release "Up and
Screen Souvenirs Nos. 1 and 2;
Down New York," "Heart of the
"Betty Co-Ed," with Rudj Vallee; Nation," "Sunny Sweden," "Calling
"Fur, Fur Away." with Smith and on Cairo," "Top of the World,"
Dale; "Xo More Hookey," with llaig "Historic Boston," "Montreal," "This
Trio; "Retire Inn," " with Billy is Australia" and six Ditmars "interviews" with animals.
lb 'Use; "Putt
Your
Blues
Away,"

T.P.E. Adding 26 Shorts
For Release Next Season

A /«. ■
Xpert supplied by the Public I . ndicatt are carrying this full
fiine feature at advance on RKO
Pathe't
Thrills.'' bcina prt<
duced by Van Beurcn.

iphistication is definitely out insofar as short product is concerned,
in the opinion of Mack Stark, general manager of Simple Simon Comedies, Inc.

"With
the present
cycle of films
it is especially
with juvenile appeal
important that one and two-reel pic- I
tures
should be of such a nature as
as well as to ,
to children
to appeal
adults." says Stark.

"This point has been kept in mind
in planning the Simple Simon program. The two two-reel comedies*
already
completed, 'Hot Shivers' and
'A Shocking
Affair,' both have an
abundance of action and provide
kind.
amusement of the more wholesome
"In addition to our series of comedies, the Simple Simon organization
is also planning a number of onereel novelty shorts, which we believe
will be entirey different from anything heretofore shown. These also
will have a definite appeal to chil-

ROACH TO FOLLOW OUT
LONCER COMEDY POLICY
Indren."
keeping
Hal his
Roach's
new
policy
of not with
limiting
comedies
to two reels when it is felt that the
subject warrants extra footage, a
number of the comedies produced by
Roach for the 1931-32 M-G-M schedule will run nearer three reels. Five
groups are coming from the Roach
studios next season, these including
eight Laurel-Hardy, eight CharleyChase, eight Our Gang, eight Boy
Todd.
Friends and eight Zasu Pitts-Thelma
Other subjects that go to make up
the 46 two-reelers and 47 one-reelers
on the new M-G-M shorts program
include six Dogville comedies, 13
Fitz Patrick TravelTalks. 12 Flip the
Frog cartoons, 12 Sport Champions,
six Fisherman's Paradise and four
sketches.
Harry Lauder song - monologue

PUZZLED
Placing of miniature golf courses
in lobbies of theaters showing the
Bobby Jones series of Vitaphone
shorts on "How I Play Coif" is proving popular as an exploitation stunt.
The idea, however, is not producing
the same effects everywhere. In
several cases exhibitors are in a
quandary over the connection between the golf stuff in their theaters
ind the minnie courses around town.
They are unable to figure out if the
:ompetitive midget tracks help send
matrons to see the golf shorts, or if
the golf shorts make new customers
for the minnie courses.

with comedy hits that win!

AKIIYY

COMEDIES

Al Christie Productions
Youth, beauty and riotous fun — bright stories — stars
like Glenn Tryon, Buster and John West — and the
masterly production of Al Christie — have built outstanding popularity for Vanity Comedies. They're a
hit on any program.
Play a Vanity Comedy with ONE feature picture, add
a newsreel, a cartoon and a novelty subject. Then you
have a perfect, diversified program — the kind
that builds regular patronage.

A COLLEGE RACKET
with

GLENN
"ENOUGH

IS BETTER

TRYON
THAN TOO MUCH"

Remember you can't beat a well planned
diversified program. The f'fed-up" public,
drugged with doubles and starved for a lack of
laughs wants variety in its movie entertainment.
And most of all it wants good lively comedies,
cartoons and novelties. Capitalize on Educational^ Short Features! Tell your patrons
about them in your own advertising! Exploit
them in your lobby— and on your marquee.

Educational

A SHOTGUN
WEDDING
with

_

BUSTER
and

(f^OcUocpXcoma£ uictuAjuJ

JOHN
WEST

film exchanges,

THE SPICE OFTHE

PROGRAM"

inc., is. w. mammons,

Member. Motion Picture Producer! »nd Distributor! of America. Inc . Will H. Hijri. Pr
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DAILV
Fairbanks, Jr., in

"(nances"

•Kil Tims, 81 n
WAR PICTURE STACKS UP
AS GOOD ENTERTAINMENT
OF THE SENTIMENTAL
ORDER, WITH INTERESTING
LOVE TRIANGLE AND GOOD
ACTING.
drama of the war from
lint Is based on
novel

k

In

A.

Hamilton

GlDDS.

the
the
It

9 two brothers in love with

same girl, the elder being mortally wounded in combat, and before
hi- death, with the younger brother
at his »ide, they adjust their differer the girl in a satisfactory
manner.
course
Ros'e
Hobart, is Of
in love
withthethegirl,
younger
brother. Doug Fairbanks. Jr. Anthony Bushel] plays the part of the
elder brother. These three handle
their roles competently, and it results in an entertainment
hour of pleasing
sentimental
of an'd
the
the flappers should go for. Allan
Dwan in his direction has caught
the serious spirit of the British
author's writing, and the war stuff
has been delicately and intelligently
handled. The photography is typically of the Dwan school, with some
very fine atmospheric shots.

with

"Big
Business Girl"
Loretta Young, Frank Alb<,t-

smi, Ricardo Cortcz
Firxt National Time, 79 im'ns.
FAIR STORY HITTING THE
OLD MATERIAL OF THE BUSINESS GIRL PURSUED BY THE
BOSS.
This one doesn't register very
heavy, with the material too thin and
lacking any real dramatic punch to
put it over. It is done in the Fairy
Story manner, with the girl fresh
from college coining straight to New
York and in two months jumping
from stenog to expert ad copy writer
at a handsome salary. Of course,
the boss is in the offing, with designs
on the young lady, but she has already tied herself up to a young college pal who is an orchestra leader.
Then one night the doss sees her
home, and kisses her as the boy
friend walks out of the bedroom and
discloses himself as the lady's hubby.
Then follows a lot of high school
action, with the young couple pouting at each other, separating, and
eventually framing a divorce by collusion. The best part of the pix is
the sequence covering the break-in
at the hotel room, with Joan Blondell
as and
the paid
She's
a riot,
stealsco-respondent.
the picture hands
down in one sequence.

"I Take This Woman"

William Haines in

"Just A Gigolo"
M-C-M
Time, 66

with
mins.

FIRST

CLASS ENTERTAINMENT IN SOPHISTICATED
AND CLEVER HAINES FARCE.
ADULT STUFF. WELL
ENACTED.
Put this one down on the records
as a better-than-good Haines picture
in which his dialogue is smooth and
clever rather than wisecracking. It
deals with a ticklish subject, but
handles it delicately. Haines does a
ladies' man whose uncle wants him
to settle down and marry a nice girl.
Bill, suspicious of the morals of all
women, sets out to test this one,
agreeing to marry her if she proves
honorable. He poses as a gigolo and
the situations which result are decidedly humorous. When the girl
learns his real identity she pretends
she is going to give all, and then
Haines, who is really in love witTi
her, is crestfallen. But everything
ends okay. Haines is excellent and
Irene Purcell, who plays opposite
him, is certainly a different and
promising screen bet.
Cast: William Haines, Irene Purcell. C.
Aubrey Smith. Charlotte Granville. Lilian
Bond. Albert Conti, Maria Alba. Ray Milland. Lenore Bushman, Gerald Fielding and
Yola D'Avril.
Director, Jack Conway ; Authors, Alexander Engle, Alfred Grunwald ; Adaptors, Richard Schayer, Claudine West. Hans Kraly ;
Dialoguers, same ; Editor, Frank Sullivan ;
Cameraman, Oliver T. Marsh ; Recording Engineer. Douglas Shearer.
Direction, grand.
Phootgraphy,
fine.

Gary Lombard
Cooper and

Paramount

Time,

Carole

72 mins.

FAIR LOVE DRAMA OF THE
WEST
WITH
FAMILIAR
THEME AND OBVIOUS SITUATIONS.
This story offers no new angles or
situations to bring it up-to-date. It
is about a big city society girl (Carole
Lombard) who leaves wealth and
position to marry a cow-hand (Giry
Cooper) whom she has met while on
a holiday from home. Immediately
after the ceremony she is faced w;th
lack of comfort, hard work and privations. Meantime she is receiving
letters from her home in which trips
abroad and "whoopee" parties are
pictured. Carole finally leaves Gary
and returns to her home. Gary follows, and after a series of anti-climaxes, she returns to Gary, who
renounces cow-hand existence, promising "something better." Cooper is
easy in the part and Miss Lombard
gives a satisfactory reading.
Cast: Gary Cooper, Carole Lombard, Helen
Ware. Lester Vail, Charles Trowbridge, Clara
Blandick. Gerald Fielding, Albert Hart, Guy
Oliver. Syd Saylor, Mildred Van Dorn, LesPalmer, Ara Haswell, Frank Darien,
David lie Landau.

Cast:
Douglas
Fairbanks,
Jr.. Rose Hot'irt. Anthony
Bushell, Mary Forties. Holmes
Herbert,
William
Austin,
Edmund
Breon,
. Allan.
Edward
Morgan.
Mae
Madi-

Cast: Loretta Young. Frank Albertson,
Ricardo Cortez. Joan Blondell. Frank Darien,
Dorothy Christy. Mickey Bennett. Bobby
Gordon, Nancy Dover. Virginia Sale, Oscar

Director, Allan Dwan : Author. A. Hamillon Gibbs; Adaptor. W'aldemar Young; Dialogues same; Editor. Ray Curtiss; Cameraman. Ernest Hallcr.
Direction, satisfactory.
Photography, good.

Director, William A. Setter; Authors,
Apfel.
Patricia Reilly, Harold N. Swanson ; Adaptor, Robert Lord ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor,
Peter Frisch : Cameraman, Sol Polito.
Direction, handicapped. Photography, okay.

Charles Ruggles in

Jack Perrin in

"Cherie"

"The Girl Habit"

Cosmo
Time, 58 mins.
WESTERN
WITH A BABY
ANGLE AND THE OUTLAW
HERO PLAYING WET NURSE
MAKES A NOVEL
STORY.

"The Sheriff's Secret"

Paramount
Time, 80 mins.
FRENCH VERSION OF OLD
STAGE PLAY UNIMPORTANT
WITH WEAK STORY, DIRECTION AND ACTING. HAS NO
SNAP.

This one was done in a very sentimental mood, with the entire story
centering ofaround
the outlaw
adoption
an orphan
baby. hero's
It is
really an educational newsreel on
how to properly care for a baby, designed for bachelors. You see many
views of the bold hero nursing the
voungster, and learning how to manipulate diapers properly. After
many unsuccessful attempts, he at
last masters the intricate secret, and
the fans get a tremendous thrill. It
lacks the usual western thrills, but
• he baby stuff is a novelty and should
please the femmes. The regular
western fans are liable to walk out
on it. The only action consists of
a few weak chase scenes, with the
sheriff's posse trying to capture the
outlaw hero who has gone sentimental and kidnapped a babe from the
orphan asylum collection. There is
no special point to the story, and it
gets nowhere. Except to prove that
the independent producers are trying
hard to get a new* theme for their
westerns.

with Nancy Carroll, Fredric March,
Alan Hale, Phoebe Foster
Paramount
Time, 86 mins.
MELODRAMATIC THRILLER,
DONE WITH OLD-FASHIONED TECHNIQUE,
SPITE EXCELLENTMISSES
CAST. DE-

This offering from the Paris studios is a very weak sister. It is an
adaptation of the American stage
play, "Come Out of the Kitchen,1"
and under
the antitleentertaining
of "Honey" film
Paramount made
of
it. But this French conception is
woefully weak in all departments.
The acting at times is good, on the
part of the two principals, but the
direction licks them. The story tells
of a brother and sister financially
embarrassed, who rent their mansion to a rich lady, her daughter and
the latter's fiancee. The two young
owners pose as the cook and the
butler. They fall in love with the
daughter and fiancee, so it resolves
itself into a love mixup, with all four
parties satisfied with the new turn
of affairs. The old lady, however,
is shocked at the idea of her daughter and her fiancee falling in love with
servants, as she believes them to be.
Pretty weak, and doubtful if French
audiences will go for it strong.

The locale is Prague, but unless
you are fortunate enough to grasp
that fact firmly, it might just as well
be London, Berlin or some other
world center. Most of the time it
appears like Moscow in the days of
the Czar, for the atmosphere is preponderantly Russian. It is all very
confusing. The cops are dressed
like London bobbies, and the detectives look like New York dicks in
the old Bowery days, wearing their
derbies on the sides of their heads.

I'n rn mount
Time, not set
EXCELLENT FARCE ENTERTAINMENT. ROWDY AND
FAST, FOR THE CROWD. RUGGLES SHINES ALL THE WAY.
Here's a family trade picture packed with hokum and laughs. Nothing excitingly new in the story, but
the gags and the work of Ruggles
ibine to make it humor-provoking stuff. Charlie has a pronounced
weakness for beauteous ladies. On
the eve of his marriage, he swears
off philandering. In trying to recover incriminating love letters from
a modiste shop siren, he gets into a
iam when her gangster-hubbv walks
in. The mob tries to take him for
a ride and Charlie, alter much tough
luck, gets himself iailed as a protective measure. Unfortunately the
gangster lands in the same jug. but
after many amusing and rollicking
sequences, it all ends happily. The
picture is out and out farce, unpretentious but decidedly amusing. Ruggles is the whole show and doesn't

overlook a laugh.
Cast: Charlie Ruggles, Donald
Meek, Sue
Dumont,
Allen
Jenkins
■ \ i. Douglas Gilmore, lerome Daley. Betty Garde.
Director. Edward
Cline; Authors.
A. E.
Thomas,
Clayton Hamilton. Adaptors, Owen
Gertrude
Purcell;
Dialoguer,
same;
Editor,
Barney
Rogan : Cameraman.
Larry
William;
Recording
Engineer,
Ernest
Zasky.
Direction,
snappy.
Photography,
fine.

Cast: Jack Perrin. Dorothy Bauer. Fred
Hargreves. Joe Marba, Jimmie Aubrey, Bill
Franey, Monte Jones, George Chesebro,

Cast : Saint-Granier. Marguerite Moreno,
Mona Goya, Janine Guise, Sunshine Woodward. Jeanne Fusler-Gir, Marc Hely, Fernand Gravey.

Director, James P. Hogan ; Author, same;
Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same: Editor,
Henry Adams: Cameraman, Jules Cronjager;
Recording
Engineer,
Ralph M. Like.
Direction, poor.
Photography, the same.

Director, Louis Mercanton ; Authors. Alice
Duer Miller, A. E. Thomas ; Adaptor,
Saint-Granier; Dialoguer, not credited; Editor, not credited ; Cameraman,
not credited.
Direction, poor.
Photography,
fair.

Starlight.

Director, Marion Gering ; Author, Mary
Roberts Rinehart ; Adaptor, Vincent Lawrence; Dialoguer, not credited ; Editor, not
credited ; Cameraman, Victor Milner.
Direction, fair.
Photography,
excellent.

"Night Angel"

The story is emotional, weepy and meller.
Fredric March, the young district attorney.
gets mixed up with the wild daughter of a
Russian woman running a notorious 1
jails the mother and falls in love with
daughter. Meanwhile he is sincerely in love
with an aristocratic girl of his own class. He
kills a man to save the Russian girl, is tried
for murder, acquitted, and then the two
girls play a game of passing the boy friend
back and forth to each other in the big sacrifice act. It's all slightly confusing. Fine
photographic effects and occasional directorial
touches ofthat
The actors are all awayahead
the sparkle.
story.
Cast: Nancy Carroll. Fredric March,
Phoebe Foster, Alison Skipworth, Alan Hale.
Hubert Druce, Catherine Emmett, Otis
Sheridan, Francis Dowd, Tod Waller, Clarence Derwent, Cora Witherspoon. Francis
Pierlot, Charles Howard,
Estelle Winwood.
Director, Edmund Goulding; Author,
same ; Adaptor, not credited ; Dialoguer, not
credited ; Editor, Emma Hill ; Cameraman,
William Steiner ; Recording Engineer, C. V.
Tuthill.
Direction, misses.
Photography,
good.
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TO THEATRES
LOOKING FOR A TONIC

During the last two years no short subjects whatever
have been distributed by the Fox Film Corporation.

It has confined

its activities to feature productions and sound news reels.
Now

we

change

have something really new

back to short subjects because we

and exclusive to offer.

From every civilized country and from some that are
not so civilized have been

assembled

the actual sounds and

tures for twenty-six one-reel subjects now

pic-

completed and ready for

release. Twenty-six more are in preparation to provide weekly releases.
These, the Magic Carpets of Movietone, are exactly
what they seem to be. When

you hear an elephant grunt, he grunts

— in India — not off-stage in Hollywood.

When

you hear a Chinese

song, it's the real thing, nor Chinatown, New York. Japanese temple
bells, the cries of wild birds in the Siamese jungle, the sounds of the
world at prayer in. every religion, the boom

of the surf at Hawaii—

this is the realism that is rivaled only by actual travel.
The subjects already shown

have been received with

as much attention as many feature productions.
I am satisfied they will soon become

the biggest box-

office draw in the short subject field.

Vice President in charge of Distribution

FOX FILM CORPORATION

.

/^

THE ONLY WOKIJI
TRAVELOGUES IN
NATURAL SOUNII

CAKI'ET of
MOV I ETUSK B
THE

FIRST

l. GIANTS OF THE JUNGLE

2. DIAMONDS IN THE ROUGH
3. WANDERING THROUGH CHINA
4. DOWN TO DAMASCUS
5. THE KING'S ARMADA

6. THE WILD WEST OF TODAY
7.
THE WORLD AT PRAYER

WILD LIFE ON THE VELDT
8.
9. OVER THE VIKING TRAIL
10. INDIA TODAY
11. THE LAND OF THE NILE
12. THE HOMELAND OF THE DANES
13. THE KINGDOM OF SHEBA

TWENTY-SIX
14. IN THE SOUTH SEAS
15. THE PAGEANT OF SlAM
16. BIRDS OF THE SEA
17. WHEN GEISHA GIRLS GET GAY
18. PARIS OF THE ORIENT
19. HAPPY DAYS IN THE TYROL
20. PARIS NIGHTS
21. FIRES OF VULCAN
22. STAMBOUL TO BAGDAD
BACK TO ERIN
23.
24. CITY OF THE CLOUDS
25.
IN OLD MEXICO
26.
WHERE EAST MEETS WEST

I

S V L K

say iri:vn;\vi;irs
«.»

"PERFECTLY

- «■»

SWELL"

"We sat through eight numbers of the 'Magic Carpet' and had a
perfectly swell time . . . Subjects are splendid . . . Full of color and
interest ... As fine an eight minute subject as any showman might
want to grace his screen."
"THERE'LL

BE PLENTIFUL

PLAY

— "Red" Kann, Mot/on Picture Daily
DATES"

"If they hold to this standard there'll be plentiful play dates . . . Acceptable anywhere ... Sound is not dubbed but —strictly
on the level."
Sid Silverman,
Variety
"WONDERFUL

PICTURES"

"Giants of the Jungle . . . should encourage exhibitors to exploit
the subject in a feature manner . . . Aside from wonderful elephant
pictures the magic of interposing beautiful and fitting music over the
natural sound adds a hard-to-explain thrill."

— Film Daily

"FASCINATING"
"A fascinating series . . .Varied as they are interesting and unusual.
The idea is Truman Talley's and editing Louis De Rochemont's. Both
deserve a lot of credit for a fine series of short —subjects."
Motion Picture Herald
"VITALLY

ALIVE"

"Something unique in travel films; something vitally alive ... If 'Giants
of the Jungle' is any indication of the quality of those to follow they
may be real rival to newsreel program itself . . . Heartily recommended." —New York Sun
"WORTHY"
"Adroitly photographed

. . . Worthy addition to regular
— New program."
York Times

"THRILLING"
"Giants of the Jungle is thrilling . . . Packed
full of interest."
— New York Morning Telegraph
"FASCINATING"

"Giants of the Jungle is a fascinating subject."

—New

York American

"EXCITING"
"Giants of the Jungle is an unusual and exciting subject."
— New

"HARD

TO

York Evening Journal

DUPLICATE"

"Wild West Today a piece of work that for beauty and thrilling subject matter hard to duplicate in either shorts or features." —Film Daily
"UNUSUALLY

— Film Daily

FINE"

"The King's Armada

is unusually fine."

"SURE-FIRE"
"Giants of the Jungle is sure-fire fan stuff."

— Motion Picture Daily

"DIFFERENT"
"Happy Days in the Tyrol is different from usual run of shorts and
most interesting to anyone."
—Motion Picture Herald
"STRIKING"

"The World at Prayer is striking and decidedly —worth
Motionplaying."
Picture Herald
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REVIEWS
"I'm Telling You"

21

OF SOUND

"Curiosities"— Series

220

"Bimbo"

SHORTS
"Fair and Square Ways"

7 mins.

Paramount
Time, 8 mins.
Good Novelty

Classy Cartoon
A Max Fleischer Talkartoon. Bimbo I-- a detective, a la Sherlock
Holmes, who is called in to solve
the mysterious death of Mr. Goldfish.
It's very clever and original, and carries a real plot and continuity — about
the only series of cartoons, by the
way, which does so at the present
Rosco Ates in
writing The others have gone mostly musical. Bimbo solves the crime,
"A Cleanup on the
Curb"
RKO
Time, 18 mins. pinning it on the Cat, who appears
like an enormous gorilla. Cartoon
Good Laugh Number
work
is technically in a class by itRosco Ates delivers a batch of
self.
And the laughs are there plenlaughs as a stuttering gigolo in tins
ty. About the best cartoon we have
"The China Plate"
Lou Brock production effectively di- caught in a blue moon.
Columbia
Time, 7 mins.
rected by Lloyd French. A neglecte'd
Excellent Novelty
moll, in order to make her racketeerEddie Buzzell
in
ing
boy friend jealous, hires Rosco
Entertainment for both juvenile
at
$100
to
dress
up
in
fancy
pajamas
and adult audiences is to be found
"Check and Rubber Check"
in this Walt Disney Silly Symphony. and make love to her up in her pent- Columbia
Time, 10 mins.
house
apartment,
just
when
Rosco
Novelty rather than humor is the
Good
Gag
Number
had
gone
on
the
roof
to
jump
off
ana
keynote. It has to do with a young
Another excellent comedy skit in
h-herman who falls for a Chinese end it all because he had lost HTs
maiden. Her irate dad tries to kill wife's $100 in the stock market. The the Kddie Buzzell series. This time
the young man but finally a dragon, girl's efforts to make a Romeo out Eddie plays the role of a busted
business man who intends to marry
equipped with fire-producing appara- of Rosco are very humorous. Addi- 'is -icno as soon as he gets on his
tional comedy action is supplied by
tus, gobbles
up pop. It's
real way.
and arguments between a street cleaner
different
entertainment
all the
financial feet again. One of his credand a vegetable wagon down on the
itors agrees to come to his aid if he

A novelty short, the
minnie golf course with Eddie Miller
the golf pro leading a big squad
male and female golf pupils in a
Negro spiritual, in which they chain
about golf from the first to the 18th
hide. Finishes with Eddie as the
minister-teacher calling on Brother
Jones, Brother Smith, etc., to explain
their crimes of being in love with
Work, Night School, Home and V.
instead of Golf. It is well done, with
no black face, which makes the
Negro atmosphere all the funnier,
coming from a bunch of golf houn

Paramount
Time, 8 mins.
A Pip

Columbia
Time, 10 mins.
Engrossing

Willie and Eugene Howard in a
skit where they are interviewed by a
reporter about their lives. Willie has
most of the gag lines, and the material is very funny, especially Willie's delivery. It's smart patter, and
filled with nifties in the typical Howard manner. Willie does an impersonation of one of Chevalier's son^s
that is a wow. This one will get a
big laugh in any audience. One of
the best of its type.

Shots of Houdini, airplane flights,
the first woman to fly across the
English Channel, and other engrossing items make up this issue of Walter Fulter's "Curiosities." A
little novelty enhanced by suitable
synchronized
dialogue.

"The Bandmaster"
Universal
Poor

Time, 6 mins.

An

curb, with the racketeer's tw-o pars,
and finally Rosco himself, tumbling
off the roof and down into the load
of vegetables. Enough action and
ally.
comedy to please audiences gener-

Paramount

Time,

will
the with
former's
daughter.
Eddiemarry
falls in
the idea,
only
to have the creditor's check come
bouncing back. Lines have plenty
of laughs in them, and the action
moves along at just about the right

Oswald cartoon with the rabbit leading a jazz orchestra, and
winding up trying to entertain a
baby hippo. There is little sequence
Flip the Frog in
pace.
to the reel, and it is made up of a
"Laughing Gravy"
series of musical gags, with all the
"Ragtime
M-G-M
Time,
13 mins.
Okay Romeo"
M-G-M
Time, 6 mins.
emphasis placed on trying to get carSwell Hokum
toon stuff to build the harmony. ConLaurel and Hardy garner a bushel
sequently ithas little interest as a
Though it contains nothing of an
laughs in this one, directed by T.
cartoon, and the cartoon work is be- outstanding nature, this cartoon com- of
W.
Home. Putting it on heavily
low par. The gags have been done
edy is a passably entertaining num- with the slapstick brush, the comic
so many times in other animateds,
ber of its kind. Shows Flip out serthat this resembles a hodgepodge oi
enading his sweetie. The musical pair gambol through the -bow. Slight
a dozen that have eone before it.
antics arouse the neighbors and there storv depicts the boys' difficulties in
their landlord from kickis some gay disporting by the whole preventing
ing their mongrel out into the snowy
gang in the yard. But at the height
night. Their antics include falling
of the joyous affair an old cow sends <iff
the roof, shattering chimneys and
'Strange as It Seems'
for
the
cops
and
Flip
is
given
a
ride
Universal
Time, 11 mins. in the wagon.
other laughter-producing movements.
Flat
Just a fair assembly of novelty
shots done in color. Items include
a mother and daughter showing their
long tresses; a Rent in Wisconsin
who let his beard grow on a bet to
refrain from cutting it as long as
prohibition lasts; the cobra plant,
which catches flies; a native Egyptian being buried alive for a few
hours, after hypnotizing himself; two
middle aged ladies doing men'- work,
running a ferry boat and operating
a town's telephone lines; Governor
Rolph of California in a special interview demonstrating the boots he
wears instead of shoes. All of which
is a very liKht assortment. And the
cheap wisecracks of the announcer
delivering the explanatory talk make
the reel look cheaper than it really is.

Hobby Jones

Ted Husing in

in

"The Mashie Niblick"
No. 5204
Vitaphone
Time, 10 mins.
Fine
\ sWell golf number, one of the
besl of the Jojncs series. It is given
a lot of color with Leon Errol as a
member of the foursome. Leon tries
to loft the ball over a tree to gel on
the green, and has a lot of funny
trouble in his usual manner. Finall\
Bobby show- him how the (rick is

done with ;. mashie niblick, rones'

explanation and detailed work is finally presented. It is the inside dope
from the champ which every golfer
will eat up.

"SPORTSLANTS" No. 1
"Sportslants"
No. 1
Snap1218
py
No.
Vitaphone

Mickt i/ M>

"The Moose Hunt"
Columbia
Time, 8 mins.
Swell
Right up to the high averaf
the Mickey Mouse cartoon
As the title implies, the antics in this
case have to do with a moose hunt.
Mickey is accompanied by a flea-bitten
anddealing
there is
,, ',,i
comedy hound
business
with
theofsearch
for a moose and the failure of the
gun to go off when the animal is at
bay. There is a fast chase finrsh,
with Mickey and the hound coming
out winners after a narrow escape.
Art work and music excellent.
Ford Sterling, Lucien Littlefield in
"Trouble from Time,
a Broad"
RKO
20 mins.
Good Cometh/
Plenty of action and a sure-fire
comedy idea make this an entertaining affair for almost any audience.
Ford Sterling and Lucien Littlefield
break away from their wives for an
evening to attend a reunion of their
A.E.F. company. Fifi, who was the
company's sweetheart on the other
side, also turns up as the surprise
number on the program. Thi
husbands
engage
in a
■mpetition to get rid of the half-d:
girl by
smuggling
her
into
other's rooms.
When
they finally
get her as far as the elevator on her
way out. the suspiciou
up and sock them for a finale

Sandrich

din

Edd

Time, 9 mins.

EddiiI r i"the k
is (he first of a series pre- comedj
senting the well
known
rail
nouncer who introduces some of the by the
V
The Insports
leaders in various
troductions are supplemented
with
shots of wrestling, gymna
■
ketball, and hocke>
\ nice
' ■
feature handled with snap and Hus
him I:
This

ing's

of

personality

a popular

and

series.

" i"

Humanettes No. 12
musing
RKO
Time.
10 mins.
"On .1 the
Spot"

voi<

and

'
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ACTIVITIES

.▲. Jk. <▲. Latest Production News Received By Wire From The West Coast ▲

FOX STUDIOS WORKING
12
I wo pictures are in preparation,
five are in production and five are
being edited at the Fox Stud'
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell
are co-starring in "Merely Mar)
Ann," with Henry King directing;
Will Rogers and Jetta Goudal are
king in "The Plutocrat," with
J).uid Butler directing; Thomas
Meighan, .Maureen O'Sullivan and
Eiardie Albright are busy in "Skyline," with Sam Taylor directing;
Elissa Landi and Victor McLaglen
are romancing in "Wicked," with Allan Dwan directing, and Sally Eilers
and James Dunn are playing in "Bad
Girl," with Frank Borzage directing.
In preparation are "The Brat." in
which Sally O'Neill will play the
title role, and "The Midnight Cruise,"
mystery story.
"Goldie," featuring Spencer Tracy,
Jean Harlow and Warren Hynier;
"Hush Money," with Joan Bennett
and Owen Moore; "Their Mad Moment," featuring Warner Baxter and
Dorotln Mackaill; "Wyoming Wonder," with George O'Brien and Sally
Eilers, and "Transatlantic," with Lois
Moran are in the cutting room.
First

for

Artclass

"Night
Life in Reno*' will he the
first Artclass picture for 1931-32 to
mto production. Work starts next
week at Tec-Art studio.

MacFadden

in

HOLLYWOOD

Right in the heart of
Hollywood-with
interesting places to

Vrimftr BooiUi

»nd things to do.

Vauom

Braa

nooseveLT
HOTGL
ROBERT

J. McCABE, Manage*

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIFORNIA

Man

Burr Lines Up Writers
Masquers in Person
With Pathe Short Debut For New "Torchy" Series
The Masquers Club, gave their
RKO Bathe all-star series of tworeel comedies an auspicious start by
appearing in person at the Chinese
Theater in Los Angeles where

^.

CLARKMCCULLOUGH START
SHORTS SERIES FOR RKO
Clark and McCullough, stage comedy stars, start work this week in
their new series of two-reel comedies
rich.
to be produced by Louis Brock for
RKO release. Direction of the shorts
will be in the hands of Mark Sand-

C. C. Burr has lined up his writing staff for the series of Torchy
comedies which he will produce for
Educational release. Frank Gay will
write the dialogue, Roland Hilliard is
to supply continuity and gags, while
George Amy will supply special gags
and do the editing.

Celebrities
in "Snapshots"
Among
the celebrities
appearing in
Columbia's "Screen Snapshots No. 8"
are Pola Negri, Bebe Daniels, Mitzi
"Stout Hearts and Willing Hands,"
Green, Polly Moran, Mack Sennett
first release, had its world premiere
and
Marjorie Beebe during a relaxaday and date with the Criterion.
tion period at Palm Springs, famous
Laura LaPlante, Lew Cody, Ford
California Winter resort. The picture
Sterling, James Finlayson, Hank
then moves to a Hollywood golf
Rowland
Brown's
Next
Mann. Mack Swain, Clyde Cook,
"The Yellow Ticket," with Elissa course, where Barbara Stanwyck and
Bobby Vernon and Chester Conklin Landi in the leading role, will be the Ricardo Cortez are engaged in a tw6headed the group of Masquers ap- next directorial effort of Rowland some. Other celebrities are shown
pearing in person. Some 60 mem- Brown for Fox. Jules Furthman is at Malibu Beach.
bers of this famous organization of adapting the screen story from the
film stars and directors appear in play by Michael Morton.
each release of the series.
Fox
Tom Patricola Signed by Educational
Tom Patricola, famous vaudevillian
and musical comedy star, has heen
signed by E. H. Alien, general manager of Educational studios, for the
featured role of the first comedy on
the new Educational program, to go
into production within a few days
for

Boy

Friends

Hal Roach's Bov Friends started
their first comedv on the 1931-32 program with "Call A
George
Stevens, their youthfulCop."
director, with
the collahoration of the Roach writing staff, wrote the storv. Edgar
Kennedy, Mickey Daniels, Gertie
Messinger, Mary Kornman and
David
Sharpe
are in the cast.

"Unholy Garden" Cast Completed
Henry Kolker has heen added by
Samuel Goldwyn to the cast of "The
Unholy Garden," Ronald Colman's
next picture, which George Fitzmaurice is directing. The cast, now
completed, also includes Fay Wray
Estelle Taylor, Tully Marshall. Warren Hymcr, Ulrich Haupt, Henry
Armetta, Lawrence Grant, Kit Guard,
Mischa Auer, Lucille La Verne and
Madja.

u__ go-pcopic to SCO

INMATli
—•qHB
in iiiinmn-.i^M

Drowning

Director Hamilton MacFaddcn's swimming prowess was proved during the filming
of "Their Mad Moment when he saved the life of a member of his company. MacFadden was directing Warner Baxfer and Dorothy Mackaill in a scene aboard a sloop
anchored near Catalina Island. Suddenly there was a splash and Eddie Kaufman, member
of fhe camera maintenance department, was floundering around in the water. MacFadden dived in. fully clothed, and brought the youth safely on deck.

Next

A/e*v Low Rates

Rescues

.▲.

Sennett

Finishes Baseball Comedy
Production has heen completed on
"Slide, Speedy. Slide." a new Educational-Mack Sennett comedy. The
new comedy is a baseball storv. The
headed by Daphne Pollard, includes Tom Dugan and Wade Boteler. It was directed by Babe Stafford and will be released in July.

Cast

More laughs in
6 minutes of

Assignments

Mae Busch has been signed for a
featured part in "Wicked," Elissa
Landi's starring vehicle for Fox.
Blanche Frederici, Blanche Payson,
Eileen Percy and Lucille Williams
have been signed as members of the
supporting
cast.
Margaret Mann and Allan Dinehart have
signed
"The Brat,"
which
JohnbeenFord
will for
direct.
Spencer Tracy and Una Merkel
have been assigned to principal

parts
in "SheBennett.
Wanted A Millionaire,"
with Joan
Manya Roberti, sister of Lyda Robert;, will appear in "The

MICKEY MOUSE
than in
"SIofLLY
scores
feature

length
comedies
WALT DISNEY'S

SYMPHONI

Midnight

ES tone up any
too, will
serious program

Cruise."

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
Hollywood's most convenient hotel . .
for your stay in Southern California
RI!GHT in the center of everything to see and do . .
next door to famous studios, theatres, cafes, and
shops
. . near
golf courses, bridle paths, and other
amusement
places.
The Plaza offers you every modern convenience, unexcelled service, and a unique, homelike atmosphere that
makes you feel at home as soon as you enter its well
known "doorway of hospitality." Here, too, you may
enjoy the company of interesting and famous people.
European plan. $3.00
double. $5.00 and up,
and monthly rates.
Remember the Plaza
Hollywood. Write for

■ I O LLYWO O D PLAZA

and up, single. $4.00 and up,
twin beds. Special low weekly
for an unforgettable
free folder.

stay in

HOTEL.'. HO LLYWO O D, TALI F.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH

STUDIO ACTIVITIES
By HARRY

WILK

R

ciution. Beni has appealed to leadUTH ETTING, Broadway's song
bird and comedienne, who reing players, writers and directors to
contribute not less than $5 and not
cently had to call in the police to
more
weeks. than $50 per week for the ten rid her of a too ardent admirer, will
be starred in tour more two-reel
*
*
*
Vitaphone shorts which will be reLouis
Gasnier,
veteran director, leased on next season's schedule as
part of Warner Bros, -trie-, called
who
co-directed
"The Lawyer's
Brevities."
Secret," with Max
Martin, will aiso "Broadway
co-direct "Silence," with Marcin.
Random
Not<s:
Monta Bett hud u
<>.i-nier has been with Paramount for
Players already cast for prom- several years.
mi, inn
escape from
serious
injury
u>h( n struck by a taxi on Broadway
*
*
*
inent roles in "Homicide Squad" include Leo Carrillo, Mary Brian,
Our Passing Show: Grant Mitchell, . . . only a fin- slight scratches reNoah
Beery,
O'Malley,
sulted .. . Emil {"Buddy" I //
Gleason and J.PatCarrol
Naish. Russell May Robson, Dudley Digges, Leon
dUsseau, Al Rivkin, Georgie Harris., popular cameraman, happy <><
*
*
*
Howard J. Green, Walter De Leon, fact that his wife has presented hi,,,
Lou Brock has completed Rosco
with (i 10 pound baby girl . . . CIiiiiColbert laid up with a
Ates' two-reel comedy, "The Gland Jack Jevne, DeWitt Jennings at "As dette
Go"; Harry Lichtig plan- case of quinsy.
Parade." In the cast of this Radio Husbands
ning to play golf.
Pictures short are Otis Harlan, Eddie
*
*
*
Dunn, Monty Collins, Bud Jamiesoh.
Much of the comedy in "Moving
E.
V.
Durling
relates
the story ot
Billy Bletcher, David Mir, Ralpb
In," a recent Vitaphone short, is
busj
Sam
Behrendt,
who
has
a
teleSedan, Tom Francis and Dave Colsupplied by Eddie Ryan, a stage and
phone connection by his bathtub. screen veteran, despite the fact that
lins.
Harold
Schwartz
directed.
The
other
evening
a
voice
came
over
*
*
*
he is only seven years old. Jane
Spencer Charters, who played a the wire, saying, "Send over a quart Cowl, whom I-'.ddie recently appeared
of gin." "You've got the wrong bath- with, pronounced him the most nafather role in Eddie Cantor's
tural child on the Stage.
tub," said Sam, hanging up.
*
»
*
"Whoopee," wilt repeat in "Palmy
Days," Cantor's second picture.
Cecil Cunningham, English comedienne, has
"My Sin," which goes into proOthers in the supporting cast in- been signed by M-G-M
for a role in (,rcta
clude Charlotte Greenwood, Barbara (iarbo's "Susan Lenox — Her ball and Rise,"
duction next week at Paramount's
now
in production
under
the direction
of New York studio, will be directed by
Weeks, Paul Page, Charles B. MidI /.. Leonard.
George Abbott. His assistants will be
dleton, George Raft and Harry
*
*
*
Frank Cavett and Fred Spencer.
Woods. Edward Sutherland is diGeorge Folsey will be cameraman
recting.
May
Ninomiya,
editor
of
"Screen
*
*
*
Romances" and executive editor of and Ernest Zatorsky, monitor man.
Solly Baiano owns a new batch of "Film Fun," is visiting the studios. Emma Hill will edit the film with
Herman Zerrenner in charge of still
silver trophies as a result of his work She has been connected with fan photography.
for the past 10 years.
in the sixth annual motion picture publications *
*
*
tennis tournament He won the sinSaul Tepper has been appointed
Allen Rivkin and Edward Churchgles, doubles and mixed doubles, being paired with Ted von Eltz in the
ill, members of Radio Pictures' sce- unit manager of the "My Sin" comdoubles and with Mrs. H. Thomas
marks
Tepper'thes fourth
nario staff, will appear as "star" re- picture pany.
in This
that
capacity,
others
in the mixed doubes. Their opponporters in "Are These Our Chillents were Martin Cornica and Frandren?" which will be directed by being "Night Angel," "Secrets of a
cis Perrett and Bob Koke and Mrs. Wesley Ruggles. They are former Secretary" and "Personal Maid."
New York newspapermen.
Hal Rosson. Solly's opponent in
*
*
*
singles was John Fowler.
Murray Roth, bronzed and tit.
*
*
*
Dita Parlo, former Ufa star, will after a vacation trip to Bermuda, is
The trophies were donated by be seen in her first American speak- engaged with the Vitaphone scenario
writers in going over the script- for
Fred Niblo, Herbert Brenon, Aling role in "Honor of the Family,"
fred Santell and Ronald Cohnan.
the
Booth Tarkington series of juveDaniels' new starring vehicle
nile stories on which production is
Presentation speeches were made by Beebe
for First National, now being edited scheduled
for next month.
Dolores Del Rio and Ted von Eltz. for future release.
*
*
*
*
*
*
The Paramount New York studio
Famous
last words — "Joe Doakes
Here and There: Barney Hutchinis in conference."
is
haunted with memories of the
son
assuming
his
new
duties
in
the
*
*
*
RKO Pathe publicity department; colorful silent days for George FawHoward A. Anderson is doing the Nick Carter motoring to Culver City; ettt, veteran character actor, who
HOLLYWOOD
entered his
MELFORD
(7J.EORGE
second year as a director at Universal this week with the starting of
actual camera work on "Homicide
S(|iiad." He began his association
with the company one year ago in
the making of Spanish versions, even
though he did not speak the language.
*
*
*

special camera effects on "Fifty Fa- James Seymour and Earl Baldwin
thoms Deep," which is being made by lunching.
Columbia.
*
*
*
*
*
*
Gilbert Warrenton, ace cameraPaul Bern is heading a campaign
man, has completed the camera work
to raise $2,000 weekly for 10 weeks
for 10,000 Los Angeles children, who on "Honeymoon Lane." Eddie Dowling's starring vehicle, which will be
are now going without the one mea> released
by Paramount.
a day which was being supplied
*
*
*
them
by the Parent-Teacher
assoWilliam
H.
Titers
and
Mack
LATEST

CINDERELLA

Hard Witter, seamstress at the United
Artists Studio, is the latest Hollywood
Cinderella. The young woman, an alumnus of the University of Nebraska and
fork College in Lincoln. Neb., has been
selected by Samuel Coldwyn as one of
(he twelve most beautiful girls in Hollywood to appear in "Palmy Days."
Eddie Cantor's
second
starring vehicle.

Stengler
are producing
"Historical
Highlights,"
a series
of one-reel
subjects in Multicolor.
»
*
*
More Passing Show: Victor Schertzinger directing with a bamboo cane,
instead of a megaphone; Mary Lewis,
secretary to Henri de la Falaise,
teaching Jeane Helbling, French actress, English.

N. BLAIR

came to this country from England
iccompanist for Nora Hayes, lafc
comedienne. He was later featured
by the Shubcrts in several productions, before turning to motion
picItud
the

milking

than

more

mi 1, ■

"Night

Augrl."

d "Bt finWorld*," {finally
tin „ callt
"Scarlet

It

'

aandbriefEver"
period, and
followed
by "i "Night
finally
Aurora
producing

Films
Corp. i- the latest
organization
to join the
last
group.
This
newly
formed company is planning to make
rie- of Italian all-talking pictui
Angel."
Officials are Rosario Romeo and J.
Lombardi, with the former scheduled
to direct. "Miss Italy, 1931" now
in the process of being selected
through the medium of a nation-wide
beauty contest, will be featured, according to announcements.
Pat O'Brien, now playing opposite
Nancy Carroll in "Personal Maid,"
at I'a in monnt's New York studio,
began his screen career at the WurY ita phone studio, while appearing on the New York staiji . He was
subsequently chosen to play the role
llildy Johnson in "The Front
Page,"
whichpersonality.
firmly established him
as
a screen
The market for juvenile talent
promises to nouncement
pick
up Wayburn,
with the who
anthat Xcd
developed numerouid screen
personalities, is planning a
shorts
to be made
at the
Royal
studios. Grantwood,
X. J.
"The Li use Hi rakers," by Corey
Ford and Howard Deitz, and "A Put
Up Job," by Rube Welch, both featuring Karl Dane and Co. K.
Arthur, are highlights in the current Paramount shorts program. Al
Ray

will

direct

in

i aeh

<

The Four Musketeers, in "The
Bridge of Songville," directed by
Aubrey ScottO, and Herb Williams in
"The Beach Nut," directed In Ray
Cozine, were completed
lln- week at
the Paramount
New
York studio.

has a prominent supporting role in
"Personal Maid." Among the parts
Paramount has signed Joe Laurie,
acted by Fawcett here was his
Jr.,
popular vaudeville and musical
fun, rite role, that of Major Dubonstar, for "Catch as Catch
net in "Peter IbbetSOn," directed by comedy
Can," a two-reeler, which he a^o
authored.
George Fit -.ma mice
Edmund Goulding, whose latest
production. "Night Angel," is now
running at the Rivoli on Broadway,

HAROLD MULLER
FIRST CAMERAMAN
IN Wisconsin
dependence 7-5448
3-0743

FOR

STOR]
FOR
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■
VIOLA [RENE
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Upkeep of Sound System
Discussed in Practical Way

Pointers and Suggestions

ADJUSTABLE SEAT PHONE

FOR HARD-OF-HEARING

DRAPERY scheme usually creates an inviting, soft and colorful atmosphere. Architectural lines
If l'y R. II- MeCulcell "B" battery con- ot doorways and arches as a rule are
Photo-electric should
edition of Fox's "Tin
always be .soldered. distinctively hard, and draperies are
nection.-,
■J.") WtittrH
s should never be the mediums by which these lines
batterie
B"
It is imperative that the Movie- te-ted for voltage and amperage
tone light Kate be cleaned before
are softened to give a pleasing apafter they have been standing idle
pearance. If the drapery is in harthreading the projector for Movie- for some time, for when standing
tone presentation.
All
projector
mony with the main color in the surte to .some extent,
recupera
they
idle,
roundings and in proportion to the
eb should be permanently ground- and during the first few moments ot
ed. Never allow any outside source
richness of the architecture, there
light to come in contact with the their use they will produce a higher need be little worry about its being
voltage than they will after being in
photo-electric
cell compartment
dur- use for several minutes. When 45- too rich or elaborate. Acoustical
ing the time the film attachment
is
treatment will also be found quite
volt B-batteries drop down to 37 harmony.
other than that source
in operation,
closely allied with color effect and
new
liven
noisy,
become
they
volts,
from noisy.
comewhich
light supply
*
*
*
the reproducing
lamp.
A hum
will dry B-batteries may sometimes be
be perceptible it the sprocket perfoRegardless of climate, deodorizing
Dry "B" batteries should be testrations project over in light source
ed for noise with a head-phone set the theater is an important feature
the sound aperture.
Idler rollers
directly above
the
sound
aperture connected in series with a one- of patrons' comfort. It is an adjunct
should he inspected quite frequently microfed condenser. Place the tips to proper ventilation. Summer
on the battery ter- months doubly emphasize the importhat they are moving freely. of (theminalsleads
and listen for noise. Be sure
tance of deordization, and every exIt they are allowed
to become
cut,
that
connections
between battery ter
hibitor should see to it that this imthe film will move
sideways,
thus
causing the sprocket perforations, or minals and head-phones are perfectly
factor ofcare
his theater's
weltight, as any slight movement in
fare portant
is taken
of properly.
the dividing
line between
the pic- connections will cause a noise in the
Spraying of perfume throughout the
ture and the sprocket
perforations,
phones, and will give an incorrect auditorium is a simple and effective
to project over in the light source. test.
mi (ins of keeping the air sweetThis
will naturally
cause
a hum.
It is extremely important that smelling at low cost. There are a
at
clean
idlers
and
sprockets
Keep
all times.
Always
before
starting storage batteries are not overcharged. number of fine preparations on the
Calculate the battery charging rate market for the purpose.
the sound projector, adjust all meters
Add the number of amperes drawn
*
*
*
to their respective operating values.
by
all
the
tubes
in
the
amplifiers
with
From the Western Electric photoDilapidated and poorly kept seats
electric cell positive terminal to the filaments or plates drawing current. are a black eye for any house. They
the amperes by the numgrid leak clip on the amplifier there Multiply
ber of hours of use and then add prevent patrons from enjoying the
, very small stranded wire.
The
show, and make people look down
constant
vibration
of the projector one-quarter to this amount (to make upon the house, as inefficiently and
causes the amplifier to swing.
This up for battery efficiency). The re- carelessly managed. Another imporsult is divided by the number of amswinging causes the strands to break
tant factor is that seats not in good
peres given by the charger. The di- condition offer a constant menace to
in the soldered connections, but leavvision shows how many hours the
ing only enough
contact
to make
connection,
and
as
the
amplifier charger should be operated for the patrons' clothes, carrying with it the
number of hours the amplifiers are danger of potential law suits. Reguswings a crackling noise will be per- in use. Noisv reproduction can many
lar inspection of the chairs will do
tible.
It is necessary
to inspect
much to eliminate grief and retain
these connections very closely. Crack- times be traced to loose battery con- more patronage. See to it that all
nections. It is imperative that batling noise is often caused by the onetery straps be removed and clean seats are securely fastened, that parts
photo-electric
the
in
fuse
midget
amp
both the strap and the lug, apply a are in good repair, alwavs rememcell "B" battery box being defective. little vaseline and replace, and be
beringalways
that COMFORT
o"f yourfactor
patrons
is a determining
positively sure that the connection
in the success of your theater.

A

A new seat phone for the hard-ofhearing, marketed under the trade
name of "Fortiphone," has been put
out by Fortiphone Corp. of New
York. The device is being offered
by the company in two types, the
Simplex, for those slightly stricken
with deafness, and the Universal,
which is said to be equipped with a
sound regulator that may be adjusted
to various degrees of power. It can
be used with or without the patented
Sonomax amplifier, used in cases of
claims.
extreme deafness, the company

Ultraphone Installations
Wausau, Wis. — Sound equipment
manufactured by the Ultraphone
Sound System of Minneapolis has
been installed in the 1,500-seat Grand
theater, recently constructed here by
Frank Welter, at a cost of $500,000.
Other installations of this equipment made by the company include a
new theater in Beulah, N. D., not
yet named; New Camden, North
Minneapolis; State at Springfield,
Minn., and the Diamond, Duluth.

JUST
AROUND
THE
CORNER
from every American
theatre
NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY
COMPANY
Branches in all Principal Cities

Know Your Equipment

It is 3 well recognized fact that
the successful operation of any machine depends upon the ability and
knowledge of the operator. Usually.
the manufacturer has no responsibility for, or control over, the selection of the operator, and therefore
cannot be responsible for the ability
of that operator. On the other
hand, the ability of the operator is
directly dependent upon his knowledge of the machine, and it is the
responsibility of the manufacturer
to make available such information
concerning his product as is necessary for its intelligent operation. —
From "Handbook For Projectionists,"
published by RCA.

National Distributes New Tube
is tight."
Duovac precision radio tube, No.
864, a new product of the Duovac
Radio Tube Co. of Brooklyn, has
been brought out to replace the Xo.
239. This tube is designed to make
possible more volume with less noise
background. The new tube will be
distributed through the National
Theater Supply Co.
Remote Control for W. E.
Chicago — A remote volume control
for use with Western Electric equipment has been developed and will
shortly be ready for installation, according to an announcement made
by L. 1). Strong, bead of the Essannay Electric Co. here.

By M. P.

MUSIC
and LEADER STANDS
s,
ard
y of
varietus
abledesign
INwitha spacio
music
adjust
and stand
rests, evenly illuminated without
glare or light leaks; stable and sturdy ; artistically finished ; furnished
completely wired with an extension
cord. We also manufacture a complete line of stage lighting specialties.

KLIEOL
Universal

Electric

BROS

Stace

321 West 5Qth Street

Lighting

Co.,i«

NewYork.N.Y.
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A. C. -OPERATED AMPLIFIER
MARKETEHY 0PERAD10
St. Charles, 111. — A new completely alternating current operated amplifier said to have been especially
designed for sound-on-film use, has
been marketed by the Operadio
Manufacturing Co. of this city.
Having an output of 15 watts and
suitable for use in average theaters
having a seating capacity of 300 to
800 people, the device, it is said, is
not only completely AC-operated,
but also furnishes all power required
for the associated apparatus that is
used in conjunction with sound-ontilm reproduction. This includes furnishing the voltage for the photoelectric cell, as well as the filament
supply for the exciter lamp.
The unit being small and compact
with all controls easily accessible and
plainly marked, can be readily placed
between two projectors on the front
wall of the projection booth. It can
also be adapted for use with soundon-disc, the company claims.
A unit for larger houses is also being put out by the company.
Installs Cooling Equipment
St. Joseph, Mo. — A. A. Electric
Machinery Co. has completed installation of a blower type cooling system in the Orpheum here. Installation of cooling equipment is now
being made by the company in the
Ritz at Marshfield. Mo., and the
Electric, at Eldon, M p.

NEW

THEATERS

Whittier, Cal. — Bids are being received for a 1,000-seat theater to be
constructed here D. S. Bushnell,
Los Angeles, is the Architect.
St. Thomas, Out. — Famous Players
Canadian Corp. of Toronto has plans
by H. G. Uuerr, also of Toronto,
for the erection of a 1,500-seat theater in this city at an estimated cost
of $150,000.
Angelo, Ind. — Work on the construction of a two-story theater
building here is expected to be started soon. The new house is being
erected by the Wesley Corp. of Chi000. cago at an estimated cost of $150,-

SOUND QUALITIES AIDED
8Y NEW MINERAL PLASTER
Cleveland — M. A. Lebensburgci
has brought out a new wool plaster
product tor sound theaters which he
claims will produce a balanced sound
condition, reproducing low frequency
tones as well as high frequency
tones.

Norwood,

Mas-.

renovation ol the
to be re-built and
has been started.
struction Co. of
doing the work.

—

Work

on

the

Premier, which is
named the Guild,
M. W. Allen t
Walpole, Mass., is

Hagerstown, provements Md.
General
imand the — installation
of
new
upholstered
seats
are
in
pr.
This new plaster is said to be 100
per cent fireproof, can be applied to at Henry's theater here.
any sidewalls or ceiling, is an acoustiPurcellville, \ a. — The Columbia
cal product and submits to the same
decoration as prevails in the theater. here is being remodeled and will
be reopened by C. A. Goebel.

Air Conditioning Jobs
Contracted by Carrier

Liberty, Ind. — Complete remodeling and the installation of new booth
Leo Brecher has placed contract equipment, sound apparatus, new
with Theater Division of the Carrier stage and sound screen, new seating
and decorations are under way at the
Engineering Corp. to install an air
Bradford, Pa. — E. L. Van Sickle conditioning system in his 58th Union. Reopening is expected to
of this city has been awarded the Street Plaza theater, New York. The take place soon under the management of Charles Stahr.
contract for the erection of a thea- plant is to be in operation by July 1.
Other contracts recently let to the
ter here at an estimated cost of $500,Orchestra Pit Sound System
000 by the Hooker Fulton Corp. of Carrier Company include the installaNorth
Bradford, Pa.
tion of an air conditioning system in
An orchestra pit audio announcethe Studio theater, Hollywood, operment equipment, enabling the pit orated by Harold B. Franklin, and
ganist or director to speak to the
Boston — Contract for the erection the Fox in San Diego, Cal.
audience by means of amplifiers, set
of a theater here at an estimated cost
on either side of the proscenium
of $2,500,000 by the Adams House
Leica Developing Booklet
arch, has been brought out by the
Realty Corp. has been awarded to
Developing, printing and enlarging Macv Manufacturing Corp. of BrookG. B. H. Macomber Co. of this city.
Leica pictures are covered m a new
lyn, manufacturers of speaker horns
Publix is the lessee.
booklet just issued by E. Leitz, Inc., and units.
of New York. This publication gives
San Antonio — G. J. Bilodeau of this formulas, developing methods, speed
Takes Larger Quarters
Atlanta — Cutler-Hammer,
Inc., of
city has been awarded contract for of various films, use of color filters,
the construction
of a theater here. best methods of enlarging, the mak- Milwaukee, manufacturers of motor
ers. ing of film slides and glass slides control, wiring devices and safety
by contact printing and lists of Leica switches, has removed its local film available and Leica photo finish- and service office to 133 Con<

Reynolds New Flower-Lite
Chicago — A Flower-Lite in solid
or multi-colored effects for use as
a decorative light for canopies, lobbies, around columns, outlining, etc.,
Chicago — A prefocus socket set
has been placed on the market by by experts at the factory so that it
the Reynolds Electric Co. of this remains fixed perfectly, regardless of
city.
the number of lamp globes that follow the first one, and making it unnecessary to prefocus either a new
Brother Projectionists:
lamp or the reflector, is a feature
Let's all get together and see if
incorporated in spotlights now being
we can't keep the prints of the picmanufactured by the Major Equiptures that we use in good condition.
ment Co. of this city.
We all know that a print leaves
Other features are said to include:
the exchange for its first showing
r frame holders of 1/8 inch
in good condition. We know it
sheet aluminum instead of cast
which cannot be broken and are
can't stay new, but we can keep it
in good condition.
easily straightened if bent with rougn
LET'S — Keep our projectors in first
handling; spring tension color frame
class condition.
holder^ that keep frame tight against
front of lamp, eliminating leakage of
LET'S — Inspect
the
prints — Make
good splices using good fresh cewhite light and preventing color
ment.
frame from falling out when lamp is
LET'S
NOT— Punch
holes— Scratch
moved; sliding channel, carrying pre— Put paper — or mark the end of
focus socket and lamp assembly, and
a part.
large knob for forward and hack adLET'S NOT — )oin subjects or parts
justment and locking in position enof a picture together.
tire lamp assembly.
LET S— All help ourselves by helpThis lamp, the company declares,
is built with a continui I
hand
ing others — it will mean
safety
between front and back castings,
— Service — and Better Projection.
— South Carolina Slate Council.
drilled and tapped to hold hand
wheel fittings which
support lamp.

New Major Spotlight
Has Prefocus Socket

Portable Talkie Set
Exhibitors Pictures Corp. of New
York has marketed a 16 mm. motordriven home talkie set as the "Kleinescope." The device, it is said, will
operate from a 6-volt battery. Illumination isfurnished by a 32-candlepower, double contact automobile
headlight lamp, and it will not heat
up enough to hurt the film. The
set will be sold for $20.00.

N. W. The new quarters also include warehouse facilities. A. C. Gibson remains as manager.
Settings
Draperies
Decorations
Magnascope
Screens

JUNIOR CONTROL, AUTOMATIC
SCREEN MODIFIER.
Vallen Electrical Co., Akron, Ohio

Acoustical
Banners
Nr» York Gu

340W.4WiS(.

wait

A1.I. STEEL SAFETY TRACK.
NOISKI.KSS CURVED TRACK.
FLTSPEED CONTROL.
HIGH
ING CONTROL.
SYNCONTROL.

Acoustical
Treatments

until an inspector cornea around
to tell you to fix your chairs.
REPAIR
YOUR
CHAIRS
NOWI
MAKE
YOUR
SQUAB
SEATS
SPRING SEATS
.jtes cheerfully |
Repairing — Reseating — Upholstering

DON'T

Allied Seating Company
J0J 4th AGKameicy
5-5833 New York City >t :

bundav.

Latest Newi From London, Paxil,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne
Oilier Foreign Centen

and

FOREIGN MARKETS
By GEORGE

Lack of Technical Knowledge
Handicaps Soviet Film Industry
ture, in so far as sound is concerned,
favorably with AmerPlans of Soviet Russia, to great- is compared
pictures. Voices are clear and
stend it > motion picture activities there ican
is no exce»s of sound volume,
under the "Five-Year" program of
creeching;
in all there
is a natuexpansion are meeting with serious
ralness in reproduction
leaving
little
handicaps due to lack of technical
to
be
desired
in
the
way
of
improveknowledge and scarcity of capable
ment. It gives the impression that,
manpower, an article published retechnically speaking, such Sovietcently in the Moscow "News" in- made films have reached a stage oi
dicates. The "News," in its survej perfection for which their producers
of Soviet film industry condii
need not be too apologetic.
said in part:
"What is lagging behind is quan"Four new feature talking films
production of sound equipment.
have been completed, but are being 1 lus tity
appears to be due chiefly to
held up pending improvements in the desire of the engineers to manu'
sound apparatus. Recording devices
have been developed to a fair degree lacture equipment as nearly techniperiect as possible before makof perfection, while reproduction
ing it available for installation in
equipment is chiefly in need of fur- theaters. This explains why onl>
ther improvements. The inventions seven theaters are wired for sound in
a German and a Soviet engineer the entire Soviet Union — three in
lor reproducing apparatus are to be Leningrad, two in Moscow and one
used. They are based on the prin- each in Minsk and Kharkof. Equipciple of separation of sound from the
ment for seven additional houses is
film and reproduction by means of
being
installed in other places."
photographic records.
"This system has the approval of
the technical department of the Soyu/kino, which leads in the production
of audible films in the Soviet Union.
Typical of the unfavorable attitude of
certain film people in the Soviet
Union toward talking pictures is that
of Dzig Yertof, one of the production
managers of Soyuzkino. Although he
produced 'Enthusiasm,' one of the
first four Soviet talkers, he is against
producing this type of sound picture
for the time being and favors sound
only for news reels. Nevertheless,
dialogue films have come to stay in
the Soviet Union. Their development is assured, as the government
is anxious to make use of them to
the fullest extent in educating and
entertaining the masses.
"Insufficiently trained actors, inadequate sound equipment, lack of
cooperation among producers and
aversion on the part of certain directors to sound films are the principal reasons for the somewhat slow
development of talking films here.
Two years of experimentation have
resulted in the production of only
four feature talkers, namely, 'The
Five-Year Plan,' 'The Olympiad of
Art.' 'Enthusiasm' and 'The Promparty Trial.'
The last named
pic-

1932 International
Romenext Inte
in London
at before
sion held

Meet

the
A decision
to hold
rnalional Film Zonference
1932. was arrived
in June
closing of the 1931 sesin this city recently.

British Acoustic Portable
Is Placed On the Market
London — Portable sound apparatus,
consisting of a projector fitted with a
sound head, an amplifier and screen,
the whole of which is being offered
for $2, (XX), has been introduced on
the market by British Acoustic.
The projector is housed in a compact metal cabinet lined with asbestos, and the 1,000-watt projector lamp
is set in its own ribbed iron box, air
cooled. British Acoustic is making
available to schools, institutions,
ships and small cinemas for which
the portable apparatus was designed,
a librarv of films on non-flam stock.
French Film Year Book Out
^ Paris — Newest issue of "Le Tout
Cinema," French Year Book of the
film industry, containing more than
1,500 pages of information relating to
the trade in all parts of the world,
with particular attention to activities
in France, has been issued by Publications "Filma" here. The volume
includes lists of theaters, distributors,
producers and players active in the
film field in France.
Next

Educational

Meet

in Berlin

REDDY

\

Writing Chaplin

Book

London — Thomas Burke, English
author, and intimate friend of
Charlie Chaplin, is reported writing
a book on the life of the comedian.

lune 14, 1931

Happening
in Other Lands of
Interest to Producers, Distributors
and Others in the U. S.

12 SUDFILM RELEASES I
PLANNED FOR NEXT YEAR

Berlin — Herr Goldschmid, managing director of Sudfilm, has announced plans for the release of 12
German features during the coming
season. It is understood that some
New French Import Pact
of these productions will be made at
Sought by U. S. Producers Elstree, Fug., by British International Pictures, in accordance with
Paris — .Negotiations tor a new film
import agreement to replace the the Anglo-German policy already
present drastic accord expiring in established.
October were opened here during
the past week Dy Harold Smith,
representing Will Hays and the British Equipment Firm
Enters Sound Set Field
.American producers. Under the present regulations, American producers
London — A new sound set known
are obliged to buy a heavy percent- as the Philisoner has been placed on
age ol French films for the privilege the market by Philips Lamps, Ltd.,
oi importing their own into France. leading British equipment firm. The
Basing his arguments on the ad- device, designed for both disc and
vent of ihe talkies and changed mar- film reproduction may be fitted to
ket conditions under which France any projector, and is supplied in 42
has insufficient talking films and different types, suitable for all
language facilities, Smith is seeking classes of houses. Prices range from
to eliminate all limitation of imports. $1,350 for the small set up to $8,575,
latter being adaptable for a 4,000Actually there is a shortage of Amer- the
ican films in France, but American seat house.
An important feature in the design
producers are obliged to buy license
permits from French producers to of the set is said to be that the
import their films, and the permits sound-on-film is mounted on a sepaare hawked openly.
rate pedestal, detached from the projector, the sound-head being attached to a horizontal adjustable bar conGerman Capitalization
nected to the top of the film pedestal. Automatic lubrication is arBerlin — Figures prepared hy the
ranged to all moving parts. The
German "Institut fur Kojunktur- photo-cell amplifier is a single stage
lorschung," show that during the last
years of the silent film era (1924-28) all-electric amplifier, and the exciter
approximately 130,000,000 marks new lamp supplied from mains.
capital was invested in the German
picture industry. During the same Tobis Installations
period the capital applied to the conReach Total of 1,375
struction or extension of legitimate
Berlin — World installations of
theaters by municipalities and
provinces was 40,000,000 marks, or Tobis-Klangfilm-Gaumont reproducing apparatus as of April 30, totaled
less that 1/3 of the amount spent on
motion picture houses.
1,375. Of these 915 are located in
Germany and 460 abroad. Seating
capacity of the Tobis equipped houses
in Germany is estimated at 600,000
8 Types of Sound in Portugal
Lisbon — There are eight different or more than 50 per cent of the
types of sound-film equipment at total seating capacity of daily operating houses in Germany.
present on the Portuguese market,
four of "which are of American manufacture, three German, and one
Swiss Production Limited
French. The U. S. leads in the numZurich — Film production in Switzber of installations with a total of
erland is confined almost entirely to
9, including two replacements of Ger- one organization, the Praesens Film
man and French equipments.
A.G., whose principal activity is the
making of short length advertising
sketches.
Berlin Film Tax Below Estimate
Berlin — Official statistics covering
the amount of entertainment tax colVienna Theater Curfew
lected by the city of Berlin during

the year 1930, place the take at 12,Vienna — At the international edu- 541,000 marks or 6 per cent less than
cational film convention held here was previously estimated by the Government. Tax paid by motion picture
recently, in which 14 countries participated, itwas voted to hold an- theaters amounted to 5,000,000 marks,
r conference in 1934, with Berlin or approximately 40 per cent of the
above mentioned total.
r.s the proposed
city.

Vienna — Closing hour for motion
picture theaters here has been finally fixed at 11 p. m.. following a
long campaign waged by exhibitors.
Former closing hour for film houses
was midnight.
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Highlights of S.M. P. E. Report on Theater Practices
Important Excerpts From
Data
Compiled
by
Progress Committee
Excerpts from the Theater Practices section of the Report of the
Progress Committee of the Society
of M. P. Engineers, presented at the
recent spring convention of the organization in Hollywood, are quoted
herewith because of the interesting
and valuable information they contain for exhibitors and others.
Complete personnel of the progress committee includes: G. E. Matthews, chairman; M. Abribat, L. X.
Busch, VV. Clark. A. A. Cook, C.
Dreher, R. E. Farnham, H. B. Franklin. I. ('.. Frayne, E. R. Geib, A. C.
Hardy, F. S. Irby, R. C. Hubbard,
M. W. Palmer, G. F. Rackett, M.
Knot. P. von Schrou, H. Sintzenich,
S. K. Wolf.
The excerpts follow:
General

Projection
Equipment
and
Practice
Practically an instantaneous change
of lenses was staled to be possible
with a new front plate assembly for
the Powers projector. Other modifications arc a lens centering device.
a micrometer focussing pinion, a
framing lamp, and an aperture
change assembly. The shutter on
the German Bauer M-7 projector is
now arranged in front of the condenser lens in accordance with recent
projector
construction
practice.
The use of separate projectors for
reproducing the sound was initiated
in a London theater, the Pavilion, ui
November, 1930. For preview service, in Hollywood, one company
has provided two portable dummy
These are insound projectors.
installed
in the theater and coupled
to the regular projector before the
preview. This permits the studio
to have a preview of any production
using the assembled intercut prints
of both picture and sound track and
it eliminates the necessity of making a sound print which usually requires cutting after the preview. _
Sound reproducing equipment is
being manufactured by a British firm
which use a magnetic coupling between the projector and the turntable. A single photoelectric cell i?
placed centrally between two projectors. On the Frie-- sound projector, the starting of the proji
and fading is accomplished automatically by means of the film -trip itself. The film is inserted in the projector for a change-over without regard to synchronization. Metallic
contacts on the film then actuate relays successively which lower the
-lie into the proper groove, close

of not over 2,000 seats.
In theati
of much larger seating capacity, the
-omul
quality
suffers considerably
when the auditorium is only partially filled, whereas in the smaller theatei s this condition is not as

Sound Best in Small Houses
Theaters with a capacity of not more than 2.000 seats generally have better
sound reproduction than larger houses, according to the semi-annual report of
the S. M. P. E. progress committee. In houses of larger size the sound quality
suffers considerably when the auditorium is only partly filled, whereas in the
smaller houses this condition is not as serious.

the fader circuit, and extinguish
the
light in the first projector.
In the Projectophone devised
by
Mihaly the sound track image is projected by a suitable optical system
onto a caesium photocell located .'it
some distance from the projector. If
the detector is located at one side
of the main projection screen, it obviates the need of wiring between
the projection booth and the screen.
A shallow type horn has been introduced by the Western Electric
Company, which is provided with
twin air columns meeting in a common mouthpiece. The equipment is
26 inches deep, 107 inches wide, and
62 inches high.
Changes in sound reproduction
caused by varying slit width have
been considered by von Hartel. Besides presenting mathematical formulas concerning the sound intensity
variations as the slit is gradually
widened, the paper gives data showing that halation causes overtones
which consist especially of octaves.
Frediani avoids the use of photocells in sound reproduction of sariable density records by passing them
between electric contacts connected
with the grid circuit of a thermiomc
amplifier. For such reproduction,
paper prints may be used.
Projector
Lenses,
Shutters,
and
Light
Sources
The recent use of screen pictures
of large size has led to the development of lens turrets on projectors
of the desired foca'
with
lengthobjectives
ready to be moved into position to suit the requirements of the
program.
The demand for higher powered
light sources in the theaters using
low intensity reflecting arc lamps has
been met by the production of a
higher amperage trim. It is designed for 32 to 42 amperes at the arc.
Previously. M amperes at the arc
w is the highest attainable. The introduction of a pre-rratered high innoted. tensity projector carbon was
Special Projection Equipment
Two new types of portable conbeen
"navefilm
keted,tinuous
one forprojectors
35 mm.
and marthe

A chain of midget
motion picture
houses
is being
for operation through,, ut planned
the United

been developed, one made of vertical solid celluloid rods, and the other

seating
The
about 200

capacity

and the

will

shows will b<
15 mifrom

of strips ,,l" mirror. More recently one hour. length
a stationary camera requiring only a varying
single exposure has been devised but
About 55 per cenl of the 22.731
Ives considers that much research is
considered necessary to perfect the theaters ,,f the United States are
now wired for sound.
process.
Three new types of screens have
According
to a U
rnment
been described in the literature as
report, acoustic problems ln
being available commercially. A non- Bureau
Brazilian
theaters are very difficult
inflammable screen of rubber comof
solution.
Walls are made of conposition perforated with small holes
was demonstrated in November in
crete or stucco
and seats of pi"?
It is extremely
difficult
London. Another type of screen in- wood.
corporates a cooling system for the use drapes as the insects attack i
theater. Behind the metal screen materials used.
surface is located a refrigerating plant
which causes the screen to become
entirely coated with white frost, fn
Simple Simon Plans 24
the third type, a non-glare and
pseudo relief principle is introduced.
Eighteen onc-rcclers and six twnreclers are planned by Simple Simon
Theater
Acoustics
and
edie- for the 1931-32 season, it
Construction
is announced by Mack Stark.
From exeperience to date, it would
appear that the most satisfactory reTwo of the two-reelers, "Hot Shivsults from the standpoint of sound
ers" and "A Shocking Affair," are
set
for release in the next three
reproduction are obtained in theaters
having a maximum
seating capacity months.

'
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other for 16 mm. film. Approximately 400 feel of sound film can be accommodated on the 35 mm. projector.
Considerable

Historic House Wired
Probably the oldest theater in
the world to have a sound installation is the Opera of Malta. The
house has remained practically unchanged since its erection, 200
years ago.

research
has
been
camdevise
to
Ives
conducted by
eras and projectors for the producI he
tion of pictures showing relief.
method consists, essentially, of makif pictures from juxtaan object and
posed points around
from these onto
prints
the
ting
I-i.-il screen.
Two
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properties
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52 PAGE EXHIB MANUAL
ISSUED ON PATHE

O

PRESENTATIONS
By

JACK

©

TIMING CARNERA SHORT
TOR BIG B.O. CASH

HARROW ER

TED LEWIS IN SECOND WEEK VALLEE AND L1BBY HOLMAN
CLICKS WITH CAPITOL FANS STAR ON PARAMOUNT BILL

Date of release on Vitaphone's
two-reel special starring Primo Carnera, entitled "The Bigger They
Are," is to be timed so that exhibitors may cash in to the best advanwhile the giant boxer occupies
Rudy Vallee and his Connecticut
Yankees continue at the Paramount the sporting limelight in connection
this week with a new routine and a with his fight this summer with
really fine impersonation of Mau- Young Stribling.
rice Chevalier by Rudy. Previous
Other subjects being released by
to the Chevalier number, Rudy Vitaphone this summer include
croons two songs, one with and one "Close Friends," "Speaking Out of
without the megaphone. Libby Holman, co-featured with Vallee, is spot- Turn," Weslev Edwards in "The
ted late in the presentation but gains Week End," Victor Moore in "Baby
much applause through the singing Face," Orth and Codee in "The Bitter Half," Giovanni Martinelli in
of two numbers. Miss Hohnan has
"The Gypsy Caravan," "Sweet Sixty," "In Your Sombrero," "Ruth Etaof pleasing
contralto Her
voice rendition
and plen'fy
stage presence.
of
ting
in "Old Lace," Joe Penner in
"Body and Soul" scored a hit. "Rough
Jack Haley in
Throughout the stage program, "Success," Sailing,"
Mr. and Mrs. Norworth
Eddy Bruce, a funny fellow
in "Naggers at the Races," Hugh
with a wealth of low-comedy tricks, Cameron
in "Travel Hogs," Mr. and
keeps the audience in hysterics. A
Mrs.
Norworth
in "Naggers' Housesnappy dance routine by three col- warming," "Gold
Digging Gentleored steppers, Sonny, Teddy and
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
men," Billv Gaxton in "The Silent
Hollywood — Ernest Torrence and Ray, colorful and well executed ensembles by The Rodion Dancers and Partner." Helen Morgan in "The
FitzPatrick Pictures
other players
in "Horseflesh,"
to- The Evans-Bines Girls, round out
gether with Director
Charles Brabin,
Adding to New Lineup have left for Lexington, Ky., to make this Fred Evans presentation which Gigolo
Racket."Jones series, "How I
The Bobby
location scenes.
Play Golf," and "Adventures in
is
titled
"On
Ze
Boulevard."
FitzPatrick Pictures, which has 46
Africa," although of next year's proNew Des Moines House
gram, will be issued regularly
-hort subjects and one feature among
M-G-M
Buys
Wetjen
Story
the summer.
Des Moines — Plans have been an- throughout
it- current releases, is now mapping
M-G-M has acquired motion picnounced for the construction of a
out additions to the program for
The
unreleased
"Believe It or
ture rights to Albert Richard Wet- $50,000 motion picture theater in
10.11-32. The present lineup of availNot,"
with
Ripley,
and the rest of
suburban Des Moines at 2706 Beaver
able product includes 15 "Travel- jen's story, "A Family Affair," pubthe series on the current season's
lished in "Saturday Evening Post." Ave. by Dr. L. H. Chamberlain. A schedule, such as the "Looney
Talks. " nine "Music Masters" and 12
"Movie Horoscopes." The feature Wetjen is the author of "Way for a smaller theater building now occu- Tunes,' and "The Naggers," will be
Sailor," produced by M-G-M last
pies the site. This is the first neigh- released during the summer months.
is "The Lady of the Lake."
borhood theater to be built here in
Thirteen new FitzPatrick "TravelAt least two and possibly three orseveral years The theater will have
year.
gan "Song-Natas," a musical novelTalks"
also
will
be
released
through'
Avalon
In
Bronx
Is
Sold
a seating capacity of 300 persons,
M-G-M
next season.
ty series will also be released during
Home Shares Corn., has purchased and if successful will be replaced the same period.
the
Avalon,
269
Burnside
Ave., with an auditorium adjacent large
Bronx, from The Land Estates In- enough to seat 1,000, according to
Dr. Chamberlain.
corporated.

\ 52-page exhibitor manual,
ing all its short-; series with the exception of the Masquers all-star twothe Floyd Gibbons' Suand
reelers
preme Thrills each of which will
I ed Lewis and his Jubilee Jamlicet-, is being isil i '
havi
boree are justifying a second week
sued by RKO
rathe.
at
the
Capitol. Doing his inimitable
The manual
devotes
four pages
stuff, Lewis predominates the show,
which is always entertaining and
each to Aesop's Sound Fables, Grant
transient
in tempo. The audience
AdVagabond
land Rice SportlightS,
ventures, the seven two-reel comedy goes for it seriously. The main set
depicts a large topper, being a giganSS — Jimmy Gleason, Benny Rutic replica of the type which Lewis
bin, Frank McHugh, Mr. Average has worn these many showdom
Man, Traveling Salesman. Gay Girls years. The band is set on its brim.
and Manhattans — and Pathe News Among the numbers offered by the
Chester Hale Girls, a Hawaiian dance
and I'athc Review.
The material covers feature, news clicks the best although all are fine.
and playdate stories, sales angles, ad Colored entertainers chip in Kvith
(in-, slug's and scene cuts and novel- tap and other numbers and a trio of
ties available for special promotion. colored maidens harmonize. Good
The hook has been made up simply, show plus good showmanship.
without hunk and is intended for use
and not show.
M-G-M Unit in Kentucky

Obtain Serial Rights

I he bt. v-harles Educational s Juvenile Clubs
Start With 12 Houses in Philly
Atlantic City
ON
AT

THE
BOARDWALK
NEW JERSEY AVENUE

' "*<>*

l^

A SMART
AMERICA'S

HOTEL

SMARTEST

IN
RESORT

Headquarters
for Film
World's
stars, lead erf, comfort, good fellowship. Unsurpassed French and
German cooking.

The Terry-Tooners Music and Fun rhythm, which has been adopted by
Clubs, sponsored by Educational pic- many schools of music and experitures as a move to bring back the
mental schools throughout the counkids to the theater, officially got untry, has become tremendously popder way Friday, when Sam Hyman,
ular, and will be one of the principal
owner of twelve theaters in Phila- features of the club. Children with
delphia, started actual work on the no previous musical training may
organizing of the Terry-Tooners join the toy symphonies. Endorsed
Club for each of his houses.
for its inestimable value in teaching
Hyman's Cameo will be the first children rhythm, the club will have
in his string of theaters to start the the support and strong backing of
club, and Saturday, June 20, is the ciations.
schools and other educational assodate scheduled for the first meeting
of the club.
A full line of accessories to be used
Joe Rivkin, Educational exploiteer, by the exhibitor inaugurating a club
has developed a big campaign to put at his theater, is being made up by
the clubs over nationally. The Hoh- Educational. Already membership
ner Company, which has had an ex- buttons bearing the club name and
clusive tieup arrangement with Ed- a special design by Paul Terry, creucational for a number of years, is
ator of the Terry-Toons, are being
cooperating on the new idea with distributed among club members.
Hyman has booked a new Terryharmonicas
and other children's instruments.
meeting.
Toon into the Cameo lor the first
The toy symphony, a new idea in

Standard Film Exchanges in
Cleveland and Cincinnati have secured the rights for Ohio and Kentucky on Syndicate's ten-episode serial,Buzz
"TheBarton,
MysteryBlanche
Trooper."
starring
Mehaffey
and Robert Frazer.

NEW
YORK
CHARTERS
Cardinal Film Corp., motion pictures; H.
Lewis, 42nd St. and Broadway, New York.
100 shares common.
Motley Theater Corp. ; Prentice Hall, 2P
mon.
Exchange Place, New York. ZOO sares comFoaturettes, motion pictures; H. G. Kosch,
383 Madison Ave., New York. $20,000 pf.
15C shares common.
Gaystar Theaters Corp.; J. I. Godstein,
21 East 40th St., New York. 200 shares
common.
Verichrome Film, motion picture film ; W.
K. Robinson, Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
N. Y.
$10,000.
NEW
JERSEY
CHARTER
Empire Non-Fading Print Co., Inc.,
ark; motion
picture films; $50,000.

Nov*

Speaking of H I T S . . .
XjLERE is one for everybody! It's Eastman
Super-Sensitive Panchromatic

Negative,

Type 2 ... a new negative film, two to three
times as fast as previous emulsions under
Mazda lights. Possessed of an unequalled
combination

of other advantages, it is

bound to improve the quality of sound
pictures. Yet its price is the same as that of
regular negative. Eastman Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative, Type 2, is a film
whose effect will be felt throughout the
industry. Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New York. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

Eastman Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative, Type 2

Bedt^z^iet ui^som.
//

DADDY LONG LEGS GIVES
JANET HER PERFECT ROLE

//

"Daddy Long Legs at the Roxy.
Janet Gaynor in a new talkie version
of the popular Cinderella story. Charming.
The best Gaynor in years."

— New York Daily Mirror

BEST
ACTOR

BEST
ACTRESS

Academy Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences award

AcAotMY Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences award

"For the first time an actor and an actress, both holders of the annual best
performance awards of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
play together in the same film. This award of merit is regarded as Hollywood's
equivalent to the Nobel prize."
—New York Evening Post

DADDY

LONG LEGS

with

JANET GAYNOR

vx

WARNER

BAXTER

Directed by ALFRED
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Repeal of All Censorship Sought by Nat'l Council

FEDERAL COURTS DISAGREE ON COPYRIGHTS

Fox Closes 10-Year Contract With Famous Canadian
136

Dominion
Houses
Deal for Features
and Newsreel

in

A 10-year contract has been closed
by James R. Grainger for the playing of Fox product in 136 theaters
of Famous Players Canadian Corp.,
Paramount subsidiary. Arthur Cohen,
managing director of F.P.C., represented the latter firm in the negotia(Continncd on Pa*.'

Mass. and Maryland Judges
Give Opposite Decisions
In Film Cases

Talkers of Notables Filed for Posterity
Filing away for a period of 100 years a series of talkers covering the "ten
greatest Americans of our time" is planned by the Aristogenic Society. Identity
of the personages who are to be recorded in the "Biological Hall of Fame" will
not be revealed before the first week in November, according to Dr. C. Ward
Crampton.
president of the society.
The "ten greatest" men and women will deliver 250-word speeches. The
films and other biological data then will be sealed in a vault not to be opened
for 100 years, when
record.

posterity's verdict on them

can be compared

with the

ECKMAN STIRS BRITISHERS
Indie Exhibs Highly Praised
AGAINST DOUBLE FEATURES
London — Increasing sentiment
against double features, and a greater
tendency to discard policy, has spread
among British exhibitors following
statements and warnings against the
practice by Sam Eckman of M-G-M
on his return from the U. S. Eckman strongly advised theater owners
to get away from the evil.
His re(Continucd on Pane 4)

Columbia Story Dept.
Transferred to Coast
Columbia has transferred its scenario department from the home office to the coast studios, with the
object of more closely coordinating
the production and story departments. The company claims the
change will speed up decisions on
submitted material and give prospective screen vehicles more specialized
consideration.

Consolidated

Gets Ruling

OnNameof'Magnacolor"
H'ashinnton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Consolidated Film Indus
tries of New York is permitted to register
"Magnacolor" as a trade mark for motion
picture films, notwithstanding the prior registration byanother of the term "Magnafilm," under a ruling handed down by
Assistant Commissioner of Patents Millard
J. Moore. He held that both marks are
not confusingly similar.

For Aid in Legislative Battles

which other industries are frequently
compelled to finance.
Discussing the big economy effected in behalf of the entire innow practically ended through addustry, M. J. O'Toole,
said that secretary
independentof
journment of state legislatures, in- the M.P.T.O.A.,
dicates the value of independent ex- operators are "an indispensable part
hibitors, itwas pointed out by exhibi- of the industry." Referring to the
tor organization officials Saturday. indie owners who worked shoulder
to shoulder with major circuits in
Through local contacts scores of pro- fighting for a mutual cause he said
posed measures were defeated with- "there will be ample room for this
out tremendously-expensive
lobbies,
type of independent."
Generally successful handling of the
national adverse legislation epidemic,

Drive Against All Censorship
Launched by National Council
An intensive campaign to rid the
country of all forms of censorship,
including the repeal of the six state
laws authorizing advance censorship
of motion pictures and the wiping out
of various other forms of organized
and "back-door censorship" at present
ng pictures and other fornix of
amusement, has been launched by
the National Council on Freedom
from Censorship, organized by the
American Civil Liberties Union of
New York.
Hatcher Hughes, prominent playwright and professor at Columbia
of tin- counis chairman
University
cil, which, also
Includes
Elmer Ri< i ,

Fannie Hurst, Barrett H. Clark.
Rupert Hughes, H. L. Mencken.
O'Neill.
Nathan, Kugene
George
Robert .Kan
E. Sherwood
and a long
list
of other literary notables.
City regulation of picture shows.
city ordinances authorizing advance
censorship of films by municipal
boards, banning of pictures on tingrounds of "obscenity among
the hindrances which the organization
will seek to eliminate.
the courts affecting censorship of
talkies also are planned.
The
campaign
includes
at i
ship.
against the Posl < Hfuc Censor
torn- ( i nsor; radio and book 1 1

Contrary decisions on whether unauthorized exhibition of a motion
picture constitutes infringement of
copyright have been handed down
| by the trictsFederal
Courts for
Disof Massachusetts
andtheMaryland, the former
holding
that the
'tttnucd on t'aoc ■* )

UNDER EDUCATIONAL DEAL
Negotiations
are under
way
and
will be completed
within
the next
two
weeks
whereby
the
Franklin
Film Co. exchanges,
which
for the
past five years have handled the Tiffany product in six eastern
territories, will turn over the physical distribution of Tiffany pictures to Educational, the Film Daily learn
torneys
for Tiffany
are now
drafting contracts, which will inclui
Errangement
whereby
William
piro, head of the Franklin
retain certain nne'etions with
Tiffany.
Shapiro's
exchances
located in Boston. Xew Haven. are
Cleveland,
Cincinnati.
Pittsburgh
and
Detroit.

Tom Mix Signed to Make
li Westerns for Universal
Tom

Mix. who
is at present appearing with the Sells- Flo to Circus,
has been signed by Universal I
in si\ western talker-.
The an
merits
Mix willinclude
leave forM \x't
hi- screen
comeback
with

the

cirrus

50 - Cent
Being
A

trailer

hot -

Trailer

Started
sclline,

at

Service

by Semler
50

cents

will

imnu

diately be placed on the market by Semle'
Sinema
Service,
it is understood
The
trailer which is silent will be sold oi
instead of rented
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p/CTI
"Daddy
Long
Legs"
(2nd
"I Take This Woman"
"Just a Gigolo"
"Big Business Girl"
"Transgression"
"Nomadie"
"Maltese
Falcon (3rd
"Night
Angel"
(2nd
"Chances"
"Tabu"
(13th week)

week)
week)

S2

"Smiling
"A Free

Lieutenant"
Soul" (3rd

(4th
week)

week)

..

Winter Garden
Rivoli
Hollywood
Central Park

Paramount
M-G-M

Criterion
Astor

PICTURES

A^so. Cine, of Amer
Capitol
Film Ex
Tobis
American
Ufa
Osso Films

FUTURE

"The Viking"
(June 16)
"Smart
Money"
(June 18)..

June

Europa
Belmont
Little Carnegie
Cosmopolitan
Sth St.

OPENINGS

J. D.
Warner

Williams
Bros

Central
Winter

Park
Garden

Sues West'ghouse
Too Much Television 'Talk' Nakken
Says M. H. Aylesworth Over Patent Infringement
Atlantic City — Addressing the convention of the National Electric Light
\--'n here, M. H. Aylesworth of
National Broadcasting Co., declared
that "so far, the most successful television reputations have been built up
on the imagination of the laity." He
added, "The less that is shown of
television, the more is said about it.
Demonstrations have unsold rather
than sold television. It is, in effect,
the radio three-shell game with Mr.
Public always convinced that he
knows the game best."
Existing television statements have
their limitations, said Aylesworth, and
with only a few elements at hand
with which to weave the reproduced
images it is necessary to either work
with large figures or close-ups, or to
sacrifice detail in obtaining a larger
field of vision. NBC, he stated, is
still interpreting its activities in this
field as experimentation, rather than
entertainment.

Wilmington, Del. — A bill of complaint charging Westinghouse Electric Supply Co., subsidiary of Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Co., with infringement of a patent
covering means for transforming light
impulses into electric current impulses, was filed in U. S. District
Court here Saturday by the Nakken
Patents Corp. of New York.
The court is asked to enjoin defendant from continuing the alleged
infringement and to order it to file
an accounting of profits derived
through the alleged infringement.

Universal Starts Drive
For Revival Bookings
Universal sales force immediately
begins to plug sale of picture hits of
past years, believing that revivals of
box-office successes are particularly
needed at the moment. Pictures to
be sold include "All Quiet on tire
Western Front," "Little Accident,"
"King of Jazz," "Hell's Heroes,"
"Dracula" and "Night Ride."

Mrs. Law Gets Verdict
Philadelphia— A verdict of $5,000
Phil Kaufman Set for Berlin Post
damages has been given Mrs. Janet
Law, who sued the Transcontinental
Berlin (By Cable) — Phil Kaufman,
with
Warner
Bros,
for Visugraphic Short at Central Park
Air Transport Co. for $150,000 for connected
the death of her husband, Duff C. ome time, is definitely set to be"Wings of Tomorrow," produced
Law. identified with Warner Bros.
come managing director for the com- by Visugraphic Pictures and showing
pany in Germany. He succeeds Gus the actual operation of the Autogiro
He was killed in a crash at IndianapSchlesinger.
olis last December.
principle, will be the added attraction
at the Central Park beginning June
»•.••.**.**-•,
17.
Handling Para. London Publicity
♦.**•;;•.;•♦;•»♦'..•«♦•»♦>♦•♦♦•♦♦•»«•♦«'•«•.«•♦...♦♦♦♦♦♦
New York
Long Island City
London — Pat O'Connor has been
William Boyd Rescues Two
154 Crescent St.
1540 Broadway
fi
ippointed director of advertising and
San Pedro, Cal. — Two men in a
ft
BRyant 9-4712
STillwell 4-7940
publicity of Paramount Film Service, skiff, who had escaped from a boiler
:.:
Ltd., succeeding the late Frederick
:.:
explosion
on H.
Houston's
Martin. O'Connor also continues his were
rescued
by E.
William
Boyd yacht,
who
duties
in
the
press
representation
of
»
was
yachting
near-by.
The
cause
of
. aramount theaters.
the explosion has not as yet been
determined.
Double
Duty
for
Joseph
Brennan
:.:
Boston — In the absence of Victor
Studio
and
Location
§::
J.
Morris,
manager
of
Loew's
OrphHollywood
••♦ Chicago
cuni. who is passing a vacation in
K 1727 Indiana Ave.
6700 Santa Monica
Sound on Film Recording
California and visiting his parents,
Blvd.
♦v
CALumet 3692

« Eastman Films

I J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

HOLlywood

*',%'••>*'#»'♦*
;♦•»♦♦♦♦•*♦>♦>♦.♦♦>•.•♦>♦>
♦•»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

4121

June
June

Joseph
of Loew's
managingBrennan
the Orpheum
in State
additionIs
o the State.

Low Dally or Weekly Rale.

Powers Clnephone Equipment Corporation
723-TTH

AVE..

N. V

BRYANT

9-6067

July
June
Sept.
June

Annual
Convention
east Theater Owners,

of SouthHotel Ans-

Atlanta.
14-18: ley,
Annual
convention
of Advertising Federation of America,
Hotel
Pennsylvania,
New York.
15-16:
District convention
of Projectionists' Locals. Hotel
Ansley,
Atlanta.
16-17:

RUNS

FOREIGN

"Zwci
Herzen"
(36th week)
"Die
Privatsekretaerin"
"Le Million" (4th week)
"Der Grosse Tenor"
(3rd week)..
"Le Culte De Beaute"
(2nd week)

15-16:
Paramount
Capitol
Strand
Mayfair
Cameo

RUNS

Warner
Bros.
Paramount
First National
Paramount

1931 \

THEATER

DISTRIBUTOR
week).
Fox
Paramount
.. M-G-M
First National
RKO
Dr. Alexander
Singelow
EXTENDED

15,

DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S

(Week of June 12'
FIRST-RUNS

Vol LV No 140

June

Annual
convention
waukee.
of Wisconsin,
Hotel

of M.P.T O.
Pfister, Mil-

18-19: Annual convention of Allied
Theater Owners of New Jersey,
Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City.
15: Educational-Tiffany regional sales
convention. New York.
9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Minneapolis.

New Tube Gives 16 mm.
Better Sound Than 35 mm.
Claiming to have invented a new
type gas tube with electrons capable
of recording vibrations on a film track
3/64 of an inch in width, which combines both variable density and variable area recording, Louis Simon,
sound engineer, told the Film Daily
Saturday that his invention actually
accomplishes the recording of vibrations on 16 mm. film more effectively
than it is possible to record in standard sound track. Simon, who was
associated with Elias Reis in the perfection of the Reis patents, also
claims that the tube, which is 9 inches
in length and 1 inch in circumference,
produces a light four times greater
than any now on the market. The
apparatus can be applied to any camera or reproducing unit now in use,
according to Simon. Another feature
outlined by the inventor is the possibility of permitting a larger photographic area on the film and, according to Simon, the sound track
can be reduced to run on the film,
between the perforations and the outside edge, thereby allowing the entire
"frame'' for photographic field.

WANTED
CONTACT MAN— only capable man who has made big
money. Must know Motion
Picture Stars, socially.
Box
1650

850
Broadway

c-o Film
Daily
New
York City

CAWSTCCr
IS & 35 MM
B & W and Colors
UNIFORM— BRILLIANT
FINE
GRAIN— DURABLE
The Gevaert Company of
America, Inc.
423 W. 55th St. 413-21 No. State St.
N. Y. C.
Chicago
Originators
of the Tinted
Base
M. P. Film
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Jasper, Ala. — A petition bearing
the signatures of 850 residents asking that Sunday shows be prohibited
has been made up by residents. City
officials have taken no action as yet.
Dallas — A new issue of first mortgage 6 per cent serial sinking fund
bonds is being advertised for $110,000 for the Texas theater. The bond
matter is in the hands of Mercantile
Securities
Corp. of this city.
Carizoo, N. M — The Lyric Theater Co.. a new concern in which E.
C. Trieb of Roswell is interested,
will reopen the Crystal after remodeling.
Waterbury, Conn. — Lenwood Curtis, manager of the Fox Palace, is
spending his vacation on a tour of
other houses in the circuit. The
destinies of the Palace are being
guided by A. J. Yanni during Curtiss'
absence.
Seattle— "Rube" Harris has been
named eastern Washington sales representative for United Artists. Danny
Matin handles the western Washington territory, and F. W. Talbot is
Oregon
representative.
Milwaukee — Articles of incorporation have been filed by the Waldemar Amusement Co., capitalized at
$5,000. Signers of the articles are
Fred Scharbach, August Bellack and
Elsie Bellack.
Philadelphia — Joe Gins, formerly a
member of the United Artists sales
force, has become associated with
Gold Medal exchange.
Philadelphia — Lou Berman has
added to his chain with acquisition
of the Cameo at Allentown, and the
Park at Reading.
Hollywood — After being closed for
some time, the Chinese and the Criterion, down town, are soon to open
with a day and date policy of 75
cents top.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN
:THE

HUHMKt
m i ii mi ox

Allied Film Laboratories
Asso.
challenges statement of J. E.
Brulatour.
Famous Players to have at least
six star series.
*
*
*
U.F.A., Decla Bioscop and Emelka,
three powerful German companies,
may combine.

Short Shots from
New York Studios
BLAIR .._

RULTO
• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till
Now
that movie censorship has become a political and
religious question in Germany, according to a special dispatch
to the Evening
Post
the two film censoring bodies set
up by the Government
in 1920 are suddenly possessed
with a
spirit of evangelism
between them, they are practically
trying to eliminate the sex triangle situations
and if they
succeed, the German fans will be able to see nothing but wild
animal pix
and even "Ingagi" will be taboo
• • • THAT Jesse Shlyen, editor of the Reel Journal, who
sent in his list of the Ten Best Pictures of 19.30 for the ballot
on the Ten Best Director of 1931
sez there's a mistake
somewhere
he alibis that he sent in BOTH ballots at the
proper times
and offers the explanation that our Ballot
Dep't is probably a li'l behind in their work
and will reach
his 1931 Directors' List in time for the 1932 Ten Best Pictures
and just so his greetings
will not reach us too late,
he sends best wishes for a Merry Xmas and a Happy New Year
NOA\
oops
picture of a kolyumist crawling behind his own kolyum

• • • THAT while Walter Winchell is pursuing his campaign
of looking after our battered city statues
we suggest that
they be replaced with those actor statues that clutter the sidewalks at 47th Street and Broadway
they certainly pose
better than our park statues
all they need is a pedestal
That now that the new novel, "The Columnist Murder,"
has croaked Walter, we're ready to supply the standard model
columnists' epitaph: "Here Lies a Columnist — As Usual."
•
• •
THAT Irene Thirer, in her Daily Xews review, gives
"Transgression"
a 2l/2 star rating
that the half-star is
probably because Ricardo Cortez, the playboy, is bumped off in
the middle of the Transgression Game with Kay Francis
so

this

pix should
have been called "Transient
Transgressor"
for Ricardo didn't live long enough to become a Regular
Boarder
and speaking of Irene, have you seen the flock
of notices she's been getting on the Broadway marquees for the
past three months?
such recognition
must
be deserved
One Reviewer who looks at pix through
the Eyes ot
the Audience
and not just her exclusive
Own
That Abel G. Warshawsky, brother of Our Sam of Radio, has
sold his painting "After the Storm" to the City of Paris for the
Petit Palais
being the only American
painter to be so
honored
this year
and Sam
cites this as evidence
that
Silent Pix can still be sold

• • •
THAT
we can understand the film exec who hires
a secretary for sex appeal
being human ourselves
but he should hire a li'l brains along with the s.a
and
give a BREAK to the gents who have to try and read the business letters she writes for her boss
"dictated
but not
read"
and this also recalls the officious secretary
the nitwit who turns away gents with Real Propositions
and never get a chance to see her boss
and who consequently never knows
what
he's missed
until some
day
his rival grabs the Idea or Plan
and the boss sez to himself
"That guy gets all the First Cracks at Everything!"
ain't it a Scream?

• •
•
THAT
that's about all
see you tomorrow
a- the femnie
film writer>
say so cutely at the end of
daily newspaper columns
but why should they?
-cc you tomorrow, we mean

«

«

«

»

»

»

their

CVALYN
KNAPP,
Lillian Bond
and
Susan
Conroy,
now
bl
ired
by
Warner'-,
RKO
and
imount,
respectively,
all began
their film career^ playing small parts
in tin ( ieorge LeMa
non
- at the old Pathe
Simon is now starring in
- of
comedies made here by Simple Simon
edies, Inc.
ball fans among
the Para~
mount New York tt\
are
all
aquiver
over
the
impend
ijinur to be played next Thursday,
back of the car-born, between Johnnie Doran'8 team and [.mi Pri
sluggers.
The
hixt
iig resulted
in « two
ley
side for
is out
for blood.
victory
Doran's
boys, Juei
th<- to
/'. ploy
safe, Doran
has Tony
Ca
champion
lightweight
and
junior
his ten in.
welterweight,
playing
shortstop
on
Considerable re-editing on the last
two reels having been made since the
opening
of "Night Angel."
is a
marked improvement
in thethere
picture,
which is attracting good business at
the Rivoli.
Carl Laemmle. Jr., paid a D
the Paramount New York studio to
get a line on producing condition*
here, giving rise to the rumor that
"U" may open a studio in the
Rachael Crothers, itoted playwright,
was nnother visitor.
Among the many preparations being made for the mammoth air meet
at Cozine Field, Rhinebeck. \. Y '., on
July 4-5. is an exhibit of the latest
type aircraft in front of Beekman
Arms, the oldest hotel in America.
beside one of the old stage coaches
which once stopped there in Revolutionary days. Accommodations for
a crowd upward of 50,000 persons
have been made.
Both of the short suojects holding forth at the Rivoli theater on
Angel"
bill byirith
the same
were
directed
Roy"S'ight
I
Their
nanus
an
"Fair
and
SquareWOy*
and

"You

Tell 'Em."

Many Happy
Returns

Best wishes and congTitulitions
extended byire
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who ire celebnting their birthdiys:

June 15

Harry Langdon
R. Lee Hough
Sidney Dorm.in
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FCKMAN STIRS BRITISHERS
AGAINST DOUBLE FEATURES
■ ntinued

from

Page

1)

marks received prominent attention
throughout the trade, with H. A.
Bandy, Jeffrey licrncrd, James V.
Bryon, Arthur Dent and others echoing the sentiments.
Abandoning of the dual bill policy
already is under way in some sections,
and it is estimated that about 30 per
tent >>t the British cinemas now are
playing sink'le features, against about
15 per rent a year ago.

Fox Closes 10- Year Deal
With Famous Canadian
(Continued

from

Page

1)

tions. Contract starts next Augufet
and covers Fox's 48 features and 104
newsreel issues. Cities of Vancouver,
Winnipeg, Calgary, Hamilton, Kingston, Ottawa, Windsor, Montreal,
(Quebec, Halifax and St. John ate
included in the deal.

Two M. P. Club Tourneys
Get Under Way Today
Two big tournaments get under
Way today at the Motion Picture
Club. These 32 players compete for
the Pocket Billiard championship of
the Club: Class A: Herbert Muller
and Edward Hyman; B. B. Kahane
and Stephen Eller; Meyer Shapiro
and Herman Zohbel; Louis Baum
and Louts Cohen. Class B: O. R.
McMahon and Morris Kutisker; Arthur Abeles and Milton Blumberg;
I.. F. Blumenthal and George Derribow; I.ee A. Ochs and Tom Wiley.
Class C: Phil Meyer and Leo Klebanow; A. S. Aaronson and H. Ebenstein: S. H. Goldstein and J. Louis
Geeiler; Sam Stern and J J. Rosenthal; Joe Hornstein and H. Haskell;
Lee Lubin and H. J. Cohen: Joe
Arkin and J. Shapiro; James Ryan
and J. H. Gallagher.
The Hand Ball championship will
bring together the following contestants: Class A: Gene Picker, Marvin
Schenck, Ray Gallagher, Edward
11 \ man, Mort Spring, Jack Alicoate,
Lubin. Bruce Gallup, Charles
Schwartz, Morris Kutisker, Irving
Wormser. James Mulvcy. Joe WeiT,
J M. Maloney, Louis K. Sidnev, Bill
Ferguson. Class B: Herbert EbenStein, Si Seadler, Leo Brecher, David
Loew, Manny Shapiro, Millard Ochs,
Joe Rosenthal, Al Lichtnian. Jack
Ensler, Joe Quittner, M. J. Kandel,
Lou Baum, Paul Benjamin, J.
(ilucksman.

NEW

JERSEY

CHARTER

M.i\ Playhouse, Cape May, N. J.,
theaters; Hays, Hershfield, Kaufman &
Schwabacber, New York City. 101 abates
Cbmmon.
DELAWARE
CHARTER
Educational
Wilmington",
common.

Talking

Pictures

Co..

It'.,

Del., Ill motion
vet, Del.pictures;
05.000 Corporas

HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

*

*

»

*

ries
of Gay
Girls and
comedies.
June Short
Mact'loy.
Mai ion
Shilling
Gertrude
will
again play the featured roles. Don Gallant r
is directing this series of comedies. "Take
Km and Shake 'Em" is from a Mory bj
Beatrice
Van.

*

*

cast now appearing in "Local Boy Makes
Good" at the First National studios. This is
an original story by Walter De Leon and
is being directed by Mervyn Le Roy. In
addition to the star the cast includes Dorothy Lee, Ruth Hall, Edward Woods and
William
Burress.

*

*

*

Fred Allen, who was film editor for Charles
Rogers I'rinluctions for several years, will
supervise the westerns being made by RKO
I'athc with "Tom Keenc," formerly known as
(icoriic Duryea,
as star.
While RKO
Pathe officials are at work
en the selection of her first starring picture,
I'ola Negri is enjoying the California beaches
and sunshine. She is expected to make her
first talking picture scenes within the next
four weeks.
+
*
*

•

Nick Barrows, comedy writer, formerly affiliated with Harold Lloyd, has just finished
writing li is second original story for Daphne
Pollard at RKO Pathe. The new vehicle is
-hing Reno," a burlesque on the Reno
divorce
mill.
William
Watson
is directing.
Paul Hurst

*

*

Boteler is the latest addition to the

*

*

"Tombstone," a one-reel dramatic subject,
written, produced and directed by Ross Shattuck, was given a trade showing recently. Its
cast includes George Duryea, Edward
Woods,
Glenn Tryon and Marion Walcott.

•

*

has been added

to the cast of

James

Mason

and

Frank

Rice have

been

sinned for the cast of Columbia's latest Buck
Janes western, tentatively titled "Ex-Ranger."
Stephen Roberts is the latest graduate of
the short comedy field to be given a Paramount contract to direct features. Among
the other former short subject directors now
with Paramount are Norman Taurog, Richard Wallace, Victor Heerman, Edward Sloman. Eddie Cline and Norman McLeod.

"The Mad Marriage," new Helen Twelvetrees starring picture, which Tay Garnett is
directing at the RKO Pathe studio. Other
*
*
*
members of the cast are Ricardo Cortez, John
Garrick, Kenneth Thomson, Wade Boteler,
By the way, Roberts broke into pictures
Frank McHugh, Frank Conroy, Arthur as a stunt man. He served a year as an asStone. James Eagels, Al Herman and Harsistant director on William S. Hart producold Goodwin.
tions and with Thomas H. Ince. This brouaht
*
*
*
him to the field of comedy direction, which
Tom Douglas, Judith Wood (formerly In- entered in 1922. Since then, he has deknown as Helen Johnson) and Irving Pichel
voted all his time to directing Educational
comedies.
have
been
added
to Paramount's
"Road
to

Two U. S. Federal Courts
Disagree on Film Copyrights
'Continued

owner of a copyrighted film does not
have the right of action for infringement based on an unauthorized
showing, while the latter makes an
opposite ruling.
Federal Judge James M. Morton,
Jr., of the Massachusetts District
Court, in dismissing bills for infringement in the cases of M-G-M
and Educational against Bijou Theater Co., ruled that the unauthorized
showing of a film by an exhibitor
who obtains it under a contract does
not constitute a violation of the
copyright on the film.
There is no provision in the copyright statute concerning the scope or
effect of the copyright of moving
picture films. Judge Morton points
out in his opinion, they having been
"commercially unknown when section
1 of the current act was passed in
1909, and are referred to only in the
classification section of the statute,
being brought in there by the amendment of 1912.

1931

I
I

WILK

♦

KKO Pathe is beginning work on "Take
'Em and Shake 'Em," the second in its m

Wade

FLASHES

*

M-li-M starts production soon on "Boarding School,"
an original story which Harry
Pollard
vriil direct.

15,

MY' TO SEARCH EUROPE
FOR RADIO CITY IDEAS

Reno," original by Virginia Kellogg, with
rect
adaptation by Josephine Lovett and dialogue
by Brian
Marlow.
Richard
Wallace
will di

conhas given
PARAMOUNT
tracts to Sylvia
Sidney, newJackie
Searl and Wynne Gibson.

June

from

Page

1)

into the hands of the copyright owner powers which mi^ht be very op-

With the determined purpose i
making the architectural plan of Ra
dio City buildings the finest interim
and exterior designs in America,
\
Samuel L. (Roxy) Rothafel and An
drew Reinhard of the firm of Rein
hard and Hofmeister, architects, pla
to visit many old world cities thi
summer, The Film Daily learns.
They will leave for Europe early in
August and be abroad about on«|
month. It is possible that other
architects and engineers who are
planning
Roxy.City construction will
accompanyRadio
Consultations are held daily in the
offices of Reinhard and Hofmeister,
Thomas W. Lamb, Todd. Robertson
and Todd, and Peter Clark, all of
whom have been engaged to design
the buildings, with Roxy present at
each meeting and in full power to
act for the Rockefeller interests.
Newark Houses Close
Newark, N. J.— The Newark close
Saturday for renovation and altera
tions, and will reopen in August. The
Paramount name will be over the
marquee and the house will retain its
picture-vaudeville policy. The Mosqufl
finished its season Thursday. Future
disposition of the house, along with
the Rialto, which has been closed for
some time is not known. Warners
now have but one first run house,
the Branford. Rumors are to the
effect that the Terminal will be
closed, although management says it
is booked through to August. Reduced admission prices are in effect
at the Court.
tion by an author's copyrighted work
is a dramatization of such work (although dramatic and motion picture
rights may be made the subject of
independent contract), and that the
person producing the films for such
pictures and offering them for sale
or exhibition, without a license so to
do, even if not himself exhibiting
them, is liable for infringement.
"Since, then, a motion picture
photoplay is to be considered as cmbraced within the term 'dramatic
work,' as used in section 1 (d): and
since, if copyrighted, it is an infringement for one without permission 'to exhibit, perform, represent,
produce, or reproduce it in any manner or by it
anyupon
method
whatsoever';
projecting
the screen
is of

pressively used." that an unauthorEven assuming
ized exhibition of a copyrighted film
would be a violation of the copyright,
Judge Morton concluded that the
plaintiff distributors were precluded
from maintaining a suit for infringement because of the contract licensing the use of the film to the defendant exhibitor. It would be inequitable to permit the distributor to invoke the penalties of the copyright
statute for what is really a violation
of the contract, he said.
Arbitration provisions in the contract, found recently by the Supreme
Court of the United States to be ilruled. legal, do not bar the plaintiff from
maintaining a suit, Judge Morton course

In the Maryland case, involving
Tiffany v. Dewing, Federal Judge
William C. Coleman ruled that copyright law gives a right of action
"I do not think that a moving pic- against unauthorized exhibition of
ture canthat
be regarded
a 'drama'of copyright motion picture films on the
. . . nor
the mere as
exhibition
ground that the picture is a "dramatic
it infringes the copyright. The opposite conclusion would work a discrim"motion picture photoplay" and
ination between films which are a A"dramatic
work," Judge Coleman
dramatic in character, and others, concluded, "are cognate forms of proe. g. of sports, explorations, news,
duction. Itis no longer open to quesetc., which are not, and would put
tion that a moving picture presentawork."

within

the

prohibition."

MEYER
SCHIXE. of Gloversville, X. Y..
was in New York on Saturday completing
booking contracts with Warner Bros, and
First National.
RALPH
BLOCK has left for the coast.
EDNA
BEST and her husband. HERBERT MARSHALL, sailed Saturday on the
Bremen
for Europe.
MRS. TACK COHN. accompanied by her
three young sons, is en route from New York
to Los Angeles on the Pennsylvania by way
of Cuba and the Panama
Canal.
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Not Cutting Salaries, Says Nick Schenck

REVIVALS SCORED ASBUSINESS DETERRENT
Stuff Getting Troublesome

Toning Down Titles
Suggestive Names
Bring
Interference from
Local Groups
A move to eliminate sex and suggestiveness as far as possible from
titles of films, recently instituted by
Warner Bros., is expected to spread
among most of the other companies
as a result of increasing grief being
encountered from civic groups aroused by hot titles.
Among
the pic(Continued on Pane 8)

Talbot Warns
Citing numerous

instances

Against Ad
where

Matter

advertising plugs appear

in feature

pictures, Ralph Talbot, theater circuit operator of Tulsa, Okla., declares that
the practice is reaching the boomerang

stage.

Whether

or not payment

is

received for the ads does not alter the case, says Talbot, since the public has
no way

of knowing

this. "If we

don't stick to show

tising alone," he declares, "in a few years we
free admissions, giving away

entertainment

business and let adver-

will be operating theaters with

sponsored

by

national

advertisers."

Warner
Circuit Opposed
to Bringing Back
Old Hits
Denouncing the revival of past hits,
which threatens to spread this summer, as being a business deterrent.
L. E. Alperson told a Film Daily
representative yesterday that no
Warner theaters would adopt the policy. Stating there is a probability
of closing the Warner and possibly
(Continued on Path

L IDEA SPEEDS Dual Bill Meets Quick Death DID MICH. BOOKING CO-OP
F.N.
At Publix Detroit First -Run USE ALLIED ASS'N MONEY?
Production of features at the Warner Bros, and First National studios
is being accomplished in considerably less time under the new practice of holding rehearsals for two or
more weeks in advance of shooting
date, with the result that six of the
new season's productions already
have been completed, it is announced
by Sam E. Morris. At the same
time the Warner Bros, vice-president
(Continued on Page 8)

Motion Pictures on Slate
At Ad Men's Meet Today

Motion pictures and their relation
to advertising will be discussed at
today'- session of the Advertising
Federation of America's annual convention being held at the Hotel Pennsylvania.

B'way
Strand
To Play
Two M-G-M Productions
Warners will play two M-C M features
in their New York and Brooklyn Strand
under a deal put through last week for the
purpose of permitting Warners to get
ahead on their production schedule. "Men
Call it Love" opens at the houses Friday,
Gilbert in Gentleman's Fate"
and John
follows
|une 26.

Detroit — Double features had a
short life at the State, first of the
local first-run houses to go into such
a policy. After six days of poor business, Publix restored the house to
its single feature arrangement.
When the dual program was initiated at the State, local exhibitors
went up in arms, and the Allied
States Ass'n wired a protest to Sidney R. Kent of Paramount in New
York. The failure of the policy to
draw trade, however, was sufficient
reason for ditching it.

3 New Fire Ordinances
Signed by Mayor Walker
Three ordinances concerning the
fire and building codes in New York
City, signed by Mayor James J.
Walker at a public hearing held in
his office yesterday afternoon, become
effective immediately.
Representatives of the major distributing companies attended tinhearing. Fire Commissioner John J.
Dorman
thanked
the film industry
(Continued on Page 8)

No Salary Cuts for M-G-M,
Declares Nicholas M. Schenck
S.E. Booking Combine
Denied by L. B. Harrell

Xo change
in the M-G-M
salarj
scale will he made
at the present
time, President
Nicholas M. Schenck

told The Film Daim yesterday, \<>'.
lowing a meeting of his board of diAtlanta— Love B. Harrell, execu- rectors.
tive secretary of the Southeastern
I ii Brandt of Columbia and II. u
Theater Owners' Ass'n which opened lev I.. Clarke of Fox are other majoi
its two-day convention here yestercompany heads who have cop
denies reports that he is to
flatly against v
. while Hiram
a hooking
Combine
being tor
S. Brown oi R i<( i has declare
include Southeastern exhibitors. Harrell declared that an activity of this company also is anticipating that no
action of this kind will be I
(Continued on Pati*

Detroit— That $6,500 in funds from
the treasury of Allied Theaters, Inc.,
a non-profit organization, was taken
out and used to help start Co-operative Booking Service Corp..
corporation,
when
the
latter
was

Publix (Contmu,
Circuit Pushing
Pennsylvania Expansion
Butler.

quisition

of

the

Capitol and St.iii.' lure is among the
recent developments in t:
campaign of Pubhx in Pennsylvai
Control of the two local
ing (»(H) and 600, resp
taken
Aug.

1,overa isfrom

tail

Am bridge
also was
tenth
by Publix.

(.
taki

Open

Sunday in Kearny,

With

20', 'To

Charity

Kearny,
N. | — Alter
20 years
of
law application,
movies
were
shown
Sunday
at the Regent and Lincoln
R
houses, under an arrangement with the
council whereby
20 per cent of the

blue
hcic
K 0
city

goes to charity. The
Hudson,
manj.
Ralph D Rcid. attempted to operate without entering into the chj,
and was promptly closed by the police

z-^3
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G. W. Albright Dies
Richmond,
Ind. — G. YV. Albright,
former owner
of the Majestic and
Princess in London,
O., died here
several days ago after a long illness.
'.*»♦•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦#♦♦*•♦ •♦♦*>♦♦♦>♦♦♦>•♦♦•♦♦ « ♦ • •»»*#**♦*; ;
».♦
•*•
J.J
5.J

§

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Sound picture production activities
arc just beginning to take shape in
the Far East, it was stated yesterday by Harry G. Musgrove, who has
just been appointed by Ambrose
Dowling, RKO foreign manager, as
Far East representative. He leaves
New York Monday for Shanghai,
wlurc he will make his headquarters.
Musgrove said that a number of
Japanese and Chinese picture companies have sent agents to Hollywood to buy sound equipment and
make a survey of production methods.
A little sound picture production is
going on in the former country, he
stated. Lack of proper laboratory
facilities and equipment has been an
obstacle in the way of sound film
production, Musgrove said. A few
theater construction projects are being discussed in Shanghai and Pekin,
he stated, the houses proposed seating between 2,000 and 3,000.

Contract Let for Coast Automat

Chg.
H
'A
3%
ya

Lont; Island City
154 Crescent St.
STilkvell 4-7940
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♦"♦
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Bureau,
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Hollywood — Contracts are being
let for the Hughes-Franklin automatic theater, called the Studio,
first of its kind in the West. S.
Charles Lee is the architect and the
house is expected to be finished in
60 days.

g J. E. Brulatour, Inc. %

DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S

Resuming Work Soon
Onation
N. work
Y. State
Ass'n
Organiz
on the
New

Today:

York State Exhibitor Ass'n will be
resumed following final disposition of
the fire code ordinance in New York
City. President Charles O'Reilly of
the r. O. C, C. has been occupied
with the code for months and consequently has been unable to engage
in organization activities. The association will comprise the New York,
Buffalo and Albany exhib units.

RKO Dickering With Fox
On Product Booking Deal
Negotiations are now in progress
towards the selling of RKO product
to Fox theaters. Charles Rosenzweig,
RKO sales manager, yesterday denied that the deal provides for the
operation of RKO houses on the
Coast by Fox, as reported.

Tennessee Unit To Expand
Richmond — Virginia - Tennessee
Theaters, Inc., a Tennessee corporation of which Samuel Dembow of
New York is president, has become
domesticated in Virginia with a view
to extending its business interests in
this state. Principal office of the corporation in Virginia is to be located
here, with Thomas B. Gay in charge.

Annual Convention of Southeast Theater Owners, Hotel Ansley, Atlanta.
District
convention of Projectionists' Locals, Hotel Ansley,
Atlanta.

June 14-18: Annual convention of Advertising Federation of America, Hotel
Pennsylvania,
New
York.
June 16-17: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of
Wisconsin, Hotel Pfister. Milwaukee.
June 18-19: Annual convention of Allied
Theater Owners of New Jersey,
Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City.
July IS: Educational-Tiffany regional sales
convention,
New
York.
Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota. Minneapolis.

Sam Gould Selling Out
Pittsburgh — Sam Gould, who recently turned over the Senate in Arrtbridge. Pa., to Publix. is reported to
be disposing of his Arcadia and Ideal
as well, after which he will return
to California.
Denied "Cine-Tone" Trade Mark

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Permission to register the term "Cine-Tone" as a trade
mark for movie sound apparatus has
been denied the De Vry Corp., Chicago, by Assistant Commissioner of
Patents William A. Kinnan, in view
of the prior adoption and use by
the Powers Cinephone Equipment

Paramount Bond Payment
Paramount Broadway Corp., wholCorp., New York, of the term "Cine10-Cent Scale at Palace, Mpls.
phone" as a trade mark for similar
ly-owned subsidiary of Paramount
Minneapolis — Publix has brought goods. Kinnan held the two marks
Publix, yesterday delivered for can- prices down
to 10 cents at its 2,000- were confusingly similar.
cellation to Chemical Bank and
seat de luxe house, the Palace, now
Trust Co., trustee, $125,000 par value playin
g third and fourth runs with
of its first mortgage S]/2 per cent
bonds secured by mortgage on the four changes a week. Former admission price was 20 cents, while
Paramount Building, New York. The several other
grinds in the same
original issue of these bonds was vicinit
y have been charging a dime.
$10,000,000, and $9,250,000 remains The Lyndale, uptow
outstanding.
n Publix house,
also has a 10-cent scale.

talking

sound
r aner

Barkey Gets W. B. Chile Post
Warner Bros. Loan
J. S. Barkey has been appointed
Warner Bros, have given a mortresident manager of Warner's new
gage for $800,000 due June 2, 1932,
branch at Santiago, Chile. Barkey
at 5 per cent, to the Pown Corp.. on
will work under the supervision of 227-233 West 51st
and on
William Fait, in charge of all South the leases of 217 WestStreet,
51st St., and
American
distribution.
234 West 52nd Street, and on the
lease of the street level floor in the
building on the west side of BroadCOMING & GOING
way between 51st and 52nd Streets.
ERNST FEGTE, former art director at
Pat-amount's Mew York studio, is en route
to Hollywood
to join the company's west
coast
art department.

GEORGE HIBBARD, assistant director
with Paramount,
leaves today for Hollywood
JOSEPH BOYLE, formerly with Para
13 mount as unit manager, leaves Uuie 27 for
Hollywood
tn join M-G-M.
CARL LESERMAX. Warner Bros, sales
manager for the West, has returned to New
Yo:k following a nine weeks' trip.
HANNAH KASS, head of the Columbia
f >reign department, sails for Europe tomorHollywood t-J
row on the Aquitania.
•'•
Chicago
6700 Santa Monica J-J
♦'♦ 1727 Indiana Ave.
BUDD ROGERS. Sono Art-World Wide
Blvd.
:•:
sales chief, has left New York on a tour
;'♦
CALumet 3692
HOLlywood4121 & of
the Middle West.
mm
*.•
•*' •
HOLMES is on his way to
?'.♦♦.*♦.♦«.*♦.*♦.♦♦>♦.♦♦.♦♦.•♦.♦♦>♦.♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦»•♦•♦♦♦♦*♦•-« XevPHILLIPS
^ ork.

! Eastman Films |
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Talker Production in Far East
Getting Under Way, Says Musgrove
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IT'S
SURE-IT'S PERMANENT-IT'S YOURS
How would you like to look forward to an INCOME that
would be non-shrinkable, non-fluctuating, payable to you
each month YEAR AFTER YEAR, even though you
should live to be a hundred years old.
For further information, write

JOHN

J.

KEMP

551 Fifth Ave.
New
Phones MUrray Hill 2-7838-9
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Columbia this year offers its most ambitious
program :
— smash hits from the current Broadway theatrical season!
— novels, magazine stories, and newspaper
serials by authors whose readers number in the
millions!

— original screen stories by screen authors of
peerless reputation!

— magnetic star personalities in productions
that will be their crowning achievement!
— Aimed

at box-office results and public

satisfaction, this program is made possible by the
HARRY COHN
Vic* -President

I
JACK COHN
7>«*>»urer

determination and guidance of Columbia's three
chief executives — Joe Brandt, Harry Cohn and
Jack Cohn — who have proven their ability as
producers of Showmanship Pictures!
A record of eleven years of achievement is the

best guarantee for future delivery that it is possible to offer. It represents a stability that assures
profitable business; an acumen of showmanship
that reveals real ability; and a knowledge of entertainment that satisfies public demand in any
theatre anywhere.

•

Season

Story

TWO SMASHING STORIES
FROM TRUE STORY
MAGAZINE !
stories

A

if

Jnie.

screen

A powerful drama of thrills
and throbs, by
ELLA

MUNI

and ABEM

MM

"THE

From the Red Book Magazine Serial Story,
"Help Yourself To Happiness"
by FRANK R. ADAMS
Its millions of readers are a
ready-made audiencel

GIRL"

From the smashing best selling novel,
"Via Manhattan/'

FINKEL

#/THE SUBSTITUTE Wl

HALFWAY

by HAWTHORNE

"THEN

HELL

*>'

BROKE

LOOSE'

HURST

1932

"VANITY

"BLONDE

STREET"
**

FA N N I

U R S T

JEAN

BABY"

with
HARLOW

From the best selling novel

by WILSON

COLLISON

eir story,

piercing !

BUCK

cCO

JONES

The Ace o\ the Westl
In 8 rip- snorting, rough - riding,
swift -action stories I

Y

»

The thriller star, in 8
«!*.

r

great outdoor productions!
V

FOLLOW

THE ARROW

COLUMBIA
KRAZY
Produced

KAT

HAS TH E B E5T
FEATURETTEJ

Cortooni

by Charles Min'c

APPV" Cartoon*
Produced by Charlci Minn

For the season

Th« treated number ol ttan In iK.
iiroun reel cvtr mad*.

1931-1932,

Columbia offers, as in the past, a
i

line-up of featurette entertainment
that cannot be matched elsewhere
Waller

Fuller.

TRAVEIAUGHS

iKiloeue by John P. Medbury.
Wali<
Only reel
Wanlm.

Produced

JRIOSITItS

<

Produced

by WoM.i

in the industry!

Inc

by

Covering the entire gamut of variety, oddity, travel, laughs, thrills,
interest, and uniqueness, Columbia's
featurettes are genuine box-office
attractions with a high quality of
entertainment that will please audi-

ALT
DISNEY'S
FAMOUS
MICKEY
SILLY
MOUSE
SYMPHONY
Cartoons

Cartoons

ences everywhere.
They are the top cream of the
business, best by the actual test
of performance!
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Cll^

golf

<T**4A AAA
tournament

on
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Coast,

vVm. Fox Claim
1 Exl hibs Disappointed Over
of Films for
T i r ^ t Shortage
t
uct for 1931-32. Deal wa- closed at
a conference by Sam K. Morris and
Claude Ezell.

FAIRBAlr
a newse

*
*
*
#
• • • TIMES ARE so tough that the film execs in the
Empey Billiard Tournament find themselves so weak that they
are playing nothing but Cushion TVprc-cin >iW?..j^n -the Hand
Ball Tournament the contestants a
exclusively
small revenue producer
around last year's ball to give it
j*
*
Rather *than chance the possibility

*

2

Wa-ner ' ".
Columbia
Theaters
Natl

*

0MING FAST ENOUGH

n- gives credit where
it is due
you don't
for an outfit, Max, to appieciat: what's uoing on
who DO, reflect the Spirit in Back of It All
and the outsider gets it unmistakably

3

of Saturday's Camcs
7 RKO
Pathc

T\

• • • MAX STAHL, manager of Educational's Chi branch,
commenting on our blurb about Mister Hammons and the organizashe in general, is surpri-ed and gratified that an outsider like

Pet

Results

> < I SIS

JjOUUle

last year it appeared
in "Cinema"
mag
yesterday
Julia
Shawell
gave it her kolyum
in the "Graphic"
Mike
i-,
quite
confident
that he can crash the Bronx "Home News" with
the Annual
in 1932

Standing of the Clubs
W.
L.

i
3

Pictures
Years Old

a Tu-mtntore program v» . — ..
icy from 9 a. m. to 11:30 p m., is bei)
Du-Art
Canadian
Lab Openin
opened by George Bowser, formerly ge
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.
,. Louis
, - Amuseme
A
1 - > r . > ti t < >— Arthur
dotticb
am
A
eral,
manager or,"..the St.
.
.,
,
ll .l
* l
> 'iung, ,'president
and_. trea>urer,
he thought of Cecil De Mille's s< /Co. at.. the
theater
known atIvarious . .tim
.
, , . .' re„.
„
,
.
..
c.
r.
■]
1
>
e
t1
1
\
c
1
\
of
the
Du-Art
I.aboraand the St. Charle '
•. .
,r .
take the subjects of his best filmsr as the Broadway
and
again every ten years
and t House is now being remodeled
ing for the formal opening of the
seat 475.
"Well, he does, doesn't he?"
t
company's new Canadian plant. H. X.
'is 'ead, and sez
"Oh, I say,
1 ><■ Witt
is president
and
general
and rushed off to publish
laboratory, Arof the is newdirector
Timni"n
nrnTninn
nl » i>»Jmanag?r
CnT
thur
Gottlieb
of -ale.,
*
*
Samuel Wormser is office manager
• • • JUST
TO show you what a pressagey can do with
and
cian. William Reiswick i> lab technione
story,
lookit
Mike
Simmons
gettingwriter
a great play
on his Annual
the
one about the he's
scenario

M. P. Baseball League
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Emgeem

• • •
DOUGLAS
non, pulled a nifty

Splitting
Orpheum
Memphis
policy has
eek
split-w
A
is—
Memph
Orgone into effect at the R-K-O
pheum.

Pathc
Theaters
Photophonc

.

Milton Beecher, out on a visit from Howard Dietz's office, took
those Hollerword
suckers
for a ride
he got a 24-point
handicap by looking innocent and handling his driver like a basebail bat
then he came through with a net score of 65 to
win the coveted Feist prize
about the first time an Easterner ever got a break in Hollerword

Blouin at Metropolitan
Wa-hington — Maurice Blouin has
been appointed a-sistant manager of
the Metropolitan under Thomas
Tompkins, successor to Fallas
Broche. Blouin formerlv was with
the Warner Bros, publicity department here.

h-

*

_
AT

Motion
Fourteen
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that mugg's theater sure
Asylum

Rochester. X. Y. — A new type of
film for home movie cameras, capable
of taking indoor pictures at night
with as little as two 100-watt bulbs
!• r illumination, has been perfected
by Eastman Kodak. Sporting events
in artificially lighted buildings, street
at night, and even "close-ups"
scenes
of a face illuminated by a single
match, have been successfully taken
in tests of the new film, but the increased possibilities for movies within the home probably will prove the
most important result.

RKO
Natl
RCA

a

scenes from the tropical pix, withnatives, were framed in borders cm
while over the broiling South St
of optimistic polar bears tripping^

Detroit — Jack Saxe has been elected president of the Detroit Film
Board of Trade for another year.
Frank J. Downey also was re-elected
treasurer, while H. X. Starr continues
on the board of directors. K. Shallit
of Columbia is the new vice-president: H. T. Silberberg of Pathe, secretary, and Dave Munidstuck of
Crescent joins the board of directors.

ERpi

HfDNHDAy,JIJNt

bearing in mind the idea of ^OOUCt

this is how

Newspaper

DAILY

NEWTCCr,

Jack Saxe Again Heads
Detroit Film Board

Film Aids Home

Of
Now

•rr
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(Continued from Pane 1)
formed in 1929, is reported by thel
"Michigan Film Review" in its current issue. The ten stockholders in
the Co-op Service are listed as Allen!
Johnson, A. Eiseman, James C. Ritter, John E. Niebes, P. C. Schram,1
C. W. Porter, Frank Wetsman, H.
T. Reynolds, Alex Schreiber and H.
M. Richey. All except Porter also
are on the Allied board. Incidentally,
Porter, who owns the Majestic, does
not subscribe to the Co-op service
though he is a stockholder and director. Richey has denied any affiliation with the Co-op.

Eastman

The Daily

&250

6
52
2

*

*

have

to work
the (jents
as you do

»

• • •
HAROLD FRANKLIN has at last selected the name
for his new automatic theater in Hollywood
the Studio
what,
Harold?
are you gonna
bar the public?
is
in Brooklyn
Hour
the Happy
exhib running
The
called Svengali
he sez he's away ahead of John Barrymore
he's been trying to hypnotize the public in for years
as inevitable as that "I love you" is followed
Add Similes
by "I leave you."
Tex Guinan was so sore over being
thrown out of Paris that she's reported to have given all her
one girl's loss is another
Parisian lingerie to a chorus boy
girl's gain

«

«

«

»

»

»

Legion Post in Membership Drive
Under
the leadership
of Eugene
Zukor,
recently-elected
comm i
S. Rankin Drew
Post, American
Legion, the theatrical unit in the V
War
veteran-'
organization
ducting a member-nip dri>
mittee in charge include- Aaroi
F. Cronl
Shor.
George and
dV°;
Paul Could
JohnA. Met

Many Happy
Returns
Best withe* and contended bygratulation!
T areHex-I
FILM DAILY to the following member* of the induatry. who are celebrating their birthday! :

June

1 (>

William
B. Davidson
William
vard
Norman
Kc
Philo McCullouKh
Stan
LupinoLaurel
1
Barry

Norton
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)D FLASHES
T W ILK

REHEARSAL IDEA SPEEDS
U
WARNER-F1PR0DUK
(Continued

Dorothy Sebastian has completed the feminine lead in Bill Boyd's newest picture,
"The Iron Chalice," which Fred Niblo directed.

*

S. E. Booking Combine
Denied by L. B. Harrell
(.Continued

from

Page

*

*

Columbia's adaptation of the Augustus
Thomas play, "Arizona," is in the cutting
room being prepared for early release. Principal roles are in the hands of Laura La
Plante, John Wayne, June Clyde, Nena Quartcro, Forrest Stanley, Loretta Sayers and
Susan Fleming.
George B. Seitz directed.

1)

was

parsed

up

without

New Outdoor Advertising Unit
Outdoor Advertising. Inc., has
been formed to act as a -pecial repreative of the outdoor advertising
plant owners in the solicitation of
outdoor advertising nationally Authorized capital stock of Outdoor Advertising, Inc., will consist of 50,000
-hares of common stock of $5 par
and 50,000 shares of $7 cumulative
oreferred stock. Kerwin H. Fulton
i- president of the new company and
Burnett W. Robbins has been elected
president of General Outdoor Advertising Co. to succeed Fulton.
Warner

yes-man.

*

*.

*

Our Passing Show: B. P. Schulberg,
Dave Selznick, King Vidor, Edward Goodman, Al Kaufman, Nat Finston, Dave EpLove Once"
of "WomenGroucho
at the preview Glendale;
at thestein,Alexandria,
Marx
and Arthur
Sheekman
lunching
at Fox.

*

*

*

wrote the adaptation,

continuity
andthedialogue
has
also written
screen for
play"Dracula,"
and dialogue
for "Frankenstein," which will be made by
Universal.

*

*

*

Etter D'Orasio, of the Fox information department, isa versatile boy. His drawings are
attracting much attention and Warner Baxter and Sue Carol have been among the
subjects.

action.

*
Robert Emmett O'Connor has been assigned a role by Radio Pictures in "Fanny
Foley Herself" in which he gets away from
his customary
detective characterization.

*

*

*

A. J. Karnopp says he overheard this one.
etary: "Relative to see you, sir." Pro?
ducer: "Relative? What rank?" Secretary:
"Third cousin!" Producer: "Sony. We're
casting only first cousins today. Tell him he's
*
*
not the type." *
Ned
Sparks
has gone to Quebec
for
six weeks' vacation.

y

*

*

*

George R. Batcheller and Barney Gerard,
in thelease atproduction
of Chesterfield's
next the
rethe Tec Art
Studios, announce
role.
signing of Alice Day to play the leading

*

*

*

William Bakewell will have the featured
juvenile role in "Guilty Hands," M-G-M
production. Recently he completed a similarly important role in "Politics."
A local preview audience apparently shared
the enthusiasm of Paramount's executives for
Edward Goodman's initial directorial effort.
"Women Love Once," judging from the
comment
following cards
day.
received at the studio the

Stars in Serial Broadcast
Nick Basil in Vaude
M. H. Gwynn Retiring
Terrell, Tex.— M. H. Gwynn, who
Radio
Newsreel
of HollyNick Basil, who appeared in nine
wood," a 52- week
serial
'
Tony" two-reelers pro- has been one of the state's most acsponsored by Mobilgas stations in the "Nick ducedand
tive exhibitors in organization activiby Louis Brock for RKO, will
r. S, and Canada
in a tie-up with open a vaudeville tour at the R-K-O
ties and in fighting adverse legislaWarner Bros, and Fir I National, will Jefferson on June 27.
tion, has sold his Lyric here to Leastart about June 22.
Warner and F.
man Marshall, operator of the Iris,
X. stars will be featured in the liroadand is retiring.
Lupe Velez at Palace
i a-ts.
The series will begin with an
I.upe Velez will be the headline
address
by George
Arliss,
delivi
attraction at the RKO Palace on
Colored Stills System Perfected
by electrical
transcription.
Colored stills may he made via the
Broadway
beginning
next Saturday.
new Visucolor process, which has
Another for A. G. Buchanan
now been perfected. Principle of
Marion, O. — The Oakland has been light refraction is involved in the
Fecke Wins Toss-up
tal en over by A. G. Buchanan, who system. Addition of each color to a
In the official presence of Phil
is now also operating the State. The still, lithograph or other matter reM. Daly yesterday, Herb Fecke and
new owner will open the house aboul
quires a separate
development.
William 'Bill'' Ferguson tossed up
a quarter for the possession of the
IS and will follow the same polTurner Heads RKO Golf Club
Columbia cup offered for the after"> hich prevails at the State.
New
noon low net score at the recent
' "in, | i quipmenl will 1" installed.
James H. Turner, assistant to
FILM COLF TOURNAMENT. The
Hiram S. Brown, has been elected
New Minneapolis House Opens
president of the RKO Golf Club.
coin was flipped. "Bill" cried
"heads" — and Herb has a brand
Minneapolis — L. Kopman has open- succeeding Charles 1. Freeman, who
new trophy.
headed the RKO golfers during
sd the new
Camden,
uptown house
the past year.
ing 350.
"The

Page
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Tracy Orr believes the economy wave will
result in three directors sharing the same

Garrett Fort, who

kind is beyond the purpose and corporate powers of the association, an
that he personally is not in a posi
tion to give it consideration at this
time.
He also said that, at a recent
meeting
of the board
of directors,
consideration
of such a proposition

from

spiked recent coast reports of a stu
dio shutdown by declaring that \Y
B. and F. N. will adhere to thei:
program of 35 features each, in addi U
tion to 168 Yitaphone shorts, as pre
viously
outlined.
Studio activity will be continuous
Mort Blumenstock, noted for production of
short features, and recently active at the Morris states. Until a fortnight agi
Paramount studios in the East, has arrived six pictures were in production sim
in Hollywood to collaborate with Johnny GrPy
ultaneously at the West Coast studios
in writing
Clark and
McCullough's next two- At present four are shooting. Thre*
reeler
for Radio
Pictures.
*
*
*
of these are Warner Bros, pictures
A little item in The Film Daily resulted "The Star Witness," with Wake
in the reunion of Paul Detlefsen of Radio Huston, "Chic" Sale, Frances Starr
Pictures and Robert Keller of the National
Broadcasting Co., Detlefsen and Keller were Sally Blane and others; "Larcenj
classmates at the Lake View high school, Chi- Lane," with James Cagney and Joai
cago, in 1919 and were out of touch with Blondell, and "Safe in Hell," wit!
each other until Keller read an item regard- Lillian Bond and David Manners
ing Detlefsen.
The fourth picture is a First Nationa
*
*
*
release,
Boy Makes Good,'
starring "Local
Joe E. Brown.
Among the feature pictures already
completed on the 1931-32 program
and either in the cutting room o:
edited and awaiting release, are: fo:
Warner Bros. "The Mad Genius,'
starring John Barrymore; "Alexande
Hamilton," starring George Arliss
"The Other Man," starring Willian
Powell. First National, "Five Stat
Final," starring Edward G. Robin
son, "I Like Your Nerve," starring
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and "Th(
Last Flight," starring Richard Bar
thelmess.

3 New Fire Ordinances
Signed
by Mayor
Walker
(Continue!
from Pane 1)
representatives for their tedious anc;
painstaking work on the codes over a
period of months. Charles T. O'Reil
ly, president of the T. O. C. C. \vh(
has been prominent in drafting th<
new regulations, and Senator J
Henry Walters spoke in behalf of th
codes. Mayor Walker presented
O'Reilly with the pen with which h
signed the ordinances.

Bristol Left $1,729,602.10
Waterbury, Conn. — William H.
Bristol, inventor of recording anil
electrical devices and a pioneer in
the field of talking pictures, left an
estate of $1,729,602.10, the inventory reveals. Bristol
death occurred
some months ?~o. 's
Howard Amos Resting
Macon. Ga. — Howard Amos, in
charge of Publix houses here, is going to Asheville to spend two
months for his health. R. M. Swanson of Miami has arrived here to fill
his place temporarily.

Prolific Writer
Burnet Hershey, Vitaphonc staff
writer, has probably created a new
record for New York representation
in a single week. Within a radius
of 20 blocks theaters were showing
seven shorts on which he worked
at the Vitaphone studio at Brook-

lyn.
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Indies Ask for Better Product As Double Bill Cure

KID PICTURES NOT COMING FAST JNOUGH
Sheehan Wins Settlement in $310,000 Win. Fox Claim
Lawsuit Over Proceeds of
Stock Sale Adjusted
Out of Court

Pictures
— will carry on
=^By

JACK

ALICOATE-=

It seems to be a
Cleaning safe prediction that
the ironce
when
House
ritating blanket of
the present depression has been
lifted this motion picture industry will emerge upon a more
antial founsane, solid and subst
dation than ever before in its
nickering history. Once again
the business is getting back to
the fundamental principle of its

Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager of Fox Film, yesterday obtained a full settlement out of court in
his lawsuit against William Fox over
$310,000 which Sheehan said was due
him as proceeds of certain stock
placed by him in Fox's hands for
sale.
Fox claimed he had invested the
and that
on Sheehan's
proceeds
the investment
resultedbehalf
in a loss,

1^-Hour
Opening
St. Louis — A

Shorts Program
in

St.

Louis

short subject theater, with

a 90-minute program on a continuous policy from 9 a. m. to 11:30 p. m., is being
opened by George Bowser, formerly general manager of the St. Louis Amusement
Co. at the theater known at various times
as the Broadway and the St. Charles.
House is now being remodeled and will
seat 475.

on

Page
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PATHE FEATURES, SHORTS

Washington Bureau of THE

in 10 Years

on
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Budapest — An

average

of 5 per cent of

the films presented to the Hungarian censorship board from 1920 to 1929 have been
it is shown in the board's report.
rejected,
From April 1, 1920, to the end of 1929 a
total of 15,357 films were submitted, and
731 were rejected. Main causes of rejection involved matters considered contrary
to national welfare.

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Harry Crandall, who
Approximately 65 per cent of sound
circuit of about 15 houses
installation propositions considered built up aterritory
and sold out to
this
in
being
tood
by the electrics r.re unders
Stanley
more
than
three years ago,
rejected on the grounds of bad risks.
exhibition field
the
ng
re-enteri
is
in
house
large
every
As practically
house at
2,500-seat
a
plans for
the country is now wired, theater- with
Connecticut Ave. and Newark St. in
almost
are
s
device
at present seeking
Chevy Chase section.
exclusively small revenue producers. the fashionable
of
lity
possibi
the
Rather than chance
"The Viking"
being forced to take over the house:
of uncertain accounts, the electricAn absorbing and frequently aweare refusing to make numerous deals.
touching
adventure
pictorial
inspiring
two
cinematic
extremes
was presented
The smaller sound equipment comg
panies, however, are doing a thrivin
last night
at Leo
Park.
No offering
this Brecher's
season hasCentral
come
business among this class of houses.

Better Product Will Solve
Dual Bill Evil, Say Indies

(Contini ed

Exhibitors who had figured on
making special /drives for juvenile
business during the school vacation
period this summer by the intensive
exploitation of pictures with kid appeal are keenly disappointed over the
slowness of producers in turning out
the promised
pictures
(Continued
on Page of 12)this type,

ELECTRICS TURNING DOWN crandaliTrTenterinc
CANADIAN FAMOUS SIGNS 65% OF SOUND PROSPECTS wasp exhibition field
(Continued

prosperity resting upon a continual
flow of good screen product. Once
more most film folk are becoming
constructive and thinking in terms of
Complete lineup of RKO Pathe
entertainment for and on that
and shorts on the new seafeatures
old screen, and of nothing else. And
list
son's
bas been booked for showis,
and
has,
it
s
with all of its worrie
Famous Players Canathe
over
ing
ten
of
out
nine
than
less
ing
sufferries.
dian circuit of houses, it was anindust
nounced yesterday by Ned E. De*
*
*
pinet, general sales manager ot
From what Pathe. Negotiations were started by
A Swell
we have seen of Depinet on his recent trip to Canada,
this Movietone and concluded by Arthur Cohen of
Short Series
F.P.C., Henry Nathanson of Regal
"Magic Carpet" Films, and Tom
Brady,
Canadian
(Continued on Page 12)
series our guess, from the standpoint
this
that
is
B.O.,
of the good old
colorful series is in. These shorts
are well dressed and have a background of showmanship. They have
a certain romantic appeal for all kids
from seven to 70 and, at least those
enwe have seen, have enough solid
tertainment value to rate part of any
Rejections
by Hungary
marquee collection of electric lights.
*
*
*
Average 5%
The irrepressible
Mr. Daab of RKO
On the
and points West
Firing Line
arises to remark
that the entire country is hungry for
amusements and, far from theorizing,
proves his contention, more or less,
by citing a select collection of current facts. "There's no such thing as
depression in show business for the

Exhibs Disappointed Over
Shortage of Films for
Vacation Plugs

Independent theater operators will
gladlv discard the double feature
policy as soon as there is an ample
supply of strong attractions available
deto make the single program more
sirable, it is brought out in a Film
Daily survey.

Joseph M. Seider, president of the
Prudential and Playhouse circuits in
Long Island, comprising 21 houses,
declares that competition is not the
cause for the two-feature policy in
s.
be glad to
"We on shall
his theater(Continued
Page 12)

anywhere

near this Varick Frissell production for genuine stark beauty and
elemental punch. Likewise none has
approached it in naive cast of prinperformcipalsances.
and barnstorming-style
Between these two far points
the picture has plenty of stuff to
keep any kind of an audience engrossed.
First there are the many astounding —
and undeniably real — scenes of ships
cutting through deep ice, men trekking, across heaving glacier waves,
mountainous icebergs, seal herds, blasting a ship free from an ice jam, and
other rare sights in the battle with
blackis the
nature. Then
mustached
villainthere
chasing
the proud
beauty in the grand old style, the
weakling hero who redeems himself and
squelches the villain in the end, and
a melo-dramatie plot which, though simple and badly acted, works up to a
powerful climax. There is also a prologue in travelogue style, even unto the
is credited
talking reporter. DirectionCILLETTE.
to Ceorge Melford, but doesn't look it.
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New Ohio Censor Starts July 1
Columbus, O. — Prof. Beverly O.
Skinner of Wilmington, ().. appointed by Governor George White to
-ucceed John L. Clifton as director
of education, which includes the duties of head of the board of motion
picture censorship, takes office July 1.
«»»♦♦♦«♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦».♦♦.»«.♦».♦♦,♦«,♦».♦♦,♦..«♦....♦»♦♦.♦..»♦.♦»,♦;
New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STillwell 4-7940

J. E. Brulatour, Inc. I|
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man who won't be licked," opines
Mr. Daab. "But the exhibitor who
hangs out a one-sheet, changes the
bulbs in hi> marquee, plants a reader
in daily paper with a pansy ad . . and lets it go at that . . . will take
the licking of his life." And when
we come to think of it, we are inclined to think the colorful Mr. Daab
is right once again.

An

Schwalberg and Milder
Banqueted by Associates
Al W. Schwalberg, who is marrying Anne Quint at the Ritz-Carlton
on Sunday, and Max Milder, newly
appointed managing director for Warner-First National in England, were
banqueted last night at the Commodore Hotel by their associates.
Schwalberg was presented with a 56piece silver set, and Milder was
given a set of black pearl studs. The
gathering included:
Arthur Sachson, Ed. Hinchey,
Rudy Hagen, Charley Kemke, Charley Bailey. Harry Rosenquest, Mike
Dolid, Dave Blyth, Phil Abrahams,
George Bilson, Jerry Loeb, Eddie
Goldstein. Xat Beier, 'AHarry Decker,
George Balsdon, Jr., Al Brauninger,
C. C. Ryan. Karl MacDonald, Samuel Carlisle, Tom J. Martin. Claude
C. Ezell, Gradwell L. Sears, A. VV.
Smith, Jr., Carl Leserman. S. Charles
Einfeld, Tom Sprv of Boston; Ned
E. Depinet. H. Doherty. A. McBeath.
Sol Shernow. Arthur Jones, Norman
Moray, L. Tietjen, H. Meyer and I.
Levirson.

all-AC-operated sound reproducing equipment designed for theaters of small capacity up to 500 seats
has been launched by RCA Photophone, it is announced by Sydney E.
Abel, general sales manager. At the
same time the company has placed in
effect new and more attractive terms
of payment. The special equipment,
priced at $1,600, may be acquired by
exhibitors for a down payment of
$100 and $25 weekly for two years.
The weekly remittance includes rental, insurance, finance charges and
service at the rate of one call monthly. This fixes the service charges at
$32.50 a month. The exhibitor may
continue this service after the twoyear period expires.

Michalove Calls Meeting
Of Warner Zone Managers

DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S
Today:

Annual convention of M. P. T. O.
of
Wisconsin, Hotel Pfister. Milwaukee.

June 14-18:

Annual convention of Advertising Federation of America, Hotel
Pennsylvania,
New
York.
June 18-19:Theater
AnnualOwners
convention
of Jersey,
Allied
of New
Li-Hotel
1,
Traymore.
Atlantic City.
June 27 Outing of Columbia Pictures Social Club. Karatsonyi's, Glen Cove.
July 15:

Educational-Tiffany regional sales
convention.
New
York.
Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota.
North and South Dakota, Minneapolis.

Penna. Exhibs Protest
Substitutions, Roadshows

Pittsburgh — A resolution has been
adopted by the M.P.T.O. of Western
Pennsylvania protesting against a
clause in some distributor contracts
giving the producer the right to
change story, star, cast or director.
The organization also went on record as opposed to certain productions
being taken from the contract for
roadshowing and forcing the theater
to sign a new contract at a higher
rental. While not opposed to roadshowing, the exhib group declares it
is entitled to the picture without additional cost if it was originally part
of the contract.

Zone managers of Warner Bros,
theaters are in New York, in response to a call issued by Dan Michalove, head of circuit operations, to
discuss product and plans for the
summer. Among those in attendance
are:
James Coston of Chicago, C. J.
Latta of Cleveland, Cullen Espy of
Indianapolis, I. J. Hoffman of New
Haven, William Goldman of PhilaAl Brandt in Hospital
delphia. Louis Lazar of Albany,
DAILY
John H. Harris of Pittsburgh, Leto West Coast Bureau, THE FILM
Hollywood — Al Brandt, brother of
Hill of St. Louis. J. J. Payette of
Joe Brandt and connected with the
Washington, and Harry Al. Kalmine Columbia production department for
of Newark.
the last eight years, is seriously ill
in the Hollywood Hospital. Joe
York.
Brandt is on his way here from New
Nathaniel J. Sunday Dies
Budd Gray Out
St. Louis — Nathaniel J. Sunday, 56.
Coincident with the change of the
a pioneer film salesman, died last
policy
to show
revivals,
week. He had been in the business Ralto's
Budd Gray has resigned as director
since 1905 and lately was shipping of publicity of that house.
WANTED
clerk for Progressive Pictures.
CONTACT MAN— only capaSixth for Jacobson
Circuit
ble man who has made big
Open Sunday for Marion, 111.
Acquisition of the Windsor on
money. Must know Motion
Marion, 111.— Sunday shows have Third Ave., New York, brings the
Picture Stars, socially.
been legalized by the city commis- Jacobson & Bros, circuit up to six
Box
850
c-o
Film
Daily
sion. The new ordinance raises the houses.
The Windsor seats 455.
1650 Broadway
New
York
City
theater
license
from
$100
to
$200
a
vear.
Pathe's First of the Season
"Sweepstakes," the Eddie Quillan
$755,000 Mortgages for Attica
starring vehicle that inaugurates the
Attica Film Corp. yesterday ob- release of RKO Pathe's Personality
'ained $755,000 on mortgages on its Group of 21 specials, will have its
properties on West 43rd St. and world premiere June 24 at the RKO
West 44th St. Mortgages were taken
May fair on Broadway. "Transgres')y theantee Continental
Mortgage Guar- time. sion" will he held over until that
Co.
Am interested in stock
shots showing battleships
going through the Panama
Canal and Canal locks, particularly abattleship passing
a freighter in the Canal.
Over, 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

STOCK

SHOTS

WANTED!

Let

Eastman Films «

from

Us

Solve

MOTION

Your

PICTURE

Problems!

INSURANCE

33

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates

Also stock shots scenes in
Havana .ind Cuba, particularly native life in city and
on Island.

INCORPORATED

Chicago
5;•{

1727
Indiana 3692
Ave.
CALumet

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

K
St

Blvd.
HOLIywood4121

:•:
St

1540 B'WAY,
BRyant

N. Y. C.
9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Michigan 8761

W. D. KELLY
Bryant 9-7800

***
*

•

STARS

SHORT

in
SUBJECTS

r\ne crowning glory of

m1

K\://M
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mi

STARS

that are known!

STARS

that you can advertise!

STARS

that belong in electric lights!

That is the keynote of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's 1931-32 short feature
program.
Every time you book pictures without star values, you are betraying
your sense of showmanship! Stars in shorts, as well as features, mean
extra profits. And now Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has made it possible
for you to fill your every short feature requirement with the biggest
names in the finest product in the short feature field.
Names

like Laurel and Hardy, Our Gang, James P. FitzPatrick, Sir

Harry Lauder, and all the rest — they're names that mean business.
Five great comedy series from Hal Roach — his name on a comedy is
like "sterling" on silver — it means box office. Three amazing short
feature series from the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios where the industry's great features are made — Dogville Comedies, Fisherman's Paradise
and Sport Champions.
And in the news department "The Globe Trotter" of Hearst Metrotone News is the sensation of the newsreel field. Every short feature
series built around stars and personalities that the public of the entire
nation, not just their own home town, knows and will pay to see.

Forget the unknowns ! Pick your shorts from the greatest stars of
short features in

r a

The Crowning Glory of
METRO-Go/<fivyff-MAYER
SHORTS for 1931-32

TAiy
<^

--»■

**

rV

* \

The funniest and most popular
comedy team in screen history !
Theatres advertise them like features. Inspired by the ever greater
approval oi the public, Hal Roach
is increasing the number of
their releases from six to

h
/ i

eight for 1931-32.
1 1 I -j^i

▼▼▼
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CUAtt
s distinction.

In dress clothes
his
lal Ro

hat has

EIGHT

RELEASES

EIGHT
RELEASES

ANNIVERSARY

EIGHT
RELEASES

1931-32 is Our Gang's
tenth birthday party. For a
decade Hal Roach has produced these comedies that
bring in the children as well
as adults. They're better
than ever now— new ideas,
new faces, new heart-tugs.
Advertise them and note
the extra business.

tASU PITTS
TH^lMATODD
Hal Roach had another
brilliant inspiration
when he signed two of
the screen's outstanding
comediennes as a team.
Zasu Pitts, the girl whose
comedy steals the features
from the stars— and
ThelmaTodd,the ravishing blonde. Pals but what
a pair! Truly the Laurel 6k
Hardy of comediennes!

EIGHT
RELEASES

* #*YTTr>

>

S^^M^N^^^

EIGHT

RELEASES

Comedies of youth with a note of thrill
and action. Designed to fill a long felt want
on theatre programs. A continuation of the
series of the current season featuring Mary
Kornman, Mickey Daniels, Grady Sutton,
Gertrude Messinger, and Betty Bolen. Exhibitors praise them and audiences demand
more of their exhilarating fun.

SIR HARRY

LAUDER.
The favorite in every nation and
the idol of millions in America
M-G-M has captured
the most celebrated entertainer ofthe world
today! By himself he
packs the largest theatres and concert halls.
In this series of favorite
old songs and humorpus monologue your
audiences will respond
to his warmth of personality as never before. An entertainment
scoop! One reel each.

FOUR
RELEASES

VSME comixes

LOVE

TAILS

OF MOROCCO

THIRTEEN
RELEASES

FITZPATMCK
LVELTALK/

SIX
RE LEASES
Six more canine comedies featuring the
dog stars of the talkies — because their
last series was a panic. M-G-M's original animal comedies of the talkies still
setting the pace for laughs and profits.
Produced at the M-G-M Studios where
the industry's great features are made.
Two reels each.

TWELVE
RELEASES
In a single year "Flip
the Frog" has leaped to
stardom. This funny
little fellow from the

erica's favorite travelerventurer has just returned from
trip 'round the world with -a
pmplete library of amazing scenes
■r off the beaten track of tourist
avel. He promises you trave
rills such as the talking screen
bs never shown before. Only
e best from M-G-M ! One reel

ch.

pen of Ub Iwerks of
"Mickey Mouse" and
"Silly Symphony "fame
brings millions of
laughs to movie-goers.
Perfect sound and acThe synchronization.
class of the
animated-cartoon field.
One reel each.

TWELVE

RELEASES

,

X'

WM. T.
TUDEN.II,
greatest of
all tennis
champions

LEO DIEGEL with Dorothy
lord3n, Cliff Edwards, Jorvi Mack
Rrown in "A

Lesson in \3oWV*

1931-32 will be a sports year KThis series
covers sports most enjoyed by the
American public, featuring champions
and supporting casts of well known
players, Leo Diegel.WilliamT.Tilden, II,
jack Dempsey, and others covering golf,
tennis, swimming and diving, tRack,
broncho-busting and wrestling. Get
your share of record-breaking sport
receipts with the stars the public loveV

One red each.

Sc^ne from

"Splaidiving
h ",
fancy
by champs.

\

HSHERMAHS
MAI
The first release already a sensation «n test showings in important keyvpoints. "A short no audience should miss — onex^f the most \ovel and
entertaining shorts yet shown !"says M.^ Herald.
A real sensation for your\screen is the series J
depicting the mighty thrills of deep seaBshinp:
One reel each.

The greatest combination of news
resources ever conceived ! The worldwide news gathering and disseminating

A

resources of the world's most powerful
news agencies —

NEWSPAPERS
RADIO
AND

SIX
RELEASES
combined

to produce the new,

modern super- newsreel
/

in which is

incorporated "The Globe Trotter".
The greatest forward step o( the ve.ir
in theatre enterprise.
TWICE

EACH

WEEK

Ik
rL

*

8 LAUREL

& HARDY

8 CHARLEY
8 OUR

GANG

CHASE

*

comedies

/

comedies

^H^H

comedies

comedies

\

FITZPATRICK

SPORT

T
/ ^^

^ /flP

cartoons 12

CHAMPIONS

FISHERMAN'S PARADISE
SIR HARRY LAUDER
HEARST

METROTONE

SHORT
FEATURES
BIGS TARS
WL

Traveltalks 13

FLIP the FROG

^F^W^$

8 BOY FRIENDS comedies
p
8 PITTS-TODD comedies
jfa^i.
6 DOGVILLE

•

th tk<

"for 1931*32 #/*£
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Short Shots from
New York Studios
^^

By HARRY

AT. BZ..4//?

^^

RICHARD BLAYDON, who has
officiated as assistant director on
any of the recent pictures made at
'aramount's New York studio, inluding "The Royal Family," "Serets of a Secretary" and "Girl
labit," has been selected by D. W.
Griffith to assist on the feature picure which he is planning to start
ere in two weeks.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth, who
ave been starred in 12 Vitaphone
omedies released under the general
itle of "The Naggers," have been
igned for an additional series of six
ictures to be released on the coming
sason's program. Their latest picire, "The Nagger's Housewarming,"
i now being edited.
When the back fence encasing the
aramount lot was painted with the
ime of a lumber company for a reent short, reports reached Broad■av that the studio had sold out.
That assistant directors must be
eady to be called upon in every
mergency is illustrated by the case
f- Frank Cavett, assisting George
bbott on "Secrets of a Secretary?'
'ho made a 15- ft. fall when the ac»• hired to do so lost his nerve
t the last moment.
William and Joe Mandel have been
gned by Warner Bros, as stars of
ne of the numbers to be included in
le coming series of Vitaphone shorts
) be known as Big Star Comedies.
A "Tone Poem," for piano and
ymphony orchestra, the first serins work of John W. Green, popuir composer of "Body and Soul"
nd "Out of Nowhere," will shortly
e presented over the air for the
rst time by Nathaniel Shilkret and
is orchestra and a piano soloist.

COMING

& GOING

CURTIS F. NAGEL, co producer with
and < LAUDE
C. BROWN,
[OWARD
narrator of the "Romantic
LEMMING,
3urne>->"
series
released
by
Educational,
ive
returned
from
a
nth
trip
to
'orthern
A*iica
aivl
Southern
Germany,
here they shot four reels for their s,
Film
of the Fischer
FISCHER
MEYER
xchan^e,
Cleveland,
is in New
York
lining
) new
product
for Ohio
and Kentucky.
is '
ANDERSON
MURRAY
JOHN
rune 19 on the '
! mdon.
JOE
BRANDT
is en route
to
ihcr. Al.

signed by l'ni
RICCIARDI,
..WILLIAM
,a| !,, pla .
role of the
Di-1
"Stricty
in
proprietor
>eakeasy
today for the i
I). J. MOUNTAN
leaves N':w Yorl
r the Coasl to make
■
six features for t'niv l
WILLIAM
F. CANAVANi
president
of
C I. A
T. S. E. and M. P. O.. returns
New York today after attending the Amcreration
of Musicians'
convention at
hattanooga and visiting St Loy

M4IT

Greenville, S. C— Sam
opened the
known
as the

house on a 10-cent admission p
It i- designated, temporarily, a
New
theater.

• • •
WE ASKED Giuseppe, our goofy Gondolier, wotin'ell
he keeps staring at all the time
it kinder gets on your
nerves to see a mugg staring and staring at something
he sez
"It's all righta, boss, I maka bet wid myself dat
barber shop she close soon
dis week, no customer poosha
in for a shave
last week, no customer
pretty soon
dat

barber hang a 'For Sale' sign on da barber
pole."
can ya beat it?
the dumb
spaghetti
thinks the
Roxy cathedral in the background is a barber shop
the
stripes on that gondola anchor post fooled him
*
•
*
*
•

Wop

•

•

OCR

PAL.

Chester Bahn, empey

crit of the Syra-

cuse "Herald." notes an epidemic
in recent pix of old stars in
bath-tub
scenes
just prophetic,
Chet
all washed
up
Ethel Barry more is planning to appear in a revival of
"The School for Scandal"
to give it a modern
should have a tab newspaper atmosphere
*
*
*
*
•

•

setting,

• JEAN LE ROY and Eugene Lauste have been advised by the American Projectionist Society that honorary membership has been conferred on them
better late than never

he sez because the Victory ain't won YET"
*
*
*
*
• • • JERRY
CARGILL,
who books many
acts into the
Fox and Publix
houses,
comes
from
Chicago
the only
objection he has to New York is that it has too many shootings
Charlie
Muller, one of the Three
Musketeers
at the
RCA projection room, has been promoted to near-engineer at
the ole horse barn on 24th Street, now known as a studio
• • •
TODAY'S FABLE (from "Art Throbs," the HarveyJaediker house organ)
Once upon a time a big business
exec conducted the outfit ALONE
ads, publicity, house
organ material were duck soup for him
this bird knew
all there was to know about type, layout and psychology
and when the company expanded and moved into larger quarters
he not only laid the cornerstone, but the bricks as
well
and when he died, and they laid him away
they buried the business with him
he had got the staff
into the habit of thinking that nobody could Do Anything but
him
so that they came to BELIEVE
it
a One
Man biz is Great
while he Lasts
*
*
*
*
•

•

ALWAYS

DESIROUS

of being

helpful,

wc

add

to

Mister Winchell's suggestions for Heywood
Broun's co-op revue
for unemployed actors
the title miuli t be "The Pay'
Tiling"
but in case the show folds before it hits B
way, they better play safe, and call it "As You Hike It
but some rival columnist in his review will probably refer to it
as "It Screams To Me"
there should
revue where the actors applaud
the audience
hell, tht
audience is entitled to Something
and at thi
if the
last act, Heywood
should recite thai
"knit; Down the
Curtain, I'm Cancelling Tonight"
*
*'
*
*
• • •
ADD SIMILES
as optimistic as a gold digger
prospecting in a Scotch poor house
as welcome as wives
at a whoopee party

«

«

«

»

»

Cleveland, Tenn.— R. D. Page, veteran exhibitor of thi-, city, is building
a new theater in Cleveland to be
opened some time in late summer.
Lohrville, la.— W. A. Marlev
has
M>ld the Lo Mar to James
\
fer of Minneapolis.
The new
ments.
plans
to make
extensive
improveGreenwood, Miss,— The Lyric is
expected to be completed and ready
to open around July 1, according to
R. W. Tyson, owner and operator.
finished.
Work on the interior is now being

it

Mike Glutz, our roving correspondent, writes
"Out
here in the cactus belt an exhib bought a cluck house a month
ago called the Victory
it had been a hoodoo for a string
of owners
he renamed the house The
Battle
we
just ran into him and asked him why he renamed it thus

•

Craver has

old Majestic. lately
Statid-run

Slovan, Pa. — Slovan i- again without pictures since the closing of the
local movie house. Ralph '
theater operator, states he is planning to enter the exhibition field at
Xew
Kensington,
Pa.
Rochester, Pa. — Labor trouble has
again held up work on completion of
the new Oriental, which has been under construction here
for several
years.
Interior finishing and installation of equipment
will be d<
for

Mime

weeks

i-

is

under

Opening
the sometime
new 1,600- in
seatA theater will beof held
M. Winograd states.
Olympia, Wash. — Harold J. Murphy has been named new company
manager
for Fox We
here,
and Iamcs M. Carey has succeeded
him as manager of the Warner theater in Aberdeen.
Cleveland
— Loew's
\lhanr<
presenting "The Cirl from the l
erbahn," this week.
This is thi
German talkie to be presented in an>
Euclid Ave. houi

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes
grstulations
tended
hy

and conire
aj>
THE

FILM
DAILY to the following men.
bers of the industry, who irr celrhrat
ing their birthdays:

Evelyn
June Kn tpp17

G. H. Mulld

»
Hi
Vlv
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SHEEHANWINSSFTTLEMENT
IN SUIT AGAINST WM. FOX
(.Continued

from

Pag*

1)

ami he counterclaimed against SheeUnder the settlefor $190,000.
ment, which was effected just as a
lor a trial in
jury was being drawn
reme Court, in addition to paying more than a quarter of a million
certain
over
turning
and
dollars
withalso
Fox
Mieehan,
drew his $190,000 claim.

Cure of Double Bills
Lies in Better Films
(Continued

from

Page

1)

dies' edart DeeMill
Pictur
has out-D
Radio
J^JAX REE, rector,
Mille in creating a three-room cinema
bath suite for Lily Damita in "The
Sphinx Has Spoken." Its walls and
floors are black granite tiles relieved
with Chinese red screens and jade
green trimmings.
*

*

*

Warner-First National voluntarily gave
new contracts to James Cagney, Joan Blondell, Loretta Young. Marian Marsh, Donald
Cook
and Polly Walters.

*

Jules Eurthman,
for "Merely Mary
Gaynor and Charles
song, "KUs Me
which
the Fox stars

*

*

who wrote the scenario
Ann," co-starrinc Janet
Earrell, included in it a
Goodnight, Dear Love,"
will sing.

revert to well-balanced programs of
one feature and several shorts when
*
*
*
one good feature is available for each
Fred Niblo. Jr., son of the director, has
Paramount staff writer.
change of program," said Seider. signed a contract*as a *
*
"The majority of features today, even
with several excellent short subjects
Universal has bought a "Saturday Evening
on the same program, do not supply Post" story, "Mr. Pickerelli Takes a Rath."
satisfactory entertainment. With the by (inns Warner Bellah.
return of good features, so will the
back."
bill come
single
Frankfeature
Shiftman,
representing the Britton Off to Start
P.recher circuit, told The Film
Production in China
Daily that although neighborhood
II est Coast
Bureau.
THE
FILM
DAILY
competition necessitated the playing
Hollywood
—
Leon
Britton
and
of double-feature shows at the
party of nine will sail June 20 for
Brecher houses, with the "right kind"
of pictures, one feature and several Shanghai, where Britton has built a
shorts would be threatening compe- $100,000 studio and has made plans
for 20 features and novelty snorts.
tition to the two-feature houses.
Bert Cann is head cameraman. There
are now 150 wired theaters in China
and the Far East, says Britton.
Multi-Lingual Shorts

Planned by Thalia Corp.

FLASHES

HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

Open New Projection Room
Production of Italian, Spanish and
Motorized
Talking Picture Service,
German short subjects is planned by
Inc.,
has
opened
its new public prothe Thalia Amusement Corp. Eujection room at 729 Seventh Ave. for
gene Roder, who has made several
foreign pictures, will be in charge of both talking and silent pictures.
RCA Photophone equipment has
producing activities
been installed and the room will be
run under the general supervision of
4 More in M. P. Club Tourney
Four additional starters entered the Hymie Silverman, recently of the
department at the ParaMotion Picture Club pocket billiard projection
mount Long Island studio.
tourney yesterday. They are Jack
Alicoate vs. Lou B. Metzger, and Ar2 More Popular Classics Agents
thur Stebbins vs. Bruce Gallup, all
Popular Classics, Inc. has completin the Class A division. Results of
ed arrangements for two more disyesterday's games were: A. S. Arontributors tohandle its books, Edward
son beat II. Ebenstein, 75-31, Class Golden stated yesterday. Business
( : Herbert Muller beat Edward Hy- Stimulators of Philadelphia will hanman, 125-94, Class A; Lou Baum
dle the proposition in the Pennsylbeat Louis Cohen, 125-68. Class A;
vania territory, M. J. Gerrity will
Lee A. Ochs heat Tom Wylie, 100- represent Popular Classics in Maine,
11. (law P.: Phil Meyer beat Leo
working out of Portland. The company has engaged a suite of offices at
Klebanow,
T?-~>$, to
Class
Herman
Haskell forfeited
Joe C:
Hornstein.
1560 Broadwav. .
In the handball division. Mannie
Shapiro beat E. R. Strauss, 21-19 and
Columbians Plan First Outing
21-8, Class B.
First outing of the Columbia Pictures Social Club is scheduled for
Saturday, June 27, at Karatsonyi's in
Glen Cove on Long Island Sound.
New Incorporations
Among the sporting and social
events will be a baseball game beNEW
YORK
CHARTERS
tween the league-leading Columbia
K;idima Films, motion pictures ; HutUr & nine and the invited Pathe aggregaRosenbloom, 154 Nassau St., New York
tion. The committees handling the
City, $1,000.
Visu-Color Co.. photographic: W. R. details of the affair include: Jeanne
Hrinckerhoff. 49 Wall St., New York City, Dressier, president of the club; Ruth
500 shares common.
\ t) T. Theaters; Mineola. X. Y. ; J. Greenfield, Mortimer Wormser. Mary
Kaminer, 440 Broadwav, New York City. Mendelson, Richard Phillpott, Charles
$10,000.
Schwall. Bill Brennan, Etta Le Voff.
Rivoli Enterprises of Utica, N. Y.. moving pictures ; S. J. Capecelatro, Utica, N. Y. Bernard Birnbaum, Sol Trauner and
Harold Rieff.
$5,000.

PICTURES FOR THE KIDS
NOT COMINGTAST ENOUGH

W1LK
Stephen Roberts, who has been directinn
short comedies, is the latest to be promoted
by Paramount to staff director on features.

*

Walter
O'Malley

C.
in

*

Percival

*

has

succeeded

Universal's
*
* "Homicide
♦

Pat

Squad."

Paramount has bought three stories,
"Break-Up." by Hagar Wilde, as a vehicle
for Phillips Holmes and Sylvia Sidney;
"The Dover Road," A. A. Milne play, for
Clive Brook and Miriam Hopkins,, directed
by William C. De Mille with adaptation by
Samson Raphaelson, and "Mary
Call," play by Homer Miles.

»

*

Makes

a

*

Robert Presnell has been signed by Tiffany to prepare the script for "Left Over
Ladies" an original from the pen of Ursula
Parrott, author of "Ex-Wife" and "Strangers
May Kiss," which is set for early filming.
Presnell was formerly associated with the
Paramount Long Island Studios.

«

Gustav von
to
the cast
duction.

•

•

Seyffertitz is the latest addition
of

"Safe

»

in Hell,"

»

#

Warner

pro-

Bessie Love has signed her name to a
Tiffany contract, to appear in the leading
feminine role opposite Conway Tearle in
"Morals
For Women,"
*
*now *in work.
C. C. Burr's call for a new screen girl /<
appear
in the
"Torchy"
comediesopposite
resultedRay
in Cooke
200 girls
storming
the
Tec-Art studios, where Burr has his office,
dios.
and 100 girls calling at the Educational stu-

*

*

*

Do you remember when Norma Shearer
was best known as a swimmer and diver and
performed for the Prince of Wales at the
Montreal Athletic Club in 1921? When
Dorothy Mackaill and Norma Shearer supported Johnny Hines in "Torchy's Millions"?

(Continued

from

Page

1)

it is indicated in correspondence
reaching The Film Daily within the
last two weeks.
Bearing out the situation, out of 29
current releases appraised in the June
issue of "Educational Screen," only
two are designated as suitable lor
children under 15. Another reviewing organization, the Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays, in its June bulletin, indicates approximately 30 per
cent of the pictures covered as being
suitable for family trade.

Canadian Famous Signs
Pathe Features, Shorts
(Continued

from

Page

1)

sales representative for Pathe. Cities
involved include Toronto, Montreal,
Quebec, Ottawa, Winnipeg, Victoria,
Regina, Hamilton, Halifax, Calgary,
Saskatoon, and others.
Sync "Way Down East" Opening
First showing of "Way Down
Epst," D. W. Griffith revival to
which a. synchronized score and effects have been added, is scheduled
for the Colonial, Allentown, Pa.,
June 27, Al Grey stated yesterday.

Back Again
Hymie Silverman Announces
The opening of a new public projection room with the
latest R.C.A.-Photophone equipment where quality,
service and privacy are guaranteed.

25 PER REEL
Until 6 P. M. — Nights, Sundays and
holidays by appointment

MOTORIZED TALKING
PICTURE SERVICE, Inc.
729 7th Ave.
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200% Jump in RKO Sales Reported By Rosenzweig

SCREENED USERS AJM AT INDIEJOUSES
Strength of Film
Wall St. Sees Income Drop
Offset by Further
Economies
High costs, which are now on the
way down, have obscured the real
Strength of the film industry, according to a current survey of the situation published in last night's "Wall
St. Journal." The article reads in
part :
Considering their large earning
power in normal years and rapid recuperative ability, securities of the

Industry Hidden
Rabid

Film

II est Coast Bureau,

By High

Fans

Til II FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Declaring that Latin-American film fans want Hollywood stars
above all else. Vernon Johnston, Spanish magazine editor just back from a trip
through Mexico and Central and South America, says the movie-goers down
there are the wildest fans he has ever seen. It makes no difference if the
dialogue is in English, he declares, they insist on Hollywood
than Spanish versions with substitutes.

favorites rather

Costs

Circuit Ban on Sponsored
Films Declared Not
Important
Banning of sponsored shori
the major film companies will not
materially affect the future plan- of
screen advertisers, according to \V.
D. Canaday, vice-president of Lehn
& Fink, speaking before the Talking
Motion Picture Advertising Group
at the (Continued
Advertisingon PageFederation
of
12)

Short -Length Features Contribute
To Dual-Bill Evil, Says Ed M. Fay MILWAUKEE CENSOR BOARD
Feature Policy
WILL PREVIEW GANG FILMS
MONTREAL CENSORS YANK DoubleAvoided
in Carolinas
(Continued

on

Page

10)

"HELL BOUND" ON 4TH DAY
Montreal — After approving Tiffany's "Hell Bound" with minor dens and change of title to "Easy
suddenly
the local censors
Money,"
seized the picture on the fourth day
(Continued

on

Page

10>

Carolina Theater Owners
Hold Summer Meet July 20

Double feature bills have not
their appearance in North and
Carolina theaters and there is
dication that exhibitors in
states will adopt
this policy,
(Continued

on

Paqe

12)

Short-length features are causing
some exhibitors to play double-feature bills, said Edward M. Fay, memmade
ber of the M. P. T. O. A. board of
Milwaukee — Under a new poll
South directors, in an interview in New
the
Milwaukee
motion
picture
no in- York yesterday. In the case of his
these Majestic in Providence, he pointed mission,
all future
pictures
about
said out, Fay (Continued
uses a single
when gangsters, whether they point a vivid
on Page feature
10)
lesson or are intended solely for entertainment, will be subjected to preview, instead of the present cu

Pathe Studio Adds

Finishing all 1931-32 Films by Jan. 1

Addition of four more sound
Charlotte, X. C— Annual summer
meeting of the North and South to the RKO Pathe studio facilities
in Culver City, and plans for the
Carolina Theater Owners' Ass'n will
be held lulv 20-21 at the Hotel Ocea- completion
of the company's entire
nic. Wrightsville Beach, Wilmington, 1031-32 schedule of features and
Picquet slu.rts by Jan. 1, was announced yesCharles
President
X.
Lee Marcus, president. As
the re- te/day by(Continued
product,
New
on Page
12)
will preside.
proand
here
battle
cent legislative
ion will be among the topics discus-

Exhibs

More

Optimistic

Rosenquest Finds on Tour
Exhibitors are doing less complaining and
expressing more optimism, it is reported
manby Harry Rosenquest. assistant sales
ager of Vitaphone shorts, on his return
from a trip around the eastern territory.
Practically all theater owners feel that
business conditions arc on the mend and
that there is plenty of hope for better
things, says Rosenquest.

4 Sound Stages,-

RCA Photophone sound i qui]
will be installed in three more ocean
the Majestic, Homeric and
of the White Star Line.
Olympic
Contracts were signed by Van Nesj

ca
I'hotophon
of the
Philip, manager
nearly
after
department,
foreign

the theIn makB. Metcommis<t the

B. H. Kroger Enters
Dreiser Still Het Up
Cincy Theater Field
Cincinnati — B. H. Kroger, chain
Over "American Tram '. "
grocery store millionaire, has bought
the Capitol here for $750,000 from the
Wurlitzer estate.
Sale was in.i < I•
0 a 28-year lease held b\ R-K-O.

MO Sales in Last Six Weeks
200% Over 1 930— Rosenzweig
Three More Ocean Liners
Install RCA Photophone

of reviewing the pictures in
ater at the opening show.
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Wisconsin
Moved

Blue

Law

Bill

Ahead Six Months

I

imounts I

Madison. Wis —The bill
"<" 'j*
erendum on repeal ol
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to provide
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Mrs. Theodore Young Dies
Mrs. Theodore Voting, wife of the
head of the Paramount Publix real
ite department, died at four
o'clock79 yesterday
home,
Storer Ave,morning
Pelham, atX. her
V.
She had been ill since last October.
Arrangements are now being made
for the funeral, which will be heid
from the house.
**».•*.••>«. ••.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.•♦.♦♦.♦•.♦•.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.w.**>^>*.**.^
5.J
a
New York
Long
Island
City
♦*♦
1S40 Broadway
154 Crescent St. ;'♦
BRyant 9-4712
STillwell 4-7940 ♦"♦
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Today:

Annual convention of AdvertS
ing Federation of America, Hotel
Pennsylvania,
New
York.
June 18-19: Theater
Annual Owners
convention
of Jersey,
Allied!
of New
L 1.
June 27

Warners Name R. W. Budd
Southeastern Exhibs
General Personnel Mgr.
Warned on Copyright
Atlanta — Position of the Copyright
Protection Bureau in it > concerted
drive throughout the south and wesl
to stamp out copyright violations was
made clear by Joseph L. Stein, representative of the bureau, at the annual
convention of the Southeastern Theater Owners' Ass'n here. Stein emphasized that the bureau's work is
important and merits co-operation
from exhibitors for their mutual interist.

Other speakers included Nat M.
Williams, M. A. Lightman, Congressman R. W. Ramspeck, Thomas E.
Orr. Dave Palfreyman, M. D. Gleason, Carton Barron, Ed Kuykendahl.
< )scar C. Lam, as predicted earlier
in the week, was elected president;
Hugh Manning, vice-president, and
Love B. Ilarrell, secretary-treasurer.
Affiliation of the Southeastern organization with the M.P.T.O. of
America was approved.

"Lieutenant" Altered for British
\s a result of experiences with
"The Love Parade" in England and
Canada, where all irrelevant references to royalty had to be cut out,
Paramount has prepared a special
version of "The Smiling Lieutenant"
for distribution in those countries.
There it will be known as "The Smiling Leftenant" and there will be no
wise-cracks about the heads that wear
a crown.

Farewell Party for Olin Lambert
Albany — Olin H. Lambert, who
lias been transferred from the post
of office manager of the M-G-M exchange here to a like post in Washington, 1). C., was guest of honor
at a farewell party at Powell's Inn
the night before his departure. Lambert was given a traveling bag, the
presentation being made by Ralph
Pielow, Albany manager. John F.
P linn also spoke.
New Huntsville House Burned
lluntsville, Ala.— The Lyric, almost finished, was gutted by lire of
unknown origin. Furnishings had
not yet been installed. Total cost of
the bouse would have been around
$89,000, according to Manager C. A
Crute.

D. F. Eldred Out of Trans-Lux
D. F. Eldred, assistant
to Courtland Smith, head of Trans-Lux. has

resigned.

Outing
Columbia
Pictures
City. So-"
Atlantic
Traymore,
Hotel of
cial Club, Karatsonyi's, Glen Cove,

July IS:

Educational-Tiffany regional sales
convention,
New
York.
July 20-2*: Annual summer meeting of
North and South Carolina Theater Owners' Ass'n, at the
Hotel Oceanic. Wrightsville
Beach,
Wilmington.
N. C.
Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Minneapolis.

R. \V. Budd lias been appointed
general personnel manager for Warner Bros, and subsidiaries, including
theaters. William Mullen, for many
years connected with Warner and
First National, will continue in
charge of the clerical personnel of
the home offices under the new appointee. Budd has been connected
Between
40 and 50 features
will
for sonie time with the Warner the- comprise the First Division
Pictures
ater department.
program for 1931-32.
Twenty-six ail
definitely set and other deals for \tM
Medals for M.P. Club Winners
dependently-produced product are ill
Gold medals to the winners and negotiation.
The schedule so far M
silver medals to the runners-up in the as follows:
12 Monogram
melodral
Motion Picture Club handball and
mas,
12
Artclass
Supremes,
"ThB
billiard tournaments were voted yes- Viking," and "Women
Men Marry,"
terday by the club's executive com- produced by Headline Pictures wit§J
mittee, these tokens to be in addi- Sally
Blane,
Kenneth
Harlan
anil
Morehead.
tion to the regular prizes. In the Natalie
( lass A handball division Jack AliDixon Williams in Augusta
coate yesterday beat Morris Kutisker,
Charlott
e, N. C— Dixon Williams!
14-21; 21-10; 21-8. In the Class A
formerly assistant manager of thfl
billiards, Bruce Gallup trimmed ArCarolina, has been shifted to Augusl
thur Stebbins, 125-70.
ta. Charles McDonald, formerly o!
the here.
Tivoli, Chattanooga, replaces
him
Daylight Saving in Mobile
Mobile, Ala. — Daylight saving
tune was adopted by the City Commission for the summer, as an experiPUBLIC PROJECTION
ment. Few cities in the South have
ROOM
taken such action, although considered seriously by a number.
Latest R.C.A.
Ma
Photophone
Equipment
yfair Theatre B'ldg, N. Y. M\

First Division Releasing
10 to 50 Films Next Season

WILLIAM

MORRIS
*
Holidays by appointment
Sundays,
'its,
Under
personal
supervision
I /j^'sthe
of Hymie Silverman
MOTORIZED
TALKING
PICTURE SERVICE, Inc.

>00K
Call-Board

ETHEL

729 7th Ave.

MERMAN

PARAMOUNT,
HOLLYWOOD
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J

THE

STOCK

LARGEST

SHOT

LIBRARY

IN THE INDUSTRY
Over

5.000,000 feet of indexed negatives and positives containing scenes
of every
conceivable
description
INSTANTLY
AVAILABLE

729

BRyant 9-5721

N. Y.

General Film Library, Inc.
;';
Chicago
Hollywood
;•; 1727 Indiana Ave.
6700 Santa Monica
:"♦ CALumet3692
Blvd.
;':
«••HOLlywood 4121
».♦

DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S

Visitors to Atlantic City this summer will have an opportunity to see the
interesting collection of photographic studies dealing with the motion picture
industry worked out by Irving Browning and recently displayed at the M. P.
Club under the sponsorship of THE FILM DAILY, which is also sponsoring
the Atlantic City showing. The group of 40 pictures will be on view starting
Saturday as part of the Hollywood Motion Picture Exhibit on the Steel Pier.
This Atlantic City museum of the industry has the co-operation of every
prominent film studio and attracts many visitors annually. After spending the
summer in the Jersey resort, the Browning photographs will play engagements
in Hollywood and London.
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DAILV

MORRIS
J. KANDEL,
Pres.
7th Ave.
New York City
BRYANT
9-4417-8
Cable:
KANDELFILM

1 ladison
Overlooking Ocean at Illinois Avenue
ATLANTIC CITY. N.J.
Atmosphere of the old South,
faithfully reproduced and transplanted
to a position of distinction by the
sea . . . jointly offered with all modern comforts, efficient service and
superior cuisine.
tractive.
The rates for Spring are most at-

FETTER

£*HOLLINGER

Zupene C FeHer. Mnp. D/i

Inc.

with EDWARD

G.

ROBINSON
(as a gambler who knows too much s)about cards
and too little about blonde
and

JAMES

CAGNEY^

(who knows plenty about blondes AND

cards)

They're Betting

10 to 1 it stays
than 6 weeks

MORE
A+*

. . Evalyn Knopp, Noel
Francis, Margoret Livingston, Paul Porcasi, Polly
Walters, Maurice Black,

^Y*f

at the X. Y. Winter

Directed by ALFRED

t

■uuiniiiii

mini

ntorv than go"'\

GREEN

A WARNER

Tonight

Opening

Gladys Lloyd ....

BROS

Garden,

comtrmet
Villi*

to

jil^r
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EXPLOITETTES

TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of
Current Opinions

c

1 8 Non-Theatrical
Competition Spreading?

c

l'LAINTS
heard from

arc
being
several sources
non-theatrical
unfair
regarding
opposition; unfair in the sense
that the parties sponsoring it are
using methods that have a tinge
of coercion to them.
Educational bodies who present film
shows
for the students
under
their charge and let it be understood that unless the pupils attend and pay the small admission fee of ten or fifteen cents
that they will be given demerit
marks, which will count against
them at the end of the term are,
we believe, overstepping
their
authority. While these cases are
not great in number there is the
possibility of the custom spreading to surrounding places when
it becomes
known
that neighboring places are making money
in this way to defray some expenses along other lines.
It is
the duty of every exhibitor to
investigate any case of this nature and find out if the film is
furnished gratis by the exchange
and if admission is being charged
in one way or another.
Naturally if they pay for the film,
they are presumably
entitled to
charge admission and the only
thing left for the exhibitor to do
is to take it up with the parties
concerned and try to have the
practice abolished on the grounds
that it is unfair competition with
them, and let the ones in power
know
that they are heavy taxpayers and that their best interests should be
protected
against such practice.
A little
diplomatic action may stop this
practice from spreading.
— G. L. Southwell,
New England Film News

Europe has 33,870 motion
picture theaters, an increase
since 1926 of 11,445.

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

RI4LT
• • • RETURN OF Paul Nicholson to the screen recalls to
Arch Reeve of Paramount's West Coast publicity, that he was
...he has
the first stage actor to appear in motion pictures
Nicholson's
Once"
Love
in "Women
an important areroleinteresting
recollections
he sez
the first people
to play
girls,
telephone
parts on the screen were truck drivers, waitresses,
delivery boys and others who wanted to make a little money
on the side
judging by some recent product, a few of
however, we'll let that pass
are still with us
these folks
Nicholson was credited with being the first stage actor
the latdrafted into pix by the late Wallace McCutcheon
ter is touted to have directed, supervised, written, photographed
and produced the first motion picture shown in regular theaters.
*
*
*
*
• • • THE FIRST pictures that tried to tell a dramatic
story were made around 1896, at which time Nicholson made his
debut
dramatic motion picture history is written from the
time of "The Kiss Scene"
the first box-office hit
which starred John C. Rice and May Irwin
these first
pictures were filmed in a blazing sun on the roof of the HackettCarhart building at 13th Street and Broadway
the pictures consisted of one scene about 500 feet long
they took
five minutes to film
McCutcheon turned out one subject
each day
his company was known as the American Mutascope and Biograph
*
*
*
*
• • • THEY USED these first movies as "chasers" in
vaude houses
they were so hard on the eyes and flickered so badly that no one had the bravery to sit through them
twice
so by starting to run the reel the second time, the
vaude manager cleared his house effectively for his continuous
performance
today
the idea
is still good
with
some pictures
*
*
*
*
• • • SAM M. MOSCOW, Southern Division manager of
Columbia, was honored by Governor L. G. Hardman last week
the governor congratulated Sam on the spendid showing
the southern division made at the recent national convention of
the company
and mebbe Ted Toddy, the demon exploiteer,
and the rest of the boys in the southern sector ain t proud
*
*
*
*
• • • THE HIGHEST priced jury that ever heard a case
was drawn by Fox to try Elissa Landi in "Wicked"
it
included Oscar Apfel, Tom McGuire, Edward Eberle, Joe (Fox)
Brown,
John Elliott and Claire MacDowell
and wotta
swell chance a Hollerword star has with a jury of rival actors
like that
We now can give you dear readers the sequel to
that classic story of the assistant director who spent his vacation
walking up and down the front of the studio, yelling "No, No!
POSITIVELY NO!"
the goop went back to the lot after
vacashe
and absentmindedly
said "No"
and now he's on
a Permanent
Vacation
• • • AND CAX you picture Maurice Chevalier and Primo
Camera lunching at Sardi's
Smiles and Smuscles
Jeanne Greene is being considered for a role in Howard Hughes'
"Scarface"
De Dio and his animal
circus, which
has
worked
in various picture studios, including Paramount,
have
arrived in New York after playing in Fanchon & Marco shows
Joe Rivkin has developed
a well trained case of hay
fever..
it arrives annually on Mother's Day and departs on
Father's Day
Ned Marin's first production for Paramount,
"The Girl Habit." starring Charlie Ruggles, is getting a strong
play right through the bookings
*
*
*
*
• • • ADD
SIMILES
As primitively brutal as a
pansy biting his lip
as appropriate as a columnist addressing graduating class at a girl's seminary
It's not the
space the
filled but the pace spilled that makes a coiumnist
and the same to you, and many of them

«

«

«

»

»

»

Attractive Ballyhoo
For "Strangers May Kiss"

the

A

NOVEL exploitation campaign which included the
distributing of candy kisses
was used by Arthur Catlin, man=

€)

ager of the Loew's Stillmaa
Cleveland, Ohio, to put over
"Strangers May Kiss." Catlin
arranged to have four attractive
young ladies, attired in black
velvet page costumes with black
tarns and white ribbon sashes
across chest and back reading
"Strangers May Kiss," distribute bags of candy on downtown streets. The bags conreadinga Pair
"Kisses
For
Every tained
Onecopy With
of Red
Lips, — Enjoy These Sweet
Kisses, then see Norma Shearer
in 'Strangers May Kiss' at
Loew's Stillman."
— Stillman,
Cleveland

Played Adults
On "Skippy"
OLAYING "Skippy" two day .
at the Publix-Palace, Corsicana, Tex., Manager Milton
Overman did 80 per cent over
normal business. Overman handled thetraction
picture
as the
an kid
adultangle
atand laid off
as much as possible with the exception of a Parent Teachers
Association tie-up. Special tickets were issued to students
whereby they were permitted to
see a matinee showing upon payment of ten cents.
— Palace, Corsicana, Tex.

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes ind conFILM

tended bygratulations
THI
are exDAILY to the following mem

bers of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

June 18

Bruce Gallup

Edmund
Breese
Blanche
Sweet
Richard Dix
Jeanette MacDonald
Dorothy Farnum
Fred L. Porter
Duke Martin
Louis Alter

"UNIVERSAL most consistent
money-maker of them all.
—
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Nathan Joseph m
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letters praising
Universal's great
box office pictures!
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Tat Universal will

keep Up Its good work of making good

"ad". . .
June 8,

it is product- such as Universal producedi n the past year-which has- helped to keep

llr. 0«o. C. Baylor, Manager,
Universal Tllm Exchangee, Inc.
Calif.
Loe Angeles,

a
1 take great pleasure In sending you
we
ct
produ
lous
marve
the
of
few lines In appreciation
I can
year.
obtained from your Company for the past
t
^ofl
net
r
large
a
show
truthfully say that we will
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ct,
produ
s
year'
oTyour present
mting^olnpanles.
played from other large dlstri
we hare
I am also pleased to state that
-32 *MMM1931
your
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all
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already cont
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and new.reel. for all of our
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year, and for your ^-"^"'^
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was nboug
. re giving any othe
what
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consuct

*
Sincerely your.-

RIDE WITH

1931

Dear Mr. Baylor:

pictures for-it is a well known fact-tbat-

a good many heads above water-in the past
year. Keep np the good work UNI VERSA!.
Yours very tru/y
Eas t erJ^TTheft^re

H

A Wl

aibis

p. B. * L. THIATRIS, Ltd.

PARAMOUR

When a real star gives the greatest performance of his
career, that means money for exhibitors. HERE TWO STRONG
DRAWING CARDS — NANCY CARROLL AND FREDRIC MARCH— TOP
BY FAR ANYTHING THEY'VE EVER DONE BEFORE! More— Edmund
Goulding, creator of "The Trespasser", "The Devil's Holiday"
and a score of other successes— rises to inspired heights!

THE

BIG SHOWS

Today . . Tomorrow

. . .

. . Next Season

BMACKS
THROUGH
i.lC i: \ I i.o\<; RUN

WITH
HITS!

Amazingly Different . . Important . .
Exciting. .The Kind You Need NOW!

THE NIGHT

ANG
EL"
NANCY
CARROLL
starring

FREDRIC

MARCH

With Phoebe Foster, Alan Hale, big cast. Written and directed
by Edmund Goulding.

Plav "The
Night
Angel".
Play "The Lawyer's Secret",
'The Vice Squad", "Confessions of a Co-Ed", Ruth Chatterton's "The Magnificent Lie", "I Take This Woman",
'The Secret Call", "The Girl Habit", "Women Love Once",
'Forbidden Adventure", "Honeymoon Lane". All before
VOB
OF S. R.O.
Vugusl I

Wtimrfili
^^■^■^^^B

PARAMOUNT

MY RIGHT HAS BEEN ROLLED UK
MY LEFT HAS BEEN DRIVEN
BACK* MY CENTER HAI BEEN
SMASHED.** I HAVE
ORDERED AN ADVANCE
FROM ALL DIRECTIONS
. . . MARSHAL

FOCH

T-MTT

J H CO ;V

J

e courage or rocn ana nis ringing command that turned the
tide of battle should be a timely lesson to every showman in the
world today. . • Now, if ever, is the time to bring into play every
ounce of showmanship you possess • • • every last degree of
spirit and enthusiasm of which you are capable. The Showmen
of America are the shock troops in the Warfare against Depresion.• . The Titans of RKO-Radio with eyes ever on the boxoffice back you up with a great line of new attractions
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Inspired by the Dauntless
Spirit of Will H. Hays as Expressed inHisMemorable Address Before the Congress of
Governors at French Lick, Ind.
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MONTREAL CENSORS YANK
"HELL BOUND" ON 4TH DAY
(Continued

from

Page

1)

of it> run at the I'rim ess, leaving the
house without an attraction
There
was great indignation among
local
bitors as the Princess had given
i
picture expensive advertising and
v campaign,
figuring on a full
k.
The film was pulled at a
i nee without warning, necessitating refunds and a weak substitute
film. The censor later apologized, but
apparently was forced to act when
organizations
objected to the gangster theme.

Ralph Kinsler Promoted
To RKO Manager in Cincy
Ralph Kinsler, formerly on the
! staff of RKO's branch in Cincinnati, has been advanced to the
management of that office, replacing
Al Motz, who was transferred to the
Cleveland exchange as manager.
Metz replaces F. H. Hathaway, resigned. William McCabe has been
engaged as salesman to fill the post
vacant by Kinsler's promotion.
Foreign Policy House Cuts Scale
A cut in scale averaging about 30
per cent has been made by Joseph
R. Fleisler at the 8th St. Playhouse,
which has a foreign film policy. This
is the first cut reported among the
arty houses playing imported product. "Die Forsterchristl," which had
a run at the Belmont uptown, is the
new attraction at the 8th St.
Camera in Person at Opening
Primo Camera, fistic giant, will
make a personal appearance tonight
at the Winter Garden, where his first
Yitaphone short, "The Bigger They
Are," appears on the new program
with "Smart Money."
Fox Signs Two from Stage
Marcel Varnel, for six years stage
director for the Shuberts, has been
signed to a five-year Fox contract by
Winfield Sheehan. Charles B. Williams, comedian and comedy writer,
also has been signed to write and
direct for Fox.
Releasing Sync "Hur" in England
London (By Cable) — M-G-M is
releasing a synchronized version of
"Ben Hur" in the United Kingdom.
Music and sound effects have been
added.
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Lee Marcus of RKO Pathe orders addition
of four new
stages
at Culver
Cify Studios
to speed
up
production
work.

Sir '

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY

N. PI. AIR

is now on a sales trip throughout the
QEORGE
character BARBIER,
actor on popular
Broadway, country on behalf of the organization, reports that he has made arwho is now appearing in support of
rangements with most of the prinMaurice Chevalier in "The Smiling
cipal
circuits
for the two comedies
Lieutenant," has had his contract re- already completed,
with a blanket
newed by Paramount as a featured
covering the balance of
player under a long term agreement. agreement
the series.
A total of $17,500 was represented
Paramount Notes: Tallulah Bankin silverware and service rented f*>r
head telling about her trip to Coney
the banquet scene in "The Girl Island where she went on every one
Habit," recently completed here by of the amusements and ate hot dogs
Eddie Clitic with Charlie Ruggles
starred.
to her heart's content . . . She looks
in great shape for her next picture
Simple Simon Comedies, Inc., . . . Eddie Cline re-enacting scenes
plans to resume production at one of from some of the old silent pictures
the New York studios within the he directed and attracting an interested audience.
next two weeks.
Charles Glett, who

Strength of Film Industry Hidden
By High Costs, Says Wall Street
(Continued

leading moving picture companies
have suffered an unusually drastic deflation in the current bear market.
At their recent lows, none of the
leaders' common shares was selling
ings.more than 3]/2 times 1930 earnat
While it is not unlikely that a
gradual lowering of box office prices
will continue, which will be reflected
directly in film income since films
are now rented on a percentage basis rather than at a flat rate, film producers probably will be able to offset
the smaller income by a corresponding lowering of production expenses.
The film industry traditionally is extravagant, so current developments
may prove a blessing in disguise for
the managements which for some
time have been endeavoring to reduce overhead.
Earnings of the moving picture
companies showed striking increases
in 1929 and 1930, partly due to large
holdings of theaters, but mainly to
increased admission prices and higher
film rentals which accompanied the
introduction of sound films. Sound
films reached their peak as novelties
in the first half of 1930, and showed
a sharp falling off last summer from
1929, because sound was no longer a
novelty and consequently did not offset the usual summer letdown. It
thus was not unnatural for film income to subside to a lower level than
that established during the peak of
prosperity.
Nearly all of the leading companies
now have budget systems for keeping expenses under control.
Para-

from

Page

1)

mount has a particularly effective
system under which every department
makes up a budget for six months
ahead, which is then combined in a
master budget that is broken down
to a weekly basis. All income and
expenditures then are checked weekly
so that it is possible to exercise a
very accurate control over all branches of the business.
In considering the moving picture
industry, it sometimes is forgotten
that it really is an amusement business, and that the first and most important requisite is to provide amusement. Just as a good stage play will
make money under the most adverse
conditions, and poor plays fail in a
good year, so the earnings of the film
companies depend directly upon the
success of the films of the industry
as a whole. An outstanding success
of any one company benefits all of its
competitors, since it increases theater
income wherever shown. One of the
causes of the present lower earnings
is the dearth of outstanding films.
Income this summer probably will
be disappointing on this account, but
the normal recovery in the fall should
take place. Film releases for the new
ings.
season will affect next year's earn-

DUAL BILLS PARTLY DUE
TO SHORT LENGTH FILMS
(Continued from Page 1)

that picture has sufficient footage
and on other occasions he feels compelled to give his audiences two of
them. A show ought to run 2}4
hours in order to satisfy an audience,
said Fay. Otherwise they get out of
an evening performance feeling that
they
haven't had their money's worth,
he asserted.

M.P.T.O.A. Representative
Invited to Trade Confab
A representative of the M.P.T.O.A.
has been invited to attend a conference to be held Friday by the New
York Group of the Congress of Industries to consider the final revised
rules announced by the Federal Trade
Commission. Meeting will be held
at 3 o'clock at the office of Attorney
Sol M. Herzog, 245 Fifth Ave. Similar conferences have been held in
Washington and Chicago.
West

Schumann-Heink
Coast

Bureau,

THE

Wins Suit
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Full judgment in trie
amount of $75,000 has been recorded
in Superior Court in favor of Mme.
Ernestine Schumann-Heink in her
breach of contract suit against Edwin Carewe. She claimed Carewe
agreed in 1929 to produce a motion
picture in which she was to be starred and that she lost a full season of
concert engagements through his failure to make the picture.
Ferdinand Schumann-Heink, son
of the singer, who claimed he was to
have a leading part in the picture,
was awarded $500 of the $11,000 he
sought to recover from Carewe.
Carewe contended that the contract
was terminated when an EnglisTi
backing.
company failed to supply financial
RKO Eastern Sales Meet Off
RKO executives have called off
the eastern sales meeting scheduled
to be held here Saturday. According
to Jerry Safron, eastern general sales
manager, instructions that would have
been given the men at the meeting
will be transmitted by telephone and
correspondence.

Harry
Green in Stage Venture
Harry Green, former Paramount
feature player, will produce and star
Shyster," stage play. ReCurrent earnings are the determin- in "The hearsals
soon start in New York.
ing factor behind market prices, of
course, but even on this basis the
Ludwig Satz for Jewish Films
amusement securities appear to have
Ludwig
Satz, prominent Jewish achad more than their share of deflator, will appear in talkers to be made
tion, compared to other industrials.
in the East by Yiddish Exhibitors
Comparative positions of the five Corp.
under the direction of Sidney
most important companies are as fol- M. Goldin. Satz also has appeared
lows:
on the English stage.

Warner
Fox
RKO
Paramount
Loew's
Net 1930
$18,381,178
$14,600,332
$7,074,621
$9,20S,434 $4,173,210
Net 1929
15,544,544
11,756,956
14,514,628
9,469,051 2,523,558
$ share 1930
5.90
9.65
1.77
f
1.45
$ share 1929
5.78
7.91
5.23
+. .
.92
Net assets for common
139,417,202
62,092,000
Shares common
3,113,026
1,419.217 86,287,273
3,767,593 *47.88u',666
2,525,660 46,952,914
2,328.250
14
8
20
Current market price
23
41J4
Market
valuation
$72,000,000 $58,898,000 $30,141,000 $50,513,200 $32,596,000
Book value share
44.78
43.93
22.90
*19
20.17
Preferred
None
145.203 sh. 103,107 sh.
None $10,319,200
Funded debt
$101,429,844 $35,693,000 $99,371,062 $58,610,234 540,351.600
♦After deducting $46,200,000
book value of holdings in Film Securities Corp.
rPer
share earnings not figured due to special deductions from surplus account.

And They Hang the PIX!
A Columbia employe, upon viewing
the new landscapes hung in the main
snappy.
lobby at the company's home office,
inquired if they were Rembrandrs.
"No, Joe Brandt's," was the reply
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HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

r ESLIE
HOWARD
has
been
signed to appear opposite Ann
-larding in "Devotion," her first feaure on RKO *Pathe's
new
program.
*
*
Harold Hendee. director of Research for
\adio Pictures in the East, is now in Hollywood co-ordinating his activities with those
>f the Coast
Research
Department.

*

*

*

J?i Hi Renick, fo.mer serial actress who rent
iited to dramatic roles in the early mo
pictures,
-.rill return
to Paramount for
■ st time since 1921 to enact a screen role
Silence."

*

*

*

John
Holland
has been
signed
liy
<. Batcheller. president of Chesterfield

George
Motion

I port Alice Day ii\ "The Lady
Nowhere. "
Richard
Thorpe
is direct-

*

*

*

egory LaCava -.rill direct "Peach o'Rcno."
next I! hccler-H'oolsey -.chicle, for Radio Pictures.

*

Jchn

*

*

St. Polis is a recent addition
to
f Radio's *
"Kisses * Bv *Command."

the

"Lades of the Big House," by Ernest
Booth, life-term convict-author of Folsom
prison has been purchased by Paramount.

*

*

*

Sally Eilers lias been assigned the title
role in Fox's
"Si
* h Sisters."
*
♦

FLASHES
IV1LK

sion and dialogue
for "The
Pickup."
Gorge
Archainbaud is to direct.

*

L'p *
and

Up."
*

*

M-G-M has purchased the motion picture
rights of "If I Were You." a new novel
by P. G. Wodehouse. Guy Bolton will collaborate with Wodehouse in the screen adaptation. The book will be published in
August.

*

*

is
directing
Radio,
lias a "Fanny
rattler
which he killed.

*

*

which

Foley
with

*

Herself" buttons
Eoi
twelve

*

John Farrow, prominent author-scenarist,
has completely recovered from an attack of
the "flu" and has resumed work at the RKO
Pathe studios, where he is under contract.

*

Work on the
Fust National's
ring vehicle for
been finished by

*

*

script of "Flying Eagles,"
selection as the next starDouglas Fairbanks. Jr.. his
John
Monk
Saundi

*

*

*

*

*

*

Marion Going, former stage directm
first film work
was "I Take
This Woman."
i: assigned to the direction of "TwentyFour
Hours, ' with Clive Brook,
Kay
Fran
as, l.ilyan Tashman
and Regis
Toomcy.

*

*

*

Purnell Pratt will appear in Fox's "The
*
*
*
Midnight
Cruise."
Richard Arlen will play one of the leading
roles in Paramount's "The Man With Red

*

*

*

Edward Crandall, Broadway
been given a Fox contract.
Hair."
*
*
*

juvenile, has

Paramount
is reported
contemplating
talker
of "The Colbert
Sheik" inwith
> ■
Metaxa version
and Claudette
the leads.

in

T Walter Ruben will direct Richard
"Secret
Service" for Radio
Pictures.

*

*

<

Dix

«

Frances Dee has been assigned by Paramount to the cast of "Rich Man's Folly,"
George Bancroft's first starring production
under his new Paramount contract. John
Cromwell will direct. Juliette Compton has
been cast in the other principal feminine role.

and Tomorrow"
-.cay. "Tomorro-.o
liasBy nottheinspired
by easting
directors.

* ' *

*

Charles
Vidor, who
sold an original,
Angeles,
Ltd."
to
Fox,
and
co-authored
ward."
with
Endre
Bohem,
has joined
the Fox
writing
staff.
"Skyward'
has
sold to First National.

*

*

*

Erich

von Stroheim has completed his
featured role in Radio Pictures' "The Sphinx
Has Spoken," being directed by Victor
Schertzinger. Others in the cast include
Adolphe Menjou. Lily Damita. Laurence
Kerr.
Frederick
and
Herbert
Hugh
Olivier,

*

*

*

Wallace Smith is doing double duty for Radio Pictures. Aside from assisting Director
Victor Schertzinger in rehearsing the com
pany for "The Sphinx Has Spoken," for
which he wrote the screen version and diaon the picture vcr
logue. Smith is working

The Marquis Henry de la Falaise will lay
his directorial baton aside for three months
during which he will take a much-needed resi
in France. The Marquis has been directiiu
French versions at Radio Pictures, amoin
them being "The Royal Bed," "The Woman
Between" and "Transgression," recently re
leased.
Hal Roach and his hunting companion, C.
B. Brunson each bagged two bears during
their jaunt into the Moose River district up
in Jasper Xational
Park.

Having completed his original script for
"Peach o' Reno," merry talc of rapid-fire di
vorce to feature Bert Wheeler and Robert

Male
Flattery Of
Imitation
An Added
easure.

COMING

Woolsey, Radio Pictures' star-. Tim Whelan
Tim has sold "Best
New York.
is going toto Florcnz
Wishes
Zicgfcld.
Edward Goodman, former New York stage
director and now with Paramount, says
screen writers have no kick coming about
their stories being altered to fit screen requirements. Stage playwrights must go
through the same thing, the adage about
plays not being written, but rewritten, still
holding good.

Because he obligingly worked in a
film tost so that a new camera effect
could be tried out. Kent Taylor, film
extra, came to the attention ofa Paralong
mount execs and was awarded
player.
as a featured
te<m contract
PARAMOUNT
WEST
WALLACE

• Keeping A
• Step Ahead
• Of Those

Lionel Barrymore has been signed by Fox
for "The Yellow Ticket," starring Elissa
Landi. David Manners plays the romantic
lead opposite Miss Landi.

*

Paul King has crashed the scenario citadels
at Paramount. He is a Hungarian writer and
iok. "Greenhorn," deals with the experience of an immigrant in this country. He
has been in the United States for three
years and edited Hungarian dailies before
coming to Hollywood. By the way, King ithe smallest writer,
* in *stature,* in Holly.'.

*

As a memento of his recent trip to
tion in northern California, Mel Brown, who

'Twenty Grand" has been chosen h\ Unias the releasina title of the stage
The

11

of lolm
R

Hallida)

been

added

to the

| lunm
Pal O'B
n will i * l- • >
lead
in this talkii
d Sloane from an
Cunningham.
Hallida
\\ at m ■ Bi
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NEWS

C
*

EAST

*

Harold
Warner

Greenville, Pa. — A. "Mickie"
iger has arranged a new sumschedule for the Mercer Square,
se will be open three days each
„-k under a new arrangement.

OF THE DAY

J. Murphy
as manager
Bros., Aberdeen.

of take the marital step soon.
bride-to-be is Esther Aga.

The

booked
for the Stillman
will
shown at the Allen, and Allen Pictures will be shown at the State.

Hemet, Cal. — The Hemet is now in
Detroit — The
Washington,
at.
the charge of A. L. Reynolds.
Brighton on Grand River Road, has.
been reopened.
Victorville, Cal. — The Victor is to
Vancouver, Wash. — William FitzHenry is now in charge of the Fox be reopened by George Waycott.
Cleveland— Mrs. Georgia Moffett
Coast houses here.
secretary of the Cleveland Film
Camden, N. J. — Charles Tremont West
Oakland, Cal. — Meyer Cohen is Board of Trade, pitched the first ball
has taken over the Towers.
San Gabriel, Cal. — Oilman Cass handling special exploitation on "City of the opening game of
the Film
has
taken
over
the
old
Victory,
and
Erie, Pa. — Dominic Carbone, who renamed it the Imperial.
Lights," at the State. Cohen recently Center Baseball League. The searesigned from the Oakland, Foxleases and manages the Keystone,
son extends from June 15 to Aug. 17
West
Coast publicity staff.
has joined the ranks of benedicts.
Gering, Neb. — The Muse has been
Muskegon, Mich.— The Heights of
sold
Luce. by M. L. Cross to George W.
Barraca
Lew
J.—
N.
City,
Sea Isle
has been taken
Heights
Muskegon
has reopened the Barraca.
*
CENTRAL
*
over by H. M. Derr and H. LawCleveland— Talking Picture Epics ten lrom the Muskegon Amusement'
Glendora, Cal. — Foster Jackson has
Pa. — The Para- Lisy.
Mechanicsburg,
purchased
the
Mission
from
J.
A.
will
be released in this territory Co.
mount here is now under joint manthrough Standard Film Service Co.
ment of Walter F. Yost and Mrs.
Cleveland— Jerry O'Connell, manHandley.
Anna
during the coming season.
ager of Loew's Allen, is back from a
Springfield, Colo. — The Rex has
Bellevue, Mich.— The La Belle has two weeks' vacation in the East.
Lyndora, Pa. — The Palace theater been taken over by Bernice Chandler
of this town has been dismantled by and Eddie Self, changing the name been purchased by Mrs. Ida M. Os- closed.
Portland, Mich.— The Sun has been
to Rialto.
John Isaacs.
good from M. T. Cassler.

Erie, Pa. — G. Harmon has tranfernd his lease on the Princess to H.
Sugal.

Johnstown, Pa. —
the ter.closing
es thea
ounc
f
venue

Joe Simon anof the Fourth

Erie, Pa. — The Lyric is open Monday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday and
Sunday under a new summer policy.
Emaus, Pa. — A second house to
seat 1,000 is being considered for
this city.

WEST

*

Seattle— Mrs. D. H. Clark has reopened the Wildwood in the Rainier
Valley and will operate the house
under the corporate title Wildwood
Theater, Inc.
Aberdeen, Wash.— James M. Carey
from San Francisco
has succeeded

COMING

San

is

Francisco — Mike Garrity, assistant manager of the Orpheum, will

& GOING

l<r. LAEMMLE
and
CARL
LAEM. ,IU., left yestcraay for Universal City.
They were accompanied
by Maurice Fleckles.
Harry Zchncr, lack Ross and Dave Badcr.
H'F.T, H.of F.NorthKIN Caro-'
and CHAR!
HARRY
BUCHANAN
lina arrived in New Y
ty.
BARRY
ROSENQU1
-tint sales
man..
taphone -■=!>
ick from a
12 MAX
day's trip
over the accompanied
eastern territory.
MILDER,
by Mrs.
Milder, sailed yesterday for London to
assume his new Warner Urn*, post.
RICHARD
BARTHELMESS
leav. - today
with Mrs. Barthelmess and his little daughter,
Hay Barthelmess,
for the west i
BOB MY
TONES
is in town for a brief
ERNEST
T.AWFORi).
having
com
his work in "Personal
Maid" at Parami
New
York
studio,
has
left
for
Naskeag Yacht Club, Brooklin
Me.

the

Cleveland — Loew's Stillman closes
this week for the summer.
Pictures

Screen Advertisers
200% Jump in RKO Sales
Aim At Indie Houses
Reported
by
Rosenzweig
(Continued
from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

is
theater
Fan-ell, Pa.— Colonial
now open Saturday and Sunday only.

*

Gardena,
Cal. — S. V. Foreman
the new owner of the Alamo.

America's annual convention, which
entered its third day yesterday at the
Hotel Pennsylvania. The statement
confirmed The Film Daily's exclusive story of June 4 in which it wf>.s
stated that sponsored film appropriations by big advertisers were not being cancelled despite the announcements of circuits and film companies
against such pictures.
Only sound
18 perfilmcent
of the
13,000
houses
are country's
affiliated
with the circuits, said Canaday, and
therefore "any harm which may have
been done by the circuits is only of a
temporary nature. 'Movies' have been
used for advertising purposes in both
circuit and independent theaters for
upward of 20 years and they will continue to be used in the modern form
—the
'talkies'."
"There is a danger that the sponsored pictures may be subject to
criticism if they are not of the highest caliber," he continued, "and if
the advertising, is not handled in a
subtle and unobtrusive manner. The
most successful sponsored films are
the short, humorous sketches, romantic skits and travelogues."
The cost of production, he said,
varies according to the producer and
the tvpe of film. The average cost
runs from $5,000 to $15,000.

Double Feature Policy
Avoided in Carolinas
(Continued from Pane 1)

Charles Picquet, president of the M.
. O. of North and South Carolina, yesterday upon his arrival in
New York. With Picquet is Harry
Buchanan, exhibitor and mavor of
Sylva, X. C. and H. F. Kincey of
Publix-Kincev circuit.

Akron— Mrs. T. Barden and H.
L. Malone, who operate the Doll,
have leased the Winter, now called
the Tivoli. The house has been
closed a long time.

which more substantial rentals and
percentages may be charged, and a
*
SOUTH
*
higher percentage of RKO pictures
Marion, Va. — The Lincoln and
being
weig. sold to individual exhibitors Marion theaters have been taken over
and circuits, according to Rosenzby C. E. Williams.
"Our gross sales — and cash reDallas— Dwight Brown is back at
ceipts— for 1930-31 are 30 per cent
the Texas organ after a leave of abgreater than for 1929-30," said Rosence to preside at the Capitol in
Little Rock.
senzweig.
meant one cent
for"Double-featuring
us and is hasn't
in no
way responsible for our increased
Union, S. C. — The Stevens is bebusiness. RKO's answer to the socalled depression which I believe is
ing redecorated and is scheduled to
more of 'mind' than fact, is in the reopen Aug. 15 under the managegross business we are, and have been,
ment of Hemrick ana Buckner, who
now operate the Hemrick in Gaffney.*

Pathe
writing." Adds Four Stages ;
Finishing Program Jan. 1
(Continued

from

Pane

1)

soon as the new program is finished
in January, the studios will start
right
Marcus.in on the 1932-33 product, -aid
The Culver City plant, under
Charles R. Rogers, already has
turned out five star features out of
the
company's
program and
of 21,
not
counting
the westerns
shorts.
The quintet includes Helen Twelvetrees in "A Woman of Experience,"
Ina Claire in "Rebound," Eddie Quillan in "Sweepstakes," Constance
Bennett in "The Common Law" and
Hill Boyd
"Thein Iron
Three
are innow
work,Chalice."
Helen
Twelvetrees in "The Mad Marriage,"
Eddie Quillan in "Eddie Cuts In"
and Ann Harding in "Devotion."
Pictures in preparation include Bill
Boyd's "Suicide Fleet," Constance
Bennett's "Dangerous to Love" and
Helen Twelvetrees'
"Pick Up."

Humboldt, Tenn.— The new Rex
has opened under the management of
Chisholm and Legge.
Winston-Salem,
S. C— The
R
colored house, has been closed for
the summer months.
It will be repaired and remodeled.

New

Incorporations

DELAWARE
CHARTERS
The Arc Products Corp., Wilmington, Del.,
talking
pictures;
Delaware
Charter
Co.,
Dover, Del.
500,000 shares common.
Royal Television of America, Inc., Philadelphia. Pa., television devices; Corporation
000.
Guarantee and Trust Co., Dover, Del. $500,M. H. S. Productions, Inc., Ltd., Wilmington. Del., motion pictures; Corporation Tru^t
Dover Del.
$3,000 shares common.
CAPITAL
INCREASES
Stock of Meteor Pictures Corp., Nov York.
$10,000 to $20,000.
Co.,

Intimate
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Six Fox New York Houses Reported Going to RKO

100,000JJON-THEATRICAL EXHIBS IN U. S.
Para. Shorts Production in N. Y. Set to December
Rumors of Studio Closing
Scouted by Announced
Program

No Signs of Federal Admission Tax
Following investigation of reports published by some

trade papers that a

Federal admission tax would probably be passed at the next session of Congress, Allied announces that it has been able to discover nothing more concrete
than general expressions in favor of a special sales tax by Congressman Will
Wood of Indiana.

Definitely setting at rest reports
that the Paramount New York studio
short
is scheduled to close, the plant's
subject schedule will be in work
there until its completion late ir
November or early in December, i
is understood. Beyond this point
have not as yet been formulatplans
ed.
Sidney R. Kent is now taking a
more active interest in the company'?
Present level of theater grosses is that color sequences will enhance
production plans and during making
some stories. He was a pioneer in
superclosely
principally attributable to the current
product, onwill
of 1931-32(Continued
Page 7)
the
u>ing of color in features, having
general business depression, said Cecil
interan
used it in part of "The Ten ComB. De Mille yesterday in
view. "Good pictures will do busi- mandments."
De Mille sails June 24 on the He
ness," lie declared, "despite this situa- tie France. He will visit Russia.
London, Paris, Berlin, Holland and
Need of the old silent picture techfinally
Constantinople, studying Euronique, with dialogue used as an auxpean production methods. His plans
producer- for returning
iliary, was stressed by the
to the United States are
He sees wide film feasible
director.
tion.''
Charlotte— The 10-cent show evil only in presenting certain sequences indefinite. When he does return, however, he will resume producing as an
is encroaching on North and South of mass action. Color, as so far deCarolina. Houses in this city and
veloped. De Mille believes, is not independent. At present he has no
Shelby, this state, and in Greenville. for entire pictures, although he feels releasing affiliations.
Anderson and Spartanburg, S. C.
have adopted this policy.

Industrial Conditions Main Factor
In Theater Grosses, Says De Mille

Big Increase is Reported
in Shows for Special
Audiences
Non-theatrical exhibitors in tl
S. now
total approximately
100,000,
representing
a potential audience of
millions,
according
to Edward
F.
Stevenson, president i>i Visugraphic
Pictures, Inc. These cxhib- cater
largely to special audiences in industrial, educational, religious, advertising, business
and other Electric
fields. have
RCA
and Western
been making big strides toward perfecting portable and practical 10 mm.
sound equipment, which is ex]
(Continued on Pane 7)

M. P. T. 0.
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"DIME" ADMISSION POLICY

Szekler Resumes Old Post
As U Manager in Europe
Berlin (By Cable) — Al Szekler,
who a few months ago was appointed
general manager of Universal with
has reheadquarters in New York,managi
ng
sumed his former post of
director for U on the continent. His
intimate knowledge of the European
(Continued on Pane 7)

Ufa
On

Enjoying
German

Monopoly
Industrials

Berlin— Ufa has established a special studio for production of industrial films, on
which it is enjoying a practical monopoly
and output of these advertising pictures
for big industries has been greatly increased
in the last few months. About 1,500 theaters, or nearly all the wired houses in
Germany,

are

now

playing

Ufa

ad

films.

Allied May Ban Advertising Newsreel
If Major Companies Stick to Edict

Washington Bureau of
d leaders
Allie
—
gton
Washin
throughout the COUntTJ are being
asked to send in their views on the
suggestion that, in view of the Paraagainst
edictmount and Warner
screen advertising, Allied
sponsored

THE FILM DAILY
posi
take the same
properly
might
tion with regard to its newsreel

taining

advertising.

Earl)

replies

suggest caution until it is ascertained

of
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'sturv were

Park

Plaza
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New
was

York
reported

m tin
invoked
Theaters
given as the Audubon,

and
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in

New

and released from all obligation!
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unavailii

its convention
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whether
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RKO Reported Taking Over
Six Fox Houses in New York
Sale

Milwaukee — A resolution declaring
itself barred
from the Allied
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Advertising Splurge

DATE
BOOK
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INDUSTRY'S
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will spend $11,000 on advertising and exploitation for "Sweepstakes," RKO Pathe feature, during its Broadway run at the Mayfair. The
picture, which stars Eddie Quillan, opens Wednesday night.
Today:
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WRITER-PRODUCER REPORT
BEING SUBMITTED MONDAY
rVtst Coast Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Final report of the
Writers' Special Committee, following an exhaustive study and analysis
of writer-producer relations, will be
submitted for discussion Monday evening at a meeting called by the
Writers' Branch of the Academy of
M. P. Arts & Sciences, it is announced by Al Cohn, chairman of
the Writers' Branch.
The report, as approved by this
meeting, will be discussed with the
producers in a series of conferences.
A special committee of producers has
been appointed by B. P. Schulberg,
Chairman of the Producers Branch of
the Academy, consisting of Schulberg, Louis B. Mayer, Samuel Goldwyn, J. I. Schnitzer or William Le
Baron, Sol Wurtzel and Jack L.
Warner.
In announcing the meeting, Al
Cohn, Chairman of the Writers
Branch said: "Our program gives
every promise of marking the beginning of a new era in the position of
the screen writer. The writers' report has been developed by committees comprising 51 leading representative writers and we think our conferences with the producers will result in a definite constructive contribution to the solution of some of
the present problems of the indus-

M. P. T. 0.
OUT OF ALLIED FOLD
(Continued from Page

1)

P.T.O. declares it will remain a state
organization
until such time as Allied is prepared to give proper guidance and co-operation.
It was voted to have the Film
Board of Trade and the board of directors of the M. P.T.O. work out a
zoning and protection plan. The majority
members ofexpressed
selves inoffavoring
zoning. themThe organization also resolved to
retain voting power according to its
constitution and went on record as
opposed to salacious and misleading
advertising as well as commercial advertising on the screen.
Fred S. Meyer was re-elected president; A. C. Gutenberg, Milwaukee,
vice-president; James Boden, S. Milwaukee, secretary; E. Langmack,
treasurer; Steve Bauer, business manager. Directors include the foregoing officers and W. L. Ainsworth,
Fond du Lac; George Fischer, B. K.
Fischer, E. W. Van Norman, A. D.
Kvool, Frank Fischer, J. H. Silliman, Milwaukee; Max Krofta, Racine; Martin Thomas, Iron Mountain,
Mich.; George Heubner, Oconomowoc; A. C. Berkholz, West Bend.

Binghamton Discards
Daylight Saving Time

Binghamton, N. Y.— Daylight sav2 More Papers in U Newsreel Fold
ing time here has been repealed by
"Sioux City Tribune," Sioux City, the common council by a vote of 8
try."and "Memphis Press-Scimitar"
la.,
to 4.
+
Va, have joined the group of newspapers
sponsoring
the
Universal
newsreel
Charles Brennan Ordered to Rest
— MA
with Graham McNamee as talking Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Allied to Analyze Contracts
reporter. This brings the total of
Washington — Charles Brennan,
Washington Bureau of TH.E FILM DAILY
papers up to 78.
city
manager of Warner Bros, theWashington — An analysis of the
aters in Staunton, Va., has suffered
various forms of exhibition contracts
a nervous breakdown and resigned
now being used by the several dishis position to undergo medical
tributors isbeing prepared and shorttreatment. He has been ordered to a
ly will be made available to Allied
rest
camp in the Blue Ridge Mounmembers. Points of departure from
EDWARD SLOMAN is en route to New
tains until September, when his phythe form agreed to at the 5-5-5 Con- York where he will direct Nancy Carroll in
sician states, his health will have
ference will receive comment.
"Wild
Beauty."
been fully regained.
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MARJORIE BEEBE leaves Hollywood on
Tune 26 to play opposite Karl Dane and Geo.
K. Arthur at Paramount's New
York studio.
RUTH ROLAND, who came East several
months
if ago for vaudeville and personal appearances, leaves for Hollywood
on Monday.
MAURICE CHEVALIER has booked
passace July 1 for France, where he will
tnkr an extender! vacation.
HENRY GINSBERG leaves New York
today for the Coast. He will remain there
two weeks.
AT. CHRISTIE has returned to Hollywood
to start work on his new series of comedies
for Educational.

Studio

and

Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Ratei
Powers
723-7TH

Clnephone Equipment Corporation
AVE.. N. V.
BRYANT 9-6067

PUBLIC

PROJECTION
ROOM
Latest R.C.A.
Photophone Equipment

6 P. M. nt
l s,
untiday
reel
per
Inr
ts,
igh
ys Sun
/jN
ointme
by app
Holida
Under the personal supervision
of Hymie Silverman
MOTORIZED TALKING
PICTURE SERVICE, Inc.
729 7th Ave.
BRyant 9-5721

Annual convention of Alii
Theater Owners of New Jerst
Hotel Traymore. Atlantic City.

June 22 :

Meeting
of Writers' of Special
mittee. Academy
M. P. Con
ArU
& Sciences, Hollywood,
to ai»cuss
report
on
writer-producer
relations.
L.
I.
June 27 Outing of Columbia Pictures Social Club, Karatsonyi's, Glen Cove.
July 15: Educational-Tiffany regional sales
convention,
New York.
July 20-21 : Annual summer meeting of
North and South Carolina Theater Owners' Ass'n. at the
Hotel Oceanic. WrightsviUe
Beach, Wilmington,
N. C.
Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Minneapolis.

Schine Sued for $70,000
By Contracting Company
Gloversville, N. Y. — A series of
legal actions covering over $70,000
has been started in Gloversville and
Geneva by Morrell Vrooman, Inc.,
Gloversville contractor, against the
Schine Amusement Co. Two local
theaters
volved. and one in Geneva are inThese actions, both parties stated,
do not grow out of the inability of
the defendants to pay but are the result of the contracting firm refusing
to pay when the bills were presented
as they stated that the amount of
the bills was over the actual amount
for the
which
do
job. the contractor agreed to
Ben Lourie Joins Columbia
New
Haven,
Conn. — Benjamin
J.
Lourie, manager of the Tiffany exchange, has resigned to join the sales
staff of Columbia.

mm

VACATIONS

CAMP
STOW,

t> COUNTRY
MASS.
(FOR

CLUB

C m «/• BOSTON

ADULTS)

The country club
with1 1 real outdoor thrills
ON THE PREMISES:
9 hole (3000 yd.) golf course,
hard clay tennis courts.
Fifteen
miles of fine canoeing, excellent
swimming,
Hand
Ball,
Horse
Ranch,
Hiking Trails, Complete
Social Staff, and Country
Club
Orchestra. Accommodations, with
running
water.
Tours
to Historic Concord, Lexington
and
Wayside
Inn.
Film employees consult your
social secretary for special rate
information or
Write
CARL
ERBSTEIN,
Mng.
Dir.

t Assabet Country Club
P. O. Maynard, Mass.
Or

Call

CHickering
Room 209

4-7580
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EXPLOITETTES

TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of
Current Opinions

Till i

7airness — Is It
1 Clause In the Contract?
HpHIS is the season of the year
when the buying exhibitor,
! who has been searching for an
, even break all year, is reminded
' by salesmen that his company
! has been the squarest toward the
exhibitor during the past season.
While the exhibitor may believe
such statement at first, its constant repetition deadens this plea
of fairness and practically proves
it valueless. Take the matter of
percentage. The exhibitor, to
prove his spirit of fair play,
exposes his books for inspection.
With the information thus gained
for purposes of completing a
product deal the branch manager
is able to get a line on the exhibitor's business, boost the
asked figure, if necessary, Or reduce it if fairly inclined, and if
the home office will permit. The
exhibitor, it must be admitted,
is giving every bit of co-operation. But, on the other hand,
if the exhibitor can't make a
profit, and the branch manager
fails to look at the situation with
open eyes, regrets are in order.
The exhibitor learns that the
home office decrees the proper
percentage, and if these have
been too high, it, according to
the branch manager, is extremely
unfortunate. Apparently the fair
play handed out by the exhibitor
is lacking on the part of the
exchangeman in these cases
Briefly, "protect yourself and
others will protect you" seems to
be the slogan of the motion picture industry.
— Jay Emanuel,
N. Y. State Exhibitor
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SIDE

REMARKS

from a kolyumist, while trying to

knock out his daily Dish of Dribble
let's go to work
gee, that's a swell dame over in the Hotel Taft
she looks lonesome
wonder if— yeh, yeh, this is Phil
speaking
hello, Joe
a good gag for me, eh?
okay, shoot
fine, I'll run it tomorrer
goo'by
now why do these muggs phone me gags that even the hyena
wouldn't laugh at when Noah pulled 'em on the Arlc?
if
this phone would stop ringin', I might get to work
who?
yeah, send him in
'lo, Al
wottsa good
news?
you don't say?
how d'ye spell his name?
Dubin — Dukinsk — Duchinski — say, Al, will ya make up
ya mind ?
a cig ?
sure, help yourself
a
match?
'sfunny, I never have matches
this guy
Artie takes 'em all
well, I'll be seein' you
now,
let's go to work
gee, that gal over at the hotel window
sure is a looker
and SO lonesome
wonder if— aw,
no, she ain't lonesome
lookit that mugg workin' on a cocktail shaker over by the dresser
and some clucks haveta
write columns
oh, well, Giuseppe, let's go to work
*
*
*
*
• • • RICHARD ARLEN, working on "Secret Call" for a
month steady, finally had a day off
so he paid his semiannual visit to his dentist
"Sorry I can't take you this
afternoon," sez the molar mauler
"I have 18 cavities to
fill"
and sure enough, several hours later Richard bumped
into him filling the eighteenth hole at the Lakeside golf links.
• • • WE GIVE you fair warning that from now on when
you read our reviews of Educational's "Romantic Journeys"
series, they are going to reflect our impressions of the gent who
makes 'em
Claude Flemming
and don't let that
name Claude fool you
he's a he-man
and how
for two hours he entertained a select group of film writers at
the Astor yestiddy
informally, chatting from his chair as
we sipped our demitasse of as-you-like-it
and wotta storyteller he turned out to be !
Herb Cruikshank fell outa his
chair from laffink
Regina Crewe rushed out to phone the
city
the "American"
the big fan
mag desk
man, ofblushed
furiously
Red Larry
Kann, Reid,
the Conservative,
actually got up and Cheered
it was a Great Party
• • • MISTER
FLEMMING'S
prize story was the one
about the American film man who was being entertained at the
English estate of Lord Suffolk
his lordship was hospitality
personified
till after the day of the big fox hunt
when he totally ignored the film man
till finally it got
on the American mugg's nerves
and he sez to his lordship "Whazzamatter?
Did I pull a boner?"
and
his lordship, very dignified, explained
"For centuries, ni>
dear sir, we Britishers have considered
the fox hunt one of
our most Sacred Institutions
and when we raise the ball}
fox from cover we rise in our stirrups, doff our caps, and shout
in unison:
the simply
Fox!' yelled and
you, top
my ofdear
what
did
you do? 'Hi, Ho, you
at the
yoursir,blood)
lungs: 'There goes the son of a — ' My word, sir, we onl)
that way to the hounds!"
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Investigation
by Allied finds no signs
of the Federal admission tax bill that
has been
rumored
as a possibility
in
the next Congress.
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A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas
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• • • IN MOROCCO the French Commandant arranged an
affair for Mister Flemming where the native men and women
engaged in a tribal ceremony
and suggested that his command of 500 Foreign Legion troops be used as a background
for the pix
explaining thus
"So zat your countrymen shall reelize zat ze Foreign Legion *ire not ALL ze Wallace Beerys!"
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«

»

»

»

Airplane Ballyhoo
airplane ballyhoo featured
ForA X"Seed"
the exploitation campaign

for "Seed" at the Auditorium, in
Baltimore. The campaign was
engineered by Fred Schanberger,
Jr., manager of the house. The
airplane was equipped with a
fly-back banner reading: See
"Seed" Auditorium Xow! It
flew over the I'imlico race track
during the running of the famous Preakness race' and dropped several thousand of the
"oat envelopes" to the spectators. Another feature of the
campaign was the distribution of
10,000 dodgers similar to the
"Husband Stealer" card suggested in the press book. These
dodgers were fastened in bunches
to light
on the
prominent
corners poles
throughout
city.
— Auditorium, Baltimore

Fashion Revue
For "Inspiration"
Publix-Saenger, Hattiesburg,
Press of the
Matt
AGER
Jy[ANgot
Miss.,
a fine
break when he
effected a fashion revue tie-up
with one of the prominent stores.
The store announced the fashion
revue in a four-column ad on
the Saturday prior to Wednesday's date of revue. Copy in this
ad read, "Easter Fashion Revue displaying on living models
the newest modes and distinctive
footwear in conjunction with the
showing ofspiration Greta
Garbor, inWed.,
"Inat the Saenge
8:30 p.m." A picture of Garbo in
the center of the page and cuts
of stylish dresses and shoes surrounding it,set off the ad nicely.
— Saenger, Hattiesburg, M

Many Happy
Returns
Beit wiahee and congratulation!
ire extended by
THI
FILM DAILY to the following dmbera of the industry, who are celebrating their birthday*:

rris
iu-hc Mattox
Sw
Martha

June ll>
Roy

Fitzroy
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toll the whole world about "Sweepstakes"
on the Radio tonight. 10:30 eastern daylight saving time. RKO Theatre of the Air.
NBC hook-up of 44 coast to coast stations.

with

JAMES GLEASON
LEW

CODY

• MARION

• PAUL

NIXON

HURST

a CHARLES R. ROGERS production
Directed by AL ROGELL
Story by Lew Lipton

HERE'S HOW THE
PUBLIC TURNS OUT
FOR THE RACES!
175,000 saw the English
Derby.
60,000 saw the Kentucky
Derby.
Every track in the United
States and Canada turning them away every day.
And every Sweepstakes
winner hits every front
page all over the world!

RELEASED NOWAT THE HEIGHT
OF THE RACING
SEASON
. . .

MILLIO
TRACK
RKO PATHE
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Seabright, N. J. — Sam
taking over tlic Airdome.

Bfrua

is

Cleveland — Charles Kranz, formerly local United Artist branch manager, is in town as general sales manager for Artclass Productions which
will be distributed through the offices
of the Standard Film Service.
Roslyn, L. I. — The Tower, burned
a few months ago, will be rebuilt.
Business people are associated with
Harry Levy in rebuilding the house.

Canton,
owner of
the house
of Charles

•

O. — Fred Ricker, part
the Windsor, is operating
following the recent death
Shearer.

Pittsburgh
Loew's
closed
tor the — summer.

Aldine

has

Soldiers Grove, Wis. — Mel Helgerson has disposed of his Electric here
to Bailey & Foss.

Kansas City— Tom Baldwin, Tiffany salesman, and R. B. Thompson
of the RKO Pathe forces, are out of
Detroit — Charles Deardoff of the the film business temporarily.
M-G-M staff in Cleveland came here
Toledo — The opening of the Avato assist William G. Bishop, local
publicity chief, in putting over group lon has been postponed to June 19,
according to Jack O'Connell, owner.
publicity on "Trader Horn."
— Fox's branch office, under
Keansburg, N. J.— The Casino has theDallas
management of C. E. Hilgers,
been opened for the summer by Mrs. moves
this week to its new home
Gravany.
at Wood and St. Paul Sts.
Philadelphia — Henry Taylor has
.i-<umed charge of the new Allen.

Santa Cruz, Cal. — Frank McCauley
is now managing both Golden State
houses here.

Columbus — Everett Bennet has
leased the Exhibit, one of the oldest
Columbus Grove, O. — Raymond
local picture houses. He is redeco- Dishong has closed the Roma for the
rating itand installing RCA Photo- summer.
phone.
Croyden, Pa. — George
Muller has
Hopewell Junction, N. J. — The taken over the Manor.
Emmadine has been taken over by
Robert O'Keefe.
Spring Valley, Wis. — The Opera
House has been taken over by F. P.
Mosinee, Wis. — C. E. Mathews Moore from George Kyle.
and Paul Nettland have relinquished
the Mosinee to L. R. Keefe.
Cleveland — Arthur Himmelein, former owner of the Plaza, Sandusky,
Waco,
Tex. — Jesse Oakes
is managing the Lincoln, one of the
opening the Lyric.
is re- houses belonging to Associated Theaters.
Philadelphia — Brandcn
formerly manager of the
exchange, has gone to
Va., as assistant manager
itol.

E. Warren
Paramount
Winchester,
of the Cap-

Racine, Wis. — Fox's State was
dark from June 7 to June 13 for
completion of remodeling. Bob Ungerfeld is manager of the State.

Philadelphia — Charlie Thompson i«
Detroit — Jack Sampson, formerly
president of the Film Board of Trade, managing the Pier at Sea Isle City,
is now covering the eastern part of after being a Stanley manager for
the state for Pathe.
years.
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i>ARA. SHORTS PRODUCTION

IS SET UNTIL DECEMBER
(Continued from

Page

1)

ise work. Directly under this jurisdiction will be B. P. Schulberg, in
charge of all production.
Active
feature
production
at the
Paramount New York studio durimthe summer months also is promised
by an announcement
yesterday that
three pictures are now in actual preparation. Following "My Sin," whic1
starts Tuesday,
under
the directioi
bf George
Abbott,
"Wild
Beauty.'
starring
Nancy
Carroll,
will
be
filmed.
Edward Sloman, who is be
ing brought on from Hollywood to
direct the latter, is expected here next
week.
4
After these two pictures, Claudlette Colbert will begin work in "Sal
of Singapore," for which cast and
director have not yet been selected.

HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

EDUCATIONAL
has sound
started construction Studio
on a new
stage, which will add ten thousand
square feet of working space to the
studios. The additional space was
made necessary by the large program scheduled for next season, with
10 two-reel and 13 single-reel comedies on the Educational line-up, and
six James Cruze-Tiffany Productions,
to be made at these studios.
*
*
*

(Continued from

Page
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situation led to his return to his old
position. Szekler came to Europe
with the primary purpose of adjusting matters in connection with the
release of "All Quiet on the Western Front" in Germany and Austria.

*

*

rot''.
Mack Sennett has made another <liscovery.
It's pretty Irene Thompson whom the
comedy producer has elevated from the extra
ranks to a leading lady role. Sennett has
signed Miss Thompson to play opposite And]
Clyde in a new Educational -Mack Sennett
Comedy and already big things arc expected
for the little girl.

*

*

M-G-M has signed new contracts with
George Kelly and Charles MacArthur, playwrights, and also with Jean
Hersholt.

*

*

*

Rochelle Hudson, Radio Pictures featured
player, has had her first option exercised by
William LeBaron, vice president in charge
of production, extended her contract six
months.

*

*

*

PLil Goldstone, chief studio executive of
Tiffany, announces that "The Monster Kills."
mystery thriller, ".nil no into production in
a few days.

*

*

*

Lupita Tovar and Don Chapman have been
added to the cast of "Ex-Ranger," tentative
title of Columbia's latest Buck Jones outdoor
special. Miss Tovar will depict the feminine
lead.

After Hoover for RKO
Talk
*
*
*
Efforts are being made by Marvin
Kitty Kelly has had her option taken up by
H. Mclntyre, Washington represen- Radio Pictures following her work in "Waittative for RKO and Pathe News, to
ing at the Church." Kitty has been cast oparrange a talk by President Hoover,
posite Rosco Ates in Lou Brock's "Use Your
Lloyd French will direct with
the evening of July 3. during the Noodle."
Mauri Grashin writing the script.
RKO Theater of the Air broadcast
over the NBC red network. The
John S. Swartout Promoted
program, which will originate on
board the Leviathan, will be of ;
Troy, N. Y. — John S. Swartout,
formerly manager of the Strand,
patriotic nature and, if Hoover con
Schenectady, is now resident manager
sents, his speech will be "cut in" on
of the Griswold in Troy, it was ana special wire from Washington.
nounced by William M. Shirley, president and general manager of the
Farash Theater Corp., which owns
both theater-. The transfer is a
Vitaphone Studio's Reopening
Reopening of the Vitaphone studio promotion
for Swartout.
in Brooklyn has been announced byWarner Bros, as definitely set for
Germaine Showered With Coins
July 6, the date already published in
Xew Haven — Larry Germaine,
The Film Daily. During the past Warner Bn>- short subject booker,
few weeks, production has been con- who is to marry Esther Rothbaum
siderably curtailed while the studio of Paramount on June 28, will spend
was improved so that feature pictures part of his honeymoon counting
can be made there at any time, in coins. At a bachelor party given
addition to the shorts already sched- him by his film friends, Larry was
uled.
presented with $100 in dimes, nickels
and pennies.

A Happy Sight
A happy and somewhat novel
sight on Broadway last night, was
the crowd which packed the lobby
of the Winter Garden, to attend
the opening performance of "Smart
Money," with Edward C. Robinson
and James Cagney. They even had
to get out the tape.

WII.K
\Villi;.m tirew will write the next short
subject story for Clark and McCullough, now
at the Radio Pictures studios.

*

New RKO Pathe Des Moines Office
Des Moines— RKO Pathe Distributing Corp., has taken a five-year
lease on the building formerly erected for M-G-M at 1113-15 High St.
The structure is being remodeled and
enlarged to provide about 50 per cent
additional office space, and the new
tenants will move into their enlarged
quarters July 1. N. Sandler is made
branch manager of the merged com
pany.

*

*

Mortimer D. Sikateitt, president of Headline Pictures Corp. is in Hollywood conferring with Charles Hutchison on t!
ing anil production of the second of a senei
of society melodramas which are being produced by Headline for the independent market. The first Headline production, "Women
Men Marry," recently released, has already
been booked in many representative first run
houses.

*

Ruth Weston has been assigned <> role in
,
"Should Wives Work,' Radio picture to star
Mary Astor, with Robert Ames in a feature
r y

*

Szekler Resumes Old Post
As U Manager in Europe

FLASHES

Tiffany
has
T.dking
- Chimp

*

NON-THEATRICAL EXHIBS
REACH TOTAL OF 100,000

and

Del

»

completed
funmnkcr
*
»

♦

"Cinnamon,"
latest
in * the ^eric~.

Andrews,
well known
screen
writer
director,
has
been
signed
to do
the

adaptation
war story,

of Thomas
Boyd's original world"Belleau
Wood,"
for Radio
Pic-«e^
tures.

*

*

«

James Cruze's "Women Co On Forever,"
an adaptation
play,
is in the of
finalDaniel
processX. ofRubin's
cutting stage
witn
the release date schedule in the near future. The cast of this Tiffany special '*
headed by Clara Kimball Young, supportnl bj
M.in.in Nixon, Paul Page, Morgan \\
Void D'Avril, Lorin Raker, Thomas Jackson.
Eddie Lambert, Nellie Nichols and Maurice
Dl.uk.
Walter
Lang directed.

*

*

*

Fred
Latham
continues
on the Radio
Pi,
lures writing and advisory staff. William
I.e
Baron
having
extended
his contract
for an
additional
long term.

*

*

»

The latest
First National's
training
school graduate
for youngof players
is Robert
Allen, whose first film appearance will 1*
made in "The Reckless Hour," in support of
Dorothy Mackaill. Allni, a Dartmouth t'raduate, appeared with the Mt. Vernon Comnrinity Players before he was signed to go
to the west coast.

*

*

*

Having directed 25 film comedies. Edward
Sutherland plans to lead a more leisurely life.
He is going to free-lance. He is now directing Eddie Cantor's new comedy. "Palmy
Dave." He rose to megaphone status after
assisting Charlie Chaplin on "A Woman of
Paris." As a result of Chaplin's praise, he
was signed by Paramount, with which company he has since been associated.

"Lieutenant" for Rivoli
"The Smiling Lieutenant" is scheduled to follow "Night Angel" at the
Rivoli. with "Forbidden Adventure"
being held to follow the "Lieutenant."
At the Criterion. "An American
Tragedy" will follow the Chevalier
picture.
"Rebound" Premiere on Coast
West

Coast

Bureau.

THE

FILM

PTILY

Hollywood— RKO
Pathe's "Rebound," starring Ina Claire, will have
it- world premiere tonight at the Carthay Circle with the star and other
members of the cast present James
Gleason and Robert Armstrong will
broadcast

the event over

U and Pathe Lease in Kansas City
Kansas
City
Universal
exchange
hi re has taken a I"
1708 in Wyandotte, and RKO Pathe
has taken .t in < \ eai I
712-1 1
Wyandotte
■

time and
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Alvin Untermyer Explain^
Fox-Sheehan Settlement
]
Settlement

of

Winfield

R.

ban's suit against William Fox. reported earlier in the week, has I.
clarified in a statement issued by Alvin Untermyer, who was counsel for
Fox in the litigation. Untermyer,
who declined to give any details on
the day the adjustment was made,
said yesterday that the settlement involved three actions by Sheehan.
"One of the suits was for $36
and interest," said Untermyer, "one
was for $115,000 and interest, and in
the third suit Sheehan sought t"
cover $118,000 including interest, beside 1,250 shares of stock of the 1
Westwood
Corp.
It was in settlement for all three suits, in which
Sheehan sought $500,000 in addition
to Fox
Westwood
stock, that I
paid $250,000.
"Under the settlement Fox retains
as against the $250,000 paid by him,
6,850 shares of preferred stock of the
Bankers Securities Corp. of a market
value of $140,000, beside dividends
$55,000 on this stock.
Fox is of the
opinion
that the Bankers
Secure
stock which he claimed belonged
Sheehan
is alone worth
more
than
the amount
paid by Fox in settle
Address Warner

Managers

At the business sessions of Warner
theater zone managers held yesterda>
under the supervision of Dan Michament."
Xickerson,
electrical
engineer,
love,
addresses
were made
by (' Joe
\\
Hornstein of Continental Theab
cessories, Walter Meyers of the Wai
in -r Bros,
Artists'
Bureau,
Dave
Weshner, Wfllard (i. Patterson,
U
Budd.
die
Alperson,
Don
I..
ad K

KF.("\

Nunes Buys Premium Concern
New Haven, Conn. — Morris Nunes,
who recently returned from an extended business trip to California,
has bought out the interest of the
Bailey Brothers in Business Builders.
Inc., a ticket premium
concern.

undi i

(C tntinucd from

to find widespread use in tin
ing of sales and promotional fihn>.
At the Advertising Federation convention just closed in New York,
of motion pictures in the instruction
and education of salespeople wademonstrated and received enthusiastic approval. Adoption of the
idea in training
field !■
all
its has been under way foi
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"After Seeing

Long Legs9
Daddy With

C. H.

Janet Gaynor

V,

BUCKLEY

Operating Harmanus
Bleeker Hall, Leland and
State Theatres, Albany,
N. Y. One of the most

I hasten to recommend it to the people o.r
Albany. Never in my experience as a showman have 1 been so enthused over a picture.
For years I have been viewing pictures, silent
and talking, and 1 have seen some mighty
fine productions, but

successful theatre operators in the country.

'Daddy Long Legs'
is one of the finest pictures I have
ever viewed. I know you will enjoy
this production.

"I Will Stake My Reputation
as a Showman in Recommending This Picture to the People
of Albany"— C. H. Buckley.
"DADDY
OPENS

HARMANUS

LONG
FRIDAY

LEGS"
AT

BLEECKER

It's a Gaynor

HALL

Triumph!

JILbany £ve.J/ecos JciTieJO

MThe Gaynor triumph was an
Albany triumph and in New
York the picture goes into
rd WEEK ROXY
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OF THE WORLD!

LIGHTS
Written, Directed and Produced by

The

Long

Run

Favorite

NEW YORK
14 WEEKS
LONDON
Now in 16th WEEK
PARIS
Now in 10th WEEK
GENEVA
3 WEEKS
BRUSSELS
10 WEEKS
MADRID
6 WEEKS
HELSINGFORS, Finland 3 WEEKS
4 WEEKS
OSLO, Norway

UNITED

CHARLES

CHAPLIN

of All

Nations

3 WEEKS at 2 theatres
2 WEEKS
SHANGHAI
HAVANA
1 WEEK at 2 theatres
ROME

MONTREAL
CHICAGO
DETROIT
LOS ANGELES
PHILADELPHIA

ARTISTS PICTURE
mMW

3 WEEKS
SV2 WEEKS
5 »/2 WEEKS

5 WEEKS
W

(IMS

imm;\>i

w

J^n^

EYiMOOX

LAN

All tht* romance, thrill and beauty of the

world's most interesting plaees are revealetl
in these realistic, colorful, gems of travel
and adventure. Wonderful journeys that
few can afford hut everyone dreams about.
Hawaii, the enchanted land of vivid, flaming
beauty. • • Old Mexico

with its spirit of

romance, mystery and gayety . . . Myriads
of fascinating sights and experiences, thrills and adventure . . . Algiers and Morocco
. . . Switzerland . . . Venice . . . and the Mediterranean . . . By steamship, auto
mobile, train and airplane . . . The realistic splendors of the world are
shown in all their natural color, and their thrilling stories told by
the famous world traveler, Claude Flemming,
marvelously

beautiful Romantic

in these

Journeys.

Produced by Howard C. Brown
Curtis F. Nagel

and

nntwnuRH*
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New Jersey M.P.T.O. Votes To Stick With Allied

SUMMERTHEATER CLOSINGS BELOW AVERAGE
Joint Production Between Foreign Studios Increasing
Lull in Multi - Unguals
from U. S. Stirs More
Activity Abroad
Partly due to the slowing down in
production of multi-linguals by Hollywood companies, foreign studios are
joint production on a larginto
going
er scale than ever before. At the
same time, the tendency is toward a
return of the expressive pictorial
technique of the silent film, with
sound, music and a limited amount of
dialogue in the background, the idea
being that pictures of this type have
(Continued on Page 2)

Zukor Decorated by Hungary
Adolph Zukor on Friday was honored by the Hungarian Government with
the decoration of Commander in the Hungarian Order of Merit. Count Laszlo
Szechenyi. Hungarian minister to the U. S., assisted by Consul Ceneral George
de Ghika, made the presentation at the Paramount chief's country place at
New City, with William Wiseman, Will H. Hays and William H. English among
those present.
Zukor was born in Ricse, Hungary, and has been the town's greatest benefactor for years.

Wm. Saal Joins Tiffany
In An Executive Capacity
PRICE cuT$,1al bills
SCARCE INJHILADELPHIA
Philadelphia — Less than 12 houses,
all last runs, are operating in this
city on 10-cent policies. The terristill generally off double featory isbills.
ture

Andrew J. Briskin Heads
New Jersey Studio Unit
Andrew J. Briskin has been elected
president of Royal Studio, Inc. Other
officers of the new organization are:
vice-president, Leo L. Beck; executive assistant to president, Edward
Corwin; studio manager, George
Orth; supervisor of production, Xed
Wayburn; camera department head,
Harold Mullen; electrical department,
Charles
J. McGrath; . tinnedconstruction,
on Pope 2)

German

Exhibs Demand

Foreign Ban on "Angels"
Berlin— Declaring that "Hell's Angels"
is anti-German and derogatory to the German people, the Federation of German
Motion Picture Theater Owners has demanded that United Artiits discontinue releasing the picture outside of the U. S.
If it is not withdrawn the federation
threatens to take retaliatory steps "which
instances."
in other
effective
proved
have

William Saal has resigned as director of theater management for
Publix in the south and southwest,
effective June 27, and has been engaged by L. A. Young and Grant
L. Cook
in an executive
capacity

with Tiffany. He will handle sale*
and distribution. Saal has been with
Publix for the last 12 years, coming to
the circuit with the acquisition of the
E. H. Hulsey interests in Texas, and
(Continued on Pane 2)

Comerford Raps Dual Bills
The Comerford circuit has always
been definitely opposed to double
feature bills and will continue this
policy, M. E. Comerford told ThB
Film Daily Friday in New York. A
theater

playing
(Continued

twin-features
on Page 2)

Radio

Studio

Drops

West Coast Bur. THE

on

can't

Hollywood — Radio
Friday
dropped

Every

department

FILM

DAILY

effected.

Samuelson Again N. J. Head;
Unit Is Staying With Allied
Brooklyn M.P.T.O. Seeks
Membership in Allied

Atlantic City— Inter-organization
opposition to remaining in the Allied
States Ass'n fold petered out it the
for annual com ention ol the M.I'. [\ O

Atlantic
City —
Application
membership
in Allied States
\
was made by the M.P.T.I ». "t Brook
lvn through
New convention
Jersey
Ml'.of
T.O.
at the the
annual
the latter organization
here Friday
Rudy
Sanders,
president
of
the
Brooklyn
unit, conveyed the application.

of

F,

when
Jer>ey
New
.mi its affiliation
lowed speeches bj Al
Myers and
Leon

president
Sidney
new

ofSamuelson
the 01

the

voted
unit
Decision fol-

\!>r.mi
'
Rosenblatt
■
\l 2)

Theater closings this summer will
be comparatively lew. it is indicated
by the piled
Film
Boards
of which
Trade's shows
commonthly
report,
only 232 houses having been darkened in the past month, against 551
in the same period of 1930 and 331 in
the corresponding month of 1
In addition the 232 closings of 1.1''
month are offset in part by 108 theater openings and reopenings. During the two preceding months there
were 408 closings. The figures cover
the entire U. S.

"SMART MONEY" BREAKING
WINTER GARDEN RECORDS
Starting out with three S.R.t '
performances on its premiere night
at the Xew York Winter Harden,
the Warner Urns, production of
"Smart Money," with Edwat
Robinson,
looks
set
Ic all
records at tin's |
opening
audience
all but
(Continued on Pan-

200

Pictures
studio
200
employes.
was

Fewer Houses Darkened in
Past Month Than in
Previous Years

le< ted

went

The
into

Sale of Indie Product
Running Ahead of Quota*

Sales of independent
pi
will far exceed
their •
r the
fiscal year, according
to W,
Johnston,
pr<
Pictun
With

Exaggerated

$$

Publicity

Scored by Wis. Exhibitors
Milwaukee Publication of star uIjmci
and box-office receipts came in for severe
criticism
at the
s convert
or«jm
The
o» Wisconsin
the MP.TO
ration
went
on record JS opposed
to tht

of '-u 'i information
printing
and
is e«JKgerJfed
too frequently
in its effect
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Joint Production Gains
Andrew J. Briskin Heads
Among
Foreign
Studios
New (Continued
Jerseyfrom Studio
Unit
(Continued
from
Page
1)
Page
1)
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Movies Win Strike Over
High Amusement Tax

"Smart Money" Breaking
Winter Garden Records
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Wm. Saal Joins Tiffany
In An Executive Capacity
(Continued

an uproar over the picture and especially over Robinson's performance as
a gambler. By 9 o'clock Friday
morning long lines were in front of
the theater, and Harry Charnas, general manager of Warner Broadway
houses, reported a sell-out right from
the first morning show. General release of "Smart Money" is set for
July 11.
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Let Us Solve Your

Problems!

Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY,
BRyant

N. Y. C.

0-3640

729 7th Ave.

BRyant 9-5721

1)

until last year handled the buying and
booking for all Publix houses. On
Jan. 1 he was made director of theaters in the Saenger, Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah and Idaho territories.
In announcing Saal's resignation,
Publix stated there will be no change
of personnel in the south and southwest division. No announcement was
made concerning the replacement of
Saal.

Warsaw, Poland — Having won
their strike for a 25 per cent reducCharnas Denies Rumor
tion in the amusement tax this summer, local moving picture houses are
Harry Charnas on Friday denied
Fay's Philly Closes
reopening after being dark for a report that the Warner Theater on
Philadelphia
— Fay's theater, owned
months.
Broadway
is to be remodeled
into by the M. E. Comerford
interests,
stores.
has closed.
Ji?s»S5Xw*v»« •♦♦•♦♦••••♦♦'♦♦■»♦•♦♦•»♦•♦♦•♦«•»♦'♦♦•♦♦•••'«♦•♦♦•♦«•»♦,{
::
New York
8 1540 Broadway
Long Island City ♦*♦
:: BRyant 9-4712
154 Crescent St. ♦"♦
;"*
STillwell 4-7940
::
S
::
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DATE BOOK

THE INDUSTRY'S
Magrath:
studio
superintendent.
Joseph Haslett.
The company's new studio at
Grantwood, N. J., opens Aug. 1. It
embraces a large stage 95 x 57 and June 22 : Meeting mittee,
of Writers'
Academy of Special
M. P. ComArts
25 feet in height, and a small stage
ft Sciences, Hollywood, to discuss report on writer-producer
74 x 36. Two scoring and recording
relations.
rooms, in which both disc and film
of Columbia Pictures Soapparatus has been installed, are also June 27 Outing
L. I.
cial Club, Karatsonyi's, Glen Cove,
included in the layout. Other equipment includes a swimming tank and July IS: Educational-Tiffany regional sales
convention.
New
York.
diving bells measuring 21x36 ft. Two
July
20-21:
Annual
summer
meeting of
cartoon and animating departments
North and South Carolina Theater
Owners'
Ass'n.
at the
are being established and an innovaHotel Oceanic, Wrightsville
tion is a television stage. An exBeach,
Wilmington,
N. C.
perimental laboratory is also planned.
Comerford Takes Rap
Lighting is provided by a new
At Twin Feature Bills
system known as the Neon low volt(Continued from Page 1)
age full-spectrum reading white cold
light system. Lighting equipment properly balance its program, declared Comerford, who said that the
other than this system is furnished
by Charles Ross. Bell & Howell diversity that a bill needs can only
cameras, latest model, will be used.
be secured through a variety of
shorts supplementing a single feaSale of Indie Product
ture. Twin feature programs are
likely
to
over-saturate an audience
Running Ahead of Quotas with entertainment,
he declared, and
(Continued
from
Page
1)
economically, the practice is ruinous.
months elapsed since the formation
of Monogram, sales are nearing 50
per cent of the set quota, with indiPUBLIC PROJECTION
vidual salesmen already averaging
ROOM
40 per cent, said Johnston, who cited
the 40^4 per cent already turned in
Latest R.C.A.
New Jersey M.P.T.O.
by Sam Flax of Liberty Film Exchange,
Washington,
D.
C,
and
the
Photophone
Equipment
Sticking With Allied
37J/2 per cent already attained by
(Continued
from
Page
1)
dents, F. Thornton Kelley and I. M. Floyd St. John of the Cooperative
^ p. m.
unt'i
r ree' Sundays,
by appointment
0CpeHolidays
Hirshbland; treasurer, Frank War- Co., San Francisco.
$1I /jNights,
ren; assistant treasurers, Louis GerofMonogram's third feature, "PartUnder the personal supervision
sky and W. D. Hunt; secretary, I.
ners of the Trail" was finished this
of Hymie Silverman
Bollinger; assistant secretary, Jacob week, and "Mother and Son," to be
directed by J. P. McCarthy, will go
MOTORIZED TALKING
linger.
into production Monday.
PICTURE SERVICE, Inc.

the best chance in breaking through
the barriers of all countries.
Indicative of the co-operative activities i- the program of Aktiebolaget Svensk Filmindustri, biggest and
most important Scandinavian producing organization, which also operates a e'reuit of about 100 theaters
and conducts an extensive exchange
business for European and American
pictures. This company has just
made "Trotte Teodor" with Swedish
and French versions in conjunction
with Joseph Haik of Paris, with a
second and a third joint venture
scheduled to follow. Svenski Filmindustri also will co-operate with two
other producing companies, one
French and one German, on a musical picture.
Co-operative production arrangements also have been entered into already between the Cines Pittaluga
studio of Rome and a German company, and by French-German, British-German, British-French and other
inter-country combinations.
Meanwhile all but two or three
American companies have suspended
foreign versions and are watching developments before taking any further steps on multi-linguals.

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761

COME

TO

BRUSHY
MOUNTAIN
LODGE
[EASTSTROUDSBUR0PA.I
Excellent Hotel Accommodations. Food
fit for a King. Jewish
Dietary laws observed.
All cajnp sports —
Golf, Horseback Riding, Tennis, Swimming, Handball.
DivertisseUnique ments.
Broadway Productions.
Two

Hours

For

information

from

N.

Y.

address

Camp or
Dr. Ph. Suffin
2315

Grand
Avenue
New
York
Phone:
RAymond 9-3759
Special rate to Film Folk
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of
Current Opinions

Is Television
A Menace?

€

A GAIN

there is talk of television to add to the worries
of this restless industry
There
is no denying that television is
on the way. Already there are
several stations broadcasting
television programs and some reports also state that 40,000 television receiving sets are now in
home use. Undoubtedly as television broadcasting improves it
will add to its followers and in
time — no one can really say how
soon — it may even boast as many
fans as radio. But as far as
its making great inroads on theater attendance is concerned, we
tail to see it as a menace to get
shaky in the knees about — at
least for several years, if ever at
all. Radio was a great bugaboo
for showmen a few years ago.
Good roads that lead from the
small towns to the bigger towns
also created a scare. Folks have
to stay at home to listen to the
radio and the roads that lead to
the big cities run both ways. So
the tax on theater attendance by
those alleged menaces was only
of short duration. Television,
too, is something that people
have to stay home to get. But
the great American public just
isn't the stay-at-home kind; it's
a "let's go places" people arid,
no matter how perfect television
may become, good attractions
away from the home will always
have the greatest pull. The astute
showman knows that he must be
prepared at all times for every
kind of competition. He fortifies himself with good attractions, both features and shorts,
makes his theater attractive and
comfortable, all of which serves
as the greatest magnet to reach
into the homes and bring tlie
ticket buyers to his box-office.
— Ben Shlyen,
Associated Publications

COMING

& GOING

HELENE TURNER. Paramount film editor, sails June 30 on the Bremen to join
in London.
Friedgen,
Ray
husband.
HARRISON, who has offiSTEPHEN
ciated as assistant director on numerous
productions at Paramount's Newfeature
York studio, sails on the Olympic next Friday for London.
JACK OAKIE has engaged passage on
the Bremen,
sading
for Europe
on June
30.
BEN GOLDSALER
of Famous Players
( madian
Corp. is in New
York on business
\V
B. SHAPIRO
of Pittsburgh,
H
M
RICHEY
of Detroit.
MAK<
M
HoRH
LET
and HARRY
( OH EN
of Boston
are
in the city and held a meeting Friday at thiW'aiwick with firant L. Cook of Tiffany.
EMIL
JENSEN
returns
Tuesday
from the

her

C. C. PETTIJOHN is en route to the
Ccast from New York on a trip of several
weeks'
duration.
HARRY GOLD sails today (Saturday) for
Bermuda.

DAILY

ALON
MALT

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

THE

• • • NOTHING GIVES us greater pleasure than to get
two film gents together who claim to be Authorities on empey
history
full of holes

and have one of 'em punch the other feller's story
and now we have staged a verbal scrap be-

tween Arch Reeve of Paramount's
West
Coast publicity, and
Jean LeRoy, the Daddy of Projection
so you fans grab
your ringside seats
and yell for your favorite
we
don't give a hoot who wins, just so long as it's a good battle.
*
*
*
*
• •
Reeve,

•
the

LAY-DEES
Hollywood

AND GENTS!
word-mangier

In this corner, Battling
and over here his

op-pon-ent, Kid LeRoy, who has taken 'em all on for the last
35 years
there's the gong !
let's go !
*
*
*
*
•

•

•

IN THURSDAY'S column we ran Arch Reeve's yarn
which he got from Paul Nicholson, who claims he was
the first stage actor to appear in pix
and Arch went on to
tell some of Mister Nicholson's recollections
among which
he stated that the first box-office hit, "The May Irwin Kiss,'"
was produced by Wallace McCutcheon
Jean LeRoy sez
it was produced by Raff and Gammon, distributors of the old
Vitascope
machine
Arch
sez this pix was shot on the
roof of the Hackett-Carhart building at 13th Street and Broadway
Jean sez it was shot on the roof of 43 West 28th
Street with a black cambric screen background
this building being the headquarters of Raff & Gammon, who made the
film, which was sold to users of Kinetoscope and Vitascope machines furthermore Jean states that "The Kiss" was made
several years before Biograph opened shop in the building at
13th Street and Broadway
Arch's story from Nicholson
is that the film was 500 feet long
Jean claims it IS exactly 50 feet long
and when we asked him why he sez
"is" instead of "was," Jean sez: "Hell, I've got the film right
here on my lap while I'm phoning you, for I OWN the print!"
oops
Round One, friends of the air, went to the
old ringmaster, Kid LeRoy, by a wide margin
he blocked
all the contender's punches
and had him hangin* on the
ropes at the gong
but mebbe the second round will be
different
or is there gonna be a second
round,
Arch?

•

•

•

HARVEY DAY, special sales representative for Educational, after a tour around the territories notes that the double
feature bills are doing a flop act in many instances
Supporting Charlie Ruggles in "The Girl Habit" is Tamara Geva.
the exotic stage danseuse
while splitting a bottle of coca
cola together as we sat in the bewitching moonlight on the
beautiful banks of the Gowanus Canal near the Paramount stude,

we sez to Tamara
"How
come
you chose
that stage
name?"
and Tamara,
in her pulsing voice that thrilled
us to the marrow, explained thus
whenever she saw the
casting director, he'd say: "See me tamara."
and one eve
she visited Tex Guinan's nite club, and heard her say: "(
the li'l girl a big hand."
hence, Tamara Geva
so
here's giving the li'l gal a big hand
tomorrow

• • • FRANK AND MILT Britton, working in "Melody
Master" series for Vitaphone, had to go to Pittsburgh, and left
their dog "Kiki," which is a part of their act, in the care of a
friend
so one evening he took the mutt out for an airing
on Eighth Avenue
and the pup pulled violently on Unleash and led the friend into three pawnshops in succession! Nowadays the chorus gals introduce their current suckers as their finance-ays

t)

Norcl Pamphlet
Attracts Femmes

J\ Enemy,"
putting over "The Public
at the Earle, in
Washington, D. C, the Warner
theater staff got out a small
pamphlet designed to interest and
appeal to feminine fans. It was
printed in two colors, profusely
illustrated and impressive pictorially and typographically. One
of its articles was titled, "Why
Do Women Love Brutes" and
another was "The Letter of a
Gangster to his Sweetheart."
The feminine appeal throughout
the pamphlet was direct.
— Earle, Washington, D. C.

Boys in Armor Ballyhoo
"Connecticut Yankee"
J)OWXager W.inE.Abilene,
ManDrumbarTex.,
created
lots of interest in his current attraction by using ballyhoo. On
"Connecticut Yankee" — two boys
dressed up in armor, rode horses
all over town three days in advance and on opening day. Cards
carrying copy about picture, thcter and playdates were suspended
from the horses.
— Paramount,

Abil<

Many Happy
Returns
Beit
FILM

wishes

and

con-

tended bygratulationsTHE
are exDAILY to the following

ben of the industry, who are celebrating their birthday*:

June
20-21
Scott R. Dunlap
Betty Lorraine
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ONLY 2 FEATURES TO GO
ON COLUMBIA PROGRAM

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

Only two features remain to be D AIJ'H HAROLDE, suave screen
villain, has been assigned the ma1930-31 list,
finished on Columbia's
and both Harry and Jack Cohn have
jor heavy role in "Eddie Cuts In,"
their forces going strong on the Co- starring Eddie Quillan. He recentlumbia lot to clean up the old schedly completed three roles for Warnerule and get the new one in lull First National, appearing in "Smart
-wing.
Money," "Night Nurse" and "Alexander Hamilton."
"Fifty
Fathoms
Deep,"
with
Jack
*
*
*
Holt in the lead, is finishing the
WilR.
sequences under Director
unlucky
liam Xeill. The Spanisli company at Groucho
a dinnerMarx
when says,
the "Thirteen
hostess hasis only
12
under David Selman is fast nearing chops." At the risk of being shot, we would
suggest that the hostess solve her problem
completion on "Good Bad Girl," and by converting the chops into chop suey.
the
finished
when these pictures are
*
*
*
1930-1931 program of the company
Blanche
Sewell,
who
has
cut
several George
will be wiped off the slate.
Hill productions, is now editing "Hell
was directed by Hill.
"The Pagan Lady" directed by Di.'ers," which *
*
*
John Francis Dillon, with Evelyn
Brent in the title role, supported by
Under the direction of Max Ree, head of
Conrad Nagel, is the first produc- the Radio Pictures art department, a Russian
tion on the new schedule, and will railway passenger compartment, first class,
was built at the studio. It was constructed
probably finish shooting this week.
from Russian railway blueprints and is being
Muck Jones and his company are used
"Kisses by Command," which stars
Ivan in
LcbcdefJ.
*
*
*
now
shooting
<>n
"Kx-Ranger"
under
Director Louis King.
Eddie Buzzell, directing his company, is at work on the first two
releases of his new series of "Bedtime Story for Grown-Ups" and a
new release on Walter Putter's "Curiosities" isalso being finished up on
the Columbia lot.
"Screen Snapshots," Columbia's
"fan magazine of the screen," is bu;y
"shooting the stars" and will be ready
to release a new edition in the very
near future.

New Low Rates
in

HOLLYWOOD
ROOM
WITH
BATH

$

5

Right in die heart of
Hollywood— with
interesting places to
go— people to seo
fll ~\ V an<l dungs to do.
Vri* fw B-UtL V*

nooseveLT

™~ROBERTHOT€L==
J. McCABE, Mahacb

HOLLYWOOD.

CALIFORNIA

THREE MORE TWO-REELERS
PLACED IN WORK AT PATHE

Mark
Sandrich has completed the direction
of "False Roomers," the first of the new self Clark and McCullough comedies that
Lou Brock is producing for Radio Pictures.
*
*
*
Endre Bohem has written 32 short stories, which will be published in book form.
Each story is designed for pictures. Bohem
is with Fox.
*
*
*

Arthur Tavarcs, who cut "Seed" and "East
of Borneo" for Universal, started as a Keystone Kop in 1909 and remained with Mack
Sennett until he became a leading man opposite Mabel Normand. He also sang in the
origin d production of "The Bird of Paradise" in Los Angeles and was sent to New
York to play in the Broadway presentation
of the hit.
*
*
*
Earl Rodney, Mack Sennett writer and director, has a namesake, who is a member oi
the board of directors of RKO.

"Torchies" Start July 6
First of the new "Torchy" comedies featuring the young comedian,
Ray Cooke, is scheduled to go into
production about July 6 at the Educational studio.
Al Mannon's First
"Salvaged" by Burnet Hershey, has
been selected as the first of the eight
productions to be made by Al Mannon at the Tec Art studios for Hollywood Pictures.

W1LK
RADIO STUDIO RAMBLES: Jean Del
Val has been added to the cast of "The
Sphinx Has Spoken.". ... Hugh Herbert will
play the role of "Chubby" in Irene Dunne's
first starring vehicle, "Consolation Marriage.".. Gerrit J. Lloyd will adapt William Gillette's Civil War play, "Secret Service," to the talking screen for Richard Dix.
Wesley Ruggles is swiftly rounding out
his cast for the production of "Are These
Our Children?" authored by Howard Estabiook. Ben Alexander is announced for the
second most important youngster role, and
Robert Quirk for the third.

The constantly new discoveries that scientific men are making with reference to physics
and biology are due to be dramatised for the
screen as soon as the true significance of
these discoveries are realised by the industry, according to C. Gardner Sullivan, prominent executive with M-G-M. Despite the technical nature of these disclosures of the laboratory, they contain the bases for more romance and thrill than Jules Verne ever
dreamed of, Sullivan declares.
Marion Gering, who will direct "TwentyFour Hours" for Paramount, produced "Skidding" and "Broken Dishes," two successful
Broadway plays. He is noted for his unusual stage effects used in his direction of
plays, and is the author of a book on the
American
theater.
'You're
Famous

last

berry Finn."

Fox Favors Feminine Trios
Trios of leading ladies are being
featured in Fox pictures. "The Brat"
has Sally O'Neil, June Collyer and
Virginia Cherrill. "Trans-Atlantic"
has Myrna Loy, Greta Nissen and
Lois Moran. "Wicked" has Elissa
Landi, Una Merkel and Mae Busch.

the

words:

COMING

By eliminating overtime and using extra
help only when needed, David Garber, superintendent of construction at RKO Pathe, has
reduced construction costs. He is also making promotions from within the ranks of
h:s type."
men and has improved the morale. On
top of this he is planning a series of fishing
trips, on which we will play host to his employes.
Frank Gay, Rollie Asher, Chuck Roberts,
George Amy and Charles Gordon Saxton are
adapting the "Torchy" stories, which will be
made by C. C. Burr, with Ray Cooke as
the star. The comedies will be released by
Educational.

RICHARD TALMADGE
"Ace" of Screen Daredevils
in

"SCAREHEADS"
A swift moving newspaper story, packed
mance.
to the hilt with action, thrills and ro-

WATCH

FOR

IT

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
Hollywood's most convenient hotel . .
for your stay In Southern California
MIGHT in the center of everything to see and do . .
next door to famous studios, theatres, cafes, and
shops . . near golf courses, bridle paths, and other
amusement places.

"Purchase Price" Stanwyck's Next
Barbara Stanwyck will make her
next Warner Bros, appearance in
"The Purchase Price," from a story
by S. K. Morehouse. It will go into
production late this summer.
Added to "Huck Finn"
Oscar Apfel, Eugene Pallette,
Charlotte V. Henry, Doris Short, E.
J. LeSaint, Al Thompson and Gertrude Howard have been added by
Paramount to the cast of "Huckle-

not

RKO Pathe has placed three more
two-reelers in production at the studios in Culver City under the supervision of Lew Lipton. William Goodrich is directing "Take 'Em and
Shake 'Em," a Gay Girls comedy
featuring June MacCloy; George
Green is directing the second Rufftown comedy starring Jimmy Gleason, "Where Canaries Sing Bass,"
and "Beach Pajamas," a Traveling
Salesman comedy with Louis Jofin
Bartels, is in the final stages of production with Marion Douglas, Addie
McPhail,
Finlayson and Vernon Dent Jimmy
in the cast.

The Plaza offers you every modern convenience, unexcelled service, and a unique, homelike atmosphere that
makes you feel at home as soon as you enter its well
known "doorway of hospitality." Here, too, you may
enjoy the company of interesting and famous people.
European plan. $3.00 and up, single. $4.00 and up,
double. $5.00 and up, twin beds. Special low weekly
and monthly rates.
Remember the Plaza for an unforgettable stay in
Hollywood. Write for free folder.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

HOTEL. '.HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.
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FOREIGN

EASTERN STUDIO ACTIVITIES
By HARRY

GLETT SEES GOOD YEAR
FOR INDIE PRODUCERS
Due to a shortage of product, independent producers are in for a
it year, according to Charles
it, general supervisor of Simple
Simon Comedies, who lias just returned from a tour of the country.
Glett says that if the independent
producer will live up to his press
hook and especially if he maintains
the >tandard of his first release, he
is set for plenty of business. He
found a greater willingness than ever
before on the part of circuit bookers to give the independent man
more of an opportunity to sell his
product.
Glett also found the bookers very
fair in their dealings. The demand
is tor good pictures regardless of
who makes them, he concluded.

Shorts Must Develop
Own 'Names,' Says Cline

Shorts must develop their own boxoffice personalities to obtain their
full share of public favor, in the opinion of Eddie Cline, veteran comedy
director, who has just completed
"The Girl Habit" for Paramount.
Cline points out that, in the old
days, .-horts were the real stock company of films. It was in the one and
two-reelers that such players as
Charlie Chaplin, Gloria Swanson.
Ford Sterling, Chester Conklin, Ben
Turpin, Harold Lloyd, Harry Langdon, Mabel Normand. Al St. John
and Eddie Quillan, to name but a
few, were developed. Today shorts
are more inclined to use "names"
already developed in the feature film
and other fields of entertainment,
says Cline.
Another thing, he declares, is that
producers are depending too much
on novelty to put over their shorts
which, of course, is much easier than
building up real personalities. It is
only by adopting the latter course, he
believes, that shorts will assume the
importance to which they are entitled. There are plenty of potential
box-office winners available, Cline
declares, if producers will only taki
the time to develop them.
Freddie Spencer Laid Up
Freddie Spencer, assistant director
at I'aramount's
laid up with a
of some hectic
played in

OUT OF CZECH'S 1,852 MORE RIGID QUOTA LAW

CCOTT
Kiil.K, who scored in
°
\11 Quiet On the W<
Front," is included in the cast chosen
to support Tallulah Bankhead in
"My Sin." Others are Lily Cahill,
Ann Sutherland and Harry Davenport, all well known to Broadway.
Rehearsals are now in progress at
tl e New York studio under the direction of George Abbott.
tikort

subject*

scheduled

for

' week
n by Par*
productio
will consist almost entirely of ex. One is .luck Benny in "Taxi
while the other will hare
Billy House burlesquing a ton
in "Bull-Mania." Aubrey Scotto
will direct in both cases.
"Bridge
of Songville,"
a
mount
short subject featuring
The
Four Musketeers, radio favorites, has
been
completed
under
direction
of
Aubrev Scotto
Random Notes: Cecil DeMiile
walking in the rain on Fifth Ave...
Jack Adolfi attending all the Broadway hits... Larry Kent his cheerful
wife's .refollowing
self again
covery from
a serioushisoperation
. .
Eddie Cline playing baseball with the
studio gang back of the car barn
. . . Casey Robinson all set to ankle
up the altar on June 30.

Al Ray is making arrangements to
enter his stable of 11 racing grey
hounds at the Mineola, L. I. track.
Included in the pack is the worlds
champion quarter miler, "Dan Sheehan,'* only living son of "Badly
Blended," who was never beaten.

of Paramount's
Sugarma
Haroldproducti
onn dept.
assures us
foreign
that while the English and Canadians
pronounce "The Smiling Lieutenant"
as "The Smiling Leftenant," the original title will be used in both cases.
Betty Garde, who graced such
pictures as "The Lady Lies" and
"Damaged Love," and who will
shortly be seen in "The Girl Habit"
and "Secrets of a Secretary," both
Paramount productions, was interviewed over Station WOR by Mike
Simmons, Ampa prexy, last Wednesday evening.

CAMERAMAN

IN dependence 3-0743
Wisconsin 7-5448

Wynne

RBDDY

ONLY 300 HOUSES WIRED FRENCH EXHIBS TO EIGHT

Short Shots from
New York Studios

New York studio, is
broken toe, the result
Harry Bellock, formerly connected
tennis which was al- with the sound department at Paraa night court.
mmtnt's New York studio, brok*
speed records getting to Hollywood
in six days and four hours, to accept n berth with Columbia.

HAROLD MULLER
FIRST

By GEORGE

N. BLAIR

TWO

MARKETS

Gibson, now one of Paramount's leading contract playerr,
made her film debut in "Nothing Bu*
the Truth," with Richard Dix and
Helen studio.
Kane, at Paramount's Long
Island

Paris— The

Prague — A recent survey of the
motion picture theater situation in
Czechoslovakia shows that there arc
now
1,852 theaters
presenting
films
in the country, and only about 3<> I
have thus far been wired for sound.
Of this number, 132 are owned by
private individuals or corporation-.
219 by municipalities,
by organizations for disabled 128
soldiers,
and

Syndicat

National

de

1'Kxploitation Cinematographique, an

iation
of exhibitor
ting
mostly
in
the
provinces,
haa resolution that any pn ;
Government
to tighten
the
qu
shall be energetically opposed by the
organization. This move by the exhfb
body lias been brought on by the
ii of the French authoi
remould the contingent in retaliation
1.373 by cultural or humanitarian as- to the newly established (irrman
quota regulations, the result of which
sociations.
the theater men fear will be a generally stricted quota, causing a shortage of good foreign product.
The onSyndicat's
opposition
based
the following
groun will be
Shanghai — Seventy- three ordinary
picture- and 94 introductory films
iiat the number
of French
talkand ncwsreels were viewed by the
ing films under production is not sufficient to satisfy the needs of exhicensors in the International Settlement and the French Concession here
bitors. That a stricter quota would
during the month of March. Only deprive the independent exhibitor of
three productions were subjected to the films he needs, to the bt
the chains of theaters and produi
cuts, and only one totally rejected.
who have their own houses; and a reduction in the number of synchronJ. S. Courtauld on A.T.P. Board
ized foreign films would
make
the
London — Major John S. Courtauld
exhibitor in the provinces thi
CourtL.
S.
of French
trusts.
has joined his brother,
auld. on the board of directors of
iated Talking Pictures, Ltd.
A.T.P., under the direction of Basil
of
Dean, cooperates with RKO
America in making British pictures
for world distribution.
London — Formation of a new comAafa Dividend Expected
pany is planned here for the i p
tation of a Belgian invention known
Berlin — Aafa. German product :<>n coating.
company, will this year again declare as "Protectfilms," which is said to
a dividend of 10 per cent, according to strengthen film with a protective
report here. General meeting of the
organization is scheduled to take
The process consists of coating
place on July 1.
film, both on the plain and emulsion
side, with cellulose by a new method.
German Comedian to Direct
the device used for the purBerlin — Reinhold Schuenzel. Ger- Cost poseofis said
to be approximate!]
man screen comedian has been signed

Shanghai Censors Viewed
167 Subjects in March

British Firm May Exploit
New Film Coating Process

by Ufa to direct "Adventure With
100 P.S.," with Renate Mueller as Yugoslav
Tightens
R.R. Film Law
the feminine lead. The production
Belgrade
—
Xew
regulatioi
will be made under the supervision of
Guenther Stapenhorst, and will have ing the transportation of film by rail,
have been issued by the Yugoslav
two versions, German and French
State Railway
Administration.
The
French Film Pioneers Honored
new ruling, which is believed to have
by a recent
Paris — Leon Brezillon, ex-presideni been prompted
of the French C.E.A., and Mons. phe
in
Egypt,
when
coach burned, prohibits
th<
Lilly were guests of honor at a ban- oi film .is handbagi
quet held here recently in celebra- film is to he ;
>nly.
years' service in the convi
motion
their 20 industry.
tion of picture
New

Hungarian

Budapestnew

sound

Hunnia

Studio

Film

Starts

Stud

production

owned bj the Hungarian Film Fund

has begun operations here.
I hi
dio has be( n equipped with an up to

iund film apparatus of '
manufacture costing $120,000, and 9
i trie film Idevice h.-u e and an el<installed.
he
microphones

plant

QStrui t'on

Calcutta

Cinema

Library

C.ilcutt.i — A cinema library, where
access may be had to books and
journals treating on the technique
of motion pictures was opened here
recently. Membership, acquired at
the cost of one rupee entrant
and 3 rupee per month is said to
now number
150
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'THEATER
By M. P.

NEW SPLICE PROCESS
MARKETED BY EASTMAN
Rochester, X. Y. — An improved
tem of treating the sound track at
splices, a system that is said to eliminate the messy methods of painting,
at the same time successfully silencing splice noise, has been brought
out by the Eastman Kodak Research
Laboratories. The new method was
described to the industry more than a
year ago, but production of the necessary "blooper patches*' and the simple
block for applying them has only recently made it applicable in processing laboratories and projection rooms,
the company declares.
A material consisting of a very thin
clear film base, coated with emulsion
and exposed to produce opacity, is
used. The patches are five perforations long and are cut in a shape designed to cover the track completely
lur a distance equal to the width of
a standard splice, but tapering toward
each extremity until the sound track
i- completely exposed.
The patching system, the company
claims, obviates a condition in which
imperfect painting of the sound track
at splices frequently caused noises as
objectionable as the extraneous
sounds made by the reproducing
tem when an untreated patch went
through. The older method caused
more dissatisfaction in projection
rooms than in laboratories, where
skilled workers painting the sound
track at hundreds of splices a day attained proficiency in the process. It
is believed that greater speed, together with assured accuracy, even in
the laboratories, can be gained by
use of the new patching process.
Invents Shutterless Camera
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A device that is likely
to revolutionize the photographic end
of the motion picture industry has
been invented by Gabriel Garcia
Moreno, a young Mexican optical
engineer. It is claimed to be the
first motion picture camera with a
continuous movement of film. This
continuous movement requires no
shutter, is silent and free from vibration. Other advantages that Moreno
claims for his camera include its
possibilities for photography in natural colors, due to the increased exposure time.
Inspection Vital
Regular inspection of theater roofs
so that the drain pipes are not
clogged with debris should be insisted upon by managers. Stoppage
of pipes will cause more expense
than the little effort required for
the regular clearance of rubbish on
the roofs.

Pointers and Suggestions
A/fAXV

theater operators are deadening their houses in an effort
to obtain better sound reproduction.
The use of too much absorbent material means that the talking apparatus must be pushed up to its limit
oi \olumc in order to carry the sound
to all parts of the house. When once
this is done all the bad unwanted
noises are amplified, scratches, A.C.
hum and a certain amount of distortion appear, with the result that
speech is garbled and a proportion
of both high and low frequencies are
lost in the reproduction. In many
houses where too much absorbent
material has been used the bass notes
been almost eliminated.
*
*
*

LATEST RCA PHOTOPrlONE
FITS SMALLEST THEATER
An

all-AC-operated sound reproducing equipment especially designed
for theaters of small capacity up to
500 seats has been placed on the market by the RCA Photophone Corporation of Xew York.
The new special size equipment
sound head is of the new belt driven
design with AC operated exciter
lamp. This design, the company
claims, provides extreme simplicity
and satisfactory performance. The
amplifier is 24 inches wide, 11 inches
high, and 8 inches deep. It is capable
of producing ample volume in an
auditorium containing up to 500 seats
and having a cubical content up to
75,000 cubic feet. It occupies so small
a space, it is said, that it can be
placed on the wall of the projection
booth between the projectors.
The apparatus is operated with 110volt, 60 cycle and 50 cycle A.C. and
115-volt D.C. power supply, with
slightly increased cost for Powers
projectors or D.C. power supply. Xo
batteries or motor generators are required and because of the compactness of the entire unit, it can be installed in exceptionally small projection booths, the company declares.
The new loud-speaker and directional
baffle manufactured by the company
ment.
are supplied with special size equip-

By floodlighting the facade of
yowt theater you can make it stand
out from every other building within night. Floodlights, when property arranged, are the most effective
and beautiful kind of advertising
one can have.
*
*
*
Is jour projection booth properly
equipped for good sound reproduction? The projection room is the
very heart of the theater — and is
worth the price of standard equipment, of adequate maintenance, of
the best known safety standards, and
of a personnel capable of keeping it
at the high peak of efficiency which
is an essential part of good workmanThe special equipment, priced at
ship. Any theater manager who is
unwilling to face these facts — who $1,600, may be acquired byr the exhibitors for a down payment of $100 and
will try to get by with obsolete
$25
weekly
for two years. This weekequipment and inexperienced help —
is restricting his own progress and
ly remittance includes rental, insurance, finance charges and service at
turning people from the box-office to
the rate of one call monthly.
other forms of amusement.

Mohawk Carpeting Used
In 4 New Warner Houses
Four new Warner theaters, the
Cinema in Cleveland, the Palace in
Orange, X. J., the Maryland in
Hagerstown, Md., and the Earle in
Washington, D. C., have lately been

Final Check
If you have not completed your preparations for warm weather the following
list
help serve as a reminder in your
final may
check:
Interior lighting should be changed to
cool green or other appropriate
colors.
Have your heating plant put in condition for warm
weather.
Decorate
flowers
and your
greens.lobbies and foyers with
See that your doormen and ushers
have been supplied with summer-looking uniforms.
andClean
signs.and re-lamp your theater front
Check up on your seats and see that
they are clean and comfortable.
Create some "cool and comfortable"
gags for your lobby.
Check up on your screen and see that
it is not dirty, loose or bulgy.
Arrange for ice water conveniently
located for your patrons.

Hall & Connolly Busy
With Projection Orders
Among recent installations of its
products made by Hall & Connolly,
projection and spot lamp manufacturer- of Xew York, were six H.C. FRIO projection lamps, two HC-4 projection lamps and one high intensity
spotlight.
eachandof Stadium
the FR-10's
went
to the Two
Clinton
theaters, and to the Harlem Grand, all
of Xew York City. The pair of HC4's were installed in Loew's Yendome, Nashville, while the high inPalace. Newark,
J. to Proctor's
tensity spotlightX.went
The Clinton, Stadium and Vendome
installations were supplied through
Sam Kaplan, while the outfits for the
Harlem Grand and Proctor's Palace
were distributed by Xational Theater

Supply
Co.
The particular
advantage embodied
in
the
FR-10
model,
which was deMitchell Takes Over Fulton Branch
veloped late in 1929, is its capacity of
Atlanta — J. Mitchell, long with the from 120 to 225 amperes. This, the
E. E. Fulton Co., and recently in
declares,forprovides
economi-of
charge of the Philadelphia branch, company
cal illumination
the projection
has assumed management of the local standard size film and can be used
branch of that theatrical supply con- by the exhibitor should he later decern. He succeeds P. C. Parrish,
sire to utilize wide film, without purwho recently resigned.
chasing a new lamp outfit.

equipped
Velvet carpet,with
usingMohawk's
a total of Scotia
4,820 yards
in all. Mohawk hard service axminster was selected for the redecoration
of the Warner Riverside in Bristol,
Pa., which required 135 yards.
All of these installations were
made through the Continental Theater Accessories, Inc.. of Xew York.

LITTLE THINGS

that

mean so much to good lighting
THE
manyforimportant
little things
required
proper illumination
of
the stage are here in abundance — parts
and supplies of every description ; carbons for arc lamps, cable and connectors, gelatine and glass color mediums,
color wheels and color frames, resistances, enclosed pedestal switches, terminal lugs. etc. — also spot-lights and
other
stage
lamps
of various
kinds.

Adds Program and Slide Service
Kansas City — The Midwest Advertising Service of this city, in addition
to making signs, banners and lobby
displays for theaters, has increased
its activities to include the making of
merchants' slides and has installed
printing equipment to handle theatrical p.ograjn printing.

KLIEGL BROS

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co inc
321 West 50tm Street NewYork.NY.
L —
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EQUIPMENT*

BOOTH

INTERNATIONAL PUTS OUT
NEW PORTABLE PROJECTOR

NEW
Twisp,

ORCHESTRA UGHTCONTROL
FEATURE OF NEW THEATER

THEATERS

Wash.

— ■ Excavation

has

been started for a 350-seal theater to
be
erected
Frank
Airey, here by Mr. and Mr-~.

First application on Broadway of
electron tube control of theater li^htiiiK will be made in the new Earl
Roslyn, L. I. — Business people are Carroll theater now being completed
associated with Harry Levy in the and made ready for opening sometime
rebuilding of the 500-seat Tower,
in August. The control, especially
burned a few months ago.
designed for the new theater by the
Highland Falls, N. Y. — Erection of General Electric Co., is said to eliminate the bulky back-stage switcha new theater is being planned here
board and puts instant and accurate
by Peter Bekem-. owner of the City.
Land has been acquired and plans control of all lighting at the finder
referred to architects for the new tip* of a "lighting director*' in front
of the curtain. Six seats have been
Paramount, Xewburgh.
removed from the center of the first
and second rows in the theater. In
Warsaw, X. Y. — A theater to be
known as the Farman, with a seating this location, surrounded by a modern
capacity of approximately 1,000, is to railing of Allegheny metal, the electrician will be seated in full evening
be erected here soon. Charles Aprile,
In the interest of economy, the Geneseo, is opening this house and dress, taking his place beside the
leader of the orchestra. Thus the
practice of leaving the exciting lamps will be the managing
director.
control of the theater lights will be
burn on both machines during the
brought
out from back stage to a
Cleveland, Tenn.— R. D. Page,
entire performance should be discontinued. The present practice was veteran exhibitor of this city, is build- point in front of the curtain where
instituted to eliminate the click heard
ing a theater here to be opened late the lighting director can see the efthroughout the house when the switch in the summer.
fects he produces, allowing more accurate and more delicately adjusted
is operated, throwing in the lamps.
Under ordinary circumstances, this
Ventura, Calif. — Plans are now effects. In addition, the control is so
click occurs once for each roll of being made for the erection of the simplified, it is declared, that the
film, and we doubt very much theater in this city for United Artists mere flick of a small switch is sufwhether it has ever been noticed.
ficient to introduce an entirely new
Theaters of California, Ltd.
The life of the exciting lamp is
color or lighting scheme, or to
comparatively short, and they cost
"black-out" the entire stage, or both.
Reading, Mass. — The erection of a
78c each. By following this practice,
Another novelty will be the use of
theater
having
a
seating
capacity
of
their life would be increased 90 per
cold-cathode neon tubes for illumina1,000
is
being
planned
here
by
S.
cent due to using them only 5lA city.
tion on the proscenium arch, with a
hours instead of 10 hrs. at present. Prau, owner of the Prau Block, this
special dimming control designed by
By following this procedure, you
the General Electric Company for
are also increasing the life of the
the purpose. Heretofore it has been
three vacuum tubes in the film amimpossible to dim such lights and
plifier which is operated by the same
this will be the first installation of
switch, and incidentally, reducing the
the
new control, the company claims.
wear on the storage batteries 40 ampere hours per day.
Seattle — E. M. Jensen, president of
The above practice, instituted by Masterphone Sound Corp., announces
Bray Opens Sonofilm Office
Sound Engineer Schaefer of the that arrangements are being made to
Boston — William M. Bray, New
Chicago district, is showing marked take over Universal Sound System
economy.
equipment, which will be handled on England representative of the SonoN. M. LaPorte in
film Equipment Corp. of Indianapothe Pacific Coast in conjunction with
lis, has established headquarters it
"Publix Opinion."
the distribution of Masterphone
16 Piedmont St. here.
equipment.
Discuss Light Problems
Since the introduction of its new
completely alternating current operAt a meeting of the zone manated sound equipment on the market,
agers of Warner Bros, theaters recently held in the auditorium of the
Masterphone Sound Corp. has receivwait until an inspector cornea around
home office. C. W. Nickerson. eleced good reports on the results
to tell you to fix your chairs.
achieved. The A.C. operation is now
trical engineer, went deeply into
standard on all Masterphone types of
the matter of theater lighting and
REPAIR
YOUR
CHAIRS
NOWI
how certain effects were to be most
MAKE YOUR
SQUAB
SEATS
reproducers,
including the new portable
outfit.
readily and economically secured. In
SPRING SEATS

A new portable projector, developed primarily for the educational and
non-theatrical field but adaptable for
use in small theaters where a Mazda
900-Watt light source or 1,000-Watt,
110 Volt Mazda lamp will supply sufficient illumination, has been brought
out by the International Projector
Corp. of New York.
Consisting of many advanced features, the new machine, it is claimed,
is entirely self-contained. It is covered by an aluminum casing 18 inches
high by 23 inches long, with a total
overall width of about 14 inches.

Gives Economy Tip
On Exciting Lamps

Masterphone to Handle
Universal Sound System

DON'T

dipping bulbs he showed that some
colors required current out of proportion to the effects gained. While
decrying the cheapening of effects,
Nickerson stressed with illustrations
the ease with which it is possible to
secure economies in most of the
effects now used in theaters

National

Displays Air

System

Chicago — National Theater Supply
Co.'s local branch recently installed a
National-American washed air and
ventilating system in its salesroom
here, where it may be viewed by interested exhibitors.

Repairing — Reseating — Upholstering
Estimates cheerfully given

Allied Seating Company
5-5833
GRamercv

303 4th Avenue
New York City at 23rd St.

]

ALTERATIONS

Southington. Conn. — Plans are |
being made for alterations and improvements to be made at the Cole- |
man at an estimated cost of $15,000.
The house was recently leased by
Abraham M. Shuman of Hartford
and Joseph Davis of New Haven
from
D. O. Coleman, owner and
manager.
Hyannis, Mas>. — Fitz and George
Moore are completely renovating
their Idle Hour here. They are also
redecorating
and reseating their
Chatham.

Aliquippa,
Pa. — Thedestroyed
proj.
booth
at the Aliquippa,
by
lire >e\eral years ago, will be remodeled and new projectors and
sound-on-tilm reproducers installed.
Columbus, O. — The Exhibit, .
for many months, has been leased by
Everett
Bennett
and will be completely renovated and RCA
Ph
phone
sound equipment installed
Warsaw,
N. Y.installation
— Complete t>f
renovation and the
new
spring seats is being made at the
O-At-Ka here under the direction of
Walter Sutherland, owner and manager.

Union, S. C— The

Stevens

is

ing redecorated
and is scheduled
reopen
Aug. 15 under
the man.:.
menl of Hemrick and Buckner, who
now operate the Hemrick in Gaffnej
Settinga
Draperies

Acoustical
Treatments

Decorations

Acoustical
Banner*

Magnascope
Screens

340 W 4l.i Si.

1,',,'M1, ,J

tit* Ywk Git

.11 ST
AROUND
THE
CORNER

from every American
theatre
NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY
COMPANY
flmiirAn ih oil /V/c« tfml Ct/irt
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Changes

Theater

Ashland-Ingram's; Atmore Strand; West
BJocton— Tlicatcitium ; Wyland— Grand.

ARKANSAS

Changes in Ownership

told to Maleo Theater,
Helena — Paramount,
Malvern -Liberty, sold to
In,, by PubUx;
bj 1) K. Fitton ; Pine Bluff—
, Inc. by Publix ; Tyronza — Tyronia, Thea.
sold to Clark
&
Brown.
'
B
by
Jenkins
Closing
Hartford — Emerson.

Re-Openings

Bald

Knob

Rock— Plaza.

CALIFORNIA
Changes in Ownership

DAILY
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Reported by Film Boards of Trade
Re-Openings

INDIANA
Changes in Ownership

ALABAMA
Closings

Gem ; Little

-3&*l

LOUISIANA
Changes in Ownership

Detroit — Charles —

Dana— Isis.
sold
to A.
0.
Heard
by
E,
White;
Geneva
Lineberlost,
told t<
Maxwell
by W.
D. Cross;
Indianapolis
Broadripple,
sold t<> W.
W.
Wood
to
interest
sold
Holman; Princess;
by F. Donas; Warren- MysTamler
to Sharon Broa. by E. D. Calvin,
tic, -oldBros,
I .. ( . lluntsinger.

Alexander Liberty, sold to T. S. Smith
Tom
Zantis.

Arcadia -Bee -Pint ; Camden — Cyko ; Fontanet — Pastime ; Ft. Wayne Palace; Franklin— Riley ; Jamestown — Joy ; Mishawaka —
Temple ; Oakland City — Storm ; Pleasantville — Midget ; Paris Crossing — Montgomery ; Reelsville-- Hillcrcst ; Rushville CasWest Lebanon Roonville; Worthington — tle;
Palace.

Portland — Empire,Re- Elm.
Opening

Closings

Re-Openings

Colfax — Arcade; Fritchton —
Community
Hobbieville — Charmichael ; Ladoga
—House;
Paramount.

by

MAINE
Changes in Ownership
Kennebunkport — Strand,
Closingsold to W,
win by C. Israelson ; Watervillesold

to State

Opera

Co.

by

M.

GoodState,
Boardman.

Portland — Colonial.

MARYLAND
Closings
House.
Greensboro
— Riverside ; Millington ■—

Re-Opening

Opera

Colonial
Beach — Mayfair.
by
Lippcrt
sold to R.
Lincoln,
Cloverdale— Cloverdalc,
Matthews;
MASSACHUSETTS
. Nutl
by Mrs.
A. Santini ;
IOWA
Hardy;
to Gerald
Changes in Ownership
I
Fresno
1 to Foster Jackson
Mi
Glendora
Methuen — Methuen,
sold
to
P.
Smith
by
Changes in Ownership
H. Segal.
by I A. I.isv ; Hemet— llemct, sold to A. Anita — Rialto, sold to D. E. Morey by A. A.
Closings
by Win. Martin; Los AngI.. Reynolds
Johnson Arnold ParkPark, sold to A. M.
eles- -Colonial, sold to It. E. Swan by \\ .
Chelsea — Broadway ; Bridgewater — Princess ;
tch by Davis
Livingston
Emersonto Clarence
sold
Florencita.
I)
Opera House, sold to W. E. Short by W.
Re-Opening
Springfield — Franklin,
Rialto.
Newman—
Meyers;
by L
B. Olson
A. Huntsman Lime Springs — Royal, sold
Amuse. Co. by
Harvey
to R.
, sold
Newman
to N. Meltesen Marcus — Rainbow, sold to Holyoke — Strand.
T A. Angenent ; Norwald — Norwalk, sold
Elfline Bros, by Lehman & Robinson ;
to O. T. lav lor !>y 11. Cliazin ; San BerMICHIGAN
Manson — Cce Bee, sold to Tuel by R. I.
nardino -old to Don Knapp by
Stewart ; Moville — Park, sold to D. C. HilChanges
in Ownership
HillDiego—
San
Humphrey & Brown;
ton by Harry Goldstein ; Mt. Ayr — PrinDuncan, Duncan & De Lacn
Alma — Idle Hour, sold to Cassidy & Gordon
cess,
sold
to
W.
H.
Eddy
by
A.
R.
Kree. Flvnn O'Malley; Imperial, sold
by H. D. Rockwell; Bronson — Coliseum,
mer ; Spirit Lake — Royal, sold to C. E.
sold to Sun Thea. Co. by Keys & Vetter ;
Gilman Cass by Edw. Zabel; San FranX.irey by Davis & Livingston: Toledo —
cisco United Artists, sold to United ArBerkley — Berkley, sold to Carl E. Beier
Weiting.
sold
to
E.
P.
Smith
;
Wall
Lake
,
ti.
M. I. Markowitz; Willetts
— Strand, sold to Belt & Grau by Carolyn
by N. L. LeCocq ; Caro — Strand, sold to
— Majestic, sold to Mrs. Edna Berg by
Ceo. Gidley by J. E. Handy ; Detroit —
B. Henry.
Merle
Larsons.
Closings
Mack, sold to Wade Allen by T. A. Yager;
Closings
Muskegon — Heights, sold to H. M. Der:
Areata — Minor; Orange — Colonial; Sacra- Ackley — State; Cedar Rapids -Granada; Des
and H. Lawton by Muskegon Amuse. Co. ;
mento— E
Santa Barbara — Rose;
Moines — Palace ; Edgewood — Strand ; ElSparta — Our, sold to E. N. McFarland by
don — Opera House ; Gravity — Rainbow ;
San Francisc
:. Parkview; TehaVern Olmstead. Closings
Little Rock — Gem ; Lost Nation — Opera
chapi — Tehachnpi.
House; Monona — Rex; Ridgeway — ComRe-Openings
Detroit — Columbia, Crane, Koppin ; Berkley
munity; Truro — Town
Hall,
Gardcna— Alamo ; Long Beach — Metro ; Los
Re-Openings
Portland— Sun.
—Berkley;
Angeles- Ideal; San Jose — Mission; Victorville — Victor.
Aha — Legion; Arnold Park-Park; Spirit
Lake — Royal.
New Theaters
Alameda
R
A

Beverly Hills — Warner's Beverly. Warner
Bros., owners; Santa Barbara — Arlington,
Fox-West
Coast,
owners.

COLORADO
Closing
Center — Fawn.

CONNECTICUT
Changes in Ownership
Bantam — Rivoli, sold to F. Casciolo by
Evangelist! & !>• Rose; New Haven — Annex, sold to Geo. Anderson by Moriarity
& Villano; Seymour Strand, sold to A.
Juul, by L. Olsban ; Southington — Coleman, sold to J. A. Davis & A. Schumann
by D. O. Coleman.

FLORIDA
Changes in Ownership
Pahokee — Lyric, sold to II. Cold by L. V.
Goodbread ; Punta Gorda — Plaza, sold to
II. N. Taylor
hv Chidester
& Johnson.

Closings

Inverness Valeria; Miami — Regent; Pensacola — Belmont ; Pompano — Pompano.

IDAHO
Closing
Meridian
Twin

Star.

New Theater

Falls — Roxy.

('.

I..

Bond,

owner.

ILLINOIS
Changes in Ownership

Chicago — Crane, sold to Mr. Gertman; International, sold to Olnick by P. Lapino ;
Owl, sold to J. Chrissis-Owl Thea. Co. by
Warner Rros. ; Temple, sold to Tague Bros,
by Henry Bambara ; McHenry — Empire,
sold to F. B. Swanson by J. W. Smith;
Yates City — Paramount, sold to S. O.
Kastner by W.
K. Ware.

Closings

Beckemeyer — Beckemeyer ; Bensonville — Center ; Cairo — New Cairo; East St. Louis —
Washington; Elmwood Palace ; Forrest — •
Forrest Joy — Jewel ; New Boston — Royal ;
Pecatonica — Strand ; Sparland — Strand ;
Warren — Warren ; Warsaw — Vivo.

Re-Openings

Cave

In

Rock — Lyric;

Homer — Pastime.

KANSAS

Changes in Ownership
Alma — Colonial, sold to W. E. Thowe by
M. W. Freeman; Chapman — Shamrock.
sold to Davis & Robinson by T. W. Carroll; Chetopa — Topa, sold to P. S. Beasley by John Kotsis ; Overbrook — Baker,
sold to Gahme, Jones & Krouse by H. E.
Baker; Oxford Palace, sold to Dewey
Gates by W. I. Swain Co. ; Protection
Pastime, sold to G. C. Ellison by A. \Y
Steen & Son ; Wilson — Opera House, sold
to H. E. Johnson
by Leslie Larson.

Closings

Agra — Electric ;
Cuba — Rose Playhouse ;
Eskridge —
Strand ; Gaylord — Playtime ;
Manter — Humes
;
Solomon — Community.
Re-Opening
Burrton — Auditorium.

KENTUCKY
Changes in Ownership

Central City — Selba ; Greenville Mecca, sold
to F. M. Pittman by Selba Amuse. Co. ;
Dawson Springs — Alhambra, sold to A. W.
Plues by Dawson Springs Amuse. Co. ;
Lackey — Lackey, sold to T. E. Moran by
M. Staley ; Newport — Strand, sold to Oken
Amuse. Co. by P. Kurlas Springfield —
Majestic, sold to F. M. Martin by J. H.
Barnes Whitesburg — Kentucky, sold to J.
E. Isaac by Astor
Hogg.

Closings

Butler— -Comet ; Clinton — Star; Covington —
DeMilo; Dixon — Rex; Franklin Victor ;
Florence — Florence ; Providence — Dreamland ; Sparta — Sparta; Virgie ■— Virgie;
Wallins Creek — Loyal ; Warsaw-Lyric ;
Yancey — Yancey ; Hildason — Hildason ;
Louisville — Walnut.

Re-Openings

Bedford — Florence; Drift Turner; Greenup
— Theatorium : Lackey — Lackey ; Louisville
— Downs; Majestic- Majestic; Martin
Martin; Middlesboro — Brownie; Providence
— - Dreamland ; Somerset —
Kentucky ;
Stearns — Kentucky ; Stone — Stone ; Versailles— Lyric ; Vicco — Pastime.

New Theaters

Cave City — Lyric; Scottsville — Majestic, owner of both Mrs. Virginia
Davis.

Muskegon — Heights.

MINNESOTA
Changes in Ownership

Clarkfield — Star, sold to E. W. Bergren by
A. W. Olsen; Clarissa— Rex, sold to C. E.
Reynolds by Irving Perizo ; Comfrey —
Comfy, sold to Joe Tomblin by L. L.
Blackmail ; Erskin — Star, sold to Jorgenson & Avery by Keek & Ness ; Lindstrom
— Princess, sold to K. A. Palmer by C. W.
Helberg; Sacred Heart — Cozy, sold to Al.
Kuter by K. I.. Parsons; Minneapolis —
Lyndale, sold to
W. R. Frank by Publix
Closings
Circuit.
Minneapolis — RKO 7th St., Unique; Staples
—
Grand
; Preston —
Strand ; Winona West
End.

Re-Openings

Clarkfield — Star ; Clarissa — Rex ; Erskin —
Closing
— Star ; Minneapolis
— Lyndale.

MISSISSIPPI

Batesville — Rex.

MISSOURI
Changes in Ownership
Monroe — Colonial, sold to Cantwell & Silver
by W. M. Xolen Colonial, sold to A. X.
Christian by Cantwell
Closings& Silver ; Springfield—Iris, sold to S. W. Wilhoit by Tucker Bros.
Galleo — Strand ; Joplin — Empire ; Keytesville
American:
Knox
City — Cozy;
Leadwood
Community;
Louisiana — Clark;
Milan —
Miller;
Noel—
Ozark ; Steele — Steele;
St.
Re-Openings
Louis — Webster ; Wakenda — Pfaffen.
Bevier — Rex;
Charwood.

Illmo — lllmo;

New

St.

Joseph —

Theater

Louisiana — Clark,

Armentrout,
NameRussell
Changes

owner.

Anderson — Liberty, formerly O/ark;
— Plaza, formerly Liberty.

Liberty

RCA PHOTOPHONE
All A.C. Operated
Size Equipment for
Special

500

SEAT TH EATRES

* 1600^

SEATING CAPACRCA PHOTOPHONE SPECIAL SIZE EQUIPMENT for theatres of 500
ts of the
ITY and under is now ready! Designed and built to meet the requiremen
at a price that
smallest theatres . . . compact . . . simple in operation and offered
have remained
makes it the salvation of hundreds of houses that heretofore
equipment.
dark or unprofitable with silent pictures or with unsatisfactory sound
COMPLETE

A-C

OPERATION

No Batteries ... No Motor Generators . . .
Direct Connection with the A-C Power Line
. . . making operation extremely simple.
Built for small projection rooms.

DESIGNED

FOR

SMALL

THEATRES

Adapted to Simplex, Powers and Kaplan
Projectors, operates with 110 volt, 60 cycle
and 50 cycle, and 115 volt, D-C Power
supply. (Powers and D-C equipments at a
slightly higher cost.)
AN

ENGINEERING

TRIUMPH!

At Last! The small theatre is given the same
opportunity as the super de-luxe house. With
confidence the small theatre owner can
proudly advertise his RCA PHOTOPHONE
SPECIAL SIZE EQUIPMENT, knowing that the
box-office attractions of the major studios
will be presented with the fidelity of tone
and perfection that characterizes RCA
PHOTOPHONE performance.

$100.00

DOWN,

$25.00 A WEEKI

On the Lease plan, this RCA PHOTOPHONE SPECIAL SIZE EQUIPMENT may
be installed on deferred payments as
low as $25.00 per week which includes
lease and finance charges, insurance
and REGULAR SERVICE during the payment term. It takes but a very few extra
admissions to pay for it and deliver a
profit from the first day of operation.
For further information communicote
nearest branch office or direct to
Commercial

RCA

Department

PHOTOPHONE,

411 Fifth Avenue

with

*

INC.

New York City

A Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary
15 Branches In Principal Cities of United Stores and
authorized Distributor* In Foreign Countries.

THE
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"Smart Money"

with Edward G. Robinson,
/times Cagney
tranter Bros.
Timef 90 nuns.
SURE-FIRE BOX-OFFICE.
FAST-MOVING
GAMBLER
STORY WITIT DOMINATING
PERFORMANCE BY EDWARD
G. ROBINSON. SWELL DIRECTION.
I xcept that it has a gambling background and only a single killing — an
"k-ntal one — this is a fitting sequel to "Little Caesar."
Edward G.
Robinson again dominates the action
from start to finish in an arresting
and fascinating characterization.
His
role is that of a lucky gambler known
as Nick the Barber, whose
friends
finance him from bis small-town barber shop to the big city gambling
ring. After being tricked in his 6rs1
game, he returns with new
backing and gives the cheaters a dose of
their own medicine.
But he has a
weakness for blondes and they keep
making a sucker out of him, finally
landing him behind the bars.
It's
high-powered
entertainment
all the
way, with never a lull or let-up.
James Cagney's role is not extensive,
but he does justice to what he has.
Alfred
E. Green
directed
with
a
punch, and there is a strong surrounding cast.
Cast : Edward G. Robinson, James Cagney,
Kvalvn Knapp, Ralph Harolde, Noel FranBlack.
Maurice
cis, Margaret Livingston,
Director, Alfred E. Green ; Authors, Kubec
Glasmon, John Bright, Lucien Hubbard, Joseph Jackson ; Adaptors, same ; Dialoguers,
same; Editor, Jack Killifer ; Cameraman, Robert Kurrle.
Direction, aces.
Photography, fine.

"Confessions of a Co- Ed"

Paramount
Time, 75 mins.
MILD ENTERTAINMENT IN
CO-ED SCHOOL
DRAMA
BASED ON BANAL STORY.
LACKS
PICTURE
NAMES.

"The Viking"

•/. J). Will iii >ns

Time, 70 n

THRILLING ADVENTURE
WITH AMAZING ICE SCENES
COUPLED
WITH
SIMPLE
MELODRAMA.
STRONG EXPLOITATION BET AND FINE
FOR KIDS.
Varick Frissell's saga of the Labrador coast, with
its startling
ice
scenes, hazardous chances taken by
hardy men afoot on floating ice cakes,
sights of stupendous
bergs, attacks
on seal herds, together with a homely and simply acted romance about
the conflict between an old-time villain and a similarly old-fashioned
belle of the camp, is an absorbing
and sometimes decidedly thrilling entertainment. Its weakness in story,
cast and direction are pretty much
offset by the kick it carries in the
reality of its battles with the elements. The dangers that were involved in making the picture are evident almost throughout the footage
and lend a gripping fascination to
the scenes.
While it may not be an
attraction for the de luxe houses, it
should go big in the general run of
theaters.
The kids will find it quite
enthralling
and
the
picture
has
plenty of exploitation possibilities that
can be turned into money.

Cast: Louise Huntington, Charles Starrett, Capt. "Bob" Bartlett, Arthur Vinton,
Director, George Melford ; Author, Varick
Frissell; Adaptor, Garnett Weston; Dialogues T. Bell Sweeney, Jr.; Editor, R. P
Carver. Cameramen, Maurice Kellerma
n
Alfred Gandolfi, A. E. Penrod ; Recording
Engineer, Joseph Kaufman.
Direction,
weak.
Photography,
good.

"The Skin Came"
British International
Time, 85 mins.

SLOW-MOVING ADAPTATION
OF GALSWORTHY'S DRAMA
OF ENGLISH COUNTRYSIDE
LIFE. WELL CAST BUT POORThis is just about as exciting as
LY DIRECTED.
one would
expect to find a co-ed
American audiences will find it difschool.
Meaning
the usual goingsficult to understand the pronounced
on, with a dash or two of sex. SylEnglis
h accent in the dialogue of
via Sidney falls in love with a youth
this melodrama. Lines are spoken too
who is something of a lady-slayer. quickly and many words
cannot be
After a squabble with said youth she distinguished from mumbles. The
gets herself compromised
with him acting is adequate, although a bit
too
in spots. The
in the usual mountain cabin.
He is story melodramatic
kicked out of school because of an- wealt concerns a feud between two
hy country-side owners. One
other jam and leaves the country. wishes to despoil the landscape with
Sylvia weds his opposition, principal- factories and "chimneys," and the
other, for sentimental reasons, dely for protection's sake.
Old sweetsires to have the land retain its rural
heart returns, reformed,
and Sylvia beauty. There are entangleme
nts and
ditches hubby for him.
The story i- complications,
of which brings
just about as frail as this sounds. about the solutione
on of the whole situMiss Sidney does a sincere piece of
ation and terminates in the suicide
work as the girl and Phillips Holmes of the daughter-in-law of one of
the
and Norman
Foster are both oke principals, when her past is disclosed.
I he
Majority of the parts are well handis- dled.
creetly.subject has been handled
Cast:

Edmund
Gwenn,
Phillis Konstam,
John Longden, Frank\e\Lawton.
J'" Esmond
Haye- Herbert
Ross
T"' r-He
T ,1, , VGregory,
&T- Dora
DOr0,,1>: "■£?
g^it^n!^"'
R. E. Jeffrey, George Ban
croft. Edward
Chapman,
Ronald
Frankau
ton^TuZ'r DAU<"CV M"rp,,y and Daviti BurDirector, Alfred Hitchcock;
Author. John
Galsworthy;
Adaptor,
Alfred
Hitchcock-

^.Direction,

Good

Enough.

Photography.

but.
R. Marr.son;Ke^"e;
Cameraman,
J. A.
J Cox
lu'n 8lT\rA'ma
Editors'
Gob:•
Recording
Engineer,
Alex Murray.
'
Direction. Weak.
Photography,
Fair.

with
son,

Traveling
Evelyn
Brent,Husbands"
Frank AlbertConstance
Cummings,
Hugh
Herbert

RKO

Time, 73 miru.

EXCELLENT DRAMA FILLED
WITH SNAPPY
DIALOGUE
AND GENUINE COMEDY RELIEF. CAST WELL SELECTED.
Thoroughly worth-while entertainment from every angle. The pace is
fast, the comedy smooth and spontaneous, and the cast is capable and
convincing. The plot concerns several traveling salesmen during one
of their "playful" business trips on
the road. There is the grouch, the
Hebrew, the not-to-be-trusted playboy and the youth who is out to
make good. There is a shooting
during a wild party in a hotel followed by a sensible sequence of
events and situations in which Evelyn Brent, as a woman of the world,
plays the outstanding part. Hugh
Herbert contributes some side-splitting comedy and Constance Cummings, as a society girl, is beautiful
and talented. Any audience, anywhere will like this picture.
Cast: Evelyn Brent, Frank Albertson, Constance Cummings, Carl Miller, Spencer Charters, Hugh Herbert, Frank McHugh, Purnell Pratt, Dorothy Peterson, Rita La Roy,
Gwen Lee, Lucille Williams, Tom Francis
Stanley Fields.
Director, Paul Sloane ; Author, Humphrey
Pearson ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, not
credited; Editor, not credited; Cameraman
man.
Leo Tover; Recording Engineer, Clem Portlent.
Direction, very fine. Photography, excel-

"Men Call It Love"
with Adolphe Menjou, Leila Hyams,
Norman Foster
M-G-M
Time, 72 mina.\

FAIRLY AMUSING COMEDYDRAMA
ABOUT MISBEHAVING WIVES AND HUSBANDS
WITH MENJOU IN A MILD
LOR. AS A DON JUAN BACHEROLE
Taken from Vincent Lawrence's
play,
"Among
Married,"
story comes
out the
rather
unevenly this
as
screen entertainment. It might have
been made into a good farce, but in
its more or less serious vein it sometimes falls into dullness despite its
occasional laughs — some of which
have all the earmarks of not having
been intended. The action is somewhat of a continuous whoopee affair, with a bunch of wives going in
for playing around with other men
and winding up in divorce, and the
husbands for the most part being the
saps. Through it all Adolphe Menjou is the engaging bachelor who
goes from married woman to married woman, but who fails to get the
one he wants (Leila Hyams) because
she happens to be too much in love
with her erring husband (Norman
Foster). The reconciliation of the latter couple supplies the fadeout.
Cast: Adolphe Menjou, Leila Hyams, Norman Foster, Mary Duncan, Hedda Hopper,
Robert Emmett Keane, Harry Northrup.
Director, Edgar Selwyn; Author, Vincent
Lawrence ; . Adaptor, Doris Anderson ; Dialoguer, same; Editor, Frank Sullivan; Cameraman, Harold Rosson ; Recording Engineer, Douglas Shearer.
Direction, weak.
Photography,
good.

' "Nomadie"

"Die Drei Von Der Tanksrelle"
Dr. Alexander Singelow
(The Three from the Tankstelle)
Time, 63 mins.
ufa
Time, 90 mins.
GOOD TRAVELOGUE WITH
VERY ENTERTAINING GER- FINE
PHOTOGRAPHY
AND
MAN FILM OPERETTA WITH WELL EDITED, COVERING INCATCHY
MELODIES, FINE
TERESTING VIEWS OF NORCOMEDY
AND CAST THAT
WAY, SWEDEN, DENMARK
AND GERMANY.
PUTS
IT OVER
STRONG.
This is a very intelligently presentLooks like another German mused scenic, and one of the best of its
ical film to follow up the success
kind ever produced.
The director,
originally achieved by "Two Hearts Dr. Alexander
Singelow,
who took
in Waltz Time." This one lacks the the shots, has caught
the spirit of
haunting melodies of the latter, but
the different countries, and strung
the four numbers written by Werner his
views together with a fine sense
Heymann are catchy enough. It is
of proportion and balance, with cona well staged. production, with good
trasting shots that keep the succeeddirectorial touches. It is an Erich
ing pictures building with the atmosPommer production. It seems to be
phere of a continuous
story.
The
the answer to the proper way for
Hollywood to handle filmusicals, for photography is excellent, and the accompanying talk is very adequate.
the musical comedy theme is made The director has
caught the romance
incidental to the story interest The of the
various countries, as well as
sequences hold the story continu- their beauty and artistic qualities.
ously, and build to a good climax. Some
unusual scenes are presented
it tells of three young men
who are budcountries that
dies, in love with a rich girl, whose heart in the four different
goes out to only one of them. Through the are out of the usual routine of the
girls father, they are made directors of a average
travel film.
To peoples of
big company,
the question of the girl these
various nations, the reel will
remains undecidbut
ed to the very
end The
exercise a strong appeal.
comedy touches are delightful, and the lines certainly
clever. An American audience can follow
German
it The
sequence
is especiall
so clearly is the business indicated. Lilian interesting.
Where such films have ya
play, this one can be recommended
without reservation.
It should prove
y FritSCh make dn enSaei"g
tom^
ideal
summer
fare,
with
Heinz
the leisurely
Ruehmann,
Fritz
Kampers,
Lilian
Hirft:BVV!ly
Fri'sch°skar
Karlweis,
atmosphere
that pervades the many
Gertrud Wolle, Felix 'Bressart.
r T'eS'
m? Wilhe
?a Jschechowa,
Kurt
Gerron, beautiful scenes, reflecting the ContiDirector,
lm Thiele ; Autho
rs, Franz
nental life that is so different from
Schulz, Paul Frank; Adaptors, same;
Dialoguers, same; Editor, Victor Gertler ; Cam- our own hurried existence.
eraman, Franz Planer; Recording Engineer,
No credits, as Dr. Alexander
tion.
Singelo
w handled the entire producDirectnion, Fnt
Very Good. Photo
Herman
e
'
zschingraph
g.y,

Okay.
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"The Woman

Between"

with Lily Damita, O. P. Heggi< ,
Lester Vail
RKO
Time, 81 wins.
UNUSUAL TRIANGLE SITUATION DRAMATICALLY PRESENTED WITH LILY DAMITA
AND O. P. HEGGIE DELIVERING ACE PERFORMANCES.
This is an adaptation of the stage
play, "Madame Julie." It has heen
given first-class production, with
some very gorgeous sets. Direction
is clever, with a fine tempo. It is
moving up all the time with heightening suspense. The triangle situation is very unusual, with a son falling in love with the young second
wife of his elderly father. Lily Damita, the girl, has established herself
as a fashion dictator with a ritzy establishment to prove to the gossips
that she did not marry the eldcrlv
man for his money. The son has left
his father's home when he heard of
his father's second marriage. Years
later, he meets her on an ocean liner,
and falls in love with her, and she
with him. Neither suspects the otheridentity, till they confront each other
in the home of the boy's father. Then
the dramatic punches come fast and
keep the suspense building. Heggle
and Lily Damita score with fine performances.

"Versuchen

"Meet the Wife"

La Plante, Lew Cody,
Joan Marsh
Columbia
Time, 76 mi us.
SOPHISTICATED
FARCE
NOT FOR FAMILY TRADE, BUT
SHOULD
GO STRONG WITH
THE
POP
AUDIENCES.
This is a free adaptation of the
stage farce of the same title. It has
an excellent cast, with Laura La
Tlante, Lew Cody and Joan Marsh
playing the main parts. They team
together admirably. Cody is the
hubby of Laura La Plante, and because of his wife's bossy traits, does
a fadeout in an earthquake and pretends to be among the missing so he
can pursue his life as a writer unmolested. Six years later, under an
assumed name, he is invited as the
honored guest to the home of his
former wife, who does not realize
that the famous author is her former
hubby. Meanwhile she is married
to another, and this gent is also fed
up on her bossy ways, and wants
to get away from it all. The funny
complications arise with the two husbands framing it so that the second
can disappear as dead, for the first
hubby is tired of his freedom and
wants to come back to his wife.
Light, breezy good summer farce.

Cast: Lily Damita. O. P. Heggie, Lester
Vail, Miriam Seegar. Anita Louise. Ruth
Weston. Halliwell Hobbes, Lincoln Stedman, Blanche Frederici.
Director, Victor Schertzinger ; Author. Irving Kaye Davis ; Adaptor. Howard Estabrook ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor, William
Hamilton; Cameraman, J. Roy Hunt; Sound
Recordist,
Hugfa
McDowell.
Direction,
class.
Photography,
very good.

Sie Meine Scbwesrer"

(Meet the Sister)
Tobis-American Time, 87 mins.
GERMAN MUSICAL COMEDY
WITH ANNY ONDRA, CARRIES
LIGHT COMEDY
THEME
ENTERTAININGLY AND HAS
GOOD
DIRECTORIAL
TOUCHES.
This
Ondra-Lamac
production
from
Berlin has been well handled
both from direction and acting. Anny
Ondra has oodles of personality, and
greatly resembles
Marion
Davies
in
her comedy style. She's a good looker, and a real trouper.
Her
personality carries the film along at a
merry clip all the way.
The story is
light, telling of Miss Ondra's efforts
as a girl from the country to break
into a Vienna musical show.
She is
also in love with the young producer
before
she meets
him.
With
the
clever conniving of her brother, who
is a postman, she engineers it so that
she gets the part when
the prima
donna walks out on the show. Then
on the night of the premiere,
the
prima donna tries to gum the works
by calling off the "angel"
backing
the show.
But Anny's brother gethis mailmen's orchestra to play, the
show
goes over with a bang, and
Anny
win- the handsome
producer.
Some
clever directorial bits, human
interest touches, comedy, and catchy
music, make this real entertainment.
Cast:
Anny
Ondra,
Vlasta
Burian,
Berhe
Astyn. Han* Goetz, Andre Pilot, Jara Bcnes,
Paul Wuatenburger,
Rods Rods.
Director. Carl Lamac ; Author, Bernhard
liuchbinder; Adaptor. Roda Roda; Dialoguer,
same ; Editor, same ; Cameraman, Dr. Neumann.
Direction,
Good.
Photography,
Fair.

with

Laura

"Lovable and Sweet"
irith Geoffrey Kerr, Mary Brian
RKO
Time, 82 mtna.
SOPHISTICATED LOVE STORY IN ALL-COLOR,
TOO
BROAD FOR FAMILY TRADE.
FLAPPER
ENTERTAINMENT.

Cast: Laura La Plante, Lew Cody. Joan
Marsh, Harrv Myers. Claud Allister, William
Herring, Edgar Norton, Aileen
Janney.
Carlvle. Aggie

This one looks like a vaudeville
skit of the wisecracking variety that
might have been blown up for feature picture purposes.
The theme icertainly
out for family
trade and
not for the kiddies. Some of the lines
carry double meanings and also several of the situations.
It is Broadway stuff for sophisticates, and a lot
of the dialogue is very blah.
Then
again
many
of the situations
are
clever, and produce a kick.
A wise
young man
about town
with plenty
of jack is out to ftet a dame in the
chorus, and tries to sell here the idea
of an apartment.
She being a pure
girl from
Stroudsburg,
Pa., frames
him into a marriage situation and a
regular church ceremony to back up a
marriage
by a justice of the peace
which
is supposed
to have
taken
place.
The church
scene may give
offense, with the youth's gang ready
to razz as the bridegroom says "No"
at the altar instead of "Yes."
But
true love comes, as usual. Picture introduces Technicolor's
improved
process, grainless and much superior
to previous color film-.

Director, A. Leslie Pearce ; Author, Lynn
Starling; Adaptors. F. McGrew Willis, Walter De Leon ; Dialoguers, same; Editor, not
listed; Cameramen, Charles Van Enger,
Glenn Kershner; Sound Recordists, R. S.
Clavton.
Ted
Murray.
Direction,
adequate.
Photography,
good.

"Three Who

"Toure Sa Vie"

Loved"

with Betty Compson, Conrad Nagel
Robert Ames
RKO
Time, 72 mins.

WITH MYSDRAMA
TERY, SUSPENSE AND LOVE
INTEREST. CONRAD
NAGEL
READING
GIVES FORCEFUL
OF DIFFICULT
PART.
GOOD

Suspense and mystery predominate
in this triangle romance which should
satisfy all classes. The story holds
interest and characterizations by all
leading players are clever and convincing. The plot concerns two bank
clerks, Nagel and Ames, who work
and live side by side. Nagel's sweetheart, Betty Compson, arrives from
Sweden, and Ames, who always has
an eye for a pretty ankle, gradually
takes Betty from Nagel, who spends
his evenings studying law. After an
evening on the lake with Betty,
Ames promises to marry her but
tries to make his escape before the
ceremony. He is caught and charged
with trying to leave town on accoufil
of a shortage in his cash account at
the bank. Interesting situations follow which round out a thoroughly
good piece of entertainment.
Cast: Betty Compson, Conrad Nagel. Robert Ames. Robert Kminctt O'Connor, Bodil
Rosing,
Dickie
Moore.
Director, George Archainbaud ; Author,
Martin Flavin; Adaptor. Beulah Marie Dix ;
Dialoguer. same; Editor, not credited; Cameraman. Nick Muauraca; Recording Engineer,
Clem Portman.
Direction,

good.

Photography,

Cast: Geoffrey Kerr, Mary Brian, Johnny
Hines,
Marie
Prevost.
Joseph
Cawthorn.
Director, William J. Craft ; Authors, Alfred Jackson, Barney Sarecky ; Adaptors,
same ; Dialoguers. same ; Editors, Ann McKnight, George Marsh ; Cameraman. Ray
Ranahan ; Sound
Recordist,
George D
Ellis.
Direction,
fair.
Photography,
good.

"Die Privatsekretaerin"
("The Private Secretary")
Capital
h'jch.
Tin GERMAN
VERYFilmPLEASING
FILM CARRIES FINE LIGHT
COMEDY
WITH
HUMAN
STORY.
This is a Berlin production made
Ireenbaum-Emelka.
It has been
done
with
a light
comedy
touch
throughout,
and is one of the best
examples of its type yet to emerge
from
the
Berlin
studios.
Renatc
Mueller
is the girl, and she has a
pleasing personality, is a good looker,
and scores heavily throughout.
She
has a fine supporting cast, and the
characterizations are well drawn, and
nio-t of them played up for the comedy angle. The laughs come steadily
throughout
the film.
The
production has had a long run in Berlin
and it should
be equally successful
here among German audiences, who
seem to go for it strongly, judging
by their laughter when this reviewer
caught
it. The girl comes
to Berlin to seek secretarial work, and has
a tough
time with the employment
manager
of the bank, who
tries to
get intimate, but she holds him oTf
very cleverly and amusingly.
Then
she meets
the young
head
of the
bank and does not know
his identity. This creates the big comedy situation-, along with the attitude of
the other man who wonders how the
girl "landed" the big Herr Direktor.

g

1.

("Sarah and Time,
Son") 85 mhu.
Paramount
ENTERTAINING PRESENTAPLAYERS
TION BY FRENCH
OF AMERICAN
FILM WITH
ACTING AND DIRECGOOD
TION.
This was made in the Paramount
studios in Paris, and follows the
American version of "Sarah and Son"
But it strikes an Amervery closely.
ican as being rather artificial for
French actors following the American psychology that is called for in
the parts. The cast is very good,
and the direction adequate. The story
tells of the loss of her baby boy by
a French operatic singer during tin
war. She gets a line on the rich
couple who have adopted the child,
but the husband refuses to let her
see the youngster in order that she
may try and identify him. The wife
of the man has grown so fond of the
boy that she cannot hear to part with
him. Meanwhile the mother of the
child and the lawyer in the case are
falling in love, and circumstances
bring mother and boy together in
the lawyer's home. It works up to
a verv human denouement when
mother and son are at la-t united.
Marcellc Chantal fs very good ir
the mother, having fine
part of
the
dramatic
power
Cast: Marcellc Chantal,
Fernand
Elmire Vautier, Paul Guide, Richard WUlm,
Jean Mercan Con.
Director. Alberto Pavali inti ; Autho
Othj
Shea;
Adaptor,
I
; Editor, i
loguer noltame
man,
credit
Photography,
Direction.

Cast: Renatc Mueller, Herman Thimig.
Felix Bressart,
L. Stoessel, Gertrude
Wollc.
Director, Wilhelm Thicle ; Author, Franz
Schulz : Adaptor, Georg Witt ; Dialoguer,
Regie Wilhelm Thicle ; Editor, Paul Martin ;
Cameramen,
Otto
Heller, Reimar
Kunzc.
Direction,
satisfactory.
Photography,
fair.

"The Black
Amkino

Sea

Mutiny"
Time, 53 nuns.

SOVIET PROPAGANDA
FILM
DEALING WITH MUTINY ON
A
FRENCH
WARSHIP
AT
ODESSA. FALLS FLAT WITH
ING.
POOR
DIRECTION AND EDITThis is a t> pieal Soviet propaganda
film filled with the idea of the workers triumphing over the ruling military classes. It is an incident ba
on an occurrence
during
the overthrow of the Czarist government b\
the Reds.
At Odessa a French warship .stands by ready to help quell a
rising revolution and save a big factory in which
French
capital is invested. The revolutionists get bus)
and circulate their printed pn
da among the French sailors on board
the battleship, who refuse to tinThe
the city and the revolutionists.
their
,1,,
titles
English
plain the action, hut are DOl
The editing '- on.
cessful.
worst specimens leen in
incidents
dramatic
good
Many
- ol
poor
the
by
l<>-t
y
entirel
It drags he.iviK with a burden
unii
on
is
emphas
and
tail
trill.
'ar film p

Cast
Dit<.
Adaptors.
\

">:

Authu.

k'aphy.

■.|{li»h Tit:Direction. AflMtW
crimen

Cam-

the father fish brings him back to
this two-reeler is crammed with plen"Blue Grass Kings"
shore, and the hero thinks it is all
Time, 11 mins. a dream, till the merma
14 mins.
ty of action, plus sure-fire gags. Pro- RKO Pathe
Racetrack Classic
id comes up
duction isexceptionally well mounted
from the ocean and joins him.
The
Bri
for
a
short
and
photographed
expert\ Grantland Rice reel on thorough- cartoon work is well executed, and
A Mack
Sennett comedy,
photobreds
of
the turf. Very interesting, the incidental music adds
ly by Frank Zucker. Mort Blumengraphed in Sennett-Color
entirely. stock
to the comis credited with the direction, and presenting some of the famous
edy effects.
Mark
Sennett
himself appear^
as
colts
from
story
by
Rube
Welch
and
Win.
that
have
romped
to victory in
one of the actors in a minor role, a:
the big turf classics. First is shown
himself.
That is, not that Mack is F. Grew.
the yearlings on the C. V. Whitney
minor — but he is in the pix. As an
"She Snoops to Conquer"
Farms in the Blue Grass Country at
i fine producer. But what
RKO Pathe
"Jungle Giants"
Time, 20 mins.
he has to do is incidental, and the Educational
Time, 10 mins. Lexington, Kentucky. The famous
Gets Over
horses
of
Carries
a
Kick
yesteryear
are
presented,
balance
is lively and
entertaining
Quite a laughable film, with Daphugh.
The scene is a swimming
A Lyman H. Howe Hodge-Podge including Upset, Whichone, St. Gerne Pollard as a new member of the
pool outdoors, with all the Mack done as a straight reel of African ad- maine, etc. Then we see Derby Day
venture. As these subjects go, it is at Louisville, with the crowds at the police women's squad, out to get the
Sennett bathing beauties very much
in evidence.
The plot is very slight, good. The wild animal stuff is en- famous Churchill Downs to see the mashers around town. She decoys
with Luis Alberni trying to sell Mack
tertainingly presented, covering the running of the classic event. This is an old boy, and gets into his apartment for the evidence. But his wife
the idea of giving a new lady love a highlights of a six months' expedi- presented right through to the finish, with much excitement and yell- shows up, and Daphne makes her
tion in Central Africa. It carries sevbreak in the pictures. Marjorie Beebe
ing from the mob. A strong sports escape, but is brought back by the
is the one who throws all the wiseeral kicks with encounters with juncracks and gums up the plan more or
gle beasts, and finishes on an unusual reel that the racetrack fan and lovers female chief of the police, who is
visiting the home as a friend of the
less. A sequence in a night club in- note, with a giant elephant and a of horseflesh will go for.
family. Then the discovery of
lion
facing
each
other
ready
for
comtroduces Olsen's band. The best part
Daphne,
when the wife finds hubbv
bat. But the lion thinks better of it,
of the reel is in the swimming pool
Bobby Jones in
with Daphne's pocketbook. \n<\
•■cquence, showing some national and and walks out on the picture. Good
"How I Play Golf"
Daphne can't explain to the
international aquatic champs
doing photography, with explanatory talk
No. 4— The Mashie Niblick
wife It's really funnier outraged
that
is
intelligent
their diving stuff. Color is good, and
and snappy.
than it
Vitaphone 5204
and
one of the best of the
Good Time, 11 mins. sounds,
bollard seriesis so
n'- light and breezy.
far.
Laurel and Hardy in
Leon Errol and John T. Murray
Louis Simon in
"Be Big"
supply the comedy in this issue of
M-G-M
Time, 23 mins. the Bobby Jones lessons. Errol and
"A Shocking Affair"
Sivell Comedy
"The Gigolo Racket"
Simple Simon Comedies
his corkscrew legs get a good round
Vitaphone No. 1255-6
Another nifty from the Hal Roach of
Time, 20 mins.
Lively SkitTime, 10 mins.
laughs, with the actual golf inplant. It has the audience laughing
Snappy Comedy
struction playing only a small part
Helen Morgan is presented in a
Louis Simon returns to the screen even before the action starts, this in the proceedings, but
nevertheless
in this one and again proves himself being due to the distinctively clever proving worth while. An enjoyable modern number working in the giga past master at the art of making introductory music, which is followed short, any way you take it.
olo angle with some good comedy
people laugh. Story is about a young out in appropriate design and tempo
slants. Miss Morgan sings "Nobody
couple who take in a boarder to help throughout the picture. Sending their
Breaks My Heart," and "I Know
"Fisherman's Luck"
pay off the mortgage. The latter, wives on ahead to Atlantic City for
Hes Mine," puttin- both numbers
RKO
Pat
he
Time,
8 mins. over big and
played to perfection by Rube Welch, a vacation, Laurel and Hardy prewith her usual individGood Cartoon
proceeds to make life unbearable for
pare to doll themselves up in riding
charm. It's a lively number
the inoffensive husband. From the togs for a stag party at a hunting
A good fantastic cartoon from the well ual
directed and staged, and has
opening scene to the final fade-out. club. Most of the comedy revolves Aesop Fable factory. The hero puppy goes fishing, lands down at the pop appeal.
around Hardy's efforts to get his
right foot into his boot — and then to bottom of the ocean when a giant
get it put when he discovers he has fish carries him there on its back,
"The hone
Nagge
rs in the Subway"
Laurel's boots instead of his own. and is introduced to the mermaid Vitap
No. 1202 Time,
7 mins.
daughter. When the session is over,
Will please anywhere.
Laugh Number
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth in
ON
THE
BOARDWALK
one of the best of their Naggers seAT NEW JERSEY AVENUE
ries. Here are the scrappy couple
in
a
typic
al rush hour in the subAtlantic City
way. They start a small size riot
By JACK
H ARROW ER
picking on each other, which eventuall involves the whole car of
Ethel Merman Scores
Kate Smith Again Clicks
passengers. The subway atmosphere
On Paramount Stage has been beautifully handled, and it
In Fourth Date at Capitol
Playing her fourth engagement in
Ethel Merman, Broadway singer, will give a great kick to all those
who have experienced the conditions.
a year at the Capitol, Kate Smith, and Rudy
Vallee top the stage show
Southern singer, headlines the current bill at this house and clicked program at the Paramount this week
strong with the opening audience. with the former getting most of the "Adventures in Africa
" No. 2
The show. "Revue Moderne," is a applause. Miss Merman, who has Vitaphone No. 5102 Time, 10 mins.
Chester Hale production with the
Fair
Condos Brothers, John Quinlan and appeared in Paramount features and
Ivan Tnesault among the principals shorts, gets over big. The crooner
This is the second in the series of
surrounding the radio star. The Conformancon
e. a conservatively-good per- Wynant D. Hubbard's trek through
dos boys do some good acrobatic puts
the African veldt. It shows the exA SMART HOTEL IN
dancing. Triesault appears with the
plorer and his party in Rhodesia,
Supplementing the two star names
AMERICA'S
Chester Hale Girls in a sparkling
SMARTEST RESORT
and this reel takes up the activities
pantomime, and Quinlan acts as a are Ray Bolger, comic dancer, who of the expedition while in a native
Headquarters
for Film World's
narrator. For the overture, Yascha collects a big harvest
of laughs; the village. There is nothing exciting
stars, leaders, comfort, good felBunchuk leads the grand orchestra
Tiffany Twins, who have s. a. and to speak of, as no wild animal selowship. Unsurpassed French and
quence isincluded. It merely relates
German cooking.
in "Operatic Syncopation."
dance
exceedingly
well,
and
The screen attraction is "Trader let.
the the quiet happenings in the native
Horn,"
ment.
returning for a pop engage- Bobby Sanford Co-Eds, i. e., the bal- village. Good photography and accompanying talk.

"Movie Town"
Educational
Time,

I he bt. Charles

0

PRESENTATIONS

0

Two Patrons

Buy Your Carbons
T,

UK

modern

theatre and its furnishings represent

the acme of splendor. The stall" is thorough]} trained.
Managers carefully select pictures in accord \» it li popular
taste. This la\ish expenditure to attract patronage. Yet,
if tin- screen is dim or the light unsteady, valuable patronage will he lost

and

two empt)

seats

cosl

more than your carbons.
Light is the most important factor in the operation of a
motion picture theatre. That is why National Projector
Carbons are preferred by the projectionist. They are dependable. And the manager knows that, with good projection,
patrons will return and bring their friends.
National Projector Carbons give the steady, brilliant white
light necessary for the quality of projection demanded b\
theatre-goers today. Their uniform quality is assured bj
the experienced organization behind them. Two satisfied
patrons will buy them.

NATIONAL

OJECTOR
National
S>

CARBONS
Carbon Company

will gladly cooperate with

the producer, exhibitor, machine
projectionist

on

NATIONAL
Carbon

Sales

Offices:

problem

involving

CARBON
Sales Division

Unit of Union
Branch

any

Carbide
New

York

or

Huh I. . . .

COMPANY,
' "

I II■ ■

manufacture!

INC.

Cleveland, Ohio

and Carbon

Pittsburgh

Corporation

Chiceno

Sir.

Frarcisco

TWO SAILOR LUGS
AND A LOVELY LADY
IN A COMEDY SPLASH

^B

T

p*

l^>
L^

S P E N C E R

T R A C Y
and

WA

R R E N

HYMER

in

A

carnival

queen

*w^

and

r

a pair of jokers.
• She does the high dives.
They know the low dives.
They

meet

splash
foaming
• A

in a comedy

and embark
schooners.

go-to-sea

on

w ith

JEAN

HARLOW

picture

to quicken that go-to-see
desire among your patrons.
\

Directed by

vx

BENJAMIN

STOLOFF

Intimate

The Daily

in Character

Of
Now

International in Scope
Independent in Thought

VCI.

LV rVC. 14e

NEH

X

1 r . %4« SI A>.

II SI

J J.

Newspaper

Motion
Fourteen

Pi ctures
Years Old

> i I SIS

I > tI

Increased Production in East Starting Next Month

LOWERADMISSIONSOPPOSED
Fox

Discontinuing Production

W. R. Sheehan Announces
Dropping
of Crime
Pictures
Production of gangster pictures is
being discontinued by Fox. it was
stated by Winfield K. Sheehan', vice
president in charge of producing activities, just before leaving for the
Coast on Saturday.

$1.12

BYALLIED

of Gangster Films
Maintaining of Prices Is
Advocated Following
Midwest Survey

for Para, in First Quarter

Net profit of Paramount Publix and subsidiaries for the three months to
March 28 was $3.5 1 5.652.22, after deducting all charges and reserves for
federal income and other taxes. This amounts to 51.12 a share for the three
months on the common stock outstanding.

Hashinnton

Four Deals Involving $1,000,000
WARNER RADIO NEWSREEL
Closed by U.A. Circuit on Coast
GOES ON AIR TONIGHT
What is described as the biggest
radio broadcasting tie-up ever effected by a motion picture producer
will have it- debut tonight in the
form of the Warner Bros.-:First National "Radio Xewsreel of Hollywood,'' sponsored by Vacuum Oil
Co. and scheduled to run weekly for
a year. George Arliss in a talk entitled "Defense of Hollywood." delivered by electrical transcription owing
to the star's absence abroad, will
start off the program, which will include each week
intimate
talks on
(Continued on Pane 4 )

San Francisco — Four deals involving purchases, buildings plans
leases totaling more than $1,0
have been negotiated by Melville
Hirsch of the Monroe J. Rosenshinc
office for the United Artists Theaters of California, Ltd., it is announced.
The

deals

include

arrangements

Following intensive sales drives by

distributors to offset the "hold
major recommendations
off"
circulated by
some exhibitor organization-, a- exclusively reported in Tin Him
Paris — Merger of Gaumonl-Franco- Daily on June 11, buying of product
Aubert and Pathe-Xatan, embracing in the last 10 days has taken a spurt,
about 2?0 of the leading theaters in according to a survej made Saturday
France, has been concluded. The among sales ranks in New York. The
deal under wav for a long time, in- local information also, bears out revolve, something like 800.000.000
ports coming in from regional centers,
francs and makes this the dominant where no effect has been noted
power in the French
film industry.
result of the "don't buy vet" advii

)oe Brandt, president of Columbia, and
a believer in maintaining present salaries,
has been selected as one of America's outstanding business leaders to make an optimistic observation regarding business conditions, on behalf of the motion picture
industry, for a survey being conducted by
Business

Organization and Operating
partment of the University of Illinois.

de-

According
to the Rosenshine
office,-the; are negotiating for houses
in —till oilier California
cities, work
on which will start as soon as plan
can be readied.

'Buy Nov/Move

Gaumont-Pathe Natan
Complete Merger Deal

Joe Brandt As Optimist
Honored
by University

for the United
Artists
entry
into
Berkeley. San Jose, Richmond,
Val
lejo. Palo
Alto and other entertainment centres.

Gains Force
Up in the northwest, although Al
Steffes told exhibitors to do no buying until after the Allied convention
in Milwaukee next September, theater owner- have been disregarding
the advice and practically all exchanges report that -clling is pro■ ei ding briskly.
Disadvantage of the waiting policy,
according to sales executives, is that
it causes a lot of exhibitors to wail
too long and meanwhile the smart
boys close their product
deal-.

luction in the Fast promises
t,, be m full -wing by mid-July. Paramount, in the midst of a heavy
have "My
also fcatn
shortsin program,
Sin"
work, twowillother
and two more
process
the
-el to
follow.of editing
I) W. Griffith
haplaced
the

ai

their

vitaphoni

plant

in
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NEW TEXAS EXHIB UNIT
ADMITS CIRCUIT HOUSES
Dallas — Representativeducer-affiliated circuit-. including
Loew, Publix and RK(). have
accepted into membership by the
4 1
Theater Owners' Protective Ass'n,
newest exhibitor unit in Texas, it :announced by Judge Roy L. Walker,
president
The producer-circuit men.

Butterfield Circuit AddFour Michigan HoUMI
\V. S
Buttcrheld
I
Inc.
has purchased
the Holland.
Strand
and
Colonial
in Holland
and
the
Hcm>
tSouth
ai lev .Haven
Eorxnerl in South Haven
land houses,
Allegan
and

will 0
(

Contract is a Contract

SoU.A.

-lartn
"I hi- feature pictun
a- lul\ i
I hi- will be made at tin
Audio
( hi. in., Studios
h
,ni, d.dc Warnei
Bros, will
resume
tin making
oi (Mil and two

of THE

Washington — Allied
Stai
has officially gone on the records as
firmly opposed
to admission
price
cutting.
The policj tsed on a
survey made of theaters in Iowa and
Nebraska. Practically all houses reported that it is their policy to show
good program pictures during the
wok and concentrating the
product on Sunday progr;

A

Eastern Production Activity
Taking a Jump Next Month

Bureau

Gets Jury Verdict

Chicago — Deciding solely on the basis
th.it a contract had been signed and later
repudiated. United Artists was awarded 4
verdict by a |ury in Granville III . against
Bamcy Ernat. operator of the Fairy U A
with Ei"
sued for breach of contract
Thacher decre* as his defense
Plaintiff succeeded in proving that the
mpul
Thacher decision applied M
sory

arbitration

THE

■THE
!■ M1UUU
Of MIMPQM
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rrici 5 Cuts

Editor i* Piilshii

QUOTATIONS

Hii.
In. I
East.
Kodak
Fox
Fm.
"A"....
Gen. Th Eq. (new)
Loew's,
Inc
M G-M
pfd

Paramount

I'athe
Exch
do "A"
KKil
"A"
Warner
Bros
NEW
YORK

Foot
Thea.
"A"..
Gen.
Th.
Eq. pfd.
Technicolor
6
NEW
YORK
BOND
'-en. Th. Eq. 6s40 36
l.oew
<», 41 x-war 97 %
Par.
By.
5 K- sS 1 . . 1 0 1 ' 1Par.
5^s50
80%
Warners 6s39
44

"Confessions
of a Co-Ed"
Paramount
"Daddy
Long
Legs"
(3rd week).. Fox
"Trader
M-G-M
Men
CallHorn"
It Love"
M-G-M
"Transgression"
(2nd
week)..
. . RKO
"Black
Sea Mutiny"
Amkino
EXTENDED
RUNS

"Smart
Money"
'Night
Angel"
"Chances"
(2nd
The

Viking"

'Smiling
•A Free

Lieutenant"
Soul"
(4th

Paramount
roxv
'.'.'..Capitol
Strand
Mayfair
Cameo
Winter Garden

First National
Paramount
First National
I. D. Williams

(3rd week)
week)

Rivoli
Hollywood
Central Park

$2 RUNS
Paramount
(5th week).
M-G-M
week)
FOREICN
PICTURES

EuroDa
Belmont

"lan^enT"''.. •.'.•.•.'.'.•.■.•.■.••.•.•.
%}?*
Inte™<«>""
■■
•'•'•"
Die Forsterchrist."
...'.CapitoT Film ' fe.7.7.7.7
'
FiveYear-Plan"
(4th week)
Amkino
Tout
Sa Vie"
Paramount
Versuchen
Sie Meine
Schwester"FUTURE
. Tobis-American
'...'.'..'.
OPENINCS

"ttk Carnegie
Sth S°P
Central'
StJ? A ve
Warner

Sweepstakes"
(June
24)
RKO
Pathe
'Huartats
Rost"
(June
22)
Paramount
"Gentleman-*
Fate"
(June
25) ... . M-G-M

Mavfair
SthAve
Strand

..

..

8

BRyant

9-4712

4+

STillwell 4-7940

IEastman Films
| J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

if
if
if
:.t
:.:
:
:..::

''•
1

Meeting of Writers" Special Committee.
Academy
of M. P. Arte
& Sciences,
Hollywood,
to di»cuss
relations.
report
on
writer-producer
June 27
IS:

Outing

of Columbia
Pictures
Social Club, Karatsonyi's, Glen Cove,

I tion.
Lt,conven
New
Education
al-Tiffan
y

York.
regional

Abe Freeman Heads Detroit Firm
Detroit— Abe Freeman of Chicago
?: is head of the Freeman Amusement
Lo., just incorporated to operate the
:: Adams, formerly a Publix house.
::
:.: Studio

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

:.:
*♦
♦* ♦♦

Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low D.ll7 or Weekly Rates

II

T23-TTM

AVE.. N. Y.

BRYANT

DUPACK

Shuberts Announce Readjustment
A plan for readjustment of its financial structure has been announced
by Shubert Theater Corp., following
inability to meet interest payment on
its $6,450,000 6 per cent bonds, and
the company is asking bondholders
to deposit their debentures before
Aug.
with
Bank, 15
deposit
ary.the Chase National

DU CHROME

9-oOer

the FILM DAILYSTRING
FILM

made bv

<gjJPQgJ>

FILM SYSTEM, LTD.

"Specialists in Color"
Santa
Monica
Boulevard
Hollywood, Calif

DAILY

YEAR BOOK
•

DIRECTORS
ANNUAL
PRODUCTION
GUIDE

NEGATIVES

Producers make own color negatives
Color in red-ortho negatives may
be removed, retained or altered
to complementar
y color.
Write

6723

Powers Clnephone Equipment Corporation

sales

July 20-21 : Annual summer meeting of
North and South Carolina Theater Owners' Ass'n. at the
Hotel Oceanic, Wrightsville
Beach.
Wilmington,
N. C.

Triumvirate Will Direct
Activities of Tiffany

COLOR

ft

and

Chicago
727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Annual election of officers by Jewish Theatrical Guild of America.
1560
P . M. Broadway. New York. 12:30

, The plan
readjust
provides
tor formatiofor
n of a newment
realty company, to which will be transferred
substantially all
d and longMontreal— Canada has so far prac- ground lease real fee-owne
estate properties of
tically been exempt from double fea- the Shubert Theater Corp. together
ture bills with the lone exception of with certain other assets.
this city. Xot onlv neighborhood
houses are operating on this policv,
Jewish Theatrical Guild to Elect
featur
es. first runs are offering twin
Jewish Theatrical Guild of America
put two
will hold its annual election of officers at noon today at the Guild
headquarters,
1560 Broadway.
The nominating committee named
William Morris for president: Eddie
Cantor, first vice-president; George
With President L. A. Young tak- Jessel, second vice-president; Sime
ing a more active part in the affairs Silverman, third vice-president; Dr.
of the company, operation of Tiff a in Hugo Riesenfeld, treasurer.
interests will be in the hands of a
triumvirate comprising Young, Grant
L. Cook and William Saal, who joins
the company June 27. Young armed in New York Saturdav from
the Middle West.

See Defeat of 111. Bill
Chicago — Although the two-opera+ i'/,
tor measure was reported favorably
+ 2%
by the committee, its defeat is expected this week in the legislature.
"Trader"
in 14 Detroit Houses
The state censorship bill is in it
A. Butterfield Joins Universal
third House reading, but has no
Allyn Butterfield, formerly with
Detroit— "Trader Horn" is playing come
up for final vote.
daumont, Selznick, Pathe and Kinoat 14 local houses, day-and-date,
Meanwhile
about 100 houses an
June 21 to 24. The theaters are: De
-rrams newsreels, has joined UniverLuxe, Punch and Judy, Stratford, reported having closed, or about to
sal as chief editorial aide to Sam B
Ramona, Redford, Alhambra, Tux- close, for the summer because of in lacobson. editor of Universal newsedo, Century, Harmony, Majestic, ability to make an adjustment
wit' reel. Frederick V. Heidrick, sound
Rex, Conant, Park and Derway.
the operators' union.
engine
er, has also been engaged as
technical
expert.
Investigation
of operators'
unio"
affairs in Chicago
has resulted !•
nothing official so far. No evident
♦* ♦ V#V#V*V#*
ss has been
if
submitted
to the GranH
New York
if
in session.
Long
Island City
♦"♦ Jury, now
1540 Broadway
154 Crescent
St. ft
:.t

Today:

July
Criterion
Astor

"Zwei
Herzen"
(37th week)
Asso.
Cine, of Amer. . .
Die Privatsekretaerin" (2nd week) . . Capitol
Film
Ex.

MARKET

6
o
MARKET
3d
3o
97
97
101= - 101 • .
80
80%
43%
43%

THEATER

DISTRIBUTOR

PICTURE

Boston — Mrs. Nancy G. Harris.
owner of the Colonial in Natick, has
applied to the city authorities for a
AS OF SATURDAY)
license permitting her to run SundaNet
shows. Mrs. Harris claims she wil'
Iligli
Low
Close
Chg. be forced to close
the house for the
12' . 1_! ■•
1J ■
summer
if
permissi
on
is not granted
\U'A
129'/- 134-4
+ 6«
At Chatham, Manager Ross of the
20%
18f»
20"4 + Vft
4%
4H
4%
+
$* Cape Cod has also
requested permis41%
39!/.
41%
+ 3!*
sion to run Sunday performances
.'4 24
24
—
%
24%
22%
24% + 1% He has submitted a petition signed
by 200 patrons.
1 \\
1^
1'4
The Selectmen of Harwich have
4
4
l
+
%
13%
13
13%
+ W* granted permission
to Carl Myshrall
8%
7%
S'/4 + 1
CURB
MARKET
to conduct Sunday movies, following
3
3
3
a vote of 34 to 19 in favor of the
move.
11%
8%
II
+2%
STOCK

DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S

Double Feature Policy
Theater Owners in Mass.
Popular in Montreal
Fight for Sunday Movies

FINANCIAL
YORK

Parade

(Week of June 19i
FIRST-RUNS
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Service
and Coverage
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rate of $10.00

A'S
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"DIRIGIBLE"
any other picture ever made!
•

irshadows

A Frank Capra
Barbara

Stanwyck

Production
in "Shopworn"

DENVER'S KEEN AND
SUCCESSFUL FIRST RUN
EXHIBITOR-

HARRY E. HUFFMAN TELLS THE WORLD!

"Vanity Street" by Fannie Hurst
"Love Affair" by Ursula Parrott
"Blonde Baby" with Jean Harlow
Jack Holt in 3 dramas
The Men

In Her Life" by Warner

Fabian

2 stories from True Story Magazine
"Then Hell Broke Loose"
he Substitute Wife" by Frank R. Adams
"The Final Edition"
arbara Stanwyck — Frank Capra
A Jack Holt — Ralph Graves
jgan Lady" From Broadway
"Jhe Artist's Model"

Production

Production

mE^Ks^

h/^KY

Stage Success

by Rupert Hughes

2 stories by Edgar Wallace
"Gentlemen
"The Halfway
nwanted"

For Sale"

Girl" by Hawthorne

Hurst

by Bella •Muni and Abem

Finkel

"The Guilty Generation"
Dy Jo Milward and James Kerby Hawkes
•
"Zelda Marsh"

by Charles G. Norris

"Hollywood

Speaks"

Buck Jones in 8 outdoor

productions

Tim McCoy

productions

in 8 outdoor

alt Disney's "Mickey Mouse" Cartoons
"Silly Symphony" Cartoons

and

•
eyshines"
Bryan Foy's "Monk

Uoo««» «...

*

eo° 0Jo*?le«

Walter Futter's "Curiosities"
Produced by Wafilms, Inc.
•
Walter Futter's "Travelaughs" Dialogue by
by Wafilms, Inc.
ohn P. Medbury. Produced
•
"Bedtime

Stories" •with Eddie Buzzell

Charles Mintz's "Krazy Kat" Cartoons
"Scrappy" Cartoons

and

Screen Snapshots

>ON'T WAIT -SIGN YOUR COLUMBIA

CONTRACT

J.

■s

wu

THE

Monday, June

DAILV

WARNER RADIO NEWSREEL
GOES ON AIR TONIGHT
ent VVarnerHollywood l>> the differding
Richard
,. personalities inclu
Edmore,
Barry
John
lmess,
Barthe
MacDorothy
ward (i. Robinson,
kaill, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Barbara
Powell, Walter
William
Stanwyck,
Winnie
Costello,
Dolores
Butes
Charl
y,
Janne
Lightner, Leon
Evalyn
Munson,
Ona
terworth,
Knapp, David Manner-, Doris KenIvan Simpson,
yon, Loretta Young,
Walter
Marsh.
nlc Fay, Marian
Monk onSaund
Byron
air the
the ers.
ill goes
Mackafohn
Miss and'
Miss
and
;. of Tulv 8, Huston
Kenyon the week of July 13, Ivan
the week of July 20, and
Simpson
the week of Sept.
lohn Harrvmore
I hirty-Stx main stations arc in
network, and from
the nationwide
these the broadcast will be picked up
A stagger sysby -mailer stations.
tem will be used so that the pronetdifferent
grams will go over
works on different days of the week.
Tin
Arliss talk will be relayed to
London.

New Texas Exhib Unit
Admits Circuit Houses
(Continued

from

Page
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however, will have no voice in the
actions of the board of directors.
When the Protective Ass'n was fightrecently, the majorlegislation
paingnies
contributed money to the
cause,
H-F Denver House Opens July 15
Kansas City— The 850-seat suburban Tivoli, being constructed by
Hughes Franklin in Denver, will be
formally opened about July 15. ac
to Rick Ricketson. Midwestcording
ern division manager.
H-F have closed the Granada. Intwo
about
dependence, Mo.', forto cost
months for remodeling
around
$311,000.

Joe Fisher Buys B. I. P. Product
London— Joe Fisher, managing director of Capitol Theater, Ltd.. of
Singapore, has signed contracts with
Wardour Films, Ltd.. whereby he
will play about 75 per cent, of the
B. I. P. annual feature product in
his 32 house- in the Orient. Following a visit here, Fisher and S. A.
Shirazee, his co-director, left for Berlin to negotiate for sound apparatus.

COMING
It
Kan

M. RICHEY
left New
York (or MichiSaturday
after attending
the New
JerAllied
meeting
at Atlantic
City
EN
DICKINSON
is in the city on a
He

came

arrived

by
from

193li I

PRODUCTION IN THE EAST
TAKING JUMP NEXT MONTH

iave
ema

MALT

(Continued

• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till
that when P. G. Wodehouse was offered a part in "Once
Now
In a Life Time," he said he couldn't accept because the shock
as a writer in
of doing a li'l work after a year's employment
that these expensive vaHollerword would be disastrous
cations in the Film City which producers pay for are proving
a boon not only to writers like Wodehouse, but also to the literary
Viola Irene Cooper sez she is finding the latest
agents
crop of stories much easier to sell to empey producers
as a result of their visits to Studio Land, authors are becoming
camera-minded
and learning to jump into action at the
start of their stories

• • • THAT the Empey Club Bulletin is getting to be such
.or some other
a real live wire paper it had better look out
f'r instance
paper might come along and merge it
that story of Uncle
Carl's career
Joe Weil on Paul
Gulick's "life"
did you know the name is Hervey
Paul
Gulick?
Bert Adler's bi-weekly
kolyum,
"Will I Ever
Forget?"
in which he never seems to forget someone or
other's good deeds
and "Do You Know That?"
which mentions
everybody
that Adler for any reason forgets
yeah, it's a credit to the Empey Club

• • • THAT
you should ask Gordon White to show you
that photograph that Claude Flemming gave him as a souvenir
of his trek through Morocco
showing a direction post
2,000 years old carved in stone on the side of a mountain
pointing the way to the Palace of Pleasure
the Last Word
in symbolism
and tourists go to Paris for New Ideas!
those ancients were away ahead of us

• • • THAT a Losang Judge imposed an awful sentence on
six offenders the other day
he sentenced
'em to three
days in the movies
to oblige Director John Ford who
wanted
criminal types for "The Brat"
and the judge's
comment was: "Three days in the movies ought to be worse
than that much time in jail."
so you can see just where
we film muggs stand with that jurist
or was he just referring to a Fox movie directed by Ford?
*
*
*
*
• • • THAT
Mister Flemming,
the traveling film man,
shatters the belief that the Foreign Legion consists entirely of a
bunch of tough hombres
as he encountered one on the
border of the Riff country who destroyed the illusion
..he
was a French sentry at an outpost
who saluted Mister
Flemming with one hand on his hip like a panansey
and
as the film director departed, he placed his rifle on the sand,
and blew kisses after him with both hands
and was Ivlister Flemming embarrassed?
looks 's if 50,000,000 Frenchmen can't ALL be wrong

from

Page

1)

also is definitely set to turn out
series of shorts, two of which hav
been completed.
The Audio Cine
Studios will probably be used
Yiddish
Exhibitors Corp. is plan
ning to make some Jewish pictures
with Ludwig
Satz. and considerable
other indie production activity is in
prospect.

G. A. Metzger Heads
So. California Allied
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — G. A. Metzger is
the new president of the M.P.T.O
of Southern California, which hachanged its name to Allied Theater
Owners of Southern California. Othe
new officers are: vice president, R
D. W7hitson; treasurer, G. A. Ferry
directors, Russell Rogers, K. i
Mann, George F. Bromley and A. I
Sanborn.
New Assistant Conductor at Roxy
Max Fleischmann has been elevatet
from the first violin section of the
Roxy
Symphony
Orchestra
to the
p<>-t of assistant conductor to Mau
rice Baron and Mischa
Violin.
Hanson Newsreel in August
Initial release of the KinogramOscar R. Hanson advertising newsreel is now planned for August. More
than 2.500 theaters have signed to
urday.
play the reel, stated Hanson on SatSpringer Opens
New
Offices
Jack Springer will hold a formal
opening
of his new offices at 2521
Broadway
on Wednesday
afternoon
at 4:30 o'clock.
RKO
West

Pathe Re-signs Rogell

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Albert Rogell, independent producer-director, who directed RKO Pathe's "Sweepstakes,"
has been signed to a long term contract. His first assignment will be
Eddie Quillan's "Eddie Cuts In,"
with Ginger
strong in theRogers
cast. and Robert Arm-

Many Happy
Returns

& GOING

two week-'
business
trip.
plane from Kansas City.
RT
WHEELER
has

4LOTNIN

22,

air
the

I.. A. YOUNG arrive! in New York on
Saturday.
WINFIELD
R. SHEEHAN
left Saturday
for the Coast.
JOHN HIX, cartoonist and creator of the
"Strange
as the
it Seems"
idea for
has
left for
Coast where
he Universal,
will visit
Universal City liefore leaving on a tour of
if • world.

• • • THAT
times are so tough that one executive of a
film company
demanded
every man on the payroll produce an
example of Rigid Economy, according to G. L. Southwell
and one goop brings in the body of a Scotchman on a cake of
ice he got from the Morgue
that we heard one hacktor
greet another along the Great Blight Way, as follows
"I see your first wife is married again."
and the otner
absentmindedly retorts
"Aw, it useter be a hot act when
I first opened in the show."
that when anybody accuses
us of lifting a gag, we now have a Standard Alibi
we tell
the lug that ours is a reissue with sound
if the film biz
can
get idols
away are
with stillit, matinee
why can'tidleswe?
that most or the
matinee

«

«

«

»

»

»

Best wishes and congratulations
are extended by
THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem
bers of the industry, who are celebrat
ing their birthdays:

June 22
Charles Murray
Jack Whiting
Charles Eaton
Edgar Lewis
Marguerite De La Motte
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Killing of Film Operator Spurs Probe in Chicago

PATRONAGE BY FOREIGN ELEMENT RISING
Academy

Revises Membership Plan — 56 Invited to Join

Co-Op
— a five'day plan

Entrance in Arts-Sciences
Group Hereafter to be
As Associate Only

West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Under a new policy
adopted at the last meeting of the
It started in a funny board of directors, all future invitees
Nosing way. In search of an to membership in the Academy of
Around 'dea we were sort of M. P. Arts & Sciences will be adpoking our nose, figuraonly as "Associate" members.
tively speaking, hither and yon, Once amittedyear,
preceding the annual
amongst those cf the motion picture business
meeting
and Awards
Din(Ccmtinued
on Page 7)
industry who use their heads mostly
for thinking purposes. Our objective
was the more or less definite idea
of finding some substantial thoughts
on the best alley out of the present
cinema slow-up. That which we
might gratuitously pass along to our
fellow filmites. And what did our
good ear mostly pick up? Outside
of the obvious and naive conclusion Washington Bureau of THE FILM_ DAILY
\\ Ellington — Warning against exopined by practically 100 per cent of
our interviewees, that what is needed
ploiting coming features at the expense of current pictures is being
most is bigger and better pictures,
by leaders of Allied States
we were decidedly and pessimistically sounded (.Continued
on Page 5)
co-operaof
impressed by a total lack
tive desire on the part of oh so many.
Not only that but in many cases we J. W. Fingerlin Joining
ran plumb into the jolly thought of
Radio As Supervisor
hindering the other fellow wherever West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
possible and occasionally slicing him
Hollywood — John W. Fingerlin,
up as the occasion might require. who
recently left Paramount after
And so, with malice toward n ■ -ie and serving as executive manager of its
charity toward all, we had an idea. New York studio, is understood
To wit, and as follows.
slated to join Radio
Pictures
as a
*
*
*
(Continued
on Pane 7)
Here it i>, and in
A Noble
our own opinion well
of the boy
worthymedal
Expel iilient scout
for the
best deed for the week ending next
Saturday. Why not a big FIVEDAY PLAN of co-operation within
the motion picture industry? Again,
"Hell's Angels" Receipts
why not? It might work. Roughly.
the words and music of this revoluExpected to Double Nut
tionary idea would go about as follows. All film-folk would work toBureau, Tin- FILM DAILY
gether, stop slandering, and aid each
other in common cause. Allied,
Hollywood — "Hell's Angels" already has
M 1'TOA and the Producers would grossed more than its original cost of $4,bury all dynamite and start over 000,000, and is expected to take in over
again from scratch. Trade Paper $7,000,000 before it is through, it is anEditors would devote t he entire
nounced by auditors for Howard Hughes.
days to getting out their paper-. Ex- The picture is now playing in second and
ecutives, Distributors and Bankers third run theaters throughout the country,
would park their stilettos and think with several parts of the world still wait• By JACK

ALICOATE.

ALLIED WARNS AGAINST
EXPLOITING FAR AHEAD

RKO

Pathe Latest To Join

No-Gangster Film Brigade
RKO Pathe will not make any gang films
other than one that is included in the
present production schedule, Lee
told FILM
DAILY
yesterday.

Marcus

BIGGER VALUE EXPECTED
BY PUBLIC, SAYS WESHNER

European Dialogue Films
Building Up Fans for
Regular Houses

Patronage of movie theaters by the
foreign element which has little or
no acquaintance with the English
language has increased at least 20
per cent in the past year, and is continually growing, as a result of the
increasing importation and more
widespread showing of European
talkers in (Continued
tins country,
.. Film
Dmi.i
on Page
8)

ZUKOR DENIES RUMORS

With merchandise and other prices
reduced, the public now looks to
motion picture theaters to give them
more in entertainment than their admissions brought them in the past,
said David Weshner, advertising and
Adolph Zukor yesterday issued a
publicity director of Warner Bros, statement denying the rumors that
theaters, (Continued
yesterday. on Page
Only 5)genuinely have been circulated in some quarters
to the effect that Paramount's studies
in
Joinville,
France,
would
be

Red Star Clearing Out;
Witmark Stays With Fox

(Continued

cm

Page

2)

ing to see

it.

Page

7)

Although Sam Fox Music Co. has One-Operator Patent
taken over Red Star Music Co. from
Sold by Denver Inventor
Fox Film, Jay Witmark, vice-presiDenver — Harold I.c Hew. inventor
dent and general manager of Red
of a method tor eliminating two maStar, will remain with the film comchine- in a projection booth and makpany. His contract has a year to
ing it possible for one operator to
run. Just what his new duties will
attend to the job of fading one reel
be has not
as yeton been
(Continued
Page determined.
8)
into the next, has sold his patent to
U. O. Cumming of New York, who
is believed to he acting for other
parties. The sale was for $1.-50 and
ro\ all

Probe of Chicago Union Racket
Spurred by Killing of Operator

[Continued

on

Chicago — Investigation by the
Slate's Attorney into alleged racketeering by the motion picture opera
tors' union here is being pushed with
greater effort as the result of the murder Saturday night of Jacob Kauf
man, a member of the organization
si
who opposed Thomas Maloy,
business
agentto of death
the union.
Kaufman
-hot
in
a we
I
garage.
Among

thos<

dition to Malo\ .

chief

l- ing sought, n

of Capon. \

labor

University To Analyze
Influence
of Ta Ikies
■
Hollywood — Talkies
as a
strument
of mental
control
of

people

will be the
mental and scientific

the University
summer
The

powerful
in
over
millions

basis of an experilaboratory
study
at

this
California
of Southern
course
endowed
by W.
E

Ramsey of the W E Ramsey fVfreleum Co .
will have the co operation of leading Hoi
lywood
eramen

directors

wnfrn.

actors

and

cam
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Duties of Carl Leserman, western
for Warner-First Nasales manager
tional working under jurisdiction of
constructively from Monday to Friday, inclusive. Studio executives I iradwell Sears, western general sales
would listen with respect to the views manager, have been extended to inof each other. Salesmen would sell
clude coverage of the southern territheir own product and give their
Smith, appointed easterntory.
salesAndymanager under Claude
competitors a five-day rest. Anyone
talking depression would be thrown Ezell when Max Milder was named
to the M (.-M lion, and double-cross- managing director for Warner-F. N.
ers caught spreading malicious gos- in Great Britain, formerly was in
sip would be forced to stand or charge of this territory.
second base at the Polo Grounds anc
shout '1 am * a meanie"
*
* 997 times
(Continued

Twin. lmZ3. 1S31
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an'srn Field
Leserm
Extend
To Include
Southe
Area

from
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At any
conditions,
from rate,
the mental
.standpoint at least, in
this great art of selling
screen entertainment, have almost
reached the irreducible minimum.
Why not, then, give this five-day
plan a chance? It surely has the advantage of being novel, and regardless of whether it works for good or
evil, at the end of five days conditions, as far as making faces are concerned, can certainly be no worse.
P. S. My address in case the Noble
Peace Committee wishes to reach me
is e/o this publication.
Nothing
To Lose

M. A. Shea Takes Over
Two Jamestown Houses

Eastman Offers Million
For Brussels Hospital

Brussels, Belgium — George Eastman of Rochester has offered $1,000,000 to the city of Brussels for the
erection of a dental institute. One
condition of the offer is that the city
supply an equal sum toward the
project. Similar donations have already been made by Eastman to
Paris, Berlin and London.
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — M. H. Hoffman, M.
H. Hoffman, Jr., and Allied Pictures
Corp., are in no way connected with
Milton E. Hoffman, whose reported
bankruptcy
news
story. was the subject of a local

Jamestown, N. Y. — M. A. Shea, of
Arthur Loew Gets Wings
Xcw York, operator of Shea's Jamestown, and Shea's Bradford in BradArthur Loew is now a full-fledged
ford, Pa., has leased both the Grand airplane
pilot, having received his
and Lyceum Theaters in Jamestown. merce.
wings from the Department of ComAbbreviated "Ubangi" at Roxy
Beginning Friday the Roxy will
Legion Post Meeting Today
play an abbreviated version of
Membership drive plans will be
"Ubangi," distributed by Capitol Film
Exchange. The feature will be cut formulated by members of the S.
to three reels and will be shown Rankin Drew Post, American
Legion, at a luncheon and meeting
at the morning and supper shows.
+
'A
at 12:30 o'clock today at the M. P.
f 1 /
Club. Representatives of the various
+ 2'/
organizations attending are: Frank
Technicolor
6)4
SH
6)4 +
Yj
COMING
&
GOING
C. Walker, M. P. T. O. A.; Eugene
Trans-Lux
b'A
5)4
6 'A +
'A
MARKET
BOND
YORK
NEW
Zukor, George Harvey, Gradwell
— 1
38 38
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 41
mount 6s 47.. 90)4
90/a
90)4
■■■■■
Sears, Joel Swenson and representa\V. RAY
JOHNSTON,
MORRIS
tives of the M. P. Operators, stage
Tar. By. 5#s51..100j4
100/3 100/2 — Jj SCHLANK and ALBERT GOODMAN
Par. 5;, -50
81
80/*
81
+ l/8 leave New York today for the coast. John- hands and musicians.
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Eastman Films I1
Inc.|
I J. E. Brulatour,
—

1,

♦♦
%
:.:

8

:.:
J.:
**.♦♦.

Chicago
727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLly wood 4121

July 15: Educational-Tiffany regional sales
convention,
New York.
July 20-21: Annual summer meeting of
North and South Carolina Theater Owners' Ass'n, at the
Hotel Oceanic, Wrightsville
Beach, Wilmington,
N. C.
Aug. 3-22 : British film festival, sponsored
by British International Pictures,
Malvern,
England.
Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Minneapolis.
Nov. 4 : Annual
meeting of Academy of
wood.
M. P. Arts & Sciences, Holly-

New

Incorporations

NEW
YORK
CHARTER
Perfection Pictures Corp., motion pictures ;
Hulbert & Heermance, 551 Fifth Ave., New
York.
500 shares common.
DELAWARE
CHARTER
World Biographical Association, Inc., Pearl
River, N. Y., motion pictures ; Registrar &
Transfer
Co., Dover,
Del.
2,000
shares
common.
DESIGNATIONS
Art-Craft
Pictures
Corp., Delaware,
tion pictures, 100 shares common.
DISSOLUTIONS
W. E. Theater Corp., New York.

mo-

NAME
CHANGE
Third Dimension Films, Inc., to Rextex,
Inc., New York.

WANTED
Scientific and Educational
films. (Sound) for England.
Write ERS
COHAN,
care of POWCINEPHONE.
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.

H
'A

ston will remain there about three weeks,
during which he will discuss Monogram
Pictures production
plans.
CECIL DcMlLLE sails for Europe on
Louis Weiss Plans Trip
Wednesday
aboard
the
lie De France.
Louis Weiss of Artclass leaves late
JACK ROIIER of Excellent Film Exchange, Toronto, is in New York to line
this week for Chicago as the first
up new product.
stop on a trip which eventually takes
AL LlCHTMAN leaves today on a trip
Kim to the Coast. He will visit ex- to Cleveland, Cincinnati and New Orleans.
STERN is en route to Europe from
changes in St. Louis, Denver and XewABEYork.
Kansas City.
MR. and MRS. A. W. Schwalberg leave
tonorrow
for Bermuda
on their honeymoon.
PHILLIPS HOLMES arrives this week
from the coast.
AL SHEAN, who has been writing comedy
New York
Long Island City £ for the Marx Brothers picture at the Parastudios in Hollywood, is on his way
154 Crescent St. ♦♦ back to mountNew
1540 Broadway
ft
York.
ft
BRyant 9-4712
STillwell 4-7940
y
HENRIETTA COHN, unit manager at
£
i.i
the Paramount coast studios, has left for the
east on a vacation.
...

June 27 Outing
L. I. of Columbia Pictures Social Club, Karatsonyi's, Glen Cove,

A Different Hoffman

MARKET

High
6
13J*

DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S
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SIDNEY Bl'CHMAN, Paramount scenarist, has lieen called to New York by the
illness of his father.

For

to

Viola Irene Cooper
9 E. 59th St.
New
VOlunteer 5-5543

PUBLIC

PROJECTION
ROOM
Latest R.C.A.
Photophone Equipment

I •"^Hol
/jNights,
idays Sundays,
by appointment

Scripts and Scribes
Go

Reilly Rejoins "Cine-Mundial"
Bill Reilly, formerly with CineMundial as promotion and advertising manager, yesterday returned to
that publication as merchandising
manager. He will assist American
advertisers in developing new sales
channels
in Spanish-speaking countries.

York

Under the personal supervision
of Hymie Silverman
MOTORIZED TALKING
PICTURE SERVICE, Inc.
729 7th Ave.

BRyant 9-5721

The Finest Projection Room
(Western Electric System I

$1.25 per reel
4 private cutting rooms
DU-ART

FILM

LAB

55th

Street

245 West
Columbus

5-4907
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GEVAERT
"SAFETY"

1

16 & 35 MM
B & W and Colors
UNIFORM— BRILLIANT
FINE
GRAIN— DURABLE
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RAWSTOCK
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Gevaert
America,Company
Inc.
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♦.♦ 423 W. 55th St.
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TELL THE WORLD
YOU'VE GOT
McNAMEE !
(No. 722 Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle,
President of the Universal Pictures Corporation)
DON'T OVERLOOK THE TREMENDOUS
in your newspaper and lobby advertising.
EVEN THOUGH

YOU

ARE REGULARLY

PULLING POWER

OF GRAHAM

USING UNIVERSAL

NEWSREELS

McNAMEE
- EASILY

the most popular in the world — you should not fail to advertise them.
MILLIONS OF PEOPLE HAVE DEMONSTRATED THAT THEY ARE DELIGHTED
McNamee's manner of broadcasting over the radio as well as on the screen.
CASH IN ON THAT FACT WITH ALL THE POWER AT YOUR COMMAND-JUST
you cash in on the star names in your feature pictures.
UNIVERSAL

EXCHANGES

CAN

SUPPLY YOU

WITH

EVERYTHING

YOU

WITH
AS

NEED FOR

this purpose. They have a splendid de luxe art one-sheet, as well as a 22 by 28 lobby card,
cut-out heads of McNamee and special sets of 8 by 10 portraits. In addition to this they can
supply you with the regular bulletin of contents of each issue of Universale Newsreels.
GET A SUPPLY OF McNAMEE NEWSPAPER CUTS AND USE THEM REGULARLY IN
your advertising space.
WHAT OTHER STAR ON EARTH COULD STAND THE TEST OF WORKING EVERY
week in pictures?
McNAMEE HAS BEEN APPEARING REGULARLY IN UNIVERSAL NEWSREELS AND
instead of getting tired of him the audiences everywhere begin to applaud the instant his
name appears on the main title.
IT'S A TONIC FOR ANY AUDIENCE. McNAMEE'S METHOD OF BROADCASTING
lifts the people out of themselves and they respond by frequent and hearty applause or laughter.
UNIVERSAL NEWSREELS AND McNAMEE ARE FIRST IN THE NEWSREEL RACE AND
there is no close second, third or fourthl

WHEN YOU'VE GOT
your people about it!

with

A

BET LIKE THIS - PLAY

IT ACROSS

THE BOARD.

TELL

UNIVERSAL :lr;il:/

THE
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TIMELY TOPICS

I'm amount's Four
Cinderella Girls
TTHE Paramount studios in
Hollywood have become the
home of Cinderella girls with
four screen unknowns being
placed in leading film roles within the past few months. The
quartet of players to feel the
touch of the magic wand are
Sylvia Sidney, Carman Barnes,
Peggy Shannon and Ruth Hall,
who have recently followed in
the footsteps of Frances Dee,
who became the company's first
Cinderella girl a year ago this
month. Miss Dee was an extra
Thru" when
"Follow saw
in Chevalier
girl
Maurice
her in the
studio cafe and was instrumental
in having tests made of the girl
who became his leading woman
in "Playboy of Paris." Four
months ago, Sylvia Sidney was
waiting under contract to Paramount for another picture to begin when Clara Bow became ill
and Miss Sidney was placed in
a co-starring role with Gary
which
Streets,"
"Citybeen
Cooperto inhave
was
played by
Miss Bow. At the same time
Miss Sidney became a Cinderella girl, Carman Barnes, school
girl writer under contract to
Paramount, was given a screen
test which resulted in her being
made a star over night. Shortly
after Miss Dee was selected
from extra ranks for a leading
part, Ruth Hall, pretty Florida
college girl, decided to follow
Frances' footsteps. She went to
Hollywood. After a year as an
extra, she was given the romanBusiness"
"Monkey
lead inFour
withtic the
Marx Brothers.
Peggy Shannon has just emulated Miss Sidney. She replaced
"The Secret Call"
in became
Bow star
Clara the
when
ill.
— Arch Reeve
:THE
IM NtfHMftt
Of niMIOM

Congratulates:
a

G. ROBINSON

fascinating
the Warner

performance
Bros, hit,

"Smart Money"
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• • • PICTURE OF An Actor's Day in Hollywood
six a. m.
Walter Huston
as seen by one of 'em
the Bevat
t
apartmen
phone rings in the movie actor's
Huston."
Mister
o'clock,
six
"It's
Wilshire
erlyshower ........
sleepily outa bed
business of tumbling
shivering in
down to the garage for the car
coffee
Nash stude
First
the
to
out
drive
cold morning air
the
at Burbank
*
*
*
*
the day's lines while applying make-up
• MUMBLING
then the flesh..first the liquid base sponged on
still trying to
on the set at 8:30
tinted powder
imagine trying to
erase fumes of sleep from the brain
emote at 8:30 in the morn for an actor who all Wis life has gone
inner worries
before the footlights at 8:30 at night!
and how the devil can they
this picture MUST be good
expect
morning scintillating histrionics at this blankety-blank hour of the
*
*
*
*
• • • POSING while props are moved to the proper angle
dithe cameramen satisfied
lights adjusted
"I'm the king
the scene is shot
rector placated
and this in stenof the underworld — my word is law!"
at 8:30 in the morntorian tones, on an empty stomach
in a corner a hot argument in sibilant monosyllables
ing
"Silence!" growls the director
between three of the cast
glory halleluthis one's okeh
another take
jah there's a break
*
*
*
*
• • • SOME
IOWA
tourists are piloted onto the stage
they stand on sidelines during change of lights, and gape
at the actors
Oh, lookit Walter Huston.
Why,
Dolly,
he looks homelier than in the pictures."
"Why,
Maisie,
how can you say that? I think he looks wonderful! I wonder
business of actor dodging around
if wc can meet him?"
scenery
*
*
*
*
• • • MORE INTERRUPTIONS
a publicity man

•

•

brings a foreign celeb on the set
he can't talk English
and the actor can't talk his language
a fountain pen is
thrust into the actor's hand
the perennial autograph
an imbecile hobby
then endorsement of a hair oil
wotta life!
*
*
*
*
• • • LUNCHEON
a lotta screen
celebs
sitting
around
smiles
nods
bows
well, it's a good lunch
let's go to it
aw, not a chance ........ a publicity
man with a middle aged fan writer in tow
then a tortuous hour
"What
kind of women
do you like?"
"Is it true that you eat beans with your knife?"
"What
are the innermost secrets of your love life?"
stupid, silly,
inane questions
fans are decorative and unimportant
fan writers are unimportant
*
*
*
*
• • • BACK ON the set
lighting adjustments
discussion of part with the director
delays
sound
stage is suffocatingly hot
the actor's makeup melts and
runs
pats more powder on
a "take"
ruined
because a minor actor slipped on his lines
another take
okeh
*
*
*
*
• • • SIX O'CLOCK
the day's work is over
with about three to six minutes of actual dialogue to show for
the nine hours of frenzied work
director and players troop
into the projection room to view the previous day's rushes
tliis. is either the best part of the day or the worst
one
sees how good or how lousy he is
mental reactions
"Not so bad."
"Wish I hadn't done that."
"Mmm,
that's not so hot."
"Ah, that's better."
"Wonder
what the director is thinking?"
*
*
*
*
• • • LIGHTS IN projection room go up
Rowland
V. Lee, the director, speaking
"You needn't show up till
eleven tomorrow,
Walter."
hooray!
wot a grand
and glorious feeling
a vacation
for three hours.
«

«

«

»

»

»

On "Public Enemy"
HpHE most comprehensive and
effective campaign that has
been put over in exploiting "The
Public Enemy" is that which
was gotten up by the Warner
staff in Washington, D. C, to
precede the picture's introduction
there at the Earle theater. Particular stress was laid on the advertising campaign, six special
designs being used in the display
matter in the newspapers. There
was wide distribution of heralds
and a concentrated effort made
in getting up effective trailer and
lobby matter. The special trailer was unique. For a few seconds before it was flashed on
the screen there were three
booming shots behind the screen
and these merged into a rat-tattat machine gun fire that was
used as a background for most
of the scenes in the trailer. This
machine gun fire was obtained by
simple means. An electric fan
was used in conjunction with a
heavy removed
bass drum".
The fan
blades
were
from the
and
straps attached. The fan was
placed near the drum and when
the current was turned on the
straps beat a tatoo on the drum.
By moving the drum the volume
of sound could be increased or
reduced to a series of muffled reports. Frank La Fake, of the
Warner Washington staff, says
that the exploitation was productive of such fine results that
he is recommending it to all exhibitors who are yet to play the
picture.
— Earle,

Washington, D. C.

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THI
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

June 23
Lee Moran
Vera Steadman
Rosa Rosanova
Harold Godsoe
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ALLIED WARNS AGAINST
EXPLOITING FAR AHEAD
(Continued
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Ass'n. Numerous houses, it is pointed out, advertise so many pictures
in their billings that it causes confusion in their patrons' minds as to
which pictures are current.

RKO Circuit Taking Over
Second House in Ft. Worth
Forth Worth — RKO takes over
the Hollywood on Aug. 1 under a
lease with Jesse Jones of Houston.
This will give the circuit two houses
here. The other is the Majestic,
which will continue its present policy, while the Hollywood will show
first-run pictures only.

Booby Prize
There are many silly things being done this year in the name of economy.
Business men lose their heads when profits start to dwindle. Working on the
theory that "the little things count," ordinarily broad-minded executives are
spending their time figuring out ways to save money on paper clips and string.
The booby prize for the year, however, goes to the man who is responsible
for an economy move that resulted in a business paper receiving the following
letter:
"I have your letter of May 6 suggesting renewal of subscription to your
publication.
"We regret to inform you that our company has adopted a rule that during
1931 we cannot renew subscriptions to trade papers."
Perhaps the company will save a total of $15 or $20 through this new
rule. The actual loss to the company through lack of knowledge of what others
in its industry are doing and absence of the stimulation that the business
papers have furnished its officers and department heads in the past may run
into many thousands of dollars.
And the president will probably report to stockholders at the end of the
year that "we have materially reduced our operating expenses during the
year" — yet profits are likely to be lower than ever. — Printers' Ink.

Television Demonstration
Ulises A. Sanabria, 24-year-old inDick Talmadge Film Renamed
ventor of Chicago, successfully demWest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
onstrated transmission and reception
of
television
on a six-foot screen in
Hollywood — "Scareheads" is the
new title of the forthcoming news- New York yesterday at a private
paper story being made by Richard showing for members of the press
Talmadge Productions, with Dick and radio and television engineers.
The demonstration was under the
Talmadge in the leading role. Jl
was formerly called "Devilbound." auspices of the Shortwave and TeleProduction begins soon at Universal
vision Corp. of New York and BosCity.
ton in conjunction with the laboratory of U. A. Sanabria.
Vaude at Los Angeles
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
To Vote on Sunday Shows
Los Angeies — Vaudeville will supplement films at the Los Angeles
Jasper, Ala. — Election to decide
beginning Thursday. Leon Errol will whether Sunday shows will be conbe master of ceremonies.
tinued isto be held June 29.

Fox West Coast Promotions
Denver — With the resignation of
William Fairchild, manager of the
Lincoln, Cheyenne, Wyo., to enter
the printing business, following advancements are announced by Fox
West Coast: Chet Miller, from the
Fox, North riatte, Neb., to the Lincoln; Harry P. Ashton, from the
Longmont, Longmont, Colo., to the
Fox at North Platte, and Chas. U.
Yeager, booker, made manager of the
Longmont.

BIGGER VALUE EXPECTED
BYPUBLICSAYSWESHNER
(.Continued

from

Page

1)

entertaining product, backed by astute showmanship, can overcome this
situation, he declared. Price cutting,
Weshncr said, is not a solution to
this problem as it only serves to
slash a house's revenue.

Buchanan To Star in First
Pathe British Production
First of the six features to be produced in England by Basil Dean for
RKO Pathe will star Jack Buchanan
and will be delivered Aug 15, according to dispatches which reached
RKO Pathe home office yesterday.
The pictures will be made to fill the
British quota requirements and will
each include some well-known stage
or screen star.
Another development in the foreign
field for RKO Pathe is the closing
of contracts whereby RKO Pathe
features for the coming season will
be shown in China, Cuba, Dutch
East Indies, Federated Malay States,
Phillipine Islands, Panama, Jamaica
and Poland.

British Films for Soviet
Television for Memphis
London — Negotiations are under
Memphis — WMC plans to install way between British International
television equipment costing $27,000. Pictures and Sovkino, the Soviet film
Application for a permit has already combine, for the booking of B.I. P.
been filed in Washington.
pictures in the Soviet republic.
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M. P. ACADEMY REVISES
ITS MEMBERSHIP POLICY
(.Continued

from

Page

1)

ner, the directors, on recommendation of the branch executive committees and the membership committee,
will select from the associate list
those individuals who are deemed to
be entitled to the special distinction
\
of "Academy" membership.
Academy members pay $25 initiation and $2.50 monthly and have all
privileges, including vote on all
Academy matters, and may serve on
the board of directors. Associate
members' admission fee is $15, with
dues of $1 a month, and voting privileges are limited to branch policies
and actions.
The board of directors has issued
56 invitations to associate membership, as follows:
Actors Branch: Marguerite Churchill,
James Kirkwood, Warner Richmond, Stuart
Holmes, Edmund Breese, William V. Mong.
William Collier, Max Davidson, Robert
Frazer. William Farnum. Montagu Love.
Walter Pidgeon, Emmett Corrigan, Ernest
Hilliard. Jason
Robards,
Ned
Sparks.
Writers Branch : Robert R. Presnell, William Kernell, Arthur Jones, George Landy.
Directors Branch:
Paul Stein.
Producers Branch: Grant Cook, Abe Lehr.
Lou J. Halper. Harold B. Wallis. Robert
North, Henry Hobart, Myles Connelly, Louis
Brock, Ben Jacksen, Harry Joe Brown, John
Burch, R. E. Pagel, Quinn Martin, Lou Ransome. Leon d'Usseau, John Stone.
Technicians Branch : William Johnson.
\_harlcs Odds, Bernard Herzbrun, Irving G.
Ries, Merritt Gerstad, Charles Glauner Olin
L. Dupy, Earl Sponable, Carroll S. Pratt,
A. Norwood Fenton, William Eglington, Herford Tynes
Cowling,
Thad.
C. Barrows.
Special Classification: Dr. Hans L. Boehm,
Nathan Golden, Frank C. Badgley, Harry
Ti*rney,
Max
Steiner, William
T. Johnston.

Seating Industry Adopts Rules
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Rules relating to
economical and ethical standards for
manufacturers of seats for public
auditoriums, theaters and churches
have been accepted by the seating industry, the Federal Trade Commission announces. The code is the result of the trade practice conference
held here in December.
Memphis Co. Drops One
Memphis — Operating control of the
Rosemary was recently relinquished
by Memphis Theater & Equipment
Co. C. F. Boyd continues to direct
the other houses in the group, including Ritz, Malco, Capitol, Cameo,
Chelsea and Normal

SUNSHIN€
IN

THE
NEWS
DAY'S
Better feeling toward American films
and improvement in theater situation
abroad arc seen as among results of
the war debt relief.

El

HOLLYWOOD

FLASHES

flv RALPH

who
T BLUME
JyfOR
recently
returnedNSTOC
from K,
Xew York
and who has been writing for Lou
Brock Productions, is now writing an
original for Tiffany.
* *
*
William Powell and Carole l.nmhavd have
filed marriage
intentions.

*

*

«

Alice White's first picture under the Tiffany banner is noiv being selected by Phil
Goldstone,
studio
chief.

*

*

*

M-G-M has given new contracts to Sam
Wood, John Mcchan and John Miljan. The
company also has bought the Edgar Sclwyn
stage drama,
"The
* Mir.
*
*
Recent cast assignments at M-G-M include Madge Evans, Dorothy Jordan and
Anita Page for "Boarding School," which
Harry Pollard will direct; Zasu Pitts for
"The Guardsman." and Jean Hersholt for
"Lullaby."

*

*

*

Production of "Night Life in Reno," first
of a series of 12 Artclass society dramas, is
under way with Ray Cannon directing. The
cast comprises: James Rennie, June Collyer,
Dixie Lee, Natalie Morehcad, I.ina Basquette,
Arthur
Houseman
and Clarence
Wilson.

*

*

*

Lois Wilson has been borrowed from
Vti
versai by Howard Hughes to appear with B<
lie Dove release.
in "The Alary
Age for
Love'' also
for will
L'nitcil
Artists
Duncan
be
in the picture, which Frank Lloyd is to direct

*

*

*

Harry Carey will appear in "Tin Mad
Marriage
" RKO Pathe production starring
Helen
Twelvetrees.

*

*

ZUKOR DENIES
FRENCH STUDIO

WILK
Francis Edwards Faragoh. who wrote the
screen version of "Little Caesar" and who
is now under contract to Universal, is being sought by Samuel Goldwyn to write the
screen
Swansea.play of an untitled original for Gloria
*
*
*
Rouben

Mamoulian,

who

din

and
"Applause,"
will direct
"Dr.
Jekyll
and
Mr.
Hyde"
for
Paramount.
Wings
Over
Europe,"
"Porgy"
and "Maris
Millions"
were
among
the
plays
he
staged for the Theater
Guild.

*

*

*

Lina Basquette lias been signed to head
the cast of "Morals ior Women," which Tiffany will make, with due Lewis directing.
She lias just completed the feminine lead opposite Ken Maynard in "The Arizonian."
which was directed bj I'liil Kosen. It i*
understood that Universal and Tiffany are
dickering with Miss Basquette to sign a long
term contract.

*

*

*

William Grciv, Broadway playwright who
wrote "My Girl Friday." will write the story
for the next Clark and McCullotigh comedy,
which will be mailc 6j» Lou Brock Prods.,
for release through
Radio Pictures.

*

*

*

*

Llewellyn
Miller
relates
the
story
being
told on Bernard Toplitsky
who pave a .
party at Malibu.
A pair of uninvited Iodic
who
had crashed
the party caught
sight o
their
host.
"Who's
hat
guy?"
said
one.
"Never saw him before," said the othei
"Probably just muscled in to get a look <

•*

*
*
*
who's
here."
Scotchmen are supposed to he of a saving
disposition, but Ray Lissner found one who
refused to save his breath. The Scotchman.
*
*
*
kilties and all, was playing the bagpipes at
a Pasadena lawn fete when Ray and Richard
Probably the most enthusiastic pre-view of Boleslavsky, his chief, sought exterior shots
the
year
was
that
for
"Five-Star
Final."
which was directed by Mervyn LeRoy. EvCTy for
"Kisses by Command," which stars Ivan
l.ehedeff.
major studio was represented in the audi*
*
*
ence. Among those who attended were J.
L. Warner, Darryl Zanuck. Hal Wallis,
More Passing Show: Marlene Dietrich.
Dave Selznick, Eph Asher, Marion Gering, Ann Harding, Josef von Sternberg, Clarence
Henry Henigson, Arthur Caesar, Manny Brown, Mervyn LeRoy. Hal Wallis. Ginger
Wolf. Lou Maren, Endre Bohem. A. A. Rogers, Sara Jaffe, Wesley Ruggles, Bob
Kline,
Edward
Churchill,
Sammy
Fuller.
Montgomery, Michael Curtiz, Besse Mere*
*
*
dyth, Benny Ruben, Nat Goldstone. Lew
Valentin Mandelstamm and his dog, Schreiber at the opening of "The Man in
ver City.
'Banjo," are sailing from Paris on June 23. Possession"; John Farrow motoring to CulMandelstamm is the French counsellor for
*
*
*
several leading studios here and also repreGladys,
daughter
of
Simeon
Allcr, is the
sentsmatters.
the French government in motion picture
youngest member of the California Water
Color Society. Her paintings are attracting
*
*
*
hibits.
much attention and she has had three exLouis Stevens, who wrote "Marcheta," an
*
*
*
original,
and
the
adaptation
of
"The
Dove,"
which will be made by Radio Pictures, is now
Here and There: Seymour Felix. J. Wal
working on the screen version of "The Bird ter Ruben, Ricardo Cortez, Melville Brown,
of Paradise " which will also be made by
Dave Epstein, Joe Traub at the CorbettRadio. He is a prolific writer and his books
Gracc fight ; Charlie Burr visiting Educainclude "Here Comes Pancho Villa" and "All
tional on business.
*
*
*
the Kings Horses."
»
*
*
Conchita
Montenegro
has been
signed
to
Our Passing Show: Harold Ross of "The
a contract
by Fox.
Her first role will be
New Yorker." chatting with Groucho Marx
the feminine
lead in the Spanish
vea
and Arthur Sheekman; Maurice Revnes mo"Doctors'
Wives."
She
also will play in
toring to Culver City; Garrett Fort assumEnglish
language
pictures.
ing his writing
duties at RKO
Pathe.
*
»
*

Howard Hughes has started production of
"Scarface," with Paul Mum in the title role
and Howard
Hawks directing.

*

Walter
Thompson.
itor, edited "Beach
Mr."
"Lemon
dimmed
Up." *
Agnes

*

*

Phil

supervisor. He is expected to leave
New York for the (<>a~t in about
two weeks. Fingerlin was with Paramount for 10 consecutive years.
Northwest Allied Moves Offices
Minneapolis — Allied Theaters of
Minnesota, North Dakota and South
Dakota have moved their offices
from the Nicollet Hotel to the Pence
Building, 8th and Hennepin Sts.
McKivett Back in Racine House
Racine, Wis. — Owen McKivett is
back at Warners' Venetian as manager, succeeding Bryan Griffiths. McKivett handled the house until about
six months, when Lon Ramsdell took
over the reins.

Capacity for "Smart tcrriffic
Money" heat
Not!
wave, "Smart Money," at the Winter
Garden, played to capacity over the
week-end, giving the house a gross of
$34,000 in its first four days, arroHing to Warner Bros.
Spauldings Add Two
Flora, 111. — Spaulding Bros, of
Taylorville, operating houses in
Effingham and Litchfield, have taken
over the Orpheum and Casino here
Both theaters will be improved.
Sam
Berger
In Mexico City
Sam Berger, eastern seaboard sales
representative
for
M-G-M,
has
reached Mexico City on a tour and
survey of Latin American countries.
H-F Managers Shifted
Kansas
City — Edgar Jon.
placed John Todd as manager at the
Hughes
Franklin
Dixie at Olathe.
Kans.i

has

been

transferred

to the managership of the Maywood,
Independence, Mo., succeeding Dan
Snider,

resigned.

John
Boles is definitely out of the cast .>■
"Strictly Dishonorable,"
due to illness, Vni
versai announces.
His successor
is nan
sought,

*

*

Christine Johnston

*

J. W. Fingerlin Joining
Radio from
As Supervisor
(Contit.ued
Page
1)

*

RKO
Pathe
film
edPajamas." "That's
News
Meringue"
and
"All
is writing the

adaptation
"Rich
Men's
Wive," nn with
inal which ofshe
wrote
in collaboration
her husband, Frank M. Da:ey. The-;
wiote "Sweet Straniicr," which ran on Broadwoy
this season.
Men's Wives" will he
pnduced
fry Radio"Rich
Pictures.

*

1)

*

Richard Thorpe is directing "The Lady
from Nowhere" at Tec-Art studios, for Chesterfield Pictures. Harney (lerard is supervising. The cast is headed by Alice Day
and John
Holland.

*

< Continued from Paae

closed. In a cablegram to David
Souhami, managing director of the
company's French organization.
Zukor said the Joinville plant will
continue production according to the
plans recently announced.

*

II. Whitman
is directing
"The
Mystery Train," a feature, ("i Larry
Darmoor.
Mis
cast Include*
Marceb'ne
Day,
Hedda
Bryant
Washburn,
Nick
Stuart,
Mary
McLaren.
Eddie
Peatherstone and othJames
S. Brown.
Jr . is handling
the
era work,
while
Neal
Jack is in rharge
( the sound
recording.

*

*

Jimmy
Kelly and Janus Kind, formi
players, havi
ned for parts in Radio
Pictures' "Fanny * E li * l in self."
»
Sidney Toler has been added
of

Universal'*
l

to the c»»t

"Strictly
*
» Dishonorable."
♦
will

l

hi

" which
I-" - inti
week
al Universal
I'
by W. Chi
*
*
*

>n

tin*

Bntiih
mchtie

Bjiry
■
the
hofoiiw
of
Ik*
..-<1 jt icjRich in «»d
h»r
lntrrn.ition.il
picluir
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»ni
niuh

Barbara
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Bedford
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KILLING OF OPERATOR
Short Shots from Eastern Studios
SPURS CHICAGO PROBE
By HARRY

Ralph Donovan,
O'Hara, Maloy's
chief
aid;ite;Eddie
Jack Quinn,
union official, and Frank Clifford, assistant business agent.
Assistant State's Attorney Lounsbury, in charge of the investigation,
said he believed union officials feared
Kaufman might give damaging evidence to investigators.
The inquiry is sweeping out,
Lounsbury said, to include Joseph
Maloy, Thomas's brother, and head
of the city motion picture bureau.
Lounsbury said membership of the
union has been kept at 580 for the
past ten years. The rest of the operators are called "permit men," with
temporary cards, and must pay 10
per cent of their wages into the union
treasury.
The trouble revolves chiefly around
charges that there has been racketeering in the issuance of permits to
non-members.

Rene Clair To Remake
"Le Million" in English
London — "Le Million," the Tobis
production directed by Rene Clair in
French, and which has registered a
big hit in France, Germany, England
and the U. S., is to be re-made in
English, it is announced by James V.
Bryson, managing director for Universal, on his return from conferences
with Tobis officials and Clair. The
English version is to be ready by
September. U is distributing "Le
Million" in England.

QEORGE OFFERMAX, JR., who
has an important supporting role
in "Personal Maid,'' lias appeared in
numerous stage productions despite
the fact that he is only 15 years old.
He recently played with Ed Wynn in
Ziegfeld's "Simple Simon," for two
seasons, prior to which he appeared
in such plays as "Strange Interlude"
and "An Enemy of the People."
Ernest Lawford, upon completing
his role in "Personal Maid," left
for Minneapolis where he will be
guest star in the University of Minnesota's production of "Marco's Millions," Theater Guild success, which
he ivill also direct.
While Sam Sax, Vitaphone's production chief, is vacationing in Bermuda, his assistant, Monte Shaff, is
supervising the tests for the leading
roles in the S. S. Van Dine series of
two reel detective mystery shorts.
Van Dine has already turned in his
first story, "The Clyde Mystery,"
which has been scenarized by Burnet
Hershey, Vitaphone staff writer.
Part of the story of "Personal
Maid" takes place in a pullman car,
an exact replica of which has been
erected under the supervision of
Paramount's art department, Karl
Freund and his camera crew, who
are working on the upper stage, say
that photographing these scenes in
action is no soft berth.
A new projection room has been
installed at The Warner Vitaphone
studio and there is also a new cutting room. The plant, on its reopening next month, will be able to boast
of three sound stages patterned after
those at Burbank, on the Coast.

SEE GROWING PATRONAGE
FROM FOREIGN ELEMENT

Sr. BLAIR

Paramount has been engaged in
making a number of color tests recently using what almost amounts to
a natural street make-up developed
by Edward Senz, make-up chief.
Thelma White and Kitty Watson,
a new Vitaphone team to be known
as "The Girl Friends," will be featured in six of the 12 two-reel "Big
Star Comedies," planned by Vitaphone. Thelma White has already
appeared in eight Vitaphone shorts,
in most of which she was co-starred
with Billy Wayne. The series will
mark the screen debut of Miss Watson.

(Continued from Page
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survey shows. At the same time,
there has been an appreciable rise in
patronage from the ranks of the intelligensia who are interested in the
foreign productions from a cultural
ment.
viewpoint as well as for entertain-

While this business has gone
largely to the art theaters and foreign policy houses being established in most of the larger cities, managers of these theaters are of the
opinion that it is incidentally resulting
in building up extra trade for the
regular picture houses as well.
In attracting foreign-speaking patrons to talkers in their own tongue,
Edward Heyman and John W. they have helped to sharpen the apGreen, composers of numerous song
petite for more screen entertainment,
hits including the immortal "Body and in the case of parents with a
and Soul," have written two brand slight understanding of English, but
new numbers which Ethel Merman having children acquainted with the
will introduce in her next Paramount American language, attendanc
e by the
short. Their titles are "Hello! My old folks at the foreign policy houses
Lover, Goodbye!" and "Shake Well has increased their interest and made
Before Using." Casey Robinson will them more amenable toward the
direct the picture, as yet untitled.
American picture houses attended by
their children.
Now it can be told. Stephen Harrison, assistant director at Paramount's New York studio is an Oxford graduate. He was afraid to ad(Continued fiom Page 1)
mit the fact until certain of returnOffices of Red Star Music Co., which
ing
to
Blighty.
He's
sailing
on
the
Olympic Friday after officiating on was formed when talking pictures and
all of the Namcy Carroll pictures
musicals in particular came into popmade here.
ularity, will soon be vacated at 729
Seventh Ave.
Motorized Talking Picture Service
supplied the portable equipment for
Bobb Jones With Spalding Co.
a special showing for the King of
Siam, held on the Whitelaw Reid
Bobby Jones, whose series of golf
estate at Purchase, N Y. The same shorts are being distributed by Vitaoutfit also furnished projection appa- house. phone, has become a partner in A.
ratus for Film Daily's Golf Tourna- G. Spalding & Bros., sporting goods
ment at the Fenimore Country Club,
and, as a result, secured a contract
Mortenson in Portchester
to equip the club for sound pictures.
Hartford, Conn. — Carl Mortenson,
"My sin," now in production with assistant to Manager C. F. Benson
Tallulah Bankhead and Fredric of the Palace, has been transferred
March co-starred, is from an orig- to the Fox-Capitol in Portchester
inal screen story by Owen Davis as assistant manager.
and Adelaide Heilbron. George Abbott is directing.
R. A. McNeill on Orient Tour
San Francisco — R. A. McNeill,
vice president and general manager
"Arizona" Release June 27
of the Golden State circuit, has left
"Arizona,"
Columbia's
adaptation
of the
stage
play
by
Augustus on a two months' tour of the Orient.
Thomas,
is scheduled
for release

"Broadminded" for Strand
"Broadminded," the latest picture
made by Joe E. Brown for First National, is slated for a Broadway preAs an indication of what the avermiere at the Strand, probably on July
age movie extra is up against with
3. Ona Munson, William Collier, regard to promotion, it is a matter
Jr., and Marjorie White are promi of record that not one of the many
hundreds of extras employed at Paranent in the star's support.
mount's New York studio since the
Van Doren Reopens House
introduction of dialogue has been
Waterbury, Conn. — The Hamilton, given a contract or advanced to featured roles.
east end neighborhood house, newly
rebuilt, has been reopened by Van
Doren, who formerly operated the
Regent, New Haven. The Hamilton
Plan Surgery Films in Color
was rebuilt by Walter Donovan, West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
formerly operator of the Cameo,
Hollywood — Robert E. Welch, proWest Haven.
ducer of "Beauty Secrets from Hollywood," in Technicolor for Para- June 27.
mount release, is planning a series
Burlesque in Bridgeport House
of informative color films on operaThree Actresses Laid Up
tive and medical subjects for showing
Bridgeport, Conn. — West End has
to surgeons, doctors and medical announced a policy of burlesque and
Wttt Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
schools.
films for the summer moths. Two
Hollywood— It was a bad week-end for
shows a day are scheduled, starting
this week.
the film capital's feminine stars. Marilyn
Miller was stricken and had to undergo a
Film Talent in Ziegfeld "Follies"
serious major operation yesterday in the
The 1931 edition of Ziegfeld "FolFilm Festival for England
Hollywood Hospital. Constance Bennett
lies" which has its debut on BroadLondon — Plans have been comway soon includes talent and matelikewise is recovering after an intestinal
rial from sources known to the film
pleted for the first British film fesoperation Sunday, and Evalyn Knapp is in
tival, to be held Aug. 3-22 at Malthe hospital with her spinal column frac- industry. Music has been contributed by Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld and
vern concurrently with the 1931 Maltured as a result of a fall while out hiking. Dimitri
Tiomkin. The stars include
vern Theater Festival of Five CenHelen Morgan, Ruth Etting and
turies of English Drama. British
Hope for Quick Recovery Harry Richman. Reri, who starred International Pictures is sponsoring
the film event.
in "Tabu," is also in the cast.

Red Star Clearing Out;
Witmark Stays With Fox

M. P.A.A.
Basebal
League
Standing
Columbia
RKO
Warner
ERPI
Fox
RKO
Pathe
Natl. Theaters
RCA
Photophone
Columbia
RKO
Warner

Results

of

the Clubs
W
L
6
0
5
0
2
1
3
3
2
3
1
3
1
5
0
5

of Saturday's Games
5 RCA
5 ERPI
13 Natl Theaters ...

Pet.
1000
1000
667
500
400
250
167
000
1
4
9
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Judge Coleman Upholds Suit Under Copyright Law \

NO SUMMER PRICE CUTS BY BIG CIRCUITS
Four Good Shorts Beat Second Bum Feature— Plunkett
Dual Bills No Solution
for Weak Films, Says
RKO Theater Head
Four good short subjects are of infinitely more value on any program
than a mediocre second feature on a
dual bill, Joseph K. Plunkett, head of
RKO theaters, said yesterday in an
interview with The Film Daily. Denouncing the double-feature policy as
a pernicious practice, Plunkett declared exhibitors are beginning to

National Studio Proposed in France
Paris — A scheme

for the creation of a national film studio and circuit of

200 to 300 theaters has been proposed by M. Quinson, well-known French
theatrical man. Plans have been placed before the Chambre Syndicate, principal French trade body, and it is stated the idea has met with the support
of Cabinet Ministers and very likely would receive financial assistance from
the Government and municipalities.

B. O. Slashes Forestalled
By Improvement
in
Situation
Sitting at rest the various rumblings of drastic admission price reductions by theaters this summer, officials of the five major circuits —
Publix, Fox, Warner Bros., Locv
and RKO — yesterday told The Film
Daily that no cuts in either b.o. scale
or programs are contemplated for the
coming months.
(Continued Among
on Page 8)the execu-

82 Out of 86 Films 0. K.'d
By Better Films Council M.P.T.O.A. TO HELP DRAFT
HOLD CONCLAVE JULY 6
(Continued

on Page

6)

ON FILMSJJDUCATION
Launching of an educational films
department by Fox, first reported in
The Film Daily of May 21, will depend on the results of a conclave to
be held in Washington from July 6
to 10, during which time a school
teacher and a boy and girl from every
state in the union will assemble to
test out the values of talkies in the
field of instructic i. The move won
(Continwi1

•■ Page

Vitaphone Postpones
Reopening of Studio
Resumption of full activity at the
Warner Vitaphone studio, originally
set for July 6, has been postponed
to July 27. According to Sam Sax,
studio head, alterations now being
(Continued on Page 8)

Westerners

Want

6)

REVISED COPYRIGHT BILL

St. Louis — Out of 86 feature pictures viewed in a checkup by the Better Films Council embracing 51
neighborhood houses, 82 were apRepresentatives of the M.P.T.O.A.
proved and only four were declared
objectionable, it was announced at will sit in on the rewriting of the
the annual meeting of the organiza- Copyright bill next Fall before the
tion.(Continued
Objections were
registered on matter comes up for consideration at
on Page 8)
the Congress convening in December.
Object of (Continued
this attention
on Pagefrom
8) the na-

More

Westerns

New Argentine Studio
Starting Operations

Kansas City — A wide demand
throughout this territory for westerns
is reported by local exchange manBuenos Aires — Production activity
agers. The demand for this type of will be started shortly at the new
Harry Taylor has joined Columbia picture was never greater, according motion picture studio just completed
Pictures as district manager with to L. George Ross of Columbia, Roy
headquarters in St. Louis. He will be Churchill of RKO, Russell Borg of here . by the Manzanera Cinematographic Co. The plant has been
of Midwest
Withers
Bob
in charge of the newly formed south- Tiffany,
(Continued
on Page 8)
equipped with modern apparatus.
supervis
with
,
ern midwest division
ion over the Oklahoma City, Dallas
and St. Louis Offices.

Harry Taylor Appointed
Columbia District Mgr.

Three New Corporations
Chartered
for Television
Dover, Del. — Charters of incorporation
have been filed by three new companies
planning activity in the television field.
One of the units, Television Products, Inc.,
of Scituate, Mass., is capitalized at $250,000. The other two are National Television
Corp. of New York, and International Television Radio Corp. of Wilmington,
Del.

Suit Under Copyright Law
Upheld by Judge Coleman
Newspaper League Raps
Advertising in Pictures

Sustaining decisions of a number
of l'. S. District Courts, Federal Judge
Coleman has issued .in opinion to the
may
sue for
Chicago — Michigan League <>t effort that distributors
Home Dailies has adopted a resolu- copyright
infringements
under the
Hi^ d<
tion condemning sponsored and "con' enteredrightin aLaw.
case in which Tiffany,
with
cealed advertising" in connectionpraised
Kk<
i,
(
olumbia
and
Warner Bros
picture-. P. S. Harrison is
for his campaign againsl commercial sued Dewing & Bishop a
(Continued on Page 8)

pictui

F. W. Allport Resigns
As Hays Foreign Emissary
Fayette W. Allport, who has
in Germany ami France represent
the Hays organization in an <
further adjust the sound patents situation in those countries, !
ted.
Allport,
who
has just returned
to
New York, will resume his conni
don with the consulai

Foreign Sales on Lloyd
Show 40 Per Cent Jump

'Welately 40
on Hjrold
per
approximLloyd's
come Danger
sales were
Foreign
cent ahead of the comedian's previous release, fin.il returns show. "Feet First "
the current Lloyd release also is reported
setting new records abroad Siler-'
sions were supplied tor the foreign market. Lloyd and Charlie Chaplin arc in a
close race for honors as the most popular
American r.lm star in the foreign field as
a whole.
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Answer to Joe Leo Suit
Opening of Royal Studio
Scheduled for July 30 Due in City Court Monday
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Dinner to William

Goldman

Philadelphia — Warner
Bros, and
Other film folk will attend a dinner
to he Riven to William Goldman tonight at the Bellevue-Stratford. Goldman recently returned to Philadelphia
Following a vacation in Europe.

,..«»♦♦♦♦♦•♦♦.••.♦♦.♦»,♦♦.♦«.♦».•».•♦.♦«,♦♦.♦♦.♦».•♦.♦«,♦♦.♦♦.»«.♦».♦/
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New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STillwell 4-7940

Sam Horowitz Managing
U. A. Indianapolis Office
Indianapolis — Sam Horowitz, formerly in Kansas City, has been promoted by United Artists to manager
of the company's branch in this city.
New

Britain House

Foreclosed

New Britain, Conn. — The Embassy,
leased by Warner Bros., has been
foreclosed in an action brought
against the Dzicek & Davidson Co.,
Inc., the builders, by Louis Jaffer.
The propertv is valued at $214,980
and debts total $121,858.28. Dec. 21
has been set as redemption day. The
house has a gross income of $40,000
annually.

COMING

& GOING

M. B. COMERFORD,
general manager
of the Comerford circuit, is in New York
from
Scranton.
KUZABETH
LONERGAN
leaves July 1
for Hollywood.
KARL DANE arrives in New York next
week
from
the coast.

Answer

Third Connecticut House
For Regal Enterprises
Windsor, Conn. — Tunxis closed for
more than a year, has been leased for
In years by Regal Amusement Enterprises, Inc., of Boston. The house
will be completely modernized and
new sound equipment installed, according to Charles Morse, Regal general manager. The concern operates
two other Connecticut houses, Garden, Waterbury, and Strand, Norwich, as well as 18 in other states.
Pola Negri Story Selected
(I est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
first with
picture under —herPola
newNegri's
contract
RKO Pathe will be "'A Woman
Commands," it is announced by
Charles R. Rogers. It is an original
story by Thilde Forster

Solve

| J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

PUBLIC

PROJECTION
ROOM

Latest R.C.A.
Photophone Equipment
ays unt"
^' nt
^- tme
^ oin
wHolidree'
0Cpei
by app
$1 •4,
Sundays,
I /•)Ni8rl
Under
the ts.
personal supervision
of Hymie Silverman
MOTORIZED
TALKING
PICTURE SERVICE, Inc.

729 7th Ave.

Your

BRyant 9-5721

Problems!

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates

%

Outing
of Columbia Pictures So
Lf 1.
cial Club, Karatsonyi's, Glen Cove

July 6-10:

July 15:

Conference on talking motioi
pictures in visual education
under auspices of U. S. Commij
sioner of Education,
Washington
Educational-Tiffany regional sale
convention,
New
York.

July 20-21:

Annual summer meeting c
North and South Carolina The
ater Owners' Ass'n. at thi
Hotel Oceanic, Wrightsvill.
Beach,
Wilmington,
N. C.

Aug. 3-22:

British film festival, sponsore<
by British International Pictures
England.
Malvern,

Sept. 9-10:

Semi-annual Convention, Alliec
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota
North and South Dakota, Min
neapolis.
Oct. 1 : Hispano - American Motion Pictun
Congress.
Madrid,
Spain.
Nov. 4 : Annual meeting of Academy oi
M.
P. Arts
&
Sciences,
Holly.

Ralph Williams in Oklahoma

City

Oklahoma City— Ralph B. Williams, recently on the RKO I'athe
sales staff in Memphis, assumed his

following completion of "Honeymoon
Lane" for Paramount
release.

Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION

June 27

duties as the company's branch manager here. Williams formerly was
Harrison Wising Up Press
with Universal for 15 years.
P. S. Harrison has started publication of "Harrison's Contact," which
will be sent to all newspaper and
WANTED
press associations as a medium of
dustry.
information concerning the film inScientific and Educational
films. (Sound) for England.
Write COHAN, care of POWEddie Dowling Back Next Month
ERS CINEPHONE.
Eddie Dowling returns to New
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.
York from the coast early in July

MAY
NINOMIYA, editor of "Screen
Romance*," has returned to New York after
a visit to the Coast.
DORA STECKER, manager of the Forest
and Nordland in Cincinnati, is leaving for
Europe on a two months' tour. She is
accompanied
by Janet
Marks.
KARI.
FREUND
returns
to Hollywood
tomorrow after officiating as chief camera
man on "Personal Maid." His next assign.
mem ■ will be "Strictly Dishonorable" for
Universal, to whom he is under contract.
CARRINGTON
NORTH.
Pathe storv
editor, has returned
from
Hollywood.

Us

DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S

in the suit brought by Joe

Leo against Fox Theater. « orp. for
two weeks' hack salary, figured at
$2,300, i- due Monday in the City
Court, Xew York. Decision in the
involving Leo's contract as a
Fox theater executive with one year
and 11 months to go, will settle his
status with the company.

GRADWELL
L. SEARS, general western
sales manager, and CARL
LESERMAN,
western sales manager, for Warner-First National leave Sunday for the West, including
and Oklahoma.
PIERRE COLLINGS is en route to the
coast from
New
York.

Let

« Eastman Films
it

Grantwood, X. J. — Formal opening of tin Royal studio is planned
for July M\ with newspaper, fan magazine and trade paper people present,
-late- President Andrew J. Bremen.
Ned Wayburn, production supervisor,
will stage a .show including big name
talent. Voice tests will be made of
many of the guests.
hirst production scheduled at the
plant is a series of kiddie pictures
which Xed Wayburn will start about
Aug. HJ. Also planned is a series of
seven cartoons using a new character Frank S. Anion will produce
these, starting about Aug.
15.

COME

TO

BRUSHY
MOUNTAIN
LODGE
LEAST STR0UD5BURC

1

PA.

Excellent

Hotel Accommodations. Food
fit for a King. Jewish
Dietary laws observed.
All camp sports —
Golf, Horseback Riding, Tennis, Swimming, Handball.
Unique Divertissements. Broadway Productions.
Camp
Two Hours from N. Y.
For information address
Added Attraction
TALKING
PICTURES

INCORPORATED
Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywood

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640

4121

::

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Michigan 8761

Special rate to Film Folk

IN THE
HEART
OF THE POCONO MTS

U

ASK

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER!

Indicate which ads you want on this page,
and we will furnish mats of this Astor Theatre cam*
paign now running to S.R.O. business in New York.
Address Advt. Dept. M-Q-M, 1540 B'way, N. Y. C.
-' ^"RMA

Afnin

The ASTOR
THEATRE
Command) the
Spotlight

J SHEARER
-

^^

I > si IF H.iWAHn

SljJARER

BABSON

POINT!

WORLD'S GREATEST BUSINESS
FORECASTER PARADES OPTIMISM
UP AND
DOWN
THE
NATION.
HE CALLED THE TURN ON
DEPRESSION ... NOW HE CALLS
THE TURN
ON
PROSPERITY

"I am

willing to stake my reputation, based on thirty years' experience, that business has now
seen the worst; and that within a
reasonable time this country again
will enter a period of marked
prosperity. Tell your merchants
that now is the time to advertise/7

RKO
PICTURES

R.n. U. S.W Pot. Off.

From Mr. Babson's inspiriting statement read at the Advertising Federation of America Convention.

ROGER BABSON, YOU ARE RIGHT!
THE TITANS OF RKO -RADIO ARE
FIGHTING LIKE BLAZES TO SPEED
THE RETURN OF PROSPERITY!
•

ADVERTISING

CAMPAIGNS

•

•

WITH

THE WAY

"R K O THEATRE OF THE AIR"
N. B. C. Coast to Coast Network
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT, 10:30 P.M.
NEW
YORK
TIME

•J

IOSPERITY

BACKED
SEASON!
IEW
WRITTEN ALL OVER THEM! .

BY

—2&*
DOUBLE FEATURE POLICY
SCORED BY J.K. PLUNKETT

HOLLYWOOD

DAILV
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FLASHES

i>

Mini ..lit tti
■in- is weak,
tures do double
Bad pictures
business during

I supporting bill

how when the
whereas two bad feaharm.
will not do any more
prosperous times than

Bv KM. I'll

II ILK

"The Hard Hombre," third Hoot G
tilm for Allied Pictures Corp., has been completed l>v Jack Natteford, who adapted and
dialogued his own story. Mildred Johnston
has finished
Horse,"
the HotT
second Hoot Gil,cutting
son for"Wild
Allied.
M. H.

CAM
FREEDMAN,
Universal
supervisor, reverses a time worn
expression in a statement he made
this week that "certain progress and
immediate strides can be made by
Jr., Sidney Algier, and Jack Natteford
will leave shortly for Las Vegas, Nev., to
many producers if they will endeavor size
Boulder Dam as a possible locale
to make pictures that are up to the for anup the
early Hoot Gibson special.
level of the public instead of making
*
*
*
.-■ product by attempting to get down
Mitchell Lewis will appear in Fox's "The
Plutocrat." current starring production for
*
*
*
to their public."
Will Rogers.
*
*
*

HOLD CONCLAVE JULY 6

*i

ON FILMSJHDUCATION
(Continued

from

Page

1)

the interest of President Hoover, who
invited the governors of the vai
states to select the boys and girls foi
the convention, which
will be under

the auspices of a committee appointthey will do during bad times," said
ed by the United
States
Commissioner of Education.
If the commitPlunkett. "A had picture isn't any
better because it is on a double featee's report is favorable,
Harley
LJ
ture program. <>n the contrary, 't
Clarke, who founded the Societs
breaks down what good there is on
Ruth Weston,
Radio Pictures' player, featured in "Nancy's
Private
Affair,"
claims
Charles Sellon has been selected to play Visual
Education
in 1920 and
has
Durthe program. Well-made shorts in- the record for the busiest film actress.
the
first
ten
weeks
of
her
contract
with Dm of the loading roles in Eddie Quillan's maintained
it
out
of
his
own
respire interest and will prove decisivePictures,
Miss
Weston
appeared
in next starring production for RKO Patlic.
I) that they have a rightful placi
productions
including two French
"Eddie Cuts In." being directed by Albert
sources ever since, will place all the
Sellon joins a cast which so far
every motion picture theater proWhile -working in "Nancy's
Private i Rogell.
insists of Quillan, Robert Armstrong, Gin- resources of Fox Film Corp. behind
Athiii." she also worked in "The Reckon
ger Rogers and Cupid Ainsworth.
gram."
Richard Dix's latest
starring
a program of educational pictures.
*
*
* film.
*
*
*

Frisco Houses Launch
Drive for Kid Business

Our Passing Show: Thomas Edgelow and
John Farrow. RKO Pathe scenarist, has
Nick Carter motoring to Lake Arrowhead ;
Midwest
House
Reopening
Richard Dix and J. Walter Ruben conferring received first prize from the executive committee of the Drama League of Detroit, for
will I
at Radio Pictures; Rouben Mamoulian moWashington,
Mo. — Midv
"Who Cares." which they will preSan Francisco Increased effort to
toring to the Paramount studios; David Man- his play
sent as the first on their pretentious new reopen the Calvin on June 27. The
ners vacationing at Agua
Caliente.
*
*
*
attract juvenile patronage is being
program starting in August, according to a
made by practically all local houses.
*
*
*
house has been remodeled and re- '
George
Hrent is the latest player to be report.
De luxe first-runs arc admitting kids assigned
built.
to
the
cast
of
"Homicide
Squad.'
lias just gone into production at UniRoy Del Ruth expects to film the last
for 10 cents at all shows. The I'ublix- which l under
the direction of George Melford. Mine for ''Larceny Lane" within the next
*
*
*
two weeks. He will then sail for Alaska.
A/tcc has incorporated a "big brother
Louise Carver, legitimate stage actress, who In Nome the Warner director will join an
club"
which
up
ry Saturday
explorer's
partyspaces.
headed for unchartered wide
morning when pictures of interest to appeared with John Barrymore in the Man open
and cold
children are presented. The kids then From Blankleys" and in "The Big Trail."
*
*
*
are permitted to vote on the picture plays an important role in Daphne Pollard's
latest KKO Pathe
Marry Me!"
* comedy,
* "Oh,
*
Al DcMond, former Universal associate
they wish to sec the following SatMarion
Sayers, who is playing leads for producer, is on the last stages of a comedy
urday morning.
play
which is being written for a local proMack
Sennett, appeared
in several
Shubert
ducer who plans on staging it locally this fall
\t the RKo Majestic a booster
< tions Ufore coming to the Coast.
Slit*
*
*
revue.
club has been organized which boasts also appeared in*a Texas
* Guinan
*
Wlallace Smith, author, artist and soldiera membership of 2,000 kiddies. SpeStanley Bergerman. supervisor of Univer- of-fortune. is again matriculating, but this
cial shows arc Riven for the children
sale short product, reports a new screen find time through the picture studio. During the
each Saturday morning and for 5 n Sally
Sweet, who is casted with Slim Sum- past two weeks, Smith has been making a
cents extra they are allowed to stay merville in his second Marines comedy. At thorough study of practically every departpresent she is a feature at the George Olsen
ment connected with the making of a talking
for the regular performance.
studios.
Various ideas are being worked out Club. The new Summerville comedy will picture at the Radio
*
*
*
*et under way just as soon as Slim recovers
b\ other theaters.
'rom the flu. Eddie Gribbon will be in the
If the economy wave persists, many supercast, and Harry J. Edwards will direct.
visors and relatives will have to go back to
*
*
*
work.
*
*
*
E. Y. Durling observes that a journalist
is
a
reporter,
whose
legs
have
gone
back
on
him.
Five ex-publicity directors of Universal City
*
*
*
gathered at a dinner to celebrate the arrival
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
in Hollywood of Charles Hertzman. now
Comedians who steal gags about midgets general manager for Schwab and Mandel. The
Washington — Objectionable matter
nuintette included Malcolm Stuart Boylan.
should be charged with petty larceny.
in "Ingagi" and the advertising to
M-G-M dialogue writer; Garrett Graham, co*
*
*
which the Federal Trade Commisauthor of "Queer People"; Harold Hurley.
It happened in Culver City. "Hurry,
Sam, production executive at Paramount; Hertzsion took exception have been elimicomes Jack Holt," a tourist shouted to man and Harry Hammond Beall. Dr. Milton
nated, says William Alexander, vice- his son.
Lester Levy, who was a junior associate
However,
the tourist was in error,
question was Pat Harmon.
under all of these publicity chiefs and who
president of Congo Pictures, in ans- as the actor in *
is row a surgeon, also attended.
*
*
*
*
*
wer to the Commission's complaint
More Passing show: J. L. Warner, Samagainst the picture. Alexander deRobert Presnell, who has been -with Para
Goldwyn, Alice White, Arthur Lange,
nied that the public was deceived by BethuelBrown,
Colonel Jason Joy, Walter mount and Warner-First National, is writinn
the film, because . he said, it had Futter, Simeon Aller, Larry Darmour, Joe the screen play for "Left Over Ladies," which
will be produced by Tiffany.
knowledge of the fact that all scenes Jackson. Lou Brock. Dave Garber, Arthur
*
*
*
at the opening of "Rebound"; Ray
of such pictures were not genuine Landau
June buying gifts for his assistant, Gene
George O'Brien is rapidly becoming the
but were added to create continuity Smith, who was celebrating his fourth wed- leading
tourist of the picture industry. He
ding anniversary.
recently completed a three months trip to the
and dramatic effect.
*
*
*
Orient then immediately went to June Lake
Eddie Dcr.clina returns to New York early for location work. Following this he made
#
a hunting trip to Mexico and is now in
in July following completion of "Honeymoon Alr.ska.
as
a
guest
of
honor
of
the
Young
Lane" for Paramount
release.*
*
*
Men's Institute of California.

■

S^i

"Ingagi" Film and Ads
Changed to Satisfy Govt.

. a1 rc?!*\.rt.

9

*

AS SEEN
BY
THE
PRESS
AGENT
"William Wellman. Warner Bros, director, claims the title of champion
left-handed tennis player of Hollywood,
and can list an imposing array of victories to substantiate
his claim."

— Warner

Bros.

Ronald Colman's latest United Artists production. "The Unholy Garden." has been com.
[dried l.y Samuel Goldwyn. The star is now
conferring with the producer and Sinclair
Lewis on the early filming of "Arrowsmith."
Meanwhile Goldwyn has started "Street
." directed by King Yidor. and George
Fitzmaurice, who directed "Unholy Garden,"
is at work on plans for Gloria Swanson's
"Tonight or Never," which goes in work in
t Goldwyn also has Eddie Cantor's
"Palmy
Days" *
in work.
*
*
Wallace MacDonald is the final addition to
mbia's "Fifty Fathoms Deep:'' which K.
IVilliam Ncill is directing. The cast is headed
by Jack Holt and includes Richard Cromwell
Loretta Sayers, Mary Doran, Christina Monti
and Henry Mowbray.

*

*

Charles Bickford has been teamed with Conrod Nagel in the principal male roles in
Columbia's "Pagan Lady." Evelyn Brent h
featureddirecting.
in the title fart, with John Francis
Dillon

*

*

*HMv>S*«&s^

*

"The Road
to Reno" under
has gone
production at Paramount
the into
direction
of Richard Wallace, with Charles Rogers and
Carman Barnes heading the cast. Others
in it are Tom Douglas. LUyan Tashman,
Judith Wood. Trving Pichel. Skeets GallaWilliam
(Stage) Boyd, Wynne Gibson andgher.
Lcni
Stengel.

*

*

*

"West
Broadway."
Harryselected
Beaumont willofdirect,
has beenwhich
definitely
as John Gilbert's new M-G-M
vehicle.

s*

•22H
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of
Current Opinions
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When the Public
Cannot Agree
TRYING to please the picture
fan is another one of those
Herculean chores. Following the
recent preview of a picture directed by a prominent and successful director, the writer separately canvassed ten people who
had witnessed it to obtain their
impressions and criticisms of the
production. Each of the ten is
a man or woman of more ti>an
ordinary intelligence and recognized ta>te in matters of the theater. Four of the ten declared
the picture to be almost faultless,
five were lukewarm in their opinions and one considered it only
third rate. Three praised the direction, but blamed the story for
the picture's failure to impress
them, while four others thought
the story had been injured by
imperfect direction. Three of
the critics declared both direction and scenario to be flawless.
No two of the ten I discussed
the picture with agreed on its
merits in every particular. In
fact there was the most surprising disparity in the conclusions
they came to about it. Their
criticisms were a revelation to
me, but the test gives me some
comfort when I hear some of my
own work spoken of lightly.
— George Archaitibaud

New
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Incorporations

NEW
YORK
CHARTERS
motion
Productions,
Schenck
M.
Joseph
WaliJhrlni
&
Nayfack
Newgass,
pictures:
Madison Ave., New
York.
$10,000.
Navarre Amusement Corp., talking pictures:
$10.
York.
New
Broadway
Hi
M000. Mully,
Middle States Theater Corp., realty.
Schlesinxer
Schlesinger,
1" East 12nd St..
New
York. & 200
shares common.
Motion Pictures in Daylight Corp., motion
I.. Hartmann, 217 Broadpiclure Newadvertising;
York.
$50,000.
Kock
Island
Cinema
Cor]).,
motion
pic
turcs; Wacbt
& Colin, 165 Broadway,
New
York.
$10,000.
Claire
Amusement
Corp.,
motion
pictures
business;
W. 1!. H.llick, Fulton, N. Y.
shares common.
DELAWARE
CHARTERS
■ visum
Products,
Inc., Scituate,
Mass
lion ; United
States
< orp. Co., 1 1
Del.
$250,000.
I al Television
Corp., New
television
devices;
Corp,
Trust
Co., Dovei,
Del.
l.ooo shares common.
International Television Radio Cor].. Wil
mini
radio, television devices;
Amerranty
and Trust
Co.,
Dover.
Del
( ommon.
NAME
CHANGES
Spanish Talking Pictures Corp., New York,
|o Plymouth
Service
Corp.
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• • •
WITH
ALL
these film gents walking around as if
they had experienced the wrath of gawd, it's a pleasure to bump
into a feller like Budd Rogers
the big exec over at Educational-Sono Art-Tiffany
Budd radiates an Air of Optimism that's contagious
after you talk to him for an hour,
you are ready to laugh in the face of anyone who even HINTS at
Depression
why, this guy Budd Rogers makes Depression
look like a bogie-man that they scare kiddies with
and there
are a helluva lotta kiddies in the film biz
and they ain't
in the theater patronage, either
*
*
*
*
• • •
MISTER ROGERS' abounding optimism is
cold logic and hard business sense
he started
salesman
he has personally merchandised a dozen
standard commodities
and before he hit into the
he was an auto exec

lie knows

ears

how

based on
life as a
different
film biz.

to >ell 'em

and WHAT sells 'em
he has applied his accumulated and varied sales experience
to the business
of selling put
and it is lii> well considered
opinion that selling cars.
canned goods and cinema calls for the same fundamentals
a good product
properly advertised
then EVERLASTING optimism and faith in your product and the organization in back of it
and then go out and SELL
not
for the Future
sell Now
the future sale- will take
care of themselves
• • • THIS AMBASSADOR of Selling Now cites the fact
that retail merchants in all the big cities are advertising more
than ever right now
and they are Selling
Budd sez
if everybody in this biz would quit squawking and selling Prosperity short, that Prosperity would swamp us
it's waiting
just around
the corner
Budd's
getting his share
are
you?
*
*
*
*
• • •
XOW
COMES
sensational
news from the HughesFranklin organizashe about their drinking fountain for their new
Studio theater in Hollerword
it seems, as we grasp the
intricate idea, that to snatch a gulp of water
(why anyone
should
want
to drink water
is another
intricate idea)
that it is not necessary with this beaucoup drinking fountain to
touch
a lever
no faucets
to turn
no concealed
plates in the floor to step on
it looks like the regulation
bubble fountain
but it is controlled by a light ray
you bend over the fountain
for a drink
and your conk
interrupts the light ray
and the interruption of the light
ray releases a hidden faucet
and you get your mush full
of drink
but what is worrying us, is — supposing a mugg's
conk is hollow
the light ray will still penetrate
and he gets no drink
and with all the hollow conk- in
Hollowwood
a lotta folks patronizing the Studio theater
are gonna go thirsty
*
*
*
*
• • •
IT IS being bruited (gossiped, to you) around that the
pet production manager of one of the film chiefs is having his
contract bought off
and is to be succeeded
by the pet
production manager of another chief
just another petting
party
*
*
*
*
• • •
AND THEY
do be telling us thai five players and
three directors on contract with a certain producer who announced
a salary reduction move
and who had agreements
from
all hands permitting; such reduction
are backing out on
their agreements
and at the moment are being paid at the
old
100 perItems?
cent rate
Exclusive

doesn't it beat all how we get these
♦
*
*

*
•

•

•

CHALK
HIM
off your party lists, gals and gulls
George
Britt, World-Telegram
special writer, recently
committed matrimony with Hortense Saunders
May 2, to
be exact
and Irene Thirer sails July 3 for vacaslu abroad
with offer to be guest critic for a bip London diily

«

«

«

»

»

for
/</<></>

iV< umpaper Contest
On "Virtuou Husband?
the Publix-Modjeska,
An^| ONAGER
•
nan
gus! fleeted
.
a tie-up with
the local newspaper
whereby
a
contest
was held on "Virtuous
Husband"
The
contest
centered on "Define a Virtuous 1:
band
and win theater tick
The article read, "Here
is the
chance for married women to tell
the world what they have found
out are the ten best virtui
husband
can have and for the
unmarried to give some idi
prospective
husbands
what
he
ought
to be like in order
to

— Modjeskn. A
please them."
*

*

Go.

*

Co-Op Ad
Helps Showing
the I'ublix-Alhambra,
Charj^|ANAGER
M. S. Phillips
lotte, X. t '., worked one of the
local newspapers for co-operative
ad that helped in publicizing
"It i
Advertise."
The ad
was 2 col. x IS inches with this
caption. "Help Wanted— M l
A picture of Carol Lombard appeared and alongside of the picture invertise
a in the
box.Charli
"It I
AdI
rver
Want Ad Section it \ ou desire
the Right Man for that opening
says Carol Lombard, blonde
charmer
of 'It
Adver— A romance of modern
gettersAlhambra,
at the Alhambra."
Charlotte,

N. C.

Many Happy
Returns
Brit

wishes

snd

grstulstions
tended
by

con

ire
M
THI

FILM
DAILY to the following rossobers of the industry, who sre celebrsting their birthdays:

June - /

William Saultcr
Martha W. S Noble
John
nk S. Bcresford

»

Hi

weanesaay, June zt, i?3|
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NO SUMMER PRICE CUTS
BY THE MAJOR CIRCUITS
mtacted in the survej were
Han
K. Plunkett ol RKO,
, Warners,' A. M. 1
Arthur
I Publix and Harry

industrial improvement
Out!
better international
the
of
iult

., together with the fact that
far

in many sections have so
held up fairly well for this time o
the year, arc cited as the principal
constructive forces in forestalling any
further reductions in b.o. prices. W itn
a rethe business outlook indicating
I by fall, amusement business
hs to go before
only a few more montin,
and it is felt
-on sets
that the customary upswing at that
time will he accelerated by better
conditions.
Another view elicited in the survey
is that the restoration of prices from
their present low level-, where cuts
not be a diffihave been made, will
cult matter provided sufficiently
strong attractions are forthcoming.

Always the Movies
A 15-year-old boy who committed a murder was questioned immediately
on his arrest and said that his crime had not been influenced by anything
he had seen or read. But after a couple of days he is reported as "admitting" that he was influenced by the movies. Apparently he did not volunteer this statement; it was suggested by the questions of newspaper
reporters.
Hundreds

of other culprits, under the same

kind of prompting, have

made the same admission"; or so, at least, it is reported. Investigation has
shown that many of them either said nothing about the movies at all, or
conveniently and untruthfully satisfied the wishes of their questioners. If
all young criminals were interviewed by representatives of the movingpicture industry, a majority of them would cheerfully "admit" having been
influenced by the crime stories in the newspapers.
— Chicago Journal of Commerce.

8 Educational Releases
Decker and Lustig Win
Sam Morris Month Drive On Next Month's Program

year's
thisgive
e returns
SamComplet
E. Morris
Month on
Drive
the
winning marks to Harry Decker,
manager of the Brooklyn exchange,
m the billings and collections campaign which was the outstanding section of the drive, and to Harry Lustig, Los Angeles exchange, in the
play date contest.
In the former division J. Butler,
St. John, N. B., was second; N. H.
Brower, Seattle, third; C. Muehlman,
San Francisco, fourth; J. O. Ronde,
Oklahoma, fifth; Frank Meyers, Toronto, sixth.
In the Play Date Contest New
Vitaphone Postpones
Jersey, managed by Nat Beier,
pening of Studio was second; Brooklyn, manReo
(Continued from Page 1)
aged by Harry Decker, third; Monty will not be fintreal, managed by C. R. Osborn,
made to the proper
ished as soon as had been expected, fourth, and New York, managed by
which accounts for the new re-open- Eddie Goldstein, fifth. The Metroing date.
politan District, headed by George
Balsdon, Jr., figures in three of the
first five places in this drive.
ole
Kxactly 102,367 play dates were reLightman and O'ToCarol
ceived at the home office in this conina
To Speak in
test.
tsvflle Beach, N. C— PresiWrigh
dent M A. Lightman and Secretary
le of the M.P.T.O.A. Westerners Want More
J. O'Too
M. attend
will
the convention planned by
Outdoor Productions
tlie North and South Carolina The(.Continued from Page 1)
ater Owners Ass'n for July 20 and
21 at the Oceanic here.
Film Distributors, Sam and Phil Silverman of Hollywood Pictures, and
others. The public's strong turn to
Lupe Velez to Present Medals
outdoor films is explained as a reacPalthe
at
I.upe Yelez, appearing
tion from too many sophisticated and
ace this week,
will present
gold sex stories.
medals
to three airplane pilots at
evelt
Field
tomorrow.
The
awards, from the people of San Antonio are in recognition of unusual
achievements by Capt. W. N. Latter, Lee Gehlbach
and Leonard
S. Flo.

Eight shorts, including four tworeelers and four one-reelers, are
scheduled by Educational for release
next month. The group includes:
"Movie-Town," Mack Sennett comedy, featuring Sennett himself, Marjorie Beebe, Frank Eastman and Luis
Alberni; "The Lure of Hollywood,"
with Virginia Brooks, Phyllis Crane
Rita Flynn and George Chandler;
"Dream World," the third in the new
series of Romantic Journeys; "Slide,
Speedy, Slide," Mack Sennett comedy, featuring Daphne Pollard, Tom
Dugan and Wade Boteler; "Jungle
Giants," Hodge Podge; "What A
Head," Tuxedo Comedy, featuring
Jack Duffy, Ronnie Rondell and
Frances Lee; "By The Sea" and "Her
First Egg," Terry-Toons.
"The Thayer Trial," "The Starbrite Diamond," and "The Meade
Trial" just completed in the series
of Educational-William J. Burns Detective Mysteries, are scheduled for
immediate release.

Committee Will Handle
Southeastern Unit Affairs

IN
THE
DAYS
NEWS
Reports from several sections of the
country indicate that the "Buy Now"
movement is fast gaining momentum in
exhibitor favor.

(Continued

from

Page

1)

boro, Md., for showing of unlicensed
pictures.
Judge Coleman
held that it waq
immaterial as to whether or not tha
had been a contract, the plaintiffs
having a right to sue under the Copy|
right Law.
He awarded them $25
for each of the six violations and ir
addition a counsel fee of $1,000 and
court fees.
He also ruled that the
plaintiffs
weresuit.not required to arbitrate before

82 Out of 86 Films O.K.'d
By (Continued
Better fromFilm
Page Council
1)
advertising for eight pictures, and in
all but one case eliminations were
made.
Mrs. Arretus Franklyn Burt, who
was elected president of the organization, reported that several months
ago a survey was made to determine
how many theaters were booking I
selectivetineesprograms
for children's
maor Friday nights
and it was
found that Missouri ranked at the !
very bottom of the list. Since the
council was formed, St Louis, has
jumped from last place to the top
of the entire list.
To assist the work of the council
and to aid the theater owners who
co-operate a special advisory committee of three is being formed in
each neighborhood to aid the theaters
in that particular section of the city.
Written reports of reviewers have
been sent to producers, showing them
the reaction of various representative
women to their pictures. Reviewing
committees for each of the five first
run theaters in St. Louis are being
formed by the council. Stage shows
and short pictures are also checked.

Atlanta — Direct administration of M.P.T.O.A. to Help Draft
the affairs of the Southeastern TheRevised
Copyright Bill
(Continued from Page 1)
ater Owners Ass'n will now be handled through an executive commit- tional exhib organization is to pretee comprising seven members of its
vent duplication of copyright levies
board of directors, consisting of 21 and overcharges. Working on the
exhibs.
situation are President M. A. Lightman, Secretary M. J. O'Toole, Julian
Brvlawski and Sidney Lust.
The M.P.T.O.A. is definitely opposed to paying a music tax on the
ground that a similar assessment has
already been paid by producers in
making the talkers and that picture
Oakland, Cal. — Ray Thorne has houses popularize compositions.
Fonda, la. — The Amuzu here is being improved and a new system of succeeded Ralph Bruen as director
sound equipment is being installed of publicity at the RKO Orpheum.
by Manager Ed Recknagel.
Showman's Date Book
White Haven, Pa. — Robert Schmidt
A BOUT the niftiest and most comDenver — Fred Schmitt, director of has taken over the Capitol.
the Denver theater orchestra, has
prehensive Showman's Date and
Audubon, la. — The New Audubon
Record Book we've ever seen is Fox's
gone to Kansas City to organize and
1931-32
edition,
just off the press.
install a 14-piece orchestra in the here has been sold by J. C. Roush
to Harry Pace of Howarden, la., and
Newman theater.
Besides giving a thorough list of holiJack Bouma of Pocahontas, la.
days and special occasions with exploitation possibilities, and providing
Changes planned by the new owners
Bangor, Mich,
The Majestic is include
improved sound equipment.
space for informative data on pictures
operating again.

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAY

SUNSHIN€

FEDERAL COURT UPHOLDS
SUIT UNDER COPYRIGHT

•

Philadelphia — Lillian Korson,
Allentown, Pa. — Walter J. Hurley, daughter of Louis Korson, head of
manager of the State, now closed for Masterpiece exchange, will become
the summer, has been placed in the bride of Ben Lichtenfeld on
chaige of the Colonial.
June 21.

played, the book contains a helpful array of daily reminders. All done up
in attractive silver cover.

Valuable for Exhibitors
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Puts Over Morning Show Policy in England

TRANSLUX MOVIES FOR RAILROAD STATIONS
Removal of Foreign Film Quotas

Predict Widespread
Sunshine
— and other things
-By JACK

ALICOATE-

It's surprising what
a few
a difference
Biz on
hine can
<>f suns
da^ e.
The Pick-up mak
Those who
were in the depths of despair a short
while ago can now sec a chance Eor
this grand country and glorious industry after all. To be more specific, busi>n the pick-up. Attendance figures are on the up-curve. The buy-now
movement is gaining momentum with
each new day and prospects are for a
most satisfactory six months from
now until the holidays. Like every
other industry, motion pictures had to
put its house in order. It seems to
have accomplished a pretty pood job
in doing so.
And now, on the
A Casting
wings of a more or
less confidential naRevolution
ture comes word
from the fertile fields of Hollywood
that a hip central business bureau for
stars and directors may soon bloom
forth where hundreds bloomed before.
The names of Pat Casey and J. J.
Murdock are mentioned as god-fathers
of the idea that is said to have the
complete backing of Hollywood producing executives. If it goes through,
it will mean the death of the agents,
d and had. Too bad for the i
ones and likewise good enough for the
lers.

Follow

Running
true
to
form
in its playful

The Leader "M
the ,^,m(:
leader "'
we [?»?w
find a
somewhat positive trend within the indnstry toward the demi-theater. Which
ans, no doubt, that due to the spotthe Trans-Luxerj we will
now
have
an epidemic
of tabloid
hoUSi \1 ready various promotions
and promoter!
. ay. arc at work. And more

France's Impending Action
May Be Duplicated in
Other Countries
table dispatches from Paris to the
effect that France has virtually decided to remove its import restrictions on American films caused an
optimistic trend in home office foreign
department circles yesterday. Consensus of opinion among foreign department executives questioned by
The Film Daily was that other
European countries having similar
artificial barriers will gradually remove them. The situation in Germany, however, was not viewed as
quite as encouraging as those in
(.Continued

on

Page

Fox

Admission

Now
Admission

Average4|33
prices in Fox

Turnstile Movies Going
Into
Grand Central
— Eur
ope Next

Prices
Cents
theaters

now

average about 33 cents. Harry Arthur told
THE FILM DAILY yesterday. With the
exception of adjustments in a few de luxe
houses, the circuit plans no more price
cutting,

he

said.

49%RISE IN CONTRACTS
REPORTED BY UNIVERSAL

11)

80 SUMMER CLOSINGS
NEAR LIMIHOR PUBL1X

An increase of 49 per cent over
the contracts received for the same
situations last year is reported by
Universal for the current selling
period up to June 13. The figures do
not include any sales on the Tom
Mix pictures, announced since that
date.

Approximately 80 Publix houses
have closed for the summer period in
various sections of the country. Practically no more closings are anticipated, it was stated at Publix headquarters yesterday

Wm. Fox To Examine
Books of Grandeur

Grand Central Station has been
selected as the location tor another
Trans Lux theater which will serve
as the opening gun of an extensive
building campaign to be started in
the fall, according to Courtland Smith
in an interview with Film Daily yesterday. Other railroad stations in
large cities of the country are now
being considered for the miniature
houses and will he opened during the
fiscal year. Stations that are utilized
as thoroughfares as well as depots
are the only ones being considered.
Plans to extend Trans Lux theaters
(Continued

on

Page

11)

PULVERMANMES OVER
SAFETY PROJECTOR CO.

Plant of the Safety Project • I
of Duluth, manufacturer of the Zenith
Portable and Professional project,
for the last 16 years, has been acWilliam Fox has been granted perquired by themanufacturer
I'ulverman oiCorp.R03 of
mission bythe State Supreme Court to New
York,
examine
the
books
of
Grandeur,
Inc.,
Amplitone
sound
equipment.
I
Fox Theaters Reports
in connection with his suit for an Duluth
factor]
recently
(C\
ntmued
en Page
II)convert
Deficit for Last Year accounting
and information which he
Fox Theaters report for the year declare- is due him as half owner of
ended Oct. 26 shows a deficit of the stock of the corporation. General Educational To Releax
$2,484,824, compared to a net income Theaters Equipment owns the other
13 Boy
Scout Subjects
of $2,660,261 for the preceding year. half.
II , st Coast
But.

Morning Show Policy Put Over
By M-G-M in Great Britain
Para.
Using Technicolor
In Pictorial
Next
Season
Technicolor

sequences

will be

included

in next season's releases of the Paramount
Pictorial, it is announced by Emanuel
Cohen, in charge of the company s short
subject department. One color sequence
will be used in each issue of the Pictorial,
according

to

present

plans.

I [ollj
wood
hah on li1
will
make
13 tWO-re«
out activities and w ill I"
under the sponsorship and ill

tional
of
the • I'.. .\ Si I'll'
London — As a result of i!
nt' the 10 A.M. opening instituted .it
7 Paris Houses
Playing
the Empire by Jury-M
dwj n,
Ltd.. several other big cinem
U. S. Talkers
Exclusively
preparing
to advance
their opening
from the customarj
noon houi
it is predii ted th.it in .1
iths
London
houses
will be
Paris (By Cable --Indicative
■ •
ularity
or
all talking
American
ning audi
it w ill 1
here is the tact thjt seven thci'cts in
favorably
in size to
York and oth< 1
city are exclusive
Fm;lnh it
The

experiment

films from
the U
S
j considerable numbn

Audifr
ol French

people

this
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Apparently nothing can divert a panic. The only thing that ultimately will restore prosperity is a return to the making of motion pictures, but as no one
in control of the industry knows what a motion picture is, and will not allow
those who
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Renewed

,• THE

FILM

Welford

Washington — Federal Radio Commission has decided to renew the
been
America
and it> subsidiaries which were under
attack 041 the claim that the corporation had Been adjudged guilt) of violation of the anti-trust laws.

to make

them,

the prospects of prosperity are remote. —

June 27

in "Film Spectator."

— We prescribe a good long rest, a few days in the sunshine
diet and good old Prexy Beaton will be all right again.

and a

milk

Paramount Coast Studios
I'athe Plane in Berlin
Adding Sound Stage Space
On Globe-Circling Tour West
Coast
Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY

Berlin — The I'athe News-Winnie
Hollyw
1 Addition of 37,500 feet
Mae round the world Might plane,
of
>tage
space,
as well as a new aswhich left New York Tuesday afternoon, reached here about 2A5 P.M. sembly shop for sets, is under way at
Paramount studios to provide
Wednesdaj after stopping in Hanover
fai
ilities
for heavier production in the
for refueling. Trans-Atlantic trip
was made in 15 hours, 7 minutes. coming months. The construction
ram will bring the group of ParaFrom here the Winnie Mae's route
mount soundproof structures to 15.
is over Russia to Alaska, then
Canada, Cleveland and New York. The space now occupied by the assembly shop will be converted into
Wiley V. Post, pilot, and Harold new stages.
Catty, navigator, are aiming to cut
the
- circling
time Graf
in halt.Zeppelin's
F. C. Hallglobe
of Oklahoma
City is sponsor of the air voyage, and
Gatty was instructed by I'athe in the
handling of a speed camera.

Staub's Contract Ends
With 377th Short Subject

July

L. I. of Columbia Pictures SoOuting
cial Club, Karatsonyi's, Glen Cove,

6-10:

IS:
July

Conference on talking motion
pictures in visual education,
under auspices of U. S. Commissioner of Education, Washington
D. C.
Educational-Tiffany regional sales
convention,
New
York.

July 20-21 : Annual summer meeting of
North and South Carolina Theater Owners' Ass'n. at the
Aug.
Hotel Oceanic, Wrightsvil
le
Beach,
Wilmington,
N. C.
3-22: British film festival, sponsored
by British International Pictures,
Malvern,
England.
Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual
Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Minneapolis.
- American
Motion
Picture
Oct. 1 : Hispano
Congress,
Madrid,
Spain.
Nov.
4 : Annual
meeting
of Academy
of
M.
P. Arts
& Sciences.
Holly-

Westinghouse

Maintains Dividend
Regular quarterly dividend of $1
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
was declared yesterday by Westinghouse Electric, on both the common
Hollywood — Upon completion of
and
preferred stocks, payable Julv 31
his 377th short, Ralph Staub, proto stock of record July 6. A. VV.
ducer of "Screen Snapshots'' for
Columbia, terminates his contract Robertson, chairman, reported that
with the company. Staub has been earnings in the current quarter,
I. Halperin. head of Publix stage with Columbia for the last five years though not covering dividends, will
show production, leaves Xew York in as a "one-man company," writing, show a small profit, compared to a
erecting, photographing and editing loss in the first quarter.
a week to become Publix city manager in Detroit. He will be succeeded all the "Snapshots" releases.
bj Boris Morros, head of the Publix
Fifth House for Glens Falls
Extradition Approved
music department. Morros will conGlens Falls. X. V._ This city, with
Boise,
Idaho
—
Daniel
H.
Gaylor.
inue to handle his old job as well
charged with grand larceny in the a population of less than 20,000 is
i-. have charge
of Publix
units.
disappearance of $3,541 from money soon to have its fifth picture house.
Paramount is building a 1,100 seat
he collected from the Carlton, Fox theater
here.
Van Leer Crashes Belmont Track
theater in Greater Xew York, is beIron bound rules at Belmont raceing brought back to New Yrork under
track, forbidding any "handouts" being distributed in the grandstand and guard following approval of extradition by Governor C. Ben Ross. Gaypaddock, were shattered yesterday
lor was a collector for Fox Theater-.
THE
LARGEST
\rnold Van Leer of the R-K-6
forces. Fifteen thousand racing
STOCK
SHOT LIBRARY
IN THE INDUSTRY
"Scratch Sheets," printed in co-operation with the William Armstrong
The Finest Projection Room
Over 5.000.000 feet of indexed nega(Western Electric System I
Daily Scratch sheet, were given to
tives and positives containing scenes
spectators as a stunt in connection
of every conceivable
description

Halperin Made City Mgr.
For Publix in Detroit

n

with

DAILY

do know

Beaton

opened

R-K-O's

"Sweepstakes."

last night at the

which

Mayfair

$1.25 per reel
4 private cutting rooms
DU-ART

LAB

245 West 55th Street
Columbus 5-4907

Lou
M. Houseman
Dies
Chicago — Lou M. Houseman,
ve
erau theatrical man, sports promote
and
Los

FILM

INSTANTLY

AVAILABLE

General Film Library, Inc.
729

MORRIS
J. KANDEL,
Pres.
7th Ave.
New York City
BRYANT
9-4417-8
Cable:
KANDELFILM

ia

newspaper
writer,
is
dead
in
Angeles.
At one time he managed the Woods,
Apollo
and
Adel-

phia here.
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Hollywood
1727 Indiana Ave.
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd
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PUBLIC

PROJECTION
ROOM
Latest R.C.A.
Photophone Equipment

$1 0Cper reel until 6 p- M-

s, ntment
ghts,
ays Sunday
* /JjXi
Holid
by appoi
Under the personal supervision
of Hymie Silverman
MOTORIZED
TALKING
PICTURE SERVICE, Inc.
729 7th Ave.
BRvant 9-5721

Madison

Independence T~Dayitfcct

Over looking Ocean a+ Illinois Avenue
ATLANTIC
CITY. N.J.
Rates

t.with

meals)

as

low

as

$40 WEEKLY
PER
PERSON
SPECIAL
European
Plan
BATHING

FETTER

DAILY
RATES
Rates
Upon
Request
DIRECT
FROM
HOTEL

LHOLLINGER

Cuger* C FeHer. Mnp. Dir

C_^7 SPECIAL NATIONAL COLORTONE
EFFECT
FOR rOU« SCREEN PRESENTATION.
WIR.E
UlTc

//jc#
tkepmone

lla±ii0naL Studios;
226 W

56.1 ST

CCX 5-7262

H^ii^C*,

1

LET'S iiiKS 1 1OW I U S I \ B ;SS ?
JLlere's the type of product you
need for boom-time grosses. "CONFESSIONS OF A CO-ED." Good
picture plus great title plus fine ca9t
plus real showmanship

idea. Con-

gratulate yourself if you've

got

a

P
S
S
5
«g!
PHILLIPS HOLMES
SYLVIA SIDNEY
NORMAN
FOSTER

Based on a college girl's love
diary. Directed by David Burton.

Sensational Business
PARAMOUNT, N. Y.
Illustrated here are some of the
newspaper ads that
the crowds.

brought

i» All A MOI INT >;.!„":^,r,v

—JX0*hss
A Digest of
Current Opinions

c

Some Figure*
On Film Consumption
CIGURES just compiled at
Metro-' roldwyn-Maj er show
in annual total footage of seventy-eight million feet of film,
1 for rushes sound tests, and
the twenty finished prints a day
that leave the laboratories for distribution to the theaters. Every
release print is projected and inspected before leaving the plant,
and all rushes and tests also go
through one of nineteen projection rooms that work ten
hours a day getting out the product. In the cutting and sound
department the projection rooms
handle 50,000 feet of film daily,
or 300,000 weekly. This brings
the year's total of 15,600,000
feet. In the laboratories finished
prints are sent out at the average rate of 200,000 feet a day.
This is 1,200,000 feet a week, or
62,400,000 feet a year, and brings
the grand total of film used in
the studios to 78,000,000 feet.
Translated into miles this means
12,882 miles of film — more than
half the distance around the
world. If this film were all
Strung together it would stretch
from New York to San Francisco and back five times, with a
little to spare. It would stretch
from New York to Melbourne,
Australia, and leave enough over
to reach from San Francisco to
Chicago. Several hundred carloads of cotton find their way
into film material, the industry
today being one of the heaviest
buyers of this material. Silver
is another big item, required for
the silver salts that make photography possible. Only a small
fraction of this silver is reclaimed.
—M-G-M

W. RAY JOHNSTON
is on his way to
the coast, where he will remain for several
weiks conferring with Trem Carr on Monog'am production.
\ W. SMITH. JR., eastern sales man
ajer of \\arner-First National, and Norman
Moray, \ itaplione shorts sales manager,
have
left for Detroit on business. Before returning
they will visit several of the exchange* j„
the middle west.
AGNES AYRES is in town from the coast
WILLIAM
BENTON
of Saratoga, memIx-r of the board of directors of the MPT
" v
New York trip.for his home tod'av
alter
a brief business
\MES CRAIG, representative of the
fulverman Corp., leaves by plane today for
Kingston, Jamaica, West Indies, to supervise
installations of the company's equipment

EXPLOITETTES

"-until,

TIMELY TOPICS

WAIIO
•

•

•

A Clearing House for
Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

ran kin

School Tieup

IF YOU
didn't know
it was Lupe Velez speaking
squeaking
on the stage of the Palace this
week
you could easily imagine you were lamping Gloria
Swanson,
Dolores Del Rio and Marlene
Dietrich
whom
she caricatures to a Brown Turn
the audience howled at
her impersonation of Gloria
shrieked at her Del Rio
and went into near-convulsions
at her burlesque
of Marlene
(Legs) Dietrich
for an encore Lupe sez she will sing the
"Peanut Vendor"
but she really shakes and wiggles it
and how
but wait till she ambles back to Hollerword after those three impersonations
better stay in our
hamlet,
Lupe
hell hath
no fury
like three
wimmen
Screamed
or is it Yawned ?
*
*
*
*
• • • DARIO
L. FARALLA,
treasurer of Educational,
is
celebrating the completion of his second decade in the film biz
a quiet gent, this Mister Faralla
who has a knack
of keeping out of the spotlight
but who is the Answer
to a lot that has made his organizashe what it is today
his career looks like the ascending curve in a graph
he
started as Chief Inspector, supervising
distribution for Pathe
Freres in 1911
he was Assistant Comptroller
of L. J.
Selznick
Enterprises,
then
Comptroller
then
Financial
Comptroller and Treasurer of Reelart Pictures
later home
office representative at First Nash stude on the coast
promoted
to executive business manager
and finally appointed Treasurer of Educational
in 1929
a record of
steady achievement without fuss or feathers
*
*
*
*
or

• • • GEORGE
BEATTY
at the Palace tells the nifty
about the Scotch gangster who takes his victims for a hitch hike
■
and we know a gal so dumb she thinks an exciting lamp
is a hot momma giving the eye-works to a sucker
*
*
*
*
• • • MARK LUESCHER sez he heard that times are so
tuff on Broadway that Trans-Lux are gonna double-feature short
subjects
Fred Muhlker and Bill Ross, assistants to the
Postmaster at our local letter factory, have christened Jack Fuld
D.S.P
Doctor of Sick Publications
whenever they
want any dope about certain publications, they call on Jack
Ask Jack Blair where he was Friday eve at 5:43
he will
probably play dumb, but we won't
he was on the corner
of 54th Street and Sixth Avenoo with two swell blondes
and pretended not to see us
although we walked by slowly three times
nudging him each time
the meanie.
*
*
*
*

• • • WE
HAVE
started mailing our Scotch
Christmas
card early...
...it is a large poster picture of Santa in colors
■
on which we have written 184 names with business addresses and instructions to each recipient to mail it to the
next mugg on the list
postage is only 6 cents..
and it can go out with the office mail
so nobody
........now if all you lads and lassies on the list willis gypped
re-mail
u
,o?^h
ta
the
same
day
vou
receive
it
it
will
reach
the 184th person listed exactly on Xmas Day
$11.04 postage saved on Xmas cards is not to be sneezed at these parlous
(or is it poorlouse?) times
may we count on the co-operation of
company's mailing dep't?
without mentioning
the factyour
to your boss
if he happens to
be one of these
3SS™
Paruckeers who is trying to Save His Organization
inx,
so
other
thanv
«« mooch
m™M,
Zi trifles?
. •«'", y
Ule
down
on P°stage stamps, salaries and
*
*
*
*
• •
can t go
IF Frank Wilstach's Simile Dictionary just
to
pressingwithout 'em. here they are
neglected as a' goo
inherit
a million, surrounded bv Tex as
Guinan
's li'I rosebuds
........ M indispensable as a check book to indicte
bank officials in striped suits without pockets to carrv a check d book

«

«

«

»
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OnINTERE
"Trader
Horn" school
STING

tie-up
included by Russell F. Brown,
manager of the Fox McDonald,

Horn."
"Trader
for teachers
wasonheld
previewOre.,
AEugene,
of the city schools who were
Horn"
advised
receivedthat
the"Trader
endorsem
ents had
of
Parent - Teachers Associations
throughout the country as being
particularly appropriate for exhibition to children and Superintendent of Schools Goold permitted these teachers to make
classroom announcements regarding the picture. A special
bulletin stressing the significant
highlights of "Trader Horn,"
play dates and price schedule
was distribut
ed to the entire
faculty and bulletin board posters were also displayed at all
schools.

€)

— McDonald, Eugene,
* lay
*
Window Disp
Has Local Interest

Ore.

*

£ECIL
manager
the D GWINN,
& R Theater,
Aber-of
deen, Wash, had a novel display
arranged
the Horn."
tie-up
on with
"Trader
Gwin'n
J. C. Penney
Company to devote their entire
front window to a display of
African trophies, the private collection of Noel Lowry and Will
Herren, Aberdeen-ites, who are
credited with a hunt expedition
in the Belgain Congo regions.
This was the first time they had
ever consented to a public exhibition of their trophies and as
a result the display commanded
unusual attention. The Aberdeen World publicized this promotion at length because of its
local aspects.

— D

& R Theater,
Aberdeen, Wash.

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and contended bygratulation!
T areHex-■
FILM DAILY to the following member! of the industry, who are celebrating their birthday*:

June 25
George
Donald
Georgia
William

Abbot
Gallagher
Hale
V. Mong

Al
SeligRoosevelt
Buddy

WERE
OFF

v^

^toa flying start in the 1931-32
picture race with the greatest
action -attraction of all time-

EDDIE
THE

OLD

FIGHTIN'

COCK

RKO APATHE

QUILLANin

SWEEPSTAKES
JAMES GLEASON- MARION

NIXON - LEW CODY-PAUl

HURST

R. Roger, Production
Story by Lew Lipton - Directed by Albert Rogell - o Chorle.

public's heart in
Eddie, the new favorite, rides straight into the
thrill' First rea whirlwind melodrama with every variety of
bet on!
lease from RKO PATHE this year. A winner you can

OPENING

THIS WEEK AT THE RKO MAYFA1R!

KEEP
KEEP

YOUR

YOUR
EYES

ON

TIFFANY

EYES
ON
PICTURES

TIFFANY

T FFANY

KEEP

YOUR

with

and
THE SINGLE SIN

BEN
HA'
LOLYON
A
RAQUEL TORRES

//
//

with

BERT

a JAMES

LYTELL
and

KAY

THE COMMAND
PERFORMANCE
CRUZE production
with

NEIL
HAMILTON
and UNA
MERKEL
Produced by

JOHNSON

SAMUEL

CAUGHT

CHEATING
with

CHARLES
MURRAY
and GEORGE SIDNEY

//

ZIERLER

• • • 1j you're on the lookout for an antidote for the
summer slump. Here is a group of specially selected
pictures available NOW, just when you need them most,
and well calculated to attract unexpected revenue.

Watch for the early announcement
Tiffany Program.

/ /

DRUMS

with JUNE

COLLYER,

FOR

ABSOLUTE

HAS

ITS

EYES

of the 1931-1932

OF JEOPARDY
WARNER

OLAND

PROOF
OX

YOUR

and LLOYD

THAT

/ /

HUGHES

TIFFANY

ROX-OFFICE...

KEEP YOUR
EYES ON
T FFANY

KEEP

YOUR

EYES

ON

TIFFANY

KEEP

YOUR

EYES

ON

TIFFANY

KEEP
YOUR
TIFFANY

EYES
ON
PRODUCTIONS

TIFFANY
INC

TRIP TO EUROPE IS PRIZE
IN RKO THEATER BIZ DRIVE
A

trip

to Kurope
and return is
offered KK<»
being
prize
the grand
iter managers for the best box. -ult- for the month of July.
All managen who have been in ditheater for
charge of an RKO
months
or longer are eligible.
Actual
results
based on previous
id net business will be considered, and not total business. This
ha- been decided on account of the
variance in seating capacity and fluctuating; value of shows and pictures
Transto be hooked for the month.
portation from the winner's home city
to New York and return, and a full
month's salary upon departure, are
included in the award.
The
winner
will be announced
. 10 and the trip, which will be
on the Conte Grande of the Lloyd
Sabaudo
line, will start Sept. .11.
Judges will be Herman
Zohbel, O.
R. McMahon,
Nate Blumberg
and
E. M. Glucksman.
Information covering rules and regulations is now being sent to all managers by Mark A.
Luescher, national publicity director.

Four Already Finished
By Monogram Pictures
Although Monogram Picture- is
not scheduled to start releasing product until next month, the company
already has completed four feature*
and has two others under way, said
W. Ray Johnston yesterday just before departing for the coast to confer
with Trem Carr, vice-president in
charge of production.
Publix, Comerford
Sign Golf Shorts
Thirty-five M. E. Comerford houses
in Pennsylvania and 25 Publix theaters in the Boston area are among
the latest to sign contracts for Vitaphone's Bobby Jones golf shorts.
Pittaluga Film for Warner
"Maciste in Hell." based on Dante's
"Inferno" and produced by the Cines
Pittaluga, Italy's leading film organization, will be the next attraction at
the Warner on Broadway. It opens
Friday.
It's Now Commodore

West Coast Bur. THE

FILM

Cohn

DAILY

Hollywood — Harry Cohn, vicepresident in charge of production for
Columbia, has bought a 59-foot
yacht, which he has christened lobelia, derived from the first names
of his father and mother.

FLASHES

HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

DPI A STANWOOD,
wife of H.
B. Warner, noted film star, has
a 15-ycar'sa
after assigned
returned to the
lie screen
has been
role
"The Sphinx
Spoken."
Rita in
Stanwood
was oneHas
of the
stars
of the old Triangle company in days
when that organization, headed by
Tom I nee, Mack Sennett and David
W'ark Griffith, was among the foremost producing organization.-- of it>
*
*
*

ALLIED SEES LEGAL MOVES
AS AID IN ZONING SOLUTION

WILK
Morris, brother of Chester Morris, also has
been added to the cast, which also includes
Billic Dove, the star; Lois Wilson, Edward
it llorton, Charles Starrett and Mary
Duncan.
Frank
Lloyd
is directing.

"Prospective
legal action may go
solving the protection
far toward
problem," according to Allied States
They list the aims of >
Ass'n
as follows:
Allied leaders.

./ ne-.v industrial department is now operating full flast on the Radio Pictures lot. It
is a completely equipped upholstering factory,
with an employment capacity of three experts
the year around. Frank Vert, head of th,
studio
drapery
department,
is in charge.

Fair copyright laws, elimination of
protection beyond prior run, lower
service costs on sound equipment, end
of block booking, lower trailer costs
and better contract conditions.

*

*

*

*

»

»

time.

Waldcmar Young, scenarist on a number
of Lon Chaney's great screen successes, has
signed a contract as a Paramount staff writer.
He comes to the Paramount studios from
First National, where he recently completed
work on "Penrod
and Sam."
Norman McLcod will direct "The Round
Up" for Paramount. Eugene Pallette and
Stuart
Erwin are to be featured
in the cast.
Big Crosby and His Boys have been signet,
by Sack Sennett for a new comedy. Othei
players signed for this comedy include Marioi,
Sayers, Arthur Stone, Julia Griffith and Luis
Alberni
*
*
*
irencc
in her new

Brown
M-G-M
*

will

direct

Marie

starring
vehicle,
*
*

Dressle
"Emma.'

Tom Dugan has been re-engaged by Mack
Sennett for the male comic lead in "The
Albany

Branch."»

*

*

John Russell, who wrote "The Sea God,"
in which Richard Arlen and Fay W'ray a|
peared for Paramount last year, has signe
a contract to write for Paramount the screen
play of "The Lives of a Bengal Lancer,'
current best-selling book, which will have
sequences photographed audibly in the actual
locale of India
by Ernest
B. Schoedsack.

*

»

*

Having directed almost every type of pic.
tuie for Fox except an outdoor one, Hamilton
Maeladden adds a Western to his list with
I. is new assignment, "Riders of the Purple
Sane" by Zone Grey. George O'Brien will
play the lead.

*

*

*

Al Cooke, Joseph (Jqrard ami "Spec"
O'Dom.ell have been added to the cast of
"The Mystery Train," the feature being made
1\ Larry Darmour. Phil II. Whitman idirecting,

*

*

*

Sue Carol has been engaged by Curl Lacmm'c, Jr.,Regis
for the
feminine
in "Graft"
opposite
Toomcy,
under lead
the direction
of
Christy Cabaunc. At the same time. Harold
Goodwin was added to the cast, which already
included Dorothy Revier, Willard Robertson.
William
Davidson and Richard
Tucker.

*

#

»

Paul Lukas, borrowed from Paramount.
gets the leading male role in Universal':
"Strictly Dishonorable." John Boles, mini
nally slated for it, is reported laid up with an
ulcerated tnoth. Production starts todav
under direction of John M. Siahl, with Sidney Fox playing opposite Lukas. Others in
the cast include Lewis Stone, William Ricciardi, George Meeker and Sydney Toler
Gladys
Lehman
adapted
the play.

*

•

»

Paul Porcasi, who played a leading comedy
role in Columbia's "The Good Bad Girl," has
be;.i awarded the identical role in the Spanish version of the picture.
Anthony
Coldcwcy,
scenarist,
is one who
punches
a time clock -when
lie writes.
Only
etting a rigid schedule for himself
can
Loldewey
operate
successfully
at his type
writer, lie insists.

*

*

*

Hetty Ross Clarke, former London stage
star, made her debut before the camera this
week when "The Age for Love" was placed
into production
by Howard
Hughes.
Adrian

Completing the cast for the second "Gay
Girl" comedy. "Take 'Em and Shake 'Em,
Charles Judels and Arthur Hoyt have been
signed tor the masculine leads. William
Goodrich is directing the comedy, for which
Beatrice Van wrote the original story. June
MacCIoy, Marion Shilling and Gertrude
Short
are featured.

Richard Boleslavsky's latest directorial effort, "Kisses by Command," is completed,
according to William LeBaron, production
head of Radio Pictures. This is the original
story authored by Ivan Lebedeff and benn
W. Levy, featurng Lebedeff along with Genevieve Tobin and Betty Compson. Others in
the cast are Ilka Chase, Colin Campbell, Edwin Martindel, Arthur E. Carew, Rita LaRoy,
John St. Polis, William Orlamond and
Ralf Harolde.

*

*

*

An interesting member of the cast supporting Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell in
'Merely Mary Ann" is Tom Whiteley. He
was the last man rescued from the Titanic
when it sank about 19 years ago. He also
had some hair raising experiences as a member of the British air forces during the war.
Hanging up a new record for footage of
film passing through tlie recorder in one day,
Max Steiner and a group of musicians provided the Radio Pictures music library with
10,000 feet of perfectly recorded music in six
hours. John Tribby did the recording and out
of approximately 100 "takes" only two were
unsatisfactory. Virtually all the music represented compositions of Victor Schertttinget.
Seven

additional players have been signed

by Radio
for "TheArthur
SphinxClinton,
Has Spoken."
They
are Captain
Wilfred
North, Eric Wilson. Gerald Barry. John Elmore, Joe North
and
Allen
Pollard.
Tiffany's "Morals for Women," an original A. P. Younger which starts production
this week under the direction of Gene Lewis,
has a cast that includes Bessie Love, Conway Tcarle, Natalie Moorhead, Lina Basquette, June Clyde, Emma Dunn, Virginia
Lee Corbin, Edmund Breese, Crawford
Kent, Otis Harlan, Ethan Allen, John
Hyams,
Wilber
Higby
and Walter
Perry.

Drive for Theater Biz
Being Concluded Aug. 1
Warner Bros.' inter-circuit cometition for higher grosses is scheduled
to close Aug. 1 after running since
May 1. Prizes will be awarded to
the zone manager whose territory
gets the most money over its expectancy figure. Similar prizes will be
given district managers and managers of houses turning in the best
reports. Awarding of prizes will be
made by a committee comprising
Sam Carlyle, W. F. McDonald, David
Brennan.
Weshner,
Don Jacocks and James

Arthur Ashley Stages Radio Bill
Arthur Ashley, one time a headliner in World Film productions and
now connected with the William
Morris Office, has arranged a radio
presentation for the White Owl Cigar
program, July 6-10 over Columbia
network, with an array of talent including George Jessel, Irene Bordoni,
Helen Kane, Belle Baker, James
Barton, Walter C. Kelly, Guy Lomhardo and John W. Green.

in Rates
A/eirV Low

HOLLYWOOD
ROOM
WITH
BATH

Lorna Balfour, daughter of the British
actor-director, Wilfred Noy, will make her
talkie debut in Fox's "Merely Mary Ann,"
in which Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell
arc co-starred.

*

*

*

5

David Burton and Louis Gasnier, Paramount directors, have been assigned to "Ladies of the Big House," dealing with the
women's
quarters
of a penitentiary.

*

*

*

Right m the heart o/
interesting places
Hollywood—
wickto

Leo McCarey has been dubbed "A Missionary from Hollywood" by theater ana
newspaper folk in New York since the director's sojourn there. The sobriquet arose from
try.
McCarey's stout defense of the film capital
against a flock of people who like to break
into print with tirades against everything and
everybody connected with the picture indus-

*

*

*

Phil Goldstone. Tiffany studio chief, announces that production will start shortly on
"The Monster Kills," a mystery thriller. The
cast to date includes Alice White, Eileen
Pringle. Clara Blandick, Leslie Fenton. Robert Elliot, Brandon Hurst, Richard Tucker
and William Humphries. Frank Strayer will
wield the megaphone.

go- people to s»
v A and thing! so do.
q 5(1
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TOM
M
TALKS
for the first time
on any screen, for

UNIVERSAL
For folks who love ACTION

on the

screen... the world s greatest Western
star. ..in pictures
hungry for.

the public is

m r? SMASHING
WESTERNS

-and of course, "TONY/7

the Wonder
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY

X. IU.AIR

I^ARL DANE ii now en route East gueat pianist . . . The former, now
took the first
from Hollywood, stopping over fin tn red in pictures,
al Chicago and arriving in New York America ii dance band into Italy.
on July 1. With George K. Arthur,
who has teamed with him in picture^
Frank Heath, casting director at
before, the comedian is scheduled to
Paramount's
New York studio, has
make Beveral two-reel talking com- had various unique
methods of atedies for Paramount at the New York
tracting attention tried on him. but
studio. They arc to start work on the most novel and provocative has
the first vehicle at the beginning of just been utilized by a veteran screen
month.
actres> to gain his notice. Heath
received
the morning's mail a flat
The lyrics and music of "My package inwhich
contained a small
Wife's Gone to the Country" have metal phonograph disc, a package of
heeii adapted by the Fleischer
Studios as a theme for a bouncing fibre needles and an unsigned note, rehull Screen Song which will soon be questing an audition of the record on
released by Paramount. Although the nearest phonograph. Following
ttcn and sung almost a quarter instructions. Heath heard a pleasant
feminine voice remind him that the
of a century ago, this one of Ber- owner had met him several times,
lin's great hits belongs to that class that she had had extensive screen exof lyrics which never grows old.
perience, had just completed a sucVitaphone has enlarged its lunch cessful vaudeville tour and hoped
room in anticipation of much activ- to play at Paramount's Eastern
ity during the summer months. New studio at some time in the near future. In the meanwhile, business
laboratory apparatus has also been
added
affairs had called the speaker to California, but she was prepared to return by airplane upon call. In conJ. Laurence Baker of Sound View
clusion the voice introduced its owner
Films is among the many air enthusiasts in the film business who are as Ruth Roland, former serial queen
planning to attend the mammoth air of silent motion pictures.
meet at Cozine Field, Rhineheck.
X. V.. July 4-5.
Fifty applicants for the starring
role in the Warner Bros, series of
Paramount Notes: Scott Kolk and 12 two-reelers S. S. Van Dine Detective Mystery stories, have already
■Johnny Green talking over old times
when both were playing in the same been tested -under the supervision of
band at the Lido, Venice . . . Kolk Sam Sax, production head of the
played the drums, while Green was Brooklyn Vitaphone Studio.
Award

Prizes

on

Historic

Film

Graphophone Merger Nearer
More than 41 per cent of the GuarWashington — Warner Bros, have
anty Trust Co. American shares.,
representing
certificates of deposit of
awarded $500 in prizes in a "sugges•ion" contest to obtain ideas for the ordinary shares of the Columbia
("■eorge Washington Bi-centennial Graphophone Co., Ltd., has been depicture. Local Chamber of Composited infavor of the merger of that
merce sponsored the contest.
company and the Gramophone Co..
Ltd., into the Electrical and Musical
Industries, it is shown by the listing
Miami Capitol Improved
on the New York Stock Exchange of
Miami. Fla. — In celebration of its 761,685 certificates of deposit for
fifth anniversary, the Capitol has un- American shares out of 1,848,245 such
dergone extensive improvements in- shares outstanding.
cluding new sound equipment, reYesterday was the final date .'or
frigeration, earphones, new screen deposit
of American shares with 1.
and other changes.
P. Morgan & Co. in favor of the
merger. The bankers said yesterday
St. Louis Cashier Robbed
that there was every hope of effectSt. Louis — Sylva
Rosner,
cashier
ing the merger.
of the Granada on Gravois Ave., was
robbed of $150 last week by a youth
who escaped in an automobile.
Anti-War Speech in Metrotone
A sweeping declaration that Great
Oswald Dolls
Britain will not go to war again is
Universal estimates that at least
made by Ramsay Mac Donald in the
500.000 celluloid miniatures of Oscurrent issue of Hearst Metrotone
wald, the Lucky Rabbit, will be
New*.
Washington Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

sold through one chain of five and
ten cent stores. The doll has also
been made in rag and other forms
under the guidance of )oe Weil, U
exploitation director.
Walt Disney's Mickey Mouse also
will be the subject of a widely
marketed doll next season.

Buy Play for Arliss
"A Successful Calamity." Clare
Kummer play in which William Gillette played the leading role on the
stage, has been bought by Warner
Bros, as a starring vehicle for George
Arlis~
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TRANS LUX MOVIE UNITS
FOR RAILROAD STATIONS

REDICT REMOVAL OF
FOREIGN FILM QUOTAS

11

San Francisco — Howard Butler,
Clarion, Pa. — Lewis Hepinger is
now operating the Orpheum six days formerly with Pathe in Denver, is throughout the nation and also to
a week.
now
with Columbia as salesman.
Europe are n.>w under way. A location in London i- being investigated
Minneapolis — Ben Elkins, formerly
Philadelphia — Joe Reilly has suc- and it i> possible that one house will
pened there in the fall.
ceeded Joe Murphy
at the Belmont.
manager oi the Madlin. is now managing the Croan for Jim Joveny.
"We have prepared a model theater
serve, to determine
the
Salem,
N. J.— The
Fenwick
ha- which
Columbus — Everett Bennett has been reopened with Arthur B. Smith per seal of any house we con-tn:
-aid Smith. 'The COH will remain the
lea-ed the Exhibit and is installing a-- booker.
same
whether
w< build
one
R< A sound equipment.
The house,
ih. hi -and hon
ind locawhich seats 320. will reopen soon.
Wilmington,
Del. —theRaymond
\".
Harris
ha- leased
Playhouse,
tions in the country
have been oftheater
for
the
second lered t" Us for Trails
Lux hon
San Francisco — Ground has been legitimate
and as general
busii
broken for Columbia's new exchange
improve we will open more thea;
building on Hyde Street.
Waverly, N. Y.— (. arl Herschberger Our New
York
I rails Lux theaters
Kansas City — Pat < iarlow, formerly of Oswego has succeeded Samuel have shown a profit every week since
with Universal, is now representing Shernow as manager oi the Sayre. their opening.
The net is small, but
Shernow has become manager of the •he amount satisfies
Columbia in northwest Kansas.
us to the extent
I apitol.
that
with
several
hundred
hou
vorking on a similar basis, and si
Royal,
la.
—
The
Royal
Communitj
"Tommy"
R. Milwauke
— T. in
Kansasn, City
e theater, remodeled mercantile bu Id- ing like profits, we can continue with
formerly
Thompso
for United Artists, is now represent- ing, is to be completed shortly. The
ing Bathe in this territory.
our original plans."
recently organized Royal Communitj
Club is sponsoring the project, with
Douglasville, Ga. — L. G. Hobgood, Dr. G. \\" Adams as president of the
formerly operating a Bowden house, group.
( ( ort
m f'l'ie 1 )
is now managing the Alpha here.
its silent projector into a complete
Denver — After trying Thursday
sound-on-film machine. with the
Mullins, S. C. — Since the closing of opening for two weeks, the Larasound-on-film
mechanism as an intethe Kirby last fall, this city has been mount has returned to Friday opengral part of the projector
itself.
(Continued
from Page 1)
ing.
The
Denver,
Publix
ace
house,
without movies. The house has reOutput of the Duluth plant already
thoroughly justified itself and the
opened under the direction of J. opens on Wednesday. All other has been increased by Pulverman,
first run houses here open on Fri- and it is reported the corporation
dav.
early show policy appears to have a Rogers.
most promising future on this side,
plans to open an additional factory in
says Sam Eckman, Jr.. managing diSan
Diego
—
Don
Silbert,
formerly
New York. Pulverman recently deOscoda,
Mich.
—
The
State
has
been
rector of the M-G-M British unit.
of Long Beach, is doing exploitation reopened.
veloped a special all A.C. amplificaSpread of the idea to other parts
and
publicity for the local Fox
tion
system for stationary installahouses.
of the country is expected to folDes Moines — The Orpheum, here,
tion or portable use.
low.
which had been operating for the past
Joe Granz, who has been with
Study of the audiences attracted
Atlanta — F. H. Thomas of the few weeks with a picture program Safety Projector Co. since its incepby the 10 A. M. performance has
tion as manager of the plant, will
only, has closed for the summer, Jess
revealed that an almost entirely new Ausmus - I'arrott Amusement Co.,
continue
a> chief engineer in Duluth.
class of patronage is being attracted, Greenville. S. C, is in town to start Day, manager, says the theater will All sales and executive business will
a film tansport line from Atlanta to probably reopen Aug. IS with a con- be conducted from the New York
with consequent benefits to the ultitinuation of vaudeville.
Knoxville and Johnson City via Dalmate grosses of cinemas.
office at 109 West 64th ton and Cleveland.
The Zenith projector will be known
Athens, Pa. — Al L. Herbert has
assumed management of the New
hereafter as the Royal X.
In ■ "
New House for Westchester Ave.
Brookhaven, Miss. — The Sarphie Morlcv
here.
tion. the company announces i new
has
reopened
with
RCA
sound.
The
A two-story project containing
model sound-on-film devi
stores, offices and a theater seating house seats 800.
Oak Hill, O. — Starting June IS the designed
for houses
lling
1.600 persons is to be erected for
Libertx Theater here went on its seats and known as the
Nov. 1 occupancy on the vacant plot
Los Angeles — Bernstein & Lustig usual summer schedule omitting the .it $1,250 for two Simplej
at the northeast corner of Westches- has taken over the Sunbeam, former
Monday and Thursday evening per- witli i 10-daj tn.tl money-back g"
ter and Pilgrim Aves., extending to Fox West Coast house, recently dam- formances.
antee.
For will
I'.hut- and 1> *
ment there
aged by fire.
Buhre Ave. The plot has been purchased for the purpose by the Tide
Philadelphia — The Garden is being out obligation
Realty Co.. Benjamin Levinson,
sound.
Pittsburgh — H. M. Addison, man- opened
by Sam Waldman, wired for
Equipment will
pre-ident.
servici
ager of Loews Penn, was dined and
presented with a traveling bag by
the Shrine Luncheon Club at one oi
Akron,
O. — John
Falkenberg
has
•heir recent meetings.
closed tli<
orate and
in-t.ill RCA
Photophone equipment
McKees Rocks, Pa.— Al Glazer has
Park from
Spring
Valley,
Wis.
Geo
Kyle
the Handel Amusement
Co.
Glazer
IN
has disposed
of his Opera
House
ites the Elliott in PittsTHE
here to F. I'. Moore.
burgh.
(Continued

from

Paqe

1)

:at Britain, Austria, Hungary and
taly.
The French Film Control Comfcsion is expected to immediately
leet to rescind all obstructive reglations. The new ruling is scheduled
j become operative Julv 1 and run
ntil June 30. 1932. This will permit
ntrv of all American films.
One
foreign department
manager
esterday pointed out that the foreign
narket
situation
will of necessity
radually
adjust itself as European
roducers
are unable
to make
picures to compete with American prodict.
Lack
of needed
financing
is
me of the reasons,
he said. With
lomestic producers unable to furnish
nough product for theaters in their
country
removal
of restrictive
regjlations against American films must
necessarily follow, the executive declared.
Harold Smith is working on the
French problem representing the
Hays organization.

Pulverman Takes Over
Safety Projector Co.

Morning Shows Put Over
By M-G-M in England

i$UNSHIN€
| N vjg
1 ~-( .-J

'^^tsm mm

DAY'S
news

Amusement stocks reach new highs on
new upward
move
in revival of confidence and enthusiasm
over fhc general
business outlook here and abroad.

Rin^lipifliiiiiiHMrilHHHW

Plymouth, Wis.
II. Schwahn has
Norwalk, CaL— I. W. Russ and C.
disposed
of
the
V
Minnie
A Hodgman have taken over the and Michael Gilman
Norwalk From O. 1 Taylor, who has
returned to \herdeen.
Peebles, O.— The new Palace
has
been .•pened under the management
Escondido, Wash.
Ernie Sillcocks of Harry Wamaley
Exhibitions will
Simd.is . M mdij . Thv
H the 1i from be
and given
Saturdaj
Rex Williams

bring

'Ramon Novarro'i n«» picture S«"
of India ' h bond held up awaiting t»c
arrival
ot
•
'• «""• ««•
M CM
for a
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Three-Reelers Suggested as Dual Feature Cure

STATElUGHTERS SElfBEST YEAR SINCE '26
$5.75 in First 40 Weeks
Full Year Net Is Expected
To Nearly Double Dividend Requirements

Estimated for Loev/s, Inc.

Another "Hell" Cycle
"Hell" continues to be about the most favored word in titles. Three

pic-

tures opening today on Broadway have it. "Hell Below Zero" is at the Cameo.
"Road to Hell" at the Central, and "Maciste in Hell" at the Warner. Earlier in
the season there were "Jaws of Hell," "Doorway to Hell" and "Hell Bound."
and just before that, "Hell's Angels," "Hell's Heroes," "Hell's Island," and
"Hell's Valley," while "Hello Sister" missed by an "o."

Net profit of $5.75 on the common
-lock, after preferred dividends, is
the- preliminary estimate for Loew's
[nc, in tin- 40-week period ended
June 6. For the fiscal year ending
Aug. 31, the net is expected to be approximately $7,against regular dividend of $3 and extra of $1.

Product and (Jrowing Indie
Exhibitor Ranks Favor
Small Exchange 9
That
the state
about to experii

rights

market

is

in the past live years, i- the
-u- of opinion of several independent
distributors
interviewed
bj
Tm
Film
Daua
yesterday.
Double-I
Hiring and the return of houses
(Continued on Pagt 12)

Franco-German Accord Follows
Lifting of U. S. Restrictions RKO REPORTED ACQUIRING
ZUKOR MAKEiMTEMENT
Wisconsin Governor Signs
20 NEW YORK THEATERS
Anti-Daylight Measure
ON WANGER'S RETIREMENT
Simultaneous with formal announcement of his retirement from
the Paramount production department, Walter W'anger is now making his office at the American i'lav
. 33 West 42nd St., the report being that he i- to undertake independent production.
In continuing
(Continued on Paae 9)

8 New York Indie Houses
Merged Under One Head

l'aris — Among the concessions to
American companies in connection
with the removal by the French Cinema Control Commission of all fuMadison, Wis.— Governor Phillip
Report that KKl) is SOOD to formture import restrictions on U. S.
La Follette lias signed the anti-day- films is a promise that German dia
ally announce acquisition of J<> theaters in the Greater New York terrilight saving measure. Under the bill, logue films made in France by Amertory was denied by lot: Plunketl
any one who sets his clock by the
ican
interests
shall
be
officially
charadvanced time is a criminal subject to
acterized as French product and terday. According to the story, the
tinned on Paae 12)
circuit is taking over the Bronxville
a tine and a jail sentence.
at Bronxville, among other tin

Ask Parents to Boycott Gang Films
A

nation-wide appeal to parents
to boycott gangster films has been
issued by Mrs. Clara Savage Little dale and George J. Hecht, editor

Publix Now Controls
Three Rutland Houses

Lower Electricity Rates
Affect 450 N. Y. Houm Thousands

of dollars

will

Greater New York exhibitor- annually through ,i reduction
in electricit)
rate- which b(
Rutland.
Vt.
—
With
transfer
of
the
Leon Greenfield, Louis Goidel and
Playhouse
lease from
Thomas
V lay.
Morn> Kutinsky have merged their
The changes in scheduli
theater interests in one company and publisher, respectively, of "The Movie to Publix, which
inaugurated by thi
alrcadx
OpParents' Magazine." The move is
erate the Strand and Grand, the three -on. Brooklj n Edison, Un
which controls eight houses in a result of the fatal shooting
of a
(Continued on Paae 12)
(Continued on Paae 1-')
dreater
New
York. Kutinsky
trie Light and Power and the N Y
and
Queens
Light
brought in the Armory, Eden an 1
-tal, all in Brooklyn, and Goidel
I 'ow er * oiup.it
made
and Greenfield contributed the Atth.it lower
450
theaters
.
the
scale.
lantic, Pari- (Hurt. Gloria and Court.
The concern has also acquired the
Flora, 500-scater in Brooklyn, and
Multicolor
Arctic
Film
will reopen the house in August.
Cantor To Appear Abroad
Slaying of the double feature problem might be brought about through
Plannedby Howard Hughes
With New U. A. Picture
Bureau, THE
FILM
DAILY production of three-reel BUbjectS
Kansas
Business
Club
w lih h would enable an exhib to till
HollywoodWithin
the
next
few
week- Eddie Cantor will -ail for out and
nicely
balance
hi- bill, in
Favors Sunday Shows
Hollywood— First all color motion picture
Europe on a good-will tour ol
the opinion ^i ■> number of promi
of wild animal and Eskimo life will be made
tinental cities making, personal Btage neiit exhibitor leader- and bin I
Hutchinson. Kan. — The Metro Club, young appear, line- ir London, Pari-, Berin connection with the MacMillan Arctic
ten ewed l>\ 'I'm Fii M Daii i
Expedition leaving June 29 from Rockland
men's organization, has gone on record
lin, Vienna and Koine in connection terda\
Mc
Howard Hushes it backing the .
strongly favoring Sunday entertainment
with the showing of his second talk\\ ,ii, pt« tut
such length
Hutchinson newspapers editorially com
graphic end ot the venture and the picture
a Sam able, theaters could discard twit
"Palmj Days,"
will be made
in Multicolor
A Lc
ing picture,production
Goldwyn
for
United
mended the stand, saying "it is high time
Multicolor
lrjv<-< Lot Angeles
to
some of the blue noses of Kansas were
Artists.
I lie pil ture will have its
ioli( iet, it was pointed oul
etpedition
the
,New
York
showing
in
September.
iom
to
day for Maine
washed off "

Suggest Three-Reel Subjects
As Cure for Dual Features
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Crime Films As Crusaders

Of IIIMIOM

DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S

Indicating that films and news dealing with crime serve to galvanize public
opinion against a social system which produces gangsters, the Danbury, Conn.,

ViL IV Ni 150

Friday. Im 26. 1131

I0NN I AllCOATE

Prici 5 Cuts

Eiitir ui Piklsktr

Published daily except Saturdays and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y..
and copyright
Wid's Films
and
Film
Kulk, Inc.(19J1)
J. W.by Alienate,
President,

"Times" recently published the following editorial:
"Shakespeare's Macbeth, his Hamlet and others that might be thought of . . .
are as bloody as the one under discussion, but with less reason, for those characters were concerned with a life of the imagination, and these with staring
facts of our modern life as it is every day lived, a life with which we are not
very familiar in Danbury, except as we read of it in the newspapers. . One who
believes that drama should be a picture of life, that it should reveal, instruct
and cure will know that this drama may become one of the most useful ever
produced. IT MIGHT VERY WELL HAVE THE SAME FUNCTION IN REDUCING GANGSTER GOVERNMENT THAT UNCLE TOMS CABIN HAD IN DESTROYING CHATTEL SLAVERY. The function of such drama as this is not to
amuse but to instruct. It instructs by presenting true pictures of evil deeds so

fcxliu.r and I'ul>li*her; Donald M. Mersereau,
Secretary Treasurer and General Manager ;
Arthur \V. Eddy. Associate Editor; Don
Carle
Gillette,
Managing
Editor. Enured as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under
as to excite indignation."
the act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage
free) United States outside of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscriber
should remit with order. Address all communications to THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone Circle
7,4736, 7-4737, 7 4738, 7-4739. Cable ad- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
dress: F'ilmday, New York. Hollywood.
Washington — A series of "DiploCalifornia — Kalpb Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607. London — Ernest
matic Sunday Evenings," at which
W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91 silent foreign films will be shown, is
Wardour St, W. I. Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn
Lichtbildbuebne, Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris planned by the Bureau of Commercial Economics at the Shoreham Ho— P. A. Harle, La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour-des-Noues, 19.
tel here during the summer season.

Plan Foreign Film Bills
Appellate Court Allows
Injunction on Picketing
For Diplomats in Wash'n
An appeal from the decision of

June 27

Outing

of Columbia
Pictures Social Club, Karatsonyi's, Glen Cove,

July 6-10: Conference on talking motion
pictures in visual education,
of U. S. Commisunder
D. C. auspices
sioner of Education, Washington
July 15: Educational-Tiffany regional tales
convention,
New
York.
July 20-21 : Annual summer meeting of
North and South Carolina Theater Owners' Ass'n, at the
Hotel Oceanic. Wrightsville
Beach, Wilmington,
N. C.
Aug. 3-22: British film festival, sponsored
International Pictures,
British England.
by
Malvern,
Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Minneapolis.
Oct. 1 : Hispano
Picture
Congress.- American
Madrid, Motion
Spain.

the Judge sitting in the SupremeCourt, Kings County, refusing to
grant temporary injunctions restraining Local 306 from picketing the
meeting
of Academy
of
Canarsie and Eden theaters, both in Nov. 4 : Annual
M. P. Arts & Sciences. HollyBrooklyn, resulted in a reversal of
Randolph M. Boggs, of the Bureau, those decisions by the Appellate DiMacFarland Handling
vision, Second Department.
i^ now endeavoring to line up suitable product for the program.
The Appellate Division in its
Disney Affairs in East
opinion stated that the picketing as
J.
W.
MacFarland,
repreconducted by Local 306 was unlawsentative for the Walt western
Disney Corp.,
ful because, among other things, the
Springer-Cocalis-Ochs
theater owners had contracted with is in New York for an indefinite stay
to look after all Disney affairs in
NEW
YORK
STOCK
MARKET
Merger Rumor Denied the Empire State Union, which is a the
east, following the recent resigrival union of Local 306.
Net
High
Low
Close
l hx.
nation of Irving J. Lesser.
A budding rumor was nipped yesFni. Ind
8H
8
8
+
*4
terday
when
Jack
Springer
and
Sam
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 15
14^
UA —
'A
Kodak
154J4 US'A 151
+ 2*4 Cocalis officially denied there is any
Earl Carroll After Clara Bow
Im
"A". ... 22'A
21
21
—
n merger under way between their cir- Robert Kane
Reported
Gen. Th. Eq. (new)
5 54
4#
<M —
'A
cuit of houses and the group operSlated for N. Y. Post Las Vegas, Nev. — Clara Bow will
Loew's,
Inc
45H
43}2
43*4 — 1
ated by Lee A. Ochs.
M-G-M
|.fd
2VA
24'A
24'A — \H
in Earl Carroll's
"Vanities'"
whenif
Latest rumor is that Robert Kane be
'iiount
28'A
26Vi
26*4
it reaches
New York
in August,
Pathe
Exch
1*4
V/i
1H
plans
announced
by
Ralph
Farnum,
"A"
6
S'A
S'A +
*4
will resign
as head
of Paramount'^
Joinville
studio
in France
and return who flew here from New York, are
KKO
"A"
17H
15/,
iSH —
'A 2 New Publix Houses Soon Ready
Warner
Bros
9'A
»'A
84* —
H
to
accept
a
bigger
job
with
Para- completed. Farnum came west to
do pfd
18 17*4
18
+ 1
mount
here.
Two more Publix houses are bepersuade Miss Bow to accept the enNEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
ing prepared for opening. One is in
Columbia Pet-. Vtc I.*!* ll'A 1194 —
'A Aurora, 111., and is scheduled to have
Fox Thca.
"A"...
3H 3'A 3'A —
%
gagement.
Gen. Th. Bq. pfd.. 10*4 9*4 10
-'A its premiere Aug. 9. The other is
"Queer People" in Again
Technicolor
6*1 6'A 6'A —
'A in Steubensville, O., and will open
Trans-Lux
f>Yi 6
6
—
'A late in July.
The screen future of "Queer PeoNEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
ple," satirical novel dealing with
Gen. Th. i
Hi-i 4.0k- ■
VACATIONS
Hollywood folk, now seems to be asLOOT 6s 41 x-war. 98
97J4 98
+
*■»
AI/./IDEA
IN
iMv
VAr/vrici
mount 6s 47. . 93
92
- 1
sured.
Ben
Hecht
and
Leo
McCarey,
Publix
Inspects
Columbia
Sites
Par.
By.
5/3.sM
]6l 100J4 lOT^-t
who is to direct, are working on the
Par.
... »>'A &VA 81 H +^>H
Columbia, S. C— Four officials of adaptation. From time to time the
Pathe
7s37
90
90
90
— 1\
War:
... 44}4 42<A 42 yi — 1^3 the Paramount Publix Corp., including J. A. Koerpel, of New York, -tory has been reported as "out."
were here a few days ago in connecM-G-M
Buys "In Old Kentucky"
tion with the theater which Publix
Central Park Closing
CAMP t> COUNTRY CLUB
"In Old Kentucky," noted stage will erect in this city. The party inLeo
Brecher
will close his Central
success by Charles T. Dazey, has
spected four sites and will make a
JTOW, MASS. Cmsot BOSTON J
been bought by M-G-M for produce definite selection within ;t shorl time, Park tomorrow.
"The Viking," now
(FOR ADULTS)
lion next season, J
playing at that house, will be shifted
according to Koerpel.
to the Little Carnegie.
The country club with real out-
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New Yor* —
J.J 1 540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712
D5.j

Bobby Jones Shorts in England
London
Bobby Joins' Vitaphone
shorts will— make
their British debut
i: here today. The series also is being
released all over the European continent, while all prominent cities in
Japan aso have contracted for the
subjects.
::
«:.:::

Long Island City j'j
154 Crescent
;'•
STillwell
4-7940St. i\

I Eastman Films I
& J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

:.:
Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

M
ti
:•:
J5

:':
♦.♦
;;
?'.♦*.**.**.**.*•.••.*•.♦*.•♦.♦♦>♦.♦♦.•♦.*♦»♦*•♦♦♦•••♦#••♦♦*♦•>

Studio
and
Location
Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Hale*

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corporation
T23-TTH

AVE.

N

V.

BRYANT

9-eOoT

PUBLIC

PROJECTION
ROOM
Latest R.C.A.
Photophone Equipment

unt'' ^ ^- ^0Cper ree' Sundays,
$1I /jNights,

*
Holidays by appointment
Under the personal supervision
of Hymie Silverman
MOTORIZED TALKING
PICTURE SERVICE, Inc.
729 7th Ave.
BRyant 9-5721

door thrills 1 1
ON
THE PREMISES:
9 hole (3000 yd.) golf course,
hard clay tennis courts.
Fifteen
miles of fine canoeing, excellent
swimming,
Hand
Ball,
Horse
Ranch,
Hiking Trails, Complete
Social Staff, and Country
Club
Orchestra. Accommodations, with
running
water.
Tours to Historic Concord, Lexington
and
Wayside
Inn.
Film employees consult your
social secretary for special rate
information or
Write
CARL
ERBSTEIN,
Mng.
Dir.

P. O. Maynard,
JAssabet
Country Mass.
Club
Or

Call

CHickering
Room 209

4-7580

HAL ROACH doesn't
rest on his LAURELS
RDYS!

He's created another team
that's equally sensational!

ZASU PITTS-THELMA
Here's a sample of what
exhibitors are saying:

TODD

Here's a sample of what
newspapers are writing:

CHRIS BUCKLEY, Albany's noted showman writes: "I had the pleasure of looking at
one of the new Zasu Pitts — Thelma Todd
comedies today and enjoyed every minute of

ED JACOBS, Cleveland News:
way for a new comedy team. No
Marie Dressier and Polly Moran
practically undisputed leadership

it. They're in a class by themselves. Every
exhibitor, every audience will get a great kick
out of them. You sure do have to hand it
to Hal Roach. His comedies are in a class

W. WARD MARSH, Cleveland Plain Dealer:
market."
"Zasu
Pitts and Thelma Todd step into the

by themselves."

first rank of comedy players."

"Clear the
longer will
hold their
in the fun

A PROPHECY : You'll want to write us a letter,
too, when you see Zasu Pitts and Thelma Todd!

METROGOLDWYN

Shorts— but SWEET!

MAYER

THE

-J%^h

DAILV

EXPLOITETTES
A Clear inn House for
rabtoid I xploitation Ideas

€

Good Tie-Up
TIE-UPS without number have
n made by exhibitors and
nierchants^in connection with the
showing of the Bobby Jones
series of 12 Vitaphone shorts on
•II. u I Play Golf," hut it has
remained for the manager 0f the
kiontauk, in Passaic, X. J . one
of the Warner chain, to hand out
a new one. The latter consisted
of a four page leaflet on glazed
paper, the first and third pag
which were given over to the
Bobby Jones shorts. The second
and last pages were given to an
announcement of a sports shop.
Incidentally the sports shop paid
for the printing. The leaflets
were distributed from the theater
and the merchant used the mails
and other avenues in circulating
them. The stunt cost the theater
absolutely nothing and it can he
easily worked with merchants
dealing in sports accessoric- in
other cities.
— Montauk,

Passaic, N. J.

Laundry Tie-up
For "Unfaithful"
J^AXAGER Chas. H. Amos
effected a tie-up with a laundry that helped in putting over
Ruth Chatterton in "Unfaithful"
at the Paramount, Nashville,
Tenn. The laundry company paid
for a 30-inch ad in which appeared a cut of Ruth Chatterton
and copy about the picture, theater and playdates. This ad also
used for its caption, "To be
\\'<11 Dr^sed as Ruth Chatterton." And then followed copy
about the laundry.
— Paramount, Nashville, Tenn.

COMING

TIMELY
TOPICS
A Digest of

& GOING

WM.
T. Aim. AW.
JR., and wife sail for
Europe on July 1 alioard the Paris.
J. \V
MacFARLAND
of the Waif
nry Corp. h.is arrived in X<«
Y.,rk from
the coast,
JOHN'
W.
GREEN,
Paramount
staff
composer,
lias Bone to Pittsburgh
via airplane to join Edward
Herman, lyric writer,
for the purpose
of writing additional nurti
bera for new Zicgfeld "Follies ."

Current Opinions

RI4LT
• • • "BLIND
to hit Hollerword

On Golf Series
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DIRECTING"
looks like the latest vogue
Harry Beaumont is credited with the

idea, employed in his direction of Adolphe Menjou's "The Great
Lover"
on this pix, Harry adopted a policy of "hiding"
from his players
when a scene was about to be shot, he
would turn his chair around behind a camera or a "flat"
thus he could see the action of his players while remaining
unseen by them
Harry claims that the presence of the
director so close to the actor in front of the camera, has a
tendency to throw the actrr off his lines and business
and Mister Beaumont states that scenes have gone more smoothly since he went into hiding
it's okay with us, Harry
but won't it get the yes-men all balled up?
can you picture
wotta game of hide-and-seek the assistant director is in for
and by the time he finds the director hidin' some place, he'll be
too much out of breath to say "yes"
the Hiding System
threatens to destroy an ancient Hollywood institution
*
*
*
*
• • • L. ('. HEHL,
secretary and treasurer of the Empej
I heater Owners of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and Southern
Illinois, is known
as "Daddy"
llehl. although he and his wife
have no children of their own
but during the past 45
years they have reared 14 foster children
and this original
brood has been augmented by 18 foster grand children
smart exhib, this mugg
he's raising his own audiences
or should wc say fostering 'em?

*

*

*

How Politicians Kibitz
In the Wichita Sector
T AST

November

on

election

day in Wichita the people of
the city went to the polls and
voted in favor of Sunday shows.
After running Sunday shows
during the past few months now
comes a strict order from the
county attorney that after July 4
all Sunday shows must close in
Wichita. Is this fair to the people who voted in favor of Sunday shows? Didn't they by
majority vote win the election
for Sunday shows? Then why
should that privilege be taken
away from them? Why should
Kansas after so many years continue to be a blue law state?
When will Kansas wake up?
We want to congratulate E. C.
Rhoden, Fox Midwest Theaters

*

•

• • BERNARD J. KEARNEY, distribution and purchasing exec for Educational, is the proud daddy these days
his son, John B., 13, graduated from the school of Our Lady of
Lourdes, being awarded a four-year scholarship at Regis High

division manager, on his diplomatic stand in refusing to close
his theaters while various other

School in our hamlet
we can't seem to keep these Educational gents outa the public prints
Harlan Starr, of the
Detroit ossif, made a hole-in-one recently
and has been
swamped with trophies from all the golf manufacturers
and inscribed on the Roll of Honor of Holers-In-One
and
Max Stahl, of the Chi branch, just went in partnership with General Motors
12 more payments on his car and Max sez
he'll be a full-fledged partner
*
*
*
*

places of amusement are permitted to operate. Many theater
owners throughout the state have
been upholding their rights as
well and we hope before long
to see the blue law doomed so
that the exhibitors can operate
their shows
unmolested.
— Jesse Shylen,

• • • A WISE
MUGG
walked
in on a poker game and
railed for Quick Action
and in just 10 minutes they sliced
his bankroll in their card-cutting machine
Lew Codywas offered the hospitality of Buster Keaton's
dressing room
bungalow, "The Kennel"
and when Buster came around
the next day he found the sign changed to "Cody's Coop"
In one of the scenes of "Rebound." Ina Claire speaks 33 words in
six and two-thirds seconds
we would have fallen for the
six seconds
but that two-thirds seconds leaves us sorta
skeptical
*
•

•

*

*

♦

•

THE TERRY TOONERS
CLUB idea is spreading
and now that they have added us to the list of honorary
members along with Paul Terry and E. H. Hammons, the movement ought to take a decided spurt
Warners are all excited over the sensational news that an author has congratulated
'em on the handling of his story on the screen
Louis
Weitzenkorn,
author of "Five Star Final," no less
oh,
well, it's not every author who can recognize his story on the
screen so that he can offer congratulations
Director Norman Taurog asked Jackie Searl, the Kid actor, wot his ambition
was when he grew up
and Jackie sez
"Aw, I have
no ambition.
I wanna be a Director."
oops

«

«

«

»

»

»

Reel

Journal

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes and conare extended bygratulations
THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

June 26
Mitchell Lewis
William
Steiner, Jr.
Neal Burns
Virginia Browne Faire
George C. Pearce

}

illlS year, more than ever, cold, hard facts must be faced! In 1931 and '32
only the unusually good picture will do profitable business.
The success of a theatre will depend entirely on how carefully the exhibitor
will book his pictures.

This applies to a circuit buyer as well as the owner of the smallest theatre.
You cannot afford to speculate on paper promises any more than we can afford
to mislead you with righteous enthusiasm about our coming product, which we
ourselves have not seen.
This is why we are not urging you to buy blind at this time.
Wo jut iii ill i> business to make

money

— the same as you!

We are interested in your box-office because our money has to come out of it !
United Artists will release but a few productions, but they will be real
attractions. More thought, more imagination, more careful planning, more
real brains are going into these specially created attractions than ever went into
any like number of pictures before.

YTour playing time is your biggest asset!
I*rotect it! You9re in show business now!

^
ueSt and °'"'
i
_,
^*
^
^^^^
for Qoa«tY- The
,
oort of ^e
^^^^^
n sobsti*u*e *°r U
, earred suPP°rt

P'ctu
nt motion

I a v a di* rs h in
a Responsibility
The motion picture industry has always looked to United Artists for leadership
and inspiration • It is » responsibility. . . but a responsibility that we are
proud to hold.
Lpailpi-sliip. first of all, means taking the Initiative . . . this United Artists
has always done, to the credit of motion picture advancement, Artistically
and Commercially!
Foremost among production leaders stands the name of samuel goldwyn, whose
genius has been a torch lighting the way of the industry almost since its inception.
A Producer of profitable pictures, he has inspired others to make better pictures,
substantially laying the foundation of the industry's stability.
Mr. Goldwyn is the producing general of United Artists Pictures for 1931-1932.
Mis showmanship genius will be a vital part for every production.
Each picture produced and released by united artists will be an individual
ATTRACTION,

CUSTOM

BUILT

TO MEET

THE

1931-1932

MARKET.

Only stories, books, plays of definite value have been selected. Only star
directors, drawn from the entire field, will be assigned to the production of these
plays . . . directors chosen for their particular ability to present a certain kind
of story. Stars will be cast in roles they should portray, and supporting casts
selected as individuals, not as mere names on a payroll.
Only creative brain power can conceive great pictures. . . . Only careful,
tireless, inspired showmanship can make them great attractions.

We

ttve in Show Business just the sume
ILMTED

ARTISTS

us YO¥J!

CORPORATION

■

*

m

THE
DAILY
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MAKES STATEMENT

ON WANGER'S RETIREMENT
(Continued

from

Pa<i<-

1)

Philadelphia Ed Peskaj has joined
the Warner-Stanley circuit, under
William
Goldman.

FOREIGN NEWS

yesterday,
retirement
VVanger's
Vdolph Zukor said:
"Jesse L. La-kv is now. just as he
Minneapolis - Abe
Fischer
is no
"of the Paramount
been, head
has
connected
with
the
United
Lasky is longer
Department.
Production
in control, and no one supersedes \rti-t- --ales force here.
iiim in any way in dealing with Paramount picture production; nor has
Greenville,
N. H. — Charles
E.
there ever been any intention to have
Sawyer
is
now
running
Sunday
shows
,nv -uch change in the setup.
50 per cent of the re•"[ he retirement of Walter Wanger and giving
ceipts to charity.
is merely a step m ide necessary by
the physical necessities of the proPhiladelphia-- Fred Leopold has reduction" jobistonobe change
done. whatever
Aside fromIn
that there
signed from the Nixon and is rethe. production personnel. R. P.
ported taking over the Locust.
Schulberg is in charge, under i
of the actual productions, and will
Mosinee, Wis.— Paul Xettland and
operate as heretofore in our West
Coast Studios. The Eastern studios C. E. Mathews have disposed of the
will continue to be under the man- Mosinee to L. R. Keefe.
agement of James Cowan, also directly responsible to Mr. Lasky."
Beach, Fla. The newDaytona
sound
picture theater for negroes,
Six Fox Midwest Houses
representing an investment of more
than $45,000, has been opened. It
Undergoing Improvements will
be operated by the Eastco Co.,
Kansas City — The Fox Warwick of which Edward H. Crane is direchere has just completed the installator of operation-.
tion of a $30,000 refrigeration system.
The Fox Gillioz at Springfield.
Fulton
Hooker
Pa.
Bradford,
Mo., is spending $12,000 on reseating: the Crane at Carthage. $7.?00. Building Corporation has awarded
and the Midland at Pittsburg. Kan- contracts for the erection of a thesas. $8,500.
ater here to E. L. Van Sickel of
The Fox Midland in Hutchinson, Bradford.
■Can., and the Strand at Salina, have
The house will be 74 by 285 feet
been closed for a general remodeling. and will be strictly modern in every
wav. Estimated cost is listed at
Stage Show Innovation
$500,000 for the complete brick and
terra-cotta structure. The builders are
Being Sought by Publix C M. TTooker. 135 Congress Street,
Not satisfied with the drawing and R. A. Fulton. Holley Hotel.
North
Bradford.
Pa.
power of star names for its -tage
shows, Publix is now casting around
•for a new type of unit production.
Both the Paramount s in New York
Chicopee, Mass.— Playhouse Theater-. Inc.. has been formed to operand Brooklyn have been featuring
The incorporabig names, but box-office checkups
Playhouse.
ate theinclude
F. T. Burnham. former
torindicate that they haven't meant
much to the average picturcgoer.
mayor of Holyoke, Fred Fresche.
who will ad as manager, and Doctor
Robert- of Chicopee.
Flanagan
Succeeds
Brenon
Jr.
Greenfield.
Mass.— Herbert
Brenon. Jr.. son of the director, has been
Philadelphia — Indoor miniature golf
eeded as manager of the Publix
which made their appearance
courses
den
by
Leo
G.
Flanagan
of
in a number of picture
Northampton,
where
be has been last summer now
extinct. None of
arc
houses
managing
the
Publix
Plaza,
now
a checkup just
to
ng
accordi
them,
closed.
this reason.
made, ha- opened

Sues Over Obituary
JAMES R. ("Jim")
heavyweight boxer
cal instructor at the
instituted a libel suit

SAVAGE, former
and now physiM. P. Club, has
against the New

York "Sun" for publication of a story
in which it was stated that he had died
after having "taken to the Bowery."
Damages amounting to 535.000 are
asked in the action, which will be
heard in the Supreme Court in six or
eight months Attorney Louis Nizer
represents the plaintiff

Jim Very MuchJAIive

There's nothing
Hit-or-miss in the
Foreign NEWS
Service of

The Film Daily
Because in
London it s
The Film Renter
In Berlin it s

Lichtbildbuehne
And in Paris it's
La

Cinematographie
Francaise.— All
Trade Papers

Torrington, Conn.— The new War
15.
ner is scheduled to open Aug

M
Philadelphia Mavfair
ir,
Mavfa
the
ned
reope
Corp. has
called the Coliseum.

merlv

Birmingham
m
Birmingha
' [onday.

shifted

opening

Strand,

—

Theatrical

das

'r"m

owned
Corp..

by

K.
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Corporation

sound

which

equipment

Saturday

insl

ITME

has

The Franklin
Mass.
Springfield.
has ben leased bj I
theater
and

International.
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victor over
adversity

^^3

zJdlR. MARCUS LOEW,
now passed to bis reward, would be
in this
an interesting spokesman
period of timidity and wavering
pessimism. Someway he met such
problems with the courage of a bel'ef i'1 America and the assurance
that sound service in amusements
could not fail. He had tough times,

$9£j
y^jf
i^Jr^

Vy/T
t^f^Ta
fcj^£j
\Wjt
'olx/^*

L^Wfl

Cm

^JaJ/UJ

cm
cm

t°°- It was n°t all easy going up
from his boyhood on the Bowery to
^1C 8reat heritage of substantial
attainment which he left, an enrichment of the whole of motion picture
tradition. Marcus Loew never quit ,
never faltered. He was certain of
his tomorrows.

cm
cm
cm

*
cIm
cm

cm
cm
cm

vjfyT
L/~"-fv"

•

now is
the time to
buy & sell

$$£3
._~

Two great exhibitor organizations have come
forward with aggressive advice to their members
to "buy of
now the and
condition
day buy
cries right."
out for The
action.lethargic
The

t-^r^
\)Mjt
*^a?r*
c*$fj

amusement industry, broadly based on the world's
widest market and the most fundamental of human
desires, has today no cause to stand and wait
or to view with alarm.

y^jg^JaR^J
^^

"The money that was in this country in 1928 and 1929 is
still here," exclaimed Mayor Walker of New York the other
day. "Where is it hiding?"

^-OlX/"'*
\<+if
^~xJ^3
L \fy i

That money isn't hiding, it is just warily waiting. Aggressive selling can, will and does bring it out.
Amusement
buyers are the same buyers who today seek unusual values,
or appearances
of value, in all commodities.
The good
rewards.
gathering
are
today
of
jobs
selling

€ \!!y

The desire of people to "go places" — their desire to be
amused — is inherent, so the picture business has a special
advantage in today's keen selling competition.
The theatre
owner and the producer must make them want it.

cm
cm
cm
cm
cm
cm
cm
cm
cm

^J^Jrj

The exhibitor dollar spent for product now is high in
buying power, and a vital contribution, as well, to the continued success and normal growth of the industry.
Normal
buying activity now means better product for the big show
season to come. Every motion picture success of the past
has been built on courage. The foundation ol every great
success in the industry was laid in days of adversity. That
is where the victors uome from.
COLVIN< .c a,

MOTIOX
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I III
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STATE RIGHTERS SEE

FAVOR 3 REEL SUBJECTS
AS DUAL FEATURE CURE
their programs
tion, including
imed) short.
II..I Roach plans
com,u h.

tin. proper com
a newsreel and
to mak<
BT« approximating

Franco-German Accord
As l. S. Restrictions End
ted from

')

By RALPH

T( l|,|.

J

McCREA'S

exercised

by

option

Radio

has

Pictures

been

and

»n. be with this company
lor anhe will
other year, according to William LeLaurence

Olivier also has been
to do an additinot (icturt. He
Sphinx Hat

*

*

*

states that a cutter ami a film
two
.Intercut
fellows.
A tiln,
editor
confers
with
the director
on long
ieups an. I the like ami
supervises
the cutter's job on splicing film.

I'ublix Now Controls
nd Houses
Three•., . .Rutla
; from Page 1)

who was luane.l
I line, ace cameraman,
i,, KasWarnei First National to photograph
tance Bennett in "Bought,"
has returned to
lot. and will do
Artists, his home
United
a Roland
on "Corsair,"
work
the camera
which will l.e co-directed bj Rob
Prod.,
ciWest
t Ross
and Rollo Lloyd.

oken."
SpParamount

Our Passing Show: Bob
at
Leonandd'Usseau
Kaufman.
Fred Allen
F. Hill
Robert
RKO Pathe; Mauri Grashin
Savo lunching in Culver City.

Lord. Eddie
Girl";
"Bad
conferring at
and Jimmy

houses arc mow under control
ie Paramount circuit. The- houses
will operate as the Rutland Theaters,
Thomas Edgelow, veteran writer, who has
Inc., with Thomas W. McKay awith Universal, is an authority on ocHarry
by
managing director, assisted
cultism. He wrote ^Slories of Other Worlds"
Wilson. Archie D. Hayward is man- and -Confessions of a J;ake Medium," two
dealing with the subject. "The Perfume
aging the Grand. Plans for rebuild- of Death," "Escape" and "The Passionate
into
Return"
were among the stories in the n
said
are
refurnishing
ing and
volve about $100,000.
Officials of the National Society fot "Pyschic

Research hate shown much interest in /:</.(.low's writings.
*
*
*

Paramount has engaged an "anachronism
detective" to see that there arc no errors in
chronology
or other incongruities during the
filming
of the
80-year
old
sequences
ot
000 theater to he built by the A II.
site of the old "Hucklebern Finn."

Boston— Contract

for

the

$2,000,-

Realtj Co. on the
Adams House has been let to the
George B, H. Macomber Co. Arthur
t and
II. Bowditch is the architec
I'ublix will operate
the house.

Ralph Block, who has
East, is writing a novel.

returned

from

rom

Three writers were signed tins week h>
Kadi.. Pictures. James Madison has been
the fourth of the Rosco
d tol write
engage
comedy features for Lou Brock s
two-ree
s Lennon has
pioduction program. Thomasubject
features,
been drafted to write short
added to the
been
has
Dix
n
Mario
and
writing staff.

*

*

William Wellniau has been borrowed Horn
W irnei Bros, by Paramount to direct ( oinc
On Marines." The story an original by
I imes K. McGuinness, veteran of two wars,
and Thomas Boyd, an American Marine dur,, g the World War, will feature William
Rogers, Stuart Erwin and
IBoyd,
l.'.les Charles
Starrett. Waldemar Young now is
Herman J.
working on the adaptation with dialogue.
Mankiewicz assigned to write the

John Wallace, former legit character actor,
and Bob Smith, rodeo star, have been awarded
roles in "Border Law," Columbia s latest
Buck Jones picture.
Dorothy Arzner will renew her Hollywood
with "Break-Up". Phillips
directing career
Holmes and Sylvia Sidney will be co-starred.
motion picture's only woman
Miss Arzner,
arrived in Hollywood a short time
director,
York.
New
in
ago after directing "Honor Among Lovers'
contract
a new
signedpart
has next
JordanHer
Dorothy
will be one
M-G-M.
with
of the three leading roles in "Boarding
School," a story of adolescent adventure m
which she will appear with Anita Page and
Madge Evans.

*

*

*

SUNSHIN€
IN
THE
NEWS
DAY'S
State rights distributors predict that
the coming season will be their best in
the last five years.

Radio Pictures have loaned Dorothy Lee
to Warner Bros, for "Local Boy Makes

1)

major circuits to independent
tor>, are given
a-, the main
for the
optimistic
outlook.
Weiss,
,,t Artclass
Pictures

exhibil
reason
Loui
stateJ

that far greater opportunities for in
dependent
sales
now
exist
and
wil
continue as long as small exhibitor
find it possible to purchase
satisfacl
torv
independent
product
and
alu
re issues and third run features fron
major distributors at a reasonable fig'
tire.
Weiss
favors
double-featunM
as both a boon to independents
a

form

of

entertainment

"wanted

were
expressed
the Similar
majorityviewsof families."
William
M.
I'izor of Imperial

hyl
by
Dis-

tributing Corp. According
to I'izor.
the outlook
for state
rights
salt
so good that several
series of short
subjects
produced
by
his company
have
been
withheld
by
him
from
national
distributors who have made
offers for the series.
I'izor bases his
opinion
on his figures
of about
10,
000
independent
exhibitors,
w
house
policy is double-featuring and
therefore need
between
300 and 501
features
each
vear.

Parents Urged to Keep
Kids from Gang Film
(Continued

front

Page

1)

bo} in Montclair, N. J., by his young
playmate, with newspapers carrying
the story that the incident occurred
"after seeing a gangster picture at

Roland Young is the first player signed
lij M-G-M in support of Alfred Lunt and
in their initial talking picFontanne
Lynn ture,
"The Guardsman." Director Sidney
Franklin
work
on isit. now making preparations to start

By keeping their children away
from gang films, and with the parents staying away themselves, the
a theater."
producers will lie influenced to stop
making them, Mrs. Littledale and
Hecht
declare.

El Brendel has been loaned by Fox to
M-G-M for a featured comedy role in John
Gilbert's new production, "West of Broadway," by Bess Meredyth and Ralph Graves.
with dialogue by Gene Markey.

Permanent Sportlight Units
Posting of permanent (irantland
Rice Sportlight production units in
various sections of the country,
Carole Lombard and Charles Rogers will
where the crews will he able to keep
Kobe it Presnell
is writing
an
original, head the cast of "Mary Makes A Call",
in touch with the seasonal sport
"Hotel Continental,"
which will be produced filmization of Homer Miles' play which has
schedules in their territories. i> plan- by Tiffany. He recently wrote the screen just been purchased by Paramount. Stuart
Walker,
joinedof Paramount's
directing
■Ie "Left
by Tiffany.
staff
after who
20 years
stage production,
will
Over Ladies," which will also direct.
ned by Van Beuren following the re- play fur
cent purchase of new equipment.
Heretofore all the units operated on
special assignments from the New
Bette Davis, who rushed to her home from
The four principal roles in the second of
York headquarters.
the series ot human interest dramas to he the studio Wednesday afternoon was reported
produced by Headline Pictures Corp. haw
assigned to Marion .\ixou. Lloyd
Hughes. Theodore Von Kit/ and Burr Mcintosh, according to an announcement from
Mortimer ]). Sikawitt, president of Head
line. Shooting has already started under
directorial supervision of Charles Hutchison.
RCA
recording will lie used.

Page

Eddie Quillan has had another original
fm chased for him by Charles R. Rogers,
production head of RKO Pathe. It is
culled "The Big Shot" and was written by
George
Dromgold
and
Hal
Conklin.

the

Max Diipont, veteran cameraman, is doing
the
workmade
on by
"Morals
for with
Women,'
whichcamera
is lieing
Tiffany,
Mort
Blumenstock
and (iene Lewis co-directing.

BEST YEAR SINCE '21

WILK

*

shall benefit b> the terms of the
film inter
pending Franco-German
change agreement.
Germans .nxl France arc expected
shortly enter into a pa< t specifying
of French-made picture- in
number
a
( ,, mi. in dialogue which will be pei
mitted to enter German) against the
of a slightl)
distribution in I
talkers
of French
er number
de in Germany.

Contract Is Awarded
For New Boston House

FLASHES

HOLLYWOOD

slightly improved yesterday and likely to
avoid the necessity of an operation for appendicitis. Miss Davis has completed all but
versal.
three scenes in "Waterloo Bridge" for Uni-

*

*

*

The part formerly assigned to Carman
Homes in "The Road to Reno" has been
assigned to Pegiiy Shannon, who will play
opposite Charles Rogers in this Paramount
production. Miss Barnes will make her screen
debut later in a picture and a role considered
heller suited for her personality.

Sunday Shows for Chatham
Chatham, Mass. — Following a public hearing, when selectmen voted 85
to 20 in favor Sunday motion pictures, this town has become the third
on Cape Cod to be opened on Sunday within the past three months.
Acquire Brooklyn

House

Becker,
Rudin
& Rapf.in who
ate a circuit
of houses
the operNew
York [territory, have acquired the
Lee, 560-seater in Brooklyn. House
will be renovated and reopened.

TO-DAY'S rrss^

BIG

EVENT
AS SEEN
BY
THE
PRESS

fS
|_
r\.
S!>
M

Good."
Springfield

House
Near
Ready
Hoffberg Handling Spanish Film
J. H. Hoffberg Co. has acquired
Springfield, Mass. — Goldstein
Brothers' new 1,100-seater is rapidly world distribution rights to the Spannearing completion and will be ready
ish all-talking feature "Regenerator opening early in August. It is cion." The picture, which stars Daone of the latest de luxe theaters rita Ceprano, was produced in Holwith all seats on one floor.
lywood.

"Hawthorne
Hurst,
noted
novelist,
who
contributed
his best seller,
'Via
Manhattan,'
to Columbia's
new
lineup,
wrote the story in three months, during
which
time he lived on $60 and gathered atmosphere and
local
color
by
sleeping beneath
banana hoists on New
Orleans docks."
— Columbia.
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Proven Entertainments
Whether it's Main Street or Broadway, These
Rival Attractions of the Playtime Season.
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Court Dismisses Suit Over Loew Stock Sale

NINE FILM BOARDS OUT IN CONSOLIDATION
Ass'n
New Wisconsin Indie Exhib Unit Joins Allied
Key City Units of Hays

Organization
Headed
by
McWilliams Replaces
M.P.T.O. Group

Milwaukee — Allied Independent
Theaters of Wisconsin, headed by
J. McWilliams, has joined the
Allied States Ass'n, replacing the
M.P.T.O. of Wisconsin, of which
Fred 5. Meyer is president.
The new
(Continued on Page 3)

RKO

Declares July 4 Holiday Week

Complying with the wish of Vice-President Charles Curtis, that the Independence Day holiday be extended into a full week of patriotic thanksgiving,
the RKO Circuit throughout the country will celebrate the period from July 3
to 10 as "Patriotic Week." Officials, merchants organizations, etc., will be
invited to join in the event, which is to be ushered in with a monster broadcast
July 3 at 10:30 P. M

over NBC's

47 stations.

Too Much Sameness in Stories

Office Being Cut
from 32 to 23

Discontinuance of nine of the 32
Film Boards of Trade as part of a
consolidation plan will be effected by
the Hays organization July 1. The
remaining offices in 23 key cities will
take over the territory of the ones
closed under
the on arrangement,
in(Continued
Page 3)

DR. BECKER NOW HEADS
ISIDORE OSTRER BECOMES
-P.C.T. PRES.
TOBIS CROUP IN EUROPE Chief B.O. Worry, Says O'Reilly
Too

in stories is price cutting is positively not the
London — Dr. Rudolf Becker, gen- injuring box-office value of present solution of the present situation.
Screen entertainment is now sold to
eral manager of General Sound Film
releases, said Charles O'Reilly, presiI 'reductions and A. S.F.I, of Wembdent of the T. O. C. C, in an in- the public at a nominal cost, he pointley, has been appointed manager of
ed out, and price cutting only serves
terview with The Film Daily yestrie Kuchenmeister Maatschappi of
terday. Stories are being made in to make picturegoers wary of the fare
Amsterdam, the controlling concern
of the European Tobis group. His schools, like fish, he declared.
offered. Good product is what is
new post makes Dr. Becker one of
O'Reilly
asserted
that
admission
needed, said O'Reilly.
the highest film executives in Europe,
with international standing due to the
Tobis affiliations in the U. S.

B. F. Moore Now Heads
RKO Columbus Theaters

much

sameness

Hays Answers Gang Film Protest

East Orange, N. J.— In a letter
to Mayor Charles H. Martens, who
Columbus, O. — B. F. Moore, for
the last 10 months manager of the had protested against gangster films
following the accidential shooting of
RKO Majestic here, has been named
manager of the RKO Palace and city a Montclair boy early in the week,
declared that the dimanager for the RKO theater inter- Will H. Hays
vergence of opinion concerning gang
in Columbus, succeeding Burns
pictures is offset by unanimous scienO'Sullivan.

Anti-Censorship Group
Plans Broadcast Series
Censorship of films, books and plays will
be assailed as unnecessary and ineffective
in a series of six broadcasts planned by the
National Council on Freedom from Censorship, over WOV, starting July I. Cordon
W. Moss, secretary of the organization,
will speak on the first program. Others in
elude Harry Elmer Barnes, Dorothy Kenyon
and Harry Weinberger.

United Artists To Release
New D. W. Griffith Picture

United Artists will release 1 11
ture production which D, W. Griffith
tific judgment which accepts such
now i- preparing in New York
films
as crime
"I havea cording to present plans, Griffith
11)
will
no excuse
for deterrents.
a film glorifying
>tart shooting on Jul) <> at the
gangster,"
said
Hays.
"The
proper
Cinema
studi
treatment of crime as a social fact
or dramatic motive is the inalienable
Hal Skelly will have the featured
role, with
right of a free press or an unshackled stage or screen."

Suit Over Sale of Loew Stock
Dismissed by Supreme Court
Suit brought by Edward M. Stanton and other
Loew
stockholders
against Nicholas M. Schenclc, David
Bernstein and Arthur M. Loew over
ile of the controlling
stock in
. in. . to Fox, was dismissed

London — In a readjustment of the
directorate of Gaumont-British Picture Corp., Isidore Ostrer has resigned the chairmanship of GaumontBritish and Provincial Cinematograph
Theaters to become president ol
compu'
Mark on Ostrer
(Continued
Page II) Incomes

sentially the sale ol Mr-.
M
Loew's
stork, with the St hem I
Arthur Loew share- going alun.
it. .ind that the d.al a- IU< h W

tirel) within the law
I louse,
Holthusen
&
McCI
counsel
for
Stanton,
will
in
||
tu
the
f\p|
Friday that
in Supreme
( 'onrt The
ruled
the transaction
wa ' out l

Pa the News
Against
A

in Drive

Crime

Wa v e

drive against organized

crime

and

gangsters is bung launched in the tttht
News released fodav Howard W Ameli
U. S attorney for the Eastern dut
New York, congratulates Pathe News
its campaign,
and Elmer
L
In
trnment

to

government
gang rule.

win
ach>

over

A! *.

M
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Five-Month Plan on Exploitation
Is Mapped Out by Bert Adler

Under Ihe influence of the Fiveyear and the Five-Day plans already
Published daily except Saturdays and holidays propounded, Bert Adler of the Fox
at 1650 Broadway. New York, N. Y.,
["heaters and Fanchon & Marco organizations has mapped out the foland copyright (19J1) by Wid's Films and
Film Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President,
lowing Five-Month plan on exploitaEditor and Publisher; Donald M. Mcrsereau.
tion for tin- benefit of the industry:
Secretary Treasurer and General Manager;
Arthur \V. Eddy, Associate Editor; Don
Bert:
Carle
Gillette,
Managing
Editor. Entered as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
"Pictures will be sold to the theat the post-office at New York, N. Y., under
aters the coming season on the perthe act of March 3. 1879. Terms (Postage
centage basis (or percentage-overage
free) United States outside of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 basis) more tban ever before. Exhibimonths, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscriber
tors as a rule are not equipped to
should remit with order. Address all communications to THK FILM DAILY, 1650 thoroughly exploit tbe pictures they
Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone Circle
picture MUST be thor7.4736, 7-4737, 7 4738, 7-4739. Cable ad- play. But
oughly exploited to get the last doldress: Filmday, New York. Hollywood.
lar out of them at the box office.
California — Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607. London — Ernest (If you owned a picture, would you
W. Fredman, The Film Kenter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Karl VVolffsohn expect more than 20 per cent of the
Lichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris gross if improperly exploited, or 15
— P. A. Harle, La Cinematograpbie Fran- per cent if properly exploited?)
caise, Rue de la Cour-dcs Noues, 19.
"Therefore it is suggested that
every producer-distributor give exploitation a real trial, discarding the
present hit-or-miss method of occasionally assigning exploitation men

FINANCIAL
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by Sam Dembow as chairman, includes John Balaban, Dave Chatkin,
A. M. Botsford, Milton Feld, Boris
Morros, Arthur Mayer, Harry Katz,
Leon D. Netter, Jack Meredith, Gaston Dureau and Jack Bannan.
A. M. Botsford will preside as
master of ceremonies. Gaston Dureau
of Publix is in charge of subscriptions.

Three Ufa Productions
Being Released by T.P.E.

Three Ufa features will be released
to so-called occasional 'special' pic- in this country by Talking Picture
tures. A real trial means an exploitation man in every exchange to give Epics under a deal just concluded.
The productions, in English versions,
continued
the company's
cus- are "The White Devil," "The Last
tomers andhelp
GET to THK
PRODUCER
"The Immortal VagaFULL VALUE
OX HIS PER- Company" and
bond."
CH XT AGE
CONTRACTS.

::

July 6-10: Conference on talking motion
pictures in visual education,
under auspices of U. S. Commissioner of Education, Washington
D. C.
IS: Educational-Tiffany regional salei
convention,
New
York.
July
July 20-21 : Annual summer meeting of
North and South Carolina Theater Owners' Ass'n, at the
Aug.
Hotel Oceanic, Wrightsvillt
Beach, Wilmington,
N. C.
3-22 : British film festival, sponsored
by British International Pictures,
Malvern, England.
9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Minneapolis.
Oct. 1 : Hispano - American
Motion
Picture
Congress,
Madrid,
Spain.
meeting
of Academy
of
Nov. 4 : Annual
M. P. Arts & Sciences, HollySept.

_i
John Barrymore in Juneau
Juneau, Alaska — John Barrymore,
with his wife, Dolores
Costello, and
their
baby
arrived
here Friday
on
their vacht.

COMING

& GOING

B. F. LYON, Canadian sales manager for
Warner-First National, has left on a trip
to the coast that will take in all the c tic.
of any importance
ill his territory.
CECIL MASON, sales manager of (ireat
"Start this intensive exploitation
Handling
"Maciste
in Hell"
er Australasian Films, franchise holders of
Aug. 1 (which is approximately a
Territorial rights to "Maciste in Columbia
in Australia, is in New Yurk tu
Hell,"
Italian
silent
production
synmonth before 'regular season' opens),
chronized for distribution here by the confer with Joe Brandt.
and end it Dec. 31 — five months.
JIMMY
McHUGH
and DOROTHY
O. Macri Excelsior Pictures Corp. FIELDS
have left New York for the coast
Check on the results, and if bene- of New Haven, will be handled by to
write some musical numbers for Lawrence
ficial in not only increasing producer's World Exchange, Inc., which has Trbbett's
next
M-G-M
picture.
percentage returns (and so economi- just opened offices at 1600 Broadway,
GEORGE
K. ARTHUR,
now in the east,
to
make
some
shorts
with
Karl
Dam
cally justifying the plan) but in helpNew York. The picture is now play- Paramount, will sail for Europe about Aug. 1.
ing win public attention back to mo-

ing the Warner

Us

Solve

Broadway.

PROJECTION
ROOM
Latest R.C.A.
Photophone Equipment

ree' unt'* ^ ^- ^SI 0Cper ays
nt

'Holid
by appointme
. Sundays,
I /|)NiS
Under
thehtspersonal
supervision
of Hymie Silverman
MOTORIZED
TALKING
PICTURE SERVICE, Inc.
729 7th Ave.
BRvant 9-5721

Innerarity Resumes Law Work
gain." A. R. Innerarity, formerly
Lewis
vice-president of Pathe Exchange,
and counsel of that company, has
resumed his law practice with offices
at 551 Fifth Ave., following his return from the coast.

Let

on

PUBLIC

yi

Long Island City •"♦
154 Crescent St. $"{
STillwell 4-7940
B:'*

Eastman Films

one of the chiefs of Tiffany l'roducions, will be honored at a testimonial
dinner July 8 at the Hotel
Astor.
Honorary committee for the dinner
imposed of Adolph Zukor, Sam
Katz, Ralph Kohn, L. A. Young and
Sidney
Kent.
The executive committee, headed

ft

Signs Henri
Bernstein
Bernstein,
French
play-

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

William Saal, who is leaving Publix
after a long association
to become

tion pictures, make the plan permanent. Good men can be had to opft
erate such plan, as never before, due
14 to recent depression which threw
nany good men out. Incidentally
y2 the industry will be doing its share
y2
to revive employment, because every
man put back to work is a clear

wright, has been sifind by M-G-M".
Ilr is now in New York working on
an original for the screen.

::

Honoring Bill Saal
At Dinner on July 8

EJitir ad Piklsktr

DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S

Your

Problems!

Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY,

N. Y. C.

BRyant 9-3040

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Michigan 8761

COME

TO

BRUSHY
MOUNTAIN
LODGE
[EASTSTROUDSBURGPA.
Excellent

Hotel Accommodations. Food
fit for a King. Jewish
Dietary laws observed.
All camp sports —
Golf, Horseback Riding, Tennis, Swimming, Handball.
Unique Divertisseductions.ments. Broadway ProTwo
For

Camp

Hours from N. Y.
information address

Added Attraction
TALKING
PICTURES
Special rate to Film Folk
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III FILM BOARDS OUT
IN CONSOLIDATION PLAN
(Continued
from Pane 1)
movement
as an economic
tituted
of
because
principally
iitated
itlawing of the arbitration and
redit systems by court decree.
in will handle the territory
overed by the New Haven offio
veil as it- own district. Cincinnati
vill be disbanded with Cleveland
landling its work. The Buffalo
iranch will assume duties of the
\lbanv office. Closing of the Des
Uoines office will transfer its funcions to the Omaha board. Chicago
vill extend its jurisdiction to cover
he closed Indianapolis office. St.
Louis will handle the Kansas City
activities and Seattle do likewise for
Portland. Salt Lake City will take
the Butte territory.
Under the plan each disbanding
Film Board will name one of itmembers to function a- lai-on officer
between local exchanges and exhibitors and the board which is taking
over its duties. Discontinuance of
the nine offices means saving through
secretarial
and
stenographic
iffice.

AlOmiN
1*1 Ul<>

NEW WISCONSIN UNIT
JOINS ALLIED ASSOCIATION

ratOL

(Continued

rf/i

IIIILMIIVLY

•
•
•
JUST TO prove that one concern in this film biz has
not been stymied
by this Depression
Bogey, the boys over at
Columbia
are stepping out with a Happiness
Drive
Joe
Brandt,
after reading
this kolyum
religiously
every
morn
for
months,
found
himself
feeling
Happy
over
practically
nothing
it amazed him
he analyzed the matter
he
sez to hisself
"This goop Phil doesn't give me any
no tips on the stock
market
his 'inside
on the film biz is a lotta hooey
he hasn't added a
to my bankroll
just a lotta words strung together
but you go on reading his junk, hoping against hope that
day you're gonna Get Somethin'
that makes
now, if he can cheer folks up with Phrases

you

news
dope'
nickel
some

Happy
why

can't I do it with Pictures?"
so Joe got busy, and inaugurated the Happiness Drive for exhibs, from July 6 to August 15.

•
•
•
OF
COURSE
Columbia
has to get somethin' out of
it
so the motto is: "Two or more Columbia
productions
on each program."
during the five weeks a series of Happiness ads will appear
in the trade
papers
golly, that
make- us feel Happy
before the drive starts
Columbia
is
gonna sell pictures and we are gonna gel sonic ads
now
if that doesn't make the exhibs Happy,
tude
but lookit
what
they
get

then they have no gratibesides
all this

Charles C. Pettijohn, head ot the
Film Boards is now at the Coast
after visiting a number of boards en
York.
route there from New

special folders will be sent to exhibs giving 'em a raft of New
Idea- on how to bring the cash customers
in on the Happiness
Thought
novel cutouts on the short features will be issued
during the Drive
special prices on accessories during the
summer
months
and a beautifully lithographed one-sheet
lettered
in blue against
a silver background
will be furnished
gratis to exhibs playing the Columbia
shorts
one of the

Pathe-Journal Becomes
Sole Reel in France

best we've ever seen
all your
Gang

par;s — Bv taking over its only
competitor, the Eclair-Journal from
M. Jourjon, the Pathe-Journal of the
Patha-Xatan group becomes the sole
newsreel in France.

•

Burr Signs Writer
Gordon Saxton. formerly
es
Charl
feature writer on the New \ ork
"World," has been signed by
Burr, to write dialogue for the new
series of Educational-Torchy comedies.

Jerry Ziegmond to Denver
Ziegmond,
Jerry
City —
Kansas
manager of the Royal here, ha
transferred to the managership of the
in Denver.
Paramount

"Maciste in Hell"
A picture worth consideration by any
exhibitor, especially in localities with
foreign settlements, is this Pittaluga
shown at the Warproduction now being
ner on Broadway. It is something oft
the beaten path — spectacular, mystifyng a syming dramatic, and expoundi
bolic morality without the least suggestion
a preachment. It's a silent,
of being
with English titles and synchronized
score as well as some sound, and the
story, which involves romance as well as
and
a fight between the devils legions and
the virtuous souls on earth, is direct
in
scenes
The
g.
absorbin
dramatically
Hades are fascinating while the Italian
countryside views have their charm
Though produced about two years ago
in Itlay and containing some out of date
touches in its technique, the production
as a whole has merit.
CILLETTE

Optimistic
•

•

Slant,

well. Toe, here's Happiness to you and
if the rest of the film biz can get your

we'll

all

C. C. BURR,

start

goin'

places

and

Doin'

Things.

indie producer, has been searching high

and low for a new femme lead for his new "Torchy" comedies
with the young ccmic, Ray Cooke
so he notified feminine
America in the public prints that he wanted a nice unsophisticated type
the first response was a photograph
from
a
cullud gal in Alabam
then C. C. realized his campaign
was going to be a big success
for in her accompanying
letter she sez
"Ah
ain't commitin'
mahself
about
tha'
there unsofistikated.
But ah has tried most everythin' else, and
if youall don't overdo it, ah'm game for that, too."
so you
can realize that C. C. Burr is feeling very, very happy, along
with Joe Brandt
C. C. has got a real break at last

•

•

•

•

LUPE
she gets

*

*

VELEZ
claims
she
so tired of explaining

is the first yes-woman
to interviewers why she

•

• LESTER C. BRADY, editor of "Film Fun," is getting some more jokes for his rag
he is on his honeymoon
Rene Carroll, Sardi's hat check gal, had a film gent
check his hat on her head, and she sez that called for a forfeit
..as
she held out her hand diffidently
and he

sez "Sure!"
can't
fool
a film
have
established

Charles

I-.. Kurtzman,

«

»

field

rcpre-

Martha

I.. Wilchinski,
has
nt and Albert
siargoUe*,
comes
director ng
publicity,
assisted
by
Edgar
Waite.

rebeand

U Makes Three-Reeler
In Summerville Comedy
A three-reel comedy, with Slim
Summerville, has been completed by
Universal. If the reaction
able, it is understood the company
will
additional comedies of the
same make
length.
Allied Enlarging Membership Drive
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Following a conference of North Carolina exhibitors
and Allied leaders here in com:
with the proposed membership drive,
Abram F. Myers announces that a
mass meeting will be called soon to
discuss plans tor enlarging the scope
of the North Carolina unit to include
other stati
ly South Carolina
and Virginia.
British
Industrial
Films
London — British
Industrial
Films.
Ltd., with John
Maxwell
and A.
Bundy
as dirt
I expected
start activity this summer.
The

»

»

E
to

pany
will produce propaganda
talkof leading
British owing
industl the growth

Many Happy
Returns
Best wishes ind conare esby gratulations
THE

tended

FILM DAILY to the following memberi of the industry, who are celebratinc their birthdays:

June 27-2S

HRobert
M.

«

indir

Dg l)( Luxe hm:
ior Fox, Iiai superM-e the Roxy, which has been under
the operating guidance of Harry
aters.
Arthur, general man.:.
the-

.sez: "Let's go in and get gypped."
and the otner sez
"Nozzir,
I patronize my old pals" — as he walked across to 729
Seventh Avenoo

«

H

Suporvisintf the R<>\\
Charlei

Ernest
Alberta

Avenoo

J)

E. Kurtzman

and kissed her right on the mush
ya
man,
Rene in a store
Two near
gypsy 50thfortune-tellers
themselves
Street
and
two East Side exhibs approached and one

Seventh

Page

*

isn't married, or even engaged, that now she just admits Every
thing
Eddie
Luddy, directing
Benny
Rubin
in "lulus Si7zer," complimented
the comic
alter the first take on his mar
velous lip technique with
Lena
Malena
"That was gr*at.
Benny!" sez Eddie
"Where did you learn such marvelous
lip technique?"
Benny
smiled
modestly
and
sez
"Wot?
Ain't
I played a trombone on the stage for 13 yea
*
»
*
♦
•

fnirn

unit, which
' the
Wisconsin,
■ ndrntAllied.cxhit.
ils,.
, national

E.

H.

Torrence
Vaughn

Calvert
Walker
Ellis

Lois Wilson
Louis King
Polly Moran

THE
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Latest Production News Received By Wire From The West Coast ▲

▲

TESTS SHOW EFFICIENCY
ACHIEVED BYCOLOR FILM
films have been deTechnicolor
10 an equal efficiency basis
with black .mil white films, it is announced by the company following
ichaustive tests conducted
at the Radio studios, where two allhnicolor productions have recently been completed.
Technithe improved
Wedding
r printing process with the new
super-sensitive
film, faster
jenses,
new makeup,
and an innovation
in
g discovthe followin
painting,
eries are said to have been made.
I hat color films can be produced at almost one-half the old
the result of the recent price reduction of Technicolor
prints
to
en cents a foot.
2. That a large item of expense —
electric current for lighting of sets —
can be reduced 40 per cent because
of a decreased need for extreme
lighting.
3. That color can be reproduced
naturally, without flickering fringes
or overlapping and without tiring th"e
eyes.
4. That the faster lenses permit
a clear color definition in both closeups and long-shots which was impossible formerly.
5. That creditable color reproduction is obtainable with normal outdoor lighting, such as might be u«ed
in photographing black and white
subjects.
6. That sensitivity to extreme
color opposites is heightened 1(10
per cent, allowing for a more natural
coloring of sets and costumes.
7. That makeup tests disclosed a
decreased need for rouge on the faces
of stars and permitted a more natural
facial coloration.
The experiments at the RKO-Radio studios were conducted in association with Technicolor experts by
Max Ree. art supervisor; Ernest
Westmore, makeup chief, and Ray
Rennahan, Technicolor cameraman.
Radio recently completed the first
comedy
drama produced
in Techni-

Doug Fairbanks to the Rescue
Douglas Fairbanks on Thursday was the hero in a real life accident when
he saved two easterners, Mr. and Mrs. Melville L. Van Duersen, of Hillside,
N. )., from an auto wreck. Fairbanks saw two automobiles collide and one
overturn. He ran to the machine, dropped through a shattered window, extricated the couple and then ran to a telephone and called a police ambulance.

ON

]TS

WAY!

RICHARD

TALMADGE'S
Next Boxoffice Knockout

"WHEN YOU SAY IT IS
UP TO THE

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Hollywood's most convenient hotel . .
tor your stay in Southern California

standard
there is
nothing left

RIIGHT in the center of everything to see and do . .
next door to famous studios, theatres, cafes, and
shops . . near golf courses, bridle paths, and other
amusement places.
The Plaza offers you every modern convenience, unexcelled service, and a unique, homelike atmosphere that
makes you feel at home as soon as you enter its well
known "doorway of hospitality." Here, too, you may
enjoy the company of interesting and famous people.

to be the
said,"
writes
Mo
tion Picture
Daily.

European plan. $3.00
double. $5.00 and up,
and monthly rates.
Remember the Plaza
Hollywood. Write for

"SCAREHEADS"
A Whale of a Newspaper Story

Watch

For

It!

Wait For

It!

LAUREL-HARDY AND CHASE
START ON NEW COMEDIES

Hal Roach, who is now working
under a "five and one" plan, meaning five weeks of production and
one week of vacation throughout the
Menchen
Buys
Rights
l'Ml-32 season, has placed two new
"Adventures in Africa"
comedies in work.
To
Austin
Adams
Plays
Completed by Vitaphone
Laurel and Hardy have started in
The twelfth and final number in
Joseph Menchen has bought the "Oik- (Jood Turn" under the directhe series of two-reelers, "Adven- motion picture rights to several plays
tion of James Home. Mary Carr is
tures in Africa," has just been com- and stories written by H. Austin the featured
character actress.
pleted for Vitaphone at the WarnerFirst National studios in Burbank. Adams. Adams wrote "Ception
All of the finishing work on the se- Shoals," which served as a stage
"The Star Witness" Finished
ries was done under the supervision
vehicle
for
Nazimova
and
was
pic"The Star Witness, Warner Bros,
of Wvnant D. Hubbard, who Came
out of Africa with 103,000 feet of turized by the old Metro company production, was completed this week.
negative. The reduction of this foot- under the title of "Out of the Fog," Walter Huston, "Chic" Sales, Frances Starr, Sally Blane, Grant Mitchage to 12 two-reelers without sacri- with Nazimova as the star. "The
ell, Edward J. Nugent and other well
ficing too many of the dramatic
Locked Door," "God and Company" known players make up the cast. The
things
arduous.photographed proved long and and "Anything to Oblige" are among
story was written by Lucien Hubbard and directed by William A.
the plays he wrote.
Wellman.
"Honor of the Family" Ready
First National's "The Honor of the
Family," recently completed with
Gary Cooper in "Broken Wing"
Bebe Daniels in the leading role, will
"The Broken Wing," stage play
JoanCrawford
Crawford will
in "Mirage"
Joan
be starred in
be previewed at a theater near Los with an aviation background, has
Angeles next week. The cutters have
the
screen
adaptation
of
Edgar Selfinished with the film and it will been purchased by Paramount for wyn's "Mirage," according to ansoon be nationally released. Miss Gary Cooper. John Cromwell will
nouncement byM-G-M. Miss CrawDaniels and her husband, Ben Lyon, direct. Edward Paramore, Jr., Wilford's next picture, "This Modern
are still vacationing in Hawaii.
liam Slavens McNutt and Grover Age," is now in final stages of production. Lenore Coffee is preparing
Jones will do the adaptation.
Dorothy Returning July 15
the photoplay
script of "Mirage."
Dorothy Mackaill, First National
-tar, will return from her latest jaunt
Sennett Comedy Titled
Pathe Completes Second Masquers
to Hawaii on July 15. Work on her
next picture, which still lacks a title,
"I Surrender Dear," has been defi"Oh! Oh! Cleopatra," second of
nitely decided on for the title of Mack
will begin shortly after her arrival in
seHollywood.
ries of two-reel Masquers
comedies, Club's
has been
Sennett's new comedy in which Bing the Hollywood
Crosby, internationally known orches- completed for RKO Pathe release.
tra leader and songster, is featured. The cast is headed by Bert Wheeler,
color under the title of "Waiting at
the Church," and in following this up The cast also includes Marion Savers, Robert Woolsey and Dorothy Burwith the Edna May Oliver comedy, Will Stanton, Arthur Stone, Luis Algess.the Joseph
rected
story.Santley wrote and di"Fanny Foley Herself," also 100 per berni and Kala Pasha.
cent color. Two of the organization's forthcoming pictures, "Condoning Wives," a society drama, and
"Bird of Paradise," also will be filmed entirely in Technicolor.

DISNEY-MICKEY MOUSE
ITS

.▲. .▲.

"Ain't that sumpin'?"
asks
Mickey
Mouse.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

HOTEL

and up, single. $4.00 and up,
twin beds. Special low weekly
for an unforgettable
free folder.
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EASTERN STUDIO ACTIVITIES

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

Hollywood
j

\ ERROL,
Ziegfeld's comedy
Star, i- to rejuvenate the Los An• heater, said to be one of the
beautiful
in the entire
world.

Bv HARRY

WILK

among the M-G-M
Barrymore,
Ernest

celebrities: Lionel
Torrence,
Muter

Keaton and Rm sner.
*
*

Spanish phonograph
records in existence. Through the year No

New Low Rates

has
carefully
collected
every
new
singing record in Spanish, and
instrumental
record
by a Spanish
compo

in

HOLLYWOOD
$

4

*

in "Daughter of the Dragon." Paramount's production of a Sax Rohnier
story which is the latest in the Fu
Manchu series. Tetsu Komai, George
Kuwa and Oie Chan are other Oriental additions to the ca-t featuring
Anna May Wong. Warner Oland,
who created the role of Fu Manchu.
and Sessue
Hayakawa.
*
*
*

5

Right in the bean of
Hollywood-with
interesting places to

go— people to seo
Vntt fw BmUrt.

VmMtim

ROBERT

L ==

J. McCABE, Mak*ch

HOLLYWOOD.

CALIFORNIA

■ ■
• rling.

w ill remaii
New
Yi.rk StUl
D
J£1)\V \K
Al John
and
Arthur
-cries

Karl
I >.
which

the

with
Mack
Sennet;, will ai I
ing woman to the latter team.
Mario-

I Mary S'olnn,

j

Vitaph

here,

v

1 ■ nth

-

tcl.

>tly madi

Follies who

f<

to go into rehearsal for th< U
feminine
role in "St rax/
Stun,"
stage play by So mini Shrpman.

Milt

Larry Williams has been selected
by D. W. Griffith to act as chief
cameraman on the feature production
which he is about to produce at the
Audio Cinema studio. Richard Blaydon will be assistant director, Clement
Williams, art director; Barney Rogan, film editor, and H. M. K. Smith
in charge of costuming.
The
short

palm

for novel treatment

sub

"Fair

Rauh,

'In

Booth

doiny

Vitaphone
the

on

"Girl Friends"
and

will
Fanny

feature
Watson.

l>

'

^

full d*

ago

eiffith
many

1

frii

writer

attached

to

the

Wai

Vita]
rudio, will regret to I
"Ttui
7
that his
father
passed away sudd.

a few d<

the first of tin

m which VitaThelma

Whit,

of
the Abbott
action in
"My Sin."
George
is directing
at

Paramount'- New York studio, with
Tallulah Bankhead and Fredrii
March co-starred.

pU ted at th>
\to. und>
studio,
Vernon Duke, who has writtei
music for numerous
Paramount
tures,
has
been
engaged
by
Weatherly
- "The
Gay
1 to do tl
._• musical
for
which
Dwight
Taj lor.
Paramount
staff writer,
has written
the
Evelyn

Laye

maj

be

-tarred.

Emma
completing

Hill,
diately
thi
%tu\ ■
cutting "The Sight
\
sign, d to edit "My S

With P. W. Griffith about to produce a feature in which the ct
committed
character
is an eight-year-old
and
Vitaphone
casting
for various
roles in the "I'envnd and Sam" jnv,nilc series which tiny are planning,
Taking
child actors
in New
York are ic< a r- at
/'u
weathi

daily

advanta.

of it- shorts on location.
ing a hopeful ■
ample,
one
(lav
!
Paramount
Notes: Jesse I.a-k
on "Fifth
Joseph Reilly, former member of Cecil De Mille attending a performthe New York police deprtment, is a
ance nf "You Said It." giving
I
I
[,, ii
man of many tasks at the Fox Film all sorts of rumors
\l Rav
studios. His official title is Director ing over splendid record made by hitr-old boy now a Btudent at
of Safety at the studios in Hollywood
golfing
-I.
and Beverly Hills. He is in charge Black Fox Military \cademy in
If.
>1K
wood.
.
.
.
Eddie
Byrnes
of
the
of the police and fire departments,
which he has organized as miniatures cutting room reminiscing about D.
of the New York departments. Other W, Griffith for whom he worked over
duties include giving technical advice
studio
a period of ten the
\car-.
. . . ip
N'inc out of
to directors and, when occasion deend.'
'
of
tan.
mands, acting in pictures. Lately he

\

FIRST C kMER \M w
INdependmc*

has been playing in "Wicked," first
as a policeman and later as a captain
of detectives.

Chariu
of li

'

M .

staff fiat a ring J<

The colorful atmosphere of a dive
in Panama forms the background for
much
which

WhiU
turn*

will

adaptat ■

Tarkington "Penrod" scow in preparation.
Rani

did the adaptation

//((/ Shell a

and

handled in the manner of a negro
spiritual, which Ray Cozine recently
directed
for
Tar
Idea
by
Barry. Trivers and
( )akland.
. is

Britton and the

in a

Squareways," a satire on golfing,

Stanley

Ruth

a

HAROLD MULLER

B*-tsm

ivooseveLT
ssbrs HOT€

*

Several important Oriental players
have been added to the list of actors

ROOM
WITH
BATH

$

*

to din

•

inc/ th'
i tourist
of tin picture
is rapidly
'•■
Errol
has
become
permanent
cere//• recently complei
nonial master and i- backed by Joe industry.
Tenner
and
his band.
An
intimate
mouth*' trip to th. <
revue will be presented, built around then immediately went <<> June Lake
two personalities, in addition to for location work, has just returned
Erst
run
pictures.
The
new
policy from a hunting trip in M
went into effect Thursday, June 25. now has left for Alaska as a guest
with
free dancing
in the theater's ■ ,i honor of the Young Men's Ineautiful
salon,
every
evening from
stitute of California. O'Brien will
11:30
to 12:30, excepting
Saturdays return in time to start production
and
Sundays.
soon
upon
"R
tin
I'm pie
*
*
*
Sage," the '/.<<
pieturt
Fox starring vehicle.
Mary Kornman has completed her will he his next
*
*
*
■ dy
under
the
new
Hal
Al Copeland, veteran circus and
Roach contract.
It will be prey
carnival owner, is acting a- technical
the title
* of* "Call
* the Cops."
idvisor on "Susan Lenox. Her Fall
Rise," Greta Garbo's new M-G-M
Add
bicycle
riding
to Hollywood and
starring vehicle.
Many of the scenes
I e Archainbaud,
RKO
take place in an itinerant
circus and
director, is the late-t to succumb to Copeland is supplying atmosphere.
*
*
*
the two-wheel velocipede under the
pretext of exercise. Archainbaud is
Douglas MacLean, having put the
preparing to -tart filming "The Pickfinishing touches on "Full of Noup," which Wallace Smith is adapttions," his current Radio production
the screen.
wh'ch co-stars Bert Wheeler and
*
*
*
Robert Woolsey, is already engaged
Carl Laemmle, Jr., is back from
tpon
the story
for his next
Radio
the East with plans for a large pro- Troduction.
*
*
*
duction program.
*
*
*
William Haines, M-G-M -tar. i- an
Charles F. Riesner, directing Marie
interior architect "on the side." He
Dressier and
Polly
Moran
in "Poli- h •- designed the interior architecture
it the M-G-M
^udio, is busy of the homes of Joan Crawford. Le la
writing songs between
pictures.
He Hyams, and several other notables.
*
*
*
first won fame as a song writer with
idbye
Broadway.
Hello Fran,
Whili
Ramon
Novarro's
fondness
and
now
composes
for amusement
for music has bet
\y public
onl\
There
are
four
composers
• ' ■:, m rally known
that he
owns one of the largest collection of

S. BLAIR

, in the fa

■ ■■• ' ■■' Sducket,

i.

/.,

\\ tgconain

7 >/ /•»

of
as• ing
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By M. P.

BELL OPENS N. Y. OFFICE
FOR PORTABLE PROJECTOR
Belgau, president of the Bell
the
s
Corp., '1announce
at
,'ipnienl
show rooms
of •
nmg
York, with
irenth Ave., New
F 11. Smith -i~ Bales manager.
K. Travis, formerly of Electrical
Research Products, is supervising
production at the Hershey Metal
Products ( o., Derbj . Conn.
The Bell portable 3S mm. units are
sound-on-film,
for
expressly
and have l>een developed during the
,iid a half years for the
purpose of providing a portable and
of the
quality
with
unit
part
highest standard.
Bell offers a complete tandem unit
consisting of right and left projector,
to permit of greater flexibility in setup, with lenses from IS inches to 20
t apart.
has
system
A uni-remote-control
been developed to allow the operator
trol either machine from a remote position and make smooth uninterrupted changeovers.
The projector is provided With
double ball-bearing intermittent encased in a bath of oil, and all gears
and shafts are automatically lubricated with an oil-bath.
A rear shutter of unique design is
provided and the entire unit is cooled
by a great volume of air being circulated through the ca-.
in a
is contained
projector
The
ie IS" x 18" x 12" deep and weighs
(pi) pounds.

The motor is of special design and
was manufactured exclusively for the
Bell products.
The tandem unit consists of one
right and one left projector, or two
right projectors in any combination
With a five-stage amplifier, with uniremote-control, and two dynamic
speaker-. The total weight with carrving cases and all accessories is 215
inds.
The
single unit consists
of one
right projector, a five-stage amplifier
th
uni-remote-control
and
two
dynamic
speakers. This unit weighs
pound-, complete with carrying

The
Bell
plant
i- at
pi
equipped to turn out as high as 100
equipments a w >
Opens Boston Sales Office
Boston — The New England Sonofilm Equipment and Sale- Co. has
opened headquarters at 16 Piedmont
Street here, under the management
of William Bray. The company market- a complete all-A.C. sound equipi ment for theater- as well as a portable Sonofilm available for schools,
churches
and lecture halls.

Automatic Film Inspector
Combines Valuable Features
•RATION of acoustical material- re. pure the utmost care.
Acoustical correction materials which
depend entirely upon absorption,
when painted, lose in some measure
their absorption quality. As a general rule, such materials should not
be painted. A careless painter using
lead and oil will entirely destroy the
efficiency of fiber wall boards and
other similar types of material. Care
must be taken when any type of perforated material is used that the perforations are kept clean and open.
If these perforations are closed up,
the material loses much of its value.

D1

la your projection booth equipped
with the necessary fire control devices? An operator whose mind is
relieved from the worry about fire
is better able to devote his attention
to the many details comprising the
show. The installation of fire-control devices also has the welcome
effect
miums. of reducing

insurance

pre-

An automatic film inspector, cleaner and rewind machine that is said to
detect the tiniest breaks, tears and
poorly made splices in the film and
at the same time remove oil and grit
from the surface of the film at the
high speed of 250 feet per minute,
has been developed and is being
marketed by the Film Inspection Machine Co. of New York.
The device is compact and requires
little floor space. It is being manufactured in single and duo models
for theaters and laboratories. With
uncanny precision and reliability, it
detects and stops the film at the small
as well as the large breaks, both inside and outside or between the
sprocket holes and open splices or
-pi ices that are badly made or are
apt to open, or are just starting to
open, the company states.
The rewind from beginning to end
of the reel is even and solid without
pulling too hard on the film, and the
machine itself cannot injure or scratch
the film. It has no sprockets, and from
the time the film leaves the upper
reel until it is rewound on the lower

ALTERATIONS
Akron, Ohio — The Portage, operated by John Falkenberg, has been
closed temporarily so that installation of new sound equipment and
general
improvements
can be made.
Portland, Mich. — Remodeling and
the installation of new seats is being
made
at the Sun here.
Refugio, Tex. — Complete new
equipment including chairs, Simplex
projectors, Peerless lamps, Silversheet sound screen, and Hertner generator, isbeing installed at the Rialto.
Gainesville, Tex. — A. V. Wade is
improving the theater which he recently acquired from
Mrs. Cassiday.
Albert City, la. — General improvements are being planned at the Palace, recently acquired by A. J. Forsberg and E. L. Nordquist.

Fuses are admirable devices, but are
very apt to be a nuisance. The
standard rule when a fuse blows Ts
nothing touches the picture surnot to replace it before searching reel, face
or the sound track.
for the trouble. Unfortunately, this
Driven
by an enclosed motor, a
is never carried out, and it is quife
common to blow half a dozen fuses speed of 500 feet per minute per reel
is
ing.obtained when the machine is used
before being certain that there" is
something radically wrong in the cir- for rewinding, mounting or demountcuit. It is, therefore, a good idea to
keep on hand a good supply of different sizes of fuse for testing purAdds New Line of Rectifiers
poses, so that when the trouble has
been found and corrected, the proper
St Louis — A new line of heavy
size fuse will be available.
duty rectifiers, constructed of metal
plates without any moving parts and
u-ed to obtain low voltage, direct
NATIONAL THEATRE
Motorized
Sound
Service
current from the ordinary alternatSUPPLY
COMPANY
Branches in all Principal Cities
ing
current
lighting
or
power
lines,
An innovation in portable nontheatrical sound projection is being has been announced by the B-L Electric Manufacturing Co. of this city.
offered by Motorized Talking Picture
Service, Inc. It consists of five motor
trucks fully equipped with RCA
Photophone portable projector-, public address systems and amplified
non-sync turn-tables. The company
also has trucks equipped with independent gasoline generator units for
Realistic and fantastic, scenic and sound ef-bowing pictures where electric curfects, and illusionary devices of every descriprent is not available.

JUST
AROUND
THE
CORNER

from every American
theatre

5™*

tion ; furnished for stage shows, prologues,
feature pictures, etc. — also color wheels, spotlights, connectors, and other stage lighting
specialties and supplies.

BELL PORTABLE
FOR

EFFECTS

EQUIPMENT
35 M.M. SOUND-ON-FILM

BELL EQUIPMENT
CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

KLIECL

BROS

Universal

Lighting

Electric Stage

321 West 50th Street

CL>*£

*

New

Co.. Inc.

York, N.Y.

;

■
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New AC Operated Projector
Marketed By Pulverman Corp.
An all AC operated sound-on-film
reproducing equipment to be known

exceptionally small projection rooms,
the company claims

as the Royal "Z," especially detuned
for stationary installation or portable
use, has been announced by the Pulverman Corp. of New York, manufacturers of Royal Amplitone Sound
Equipment.

NEW

NATIONAL SUPPLY REDUCES
PRICES OF STAPLE ITEMS

THEATERS

Rot hester, Pa.- -Work on th
1,600-seal Oriental, wbieh haunder
construction
here
1
been held up again d
labor
trouble.
The
new
theater
Augu
expected
to be opened sometime

A

€>

in prices

is
in

ctive July 1. The
■ st to the consumer rang)
10 per t -iH to 33 i .; ,,. r , ent, th<
mad' ■ ■I- applying to -ta:
,ply
items su
Richmond,
Cal. — A contrai
| regularly in all
razing the building on the site of the ■

new
United
Artists
theater
here has
been let to 1'eter Moliammed
of this
city and work will proceed at nine
Rusk, Tex. — J. II Hughes is building a theater here. The house will
have a seating capacity of 500.
Cleveland, Tenn. — Two store spaces
wbieh will shortly be remodeled into
a modern sound house has been acquired by the Cleveland Amusement
Co. The house will have a seating
capacity of 700 and will be operated
l>> R. D. Page and Otis Renner.
Artesian, S. D. — H. H. Silken-en
is building a theater on the site of the
■ me destroyed by fire recently.

"A" Royal "Z" Sound Projector
With Removable
Legs

substanti i

Ashley, N. D. — The theater being
erected here by Reinhold Schab
is Hearing completion.

It

i> emphasized
by the
als that the immediate

company
lowering

the consumer
is n..'
on • to slash
temporarlj
in :
remain
tive only for a limited period but
is in reality a definite move for a
downward
revision
iii pr;
-heater supplies, brought about by manufacturing and distributing economies
which ha
ted and in V<
ing with
the company's
often
pressed
policy
to lov
enever and wherever
possible.
The company
als,> announce
completion
of distributing
arra: .
mentS on several new lines of thea
equipment,
the
demand
for
they claim,
will materia
their sales volume and thus tend
make further price revisions probable.
Outdoor
Floodlights
A series of outdoor ftoodligl
various
t\ pes, s.ii,| to have
!>■
signed for close or

lighting,
concentrated
or wide
beam,
Small Exhaust Fans
A new model sound-on-film device
normal
or exceptionally
brilliant
ilSmall fans, known as the Evry-Use
especially designed for theaters of
lumination, isbeing offered by K:
small capacity up to 500 seats and Bucket Exhaust Fan and made in Bros.,
Universal
Electric
St
known as the "5S", selling for $1,250 sizes of 9, 12, 16, 18 and 24 inches for Lighting Co., Inc., of New York
for two simplex projectors, with a use in cooling theaters and especially floods are substantially
constrw I
ten-day trial money back guarantee, adaptable for projection room use beitherprOOf
cause of a specially designed quiet
fective and and
properde- distribut
has also been announced by the comrunning motor, are being marketed light.
Settings
pany.
by Edward Babbin of New York.
Develops New Oil Shield
Draperies
Acoustical
Issues Order Books
N'eosho, Mo. — A new oil shield for
Treatments
projectors that is said to be very
Decorations
Complimentary
order books,
with
light and inexpensive has been placed carbon
Acoustical
copies convenient for keeping
Banners
Magnascope
on the market by H. L. Newton,
a
record
of
theater
equipment
purScreens
projectionist of the Orpheum theater
;. are being
issued
by the NaNrv* Votk CM'
here.
tional Theater Supplj ■
340W.4l.tSi
The
device,
it i- claimed,
ran be
I '.»'..■'
1
attached in ten minutes by any projectionist without bolts or -.crew-, and
is guaranteed
not to throw the proel "B" Royal "Z" Sound Projector
out
of alignment
with
the
tofessional Pedestal
. k < - » • i> ii » v? the nil from dripping
wait until an inspector comes around
ml', the delicate
part-, of tin- Sound
to tell you to fix your chairs.
The apparatus, the company de- apparatus. Tin- shield lits the bead
REPAIR
YOUR
CHAIRS
NOWI
'bea- of any Simplex projector using
clares, is adaptable to ai
MAKE
YOUR
SQUAB
SEATS
Western
Electric
universal
In
~\>ca
of
ALL
STEEL
SAFETY
TRACK.
ter due to the development
SPRING
SEATS
cial amplification system to meet the
NOISELESS
I
(JRVED
1 i: \« K
RCA for Boston Station Movie
Repairing — Reseating — Upholatering
of this pr
uirements
HIGH
SPEED < ON n.
Estimates cheerfully given
Boston
K'i \ Photophone
i
The
system, dui
simplicity
ING CONTROL.
SYNCON n:"i
ducing
equipment
is
being
installed
in design, can be used for stationary in the South
Station theater here.

DON'T

Allied Seating Company

installation or portable use. It requires no batteries or generators and
because of the compactness of the entire unit i->
iall) adaptable to

I he

Terminal

Th<

bj Joseph M. and Mix Levinson,
exhibitors in several New England
cities, will operate tin

5-5833
GRamercy

303 4th Avenue
New York City at 23rd St.

DARES

TQ

GUARANTEE

JUNIOR CONTROl
M
SCREEN MODIFIER.
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Vallen Electrical Co., *»fon. oh.o
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FOREIGN MARKETS
By GEORGE

FRENCH 1930 PRODUCTION
DOUBLED PREVIOUS YEAR

REDDY.

British Sunday Bill Up Next Week
London — Consideration of the Sunday Kinemas Bill is expected to start nextweek before Standing Committee "B" in the House of Commons. There has
been a big attack on the measure in an effort to limit the act to London and to
effect other modifications. In all, about 50 amendments have been handed in

inin France
Paris— Production
by opponents of the bill.
jur per cent in 1930 over the
with negative
higher bj 240 per cent, according to
impiled here. Of
indu
47k features released in 1930, com.1 with 437 in 1929, 237 wen
Glasgow •— ■ Four houses in the
n origin, 111 from Germany,
Green circuit with interests throughand ''4 were
domestic
producl
out Scotland are now closed. Three
52 turned out bj France fn
of
the
theaters are in the Govan,
I
Bridgeton, and Whitevale sections of
this city, and the fourth is at Johnstone, on the outskirts of Paisley.

Move in Irish Free State
Green Circuit, Scotland,
Closes 4 of Its Houses To Bring Back Orchestras

"Five Year Plan" Film
First Pudowkin Talker

n — Pudowkin, one of the fore; of Russian director.-, is now in
this city accompanied by a technical
produce a talker film based
on the Soviet "Five Year
Plan" in
both German
and Russian versions.
ional players
have
been
engaged for the film, as it will he
.(I entirely of episodes
from
actual life.
B.I. P. Trio

Held Over on Liner

London — Strong
reception
tenderthe
three
British
International
luctions,
"The
Yellow
Mask,"
"Young Woodley" and "The Middle
Watch,' shown aboard the Canadian
tic liner, Empress of Britain, on
the
liner's
recent
maiden
voyage,
prompted
the holding
over
of the
tilnis for another trip.
Another British Newsreel House
Birmingham — The Select Cinema
on Station St. here has closed for
structural alterations and redecoration, and on reopening will operate
with a newsreel policy. It will be
its kind in the Midlands.
London Scenic Series Filmed
London — A series of 12 two-reel
films dealing with the British capital
it is li-s, generally known, has
been produced by I lay ford Hobbs.
The series is synchronized with a
running commentary by Jack Hobbs,
English legitimate actor.
Berlin

Talker

School

n — A school for director

artists and technicians is being formed here by Karl Froelich, in
collaboration with Herr Plughaupt.

Chaplin

Run

at Leeds

London — Western Electric sound
equipment is being installed in the
Leeds Empire, a Moss Empires house,
and Charlie Chaplin's "City Lights"
is to open there in August for an extended run.

Duhlin — Although no definite steps
have yet been taken by the Free
State Minister of Finance, to put into operation suggestions made by a
combined labor and musical deputation regarding amusement tax coi>
cessions to be made in theaters env
ploying orchestras, the Capitol and
Queen's here have reinstated their
musicians. These are the only houses
in this city using orchestras since
the advent of talkers.

4,700 More Seats for Aberdeen
Aherdeen, Scotland — Work has
been started on Poole's Regent, a
$150,000 super here to seat 2,500.
Promoters of the project are J. R.
N. Bloch,
Osso
Production
Chief
Poole of Edinburgh, and William
Paris —
Xoe
Bloch has been apFirth, Bradford. The Poole interests
pointed production director for Films
al>o have under reconstruction the
Osso,
leading
French
producing orPalace here, which when completed
ganization.
will have accommodations
for 2,200.
Pathe Natan Signs French Star
Largest Paris Super Reopens
Paris — Marcelle Chantal, FrencTi
Paris — The reconstructed Gaumont star has signed a contract with Pathe
I'alace at Montmartre here has been Natan to appear exclusively in their
reopened as the largest motion pic- productions. Mme. Chantal's most
ture house in this city and probably
the world. In the projection booth recent work was with Paramount" at
Joinville.
of the house are four sound projection machines, manned by seven opJacques Haik Adding to Capital
erators. Two screens have been inEtablissements Jacques Haik, the
stalled, one a large one 16 meters by French production
company, which
12 meters, and the lighting equip- increased its capital
from seven fo
ment includes 22,000 lamps.
15 million francs at the end of last
year, is to raise more capital by
means of an issue of 50,000 new hunW. E.'s Wirings in U. K. 1,295
dred-franc shares.
London — With the equipping of
The
company,
whose profits have
the Star, Clayton-le-Moor, Lance,
which will be completed June 9, and increased from 576,000 francs in
the Empire, Easington Colliery, Dur- 1928-29 to 2,136,000 francs in 1929-30.
ham, on July 12. total numer of will then be capitalized to the extent
\\ estern Electric installations in the of 20.000,000 francs (approximated
$80,000).
I'nited Kingdom will have reached
1,295.
Audible Filmcraft Winding Up
London — A petition for the windBritish Players' Training School
London — A private company has
ing up of Audible Filmcraft is rebeen registered here under the title
ported to have been presented by the
of British Cinematograph Training liquidator of the Beaconsfield Trust
(in volunta
ry liquidation) here, as
.
Studios, Ltd., with a capital of $75,- creditors
000, to carry on a college at which
training and instruction will be given
2 Austrian Legits Go Sound
in the art and technique of acting
for the films, and in all professional
Vienna— The Johann Strauss and
and technical
subjects.
the Renaissance Stage, two famous
Austrian legitimate houses, are to be
converted
into talker houses.
500 Swedish Houses Wired
Stockholm — There are 500 theaters
Ex-B.I.P. Exec to Form Own Unit
in Sweden equipped for the presentaLondon— J. A. Thorpe, formerlv
tion of sound pictures, a recent
checkup shows. Installations in op- chief of production at the B.I.P. Elseration are, 86 of Danish manufac- tree studios, is reported contemplatture; more than 190 domestic; 58
ing formatio
duction unit. n of an independent proAmerican, and 55 German.

Happening!
in Other
Lands
of
Interest to Producers, Distributors
and Others in the U. S.

RENTAL BOOSTS IN I.F.S.
LIKELY AS RESULT OF TAX
Dublin— Method to be adopted by
distributors in the Irish Free State
to meet the new entertainment tax
obligations, it is reported, will be the
imposition of an extra 15 per cent
on the amount payable for films by»
exhibitors. This boost in rental, it
is said, will apply only to pictures
booked since the tax was placed in
operation.

Spanish Film Congress
Postponed Until October
Madrid — The Hispano-American
Motion Picture Congress, originally
scheduled to be held in this city ;:i
May, has been postponed until Oct.
1. because of the present upset Spanish political situation. The committee on arrangements prefers to hold
the meet after the formation of the
Chamber of Deputies so that resolutions of the Congress may be considered officially by the representative government.

B.I.P. Signs Two More Stars
London — In addition to Molly Lamont, whose contract has been renewed by B.IP. for another vear,
the company has announced the signing to long term starring contracts
of Ann Casson and Lesley Warsing,
the latter a newcomer.
U in Germany
Reports
Loss
Berlin — German
Universal
Film
A.-G.
reports
a net Ios of 85,000
marks for the past fiscal year ended
Oct. 31, 1930.

New French Film Enterprise
Paris — A new French producing
company known as Cinemasques, has
been formed here with headquarters
in this city. Directors of the enterprise are Max de Pourtales, Camille
Lemoine and J. F. de Thierrens.
First production of the company will
be "Beneath the Leather Helmet/'
dealing with
the French air force.
Another English
House for Paris
Paris — Another addition to the
growing number of theaters here presenting English talkers, is the Elvsee
Gaumont, which will run a four
months season of this tvpe of production.

653 Jap Features

Tokio — Motion picture films of
feature length produced in Japan
during 1930 totaled 653, according
to a trade report here. Of this
number, 339 were classic Japanese
dramas, 278 modern dramas. 35
educational subjects and one known
as a

paper

novelty

film.
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fheater

Changes

MONTANA
Closing

Capitol,

Reported by
formerly

Springs -Sharon,

te— Ansonia.

Opera

House;

runing — Opera House, sold to John F.
Bowman hv H. F. Klein : Gre«ley— Idle
Hour, sold to A. I.. Hepp by J. R. Hepp :
Gering — Muse, sold to Geo. W. Luce by
M. L. Cross; Morrill — Delmar. sold to
Faith Ann Horton by Geo. Luce; Omaha
— Beacon, sold to Beacon Theater Co. by
\V H Creal ; Otoe — Moon, sold to Roger
& Baker bv J. C. Miller: West Point—
Nebraskan. Tivoli, sold to Phil Lannon by
W
M Miller; York— Dean, sold to Lesf ter F. Martin by O. C. Taylor; Sun sold
to Lester F. Martin by Sun Amuse.
Co.

Re-Openings

Sharon

former'
K CITY

Changes in Ownership

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

Film Boards of Trade
Obion — Princess

Columhi
odd : Greenville
■il ; London
!
Miamisburg

Closings

Newark
Gem;
Ohio
CityOttawa
Ottawa,
Rex;
Somerset
St. Paris
Strand;
Scio
Webster
Pa
Tiltonsville

Fifth Ave. Playhouse — 66 Fifth Ave., sold (•.
Joseph
R.
Whiten
eign
Thea.
South
Corp., Inc.; Cannon Movie
the St.,
to Bertha Abels bv '
-chlag ;
, Urban.i
OKLAHOMA
Park
Lane — 89th Si
Radio-Keith-Orpheum.
by
Laniarc1
Changes in Ownership
ing
Corp. ; Allerton — 744
ADertOI
sold to I.vdal Operating
Co. by Olinville Garber
Colins:
Haskell
Orphan
Amuse.
Co., Inc.; New
Royal— 1 '48 So
ms; Holdenville
Blvd..
sold to Gel-Berg
Amuse.
Co.
by
R. D
Howell I
Bergold
Ent., Inc.
lb b%
Closing
ville Thea. Co., Inc.
President

247

W.

48th

St.

Re-Opening

Memphis
ivjnmti
Re-Openings

Changes TEin \ Ownership
Celina
Jacksor
hcothe
licot

-

Closings

Ada — Liberty;

McKinney
Dallas

Binger — AMuSu;
Carter
■ m ; Earlsboro
Real

Parkway- Ird Ave.
* 172nd
Si
Closings
Madill
M i ■ tic ; Maud
Orr Name Changes
Orr: Osage
Osage; Ponca City — Murray;
Belgrade — New ;
lig Springs — Seaman :
Royal— 1.148 So. Rlvd . formerly
Ringling
Sasakwa
- - 1
Brownsville — Opera House Carleton An- New
Stroud — Ritr : Taloga — Pastime ; Woodward
Bronx
Plavhonse.
ditorium ! Deshler — Empress : Deweese —
Wrieht City Cboctaw.
BROOKLYN
Re-Openings
Opera House : Lewiston — Dolby ; Oakdale
Changes in Ownership
Moonlight ; Plymouth — Auditorium ; ReyThe
Randforce
Amuse.
Corp.
have
taken
Commerce
Duke
New;
Gotebo—
nolds—Community ; Kenesaw -Walt'f. Walie;
Krc!
and ;
Panama
lace^— Leroy.
over the following theaters from Fox MetRe-Openings
Pittsburgh
•
AMu-Su;
Vian —
ropolitan Playhouses. Inc.. Alhambra —
Wonderland
Knickerbocker Ave. ft Halsey St. : AtlanSruning— Opera House ; Palmer -Pastime ;
tic— 205 Flatbush Ave. ; Benson— 86th St.
City — Liberty.
Republican
OREGON
& 20th Ave. : Capital — Saratoga Ave. &
Changes in Ownership
NEVADA
Dean St. ; Carlton— 292 Flatbush Ave :
Chiloquin—Chilonuin.
sold to K
A
RobClosing
Marlboro— Bay Parkwav * 70th St.; Riverts hy II. W
Poole; Klamath
Falls
era— St. Tohns PI. &- Kineston Ave.: SenIt
W.
P
Mesquite — Opera
House.
New
Vox.
sold to
iter, Inc. by
ate— 74th St. el 18th Ave. : Stratford—
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Closings
Sutter & Ralph Ave. : Terminal — 4th Ave.
Changes in Ownership
& Dean St. J Walker —64th St. &- 18th Klamath
Falls— OKI
Vox;
Portland
No. Woonstock — Corliss, sold to K. B. ConAve: Lee— Lee Ave. sold to Louis DreilLombard.
United
Salem
Valsctz
Valsetz.
ant by D. Adams.
ing bv T. Victor; Armory- -7th Ave., sold
Capitol ;
Closing
Re-Opening
to IT. Kutinskv hy Goldstein ft Bercr :
Roy,
Nashua — Colonial.
Bobby — B'wav, sold to Herman Bloom by
Bobbv Theater Co. : Eden— 400 Fifth Ave., Portland
Rivoli.
NEW JERSEY
New Theater
sold to H. Kutinskv by Shepherd Amuse.
Co ; Graham — Gerritsen Bch.. sold to Corvallis—
Changes in Ownership
Oregon.
State,
George
owner.
Plumb Theater Co. bv Marine Park Thea.
Camden — Star, sold to William Rovner hy
Inc. : Heights— Washington St.. sold to
PENNSYLVANIA
Fannie Cohen Iselin — Kay. sold to Kay
Havts Thea. Corp. bv Kramer Thea. Corp ;
Theater Co. Glassboro — Glassboro. sold to
Changes in Ownership
noro Thea. Inc. by A. W. Hill;
Royal- 13th Ave., sold to Cleo Thea. Corn
Chain
Allentown
I
Id
to United
Subway— Myrtle
Mays Landing— Victoria, sold to Abe
Corn.:
Amuse.
Harfan
by
Thea.
Inc. by Cameo An
Ave sold to Booker T. Amuse Corp. by
Waltman by Morris D. Rauer Seabrieht—
IT. Barr.
v Morley. sold to Alfred L. Hewitt
by
Athens
Airdome, sold to Sam Efrus by William
I.ONC
ISLAND
: Croydon -Manor, sold to
N.W.Merrill
R.
T Hoag : Stone Harbor — Parkway, sold
Geo.
Mailer
by
Otto
Fred
Crupp
;
to Geo. W. Lees bv H. A. Sherwood &
Changes in Ownership
Mildred— Mildred, sold to II. E. Carey by
ComHunts'
to
to
sold
sold
St.,
Community,
Queens Village-Co. ; Trenton— Center
munity Thea Corp.
Louis Gatta ; Norristown — Towers; PalCenter St.. Inc. by Hunts' Trenton: Upmerton — Palm : Philadelphia
—
Coliseum.
Re-Onenines
per Montclair— Bellevue. sold to Michael
ir Theater Inc. hy Jos
Rudin by Stanlev Fabian Corp.
RoeV^wav
Beach
Boardwalk :
Richmond
Forte: Windsor, sold to Columbus Stamper
Closings
Hills
State.
by Frankford Amuse. Co. : New Allen.
Dunnellen — Cameo ; Newark — Congress ; Rosold
to Henry Taylor by Rovner Bros.;
NORTH
CAROLINA
selle— Roslvn : Westfield— Rialto ; Atlantic
Pittsburgh— Lvric. sold to E. P. Drumm
Changes in Ownership
City— New Palace; Trenton— Capitol, City
ft I. A. Rriliv by I Levine: ReadingSquare.
Hendersonville — Queen sold to J. R. Wade
Park, sold to United Chain Thea. Inc. by
Re-Opening
bv Publix-Saencer : Oxford— Orpheum so'd
Residences. Inc. : Rockwood —
Interstate
Iselin- -Iselin.
to Justin RnnkofF bv Kirhv Bros ; WadesPhotoplay, sold to Karl E. Clark; Verona
horo ---Anson's, sold to Bishon & Jackson
NEW
MEXICO
— Olympic, sold to A. Belda by A. Ruby;
bv L. L. Drake- Weldon— Onera House.
White Haven Capitol. sold to Rob!
Openings
sold to E. W
Batche'or bv T. A. DickSchmidt by Henry
Ginsberg.
Closings
ins: Winston-Salem Broadway, sold to
Bernalillo— Crown ; Carrizozo— Crystal : Nara
Visa — Community.
Geo. Nichols
bv Tohn
Andes.
Closings
Re-Opening
Blawnoxo— Maryland: ButOlympic:Greensbor
Arnold
ler— —Harris;
Davis; Miners
Roswell — Yucca.
House
Tarboro — Opera
Lyric;
Shelby
Kensington Kit?;
New
Crystal;
Mills
OHIO
NEW
YORK
RobNemo; Pittsburgh
Pitcairn ale
ertsd
Heading
S Gem;

Changes in Ownership

'

Chancres in Ownershio

Albany— State, sold to C. II. Bukley by J. Cleveland T'nion. so'd to E. A'thnr Simon
rty;— Capitol
Smithton
Sheppton
; Vandcrgrift
R- Vate Sehnlt7 : Columbus -Exhibit, sold
AuG. Jcrmon : Auburn — Capital, sold & toShea;
Warren
I
Wcatherly
to V Bennett- R'alto. so'd to Ven'rosea
burn Capital Thea. Co. by Feiber
Wilcox
Star Re-Openings
■ Masontown
Rl \
* Biferi by Orvil
Ootrid«re:
CresttineBinehamton f'ameo. sold to M. E. ComerHider,
Hipnodrome. sold to Leo Rurkhart by N
ford by IT Von Ness; Binghamton—
Star:
Clarion
Orphrum ;
sold to S E. Hider by W. J. Kozak ;
C Reed M"- : D^nnison Lincoln sobl Arnold
Tames
City
Central
City;
Clarence
Cortland — Paramount. sold to
to Dennison Thea. Co bv W. B. T'rline:
Plains
Central
Elwood
City
Majestic,
1
Dover
;
Paradowsky
bv
Dillonvsle — Ols'cski sold to A"thnnv
Buicko
I
• -nun : Girard
'I
Emlenton
Knizeski by K. O'sycski : Elyria Rialto,
Grassflat
Stuart, sold to Vincent A. Stuart by Fred
sold to Harbor Theater. Tne : Lorain
Adams; RandolDh— Gem, sold to Guy SeKnox:
Knox
Photoplav; Morrisdale
M rrris :Masontown
R<
Elvira, sold to Frank Smith by The
cor bv Lvnn E. Aikens Schroon Lake
Philadelphia
Garden,
by
Richardson
M.
A.
Dreamland
Thea.
Co.:
Ohio
C'tv
Prill
Community, so'd to
Our Ladv of Lourdcs Speculator Adironeess. sold to C. Taylor ft Rn«seM b>- Ro>
PI.
"' mi 0'<io. sold '" S'-'-i"
SOUTH
CAROLINA
dack sold to W. E. Featherly by I. PerEnt. bv P ft R Amu«e Co : Savior Park
kins Spring Valley— Strand, sold to Thomas
Changes
in
Ownership
Parkland, sold to R Bneseher bv C V
Hopkins by Community Thea.. ^ Tne :
Anderson
I
Oorman : M». C.ile»d Kaypee, sold to T
Syracuse — Svracuse. sold to Matt Kolb ft
'.,11'
II M
B Gardiner bv C E Wa-ner; Sycamore
Harry Branze by Frank Sardino. Syracuse
'
Theater
Co.
Cheraw
Alma sold to William Davis bv II W
Closing
Hawkins: Toledo National, snld to Ed
Closings
ward B. Dudley by The East <s'de Amnsr
Buffalo- Maxine; Edwards Opera House;
Co : Svlvan sold to East Side Amu«e
Manning
I
Kingston —Broadway ; Lackawanna A (
r
by O'Conn-"Closings
ft Sherman
Manchester— Pastime : Moravia — Moravia ;
SOUTH DAKOTA
■■•■
"
Hill
Oak
Bunney;
Mi Vernon
r.ako Nordi
-: Syracuse- -Capita'. Kernan : Utici Ba'nb^'dge
Changes
in Ownership
Oners
H«U«e:
Beth-'
'
ChillVnthe
Star;
Columbus
-Pifth
Ave :
Vrblrn
Rivolii Waddintrton Palare ; WashingIn
:
Davton
Ea-mont
Mu
Lake
tonvillc Moffati Hall J West Sand
E'mwood
ValWi
Hamilton
•
Fireman's
Hall.
Rc-OpeninKS

Re-Openings

FWschmann'sMary's.

Maxbilt :

Name

State .
Albany
Plains — Stuart,

Haines

Falk

Changes

formerly
formerly

Dover
Empire:
Best ; Hancock

Maria

Ste:n
Communit)
Hill : Mii'dletown
I'inua — Biiou;
Portsmouth.
Pol
Ripley—'
"ille
Stan
Sorinpfie'd
Tine. .In
W'«t
.or,
Commun'ty;
Westerville
State Wrs"
Manchester
Commercial

Butke

llu.l..-.

Vrhlen

Si 11 . Wlttl

Wit

TENNESSEE
Dickson

Changes
i

in

h
Post

Closings
Alpine
boro

Mojave;

Denison

New

I It rami.-.

Theaters

Refugio
R
San Antonio
.crra
Blanca
Peak,
Closing
I). Wtllian

R
W

UTAH
Closing
Hyrum

Rex ; VERMONT
Suearh

VIRGINIA

Springfield

Changes in Ownership
Charles
\ . .
Re-Opening

St
Berkley
B
by J. K. Sn..

.Ham

WASHINGl
Changes in Ownership
The

Hughes- Franklin
Theaters
have
taken
i Inland
Theaters. Inc.: Kennewick
Pasco
Libert) : Sunnyside
Toppcnish
—Liberty ; WaUa
Wall
Rooty; The D & R
ington Theaters: Aberck
Centralia
. Chehalis
St.
have
taken
over
the
Fox Ives Theater,
Inc., Anat
'Unl : Hoquiai
Empire,
Paramount ; Mt. Verm •

Closing
inklin' Th<
BellinghjBellingham — American;
Olympia —
Seattle — Community.
Blue
M
Tacoma
Paramount;
Washougal

WEST

VIRGINIA

Changes . in-

Bluefield

I

Ownership

-Granad i

Matewan
Hurt
Hurt : Monong'

I-iberty .

Mannington
W

II

1

. Terra

Alta

Williamson

Closings

Burnell
her

UH
'
\1

Webster
Kayford

A . Cci.
i ayettevillc
Glenwhrr
'.'.Man
\
Springs
I Kc-Opening

Fayettrville

I

New

Then-

WISCONSIN '■'
ChangM m Ownenhip
r

i

Laona

Da»y

WYOMI1

Ownership
Ca»p*i
bv

Clo

"t

•

THE
10

Eddii

Ken

Quilldii

SWEEPSTAKES"
■>> James Gleason, Minimi Nixon,
Cody, Paul Hurst
RKO Patke
Tims, 78 n
GOOD
NUMBER
FOR THE
POP

CROWDS
WITH ITS RACING ATMOSPHERE. HEART

GLEASON'S
AND
INTEREST
CHARACTERIZATION.
1 1 l.i r number and ought
to go strong with audiences that like
i sentiment and action mixed in
althy gobs.
It h;i> the racek for it-- atmosphere, and with
limmie Gleason as the trainer of the
roughbred, in the picture a Rood
proportion ot the time, it I
tertaining all the way. Gleason pracllly take- the picture over without
struggle.
He uives his usual fine
formance in his typical roughneefc• heart manner.
Nothing
particularly new in the theme, with Eddie
key barred
from
ng through no fault of his own.
He drifts to Tia Juana,
where
his
trainer. Gleason,
tracks
him
down.
Gleason

buys

Quillan's

old

racer,

with
the
help
of
three
bartender
partners, and stages a comeback
for
lie and cops the big purse. Comedy touches in abundance.
Cast: Eddie Qtrillan, J
ison, Marm, Lew Cody, Fred Burton.
King
.[■II.
Hilly
Sullivan.
Lillian
LeiRhton,
Jackson, Paul Hurst.
Director. Al Rogell; Author, Lew Lipton ;
Adaptor,
same;
Dialoguer.
Ralph
Murphy;
Editor. .1
Cameraman.
Edward Snyder: Recording Engineer.
Charles O'Loughlin.
Direction, good.
Photography,
okay.

"WOMEN

with

Paul

LOVE ONCE"

Lukas and
Boardman

Eleanor

Maynard

2S

Tibbett in

"ANNABELLES

"THE PRODIGAL"

M-G-M
A WEAK
DULL
COMEDY

This is a typical Ken Maynard
that moves along at a fast clip all the
way. The store is above the averwestern opus material, having
an intelligent plot, with plenty of
surprises and twists to keep the suspense always at fever heat. It is
the type of western that will please
the kids, as well as the older fans
who like their action fast and plenty.
Maynard hits into a tough proposition as a ranger under cover trying
to prove that his father did not come
by his death in a gun duel with another rancher. He eventually pins
the double murder on the leader of
the gaiiR who is running the town,
but not before he has placed himself in some tight spots that make
it look as if his hash is cooked. How
he extricates himself and turns the
tables on the gang is cleverly worked
out. Virginia Browne Faire lends
good support as the girl. You can
go out and ballyhoo this one, for
they will like it.

This

SLOW

Time, 76 mint.

SISTER.

STORY

WILL
PLEASE
'EM WITH
HEROICS
OF STAR.
GOOD
STORY
PACKS
PUNCHES.

DRAMA

FRAIL

MAKES
WITH

AND
THIS

MUSIC

STUFF.
is so

meaningless

that it

doesn't look like an M-G-M picture. Rased on "The Southerner,"
the story is antique and has not been
helped at rection.
all
by Harry
Pollard'stries
diIts dialogue
apparently
to kid the theme. Tibbett sings several times and there is an entire sequence devoted to negro group singing against a barbecue background.
All this is excellently done, but it
only tends to give the entire business
an even slower tempo. Tibbett does
a hobo son of a wealthy Southern
woman. Returning home after some
years his family, except mother, despise him. He prevents his sister-inlaw from running away with the
heavy and eventually falls in love
with her. At the end a divorce is
pending to clear the way for a happy
marriage. Good comedy is furnished
by Roland Young and Cliff Edwards.

Cast: Lawrence Tibbett. Esther Ralston,
Roland Young. Cliff Edwards. Purnell B.
Pratt, lledda Hopper. Emma Dunn. Stepin
Cast: Ken Maynard. Virginia Browne Fetchit. Louis John Battels. Theodore Von
Faire, Frank Mayo. Charles King. Robert Elt7. Wally Albright. Jr., Suzanne Rensom,
Howard.
John Larkin.
Horaans, Irving Bacon, Lafe McKee, Ethan Gertrude
Allen.
Director, Harry Pollard; Authors, Bess
Meredyth.
Wells
Root ; Adaptors, same ;
Director. Phil Rosen: Author. Ford Becbe:
Adaptor. Karle Snell : Dialoguer. same ; Dialoguers. same ; Editor, Margaret Booth ;
Editor.
Martin G. Cohn ; Cameraman, Ar- Cameraman, Harold Rosson ; Recording Enthur Reed.
gineer, Doug'as Shener.
Direction, weak.
Photography,
fine.
Direction, snappy.
Photography,
good.

John

Gilbert

"GENTLEMAN'S

in

FATE"

with Leila Hyams, Anita Pac/c
M-G-M
Time, 90 mins.
RACKETEER
DRAMA
WITH
/'urn mount
Time, 71 mins.
GOOD CAST BUT SUFFERING
PAUL
LUKAS" ACTING
IS FROM WEAK STORY, BROKEN
BEST THING IN WEAK
TRI- UP LOVE INTEREST AND TOO
ANGLE-DRAMA WITH POOR- MUCH GUNPLAY.
LY WRITTEN
DIALOGUE.
Apparently made during the recent
crest of gangster films, this one has
There i< little value to this so- gone in for open gunwork and killings in a pretty big way. but without
phisticated story, due to inferior direction and stilted dialogue. The much dramatic effect. The story itself is a curious and weak affair,
latter fault is most pronounced in dealing with liquor smugglers and
the part played by little Marilyn highjackers operating between the U.
Knowlden, who is about 10 years old S. and Canada. Gilbert has the role
and whose speaking lines are of ma- of a liquor racketeer chief's favorite
ture construction with five and six son, who has been kept in gentlemanly style away from the money busisyllable words for her to deliver natness and under the care of a guardian,
urally. Other parts fail to assume all the time believing himself an
a convincing atmosphere. The story orphan. But when the father is
concerns an artist, played by Paul plugged by a competitor, the young
Lukas, who wishes to be free to live, son is dragged into the racket, which
and do what he pleases, leaving results in his fiancee leaving him.
utiful wife and child to carry- He then falls for the moll of a rival
on with home cares. His wife, Elea- gangster, whom he had killed, and
nor Boardman, attempts to re-mould later is shot himself on the eve of
her life according to the double-stand- his honeymoon trip. The unhappy
ard but fails. There is little suspense ending is the death blow to the picin the obvious situations that follow. lure. Plenty of good talent in the
- well picked but looses cast, but they can't overcome the
strength on account of storv and story
handicaps.
Cast: John Gilbert. Louis Wolheim. Lelia
-loppy construction.

Cast:
Paul
Lukas.
Eleanor
Boardman.
Juliette ( ompton, ( ;<
it, Helen Johnlyn Knowlden.
Claude King. Mi-cha
Auer.
D rector.
Edward
G
Iman;
Author.
Zoe
Akins;
Adaptor,
not
credited;
Dialoguer
not credited; Editor, not credited; Cameraman. Karl Struss;
Recording
Engineer.
U
M. Paggie.
Direction, spotty.
Photography,
good.

Lawrence

in

MAN"
BAD
ALIAS— THE
Tiffany
Time, 61 ?/
SNAPPY ACTION WESTERN
MADE FOR THE KIDS THAT

Sunday, June 28, 1931

DAILY

Hyams, Anita Page. Marie Prevost. John
Miljan, George Cooper, Ferike Boros, Ralph
luce.
II. .It/. Frank Reicher, Paul Porcasi. Tener
Director. Merwyn LeKoy : Author, Ursula
ParrottJ Adaptor, Leonard Praskins ; Dialoguer, same; Editor, William S. Gray; Cameraman. Merritt B. Gerstad ; Recording Engineer. Douglas Shearer.
Direction, fair.
Photography, okay.

"COLDIE"
with

Jean

Harlow, Spencer Tracy,
Warren Hymer
Fox
Time, 73 mins.
FAIRLY AMUSING YARN OF
TWO
MERCHANT
SAILORS
FOLLOWING
THE USUAL
FORMULA
OF THE BUDDIES
ALWAYS
FIGHTING OVER A
GIRL.
Here is another version of the
old formula of two sailor buddies
traveling the wide world over, and
having difficulties over their various
dames. The picture is too repetitious
for half its length, with one sailor
following the other around the world,
and finding the other chap's mark
of identification on a gal in every
city he strikes. Finally he catcher
uo to him, and they become buddies.
Then the sappy gent, played by
Warren Hvmer. falls for Jean Harlow in a French seaport. Spencer
Tracy, the "wise" member of the
partnership, tries to show his nal
she is onlv a gold digger, she having
been his former sweetie. It finishes
in a wild fight in a waterfront saloon,
with Hymer coming to the rescue of
his pal, and then beating him up for
"taking advantage" of his gal. Fair
number of laughs, but not for the
kiddies to see with its sonhisticated
slant and rough
conversation.
Chst: Spencer Tracy. Warren Hymer.
Jem Harlow. Jesse De Vorska. Leila Karnelly. Lina Basquette. E'eanor Hunt Maria
Alba.
Ivan
Linow.
Eddie
Kane.
Director, Benjamin Stoloff ; Author, not
listed : Adaptors. Gene Towne. Paul Perez :
Dialoguers. same ; Editor. Alex Troffey ;
Cameraman,
Ernest Palmer.

AFFAIRS"

with
Victor
McLaglen,
Jeanettt
MacDonald
and Roland
Young
Fox
Time, 76 rains.
FAIRLY
AMUSING
FARCE
WITH
COMEDY
HONORS
TO
ROLAND
YOUNG
AND
SAM
HARDY.
Clare
Kummer's
"Good
Gracious
Annabelle,"
which
proved
a success
on the stage, fails to carry with it
to the screen
its speed and volume
of
spontaneous
laughter
material.
There are many funny situations and
hearty laughs, but they are separated
by volumes of dialogue and unneces-4
sary scenes.
The plot is about Anna-j
belle Leigh, played by Jeanette Mac-1
Donald, who takes a position as coolJ
in the household
of a wealthy
but
saturated
bachelor,
Roland
Young.]
Annabelle,
who
is separated
from
her wealthy
husband,
to whom
she
was
married
when
he wore
a long!
beard, enters Young's employ in al
effort to secure some valuable stockcertificates which
Young holds, bun
which rightfully belong to her.
Mc-J
Laglen, her husband, shows up and, I
because
he is shaven,
is not recog-l
nized by his wife.
It all works out J
mirth.
all
right, but without
the expected!
Cast:
Victor
McLaglen,
Jeanette
Mac- 1
Donald, Roland Young, Sam Hardy, William
Collier, Si.. Ruth
Warren,
Joyce Compton.
Sally Bl;_ne, George Andre
Beranger, Walter
Walker,
Hank
Mann,
Jed
Prouty.
Louise \
Beavers,
Wilbur
Mack.
Director, Alfred Werker ; Author, Clare
Kummer ; Adaptor, Leon Gordon ; Dialoguer
same ; Editor, Margaret Clancy ; Cameraman,
Charles Clarke.
Direction,
fair.
Photography,
good.

"HjARTATS

ROST"

("Sarah and Son")
Paramount
Time, 90 mins.
GOOD

SWEDISH
ADAPTATION OF AMERICAN
FILM
THAT
FOLLOWS
STORY
CLOSELY AND CARRIES GOOD
DRAMATIC
PUNCH.
This was made abroad with an allSwedish cast, featuring Margit Manstead, who does a very commendable
piece of acting throughout. She has
fine emotional power, and a very
pleasing personality. The story is the
same as that of "Sarah and Son," as
originally produced in Hollywood.
The girl is a singer who marries a
cheap actor, and after a quarrel he
departs with their baby and places it
in the home of a rich English couple.
While singing to wounded soldiers
in a hospital after the war, he gets
from the dying lips of her husband
the name of the wealthy family who
have her baby. Through the lawyer
of this family, she attempts to secure
her child, but they will not even let
her see it or admit that it is her child.
From here it works up to some very
poignant scenes with the mother and
the child, and the mother eventually
securing her boy again.
Cast: Margit Manstead. Richard Lund.
Ivan Hedquist, Mathias Taube. Jessie Wessel.
Rodnar Billberg. Leopold Rosensohn. Stellan
Windrow.
Helda Fredricksen,
Inger de Friis.
Director, Rune Carlsten ; Author, Timothy
Shea ; Adaptor,
Per
Stille ; Dialoguer.
credited
: Editor, not credited ; Cameraman,
not credited.
Direction, adequate.
Photography,
fair.

THE
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"HELL BELOW

ZERO"

'diking Picture Epics
Time, 41 mins.
INTERESTING TRAVEL PICTURE OF UNEXPLORED
OUNTAINS IN EQUATORIAL
FRICA, WITH
GOOD
EX, LANATORY
DIALOGUE.
This film represents an exploring
;xpedition conducted by Carveth
rVells, well known English scientist
md explorer, in order to climb the
ittle known Mountains of the Moon
n Central Africa. Duke d'Abruzzi
s the only other white man known
o have climbed these mountain-, and
his is the first time a photographic
ecord has been secured for the
screen. Therefore the views are
very interesting, and they are out
)f the ordinary, for they show conditions on the line of the Equator
Here is seen the unusual spectacle
of a snowstorm right on the Equator.
The exploring party with their native
guides and pack bearers are seen
climbing the dizzy side of steep
cliffs dropping down for miles, it
seems. Before the party reaches the
high mountain country, various wild
animals are encountered and studied
at close range. Mr. Wells shows up
the bunk about the ferocious wifd
animal yarns of the hunters of big
game. Lions are seen slinking away
from the party, or yawning at them
from a safe distance. His talk is
very entertaining and filled with
witty remarks that keeps the audience in ripples of laughter.
No credits, as Carveth Wells, the explorer, handled the entire production by
himself.

"MACISTE

IN HELL"

Pictures
Excelsior
Maori
Olympia
Time, 90 mins.
Corp.
ENGROSSING SPECTACULAR
DRAMA OF HELL AND EARTH.
SOMETHING DIFFERENT FOR
OF AUDIENCE.
CLASS
ANY
Produced by the Pittaluga studios
in Italy, and characterized as based
on Dante's "Inferno," this silent production with English titles and synchronized score and a few sound effects is something refreshingly off the
beaten track. It depicts the conflict
between the kingdom of Hell and the
innocents of the earth. Maciste is the
champion of virtue on earth and an
expedition from Hades comes down
to get him. Unable to do this, they
defile the girl he loves and finally
trick him into the lower regions,
where he proceeds to mop up the
gang of bad boys, but finally is
tempted by one of the infernal vamps
— of whom there are plenty with s.a.
— and is doomed to remain there.
But a revolution breaks out between
two of the Hades clan, and for h;s
services in overthrowing the revolters
Maciste eventually regain- hi- place
on earth. The symbolical and religious angles are good, but don't injure
the entertainment value>. Strong exploitation possibilities.
S.I'.
Man..
Guarracino.
UatMftO
Cast:
Pauline
Polaire.
Domenicco
Serra.
B
meo Pagano, Helcne Sangro, Lucie Zanuui
Franz Sala.
Director. Goido Hrignone; Author. I
Uore;
Adaptor,
not credited;
Titler.
Carlo Bcllin; Cameramen, ll.al.lo Aratt, Mai
sinmo Terzano.
intriguing
Photography,
Direction, good.

Buck J out I in

"THE FICHTINC
with Lortttu

SHERIFF"

So

Columbia
Time, '17 mttw.
ACTION WESTERN
OF THE
FAST TYPE CRAMMED
WITH
SOMETHING DOING ALL THE
TIME. OUGHT TO GET OVER
STRONG
WITH
THE
OUTDOOR STORY FANS.
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HARROHhR

Vallee in Final Week
At New York Paramount

Colorful Japanese Motif
In Roxy
"A
Idyll,Presentation
" tl

Rudy Vallee bids adieu to the
rful,
Paramount in this week- presenta- entation,
tion, With his Connecticut Yankees of tl
Bmk Jones hands out more than
irrie- at hi- u-ual
snappy
and
lus usual quota oi heavj riding,
nielodi.
ius
pa.
e.
Rud)
Si
ill
I
Japa
with th<
shooting and other outdoor accomol
Beatri
plishments in this edition of his to increase in popularit) with the re- -i-twesterns. Which is saying a good
sult that encore- are demanded — and
given.
Nan
Halperin,
deal. The Btory contains the ap- generously
hi Nimi
proved ingredients, with June-, in the long known to big-time vaudeville Nicholas 1 >•>
role oi a militant sheriff who tracks
liani
Robyn,
Dorothy
Miller.
audiences, head- Frank Cambria's
tlidiet
down a gang oi stage-coach bandits, production, "Little Revue," which in- Vodnov,
overcome-, the villain chieftain and
clude- "Three Rio Brothers, Four
-c\ eral and
dance
numb. 'lowing
ing
rival for the hand of the lair heroine, Mullen Sisters and several ensemble Corps
-..pi
and a jugglii
tlty,
vicnumbers
by
the
Merriel
Abbott
Boys
all-around
an
with
up
and winds
the finale introdu
tory that should send the customers and (iirls.
t through
the waving of white
home in gratified spirits. The hard
-ilk streamers by the entil
riding, shooting and bandit chasing
United Artists To Release the house and
consume a good portion of the footbe nic
the picture a nicely susage, giving
New D. W. Griffith Picture and the silk- a]
tained continuity of lively action.
{Continued
from
Paoc
1)
In addition to the robust performance
flam.
to Edna
Hagan. eight
by Buck Jones there is nice work by assigned
Griffith be- Kate Smith Again Head>
Loretta Sayers, Columbia's society old stage actress whom
lieve- i- a "find."
The
supporting
newcomer. Louis King's direction is
Stage Show at Capitol
while the sound and camera cast will be made up entirely of New
snappy,
work are fine.
York stage people.
Kate Smith again headlines in the
Cast: liuck Fonts, I.oretta Sayers, Robert
Ellis, Harlan K. Knight. Paul Fix, Turn Bay,
Lillian Worth, LOlianne l.eighton, Florence
Lean Quartan,
Mum.
Director, Lewis Kin« ; Author. Stuart An
thony ; Adaptor,
same ; Dialoguer,
Editor, not credited; Camerman. Teddy Tetzluff ; Recording
Engineer, C.eorge Cooper.
Direction, fast.
Photography, excellent.

Isidore Ostrer Becomes
Gaumont-P.C.T. Pres.
chairman and joining managing director with C. M. Woolf of GaumontBritish and P.C.T. Arthur Jarratt
and Col. H. A. Micklem join the
P.C.T. board, while W. J. Gell and
Michael Balcon become directors of
Denman Picture Houses, Ltd., and
Jeffrey Bernerd is made a director of
General Theaters Corp., Ltd.
British Equipment Firm Expands
London — A. E. Morrison and Sons,
Ltd, British equipment manufacturers, have established subsidiary
companies in Switzerland, India, Holland and France for the distribution
of its talking picture apparatus
Talkers on the Nile
Mansourah, Egypt — With the
opening of the Cinema Eden, an
open-air theater here, Western Electric has its first installation in the
province of Egypt.
Frenchmen Invents Speed Camera
Paris — A model of what is claim
ed to be the fastest motion
picture
camera,
with which
from
2j<
Incan
a second
3,000 exposures
made,
has been
presented
to trie
French
Academy
of Science
!
Labarthe,
inventor.
The
camera
is
-aid to obtain it- -peed from a tube
of neon gas, which is charged
with
16,000
volts
of
electric
current
through a conderi

Capitol stage -how
and from
angle i- certainly the big noise when
it con
il entertainment
Monta Bell is trying to get Helen sings "There Ought t.. be a U
Hayes for his stage production of light Saving
Time,"pop 'When
Alone"
and other
numbersYou're
"A Lady Defends," by Garrett Fori
all click.
and Garnett Weston, to be presented they
The ballet di
ustomary tine
on Broadway next fall, according to
work in this Arthur Knorr production
present plans.
labeled "Stardust." The Diamond
lown around and give a laughFrench Players Barred
provoking exhibition of tumbling.
. and Lutman chip in with
From Version Appearances
Spanish
dancing. Particularly i
Paris — French screen players are the costuming
of the
prohibited from appearing in French
versions of foreign talking films, as
the result of a decision made recently by the Union des Artistes, official
organization of French
film players.
Any artist who contravenes this
rule and takes part in a French version sponsored by a foreign producer
ON
THE
BOARDWALK
will cease to belong to the organizaAT NEW JERSEY AVENUE
tion and forfeit all rights. This regulation has been made with the object of protecting the French indusists. try and the interests of French art-

Bell After Helen Hayes
For Role in Stage Play

anes
The St. Charl
Atlantic City

Clive Brook
Renews
Contract
Clive Brook has signed a new con
tract
with
Paramount,
according
to
an
announcement
from
the West
Coast
stud
Douglas George in Portsmouth
Portsmouth,
(). —
Douglas
F
George has been named manag
the Columbia succeeding R Cooper.
The new
manager
headed
the Strand
at Alliance
and
wai
also
with
the

Warner
organization
as advertising
manager for theater- in Lima, Find
Isty, Kenton and Sidney.
He wai
cousin.
formerly connected
with Fox in Wis

A SMART
HOTEL
AMKKICA'S
SMARTEST

IN
RESORT

Headquarttrt
Film food
II i>r/if»
sttir\.
leaden, l<>r
comfort,
fet
"Newly
Rich" for Rivoli
Paramount*!
"Newlj
Rich"
will
..pen luK 2 al the Rivoli, repl
"Nighl Angel."

lowship. I'nsurpassrH French unit
men coot

Chic Sale
Ill

-Hot Shivers"
Simple

Simon Comedies
Time, 20 mins.
Good Comedy
\ ■ >medj
-kit l;
uk!i for
most first run houses.
Simon plays
the rolt- of an imaginary invalid who
made the "fall guy" by a k i<ld \
wife to te-t her husband's
love by
using his jealousy. While several
of the situations verge on the risque,
they arc at no time offensive and the
humor is practically continuous. Simon is thoroughly at home in his
role and the supporting cast is well
sen. Mori Blumenstock is given
credit for direction from an original
Rube Welch and Wm. F, Grew

Vpeing Hollywood"
Tiffany
Time, 20 mins.
Fine Annual Comedy
The Tiffany Chimp comedies are
off on their second series, and this
one i> well up to standard. The action takes place in Hollywood, with
the lady chimp coming from the farm
to break into the studio. It winds
up by a farmhand sweetheart busting
in on the set to wallop the villain
who he thinks is really abusing her,
and getting himself a job as leading
man on the strength of his good acting. The accents of the different
chimps are cleverly handled, and the
synchronization of the human voices
is well done. This one should go
over strong.
"The Albany Branch"

Radio

'Wot a Night"

Time, 7 mins.
Good Carton a
lorn and Jerry cartoon, that follows a little different formula than
the usual cartoon. It carries a storv,
with the two pals getting into a
haunted castle, and undergoing a seof adventures quite fantastic, and
ingeniously worked out. (letting away
From the usual animal characters in
the cartoon is a relief, and this one
ought to go over good.

Educational
Time, 20 mins.
Light Number
A pretty weak number that develops no real humor worth talking
about. Tom Dugan and Pert Kelton
are featured. They are invited to a
swell party, and Tom, who thinks he
is a singer, messes things up generally with the ritzy crowd, and falls
for a society dame, and can't understand why she does not reciprocate.
It lacks the gags to carry it through
the footage, and must be chalked up
as just a fair comedy.

in

"The County Seat"

"The Bigger They Are"

"Money-Makers of Manhattan"
Educ
Ent

AMERICA'S FIRST
CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE

St.OIT THE
Mom
rz
PARK
50 Central

Park

New York City

South

Old world hospitality in the
spirit of the new world; old
world serviie with the newest
of the new world's comforts.
A cuisine that is the essence
of Europe's finest, under the
inspired direction of

u^ryu&nc
of Paris, London and the Riiieria.
Rooms single or en suite, facing
Cental Park and but a moment
from
city's
businessthesectors
. amusement and

Personal Direction of S. GREGORY TAYLOR

Vitaphone 1246-7

Time, 12 mins. '

After a bit of sketch, showing
Primo Camera and his side-kick, Little Billy, the midget, rising from a
A Lyman Howe Hodge Podge,
which gets away from the old tech- couple of tramps to the front pages
nique of this series, and is presented and society in the space of a year,
as a straight newsreel of scenes about the giant of the prize-ring indulges
New York. The views are very un- in some shadow boxing, setting up
usual and full of human interest, exercises, bag-punching, rope-skipshowing many odd characters that are ping and clowning. It is all done in
part of the life of the city. Finishes a good-natured way and proves
with a long sequence of the Empire amusing aside from the interest in
State building, showing the window Camera as the fistic man-mountain.
cleaners at work on the 72nd floor.
This is presented very well, with
"What a Head"
some good angle shots.
Educational
Time, 19 mins.
Pretty Weak
the Girl"
An Al Christie comedy that relies
Vitaphone "Only
3880
Time, 9 mins. too
much on a single gag to score
Neat Musical in Color
A fanciful one-reel musical pro- yery heavily.
Jack Duffy is the old
with
a terrible
duction in Technicolor. Title also father
headache.
Daughter sends for her beau, a risis the name of the theme song, caring young horse doctor whom
dad
rying
the old
idea days
of marriage'
pro- dislikes, figuring this is his big chance
posalsoutin the
as compared
to now, with Vera Marsh and Buddy to get in the good graces of the old
Wattles as the romantic team. The man.
Meanwhile
dad's doctor arrives, who is also in love with daughshort has an elaborate background,
ter. The gags consist in the fact
a good chorus, and
prove a that the horse doctor
has substituted
delightful item on anyshould
bill.
a poison for the other doctor's headache powder prescription, and then
"By al
the Sea"
he
and
the daughter, realizing the
Education
Time, 8 mins. gravity
of the situation, try frantiSnappy Cartoon
cally to
dad from taking the
A Paul Terry Toon that is bright powders. keep
Each
time he starts to
and cheerful, with hero mouse getting
swallow
one,
the
girl's beau either
into all sorts of difficulties with vil- bumps somebody into
him, blows a
lain dog, and of course there is the vacuum cleaner, or some other variusual "heart" which both of them go
ation. The reel is interesting mainly
for in a big way. It has a funny for the number of variations they use
fishing sequence with clever anima- to keep an outworn
gag wobbling
through the footage.
tion gags that brings the laughs.
ational
ertainingTime, 9 mins.

TRULY

"Down the Blue Danube"

(E. M. Newman Travel Talk)
Radio
Plenty FunTime,
21 mins. Vitaphone 1229
Time, 9 minJ
ny
Good
This belongs to the better gradl
A typical Chic Sale, with the comedian doing his famous characteriza- of travel shorts. In addition to thl
tion of the good natured and la/. interesting and colorful scenes alonJ
country type. He is thrown out of the Danube from the Austrian end tl
the home of his brother-in-law, who the Czechoslovakian and points EasB
is trying to put over a deal with a big there is an intelligent accompanying
auto man abcut to visit the town. talk, both interesting and amusingJ
Chic meets the big shot by accident,
gains his friendship, and is brought
"The Thayer Trial"
into the business conference. Then
Time, 11 minsl
the business man discovers that Chic Educational
Stilted
is an old schoolmate, and declares
The latest of the William J. Burn!
lim in on the deal — or no deal. It
is done with the Chic Sale personal- Detective Mystery series. This one!
ity constantly in evidence, and proves is developed in the murder trial, wifll
the niece of the murdered man orJ
a good comedy number.
trial. The presentation of the Iaw-I
yers for the state and the defense de-l
"Nine O'Clock Folks"
velop the unraveling of the plot.l
with Mound City Blue Blowers
Pretty stilted, for it moves along!
Vitaphone 1220
10
Entertaining Time,
Novelty mins. rather mechanically to a disclosure!
A hick-town background is used that the girl's attorney is the guilty!
for some novelty musical numbers, party, as he was a beneficiary of the |
harmony singing and dancing, all victim's will and wanted to collect.)
done in a very entertaining manner. It lacks the dramatic snap that this
story should contain to get!
The Mound City Blue Blowers, pop- type
it overof convincingly.
ular vaudeville entertainers, and a
group of supporting performers take
Primo Camera in
part
ines the proceedings. Okay for
audienc
Amusing
generally.

Speaking of HITS . . .
±±ERE

is one for everybody! It's Eastman

Sitper-Sensitive Panchromatic

Negative,

Type 2 ... a new negative film, two to three
times as fast as previous emulsions under
Mazda lights. Possessed of an unequalled
combination

of other advantages, it is

bound to improve the quality of sound
pictures. Yet its price is the same as that of
regular negative. Eastman Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative, Type 2, is a film
whose effect will be felt throughout the
industry. Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New York. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

Eastman Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative, Type 2
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Intimate

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Fourteen
Years Old

in Character

International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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«f 00 Indie Features Already Set for Next Season

AYS ASSAILS CHURCH REPORT
ensorship Activities Scored by Religious Body
Exhibs
Incorporate
For Mutual
Benefits

Community Agencies Urged to Make Influence
More Broadly Social
« Motion pictures cannot be improved by "cuts" and "eliminations,"
jays a press statement released toiay and based on a report, "The
Public Relations of the Motion Picy.'' prepa
ture
the tion
Dent Industr
rch red
artme
of Resea
and byEduca
I Lhc !\dera! Council of Churclies
:>f Christ in America. Censorship of
objectionable scenes and lines is only
the negative aspect of the problem,
savs the Council, and community
_gencies should make their influence
more broadly social so that the inwould be made to feel a demand for more socially useful pictun- to help the churches promote
nsibl.e citizenship and all-around
resporment
bette
In addition to criticizing attention
{Continued on I'aae 4)

NO HOLD-OFF TENDENCY
SEEN IN OP TERRITORY
Cleveland— Exhibitors in northern
are showing no tendency to hold
off in the baying of new product, according to local distributor offices.
Although a waiting policy was followed in other years, at present sales
are actually ahead of the same period
in 1930, it is stated. Frank Drew of
M-G-M, I. J. Schmertz of Fox and
1. E. Fontaine of Paramount are
who report most exhibamong those
itors willing to line up product now.

'Dirty
Sunday

Polities' Blocks
Show Movement

Birmingham — The move for Sunday
movies and baseball backed by Veterans of
Foreign Wars has been dropped the Post
politics' fnl
officials say. due to "dirtv
lowing alleged demand for a $35,000
"lobbying

fee."

Albany,

N.

Y. — Utica

Theater

Ass'n of Utica has been
membership

corporation

Owners

chartered
without

Federal Council's Charges That Official Influence Was Bought Brings M. P. P. D. A.
Retort Citing Demands for Money
as a

capital

stock "to safeguard the interests of its
members in operation of theaters, create
better relationship between

members,

ex-

change ideas and for social contact. Incorporators include Carmine Scale, Morris
Slotnick, Christ Marx, John Angello, Henry
C.

Lux.

"Both as to the facts omitted in the report, and the facts admitted,
we arc entirely content t<> rest upon the judgment ol public opinion,"
declares Will II. 1 lavs in a formal statement in connection with the report on "The Public Relations of the Motion Picture Industry," issued
by the Department of Research and Education of the Inderal Council
of Churches, of Christ in America, released for publication this mornThe Flays statement, which is in the- form 0
Francis J. McConnell, president of the Federal Council of Churches.
"irst takes exception to the fact that the "Public Relations Report."
156-page brochure
Of 5(1 cents, has

a

with a sale
footnote
to

the

New Indie Unit Formed in Detroit

declaration
attitudi
effect
that itofis n.official
■•
policies
of the Federal
(
whereas onthepaa*"Conclus
board of directors is scheduled to Churches, (Continued

Detroit — A new independent exhibitor organization has been formed
here under the name of the Detroit
Exhibitors' Club, Inc. The group is
said to consist almost entirely of
Allied or ex-Allied
members.
Another
meeting
of the
Allied

take place here July 1, at which time
various controversial matters pertaining to Allied and the Co-operative Theater Service Corp., which
were taken under advisement at the
last meeting, will be brought up.

SMALL STOCKHOLDERS SUE
ST. L0UIS--SK0URAS UNITS

Independent Production Plans
Already Include 100 Features
Two Indianapolis Houses
Disposed of By Universal
Indianapolis — Fountain
Square
Theater Corp. has taken over the
Granada and Rivoli, de luxe houses,

ner in which
Warner
Bros
has directed the affairs of the St.
the 1manAmusement
Co.,
embracing
houses. Jack and K..
. minority stockholders in the company, have
filed petition for
vership and
With indications pointing to a Circuit Judge Moses N llirtmann
has issued an order for officials of the
banner season for independent protheater i
une
duction-, at least 100 features .ire al-

ready scheduled for release by January, 1931, with 50 more planned l>\
present independent producers
from 1. ('. Theaters Corp., subsid- others who will enter the field in the
iary of Universal Chain Theater
fall. Monogram, Richard Talmadge,
Corp. The houses will be remodeled and reopened in September. I lollj wood Pi< tures, Artclass, M . 11
nan, Headline Pictures
Harry Rathner, vice-president of the
the
Unique-Cosmo
Productions will make
closed
Corp..
Universal Theater
deal with Louis B. Goulden, presi- the majority of proposed features
independent producing
dent, Hen Sagalowsky, and Morris
companies
will
enter the field in the
Fountain
the
of
treasurer
Horwitz,
fall, Tin I'u m I) mm learns, with
operates
also
which
Corp,
Square
the Fountain Square here. Goulden the idea of giving added impetus to
in addition operatethe Capitol, Or- double featuring bj assuring th<
ply ol s.itUi
reductions.
pheum and Gayety.

Uninformed
Creating
Much

Critics
4 I
Confusion

of the motion

picture criticism,

however well inspired, hjs been uninformed
upon many important practical aspects of
the problem and so exclusively negative in
character that the irritation on the part
of the industry and battlement on the part
of interested citizens have resulted, says
the Federal Council ot Churches in its
statement
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DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S

26)

PICTURE

DISTRIBUTOR

THEATER

"Women
Love
Once"
"Annabclle's
Affairs"
"The Prodigal"
"Gentleman's Fate"
"Sweepstakes"
"Hell Below Zero"

Paramount
Fox
M-G-M
M-G-M
RKO
Pathe
Talking Pict. Epics

Paramount
Roxy
Capitol
Strand
Mayfair
Cameo

EXTENDED

July 6-10:

July

RUNS

"Smart Money" (2nd week)
"Night Angel" (4th week)
"Chances" (3rd week)
"The Viking" (2nd week)

First National
Paramount
Fir ;t National
J. D. Williams

"Smiling Lieutenant" (6th week;
'A Free Soul" (5th week)

Paramount.
M-G-M

Winter Garden
Rivoli
Hollywood
Little Carnegie

S2 RUNS

FOREICN

'Zwei Herzen" (38th week)
"Die Privatsekretaerin" (3rd week) .
"Tankstelle" (2nd week)
"Die Forsterchristl" (2nd week) ....
"Maciste in Hell"
"H jartats Rost"

PICTURES

Asso. Cine of Amer
. Capitol Fim Ex
Ufa
Capitol Film Ex
O. Macri Excelsior Pic
Paramount

FUTURE

"Newly Rich" (July 2) . .
"Broadminded" (July 2) . .

.Criterion
Astor

Europa
Belmont
Cosmopolitan
8th St.
Warner
5th Ave.

OPENINCS

Paramount. ...
First National

..

—
—
+
+

Net
Chg.
X
X
A'A
X

+
+

1*4
X

Monogram Pictures has opened
branches in the Film Building,
Cleveland, and 1632 Central Parkway,
Cincinnati, leaving only the Minneapolis territory open. Nat Lefton
will
be
offices. in charge of sales in both

Empire M. P. Operators' Union,
new body operating in opposition
to Local 306, affiliated with the A.
F. of L., is understood planning to
invade Manhattan. Plans are being
considered for organizing a local in
this borough. Membership of Empire is now estimated at 600.

Conviction of Bomber Upheld
Martha
Wilchinski
Joining "Roxy"
Indianapolis
■— The Indiana SuMartha Wilchinski, who has redo
"A"
SX
$X
SX
preme
Court
has
affirmed the convicsigned
as
publicity
director
of
the
RKO
"A"
17J4
16}*
17
-f- X
tion of William Kleihege, accused of
Warner
Bros
SX
&X
&<A +
X Roxv, is understood to be joining
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
complicity in the bombing of the
Columbia
Pets. Vtc. 12^
12
12X — l'A S. L. ("Roxy") Rothafel in the RKQ
State at Hammond. Kleihege, a part
organization
upon
her
return
from
Fox
Then.
"A"..
3X
3'A
3X +
X
Gen.
Th. Eq. pfd. 10
9J4
10
+
X a vacation.
owner of the theater, was. sentenced
Technicolor
8
7
7'A +
X
to serve 2 to 14 years in prison and
Trans-Lux
6
6
6
—
54
was fined $1,000 upon his conviction.
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
George
Godfrey
to Resume
Law
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 40ft
39
40ft + 1ft
The State theater, a million dollar
George A. Godfrey, former general structure, was bombed in 1927. Three
Keith
A-O
6s 46 66
66
66
+ I'A
Par.
By
5^s51..101
101
101
booking manager of the RKO Cir- men, Joseph Million, Harry Ames
Par.
5^s50
81
81
81
cuit, and previous to that associated
Pathe 7s37
».. 90
90
90
and Marwood Williams, were conWarner's
6s39
... 43
42
43
+
X with the legal department of the Orvicted in connection with the bombpheum Circuit, will resume the gening and later gave testimony against
Kleihege.
eral practice of law. In addition,
Four Warner-First Nash for July
Warners-First
National will have Godfrey, who has had many years of
four general releases for July: "Big practical theatrical experience, will
Business
Girl,"
"Smart
Money," be the exclusive representative of a
Studio
and
Location
"Chances" and "Children of Dreams." number of well-known and outstanding artists and featured players. GodSound on Film Recording
Charles McDonald
Back
frey has associated himself with the
Low Daily or Weekly Ratet
Charles McDonald of Wafilms re- law offices of Henrv A. Blumenthal,
11 West 42nd St.
turned Saturday from the west.
Powers Clnephona Equipment Corporation
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Holidays by appointment
Under the personal supervision
of Hymie Silverman
MOTORIZED TALKING
PICTURE SERVICE, Inc.
729 7th Ave.
BRyant 9-5721

COLOR

July 20-21:
July

Annual
summer
meeting
of
and South Carolina TheNorth
the
at
ater Owners' Ass'n.
•
Wrightsville
Oceanic.
Hotel
Wilmington,
Aug. 3-22: Beach,
N.
C.
British
film festival,
sponsored!
9-10: by
British England
Internat
Pictures,
Malvern,
. ional
Semi-a
nnual
Conven
tion,
Allied
Sept.
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Minneapolis.
Hispano - American
Motion
Picture
Oct. 1
Congress,
Madrid,
Spain.
Nov.
Annual
meeting
of Academy
of
M. P. Arts & Sciences,
Holly-

West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

Producers make own color negatives
Color in red-ortho negatives may
be removed, retained or altered
to complementary color.
Write
DU CHROME
6723

FILM SYSTEM, LTD.

"Specialists
in Color"
Santa
Monica
Boulevard
Hollywood.
Calif.
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Hollywood — Rowland V. Lee and
Edward Sedgwick have been signed
to direct pictures for Columbia.
Lee will do "Guilty Generation,"
while Sedgwick is to handle the untitled Holt-Graves vehicle.
MacKain to Europe
Clarence MacKain of the branch
operation department of Universal,
leaves for Europe tonight on the Bremen. He will make his headquarters at first in London in the interests of branch operation of Universal exchanges in England and on the
continent. Mrs. MacKain will occompany her husband.
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YEAR BOOK
•

DIRECTORS
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PRODUCTION
CUIDE
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DUPACK made by

I
!
I

WilliaJ
to
Dinner
Testimonial
of Hotel AsSaal. South Garden
York, 7 P. M.
tor Roof, New
Educational-Tiffany
regional
sales i
York.
New
convention.

♦"♦

jX

J.J
J.l
J.J
J.J
7T

8:
15:

Conference
on
talking
motioo
pictures
in
visual
education,
under auspices of U. S. Commissioner of Education,
Washington.
D. C.

Rowland Lee, E. Sedgwick
To Direct for Columbia

Rivoli
Strand

Empire M. P. Operators
Monogram Opens Offices
May Invade Manhattan
In Cleveland and Cincy

MARKET
SATURDAY)
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East. Kodak . ...156J/2 ISO
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A Little
from "Lots"

-,By RALPH

WILK\

"D EGIS TOOMEY has been assigned bv Paramount to a role with
Charles
"Rogers.
William
(Stage)
B.ud and Stuart Erwin in "Come On,
'Marines."
*
*
*
Chiquila DeMonte:. who appeared as Tom
Patricola's leading lady in the first comeay
he made for Educational, "Si, Si, Senor," has
again been assigned the feminine lead. Nancy
Torres and Charley Dorety also are in the
Hew Patricola comedy being directed by William Goodrich from an original story by
Ernest
Pagano
and Jack
Townley.

*

*

*

With the signing of Emma Dunn. Gladden
James. Robert Keith and Harold Goodwin,
the large cast which has the supporting roles
in the Helen Twelvetrces" RKO Pathe picture, temporarily titled "The Mad Marriage."
ha* been completed. Others in "The
M id Marriage," which Tay Garnett is directinc. are Ricardo Cortez, John Garrick, Ken
r.eth Thompson, Wade Boteler, Frank McHugh, Harry Carey, Frank Conroy, Arthur
Stone, James
Eagels
and Al Herman.

*

*

*

Makoto Tayoshima, famous dancer of Japan, was hostess at a theater and dinner
party arranged by Joe Rock, who is soon to
produce a series of one reel pictures in
Multicolor, using Japanese players and locales.

*

*

*

Sammy Fuller reports that Max Ree tells
a -tory of an interior decorator, whose wife
went visiting over a weekend while he stayed
at home. To surprise her, he re-papered the
house. When wifey returned she complimented him on his work, but inquired: "What
are those bumps on the wall?" "Jeez," he
shouted,
"I
forgot
to take
down
the picKubec Glasmon and John Bright, the two
\>ung Chicago newspaper men who wrote
'Smart Money," Edward G. Robinson's
neiv
Warner Bros, picture, are planning an early
visit to New York. They also wrote "The
Public Enemy," and their very latest opus,
"Larceny Lane," is now in production at the
Warner Bros, studios, with James Cagney
roles.
in the two leading
Blondell
and Joan

*

*

*

Roy Pomeroy has received offers from three
different studios to take over the completion
of films now in production. He directed "Interference" and "Inside the Lines." He also
invented a sound apparatus, which was used
on "Wings."
*
*
*

Pitts and James Gleason furnish the
RKO Pathe's "The Big Gamble,"
convdy in
starring Bill Boyd. Fred Niblo is directing,
and the cast also includes Dorothy Sebastian,
Warner Oland, Ralph Ince, William Collier,
June MacCloy and Geneva Mitchell.
Jr
Zasu

*

*

*

Hugo Reisenfeld wrote the score for
"Tabu," which is being shown at the United
Artists theater, Los Angeles. His services
were arranged for by the Abe Meyer Synchronizing Service, which also furnished the
for "Honeymoon Lane," staration
synchroniz
Dowling.
ring Eddie

New

Incorporations
New

York Charters

_

High-Art Pictures Corp., motion pictures;
Lanzit, 295 Madison Ave., New York,
M
hares common.
First Division Exchanges, motion picture
film.; Phillip- & Nizer, 1560 Broadway. New
common.
200 shares
York

Delaware

Charter

United Comedy Pictures Corp., Ltd.. Pbila
lia, Pa., conduct exhibits, plays; Corpora^
Guarantee
and Trust
Co., Dover,
Del
15,000
shares common.

Capital Increases
Publix-Wilby Theaters, Inc.. New
1,000
to 2.000
-.hares
no par.

Name

RI\LTO

-',

THE

HOLLYWOOD

York,

Short Shots from
New York Studios
BLAIR

HIILMPUY

• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till
Now
that several years ago a Middletown, N. Y., newsboy sneaked in the local theater several times without paying for
a ticket
the other day he wrote
Vincent
Lawder,
the
manager, confessing his sin and inclosing a $1 bill to "even things
up" Misterexplaining
his action
he "got religion"
and
Lawder opines
that by
if asaying
lotta distributors
got religion
and kicked back a conscience fund to exhibs on over-priced pix,
exhibs throughout the Youessay would be transformed into a
lotta hallelujah shouters, too
*
»
*
*
•

•

• THAT Gene Curtis, manager of the Capitol in Montreal, has horned in on that verbal bout between Battling Arch
Reeve and Kid (Jean) LeRoy
concerning the origin of tinold film classic, "The May Irwin Kiss"
he sez lit- i> n>>t a
contender
only a kibitzer seeking to throw a banana peel
on the canvas and make it tough for both the pugs
he
sez he also, like Kid LeRoy, owns a print of the pix
which gives credit thus
"Koster & Bial present Thomas
A. Edison's Marvel of the Age, the Vitascope"
and the print
only measures 32 feet and not 50 as the Kid claims
and
it does not show an actual kiss
onlv stroking of the mustache and smacking of the lips PREPARATORY
to the joy of
osculation
which
shows how terribly naughty these sexy
films were in the old daze
Gene used the film in advertising his recent theater anniversary
and sez it was receive'
with scrims, rurrs und howels
before we get through with
this "Kiss" argument
we expect some gent to show
up
with a print proving it wasn't a kiss scene at all
merely a
big
kicking some gold digger in the mush, and making her
like he-man
it
*
*
*
*
• • • THAT Artie Stebbins has been getting some great
publicity breaks on that stunt of insuring his 10-year-old son for
100 grand
the latest being an editorial in the "Evening
Journal"
that a pansy tried to enlist with the Marines in
order to be nearer his base of operations, as the military tacticians would say
but they rejected him, even though his
rating was "Fairy Good"
that if our gag gags you, it
must be a good choke
but consider the disappointment of
the pansy
*
*
*
*
• • • THAT Ed Corcoran, advertising manager of Keith's
in Philly, is justifiably elated over success of his associate, Jerry
Crowley
Jerry has built up a Movie Fan Club of the air
with a Magic Carpet idea that is used to transport the club members to Hollywood and get the latest news of stars and pix
to date Jerry has received more mail at the radio station than
even the crooners
which
is Something
*
*
*
•
• • • THAT Gabe York is sloughing in and getting results
out in Losang, reorganizing the Fox West Coast Theaters ad
dep't while Joel Swensen is carrying on for him here in the east
that a Scotch bank robber was caught red-handed when
his hands stuck to his finger-prints on the safe
can ya
imagine his mortification?
that Charlie Griswold and Kirk
McGee, of the Roxy managerial staff, have Gone
Sentimental
these June Bride days
and prepared statistics
showing
that six Roxyettes have grabbed
husbands
from
the
theater's projection,
engineering and house staffs
which
only proves that in these tuff times even a film man will Answer
the Purpose
*
*
*
*
• • • THAT Xed Sloman, who came east to direct Nancj
Carroll in "\Yil<l Beauty," and Claire Windsor, recently returned
from Europe, have joined the St. Moritz crowd ol film celebs
that the latest Tiffany
Chimp
corned]
lias the In
Chevalier
impersonator
;
the monk
has a natural
protuding
film gents
past Loew's
New
York underlip
where a muggthatwastwopainting
on walked
i ladder...
walked under it
the other walked around it
and a
paint brush fell on hi- conk

so wotth'ell

Tele

«

«

«

»

»

• two-reel
comedies
starK. Arthur
and Kami
Dane,
will
Paramount' s New
York
studio on

at

The

first

two
be Lease
"A Put
h andwill"The
Breakand Howard Diet*. Other
t titled, include
a navy
story
made
aboard
a V. S. battle

tehi,
cruiser .
mill be

"Wii.gs of Tomorrow." an aviation short
produced by Visugraphic Pictures, will be
shown at the swanky Little Picture House in
conjunction
with the Paramount classic,
"Skippy."

With Dane and Arthur set for the first
of the new slap-sttck comedies planned by
Paramount, Larry Kent has lined up a full
schedule to follow which includes other tworeelers starring Ford Sterling, Al St. J"hn.
Charlie KukkIcs, Lulu McConnell, Smith &
Dale and Billy House.

fug llai/an, X year-old actress who will
be featured fry P. If. Griffith in his forthcoming production, made her stage debut at
the tender age of 1 Vi years, in a play by
huoenc
O'Neill.
Vitaphone has purchased "C Sharp," by
Betty Ross, as one of their twelve two-reel
ni isica] revue "Broadway Brevities" series.
Previous Vitaphone vehicle
- include "The Hard Guy," featuring Spencer
Tracy and "Madam of the Jury." with Judith
Anderson.

R
latter

A. Clune. who acts as production manager for D. W. Griffith, has been with the
for the past 12 years.

deo. K. Arthur,
whose
hobby
is tiding of popular songs, has just completed what
he terms
a modernited
"minor
key"
of 'llrme,
Sweet
Home."
Immediately

upon

completing his role op-

Tallulahwill
Bankhead
in "My
Sin."
Fredric posite
March
start work
is co-star.
with Claudette Colbert, in "Sil of Singapore." This latter is a screen version of
"The
Sentimentalists." by Dale Collins
'iiur Ellis

has

compttt

line
fry Monta
Bell
editing of "Personal '■'

with

Many Happy
Returns
Best
tended

wishes
by

and congratulations
are ti
TBI

FILM
DAILY to the followi
hers of the industry, who are
ing their birthdays:

Robert
Edward

Frazer
Lowe, Jr.

June 2<>

John Kelly
Harry
Lachman
Kvion
Munson

Changes

Electrical
Industries
Corp.
to Radio
•i Industries
Corp., Boston,
Miss

\V. Cinema
COFPMAN,
JJOB
Audio
studio,president
will be of
in
charge of all sound recording on the
D. W. Griffith feature about to go
into production at the Audio

»

THC

<2^

CHURCH COUNCIL SCORES
CENSORSHIP ACTIVITIES

WILL H. HAYS ASSAILS
CHURCH COUNCIL REPORT
Nyack, N. Y. — Trial under the indictments returned by the Rockland
, nt ..- a aews story to the press
County Grand Jury against former
does not contain this "disavowal of
Mayor Oscar Kosel and former vilresponsibility."
lage trustee Harry Williams for alt
statemen
press
the
of
g
Releasin
leged bribery in connection with the
Albany, N. Y. — Christopher H.
conclus
Council'
granting
of an official permit for
the
on
based solely
Buckley,
owner
of
the
Leland,
has
sions, without distributing to the
Sunday shows here, has been fixed
cut
his
prices
from
35
cents
at
night
the
time
same
the
at
ers
newspap
and 25 cents in the afternoon to 25 for July 6. The cases will come befacts developed by its own investiga- and 20 cents, respectively.
fore Judge Sherwood in County
tors and upon which the conclusions
Court in New City.
based, also is assailed by Hays,
Ripley, O. — The Ripley, completewho further challenges specifically
ly remodeled, was reopened June 27.
Detroit — The Courtesy, neighborthe validity
ns, of some of the Co«ncil's
conclusio
hood house, has been taken over by
Detroit — The Regent, former key a new corporation, Courtesy Theater
\lthough difference of opinion with
house, has been reopened by Mrs.
by I. Jack London, vetpictures is inevit- Ida Klatt, proprietor, following the Co., headed
regardabletofrommotion
eran Detroit operator.
the very fact that the
death
of
her
husband.
Manager
is
screen is the popular medium of en
C. E. Edwards, also manager of
tertainment, film producers cannot
Newburgh, N. Y. — Academy, PubRosedale.
The house, lately operself-seeking
live by irresponsible,
ated as a vaudefilmer by W. J. Steb- lix's "A" house, has closed for the
criticism and advice alone, declares
bins, has turned to picture policy.
summer, due to unsatisfactory patHays.
ronage. Operation of the independThe principal charge in the "ReNew Haven, Conn. — Fox-College,
ent New State, which is giving stage
port" concerns the payment of formerly the Hyperion, which was
honoraria to officials of religious or- remodeled and opened last winter, is as well as screen shows, particularly
ganizations. In reply to this, Hays to be closed for the summer months. affected Academy.
i ( ontinucd

from

Poet

1)

'Whatever payments were made
for services rendered by individuals
associated with your organization, in
order to guide producers in the treatment of themes with religious significance, whatever honoraria were
paid in the form of expenses to lecturers enlisted in the movement of
raising the standards of demand for
better pictures, were made on the
basis of ixtra-salary compensation,
the principle of which is accepted in
your Department's own report.
"Such payments were clearly set
forth in the records placed at the
disposal of your investigators. Our
books were opened to them and our
correspondence files were always at
their entire command. The conclusion- of your Department as to the
propriety of the acceptance of such
compensation is declared in the following words:
' 'We have found no evidence that
the services rendered to the industry
in the case involving the Federal
Council were not conscientiously
rendered.'
"In view of the fact, however, that
your Department of Research and
Education feels impelled to cite the
payment of such honoraria as of
chief significance, what is to be said
about those who betray their religious constituencies by demanding
and receiving compensation
for lee-

SUNSHIN€
IN
THE
NEWS
DAY'S
Reports from all parts of the country
show fewer theaters closing this summer.
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New Haven, Conn. — Victory, owned by Andrew G. Ely is being remodeled and will be reopened soon under Ely's management.

Small Stockholders Sue
St. Louis Amusement Co.
(Continued

from

Page

1)

30 to show cause why a receivership
should not be appointed. Also named
as defendants are H. M. Warner,
Abel Cary Thomas. Albert Warner,
Charles Skouras, Sam Carlisle and
Samuel B. Jeffries.
Shea is manager of the Montgomery, not affiliated with the St. Louis
Amusement Co.
Similar suit has been brought by
William J. Blake, stockholder, against
Skouras Bros. Enterprises, operators
of the Ambassador, Missouri and
Grand Central and owners of controlling stock in St. Louis Amusement Co. Blake asks the court to
appoint a receiver and direct him to
bring suit against Warners, owners
of the Skouras voting stock. Hearing
is
set for July 2 before Judge Hartmann.
Cook Assistant at Mayfair
William E. Cook, formerly at the
86th St., is now assistant to manager
Larry Grieb at the RKO Mayfair.
ture tours on the subject of 'exposing the movies?' What is to be said
about the professional 'pamphleteer'
who deliberately mis-states facts and
figures with regard to motion pictures? What is to be said about
those whose zeal to reform the
movies begins only when they discover that the industry will not comply with their demands for financial
contributions?
"If such results have demanded a
constant educational effort, if to encourage such efforts and movements
the industry has helped pay printing
. postage and mailing, allowed
reasonable honoraria covering traveling or other necessary expenses in
the delivery of lectures, and paid for
authoritative study and advice on the
various problems before it, no apology
is required to your Department of
Research
and Education
which has

(Continued from

Page

D

paid to censorship by "religious and
social agencies," the survey speculates eration
not "coopas to withwhether
the Haysor organizat
ion
is Preparati
warranted by the results."
on
of this report, which
takes exception to various Hays organization policies, led to the resig-J
nation of Carl Milliken, Hays
at-1
tache, from the council.
Achievements
of the Hays
office!
are listed as including higher produc-j
tion standards, development of an extensive program of co-operation with]
women's groups in the use of pre- J
view lists and in the arrangement
>f
special programs, aid in settling dis-l
putes through arbitration and accom-l
plishmen
Bureau. ts towards aiding unemploy-i
ment
through
the Central Casting

It is admitted, also, that the screen!
is a "great agency both of instruction and entertainment" and as such
"must become the purveyor of all
that is best and richest in our culture and the ally of the uplifting and
Rothacker Moving Library
refining forces of community life."
From Chicago to New York
The report also states that "a lack
D. R. Rothacker has started mov- of confidence in its program for improving standards prevents full cooperation with the Hays organization
ing his negative
film York
"morgue"
fromat
Chicago
to his New
offices
by
the
churches
and religious agen729 Seventh Ave. Librarians have
cies. This lack of confidence is traced
begun indexing the film, which will to the fact that the public has been
be offered for sale both as individual
shots and for short subject material encouraged to expect more from Mr.
Hays that he has had power to ac-

U Sells to International Marine
Universal has sold several pictures
to International Mercantile Marine
for showing on their various steamships. The present schedule is: Britannic, sailing July 3, "Seed"; Adriatic, July 11, "Hide Out"; Homeric,
July 3, "Iron Man"; Olympic, July
16, "Up for Murder"; Majestic, July
8, "Mother's Millions."
Pollard Starts "Alice" Series
Bud Pollard will start shooting the
first
of the "Alice in Wonderland"
series
studios.tomorrow at the Metropolitan

A general survey of the film industry is presented in the repor
complish."
which also touches upon block book
ing. Payment of honoraria to rt
ligious organization officials by tb«
Hays organization is deplored.
John Wild Closes Foreign Deals
John Wild, who recently bought
"Monsters of the Deep" from W.
Alexander of Natural Productions,
Inc., for England, has made a deal
whereby he adds the remainder of
the British Empire and the European continent to his distribution
territory for this picture.
Wild also has sold the U. S. rights

not a single practical proposal to its
credit for the betterment of motion to "The Sleeping Cardinal," Sherlock Holmes' story made by TwickHays also cites the case of Rev.
enham Film Studios of London.
George Reid Andrews, who in his
pictures."
former
capacity as chairman of the
Federal Council Committee on Religious Drama and executive secretary
of
the
Church
and Drama
demanded 10
per cent
of the Ass'n,
gross
receipts from the picture, "King of
Kings," and who launched an attack
on the film industry when his request was not granted.
The task of self-regulation in the
film industry is nowhere near accomplished, Hays says. Every new development in the art, every new social or dramatic trend, brings new
problems to the screen, and only by
sincere constructive cooperation from
church and other bodies can the task
be made lighter.
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Court Bans Twisting of Old Arbitration

Clause

MARYLAND M. P. T.J). BANS PERCENTAGE
Federal Church — Hays Office Feud

Stirs

Newspapers
Give Break
to Religious Body
in Controversy

Exhibitor
Group
Passes
Resolution Against
P. C. Policy

Greater New York newspapers
gave the Federal Church Council the
break yesterday in the official clash
resulting
religious
group's
Report onfrom
the the
Public
Relations
of
the Motion Picture Industry. Although Will H. Hays prepared a reply to the Council's statements for
release at the same time, the dailies
subordinated the m. p. side of the
story in favor of the Church release.
(Continued

on

Page

6)

$114,000 DAMAGES ASKED
IN ALLEGED CONSPIRACY

Cooperation for Teachers
Los

II, -st Coasl Burton, '/'///; FILM 1KUI.Y
Angeles — Speaking before the annual convention

of the

National

Education Ass'n here yesterday, Carl E. Milliken, secretary of the Hays organization, offered the full facilities of the motion picture group in keeping teachers
informed of films with educational values and in cooperating on pedagogic films
designed especially for classroom use.

90% Action, 10% Dialogue,
Paramount Comedy Formula
Paramouut's field forces report an
increasing demand for less dialogue
and more action in features, and the
same has been found applicable to
short subjects, so that the ideal arrangement for a comedy
picture is

about 90 per tent sight and 10 per
cent dialogue, says Larry Kent in
charge of short subject production
at the Paramount New
York
studios. As a result the com(C'mtimted

on

■ d on

Page
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THE

case

involving

live

contracts

between

'Tli, .mas Crosby and Paramount
of the agreements, on the old form,
covered
shorts, and the other four,
contract, were for fea1930
the
on
tures.

Charging

FILM

■ itinnrd
breach on ofPtgtall contracts.

Demanding

Stars

Budd Rogers Finds on Trip
Exhibitors are more and more demanding
star names, said Budd Rogers, director of
sales for Sono Art-World Wide, upon his
return yesterday from a sales trip "Marquee names is what they want," said Rog
ers, who declared that only out and out
hits are doing business at the box-office.
Selling of Sono Art product for 1931 32
will start in 10 days, he said.

Two companies, M-(i-M and Paramount arc said to be holding out
(Continued

J. J.

CONSIDERING the mountain of labor represented bj the
Federal Church Council's report on the public relations of the
motion picture industry, the net accomplishment aa reflected in
the "conclusions" is indeed comparable to a molehill.
The Report itself is a <lr\ document thai proves nothing,
while the "conclusions" which the Council 1ms drawn are not
always related to, or 1mm no out by, the facts in the Report.
Utic of tlic main points in the document 1ms to do with the
to officials of the Federal
Hays ngOffice
of monej bj nthedeliveri
payment
lectures.
Council for s< i
■■tinned on ra-f

on

Page

HEADS
STUDIO PROJECT

Chicago— J. J. and

B. J

formerly associated with the Natal Theaters Circuit which went bankrupt and was absorbed
by other interests two searin the Hollywood
Chicago Studi
Inc.. which
recently
of

Hiram S. Brown, Jr.,
HiramTo S BeBrown,
Asst. Jr.,to willRo\>*
join S. I. Rothafel

the

T'u m

DAILY

as '

learns.

Brown.

tant,

Jr.

is a Princeton graduate and
ss aduate
■n Busine
College, course
He at
wrillH
a post-gr

INDUSTRY

— the Federal Church Council's Report Falls Flat
Exhibs

Baltimore — No members of the
Hon Picture Theaters Owneri
Maryland. Inc., will be permitted to
show pictures on a percentage b
during the coming season according
a resolution
passed unanimously at
ato meeting
recently.

Path

Misuse of Arbitration Clause
Disapproved by State Court

Atlanta — Liberty Specialty Film
Corp., the Film Board of Trade and
several other companies arc named
defendants in a suit for $114,000 filed
in Federal district court here Saturday by Mrs. S. M. Turner, who alBuffalo — Taking advantage of the
leges -he was forced to close her
clause in the old exhibition contracts,
theater in Salerno, Fla., in V)T1 , be(Continucd
on Page
2)
which says exhibitors may cancel
agreements if the distributor refuseto disclaim responsibilHughes-Franklin To Build to arbitrate,
ity for product signed under a different contract, has been ruled out bj
In Two More Texas Towns
tin
State
Supreme
Court here in a
Dallas— Hughes- Franklin Theaters
will build house, in Del Rio and
Sweetwater. A site in the former
city has been bought jointly by P.
I. Poag, manager of the H-F houses

Interest

tinned

on

Charge
Service
Suspend
On Extended Closings
service
that
exhibitors
advising
the
their
when
d
charges will be suspende
atcrs arc closed for 30 days or longer have
been sent to theaters equipped with RCA
Letters

of the stand
Announcement
Photophonc
ardixation of service charges also hai been
mailed to e.hibs by I H Tingle. tr«j»ur«r
In establishing flat rates for service on va<
a considerable <e
ious types of equipment
duction has been made

DAILY
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Wanger 's Former Duties
Distributed by Paramount

m miwiu
c* himiom
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Ameranglo Corp. Sues
Liberty Productions

Ameranglo Corp. has been granted
Under the new setup in the Para- an attachment on properties of Libmount production organization, the
erty Productions Co. in connection
former duties of Walter Wanger,
with
a
contract for the foreign disYil LVNt. 153 TiiUij. lilt 30. 1JJ1 Phci 5 Cuts
comthe
who has just retired from
of "She Wolf." The
pany, will be distributed among var- Arthur Leetributionconcern
has also filed
I0IN 1 AUCOATE
Uitir »■ PiMteter
ious executives, it is understood. No
replacement will be made on the suit for $10,000 estimated on commissions handling of the picture abroad
holidays
and
Saturdays
except
would have brought the firm.
Published daily
g
's
th"e
fill
to
board
operatin
company
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., Wanger vacancy, and Jesse L. Lasky
The plaintiff, through its attorneys,
copyrixht (I9J1) by Wid's Films and is likely to maintan contact with the
and
Film Folk. Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President, studios which was a function of Fitelson, Lehrman & Mayers, claims
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau,
that Liberty negotiated a releasing
Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager; Wanger. D. A. Doran, Jr., of the
Arthur W. Eddy. Associate Editor; Don scenario department will handle re- deal with Universal before cancellation of its Ameranglo contract had
Editor. EnManaging
(Jillette,
Carle
lation- with new acting, writing and become
tared as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
final.
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under directorial talent. Richard A. Rowland, now known as chief of the story
the act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage
free) United States outside of Greater New department, will also assume new J. J. Cooney
Heads
York J10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
and increasingly important duties, it
months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscriber is understood.
Chicago Studio Project
should remit with order. Address all communications to THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone Circle
7 4738, 7-4739. Cable ad74737,
7,4736, dress:
Filmday, New York. Hollywood.
California — Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607. London— Ernest
W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn
Lichtbildlmehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225. Pans
— P. A. Harle, La Cinematographic Francaise. Rue de la Cour-des-Noues, 19.
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William Saal Denies
Goe and Steele Leaving
William Saal, who joined Tiffany
yesterday in an important executive
capacity, denied reports that Carl J.
Goe, sales manager, and Charles
Steele, comptroller, are leaving the
company.

90% Action, 10% Dialogue,
Para.
Comedy
Formula
{Continued
from Page 1)

High
Low Close
In.l
7Vi 1V> 7'A
■
Ind. pfd. U'A U'A U'A +
lak
154 151^ 151^ —
"A"....
22/, 2\<A 21H —
Eq. (new)
5
4H
*H
.

. Inc

Paramount

STOCK

(Continued

pany is increasing its 1931-32 schedule of slapstick two-reelers from 12
Net to 20. Karl Dane, George K. ArOik.
thur, Al St. John and Ford Sterling
VA
are among the names already signed
for these shorts. Kent says there is
a definite trend of favor for the oldfashioned Keystone type of comedy.

—
.,
—
—
—
-f-

Lou Weinberg Appointed
Short Subject Sales Mgr.

from

Pane

1)

here and is working on plans to establish a motion picture studio on
the outskirts of Chicago. The concern has taken an option on 15 acres
of land in Palos Hills, a suburb, and
announces its intention to start building some time this summer.
J. J. Cooney is president of the
concern; L. W. Alexander, associated with motion pictures in various
capacities for 17 years, is vice-president and general manager; Henri Elman, formerly connected with local
offices of several producing companies, is treasurer, and B. J. Cooney
secretary.

DATE
BOOK
THE
INDUSTRY'S
July 6-10: Conference on talking motion
pictures in visual education,
under auspices of U. S. Commissioner of Education, Washington
D. C.
July 8: Testimonial Dinner to William
Saal, South Garden of Hotel Attor Roof, New
York, 7 P. M.
July 15: Educational-Tiffany regional sal«
convention.
New
York.
July 20-21: Annual summer meeting ol
North and South Carolina Theater Owners' Ass'n, at the
Hotel Oceanic, Wrightsville
Beach, Wilmington,
N. C.
Aug. 3-22: British film festival, sponsored
by British International Pictures.
Malvern,
England.
Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Minneapolis.
Oct. 1 : Hispano - American Motion Picture
Congress,
Madrid,
Spain.
Nov. 4: Annual meeting of Academy of
M. P. Arts & Sciences,
Holly.

One Operator in Booth
Agreed Upon in Miami i
Miami — As the result of an arbif

trationthe
between
operators'Owners
union
and
Miamithe Theater
Ass'n, comprised of the Wolfson-|
Meyer Theater Enterprises, Inc.,
Capitol, Biltmore, State, Tower,
Tivoli, Biscayne Plaza and Coconut
Grove theaters, a policy of one man
in a booth will be in effect here for
the next year. Publix was not in$114,000 Damages Asked
in the arbitration. Wage scale
In Alleged Conspiracy agreed cludedupon
is %\.Ziy2 an hour, or
(Continued
from Page 1)
cause she had refused to take up a about $48 a week for neighborhood
contract held by the Liberty Corp. houses and $55 downtown.
with a former owner of the theater.
Mina Crolius Gleason Dies
The Atlanta Film Board arbitrated West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
against her, she says, with the result
Los Angeles — Mrs. Mina Crolius
that other distributors refused to furGleason, veteran stage actress, mothnish her film.
er of James Gleason. died Saturday
in the Osteopathic Hospital at the

Lou Weinberg, Columbia home office sales executive, has been appoint12H U'A 12H —
ed short feature sales manager for
3« 3'A 3'A
■■
the company. In addition to these Fred Allen to Produce
9U
9H
9H
..
duties, Weinberg will represent Coage of 73.
754
7'A
7'A
—
6
6
6
Pathe's
Six
Westerns
lumbia in negotiations made with
Gilda Gray 111
BOND
MARKET
West
Coast
Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
Loew in New York and also will be
Gilda
Gray
is reported ill at the
40J4 39
39—1
Hollywood — Fred Allen has been Worwick Hotel.
64$4 64'A 64'A — VA Columbia's east coast representative
by Charles R. Rogers to pro97'A 97
97'A +
'A on
cuit.matters pertaining to the Fox Cir- signed duce
the six westerns on RKO
V
S'AsSO
82
81f£ 81^
Pathe's schedule for next season.
Warner's
6s39 ... 43
42H 42H —
H
Allen has had previous experience in
The Finest Projection Room
this line with Rogers and Harry Joe
Hughes-Franklin
to
Build
(Western Electric Systeml
"First Aid" Release in July
Brown in the making of Ken MayIn
Two
More
Texas
Towns
nard pictures.
•'First Aid," Sono Art-World Wide
(Continued
from Pane 1)
$1.25 cutting
per reelrooms
production of the Michael L. Sim4 private
mons story glorifying the ambulance there: C. V. Jones, Ff-F auditor; H.
DU-ART FILM LAB
Walt
Disney
Improving
Mirgeon, has been set for release next B. Robb ad E. H. Rowley, division West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
245 West 55th Street
managers.
Work
is
to
start
at
once.
month. Grant Withers heads the
Columbus 5-4907
Hollywood — Walt
Disney
is imcast.
C. H. (Buck-) Weaver has announced
proving
following
an
operation
for
a
that he will open an opposition throat ailment.
house in Del Rio next month. The
!>♦*♦♦*♦♦•♦#*♦**♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦%♦*•♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦•♦♦♦«
** •# ♦♦ ♦» ♦♦ ♦# ♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦*.•*>*>♦.♦♦.♦♦,>♦,,♦♦.♦♦.**,*♦.*♦>♦/
Sweetwater
project is to start later.
:.:
::
::

1
::
:;

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
STillwell 4-7940

Eastman Films

•::#
::
:.:
:.:
::
::
::
:.:
:.: 1727 Chicago
Indiana Ave
CALumet 3692

J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

I
I

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood4121

Hays Salary Cut Rumor
Nothing was known at the Hays
office yesterday concerning a Coast
report to the effect that producers
have asked Will H. Hays to take a
cut in his salary. A general economy
policy has been instituted within the
organization. Consolidation of the
:.:
:.: film board setup will result in a con::
siderable saving in overhead.
:.:

:.:
:.:
:.:
•.•♦.♦♦.*•.♦♦.♦♦.••.♦♦.••.•♦.♦♦.*•.♦•.♦♦.♦♦>♦.♦•>••♦*•♦♦♦♦♦>

Gallagher
Leaving
Columbia
J. H. Gallagher, advertising manager of Columbia, is leaving the company on July 1.
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James Whale
who directed "JOURNEY'S END"
< you
nis masterpiece

i

SfKiy

i
["Beauty's Last Stand"]
from ROBERT E. SHERWOOD'S gripping stage
play of
innocent young love caught in the maelstro
m of war-mad
London . . . with Mae Clarke, Kent Douglass, Doris Lloyd,
Enid Bennett, Bette Davis, Ethel Griffies, Frederic Kerr.

Presented by Carl Laemmle
Produced by Carl Laemmle, Jr.
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RKO AND COLUMBIA BATTLE
FOR BASEBALL LEADERSHIP

HECKLING

FILM

THE
(Continued

from

Since thi- distribution of honoraria
was done aboveboard, and in view
With Columbia's baseball nine of the tact that demands for money
holding the edge over RKO for on the part of church officials was
league leadership, the battle for stel- equal!) as common, the issue seems
to result in an even break
at best.
lar honor-, ami possession of the
lii m 1) mi n silver trophy, waxes
MORE
important,
however,
and
more torrid each week-end. The
what seems to contain the keynote
leading team- met last Thursday of the situation, is that the churches
night onlj to have the game called have not been successful in diverting
after nine innings of hard play with »hc screens to ther special desires.
the final -cure of 3 to 3. The game
to "conpictures
They want
tribute to themotion
efforts
in which
the
will be played off later in the sea- churches are engaged to promote re...n. Ed Wherity, president of the
sponsible citizenship, inter-racial
understanding, industrial justice and
M.P.A.A., claim- this season's tussle
to be the most exciting since the international
good
will."
Quoting again from the church
league was formed. Names of the statement: "As a great agency both
manager- ami team captains who are of instruction and entertainment, the
urging their men to victory, and motion picture must become the
of all that is best and richtheir league standings are: Columbia, purveyor
est in our culture and the ally of the
1,000, Jack Bass, Charles Levy; uplifting and refining forces of comRKO. 1.0()0, E. Waxberg, S. P.
munity life."
Griaidis; Warner, .750, Phil Abrams,
Irving Krassner; E.R.P.I., .576,
ALL of which is very fine, except
rt;e Lawrence, Tom Moylan; that the minute the screen tries to
Fox, .400, Dave Massover, Harold be anything but a medium of enter'ainment it will cease to be "a great
Gutman; Nat'l Theaters, .285, M.
igency"
and ofwill
itEllingson, G. Vroome; RKO Pathe,
self off of
in anything
a fraction
thekilltime
,167, Harry Storm, F. Haggetter; ■equired to build it up to its present
oositon.
RCA, .000, Lou Bucken, B. F. M<There is no more justification for
Clancy,
'he church to expect the screen — an
Industry that someone else developed
at tremendous cost and in the face
of religious opposition all along the
line — to be utilized for the advancement of their ends, however worthy,
than there would be in expecting trie
-ailroads or the utilities of the counfiv to do the same thing.
When the motion picture was
struggling to make something of itself, the churches were among those
who booted it around from pillar to
,)o-t.

Now that it is "somebody," they
are anxious to annex its influence.
THE
biggest
ailment
of the film
ndustry
is that there are entirely
:oo many
organizations,
institutions
ind busybodies
who
want
to convert it to their particular desires.
Churches want it for the dissemination of their doctrines.
Big corporations want it as a
medium
of advertising.
The legitimate stage interests
want it to kick off pronto so they
can take over the ground.
And so it goes.
The screen can serve only one
master.

It can't be in the show business.
in educational work, in advertis
ing,
religion and social uplift all at the
same time.
*
*
*

Film
Daily's
winning
team

22-inch silver trophy
in the
M.P.A.A.
League.

ONE of the Federal Church Council's "conclusions" hits at the morals
of film folk.
It declares thai, with the coming
for the
Baseball of talkies, the industry was invaded
by a horde of legitimate and "undis-

INDUSTRY

Fa..

them

ciplined vaudeville actors, many of
notoriously lacking in moral

andThis
esthetic
standards."
slanderous
thrust not onlj
was uncalled for, but it is unsubstantiated by anv facts in the ReAs a matter of record, the film
community can match its private life
ably.
port.
with any, and come out very favor-

PERCENTAGE IS BANNED
BY MARYLAND M. P. T. 0.
(Continued

from

Page

1)

a percentage
and itsguarantee
tain picture- on
program.

on

cer-

The resolution is as follow-:
"That we, the member- of the Motion Picture Theater
Owners
of
Maryland,
are
opposed
to playing
pictures on a Percentage Ba-i-. Anj
member violating this ruling shall be
fined or suspended at the discretion

Unfortunately, personalities of the of the Board of Director-."
screen must suffer the spotlight on
all their actions at all times.
One divorce in a film colony of
(Continued
from Page 1)
20,000 persons is broadcast all up
and down the land, whereas a city Herbert T. Silverberg, attorney representing Paramount, asked the exhib
of the same population could have
50 divorces and nobody outside that for the appointment of an arbitratown would hear about them.
tor in accordance with the 1930 regThe least hint of scandal involving
ulations. Failing to get action, Silverberg made a motion in the Sua film name is front-page news for
preme Court for an order directing
the world, while the trangressions
that go on daily in every locality arbitration to proceed and to appoint
seldom become beyond their own an arbitrator for the exhib in connection with the four 1930 contracts.
neighborhoods.
There is continual snooping into Suit also was entered on the old conthe lives of motion picture people,
tract. Crosby thereupon filed notice
with great magnification of anything based on the old contract clause providing that an exhibitor may cancel
"bad," whereas lesser important mortals can do almost anything without contracts if the distributor rejects
notice from the press.
arbitration. Silverberg argued that
Which explains why J. B. Priest- arbitration no longer existed under
ly, to cite one of many, on his lecent the old contract, and the court upheld
trip from England to Hollywood, him, also holding that even if such a
was shocked to find the film capital clause did exist the two contracts
were separate and distinct.
"terribly
respectable."
*
*
*

Court Bans Twisting
Of Arbitration Clause

Church-Hays Office Feud
Stirs Up Lively Interest

THE Federal Church Council hits
it on the head, however, when it
(Continued
from Page 1)
states that "much of the criticism
Carl E. Milliken, secretary of the
up to this time has been uninformed
upon many important practical as- Hays organization, in a statement
forwarded
from
the coast, said in
pects of the problem."
And when it says "there has been
hitherto no comprehensive, compe"My resignation from the Federal
tent agency, convincingly disinterest- Council is an expression of my pered in both administration and prosonal feeling, as a member of the Administrative Committee, concerning
gram, which could supply competent part:
and helpful criticism and guidance to the unfortunate position in which
the industry," it raises the question such a clouded report places the Fed— can there be any such disinterested
attention?
eral Council."
Anyone delving into the structure
and operations of the film industry
— or any other industry — must have
(Continued from Page 1)
some interest in it.
plans for Radio City and will posWhy should a disinterested persibly accompany him and several arson undertake such a burden?
•
chitects when they leave on the EuSurely, in the face of the "conclu- ropa. July 23, for a tour of foreign
sions" it has drawn from its report, cities.
the Federal Council's efforts cannot
be classed as disinterested.
Nor can the film industry, forced
TO-DAY'S cs2=^
to defend itself against a horde of
hecklers, be expected to maintain a
EVENT
1
wholly
impartial composure.
The human element exists on both
sides.

Hiram S. Brown, Jr.,

To Be Asst. to 'Roxy'

big m
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IF there is any conclusion standing
out more prominently than anv other
in the case at hand, it is that the film
industry will do well to not pav too
its critical" torserious attentio
n to
mentors, but just
keep right on trying to do its best in the business of
providing wholesome entertainment.

AS SEEN
BY
THE
PRESS
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^

*

"By the terms of his recently signed
long
term
contract
with
Fox
Films,
James
Dunn
must
not weigh
more than
157 pounds.
A pound
more
and
— Fox Film. he
won't
be
permitted
to play
opposite
such

slim

beauties

as Sally

Eilers."
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Review of

TRANS-LUX

Review
Embjisy of

THEATERS

THE

NEWSREEL

THEATER

(Broadway)

Opens with the takeoff of the three
transatlantic plans. First. Gatty and
Post, 'round the world flyers carryinn a Pathc News camera. Second,
the Hillig and Hoiriis fliprlit to Norway; and finally Ruth Nichols taking off, and scenes of her ship after
the crack-up.
Follows a series of some 24 different views; inauguration of the new
French president, Pathe News inaugurating its war on gangsters and
crime, a comical presentation of a
negro baptismal ceremony in the
imac, scene from Switzerland
showing celebration of Corpus Christi
day, a scene over the border showing
a distillery yard filled with whisky
barrels, yeomen of the guard of England marching in their ancient costumes, man-made lightning demonstrating effect of striking Empire
State building with a miniature for
demonstration purposes.
The Around the Town series of
news flashes shows Mayor Walker's
birthday party and dinner. This is
contrasted with the birthday of the
oldest woman of New York. Then
scenes of Conev Island, and the kiefat the big political party in Central
Park. Finally shots of the opening
of the new roadway over the 59th
Street Bridge by Mayor Walker.
Army maneuvers showing a tank
traveling 50 miles an hour and battering down buildings, Secretary
Mills discusses the effect of postponement of raparations payments,
then the talk by Owen Young on
the same subject, King Victor Emmanuel of Italy reviews the Italian
Legions, a life boat race on the Hudi, the sacred cow of Japan, a kid
golfer, three years old, making some
phenomenal shots; Jim Londos in
training for his wrestling bout:
Chinese baby show, the Ascot race in
England.
This week's "Who's Who" on
Broadway series presents George
Rector, the famous restaurant proprietor, talking on bygone days.
The

Trans-Lux short subject theater has on the program,
"Strange
As It May Seem"; "Glory of Spain";
Ahead and Sing"; "Hook, Line
and Melody"; "Bugville Romance."

COMING

& GOING

MAURICE
CHEVALIER
sails v.
on the Paris.
Will return in September.
TAf.A
BIRELL,
German-Polish
signed
by Universal,
h.-.s arrived
in this
country with her sister, Gabriella,
on her way to Hollywood.
NED
MARIN
leaves tomorrow
for the
day

coast.

JOSEPH
I. SCHNITZER
the coast July 9.
OTIS
SKINNER
arrived
■■lay on the Carinthia.
MU
FISHER.
Si:
July 4 on tip
the

I

BUDD
Chicago,

I. I.ASKV,

JR

ROGERS
i back
Dc'.roit, Cleveland

arrives

from

I

•..morrow
from
and

RIMIO

11

philmdmly

ma.|.
Winnie

• • • YOU EXHIB muggs who do not have to contend
with the Sunday closing question, don't realize how lucky you
are
take, fi instance, that holier-than-thou state of Arkansas
where the Ministerial Alliance is running display ads
in the newspapers with a scare head
"The Menace of the
Movies"
asking if the folks are gonna "allow the motion
picture industry to feed the minds and souls of their precious
children on objectionable shows on the Lord's
Day"
if
the show is objectionable on a week-day, it seems to be okay
with these Fanatical Nitwits
ain't it a Scream?
now if some organizashe would start a crusade against Dumb
and Sappy
Pix
they could rely on our hearty support
to
help
'em
in
another
campaign againt Dumb and Sappy
holier-than-thou outfits

• • •
BUT
WE
can't expect
this Ministerial
Alliance
t"
campaign against Dumb
l'ix
because their ad is one of
the dumbest
things we've ever read
get this
the
ad reads
"Do you know
the effect the movies have on
your children?"
then it lists live "effects'^
the fourth
reads
"Interferes with their school work."
. .the fifth
reads
"There is a noticeable disregard and disrespect in
reference to the marriage ties"
well, if the school children
in Arkansas are mostly all married, as this clearly implies
and we have never met
they must be pretty wise babies
any institution that can demoralize children quicker than being
look what
married while they are learnin' their three R's
it's done to the child-wives of India
they've all deserted
their husbands to follow Gandhi around in a piece of cheese doth
leaving the husbands at home naked
for vou must
know that in India each family lias only one cheese cloth
it's terrible
on Sunday even worse than picture shows In Arkansas

• IT'S TIME for the Arkansas exhibs to start a campatronpaign against the demoralizing of their theaters
nothized on week-days by these married school kiddies
than an audiing will demoralize and corrupt a theater quicker
with their eyes opened to
ence of married school kiddies
sitting there kidding these nice sentithe Marriage Bunk
mental Hollerword pix about True Love, Romance, and Ideal
Arkansas
can you picture those hard-boiled
Marriages
married babes giving sentimental Hollerword pix the horselaugh? and the Ministerial Alliance is worried about Sunthink how the married young'em!
day shows demoralizing demoralize
the old maid teacher!
sters in the classroom
it's
on the bum
Matinee
Saturday
awful
ArkansasKiddie
and put the in

•

•

• THIS SERIOUS sitooation was called to our attention by T. R. Westmorland, a him man in Little Rock
thing to do in
that there isn't a doggone
a yawp
who makes
where the fishin' is lousj
Arkansas on Sundays
and all the gals go to church because all the males go to church
>,, the poor film muggS
except the film men
98 degrees, these days
'emselves up in a hot hotel room
' influence of married
dciiiorali/in
terrible
the
discuss
and
and Mister Wesl
school kiddie- ,m the Arkansas theaters
belt is Film
n-thou
holier-tha
the
in
need
thej
morland sez what
and ..pines tti.it it the
Relief
nol Droughl
kids could k'<> t.. the pix on Sunday, they wouldn't g< 1
because that's all they've got t<> do on Sundays
oung
they've jusl
an you know how kids are
right now
come homein
folks
..Id
the
when
and
things'
doin'
be
to
got
sitooation
general
the
at
atid look around
from church
arrange
l.tit
,1,.
t,,
els.thing
in.
will, there's
.s plumb
trkansai
yezzir,
,u early June Wedding
shol t" 'ell from all

•

•

for

a trip to
I'

■ tranMtlai
and li
:th ami
the tak'
Mae,

tell

«

«
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»

their

the-world
flight.
(Jtto roundind
plan
of their flight
tell
Hoh
t..
Norway tor the gtorj
N. V.
( Iwen I). V<>ung talks on Pn
Hoover's
debt plan, as do.
n. Theprobably,
latt:ing
remark
is his
•nent that after .V)
stock market
prophet,
he is willing
has
that business
rep has
his and
;.ikc
t . worst
begun to climb
upward for the better.
Ihe disastrous
fire at St. John-.
\'. B„ which
deal
a
large ocean liner and other propern
is shown in the midst of its de>tr

,"
"Pooch
views are:
Otherrefused
while
to eat
the dogrce. who
his friend. Fireman Pat Murphy, was
m
the
hospital;
the
Hindcnburg
Guard
in Berlin celebrating the anniversary of the
Battle of Skaggerack;
the ceremony
in Paris attending the inauguration
of Paul
Doumer
■- President
of France;
a
wrestling
match
between
women
from Paris; Australian public school
crews racing on the river near S
ney; a society steeplechase near B
ton; a mass gymnastic exhibition at
iiers' Field, Chicago;
Owen
l>
Young,
visiting his old school near
Vanhornvillc,
X. V.; opening of the
new highway
ramp on the Quer
lx.ro Bridge; the statue of King \
tor Fmmanuel
in Rome
getting
annual bath; massed musicians ol the
Aldershot regiments in review; Anne
Morgan receiving the touring American mayors at her French chateau.
I'. S. border guards maneuvering
radio at Fort Bliss, Texas;
Mane
donna, singing in a lion's
Line, prima
ns'
cage;
magicia
convent
nisterat
Three the
Rivers.
Mich.;
Westmiion
choirs in a song fest on the canipti>
of Cornel! University; a \isit to the
home of Franz
Lehar, COOSOOX
popular
light
who of
pla\hi ons operas,
era' selecti
from many
s
The reel finishe with the M .
pet presentation,
this week
being a
journet to the Danish
capital, with.
interesting sights of the i

Many Happy
Returns
But wishea and congratulations are ■
tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following members of the industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

June 30
1 . S.n.ird
I.vnn
C.
Berger
Madge

Bellamy

Frederick Chandler
Peters
George

»
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BACK

MONEY

IF YOU
WANT IT ;

THAT'S THE BASIS ON WHICH

ROYAL MODEL "5 S" IS OFFERED
FOR THEATERS

SEATING

UP TO 500 CAPACITY

$1250

FOR
SIMPLEX
PROJECTORS
EVERYTHING

FURNISHED— READY

COMPLETELY-AC-- OPERATED

FOR OPERATION

SOLD OUTRIGHT
For Powers $100.00 Additional

ABSOLUTE

MONEY

BACK

GUARANTEE

4

Its simplicity of construction and its trouble-proof design have been recognized in actual operation throughout the United
States and many foreign countries.

IT IS NOT JUST ANOTHER EQUIPMENT!
ITS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF BUILT WITH THE PRIMARY THOUGHT
TO GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION!

IN MIND

We could not afford to make this exceptional money back guarantee offer if this equipment were not of the type that would
be entirely satisfactory. Therefore you can buy with confidence because YOU TAKE NO RISK!

NO LEASE!

^

NO MISLEADING PROMISES!

^

NO LENGTHY CONTRACTS!

^

NO STRINGS!

No red tape of any kind! <-v. Royal equipment is sold outright! .^ It must perform to your satisfaction!
UNCONDITIONAL
MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE !

FIRST — Does he want to bind himself to a
long term contract, which, for one reason or
another, may prove too expensive and also unsatisfactory?

THE BANK WILL HOLD YOUR
MONEY FOR TEN DAYS PENDING
YOUR
DECISION.

ROYAL MODEL "5 S" is absolutely
fool-proof in its construction. From
actual experience and records on our
files, from theatres in every section of
the United States as well as foreign
countries, has proven conclusively that

OR
SECOND — Does he want to pay out a large
amount of money for equipment, and in case it
does not work satisfactorily, to be STUCK FOR
THE FULL AMOUNT.

Should the Model "5 S" Equipment
not give you the full satisfaction you
expect, you may return the equipment
any time within the ten day period and
your money will be promptly refunded
less 5rr of the purchase price.

any projectionist who can operate a silent
machine is capable of running the

BUT
IF YOU BUY ROYAL MODEL "5 S" and within
ten days you are not entirely satisfied, your
money will be refunded less 5% of the purchase
price without question.

(The 5fv deduction is to prevent
promiscuous use of our money back
guarantee offer and also to cover part
of handling charges).

THAT'S THE MOST AN EXHIBITOR
EXPECT FOR SELF PROTECTION!

For

Complete

Detailed

PUILVIEIRMAN
Executive

SERVICE !

THE CONSERVATIVE EXHIBITOR should bear
in mind the following 3 important factors:

Offices

and

Factory:

Information

equipment at all times without the requirement ofoutside engineering service. However, service may be obtained
if desired at a very reasonable cost to
suit your requirements.

CAN

Address

CCRPCR/tTICN
109

WEST

64th

STREET,

NEW

YORK

«<?

